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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patrat Cooperatkm Tmty (PCD Infomution

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice appearing in the Official Gtaette
at 1042 O.G. 45 on May 15. 1984.
For use of the European Patent OfTtce as a Searching

Authority for PCT applications filed in the United
Sutes Receiving Office, see the notice appearing in the
Official Gazette at 1022 O.G. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.
Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by

a rule change to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published in the
Official Gazette at 1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982.
The Search fee for the European Patent Office was

changed as of Feb. 14, 1984 and was announced in the
Official Gazette at 1039 O.G. 142 on Feb. 21, 1984.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced in the
Qfljcw/ Gazette at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983.
The current schedule of PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ 125 00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
Searching Authority

• No corr^xmding prior U.S. national
application filed 500.00

• Corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 250.00

European Patent Office as
Searching Authority

• All cases 620.00
International Fees

Basic fee (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Apr. 13, 1984. Commisuoner ofPatents

and Trademarks.

Notice of MaiBtenaace Fees Payable

.
,"5!! ^\ ^^* o' Federal Regulations, Section

1.362(d), effective Nov. 1, 1984, provides that mainte-
nance fees may be paid without surcharge for a six-
month period beginning 3, 7, and 11 years after the date
of issue of patents based on applications filed on or after
Dec. 12, 1980. An additional six-month grace period is

provided bv 35 U.S.C. 41(b) and 37 cfk 1.362(e) for

Syment of the maintenance fee with the surcharge set
rth in 37 CFR l.20(k) or (1), effective Nov. 1, 1984. If

the maintenance fee is not paid in a patent requiring
such payment, the patent wiU expire on the 4th, 8th or
12th anniversary of the grant.

Attentioa is drawn to the patents which were issued
on Sept. 29, 1981 for which maintenance fees due at 3
years and six months may now be paid. The patents
have patent numbers within the following ranges:

Plant Patents 4,769 through 4,771
Utility Patents 4,291,417 through 4,292,686
Reissue Patents based on the above identified patents.
No maintenance fees are required for design patents.
Payments of maintenance fees in patents should be di-

rected to **Commis8ioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Box M. Fee, Washington, D.C 20231."
The current amounts of the maintenance fees due at 3

yean and six months are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(e) and
(h), which are reproduced below:

37 CFR {1.20 Post-issuance fees
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**(e) For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except
a design patent, based on an application filed on or
aAer Dec. 12, 1980 and before Aug. 27, 1982, in
force beyond 4 years; the fee is due by three years
and six months after the original grant ... $ 200.00"

"(0 For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except
a design or plant patent, based on an application filed
on or after Aug. 27, 1982, in force beyond 4 years;
the fee is due by three years and six months after the
original grant:

By a small entity (§1.9(f)) $ 200.00
By other than a small entity % 400.00"
The amounts of the surcharges, effective Nov. 1,

1984, arc set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k)Kin), which are
reproduced below:

"(g) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-month grace period following the expiration of
three years and six months, seven years and six
months, and eleven years and six months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap-
plication filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before
Aug. 27, 1982 $ 100.00"

"(h) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-month grace period following the expiration of
three years and six months, seven years and six
months, and eleven years and six months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap-
plication filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982:
By a small entity (§1.9(0) S 50.00
By other than a small entity $ 100.00"

"(i) Surcharge for accepting a maintenance fee after ex-
piration of a patent for non-timely payment of a
maintenance fee on a patent based on an application
filed on or after Aug. 27. 1982, where the delay in
payment is shown to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner to have been unavoidable $ 500.00"

Bowd of Appeals Decision RMdcnd
in the Month of Aug. 1M4

Affirmed 245
Affirmed in Part 25
Reversed 65

Total 335

REISSUE APPLICATIONS FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue applications list-

ed below are open to inspectioB by the generd public in the
indicated ExanUning Groups and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4319^79, Re. S.N. 590,182, FUed Mar. 16, 1984, CI.
128/640, REUSABLE MEDICAL ELECTRODE
HAVING DISPOSABLE ELECTROLYTE CARRI-
ER, James V. Cartmell, Owner of Record: N. D. M.
Corp.. Dayton, (^io, Attorney or Agent: H. Talman
Dybvig. Ex. Gp.: 335

4^136, Re. S.N. 607,104, Re. S.N. May 3, 1984, CI.
172/40, OSCILLATING POWERED CULTIVAT-
ING TOOL, Lee Moulton, et al.. Owner of Record:
Hawaiian Motor Ca, Long Beach, CaUf.. Attorney or
Agent: Michael S. Elkind, Ex. Gp.: 331

4»3«7349, Re. S.N. 620,239, FUed June 13, 1984, a.
239/6, METHOD FOR DISPENSING AT A VISI-
BLY DETECTABLE RATE, CONTINUOUSLY OR
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DISCONTINUOUSLY, FOR DISCRETE PERIODS
OF TIME AT A STEADY RATE, A VOLATILE
COMPOSITION OF MATTER FROM A CONTAIN-
ER INTO THE ATMOSPHERE AS WELL AS THE
CONTAINER USED IN THE METHOD. Geoffrey B.

Seaber, et al., Owner of Record: International Flavors dt

Fragrances, Inc. New York, N.Y., Attorney or Agent:
Arthur L. Liberman, Ex. Gp.: 313

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requestt for re-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-

eral public in the indicated Examining Groups. Copies of the

requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the

fee therefor established in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correqxnidence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-

tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37

CFR 1.248(aXS)and 1.52S(b)).

3,640,950, Reexam. No. 90/000,606, Requested: Aug.

10. 1984, a. 524/181, HALGENATED BlESINS STA-
BILIZED WITH NOVEL COMPOSITION, Lewis B.

Weisfeld, Owner of Record: Thhkol Corp.. Chicago, III.

Attorney or Agent: Cushman, Darby & Cushman. Ex.

Op.: 153, Requester: Morton Thiokol, Inc., Washington,

D.C.

3,733,309, Reexam. No. 90/000,597, Requested: July

23. 1984, a. 428/35, BIAXIALLY ORIENTED POLY
(ETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATES) BOTTLE, Na-
thaniel C. Wyeth, et al.. Owner of Record: £ /. du Pont

de Nemours dt, Co., Wilmington, Del, Attorney or Agent:

Robert J.Shafer, Ex. Gp.: 150, Requester: Edward H.
Loveman, Melville, N.Y.

3,987,064, Reexam. No. 90/000.601, Requested: Aug.

6. 1984, a. 138/122, DEVICE FOR CARRYING
FLEXIBLE CABLES OR PIPES FROM A FIXED
CONNECTION POINT TO A MOBILE CONSUM-
ER BY MEANS OF A FLEXIBLE TUBE, Werner
Jung, Owner of Record: Katrapat AG, Baar, Switzerland,

Attorney or Agent: Cyril Hajewski, Ex. Op.: 243, Re-

quester: Owner

4349,070, Reexam. No. 90/000.609, Requested: Aug.

14, 1984, a. 165/173, TUBE MAT IffiAT EX-
CHANGER, Michael F. Zinn, et al., Owner of Record:

Bio-Energy Systems, Inc., Spring Glen, N Y., Attorney or

Agent: Charles Brown, Ex. Op.: 340. Requester: Envi-

ronmental Resources, Inc., Las Vegas, Nev.

4^1,643, Reexam. No. 90/000,613, Requested: Aug.

22. 1984, a. 430/396, PHOTOMASK AND METHOD
OF USING SAME, Edward L. Banks, et al., Owner of

Record: ATAT Technologies, Inc. Princeton, N.J., Attor-

ney or Agent: D. J. Kirk, Ex. Gp.: 150, Requester:

Owner

4,376,957, Reexam. No. 90/000,615. Requested: Aug.

24, 1984, CI. 358/334, TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WITH SEQUENTIAL TIME-COMPRESSED BASE-
BAND COLOR, Robert A. Dischert, et al.. Owner of

Record: RCA Corp., Princeton, N.J., Attorney or Agent:

Eugene M. Whitacre, Ex. Op.: 230, Requester: Sony

Corp, Tokyo. Japan

Stangl Pottery Co.. Flemington, N.J., Reg. No.
785,594, for the mark "GOLDEN BLOSSOM". Cane.
No. 14,050.

Spa Lady. Inc., Norridge, 111.. Reg. No. 1.230,424. for

the mark "SPA LADY", Cane. No. 14,069.

Huettemann Bldg., Systems, Inc., Decatur, Ala., Reg.
No. 1,095,194 for the mark "COROTHERM", Cane.
No. 14,079.

High Energy, Inc., Laguna Beach, Calif., Reg. No.
1,132,256, MISC. DES.. Cane. No. 14,133.

Cal-Knits, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., Reg. No.

i, 147,256. for the mark "L. A. EXPRESS". Cane. No.
14,154.

House Beautiful Curtains, Inc., New York, N.Y.. Reg.
No. 435,219. for the mark "HOUSE BEAUTIFUL" and
design. Cane. No. 14.174.

F. A. Ferris & Co.. Inc., New Haven, Coim., Reg.
No. 442,061. for the mark "FERRIS", Cane. No. 14.184.

Nettlecraft, Inc., Nettleton, Miss.. Reg. No. 1,110,541,

for the mark "ROOM SAVER", Cane. No. 14,194.

Geo. Fox Co., assignee of Geo. A. Fox Products, Co.,

Inc., Kansas City, Kuis., Reg. No. 806,142, for the mark
"MAUNALOA", Cane. No. 14.199.

Little Chef Food Products, Inc., Newark, N.J.. Reg.
No. 906.881, for the mark "ANZIO". Cane. No. 14.201.

American Golfer, Inc.. Baltimore, Md., Reg. No.
867,941, for the mark "AG DESIGNS", Cane. No.
14,213.

10-X Manufacturing Co., Des Moines, Iowa, Reg.

No. 661,939, for the mark "10-X" and design. Cane. No.
14.220.

Albro Packing Co., asamee, by merger, change of

name and assignment, of ine Albro Packing Co.. dba
Albro Packing Co.. Springboro. Pa., Reg. No. 571.299.

for the mark "MILL CREEK". Cane. No. 14.239.

Bio-Pharmaceutical Packaging Corp.. Parsippany,

N.J.. Reg. No. 1,122.273, for the mark "BIO PAK" and

design, Osne. No. 14,256.

Shdffield Watch of New York, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

Reg. No. 807,510, for the mark "ALL SPORT". Cane.

No. 14.268.

The Fed-Mart Corp.. San Diego. Calif.. Reg. No.

873,279. for the mark "FM". Cane. No. 14,286.

ERMA S. BROWN.
Deputy Clerk of the

^ Traaemark Trial and
Appeal Board.

For MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

, for Trademarlcs.

Serrice by Pnblicatioa

A petition to cancel each of the re^trations identified

below having been filed, and the notice of such proceed-

ings sent by certified niail to each registrant at the last

known address having been returned by the Postal Ser-

vice as undeliverable, notice is hereby given that unless

the registrants listed herein, their assigns or le^eal rrare-

senutives, ^lall enter an appearance within thirty days

from the date of this publication, the cancelation will be

proceeded with as in the case of default

U.S. GOVKRNMEIVT-OWNED INVENTIONS

Notice ofAvailabilityfar Licensing

The inventions listed below are owned by agencies of

the U.S. Government and are available for licensing in

the U.S. in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 207 to achieve ex-

peditious commercialization of results of federally ftmded

research and development. Foreign patents are filed on

selected inventions to extend market covera^ for U.S.

companies and may also be available for licensma.

Technical and beennng information on specific inven-

tions may be obtained by writing to:

Office of Federal Patent Licensing

U.S. Department of Commerce
P.O. Box 1423

Springfield, Va. 22151

Please cite the number and title of inventions of inter-

est

DOUGLAS J. CAMPION,
Office of Federal Patent Licensing

National Technical Information Service

U.S. Department of Commeroe.
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Department of Agriculture
SN 6-391,065 (4,458,630). DISEASE CONTROL IN
AVIAN SPECIES BY EMBRYONAL VACCINA-
TION.

SN 6-456,930 (4,458,538). APPARATUS AND METH-
OD OF MEASURING EDGEWISE COMPRES-
SIVE DEFORMATION.

SN 6-527,894 (4,443,222). ZINC PYRTTHIONE
PROCESS TO IMPART ANTIMICROBIAL
PROPERTIES TO TEXTILES.

SN 6-593,058. VISUALOLFACTORY HABITAT
MIMIC FOR ASSESSMENT OF FRUIT FLY RE-
SPONSE TO BEHAVIOR-MODIFYING CHEMI-
CALS.

Department of Health and Human Services
SN 6-267,538 (4»443,431). NEISSERU GONOR-
RHOEAE VACCINE.

SN fr-637,880. HEPATTTUS B CORE ANTIGEN
VACCINE MADE BY RECOMBINANT DNA.

Department of THE Army

SN 6-387,987 (4,459,567). DIELECTIC WAVEGUIDE
FERRITE RESONANCE ISOLATOR.

SN ^-472,793. ADAPTIVE MULTIPLE INTERFER-
ENCE TRACKING AND CANCELLING AN-
TENNA.

SN 6-582,648. FLEXIBLE MAT.
SN 6-596,778. AN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DIS-
POSAL PROTECTIVE SUIT.

SN 6-598,751. VOICE INTEGRATED PRESEN-
TATION SYSTEM.

SN 6-616,091. MONOLITHIC AMPLIFIER.

Environmental PROTEcnoN Agency

SN 6-381,743 (4,459,126), CATALYTIC COMBUS-
TION PROCESS AND SYSTEM WITH WALL
HEAT LOSS CONTROL.
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PATENT NOTICES

CeitUIcates of Correction for the Week of Oct 2, 1M4

Bl. Re. 29,285 4.410.110 4.436,939 4,446,806

Bl. 4,288.775 4.413.272 4,437,257 4,446,974

3,827,749 4.413.315 4,437,326 4,447,366

4,206.058 4.414.328 4.437.637 4.448.126

4,220,480 4.415.402 4,437.645 4,448.231

4.248.986 4.415.566 4,437.680 4.448.587

4,310.876 4.415.918 4.437.876 4.448.677

4.321.317 4.419.555 4.438.131 4.448,796

4.348.718 4,419.808 4.438.487 4.448,864

4.351.673 4.420.302 4.438,708 4,448,974

4,352.709 4.422.969 4.439,603 4,449,076

4.353.814 4.423.249 4,439.993 4,449.368

4.357.347 4.427.470 4,441,448 4,449,541

4.367.390 4.428,003 4.441,724 4,450,902

4,372,173 4.428.074 4.442.014 4,450,997

4,378,150 4.428.807 4.442.396 4.451,063

4,380,648 4,430,044 4.442.647 4.451.150

4,380,783 4,431,650 4.442.828 4.451.315

4,381,449 4,431,748 4,443,044 4.451.908

4,381,554 4,432,116 4,443,055 4,451,917

4,383,024 4,434,116 4,443,109 4.451.946

4,388.548 < 4,434,473 4.444.059 4.452.473

4,390,022 4,434.484 4.444.218 4.452.940

4,394,249 4,434.529 4.444.626 4.453.263

4,395,923 4.434.621 4.445.052 4.453.779

4.396.984 4.434.662 4.445.063 4.453.956

4,401.599 4.435.032 4,445,322 4.455.042

4.401.838 4.435.105 4,445,343 4.455.627

4,404,984 4.43S.211 4,445,571 4.461.008

4.407.101 4.435.299 4,445,580 4.464.167

4.407.755 4,435.573 4,445,671

4.408.055 4.435.721 4,446,138

GRAPHIC PROCESSES EMPLOYING SAME.
Patent dated Sept. 21, 1971. Disclaimer filed July 5,

1984, by the assignee, Polaroid Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-25 of said

patent.

3.633,989.—S/«0A«R A. Benton. Cambridge, Mass.

METHOD FOR MAKING REDUCED BAND-
WIDTH HOLOGRAMS. Patent dated Jan 11. 1972.

Disclaimer filed July 5, 1984, by the assignee, Mar'
old Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 9,

10, 1 1 and 14 of said patent

3,711,283.—/tic/Mm/ W. Young. Wellesley Hills, Mass.

IMAGE-RECEIVING ELEMENTS AND PHO-
TOGRAPHIC PROCESSES EMPLOYING SAME.
Patent dated Jan. 16, 1973. Disclaimer filed July 5,

1984, by the assignee, Polaroid Corp

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-14 of said

patent.

4,271,661.—/fa/o/tf £ De Buhr. Ottumwa, Iowa. HAR-
VESTER HEADER WITH REARWARDLY EX-
TENDED CROP DIVIDER. Patent dated June 9,

1981. Disclaimer filed Aug. 6, 1984, by the assignee,

Deere A Co.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-14 of said

patent.

Disclaimers

3.607,269.—/{fcAan/ W. Young. Wellesley, Mass. IM-
AGE-RECEIVING ELEMENTS AND PHOTO-

Diselaincr md DedicstloB

4,389,133.-5leveff M. Obent, WiUard, Ohio. PLASTIC
CONNECTORS FOR CORRUGATED MATERI-
AL. Patent dated June 21, 1983. Disclaimer and
Dedication filed July 5, 1984, by the assignee, Clin-

ton Plastics, Inc.

Hereby disclaims and dedicates to the Public the en-

tire term of said patent.
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for PubUc Use in
Patent Depository Libraries

^Xnl^S^Z?^'^^^^l ^^Uifetr'SErpy^ cop«. troa, eiftcr mic^-
theMttnlTasuttl rinoTlTM "«" ^ •"""«« of «""> " reKter-pnnters or from ihe bound volumes in pa-

- tm the puWtodomTSi U sKS. C^Sdon ^^'J" P.l«.l Deporitofy Libruies aiKl in their

Ste/e ^ Name ofLibrary -.. . ^
AW«n. Auburn Umv«ity Libraries SSf^MMORltll
.. Birmingham Public Library fiSJiJliS?

-, , ^ Sunnyvale: Patent Information Qearinghouse* ".'.
(Si!\ rSuXu\Coterado Denver PubUc Library ^ m5^2^5???Delaware Newark: University of Delaware ramwIlM??gonda Miami-Dade Public Library aSU??'?^?Ocorgu

T^i^^ °"^ Memorial Library, Georgia Institut^ of "
' ^ ^

jjj^ Moscow:UniversityofIdahoLibi^ '!.*..*;;; rMg} aatil???lUmois Chicago PubUc Library ^^.. m ?? SS1?«
Springfield: Illinois Stote Library «mTMsISndiana Jndianapolis-Marion County pJblic Library . GmiSnSLouisiana

^Sli*^°^f
= "^^^ "• Middleton Libra^Louisiana SUte ^ ^

Maryland Colle"^1pyk: Engineering and Physical Sciences Libr^ik;,
^^^ ^*^'^^^°

M^-chusett. B<«HrISrL!^SK!•"^•::::::::::::••• f^'^^^..,,,Michigan ^"^^^ Engineering Transportation Libraiy! iiniveriiiy of
"

"

^ ^ ^" ^*^ ^*^

DetiStiSlic Library" ! !

.'

!

.'

!
.*

.'

! ! !

.'

!

.'

* '

*

'

JllSIftJlSt
Minnesota Minneapolis Public Library & Information Center .'

.'.*..;.'"
f6 2^ fwlifiTOMwoun Kansas City: Linda Hall Library ^ . ftSaS^

St. uuis Public Library..."^ ::::::::::::; [3i4l24i1S?Ext.39o,
Montana

^
Ufeilj"**™*

^"*«* °^ ^^^^ ^•«"<* "^ Technology
^*^" ^'^

nS;; yS!!~
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library" \

."
."

!

.' ."

!

.'

!

505 277.'5441New York Albany: hfew York State Library f >sYi< 474.i?ii
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library . n\V\ mSJS i3,» 0*7

Vorthr .

NewYorkPublicLibriy(TheReShLibrari«)" ::::::::• g 2 930^850North Carolma Raleigh: D H HUl Library. N.C State University . . 99 737^280Ohio Cmcinnan & Hanulton County. Public Library of 5 3) 3694936
Cleveland Public Library J21S 623 2870
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries . . .\\\\\\\\\\\\\ (614) 42216286

r.1,1 1.
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library S S 255.7055 Ext 212Oklahoma Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Librar^ 405) eltlsJIPemuylvama g«nbridgc Springs: Alliance College Librar/..." .' 814 398^2098
Hiiladelphia: Franklin Institute Library .. m5{448.m7
ftttsburgh: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (412) 622^3138

Rhfldi. f«t.nH tSl^?™*y P^i-A"? Library, Pennsylvania State Unive^^^ (814)865^4861Rhoje Island Providence Pubhc Library ' )aS\{ SJiUtXSouAC^hna Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina .....":::::: 803) 792-2372Tennessee Memphis ft Shelby County PubUc Library and Information
Center

(901) 725 8876Texas Austin: McKinney Engineering Library. University offexas."
.'.*.'

(512) 47l'l610Cdlege Station: Sterling C Evans Library. Texas A & M v *;
•»/

1
loiu

DallTpSbUc Library" V.V.'.V.W.W'.W.WW'. (2?4) 749I4176

Utah SSJ^Se afv^'SSSt^nE^' ^^ University (713) 527-8101 Ext 2587
w>«hin<tt»« SiLi B •

y"
. "^^" Library. Umversity of Utah (801) 581-8394

WfaSSS? &*?'*= ^5P««r"« Library. University of Washington (20« 543-0740Wisconsm Madisonj^ F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of
^^f^^"^

MUwIISSpublic Librar>l V.'.V.V.'.'.V.V.'.V.V.V.'.'. '. (4?4)27i1o43

Br^*2l!l!!i^''*'?****
Ubraries offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Infonnation System), whichprovides direct, on-lme access to Patent and Trademark OflRce datii.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Airiitant CoomiMioBer

JAMES E. DENNY, Deputy Aaristant ConniMioaer

CONDITION OF PATENT AFPUCATIONS AS OF September 1, 1984

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS Acmil Filing Date of Oldest

New Gate Awaiting Actioo

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL METALLUROICAL, INORGANIC, PETROLEUM AND ELECTRICAL CHEMISTRY.
AND ENGINEERING. GROUP llO-D. E. TALBERT. Director 4-21-82

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY. GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN, Director 9-29-82

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 130-
R. F. WHITE, Director 2-07-83

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, PLASTICS. COATING, PHOTOGRAPHY, STOCK MATERIALS AND
COMPOSITIONS, GROUP 150-J. O. THOMAS, Director 6-19-80

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-B. R. GRAY, Director . 7-28-82

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION, GROUP 22(V-K. L. CAGE, Director 2-2^80

INFORMATION PROCESSING, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-E LEVY, Director 12-14-81

RECEPTACLES, CLEANING, WINDING, AND MEASURING, GROUP 240-G. M. FORLENZA. Director 10-13-82

ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 250-S. S. MATTHEWS, Director 5-21-79

COMMUNICATIONS. MEASURING. TESTING AND LAMP/DISCHARGE GROUP. GROUP 260-
S. G. KUNIN, Director 7-06.81

DESIGN, GROUP 290-K. L. CAGE, Director 2-22-82

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA, GROUP 310-(Vacant) - ^'^^'^

MATERIAL SHAPING, ARTICLE MANUFACTURING AND TOOLS, GROUP 3iO-S. N. ZAHARNA Director ^02-82

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND HUSBANDRY PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION.
GROUP 330-R. E. AEGERTER, Director 6-12-82

SOLAR, HEAT, POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING DEVICES, GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING. Director . . 1 1-30-81

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, PETROLEUM AND MINING ENGINEERING, GROUP 330-
A. L. SMITH. Dilator ^02-82

Ezpiratfcm of patcats: The patents within the range of numbers indicated below expire during September 1984, except thoie which

may have had their terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisioiu of 33 U.S.C. 233. Other pitents, issued after the date* of the

range of numbers indicated telow, may have expired before the full term of 17 yean for the same reasons, or have lapsed under the

K>visions of 33 U.S.C. 13K
twte . . . . . . .: Numbers 3,339,206 to 3.344.432, inclusive

Plant Patents Numbers 2,764 to 2,769 inclusive
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REEXAMINATIONS
OCTOBER 2, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ J appears in the patent but forms no part of this reexamination specification; matter printed in italics indicates

additions made by reexamination.

Bl 3337^1 (256th)

SEPARATION DEVICE
Jacob Pielkcnrood, Kronunenie, Netherlands, assignor to Piel*

kenrood-Vinitex N.V^ Kronunenie, Netherlands

Reexamination Request Nos. 90/000,283, No?. 4, 1982 and

90/000,327, Feb. 14, 1983.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 3337,501, issued Sep.

24, 1974, Ser. No. 112,620, Feb. 4, 1971.

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 6, 1970,

7001713; Mar. 27, 1970, 7004494

Int. a^ BOID 21/10

U.S.a 210-522

one side ofwhich extends to and openly communicates along

its entire side with at least one collecting chamber adapted to

receive the transversely guided components;

said plates being inclined from the horizontal less than 9(f to

promote the movement ofthe collected components along the

collecting passages^ to the collecting duo.

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claims 7-16 is confirmed.

Claims 1-6 are cancelled.

New claims 17-20 are added and determined to be patent-

able.

17. A device for separating components from a carrier liquid,

which components have a specific mass differingfrom that of the

carrier liquid, comprising:

a tank including a supply chamberfor the liquid to be treated,

a discharge chamberfor the treated liquid, and at least one

collecting duct for components separated from the carrier

liquid;

aldeast one plate assembly located in the tank, saidplate assem-

bly including a plurality ofspaced, superposed and substan-

tiallyparallel corrugatedplates defining a plurality ofsepara-

tion passages extendingfrom one end ofthe plate assembly to

the opposite end thereof, one end ofthe plate assembly contig-

uous with and communicating with the supply chamber, the

opposite end of the plate assembly contiguous with and com-

municating with the discharge chamber, for flowing the

liquid being treated from the supply chamber, through the

separation passages and into the discharge chamber;

a substantially constant cross section flow path for the carrier

liquid, saidflow path defined by the separation passages and

the contiguous supply and discharge chambers in which the

flow path encompasses substantially all the separation pas-

sages;

the axes of the corrugated plates deflning collecting passages

that are substantially transverse to theflow ofthe liquid being

treated, said collecting passages providing a path for guiding

the components substantially out of contact with the carrier

liquid as they rise or settle by their own differing ^eciflc

masses;

said collecting passages terminating at opposite sides, at least

Bl 4,004,995 (257th)

PROCESS FOR REMOVING NITROGEN OXIDES AND
SULFUR DIOXIDE FROM EFFLUENT GASES

Sneo Machi, Takasaki; Keita Kawamnra, Yokohama; Shingi

Aoki, F^isawa; Waichiro Kawakami, and Shoji Hashimoto,

both of Takasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Ebara Maanfac>

taring Co., Ltd. and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institnte,

both of Tokyo, Japan

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,308, Dec. 21, 1982.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,004,995, issued Jan.

25, 1977, Ser. No. 446,788, Feb. 28, 1974.

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3, 1973, 48-25290;

Mar. 3, 1973, 48-25292; Aug. 15, 1973, 48-91549; Aug. 15, 1973,

48-91550; Sep. 22, 1973, 48-107123

Int CL^ BOIJ 19/08. 19/12

U.S. a. 204—157.1 H
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AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claim 3, 6, 9, 11 and 12 is confirmed.

Claims 1, 2. 4, 5. 7, 8 and 10 are cancelled.

[1. A process for removing NOx and SO2 from effluent

gases, comprising

increasing the pressure of the eflluent gases containing NOx
and SO2 in a reaction chamber to a pressure in the range

of from more than atmospheric pressure to about 2 atmo-

spheres and at the same time irradiating the pressurized

gases with an ionizing radiation from a radiation source

which is placed near or in said reaction chamber, thereby

converting gaseous pollutants, NOx and SO2. to mist and

solid particles, and then

collecting the particles thus produced by a mist and dust

collector-!

3. The process of claim 2 wherein the pressure of the gases

in the reaction chamber is increased to about 2 atmospheres.

^
I
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Bl 4,289,856 (258th)

PROCESS FOR PREPARING NON-YELLOWING
INTEGRAL^KINNED POLYURETHANE FOAM USING
A POLYOL HAVING A FUNCTIONALITY OF 4 It) 8

Masaki Yuuffloto, and Ichiro Azuma, both of Kakopiwa, Ja-
pan, assignors to The Toyo Rubber Industry Co^ Ltd., Osaka,
Jaiian

Rcexaninatiea Request No. 90/000,444> Oct 28, 1983.
Reexamination Certificate for Pateat No. 4,289,854, issued Sep

15, 1981, Scr. No. 94,265, Nor. 14, 1979.
Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 14, 1978, 53-140577

lat G.^ C08G 18/14
U.S. G. 521—51

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patenubility of claims 1-5 is confirmed.

1. A process for preparing an integral-skinned polyurethane

foam of improved heat and weathering resistance wherein a
foamable composition for formation of polyurethane which
comprises one or more polyols, a polyisocyanate, a cross-link-

ing agent, a catalyst, and a blowing agent is reacted and ex-

panded in a mold, characterized in that

(a) said one or more polyols are polyether polyols having a

terminal ethylene oxide adduct rate of at least 60%, anOH
number of 20 to 100 and an average functionality of4 to 8,

or one or more polyester polyols having a functionality of

4 to 8;

(b) said polyisocyanate is a non-aromatic polyisocyanate

having an isocyanate index of 90 to 130;

(c) said cross-linking agent is diethanolamine and ranges

from 0.5 to 20 pans by weight based on 100 parts by
weight of said one or more polyols;

(d) said catalyst is an organometallic salt; and

(e) said blowing agent is a halogenated hydrocarbon ofa low
boiling point.

Bl 4,301,259 (259tii)

UNEAR ORGANO CARBONATE COUPLING AGENTS
FOR LIVING POLYMERS OF CONJUGATED DIENES

Jogiader Lai, Akron, and Michael L. Scnyek, Tallmadge, botii of
Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire tt Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,404, Jun. 13, 1963.
Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,301,259, issued No?.

17, 1981, Ser. No. 153,122, May 27, 1900.

lnUCiJCMF8/S4
VJS. G. 525—343

|

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 7-10 are cancelled.

Claims 1, 3 and 6 are determined to be patentable as
amended.

Claims 2, 4 and 5, dependent on an amended claim, are
determined to be pifentable.

1. A process for tijfe preparation of conjugated diene poly-
mers of broadened molecular weight distribution and negligi-
ble cold flow comprising:

(a) polymerizing at least one diene in the presence of an
initiator selected from organoalkali metal or organomag-
nesium initiators until the consumption of monomer is

substantially complete,

(b) reacting tiw resulting polymer from said step (a) with a
coupling agent of the general formula

r ' 1[Ri—A—X-B-R2J ^1-/4—5—^-^2

wherein R| and R2 are the same or different and are selected
from a hydrocarbyl group containing from 1 to 12 carbon
atoms and AC BJ and tYJ B are oxygen or sulfur[, X is

carbon or sulfur, with the stipulation that when X is sulfur, Y
must be oxygen,! in an amount of from 0.2 to 3 moles of
coupling agent per mole of sakl organoalkali metal or or-
ganomagnesium initiator.
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T10«,701

PRODUCTION OF ACID-TYPE FERTILIZER
SOLUTIONS

F^aak P. Acborn, RobbbH Beach Rd., and Cari A. Cole, Jr., Rte.

2, Box 526, both of Kiikn, Ala. 35645

FUcd Mar. 12, 1964, Scr. No. 588,833

Int. CL3 G05C 9/00

US.a 71-29
2 SbKtB Drawfi^ 28 Pages SpedflcatioD
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In the first embodiment of the present invention, solution type

fertilizers are produced by reacting phosphoric acid with urea-

ammonium nitrate solution (35 percent CO(NH2)2* ^^ percent

NH4NO3, and 20 percent H2O), and urea. In the second em-

bodiment, the same solution is produced by reacting phos-

phoric acid with a urea-ammoniun^ nitrate suspension that

contains 36 percent nitrogen, 56 pei(cent urea, and 29 percent

ammonium nitrate. The ammonium nitrate portion of the nitro-

gen solution in said first embodiment reacts with the urea and

phosphoric acid to produce urea nitrate (CO{NH}2.HN03)
and ammonium phosphate (probably NH4H2P04). This solu-

tion contains rapidly available nitrate nitrogen as well as am-

monium type nitrogen that is more slowly available than ni-

trate nitrogen. Similar results were obtained in said second

embodiment when nitrogpn solution and urea weie reacted

with sulfuric acid. The resulting solution contained

CO(NH2)2HN03 (urea nitrate)^ and NH4HSO3 (ammonium

bisulfate). The products have a pH that is as low as 1.0 and as

high as 4.5. It has been determined that in some soils these low

pH materials may have some agronomic advanuges as com-

pared to other forms of NP fertilizers with higher pH (4.0 to

8.0). Germination studies show that when wheat seed is mixed

witii a 27-9-0 grade that is produced by said first embodiment

of the instant inventioi)< germination of seed is not adversely

affected. This is a principal advanuge of the present invention

since it has been demonstrated to be a highly desirable proce-

dure to ensure and promote early plant growth. On the other

hand, tests show that when urea alone and ammonium phos-

phate (DAP), with a pH of ai7, alone, and combinations of

these two materials are mixed wiUi the seed, severe germina-

tion damage occurs.

r- u
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Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue ^ecifkation; matter printed in italics

indicates additions made by reiwie.
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Re. 31,(89 latch mechanism coupled to said movable contact for manually

CABLE TIE moving it between contacts <^)en and contacts closed positions,

John J. Bolanda, and John E. Loptta, both of New Leaox, ID., said latch mechanism having a sear for collqising it in response

assignon to Pandnit Corp., Haley Park, HI. to movement of said armature, means coupled to said movable

Original No. 4,191,334, dated Mar. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 899,774,

Apr. 25, 1978. AppUcatkw for reime Jan. 25, 1982, Sw. No.

342,337

Int. a^ BC5D 63/10

U.S.a 24-16 PB 5 ClaiiH

30

22

2. [A tie as set forth in claim 1 which isj A one-piece cable

tie for attaching one or more elongate objects suck as electrical

conductors to a support wire, said tie comprising.

an elongate flexible strap;

a locking headjoined to one end ofsaid strap and including a

strap entry face, a strap exit face and a strap receiving

aperture extending therebetween for receiving the other end

^ said strap, said strap including spaced transverse abut-

ments and said locking head having a locking pawl engagea-

ble with said abutmentsfor maintaining a threaded strap in

said locking head; and
at least one relatively rigid leg extending from said locking

head between said strap and said strt^t entry face with said

strap disposed between said leg and said strap exitface, said

leg being offset relative to said strap so that said strap can be

deflect^ toward, threaded into and drawn tight in said

locking head without interferencefrom said leg whereby said

strap formed into a single h)op and passed through said

locking head holds said objects and said wire spaced from
'

9ne another by said leg. said tie being formed by molding

[in which in the as-molded condition of said tie]

Id strap and leg [define] defining a recess for receiving

said support wire, when said tie is in the as-molded condi-

tion said strap and leg further defining a constricted

throat to said recess which is smaller than the diameter of

said support wire whereby the support wire, once insert-

ed into said recess, is retained therein prior to association

of said objects and said tie.

^ntact for opening and closing said contacts with a snap

on, a handle link coupled to said latch mechanism, said case

havihg a handle opening communicating with said handle link,

and a handle passing through said opening and coupled to said

handle link, the pivot axis of said handle link lying at least

substantially in a central transverse plane through the shorter

dimension of said circuit breaker case with said handle opening

symmetrically located in said case.

Re. 31,691

PANEL TYPE X'RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBE AND
RADIOGRAPHIC CAMERA SYSTEM

Shib-Piag Wang, Loa Altoa, CaUf., aasignor to Diagnoitic Infer-

mttiiw, lac, Smnyrdc, Calif.
~

Original Na 4,140,900, dMed Feb. 20, 1979, Ser. No. 853,440,

Nov. 21, 1977. CoBtinBatio»>la-part of Ser. No. 741,430, No?.

12, 1976, abudoMd, and Ser. No. 763,637, Jan. 28, 1977,

abodooed. AppUcatkM fbr reianc Aag. 29, 1980, Sar. No.

182,694

bt a' HOU 31/50

VS.a 250-213 VT 12

Re. 31,690

SNAP AcnoN ORCurr breaker
George S. Harper, Cambridge, Md., anignor to No. Amerieaa

PhiUps Corp., Gunbridge, Md.
Originl No. 4,117,285, dated Sep. 26, 1978, Ser. No. 826,060,

Ang. 19, 1977. AppUeatloa for rciane Sep. 17, 1S10, Ser. No.

187,996
'

Iirt. a' HOIH 5/Oa 9/02

V&a 200-76 43 Oaion

1. A cocuit breaker comprising an electrically insulating

plastic housing, and overcurrent trip coil and armature in said

housing, a stationary and a movable contact in said housing, a

11. An x-ray sensitive image intensifter tube ofthe type compris-

ing a tube envebpe, a metallic input window in the tube enmkpe.

a scintillator screen adfaeent to the input window, a photacathodt

layer immediately ai^acent to the scintillator screen, a phos^or

dis^y screen ^aced apart from the phoncathode layer, and

means for connecting an external source ttfhigh voltage between

the ^mtocathode layer and the ou^t display xreen, the tube

envelope enckmng the xintillator screen, phetocathode layer and

di^lay screen characterized in that the ii^t window is made of

an alky of iron, chromium and nickel
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R6. 31 692
COMBINED MAGNETIC OPTICAL CHARACTER

^ READER
Robert M. Tybnnki, Falrfex, Va^ Donald W. RusaeH, Potomac,
Md^ Brian D. Mayberry, Alexandria, and Joseph R. Kenney,
Woodbridfe, both of Va., astignora to Optical Recognition
Systems, Inc^ Rcston, Va.

OrigiwU No. 3,764,978, dated Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 249.643,
May 2, 1972. Application for rdssae Jon. 5, 1978, Ser. No.
912,277

Int a.' G06K 9/00
U.S. a. 382—7 39 Claims

8. [The system of claim 7 wherein said means for providing
said final identification signal isj A character recognition system
for recognizing characters, at least some of which are printed in

magnetic ink comprising magnetic character recognition means
for providing a first character recognition signal in response to the
magnetic properties of each of said characters, optical character
recognition means for providing a second character recognition
signal in response to the optical properties ofeach ofsaid charac-
ters, and means responsive to at least a preselected parameter of
said characters being recognized and including meansfor com-
paring saidfirst and second recognition signals and means respon-
sive to the comparison performed by said meansfor comparingfor

.*(!

*w FT~f> . Jw-T in* \

.ri*-h£^

determining andproviding afinal identification signal correspond-
ing to each ofsaid characters.

Re. 31,693
SYNERGISTIC FUNGiaDAL COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING 1A4-TR1AZOLE DERIVATIVES

WUbclm Brandes, Cologne; Paal'Emst Frohberger, Hans
ScheinpHng, both of Leverkusen, and Wolfgang Kriimer, Wup-
pertal, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Ak-
tiengescllschaft, LcTerkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Original No. 4,251,512, dated Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 742,039,
Not. 15, 1976. AppUcatioa for reissue Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No.
307,336

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 26,
ly79, 2952967

Int a.3 AOIN 59/02. 43/48. 43/64. 43/72UA a. 424-164 21 Claims
1. A fungicidal composition containing as active ingrediente

(A) a 1,2,4-triazole derivative of the formula

R'-O—C-Y-RJ

m which

R' is phenyl, or phenyl substituted by halogen, nitro, trifluo-

romeihyl, alkyl with up to 6 carbon atoms, alkoxy with up
to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl.

R2 is hydrogen, alkyl with up to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl,
R^ is alkyl with up to 6 cari>on atoms, cycloalkyl with 5 or
6 carbon atoms, phenyl or 4<hlorophenyl, and,

Y is CO. C(OH)2 or (CH(OH).
and (B) 0.2 to 200 times the weight of (A) of a compound
selected from the group consisting of

(a) dithiocarbamates of the formula

R»
^ I

R*—N—CS—S—

X

in which

R* is alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms which is optionally
substituted by an —NH—CS—S— group, by an amino.
C1-C4 alkylamino or di-(Ci-C4-alkyl) amino.

R' is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, and
X is hydrogen, one equivalent of a metal atom or the

radical (CH3)2N—CS—S,

(b) polyhalogenoalkylthio derivatives of the formula

R'
\
/
N—S—HaJoalkyl

R'

in which
R* is amidosulphonyl or dmethylamidosulphonyl.
R^ is phenyl, methylphenyl or halogenophenyl, or
R^ and R^ conjointly represent the radical

a: or

(c) imidazole and benzimidazole derivatives selected from
the group consisting of

CH3

\_A N^CH3

CH3

CH3,

N CH3 and

(d) sulphur or an alkaline earth metal polysulphide.

October 2. 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Re. 31,694

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR AUTOMATICALLY
MAINTAINING AN ELECTROLESS COPPER PLATING

BATH
Leo J. Slominski, Bristol, and Thomas A. Ran, Watertown, both

of Comin assignors to MacDermld Incorporated, Waterbory,

Conn.

Original No. 4,096,301, dated Jnn. 20, 1978, Ser. No. 659^75,

Feb. 19, 1976. AppUcation for reissue Mar. 4, 1980, Ser. No.

127,220

Int a^ B05D 1/40. 3/12

U.S. CI. 427-8 16 Claims

6. A method for automatically maintaining consumable

components of an aqueous electroless [metalJ copper plating

solution at predetermined concentration in a plating tank while

workpieces are being processed in the tank, wherein said solu-

tion comprises copper ions, alkali metal hydroxide, andformalde-

hyde or formaldehyde derivative as the consumable components

thereof and said solution is required to be highly alkaline to be

effective for plating purposes, the steps which comprise:

withdrawing a sample stream of the plating solution from

the tank at a predetermined constant rate and passing this

stream through a sequence of analyzing stations to a point

of discharge;

introducing an acid of standardized normality into the sam-

ple stream at predetermined constant feed rate to reduce

the alkalinity of the sample stream to a level where it is no

longer effective for producing electroless deposition of

[the metalJ copper therein;

(a) guiding the web into engagement with a moving back-up

surface.

(i b) applying a first coating to said back-up surface in advance

of the location where it is engaged by the web so that said

coating is transferredfrom sdld back-up surface to the web,

(c) applying a coating to the second surface of the web while it

is supported by said back-up surface and substantially simul-

taneously applying a resilient force to the web to aid in the

transfer of the first coatingfrom said back-up surface to the

web, and

(</) driving said back-up surface at a different speedfrom that

of the traveling web.

I 1 r

measuring at a first station the pH of the acidified sample

stream to determine the alkali metal hydroxide concentration

prior to analysis of the sample stream for other consumable

components of the plating solution;

and then subjecting the acidified stream to analysis of [thej

said other consumable components of the plating solution.

Re. 31,695

TWO SIDED COATER
Stanley C. Zink, Fnlton, N.Y., assignor to The Black Qawson

Company, Middletown, Ohio

Original No. 4,354,449, dated Oct 19, 1982, Ser. No. 195,560,

Oct. 9, 1980. Continnatipn>in-part of Ser. No. 921,502, Jol. 3,

1978, Pat No. 4,231,318, and Ser. No. 34,216, Apr. 30, 1979,

abandoned. Application for reissue Jun. 27, 1983, Ser. No.

508,384

Int a^ B05C 1/08: B05D 3/12. 1/28

U.S. a. 427—211 10 Claims

A The method qfcoating both surfaces ofa traveling web com-

prising the steps of:

Re. 31,696

COMPOSITION FOR PRODUCING ARTICLE
SIMULATING PLANTATION CREPE RUBBER

Agmund K. Tborsrud, Bartlesrille, OkUu, assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesrille, Okla.

Original No. 4,306,034, dated Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 200,719,

Oct 27, 1980. Continuation of Ser. No. 61,625, Jol. 31, 1979,

Pat No. 4,256,850, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

943325, Sep. 19, 1978, abandoned. Application for reissue

Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,365

Int a.J C08J 9/00: C08L 53/02

U.S.a 521-88 2 Claima

1. A molding composition comprising:

(1) styrene/butadiene linear or radial block copolymer elas-

tomer having a polymerized styrene content in the range

of about 20 to abut SO wt. % of total block copolymer the

remainder being polymerized butadiene,

(2) resinous solid polymer of vinyl-substituted aromatic

compound in the range of about 10 to about 60 parts

resinous polymer per 100 parts block copolymer elasto-

mer,

(3) a sufficient amount of polarizing agent to permit rapid

heating using energy of microwave frequencies said polar-

izing agent chosen from the group consisting of simple

and polymeric alkylene glycols and their mono- and dial-

kyl ethers, and ethanolamines and isopropanolamines and

their hydrocarbyl-substituted derivatives, and

(4) sufficient blowing agent in the range ofabout 0.5 to about

6 php of total polymeric mixture, said blowing agent dis-

pened throughout the rest of the composition upon acti-

vation to provide microporous structure within a skin or

normally dense polymer.
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5,287

PLUM TREE '42-GA-25r

Chris F. Zaiger, 537 Rosenore Atc^ Gary N. Zaignr, 1907 Eao

A?e^ Leigh M. Gardner, 1207 Grimes A?e^ and Grant G.

Zaiger, 2121 Elm Ave^ aU of Modesto, Calif. 95351

Filed Feb. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 465,529

Int a.} AOIH 5/00

VS.a Plt-38 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of plum tree, substantially as

illustrated and described, characterized by medium size, uni-

form, clingstone fruit having red skin, firm, yellow flesh, and

good keeping, long distance shipping, and eating qualities; the

fruit—evenly distributed throughout the tree—having the

general shape of the Nubiana and ripening three days earlier

than the Spring Beaut.

pedicels carried in spray formation on a sturdy and upright

peduncle.

5,288

CARNATION NAMED KLEMGORI
Siegfried Bemm, HanfMkcr 9, 7000 Stnttgart 50, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed JnL 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,064

Int CL AOIH 5/00

VS. a. Pit—70 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct carnation cultivar, substantially as

herein shown and described, characterized by its high produc-

tivity of bright yellow flowers borne singly on rigid, erect

5,289

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT NAMED WHITE NOVA
William E. DnfFett, Salinas, Calif., assignor to Yoder Brothers,

Inc., BarbertoB, Ohio

FUed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,007

Int a.} AOIH 5/00

VS. CL Pit—74 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct plant of Chrysanthemum morifolium,

Ramat., known by the cultivar name of White Nova, as de-

scribed and illustrated, and particul^ly characterized as to

uniqueness by the combined characteristics of flat capitulum

form; daisy capitulum type; white ray floret color; diameter

across face of capitulum ranging from 75 to 95 mm. at matu-

rity; uniform nine (9) week flowering response; tall plant

height when grown as a single stem cut spray; 10 to IS cm.

peduncles on open, normally terminal sprays, and slow devel-

opment of tight green discs, and tolerance of 13* C. (56* F.) for

initiation and development when grown in single stem cut

spray programs with a continuous dark period of 13 to 15

hours.

Nv
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M73|907 tially forward of said lateral plane of said garment's body

COMBINED INSULATED ENCLOSURE AND BIB FOR portion.

SUPPORT OF A NURSING BOTTLE
Sosu Maillard, 47 Middle Line Ave^ Medford, N.Y. 11763

4473.909^ cS^Mll^rn'MmiS^ AUDITORY OsScLE PHOSTHESIS

fT« rii 1..MP 11 Claims Ralf Reck, Mainx-BretmilwlB;HcinsBroeiiw,HainannfteiB,uA «. i-w K ^ iaaiis.KonnMl Dentscher, Wetatar, aU of Fed. Rep. of

Germany, aarignors to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar,

Fed. Rep. of Gennaay
per No. PCr/DEW/00141, 1 371 Date May 26, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 26, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/01127, PCT Pnb.

Date Apr. 15, 1982

per FUed Oet 1, 1980, Scr. No. 385,371

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 26,

1980,3036245
Int CL» A61F 7/00

UAa3-l 24 Claims

%

>

1. Apparatus combining an enclosure and support for an

infant's feeding bottle in which the bottle may be inserted with

its nipple projecting t4>ward therefrom in a position to permit

the infant to facilitate feeding itself, the infant being considered

as being erect and the bottle positioned vertically for reference

purposes, said apparatus comprising:

(a) a bib having an upper and lower end and being formed of

flexible material cut to cover the chest area of the infant,

(b) means for securing Uie bib from its upper end about the

neck of the infant,

(c) a bottie support section having an upper and lower end

and attached at its upper end to the lower, central portion

of the bib, said bottle support section enclosing^ sides

and lower end of the botde, but containing an Open slot

extending vertically the length of the support section on

the outward side away fh>m the bib, and

(d) a plurality of separated elastic straps positioned horizon-

tally one over the other with each spanning said open slot,

the straps serving to draw the sides of the support section

tighdy around the bottie, thereby securing the bottie in

place and said open slot between the elastic straps provid-

ing a means for visually determining the amount of fluid

remajp'ng in the bottie without removal of the bottle.

4,473,908

GARMENT
Gabriele Knecht, 413 Bleecker St, New York, N.Y. 10014

FUed Jon. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 386,221

Int a^ A41B 1/00

MS.a 2-115 8 Claims

1. In an atmosphericaHy open sleeved-type garment having

a body portion with a defined lateral plane and a sleeve for

each arm with a defined central axis, Uie improvement com-

priang each sleevie of said garment being made from function-

afly relativdy flexible fisbric and being oriented relative to tiie

body portion ofthe garment in a fitted position with the central

axis of at least the upper part of said sleeve at an an^e snbstan-

r\
AC—

^

1. An auditory ossicle prosthesis, comprising: a generally

planar plate; a shaft attached eccentrically to the underside of

said plate; and a groove provided in the top side of the plate,

wherein

(a) the plate and attached shaft have a mirror symmetrical

configuration with respect to at least one symmetry plane

perpendicular to the plane of the plate and passing

through the shaft;

(b) the shaft is attached so that its contact surface with the

plate is located on the symmetry plane of the plate, but is

' #hioved by at least one-half of the diameter of the shaft

from the boundary area of the plate;

(c) the groove is arranged on the top side of the plate in its

front half and is aligned perpendicularly to the symmetry

plane of the prosthesis; and

(d) the prosthesis is comprised of a bioactive material.

4,473,910

INTRAOCULAR LENS
William H. Grinder, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Minne-

sota Mining and Manafactnring Company, St Paul, Minn.

CoBtinnation of Ser. No. 312,272, Oet 16, 1981, abmdoBed,

whidi is a continuation of Ser. No. 113,682, Jan. 21, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jnn. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 489,778

Int a' A61F 1/16. 1/24

UA CL 3-13 10 Claims

1. An intraocular lens for positioning in the posterior cham-

ber of the eye comprising a lens body, first and second support

members extending from die lens body for engaging the outer

portion of the posterior chamber of the eye, each of said sup-

port members comprismg a Ksilient spring-like support loop

extending outwardly fitm tbeixriphery of said lens body, said

support loop being foot-shaped with the ankle portion of the

foot bemg attached to die lens body, said sopport kx^ having

first and second end portions attached to the lens body at first

and second attachment locatirais, and said suppmt loop being

shaped to provide an outer contact portion extending a sub-

11
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r

stantial distance outwardly beyond adjacent portions of the
support loop, said outer contact portion being a single continu-
ously outwardly arcuate smoothly curved portion which is

substantially equivalent to the curve of the outer portion of the
posterior chamber so that when said loop is compressed within
said posterior chamber said outer contact portion tracks said
outer iwrtion of the posterior chamber, and said outer contact
portion positioned to engage the outer portion of the posterior
chamber of the eye with an outward radial force when posi-
tioned therein, wherein said outer contact portion is unsecured
to viable body tiaaoe when implanted in the posterior chamber

between the walls and the curtain out of the shower stall, the
improvement being a water dam comprising a strip adapted to
be affixed to the top surface of the rim of the receptacle in
abutment with a wall of the stidl near an end of the curtain and
further adapted to traverse the top surface of the rim and
continue a short distance down into the receptacle.

4.473^12
PATIENT SUPPORTING AND TRANSPORTING
BACKBOARD AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR

Edward J. Scheidel, 4885 Caaoonsborg Rd^ Belmont, Mich.
49306, and Lawrence K. Bnckeoncyer, 3121 Haywird Dr„
Grud Rapids, Mich. 49506

FUcd No?. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,900
Int a.) A61G 1/00

U.S.a5-82R
32Cliiiii8

^ ^

and is dimensioned and shaped so that it provides substantially
the only contact between said support loop and said outer
portion of the posterior chamber when positioned therein, and
wherein said outer contact portion is deflected inwardly from
the normal relaxed position by the outer portion of the poste-
rior chamber so that said lens is vertically, horizontally, and
rotationally secured in said posterior chamber by the spring
action of said support loops in contact with said outer portion
of the posterior chamber, said support loops having sufficient
resiliancy such that when said support loops are compressed
they move cylindrically around said lens body and towards
said leM body.

4,473,911

BATHTUB RIM WATER DAM
SyMs A. GcfMiiB, RJL #5, BeUerdlc, Ontario, CkaadaKSN
4Z5

FIM May 9, 1983, Scr. No. 492,506
VpUcitloB Gnnda, Dae. 14, 1982, 417610

brt. a^ A47K 3/22
UAa4-«9 4CIaIiBa

1. A patient supporting and transporting backboard compris-
ing a pair of cooperating, substantially rigid panels forming a
rigid backboard unit, one panel being the top panel and
adapted to carry a patient, the other panel being a bottom panel
which engages, supports and rigidifies the top panel; said top
panel being substantially coextensive and engaged with said
bottom panel such that said top panel overlies said bottom
panel, each panel being substantially rigid and molded from a
resinous plastic material and including peripheral flange means
secured to one another around the periphery of said unit and
providing a peripheral handhold around the backboard; said
bottom panel peripheral flange means being nested within and
secured to said top panel peripheral flange means; means for
securing said panels together to form said rigid backboard unit;
and rib means in at least one of said panels for reinforcing,
stabilizing and rigidifying the other of said panels when said
panels are combined as said backboard unit.

r>^
—-—^ T-N^..^

•- •-

ki=Jit^B:^ 1

l^^^siia^il^^H
L^!f^«^^^^y*1

""*'*-Sb -»- i J^-^y

4,473,913

THERAPEUTIC Sl^PORT CUSHION
Carl J. Ylfisaker, 213 E. 10th, McMimtille, Oreg. 97128

Filed Jon. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,711
iBt CL3 A47G 9/00

VS.a 5—435 4 n.h^

•<»:

Lla a shower Stall having a curtain extending between walls
^omag the stall, said staU having a receptacle in which a
pema nay stand while showering, said receptacle having a— capabk of allowing water to mn akM« its top surface

1. An assembly of therapeutic resilient pillows operatively
placeable on a generally horizontal support surface for sup-
porting a person in an arched fiMe-down prone position, said
assembly conq>rising

a pair of end pillows, each pillow having a generally planar
bottom sorbce, and a pair ofgenerally <^>poaitcly inclined
generally rectangular phmar upper sorftcea sloping in
predetermined directions, facing inwardly away from
each other and having a common generally horizontal
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upper ridge, said end pillows being placeable, in operative

position, adjacent each other in such a manner that each

end pillow has one of said upper surfaces facing inward

toward the other end pillow to form, in combination, a

valley,

an intermediate pillow nestable in said valley and having,

when nested therein, a pair of generally oppositely in-

ctlned generally rectangular upper surfaces facing up-

^^ardly away from each other and having a common
generally horizontal upper ridge,

said pillows forming, when assembled in operative position,

an elongate cushion having a generally planar horizontal

bottom surface and a pair of generally oppositely inclined

generally rectangular upper surfaces facing upwardly

away from each other and having a common generally

horizontal upper ridge, and

means defining a channel in at least one of said end pillows,

which channel opens through the upper surface facing

outwardly away from the other end pillow when said

pillows are in operative position, said means including

walls defining said channel appropriately spaced apart to

support the head of a person whose face is placed in said

channel, said channel forming an unobstructed air pas-

sageway from such a face to air surrounding said pillow.

4,473,914

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING A
STOP AND LOCK SHOULDER FOR A BUND FASTENER

SLEEVE
Roaald R. Haft, Waco, Tex., assignor to Huck Mannfactnriog

Conpany, Ininc, Calif.

FOed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 431,623

Int a^ B21K 1/58

VS. CL 10—11 R 17 Clains

mi. CM*

radially separated from the radially confronting portion of

theslMve,

the pbKstop shoulder adapted to engage the sleeve stop

shoulder for directing the material of the sleeve stop

shoulder radially.inwardly into the lock groove to lock

the pin aiuLsleeve together,

the method offorming the sleeve stop shoulder including the

steps of

forming a sleeve blank to have the enlarged sleeve head and

to have the through bore and reduced diameter bore

portion with the juncture therebetween defining a radially

inwardly extending shoulder forming portion,

a first deforming step to deform the material of said shoulder

forming portion to move axially toward the sleeve head

and radially inwardly from the reduced diameter bore

portion,

and a second deforming step to deform the material away
from the sleeve head and back towards the contour of the

reduced diameter bore portion to form the sleeve stop

shoulder with at least a portion radially separated from the

radially confronting portion of the sleeve.

13. For a two piece blind fastener for securing a plurality of

workpieces comprising a hollow sleeve having a through bore,

the sleeve having a sleeve shank portion and an enlarged sleeve

head at one end, a pin, the pin having a shank portion and an

enlarged pin head with the pin shank portion adapted to be

located within the bore of the sleeve and with the pin head

located at the end of the sleeve shank portion opposite the

sleeve head, the through bore of the sleeve having a reduced

diameter bore portion defining a radially inwardly extending

sleeve stop shoulder, the pin having a pin stop shoulder, a lock

groove located on the pin, the pin head adapted to engage the

sleeve shank portion and to deform the same to form a blind

head opposite the sleeve head in response to a relative axial

force applied between the pin and the sleeve, the sleeve stop

shoulder having at least a portion thereof radially separated

from the radially confronting portion of the sleeve, the pin stop

shoulder adapted to engage the sleeve stop shoulder for direct-

ing the material of the sleeve stop shoulder radially inwardly

into the lock groove to lock the pin and sleeve together, appa-

ratiis for forming the sleeve stop shoulder comprising a pierc-

ing pin having an enlarged shoulder portion, a forming land

and a tapered portion located between said shoulder portion

and said forming land, said enlarged shoulder portion being of

a diameter generally of the sleeve through bore, said forming

land being of a diameter generally <hat of the reduced diameter

bore portion, said Upered portion defining a cavity having a

preselected volume generally equal to that of the radially

separated portion of the sleeve stop shoulder.

1. For a two piece blind fastener for securing a plurality of

workpieces comprising

a hollow sleeve having a through bore,

the sleeve having a sleeve shank portion and an enlarged

sleeve head at one end,

a pin,

the pin having a shank portion and an enlarged pin head with

the pin shank portion adapted to be located within the

bore of the sleeve and with the pin head located at the end

of the sleeve shank portion opposite the sleeve head,

the through bore of the sleeve having a reduced diameter

bore portion defining a radially inwardly extending sleeve

stop shoulder,

the pin having a pin stop shoulder,

a lock groove located on the pin,

the pin head adapted to engage the sleeve shank portion and

to deform the same to form a blind head opposite the

sleeve head in response to a relative axial force applied

between the pin and the sleeve,

the sleeve stop shoulder having at least a portion thereof

4,473,915

TENSION MEMBER AND A METHOD OF ASSEMBLING
AND INSTALLING THE TENSION MEMBER

DcflMH FlnsterwaMer, Berg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrasany, asaigMr to

Dyekerhoir k Widaunn Aktieagesdlachaft, Monich, Fad.

Rep. of Gcmany
FOed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,689

Chrias priority, i^UcatioB Fed. Rep. of GenMiy, Sep. 30,

1981, 3138819

bt CL3 EOID 11/00

VS. a. 14—21 7 OaiM
1. Method of assembling and installmg a tension member

unsupported between its ends, such as a diagonal cable for a

stayed girder bridge, the tension member is made up of a plu-

rality of parallel individual elements such as steel rods, steel

wires or steel strands arranged within a tubular casing, an

anchoring system for each end of the tension member includ-

ing an anchoring disc having bores therethrough for the indi-

vidual elements, means for anchoring the individual elements

to each anchoring disc so that the individual elements are

tensioned between the anchoring discs, one anchoring system

located in a generally horizontally extending first support and

the other anchoring system located in an i$wardly extending
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second suppon spaced upwardly and laterally from the firet

support, comprising the steps of providing an axially elongated
tubular passageway in each anchoring system extending
through the associated one of the first or second support with
the tubular passageway having a first end adjacent the anchor-
ing disc in the respective anchoring system and a second end
spaced more remotely from the anchoring disc of the respec-
tive anchoring system, providing an elongated sheath in each
tubular passageway for each of the individual elements and
aligning each sheath with a different one of the bores in the
anchoring disc, placing a tubular casing on the first support
between the anchoring systems with the tubular casing having
a length less than the spacing between the second ends of the
tubular passageway in the fint and second supports, inserting a
first individual element through the tubular casing and guiding
one end of the element through one of the sheaths in the tubu-

lar passageway in one of the fint and second supports into the
aligned bore in the anchoring disc and guiding the other end of
the element through one of the sheaths in the tubular passage-
way in the other one of the first and second supports into the
aligned bore in the anchoring discs, tensioning the first individ-
ual element between the anchoring discs in the anchoring
systems and anchoring the first individual element at the an-
choring discs so that the tubular casing is lifted upwardly off
the first support and extends rectilinearly between the anchor-
ing systems in the first and second supports, and supporting the
tubular casing at least in pan on the first individual element, in

turn, inserting each of the remaining individual elements in the
same manner through the tubular casing and the sheaths in the
tubular passageways into the anchoring discs, and tensioning
each remaining element and anchoring each remaining element
afier it is tensioned.

4^73^16
ACCESS MEANS

KeoBcth ConooM, Kent, England, asrignor to GEC Mechanical
Handling Limited, Eoglaod

FUcd Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,470
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Feb. 24, 1982,

8205435

Int d^ EOID 15/00
US.a 14-42 7 Claims

1. A gangway designed to extend between two bodies
which are three-dimensionally movable with respect to each
other comprising:

A. a suppon platform mounted on one of said bodies and
pivotable with respect to the body about a nominally
venical axis,

B. an elongate suppon structure incorporating a pair of
channel members disposed parallel to each other with the
mouths of the channels facing towards each other,

C. a first coupling connecting the suppon structure to the
platform and permitting the suppon structure to pivot
with respect to the suppon platform about a nominally
horizontal axis extending transverse to its longitudinal
axis,

D. a series of platforms together forming a substantially
planar walk-way surface carried by the support structure,

E. the walk-way platform at one end being fixed to the
support structure and the remainder of the platforms
being longitudinally slidable relative to the support struc-
ture.

F. each walk-way platform comprising, a plurality of spaced
longitudinally extending slats with the slats of adjoining
walk-way platforms intermeshed to permit relative slid-
ing movement of the platforms,

G. the walk-way platforms being linked by a pair of lazy-

tong structures located one at each side of the slidable

walk-way platforms, and each comprising a plurality of
interconnected pairs of pivotally connected crossing
members each of which carries a roller at the crossing
point longitudinally movable within a respective channel,

H. the slidable walk-way platform furthest from said one
end of the support structure forming or being connected
to an extension having a second coupling for securing the
extension to the other body, which coupling is such as to
permit a degree of pivoting movement of the gangway
relative to the body about nominally vertical and horizon-
tal axes.

4,473,917

CLEANING OF BALLS
Rex J. Britten, Bristol, England, assigBor to Kleeneze Bmsh
Company Limited, England

FUed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,145
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jun. 3, 1981,

8117076

Int a.3 A43B 47/04
VJS. a. 15—104.94 4 Gains

1. A golf ball cleaning device comprising:

a closed, tubular casing openable at one end to provide
access;

a helical mounting strip fitting inside and at the inside of the
tubular casing;

a helically disposed continuous strip of bristles mounted on
the helical mounting strip;

the bristles extending inwaidly from said strip and defining a
passage of a diameter appropriate for cleaning engage-
ment with the ball; and

a dispensing pad capable ofholding cleaning liquid at at least

one end of the casing.
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4,473,918

PIVOT HANDLE FOR DUST MOPS AND THE LIKE
Theron C. Moas; Earl Boring, both of Gerelaad, Tenn.; Erwin

Tomm, Clefeiind, OUo, and Jerry Hiellora, Clerciand, Tenn.,

assignors to SECO Industries, Inc., QcTeland, Tenn.

Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 449,899

Int. a.J A47L 13/38

VJS. a. 15—144 R 9 Qaims

1. A pivot handle for dust mops and the like comprising a

main handle portion and an outer end portion, said main handle

portion and outer end portion having opposed ends connected

together by connecting members extending therefrom, said

connecting members having offset flanges in overlapping en-

gagement with each other and pivotally connected together by

a bolt and nut assembly, and radially extending teeth on the

opposed inner faces of said flanges for positively retaining said

outer end portion against pivotal movement upon tightening

said nut and bolt assembly and permitting pivotal movement of

said outer end portion relative to said main handle portion

upon loosening said nut and bolt assembly, said main handle

portion and outer end portion being made of tubing, and said

connecting members having cylindrical end portions which

extend into the respective adjacent tubular ends of said main

handle portion and outer end portion, said connecting mem-
bers having stop shoulders spaced from the outer ends of said

cylindrical end portions which limit the extent to which said

connecting members are inserted into the adjacent tubular ends

of said main handle portion and outer end portion, respec-

tively, said stop shoulder on said connecting member extend-

ing from said main handle portion being engageable by the

connecting member extending from said outer end portion

when said outer end portion has been pivoted beyond a certain

point in either direction to preclude pivotal movement of said

outer end portion substantially beyond 90* in either direction

from a center position in substantial axial alignment with said

main handle portion.

body and having outer edges lying generally in an arc

generated about said longitudinal axis,

said squeegee rib having a greater radial length than said

scraping ribs, and

a mounting rib integral with said body and projecting radi-

ally outwardly therefrom in a direction and at a location

diametrically opposite said squeegee rib,

said body comprising an upper semi-circular section for the

support of said mounting rib and a lower semi-circular

section of relatively smaller diameter than said upper

section for the support of said scraping and squeege ribs,

the upper and lower sections of said body being connected

by a pair of radially extending shoulders to effect lateral

stiffening of said blade, the inherent flexibility of said

mounting rib providing a longitudinally extending hinge

about which said body can swing in either direction, the

arrangement being such that when said blade moves

against a windshield the squeegee rib and at least one

scraping rib on the side thereof facing in the direction of

movement of said blade engage the windshield.

4,473,920

CLEAR VIEW SCREEN
Jon Itani, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Osaka HatsodeaU Co., Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

Filed Jon. 29, 1963, Ser. No. 509,032

Claims priority, apj^icatioa Japn, JaL 19, 1982, 57-

110594[U]

Int a.3 B60S 1/ia 1/44

U.S. a. 15—250J2 3 Claims

4,473,919

WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADE
Charles T. Fritz, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to Smear Gear
Wiper Corporation, Gaymont, Del.

ContinaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 426,195, Sep. 28, 1982,

abandoned, and a continiiatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 420,946, Sep.

21, 1982, abandoned. This application Jon. 2, 1983, Ser. No.

500,545

Int G.3 B60S 1/38

U.S. G. 15—250.4 i 4 Gains
1. A windshield wiper blade made of a synthetic elastomeric

material comprising an elongat<!d body having a longitudinal

axis,

a longitudinally extending squeegee rib integral with said

body and extending radially therefrom,

a plurality of longitudinally extending scraping ribs integral

with said body,

said scraping ribs projecting radially outwardly from said

1. A clear view screen comprising:

a cylindrical fixed frame having an inner peripheral surface

with a V-shaped section,

a rotating frame having an outer peripheral surface with a

V-shaped section corresponding to the V-shape of said

fixed frame, said routing frame being provided rouubly

within said fixed frame with a gap left between said outer

peripheral surface and the inner peripheral surface of said

fixed frame and being equipped with a transparent plate,

air blowing means for blowing air into said gap to float said

routing frame within said fixed frame, said air blowing

means including slits extending along the whole circum-

ference of the inner peripheral surface of said fixed frame,

and

driving means for driving said routing frame floated within

said fixed frame.
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CLEANING DEVICE FOR THE INTERNAL
PERIPHERAL SURFACES OF PIPELINES OR HOLLOW

CYLINDRICAL VESSELS, ESPECIALLY FOR
MANIPULATORS FOR THE INTERIOR OF PIPES

Robert Weber, Uttcartotimad Si«|frM Fiirwr, Eriusn, both
of Fed. Rep. of Gerauy, laipMn to Kraflwerk V^ou Ak-
tiwgwrihcheft, Mittheim, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmay

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,596
OaiM priority, eppUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnnuy, Oct 6,

1981, 3139091

lot CI.) B08B 9/08
US. CL 15-304 10 Claims

1. Qeaning device for the intenud peripheral surfaces of
round pipelines or hollow cylindrical vessels, comprising in-

strument carriers having at least one working head, at least one
feeding head and an intermediate link articulatingly intercon-
necting said working and feeding heads, said working and
feeding heads being fixable in a working position and being
movable through the interior of the pipelines or vessels, said

working head including two support flanges disposed one after

the other in direction along the pipeline or vessel, an instru-

ment di^)osed between said flanges being movable along de-
fined feed paths in circumferential direction of the pipelines or
vessels said instrument including brushes, a brush holder for
said brushes in the shape of a substantially circular sector
adapted to the inner surface of the pipeline or vessel and ori-
ented obliquely to a plane across the axis of the pipeline or
vessel, said brushes protruding over the arcuate outer periph-
ery of said brush holder and being elastically adjustable against
the periphery of the inner surface of the pipeline or vessel, said
instrument further including an arcuate suction nozzle having

a slit formed therein for receiving flying particles, said suction
nozzle being disposed downstream of said brush holder in

particle travel direction, an injector having a suction side
connected to said suction nozzle, a discharge side and a propul-
sion nozzle, a propellant line feeding said propulsion nozzle of
said injector from outside the pipeline or vessel, and a dust
collecting bag connected downstream of said discharge side of
said injector.

4,473,922

TRAY DRYER
Clyde R. Weihe, 17 Liadberg Afe., Ncedban Heights, Mass.
02194

FUed Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,877
lat a.» A47L 5/3S

U.S.a 15-306 B 24Claiau
1. Apparatus for the drying of wet serving trays without

benefit of heat comprising in operative combination:
(a) a housing and support for said apparatus defined by

vertically disposed spaced-apart first and second parallel
end panels, and vertically disposed, spaced-apart first and

second parallel side panels interconnected therewith and a
horizontally disposed top panel connecting together said
side and end panels, a rectangular shaped, horizontally
disposed opening in said first end panel wherd)y said wet
serving trays can be fed into said apparatus for drying, and
a rectangular shaped, horizontally disposed opening in

said second end panel through which dry serving trays are
discharged;

(b) means located within said housing and associated with

said rectangular shaped openings for conveying the said

wet trays horizontally, bottom side up, one-at-a-time

through said apparatus in a predetermined path;

(c) means for subjecting the top and bottom of each said wet
tray while being so conveyed to high velocity air for
wiping the water from the wet tray;

(d) means external to said housing and suppori for said

drying apparatus in association with the horizontally

disposed opening in the said second end panel whereby
the dry serving trays form a stack as they are discharged
one-at-a-time, said means comprising a rectangular shaped
self-leveling platform located closely adjacent and normal
to the said second end panel for holding said stack of dry
trays as it is formed, a detachaUe stacking guide being
provided in combination with said platform to aid in the
forming of the stacking of dry serving trays; and

(e) means for disposing of the water removed from the wet
serving trays.

4,473,923

VACUUM CLEANING TOOL ADAPTER WITH
ELECTRICAL CONTROL MEANS

Peter J. Neroni; Robert E. SteTcas, aad Joe L. Byers, aU of
Ketteriag, Ohio, assigaors to IHqrco Corporatioa, Daytoa,
Ohio

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,973

lat CL^ A47L 5/36
VS. CL 15—377 27 ririm.

1. In a vacuum cleaning system comprising a vacuum
cleaner, a hose assembly, a cleaning tool adapter and a cleaning

tool; said hose assembly comprising a flexible cylindrical body,

a plurality of spaced helically coiled remforcing wires extend-

ing along said body and also serving as electrical conductors,

and a hose connector at each end of said hose assembly, one of
said connectors providing mechanical and electrical continuity

between said hose and said vacuum cleaner, the improvement
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wherein said adapter is separate from said hose assembly and

comprises electrical control means for controlling said vacuum
cleaning system, and means interlocking said adapter with the

other of said hose connectors and providing for repeated con-

nection and disconnection therewith and electrical continuity

from said electrical control means through said hose assembly

to said vacuum cleaner.

4,473,924

MEANS FOR CONTROLLING FIBER-DRAWING
APPARATUS

Max HartmaBBsgmber, Kirchbeioi; Kurt Kriechbaam, lagdd-

itadt; Giiater Schalz, Ebersboch, and Henaaaa Gittlcr, Ubia-

gea, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aarigaors to Ziaser TeztO*

maacfaiaeB GmbH, Eberabach, Fed. R^ of Germany
Coatianatioa-iB'part of Ser. No. 196,582, Oct 14, 1980,

ftbaadoaed. This qtpUeatioB Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,787

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Oct 13,

1979, 2941612

lat CI.3 DOIH 5/42

VS. a. 19—239 7 Claiffls

MS m

1. In a fiber-drawing apparatus comprising a plurality of

cascaded roller pairs following one another in a direction of

travel of incoming fibers to be combined into an outgoing

bundle and drive means for rotating said roller pairs at relative

speeds imparting a tensile stress to fibers clamped under com-

pressive stress between the rollers of said pairs, the combina-

tion therewith of:

stress-adjusting means coupled with rollers of said pairs;

sensing means beyond one of said roller pairs disposed m the

path of said outgoing bundle for detecung thickness fluc-

tuations thereof;

evaluation means connected to said sensing means for deter-

mining the extent of said fluctuations; and

control means for setting said stress-adjusting means in a

multiplicity of different positions, said control means

including a microcomputer with a programmer and a data

store, said programmer establishing in an initial phase of a

fiber-drawing operation a succession of different settings

of said stress^djusting means for predetermined time

periods enabling said evaluation means to supply said data

store with a mean value for the fluctuations encountered

with each setting, said data store registering the mean

values pertaining to said settings and making same avail-

able at the end of said initial phase to said evaluation

means for enabling same to determine the lowest of said

mean values, said control means befaig responsive to out-

put signals of said evaluation means for re-establishing the

setting corresponding to said lowest of said mean values.

4^73,925

BAND CLAMP
George A. Jaasea, Deader, Colo., aa^gntr to Hoadaille

tries, lac. Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

FDed Jal. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397*430

lat CL^ B65D 63/06

VS.a 24-23 W 8 Claims

1. A clamp adapted for use in securing a hose or the like

object to a conduit under high compression, comprising:

a buckle of high strength material having top, bottom, and

side walls formed to provide a generally rectangular pas-

sage therethrough, said passage having a length, width

and height;

an elongated flexible band of a width closely corresponding

to said width of the passage through the buckle having a

first end portion provided with an anchorage for engage-

ment with the buckle to resist tension loads, an intermedi-

ate portion adapted to extend through the passage in the

buckle at least twice and overlap itself to form an encir-

cling figure to surround the like object to be clamped, said

band and said buckle when in assembled position extend-

ing generally in a circumferential direction, and a second

end portion adapted to be gripped and pulled by a tighten-

ing tool lodged against the buckle to af>ply the desired

tension in the band;

primary locking means formed in the top wall of the buckle

to engage and restrain the intermediate portion of the

band in a zone adjacent to the second end portion;

the locking means including two slots through the top wall

extending circumferentially of the buckle and band and

being laterally spaced about one half of said width of the

buckle, and a cross slot joining the first two slots at about

their mid-points;

the three slots cooperating to define between them a pair of

locking tabs integral with the buckle body and extending

circumferentially toward each other with their free ends

having a linear extent and being in confronting spaced

relation;

each of said tabs having an edge formed at the junction of

the surface of one of said free ends and the bottom surface

of said tab, each of said edges having a Unear extent corre-

qwnding to said linear extent of said free ends;

the tabs being bendable radially inward and circumferen-

tially away from each other about their lines of juncture

with the top wall in response to the radial inward drive of

a punch to move said edges into engagement with the

adjacent layer of the band and to cause flowing of the

metal in the adjacent layer of the band and produce upset

interlocks between the band and said free end of each of

the tabs over said linear extent

and secondary locking means formed in the bottom wall of

the buckle comprising an aperture tberethrou^ to receive

the linearly extending portions of the layers of the band

driven mward by the force of the punch.
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ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR SEAT BELT
Om, Kanirra, JapM, Mri^Mr to NSK Wanier

KJL, Japoi

FHid Apr. 14, 1M3, Scr. No. 485,237

riority, appUcatlM Japn, Apr. 28, 1982, 57-

a487[U]
lat CU A44B 11/06

XJS, CL 24-196 4 Oaims

ing portion being adapted lo extend rearwardly of one of
the plates, and said intennediate portion being adapted to

extend over the front surface of one of the plates, said

iatermediate portion having a length so as to terminate

short of the lancings, thereby to provide mechanical

strength and rigidity to the fabric mounting track system,

said unitary structure extending along the length of the

mounting track system.

4,473^28

HOSE CLAMPS
Fhuids W. JohnaoB, Bnrliagtoii, Cnuida, assignor to Tridon

Limited, Boriington, Canada
Continaatioa-fai-part of Ser. No. 208,752, No?. 20, 1980,. TUs

application No?. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,504

lat CL3 n6L 33/08
UJS. CL 24—483 11 Claims

1. An adjusting device for a seat belt comprising:

a base plate having a base and a pair of side walls, said base

having a webbing inserting hole through which a webbing
is passed, said pair of side walls curving upwardly and
inwardly from both sides of said base;

an adjusting bar provided between both said side walls and
relatively movable against the base phite, said adjusting

bar having a cross section which is generally rectangular

with one comer truncated; and
a metal protector mounted to said base plate, said protector

including a top portion located above the adjusting bar

and a pair of side walls curving downwardly and inwardly

to damp over the respective side walls of said base plate.

4,473,927

HUM FOR FABRIC MOUNTING TRACK SYSTEM
UoydC Miller, 16842 Greearlcw 1a, Hnntington Beach, CaUf.
92642

FOad Mar. 7, 1983, Sar. No. 472,518

brt. a^ A47H 1/00
US. CL 34-461 9 dalBs

1. A method of making a hose clamp of the type comprising
a worm screw mounted in a housing fastened to a metal band,

the worm screw having screw lands that are engagable in the

slots of a slotted portion of the band, which slotted portion is

passed through the housing between the screw and the portion

of the band to which the housing is fastened, the method in-

eluding the steps of:

stamping slots in a first metal strip to form said slotted por-

tion of the respective metal hose clamp band;

laminating by means of a resilient adhesive to the face of the

metal band that would otherwise contact the article to be
clamped therd>y, at least to cover the said slotted portion

thereof which is passed through the housing, a backing

strip of smaller width than the first metal strip, thereby

forming a laminated band, the thickness of the backing

strip being such that it can be deformed by engagement of

the screw lands therewith without breaking or cracking;

and

mounting the said housing and the said worm screw on the

said laminated band to complete the clamp.

1. In a Cibric mounting track system of the type including a
hinge lock plate and a back support plate for supporting a

fiibric on a wall or the like, the hinge lock plate having a

plurality of lancings and a first open hinge portion, and the

back support plate being adapted to be secured to a waU and
having a second open hinge portion adapted to fit the first

Uage portion and an inwardly projecting ledge whereby when
the two plates are hhiged together and adjacent to each other,

the hmchigs partiaUy overiay the ledge, wherein the improve-
ment comprises a trim fior the mounting system;

(a) a adtary sobstantiaDy F-shaped structure having a flat

trim portion;

(b) a retaining portion extending at right angles to said trim

portion; and

(c) an intennediate portion extending firom said trim portion

and at rightan^ thereto, said trim portion being adapted
to extend over the open ends <rf the two plates, said retain-

4,473,929

MAGNETICALLY CUSHIONED CLOTH TENTERING
DEVICE

Sanford M. Green, 2916 NW. 55th Afe^ LanderUll, Fla. 33313

CoDtianatton-bi-part of Scr. No. 255,330, Apr. 17, 1981,

abandoned, which is a coatiaaatkM of Ser. No. 969,670, Dee. 15,

1978, abandoned. TUs appUeation Jna. 17, 1982, Ser. No.

389,398

lat CL>D06Ci//a 5/00
U.S.CL 26-80 9Clahns

1. A tentering device adapted to spread an elongated strip of

cloth having two longitudinal edges, said cloth moving on the

tentering device in a direction parallel to the longitudinal edges

of said cloth, comprising

magnetized means supported by said tentering device, for

applying tentering fbrces to said cloth,

means for connecting said magnetized means to each longi-

tudinal edge of said ctoth,

means attached to said tentering dpVice comprising electro-

magnets with first electromagnets positioned adjacent the

outboard side of each longituidinal edge of said cloth and

second electromagnets positioned a4jacent the inboard
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side of each longitudinal edge of said cloth with each of

said first electromagnets producing a magnetically attrac-

tive force to said magnetized means and with each of said

second electromagnets producing a magnetically repul-

sive force to said magnetized means.

4,473,930

AUTOMATIC TRANSFER MACHINE TOOL WITH
CIRCULAR SUPPLY MOVEMENT

Heinz Bezner, Schwieberdfaigen; MaatnA Bratz, Leoaberg;

S?en Frank, Freiberg; Wollpag Gran, BSblingen-Dager-

sheta; Hans^org Semsky, Stuttgart; Hetau Walter, Reania-

gen^Mahasbefan; Ararin Wftzig, Rerariagen, and Radolf

Btoehmaan, LeoabCTg, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaripors

to WHzIgA F^ank MaaeUneabaagcsellschafft mbH, Leoaberg,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Coatfaraation of Ser. No. 139,121, Ang. 13, 1979, abandoned.

lUs appUcatkm May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,915

Oahns priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, Dec. 14,

19n, 2755755

Int. a^ B23Q 39/04

U.S. a. 29-38 C 5 Claims

a center support (8) adapted for positioning on a base (9>,

and means for supporting said turret, adn hence the work-

piece, and the holding elements, and hence the machining

units, comprising

a rigid, closed monocoque cage (1) accepting, within the

structure of said cage, operating forces occurring in oper-

ation of the machining units by transfer to the cage, said

cage including

a lower, essentially horizontal disk-Uke dished wall (18);

an upper, essentially horizontal disk-like wall (3) located

parallel to and spaced upwardly from the lower disk-like

wall;

circumferentially positioned lateral structural wall elements

(4) rigidly interconnecting said upper and said lower

disk-like walls to form said cage as a rigid, closed-loop,

monocoque, unitary shell structure, the cage including

essentially parallel positioned, spaced double-wall elements

and stiffening cross ribs (5) connecting together said

spaced wall elements to form said cage and provide for

stress absorption and stress transfer into said closed-loop

monocoque unitary shell structure;

the turret (12) and hence the workpiece carrier (10) and the

workpieces thereon being solely supported by the upper

disk-like wall (3) centrally thereof and suspending the

« workpiece carrier, and the workpieces thereon, from the

turret and hence the upper wall of the cage, to thereby

place the workpieces within said cage;

the disk-like lower wall (18) of the cage being supported on

the center support (8) by engagement of said center sup*

port therewith, said center support terminating beneath

the lower wall (18) of the cage; and

a central opening (19) for chip removal being formed in the

lower wall;

wherein the holding elements (17) are secured to at least one

side of said walls (2, 3) and in a facing side of said walls

formed by said lateral structural wall elements (4) inter-

connecting said disk-like walls (18; 3) for effectively trans-

ferring forces firom said holding elements, and hence

machming operating forces occuring in operation of the

machining units, to said unitary monocoque rigid cage

structure,

and wherein the machining units are secured to the cage (1)

via said holding elementt in the region of the separate

working sutions G-V) and projecting in part within the

cage for machining of workpieces supported within the

cage and further partly projecting outwardly of the cage,

for access thereto.

4,473,931

METHOD OF PRODUCING A TURBINE CASING
HiroaU Konmtsa, Yokaaaka, Japaa, aasipor to Nisaaa Motor

.Company, Uaftad, Yokohama, Jvtti

FOad Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469J72
OahM priority, appUcatkM Japaa, Mar. 24, 1982, 57-45553

^'
'

lat QJ B21K 3/04; B23P 15/01 15/04

VS.a 29-156J R 1

1. Automatic machine tool with rotary supply movement for

workpieces to be worked on, sequentisily, having

a plurality of h(dding elements (17) and a plurality of ma-

chining units (14, 15, 16) removably positioned and sup-

,y( ported by the holding elements (17), the phirality of ma-

chining units being located at respective separate wwking
stations (I-V);

a rotatable turret (12) indexable with respect to the working

stations and coaxially rotataUy joumalled with respect to

the center support;

a workpiece carrier (10) secured to the turret;

workpiece clamping devices (11) for clamping the work-

pieces located on the carrier for placement m fixed posi-

tion at angular locations corresponding to the respective

working stations;

1. A method of varying the c^wcity of a turirine having a

scroll housing in which a tongue portion is defined and in

which a turbine having an axis of roution is disposed m said
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KToU houiing downstream of said tongue portion, ccanprising
the steps of:

fonning said tongue portion so as to have an outer surface
arranged in a predetermined manner with respect to said
axis of rotation and an inner surface located between said
outer surface and said axis of roution, said inner surface
being arranged with respect to said outer surface so that
said tongue has a predetermined thickness; and

machining said inner surface in a manner to reduce the
thickness of said tongue to a thickness selected with re-
spect to the required capacity of said turbine.

4a473t992

DETONATOR REMOVER
Rv«w» K. WMMr, Arah, Ala^ MriffMr toHm UnitclStBtea of
AMriea as rapriMrtad by the Sccretiry of the AiAif, Wash-
iiVton,DXX

FUad Dae. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453,040
lot a.) B23P 19/02

VS.a 29-251 1 Claim

•S

n.

rn.4

1. A device (ox removing a stab detonator from a slide bar
comprising, a base having an upper surfiKe with a ledge mem-
ber mounted on said upper surface with said ledge member
having a top surface at one end adapted for mounting the slide
bar thereon with the stab det(mator positioned over a cylindri-
cal removed section of said ledge member and with said re-

moved section being positioned Sbove the upper top surface of
said base member, said ledge having securing studs mounted at
said top surface for reception in attachment holes in the slide

bar for accurately positioning and securing the slide bar reki-

tive to said top surface of said ledge member, and a body
member mounted over said ledge member and having a pin
slideably mounted therein with said pin being aligned with a
hole in the slide bar for aUowing said pin to engage a surface of
the detonator and with said detonator aligned to drop through
said cylindrical removed section ofsaid ledge member, said pin
being spring baised in and upward direction away from said
ledge member and said pin having guide means tot guiding it in

linear movement and for preven^ig said pin from fidling out of
said body member, means for gently pressing said pin down on
the stab detonator to push the stab detonator fWnn its mounting
in the slide bar, and resilient means mounted on the top surface
of said base member and beneath said cylindrical removed
section of said ledge member to resiliently catch the stab deto-
nator when removed fhmi the slide bar to help prevent detona-
tion of the stab detonator on removal.

through the longitudinal axis of said elongated member divid-

ing said elongated member into at least two elongated member
sections and including an annular flange adapted to selectively

engage the ring to be removed from a blind hole, and means for
operably securing said elongated member sections to said shaft
and biasing said elongated member sections towards said shaft;

and, selecting means operably secured to said shaft adapted to
selectively engage and release said pulling member from the
ring to be removed, said selecting means comprising a l<mgitu-
dinal cam secured to said shaft and adapted to selectively move
said elongated member sections apart so as to selectively in-

crease the diameter of said annular flange so as to engage the
ring to be removed from the Mind hole.

4y473,934

METHOD FOR EJCTRACIING PACKINGRINGS FROM A
STUFFING-BOX USING A LIQUID JET

JaiB-YTca Maraae, Lrmti Utkm Babno, JoMn Poatekv-
traiB, aai Marc Lapntit, Bda ColoiAea, aH «r FlriMt, ».
sigMTs to Seres, S^A^ MoirtnMte uA Bartta A Cia, SJL,
PUair, both of, Fhmea

FUad Not. U, 1901, Sar. No. 322,326
OaiiM priority, appUortiaB Fhaec, No?. 19, 1900, 80 24503

iML aj B23B 35/00
VS. CL 29—426.4 8 CUw

mm:

4y473,933

BEARING PULLING DEVICE
Martia J. Rank, P.O. Box lUl, Wtann, Miu. 55987

FIM Sap. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 427,002

IM. a> B23P 19/04
UJS.CL29—283 6Claini8

1. A pulling device for removing annular rings from a blind
hole comprising: a shaft; a puUing member operably secured to
said shaft and adapted to selectively engage the ring to be
reflMved from the blind hole, said pulling member comprising
an ekwgaffd member divided along a longitudinal pbme

1. A method for extracting at least one packing ring diapoaed

within a staffing-box, the stufl!ng4x>x havhig a top and a bot-

tom, with a removable seal disposed over the top, comprising
the steps of: '

(a) removing the seal from the top of the stufllng^x to gain

access to an exposed paddng ring;

(b) boring a hole through the exposed packmg ring by di-

recting a liquid jet toward the packing ring, the liquid jet

having a kinetic energy low enough not to dami^ the

stuffing-box but still Sufficiently Ugh to bore the hole in

the expontd pocking rin^ whereby the internal mechani-

cal stresses acting inside the exposed pocking ring are
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substantially reduced so that the expo^ packing ring is central wire, completely filling the interior open channels (6)

loosened with respect to the stufTmg-box; and between the central wire (3) and the outer wires (4) of the

(c) removing the loosened packing ring from the stufTmg cable (2) with corrosion protection material (9), and then,

^^' immediately following the first work operation, in a second

4,473,935

METHOD FOR SUPPLYING PARTS TO AN AUTOMATIC
ASSEMBLING MACHINE

Taadaki Tatsuura; TakeaU Aiba; Takaahi FnkuaUna; Masanori

NisUfliara; Hiroahl Otsaki, aU of Kaaagawa; Fiijio Yaboki,

Saitana, and Tomio Kusakabe, Chiba, all of Japan, aasignors

to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,414

Claintt priority, appUcatioB Japan, Jun. 16, 1981, 56-92581

Int a^ B21D S9/03; B23P 11/00

VS.a 29-429 1 Clahn

1. A method of assembling, on a plurality of chassis, respec-

tive sets of corresponding parts at least some of which are

different from each other comprising the steps of:

loading a plurality of chassis on respective first portions of a

carrier member in a predetermined relationship;

loading said sets of corresponding parts on second portions

of said carrier member respectively associated with said

first portions and in each of which said corresponding

parts are loaded in another predetermined relationship to

each other;

conveying said carrier member from a loading sution, at

which said loading of said chassis and sets of correspond-

ing parts are effected, to a parts assembly station; and

while said carrier member is situated at said parts assembly

station, simultaneously transferring said corresponding

parts of said sets from said second portions to predeter-

mined locations on said plurality of chassis on said respec-

tive first portions by an automatic assembling machine at

said parts assembly station.

work operation, inserting said cable into said tubular sheathing

member, and completely filling the annular empty space (7)

between the outer wires (4) of said cable (2) and the interior of

said tubular sheathing member (8) with corrosion protection

material (9).

4,473,937

SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC FINE ADJUSTMENT OF
TOOLS

Robert M. Ortlieb, SoothHeid, Mich., assignor to De VUcg
Maddae Company, Royal Oak, Mich.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,662

lat a^ B23Q 3/157

VS.a 29-568 4 daiau

4,473,936

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING A PROTECnON
AGAINST CORROSION FOR CABLES OF

HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL WIRES
Urs KeUaer, Kiinacht; Otnar Langwadt, Monich, and Thomas

Htfbat, Wcaaliag, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcmuny, asaignors to

DyckcrhofT A Widnau Akticngeaellachafl, Moaich, Fed.

Rep. ot Gcmaay
Filed Oct 14, 1981, Scr. No. 311,344

Chdns priority, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Gcrouuy, Oct 15,

1980,3038898

Int a^ B23P 25/00

VS.a 29—458 12 dains
1. Method of producing a corrosion protection on cables of

high-strength steel wires, principally for use as tension member

for post-stressable earth anchors or rock anchors, where the

cable comprises a central wire (3) and a plurality outer wires

(4) twisted around and in contact with the central wire so that

wedge shaped channels (6) are formed between the central

wire and the outer wires in which method each cable after

treatment with a corrosion protection material is furnished

with a tubular sheathing member, characterized in that, in a

fvst work operation, with the outer wires twisted around the

1. A method ofautomatically handling and maintaining tools

in a machining center having

a plurality of tools, including adjustable tools incorporating

externally accessable driven means for fine-adjusting the

tool bit thereon,

storage means for storing a pluraUty ofsaid tools, at least one

of which is one of said adjustable tools,

automatic tool changing means for transporting a tool in

both directions between said storage means and said tool

drive means,

powered adjusting means engagable with said driven means

on an adjustable tool di^Kxed in said storage means, and

numerical control means for controlling the operations of

said machining center,

said method comprising the following steps:

inputing to said control means information as to the identity

of a given adjustable tool requiring adjustment and the

amount of adjustment desired,

actuating said powered adjusting means to adjust said driven

means of said given adjustable tool in response to said

information when said given tool is in said storage means,
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thereafter automatically transporting said adjusted tool to

said tool drive means.

M73,938
METHOD FOR MAKING A GAN

ELECTROLUMINESCENT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
UTILIZING EPTTAXIAL DEPOSTTION

HiroyaU KobtyaaU; Ynahlmaii Okld« both of Sa^unihara;
Yokio Tojroda, Tokyo, and laaani AkaaaU, MacUda, all of

Japta, aarigDon to MataaaUta Elcetrk ladustrial Co^ Ltd^
Japaa

DiTiakM of Scr. No. 213,899, Dec 4, 1980, Pat No. 4,408,217.

lUa appttcatioa Apr. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 484,374

OaiBH priority, appUeatkw Japaa, Dee. 5, 1979, 54-158664

lat aj HOIL 21/2a 21/285
U.S. CL 29—569 L 4 Oaims

•if MJ»

1. A method for making an electroluminescent semiconduc-
tor device comprising the steps of:

providing a beat treatment on a body of sapphire in an envi-

ronment containing a compound OaX, where X is chlo-

rine, iodine or bromine;

successively epitaxially depositing gallium nitride on said

sapphire body without doping to form a Uiyer of conduc-
tive r^ion and an overlying layer of resistive region on
said conductive region; and

epitaxially depositing gallium nitride on said resistive region

in an environment containing acceptor impurities to form
an insulative layer.

4^473,939

PROCESS POR FABRICATING GAAS PET WTTH ION
IMPLANTED CHANNEL LAYER

MOloa Pcag, Raaeho Pahia Vcrdea; Vietor K. Ea, Redoado
I mUa Kaabcr, RoUag Hflb Eitatcs, aD of CaUf.,

I to Haghai Aircraft Coavaay, El Scgaado, CaUf

.

PDcd Dee. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 483,251

lat a> HOIL 2//J^¥
UJS. CL 29-871 12

1. A process for fabricating a OaAs PET with ion imphuted
channel layer including the steps of:

(a) providing a semi-insulating OaAs substrata

(b) implanting n-type ions through a surface of said substrate

to produce an n-type active layer in said substrate;

(c) capless annealing said substrate under AsH3 overpressure
in a non-reactive gas to a predetermined elevated tempera-
ture sufficient to remove substantial amounts of ion im-
plantation damage in said substrate and to electrically

activate said active layer, said overpressure being approxi-
mately 100 times that of the equilibrium As4 pressure of
said GaAs at said elevated temperature;

(d) depositing source and drain ohmic contact metalizations

on said surface of said substrate in spaced relationship;

(e) removing a relatively shallow portion of the outer sur-

face of said substrate in said active layer intermediate said

source-and-drain contact metalizations for a gate electri-

cal contact; and

(0 depositing a gate metaUzation in said shallow removed
portion.

4^73,940
METHOD OF PRODUCING A SEMICONDUCTOR

\ DEVICE
Tadashi KIriseko, Kinagawa, Japan, assignor to Fi^ttsn United,
KawasaU, Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,651
Claims priority, applicatioa Japaa, Sep. 30, 1981, 56-155048

Int a.3 HOIL 21/20. 21/302. 21/76
U.S. CL 29—576 W n Claims

104 106 106a II

loe III

1. A method for producing a semiconductor device compris-

mg an epitaxial layer of a first conductivity type formed on a

semiconductor substrate of a second conductivity type oppo-
site to the first conductivity type and an isolation region of the

second conductivity type, the isoktion region reaching to the

semiconductor substrate fh>m the surface of the epitaxial layer,

said method comprising the steps of:

(a) selectively forming a first oxide layer having a first thick-

ness, on an area of the epitaxial layer to provide an isola-

tion region in the epitaxial layer,

(b) selectively forming a second oxide layer having a second

thickness, on a predetermined region ofthe epitaxial layer,

the first thickness being greater than the secrad thickness;

(c) selectively forming an anti-oxidation masking layer on
the second oxide layer,

(d) selectively oxidizing the epitaxial layer by using the

anti-oxidation masking layer as a mask;
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(e) selectively forming a photo-resist layer so as to expose

the anti-oxidation masking layer formed on the first and

second oxide layers through the photo-resist layer;

(0 removing the exposed anti-oxidation masking layer by

dry etching;

(g) introducing second conductivity-type impurities into the

area for providing the isolation region;

(h) oxidizing the epitaxial layer in an oxidizing atmosphere

by using the remaining portions of the anti-oxidation

masking layer as a mask.

4,473,942

PRECISION CLEAVING OF OPTICAL HBERS
DaTld N. Ridgway, Decatar, Ga., aasigBor to ATJkT BcU

ratorics, Marray Hill, NJ.
Filed Apr. 21, 1962^ Scr. No. 370,369 r

lat a.} C03B 37/16

U.S. a. 29-869 9

4,473,941

METHOD OF FABRICATING ZENER DIODES
Raymond A. Tnri, Miamisbarg; James A. Topich, Ccntcrvillc,

aad John E. Dickmaa, Miamisbarg, all of Ohio, assignors to

NCR Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,343

lat CI.J HOIL 21/223. 21/265

U.S. a. 29-578 9 Claims

WRIED ZEKR ELECTRODE-SI

/ ELECTRODE-

'ly V33 ^n++-i2IHPURT DOPED REdOH

1. A process for forming zener diodes from FET-like struc-

tures in an active region of a semiconductor wafer dq)ed

lighdy with a first conductivity type impurity, which active

region includes a first area covered by substantially coincident

oxide and conductive electrode layers, said oxide layer dis-

posed between said conductive layer and said semiconductor

wafer, and a second area defining a conductive region in the

wafer doped heavily with a second conductivity type impurity,

said first and second areas having a common boundary, com-

prising the steps of:

forming an oxide layer on at least the surface of said wafer in

said second area;

defining a third area encompassing both said first and second

areas of said wafer;

exposing said conductive electrode layer,

removing said exposed electrode layer; and

doping said third area with a first conductivity type impurity

to the extent that said wafer in said first area becomes a

first Mmductivity type region ofmoderate doping and said

wafer in said second area becomes a second conductivity

type region of less heavy doping.

452-226 O.G.-84-2

5. A method of joining first and second optical fiber seg-

ments by steps comprising cleaving at least one end of each of

said segments, and thereafter joining a cleaved end of said first

segment to a cleaved end of said second segment, character-

ized in that said cleaving is accomplished by steps comprising;

securing a first portion of said fiber to a first linear alignment

means;

allowing an end of the fiber to route freely, thereby mini-

mizing the tortion of the fiber at least between said first

portion and said end;

securing a second portion of said fiber that is between said

first portion and said end to a second linear alignment

means by steps comprising placing said fiber in a groove,

applying a vacuimfi so as to pull said fiber down to the

bottom of said groove, and pressing said fiber into said

groove by means of a compliant member;

applying a tension to said fiber between said first and second

portions, with said fibers being substantially straight be-

tween, and in alignment with, said first and second por-

tions;

and scratching the surface of said fiber substantially perpen-

dicularly to the axis of said fiber at a point between said

first and second portions;

with the scratch thereby formed on the surface of said fiber

.thereafter propagating through said fiber.

4,473,943

ILLUMINATED RAZOR
Sotirios Papaalkolaon, 407 Chareh St, Haabrook Heights, NJ.
07604

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 425,712

Int a.3 B26B 19/46

U.S.a30-34R SCIahas

1. A razor comprising:

a razor head adapted to hold a razor blade and formed of a

substantially transparent material;

a threaded barrel connected to the razor head;

a threaded handle adapted to threadedly engage the

threaded barrel, at least one of said handle and said barrel
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being hollow so that a cavity is formed inside the razor
when the barrel engages the handle;

a light bulb having first and second terminals and adapted to
be disposed within the cavity;

at least one power source having associated first and second
terminals and adapted to be disposed within the cavity;

a first contact within said cavity adapted to be in contact
with the first terminal of the light bulb, said first contact
being fixed to one of the barrel and handle;

a second contact within the cavity adapted to be in contact
with the first terminal of the power source, said second
contact being fixed to the other of the barrel and handle;

the second termianls of the light bulb and the power source
adapted to be in electrical contact with each other,
whereby electrical contact between the first and second
contacts can selectively be formed and discontinued by
routing one of the handle or barrel with respect to the
other to thus selectively turn the lightbulb on or off.

M73,»44
SQUEEGEE FOR RAZOR

Patrick M. Carroll, 3747 DmiBica, St Lonis, Mo. 63116
Filed Dec. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 331,165

lot a^ B26B 19/3S
U.S.a30-4i 21Cl«faii

said triangular housing leading to opposing hollow tubes,
projecting from said sides;

(D) a flexible plastic hose attached to one of said projecting
hollow tubes;

whereby the application of a source of vacuum to one end of
said flexible hose while the other projecting hollow tube is

applied to the subject's scalp, wfll result in the subject's hair
being pulled through said tube, and through said triangular
housing and between said open scissor bUdes, where it is then
cuttable.

1. A personal grooming instrument comprising
at least one razor blade having an exposed shiupened edge,
an elongated handle for engagement by a hand of an opera-

tor of the instrument,

means for securing said razor blade to said handle,
mom for removing shaving cream or kther frwn those

portions of the anatomy to be shaved, said removing
means comprising an elongated liquid unpervious squee-
gee formed fixnn a compliant material, and

means for securing said squeegee to said instrument at a
location remotely disposed fixmi any and all exposed
sharpened edges ofany and an razor bhKles secured to said
handle to prechide the simultaneous contacting of those
portions of the anatomy to be shaved by said squeegee and
by any of said exposed sharpened edges.

4,473,M5
SCISSORS POSITIONED VACUUM HAIRCUmNG

APPARATUS AND METHOD
FMcrkk W. Napl, Jr.. Oay Covt. RhiMbwk, N.Y. 12572

FOed JaL 23, 19t2, Scr. No. 40M10
in. aj B26B 19/44

U.S.a 30-133 4Clal«s
1. A vacuum haircutting apparatus comprising:
(A) a scissor housing made up oftwo triangular pieces of flat

plastic, set parallel to one another and joined at the sides,
so that said housing holds scissor blades in a fixed position,
once said blades have been mserted and opened by the
operator;

(B) a small opening at an acute angle of said housing allow-
ing for the insertion of said pair of scissors;

(Q two oppoong openings in the middle of the flat sides of

4*473,946

PYROGRAPHIC IRON TIP
Richard L. Hill, 375 Pumps St, Hmmob, Mmi. 02341

FUed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,53i
IM. a' B26B 11/00

VS. CL 30—140 19 cialns

1. A tip for a pyrographk iron, said tip comprising:

a body fitting on the iron and having a longitudinal axis; and
a burning head on the body mcluding a flat surfiMe filing

away from the body at an acute angle to the axis oi the

body and having a plurality of parallel serrati<»8 extend-

ing outwardly of the head to at least one substantially

straight outer edge, the serrations forming anguhu* char-
ring crests and valleys which limit the depth of marking
charred Unes in a heat-oxidizable materiaL
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4,473,947

SCISSORS
KImikaztt Ishida, 73, 1270 Shnkuhara, and Tsuneo Ishlda, 15,

3*7 Hnkui, both of Mikl-shi, Hyogo-ken, Japan

Filed Jun. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 386,425

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 18, 1981, 56-139469

Int a.3 B26B 13/28

VS. a. 30—267 1 Oaim

4,473,949 .

NUMERICAL DISPLAY BELT
Jay C. Schcchtnuu, 1832 Conr de Iberffllc #1, Gcmuurtown,

Tenn. 38138

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,304

brt. a^ GOIB 7/00

VS.a 33-141 E 5 Claim

1. A pair of scissors comprising:

a receiving blade and a cutting bladr,

a center bolt to rotatably couple said receiving blade to said

cutting blade, the end of the center bolt being non-rotata-

biy coupled to one of the blades by means of a nut and

washer, an undersurface of a head portion of said center

bolt being tapered into a dish-like form; and

a bushing made of engineering plastic having a flange that is

fitted to the base portion of the center bolt with said head

portion of said center bolt engaging an upper surface of

said flange and is inserted into a shank hole provided in

another one of the blades, said tapered ilish-like undersur-

face of said head portion fitting into a tapered slope pro-

vidfli in said flange.

4*473,948

TIRE PUNCTURING DEVICE
Tlionias L. Chadwick, 8636 Endna, Foatana, Calif. 92335

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,862

Int a.i B26F 1/24

VS.a 30-366 2 Cbdns

1. A tire puncturing device comprising a base plate having a

plurality of equal length drive (Mns whose axes are formed in a

plane perpendicular to the plane of the base plate; said drive

pins including a free end which forms a piercing point, said

drive pins having a cylindridd base at their other ends whose

hei^t is approximately equal to the thickness of said base

plate, each of said drive pins cylindrical bases being secured in

an aperture formed in the base plate, said drive pm bases hav-

ing a diameter greater than the diameter of dw other portions

of said drive pins, said drive pins being coated with pdytetra-

fluoroethylene to prevent sealing of the pins in an automobile

tire when punctured.

1. Numerical display belt means comprising:

(a) an elongated belt for being secured about a body, said

belt having a definite length, having a first end, having a

second end, and having a midportion;

(b) buckle means for being attached to said second end of

said belt, said buckle means including securement means

for securing said midportion of said belt relative to said

second end; and

(c) transducer means operatively coupled to said belt for

sensing the length of said belt required to extend about the

body and for diq>laying a numerical figure to indicate that

length.

4,473,950

CRANKSHAFT AUGNMENT TOOL
Albert E. Finn, MarUchead, and Leon G. WQde, Andorcr, both

of MsflSn assignors to The Indikon Company, Cambridge,

Mass.

FDed Feb. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 467,590

Int a' GOIB 7/14

VS.a 33-143 L 15 Claina

1. A remote reading crankshafi; alignment tool adapted to be

suspended between adjacent crsnkshaft webs between prede-

termined indented points on the interior faces of said webs

.comprising:

a tool body having a k)ngitudinal direction,

means for maintaining sakl tool body orientation fixed with

respect to the tocal vertical;

means for establishing the angular orienutk» of said tool

body with respect to that of one of said wdis;

a diiferential transformer mounted in said tool body and

having a core with an interior channel;

a pair of spaced apart feelers, one of sakl feelers being fixed

in a longitudinal direction with respect to said body, said

fixed feeler having a live center at the end thereof adapted
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to fit into one ofwd pointo, the other of said feelers being member and with the depth measuring member lyins withinmoveable m said Ion„tudu«l dir^nn .„h h.^„- . .„. ^^e confines of the div«iing ^irfacel SrwSth^iilS
moveable in said longitudinal direction and having a live

center at one end thereof adapted to fit into the other of
said points, said moveable feeler being spring-loaded to
move away from said tool body and having a variable-
length shaft with an electromagnetic coupling member at
the free end thereof, said electromagnetic coupling mem-
ber adapted to move within the core of said differential

transformier,

a readout circuit coupled to said differential transformer,
and

means coupled \o said readout circuit and said angular orien-
tation establishing means for displaying the angular orien-
ution of said tool with respect to said webs and the output
of said difCerential transformer.

M73,M1
GAUGING HEAD FOR CHECKING DIMENSIONS OF

WORKPIECES
Gnido GoUncUi, Bdogna, and Nardio ScOcrU MooteTegUo, both

of Italy, aMl^ors to Flafltt ItaUaaa Marpoai S.p^ S. Ma-
riao di Bcatifoslto, Italy

FDad JiL 19, 1983, Scr. No. 515,1M
OilM priority, ippHcrtloa Itriy, M». 9, 1983, 3358A/83

IM. a.) GOIB 7/12
VJS.a 3»-143 L 17

member having a distance measuring scale which indicates, at
spaced positions, the distance uput of the diverging surfaces at
each of the spaced positions.

4,473,983

APPARATUS FOR CHECKING A SHEET HAVING>
BENT PROFILE ^

—

PUUppe Sanvage, CoB^lefBe, Rnuoa, aarignor to Salat-Gobala
Vitrage, Courbcfoie, Fraace

Filed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,898
Oaima priority, appUeatloa Fraace, JaL 31, 1981, 81 14988

lat a^ GOIB 7/28: B07C 5/08
VJS. CL 33—174 L lo

^^-

A

gauging head fbr checking linear dimensions of work-
men!, comprising: a caring; a gauging arm movable with
reject to the casing; a feeler fixed at an end of the gauging arm
fbr contacting the woriqrieoe to be checked; a transducer with
atlost two elements fonr providiag a signal responsive to the
poaition of the gauging arm; and mechanical zero-setting
means haying movable stop means adapted to be arranged in a
first position, for defining a determined mutual position of the
two tianaducer elements, and in a second poaition for permit-
ting the omtaal diapiaceinents of the gauging arm andfof at
least one elemeat of the tiaaaduoer; wherein the zeio-setting
means fbrtbar oompriw oontrol and guide means for carrying
out the zen>aetting operatkm by di^ladng the gauging arm
and the tranadooer witli mpeet to th^caaing, while maintain-
ing substantially unchanged said mntoal poaitioa and the posi-
tion ofthe two transducer dements with reqwct to the gauging

4^73,982
TWO DniECnONAL MEASURING DEVICES

NsMaa. Gaaada, aaslffor to Northcra Telecom

1. Apparatus for measuring the curved profile of a sheet
comprising

(a) a frame of generally rectangular outline,

(b) at least three studs supported by the firame to extend from
an upper surface to provide point support for said sheet
which is adapted to be located to said fhune, each said

stud mounted by said firame in a fixed poritional relation-

ship,

(c) means for locating adjacent edges ofsaid sheet supported
on said studs to a reference porition,

(d) means for holding said sheet in said reference porition,

and
(e) means for measuring a surface contour at a number of

surface locations within said sheet and comparing the data
with data firom the measurement of a reference standard.

FDad Dee. 18, 1982, Sar. No. 400,429
lit CU G81B 5/a 5/18

UJ.a33-18»B Ci „
L A device fior simultaneously measuring the depth and

wUth of a space comprising an elongate depth measuring
toac^a luiving a distance measuring scale provided along its

length to record diatancea from one end of the elongate mem-
bCT^nd a width mraaaring member mounted upon the depth
BMaaoriog member for movement along the depth measuring
membg m poaitiona spaced from said one end, the width mea-
aarlBg namber having sorfiwes which extend generally in the
diractionof the length of the elongate member and diverge as
they extend away from said one end of the dq>th measuring

4,473,984

SYMMEIRIC BODY
Joae L Vikhea, 13 Se?enth Ave Paaiilc, NJ. O70S5

FUed Dec 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448322
IbL a^ GOIB 5/255

U.S.a 33-174 R 4(

1. A gauge for aligning ofqxwte points of and within oppo-
site surfaces of a normally symmetric body, «wp'i«ing

'

(a) an elongated guidebar diqMsed perpendicnlarly trans-

verse to the plane of symmetry of said body;
(b) left and ri|^t calibration aasembliea slideaUy diapoaed
upon and within opposite halves of said guidebar, each of
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said calibration assemblies containing a joystick having

horizontal and vertical axes and connected in each of said

axes to respective means for converting linear physical

displacement of said joysticks to corresponding electrical

output signals, and each havmg an elastic reference string

attached to the end of said joysticks to enable easy and

quick ascertainment of points of reference; and

(c) means for electronically expresring and comparing said

respective left/right, horizontal/vertical output signals,

whereby through reiterative output-to-input feedback ad-

justments of points upon one of said opposite surfaces, the

respective left and right sides of the normally symmetric

body may be aligned.

4,473,955

PROBE FOR USE IN MEASURING APPARATUS
David R. McMartry, Gkraccfterahifc, England, aaaignor to

RoDa-Royce Limited and Reaishaw pic, both of London, En-

CoatinBation of Scr. No. 508,199, Jaa. 27, 1983, , which is a

contiaaatioB of Ser. No. 414,502, Sep. 2, 1982, Pat No.

4,397,093, wUeh la a continaatioB of Ser. No. 247,068, May 26,

1981, Pat No. 4,360,973, which is a contiaBation of Ser. No.

039,786, May, 1979, Pat No. 4,288,925, which la a contianatioB

of Scr. No. 864,151, Dec 23, 1977, abandoned. This appUcation

Feb. 10, 1984, Ser. No. 568,645

Chdnis priority, applicatioB Uaited Kingdom, Dec 24, 1976,

54032/76; May 28, 1977, 22656/77

Int a^ GOIB 7/28

UAa 33-174 L 3 CUdms

ment with said fixed member at said first and second

surface means thereby to locate said movable member on

said fixed member in an axial rest position thereon,

a centering member connected between said fixed and said

movable member,

said centering member being at least one structure extending

into two dimensions transversely to said axis when said

movable member is at said rest position, said structure

comprising three limbs extending between said fixed mem-

ber and said movable member, two of the limbs being

secured to the fixed member at spaced apart positions

thereon and extending convergently in said two dimen-

sions toward the movable member,

said structure bdng rigid against deformation in said two

dimensions but bdng otherwise flexible and said centering

member thereby cooperating to prevent displacement of

said stylus relative to said fixed member routionally about

said axis and translationally in any direction transverse to

said axis when said movable member is at said rest position

but to permit displacement of said movable member from

said rest position translationally in the direction of said

axis and angularly in any plane through said axis when a

force is applied to said movable member,

and said bias means cooperating to return said movable

member to said rest position when said force ceases.

4,473,956

BORE-MEASURING APPARATUS
Nicobe Voineacu, Laaaaane, Switxerlaad, aadgaor to Tesa SAi,

Reaeaa, Switzerland

FUed Aug. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 523,747

Chdma priority, appUcation Switzerland, Sep. 6, 1982,

5279/82

Int a.) GOIB 7/12

U.S. a. 33-178 E 3 Claims

1. A device for mounting a stylus in position-determining

apparatus wherein said device and an object are movable

relative to each other for engaging the stylus with the object

and by such engagement sense the position therepf, sud device

comprising:

a fixed member having an axis,

a movable member to which a stylus is connectable,

f^ surface means provided on sud fixed member uid ar-

ranged around sud axis in a plane transverse thereto,

second surface means provided on said movable member

and confronting said first surfisce means,

means for urging said movable member into engage-

1. A bore-measuring apparatus comprising a tubular body (1)

having three end radial sUts (4) spaced on its periphery, three

measurement fmgers (12) in the form of point-contact feeler

Jevers (13) intended to feel the wall of a bore, and, mounted for

radial pivoting in the three slits, a rod (14) mounted for move-

ment by translation with an axial hole (6) in said body, a central

spacer stop (15) fastened on the end of rod between the three

measurement fbigen and against which said fingers are hdd

pressed by an elastic member (16), a spring (19) confmed be-

tween the body and the assembly consisting of the rod and the

spacer stop (14, 15) in order to move the three measurement

fingers apart, a manual control member (20) acting in the

direction opporite thu of said spring, a displacement pick-up

(22) for converting the displacement of the rod into an electric

signal representative of sud displacement, and an electronic

processing circuit (25) comprising the elements adapted to

transform said displacement signal into a measurement signal

represenutive of the diameter of the circle defined by the three

feelers, characterized by the fact that the electronic processing

circuit comprises a minimum memory (31) adapted to memo-

rize the fwiwifnum vduc of the measurement signal, a member

(39) for displaying sud minimum vdue and a measurement-ini-
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tializatkm twitch (32), so that the measurement of the bore U
effected manually by first of all moving back the measurement
fingers by pressure exerted on the manual control member,
introducing sisd fingers into the bore, aUowing them to move
*Py under the action of the spring in order to feel said wall by
releasing the manual control member, the measurement-initiali-
zation switch being then actuated after these positioning opera-
tions, and then moving the apparatus in aU directions so as to
cause the plana of the feelers to pass in a diametral plane of the
said bore, such passing generating the above-mentioned mini^
mum value displayed.

clears the forward end of the depth gauge with the depth
gauge received in the slot,

a second slot in said fiat expanse beside and pmlleling the
first slot adapted to receive said projiection, said second
slot havmg a closed forward end which clears the fi>rward
end of the projection with the projection received m the
second slot,

said plate having as an integral part thereofand unifying the

M73,9S7
DEVICE FOR LOCATING A FRAME HANGER

Ronald E. Fadkaar, 3224 N. Hwy. «7E, Suite 205. Mesqnite,
Tn. 75150

Fnad Fab. U, 1984^ Sar. No. 579,700
1ml a) GOIB S/02

U&a 33-180 R 11

plate means forming an elongate shoulder extendmg trans-
versely of said slots projecting downwardly from said flat

expanse and located forwardly ofthe forward ends of said
first and second slots for elevating the forward end of said
expanse with the guide mounted on the saw chain,

said flat expanse of said plate including a pmtion located
rearwardly of said first slot for engaging the top plate of
the cutter in the cutter link with the guide mounted on the
saw chain.

1. A device for aiding in the hanging of an object having
means extending over at least a portion of the back thereof for
engaging a wall fastening device from which said engaging
means suspends the object, for the purpose of locating the wall
engaging device at a desired location, comprising:

a bracket having back and top elements configured to be
positionable along the back and top surfaces of the object;

a protrusion on the back portion of the device extending in
the direction of the object when the device is emplaced
thereon to engage the hanging means at an extension
region thereof behind the object;

means for tensioning the device against the object and the
han^ng means, to configure the hanging means in a man-
ner similar to that existing when the object is hung, engag-
fag the top portion of the object to firmly hold the device
thereon;

and marking means locatable m an opening in said device,
extending to point at a back surface of said device corre-
sponding to the top of the protrusion engaging the hang-
ing means to mark the waU behind the object when the
object is positioned in the desired location.

4*473,950

FILING GUIDE
Raawlck S. AlUMom PMted, Orag., aaiiffor to CarltMOw-
pay. Milwadda, Orag.

FHad No?. 8, 1982, Sar. No. 439,775
Int CU B23D 63/00

UJS. CL 33-202 g n,|„,
1. A fihng guide for saw Cham, the chain having a cutter link

which is a side Unk in the chain that includes a depth gauge at
the forward end thereof and a cutter at the rear end thereof,
the cutter including a side phoe and a top plate, the chain
ftutiier including another side Unk on the other side of the
chain from the cutter hnk having a safety projection disposed
latcraUy of the depth gauge, the fiUng guide comprising:
a plate having a flat expanse,

a first slot in said expanse of said plate adapted to receive the
depth gauge, said slot having a closed forward end which

4*473,959
BOW AND ARROW SIGHIING DEVICE

Leonard F. Saltama, 14 Sandybraok Rd., BvUngton, Moa.
01803

C(MtiMnrtkNi.iB-part of Ser. No. 245,361, May 20, 1981,
abodoacd, wUeh is a contiauation-i»fart of Scr. N* <3,404y
Aug. 3, 1979, abandoned. Ilia application Mar. 12, 1982, Sar.

No. 357,726

Int a.3 F41G 1/46
VS. a. 33—265 c cHaiais

of

l^- -

1. In a sighting device for a bow and arrow the combination

(a) a range finder of the type having a rotatable target range
adjustment wheel member with a range adjustment angu-
lar displacement contspoadiag to distance to the target,

(b) a bow sighting member mounted for rotational move-
ment in a vertical plane about an axis perpendicular to said
plane when the sighting device is fixed to the bow and the
bow and arrow are aimed at the target, and

(c) cam means coiqtled m cooperative rehtion to said rotat-

able target range adjustment wheel member and said bow
sighting member for causing said bow sighting member to
be moved in said vertical plane about said axis m response
to rotation of said target range adjustment wheel member
to a sighting poaitkn with napect to said bow such that
said arrow is inclined with teapect to the target by an
amount corre^Mnding to the displacement of said target
range adjustment wheel member for the associated dis-

tance to the target
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4,473,960

SURFACE PROnLE MEASURING DEVICE
Samuel A. Face, Jr^ Norfolk, and Saarad A. Faea, IIL Newport

News, both of Va^ aasigBors to The Edward W. Face Com-

pany, Incorporated, Norfolk, Va.

Conttnuation-tai'part of Ser. No. 303,714, Sep. 18, 1981, Pat No.

4,434,558. litis appUcatioa Feb. 28, 1983. Ser. No. 470,761

Int a.} GOIC 9/06

U.S. a. 33-366 13 Clatans

center buck and moveable between a retracted position away

from the center buck and a pressing position against the center

buck, a waist expander for receiving the torso portion of a pair

of trousers, and leg expanders for receiving the cuffs of the pair

of trousers and holding the legs of the trousers in a tensioned

condition on either side of the center buck with the crotch of

the trousers straddling the center buck, the improvement

which comprises means for assisting in the steaming and drying

of the crotch area of the trousers and comprising:

(a) vacuum means adapted to exert a vacuum force on the

area immediately above the top of the center buck in the

region of the trouser crotch;

(b) spacing means for spacing the trouser crotch above the

top of the center buck and permitting free air movement in

the space between the crotch of the trousers and said

vacuum means; and

(c) timing means for activating said vacuum means for exert-

ing a vacuum on and removing moisture from the crotch

of the trousers during the pressing of the trousers by the

side chests against the center buck and waist expander.

1. In a device for measuring flatness of a surface, a rigid

frame, a pair of surface contact elements projecting from the

frame in spaced reUtion to each other, a handle connected to

the frame and extending therefrom along a vertical axis copla-

nar with spaced contact points on the surface at which the

surface contacting elemente engage the surface, sensing means

mounted on the frame for measuring inclination thereof rela-

tive to each of said contact points, and display means opera-

tively connected to the sensing means for indicating relative

elevation of each of said spaced contact points, said display

means including a pair of indicator windows on either side of

said vertical axis exhibiting elevation readings corresponding

to the contact points respectively associated with adjacent

ones of the surface contacting elements.

4,473,961

TROUSER FINISHER CENTER BACK WITH VACUUM,
STEAMING, AND DRYING APPARATUS

Leonard Frushtick, DeuTcr, N.C asrignor to Leonard Automat-

ics, Inc Denver, N.C
Filed Sep. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 532,789

Int a.J D06F 71/28

VS.a 38-42 10 Claims

4^73,962

COMBINED DEVICE AND CONTEST INDICIA

Emanuel A. Winston, 871 Manon, Hlgklaail Park, DL 60035,

and RnaaeD S. Gnertin, 1041 CebMcatonc Ct, Northbrook, lU.

60062

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,288

IntCL3A44Ci/00
VS.a 40-2 R 5 ChdnH

1. A combined device and contest in which the device has a

further utility which is independent of the use of the device

relative the contest, said device and contest comprising in

combination:

a body member having three substantial dimensions, said

body member depicting a caricature;

a base int^rally molded with said body member;

frangible means for connecting said body member and said

base together;

support means extending fixmi said base for supporting said

body member when said frangible means is broken and

said body member is detached from said base;

indicating indicia integrally formed on said base; and

a removable covering overlaying said indicia for concealing

said indicia.

1. In a trouser presser having a frame, a stationary center

buck having a top and spaced-apart sides mounted on the

frame; side chests mounted on the frame on eitiier side of the

4.473,963

SIGN SUPPORT
Stephen N. Hardy, Akron, and Jobs A. Johaaon, Stroagiffllc

botii of OUo, aarignors to America GractingB Corporation,

Qavaland, Ohio

FOed Sep. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 430,885

Int CL^ G09F 3/18

VS. CL 40-10 R M Clain«

1. Apparatus for displaying information (torn a support

surface, comprising a sign including a pair of display sheet

sections and a central section interconnecting said display

sheet sections, and support means engaging said central section

and both of the display sheet sections of said sign, said support

means having means for engaging the support surfece and
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being adapted to sapport said sign firom the tupport surface
with the central portion of the sign disposed adjacent the

M73,964
OOMPEirnON FIREARM

Dieter Strmh, Uta^ and Kari Hoffiuon, Ncw-Ulm, both of Fed.
Rap. of GcrBMBf, aaaipan to J. G. AMehoti OaOM, Uhn,"- "tp ifrwnj

FDcd Mar. IS, 1982, Scr. No. 359,4M
daian priority, appiieatioB Fel Rep. of Germany, Mar. 20,

.19tl, 3111081

lat. CL^ F41B JI/00
U.S.a42-75A lOCIainH

1. u a competition firearm having a stock, a trigger guard
attached to said stock, a breech casing having inner and outer
ends and a barrel attached to the breech casing outer end, said
breech casing and barrel being mounted and guided in the
firearm on a plurality of bearing assemblies so that they are
diq)laceable m the direction of the longitudinal axis of the
firara, the improvement wherein the bearing assemblies each
comprise deformable beddings to allow alignment of the axes
of said bearing assemblies with the axes of said dtsplaceably
mounted parts, and at least one bearing assembly comprises an
inner beddmg and an outer bedding disposed radially out-
wardly with respect to said inner bedding so that said inner
beddmg is inside said outCT bedding, one ofsaid inner and outer
beddings being reversibly deformable and the other of said
inner and outer beddings being deformable once pemumently.

4l473J88
MUZZLE LOADER APPARATUS

Erie Erfloam 215 S. Corta St, New Orieaaa, La. 70119
FDed No?. 23, 1981, Sar. No. 323,«75

ULCL?F41C 27/00
UAa41-90 9Ctataia

1. A muzzle loader loading apparatus, comprising:
a. handle engagement mean^
b. sapport means, extending the length of a pistol to be

loaded, and integrally connected at its first end to said
handle engagement means;

c. loading means swiveOy connected to the second end of
said siqqwrt means, said loading means further compris-
ing:

L a swivel arm portion, movable from substantially a
horizontally inoperative position to a vertical operative
position;

ii a nmrod projection portion, swivelly mounted to said
swivd arm portion, so that movement of said swivel

arm portion from said horizontal inoperative position to
said vertical operative position imparts movement of
said ramrod projection portion substantially in align*

ment with a bore of the pistol to be loaded, said ramrod
projection portion further having a loadmg arm msert-
able into the bore of said pistol when said swivel arm is

in the vertical operative position;

support surface and said dispUiy sheet sections of said sign
disposed in an upright orientaticm reUtive to the support sur-
face.

. whereby movement of said swivel arm toward a vertical
position during the loading process imparts force firom
said ramrod projection portion onto a lead ball and patch
insertable into the bore as said swivel means is moved into
the vertical operative position, said handle engagement
means serving as a counterforce of said swivel arm against
said lead ball and patch.

4,473,966
COMBINATION BOBBER AND FISH HOOK REMOVER
Norman Neal, 8583 Nardaaaa, Scniaoie, Fla. 33542

Filed Jnn. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,541

IM. a? AOIK 93/00
U.S.a43—43.1 6ClaiM

1. A combination bobber and fishhook remover, comprising,
a generally spherical bobber means formed of a material that

floats when disposed in a body of water,

an elongate stabilizing rod member having one end thereof

fixedly secured to said bobber**mean8, said rod member
depending from said bobber means when said bobber
means is deployed in a body of water,

said rod member having a longitudinal axis ofsymmetry that

is coaxial with the vertical axis ofsymmetry ofsaid bobber
means when said bobber means is dq)loyedm said body (rf

water,

a first line-receiving means provided as a part of said rod
member, downwardly of said bobber means,

a second hne-recdving means provided as a part of said
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bobber means, just upwardly of the uppermost surface of

said bobber means,

a third line-receiving means provided as a part of said rod

member adjacent the distal free end thereof, and

a transversely disposed cross bar member provided as a part

of said rod member and disposed at the uppermost end of

said rod member so that said first line-receiving means

provided as a part of said rod member is disposed just

downwardly of said cross bar member.

4,473,967

nSH-TRAPPING DEVICE
Eugene M. Poirot, GoMen aty. Mo. 64748

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,018

Int. a^ AOIK 69/00

VS.a 43-100

of poison may be inserted into said choked barrel portion;

, and

a trigger extending from said breech assembly for cocking

28 Claims

said firing pin and for releasing said firing pin in response

to an upward pull to ttiereby fire said primer means to

force said pushrod into said barrel and to expel said poison

from said barrel.

10. A self-contained device, for automatically trapping fish,

which can be set in a body of water to trap fish without any

actuation or energy from the shore or from a ship or other

floating object and which comprises an enclosure that has an

opening therein through which fish can enter said enclosure

when said opening is submerged in a body of water, means to

hold feed within said enclosure, said means tending to rise

toward the surface of said body of water but being adapted to

be held against rising toward said surface of said body of water

by the weight of said feed, said means responding to the eating

of substantial amounts of the feed therein to start rising toward

said surface of said body of water, and said device automati-

cally, and without any actuation or energy from the shore or

from a ship or other floating object, responding to said rising of

said means toward said surface of said body of water to keep

fish from escaping through said opening, said enclosure having

a static, substantially-constant-density flotation member that

rises to said surface of said body of water when all of said feed

has been eaten, and a triggering means that can enable a weight

to hold said enclosure below said surface of said body of water,

and said triggering means responding to said rising of the first

said means toward said surface of said body of water to release

said weight and thereby permit said sutic, substantially-con-

stant-density flotation member to rise to said surface of said

body of water.

4,473,968

PREDATOR CONTROL DEVICE
Jerry R. Bean, Harper Rte. Box 2B, Frcdcrieksbarg, Tex. 78624

Filed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478,833

Int a^ AOIM 25/Oa 27/00

U.S.a 43-131 4Claiatt

1. A predator control device comprising:

an anchoring means;

a breech assembly containing a choked barrel portion releas-

ably secured to said anchoring means;

a spring-biased firing pin in said breech assembly;

a holding means secured within said breech assembly for

holding a primer means in alignment with said firing pin;

a rimmed pushrod in said breech assembly movably

mounted in said choked barrel portion to bring said rim

into abutment with a bottom end of said choked barrel

portion whereby, when said pushrod is retracted a charge

4,473,969

HOUSING FOR SPRING WOUND TOY
Paul A. Wilaon, 333 S. Dobeny Dr., Los Angelca, Calif. 90048

Filed Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 141,958

lot a.3A63H 77/00

U.S.a 46-1 R 6 <

1. A wrist worn housing for a spring wound toy vehicle

having a winding stem, comprising:

a wrist band;

platform means mounted on the wrist band for supporting a

spring wound toy vehicle;

a cover mounted on the platform means to form an enclosure

for the toy in conjunction with the platform means, said

cover having a recess for the winding stem to extend

beyond the cover when the toy is on the platform means

' in said cover to allow winding of the vehicle and said

cover being so disposed on said platform means as to

allow said vehicle to leave said enclosure;

said housing having a releasable latch secured thereto for

retaining said vehicle on said platform and means for

releasing said vehicle from said latch; and

a ramp supported on said housing and movable between

retracted and extended positions;

said ramp when in retracted position being closely adja-

cent the cover and not extending substantially beyond

it, and said ramp being capable when moved to said

extended position to act as a ramp for the vehicle to

move onto when the vehicle is released.
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METHOD FOR GROWING A BIOMASS IN A CXOSED
TUBULAR SYSTEM

Oristophtr B. HiUs, 13151 Pine St, Boalder Cnek, CUif
9S006

FIM JoL 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,294
Int CL^ AOIG 7/00UAa47-M MCtalms

*^^ USI
— "»
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wheel movable in a direction towards or away from a tooth
flank ofa gear wheel by means of a grinding wheel carrier, the
position of which is automatically controlled, a hydraulic
pressure ^urce and a pressure fluid return, a superimposed
hydraulic automatic flank correction control for controlling a
flank correction adjustment and includmg a displacement
measuring system, a comparator for comparing set values and
actual values of said flank correction adjustment, and a servo
valve operated by said comparator and causing corrective
displacements of said grinding wheel carrier via an adjusting
cylmder having two sides and operatively coupled to said
grinding wheel carrier, said protective cutoff device compris-
ing:

stop means for blocking movement of the grinding wheel
carrier in a direction away from said tooth flank;

an accumulator operatively associated with said grinding
wheel carrier;

51

1. An improved method ofgrowing a biomass in an aquacul-
ture medium comprising the steps of:

(1) seeding an aquaculture medium with a desired biomass;
(2) placing the seeded medium in a sealed enclosure to par-

tially fill the enclosure;

(3) simultaneously bubbling carbon dioxide into the seeded
medium while placing it into the encloture;

(4) filling the remainder ofthe enclosure with air and carbon
dioxide to form a gaseoui layer over the seeded medium;

(5) continuously agiuting the medium containing the bio-
mass while in the encloture;

(6) providing a light source for the biomass for causing
photosynthesis in the biomass;

(7) removing a portion of the medium from the enclosure;
(8) placing an electrical charge on the removed portion of

the medium;

(9) spraying the charged medium in an electrostatic chamber
with a dielectric ditpoaed on the walls and said chamber
having carbon dioxide and oxygen atmosphere;

(10) polarizing the carbon dioxide and oxygen molecules
oppositely;

(11) attracting and combining carbon dioxide molecules to
spray droplets of the charged medium and forming carbon
dioxide enriched medium;

(12) replacing the carbon dioxide enriched medium to the
enclosure;

(13) repdling the oxygen molecules by the spray droplets of
the charted medium;

(14) extracting the oxygen molecules and uncombined car-
bon dioxide molecules (nm the chamber;

(13) continuing steps S through 14, inclusive, until the grow-
ing cycle of the biomaas is completed; and

(1^ removing the grown biomass from the enclosure for
harvesting.

a return connection for connecting one of said sides of said
adjusting cylinder to said pressure fluid return;

a cutoff valve system cooperating with said retiim connec-
tion;

said cutoff valve system including means for opening said
return connection to said pressure fluid return in event of
partial or total electric power failure and/or partial or
total hydraulic pressure failure, in order to enable said
accumulator to displace said grinding wheel carrier in-
cluding said grinding wheel in a direction away from said
tooth flank against said stop means; and

a cutoff owtrol means for monitoring the flank correction
adjustment and serving to electrically act upon said cutoff
valve system in order to trigger a cutoff operation when a
limiting value of said flank correction adjustment is ex-
ceeded.

4^73,972
BLADE FOR CENTRIFUGAL BLASTING WHEELS

Raynond M. LeUaart, Smrth Bead, Ind^ Mi0Mr to Wbedabra-
tor-F^e Inc, Hampton, NJL

Filed JoL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,357
Int CLi B24C 5/06

VS. CL 51-435 5 Oalma

4>473,971
PROTECTIVE CUTOFF DEVICE FOR A GEAR WHEEL

GRINDING MACHINE

*??"1^T*??*!?'*' .
-^" ' to Maai G«B^Whed « Ma-

cUnt Go. Ud^ Zurich, SwttMriaN

__. Wad M». 21, 1983, Sar. No. 474,993^^^M priority, ipplkrtien SwitnriaN, Mar. 29, 1982,

biLa?B24B2J/16
UjB.a51-56G ICSata.

1. A protective cutoff device for a gear wheel grinding
machme containing a grinding machine frame, a grinding 1. For use in:
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(a) a first centrifugal blasting wheel of the type including a

pair of front and back wheel plates interconnected in

spaced parallel relationship with each wheel plate having

a central opening defined by an annular surface, wherein

said plates are provided with respective crosswise aligned

grooves in their inner faces extending radially in equally

circumferentially spaced relationship from the inner annu-

lar surfaces of the plates to the outer annular surfaces

thereof and opening into each of said annular surfaces,

wherein each of said grooves defines a pair of parallel

opposed walls; or

(b) a second centrifugal blasting wheel of the type including

a pair of front and back wheel plates interconnected in

parallel spaced relationship with each wheel plate having

a central opening defined by an annular surface, wherein

said plates are provided with respective crosswise aligned

grooves in their inner faces extending radially in equally

circumferentially spaced relationship, wherein each of

said grooves defines a pair of parallel opposed walls, said

wheel plates also being provided with respective cross-

wise aligned recesses which open into said inner annular

surfaces thereby interrupting the same, each pair of said

radially extending grooves communicating with a respec-

tive pair of said recesses and with the outer annular sur-

faces of the wheel plates, each of said recesses having a

depth greater than the depth of the associated groove,

each of said recesses extending circumferentially of the

wheel plate beyond the adjacent walls of the associated

groove thereby defining a pair of abutment surfaces

spaced from the inner annular surface of the wheel plate;

a blade for each pair of aligned grooves in either of said first

or second wheel plates, said blade comprising a body

generally in the form of a parallelepiped having an inner

and an outer end and side flanges to defme a blade which

is I-shaped in transverse cross-section, a first retaining lug

formation on said body adjacent one of the side flanges

and being disposed at the inner end of the blade, said first

retaining lug formation extending laterally of the adjacent

blade flange and being arranged to engage the inner annu-

lar surface of the adjacent wheel plate when the blade is

operatively positioned with the side flanges disposed

between the walls of a pair of grooves in said first wheel,

a second retaining lug formation on said body adjacent

one of the side flanges and being disposed at the inner end

of the blade in close proximity to said first retaining lug

formaticn, said second retaining lug formation extending

beyond the adjacent blade flange in a direction generally

at a right angle to the direction said first retaining lug

formation extends from the adjacent side flange, said

second retaining lug formation being arranged to engage

one of said abutment surfaces in the adjacent wheel plate

when the blade is operatively positioned with die side

flanges disposed between the walls of a pair of grooves in

said second wheel.

mately 90* relative to said gutter and said flange portion at one

extreme end position of said hanger being substantially hori-

zontal and at the other extreme end position being substantially

vertical.

4^73,974

STORAGE TANK AND METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Shoichi Orii, Kawasaki, and YosUaki Shiota, Yokohama, all of

Japan, aMignors to Tokyo Shibaora Denki KabuUki Kaiiha,

Kawaaaid, Japan

Filed Jan. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276374

Claimi priority, appUeatkn Japan, Jna. 30, 1980, 55-88810

Int a.3 E02D 29/00: G21C 17/JO

VS.a 52-21 2 ClaiBM
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4,473,973

GUTTER SYCTjJI^^.
Tha A. Lane, Windsor, Ohio, asalgnoPloTheCiNnaMreial Siding

ft Maintenance Company, Painca?ttlc Ohio

Filed Not. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,353

Int CU E04D 13/00

VS. CL 52-13 13 CtataM

1. A gutter system comprising a gutter and a hanger there-

for, said gutter including a bottom wall and side walls, one side

wall of which has an inwardly turned top edge extending

substantially perpendicular toward the other side wall and

terminating at an enlarged bead, and said hanger including a

flange portion terminating at a reversely under-tiuned edge

forming a hook adapted to receive said enlarged bead for

hinged movement therein, said bead being generally semi-cir-

cular in cross-section, said hook defining a generally semi-cir-

cular, n«isversely open socket for said bead, said hook and

bead provide for angular adjustment of said hanger approxi-

1. A radioactive material storage tank comprising a storage

tank main body of concrete, lining plates covering the inside

surfaces of a bottom, side walls, and a cefling of said storage

tank mam body, anchor memben being welded in advance to

the lining plates covering the inside surface of the ceiling; and

a manhole formed at said ceiling of said storage tank main

body, which has air- and liquid-tightness and radiation block-

ing properties,

wherein radioactive material leakage detection ditches are

formed within welded seams of lining plates lined inside

said bottom and said side walls of said storage tank main

wherein each of said welded seams comprise at least two or

said hning plates having edges spaced from one another to

define one of said leakage detection ditches, and first and

second backing strips welded to two sides of said lining

plates and covering said one of said leakage detection

ditches.
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4^73^5
C»LUMN HAVING TILTABLE SECTION

PmI a. Goby, Grcenacrc*, Appletoo Wtoke, Nr NorthaUertoa.
YorkiUre, EagUud

PCT No. PCr/GBW/00146, §371 Dtte May 5, 1981, § 102(e)
Drte May 5, 1981 PCT Pub. No. WO81/00902. PCT
Pnb. Date Apr. 2, 1981

PCT Filed Sep. 24, 1980, Ser. Nf. 268,981

,_ _ Int a^ E04H ;i/i^
UAa 52-29

14 Claims

with respect to the meridian of said surface of revolution and
the second array forming a positive angle fi with respect to the
mendian of said surface of revolution, where

| j8 1 > |
o

|
, said

members of both arrays being prestressed such that said op-
posed curvature members of each array exert mutual lateral
force against each other for obtaining said ostensible rigidity of
said network.

1. A coloffln adapted for supporting a lamp or other unit
coopming:
an upttanding vertical base section adapted for mounting on
the ground,

a cloted vertical tiltiible section,

hinge means hinging the tillable section to the base section
adjacent die top of the base section,

said tiltable section including a tail section which, when the
tillable section is in its normal upright position extends
parallel to, and along side the base section, said tiltable
•ertion and base section having walls with inner surfaces
deniung a subMantiaUy cloMd inner hoUow region in said
normal iqnigbt petition,

•aid hinge means:
(a) being oonstmcted to allow the tiltable section to pivot
through at least approximately 135' to a position in which
the upper end of the tiltable section is adjacent around
level, and,

(b) being affixed to said inner surftces of said sections and
ntuated entirely within the closed, inner, hoUow region of
the baae and tiltable section! when tiie tiltable section is in
ttie normal upright position whereby the hinge means
does not extend through the walls of the sections and is
not exposed to the elements.

N.

M73,f76
nOSTRESSED OOOUNG ItMUfat

Jack J. Giwii, botfe of

b«,OUo
FDad Apr. 23, 1979, Ssr. No. 32,409

.,-«-. Irt. aJ B04G 7//WUAa 52-80
14tA structiiK of tensUe members requiring only two arrays

of said me^mfor obtaining ostensible rigidity of said struc-

*"*'J?^°!"5"^•^ ""y ^*'°« attached at its ends to

r*^.'P~?!*" ""to" dements, the members ofeach arrayu%^ opposed curvatures for forming an axisymmetric geo-
dOBjcnttwork within said contour elements which netwoifc U
a section of a surftce of revolution, the members ofeach array
not bring attached to each otiier or to die members ofthe otiier
anj^jo "« *e members of bodi arrays are not constrained
apnst movement in die surface of die network widiin said
contour elements, die first array forming a negative angle a

wherein die members of one of such arrays are bands over-
lapped to form a membrane and such that, at each point
where a member of said first array contacts a member of
said second array, die components of die initial prestress-
ing forces of each array along a line normal to die plane
passing dirough said point and die axis of symmetry of
said surface of revolution are equal and opposite.

M73,977
ERECTION MEANS FOR PORTABLE DRILLING

L«mdl M. Reed, OklahoM City, Okla., assignor to Parker
IMIUaS Gonvaqr, IVisa, OkbL

FDed Mcy 8, 1981, Scr. No. 261,902
lit a^ E0«D J3/08

U.S.a 52-116 4ciaiB«

1. An oil well drilling system having:
(a) a subbase structure resting on the ground, having a front
end and a back end;

(b) a drawworks platform having four legs, hinged at their
tops to said platform and at their bottoms to the subbase,
so that the platform can be lowered firom the vertical
position toward die back end of said subbase to a horizon-
tal position, a drawworks mounted on said drawworks
platform;

(c) a mast structure of rectimgular cross-section having four
legs; two legs facing die back end of said subbase are
hingedly supported on said subbase, and rotetable (torn a
vertical position, where the other two legs are also locked
to said subbase, facing toward the front of said subbase, to
a horizontal position, extending to the fhmt;

(d) said mast carrying a conventional crown block and trav-
elling block, with die caUe firom said drawworks (fastline

cable) reeved dirough said crown and travelling blocks in
a conventional manner, with said drawwork platform and
mast both in lowered position, at least a first sheave at-

tached to sakl drawworks platform, and a slingline cable
attached at one end to said travelling block, wrapped
around said furst sheave and die second end anchored to a
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selected anchor point on the side of the mast facing the

back end of said subbase;

whereby a continuous unidirectional pull on said fastline by

said drawworks will first lift said drawworks platform to

a vertical position, and then lift said mast to a vertical

position, in a single continuous operation;

(e) setback platform means, for extending the drawworks

platform to the front, for supporting stands of pipe in the

mast, said setback platform means having two rigid back

legs hinged to said subbase in front of said mast, and two

front legs hinged to said setback platform means and

locked at their bottom ends to said subbase; and

(0 internal bracing means in said drawworks platform to

lock it in a vertical position, said mast being independently

locked directly to the subbase in a vertical position when

said four legs are locked to said subbase.

4,473,978

POLLUTANT STORAGE SYSTEM
Donald D. Wood, Star Route, Waterford, Vt. 05848

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 291,359

Int a^ E02D 27/00; E04B 1/00

U.S. a. 52-169J OCIains

1. A polygonal pollutant storage system comprising:

(a) a paved floor;

(b) a plurality of precast reinforced concrete wallpanels

enclosing said floor, each precast panel having a pattern of

surface cavities reducing its mass;

(c) a plurality of precast A-frame supports installed exterior

to and perpendicular to said wall panels for structural

suppori whereby each of said panels angles so that the

perimeter of the system is smaller at the floor level than at

the top of the wall panels; and,

(d) a trapezoidal panel at each comer having angled side-

walls to mate flushly with the inner surfaces of adjacent

wall panels from said floor to die top of said wall panels

with the whole ofeach sidewall surface of said trapezoidal

panel bearing against said inner surfaces of adjacent wall

panels, said inner surfaces being those surfaces facing the

interior of said storage system.

between said inner leg and said outer leg, said inner legs of

said channel sections being flxedly attached to said curb;

a vinVl plastic self-flashing frame formed in substantially

rectangular shape and having outwardly extending legs

andMt21^anding legs, said upstanding legs having a down-

wardly extending slot in which said outer legs of respec-

tive ones of said channel sections of said lower frame are

force flt to atuch said self-flashing frame to said lower

frame;

securing means for securing said outwardly extending legs

of said self-flashing frame to the roof deck;

a rectangular dome having peripheral flanges;

spacing means for spacing said dome above said channel

sections to provide a dead-air frost barrier therebetween

S2 K

including a pair of upstanding flanges attached to said top

flanges of each of said channel sections and an upper

flange means attached to said pair of upstanding flanges

for supporting said peripheral flanges of said dome above

said top flanges of said channel sections, said upper flange

means being substantially parallel with said top flange of

said channel sections; and

a clamping frame of substantially rectangular shape which

overlays said peripheral flange of said dome and a poriion

of said outer leg of said lower frame to create a dead-air

frost barrier between said clamping frame and said top

flange of said channel sections of said lower frame and

which is flxedly attached to said outer leg of said lower

frame to hold said dome in place.

4^73,980

THERMAL INSULATION STRUCTURE FOR WINDOWS
Keuedi J. Foster, Dedknm Mass., assignor to Ecoa lacorpo-

rated, Boston, Mass.

GNrtlmatkM of Ser. No. 940,715, Sep. 8, 1978,. lUs appUeMtea

Dee. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 217^427

M. a? E06B 3/26

VS.a 52-202 17 (

4,473,979

FROST BARRIER FOR SKYUGHTS
Ronald R. Bruhm, 37 Hnlnar Dr., DowosTlew, Ontario, Caaada

Coatiaaation of Scr. No. 104,123, Dec 17, 1979, abiadoaed.

This appUeatioa Jul 2, 1981, Scr. No. 280,100

Claim priority, ap^catioa Caaada, May 18, 1976, 252811

lat CL^ E04B 7/18

U&a 52-200 • Claim

1. A frost-free skylight for installation over a rectangular

well in a roof deck comprising:

an upstanding curb attached to die roof deck around the

weU;

a self-supporting rigid channel-shaped vinyl plastic lower

frame made from u-shaped channel sections, each said

channel section having a top flange, a downwardly ex-

tending outer leg and a downwardly extending inner leg,

said channel sections being mated and mitred to form a

substantially recuugular frame which receives sakl curb

1. An insulation structure cap^le of being attached to a

window frame enckmng a primary window which comprises:

a flat transparent or translucent sheet having an edge, a

frame means comprising a U-shaped member of unitary

constructkm having two prongs, sakl prongs adapted to

enckMC die edge of sakl sheet,

a first strip having a first flat planar surface along iu length
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selected from the group consisting of a nexibie magnetic
stnp and a ferromagnetic strip, and

a second strip having a second flat planar suriace along its
length selected from the group consisting of a flexible
magnetic strip and a ferromagnetic strip,

"i**^.®"* °^ *^*' '•"^ ""P O' »«• second strip being a
flexible magnetic strip,

said flni strip being rigidly secured directly to or comprising
one of said prongs,

said second strip being secured to said window frame,
said first strip and said second strip being positioned to

directly contact each other with said first planar flat sur-
face and said second planar flat surface contacting each
other in face to face relation thereby to position said sheet
between about i inch and 4 inches from said primary
window and to form a continuous air-tight seal between
said first strip and said second strip.

M73,981 t

SILL CUP
Norbert E, Sinpion, 9650 Pooadstone PI., Eoglewood, Colo.
Mill

FUcd Dm. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,518
Int. a^ E06B 1/04

VS. a 52-211 5 ciaiaw

element, fitted into a pre-formed seat in the surface to be cov-
ered, having a flat bottom and sloping lateral walls ending with
outwardly bent edges defining a bearing surface for covering
sheets substantially coplanar to the aforementioned surface, a
second channel-shaped element having a bottom and lateral
walls smaller in depth than those of the first element and ar-
ranged within the first element; first fastening means for secur-

ing one of said channel shaped elements with its bottom facing
towards the surface to be covered; second fastening means
being also provided in order to secure the other one of said
channel elements in position over the first one and with its
lateral edges facing towards the bottom of the first element,
securing and tensioning the covering sheets interposed be-
tween the aforementioned elements.

1. For use in combination with a window sill of the type
havmg a downwardly-directed flange along the rear edge
thereof, a spring clip for biasing the sill up against the lower
edge of a window sash from a horizontal support spaced there-
beneath which comprises: a length of spring steel strap formed
to provide an elongate horizontally-disposed leg of a length
adapted to extend along the underside of the sill substantially
from front to rear thereof, a double-faced adhesive pad at-
tached to the top surface of the horizontal leg for fastening
same to the undenide of the stU, a spring finger depending
from the front end of the horizontal leg extending downwardly
and rearwardly therefrom at an acute angle, an upturned foot
at the rear end of the spring finger cooperating therewith to
define a skid adapted to permit rearward movement of the
assembly including the clip and sill along the supporting sur-
face therefor with the fmger thereof compressed closer to the
horizontal flange thereabove, and second fastening means for
holdmg the rear end of the aforesaid assembly down in opposi-
tion to the lifting bias exerted thereon by the compressed

ANCHORING REFRACTORY MATERIALS TO A
REFRACTORY LINING

Maty W. Vance, Export Borough, Pa., anignor to United States
Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUcd Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243^)16
lat a.3 E04B 1/6

UAa 52-378 idain,

M73,982
DEVICE FOR LAYING AND STRETCHING
WATERPROOF COVERING SHEETS

Ftamtaio Moaari, Via GargaatiBO 2, Menoawrico. Nofaia.
Itaqr

FDed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,580
OaiaM priority, appiicatioa Italy, Feb. 27, 1981, 20941/8irui

lat a^ EO«B 7/00

L Device for laymg and stretching covering sheets over
surfaces to be protected, comprising: a first channel-shaped

1. The combination including:

a refractory base;

a generally cylindrical bore in said base;

an anchor for reception in said bore comprisng:
a body of refractory material formed as a surface of revo-

lution defined by rotation about an axis of a continu-
ously arcuate, substantially sinuous line having convex
protuberances at the end and midpoint thereof and
concave recesses intermediate said protuberances;

saRfMchor being received in said bore to an extent locating
one of said concave recesses in said bore and the other of
said concave recesses exteriorly of said bore;

a body of cement filling said bore about said refractory
body; and

a layer of refractory material applied to the exterior of said
refractory base in contiguous, surrounding relation to the
portion of said refractory body that is exterior of said
refractory base.
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4^73,984

CURTAIN-WALL MASONRY-VENEER ANCHOR
SYSTEM

DoaaM A. Lopez, 6406 Birchwood Are^ Baltimore, Md. 21214

Filed Sep. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 531,666

lat a» E04B 1/38. 1/74

UAa 52-410 7 Claims

wider inner portion to a narrower free edge, the blocks being

adapted to be assembled together such that, in a structure

comprised of a plurality of cooperating double-male and dou-

ble-female blocks, adjacent blocks are simply butted up to one

another to interlock with one another horizontally and verti-

cally, load is transmitted to below through the outer portions

of the inner and outer walls, and the longitudinal projections

are disposed in the cavities of adjacent blocks above to locate

one block upon the other.

4^73,986

COLLAPSIBLE/EXPANDABLE STRUCTURAL MODULE
WITH SPLIT HUB LOCKING

Theodore R. Zeigler, 9923 Indiaa Qoeea Poiat Rd^ Oxoa Hill,

Md. 20022

Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,364

lat a.} E04H 12/18

UAa 52-645 7 Claims

1. In a system for anchoring a masonry veneer wall to a

supportive wall by means of a stud adapted for affixation in the

supportive wall and stud-holding means having an eye engag-

ing a first part of a wire-tie having a second part adapted for

embedment by cementitious material of the veneer wall, the

improvement comprising: said stud adaptation including the

stud having means for self-threading screwing in a hole in the

supportive wall, the stud-holding means having a face for

tightening against said wall upon said screwing; means permit-

ting adjustment of said anchoring, including: the eye of the

stud-holding means having a slot transverse to the axis of the

stud and having a portion with substantially uniform width,

and the wire-tie having a cross-sectional diameter substantially

the same as said substantially uniform width.

4,473,985

BUILDING BLOCK
TcKace Haat "Reforn Cottage", Saleai, Llanddlo, DyM,

Walci (SA19 7ND.)

FDed Aag. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,584

CbdoiB priority, applicatioB Uaitad Kiagdoo, Apr. 30, 1982,

8212573
lat CL3 E04C 1/10

UA CL 52—893 ' O**™

1. A building block comprising an inner wall, an outer wall

spaced from and parallel to the inner wall, a cavity defined

between the inner and the outer walls, at least one web connec-

tion between the inner and the outer walls, two end portions,

said end portions both including either a female recess or a

male protruaon thereby forming a double-female block or

double-male block respectively, said female recess topering

inwardly firom a wider mouth and said male protrusion uper-

ing outwardly firom a wide inner portion whereby cooperating

end portions of adjacent juxtaposed male and female blocks

may interlock simply by butting one block against the other,

and longitudinal projections extendmg one from an inner por-

tion of tiie upper edge of each of tiie inner and outer walls, the

longitiidinal projections being aligned with the double recess

or double protrusion of the block and having a length defined

thereby, and the longitudinal projections each tepering from a

1. A structural module which is capable of being manipu-

lated between a collapsed condition and an expanded, locked

condition, which comprises:

a plurality of rod elements which are disposed generally

parallel and in a bundle when said module is in collapsed

condition,

a first group of hub means pivotally associated with those

ends of said rod elements which project toward one end of

said bundle and a second group of hub means pivotally

aaociated with those ends of said rod elements which

project toward the other end of said bundle, at least some

of the hub means of said first group pivotally joining some

of said rod elements to each other and at least some of the

hub means of said second group pivotally joining some of

said rod elements to each other such that said bub means

move into a predetermined, pattern as the module is ma-

nipulated to expanded condition;

at least one pair of hob means comprised of a hub means of

said first group and a hub means of said second group

constituting a split hub assembly occupying a particular

position in said pattern; and

means for locking said pair of hub means toother to mam-

tain the frame in expanded condition.

4^73,987

DOUBLE CASE LOADING BOTTLE PACKER GRID
ASSEMBLY

AatOB J. WOd, 182 Bird., Keaflworth, NJ. 07033

FDed JaL 14, 1982, Ser. No. 390,454

lat a.) B65B ^;/;< iP/OO

UAa 53-247 l?*^^
1. A doable case loading botde and/or can packer grid

assembly with individually removaWe grid sections compris-

ing:

(a) horizontal side rail means extending kmgitodinaUy akmg

each side of the pttdi of movement of bottles into the case

packer grid assembly and being fixedly secured to the

8urTX>unding environmental structure, each of said side rail

means defining a first rear slot section and a second front
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•lot section extending laterally therethrough, each of said
iide raU means fiirther defining a first front slot means
extending laterally therethrough positioned upstream of
said first rear slot section and said second front slot section
and a second rear slot means extending laterally there-
through positioned downstream of said first rear slot
section and said second fhmt slot section;

(b)a first grid section positioned between said side rail means
adjacent to said first front slot means and said fint rear slot
section, said fint grid section including:
1. a first front transverse member extending laterally be-
tween said first front slot means in each of said side rail
means, said first firont transverse member defining a first
front lateral hole means adjacent to each of said first
front slot means;

2. a first rear transverse member extending lateraUy be-
tween said fint rear slot section in each of said side rail
means, said fint rear transverse member defining a fint
rear lateral hole means adjacent to each of said fint rear
slot sections;

3. a plurality of first longitudinal memben extending
between said first fhmt transverse member and said fint
rear transverse member generally parallel with respect
to said side rail means to define rows for receiving
bottles from thereabove;

4. a plurality of first guide memben affixed with respect to
each of said first longitudinal memben to define a plu-
rality of first bottle receiving cells along each row
defined between adjacent longitudinal memben;

5. a first front pin means selectively positionable along and
extending through said first front slot means into said

first fixmt lateral hole means to maintain said fint front
transverse member in position between said side rail
means;

6. a fint rear pin means selectively positionable along and
extendmg through said first rear slot section into said
first rear lateral hole means to maintain said fint rear
transverse member and said first grid section in position
between said side rail means;

(c) a second grid section positioned between said rail means
•ctiacent to said second fitont slot section and said second(w tlot means, said second grid section including:
1. a second front trusverse member extending laterally
between said second front slot section in each of said
«de rail means, said second front transverse member
defining a second fhmt lateral hole means adjacent to
ea^of said second front slot sections;

2. a second rear transverse member extending laterally
brtween said second rear slot means in each of said side
rail means, said second rear transverse member defining
a second rear Uteral hole means adjacent to each of said
second rear slot means;

'•iJ^^.^ «»n<» longitudinal memben extending
between said second fhmt transverse member and said
"Po^l f*" tTMsverse member generally parallel with
reqieet to said side raU means to define rows for receiv-
ing bottles firom thereabove,

4. a plurality of second guide memben fixed with respect
to«ch of said second longitudinal memben to define a
pionhty ofsecond bottle receiving cells along each rowd^Md between acUacent longitudinal member^

5. a second front pin means selectively positionable along
nd exmdiag through said second fhmt slo| section

into said second fhmt lateral hole means to maintain
said second fit)nt transverse member in position be-
tween said side rail means;

6. a second rear pin means selectively positionable along
and extending through said second rear slot means into
said second rear lateral hole means to maintain said
second rear transverse member and said second grid
section in position between said side rail means; and

(d) a dead plate support positioned above said first rear
transverse member and said second front transverse mem-
ber along each of said rows between said first grid section
and said second grid section to retain one bottie there-
above in each row during movement of bottles down-
wardly through said bottle receiving cells.

4i473t9M
DENTIF1UCE PACXAGING PROCESS

George V. Scott, Scotch Pfadns, NJ^ assignor to Colgate-PaJ.
noUTe Conpmiy, New York, N.Y.

Dlflsion of Ser. No. 87,651, Oct 24, 1979, Pat No. 4,353,890.
niis appUcatioo Aug. (. 1982, Ser. No. 40M10

1«c portion of the term of this patent sobaeqaeat to Oct 12,
1999, has been disebdmed.

Irt. a^ A«1K 7/16, 41/00: MXL 2/12; BOIJ I/IO
U.S.a53-440 lOdaims

1. A process for packaging a dentifrice containing carra-
geenan, in which such carrageenan is stabilized, which com-
prises directing microwave radiation onto such a dentifrice
while it is being moved into a filling apparatus or into a vessel
from which it is to be delivered to such filling apparatus, with
the microwave radiation applied being m such quantity as to
raise the temperature of the dentifrice to at least the gel-sol
transition temperature of the carrageenan, fiUing the dentifrice
into an end use package, and quiescently cooling the dentifrice
to room temperature in the package.

4^473,989
METHOD, A LINE AND A POUCH SUPPORTING BASE
FOR AUTOMAnCALLY FILLING UP AND SEALING

POUCHES AT HIGH SPEED
Yotaro Tsntsoml, and Nobom WaluqruM, both of Yokohama,

Japan, aasigMn to Toyo Seikan Kaisha, Ltd., Tokyo, Jamu
FDed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,710

OaiBH priority, applicatioa Japan, Oct 17, 1980, 55.144474;
Jon. 2, 19«1, 56«777; Jnn. 24, 1981, 56.922671U]

Int a.) B65B 43/iO. 3/04
UAa53-459 47Ciaims

or

w
1. Apparatus for autcmiatically and continuously filling and

sealing pouches with a fiUing material comprising a sup-
plyfeeding means for feeding flat folded pouches one by one
from a supply stack, expanding means for expanding said flat

folded pouches which have been fed one by one to form open
pouches, a pouch supporting base means for su^iorting said
pouch in a generally upright position, a lowering means for
lowering said open pouch onto said base means, a filler station
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means for supplying a filler substance to said open pouch,

conveyor means for conveying said base means with said open
pouch thereon to said filling station means, said base means
having an engageable element, said filler station means having

a filler nozzle operable to engage said engageable element to

provide for filling of said pouch with said filler material via

said filler nozzle, a closing and sealing station means operable

to close and seal the open end of said filled pouch, second

conveyor means for conveying said base means from said

filling station to and through said closing and sealing station

means, pouch removal means for removing said filled and

sealed pouches from said base means, and third conveyor

means for conveying said now empty base means to said lower-

ing means for receiving another open pouch, thereby provid-

ing for continuously filling and sealing of said pouches.

4,473,991

HARNESS CONNECTOR
Joseph L. La Mnra, and Gay R. La Mora, both of 367 Passaic

Afc West Caldwell, NJ. 07006

Filed Dec 8, 1982, Ser. No. 434,609

Int a.) B68B 1/00: B62C 5/02

U.S.a 54—2 23 Qaims

l>4

4,473,990

MACHINE FOR PACKING A LOAD IN A SECnON OF
SHEATH MADE OF SUPPLE MATERIAL SUCH AS A

nLM OF PLASTICS MATERIAL
Jacques Thimon, TrcsserYe, France, assignor to S.A. Thimon,

Aix>les«Bains, France

FUed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 225,335

ChUms priority, application France, Jan. 17, 1980, 80 00980

Int a^ B65B 9/14

U.S.a 53-567 24 Claims

23. An animal harness connector for coupling a harness to a

cart shaft comprising:

fint connector means adapted to be secured to said harness;

a second connector means adapted to be secured to said cart;

and

link means secured to the fint and second connector means,

said link means including means adapted to permit said

fint connector means to rotate relative to said second

connector means about at least one fint axis and about at

least one second axis spaced from the first axis such that

said fint and second connector means can move toward

one another in one direction and tangentially relative to

each other in a second direction.

1. A machine for packing a load in a section of sheath, com-

prising;

means for supplying flat sheaths to said load;

separator means for opening the front end of said sheath and

separating said sheath into sections by and about said load;

a pleating device for progressively pleating part of each

section with includes:

a covering frame shaped to fit about said load for supporting

a pleated section of sheath, a support independent of said

frame, support means adapted to fit inside said sheath;

rotatable pleating memben mounted on said support and

pressing said sheath and said support means;

mobile pleating arms and means for introducing said arms

inside said section of sheath and for applying said arms

against said pleating memben and for retracting said arms

after the pleating operation; and

means for moving said frame along said load to unpleat said

section during this movement and to position said section

around said load.

4,473,992

ADJUSTABLE SADDLE RIGGING
William W. Conger, m. Box 77C, Templetoa Rd. A S. El Po-

mar, Templeton, Calif. 93465

FUed Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,440

Int a? B68C 1/14

U.S.a 54—46 7 Claims

1. An adjustable rigging for attaching a saddle to a horse or

like animal comprising:

an elongate, generally C-shaped member defining a track for

a rigging ring, said member having a plurality of openings

therein defining multiple longitudinal positions;

means for connecting said member to a saddle; and

a generally D-shaped rigging ring having a straight portion

and a curved portion, said straight portion of said rigging

ring being slidable within said elongate member to any

one of said multiple longitudinal positions, the ends of said

curved portion of said rigging ring extending through said

openings in said C-shaped member for connection to the

ends of said straight portion thereof.
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4^73,993
CinriNG ANGLE ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM FOR

CROP HARVESTING MACHINES
Riekwd E. Jcudagi, and Ddnar C Harer, both of New Hoi-

land. Pa., anipMn to Sparry Corporatkm, New Holland, Pa.
FOad May 26, 1963, Scr. No. 498,377

lot CU AOID 55/32
UjS. CL 86—208 16 Claims

1. In a crop harvesting machine having a frame adapted for

movement across a field; a crop harvesting header mounted on
said frame for movement relative thereto, said header includ-

ing a transversely extending cutterbar for severing standing

crop from the field to initiate the crop harvesting process; a
lower linkage means for pivotally connecting a lower portion

of said header to said frame; an upper linkage means for con-
necting an upper portion of said header to said frame; and
header lift means interconnecting said frame and said header to

move said header in a generally vertical direction through a
plurality of elevated positions, the improvement comprising:

said upper Unkage means including a first hydraulic cylinder
connected to a hydrauUc circuit for selectively changing
the effective length of said first hydrauUc cylinder to

cause a pivotal movement of said header about said lower
linkage and vary the cutting angle of said cutterbar rela-

tive to the ground in any one of said elevated positions of
said header.

4,473,994

ELASTOMERICALLY MOUNTED HAY RAKE TINE
Richard D. Hcin, Wabaah, lod., aaaignor to The General Tire A
Rabber Compuy, Akron, Ohio

FUcd Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 429,879

Iirt. CL' AOID 77/08
VS.a 56-400 8 Claims

a base adapted for mounting on a rake;

a tine extending from the base at an undeflected position and
adapted to be deflected angularly with respect to the base
upon the application of force to the tine; and

elastomeric means for mounting the tine on the base, the
mounting means including a column of elastomeric mate-
rial, one end of which is connected to the tine and the
other end of which is connected to the base, said column
having a spring rate which increases upon initial deflec-

tion of the tine toward the base and which decreases after

the tine has been deflected toward the base a substantial

angle from its undeflected position.

4,473,995

CONCENTRIC COMPRESSED DOUBLE TWIST
STRANDED CABLE

Bobby C. Gentar, Temple, Ga., aaaignor to Sontfawire Company,
Carrollton, Ga.

Filed Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,843

Int CL^ D07B 3/ia 5/10. 7/14
U.S. CL 57—9 9 Claims

1. A method of producing concentric compressed double
twist stranded cable comprising the steps of:

(a) reducing the diameters of each wire of a first group of
individual wires;

(b) guiding said flrst group of wires onto the outer surface of
a core wire; and

(c) compressing said first group of wires into a concentric

first layer on said core wire to form a seven wire core.

1. A tine assembly for a rake, which comprises:

4,473,996

POLYESTER CONJUGATE CRIMPED YARNS
Tosbimasa Knroda, Osaka; SeUi Udi, Eadme, and Tatsnya

Sbibata, Osaka, aU of Japan, aaaignon to TcUin l»L, Onki,
Japan

Filed Jul 16, 1962, Scr. No. 399,148

Claims priority, appUcatioB JapM, JoL 17, 1961, 56-110802;

Sep. 10, 1961, 56-141630

bt a^ D02G 3/00: DOIF 8/14
VS. CL 57—245 4 daims

1. Polyester conjugate crimped yams comprising yams
produced by conjugate ginning

(a) an A component substantially comprising polybutylene

terephthalate and

(b) a B component substantially comprising polyethylene

terephthalate and having an intrinsic viscosity [iffB ofO.SS

or less

at a weight ratio ofA component to B component of 30:70 to

70:30 in a side-by-side or eccentric sheath-core arrangement,

rendered crimpable by false twisting to a d^ree of crimpabil-

ity TCio of 8% or more when subjected to a boiling water
treatment under a load of 10 mg/de.
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4,473,997

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SWITCHING ROVING
BOBBINS IN A SPINNING FRAME

Yoshio Kawasaki, FiOieda; Tatsutake Horibe, Toyama; Kunio
Shinkai, Handa; Kaaehiro Ito, Aichi, and Kazuo Yamada,
Inazawa, all of Japan, assignors to Howa Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Nagoya, Japan

FUed Apr. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 489,703

Int CL^ DOIH 9/18
VS.a 57—276 6 Claims

a driving mechanism for turning said supporting member;
a cam mechanism for controlling the motion of said grip

mechanism for controlling the gripping and releasing

motion of said grip mechanisms; and
an actuation mechanism for turning said cam mechamism;
said apparatus being capable of displacing along the length-

wise direction of said spinning frame.

4,473,998

GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Peter R. King, Derby, England, assignor to Rolls-Royce Lim-

ited, London, England

Filed Jan. 14, 1963, Ser. No. 504,307

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jim. 30, 1982,

8218879

Int CL^ F02G 3/00
VS. a. 60—39.091 12 Claims

?9.

1. In a spinning operation by a spinning frame in which front

and rear two rows of bobbin hangers are arranged on a creel,

said spinning operation is started after mounting substantially

half-exhausted roving bobbins on said bobbin hangers of either

one of said front or rear row while mounting full roving bob-

bins on said bobbin hangers of the other one of said rows, and
guiding rovings to the corresponding draft parts from roving

bobbins held by said bobbin hangers, a method for switching

the relative positions between roving bobbins held by said

front bobbin hanger and roving bobbins held by said rear

bobbin hangers comprising a cycle of a successive unit opera-

tions carried out from one end-side of said spinning frame to

the other end-side thereof, each unit operation comprising a

first step of displacing by a predetermined distance the axial

positions oftwo bobbin hangers, one ofwhich is located in said

front row and the other of which is located in said rear row,

which supply a roving to either one of said draft parts disposed

adjacently in the lengthwise direction of said spinning frame,

to a central point between said two axial positions from respec-

tive positions ofan initial condition for carrying out the normal

spinning operation: a second step of switching said relative

position of two bobbin hangers in a condition reverse to said

initial condition by displacing them clockwise or counter-

clockwise along a horizontal circular track having a center

located at an identical position to said central point between

said two bobbin hangers and a diameter identical to the ap-

proached axial distance between said two bobbin hangers in an

approached condition, without causing contact of rovings

from said two roving bobbins; a third step of enlarging said

approached axial distance between said two bobbin hangers to

a distance identical to said initial condition for carrying out

said spinning operation, said direction of said second step

exchange operation being alternatively changed at each cycle

of said roving bobbin exchange operation.

4. An apparatus for switching the relative position between

roving bobbins held by bobbin hangers of a front row and

bobbin hangers of a rear row, arranged along a spindle ar-

rangement of a spinning frame, wherein rovings from said

roving bobbins are led to the corresponding draft parts of said

spinning frame without contacting each other, comprising:

pair of grip mechanisms for holding a bobbin hanger of said

front row and a bobbin hanger of said rear row, said two

bobbin hangers positioned adjacenUy;

a supporting member for supporting said pair of bobbin

hangers in a slidable condition along the longitudinal

direction of said member itself;

If A gas turbine engine which comprises a first shaft posi-

tioned coaxially within a second shaft, one of the shafts driv-

ingly connecting a fu^t rotating asssembly to a second routing

assembly, and a means to detect when a relative angular dis-

placement between the shafts reaches a predetermined value

while the gas turbine engine is in operation, said means com-
prising at least one aperture in the first shaft and a correspond-

ing ratchet device mounted on a spindle which is attached to

the second shaft, the ratchet device having an arm positioned

at one end which abuts the circumference of the first shaft; the

aperture in the first shaft lying in the same plane as the ratchet

device and positioned at a pre-determined angle in the direc-

tion of rotation of the shafts from the arm of the ratchet device;

in operation when the relative angular displacement between

the first and second shafts reaches the pre-determined value

the arm of said ratchet device aligns with and moves into said

aperture.

4,473,999

FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A GAS TURBINE
ENGINE

TrcTor S. Smith, West Midlands, England, assignor to Lucas

Industries limited, Birmingham, England

FUed No?. 16, 1981, Scr. No. 321^37
Int a.} F02C 9/28

VS. CL 60—39J81 11 Claims

1. A fuel control system for a gas turbine engine, comprising

a variable metering device and a flow limiting valve in series

with said metering device, said limiting valve including a flow

control element, means for applying a servo pressure and a

biasing pressure to said control element to urge the latter in

respective opposite directions, a first pilot valve for regulating

said servo pressure, means for biasing said first pilot valve in

dependence on the operating position of said control element,

an electrical actuating device for urging said first pilot valve

against said biasing means, means for energising said actuating

device in a first direction at a first level at which the force

exerted thereby is balanced by said biasing means at an inter-
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mediate position of said control element, means for energising

said actuating device in said first direction at a second level at

which the force exerted thereby overcomes said biasing means
in all operating positions of said control element to set said

servo pressure at a level at which said flow control element is

urged to a shut position, valve means operable by said control

element in said shut position thereof for modifying one of said

pressures to maintain said control element in said shut position.

4,474^000

RECUPERATED TURBINE ENGINE
Jaek J. BcHOB, Utfamp Village; John F. Joocs, BerUey, and

SttB B. Wflliflin, Bloonfleld Hflb, aU of Mich^ aadgnon to

WOliun loteraational Corporatioii, WaUed Lake, Mich.
Filed Not. 12, 1M2, Ser. No. 441,082

lot a^ P02C 7/10

U&a 60-J9J11 1 Claim

1. In a recuperated turbine engine comprising an engine
bouaing, means in said housing for compressing air for the

support of combustion, a combustion chamber, means for

introducing compresMd air and fuel into said combustion
chamber and, a turbine rotatable about a central axis for ex-

t'lcting ^ergy firom the gases produced in said combustion
chamber, Ih improved recuperative heat exchanger compris-
ing

a plurality of heat exchanger modules of generally rectangu-

lar cross section having discrete counterflow passages

therein, said modules being orientated in circumferentially

spaced relation to one another with said discrete passages

arranged for substantially radial counterflow of said com-

pressor discharge air and exhaust gases relative to said

centra] axis, and

a continuous metal seal at each end of the exhaust passages
in each of said heat exchangers, said seals directly support-
ing said heat exchangers against radially inward and out-

ward movement relative said engine housmg, said seals

being of rectangular configuration complementary to said

modules and of generally U-shaped cross section defined

by relatively thin walls attached to one another on the
exhaust gas side thereof and spaced from one another at

the compressor discharge air side of said seal, said seals

being expandable due to the bias of said high pressure

compressor discharge air thereon into direct engagement
with said heat exchange modules and said housing.

4,474,001

COOLING SYSTEM FOR THE ELECTRICAL
GENERATOR OF A TURBOFAN GAS TURBINE ENGINE
James G. Griffin, West Hartford, and Fraderiek M. Scbwarz,

Glastonbury, both of Own., anignon to United Technologies
Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

FUed Apr. 1, IMl, Ser. No. 249,766

lat a.3 FOIP iim
U.S. a. 60-204 5 Claims

and a second pilot valve operable by energisation of said actu-

ating device in a second direction to restore said one pressiu-e

to its unmodified state, whereby operation of said valve means
causes said control element to be maintained in its shut position

independently of the operating position of said first pilot valve,

and operation of said second pilot valve renders said control

element responsive to subsequent operation of said first pilot

valve.

1. A method using a primary heat exchanger and a second*

ary heat exchanger for removing heat from the cooling fluid of
an electrical generator for a turbofan, gas turbine engine, the

engine using fuel and operating at a first operating condition in

response to a first fuel flow rate and operating at a second
operating condition in response to a second fuel flow, the

second fuel flow rate being less than the first fuel flow and
occurring at low power operation of the engine, the engine

having a flow path for working medium gases, the engine

being mounted in a nacelle having at least one nacelle compart*

ment, the nacelle having a fan bypass duct through which the

flow path for working medium gases extends, comprising the

steps of:

transferring heat from the cooling fluid to engine fiwl at the

primary heat exchanger at the first operating condition

and the vecaoA operating condition;

preventing the flow of working medium gases fh>m the fan

bypass duct to the secondary heat exchanger at the first

operating condition;

flowing woridng medium gases firom the fan bypass duct to

a secondary heat exchanger at a location remote from the

engine flow path at the second operating condition;

transferring best from the cooling fluid to the working

medium gases at the secondary heat exchanger at the

second operating condition.

4,474,002

HYDRAUUC DRIVE PUMP APPARATUS
L. F. Perry, Rtc. 3, Box 28, Olacy, Tn. 76374

Filed Jon. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 271,974

iata3n6Di;/oai//(»
U.S. a. 60—369 5

1. Wellhead pump jack ^>paratus comprising:

a pump jack assembly including a walking beam pivotally
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mounted on a Sampson post supported by a frame and
earth-engaging base assembly:

first and second hydraulic cylinders connected between the
frame and walking beam on opposite sides of the Sampson
post;

fluid supply means;

variable volume pump means receiving input from said fluid

supply means and having a control lever operable recipro-

cally to control fluid output pressure alternately between
first and second outputs connected to respective first and
second hydraulic cylinders;

primary power means providing rotational drive input to

said pump means;

linkage means including a vertical linkage connected

through a synchronizing disk to a control linkage, said

linkage means being connected to transfer reciprocal

movement of said walking beam to similar reciprocal

movement of said pump means control lever;

hydraulic torque motor means connected to said synchroniz-

ing disk;

and a constant pressure fluid supply from said variable vol-

ume pump means providing constant speed and drive

power to said torque motor means to apply an additional

reciprocal movement force preventing the pump means
control lever from nulling at the reciprocal mid-point of

zero fluid pressure output.

4,474,003

GAS COMPRESSOR FOR A HOT GAS ENGINE
Ulf C. Bergman, Malm5, Sweden, assignor to United Stirling

AB, Mahnd, Sweden

Filed R)by 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,233

^a^. on? F02G im
U.S.a 60—521 6 ClaiBS

1. In a gas compressor for a hot gas engine having an engine

part containing a working gas charge of cyclically varying

pressure, a working gas reservoir, and a source of working gas

maintained at a pressure corresponding to the minimum cycle

pressure, and a source of working gas maintained at a pressure

corresponding to the maximum cycle pressure, the gas com-

pressor being of the type having a free piston reciprocably

driven by differential gas pressure and including a large diame-

ter portion and a smidl diameter portion, the small diameter

portion being slidably disposed in, and cooperating with, a

small diameter cylinder for pumping working gas back to the

reservior from the engine part during reciprocation of the

piston, the small diameter cylinder having an inlet for admit-

ting the working gas to be pumped, the large diameter ponion
being slidably disposed in a large diameter cylinder and divid-

ing that cylinder into first and second variable volume cham-
bers, the improvement comprising:

means for flow-connecting the first variable volume cham-
ber to the engine part containing the working gas charge,

said flow-connecting means providing essentially unre-

stricted flow both to and from the engine part; and

means for selectively flow-connecting the second variable

volume chamber to the minimum working gas pressure

source and selectively flow-connecting the inlet to the

small cylinder to the maximum pressure source, said flow

connections to be made whenever the working gas is to be

pumped back to the reservoir, the respective flow connec-

tions to the minimum and maximum working gas pressure

sources being maintained during movement of the pistons.

4,474,004

POWER.OPERATED BOOSTERS
Alfred W. Thomas, K(ri»lenz, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, assignor to

Girling Limited, Birmingham, Englaad

Continuation of Ser. No. 212,798, Dec. 4, 1980, abudoDcd,
which is a cootinoation of Ser. No. 7,216, Jan. 29, 1979,

abandoned. TUs application JuL 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403^22
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jan. 31, 1978,

3782/78; May 4, 1978, 17622/78

brt. a^ B60T 13

m

U.S. a. 60—M7.1 16 Claims

1. A pedal-operated booster for a vehicle braking system

comprising a housing provided with a longitudinal bore, an

inlet port for connection to a fluid pressure source, and an

exhaust port for connection to a reservoir for fluid, an input

piston working in said longitudinal bore and a boost piston for

augmenting an output force also working in said longitudinal

bore, said boost piston being adapted to be advanced in said

bore in response to pressurisation by said fluid pressure from

said source, a boost chamber in said longitudinal bore behind

said boost piston, a booster control valve means for controlling

the pressurisation of said boost chamber by said fluid pressure,

said control valve means being operative following movement
of said input piston in a brake-applying direction to shut off

communication between said boost chamber and said exhaust

port, and to open communication between said inlet port and

said boost chamber, said control valve means comprising rela-

tively movable parts including a bore in said boost piston and

a valve mechanism located in said bore in said boost piston,

said valve mechanism having a pressure responsive face, move-

ment of said input piston in a brake-applying direction causing

said fluid pressure from said source to be applied to said pres-

sure-responsive face, said application of said fluid from said

source to said pressure-responsive face causing said control

valve means to open conmiunication between said inlet port

and said boost chamber.
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4^74,005

MASTER CYLINDER
Join E. StMT, SMrtk Bold, lad^ MiisMr to The Bcndix Corpo-

..till - Pimlh ^-'-* %4l«k

Flhd Aog. 26, INS, Sv. No. 411,724

lit CL3 BMT 11/20

1. A master cylinder comprising t housing with a bore ex-

tending axially therein for receiving fluid from a reservoir, a

pair of pistons movably disposed within the bore to develop

fluid pressure in a pair of pressure chambers during braking

and a bearing extending between the housing and one of the

pair of pistons to substantially enclose an open end of the bore,

and said bearing including a first end secured to said housing

and a second end engagnig said one piston remote from said

booBBg. characterized in that said bearing further defines a

passage between said first and second ends to provide for fluid

communication between said reservoir and one of said pair of

presaoie chambers substantially independently of said housing

bore wherry a compact arrangement for said housing is pro-

vided, said bearing opposing a sealing ring engageable with

said one piston and said sealing ring being fixedly disposed

relative to said bearing at an axial position outside said housing

bore.

4^74*006

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED
COMPRESSION RELEASE ENGINE RETARDING IN A
TURBOCHARGED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Rakirt B. Prka, MaMhartar, aad DaiU E. Bojrdea, Graaby,

bolk of GoMn figntin to TW Jacobs Mfii. Company,

UClalns

valves of said engine near the end of the compression stroke of

the engine cylinder with which said exhaust valve is associated

wherebyHhe work expended in compressing air during the

compression stroke of said engine cylinder is not recovered

during the ensuing expansion stroke of said engine cylinder, a

turbocharger comprising an air compressor communicating

with said intake manifold of said engine and driven by a radial

in-flow exhaust gas turbine having a bladed turbine wheel

routable about an axis of roution with a flange on one side

thereof, said turbine having a volute comprising a front scroll

and a rear scroll commencing at front and rear entry ports

respectively, said front scroll being closer to said turbine wheel

flange than said rear scroll, a diverter valve located exteriorly

of the exhaust gas turbine and communicating on one side with

said divided exhaust manifold of said engine and on the other

side with said front and rear scrolls of the volute of said ex-

haust gas txirbine, said diverter valve having three orifices

formed therein and having in its deactuated position two of

said orifices each substantially equal in area to the area of one

of said entry ports for said front and rear scrolls aligned with

said front and rear entry ports of said turbine whereby the flow

of exhaust gas or air is directed from said exhaust manifold to

both said front and rear scrolls of said turbine volute without

throttling or expansion, said diverter valve having in its actu-

ated position the third of said orifices having an area in th^

range of 15 to 50% of the area of said front entry port of said

turbine volute and aUgned with the area ofsaid front entry port

which is closest to the center of rotation of said turbine

whereby all of the air from said exhaust manifold is diverted

dirough said front scroll of said turbine volute, and means to

actuate said diverter valve whenever said compression release

engine retarder is actuated.

4^74,007

TURBOCHARGING DEVICE FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE <

Srea^iof KnMovntd, Loan; daaOiof KroMgird, GrAbo,

aad Hakaa KfOMgard, Laad, all of Swadea, aMiffon to AB
Volvo, Sweden

Filed Aag. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 292,947

ClalM priority, appttcattoa Sweden, Sep. 29, 19S0, S006N4

Int. a) F02B 37/00

UJS.CL 40-405
.
/

15 20

FDad Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,992

lot CLi ¥V2B 37/12

U5.ad0-d02

1 An engine retarding system for an internal combustion

en^ having an intake manifold, a divided exhaust manifold

aad exhaust valves comprising a compression release engine

retarder including means to open at least one of the exhaust

1. In a turbochargmg device for a multi-cylinder internal

combustion engine:

(A) conduits for communicating with Inlet and outlet open-

ings at cylinders of said engnie and brought together so as

to merge into and carry a turbine and compressor housing

formed as a unitary body and enclosing a cylindrical

cavity with the longitudinal axis thereof substantiaUy

parallel to a longitudinal middle plane through said cylin-

ders, said housing being integral with said conduits,

(B) said cavity having an axially directed inlet and outlet and

being fiilly accessible from one of its ends,

(Q a compressor and a turbine mounted upon a common

shaft as an integral unit, and

(D) a cylindrical casing enclosing said unit adapted to be slid

into said cavity through said open end thereof and having
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passages which in mounted position fit against said inlet

and outlet conduits at their merging into said housing.

4,474,008

EXHAUST GAS REHRCULATION SYSTEM FOR DIESEL
ENGINE

Shigeru Sakurai, and Shigeki Hamada, both of Hiroshima, Ja-
pan, assignors to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., Hiroshima, Japan

Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,844

Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 9, 1982, 57-52382[U]

Int. Q.^ F02M 25/06
U.S. a. 60—605 8 Qaims

I

1. In an automotive power plant comprising a diesel engine

having an air intake passage means and an exhaust passage

means, an EGR passage means extending between the air

intake passage means and the exhaust passage means, an EGR
control valve for selectively closing and opening the EGR
passage means, a first actuator for driving the EGR control

valve, means for regulating the flow of air being sucked

through the air intake passage means, and a second actuator for

driving the regulating means, said EGR control valve when
opened during a particular engine operating condition permit-

ting a poriion of exhaust gases emitted from the engine to be
recirculated therethrough by way of the EGR passage means
while the regulating means is operated to reduce tlw rate of
flow of the air through the air intake passage means, the im-

provement which comprises a detector device for detecting an

operating condition of the engine and a control device opera-

ble in response to an output from the detector device to control

the operation of the first and second actuators, said control

device having a time lag providing means for delaying the

operation of the first actuator relative to the operation of the

second actuator thereby to open the EGR control valve after

the increase of the rate of flow of the air being sucked through

the air intake passage means when the circulation of the ex-

haust gases through the EGR passage means is to be inter-

rupted.

4,474,009

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR AN AIR THROTTLE
VALVE IN THE INTAKE MANIFOLD OF AN INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Reinhard Fried, Nussbaumcn, Switzerbuid, aad Heino HiibBer,

Greifenberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assigaors to BBC AG
Brown Boveri A Cie, Baden, Switzerland and Kaorr^Bremse

GmbH, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Nov. 7, 1980, Scr. No. 204359

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, Not. 9,

1979, 2945230

Int a^ FD2B 37/00

U.S. G. 60—611 10 Claims

1. A device for adjusting an air throttle valve disposed in an

intake manifold of an internal combustion engine charged by a

pressure wave supercharger which, during the cold start-phase

of the engine, is maintained in a closed position by a spring

force whereby the engine receives combustion air through a

by-pass valve, the air throttle valve being regulated into its

open position against the spring force at the end of the surt

phase and remains in its open position during running of the

epgine and returns to its closed position under action of the

spring force after the engine is shut ofT, said air throttle valve

being mounted eccentrically with respect to its valve surface

so as to be actuated after the cold sun phase directly by the

accumulated pressure of charged air in front of the closed air

throttle valve in the intake manifold into its open position or at

least in the opening direction, electrically operable means in an

ignition circuit of the engine for maintaining the air throttle

valve in its open position by energization of the ignition circuit,

the air throttle valve returning to its closed position by the

spring force upon deenergization of the ignition circuit.

4,474,010

METHOD OF RECOVERING EXHAUST GAS FROM
BOILER IN ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATING

DEVICE USING COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL AS FUEL
AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING SUCH METHOD
Kyoichi Shiboya, Matrado, aad Tomoad Ibara, Narashino, both

of Japaa, aarignors to Suadtono Semento Kabushiki Kaisha,

Japan

DiTisiOB of Scr. No. 308,531, Oct 15, 1981, Pat No. 4,392,353.

This appUcatioB Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,339

Int G.J FOIK 15/Oa- F27B 75/00

U.S. G. 60-648 3 Gaims

> ,'?=
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1. A method of recovering and desulfurizing exhaust gas

comprising the step of:

(a) providing a sintering device for sintering a powder raw

material containing a desulfurizing component which

device comprises a preheat section, a calcining section and

a cooling section, and providing a thermal electric power

generating device using a combustible material as a fuel

which device comprises a boiler having an inlet and an

outlet, a heat exchange water pipe passing through said

boiler, a turbine and an electric power generator;

(b) introducing an exhaust gas, containing sulfur oxides,
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from said outlet of said boiler to said preheat section

through a first duct;

(c) recovering the heat of the exhaust gas as a beat source for

preheating said powder raw material;

(d) recovering the ash in said exhaust gas as part of the

powder raw material as said preheat section;

(e) reacting said desulfurizing component with said sulfur

oxides in said exhaust gas to remove said sulfur oxides

from said exhaust gas and to recover a reaction product,

formed through the above reaction, as part of the powder
raw material.

4^74,011

ONCE-THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR
Arthur W. Nelson, SogirUuid, and James H. Ragland, Houston,

both of Tex., assignon to Shell CalUbmia Production Inc.,

Houston, Tex.

FUcd May 12, 1983, Scr. No. 494,145

lot a.3 FOIK 9m
M&. CL 40—648 8 Claims
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1. A method for producing low quality steam containing

dissolved solids for use in the thermal recovery of crude oil,

said method comprising:

generating high pressure, high quality steam;

partially expanding and reducing the pressure and tempera-

ture of the high quality steam in a steam turbine;

exhausting the steam from the steam turbine into the shell

side of a shell and tube heat exchanger; and
introducing the water containing the dinolved solids into

the tubes of the heat exchanger through an inlet while
maintaining a continuous in-tube flow path, the cross-sec-

tion of said flow path increasing in size from the inlet to

the outlet, and the flow rate of the water/steam mixture

through the tubes being sufficiently high to maintain the

solids dissolved in the liquid phase and the tubes substan-

tially clean and removing the low quality steam contain-

ing dissolved solids through the outlet of the heat ex-

changer.

4^74,012
STEAM TURBINE PRESSURE RATE UMTTER

Harrcy R OnmbtfialB, MarUehcad, Mms., assigBor to Gen-
eral Electric CompiBy, LpOt Mass.

FDed JoL 13, 1983, Scr. No. 513,468

lot a' FDIK 13/02

V& CL 60-660 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for limiting a maximum rate of pressure de-

crease in a steam turbine system of the type having a boiler, a

steam control valve and a turbine comprising:

a digital integrator including a clock effective to produce a

clock signal having a predetermined frequency, an up-

down counter, and gating means, said gating means being

effective to feed said predetermined frequency to said

up-down counter in a first sense to produce one of count-
ing up and counting down when said output of said inte-

grator exceeds a signal related to said steam pressure and
being further effective to feed said predetermined fre-

quency to said up-down counter in a second sense to
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produce the other of counting up and counting down
when said output of said integrator is less than said signal

related to said steam pressure whereby a count is stored in

said up-down coimter; and

means for reducing a setting of said steam control valve in

proportion to an amount by which said count in said

upKlown counter differs from said signal related to said

steam pressure.

4^74,013
OVERSPEED ANTICIPATION CIRCUIT FOR STEAM

TURUNE SPEED CONTROL
Harvey H. ChandierlalB, MarUehead, Mass., assignor to Goi-

eral Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.

Filed No?. 23, 1963, Scr. No. 554^550

lit a^ FOIK 13/02

VS. CL 60-660 6 Claims

1. An overspeed detection circuit for producing an over-

speed signal for use in controlling a prime mover of a type

including a stop valve effective for diutting off a supply of

motive fluid to said prime mover upon receipt of said over-

speed signal comprinng:

means for generating a speed signal related to a speed of said

prime move^
means for producing an acceleration signal related to a rate

of change of said speed signal;

means for summing said speed signal with said acceleration

signal to produce a summed signal;

means for differencing said summed signal at least with a

reference signal to produce a difference signal; and

means for detecting a predetermined condition ofsaid differ-

ence signal and for producing said overspeed signal in

reqwnse thereto.
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4,474,014

PARTIALLY UNSHROUDED SWIRLER FOR
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

Stanley J. MarkowskI, East Hartford, Conn., assignor to United

Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

FUed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,226

lot a.^ F02C 3/14

VS. a. 60-738 5 Claims

ES3

carry a sample and insertabie into and removable from said

working chamber, locating means positioning the holder at a

predetermined position in the chamber, cooling means within

said working chamber adapted to be connected to an electric

power source and to function in accordance with the Peltier

effect to provide a surface at which heat is absorbed thereby to

cool said surface, and means within the working chamber to

effect movement of at least one of said cooling means and said

sample holder in a direction to bring said surface of the cooling

means into thermal contact with only a localized portion of the

sample.

4,474,015

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE
CONTROLLED COOLING OF A PRODUCT

Midael J. Christaus, Worcester Park, and Brian M. Palmer,

Farabonmgh, both of England, assignors to Pbuer Prodacts

Limited, Subory-oa-TluuNS, EBgland

Filed Oct 19, 1962, Scr. No. 435,306

Int a.1 F25B 21/02

VS. CL 62—3 9 Claims

4,474,016

STERILE COOLING SYSTEM
DaTld A. Winchell, Spring Grove, IlL, aasiffMr to Baxter Travc-

Bol Laborafories, Incn Deerfleld, ni.

FUcd Mar. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 471,994

i Int a.} B65B 63/08

VS. a. 62—60 16 Gaiffls

1. A burner construction including:

an end cap having a primary fuel nozzle therein;

side walls extending downstream from the cap to define the

combustion chamber;

a tube extending axially downstream from said cap and

centrally of t^ combustion chamber for secondary fuel

and air;

a secondary nozzle in said cap for discharging fuel into said

tube;

a swirler at the downstream end of said tube, said swirler

having a plurality of radially extending swirl vanes with

leading edges and trailing edges and shaped to impart a

swirl to the fuel and air mixture passing over said vanes;

and

a shroud extending over only a portion of the vanes from the

leading edge and leaving the trailing edges and the outer

ends of the vanes adjacent thereto unshrouded, thereby to

provide a wider distribution of the fuel and air passing

over said vanes, the unshrouded portions of the vanes

increasing in length radially at their outer ends to impart

a greater swirl to the secondary fuel and air mixture pass-

ing over the vanes.

9. A system for cooling organs comprising the steps of:

providing a closed disposable receptacle having a sterilizable

interior and formed of a material that is sufficiently rigid

to maintain its shape normally without collapsing but

sufficiently flexible to be squeezable manually whereby

the person squeezing the receptacle can generally deter-

mine a condition of the receptacle's contents, said recepta-

cle having therein a closed disposable flexible container

that contains a liquid solution;

sterilizing the disposable receptacle and the disposable flexi-

ble container while the container is within the closed

receptacle;

cooling the combined receptacle and container in a freezer;

thereaffer removing the cooled receptacle and container

from the freezer;

aseptically removing the cooled container from the recepta-

cle for using the cooled liquid as a cooling medium during

surgery; and

disposing of the recepucle and container after use thereof.

1. Cooling apparatus for modifying the coolmg rate of a

sample which is at least partially of Uquid form, comprising

means defining a working chamber, a sample holder adapted to

4,474,017

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING AN ANTI-SWEAT HEATER
IN A REFRIGERATOR CABINET

Lds E. Prada, Lonisrille, Ky., assignor to General Eleetric

Company, Looisfillc Ky.

FUcd Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,065

Int a.) F25B 45/00

VS.a 62—77 6 CUms
1. A method of assembling an anti-sweat heater in a refriger-

ator cabinet comprising:

forming an outer casing of the cabinet with a sidewall and

front face with a right angle comer therebetween and a

flange spaced from the comer and inwardly turned from

the front face with a depending lip extending toward and

spaced from the cabinet side;

forming a heater retainer member having a portion thereof

in cross section view including a front end shaped to

receive the heater, a straight center section with two

flexible wings one on each side of the center section and

diverging from the center section away from the front end
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each wing having an inturned flange along the outer edge
thereof, and a rear end;

placing the anti-sweat heater in the front end of the retainer
member,

inserting the anti-sweat heater and the front end and center
section including the wings of the retainer member

«f*

through the space between depending lip of the flange and
the cabinet sidewall;

holding the heater in the comer with the front end of the
retainer member, and

positioning a wing of the retainer member under and in
contact with the depending lip of the flange thereby exert-
ing force against the heater to retain it in the comer.

sure and temperature before entering said evaporator, said
working fluid vaporized in said evaporator.

6. A method for heating a heat storage medium utilizing a
heat pump system using working fluid to transfer heat from the
working fluid to the heat storage medium comprising in combi-
nation the steps of:

compressing said working fluid to a multiplicity of distinct
' pressure levels;

condensing said compressed working fluid compressed to a
multiplicity of distinct pressure levels in a multiplicity of
condensers in heat exchange relation with said heat stor-
age medium wherein the condenser in fluid communica-
tion with the higher of said distinct pressure is arranged to
be in heat exchange relationship with the higher tempera-
ture heat storage medium thereby efficiently transferring
heat from said working fluid to said heat storage medium;

expanding independently in a multiplicity of expanders said
condensed working fluid from said condensers to a single
uniform low pressure; and

the vaporizing in a single evaporator said low pressure
working fluid said vaporizing resulting from heat transer
from a low temperature heat source said vaporized low
pressure working fluid being in fluid communication with
said compressing step.

4^74,018
HEAT PUMP SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION OF

DOMESTIC HOT WATER
W. Peter Teagan, Acton, MasSn aatignor to Arthur D. Little,

lac^ Cambridge, Man.
FUed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,564

lat CLi F25B 7/00
UAa«2-79 15 Claims

4,47«4»9
METHOD OF REORCULATING OIL IN

REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS
Ludwig Albert, NorrkopiBg, Sweden, aniVMr to Stal RdHgera-

tion AB, NorrkopiBg, Sweden
FUed Dec 14, 1982, Ser. No. 449,785

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Dec 18, 1981, 8107601
lot a.) F25B 43/02

U.S.a.62-84 5Ctaim8

1. A heat pump system for heating a heat storage medium of
the type in which a working fluid enters a compressor as a
vapor at low pressure wherein the vaporized working fluid is

compressed and thus heated, leaves the compressor and enters
a heat exchanging condenser as a vapor at elevated pressure,
there condenses as a result of heat transfer to the heat storage
medium, the condensed working fluid enters an expander
where the pressure and temperature decreases, the low pres-
sure and temperature working fluid enters an evaporator
where the working fluid is vaporized and returns to the com-
pressor, the movement in combination therewith comprising:

a compressor means capable of compressing the working
fluid to multiple distinct pressure levels;

multiple condensers operating at said multiple distinct pres-
sure levels wherein said condensers and said heat storage
medium are arranged with the higher pressure condenser
in heat exchange relationship with a higher temperature
region of said heat storage medium; and

multiple expanders associated with said multiple condensers
and with said evaporator, wherein said working fluid from
said multiple condensers is expanded to a single low pres-

1. In the operation of a refrigerating system comprising a
compressor, a condenser, an expansion valve and an evapora-
tor connected in a circuit for circulation of an NH3 refrigerant
medium, the circuit having a low pressure region located
between the expansion valve and the compressor, the compres-
sor being lubricated by oil whidi is continuously discharged
from the compressor together with compressed refrigerant
gas, the method which comprises inclndmg in said dreuit a
further medium which is substantially insoluble in liquid NH3,
combining said further medium with oil transferred to said low
pressure region and thereby forming in said region a liquid
phase which is free flowing at the operating temperature in
said region, and feeding said liquid phue and N3 from said low
pressure region to the compressor.

4^474,020
PRESSURE AIR COOLING CHAMBER FOR UNITIZED

VEGETABLE LOADS
Carl D. Freeflum, Saliau, Califs wrignor to Bod Antic, Inc.

Salinaa, Calif

.

Filed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 473,884
Int CL^ F25D 17/06

VS. CL 62—89 9 n.1—
1. A cooling chamber for cooling at least a unitized load of

field warm freshly picked vegetables with said unitized load
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having a generally rectangular volumetric onflguration with

exposed rectangular areas, said cooling chamber comprising:

an enclosed chamber having a bottom, top and respective

' four sides for forming a substantially air-tight enclosure

for a refrigerating air flow path;

refrigeration apparatus communicated across a first portion

of said chamber, said refrigeration apparatus including a

forced draft blower and heat receiving coil between a low

pressure return air plenum and a high pressure outlet air

plenum;

one of the walls of said chamber forming a door for opening

to receive said unitized load and closing to form said air

flow path;

a seal disposed within said chamber for registration to one of

Mid exposed rectangular areas of said unitized load to

cause said load to form a circuitous and pressure differen-

tial flow path between said respectivt plenums whereby

forced cooled air flowing through said field warm vegeu-

bles draws said vegetables down to storage temperature.

4^74,021

HEAT PUMP APPARATUS AND METHOD
Joel Hartand, Reho? HAmt 13/6, Pctach Tfkft, Israel

FUed Jan. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 460,882

Oains priority, qipUcation Israel, Feb. 2, 1982, 64915

iBt a.3 F25D 17/06

VS.a 62-94 6

^-•

--^

said inside air coil to said dessicant material, and from said

dessicant material to a volume sought to be conditioned;

second means operable in a heating/humidifying mode for

supplying air first to said inside air coil and from said

inside air coil to said dessicant material for humidifying of

said air and thence to a volume sought to be conditioned;

third means operable in said cooling/dehumidifying mode
for supplying outside air first to said outside air coil and

from said outside air coil to said dessicant material for

dehumidifying said dessicant material;

fourth means operable in said heating/humidifying mode for

supplying outside air first to said outside air coil and from

said outside air coil to said dessicant material for regener-

ating said dessicant material; and

fifth means operative in a heating/humidifying/frost avoid-

ance mode causing outside air to communicate first with

said dessicant material and thence with said outside air

coil.

4,474,022

AMBIENT AIR ASSISTED COOLING SYSTEM
John R. Pnskar, Pama Heights, Ohio, assiVMNr to Standard OU
Company, Gereland, Ohio

FUed Dec 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,712

lot a.3 F25D 17/06

VS. CL 62—96 24 Clains

1. A temperature and humidity contrd system comprising:

a heat pump including a compressor, an imide air coil and an

outside air coil;

vaporizable refrigerant contained in a cloaed c(»duit com-

municating with said compressor, said inside air coil and

said outside air coil;

a regenerauble dessicant material;

valve and conduit means for selectably directing air into and

communicating with said inside air coil, said outside air

coil and said dessicant material, said valve and conduit

means comprising:

first means operable in a cooling/dehumidifying mode for

supplying inside air first to said inside air coil and from

! A

/

-^\^-^\^

-^

O«oI i*^ l-o^

1. An ambient air assisted coo^g system comprising: -^

vapor-compresnon refrigeration means;

air-cooled heat exchanger means; and

means responsive to the temperature of the ambient air for

advancing the matter to be cooled through said refrigera-

tion means and/or said heat exchanger means;

said refrigeration means including condenser means and

secondary air-cooled heat exchanger means operatively

connected in parallel to said refrigeration means and

means responsive to the temperature of the ambient air

and the (^)erating temperature ofsaid condenser means for

advancing the refrigerant of said refrigeration means

through said condenser means and/or said secondary

air-cooled heat exchanger means.

4^74,023

ICE MAKING
N. MnDiM, Jrn 2116 WflHaaH PL, Fort Worik, Tea.

76111
Filed Feb. 2, 1963, Ser. No. 463,130

bt CL3 F35C 1/12

VS.a 62-137 5 CaataM

1. Apparatus for making a frozen product having a predeter-

mined shape by freezing the liquid product, comprising:
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a. • freezing mold pivotally and eccentrically mounted for

, pivotal movement about a pivot axis within a central

one-half region of the longitudinal dimensions of said

freezing mold and adapted to be positioned in a substan-

tially vertical position in a freezing mode for freezing and
to be inclined in a dump mode so as to dump the resulting

frozen product; said mold having a plurality of respective

cells arranged in a predetermined array and defining
boundaries of a space of said predetermined shape of the
frozen product;

b. evaporator tubes secured to a wall of the freezing mold;
c. refrigeration means for supplying liquid refrigerant to said

evaporator tubes, flexible refrigerant conduits connecting
said evaporator tubes and said refrigeration means such
that said freezing mold can be pivoted about said pivot
axis for dumping; said refrigeration means being adapted
to circulate a reifrigerant that cools or warms through
change of state;

d a liquid dispensing means disposed above said freezing

mold in its freezing mode so as to direct said liquid sub-
stantially uniformly and continuously onto the upper said

cells for freezing, said liquid flowing downwardly over
said cells for freebng into said frozen product;

e. a reservoir for collecting excess liquid flowing over said

freezing mold;

f. drain means for directing said excess liquid from said
freezing mold to said reservoir,

g. Uqoid circuit and pomp means connected with said reser-

voir so u to take suction therefrom and connected with
said liquid dispensing means so as to circulate said liquid at

subttantiany its fnaing point;

h. make up means for making op liquid to said reservoir,

i. a liquid level control means for controlling the liquid level

in said reservoir,

j. CMitrol mens for determining when said apparatus is to be
in said freezing mode and when it is to be in said dump
mode and not in said freedng mode; and

k. means for pivoting said fireezing mold into its inclined

podtion for dumping with said eccentric mounting for
gravity retom and wherein

theie is provided a receiving bin for receiving said frozen
prodoct when it is damped wherein a "fUl" signal means if

provided for signalling when said bin is fUl and preventing
reentry into said freeing mode when said receiving bin has
Mifllcieul frosen product therein; said fUl signal means being
defined by a protruding safety guide member that encounters
said fh»en prodnct when there is adequate frozen product in

1 bin.

M74424
DEFROST CONTROL APPARATUS AND MEIHOD

F. RMeH EpMt, ad Mvio F. Brieeatti, both ot Umyool,
N.Yn mutton Id Cmlm Gofpentfoa, SyneMc, N.Y.

FIM Ja. JO, 1M3, 8«. Ne^ 4«33
ULCUFISD 21/02

UAaC2—140 6CUw
1. A method of determining when to initiate a defirost cycle

to renove aocnanikted frost from a heat wchanger forming a

portion of a refrigeration circuit including an electric motor
driven compressor which comprises the steps of:

determining a reference phase angle equal to the phase angle
of the electric motor driving the compressor when the
heat exchanger is in a frost free condition;

monitoring the operating phase angle of the electric motor.

comparing the operating phase angle to the reference phase
angle; and

initiating a defrost cycle when the step of comparing deter-

mines the operating phase angle exceeds the reference

phase angle by a predetermined value.

4,474,025

HEAT PUMP
GMNTg Alefcld, Joaef-Rapa-SlraMe 3, Mnrich, Fed. Rep. of

OOataH

FUed JaL 19, 1982, Scr. Na 399,736

Int a^ F25B 15/00
VS. CL 62—140

1. A heat pump system (FIO. 2) comprising
a first evaporator (A) receiving input heat to produce rela-

tively high pressure working fluid vapor,

compressor means (SE) having first and second inpot ports

(1^ 23) and an output port (10), said first inpot pwt cou-
pled to said eyuponior (A) to receive said vapor for

driving said compressor means, said second input port

being adapted to receive relative low presaore working
fhnd vapor to be comprened;

a first condensor (D) coupled to said outlet port of said

compressor means to receive vapor from said outlet port

to condense said vapor whereby heat ofcondensation and
liquid working fluid is produced;

.1
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means (20) for returning condensed working fluid to said

first evaporator (A);

said first evaporator (A), said compressor means (SE). said

first condensor (D), and said return means (20) being

connected in series to form a first working fluid loop;

a generator (E) comprising an absorbent for said working
fluid and receiving input heat to expel working fluid vapor

from absorbent relatively rich in working fluid to produce

working fluid vapor and absorbent relatively depleted of

working fluid;

a second condensor (F) coupled to receive said expelled

working fluid vapor to condense it, whereby heat of con-

densation is produced;

pressure reducing means;

a second evaporator (H) receiving input heat and coupled to

said second condensor (F) through said pressure reducing

means to receive and evaporate said condensed working

fluid:

an absorber (G) coupled to receive said evaporated working

fluid vapor from said second evaporator, and said rela-

tively depleted absorbent from said generator (E) to pro-

duce absorbent relatively rich in working fluid, and heat

of absorption, and

means to return said relatively rich absorbent to said genera-

tor; said generator, said second condensor, said pressure

reducing means, said second evaporator, said absorber and

said return means being connected in series to form a

second working fluid loop, wherein

said first condensor (D) and said generator (E) are thermally

coupled to supply said heat of condensation from said first

condensor as input heat to said generator,

a working fluid connection (23) between said second evapo-

rator (H), and said low pressure inlet of said compressor

means, and

a second working fluid connection (28) between said first

(D) and second (F) condensors.

4,474,026

REFRIGERATING APPARATUS
TakctosU Mochiznki; Mitsoo Kodo, both of SUmlza; Akira

And, Sakoranorayoko; K^i Shoao, TDyonaka; MaaaicU
Onorl, HacUoJi, and GcaicUro NIdri, Sagawfliara, all of

Japan, aarignors to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo, Jmoa
FDed Jan. 21, 1902, Scr. No. 341,320

Gainu priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1901, 56*11705;

Jan. 30, 1901, 56>11706

Int a.) GOOD 23/19; F25B 5/00: F25D 21/06

U.S.a 62^157 16 CUdna

\ CONDEWEKJ^

^ rj-'4iaa^-<^-i<*-

CONTROL

-rrr
EV»PeiUTCI>

J-jcONTROtf
"

1. An improved refrigeration apparatus comprising first and

second cooling means for cooling air disposed in a cooling air

passage having an air drawing slit, a cooling air current flow-

ing tlurough said cooling air passage in a direction from said

slit, said second cooling means being located in said cooling air

current upstream of said first cooling means, wherein the

improvement comprises:

said first cooling means comprises first closed refrigerant

circtiit means including first compressor means having a

suction side and a discharge side, condenser means having

an outlet and an inlet, said condenser means inlet being

coupled to said first compressor means discharge side, first

pressure reducing means having an outlet and an inlet, said

reducing means inlet being coupled to said condenser

means outlet, and first evaporator means having an inlet

and an outlet, said evaporator means inlet being coupled

to said pressure reducing means outlet and said first evap-

orator means outlet being coupled to said first compressor

means suction side;

said second cooling means comprises second closed refriger-

ant circuit means including said condenser in common
with said first refrigerant circuit coupled in parallel there-

with, said second closed refrigerant circuit means includ-

ing second compressor means having a suction side and a

discharge side, said condensor means inlet being coupled

to said second compressor means discharge side, second

pressure reducing means having an outlet and an inlet, said

reducing means inlet being coupled to said condensor

means outlet, and second evaporator means having an

inlet and an outlet, said second evaporator means inlet

being coupled to said second pressure reducing means
outlet and said second evaporator means outlet being

coupled to said second compressor means suction side;

wherein the evaporating temperature of refrigerant in said

second evaporator means is higher than that in said first

evaporator means; and

control means for controlling said second compressor means
including timer means for setting first and second prede-

termined time periods and providing a timing output

signal in accordance therewith said second compressor

means responsive to said timing output signal being inter-

mittently and periodically driven during said first prede-

termined time period and not driven during said second

predetermined time period, thereby stopping cooling by

said second cooling means during the non-driven period

of said second compressor means.

4^74,0n
OPTIMUM CONTROL OF COOLING TOWER WATER

TEMPERATURE BY FUNCnON BLOCKS
Kaya Aimi, Akron, and H. Moaa WilUaa^ WiDooghby, both of

Ohio, 8Hlgw»n to The Babcock A Wilcox Company, New
Orieana, La.

FOad Jan. 31, 1903, Scr. No. 462^99
Int a^ F20D 5/Oa- F25B 39/04

VS. a. 62-171 6 CwBIS

.T«in

< » < >

-BJSrjtHixa. nz cowDtmtii

1. A system for controlling the operation of a cooling tower

comfMising means for measuring one or more of the physical

properties of the air surrounding the cooling tower, means for

determining the wet bulb temperature of the air surrounding

the cooling tower from the measurements of the physical

properties produced by said measuring means, means for com-

paring said wet bulb temperature of the air surrounding the

cooling tower with the temperature of the water within the

cooling tower and producing an output signal in response to a

diflerence therebetween, said output signal being utilized to

control the temperature of the water within the cooling tower,

means for adjusting said wet bulb temperature by a constant

bias prior to being compared by said comparing means to the

temperature of the water within the cooUng tower, and means

for establishing a preset supervisory reference temperature and

means for comparing said adjusted wet bulb temperature with
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Mid pmet supervisory reference temperature causing the integrally formed in said members, and sud pad further torn-
larger of said wet bulb temperature and said preset reference prising means for conducting heated fluid to and from said
temperature to be compared with the temperature of the water
within the cooling tower.

4,474,028

SOLAR POWERED REFRIGERATION UNIT
Albert J. Mnicr, CampbeU, and Robert Kortaebom, Palo Alto,

both of CaUf„ atrignon to Helio>Tbcrm, Ltd., Los Gatos,
Gillf.

Filed Jm. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 508,343
Irt. a.» F25B 27/m: HOIL i//Oa- F25D 23/12

M&. G. C2^23S.I 1 Claim

bores in said members in a desired flow pattern to supply heat
for conduction to said surfaces.

1. A solar powered refrigeration unit, including; an array of
photovoltaic cells connected in series-parallel configuration, a
trio of panel members hingably joined in a folding assembly,
means for securing said photovoltaic cells to said panel mem-
bers, a storage battery, diode means for connecting the positive

outputs of said array and said battery, an electric motor for
driving the compressor of a refrigeration unit, means for con-
necting both said positive outpuu to said motor, including first

and second diodes connected back to back, each of said posi-

tive outputs of said array and said battery connected to like

terminals of respective diodes, the junction of said pair of
diodes being connected to a thermocouple disposed in contact
with the refrigerated enclosure, said thermocouple being con-
nected to actuate a voluge controlled relay, said voltage con-
trolled relay including a switched contact connected to said

motor, further including thermostat means comprising a vari-

able resistor connected between said voltage controlled relay
and ground, said diode means comprising a third diode con-
nected in series to a current limiting resistor between said
positive outputs of said array and said battery, and said current
limiting resistor being connected to one of said pair of diodes.

4,474,029

HOT GAS DEFROST PAN AND SYSTEM
Frank K. Kennon, Owatonna, Minn., anignor to King Company,
Owatonna, Mian.

FUcd May 26, 1982, Scr. No. 382,149
lax. a.} F3SB 47/00

U.S. a. 62—278 7 ClaiBH
1. In a refrigeration system including a refrigerating coil,

means for circulating refrigerant in said coil to cool the space
ambient thereto, a defrost pan beneath said coil havmg a liquid

drain outlet, and means for defrosting said coil so that ice

formed thereon by water condensing from said space drops
therefirom to said pan, the improvement which comprises a
heater pad mounted in said defrost pan to receive ice dropping
from said coil said heater pad comprising a generally flat array
of plural laterally spaced elongated members of good beat
conductivity, said elongated members having flat lower sur-

faces in contact with said defrost pan and upper surfaces
jointly definii^ a longitudinally slotted substantially continu-
ous ice receiving area, said lower and upper surfiMes being in

heat conductive relation with central, fluid<conducting bores

4,474,030

REVERSIBLE REFRIGERANT HEAT PUMP SYSTEM
William T. Ladusaw, Lodsrille, Ky^ aadgnor to GcMral Elec-

tric Gonpuiy, Loaisrille, Ky.
FiM Ai«. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 526^1

lat. as F25B WOO
U.S. CL 62-334.1 H

^=-4WVtfVW-

1. A reversible refrigerant heat pump system including an
indoor heat exchanger and tut outdoor heat exchanger;

a hermetic casing having a discharge opening in its upper
portion and an oil sump area in its lower portion;

a compressor unit positioned in said casing;

means connected between one end of said heat exchanger
for expanding refrigerant firom condenser pressure to

evaporator pressure;

a fluid reversal means including first and second reverse

flow ports for selectively connecting said compressor
discharge opening to said indoor and outdoor beat ex-

changers, respectively, whereby said outdoor heat ex-

changer functions as an evaporator during operation of
the unit in the heating cycle and said inside heat exchanger
functions as an evapon^ during operation of the unit in

the cooling cycle;

a first conduit connecting the other end of said outdoor heat

exchanger to said firat reverse flow port of said fluid

reversal means;
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a second conduit connecting the other end of said indoor
heat exchanger to said second reverse flow port of said

fluid reversal means;

a vohime connected in flow arrangement in each of said first

and second conduits between said first and second reverse

flow ports and said indoor and outdoor beat exchanger,

respectivdy;

each of said volumes adapted to function as a suction accu-

mulator when its associated heat exchanger functions as

an evaporator and as a oil separator when its associated

heat exchanger functions as a condenser;

said volumes each including a housing having top and bot-

tom walls, said first and second conduits extending from
the end connected to said fluid reversal means including a

vertical portion extending through said bottom wall of
said housing and terminating at an open inlet end adjacent

ftid top wall of said housing, the other portion of said

conduit extending fixnn the end connected to said heat

exchanger being connected to an opening in said top wall

whereby said volume functions as a suction accumulator

when refrigerant flow is from its associated heat ex-

changer during operation of the system is in one cycle and
as an oil separator when refrigerant flow is from said

compressor discharge opening during operation of the

system is in the other cycle.

4,474,031

HEATPUMP
Peter J. CoUct, Apddooni, Netherlands, anigBor to Neder*

laadae Ceatralc Orgaaisatic Voor Toegepaat-NatiuuirctcB-

chappeiyk Ondenock, The Hagne, Netberlaads

FUcd Feb. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 470,524

Clains priority, applicMioa Netherlands, Mar. 5, 1982,

8200922

Iirt. as BOIO 9/04

M&,a 62-324J 7 Claims

1. A system for extracting heat, more specifically from low
temperature water, comprismg: elements sized, designed and-

/or arranged for extracting heat from a source of water, at a

temperature between approxonately 0* C. and 10* C, such as

groundwater, surface water, bracldsh water, or sea water, to

serve as a heat source nicloding a heat pump of the compres-

sion or absorption type, having a closed circuit containing a

heat transport fluid; a condenser means for delivering heat to

an outside medium at a higher temperature level; an evapora-

tor means designed for receiving heat at a lower temperature

level, in particular designed fbr receiving heat at a woridng

temperature bdow 0* C; means for circulating said fluid fkom

said evaporator means to said condenser means for transport-

ing heat therebetween; a vacuum vessel designed to withstand

a sub-pressure below 0.006 ata (triple pmnt of water at a tem-

perature of 0* C^ means for supplying said water, as a heat

source, to said vacuum vessel; a vacuum pump connected to

said vessel for evaporating water with the concomitant forma-

tion of ice; a stirring means sized and positioned m saul vessel

for promoting the evaporation of said water and for keeping

the resultant water/ice crystal suspension in continuous move-
ment; and at least one pump for the extraction of water/ice

crystal suspension from said vessel, wherein said evaporator

means are positimed in said vacuum vessel out of direct

contact with said water/ice crystal suspension for absorbing

heat from the evaporated water vapor, which is desublimating

into ice on it, such that said heat transport fluid transports the

absorbed heat to said condenser for extraction thereof.

4,474,032

AUTOMATIC PLATE FREEZERS
Frank R. Fenner, Qeethorpcs, England, assigBor to Jackstone

Froster Limited, Grimsby, Ei^land

FOed Apr. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 484,242

Claims priority, appUcatioB United Kingdom, Apr. 16, 1982,

8211135

lot a.) F25C 5/14
U.S.a62—341 9<

H

1. A plate fireezer compriang a stack of freezer plates; spacer

means between each pair of adjacent plates enabling each plate

to be supported on the plate below with a spacing therebe-

tween determined by the spacer means; latch means for sup-

poring a plate at a vertically fixed location defined by the level

of the latch means at a vertically fixed location; and lifting-and-

lowering means for sequentially lifting the plates in the stack to

locate a plate for support by the latch means at said vertically

fixed location, and Uien lowering those plates in the stack

located below the latch means until the plate next below the

latch means is at a vertically fixed predetermined position, the

lifting-and-lowering means being repeatedly operable to locate

successive plates in the stack at said vertinlly fixed predeter-

mined position below said latch means, and sensor means for

detecting when a plate b at said predetermined position and

then terminating lowering of the |riate to maintain it in said

vertically fixed predetermined position.

4,474,033

PASSIVE TRANSPORTABLE OOOUNG UNIT FOR
STORING VULS OF ALLERGENIC EXTRACTS OR THE

LUE
John F. Bdter, 1018 Oddaad Atc^ PiedaMmt, CaUf. 94611

FDcd Jnk 6, 1983, Scr. No. 501,123

\A. CL> F25D i/06

MS.a 62-457 11

1. A passive transportable ootriing imit for storing vials of

allergenic extracts or the like comprising
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at least one vial tray having a plurality of vial holding cups

formed therein,

a separate, rigid, hollow gel plate for supporting said vial

tray on the top thereof, said gel plate having inlet means
for introducing a liquid gel or other freezable liquid into

said gel plate, and

an outer insulating carrier having an insulating box and

insulating lid, the box of said carrier being adapted to

accessibly carry the gel plate at the bottom thereof and to

accessibly carry the vial tray atop said gel plate whereby
vials can be stored and transported in said cooling unit and

. easily removed from said cooling unit, with or without the

supporting and cooling gel plate.

M74,034
REFRIGERANT ACCUMULATOR AND CHARGING

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
VAPOR<COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

Rickard J. A?wy, Jr^ M19 Mcrcedca, Dallas, Tex. 75206
Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 421,882

lot a.} F2SB 43/00

VS. CL 62—503 23 Claims

riru

1. Apparatus adapted to be interposed in a vapor-compres-

sion refrigeration system including a compressor, a condenser,

a refrigerant expansion device, an evaporator and conduit

means interconnecting said compressor and said evaporator,

said apparatus being adapted to minimi/^ ingestion of liquid

refrigerant into said compressor and to provide for charging

said system with sufficient refrigerant fluid prior to entry into

said compressor, said apparatus comprising:

a closed pressure vessel defining an interior chamber, said

chamber including a portion forming a reservoir for col-

lecting liquid refrigerant being circulated through said

system, an inlet conduit in communication with said cham*
ber and adapted to be connected to said conduit means
downstream of said evaporator, a primary outlet conduit

in communication with said chamber above said reservoir

and adapted to be connected to a refrigerant fluid suction

line leacting to said compressor, a secondary outlet conduit

in communication with said reservoir and said suction line

to said compressor, said secondary outlet conduit includ-

ing means for limiting the flow of refirigerant fluid from
said reservoir through said secondary outlet conduit;

means for determining the phase condition of refrigerant

fluid flowing through said secondary outlet conduit; and
valve means on said vessel for admitting refrigerant fluid to

and venting refrigerant fluid from said vessel for adjusting

the phase condition of refrigerant fluid flowing through
said secondary outlet conduit during steady state opera-

tion of said system.

4,474,035

DOMED ACCUMULATOR FOR AUTOMOTIVE AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Jayendra J. Amlo, Canton; Brian R. Ketai, Nortlifille, and
Robert H. Bean, Bfarmlaghaa, aU of Mkh., aarignon to Ford
Motor Connpany, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec 23, 1983, Ser. No. 564,792

Ittt a^ F25B 43/00
U.S.a.62—503 2

1

1. An accumulator for use in an air conditioning system for

an automotive vehicle, said system including a refrigerant

circuit having a compressor, and a condenser and an evapora-

tor arranged in series relationship on the high pressure side of
the compressor:

said accumulaU>r comprising a cylindrical housing com-
prised of two cylindrical portions joined together in abut-

ting relationship to deffaie a closed cylindrical chamber,

said accumulator housing having an upper housing wall

and a lower housing wall;

a baffle comprising a circular member of generally domed
shape with the convex surface thereof facing the upper

end wall of said accumulator in close proximity thereto;

an inlet tube extending through said upper wall at a location

proximate to the geometric center of said baffle, said tube

communicating with the outlet side of said evaporator,

an outlet tube extending through said upper wall of said

housing adjacent the inner wall of said housing and ex-

tending through said housing substantially the entire

length thereof, said outlet tube being curved at its lower

extremity and extending upwardly though said housing to

a point within the interior of said baffle in close proximity

to the convex surface thereof;

said baffle being secured at its margin to the interior of said

housing with a radial clearance between said housing and
the periphery of said baffle whereby liquid components of

the refrigerant passing through said accumulator to said

evaporator are separated from the gaseous components

thereof as the refrigerant is dispersed across the baffle, the

liquid component draining downwardly under the force

of gravity to the lower extremity of sidd accumulator as

the gaseous components thereof are returned through the

outlet tube to the inlet side of said compressor.

4,474,036

INFRA-RED RADUTION DETECTORS
Patrick J. R. Ball, SoirtlMiBptOB, and WOliaa A. E. Don, Weit
Wdkm, both of England, aaripon to U,S. PkfUvi Corpora-

tkw. New York, N.Y.

FDed Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 459^56
OaiaM priority, appUeatkw Unitad Kingdom, Fch. 24, 1982,

8205388

Int. a.) F25B 19/00

U.S.a.62-514R 8Claiw
1. An infra-red radiation detector comprising an envelope in
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the form of a dewar having a vacuum space present between

inner and outer walls of the dewar, the inner wall being cooled

by a cooling element during operation of the detector, at least

one infra-red radiation detector element being mounted in the

vacuum space and on said inner wall, and at least one getter

provided in the vacuum space for gettering gas molecules from

the vacuum space, characterized in that the getter is in the

provided for engagement with the needle butts for the

formation and the transfer of stitches,

(b) symmetrical selectively shiftable cam elements are pro-

vided for engagement with the needle butts and slider

butts respectively, for the transfer of stitches,

(c) the cam elements being arranged to engage the slider

butts formed such that they define slider butt channels

delimited on both sides for* relative movement between

needle body and sUder in the longitudinal direction of the

slider, and

(d) a selection position for the needle butts is provided on the

central transverse axis of the cam unit and a selection

position for the needle butts is provided towards each end

of the cam unit

form of at least one shaped body of molecular-sori>ent porous

material arranged around a cooled annular surface which is

associated with the inner wall of the dewar and which is

cooled by the cooling element during operation of the detec-

tor, said getter body being so shaped as to have a major surface

which fits onto and is bonded to said cooled surface in a heat-

exchange relationship so as to be cooled by the cooling ele-

ment during operation of the detector.

4v474«037

KNiniNG-TRANSFER CAM UWT FOR V-BED FLAT
KNTinNG MACHINES WITH SLIDER NEEDLES

Gottfried KlhMrt, Aalcn, Fed. Rep. of Gcrasany, aaalfBor to

Unifcraal MascUaeafabrlk, Weathanam , Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

4,474,038

DRIVE SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC CLOTHES
WASHING MACHINE

Stephen L. McMOlan, Loriafffle, Ky., aarignor to General Elee-

trie Company, LooiSTflle, Ky.

FDed Oet 11, 1983, Ser. No. 540,435

laLCL^UOSF 23/04

U.S.a68-23R 4

FDed May 25, 1983, Scr. No. 497,934

Clains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 27,

1982,3220055

bt CL' D04B 7/Oa 15/36. 35/00

VS.a 66-78 13

1. A knitting-transfer cam unit for V-bed flat knitting ma-

chines, wherein needle butts of the needle bodies of slider

needles are selectively pressable mto the needle channels ofthe

needle beds by means ofa needle selection device, wherein the

slider needles has sliders provided with slider butts and are

arranged fbr the transfer of stitches, wherein stationary and

moveable cam elements are arranged symmetrically relative to

the central transverse axis ofthe cam unit for engagement with

the needle botts and the slider butts, and wherein pressurenm
elements are provided cooperating with the needle selection

device, in which

(a) at least one cam dement forcibly diiftaUe mto operation

m a leadhig sense at the positions of carriage reversal is

452-226 O.G.-84-3

1. A drive arrangement for a clothes washing machine hav-

ing a clothes receiving basket, a basket drive member rotatably

supporting said basket for high q>eed rotatioo of the basket

during a spin extraction cycle and a relativdy low rotational

speed oscillation of said basket to came washing action of said

clothes disposed in said badcet, the drive arrangement compris-

ing:

drive motor means including an electronically conwnitatfd

drive motor adspted to be electronically bnked inchidmg

an output drive means, drive shaft, said drive motor opera-

ble in first and second drive modes, wbenm in said first

mode, sakl drive shaft is rotated unidirectionally to effect

sakl spin extraction cycle of said basket and in said second

mode, said drive tiiitt rotation is cyclically reversed to

cause oscillation of said basket;

transmission means counteracting the inertia of said basket

generated by said extraction cycle inchiding a hoosiag

means rotatably supporting said drive motor shaft and said

basket drive member, a reduction drive means inchadag

an input worm secured to said output drive means, driv-

ingly engaging a worm-wheel secured to said basket drive

member, wheidn oscillation of sakl basket is "eWeved by

driving said drive motor in said second mode, ""fj^g
speed unidirectional rotation of said baricet is achieved by

driving said drive motor in said first mode;

whereby the dynamic braking of said motor at the tenmna-

y
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tkm. of said high speed extraction cycle causes the fric-
tional engagement between said worm-wheel and said
worm to result in a secondary braking action of said bas-
ket which counteracts the inertia of the high speed rota-
tion of the basket to supplement the dynamic braking
capacity of said motor.

M74t039UQUm FLOW TYPE FABRIC TREATING APPARATUS

iMlk.OB^Lli^AieU.Jfeptti
BM Ai«. 23. ttt2, Scr. No. 410,233

IM. a.> DOCB 3/24. 3/28
US.a»-177 aOalM

nal feed roUer, said guide foot and said grinder are kinemati-
cally disconnected from each other, as they are driven by
mdependent power units, in that said member to dress the
grinder surface is provided with adjustment means adapted to
set the positioning thereof and in that the foot and the corre-
sponding stop device can repeatedly carry out diversified
operating phases on the workpiece according to different
operating programs previously stored in electronic means, said
phases being suitable to be repeated at wUl according to a

2. A liquid-How type fabric treating apparatus comprising:
an endless fabric transfer passage comprising a transfer pipe
which transfers a fabric to be treated in a straight linear
form and a stagnant cell connected to said transfer pipe
and adapted to trans^ said fabric in a winding form;

a first treating liquid j^g portion provided at the up-
streim-side end of said ^tramtiRer pipe;

a fabric lifting ramp portioti extending firom a position below
a liquid surface to a position above said Uquid surface and
formed at an outlet portion of said stagnant cell;

a second treating Uquid jetting portion formed at an upper
end of said ramp portion;

at least one treating liquid circulation pump adapted to
forcibly supply the treating liquid to said first and second
treating liquid jetting portions and to circulate said treat-
mg liquid; and

said first and said second treating liquid jetting portions are
aimed subitantiaUy in a direction of movement of said
fabric so as to direct the treating liquid substantially in said
direction of movement of said fabric.

control on the part of the operator, the automatic working
being arranged to be interrupted at any moment in order to
carry out a different single working of the same memben and
to be restored, after such single working, according to the
programmed cycle, said electronic means being also able to
detect the reference position of the cup-shaped blade and to
determine the differentfp^tionings of same according to its

wear and to the pieces to be worked by means ofeither contin-
uous or stepped displacements of said blade.

4.474)041
LOCK HOUSING AND LOCK ASSEMBLY UNIT

Frederick P. Flack, Jr., FairHeM, Cou., aMigww to Highfleld
Mfii. Compa^r, Bridgeport, Coon.

Filed Sep. 7, 1M2, Scr. No. 415,623
lot a.3 BC5D 55/14

VJS, a. 70—159 9 ,

4.474.040
MACHINE FOR CHAMFERING PIECES OF HIDE.

LEATHER AND SYNTHEnC MATERIALS OF SMALL
Twaomss, parhcularly for shoe and

LEATHER FACTORIES
"****

'^•^•Si.SH!?'
"^'"'^ *» Cta-^ S*.A., Itriy_^ raj* *^ 21, 1102, Scr. No. 341,329

OilM priarHjr, appHraHDi Itriy, Jo. 30, 1901, 19433 A/01
lata.iCl4BW4

UAa»-16 lOChtaa
*,^"*'*™* ^^ chamfering pieces of hide, leather and

gjj^icmatmalt ofsmaU thickness, particuUrly for shoe and
leather flKtones comprising, within a box-ahaped body a
tjwycup^haprt Wade, a ffeed roUer fbr feeding pieces to te
rannfierad, dapoaed at right angles and inside said cup-shaped
blade with one geaeratrix thereof substantially on a level with

5! *'"!SL^.2L?! "***• *™*** *'** <» «»w*« roHer for
tte fl^anal fisd tkereto, placed above said cup-shaped blade, a
Iptader to sharpen the cop-ahaped blade, disposed UteraUy towetatto^ a member suitable to dress the grinder surface
charaeteriiad m that said rotary cup-shaped btode, said mate-

1- A key operated lock housing and lock assembly compris-
ing a housing with intersecting lock and stud openings, means
closing/an end of said lock opening and providing a key open-
ing, a lock plunger within said lock opening and spaced from
said closing means and movable away from said closing means
to a closed position intersecting said stud opening and toward
said closing means to an open position, and means urging said
lock plunger to the closed position, said lock plunger compris-
ing a solid body and provided at its end facing said closing
means with a key socket aligned with said key opening, said
closing means constituting means for C4>turmg said urging
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means and said lock plunger within said lock opaing in said

housing.

4.474.042

MULTISTATION LOCK
George P. Patriqaia, Gardw. MaMn aMtgaor to Ttoee Point

Prodaeta, lacn Leoadaster, Maas.

Filed Oet 13, 1901, Scr. No. 310,648

lat a.3 E05B 29/02. 35/00

VS.a 70-337 1''

plates and the remainders of the ring-like portions are in gen-

eral alignment, and a second position wherein the passages

thereof and the terminal portions of the req>ective ring-like

portions adjacent thereto are disposed outwardly of the oppo-

1. A multistation lock compriang:

ahousing;

a plug rotatable in said housing between a lock position and

first and second station^

a keyway in said plug;

locking tumbler means for coupUng said plug and housing

and being biased into a lockmg position and being mov-

able to a shear position by a proper key in said keyway;

stop means disposed in said housing for blocking rotation of

said plug in said housing when said locking tumbler means

are in the locking position; and

a code track in said housing, said track having a different

code segment for each station for receiving a code section

of a key shoulder, each code s^ent extending between

said lock position and an associated station and having a

cross sectional profile which receives a code section of a

key shoulder of a properly fitting key and which directly

encounters and blocks the key shoulder code section of

other keys, including a first code segment extending be-

tween said lock position and said first station for enabling

a first key having a code section receivable by said firet

code segment to move between said lock position and said

first sution, and a second code segment extending be-

tween said lock position and said second station for en-

abling a second key having a code section receivable by

said second code segment to move between said lock

position and said secrad station.

4^74,043

ADJUSTABLE SPLIT*RING KEY TAG
Joaaph A. Momme, m, Weitarly, RX, aiaifBor to

lac^ Warwidt, RX
Filed Aa«. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 407,271

ItLCL^MlG 29/10

U.S.a70-^456R ^ . ^
1. A holder for keys and the like compnsmg a pair of sub-

stantially flat plates, means slidably interconnecting said plates

to each other in abutting face-to-face relation, said plates each

having body portions and ring-like portions, a passage extend-

ing through a generally longitudinal side of each of said ring-

like portions to provide a lateral access to the interiors thereof,

said plates being reUtively slidable in a generally lateral direc-

tion between a first position wherein the passages thereof are

aligned with a part oi the ring-like portions of the opposite

site ring-like portions wherd>y a key or the like may be remov-

ably secured on said holder by inserting one of said terminal

portions into the key opening and sliding the key along the

respective ring-like portion to the opposite side thereof and

thereafter sliding said plates to said first position.

APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR SUPERPLASTICALLY
FORMING METALS

neodofc E. Leistaer, St Charlea, and Mkhad J. Acker, St., St

Johns, both of Mo., aarigaors to McDoaadlDoa^ Corpora*

tkm, St Louis, Mo.
Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 414,504

lat a» B21D 22/2a 31/00. 37/16

UJS.a72-13 17

f ^.?^^^f

1. An apparatus for shaping a metal workpiece, the metal of

which becomes superplastic at elevated temperatures, said

apparatus comprising: a tool having a surface contoured to

match the shape which is to be imparted to the workpiece; a

tool clamping surface surrounding the tool; an enclosure form-

ing a chamber that opens toward the contoured surface on the

tool and having an enclosure clamping surface that is located

opposite to and aligns with the cUunping surface surrounding

the tool, the enclosure being capable of h^kling within its

chamber a gas at a higher than ambient pressure when the

chamber is sealed along the enclosure clamping surfisce, the

enclosore further being mounted with respect to the tool and

tool clamping surfsce such that the distance between the tool

cUunping surface and the enclosure clamping surface may be

varied to enable a workpiece to be inserted between the con-

toured surface of the tool and the chamber for the enclosure

and thereafter clamped between the two clamping surfaces;

coolmg means located adjacent to at least one of the clamping

surfaces for providing a channel through which a cooling fluid

is circuited such that heat conducted from the workpiece

through said one clamping surface is abaorbed in the cooling

fluid; an emitter located within the enclosure and being capable

of directing toward the toed and a workpiece over the tool

sufficient infirared radiation to devate the temperature <rf the

workpiece to the point that the woricpiece becomes sapeiplas-

tic, so that when a pressurized gas is introduced into the cham-

ber of the enclosure to elevate the pressure within the cham-

ber, the workpiece is deformed against the contoured surface
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ofAe tool, whereby the workpiecc acquires the configuratioii

^^f"***""***
wirfcce; at least one tube extending into the

enclotore and having one end presented toward the tool such
that radiation from a workpiece over the tool will enter the
tube, but not radiation emitted directly from the emitter, the
tube having another end which is located outside of the cham-
ber, and an optical infrared sensor at the opposite end of the
tube for monitoring the temperature of the workpiece.

4,474,045
SPRING GUIDE RAIL WITH SEVERAL CENTERING

FINGERS
Lotfatf Kme; Harald Vogt, both of Hoftdm; Briin Stadler,
F^nktot am Main, and Alton Hcrr, Kelkhcim, aU of Fed.R^ of Gcm^r, aMi^on to ITT lodostries, Inc, New
York, N.Y.

FDcd May 16, I9S3, Scr. No. 495,315

,.2^il£^» "****" *'**• ^•P.oiGtnmMf, Ju. 18,Um, 9222888

brt. CLi B21D 53/00
UAa72-379 32Ctata,

a three-post bending assembly mounted on said bending
portion, said assembly including a single center post
mounted on said pivot and having a plurality ofselectively
lockable bending surfaces circumferentially spaed
around the peripheral surface of said single center post for
contacting a portion of the rod, and a pair of outer posts,

one mounted on each of said arms and pivotable there-
with, said center post being positioned relative to said pair

of outer posts so as to define a channel therebetween for
receiving said rod when said arms are open, said outer
posts forcing said rod to bend about a selected bendmg
surface when said arms are forcibly closed, said selected
bending surface determining in part the shape of said
bend.

1. A method of manuftcturing a spring guide rail including
a bottom rail and a plurality of centering fingers for guidance
of vane Ufring springs and for limiting the stroke of vanes of a
rotary vane-type machine comprising the steps of:

providing a one-piece rectanguhtf sheet metal strip;

punching a plurality of essentially rectangular shaped reces-
ses in said strip to form a ladder-type structure having two
spaced longitudinal bars and a plurality of parallel cross
ban interconnecting said two longitudinal bars;

folding said ladder-type structure about a first longitudinal
«ns equaUy spMed from and between said two longitudi-
nal bm to provide each of said plurality of centering
fingers by sections of each of said plurality of cross bars
facing each other with a tpace therebetween;

foldmg a first of said two longitudinal bars about a second
longitudinal axis disposed at the junction of one end of
saul plurality of cross bars and said one of said two longi-
tudinal ban to extend outward from said one end of said
phirahty ofcross ban to provide a first part ofsaid bottom
rail; w

folding a second of said two longitudinal ban about a third
laigitudinal axis disposed at the junction of the other end
of said plurality of cross ban and said other of said two
longitudinal ban to extend outward from said other end of
saidplnrahty of cross ban to provide a second part of said
bottom rail; and

fonulng a plurality of projections on at least one of said two
longitudinal ban to maintain said space between said
sections of each of said plurality of cross ban forming
each of said plurality of centering fingers.

M74,046
ROD BENDEREmm J. Cook, North MThwlai, lid,,

Im., W«Mw, Ind.

Flki Jn. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 389.448
lA d} B21D 7/06

U,8.a72-409
7

1. An instrument for bending a rod comprising-
.
a pair of pivotable eioogaced oppoong lever arms;
• pivot interconnecting said lever arms intermediate their

lengths so as to be pivotable thereabout, said pivot divid-
ing said arms into a handle portion for opening and closing
sad arms and a beadmg portion operable by said handle
portion; and

4,474,047
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INHERENT ROTARY

JOINT CALIBRATION
Donald E. Carbon, Austin, Tex^ aMipior to Texas Instmneats

Incorporated, DaUas, Tex.

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 355,286
Int CL^ GOIC 1/00

VS. a. 73-1 E 10 dahns

^y///yy//y///////?.

1. A manipulator having at least first and second segments
connected to measurably rotate with respect to each other, and
a calibration mechanism for calibrating the measuring appara-
tus,* comprising:

(a) electrical sensing means having a rotor attached to the
fint segment and a stator attached to the second segment
and having mechanical alignment means formed in the
rotor and the stator, and m registration therd)etween,
corresponding to the predetermined electrical output;

(b) electrical sensing engagement means having rotor lock-
ing means formed on the first segment, positioned to
engage the rotor alignment means at a d^ired rotational
position; and

(c) electrical sensing engagement means having stator lock-
ing means formed on the second segment, positioned to
mechanically engage the statm* alignment means at the
desired rotational position.
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CALIBRATING GAS GENERATOR
Marttai Schiddt, Bad Schwartaa, Fed. Rep. of Gcrwngr. «-

rigMT to Diigerwcrfc AkIiiigwsllirhafI, Fed. Rep. of G«r>

Filed M«. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 475«478

CUm priority, appUcatton Fed. Rep. of GcrM^r, Apr. 30,

1982, 3216109

Int a^ GOIN 31/CO

UAa 73-1

G

5

shot-off valve to introduce a second volume erf' fluid into

said prover vessel, closing said shut-ofT valve to isolate

said prover vessel from said conduit, permitting said

conduit to pack with fluid between said dump valve and

said closed shut-ofT valve, establishing a final reading on

said meter, completely degassing the total volume of fluid

in said prover vessel, and establishing a second volume

reading for said totid volume of fluid in said prover

vessel, and establishing a second volume reading for said

total volume of fluid; and

e. dividing the volume represented by the difference be-

tween the second and first volume readings at the prover

vessel by the volume represented by the difference be-

tween the final and baseline readings registered at said

meter, in order to determine a meter factor by which a

volume registered by said meter may be multiplied to

derive the true volume of fluid passed through said meter.

1. A method of generating a calibratmg gas so that its testing

capability is extended, comprising directing calibrating gas

successively through two separate ethanol solutions while

maintaining the fint solution at 37* C. and the second solution

at 34* C.

4,474*049

METER PROVING METHOD
Glen E. Hansen, and Allan M. Malloy, both of Drayton VaUey,

CHlVMMf to D. V. Meter, Ltd., Drayton Valley,

4^74,050

FOUNDRY COKE TEST APPARATUS
Oalg F. Landefdd, Troy, and Scyasoar Katv Hnntingtoa

Woods, both of Mich., aarignon to General Mobn Corpora-

tion, Detroit, Mkh.
Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 482,956

Int a^ GOIN 3/CO. 15/08

MS. CL 73—12 3

^.

FOcd Nof. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,665

Chdms priority, appUeatkm Canada, No?. 30, 1981, 391178

Int CLJ GOIF 3/00. 3/3%. 25/00

U&a 73-3 w
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1. The method of proving the calibration of a fluid flow

meter which registen the volume of fluid passing there-

through, the meter being in a conduit downstream of a

separator vessel, said conduit including a dump valve down-

stream of said meter comprising the steps of:

a. connecting a prover vessel to said conduit downstream of

said dump valve, there being a shut-off valve in the

connection between said prover vessel and said conduit,

said prover vessel having accurate volume reading means

thereon;

b. opening said shut-off valve to introduce a fint volume of

fluid via said conduit into said prover vessel, closing said

shut-off valve to isolate said prover vessel from said

conduit, completely degassing said fint volume of fluid

within said prover vessel and establishing a fint volume

reading for the fluid introduced into said prover vessel;

c. permitting said conduit to pack with fluid between said

dump valve and said closed shut-ofT valve;

d. estabUshmg a baseline reading on said meter, opening said

1. A testing apparatus for measuring gas flow through a test

bed of particles for determining the hydraulic radius of the

particles, the apparatus comprising a hoUow-open-mouthed

wall container and a perforate closure member at one end

adapted to support the bed of particles while admitting gas for

the flow test, the inner wall being covered with a layer of

relatively soft, compliant material adapted to be penetrated by

particles to reduce the porosity of a test bed at said wall.

4,474^1
METHOD FOR MEASURING THE CONCENTRATION

OF A COMBUSnBLE COMPONENT
Hideki Fnknda; Hiaaahl Morikawa, both of Hyogo, Japan, and

Hidcki Nakatani, dcccaacd, late of Oaaka, Japan Qay Tohrn

Nakataai, legal represcntatlTe), aasigaon to Kanegaftachi

Kagakn Kogyo Kaboshikl Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

FUed Mar. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 475,938

Clahns priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 16, 1982, 57-42469

Int CL^ GOIN 27/12

UAa 73-19 4

r^*

1. A method for measuring the concentration of a combusti-

ble component in a liquid or gas phase comprises the steps of:
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mudng • combustible component in a liquid or gas phase
with a carrier gas containing at least 50% of oxygen in
gaseous fbrm, and

introducing said carrier gas into a detector having a semi-
conductor gas sensor, whereby said component is de-
tected, and its concentration is determined continuously
or intermittently.

M74|052
LABORATORY BARRICADE

T. Bodvtha, Jr., Newark, DaU and Cristobal BoaiAz,
FoH, Pa., awliiiiii to E. L Da Pwrt da Ncbmnu* and

n^OaiiVlaa, DaL
RM Dae 13, 1982, Sar. No. 449,546

IM. CL? GOIN 33/22
US.a73-^ jClafais

taining a casing arrangement comprising a barrier casing u...^
ber and a liner casing member, with an existing »nt,n\»T zone
therebetween, wherein said barrier casing member extends
along at least a portion of the length ofthe entry and said liner
casing member is at least coextensive in length with the barrier
casing member, and said entry configuration interconnects an
entry headspace with an underground storage zone containing
a product under pressure, the improvement for said entry
configuration which comprises:

(a) environmentally acceptable gas maintained under pres-
sure, in said existing annular zone, which gas has a gradi-
ent less than the gradient of contained product and which
gas will be gaseous at ambient pressure and temperature,
as well as under the pressure and temperature conditions
of said existing annular zone;

(b) a gas/liquid interface, between said environmentally
acceptable gas and underground liquid, in the existing
annular zone; and

(c) means for continuously mainfaiitiiqg and monitoring
pressure on said gas supplied to said existing annular zone
during product containment.

4,474,084
LEAK DETECTOR FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANKS
John A. Aioiay, 3330 Grant St, EranstOB, IlL (0201

FUed Jan. 17, 1983, Sar. No. 458^49
iBt a.3 GOIM 3/30

VS.CLn-~492 o ori—

I. An improved barricade for containment of potentially
explosive materials and processes, having a containment cham-
bn- in which said materials are placed or said processes run,
said chamber being provided with a pressure venting port or
ports, wherein the improvement comprises

said barricade having dimensions such that a ratio of total
contained volume to total area of the pressure venting
port or ports is between about 7620 cm and about 12,700
cm,

wherein the total area of the pressure venting port or ports
is at least about 6.45 cm^ per 100 g TNT equivalent of the
potentially explosive materials or processes to be con-
tained, and

wherein the total contained volume is between about 8200
cm^ and about 98,300 cm^.

4,474,083
STORAGE OR DISPOSAL CAVERN LEAK DETECHON

AND LOSS PREVENTION
WObwi J. ftrthr, Rhar Ridga, Lc, aari0wr to DiaaKMd Sham,

rack rhwiicali Coavany, DtOn, Tex.
PIM Awg. 25, 1982, Sar. No. 411,528

IM. a^ GOIM 3/26
UACLn^n 49Clataa

1. A portable, self-contained apparatus for detecting small
leaks in a substantially fiill, large fluid storage tank, said tank
having a relatively small diameter fill pipe at the top portion
thereof, said tank comprising:

(a) a pressure chamber containing fluid in a lower portion
thereof;

(b) a source of pressurized gas communicating with an upper
portion of said chamber;

(c) slope tube means communicating with the lower portion
of said chamber below the level of the fluid therein;

(d) means for communicating the upper portion of the pres-
sure chamber with the fill pipe, said means comprising a
bubble tube;

whereby when gas is introduced into the upper portion of
said chamber it pressurizes the chamber causing: (i) gas to
bubble out of the bubble tube into said fill pipe and (ii) the
fluid in the chamber to be diq>laced into the slope tube
means, fluid so displaced being a fimction of the depth of
the bubble tube in the liquid in said fill tube, so that leak-

age can be detected by observation ofchanges in the fluid

level in said slope tube means.

L la an underground storage zone entry oonfiguraticm con-

4*474,055

HYDROSTATIC PIPE TESIING APPARATUS
Stanley Bargeraa, Jr., 38 HMS Ct., Hoom, La. 70360

FUed JbL 16, 1982, Sar. No. 398,948
lat a3 GOIM 3/02

VS. CL 73—49J 3

1

1- A hydrostatic pipe testing apparatus for testing fluid
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pressure bearing capacity offlow conducting pipe, comprising:

elongated generally cylinderical upper and lower mandrel

tools connected by a bar string, and insertable into a pipe to be

tested, said upper and lower tools each comprising:

a. a generally cylindrical elongated collar means, having a

central bore and means for facilitating insertion and re-

moval of said upper mandrel tool from an oil well;

b. a generally cylindrical elongated piston means threadably

engageable with said collar means at one end and inte-

grally attached to one end of a shaft means at its other end,

said piston means having a central bore coaxial with that

of the collar means and a pair of spaced apart seal means

circumferentially mounted adjacent the point of attach-

ment between said piston means and said shaft means;

c. a first shoulder means formed by a portion of said piston

means, a second shoulder means formed by a portion of

said piston means having a smaller outside diameter and

disposed at the point of its attachment to said shaft means;

d. a first sleeve means threadably attached at one end to the

other end of said shaft means, having a central bore coax-

ial with a central bore of said shaft means and meeting at

its other end with said bar string;

e. second sleeve means circumferentially slidably mounted

on said shaft means in such a manner that one end of said

second sleeve means communicates with the first shoulder

of said piston means, and an internal shoulder means of

j. a fluid escape port means made in said third sleeve means;

k. a pair of O-rings circumferentially mounted on said shaft

portion at the point ofomnection of said shaft means with

said bar string.

4,474,056

ERYTHROCYTE SETTLING RATE METER
Robert N. O'Brien; Philip M. McOmoad; Martin B. HocUag,

and Keaaeth R. Thoraton, aU of Vletorla, Caaada, aastgaoft to

Ualfcnity of Victoria, Victoria, Caaada

Filed Jaa. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,252

Claims priority, appUcatioa Caaada, Aag. 18, 1981, 384115

lat a^ GOIN 15/04

VS. CL 73-61.4 14

said second sleeve means communicates with the second

shoulder of said piston means;

f. a first spacer ring circumferentially mounted on said sec-

ond sleeve means and conununicating with an external

shoulder of said second sleeve means at one end and with

a resilient expansible first sealing element at its other end,

a second spacer ring mounted adjacent said first sealing

element and communicating with a second resilient expan-

sible sealing element at its other end, a third spacer ring

mounted adjacent said second sealing element and com-

municating with a third sleeve means circumferentially

mounted on said shaft means between said first sleeve

means and said third spacer ring, said sealing elements

being radially expansible by a test fluid for sealing engage-

ment with the inner wall of a drill pipe during operation;

g. a longitiidinally extending central flow passage for allow-

ing a flow of test fluid therethrough, said flow passage

being coaxial with a central bore of said bar string and of

said collar means;

h. a transverse bore provided in said piston means for recav-

ing a flow of hydrostatic test fluid and communicating

with said central flow passage;

i. a filling jet passage provided in said piston means at a

distance from said transverse bore at 45* angle in relation

to said central flow passage and fluidly c(»ifflunicating

with said central flow passage.

1. A meter for measuring erythrocyte settling rates, compris-

ing:

(a) a rack adapted to hold an array of tubes at an optimum

settling angle;

(b) at least one tube adapted to contain blood samples, said

tube including a window of predetermined length at the

upper end thereof, the window permitting passage of

ambient light therethrough;

(c) timing means actuated by the passage of ambient light

through said window when said tube contains blood, to

determine the erythrocyte settling rate by ngnalling that a

preset period of time has el^ned between when a mini-

mum amount of light passes through said window, indica-

tive of the presence of erythrocytes in the area of said

window, and when a maximum amount of light passes

through said window, indicative of Uie substantial absence

of erythrocytes in the area of said window.

4,474,057

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT A
FUNCnON TEST, IN PARTICULAR AN EXHAUST GAS
EMISSION TEST ON AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Lars T. CoUia, Moefaidal, Swadea, aaaigaor to Lars CotUa Cob-

salt AB, Moctaidal, Swadaa

FDcd Oet 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,750

Claims priority, appUcatkM Eoropeaa Pat Off., Oct 26, 1981,

81810422.6
lat a.3 GOIM 15/00

VS. CL 73—117J M Oataa

1. A process for effecting a fimction test, for example an

exhaust gas emission test, on an internal combustion engine

ftimished with ftiel feed means for metering fuel to the engine,

actuating means for said fuel feed means and automatic control

means for said actuating means, the process being effected

when the engine is disconnected from any external load and

comprising at least one preparation test cycle including operat-

ing said control means to effect the actuation of said actuating

means to increase fiiel metering values at a predeterminable

speed from a first value to a second value determined by said

fiiel feed means, thereby accelerating the engine against the

load constituted by its own moment of inertia, simultaneowly

measuring the consequent acceleration in engine tpetd during

at least one measured period of time, comparing the accelera-

tion value measured in said period of time with a predeter-

mined reference value and. in the event of a deviation between

{
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Mid aocderttion vtfue and md referemx vahte. correct^ a.', M74i099ta«« of the pwMneterioowistiiig of the speed ofactuate VALVE ADJUSTING TOOL
i!!?!??"*?"'^ ******* °°*°'»^°'«*«^^"«. "•**» ^- Hoenwr, m, 273 Homml Su Lois OUim.to an increMed vdue if 8«d acceleration value during said Qdlf.M4W^^ "~-. aa- uw uwipo,

Filed Feb. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 4«,770

UJ5.CL 73-119 R
lit a^ GOIM 15/00

llCaaian

P^y^tion test cycle is lower than said reference value and a
decreased value if said acceleration value during said prepara-
tion cycle is higher than said reference value, and thereupon
effecting a further test cycle with at least one said corrected
parameter.

M74»0S8
AIR FLOW RATE METER FOR AN INTERNAL

COMBUSnON ENGINEUM Drcwa, VaiUagei.Primd; Peter Rappa, Karismhe; Karl
^(•^av. Wmefl, nd Bav Strdt, TlUagea, aU of Fed.

-S* SLP^^^'J!'''^^ *" *<*^ •*«* GmbH, Stutt-
gnrt, Fed. Rep. of Gcrany

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,121
^^Oatej^JorltF, appUeatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrwvy, Feb. 21,

lat a' GOIF 1/68
UAa 73-118

J

4C|,|„

10. An adjusting tool comprising
(a) a pliers having pivoted levers defining jaws, the levers

elongated generally longitudinally, and
(b) a split gripper socket projecting taterally reUitive to the
jaws and connected to the jaws to expand and contract as
the jaws are moved relatively away from and toward one
another,

(c) the socket having C-shape with only one spUt, the socket
also having a serrated bore, whereby the socket may be
contracted about a nut as the jaws are contracted.

M74,0(0
TORQUE READOUT SENSOR

Richard L. ChMsma, Taltandge, Ohio, aMipior
Aero^Me Corporatioii, AkroB, Ohio

FDed JoL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,209
Int a> GOIL 5/28

U.S. CL 73—129

to Goodyear

14 Gains

L In an air flow rate meter for an internal combustion en-
gme, ftioctionmg on the principle of a constant-temperature
aaonometer, including a resistance measurement bridge circuit
and an amplifier connected in the diagonal Une of the bridge
cucuit, the improvement comprising: ^
means for varying the voltage in the diagonal line of the

bridge circuit connected with an input to the amplifier
wtociB the means for varying the voltage in the diagonal
hne of the bridge circuit includes a pair of resistors defin-
mg a voltage divider connected in the diagonalline of the
bridfe circuit on the mpot side of the ampUfier, and
wherein the input terminals of the ampUfier are arranged
parallel to one of the resistors of the voltage divider, and

wherein the bridge current flow is contioUable in aoow-
danoe with the bridge diagonal voltage.

1. A torque readout sensor for mounting to a bolted inter-

connection between an aircraft brake assembly and a means for
limiting brake reaction torque generated upon the application
of braking action, said sensor comprising:

a substantially tubuhtf metallic body having wall portions
defining a bore and each of opposite wall portions having
a recessed area at the approximate midsection of the body
and within the outside surface thereof and at least one of
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the wall portions formed to a concave configuration in the

area of the recess; and

at least one pair of strain gauges affixed to the wall within

thie recessed area of the wall portion having the concave

configuration;

said sensor being mounted to the bolt at the interconnection

in a manner such that a brake reaction torque force im-

posed on the bolt deflects the wall portion having the

concave configuration and the strain gauges affixed to the

recessed area effect an output electrical signal indicative

of the torque force experienced at the bolted interconnec-

tion.

4,474,061

SONIC PRESSURE VOLUME MEASURING DEVICE
Nomai W. Parker, Wheaton, IH, aaaignor to Motorola, Inc.,

DL
Filed Not. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 325,401

Int a.) GOIF 9/00, 23/28

UAa 73-149 7 daioH

viewing direction that is angled from the horizontal, and a

radiometer circuit for generating a signal representing the

density d of air at an altitude that lies along said viewing

direction in accordance with the amplitude ofmicrowaves

of a Umited bandwidth received by the directional horn;

means for mounting said radiometer apparatus in an aircraft

so the radiometer can sense microwaves at selected angu-

lar elevations; and

means responsive to the output of said radiometer circuit, to

the angular elevation of said radiometer, and to the weight

of the aircraft, for indicating an optimum altitude at which

the aircraft should fly to more closely approach the opti-

mum W/d ratio of the aircraft.

I. A device for measuring the volume of gases in a rigid-

walled container of known size and comprising:

first transducer means mounted in a wall of the container for

providing cyclic pressure waves in said gases:

second tramducer means for sensing said cyclic pressure

waves and providing a sensing si^ud in response to the

instantaneous values of the pressure thereof;

logic means coupled to the second transducer means for

translating the sensmg signal into a ftmction of gas volume

in the container and including detector means for provid-

ing a first D.C. signal in response to the amplitude of the

sensing signal, first reference means for providing a first

D.C. reference signal proportional to the force applied to

the first transducer means, second reference means for

providing a second D.C. reference signal determined by

the m^iKitniitn volumc of Said container, and third refer-

ence means for providing a third D.C reference signal for

establishing a zero gas volume setting.

4^74,062

SYSTEM FOR INDICATING FUEL*EFFICIENT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE

Bmca L. Gary, Pandcaa, CaUf., aarigaor to The United States

of AMrica aa lepraaaatgd by the Adadaiatrator of the Na-

tionl AeroMBtlca and Space AdmlBlatratioa, WaiUagtoa,

D.C
Coitinatlo»-i»p«t of Ser. No. 224,231, in. 12, 1981, Pat No.

4,346,595. lUa appUcatkm Aag. 26. 1M2, Sar. No. 412,039

lACL^OmC 21/00

UAa73-178R 4aalm
3. >^pparatus for uistallation in an aircraft having a predeter-

mined opthnnm W/d ratio, where W is weight of the aircraft

and d is density of the air surrounding the aircraft, and whoe
the wei^ ofthe aimaft at any given time is known, compris-

ing:

a microwave radfometer apparatus, iaclodmg a directional

flucrowave horn that can receive microwaves along a

4^74,063

MEASURING AMOUNT OF BULK MATERIALS
CONTAINED IN STFORAGE TANKS

Rudolph E. Kmeger, 1201 DolpUa Tcr., Corona Del Mar, Calif.

92625

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 381,931

IM. a^ GOIF 23/16: GOIL 1/02

MS.a 73-302 3

1. A load cell system for measuring the amount of a fluid-

type bulk material contained in a storage tank comprising: a

housing for mounting in a lower portion of the storage tank; a

flexible diaphragm mounted in the housing for exposing one

side of the diaphragm to the load applied to it by the bulk

material, the opposite side of the diaphragm being exposed to

a fluid pressure chamber in the housing; a source of fluid under

pressure; an inlet Une from the fluid pressure source to the fluid

pressure chamber in the housing; a control valve in the inlet

line between the pressure source and the pressure chamber in

the housing, the control valve being isolated ftom the contents

in the storage tank by the diq>hragm, the control valve having

a movable valve dement that opens or closes the inlet line in

response to movement of the diaphragm, the diaphragm being

movable under the kiad applied to it by the bulk material to

move the valve element to an open position for allowing fluid

pressure from the pressure source to pass through the inlet Une

and build up pressure in the fluid pressure chamber in the

housing untfl pressure in the chamber is just sufficient to bal-

ance the load q>pUed to die diaphragm which moves the dia-
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phragm to • position cauang the valve element to cloae the
inkt line; means for detecting of pressure fluid build up in the
chamber to provide a measurement proportional to the amount
ofbulk material exposed to the diaphragm; and a separate vent
passage for allowing the fluid pressure built up in the chamber
to be vented from the chamber to the exterior of the storage
tank independently of the control valve and the inlet line.

4^74,064
ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTOR

AUsnkc Narose; Tatiaknn Hoioao; Kazoo Takakn, and
SUfsni K^HytM, aU of HitacU, Japu, aMiffon to HitacU,
Lirin Tokyo and HitacU Figlfwlig Co^ Ltd^ AwaU, both
of, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1M2, Ser. No. 355,357
Ctaims priority, appbcatioa Japu, Mar. 10, 1981, 56^791

Lrt. as GOIN 29/04: G21C 17/00
MS,a 7*-«2 15 ctaiBM

distant from and on a line orthogonal to said first plane,
each receiver being operable to generate echo signal
waveforms mcluding echo signals representing detected
echoes of an injected pulse from discontinuities within
said body;

means for multiplying the two echo signal waveforms from
each receiver pair so as to emphasise those signal compo-
nents of the receiver pair waveforms which are coincident
and substantially eliminate all other signal conqwnents;

transmitter selection means operable to select each transmit-
ter in turn in a predetermined sequence;

I

1. An ultrasonic flaw detector for detecting any flaw existing
in the inner peripheral comer section of a joint portion be-
tween a cylindrical vessel and a cyUndrical member projecting
fitMn the barrel of said cylindrical vessel by means of an ultra-
swiic wave appUed from the outer peripheral comer section of
said joint portion, said outer peripheral comer section having
a rounded surface, said ultrasonic flaw detector comprising:
means for supporting a probe of said flaw detector such that

said probe can pivot around an axis which coincides with
the center of curvature of the rounded surface of said
outer peripheral comer section of said cylindrical mem-
ber; and

means connectable to said supporting means for permitting
said probe to move along the rounded surface of said outer
peripheral comer section while traveling in a path periph-
erally around said cyUndrical member and while making
the pivot axis of said probe follow the locus of the center
of curvature of the rounded surface of said outer periph-
eral comer section.

two sets of receiver gating means, each set connected to a
selected group of receivers constituting the receivers of a
respective one of the receiver pairs; and

said multiplying means comprising a multiplier operable,
responsively to selection of a respective corresponding
individual transmitter to inject a pulse into a body, to
cause the combination and emphasis only of the time-coin-
cident components of the resulting echo signal waveforms
gated via said gating means frtnn the groups of paired
receivers associated with that transmitter.

4^74,066
PORTABLE VARUBLE EXPANSION TESTING DEVICE
Alan J. Lntenegger, Aomb, Iowa, aarignor to Iowa State Uai?«^

sity Research FonndatioB, be., Aaes, Iowa
Filed Mar. 21, 1963, Scr. No. 477,083

lrt. CL> GOIN 3/10
MS. CL 7»-790 12

1

4v474»0C5

ULTRASONIC PROBE
Milan H. Mieaalcr, Roaney, Eagiand, aMignor to lotcraatioaal
^mtmm MachiiM Corporatfcm, AnM»k, N.Y.

Fllad Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,077

.,2|5!»'*»^' »««*««» Ew»P«" Prt. Off.,Jut 29, 1981,
813029S3

lat a? GOIN 29/00
UAa73-«26 4Ci,ta,

1. An ultrasonic probe comprising:
a row of ultrasonic transmitters each operable to inject a

pulse of ultrasound as a substantiaUy non-divergent sound-
wave along its longitudinal axis into a body under investi-
gatkm, said transmitters being mounted adjacent one
another with their longitudinal axes paraUel and lying in a
first plane;

two ideotkal rows of ultrasomc receiven positioned one
row on each side of said first plane with corresponding
reoeiva* ra the two rows constituting receiver pain, the
two receivers in each receiver pair being positioned equi-

1. An improved testing device to measure the lateral dis-

placement and pressure induced on a material by a vertically

applied pressure of the type having a material holding recepta-
cle which has side walls ci^Mble of hiteral expansion in re-

sponse to a vertically applied force on a material contained in

said receptacle, sensing means for sensing Uteral expansion of
said sidewalls, said sensing means comprising a piston and
cyUnder, said piston engaging said ridewalls of said receptacle
and being displaceable to change the fluid pressure within said

cylinder in response to expansk>n of sakl sidewalls, a stress

gauge operatively connected to said cylinder body for sensing
and indicating fluid pressure within said cylinder, and a strain

gauge connected to said piston for registering lateral displace-
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ment of said piston in response to expansion of said receptacle gap between the measuring body and each said lateral waU b

said walls; said improvement comprising: provided which is narrow in the range of a slight deflection of

adjustable control means connected to said cylinder and

being capable of adjustment to cause a change in the fluid

pressure within said cylinder whereby the readings regis- *-
'

tered on said stress gauge and said strain gauge may be

adjusted to predetermined values.

4,474,007

Sn MEASURING APPARATUS
Howard H. Cherry, m, 1 Oak Park Dr., Bctteadorf, Iowa

52722, and Stephen C Wright, RJL #1, Bos 171A, Da?ea-

port, Iowa 52806

FUed Oct 25, 1982, Scr. No. 434,243

bt CL* GOIN 3/00

MS. CL 73-794 "

the measuring body and is wider in the range of a greater

deflection of the measuring body.

4,474,089

MAGNETOELASnC TRANSDUCER
Kent Blomkfist, Sarahanuaar, and Jan Nordvall, Visterfta, both

of Sweden, aaaignon to ASEA Aktlebolag, VMaterfts, Sweden

Filed Ang. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,657

Clahas priority, appUcatkM Sweden, Ang. 25, 1981, 8105022

Int CL^ GOIL 1/12

MS. CL 73-862.69 7

1. Ski measuring apparatus, comprising: a ri^d fixture;

means on the fixture for mounting a ski thereon in its normal,

unflexed condition, said means including a securing device for

fixedly engaging the ski at a portion thereof intermediate its

ends so as to leave one end portion of the ski projecting from

said securing device in cantilever fashion and clear of the

fixture; force-exerting means engageable between the fixture

and the cantilevered end portion of the ski for flexing said end

portion relative to the secured portion; and means for measur-

ing the resistance of the cantilevered portion to flexing;

fiirther characterized in that the force-exerting device en-

gages the cantilevered portion in such manner as to flex

the cantilevered portion in torsion.

4^474,068

FLOW RATE METER
MaofM Kactach, and Peter RoMaa, both of Stattgart, Fed.

Rep. of fTfrwanj sMiffora to Robert Boach GaibH, Stott-

gnrt, Fed. Rap. of Gownqr
DiYiakm of Scr. No. 306311. Sep. 9, 1981, Pat No. 4,392,386.

lUa appUcatkw Jan. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 500,048

aaiBi priority, application Fed. Rep. of Geraaay, No?. 11,

198Q, 3042448
Int a.3 GOIF 1/24

MS. CL 73-861.53 1 Oj^
1. A flow rate meter having a housing and a measunng body

disposed in a flow conduit, the measuring body being pivotally

deflectable, counter to a restoring force, about a bearing shaft

supported in the housing in accordance with the quantity of a

medium flowing through the conduit, in particular for measur-

ing the quantity of air aspirated by an internal combustion

engine via an air intake tube, characterized in that said measur-

ing body has two parallel side faces which extend at substan-

tially right angles to said bearing shaft and each of which is

oriented toward a lateral wall of said flow conduit, each such

lateral wall of the flow conduit having a step such that a lateral

1. In a magnetoelastic transducer comprising a plurality of

sheets assembled into a sheet package, said sheet package being

provided with at least one exciution winding and at least one

measuring winding, the improvement according to which said

sheet package comprises

first sheets ofnon-magnetic material interleaved with second

sheets of compound type,

each of said sheets of con4K>und type comprising an inner

core layer of magnetic material metallically bonded on

each of its sides to a reqjective outer layer of non-mag-

netic material, said core layer having a thickness not ex-

ceeding one-third of the total thickness of the second

sheet

4^74,070

MEFHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
PARTICULATES IN A WASTE GAS

Klaoa Liitzke, IMAarg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasiinor to

Rhetniach-WcatflOischer Technlscher Cbei wachaagsfsrda

cV., Eaaen, Fed. Rep. of GcrMoy
Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417^72

dalM priority, appttcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcruny, Sep. 16,

1981, 3136646
Int a^ GOIN 31/00

MS, CL 73—863.12 ^^ QataM

1. A method of determining the solids contents of a hot

waste gas which comprises the steps of:

(a) displacing along a predetermined path a sample of the hot

waste gas containing at least some substances which are
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•olid at lower tonpenture than that of the waste gas but
•re ai the nne sabManoes in a Huid phaw at the tempera-
ture of said waste gas; /

(b) dilating and cooling said sample by continuously mixing
therewith a cool gas at a temperature below said lower
temperature to form a mixture at said lower temperature

wherein said piston has: .

a flange in the region of the upper end ofsaid piston intended
to be gripped by said gripping device, said flange being
adapted to cooperate at its upper fsce with the ftee end of
said gripping device and at its lower (ace with said abut-
ment surface.

M74,072
TRANSMISSION, ESPECIALLY FOR BOAT MOTORS

Oddbjfim Halleoatfcdt, KSpfaig, Sweda, aMigiior to AB Volro
P«Bta, Gothertvf, Sweden

FDed Mar. 2, 1M2, Set, No. 353,898
Clahns priority, appiicatloB Sweden, Mar. 5, 1981, 8101424

Int a» P16H S/14: FISD 11/06
UACL 74-378 7ClaiBi8

and thereby transform said substances from the fluid phase
into a solid phase without the formation ofa condensate in
said mixture; and

(c) drawing said mixture through a measuring filter in which
soUds are collected from said mixture and through a flow-
meter and a gas volume meter.

M74»071
PIPETTE

Eric Mortan d'Aotry, 72, rw Gonbetta, Villkra.le.Bel, France
(9S)

FDed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 424,103
ippikatioa France, Oct 28, 1981, 81 20220
1ml CL' boil 3/02

U.S.a 073-864.13 lOClalma
1. In a transmission, especially for boat motors, comprising

an input and an output shaft and a reverse gear arrangement
acting between them, which has a pair of gean which are
provided with clutch members, are freely rotatably mounted
on a shaft and which can be selectively locked to said shaft by
means of an engaging sleeve provided with corresponding
clutch members and displaceable on said shaft, to establish
torque transmission between the input shaft and the output
shaft, said engaging sleeve having internal screw threads in
engagement with external screw threads on its shaft to provide
increasing clutch force with increasing torqiK; the improve*
ment comprising spring means disposed to permit, after en-
gagement of either gear, limited axial reUtive movement be-
tween the threaded portion of the engaging sleeve and the
threaded shaft against the action of said spring means to pro-
vide shock and oscillation abaorptioa.

JJl^Zf**^ daplacement precision pipette fbr sampling and
dispensmg small quantities of liquid comprising:
a body of ••id pipette,

a capillary tube having an end fitting, said end fitting and said
body being compUmentarily adapted for removable engage-
ment of said capiUary tube on said body,

a piston including an upper end movable in a fluid-tight man-
ner m said capillary tube and ^'^%-~

a device for gripping the upper end of said piston for move-
ment thereof said gripping device faKludfaig a free end-

whereto said end fitting of said capiUary tube has:
an abutment surftoe arranged on the mterior surface of said
end fitting; and

4,474,073
SPINDLE DRIVE ASSEMBLY WITH RECIRCULATING

BALLS
canter Bhnrock, Niederwem, and Ervt Albert, Said, both of

Fed. Rep. ofGemaay, avifBorfl to Dentaehe Star Kngdhaltcf
GmbH

ConthiBation of Ser. No. 0W,421,M. 25, 1979, abaadoaed. lUs
appUcatkm Nov. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 207,979

ClaioM priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnnqr, Aif. 4^
1978,2834299

The portion of the term of this patent nbaaqnent to Jan. 23,

1998, haa bMB diMUaNd.
tat a? FICH l/2a 1/18

U.S. CL 74-^424J A O firf—
1. A spmdle drive assembly comprising:
a spindle including means definmg an external circumferen-

tial surface;

a spindle nut completely surrounding said spnidle and in-

chiding means defining a helical mtemd ball guide com-
pletely surrounding said qnndle;

said spindle and said spindle nut being openri>ly arranged
with said external circumferential suifMe and said internal
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ball guide cooperating to form a helical duct adapted to

have recirculating balls of said spindle assembly pass

therethrough;

a plurality of recirculating balls within said helical duct for

transmitting an axial load between said spindle and said

spindle nut upon relative rotation therd>etween;

ball return means outside said spindle for passing said recir-

culating balls to and from said helical duct;

clamping means engaging said spindle nut to apply a circum-

ferential tension thereto to maintain said baUs in operative

load-bearing engagement within said hdical duct between

said spindle and said spindle nut such as to engage said ball

guide in both axial direction^ and

/

corresponding to the reverse gear, with a tapered tooth trace

having a predetermined tapered angle $' which is not less than

a predetermined t^)ered angle y ofa tapered tooth trace onthe

toothed surface of the reverse gear which comes into contact

with the reverse idler gear.

4*474,075

MULTI-POSmON LOCIABLE CONTROL LEVER
ASSEMBLY

Jacob Kobelt, 6110 Oak St, Vancoom, Britidi Colnnbia,

Canada V6M 2W2
Conthnatioa-in-port of Ser. No. 219,437, Dec 23, 1980,

abandoned. Ihis appUeation No?. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 549,839

Int a.3 G05G 1/04. l/OO: B60K 20/00. 20/08

U.S. CL 74—526 19 Oatan

11

means defining at least one substantially axially extending

compensating gap in said ^>indle nut to effect circumfer-

ential division of said spindle nut to enable said spindle nut

to circumferentially adapt to the circumferential forces

applied by said clamping means, said gap having a radially

innermost side contiguous with said internal ball guide,

said balls running across said radially inner side of said gap

and being in said load-bearing engagement also in the area

of said radially inner side of said gap, said compensating

gap being defined to have a gap width taken circumferen-

tially of said spindle nut at nid radially inner side of said

gq) which is not greater than 1S% of the diameter of said

recirculating balls.

4*474,074

TRANSMISSION WTTH AN APPARATUS FOR
PREVENTING A REVERSE GEAR FROM DISENGAGING

FROM THE MESHED POSITION
Fteadc Nakao; NobnU Kalqrmn; Shyogo Kato, and Takashi

YawoMto, aD of Toyota, Japan, aaaiflMN* to Toyota Jidoaha

Kogyo KabaaUU KaiAa, AkU, Japaa

Flkd A« 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,517

Cfadn priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Oet 28, 1980, 55-150064

lat a' F16H 55/06, 1/12. 57/00

UJ5. CL 74-462 2

25

21

1. A transmission which comprises a reverse gear secured to

a f"y«« shaft, a counter reverse gear secured to a counter shaft,

and an axially movable reverse idler gear on an idl^ shaft

parallel to the main shaft and to the counter shaft, said reverse

idler gear being arranged between the reverse gear and the

counter gear so as to mesh with them so that the connection

between the reverse gear and the counter gear can be selec-

tively established and broken by the axial movement of the

reverse idler gear, the reverse idler gear comprises a toothed

surface correqwnding to the counter reverse ^ar, with a

tapered to^ trace having a predetermined tapered angle fi

which is larger than a predetermined tapered angle a of a

tapered tooth trace on the toothed surface of the counter

reverse gear that oomn into contact with the reverse idler

gear, and said reverse idler gear comprising a toothed surface

1. A multi-position control lever assembly having a mount-

ing and a relatively stiff control lever which does not deflect

materially under normal operating forces, the lever assembly

having a signal indexing means having first and second cooper-

ating stop means, one of the stop means being a fixed stop

means to prevent movement thereof relative to the mounting,

the other stop means being a movable stop means mounted for

concurrent movement with the lever relative to the mounting,

the assembly being further characterized by:

(a) the lever being mounted so as to be routable relative to

the mounting about a hinge axis and within a plane normal

to the hinge axis so as to be movable between two selected

angularly spaced positions within the phme to control a

fimcticm, the lever also being mounted so as to be movable

axially rdative to the mounting along the hinge axis,

and the signal indexing means being further characterized by:

(b) the first stop means having a gate having a pair of op-

posed gate faces which are spaced apart to define a gap

ther^etween, the gap extending transversely of the axis,

* and the second stop means being a Umiter means, the first

and second stop means having relative shapes which per-

mit relative axial movement between the limiter means

and the gate faces with negligible roution of the lever

when the lever is oriented in one of the selected positions

m which the stop means are engaged, each stop means also

having a shape which prevents the lever means from

moving axially between the gate faces when the lever is

oriented in a position intermediate of the two selected

positions in which the stop means are disengaged, and,

when so disengaged, the stop means permit rotation of the

lever between the selected positions,

(c) the movable stop means having a motion limited essen-

tiaUy to axial movement along the hinge axis and to rota-

tion about the hinge axis, and the fixed stop means being

rigidly secured on the mounting so that a clearance is

provided between a portion of the mounting and the fixed

stop means, the clearance extending axially a distance

greater than axial thickness of the moving stop means so

that when the stop means are disrngagwl by relative axial

movement, the lever can be rotated between the two

selected positions and the movable stop means can sweep

through the clearance,

(d) resilient means cooperating with the first and second stop
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2^2^^k^k!!*** r°^ »toP means into en- of. power tool, comprising a defonnablei«rtiaUy formed i«.g

S^S^iL^^ other when the lever is oriented in member made of resilient material, a pluraUty of circumferen-one of the selected positions, and when force from the
»' /

wuimcren

resilient means is overcome to disengage the stop means, »
«? f.f'

the movable stop means can be positioned within the
\*^\^h

clearance to permit rotation of the movable stop means
through the clearance to reflect rotation of the lever.

M74^6
DEVICE FOR BALANCING ROTATION BODIES"^H^fy* •«»«»* SwitMrittd, aMigBor to Meyer AG

ZarchwO, Znvhwil, SwitnriaMl
FUed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 2H000

,«2^,!I!lS!??' »"««'«> European Pat Off., Aug. 29,
1980, 80ei02C7.7

Irt. CU n6F 15/22
UAa74-573R ,3C|.|^

v^aj?????."

1. A device for balancing a rotating body which is mounted
on a shaft, wherein the balancing is accomplished by means of
rotating inertia masses whose center of gravity is adjustable
relative to the body to be balanced, which comprises
a single switch shaft having a first end and a second end, a

longitudinal ajus, and a plurality ofworm means disposed
at predetermined longitudinally spaced positions along the
length thereof, each of said worm means having gear
sectors disposed at preselected angles relative to said
longitudinal axi^

a housing securely connectable to the body to be batanced,
said housing having a longitudinal bore for slidably and
rotatably receiving at least that portion of said switch
shaft containing said worm means, said housing further
comprising a hoUowed-out portion for recdvmg inertia
masses and for defining an inner wall means;

first and second inertia masses disposed within said hol-
lowed-out portion of said housing; and

corresponding transmission gear means contained within
«ichof said inertia masses, said transmission gear means
cooperating with said inner wall means of said housing
and said gear sector means on said switch shaft worm
means to adjust the center of gravity of said inertia masses
reUtive to the body to be balanced in response to a longi-
tudinal sliding disptacement and rotation of said switch
shaft relative to said housing.

M74>077ira^G RETAINING MEANS FOR PORTABLE
POWER TOOLS AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLY

THEREFOR ,

Ik, 'fwJ1&
****^ '^"*^

I'M Fah. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,629

HiS J??Lf^^^' "^^ ^/^^'» ^^/<» "MP 19/00
UJB. Ca. 74—408 R ]^ nmhmy

7. A retaining member for interconnecting housing members

tially spaced bosses integrally formed on the ring member, and
a pm extending radially outwardly from each of the bosses.

4^74,078
VALVE OPERATOR DE<XUTCH MECHANISM

Walter J. Denkowaki, Raftbarg, and Raymond D. Rcgn,
Lynchburg, both of Va., aHipwrs to Philadelphia GearOmo-
ration. King of Prvaia, Pa.

Filed Job. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390^239
bt a.3 FIOI 35/00

UAa74-«5
7ciaim.

1. A valve operator comprismg:
a. an output shaft having a splined portion;
b. a clutch mounted for slicUng movement on said splined

portion of said output shaft, said clutch having lugs pro-
jecting from its opposite ends;

c. a handwheel drive member coaxial with said clutch and
located to one side thereof, said handwheel drive member
having lugs adapted for engagement with the lugs at one
end of said clutch;

d. a motor drive sleeve nraunted for firee rotation on said
output shaft, said sleeve having lugs adapted for engage-
ment with the lugs at the other end of said clutchj

e. an annular step on said sleev^
f. a flat on said annular step;

g. spring means biasing said clutch toward the motor drive
sleeve;

h. a pivotal foric connected to and movable with said clutch
for shifting said clutch on said splined portion of said
output shaft;

L a pair of latch arms extending fh>m said fork in the direc-
tion of said motor drive sleeve, one of said latch ams
being slightly longer than the other, the end of said longer
latch arm bdng adapted to abut against said annular step
on said sleeve, said longer latch arm being adapted to
move into said flat when said flat and longer latch arm are
in alignment, therd>y to allow said spring-biaioig means to
move said clutch and fbrk toward but short <rf said motor
drive sleeve, said movement being limited by the abut-
ment of said shorter latch arm against said sleeve step,
wherry upon ftirther rotation ofsaid motor drive sleeve,
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said flat comes into alignment with said shorter latch arm,

lowing said shorter latch arm to move into said flat,

therd>y allowing said qning-biasing means to shift said

clutch fiilly so that said clutch lugs come into engagement

with the lugs on said motor drive sleeve, and

j. a self-lockii^ input worm set for driving said motor drive

sleeve.

said gears therd)y causing disengagement of said plate

means solely as a result of play movement of said second

gear away from said first gear, said biasing means compris-

4^74,079

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TURBO MECHANICAL
TRANSMISSION

Sorael J. Ckockctt, Rtc. 2, Bos 97, Brooksfflle, Fla. 33512

( FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 42M54
IM. CL?nm 47/08. 37/06

VS. a. 74-688 8

1. An automotive transmission for use in transmitting power

between an engine and a drive shaft compriang a primary

power input sh^ means extended from the engine toward the

drive shaift, and intermediate power input shaft means, torque

increasing gear means connecting said intermediate power

input shi^ means to said primary power input shaft means,

torque splitting gear means connected between said intermedi-

ate power input shaft means and the drive shaft, said torque

splitting gear means having a reversely directed torque output

means for directing at least a portion of the torque supplied to

said torque q>litting gear means toward said intermediate

power input shaft means and a direct drive gear for transmit-

ting torque to the drive shaft, a fluid torque converter means

having a turbine driven power output means, reverse power

transmitting gear means connecting said reversdy directed

torque output means to said fluid torque converter means,

secondary power input shaft means connected between said

output means of said fluid torque converter means and said

torque increasing gear means, said secondary power input

shaft means extending in a generally parallel relationship with

said primary power input shaft means, wherein power from

said secondary power input shaft means will be ccmibined with

power from said primary power input shaft means to drive said

intermediate power input shaft means.

4^74,080

DIFFERENTUL WITH VARIABLE TORQUE MEANS
Ralph R. Day, Aarora, HL, aarivnr to Calefpillar TrMtor Co^

Peoria, ID.

FUed Jan. 26, 1978, Ser. No. 872^35
bt a? F16H 1/44; F16D 43/21

U.S.a 74-711 6CUaM
1. A drive mechanism comprising:

an output drive portion;

a second rotatable drive portion having a first, driver gear

driving a second, driven gear, said gears being arranged to

maintain an effectively positive drive theredirough not-

withstandmg play movement therrtietween;

a clutch having first plata means rotatable with said output

drive portion, and second plate means;

and

a biasing spring biasing said first clutch plate means to urge

said first and second plate means to be facially engaged,

said tpxiag being operatively associated with said second

gear to cause the biasing force to be reduced as a direct

functitm solely of the amount of play movement between

ing a BeUeville spring having an outer portion engaging

said second clutch plate means and an inner portion en-

gaged by said second gear.

4,474,081

ELECTRONIC METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
CONTROLLING AN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

YoUo Kinogasa; HiroU Matanoka, both of Soaono, and

TakcUsa YaegaaU, MiaUata, aU of Japan, aaslgnon to

Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo KabaaUU Kaiaha, Toyoto, Japan

FOed Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,554

ClaiBn priority, appbotkm Japoi, Jul 22, 1981, 56-113529

lat a^ B60K 41/18

VS.a 74-844 22

1. An electronic method of oontroIUng an automatic trans-

mission for changing a speed change stage in relation to vehicle

speed and opening of a throttle valve in an intake system, said

method comprising:

measuring an operating parameter of an engine in the vehi-

cle;

detecting idling, low load and high load running conditions

of the engine,

storing the moMured operating parameter according to the

detected running conditions in one of first, second and

third locations in a memory, req)ectively, corresponding

to these running conditions of the engine;

calculating a feedback air fuel ratio on the basb of feedback

signals from an air fuel ratio sensor;

compensating the value in the memory corresponding to the

detected running condition of the engine on the basis of

deviation of the feedback air fuel ratio from a base air fuel

ratio;

adjusting the altimetric compensation value when values in

at least two memory locations differ by at least a predeter-

mined value from a base value; and

calculating the speed change patterns on the basis ot this

altimetric compensation value.
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M74tOI2
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWER SHIFTED

TRANSMISSION

w„. ^S*^ '^ ^' **"''"^ *^ of Rockford; Alan L.
JMhr, Mont Pniipwt. nd Robert A. Fox, HofAnu £••
Wi^ ij of IIL, iMlpors to Borg-Wwaer Corpowtlom Chi.
CIVS UL

Flkd Sep. 11, IMl, Scr. No. 301,245

., - ^ .^ ^' •"^ ^^^^' w«> «7/oa ji/oo

4«474,0S3

FUEL CONTROL MODULATION
Eavene IL Brau, Royd Oak, Micfa., Mripwr to ]

tkM, defdaid, Ohio
Filed Dw. 27, 1M2, Ser. No. 483,941

bt a> BdOK 41/04
UAa74-M7 23CWIM
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10. A control system for regulating the amount and direction
of torque transferred from an engine through a transmission to
a vehicle final drive train, in which the transmission includes a
neutral position, a forward-reverse directional clutch and a
plurality of range clutches selectively actuable to control the
direction and amount of torque transferred, which control
system comprises:

a hydraulic regulating system, including an input connection
for receiving fluid under pressure and a plurality ofoutput
connections coupled to said clutches, and having a plural-
ity of valves for directing the fluid under pressure through
««d output connections to the appropriate ones of said
clutches;

a forward-reverse modulating valve, havmg its output cou-
pled over a common line to the input connection of the
hydraulic reguhting system, which moduUting valve has
•n mput connection for receiving fluid under pressure and
an output connection for returning fluid to a sump;

• signal processing system, having a plurality of output
connections for passing control signals to the valves of the
hydrauUc regulating system and to the forward-reverse
modulating valve;

a transducer coupled to the signal processing system, con-
nected to supply an input signal to the signal processing
•yitem as a function of the torque at a point between the
engine and the final drive train of the vehicle; and

a hydraulic stabiUzer, coupled to the common Une between
the forward-reverse modulating valve and the hydraulic
regulating system, in which the forward-reverse modulat-
ing valve includes a spool having a land stotted to define
an efrective orifice when the modulating valve is in its
neutral position, and a neutral bleed valve, coupled to the
common line and having an orifice therein, which neutral
Weed valve in its neutral position is effective to pass fluid
from the common Une through its orifice and to a sump, so
that the effective orifice in the modukting valve is cou-
pled in series with the orifice in the neutral bleed valve,
reducing the pressure and thus the flow at the hydrauUc
•««biUzer when the system is in its neutral position, provid-
mg an effective charge in the stabiUzer which is less than
the StabiUzer capwaty by an amount related to the ratio
between the size of the effective orifice in the modulating
valve and the size of the orifice in the neutral bleed valve

1. A mechanism adapted to be interposed between an engine
Uirottle pedal and an engine fiiel control device for varying
fuel delivery to an engine during shifting modes of a transmis-
sion driven by the engine, the mechanism comprising:

first and second members mounted for relative movement,
said first member adapted to be connected with the throt-
Ue pedal for slaved movement therewith, and said second
member adapted to be connected with the fiiel control
device for slaved movement therewith;

actuator means for moving said second member to vary the
fuel control deUvery independent of throttle pedal posi-
tion during shifting modes of the transmission;

first resiUent means interconnecting said fiivt and second
members for inphase movemat in response to movement
of the first member during nonshifting modes of the tiint-
mission; and

second resiUent means biasing the first member towards a
reduced fiiel deUvery position with a force greater than
the biasing force of said first resiUent means whereby
movement of said second member by said actuator means
is independent of throtUe pedal position and with Uttle
force feedback to said throttle pedal.

4«474,0M
SHIFT DEVICE OF HYDRAUUC CONTROL SYSTEM

FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
KazuUko SuguM), and KaayoaU Iwn^^ both of YokohasM,

Japan, aasi^ora to NImui Motor Compny, linritad, Yok»
haau, Japan

FUed Feb. 24» 1982, Ser. No. 351,746
Claims priority, applicatioa Japo, Fab. 24, 1981, 56>26175

Int CL^ BdOK 41/06, 41/14; F14H 47/00
VS. a 74-«» 15 nri-T

1. A hydrauUc control system for an automatic transmisskn
for a motor vehkle having an internal combustkm engine with
a throttle valve, the automatic transmission includmg at least
one forward drive gear ratk> lower than at least one other
forward drive gear ratk>, the transmission including a pluraUty
of friction elements including a friction element for contribut-
ing to shifting between the one fbrward drive gear r«tk> and
the one other forward drive gear ratk>, the hydrauUc control
system comprising:

a first shift valve having a housing with a wall pwtion defin-
ing a valve bore;

a second shift valve having a housing with a wall portkm
defining a valve bore;

Une pressure generating means for deUverii^ a Une pressure
to said first shift valve;

first signal pressure generating means fbr deUvering a first

signal pressure to saxl first and second shift valves;
second signal pressure generating means fbr ddivering a

second signal pressure to said first and second shift valves;
said first shift valve including a Une pressure mlet port, a line
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pressure outlet port, a first signal pressure port and a

second signal pressure port receiving sakl second signal

l^essure, sakl line pressure inlet and outlet ports and said

fust signal pressure and second signal pressure ports being

disposed in said wall portion of said first shift valv^
said Une pressure inlet and outlet ports being selectively

communicating with each other;

said second shift valve including a signal pressure inlet port

receiving said second signal pressure, and a signal pressure

outlet prior communicating with said first signal pressure

port of said first shift valve, said signal pressure inlet and

signal pressure outlet ports being diqwsed in said wall

portion of said second shift valve;

said signal pressure inlet and outlet ports of said second shift

valve setoctively communicating with each other,

said first shift vidve including a valve element movable

within sakl valve bore of said first shift valve between a

downshift position and an upshift position;

said valve element of sakl first shift valve including means

for effecting communication between said line pressure

. inlet and outlet ports when said valve element of said first

shift valve is in the upshift position to, in turn, effect

communication between said line pressure generating

means and the friction element to establish the one for-

ward drive gear ratio, said valve element of said first shift

valve when said valve element of said second shift valve is

in the first position to, in turn, effect communicatioo be>

tween said second signal pressure generating means and

sakl first signal pressure port of sakl first shift valve, sakl

valve element of sakl second shift valve further including

means fbr blocking communication between saki signal

pressure inlet and signal pressure outlet ports of sakl sec-

ond shift valve when sakl valve element of sakl second

shift valve is in the second position to, in turn, block

communication between sakl second signal pressure gen-

erating means and said first signal pressure port of said

first shift valve;

said valve element of said second shift valve further includ-

ing a first pressure acting area exposed to second signal

pressure from said signal pressure inlet port of sakl second

shift valve when said valve element of sakl second shift

valve is in the first position and a second pressure acting

area exposed to second signal pressure from said signal

pressure inlet port when said valve element of said second

shift valve is in the second position, said valve element of

said second shift valve having an end pressure acting area

exposed to said fvst signal pressure from said first signal

pressure generating means.

TRANSMISSION FLOOR SmFTER CONTROL WITH A
PARK/LOCK MECHANISM

Ri^ard A. DcVogelaere, OrtooTille, and Cart D. Simaacik,

Troy, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corpora-

tion, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 414375
Int CL^ B40K 41/04

VS.a 74-878 3 Clafans

valve also mcluding means for blocking communication

between said Une pressure inlet and outlet ports when said

valve element is in the downshift position to, in turn, block

communication between said line pressure generating

means and the friction element;

said valve element of sakl first shift valve including a first

pressure acting area exposed to pressure from said first

signal pressure port of said first shift valve when sakl

valve element of said first shift valve is in the downshift

position, a second pressure acting area exposed to second

signal pressure firoan sakl second signal pressure port of

said first shift valve when said valve element of sakl first

shift valve is in the downshift po«itk>n, and a third pres-

sure acting area exposed to pressure from said first signal

pressure port of sakl first shift valve when sakl valve

element of said first shift valve is in the upshift position,

said valve element of sakl first shift valve having an end

pressure acting area exposed to said first signal pressure

from said first signal pressure generating means when sakl

valve element of said first shift valve is in any one of the

downdiift and upshift positions,

said second shift v^ve uicludmg a valve element movable in

said valve bore of said second shift valve between first and

second positions;

said valve element ofsaid second shift valve including means

for efFectmg oommunicatkm between sakl signal pressure

inlet and signal pressure outlet ports of said second shift

1. A manually operable floor mounted transmission shift

control mechanism for a motor vehicle comprising; a base

member secured to the vehicle, a manually operable shift lever

pivotaUy supported about an axis on said base member; means

secured to said shift lever for operably connectuig sakl shift

lever to a transmissk>n; a manuaUy operable detent mechanism

operatively connected between said base member and said shift

lever and including detent means connect to said base mem-

ber for selectively preventing pivotmg of sakl shift lever rela-

tive to said base member and manuaUy operable means for

selectively disconnecting said detent means from sakl base

member; Park/Lock lever means pivotaUy disposed on said

base member on an axis paraUel to the pivot axis of said shift

lever, sakl Park/Lock lever uicludmg a first arm operatively

connected with said manuaUy operable means of sakl detent

mechanism on an axis normally displaced from the pivot axis of

said shift lever and being movable to a position coincklental to

the pivot axia of sakl shift lever when the manuaUy operaMe
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neMM is opened to pennit detent dtaconnection and a second
*nBi •odnMusUy selectivdy actoatable lock owans secured to
nid second arm for sdectively preventing pivoting of said
l^rk/Lock lever such that manual operation of said detent
diaoonnectinf means is prevented whereby said shift lever
cannot be pivoted from a predetermined transmission selected
ponnon.

M74,0M
SAW BLADE GRINDING DEVICE

taffii W. Dot, 2482 Nartyod, St Loite, Mo. C3114
Filed M. 30, lfl2, Sar. No. 403,523

im. a' B23D 63/14
UAa7»-^ Idaia

I. A saw grinding phitform for use with an overhead arma-
ture saw, comprising,

platlbrm means, m^ platform means comprising
a base provided with a v-slot therein,

a v*Uock mounted in said v-slot,

a crank shaft coupled to said v-block to move said v-block
and provide truslational movement,

a first pbte ptvotally mounted on said v-block, said pivotal
motion about an axis perpendicular to said translational
motion,

mounting studs mounted on said first plate,

second and third plates operably mounted on said studs,

dtqwaed therebetween is the saw bhule to be ground,
an adjustable arm stop operably mounted on said second

plate, and
edge measuring means comprising a spring loaded arm
mounted on said second plate.

4^74i087
TOOL FOR manipulaung toe closures of

BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
VidMB, fU Oritloa, RoMOffflc, m. «M41

FBad M. II, IMS, Scr. No. 514,568
lA CU BC7B 7/44

ujb.a n-d.! R 2

wall projects to terminate in a narrow flared lip which is gener*
aUy paraUel to but spaced from the bottom of the recapper cup
by the depth of the recapper cup sidewall and with the recap-
per cup being sized to apply a press-fit crown cap to a beverage
container, the improvement comprising an elongated slot

formed in the rec^>per cup sidewall immediately adjacent and
aligned lengthwise with a portion of the flared lip remote from
the handle and having a slot width extending between the
flared lip and the bottom of the cup which tightly receives an
insert lift tab of a tab-top container when the flared lip is

wedged between the lift tab and the container top to pry open
the lift tab by using the projecting edge of the flared lip as a
ftilcrum supported on the surface of a tab-top beverage con-
tainer to thus pivot the slot and the portion of the Uft tab
inserted therein, a pair of substantially parallel ribs formed in

the cup sidewall immediately adjacent the elongated slot by
which the seating engagement of the recapper cup upon a
screw-type cap for a beverage container enables the screw-
type cq> to be twisted on and off its associated bottle, and one
or more additional ribs formed on the sidewall of the recapper
cup to enhance the fricti<»al engagement of the screw-type
cap.

4,474,088

REVERSE PIN FOR SUCIER ROD TONGS
Kaaneth W. Lac, OJ>.Sn lac^ 201 W. Hihnont Rd., Odem,

Tax. 79742

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414^75
brt. d} B25B 17/00

VA a. 81—57.18 2 ri.i—

L In a tool tot manipulating beverage bottle closures indud-
int crown capa. screw-type capa and the hft tabs of tab-top
kewange containers in which the tool has a handle integrally
Joined toacrown<ap recapper cup defined by a sidMantially
flat and drcuhv cup bottom from which a circular cup side-

1. A power tong having

a. a slotted annular housing plate,

b. a torque arm extending rigidly radially fixmi the housing
plete,

c. a slotted ring gear rotatably mounted in the housing plate

co-axially therewith,

d. drive means on the housing plate for rotating the ring

gear,

e. slotted cage plates rotatably mounted on the housing
pUue, co-axially therewith,

f. the ring gear and cage pbtes having a matched position

with the skMs in each are aUgned,

g. heads moveably mounted on the cage pktes for gripping

the work, and

h. a cam stirfiKe on the ring gear for activating the heads into

woric gripping position req)onsive to movement of the

ring gear away ftom the matched position with the cage
plates;

iK^tetein the fanprovement comprises;
L reversiUe ratchet means interconnecting the ring gear and
cage plates for releasing the ring gear for rotation in one
direction rektive to the cage phtte and for stoppmg the

cage plate and ring gear in the matched position respon-
sive to rotation of the ring gear in the opposite direction,

j. a beveled, alignment pin extending through
L a hole in one cage plate, and
1. a slot cut in a radial face of said ring gear, and
m. qwing means for pressing the pin toward the ring gear.
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4,474,089

SCREW HANDLE RATCHET
Stephen S. Scott, P.O. Box 1000, Lavic, Mo. 65038

FUcd Aag. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,569

Int a^ B25B 77/00

VS.a 81—57J9 2 Claias

1. A socket wrench driver comprising:

an elongate handle having an enlarged head on one end;

a hand grip mounted on said handle for rotation about the

axis of the handle on the end thereof opposite said one

end;

a first shaft received in said handle for axial rotation, said

first shaft being connected with said hand grip for rotation

therewith;

a second shaft received in said handle for axial rotation, said

second shaft being substantially coaxial with said first

shaft and having one end located in said enlarged head;

a ratchet mechanism in said handle at a location between

said first and second shafts intermediate the length of the

handle, said ratchet mechanism having a first condition

wherein rotation of said first shaft in one rotative direction

effects rotation of said second shaft in said one routive

direction but rotation of said first shaft in the opposite

rotative direction does not rotate said second shaft and a

second condition wherein rotation of said first shaft in said

opposite rotative direction eflects rotation of said second

shaft in said opposite rotative direction but rotation ofsaid

first shaft in said one rotative direction does not rotate said

second shaft, said ratchet mechanism having a third condi-

tion wherein said shafts are coupled together for rotation

in unison in both rotative directions;

a connector mounted on said enlarged head for rotation

about an axis perpendicular to and intersecting with the

axes ofsaid shafts, said connector being adapted to receive

a tool element for rotation of the tool element in response

to rotation of the connector;

a bevel gear set in said enUvged head connecting said one

end of the second shaft with said connector to effect

rotation of said connector in opposite directions in re-

sponse to rotative of said second shaft in opposite direc-

tions; and

a three position adjustment element for said ratchet mecha-

nism for effecting the first, second and third conditions

thereof, said adjustment element being located adjacent

said ratchet mechanism on the exterior of said handle

intermediate the length thereof,

whereby said connector can be turned in opposite directions

by rotating said hand grip in opposite directions with said

ratchet mechanism in the first and second conditions

thereof and said connector can also be turned in opposite

directions by swinging the handle in opposite directions

about the axis of said connector with ssid ratchet mecha-

nism in the third condition thereof.

thereof upon rotation of said drive qmidle, power driven

means for effecting rotation of said drive spindle, a nose ele-

ment disposed in axially telescoping rdationship over said

drive spindle, said nose element extending to a first position

axially outwardly rdative to said drive spindle so as to be

solely engageable with a workpiece upon advancement of said

tool toward said work[»ece, resilient means normally biasing

said nose element outwardly of said drive spmdie toward said

first position, an axially outer and an axially inner aptftan in

said drive spindle, axially outer and axially inner nut retainer

balls in said apertures, respectively, axially outer and axially

inner recesses m said nose dement for the acceptance of said

axially outer and axially inner balls, respectively, the axial

spacing of the recesses in said nose element being greater than

the axial spacing of the ^lertures in said drive spindle, the

axially inner recess in said nose element being radially aligned

with the axially inner aperture in said drive spindle and the

axially outer recess in said nose element being out of radial

alignment with the axially outer aperture in said drive spindle

LnreBcrecs,

when said nose element u in said first position wber^ the

axially outer nut retainer ball is biased by said nose elenent

radially inwardly through its complementary axially outer

aperture in said drive spindle to fiuiction as ajtop internally

thereof for said nuts and said axially inner nut retainer ball is

free to move radially outwardly into its complementary axially

inner recess in said nose element therdiy to release the nuts in

said magazine for movement outwardly thereof into said drive

spindle, retraction of said nose element over said drive spindle

due to engagement with a workpiece bringing the axially outer

recess in said nose element into radial alignment with the

axially outer aperture in said drive spindle to permit radially

outward movement of the axially outer ball into the axially

outer recess in said nose element and movement of a nut axially

outwardly of said drive spindle, retraction of said nose element

over said drive spindle also moving the axially inner recess

therein out of radial alignment with the axially inner apenarc

in said drive spindle therd>y to drive said axially inner ball

radially inwardly to function as an inner stop for said nuts.

4^74^091

TAP WRENCH
Rhs, Box 508, Norwich, Conn. 06360

FDed iwL 10, 1982, Ser. No. 3r,271
IntCl.>B25B;9/(»

U.S.a 81-463

N(

ICIaim

4,474,090

NUT INSTALLATION TOOL
El Toro, CaUf., aarffBor to Mkrodol Inen Dviin,

FDad May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374v614

Int CL3 B25B 2J/M ^ .

U.S. CL 81—431 ICfadni L An impact device fior a wrench of the type havmg a tool

1. A nut instaUation tool comprising a magazine for storing defining head adapted tofitanotorbcrfttobe rot^ and

a plurality of nuts, a rotiittd>le drive spindle having an internal having a shank extending radially outwardly finom said head,

configuration complementary to the external configuration of said impact device conqmsing

the nuts so as to slidably accept said nuts yet eflbct rotation a body having a receptacle for receiving said wrench shank.

«
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and having a handle eitending outwardly of said aiMfik

raoeptacle to piovide leverage for the user,

a pivotaUy moonted hammer provided on said body and
movable between a cocked positiai and an impact posi-

tion wherein a firee end of said haauner abuts said wrench

a dock S|mng in said body, and a key shaft, one end of said

clock spring being attached to said key shaft so that a free

end thereof is movable relative to said one end,
a ratchet pkte on said key shaft and having ratchet teeth in

its periphery,

a pawl movably mounted on said body for travel between a
hold position in which said ratchet pUte can be moved
only in a wind direction, and a release position wherein
said ratchet plate is free to turn in either direction,

a cross slide member coupled to said hammer for limiM
movement relative to said body for imparting said pivotal

motion to said hammer,
means coupling said free end of said spring to said cross slide

•0 that said spring spins said ratchet plate and key shaft

when said pawl is moved to its release position, said cou-
pUng means including a stud connected to said spring free

end, and a striker d^ supported on said key shaft for

supporting said stud in abimmg relationship to said cross
shde for moving said cross shde in response to said spring
and ratchet plate release spinning,

said pawl also serving to release said cross slide when moved
to said release position.

means and upstream of said multiplicity of banking line^
and

merge means downstream of said muhiplieity of hmfcitig

lines for onnbining the groupings of products from each
said elongated conveyor pathway into a single outfeed
line of products, said merge means receiving products
from each said respective banking line when same is in its

feed mode.

APPARATUS FORACCUMULATING STACKSOF PAPER
SHEETS OR THE LIKE

Siegmar NeabSaer, Peter Doae, and FHedheim Hcnig, aO of
Hamborg, Fed. Rep. of GcrMny, aaripMn to ECJL WIU
(GmbH * CoJ, HMsbng. Fed. Rep. oTGcmMy
DMakM of Scr. No. 2S7,in, JnL 27, IMl, alMdoKd lUa

ppUeation May 25, 1M3, Ser. No. 497,827
Gbriau priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, JiL 2S,

1900,3028540

Int CL^ B65H 31/3a 31/32
U.S.CL83—71 It

4«474t092
PRODUCT STORAGE BANK AND MERGE SYSTEM

Tlmthy G. MaHy, Oregon; CarroU P. Hard, and Daniel L.
Orioff, both ofRMton, an of Wla., MrfgMin to Oacar Mayer
Fbodi Corp., MadiaoB, Wla.

FDod Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487441
lit a' B2SD 7/06

VS. CL 83—26 33 cUms

1. An apparatus for banking and merging a continuous out-
flow of products from an infeed flow of products having inter-

mittent gaps in the infeed flow, comprising:

means for infeeding a flow of a plurality of groupings of
products to the apparatus, said infeed flow means provid-
ing said products in groupings having intermittent gaps
therd)etween;

a multiplicity of generally parallel banking lines downs^eam
of said infeed flow means, each said banking line^ving
means for receiving said products and for translating same
along an elongated conveyor pathway thereof in a direc-
tion away from said infeed flow means;

mode control means for reguUting the product translating
speed of each said generally parallel banking line at either
a fill mode speed or a feed mode speed, said fill mode
speed being greater than said feed mode speed, said mode
control means imparting a fill mode to one of said banking
lines while imparting a feed mode to another of said bank-
ing lines and also imparting a feed mode to said one bank-
ing line while imparting a fill mode to said another bank-
ingline;

means fbr divertmg one of said groupmgs of products onto
saidme banking line when same is m its fill mode and for
diverting another of said groupings of products onto said
another banking line wboi same is in its fill mode, said
diverting oMans being downstream of said infeed flow

1. Apparatus for forming stacks of paper sheets or the like,

comprising a first station and a second station; means for sup-
plying to said first station a series ofgroups of sheets; gathering
means for accumulating successively supplied groups at said

first station into a succession of layers; means for tranqxnting
successive layers fix)m said first station to said second station

for accumuUttion into stacks at said second station, said trans-

porting means including an adjustable transfer unit arranged to

withdraw successive kyers from said first station and means
for imparting motion to said transfer unit; and means for vary-

ing the frequency ofremoval of layers firmn said first station by
said transfer unit so that at least some successively accumu-
lated layers contain different number of groups, including

prime mover means for continuously driving sakl motira im-

parting means and means for varying the speed of said prime
mover means.

4^74,094
APPARATUS FOR OUTFEEDING AND STACKING OF
SHEET METAL SECHONS OR CUTTINGS OR THE LIKE
Edaard HinnI, Zofli«en, and WaHw GygU, NiodoWpp, both of

Switaerland, aaaiVMrs to Hiannerle AG MaschlnafiMk,
Zrtlngen, SwHiarland

FDed Jan. 28, 1983. Ser. No. 461,994
Clahns priority, application Switiertaad, Feb. 4, 1982, 680/82

Int a^ B21D 43/22
VS. a. 83—104 8 Oaias

1. An apparatus for outfeeding and staddng sheet metal
sections or the Uke which are obtained following a she^ metal
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feeding table associated with a sheet metal shear arrangement,

said apparatus comprising:

cutting blade means defining a cutting plane;

supporting rake means for receiving said sheet metal sec-

tion^

abutment means;

said abutment means being horizontally displaceable relative

to said supporting rake means in accordance with a de-

sired sheet metal section width;

a roller platform;

said roller pktform being vertically adjustable and serving

to carry pallets or containers for receiving stacks of said

sheet metal sections;

said supporting rake means, for stacking said sheet metal

sections deposited thereon immediately after the cutting

operation, being arranged together with said abutment

means so as to be selectively positioned above one of a

, number of stacking locations during a first step of a sub-

stantially horizontal movement;

said supporting rake means, for releasing the cut sheet metal

section therefrom, being arranged to be displaced beyond

said stacking location during a second step of said hori-

zontal movement in the same direction;

Its*

said supporthig rake means being ftirther arranged for verti-

cal movement together with said cutting blade means;

entrainment means provided at said supporting rake means

at the side of said cutting blade mean^
said entramment means comprising an entrainment finger

pivotably mounted at said supporting rake mean^
actuator means arranged below the sheet metal feeding table

and reciprocatable between an actuating porition and a

rest position;

said actuator means in the actuating podtiim thoeof acting

upon said entrainment finger in order to rotate the same

into a entrainment position in which said entrainment

finger projects beyond a predetermined surface of said

supporting rake means whoi said supporting rake means is

ad^noed towards the sheet metal feeding table;

means fbr accelerating and decelerating said supporting rake

means when executing said steps of movement in order to

efliect diq>Iacement of said sheet metal sections resting

thereon; and

scrap mettd collecting means for collectiiig scrap metal

cuttings formed during the cutting operation.

4^474,095

NIBBLING MACHINE
Philipa Heek, 26727 W. Serca Ml., Radford, Mich. 48240

Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,755

Int CL^ B23D 21/01 27/00

VS. CL 83—188 5 Cfadnn

1. Apparatus for nibbling the edge of a tubular worlqpieoe

having a first wall thickness, comprising:

abase;

an anvil;

means mounthig the anvil on the base;

a die mounted on the anvil, the die having a punch-receiving

opening definmg a first cuttmg edge;

the anvil being receivable in the workpiece such that it is

supported thereon;

a tubular template telescopically mounted on the tubular

workpiece so as to be movable therewith, the template

having a second wall thickness and an edge having a

predetermined configuration;

the workpiece and the template being movable with respect

to the anvil; /
a punch member having a second cutting edge, aiid means

on the base supporting the punch member such that it is

movable in a first direction toward the die opening in a

cutting motion, and in the opposite direction to a return

position defining an opening between the die and the

punch member for receiving the woricpiece wall in a

cutting poation in which the punch member is spaced

from the die a distance greater than the first wall thickness

of the tubular workpiece but less than the combined thick-

ness of the template wall and the woricpiece wall such that

the template edge is engageable with the punch member in

its cutting motion; and

drive means for reciprocating the punch member with re-

spect to the anvil to nibble the edge of the woricpiec^

whereby the punch member is operable to nibble an edge in

the workpiece corresponding to the edge of the template

as the template edge engages the punch member in its

cutting motion.

4,474^)96

KNIFE HOLDER FOR A LONGTTUDINAL SUTTER
Horrt MUler, Pftmptadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasivMr to

Dr. Otto C Strackar KomannditgeaeUachaft, PfkngMadt

Fed* Rep* Oi Gcwuy
FDed No?. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,605

Claian priority, applicalion Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 20,

1981, 3146116

Int a.} B26D 5/04

VS.a 83—482 7 CUaa
1. A knife holder for a Icmgitudinal slitter, a rotary knife disc

of which is displaceable relative to a second rotary knife disc

cooperating therewith, comprising:

sqjarate axial and radial pneumatic linear drive members

adapted to be fed fivmi a common controllable feed line,

from an initial position, in which the knife discs are out of

engagement, against a resilient restming force, imtially

radially and then axially;

a flow-limiting member connected upstream oi the axial

linear drive member for the axial feed moveasent, wherein

the flow-limiting member further comprises an adjoataMe

reducing valve; and
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•hock-ibtorbiiig means wherdn said axial linear drive man-
ber for the axial feed movement acts against said shock-

consisto of a sleeve which slides on the outer wall of the
column, and which has a cover closing off the sleeve,
which cover is secured to the piston rod.

M74,0M
SIGNAL EMITTING DEVICE WITH ADJUSTABLE BEAT

FREQUENCY
Walter PeperMKk, in der Gttid-Stra«e 1, Zudkon 812C, nd
Oarles Jnago, Haseabiihlwes 30, Zog eSOO, both of Switier^

per No. PCr/EP82/00011, § 371 Date Sep. 27, 1982, § 102(c)
Date Sep. 27, 1902, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/02610, PCT P^
Date Aag. 5, 1902

per Filed Jan. 22, 1902, Scr. No. 433,200
CtaiBs priority, appttcatioB SwitKriaad, Jaik 27, 1901,

S15/01

Int a> GIOF 1/00
U.8. CL 04-1.03 10

absorbing means in addition to said resilient restoring

force.

4«474i097
SWING BEAM PRESS HAVING A STATIONARY

COLUMN
I MttlbMh, Fknkftvt• MatahSoaaAdm Fed. Rep. of

r* aalpor to USM Corporatioa, Fmriagtoo, Cou.
I oTSv. No. 207,901, Apr. 27, 1901, i

lUi fVpHotiM Jn. 9, 1903, Ser. No. 901,965

>, appUeitioo Fed. Rep. of Gerwaqr, Apr. 29,
190Q,30MB27

IM. a? B26D 5/12
UA CL 03-427 4 rwi^

1. A signal emitting device, comprising;
an input unit which enables the user of said device to input

both a sequence oftime values ofmudcal notes and pauses
and the respective pitch values of each of said musical
notes;

a memory for storing said mputted valuer
an acoustic output device; and
a central circuit connected to said memory and said acoustic

output device and operable in both a first and a sectmd
mode, the mode that said control circuit is operated m
being selectable by the user of said signal emitting device,

said control circuit causing said acoustic output device to

generate a melody corresponding to said «ntered time and
pitch values when said control circuit operates in said first

mode, said control circuit caunng said acoustic output
device to generate pulsed white noise signals of equal
duration but varying spacing determined by said entered
time values when said control circuit operates in said

second mode.

4,474,099

PIANO ADAPTOR
iiMdi, anigMN' to Dwlln EntcrprlMi

Ltd., KaadooM, Canada
FOed Ang. 2, 1902, Ser. No. 403,9(5

iplkatkM CaiMda, Apr. 15, 1902, 401016
bta^GlOCJ//^

UJla04-2S3 35

1. A swing beam press machine comprising a column for the
swing beam, wUch column projects from a ftame of the da-
chine and contains therewithin a piston and cylinder unit for
efRectiag the stroke movement of the swing beam which ex-
tends away firom the column, wherein:

the column is fixedly mounted on the machine frame and
fonMthe cylmder for the piston and cylinder unit having
a pistoa rod which extends through an upper abutment of
the cylinder and projects out of the upper end of the
oohnm and oonnects to the swing beam;

1. A musical instrument comprising a plurality of vibratile

members cqiable of vibration to produce notes of selected
the connection between the piston rod and the swing beam frequencies, percussive means for each said vibratile member
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for causing vibration thereof, actuating means for selectively

rotating each said percussive means from a rest position to

strike a vibratile member associated therewith, return means
for rotating said percussive means back to said xttX position, a
stop member for said percussive means in said rest position,

and a control mechanism for said percussive means including a
pivotally mounted member having inertial means movable in a
substantially vertically iqmards direction and active upon said

percussive means when struck thereby to absorb the kinetic

energy of said percussive meau moving towards said ftusp

mendwr and the9:d>y exert a decelerative foroe upon said per-

cussive means, said stop member having a surfitoe of resilientiy

deformable material which said percussive means abuts in said

rest positimi thereof, and said pivotally mounted member being

located for striking by said percussive means moving towards
said stop member substantially at the moment of mitial cmtact
of said percussive means with said resilientiy deformable mate-

rial

ManoKoado,

4,474,100

MUSICAL KEYBOARD
to Nippon GakU

FDed Jan. 15, 1902, Scr. No. 300,642

Clalw priority, application Japan, Jan. 17, 1901, 5649134{U]

Iata'G10Ci/;2
U.S.a 04-^134 141

Madder and an object to be released, and an ^)ectaUe cq> with

a loddng system, said cap blanking off an opposite end of said

container, wherein said process for storing and releasing com-

prises the sequential steps of:

slightiy inflating the bladder for storing said object without

movement in said container,

inflating the bladder to an inflation pressure sufficient for

expelling said object which maintains engagement of said

ejectaUe cq> with said container,

releasing said object by striking a portion of the locking

syftra of the ejectable cap with a firing pin disposed on

s^ release vehicle and disengaging the ejectable cap

Roiij^^irbontainer, therd>y ejecting the ejectable c^) and

said o^ect from the container by allowing the compressed

air contained in the bladder to expand.

4,474,102

AMMUNTnON HANDLING SYSTEM
Dooglas P. Taasie, St Gcarp, Vt, aarivMr to i

^ Hi Ml,, . , I miAuompany, uwuagion, vt.

FDcd A« 17, 1901, Scr. No. 293,010

Int. a' F41D 10/38

VS. CL 09-33.17

1. In a musical keyboard of the type which includes a frame

means having fUcrums formed therein, a row of elongated

keys each having a sunxvted portion located at a rear end
thereof for pivotal contact with a corresponding fulcrum of

said firame means for vertical swinging between a rest position

and an (qierative position and re^ient means fior urging the

keys iqiwisrds to nid rest position, the mqwovement wherein

the resilient means comprises a leafqving positioBed bdow the

keys and secured to the firame means to have a free end extend

substantially horizontally towards the fiilcrums, the firee end of
said leaf spring engages a \omet surftce of each said key to

urge the key upwards, and wherein said supported portion

extends dovimwtrdly from said rear end of the key, and said

leaf spring engages at the firee end the lower surfisoe of the

si^yported portion.

4,474401
PROCESS AND SYSl^l FOR STORING AND

RELEASING A CYLINDRICAL OBJECT FROM A
voncLE

FtaaeolB Bodard, VDla Pascal - Le Collet da PBMre • La Gn>
03220U Pradet, and Joacph MOiati, AfCMH dn Vo-

t-Val da rAipi , 03700 SaiM-Raphad, both ef FhMa
FDed Mar. 15, 1902, Scr. No. 350,107

riarity, appUcaUca RraMa, Mar. 24y 1901, 01 05004
tata.)F41FJ/02

UAaOO^UR lOCWw
1. A process for storing and releasing an object from a re-

lease port <rfa release vehicle that includes a device for storing

nd releasing said object, said device comprising-a cylindrical

ooBtamcr with a diameter slightiy gretter than that d the

object to be rdeaaed, a fixed cap bhmkiag off oae end of the

cylindfical container, an inflataUe Maddw adjacent to said

flbted cap, a distribution disc inteqwsed bstwacn die aflataWe

1. An armament system comprising:

a gun adapted to rotate in train;

means which is stationary in train for supplying aoununition;

and
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onentatkm meus. ditpoted between Mid gun end aeid em-
mimitioa supply means, and adapted to rotate in train as a
Auction of the rotation in train of said gun;

a train of rounds carriers passing from said supply means,
through said orientation means, to said gun,
each carrier coupled to the next adJMoeat carrier by a

pivot means c^Mble of unrestricted rotation, and each
carrier carrying a respective round of ammunition;

said orientation means intercepting and orienting each as-

sembly of carrier and ntpeetive round by rotation of its

respective pivot means to an orientation in train which is

determined by the orientation in train of said gun;
said gun and said orientation means rotate in train about a
common axis of rotation; and

said orientation means includes a nose cam with a high
portion of said nose cam which includes:

a mobile surface which is in continual oscillation through
a plane ofsymmetry which includes said axis of rotation

and which divides said single nose cam surface into two
symmetrical portions whereby said high portion contin-
ually shifts fixmi one side to the other into and out of
symmetry.

M74vl03
BKAKE BOOfiTIERS

Fnimkk A. W. Chiabariala, Warwick, and DnU G. P.
Mona, Laamfagtoa Spa, both of Engiaad, aasfgnors to Aato-
othe Prodncts pk, Leaadaitoa Spa, England

FDad Sap. 17, 1M2, Sar. No. 419,200
Oaiw priority, appHcMlon United Uagrioi^ Oct 1, IMl,

8129668

JaL CL^ F15B 9/10
VS, CL 91—369 A 4 n«i—

1. A vacuum operated brake booster comprising:
a housing;

a movable wall having a bore therein positioned in said
housing;

an input member having a piston head thereon slidable in

said bore;

an output member having a piston head thereon slidable m
said bore;

an elastomeric disc between said piston heads;
and a reaction ring ofa resilient pUtttics material in said bore,

said reaction ring comprising an annular portion having an
end fi|»e for abutment with said elastomeric disc, said ring
f^mctioiiing to transmit direct axial loads between the
movable wall and sakl dastomeric disc, and including at
least three legs extending axially from said annular por-
tion, each of sakl tep havmg a hook end engaged by a
snap fit behind the mput member piston head.

4^7440«
CX>NnOL SYSTEM POR VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT

PUMPS AND MOTORS
Dufli F. CMlMd, Graas Ukc, Mieh., awiffor to DooUe A

PiPBdneti Ca.. Maachsalai, Mich.
RM Apr. 11, 1983, Sar. No. 484,077

lBtCL>F8IB^5/05
U&CL 91-497 ni rui—

1. A ayiMB ftir ooatroDkig a hydrauHc fhrid powered rotary
output shaft comprising a chamber space for hydrauUc power

flwd havhig variaUe disphMement, an operative couphng from
said chamber space effective to rotate sakl output shaft by the
hydrauKc power flmd hi sakl chamber space, means to adjust
the dis|rfac«raent of sakl variaMe diq>tacement chamber space,
means providing a speed representative signal representative of
the rotational speed of sakl output shaft, means provkUng
another signal representing another parameter hidkattive of
load on sakl output shaft, means providing a qwed ccmtrol
signal representative of a predetermined rotatknal speed for
said output shaft, means providmg a farther control signal

representing a |Medetermined value for said another parameter,
means comparing said speed representative signal against sakl

mxmv'

speed control signal, means comparing said another signal
against said further control signal, and priority according
means comprising means according priority to the comparison
of said speed representative signal and speed control signal in

closed loop cintrol of the adjustment of the displacement of
said chamber space when sakl further control signal and said
another control signal bear one predetermined rektionship
with each other and means accordmg priority to the compari-
son of said another control signal and said further control
signal in closed loop control of the adjustment of the disphMe-
ment of said chamber space when said another signal and said

further control signal bear another predetermined relationship

with each other.

4,474,105

OSCILLATORY FLUID POWERED MOTOR
FM C Either, 540S Loia Afc, LmrifiUla, Ky. 40219, i

Charica F. EtaH, 3706 AlpiM Or., Lirf^raaga, Ky. 40021
Filed Feb. 18, 1981, Sar. No. 238,833

IM. a^ FDIC 9/00
U.S.a 92-122 17

'^
> I

-.ft

1. An oscU^ory flukl powered motor inrhidhig a cylmdri-

cal body deflmng a chamber, fvst and second head members
disposed one dii each end of the body member m sealing rela-

tiaiiihip ther^th, and each having a central aperture m
aUgaed relatiiS^p with the ksogituduial axis of the cylindri-

cal body, an^'^iach having an annular groove surrounding sakl

aperture nk 8pi£SiMl raiaiMn thereftom, and each havmg an mset
bcSiring surfiiS^ on the skle thereof eqwsed to sakl chamber,
ri£^ seal ine^ disposed m said annular groove, at least one
elMgate staldnocaled on dte hmer snrfiwe of said cyHAdrical

b<«y awl Mndhig hito sakl dumber and incladtng first and
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second ends m ^Moed relation from the bearing surfsoe of the

fiift and second heads and an outer edge extending parallel

with the kmgitndhuil axis of the cyhndrical body and havmg a
statOT groove around the first and second ends and the outer

edge, a rotor assembly including shaft means having a first end
received m the qwrture of the first head and a second end
rotataUy received in the apertme of the second head and
including an enlarged sectkm of circular croas aectkn and
dkoneter greater than the dumeter of the shaft provklmg a

peripheral bearing surface extendmg generally between the

first and second head members where the periirfieral bearing

surface is in selectively qMoed parallel relation with the outer

edge of the stator and where each end of the enlarged sectkm
respectively contacts a portkn of the ring seal means of the

first and second heads, ud further mcluding at least one vane
member extendmg radially from the enlarg^ section havmg a

vane groove around the perq>hery thereof, vane seal means
receivedm the vane groove to contact the mset bearing surface

of the first and second heads, the inner surface of the cyUndri-

cal body and a portion of the ring seal means of each head
adjacent the enkrged section of the rotor assembly to provide

flukl seals, stator seal means received in the stator groove to

contact the mset bearing surface of the first and second heads,

the peripheral bearing surface of the enlarged sectkm of the

shaft and a portion ofthe ring seal means to provide fluid seals

between the stator and enlarged portion of the shaft and the

first and second heads, and fluid inlet and fluid outlet means to

the chamber to selectively vary fluid pressure on opposite sides

of the vane member to move the vane member and rotate the

shaft

4,474,106

FLUmiC SELF ADJUSTING SEAL ASSEMBLY
Peter Dnrenec, Aanaadale, Va., aaaipior toTV United States of

America as raprwanted by the Secretary of the Amy, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Sar. No. 368,220

Int CL? F16J J/08. 9/08

VJS. CL 92—159 10 Clahns

grooves, sakl pressuure reservoir being defined between a

surface ofeach of sakl backmg ring sesds of sakl first pair,

the periphery of sakl piston, and sakl c^mder wan means,

each of said backmg ring seah having at least one beveled

edge on the outer periphery thereof positioned on the skle

closest to said piston working face with a free-floating

sealing wedge form fitted mto each of sakl beveled edges

for sliding along said cylmder wall means and havmg
interconnected recesses on an annular seating portion

along said base of said fduraUty ofannular grooves and on
a passageway terminating skle thereof, wherd>y said inlet

port and (me way relief valve means is in working contact

with a woridng fluid in a compression volume and can

pass a working flukl therethrough mto sakl internal flukl

volume during a compression stroke so that a working

fluid is equally comprised m said internal fluid volume at

said pressure reservor and at sakl interconnectd recesses

to press said backing ring seals and said sealing wedges
agamst said cylinder wall means and during an expansion

stroke a working fluid is held by said one way relief valve

and flows back into a compression volume through a small

opening between a compression volume skle backing ring

seal and said cylinder wall means by higher pressure now
existmg m said internal fluid volume relative to a lower

pressure in a compression volume.

4,474,107

FOOD OVEN AND SMOKER DEVICE
Herman Colhraa, El Toro, Calif., aarigaor to AaMriea

ttonal Foodsarrice, Lakcforeat, Calif.

FDad Mar. 14, 1983, Sar. No. 474,794

Int a' A47J 37/00: A23B 4/04

VS. CL 99-352 10

1. In combination, a fluidic bearing piston seal assembly and

cylinder wall means comprismg:

a cylinder wall means,

a piston having a plurality of annular grooves disposed in

adjacent pairs of grooves, sakl plurality of annular

grooves definmg at least a first pair of annular grooves

around an upper portion head wherein each of said annu-

lar grooves has a base and a passageway terminating side

and an inlet port and one way relief valve means connect-

ing a working face of said piston open to a compression

volume with an internal fluid volume, wherem said inter-

nal fluid volume is comprised of a plurality of evenly

spaced radial passageways terminating between said plu-

rality of annular grooves of said first pair at each of sakl

passageway terminating sides and at a pressure reservoir^

and

a dry seal means comprised of a plurality of backing ring

seals respectively positioned in sakl plurahty of annular

y^
L An improved food oven comprising:

a housing having at least one oven compartment defined

therem;

a support member positionable withm said oven compart-

ment adapted to carry food desired to be prepared within

said compartment;

first heating means disposed within sakl compartment and

positioned on one side of said support member for heating

said compartment;

second heating means ditpoaed within said compartment and

positkmed on the otha* skle of said support member for

heating said compartment;

means positioned within said enclosure for generating smoke
within said enclosure; and

means for independently controlling the operatkm of sakl

first and second heating means and sakl smoke generatmg

means to permit the desired food carried by said support

member to be selectively baked, barbecued, broiled, and

smoked within said compartment
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M7MW
ALUMINUM CAN OOMPKESSOR DEVICE

Rob«t F. Loui, 1044'njm Lik, PilatiM, OL «NW7
Filed Maj 20, 1982, Sm. No. 380,134

bt a> B30B 9/S2

VS. CL m-4$ 10

1. Apparatus for the automatic crushing of spent cans com-
prising:

an inclined feed chute having an upper end inlet and a lower
ejection end for containing a serial, contiguous stack of
cans longitudinally disposed end-to-end with one another

such that cans in said feed chute pass gravitationally

downward to said ejection end along a first longitudinal

a laterally directed discharge opening formed in said ejec-

tion end,

an angled bottom wall in said ejection end for supporting the

bottom can in said stack with its linear axis coaxial with a
second longitudinal axis spaced laterally closer to said

discharge opening than said first longitudinal axis,

spring means engagingly biasing the next adjacent can from
the bottom can in said stack into coaxial linear axis align-

ment with said first longitudinal axis in said feed chute
while enabling said bottom can to fi-eely pass gravitation-

ally downward at any time,

a crushing station adjacent said discharge opening including

a reciprocable piston means adapted for controlled back
and forth longitudinal movement in said crushing station,

an ejector means including a plunger adapted for controlled

back and forth movement within said ejection end toward
and away from said discharge opening for correspond-
ingly passing the bottom can in said stack through said

discharge opening into said crushing station and enabling

the next can in said stack to index into said ejection end,

such that the bottom can passes laterally out of said feed

chute without nesting interference with the next adjacent

can, and

an outlet gap formed in said crushing station through which
crushed cans gravitationally exit the crushing station

during the retraction stroke of said piston means.

M7M09
T-smirr printing apparatus with multiple

DRYING BOOTHS
OoMdn Yvm Naha, Japn, aarigMr to Ryakyi Screca Prtat-

ta8 Oorpn (NdMwa, Japan
Coatiaaatioa of Scr. No. 229,408, Jaa. 29, 1981, ataadoaed. This

ippHcartea Dee. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 448,875
OalH priority, appUcatiOB Japaa, Feb. 4, 1980, 55-13482

lat as B41F 15/06
VAa 101—115 1 cUai

1. A printing apparatus for printing a desired pattern on an
item of clothing comprising:

(a) a support frame,

0>) upper and lower turntables mounted on said support
frame, said upper and lower turntables being coaxially

rotatable relative to each other along generally horizontal

planes, said unaer and lower turntables being rotatable

about a common vertical axis,

(c) a plurality of clothing mounting plates mounted on said
lower turntable and adapted to receive items of clothing
tobeprintedt

(d) at least one print screen means mounted on said upper
turntable and invotal between a printing position and a
non-printing position, said print screen means in said print-

ing position contacting sidd clothing on said mounting
plates to effect printing on said clothing,

(e) rotational means for rotataUy mounting said monnting
plates on said lower turntable for rotati<m about a gener-
ally horizontal axis, said mounting plates therd)y being
rotatable 180 degrees to provide for printing on both sides

of the clothing on said mounting plates, and

(0 a plurality of hot air drying booths fixedly mounted on
said suppcNTt frame and disposed along the rotational path
of said lower turntable to effect drying-by-heating of the
clothing on said mounting plates, each of said hot air

drying booths being disposed at spaced intervals along the
rotational path of said lower turntable to thereby define a
space between each successive hot air drying booths, said

plurality of hot air drying booths each having an upper
portion at least partially superimposed over said mounting
phites, said support frame having a lower section disposed
below said lower turntable, mounting bracket means ex-
tending from said lower section of said support frame, said

plurality of hot air drying booths further comprising an
outer section extending radially outwardly of said lower
turntable and connecting said mounting bracket means to

said upper portion superimposed over said mountmg
plates such that said hot air drying booths are fixedly

supported from said lower section of said support frame
outside the rotational path of said lower tumtid>le to per-

mit said lower turntable to be fireely rotated to pass below
said upper portion of said hot air drying booths, above
said mounting bracket means, and radially inwardly of
said outer section of said hot air drying booths, said upper
portion of each of said hot air drying booths, said mount-
ing bracket means and said outer section of each of said

hot air drying booths thereby defining a generally U-
shaped coi^guration through which said mounting plates

witii clothing thereon pass without contact such that the

printing on both sides of said clothing is dried simulta-

neously, said print screen means in said non-printing posi-

tion bdng diqwsed in a position above said upper pwtion

of said hot air drying booths such that said print screen

means passes over the top ofsaid upper portion ofsaid hot

air drying booths as said upper turntable means is rotated,

wherd}y said upper and lower turntables are freely rotat-

able relative to said fixedly mounted hot air drying booths,

said lower turntable being rotatable through a idurality of

successive station means, one of said station means being a

receiving-removal station means where said items of

clothing to be printed are received and removed fhm said

clothing mounting plates, the next successive station

means being printing station means to effect said printing

on said clothing, the remaining station means being consti-

tuted by said plurality of hot air drying booths each
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spaced firom one another to effect said drying-by-heatmg

of said clothing on said mounting plates.

4,474,110

PROCESS EMPLOYING PIGMENTED WATER BASED
FOAMED COMPOSITIONS

Charies A. Rosa«, Old Saybrook, Coaa., asstgaor to Foandak
Coaipaay, Fall Rinr, MaM.
CoatiaaatkwiB-part of Ser. No. 360,415, Mar. 22, 1980,

abaadoaed. TUs appUeatkM Sep. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 419,233

lat CL3 B41M 1/10: B41F 9/01. 5/22
U.S. CL 101—170 19 ClaiBH

1. A process for applying a water-based liquid composition

containing dissolved or suspended solids to a moving web
comprising the steps of:

(a) foaming said composition;

(b) applying a coating of the foamed composition to a cylin-

der having an array of mutually spaced open cells on the

surface thereof, the said composition comprising non-

uniform foam bubbles having a median size (measured as

bubble diameter) larger than the median maximum lateral

dimensiras ofs^ cells;

(c) converting the coating of the foamed composition to

discrete liquid composition membranes spanning said

cells, with the cell volumes beneath said membranes as

well as the land areas between said cells being substan-

tially free of said composition;

(d) trusferring said liquid composition membranes to the

surface of said web and immcMlizing said solids on the

surface of said web as a residue formed of said solids.

1. In a cleaning system foir a printing press having an ink

roUer, the combination comprising means defining a chamber

for a cleaning liquid, a supply line including a valve for con-

trolUng the flow of liquid into the chamber, outlet means

connected to said chamber for directing cleaning liquid onto

sud roller, said outlet means including a first discharge tube

and a syphon discharge tube, said first discharge tube being

connected to said chamber at a location above the bottom of

the chamber and extending above the area to be cleaned for

directing liquid onto the roller when said valve is open, said

syphon discharge tube having an inverted U-shape with an

inlet adjacent the bottom of the chamber and an outlet above

the area to be cleaned, said syphon discharge tube being suffi-

ciently shallow in height so that the syphon discharge tube fills

completely and discharges liquid onto said roller when said

valve is open and liquid is being discharged onto said roller by
said first discharge tube, with the result that when the valve is

closed to terminate the flow of liquid from said first discharge

tube the siphon serves (a) to lower promptly the level of liquid

in the chamber to a level below the location said first discharge

tube is connected to said chamber and (b) to cause a flow of air

through the first discharge tube in a direction opposite to the

normal flow of liquid therethrough to inhibit dripping from the

first discharge tube.

4,474,112

ARMING FIRING RELOCK DEVICE
George E. Codcaey, Lake Isabella, Califs Joka F. Praoeott,

Norfolk, Va., aad Rodaey H. Zagala, Ridgeersst, Calif., aa-

sigaors to The United States of America as rsprtscatsd by the

Secretary of the Nary, WasUagtoa, D.C.

Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,576

lat O.) F42C 15/24, 15/40

\}&.a 102—260 20

'

4,474,111

CLEANING SYSTEM FOR PRINTING PRESSES
Max Holahauaaf, Rodgaa, Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, asaigaor to

MWLN. • Roiaad Dmrkmasrhlaea Aktieagesellaekaft, Fed.

R19. of Gcranay
FDed JbL 12, 1982, Scr. No. 397,171

CUav priority, ap^ieatkM Fed. Rqi. of Gcnaaay, JaL 22,

1981,3128928

lat a^ B41F 55/00: B41L 41/00

U.S. CL 101—425 3 Claiais

1. An arming firing relock device comprising:

a pivot block having means for receiving a member in first

and second positions;

an output shaft rotatably mounted to said pivot block;

a drive shaft pivotally attached to said output shaft; and

a handle lock slidably retained on said drive shaft and resil-

iently biased toward said pivot block, said handle lock

having means for lockingly engaging said means for re-

ceiving a member in said first and second positions.

4,474,113

HOLLOW CHARGE OF A DIRECTED EXPLOSION
EFFECT AS WELL AS METHOD FOR THE

MANUFACTURE OF THE METALUC CONE OF THE
HOLLOW CHARGE

Kari Kyrii ; ReUo LeriiariDd, aad Pekka SydiaariOd, aU of Hd-
aiaU, Flalaad, aaaiffors to Oy Ska Ab, Hclalaki, Flalaad

FDed Sap. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 420,523

OaiBH priority, appikatioa Fbdaad, Oct 28, 1981, 813380

lat a^ F42B 7/02

U.S.a 102-306 3 dataaa

1. A hollow charge of a directed explosion effect, which

charge comprises a mantel of the charge portion, an explosive

material fitted inside the mantel, a detonator fitted at one end

of the charge, and a metal cone fitted at the opposite end of the

charge, the mantel of the charge and the metal cone being

precisely centered on a common symmetry axis on whidi the

detonator is also positioned, the metal cone including a con-

cave globe face, wherein a detonation wave of the charge is
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•pherical and, that as viewed from a direction ofan object to be
blaited, the ooae it shaped so as to define a convexity in the

oooe wall with respect to a wall of a straight cone of equal

oone angle, the cone wall betsg of uniform thickness and the

o-.

4,474^114

ARRANGEMENT FOR CONVEYORS
Mats L DafMMM, DSfopadd, 502 7t GAaghester, Sweden
per No. PCr/SE>l/002«7, f 371 DMe May 7, 1M2, § 102(e)

DMt May 7, 1982, PCT Pah. No. WO82/00991, FCT Fob.

DMt Apr. 1, 1982

per FOad Sep. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 380,661

ChtaM priority, appHcrtlw Swedcm Sep. 17, 1980, 8006510

IM. CL> B61B Wn
UJ.a 164-162 6 OafaBs

»-v».«

1. In a conveyor: a track for supporting a plurality ofcarriers
fbr movement along the track, and a drive device for moving
the carriers along at least certain sections of the track, said

drive device having carrier devices mounted for reciprocating

movement along the track, and arranged for driving at least

one of said carriers in one direction, the transport direction,

and for moving freely in another direction opposite said one
direction, the return direction; at least a portion of the track

comprising a girder havnig a hollow profile with a groove
extradiag hi the direction ^the track and having at least one
aectioo with a completely closed cross section, and at least one
open section provided with a side aperture, plugs being in-

serted m said at least one oompietdy closed section, at least one
cyUndrical space formed between said plugs, each space being'
arnmged to enclose a piston with a piston rod which extends
ootside the cylindrical space; m said at least one open section

Aere being provided elongated devices capable of movement
in the leagdiwiae dtraction of the groove and joined with said

paton fod and provided with the said carrier devices which
are aoocsnUe through said side aperture, on the dbtside of the
gMar a tradt being ananfed ft>r the carriers adjacent to said

side apcrtnre so that the carrier devices can make contact with

the carriers through said verture, each cyUndrical space being

connected to pipe lines for a pressure medium so that the piston

can be moved backwards and forwards upra introduction of
the pressure medium on different sides thereof, the elongated
device being entrained by said piston rod so that the carrier

device moves the carriers in the desired transport direction.

4^74,115
TILTING TABLE

Charlea D. Cariton, Qwway, Aik^ aari^or to Tlflny
tiiea, Ibc, St Lonia, Mo.

Filed Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,748

Iat.a3A47F5//i
U.S. CL 108—7 8

convexity being less than the thickness of the wall and prefera-

bly about i of the thickness, so that when the hollow charge is

exploded, a jet and a slug formed thereby obtain a velocity of
about 2,300 to 3,300 meters per second when detonation veloc-

ity of the explosive is 7,000 to 8,000 meters per second.
1. A tilting table comprising:

(a) a table top,

(b) base support means for supporting the table top,

(c) linkage means operatively interconnecting the iMse sup-

port means and table top,

(d) adjustment means connected to the linkage means and
selectively actuating the linkage means for adjusting the

angle of Uie table top relative to the base support means,

and

(e) the linkage means including:

1. pivot means pivotally interconnecting the table top

means and base support means,

2. a first link means having first and second ends, one end
being pivotally connected to the table top means and
the other end being pivotally connected to the base

support means, and

3. a second Unk means operatively connected to the first

link means, and selectively actuated by the adjustment

means for actuating the fost link means for tilting the

table top,

(0 the second link means including:

1. a first end pivotally connected to the first link means,

and

2. a second end pivotally carried by the base support

means, the second end pivot point being selectively

movable relative to the iMse support means for actuat-

ing the first Unk means,

(g) the first link means includes a H-shq)ed Unk bracket

having opposed side Unk portions and an interconnecting

web the side Unk portions providing said first and second

ends of the first Unk means, and

(h) the second Unk means includes a pair of opposed side

second links, one of the second links being attached to

each of the opposed side Unk portions of the link bracket

4y474»116

SAFE BOX WITH ANCHOR CHAIN
Ray Casteoada, Jr., and Lanm M. Cailenada, both (rfP.O. Bm

6246, Hayward, Calif. 94840

Filed May 17, 1983, Ser. No. 495,080

lat a3 E05G //(»

U.S. CL 109—51 12 CUm
1. A safe box with anchor chain, said safe box mcluding an

upwardly opening lower part of q>preciable depth and pro-

vided with upwardly projecting peripheral walls including a

pair of remote o^xMitely outwudly facing side waU portions,

a downwardly opening cover provided with downwardly
projecting peripheral flanges including a pair of remote <q>po-

sitely outwardly facing flimge portions corresponding to said

wall porticms, said cover bdng positionable over said lower
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part with said flanges telescopingly engaged over said periph-

eral walk to close said lower part from above, means operable
to releasably lock said cover in position closing said lower part
said waU portions each having a narrow upstanding slot

formed therein opening upwardly through the upper free edge
thereof, a Unk chsin section composed of interconnected Unks
and including opposite end portions having a first pair of Unks
spaced from the end Unks of the corresponding end portion

terminal ends and removably received downwardly sideways,

only, in a cwresponding ^ot said portions of said flanges

closing said slots from above when said cover is in the closed

position, a pair of upstanding posts rigidly mounted from and
projecting upwardly from said lower part inwardly of and
disposed along a path extending between said side wall por-

tions, said link chain section including a second pair of opposite
end portion links spaced between the first pair of links and said

end Unks downwardly telescoped over the upper ends of said

posts, said cover, when said cover is in the closed position,

closely overlying said post upper ends to prevent upwardly

withdrawal of said second pair of Unks from said posts, said

path closely paralleling the inner side of a peripheral w^ of

said lower part extencUng between said wall portions, an up-

standing partition supported from said lower part extending

and securad between said wall portions and closely paralleling

the side of said path remote frt)m the last-mentioned peripheral

wall, whereby said partition serves to reinforce said wall por-

tions on one pair of corresponding sides of said slots and said

last-mentioned peripheral wall serves to reinforce said wall

portions on the other pair of corresponding sides of said slots,

said flange portions, when said cover is in the closed position,

downwwdly closely overhqiping appreciable vertical extent

portions of said side wall portions defining the upper end
portions of said slots, whereby said flange portions serve to

reinforce said wall portions against outwaid deflection, the

spacing between said side wall portions and the adjacent posts

and the qMcing between each link of said first pair of Unks and
the adjacent UxJc of the second pair of links being such that said

chain section is only sUghtiy slack between each post and the

adjacent side wall portion slot

4^74,117

BOILER USING A SOLID GRANULATED FUEL
Pnl Maryland, Rne dn Boeaga, 79440 Cooriay, Fkmee

FOad Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 372,010

CfadH priority, application nnnee, Apr. 28, 1981, 81 08626;

Sap. 4» 1981, 81 16971

Int a> F23K i/li

US.ail»-109 9aafan8
1. A hot water boiler which bums solid fM in granular form

comprising:

(1) a fire box with a combustion gas outlet an opening at the

bottom of said fire box to remove ashes, an orifice be-

tween said combustion gas outiet and said bottom open-

ing, and a gcatc ^ orifice level;

(2) a hopper adi^^cent the exterior of said fire box for storing

and discharging thevXA fliel, including a discharge open-

ing at the lower end of said hopper,

(3) an automatic feeder located under the discharge opening

of said h(^)er comprising a reciprocating piston commu-

nicating with said orifice wherein said piston forms a fire

barrier m the rest position by blocking said orifice and

serves to close off said hopper;

(4) fingers integrally formed with said reciprocating piston,

which project into said fire box through said orifice and

poke the fat with each reciprocating movement and

(3) wherein said grate comprises grooves in which said

fingers sUde with each reciprocating move and poke said

fire and discharge said burned residue through the grate

toward said bottom of said firebox.

4,474,118

VERTICAL, IN'UNE REGENERATIVE HEAT
EXCHANGE APPARATUS

Edward H. Bcnediek, Laneastcr, Pa^ aarivsor to

EnrirouMntal Eqaipmant Co., lae^ Morris PUas, NJ.

FDad Aag. 5, 1983, Scr. No. 520,726

Int a? F23B S/aO: F23C 9/00: F23G 7/05

U.S.a 110-211 20

lU

1. Incineration apparatus comprising:

(a) at least two heat-exchange sections arranged in line with

one another, said sections each having a horizontal perfo-

rated member below which are respective confined

soaces.

(b) respective pluraUties of refractory heat-rxchany ele-

ments disposed on said perforated members,

(c) means for supplying to said qwoes, at preselected times

and at predetermined flow rates, undesired effluents,

(d) means for extracting from said qMoes, at preselected

times, gaaes which have been processed by said apparatus,

(e) an elongated enclosure disposed oo top oMTand in commu-
nication with all of said sections, said enclosure defining in

cooperation with means for heating the interior thereof a

high-temperature combustion chamber, and

(0 cover means reqwctivdy partially covering predeter-

nuned portions of each of said sections wherein said un-

covered portions of abutting sections are diapoaed as Isr as

practicable from one another for increasing the effective

length of gas flow from each one of said sectiou to abut-

ting ones thereof.
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M74419
FINE PARTICULATE FEED SYSTEM FOR FLUIDIZED

BED FURNACE
I C JoMi. Wiadnr, Com^ Mri^nr to Conbutioa Eagi-

Ibc* WiadMir, Con.
DifWM of 8v. No. 483,543, Dk. r, 1M2, Pit No. 4^434^726.

TUi ipplkitioa Dk. S, 1983, Scr. No. 557J06
bt a' F23G 5/00

UJB.a 110-245 4 CliiiH

B m

1il^9ii

IINCII
'aa:vi:o>^^1^ m

the pilot flame peripherally •boot the centrally located
pOot burner, and thereafker

igniting the pulverized power ftiel of the power burner firom

the pilot flame to bum the power fuel.

1. Apparatus for introducing particulate feed solids into a

fluidized bed furnace comprising:

(a) a housing containing a chamber therein;

(jBi) a first air distributor means extending horizontally across

the chamber to divide the chamber into a combustion zone
above the first air distributor means and an air inlet zone
below the first air distributor means;

(c) means for supplying ooane feed solids to the combustion

(d) a second air distributor means extending horizontally

acroM the air inlet zone so as to establish uniform air

distribution with a first air plenum beneath the second air

distributor means and a second air fknvm above the

second air distributor means;

(e) means for introducing fine feed solids into the second air

plenum; and

(f) means for introducing fluidizing air into the first air ple-

num, whereby fluidizing air passes firom the first air ple-

num, upwardly through the second air distributor means
into the second air plenum where the fluidizing air is

thoroughly mixed with the fine feed solids, the mixture of
fine feed solids and fluidizing air then passes upwardly
through the first air distributor means into the combustion
zone.

4,474,120

METHOD FOR AT LEAST THE TWO-STAGE IGNITION
OF A FUEL DUST POWER BURNER AND A BURNER

SYSTEM FOR CARRYING OUT THIS METHOD
FHH AMbi, RathMi. naodor Gmd, ¥anw, nd Udo

lachn, iD of Fad. Rep. of Gcnnqr, aarivMin to

f

'^
"Tif Tlij 9tTimmj
Fiiad Fsk. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,072

priarity, appUattai Fad. Rep. of Gcraaqr, Feb. 27,

tmustmm
UL CU F23C l/IO

U.S.a 110—351 11 rTrf—
1. A method tot igniting an annular power burner burning

pulverized power fbd with a centrally located pilot buraer.

1 method comprising the steps of:

igniting a pilot burner with pulverized pilot fiiel to provide
a pilot flame;

supplying a mixture of additioaal pulverized f^ and air to

4,474,121

FURNACE CONTROL METHOD
FMerick M. Lcwia, Moutain View, CUif., Mrivmr to

Dr«« Incn New Yori^ N.Y.

FUad Dec 21, 1981, Sar. No. 333,102

IM. CL) F23G 7/06
VS. CL 110—346 5

i>^

•-> PmiMRV
COMBUSTION

F
•W"

p̂-

1. In an incineration process in a two4tage starved air com*
bustion furnace wlwrein combustible material to be processed

is partially combusted with primary air at substoichiometric

rates in a first stage to produce gases which are combusted
with a controlled superstoichiometric rate of secondary air in

a second stage and discharged as flue gases, the improvement

comprising the steps of:

a. determining the rates of primary airflow to said first stage

and secondary airflow to said second stage;

b. measuring the oxygen concentration in said flue gases

firom said second stagr,

c. determining the Percent Excess Air to Furnace from said

measured oxygen concentration; and

d. controlling said rate of said primary airflow in response to

said determined rates of primary and secondary airflow

and said Percent Excess Air to Furnace, to maintain the

ratio of primary airflow to total airflow rate less than a

predetermined value of

100 JV _ _
100 + Percent Eicesi Air To Pimaoe

where N is a number between 0.2 and 0.9S to maintain said

primary airflow at a subatoichinmetric rate.
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4,474»122 metal surfaces that are coated with ash and are at a temperature
METHOD FOR PROTECTING EQUIPMENT AUXILIARY of at least 430* C.
TO FLUIDIZED INCINERATOR FROM CORROSION

HlroaU Hokari, KaaMknra, and SUro laniznnd, Yokohama,
both ofJ4u,aasigMn to Toyo Engineering Corporation and 4,474423

Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd., both of Tol^o, Japan WORK CLAMP SHIFTING MECHANISM FOR SEWING
Filed Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 412,408 MACHINES

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 16, 1981, 56*164283 Gary W. Ponte, Paasalc NJ., asaigaor to The Singer Company,

Int CV F23D 1/00 Stamfbrd, Conn.

VJS.a 110—347 3 Claims Filed Apr. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 488,904

Int a' D05B 3/J4. 97/10. 47/02

\}S,a 112—lU 4 Claims

1. A method for protecting one or more metallic surfaces of

equipment auxiliary to a fluidized incinerator from corrosion,

said fluidized incinerator being adapted to burn waste materials

including a chlorine-containing compound to ashes, said metal-

lic surfaces being exposed to a combustion gas and having a

temperature ofat least 4S0* C. with corrosion occurring partic-

ularly at the portion of said metallic surfaces covered with said

ashes, comprising the step of injecting particles of a carbonate

substance horizontally into a fluidized bed formed within said

fluidized incinerator through an injection nozzle at a flow

velocity which is 30-300 times the flow velocity of the fluidiz-

ing medium used to form said fluidized bed, said injection

nozzle being spaced vpui from the outer circumference of said

fluidized bed by a distance not greater than one-third the

diameter of said fluidized bed and being spaced apart from the

bottom of the fluidized bed by about three-fifths the height of

said fluidized bed, said carbonate substance being selected

firom the group consisting of alkali metal carbonates and alka-

line earth metal carbonates, wlierd>y said carbonate substance

is present in said ashes at a ratio of 0.3-S equivalents of said

carbonate substance based on all of the chlorine contained in

said ashes, said carbonate substance containing at least SO wt
% of particles having a particle size of 0.5 mm diameter or

smaller.

3. A method of reducing corrosion of metal surfaces which

are located in an incineration system downstream from a fluid-

ized bed incinerator and are heated to high temperatures,

which comprises: feeding waste material comprising chlorine-

containing compounds into said fluidized bed incinerator,

simultaneously feeding air into said incinerator so as to form a

fluidized bed of said waste material suspended in the air and

burning said waste material in said fluidized bed to form a high

temperature, gaseous product of combustion having chlorine

compound-containing ash suspended therein, and simulta-

neoiuly injecting into said fluidized bed particles of a carbon-

ate substance selected from the group consisting of alkali metal

carbonates and alkaline earth metal carixmates so that said

carbonate substance becomes uniformly mixed with said ash, at

least SO wt % of said particles having a particle size of not

larger than 0.S mm, the amount of said carbamate substance fed

into said fluidized bed incinerator providing in the mixture of

said ash and said carbonate substance from 0.3 to S equivalents

of said carbonate substance, bised on the chlorine contained in

said ash; then flowing said hot gaseous product of combustion

containmg said ash and said particles of carbonate substance

into contact with metal surfaces located downstream firom said

indnerator so that said metal surfiKes become heated to a

temperature of at least 4S0* C, the mixture of said adi and said

carbonate substance bong deposited on said metal sorftees so

thtf sakl carbonate substance reduces surfiwe corrosion of said

1. A work clamp shifting mechanism for a sewing machine
having a frame, stitch forming instrumentalities in said frame, a

work clamp carrier pivotably supported on said frame, means
for eflecting stitch-by-stitch movement of said stitch forming

instrumentalities and said woric clamp carrier in a direction

relatively to each other for the formation of a tack of zig zag

stitches, and work gripping jaws shiftable supported on said

work clamp carrier for movement perpendicular to the direc-

tion for said zig zag stitch tack forming relative movement
the improvement which comprises

detent means engageable between said work gripiring jaws

and said work clamp carriCT to establish predetermined

relative positions of said woric gripping jaws defining

spaced tacks of zig zag stitches,

operator influenced cam means carried on said machine

firame, and

cam follower means associated with said work gripping jaws

and arranged to track said cam means for at-will effecting

any selected re-arrangement of said detent means.

4,474,124

MULTIPLE NEEDLE SEWING MACHINE
MasaynU Yamanwa, Kariya, Japan, assizor to Airia SaiU
KabashiU Kaiaha, Kariya, Japo

Filed Feb. 14, 1983. Ser. No. 466,189

Claims priority, application Japan, Fab. 12, 1982, 57-21866

Int a^ D05B 55/16

MS. CL 112-167 1 Clafan

1. A multiple needle sewing machine is which a plurality of

needle bars are moveably mounted on a common bk)ck mem-
ber and only one of said needle ban is in engagement with a

sliding member operativdy connected to a crank means, said

machine comprising,

a bracket secured to a firont side of an arm of said sewing

machine and having a {durality of notches corresponding

to said needle bars,

a plate rotatably connected to said front side of said arm and

having a cam portion and an ear portion,

a lever pivotably connected at a lower end portion thereofto

said ear portion of said plate, said lever being provkled at

an upper end portion thereof with a knob so as to be

rotatable in an angular direction and for engagement with

any one of said notches,

a fint operating means operatively connected to said lever

and having a further lever for aligning said needk bars at
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tbe same level while said lever is diseagaged from said

notches,

a second operating means operatively connected to said

lever, said second operating means being moveable across

. the fieeding line of a work to be sewn during angular

transfer of said lever so that another needle bar may be

upward movement of the thread end, and tying the thread

i^td to the thread above the positioned t^
tM time interval between the pressing movement of said

presser fbot and the preselected release time being deter*

minative of the size of the thread loop formed during the
tag attaching operation.

v/////////^v/////.

M74,126
SAILING RIG

Brace P. Kfaig, Paradise Point, Eait Boothbay, Me. 04544
FUed Sep. 20, 19S2, Scr. No. 420,134

lot CU B63H 9/06
VS, CL 114—102 4 ClaiiiH

brought into engagement with said sliding member when
said lever is in engagement with another notch corre-

sponding to another needle bar, and ^
a tilird operating means for moving said needle barr«K:ept

a newly selected needle bar after completion of engage-

ment of said lever with another notch.

4«474,125

TAG ATTACHING MACHINE
MeUtoahi Watnibe, Nagoya, Japan, aasigBor to ToiMe Spe-

cial MacUae Co., Lid,, Nagoya, Japan
DMrion of Scr. No. 204,613, No?. 13, 1900, Pat No. 4^91,210.

lUs appUcatioa Awg. 31, 1M2, Ser. No. 413,429

bt a^ D05B S/20
VS.a 112—265.1 1 Claim

1. A sailing rig for use on a sailboat comprising:

a sail formed in the shape of two approximately ellipsoidal

portions;

a free-standing mast, being rotable on its vertical axis;

said mast being straight at its lower portion and curved from
the vertical axis of rotation at its top; and

said sail, when said boat is close-hauled, folds around said

mast; and when said boat b before the wind, said sail

unfolds and opens to fly free of said mast, the curved top

of said mast displacing the top of said sail forward of the

vertical axis of the straij^t lower portion of the mast

1. A method of attaching tags to articles using thread sup-

plied from a spool, comprising the steps of:

feeding a first tagfrom a tag supply to a tag attaching station;

placing the article at said attaching statira under the posi-

ticmed tag;

advancing a needle carrymg the thread down throu^ the

positioned tag and the article;

moving a pseaser fioot against the article to hold the same
against a bottom stop;

picking vp the thfead ead from said needle at the bottom of
its travd and carrying said thread end up ^>ove the posi-

tioaed tag;

valaMkif said presser foot at a presdected tiase during the

4,474,127

WORKING SAILS AND METHOD FOR FURLING THEM
WHILE ALOFT

WilUaai H. Stefenson, IV, Rte. 5, Box 532, Trarelcn Rcit
Easton, Md. 21601

Filed Ang. 6, 1902, Ser. NOb 405^65
Int a^ B63H 9/10

VS. CL 114—105 15 OataM
1. The method for forling a working sail while the sail is aloft

and supported akmg its leading edge, comprising

providing a generally tubular bag having

a head end,

an open foot end,

an opening extending longitudinally for the full length of

the bag and defining two mutually independent forward

edges, and

dimensions when extended adequate to enclose the sail

when the saO has been fiirled,

the bag being flexible and capable of being collapsed

longitudinally to a collapsed length which is small in

comparison to the length of the leading edge of the saU

and extended fit>m its longitudinally collapsed condi-

tion to a length at least ai^roximately as great as the

leading edge of the sail;

supporting the bag in its longitudinally collapsed condition

above the sail with the open foot end of the bag generally

aligned with the head of the sail; and

pulling the foot end of the bag downwardly to the foot ofthe

sail while coostraimng the forward edges of the bag to

extend each along a line on a different side of the sail

adjacent the leading edge of the sail,

downward movement of the foot end erf" the bag causing
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the foot end of the bag first to embrace a head pwtion

ofthe sail and then, as downward movement continues.

W.
both of

4^4429
RISER PIPE FAIRING

d Stephen C Miller,

to W. R. Gmee A Co.,

FUad Apr. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 373,064

lirt. a^ E21B 33/05

VS.a 114-243 13

to fiirl the sail from leech to luff with the portion of the

sail so ftirled bemg contained by the bag.

4,474»128

MULTI-HULLED SAILING VESSEL
BrMC A. WaUaeh, 5 Mvdoeh Ocieeit, CoucDs Potati, New

Soath Walca, AHtaUs
FUed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,622

CUn priority, appUcatkm AvtraUa, No?. 9, 1901, PF1485

lot a^ B63B 43/14

VS.a 114-123 10

5. A fairing comprising a fairing body and means for remov-

ably mounting said fairing body on risers equipped with buoy-

ancy modules leaving an unencumbered riser buoyancy mod-

ule surfine, said means for removably mounting said fairing

body being held within the fsiring body by engagement in a

channel in said fioring body.

1. A sealing vessel comprising:

a pair of hulls, each hull having a longitudinal axis, said hulls

substantially parallel to one another along their longitudi-

nal axe^

a mast structure, intermediate said pair of hulls, each of said

hulls connected to said mast structure by respective arm

means which are each independentiy invotaUy connected

to req)ective sides of said mast structure such that each

arm means can pivot about an axis substantially parallel to

the loBgitudinal axes of said hulls;

and tpmg mieans, comprising at lewt one preloaded spring

having a predetermined bias, connecting said mast struc-

ture and said arm means, and acting between said mast

structure and said arm means such that pivotal movement

ofeither ofsaid arm means is only possible against the bias

of said spring means, the arm means on a first side of said

mast structure being linked by a linkage Aiember to the

arm means <» the other side of said mast structure such

that pivotal movement of the arm means on said first side

of tbe mast structure will cause corresponding, but oppo-

sitdy directed, pivotal movement of the arm means on

sakl other skle of sakl mast structure.

4^74yl30

HEUCOPTER DECK PREFERABLY FOR USE IN

OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS

MiWM BUdand, 4934 Ncagrcuda, Norway

per No. PCr/NO82/00034, fi
371 Date Jan. 17, 1983, § 103(c)

DMc Jai. 17, 1983, PCT Pah. No. WO82/04427, PCT Pi*.

Date Dae. 23, 1982

PCT FDcd Jan. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 460,234

CUM priority, appttealiM Norway, Jmu 15, 1981, 812021

laLCL^B«3B 35/44

VS.a 114-258 9 Clatas

1. A helicopter deck (1) preferably for use on offshore oil

drilling/production platforms and provided with a fire extin-

guishing system, said deck having a plurality of down pipes (3)

distributed around the periphery of the deck, water discharge

orifices (4) disposed centrally in tbe deck and supplied with

water iiader pressure for flooding the deck surface (5), and

452-226 O.G.-84-4
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control levers (6) disposed at tke periphery of the deck for
controlling the sapply of water under picssuie to the water
discharge orifices (4) via valves, characterized in that a grate

(7) is provided on the deck surfiKe (5), having diagonal ribs (8)
spaced a distance above the deck surface (5) and sunounding
the water disduvge orifices <4), each said rib forming an acute
angle reUtive to the deck surftoe (5) with the angle (a) ftcing
toward the water discharge orifices (4), said ribs (I) being
supported by radially extendmg spacer members (9) on the
deck surfiKe (S).

M74kl31
CONVERTIBLE BOAT/CANOPY

Difid P. BrinU, Gape Town, and Peter H. Hcdley, Hcmanas,
bolk of Soirth Africa, aasipMn to Gat-A-Van AsMdates,

Md.
I «r S«. No. 161,387, Jan. 30, 19M, abaadoocd,

I is a caHtaMdoi of Scr. No. 9S0300, Oct 12, 1978, Pat
Nai<2IMM.niiafilieilioa Fch. 17, 1M3, Scr. No. 447,294
CUm priailiy, appHcatloa Smrth Africa, Get 14, 1977,

Tf/un
bt a^ B43B 7/04

tJJLCX 94-40 4Claim8

removably c(»uiecting a pennant to an elongated support ele-

ment, said pennant support comprising: a pennant clip means
comprising support receiving means formed on a first side

thereof wherd>y said clip means may be removably connected
to the 8iq>port element, said support receiving means compris*

ing an elongated arcuate groove formed along said first side of
said clip means, the inside diameter of said groove being di-

mensioned and configured to sn^ around at least a portion of
the support element; and pennant connecting means disposed
on a second side of said cUp means whereby a pennant may be
connected to said clip means, said pennant connecting means
comprising a pennant line ^)erture formed through said clip

means in substantially parallel relation to said groove and a
circular guide surface intersecting said pennant line apertan
and at least a portion of said second side of said cUp means,
whereby a pennant line connected to the pennant may be
passed through said pennant line apatme and around at least a
portion of said guide surface to permit raising and lowering of
the pennant with respect to said cUp means.

/ SI 54
90J

1. A convertible boat/canopy which is adapted to be selec-

tively utilized as a partial boat hull or as a vehicle canopy
comprising a body defined by a first wall forming a top wall of
the canopy and a bottom wall of the partial boat hull, two
longitudinal walls defining onxMite sides of said boat/canopy,
two end walls defining opposite ends of said boat/canopy, said

longitDdnial wdls and end waDs collectively deftiing a termi-

nal peripheral edge adapted to fit upon a vehicle panel and
defining a gunwale of the partial boat hull, at least one bow
extension adapted to be secored to one of said end walls when
said boat/canopy is utihzed as a partial boat hull, means for

ideaaaUy securing said bow extension to said one end wall, at

least a portion ofone of said end walls being movable between
two different positions, and said bow extension including
means for hBithig the movement of said one end wall portion
to one of said two different positions.

4,474,132

PENNANT SUPPORT
FHtKh, 21 PMpoM Dr., New Port Richey, Fla.

33852

Fllad Mar. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 343,440
bt a' G09F 17/00

VS.a 114-173 12 Claims

4,474,133

AIRCRAFT WARNING MARKER
Daniel E. Aaderson, and RIber Mariyk, both of Vi

Canada, asaignors to Patton * Gooka, Ltd., Vaacoifcr,

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,483

IM. a' H02G 15/00
VS. CL 116—209 10

L A pennant s^port of the type {vimarily intended for

1. An aircraft warning marker for use (» a suspended high

voltage wire, comprising:

(a) a substantially smooth, ccmtinuoos electrically insulating

body, having a length and width both of at least one foot;

(b) a substantially electrically contnraoos electrically con-

ducting layer disposed adjacent and spaced inward from,

sidMtantially the entire outer surftce of said electrically

insulating body;

(c) a chunp dectricaHy connected to said electrically con-

ducting layer so aa also to enable sakl marker to be sus-

pended from the high voltage wire by the damp, with said

electrically oondocting hiyer m electrical oonminication

with the high vdtage wir^
sakl insulating body, sakl oondnctuig layer, and sakl clamp,

having a sufficiently k>w cMibined weight so ttat the warning

marker is sunmrtable on the wire.
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4,474,134

MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COATING THE
INTERIOR SURFACE OF METAL PIPES

WiUai E. Smw, niimlMliim, Ala., iwlpnr to Amarici

DIfWoa of Scr. No. 436,044, Oct 22, 1982, PM. No. 4,488329.

Thto appHcatiaa Jaa 10, 1984, Scr. No. 869,888

Lrt. a? B08C 7/02

VS.a 118-87 8 Cfadasa

cicular in horizcmtal section and is supported by a column,

comprising:

a gnide trade, havmg top and bottom ends, adapted to be

vertically positioned outwardly from the shdl and ^rbea

so positioned having a contour generaDy Uke that of the

double curved shdl;

means at the guide track top end ad^>ted to be pivotaDy

joined to the top of the tank for rotatmg the guide track

around the shell about a substantially vertical axis;

roOer means connected to the guide track bottom end for

rotating the track and including a odlar mountable on the

column so as to maintain the guide track a predetermined

distance from the sheD and support the gidde track so it

can roll horizontally around the shdl in contact with the

collar, ^

a carriage mounted on, and movable along a substantial

length of, the guide track from which a coating can be

wpphei to the shell; and

drive means supportably and operativdy joined to the guide

track for driving the guide track around the shell.

1. Apparatus for coating the interiw surftce of a metal pipe

with a thixotropic coating agent comprising a slinger for dis-

chargmg the coating materid in a 360* radid pattern and in a

phme substantially perpendicular to the axis of the sUnger, said

slinger induding a hollow cylindricd well section and a coni-

cally shaped increasing diameter wan sectionjoined to the well

sectimi at its smaller diameter end and being open at its larger

diameter end, a motor for rotatd>ly driving sud slinger, smd

motor havmg a hollow shaft, sakl weU sectkm bang mounted

to sakl hollow shaft, a coating delivery tube having one end

adapted to be connected to one end to a source of coatmg

materid and another end extoiding through sud hollow shaft,

said another end terminating in said well section and including

means fbr enabling passage ofcoating materid from said deliv-

ery tube to sakl well sectkm.

4,474,138

AUTOTRACK INSULATING MACHINE AND PROCESS
Fknda V. BeUallore, Jottat DL. ndgMir to Chicago Bridge A

Iraa Coapaay, Oak Brook, DL
Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 422,726

Iata3B08Bi//2
VS. CL 118-308 1

4,474,136

DEVICETO LAYDOWN A PLASTICBEADORTHE LIKE
ONTO AN ESSENTIALLY PLANE SURFACE

Jen Alhcriticre, Ipqr, Fknee, aaaiffor to Regie NatHmalc das

UdMO Rcndt Bodovw-Bfflaneovt Friasce

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 464,696

ClahM prkrity, appUcaithw France, Feb. 9, 1982, 82 02106

tat CL^ BOSC 3/02

VS.a 118-410 10 <

a

I-

t Apparatus for applyuig a coating to die exterior surface of

a double curved shdl which is q>hericd or qriierokld and is

1. A device to Uy down a plastic bead on a plane surfisoe of

a part comprising:

a fixed support table;

a frame movable on said table and including means for sup-

porting saul part said frame including a portion having a

drive track with a predetermined contour,

rotating drive means mounted to sud table about a fixed axis,

said drive means including means for magnetically attract-

nig sakl drive track wherd)y sakl drive track and drive

means are in engagement with one another;

a bead discharge gun positionable over sakl fixed axis; and

guide means (or preventing said frame from rotating about

an axis passing through said frame, wherd>y rotation of

said drive means causes a bead to be lakl down dong a Une

corre^Kwiding to sakl drive track contour.
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8iaM34

M7M37
BROILER REARING UNIT

G. Waltft, «?lii)witMJ, Eai^ami, ilgiui to

i

(Mdris) Uiiltd, ginwitMj, En^ud
FIM JiL 30, 1M2, Scr. No. 403,917

UaHcd KiagdoH, Aag. 12, 1981,

VS, a. 119-lS
lit a' AOIK 31/06, 31/04

lOOaiiw

the oatflow of the gases which have passed over said heat
exchanger surfine, said means defining a water supply heat
exchanger surftce comprising a plurality of heat exchanger
units spaced across sud reactor vessel each having a top roof-
like hood portion with downMwtUy and outwardly flaring

roof-like walls for deflecting the bulk material therebetween.

M74,139
WATER HEATER STRUCTURE

John J. DoUaa, UU Suauch Dr., Wiadior, Ortvio,
(N8S2S4)

FIM Sap. 30, 1M2, Ser. No. 430^11
Iirt. a> F22B 5/00

VJS. a. 122—13 R 8

1. A broiler rearing unit comprising an elongate housing
having walls and a floor which define a continuous elongate,
accommodation space extendmg longitudinally of said housing
and which said space is able to accommodate a plurality of
birds from chicks through to maturity, is of proportions which
enable the birds, at all sizes, to exercise themselves by moving
their wings and moving to and fro along said accommodation
space, said floor being movable longitudinally along said ac-
commodartoa space and comprising a plurality of load-sup-
porting elements having intereogaging means for releasably
connecting the elements end-to-<nd and which can be moved
successively to one end of said housing where they are detach-
able from those ofsaid elements remaining in said accommoda-
tion

t

4y474vl38
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COOLING HOT BULK

MATERIAL
KariR—ara, IWaiiUpif, aid Htba Stdiebach, Bottrop, both

of Fad. Rap. of Garmy, airifBon to nyaM ladMtric AG,
Fad.R8p.ofG«rMay

FUad JiL 2C 1982, Sar. No. 402,126
Oataa priority, appUcatioa Fad. Rap. of Gcmaay, Aag. 1,

1981,3130882

IM. a' F22D 1/00
US.a 122-7 R 21

1. A cooling reactor for cooling hot bulk material such as
coke, comprising a vertically ekm^ued vessel defining a cool-
ing chamber having a top charging inlet for bulk material and
a bottom charge discharge for the cool bulk material, means
for directing cooling gases nito said chamber adjacent the
lower end thereof for flow upwardly m said chamber, means
defining a water supply heat exdmger surface in said chamber
adjacent the upper end thereof, and a collecting duct con-
nected into said chamber intermediate the hdgbt thenof for

1. A water heater comprising a water tank, means for beat-
ing the water in the water tank in accordance with the temper-
ature thereof, a porous jacket within the water tank con-
structed of material which rapidly absorbs heat from water
within the water tank and gives up heat rapidly to water witiun
the water tank in accordance witii the relative temperature of
the water and the jacket, said porous jacket including a plural-

ity of axially congruent, corregated cylinden of different radii

having a plurality of transverse openings extending there-

through and end phtes secured to both ends of the cylinders,

means for passing cold water into the tank terminating within
the porous jacket and means for periodically withdrawing hot
water from the tank constructed and arranged to withdraw hot
water from the top of the tank around the periphery of the
porous jacket

6. A water heater comprising an inner water tank, an outer
shell, insulation between the outer shell and the inner water
tank, means for heating water in the inner water tank in accor-

dance with the temperature of the water in the umer water
tank, a jacket within the inner water tank comprising a plural-

ity of radially spaced ^part, concentric, corregated cyUnders
having transverse openinga therethrough whereby the jadcet is

porous, constructed ofone oicoppet and aluminum, end plates

on both ends of the jacket having openings therethrough
which are angularly offtet in the two end plates, a cold water
pipe extending through the outer shell and faito the inner tank
terminating within the jacket adjacent the bottom thereof

between <^)enings in the bottom end cap and a hot water with-

drawal type extending into the top ofthe mner tank through
the outer shell.

I
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4,474»140

STEAM GENERATOR
Hna J. StanrfUd, ForsthaMwag, 7111 Friedricharaha; Joaef

Rctakaidtaf, HackcMtraaae 52, 7100 HeUbrona, and Hdnrich

Lambreefat, Roasbachwcg 16, 7106 NcncMtadt, aO of Fed.

R^. of Gemany
DMaion of Ser. No. 209,687, Nov. 24, 1980, PaL No. 4,377,067.

This application Dae. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 454,678

bit. a? F22B 1/02

U.S.a 122-31 R 21

wherd>y upon separation and movement of said top part

rdative to said bottom part, said filler column can be

• » • —

1. A steam generator, comprising

(a) means defining a combustion chamber having a periph-

eral wall;

(b) an injection head for faitroducing gaseous hydrogen and

gaseous oxygen into said combustion chamber, whereby a

flow of hot gas along said combustion chamber is pro-

duced;

(c) and first and second groups of water inlet ducts con-

tained m said combustion chamber perii^ieral wall, said

first and second groups of ducts opening into the combus-

tion chamber along tlw respective peripheries of first and

second inlet planes which are substantially perpendicular

to the gas flow direction, the ducts of said first and second

group being oriented so as to produce water jets which

meet in an impact plane between the two inlet planes so

that a water curtain substantially perpendicular to the gas

flow direction is produced by the totality of water jets

which impinge upon one another.

withdrawn from said bottom part to permit access to said

riser column.

4,474,142

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FLASH
EVAPORATION OF UQUIDS

Deaikaa Bhanrthaa, Lakewood, Colo., aiaigaor to The Unttad

States of America as rcpr«KBted by the Uaitad Stataa Depart-

BMBt of Eacrgy, Waahtagtoa, D.C
Filed Mar. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 471,392

lot a^ F22B 27/00

VS.a 122—40 11 ClataB

L >i\lJ

4,474,141 \
HEAT EXCHANGER FOR COOLING A HOT GAS

Georg Zic^, Wfartertimr, Switicriaad, asrignor to Sulzer

Brothan Ltdn Wfartarlhar, Switaerlaiid

FUad Jaa. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 460,782

Claim priority, appUcatioB Switaeriaad, Fab. 3, 1982, 656/82

lat a.3 F22B 1/02

UJS.a 122-32 13 CUm
L A heat exchanger fbr cooling a hot gas comivising

a pressure vessel having a top part and a bottom part release-

ably secured to each othn;

a fsller column having a plurality of walls disposed in said

t(9 part and extending into said bottom part;

a phirality of heat exchange surfaces within said faller col-

umn walls and depending into said bottom part for cooling

a flow of hot gas passing thereover,

at least <me riser column having a plurality of walls secured

to and disposed within said bottom part laterally of said

faller column; and

a plurality of heat exchange surfiwea witUn said riser col-

umn widls fi>r cooling a flow of gas passing thereover

of:

1. The process of vaporizing a liquid, comprising the steps

f:

flowfaig the liquid upwardly through a vertical tube that

opens at its upper end into an evacuated chamber which

causes the liquid to boil violentiy in the open end of the

tube; and

increasing the dwell time of said liquid in said opoi-end area

by passing the liquid through a difFuser portion of said

tube having an enlarged cross-sectional area at said open

end to decrease die flow velocity therethrough.

.*

4y474443

RETRACTABLE MAINTENANCE PLATFORM STTORED
OUTSIDE OF THE FURNACE

Sttfai P. WiMH, WhilBor,

iMnWiadaor,
FOad As«. 19, 1983, Sar. No. 524,624

lit a^ F22B 37/18

VS.a 123-379 3

L A fbmace having four wicloaing walls and a roof, with
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•team gmrratiiig tabes tining the walls, steam superheating
tubes extendnig down into the flimace from the roof, first

openmgs in one wall of the fiimace at an elevation subjacent to
the superheating tubes, a first support beam associated with
each opening, first means for moving the first beams into and
out of the ftimace through their associated openings, said first

means including winch means mcluding first cable means
ytached to a fint end of each first beam, for holding the first

beam m a first position outside of the fiimace, the first beams in
the first position lying at an angle closer to the vertical than the
horizontal, second cable means extending down through open-
ings in the fiimace roof adapted to be attached to the second
end of each first beam, so that when the first beams have been

carburetor extending to said rear cyUnder block, said firont

and rear carburetors being positioaed within said V-
Aaped space, said firont caiburetor being positioned gen>
erally forwardly of said plane of bisection and said rear
carburetor being positioned generally rearwardly of said

It-.

lowered subftantJaOy an of the way mto the fbraaoe by means
of their winch means, the second ends can be raised by the
second cable means until the first beams are in a second hori-
zontal position, means for supporting the first ends of the first

^fn from a position outside of the fiimace, when the first

beams are in the horizontal position substantially within the
ftamace, means by which second support beams can be posi-
tioned and suppmted within the fbmace adjacent each of the
walls adjacent to said one wall, so that plank means can be
poritionrt^etween the first and second support beams,
thereby fbrming a removable phttform within the furnace for
supporting workmen thereon daring a flimace m»int^m^f
shutdown.

plane of bisecti(m. said two carburetors each includmg at
least one air intake port, said intake ports fiidng toward
each other on o^wsite sides of said plane of bisection
wherein said intake ports are laterally offtet with respect
to each other along the pbne through the bisection.

M74»145
FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL CXIMBUSHON

ENGINE
Eyrind Boycsea, Kcavton, Pa„ anipor to Perfcraancc ladoi-

tartes, lacn Kcavton, Pa.

Filed Aag. 10, 1M3, Scr. No. 52M44
bt. aj nXB 33/04

VJS.a 123—73 PP 22 n**^

M7M44
MOTORCYCLE ENGINE

HUio Tnaka, Tokyo, and Soodnari Iwao, Saitaaa. both of
Japan, aaipon to Honda Glkcn Kogyo KabasUU g«««fc^.

Tokyo, Japan

DIfWaa of S«. No. 1SM15, Jon. 2, IMO, abandoned. lUs
_ PPllcrtonJan.29,m2,ST.No.343,72S

Jaa. (, 1979, 84-70712

lot a' PUB 75/21 B(2D 21/02UAg 111-82 MV IChfai
L A motorcycle having in combination
a frame body;

a V4ype multicylinder internal combustion engine mounted
on sakl frame body, said engine having a crankshaft trans-
verse to sakl frame body, a front cylinder block extending
ftvward toward the front of said frame body with its

cylinder oenterUne incHned in the proximity of a horizon-
tal plane and a rear eylmder block extending toward the
top ofsaid froe body with its cylinder oenterline inclined
in the proxhnity of a vertical plane, said cyHnder blocks
definhig a V-shaped space UwrAetween, said engine hav-
hig a plane oTbiseetkm extending through said crankshaft
and bisecting said V-shaped space;

a ftiel supply system includfaig a front, downdraft carburetor
extending to sakl front cyhnder block and a rear, sidedrafk

7. An internal combustion engine including engfaie bouring
structure having a cyUnder with a piston reciprocable in the
cytinder between bottom and top dead center positkms, a
primary intake port through the c^inder wall, a fuel/air sup-
(dy passage cmnmunicating with sakl intake port, reed valve
means m the supply passage comprismg a wall m the path of
flow m the supply passage to the intake port, sakl wall havmg
laterally separated valve ports, reed valves downstream ofsakl
waU and positiraed to overiie and cooperate with the valve
ports, hterally qiaced supftonental flow passages m the en-
gine housing structure, onetotheleftand<metothe right of
the ivimary intake port and connecting the siq>^y passage
downstream ofthe reed valves witii the qmoe betow the piston
in bottom dead coitn- position, and an element positfened in
the flow passage upstream of sakl wall, said element being of
aen^orm shape, with a leading edp portkm presented up-
stream of the directkm of flow in the siq>ply passage, and said
element havmg a trailing edge portkm lyingm a i^ane between
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sakl hoerally separated valve ports and containing tiie flow

axis in the supply passage, the trailing edge portion being

positkmed in a plane between the laterally spaced supplemen-
tal flow passages and having an edge adjacent to the wall

between sakl laterally separated valve ports.

4^74,146
CYLINDER BLOCK

Yotaka SUnria, and Haroai Sakaon, both of Tokyo, Japan,

to Niaaan Motor Gos^any, LhnHad, Ytritohama,

FHad Apr. 24, 1102, Ser. No. 371,733

I priority, apptteatkm Japan, Apr. 28, 1901, SM4891
Int a? F02F 7/00

UAai23-90J4 4<

4Mi«a<«^> M>
-'

1. A cylinder block having cyUnder barrels disposed in a

row having a directkm and a skirt sectkm defining a crankcase

inner chamber having a plurality of main bearing sectkns fbr

supporting a crankshaft, comprising:

a plurality of secondary bearing sectkms for supporting a

rotatable shaft diqwsed within the crankcase inner chnn-

ber, sakl secondary bearing sectkms diqxned in groups of

two opposite secondary bearing sections and being qnoed
from each other and from sakl main bearing section^ and

a plurality of generally cyUndrical hollow beam members
each of which is interposed between two of said opposite

secondary bearing sectkms so as to connect sakl two of

said opposite secondary bearing sectkms in a manner to

cover die rotatable shaft supported by said secondary

bearing sectkms, said hollowbam members being aligned

in the direction of the row of the cylinder barrels, said

cylindrical hollow beam members bekig integral witii the

cylinder block skirt section.

US.a 123-193 CP

^ o

for an internal combustion engine including an engine block

having a cylinder formed therein and a cylinder head, sakl

combined fire ring and carbon-scraping insert comprising:

a. an annular member of L-shaped cross section;

b. said annular member comprising a first leg received in the

upper end only of the cylinder and positioned to remove

carbon from a piston moving in the cylinder,

c. said aimular member flirtber com|»ising a second leg

extending radiaUy outwardly from and substantially per-

pendicular to said first leg, ssid second leg providing a fire

ring extending between the engine btock aiid the cylinder

head m sealing engagement therewith;

d. said first leg being received in a recess in the upper end of

the cylinder to hold said second leg in fixed position be-

tween the block and the cyhnder head; and

e. said second leg extendmg a substantial distance radially

outwardly from said first leg to provkk a substantial area

of contact with the engine block and the cylinder head;

f wherein said first artd second legs are of subttantiaUy equal

length and thickness.

4,474447

COMBINED FIRE RING AND CARBON SCRAPING
INSERT

Ted R. Hoopea, RoanrriDe, Pa., aariggpr to Madt Trado, Inc.,

ADentown, Pa.

FOed Dae. 10, 1901, Sm. No. 329,874

Int a^ F02F 1/00: F16J 15/04
4<

4^74448
INTERNAL COMBUSTION WTTH BEARING BEAM

STRUCTURE
KasaUro KflncU, Yokoaaka, Jivaa, asslpm to NIsaaa Motor
Convony, Lialtad, Yokohama, Japan

FDed JoL IS, 1902, Ssr. No. 390,400

dotans priority, appUeaHon Japan, JaL 17, 1901, 56-

10S302[U]

Int a' F02F 7/00

U.S.a 12»-19S H <<

L A combined fire ring and caibon-aa^iing cylinder insert

1. An internal combustion engine comprising:

a cyUnder block having main bearing bulkheads which are

reqwctively formed with bearing sectkms; and

a bearing beam structiue secured to a bottom part of sakl

cyUnder block and including:

a pluraUty ofmain bearing cap sectkms each ofwhich associ- /

ates with one bearing section of sakl cyUnder block to /

rotatably support a journal of a crankshaft.

first and second beam sections for securely cnmecting aU

said bearing cap sectkms with each other, sakl first and

second beam sectkms extending paraUd witii an axis of the

cranksha(t and k)cated spaced from each other and below

the cranlohaft, a disbmoe between an outer-most skle-sor-

fi»e ofsakl first beam sectim and that of sakl second beam

sectkm being not greater than a wklth of each bearing cap

sectkm and smaller than a wkltii of each main bearing

bulkhead, the outernnost skte-surfsoe of each bearing

sectkm bemg qiaced from a vertical {dane containing an

outer-most point of each main bearing buUchead. and

at least four bolts for tetening each bearing cap section onto

said cyUnder bk)ck, at least one of sakl bcdts being kicated

outside of a vertical phme containing an

suriisce of each beam section.
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4yC74449
FLOW CX>NTBOL VALVE APPARATUS
UapU, OknU; HImI Knnri, TirrnfcMfcl. Ky«

dEnUra Sikml,Gomkm aU ofJipn,
to Nippn SokM, Ik. aad Tojrota JUoiIm Kogyo

,bottoi;j^vM
I of to. No. rS,IM4y Jo. It, isn,

"niB mikataem Jm, A, vm,Sv. No. se!AS3
r, ippHrrtoi Japn, Jo. 20, IMO, SM27M

lit a' ncK 11/065
U5.au»-a« 12

1. A valve appontus for use in an intake air bypass passage
ofan internal combustion engine, the valve apparatus compris-
ing:

a housing having a cylindrical bore therein, a fint port
opWMJ into the cylindrical bore, and second and third
ports opening into the cylindrical bore in angularly spaced
relatioB to each other,

a valve member dispoaed in the cylindrical bore and having
a passage therethrough with an inlet end communicating
with the first port and an outlet end;

means for supporting the valve member for rotation coaxi-
ally in said cylindrkal bore from a first non-actuated
position, in wtdch the outlet end of the passage communi-
cates with said second port, in one direction through a
second intermediate podtion, in which the outlet end of
the passage is closed, to a third position, in which the
outlet end of the passage communicates with the third
port;

spring means operatively coupled between said valve mem-
ber and said housing for rotationally biasing the valve
Member toward said first non-actuated position; and

electromagnetic drive means responsive to an electric cur-
rent applied thereto for rotating the valve against the
fbfoe of the spring means to an operating condition be-
tween the second intermediate position and the third
position when the electric current is at least equal to a
predetermined othet value.

having a bore forming an mductim passage tot air flow to tfie

engme, said bore having a generally circular cross section, a
rotatable valve shaft eitendhig across said bore, and a flat

butterfly valve member secured to said shaft, said valve mem-
ber having a peripheral configonrtion substantiaUy defined by
the intersection of a right circular cylinder and an oblique
plane, said valve member being rotatable with said shaft for
varying the air flow area about said valve member to deter*
mine the air flow through said bore, wherein said bore has
undercut recesses on opposite sides of said shaft. eMfa of said
recesses having a radius in a plane perpendicular to the axis of
said bore substaittiaUy equal to tile radius of said bote, each of
said recesses having a radius in a (due through thean erf" said
bore exceeding the radius of said bore, one of said recesses
having its deepest portioi slightly upstream of said shaft and
the other of said recesses having its deepest portion slightly
downstream of said shaft, wherein said valve member extends
into said recesses to establish the minimum air flow area
around said valve member, and wherein said valve member
rotates in excess of 90* between the position providhig the
mimmum air flow area around said valve member and the
position providing the maximum air flow area around said
valve member, whereby said valve member offers a relatively
low normalized change in the air flow area around said valve
member.

4^74^151
ENGINE REVOLUTION SPEED CONTROL DEVICE

TakesU Atago, and ToaUo MaMka, both of Kaint
assignors to HUacU, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japn

Filed Feb. 9, 1M2, to. No. 347,246
OaiiH priority, appUcatiQi Japn, F«k 10, IMl, 56-17470

lit CL? F02D 1/04, 1/06
U&CL 123-339 (

Jl-
m- IS&.

"
I

'

1

4,474450
VALVE ASSEMBLY

Kcfli ML Fohjr, Rochcrtar, and OonU D. Stotann, Hcwietta.
bath of N.Y., aalgiuis to Gcnnl Motors Corporation, De-
troit, Midk

FDad No?. 22, 1902, to. No. 443,528
bt CL> F02D 9/08

U.S.ai23-337 jOafais

r

my=^

«/ a

1. A valve assembly for determiung air flow to an internal
combustion engine, said assembly comprising a valve body

1. An engine revolution speed control device for conttollmg
a positioning of a throttle vdve means of an mtemal combus-
tion engine, the speed control device comprising: sensor means
for detecting at least an (operating temperature ofthe engine; an
actuator means for controlling a reset position of the throttie

valve means of the engine; a switch means for producing an
idling signal when a throttle action of the tiirottle valve ftf^m
returns under a control of the actuator means and for provid-
ing an acceleration signal when the throttle valve means is

independent of the actuator means; and a means cyclically

driven when the acceleration signal frtnn the switch means is

provided for receiving data from the sensor means, the cycli-

cally driven means being adepted to opente the actuator
means by a predetermined amountm a direction so as to reduce
a reset opening of the throttle valve means each time an
amount of variatitn in the data received reaches a predeter-
mined value, whereby the reset opadng of the throttle valve
means is controlled in aq^onlanoe with a nnniag condition of
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the engine during an idling condition and the engine rotational

speed is prevented frxmi nicreasing when the engine returns

from an accelerated condition to the idling condition.

4,474,152

IDLE ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

TonoAm Horiochi, YokohaM, airt YoAiaki NisU, Tokyo,

both of Japn, anlgBors to Niana Motor Conpaay, UmHad,
YdMhaan and Nippon Cuboretor Conpny, lil, T<ricyo,

both of, Japn
FOad May 7, 1982, to. No. 376,010

OahBS priority, appUcatin Japaa, May 11, 1981, 56'67705

lat a^ F02M 3/00

U.S.ai23-339 9Clafans

receives said signals and includes a speed comparing means

which compares a deaired idling qwed determined according

to the operating conditions of the engine with the actual rota-

tional speed of the engine detected by the rotational speed

detecting means and outputs the difference therebetween, a

control signal generating means which generates a control

signal according to the output of the speed comparing means

for controlling the actuator means to drive the adjusting valve

so that the difference between the desired idling speed and the

actual rotational speed of the engine n nullified, and an opera-

tion control means which causes the control signal generating

means and the speed comparing means to operate when the

1. An idle adjusting device for an engine having an air intake

passage, a throttie valve disposed in the air intake passage, and

an auxiliary passage communicating with the air intake passage

for bypassing the throttie valve, the adjusting device compris-

ing:

(a) a first member disposed in the auxiliary passage to locally

reduce the cross-sectional area of the auxiliary passage;

and

(b) a second member movably projecting into the auxiliary

passage at a position generally adjacent the first member,

the first and second members cooperating to adjust an

effective cross-sectional area of the auxiliary passage in

accordance with a position of the second member relative

to the first member, the second member having a tip

portion formed with a blind bore to produce air flow

turbulence in said auxiliary passage.

4,474,153

IDLING SPEED CONTROLLING SYSTEM FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Maaato Hannoto; Koao lida; AUo Inooe, and YaUnari baoto,

all d HiraaUaM, Japan, aarifsors to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ud^
HirortiBM, Japan

Filed Oct 8, 1982, to. No. 433,431

CUass priority, appUcatkm Japn, Oet 9, 1981, 56-161164

lat a> F02M 3/00

VAa 123-339 10 CUm
1. An klUng speed controlling system for an internal combus-

tion engfaie having an intake system, an exhaust system, and a

throttle valve disposed in the intake system, the drivfaig power

ofthe engine being adapted to be transmitted to driving wheels

by way of a transmission mechanism, comprising a rotational

^eed detecting means for generating a rotational speed signal

representing the actual rotational speed of the engine; a throt-

tle position sensor which detects the position of the throttle

valve and generates a throttle signal when the opening degree

of the throttle valve is smaller than a {uvdetermined valvr, a

power tranmisiion detecting means for generating a power

tmsmission signal rq>resenting whether or not the driving

power of the engine is transmitted to the driving wheels; an

actuator means for controlling an adjusting valve which con-

txdti the amount of air to be fed to the engine to control the

rotational speed of the engine and a contnd circuit which

engine is determined to be idling, the engine being determined

to be idling in case that the driving power of the engine is not

transmitted to the driving wheels, when the opening degree of

the throttie valve is smaller than the predetermined valve and

at the same time the actual rotational speed is lower than a first

predetermined speed, while in case that the driving power is

transmitted to the driving wheels, when the opening degree of

the throttie valve is smaller than the predeteimined valve and

at the same time the actual rotational speed is lower than a

second predetermined speed which is lower than the first

predetermined speed, said first and second predetermined

speeds being higher than said desired idling tpeed.

4,474,154

IDLING SPEED CONTROL FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Maafred Heaalag, laant, mi Wottfeaag Misch, Wichl. both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aMifaon to Robert Bosch GmbH,
Stattgart and Pierborg GmbH 4t Co IG, Ncbh, both of. Fed.

Rap. crfGcraMay

FUed Oet 21, 1982, to. No. 435,642

Clahns priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnsaay, Oet 26,

1981, 3142409

bt CU F02M 3/00

U&a 123-339 r

1. Metiiod of controUing die idling tpeei of a motor vehi-

cle's internal combustion engine having a qwed-controUing

throttle in an air-and-fuel intake suction duct and an accelera-

tor control actuatable by a vehicle driver, said method being
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•otomaticany opmble by means of a displaceable stop for

conttnually adjwtmg an idling setting of said throttle during
particalar conditions of operation of said engine, said method
comprising the steps of:

measuring the actual value of engine speed;

comparing said actual engme speed value with a previously

established refereace idling speed value and thereby pro-
ducing a first error signal;

converting said first error signal into a reference position

value for said displaceable stop by processing said error
signal in a proportional-integral (PI) controller in which
proportional and integral components are derived from
said first error signal which are quantized so as to vary
stepwise as the engine speed goes firom one speed range to
another, both said components having null value for a
dead zone speed range on each side ofsaid reference speed
value and both said components having constant values
over the range of each speed range step, said quantized
proportional and integral components being added to-

gether m said controller

ascertaining continuously the actual position of said dis-

placeable stoi^

comparing the actual position of, and said reference position
value for, said displaceable stop and thereby producing a
second error signal, and

displacing said stop by and in accordance with said second
error signal.

means for comparing said output signal to a signal related

to the present actual engine speed to produce an error
signal, said third section having a governor servo for
receiving said error signal and having means for utilizing

it to produce a fuel rate signal commensurate with the
amount of fuel necessary to attain the maxmimn allowable
engine speed, and

a selector means for c<Mnparing said fuel rate signal and the
fiiel command signal from said accelerator device and
selecting the lesser value of the two signals to produce a
determinative fuel command signal to send to said fuel-air

control section that will cause the engine not to exceed the
predetermined maximum allowable limit, said determina-
tive fuel command signal resulting in the fuel flow being
applied to the engine and the air flow being applied to the
engine according to said predetermined air/ftiel ratio.

4,474,156

GOVERNOR MECHANISM FOR A FUEL PUMPING
APPARATUS

CoUn P. Brotherston, Rainhaai, Engbmd, assignor to Lucas
Industries Public Limitad Cooipaay, BinBin^uun, En^aod

Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,896
Claims priority, appUcatioB United Kiagdon, May 1, 1982,

8212745

lat a.} F02D 31/00
U.S. CL 123—372 5 Claims

4,474,155

GOVERNING CONTROL FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Pul Sagoaa, Berkeley, GaUfn aarivwr to Milnml Kogyo Kabo-
shfld KaWn, Tokyo, Japn

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,797
IM. CL' B60K 31/00

U.S.a 12»-352 12 Claims

1. A fbel-controlled and speed govemhig system for an
internal combustion engine of the type wherein fuel command
signals produced by an operator's movement of an accelerator
device are fiimished to a computer, comprising
a first section of said computer having means for controlling

the amount of fiiel flow to the engine and for calculating
the amount of airflow necessary to provide a predeter-
mined air/fuel ratio,

a second section of said computer continuously receiving
engine status signals relative to actual engine operating
conditions, said second section also including stored uble
means which relate preselected engine status conditions to
maximum allowable engine speeds that have been prede-
termined for such conditions and comparator means for
comparing said engine status signals with said stored table
means to provide an output signal equivalent to a related
maximum allowable engine ^)eed;

engine speed sensing means for sensing continuously the
actual speed of the engine,

a third sectkm m said computer connected to said engine
^ speed sensing means fior providing governor control

o-a-«

1. A governor mechanism for controlling in use, the setting

of a fuel control member of a fuel injection pump intended to
supply fuel to an internal combustion engine, the mechanism
comprising a first pivotal lever connected in use to the fuel

control member, a speed responsive mechanism coupled to
said first levef and arranged so that with increasing speed an
increasing force is applied to the lever in a direction to move
the lever to reduce the amount of fuel supplied to the engine,

a second pivotal lever, a main governor spring operatively
connected to said second lever, said main governor spring

comprising a prestressed spring, manually operable means
operable through said main governor spring for altering the
setting of said second lever, a maximum fuel stop operable to

Umit the movement of the second lever, said first and second
levers being engageable with each other wherd>y as the manu-
ally operate means is moved in one direction, the fuel control
member will be moved in a direction to increase the amount of
fuel supplied and vice versa, the force exerted by said speed
responsive mechanism exceeding the force required to deflect

the main governor spring when in use, the engine speeA rises

above a predetermined value, an idling spring operative in

conjunction with the vpeeA reqMmsive w^jfth^ffitm to control
the idling speed of the engine when said manually operable
member is set to a minimum fuel position, a resilient means
acting to locate the pivot of the fint lever against movement
by the force developed by said speed reqxmsive mechanism,
the force exerted by said resilient means bdng overcome as the
speed of the associated engme increases, thereby allowing said
first lever to be moved in a direction to move the fuel control
member to increase the amount of fuel supplied to the engine.
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4,474,157 of fuel through said spill passage and also defining throttle

FUEL INJECTION PUMPING APPARATUS means in said passage means, resihent means for biasing said

Robert T. J. Skfaner, High Wycombe, and Dorian F. Mowbray, valve member to the inoperative position, and said valve i

botti of FrWglaiMl, aarignon to

FOed NoY. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,602

Claims priority, appUotkm United Ktagdom, Dee. 31, 1980,

8041545

lit a' FD2B 19/01 FIOM 59/28

UJS.a 123-490 1 Claim

mm'''

18

1. A fiiel injection pumping apparatus comprising a rotary

distributor member mounted in a housing, a transverse bore in

the distributor member and a pair of plungers therein, cam
followers located at the outer ends of the plungers for engage-

ment with cam lobes formed on the internal peripheral surface

of a cam ring, passage means in the distributor member for

conveymg fiwl to and ftom the bore, a cup shaped member
secured to a thrive shaft of the apparatus, the cup shaped mem-
ber being positioned about the distributor member and having

slots therein to accommodate the followers, the distributor

member being driven from the drive shaft, an annular member
of cup shaped form axially slidable within the cup shaped

member and in sliding engagement with the inside surface

thereof, inclined surfiKes defined on said annular member for

engagemrat witih complementary surfaces on said ft^owers or

plungers therdiy to limit the outward movement of the plung-

ers, said cup shaped member having a base wall and apertures

in the base wall and pins extendkg through said q)ertures

respectively, and means includnig a fiirther member which is

aidally movable and which is in engagement with said pins for

moving said annular member axially relative to the cup shaped

member.

4,474,158

UQUm FUEL PUMPING APPARATUS
Dorian F. Mowbray, Barahaai, Enifaad, aarigaor to

iBdMtrics PaUie Limited Company, Birariaghan

FOed Oet 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,466

daiam priority, appHeatloB Unitad Uagdom, Noy. 11, 1981,

8134041
Int a^ F02M 39/00

U& CL 123—458 5 dalBsa

1. A liquid fiwl iiyection pumpmg apparatus for supplying

f^ to an internal combustion engine comprising a plunger

reciprocable within a bore, an outlet from a pumping chamber

defbed by Uie plunger and the bore, said outlet in use, commu-
nicatmg wtth a fiiel injection nozzle of an associated en^e, a

spin passage communicating with the bore and an electrically

controlled spill valve in said passage whereby when the

plunger is moved inwardly the amount of fuel which flows

through said outlet can be controlled by operation of said

valve, passage means through which fiid can be supplied to

said bore, valve means including a valve member movable

from an inoperative poaitim to an operative position, said

valve membCT being (^cylindrical form and being slidable in a

oomirfementary bore, said valve member having a pair of

qMoed circumferential grooves thereon, said complementary

bore intersecting said qrill passage and said passage means at a

position corresponding to the grooves of the valve member,

said valve member in the operative position, preventing flow

'^-iS

fiuther including a valve which can be opened to allow fiiel

under pressure to act on the valve member to move the valve

member from the inoperative to the operative position against

the action of said resilient means.

4,474,159

LINE FOR FLUIDS
John M. Katalk, Claritaton, Mkh., aari^or to Robert Boach

GmbH, Stottgart, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuay
FOed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,809

Claims priority, appUeatioB Fed. Rep. of Geranay, Jan. 24,

1982,3223556
Int CL^ F02M 55/00

U.S.a 123—468 7

1. In an improved linear fiiel line provided with a passage

along its entire length, the improvement comprising an inte-

gral, off-standing bulged portion extendmg along the entire

length of said passage in said Une and parallel to the passage,

said bulged portion is provided with at least two oppositely-

disposed grooves extending parallel to the passage, and has a

rectangular cross sectira with a flat bottom surfoce, and said

passage is provided in a portion of said fuel line having a

semi-circular cross section which adjoins said bulged portion

to form a cylindrical passage.
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M74,M0
FUEL DilBCnON SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

GOMBUSnON ENGINES
J«U Gwtaar, Gttmmin, Fed. Rcy. of Gcnuny, MrigMr to

Molorw Wvkc AkKnaHcUMhaft, Fed. Rep. of

F1M Nov. 24» 1M2, S«. No. 44M47
Fod. Ra^ of GcnMuqr. Nov. 26,

1981,31

UjS.ai33-«MB
lit a> F02M 55/02

4ClaiM

/
i-,

opon reaching second predetermined engine operating
panunden,

simultaneously operating said first fuel injection valve and
said second fuel injection valve until reaching third prede-
termined engine operating parameters,

inactivating said first fuel injection valve upon reaching said

third predetermined engine operating parameters,
and operating said first and second fuel injection valves

during predetermined engine operating parameters,
wherein only said first fuel injection valve is activated at

engine operating parameters at which said engine b below
the operating temperature.

I

1. A fbel Ejection system fbr internal combustion engines
having injection valves comprising
a distributing conduit having two ibaped parts joined by
means of flanges in a longitudinal phme and coupling
bushings and coupling nipples for connecting the injection
valves,

said flanges bemg integraDy formed with the shaped parts of
the distributing conduit and extending generally perpen-
dicnbtf to axes of symmetry of the injection valves,

one of said shaped parts being fashioned with a hat-profile-
«^yed cross section with an end wall at each end of the
distributing conduit defining a trough-like configuration,

the coupUng bushings and coupling nipples, ieq)ectively,
being integrally formed with one of the two shaped parts
in the direction of the axes of symmetry,

one of the ooupUng bushings and coupling nipples extending
into a hollow space of the distributing conduit,

said iiuection valves being axially fixed in place relative to
the distribution conduit by means of spring cUps resting
gainst radial surfines of the ii^jection valves and against
and extending over the flanges.

M7M61METHOD FOR MIXTURE FORMATION FOR
MIXTURE-GOMFRESSING INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES AND FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR
PERFORMING THE METHOD

HMvich Empp, Laort«B, aad MiilM LaiiAke, GcriinaM,
boA of FW. Rap. of Gmmur, MHjinn to Robert Boach
GiiUi StMivt, Fad. Rap. of GcTMiy

Flkd Sap. 14, 1M2, Sar. Na 417^1
OataH priority, applkitlwi Fad. Rap. of Gtrmmar. Jan. 30.

1982,3203179
^

lit a' Fa2M 51/00
VS.a 123-^178 21 <^««—

1. A method of mixture formation fbr mixture-compressing
internal combustion engines that mclnde an air inlet, an air
intake maniftrid connected to said air inlet, a throttle valve in
said intake manifold, a compressor disposed in said intake
manifokl i^atream of said throttle valve, a first fiiel i^jectioo
valve upstream of said throttle valve and a second fiiel iiyec-
tiOB valve opatream ofsaid compressor comprising the stepa of

activiuing said first fiid ii\iection valve upon starting said
engine fbr huecting fuel mfo said intsike manifold up-
stream of said throttle valve until predetermined engine
operating parameters have been obudned,

activathig said second fbd injection valve for injecting fiid
into said intake manifbM upstream of said compresaoi

10. A fiiel supply system for mixture-conq)ressing mtemal
combustion engines, comprising an intake manifold, a throttle
valve in said intake manif(^ a compresaor (turbocharger)
di^MMed in said intake manifold upstream of said throttle
valve, a first fuel supply element diqxned directiy upstreamof
said throtde valve, and a second fuel supply element disposed
directiy upstream of said compressor, and engine parameter
control means for exclusively operating said first fuel supply
element when said engnie is operating at a temperature below
a predetermined operating temperature.

4^7M62
CHARGE AIR COOLER MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
John L. MaaoB, Paloa Vardaa Eatotaa, CUif., Mri^or to Ha

Garrett Corporation, Loa Angelaa, Qdif.
Filed Mar. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 471^1
Irt. a' FQ2M i//0» F28F ;/ii

U.S. CL 123—563 13 Ori—
1. A charge air cooler mounting arrangement for mounting

a charge air cooler heat exchanger within an engnie intake
manifold, comprising:

a pkte-fin heat exchanger core formed by a plurality of
plate-fin heat transfer elements arranged in an alternating

ttack with a plurality of divider plates and said stack
sandwiched between a pai/ of rehrtively rigid side plates,

said core defining a first flow path for charge air and a
second flow path for a coolant in heat transfer relation

with the charge air,

a plurality c^ threaded nuts secured to each one of said side
plates at the inboard sides thereof generally in alignment
with a pluraUty ofbolt-receiving holes formed in said side

an engine intake manifokl having a chamber formed therein
for rdativdy ck)oe sliding reception of said core and
bouded on opposite sides by a pair ofmanifokl skle walls
having a pluiality of bolt-receiving holes fbrmed therem
generally fbr alignment with the b<dt-receiving h(ries m
sakl side {rfatea; and

bolt means fbr recq>tk» through the boltrecdvnig holes m
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said manifold side walls and further through the bolt- 4^74,184

receiving holes in said side plates for threaded reception SAWING MACHINE FOR STONE BLOCKS
GOlaa J. Laaga, Faavillars, Balgtam, aaalpnr to Norton

pony, Worceatar, Maaa.

FUed Jn. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 388,050

FIraaea, Jan. 19, 1981, 81 12132

lat a^ B28D 1/06

UJS.a 125-16 R

into said nuts to secure said core within said intake mani-

fold.

4,474,163

DEVICE FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF COMBUSnON
IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Ernst Lindor, MiihIadMr, and Hdmnt Maarer, Vaihingen, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, aaaignon to Robcsl Boach GmbH,
StuUgart, Fed. Rep. of Gciauuiy

FDed Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,670

Chdan priority, appUeation Fed. R^. of Gerauuiy, May 13,

1982, 3218018

lat a' F02M 29/00

VS.a 123—590 4 dainis

1. A device for the improvement of the combustion in inter-

nal combustion engines comprising an apertured shield dis-

posed in an intake pipe transversely to flow ofa medium there-

through, said apertured shield having spring tongues each

provkled with at least one opening directed substantially radi-

ally inwards from a circumferential retainer means and said

spring tongues being di^wsed radially so as to overlap serially.

1. A machine fbr sawing bkwks of stone comprising:

support means includmg a pivot bearing with a horizontal

pivot axis fixed a predetermined distance above ground
level and centrally on a forward end portion of the sup-

port means;

a triangular straight prism shape frame with a pivot adjacent

a forward center apex of the triangular frame connected

to the pivot bearing block and mounted to oscillate arcu-

ately about the horizontal pivot axis and in a vertical pUme
perpendicular to the horizontal pivot axis and the frame

having

spaced trianguUu- shape side members extending parallel

and symmetrical to the vertical plane each including

upper and lower oppositely inclined beams connected

together at and extending rearwardly from the for-

ward center apex to opposite ends thereof adjacent

upper and lower rear apeut of the triangular side

member,

a forwardly inclined rear beam extending between and

fixed to the opposite ends of the upper and lower

oppositely inclined beams adjacent the rear apexes of

the triangular side member,
upper and lower cross members extending horizontally

across and fixed to the upper and lower beams and

including upper and lower overhanging end portions

extending beyond opposite sides of the frame adja-

cent the upper and lower rear apexes thereof;

a pair ofsaw blades each having a longitudinal axb adjacent

an arc shape cutting edge whose center coincides with the

horizontal pivot axis, and opposite extremeties of each

blade fixed to the upper and lower overhanging end por-

tions of the upper and lower cross members and between

which each blade is tensioned and disposed longitudinally

parallel to the vertical plane and spaced outwardly from

the adjacent side member of the frame;

fixation means for fixing the extremities of the saw blades to

the upper and lower overhanging end portions and ten-

sioning the saw blades therebetween;

oscillating means, including a rod having one end pivotally

connected to the upper crossmember of the triangular

frame and its opposite end pivotally connected to a rotat-

able crank and able to oscilate the frame and saw blades

arcuately about the horizontal axis and maintain the longi-

tudinal axis of the saw blades forwardly inclined at an

acute angle to a vertical;

transport means situated on each skle of the tnnt fbr sop-

porting and transporting blocks of stone horizontally

toward and parallel to the oscillating saw blades and

cutting a slab therefrom; and

guide means, extending upwardly and centrally from the

support means and situated in between the upper and
lower horizontal cross members and the forwudly m-
dined rear beams of the spaced triangular shape opposite

side members of the frame, for supporting and preventing
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any lateral deviation of the oscillating frame and saw
blades relative to the vertical plane.

M74,l«
COODNGOVEN

Kofecrt T. RiehvdMm, 4141 Woodhwi Dr. #40, NaahTilic,
Tan. 37205

FDcd Sep. 29, 1M2, Ser. No. 424,894
IM. a.) F24C 15/08

U.S.a 124-0 lOClaimi

4^74*144
WICK HEATERS

Robert F. ShaflBer, and MidMd A. Kagu, both of BowHi«
Green, KjTn aMigBon to Koehriig Conpany, Brookfidd, Wia.

Filed Job. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 390,471

IatCL3F24Ci/M
U.S.a 124-94 35 Qains

1. An oven compriaing:

a base of refractory material which is substantially flat and
•erves as a first cooking surface for cooking food and
bormng fuel on different areas of said base;

a dome of refractory material which rests on and encloses
•aid first cooking surfiK^

a shelf of refractory material which is substantially flat, said
•helf being stepped to define upper and lower surfaces
rabstantiaUy parallel to said base, the shelf having a front

edge, said shelfbeing disposed within and connected to an
mterior surftce of said dome, the shelf serving as a second
cooking surface for cooking food;

means forming a first opening in said dome which is defined
by a lower edge near said base and an upper edge below a
top portion of said dome, said means forming the first

opening facihtating access to the first and second cooking
surfaces;

means forming a second opening in said dome which is

defined by a lower edge near said base and an upper edge
betow said shelf, said means forming the second opening
ftciliuting access to the first cooking surface for the
ptacement of fuel thereon;

means forming a third opening which is d^ned by a lower
edge above said shelf and an upper edge below said top
portion of said dome, said means fbrming the third open-
ing being situated substantially directly above said means
forming the second opening;

a flue defining means extending upwardly from and adjacent
to said top portion of said dome and which communicates
with said third opening;

said shelf serving as a bafQe in controlling the flow of com-
bustion products from said burning fuel through said
dome such that said combustion products escape from said
oven by traveling substantially horizontally along said
first oookiag sorftce, around said front edge of said shelf,

subatantially horizontaUy along said upper surface of said
shelf, and through said third opening and said flue, the
iqiper surfiMe of the shelf being located nearer to said top
portioa of said dome than said lower surfue of the shelf
and between said means forming said third opening and
•aid lower sorfhoe.

1. A wick heater comprising a housing including a base, side
and back walls, a top and a front panel structure, said front
panel structure with said top framing an opening to the interior
of said housing to expose a chimney surrounding a wick, means
defining a heat reflective surface in backing relation to said
chimney, said top including a portion thereof constructed and
arranged to contain upper end portions of said front panel and
to provide means for relative movement therebetween in cor-
respondence with ^ relative expansion and contraction thereof
in response to the temperatures to which said housing is sub-
jected, said top including a frame portion and at least one insert
within said frame portion, said insert being positioned over and
in a substantially direct vertical aUgnment with said chimney
and being bounded by and normally spaced firom portions of
said frame and having therein a plurality of slots arranged in a
pattern substantially in correspondence with the shape of the
area bounded by said heat reflecting backing surface which has
a generally parabolic peripheral outline.

4^474^147

LATCH FOR A BUTTERFLY DAMPER
Fhuids J. McCabe, 239 Haatiap Ct, Doylcitowi, Pa. 18901

CootinaatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 117,128, Jan. 31, 1900,
abandoMd, which Is a contimiatiOB*iB*part of Scr. No. 9«7,104y
Sep. 29, 1978, Pat No. 4,241,748, which Is a coBtinMtkM-ia-part
of Ser. No. 792,525, May 2, 1977, Pat No. 4,144,048. lUs

appUcatioD Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 35U41
Int a^ F23N 3/04

U.S.a 124-287J 28 dafaoi

400,

1. A damper comprising:

(a) a frame;

(b) a pair of blades supported within the firame and adapted
for movement between an open and a closed position; and

(c) heat respmisive latchmg means for restrainmg the blades
in the open position, and for releasing the bhKies when the
ambient temperature around the hitching means reaches a
imselected vahie, wherem the ktehing means compriies;
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(i) mounting means operatively associated with an outer

surface of each of the blades;

(ii) fusible link means, a first end of which is attached to

the mounting means associated with one of the bbules

and adapted to separate when the preselected ambient

temperature is reached; and

(iii) linkage means comprising mounting strap means and

hook means, one end of said mounting strap means

being attached to the mounting means associated with

the other of the blades, and the other end of which

includes a slot for engaging said hook means, the hook

means being disposed to extend over edges of the blades

for attachment to a second end of the fvsMt link means

so that the blades are restrained in the open position

until the preselected ambient temperature is reached.

14. A damper comprising:

(a) a frame;

(b) at least one blade supported within the frame and adapted

for movement between an open and a closed position;

(c) hitching means for restraining the blade in the open

position, and for releasing the blade when the ambient

temperature around the latching means reaches a prese-

lected value; and

(d) locking means for maintaining the blade in the closed

position after the blade is released by the latching means,

wherein the locking means comprises a resilient spring

element, one end of which is attached to the damper

firame, and the other end ofwhich extends outwardly from

the damper frame and into the path of movement of a

closing blade, and wherein the resiUent spring element

mcludes a leaiding edge, the terminating end of which is

notched or chamfered to facilitate movement of the blade.

4. A swimming pool construction of the type which is capa-

ble of utilizing solar energy to heat pool water, said swimming

pool construction comprising:

pool wall supports which enclose a water reservob;

a plurality of deck support gussets disposed a4jaoent said

pool wall supports and extending generally normal

thereto;

a deck which is supported at least in port by said deck sup-

port gussets, said deck also enclosing said water reservoir;

a safety fence enclosing said deck, said safety fence including

a pluraUty of generally horizontally disposed non-fluid

conducting rail monbm;
a plurality of generally vertically extending hollow rail

support members which extend upwardly above the deck,

each of the hollow rail support members being intercon-

nected with an associated deck support gusset, each of the

hollow rail support members containing a plurality of

vertically extending internal passageways, one internal

passageway including an interior baffle and further includ-

ing water inlet and outlet means interconnected with said

one internal passageway, the inlet means being disposed

below the interior baffle and the outlet means being dit-

posed above the interior baffle; and

conduits capable of conveying pool water from said water

reservoir to and through the inlet means, passageways and

outlet means of each of said hollow rail support members
and then back to said water reservoir wherein said hollow,

rail support members form the only active solar energj^

collecting elements of said safety fence.

4^74,149

SOLAR HEAT COLLECTOR CONTROL DEVICE
Edward M. Stentemann, 1332 S. Seeond St, LooisTlik, Ky.

40208

ContfanatioB-hi-port of Ser. No. 154,043, Jn. 3, 1900,

abandoned. This appUcatioa Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,745

Int a^ F24J 3/02

U.S. CL 124-422 14 (

4^474,168

SOLAR HEATED SWIMMING POOL
FMerick M. Pettit, 1411 Poiat AIUbo Rd. S^ Ridgeway, On-

tario, Canada (LOS INO)

Filed No?. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,071

Int a^ F24J 3/02
U.S.a 124—414 8 Claims

1. A control arrangement for a heat transfer system includ-

ing a heat transfer fluid, first and second heat sources of gener-

ally equal temperature where said first heat source includes

first heat transfer conduit means having a heat transfer fluid

first mlet and a heat transfer fluid first outlet where heat is

transfered from said first heat source to heat transfer fluid

flowing in said first heat transfer conduit; said second heat

source includes second heat transfer conduit means with heat

transfer second fluid inlet means and heat transfer second fluid

outlet means for emission of heat transfer fluid from said sec-

ond heat transfer conduit where heat is transfered from said

second heat source to said heat transfer fluid in said first heat

transfer conduit, conduit bypass means connecting said heat

transfer fluid first outlet to sidd heat transfer fluid second inlet

heat transfer fluid supply means to selectively supply heat

transfer fluid to at least one of said first and second fluid hUets,

valve means operable between first mode to supply heat trans-

fer fluid to said first heat source heat transfer fluid first mlet

means and said seocmd heat source heat transfer fluid second

inlet means and second mode to supply heat transfer fluid to

said first heat source heat transfer fluid fint inlet and from said

heat transfer fluid first outlet to said heat transfer fhrid second
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inlet, fint tanpefatnre wnsor meant to teue the temperature
of Mid heat tnmifier floid at laid fint heat transfer inlet; to

!!!|!I?**
* ft"» wyMl

; tecood temperature sensor means to
**"* *^,*""'*"**"*^ * *•* one of said first second heat
•owcemeant to provide a reference signal, comparator means
to compare Mid fint agnal and said reference signal wherein
*"** ***??*!**" "*"* P™^'«*« • fi»« comparator output
iiinal where said firrt and reference signals are in first relation
ad provide second comparator output signal when said fint
ndrefernoe signals are m second rdation. valve operator
meamto operate said valve means between said first mode and
taid second mode in response to said first and second compara-
tor dgnab.

M74»171
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM WITH STATIC

HEAT-STORAGE DEVICE
M. Gapraoa, 82» SW. 71it PL, Mtaai, Fla. 33155;

Gilbert F. Kato. 5090 Wick Dr^ Odt Lnm, ID. 00453, and
FhuMds a Ciand, 26$ Bitaffai Ia, HoAub EMatet, DL
<01M

niad Mar. 25, 1M2, Sar. No. 361,M5
lirt. CL^ F24J 3/02

U.S. CL 126-436 TClaioM

4,474^170
GLASS HEAT PIPE EVACUATED TUBE SOLAR

COLLECTOR
•bvt D. McConall, Ldkmiood, Gaio.,ad JMSi H. VaHaat.
Tner, Crilt, mt^mn to lie UriM SMaa of AMrica as
y»-'»' ^ *• UHtrt Statm DeptftMM of Energy.
WaUilloH, D.C

FIM Ai«. 6, IMl, Sar. No. 290,212
IM. a> F24J 3/02

U.S.ai26-^U3 MOaima

•^n /^i /:>..

1. Solar apparatus comprising:

a heat pipe absorber for absorbing incident solar radiation
and f<» transferring thermal energy derived therefrom to
a working flud, said heat pipe absorber including an
elongated glass tube with a hoUow interior sealed from the
exterior environment, a fint portion of said glass tube
being transparent and adapted for exposure to said solar
radiation and a second portion of said glass tube being
adapted for exposure to the woridng fluid;

a heat transfer flmd in sakl transparent tube for transferring
said thermal energy from said fint portion to said working
fluid, saki heat transfer flud being a volatile liquid adapted
to evaporate readily upon conducting said thermal energy
and to condense to a liqud when in the environment ofthe
working flukl;

•electiYe coating means on the outskle surface of said fint
portion, sakl selective coating means being adapted to
naximiie sakl absorptkm of sakl solar radution on said
ootikle surfece of sakl first portkm and to mmimize the
eninkm of sakl absorbed thermal energy;

transparent envetope means surrounding sakl fint portion in
sp«» relatwn thereto, the sp«» between sakl first portion
and sakl envek>pe bemg evacuated and hermetically
sealed from the exterior environment; and

porous wick means for uniformly distributing sakl heat
transfer fluid throughout sakl mskle surface of sakl first

portkm, sakl wick means conq>rising a layer of glass parti-
cles and a layer of sodium silkate derived from a water
glass lolutkMi prevrausly heated to remove sakl water for
boadiBg sakl gUus particles to sakl mside surfece of sakl
fint portkMi. sakl layer of glass partKles being m intimate
and uniform contact with sakl inskle surfiKe of sakl first

portkn, sakl layer of gUus partKles being fiised together
and beiag permanently fined to sakl inskle surftce of sakl
fint portion through sakl layer of sodium silicate, sakl
glass particles being prevwosly heated in a manner to
cause sakl glais partKles to be sakl fiised together and be
fiMed to sakl mskle sorfece of sakl first portkm through

I layer of sodium silicate.

1. A thermal energy storage and transfer system comprising:
storage vessel means for heat transfer fluid including heat
absorber surface means exposable to incklent solar radiatkm;
insulation means enclosing sakl storage vessel means away
fix)m the regk>n of sakl heat absorber surface means; nuUator
means interconnected with sakl storage vessel means to form a
substantially closed fluid network; water m said network to
define a heat transfer medium; a unitary thermal accumulator
contamer mounted in stationary positkm substantially mskle
sakl stor^e vessel means in contact with sakl medium and
havmg a filler opening and hermetk closure means for sakl
opening disposed outside sakl storage vessel means and embed-
ded in said insulatkm means; and thermal energy storage,
phase-change material which is adversely sensitive to excess
moisture, charged into sakl contamer, includmg a nucleatable,
hydrated magfiwti^iin salt.

M74^172
SOLAR WATER HEATING PANEL

Ben G. Borke, Lafayette, GaUf., asrigMW to Chemn Research
CoBvany, San F^andaeo, GaUf.

Filed Oct 25, 1982, Ser. No. 43636
Int aj F24I 3/02

U.S. CL 12^-449 Mdahns

1. A unitary sohu* water heating panel havmg a low total
water volume and with sufficient flexibility to resist freeze
restruction and to promote rapid thawing to restore circulation
through sakl panel, sakl panel being formed of a pair of op-
posed substantiaUy rectangular plate memben bonded about
their req)ective peripheral edges to enclose a volume therd)e-
tween, and a pair of conduit opemngs formed m at least one of
sakl plate memben adjacent to opposed edges of sakl panel for
inlet and outlet of water to be heated ther^ the suriace of at
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least one of said pbte members, bdng uniformly dimpled with

substantudly hexagonally abutting zones, with the center of

each hexagonal dimple begin concave relative to the other of

said plate memben and formed with a radius of curvature

greater than the diameter of a circle inscribed withinnhe hex-

agonal area of sakl dimple, said abutting zones between adja-

cent dimples being convex and formed with a radius of curva-

ture less than the radius of said inscribed circle, and sakl one

phite member being mechanically joined to the other plate

member at equally spaced apart centen of said hexagonal

areas, except near the edge of said plate member, whereby

expansion of water freezing in said enclosed volume of said

panel is accommodated by flexure of the center areas of said

dimples which are not joined together.

ing fluid into said manifold return tube fitm said return

end of sakl U-tube; and

means for isolating said U-tube from surrounding air.

4*474,174

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT FOR AN ENDOSCOPE
Clnde E. Petrazd, Brauflllc N.Y., aarivmr to

Hoapital Snpply CoiportfkM, Evawton, DL
CoatfaraatfcM of Ser. No. 201,005, Nor. 20, 1900,

wUeh is a cuntlwMlton of Ser. No. 040,771, May 21, 1979,

abandoned. TUs appHeatkm Feb. 23, 1903, Sw. No. 469,031

Int a? A61B J7/36. 17/32

MS. a. 128-^ 19

4,474^173

SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR
RMard G. Ford, MeapUs, Tenn., asrignor to Enorgy DesigB

Corporation, MmpUs, Tenn.

FUad Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 467«458

brt. CL^ F24I 3/02

U.S.a 126-^450 17 Claims

** M

1. An apparatus for collecting solar energy and for heating a

fluid supplied for an external fluid source for use in an external

device comprising:

a manifold disposed at the lower end of the apparatus;

a manifcdd supply tube forming a part of the manifold and

being operable to receive fluid for the q>paratus from the

external fluid source;

a manifold return tube forming a part of the manifold and

bemg operable to return fluid from the apparatus for use in

the external device;

at least one riser U-tube extending away from said manifold

in an upwardly inclined directran, said riser U-tube having

a sun>ly end, a supply skle extending from said supply

end, a U-joint in said U-tube disposed distally from sakl

supply end, a return side extending from said U-joint

toward said manifold, and a return end on said return side

disposed distally firom said U-joint, said apparatus being

positioned to dispose sakl U-joint above sakl supply end

and above said return end of sakl riser U-tube, sakl supply

end of sakl riser U-tube being in flukl communicatkm with

sakl manifold supply tube, said return end being in fluid

communication with said manifold return tube;

at least one metering or^ke associated widi sakl U-tube and

having a reduced area with respect to the cross-sectional

aiea of said U-tube, said orifice being disposed to meter

the flow of flukl hi the supply skle of sakl U-tobe;

sakl return skle and return end of the U-tube and said mani-

fold return tube being of a sufficiently large diameter,

havmg a greater cross-sectional area thso said orifice, and

bemg inclined so that flukl will fill sakl supply side of said

U-tube and flmd will gravity flow through sakl return skle

of said U-tube and through the manifold return tube and

so that a vent space will be formed m the return side of

saklU-tubr,

a return orifice in sakl manifold return tube having an area

sabstantiany greater than sakl metering orifice for recdv-

12. A surgical instrument for use with an endoscope to cut

tissue under endoscopic control said instrument and endoscope

each having a proximal end and a distal end, comprising

flexible hollow tubular means having a length commensurate

with that needed to extend from the proximal end to the

distal end of the endoscope, sakl tubular means having a

lumen of a preselected diameter,

flexible wire means for conducting high frequency current

to a distal end of the wire means to the tissue to be cut

substantially contained within said tubular means;

manipulator means connected to the flexible wire means to

extend and retract a distal end of said wire means out from

and into the distal end of the tubular means;

said wire means including a flat helically twisted ribbon over

its length, said ribbon having a width corresponding to the

diameter of the lumen ofsakl tubular means so as to enable

longitudinal motxm of the wire means while reducing

relative radial motion thereof within the lumen;

said ribbon having a thickness which is thin relative to the

lumen diameter such as to occupy a cross section of gen-

erally less than that of the lumen to form a passageway for

flukl to be passed through sakl tubular means past the wire

means.

4,474,175

SAFETY MEANS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF
ANESTHETIC GAS

George S. Hndlaue, Jr., AUortown, Pa., aarignor to Mechaakd

Scnrlec Company faWn ADentown, Pa.

FDad JnL 16, 1982, Sar. No. 399,001

bt CL^ A61M 16/00

UJ.a 128-202J2 4arimB

1. For a system to administer anesthetK gas of the kind

comprising nitrous oxide and oxygen, the system including

sources of nitrous oxide and oxygen, a patient's breathing

mask, nitrous oxide and oxygen flow meten to respectively

monitor the gases flowing to the mask, a gas flow safety warn-

ing control to be inserted between the respective sources of

nitrous oxkle and oxygen and the flow meten comprising:

a first line for conducting nitrous oxkle;

nitrous oxide inlet connector means on one end of sakl first
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line for connecting the fint line to the source of nitrous
oxide;

nitrous oxide outlet connector mesos on the opposite end of
said first line for connecting the first line to the nitrous
oxide flow meter;

fint flow restrictor means in said first line to restrict the flow
of nitrous oxide as between the nitrous oxide inlet connec-
tor means and the nitrous oxide outlet connector means
and create a pressure difference between said nitrous inlet
and outlet connector means;

first differential pressure sensing means having a set of nor-
mally open electrical contacts, said sensing means being
connected to said first line in parallel with said restrictor
means and operative upon nitrous oxide flow as between
said nitrous oxide inlet and outlet connector means to
tense said pressure difference and close said normally
open electrical contacts;

a second line for conducting oxygen;
o»yjpBP inlet connector means connected to one end of said
second line for connecting the second line to the source of
oxygen;

o«y8« outlet connector means on the opposite end of said
second Une for connecting the second line to the oxygen
flowmeter;

lower ends pivotally connected to opposite sides of the
foot siq>porting means for extending along oppodte sides
of the lower leg;

means for securing the upper ends of the frame members to
the lower leg;

a motor,

means for mounting the motor to the upper ends ofthe frame
members; and

'ri"^:<

•eoond flow restrictor means m said second line to restrict
the flow ofoxygen as between the oxygen inlet connector
man and the oxygen oudet connector means and create
a pressure difference between said oxygen inlet and outlet
connector means;

second differential pressure sensing means including a set of
normally closed electrical contacts, the sensing means
bemg connected to said second line parallel with said
second restrictor means and operative upon oxygen flow
as between said oxygen inlet and outlet connector means
to sense said pressure difference and open said normally
closed electrical contacts;

electrical circuit means including an audio aUrm and said
normally open and normaUy closed electrical contacts
respectively in series with said audio alarm; and

first power means-to supply electrical power to said electri-
cal circuit means so that upon closure of said normally
open electrical contacts due to flow of nitrous oxide in
said first line and the continued closure of said normally
closed electrical conUKts due to the absence of oxygen
flow in said second line causing the energizing of said
alarm whereby to provide a warning that nitrous oxide is

flowing to the patient's mask in the absence of oxyaen
flow.

^

means for drivingly connecting the motor and the foot sup-
porting means to cause the foot supporting means to recip-
rocate back and forth rektive to the frame members, the
driving connection means including a wishbone-shaped
yoke whose lower legs are pivotidly connected to oppo-
site sides of the foot supporting means.

4^74,177
MEraOD AND APPARATUS FOR SHAPING A DISTAL

FEMORAL SURFACE
Leo A. Whiteside, Chesterfield, Mo^ MsigMr to Wright Mara.

Cactoring Company, Arlington, Teu.
Filed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,4«

U.S. CL 128-303 R iq.

4^74,176
FOOT ARTICULATOR

Ray L. Fmk, Hohrffls; Miehad F. RodI, Sra Diego, and Ray
LJMs, Omge, aU of CaUf., MsigMrs to Joint Mobilizer
Systems CoiporatkM, San Diego, Qdif

.

Cortwrtlo. of Sar. No. 400,182, J.L 2«, 1982, abandoned,

,I?"JL* "««»««»-'»-P« of Ssr. No. 297,186, Aug. 28,
1981. ahnionsd. lUs apHkirtkM Dae. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 559,743

IM. a^ A61H 1/02
U.S.ai28-.25B 20aalms

1. An apparatus for articulating a person's foot relative to the
person's lower leg, com|»ising:
means for supporting the foot;

a pair of longitudinally extending frame members having

-40 ^42

1. A method of preparing a human femur having a distal
femoral surface containing medial and lateral condyles and an
intramedullary canal located at the center of a tiibular shaft of
hard compact bone to receive a distal femoral knee prosthesis,
said method comprising the steps of
(A) boring an entry point for an intrameduUary reamer

through the distal femoral surface between the medial and
laterial condyles at a point q>proximating the central long
axis of the femur,

(B) advancing an intramedullary reamer through said entry
point along the intramedullary canal for a sufficient dis-
tance to enable the central long axis of said reamer to
correspond with the central long axis of the femur, said
reamer comprising a rod having a portion which is in-

tended to enter the intramedullary canal which portion (1)
is of a diameter approximating the narrowest portion of
said intramedullary canal and (2) has a plurality of cutting
ridges situated about its circumference, the remaining
portion of said rod having a means for imparting a twist-
ing motion to said reamer,

(Q replacing said reamer with an intramedullary alignment
guide fixed in a suitable aligning reUuionship with respect
to the distal femoral surface, said intramedullary align-
ment guide comprising (1) an intramedullary rod portion
adq>ted to fit in a space left in the femur upon removal of
said reamer, (2) a guide handle attached to and set at a
preselected angle with reelect to the central long axis of
said intramedullary rod portion and being edited to
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receive at least at least one femoral surface modifying

instrument in proper alignment with respect to said handle

and (3) a means for securing the combination of ( 1) and (2)

in a fixed position in the femur, wherein the central long

axis of said rod portion corresponds to the central long

axis of said femur,

(D) attaching at least one distal femoral surface modifying

instrument to said guide handle, said instrument being

adapted to cooperatively engage said handle and to as-

sume an q>propriate fixed relationship with respect to the

distal femoral surface and to the central long axis of the

femur as a result of its alignment with respect to the han-

dle, said instrument being further designed to aid in shap-

ing the distal femoral rarface in such a manner that a

preselected distal femoral knee prosthesis can be attached

to said surface,

(E) modifying the surface through the use ofsaid instrument,

(F) repeating steps (D) and (E) as needed until an appropri-

ately sha^ distal femoral surface is obtained,

(O) removing the intramedullary alignment rod and

(H) trimming any remaining bone from the distal femoral

surface.

4«474,178

CATTLE DEHORNER
R. Loyd Hyatt, Forney, Tex., assignor to HyWeMing, Inc^

Forney, Tex.

Filed JuL 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403^12

Int a' A61B 17/36; B26B 15/00

VS.a 128-303.1 ICIaiB

hydraulic cylinder for relieving excessive pressure

buildup in said hydraulic cylinder,

hydraulic hose means for connecting the second end of the

hydraulic cylinder to the relief valve, and the relief valve

to the hydraylic valve;

a hydraulic fluid reservoir connected to the hydraulic valve

and the relief valve by said hydraulic hose means;

a hydraulic pump having an input and an output both con-

nected to the hydraulic valve;

an electric motor for actuating the hydrauUc pump;

valve positioning means including a solenoid for normaUy

positioning the hydraulic valve to connect the second end

of the hydraulic cylinder through the hydraulic hose

means to the hydraulic reservoir so that the compression

spring actuates the piston to force hydrauUc fluid out of

the second end of the hydraulic cylinder and into the

hydraulic reservoir, said valve positioning means also

including a return spring;

a dead man's switch mounted on the hydraulic cylinder for

actuating the solenoid to position the hydraulic valve to

connect the input of the hydraulic pump to the hydraulic

fluid reservoir, and to connect the output of the hydraulic

pump to the hydraulic hose means so that pressurized

hydraulic fluid flows from the pump through the relief

valve and into the second end of the hydraulic cylinder,

thereby advancing the piston to reciprocate the second

bhule towards the first Made and simultaneously com-

pressing the compression spring, said return spring serv-

ing to reposition the hydraulic valve upon release of said

dead man's switch;

electric connector means extending along the hydraulic hose

means for electrically connecting the dead man's switch to

the solenoid;

an automotive-type storage battery for actuating the electric

motor and the solenoid; and

housing means enclosing die hydraulic and reUef valves, the

hydraulic reservoir, the valve positioning means, the

pump and the motor, and connected to the hydraulic

cylinder by the hydraulic hose means and the electric

connector means.

1. A cattle dehomer comprising:

a blade frame including spaced apart, opposed movable

blade guideways;

a first blade fixedly mounted at one end of the blade frame;

a second blade including end portions engaged in the mov-

able blade guideways of the blade frame for reciprocation

toward and away from the first blade to effect cutting of

an animal horn positioned therebetween;

a hydraulic cylinder secured to the blade frame at the end

thereof remote flrom the first blade and having first and

second ends; ..

a piston rod secured to the second blade and extendmg

therefrom through the first end of the hydraulic cylinder;

a piston mounted on the end of a piston rod remote from the

second blade and responsive to fluid pressure within the

second end of the hydraulic cylinder to reciprocate the

second blade toward the first blade;

a cylindrical compression spring surrounding the piston rod,

and positioned between the piston and the first end of the

hydraulic cyUnder for reciprocating the second blade

away from the first blade;

a rigid sleeve surrounding the compression spring and the

piston rod and positioned between the piston and the first

end of the hydraulic cylmder for limiting movement ofthe

piston rod and therefore the second blade in response to

fluid pressure within the second end of the hydraulic

cylinder, said sleeve mounted on said piston for movement

therewitii;

a four pontion, two way hydraulic valve; ^

a reUef valve connected between said hydraulic valve and

\ said second end of said hydraulic cylinder, responsive to

movement of said sleeve against said first end of said

4,474,179

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE HIGH
FREQUENCY COAGULATION OF PROTEIN FOR

SURGICAL PURPOSES
Rain« Ko^ Mcngen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, assignor to F. L.

Fischer GmbH it Co., Frefborg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,932

Clains priority, amrtlcation Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, May 20,

1981, 3120102
fart, a^ A61B 17/39

VS.a 128-303.17 15 Oaim*

•^

1. A method for coagulating protein tissue, comprising the

steps of:

applying a high-frequency signal to the tissue to be coagu-

lated;
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measuring the impedance of the tissue, to which the high-
frequency signal is ^>plied;

detenniniag the differential quotient of the measured impe-
dance by detecting the change of impedance over time;
and

controlling at least one of the power and duration of said
high-fimiuency signal in accordance with said differential
quotient

M74klW
APPARATUS FOR DISINTEGRATING KIDNEY STONES
Etfl D. Angrio, SOvcr Spring, ML, avigBor to The United
StalH of Arnrica as r^rcaeaiad by the Adadoiatrator of the
NatiOMl AflnNMotics and SpMC Adldlristmtioi^ Waahingtoo,
Vo(^

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,891
lit a^ A81B J7/00

UAa 128-338 ,g ciahns

external diameter having a prepared end and an open first
passageway therein to a second Uving vessel having a second
passageway and a prepared opening comprising a substantially
encircling anastomosis monber of biocompatible material
having an internal wall with three or four connecting locations
spaced from the axial center of said member a distance substan-
tially greater than the external radius of said first vessel pre-
pared end and a Uke number of stretching and connecting
means for joining the end of the first vessel and the second
vessel to said encircUng member at said locations with the end
of the first living vessel stretched radially outward to tent the
same to enlarge the passageway therein and to assist in holding
the end of the first vessel m sealing apposition against the
second vessel, said encircUng member being sufficiently rigid
to maintam its shape while serving as the sole support of said
joined vessels connected thereto.
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4,474,182
SURGICAL STOMA TOOL AND METHODS OF MAKING

AND USING THE SAME
Herman Rea, Rte. 2, Box 478B, and Ralph E. Wehmer, Rte. 2,
Box 478, both of FlorisaaBt, Mo. 63034

Filed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,101
fait a^ A61M 29m

U.S.CL128-341 2CUdn8

1. An apparatus for disintegrating urinary calculi such as
kidney stones or the Uke lodged in the urinary tract compris-
ing:

catheter means;

waveguide means (24) fed through said catheter and brought
into contact with the calcuU (22) to be removed;

ultrasonic transducer means (28) coupled to said waveguide
means (24) for imparting vibrations thereto;

vibrational output means (2d) forming a portion of said
ultrasonic transducer means (28);

clamping means coupUng said waveguide means (24) to said
output means (26) comprising a pair of movable oppositng
members (60, 65) at said output means which are adapted
to be brought together such that one of said members (60)
acts as an anvil for accepting the clamping load appUed by
the other (65) of said members on said waveguide means
thereby preventing any substantial deformation of said
waveguide means at the point of clamping (54); and

vibrational damping means (70, 72, 84) located adjacent said
output means (26) and contacting said waveguide means
for inhibiting lateral vibration of said waveguide means
(24) in the region where said waveguide means leaves said
output means while allowing substantiaUy unimpaired
longitudinal vibration thereof

4^74,181
MEraOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANASTOMOSING

SMALL BLOOD VESSELS
Robert R. Scfaeock, 1100 N. Lake Shore Dr., Apartment 33A,

Chicago, ni. 60611

^ Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,885
lot CL^ A61B 77/77

UAai28-334R 21 Oaiaa

1. A surgical stoma tool comprising,
an elongated, straight solid and rigid circular cyUndrical
element of constant diameter provided with a first and
second end thereof, and said element provided with a
closed semi-spherical surface at the first end, the surface
thereof poUsh finished, and

handle means operably mounted proximate the second end
of said element comprising a flat pkUe mounted at right
angles to the elongated member, and

a single annular stop means operably mounted on said ele-

ment and diqxMed between said first and second ends,
proximate said first end and at a distance therefrom re-

flecting the desired depth of insertion, said ammiar stop
means comprising an annular ring.

4^74»183

GAS SENSOR
Makotao Yano, KaraaUU, and MicUhiro Nakamm, Soja, both

of Japan, assignors to Knraray Co., Ltd., Knnnhiki, Japan
FUed Jan. 3, 1984, Ser. No. 567,559

Claiw priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jan. 17, 1983, 584120
Int a^ GOIN 27/30, 27/40

UJS. CL 128-635 5 CfadiH

14. Ann-r.*... fi,, - -* ^ ,.
1- A gas seusor composed of a hydrogen ion sensitive FET

!«. Apparatus for anastomosmg a first hvmg vessel of an transducer of an obkmg gate-insukted field effect transistor
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structure havmg the gate part at its fhmt end and the electrode

part at the other end, an Ag-AgCl reference electrode placed

adjacent the gate pari of the aforementioned transducer, an

msulator tube housing the FET transducer and the reference

electrode to each ofwhich one end of a lead wire is connected,

the FET transducer and the reference electrode being located

at an opening pari provided in the insulator tube, and the lead

wires extended along the tube, with a connector joined to the

other end of said lead wire, an electrical insulation resin which
is filled at least m the space of the part inside the tube waU
housmg the lead wire connecting parts, thereby closing the

tube, a hydrophilic polymer layer put around the gate part of

the FET transducer and the reference electrode, enveloping

both ofthem, said layer containing electrolytes which undergo

changes in hydrogen ion concentration, as it absorbs gas, and a

gas permeable membrane formed of a colored silicone rubber

which gives transmittance less than 10% and the division (P/d)

of the gas permeabiUty of nitrogen (P) by the membrane Uiick-

ness (d) is larger than 2.Sx 10-'^[cm3(STP)/ cm2.sec<cmHg],

said membrane coating the whole of the aforementioned hy-

drophilic polymer layer and the whole of the surface of at least

the pari of the insulator tube m which the FET transducer is

housed.

4. A gas sensor according to claim 1, wherein the insulator

tube is a flexible capillary tube which u so composed as to be

inserted in Uving bodies.

4,474,1»«

BUBBLE TRAP FOR ULTRASOUND SCANHEAD
Norio Hand, Seatde, Wash., aarignor to Adranced Teduotogy

Laboratories, Incn BeOenie, Wash.

FOed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,923

Int a' A61B 70/00

U.S.a 128-660 2 OaiaH

1. An improved bubble trap for an ultrasound transducer of

the type comprising:

(a) a main housing body portion defining a chamber in which

the ultrasound transducer is mounted, said body portion

having a waU member, and

(b) an access pori in said waU member through which fluid

fill may be admitted to said chamber and through which

gases in said chamber may be purged, said access pori

including means defining a bubble tnp cavity;

wherein the improvement comprises at least one vent

groove formed in said access pori between said chamber

and said cavity wherd>y gases can pass through said ac-

cess port in one direction while fluid passes through said

vent groove in the opposite direction.

4,474,185

BODY MOVEMENT DETECTOR
DonU A. DiaoNwd, 5416 Harbor Rd., Bndenton, Fla. 33529

FDed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,703

tat CL3 A61B 5/70

U.S.a 128-722 7 Chdns
5. A system for detectmg motion of a body comprising:

(a) an earth ground;

0>) a capacitance electrode having a first and second surface

and floatmg with respect to said earth ground, said body

in motion disposed adjacent said first surface of said ca-

pacitance electrode to tereby produce a time varying

dielectric between said electrode and said earth ground;

(c) a voltage foUower amplifier having an input circuit con-

nected to said electrode, said amplifier having a circuit

ground floating with respect to said earth ground;

(d) shielding means disposed adjacent said second surface of

said electrode for minimizing variation in capacitance

between said electrode and said earth ground from other

than said body;

(e) a carrier frequency oscillator having a circuit ground

•-»»

i *^

common with said voltage follower ampUfier and a carrier

output connected to said earth ground whereby said oscil-

lator pumps said electrode with respect to said earth

ground, said time varying dielectric varying the capacity

between said electrode and said earth ground thereby

modulating said carrier output at the rate of time variation

of said dielectric producing a modulated carrier signal at

the output of said voltage amplifier; and

(0 detection means connected to said voltage foUower am-

pUfier output for detecting the presence and absence of

said modulation of said carrier.

4,474,186

COMPUTERIZED ELECTRO-OCULOGRAPHIC (CEOG)
SYSTEM WTTH FEEDBACK CONTROL OF STIMULI

Robert S. Ledley, Siher Spring; Homes J. Gohib, Beltsrillc

and Michael Ba«, Keniingtoa, aU of Md^ assizors to

Georgetown Univeraity, Washington, D.C
Continnation-tai-part of Ser. No. 58,300, JnL 17, 1979, Pat No.

4320,768. This appUcatioo Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,682

Int a.} A61B 5/04

VJS,a 128—733 13 Claims

l^y-v t^t^ 5^*—
i

"**>
\ r~ '

---IZ^I
'imr\

1. An integrated medical testing system for automatically

administering test stimuli to a patient and for automatically

varying said test stimuU in accordance with processed test

results, comprising:

stimulation control means for automatically administering

said test stimuli to said patient;

deriving means for connection to said patient for deriving

test data from the patient as a result of the reaction of the

patient to said test stimuli; and
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procenor means connected to said deriving means for pro-
ceasing said derived test data to develop processed test

results, and for generating stimulation control signals in

accordance therewith wherein said processor means in-

cludes a analyzing means which is input with said derived
test data and which analyzes said derived test data in

accordance with a medical diagnostic testing procedure in

order to provide said processed test results;

said stimulation control means being connected to said pro-
cessor means for receiving said stimuktion control signals,

and being responsive thereto for varying said test stimuli
administered to said patient in accordance therewith.

M74,187
THRESHOLD PENILE RIGmiTY MEASURING DEVICE
Gerald W. Tlui, Minna^olia, Mtam^ and William E. Bradley,

HmitiBgton Beaeh, CaUf^ aMiSDon to Daeoned Corporatioo,
MlnocapoUs, Mian.

Coiitlnutloa-ia.part of Scr. No. 31M73, No?. 5, 1981„ lUs
applicatkm May 17, 1M2, Ser. No. 378,709

lot a.) A61B 5/10
U.S.a.U8-774 ^Claims

means adjacent said drum at the rear thereof for Ai^^^tmnt
chaff and tailings;

means for conveying tailing to a tailing return port at the
center of said drum and discharging the tailingf onto said
drum between said legs.

1. An apparatus for measuring penile rigidity m a penile
tumescent event, comprising:

(a) first and second elongated flexible strips of material
having first and second ends and inner and outer surfaces,

(b) a single elongated flexible element interconnecting said
first and second elongated flexible strips proximate said
second ends, said flexible element having a notch interme-
diate the ends thereof defining a weakened portion having
a predetermined tensile strength substantially less than the
strength of said strips, and

(c) means for releasably and adjustably attaching the first

ends of said flexible strips together so as to enable a band
ofadjustable circumference to be formed around the penis
so that said weakened portion can break apart to indicate
a tumescent event having predetermined penile rigidity.

4,474,188

COMBINE
SUnio KaaUno; Ryidchi Mfaumi, and Juao Sokcoari, aU of

Sakai, Japa^ aMi^on to Knbota, Ltd., Oadta, Japui
Filed Apr. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 488,705

ClalBS priority, appllcatk» Japu^ No?. 15, 1982, 57.200143
lat CL3 AOIF 7/04. 12/18

UAai30-27H a o.1—
1. A combine comprising:

a threshing chamber;

a threshing drum mounted for rotation in said chamber and
having an inlet at the front and center of said drum to
receive cut grain which is conveyed thereafter beneath
said drum;

a rear wall in said chamber defining a guide surface located
at the center and rear of said drum for guiding cut grain
stalks at the center of said drum upwardly;

a V-shaped guide means formed of two diverging legs
mounted above said drum for receiving and dispersing
axially away firom the drum center grain stalks guided
upwardly by said rear wall;

4^74^189
APPARATUS INCORPORATING A SPLASHED-UQUID.

NORMALLY43X)SED CHECK VALVE
Harley D. Brown, P.O. Box 844, Bedford, lad. 47421

Filed JoL 23, 1981, Ser. No. 284,237
lat CL3 F14K 15/00

U.S.aU7-210 6 Claims

1. A combination for dispensing gas emanating firom volatUe
liquids comprising:

(a) a container having a hollow interior including an upper
portion and a lower portion, said container being adapted
to receive a gaseous and liquid fluid with the gaseous
component thereof in said iq>per portion and the liquid

component thereof in said lower portion;

(b) a control valve arranged to stop the flow of gas out of
said container, and

(c) means, including a normally closed check valve posi-

tioned with its inlet in said upper portion of said container
above said volatile liquid and exposed to the gasses above
said liquid, said normally closed valve being oriented so
that it will open when the pressure at its inlet is higher
than at its outlet, and a conduit connecting the outlet of
said check valve to said control valve, for restricting fluid

flow through said control valve to said gaseous compo-
nent only, in which said normally closed check valve
includes:

(1) a check valve body having a gas inlet, a seating surface
portion and an inlet end surface portion, and a passage-
way communicating between said gas inlet and said

seating surface;

(2) a check valve washer dimensioned to mate with said

seating surfoce portion of said check valve body; and
(3) a means for biasing said check valve washer against

said seating portion of said check valve body in a nor-
mally closed position,

in which said check valve washer is substantially ooplanar
with said inlet end surface portion when said check valve
is closed whereby an q>preciable volume of liquid cannot
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accumulate in the inlet of said check valve body regard-

less of the orientation of said check valve body.

4,474»190

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REGULATING THE
OPERATION OF MACHINES FOR THE PRODUCnON

OF dGARETITS OR THE LIKE
Peter Braad, Haaborg, Fed. Rqk of Gonaay, aaripMir to

Hand-Werkc KSrbcr ft Co. KG, Hambvg, Fed. Rep. of

conduit having an area contiguous to said combustion

chamber but separated from it by a heat-conductive wall,

shaped and dimensioned to prevent smoke generated in

said combustion chamber fttnn entering said conduit and

mouth piece means allowing temporary passage of air

between the combustion chamber and the air intake con-

duit during the initial lighting of the smoker's device via

an aperture 8h^)ed and positioned in said wall;

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 357,281 4^74,192
Cfadns priority, appUeatkM Fed. Rep. of Gcnmy, Mar. 21, CIGAREITES

1981, 3111242 Keneth J. H. MacLeaa, Sootfaamptoa, and Miehad J. Ward,
lat CL3 A24C 5//& 5/i2 Eastleigh, both of England, aasigaors to Brown A WUllanaoB

U.S. CL Ul—84 R 24 Claims Tobacco Corporation, Loais?ille, Ky.

Filed Ang. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,067

dalms priority, ^pUcatioB United Kingdom, Aug. 3, 1981,

8123698

Int CL^ A24D 3/04
'*

U.S. a. 131—336 8 Claims

12. In a machine for the production of rod-shaped articles

which constitute or form part ofsmokers' products, the combi-

nation of a source of tobacco particles; conveyor means defin-

ing an elongated path; means for withdrawing from said source

a continuous layer of tobacco particles and for admitting the

layer into said path so that the layer is converted into a contin-

uous stream which advances lengthwise along said path; means
for draping the stream into a web of wrapping material in a

first portion of said path; means for monitoring the quantity of

tobacco particles in successive increments of the stream in a

second portion upstream of said first portion of said path,

including means fn* generating signals denoting the quantity of

tobacco particles in the respective increments of the stream;

and means for automatically deactivating said withdrawing

means to thereby interrupt the conversion of the layer into said

stream when a signal denotes that the quantity of tobacco

particles in the corresponding increment of the stream exceeds

a preselected value.

4^74^191
TAR-FREE SMOKING DEVICES

Piem G. Steiaer, 417 Sea Ridge Dr., U JoUa, Calif. 92037

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 43M11
lat a.3 A24D 3/04

U.S.a 131—198 A 25 Oaims

1. A smoking device which comprises:

a combustion chamben
combustible material held within said chamber;

a mouth piece;

an air-intake conduit connected to said mouth piece, said

1. A cigarette comprising a cigarette rod of smokable mate-

rial enwrq>ped in a cigarette wrapper and a filter tip attached

at one end of said rod by means of a tipping wrapper, said filter

tip comprising smoke-filtration means and being provided at

the periphery of the tip with at least one groove extending

from said rod to the mouth end of said tip, said cigarette wrap-

per, at the region of the said rod adjacent the tip, being de-

pressed inwardly to provide at least one cavity which is in flow

c<nmiunication with at least one said groove, and that portion

of said tipping wrapper overlying said cavity permitting in-

gress of air into the same.

4,474^193

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DUGNOSIS OF HAIR
FOR PERMANENT WAVING

KatsoUro Wataaabe, Tochlgl; Masaynki Mlnel, Saltama, and

Toahio HorikoaU, Tdgro, all of Japan, asslvMrs to San-Ei

Kagaka Co., Ltd., TiAyo, Japan

Filed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434^1
bt a^ A45D 7/00

U.S.a 132-7 3

&-2

'#=;•

1. A method of diagnosis of hair for permanent waving

comprising the steps of imparting twists to a swateh of hair,

fixing the hair swatch at its both ends, applying permanent

waving to the fixed hair swatch with a waving lotion, releasing

one end of the hair swateh in water to measure the number of

untwists after processing, and evaluating the peraaanent wav-

ing efficiency according to the ficdlowing formula:
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nonber of _ number of untwists

w.vin, effldency = iaail^j^JS^-L^ ^ ,00%.

M74,194
HAIR NET STRIP

JiUa A. Nofltikey, 157T7 Bolcfta Rd. N. 247, Clnrwater, Fto.
33S20

FDcd Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429^00
Iirt. Qi A45D 2/00U&a 132-38 4Claiiu

ZlCL,

ment contamer is disposed and thereby carried by the
supply container, and,

means communicating between the treatment container and
the supply container for facilitating flow of the nail treat-
ing liquid from the supply container to the treatment
container and for precluding flow of the nail treating
liquid firom the treatment container to the supply con-
tainer, said means comprising

cap means carried by the treatment container for connecting
the treatment container to the supply container m sur-
mounting relation to the supply container and for closing
the openmg of the supply container, and

valve means carried by the cap means for communicating
the interior of the supply container with the interior of the

1. A hair net strip for protecting a coiffure, said hair net strip

comprising:

(a) a longitudmal strip of netting material having a length
and width to cover both said coiffure and a person's head
along the forehead, nape and sides thereof,

(i) said longitudinal strip being of a length to overlap at the
ends thereof so that said hair net strip may be wrapped
about both said coiffure and said person's head along
said forehead, said nape and said sides,

(ii) said netting material having a relatively high tensile
strength in both dry and wet conditions,

(iii) said longitudinal strip having an inner surface for
contacting both said coiffure and said person's head
along said forehead, said nape and said sides thereof,
and

(b) adhesive means for adhering said netting material to said
person's head along said forehead, said nape and said sides
thereof in both said wet and said drya conditions,
(i) said adhesive means includes a water insoluble hydro-

phobic visooeUtttic adhesive polymer coated along a
given path to said inner surface of said longitudinal strip

in cooperative rektionship with said longitudinal strip

for adhering said netting material to said person's head
along said forehead, said nape and said sides along said
given path and coated on said overlapping ends of said
longitudinal strip for adhering together said overlap-
ping ends of said longitudinal strip.

4^4,195
NAIL POLISH REMOVAL DEVKXS HAVING SUPPLY

CX)NTAINQIS
RouM C WanMf, 4105 Albon Rd^ MoMlora, Ohio 43542

FDed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,410
lot a^ A45D 29/18

U.S.a 132-73 20Clain
1. A device for treating the nails, comprising:
a treatment container;

an absorbent member disposed within the treatment con-
tainer and being wetted with a nail treating liquid, the
absorbent member having at least one aperture centrally
formed therein to receive a nail thereinto;

a supply container separate from the treatment container and
holding a quantity of the nail treating liquid for replenish-
ment of said liquid to the treatment container, the treat-
ment oontaiaer being carried by the supply container to
form an aswciated unit and thereby to maintain the quan-
tity of liquid ia proximity to the treatment container, the
supply container having an opening over which the treat-

treatment container and for providing a conduit through
which the nail treating Uquid can be caused to flow from
the supply container into the treatment container, the
valve means further comprising a hollow cyUndrical stem
extending substantially vertically into the treatment con-
tainer and being fixed therein and having at least one
aperture formed therein to allow flow of liquid into the
treatment container through said stem on inversion of the
device, the stem being offset rektive to the aperture
formed centrally in the absorbent member, the absorbent
member having an aptrture formed therein to receive the
stem, the outermost end of the stem extending into the
treatment container a sufficient distance to cause said end
to be disposed above the desired fluid level of the body of
Uquid contained within the treatment container.

to YoaUda latatrj

4*474^196

VANITY CASE
Ynldtomo Ynhara, Abilto, Japan,

Con Ltd., Tidiyo, Japan

POed Mar. 4» 1983, Scr. No. 472,120
Int a.) A48D 33/00

U.S. CL 132-83 R 6

1. A vanity case comprising:

a case body for containing cosmetic material therein and
having a recess at a rear end thereof
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a cover member having hinge part at a rear end thereof;

•aid case body and cover member being hinged together by
fitting said hmge part into said recess;

said cover member being provided at the rear end with a

projecticm downwardly extending therefrom;

a slide member sOdably disposed in said recess of said case

body without contact with said hinge part, said sUde

member having an enlarged portion at a rear end thereof;

at least either a front surface of said enlarged portion or a

rear surface of said projection being inclined and said

enlarged portion and sakl fwojection being arranged in

such a manner that when said sUde member is pushed

forwardly said enlarged portion makes contact with said

projection so as to rotate said cover member to an open

position;

a spring member urging said sUde member rearwardly; and

a locking means provided on said sUde member for prevent-

ing the rotational movement of said cover member to

maintain said cover member in a closed position when said

slide member is in a rearmost position.

'\^^

1. A coin transfer apparatus for transferring or feeding coins

one by one to a com counting process, a coin selecting process

or the like under centrifugal force, said appantm comprising:

a rotary disc including a first surface portion defined within

a circular area having a predetermined radius measured

from the center of rotation thereof in which coins fed

from the outside thereonto are adapted to move outward

in the radial direction under centrifugal force caused by

the rotation of the rotary disc, a circular boundary wall

defining the outer periphery of said first surface portion,

said circular boundary wall having a height less than the

thickness of coins to be transferred, and a second surface

portion extending outward of the drcutor boundary wall

in the radial direction so as to slide the coins thereon;

a coin passage adapted to receive the coins carried on the

first surface portion and then convey them to the next

process or the like while the coins are positicnally defined

by means of the circular boundary widl during the move-

ment on the first surface portion; and

a coin guiding member extending firom the outer periphery

of the rotary disc to the circular boundary wall or the

position in the proximity of the latter so as to urge the

coins diq>laced away firam the first surface portion be-

yond the circular boimdary wall onto the second surface

portion to move back again onto the first surface portion.

4,474,198

FLATWARE PRE^UIANER
Irifing E. Greenfield, Jr., 5331 SW. 92ad St, Miami, Fla. 33158,

and Pnl H. Martia, 15630 SW. IttSrd PL, Mind. Fla. 33157

FDed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 416,071

Int CL3 BOOB 3/02
VS.a 134-60 10

1

4^74,197

COIN TRANSFER APPARATUS
Yoahio KinoiUta, and KatmUko Sakamoto, both of Hfan^i,

Japan, asatgaors to CHory Kogyo Kabnahiki Kaiaha, Japaa

FDed No?. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 444,917

Ciahas priority, applicatiOB Japaa, No?. 30, 1981, 56-190564;

JbL 15, 1982, 57-122014

JaL CL^ G07D 9/04

U&a 133-4 A 13 Claims

1. A flatware cleaner comprising an elongated open-topped,

compartment tank for receiving flatware in generidly upright

position, water inlet means conununicated with said tank,

water outlet means communicated with one end portion of said

tank in spaced relation to the water inlet means, said tank

compartinents being formed by a plurality of parallel, perforate

partiidons spaced upwardly from the bottom of the tank to

provide fluid flow between the compartments and to enable

solid food particles and the like dislodged from the flatware to

pass under the partitions and an outlet means for solid food

particles and water adjacent the end portion of the tank having

the water outlet means communicated therewith.

4^74,199

CLEANING OR STRIPPING OF COATED OBJECTS
Bcrad Bhwdiiaa, Hambarg, Fed. R9. of Gcramay, aaaigBor to

L'Air Uqaide, Sodete Aaonyam poar I'Etade et TExploitatioa

dea Proeedca Georges Claade, Pttia, F^aace

FDed No?. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 440,433

Claiam priority, appHcatioa Fad. Rep. of Geramay, No?. 17,

1981, 3145815

lat CL3 B08B 7/02

VS. a. 134—105 9

1

JIL.

Jl_J

^^al^^<K»

1. Apparatus for cleaning or stripping objects coated with

varnish or paints, comprising: at least one receiver tank for

receiving said objects; means for selectively sealingly ckiaing

said receiver tank; a tank of inert gas; an inert gas feed pipe

having a first valve and connecting s^ receiver tank to sakl

tank of inert gas; a strippmg agent tank; a stripping agent feed

pipe having a second valve and connecting said stripping agent
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tank to Mid receiver tank; an exhaust pipe having a third valve
and connecting said receiver tank to atmosphere through a
heat exchanger and a separator, said inert gas tank being con-
nected to said receiver tank via said heat exchanger; and emp-
tying means for selectively emptying said receiver tank.

M74y200
UMBRELLA WITH OVAL CANOPY

NobMiU Kidi, 3M-S1, Hi|MU.|kom 3<hoM, Ikona, Nara
00412, Jivn

RM Ang. 20, 1912, Ser. No. 410,001
riority, appBcrtiw Japn, Mar. 19, 1982, 57^4901

lit a' A45B JJ/00
US.ai3S-20R UOMiwB

at their proximal ends to said upper hub and to which are
pivotally connected at their middle regions the distal ends of
support ribs whose proximal ends are i»votally connected to
said tower hub;

(Q and a plurality of long main ribs each consisting of:

(a) a proximal main rib pivotally connected at its {Hoximal
end to said upper hub;

^^*

1. An umbrella with an oval canopy, comprising:
(A) a center pole consisting of upper and lower center poles

slidaUy fitted with each other, said center pole having an
upper hub fixed thereon, and intermediate and lower hubs
shd^ fitted thereon, and a means in the upper portion
thereof for limiting the slide movement of said intermedi-
ate hub;

(B) A plurality of long main riba each consisting of:

(a ) a |»oxhnal long main rib pivotally connected at its

proximal end to said upper hub;
(b) a long distal rib slidably fitted to the distal end of said

proximal long main rib through a slide member, said
slide member having connected thereto the distal end of
a mppon rib pivotaOy connected at its proximal end to
said lower hub; said support rib having pivotally con-
nected thereto at its middle region the distal end of a
stay rib pivotally connected at its proximal end to said
intermedate hub;

(c) and a preventive member 15 fixed on said long main
rilr,

(C) and a plurality of short main ribs each consisting of:
(a) a ivoximal short main rib pivotally connected at its

proximal end to said upper hub,
(b) a short distal rib slidably fitted to the distal end of said

proxunal short main rib through a movable member,
said movaUe member having connected thereto the
distal end of a short support rib and pivotally connected
at its proximal end to said lower hub and having pivot-
ally connected thereto at its middle region the distal end
of an xpansible combination stay rib invotally con-
nected at its proximal end to said intermediate hub,

(c) and upper and lower preventive members 43 and 34
fixed on said short mam rib.

(b) a distal main rib slidably fitted to the distal end of said
proximal main rib through a sUde member, said slide
member having pivotally connected thereto the distal end
ofa long support rib to which is pivotally connected at its

middle regton the distal end of a stay rib pivotally con-
nected at its proximal end to said intermediate hub and
whose proximal end is pivotally connected to said tower
hub;

(c) and ui^ier and lower stops fixed on said long main rib.

4,474,202

WALKER DEVICE
Ralph Blechner, P.O. Box 2218, Norwalk, Conn. 06852

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,853
IM. a' A61H 3/00

4y474k201
UMBRELLA WITH OVAL CANOPY

NoMnaU KMb, 398^, HigB8hi.|k0Mi 3<hoM, Ikosn, Nara
C3IMI2, Japan

Fllad Aag. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 410,002
OaiH priority, appUcilien Japn, Mar. 19, 1982, 57-44899

Int CU A45B J1/00
Ujg.ai35-20R UCUm

1. An umbrella with an oval canopy, comprising:
(A) a center pole havmg an uppa hub fixed thereto, and inter-

mediate and lower hubs slidably mounted thereon;
(B) a plurality ofshort main ribs which are pivotally omnected

1. A walker device for aiding a person to walk and to rise

from a sitting position to a standing position, the device com-
prising:

a frame including two mverted V-shaped members defining
four generally upright legs, each said leg mcluding a
bottom end portion, bracmg means extending between
said U-sluqied members including at least one bracing
member located at the upper region ofthe U-shaped mem-
bers, one said U-shaped member forming a left side of said
walker device and said other U-shaped member forming a
right side ofsaid walker device, said walker device fiirther

nicluding for each said side a rigid flat plate located at

floor level and secured rigidly to the end portions of its

respective legs, each said pbte including a generally flat

upper surface (or enabUng stable placement of said per-
sons foot thereon, said legs end portions setting on said flat

upper surfiKe, each said side having a rear leg rigidly

secured to said |riate to provide fbr unposition of foot

force on said plate to resist pivoting of said walker device
about said rear legs when said firame is pulled rearwardly,

?
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and for each said U-shaped member a generally horizon-

tally disposed support brace extending between said legs,

and located at the tower region of the U-shq)ed members,

said support brace extending generally parallel to and

spaced from its respective plate to provide a space be-

tween said pUte and said support brace for insertion of the

foot of said person.

4^474^283

VALVE WITH PRESSURE ENERGIZED BACK SEAT
SEALING MEANS

Dany S. Meyer, Rkhasoad, Tez^ assigBor to ACF Indnatriea,

Ineorporatad, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 528334
iBt CL^ PICK 17/S8

VS.a 137—72 7 Claiw

1. A valve structure having a valve casing with a valve

chamber therein aiul inlet and outlet flow passages communi-
cating with the valve chamber and defining a flow way
thro^ the valve casing, a valve element mounted in the valve

chamber for movement between open and closed positions

rdative to said flow passages, a valve stem connected to the

valve element and extending through a valve stem bore pro-

vided through the valve casing, wherd>y it is adapted for

connection to a valve operator, a valve stem packing nraunted

in said bore for establishing a fluid-tight seal between the valve

casing and the valve stem, said bore having an enlarged diame-

ter counterbore portion intermediate the packing and the valve

chamber and being partly defined by a sealing surface section;

a secondary sealhig aswmUy received in said enlarged diam-

eter bore portion, said secondary seaUng assembly com-
prising a retainer member fixedly mounted in said en-

Uvged bore portion in coaxial rels^ion to said valve stem;

a seeing ring having a drcumfierential sealing surface about

its external perii^ral with a configuration conforming to

that of the seding surftce section of said enlarged diame-

ter bore poitioa, and an inner peripheral sealing surface

means;

means attaching said sealing ring in coaxial relation with said

valve stem with limited axial movement relative to said

retainer member; and

yieldable spacer means for maintammg said sealing ring at a

fixed axial distance fhnn said retainer member wi^ the

external sealing surface of said sealmg ring in close prox-

onity to the sesling surfiwe section of said enlarged bore

portion whereby tbe sealing ring of said secondary sealing

assembly is responsive to a pressure differential induced

across said sealing ring by leakage of said packing which

exceeds the yield streii^ ofsaid spacer means to establish

a fluid-tight qwtal-to-metal seal between the valve casing

and the valve stem.

2. A valve structure as described in claun 1 wherem said

yieldable spacer means is a Belleville spring mounted between

said retaining member and said sealing ring.

6. A valve structure as recited in chum 2 wherein a ring of

eutectic material is affixed to the ride ofthe retamer ring facing

said sealing ring in surrounding relation to the valve stem and

the annular edge ofthe BelleviUe spring is diqxMed throughout

its circumference m abutting engagement with the ring of

eutectic material whereby said eutectic ring is adapted to melt

at a predetermined temperature and thereby minimige the

magnitude of a stem packing leak and associated pressure

differential across the sealing ring at which said sealing assem-

bly is responsive.

4,474,204

DELIVERY AND METERING DEVICE CONTROL
SYSTEM

Joe E. Wert, Coppell, Texn asaipMr to1W Wcalani Coiivny of

North America, Fort Worth, Tex.

FUad JbL 22, 1983, Ser. No. 514,379

bt a^ G05D n/J3
VS.a 137-88 4

1

^^ 4
8S%. MUCSb.

tO^-^'T—T r J^
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6. In a delivery and metering device wherein a mixture of

granulated material and fluid flows through a deUvery system

having an inlet port and an outlet port, the deUvery system

including deUvery pumps for controlling the amount of granu-

lated materials passing through the delivery system, a control

system for maintaining a desired density of material flowing

through the delivery system:

means for selecting a desired output density of the granu-

lated material from the delivery system;

means for metering the actual output denrity of the granu-

lated material from the delivery system;

comparator means for comparing the actual output density

to the desired ouQnit deiuity and for generating an error

signal;

means for selecting a predetermined amount of granulated

material input to the deUvery system and for generating a

signal representing the selected amount of granulated

material input to the deUvery system;

means for measuring the actual amount of fluid input to the

deUvery system and for generating a signal representing

the actual amount of fluid input to the deUvery system;

and

circuit means for receiving said error signal, said signal

representing the amount of granulated material input to

the deUvery system and said signal representing the actual

amount of fluid input to the deUvery system for generating

a control signal for application to the deUvery pumps for

increasmg or decreasing the amount of granuUted mate-

rial passmg through the system to thereby achieve the

desired output density of the granulated material based

upon the volume of the fluid input to the deUvery system.

4,474,205

SLIDING BLADE APPARATUS FOR CLOSING
CONDUITS

Pad L. Dr«y«, AUeatoim; WflUaa R. McLenaa, Easta^ and

Kaueth L Coalcy, Northaavtoa, aU of Pa., aaal^ors to

Eeobrirc Incorporalad, Malren, Pa.

FUad Mar. 20, 1984, Sar. No. 991«587

UL Qi PICK 43/Oa 3/20

VS. CL 137-315 12 OafaM

1. In a conduit closure apparatus comprising a main frame

adapted for connection to a conduit in a positioa generally in

registry with the conduit, a movable blade slidably mounted in

the frame, means for moving the bhKle bock and forth between
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an open position in which the blade it outside the conduit and
a doaed position in which the Made blocks the conduit, a
slot*like port in the frame through which the blade slides when
it is nxjved between its open and closed positions, an inflatable
sealing ring that is operable, when inflated, to press against the
face of the blade around the blade's periphery when the blade
is in the closed position, thereby creating a seal between the
blade and the frame, and means for inflating said ring, the

reference level in accordance with the characteristics of
the ootpot signal fbr a flow of the fluid in discrete drops
and for interrupting the flow offluid for a flow <rfthe fluid
in a steady stream.

4,474^207

PRESSURE REGULATOR
Pcreti RoacBbefB, Moahar Bctt Shearim, brad

Filed JaL 31, 1979, Ser. No. «2,469
Oaiw priority, application Israel, Apr. 23, 1979, 57119

lA aj Fia 31/12
VA GL 137—SOS 7

IMPROVEMENT wherein the main frame defines a channel
which holds the edges of the blade when in the closed position,
awl the sealing ring is carried by a second frame, smaller than
the main frame, which stidaUy fits in the channel of the main
frame, alongside the blade, and which can be withdrawn as a
unit from the main frame, through the blade port, for inflec-
tion, repair, or replacement of the sealing ring, without having
to disconnect the main frame fitnn the conduit

4(474,206
APPARATUS FOR, AND METHOD OF, CONTROLLING

THE FLOW OF FLUID
RayaMMd E. Gbmm, San Diego, GaUf., aaaignor to Imed Corpo-

ration, San Diego, CUIf.

FDod Apr. S, 1M2, Ser. No. 365,774
IM. CU A61M 2S/00

UJS.a 137-486 16 dains

1. In combination for regulating the flow of drops of fluid,
first means for providing for a flow of the drops of fluid and

for producing a turbulence in the flow of fluid from the
first means when the flow is in a steady stream,

second means associated with the first means for receiving
the drops of fluid or the turbulently flowing fluid from the
first means,

third means for sensing the drops of fluid and the turbulently
flowing fluid in the second means,

fourth means responsive to a reference level for the flow of
the drops of fluid and to the sensed rate of the drops of
fluid and the turbulently flowing fluid tor providing an
ouQMit signal, and

,
fifth means opcratively coupled to the fourth means for

adjusting the rate of the flow of the drops of fluid to the

1. A fluid pressure regulator including a housing having an
inlet chamber, an outlet chamber, a connecting passageway
connecting the two chambers, a piston fixed widi req)ect to the
housing, and a regulator cylinder movable with respect to said
fixed piston and biassed in one direction to a position fiilly-

opening the passageway but including a closed end constitut-
ing a pressure-sensor surface exposed to the pressure in the
outlet chamber for moving the regulator cylinder in the oppo-
site direction to restrict the passageway in nspoaae to the
outlet pressure, and thereby to wmiMfwiTi the outlet pressure at

a predetermined regulated value, the qiace within the cylinder
being vented to the atmosphere; characterized in that said
closed end of the regulator cylinder includes a surface portion
which, when the reguhitor cylinder is in its fiiUy-open position,

engages an inner face of the housmg such as to reduce the
effective area of the pressure-sensor surfiice of the regulator
cylinder by said surface portion, wherd>y the regulator cylin-

der is retained in its fully-open position by the biassing means
until the actual outlet pressure exceeds the predetermined
regulated value by a preselected pressure differential, at which
time the regulator cylinder is moved by the outlet pressure
away from its fiilly-open position thereby making effective its

conq>lete pressure-sensor surface to thereafter regulate the
outlet pressure.

f474»20e
SAFETY VALVE

Raymond H. Looney, Tuba, OUa^ aasigB

toriag Coavaay, Talaa, Okla.

Filed Apr. 13, 1N3, Ser. No. 484»565

Int a^ PICK 15/04
VJS. CL 137—516J9

1. A safety valve comprising:

a body having a fluid inlet and a fluid outlet and an internal

passageway between the inlet and outlet, the passageway
being defined in part by a reduced internal diameter sea^
ing pwt providing an internal radial ledg^

to Baird Maaafae*

9aalnw
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a cylindrical seat member having an axial passageway there-

through and having an upper and a lower planar face, the

lower fisce engaging said body internal radial ledge, the

upper face having a circumferential groove therein de-

fined by an outer cylindrical surface, a radial bottom

surface parallel said lower planar face, and an inner frusto-

cMiical sur£sce tapering inwardly in the upper direction

whereby the width of the groove is wider at the top than

at the bottom;

a toroidal elastomeric seal received in said seat member
being defined by an outer cylindrical surface, and a radial

bottom surface of substantidly the dimensions of said seat

member groove, by an inner frusto-conical surface of

height greater than said groove inner frusto-conical sur-

face, and by an upper surface the outer diameter portion

of which is substantially co-planar with said seat upper

planar face, and the inner diameter portion which is of a

height greater than said seat upper planar fisce thereby

providing an integral upwardly extending reduced inter-

nal diameter lip portion;

a cylindrical seat retainer member positioned within said

valve body having a seat member engaging surfr^e, an

outer diameter portira of which is planar and which

engages the outer diameter portion of said seat member
upper planar face and said upper planar outer diameter

surface ofsaid seal and engages the outer diameter portion

of said seal integral upwardly extending hp porticm;

means to secure said seat retainer within said valve body;

a ball maaba positioned within said body and above said

seat; and

means to urge said ball downwardly into engagement with

said seal wherd)y in the downward position said ball

engages said seal integral l^>wardly extoiding hp portion.

4^74,209

SOLAR HEATING CHECK VALVE AND FLOW
INDICATOR

Farid Akhtarakhafari, 8621 SW. 179th St, Miaari, Fla. 33157

FDed No?. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442^629

IM. a' F16K 15/02

U&a 137-559 2aaims

eluding a solar collector, a circulating pump, a hot water

heater, a collector supply line, and a collector return line,

comprising:

(a) a generally cyhndrical, tran^Mrent body,

(b) means for attaching said body to one of said lines so that

water flowing in said line passes through said body and

said body is oriented with its cylindrical axis generally

vertical,

(c) a free floating impeller located within said body and

constrained by said body to route therein, said impeller

characterized by

(i) a generally cylindrical portion with diameter somewhat

less than the inside diameter of said body,

Gi) a conical bottom portion,

(iii) a g^>ped upper portion,

(iv) vanes on ibt exterior of the cylindrical portion so that

water flowing through said body from bottom to top

flows over said conical portion and along said vaned

cylindrical portion causing said impeller to rotate,

(v) a density slighdy greater than water's so that said

impeller:

(A) is gravitationally forced towards the bottom of said

body if no water is flowing through said body from

bottom to top, and

(B) is frictionally lifted away from the bottom of said

body if water is flowing through said body from

bottom to top,

(d) a circular outlet at the bottom of said body of diameter

slighdy less than the diameter of said cylindrical portion

and for sealingly engaging said conical portion when no

water is flowing through said body from bottom to top

and thereby preventing water flowing through said body

from top to bottom.

4,474,210

SURGE CONTROL WEIR CTRUCTURE FOR SEWAGE
TREATMENT PLANTS AND THE LIKE

Lawrence A. Schadd, 2804 Brad La., Manhattan, Kana. 66502

Contimation of Ser. No. 340,003, Jan. 18, 1982,. lUs
applicatfon Jan. 19, 1984, Ser. No. 572,131

Int a' E02B 7/26

UAa 137-573 7

1

1. A check valve for a residential solar heating system in-

1. Liquid flow controlling apparatus for positioning proxi-

mal to a liquid oudet or the like, said apparatus comprising:

a first upright weir plate adjacent said outlet;

a second upright weir plate spaced from said first plate in a

direction away from said outiet, said second plate being of

a height greater than said first plate,

there being a vertical region above said first plate and

bounded at its lower and upper ends by the upper margins

of said first and second plates respectively, said region

presenting a first open area;

liquid flow and level-controlling means for liquid storage

and discharge including structure defining liquid flow-

controlling aperture means through said seccmd plate and

below the upper margin of the first plate,

said aperture means being dimensioned to present a second

open area which is less than said first open area above said

first |date (or controlling liquid flow throng said appara-

tiis.
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4«474»211

PRESSURE AND VACUUM RELIEF VALVE WITH
DEBRISCATCHING FEATURE

F. Lm«, Rtc 1, Bos 3«2, Portind, Orag. 97231
Flkd Feb. IS, 19t2, Scr. No. dSOjm

bL CL> n«K 7/17
VS.a 137—999

J

2

C^3
2. A liquid-flow control valve with autoauuic-pKacufe-

actuated p*-bleed means, said valve in openAve condition
comprising

a valve body including means defining a generally upwardly
fiKing valve seat,

a circular disc disposed above said seat, mounted on said
body for selective acfjustment toward and away from said
seat to close and open said valve, respectively, said disc
having an aperture, spaced from the axis of said disc,

which remains open with said disc seated on said seat, and
a generally circular aperture closure device disposed co-axi-

ally with and below said disc including a pressure-respon-
sive flex web, extending across said aperture, biased by
natural internal relaxed-state memory to form, in coopera-
tion with said disc, a cavity communicating with said
aperture on the underside thereof, said web having at least

one notch along its periphery communicating with said
cavity and being moveable, under the influence of liquid

pressure from within said body, toward said disc to col-
lapse said cavity and to close said aperture, with said disc
seated on said seat

M74»212
PROPORTIONAL FLOW CX>NTROL VALVE
I J. Sehiriti, Romai MMriowi, m, iMiVMr to

"^mipMr. IIlMJalii. m
FDai May 11, 1981, Sm. No. 2C2,ltl

iM. a' Fia 1J/J8
vs.a 137-C14.il 22

a member mounted within said housing for pivoting move*
ment around a pivot point;

a closure means attached to said member and aligned with
the first port means for shutting the flow through said first

port means on and off in accordance with the position of
said member;

a variable flow valve means attached to said member and
aUgned with said sectmd port means for variably control-
Ung the flow through said second port means in accor-
dance with the position of said member when said closure
means is also open to fluid flow; and

an operator means operatively connected to said member for
proportionally converting an electrical input signal into a
mechanical displacement of the free end of said member
with nspeci to its pivot point

4^74^13
FOLDING SERVICE LINE

Ncal E. JanewM, Orange, GaUf., airfpor to FMC CofporatkM,
CUcago,IlL

Filed Feb. 8, 1962, Scr. No. 344,446
Lrt. a.) F14L 3/00

VS. CL 137—615 8 n^—

1. A boom supported folding service line for use in weU
service operations to interconnect a supply of pressurized fluid
to a wdlhead comprising:

an articulated boom assembly having a plurality of boom
sections;

an articulated jnpe service line having a plurality of pipe
sections;

means for supportively connecting each of said boom sec-
tions to a corresponding one of said pipe sections;

a plurality (^ boom section supports each having a foot for
resting on the ground;

means for connecting each of said boom section supports to
an outer end ofa corre^xwding one of said boom sections
so said foot rests (» the ground to support said outer end
of the corresponding boom section when said boom as*

sembly is at least pwtially extended;
means for moving said boom assembly and said service line

from a stowed position to an extended position by fint
lowering the outer end of an inner boom section until a
boom section support is positioned between ground and
the outer end of said inner boom section;

means for then pivotally moving an intermediate boon
section until a boom section sun)ort is positioned between
ground and the outer end of the intermediate boom sec*
tion; and

means for next pivotally moving an outer boom section until

a boom section support is positioned between grooad and
the outer end of the outer bomn section.

L A proportional fluid flow control valve comprising:
a housing with first and second fluid port means communica-
te with one another,

4,474^14
BEVERAGE MIXING AND DISPENSING VALVE

Fraak M. laneili, S215 PogM St, Spvtnbng, S.C 29301
FOed Sep. 2, 19S2, Scr. No. 414,384

lit a> F14K 79/00
U.S. CL 137—435 13 CUm

1. A valve device for mixing and dispensing beverages ofthe
type which includes a housing having a mixing and dispensing

clumber, an entrance port formed in said housing for the
admission of a mixing fluid into said chamber, valve means
controlling flow thrmigh said entrance port end operator
means for operating said valve means, wherein said device
comprises:
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a mixing and dispensing chamber wherein said mixing fluid

and a flavored syrup are mixed for dispensing from said

device;

a valve outlet communicating with said chamber for admit-

ting said flavored syrup to said chamber;

said valve means mcluding a ported valve body including

first valve port means communicating with said chamber

on an outlet side of said entrance port end a second valve

port means in fluid communication with a source of mix-

ing fluid on an inlet side of said entrance port;

a flow passage formed in said valve body for deUvering a

»,*e.

flow of fluid from said second port means to said first port

means;

a hollow valve stem carried by said valve body having an

internal bore, a valve rod carried in said internal bore, said

internal bore being open on both ends permitting adjust-

ment and reciprocation of said rod lengthwise therein;

a space defined between said flow passage and an end of said

valve rod; and

means for adjusting the position of said end of said rod in

said space to open and close said space and hence adjust

the flow rate of said mixing fluid through said entrance

port

4,474,215

PRESSURE VESSEL WTIH IMPROVED DIAPHRAGM
MOUNTING

Kiri W. RicMcr, BrookficM, and Robert M. Sehvtcr, West

Bead, both of Wis., aasivwrB to A.O. Sirith Coiporatioa,

MflwMkoe, Wis.

FDcd May 19, 1983, Ser. No. 494,137

Lrt. a? FICL 55/04

U.S.ai38-30 1

having cylindrical side walls 5, 4, open mouths and closed

ends 7, 6,

(b) a flexible reaUent diaphragm 12 disposed within said

vessel and separating the bitter into variable volume

chambers, said di^>hragm having a peripheral edge por-

tion,

(c) the cylindrical wall 5 of said first vessel shell 3 having a

radially outwardly extending ofliwt 17 merging into an

exterior bulge 19 forming an interior peripheral groove 30

within which said edge portion of said diq>hragm is dis-

posed,

(d) a radially inwardly t^wred wall 21 extending from said

bulge 17 and with said tapered wall merging into an axi-

ally extending cylindrical shell end portion 23 having a

peripheral edge 24,

(e) the cylindrical wall 4 of said second vessel shell 2 having

a first radiaUy inwardly extending offiKt 25 forming an

abutment 26 engaged by said peripheral edge 24 of said

first sheU 3 to form a joint between said shdls,

(0 a second radially inwardly extending ofbet 28 on said

second shell 2 and spaced axially from said first inwardly

extending offset 25,

(g) wall means 29 disposed between said first and second

ofbets and with said wall means press-fittingly engaging

said axially extendmg shell end portion 23.

(h) a fiirther axially extending cylindrical wall 30 extending

from said second inwardly extending otfiet 28 on the side

of said last-named offiwt remote from said wall means 29,

said further wall 30 being disposed generally radially

opposite of said groove 20 and engaging said peripheral

edge portion of said diq>hragm 12,

(i) one side of the periphery of said diaphragm 12 being

generally flat to provide a Csce 15 engaged by said further

cylindrical wall 30,

(j) the other side of the periphery of said diaphragm 12 being

provided with a projection 16 disposed in said groove 20,

(k) and a radially inwardly tapered diaphragm protecting lip

32 forming the end of said further cylindrical wall 30,

0) said radially outwardly extending offset forming an inte-

rior shoulder 18,

(m) said second radially inwardly extending offiwt 28 being

disposed axially between said joint and the area 22 of

merging of the said tapered wall 21 into said cylindrical

shell end portion 23,

(n) said diaphragm extending freely outwardly from said

groove 20 and between said interior shoulder 18 and said

tapered Up 32,

(o) said radiaUy inwardly tapered wall 21 on said first vessel

shell 3 comprising, during assembly, inclined ramp means

al<mg which said peripheral edge pcMtion of said dia-

phragm 12 rides for tightening into said groove 20,

(p) the said peripheral edge of ssod diaphragm 12 being

confined by said radially outwardly extending ofbet 17,

said groove 20, said inwardly tapered wall 21, said shell

end portion 23. said second radially inwardly extending

offtet 28, and said further cylindrical wall 30.

4,474,216

MECHANICAL SEAL PLUGS, FOR FLUID-SEALING OF
TUBES

Remrto R. Noe, 1609 West St, Unioa Oty, NJ. 07087

FDed Oct 25, 1983, Ser. No. 545,168

lirt. a^ n6L 55/10

UJB.ai38-89 MCUh
L A {dug, fbr fluid-sealing of tubes, comprising:

a plug body having a centrsl, longitadinal axis;

said body having a threaded bore formed thereia, axiaDy,

and an externally-threaded portioB at a terminal end

thereof;

1. A pressure vessel comprisnig:

(a) first and secoad vesael shells 3, 2 and with said shells

said nosepieoe having a shank portion which is externally

dueaded;

said shank portion being threadedly engaged with said bore;
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1 nowpiece having neni nanipulatable fbr causiiig said

nowpiece threadedly to extend from, and retract toward
•aid body;

an expandable teal interpoaitioned between portions of said
body and said nowpiece;

gripping means drcomscribing said body, and movable,
rdative to said body, for effecting fast, gripping engage-
ment with an inner surftce of a t^be-, and

a threaded not threadedly engaged with said terminal end of
laid body; wherein

said not and said body comprise means cooperative for
effecting relative movement between said gripping means
and said body to cause said gripping means to effect fast,

gripping engagement with an inner surface of a tube;

!!^

"" "• "V

to abrasion, and the radially outer tube layer of a material

having a greater resilience than that of the radially innermost
tube layer, said radially innermost tube layer being oSu mate-
rial having an alvasion rating from about 0.8 to 2.0 grams loss

when measured according to ASTM D 3389 using an HIO
wheel, 1 kilogram weight, SOOO revolutions, a rAound ofabout

^^v.^J^^'Wy^yyy^y/:^
^-"iiiiiiiiiii ^5 B

^»A90se« /Oi«i2iQiK«0KWc««« y^^-^

»> J«J>.i«

S^^^^^

25 to 7S% as when measured aoc(»ding to ASTM B10S4, and
the radially outer tube layer of a material having an abrasion
rating of about 1.3 to 2.S grams lost when measured according
to ASTM D 3389 using an H18 wheel, 1 kilogram weight, SOOO
revolutions, and a rebound of from SO to 90% when measured
according to ASTM B10S4.

4,474^18
PICK FINDER APPARATUS FOR FLUID JET LOOMS

RaadeU F. Saavle, GiacMboro, N.C airigBor to 1

ratfcm, Creeniboio, N.C
Filed No?. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 443,503

Iirt. a^ O03D 51/08
U.S.CL139—IE / 4(

. BBSSSSSSl.
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said shank portion comprises a straight cylindrical area,

concentric with said axis, and has a s<^ cross-section
transverse to said axis;

said sed is set in frictional, circumscribing engagement with
said area;

said nosepieoe ftirther comprises a circumferential shoulder,
normal to said axis, terminating said area, and against
which said seal comes to bear, iqxm said nosepieoe being
manipiilataUy retracted toward said body; and

said body has means defining a flat, circumferential surface,
parallel with said shoulder, and coactive with the latter

for causing said seal to (a) be compressed therebetween,
(b) increase in outside diameter only, as a result of com-
pression thereof, and (c) effect fluid-sealing engagement
with an inner surftce of a tube.

.51M74>217
HOSE STRUCTURE

;
W. DcMam, Tsiimiiii, OUe; Kari K. Doss, Conconl,

KC; lahn M. Sawyv, OiyahoflB FaUa, and T«ny F. Alk^
both of Oyo, amipon to He Goodyear Tire «
y, Ahna, OMo

karSar.No.l3M13,Mar.31«f988,
IMa appUeatiaa Ai«. 11, 1M2, Sar. No. 407,923

UL OJ n€L 11/00
UAa 138-137 9

1. A reinfi>roed hoae stmcture including at least two adja-
cent concentric tube layers ofdastomeric material, theradially

' tube layer of a material having a greater icsistance

1. In a fluid jet operated weaving machine ofthe type which
includes a rotating cam shaft for operating the warp yam
harness frames, which cam shaft is connected to the weaving
machine drive mechanism, a harness motion reversing means
comprising:

(a) a gear hub rotatably mounted on said cam shaft, means
associated with said gear hub to prevent axial movement
along said cam shaft, said gear hub further including a
toothed gear annular portion engaged by said weaving
machine drive mechanism and a clutch face on one end
thereof;

(b) a clutch member mounted for axial movement on said

cam shaft, means associated with said cam shaft and said

clutch member for preventing rdative rotation therd>e-

tween, said dutch member having a cooperating clutch

face c(»figttration in confronting rdation to the clutch

face of said gear hub, wherd>y when said gear hub clutch

face and the cooperating clutch face of said clutch mem*
ber abut each other the driving force frt»i said drive

mechanism is transmitted throng said gear hub and said

clutch member to said cam shaft;

(c) means for biasing said clutch member axially dong sid

cam shat into a first position in operdrie engagement with
the clutch face of said gear hub;

(d) a manually operaUe means for urging said dutch mem-
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ber axidly dong said cam shaft into a second position

disengaged from the clutch face of sud gear hub;

(e) means connected to sud cam shaft for manudly routing

sdd cam shaft during times when said clutch member is in

sdd second position to properly position sud warp yam

hamess frames for faulty pick removd; sud means for

manudly rotating cam shaft comprising a pick finder gear

secured to the end of sud cam shaft, a cooperating gear

engaging the peripherd gear portion of sdd pick finder

gear, a shaft extending axidly outwardly from sdd coop-

erating gear and terminating in a hand wheel, whereby

manud movement ofsud hand wheel imparts a rotation to

sdd cam shaft.

4,474,220

MECHANISMS FOR DRIVING REGULATORS IN

WEAVING LOOMS
Joaeph Pdan, Saint Jorkn, France, asdgnor to SA. dcs Eta*

bliswments Stanbli, Favereta, Fhncc

Filed Jan. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 461,100

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 29, 1982, 82 01755

lat CU D03D 51/08

UAa 139-1 E 4

4,474,219

SHED LOCATING DEVICES ASSOOATED WITH
DOBBIES AND OTHER WEAVING SYSTEMS

Jcan*Pad Froment, Fa?erges, France, anignor to Sodete des

Etablissements Stanbli (France), Fa?ergsa, France

Filed Jan. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 457,597

Cldms priority, application Franee, Jan. 29, 1982, 82 01754

Int a^ D03D 51/08

U&a 139-lE 4 Claims

i

1. In a fabric weaving loom having means for driving the

shaft of a dobby and having a regulator roller receiving the

woven fabric, a reverser mechanism for coupling drive from

the dobby shaft to drive the regulator roller selectively in

dther direction, comprising:

(a) a drive wheel carried by the reverser mechanism and

coupled to drive sdd regulator roller;

(b) gear drive means coupled to be driven by the dobby

shaft, and comprising forward drive means normally oper-

ative to drive the drive wheel forwardly with respect to

the roution of the dobby shaft and comprising reverse

drive means selectively operable to drive the drive wheel

in a reverse direction with respect to the roution of the

dobby shaft; and

(c) means operable when the dobby is controlled for un-

weaving to select the reverse drive means.

I

1. A shed locating device to be interposed between a drive

shaft of a weaving loom and a dobby shaft, comprising:

(a) a frame supporting sdd shafts in mutud alignment;

(b) a reversible auxiliary drive motor on sdd frame and

connected to drive a gear reducer teraunating in a low

speed gear wheel having a cam mounted thereon;

(c) a dog plate fixed to the loom shaft; and a complementary

dog ring axially slidably carried on and keyed to the

dobby shaft and operative in a first axid position to en-

gage the dog plate whereby to connect sdd shafts, and in

a second axid position to disconnect sdd shafts;

(d) a rocking lever supported in the frame adjacent to the

cam; a rocking control fork supported in the frame and

engaging the dog ring to move the latter to one ofsdd two

positions; and retractable gudgeon means normally con-

necting the lever and fork, the lever being engaged by the

cam when the auxiUary motor drives the gear whed to

shift the fork to disengage the dog ring from the dog plate

during each revolution of the gear whed;

(e) a first coupling device supported on the dobby shaft and

actuated by sdd dog ring when in sdd disconnected sec-

ond position to couple sdd low speed gear whed to the

dobby shaft to rotate it with drive from the reversible

auxiliary motor, and

(f) a second coupling device selectively operable when the

dog ring is in the first engaged position for coupling the

reducer gear whed to drive the dobby shaft and the loom

shaft which is connected to it

4,474,221

POSITIVE DOBBY MACHINE
HifoyuU MiagncU, AkU, Japan, aMignor to

Co., Ltd., Btad, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 418,740

IM.a>D03C//(W
UAa 139-71

»3(J«« 32«

Yamada Dobby

1. A positive dobby machine, comprising a jack lever for

moving a hedd frame, a verticd lever with a center portion

pivotdly connected to said jack lever, hooks pivotally con-

nected respectivdy, to the upper and lower ends of the verticd

lever, retum knives for moving the ends of said jack lever inm
opposite direction to the hook moving direction, hook stoppers

engaged with the hooks, stoppers for supporting the upper and

452-226 O.G.-84-5
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lower ends of the vertical lever, a drive lever opposed to the
vertical lever, a driving lever coupled to the vertical lever on
opposite sides with retpect to the driven lever, wherein the
awal center of the driving lever, the axial center of the driven
lever and the center portion of the vertical lever are arranged
approximately in a line, knifie shafts coupled reapectively to theURW and lower ends of the driving lever, the return knives
being supported respectively on the upper and lower ends of
the driven lever, connecting membefs coupled to respective
return knives and connected to the knife shaft, wherein a
IMrallelogram link mechanism is formed by the driving lever,
the driven lever and the return knives having the connecting
members such that the return knives are moved in paraUel, and
wherein each return knife has a planar pressure receiving
surface on the side opposed to the vertical lever, the planar
prenure receiving surface being perpendicular to the direction
of the line between axial center of the driving lever and axial
center of the driven lever and the book has a first phuiar pres-
sure receiving surface opposed to the planar pressure receiving
surface of the return knife which contacts the presure receiv-
mg surface in a surface contact state.

M74,223
SPREADING NOISE GENERATED BY LOAD
SUPPORTING ELEMENTS OF A TIRE TREAD

Samuel P. Landers, Unioatowii, Ohio, avIgBor to He Goodyear
Tire * Rubber Compaoy, AknM, Ohio

^ »S"JS"***"
•*' ^- '^"- "*'''2, Jan. 25, 1980, Prt. No.

4,327,792, which is a contiBiiatioD of Scr. No. 877,789, Feb. 14,
1978, abandoned. This application Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No.

373 758
loL a^ BMSOC lJ/10

UAa 152-209 R 49ciaim8

4^74»222
STUD STARTER GUIDE PLATE

'^I?****
2M> S»^ POtot M., #202, Geanrater, Pla.

Filed Aog. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 526,009
lot a.3 B25C 3/00

UAai4»-lB sciMim

1. A tool of the type designed to fadliute the nailing to-
gether of two boards disposed in orthogonal, abutting relation
to one another, comprising, in combination,
a Oat plate member of generally rectangular configuration

adapted to Ue fiat against a preselected one of the boards
to be joined,

at least one spike member depending to said plate member
and disposed coplanar therewith,

a rigid fiange member formed along an upper longitudinal
edge of said plate member, and extending therefrom, in
normal relation thereto, in a direction away from the
board against which said pUte is positioned,

a Jnt bore means formed in said pUte member, said first
bore means having a longitudinal axis of symmetry dis-
posed at a predetermined angular relation to the vertical.

a second bore means formed in said flange member,
said second bore means having a longitudinal axis ofsymme-

try disposed m axial alignment to the longitudinal axis of
•ymmetry of said first bore means,

»Md first and second bore means adapted to receive and
guide a nail means while such naU means is being driven
by a hammer means,

whereby a stud may be nailed to a sole pUte by aligning said
tool ttaasversely to said sole plate, by driving said spikemembw mto the sole pbte by hammering said flange
member, by positioning the stud m abutting relation to the
p^ member, by toe nailing the stud opponte the tool,
and by msertmg a nail through said first and second bore
means and seating said nail

1. A tire provided with a tread having a plurality of load
supporting elements placed about the circumference of said
tire, said tread comprising:

a plurality of repeating design cycles placed continuously
about the circumference of said tire, said design cycles
having at least two different pitch lengths uicluding a
shortest pitch length and a longest pitch length arranged
about said tread so as to provide a plurality ofnot less than
three harmonic segments of different lengths, not more
than one-half of the length of any of said three harmonic
segments comprising consecutive pitches of the same
length, each of said three harmonic segments including at
least one of each different pitch length used in the tire, the
boundary between said harmonic segments being deter-
mined by a transition from a pitch length longer than said
shortest pitch length to said shortest pitch length, the
rounded fractional portions of the circumference repre-
sented by the lengths of the three harmonic segments
corresponding to three different terms of the group con-
sisting of the first nine terms of the harmonic series, each
of said harmonic segments corresponding to a different
frequency in the sound spectrum.

4,474,22«

FOUNDRY MACHINERY
Gordon J. S. Higginbotham, Dariey Abbey; Oilltoid R. Ana-

bury, SMlley, aid GnhuB C Starkcy, MicUeorcr, aU of
Eagiaad, aarigMmto RoUa-Royce Liaytad, London, Engiaad

Filed Jon. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,746
Claims priority, application UnUed Kii^doai, An. 12, 1981.

8124641
^

tat CL3 B22D 33/04; B22C 19/04
VS. CL 164-lSO 3 oainia

1. A machine for inserting at least one core supporting pin
into a wax pattern containing at least one ceramic core includes
a wax pattern support means, a holder containing a continuous
length of pin material, means for automatically cutting the pin
material to a desired length, a pin holder for holding the cut-off
pin. means for heating the pin, said heating means and said pin
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holder being adjacent to each other, means for displacing the

pin holder such that the pre-heated pin is inserted into the wax
withdrawal and extracting heat at a higher rate than said

second zone;

(e) said metal being successively passed through said three

direct chill zones.

4,474,226

METHOD AND MEANS OF EXCHANGING HEAT
BETWEEN FLUID BODIES

-noMi H. Grdacr, Anas, Iowa, and Michael E. Hdn, Madi-

aoB, Wis., amigBora to Iowa State Univaraity Reaaarch Foon-

dadoB, Inc Ames, Iowa

FUed Sep. 25, 1981, Scr. No. 305,388

tat O.} F28F 9/24

VS. CL 165-1 ^

w., ^f:)

such that it contacts the ceramic core, and sensing means for

determining positions of the pin.

4,474,225

METHOD OF DIRECT CHILL CASTING

Ho Yu, Mnrryafflle, Pa., aarignor to Alnninnm Company of

America, Pittabnrgh, Pa.

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,237

tat C1.3 B22D 11/124

VS. a. 164-467 47 Gains

1. In a process of continuously casting metal to provide a

solidified ingot, the steps comprising:

(a) providing liquid metal to an ingot casting device to later-

ally confine the solidifying metal and withdrawing par-

tially solidified metal ingot from said casting device;

(b) applying to the surface of said partially solidified metal in

a first direct chill zone a coolant containmg an agent

which promotes the formation of a disruptable. but stable

and sustained, insulating layer at the surface of said solidi-

fying metal, said coolant extracting heat at a high rate of

heat extraction in said first zone;

(c) said rate of heat extraction by said coolant applied in said

step G>) being diminished in a second direct chill cooling

zone positioned outward of the first cooling zone along

the direction of ingot travel by the formation of a stable

and sustained insulating layer in response to the action of

said insulative layer-promoting agent provided in said step

(b) in an amount to provide for said first zone and provide

for said formation of said layer in said second zone, said

second cooling zone being characterized by a rate of heat

extraction substantially reduced in comparison with the

rate of heat extraction in said first zone; and

(d) phy^cally interrupting said stable insulating fiUn at a

predetermined distance firom the casting device thereby to

increase the cooling rate of said coolant applied in step (b)

to provide a third direct chill cooling zone outward from

said first and second zones along the direction of ingot

7. A heat exchanger for fluids, comprising,

a primary compartment having opposite ends and at leMt

two separate longitudinal compartments, with each of said

longitudinal compartments being divided into a plurality

of separate sub<ompartments having closed bottoms,

fluid inlet means in each longitudinal compartment and at

opposite ends thereof,

a heat exchanger plate separating said longitudinal compart-

ments,

a single common flow way in each of said longitudinal com-

partments in communication with and positioned over

said subcompartments,

fluid outlet means in each of said longitudinal compartments,

said fluid inlet means being located in the bottom portions of

said longitudinal compartments, and said fluid outlet

means are located in the upper portions of said longitudi-

nal compartments and at opposite ends thereof,

and means for introducing air into said sub-compartments to

agaiute fluid therein.

i

4,474,227

GAS VALVE LOCKOUT DURING COMPRESSOR
OPERATION IN AN AIR CONDmONING SYST^I

Wayne R. Reedy, Caae«»Tia, N.Yn aaalgmr to CaiTier Corpora-

tion, Syracnae, N.Y.

FOad Mar. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 362,782

tat CLJ F25B 29/00: F28F 27/00

VS. CL 165-2 »

6. A method of integrating the operation of a reversible

refrigeration circuit including a compressor and an indoor heat
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exchanger and a fossU fuel fired furnace having a fuel valve for
controUing fuel flow therethrough located upstream from the
mdoor heat exchanger which comprises the steps of:
wnsmg the conditions of the space to be conditioned-
energizing the refngeration circuit in response to selected

conditions ascertained by the step of sensing;
energizing the furnace in response to other selected condi-

tions ascertained by the step of sensing;
detecting a malfunction by the compressor of the refrigera-

tiOT circuit operating when the step of energizing the
refngeration circuit is not calling for compressor opera-
tion;

preventing the fossU fuel fired fiimace from being energized
when the step of detecting ascertains a malfunction;

oetermming if the compressor was operating punuan't to a
mjfimction and has since discontinued operation; and

mhibitmg the compressor fixwi operation until the furnace
has satisfied the space heating needs as determined by the
step of sensing.

4^74^238
CLOSED CYCLE VAPORIZATION COOLING SYSTEM
FOR UNDERWATER VEHICLE INNER.1XM)UTER

HULL HEAT TRANSFER
Robert D. RogahU. Rita, and George F. Wilbehni, Oofton,
bottof Md^ aarignora to The United States of America as
rapraaenlcd by the Secretary of the Navy, WaaUnston, D.C

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 411,062
Int CLi BC3J 2/12

UAaM5-44 MCtoims

access to the outer hull with said access being louvered in
the fore and aft directions for transferring heat to the
seawater from said working fluid;

a condensate means located partially within said condenser
means for condensing and returning said condensate to
said evaporator means; and said adiabatic zone means and
said condensate means penetrating the huU through one
point of penetration.

4,474,229

AIRPREHEATER
Alan BeU, Cooktaam, England, aaiignor to Foster Wheeler En-

ergy Corporation, LiTingMon, NJ.
FOed Aag. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 408,343

^^Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 19, 1981,

Int a.3 F28F 27/00
UAa 165-103 4ci,|„

1. An air heater comprising a heat source coupled to a heat
exchanger located in an air flow path between an inlet duct and
an outiet duct therefor; an air preheater in the inlet duct; and
means for selectively coupling the preheater with heated air in
the outlet duct to heat incoming air prior to passage through
the heat exchanger wherein the preheater comprises a plurality
of heat pipes in the inlet duct and extending into the ouUet
duct, the coupling means being operative to selectively direct
the passage of heated air across the extended portions of the
heat pipes.

tvncr

1. A closed-cycle vaporization cooling system (CCVCS) for
an underwater vehicle's auxiliary inner-to-outer hull heat
transfer comprising:

a low pressure fluid circulating loop means for collecting
and cooling waste heat from various machinery and
equipment in said underwater vehicle's auxiliary cooling
system;

an evaporator reservoir means configured so as to operate
under all conditions of said underwater vehicle's motion
«nd bang a pressure vessel located inside said underwater
vehicle, and having a bundle of manifolded heat pipe
evaporator tubes for transferring heat from said hot fluid
to said heat pipes working fluid through its manifolded
evaporator section means;

an adiabatic zone means located between said evaporator
means and a condenser means located outside the under-
water vehicle's pressure hull for conveying vaporized
woriang fluid to said condenser means;

a condenser means located external to said pressure huU of
the underwater vehicle and contained within a free-
flooded seawater hull shaped heat sink reservoir having

4,474,230
FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR SYSTEM

Robert A. McCalliater, Moontaia Lakes, NJ., aaaignor to Foe-
ter Wheeler Energy Corporation, LiriagMoa, NJ.

Filed Ang. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,298
Int a^ F28D 15/00

U.S.ai65-104Jl sciataif

1. A fluidized bed reactor system comprising:
a fluidized bed reactor that includes a vessel wall that defines

an enclosed volume, an apertured distribution plate lo-
cated within said reactor that defuies a fluidized gas ple-
num beneath said distribution phite and a fluidized bed
area above the distribution plate, and an inlet for introduc-
ing a gaseous fluidizing medium into said fluidized gas
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plenum for distribution by said apertured distribution

plate into upwardly rising gas streams for fluidizing a

particulate material in the fluidized bed area above said

distribution plate;

a heat generator means for generating a supply of heat en-

ergy

a plunJity of tubular heat pipes having one end thermally

coupled to said heat generator means and the other end

thereof passing through said vessel wall of said fluidized

bed reactor and extending into the fluidized bed area, said

heat pipes being operative to transfer heat energy from

said heat generator means to the fluidized bed area; and

a weld neck nozzle secured to said vessel wall through

which each of said heat pipes passes, said weld neck noz-

zle having a neck portion extending outwardly from said

vessel with a radially extending mounting flange posi-

tioned on the remote end of said neck portion, said heat

pipes including a mounting disc fixed thereto that is se-

cured to said mounting flange by securing means.

4,474,231

MEANS FOR INCREASING THE CRITICAL HEAT FLUX
OF AN IMMERSED SURFACE

Fred W. Stanb, Scheneetady^ and Michael H. McUughlin,

Scotia, both of N.Y., aaaignon to General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,269

Int a.3 F28F 13/18

VJS. a. 165—133 « Claims

a casing defining an air flow path;

a heat exchanger fixedly mounted across the air flow path to

transfer heat energy between a fluid flowing through the

heat exchanger and the air flowing along the air flow path;

a condensate pan mounted to the lower end of the heat

exchanger to receive condensate from the heat exchanger,

said condensate pan including a single projection defining

both a first drain opening and a second drain opening, the

first drain opening being located at the bottom level of the

condensate pan when the unit is in the horizontal position

1. A structure for transferring heat to a liquid and for in-

creasing the critical heat flux thereto comprising:

a surface of said structure adapted to be submersed in said

liquid; t

said surface having a plurality of cavities terminatmg at said

surface wherein each of said cavities extends only par-

tially through said structure;

wherein the cross-sectional area of each of said cavities at

said surface satisfies the vapor-liquid flooding criteria of

said liquid; and
, ^ j

further wherein the distance from the center of each said

plurality of cavities to the center of each respective adja-

cent cavity is less than the natural wavelength of vapor

jets from a planar surface of said structure, said planar

surface having no cavities terminating at said planar sur-

face, whereby generation of film boiling at said surface of

said structure is avoided.

and the second drain opening being located at the bottom

level of the condensate pan when the unit is in the vertical

position; and

means to fixedly secure the condensate pan and the con-

nected heat exchanger relative to the casing and including

a cover plate secured to the casing and defining a drain

projection opening sized to receive and fixedly position

the drain projection of the condensate pan whereby the

cover plate and drain projection coact to fixedly position

the condensate pan and heat exchanger.

4,474,233

TUBE BUNDLE HEAT EXCHANGER
Adolf Sworil, Kiihienthal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, avlgoor to

Sigri Elektiographit GmbH, MdtiageB, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
FUed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,648

daims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 24,

1981, 3116309
Int CL^ F28F 1/36

VS. a. 165-184 2 a«^

4,474,232

HEAT EXCHANGE UNIT FOR BOTH VERTICAL AND
HORIZONTAL APPUCATIONS

Timothy A. Wright Chlttenango; Thaddens J. Wawro, Aabora,

and Donald J. Caaler, Syracoae, aU of N.Y., aaaignon to

Carrier Corporstioa, Syracoae, N.Y.

Filed Jnl. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,655

Int a' F28F 7/00

VS.a 165-137 6 Clataia

1. A heat exchange unit capable of bemg mounted either

horizontally or vertically which comprises:

1. Tube bundle heat exchanger of graphite, comprising a

multiplicity of graphite tubes set into tube sheets and joined to

the sheets by screw or cement joints, with each tube sur-

rounded by at least one group of graphite fiber bundles, which

are connected to the tube in a force-locking manner and with

adjacent fiber bundles of the group spaced a distance five to ten
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^ the diameter of the graphite fiber bundle, wherein the
fiber bondkt are pratresaed.

4^74^234
S^CTY VALVE INSTALLED BELOW AN ACTIVATION
PURff IN A HYDROCARBON PRODUCTION WELL

Hern M. LdlBbvre, p« Ovtrei, and FhuMois C. Gacuret,
:.*"-» Brat«««M» both of France, aarigMin to Conpas-""^** **•<"»*«• Bodogae-BOIaKoort, France

FDed Dae. 1, 1582. Sar. No. 445,780
Clataa priority, application FhUMC, Dec 2, 1981, 81 22544

. , - ^ '^ ^^ *2*B ^^/^ «/^^
UAai«6-105 ^cMm

vented from becoming stuck on the ledge, said apparatus com-
prising:

adapter shoe means for coupling said apparatus with the
object, said adapter shoe means having a first end and a
second end longitudinally spaced from said first end and
said adapter shoe means having a maximum outer dimen-
sion measured perpendicularly to the direction of longitu-
dinal spacing between said first and second ends;

roller means for engaging the wall of the well bore, said

1. A safety valve for a hydrocarbon production well, said
hydrocarbon production weU comprising production pipe, an
efHuent activation pump mounted within said production pipe
said safety valve instaUed within said production pipe below
said effluent activation pump, said safety valve comprising a
valve body within said production pipe, a seat member within
said valve body, a moving obturator within said valve body for
sealing contact with said seat member, a slidable sleeve within
said production pipe and operatively coupled to said obturator
for moving said obturator, an annular piston fast with said
sUeeve and sealingly sUding inside said valve body, two sboul-
den fast with said valve body to define the limits ofmovement
of said sleeve, said annular piston forming with said sleeve and
said shoulder a first chamber adjacent one side of said piston
and a second chamber adjacent the other side of said piston,
means for supplying a pressure fluid to said first chamber for
oontrollmg opening ofsaid valve, and a foot valve for allowing
fluid flow upwardly but not downwardly fixed in a lower
portion of said valve body, below said safety valve, and means
providmg a permanent communication between said second
chamber and the well below said foot valve, whereby the
pressure of the fluid in said second chamber is the pressure at
the weU bottom and is independent of the pressure which may
jnae m the effluent pasuige through the safety valve when the
foot valve is closed.

4y474y235
WELL TOOL DISLODGEMENT APPARATUS^ L. Coahow, P.O. Box 843, CUckasha, OUa. 73018

FDad Sap. 2, 1M2, Ser. No. 414,524

„„ ^ Irt. aJ E21B 77/70
UAa 18^241

,3 cum»L An appwatua for assisting the lowering of an object hav-
ing a maximum exterior lateral dimension into a well, the well
having a waU defining an uncased weU bore and the wall
having a ledge defined therein, whereby the object is pie-

roller means having a maximum outer dimensioii mea-
sured parallel to said maximum outer dimension of said
adapter shoe means, said maximum outer dimension of
said roller means being greater than said maximum outer
dunension of said adapter shoe means and being greater
than said maximum exterior lateral dimension of said
object; and

roUer attachment means for attaching said roller means to
said second end of said adapter shoe means in longitudi-
nally spaced relationship therewith.

4,474,236
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOTE

INSTALLATIONS OF DUAL TUBING STRINGS IN A
SUBSEAWELL

Rodney Kellett. Leeda, EagiaBd, a«igBor to Cameron Iron
Worlu, Inc., Honatoo, Tex.

Filed Feb. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 469,093

82OT^
»^^*y' "Pl^ortioB United Kiogdoo, Mar. 17, 1982,

Int a.J E21B 23/Oa 33/035UA a 166-250 gcia,„

^iumwfWA Sf^STOR^B?

1. A method for completing a well having production and
service strings of different sizes including the steps of running
the production string on a main tubing hanger and maintaining
control with a variable bore blowout preventer and then run-
ning the service string into the main tubing hanger and main-
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taining control with a dual bore blowout preventer with the

two strings oriented.

4^74^237

METHOD FOR INTITATING AN OXYGEN DRIVEN
IN^rrU COMBUSTION PROCESS

WimtoB R. Sho, Dallaa, Tex., aaaigwir to MobO OO Corpora-

tlom New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 7, 1983, Ser. No. 559,138

Int a.3 E21B 43/243, 36/02

VS. CL 166-261 • Ctalma

first tubular conduit means with the open lower end of

said second tubular conduit means positioned near the

closed lower end of said first tubular conduit means and

having second connecting means at the closed upper end

of said second tubular conduit means for connectmg the

mterior of said second tubular conduit means in fluid flow

communication with refrigerant output conduit means;

and

the outer surface of said first tubular conduit means includ-

ing two strips of relatively low thermal conductivity

extending longitudinally along at least a portion of the

outer surface of said first tubular conduit means between

the first and second ends thereof, and further including

two strips of relatively high thermal conductivity extend-

ing longitudinally along at least a portion of the outer

surface of said first tubular conduit means, with said two

longitudinally extending strips of relatively low thermal

conductivity alternating with said two longitudinally

extending strips of relatively high thermal conductivity

about the longitudinal axis of said first longitudinal tubular

1. A method for initiating an in-situ combustion operation in

a process for the recovery of oil from a subterranean, viscous

oil-containing formation penetrated by an injection weU and a

spaced-apart production well comprising the steps of:

(a) assembling a downhole burner having a combustion

section in the injection well located near the formation;

(b) introducing a combustible gas and a mixture of oxygen

and carbon dioxide containing 55 to 80 volume percent

carbon dioxide into the combustion section of said down-

hole burner to produce a combustible mixture therein;

(c) igniting said combustible mixture to produce hot com-

bustion gases containing heat energy that passes into the

formation adjacent said injection well;

(d) continuing injection of said combustible gas and mixture

of oxygen and carbon dioxide until the temperature of the

area of the formation surrounding the injection well is

within the range of 500* to 800* F.;

(e) thereafter terminating the injection of the combustible

gas and continuing to mject the mixture of oxygen and

carbon dioxide containmg 55 to 80 volume percent carbon

dioxide into the formation via the injection well to uutiate

in-situ combustion in the formation and form a combustion

front; and ^ j_
(0 terminatmg injection of the mixture of oxygen and cartwn

dioxide and thereafter injecting essentially pure oxygen

into the formation via the injection to support in-situ

combustion in the formation.

4^74,238

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATMENT OF
SUBSURFACE FORMATIONS

GeeO C. Gentry, and Henry E. Alqnirt, both of Barttea^le,

OUa., aaivion to PhiiUps Pelrolcam Cbnpuiy, Bartlesiille,

OUa.
Filed Not. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 445,649

lit €V E21B 43/24

U.S.a 166-268 ^. Jl'Pf^
1 Apparatus for freezing the earth surrounding a boreholem

a predetermined pattern about the axis of said borehole, com-

fost longitudinal tubular conduit means having a closed

upper end and a closed lower end and having fiist con-

nectmg means at the closed upper end for connectmg the

interior of said first tubular conduit means m fluid flow

communication with refrigerant input conduit means;

second longitudinal tubular conduit means having a closed

upper end and a open lower end and disposed withm said

"^JS^SSX

conduit means and with each of said two longitudinaUy

extending strips of relatively low thermal conductivity

extending through an angle of about 120* about the longi-

tudinal axis of said first longitudinal tubular conduit

means.

16. A method of recovering bitumen from a subsurface tar

sand bed comprising:
. v i

drilling a plurality of downwardly extendmg boreholes

spaced within earth freezing distance of each other about

the periphery of at least a portion of said tar sand bed;

circulating refrigerant in said boreholes in such a manner as

to freeze the earth surrounding said boreholes in a prede-

termined pattern about the axis of each of said boreholes,

said pattern extending substantially farther radiaUy out-

wardly along a first hne through the axis ofeach borehole

toward the next adjacent borehole through the axis of

each borehole and substantially normal to said first line,

thereby forming a shell of frozen earth around said periph-

ery of at least a portion of said tar sand bed; and

recovering bitumen from at least a portion of said tar sand

bed within said shell of frozen earth.

4,474*239

SAND PLACEMENT
Glenn T. Cotomb, and Dafid L. Farley, both of Lafkycttc, La,

aMignors to Coaa^dion Scrrleea, Inc., Lafayette, La.

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,369

Int a.} E21B 43/04

UACL 166-278 23ClataB

1. Sand placement method comprising:

placing a production liner including upper and lower weU

screens within a well passage, packing off the annulus

between the liner and passage above the screens,

blocking flow elsewhere out of the liner of fluid that has

passed throu^ the lower screen from the outside of the

scieea to the interior thereof,

flowing solid-liquid slurry down tubing placed inside the

passage to a level below the lower screen and up the

annulus between the liner and passage and to the upper
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f^'**"
^f> *« liquid continuing on through the upper

•creen mto the liner-tubing annulus, whereby solids filter
out of the slurry at the upper screen and build downward
around the upper screen, and

continuing said flowing of solid liquid slurry down said
tiiWng and up said annulus to the soUds previously filtered
out, with the liquid flowing through said solids to and

water through the well system to displace therefrom a
major portion of the drilling fluid from the well system,Md the treated water prepared as Newtonion fluid from
the addition of surfactant and alcohol to clean water and
subjecting the treated water to agitation and shear mixing:

(b) foUowing the treated water, circuiting therein a solids-n« brine for displacing or carrying the treated water
from the well system; and

(c) an inverted gel spacer of bentone, water and a hydrocar-
bon such as diesel oU is introduced before the slug of
treated water when the drilling fluid includes inverted
emersion (water-in-oil) residues such as mud cake.

2. A process for eliminating drilling mud fluid from a weU
system prior to introduction of solids-free completion and
packer, brines, the steps comprising:

(a) displacing drilling fluid from the weU system by circulat-
mg dierein at ttirbulent flow conditions, a slug of treated

sft«s oaniwMiTEB mum

mrtP

owosu

threg^SMd upper screen, while blockbg flow of hquid
«2««*y out of the Kiier from within the hner thath at

• TT.?*' ^^''^ *''•«• ''*««*»y "U the liquid enter-
ing the hner toMag aannha as aforeaiid flows throughMdupiw sereea and solids bdU downward around the
o««eofUie Baer and lower screen counter to the up.
w«ddi»ction of liquid flow to the upper screen.

MHMODBUaW PLUTO DBPUCEMENT PROCESS

PBii*fcHMW,Ssr.Nr3430

^ii S!I^*1!!S55?? S™*« "»«* fl"** fi^
2SSi !L^2?T^?^^ •^'^^^ «»«Metian and
!'•'« oranS) ne sniis coBiniag:

tag thado at tuAolait flow oonditioM, a stag of trerted

water through die weU system to displace therefrom am^r portion of tiie drilling fluid from the weU system,
and the treated water prepared as a Newtonian fluid from
the addition of surftctant and alcohol to clean water and
subjecting the treated water to agitation and shear mixing:

(b) foUowing the treated water, circulating therein a solMs^
free brine for displacing or carrying the treated water
from the well system;

the surfactant and alcohol are added each in an efltetive
amount to the clean water for produdng the treated water and

(c) the surfacttmt has a molecular weight in the range from
about 150 to about 500 with predominantly hydrophobic
characteristics, and the surfiK^timt is selected from the
group comprising aUphatic ammes, amides and aliphatic
amine oxides widi the amine and amide constituents hav-
ing between 8 and 18 carbon atoms, and the alcohol is an
ahphatic alcohol with between 5 and 8 carbon atoms.

M74y241
DIFFERENTIAL FILL VALVE ASSEMBLYA Rmmii, Dnea, OUimiripor to ffalUbvtn

P—ni,OMa.
Filed Feb. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 4M484

Inta>E21Bi4//0
UJS. CL 1«-317 17 ji,|^
L A differential fill valve assembly, comprising:
substantiaUy tiibular body mens having upper and lower

longitudinal bores therein;

back pressure fl^per means secured to said body "«*—
adapted to seat across said upper bore and mduding first
qwing biasmg means;

double flapper valve assembly means mduding a brger and
a smaller flapper, said larger flapper having an apertiire
therethrough, being secured to said body means and
adqMed to seat across said lower bore, said smaller flapper
bong secured to said larger flapper and adapted to seat
^oeon over said aperture, said double flapper valve
assembly means further including second and third biasing
means associated with said htfger and smaller flappers,
reqwctivdy;
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substantially tubular activating sleeve means havmg ball seat direction when said increase m pressure is reduced, and one-

means in the bore thereof, a top and a bottom, slidably way clutch means for coupling said actuator mandrel to said

disposed in said lower bore between said back pressure

flapper means and said double flapper valve assembly

means, said top protruding above said lower bore and

maintaining said back pressure flapper means in an open

mode in a first longitudinal position, and releasing said

back pressure valve means in a second longitudinally

spaced position wherein said bottom protrudes below said

lower bore and routes said larger flapper to an open mode

against said second biasing means; and

sleeve locking means associated with said activating sleeve

means and operable to maintain said activating sleeve

means in said second position against said second biasing

4^74^2
ANNULUS PRESSURE CONTROLLED REVERSING

VALVE
JiMS M. Upehnrch, Stafford, Tex^ assigaor to SchluaAcrger

Tcchnologir Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FDed Jna. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,166

brt. a? E21B 34/10

UAa 166-323 17 Oatas

1. Valve apparatus comprising: a tubular housing having

port means extending through the wall thereof and being

adapted to be connected in a pipe string that is disposed in a

well bore; sleeve valve means movable in said housing fr(»n a

closed position with respect to said port means to an open

position with respect thereto; means biasing said sleeve valve

means toward said open position; means for locking said sleeve

valve means in said closed position; and means responsive to a

series ofchanges in the pressure offluids in the well annulus for

difyhiitig said locking means to enable said biasing means to

shift said sleeve valve means to said open position; wherein

said diiffblw'B means comprises an actuator mandrel mounted

for reciprocating movement in said housing, hydraidically

operable means fbr advancing said actuator mandrel m one

direction responsive to an increase in well annulus pressure,

means for returning said actuator mandrel in the opposite
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locking means during each return movement of said actuator

mandrel.

4«474>243

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RUNNING AND
CEMENTING PIPE

Chilstophsr M. GaiMB, Knla Lmapw, Malaysia, MslvMr to

Exxen ProdMttoa Raaearch Co„ HoMtoa, Tex.

per No. PCrAJS8D/01312, $ 371 Date Mar. 26, 1982, ( 102(c)

Date Mar. 26, 1982, per Pab. No. WO82/01211, per Pah.

Data Apr. IS, 1982

per FDad Oct 6, 1980, Scr. No. 364,541

lat a^ E21B 33/14, 7/18, 7/12

VS.a 166 362 10 Oatas

1. Apparatus for use in conducting offshore drilling opera-

tions comprising:

a vertically extending large pipe;

a housing connected to the lower end of said large pipe,

a vertically extending receptacle positioned in said housing

and having an open upper end;

a valve arranged in said receptacle permitting flow of fluids

only downwardly through said receptacle;
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a plurality of open-ended tubes forming flow paths extend-
ing from said receptacle below said valve to the lower end
of said housing, said tubes containing nozzles arranged for

jetting fluid only downwardly from said tubes;

cement arranged in said housing cementing said receptacle
and tubes in said housing; and

a Soulier pipe extending longitudinally through said large
pipe;

a stinger arranged on the lower end of said smaller pipe for

insertion into said receptacle, said stinger containing seal

means for sealing off between the outer surface of said

stinger and the inner surface of said receptacle;

means on said large pipe and said smaller pipe for releasably

connecting said smaller pipe to said large pipe; and

m.

-| t

I
closure means on said smaller pipe for sealing off within said

large pipe and preventing flow of fluids through said large
pipe.

9. A method for forming a borehole and cementing a casing
pipe in said borehole in offshore drilling operations compris-
ing:

lowering said casing pipe on drill pipe mto the subsea floor
while jetting fluid down throu^ said drill pipe and out
the ends of tubes formed m a jet shoe cemented to the
lower end of said casing pipe without rotating said drill

pipe and said casing pipe and while preventing return of
said jetted fluid into said case pipe and drill pipe until said
casing pipe has reached a predetermined depth in said
formation;

pumping conent slurry downwardly through said drill pipe
and said jet shoe tubes to conent said casing pipe in said

subsea floor while preventing backflow of cement slurry

into said casing pipe and drill pipe; and
releasing and removing said drill pipe from said casing pipe.

M74,244
DOWNHOLE IMPACT WRENCH

Pierre A. Beynet, Tulsa, OkhL, assigBor to Standard Ofl Com*
pany, Chicago, Dl.

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,108

lot CL^ E21B 31/113
U.S. a. 166—377 6 Claims

2. A downhole impact wrench for breaking the threaded
connection between a first joint of pipe and a second joint of
pipe which comprises:

a fluid motor;

a hammer connected to said motor for striking repeated

blows whose direction of force is perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of said joint of pipe;

an anvil connected to receive the blows from said hammer,
said anvil to have a downwardly and inwardly sloping

exterior;

an arcuate wedge comprising a plurality of segments, each
such segment mating with the exterior surface of said

anvil and having teeth on the exterior thereof;

hydraulic ram means to force said wedge upwardly along
said anvil to engage the interior wall to the joint of pipe;

power conduit means connecting the fluid motor and the

means for moving said wedge to the interior of said drill

pipe;

said motor requiring a higher pressure to be operateable than
said hydraulic ram.

4,474,245

COLLAPSIBLE FIRE FIGHTING BUCKET
Donald a Aney, P.O. Box 86430, North Vaaeoarar, BrMih
CbionMa, Qmada V7L4K6

Filed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,790

lA.CL^AiaC 28/00
U.S. CL 169—53 16 daJais

1. A collapsible fire fighting bucket to be suqiended from an
aircraft and preferably to be filled from an open body of water,
e.g. from a lake, comprising:

(a) an open bucket body made of pliable material and having

an upper rim, a side wall, and a bottom;

(b) a dump valve in the form of a tubukr extension made of
pliable material and extending from the bottom and hav-

ing a free end formed with a discharge port, the extension

being adapted to be withdrawn into the bucket towards its
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open top with the discharge port remaining below the

water surface of the full bucket;

(c) upper rim stiffening means;

(d) means for suspending the bucket from the aircraft com-

prising a connector adapted to be connected to the aircraft

and a plurality of first flexible tension links connected

between the bucket and the connector.

(e) supporting means for releasably supporting the free end

of the tubular extension comprising a second flexible

with the palm of a human hand while bending the tabs

about a finger to attach the tool to the hand.

4,474^7
AUTOMATIC BI-POSmONABLE MECHANISM FOR

PLOWS
Lorcn G. Araold, Rock lalaii; Panl D. Parker, and JaMs F.

Sallinm, both of Eait MoUnc, aU of HL, aaaiiMn to Deere A
Coapaiqr, MoUae, DL

DlYtsioa of Ser. No. 275,572, Jna. 22, 1981, Pat No. 4,410,047.

This appUeatioB May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,387

Int a^ AOIB 63/22

VS.a 172—413 4 Claims

tension link adapted to be held under tension for holding

the tubular extension in its withdrawn position and to be

released for allowing the tubular extension to extend for

dumping the water;

(f) a resilient lip on the discharge port formmg two opposite

lip sections and sealing means for bringing the opposite lip

sections into sealing engagement for minimizing water

leakage from the tubular extension, the sealing means

cooperating with the second flexible tension link.

4^74,246

HAND-ATTACHED GROUND SCRAPER
Rdnaldo P. Arroyo, Box 1513, Mayagnex, PJL 00709

Filed JaL 14, 1983, Ser. No. 513,689

lBta>A01B7//0
UA CL 172-370 ICIaiB

1. In a tractor-drawn plow having a main frame, a furrow

wheel including a carrier, and vertically shiftable linkage sup-

porting the frame on the furrow wheel carrier for vertical

movement of the furrow wheel relative to the frame from a

raised transport position to a lowered normal plowing position

or, selectively, to a lowered open-up plowing position, the

improvement comprising a two-way hydraulic motor having a

cylinder and piston rod. means connecting the cylinder to the

furrow wheel carrier, and bi-positionable means connecting

the piston rod to the frame and arranged to occupy one posi-

tion for open-up plowing conditions and another position for

normal plowing positions to accommodate the differences in

vertical distance between said two conditions, said bi-position-

able means being operative automatically in response to retrac-

tion of the motor and thereby providing for retraction strokes

of the same length regardless of which position of the furrow

wheel is selected.

1. A unitary ground cultivating tool formed of flat bendable

sheet material for attachment to the human hand, comprising:

(a) a first flat part having elongated substantially paraUel

edges which are of greater length than the distance be-

tween them, which part is adapted to engage the part of

the palm adjacent the fingers,

(b) four elongated members formed integrally with the first

part and extending outwardly in generdly parallel relation

to each other from one of the edges of the first part, said

members being positioned in spaMd relation to each other

along said one edge and each havig a pointed outer end.

each of these members being adapted to extend along a

finger when the first part enga^ the pakn, and

(c) tabs extending from the opposite sides of each of the four

elongated members, at least one pair of said tabs on each

of said members being poaiticmed generally midway be-

tween where said each of said members joins said one of

the edges (^ the first part and said outer end of said each

of said members for facilitating engaging the first part

4,474,248

HYDRAUUC DEMOLISHING ROCK DRILL

Mario Mnaao, Cnneo, Italy, aarifaor to doranai Donadio,

Caraiiio, Italy, a part intcrcat

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,851

CUoH priority, application Italy, Apr. 23, 1981, 67554 A/81;

Feb. 5, 1982, 67134 A/82
lot CL3 B23Q 5/00

UA CL 173-17 17 CWaM
1. Hydraulic rock drill compriang:

a body having an axially extending chamber formed therein,

said chamber having a plurality of axially aligned sectors

including a lowermost sector, a chamber sector, an inter-

mediate sector, and an upper sector, the diameter of said

intermediate sector being greater than the diameter of said

upper sector,

a bit having a core p(»tion diq^oaed in said lowermost sector

and an operative portion protruding from the body;

a rammer diqxjsed for reciprocating movement in said

chamber and having a lower surface engageable with the

core portion of the bit, a lower element carrying a pMton

ring, and an upper element having a groove spaced from

an toA surface thereof;

said piston ring being enegagable with side walls of said
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chunber sector to divide said chamber into an upper
piston chamber and a lower piston chamber,

valve means disposed in said intermediate sector for control-
ling sopply of hydraulic fluid to said sectors of said cham-
ber;

an inlet duct formed in said body connectable to a source of
pressurized hydraulic fluid, said inlet duct communicating
with a lower portion of said intermediate sector and a
lower portion of said upper sector,

an outlet duct communic^ing with an intermediate portion
of said intermediate sector for returning fluid to the fluid
sourer,

a first duct for communicating a lower portion of said inter-
mediate sector with said lower piston chamber;

a second duct for communicating an intermediate portion of
said intermediate sector with said upper position chamber,

a third duct for communicating an upper portion of said
uppCT sector with an upper portion of said intermediate
sector,

a rotary quill surrounding said kelly for supplying rotational

force to said kelly;

a packing assembly carried about said kelly within said
hydraulic cylinder proximate an end thereof for sealing
hydraulic fluid within said hydraulic cylinder; and

xTi
*-a

retaining means for connecting said packing assembly and
said rotary quill, said retaining means allowing limited
relative rotational movement of said packing assembly
with respect to said rotary quill about the longitudinal axis
of said kelly.

M74»280
MEASURING WHILE DRILLING

DafM Dardick, 211 E. 70th St, New York, N.Y. 10021
FOcd JnL le, 1982, Ser. No. 399,097

a fourth duct having one end communicating with said x^^ n it«_i
^'- O.' E21B ¥7/a2< 49/04

upper sector and a second end communicating with a W
portion of said intermediate sector spaced from the upper
end of said intermediate sector, said valve means having
an upper portion in sliding engagement with side walls of
said intermediate sector disposed between said second end
of said fourth duct and said upper^d of said intermediate
sector;

said valve means having first, second, and third operating
modo. said valve means in the first mode directing fluid
flow in such manner that the rammer remains in a lower-
most position thereof, said valve means in the second
mode directing fluid in such manner that the rammer is

moved towards a raised position thereof, and said valve
means in the third mode directing fluid flow in such man-
ner that the rammer moves from the raised position
thereof towards the lowermost position thereof

M74,249
KELLY SEAL

AMm F. Zahradalk, Sogviaad, and John W. Sterens, Coni.
ens, both oTTcs^ aMlpon to Hashes Tod Cosapuy, Hon*-
ton, Tex.

FDad SsR. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 42M37
IM. a.) E21B 3/00

UAai73-l«
SCiafais

1. An earth boring machine, comprising:
a hydraulic cylinder;

a telly rotatably carried within said cylinder and axiaUy
movable with respect to the longitudinal axis of said cylin-

1. A method of continually measuring conditions of lithol-

ogy and of drilling during the process of drilling the earth
comprising the steps of:

firing projectiles into the earth at different depths to both
fracture and break rock for drilling and for generating

strong sonic signals upon inqMcting of the projectiles and
rock,

and continually detecting and analyzing said sonic wgnalt
being produced at the different depths to determine the
conditions ofdrilling and ofthe Uthography ofthe earth at

each depth as the drilling progresses.

mmmm
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4^474^1
ENHANCING UQUID JET EROSION

Virga E. JohasoB, Jr., GaHhcnborg, Md., aarigw

drwiutka, Lseorponted, Laurel, Md.
GoatiiMtioa-i»fut of Ser. No. 287,870, JuL 29, 1981,

ihMrfoMd, whkh is a eootimntkNHia'part of Ser. No. 215,829,

Dec 12, 1980, Pat No. 4,389,071. TVs appUeatkm No?. 25,

1981, Ser. No. 324^1
lit a^ E21B Vli

MS,a 175-47 31 Clains

1. A method of eroding a solid surface with a high velocity

liquid jet, comprising the steps of:

(a) forming a high velocity liquid jet;

(b) oscillating the velocity of the jet at a Strouhal number

within the range of fitmi about 0.2 to about 1.2; and

(c) impinging the pulsed jet against the solid surface.

4*474,253

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING AN UPWARDLY
DIRECTED DRILL HOLE

Nikohuis Klcaters, GcOenkircbcB, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

sigBor to Wirth MaachineB-nnd Bohrgerate-Fabrik GmbH,
EriMlens, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec 16, 1983, Ser. No. 561,960

Claiais priority, apptteatkM Fed. Rep. of Gcraunqr, Dec 23,

1982, 3247632

iBt a^ E21B 3/(a

U.S.a 175-9« 6

4,474,252

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRILLING
GENERALLY HORIZONTAL BORES

Parish R. Thonpaon, Rta. 1, Alloa, Wyo. 83110

Filed May 24, 1983, Ser. No. 497,602

lat a^ E21B 21/14

U.S.a 175-49 19 Claims

1. A machine for drilling substantially horizontal bores

under a roadbed or the lite comprinng:

a carriage including a power source adapted to rotate a drill

pipe;

a track extending longitudinally forward of said carriage,

said carriage adapted to move along said track;

a tubular spindle connected at one end to said power source

and routed thereby, the other end of said spindle adqited

for connection to a section of drill pipe;

a swivel mounted on the forward end of said carriage sur-

rounding said spindle and arranged to deliver a stream of

compressed gas into the interior of said tubular spindle;

means to introduce a metered flow of liquid into said stream

of compressed gas;

a tubular drill pipe connected to the forward end of said

spindle, said di^ pipe adapted to transport the combined

stream of said liquid and compressed gas therethrough to

the other end of said drill pipr,

a pneumatic impact drill mounted on the other end of said

drill pipe and adqrted to receive said stream of liquid and

comprewed gas, said nnpact driU having a reciprocating

piston-hammer activated by tte passage of gas under

pressure therethrough; and

bit means mounted at the driver end of said impact drill, said

bit means having fluid ports for tte passage of gas and

liquid therethrough and adapted to penetrate rock while

rotating and while beuig subjected to impact blows deliv-

ered by said piston-haimner.

1. Apparatus for producing an upwardly directed drill hole

comprising a basic unit to be disposed below the hole to te

drilled, a drilling head, a rotary drive for the drilling head, a

supporting body with a bearing housing for tte drilling head,

a train of drilling rods consisting of a plurality of interconnect-

able parts—between tte basic unit and the supporting body, a

slide which is axially displaceable rehuive to the supporting

body, a chunping apparatus associated with tte slide and com-

prising fluid pressure operated piston and cylinder clamping to

the wall of the drill hole, double-acting fluid pressure operated

piston and cylinder feed means interposed between the bearing

housing and the slide to displace tte said members with respect

to each other, a fluid pressure medium system, a first fluid

pressure source on the unit, at least one common first supply

duct fed by tte first fluid pressure source and extending

through tte train of drillrods, for one set of sides of tte cylin-

ders of the daminng means and one set of sides of tte cylinders

of tte feed means, and a control valve by means of which

cylinder ^Mces of tte feed cylinders may te selectively con-

nected to tte first fluid pressure source and released ftxmi

pressure respectively, tte apparatus further comprising:

(a) a second fluid pressure source on the basic unit and a

second supply duct fed by tte second source the second

supply duct extending through tte train of drill rods and

being connected to the other sides of tte cyUnden of tte

feed means; and

(b) at least one branch duct containing counter-pressure

means and leading from tte second supply duct to tte

drilling head;

(c) the said control valve being situated between tte first

fluid pressure source and tte first supply duct for tte said

one set of sides of the cylinden of tte clamping and feed

means in such a way that tte said cylinder udes may
simultaneously either te connected to tte first fluid pres-

sure source or te released from pressure.
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4^474^54
PORTABLE DRILLING MUD SYSTEM

RwieU W. Etter, md JiiMt M. Brl»^ koth of 1702 E. High-
wmr S2, GaiMiTllle, T«x. 74240

FUed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,395
iBt CL^ E21B 2J/06

UAa 175-206 13 cw^

1. A portable drilling mud circulation and storage unit com-
prising:

a wheeled undercarriage including frame means;
a mud storage tank supported on said frame means;
a circulating pump disposed on said frame means, said pump

including an inlet conduit connected to said tank for with-
drawing mud from said tank, a discharge conduit con-
nected to said pump and including a first conduit portion
adapted to be connected to a well circulation system, and
a second conduit portion of said discharge conduit con-
nected to said tank for recirculating mud back to said tank;

valve means in said first and second conduit portions for
selectively controlling the flow of mud therethrough;

mud circulation nozzle means disposed in said tank and
connected to said second conduit portion for discharging
a jet stream ofmud into said tank for agitating mud stored
in said tank;

said second conduit portion including a vertically extending
end part terminating adjacent a bottom wall of said tank
and having said nozzle means projecting substantially
horizontally therefrom; and

ajnud blending unit including means interposed in a branch
conduit connected to said second conduit portion for
injecting additives into mud being circulated to said tank,
said branch conduit having an ouUet end for discharging
mud mixed with additives into said tank for being mixed
with mud agiuted by said nozzle means.

(b) a flat platform upon which the keg is to stand spaced
from and superimposing the base;

(c) pivot means securing an eml of the platform to a corre-
sponding end of the base so that the platform may be
pivoted between weighing position parallel to the base
and dispensing position in which the plane of the platform
is at an angle to that of the base;

(d) a manually operable lever linkage extending between and
secured to the platform base to enable the pivoting of the
platform between weighing and dispensing positions and
the maintaining of the platform, as required, in either of
these positions; and

(e) a scale means having a weighing surface, the scale means
being positioned between the base and the platform so that
a central portion of the platform rests on the weighing
surface when in weighing position and the platform is

entirely clear of the weighing surface when in dispensing
position; the pivot means and the lever linkage being
constructed so that, when the platform is in weighing
position resting on the weighing surface, it is free to move
in upward and downward directions for weighing of the
platform.

4,474»254
HYDRAUUC POWER.ASSISTED ACTUATING

MECHANISM, ESPECIALLY FOR THE
SERVO-ASSISTED STEERING SYSTEM OF A MOTOR

VEHICLE
Juan S. BacMiHt, Baredona, Spain, aarignor to Bendiberiea

S.A., Bareeloaa, Spain

Filed Sep. 17, 1902, Scr. No. 419,153
Clains priority, appUeatioa Spain, Sep. 23, 1981, 506437

lat a.3 B62D 5/10
VS.a 180-149 5 n^^

r^

4^74,255
BEER lEG SCALE

Stepkco A. Biok, P.O. Box 1172, Pcnbroke, Ontario, and Fnak
A. Kapouock, 103 Glanorgm Dr., Kanata, Ontario, both of

lOCIaiau

Filed Apr. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 484,950
Irt. a' GOIG 19/52, WOO, 23/00

MS,a 177—146

1. A weighing and supporting device for liquid container
kegs comprising:

(a) a flat base;

1. A hydraulic power-assisted actuating mechanism com-
prising a hydraulic distributor having rotatable coaxial primary
and secondary distributing members interconnected by a lost-

motion coupling permitting a relative angular di^lacement
between said members for feeding selectively at least a pair of
antagonistic working chambers of at least one double-acting
hydrauUc power assistance motor having piston means to be
coupled mechanically to a driven system, said primary distrib-

uting member being connectable to an actuation control sys-
tem, wherein said piston means cwnprises at least a partially

disc-shaped piston body having opposite flat outer faces and
mounted for rotation about an axis perpendicular to said outer
faces, the disc-shq)ed body mounted in a housng supporting
said hydraulic distributor and having flat facing iwim* faces
cooperating in sliding soling engagement with said outer faces
of said piston body, said piston body having peripherally a
toothed sector intermeshing with a pinion integral with said
secondary distiibuting member, said piston body being formed
with at least one closed transverse aperture in the form of a

ring sector centered on said axis of said piston body and having

radially spaced arcuate inner faces, and a stotionary transverse

partition wall extending between said inner faces of said hous-

ing through said aperture and having radially opposed faces

slidingly and sealingly engaging said inner faces of said aper-

ture so as to defme therein said pair of working chambers.

4,474,257

SAFETY APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR VEHICULAR
IMPACT

Joseph K. Lee, 10616 Branblebasch Ave., Whittier, Calif. 90604

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 417,178

Im. a.) B60R 79/00

a top at the opening, and a closed bottom remote from said

loudspeaker, said bell-shaped chamber being defined by a

body of sound deadening material within said enclosure,

and said hollow bell-shaped chamber being free of ob-

struction behind said speaker.

4,474,259

INTERNALLY VENTILATED NOISE SUPPRESSOR FOR
JET ENGINE

Charles P. Wright, Seattle, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-

pany, Seattle, Wash.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372^48

Int CL3 PDIN 1/14: FD2K 1/46

MS.a 180-271 9 Claims U.S. Q. 181—220 ISCIaiM

^jfi

/s /e

jet,

1. In a jet engine nozzle adapted to exhaust a propulsive gas

1. The method of detecting an impact between a moving

vehicle and another object or vehicle, and of preparing such

first vehicle for such impending impact which comprises:

providing air bag means between the bumper and body of said

first vehicle; supplying an air source for filling such bags par-

tially full; providing a control means for allowing such fiUmg

of said air bags to impact, said control means only allowing

such filling when conditions are met that warrant such filling;

providing a second air filling means for completely filling said

air bags when actual impact occurs; means for releasing air

from said bags after impact and when such conditions are not

fiilly met that indicate an impending impact between said

vehicle and said other object or vehicle.

4,474,258

LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE AND WAVEFORM
ENERGY REFLECTOR

James R. Westfond, Bine Hills Rte. #2, Dewey, Aril. 86327

Filed Jaa 11, 1982, Scr. No. 338,553

IM. a' H05K 5/00

U.S.a 181-151 14 Clains

said nozzle having wall means longitudinally bounding a

hollow central portion substantially coaxial with said

nozzle,

jet engine noise suppressor means for supplying ambient air

through the inside of said nozzle so as to reduce the noise

produced by said gas jet,

said suppressor means including duct means for carrying

said air through said wall means, through said nozzle, and

into the gas jet exhausting from the nozzle,

said duct means having upstream and downstream open

ends,

the improvement comprising:

said duct means being open upstream to receive the ambient

air and being connected into said wall means for carrying

said air substantially in the axial direction through said

nozzle and downstream thereof out of an open end of said

duct means into the air ejecting gas jet;

said duct means extending downstream of said nozzle at least

to just beyond a region of high static pressure in said jet;

and extending downstream of said nozzle to a position in

the jet exhaust where a substantia] ejected airflow pres-

sure is maintained in said duct means;

said wall means adjacent the downstream end of the nozzle

include a plurality of annularly spaced lobes radially out-

wardly of the central portion;

each lobe having duct means extending longitudinally there-

through; said duct means in each lobe being comprised on

one duct spaced from the wall means forming the lobe, the

space between said duct and wall means being for exhaust

gas flow.

1. In combiiution,

a loudspeaker,

an enclosure having an opening into which said loudspeaker

is moimted, and

a hollow bell shaped chamber within said enclosure and

behind said loudspeaker, said bell-shaped chamber having

4,474,260

FLUID OPERATED VACUUM DEVICE HAVING
IMPROVED EXHAUST MUFFLER

Al L. ValentiM, 21658 SuBUwrdale, Soothflcld, Mich. 48034

Filed Ang. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,489

lot a.3 FOIN 7/08

MS.a 181—230 5 Claims

1. An improved muffler for a fluid operated device having a

body provided with a fluid passageway therein terminating in

a fluid exhaust opening in one side of said body, wherein the

improvement comprises:

a recess in said one side of said body circumscribing and

communicating with said exhaust opening;

a substantially hollow muffler housing having a fKe secured

to said one side of said body and including an opening in
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Mid fiKe essentially coextensive with said recess, said
recess and the interior of said housing defining a substan-
tially continuous muffler chamber for receiving fluid from
said exhaust opening;

said muffler housing including at least one outer wall pro-
vided with a plurality of holes therein through which fluid

in said chamber may exit into the ambient atmosphere; and

said muffler housiiig including a second outer wall, said

second outer wall being disposed opposite said exhaust
opening and being provided with a plurality of depres-
sions therein for deflecting said exhaust fluid in a plurality

of directions.

4,474,2(2

DESCENT WITH MANUALLY OPERABLE BRAKE
Lewis H. Hiflunelrich, Costa Mesa, Calif., anigiMr to Michael

Bell, Warrington, Pa.

Fltod Jan. 18, 19S2, Scr. No. 390431
laL aj A42B 1/14

VS. a. 182—5 7 Oains

4,474,261

HAWAn TRAPEZE SPREADER BAR
Dav Madar, Wagiag, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaoy, asaignor to Rein-

hard Madar, Wagtag, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, a part interest

FDad Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,932
CfadM priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 13,

1981,3140668

fat a' A62B S5/00
VAa 182-3 10 dains

1. In combination with a descent control device for use by
humans for downward sliding frictional engagement with a
rope and including an elongate vertical shaft for receiving
turns ofrope thereabout to provide frictional resistance to such
movement, a head structure at the upper end of the shaft, a
base structure at the lower end of the shaft, an ourwardly
opening upper rope guide passageway in the head structiire
containing a curved inner wall and opposed side walls, an
outwardly opening lower rope guide passageway in the base
structure containing a curved inner wall and opposed side
walls, and a tubular shell in engagement with the head struc-
ture and the base structure enclosing the upper and lower rope
guide passageways, rope braking means, comprising:

a recess in the inner wall of one of said rope guide passage-
ways;

a brake shoe having an outer face of generally the same
contour as said inner wall received in said recess and
movable between a retracted position in which said outer
face is in general surface aUgnment with the inner wall of
the passageway, and an extended position in which the
outer face is spaced outwardly of said inner wall for re-

straining the rope between said outer face and the tubular
sheU;

means yieldably biasing the brake shoe to the extended
position; and

actuating means interconnected with the brake shoe for
moving it to the retracted positimi.

tin a Hawaii trapeze support device having a hook for
suspending a person wearing the support device on a rope,
wherein said person wearing said support device is suspended
to a substantially horizontal position and is retained in said
support device at the upper torso by means ofa transverse belt,
the improvement comprising a substantially rigid and arcuate
spreader bar having a convex side and means to support said
transverse belt across a lateral surface of said convex side of
*"**^!^*' **'' "'** "*"" ®^ supporting said titmsverse belt
coB>|ff^g a slot at each end of said spreader bar and an inte-
gral recess extending between said slots across said lateral
surface of said convex side of said spreader bar, wherein said
hook is secured medially between the ends of said spreader bar
and wherein the length of said spreader bar corresponds ap-
proximately to the width of a human chest for preventing
jateal forcea to the right and to the left of the chest of said
pamn in said support device

4,474,263

DERRICK ELEVATOR
Gordon W. Christopher, P.O. Box 826, Odcsn, Tax. 79760

FUed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,248

lit a' A62B 1/02
VS.a 182—10 8 n^faif

1. A system for moving personnel between two elevatkns
comprising:

cage means for carrying at least one passenger;

powered lifting means, having a load bearing cable secured
to and supporting the weight of the cage means, for mov-
ing the cable to raise and lower the cage means;

the cable having a plivality of electrical conductors msu-
lated from each other; and

passenger control means mounted in the cage means for
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control by the passenger to selectively actuate the lifting

means to raise and lower the cage means, the control

means being electrically connected to the lifting means

through the electrical conductors of the cable.

4,474,264

COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-PURPOSE LADDER
GiiBther Kraose, PorschcstTMse 9, IM320 AlsfUd, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,565

CUtam priority, ap^teatioa Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Mar. 26,

1982, 3211164

brt. a^ E06C 1/383

VS. CL 182—163 9 Claims

1. A collapsible ladder, comprising elongate first and second

Stringers and coupling means for pivotally coupling an end of

said first stringer to an end of said second stringer so as to

ftcilitate relative pivotal movemoit of said stringers about a

pivot axis, said coupling means farther being adapted to releas-

ably lock said first stringer against pivotal movement relative

to said second stringer in a plurality ofpredetermined positions

which are angularly spaced;

wherein said coupUng means includes a locking disk which

is fixedly supported on said first stringer substantially

concentric with said pivot axis, which has means defining

a plurality of angularly spaced notches in a peripheral

edge portion thereof, and which has a plurality of radially

outwudly projecting noses provided on said peripheral

edge portion thereof, each said notch having a reqwctive

said nose on one side thereof and each said nose having on

a side thereof facing the associated notch a stop surface

which faces circumferentially in a first direction of rota-

tion with respect to said pivot axis; a lock member; guide

means supporting said lock member on said second

stringer for movement along a path of movement extend-

ing approximately radially of said pivot axis between a

first position and a second position located radially in-

wardly of said first position, and for limited transverse

movement away from said path of movement in a second

direction substantially opposite said first direction when

said lock member has moved at least a predetermined

distance fttm said second position, said guide means in-

cluding means for preventing movement of said lock

member about said pivot axis, relative to said second

stringer when said lock member is in said second position,

and means for preventing movement of said lock member
toward said pivot axis past a third position when said lock

member is transversely nwced from said path of move-

ment, and said lock member being spaced radially out-

wardly from said locking disk and from said noses thereon

when in said first position, being radially aligned with and

received in a respective one of said notches in said locking

disk when in said second position and when said stringers

are in one of said predetermined positions, and having a

radially innermost portion which is spaced radially out-

wardly of said locking disk and radially inwardly of the

radially outermost portions of said noses on said locking

disk when said lock member is in said third position; resil-

ient means for yieldably urging said lock member approxi-

mately toward said pivot axis; and manually operable

actuating means for moving said lock member away from

said pivot axis against the urging of said resilient means

and transversely away from said path of movement in said

second direction; and

wherein rotation of said locking disk and first stringer in said

second direction relative to said second stringer following

an actuation and release of said actuating means keeps said

lock member spaced transversely from said path of move-

ment, each said nose passing said locking member causing

said lock member to move radially outwardly away firom

said third position against the urging of said resilient

means and said resilient means thereJter returning said

lock member to said third position; and wherein rotation

of said locking disk and first stringer in said first direction

relative to said second stringer foUowing an actuation and

release of said actuating means causes said stop surface on

the first said nose passing said lock member to engage said

lock member and move it transversely to said path of

movement, said resilient means then urging said lock

member into said second position in which it operatively

engages the notch adjacent such nose and prevents further

relative pivotal movement of said stringers.

4,474,265

TREE fTHA¥R

Galea F. SUaUe, 181 S. Marioa Or., Riagv»ld, Ga. 30736

Filed Jan. 9, 1964, Ser. No. 569,181

lit a^ AOIM 31/02; A45F 3/26; A47C 9/10

VS. CL 182—187 15

1. Collapsible seating apparatus for use by a sportsman

ndapted to be disposed in an elevated portion of a tree or the

like, said apparatus comprising, a frame having a pair of legs

spaced apart at a first pair of respective ends for straddling the

trunk of the tree, a cross member extending between and con-

necting said legs together at the other respective ends for
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maintanuiig the legs in qmced apart relationship, a spanning
member spaced firom said cross member extending between
said legs adjacent said first pairof ends, an elongated flexible

pad ofcushioning material having one edge thereof fastened to
said cro« member and extending freely toward a second edge
spaced therefrom, adjustable belting means for selectively
extending between and interconnecting said legs adjacent said
first ends and adapted to wrap about and encircle the tree to
secure said legs tightly to said tree and for abuttingly engaging
said spanning member with said tree, and adjustable tying
means secured to said second edge of said pad and adi^ned to
be tied about the tree above said belting means, whereby said
pad extends to form a seat and back support.

M74k2M
ELEVATORS

Bart J. EaDis, 3811 N. PwrtiM An^ Oiicago, Dl. 60634, as-
sipMr to Bert J. KalUa, Chicago, DL

FIM Aog. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 405,921

brt. a^ B66B 1/26
US,a 187-29 A 1 Claim

1. In an elevator nistallation where an elevator cab is raised
and lowered by a hydraulic jack m a cylinder which receives
fluid under pressure from a reservoir to raise the jack and cab,
and tnm which the fluid is returned to the reservoir when the
jack and cab are to be lowered:

said installation including a return Hne between the cylinder
and reservoir for retummg hydrauhc fluid to the reser-
voir, and a turbine in communication therewith so as to be
rotated by the return flow of hydrauhc fluid;

a drive shaft driven by the turbine and coupled to a genera-
tor to generate electricity;

means to couple the energy output of the generator to the
electrical system of the buildmg where the elevator is

installed;

a flywheel coupled to and driven by the drive shaft to main-
tain a substantially constant angular velocity for the drive
shaft at times when the elevator slows or stops between
floors; and

a transmisBion coupled to the drive shaft and which couples
the generator to the turbine as an incident to the turbine
attahiing a velocity adequate to overcome the inertia of
the generator.

side frames supporting same, with the body being supported by
the bolsters, whereby said bolsters have empty and loaded car
riding heights relative to the respective side frames, the
method of controlUng car body roll rektive to the truck side
frames, which method comprises:

establishing in each spring group a closed circuit hydraulic
system having upper and lower chambers in columnar
telescoping relation with the upper chamber engaging the
bolster spring seat and resting on a body of trapped hy-
draulic liquid in the lower chamber, and the lower cham-
ber engaging the side frame seat and supporting the upper
chamber through a body oftnqjped hydraulic liquid in the
upper chamber, and a hydrauhc liquid reservoir exteriorly
of said chambers with which said bodies have restricted

Uquid flow communication, and spring biasing the upper
chamber against the bolster spring seat for constant
contact therewith,

accommodating changes in the static loading on the car
body by permitting sufficient slow rate leakage of hydrau-

hc liquid between and within said chambers as the bolster
moves between empty and loaded car riding heights and
the upper chamber remains spring biased against the bol-

ster spring seat,

and when the car is loaded, and sufficient body roll is occa-
sioned to cause the bolster spring seat to bring the down-
ward movement of the upper chamber with respect to the
lower chamber due to said leakage up to a predetermined
movement rate, a stroke unposed on the trapped hydrauhc
hquid bodies creates the downward vertical forces im-
posed on the bolster seat to resist the roll, and when the
pressure in the upper chamber exceeds a predetermined
level, ejecting hydrauhc Uquid therefrom into the reser-

voir as needed to maintain substantially constant pressure

conditions in the upper chamber,
and when the bolster seat moves upwardly after said impos-

ing step, returning to the bodies from the reservoir a
volume of hydraulic Uquid to compensate for that ejected

by said imposed stroke for mamtaining said bodies in full

liquid form.

4,474467
MEIHOD OF HYDRAUUCALLY DAMPING RAILWAY

CAR BODY ROLL
G. Bapnn, Oawago, Dl^ mdwaot to Holfaud Om-
Avon,IIL

DI?irioa of Sar. No. 081,08, Jn. 25, 1979, Pat No. 4^45,563.
lUaappUcatioa JiL 17, 1980, Sar. No. 169,719

IM. ai BMP 5/12; B61H 11/00
UJB.ai88-33 SCUiH
L In a railroad car mcluding a body riding on railroad car

tmda each hwhiding a bolster supported firom the truck side
ftwnea at each end ofthe bolster by a spring group interposed
between the spring leata of the respective bolster ends and the

4^4,268
TORQUE AND/OR ROTATIONAL CONTROL

APPARATUS
Leonid Daycn, FfyaMNrtb, MiuL, aaripni to Hortoa Manffac*
tvii« Co., lac Miuaapolk, Miu.

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Sar. No. 369,3r
bt CL> F16D 55/41 65/847

\3S. CL 188—713 32 CUn
1. In an exterior caUper brake including a brake houamg and

arranged for providing rotational omtrol between the brake
housing and a shaft, mcludmg a hub arranged to be operation-

aUy connected to the shaft, a brake friction disc having a center

and a peri|rfiery operationally connected to the hub, and a
plurahty dt brake cyUnders externally arranged on the brake
housing, eadi mcluding a fluid actuated piston and a replace-

able brake pad engaged by Ae piston to ap|riy a controlled

fncti(»ial pressure between the brake friction disc and the

brake houshig, the re|dace^Ie brake pads and the brake fric-
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tion disc comprising opposed wear surfaces, to thereby con-

trollably apply braking power between the brake housing and
the shaft, the improved overall brake assembly configuration,

comprising, in combination:

(a) the brake friction disc arranged longitudinally and cen-

trally of the brake cylinders, along the hub, and radially

around the hub, and including internal heat radiating fms,

with the heat radiating flnned longitudinally centrally

located brake friction disc comprising two longitudinally

spaced component discs interconnected together only at

the hub, with the component discs including cooling air

entry ports formed therethrough adjacent to the hub and
including cooUng air exits formed adjacent the periphery,

with the heat radiating fms extending generally longitudi-

nally from the surface of the component discs in an op-

posed, non-touching fashion, internally of the brake fric-

tion disc, but a longitudinal distance less than the longitu-

dinal spacing of the component discs to define an air

cooling chamber internally of the brake friction disc,

between the air entry ports, around the heat radiating fms,

and out the cooling air exits of the brake friction disc to

allow a serpentine path and passage of cooling air radially

and also circumferentially inside die brake friction disc to

aUow increased heat transfer, cooling, and brake effi-

ciency;

4^74»269
BRAKING DEVICE FOR A POWER CHAIN SAW

Reiner Uobarg, Bargstetlan; Khns HSppaer, Maitach, aad

Anton Wehle, Feilboeh, aU of Fed. Rap. ofGerunay, aarigaon

to Aadiaaa StiU, WaibUngem Fad. Rc^ of GcnBaay
Filed Jan. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 384,197

Chdms priority, ap^ication Fed. Rep. of Gcnnmy, Jn. 4,

1981, 3122214

lat a) B60T 13/04: B27G 19/06

U.S. CL 188—166 11

(b) the pluraUty of external brake cyUnders being formed in

the brake housing and arranged radially outwardly of the

hub and circumferentiaUy around the hub with each brake

cyUnder being diq)hragm operated aUowing ready action

and a minimum gap between the brake friction disc and

the adjacent surface of the brake pad engaged by the

piston; and

(c) at least two pins carried by and extending from the hous-

ing in the direction of operation of the piston; apertures

formed in the piston to receive the pins, the piston being

reciprocably mounted on the pins by means of the aper-

tures; with die replaceable brake pads being mounted on a

first face of the (riston adjacent the opposed wear surface

of the brake friction disc; apertures formed in the replace-

able pads to receive the pins, the replaceable pads being

reciprocaUy mounted on the pins by means of the ^ler-

tures; the pins being of a length sufficient to extend to the

end of the piston stroke and a further length to extend into

the replacoble pad carried by the piston and to capture

and position the replaceable pad over the entire stroke of

the piston but of an overall length less than the minimum
separation distance between the first face of the piston and

the opposed wear surface of the brake friction disc;

whereby the overaU brake assembly configuration pro-

vides increased heat transfer and cooUng and a more

efficient, lower maintenance brake.

1. A power chain saw comprising:

a housing;

a carrying handle attached to said housing;

a cutter bar attached to said housing;

a saw chain movably mounted on said cutter bar; and,

a braking device for braking the movement of said saw
chain, the braking device including:

brake means for braking the movement of said saw chain;

and,

a release handle operatively connected to said brake means

and movable between a first position whereat said brake

means is inactive and a second position whereat said brake

means is activated to brake the movement of said saw

chain;

said release handle being mounted on said housing so as to be

spaced a distance from said carrying handle when said

release handle is in said first position;

at least one of said handles being made of an elasticaUy

deformable material; and,

deformation means arranged with respect to said one handle

for deforming said one handle so as to cause the value of

said distance to be adjusted within predetermined limits.

4^74,270
ADJUSTABLE HYDRODYNAMIC BRAKE

Khns Vogelaaag, Crailahaia^ Fad. Rap. of Gonnay, aaalgMir to

Voith Tarbo GaAH ft Co. KG, Oailahelm Fad. Rap. of

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Sar. No. 364^72
Clahoa priority, qiplicatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 3,

1981, 3113408

IM. a^ FICD 57/04

U.S. CL 188—296 8 GUsBa
1. A hydrodynamic brake arrangement comprising a fixed

housing, the housmg having an inlet connection and an oudet

connection for permitting the passage of a hydraulic fluid

thereth^ugh; a rotor, mounted in the housing for rotation,

having a rotor blade radially extended reUtive to the axis of

rotation of the rotor; a stator, mounted in the housing, having
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a itator blade radially extended idative to the axis ofthe stator,

and the itator being petitioned in the housing opposite the

rotor with the axis of the stator being radially displaceable
relative to the axis of the rotor.

4,474^1
SHOCK ABSORBER UNIT

Wcracr MSMen, PtaMt, and Haw Pohlcai, KoUcnx, both of
Fad. Re^ ofGanmy, udvmn to StabUos GnbH, KoUcbx-
Nwwidurf, Fad. Rep. of Gcrouoy

FDed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,638
OahH priority, appUcatioa Fad. Rep. of GcnMuy, May 20,

1981, 3120016

lat CL^ B61K 7/OZ' nSF 9/50
U.S.a 188-280 17

1. In a shock absorber unit comprising (a) a cylinder having
an axis and tM^ end walls, a cavity being defined within said
cylinder between said two end walls; (b) a piston rod passing
through at least one of said two end walls and being movable
along said axis; (c) a piston unit mounted on said jriston rod
between said two end walls and dividing said cavity into two
working chambers; (d) a damping fluid contained within said
cavity; (e) flow passage means connecting said two working
chambers across said piston unit; and (0 spring-biased valve
means aaaociated with said flow passage means for damping
axial movement of said piston rod m at least one direction of
movement akmg said axis, damping effect being dependent on
the velocity of said movement; the improvement which com-
prises:

(g) said flow passage means including first and second
branch passage means connected in pwallel between said
two working chambers; and

(h) first and second branch passage valve means associated
with said first and second branch passage means, respec-
tively, said first branch passage valve means being spring-
loaded towards an open position in which said first branch
passage means is sobttantially open to fluid flow and being
movable towards a cloaed position in response to said
velocity of movement of said piston rod in said one direc-

tion exceeding a predetermined value at which said
spring-loading is overcome, said first branch passage
means being substantially closed to fluid flow when said
first branch passage valve means is in said closed position,
said second branch passage valve means being spring-
loaded towards a closed position in which said second
branch passage means is substantially closed to fluid flow
and being movable towards an open position in response
to the pressure differential between said first and second
working chambers exceeding a predetermined value, at
which said spring-loading of said second branch passage
valve means is overcome, as a result of said movement of
said piston rod in said one direction.

4,474,272
HYDRAUUC BRAKE CYLINDER FLUID SUPPLY AND

BLEEDING MECHANISM
Donald E. Onlic, Rochcater, Mkh., assignor to General Moton

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 465,297

Int a^ B6QT 11/30
U.S. CL 188-352 3

1

3. An improved arrangement for bleeding hydraulic fluid

from the housing of a brake wheel cylinder assembly, said

housing having a brake cylinder cavity formed therein with a
bleed channel selectively connecting Uie top periphery of said

cavity to atmosphere, a brake fluid hose connector for said

housing including conduit means adapted to place brake fluid

in communication with said bleed channel, and a connector
bolt extending through said c(»nector and into said bleed
channel in a manner to secure said connector to said housing
and sealingly interconnect said conduit means,

a passage formed through said connector bolt in communis
cation with the conduit means in said connector and with
the bleed channel in said housing for selectively conduct-
ing hydraulic brake fluid into and out of said brake cylin-

der cavity under pressure;

and a bleeder screw secured in the end ofsaid connector bolt

passage opposite said bleed channel for selectively bleed-

ing said cavity of air collected therein.

4,474,273

MOVEMENT UMTTING DEVICE FOR A PLANT UNDER
PRESSURE

Giidaa U Pknca, U Parte Akda, ori Bcrtrud Vatln, Omy,
both of Fkwce, aaaiiBora to 501 iBtcnatfcMal Vibration Eagi-
aeer, Bontigny-Snr-Kaao—a, Fmoa

Filed Jul 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,108
Cblau priority, applicatioB Fkowa, Jon. 26, 1981, 81 12629

Int CL^ F16F 7/06
UJS. CL 188—381 8 n«i—

1. In a movement Umiting device for limiting relative move-
ment between two structures and in particular for opposing the
whipping of a hurge-diameter pipe under very high pressure in

the event of sudden future, said device comprising a first
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element for connection to one of the structures, a second ele-

ment coaxial with the first element for connection to the other

structure and axially movable in translation relative to the first

element, a rotary member, means for converting said move-

ment of translation into a movement of rotation of the rotary

member at high speed, braking means cooperative with the

rotary member for braking the rotary member and having an

effectiveness which increases with the speed of rotation of the

rotary member, the improvement comprising powerful damp-

ing means interposed between said two elements, and means

for bringing into action the damping means close to the end of

total travel of the first element relative to the second element

and rendering the damping means inoperative during the major

part of said total travel.

view of transmitting a torque from said driving disk (4) to

said clutch disk (3);

(0 a second shaft (29) in substantia] alignment with said first

shaft (35), said clutch disk (3) being connected to said

second shaft (29) for torque transmission and being axially

movable with respect to said second shaft (29);

(g) clutch releasing means (30, 14, 7) for lifting said pressure

plate (2) from said driving disk (4) against the action of

said biasing means (5);

(h) sensing means (15) for sensing an operational parameter

of said clutch occurring within said clutch chamber (9);

(i) stationary indicating means (40) outside said clutch cham-

ber (9) for supplying an indication of said operational

parameter; and

(k) electrical transmission means (38, 39, 10, 11, 18, 20)

between said sensing means (15) and said indicating means

(40),

the improvement comprising:

the electrical transmission means (38, 39, 10, 11, 18, 20)

comprise a first induction coil (10) connectable to said

driving disk (4) for common rotation therewith and a

second stationary induction coil (11) located for inductive

interaction with said first induction coil (10), said electri-

cal transmission means (38, 39, 10, 11, 18, 20) passing

through said central opening (36) of said bottom wall (37).

4,474,274

MOTOR VEHICLE CLUTCH WITH AN INDUCTIVE
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION BETWEEN A SENSORONTHE

CLUTCH AND A STATIONARY INDICATOR
Dieter Lntz, Sehwrinflirt; Wolfpiig TUder, UcheihofeB, and

Albert Kataenberger, Garltx, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcnuuiy,

aarigBora to Saefaa-Systenteduik GmbH, Sehwriafhnt, Fad.

Rep. of Gcnnaay
Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 32U04

Cialns priority, appUcadon Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dae. 13,

1980,3047086

lot a^ FOIP 65/14: F16D 23/00; n6F 66/00

U&ai92-30W SOCialBS

4,474,r5

AUTOMATICALLY ENGAGEABLE JAW CLUTCH
Otto Staedeli, MoizingeB, Switxaiand, aaaignor to Maag Gear-

wheel k Maddnc Co. Ltd., Zurich, Switxeriand

Filed Jnn. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,706

Claims priority, appUcation Switierhud, Jol. 10, 1981,

4535/81

brt. a^ n6D 23/01 13/74

U.S.a 192-^ A 8 Clains

1. In a motor vehicle clutch comprising

(a) a driving disk (4) connected to a first shaft (35);

(b) a clutch housing (1) connected to said driving disk (4),

said clutch housing (1) being provided with a bottom wall

(37) in axial distance from said driving disk (4), said bot-

tom wall (37) being provided with a central opening (36)

being substantially aligned with said first shaft (35), said

drive disk (4) and said clutch housing defining a clutch

chamber (9);

(c) a pressure plate within said clutch chamber (9), said

pressure plate (2) being connected with said driving disk

(4) for common rotation therewith and being axially mov-

able with respect to said driving disk (4);

(d) a clutch disk (3) within said clutch chamber (9), said

clutch disk (3) being acconunodated in axial direction

between said driving disk (4) and said pressure plate (2);

(e) biasing means (5) supported by said clutch hounng (1)

and biasing said pressure plate (2) towards said driving

disk (4) such that said clutch disk (3) is pressure-engaged

between said driving disk (4) and said pressure pUte (2) in

1. An automatically engageable clutch comprising clutch

components and bear^ means, wherein:

said clutch components comprise:

a toothed drive hub;

an axially displaceable clutch spider having a first tooth

system and a second tooth system;

a screw socket rotaubly mounted at the clutch star,

a pair of coarse-pitch threads for operatively connecting

the screw socket with the power takeK)fr hub;

a pawl blocking device;

said axially displaceable clutch spider being rigidly con-

nected for rotation by means of the first toothed system

formed thereat with the drive hub but being axially dis-

placeable relative thereto;

said second toothed system being meshable with the teeth of

the toothed power take-off hub by axially displacing the

clutch qnder;

said screw socket being entrainable in one rotational direc-

tion by the clutch spider through the action of said pawl

blocking device;

said bearing means effecting mutual support of said drive

hub and said power take-off hub;
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••id bearing means being arranged radially within said screw
socket;

said dutch components and said bearing means jointly defin-
ing at least one channel system for lubricant which flows
through the jaw clutch under the action of centrifugal
force;

said at least one channel system comprising a central inlet

channel for supplying the jaw clutch with fresh lubricant;

and

said bearing means being arranged closer to said central inlet

channel than said clutch components of the jaw clutch
which are to be lubricated and which define said at least

one channel system.

4^74^276
TOKSION DAMPING DEVICE FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE

CLinCH PLATE ASSEMBLY
Vfflc d'Anay, France, aarignor to VALEO,

FDcd Feb. IC, 19S2, Scr. No. 349^68
OaiM priority, appUeadoa FlraMc, Feb. 27, 1981, 81 03911

Lrt. aJ FICD 3/12. 3/14. 13/64
UJ.a 192-106.1 22 dains

4^74»277
CXUTCH TORSION DAMPER

Pierre Lolacao, Viiled'ATray, Fnuwc, anipnr to Sodcte Aao-
ayaw F^wcalae da Ferodo, Paris, Fhuwe

CoirtiBaatkNi of Scr. No. 148,274, May 9, 1980, abndoMd. nis
appUartioa Dae. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,M3

OaiBH priority, appUcadOB F^aMe, May 11, 1979, 79 11968
lat a^ F16D 3/66

\3S. a. 192-106J 30 aafau

1. A torsion damping device for an automotive clutch plate
assembly, said torsion damping device comprising two coaxial
parts mounted for roution relative to each other within prede-
termined Umits of relative angular displacement and for axial

movement relative to each other within predetermined limits

of axial spacing, elastic means circumferentially interposed
between said coaxial parts for opposing relative angular dis-

placement, said elastic means comprising a plurality ofcircum-
ferentially spaced blocks of elastically deformable material
located in respective housings, each of said housings compris-
ing one part fbed relative to one of said coaxial parts and
another part fixed rektive to said other of said coaxial parts,

each of said housing parts having a circumferentially continu-
ous zone running firom one circumferential end to the other,
said housing paru confining the respective blocks along said
circumferentially continuous zones of said housing parts dur-
ing at least a range of rektive angular displacement of said
coaxial parts for generating fnctional torque during relative

angular displacement of said coaxial parts, whereby said blocks
of elastically deformable material expand axially in response to
increased relative annular displacement of said coaxial parts in

said range of relative angular dis|riacement and urge said coax-
ial parts progressivdy axiaUy away from each other thereby
gradually increasing the Mctiond torque ptodaceA by said
friction means.

1. A torsion damper assembly of the type including at least

two coaxid parts mounted for relative angular movement
within predetermined limits of angular displacement, circum-
ferentially acting resilient members opposing said relative

angular movement of said coaxid parts over at least a range of
angular displacement, the improvement comprising at least one
intervening means responsive to relative angular movement
between said coaxid parts for movement between a standby
positi(Mi and an operative position beyond a predetermined
angular displacement, return means for urging said intervening
means from sud operative position toward sdd standby posi-

tion, sdd intervening means effectivdy circumferentially bear-
ing against one ofsdd coaxid parts and engageable with one of
sdd resilient members to define a circumferentid abutment for
sdd one resilient member in sdd operative position for modify-
ing the operationd characteristics of sdd torsion damper as-

sembly.

4,474,278

CLOSED WET CLUTCH HAVING A BREATHER
HideU MInra, HIrakata, Japaa, aadgaor to KobaaUU Kdaha
DalUn Sdaaknaho, Onka, Japan

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,001
dalBH priority, applleatioB Japan, Apr. 2f 1981, 56-

60230[U]

Int CL^ P16D 13/74
U.S. CL 192—113 B 6 Cldns

1. A breather and circulation system in a closed, wet clutch,

comprising:

breathing means for letting atmospheric pressure into a
clutch case ody when a negative pressure is present inside

said dutch case and for keeping a podtive pressure within

said clutch case, said breathing means induding a passage
means for connecting the atmos|dieric pressure to the
interior ofsdd clutch case, said passage means including a
one way check vdve disposed outside of sdd clutch case
in a clutch housing to regdate the flow through sdd
passage means;

a pressure system means for providing pressurized oil ftxm a
tank to the clutch through a spray nozde; and

a discharging means fior sucknig up oil in the clutch from a
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fixed suction nozde, sdd nozde being open to oil forced

to an inner peripherd surface of the clutch case during

roution, sdd discharging means returing the oil to said

tank.

4^474,280

COIN-OPERATED LOCK FOR A TROLLEY SYSTEM
INCLUDING ESPECIALLY SHOPPING AND LUGGAGE

TROLLEYS
Aage Lenander, Rungsted Kyst, Denmark, aadpior to CATE-
NA-Locks A/S, Deaaurk

per No. PCr/DK81/00107, $ 371 Date Jd. 15, 1982, § 102(c)

Date Jd. 15, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/019S0, PCT Pab.

Date Jan. 10, 1982

per Filed Not. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 403,654

Claims priority, ap^lcatloa Deaaurk, Nov. 28, 1980, 5091

Int CV QV1¥ 5/02

U.S.a 194-93 9

4,474,279

SAFETY SHUT-OFF FOR SWING BAR TOOLS
WQlian Workman, Jr., Sping Lake, Mkh., aadgnor to Cooper

ladostries, lac, Hoastoo, Tex.

Filed Jan. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 391^72
lat a.3 F16D 43/20

U.S. CLlS2s-150 9 Claims

1. A safety shut-off mechanism for a fldd-powered motor

comprising:

reaction torque means tending to rotate in a direction oppo-

site to the direction of rotation of said motor under Imd;

reaction torque absorption means for normally restraining

sdd reaction torque means against rotation;

reference means for providmg a point of reference as to
' movement of said reaction torque mean^

means actuated by flmd pressure for locking sdd reference

means against rotation;

means tending to retain the reaction torque means and the

reference means in a predetermined orientation relative to

each other;

shut-off means for depriving the motor of the motive force

of the Add in response to relative movement between the

reaction torque means and the reference means upon

fulure of the leactioii torque abaorptioo means.

*{»)

1. A coin-operated lock ad^>ted for installation on a trolley

being part of a system of such trolleys, especially shopping and

luggage trolleys, sdd lock being arranged for release of a

secured trolley by insertion of a coin, and for repayment of the

amount deposited when the trolley is returned, the lock having

two blockable keyholes for accepting separate keys, one of

which being anchored to the trolley on which the lock is

mounted, the lock being further arranged so that when a coin

is inserted, one keyhole is released for accepting and securing

the sdd key anchored to the same trolley, so that the other

keyhole secures a key belonging to another trolley or a cou-

pling umt, so that the other keyhole - when the sdd key an-

chored to the same trolley is inserted in the former keyhole • is

released for release of the other key, and so that the former

keyhole is released for release of the sdd key secured therein

and anchored to the same trolley and for repayment of the coin

when the other key is inserted in the other keyhole, character-

ized in that each keyhole has a tumbler arranged for securing

a fence in a blocking position m one of the keyholes for secur-

ing a key inserted therein, and that the fence is movable from

this blocking position to a blocking pontion in the other key-

hole by means of abutment units which from the fence project

into separate keyholes and which are adapted for actuation by

a key which is inserted into the rdevant keyhole.

4^74,281

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR COIN DIAMETER
COMPUTATION

MkhMl Roberts, PalallBa,

both of nL, MrifMra to

Fllad Jaa. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385*600

IM. a' G07D 5/01 G07F 9/09

U.S.a 194-1 N 18

14. A method for recognizing the diameters of objects such

as cmns and the like comprising the steps of:

determining the velodty of the objects, under free fall condi-

tions and regardless of the particular vdodty idtially

assumed by the objects, by measuring a first time intervd

taken by a given object to traverse a fixed distance be-

tween two levels;
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meuuring a second tiine intervil between a first event when
the object reaches one of said leveb and a second event
when the object leaves that level; and

1. A coin-operated lock adapted for installation on a trolley

being part of a system ofsuch trolleys, especially shopping and
luggage trolleys, said lock being arranged for release of a
secured trolley by insertion of a coin, and for repayment of the
amount deposited when the trolley is returned, the lock having
two blockable keyholes for accepting separate keys, one of
which being anchored to the trolley on which the lock is

mounted, the lock being further arranged so that when a coin
is inserted, one keyhole is released for accepting and securing
the said key anchored to the same trolley, so that the other
keyhole secures a key belonging to another trolley or a cou-
pling unit, so that the other keyhole->when the said key an-
chored to the same trolley is inserted in the former keyhole—is

released for release of the other key, and so that the former
keyhole is released fior release of the said key secured therein
and anchored to the same trolley and for repayment of the coin
when the other key is inserted in the other keyhole, character-
ized in that keys (4) adapted for insertion into keyholes (2 and
3) have interacting blocking means (12) adapted as codification
units (13, 14, IS, 16) which only permit insertion and with-
drawal respectively of a key (4) if the code of this key fits

together with the code ofthe other key so that only keys fitting

together can be moved relative to each other for insertion and
withdrawal purposes respectively.

4^74,283
APPARATUS FOR CHECKING FEATURES OF
MECHANICAL PIECES, OR OTHER OBJECTS,

TRANSPORTED BY A CONVEYOR
Sergio Sdaroli, Botogaa, Italy, tnlgMr to Fiaike Italiana Mar>

poas S.pA^ S. MariM di Beattvoilio, Italy

Filed Apr. 4, 1M2, Scr. No. 364,131
Claims priority, applicatiOB Italy, No?. 20, 19tl, 3877 A/81

lat CLi B65G 47/00
V&a 198-502 14 rirt.^

computing the diameter of the object by algebraically com-
bining the measurements of the two time intervals.

4,474,282

COIN^PERATED LOCK FOR A TROLLEY SYSTEM
INCLUDING ESPECULLY SHOPPING AND LUGGAGE

TROLLEYS
Aagt Leaaader, RoagMad Kyst, Dcamark, assignor to Catena-
Lock! A/S, Kokkedal, Ocaanrk

PCT No. PCr/DK81/00108, § 371 Date ML 15, 1982, § 102(e)
Data JbL 15, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/01951, PCT Pab.
Date Jaa. 10, 1982

per Filed No?. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 403,653
Claims priority, appUcatioB Damaark, No?. 28, 1980, 5090/80

lat a^ G07F 7/02
VAa 194-1

E

9 n.i,..

1. An apparatus for performing determined operations on
mechanical pieces, or other objects being tranqwrted by a
conveyor along a determined path, comprising:

a fint support;

a second support coupled to the first support for reciprocat-
ing motion therealong;

first control means including: resilient means adapted to
apply a resilient thrust to the second support for displac-

ing it along a forward stroke with respect to the first

support; transmission means coupled to and receiving
operating power from the conveyor; and movable stop
means coupled to the transmission means for receiving

motion therefrom, the stop means being adapted to coop-
erate with the second support for contrasting said resilient

thrust and determining the speed of the second support
during said forward stroke, whereby the second support
displaces in synchronism with the conveyor during at

least a portion of the forward stroke and the stop means
control the return stroke of the second support;

operation performing means arranged on| the second support
for performing said operations; and

second control means coupled to the operation performing
means for actuating the operation performing means dur-
ing the forward stroke of the second support

4)474,284

DOUBLE PTTCH MECHANICAL TRANSFER DRIVE
nonaa A. PoweU, aad Keaaeth O. KoiacB, botk of Rockfbrt,

m., aasigBon to Ez-CeU-O OMyoratkN^ Troy, Mich.
Filed Jan. 17, 1982, Sar. No. 378,859

lat a^ B65G 25/00
U.S. CL 198—742 3 <

1. In a mechanical transfer machine having a long transfer

bar with solid lugs and latch lugs automatically engaged with
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first and second sets of pallets throughout the full period of
each of two distinct transfer pitches, an improved two pitch
mechanical drive comprising: a drive buggy means, power
transfer means including two-speed electric motor means,
means including a single rotauble drive arm for connecting
said drive buggy means to said power transfer means, means
for conditioning said two-speed electric motor means to route
said drive arm at a high sp«ed through a first harmonic cycle
in which said drive buggy means and one of the wu of palleto
is moved from a stop position, accelerated to a fint mid-stroke
position and decelerated to a first end stroke position, said
two-speed electric motor means being conditioned to operate
at a lower speed during such deceleration before said drive
buggy means reaches the first end stroke position, and means to
condition said electric motor means to drive said drive arm
through a second harmonic cycle in which said drive buggy
means and bijth sets of pallets are moved from a stop position,

accelerated to a second mid-stroke position and decelerated to
a second end stroke position, said two-speed electric motor
means being conditioned to operate at a lower speed during
such deceleration in the second harmonic cycle before said

drive buggy means reaches the second end stroke position, and
means to condition said electric motor means to drive said
drive arm in reverse direction during return motion of said
drive buggy means.

4,474,285

DRIVE UNIT MOUNT FOR RECIPROCATING FLOOR
CONVEYOR

Raymoad K. Foster, P.O. Box 1, Madras, Orag. 97741
FOed Feb. 8, 1982, Sar. No. 346363

lat a3B65G 25/00
U.S. a. 198—750 12 Claims

1. For use with a vxppon fhmw for a reciprocating floor
conveyor of a type comprising a plurality of side-by-side ar-

ranged floor members, said support frame being of a type
comprismg a pair of longitudinally extending main frame mem-
bers which are laterally spaced apart a distance that is substan-
tially less than the width of the conveyor, a drive unit compris-
ing:

a unitary framework including a pair of laterally extending,
longitudinally spaced apari transverse frame beams, each
of which is of a length slightly smaller than the lateral

distance between the two mam frame members, and each
ofwhich includes a laterally outwardly projecting mount-
ing end portion, and a pair of longitudinally extending,
laterally spaced apari tie beams interconnecting interme-
diate portions of Uie two transverse frame beams;

a guide bearing structure carried by each said transverse
frame beam, each said guide bearing structure comprising
means forming at least three parallel guideways, each of
which has an axis which extends in the direction of floor

member movement, and each of which is aligned with a
corresponding guideway carried by the other transverse

frame beam;

a separate longitudinal drive rod disposed in each pair of
aligned guideways;

a transverse drive beam for each drive rod, said transverse

drive beams being perpendicular to the longitudinal drive

rods, and each bdng secured to its drive rod where they
cross each othen

aakl transverse drive beams being substantially longer than

the distance between the two main frame members, and
each including side wing portions which project out-

wardly beyond the two main frame members,
said transverse drive beams each carrying connector means
by which it can be connected to a plurality of floor mem-
bers; and

a shori securement tube member associated with each end
portion of each transverse frame beam, each such tube

member being telescopically mounted onto its beam end
portion and being movable inwardly along such beam end
portion, such that the drive unit can be positioned be-
tween the two main frame members, and said tubular

members can be slid outwardly and welded at their outer
ends to the main frame members, and then at their inner

ends to the end portions of the transverse frame beams, to
in that manner secure the unit to the main frame members.

4,474,286

CLOSE-PACK CONVEYOR SYSTEM
George R. Alexander, Fraaktoa, lad^ aasi^or to General Mo*

tors Corporatkm, Detroit Mieh.
Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,527

lat a^ B65G 17/38. 17/00
MS.a 198-802 3

1. A conveyor system for maintaining close ^>acing between
carrier members while said carrier members are conveyed
along a straight path and a curved path, a guide rail assembly
for providing said straight path and said curved path for said

carrier members, a drive chain having a plurality of tow pins

for moving said carriers along said guide rail assembly, each of
said carrier members having a pusher bar extending trans-

versely to said drive chain, said pusher bar having a guide slot

formed therein along the longitudinal axis thereof for receiving

one of said tow pins, and means for positioning said drive chain

so that during travel of one of said carrier memben along said

straight path the tow pin associated therewith is located be-

tween the opposite sides ofsaid one of said carrier members but

as said one of said carrier memben ^yproaches said curved
path said tow pin moves along said guide slot in the direction

of said curved path toward one side of said one of said carrier

memben until said one of said carrier memben enten said

curved path at which time said tow pin is positioned substan-

tially at said one side of said one of said carrier memben on the

inside of the turn.
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4^74,297 tially rectangular upwardly-directed slot for receiving said

VABIABLE LENGTH CONVEYOR ASSEMBLY rectangular retainer means so that said retainer means is re-

I M. TloMHon, Rtc l-Box 122A, Bcreriy, W. Va. 26253

DivWoB of S«r. No. 53,499, Jan. 29, 1979, Pat No. 4,312,540.

TUi appUcitkNi Dec. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 326,036

iBt a.} B65G 21/14

UJ5.ai9«-812 16 Claims

11. A variable length conveyor assembly comprising in

combination:

abase;

a plurality of support elements which are adapted to extend

from the base when the conveyor assembly is expanded;

belt supportmg means carried by at least some of said sup-

port elements, wherein said belt supporting means in-

cludes supporting blocks which are carried by said sup-

port elements, a longitudinal groove being provided in

said supporting blocks, and belt supporting elements hav-

ing a portion thereof received within said longitudinal

grooves of said supporting blocks in a tongue and groove

arrangement, said belt supporting elements being able to

move longitudinally with respect to said supporting

blocks while being firmly supported thereby and wherein

lateral motion of said belt supporting elements with re-

spect to said supporting blocks is prevented;

slidable interconnection means between said belt supporting

means and said support elements whereby said support

elements and said belt supporting means may move longi-

tudinally relative to one another as the length of the vari-

able conveyor assembly is changed;

a plurality of longitudinal supports carried by said support

elements, said longitudinal supports being adapted to

extend from the base when the conveyor assemble is

expanded;

a plurality of rollers supported by said longitudinal supports;

an endless belt supported by said belt supporting means and

said rollers:

drive means in said base for said endless belt; and,

control means associated with said base and interacting with

said supported element to selectively expand or contract

said support elements to, thus, expand or contract said

conveyor assembly.

tained in said slot by gravity, and adjusting means for moving

said support means with respect to said frame.

4,474,289 .

CONTROL MEMBER FOR AN ELONGATABIJ:
CONVEYOR BELT

Neal W. Densmore, Franklin, Pa., assignor to Joy Manofactor-

ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 374^45

lot a? B65G 15/08

UA a. 198—818 10 Claims

4,474*288

CHEd-OlJT COUNTER SYSTEM
Stndcy J. M^jcwiki, Chiogo, nL, aMlVMr to St Charles Man-

fectviag Co., St Charict, HI.

CoBtlBMtioa of Ser. No. 114,419, Jan. 22, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcatioo Sep. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 299,023

lot CL' A47F 9/04: B65G 23/44

U.S. a. 198-816 3 Claims

1. A conveyor module including a frame, a rotatable, drive

roller and rotatable idler roller on said frame with an endless

belt entrained over said rollers, one of said rollers having a

shaft extending therefrom and a bearing on said shaft, said

bearing having an inner race rotatable with said shaft and an

outer race, rectangular retainer means supporting said outer

race, support means having guide means defining a substan-

1. A conveyor belt assembly comprising:

an elongated conveyor belt of a structure to permit repeated

longitudinal elongation of a troughed conveying run

thereof to an extent that tension is maintained in each side

of the troughed conveying run as the conveying run tra-

verses a horizontal curve,

an elongated member longitudinally coextensive with said

conveyor belt, said elongated member consisting of alter-

nating first and second portions, said first portions being

secured in fixed relationship with respect to said conveyor

belt, each of said second portions being of a one piece,

flexible form to be fteely deformable with respect to said

conveyor belt both before and throughout the longitudi-

nal elongation of said conveyor belt by a predetermined

amount from a relaxed condition and throughout the

longitudinal contraction of said conveyor belt from said

predetermined elongation to a relaxed condition, each of

said second portions being of a form to extend longitudi-

nally between the adjacent ones of said first portions as

said conveyor belt is elongated by said predetermined

amount in a substantially longitudinally unstressed condi-

tion, and each of said second portions in a substantially

elastically longitudinally stressed condition parallel to the

Icmgituduial extent of said conveyor belt upon the longitu-

dinal ek>ngation of said conveyor belt slightly beyond said

predetermined amount in order to form said conveyor belt

into said fkwgff*'^, troughed condition.
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4,474,290 4,474,292
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CASE AND HOLDER CARRIER ELEMENT FOR AN lOCHIP

Joaepk J. DcMato, 1505 Gmfflle St, Lyaehbva, Va. 24502 Yahya Hagkiri-Tehrmd, and JomUm Hoppa, both of Mnkh,
FOad Not. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 548,406 Fed. Rep. of Gcraoqr, Maipon to GAO GcaaltadMfl fir

lit a^ A45C n/00: B65D 85/54 Antoaatioa nd OrgaiiiaitioB mbH, Fed. Rep. of Ovmug
U&a 206-314 7 Claims FOad May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,673

Claims priority, ap^eadoa Fad. Rap. of Geraaay, May 20,

1980, 3019207

lot a^ B65D 73/02. 85/42

'.p U.S. a 206-329 2 Claims

y
^ '

6'

1. A case and stand combination for a stringed instrument

comprising,

a generally rectangular shaped bottom receptacle for receiv-

ing said instrument,

a similarly shq)ed top portion hinged along one side of said

bottom receptacle for closing thereon,

said bottom and top forming together a stand for said instru-

ment when defining a partially opened position for said

case and supported on a surface thereof adjacent said

hinged sides, and

a portion of the sides of said bottom and top opposite and

parallel to said hinged sides being slanted and indented

from the long axis thereof for forming a support for said

instrument in a rest position.

1. The combination of a card-like member and a carrier

element contained therein, said carrier element being formed
of insulating material having a window therein; said carrier

element having a chip with integrated circuits positioned in

said window, and said carrier element further having connec-

tion leads formed out of a conductive film applied to the car-

rier element, said carrier element having at least a pair of layers

of insulating material bonded together with said conductive

films selectively applied between said bonded layers, one of

said layers having perforations through it by which said con-

nection leads can be accessed, said coimection leads extending

into the window for connection to the chip, said carrier ele-

ment having a thickness greater than said chip for protecting

said chip against mechanical forces.

4,474,291

TACKLE BOX WTTH PIVOTAL TRAYS
Warrca D. Fortaon, 320 Bay Park Dr., Brandon, Miaa. 39042

Filed Jon. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 384,972

Int a^ A45C 11/00: B65D 85/54

4^74,293

MULTI-PRODUCT MERCHANDISING PACKAGE
Edward L. Osborne, Kansas Qty, Kans., assignor to Wsstraco

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed May 10, 1983, Scr. No. 493,208

Int CL3 B65D 65/00. 71/08
U.S.a 206-315.11 6 Claims U&a 206-497 4ClaimB

1. A tackle box assembly comprising a bottom member of

generally rigid construction throughout, a pair of spaced end

wall members at each end of the assembly, the end wall mem-
bers having their lower edges secured to the bottom member,

a recessed end member at each end of the assembly, each

recessed end member being secured to the proximate adjacent

edges of the end wall members bridging the space defined

between said end wall members, a top support channel having

a recess along a bottom portimi thereof and having ends

thereof fastened to upper portions of the recessed end mem-
bers, a divider means having its lower end affixed to the bot-

tom member along a central portion thereof and having its

ui^ier edge received within the recess of the top support chan-

nel, separate side cover assemblies tot opposite sides of the

tackle box, each side cover assembly being supported firom its

upper edge portion by a guide bar having its ends received

within the recessed end members and slidingly engaging along

the recessed end members fbr guiding said side cover assembly

when moving between open and closed positions.

1. A multi-product merchandising package comprising:

(a) a plurality of closely grouped products arranged in side-

by-side relation;

(b) a substantially rigid and planar base pad member onto

which said products are situated, said base pad member
"* comprising in combination the laminated product of at

lease one sheet of single wall corrugated paperboard

material bonded to at lease one sheet of single face corru-

gated pq)erboard material wherein the flat face of the

single face sheet is bonded to one of the faces of the single

wall sheet so that the corrugations of said single face sheet

face upwardly wherein they are contacted by the ends of

the products situated thereon, said upwardly facing corru-

gations being selectively collqised in the areas in contact

with said products for positioning and retaining the prod-
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•nd.

ucts in place on said base pad, said corrugated sheets being

oriented so that the direction of corrugations in said single

wall sheet is arranged to be perpendicular to the direction

of corrugations in said single face sheet;

(c) a plastic film overwrap heat shrunk around and securely

engaging said base pad member and products to form a

unitary package.

which the units rest, to a second horizontal coplanar belt trav-

eling in parallel and in synchronism therewith, comprising a

ram which is activated at exact times by a detection station for

defective package units to reciprocate the ram horizontally

across the first belt to push defective package units from the

4^474,294

SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUnNG AND MAKING
AVAILABLE TO THE USER ARTICLES OF FOOD,

PARTICULARLY SWEETS
Henricoa F. Koppcfanaaa, 113 Barbaraiaaa, 4834 SJ Breda,

Netfacriaada

Filed Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,285

CbdoH priority, appUeatioo Nethcrlanda, Apr. 1^ 1982,

8201405

Int CL^ B65D 85/61 85/60. 83/04

UJS.a 206—526 9 Claims

4^474,295

APPARATUS FOR SORTING OUT PACKAGE UNITS
IDENTIFIED AS DEFECTIVE

Kari*Hdu Braaehoa, Dr.-ErMt-StnMe 23, IK5900 Sfegea, Fed.

lUp.orGcran7
FDad Jn. 11, 1981, Scr. No. 272,699

Chtai priority, appBcaHoa Fad. Rep. of Gcnuoy, Mar. 20,

1981,3110883
lit CL> B07C 5/36: B65G 47/46

UJS. CL 209-653 2 Claims

1. Apparatus fior sorting oat package units identified as

defiBctive, by deflecting same fixnn a first horizontal belt on

first belt onto the second belt, the ram having at its free end at

least one roller, means mounting said at least one roller to be

routable about a vertical axis, and means driving said at least

one roller rotatably in synchronism with the conveying speed

of the package units.

4,474,296

PORTABLE ARCHERY STAND
nioniaa B. Hartman, 9921 #D1 U.S. Highway 34, Grand Lake,

Colo. 804«7

Filed Oet 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,663

Int a^ A47F 7/00

MS. CL 211—13 1 Claim

' 1. A device for dispensing articles and making them avail-

able to a user comprising a holder and at least one casing for

containing a stack of the articles, said casing having a substan-

tially flat rectangular carrier having laterally projecting

flanges and said flanges having two straight edges parallel to

the longitudinal dimension of the carrier, said holder being

substantially flat and being provided at two parallel sides with

U-shaped edges at a mutual distance corresponding to the

straight edges of the casing such that said casing in the position

of use is slidable verticaUy into the holder until reaching a stop

means, there being an opening near the bottom end of the

casing whereby the lower-most article in the stack can be

removed by a user, said casing comprising a package in which

articles of food and the like are commercialized, said stop

means being on said holder and comprising a support element

projecting from the substantially fliit holder such that the

support element is able to support in the position of use the

casing containing the articles, the casing being substantially

closed at all sides except for said opening near the bottom end

of the casing, said casing in the position of use resting upon the

support element

1. A portable archery stand for supporting a bow, having an

upper segment a midcUe portion, including a handle, a lower

segment and a plurality of arrows, comprising a base having a

flat upper surface, a U-shaped support bracket mounted on the

upper surface of said base, a vertical member extending up-

wardly from the said upper surface of said base located a

predetermined distance from said U-shaped member, means at

the top of said vertical member forming bifurcated arms, hori-

zontal parallel arms mounted on said vertical member for

supporting the middle portion of the bow, means for securing

the middle portion of said bow to said bifiircated arms, a facil-

ity for storing said arrows mounted on said base contiguous

with said vertical member, a U-shaped accessory compartment

for supporting said vertical member and providing a storage

facility for miscellaneous items, each of said parallel arms

extending outwardly and horizontally firom the vertical mem-
ber and on the opposite side from the arrow storage facility so

as to surround and act as a support for the handle portion of the

bow, a spacer, said spacer located between the handle of the

bow and the slot opening between the bifurcated arms, and a

bolt adiqited to pass between an opening in the bow handle and

within the spacer, a wing-nut whereby when said wing-nut is

threaded to the bolt the bow is secured at its lower segment

next to the U-shaped bracket and at the bow handle by the
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parallel horizontal arms in an upright position, so that the bow
cannot move.

4^74,297
STORAGE AND DISPENSER RACK

Amand S. Zocker, SkoUe, m., aaaignor to RTC Indostriea, Inc.,

Chicago, ni.

Filed Jan. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 454,997

Int a3 A47F 1/00
U.S.a 211—49 D 7 Claims

provide, in the bay of the grid, spaced support tracks for

the base end of the container and for the belly of the

container, and said add-on track member providmg, on
the underside thereof, a plurality of sn^>-connector means
constructed and arran^ for cooperation with at least

two of the said snap-onto male connector means provided
on said elongated spacer shafU of the structural grid.

'

4,474,298

NECKTIE ORGANIZER
Vance D. Biabop, 5922 9th A?e., North, St Peteraburg, Fla.

33710

Filed Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,225

Int a' A47F 7/19
U.S. CL 211—118 ' 7 Clafms

1. In a storage and dispenser rack for use in food stores and
the like, for storing generally elongated, filled, cylindrical

containers, and for advancing said containers by rolling or
sliding to a forward selection station where a consumer is free

to select a forward container, whereupon the remaining con-
tainers located behind the selected container then automati-

cally advance, by force of gravity, toward said selection sta-

tion, said rack being formed by a plurality of molded upright

panels, with adjacent spaced pairs of panels being intercon-

nected by a plurality of elongated, spacer shafts whose respec-

tive ends are each constructed for axial, press-into and snap-

together, fit with a complementary socket means molded inte-

gral with an upright panel, to provide a free-standing, struc-

tural grid, that provides at least one bay bounded by a pair of
spaced upright panels, and at least one tier of longitudinal track

pairs in each bay of the structural grid, wherein said tracks

each incline downwardly firom a raised track rear to a lower-
moat point adjacent a raised container stop that extends across

the front of the track, with each track adapted to have an end
edge of a container supported thereon and guided by an up-

ri^t associate flange that is part of an upri^t panel and ex-

tends along the length of the track, with the spacing of said

upright associate flanges, being slightly greater than the axial

lengdi of the container;

the improvement of means for converting a bay of said

free-standing structural grid to one upon which may be
stored, and advanced, quasi-cyUndrical containers such as

capped bottles, where at least a central, belly, portion of
each of the containers conforms with the shape and size of
the cylindrical base of the container, and comprising in

combination:

the spacer shafts having an efTective length between a pair of
upright panels, that is commensurate with Uie size of
bottles to be stored in said bay of the rack so that at least

one of said upright associate fUmges on the pair of upright
panels which bound the bay will function to provide
guidance for one end of the bottles;

each spacer shaft having formed thereon, between the ends
thereof, a transverse female-socket connector means that

is bounded by a pau- of spaced, oppositely facing, upright

flanges provided integral with the spacer shaft, said

female-socket connector means having located therein an
elongated snap-onto male connector means that extends
axially of the spacer shaft between said fUmges of the

female-socket connector means;

and an elongated, add-on, track member whose upper sur-

face is substantially of the same operative length and
support shape as provided by an associated track on an
upright panel of the structural grid, for providing a similar

surfiim support as provided on said grid and so as to

1. A necktie organizer comprising:

a frame having a relatively long horizontal member and a

relatively short vertical member depending from each end
thereof,

each of said vertical members having a horizontal channel

adjacent the lower end thereof, said channels being circu-

lar in cross-section, coaxial and having a common diame-

ter,

an upwardly extending hook carried by the horizontal mem-
ber of said frame at the approximate midpoint of the hori-

zontal length thereof;

a cylindrical rod carried by the vertical members of said

frame with the ends thereof disposed in one of the chan-

nels in said vertical members;

a plurality of washers carried by said rod at spaced intervals

intermediate the length thereof with said rod disposed in

the central aperture therein,

each of said washers having an internal diameter approxi-

mating the outside diameter of said rod and an outside

diameter not less than about | inch to thereby prevent the

neckties manually placed on one side of a washer from

sliding to the other side of that washer; and

a plurality of cylindrical tubes carried by said rod with said

rod disposed internally thereof,

each of said tubes having an internal diameter approximating

the outside diameter of said rod and the internal diameter

of said plurality of washers,

each of said tubes having an outside diameter greater than

the inside diameter of said washers to thereby maintain the

spacing between said washers,

each of said plurality of tubes being disposed either between

two of said plurality of washers or between one of said

vertical members and one of said plurality of washers so

that said tubes and said washers alternate along the length

of said rod whereby neckties may be organized by color

or the like by the manual placing thereof between two of

said plurality of washers.
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4^74^99
DISPLAY FirnNGS

RaywMi B. Aadrcwi, 9 Lakcride Oocat, Nortii Maaly, New
Sovtk Waki, AHtralia (2100)

FOad Apr. 1, 1902, Scr. No. 3<4,ti02

lot CU A47F 7/19

VS. CL 211—193 9 Claims

4t474y300

MERCHANDISING DISPLAY DEVICE
ADaa C EMia, Uahanity St, 09, Tel Avfr, brad

FOad Sap. IS, 1902, Ser. No. 410^01
OaiaM priority, appUortioa Inal, May 21, 1902, 69041

lat a> A47F 7/00

VJS,a 211—57.1 14 Clains

1. A display device adapted to be mounted in cantilever

fashion to a (^lay board for supporting a plurality of prod-

ucts therefrom in suspension, said display device comprising a

first arm for supporting the products in suspension, means at

the rear end of said first arm for mounting same to the display

board, a second arm supported in paralld spaced relationship

to said first arm, and a locking member disposed on said second

arm, said locking member being key-operated and permitting

unlocking thereof only upon the insertion of the proper key,

said locking member normally being in a closed position at the

front end of said second arm preventing removal of products

from said first arm, but being movable, when unlocked,

towards the rear end of said second arm to an open position.

4,474,301

TAMPER-RESISTANT AND CHILDPROOF CLOSURE
Eugene E. Davia, Essex, Eo^aod, assignor to Johnsen A Jorgen-

sen (Plastics) Ltd., London, England

FUed Jan. 20, 1903, Ser. No. 500,600

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Mar. 14, 1903,

0306900; May 9, 1903, 0312691

lat a^ B65D 55/02
VJS. CL 215—220 15 Claims

I

1. In a merchandise support assembly including a rail, a
display arm comprising:

(a) a coupling including a connector section for releasable

connection to said rail and a hollow socket extending

transversely of said connector section,

(b) an elongated bar having one end slidably disposed in said

socket and being cantilevered outwardly therefrom;

(c) a removable securing element releasably securing said

one end of said bar in said socket,

(d) a plurality of sleeves slidably disposed on said bar in end
to end relation, each of said sleeves including at least one
merchandise locator for releasably engaging merchandise

holding means and for holding said merchandise holding

means in spaced dispositi(m relative to one another;

(e) a stop means mounted on the other end of said bar for

preventing sliding disengagement of said sleeves from said

bar at said other end; and

(0 a removable securing element releasably securing said

stop means on said other end of said bar.

2. A closure, for closing the mouth ofa container having a

screw neck finish, wherein the closure has an inner part

adapted to engage with the screw neck of the container, an

outer part to be applied over the inner pari when in position on

a container and including a depending skiri connected to a

safety band in the form of anchor means by frangible means,

and drive means on th inner and outer parts of the closure

which are interengageable with one another in use to allow the

inner part to be unscrewed fh>m the container only when the

anchor means has been separated from the depending skirt and

only by relative axial engagement between the outer and nuier

parts during unscrewing whereby the closure is child-resistant

and tamper-resistant until separation of the anchor means and

is still child-resistant thereafter.

'

4,474,302

SAFETY CHAMPAGNE CORK
JaMa R. Goldberg, 315 Gfaadrlew A?e., Norato, Calif. 94947,

and Albert J. Kurtz, Manhall, Calif., aaripon to JaoMi R.

Goldberg, Norato, Qdlf.

FUed Not. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 540,313

iBt CLi B65D 41/34, 41/48

VJS. CL 215—256 9 Gains

1. A molded tethered safety closure device comprising a

closure element ad^ted to clow the mouth of a boMt or the

like by frictional engagement with the interior facing surface of

the mouth, a retainer collar, and an interooupling means con-
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necting said collar to said closure element and forming a uni-
tary structure with said closure element and said collar, said
intercoupling means comprising a tabbed tear strip and a tether
strip, said tear strip and said tether strip being integrally

formed in a helical configuration extending in a plurality of
turns from said closure element to said collar, said tether strip

and said tear strip being joined by a pair of frangible webs of a
preselected thickness to permit said tear strip to be manually
removed, leaving said helical tether strip interconnecting said

closure element and said retainer collar thus restraining said

closure element from flying free of the bottle or the like when
removed therefrom.

and outwardly protruding portions of said container when
said food container is assembled.

4,474,303

PORTABLE MODULAR FOOD CONTAINER
AdiT Y. Macdae, Cerrada de Rccnnoa HidraaUcos #20, Hal-

oepantla, Mezieo
Filed May 3, 1902, Scr. No. 374,250

Claims priority, appUcatkm Mexico, Aug. 28, 1901, 100923
Int CV B65D 6/01 21/02. 41/06; A45C 11/20

VS.a 220-4 D U Claims

4^474,304

PLASTIC CONTAINER UD WITH TEAR-AWAY
TAMPER RESISTANT SEALING STRIP

Stanley A. Jacoba, P.O. Box 606, 195 Ckareh St, New Harc^
Cou. 06503

FUed Feb. 24, 1903, Scr. No. 469,251

JmL a^ B65D 17/40
VS. CL 220—276 «

-a. 14
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1. Multiple modular food container assembly comprising:
a plurality of individual container units, each of said individ-

ual container units comprising: a cylindrical wall forming
an inner body; an outer body concentrically separated
from said inner body, said outer body comprising an outer
wall with alternating spaced flat portions and outwardly
protruding portions to facilitate grasping; a shoulder
bending outwardly fixnn said inner body and sealingly

joining said outer body; an annular flange formed by a
portion of said outer wall extending upwardly from said

shoulder, said annular flange having an upper edge folding

inwardly from said outwardly protruding portions to form
flange grooves defined by said inwardly folded upper
edge and said outwardly protruding portions; a flat ele-

ment endosiag the bottom of said unit, said flat element
having alternating tongues, each of which has a rectangu-
lar periphery so shaped that it fits one of said flange

grooves whereby tongues of one container unit can be
inserted in flange grooves of another container unit when
assembling the craitainer units; and a substantially flat

inner cover element removably covering said inner body;
and

an external cover having a top with a channd groove and a
bottom sealing dement with peripheral dtemating
tongues, and a pair of pivotally attached handles con-
nected for movement between an upright position and a
storage position in said channel groove, said extemd
cover having dtemating flat portions and outwardly
protruding portions which align with sud flat portions

1. A plastic container and plastic lid therefor comprising, in

combination:

said container having a sidewdl, the upper end of the side-

wdl defining the mouth of the container;

the lid having a top wdl and a sidewdl extending down-
wardly and peripherdly from the top wdl of the lid. the
lid and container being constructed and arranged so that

when the lid is in place on the container the sidewdl of the
skirt extends about the sidewdl of the container;

sdd lid and container sidewdl being constructed and ar-

ranged so as to include cooperative primary seding
means, the primary seding means being constructed to

effect a reusable primary sed;

secondary seding means comprising a seding strip formed
integrally with and extending downwardly from the
lower region of the lid sidewdl;

a circumferentid region of the secondary seding means
being attached continuously to the container sidewdl
thereby to define a continuous and hermetic sed between
the lid and container; and

means for disrupting the sed and for separating the second-
ary connection between the Ud and container sidewdls.

4,474,305

TAMPER-EVIDENT CONTAINER
Leslie S. Marco, Bloomingdale, HI., asdgnor to Illinois Tool
Woriu lac, Chicago, HL

Filed Jnn. 10, 1903, Ser. No. 502,902

lat CL^ B65D 39/00
VS. CI. 220—307 10 Claims

1. A plastic container assembly including a body portion

having an open upper end defined by a generally verticd inner

wdl and an outer depending generally verticd wdl joined to

the inner wall by a top wall portion, sdd outer wdl having a

lower portion joined to an upwardly directed substantially

imperforate outer flange, said flange and sdd outer wdl form-
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tng an upwardly opening trough and said flange having a free

upper edge, and a lid closing the upper end of said body por-

tion and having spaced inner and outer walls interconnected

by a top cover flaage, said lid outer wall having a free lower
edge, said inner walls of said container and said lid being

formed to cooperate in a manually releasable interlocking fit,

said outer depending wall of said lid depending into said up-

wardly opening trough, said substantially imperforate outer

flange substantially preventing access by a person's finger to

the free lower edge of said lid outer wall, and means for weak-
ening the upwardly directed outer flange adjacent the free

edge for fracturing of said flange to allow finger access to said

lid outer wall firee lower edge for removal of said lid.

M7436
POSinO>aNG AND BONDING METHOD

KaUl Nakaochi, and AtnaU SUnUU, both of Kanagawa, Ja-

pan, aarifBon to Fmi Photo FDa Co„ Ltd^ Kaoagawa, Japan

FDad Oct 27, 1983, Scr. No. 549,973

CUna priority, appUcatkm Japan, Oct 29, 1982, 57-190358

lot CL^ B45D 41/00

VAa 220-359 5 Clainis

and the intervening air beneath such material to be driven

out therethrough, and

then, on dispensing the material by reciprocating the piston

until the material level so lowers that a downward leading

air channel forms to the line of flow.

4. A positioned and bonded dual-component apparatus,

oompnting:

a first component (11);

a second component (12);

an annular protrusion (llA) on the surface of said first com-
ponent;

an annular groove (12A) formed on the surface of said sec-

ond component having the same radius as said annular

protrusion and a width greater than the wall thickness of
said annular protrusion, said annular protrusion being fit

within said groove, whereby a gq> (14) is formed between
said protrusion and the wall of said groove; and

adhesive filling said gap.

4y474»307

DOWN FLOW APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING VISCOUS
MATERIAL AND METHOD OF LOADING SAME

Albert R. Chappell, Godfrey, DL, iHigBor to The Metalifie Gobi-

paay, WetiTlllc Mo.
CoMinatkm>ia-part of Scr. No. 229,424, Jan. 29, 1981, wUch
la a coati»Hrtk» of Scr. No. 973,804, Dec 28, 1978, abandoned.

lUa applicatkM Aog. 12, 1981, Scr. No. 292,299

Lrt. a'Bm 5/42

U.S. CL 222—1 1 Claim
1. The method of driving out air while loading and re-load-

ing creamy material whose viscosity is too great to flow down-
wvd under force ofgravity, into a dispenser of the type having

a reservoir and, in the line of flow therefrom to a discharge

outlet, two valves and a reciprocating piston between the

valves adapted to open and close the valves alternately, the

valves being of the type having rubber-like lips too soft to

restrain downflow of a liquid, comprising the steps of
introducing into the reservoir fnm above, such material in a

<|aantity sufficient to fill the reservoir to such level as will

avoid channeling of air through the material to the line of
flow,

pressing such material toward the reservoir bottom and
ther^ causing both the valves to open simultaneously

repeating the sud steps of introducing, pressing and causing

both valves ^ open simultaneously,

thereby driving out the intervening air between such added
quantity of material and any material already in the reser-

voir.

4,474,308

TABLET EJECTOR
Michel Bergeron, 4921 LafbntalBe St, Montreal,

1R4)

FUed Sep. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 428,718

IM. a.) GOTt^ n/52
VS. a. 221—24

(HIV

SQalns

1. A tablet ejector generally in the shape of a pen and com-
prising at least three sections: a ftoot section, a middle section

and a rear section; said front section having a first central and

longitudinal bore and at least one pill retaining means at the

rear end thereof; said middle section having a front portion

provided with a second longitiidinal bore in axial alignment

with said first bore; a cavity located rearwardly of said second

bore, said rear section having a longitudinal third bore axially

aligned with said first and second bores; said third bore is of

slighdy larger cross-sectionial area than said first and second

bores; an ejector rod slidable longitudinally in said first, second

and third bores between a first rearward cocked position and a

second released front position wherein the fhmt end of said

ejector rod has passed through said pill retaining means; a

circular plate rigidly secured to said ejector rod and extending

within said cavity, a coil spring having one end abutting the

rear wall of said third bore and the other end abutting said

circular plate; said coil spring surrounding said ejector rod, a

foot carried by said rod and located immediately forwardly of

said circular plate in said cavity and radially outwardly biased

therein by a second coil spring; a protuberance formed in the

inner surface of said cavity and adapted to retain said foot in

said cocked position; a small slit made in the wall of said mid-

dle section immediately rearwardly of said protuberance; a

pocket clip rigidly secured to the exterior w^ of the device

and having a forward end overlying said slit and being slightiy
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flexible, whereby said forward end can be pressed into said slit

to release said foot and said ejector lod.

4,474,309

STEPPING MOTOR CONTROL PROCEDURE FOR
ACHIEVING VARIABLE RATE, QUASI-CONTINUOUS

FLUID INFUSION
Edward G. Solomon, Mcnlo Park, Calif., assignor to OXIMET-
RK, lacn Moontain View, CUIf.

Filed Oct 22, 1981, Scr. No. 314,038

Int a.3 A61M 5/J4
VS. a. 222—1 4 n.1—

1. A method for precise metering of fluids from a metering
device, the metering device including a pumping means for

providing reciprocal motion to pump fluid from the metering
device, a motor means which serves as a source of rotational

movement and a camming means which converts the rota-

tional movement of the motor means into the reciprocal mo-
tion of the pumping means by rotating with the motor means to

move the pumping means through greater and lesser rectilinear

displacements as a function of the angular displacement of the
motor means, said method comprising the steps of:

operating the motor means at relatively faster rotational

speeds during those periods when the camming means
moves the pumping means through rectilinear di^lace-
ments of lesser magnitude; and

operating the motor means at relatively slower rotational

speeds during those periods when the camming means
moves the piston means through rectilinear displacements

of greater magnitude.

4|474^10
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCINGAREACnONMIXTURE
Hdas Miller, Lcfcriraeen; Rdncr RaflU, Siegbng, and Ferdi-
and Althanen, NeanUrehen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcmany,
aarigaora to Bayer Aktlwigrsellscbift and MasfWneiifiibrik it

Hcnccke GaAH, both of Lererinaen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany
Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 370,450

Galas priority, appUcatton Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 2,

1981, 3117376

Int CL3 B47D 5/60
VS.a 222—145 7 daims

1. An ^iparatus for producing a reaction mixture from at

least two fluid reaction components comprising:

(A) a storage means for each component;

(B) feed pipes leading from each storage means via metering

pumps to injection nozzles;

4S2-226 O.G.-84-6

(C) return pipes leading from each iiyection nozzle to said

storage means;

(D) said injection nozzles opening into the mixing chamber
of a mixhead, said mixhead having an ouUet opening
downstream of said injection nozzles, each injection noz-
zle comprising

(i) a housing,

(ii) a bore arranged in said housing, said bore connected to
a feed pipe and a return pipe,

(iii) a nozzle needle within said bore, said nozzle needle
being provided with

(a) an annular groove for connecting the feed pipe and
the return pipe,

(b) a sealing surface, and

(c) a needle spindle,

(iv) a sealing surface in said housing, said sealmg surface
adapted to contact the sealing surface of said nozzle
needle, and

(v) a central nozzle bore located in said sealing surface
(iv), wherein said needle spindle is adapted to pass into

and/or through said central nozzle bore;

characterized in that

(E) the nozzle needle and the needle spindle are separate
parts, wherein the needle spindle consists of a ductile,

highly elastic steel and is replaceably-mounted in the
nozzle needle and surrounded by a recess formed in the
nozzle needle.

4,474,311

THERMOPLASTIC MELTING AND DISPENSING
APPARAIUS

PetCT J. Petrecca, Atlanta, Gan aasigaor to Nordsoa Corpora-
tion, Amherst Ohio

Filed JuL 31, 1981, Scr. No. 287,490

lirt. a.3 BtTD 5/62
VS.a 222—146J 10

<-M

.'

Jt\,

/

8. An I4)paratus for converting solid thermoplastic material

to molten thermoplastic material and for dispensing the molten
thermoplastic material, comprising:
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a housing including a hopper for receiving solid thermoplas-
tic material, a reservoir for receiving molten thermoplas-
tic material and heating means communicating with said

hopper and reservoir for heating said solid thermoplastic
material to a molten state;

solid, low coefficient of friction non-stick coating disposed
over at least a portion of the surfaces of said housing
which contact molten thermoplastic material, said coating
being formed in at least two layers of differing fluorinated

ethylene-propylene resin materials, one of said layers

being a high-temperature layer, said high-temperature
layer being applied directly to said housing surfaces and
said other layer being applied over said high-temperature
layer, said coating being operable to limit adhesion of said

thermoplastic material to said housing surfaces upon cool-
ing of said thermoplastic material from a molten to solid

state.

10. A method of preventing seal failure at the interface of a
pressure sealed surface between a hopper and a reservoir of an
apparatus for melting solid thermoplastic material, which
hopper is adapted to receive solid thermoplastic adhesive
material preparatory to the melting of that soUd thermoplastic
adhesive material and storing of the molten thermoplastic
materia] in the reservoir, which method comprises

applying at least one high temperature layer of a fluorinated

ethylene-propylene resin material over at least a portion of
said surfaces; and

applying at least one other layer of different fluorinated

ethylene-propylene material over said at least one high
temperature layer.

4,474^12
DISPENSING BOTTLE WITH METERED CHAMBER

Robert J. Doaoghnc, 4 Bnmwood Dr„ Bloomfield, Conn. 06002
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,545

lot a.1 B67D 5/06
VS, CL 222-205 10 Claims

1. An automatic measuring dispensing unit for a squeeze-
type container, said unit comprising an outer cup member
having a body and a bottom wall with a dispensing opening
through said bottom wall, an axial flow passage on an interior

surface of said body and extending to said bottom wall, said
axial flow passage having a closed upper end, an inner cup
member seated in said outer cup member and having a bottom
wall spaced above said outer cup member bottom wall for
constantly placing said axial flow passage in communication
with said dispensing opening, said inner cup member having a
body nested in said outer cup member body with said inner cup
member being rotatable about said outer cup member, said
inner cup member body having therethrough a series of radial

openings therethrough arranged in circumferentially and axi-

ally spaced relation for selective alignment with said axial flow

passage to supply a liquid to said inner cup at selected levels,

said inner cup being sealed to said outer cup around each radial
opening except when that radial opening is aligned with said
axial flow passage.

4,474,313

DISPENSER FOR PASTY SUBSTANCES
Werner Siercrdtec Lohne, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, asrignor to
Bramlage GmbH, Lohne, Fed. Rep. of Gcnmny

Filed No?. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,723
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 8,

1980, 3042285

Int a.3 B65D 37/00
VJS. 0. 222—211 15 Claims
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1. A dispenser in combination with and adapted for particu-

lar pasty substances comprising

a tubular housing containing a particular pasty substance and
defining a longitudinal axis,

a piston mounted in said housing displaceably only in one
direction constituting a discharging direction,

a headpiece mounted on said housing, formed as a bellows
and having an outer operating handle which is formed at

said headpiece, the latter having a folding-bellows cover
being compressible in a bellows-like manner in a direction

of the piston, the headpiece having an interior wall includ-

ing an interior side of said cover,

a tubule is arranged in said cover and extends inclmed at an
acute-angle relative to the longitudinal axis of the tubular

housing through said headpiece defining an inner section

therein which over its entire length projects inwardly
inside the bellows into the housing and terminates at an
innermost end, said tubule has a dispenser-outlet opening
at an outer end of the tubule and extends inwardly there-

from to said innermost end, the latter being formed with
an inner open mouth end formed so as to be always com-
pletely openly exposed penetrating in and communicating
the tubule with said pasty substance in said housing and
headpiece in every position of the bellows, said tubule

constituting the exclusive means of the dispenser for com-
municating the interior of said housing with the outside,

said particular pasty substance completely fills the interior of
said housing above said piston and above said innermost

end of said tubule, surrounding said inner section of said

tubule, to said interior wall of said headpiece and extends

continuously through the always communicating openly
exposed inner open mouth end into said tubule through
said entire length of said inner section forming a pasty

substance plug continuously connected to said pasty sub-

stance in said housing and headpiece, said inner section of
said tubule and said inner open mouth end penetrating

substantially deeply into the pasty substance in the interior

of said housing and headpiece,

said tubule, said piston and said housing being formed rela-

tive the particular pasty substance such that resistance
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against displacement in said one direction of the piston in

said housing is smaller than resistance against displace-

ment of the particular pasty substance in the tubule when
said bellows is released after being compressed.

4,474,314

SQUEEZE BOTTLE SELF-CLOSING VISCOUS UQUID
DISPENSING VALVE HAVING MANUALLY OPERATED

POSITIVE SHUT-OFF
Stanley L. Roggenbnrg, Jr., Staten Island, N.Y., assignor to

Ehcs Chemical Corporation, NJ
Filed Jon. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393312

Int a? B05B U/04
U.S.a 222-494 6 Claims

1. A self-closing squeeze bottle dispensing valve comprising

an annular body having a lower portion adapted for connec-

tion with the bottle's mouth and above said portion spokes that

extend from the body radially inwardly and position an up-

wardly facing valve seat said body having an upper portion

having an upwardly deflectable elastic diaphragm above the

spokes, said elastic diaphragm having a hole with a periphery

normally seating on the valve seat and a lower surface exposed

to and receiving the pressure of fluid upwardly displaced by

squeezing the bottle when the latter contains a fluid product

said pressure causing upward displacement of the diaphragm

and separation of said periphery from said seat said body
including valve means luving an open and a closed position,

said valve means in said open position permitting upward
displacement of the diaphragm by said fluid pressure and al-

lowing product to flow to the periphery of said hole, said valve

means in said closed position permitting upward displacement

of the diaphragm by said fluid pressure but preventing the

product from flowing to the periphery of said hole, the dia-

phragm's said displacement being free from rigid restraint at all

times.

4^474^15

MOLTEN METAL TRANSFER DEVICE
Rooald E. Gilbert, Chardon, and George S. Mordoe, Rafcua,

both of Ohio, aMignort to Kcnaecott CorporvtkM, OcTdaiid,

Ohio
Filed Apr. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 3C8,703

Int a3 B22D 41/00

U.S.a 222-629 43 Claims

18. A molten metal transfer device for withdrawing a se-

lected quantity of molten metal from a bath, comprising:

(a) structure defining a chamber, a portion of the chamber
being disposed within the baUi, the chamber being ori-

ented generally vertically and positioned relative to the

bath such that a portion of the chamber is disposed be-

neath the surface of the molten metal and a portion of the

chamber is disposed above the surface of the molten

metal;

(b) a first opening included as part of the structure dirough

which molten metal can flow from the bath into the cham-

ber,

(c) a second opening included as part of the structure

through which molten metal can flow outwardly from the

chamber, the second opening being located at a vertical

position above that of the first opening;

(d) a cup-like bucket disposed within the chamber for verti-

cal reciprocating movement therein, the bucket having a

sidewall and a bottom, the bucket at its lowermost posi-

tion being at or below the level of the first opening and at

its uppermost position being above the level of the first

opening;

(e) a biasing means for urging the bucket laterally toward

engagement with the surface of the chamber, and

(0 means for requiring molten metal to enter the first open-

ing from beneath the surface of the bath and preventing

molten metal from entering the first opening from the

surface of the bath.

4,474,316

TIE HANGER
Claude L. Phillbert 13085 Chef Menteor Hwy., New Orleans,

La. 70127

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,200

Int a' A47J 51/24, 51/084

U.S.a 223-88 3 Gains

3. A tie hanger, comprising:

A hanger comprising suppori means and a horizontal tie-sup-

porting bar of generally I-shaped cross-section having an

openable end, said tie-supporting bar having:

a vertically oriented relatively narrow major central por-

tion,
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• rdativdy wide iqiper portion of ga^rally rectangular
CTOM lection having panllel vertically extending edges
and a lobstantially flat laterally extending upper surface
for tlidably nippmting the weight of a tie-supporting card
and any ties mounted on said card, and

a relatively wide lower portion of generally rectangular

crois-section having parallel vertically extending edges
and a substantially flat laterally extending lower surface
for slidably guiding a tie-supporting card,

the vertical extent of each of said vertically extending edges
of said upper and lower portions of said tie-supporting bar
being substantially less than the vertical extent of said
major central portion thereof,

said miuor central portion cooperating with said upper and
lower portions to define a leftwardly opening generally
U-shap«d recess and a rightwardly opening generally
U-shaped recess; and

at least one tie-supporting card symmetrical about a vertical
plane thereof and having:

an upper hole of generally rectangular cross-section lying in

said vertical plane for receiving said tie-supporting bar,
said hole having (i) upper and lower horizontally extend-
ing walls and (ii) left and right vertically extending walls,
and being dimensioned to closely surround the upper and
lower portions of said tie-supporting bar,

said upper horizontally extending wall of said hole being
supported by said laterally extending upper surface of
said tie-supporting bar,

said lower horizontally extending wall of said hole being
maintained in position by said laterally extending lower
surface of said tie-supporting bar;

a pair of tie-supporting wings extending transversely and
symmetrically from opposite sides of said vertical plane
below said hole;

a first protuberance extending into said left U-shaped recess
from said left vertically extending wall of said hole to be
adjacent said major central portion of said tie-supporting
bar at a point intermediate said upper and lower portions
thereof; and

a second protuberance extending into said right U-shaped
recess from said right vertically extending wall of said
hole to be adjacent said major central portion of said

tie-supporting bar at a point intermediate said upper and
lower portions thereof, said second protuberance being
disposed opposite said first protuberance.

with said front wall an elongated aperture therebetween
for withdrawing sheet material from a roll of said sheet
material adapted to be positioned between said bottom,
front, rear and side walls,

cutting means at the juncture of said bottom and said front
walls for cutting a length of said sheet material withdrawn
from said roll through said aperture, and

means positioned on the front wall of the carton below the
top edge thereof proximate to the cutting means for hold-
ing in cooperation with a portion of the bottom edge of

said cover flap a sheet of material as it is cut by said cut-
ting means,

said holding means including

a reinforcement panel behind said front wall connected to
the top edge of said front wall, and

a tab cut in said front wall having an upstanding fiee edge
below the connection of said reinforcement panel to said
fh>nt wall and spaced from said reinforcement panel,

the bottom edge of said cover flap being adiqrted to be
received along with a length of said sheet material be-
tween said tab and said front wall and reinforcement panel
to hold said sheet of material while it is cut along said
cutting means.

4,474317

Plitent Not Issued For This Number

4,474318
DISPENSER CARTON

RooaM Perria, Manball, Mldt, anignor to MIcUma HoMina
Corp^ Battle Greek, Mich.

^^ ^^
Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,453

bt a.3 B45D SS/671
UAa225-50

gClaims
1. A dispensing carton for a roU of sheet material compris-

mg:

a bottom, a front, and a rear wall and
sidewalls joining said bottom, ftont and rear walls,
a cover hingedly connected to the rear wall having a down-
wardly extending flap whose bottom edge defines along

4,474319
HAND HELD FIBER OPTIC CLEAVING TOOL

Richard P. Walker, Sacgirtowa, Pa., aadgnor to GTE Products
Corporatioii, Staarfbrd, Cobb.

FUed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,966
iBt a3 B26Fim

MS, Ct 225—963 9 dalns
1. A hand held tool for cleaving optical fibers comprising:
an elongated body having a longitudinal axis extending

lengthwise thereof;

a fiber support surface attached to said to said body and
exending in a plane which is transverse to said longitudi-

nal axis;

cutting means attached to said body and being selectively

moveable in the general direction of said longitudinal axis

away from said fiber support surface, and towards said

fiber support surface for severing an optical fiber extend-
ing across said fiber support surface;

an elongated pivot member attached to said body and ex-

tending along a first axis transverse to said longitudinal

axis;
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tension means for subjecting said optical fiber to tension

comprising a first tension arm and a second tension arm,

each arm being pivotally attached to said elongated pivot

member for pivotal movement about said transverse axis,

said first tension arm being spring biased away from said

second tension arm about said transverse axis;

clamping means for holding said optical fiber in place, com-

prising a first jaw member attached to said first tension

arm and a second jaw member attached to said second

tension arm, each of said jaw members being moveable in

the direction of said longitudinal axis towards and away

from the arm to which each jaw member is attached; and,

first actuating means attached to said body moveable in the

direction of said longitudinal axis towards and away from

said cutting means for causing pivotal movement of said

arms about said transverse axis to urge said arms together,

and for urging said cutting means away from said fiber

support surface, when said first actuating means moves

towards said fiber support surface, and for allowing said

4,474320

AIR BEARING FOR TAPE DRIVES
WiUlam J. Rueger, Fort Laaderdale, Fla., aaaigBor to latenia-

tioBal BflsiBeaa MachiBci CorporatioB, AmoBk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478,761

iBt a.} B65H 17/32

U.S.a 226-97 3

1. An air bearing device for forming an air cushion with a

magnetic tape, said magnetic tape being tensioned to move
across said air cushion onto first and second reels comprising:

a cylinder connected at one end to a supply of air, said

cylinder over a portion thereof including a plurality of

apertures for discharging air against said magnetic tape;

and

first and second flanges terminating each end of said cylin-

der, each of said flanges including an annular groove also

extending into the surface of said cylinder, said grooves

providing an air release between said tensioned medium
and said cylinder surface reducing fluttering of said tape

and avoidbig uneven layers of said tape from accumulat-

ing on said reels.

arms to be pivoted about said transverse axis away from

each other, and for allowing said cutting means to be

moved towards said fiber support surface, when said first

actuating means moves away from said fiber support

surface and wherein said cutting means comprises a cut-

ting element support including a cutting element, at least

one linkage member one end of which is pivotally at-

tached to said cutting element support, the other end of

said linkage member being attached to means for urging

said cutting element support towards said fiber support

surface, said linkage member also being pivotally attached

to said body at a position between said ends and wherein

said first actuating means includes a forked reset slide

attached to said body and slideable in the direction of said

longitudinal axis towards and away from said cutting

means, said reset slide being spring biased away from said

cutting means and having a first end portion, a first prong

extending firom said first end portion in the direction of

said longitudinal axis towards said cutting means, a second

prong spaced from said first prong and extending from

said first end portion in the direction of said longitudinal

axis towards said cutting means, and a pusher forming a

second end portion attached to that end of each of said

prongs which is positioned nearest said linkage member,

and fiirther includes means attached to said slide for mov-

ing said slide towards said cutting means and means at-

tached to said body for locking said slide in engagement

with said catting means.

4,474321

CONTROL UMT FOR DRIVING PLURAL LOOPERS
Harno KoBWto, and SUgduvn Haaiada, both of Hyogo, Japan,

aasigBors to Mitinbishi Deaki KabuaUU Kaiaha, Tokyo,

J^MUI

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,124

Chdms priority, appUcatiOB Japan, Sep. 29, 1981, 56-155839

iBt a^ B65H 23/16

U.S.a 226—113 2 Claims

i±=^ s^^

1. A control unit for driving plural loopers comprising:

(a) a plurality of loopers including a reference looper each

disposed on the route of a transferring material and said

plurality of loopers being moved by means of separate

driving means;

(b) speed command controlling circuits for controlling a

speed of said driving means by means for detecting each

speed of inflow and outflow of said transferring material

such that said plural loopers are moved with the same
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ratio in respect of the whole length of each amount of
movement of each looper;

(c) means for detecting each position of said loopers; and
(d) controlling circuits for positional signal each affording a

signal to the speed command controlling circuit for said

reference looper by means of signals supplied from said

means for detecting positions of said loopers such that said

reference looper follows another of said plurality of loop-
ers with the same ratio in respect of the position of the
latter looper.

1. A displacement soldering device comprising a container
for molten solder, a support structure for supporting an object
to be soldered over the surface of solder in the container,
means for displacing the surface, when molten, vertically

relative to the container and support structure into contact
with such an object when supported thereby to effect a solder-
ing operation thereon, wherein the support structure is housed
in a sealed chamber a portion of which is defined by a portion
of the surface of the solder when in the container and said

displacement means is a vacuum pump adapted and connected
to cr^te a partial vacuum in said sealed chamber thereby to

create a differential in pressure between that acting on said

portion and pressure acting on a further portion of the surface
of such solder thereby to provide said displacement, means
being provided to permit flow of solder to permit said displace-

ment.

4,474^23

CAPACITORS
Ronald D. Weeks, Brixham, and David J. Croney. Paignton,

both of England, assignors to International Standard Electric

CorporatfoB, New York, N.Y.
Division of Scr. No. 160,524, Jan. 18, 1980,. This appUcation

Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,571
Claims priority, appUcatioB United Kingdom, Jul. 3, 1979,

79231U
lot a.3 B23K i7/02

VS.a 228-123 5 Claims

*-f

—

applying the paint to a part of the component;
causing the paint to dry; and
making an electrical connection to the dried paint using a

tin-containing solder alloy.

4,474,322

DISPLACEMENT SOLDERING DEVICE
Harold W. Aldons, Ft Lauderdale, FfaL, assignor to EPE Corpo-

ration, Manchester, NJI.

Filed Nov. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,120

Int a.3 B23K 1/06
VS. CL 228-36 4 Claims

4,474,324 ^
TELESCOPING CARTON

Hampton E. Forbes, Jr., WUmlngton, DeL, assignor to Westvaco
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,408

Int a.} B65D 5/32
VS. a. 229—23 BT 5 Claims

1. A tray and cover, each formed from an indentical blank of
paperboard or the like and each having four comers formed by
first fold lines connecting adjacent side walls, an additional

pair of score lines at each comer extending from points along
the edge of each adjacent side wall and converging toward the
comer formed by the adjacent side walls, said converging
score Unes and comer score lines forming connected, tapered
panels at each comer, said tapered panels being pinched to-

gether to produce outwardly folded comers and inwardly
inclined side walls to effectively reduce the external size of the
tray component whereas the same panels are left undisturbed
in the cover component.

4,474,325

CONTROL CIRCUrr FOR HEATING SYSTEM
William M. Richardson, 120 Seventii St East, Mobridge, S.

Dak. 57601

Filed Apr. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 251,290

Int CL^ F24D 3/00
VS. a. 237—8 R 10 Claims

k.^ e t.
^' ^ control circuit for a heating system having a compart-

1. A method of making an electrical component comprising, ment in which a gas burner assembly and a heat absorbing coil
formmg a paint of conductive materials containing, by are disposed, the burner assembly including an ignitor and a

weight, 10 to 40% sUver particles. 50 to 10% copper main gas valve, the heating system fiirther having a heat releas-
partKles, 2 to 12% polymeric binder, 30 to 60% solvent, ing coil disposed in an enclosure in a space to be heated, a
and 0.01 to 1% wetting agent; circulating pump means for pumping a hydronic fluid between
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the two coils, and an air blower means for blowing air over the

heat releasing coil and into the space to be heated; said control

circuit comprising:

a thermostat means located in the space to be heated for

supplying an electrical signal in response to the need for

heat in the space to be heated;

a first switch means for energizing the circulating pump
means in response to a signal from said thermostat means;

a flame sensor means located in the gas bumer assembly for

providing a signal in response to the presence of a flame;

a combustion safety control means electrically connected to

said thermostat means, the main gas valve, and said flame

sensor means for supplying a signal to open the main gas

valve in response to the signal from the thermostat means,

and for supplying a signal to close the main gas valve

when a signal of less than a selected level is received from

said flame sensor or no signal is received from said ther-

mostat means;

a hydronic fluid temperature sensor means for producing an

electrical signal in response to the hydronic fluid exceed-

ing a minimum temperature level;

a second switch means for energizing the air blower means

and the circulating pump means in response to the signal

from said hydronic fluid temperature sensor means such

that, after the signal from said thermostat means ceases

and said first switch means no longer provides energiza-

tion of the circulating pump means, said second switch

means continues to provide energization to the circulating

pump means and the air blower means so long as a signal

is received from said fluid temperature sensor means.

cover fixed at the other end of the cylindrical wall, and

said ring-shaped cover having a circular hole for accept-

ing said coupler;

(C) a ring shaped flexible member for supporting flexibly

said coupler in said hole of said ring-shaped cover.

(D) a fixing means for fuing said circular cover of said

housing to said projection of said coupler; and

(E) an elongated pipe provided on said housing for supply-

ing liquid to be atomized to the operative surface of said

second plate.

4,474,327

FERTILIZER SPREADER
Charles A. Mattson, Woodland Hills; James Michel, Agonra,

and Anthony Domagalski, Moorpark, all of Calif^ assignon to

Allegretti A Company, Chatsworth, Calif.

Continaation-in>part of Ser. No. 301,404, Sep. 11, 1981, Pat No.

4,387,852. This application Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,867

The portion of the term of this patent sobseqnent to Jun. 14,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int a.' B05B 11/06

VS. a. 239—143 16 Claims

4,474,326

ULTRASONIC ATOMIZING DEVICE
MiBon TakahashI, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to TDK Electronics

COn Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Nov. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,908

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 24, 1981, 56>

173231[U1; Feb. 15, 1982, 57-21 197[U]; Feb. 20, 1982, 57-

22136[U]; Apr. 21, 1982, 57-58272[Ul

Int a.3 B05B 17/06

VS. O. 239—102 10 Claims

45A

1. An ultrasonic atomizing device comprising:

(A) an ultrasonic oscillator system comprising,

(a) a conic-frustum shaped rigid coupler including a large

cross-sectional surface, a small cross-sectional surface

and a conical surface, and having a projection at the

central portion of its large cross-sectional surface,

(b) a circular piezoelectric plate for effecting vibration,

provided with electrode plates on its respective surfaces

and having a center hole at the central portion thereof,

said piezoelectric plate being coupled with said large

cross-sectional surface of said coupler so that said pro-

jection of said coupler be inserted into said center hole,

(c) a second plate to be stimulated into vibration and

integraUy formed with said small cross-sectional surface

of said coupler, and

(d) a pair of feed conductors electrically connected to said

electrode plates, respectively, through which being

supplied an AC voltage;

(B) a housing having a cylindrical wall, a circular cover

fixed at one end of said cyUndrical wall and a ring-shaped

1. Apparatus for entraining particulate material within a

discharge air stream of an air blower, comprising:

an adapter nozzle having a Venturi throat formed therein for

passage of the discharge air stream;

a container for receiving a supply of the particulate material;

first means for coupling a portion of the discharge air stream

to the interior of said container for agiuting and fluidizing

a localized region of the particulate material therein, said

first means including a pressure tube extending into said

container and a diffuser for separating said air stream

portion into a plurality of relatively turbulent air flows

directed generally toward said localized region of particu-

late material, said container having a vent formed therein

at a position remote from said localized region to prevent

significant pressurization of said container; and

second means for coupling said localized region to said

Venturi throat for drawing of the fluidized particulate

material from said container into said adapter nozzle for

entrainment with the discharge air stream, said second

means including a suction tube extending into said,con-

tainer and terminating with an open end disposed gener-

ally adjacent said localized region.

4,474,328

VARIABLE LIFT SPRINi^ER UNIT
Vh-giBia Hale, 340 West "K" St, Brawley, CaUf. 92227

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,623

Int CL^ B05B 3/02

VS. a. 239—227 12 Claims

1. A sprinkler unit for covering a selected generally horizon-

tal substantially planar surface area with a constandy changing

pattem of spray over the planar surface comprising:

a support member for mounting on a stationary water supply

and having a flow passage for communicating with a

water supply,

a first rotatable member rotatably mounted for rotation

about a substantially vertical first axis on said support
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member and having a flow passage communicating with
the flow passage of said support member,

a second rotatable member rotatably mounted for rotation

about a second axis at an angle of less than 90* to said first

axis on said fint routable member and having a flow
passage communicating with the flow passage of said first

rotatable member,

a spray nozzle carried by said second routable member and
having a flow passage communicating with the flow pas-

sage of said second rotatable member, said spray nozzle
being directed outward in a generally horizontal direction
at an angle to said second axis so that rotation of said

second rotatable member relative to said first rotatable

member results in a continuous change in the angle of said

spray head relative to a generally horizontal surface sur-

rounding said first axis, and
means for rotating said first and said second rotatable mem-

bers relative to said support member and to one another.

4^74^29
APPARATUS FOR FORMING A PLURALITY OF

VENTED JETS PARTICULARLY A SHOWER HEAD
WanMT FlikbdMr, ScUltaeh, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Hnt Grohc GnbH A Co. KG, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,212

Oaim priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 16,
1981« 3110029

lot a.3 BOSB 7/00
VJS. CL 239—«28J 30 Claims

4,474,330
DRIP IRRIGATION CONDUIT AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
John M. Langa, Alpine, Calif., assignor to RIS Irrigatioa Sys-

tems, El OUon, Calif.

FUed Jnn. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275^37
Int a,3 AOIG 25/02

U5.a239-450 27CiaiBis

«»

1. A method of making an irrigation conduit comprising:
providing at least one elongated secondary tube of a first

material having a peripheral wall and at least one elon-
gated secondary passage therein extending in the direction
of the elongation of the tube;

providing a flexible sheet of a second material which is

separate from the secondary tube, said second material
being water impervious and different from said first mate-
rial;

attaching said secondary tube to the flexible sheet of water
impervious material to form a tube-sheet assembly;

attaching longitudinally extending portions of said tube-
sheet assembly to each other to form at least one supply
tube having a longitudinal supply passage with said sec-
ondary tube extending along the supply tube and with a
portion of the sheet being adjacent the peripheral wall;

forming transfer ports leading between said passages; and
forming discharge ports leading from the secondary passage

to the exterior of said secondary tube and said supply tube.

4,474^1
RECESSED CENTER VANE FOR FULL CONE NOZZLE
George F. Aprea, Dedham, and Werner P. Pohle, Lyon, both of

Mass., assignors to Wm. Stdnen M^ Co., Parsippuy, NJ.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,345

iBt a^ B05B 1/34
VJS. a. 239-488 14 Claims

1. An apparatus for forming a vented jet, comprising:
a device for producing unvented individual jets, said un-

vented jets being directed along a flowpath in a flow
direction, at least one air access space being located down-
stream of said device; and,

a passage channel defining a linearly open passageway along
the flowpath. the channel having walls defining obstacles
projecting into the flowpath for atomizing the individual
jets, at least two of the individual jets being directed into
said passage channel and the obstacles for atomizing the
individual jets projecting lateraUy of the channel waU into
a path of at least one of the individual jets.

1. In a in-line full cone spray nozzle, a nozzle body having an
elongated generally cylindrical internal chamber therein, one
end of which chamber constitutes an inlet end through which
liquid may pass into said chamber, a center vane disposed in

said chamber adjacent to said inlet end for imparting swirling

and turbulent motion to liquid advancing through said cham-
ber, said chamber at its other end being gradually reduced in

diameter and terminating in an end wall having a discharge
orifice coaxial with said chamber, said center vane having

(1) a diameter equal to the inside diameter of the nozzle;

(2) a length equal to one-half the inside diameter of the
nozzle;
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(3) a recess at the output end being in the form of a hollow

cylinder and

(a) being concentric to the axis of the center vane;

(b) extending from the output end toward the input end;

(c) having a depth firom the output end toward the input

end equal to one-fourth (0.25) of the inside nozzle diam-

eter when the orifice diameter is equal to and greater

than one-half (O.S) the nozzle diameter;

(d) having a diameter equal to one-half (0.S) the nozzle

diameter;

(4) at least three slots symmetrically disposed, extending into

the out periphery of the center vane, with each slot having

substantially identical configuration to the other with a

rectangular cross-section with parallel walls and a flat

bottom having;

(a) a width equal to one-fourth (0.25) the inside diameter

of the center vane;

(b) a depth equal to the inside diameter of the nozzle

divided by the number of slots;

(c) the bottom of the slots at the output end communicat-

ing with the recess; and

(d) each slot disposed at an angle to the vane axis thereby

twirling fluid around the vane axis.

4^74,333

INJECTION MOLD NOZZLE WITH FILTERING
FUNCnON

Hans K. Miillcr, 502 57, Borib, Sweden

FOed JoL 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,348

Claims priority, ivpUcation Sweden, Jnl. 23, 1981, 8104510;

Mar. 23, 1982, 8201830

Int OX? B05B 1/14

U.S.a 239-590 6 Claims

4,474^2
ELECTROMAGNETIC FUEL INJECTOR HAVING

IMPROVED RESPONSE RATE
William J. Kaska, West Bloomfleld, Mich^ assignor to Essex

Groap, loc^ Fort Wayne, Ind.

FOed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,814

Int a.» F16K 31/06; PD2M 57/06

U.S. CL 239-585 7 daims

1. A nozzle for injection molding comprising:

first and second nozzle parts interconnected by cooperating

portions;

a relatively wide bore in said first nozzle part;

a tubular portion of said second nozzle part extending into

said relatively wide bore, said tubular portion having

substantially the same outer diameter as the diameter cmT

said bore, the curved envelope surface of said tubular

portion containing a plurality of substantially axially ex-

tending grooves providing a multitude of minor openings

between said tubular portion and said bore, said openings

being of substantially rectangular cross section, and

wherein said tubular portion also contains a plurality of

annular, axially spaced grooves across the bottoms of said

axially extending grooves; and

channel means for directing plastic melt through said nozzle

via said minor openings and across said axially spaced

grooves.

4,474,334

PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE CRUSHING OF
SCRAP RUBBER, PARTICULARLY SCRAP TYPE

Dona Tatai; GnsztiT Gnndisch; Qkvk Szots, and Elemir Lantos,

all of Bodapest Hnngary, assignors to Taams Gmniipari

Vallalat Bodi^est Hnngary

Continnation of Ser. No. 145,705, May 1, 1980, abandoned. This

application No?. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 438,475

Claims priority, ivpUcation Hnngary, May 7, 1979, TA 1519

Int a^ B02C 79/72

U5. a. 241—1 S CWbm

1. In an electromagnetic fuel injector having a housing

including a fuel inlet and a fiiel discharge outlet, means forming

a liquid flow path between said inlet and said discharge outlet

an annular seat in said flow path, a valve for displacement

between open and closed positions relative to said valve seat

and an electromagnetic circuit including an armature opera-

tively connected to said valve for displacing said valve from

one of said open and closed positions to the other in response

to actuation of said electromagnetic circuit the improvement

wherein:

said armature is a disk having a major diameter and having

a thickness substantially less than said major diameter, said

valve is joined with said disk such that said armature and

valve move in unison in response to said actuation of said

electromagnetic circuit said valve being substantially a

isphere including a convex surface thereof for contact with

said valve seat and including a plurality of stirfaces re-

cessed from the normal convex surface of the sphere to

effect weight reduction thereof said modified sui^aces of

said valve sphere comprising flat surfaces.

1. A process for crushing of scrap rubber, particularly tires,

comprising: placing the rubber in a pressure chamber, pressing

the rubber in a first direction in order to produce a high pres-

sure on the rubber which brings about its cold yield, and forc-

ing said rubber through yielding openings in a second direction

transverse to said first direction so that second rubber is shred-
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ded as it flows through said yielding openings due to a sudden
expansion following the high pressure caused by the shape of
said yielding openings.

M74,335
APPARATUS FOR CENTRIFUGAL PULPWOOO AND

WOOD CHIP GRINDING
Allu J. WUdey, Bniitford, Canada, aarignor to Kochring Can-

ada, Braotftord, Canada
Filed Jon. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,713

Claini priority, application United Kiagdom, Dec 7, 1981,
8136864

lot CL^ B02C 19/12
U.S.a241^1 10 Claims

harvester and at an adjusting station easily accessible to an
operator of said harvester, said shear bar also having a central
portion, said harvester having a frame means for mounting said
cylinder and shear bar, adjustable means located at said station
for selectively adjusting the outer end and the central portion
of said shear bar relative to said cylinder while the latter is

rotating, a shear bar inner end adjustable means for adjusting
the inner end of said shear bar relative to said cylinder while
the latter is rotating, said inner end adjustable means being
located and connected between said inner end of said shear bar
and said frame means, and an axially shiftable elongated adjust-
ing rod having one end connected with said inner end adjust-
able means and extending generally along the length of said
shear bar and terminating in an outer adjusting end which is

1. A centrifugal grinder, comprising:
an internal grinding surface in the shape of a surface of

revolution,

a rotor mounted for rotation coaxially with said grinding
surface, the rotor having a central cavity and defining at
least two pockets through which material in the central
cavity can contact the grinding surface, the pockets being
distributed around the rotor and being separated by inter-
mediate regions,

first means for delivering material to be ground to the cen-
tral cavity,

second means for rotating the rotor,

and third means incorporated in the rotor for applying water
to said grinding surface, said third means including a first

water pathway into the rotor adjacent the axis thereof,
and for each pocket a second water pathway in the rotor
adjacent the grinding surface and trailing the respective
pocket in the sense of rotation, a water passage means
joining the first pathway to each second pathway, and
nozzle means communicating with each second pathway
for spraying water against the grinding surface, each
second pathway being fiirther than the first pathway from
the rotor axis, whereby rotation of the rotor increases the
water pressure in the nozzle means with respect to that in
the first pathway, due to the centrifugal effect.

4*474436
METHOD AND MEANS FOR ADJUSTING A FORAGE
HARVESTER SHEAR BAR RELATIVE TO A ROTATING

CHOPPING CYLINDER
PkOUp F. Fteadag, Wcat Bcid, Wia^ awignor to GeU Company,
Waat Bead, Wia.

CootiBBatioB of Scr. No. 166,108, JoL 7, 1980, abaadoncd. Tliis
appttcatioa Oct 21, 1982, Scr. No. 435^65

lat di B02C 18/16
UAa 241-221 2 Claim.

1. A forage harvester of the type having a lotatable chop-
ping cybnder and an elongated shear bar located adjacent and
generally parallel to said chopping cylinder for cutting cooper-
ation therewith, said cylinder and shear bar each having an
mner end located inwardly of said harvester and each also
having an outer end located adjacent an outer side of said

located at said adjusting station and adjacent said outer end of
said shear bar for adjusting said inner end adjustable means to
thereby vary the position of said inner end of said shear bar
relative to said cylinder while the latter is rotating, said inner
end adjustable means comprising a rotatable cam abutting
against said inner end of said shear bar and a crank rigidly
connected to said cam, and wherein said elongated adjusting
rod is connected at said one end to said crank, said outer ad-
justing end of said rod having a threaded portion, the outer end
of said rod extending through said frame means at said outside
of said harvester, and a threaded adjusting nut threadably
engaged on said threaded portion whereby adjusting of said
nut on said threaded portion causes said rod to shift axially and
thereby swing said crank to rotate said cam and consequently
shift said shear bar inner end.

4^74437
YARN GUIDE ASSEMBLY FOR WINDING MACHINE

Herbert Schiminski, Hockeawagcn, and Herbert Turk, Rem-
scbeid, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Barmag
Banner MascUnenfabrik AG, Remscheid, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Diriaion of Ser. No. 363^47, Mar. 31, 1982, Pat No. 4,431,138.
This appUcation Sep. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 528^85

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gomaay, Apr. 4*
1981, 3113751; Jon. 6, 1981, 3122705; Aog. 5, 1981, 3130975

Int CL3 B65H 54/06, 54/34
U.S.a 242—18 PW 4 riri-T

WC ^JtJ-K^

1. A yam guide assembly adapted for use on a high speed
winding machine or the like and which is adapted to traverse
a running yam along a predetermined yam traverse stroke, and
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to selectively engage the traversing yam and move the yam
beyond the normal yam traverse stroke in order to facilitate

the yam transfer onto an empty bobbin or the like, and com-

prising

yam traversing means for traversing a running yam along a

predetermined yam traverse stroke, said traversing means

comprising a yam guide which includes a plate-like mem-
ber composed of a pair of outwardly extending flanks

which are laterally separated to define a slot therebe-

tween, with said slot including opposing edges, and with

one of said edges of the slot including a recess adapted to

substantially restrain a yam from sliding along such edge,

auxiliary yam guide means for selectively removing the

mnning yam from said yam traversing means and moving

the runnmg yam laterally beyond said predetermined

traverse stroke, said auxiliary yam guide means compris-

ing yam catching means which includes a yarn receiving

gap and an inclined edge surface on one side of said gap,

with the inclined edge surface being positioned so as to

oppose said one edge of said slot which includes said

recess, and means for selectively moving said yam catch-

ing means along a path of movement wherein the yam
catching means moves into said predetermined traverse

stroke, then laterally beyond said traverse stroke,

whereby movement of the yam catching means into said

predetermined traverse stroke results in the running yam

being moved along the inclined surface and into said gap

by

said yam traversing means with said recess in said one edge

of said slot acting to retain the yam in said slot until the

yam at least reaches said gap, and so that the yam may

then be withdrawn from the yam traversing means and

moved by said yam catching means laterally beyond said

predetermined traverse stroke.

4,474^38

METHOD OF AND ARRANGEMENT FOR WRAPPING A
STRIP SEGMENT OF RESILIENT MATERIAL

MaaaU Hiraao, Higaahimnrayama, and Shoji Takahaahi,

Kodaira, both of Japan, anignon to Bridgeitonc Tire Com-

pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUcd Jan. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 342^06

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 27, 1981, 56*10512

lat a^ B65H 81/00: B29H 17/20

U.S. a. 242—55 2 Claims

distance around the outer peripheral surface of said tire

building drum,

advancing said strip segment of resilient material at a first

speed substantially equal to the rotational speed of the

outer peripheral surface of said tire building drum for

wrapping the front end portion of the strip segment of

resilient material on the outer peripheral surface of said

tire building drum,

advancing said strip segment of resilient material at a second

speed for wrapping the intermediate portion of the strip

segment of resilient material on the outer peripheral sur-

face of said tire building drum in an expanded or a con-

tracted condition, said second speed being determined in

such a manner that the actual difference between the

length of said strip segment and the distance around the

outer peripheral surface of said tire building drum is re-

duced to zero value, and

advancing said strip segment of resOient material at a third

speed substantially equal to the rotational speed of the

outer peripheral surface of said tire building drum for

wrapping the rear end portion of the strip segment of

resilient material on the outer peripheral surface of said

tire building drum and causing the front end of the strip

segment of resilient material to abut the rear end of the

strip segment.

4,474,339

nSHING REEL WITH ANTI-REVERSE-ROTATION
CONTROL MECHANISM

Jan Sato, Sakai, Japan, aaaigaor to Shimano Industrial Com-

pany Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 360,984

Claims priority, appUotloa Japan, Mar. 28, 1981, 56-

44321[U]

lat a? AOIK 89/02

MS.a 242—84.1 R 3 <3aims

1. A method ofwrapping a strip segment of resilient material

around a tire building drum having an outer peripheral surface

so that a length of said strip segment and a distance around said

outer peripheral surface of said tire building drum become

equal with each other, said strip segment of resilient material

having a front end portion, a rear end portion and an interme-

diate portion between the front and rear end portions, compris-

ing the steps of

measuring the length of said strip segment of resilient mate-

rial for calculating the actual difference between the

length of the strip segment of resilient material and the

m Bit a at 3k

1. A fishing reel comprising first and second side frames, a

cover covering said first side frame, a spool mounted between

said side frames, a handle joumalled to said first side frame, at

ransmission mechanism transmitting rotation of said handle to

said spool and including a master gear, an anti-reverse-rotation

mechanism for restraining said handle from being reversely

rotated, an operating member partially projecting through an

opening in said cover and supported swingably to said first side

frame for operating said anti-reverse-rotation mechanism and a

biassing member for biassing said operating member to each of

two operating positions, said operating member including an

outer surface portion having first and second control portions

which arc operator manipulatible and a pair of projections

mounted inside said cover and engageable with a peripheral

edge of said opening to restrict said operating member so that

it moves between said two operating positions, said anti-

reverse-rotation mechanism comprising an anti-reverse-rota-

tion gear rotatable together with said master gear and an anti-

reverse-rotation pawl supported swingably to said first side

frame and engageable with said anti-reverse-rotation gear, said

operating member having a control face which engages with

said anti-reverse-rotation pawl to control engagement and

disengagement of said pawl with and from said anti-reverse-
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roution gear depending on whether said operating member is

m one or the other of said two operating positions, said anti-
reverse-rotation pawl and operating member being supported
independently swingably to one pivot pin.

reel body, the second gear means being in meshing rela-
tionship with the first named gear; and

M74,340
TAPE LOCK MECHANISM

Werner Dnda, Wot S^rYiUe, N.Y^ anigaor to Roc Interna,
tional Incn Patchogne, N.Y.

Fitod Not. 2, I98I, Scr. No. 317,114
Int a^ B65H 75/30. 75/34

VS.a 242-84.8 12 cufais

^/7

1. In a measuring tape assembly, the combination of, a mea-
sunng upe, a casing in which said Upe is coiled, said casing
havmg a plurality of walls including a front wall with a slot at
Its bottom through which said Upe is withdrawn from and
returned to said casing, and locking means for clamping said
Upe to a wall of said casing adjacent said slot and comprising
a locking assembly and operating means, said locking assembly
mduding a locking portion for clamping said Upe against said
waU and a pair of substantially identical angle arms integral
therewith and projecting generally upwardly therefrom, each
of said angle arms being formed by upper and lower portions
mterconnected by a joint portion and extending at an angle to
each other toward a sidewaU of said casing, said operating
means comprising means for exerting cam actions in opposite
directions upon said joint portions to thereby change the angu-
lar relationships between the upper and lower portions of said
angle arms and the effective length of said angle arms, thereby
to urge said locking portion against the Upe.

4)47431
UNIFORM DRAG SYSTEM FOR SPIN CAST REELS

Jobii T. ShackeUbrd, UttletOB, Colo, and Robert L. Carpenter,
liun. OUa., iMigiion to BnmiiHck Corporation

DWaloii of Ser. No. 289,067, Jul. 31, 1981, Pm. No. 4,378,914.
Tlria appUcMioa Nor. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442^54

The portfam of the tern oftUi patent rabseqnent to Apr. 5, 2000,
haa been diaclalned.

Int aj AOIK 89/01
UAa242-.84JlA 4Chlns

3. In a fishing reel including a reel body, a centershaft having
at least a portion thereof extending in the reel body, a spool
surrounding a portion of the centershaft, a crank drive mecha-
nism mounted in the reel body for winding fishing line onto the
spool, the improvement including:

(a) rouuble shaft means mounted within the body along an
axis parallel to the center shaft;

(b) control means on the routable shaft means and having a
portion extending outward beyond the surface of the reel
body, the rotatable shaft means being routed by the con-
trol means and being movable transversely of the control
means;

(c) a gear affixed on the routable shaft means;
(d) second gear means rouubly mounted about the center-

shaft and located between the spool and a portion of the

(e) means for moving the second gear means toward and
away from the spool upon turning the control means.

4,474,342
MAGNETIC TAPE CARTRIDGE WITH SPRING BIASED

ROLLER
Ourles Nater, Saratoga, Calif., aarignor to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,962
Int a.J B65H 17/14; GllB 15/26, 23/04UA a. 242-192 ,4ci.i^

1. A Upe cartridge having a take-up reel and a supply reel
for taking up and supplying a Upe for use in a recording ma-
chine having heads, comprising:

a continuous belt, said belt supporting said Upe in a vicinity
of said machine heads; means for driving said belt so that
said belt contacts a periphery of said take-up reel and said
supply reel causing said reels to turn, said driving means
mcluding a drive roller adapted to be driven by said ma-
chine, said drive roller being located close to a top edge of
a side edge of said cartridge, said top edge being opposite
a bottom edge of said cartridge which confronts said
machine heads; and

idler means for guiding said belt and Upe, said idler means
including a movable belt idler and spring means for bias-
ing said movable belt idler to apply a constant tension to
said belt, said movable belt idler being positioned close to
a second side edge of said top edge of said cartridge
wherein said drive roller is capable of driving said belt in
either a first direction or a second direction;

said idler means fiirther including first and second belt idlers
disposed near said bottom edge of said cartridge which
confronts said machine heads so as to be symmetrically
disposed on opposite sides and close to a vertical center
line of said cartridge;

said idler means also including first and second Upe idlers
located close to said side edges of said cartridge, wherein
said first and second belt idlers are disposed closer to said
bottom edge of said cartridge than said first and second
Upe idlers so that said Upe is securely supported by said
belt in the vicinity of said heads.
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4,474,343

JITTER COMPENSATING SCENE STABILIZING
MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Robert Zwim, and John W. Bozeman, both of Loa Angelea,

Calif., aasignors to Hughes Aircraft Company, El Segnndo,

Calif.

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,236

Int a.3 F41G 7/20

VS.a 244-3.11 6 Claims
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door means and a confronting surface portion of said

nacelle inlet for providing a fluid-tight seal therebetween

when said door means assumes said closed position;

said sealing means comprising a substantially U-shaped strip

of resilient material attached to one of said confronting

surface portions at a location where the distance between

said confronting surface portions is less than the distance

between the arms of said U-shaped strip in its unloaded

condition, and the space between said arms being in fluid

communication with the interior of said inlet;

whereby when said door means assume a closed position,

both the restoring force of the resilient material and fluid

pressure from within the inlet press the seal into firm

sealing conuct between the door means and the inlet;

said sealing means further comprising a strip of carbon at-

tached to the other of said confronting surface portions

and wherein the one of said arms of said U-shaped strip

which confronts said carbon strip carries at least two ribs

protruding outwardly therefrom, so that when said door

means is in said clcsed position, said at least two ribs

contact a surface of said carbon strip and form a Ubyrinth

seal therewith.

1. In a missile guidance system including tracking means and

means for providing first signals for guiding a missile to a

target, an improvement comprising:

means for providing successive frames of dau correspond-

ing to at least a portion of a video scene as viewed by said

tracking means;

means for analyzing said frames of daU and providing sec-

ond signals indicative of jitter motion of said tracking

means relative to said video scene; and

means for compensating said first signals as a function of said

second signals to provide signals for effectively guiding

said missile notwithstanding any jitter motion of said

tracking means.

4,474,344

COMPRESSION-SEALED NACELLE INLET DOOR
ASSEMBLY

Charles O. Bennett Tacoma, Wash., assignor to The Boeing

Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,470

lot a.' B64D 33/02

VS. CL 244—53 B 11 Claims

1. A compression-sealed door assembly for controlling air

pressure within a supersonic jet nacelle inlet having at least one

secondary air flow passageway formed through a wall portion

of said nacelle inlet and comprising:

door means mounted for pivotal movement with respect to

said nacelle inlet for selective movement between a closed

position wherein said door means span and thereby close

said secondary air flow passageway and an open position

wherein air smoothly flows through said secondary air

flow passageway;

sealing means arranged between a surface portion of said

TANDEM FAN SERIES FLOW VSTOL PROPULSION
SYSTEM

Robert G. Musgrore, Arlington, Tex., assignor to LTV Aero-

space and Defence Company, Dallaa, Tex.

Filed Jnl. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,678

Int Q.^ B64D 27/14

VS. a. 244—53 R 5 Clains

1. A propulsion system for vertical and short take-ofT and

landing aircraft comprising:

a duct comprising therein,

a forward compressor fan,

an aft compressor fan controllably in series with the forward

fan,

a turbine means controllably in flow series with the forward

and aft compressor fans,

means interconnecting the forward compressor fan, aft com-

pressor fan, and turbine means, a gas generator means for

driving said turbine means,

a first diverter means downstream of said forward fan for

selectively diverting exhaust from the forward fan down-

wardly out of the duct forward of the center of gravity of

the aircraft, and

a second diverter means downstream of said aft fan for selec-

tively diverting exhaust from the aft fan downward, aft of the

center of gravity of the aircraft,

wherein said duct extends along the longitudinal axis of the

aircraft and wherein said duct is substantially coaxial with

the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.
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4^474,346
COLLAPSIBLE COWL STRUCTURE FOR GAS-TURBINE

ENGINE STRUT
Patrick Morphr. Bertaa J. Rmmdy, both of BcUcme, and Stnart

K. Wood, Seattle, aU of WMh^ aMignon to The Boeing Com.
paay, Seattle, Waih.

per No. PCr/US«2/00373, 1 371 Date Mar. 24, 1582, § 102(e)
Date Mar. 24, 1982, PCT Pob. No. WO83/03394, PCT Pub.
Date Oct 13, 1983

PCT FOed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 394,773
lat a» B64D 27/00; FOIB 25/16; F14M 13/00

U.S.a244--M fiOainis

drum member will rotate relative to the other drum mem-
ber, said working elements absorbing energy thereby;

a first pair of energy absorbing means attached between* the
rear of said seat bucket member and extending forwardly
to attach to the floor of said vehicle, the first pair of en-
ergy absorbing means being capable of absorbing energy
in both tension and compression; and

>Vi 1111 1 J 1 111 1 ^111 I -M

1. A safety collapsible cowl hinge support structure for strut
supported gas*turbine engines provided with a fan blade con-
tainment deflection belt, comprising in combination:

(a) a hinge beam having a right and a left cowl hingfag
arrangement located outside of said belt perimeter but
within said belt maximum deflection envelope,

(b) a right and a left support linkage interconnecting said
beam to said strut associated right and left strut-chord by
pivotal and mechanical fuse breakaway means so that
upon deflection force of said belt, said belt may contact
and dislocate said beam resulting in a collapsing and dis-
connecting action of said support linkages whereby said
cowl hinge structure becomes disconnected from said
strut-chord structure leaNong said strut-chord structure
undisturbed.

4,474,347

CRASHWORTHY SEAT
Bernard Hazelaky, West Co?ioa, CaUf., assignor to ARA, Inc.,
aty of Industry, CaUf.

Coatianation of Ser. No. 100,543, Dec 5, 1979, abandoned,
which is a contiaaatioa of Ser. No. 28,123, Apr. 9, 1979,

bandooed, which is a contiaaation of Ser. No. 858,957, Dec. 9,
1977, abandoned. This appUcation May 14, 1982, Ser. No.

378,312

Int. a.3 B64D 25/04
UAa 244-122 R 4 Claims

1. A crashworthy seat for use in vehicles having an overhead
and a floor comprising:

a seat bucket memlwr;
suspending means attached between the overhead of the

vehicle and the seat bucket member, only for suspending
said seat bucket member from the overhead of the vehicle

rotary energy absorbing means, only for absorbing crash-
induced energy, attached between said suspension means
and the overhead of the vehicle, said rotary energy ab-
sorbing means including at least one pair of spaced-apart
drum members, and a plurality of working elements dis-
posed between and in frictional engagement with said at
least one pair of drum members, said working elements
being plastically deformable upon rotation of one of said
drum members relative to the other drum member and to
absorb energy thereby, said plurality of working elements
having the capability of repeated use for energy absorp-
tion. said suspension means being wound in frictional
engagement about one of said drum members such that
upon crash-induced motion of said suspension means, said

at least one pair of second energy absorbing means capable
of absorbing energy in both tension and compression and
attached between a forward portion of the seat bucket
member and the floor of said vehicle, said second energy
absorbing means extending diagonally fore and aft be-
tween said forward portion of said seat bucket member
and said floor of said vehicle such that they are disposed
inwardly of said first pair of energy absorbing means.

4,474,348

CANTILEVER SPRING COUNTERBALANCE HINGE
ASSEMBLY FOR AIRCRAFT DOORS

Karl G. Skotte, BeUevue, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Dec. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 451,809
Int a.3 B64C 1/14

UAa 244-129.5 20 Claims
1. In combination with an aircraft door of the type adapted

to be shifted outwardly and inwardly to open and close an
ingress/egress opening in the aircraft fuselage during door
opening and closing operations, respectively, about a generally
vertical but inwardly canted hinge axis defined by a torque
tube mounted in said fuselage with freedom for rotation about
said axis and drivingly coupled to said door by hinge link
defming means, and wherein said door is required to move
upwardly during the initial portion of both door opening
movement and door closing movement as a direct result of
pivotal door movement about said generally vertical inwardly
canted hinge axis, the improvement comprising a spring oper-
ated door counterbalance hinge assembly comprising:

(a) cantilever spring defining means;

(b) spring deflection means;

(c) one of said cantilever spring defining means and said

spring deflection means being fixedly secured to said

fuselage; and,

(d) the other of said cantilever spring defining means and
said ^ring deflection means being fuedly secured to and
projecting laterally from said torque tube for rotation

therewith and being positioned thereon such that said

spring deflection means engages said cantilever spring
defining means during at least that portion of torque tube
roution coincident with the downslope movement of said
door about said generally vertical inwardly canted hinge
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axis in at least one of a door closing operation and a door

opening operation for deflecting said cantilever spring

defining means and storing energy therein so that when

said door is moved in an upslope direction during at least

one of a door opening operation and a door closing opera-

that drop marker is released from siad aircraft, said drop

marker system comprising:

a drop marker dispenser mounuble on said aircraft, said

dispenser having an ejection opening;

at least one drop marker for use in said dispenser, each said

drop marker including a first and second base member and

a streamer, said streamer having a length-to-width ratio

substantially greater than unity and having a first end and

a second end, said base members and said streamer of each

said drop marker being loaded into said dispenser with

said streamer being folded back and forth upon itself with

accordian-like folds between said first and said second

base members, said first end of said streamer being se-

curely fastened to said first base member and said second

end of said streamer being attached to said second base

member by separable interconnection means for separat-

ing when said first base member is released from said

dispenser and said streamer is fully unfolded; and

means for releasing for said first base member together with

said streamer from said ejection opening of said dispenser

and retaining said second base member in said dispenser.

4,474,350

PROBE FOR WATER BOMBER
John K. Hawkshaw, Brampton, Canada, asrignor to Field Avia-

tion Company Ltd., Toronto, Canada

Filed Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,431

Int a^ B64D 1/22; A62C 2%/QO

UA CL 244—136 W Claims

tion, said deflected cantilever spring defining means coop-

erates with said spring deflection means to impart rota-

tional torque to said torque tube in the direction of rota-

tion thereof for minimizing the amount of torque that must

be manually applied to rotate said door about said in-

wardly canted Unge axis in an upslope direction.

4,474,349

DROP MARKER SYSTEM
VlBcent C. Locckle, RJt. #1, Box 85, Osage, Iowa 5046)

FOed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,628

Int. a.3 B64D 1/QO

U&a 244—136 ' Claims

15. A loading mechanism for loading water into a storage

tank of a water bomber, which comprises a probe and conduit

means connecting the probe to a water storage tank, the probe

having an input end for receiving water passing under the step

ofan airplane and a through passage which extends rearwardly

and upwardly from the input end in a curved path, improve-

ment wherein the through passage of the probe has a cross-sec-

tional area which does not decrease along its length from the

input end and wherein the probe is positioned such that a

portion of the input end of the probe which is located at the

radiaUy inner side of the curved path, is obscured from the

water passing under the step whereby probe cooperates with

the step to provide an air space which extends continuously

1. A drop marker system for releasing a drop marker form an along the radially mner portion of^^f^^^^^^^
aiK^Tcach released drop marker having a base member with mmimize turbulence m the flow of water passmg through the

an associated folded streamer that is configured to unfold when probe.
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M74^i
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY HOOK AND BASE

Darid R. TliUaifdd, BcMhnnt, N.Y., anisBor to Trion Indas-
trici Incn Wilkct-Barrc, Pa.

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 320,884
Int. CL^ E04G i/OO

UAa 348-220.4 UCIalmf

1. A unitary multi-purpose base for a panel board display
hook or the like, of unitary molded plastic construction and
having

(a) a main body portion,

(b) means for mounting said body portion on a display struc-
ture,

(c) said body having a central forwardly opening recess
therein extending vertically from top to bottom,

a pair of crossbar-engaging side rails positioned one on each
side of said forwardly opening recess,

(e) each said side rail having an opensided crossbar-engaging
recess,

(0 a pair of spaced, vertically oriented socket-forming por-
tions extending on opposite sides of said forwardly open-
ing recess,

(g) said socket-forming portions each having a vertical
socket provided with an open upper end for the reception
of a wire-like display element or the like,

(h) said crossbar-engaging recesses being mounted generally
above the open upper ends of said sockets.

4^74,352
MECHANISM FOR ADJUSTING VERTICAL ANGLE

TakayoaU NiaU, Yokohama, Japan, aaaignor to FiUitni Limited,

FDcd Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,480
CUms priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1981, 56-155021

Int a^ A47G 1/24
UjS.a 248-456 6Claims

slot for engagement with said lock element when the lock
element is moved along the engagement slot in a first

horizontal direction and covering said recesses in order to
prevent engagement of said lock element when the lock
element is moved in the opposite horizontal direction.

4*474,353

MOUNTING ASSEMBLY FOR MOBILE
COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA AND METHOD

Louis J. Martino, Oak Brook; Frank M. Samela, Lombard, and
Robert J. Steinhofer, FVanUin Park, all of HI., aaaignon to
Orion Industries, Inc.

FUed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,047
Int a.3 AOIK 97/10

UAa248-534 lOClataia

1. A method of securing an antenna to a vehicular window
comprising the steps of

providing a base having a lower surface adapted to confront
and to be secured to a window, a marginal edge and means
for securing an antenna member thereto,

adhesively securing said lower surface to said window with
an adhesive means,

providing a shield for said base, said shield being adapted to
surround said marginal edge, said shield defining an ex-
pansive surface adapted to be adhesively secured to said

window, said shield further comprising means adapted to
overlie said base to orient said cover with respect to said

base, and

adhesively securing said shield to said window in a position
to surround said marginal edge of said base thereby to
protect said adhesive means, and whereby said orienting
means restrains removal of said base from said window.

4,474354
TUMBLER HOLDER

Stanley R. Field, 2712 W. 225th St., Torrance, Calif. 90505
FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,432

Int a' F16M WOO
U.S. CI, 248—596 7 Claina

»

1. A mechanism for adjusting a vertical angle, comprising:
a support on which an object whose vertical angle is to be

adjusted is mounted, said support being pivotable upward
and downward, the support also being provided with an
engagement slot formed with a plurality of recesses;

a lock element pivotaUy attached to said object and engaged
with said engagement slot in the support; and

slide means, attached to said support and engaged with said
lock element, for exposing said recesses of the engagement

1. A shock absorber for a gimbaled cup holder comprising:
a tubular shaped rubber plastic material having a central

opening,

a hollow plastic collar located within said central opening
and bonded on the periphery to said rubber plastic mate-
rial,

a shaft rotatably mounted within said plastic collar and
restrained at one end from axial movement

a U-shaped member adapted to be pivotably connected at
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the extremities to a cup holding device and fixedly con-

nected to the other end of said shaft,

an annular ring of material removed from a portion of said

plastic material coaxial with said central opening, and

a thin walled tubular supporting shaft inserted at one end
within said annular ring for supporting and isolating said

cup holding device from shock and vibration.

4,474,355

APPARATUS FOR MOLDING OPTICAL PLASTIC
LENSES OF THE STANDARD AND BIFOCAL TYPE

Martin Greahes, 70 Corey La., East Meadow, N.Y. 11554

Difision of Ser. No. 810^57, Jnn. 27, 1977, Pat No. 4,190,621.

ThU appUcation Jul. 23, 1979, Ser. No. 59,906

Int a^ B29D 77/00

U.S. a. 249—53 R 17 Claims

1. Apparatus for fabricating a lens utilizing an upper mold
and a lower mold comprising in combination

a holder including a base portion,

support means operatively associated with said base portion

so as to maintain said molds in removably supportive

vertically spaced position relative to each other such that

a lens is formed intermediate the overlapping opposing

surfaces of said molds,

said suppori means comprising a lower step for said lower

mold and an upper step for said upper mold,

said steps being disposed in substantially parallel relationship

to each other so as to obtain a controlled thickness to said

lens, and

each of said steps being provided with a vertically extending

shoulder for confining the molds on each of said steps and

for abuttingly engaging a peripheral portion of the respec-

tive ones of said molds, thereby maintaining said molds in

predetermined fixedly spaced relationship with respect to

one another.

4,474356
CONTROL VALVE WTTH INTEGRAL STREAMLINED

SEATING MEANS
Hana D. Baamann, 32 Pine St, Rye, NJl. 03870

FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,180

Int a^ n6K 7/72

UJ5.a 251—122 3 aaina
1. Control valve with integral seating means and movable

plug means capable of generating together low fluid flow

resistant passages at the maximum retraction of said plug

means from said sealing means and a turbulence and higher

fluid resistant producing throttling path at lesser distances of

said plug from said seating means, comprising:

(a) a valve housing having inlet and outlet ports and a central

reduced diameter orifice having a longitudinal axis which

is located perpendicular to the axis of the inlet or outlet

port streamlined flow passages with interior waU surfaces

having gradually expanding cross sectional areas connect-

ing said reducol diameter orifice to either the inlet or

outlet port said valve housing further incorporating a

perpendicular access opening located concentric to said

orifice;

(b) a beveled surface constituting seating means located at

the upper terminating plane and extending diametrically

outwards from said orifice;

(c) a contoured wall portion extending both vertically up-

wards and radially outwards from said seating surface and
terminating within one of said flow passages;

(d) a movable valve plug having an outer beveled seating

surface complementary to that of the orifice and lower

curved wall surfaces designed to generate a nearly con-

stant velocity profile of fluid passing from said orifice and
between said contoured wall portion on one side and said

curved wall surfaces of the plug when the latter is fully

T^.

retracted from said orifice, said plug further having a flat

terminating upper surface located slightly above said

beveled seating surface to provide a sharp discontinuity

for fluid flow along said curved wall surfaces;

(e) bonnet means suitably retained within said perpendicular

access opening of the housing and having a lower circular

poriion with a central opening containing within guiding

means capable of slidingly engaging a valve stem whose

lower terminating end is fastened to said valve plug, the

lower circular portion of the bonnet furihermore having a

flat terminating surface complementary and essentially

identical to the upper terminating end of the valve plug to

provide continuous fluid guiding when the plug is fully

retracted.

4,474,357

VALVE CONTROL LINKAGE
Tim J. Noflke, Laraen, Wia., aaaignor to IngersoU Equipment

Con Inc., Winncconne, Wia.

FUed JaL 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,734

Int VL? n6K 31/44; G05G 1/04

M&. a 251-233 4 Claiais

1. A control linkage for use with a hydraulic valve including

a reciprocating valve spool having two operating positions

opposite with respect to a central neutral position, the control

linkage comprising:

(a) a lever rotaubly mounted distally of the valve and hav-

ing a central neutral position;

(b) an arm fixed on the lever;

(c) a plate linked with the valve spool;

(d) distal pivot means connecting the plate and the arm

distally of the lever axis relative to the valve, including a

pin mounted distaUy of the lever axis on the arm and

extending into an arcuate distal slot defined by the plate

such that as the lever is rotated from its neutral position in

a first direction the arm and the plate pivot with respect to

each other about the distal pivot means driving the valve
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spool from iu neutral position toward a first operating

position; and

(e) proximal pivot means connecting the plate and the arm
proximally of the lever ajiis relative to the valve and

including a pin mounted proximally of the lever axis on

the arm and extending into an arcuate slot defined by the

plate such that as the lever is rotated from its neutral

position in a second direction the arm and the plate pivot

with respect to each other about the proximal pivot means
driving the valve spool from its neutral position toward a

second operating position.

4,474,358

VALVES
Arthur M. BcBoctt, 19 SaddlcbMk Rise, Mnrrays Bay, Auck-

land, New Zedand
FUcd Oct 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,433

lot a.3 n6K im
MS. CL 251—357 6 Claims

1. In a valve member suitable for use with a flat valve seat,

said member including a body having a sealing face, a cavity in

said sealing face defined by a recessed side wall and a base, a

resilient sealing member positioned in said cavity and a wedge
member adapted to hold said resilient member in place; the

improvement in which the wedge member has at least an outer

zone substantially flush with the sealing face of said body, and
the wedge member substantially fills the center of said cavity

leaving a peripheral chamber of volume less than the relaxed

volume of said resilient sealing member, said wedge member
clamping and compressively deforming said resilient sealing

member between the wedge member and the recessed side wall

of said cavity, whereby a portion of said resilient member
protrudes sutwtantially beyond said sealing face and said outer

zone of said wedge member, said sealing member being an "O"
ring, the cavity being circular and said recessed side wall being
curved in two directions to receive the "O" ring, the wedge
member having an aperture therein to allow a fastener to

clamp it to the body without roution of said wedge member
with respect to said body, said valve member being an aper-

tured washer or disc seal adapted to be mounted on a backing
plate, said valve member having an annular groove on a rear

face of said body containing a further "O" ring capable of
being sandwiched between said body and said backing plate.

4,474,359

HEAVY DUTY UFT BED TRAILER
Leslie A. WeaYer, Monticello, Ind^ assignor to Eugene A. Le

Bocuf, Hobart, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 111,921, Jan. 14, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation Oet 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,437

lot a? B60P 1/20. 1/64
MS. a. 254—8 C 11 Claims

1. A heavy duty lift bed trailer adapted for use with a tractor

having a fifth wheel connection, said trailer comprising, in

combination,

(a) a main frame having a pair of laterally spaced inboard

longitudinal stringers and a pair of laterally spaced out-

board longitudinal stringers disposed in straddling relation

with the latter;

(b) a gooseneck at said forward end adapted for engagement
with the fifth wheel of the tractor;

(c) a multiple axle wheeled suspension situated adjacent said

rearward end;

(d) a lift bed mounted on said main frame in overlying rela-

tion with same and having a pair of laterally spaced in-

board longitudinal stringers;

(e) said Uft bed inboard stringers overlying said inboard

stringers of said main frame;

(0 power lift means interposed between said main frame and
said lift bed for raising and lowering the latter;

(g) a plurality of hinge panels spanning the space between
said inboard longitudinal stringers of said main frame and
said lift bed;

(h) a first cross shaft connected to and extending trans-

versely between said inboard stringers of said main frame;

said first cross shaft passing through the lower end portion

of each said hinge panel;

(i) a second cross shaft connected to and extending trans-

versely between said inboard stringers of said lift bed; said

second cross shaft passing through the upper end portion

of each said hinge panel; and

(j) each said hinge panel being provided with a lower bear-

ing sleeve joumaled on said first cross shaft and an upper
bearing sleeve joumaled on said second cross shaft

4,474,360

roLING DEVICE FOR LEVER HOIST
Kazoo Maeda, Yokohama, Japan, aarignor to Kahnahlki Kaiaha

KIto, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Mar. 8, 1963, Ser. No. 473,302

Claims priority, application Japan, Jnn. 9, 1982, 57-97577

Int a^ B46D 1/14. 1/42

MS. CL 254-350 3 Claims

1. An idling device for a lever hoist comprising; a change

gear provided on a driving member threadedly engaged on a

driving shaft for driving a sheave winding up a chain, rope or

the Uke thereabout for a load, an operating lever rockable

about said driving member by hand, a winding-up driving pawl
engageable with teeth of said change gear and driven by said

operating lever in a winding-up direction for the load, a wind-

ing-off driving pawl engageable with the teeth of said change

gear and driven by said operating lever in a winding-off direc-

tion for the load, a braking assembly preventing said change
gear from being driven from a side of said sheave and being

clamped and released by rotative movement of said driving

member relative to said driving shaft, an anchoring member
fixed to said driving shaft, a manually operatable knob for

manually driving said driving member from a brake clamping
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position to a brake releasing position and vice versa, and an-

chor operating means engageable with said anchoring member

to clamp said knob relative to said driving shaft; wherein said

anchoring member is fixed at one end of said driving shaft and

said knob is rotatably and axially slidably fitted on said driving

4,474,362

VALVE AND METHOD AND COMPONENTS THEREOF
Patrick D. King, Rantool, m., aarignor to FIoOm Systems, Inc.,

01.

FUcd Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,218

Int a.J F16K 51/00

MS. a. 266-236 2 CUdns

shaft between said anchoring member and said driving mem-

ber, and wherein said anchor operating means is fitted in an

aperture formed in said knob radially slidably therein toward

and away from said anchoring member and is provided with

friction increasing means for frictionally holding the anchor

operating means in desired positions.

4,474,361

OXYGEN-BLOWN STEELMAKING FURNACE
Michitaka Kanemoto; Tom Yoahida; Ynziro Ueda, aU of Sakai,

and Katsnynid laogami, Takaiahi, all of Japan, assignors to

Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Continnation of Ser. No. 287,810, Jul. 28, 1981,. This appllcatimi

Jnn. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 501,964

Claims priority, awlication Japan, JnL 30, 1960, 55-103668;

Jul. 30, 1980, 55-103669

Int a^ C21C 5/32

MS. a. 266—96 5 Claims

1. An oxygen-blown steelmaking furnace which continu-

ously operationally corrects the course of a current pro-

grammed hot metal blow based on oxygen content in slag from

a preselected prior blow, comprising:

a steelmaking furance;

means for supplying oxygen and fluxes to said furnace from

above said furnace;

a plurality of sensing means which continuously detect

changes in properties representing charging and blowing

out conditions for said current blow, said properties in-

cluding kinds of fluxes, quantities and charging speed

thereof, quantity offlow oftop-blown oxygen, lance level,

and quantity of flow and composition of exhaust gas; and

computer control means for:

A. setting a program for said current blow based on said

charging and blowing out conditions,

B. continuously computing oxygen content in slag pro-

duced during said current blow based on said charging

and blowing out conditions,

C. continuously computing the difference between:

i. said oxygen content in slag produced during said

current blow, and

ii. said oxygen content in slag from said preselected

prior blow,

D. outputting operational instructions based on said differ-

ence to said supplying means to effect said (^)erational

correction, and

E. estimating temperature and carbon content in said hot

metal substantially immediately prior to completing said

current blow and determining any additional amount of

said operational correction based thereon.

1. In a valve for use in teeming relationship with a vessel

having a well block, said valve having a mounting plate, a

carrier, a stetionary plate, and a sliding gate, and a well nozzle

in teeming communication with a stationary plate, the im-

provement comprising:

a monolithic refractory ring cast into a counterbore in the

back of the mounting plate and in spaced relation to the

front of the mounting plate,

said refractory ring being proportioned for encircling rela-

tionship with the well nozzle and face-to-face teeming
* relationship with the well block of the vessel.

4,474,363

SUSPENSION FOR AUTOMOBILE
Akio Nunazawa, Nagoya; HiroU Satoh, Aichi, and Kenichi

Kikuchi, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha

Kabaahiki Kaiaha, Aichi, Japan

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,449

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 20, 1982, 57-40029

Int a^ B60G 11/56

MS. a. 267-34 8 dainis

1. A suspension for an automobile provided with a cylinder

having a lower seat secured fixedly to an outer periphery

thereof, a piston rod projecting from the cylmder and having

an upper portion supported by an automobile body through a

ball-and-roUer bearing and a coil spring having a lower end
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held by said lower seat and an upper end held by an upper seat,
said suspension comprising a guide having a top portion held
between a shoulder of the piston rod and an inner race of said
ball-and-roUer bearing and a cylindrical portion extending
downward from the top portion and provided on an outer
periphery with a thread, a movable member secured fuedly to
said upper seat and arranged at a substantially same axial level
as said upper seat, said movable member being provided on an
inner periphery with a thread engaging said thread on the
cylindrical portion of said guide and coupled with the guide by
engaging both threads, and a tool engaging portion provided
on said piston rod above the position on which said piston rod
is supported by said ball-and-roUer bearing.

M74,364
SURGICAL TABLE

Tbomn Brendgord, Eric, Pa^ anignor to American Sterilizer
Company, Erie, Pa.

Filed Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,205
lot CL^ A61G 13/00

UAa.2»-325 2 Claims

1. A surgical table comprising:
abase;

a patient support surface disposed above said base, said
surface having a longitudinal axis, a transverse axis and
five sections including a head section, a spinal section, a
pelvic section, a femoral section and a foot section, each
said section being pivotally connected to at least one other
said section;

two columns extending vertically from said base to said
surface, each said column having two points of attach-
mCTt to a said section, said columns being disposed on
opposite sides of the longitudinal axis of said surface and
offset from the transverse axis of said surface, each said
column being adapted for extension and retraction, one
said column extending from said base to said spinal section
and the other said column extending from said base to said
femoral section; and

means for individually extending and retracting said col-
umns to position said sections of said surface.

4^74,3^
DOCUMENT FEEDING, HANDLING AND COUNTING

APPARATUS
Joha DiBlaiio, Medford, NJ., aMipior to Brandt, Inc., Water-

towa. Wit.

FItod Jul 30, 1901, Ser. No. 288,646
lot a.3 B65H 5/22

U.S.a271-3 47Ctai«i
1. Apparatus for separating sheets regardless of their quality

or stiffness, comprising:

input and output paths along which the said sheets are
moved;

a curved guideway for guiding sheets leaving the input path
to guide said sheets to enter the output path;

first routable means engaging each sheet and cooperating
with said curved guideway for moving sheets at a first

velocity along said curved guideway toward said output
path;and

having second means including second rptatable means

coaxial with said first rotatable means for engaging the
leading edge ofeach sheet for abruptly imparting an accel-
eration force upon each sheet independent of said first

means for accelerating the sheets to a higher velocity, said

a'

/

r^j^

force being exerted just before the leading edges of the
sheets leave said curved guideway and the influence of
said first means and approach the output path to provide
a gap between adjacent ends of successive sheets.

4,474,366

ARTICLE STACKING MACHINE
Donald F. Reider, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to A?ery Interna*

tional Corporation, Pasadena, Qdif

.

Filed Jan. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 455,463
Int. a^ B65H 29/46

UA a. 271-181 12 Claims

1. Article stacking apparatus, comprising:
a pusher plate;

a movable pusher foot carried on a working end of the
pusher plate;

means for reciprocating the pusher plate in forward and
reverse directions toward and away from a stacking area
adjacent the pusher foot;

transport means for feeding articles to a stacking position in
the stacking area and for releasing the articles once they
reach the stacking position,

the pusher foot being movable relative to the pusher plate
between (1) an operative position in which the pusher foot
can apply a positive pushing force to an article released to
the stacking position as the pusher plate moves the pusher
foot in the forward direction for moving the article for-

ward onto a stack, and (2) an inoperative position to
which the pusher foot can move in response to contact
with an article being fed into the stacking position, so that
a pushing force is not ^plied to the article by the inopera-
tive pusher foot as long as the article is still being fed into
the stacking position; and

gate means past which the pusher foot, in its operative posi-
tion, is moved during the forward travel of the pusher
plate for applying a positive stop against the firont face of
each article moved onto the stack.
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4,474,367

SHEET HANDLING APPARATUS AND METHOD OF
SHEET HANDLING FOR SELECTIVE REMOVAL OF

SHEETS FROM A VACUUM DRUM
Henry W. JmigerllBg, Piano, and Svetisla? Mitrofieh, Dallas,

both of Tex., assignors to The Mead Corporation, Dayton,

Ohio
FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,809

lat C1.3 B65H 29/i2

U.S.a 271—197 5 Clains

rocker means one end of which is pivoted to a said coupler

means, and

crank means coupled to synchronizing means and to said

coupler means for continuously, cyclically moving said

coupler means along a coupler curve for moving said

1. A sheet handling apparatus, comprising:

a rotatable drum defining an intend cavity, a cylindrical

sheet transport sui^ace, and a plurality of opening extend-

ing through said sheet transport surface and communicat-

ing with said cavity,

means for supplying a partial vacuum to said cavity of said

drum, such that said partial vacuum may be applied

through said openings to a sheet on said sheet transport

surface, said means for supplying a partial vacuum com-

prising a motor, having a shaft, said motor being mounted

in one end of said drum, and an exhaust fan mounted on

said shaft and driven by said motor such that the direction

of air flow caused by said fan is outwards from said cavity

of said drum,

means for rotating said drum,

a stationary deflection plate disposed adjacent said sheet

transport surface,

a vacuum shield means mounted in said cavity and movable

firom a first position remote from the wall of said cavity to

a second position adjacent said wall of said cavity

whereby said partial vacuum nuy be applied through said

openings to a sheet supported on said sheet transport

surface when said shield means is in said first position, and

said partial vacuum is prevented from being applied

through a number of said openings adjacent said deflector

plate when said shield meam is in said second position, and

means for selectively moving said vacuum aiiield means

between said first and second positions, whereby a sheet

on said cylindrical sheet transport surface is retained

thereon when said shield means is in said first position and

a sheet on said cylindrical sheet transport surface deflects

outward therefrom to contact said stationary deflection

plate when said shield means is in said second position.

s

detac fingers into and out of contact with an individual

sheet item carried by said drum, effective to lift said item

from said drum at the forward speed of said item and

thereafter to move completely out of the path of said sheet

item at an increased speed so as to permit said item to fall

by gravity onto a safe area for fiirdier handling.

4,474,369

LONG, NARROW RESILIENT REBOUND DEVICE
Donald W. Gordon, 6061 Caadlelight Ia, Yorte Liada, Calif.

92686
Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,695

lat a^ A63B 69/00

U,S.a 272-3 19

4,474,368

OSCILLATING FINGER SHEET TTEM DETAC
APPARATUS

EauMtt B. Peter, m, Orlando, and Wilson P. RayfMd, Long-

wood, bodi of Fla., aaaigBors to Bnrroaghs Corporation, De>

tnrit, Mich.

Filed Dec 17, 1982, Ser. No. 450,704

lat CL3 B65H 29/56

U.S. CL 271—308 10 ClaiaH

1. Oscilating finger, continuous motion detac apparatus for

delaminatmg and lifting a sheet item from a printer/copier

drum comprising;

coupler means,

a plurality of delaminating picker fingers,

carrier means for said picker fingers,

said carrier means being operably mounted to said coupler

means for conjoint movement therewith,

«a-

1. An exercise device comprising:

a frame comprising a pair of mutually spaced upper frame

members defining between them a path, wherein the

lengths of said upper frame members are at least ten times

the separation of said upper frame members;

a long, narrow jogging track comprising a rebound surface

which is substantially imiform throughout a length which

is at least ten time of the width of the track and having two

substantially parallel sides resiliently hung between said

upper frame members said frame members supporting said

surface from above when said surface is supporting a

jogger, and

means for supporting said upper frame members above a

foundation.

4,474,370

THERAPEUTIC WEIGHTLIFTER*S BENCH
Kim W. Omaa, 1306 Kearaey Dr., North Braaiwick,TiiJ. 08902

Filed No?. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,960

lat Ci? A63B 21/00 13/00

U&CL 272-144
^

15Caatas

1. A weightlifter's bench of the type adapted to enable a user

to perform bench presses, comprising;

a planar platform supported in the horizontal position by

supporting legs and having located near one end a cervical
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support cushion for supporting the cervical area of a user

when lying on said platform and a lumbar support cushion

coupled to said planar platform and moveably adjustable

with respect to said cervical support to enable a user to

move and firmly position said lumbar cushion on said

,A« K&-«

M74,371
MANIPULATIVE TILE GAME

Marrfai A. SilberadBtz, 141-24 70th Afc^ Kew Gardens Hills,

N.Y. 11367

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,871

lot a.3 A63F 9/00
lis, CL 273—1 G 11 CUms

10. A game comprising randomly adjustable means for estab-

lishing a pattern of different indicia and including a cube puz-

zle having six sides and formed of twenty-six interconnected

cubies with the cubies, on each side of the cube puzzle in its

initial poaition, being of the same color and widi each side

being a different color such that said pattern comprises a pat-

tern of nine colored faces of said cube puzzle; means including

a plurality of movable tiles having different indicia thereon

corresponding to the indicia on the first-mentioned means, for

enabUng a player to duplicate said established pattern by move-
ment of said tiles, the second-mentioned means including a tray

having at least one recess formed therein containing said tiles,

said tUes being of uniform dimension and said recess being

dimensioned to be of greater area than all of the tiles therein by
a dimension substantially equal to the area of one of the tiles

whereby the tiles may slide in the recess to enable the player to

adjust the position thereof to correspond to the pattern estab-

Uahed on the first-mentioned means, and said tiles in said tray

recess comprise a number greater than nine; and mii«v means
for placement over the tray to cover aU but nine of the tiles

theitsin located within a predetermined area of the tray corre-

sponding to the area of said pattern.

4,474,372

OBSTACLE DRIVING GAME UTILIZING REFLECTED
IMAGE

Hideyaso Karasawa, Tokyo, Japan, anigBor to Tomy Kogyo
Company, Inc., Japan

Filed Feb. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 466,670

Cbdffls priority, appUcatioa Japan, Feb. 16, 1982, 57-23070

lat a.3 A63F 9/14
U.S. a. 273—1 GA 34 Claims

planar platform with respect to said cervical cushion to

provide additional support for the lumbar region of said

user, whereby a user can select a desired separation be-

tween said cusions and firmly secure said lumbar support

cushion in place on said pUtform to maintain said desired

separation.

1. A toy which comprises:

a housing;

a mechanical output means located in said housing and
capable of producing a mechanical output;

a switching means located in said housing in operative asso-

ciation with said mechanical output means, said switching

means receiving said mechanical output from said me-
chanical output means and capable offurther transmitting

said mechanical output so received;

a first output transferring means and a second output trans-

ferring means each operatively associated with said

switching means, said switching means in a first switching

mode capable (transferring said mechanical output to

said first outpu^ransferring means and in a second switch-

ing mode transferring said mechanical output to said sec-

ond ouQ>ut transferring means, each of said first and said

second output transferring means capable of further trans-

ferring said mechanical output so received;

a movable means located in said housing in operative associ-

ation with said first output transferring means and capable

of receiving said mechanical output fiom said first output

transferring means and in response to receipt of said me-
chanical output moving in said housing;

an object means located in said housing;

an encounter sensing means located in said housing with at

least a portion of said encounter sensing means located on
said movable means and movable in conjunction with

movement of said movable means, said encounter sensing

means capable of sensing if said movable means encoun-

ters said object means as said movable means moves in

said housing and when said encounter sensing means
senses an encounter between said movable means and said

object means said encounter sensing means activating said

switching means to switch from said first switching mode
to said second switching mode such that said switching

means ceases transferring said mechanical output to said

first output transferring means and transfers said mechani-

cal output to said second output transferring means;

an encounter indicating means located in said hounng in

operative association with said second output transferring

means so as to receive said mechanical output from said

second output transferring means and iqxm receipt of said

mechanical output producing a discemable indication

output;

switching means reset means located in said housing in

operative association with said second output transferring

means, said reset means in response to said switching

means being in said second switching mode capable of

actuating said switching means to switch said switching
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means from said second switching mode to said first

switching mode to cease transferring said mechanical

output to said second output transferring means and trans-

fers said mechical output to said first output transferring

means.

7. A toy which comprises:

a housing;

a motor located in said housing;

a motion transfer means operatively connected to said motor

and capable of receiving motion from said motor and

transferring said motion;

a carriage means movably mounted in said housing in opera-

tive association with said motion transfer means and mov-

able linearly back and forth along an axis in response to

motion received firom said motion transfer means;

a control means located in said housing, at least a portion of

said control means being mounted on said carriage ineans

with said portion being movable in conjunction with said

movement of said carriage means, said control means

operatively associated with both said motion transfir

means and said carriage means;

an object means movably mounted in said housing in associa-

tion with said carriage means;

object moving means mounted on said housing and having a

portion exposed out of said housing in a position so as to

be capable of being manipulated by an operator of said

toy, said object moving means operatively associated with

said object means and capable of moving said object lin-

early l»ck and forth along an axis which is parallel with

the axis of movement of said carriage means;

said object means capable of interacting with said portion of

said control means located on said carriage means if the

movement ofsaid object means under the influence of said

manipulation of said operator is not coordinated with the

movement of said carriage means in response to motion

received by said carriage means from said motion transfer

means and in response to said interaction of said object

means with said control means disrupting said association

of said motion transfer means and said carriage means

stopping said movement of said carriage means.

33. A toy which comprises:

a housing;

a motor located in said housing;

a moving means located in said housing and operatively

connected to said motor, said moving means moved

within said housing by said motor;

an object means movably mounted on said housing;

an object moving means mounted on said housing and hav-

mg a portion exposed out of said housing in a position so

as to be capable of bemg manipulated by an operator of

said toy, said object moving means operatively associated

with said object means and capable of moving said object

means within said housing;

a visual effects modifying ineans located, in said housing in

operative association with both said moving means and

said object means, said object means and said moving

means indirectly visible to the operator of said toy after

interaction with said visual effects modifying means.

position adjacent said goaltender's box, one side of said goal-

tender's box forming a partition between said box and said

4,474,373

PROVISION FOR GOALTENDER IN BASKETBALL
Rolnd J. CoUoo, 41 Viita Wty, Port WnUagtoa, N.Y. 11050

FOcd Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,646

lot a^ A63B WOi
U.S.a 273-U R 3 CUni

1. Within the confines ofa basketball court including a floor,

a plurality ofsupporting elements firmly affixed to said floor, a

goaltender's box secured in an elevated position above said

floor on said support structure, a basket mounted in an elevated

' ^•-m . ^ ^ ^^'*~^^^^t^ ^^^*-

basket, and a ladder extending between said floor and said box

for access to said box by a goaltender.

4,474,374

GAME TABLE WTTH ALTERNATE BOARD
Dwaync K. Lewis, and Annette H. Lewis, both of 2843 Sycamore

Way, Santa Clara, CaUf. 95051

Filed Oct. 26, 1978, Ser. No. 954,913

Int a.3 A63D 15/00

U.S. a. 273—5 R 8 Gains

1. A game table comprisuig a basic board having a first

playing surface with apertures and indicia for playing a partic-

ular game, and an alternate board positionable over said basic

board and having a second playing surface with indicia and

apertures for playing the same game, said second playing

surface having material characteristics different in texture from

the material characteristics of said first playing surface.

4^74,375

TABLETOP HOCKEY GAME
Goi^on Stockdale, 332 The Heights Dr., Don Mills, Ontario,

Canada M3C 1Y3
Filed Not. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 204,565

lot CL^ A63F 7/06

UA CL 273-85 B 12 Claims

1. Tabletop hockey game apparatus comprising a planar

board having a continuous raised border defining a playing

surface;

player pieces mounted on top of the playing surface, a fvst

player piece being carried on a respective first player peg,

which passes right through a fu^ player slot which is

within the playing surface;

control handles mounted on the board, a control handle

being carried on a respective handle peg, which passes

right through a handle slot which is outside the playing

surface, and where the alignment of the handle slot is such
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that the line of the handle slot remains substantially always
oatside the playing surface;

wherein the said first player peg and the said handle peg are
carried at respective pivot points on a linking arm, the
points being a fixed distance apart on the arm so that the
handle peg and the first player peg remain the same dis-

tance apart at all times;

wherein the first player peg and the handle peg are each
pivotally mounted to the linking arm at the respective
points to that each peg may route pivotally with respect
to the arm;

63.43 degrees f5rom each of five other holes and in the
centers ofeach of the twenty triangular regions formed by
three adjacent holes is a small detent;

(b) twelve holding pins each comprising three successive
concentric circular sections of spherical shells, the outer
most section being approximately thirty'Six degrees in
diameter, the middle section being approximately ten
degrees in diameter and the innermost section whose
diameter matches the holes in the core for bonding
thereto:

(c) twenty turning plates of spherical curvature whose con-
cave surface substantially conforms to the core, the sides
of the turning plates are arcs of small circles S8.28 degrees
in radius, at the center of the concave surface of each
turning plate is a small indent matching the detent in the
core, at the center ofoutside surface ofeach turning plates
is a small raised triangular region:

(d) twenty flat triangular plates beveled inwardly with a
small triangular region indented at its inside center and
each bonded to one of the small raised triangular regions
of a turning plate.

4,474,377

ELEVEN'PLANE CUBICAL PUZZLE
Jonathan J. Ashley, 3367 N. McCali, Sanger, CUif. 93657

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,445
lot CL3 A63F 9/08

VJS. CL 273—153 S i riri»

wherein the handle slot and the fint player slot are substan-
tially hot in line, and a line joining the said pivot points lies

at a substantial angle to the perpendicular to both slots;

wherein the arm is located as to its position and orientation
with respect to the two slots by virtue only of the engage-
ment of the two pegs each in its respective slot, and by
virtue of the pegs being held a fixed distance apart in the
arm, the position and orientation of the arm being other-
wise not constrained with respect to the slots at all;

. and wherein rotation transmitting means are provided
whereby when the handle is rotated its rotary movement
is transmitted in strict unison to the fint player piece.

4,474,376

MANIPULABLE ICOSAHEDRON TOY
WflUaa O. GutafMMi, 2712 E. RoUosoa Are, F^eno, Calif.
93726

FIM Dee. 22, 1981, Scr. No. 333,340
lot. a^ A63F 9/08

VA CL rn—is3 s i

1. A puzzle in the shape of a cube whose exterior surface is

defined by twenty-four pieces, termed wedges, each including
two exposed right isosceles triangular faces di^KMed at a right
angle to each other to define a portion of an edge of the cube
extending from a respective comer to the midpoint of said
edge; means maintaining said wedges in an assembled array
whereby they may be permuted by rotations of two types
about seven axes each disposed on one side of eleven distinct

planes, one type being the rotation of the group of six wedges
lying on one side of any plane that contains an equilateral

triangle defmed by three vertices of the cube about a vertex
axis by some integer multiple of 120*, and the other type being
the rotation of the group of twelve wedges lying on one side of
any plane parallel to and midway between an opposite pair of
faces of the cube about a face axis by some integer multiple of
90*; the exposed faces of said wedges being colored in a pattern

which may be scrambled and unscrambled by a series of such
rotations.

4,474,378

GOLF CLUB SWING DEVELOPMENT DEVICE
John E. Dwycr, 2600 S. Kmuwr Hwy., Apt D-7, Start, Fla.

33497

FDcd Mar. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 480,269

I
Int CL3 A63B 69/36. 21/04

U.S. CL 273—186

C

tJ CMmf
1. A muipulable icosahedron toy comprising: 1. A golfer's exercising apparatus for isometric development
(a) a spherical core with twelve smaU holes each spaced of a golfer's musculature, comprising a golf club-simulative
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member including a shaft grippable at its upper end in the

manner of a golf club by the user, means for affixing the grip-

remote end of said club-simulative member at a position in

fhmt of the user for presenting said shaft to the user in an

orientation simulative of the position of a golf club at the

mopent of impact of a golf club with a ball, and dynamic

indicator means, associated with said affixing means, for pro-

viding resilient interconnection of said grip-remote end with

said affixing means for dynamically, resiliently resisting move-

ment of the grip-remote end laterally away from an initial

position defined by said affixing means and for permitting such

movement from said initial position only upon development by

the user of a predetermined minimum dynamic force of a

ball-striking character, said movement providing the user with

dynamic indication of a ball-striking force exerted by the user

of magnitude sufficient for development of the user's muscula-

ture, said affixing means comprising a platform for the user to

stand upon, means for locating the feet of the user at a prede-

the shoulder of the lip ring on the side of the reinforcing ring

delimiting the space to be sealed having a larger outside

termined location upon said platform, and an elongated mem-
ber extending forwardly from said platform for attachment of

the grip-remote end of said shaft, said affixing means including

an attachment fixture configured for being selectively, adjust-

ably positioned upon said elongated member for location of the

grip-remote end of said shaft at a preselected distance in front

of the user, said elongated member constituting an elongated

guide for said attachment fixture with said attachment fixture

being slidable along said guide, said attachment fixture includ-

ing adjustable clamp means for permitting selective clamping

of said attachment fixture at a predetermined location along

the length ofsaid elongated guide dependent upon the penonal

preference and measurements of the user, said resilient inter-

connection means comprising a plunger reciprocal laterally in

and out of said attachment fixture along an axis aligned with

the normal direction of ball movement when struck by the golf

club and means resiliently biasing said plunger toward a posi-

tion within said attachment fixture and opposite from the

normal direction of ball movement.

to

, Mar. 18,

12

4,474,379

CENTRIFUGALLY-OPERATED
RADIALLY-TRANSLATABLE SEAL RING

Hdomt H«Kr, Weiahdm, Fed. Rep. of Gcnmiy,
Firm Ciri F^vudeaberg, Wciaheia, Fed. Rep. tt

FIM Mar. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 475,813

Cbdms priority, appUcatkn Fed. R^ of

1962,3209926

lat OJ F16J 15/16. 15/54

U.S.a 277-25
1. A radial shaft seal ring, comprising:

a lip ring having an wpextxtn for bearing on a shaft sealingly

md entrainingly to rotate the lip ring with the shaft;

shoulders on the lip ring having facing surfaces defining a

generally U-shaped recess extending about the lip ring and

toward the aperture; and

a reinforcing ring for delimiting on one side thereof a space

to be sealed about the shaft, the reinforcing ring having an

extension portion projecting into the U-shqwd recess and

contacting a portion ofthe facing surfaces ofthe shoulders

of the lip ring without tension or connection therebe-

tween, whereby the lip ring can rotate with the shaft

without wear against the shaft or reinforcing ring.

diameter than the other shoulder, whereby to aid the

sealing centrifugally.

4,474,380

INFLATABLE PACKER ASSEMBLY wmi CONTROL
VALVE

Ernest E. Carter, Jr., Duncan, Okla., awignor to HaiUbarton

Company, Duncan, Okla.

FUcd Oct 8, 1982, Scr. No. 433,564

lat a^ E21B 33/12

MS.a 277-34.6 14 Clafaas

1. An inflatable packer assembly comprising:

cylindrical mandrel;

a packer disposed about an outer cylindrical surface of said

mandrel, said packer including an inflatable element;

valve means connected to said packer for directing fluid

under pressure to said packer to inflate said element, said

valve means including a cylindrical valve body having

first and second ends with a cylindrical inner surface

connecting said first and second ends, said cylindrical

outer surface of said mandrel being closely received

within said cylindrical inner surface of said valve means

and said cylindrical outer surface of said mandrel extend-

ing past each of said first and second ends of said valve

means;

first check valve means located in said valve means for

preventing the flow of fluid under pressure from said

packer, and

second annular check valve means diqxMed about said cylin-

drical mandrel and located between the inflatable element

of said packer and said valve means.
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M74|381
METAL PIPE JOINT SEAL RING WITH PORT TO

CX)NTROL EROSION
Robvt L. WilUns; Eagene J. Cegiebki, both of Honston; James

P. McErcr, CyprcH, and Edward J. Szymczak, Spring, all of
T«^ antgnon to Cameron Iron Works, Inc^ Houston, Tex.

Flkd Apr. 28, 19», Scr. No. 489^5
Int a» F16L S7/(Xi, 25/00; Fl« WOB

UA CL m^Vn A 11 chims

first annular recess located on the interior of the cylin-
drical member.

4^74,383
BOOK HOLDER

Chris T. Kikis, 153^ Rose Afc, RoUiv, N.Y. 11355
Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 459,339

bt a^ B42D 9/00
UJS. CL 281-45 3ClaiBis

1. A tubolar joint comprising

a fint tubular member having its inner end surface tapered,
a second tubular member having its inner end surface to-

pered,

means for joining the first and second tubular members
together with their Upered ends adjoining, and

a seal ring positioned between the tubular members having
an inner axial surface and tapered outer surfaces angled to
seal on the tapered ends,

«t lost one port extending through said seal ring from the
mid point of one of its upered outer surfaces to its inner
surface.

1. An improved device for maintaining books in opened
condition for reading comprising: first and second elongate
elements mutually pivotally interconnected at a single point at
one end thereof; each of said elements including an elongated
portion commencing at said inner end and extending away
fiom said single point a distance corresponding to approxi-
mately the width of a page of an engaged book, and an open
ended inwardly facing resilient loop formed integrally with
said first portion and forming a means for resiliently clamping
a group on pages and underiying portion of the cover of one
side of a centrally disposed binding ofan engaged book in such
manner to permit the uppermost page to be readily moved
outwardly from one of said open loops with the completion of
reading of said page to be engaged beneath the oppositdy
disposed loop; said second element being slightly smaller in
overall dimensions to permit said second element to be pivot-
ted about said single point relative to said first element to be
nested within said second element when not in use.

4^74,382 ^
4^74,384

UNITIZED SEAL CARRIER ASSEMBLY FOR CONVEYANCE
RECIPROCATING SHAFT Bttrdomeus CrimJc, Welkon, Sooth Africa, asrignor to Western

Tinothy A. HJdauid, Dmcao, OUa., aasigDor to Halliburton HoidingB Uodted, Jotanncabwg, Sootii Africa
Coapay, DnMao, OUa. Filed Jol. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,182

FOad Feb. 21, 1984, Ser. No. 581,931 Ciains priority, appiiortiOB Sonth Africa JaL 24. 1981.
Ltt. as FMJ 75//« 81/5108

UAa 277—237 R 3 claims Int CL^ B62B I/IO
UAa280-47J4 2Claiai8

1. An improved unitized seal carrier for use in sealing the
high pressure fluid end of a reciprocating plunger pump,
wherein:

the improved unitized seal carrier comprises:
an annular, ekngated cyhndrical member having on the

interior thereof, a first annular recess and second annu-^ recess tecated within the first annular recess and, on
the exterior thereof, a first annular recess having, in
turn, a plurality of apertures extending thereftxmi to the
interior of the cylindrical member and a phiraltty of
apertures extending from the exterior of the cylindrical
member to the second annular recess located within the

1. A trolley for use in conveying elongated objects that are
adapted to have one end supported on movable means and
with the other end supported by said trolley, and wherein said

trolley comprises an inverted U-shaped fiame, wheels rotat-

ably mounted about a fixed common axis to the end of the legs
of the U, a handle attached to the frame and extending fiom the
plane of the U, a pivot shaft joumalled for rotation at the
center of the U about an axis parallel to the legs of the U, a
subframe attached to the pivot shaft and a carrying platform
secured to the subframe and on which the other end of an
elongated object is adapted to freely rest whereby the object
can be moved about ami maneuvered by manipulation of said
handle.
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4,474,385

REMOVABLEWHEEL ASSEMBLY FOR WHEELCHAIRS
William D. Costeilo, Ventura; Charles J. Helton, II, Camarillo,

and Martin B. Frank, Los Angeles, all of Calif., assignors to

American Hospital Supply Corporation, Enunton, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 361,239, Mar. 24, 1982, Pat
No. 4,442,660. This appUcation May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 497,993

Int a^ B62M 1/14

U.S.a 280—242 WC 21 Claims

sponge sheet having recessed grooves in a longitudinal direc-

tion and having a width less than the width of said outer sheet,

fixed to each outer sheet in a longitudinal direction only at

central portions thereof and engagable members attached to

opposite surfaces of projections of the outer sheet extending

beyond the sponge sheet.

4,474,387

KICKSTAND SUPPORTING DEVICE
Melrin C. MaraneU, 1108 Village Rd., 2B, Chaska, Minn. 55381,

and Steren J. Reichenberger, Box 376, St Bonlfedos, Minn.

55375

FOed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,521

Int CL^ B62H i/OO

U.S.a 280-293 3 Claims

1. An assembly capable of mounting to a wheelchair in

duplicate to provide removal of the drive wheels from the

wheelchair while maintaining mobility, the assembly compris-

ing:

(a) a connector block mounted on a wheelchair frame, the

connector block having a first orifice extending there-

through for receiving an axle of a drive wheel of the

wheelchair and a second orifice extending therethrough

and at least partially intersecting the first orifice;

(b) an axle for a drive wheel having an annular groove at one

end and extending into the first orifice of the connector

block such that the annular groove aligns with the second

orifice;

(c) a rod rotatable about its longitudinal axis and extending

through the second orifice of the coimector block with at

least a portion of the rod having a generally circular cross

section and a slot tberealong, which slot aligns with the

first orifice of the connector block;

(d) a first arm fastened to and extending radially from the

rod and which moves with rotation of the rod;

(e) a second arm pivotally linked to the first arm;

(0 a leg pivotally linked to the second arm and slidably

mounted to the frame; and

(g) a caster wheel assembly attached to the leg which caster

wheel assembly cooperates with the rod, first arm, second

arm and leg to move between a surface-engaging position

and surface-disengaging position upon rotation of the rod,

such that the rod intersects the annular groove of the axle

when the caster wheel assembly is in the surface-disengag-

ing position and the slot on the rod aligns with the first

orifice and faces the annular groove of the axle when the

caster wheel assembly is in the surface-engaging position.

4a

1. A kickstand supporting device usable with a two-wheeled

vehicle for retaining the base of the vehicle's kickstand to

prevent the sinking of the kickstand base into a parking surface

beneath the vehicle comprising:

a plate substantially larger than the kickstand base and hav-

ing obverse and reverse faces positionable with the ob-

verse face confronting the kickstand base and the reverse

face confronting the parking surface;

said plate including upright wall means on said obverse face

for receiving and releaseably retaining the base of the

kickstand on said obverse face;

said plate further including a combined centering and spac-

ing means on said obverse face to releaseably center and

retain the kickstand base within said wall means and to

space the kickstand base from said wall means; and

said plate further including a pair of spaced apart cleats

positioned on said plate and said device further including

a strap for attachment to said cleats and encirclement of a

portion of the vehicle so as to retain the device in a carry-

ing position on the vehicle during travel by the vehicle.

4,474,386

SHOL^LDER PAD FOR BICYCLES
Sboji Kanemald, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Araya Indnstrial

ConLtdn Jivnn

Filed Jnn. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,934

Int a? B62J 39/00

U&a 280-289 A 1 Claim

1. A detachable shoulder pad for a bicycle covering a por-

tion of the top and seat tubes of the bicycle frame comprising

two identical outer sheets interconnected by a belt-like strap, a

4,474,388

GOLF BAG CLUB COVER
Loren E. Wagner, 516 Lockerbie Rd., Shetbyrille, Ind. 46176

Filed Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,263

lot a.3 A63B 55/00. 55/08; B62B 5/00

VS.a 280—646 13 Claims

1. A rain shield for a golf bag mounted to a golf cart com-

prising:

a plastic sheet main body removably mountable to a golf bag
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and having a top roof portion slanting downwardly and
forwardly acroas the top of said bag, said main body
fiirther having a pair of opposite side portions joined to
and depending from said top roof portion with said side

portions having aligned bottom ends positionable near the
bottom of said bag, said side portions being located adja-
cent on the two opposite sides of said golf bag allowing
access to said bag from the front and rear thereof;

alent link formed for the lower link means which, in the rear
view, is the distance between an ideal lower articulation point
determined by the intersection of projected lines coaxial with
the spring strut and compression strut and the point ofintersec-
tion of a swivel axis of the lower link means with the vertical

transverse plane of the center of the wheel, an instantaneous
center determined by the upper and lower link means, the
instantaneous center being located in a longitudinally extend-
ing center plane of the vehicle, wherein the axle arrangement
causes the instantaneous center to shift towards an inside of a
curve during a cornering of the motor vehicle.

first strap fastening means secured to said top roof portion
and removably extendable around the handle of said golf
cart securing said sheet thereto; and,

second strap fastening means associated with said bottom
end of said side portions and removably extendable
around said bag securing said sheet thereto.

M74,390
GAS CUSHION ON PASSENGER SIDE FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES, ESPECIALLY PASSENGER MOTOR

VEHICLES
Hanajiirgen Sdioiz, Waldenbiich; Udgi Brambilla, BoeUiagen,
and Gnenter Walz, Wildberg, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
aaaignors to Daimler-Benz AktieagescUachaft, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,479
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 19,

1982, 3210043

bt a^ BCOR 21/10
U.S.a 280-730 5 dains

M74^389
AXLE SUSPENSION FOR A PASSENGER MOTOR

VEHICLE
Mnfrad nm dar Ohc, Stattgvt, Fad. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to DididafBau Akrtwigaasnariiaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FDad Dae. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 334,074

Oaiaa priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germaay, Dec 23,
1980,3048864

lat a^ B60G 3/00
MA. a. 280—701 20 Claims

1. A gas cushion for the passenger side of motor vehicles,

comprising mutually oppositely disposed generally txwpaxA-
dally shaped front and rear surfaces, one of the trapezoidally

shaped front and rear surfaces serving as an impact area facing
the passenger and the other of the trapezoidally shaped front

and rear surfaces including at least one opening serving as a gas
inlet, the gas cushion being so arranged in the motor vehicle
that the trapezoidally shaped front and rear surfaces taper fhnn
top to bottom.

I. An axle arrangement for motor vehicles having indepen-
dently sospended wheels, the arrangement comprising wheel
guide means for each of the wheels, each wheel guide means
including upper tink means and lower link means for support-
ing a wheel carrier at a body portion of the vehicle, each said
upper link means constructed as a split Unk mcluding a first

stmt and a second strut, an ideal upper articulation point for
each wheel detemuned by an intersection of projected lines
ooaxial with the first strut and the second strut, each said ideal
articulation point offtet outwardly relative to the body portion
and with respect to a longitudmaUy extending center plane of
a respective wheel, said lower hnk means of each wheel guide
means including a spring strut and a compression strut and
having an equivalent lever length shorter than an equivalent
lever length of the upper Unk means, said spring strut being
adapted to carry a spring and, in the plan view, being located
hehind the vertical transverse plane of the wheel center, said
spring strut having a length greater than the length ofan equiv-

4«474391
INSTRUMENT PANEL FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES
YoaUo Matsono, and Tokniehiro Hoaaka, both of Yokohaaa,

Japaa, aaaigaors to Niaaaa Motor Cooipnay, Uadted, Yoko*
hama, Japaa

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284»558

Claims priority, applicatioa Japaa, Aag. 12, 1980, 55*111381
lat CV B60R 21/02

U.S. CL 280—752 12 Claiais

1. An instrument panel for an automotive vehicle, compris-
ing a one-piece, elongated sheet material structure adapted to

extend between the front pillars of the vehicle and having a
panel portion forming a passenger's head impinging zone, said

sheet material structure including upper and lower spaced
panel sections, a rear end panel section connecting said upper
and lower panel sections at the rear end adjacent a vehicle

seating area, said rear end panel section bemg essentially planar

and angularly offset from said upper and lower panel sections,

and a pair of side panel sections located adjacent the front

pillars, said lower spaced panel sections extending down-
wardly and forwardly from the lower edge of the rear end
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panel section, said panel pui liuir fUiminglfirhead impinging

zone being provided in sidd wpa panel section, wherein said

sheet material structure is ^vvided with a weakened panel

portion at a location other than said panel portion forming the

passenger's head impinging zone, said weakened panel portion

being adapted to promote the absorption and dissipation of

impact energy by weakening part of said sheet material struc-

ture permitting controlled deformation and breakage, and

wherein said weakened panel portion is provided in said lower

panel section.

4^7432
PIPE FTITING CONSIRUCnON

EfMa D. VaaaaUo, U Rambia G-558, and Joae E. Valla, Perla

del Sar B-143, both of Poace, Pit 00731

Coatbinatioa of Ser. No. 207,018, No?. 14, 1980,. This

applicatioa Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,320

lat a^ F16L 17/02

U.S.a 285—347 7 Clafans

adjacent to the central body end, the connecting end

terminating in a planar end,

the hub connecting end comprising a circular, inward

projection of configuration matching said circular lock

to lock within the said circular lock without adhesive;

the shoulder planar front surface being contacted by the

hub planar end when the circular inward projection of

the hub locks within the circular lock of the lock junc-

tion mean^
a circular groove provided in the central body end, the

groove being rearwardly spaced from the lock junction

means, the groove being defined between front and rear

groove sides,

the groove sides lying in parallel planes extending at right

angles flrom the longitudinal axis of the end,

the central body end defining a rearward cylindrical por-

tion of the annulus rearwardly of the rear groove side,

portions of the hub connecting end overlying and contact-

ing the said forward and rearward portions of the annu-

lus; and

gasket means seated within the groove to seal the connection

between the hub connecting end and the said central body
end,

a portion of the gasket means biasing directly against the

hub connecting end in the absence of any adhesive,

the gasket means sealing the said connection between the

central body end and the hub connecting end without

adhesive;

whereby a multiple part, self locking and self seaUng pipe

fitting is provided.

4^7433
LID LOCKING DEVICE

SUgera Klnnra, Kamakara, Japan, saaigBor to Nifleo lac, Yo>

kohaan, Japaa

Filed Jaa. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,798

Claims priority, applicatioa Japaa, Jaa. 29, 1981, 56*10277

lat a.3 E05C 13/06

U.S.a 292—171 1 Claim

1. A pipe fittmg construction of large diameter comprismg

a central body of predetermined configuration and compris-

ing at least one end having an end terminus,

the said end being an annulus of hollow cyUndrical config-

uration defined between an interior peripheral wall

surface and an exterior peripheral wall surface and

having a longitudinal axis;

a lock junction means formed in the said end m rearward

longitudinal spaced relation from the end terminus to

provide a self locking interconnection,

the lock junction means comprising a circular lock which

is defined in part by an inclined side, the incUned side

being incUned circuhvly inwardly from the exterior

peripheral wall surface toward the mterior peripheral

wall surface,

the lock junction means having no adhesive,

the lock junction means defining a forward cyUndrical

portion of the annulus forwardly of the circular lock,

the lock junction means comprising a radially extending

shoulder which outwardly projects from the central

body exterior peripheral wall surface,

the shoulder having a planar front surface and a rear

conical surface which extends firom said planar front

surface to said external peripheral wall surface, the

shoulder being rearwardly spaced from the rearward

portion of the annulus;

a hub connected to the said central body end at the lock

junction means to provide an enlarged connector for

receiving an adjacent length of pipe,

the hub having a connecting end circuhu-ly and outwardly

1. A Ud locking device comprismg a cylindrical case having

an opening at one end thereof, a stopper sUdably contained in

the hoUow interior of said case and normaUy energized with a

compressed spring and consequently enabled to keep an engag-

ing head portion at the leading end thereofprotruding from the

opening of said case, a panel for permitting attachment of said

case thereto, and a cap for covering the opening side end of

said case, said stopper being provided at the rear end portion

thereof with a connection member permitting connection

thereto of a release wire passed through the rear end side of

said case and adapted to impart a rearward motion to said

engaging head portion upon application thereto of a pull, said

case being provided with a contact flange outwardly diverged

from the outer peripheral surface of the case surrounding the

opening, a cylindric^ insertion member extended axially from

the peripheral edge of the case around the opening, and engag-

ing portions formed around the peripheral surface of said

engaging member and opposed to said contact flange, said

puel being provided with a circular perforation containing

along the edge thereof notches for permitting passage of said
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engaging portions, add perforation enabling said insertion outside of an area of a longitudinaUy extending horizontally
member to be userted therethroagh and said contact flange to disposed center plane of the bumper, the recess means lying in
be brought mto contact with one side of said panel and further

enabling the insertion member inserted past the panel to be
rotated around the axis thereof and consequently enabling the
engaging portions passed through the notches to be brought
into engagement with the opposite sides of the panel thereby
causing the panel to be nipped between said engaging portions
and said contact flange, said cap being provided with a win-
dow for permitting passage therethrough of the engaging head
portion of said stoi^, projections for engagement with en-
gaging projections formed on the outer peripheral surface of
the insertion member of said case, and protuberances for en-
gagement with said notches formed in the panel, whereby the
engagement between said engaging projections and said pro-
jections will fasten said cap to the insertion member of the case
from the opposite side of the panel and consequently prevent
the case from being rotated reUtive to the panel and secure the

I to the panel.

an extension of a direction of an impact force acting on the
bumper from an area outside of the center plane of the bumper.

M74»3M

4,474^96
WOOD STOVE AND FIREPLACE LOG HANDLER

RE«FOH«D.«EMBL^«KEPLATETODOOR '"^ "^

^^^^St^N^ISSS ^•^

^

AMs CttRiBsek, 97 N. Ariiona PL, Chandler, Aria. 85224
FDcd Aag. 2S, 1982, Scr. No. 411,443

lot a.) EOSC 21/02
UAa 292-340 MClaims

VJS. a. 294-11
brt. a.3 A47J 49/00

ncutms

1. In combination with a door frame having at least two
orthogonal surfaces a reinforced assembly of a lock strike plate
to said door (niae comprising:

strike plate means having at least two orthogonal faces for

mating with two complementary orthogonal surfaces of
said door frame; and

orthogonal coupling means matingly coupled within said

door frame for coupling said at least two orthogonal faces

of said strike plate means to two complementary orthogo-
nal surfaces of said door firame.

.•an."^

1. In a log handler having a lifting handle means (lOA) and
a carrier bar for a prong means comprising a pair of prongs
spaced along said carrier bar at least one of which prongs is

actuatable to grip a log end;

the improvement comprising:

an actuating mechanism having a spring means and includ-

ing manually actuatable lever means at one end of said

carrier bar affording a mechanical advantage for actuating

said one prong to increase the spacing of said prongs to

straddle the ends of a log while stressing said spring
means;

whereby said prongs grip the ends of a log by force of said

spring means upon release of said manudly actuatable

means and including means for initially spacing said

prongs relative the length of a log to be handled prior to

actuating said one prong.

4^74,395
BUMPER FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

Bmd Hirioff, B8Mli«e^ Romb ScMippd, Sindriflngw; Ul-
rich Brahaka, lad Eigelbcrt Kinds, both of Ehniagen, aU of
Fad. Rav. of Gamay, anlpMn to Dtkakr-Btaz Akticn-

awtlhchrt. Fad. Rap. oTGcnuBy
Fllad Jo. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 393,596

OalM priority, appUcition Fad. Ra^ of Gcruay, Jua. 30,
1981,312500

lat a^ B80R 19/06
UjS. CL 293—120 4 rMmm

1. A bumper for a motor vehicle, the bumper being ad^ted
to be connected to a girder means attached to the motor vehi-
cle and including a foam energy absorber means mounted on
the girder meana, comprising at least one recess means on a
rear skle of the foam energy absorber means focing the girder
means, the at least one recess means disposed at a position

4^74,397
PICK-UP HEAD UTILIZING ASPIRATED AIR FLOW

Jaftthn K. Haasan, Hopcwdl JmdioB, and John A. PalTanas,

Hyde Parii, both of N.Y., aaai^Mira to IntanatkHial Bnsiaeas
Maddnes Corporatioa, Anaoak, N.Y.

FUad No?. 16, 1982, Sar. No. 442,206

lat CI.) B66C 1/02
VS. CL 294—64 B 18 CUtm

1. A pick-up head for moving a sheet of material comprising:

an input port for receiving a supply of gas under positive

pressure,

a pick-up surface having slot means therein extending out-

ward to a peripheral edge of said pick-up surface with an
opening on said pick-up surface to establish a gas flow
generally parallel to said pick-up surface, and means estab-

lishing fluid communication between nod input port and
said slot means wherein an aqwed flow of gas is created

through said openings as gas issues from said means estab-

lishing fluid communication for discharge from said slot
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means along the peripheral edge of said pick-up surface to

define said gas flow, thereby creating a suction force

sucnoinn, t,

! «M«cimuna

nrrxnr^
ma* SMCET ^

\J'
.tpnoiotnasciT*

F«lf

man '- r, mum taa utm n asaa:

a pin firmly attached to said routable plate and rotatably

disposed through said support member;

a bushing disposed in said support member and around said

pin for enhancing the rotatability of said pin; and

a rotary actuator connected to said pin for selectively re-

motely rotating said rotatable plate relative to said su^wrt

member and to said legs of said fuel assembly for locking

and holding said fuel assembly to said support member

while said ^1 rods are extracted from said fuel assembly.

i_Lj_
11

ctwnm

between said pick-up surface and a sheet of material to be

moved.

4*474,399

TIREGRIPPER
Mkhacl L. Lanber, Akron, Ohio, aaaiffBor to 1W FlrsatoBC TIra

A Robber Conpaay, Akron, Ohio

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424^11

Int a.} B29H 5/01- B66C 1/46

VS. CL 294-88 1 Claln

4,474,398

FUEL ASSEMBLY LOCKING APPARATUS
Ralph W. Toliao, WflUasborg, aad Charies E. Toler, Sr., Pean

Hflb, both of Pa., asrigaors to Westingboase Electric Corp.,

Pittsbon^Pa.
Filed Jon. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,550

Int a^ B66C 5/00; G21C 3/30. 19/34

VS. CL 294-86 A 6 Oaiais

1. Apparatus for locking and holdmg a nulcear fuel assembly

while fuel rods are extracted from said fuel assembly and while

said fuel assembly remains submerged in fluid, said fuel assem-

bly having a bottom nozzle with a plurality of legs attached

thereto with each other of said legs having a ledge thereon,

said apparatus comprising:

a vertical support;

a gripper mechanism slidably mounted on said vertical sup-

port for gripping and extracting said fuel rods from said

fuel assembly;

a support member rotatably attached to said vertical support

and capable of having said legs of said fuel assembly div

posed thereon for supporting the weight of said fuel as-

sembly and for rotating said fuel asembly around said

vertical support;

a substantially square routable plate disposed on said sup-

port member and having at least four comers with each of

said comers having a notoh therein for simultaneously

engaging each of said ledges of said legs of said fuel assem-

bly;

1. An apparatus for grasping the outside of generally cylin-

drically shaped articles, comprising:

a. frame means having a generally cylindrically shaped

configuration and adapted to have expandable means

affixed thereto;

b. at least two sets of expandable means, each set having at

least four expanding members, each expanding member

having an axis of expansion affixed to said frame means,

said expanding members having their axis of expansion

intersecting at a common point;

c. spring biased gripping means affixed to said expanding

members wherein said gripping means has a radius of

curvature larger than the radius of said generally cylindri-

cally shaped article; and

d. control means adapted to selectively exp^id said first set

of expandable means relative to said second set of expand-

able means in order to selectively deform said generally

cylindrically shaped article to faciliute the placement of

said article over a generally cylindrically shaped holding

means.

4,474,400

LIFTING DEVICE FOR MASSIVE PRECAST CONCRETE
WALL UNITS

Roger L. Toffokw, 953 MacArthar Blfdn SE., Staart, Fla. 33494

CoatlBoatioa-in-port of Ser. No. 349,058, FOt. 16, 1982,

abandoned. This application JoL 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,105

lot a^ B66C 1/44

VS. CL 294—97 10 CSaiaM

1. A device for lifting and transporting massive precast

concrete wall units having spaced parallel front and rear wall

panels and spaced apart lateral connecting arms therebetween;

said device comprising a pair of pivotally connected lifting legs

swingable between retracted and expuided positions, lower

end portions of the legs in the retracted position of the lep

having an overall horizontal dimension such that the legs can

freely pass vertically between the arms of a precast concrete
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wan imh, and said lower end portions of the legs having an
overall horizontal dimension in the expanded position of the
legs such that the end portions reside respectively in close
proximity to the inner walls of the arms of a precast concrete
wall unit, at least one pair of shoes respectively mountable on
•aid lower end portions of said legs and having oppositely —
laterally outwardly projecting toe portions adapted respec- ^•**^ ^96—76
tively to engage bottom surfaces of the arms of a precast con-
crete waU unit with the legs of the lifting device in the ex-
panded position, a manually operable locking mechanism faav- »
ing lock and release positions respectively for securing the legs
in their retracted position and for freeing the legs for move-
ment to their expanded position, a lift attachment for releasably

M74«402
SELF-ADJUSTING WEATHERSTRIP

Alan J. SheltoD, Rochester, Mich,, aaaiffor to General Moton
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 5, 1983, Scr. No. 491,738
Int a.} B62D 25/00: EKB 7/2S

ICiaiiBi

•eciuing a vertically movable power hoist to the lifting device
for lifting and transporting precast concrete wall units with the
device, a pair of connecting links respectively for pivotal
connection at lower ends with upper end portions of said legs
and at upper ends with said lift attachment and with each
other, and a spreader element intermediate the ends of and
between said legs, said legs being pivotally attached to said
spreader element for movement between their retracted and
expanded positions, said legs taking a generally V-shaped
configuration with the connecting links forming a rectilinear

continuation of the legs and completing the apex of the V-
shape at an upper end portion when the legs are in their ex-
panded position.

1. A compressible weatherstrip for mounting on a vehicle
body to seal a gap around a vehicle body opening defined by a
body panel flange and selectively closable by a movable clo-
sure panel comprising:

a mounting portion adapted for attachment on the vehicle
body;

a tubular deflection portion integral with the mounting
portion and having a sealing face adapted for engagement
by the closure panel upon movement to the closed posi-
tion so that the tubular deflection portion is forcibly com-
pressed and bears upon the closure panel to seal against
the entry of moisture therebetween; and

a feeler portion integral with the tubular deflection portion
and adapted to engage with the flange of the body panel
upon attachment of the mounting portion on the vehicle
body and concomitantly deflection the tubular body por-
tion relative to the mounting portion whereby the sealing
face is automatically adjusted into a certain vertical posi-
tion irrespective of a variation in the vertical position of
the mounting portion so that the sealing face is poised at a
precisely adjusted position which provides a consistently
reliable magnitude of weatherstrip compression.

4,474,403

4,474*401 TRAVEL TRAILER AWNING
ARCH-SHAPED CTABIUZING AIRFOIL FOR VEHICLES Mahlon A. Miller, Nappuiee, Ind., avigBor to Holiday Rambler
JaMiLABiek, 1464 Cedar Bead Dr., An Arbor, Mich. 48105 Cqrporatioa, Wakaroaa, lad.

FOad No?. IS, 1982, Scr. No. 441^50 Filed Joa. 26, 1981, Scr. No. 277,708
lat a' IM2D S5/00 lat a' B60J 1/20

VJS,a.296^18 9Clains U.$.a296-96 12

1. A sfahiliring airfoil comprising a substantially arch-shaped
body substantially symmetrical about a vertical plane and
having lower ends adapted to be attached to a vehicle, said
body having leading and trailing edges and airfoil shape round-
noaed cron sections in planes perpendicular to said leading
edge, said body having its highest point substantially in said
piaae of symmetry and its lowest point at a level not substan-
tiaUy lower thaa the oeater of lateral aerodynamic pressure of"'"

airfoil.

1. A travel trailer awning comprising, in combination:
two mirror image halves flexibly hin^ to each other along

a caitral vertical axis shared between said halves at sub-
stantially the vertical centerline of said awning, said axis

being movable in a vertical plane during pivotally raising

saki awning to an open position and pivotally lowering

said awning to a closed position;

means for pivotally mounting said awning at a top portion of

each of said halves at an end of each of said halves oppo-

site said central vertical axis for enabling said awning to be

invotally raised to an open position and pivotally lowered

to a clmed position; and

means for slidably mounting said awning adjacent said cen-

tral vertical axis whereby said awning is substantially an

aerodynamically pointed awning in said closed position

and said awning is substantially a planar awning in said

open position.

4,474,404

VEHICCLAR BODY FOR HAULING HOT SLAG AND
OTHER MATERIALS

Leroy G. Hageabnch, 4602 N. Roismiad,
Peoria, HL 61614

FOad Jna. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 392,523

lat a' B60J 1/00

VS. CL 296-184 17

extending in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle and

shaped in such a manner that at the beginning of an opening

operation of the actuating device, all the brackets move bock-

wards as a result oS which the guide pins cooperate with the

lateral guide slots to tilt the roof section to provide ventilation,

and in the course of further movement of the actuating device

at least one group of the roof sections are moved backwards in

their tilted position to form a stack effiecting opening of the

roof.

4*474,406

VEHICLE SEAT, PARTICULARLY FOR AIRPLANES
AND BUSES

Hdnat WaU, PkwUager Straaac 49, D-7312 Kirehhclai/Tcck;

Kari Schflddhaber, Liebsrmaaartraaas 1, D-7440 Ntrdagaa;

Gcrhaid Krdaer, Sfleheratnaae 20, D-7312 Klrehhdai/Tcek,

aad Berad Speidcl, Daiadcrweg 3, D-7315 WcOhciai/reek, an

Filed May 24, 1982, Scr. No. 381,713

OaiaM prkirity, appUeatioa Fed. Rep. of Germaay, Jaa. 4,

1981,3122299
lat a' A47B 83/02

U&a 297-146 9CUbm

^^

1. A vehicular body for hauling hot materials comprising
an external skeletal frame of metal members forming the

primary load-transmitting structure of the body,

a removable metal lining supported by said skeletal frame

and forming the interior surface ofthe body for containing

loads of hot material, the exterior surface of said lining

being exposed to the ambient atmosphere through the

openings in said skeletal frame for dissipating heat from

loads (rf hot material, and

eoiq>ling means securing said lining to said skdetal frame

while permitting relative movement between said lining

aad said frame so that said lining and said frame can ex-

pand and contract differentially without stressing each

other said coupling means comprises a plurality of retain-

ing elements fastened to sind linmg and extoding out-

wardly therefrom to engage an adjacent portion of said

skeletal frame to hold said lining capative on said frame,

said retaining elements permitting relative movement

between said frame and said lining.

^ 4,474y405

TILT-SLIDING ROOF FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Herbert Boppc Paihciia, aad Haaa Voit Omath, both ofFed.

Rep. cf Gcmaay, aaisBorfl to Ford Motor Goaipaay, Dcai^

FDed Dee. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 483,265

CUtm priorilr, appUeatloa Fed. Rc^ of Gcrvay, Jaa. 28,

1982,3202646
lat a> B60J 7/04, 7/14

U&a 296-220 ^P^
1. A sliding roof for a motor vehicle compriang a plurality

ofloavre-Uke roofsections and an actuating device for opening

the roof, wherein the sections are connected to laterally dis-

poced brackets wUch are provided with sliding feet and with

guide irins, the sliding feet befaig arranged to slide in tracks and

the guide pins being arranged to slide in lateral guide dots

452-226 O.G.-84-7

1. A vehicle seat, particulariy tor airplanes and buses, com-

prising:

a seat support including at least one seat divider with a bore

therethrough;

a hollow pin having an end section detachably engaged in

the bore of the seat divider,

a back rest mounted at one of its sides on the hollow pin;

a connecting body, arranged in the bore of the seat divider,

having a longitudinally threaded bore tberethroo^

a threaded bolt means for passing through the hollow pin

and for r"g«g*«g with the threaded bore through the

connecting body;

a folding table sun>ort means, mounted oo the threaded bolt

means, for pivotably moving thereabout; and

a stop means, projected from the hoUow pin, tor limiting the

pivot movement of the fiokling taUe support means,

wherein said cad section of the hollow pin and the ooo-

necting body together form a ooqriing.

4,474^
PORTABLE CHAIR WITH INSULATED SEAT COOLER
RobertC Naar, 3730 Loagview Ik., CarlAad, Cam: 92008

FDed Oet 15, 1981, Scr. No. 311,881

lat CL? A47C 7/62

U.S.a297-192 7CaataB

t The coadanatioB of a portaUe insulated oootainer and

folduig chair, comprising:

a boUow box-like housing having an upper generaDy rectaa-

galar wall defining a seat platform and a lower generally
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«wnMigiilir wan definmg a genenUy horuonttl tappott
iV|Me, Mid oppcr and lower walls being joined by ade
waOi daftriag a ieat structure and an open front compart-
mert, said upper and lower and said side walls being
consli ucled <rf insnlating material for thermally iniiiating

said open front compartment, and an insulated closure
panel fbr covering said open front and for providing
access to said ooapartnient fbr a pcnon in a seated posi-
tion oo said seat support idatfbnn,

ing and maintaining the pH in said restoration fluid to
substantiaUy the U^wst value efliBCtive to prevent psedp-
itation of calcium hydroxide from said restoration fluid,

and

(c) cOTtinuing the flushing of said formation whereby cal-

cium ions are exchanged for ammonium ions in said for-

mation until the ammonia concentration in the effluent

from the formation is less than about 10 ppm.

a back rest pivotaOy secured to said housing for extending
upward in a si^port position and foldable onto said seat
platfionn, and

a generally n-shaped combination prop and handle pivotaUy
secured at the ends thereof to said back rest for engaging
a support surface fior supportmg said back rest in said
wtppon position and for extending beyond an edge of said
hooing for defining a handle for carrying said container
onnbination when said back rest is folded onto said seat
{datfbrm fbr defining the container mode.

4^74^409
METHOD OF ENHANCING 1HE REMOVAL OF

METHANE GAS AND ASSOCIATED FLUIDS FROM
MINE BOREHOLES

Michael A. TVerUa; Rogtr L. Ki« and Gerald L. Ftaftafsr, an
of PHtabwi^ Pa^ aaaliwn toHe United Sttfaa of AMrica
as rtpfiewted bf the Seoclvy of the IMariar, WMUnglon,
D.C

FDad Sep. 9» 1M2, Scr. No. 4M,m
Int. a3 E21B 43/26, 33/124. 33/127; E21F 7/00

U.S.a299^M 6

M7M08
MEIHOD FOR REMOVING AMMONIUM IONS FROM

A SUBTERRANEAN FORMATION
BOj i, Dolm, Gmri PnMe, Tci., aid IteMg-Yaan Van,
PUMailUi, Pi., Mslpo rs to MohO OO Gorpontiom New

FDad Aig. 11, 1M2, Ser. No. 407,202
lit a' E21B 43/28, 47/00

UJ.a2»-« 16

-«ua»'^tt
MM M<««au<raior

h A process of treating a subterranean claycontaining for-
mation having ammonhnn ions absorbed on the cby which

(a) fhahfflg said formation with a restorstira fluid having a
Oa-*--*- ooBcenttation of between about 10,000 and about
lOqOOO ppm and at substantially the highest pH effective
to prevent precipitation of cakhun hydrmdde from said
fluid whsrcby cakium kms are ''"Hmgrd for ammonium
iona in said formation until the ammonia concentration in
the efflaent fhxn the fbrmatioo peaks or is less than about
100 ppn,

(b) adJMting the Ca**"*- concentration in said rastontion
fluid to between about 400and about tiOOppm and increas-

1. A method of removing hazardous gas and twtrrnatfd
fluids from an underground mine cftmpriring the steps (rf:

(a) drilling a borehole from a mine into the earth m a gener-
ally horizontal direction;

(b) mounting a fluid conduit support structure m the mine
borehole extendmg therefaito from the mme borehole
entrance

(c) mounting an inflatable packer assembly m said borehole
at or near its end remote frwn the mine bordwle entrance,
said assembly having at least two separate mflataUe pack-
ers qnced ^Mrt longitudinally to define a volume making
up an isolation zone therd)etween within said borehole

(d) connecting fluid conduit means to both sakl at least two
inflatable packers and said defined isolation zone, said

conduit means extendmg therefrom to sakl mme bondwle
entrance

(e) supplying pressurized flukl to sakl conduit means to

inflate said at least two inflatable packers;

(f) supplying a fracturing fhnd under sufBcJent pressure via

sakl conduit means to sakl isolatfon zone mhmlby the

material forming the bordide thereat is induced to fSrac-

ture, sakl induced fracture benig extended by the ii\jectkm

of more pressurized flmd into sakl zone;

(g) decreasing the pressure of sakl fractaring flnd at the

iaidatiaa zcme; and
(h) deflirting the padcer assembly and moving it to a new
kKation in the same bordwle nearer the mine bordwle
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M7M10 M7M11
POWER-DRIVEN, WEDGE^FERATED ROCK GUIDES FOR MINERAL MINING MACHINES

SPLITIER WoMlii^ Patera, SelB^CMateph B , aad Garhari Mar-

tjiJl OmIlL Tukuhama, IMplalii iliaaama. fhliaaalrl: Yn tan,bethefl8nw,aBefFad.Rap.ef riii—i|, aaalpnrste

AiMiii Takada, behan; YeaUtnka Oitlio, laahara, and Gewartaehafl FIs i ahalii WeatCsila, LiMa, Fid. Rap. of

, an ef Japa, aarigwin to rataakntl Cwaij
, Tokyo, JipB FDad Nof. 4k 1981, Sar. No. 318443

FIkdMar.22,lM2,Sar.No.3d0,364 v_. pr.,.».„

jriarity, appUcatkm Jam, Mar. 31, IMl, 56- 1980,3042203

44455[U]; Mar. 31, 1981, Sfr444S6[U]; Mar. 31, 1981, 36-

UUmjl UJB.CL 299-^3

Iita/E81Ci7/(M
U&a299^23 23

-s

L An apparatus for splitting rock, concrete structures, etc.,

by being hnertad mto a drill hi^ created therein, comprising;

(a) an actuator having a lineariy reciprocating ou^mt mem-

L In a guide fbr ndneral numng; said guide comprising

means defiidng upper and lower passages ak»g which a drive

chain is to be drcdated, sakl deffaung means including q»cers

separattaig the vppet and lower paasagea, and covers which

ctose off the iqiper passage and which are pivotaMe outwardly

from the iq>per pessage to an open position; the improvement

comprising push-in invot joints provided for the ooven wUeh
permit the covers to be pivoted between the closed and open

poaitkns and to be detached by lifting, and co-operating pro-

jection means and recess means fbr intermgaging when the

coven adopt die dosed position to prevent detachment of the

covers by lifthig, and to become disrngaged as the covers are

pivoted to tiw open position to permit tiie ooven to be de-

tiehed by lifthig.

(b) a wedge having a thick edge and a tUn edge at opposite

cads thereof and havhig the thick edge coupled to the

output member (rfthe actuator fitv longitudhial motion

therewith;

(c) a pair ofguides ezteadmg along and disposed on opposite

sklea of the wedge to aDow kngitodhial sUdnig motkn

thereof; tiw pair of gmdea, together witii tiie wedge shd-

aUy engaged diefebetween, generally ttqiering as tiiey

extend away from tiie actuator, die pair of godes having

antifriction Umngs fbr direct relative slidmg contiKt widi

the wedge, each antifriction Unnig benig m the fbrm of a

flat strip of antifriction material held agamst a flat hmer

surfiKe of one gmde, each guide havmg a pair of parallel

rims projecting inwardly from oppoaite skies of its tamer

surfhoe for hddnig one sttq> of antifriction oaaterial

(d) means for yiddaUy hoMtaig dw pair ofgmdes agahist die

wedg^ and

(e) means for connecting the pair ofgukles to the actuator so

m to restratai die guides firom kngitudtaial displacement

and to aOow the guidea to move away from and toward

each odier widi die longitudnial sli^ motion of die

wedge widi die output member of die actiiator.

4i474y412

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE MAINTAINING VALVE
W. Sehiritt, Leckpert, m, asslgBsr to Skiaa Vahe

r, FraakUa Park, DL
or Sar. No. 208,rS, Nof. 21, 1980,

TUB ^plIfafliiB Oct 9, 1981, Sar. No. 309,778

lat a> B80T 15/22

UJS. CL 303—33 10 CUma
L A raihood air brake system for trudonounted brakes

taidudhig anABDW valve and auxiliary and euieigency reser-

votas widi p^ connections dierebetween. a brake pipe and a

connection between said brake pipe andABDW valve, a truck

mounted brake cyhnder kwated at each truck and brake cylfai-

der pipe connecting sakl brake cyhnden widi die ABDW
valve, the improvement comprising a volume reservoir, a

brake cylhider pressure mahrtataring valve (BCFMV) con-

nected to die brake pipe, brake cyhnder pipe, volume reservov

and emergency iinnnlr. said BCFMV including a p^
assemblymov^ ni response to pressure ni sakl volume 1

voir, fimrgffwey reservoir and brake pqie, valve means con-

trolling commnnieation between said volume reservoir and die

brake cyhndtf pipe, widi said piston assembly oontroIUng

opfratiftn of said valve means, said valve meaaa opening r^

sponsive to die pressure diflRerence between said biake cylinder

p^ and volume reservoir whereby sakl BCFMV operstes to
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sr'^ST-s^iXis^r^jsijisjifSi^s?^ ^^ '^.'-«.-*y-^^^m^y^ *«««,„ op«.pipe when the piemite in the brake cylinder pipe drops below position and a closed position, an inlet port connected to said
supply, an outlet port connected to said brake, said one-way
valve being held in said open position to place said inlet port in
communication with said outlet port when said piston is in said
first position, means defining support and expander chambers
in said bore on opposite sides of said piston, a reservoir for
fluid, a dump valve between said support chamber and said
reservoir, and a restricted passage providing at all times a
permanent connection between said support and expander
chambers, and wherein the position of said piston in said bore
is determined by the loading in said spring either augmented or
opposed by a force appUed to said piston due to any pressure
drop across said restricted passage.

M7M14
TRACK BELT FOR SNOWMOBILES AND METHOD OF

PRODUCING THE SAME
Mimwn Tokue, behara, Japan, anipior to The Yokohama Rub-

ber Co^ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jn. 26, IMl, Scr. No. 277^73

Ciafans priority, appUeatkM Japan, Jm. 30, 1980, 55-91799rU]
IM. a? BC2D 55/08

U,S.a305-^EB 2aaiM
the pressure in said volume reservoir by a predetermined
amount

M7M13
HYDRAUUC ANTI>8KID BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR

VEHICLES
Glya PUUp R. FIvr, Leak WoottOB, England, awivior to Locas

' "~ iaa Pnblic Liaflad Coapiny, BirainghoB, England
FDad Oct 2C 1912, Sar. No. 43M65

prtority, application Uiitad Kingdom, Nor. 9, 1901,
•133771; Jan. 13, 1912, 8200M< ^^ *

*

laLd^Bfin 8/087
UAa 303-114 TCUm

1. An hydraulic anti-skid braking system for a vehicle having
•^^^J^wnpriiing a brake for braldng the wheel, a supply of
brake-operating fluid for applying said brake, skid sensingnmu fbr said wheel for producing skid signals, a modubtor
assembly for modulating said brake-applying fluid from said
nqyply to said brake m accordance with said skid si^ials, andu hydraulic pump incorporating at least one plunger workingm a bore and having a woridng chamber which is in communi-
cation with said moduktor assembly to control brake re-
a^hcation following skid correction, wherem said modulator
asiembly compiises a housmg provided with a wall defining a
bore^apttton workingm said bore and movable between a first

o^^rftooperative position and a second retracted position
^aoed from sakl nwperative position, a stop with which said
ptonm adapted to co-operate to define said first inoperative
portion, a spring for urgfaig said piston towards said stop, a
spnng-loaded one-way valve adapted to be operated by said

1. A track belt for snowmobiles having suspension rails

guided by a pluraUty of guide clips secured at constant mter-
vals to connecting portions connecting together a central
member and side members of the track belt, each of said guide
chps being an integrally formed clip comprising a sUding por-
tion, a guide portion, a pair of fostening portions, and a rib, said
sliding portion sUdably sqyporting the suspension rail thereon,
said pair of fastenmg portions being formed at the sides of the
sliding portion and extending downwardly therefrom for grip-
ping said connecting portion, said guide portion being formed
at an end of said sUding portion and extendmg upwardly res-
tively to die sUdmg portion, said rib being formed continuously
fi^om an approximate midpoint ofan edge portion ofone ofsaid
fastening portions to an q>proximate nudpomt of an edge
portion ofthe other fostening portim around a peripheral edge
of said guide portion, a notch being formed m each of said pair
of fastening portions, said notches being located at said mid-
point of said fastening portions defining a base portion of said
rib.

4|47M13
HOSE DISPENSING AND STORAGE UNIT

VinccM Pcrri, 3315 Royal Ave, Niagara FUla, N.Y. 14303
FDed Mar. 14» 1903, Scr. No. 443,524

lAO} ASK 23/04
U.S. CL 312—242 41

1. A hose storage unit comprised of:

a. a vertical, pbnar panel having a front portion and a back
portion,

b. a water source entering said bnck portion and extendmg
through said frmt portion,

c. a hose receivuig recepti^le positioned below said water
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source on said panel, said receptacle edited to receive a

hose connected to saiul water source and adqited to allow

said hose to pass through said panel, from tlw front to the

iMck portion into a storage area behind said panel,

d. a hose dispensing recqitacle positioned in said panel, said

dispensing receptacle ddapttd to allow said hose to pass

from said storage area through the back portion of said

panel to the frimt portion thereof, and

. said hose dispensing receptacle having an enlarged portion

to receive a hose from said storage area, said enlarged

portion positioned at an angle of about 4S* relative to said

planar panel.

4^474^16

SHELF TABLE
DnnU W. Rogdu, Grafton, Wis., aarignor to Lnor Corpora-

tion, Wankcgan, ID.

FOod Jon. 10, 1902, Scr. No. 384,941

lat a^ A47B 47/03

U.S.a 312-257 SK 12

first mounting tpace, first downturned flange means pro-

jecting downwardly inwardly adjacent said peripheral

waD means of the bottom shelf for preventing outward

displacement of said first panel means thereat, and first

upturned flange means projecting upwardly inwardly

adjacent said downwardly extendmg wall means for pre-

venting outward disptocement of said first panel means

thereat;

a second side panel having a turned second ftxmt edge por-

tion extending about another of said front legs, a turned

second rear edge portion extending about the rear leg

rearwanUy of said another front leg, a third distal flange

' on said second front edge portion defining forwardly

thereof a forwardly opening hinge space, a fourth distal

flange on said second rear edge portion defining rear-

wardly thereof a rearwardly opening second mourning

sjpaot, second downturned flange means projecting down-

wardly inwardly adjacent said peripheral wall means of

the bottom shelf for preventing outward diqriacement of

said second panel means thereat, and seccod upturned

flange means projecting upwardly inwardly adjacent said

downwardly extending wall means for preventing out-

ward displacement of said second panel means thereat;

a rear panel having a first side edge portion received in said

first mounting space and an opposite second side edge

portion received in said second mounting space, third

downturned flange means projecting downwardly for-

wardly adjacent said peripheral wall means of the bottom

shelf for preventing outward displacement of said rear

panel thereat, and third upturned flange means projecting

upwardly forwardly adjacent said downwardly extending

wall means for preventing outward displacement of said

rear panel thereat;

means for securing said first side edge portion of the rear

panel to said second diktal flange of the first side panel;

means for securing said second side edge portion of Uie rear

panel to said fourth distal flange of the second side panel;

a door having a distal edge portion removably received in

said jamb space and an opposite mounting edge portion

received in said hinge space; and

hinge means for hingedly mounting said edge portion of the

door to said front edge portion of said second side panel,

said first distal flange of the first side panel defining a stop

surface for preventing movement of said distal edge of the

door rearwardly beyond said jamb space.

4^74^17
MATEABLE ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

Wayne L. MmhiHMa, Hcrahey; Daaid J. Mancn, DOlsbarg, and

John R. NcBCoraky, HnnuMlitown, aU of Pa., assignon to

AMP Incorpofatad, HaiiialMrg, Pa.

Filed Oet 7, 1902, Scr. No. 433,194

Int a^ HOIR 11/00

VS.a 339-59 M 2

1. In a shelf table having a tabletop, and upright front and

rear comer legs, said legs defining an upper portion supporting

the tabletop and a lower portion, the improvement comprising:

a bottom shelfmounted to said lower portion of the legs, said

shelf defining upwardly extending peripheral wall means;

means underlying said tabletop defhiing downwardly ex-

tending waU means;

a first side panel having a turned first firont edge portion

extending about one of said firont legs, a turned first rear

edge portion extending about the rear leg rearwardly of

said one firont leg, a first distal flange on said front edge

portion defining forwardly thereof a forwardly opening

jamb space, a second distal flange on said rear edge por-

tion defining rearwardly thereof a rearwardly opening

1. Mateable electrical connectors comprising:

a. a first connector including:

i. a female housing having a passage therethrough with a
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ttiaivcnelwrTierwiM intermediate the encto ofthe female
houaiiig with the pemage being reduced to a slot there-
throogh, a retention member having a shoulder extending
tiansvendy into the pamage and spaced from the trans-
verse wall to define a spMe therebetween, and a low,
vertiol, wall extending longitudmally akng the floor of
the passage so as to d^nc, m cooperation with a wall of
the passage, a groove, said groove being in alignment with
the slot through the transverse wall, and

ii an elongated male terminal having wire securing means at
the back end, an elongated flat first tab at the front end
nda retention portion intermediate the two ends with a
retention beam attached to one edge and extending over
the portion and ftnther an ear attached to and projecting
*««CTilly from the opposite edge, said male terminal being
positioned in the tauit housing with the first tab extend-
ing through the slot m the transverse wall, the ear posi-
tioned m the kngitudhial groove to prevent transvene
motion and die beam poaitioDed m the qwce between the
tiaasversewall and the transvenely extending shoulder to
hold the tenunal agsinst longitudinal motion; and

b. a second connector including:

L a male housmg having a passage therethrough, a retention
member having a first shoulder extending transversely
intothe passage intermediate the ends ofthe male housing,
a second shoulder spaced firom and ttang the first shoul-
der to define a tpace dierebetween, and a lower vertical
wall extending longitudmally along Uie floor of the pas-
sage to define, in cooperation with a wall of the passage,
a groove, said male housing adq)ted for bdng telescop-
ingly received mto dw passage in the female housing; and
an elongated female tenninal having wire securing hm-w
•t the back end, an ekmgated flat second tab at the fixmt
end, a retention portion intermediate the two ends with a
retention beam attached to one edge and ett^tuimg over
the portion, an ear attached to and projecting laterally
fromUie opposite edge, and a biasing member comprising
a strap attached to one edge of the second tab and extend-
ing up and over die second tab so diat die free end of die
•trap is qiaced thereabove, and a cantilever beam attached
to die end of the strap and extending back down obliquely
towards die second tab to define an opening dieiebe-
tween, said female terminal being positioned in die male
h^uig widi die retention beam bebg received in die
space between the first and second facing shoulders to
^vvent kmgitudhig movement and the ear received in the
groove to prevent trsnsverse motion, said connectors
being mated to establish electrical connection dierdie-
tween by the male housing of the second connector being
received telescopingly m dw female housing of die firet

connector and dw first tab being received in die opening
defined by die second tab on die female terminal and die
cantilever beam with die cantilever beam biasing die first
tab against die second tab.

supporting rib member m said contact-deceiving cavity,
means provided by said contact-receivmg passageway and
said first section securmg said first electrical contact mem-
ber in said first insulating housing member^

a second insukting housing member matable with said first

housing member and having a second contact-receivmg
passageu-ay extending dieredirough, a second electrical

contact member disposed in said second contact-receiving

passageway and having a forked contact section diat
electrically engages said resilient hook member m an
interference fit within said contact-receiving cavity when
said first and second housing memben are tMfffl , and
means provided by said second contact-receiving passage-
way and said second contact member securing said second
contact member in said second contact-receiving passage-
way.

SOCKET STRUCTURE OF A UGHT SOURCE UNIT FOR
AN ENDOSCOPE SYSTEM

Kataaaga KonoaUma, Tokyo, Japan, aaipar to (Mymoi Opti-
cal Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 373,834
Clalns priority, appUcation Japan, May 13, 1981, 56-71896

Int CLi HOIR 3/00
U.S. a. 339-147 R 41

4^7M18
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

™«i.*ssj?r**^ *-'•***""^
FDad Jaa 22, 1982, S«. No. 341,954

Oaima priority, appHftion Ualtid Ktagdoa, Jan. 24. 198L
8102192 '

"•^^"•»

bt a> HOIR 13/05
U.S.a33»-68 ' ^Oahns

1- An electrical connector, comprhing-

a first msulating housing member having a contact-receiving
avity and a contact-receiving passageway in communica-
tioB witih one anodier. a supporting rib member located in

f"**
oo^«ct-receiving cavity adjacent said contact-receiv-

ing passageway, a first electrical contact member having a
ftprtjection and a second section, said first section di»-
poaedta said contact-receiving passageway and said sec-
ond section definmg a contact section in the form of a
resilient hook member and being disposed about said

1. A combination ofa socket and a plug ofa light source unit
for an endoscope, wherein said plug is made of an electrically

insulating material and comprises a cylindrical projecting
portion extending along the axis of said plug, a holder secured
to the cylindrical projecting portion and adapted to receive a
light guide of die endoacope, die axis of die hoMer being
parallel to the axis of said plug, and plug termmals attached to
dw outer periphery of dw cyUndrical projecting portion and
arranged asymmetrically with respect to the axis of sakl plug;
and said socket comprises a socket body made ofan electrically

insulating material and mcluding a recess adapted for receiving
the cylindrical |»ojecting portion, a hole extendmg parallel to
the axis ofsaid socket and ads|>ted to receive the hohler ofsaid
plug, skits asymmetrically arranged akmg the axis of sakl
socket widi respect to dw axis <tf sakl sodcet so as to receive
the phig terminals, and socket terminal placed in the skits,

secured to the socket body and electrically connected to the
plug terminals wiwn sakl plug is inserted into said socket
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M74<438
ELECnUCAL CONNECTOR FOR FLEXIBLE PRINTED

CmCUTTS
Ckvlta R. Naigor, Nflea, Ohki, aasiffMr to GoMral Moton

Corporation, Detroit, MIA
CoBttanation of Scr. No. 293,692, Aig. 17, 1981, abandoned.

TUB appHcntlon Ja. 24, 1984, Scr. No. 572,977

Int OJ HOIR 13/5a 11/22

VS.a 339-116 MF ' Ottm

/H-.

3. A tenninal for making an electrical connectkm to a flexi-

ble printed circuit or the like, comprising,

a side wall having a lateral flange attached at a longitudinal

edge, a contact bow whwh is attached to a forward edge

of die lateral flange and extends bade dwreover,

said contactbow having a nose portion and a median portion

projecting outwardly of dw skle wall for making an elec-

trical connection and a tail.

a tab which is connected to a front edge of the side wall and

which extends in front of the nose to protect dw nose and

rdnforoe the nose when a force is an>lied to an insule

surface of the nose in a directkni toward the tab, and

a cable attachment portkm which is attached to a rear edge

of dw skle wall and which is ofhet away firom dw hoeral

flange attached to one longitudinal edge of dw side wall

and toward the opposite longitudinal edge of the side wall

to permit access to the inskk surface erf the nose between

the cable attachment portion and the lateral flange in the

longitudinal directkm.

beam light reflected ofiT a human subiject and receiving

reference beam light; and

safety means for protecting a human subject firom expooure

to said reference beam comprising a protective housing

which substantially encloses the path of sakl reference

beam akmg at least a substantial portion of sakl path to

therdiy prevent a human subject firom obstructing sakl

reference beam path and firom exposure to sakl reference

beam, and wherein said protective housing defines an

opening on a first side for receiving the object beam, and

a substantially clear window on a second side opposite to

said first skle for aDowing dw object beam to exit sakl

housing and for receiving the object beam after it reflects

ofiT a human subject when a human subject is positimwd

outskle said housing near said window, and wherein sakl

means for holding the holographic recording material is

located at a third skle of sakl housing.

4^74,422

OPTICAL SCANNING APPARATUS HAVING AN ARRAY
OF UGHT SOURCES

TakMU Kltamra, Yokohama, Japan, aadgaor to Canon Kabn-

Tokyo, Japn
FDad Not. 7, 1900, Scr. No. 20M76

wUeatkHi JapM, Not. 13, 1979, 54-146830;

No?. 13, 1979, 54-146831; Oet 27, 1980, 55-150381

Int CL3 G02B 27/17

U.S.a350-6J 9i

4,474^1
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR RECORDING
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

PMcr Nichoiaon, 141-17 Chcny AfCn FtaaUng, N.Y. 11355

Filed Dae. 3, 1901, Scr. No. 327,180

lit a^ O03H 1/04

UJ.a350-3.6 " 7

1. Apparatus for recordmg a hokigrqiUc hnage of a human

snbject from exposure to hner Ught comprising:

a laser Ught source for generating a reference beam akmg a

padi and an object beam akmg a padi;

means for hoMhig a hokigrqihk; recordmg material for

exposure in a predetermined plane and at a first position,

holographic recording material receiving object

1. An optica] scanning apparatus comprising:

a light-source portion including a plurality of light sources

which are arranged in an array, each of sakl plurality of

light sources producing a beam of light;

a collimating portion, having an exit pupil, for coUimating

the beams ofUght produced by sakl Ught-source portion as

aforesaid, sakl coUimating portkm having its optical axis

diqwsed substantiaUy parsUel to dw principal rays of the

beams of Ught produced by sakl Ught-source portion;

a deflector having a deflecting surface for simultaneously

scanning die pluraUty of beams of Ught coUimated by said

coUimating portion as aforesakl, sakl deflector being dis-

posed such that sakl deflecting surfiaoe is substantiaUy

coinddent with the exit pupU of said coUimating portion,

whereat the prindpal rays of the beams of Ught, icanned

by sakl deflector as aforesakl. intersect each other, and

an optical imagmg system for causing the beams scanned by

sakl deflector as aforesakl to image on a surface to be

scanned.

4^74,423

AUTOMATIC AUGNMENT APPARATUS FOR OPTICAL
FIBER SPLICING

Do L. BIsbac Oakhnnt. and nngycU Bnwm. hoth ofNJ.,

Mlpon to AT*T BcD Labwatorlca, Mnmy Hm, NJ.
FDed Jnn. 13, 1900, Scr. No. 199495

Int a^ O02B 7/26

U5.a350-96.15 9CadmB

4. Apparatus for automaticaUy aUgning the adjacent end

fbces (14, 15) of first (11) and second (U) optical fibers wherein
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Mid fint fiber is coupled to an optical source (12), said appara-
tus being characterized by
means (e.g. M, 17, 18, 19) for detecting the light at first,

second, third and fourth locations in the cladding of said

second fiber and generating corresponding first, second,
third and fburth output signals, respectively, said detect-

ing means having light-sensitive surfaces facing said sec-

ond fiber at said locations.

31

MH^^^^

M7M24
OPTICAL MULTl/DEMULTIPLEXER USING

INTERFERENCE FILTERS
RtdMid E. Wapcr, FUr Hmn, NJ„ aMignor to ATAT BeU

Labontoriei, Mwmy HID, NJ.
Flhd Mir. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 246,106

im. a) GQ2B 5/14
UAa 990-98.18 ICUn

wop

so<v*rXrA«j|
52 S4 M it

L A device comprising:

a graded refractive index optical lens having first and second
ftoes and an optical axis;

a muhtirfexed signal optical transmission fiber optically

coupled to the center of the first face of said lens;

a plurality of individual signal optical transmission fiben
optically coupled tothefirst face ofsaid lens ina configu-
ration about said multiplexed signal fiber;

a plurality of multilayer dielectric reflective interference
filten spaced progressively from the second face of said
lens and each fixed in a position tilted with respect to the
«»cond hcc at equal angles and in different directions

corresponding to the configuration of said individual
signal fibers, each of said filters being capable of transmit-
ting signals of a wavelength which is reflected by others
of said filters, and

transparent wedges between each ofsaid filters and its adja-
cent optical element fixing the relative qiacing and orien-
tation.

M7M25
PLANAR, OPTICAL STAR COUPLER FOR OPTICAL

FIBERS
Kasahiaa Kaede, Tokyo, Japan, aaaigaor to NippoB Electric Co.,

Ltdn Tokyo, Ji^aa

Flkd Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,015
Claiais priority, appiicatioB Japoi, No?. 13, 1980, 55-159731

Int a^ G02B 5/174
VJS, CL 350-98.16 7

circuit means (e.g. 27, 28) for forming an algebraic difTerence

between said first and second signals and for forming an
algebraic difference between said third and fourth signals,

and

means (e.g. 7, 8, 31, 32, 41, 42) responsive to the difference

between said first and second signals for moving the end
fines into alignment along a first direction, said moving
means also responsive to the difference between said third

and fourth signals for moving the end faces into alignment
along a second direction orthogonal to said first direction.

i-r*-c'

1. An optical coupler comprising:

a substrate having a first surface;

a first wide groove formed in said surface and extending
substantially across said surface;

a plurality of second and third grooves narrower than said
first groove formed in the opposite ends of said surface
and connecting with said first groove;

a first thin glass layer deposited on sdd grooved surface
except for the opposite end portions thereof and conform-
ing to said grooves such that the upper surface thereof
corresponds to said grooved configuration;

a second glass layer deposited on said first glass layer which
substantially fills said second and third grooves and which
has a larger refractive index than that of said first glass

layer;

a third glass layer deposited on said second glass layer hav-
ing a refractive index which is less than that of said second
glass layer, and

individual optical fibers arranged in said second and third

grooves at the end portions thereof which are not covered
by said glass layers.

4^74,426
OPTICAL CABLES

MasamicU YataU, Ottawa, Canada, aHipM)r to Northern Tdc-
COBS Uarited, Montreal, Canada

Filed Oet 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,229

Int CL} G02B 5/16
VJS, CL 350—96J3 21

2. An elongate extrusion for an optical cable, the extrusion

having a periodically reversing helical compartment for hous-
ing at least one optical fiber, the compartment helix centered
on an axis of the extrusion and having an outermost radial

extremity and an innermost radial extremity, which extremities

are radially misaligned, the compartment helix having a pitch

length, a pitch circle diameter, and a periodic pitch reversal

such that on longitudinal elongation of the extrusion, a fiber

located within the compartment and positioned at said outer-

most radial extremity tends to move in a direction towards said

innermost radial extremity.
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4^74,427 transmission means for connecting said eccentric discs re-

OPT1CAL FIBER REFLECTIVE FILTER spectively to the mirror.

Kemwth O. Hill, Kaaata; Brian S. KawaaaU, Carletoa Place;

DcrwynC Johaion, aad YoiUMnF^ both of Ottawa, all

of Cnada, anignors to Cuadiaa Patents A DcvdopoMat

Lladtcd, Ottawa, Canada

FDed May 7, 1979, Ser. No. 36,503

lat a' G02B 5/172

VS.a 350-96.30 17

^^^TCKK

4,474*429

AFFIXING AN OPTICAL FIBER TO AN OPTICAL
DEVICE

Buleat E. Yoldas, ChurcUll, and Eugene G. Vaercwyck, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pan avignors to Weftingbonsc Electric Corp^

PittHorgh, Pa.

FDed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354^67

Int 0.3 G02B 7/26

U.S.a 390-320 9 OainH

1. An optical refective filter comprising a photosensitive

optical fiber having a cladding and a core including germa-

nium and having a minimum numerical aperture of 0. 1 wherein

refractive index perturbatiras are light induced in the region of

the guided light

4*474,428

REAR VIEW MIRROR ADJUSTABLE BY ELECTRIC
MOTOR

Erich Wnaach, Schwieberdtagca; Udo Wnaseh, Barlin, and

Ecktft WBMCh, VoglAarfAhfogtibarg, aU of Fed. Rep. of

Gcnnay, aaiVMn to Eflrndee GmbH, Schwieberdingen, Fed.

Rap. of Gcraaay
FDed No?. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,339

CUsi priority, appttcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 19,

1980,3043994
lat a3GQ2B 5/08

UJS.a 350-289 11

1. A remote-controlled rear-view mfaror assembly having a

mirror which is movably supported in a housing and cu be

adjusted by an electric motor firom a remote point comprising

an electric motor mounted in the mirror housing and having

an electrically reversible direction of rotation and a step-

dovt^n gearing,

a drive shaft having q>proximately at its center a driven

coaxial cylinder of enlarged diameter with respect to the

diameter ofsaid drive shaft and a central annular shoulder

dividing said coaxial cyUnder into two substantially equal

sectiras,

a slinring clutch connects said motor with said drive shaft,

two eccentrics rotatably mounted on said drive shaft on

opposite sides respectively of said equal sections of said

coudal cylinder, each of said eccentrics comprises a cylin-

drical section and an eccentric disc,

twown^ springs, each ofsaid wrap qmngs being wound in

the same direction partly on <me ofsaid two equal sections

and partly on said one ofsaid cylindrical sections, respec-

tively, and

1. A method of coupling a single mode optical fiber to an

optical waveguide; including the steps of:

(a) tapering the cladding and core of said single mode optical

fiber.

(b) polishing the end of said core;

(c) coating the tapered portion of said cladding with an

optically opaque layer,

(d) positioning said polished end of said core in abutting

relationship to an end of said optical waveguide;

(e) coating the junction of said polished end of said opti<»l

fiber with said end of said optical waveguide with a liq^

including glass constituents, said liquid wetting said pol-

ished end and said optical device and substantially filling

the area between said polished end and said optical device;

(0 subjecting said liquid to a temperature cycle which causes

said glass constituents to pyrolize and fuse to said polished

end ofsaid q>tical fiber and to said end ofsaid wav^uide.

4,474,430

LEADING MARK
Lan A. Bergkriit Vistnat?igea 16, 890 23 SPe?ad, Sweden

per No. PCT/SE81/00366, § 371 Date May 17, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 17, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01078, PCT Pub.

Date Apr. 1, 1982

PCT FDed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 385,385

daifln priority, appiieatioa Swedsa, Sep. 22, 1980, 8006622

Int di G02B 27/60

VS.a 350-322 10

1. An instrument for marking a leading plane by generating

a moire pattern viewed by an observer of the instrument said

instrument comprising two screem arranged in opposing rela-

tionship for observation to form a front screen and a rear

screen, each of said screens including parallel opaque lines

separated by transparent interstices, said screens having differ-

ing distance between the reqwctive opaque lines, wherein each
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ofwd Kreens » ddmed by a plate bent along a line of bend
perpendicular to said opaque lines to define two screen por-
tions ftmning an obtuse angle therebetween, said plates being
joined by attachment means so that said respective lines of
bend are parallel and the reqwctive obtuse angles are posi-
tioned m opposing alignment, for producing a moire pattern
forming arrowheads which point in the direction of motion
required by the observer for approaching the leading plane.

M7M32
OPTICAL DISPLAY PANEL STRUTTURE

ToahWd Tahaautim Tawi; FtaiaU Ftania. YiMlokoriyaM;
HifuaU Uede, WakayaM, tmi Toido Wada, Nan, aH of
Japan. aarigMm to Sharp KabMhild KaWn, Onka, Japo

Filed Feb. 18, IMl, Ser. No. 235,C32
Clates priority, applkatioB Japn, Feb. IS, IMO, 55-19S38

Int a^ G02F 1/13
VJS. CL 350-339 R 4 cUaM

M7M31
OPTICAL FIBRE DIRECnONAL COUPLER

Tvry BrichMo, Qrmt Sampford, Ei^laid, asripor to Interna-
tioMd Standard Eketrk Corporation, New York, N.Y.
CoMiaMtioa of Sar. No. 3Z2,d04, No?. IS, IMl, abandoned,
wUch la a eontiaaation of Ser. No. 0M,00d, No?. 28, 1979,
ahandouad. Ilia application Dec 5, 1983, Ser. No. 558,259
C3alBM priority, application UnHad Ktagdoa, Dee. 20, 1978,

49255/78

iML a> G02B 5/172
U.S.a 380-9C15 Sdaiais

1. An optical fibre directional coupler comprising:
a first optical fibre having oppositely located first and sec-
ond ports, an optical core of a predetermined refractive
index and an optical cbKlding surrounding said core and
having a lower refractive index than said core;

a second optical fibre having oppositely located third and
fourth ports, a core of a predetermined refractive index, a
primary optical cladding surrounding said core and hav-
ing an index of refraction lower than said core and a
cross-sectional area hunger than the cross-sectional area of
the core, and a secondary optical cladding surrounding
said primary cladding and having a refractive index lower
than said primary cladding, said secondary cladding hav-
ing a refractive index less than said core of said first opti-
cal fibre, said first and second optical fibres being posi-
tioned adjacent each other to form a coupling region
wherein the optical cladding of the first fibre and the
secondary cladding of the second fibre have been re-
moved, said first and third ports being positioned on the
same side of the coupling region positioned in use that said
third port receives light and transmits the core modes
thereof through said core of said second fibre to said
fourth port and into an additional fibre positioned adjacent
thereto, said fourth port receives a greater proportion of
cladding modes than core modes firom the additional fibre,
and the cladding modes from the fourth port are conveyed
through the coupling region predominantly to said first
port for detection thereat; and

meau for holding said first and second optical fibres in
intimate contact in said coupling region.

1. A liquid crystal display cell comprising:
a flexible transparent highly polymerized compound fihn

including a first section defining a first substrate for a
Uquid crystal display cell, and a second section extending
from said first section;

first electrodes formed on said flexible transparent fihn m
said first section, said first electrodes functioning as drive
electrodes for said Uquid crystal display cell;

wiring patterns formed on said flexible transparent fihn in
said second section, said wiring patterns being electrically

connected to said fint electrodes;

a transparent counter substrate confronting said first section
of said transparent film;

second electrodes formed on said transparent counter sub-
strate, said second electrodes functioning as drive elec-
trodes for said Uquid crystal display cell in combination
with said first electrodes;

Uquid crystal compositions disposed between said flexftle

transparent film and said transparent counter substrate;

seaUng means for seaUng said Uquid crystal compositions
within said first section; and

at least one semiconductor circuit element mounted on said
second section of said flexible tranqiarent fihn and electri-

caUy connected to said wiring patterns;

wherein said first and second sections of said transparent
film are positioned in different planes.

4. A Uquid crystal display ceU comprising:
a flexible transparent highly polymerized compound fihn

including a first section defining a first substrate for a
liquid crystal display ceU, and a second section extending
from said first section;

first electrodes formed on said flexible transparent fihn in

said first section, said first electrodes fimctioning as drive
electrodes for said Uquid crystal dispky ceU;

wiring patterns formed on said flexible transparent film m
said second section, said wiring patterns bemg electrically

connected to said first electrodes;

a transparent counter substrate confronting said first section
of said transparent film and comprising a portion of said
flexible tranq>arent film;

second electrodes formed on said transparent counter sub-
strate, said second electrodes fimctioning as drive elec-
trodes for said Uquid crystal disphiy ceU in combination
with said first electrodes;

Uquid crystal compositions disposed between said flexible

transparent film and said transparent counter substratr,

seaUng means for seaUng said liquid crystal compositions
within said first section; and

at least one semiconductor circuit element mounted (m said
second section of said flexible transparent fihn and electri-

cally connected to said wiring patterns.
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4y474^
CHEMICAL COLOR CONVERSION OF

ELECIROCHROMIC DISPLAY MATERIAL
Msgia M. Nkholao^ S« MiriM, and TkMHi P. Wdaaolicr,

OiMfB, both of CaUfn aarigMm to RockwcD International

CorporatkM, B Sagndo, Cam

.

CorttoMUIwi lMpm ofSar. No. 330,041, Dee. 11, 1981,

abaadoMd. lUs ippHcHtai Sap. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 532,933

hlLCi?CmFl/17
UjS. CL 350—357 27 Oalna

1. A deposit of dectiochromic display material on a sub-

strate wherem said display material is in contact with and

chemically treated with substituted imidazoUne and siUcone

glycol surfsctants to have sobstantiaDy the same color as dec-

trolytinlly cycled depoaits of the same disptoy material.

5. A di^Uiy device, oomprismg:

a substrate havtaig a character electrode region and a back-

ground region, wherem the character dectrode region is

adapted for connection to a source of dectricd energy

and wheieb the background region is free of means of

connection to a source of dectricd energy; and

a deposit ofelectrochromic disphiy materid on the character

dectiode and background regions of said substrate

wherdn the portion of said deposit on the background

region is chemicdly treated with snrfbctant to have sub-

stantially the same color as the deposit on the character

dectiode region after dectrolytic cycUng ofthe character

dectrode region.

10. A method of providing a chemically treated deposit of

deutruchromic display materid having snbstantidly the same

color as dectroly^y cycled deposits of the same display

material compri^ng the steps of:

first providmg a substrate;

then tieatmg said substrate by contact with a Uquid vehicle

contaimng substituted imidazoUne and siUcone glycol

surfactants on said substrate;

then driving add liquid vdiicle firom substratr, and

then depfflP«i"g said electrochromic disphiy materid on said

treated substrate.

4^4y434
POLARIZATION-INSENSITIVE OPTICAL SWITCH

APPARATUS
W. John CMisi, Boalom aid Pwl MdMo, Newton boft of

Mmtn adpors to GTE Uboratoriss Incorporated, Wd-

FOad Dee. 7, 1981, Sar. No. 327,873

lit a' G02F 1/03

UJS.a350-381 4

ouTwrt

1. Polarization-msensitive opticd switch apparatus for

switchmg a coUunated mput beam between two output means

COQIP'TUUIS

a first polarization beam spUtter for recdvmg and spUtthig

said oolUmated input beam into two perpendiculariy po-

larized py^p**;

a first p(darizati(» rotatmg means for rotatmg a first of sdd

two perpendiedariy pohtfized beams by ninety degrees so

that the rotated polarized beam and a second of said per-

pendicdarly polarized beams are each polarized m the

same direction;

means for reflecting one of said first and said second beams

so that the reflected beam and the other of said first and

sdd second beams traverse pardlel paths;

a first dectro-opticd crystd having

a first surfKe adapted to recdve said reflected one beam

and said other beam for transmission through said first

crystd,
.

a second surface adapted to recdve such transmitted

beams from sdd first surface of said first crystd at a first

pair of spots,

a first reflective surfKX oriented to recdve Ught beams

from sdd first pair ofspou ofsdd second surface ofsdd

first crystd and to reflect such Ught beams,

a third surface adapted to recdve such reflected Ught

beams from sdd first reflective surface of said first

crystd upon a second pair of spots, and

a fourth surface adapted to extemaUy pass Ughtboms

impinged thereupon from said second pair of spots of

sdd first crystd;

a second dectroopticd crystd having

a first surface,

a second surface oriented to recdve transmitted Ught from

sdd second surface of said first crystd at a first pair of

a first reflective surface oriented to recdve Ught from said

first pair of spots of sdd second surfKC of sdd second

crystd and to refiect such recdved Ught,

a third surface ad^rted to recdve such reflected Ught from

sdd first reflective surface ofsdd second crystd upon a

second pair of spots, and

a fourth surfKe adapted to externally pass Ught beams

impinged thereupon from said second pair of qxMs of

said second crystal; a didectric beam spUtting coating;

sdd first crystal said second crystal and sdd coating

being so oriented that

said first pair of spots of said second surfsoe of said first

crystal and sdd first pair of spots of said second

surface of said second crystd are substantially juxta-

posed with a first portion of said coating oriented

therdwtween, and

said second pair of q)ots of said third surface ofsaid first

crystal and said second pair of spots of said third

surface of sdd second cryttd are substantially juxta-

posed with a second portion of said coating oriented

therebetween; . .j

means for varying the mdex of refraction of one of said

crystals with respect to the index of refraction of the

other of add cry^als; , .^ -

means associated with said fourth surface of said first

crystd for reflecting one Ught beam from one spot of

sdd second pair of spots of said first crystal;

a second poUtfization rotating means for rotating a first of

sdd Ught beams from sdd fourth surface of said first

crystd by mnety degrees so that the rotated first Ught

beam and the unrotded second light beam are perpen-

dicularly polarized with respect to each other,

a second polarization beam spUtter, operated in reverse,

coupled to recdve the perpendicularly polarized output

beams from sdd first crystd, and to provide a first

single light beam which can be coupled to a first opticd

output means;

means associated with said fourth surface of sdd second

crystd for reflecting one Ught beam from one spot of

said second pair of spots of said second crystd;

a third polarization rotating means for rotating a first of

sdd l^t beams from said fouith surface of said second

crystd by ninety degrees so thd the rotated first Ught

beam and the unrotated second beam, from said second

crystal are perpendicularly polarized with reapect to

each other, and

a third polarization beam spUtter, operated in reverse,

coupled to recdve the perpendicularly polarized output
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betfltt from Mid second crystal, and to provide a second
single light beam which can be coupled to a second
optical output means.

4,474y435

POLAMZATION-INSENSinVE OPTICAL SWITCH AND
MULTIPLEXING APPARATUS

John W. GnriM^ BoMob, and Pnd Melnan, Ncwtoo, both of
MiM., aniVMn to GTE Laboratories Incorporated, Wal-
thiB,MaH.

DMafcm of S«r. No. 327^73, Dec 7, 1981,. TUs appUcatioo Dec
16, 1983, Scr. No. 562^29
M. CLi G02F J/03

U.S.a3S0-381 2Clalnia

«Mr«.JO«

1. Poiarization>inaensitive optical switch apparatus for
switching a pair ofcollimated input beams between two output
means comprising

a first polarization beam splitter for receiving and splitting
one of said collimated input beams into two perpendicu-
larly polarized beams;

a first polarization rotating means for routing a first of said
two perpendicularly polarized beams by ninety degrees so
that the rotated polarized beam and a second of said per-
pendicularly polarized beams are each polarized in the
same direction;

first means for reflecting one of said first and said second
beams so that the reflected beam and the other of said first

and said second beams traverse parallel paths;
a first electroKJptical crystal having

a first surftce adapted to receive said reflected one beam
and said other beam for transmission through said first

crystal,

a second surfiice adapted to receive such transmitted
beams fixnn said first surface ofsaid first crystal at a first

pair of spots,

a first reflective surftce oriented to receive light beams
firom said first pair ofspots ofsaid second surface ofsaid
first crystal and to reflect such light beams,

a third surface adapted to receive such reflected light
beams firom said fint reflective surface of said first

crystal upon a second pair of spots, and
a foufth surfsce adapted to externally pass Ught beams
impinged thereupon fimn said second pair of spots of
said first crystal;

second means associated with said fourth surface of said first

crystal for reflecting one light beam from one spot of said
second pair of spots of said first crystal;

a second polarization rotating means for rotating a first of
said light beams fhmi said fourth surface of said first

crystal by ninety degrees so that the rotated fint Ught
beam and the nnrouted second light beam are perpendicu-
larly polarized with respect to each other,

a second polarization beam splitter, operated in reverse,
oov^ed to receive the perpendicularly polarized output
beams fhmi said first crystal, and to provide a first single
light beam which can be coupled to a first optical output

the other of said collimated input beams into two perpen-
dicularly polarized beams;

a third polarization rotating means for rotating a first of said
two perpendicularly polarized beams from said third
polarization beam splitter by ninety degrees so that the
routed beam and a second of said perpendicularly polar-
ized beams from said third polarization beam splitter are
each polarized in the same directi(»;

third means for reflecting one of said first and said second
beams from said third polarization routing means so that
the reflected beam and the other of said first and said
second beams from said third polarization routing means
traverse parallel paths;

a second electnnjptical crystal having
a first surface adapted to receive said one beam reflected
by said third means and said other beam from said third
polarization routing means for transmission through
said second crystal,

a second surface adapted to receive such transmitted
beams from said first surface of said second crystal at a
third pair of spots,

a first reflective surface oriented to receive light beams
from said third pair of spots of said second surface of
said second crystal and to reflect such light beams,

a third surface adi4>ted to receive such reflected light
beams from said first reflective surface of said second
crystal upon a fourth pair of spots, and

a fourth surface adapted to externally pass light beams
impinged thereupon fit>m said fourth pair of spots of
said second crystal;

a dielectric beam splitting coating; said first crystal, said
second crystal, and said coating being so oriented that

said first pair of spots of said second surfsce of said first

crystal, and said third pair ofspots ofsaid second crystal
are substantially juxUposed with a first portion of said
coating oriented therebetween, and

said second pair of spots of said third surface of said first

crystal, and said fourth pair ofspots of said third surface
of said second crystal are substantially juxUposed with
a second portion of said coating oriented thoVbetween;

means for varying the index of refraction of one of said
crystals with respect to the index of refraction ofthe other
of said crystals;

fourth means associated with said fourth surface of said
second crystal for reflecting one light beam from one spot
of said fourth pair of spots of said second crystal;

a fourth polarization routing means for routing a first of
said lij^t beams from said fourth surface of said second
crystal by ninety degrees so that the routed first light
beam from said second crystal and the unrouted second
light beam from the second crystal are perpendicularly
polarized with respect to each other; and

a fourth polarization beam splitter, operated in reverse,
coupled to receive the perpendicularly polarized output
beams from said second crystal and to provide a second
single output light beam which can be coupled to a second
optical output means.

a third polarization beam splitter for receiving and spUtting

4*474^436

FINITE DISTANCE ZOOM LENS SYSTEM
TakayoU Itoh, Tokyo, Japan, asrignor to AaaU Konkikosyo
KabiMhiU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japui

FOed Oct 21, 1961. Scr. No. 313,449
Clainis priority, application Japan, Oet 24^ 1980, 55-149129

Int CU G02B 9/64. 15/16
U.S. CL 350-^26 9 riri—

1. In a finite distance zoom lens system composed, in order
from the object side, of a first lens group having a negative
focal length and a second lens group having a positive focal
length, said first and second lens groups being mechanically
moved to diereby vary die focal length while iiMiifi»*ining

constant the distance between the object surface and the image
surface, a finite distance zoom lens system comprising an im-
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provement wherein said first lens group mainly serves to main-

tain constant the distance between the object surface and the

image surface and said second lens group mainly serves to vary

the magnification, said first lens group consisting, in order

from the object side, of a first positive lens component, a first

negative lens component and a second positive lens compo-

nent, said first positive lens component including a pontive

lens having a surface on the image side which is convex to the

image side, said first negative lens component including a

single negative lens, said second positive lens component in-

cluding a positive meniscus lens having a convex surface on the

object side, said second lens group consisting ofa third positive

lens component, a second negative lens component and a

fourth positive lens component, said third positive lens compo-

nent including two positive lenses, each convex suiiiMe of

which is directed to the object, said second negative lens com-

ponent including a negative lens having on the image side a

surfwe concave to the image side, said fourth pontive lens

component including two positive lenses, said finite distance

zoom lens system satisfying the following conditions:

lens of the third lens component of the second lens group;

and

n/A is the refractive index, at the d-line, of the image side

lens of the fourth positive component of the second lens

group

jlliDax/MBiBs 1.621

>faiax///»-0.46S

Al/j//yfaiax»0.943

fiimx/h'0.26

{1111+Hin)/2= I'm

where,

r is the radius of curvature

d is the lens thickness or the air gap, N is the refractive index

at d-line

V is the Abbe number

f is the overall focal length

Foe is the F-number with respect to the infiniu object

M is the magnification

ta is half the view angle

L is the distance between the object and the image

NA is the numerical aperture and t|> is the pupil magnifica-

tion.

F. « 4.8- 4.5 f = 32.1 -50.2

a* s 22.6' -13.8' NA « 0.1 L « 436.80

M s -0.096'. -0.158 «|i

»

1.32-0.98

SurfKeNo. r d N V

1 -1321943 4.50 1.72916 54.7

' 2 -140.878 5.51

Fitst 3 1475.589 2.00 1.83400 37.2

LensOroiq^ 1 4 29.209 5.80

S 33.591 4.50 1.80518 25.4

4 66.896 SO.33-.3.OO

; 7 25.748 2.70 1.80610 4a9

1' 1 84.754 0.10

16.542 2.70 1.77250 49.6

49.702 1.68

^cond 386.228 1.33 1.80518 25.4

LensOroop 1 13.520 4.68

-79.226 3.83 1.77250 49.6

-34.093 0.2

-372.101 2.50 1.80610 40.9

-76.432

4,474^437

TEACHING AID FOR SIMULATING GRAVFTATIONAL
BENDING OF UGHT

Mvc V. Goreastein, 1455 Coomoaivcilth Ave, #34, Brighton,

MiM. 02315

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,309

lit CL> G02B 3/02

U.S. CL 350—432 10 Claims

where,

Mmax/Mmin is the variable power ratio;

Mmax is the magnification at the high magnification side in

the variable magnification range;

Mmin is the magnification at the low magnification side in

the variable magnification range;

finax is the overall focal length at the high magnification

side;

f/ is the focal length of the first lens group;

Lliji is the amount of variation between the distance

between the first and second lens groups;

f2 is the focal length of the image side surface of the first

positive lens of the first lens component of the first lens

group C6='2/l-'«i);

nis the radius of curvature of the image side surface of the

first lens of the first positive lens component of the first

lens group;

m is the refractive index, at the d-line, of the first positive

lens of the first lens component of the first lens group;

n/ii is the refractive index, at the d-line, of the first positive

1. A lens for simulating the effect of gravity from a galaxy on

light from a source eflectively positioned at infinity with the

light passing through the galaxy, comprising a flat plane sur-

face on one side, and a compound curve surface on the other

side, said lens being generally circular in shape and said com-

pound curve surface having a pardy convex region in the

center thereof having a focal length which is short relative to

the distance to an observer using the lens, and a cusp shaped

region in the outer region thereof, said cvap shaped region

being shaped generally to be flat and parallel to the flat plane

surface on the other side of the lens at the outer edge of the

lens, said convex region merging into the cvap shaped region

through a flat plane prismatic region, and said lens resulting

from said compound surface being such that an obaerver view-

ing an object through said lens can see images of said object

when holding said lens at about IS cm to 73 cm away from the

observer's eye at three separate regions of said lens.
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SPACE VARIANT LINEAR PHASE SHIFTER FOR
OPTICAL AMRIGUITY FUNCTION GENERATOR

JoMpfc J. Rebholi, Bnwfllle, nd Poobsu N. Tamura, Bloo-
iagtoo, both of Miiuk, iMigBon to HoneyweU Inc^ Miniw
•poUitMbu.

DItWoii of Ser. No. 232,927, Feb. 9, 1981, P«. No. 4.436,370.
Tto aprUeatioa Oct 14, 1983, Ser. No. 542,308

lot a^ G02B 5/J8
UAa350-l33

3Ctatas

movement along the support body, and separate lotetive
movement about the support body; and

wherein said first component means and said second compo>
nent means are pivotally associated with said attachment
means for separate rotation in azimuth with reelect to said
support body independendy of each other and indepen-
dently of the camera body.

4^74^440
SLIDE PROJECTOR HAVING TWO

IMAGE-PROJECnON SYSTEMS WHICH OPERATE
WITH A SINGLE SLIDE TRAY

MOo G. Kramer, MnUheo, and Albert S. Ballard, Bothell, both

!l wSl^J!"?*" *" ^^"^ Techw»loglea Corpontion,
Mnldlteo, Wash.

Filed JoL 24» 1981, Ser. No. 28«,710
bL 0.3 G03B 21/20

UAa 353-94, gQ,j^

1. An optical linear phase shifter for use in an optical system
havmg an x,y coordinate system, the phase shifter comprisina

a cyhndrical lens;
*

a spherical lens having a sign opposite from that of the
cyhndrical lens and having a power of one-half that of the
cylindrical lens;

««d cylindrical lens and spherical lens being in contact and
fomung a lens pair, and

said cylindrical lens being rotated about the optical axis by
45* with respect to the x,y coordinate system to generate
a complex transmissivity fimction of the lens pair.

4^74y439
CAMERA SUPPORT

Garrett W. Brown, 515 Addtoon Ct, PhfJaddpUa, Pa. 19147
Filed Jaa. 3C 1982, Ser. No. 342,779

.,« ^ «. I«.aJG03B/7/(»
UAa352-243

4^Chdms

1. In a multiple image slide projector which includes a single
slide tray for storing sUdes and first and second image projec-
tion systems which each include a slide gate movable between
a first position in which the slides are loaded and ejected, and
a second position in which slides are projected onto a screen,
a method of moving slides between the slide tray and the
second position of the slide gates, comprising the steps of:
moving a slide gate from the project position into the load

position, the sUde gate having a slide located therein, the
slide tray being locked and in position to receive the slide
in the slide gate in the correct compartment;

moving a slide lifter from a lowered position to a raised
position, thereby moving the slide in the slide gate back
into the slide tray;

completely unlocking the sUde tray, so that it is free to rotate
about a central axis;

moving the sUde tray so that the compartment in the sUde
tray containing the next desired slide is addressed;

locking the slide tray so that it is substantially unable to
move, preventing the addressing of any other compart-
ment therein;

moving the sUde Kfter back into its lowered position, permit-
ting the next desired slide to descend into the slide gate-
and

'

moving the slide gate from the load position into the project
position.

1. In a mobile camera support system for securing a plurality
Ofcamera components during use, including a first componentm«ns and a second component means, an elongated support
body havmg a camera body mounted near onTend, rad a

Sii !!?" *" "'**^ ** ""PP*** ^y to a carrying
«y«OT, the nnprovement which comprises:
mMnsfor attaching said first component means and said•eo«d component means to the support body-
wherein said attachment means are capable of separate axial

4yl74«441
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GONIROLLING
EXPOSURE BY SELECTIVE USE OF BLOCKING

VISIBLE FILTER
Joka B. Millard, Cohaaaet, Mmb^ aMigBor to Polaroid CoTMn.

tion, Caariwidge, Mmb.
O«timntioa.|a-tnrt oTSer. No. 127420, Mar. 4^ 1980,

bMdoMd. lUa appttcatioa No?. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 204,045
lat a' G03B 11/00

VJS, a. 354-413 47

,

1. Image recording apparatus »^«"p'iifing-
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means for mounting image recordable material at a given

focal plane;

means for directing nnage forming light rays from the scene

along a given path to the focal plane,

an expoisure control mechanism for defining an exposure

interval;

sensing means for evaluating radiation from said scene dur-

ing the exposure interval, said sensing means including

when said determined overrunning amount ot the film is

added thereto.

FILM FEEDING DEVICE FOR CAMERA
Hiroahi Koaatiuaki; Jiro SeUM; Shigeo Nakayama; MansU
Takamara; Hiroahi Hara, and Nobnynki KaaKyam, all of

TdEyo, Japan, aHigBors to F^Ji Photo Film Co^ Ltd^ Ttrigro,

FDed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,646

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 17, 1981, 56*

37696[U]; Apr. 22. 1981, 56-58273[U]

lot CU G03B 1/30

VS.a 354—2U 12

means for reducmg thie contribution of visile frequencies

relative to other spectral frequencies to the evaluation

during at least a portion of the exposure interval so as to

reduce the effect on such evaluation of differences in

reflectivity values between objects in the scene being

evaluated; and

means responsive to the sensing means for controlling non-

illuminating functions of the image recording apparatus.

4^74,442

FILM TRANSPORT METHOD AND APPARATUS
Kazno SUoawa, and SeiicU bogacU, both of Hachioji, Japan,

Mrignon to Koniihirokn Photo Indnstry Con Ltd^ Tokyo,

FDed JbL 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,724

I priority, appHcatfon Japan, Aog. 5, 1981, 56/123249;

AMg. 5, 1981, 56/123250

lit CL? G03B 1/12

UJS.a 354-173.11 3

-. r.-f.
»-.,

12. In a camera in which a film in a petrone is loaded for

taking pictures, wherein said film is provided with rectangular

film perforations along at least one edge thereof, and wherein

a film feeding device for feeding said film along a film plane in

a camera comprises an endless caterpillar belt, and regularly

spaced pawls arranged on said belt and which are situated to be

engaged with said film perforation; the improvement wherein

the section of each of the pawls taken along the film plane is

shaped so as to contact approximately only with a central

region of an edge of a corresponding perforation, and wherein

said section of each of said pawls is shaped to have a circular

arc contour.

4^74^444

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS BY TRANSFERRING

PROCESSING UQUIDS ONE BY ONE TO A
PROCESSING RECEPTACLE

Jco-Marie PeMhenicr, 25, me d'Alaace, 75010 Paris, Fraaee

Filed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,337

Claima primity, apfM^catioB Franee, No?. 19, 1980, 80 24541

lot a^ G03D 3/02

UJS. CL 354-299 1* Claims

t In a film transport method wherdn a fihn transport motor

is controlled by turning a power source on and off to advance

the film, the method comprising;

generating a pulse agnal for each unit movement of the film;

measuring the fihn transport speed by the pulse signals gen-

erated over a predetermined period of time from the start

of the fihn movement;

determining the overrunning amount of the film for the

measured tranqKwt speed in accordance with a predeter-

mmed mdex of fihn tranqwrt speeds and overrunning

amounts; and

taming off the film tranqwrt motor at a tune when the fihn

tran^wrt movement has reached an amount which corre-

sponds to a predetermined, 1- frame transport distance

1. A method of processing material requiring successive

liquid baths comprising, placing material to be processed in a

processing receptacle, filling processing liquids into at least

first, second, and third receptacles, simultaneously moving the

first, second, and third receptacles to a first position to simulu-
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neoialy transfer the liquids from the first receptacle to the
processing receptacle, the second receptacle to a fourth recep-
tacle, and the third receptacle to a fifth receptacle, simulta-

neously moving the fourth and fifth receptacles to a second
position to simultaneously transfer liquid firom the fourth re-

ceptacle to the first receptacle, and firom the fifth receptacle to
the second receptacle, draining liquid from the processing
receptacle, and again moving the first second and third recep-
tacles to the fint position, and the fourth and fifth receptacles
to the second position, to transfer the liquids one by one into
the processing receptacle.

coupled for sampling said scene image at a desired fte>
quency;

D. a filter having double chirped difEiraction gratings, said
filter placed between said focusing lens and said image

M74,445 ^
VACUUM HOLDDOWN DEVICE FOR FLEXOGRAPHIC

PMNTING PLATES
Kcaacth C. Wflson, KeoMtt Squrc, Ftu, liriffMr to E. I. Da
Pont de Nenoon and Conpaay, VfUaias!Umt\

Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477;
lot CLi G03D 5/04

U.S.a 354-317 \ Udains sampling device, whereby the high firequency content of
said scene, which frequency is above the sampling fre-

quency of the image sampling device, is substantially

eliminated.

1. A platen for supporting any one of a predetermined num-
ber of sizes of flexogi^>hic plates during wet developmoit, the
platen having:

an orifice;

an annular suction channel surrounding the orifice

means for connecting the orifice and the suction channel;
and

an array of grooves emanating from the channel at angular
spacings in the range from two degrees to fifteen degrees,
each groove being substantially V-shaped in cross-section
and having a depth in the range firom 0.002 to 0.02S inches,
the cross-sectional area of each groove being selected
such that when a printing plate is placed over the suction
channel and some portion of the grooves, a developer
liquid applied to the plate, and suction applied at the
orifice the flow of developer liquid from the wet plate
through each groove is impeded by the frictional effects in

the grooves thereby forming a seal to permit the suction to
hold the plate to the platen even though the plate does not
cover the fiill length of all of the grooves.

4«474^7
CAMERA WITH AUTOMATIC FOCUSING DEVICE

TakaaU Kawabata; Masahani Kawaamra, both of Kaaa^wi,
and Hiroyaaa Morakani, Tokyo, aU of Japu, tMipnn to
Canon KaboaUU Kaliha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Not. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 439,786
ClaiBH priority, appUcatioa Japui, No?. 20, 1981, 56-187307

iBt a^ G03B 7/26, 13/18
VS. CL 354—406 9

4y474y446
FOCAL SENSOR HAVING OPTICAL LOW PASS FILTER
Gaorge O. RcyMlda, Wabaa, and Bvtoa R. Cby, Wayland,

both of Maai., aarigwwa to HoMywell Inc., Minneapolis,
Mlu.

FDed Job. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,565
Irt. aJ G03B 7/08; GOU 1/4Z- G02B S/18, 5/20

UJ.a354-H02 20Claias
1. An optical imaging system for sampling a scene image at

a focal plane, said system comprising:

A. at least one ««wagitig plane;

B. a focusing lens for projecting an image onto said at least
one imaging plane;

C. an image sampling device located substimtially on one of
said at least one imaging plane, said image sampling device

1. A camera comprising:

(a) an automatic focusing device capable of performing a
servo-like automatic focusing fimction by continuously

carrying out distance adjustment following the movement
of an object to be photogrq>hed;

(b) a release operation member,
(c) a switch arranged to shift firom a first condition to a
second condition in response to an operation on said re*

lease operation member;
(d) a photo-taking circuit arranged to operate when said

switch shifts to the second condition; and
(e) a conuol circuit arranged to inhibit said automatic focus*

ing device ftom operating when said switch shifts to the
second condition thereof.
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4«474y448

FOCUS DETECTION DEVICE
Kflno Moadyam, Kanagawa, Japan,

FDed Jn. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 50M83
CUna priority, appUcMioB Japan, JoL 14, 1982, 57*123605

Int. a^ G03B 13/18

VJS.a 354—407 10 daims

the image of said object and said predetermined image plane

can be caused to coincide, the improvement comprising:

to CaaoB Kabn- (a) means for averaging said sequential detection signals and

generating an average signal;

(b) means for discriminating, based on the average signal,

that the image of said object is within a range close to said

image plane and generating a discriminating signal; and

(c) means for impeding said driving means from driving said

imaging optical system in response to said discriminating

signal.

HKOSMU

toVlfitar

4,474,450

CAMERA TO FLASH ADAPTER
KouMth J. Carran, Tbonsaad Oaks, Califs aaatgn

Corporatkm, Santa Monica, Calif.

CoDttnuatloB of Ser. No. 19,297, Mar. 12, 1979, abandoned. This

application Sep. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 306,245

Int a^ G03B 7/16, 15/05

VS.a 354—416 18 Claims

1. A focus detection device compridng:

an Objective lens and a second-image forming lens, said

\ second-image forming lens being arranged behind a focal

plane of said objective lens to reform an object image

formed by said objective lens,

photo-sensitive element groups arranged near a focal plane

of said second-image forming lens, for producing output

signals representing the light distribution of a second

image of Uie object formed by said second-image forming

lens, said signals being used for detecting when said objec-

tive lens is in focus, said second-image forming lens having

at least one positive lens and at least one negative lens, and

satisfying:

v-h>v-

wherein v-i- denotes the mean value of the Abbe numbers

of the media of the positive lenses in said second-image

forming lens, and v— denotes the mean value of the Abbe
numbers ofthe media of the negative lenses in said second-

image forming lens.

4«474,449

AUTOMATIC FOCUSING DEVICE
Yoiake Kanka, KawaaaU, Japan, aaaiprar to Nippon Kagakn

KJL, Tokyo, Japan

FDed Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,169

CUtm priority, appUcatioa Japan, Sep. 24, 1981, 56*151104

lat a' G03B 3/10

VS. CL 354—408 10 Claims

6 ^ " r

RH
i<t)

1. In a focusing control device having detecting means for

time-sequentially generating detection signals varying in ac-

cordance with the positional relationship between a predeter-

mined image plane and an image plane of an object formed

throo^ an imaging optical system, and means for driving said

imaging optical system based on said detection signals so that

1. An ddapia for coupling a multi-purpose electronic flash

having sensor connections to the exposure control system ofan

automatic exposure camera comprising

first coupling means for electrically connecting said adapter

to at least the sensor connections of a multi-purpose elec-

tronic flash,

second coupling means for connecting said adapter to the

exposure control system ofan automatic exposure camera,

including a reference signal from the exposure control

system,

variable resistance means for encoding film speed and range

information, a portion of said variable resistance means

being coupled to an optical filter associated with a photo-

sensing means, and

amplifier means responsive to the reference signal and said

variable resistance means for generating a signal represen-

tative of an aperture determined at least in part by said

encoded information.

4^74,451

DIAPHRAGM CONTROL CIRCUrr FOR TTL
AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC FLASH

Kaamori MlaOkaml, HaeUoJi, Japaa, aarigaor to Olyaipas

Optical COn Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

FOcd No?. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,326

Clains priority, applicatkM Japaa, Feb. 19, 1982, 57-22580[U1

lat a^ G03B 15/05. 7/087

VS.a 354—418 10 ClaiaH

1. A diaphragm control circuit for TTL automatic elec-

tronic flash for use in a camera of the TTL direct photometry

type and capable of photometry of light reflection from a film

surface, the camera having the capability to control the

amount of light emission from an associated TTL automatic

electronic flash; the di^>hragm control circuit comprising:

a TTL di^)hragm control agnal generator circuit respon-

sive to a photometric value determined by the photometry

of light reflection firom a reflecting surface by producing

a diaphragm control signal which is effective to establish

a diaphragm aperture which assures a prq>er exposure
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with an expoiure period which it lynchrooized with the
opcntion of the electronic fleth, the diaphngm aperture
ftiWiihed heing intermediate an open value and a mini-
mom aperture;

a network for produdng a ripial which delays the termina-
tion of an aperture oontrolhng operation for a given time
interval iboe the initiation of the aperture controlling

operation whenever there is a signal indicative of one of
two conditions including the use of the electronic flash

such as an electronic flash charged signal and the initiation

of a charging operation within the electronic flash;

and a diaphragm driver circuit for driving an electnnuignet
which controls a diqriuigm aperture in response to a
logical combination d the diaphragm control signal and
the dehy signal.

4y47M82
SAFETY DEVICE FOR CAM YOKE USED IN
ELECTKOPHOTOGOPIER RECIPROCATING

CARRIAGE
N. SchnUag, Brookflel

Bowea Inc., Staatfsrd, Conn.
Filed Majr 13, IfSl, Scr. No. 2(3,385

Int a^ G03G JS/2S, 15/32

to

UjS.a3S5-t Sdabns

L In an electrophotocopying "****hTnf having a recmrocat-
mg carriage driven by a constant speed cham having a drive
pin coiqiled thereto, the improvement comprising a f^ftwnwig

yoke fixedly connected to said reciprocating carriage and
diapoaed m a pfame parallel to the plane of the constant speed
dnin, said ramnmtg ygi^ having
a phmlity ofchanneb therein to receive said drive pin, said
channds mcluding an upper, horizontal channel open at
both ends thereof, a lower, horizcwtal channd open at
both ends thereof, and forward and rearward, substan-
tiaOy vertical channels spaced from each other and con-
necting the upper and lower horizontal channels to each
other,

an upper pawl pivoWbly secured to the top of the camming
yoke and biaaed downwardly and havmg a slot therein for
receiving said drive pin, and

a lower pnwl pivotaUy secured to the bottom of the cam-

ming yoke and biased downwardly and having a camming
surface therein for receivmg said drive pin, whereby the
drive pin is released from driving engagement with said

pawls if the carriage encounten a predetermined force.

4,47M83
ELECTROSTATIC COPYING APPARATUS

NoboynU Yanagawa, and Masao Heaaka, both ofTokyo, Japan,
assigBors to Ricoh CoB^pany, Udn Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 14, 19M, Ser. No. 140,374
CbduH priority, appUcatkm Japan, Apr. 18, 1979, 54-4«71S;

Jul 9, 1979, 544S964
Int a^ G03G 15/00

U.S.a3S5-14C ttOafaas

36 26 23 83( Z3 a

97.—
^4£^J*/"„«rx*^ 49.
• -OS

1. An electrostatic copying apparatus including a [rfiotocon-

ductive belt, charging means for forming an electrostatic

charge on the belt, imagmg means for performing a scanning
operation by scanning an original document and radiating a
light image of the document on the belt to form an electrostatic

image while the belt is held stationary and developing means
for qiplying toner to the belt to develop the electrostatic image
into a toner image, characterized by comprising:

sensor means movable integrally with the imaguig means for

sensing an optical density pattern of the document and
producing electrical signals corresponding thereto;

computing means for computing a predetermined operating

parameter of a unit of tiie apparatus which is to be con-
trolled after completion of the scanning operation in re-

sponse to the electrical signals; and
control means tot controllmg the unit to operate in accor-

dance with the computed parameter,

the unit being an illumination means for radiating light onto
non-image portions of the belt between the scanning and
developing operaticms, the parameter bemg a timing of
operation of the illunnnation means; and

first and second rollers, the belt bemg tramed around the

first and second rollers, the electrostatic image on the belt

moving around the first roller before moving around the

second roller, the first roller being tran^Muent, the illumi-

nation means being disposed inside the first roller.

PAPER MONITORING DEVICE FOR A COPYING
MACHINE

Toyokawa, iwiam, awlgwr to AfinoHa

FBed Aag. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409437
priority, appUeation Japan, Ang. 20, 1981, 56-131200;

Ang. 20, 1981, 56-U1201
Int a? G03G 15/00

US. CL 355—14 R 13 Oatam
1. A control device for a copying machine having a pqier

supply passage which oraqmses, m conrirination:

a timer capable ofcounting a first predetermined unit oftime
and being activated iqxm conqrietkm of a ccq»ying opera-

tion;
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means for stopiring the oqiymg macUne upon elapse of the

first predetermined unit of time;

a paper detecting means for detecting the presence or ab-

sence ofa copying p«pa in the paper supply passage in the

copying macldne; and

DEVICE FOR HEAT-FIXING A TONER IMAGE
YnieU KobayaAi, Yokohama; Ichiro Tsaraoka, Tokyo, a^
KeoM AriyuM, Yokohnna, aD of Japan, assJinnn to Ricah

Coaipany, LUn Japaa

FOad Dec 20, 1982, Scr. No. 45U44
ClaiM priority, appUcathm Japan, Dec 21, 1981, 56-205193

Int a? G03G 15/20

MS. CL 355-14 FU 20

means for diMMing the stopiMng means, when the paper

detecting means detects the presence of the copying paper

in the pq)er supply passage when the timer has completed

the count of the first predetermined unit of time to allow

the copy machine to continue operation for a second

predetermined time.

4,474^455

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING PROCESS AND
APPARATUS HAVING MEANS FOR MONITORING A

FATIGUE RECOVERY TIME
Kokfi Hirakan, Yokohama; Chlkara lani, anl Kaahtro

Kianra, both of Tokyo, aU of Japan, ami^on to Rieok Com-
pany, Udn Japan

FOad JnL 8, 1982, Scr. No. 396,364

dahn priority, appikathm Japan, JnL 8, 1982, 56-105661

Inta'G03Gi;/00
U.S.a35S-14R 17

1. A device for fixing a toner image to its supporting medium
comprising:

heating means having a portion defining a part of a transport

path along which said supporting medium is advanced,

said heating means inclutUng a plurality of heating sec-

tions for heating said supporting medium arranged in the

direction of advancement of said supporting medium
along said tran^KHt path and heat-producing means pro-

vided for each of said heating sections;

guiding means for guiding said supporting medium to ad-

vance along and at least partly in contact with said portion

of said heating mean^ and

control means for controlling the operation of said heat-pro-

ducing means such that, under a non-steady-state condi-

tion, only selected ones of said heat-producing means are

set in operation to raise the temperature of the corre-

sponding heating sections rapidly to a predetermined

level; whereas, under a steady-state condition, all of said

heat-producing means are set in or out of operation at the

same time to maintam the temperature of said heating

sections at a predetermined level.

4,474,457

PLATEN HAVING ANTI-STATIC PROPERTIES FOR USE
WITH A DOCUMENT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

RsMeD L. Phdpa, Pcnfldd, N.Y., aasiffor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

FOcd Sep. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 420,989

Int 0.1 G03G 15/00

MS.a 355-35 H 4 dafaaa

1. An electrophotographic copymg process comprisng the

steps of:

charging a photosensitive member uniformly;

exposing a light image to said photosensitive member to

selectively dissipate the charge thereby forming an elec-

trostatic latent imagr,

developing said electrostatic latent image with toner thereby

converting said Utent image into a visual toner image;

transferring said toner image to transfer pq)er; and

pre-treating said photosensitive member to cause said photo-

sensitive member to be suffidendy fatigued only when the

copying steps are to be carried out after a predetermined

time period following a previous copying (^leration, said

time period being determined by a fatigue recovery char-

acteristic of said photosensitive member.

1. In a document transport system wherein localized docu-

ment transport means are positioned in operative frictional

engagement with a document overlying a platen so as to move

said document into an exposure position and to remove said

document from said platen following exposure, an improved

platen comprising a ghus base coated with at least a Uyer of

grounded, optically transmissive, conductive material, said

conductive material being omitted in an area generally under-

lying the frictional contact area of said k)calized tranqwrt
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4^74^48g
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM PRINTER

DomM E. Fkd^ MMMrtowa, W. Va4 ClHrlet H. Chae, Graea-
1 RajrwMd A. LoTmo, Cofanibw, both of
I to AUtod iBdaitriM, IM^ Pfttibvih, Pa.
Flkd Sep. lU 1M2, Scr. No. ATOJM

lit. CL^ G03B J3/28
U.S.a3S5-45

vent the lens from experiencing the loss of light rays, the third

element nearer to the image plane being adapted to transmit

and invert the intermediate image on the image plane, charac-

terized in that each of said lenses includes two aperture masks
which subtend light rays from the axial and off-axis object

points in the object plane, one of said aperture masks being

31 Claims
^"^^^ between the first and second lens elements and at a
position closer to the first lens element and farther from the

second lens element, the other mask being arranged between
the second and third lens elements and at a position closer to

the third lens element and farther firom the second lens ele-

ment.

-^aa&E

M74»460
MICROFILM COPYING MACHINE

Kaznhiro Suzuki, Kanagawa, Japan, anigaor to F^ji Xerox Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed JnL 9, 1962, Ser. No. 39^949
Claims priority, appUcatton Jap«^ JuL 16, 1981, 56-111876;

Sep. 11, 1961, 56-143196

iBt a> G03B 27/72
VJS. CL 355—55 g Cbdan

1. A photographic film printer comprising:

a housing,

a lamphouse having light source for providing a light beam
for film printing,

negative handling means for supporting a strip of negatives
in printing position,

filter means disposed generally between said light source
and said negative handling means for moving a predeter-
mined filter into and out of said Ught beam,

p»pet handling means for positioning photographic print

paper in spaced relationship with respect to said negative
handling means,

lens means for focusing Ught which may pass through said

negatives on said photographic print paper, and
movable reflex mirror means for permitting viewing of said

negative strip directly on said mirror without requiring

projection of the image contained on said negative strip.

4^74,459
OPTICAL PROJECnON SYSTEM

HImmU Tokanam, Osaka, Japan, aaatgnor to Minolta Camera
KaboUU Kaisiia, Oado^ Japan

Filed Jan. 19, 1963, Ser. No. 459,231
Oaina priority, application Japan, Jan. 20, 1962, 57-7870;

Jan. 20, 1962, 57-7871; Jan. 25, 1962, 57-10547

lat a^ G03B 27/44. 27/4S. 27/50
VJS.a 355—46 18 rui—

1. An exposure adjusting device for use in a copying ma-
chine including an exposure lamp, a slit arranged adjacent to a
photo-sensitive drum and a ma^iification setting unit for set-

ting an enlargement magnification, comprising; means for

varying the width of said slit, and control means receiving

magnification data from said magnification setting unit, for

controlling said sUt width varying means according to said

nugnification setting, and for controlling the output illumina-

tion of said exposure lamp in accordance with the slit width
and said magnification data.

4,474,461

COPYING APPARATUS HAVING A MAGNmCATION
CHANGING FUNCnON

MitsoUro Tokohara, CUgasaU, Japan, aaiigBor to Canon Kabn-
sbiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 12, 1962, Ser. No. 377,677

Claims priority, appUcMiOB JapM, May 18, 1981, 56-75480

Int. a.) G03B 27/34. 27/40
VJS. CL 355—56 7 CUni

1. An optical projection system of unit magnification for
transmitting a real erect image of an object from an object
plane to an image plane, that comprises a pluraUty of lenses
with parallel optical axes and beinjg arranged in one or more
rows, each of said lenses comprising three lens elements ar-
ranged along a common optical path extending between the
object and image planes, the first lens element nearer to the
object plane being adapted to form an inverted intermediate
image upon an intermediate image plane, the second lens ele-
ment bdng arranged at or near the intermediate plane to pre- 1. In a copying apparatus capable of varying the imaging
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magnification of the image of an original projected upon a

photosensitive medium, a combination comprising:

an imaging optical system for forming the image of the

original on the photosensitive medium, said imaging opti-

cal system comprising a plurality of optical elements,

including at least one magnification changing optical

element capable of changing its position relative to the

other said optical elements to vary the focal length of said

imaging optical system; and

a member for supporting said imaging optical system, said

member including first moving means for moving said one

magnification changing optical element by a minute

amount in the direction of the optical axis to compensate

for variations in tolerance in the copying apparatus, and

second moving means for moving said magnification

changing optical elements by a predetermined amount to

vary the focal length of said imaging optical system said

second moving means moving said magnification chang-

ing optical elements independently of said first moving

means.

MIXER COUPLING LENS SUBASSEMBLY FOR
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

Richaid J. HdoMf, EmIm, CaUf., aaripMf to TRE

I

tor EqoipBNBt CorporMkM, Woodlaad Hilla, Gaitf

.

Filed Aog. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 412325

laLCL^COSB 27/72

VS. CL 355-71 1 a«ta

4^74,462

VARIABLE MAGNinCATION TYPE OPTICAL COPIER
IN WHICH THE COPYING SIZE CAN BE INCREASED

OR DECREASED
Ryota Ogawa, and Yamaori Aral, both of Saitana, Japan, as-

sigBort to AaaU Kogaka Kogyo Kaboahikl Kalaha, Tokyo,

Japan

CoatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 311,726, Oct 15, 1961, abandoned.

TUt appUcatloa Dec 14, 1983, Ser. No. 561,143

dalBS priority, appUcatton Japan, Oet 18, 1980, 55-145968

laLCVGOiB 27/34

VS.a 355-40 3 ClainM

V, 13

1. In an optical copier of the type which is capable of both

enlargement and reduction copying, said copier including a

fiill speed mirror for scanning an original document, a zoom

lens system consisting of only two relatively movable lens

groups, said two relatively movable lens groups consisting of

front and rear lens groups as viewed fiom the side of said

original document, said zoom lens being movable along an

optical path extending from said original document to a photo-

sensitive drum for adjusting the magnification ratio of said

copier, and half-speed mirrors disposed in said optical path

between said full-speed mirror and zoom lens system and

movable toward and away from said zoom lens system, the

improvement characterized in that:

the imifww'B moving region of said half-qieed mirrors dur-

ing unity and reduction magnification copying is over-

Wpped with the moving regi<m of said zo(Hn lens system

during enlargement copying;

said front lens group has a positive focal length; aiKi

said rear lens group has a negative focal length.

1. A mask illumination system for use in the production of

semiconductor devices, comprising:

a lamp assembly;

a first lens assembly for focusing light from the lamp assem-

bly at a first focal plane;

an edge masking assembly located at the first focal plane for

causing light from the lamp to be formed into a predeter-

mined pattern, said edge masking assembly including four

movable blades positioned in said first focal plane which

are movable to define a central aperture through which

light from the lamp may pass, said blades blocking any

light from the lamp directed to the first focal plane outside

of the central aperture;

a second lens assembly for focusing a light passing through

the edge masking assembly onto a second focal plane at

which a transparent mask having a circuit pattern thereon

is located, wherein light will be projected onto the mask in

accordance with the pattern of the central aperture de-

fined by the blades.

4,474,464

SHUTTER DEVICE FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTER
Makoto Kaaal; EUcU Kito, and KaiUl Tokada, all of Kaaagawa,

Jivan, asaignors to FiUi Photo FDm Co., Ltd^ Kanagawa,

Filed Mar. 2, 1963, Ser. No. 471,376

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1962, 57/32799

laLCL^CttSB 27/72

VS. CL 355-71 7

^
^
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1. A shutter device for a photographic printer in which a

shutter paddle is caused to move into and out of a printing

optical path by means of a rotary solenoid, comprising; first

and second shutter paddles respectively arranged ot either

side of said printing optical paUi; first and second two-way
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cnergiaition type rotary aoleaoidt for respectively indepen-
dently driving and shatter paddle, said aolenoids operating
nch that after a fint of said ihotter paddlea b moved out of
aaid printnig optical path by operation of said first solenoid to
start a printing exposure operation, the second shatter paddle is

independently moved into said printing optical path by opera-
tion of said second solenoid to end said printing exposure
operation, such that in successive printing exposure operations
said shutter paddles are subsequently operated with the fiinc-

tioos thereof reversed.

partial beams respectively and to reflect the three partial

beams to converge at a position spaced from the reference

4y474w4<8
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING A MASK

CONFORMING TO A CERAMIC SUBSTRATE
METALLIZATION PATTERN

HopewaU Jaaetion; Richard G. ChristcBsea,

John G. Yiraanct, Jr^ Fiahkfll, aU of N.Y^
to IntaraaUwMl Borineas MaeUacs Corporatloa,

, N.Y.

FDad Sep. 7, 19t2, Scr. No. 413,051

IM. a^ G03B 27/02
U& CL 35S—71 5 ri«i—

L An apparatus fior patterning a radiation sensitive fihn

overhying a metallixation pattern on a surfiMe of a cured
multilayer ceramic substrate so that the patterned fihn con-
fiorms to the metallization pattern, the apparatus comprising:
means for making a mask conforming to and in registration

with the cured multikyer oenunic substrate and the metal-
lization pattern thereon;

means for combining the mask with the cured substrate

when a radiation sensitive fihn is provided atop the sub-
strate such that the mask pattern is in alignment with the
metallization pattern; and

means for irradiating the combined mask and substrate so
that the mask pattern is transferred to the fihn in alignment
with the substrate metallization pattern.

plane, the reflected partial beams having planes of polari-

sation which are substantially parallel to each other.

4^74^466
MEASUREMENT OF DEFORMATION

AkMr McDoMch, RarfhcwiUre; JaiMs McKdrlc, and CoUb
A. Walker, both of Glaagow, aO of Scotfamd, Mri^ion to
NatioMi RaMttcfc Difrinprnwi CorporatkM, LoMion, Eb-

Fnad Mar. 9, 1M2, Scr. No. 356,400
I priority, appUcatkm Uiftad Ktagdom, Mar. 11, 1901,

8107449

lit a> OOIB W16: GOIL 1/24
UJS.a 354-42 g rirf—

1. Stram sensing apparatus comprises an array of two beam
skitters and at least one iriane mirror all close to and perpen-
dicalar to a reference plane and arranged to receive an input
beam ofc<Aerent light and to divide said input beam mto three
partial beams, the inpot beam and the three partial beams all

travelling parallel to said reference phme;
and three fimher ptaae mirrors arranged to receive the three

4,474,447

WAVEFRONT SENSOR USING A SURFACE ACOUSTIC
WAVE DIFFRACnON GRATING

John W. Hardy, Lexington, and Jcfllrcy H. Eferaon, Reading,
both of Mass., asBigaors to Itck Corporation, Lezftagtoo,
Mass.

Filed Dec 28, 1981, Scr. No. 335,118

lot a^ GOIB 9/02
MS, CL 356-353 g CUw

oSwT frBsreWMS

1. An arrangement for detecting the slope ofan input wave-
front, comprising:

a. means for focusing an input wavefixmt to a focal point;

b. a surface acoustic wave reflective dif!iraction grating

positioned substantially at said focal point and generating

acoustic surface waves at two primary frequencies fi and
fz to produce a firstAC shearing interferogram, sheared in

a first direction, between two like diffraction orders gen-
erated by the f1 and f2 surface acoustic wave^

c. photodetector means positioned to detect the fint AC
shearing interferogram at a two dimensional array of
zones and for prodocing an output signal for each zone,

such that the i^iase of each output signal is representative

of the local slope ofthe wavefront in said first direction in

that zone;

d. a beam spUtter means in the iiqnit wavefront for directing

a first portion thereof to said surface aooastic wave reflec-

tive diffraction grating, and for directing a second portion

(tf the input wavefront to a second surface acoustic wave
reflective diffraction grating positioned substantially at

the focal point of said second portion of the input wave-
front, said second surfece acoustic wave reflective diffrac-

tion grating generating acoustic surfiK:e waves at two
primary frequencies fi and f2 to produce a second AC
shearing interferogram, sheared in a second direction

substantially orthogonal to said first directicm, between

']
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two like difCtaction orders gmerated by the fi and h
surfitce acoustic waves; and

a sec(»d photodetector means positioned to detect the

second AC shearing interferogram at a two dimensional

array ofzones and for producing an ou^ut signal for each

zone, such that the phase ofeach output signal is represen-

tative of the local slope of the wavefiront in said second

direction in that zone.

4,474,468

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
LASER BEAM

ToaUham SUrakora, Tokal; HIroynkI Sogawara, HitacU; KoiMI

Kowabara, Hitaehl; KoiUi SaaaU, HUacU, and SatoaU

TakoMri, HHacU, aU of Japn, airigMirt to Hitachi, Ltd^

Tokyo, Japan

PCT No. PCT/JP81/00Q89, $ 371 Date Sep. 9, 1981, \ 102(e)

Data Sep. 9, 1981, PCT Prii. No. WO81/03068, PCT Fob.

Date Oct 29, 1981

PCT FDcd Apr. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 302,433

OataM priority, application Japan, Apr. 18, 1980, 55-50467

lat a> GOIB 11/14; GOU l/QO. 1/44: GOIR 1/073

UJS. CL 354-<375 lOafaa

one fiber within a first fixed jig so that an end surface of the

fiber feces in a first direction, positioning an end portion of the

second fiber within a second jig so that an end surfece of the

second fiber feces in a direction opposite to the first direction,

the second jig moveiA>ie in x, y and z directions wherein the z

direction is substantially aligned with said first direction, m-
qwcting the end surfece of the first fiber using a microscope

hiving an optic axis extending generally perpendicular to the z

direction and a reflector device located at the intersection of

the z direction and the optic axis for directing light reflected

from the first fiber end surfiKC along said optic axis, establish-

ing a datum line relative to a first reflective discontinuity on

the fiber end durface at a position of marked change in refrac-

tive index within the fiber, inspecting the end of the second

fiber using the microscope and said reflector device after ad-

justing the reflector device to direct light reflected from the

second fiber end surface along said optic axis, identifying a

second reflective discontinnity on the second fiber end surfece

corresponding to said first reflective discontinuity, adjusting

the second jig so as to align the second reflective discontinuity

with said datum lime, removing said reflector device, and

moving the second jig so as to direct the fiber end surfaces

towards one another.

-.210=^=

4,474y470

ARRANGEMENT FOR COLOR DETECnON IN
MAP-PLOTTING OR OTHER PRINTED MATERIALS

Udo Brandt, 60, Straasc d. Bcr^anaa, and Chrlsthard Dctar, 27,

Brehmatraaaa, both of Gcra, Gcrasaa Dtasouatk Rep.

FDcd Jan. 29, 1981, Scr. No. 229,356

GahM priority, appUcatioB GcroMB DcaMwratk Rap., Feb. 1,

1980,218798

lat CL^ GOU 3/50

MS. CL 356-^408 3 <

1. A method of measuring a hoer beam comprising: phicing

two thm elongated members in parallel with and at a distance

firom each other across said laser beun; such that said thin

ekmgatad memben receive said laser beam simultaneously;

and producing relative movement between said thin fkwgatwl

members and said laser beam in soch a manner as to negate the

diflinence of diange of resistance of said thin elongated mem-
bers, to detect the center position of said buer beam.

4^474,469

PRECISE POSmONING OF OPTICAL FIBERS
KokU Abe Ottawa, Owada, asri«Mr to Northern Tdacoa

Limited, Montred, Canada
FDcd Apr. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 369,280

lit a' G02B 7/oa 5/;¥

MS. CL 356-399 7 <

1. A mediod of aligning two (q>tical fibers prior to splicing

thereof, the method comprising positioning an end portion of

1. An arrangement for color detection in m^M or similar

printed material, comprising

a scanning table,

a first guiding means

said scanning table being disfJlaceably arranged upon and

along said first guiding means,

a sliding means for supporting the end portion of said first

guiding ntfWfi

a second guiding means, said sliding means being diq>lace-

ably seated about said second guiding means,

a color pattern under investigation being arranged upon said

scanning table,

a reference color pattern being arranged substantially in a

plane of said odor patten under investigation adjacent

the latter,

a light source being arranged above said srainning table for

slanting illomination of a portion of said color pattern

under investigation and ssid reference ocrior pattern, a

cfmdenser lens being arranged between said table and said

light source for imyging said light source upon said color

pattern under investigatioo,

an optoelectronic transducer being arranged above
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scanning table for sqMuately detecting the light of said

light source from said reference color pattern and from
said color pattern under investigation,

said opto-electronic transducer converting said detected
light into corresponding electric signals,

an objective being arranged between said color pattern

under investigation and said transducer for imaging said

portion of said color pattern under investigation and said

reference color pattern upon said transducer,

said light source, said condenser lens, said portion of said

color pattern, said objective and said transducer being
in optical alignment,

electronic means for comparing and evaluating said electric

signals derived from said color pattern under investigation

and said reference color pattern.

I-

1. For use in a correlation spectrometer of the type to which
Ught, after pasnng through a sample cell which may contain
Ught-absorbing matter, is directed and which includes a light-

sensitive detector, an arrangement comprising:
a reference cell containing preselected matter and of a se-

lected quantity, said reference cell being fixedly posi-
tioned in the light path between said sample cell and said
detector;

an electro-optical phase modulator fixedly positioned in the
light path between said sample and reference cell; and

control means coupled to said electroK)ptical moduktor for

switching said modualtor between an OFF state, in which
the light spectrum fhnn said sample cell passes through
said electrooptical modulator undisturbed, and an ON
state, wherein any absorption lines in the light spectrum
from said sample cell are substantially suppressed and pass
said electro-optical modulator as sidelobes' absorption
patterns.

portion which branches off from a side wall of the longitudinal

portion prior to an end thereof at an angle, one end of the
longitudinal portion being opened for entry of the gas flow, an
end of the side portion being opened for exiting of the gas flow,
and an other end of the longitudinal portion being closed with
a cover having a surface portion centrally of the longitudinal
portion side walls on which the particles travelling along the
longitudinal portion may be deposited and at which the light

source and light detector means are positioned such that the

»N ?

M7M71
CORRELATION SPECTROMETER HAVING HIGH
RESOLUTION AND MULTIPLEXING CAPABIUTY

Jack S. Margolii, Pandoa, and John V. MartoacUk, Barbank,
both of CUif^ aMiffon to The United States of America as
ftpnamUid by the Adminiftntor of the NatfcMMl Aeronautics
aid Space Admioistnrtioa, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,770

lat CL^ GOIN 21/59
VJS, CL 3S6 434 10 Claims

I DRIVER
I|L-p-l.„

t» *T to
I ^1 « 15 ao |t«

deposited particles to be detected at least partially affect the
light being detected; the light source and the li^t detector
means being arranged next to a bore hole in the cover such that
a light beam passes through the bore hole and is influenced by
particles deposited on an inner side wall of the bore hole, and
the bore hole being open to the air flow such that the particles

are deposited on the inner side wall of the hole; and the bore
hole being closed at an external surface of the cover with a
removable screw which can be removed for cleaning the side

wall of the bore hole.

4,474,473

METHOD AND EQUIPMENT FOR MANUFACTURING
PIGMENT DISPERSION

HinaU Hignchi; TakaynU KorahasU, both of Hyogo; Naohiko
MnsUake, and YoicU TanigacU, both of Osaka, aU of Japan,
assigMtffs to Sakata Shokai Ltd. and Snadka Cohir Co., Ltd.,

both of Osaka, Japan

Filed Jan. 21, 1903, Ser. No. 50M85
Claiflu priority, appUcatkw Japan, Joa. 28, 1902, 57*112375

Int a.} B29B 1/10
VS. CL 366—75 H

4|474«472

ARRANGEMENTFORTHE DETECTION OF PARTICLES
IN A GAS FLOW

HaH Winter, Mankh, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Sic-sw AktiigiaMlsrhsW , Bcriia ft Monich, Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

FDed JbL 31, 1901, Ser. No. 288,940
OataH priority, appUcatloB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aag. 12,

1900,3030499

Ut CLi GOIN 21/01
US.a 356-^430 1 Claim

1. A measuring system for the detection of particles in a gas
flow, comprising: a light source, a Ught detector means for
receiving Ught fhm the Ught source after mfluencing by the
particles; an evaluating means connected to the Ught detector
means; a hoUow body having a longitudinal portion and a side

1. A method of manufacturing pigment dispersion, said

method comprising:

providing a twin screw extruder including a housing having
therein a pair of adjacent parallel screws, with the ratio of
the length of said housing to the inner diameter thereof

being at least 25, and with said extruder including an
upstream feed section, a flushing section downstream of
said feed section and a dehydrating section downstream of
said flushing section;

fieeding a hydrophobic Uquid organic media by a first feed-

ing means and feeding pigment wet-cake by a second
feeding means, at a constant rate, into said feed section of
said extruder;

rotating said pair of screws in the same direction within said

housing and thereby sequentially:

transferring said me^ia and said wet-cake from said feed

section to said flushing section and therein continuously
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flushing pigment particles from a water phase to an

organic medium phase by rotation of said pair of

screws, thus forming a fluked pigment mixture; and

transferring said flushed pigment mixture from said flush-

ing section to said dehydrating section and therein

continuously dehydrating said mixture by rotation of

said pair of screws, said dehydrating comprising remov-

ing a majority of the water from said mixture through a

flrst vent in said dehydrating section of said housing,

and removing residual water from said mixture through

a second vent in said dehydrating section of said hous-

ing by applying vacuum thereto, and thereby forming

pigment (Uspersion.

4,474,474

CONTINUOUS HOMOGENIZATION AND MIXING OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS

Josef Blach, WUhelwtnsse 24, 7144 Asperg, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
FDed Aog. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 413,491

Claims priority, ap^ication Fed. Rep. of G«nany, Sep. 1,

1961, 3134479
Int a^ B29B 1/10

U.S.a 366-85 10 Oalins

4,474,475

MIXING APPARATUS
Masao Moriyama, No. 508-13, Tendocho 17, Nlshinomiyashi,

Hyogo, Jafan
Filed Dec 22, 1963, Ser. No. 565,011

Oaims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Dec. 30, 1982, 57-231243;

Dec 30, 1982, 57-231244; Feb. 12, 1983, 58-21924

Int a.3 B29B 1/10

VJS.a 366-85 4 Claims

1. A mixing apparatus for blending one or more relatively

viscous Uquids into a homogeneous mixture, the apparatus

comprising:

a flxed vessel;

a pair of rotors rotatively housed in said vessel, each of the

rotors rotating on its own rotary shaft in the opposite

direction to that of the paired rotor,

said rotors having heUcal mixing vanes thereon wound op-

positely in winding directions and differently in numbers;

wherein the outside diameters Di, D: of said rotors, the

distance A between said two rotary shafts, the routing

angular velocities of said rotors, and said numbers of the

helical mixing vanes are defined by the foUowing numeri-

cal criterion: A is smaUer than i(Di-»-D2), and the ratio

between the angular velocities of the rotors is equal to the

inverse number of the ratio between said numbers of the

heUcal mixing vanes.

4,474,476

CHEMICAL PRINTING UQUIDMETHOD AND SYSTEM
Jack Thomsen, 13701 Hubbard St, #9, Sybnar, Calif. 91342

Filed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,562

Int a.J G05D 11/02: BOIF 15/04

VJS,a 366-152 14 Clahn

1. Apparatus for the homogenization and mixing of plastic

materials, comprising a plurality ofworm elements for homog-

enizing and mixing the plastic materials; each worm element

comprising a pluraUty of successive daks with neghboring

disks on the respective worm elements having the same thick-

ness; said neighboring disks being turned through the same

angle with respect to the remaining portions of the worm
elements to exposed frontal side surfaces thereon with centric

shoulders that permit respective frontal surfaces to move

freely past one another when the worm elements rotate.

1. An improved chemical blender system for offtet printing,

said system comprising, in combination:

a. a liquid printing chemical mixing tank;

b. liquid diluent conduit means connected to said tank and

automatic liquid level control means in said tank for con-

trolling the ingress of liquid diluent to said tank;

c. liquid pre-mixing means;

d. circulating means for circulating liquid in said tank;

e. at least one container of printing chemical; and

f. automatic chemical concentration control means, includ-

ing

i. an automatic signal generating controUer,

u. a ph and/or electrical conductivity probe extending

into said tank and connected to said controller and,

iii. pump and conduit means connected to said container

and said tank, said pump means also being connected to

and actuatable by said controller to meter said chemical

into said pre-mixing means in response to signals from

said controUer for subsequent transmission to said mix-

ing tank Uquid whereby, as the Uquid in said tank de-

creases and liquid make-up diluent is added thereto, the

concentration of said printing chemical in such tank

fluctuates, changing in ph and/or electrical conductiv-

ity of the mixed Uquid in said tank, said changes auto-

matically causing said controUer to generate signals to
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effect metering ofmake-up amounts ofsaid chemicals to
said pre-muing means and thereafter to said tank liquid,

fbr adjusting the desired concentration level of said

printing chemicals in said tank liquid.

M7M77
MEONG APPARATUS

WflltaaR SbMi, McMnmy, and Roy H. Wcmcr, PHtsbugh,
both of Pa^ aariVMin to Bttrctt, Haeatlens A Co^ Haiicton,
Pa.

Filed Jo. 24, 1983, Scr. No. S07,783

Jat CL? BOIF 5/00
VS.a 366-1C5 13

1. Mixing apparatus including an elongated cylindrical mix-
ing chamber having a wall with an inlet end and an outlet end,

an elongated outer jacket surrounding said mixing chamber
wall, the interior of said jacket being cylindrical and spaced
firom the exterior of said mixing chamber wall, the interior of
said jacket being coaxial with said mixing chamber and having
a first annuUtf end member contacting the exterior of said

mixing chamber wall and a second annubtf end member con-
tacting the exterior of said mixing chamber wall, at least one
hitermediate annuhr wall on the interior of said jacket contact-
ing the exterior ofsaid mixing chamber wall to divide the space
between the exterior of said mixing chamber wall and the
interior of said jacket into a plurality of annular chambers, a
plurality of rings of inlet passages extending through said

mixing chamber wall to connect said annular chambers and the
interior of said mixing chamber, each inlet passage in each of
said rings of inlet passages extending at an angle toward said

outlet end of said mixing chamber wall and being angukrly
skewed relative to the kngitudinal axis of said mixing cham-
ber, whereby fluids passing through said inlet passages have a
component of motion toward said outlet end of said mixing
chamber wall and a rotary component ofmotion relative to the
ladhis of said mixing chamber.

4,474,478

BATCH MIXER FOR MEONG LIVESTOCK FEEDS
George F. ThLnrnt, 22S Wait Woods Dr„ LMti, Pa. 17543

FDed Not. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 5SC662
lot a.] BOIF 9/08

VS.a 366-186 17

1

1. An agricultural batch mixer for mixing of livestock feed
materials into a homogeneous mixture comprising:

(a) a mixer drum having a firont end-wall, a rear end-wall,
and a contiguous curved sidewall defining therewithin a
closed mixing chamber, said drum being provided with an
access door fbr loading materiab into said mixing cham-
ber.

(b) means supporting the mixer drum for rotation about the

longitudinal axis thereof with the drum being disposed
with respect to a horizontal plane such that said front

end-wall is devated rdative to said rear end-wall for
gravitational movement of the material from the front
portion to the rear portion of the mixing chamber,

(c) elongated conveyor means supported at one end adjacent
said rear end*wall and extending through said mixing
chamber along the longitudinal axis of said drum, said

conveyor means having an inlet for recdvmg materials in

the rear portion of the mixing chamber and an outlet for
discharging materials nito the fhmt portion of said mixing
chamber and operable to convey n»m*mri^\f from said inlet

to said outlet;

(d) means interiorly of and mounted on said drum for tum-
bling the materials about the mixing chamber upon rota-
tion of said drum and while said materials move firom the
frrat to the rear portion of said mixing chamber by gravi-
tatiooal f<mxs;

(e) means on said rear end-wall for fimneling the materials in

the rear portion of the mixing chamber into said mlet upon
rotation of said drum;

(0 unloading means cooperable with said auger means and
movable between an inward non-unloading position and
an extended unloading position wherein the materials

being discharged firom said outlet are diverted through an
opening provided in said front end-wall to a location

remote of said mixing chamber; and

(g) drive means for rotating said drum and operating sakl

conveyor

:

4,474,479

APPARATUS FOR TREATING UQUID AND
SEMI-SOLID ORGANIC WASTE MATERIALS

RandaU N. Redelwni, Plalidleld, Ind^ MrigMr to

Technologies, Ine^ Keuer, La.

FDed Aag, 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,020

Int CL3 BOIF 7/06, 15/02
VS. a. 366—300 8 OafaM

1. In a mixer for combining a sludge carrying organic waste
material with an alkali metal silicate and a siting agent, includ-

ing:

an elongated trough having an iiq>ut and a discharge end;

means for introducing the sludge at said input end of said

trough;

means for discharging the contents of said trough at said

discharge end thereof;

a pair of parallel rotatable shafts disposed lengthwise along

said trough;

a plurahty of blades mounted to each of said shafts; and
means for counter-rotating said shafts;

the improvement comprising;
each of said blades having a leading edge substantially defin-

ing a portion of the drcumferenoe of a circle, a trailing
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ege substantially defining a chord of said circle, the sur-

face area of one side of each of said blades being elss than

half the area of the circlr,

each of said blades being mounted at one end to one of said

shafts with said trailing edge substantially tangent to said

shaft; and

said counter-rotating means being adapted to rotate each of

said shafts in the direction of said leading edges of the ones

of said blades mounted thereon.

4,474,480

HAND TYPE MUSICAL TIMEPIECE
YoahlaU Kato, TanasU, Japan, assignor to CUixen Watch Co^

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDed Sep. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 536,776

ClaiBis priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 1, 1982, 57-173728

Int CV G04B 19/04. 21/00

VS. CL 368—80 8 Claims

1. A preselected lapsed time indicating granule flow timer,

comprising in combination

first and seomd enclosed chambers integrally connected by

a neck with an opening therethrough to thereby provide

communication of an electricaUy conductive granular

material between said first and said second chambers

dependent upon the fdiysical position of said first and

second chambers in respect of each other,

said first and said second chambers each having an electri-

cally conductive means integral with an end of each

chamber at an end of said chamber remote from said neck,

each of said chambers having positioned on a wall of said

chamber at a point between said electrically conductive

means at least one electrical contact means,

a source of electrical energy and means simultaneously

electrically connectable to either of said electricaUy con-

ductive means and said electric contact means of one of

said chambers dependent upon the physical position of

said first and second chambers,

indication means electrically coupled through a time indica-

tion circuit that includes said source of electrical energy,

said electrically connectable means and said electrically

conductive granules between said electrically conductive

means and said electrical contact means to thereby cause

an indication of lapsed time that is a measure of the time

taken for said electrically conductive material to have

moved from one chamber to the other.

4,474,482

WATCHCASE
Paul Gogniat Blame, Swftxerland, assignor to Mootrcs Rado

SA., Longeaa, Switxerhmd

FDed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,515

Claims priority, appUcation Swit»rland, May 22, 1981,

3354/81

\A. a^ G04B 57/00

VS.a 368-294 ^. 9 CUids

L A hand type musical tunepiece comprising a hand adapted

to be driven by a step motor, a pattern indicating the height of

a tone by a position such as a stafT or a pattern of a keyboard

formed on a plane extending adjacently to an imagmary plane

to be swept by the hand, a melody playing device, and a nor-

mal-reverse rotation controller to move the hand in synchro-

nism with a melody so that the hand indicates the positicm

correqxmding to the individual tone of the melody on the

pattern of the staff or the keyboard.

4,474,481

GRANULE FLOW TIMER
Ronald A. Croyle, RJ). #1 • Hetai Rd^ Adrian, Pa. 16210

FDed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,994

Int CL3 G04F 1/Oi

VS.a 368-93 8 dafans

^'/y}y////X

1. A watchcase comprising a crystal engaged in a recess

formed at the top of a bezel or body, an improvement compris-

ing contouring the side wall of said crystal in relation to the

side wall of said recess to form a locking space therebetween,

inserting a suitable material initially exhibiting a liquid consis-

tency in said space, said material setting and bonding to the

side wall of the recess, said material bonding to the crystal, the

strength of the bond between the crystal and material being

lower than the strength of the bond between the side wall of

the recess and the material, said side wall of the crystal com-

prising a widening toward the bottom of the recess to retain

the crystal in the recess by the material setting to form a geo-

metrical lock and locking the crystal in place if the bond breaks

between the crystal and the material.

HYDROSTATIC BEARING APPARATUS WITH A
COOLING FUNCTION

Htaoahi SanU, OkanU; AUra Tanboi, Karlya, a^ KaiahUu)

S^lta, A^toh, aU of Japan, aaslpnn to Toyoda KoU Kabo-

ahOd Kaisha, Kariya, Japn
FDed Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 475,644

OaiaH priority, appikattai Japan, Mar. 29, 1982, 57-49041;

Mar. 29, 1982, 57-43248

IM. a» F16C 52/06. 57/00. 55/10

U.S.a384—114 9CUM
1. A hydrostatic bearing apparatus comprising:

a bearing housing;

a bearing bushing fixedly mounted m said bearing housing
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and fonned at an internal surface thereof with a plurality

of circumferentially separate fluid pockets and a plurality

of ezhaoat grooves, each of said exhaust grooves extend-
ing in the axial direction of said bearing bushing and be-

tween contiguous two of said fluid pockets in the circum-
ferential direction of said bearing bushing;

a spindle rotatably recieved in said internal surface of said

bearing bushing;

i:,bl, « "-v

a plurality of throttle elements respectively in fluid commu-
nication with said fluid pockets;

fluid supply means in fluid communication with said throttle

elements and said exhaust grooves for supplying pressur-
ized fluid to said fluid pockets and said exhaust grooves;
and

a cooler device provided for cooling off pressurized fluid

supplied firom said fluid supply means to said exhaust
grooves.

4,47MM
SEMI'FLOATING BEARING

Hiill MkIum,U Cauda, and Andrew E. JohiMtiM, Grauda
Hffla^M of CaUfn MrigMn to Roto-Maater Im^ North
Holljwood, GaUf

.

FDod Ai«. 2, Un, Sar. No. 404,03
bLCL^FlfC 27/08

VS.a 314-218 15

4,474^485

DOT MATRIX PRINTING HEAD
Bnnzo SeUgucU, Hatoyaau, Japan, aaaignor to Chnwa Glken

Ok,, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Conthmation of Ser. No. 330,340, Dec 14, 1901, abaodoaed.

nils application Ang. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,117
lot CLi B41J 3/12

U.S.a 400-121 3 dalBia

thia

l«i«Mifeliii9plM«Mi^iiU^^ VJLCLm^m

1. An improved impact type dot matrix printing head com>
prising

a plurality of straight flat printing elements,

said printing elements bdng arranged in a contiguously
disposed stacked relationship, whereby the respective

major axis thereof are substantially disp(Med in a common
intersecting plane,

each of said printing elements being formed of flat sheet
material and having opposed end portions, and an inter-

mediated portion therebetween,

a print means disposed on one of said opposed end portions
so as to project therefrom in the direction of the major axis

of said printing element,

said opposed end portions of said elements being wider than
the intermediate portion disposed therebetween

said intermediate portion being disposed to one side of the
major axis of said printing element,

and an engaging portion connected intermediate the length

of said intermediate portion, and said engaging portion
being connected to its longitudinal edge of said intermedi-

ate portion remote from said major axis,

said printing elements being contiguously disposed in

stacked relationship so that the intermediate portion of
adjacent pairs of said elements are disposed to opposite
sides of the major axis,

the engaging portion of adjacent elements being oppositely

disposed to one another,

and the engaging portion of adjacent pairs of said printing

elements being longitudinally spaced along the intermedi-

ate portion of said printing elements,

a plurality of electronagnets drcomferencially disposed
about said printing elements, and

each of said electronagnets having a armature connected to

the engaging portioa of a corrMpondiag printing element

4^I1MM
APPARATUf POB ITAMPINO GHAIACRIS ON A

WOMLPM Cl INMULTUIM 0H>1

Pi.*

17,tfll,lw.N«.4IM«l
UL a* UU t/Si! MIP l7/i4

Ujl.a4l»-1M fi

I. »BBa>BlM asr mu\ Mmt eharaciaw im m wliwalitv of vartj.

|H|illMiflliHnMIL%:<M^..abi^ :tfitV
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a nonrotatable axle mounted within said impact head assem-

bly;

a stamp holder adapted to releasably support a plurality of

stamping members on its periphery and being mounted for

rotation about said nonrotatable axle;

means mounted on impact head assembly for moving said

stamp holder along its axis of rotation to a plurality of

positions;

(\^--^

means mounted on said carriage for reciprocating said im-

pact head assembly;

means for indexing said stamp holder to position a selected

stamping member for contact with said workpiece upon

movement of said impact head assembly toward said

workpiece; and

means, synchronously operative with said impact head re-

ciprocating means, for moving said carriage to selected

positions along its path of movement.

4,474,487

PEN POINT WITH LIPS EXTENDING OVER SLIT
Jean G. Nfalamood, Saint Jorioz, France, aaaignor to S. T.

Dnpont IHuria, n«nee
Ffled Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,184

Oaima priority, application nimce, ^. 10, 1981, 81 07227

Int a^ B43K 1/Oa 1/02

MS. CL 401—231 U

elongated cylindrical body portion formed with a generally

T-shaped key-way slot configured so as to be recessed radially

to a greater depth than said bore, said key-way slot having an

axially extending portion extending from the open end of said

cylindrical body portion and merging into a radially extending

slot portion, said radially extending slot portion having a sub-

stantially greater arcuate length than the actual length of said

axially extending portion, said drill steel member having a

unitary cylindrical shank portion and an outwardly extending

key-way member of a one-piece construction merging with

said shank in an arcuate direction by a chamfer means, and

made unitary with said shank portion and having a radial

length slightly less than the corresponding radial dimension of

the actual portion of said key-way slot so as to be slidably

received therethrough and into the radial portion of said key-

way slot so as to limit rotational movement of said bit and drill

steel members relative to one another and to prevent axial

movement of said bit member relative to said drill steel mem-
ber in the installed position thereof.

4,474,489

TENSION-RELIEVING CABLE DUCT
Hans Simon, Bmcfahaoaencr St, D-5463 Unkd-on-RhiBe, Fed.

Rqk of Gcmany
FOcd Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478^53

Oafana priority, ap^icatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Mar. 29,

1982, 3211511

Int CL^ F16L 5/00

MS.a 403-195 6 Claims

1. A pen point for writing with an ink, comprising:

a pen nib having two nib points separated by a slit, said slit

having a finite transverse dimension over at least a sub-

stantial portion of its length and said nib points being in a

noncontacting relationship over at least a substantial por-

tion along the longitudinal length of said sUt when said nib

is in an imflexed state; and

a film of material formed on the surfaces of said nib pointo

perpendicular to and extending over said slit to therdiy

fbrm two lips which substantidly cover said finite trans-

verse dtmension of said slit and abut one another when
•aid aib is in an unflexed state.

CMIiP.

4,474,418

fYfUM FOI ROOP-MINI TOOL BIT
La RMflH,

HM Mqr U, IM, iv. No. 4iMII

1. A teasioo-rdieving cable duct comprising a head part and

a hoUow shank integral with the head part said head part

being U-ahapad in cross section and fonning a wall cngagfaig

portion and a portioa oAhet flKNB said wan engaging portion to

deflM a raoaas, and at leaat one reailiaatly aovMa gripping

Jaw on said dnct having a part of its aiial length enanl
•••^ ^^^^58 Of ^sW f^#^lf W*^ *^5 W^'W'*^ '^Bf* 0> Us SBIM 1

V«AeA on an oMMBJNfW>itHintai^^lttt«VKone vn^Aoacbr

-,-^^.
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and formed at an internal surface thereof with a plurality
of circumferentially separate fluid pockets and a plurality
of exhaust grooves, each of said exhaust grooves extend-
ing in the axial direction of said bearing bushing and be-
tween contiguous two of said fluid pockets in the circum-
ferential direction of said bearing bushing;

a spindle rotatably recieved in said internal surface of said
bearing bushing;

.9

i«^-i

a plurality of throttle elements respectively in fluid commu-
nication with said fluid pockets;

fluid supply means in fluid communication with said throttle

elements and said exhaust grooves for supplying pressur-
ized fluid to said fluid pockets and said exhaust grooves;
and

a cooler device provided for cooling off pressurized fluid

supplied from said fluid supply means to said exhaust
grooves.

M7M84
SEMI-FLOATING BEARING

Hogh Maclnaci,U Cmada, md Andrew E. Johnston, Granada
Hills, both of dUf^ aarignora to Roto-Master Inc^ North
Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Ang. 2, 1M2, Scr. No. 404,633
IM. CL^ F16C 27/06

U.S.a 384-215 15 Claims

4^74,485
DOT MATRIX PRINTING HEAD

Bnnzo Scklgnchi, HatoyaoM, Japan, aaaigaor to Chnwa Gikcn
Co., Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

Continaation of Ser. No. 330,340, Dec 14, 1981, abudoocd.
This appUcation Aog. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 519,117

Int a.3 B41J 3/12
U.S. CL 400-121 3 cUms

1. In a machine employing shaft means rotatable within a
floating bearing that has a radial flange and is disposed within
a housing and which is supplied with liquid lubricant that flows
between said shaft means and said bearing and between said
bearing and said housing, and including retaining means acting
between said housing and said bearing flange to restrain axial

movement of said bearing within said housing, the improve-
ment comprising a spring washer interposed between said
bearing flange and said retaining means so that said retaining
means acts upon said spring washer at a radial displacement
ftom said bewing flange.

1. An improved impact type dot matrix printing head com-
prising

a pluraUty of straight flat printing elements,

said printing elements being arranged in a contiguously
disposed stacked relationship, whereby the respective
major axis thereof are substantially disposed in a common
intersecting plane,

each of said printing elements being formed of flat sheet
material and having opposed end portions, and an inter-

mediated portion therebetween,

a print means disposed on one of said opposed end portions
so as to project therefrom in the direction ofthe major axis

of said printing element,

said opposed end portions of said elements being wider than
the intermediate portion disposed therebetween

said intermediate portion being disposed to one side of the
major axis of said printing element,

and an engaging portion connected intermediate the length
of said intermediate portion, and said engaging portion
being connected to its longitudinal edge of said intermedi-
ate portion remote firom said major axis,

said printing elements being contiguously disposed in

stacked relationship so that the intermediate portion of
adjacent pairs of said elements are disposed to opposite
sides of the major axis,

the engaging portion of adjacent elements being oppositely

disposed to one another,

and the engaging portion of adjacent pairs of said printing

elements being longitudinally spaced along the intermedi-

ate portion of said printing elements,

a pluraUty of electromagnets circumferencially disposed
about said printing elements, and

each of said electromagnets having a armature connected to
the engaging portion of a corresponding printing element

4,474,486

APPARATUS FOR STAMPING CHARACTERS ON A
WORKPIECE IN MULTIPLE ROWS

Roger H. Gartside, Glenahaw, Pa., aadgnor to The PanniCT
Corporation, Pittaburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,542
Int a.3 B41J ;/M- B41F 17/24

U.S. a. 400-134 9 Claims
1. Apparatus for stamping characters in a plurality of verti-

cally spaced rows on the surface of workpiece comprising:
abase;

a carriage mounted on said base for movement generally
parallel to the said surface of said workpiece;

an impact head assembly mounted on said carriage for recip-

rocating movement generally perpendicular to the surface
of said workpiece;
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a nonrotatable axle mounted within said impact head assem-
bly;

a stamp holder adapted to releasably support a plurality of
stamping members on its periphery and being mounted for
rotation about said nonrotatable axle;

means mounted on impact head assembly for moving said
stamp holder along its axis of roution to a plurality of
positions;

elongated cylindrical body portion formed with a generally
T-shaped key-way slot conflgured so as to be recessed radially

to a greater depth than said bore, said key-way slot having an
axially extending portion extending from the open end of said

cylindrical body portion and merging into a radially extending
slot portion, said radially extending slot portion having a sub-
stantially greater arcuate length than the actual length of said
axially extending portion, said drill steel member having a
unitary cylindrical shank portion and an outwardly extending

zJifiL^
«'

means mounted on said carriage for reciprocating said im-
pact head assembly;

means for indexing said stamp holder to position a selected
stamping member for contact with said workpiece upon
movement of said impact head assembly toward said
workpiece; and

means, synchronously operative with said impact head re-

ciprocating means, for moving said carriage to selected
positions along its path of movement.

4,474,487

PEN POINT WTTH LIPS EXTENDING OVER SLIT
Jean G. Malamond, Saint Jorioz, France, assignor to S. T.

Dnpont, Paris, Fhmce
Fned Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,184

Claims priority, appUcation France, Apr. 10, 1981, 81 07227
lot a3 B43K 1/00, 1/02

U.S. a. 401—231 12 Clains

J-^Rr
'

key-way member of a one-piece construction merging with
said shank in an arcuate direction by a chamfer means, and
made unitary with said shank portion and having a radial

length slightly less than the corresponding radial dimension of
the actual portion of said key-way slot so as to be slidably
received therethrough and into the radial portion of said key-
way slot so as to limit routional movement of said bit and drill

steel members relative to one another and to prevent axial

movement of said bit member relative to said drill steel mem-
ber in the installed position thereof.

4,474,489

TENSION-RELIEVING CABLE DUCT
Hans Simon, Bmchhaosener St, D-5463 Unkel-on-Rhinc, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUcd Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478353

Claims priority, i^pUcation Fed. Rep. of Gornany, Mar. 29.
1982, 3211511

tat CL^ F16L 5/00
UA a. 403-195 6 Claims

1. A pen point for writing with an ink, comprising:
a pen nib having two nib points separated by a slit, said slit

having a finite transverse dimension over at least a sub-
stantial portion of its length and said nib points being in a
noncontacting relationship over at least a substantial por-
tion along the longitudinal length of said slit when said nib
is in an unflexed state; and

a film of material formed on the surfaces of said nib points
perpendicular to and extending over said slit to thereby
form two lips which substantially cover said finite trans-
verse dimension of said slit and abut one another when
said nib is in an unflexed state.

4*474,488

RETAINER SYSTEM FOR ROOF-MINE TOOL BIT
Gctia P. Pinkertoa, Mentor, and Robert L. Morris, PainesrlUe,

both of Ohio, aaaigMm to Mining Tools DIt. ofSmith tatema-
tional, tac^ Newport Beaeh, CUif

.

FDed Mqr 12, 1983, Ser. No. 494,080

tat a^ n6D 1/00
\3S. CL 403-24 2 Claims

1. A retainer system for detachably coupling a drill bit mem-
ber to a drill steel member or the like comprising a drill bit

member having a cutting tip at one end and having an axial

bore formed therein and adapted to slidably receive a ahany
portion of a driU steel member, said bit member having an

1. A tension-relieving cable duct comprising a head part and
a hollow shank integral with the head part, said head part

being U-shaped in cross-section and forming a wall engaging
portion and a portion offset from said wail engaging portion to

defme a recess, and at least one resiliently movable gripping
jaw on said duct having a part of its axial length extending into

said recess of said head part and another part of its axial length
extending into the hollow shank, said gripping jaw being pro-

vided on an outside portion thereof with at least one sawtooth-
shaped edge which has a ramp rising toward the head part,

whereby upon insertion of said duct contaimng a cable into a

non-circular through opening in a wall and angular movement
of said duct, said gripping jaw will be moved to grip the cable.
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JOINT FOBfflPA^ PPAiuir«
** "^^ diameter as that of the ends of the cans, which they

GMfia C Harper. Jrl Sf^wttTpJ^ii^ tn PHt^r^ '""^^ "***''*• ^° "^j^™"* rectangular sides of said ele-
*'^r^.V- ."'??• •''-^^*«V«^"^««««w>r to PIttibwili. nients constitutmg female elements of substantiaUy squareDm MoIms Corporatioa, Pittibvih, Pa.
DitWoa of te. No. 13M26, Apr. 8, 19S0, Pat No. 4,283,156

nii appttattkM JaL 1, 1981, Scr. No. 279,526
Lrt. a.3 F16B J/00

VJS. a. 403-218 M Claims

dove-tailed shape, and the other two adjoining rectangular
sides constituting male elements, correspondingly shaped to fit

therein, for horizontally interlocking one element with another
element in another vertically stacked row of cans in close
horizontal proximity so as to form a pillar assembly, and a
small center hole extending through each of said well portions
for inserting of fastening screws or bolts to secure the bottom
and top interlocking elements of said vertically stacked row of
cans to the top and bottom surfaces respectively ofshelving for
vertical and horizontal rigidity of the entire assembly.

1. A joint connector for use in space frames comprising:
*" ^"^^V^ooe-puce, tubular hub having a wall, and first

and second ends with a grippingjaw being located on said
first end, and hub fastening means being located on said
second end, said gripping jaw including a flange spaced
from said hub wall and surrounding said hub wall;

• ®°**P|*^ cUunpmg ring having integral fastening means
for cooperating with said hub fastening means to releas-
ably secure said clamping ring to said tubular hub, said
clamping ring including a flange which is spaced from said
hub wall and extending toward said gripping jaw flange
when said clamping ring is secured to said hub;

a plurality of at least five strute each of which radiates out-
wardly and downwardly firom the connector and each of
which includes a pair of grooves each positioned to ac-
commodate one of said flanges of said clamping ring and
gripping jaw for sandwiching said strut therebetween to
attach said strut to said hub; and

means for resisting snap-through bnckUng of the joint in-
cluding each strut having an end portion which is arcuate
and has a radius of curvature matching the curvature of
sakl tubular hub wall, said end portion of each strut also
being sloped to match the slope of said strut so that said
strut end bears directly against the wall of said integral,
one-piece tubular hub.

4,474,492
SELF-LOCXING SPARE TIRE CARRIER LATCH

Arthar M. Fldtaa, Loreland, Colo., aarignor to Bcttop/Doal*
natic, Idc, Longmont, Colo.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,113
lBta3F16B2//09

UjS.a 403-322 (

,

4,474,491

CAN STACKER
John FcmrcUi, P.O. Roi 241, ladiaaa. Pa. 15701

FDad Dm. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 331,660
Int. CL> F16B 7/04

U.S.a 403-305 IClaln

1. Construction assembly ofempty cylindrical cans compris-
hig interlocking elements, each of substantially square outline
with upper and lower cylindrical well portions of substantiaUy

1. In a latch mechanism: an apertured plate having a first

aperture therein shaped to define a first pin-receiving section at
the top and a relatively narrower upwardly-opening notched
section at the bottom, a second plate mountable for movement
into face-to-face rehition behind said apertured plate, an enlon-
gate rigid arm pivotally attached to said second plate, and a
latch pin mounted for movement with said second plate and
movable relative thereto on said arm spaced to one side of its

axis of pivotal movement between an upper and a lower posi-
tion, said upper position placing said pin in alignment with the
pin-receiving section of said first aperture when said plates lie

in face-to-face relation, and said lower position placing said pin
in alignment with the relatively narrower notched section of
said first aperture when said plates are face-to-face, said latch
pin having at least a first head on the front end thereof sized to
pass through the pin-receiving section of said first aperture
onto the front of said apertured plate upon forward movement
of said second plate with said pin in its upper position, said pin
also having at least a first necked-down section behind said first

head sized to seat within said relatively narrower notched
section of said first aperture upon movement of said pin from
its upper to its lower position with said first head thereof
extended onto the front of said apertured plate, and said pin
further having at least a first rearwardly-facing abutment lo-
cated between said first head and said first necked-down sec-
tion effective with the latter seated in the relatively narrower
notched section of said first qierture to engage a portion of
said apertured plate bordering same and therd)y prevent re-
traction of said hitch pin upon the application of a force in a
direction to separate said plates.
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4,474,493
DOWEL FASTENER AND JOINTS INCLUDING SAME
Moatgonery J. Welch, Spring Lake, Mich., anigBor to Modolar

Systems, Inc., Fhritport, Mich.
Filed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416,379

Int a3 B25G 3/00: F16D 1/00: n6G 11/00
VJS,a 403-405 30 ciahu

1. A dowel fastener for compressive insertion withm aper-
tures in joint members of wood, metal, or synthetic material to
form a Action joint without permanent plastic deformation of
the dowel comprising a flexible, resilient tubular body having
a central axis, spiral slot, and two ends at least one of which is

tapered;

said tapered end including at least one end flange formed in

one piece with said body, extending inwardly toward said
cen^ axis at a predetermined angle and forming a circu-
htff^ end edge ofa second diameter less than tbit of said
body;

said slot extending from end to end along said dowel
through both ends and said end flange; at least portions of
the sides of said slot abutting one another upon sufficient

compression of said dowel;
said body being substantially uniform in diameter such that it

presents a substantially uniform, cylindrical, exterior grip-
ping surface for engagement with the sides of the joint

^)ertures and being sufficiently flexible to allow only
elastic movement of the sides of said slot toward one
another without plastic deformation of said body to re-

duce the dowel diameter such that said dowel is compress-
ible firom its normal, uncompressed diameter for insertion
in a smaller fastening aperture yet sufficiently resiUent for
secure fiictional engagement of said exterior gripping
surface with the sida of said fastening apatun.

4,474,494

TUNNEL DRIVE SHIELD
Dieter Stoekmann, Scfan, and Hans^afgn Diederich, Lanen,

both of Fed. R^ of Gcmany, aaripiors to Gewcrkachaft
Eiaenhntte WeitfUh^ Lonen, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmny
Continaation of Ser. No. 149,980, May 15, 1980,. TUa

application JnL 26, 1982, Sm. No. 401,934
Oaiaii priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 16,

1979, 2919636

Int. a^ E21D 9/06
VS. CL 405—143 21 Clainis

1. A tunnel drive shield comprising:

a generally cylindrical front shield having a plurality of
elongate members arranged side-by-side parallel to the
central longitudinal front shield axis, said elongate mem-
bers being supported on, and movable rehrtive to, a sup-
port firane;

a generally cyUadrical rear shield having a plurality of elon-
gate members arranged side-by-side fwrallel to the central

longitudinal rear shield axis, said elongate members being
supported by a hood;

means for interconnectmg said support fhune and said hood
m a manner to permit the two shields to be angled rela-

tively to one another to a limited extent in all dhections,

said means comprising a part-^berical bearing whoK

centre lies approximately on the central longitudinal axis
of the drive shield; and

a plurality of elongated adjusting means for angUng and
hdding said shields relative to one another, said adjusting

means extending between and being pivotally connected
at their opposite ends to said shields, said adjusting means
being longitudinally adjusuble to selected settings to
achieve said angling and being fixable at said settings to
achieve said holding.

4,474,495
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HANDLING BINS

Uoy W. LedweU, Jr., Rte. 3, Box 478, Tcxaikana, Tex. 75501
FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 426,731

Int CL^ B66F 9/18
VS. CL 414-623 2 Clainis

1. Apparatus for simultaneously handling a pair of bins so
that one bin can be lifted by the apparatus and pUced in a first

transport position on the apparatus, then retained in such first

transport position while a second bin is either lifted by the
apparatus to a second transport position on the apparatus, or
lowered by the apparatus fitnn a second transport position to

an unloaded position, and so that both bins, while carried on
the apparatus in transport positions, can be simultaneously
rotated through ISO* to interchange the bins in the tianqiort

positions which each occupies, said apfmntm comprising:
a wheel-mounted, self-powered mobile structure ad^rted for

effecting the tran^Mrt of said bins from one location to
another,

elevator means on said mobile structure;

a frame connected to, and substantially horizontally cantilev-

ered from, said elevator means and responsive to said deva-
tor means for vertical reciprocating movement relative to
said mobile structure;

a rotatable member mounted on said firame at a location ^Mced
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horizontally firom said mobile structure and said elevating
means, and vertically reciprocable with said frame;

a first arm pair mounted on said routable member for lifting

and transjwrting a first bin, said first arm pair including:
a fint horizontally extending elongate receiving member
mounted on said rotatable member and having opposite
end portions and spaced horizontally from said mobile
structure and said elevator means;

a first pair of elongate members slidingly received by the
opposite end portions of said first receiving member for
reciprocating sUding movement in an axial direction with
respect to the first receiving member; and

a first bin grasping element mounted on each of said first

elongate members at a location spaced axially therealong
from said first horizontally extending receiving member,
said first bin grasping elemente each including:
first plate means secured to the respective first elongate
member and lying in a plane extending normal to the
longitudinal axis thereof; and

a first plurality of horizontally spaced, independently
movable fingen movably mounted on said first plate
means and projecting normal thereto in a horizontal
direction, said fingers being resiliently biased to an
extended position, and movable against the resilient bias
to a retracted position, said fingers and the first plate
means of the grasping elements cooperating to clamp a
bin between said plate means and concurrently locate at
least one of said fingers in a lifting position under a
portion of a bin to be lifted; and

first ram means connected to said first pair of elongate mem-
bers for selectively simultaneously extending and retracting
the elongate members of said first pair of axial sliding move-
ment toward and away from each other on said first elongate
receiving member;

a second arm pair mounted on said rotatable member for lifting

and transporting a second bin, said second arm pair extend-
ing substantially horizontally and extending substantially
parallel to said first arm pair, and being horizontally spaced
therefrom to facilitate concurrent grasping, lifting or lower-
ing of two bins located in side-by-side relation by said first

and second arm pairs, said second arm pair including:
a second horizontally extending elongate receiving member
mounted on said rotatable member and having opposite
end portions and spaced horizontally from said first hori-
zontally extending elongated receiving member;

a second pair of elongate members slidingly received by the
opposite end portions of said second horizontally extend-
ing elongate receiving member for reciprocating sliding
movement in an axial direction with respect to the second
horizontally extending receiving member; and

a second bin grasping element mounted on each of said
second elongate members at a location spaced axially
therealong from said second horizontally extending re-
ceiving member, said second bin grasping elements each
including:

second plate means secured to the respective elongate
member of said second pair of elongate members and
lying in a plane extending normal to the longitudinal
axis thereof; and

a second plurality of horizontally spaced, independently
movable fingen movably mounted on said second plate
means and projecting normal thereto in a horizontal
direction, said fingers in said second plurality being
resiliently biased to an extended position, and movable
against the resilient bias to a retracted position, said
fingen in said second plurality, and said second plate
means of the second grasping elements cooperatinf to
clamp a second bin between said plates and locate at
least one of said fingen of said second plurality in a
lifting position under a portion of a second bin to be
lifted; and

second ram means operable independently of said fint ram
means and connected to said second pair of elongate mem-
bers for selectively simultaneously extending and retracting
said elongate memben in said second pair by axial sliding

movement toward and away from each other on said second
elongate receiving member, and for selectively effecting said
extension or retraction at a time when said first ram means is

inoperative and the elongate memben of said fint pair are
static and immobile;

a gear rotatably mounted on said frame and connected to said
rotauble member for concurrent rotation therewith; and

drive means mounted on said frame and drivingly connected to
said gear for driving said gear in rotation, and concurrently
moving said rotatable member in rotation through its con-
nection to said gear, whereby said rotatable member and the
arm pain mounted on said rotatable member can be caused
to undergo rotation to rotate said fint and second arm pain
simultaneously through 180 degrees to thereby carry a first

bin grasped by the fint grasping element of said fint arm
pairs from a position relatively outwardly on said horizon-
tally extending cantilevered frame to a position relatively
inwardly on said horizontally cantilevered frame and adja-
cent said elevator means while concurrently moving said
second arm pair to a position outwardly on said horizontally
cantilevered frame thereby facilitating grasping a second bin
with said second arm pair without releasing said fint bin
from engagement with said fint arm pair.

4,474,496

COMPACT DRYER FOR TWO WEB STRETCHES
Michael O. Rocheleau, Green Bay, Wla^ assignor to W. R.
Graee A Co., New York, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,315
Int a^ F26B W(Xk F27B 9/i* F24H 7/00

UA a. 432—59 10 Claims

*!.

6. A web dryer comprising enclosure means defining a dry-
ing chamber wherein there are a pair of elongated headers,
each having ports at intervals along its length through which
heated pressure gas can issue towards a stretch of lengthwise
moving web, each said header having a blower at a rear end of
it for feeding pressure gas into it, and each said blower having
a gas inlet, said web dryer being characterized by:

A. a duct having

(1) an elongated outlet section with outlets at its opposite
ends, each of which is adjacent to one of said gas inlets,

and

(2) an inlet section communicating with said outlet section
intermediate the ends thereof and having an inlet end
remote from said outlet section;

B. a controllable burner near said inlet end of said inlet

section for charging thereinto a combusting mixture of air

and fuel;

C. a movable diverter means between said inlet section and
said outlet section for apportioning between said outlets
the hot gases flowing to them from said inlet section; and

D. means communicating the gas inlet of each said blower
(1) substantially fully with its adjacent one of said outlets,

so that the blower withdraws from that outlet substan-
tially all of the hot gases flowing thereto, and

(2) substantially directly with said drying chamber, so that

the blower withdraws gas therefix)m at a rate comple-
mentary to the rate at which it withdraws hot gases
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firom its adjacent outlet and thus maititfmf % substan-
tially uniform flow of pressure gas into its header in all

adjustments of said diverter means.

4,474,497

FURNACE MAINTENANCE PLATFORM
Robert P. SoIUtu, Chattuooga, Tcuin assignor to Combnstion

Engiiiceriiig, Inc., Windsor, Conn.
Filed Apr. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 485,100

Int a» F27D li/OO
U.S. CL 432—76 2

1. A fiimace having four enclosing walls and a roof, with
steam generating tubes lining the walls, steam superheating
tubes extending down into the fiimace from the roof, a plural-

ity ofopenings extending along opposite walls of the furnace at

an elevation subjacent to the superheating tubes, a plurality of
adjacent fint boms, one each of said &st beuns having an
inner end and an outer end and extending into the fiimace
through each one of the openings ftxnn opposing sides, the
outer end of each first beam being supported outside of the
fiimace, a plurality of cables extending down from the fiimace
roof, the inner end of each first beam being supported by one
of the cables, each cable containing a tumbuckle close to the
first beams, which tumbuckles can be adjusted so as to support
the first beams in a relative horizontal position, second beams
extending perpendicularly between the respective inner ends
of the first beams on an opposing side, and being secured to the
upper surfaces thereof, so as to tie all of the fint beam inner

ends together on an opposing side, and bcwrds extending be-
tween each adjacent fiint beuns, and between each of the
second beams across from each other, so that a platform is

formed which coven substantially the entire cross-section of
the fiimace.

4,474,498

MULTIPLE-PASS IMPINGEMENT HEATING AND
COOLING DEVICE

Donald P. Smitfa, 4530 Woodfla Dr., Dallaa, Tex. 75220
Contiaiiatkm-ia-pat of Scr. No. 341,640, Jan. 22, 1982, wUeh
is • coBtinaation'ia-pwt of Ser. No. 286,060, JoL 22, 1981, Pat
No. 4,409,453, which is a contlBoatiOB of Scr. No. 20,968, Mn-.
16, 1979, abudoBcd, which is a difisioB of Scr. No. 687,982,

May 19, 1976, Pat No. 4,154,861. lUs appUcatioa Jon. 8, 1982,

Scr. No. 386,283

Int a^ F27B 9/Oa 9/04; A23L 3/(Xk F27D 7/04
UJ5. CL 432—144 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for thermally treating food products, said

apparatus comprising: a cabinet; conveyor means for transport-

ing food products through said cabiniet; impeller means dis-

posed within said cabinet for circulating a temperature-con-
trolled gas within said cabinet; plenum means disposed within
said cabinet for receiving the temperature-controlled gas circu-

lated within said cabinet from said impeller means; delivery
means disposed within said cabinet in fluid communication
with said plenum means for delivering said temperature-con*
trolled gas from said plenum means to at least two thermal
treatment zones disposed around said conveyor means, said

delivery means further comprising a plurality of longitudinally

spaced jet fmgen extending transversely to said conveyor
means, said jet fingen being adapted to direct columnated jets

of said temperature-controlled gas so as to impinge on at least

one surface of food products conveyed through said zones,

said plenum means and said delivery means being further

adapted to subject said food products conveyed therethrough
to (Ufferent thermal energy transfer rates in at least two of said

zones.

4,474,499

PROCESS FOR CONSTRUCTING AN ATTACHMENT
CONNECTION FOR A DENTAL PROSTHESIS

Fraaccsco Pedrazzini, Craai« Klett Str. 16b, 8014 Nenblberg,

Fed. Rep. of Gernuuiy

FDcd Jan. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 456,094

Gains priority, application Fed. R^. of Gonany, Jan. 19,

1982, 3201391

Int a^ A61C W22
U.S. a 433-181 7

1. A method for constractmg a precision attachment con-
nenction between a dental prosthesis body and an anchoring
crown, comprising the steps of:

(a) forming a wax crown for an anchoring tooth, said wax
crown containing a heat resistant female die member of a
predetermined shape corresponding to that of a male
portion of said attachment connection;

(b) constructing a solid crown from said wax crown contain-

ing said heat resistant female die, said solid crown having

452-226 O.G.-84-8
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hoHow space corresponding in shape to said heat resis-
tant female die member,

(c) forming a temporary heat resistant fixture having a hous-
ing shaper portion conforming in shape to an anchoring
portion of said attachment connection and joined to a
secondary male die member adapted to fit within said
hollow space in said solid crown;

(d) forming a molded wax model of said dental prosthesis
body, said model including a crib portion and a molded
wax housing substantially enveloping said housing shaper
portion;

(e) constructing a solid cast dental prosthesis having a hous-
ing portion and an integral crib portion from said molded
wax model of said prosthesis; and

(0joining said solid crown to said soUd cast dental prosthesis
via an attachment device comprising a male die member
resiliently compressible along an actuating slit and mount-
able within said hollow space and including an integrally
formed anchoring portion mountable within the housing
portion of said solid cast dental prosthesis.

4*474,500
REMOVAL OF DENTAL CROWNS WITH WIRE NOOSE
Jowph A. Lynch, 51 E. Flnt A^e^ Hialcah, Fla. 33010

FIM Sep. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 418,570
lot a^ A61C 3/O0

UAa 433-218 ISdafais

connecting said bar to said noose with bands disposed on
opposite sides of the tooth, and

moving said bar member upwardly by means of said screw
to pull the noose and crown upwardly off the tooth smb.

4,474,501
OPTICAL SIMULATION OF SCENIC TRANSLATION

Joseph A. LaRussa, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., assignor to Fkr^
rand Optical Co., Inc., Valhalla, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 394,106
Int 0.3 G09B 9/02

U.S. a. 434-43 13 ,

1. The method of removing dental crowns on tooth stubs by
pulling in a direction away from the gum a noose circumferen-
tially surrounding a neck portion of the crown near tiie gum by
means of an upwardly mobile crown removing bar member
disposed for crown removal leverage upon at least one tooUi
and having said bar member connected for moving the noose
upwardly by metal bands disposed on opposite sides of die
crown connected between the noose and die bar member,
wherein the noose is formed by a length of wire fitted about
the crown and tightened in place therearound by means oftwo
sleeves surrounding the two loose ends of die wire, character-
ized by the steps of,

retaining the noose in place about said crown by fixing one
of said sleeves in place to clamp tiie two loose ends of the
wire together,

moving the other said sleeve on the wire ends toward the
tooth by pressure against the said clamped sleeve to a
position close to said crown to tighten the noose for mov-
ing the otiier sleeve over the two loose ends of the wire
until the noose is tightened,

retaining the other sleeve in place with the noose tighdy
retained about the crown,

drilliiig a hole through the crown to the tooth stab,
locating a bar member having ^ screw extending there-
through to extend through the hole and bear on die tootii
stab.

1. A method for simulating the translation of a visual scene
relative to an observer comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a representation of said visual scene viewable
by an observer, said representation having a portion repre-
senting a portion of said scene disud to the observer, a
portion representing a portion of said scene proximal to
the observer, and portions representing portions therebe-
tween;

(b) dividing said representation into a plurality of linear
parallel strips, each strip compcising a plurality of points,
said strips extending in a first direction parallel to the
desired translation; and

(c) fixing one of the strips m the distal portion of said repre-
sentation and positioning each ofthe other strips in contin-
uous fashion, each strip being moved in die direction of
translation by a distance which is a fiinction of its simu-
lated proximity to the observer and the magnitade of
translation, so as to provide a more realistic perspective
view of said visual scene to the observer.

4^74,502
WATER SPORTING BOAT

Mohamed DwMid, 10429 Sacri Cocnr, Montral, Qnebec. Cka-
ada.H2C 2S8

FUed M^r 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,408
lot a^ B63H 16/12

UAa 440-29 MCtaims

1. A water sporting boat of the pedal type, comprising:
a surfboard in the form ofan elongated thin body having top
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and bottom surfaces interconnected by side surfaces, said
surfaces terminating at one end ofsaid body to form a bow
and terminating, at the other end of said body, into a stem;
a keel projecting from said bottom surface and removably
mounted on said body; wherein said keel has a vertical end
wall located short of said stern transversely of said body,
and tiirther has confining outer walls tapering forwardly
from said end wall and smoothly merging witii said body
beneath said top surface; said keel being hollowed out to

define a keel chamber; a passage opening into said cham-
ber and onto said body top stirface; a rudder supporting
ledge integral with said keel, projecting perpendicularly
firom the lower edge of said keel end wall in the direction

of said stem; an elongated slot formed through said body,
intermediate said bow and stem, and a fin removbly and
snugly passing across said slot from said body top surface

and extending away from said body bottom surface suffi-

ciendy to ensure stability to said surfboard, in use thereof;

a propelling mechanism comprising: a rotary shaft mounted
across said keel end wall, having one end inside said keel

chamber and one end outside thereof; a propeller mounted
on said outside end; a sitting rack secured to the top sur-

face of said surfboard body and having a seat for a user at

the top thereof; a pedalling mechanism mounted on said

sitting rack and including a chain drive extending through
said body passage and into said keel chamber, and a me-
chanical transmission in said chamber, operatively joining

said chain drive and aid rotary shaft, whereby operation of
said pedalling mechanism causes rotation of said propeller

for displacement of said surfboard;

a steering mechanism comprising: an essentially flat rodder
having a rear vertical edge and mounted on said rudder
supporting ledge and on said body stem for swinging
movement about a vertical axis extending across the free

end of said ledge, across said stem and along said rudder
rear edge, rearwardly of said propeller; a steering rack

secured to the top surface of said surfboard body, for-

wardly of said sitting rack, and including a steering mem-
ber secured to the upper end of an uprij^t rotary steering

post having a lower end extending into a chamber formed
in said body and opening at said top surface; a cable trans-

mission operatively connecting said lower end of said

steering post and said rudder for swinging motion thereof

when said member is rotated for steering of said sporting

boat, said cable transmission comprising a cable winding
sheave arrangement in said body chamber and a pair of
cable lengths cooperating with said winding sheave ar-

ran^ment and extending through cable passages formed
longitudmally of said body on either side of said racks, one
end of each of said cable lengths being connected to the

sides of said flat rudder, rearwardly of said rudder swing-
mgaxis.

4,474,503

TRAFFIC CONTROL APPARATUS
Wllllni L. BooA, and Leslie S. Stone, both of Indnstrial Center

BUg^ Susallto, Calif. 94965

FDed Mtf. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,584

Int CL^ EOIF WOO. 15/00

MS. a. 404—6 4 Claims

3B 42 3i

1. A segmented traffic control barrier capable of providing a

safe separation between continuous lanes of opposing vehicle

traffic that are adapted to be easily moved across lanes for

reversible traffic hmes comprising:

a continuous barrier having a plurality of connected barrier

sections, each of said sections having a flat base member
and a vertical web member fuedly secured to said base

member to form an inverted T-like structure,

hinge means connecting said barrier sections in a continuous

string to form said barrier, said hinge means including a

first hinge means located adjacent to the top of said verti-

cal web at each end of each section and a second hinge

means located adjacent to the bottom of said vertical web
at each end ofeach section, said first hinge means allowing

articulation between the connected sections without inter-

nal movement in said hinge means and said second hinge

means operable to allow the base portions of adjacent

section to move together and apart while maintaining

vertical registry between adjacent sections, said hinge

means allowing articulation in said barrier when the bar-

rier is relocated from one lane to another through a sinu-

soidal transposition path.

4*474,504

UNDERWATER EROSION CONTROL SYSTEM HAVING
PRIMARY ELEMENTS INCLUDING TRUNCATED

CONICAL RECESSES FOR RECEIVING ARTICULATED
INTERCONNECT LINKS

Richard F. Whitman, and Ronald R. Tankersley, both of Tucson,

Ariz., assignors to Columbia Building Materials, Inc., Tucson,

Ariz.

FUed Apr. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 486,928

Int a^ E02B 3/12
US. CL 405—16 18 daiiH

1. An erosion control system comprising:

a. first and second primary elements each having at least

three sides and a height H, each side of said primary

element including a truncated conical aperture having a

lower surface diameter d| and an upper surface diameter

d2 smaller than di, said aperture communicating with the

side of said primary element and defining a gap in said

aperture; and

b. a link for interconnecting said first and second primary

elements having a height h^H and including

i. first and second truncated conical end sections each

having a lower diameter da^di and an upper diameter

d4Sd2, the conical side surfaces of said end sections

being parallel to the conical side surfaces of the aper-

tures in said primary elements; and

ii. a strut coupled to said fu^t and second end sections for

maintaining a fixed distance between said end sections.
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M74405
DRAINING, IRRIGATING AND DISPERSING MASS

Moniquc L. S. Mioflelic II, roe Solferiiio, 75007 Paris; Albert
H. F. Maioia, Chateao de la Flcaaie, 24570 Condat sor
Vocre; Robtrt P. Bran, ViUa Plat, A?eoiie de la Croix do
Sod, 33120 Arcaehon; Sylvain V. L. Ciievaiuie, Moolin do
Village, 95450 niemcricoart, Val d'Oiae, and Jacqnea L. A.
See, 78 Boolcfard Victor Hugo, 92200 NeoiUy-sar-Seine.
Hairtide Seine, aU of Fhuce

Contiaiiatioii-ia-part of Ser. No. 169,711, Jul. 17, 1980, Pat No.
4,411,555. This appiicatioa Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,181
Clainis priority, application France, JnL 17, 1979, 79 18429:

Dec 11, 1979, 79 30298; JnL 3, 1980, 80 14849
Int a^ E02B 11/00

UAa40»-50 UCIalms

1. A porous mass for drainage of soil which can also be used
for irrigation purposes and for lightening of the density of the
ground, said mass including hollow elements of various sizes,
shapes, wall thicknesses and rigidity, said hoUow elements
internally defining through open-ended capillary or semi-capU-
lary passages having diameten of between 2 and 20 millime-
ters, said mass constituting soil in which said hollow elements
are dispersed in mutual contact so oriented relative to one
another as to provide between adjacent hollow elements
spaces of various shapes and dimensions which combine with
the capillary or semi-capillary passages of the hollow elements
to form a compressible, soft underground litter of great perme-
ability in which water is distributed and redispersed by capil-
larity, water flowing easUy through the spaces between adja-
cent hollow elements and water tending to be retained in the
capillary and semi-capillary passages through the hoUow ele-
ments.

rock formation; blasting from said given point a second sloping
tunnel (22, 48) which meanders in the ultimate storage locationm a plurality of turns down to the level of the bottom (11, 41)
of the ultimate first cavity (1, 41, 71); blasting at a plurality of
levels from the meandering tiinnel (22) horizontal, primary
tunnels (T1-T6); blasting from said primary tunnels (JUTS) at
all said levels a plurality of horizontal, secondary timnels
(R1-R12) which extend towards the site of the ultimate firat
cavity (1, 41, 71); by blasting said first cavity and by bringing
It by means of a separate tunnel (10. 13) to extend up to the
level of the ground, whereby said first cavity (1, 41, 71) extends
substantially along or to the level of the lowermost parts of the
ultiipate second cavities (2, 51, 52. 72. 73); constructing in the
first cavity (1, 41, 71) and said separate tunnel (10, 13) option-
ally a transporting device (14) which extends to the level of the
ground, and by means of which device shot rock-mass can be
transported from said first cavity; and by then fonning said
second cavities by blasting away those rock stopes (P1-P4)
located between superimposed secondary timnels. beginning
with the lowermost stope and continuing upwardly in se-
quence with remaining stopes, the shot rock-mass (16) falling
downwardly, being brought to said separate tiinnel for trans-
port to ground level.

4,474,507
FLOW LINE BUNDLE AND METHOD OF TOWING

SAME
Arthur W. Morton, Houston, Tex^ aaaigBor to Conoco Inc»
Ponca aty, Okla.

Continaation of Ser. No. 48,316, Jon. 14, 1979, Pat No.
4,363,566. This appUcation Dec 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333J95

lat a^ F16L 1/04
UAa405-158 4ciata»

4,474,506
METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING IN ROCK STORAGE
LOCATIONS FOR UQUID PRODUCTS, FOR EXAMPLE

OIL PRODUCTS
!» K. Sagefbn, Stockholm, Sweden, anigBor to BoUden Ak-

tiebolag, Stockhobn, Sweden
per No. PCr/SE82/00247, § 371 Date Apr. 7, 1983, § 102(e)
Date Apr. 7, 1983, PCT Pnb. No. WO83/00526, PCT Pub.
Dite Feb. 17, 1983

PCT FDed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 491,323
Oatm priority, application Sweden, Ang. 7, 1981, 8104757

lat a^ B65G 5/00
UAa40S-55 lOdaims

1. An off-bottom tow method for transporting a tubular
member from one location to another within a body of water
and clearing an obsttwle present within said body of water, said
method comprising the steps of:

connecting a first flexible line between a leading end of said
tubular member and a towing means;

connecting a second flexible line between a trailing end of
said tubular member and a retarding means;

pulling said first flexible line forward to pull said tiibular
member through said body of watei^ and

increasing a rettmling force applied to said second line
when approaching said obstacle located in said body of
water above said floor, to lift said tiibular member above
said obstacle.

I. A method for constructing a liquid-product storage loca-
tion in rock formations, said location comprising a first cavity,
and a plurality of second cavities located outside said first

»vity,characterized by first fonning a tiinnel (7) which slopes
from the surface of the ground down to a given point in the

4,474,508

MARINE STRUCTURES
diaries J. Voa, Pijnacker, and Baread J. G. van der Pot, Delft,

both of Netherlands, aasignon to Hollandschc Bctoa Maat-
schappU B.V., RUswUk, Nethcrlandf

FDed May 18, 1978, Ser. No. 907,075
lat CL' E02B 17/00

U.S.a 405-195 i rMmf
1. An off-shore gravity structure which can stand on the sea

bed under its own weight and the weight ofany ballast carried
by the structure, wherein a separately formed substtmtially flat
concrete foundation grid which underlies at least a major part
of the area^ of the undersurface of the base of the structure,
which is of a thickness substantially less than the height of the
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base and which has at least one downwardly extending projec-
tion for penetrating the sea bed, is coupled to the base at each
of a plurality of positions mutually spaced over the undersur-
face of the base by substantially fluid-tight coupling means
comprising at least one substantially rigid elongate member
which engages in aligned holes in the base and foundation grid,

transversely deformable means in at least one of said aligned
holes, and substantially fluid-tight sealing means which is posi-

tioned between the base and foundation grid which encloses
the rigid elongate member and transversely deformable means,
and which has a low resistance against horizontal displace-

ment, the arrangement being such that under normal environ-

mental conditions, vertical loads on the structure are trans-

ferred to the sea bed through said bearings, and horizontal

forces on the structure, which are insuflicient to deform the

transversely deformable means, are transferred by said means
via the rigid elongate members to the sea bed so that relative

movement between the base of the structure and the founda-

tion grid is prevented and being such that when the horizontal

forces to which the structure is subjected reach a predeter-

mined maximum value said transversely deformable means are

deformed to such an extent as to permit limited relative move-
ment between the foundation grid and the base of the structure

to take place without any further increase in horizontal force

on the structure.

4,474,509

METHOD OF ERECTING A MARINE STRUCTURE
UTILIZING A REMOVABLE WATERTIGHT PLUG

ASSEMBLY
Ronald E. Antea, 35/38 Portmaa Sq., London, WIH OBN,
En^aod, and Deals G. Hanys, 5865 San Felipe #17, Honston,

Tex. 77057

CoBtiiniation of Ser. No. 874,728, Feb. 3, 1978, abandoned. This

ippUcMton Dec 11, 1980, Ser. No. 216,274

Int a^ E02B 17/00

VS.a 405—195 16 Claims

1. A watertight removable plug assembly for a hollow tubu-

lar member of a marine structure, comprising:

a pressure vessel, said pressure vessel having a pressure

dome and a hollow cylindrical skirt integ^ with the

dome;
an eye bolt secured to said pressure dome;
a plug ropr.

one end of said rope being secured to said eye bolt, said rope

being coiled in the space between the skirt of the pressure

vessel and the inner wall of the tubular member,
the coils of said plug rope being substantially uniformly

spaced from one another and from the walls of the mem-
ber and the pressure vessel;

the tptee between the skirt of the pressure vessel and the

inner wall of the tubular member not occupied by the plug

rope being substantially filled with an elastomenc com-
pound, the length of the plug rope being such that the

other end extends at least to the upper end of the member;
a vent tube connected to the pressure dome;

means for closing the vent tube; and

means controlled from the top of the member for opening

the vent tube to permit communication through the pres-

sure dome.

4,474,510

HYDRAUUC MINE-ROOF SUPPORT
Hans Biill, Wappertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignor to Her-
mann Hemscheidt Maschinenfabrik GmbH A Co., Wnppertal,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Fncd Oct 15, 1982, Ser. No. 434,476

CUdma priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 15,

1981, 3141040

Int a^ E21D 15/44

U.S. CL 405—296 2 Clalma

1. An hydraulic mine-roof support assembly comprising a

base member adapted to run over the floor of a mine, at least

one vertically-extensible hydraulic prop tiltably supported at a

lower portion thereof on said base member and extending

upwards therefrom, a roof support member tiltably carried by
said hydraulic prop at an upper portion thereof whereby exten-

sion and retraction of said prop causes said roof support mem-
ber to rise and fall with respect to said base member, an in-

clined rock-fall shield hingedly connected at an upper end

thereof to said roof support member, a first direction-control

member pivotally connected at one end portion thereof to said

base member and pivotally connected at an opposite end por-

tion thereof to a lower portion of said rock-fall sheild, a second

direction-control member, located above said first direction-

control member, pivotally connected at one end portion

thereof to said base member and pivotally connected at an

opposite end portion thereof to said rock-fall shield, said sec-

ond direction-control member being in the form of an hydrau-

lic ram comprising a single piston movable in a cylinder, inlets

in the cylinder of said ram, one inlet on each side of said piston.
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tepwate conduits connected to said inlets for the supply and
exhaust of hydraulic fluid to and from the cylinder of said ram,
hydraulic control valve means located in said conduito to
control the flow of hydraulic fluid therethrough, control
means operatively connected to said hydraulic control valve
means to effect operation of said valve means, and measuring
means arranged on the mine-roof support assembly in the
region of said base member and said roof support member to
detect and measure relative tilting movement between said
hydraulic prop and said base member and roofsupport member
respectively, said measuring means being connected to said
control means by signal transmission lines whereby detection
of such relative tilting movement by said measuring means
causes a signal to be passed from said measuring means to said
control means with the result that the control means operate
said hydraulic control valve means to cause hydraulic fluid to
flow along said conduits whereby the load on said ram longitu-
dmally thereof remains substantially constant notwithstanding
such relative tilting movement

CONTINUOUS TOBACXX) FEED
rnad» A. M. Labbc, Neaflly-SDr-Seine, Fhuce, assignor to
MoUnt United, Londoo, England

FDed Dee. S, IMl, Ser. No. 329,624O^ priority, appUcatfon United Ungdom, Dec 10, 1980,
8039828

bit holder m a generally axial direction relative to said tool bit
axis uid within a longitudinal plane defined by said bit holder
said first adjusting means being mounted in said tool and in'
cludmg an adjustable eccentric which engages said bit holder
to move said bit holder in said generaUy axial direction relative
to said recess; second adjusting means for moving said bit
holde relative to said tool selectively in a generaUy radial
direction and a tilting direction, said second adjusting means
compnsmg a plundity of setting screws thieadedly mounted in
said bit holder for adjustment in a generally radial direction

Int CL^ B45G 33/58

and being spaced apart in said generally axial direction with
said eccentric being disposed intermediate said axiaUy-spaced
screws, said setting screws projecting from said bit holder with

6 Claims ^^^ od tips of said screws bearing respectively against
surface portions at the bottom of said recess, said setting
screws being individuaUy adjustable in said generaUy radial
direction to move said bit holder relative to said recess selec-
tively in said generaUy radial direction and in a tUting direction
wherein said bit holder is tilted about an axis disposed gener-
ally perpendicularly to said longitiidinal plane of said bit
holder.

1. Apparatus for pneumaticaUy feedmg tobacco, including a
tobacco feed chute having sealing means for controUing the
direction of air flow therethrough comprising at least one
roUer definmg a throat in the feed chute, means for rotating the
or each roUer such that in the throat the or each roller surface
moves in the same direction as the tobacco, a plurality of vanes
mounted on and displaceable radiaUy with respect to the or
«ch roUer, means for controUing the radial displacement of
the vanes such that they change from being extended in a
region away from the throat to being fiiUy retracted in the
throat so as to draw air from downstream of the sealing means,
between the vanes, to upstream of the sealing means, and flow
retuiclmg means associated with the or each roUer for acceler-
atmg the drawn air into the throat from an upstream position.

4^74,512
MILLINC TOOL WITH ADJUSTABLE CUTTER BIT

ofFW. Rap. ofGcnHuy, anignori to Saatradc Ltd., Locerne,
Switnrlaad

.ra<d Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,681
JOUm^Mty, appUeatlon Fed. Rep. of Gcnui^, Sep. 27,

lot a.> B26D 1/12
UAa407-39

jClafai.
1. In combination a miUing tool of the type which is rotiit-

able about an axis and cutting holders clamped in approxi-
ajjely radial receaes In the periphery of said tool by adjust-
able clampmg means; first adjustinent means for adjusting each

4,474,513
PORTABLE HANDHELD DEVICE FOR FORMING

ALIGNED HOLES

''•JSJf-
*^"^ **^ *^ '•™* ^- Khwort, Tem.

37660

Filed Jon. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,490
Int a.3 B23B 43/14

VS. CL 408—110 7

1. A portable, handheld device comprising a rotatable cyUn-
drical column of predetermined length for supporting at one
end a hole saw or the like, for being driven in rotation at the
other end by a drive means, and for being temporarily and
releasably secured at two or more locations along its length by
conduit clamps or the Uke which are fastened to a building waU
or house waU in spaced predetermined alignment;

said rotiitable cylindrical column having at said one end
means for receiving and being connected to said hole saw
or the like, having at said other end means for being driv-
ably engaged by said drive means, and having two or
more annular spacing coUars encircling the outer surface
of said rotatable column in close slidable and rotattible
relation; said annular spacing colUtfs being slidably adjust-
ably spaced along the length of said rotatable column for
positioning at said two or more locations, and adapted to
be temporarily clamped at said locations by said conduit
clamps or the like; and
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said rotatable cylindrical column also comprising a tubular
member having therewithin an extension member adapted
to be slidably extended (torn and relative to said tubular
member to different predetermined lengths, and said ex-
tension member and said tubular member having cooper-
ating locking means adapted to lock said extension mem-
ber to said tubular member at said extended different

predetermined lengths, said extension member having at

its five end said means for receiving and being connected
to said hole saw or the like.

4,474,514

MULTI-PURPOSE DRILLING JIG
Frank A. Jensen, 1098 S. Blvd., Idaho Falls, Id. 83401

FQed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,710

Int a^ B23B 49/02
VJS. a. 408—115 R 17 CUms

1. A multi-purpose drilling jig for accurately locating holes

on a flat surface or along an edge of a workpiece comprising:

a. a pluraUty of driU guide elements, each having a plurality

of driU guide bushings;

b. means for removably attaching the guide elements to-

gether end-to-end to form a rigid, elongated jig;

c. at least one pair of lateral guide plates, said lateral guide
plates adjustably attached to opposite sides of each driU

guide element such that each lateral guide plate is adjust-

ably movable in a generaUy vertical direction parallel to

the sides of the guide elements, each lateral guide plate

having a first surface of planar configuration and an oppo-
site surface of stepped configuration so that workpieces of
different widths may be accomodated between said first

and opposite surfaces of said lateral guide plates; and,

d. an end guide plate adjustably attached to an end of one of
the guide elements such that it is adjustably movable in a
generally vertical direction paraUel to the end ofthe guide
element

engagement with the interior of said hole in said second mem-
ber, said fastener including,

an externally threaded shaft, a head shaped so as to be capa-
ble of being engaged by a manipulative tool located at one
end of said shaft, a longitudinally generally split—between
its ends—, cylindrical sleeve located around said shaft, a
nut threaded on said shaft, said nut and said sleeve being
separate, unattached parts, said sleeve and said nut includ-
ing coacting expansion surfaces serving to expand said

sleeve as said nut is moved on said shaft towards said head
in which the improvement comprises:

said sleeve is formed of a material capable of serving as a
spring and is twisted between its ends in such a configura-
tion that it is capable ofbeing compressed between its ends
during use of said expansion fastener,

a holding means comprising an extending edge on the end of
sleeve closest adjacent to said head for preventing rotation

4,474,515

EXPANSION FASTENER
Kcmietli H. Pltzn, Loa Angeles, Calif., assigDor to The Shnr-
Lok Corporation, Inioe, Calif.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,049

Int a^ F16B 13/04
VS.a 411—16 5 Clains

1. An expansion fastener which is adapted to be supposted

within a hole in a first member in such a manner as to extend

from said first member and to be inserted into a hole in a
second member and manipulated so as to be expanded into

of said sleeve by engagement with said first member when
said fastener is located so that said shaft extends through
said hole in said first member with said head on one side of
said first member and said sleeve on the other side of said

first member, said holding means being located on the end
of said sleeve closest adjacent to said head so as to be
capable of being drawn into engagement with said first

member,
coacting rotation preventing means, one of said coacting

rotation preventing means comprising an extending edge
located on the end of said sleeve remote from said head,

the other of said coacting rotation preventing means com-
prising a surface on said nut located on said nut adjacent to

said sleeve, said coacting rotation preventing means serv-

ing to prevent relative rotation between said sleeve and
said nut when said sleeve and said nut are in contact with
one another.

4,474,516

ANCHOR BOLT ASSEMBLY
Enrin Schlefer, Mmich, Fed. Rep. ofGermany, assignor to Hiiti

AktiengeaeUsehafk, Schaan, Liechtenstein

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,887

Oalms priority, appUeatlon Fed. Rq». of Germany, May 25,

1981, 3120809

Int a^ F16B 13/06
VS. CL 411—44 10 dalns

1. An anchor bolt assembly arranged to be inserted into and
anchored within a borehole and including an anchor bolt and
an expansion sleeve moimted on said anchor bolt, said anchor
bolt having a leading end first inserted into the borehole apd an
opposite trailing end, said anchor bolt comprises an axially

extending cylindricaUy shaped body extending from the tid-
ing end toward the leading end, an axiaUy extending frusto-

conical part extending from the leading end toward the traUing

end with the maximum diameter of said frusto-conical part

being substantiaUy the same as the diameter of said cylindri-

caUy sh^>ed body, said frusto<onical part tapering inwardly
in the direction from the leading end toward the traUing end,
an axially extending reduced diameter part extending from said

cyUndricaUy shaped body to said frusto-conical part and hav-
mg a diameter substantiaUy the same as the minim^nn diameter
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of add frusuxonical pwt, wherein the UBprovement com-
prises an uiaUy extending expulsion sleeve extending continu-
ously around and arranged to be fitted onto said reduced diam-
eter part with the axis of said expansion sleeve extending in the
direction of the axis of said anchor bolt, said sleeve having at
least one web extending for a part of the circumferential direc-
tion of said sleeve and in the axial direction of said sleeve for
the ftill length thereof and said web being deformable relative
to the remainder of said sleeve, said web having a wall thick-
ness in the radial direction of said sleeve considerably less than
the corresponding wall thickness of said sleeve, said expansion

larger than the openings in said structures spaced from
sajd head portion to receive a rivet tool therebetween;

(f) the spacmg between said flange and said head portion
being dimensioned to permit said rivet tool to engage said
flange to hold said sleeve as said rivet tool grips said head
portion and retracts said stem to cause said bulb portion to
expand said sleeve;

(g) said stem being loosely disposed within the expanded
sleeve after said two structures are clinched by said rivet:
and ^

(h) said head portion being disposed to receive a force
thereon to drive said stem through said expanded sleeve to
cause said head portion to engage said flange and said
knurled section to expand said sleeve.

sleeve being deformable fnm a first condition to a second
condition with said expansion sleeve in the first condition
having a cylindrically shaped outside surface and a minimum
mside diameter at least equal to the maximum diameter of said
frusto-conical part and in the second condition said expansion
sleeve being deformed in the region of said web so that the
inside surface thereof moves inwardly whereby the inside
surface in circumferentially spaced locations is in surface
contact with the surface of said reduced diameter part and said
webs being expandable from the second condition for securing
said anchor bolt within a borehole.

SHIELDED CELLS HAVING MANIPULATORS
COMPRISING A MASTER ARM AND A SLAVE ARM

Richard J. CritcUey, Chorley, England, and Samuel R. Oldham,
Albuquerque, N. Mex., assignon to Britiah Nnclear FoOa
Limited, Warrington, England

FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,803
daims priority, appUcatioo United Kingdom, May 18, 1981.

8115157; Sep. 22, 1981, 8128675
'

Int CLi B25J 3/00
UAa414-8 4ci,|„

>pg

4i474t5l7

FASTENING DEVICE
Stmley J. NirociyBski, Allcntown, ftt, assignor to The Budd
Cooqwy, Troy, Mich.

FUed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,698
Int a^ F16B 13/06

UAa 411-45 , Claims

1. A rivet for securing together two relatively thin structures
having spaced openings therein dimensioned to receive said
rivet therethrough, with the openings in said structures being
alignable with each other, comprising:

(a) an integral mandrel stem;

(b) said stem including a head portion at one end, an en-
larged bulb portion at the opposite end, and a knurled
section adjacent said head portion;

(c) a pliable sleeve surrounding said stem and retained
thereon between said head portion and said enlarged
portion;

(d) said knurled section being larger in diameter than the
main body of said stem and the inner waU portion of said
sleeve,

(e) said sleeve including an outwardly extending flange

1. In apparatus comprising a shielded cell having a manipula-
tor comprising a master arm and a slave arm sealed in the cell
with a linking part between the arms, the improvement com-
prising means rendering the linkage part demountable in a
manner to permit the insertion of a replacement slave unit, and
an msertable replacement slave unit which, upon insertion, can
eject the existing slave arm into its own contaminated environ-
ment without breaching the cell seal and then repUce the
existing slave arm, said replacement unit comprising a replace-
ment seal for said cell, and a replacement slave arm preceded
by an intermediate temporary sealing body sealed with the
replacement arm by a sealed flexible and extensible gaiter
which is decouplable, also into said contaminated environ-
ment, once said replacement seal of the replacement arm in the
cell is moved into sealing position.

4,474,519

VEHICLE FOR HEAVY LOADS
Prabhakar R. KUrwadkar, Siechenrenteweg 20, IM940 Men-
mingen 3, Fed. Rep. of German/

Filed DM^ 21, miA». No. 332,545
Claims priority, applieatton Hd. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28,

1981, 3134003 y
Int a/E04G 21/14

U.S.a 414-12 '
gcWmi

1. A vehicle for heavy loads having a chassis,
a movable frame on top of said chiosis,

motive power units engaged between said frame and said
chassis and being displaceable in a plane parallel to that of
said chassis.
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a pair of said motive power units being pivotally mounted on
a common pivot axis substantially perpendicular to each
of two mutually opposite sides of said movable frame,

said common pivot axes each being substantially perpendicu-
lar to the plane of said movable frame,

the axes of reciprocation of each pair of said power units

being at an angle to each other, and

the piston of said cylinder means such that said cradling

means moves along said arm as said cylinder means is

pressurized.

the common pivot axes of said motive power units being

substantially aligned with the longitudinal axis of said

movable frame whereby a two-dimensional extended area

of movement is provided beyond each of said mutually

opposite sides and the remaining sides of said movable
frame.

4^74^20
PIPE HANDLING MACHINE

JamesE Buckner, Lafayette, La., and Eari C. McGoIre, Center-

Ole, Miaa., asrignors to Ingram Corporation, New Orleans,

U.
FUed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 353,925

Int a^ E21B 19/14

VS. CL 414—22 27 daims

15. An apparatus for transferring pipe between a pipe trough
and one or more pipe racks positioned adjacent at least one side

of the trough comprising:

a pipe trough,

an arm connected at one end to said trough and having an

opposite end positioned below said one end,

a pipe cradling means for cradling pipe as the pipe is moved
along said arm toward and away from said trough,

a fluid actuated cylinder means associated with said arm for

moving said cradling means long said arm when said

cylinder means is pressurized,

a connecting means operatively connecting said cylinder

means to said cradling means,

tilting means for tilting said cradling means towards said

trough when said cradling means is positioned at said one

end of said arm whereby pipe may be rolled from said

cradling means to said trough, and

a reeving means connected to said cradling means,

said connecting means comprising a chain means attached at

one end at a fixed point fixed relative to said arm and at a

second end to said cradling means at an attachment point,

said chain means, between said fixed point and said attach-

ment point, reeving about said reeving means and about

4,474,521

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CONTINUOUSLY
FORMING A PACKET OF BOX BLANKS FOR FURTHER

PROCESSING
Jean-Rdllppe Jaton, Chapelle, Switzerland, assignor to BcHhH
SA, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,275

Cbdms priority, application Switzerland, Fdk 24, 1982,

1131/82

Int a^ B65G 57/16
VJS. a. 414—31 20 Oalma

1. A device for continuously receiving a flow of box blanks

from a delivery end of a box blank processing apparatus and
discharging a packet oftwo batches of box blanks in a head-to-

tail arrangement to another processing apparatus, said device

comprising receiving means for creating batches of box blanks

from a flow of blanks; delivery means for assembling the two
batches into a packet with a head-to-tail arrangement and
discharging the packet to the next processing apparatus; and

conveyor means for transporting the batches between the

receiving means and the delivery means, said conveyor means
including a chain means forming a continuous endless path

between the receiving means and delivery means, a pluraUty of

gripper means for grasping a batch of blanks being supported

on the chain means with a given spacing, drive means for

moving the chain means along the path, means for selectively

actuating and deactuating the gripper means and means for

rotating selected gripper means through 180* during move-

ment along a portion of the path to form a turned batch, said

receiving means including means for piling blanks in a stack,

means for controlling the flow of blanks to the means for piling

and interrupting the flow while transporting a batch from the

means for piling, and said delivery means including a first

grasper means for gripping a batch in a gripper means of the

conveyor means, second grasper means for gripping a follow-

ing turned batch, said first and second grasper means being

movable relative to each other to superimpose the two batches

into a packet oftwo batches, and pusher means for moving the

packet to a position for transfer to the next processing appara-

tus.

4,474,522

APPARATUS FOR POWERING A BALE WAGON
TIER-TYING DEVICE

Randall E. Zipaer, LltUz, Pa., aaaignor to Sperry Corporation,

New Holland, Pa.

FDed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,107

Int a^ AOID 87/12; B65G 57/32

U.S.a 414—40 17 Claims

1. In a bale wagon for picking up bales lying on the ground

and forming a stack of bales to be deposited at a remote loca-

tion, said bale wagon having a frame; a pick-up means sup-

ported by said frame to engage and elevate bales lying on the

ground; a first bale receiving table pivotally mounted on said

frame adjac^t said pickup means to receive bales elevated

from the ground to form a row of bales in a three bale receiv-
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mg povtioa. Mid fim table being pivotally movable between a
bale recaving position and a bale transfer position; a second
tier rorming Uble mounted on said frame adjacent said first
table to receive rows of bales therefrom and form a tier of
bales; first conveying means for conveying rows of bales from
said first table onto said second table; a third stack fonning
table mounted on said frame adjacent said second table to
re«ive tien of bales therefrom and form a stack of bales
Aweon; second conveying means for conveying tiers of bales
from said second table onto said third table; and drive means
for operatively powering said first conveying means, said drive
means ucluding a rotatable member, said first conveying
means mdodrng a linkage mechanism interconnecting said

rototable member and said first table to effect a pivotal move-
ment of said fint table to convey bales from said first table onto
said second uble, the improvement comprising:

kicker means for moving the center bale of a set of three
bales conveyed onto said second table back onto said first
table;

and

actuation means cooperable with said drive means to opera-
tively power said kicker means after bales have been
conveyed from said first table onto said second table, said
actuation means being engageable with said rotatable
mmber to move said center bale back onto said first tableu first said uble is returning to the bale receiving position.

4*474^23
UNLOADING MEANS FOR BULK MATERIAL

Kntnte, Olio, Norway, iMipior to Norsk Hydro aA, Oslo.
Norway

^^S^/^^?S^^' § 371 D«e Aug. 27, 1W2. § 102(e)

S2 Jir
^^' ^™^/®^7, per Pab.

^,.
«*Cr Pllad Jul 4, 1982, Ser. No. 414,248

Oain priority, appUcatkM Norway, Jan. 5, 1981, 810017
Irt. aJ B68G 65/38

US.a 414-144
jClafai.

area such as a storage room, a cargo hull and the like by atuck-mg the bulk material from above, said apparatus comprising:
a mam scraper conveyor member mounted at a position

adjacent one wall of the storage area and operable for
scrapmg the bulk material horizonuUly along such one
wall m a longitudinal direction toward a discharge area:

first means mounting said main scraper conveyor member
for vertical movement at said position adjacent such one
wall;

a transverse scraper conveyor member, supported by saidmam scraper conveyor member, for scraping the bulk
material horizontaUy in a transverse direction toward saidmam scraper conveyor membei^ and

second means mounting said transverse scraper conveyor
member on said main scraper conveyor member for verti-
cal movement therewith and for movement therealong
back and forth in said longitudinal direction.

4,474,524
SYSTEM FOR DISCHARGING THERMAL

DECOMPOSITION RESIDUE CONTAINING CARBON
RESIDUE AND STEEL WIRE BALLS

Shigezo Kawakani; Knnlhiko Tsqji; KatnUko SUnoJiaia: Mit-
suru FUnida, and Hinwhl KawagncU, aU of Kobe, Janaa,
Mignors to KabushiU Kalsha Kobe Seiko Sho, Kobe^
Mechanical Social System FonadatioB, Tokyo, both of, Jaaan

FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,955"^ Pjority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 30, 1981, 56^224;
"*ay "» 1981, 56»71971

Int a.3 F23J 1/00UAa 414-213
,2 cwn.

1. An apparatiis for unloading bulk material from a storage

12. A system for classifying and discharging a thermal de-
composition residue containing relatively small carbon residue
and relatively terge non-carbon residue, said discharge system
comprising:

(a) a housing having an inlet adapted to be hermetically
connected to die residue ouUet of a thermal decomposi-
tion unit;

^^
(b) a double-shaft screw conveyer comprising two inter-
meshed, generally horizontal screws mounted for loUtion
in said housing, the upstream ends of said two screws
being disposed beneath said inlet of said housing, said two
screws being supported at the upstream ends thereof but
being unsupported at the downstream ends thereof, said
two screws being spaced such that the retotively wwif
carbon residue passes downwardly between said two
screws but the rehitively large non-carbon residue cannot
pass downwardly between said two screws;

(c) means for routing sad two screws in opposite directions,
whereby the residue is moved longitudinally along said
double-shaft screw conveyer in said housing with the
relatively large non-carbon residue on top of said double*
shaft screw conveyer and at least most of the relatively

S
carbon residue beneath said double-shaft screw

eyer;

St outlet provided in said housing beneath the down-
stream end of said double-shaft screw conveyer for dis-
charging at least a large part of the relatively small carbon
residue
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(e) a second ouUet provided immediately beyond the unsup-

ported downstream end of said double-shaft screw con-

veyer for discharging the relatively large non-carbon

residue, said second outiet being positioned to receive the

relatively large non<arbon residue as it falls off the unsup-

ported downstream end of said double-shaft screw con-

veyer,

(f) scaling means provided in said first outlet for shielding

the interior of said housing from the ambient atmosphere

and for minimizing the escape of the atmosphere within

said housing;

(g) a water bath;

(h) an enclosed chute hermetically connected to said second

outiet, the outiet of said enclosed chute being beneath the

level of the water in said water bath during use of said

system; and

(i) a conveyer for transferring the relatively large non-car-

bon residue dropped into said water bath through said

chute to a position outside said water bath.

4,474,525

YARN PACKAGE STORAGE APPARATUS
Yoahio Mnrao, Kanaawa, Ji^an, aarignor to Mnrao Bdd Kaba*

fht|ri gytfiifi , Kaaaiawa, Japan

FDed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,209

Gains priority, awlicatiOD Japan, Oct 19, 1981, 56-167614

iBt a' B65G 47/06

VS.a 414-331 3 Claims

^

I. A yam package storage apparatus for temporarily storing

a large number ofyam packages so as to permit removal ofsaid

yam packages when required, said apparatus comprising a

yam package elevating device including storage conveyers

each provided at a fixed predetermined height and formed to

extend approximately horizontally over a long length, with a

width smaller than a diameter of the yam package so as to

permit placing thereon the yam packages at a predetermined

interval, and storage rails confronting each other with said

conveyers being held therebetween in the longitudinal direc-

tion for simultaneously raising the yam packages supported on

the conveyers, said storage rails being provided in a plurality

of stages on elevating suspension rods to comprise said yam
package elevating device, and a yam package supply conveyer

and yam package take-out conveyer which are approximately

horizontal and are provided at a yam package supply side and

a yam package take-out side of sidd storage conveyors so as to

respectively intersect at right angles with the storage convey-

ers, and a yam package transfer device provided among said

supply conveyer and said take-out conveyer and said storage

conveyers so as to tum the respective yam packages through

90*.

4^74,526

LIFT BED DUMPER TRAILER
Dtfld E. Gcfcn, West Lafiqrette, lad., avigBor to Eageae A. Le

Boauf, Hobart, lad.

FUed Oct 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315^438

lot 0.3 B60P 1/64

VS. CL 414-421 18 Claims

1. A tractor drawn lift bed dumper trailer for use widi pallet

frame units and adapted to carry high tonnage loads, compris-

ing, in combination:

(a) a main frame adapted for attachment to a tractor;

(b) a lift bed frame mounted in superimposed relation on said

main frame;

(c) means pivotally connected between said main frame and

said lift bed frame permitting the latter to be raised and

lowered in generally paraUel relation with the former;

(d) power lift means for raising and lowering said lift bed

frame;

(e) power actuated means for uncoupling certain of said

pivotal connected means from said main frame when said

lift bed frame is in raised position generally parallel with

said main frame; and

(0 means for extending said power lift means to elevate the

forward end of said lift bed frame into dumping position

from said raised position generally parallel with said main

frame.

4,474,5r

OPTIONAL MANUAL GRAVITY WHEELCHAIR LIFT
MelTia G. Risaer, Carey; WOlian D. Sbermaa, Upper Sandasky,

and RayaiOBd L. SnaDcy, Carey, all of Ohio, aMigaors to

REB Maaahttturiag, lac, Carey, Ohio
FDed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,278

lat CU B60P 1/46

VS.a 414—540 2 Ctains

1. A platform lift for a vehicle comprisnig:

(A) a vertical outer frame fixedly attached to a wall of the

vehicle,

(B) a horizontal axle across the upper portion of said outer

frame,

(C) an inner frame having upper and lower telescopic por-

tions, said upper portion pivoted on said axle for suspend-
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tag said mner frame for swtagmg outwardly from the wall
of the vehicle,

(D) a first reciprocating motor connected outside of and
between said upper and lower telescopic portions for
lowering and positively raising the lower telescopic por-
tion when said inner frame is swung outwardly from said
outer frame,

(E) wheels mside said telescoping portions for tasuring uni-
form relative movement between said telescoptag por-
tions,

re*-'

(F) a platform hmged to said lower telescopic portion for
oscUlation between a vertical and horizontal position,

(G) second reciprocating motor means for oscillating said
platform when said lower telescopic portion is in its raised
position, said oscillating means bemg attached to said
upper telescopic portion,

(H) means for supplymg and controllmg the power to said
motors, said supplymg and controllmg means for said first
motor comprismg a smgle power duct,

(I) manual means on said platform for connecting and dis-
connectmg said oscillating means to said platform,

(J) toggle link means between the lower ends of said outer
frame and said upper portion of said inner frame for limit-
tag the outward swtagmg movement of said taner frame,

(K) bridgtag means supported by said toggle Itak means for
bndgtag a gap between the bottom of said taner and outer
frames when said inner frame is swung tato its outer posi-
tion,

(L) means on said platform for engagtag said toggle Itak
means to swmg said inner frame tato its outer position
when said platform is moved from its vertical to its hori-
zontal position and vice versa,

(NOcooperating means between said platform and said outer
frime for locking said platform tato its vertical position,
and

(N) means for operating said first reciprocating motor for
rmmg said platform when said platform is ta its vertical
position for locktag and unlocktag said cooperatina
means. *^ "

M7M28
WATER WHEEL OPERATION CONTROL METHOD

* ^,^„, AND APPARATUS THEREFOR
TMhiaU Yokoyuu, HitacU, Japu, aasignor to Hitachi, Ltd.

Toigro, Japin

FDcd Dec 31, 1980, Ser. No. 221,814

11^!^ Pjorig. •PPlicttiOB Japui, Jan. 7, 1980, 55-117; Afr.
11, lyBU, 95*46896

iBt a^ FOID 21/14
UAa 415-1

21 Clatais

• ^'A^f^^*^
°*^ controUtag a power generating water wheelm operation compristag the steps of:

iasutag an instruction to cut off a load from said water wheel
upon occurrence of a state of emergency;

cutting off the load from said water wheel taVesponse to said
uistruction to cut off-

issuing an tastniction to close a guide vane of said water
wheel m response to said instruction to cut off'-

monitoring the change ta opening of the guide' vane and
generating a signal showtag the clostag operation when
said guide vane clostag operation is being performed-

holding an inlet valve of the water wheel at a substantially
opened state for a predetermined period from the issutas
of said instiiiction to close a guide vane- and

clostag said inlet valve when no change in opening of said
guide vane is detected after lapse of said predetermined
penod of time.

4,474,529

WINDMILL
Lewis R. Kioaey, 106 S. 25th St, Phoenix, Ariz. 85034

Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,174
lot a^ F03D 7m

U.S. a. 415—2 R
6CIaiiiM

1. A wtad turbtae compristag:
a support means compristag a vertically mounted pole,
a rotor assembly compristag a shaft joumaled on said sup-

port means for rotattag therearound,
said assembly compristag a plurality of vanes vertically

attached to said shaft and spacedly positioned around said
shaft and extendtag longitudinally thereof for rotation
therewith,

said vanes compristag an arcuate trough-like configuration
closed at each end for capturing the wtad imptaetag
thereon,

a first bearing assembly mounted on said support means for
joumaltag said rotor assembly at ground level,

a second bearing assembly mounted on said support means
for joumaltag said rotor assembly at its upper end,

a windshield rotatively mounted on said support means for
surroundtag and shieldtag a part of the vanes of said lotor
assembly from the wtad, and

means exposed to the wtad and actiiated thereby for auto-
matically adjustively positioning said wtadshield relative
to said vanes,

said means compristag a pair of fantails,

one of said fantails betag connected to said support means
for orientation relative to the direction of the wtad,

the other end of said fantails betag connected to said support
means for positiontag laterally of the direction of the
wind,

lever means taterconnecttag said pair of fantails, •

said lever means compristag a pair of arms pivotally tater-
connected at their common ends and pivotally connected
at their other ends one to each of said fantails,

spring means taterconnected between said common ends of
said arms and said support means, and
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a rod pivotally connected at one end to said common ends of
said arms and at the other end to said wtadshield,

whereby when the wind gusts, it moves said other of said

fantails caustag said arms to jackknife toward each other

and said rod to move said wtadshield relative to said vanes

against the biastag action of said spring means.

4,474,530

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DEGRADING
ANTIMISTING FUEL

George A. CofRnberry, West Oiester, Ohio, asrignor to General

Electric Compuy, Cindiuati, Ohio
FDed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,238

lot a.3 FOID 1/12

U.S.a 415—53 T 1 Clain

1. A method for degradtag antimisttag fuel, compristag the

steps of:

(a) providtag a centrifugal pump of the type having a rotary

impeller closely surrounded by a vaned collector, said

impeller havtag a substantially centrally located taput for

receivtag fuel and an output for directing said fuel out-

wardly therefrom tato an taput of said vaned collector and
said pump havtag radial recirculation means;

(b) tatroductag antimisttag fuel tato said input of said rotary

impeller, and

(c) rotattag said rotary impeller to respectively recirculate

the fuel ta a degradation region disposed substantially

between said rotary impeller and said vaned collector to

thereby create molecular forces which are sufficient to

degrade said antimisttag fuel as said fuel passes through

said degradation region tato said taput of said vaned col-

lector, whereta the radial recirculation means of (a) en-

hances the radial recirculation of (c).

4,474,531

WINDMILL WITH DIRECnON-CONTROLLED
FEATHERING

Hotcrt G. Weiss, Belmont, Mass., assignor to U.S. Windpower,

Inc., Burlington, Mass.

FOed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,763

iBt C\? F03D 7/04

U.S.a 416—11 1 Cliiai

[^

%*

1. A wtadmill compristag:

a. a tower;

euncM

b. a chassis mounted on said tower for pivottag with respect

thereto ta response to wind direction;

c. a turbtae, indudtag a turbtae shaft and blades extendtag

outward from said shaft, mounted on said chassis for

rotation with respect to said chassis about the axis of said

shaft, said chassis and turbine betag aerodynamically

arranged for said chassis normally to pivot into an orienta-

tion ta which the axis of said shaft is approximately paral-

lel to the wind direction and a fitx>nt end of said chassis

faces into the wind, said blades being attached to said shaft

for rotation about longitudinal axes thereof between ac-

tive positions, ta which said blades experience a relatively

high force from wtad whose direction is parallel to said

turbtae shaft, and a feather position, in which the wind
force experienced by said blades is substantially at a mini-

mum when the axis of said shaft is approximately parallel

to the wtad direction, both when the front end of said

chassis faces into the wind and when it faces away from
the wtad, said blades betag tacltaed rearward from a plane

perpedicular to the axis of said shaft so that centrifugal

force tends to counteract the bendtag force applied by the

wtad when the front end of said chassis faces into the wind
but not when it faces away from the wtad;

d. a wtad vane mounted on said chassis for rotation with

respect to said chassis ta a plane substantially parallel to

the plane in which said chassis pivots, said wtad vane

tadicattag the angle of the wind with respect to the axis of

said turbine shaft; and

e. a pitch-control mechanism for monitoring the angle be-

tween the directions of said wind vane and said turbine

shaft and for adjustmg said turbtae blades to their feath-

ered positions when that angle exceeds a predetermined

maximum so that said blades present mtaimum wind resis-

tance when the front of said chassis faces away from the

wtad.

4,474,532

COOLABLE AIRFOIL FOR A ROTARY MACHINE
Mark J. Pazder, Sooth Windsor, Conn., aasigDor to United

Technologies CorporttioB, Hartford, Conn.

FUed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,618

lot a^ FOID 5/79

U.S.a 416-97 R 5 CUdns

5. A coolable rotor blade for an axial flow rotary machine

which comprises:

a root section which adapts the rotor blade to engage a rotor

assembly, the root section havtag a chordwisely-extend-

tag root wall, a first duct adapted to be ta fluid communi-

cation through the root wall with a source of cooltag air,

a second duct adapted to be ta fluid communication with

a source of cooltag air, and a third duct extendtag through

the root wall,

an airfoil section havtag:
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• leading edge,

a trailing edge,

a suction sidewall,

a pranire sidewall joined to the suction sidewaU at the
leading edge and the trailing edge and spaced from the
auction sidewall to form a cavity therebetween,

a tip waU extending in a chordwise direction between the
suctxm sidewaU and the pressure sidewall,

a first baffle which extends in the qianwise direction and
laspaced from the leading edge and which extends in
the chordwise direction and is spaced from the tip wall
to divide Uie cavity into a rear portion, a front portion
havmg a first passage, and a tip portion having a tip^nge in fluid communication with the first passage,

a second baffle which extends in the spanwise direction
from Uie first baffle to divide the rear portion of the
cavity into a trailing edge region and a midchord region
and which is spaced from the root wall in the loot
section leaving a first chordwisely extending tumine
passage therebetween,

a tJurd baffle which extends in the spanwise direction to
divide the midchord region of the blade into a second
passage extending outwardly from the root region
tcwjwd the chordwisely extending portion of the first
baffle, and a third passage extending inwardly from the
chordwisely extending portion of the first baffle, the
third baffle being spaced from the chordwisely extend-
mg portion of the first baffle leaving a second chord-

^wsely extendmg niming passage therebetween,
whereu the first passage is in fluid communication with the

first duct, wherein the first passage has a plurality of ttip
rtript extending across the first passage normal to the
direction of flow, and the leading edge has a plurality of
holes for fihn cooling extending through the edge which
are angled to form an obtine angle with respect to the
approaching flow and which places the first passage in
flow communication with the work medium flow path,

wherein a second plurality of trip stiips extend across the tip
passage on the suction sidewaU and the pressure sidewaU
normal to the flow,

a plurality of holes in the pressure sidewall and a hole in the
ti»ihng edge region place the tip passage in flow commu-
nication with the working medium flow path,

wherein the second passage is in fluid communication with
the second duct and has a pluraUty of trip stiips normal to
the direction of flow,

^^^!?j** '**^** tiiming passage extends between the
second passage and the third passage, the tiiming passage
havmg a plurality of tiiming vanes for tiiming the flow,
and a vane extending between the suction sidewall and the
prwure sidewaU, the vane being spaced from the firat
baffle leaving a subpassage tiierebetween and further
havuig at least one angled trip strip extending on one of
Old ndewaUs across the subpassage from Uie vane to the
first baffle,

wherein the third passage has a pluraUty of trip strips extend-
ing across Uie passage normal to Uie approaching flow,

wherem Uie first tiiming passage extends between Uie Uiird
passage and Uie traUing edge region of Uie blade to place
the traUing edge region of Uie blade in flow communica-
tion with the third passage,

wherein Uie first tiiming passage has a vane extending be-
tween the suction sidewall and Uie pressure sidewaU, Uie
vane being spaced from said second baffle leaving a sub-
passage therebetween, and has at least one angled trip
^ip extending on one said sidewaUs across Uie subpassage
from Uie vane to Uie Uiird baffle and is canted toward Uie
approaching flow and,

whwOT, Uie tiwlmg edge region of Uie blade has a pluraUty
of pedestals having spaces Uierebetween which extend
between Uie suction sidewaU and Uie pressure sidewaU to
provide for Uw discharge of cooUng air from Uie rotor
blade, the pluraUty of pedestals being spaced from Uie
second baffle to define a passage for cooUng air in Uie rear
portion of Uie blade, Uie passage having a pluraUty of trip
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strips canted toward the approaching flow and angled at
an acute angle wiUi respect to Uie second baffle.

M74333
CONTROLLABLE PITCH PROPELLER ASSEMBLY
5SJ^^?^ ''•"^ "*«»»'*> «^«~kl J»kogyo
KaboaUU Kalsha, Kobe, Japan
CoBtinnatfon-ia-part of Ser. No. 351,24<, Feb. 22, 1982,

•bMdoned. lUs appUcation Mar. 4. 1983, Ser. No. 472,159
Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Feb. 23, 1981, 56-2C01S

Int a^ BC3H S/08
VS. CL 41^-157 R j

1. An assembly for supporting and controUing Uie pitch of
propeller blades Uiat are adapted to be rotated by a propeUer
shaft, said assembly comprising a hub forming a space Uiere-
wiUiin, said hub being formed by a waU and having a closed
end and a shaft end which is adapted to be secured to said shaft,
a plurality of blades mounted on said waU, a ciosshead sup-
ported wiUiin said space for axiaUy reciprocatia>le movement
and coupled to said blades so as to change Uie piteh of said
blades as said crosshead reciprocates, a piston formed on and
extending radiaUy outwardly from said crosshead, said piston
being sUdable on said hub, said crosshead and piston defining
with said hub and said shaft a first chamber on one side Uiereof
and on Uie oUier side thereofa second chamber, passage means
for selectively supplying each ofsaid chambers separately wiUi
hydrauUc oU under pressure, Uie portion of Uie surface area of
said crosshead and said piston which is in said first chamber
being substantiaUy entirely acted on by Uie oU pressure to
move said crosshead axially in one direction, and Uie portion of
said crosshead and said piston which is in said second chamber
being substantiaUy entirely acted on by Uie oU pressure to
move said crosshead axiaUy in Uie opposite direction, each of
said blades including a root which roUtta>ly connects wiUi said
waU at one of said chambers, first and second spaced seals
between said root and said waU, and means for pressurizing
said space between said seals.

4,474,534

AXIAL FLOW FAN
Herbert W. ihode, Oradell, NJ., iMigBor to General Dyaaaia

Corp., Afenel, NJ.
'^^

FQed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,839
Int a^ F04D 29/31 29/66

U.S.a 416-203 jchlM
1. An axial flow fan comprising:
a hub assembly routable about an axis;

a pluraUty of impeUer bUules mounted on said hub assembly
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and spaced circumferentiaUy about said axis, wherein said

blades are completely overlapped, viewed in the axial

direction, with adjacent blades of said fan, and wherein

said blades are sinusoidally spaced about said axis.

n^

sides thereof having first and second coaxial openings

formed therein, an axle disposed in said first and second

openings, and a flexible strip mounted on said axle and

positioned in the second slot and having first and second

shanks wherein top side portions and bottom side portions

of said shanks form obtuse angles, a free end portion of

said first shank being positioned on a first end portion of

said elongated portion and a free end portion of said sec-

ond shank having a portion thereof positioned on and

exerting pressure against a bottom portion of the groove

of said disk.

4,474,536

WIND TURBINE BLADE JOINT ASSEMBLY AND
METHOD OF MAKING WIND TURBINE BLADES

Meade A. Gougeon, and Jan C. Gongeon, both of Bay City,

Mich., assignors to Gongeon Brothers, Inc., Bay Gty, Mich.

FOed Apr. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 138,659

Int OJ B63H 1/26

VS.a 416-226 15 ClafaM

4,474^535

AXIAL AND RADIAL HOLDING SYSTEM FOR THE
ROTOR VANE OF A TURBOJET ENGINE

Jen-Claade Dhnlc, Melon, France, anignor to S.NXCMAn
Efry, France

FUed Dec 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,772

Clafans priority, ap^icatioa France, Dec 29, 1981, 81 24355

Int a^ F04D 5/32

VS.a 416-221 6 Claios

1. An axial and radial holding assembly for the rotor blade of

a turbojet engine, comprising:

a rotor disk having a rim with a plurality of grooves formed

therein, the bkule having a flange with a plurality of

notohes formed therein and a dovetaU foot axially slidable

in the corresponding grooves of the rim of the rotor disk,

the disk having on its periphery and perpendicular to a

face portion thereofa pluraUty of teeth within the edges of

which are provided essentially radial notohes opposite one

another and corresponding to said notohes provided in the

flange of the blade;

a block disposed between the foot of said blade and a bottom

portion of said groove of said disk; and

a U*shaped locking member cooperating through an outside

portion thereof with the notohes of the teeth and having

formed in a central portion thereof an indentation corre-

sponding to the cross section of said block, said mdenta-

tion extending towards a horizontal shank portion of the

U'Shaped locking member by a first slot the edges of

which cooperate with the notohes in the blade foot flange

wherein said block fiirther comprises an elongated portion

having a second longitudinal slot formed therein extend-

ing over virtuaUy the entire length thereof, lengUiwise

1. In a wind turbine, an elongate, tubular, essentially wood-

resin composite material blade assembly secured on a wind

turbine shaft and having at least a pair of essentiaUy hoUow
sections with abutting ends and comprising in cross-section a

nose strip part with spaced apart ends and convergent trailing

edge walls forming a tail portion; the abutting section ends

having an adhesive spreaid thereon and being adhesively

bonded in an abutting matched relationship in which identi-

cally exteriorly configured abutting nose portions mate with

one another, and identicaUy exteriorty configured abutting tail

sections also mate to provide a smooth surfaced essentially

hoUow monoUUiic body; axially communicating convergent

axiaUy extending slots with smooth surfaced side walls cut in

the abutting bUule sections after the adhesive bonding thereof

in perimetraUy spaced relation around the perimeten of the

abutting nose and tail portions of the mating sections to form

mating slots of a length at least eight times their width in the

mating sections; spUce inserts fitting said slou and adhesively

resin bonded therein in flush relation with the perimeters.

4^474,537

OSCILLATING COMPRESSOR
Hehvich DSlz, Bcrtincr StrMW 66, D 6368 Bad VObd, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
ConttBUtioa of Ser. No. 271,863, Jan. 9, 1981, abandoned. TUi

applkatioa Jan. 26, 1984, Ser. No. 574,170

Clahna priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jon. 11,

1980, 3021873

Int a^ F04B 17/04: H02K 33/14

VS. a. 417-44 7 OaiM
1. An electricaUy driven oscUlating compressor, in particu-

lar for use as a refrigerating machine, comprising:

a piston compressor having a compressor piston which is

resilienUy in a central initial position,

a cylinder,

said compressor piston having an upper dead center posi-

tion.
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•aid cylinder having a presrare tide cylinder end.
an electric oacillating drive for directly driving the piston
comprenor,

'^

Mid CMciUating drive having electric components,
* SSiJS?^ ^ iupplying current pulses to the electric

oaeiilatnig drive,

Mid current pulses having an energy content
a signal converter.

a control circuit,

other oscillating masses,
wherein the group consisting of the compressor piston, the«her (Mcillatmg masses, and the electric comjonems of

the ofcillatmg drive form an electro-mechanical oscillat-mg system whose natural frequency U at least approxi-
mately equal to the fluency of the current pulsw ener-
giimg the oscillatmg drive, characterized in that the upper

and thereupon dramed to an ouUet positioned approximately atthe level of the original pressure level for retuS^to uSwSiJ«m. charjcterized by maintaining the Uquid during UieJn^passage through the above circuUition from Md £wk toSorganism withm a closed loop comprising at least suSantidlv«,nUnuous «id elasticdly flexible waU, slbstSy^dd ifmtenor means for causing turt)ulence of the liquid during ite

d«d^ter podtion of the compressor piston can be set to
a predetermined value in the area of the pressure side
cyhnder end by controlling the energy content of the
current pulses supplied by the pulse sliper,

""' °' "*

and an end-sensing element, which in connection with saidngnal converter, emits an electrical signal as soon as the
oompf«sor piston reaches or passes the predetermined
upper dead center position,

wherein the end-sensing element is connected to said control
circuit.

Mid control circuit comprising a timing element whose
oujut signal vanes m time in the one direction when said
dectnod signal of the end-sensing element is present andm the other direction when said electrical signal of the
end-sensing element is missing, and

whwein the energy content of the current pulses emitted by
the pulse shaper can be controUed by said output signal.

m^»»^^ M743MMEIl^AND APPARATUS FOR CraCULATING ORPUMPING ORGANO-BIOLOGICAL UQUIDS, DV
«.-_-. PARTICULAR BLOOD

Jyhy, Wilhoyratr. lA, both of 5100 Aachen, and Heinz

CoBllnntionorSer. No. IS6M3, Jna. 4, 19S0, abandoned. TUs

"S??" Oct 18, 19W, Ser. No. 542,910
jO^^^rtwIty. aippHcrton F«l. Rep. of Ge™«V. Jun. «,

U.S.a417-S3
29Clalnis

• M ^.'°*??* ®^ Circulating organo-biological Uquids, esoe-

ri^!S?^1^^ '*• °"«^ ""*• P««»« J«vel. thereaf.

S^uET*!?**"^ orin steps to a pressure level above theongjMevel. thentransferred from such level to a reservoirPo^woed at a predetemuned, rehtively lower pressure level.

passage to provide for optimum laminary flow conditions toavoid shear effecto and traumatizing or destruction of blood
cells, said waUs bemg made with inner surfaces of a material ofopttmum physiological compatobility with blood and which
wui nunimize destruction of erythozytes, said walls also beinsmade as one integral disposable assembly attachable to riaid
parts of supporting structure.

4,474,539
DUAL PRESSURE GAS COMPRESSOR

Raymond J. Wolf, 83135 RatUcouke Rd., Dexter, Ores. 97431
FUed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 403,053

UAa417-« ^Q^

1. An improved motor driven dual gas compressor having
selective series or paraUel operation comprising:

a first and second compressor means having gas intake
means;

a first and second pressurized gas storage means for sepa-
rately storing compressed gases from each of said com-
pressor means;

interconnecting conduit means interconnecting said first and
second compressor means respectively to said first and
second pressurized gas storage means, interconnecting the
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discharge of said second compressor means with said first

pressurized gas storage means and interconnecting the
first pressurized gas storage means to the input of said
second compressor means;

conduit means extending external of said first and second
pressurized gas storage means for compressed gas deliv-
ery; and

first and second valve means, said first valve means associ-
ated with the conduit means interconnecting the discharge
of said second compressor means with said f^t pressur-
ized gas Storage means and said second valve means asso-
ciated with the conduit means interconnecting the first

pressurized gas storage means to the input of said second
compressor means, whereby when said first valve means is

open allowing communication through its associated con-
duit means and said second valve means is closed prohibit-
ing communication through its associated conduit means
said first and second compressor means is in a dual com-
pressor configuration for producing a large quantity of
low pressure gas and when said first valve means is closed
and said second valve means is open said first and second
compressor means is in its series compressor configuration
for producing high pressure gas.

4,474,540

TUBULAR DUPHRAGM PUMP
James V. Bonastia, Bloomfidd, NJ., and Daniel Sngarraan,
New York, N.Y., assignors to Pennwalt Corporation, Phila*
delphia, Pa.

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,610
Int a^ FIMB 43/10

VJS.a 417-63 20 Claims

crankshaft being rouuble about an axis located at the
common center of said radially oriented cylinders,

a plurality of pistons connected to said crankshaft and re-

ceived in respective said radially oriented cylinders for
reciprocative movement,

a housing enclosing said crankcase and comprising two
halves mated together along a fluid-tight interface periph-
erally disposed about said crankcase, said housing having
an inner surface,

a plurality of tie rod means extending within said housing
and through said crankcase and being connected to said
housing halves to clamp said housing halves together,

1. A tubular diaphragm for use in a pump, comprising a
longitudinal tubular body with circular end portions which
gradually transform to an elliptical cross-section midway be-
tween the end portions while the tubular body maintains a
substantially constant inner circumference from one end por-
tion to the other end portion.

4,474,541

INTERNAL CRANKCASE SUPPORT FOR A RADUL
COMPRESSOR

Herbert G. Siewert, Sylvania, Ohio, assignor to Tecumseh Prod-
ucts Company, Tecnnneh, Mich.

FDed Jun. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,276

Int Q.^ F04B 1/04; n6J W/00
VS.a 417-273 14 dainis

1. A radial compressor comprising:

a crankcase having a plurality of radially oriented cyUnders
therein,

a crankshaft received in said crankcase and positioned at the
common center of said radially oriented cylinders, said

a shoulder member disposed on one of said housing inner
surface and said crankcase, and having a support surface
means circumferentially disposed around the axis of rota-

tion of said crankshaft and being radially intermediate the
axis of roution of said crankshaft and the distal ends of
said radially oriented cylinders, and

means disposed on the other of said housing inner surface
and said crankcase for engaging said support surface
means to radially support said crankcase in said housing
against movement in all directions generally perpendicu-
lar to the crankshaft axis to thereby substantially prevent
said crankcase from exerting radial forces on said tie rod
means and said housing.

4,474,542

OPERATION CONTROL METHOD AND DEVICE FOR A
VEHICLE AIR CONDmONING COMPRESSOR

Kimlo Kato; HIroya Kono, and Hisao Kobayashi, all of Alchi,

Japan, assignors to Kabnshiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidosbokki
Seiaakusho, Akhi, Japan

Filed Ang. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 296,936
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Ang. 30, 1980, 55-121300

Int a^ F04B J/00
VJS. a. 417-270 12 Claims

J»l»V

1. A vehicle air conditioning compressor, comprising:
at least two compression chambers;

a first normally open closing valve disposed between a sec-

tion chamber and a discharge chamber of a first one of said

compression chambers and providing communication
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between said discharge and suction chambers, respec-

tively;

a second nonnally open closing valve between said at least

two compression chambers and providing communication
therebetween;

means for biasing said first and second valves open; and
switching means for closing said first valve when a rapid air

conditioning operation is desired, said switching means
operating a compressor during a start-up operation creat-

ing a pressure differential between said at least two com-
pression chambers which closes said second valve.

M74,843
ROTATION PREVENTION DEVICE FOR AN ORBITING
MEMBER OF A FLUID DISPLACEMENT APPARATUS
Minharu Hinga, Hooko; TakayoU Iimori« Isenki, and SciicU
Sakamoto, Guima, aU of Japan, aadgnors to Sanden Corpora*
tion, Gmuoa, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 361,108

Oains priority, appUcatkm Japan, Mar. 23, 1981, 56-40405
iBt aJ POIC 1/02. 21/02; F16D 3/04

U.S.a 418-55 4 Claims

elements preventing rotation of said orbiting member by
interacting with said orbital and fixed rings and carrying
the axial thrust load from said orbiting member to said
fixed race.

4,474,544
ROTARY GEROTOR HYDRAUUC DEVICE WITH FLUID
CONTROL PASSAGEWAYS THROUGH THE ROTOR

HoUls N. White, Jr., 243 Pyle La^ HopUaavfllc, Ky. 42240
CoBtinnation-in-part of Ser. No. 113,400, Jan. 18, 1980, Pat No.
4,357,133, which is a coBtianatioB of S«r. No. 910,075, May 26,

1978, abuHkmed. Iliis appUcatioB Mar. 23, 1982, Scr. No.
360,832

lot a^ F03C 3/00
U.S.a 418—61 B 9 Claims

tU 4f|M4,«?

1. In a fluid displacement apparatus including a housing, a
fixed member attached to said housing and having a first end
plate from which a fixed fluid displacement member extends
into the interior of said housing, an orbiting member having a
second end plate from which an orbiting fluid displacement
member extends, said fixed and orbiting fluid displacement
members interfitting at a radial offset to make a line contact to
separate a fluid inlet from a fluid outlet and a driving mecha-
nism connected to said orbiting member to drive said orbiting
member in an orbital motion at a predetermined orbital radius,

rotation preventing/thrust bearing means connected to said
orbiting member for preventing rotation of said orbiting mem-
ber and for carrying axial thrust loads from said orbiting mem-
ber during orbital motion, said rotation preventing/thrust
bearing means comprising:

a discrete orbital portion including an orbital annular race
placed within an annular groove formed on said second
end plate on an opposite side from which said orbiting
fluid displacement member extends and an orbital ring
attached to said second end plate to cover said orbital

race;

a discrete fixed portion including a fixed annular race placed
within an annular groove formed on said housing and a
fixed ring attached to said housing to cover said fixed

race, said fixed ring facing said orbital ring at a predeter-
mined clearance, said fixed and orbital rings each having a
plurality of hola^or.pockets in an axial direction, the
radius of the pockets of said fixed ring being greater than
the radius of the pockets of said orbital ring; and

bearing elements coupled between said orbital and fixed

portions, each of said bearing elements being carried
within an opposing pair of said pockets of said orbital and
fixed rings and contacting said orbital and fixed races to
roll at the radius R2 with regard to said fixed race and to
roll at the radius Rl with regard to said orbital race, the
sum of said radii Rl and R2 being substantially equal to
the orbital radius of said orbiting member, said bearing

4. In a gerotor hydraulic pressure device having a housing,
a rotor with a flat axial end surface rotatively engaging the
housing at a plane, gerotor cells and two fluid connections, an
improved fluid control comprising a pair of travel passage-
ways, said pair of travel passageways being in the rotor, means
at the plane to connect one of said pair of travel passageways
to one of the fluid connections, means at the same plane to

connect the other of said pair of travel passageways to the

other of the fluid connections and means within the housing at

the same plane to connect said pair of travel passageways to

the gerotor cells selectively as the device is operated such that

the commutation and valving of the device occurs on a single

side of the rotor.

4,474,545

DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING MULTICOLORED
MARBLE SOAPS, FROM A BASE PASTE AND ONE OR

MORE UQUID PIGMENTS
Guide Mazzoni, Busto Arsizio, Italy, aaaignor to Constrozioni
Meccaniche G. Mazzoni S.p.A., Busto Arsizio, Italy

Filed Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 399,973
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Jul. 22, 1981, 23074 A/81

Int a^ B29F 3/12
U.S. a. 425—131.1 9 Oaims

1. A device for producing a multicolored marble soap com-
prising:

extruder means for providing a soap paste and including an
extrusion head having an inlet and an outlet;

refining means positioned adjacent the inlet of said extrusion

head;

a die positioned at the outlet of said extrusion head;

an injection device for injecting at least one colored liquid
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into a soap paste and positioned adjacent said refining
means, said injection device including a plurality of sub-
stantially radially extending conduits, each conduit in-
cluding a plurality of injection openings facing the outlet
of said extrusion head; and

rotor means downstream of said injection device and rotat-
ably supported between said refining means and said die,
said rotor means extending substantially completely
across the entire cross section of the extrusion head to mix
the soap paste and the colored liquid to provide a multi-
colored soap, said rotor means operable by roution means
external to said extrusion head and external to and inde-
pendent of said extruder means.

4^74,546
BOX-LIKE PALLET, ESPECLiLLY FOR MATURING

CHEESE
Albert Dekker, Koekange, Netberhuda, assignor to Brink
LnchtTerwaming B.V., Netherlands

FUed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,381
Claims priority, appUcatton Netherlaoda, Mar. 8, 1982,

8200949

lot a' B29C 1/00. 15/00
U&a 425-394 6 Clafms

1. A box-like pallet, comprising: a bottom and at least two
interconnected, upright side walls, wherein two «de edges of
at least one side waU are connected to adjacent side walls in an
upwardly and downwardly movable manner relative to the
bottom, by means of at least two strips which are pivotably
attached at the ends to the adjacent side walls, and at least one
other side wall is fixedly connected to the bottom.

4,474,547

GAS SUPPLY DOSING DEVICE FOR EXPLOSIVE
MIXTURES

Peter Drezel, Steiaenbroiui; Hans-Dieter Kaden, Rentiingen,
and Hehnnt Martini, Weil der Stadt all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stottgart Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed Oct 26, 1981, Scr. No. 315,231
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaiiy, Oct 24,

1980,3040154

lot CL' F23C 11/00
U.S. CL 431—1 8 ririi—

1. A gas supply system for an apparatus of the kind that

subjects mateiial in a combustion chamber to thermal and
pressure shock by ignition of an explosive mixture of gases,

comprising:

a dosing cylinder for each ofat least two components of said
gas mixture, each of said cylinders having a piston therein

for varying the volume of a dosing chamber in the cylin-

der, wherein the configuration ofeach piston and cylinder

permits each dosing chamber to be virtually completely
emptied of said gas mixture component so as to reduce the

possibility of explosions;

means (25,26,27,30) for controUably displacing the pistms of
said cylinders so as to charge said combustion chamber
with said mixture during a filhng cycle of said combustion
chamber in a manner assuring that the charging of said

chamber with said mixture terminates only when said

dosing cylinders are emptied of said mixture components
by said pistons;

means (17,18) for supplying one of said components to the
said dosing cylinder (19) therefor at a first pressure which
is constant, and

—

®

means (15,33,34) interposed between a pressurized gas feed
line (14) for another of said components and the said
dosing cylinder (16) therefor, for regulating at a predeter-
mined setting the pressure of gas filled into said last-men-
tioned cylinder (16) at a second pressure in a range of
pressure extending to pressures above said first pressure,

and for thereby determining the composition of said gas
mixture.

4,474,548

COMBUSTION CONTROLLING APPARATUS
Motoshi Miyanaka, and Kenzi Toudo, botii of Yanai, Japan,

assignors to HItaehl, Ltd., Tdgro, Japan
FQed Jon. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 387,525

Clainis priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 13, 1981, 56-181128
Int CL^ F23N 5/12

U.S. CL 431—1 12 Claims

1. A combustion controlling apparatus controlling ignition

of fiiel in a chamber comprising:

an igniting circuit;

a fuel valve driving circuit for controlling a fuel valve
through which fuel is supplied to said chamber,

a sequence control circuit for controUing said igniting cir-

cuit and said fiiel valve driving circuit;

a flame-rod type flame detecting circuit for supplying its

output to said sequence control circuit;

a rectifying circuit for rectifying an AC power into a DC
power; and

an inverter including means for inverting the output of said

rectifying circuit to an AC voltage which is higher in its

amplitude and frequency than those of said AC power and
which has a rectangular waveform, means for supplying
the converted AC voltage to said igniting circuit and said

flame-rod type flame detecting circuit, and means for

supplying power to at least one of sakl fiiel valve driving

circuit and sakl sequence control circuit so that if a break-

down occun in said inverter, power will not be supplied

to said at least one of said fiiel valve driving circuit and
said sequence control circuit to prevent the flow of fuel
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into said chamber through said fuel valve during said 4,474^50
inverter breakdown. THERMOSTATIC CONTROL SYSTEM

Rodney T. Heath, 4901 E. Main, Farmington, N. Mex. 87401,

4,474,549 Sji?"'"
*' ^''*^'^ ^' ^^""^^^ ^an Antonio, Tex.

COMBUSTION AIR TRDJCO^OLMEIHOD AND
filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,246

^^'l!^ °''™"*' ^^ '^'^ '" "^"^ '"'•' ^"^ ^S- «• «'-" '"**
^*' "^^ ^^^

U Claim,

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,576
Int a.3 F23N 5/00 '._ *

VJS.a 431—12 17 oaima

1. An actuator for automatically adjusting the ratio between
the flow of air and the flow of fuel in combustion apparatus
comprising,

an input arm responsive to an input signal,

said input arm having a first end portion and a second end
portion, said first end portion being pivotally mounted for
arcuate movement of said input arm between a zero input
position and a full input position,

an output arm of a fixed length for generating an output
signal, said output arm positioned adjacent to said input
arm,

said output arm having a first end portion and a second end
portion, said output arm first end portion being pivotally
mounted for arcuate movement of said output arm,

said output arm having a slot of a preselected length spaced
from said output arm first end portion,

said slot forming an arc of a circle having a radius substan-
tially equal to the distance between the point of pivotal
mounting of said input arm first end portion and the point
of pivotal mounting of said output arm first end portion,

a link extending between said input and output arms,
said link having a first end portion pivotally connected to

said input arm whereby the point of connection of said
link fint end portion to said input arm is the center of said
radius of said arcuate slot,

said radius center corresponding to the pivotal connection of
said link first end portion to said input arm when said input
arm first end portion is in said lero position,

said link having a second end portion,
means for connecting said link second end portion to said

output arm slot for movement of said link second end
portion to a preselected position in said slot to adjust the
pivotal radius between said output arm first end portion
and the point ofconnection ofsaid link second end portion
on said output arm,

said input arm being pivoted in response to an input signal to
a preaelected position to move said link and pivot said
output arm to a preselected position for generating a
corresponding output signal, and

said link second end portion being movable within a prede-
termined range to a preselected position in said slot to
change the point of connection of said link second end
portion on said output arm independently of the position
of said input arm and thereby adjust the range of move-
ment of said output arm in relation to the range of move-
ment of said input arm in response to changes in the mea-
sured oxygen valve.

1. A system for controlling the amount of natural supply gas
delivered from a natural gas supply source to a natural gas
burner adapted to continuously heat a process fluid in a vessel
and for enabling the gas burner to continuously automatically
maintain the temperature of the process fluid within a predeter-
mined minimum range of temperatures above and below a
pre-set nominal temperature which comprises:

supply gas line means for delivering supply gas to the gas
burner;

a gas operated flow regulator means associated with said
supply gas line means for regulating the amount of supply
gas delivered to the gas burner in accordance with the
pressure of control gas delivered to said regulator means;

control gas line means in fluid communication at one end
thereof with said supply gas line means and in fluid com-
munication at the other end thereof with said flow regula-
tor means for delivering control gas to said flow regulator
means;

a pressure control means in fluid communication with said
control gas line means and said supply gas line means for
controlling the pressure of the control gas delivered to
said regulator means;

a thermostatically controlled actuating means operable in

accordance with the temperature of the process fluid in
the vessel and being operably associated with said pres-

sure control means for continuously variably controlling
the pressure ofcontrol gas delivered to said flow regulator
means in accordance with the temperature of the process
fluid whereby the amount of supply gas delivered to the
burner is increased when process fluid temperature falls

below the set nominal temperature and is decreased when
process fluid temperature rises above the set nominal
temperature;

said pressure control means comprising:

a valve housing device;
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a centra] bore in said housing device;
a valve stem member mounted in said central bore in said

housing device;

a central bore in said valve stem member having an open end
portion and an opposite closed end portion;

a plunger member mounted in said central bore in said valve
stem member;

said central bore in said valve stem member and said plunger
member defining a gas chamber;

a gas vent passage means connected to one end of said cen-
tral bore in said housing device for venting gas from said
gas chamber and changing the pressure of the gas deliv-
ered to said flow regulator means;

a spring means mounted in said gas chamber in said central
bore in said valve stem member and being operably en-
gaged with said plunger member for biasing said plunger
member toward the open end of said centi^ bore in said
valve stem member;

a control gas inlet passage means extending through said
valve housing device and said central bore in valve hous-
ing member and said valve stem member to said gas cham-
ber for supplying control gas to said gas chamber from
said supply gas line means;

said gas inlet passage means including a fixed relatively small
size orifice;

a control gas outlet passage means extending from said gas
chamber through said valve stem member and said central
bore in said valve housing device and said valve housing
device to a control gas line connected to said flow regula-
tor means for delivering control gas to said flow regulator
means;

a central bore extending through said plunger member and
having an inlet opening and an outlet opening for connect-
ing said gas chamber to said vent passage means;

a vent gas flow control means for movement between a
closed, non-throttling position relative to said central bore
in said plunger member, whereat the flow of gas from said

gas chamber to said vent gas passage means is precluded
to provide a maximum control gas pressure condition in

said control gas line; and a pluivlity of open control gas
pressure varying positions variably axially spaced relative

to said central bore in said plunger member; whereby to
provide a relatively large variable size vent orifice to
enable variable amounts of gas to flow from said gas
chamber to said vent passage means to variably decrease
and increase control gas pressure;

said thermostatically controlled actuating means being oper-
atively associated with said vent gas control means for
causing variable axial displacement of said vent gas con-
trol means relative to said central bore in said plunger
member.

said opening of said throttle plate, tertiary air chambers are
formed on both sides of said secondary combustion chamber,
said teritary air chambers are formed with air ejection ports
adapted to supply tertiary air therethrough toward a combus-
tion flame produced within said secondary combustion cham-
ber, said secondary combustion chamber includes a flow chan-
nel having a width greater than a width of the opening in said

throttle plate, a tertiary combustion chamber is formed on a
downstream side of said secondary combustion chamber and is

in communication therewith, said burner means includes a port
means for communicating said mixing chamber and said flame
aperture surface, a corrugated flame retarding plate means is

provided in a passage of said port means, a rectifying plate

means is provided on both sides of said port means, the rectify-

ing plate means are adapted to support said port means with
respect to said heat exchanger frame, to rectify secondary air,

and thereafter supply the rectified air into said primary com-
bustion chamber from both sides of said flame aperture surface,

an outlet of said secondary combustion chamber communicat-
ing said secondary combustion chamber with said tertiary

combustion chamber has a width narrower than a width of said
secondary combustion chamber at a position upstream of the
outlet to thereby reduce the flow ofcombustion gas discharged
from said secondary combustion chamber into said tertiary

combustion chamber.

4^74^1
COMBUSTION APPARATUS

Kuoni Iwai, Miti^ Tadaaiii Shioozaki, TsncUnra; YoaUo
Okamoto, Ibaraki; Hiroahi Inoiie, Ibaraki; Yoshifloni Kmngi,
IbmU, Hid Shig^vU YanaaU, Abiko, aU ofJ^u, aidgn*
on to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

nicd May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,304
lot a? F33D 15/00

VJS. CL 431—351 13 Claimi
1. A combustion apparatus comprising: a heat exchanger

frame; a line-shaped burner means including a mixing chamber
and a flame aperture surface; a throttle plate provided within

said heat exchanger frame and having an opening; and a pri-

mary combustion chamber defined by said throttle plate and
said heat exchanger firame, charac^ized in that the flame
aperture surface of said burner faces an inside of said primary
combustion chamber at a position opposite to said throttle

plate, said primary combustion chamber is arranged to be
supplied with a premixed fuel mixture ejected from a flame
aperture in said flame aperture surface and secondary air intro-

duced firom both sides of the flame aperture surface, a second-

ary combustion chamber is formed on a downstream side of

4^74,552
INFRA-RED COMBINATIONS

Thonas M. Smith, 1415 Gold Rd., Omiandiuon, NJ. 08077
Coiitinaation*io*pait of Ser. No. 279,081, Jon. 30, 1981, Pat No.
4,416,618, Ser. No. 238,418, Feb. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 186,491,

Sep. 12, 1980, Pat No. 4,378,207, Ser. No. 179,121, Aug. 14,

1980, Pat No. 4,373,904, Ser. No. 20,079, Mar. 13, 1979, Pat
No. 4,290,746, and Ser. No. 952,332, Oct 18, 1978, Pat No.

4,326,843, said Ser. No. 238,418, and Ser. No. 186,491, each is a
contianation-iB-part of Ser. No. 94,901, Nov. 16, 1979, Pat No.

4,272,238, and Ser. No. 775^38, Mar. 9, 1977, Pat No.
4,272,237, aald Sar. No. 186,491, Ser. No. 178,121, and Ser. No.
20,079, each , said Ser. No. 863,251, and Ser. No. 178,U1, said
Ser. No. 94,901, Ser. No. 20,079, and Ser. No. 952332, each is a
coiitiimtioo>iB-ptrt of Ser. No. 906,229, May 15, 1978, Pat No.
4,157,155, said Ser. No. 94,901, and Ser. No. 906,229, each is a

contiaaatloB-iB-part of Ser. No. 863,251, and Ser. No. 775^38,
said Ser. No. 20,079, Ser. No. 952332, and Ser. No. 863^51,
each is a contiiraation-in-part of Ser. No. 775^38. This

appUcatioB Ang. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,167

lat a.3 F23D I3/J2
VS. CL 431—328 3 Claims

1. An apparatus for heat treating elongated wires by infra-

red radiation, said apparatus having a gas-fired infra-red gener-

ating panel with a surface of extended area on which the gas is

combusted to cause that surface to become incandescent, a

reverberation compartment fitted about that surface and defin-

ing with it a treatment tunnel extending as a continuation of the
panel but no longer than about twice the length of the generat-

ing surface, through which tunnel a set of the elongated wires
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is passed to receive the heat treatment, the waUs of the com-
partment including the wall facing the incandescent surface
being essentially entirely passive thermally insulating material
that is readily heated to elevated temperatures by the infra-red
radiation from the incandescent surface and then re-radiates

,,-<*«*

4,474,554raOC^ AND AN APPARATUS FOR EVENING ourTHE TEMPERATURES WITHIN THE PREHEATING
ZONE OF A KILNF^ Steimer, Unterfeldstrttse 11, 8900 Angrinirg, Fed. Rep. of

FUed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,665

im%n^' •PPBctloB Fed. Rep. of Germuy, Aug. 14,

iBt CU F27B 9/02; F23D 1/02UACL 432-130
jdaiiBs

J1I09

the radiation back into the tunnel so that essentially the only
way for the radiation to escape is through the inlet and outlet
of the tunnel compartment, the walls of the compartment being
no more than about one inch from the wires, and the inlet and
outlet having cross-sections no greater than half the cross-sec-
tion of the compartment.

4,474,553

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR DRYING OR
HEATING A PARTICULATE MATERUL

SUro TakahatU, Yokotaana, Japan, assigBor to Aaahi Glass
Conpuy, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Ang. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,947

,JSSn 'T*'*^'
tpplicrtloB Jipu, Sep. 24, 1981, 56-

1405r[U]; Jan. 19, 1982, 57-4490[U]
Int a' F27B 15/00; F28B 3/00

UAa432-.r
32Ctaiiii.

1. A process for drying or heating a particulate material
c(Mnpnsmg the steps of:

introducing the particulate material into one end ofa contin-
uously rotating cylindrical drum which is of substantial
length and cross-sectional area, said drum being provided
with a helical path around the interior circumference wall
thereof extending substantiaUy an entire length of the
drum;

introducing heat transfer media into an other end of the
drum, said heat transfer media being larger in parricle size
thM the particulate material and preheated before intro-
ducing into the drum;

moving the heat transfer media along the helical path in the
drum towards the particulate material charging end of the
drum and die particulate material in the opposite direction
through the drum in accordance with the rotation of the
drum, whereby the particulate material is repeatedly
brought in direct and immediate pBysical contact with the
heat trand^er media and subsequendy separated from the
heat transfer media;

segregating the particulate material from the heat transfer
medtt at the one end of the drum;

segregating the heat transfer media from the particulate
material at the other end of the drum; and

discharging the heat transfer media at one end of the drum
•nd the particulate material at the other end of the drum

1. Apparatus for causing the upper and lower operating
temperatures in the pre-heating zone ofa ceramic tunnel kiln to
be more uniform by means of at least one high speed hot gas
producer placed in an opening m the upper wall of the pre-
heating zone of said kik, said high speed hot gas producer
including:

(a) a combustion air pipe coupled to a controllable air sup-
ply;

(b) a fuel pipe disposed generally centrally in said combus-
tion air pipe coupled to a controllable fuel supply and
having at least one injection bore disposed transversley to
the axis of said fiiel pipe, the end of said fiiel pipe being
closed;

(c) a thin walled casing of SiC connected to the free end of
said combustion air pipe at a broad cylindrically shaped
end of said casing, said broad end being connected to a
nozzle-like cylindrical outiet through a converging coni-
cally shaped intermediate portion, said casing defining a
combustion chamber upstream from said nozzle-like out-
let, and said fuel pipe extending into said combustion
chamber from said combustion air pipe;

(d) a flame monitoring electrode at the end of the fiiel pipe;
and

(e) at a lower end of the combustion air pipe, said apparatus
has a baffle with the fuel pipe running therethrough, said
baffle has an outer diameter which is smaller than the
inner diameter of the combustion air pipe, whereby the
flame produced in said combustion chamber is contained
therein and does not exit said nozzle-like outiet
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4,474,555

DENTAL INSTRUMENT AND METHOD FOR
POSITIONING AN ORTHODONTIC BRACKET

Midnel K. DiowMd, 60 E. 42Bd St., New York, N.Y. 10165
CoiitiButkn of Ser. No. 322,193, No?. 17, 1981, Ptt. No.
4,422,849. lUs applicitioB Dec 16, 1983, Ser. No. 562,158
Hie portkm of the tern of this patent rabaequeBt to Dec 27,

2000, has been disclaimed.

lot a.) A61C 7/00
VS. CL 433—3 34 Claim

•

1. An instrument for positioning an orthodontic bracket, said

instrument comprising:

(a) a housing; ^^^

(b) an arm extending from said housing and including means
for releasably holding the orthodontic bracket at a posi-

tion that is in opposition to the surface of the tooth being

treated; and

(c) level indicating means for diplaying the extent of inclina-

tion of said arm with respect to a predetermined plane.

4,474,556

DENTAL IMPLANT
Willard H. Ellis, Roimd Rock; JackC Bokroa, Aottin; Axel D.
Hnbold, Liberty Hill, all of Tex^ and Michael Jarcho, El

Qdoa, Calif., assignors to Carbomedics, Inc., Anstia, Tex.
FUed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,111

lot a' A61C 8/00
US.a 433—173 9 dains

4,474,557

ELECTRONIC WORLD MAP GAME
Mary Goasey, 433 Oakdeac Ave, ClifMde Park, NJ. 07010

Filed Oct 6, 1983, Ser. No. 539,398

Int a^ G09B 29/00
VS. CL 434-153 4 Claias

~g-4yi55i^!Su5t$y

1. A world map game, comprising, a hollow board, a world
map inscribed on said board, a pair of folding legs secured to

said board, a plurality of figures and objects secured to said

board, for representing continents and major countries, a pair

of pull-out slide members received on said board, for further

instruction when playing said world map game, a question and
answer read-out section inscribed on said board, and a plurality

of light emitting diodes or bulbs secured in said board, for

identifying said continents, said major countries, and the ques-

tions and answers, and a circuit with push-buttons, and self-

contained battery means, secured within said board.

4,474,558

DIDACTIC GAME BASED ON SELECnON OF THE
TRAJECTORIES FOLLOWED BY BALLS

Alessaadro Qnereetti, Corso Vigeraao 25, M0152 Torino, Italy

Filed Mar. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 480,136
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Jnl. 27, 1982, 67945 A/82

Int CL^ G09B 19/02; A63F 7/02
VS. CL 434—189 17 Claims

1. A dental implant comprising a post for implantation into a
preformed socket in the alveolar bone, a neck portion for

extending through the gingiva and a head adapted to receive a

dental appliance, said post having a terminal segment at the

end opposite the head, and an intermediate segment between
said neck and said terminal segment having an uneven outer

surface, the raidal extremities of said uneven surface lying

along the contour ofa right circular cone tapering in the termi-

nal direction, said terminal segment having an outer surface,

the radial extremities of which extend between about 0.02 and
about 0.06 mm. radially outward of the contour of the right

circular cone, whereby said post may be inserted mto the

socket in the alveolar bone that is in the shape of a truncated

portion of the right circular cone, said terminal segment of said

post pressing into the bone and the radial extremities of said

uneven intermediate surface in firm surface being contact with

the sides of the socket.

1. A game including an inclined pUy plate, on top of said

play plate a ball magazine, in said ball magazine a number of
little balls suitable for rolling on said play plate, said ball maga-
zine having an outiet, at said outiet a delivery shutter having a

control member actuable to allow the deUvery of only one ball

at a time from the ball magazine, a guide channel for the rolling

balls departing from said delivery shutter and having a number
of successive ramifications, at least two branches of guide

channel departing from each ramification, a nest at the end of
each branch of the guide channel, at said nests a multiple

shutter normally retaining within said nests the balls arriving

therein and having a control member for displacing the multi-

ple shutter and removing the balls from the said nests, and a

pluraltiy of switch means each disposed in one of said ramifica-

tions of the guide channel and having control members opera-

ble to displace said switch means and select the branch which
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each tune » made accessible to a ball travelling through the
guide channel.

M74y559
HOME PARENTERAL NUTRITION TRAINER

Em Stciger, Bcachwood, Ohio, assigiior to The Qereland
Clinic Foudation, Ocrelaiid, Ohio

Filed Mtf. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 471,801

lot CL^ G09B 23/28
U.S.a 434-268 tfOaims

respect to said bracket portion in response to vertical
manipulation of said tiller; and,

first switch means to turn the propulsion unit on and off in
response to articulation of the frame portion with respect
to said bracket portion.

4,474,561

WATER JET UNIT
KJeU Haglund, Karbtad, Sweden, assigiior to Kancwa AB,

Kristinehanui, Sweden
FOed No?. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,186

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, No?. 26, 1980, 8008288
Int a^ B63H 11/02

U.S.a440-41 4CWins

S(^^
9^

C^ ^

Vnb .—.^
1. A parenteral nutrition training device for utilization by a

person for whom parenteral nutrition feeding is going to take
place comprising:

a shield for overlying at least in part a person's chest area;

means for holding said shield on one's chest area;

a catheter extending from said shield having an extended
tubular portion thereof terminating in a closure means in

order to close said catheter; and,

receptacle means attached distally from said closure means
to said catheter for flow connection from said catheter
into said receptacle means so that fluids injected into said

catheter can be received in said receptacle means.

4,474,560

ELECnUC FISHING MOTOR CONTROL
Later C. Wca?er, Fayette?ille, Ark., anigBor to Shakespeare
Conpuy, Columbia, S.C.

FOed Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,482
lot a^ B63H 21/26

VA a, 440-6 12 Claims

1. In an electric fishing motor having a motor tube with a
submersible propulsion unit secured to one end thereof and a
control head mounted on the other end, an integrated control
mechanism comprising;

an articulation assembly having a frame portion and a
bracket portion;

a tiller presented from said frame portion to move in con-
junction with said control head;

the motor tube connected to said bracket portion;
pivot means permitting said frame portion to articulate with

1. A water jet propulsion device for a water craft, compris-
ing a propeller pump including a pump housing with a water-
inlet port and a water-outlet port; a water-intake conduit con-
nected to said water-inlet port of said pump housing; a water-
jet directing and discharging means connected to said water-
outlet port of said pump housing; a stationary hub housing
arranged within said pump housing centrally located in the
flow path of water through said pump housing from said wa-
ter-inlet port to said water-outlet port; a pump drive shaft

extending through said water-intake conduit into said pump
housing through said water-inlet port thereof and having one
end only rotatably supported in said stationary hub housing; a
pump impeller mountnl on said end of said pump drive shaft;

a single spherical axial bearing and a single spherical radial

bearing rotatably supporting said end of said pump drive shaft
in said hub housing, and said spherical axial bearing and said
spherical radial bearing having substantially coinciding spheri-
cal center, whereby said shaft can move about a single point
defined by said coinciding spherical centers of said single

spherical axial bearing and sain single spherical radial bearing.

4,474,562

TENSIONER FOR MOTOR*VEHICLE TIMING BELT
Giinther Henrich, SchwciBfurt, Fed. R^ of Germany, anigiior

to FAG KugeUbcher Georg SchMfer A COn Scheinftirt, Fed.
R^. of Germany

Filed No?. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,540
Claims priority, application Fed. Rq>. of Ganany, Dee. 3,

1980, 8032121[U]

Int a.3 F16H 7/12: B21K 1/40; B210 31/00
VS. CL 474—133 7 dains

1. A belt tensioner comprising:

an elongated suppori bar of sheet metal formed with a trans-

versely throughgoing aperture, a cylindrical collar inte-

gral with the bar and concentric with said aperture, said

collar having an inner end at said bar and an outer end and
an annular inwardly directed lip formed on said outer end,
said collar projecting transversely to the plane of the bar,

a one-piece hardened metallic tubular inner bearing race
centered on and elongated along a bearing axis and having
one pnd extending into said aperture and formed with a
circumferential radially outwardly open groove spaced
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from said one end of said bar by the length of said collar,

said lip being snugly fitted in said groove and said collar

hugging said one end of said inner race over the entire

length of said collar,

an outer race on and coaxial with an opposite end of said

inner race, said outer race being spaced from said groove
along said inner race; and

4^74,563
TOP END FLAP SEALER

M. Gallo, Jr., FUton, N.Y., asrignor to Oweas*IlliBois,

iBf,, T<dedo, OUo
Filed Dec 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,734

lat a' B31B 1/52
VS. a. 493—141 8 CUns

-^'

1. Apparatus for sealing top end flaps of cartons into engage-

ment with the inner walls of the cartons comprising a horizon-

tal support plate, a first pair ofjuxtaposed, parallel axes rollers,

a second pair ofjuxtapcned parallel axes rollers; means mount-

ing said first pair of rollen in depending fashion adjacent one

end of said support plate; means mounting said second pair of

rollers in depending fashion adjacent the other end of said

support platr, all of said rollers having their axes lying in a

common horizontal plane and means for vertically reciprocat-

ing said support plate to thereby move said rollers vertically.

4,474,564

MACHINE FOR FORMING TUBULAR PROFILE
George Sirdz, 9, Roe Saint'Marc, 68400 Riedishcim (Hant*

Rhin), Fruee
FOed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,823

Claiffls priority, appUeation Fraacc, Apr. 15, 1980, 80 08667
Int a^ B31B 1/ia 1/16. 1/26

VS.a 493-279 32 Clains

j*t0» W-N

/Osi '14! 4«.i» ra''zRs .xn

roller-bearing elements at said other end between said outer

race and said inner race, said elements and said outer race

defining a bearing of an axial width less than the length of

said inner race whereby said one end projects beyond said

bearing into said aperture in said bar, said collar having an

axial length equal to at least one-fifth the axial length of
said inner race.

1. A machine for forming a continuous tubular profile and
cutting it into lengths, which comprises a frame,

means for feeding continuously a plurality of bands of fi-

brous, cellulosic, metallic, plastic, or other material,

means for applying adhesive to at least one side of said

bands,

means for assembling said bands in superposed relation with
individual bands displaced laterally relative to one an-

other so that lateral edges of the assembly of bands are

stepped,

means for pressing said bands together along a central nar-

row width to bond them to one another in said narrow
width while leaving lateral edge portion of said bands
unbonded,

means for progressively forming said assembly of bands into

the form of said tubular profile and thereby bringing

opposite lateral edges of said bands together in abutting

relation to one another,

means for propelling said formed assembly of bands longitu-

dinally and for progressively applying pressure to said

formed assembly of bands to bond said bands together

throughout their entire width, bond opposite lateral edges

of said bands together and impart to said formed assembly

of bands the finished shape of said tubular profile, thereby

producing a continuous tubular profile,

means for cutting said continuous tubular profile into sec-

tions of predetermined length, said cutting means moving
with said tubular profile during a cut,

means for discharging the cut-off sections said discharge

means comprising a pUte pivoted about an axis, a suppori

fixed on said suppon plate, a shaft on said support a

discharge roller rotatable on said shaft supported by said

support a motor mounted on said plate and driving means
connecting said motor with said discharge roller to drive

said discharge roller.

4,474,565

BLANK STRIPPING APPARATUS FOR ROTARY DIE
CUTTERS

RaymoBd S. Watson, Baltimore, and William F. Ward, Sr.,

Hanvstead, both of Md., assifDors to The Ward Machiacry
Cmnpany, Coekcys?iUe, Md.

FOed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,199

Int a> B26D 7/18

VS. a. 493—342 10 Claims

1. In a rotary soft-anvil die cutting means, apparatus for

removing scrap portions of a paperboard blank fi-om die cut-

ting rules used to cut such scrap portions in said blank compris-

ing in combination:
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tint and second roll means between which said blank is

advanced for catting said scrap portions therein,

""* ?"*"*" "•°* including said die cutting rules mounted
thereon, said die cutting rules adapted to cut and remove
••id scrap portions from said blank and to retain the same
within said die cutting rules;

an ejector means within said die cutting rules for pushing
said scrap portions (torn said die cutting rules;

a pneumatic means connected to said ejector means for
actuating said ejector means, timing means adapted to
energize said pneumatic means after said blank has ad-

j» ,'t ,n

vaaced between said first and second roll means for push-
ing scrap portions out of said die cutting rules, said pneu-
matic means including a valve means on an end of said
first roll means for supplying pressurized air to said ejec-
tor means; said timing means including a cam means fixed
adjacent said end of said first roll means for actuating said
valve means at least once during each revolution of said
roll means for directing said pressurized air fixMn said
valve means to said ejector means, and said cam means
being movable to selected locations for actuating said
valve means at a predetermined circumferential location
following cutting of said scrap portions in said blank.

4^74»566
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FOLDING A WEB

_ HAVING A TRANSVERSE SLIT
ChytOB D. Meadows, ItMci, m, and Gerald L. Wallace, Pe-

FDcd Jn. 28, 1M2, Ser. No. 392,019
lirt. a^ B4IL 43/04VACLm-m MOalma

providing a folding station at a predetermined location on
said path;

cutting a transverse slit in said second part of the web at a
location upstream of said folding station;

tensioning said web, in the plane of the web, at said folding
station;

providing a longitudinaUy extending ribbon of flexible mate-
rial having upstream and downstream ends;

locating said ribbon of flexible material below said path in
close proximity to said web in the vicinity of said folding
station;

folding said marginal part of the web out of the plane of the
web and then into lapping rehition with the second part of
the web, at the foldhig station;

running said second part of the web over said ribbon of
flexible material during said folding step;

conforming said ribbon to the contour of said second web
part during at least that part of the folding step in which
said marginal part of the web has been folded out of the
plane of the web;

absorbing into said conformed ribbon some of the tension
exerted on the second part of said web during said folding
step;

and exerting a drag by said conformed ribbon against said
second part below that which would break said tensioned
web;

whereby there is prevented transverse tearing from said slit,

across the second part of the web, during said folding step.

4,474,567
PAPER STACKER FOR A PRE-FOLDED CONTINUOUS

PAPER WEB
Hubert Mograner, Poering; Gerhard MoeUer, TanfUrchen, and

FMedrich De Carll, Munich, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaany,
aasignon to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin ft Mmdch.
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continaatfon of Ser. No. 36MS8, Apr. 7, 1982, abudoned. This
appUcatkm Oct 12, 1983, Ser. No. 541,059

Oains priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. IC,

Int a^ B65H 45/00
U.S.a 493-410 10 Chins

HMI

V^^sJ"

WIBft

LA method for folding a continuous web of paper having a
transvCTie slit, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a continuous web of paper having a longitudinaUy
extCTding marginal part and a longitudinaUy extending
second part located alongside said marpnal part;

advancing said continuous web downstream in a longitudi-
nal direction along a predetermined path;

1. In a paper stacker for receiving an endless paper web
havmg prearranged longitudinaUy spaced lateral crease lines
and laying down said web in folded fashion at said crease Unes
to form a vertical paper stack, a stationary deposit surface for
supporting said stack, a piler means over said stack for folding
said web onto said stack, drive means for moving said pUer
means in said stacker to substantially maintain a constant spac-
ing between said pUer means and the top of said stack, said
pUer means having roUers disposed for sUding movement in
upstanding guide track means, mounting means associated
with said guide track means to restrain said pUer means to
move in a vertical direction only, and guidance means extend-
ing upward a given disUuce from said pUer means for guiding
said web to said piler means without buckling said crease Unes,
means for automaticaUy adjusting the vertical distance of said
guidance means in accordance with the relative movement of
said pUer means in said stacker and having a discharge opening
on said pUer means so as to be substantiaUy spaced verticaUy at
a constant distance over the top of said stack such that said
crease lines cause said web to fold for stacking onto said stack.
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4,474,568

MULTIPURPOSE COMPONENT CONTAINER AND
ANTICOAGULANT BAG

Donald W. Schoendorfer, BrookUne, and Gordon F. Kingsley,
WeUesley HUls, both of Mass., assignors to Haemonetics
Corporation, Braintrec, Mass.

FOed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,508
Int 0.3 A61M 37/00: A61B 19/00

VS. a. 604—4 4 Claims

1. A blood donation apparatus comprising:

(a) a first flexible bag means for receiving a first fluid which
is a mixture of a second and third fluid, said first flexible

bag means having an input port and an output port;

(b) a second flexible bag means for containing said third

fluid, said second flexible bag means having an input port
and an output port;

(c) a source of second fluid;

(d) a three-port-junction connecting means;

(e) a first conduit means for coupling the input port of said

first flexible bag means to a first port of said three-port-

junction connecting means, a second port of said three-

port-junction connecting means being connected to the

source of said second fluid;

(0 a second conduit means for coupling an output of said

second flexible bag means to a third port of said three-

port-junction connecting means, and;

(g) a third conduit means for coupling an input port of said

second flexible bag means to an output port of said first

, flexible bag means;

whereby said third fluid and second fluid may be mixed at

said three-port-junction connecting means to form said

first fluid and whereby said first fluid may be separated

into one or more constituent components in said fu^t

flexible bag means and a separated component coupled to

said second flexible bags means after said third fluid has
been removed fix)m said second flexible bag means.

4,474,569

ANTENATAL SHUNT
John B. NewUrk, Efcrgreen, O^., assignor to Den?er Snrgical

Developments, Inc., E?ergreen, Colo.

Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392^72
Int a^ A61M 25/00

US. CL 604 8 3 Cbdns

that a blocked fluid cavity within the fetus can be continuously
drained, said shunt comprising:

a thin body tube fabricated from a flexible material and
having an internal fluid passageway, said tube having an
outside diameter small enough to pass freely through the
interior of said surgical implanting needle;

the proximal and distal ends of said tube each having at least

one aperture formed diametricaUy through the tube to

allow the entrance of the fluid to the internal passageway;
two or more anchors are attached to the body of said tube,

at least one of said anchors is attached near the distal end
of the tube whUe at least one other anchor is attached to a
portion generally near the midpoint of said tube;

at least one of the anchors near the midpoint of said tube has
angularly positioned expandable arms wherein when said

shunt is being implanted through said needle the arms are
folded against the body of the tube to allow it to pass
freely through the needle and to expand in an outwardly
direction forming an acute angle with the body of the tube
when the anchor clears the end of the needle whereby the
anchor can be placed on one side of the membrane form-
ing the cavity to be drained with the arms angled toward
the membrane while the distal end anchor atuched
thereto prevents the tube from passing through the mem-
brane in the opposite direction;

said angled arm anchor is formed from a single soip of thin,

flexible material having an oval aperture formed near the
midpoint of said suip, the tube being threaded through the
aperture of said strip and the strip being permanently
i^ed to the outside of said tube, the narrowest dimen-
sion of said oval apertnn being sized slightly smaller than
the outside diameter of the tube so that the ends of the
strip are biased in the same direction to form an acute
angle with the longitudinal axis of the tube; and

at least one of the anchors formed near the distal end of said

tube is an enlarged sleeve mounted on the outer surface of
the tube, said sleeve having an outside diameter sufficient

to restrict the inward movement of said tube into said

cavity while at the same time being smaller than the inside

diameter of said needle to allow said implantation.

4,474,570

IONTOPHORESIS DEVICE
Shunsnke Arinra, Matsodo; Tadashi Ogata, Fachu; Norie Ka-

shima, Tokyo, and Michiyo Morihata, Fncho, aU of Japu,
assignors to Kabushikikaisya Advance Kaihatsu KenkyiUo,
Tokyo, Japu

Filed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,460

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 10, 1981, 56-106935

Int CL^ A61N J/30
VS. CL 604-20 12 Claiais

1. An antenatal micro-shunt for complete implantation

inutero in a fetus by use of a thin-hollow surgical needle, so

1. An iontophoresis device comprising:

(a) a flexible, non-conductive backing layer;

(b) first and second conductive electrodes each fixed, in

spaced apart relationship, to a part of one side of said

flexible backing layer, and each consisting essentiaUy of a
fiexible current conductive layer fixed on one side to the

backing layer and a flexible and electricaUy conductive
gel layer made from a hydrophilic softened or plasticized

polymeric substance for containing an ionic agent lami-

nated to the other side of the conductive layer, and
(c) a lightweight battery, said battery being located between
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the conductive layer of one of said electrodes and the
backing layer so that one of the poles of the battery
contacts the conductive layer of said one electrode and a
flexible lead wire connecting the other pole of the battery
to the conductive layer of the other electrode.

4,474*571

PORTABLE TOPICAL HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
ASSEMBLY

Robert A. Laalcy, 506 Scntiael Rd^ Moorcstown, NJ. 08057
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,239

lot CLi A61M 35/00
VS.a ««-23 7 Claims

(d) an implant rod supported within said housing and move-
able between a third position and a fourth position;

(e) first means for moving said implant rod between said
third and fourth positions;

(0 a needle retraction rod supported on said housing, said
needle retraction rod being coupled to said needle support

1. A portable topical hyperbaric chamber for enclosing a
surface portion of the patient's body for treatment with oxygen
or other gas at pressures slightly above atmospheric said porta-
ble chamber comprising:

a flat circular base having a top face and a bottom face,
a plurality of support and positioning rods secured to and

extending downwardly from the peripheral edge portion
of the bottom face of the circular base to define a circular
area,

a circular resilient gasket having a top and a bottom, open at
its bottom, fitted into the circular area defined by the
support and positioning rods, the top of said gasket being
adjacent the flat circular base, said gasket having a cylin-
drical body with a vertical outside wall sized to fit within
the area defined by the said rods and engaged thereby to
retain the gasket in position,

said cylindrical body having a top portion and a bottom
portion, a flange extending radially and inwardly from the
bottom portion of the body, said flange terminating in a
feather lip to form the bottom of the gasket being adapted
to sealingly contact the patient's skin surrounding the
wound to be treated and

the base being provided with connections to receive a con-
trolled supply of pressurized oxygen or other suitable gas,
said connections communicating with the interior of the
gasket.

means and adapted to engage an implant magazine sup-
ported on said housing;

(g) means on said housing for rotating said needle retraction
rod to align a pellet containing station ofan implant maga-
zine with said implant rod; and

(h) second means for moving said needle support means
between said first and second positions.

4,474,573

KNEE SLEEVE
Gamett E. Detty, 525 General Muhlenberg Rd., King of Prussia.

Pa. 19406

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,717
lot a.3 A61F 3/00

UAai28-80C UCtalms

^o

4,474,572
IMPLANTING DEVICE AND IMPLANT MAGAZINE

Allen D. McNaoghtoo, Momrtaia View; Stephen B. Albert,
Redwood aty, and Gerard A. FMcrriiaw, Saata Clara, all of
CaBf, aarigiiors to Syntex OJJSJU Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

DMMkm of Ser. No. 30M50, Sep. 29, 1981, Pat No. 4.400,170.
This appUcrtion May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 49l,d91

lat CL^ A61M 5/00
UAa604-<l 22CIafais

1. A device for implanting pelleto and the like into an animal
comprising:

(a) a housing having a forward end and a rearward end;
(b) needle support means mounted on said housing adjacent

the forward end thereof, said needle support means being
moveable between a first position and a second position;

(c) means on said housing for supporting an implant maga-
ane having a plurality of peUet-containing stations
therein;

1. A sleeve adapted to be placed over the knee, said sleeve
being configured to anatomically conform to the thigh, knee
and upper calf, said sleeve comprising a resilient elastomeric
foam sheath having a fabric covering, said sheath being formed
from a front panel and a rear panel, said rear panel having an
upper terminus and a lower terminus and inclined edges pro-
jecting outwardly from said termini, said front panel having
edges angled to complement the edges of said rear panel, said
rear panel being in the shape of a diamond, with the upper and
lower apices of said diamond being positioned approximately
in the center of the rear longitudinal axis of said sleeve, said
rear panel further including side termini, said side termini
extending forwardly into said front panel to a position wherein
they will be positioned on the front portion of the knee when
said sleeve is placed on the leg of the user of the sleeve, and
said front and rear panels being secured together along said
edges.
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4,474,574

FORMULATION DISPENSER FOR USE WTTH A
PARENTERAL DELIVERY SYSTEM

Allan M. Wolfe, Sooth Lagnaa; James M. Da?eaport, Tnstia;
Felix Theenwes, Los Altos, and Sn I. Yum, SanayTale, all of
Calif., assignors to ALZA Corporatimi, Palo Alto, Qdlf.

CoatianatiOB of Ser. No. 338,206, Jan. 11, 1982, abandoned. TUs
application Jol. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 518,490

Int a.3 A16M 5/14
VJS.a 604-85 24 Claims

4,474,575

SELF-DRIVEN PUMP ASSEMBLY AND METHOD OF
OPERATION

James B. EckenhofF, Los Altos; VirgO A. Place, Half Moon Bay,
and John R. Peery, Palo Alto, aU of Calif., assignors to ALZA
Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 344,288, Feb. 1, 1982,. This
appUcation Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,597

Int a^ A61M 5/00
VJS.a 604-131 11 Claims

1. A formulation dispenser for use in a parenteral delivery

system, the formulation dispenser comprising:

(a) an elongated housing formed of a wall surrounding an
internal space, the housing having openings at its opposite
ends for communicating with the space;

(b) a piston chamber in the housing having a piston disposed

therein, the piston consisting of a piston head and a piston

shaft that extends through one opening and terminates in

a piston handle for moving the piston within the piston

chamber;

(c) a formulation chamber in the housing disposed on the

opposite side of the piston chamber;

(d) a membrane in the housing formed of a material permea-
ble to the passage of fluid and having a surface facing the

formulation chamber, the membrane defining one bound-
ary of the formulation chamber;

(e) a closure disposed in the other opening in the housing and
having a surface facing the formulation chamber, the

closure defining the other boundary of the formulation

chamber; and,

(f) an inlet for admitting a fluid into the internal space, and
an outlet for letting fluid leave the internal space, said inlet

and said outlet being positioned between said membrane
and said piston chamber wherein the piston is movable
between a first position wherein the piston head is in close

proximity to said membrane and wherein the fluid passes

from said inlet to said outlet without contacting said mem-
brane and a second position wherein the fluid passes from
said inlet to said outlet and can contact said membrane.

1. A pump assembly for the delivery of a quantity of fluid
over a prolonged period of time comprising, in combination:

(a) fluid imbibing pump means for discharging a predeter-
mined volume of fluid, said pump means having an exter-
nal surface at least a portion of which is permeable to an
actuating fluid,

(b) fluid impermeable container means receiving said fluid

imbibing pump means in fluid sealing relationship with the
exterior surface thereof, whereby a fluid receiving volume
is defined between the actuating fluid permeable portion
of the exterior surface of said fluid imbibing pump means
and the interior of said container means and;

(c) means for adjustably varying the area of the actuating

fluid permeable portion of said fluid imbibing pump means
exposed to actuating fluid contained within said container
means.

4,474,576

APPARATUS FOR ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
Kerin W. Gobby, 14 Rickman St, Balcatta, Western Australia,

Australia

per No. PCT/AU81/00178, § 371 Date Aug. 2, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 2, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01825, PCT Pnb.
Date Jmi. 10, 1982

per FQed Dec 3, 1981, Ser. No. 403,659
Claims priority, appUcation Anstralla, Dec. 3, 1980, PE6743

Int a^ A61D 7/01- A61M 37/02
VJS. CL 604—176 17 n.t—

1. Apparatus for artificial insemination of humans and other
animals of the type having a reproductive system which in-

cludes a vagina and uterus, said apparatus comprising: a locat-

ing tube adapted for insertion into the vagina whereby one end
thereof locates against the cervix of the uterus around the

cervical canal; and a delivery member adapted to be passed
along the locating tube and into the uterus for delivery of
semen into the uterus; said deUvery member being provided
with a protrusion which is adapted to bear on the inner side

wall of said locating tube to provide a fulcrum about which the

delivery member may be pivoted.
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4,474^77

MODIFIED ACm DYESTUFF
Canrlcfl W. Saodeflv, and Thomas J. Thomas, both of Summer-

ille, S.Cn assignors to Mobay Chemical Corporatioii, Pitts-
biirgh,Pa.

FUed Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No. 545,795
lot CI.3 D06P 67/02

UAa 8-526 23 Claims

tnanmirem

^—MiJ

I

-ovi

1. A modified form of the dyestuff Color Index Acid Blue
324 selected from the group consisting of a form displaying
very strong to moderately strong Debye-Scherrer X-ray dif-

fraction pattern reflecticns representative of d-spacings at
approximately 14.0; 6.8; 5.7; 5.4; 4.6; 4.5; 3.75 and 3.29 ang-
stroms and one displaying such reflections only representative
of d-spacings at approximately 14.2 and 4.6 angstroms.

4,474,578

COAL/DIESEL FUEL SUSPENSIONS CONTAINING
WAX-LIKE POLYMERS

Boy Condb, Dinslaken; Miiftt Bahadir, ZoUing; John Hobes,
DiBslakem and Winfried Matemc, Wetter, aU of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Rnhichemic Aktlengesellsdiaft, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Apr. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 366,204
Caaiffls priority, appUeatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 9,

1981,3114272

Int a3 aOL 1/32
U.S. CL 44—51 20 Claims

1. A composition comprising
(a) diesel fuel,

(b) carbonaceous combustible solid particles suspended
therein, and

(c) a wax-like polymer dissolved in said fuel in an amount of
at least 0.2% by weight of said composition, said polymer
being

(1) an olefinic homopolymer or

(2) a copolymer of ethylene monomer and at least one
other copolymerizable monomer wherein said ethylene
monomer constitutes at least 60% by weight of said

copolj^mer.

acids to said fuels, wherein said salts are metals of atomic
numbers 57-71 and aliphaitic monocarboxylic acids having
4-10 carbon atoms, and said free carboxylic acids are selected
from aliphatic monocarboxylic acids having 4-10 carbon
atoms.

4,474,580
COMBUSTION FUEL ADDITIVES COMPRISING METAL

ENOLATES
Ian M. MacKenzie, St James; Alfred M. Vogel, Malreme; Joui

Heiser, Bayport; Kenneth W. Bowers, IsUp; Mark DriacoU, N.
Maaaapeqna, and Angek M. Arettines, E. Northport aU of
N.Y., assignors to MacKenzie Cheoycal Worics, Inc., Central

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,881
Int CL^ ClOL 1/18

UAa 44-68 33 claims
1. An additive suitable for use in a combustion fuel compris-

ing:

(a) a complex of an von enolate having the formula:

O
11

R-C

./"\

C"
I

R|

o
I

«C-R2

wherein R, Ri and R2 are, individually, hydrogen, alkyl
having 1 to 22 carbon atoms or aryl in an amount effective
to improve the combustion performance of the combus-
tion fuel and, per part by weight of iron enolate;

(b) 0.05 to 10 parts of a cerium enolate having the formula:

/"\

wherem R, R] and R2 are, individually, hydrogen, alkyl

having 1 to 22 carbon atoms or aryl; and
(c) 5 to 150 parts of a solvent capable of rendering the iron

enotote and the cerium enolate miscible with the combus-
tion fuel.

4^474,579

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE COMBUSTION OF
DIESEL ENGINE FUELS

Manftrcd WUdenon, Eaehweilen Werner DeWin, Dinslaken;
Belt Tihiayi, Schermbcek, and Jiirgen Weber, Obcrhaana,
all of Fed. R9. of Gcmany, aeaignorB to Rnhrthendc Aktie»>

gwfllichaftand Wenad k Wddannn GAbJL, both of, Fed.
Rqk of Germany

FOed Not. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 441,793
aaima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Genouy, Feb. 18,

1982,3205732

Int CL^ ClOL 1/18
MS. CL 44—57 32 Claima

1. A process for improving the combustion of diesel engine
fuels comprising adding an effective amount ofa mixture of (a)

neutral metal salts of carboxylic adds and (b) free carboxylic

4,474,581

TRIM CONTROL SYCTEM FOR PARTIAL OXIDATION
GAS GENERATOR

Roger M. DOle, Port Arthur, Leigh R. Middleton, Beaunont
both of Tex.; Albert Brent Huntington, N.Y., and Allen M.
RoUn, Anabeim, Calif., aaalgnors to Tezaeo Inc., White
Plalna,N.Y.

Diilakn of Scr. No. 333,159, Dec 21, 1981, Pat No. 4,390,348.

lids application Mar. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 475,993
Hm portion of the term of this patot sobaeqnent to Jm. 28,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int CL' ClOJ 3/48
UA CL 48—61 6 Oaims

1. In a partial oxidation system for reacting a liquid hydro-
caibonaceous fuel feedstream and a free-oxygen containing gas
feedstream in the presence of a temperature moderator in the

reaction zone of a refractory lined free-flow gas generator at a
temperature in the range of about 1700* to 3000* F. and a
pressure in the range of about 1 to 300 atmospheres to produce
an effluent gas stream comprising H2, CO, CH4, COi, particu-

late carbon and at least one material from the group consisting

ofHiO,H2S,COS, Ns, and Ar;and cleaning and cooling the

effluent gas stream with water in a gas quenching and cleaning

245
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zone to remove lubstutiany all of the entrained particulate
carbon as a ttreani of carbon-water dispersion and to produce
a cooled and cleaned effluent gas stream; said system including
conduit means for passing said feedstreams of liquid hydrocar-
bonaceous fuel, free-oxygen containing gas and temperature
moderator to said gas generator, and conduit means for dis-

charging said cooled and cleaned effluent gas stream from said
gas quenching and cleaning zone; the system for controlling
the temperature in the reaction zone comprising: means con-
nected to said conduit means for said temperature moderator
feedstream conduit means for automatically regulating the
flow rate of the temperature moderator feedstream; means
connected to said conduit means for said temperature modera-
tor feedstream for automatically sensing the flow rate of the
temperature moderator feedstream and providing a corre-
sponding signal; gas analyzer means connected to said conduit
means for said cooled and cleaned effluent gas stream for
automatically sampling, analyzing, and providing a plurality of
successive signals each signal corresponding to the mole firac-

tion of CH4 (dry basis) present in each separate sample of a
plurality of successive samples of the cooled and cleaned efflu-

ent gas stream being analyzed over a period of time; reaction
zone temperature high-low level alarm; system control means
connected to the flow-rate sensing means for the temperature
moderator feedstream and to the gas analyzer means for pro-
viding a fint signal corresponding to a determined adjustment
to the temperature moderator flow rate regulating means or
alternatively for providing a second signal corresponding to a
high or low level of temperature in the reaction zone to said

accordance with a signal from the comparator means and a
signal from the temperature moderator flow rate sensing
means; and programming means connected to the storage and
averaging means for controlling its operation.

4,474^2
TRIM CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PARTIAL OXIDATION

GAS GENERATOR
Roger M. DiUe, Port Arthur, Leigh R. Middleton, Beanmont,

both of Tex^ Albert Brent, Hnatington, N.Y^ and AUcn M.
Robin, Anaheim, Calif., assignora to Texaco Inc« White
Ptoins, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 333,158, Dec 21, 1981, Pat No. 4,390,347.
This appUcation Mar. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 475,994

The portion of the term of this patent snbaeqaent to Jon. 28,
2000, has been diadaimed.

Int a.3 ClOJ 3/47
U.S.a 48-61 7 Claim,

sftnmtmraoiymn^

'k

m

^ tu\'

temperature high-low level alarm in accordance with the
signals fnnn the temperature moderator flow rate sensing
nieans, and the gas analyzer means; said system control means
includes a storage and averaging means connected to the gas
analyzer means for providing a signal corresponding to the
average mole fraction of CH4 (dry basis) in accordance with
the signals fhmi the gas analyzer means; flrst signal means
Mnnected to the storage and averaging means for providing a
signal corresponding to the actual temperature in said reaction
zone in accordance with the signals from the storage and

. averaging means and signals representing constants as pro-
vided by direct input signal means; second signal means con-
nected to the first signal means for providing a signal corre-
sponding to the relative difference between the actual and
desired temperature in accordance with a signal from the fu^t
ngnal means representing the actual temperature in the reac-
tion zone and a signal from a direct input signal means repre-
senting the desired temperature; comparator means connected
to said second signal means for providing a signal correspond-
ing to the % change to oe made in the current flow rate for the
temperature moderator feedstream in order to bring closer the

^ current and desired flow rates for the temperature moderator
feedstream or alternatively for providing a signal to said reac-

^
tion zone twnperature high-low level alarm in accordance with
the signal from said second signal means; means connected to
the comparator means and to the temperature moderator flow
rate sensing means for providing a signal to the temperature
moderator flow rate regulating means when an adjustment to
the flow rate of the temperature moderator is required in

1. In a partial oxidation system for reacting a liquid hydro-
carbonaceous fuel feedstream and a free-oxygen containing gas
feedstream in the presence of a temperature moderator m the
reaction zone of a refractory Uned free-flow gas generator at a
temperature in the range of about 1700* to 3000* F. and a
pressure in the range of about 1 to 300 atmospheres to produce
an effluent gas stream comprising H2, CO, CH4, CO2, particu-
late carbon and at least one material from the group consisting
of H2O, H2S, COS, N2, and Ar; and cleaning and cooUng the
effluent gas stream with water in a gas quenching and cleaning
zone to remove substantially all of the entrained particulate

carbon as a stream of carbon-water dispersion and to produce
a cooled and cleaned effluent gas stream; said system including
conduit means for passing said feedstreams of liquid hydrocar-
bonaceous fuel, free-oxygen containing gas and temperature
moderator to said gas generator, and conduit means for dis-

charging said stream of carbon-water dispersion firom said gas
quenching and cleaning zone; the system for controlling the
amount of unconverted particulate carbon in the effluent gas
stream leaving the reaction zone comprising; means connected
to said conduit means for said feedstream of free-oxygen con-
taining gas for automatically regulating the flow rate for the
free-oxygen containing gas feedstream; separate means con-
nected to each of said conduit means for said feedstreams of
free-oxygen containing gas, liquid hydrocarbonaceous fuel,

and discharge stream of carbon-water dispersion for automati-
cally sensing the flow rates and providing signals correspond-
ing to the flow rates for the stream of free-oxygen containing
gas, the stream of liquid hydrocarbonaceous fuel and the
stream of carbon-water dispersion; carbon analyzer means
connected to said conduit means for said discharge stream of
carbon-water dispersion for automatically sampling, analyzing,
and providing a plurality of successive signals each signal

corresponding to the weight fraction ofcarbon present in each
separate sample of a plurality of successive samples of said
carbon-water dispersion being analyzed over a period of time;

particulate carbon high-low level alarm; system control means
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effected to all of the flow-rate sensing means and to the
carbon analyzer means for providing a first signal correspond-
ing to a determined adjustment to the free-oxygen containing
gaa feedstream flow rate regulating means or altemativeiy for
providing a senmd signal corresponding to a high or low level
of carbon-make to the particulate carbon high-low level alarm
in accordance with the signals from the liquid hydrocarbona-
ceous fuel feedstream and carbon-water diq)ersion flow rate
sensing means and the carbon analyzer means; said system
control means includes a storage and averaging means con-
nected to the carbon analyzer means for providing a signal
corresponding to the average weight fraction of particulate
carbon in accordance with the signals from the caibon analy-
zer means; means connected to the storage and averaging
means and to the carbon-water dispersion flow rate sensing
means for providing a signal corresponding to the actual car-
bon-make in said reaction zone; means for providing a signal

representing the desired carbon-make in said reaction zone in

accordance with the signals from the liquid hydrocarbona-
ceous fuel flow-rate sensing means and a signal corresponding
to the product of the wei^t fraction of carbon in the Uquid
hydrocarbonaceous fuel and the desired weight fraction of
carbon m the liquid hydrocarbonaceous fuel feed which is

entrained as particulate caibon in the effluent gas stream leav-

ing the reaction zone; signal means A for providmg a signal

corresponding to the relative difference between the actual

and desired rates of production of unconverted particulate

caibon in accordance with the actual and desired carbon-make
signals; comparator means connected to signal means A for

providing a first signal corresponding to the % change to be
made in the current flow rate for the free-oxygen contaming
gas feedstream in order to bring closer the current and desired
flow rates for the firee-oxygen containing gas feedstream or
altemativeiy for providing a second signal to the particulate

carbon high or low level alarm in accordance with the signal

firom signal means A; means connected to the comparator
means and to the freeoxygen containing gas feedstream sens-

ing means for providmg a signal to the frw-oxygen containmg
gas flow rate regulatmg means when an adjustment to the flow
rate of the f^ee-oxygen containing gas is required in accor-
dance with the first signal firom the fint comparator means and
the signal firom the free-oxygen containing gas sensing means;
and programming means connected to the storage and averag-
ing means for controlling its operation.

4^474^583

PROCESS FOR GASIFYING SOLID CARBONACEOUS
FUEI£

CUa>Wd Chea, Short Hilla; Leonrd W. Zahaiteehcr, Li?lii|-

itom and WflUaB J. Maiar, Jr., CUflOB, aU ofNJ., Msiv
to Foater Wheeler Eaafur Corporation, Uffaigrtoii, NJ.

FOad Jo. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,583

Iirt. a' aOJ 3/46. 3/54
UAa 48—197 R 15

1. A heat recovery process for use m gasification of solid

carbonaceous ffnA to produce clean gas product, comprising:
(a) feeding solid particulate fuel into a lower gasification

section containing a bed of hot char particles together
with steam and oxygen to maintain the bed temperature
within a range of about 1SOO*-2000* F. and gasifying the
feed;

(b) passing hot gas and entrained char particles produced in

the gasification section upwardly into a gas-solids disen-

gaging sectirai in which the upward superficial gas veloc-
ity is less than m said gasification section, and firom which
diMngagement section a miyor portion of the particulates

are returned by gravity to the gasification section;

(c) passmg hot gas and the remaining char particles from said

disengagmg section upwardly through a plaialhy ofopen-
ings in a substantially flat cooled grid into a heat recovery
section containing a fluidized bed of fine char particles

maintained at a temperature of about 800*-lS00* F.,

wherein tiie hot gas is cooled and sticky ash particles

contained therein are solidified on the char in the fluidized

bed to substantially prevent sticky materials in the effluent

gas, said grid being cooled internally by supplying cooling
fluid through a passage therein;

(d) returning char solids containing the sticky ash materials
from the upper heat recovery section fluidized bed to the
gasification section for fiuther reaction; and
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(e) passing effluent gas from the heat recovery section

through a solids separation step, returning fine char solids

from the separation step to the lower gasification section,

and withdrawing a clean hydrocarbon gas product
stream.

4w474,584

METHOD OF COOLING AND DEASHING
WolftoBBg Koog, PIcaaaatfille, N.Y., aari^or to Tcnco Dc?al-
opaent Corporatkm, WhHe Phtaa, N.Y.

FOed Job. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 500,492
Hie portion of the term of this patent aaboaqacat to Aog. 21,

2001, haa been dladaiawd.

Int CL^ aOJ 3/46
U.S.a 48-197 R 8 nrii^

1. The method of coohng a hot synthesis gas which com-
prises

passing hot synthesis gas at initial temperature downwardly
through a first contacting zone in a quench chamber;

passing cooling liquid downwardly as a fihn on the walls of
said fint contacting zone and a contact with said down-
wardly descending synthesis gas tberd>y cooling said

synthois gas and forming a cooled synthesis gas;

passmg said cooled synthesis gas downwardly through a
second contacting zone in said quench <'h—»hfr in contact

4S2-226 0,0.-84-9

t
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with a downwardly descending film on the walls of said
second contacting zone;

•praying cooling liquid into said downwardly descending
cooled synthesis gas in said second contacting zone
thereby forming a downwardly descending further cooled
synthesis gas;

passing said further cooled synthesis gas into a body of
cooling liquid in a third contacting zone in said quench
chamber thereby forming a further cooled synthesis gas
containing a decreased solids content;

passing said fiirther cooled synthesis gas containing a de-
creased solids content into contact with a sprayed stream
of cooling liquid in a fourth contacting zone in said

quench chamber thereby forming a cooled product syn-
thesis gas; and

recovering said cooled product synthesis gas.

4,474,585

SYNTHETIC YARN-REINFORCED FLEXIBLE WEBS
STABILIZED AGAINST ELONGATION, COATED
ABRASIVE THEREON, AND PROCESS THEREFOR

Difid P. Graber, Scotia, N.Y^ aMignor to Norton Company,
MlM.

Flkd MMf 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,688
lot a^ C09K S/J4

VS. CL 51—298 17 Oalma
1. A web material characterized by the presence of at least

one reference direction for which the reference direction yam
set has at least one half the total tensile strength of said web
material in said reference direction, said reference direction
yam set additionally having a natural shrinkage value of at
least 1%, said web material having a free shrinkage of no more
than 0.5% when exposed to a temperature of 121* C. for at
least 10 minutes without mechanical restraint.

4,474,587
PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF WASTE GASES

FROM A CHLORINATION FURNACE
Yoddanaa Matsomoto; Tadaehika MizmM; HideUro Sato, aU of
CUgasaki, and Keqji Koyama, Hayamamachi, aU of Japan,
aarignors to Toho ntaainn Co^ Ltd, Tokyo, Japu

PCT No. PCr/JP82/00203, § 371 Drte Dec 29, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Dec 29, 1982, PCT Fob. No. WO82/04199, PCT Pub.
Date Dec 9, 1982

PCT Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 456,049
Claiais priority, application Japu, May 28, 1981, 56-80066

lat CL3 BOID 19/00
UAa55-71 Mdaims

1. A process for the treatment of a waste gas exhausted from
a chlorination furnace during the manufacture of titanium
tetrachloride comprising:

(a) scrabbing said waste gas with water to substantially
reduce the concentration of chlorides in said waste gas,

(b) removing sufficient moisture from said scrubbed waste
gas to obtain a dew point thereof of no more than 5* C,
and

(c) substantially removing harmful substances consisting
essentially of titanium tetrachloride from the demoistur-
ized waste gas with activated carbon.

4,474,588
UNHEATED SEPTUMLESS ON-COLUMN INJECnON
SYSTEM FOR CAPILLARY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
John V. Hinahaw, Jr., Martinez, Calif., aarigoor to Varian

Aaaodates, Inc, Palo Aho, CUif.

FUcd Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,803
iBt a.^ BOID 75/09

VS, a. 55—197 11 Claims

4,474,586

GAS SEPARATION PROCESS
Arthv W. Rica, Dvhia, N.C iariffMr to Monaanto Company.
St Looia, Mo.

^^
FDad Dae 5, 1983, Ser. No. 557,979

IM. a' BOID 59/J4
UJ.a 88-16 4Ctaimg

k
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1. A prooen for recovering a permeating gas from a pair of
gU streams one of which contains less than 30 percent of the
penneating ps and the other of which contains more than 70
percent of said permeating gas, comprising

(a) bringing the one gas stream into contact with a first

membrane more permeable to the permeating gas than
other gases in the stream to remove a portion of said
penneating gas fhnn said one stream;

(b)Jwmging the other gas stream into contact with a second
membrane more permeable to the permeating gas than
oth« gaaes of the stream to remove a portion of said
permeating gas from said other stream;

(c) mixing non-permeated gases from the second membrane
witii said one gas stream upstream of said first membrane,
and

(d) combining the permeated gaaes removed from said <»e
and said other stream.

1. An on-column injector for introducing a liquid sample
onto the column of a gas chromatograph, comprising:
an injector body having a first interior path and a second

interior path, said first interior path being shqwd to re-

ceive a narrow column firom a gas chromatogrq>h, said

second interior path being shaped to receive a fluid trans-

fer tubing; and

syringe means having a channel, said syringe means being
adapted to move with req)ect to said injector body by
maintaining vqx>r-tight relationship therewith and to

assume a first position and a second position wherein said

channel is aligned respectively with said first interior path
and said second interior path without exposing said first or
second interior path to ambient
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*f^2y*^ ** ^^^ end to the warm end of the same to clean said third

. ?^y'^^™^ SH»ARATOR regenerator and to re-evaporate additional said high-boUing

^Jri"?^""''' •* """^ Comt, aaripor to Coabna- constituents not previously re-evaporated in step (2), (4) pass-
**8ta«;^ I^Wtadbo^Cttm. i„g , different part of said purified gas stream through a fourth

f'• ^^^-lf;, ^***'** regenerator from the cold end to the warm end of the same to
Int CL^ BOID 57/00

VJS.a 55-337 2 Claims

I. A saturated steam-water separator adapted io be mounted
over an aperture in a horizontally extended deck within the

steam drum of a utility boiler, including,

a housing shell having the configuration of a vertically

oriented open-ended cylinder mounted over the deck
opening,

vane structure within the shell arranged to impart centrifu-

gal motion to a mixture of saturated steam and water
flowing upwardly through the housing,

a cap plate horizontally extended over the upper end of the

housing shell and spaced and baffled to form a chamber in

which the saturated water centrifuged to the internal wall

of the shell accumulates,

an apertured plate extending horizontally from the upper
end of the housing shell to distribute the saturated water
about the external upper end of the housing shell,

a series oftrays externally mounted on the housing shell with
their upper ends below the apertund plate to receive the

distributed saturated water upon the trays in order for the

saturated water to flow the length of the trays,

and a lip on the outward edge of each tray to establish the

depth at which the saturated water will flow the length of
each tray while entrained saturated bubbles of steam dis-

engage firom the water.

4,474,590

PROCESS FOR SEPARATION OF GAS MIXTURE
Bcraard A. Bneehianeri, Mooongabela, Pa., asaignor to United

States Stad Corporation, Ptttsbargh, Pa.

Coatinaatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 298,052, Aag. 31, 1981, Pat
No. 4,414,007. lUa applicatioa Jaa. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 500,726

Tlw portioa of the term of this patcat sabaeqaort to Nov.^ 2000,

has beea diaelaiawd.

lat a^ F25J 3/02
VS. CL 62—12 26 Oaiau

9. A process for purifying a compressed carbonaceous gas
mixture from a variable source by removing certain high-boil-

ing constituents by cooling to low temperatures in cyclical

alternated regenerators to condense said high-boiling constitu-

ents comprising (1) passing said gas mixtiire through a first

regenerator from the warm end to the cold end of said first

regenerator to cool said gas mixture and to condense said

hi^-boiling constituents of said gas mixture thereby produc-

ing a purified gas stream, (2) expanding part ofsaid purified gas

stream and passing it as a scavenging gas throuj^ a second

regenerator from the cold end to the warm end of the same to

clean said second regenerator and to re-evqwrate most of said
high-boiling constituents, (3) expanding part of said purified

gas stream to a lesser level of expansion than in step (2) and
passing it as a scavenger gas through a third regenerator frmn

re-cool said fourth regenerator, and (S) compressing and recy-
cling at least part of said scavenging gas which has passed
through the second and third regenerators and has thereby
become contaminated with high boiling impurities through
said first regenerator and repeating the process as defined
above.

4,474,591

PROCESSING PRODUCED FLUIDS OF HIGH
PRESSURE GAS CONDENSATE RESERVOIRS

Dale P. Araad, Aarora, Colo., and Robert H. Wilaoa, Spriag,

Tea^ aarigaors to Staadard Oil Compaay (ladiaaa), CUcuo,
U.

Filed Jal. 21, 1983. Ser. No. 516,159

lat a^ F25J S/02
VS. CL 62—31 9 Claims

.^Lhl^c!^

1. Process comprising producing a residue gas stream and
recovering natural gas liquids and stabilized condensate from a

produced stream from high pressure gas condensate wells by.

introducing the produced fluid stream into a first separator

zone operated at about a first pressure, the first pressure

being about pipeline pressure for the residue gas stream,

and separating the produced fluid stream into a first liquid

fraction and a first vapor fraction;

withdrawing the first liquid fraction from the first separator

zone and introducing the withdrawn first liquid fraction

into a second separator zone at a lower pressure of opera-

tion than the fint separator zone, and separating the fint

liquid fraction into a second vapor fraction and a second

liquid fraction, the lower pressure of operation being such

that the second vapor fraction is compressible by a single

stage of compression to about the first pressure,

withdrawing the second liquid fraction from the second

separator zone and introducing the withdrawn second

liquid fraction as feed into a first distillation colunm com-
prising a plurality of vapor-liquid contact devices and
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operated under condttioas effective to produce a fint
overhead stream enriched in methane, and a fust bottoms
stream enriched in heavier components of the second
liquid fraction, the pressure in the first overhead stream
being such that the first overhead stream is compressible
by a single stage ofcompression to about the first pressure;

withdrawing a portion of liquid from adjacent the bottom of
the first distillation column, introducing a pressure differ-

ential thereinto,%nd circulating the withdrawn portion by
forced circulation through a first reboiler and reintroduc-
ing thus reboiled fluid adjacent the bottom of the first

distillation column to maintain an effective operating
temperature therein;

withdrawing the first bottoms stream from the fiist distilla-

tion column and introducing the withdrawn first bottoms
stream as feed into a second distillation column containing
a plurality of vapor-liquid contact devices and operated
under conditions effective to produce a second overhead
stream enriched in natural gas liquid components of the
first bottoms stream and a second bottoms stream enriched
in heavier components of the first bottoms stream;

withdrawing a portion of liquid from adjacent the bottom of
the second distillation column, introducing a pressure
differential thereinto, and circulating the withdrawn por-
tion by forced circuUtion through a second bottoms re-

boiler and back to adjacent the bottom of the second
distillation column to mainttun effective operating temper-
atures m the second distillation column; and

compressing the second vapor fraction and the first over-
head stream by a single stage of compression to about the
first pressure and cominning the thus compressed second
vapor friction and the first overhead stream with the fint
vapor friction to produce a residue gas stream at pipeline
pressure.

and at least partially Uquefying the cooled flow of hydro-
gen, said ejector having a suction side;

second cooling means downstream of said ejector for lique-
fying residual hydrogen vapor in the expanded flow of
hydrogen;

a reservoir downstream of said second cooling means for
receiving the liquefied hydrogen; and

means for maintaining a substantially constant temperatiire
in said reservoir, said means being connected to and be-
tween a gas space in said reservoir and said suction side of
said ejector to deliver para-hydrogen vapor to said ejector
for liquefying thereof

M74,593
METHOD OF FABRICATING A UGHTGUIDE FIBER

Matthew J. Andrtijco, North HiaoTcr Township, Itoiiiinim
Couty, and EaBene Potkay, Haoflton TowaaUp, Mercer
Coooty, both of SJ^ aarigDors to ATAT TeckMkMia Im«
New York, N.Y.

•«—»-.- «•-,

Division of Ser. No. 371,628, Apr. 26, 1M2, Pat No. M17,«2.
lliis application Sep. 6, 19S3, Ser. No. 529,775

Int a3 CXI3B 20/00
VS. a. 65-3.U 2

4,474^592

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING UQUID
PARA-HYDROGEN

Aadrca Knadig, Stalk, Switaeriaad, aarigaor to Snlzer Brothen
Ltd., Wbrterthor, Switaeriaad

Filed Jaa. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,195
Oaiais priority, applicatioB Switaeriaad, Oct 20, 1982,

lat CL^ F25J 1/02
UAa«-37 4Ctai„

1. A method of fabricating a lightguide soot boule, compris-
ing the steps of:

directing gaseous reactants through an inner tube of a torch
having a plurality of spaced, coaxially aligned tubes;

forming soot at the output of the torch by a flame hydrolysis
reaction;

depositing at least a portion of said soot on a forming soot
boule; and

controllably altering or mahitaining the refhntive index of
the soot boule by axiaUy moving the inner tube during

, soot deposition.

1. An apparatus for producing liquid para-hydrogen from
normal hydrogen gas comprising

a compressor for comimssing a flow of normal hydrogen
gas;

first coolmg means downstream of said compressor for
ooohng the compressed flow of hydrogen;

catalysts within said cooling means for converting normal
hydrogen in the flow into ptfa-hydrogen;

an ejector downstream of said cooling means for expanding

4,474,594

METHOD FOR FORMING COMPACTED BODIES OF
GLASSMAKING RAW MATERIALS

FhnriK J. Laaet, Media, Pan airi0Mr to PQ Gorporatioii, Valley
Forge, Pa.

FDed Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 465,934

Iat.a'O03Ci/a#
U.S. CL 65—27 7 CUm

1. In the process of preparing compacted discrete bodies of
glass-forming raw materials by combining said raw materials

with a liquid binder and subjecting the resulting batch-binder
combination to pressure, the improvement comprising: the
liquid binder being alkali metal silicate sohition containing 10
to 30% by weight of sUicate solids and that the amount of said

silicate solution combined with the raw tMffri^^|(y be the maxi-
mum that can,be added while mainfinii^ g free-flowing, dry
appearmg mixture.
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4,474,595

FERTILIZER PRODUCT AND PROCESS FOR MAKING
AND USING TT

WflUam T. Lawhoo, Jr., Leztagtoa, Ky., and Henry M. Grotta,
Delaware, Ohio, aasi^ors to lateraatioBal Spike, Inc., Lex-

FDed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 472,052

lat a' O05C 9/02
VS. CL 71—28 25 Clains

cor

2^

1. A process for producing a shaped controlled release fertil-

izer product which provides improved sustained release of
nitrogen, said process comprising:

(a) mixing a water soluble thermoplastic binder, urea-for-

maldehyde condensate having a urea to formaldehyde
mole ratio in the range from about 1.2S to about 1.4, a
plasticizer, and a pH modifier to produce a mixture; and

(b) subjecting said mixture to such conditions including

temperature and pressure so as to produce a shaped fertil-

izer product, the amount of said pH modifier in said mix-
ture being sufficient to bring the pH in the shaped fertil-

izer product to the range from about 6 to about 12.

4,474,596

XYLTTE DERIVATIVES, METHODS FOR THEIR
PRODUCnON AS WELL AS COMPOSTHONS
CONTAINING THEM HAVING GROWTH
REGULATORY ACnVTTY FOR PLANTS

Haas-Rndolf Kri^en Reiabold Pnttaen Haa^jSrg KriOuier, and
Ernst A. Pieroh, all of Essen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assiBBors

to Sderii« Aktimgesdlachaft, Beriin and BwgkaiDea, Fed.

Rep. of Gornaay
FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 380,003

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 22,

1981, 3121156

lat a^ AOIN 43/00- C07D 317/00
VS. CL 71—88 85 CUdma

1. Xylite derivatives of the general formula

O R2

I

Or-CH

T\y'
f-o^ ^

alkoxy, nitro and/or trifluoromethyl, Cs-Cg-cycloaliphatic

hydrocarbon group, aromatic hydrocarbon group, or an aro-

matic hydrocarbon group substituted in one or more places by
Ci-Q-alkyl, halogen, Ci-Q-alkoxy, nitro and/or trifluoro-

methyl or Ri and R2 and/or R3 and R4 together with the

adjoining C-atom are a Cj-Cg-cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon
group, Rs is hydrogen or a Ci-Q-alkyl and R« is an aromatic

hydrocarbon group or an aromatic hydrocarbon group substi-

tuted in one or more places by Ci-Q-alkyl, Ci-Q-alkoxy,
phenoxy, phenyl, halogen, nitro and/or trifluoromethyl.

83. Composition having growth regulatory activity for

plants, having at least one plant-growth regulating amount ofa

compound according to claim 1 in mixture with carrier mate-

rial and/or adjuvants.

4,474,597

AGENT FOR SELECTIVELY COMBATING WEEDS IN
RICE

Robert R. Schmidt, Bergiacb-Gladbach, and Heinz Fdratcr,

WnppertaL both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft, Lererknaen, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay

Filed Jaa. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 461,290

Clains priority, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Fd>. 16,

1982,3205400

lat a^ AOIN 43/34
VS. CL 71—90 4 aaims

1. A herbicidal composition consisting essentially of a herbi*

cidally effective amount of

(I) 2-(2'-benzothiazolyloxy)-N-methyl-N-phenylacetamide

of the formula

[ r )—0~CH2—CX)-N—

/

J

(II) about 0.1 to 10 times its weight of S-ethyl hexahydro-

lH-azepine-1-carbothioate (molinate) of the formula

N—CO—S—C2HS

R4

4,474,598

OXAZOLYL-SUBSTTTUTED
THIADIAZOLIDDiEDIONES

Kurt H. PUgram, Modesto, Calif., aarignor to Shell Ofl

paay, Honatoa, Tex.

FDed Jul 27, 1983, Ser. No. 507,818

lat CL^ C07D 417/04; AOIN 43/82

VS.a 71-90 9

1. A compound of the formula

CH2—O—CH—R«

R$

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 are the same or different and are

each hydrogen, a Ci-Cio-alkyl, Ci-Cio-alkyl substituted in

one or more places by halogen, Ci-C6-alkoxy, phenoxy and/or
halogen-phenoxy, aryl-Ci-Cs-alkyl, aryl-Ci-Ca-alkyl substi-

tuted in one or more places by Ci-Q-alkyl, halogen, Ci-Q-

(O

R>—

N

S

I

N-R2T
O

wherein one of R' and R^ is a moiety
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R3

N

and the other is ilkyl, (mono- or polyhdo>dkyl, or alkoxy. of
from one to three carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of from three to
five carbon atoms, or alkenyl of from three to five carbon
atoms, R3 containing from three to five carbon atoms and being
one of alkyl, alkenyl, alkynyl, alkoxyalkyl, alkylthioalkyi,

alkybulfinylalkyl. alkylsulfonyhdkyl, cycloalkyl, alkylcycloal-
kyl, and (mono- and polyhalo)alkyl.

M74«C00
HEStBIODALLY ACTIVE NOVEL SUBSTITUTED

»*HENYLSULPONYLUREA DERIVATIVES
MasaUro Aya; JvicU SaHo; Kaaoori Yasri, aU of Tokyo;
Kow Shiokawa, Kangawa; NorlUsa MoriaUu, Tokyo, and
Toahio Goto, Kaaagawa, aU of Japu, aarigaon to NIhoa
TokMbn Noyaka Sdao KJL, Tokyo, Japu

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,629
Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. IC, 1981, 56-144590

Lrt. a.3 AOIN 9/21' C07Z 239/42; C07D 251/16UACL 71-92 jctatas
1. A substituted phenylsulfonylurea derivative of the for-

mula

O
II

4«474w599

1-<PYIUDYL)-1H.1A3-TRIAZ0LE DERIVATIVES, AND
USE AS HERBIODAL AGENTS

Richard B. Rogm; Bm C Gcrwick, both of CoMord, and Eric
A. EgU, Wafanrt Oeek, aU of CaUf., anigBon to The Dow
OMmical Coapaay, Midland, Mich.

Filed JoL 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,451
iBt a^ AOIN 4S/4a 43/64: COTD 401/04. 405/14

UAa 71-92 30 Claima
1. A compound of the formula

R-Nj 2 ^N
IS 41

SO2—NH—C—NH—

R

wherem
X is an oxygen atom or a direct bond,
Y and Z each independently is a halogen atom, a Ci toQ

alkyl group, a Ci to C6 alkoxy group or a nitro group,
R is

Ri

wherein

R represents

AN N

wherein

each X' independently represents CF3, Q, H or Br with the
proviso that both of X' cannot be H;

Y represents CF3, Q or Br;

R' represents Ci-Cg alkyl, Cj-Q alkenyl, Cj-Q alkynyl,
C2-C6 alkoxyalkyl, CF3 or Ar";

Ar represents

R' and R^ each independently is a Ci toQ alkyl group or a
C| to C6 alkoxy group,

m and n each indq)endently is 0, 1 or 2, and
m+n^.
5. A method ofcombating weeds comprising inlying to the

weeds, or to a habitat thereof, a herbicidally effective amount
of a compound according to claim 1.

^"^W
Xn

4,474,601

HERBICIDAL ALKENYL BENZENESULFONAMIDE
Cli-wan Chen, SttTcr Spring, Md., and Giegory W. Schwfaig,

Lincofai UniTersity, Pa., assignors to E. L Dn Pont de Ne-
MMirs and Company, Wilmington, Dd.

DiiriaiM of Ser. No. 265,179, May 28, 1981, Pat No. 4»368,069,
which is a continnatioB-taHpart of Ser. No. 162,346, JnL 11, 1980,
abudoned. Ihls application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 42M79

Int a^ AOIN 43/64: CffTD 239/02
VS. CL 71—93 19 ciains

1. A compound selected from

I

N

wherem
each X indq)endently represents halo, Ci-C^ alkyl
-OCH3, -CF3. -OCF3, -NO2, -CN or -C02R2;

each n nidependently represents 0, 1 or 2; and
R2 represents C1-C6 alkyl

SOjNHCXJNHA

wherein

Ris
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-n-
R2 is C2-Cs alkenyl, Cs-Q cycloalkenyl or C2-C3 alkenyl

substituted with 1-3 chlorine atoms;

n is or 1;

Rl is H, F, a, Br, NO2, CF3, C1-C4 alkyl, OCF3 or C1-C3
alkoxy;

Rs and R6 are independently H or CH3;
Ais

-(b - -(oK' -<o
•^-< N N

N—

N

X is H, CH3, OCH3, OCH2CH3, OCH2CF3, CH2OCH3 or
CI;

Y is CH3, OCH3. OCH2CH3, NH2, NHCH3 or N(CH3)2;
ZisCH;
YiisH.CH3,OCH3orCl;
X2 and Y2 are independently CH3 or OCH3; and
Q is or CH2.
16. A compound of claim 1, N-[(4,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-2-

yl)aminocarbonyl]-2-(l-methylethenyl)benzenesulfonamide.

4|474,602

SUBSTITUTED PYRIDYL COMPOUNDS, HERBICIDAL
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USE

LowcD D. Markley, and John M. Soper, both of Midfauid, Mich.,
•iriVMrt to Hw Dow Chcurical Coovany, Midland, Mieh.

CoatfamatioB of Ser. No. 218,244, Dec 19, 1980, abaadoMd,
wUeh is a eoatiimrtio»4»farC of Ser. No. 97,262, Nof. 26, 1979,
•baadoMd. This apptteation Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,608

Lrt. a> AOIN 43/40: OnD 405/04. 213/26
U.S. CL 71—94 51 Claim

18. A herbicidal composition consisting essentially of an
inert carrier and a herlncidally effective amount of a com-
pound having the formula:

Z (D

wherein Z is

N

O
/ \
CH2^C—CH2Ca2X

I

CH2«C—CH20a2X

•continued

CHjY

HO—C—CH2Ca2X, or

CH2Y
I

Y—C—CH2Ca2X

wherein X is hydrogen, chloro or methyl; Y is bromo or
chloro; R is hydrogen, bromo, chloro, fluoro, Cm alkyl, Cm
alkoxy, trifluoromethyl or nitro, and n is 1 or 2, with the pro-
viso ^t at least one R substituent is other than hydrogen.

4,474,603

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN ORE PELLET
Marty K. Vadis, 3830 Fosrth Ave^ East, Hibbiag, Minn. 55746

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422^34
Int a.} aiB 7/08

U.S. CL 75—3 6 «^«i—
1. A method of forming an iron ore pellet which contains a

finely ground iron ore concentrate, the method comprising:
reducing water content of naturally found Oyttja to a maxi-
mum of S0%;

mixing the Gyttja with the finely ground iron orr, and
pelletizing the fbely ground iron ore and Oyttja to form a
green pellet.

4,474,604

METHOD OF PRODUCING HIGH-GRADE METAL OR
ALLOY POWDER

HMeU Nakaanva, Yongo; TakasU Megnro, Yasogi, and
Nobora Hanai, Yooago, all of J^aa, assignors to Hitachi

Metals, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDcd Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,044

Clafam priority, applicatioa Japan, Apr. 30, 1982, 57-73041

bt a^ BOIJ 2/02
U.S.a 75-0J B 5

1. A method of producing high-grade metal or metal alloy

powder, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a consumable electrode having a composition

substantially identical to the desired composition of said

powder, said electrode comprising the anode with respect

to the cathode of a plasma gun;

(b) maintaining said electrode and said cathode of said

plasma gun at a vacuum at a pressure in the range of from
about 10-' to 10-3 Ton...

(c) generating a plasma between said electrode and said

plasma gun such that a portion of said electrode is melted,

said molten material forming drops diqxned to fall from
said electrode onto the outer peri|riierBl surface of a sub-

stantially cylindrical roll;
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UJLa71-M J
L A ooapouad of the fonnate

£^
^Q-«^HKl-C-NH-ll

X is an oxyfen etom or • diract bond,
Y awl Z «Mh iadepaideMly it t hiloten etom. a C| to Ce

•Ikyl roup, a C| to CiaUcoxy group or a nitro gnwp,

wherein

X N N

wherein

each X' independently represents CF3, Ca, H or Br with the
proviso that both of X' cannot be I^

Y represents CF3, Q or Br,

R' represents Ci-Cg alkyl, C2-C6 alkenyl, C2-C6 alkynyl,
C2-C« allcoxyalkyl, CF3 or Ar";

At represents

R' and R^ each independently is a Ci to QalkyI group or a
C| toQ alkoxy groiq>,

m and n each independently ia 0. 1 or 2, and
m+n^M).
5. A method ofcombating weeds cmnprising allying to the

weeds, or to a haUtat thereof, a herbicidally effective amount
of a compound according to claim 1.

Xa

N

herbicidal alkenyl benzenesulfonamide
Cli-waB ClM% SOm Sprint, Md^ and Gregory W. Sehwfa«

LiMofai UnhcnHy, Pa^ asalgMin to E. L Du Pwrt de Nc-nn and Company, WOmlngton, Del
DMstai oTSar. No. 265,179, May 28, IMl, Pat No. 4,36I,IM9,

which ia a coirtinatk»tB.part ofScr. No. M2,3M,Jul 11, 1980,
I saiiBii. IMa application Sap. 27, 1982. Ssr. No. 4aMT9

lat Ca.3 AOIN 43/64; G07D 239/02
VS.a 71-i3 19

1

1. A compound selected firom

I

wherein

each X nidependently represents halo, Ci-Ct alkyl,
-OCH3, -CF3, -OCF3, -NO2, -CN or -C02R2;

each n nidependently represents 0, 1 or 2; and
R> reimsents C1-C6 alkyL

SO2NHOONHA

wherein

Rs aHl iU• MapoiidaMly H or CHj;

Ail

X Yi

N

.X2

N-N

Y2 Y2

X is H, CH3, OCH3, OCH2CH3, OCH2CF3, CH2OCH3 or

Y is CH3, CXM3, OCH2CH3, NH2, NHCH3 or N(CH3)2;

ZisCH;
YiisH,CH3.0CH3orCl;
Xiand Yiare independenUy CH3or OCH3; and

Q is or CH2.
16. A compound of chum 1, N-[(4,6Hlmiethoxypyrimidm-2-

yl)amiiK)caibonyl]-2-(l-niethylethenyl)benzenesulfonamide.

SUBSirrUTED PYRTOYL COMPOUNDS, HERBICIDAL
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USE

LowcD D. Markley, and John M. Soper, both ofMidfamd, Mich.,

aMivMin to Iha Dow ChMlcd Couvny, Midhmd, Mich.

CoiMtaMlion of Sar. No. 218,244^ Dec 19, 1980, abairiaMi,

which ia a eortiMatioM-hHpt of Sar. No. 97,282, Nof. 28, 1979,

ahMdoMd. Ilto opplicathM Jan. 19, 1982, Sar. No. 340,808

Iirt. a' AOIN 43/40; C07D 405/04, 213/26

UJS.a71-94 SI data*

18. A heibicidal composition consisting essentiaUy of an

inert carrier and a herbicidally effective amount of a com-

pound having the formula:

wmm

wharain X is hydrofn. drforo or Mbyt; Y is

chloro; R is hydrofan, bramo, chloro. fluoro. CMolhyl Cm
alkoxy. trMooronethyl or nitro. aiidaislar2.withthcpro-

viso that at least one R sobatitnent is other than hydrogen.

4,474,403

MEIHOD OF PRODUCING AN ORE PELLET
M«ty K. Va«a, 3830 Fourth Avcn Eaal, HibU« Mhm. SS744

FDad Sap. 24, 1982, Sar. No. 422,894

; Int O.) aiB J/08

U.S.a7»-3 iOalBB

1. A method of forming an iron ore pellet which contains a

finely ground iron ore concentrate, the method comprising:

reducing water content of naturally found Oyt^ to a maxi-

mum of 30%;
mixmg the Oyt^a with the findy ground iron ore; and

pelletiznig the findy ground iron ore and Oyt^a to form a

green pdlet.

4,474,404

METHOD OF PRODUCING HIGH-GRADE METAL OR
ALLOY POWDER

HideU Nakaanra, YoMgo; TakaaU Magara, Yarngl. and

Nobom Hanal, YoMgo, all of Japan, aaaignors to Hitachi

Metab, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDad Apr. 29, 1983, Sar. No. 490,044

plication Japan, Apr. 30, 1982, S7.73041

Int a.> BOU 2/02

U.S.a75-0JB «

^'
(D

wheremZis

O

CHj—c-CHaOOaX,

CH2«C-CH20Ci2X

1. A method of produdng high-grade metal or metal alloy

powder, sud method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a consumable dectrode having a composrtioo

substantially identicd to the desired compositioo of said

powder, said dectrode comprising the anode with respect

to the cathode of a idasma gun;

(b) n!y'«**"»«"B ^^ dectrode and said cathode of said

plasma gun at a vacuum at a pressure in the range of from

about 10-* to 10-3 Torr^

(c) generating a plasma between said dectrode and said

plasma gun such that a portion of said dectrode is mdted,

said molten materid forming drops diq>osed to Csll from

sakl electrode onto the outer peripherd surface of a sub-

stantially cylindricd roU;
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(d) pulverizing lud dropt by rotating said roU at high speed
and tliereby imparting energy to said drops; and

(e) solidifying said pulverized drops to form said powder.

4y474ttf05

PROCESS FOR REFINING HIGH-CHROMIUM STEELS
SdkU MiHid^ YoieU Uaada; Tokni Matno, aU of NiiUao-
iya; MmqtiU Tagm loke, aid HUmm Nak^ltan,
IkOTdEi, aO ofJapn, laigMn to SadtoM MetallndMtriea.
Ltdn Onka, Japaa

FQad Fab. 3, m2, Sar. No. 345,389
OriBM priority, appbcatioa Japn, Mar. 3, IMl, 56.30775

UL a.3 C21C 7/00

^^^_^^ • Clataa
1. A prooeas for refining high-Cr steel, which comprises

preparing molten iron in a top-and-bottom blowing converter,
heating the molten iron to a predetermined temperature, effect-
ing the decarburization of the thus prepared molten iron by
blowing oxygen gaa through a top hmce against the surface of
the molten iron to provide a motten steel while, as bottom-
blown gaa, initially mtrododng an ozygenKxmtaining gas into
the molten steel then chaagmg said bottom-blown gas to an
iatrt gaa when the carbon content of said molten steel is re-
dooed to a predetermined level higher than the level at which
the oiidatioB ofohrominm starta to occur so as to suppress the
oiidation of chromium, the molten steel being kept under
•tmoapheric preaaure in the top-and-bottom cmiverter during
production, and tapping the resulting molten sted out of the
ooBverter afler a^juating the steel composition.

4«474)606

COMPOSITION FOR CORROSION PROTECnON
USING METAL SIUODES OR ALLOYS OF SIUCON

li%ND METALS
P. McKaffway, Clanaoal, aad Vanoa P. Simpaoa,

laMk, both af GaUf., laaiffarB to Ocddcatal Chemi-
oi Corporatkm, Niagara FaOa, N.Y.
CoMmHiioa afSar. No. 13MM, Apr. 3, IMO, Pat, No.

43<e,3M, wUch laa fanfiMitiim.i»pgtefStr. No. 959,037,
Not. 1, 1971, ahaaduiid, wUek ia a coatiaaatio»>ln-part of Ser.

No. 758,295, JaiL 10, 1977, ahudoaad, wkkk ta a
coii^natlo».to.part ofScr. No. 56M03, Apr. 9, 1975, Pat No.
4*002,481. TUa appttcatkw Apr. 21, 1982, Sar. No. 370,314

bt CLi B05B 00/00; C04B 9/02
U.S.a 106-1.17 9Chfaia

1. A coating composition suitable for the protection of cor-
rodible metallic surfaces which comprises a binder and a filler,

the filler being present in an amount sufficient to impart corro-
sion-resistant characteristics to the coating composition and
comprising conductive metal particles and particles of a metal
composition consisting essentially of silicon and magnesium,
such a metal composition being unstable when introduced
alone into water.

of the Lanthanide group which group comprises metals having
atomic numbers from S7 to 71 inclusive.

9. A method of forming corroaion inhibiting particles com-
prising contacting an inorganic oxide having surface hydroxyl
groups with an aqueous solution containing cations of yttrium
or cations of one or more metals of the lanthanide group at an
initial pH in the range 3.5 to 7 which pH ia suflicientiy high for
the protons of the hydroxyl groups to be replaced by the
cations of yttrium or the lanthanide metal or metals, but which
is not so high as to cause precipitation of the cation hydroxide
or hydrous oxide and thereaf^r maintaining the pH within the
range 3.5 to 7, the pH being controlled by the addition to the
solution of a basic salt.

4,474,608
LOW SHRINKAGE MOISTURE RESISTANT SIUCA

• CONTAINING TUNG OIL COMPOSITIONS
Newton N. Goldberg. Pittsburgh, Pa., aaaignor to Weathishonae

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 471,118
Int CL^ C08L 97/00

VS.a 106-250 10 chiM
1. A low-shrinkage, hardenable composition comprising die

admixture of:

(A) a tung oil component, and
(B) a hardener component, comprising the admixture of:

(1) an anhydrous Lewis acid;

(2) a naturally occurring, medium drying, fatty oil, and
(3) an amount of submicroscopic silicon dioxide effective to

act as a water scavenger in the composition, where, in the
hardener component, the weight ratio of (anhydrous
Lewis acid):(submicroscopic silicon dioxide) is from about
(1M0.05 to 1).

4,474*607
METHOD OF INHIBmNG CORROSION USING

CATIONS
Briaa P. F. Goldia, North Chaam, awl John J. McQnoll, Qua.

barl^, both of bglad, aasigBors to The Britlah Petroleam
"' *^ By pj^ LowloB, Eoglaad

FDad Mar. 10. 196, Ser. N6. 474,208

•^,«, '''***'• »*«*» U«rf Rtafioa^ Mar. 19, 1982,
8208107

IM. CLi OMB 9/02
US.a 10^14J9 nOaims

1. A corrosion inhibitor comprising particles of an inorganic
-^^having cations chemically bound to the surfiice of the
partidea by ion-exchange with protons from hydroxyl groups
on the said snrftce, the cations bound to die particles being
releasable by ftirther ion-exchange characterised in that the
cations are cations of yttrium or cations ofone or more metals

4,474^609 ^^

RECRYSTALLIZATION.RESISTANT MONOAZO
PIGMENT MIXTURES OFHIGH TINCTORIAL

STRENGTH,.PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARATION
AND THEIR USE

nana Ehl, F^ankfturt an Mahi, and Refaihold DoAd, Bad Sodan
am Tamraa, both of Fed. Rap. of Germany, «ai«Min to Ho-
achat AkticBgeaellschaft, Fraakftnt am Mafa^ Pad. Rap. of
Germany
CoBtinnatioB of Sar. No. 364,767, Apr. 2, 1982, abandoned,
which ia a contlaaatlon of Sar. No. 104,778, Dec 18, 1979,
abandoned. TUa application Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 474*517
Ciafana priority, application Fad. Rap. of Germany, Dae. 20,

1978,2854974

Int a.3 C09D 5/Oa U/Ol- D06P 1/642
US. a. 106—288 Q 7 dahna

1. A recrystallization-resistant monoazo pigment mixture of
high tinctorial strength obtained by coupling a diazo compo-
nent comprising one or more diazotized amines of the benzene
series with a coupling component comprising one or more
acetoacetic acid arylamides, wherein from 0.1 to 20 contain
acid groups, and by subse^uendy reacting the reactive acid
groups of the product obtained by coupling, with one or more
quaternary cation-active compounds selected from the group
consisting of permethylated tallow pil-propylene diamine ha-
lides, permethylated N-stearoyl-diethylene-triamine halides,

and permethylated-N-stearoyltriethylene-tetramine halides.
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4^74^10
BUS BAR ARRANGEMENT OF ELECTROLYTIC CELLS

FOR PRODUCING ALUMINUM
Shorn Kato, aid Yainhlko Ujlaoto, both of Nagoya, Japan,

aailmwi to SoBltomo Ahnririim Sasrlthig Company, Lim-

Had, Oada, Japan

FDad Apr. 22, 1983, Sar. No. 487,691

Clalma priority, appUcatioa Japa, Apr. 30, 1982, 57-74171

Int CL3C25C J/08; i//6

U.S.a 204-243 M 5

the anode beam of the next cell, wherein a fractioa of the

busbars connected to the cathode bar ends on die upstream

side of the cell are passed under the cell, the configuration of

the busban in the cathodic part of the cell comprises:

a first group of busbars connected in the middle part of the

cell to 1(M0% of the upstream cathode bar ends are

passed singly under the cdl; and

a second group of busbars connected to the rest of the up-

stream cathode bar ends are led collectively on both sides

of said first group of busbars around the ends of the cell.

1. Apparatus for producing aluminum, comprising a plural-

ity of rectangular, electrolytic cells, disposed in at least one

row of a side-by-side arrangement of ceJls, each of said cells

comprising:

two long sides which are iqjstream and downstream with

respect to current flow along the row;

two short ends which are substantially parallel to the current

flow along the row;

a first plurality of cathode bus bars connected to cathode

current collector bus ban extending from the upstream

long side of the cell, a first portion of said first plurality of

bus bars being connected to at least one rising bus bar

located at the opatream long side ofa second, downstream

adjacent cell through at least one cathode bus bar pro-

vided below said cell and parallel to the length of the row

of cells;

' a second portion, which is the remaining portira of said first

plurality <tfbus bars, oouiectad to riaing bos bars provided

at the short ends of the second, downstream adjacent cell

throttf^ cathode boa bars extending along the outsides of

the short ends of the cdl;

a second plurality of cathode bus ban connected to cathode

current collectors extending from the downstream long

side of said cell, a first portion of said second plurality of

bus bars being cranected to at least one rising bus bar

. located on the upatipeam long side of the second, down-

stream adjacent cell; and

a second portion, which is the remaining portion of said

second plurality of bus bars, connected to rising bus bars

provided at the short ends of the second, downstream

adjaofnt cell through cathode bus bars extending along

the outsides of the short ends of the adjacent ceU.

M-

B HQ

# '

-3* 1«

wherein said second group of busbars connect up to firom

2-6 risers and conduct the whole of the electric current

from the upstream and downstream ends of the cathode

bars such that the variation in asymmetry of the current

from the upstream cathode bar ends lies between 3 and

30% wherein said first group of busbars are displaced,

with respect to the transverse axis of the cdl, 3-30% in the

direction away from the neighboring row ofcdls, and said

second group ofbusban are led around the end of the cdl

closest to the qathode bar ends in question.

4,474*6U

VERTICALLY EXTENDING PLATE ELECTRODE FOR
GAS-FORMING ELECTROLYZERS

Kari Lohibarg, Htaainalamm, Fad. Rap. of Germany, aaalffor

to Melallgiainsfhall AhUwgia illBrhafI, VnaUmi am Main,

Fad. Rap. of Garmny
FDad Ai«. 3, 1983, Sar. No. 520,068

dalw priority, appUoittai Fad. Rap. of Garamay, Ang. 3,

1982,3228884
bt a' C25B 9/00. 11/03

VS. CL 204—252 "

r
4^74*611

ARRANGEMENT OF BUSBARS FOR ELECTROLYTIC
REDUCTION CELLS

Jaa»>Marc Bhnc, Skrr^ Otto KMteh, Uarikon, and Hum
Pfiatar, DSbairiorf, aD of SwUatriand, aaalgnora to Swiaa

Atamhdim Ltd.. CUppia, Switaariaad

FDad Jan. 10, 1983, Sar. No. 503,034

Oaiw priority, appUcation SwHwIaad, Jan. 23, 1982,

3838/82
Inta'C25Ci//d

VS.a 204-243 M 13 Ctataa

1. An asymmetric arrangement ofbusban for conducting the

direct electric current firom the cathode bar ends of a trans-

verse fined salt redaction ceH used for prodocmg dummum to

1. In a gas-generating electrolysis cell having a vertically

oriented paasage:forming electrode juxt^oaed with a planar

member participating with the electrode in a gaa-ganaatiag
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dectrolysis action and wherein said passages aie horizontal

slit-like gq)S formed in said electrode, the improvement
wherein in combination:

each of said gaps is defined by an upper boundary and said

electrode has a forward planar surface juxtaposed with
and parallel to said member,

a loMirer limb of each of said g^M is defined by a rearwardly
extending portion having a break-away edge at the top
thereof located rearwardly of said surface, said rear-

wardly extending portion having a width less than that of
said surface in vertical direction, said upper boundary
being defined by a downwardly and forwardly extending
bevel terminating forwardly of said break-away edge and
having a gas-dividing line separating gas rising forwardly
of said surface from gas deflected rearwardly of said

electrode; and
the ratio between the horizontal distance O between said

gas-dividing line and said member and the horizontal

distance E between said break-away edge and said mem-
ber is less than 0.6.

while permitting ready detachment of the sheath from said

upper portion.

M74,613
ELECTRODE FOR FUSION ELECTROLYSIS

Dieter H. ZMIncr, dare, Ireland; FHcdrich Rlttnann, Nnrem-
berg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay; Jngt Lanterbach-Dammler, Nu-
renberg. Fed. Rep. of Gcniuuir, Konrad KozM, RSthenbach
ad. Pcpdta, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, and Christine ZoUner,
NareaAecg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignon to C. Conradty
Nlraberi GnbH 4k G». KG, Rothenbadi a.d. Peprits, Fed.

Rep. of Gcraaay
Filed Jan. 2S, 1M2, Set. No. 342,488

Cialmt priority, t^vUattion Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 28,

IMl, 31(0746

laL a' C25B 11/00: H05B 7/101
VS. CL 204-284 19 CMms

4^474^14
IMPURITY SEGREGATION IN COPPER BY
CONTROLLED COOLING TREATMENT

Claries Arcntan, Tncsoo, Aris., aarigaor to Attaatk Rlehflcld

Company, Los Angeles, CaUf.

Filed Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 444,294

Int OJ C25B 11/04; C21D 8/00
VS. CL 204—292 16 dainis

1. A method of treating molten partially refined copper
containing impurities to produce solidified partially refined

copper comprising controlling the cooling of said molten
partially refined copper to concentrate impurities in discrete

areas within the solidified partially refined copper, said con-
trolled cooling being for a time pniod sufficient to form coarse
grained cyrstals of copper and for said impurities to concen-
trate at the boundaries of said coarse grained copper crystals.

4^74,615
DIAPHRAGM FOR ELECTROLYSIS AND METHOD FOR

PRODUCnON THEREOF
ItsaaU Matsoda, and Tadao Takase, both of Yokduuna, Ji^a,

assignors to Showa Denko KX, Tokyo, Japan
Filed JoL 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,503

Int CL} C25B 13/08
VS. a. 20i-296 3 Claims

1. A diaphragm for electrolysis, said diaphragm comprising
a fibrous base material of asbestos or a mixture of asbestos and
fluorine-containing fibers wherein in the mterstices ofsaid base
material, a water-swellable micaceous mineral represented by
the following general formula is present:

W|.i.oPC2.5.3.o(Z40io)F2l

wherein W is Na and/or Li, X is Li and/or Mg, Z is Si and/or
Al, O is oxygen and F is fluorine.

4,474,616

BLENDING TAR SANDS TO PROVIDE FEEDSTOCKS
FOR HOT WATER PROCESS

Roasell G. Sodth, and Lanrier L. Schmnn, bodi of Edmonton,
Canada, assignors to PetroCaaada ExploratkM lae., Calgary;

Her Majesty the Qneen in right of the ProflMe of Alberta as

represeated by the Mlalalwr of Eaergy aad ^htwal Reaowm,
Edmontoa; PaaCaaadlaa PeUokhya LttHad, CalprTf Emo
Rcsoorces Caaada Limited, Calgary; Caaada-OtleB Serriee,

Ltdn CaigBry; Gulf Caaada Uaritad, Toraato; Alberta Eaergy
Company Ltd., Calgary; Hadsoa*i Bay Oil aad Gas GMBpnay
Limited, Calgary and Petrofiaa Cnada lac CUgvy, aU oi;

^tt49, a part interest

Filed Dee. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 561,118

Int. a' ClOG 1/04
UJS. CL 208—11 LE SCblais

1. A fused badi electrolysis electrode for use in producing
AL Mg, Na and Li and the like through a fused bath electroly-

sis process, said electrode comprising a metallic upper portion
having upper and lower ends, a repbceable lower portion of a
self-consuming or non-consumable material, a threadable inter-

connection joining said upper portion and ssid lower portion,
said upper portion including a cooling device having a feed
duct uid a return duct, said upper portion having at least in its

lower area a protective covering being constituted by a gener-
ally cylindrical sheath located about said upper portion and
extending to the lower end of said upper portion, the sheath
being made of mechanically and chemically resistant electri-

caBy conductive material, and means including a detachable
connection between sakl sheath and said upper portion of the
electrode detachably securing the sheaUi on said upper portion

MOSHTKMoOHiUOED

1. A process for extracting Wtumen from tar sand of varying

nature using the hot water process in an extraction circuit.
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wherein the tar sand is conditioned, by slurring it with hot

water and alkaline process aid with agitation, is diluted with

water, and is then retained in a quiescent condition to produce

primary bitumen froth, the improvement comprising:

selecting a first tar sand feed which, when slurried, is a

consumer of firee surfactants and a second tar sand feed

which, when slurried, is a producer of free surfactants;

and blending said first and second tar sand feeds and process

aid in the conditioning step in amounts selected to yield

substantially the optimum fine surfactant concentration, in

the aqueous phase of the process slurry for the circuit,

required to yield maximum primary froth recovery.

densation product, of an alkanolamine corresponding to

the formula 1

4,474,617

PTTCH FOR CARBON FIBERS
SciicU Ucaara, Tokyo; Shaakhi Yaanawto; Takao Hirooe,

N—R|

wherein

Ri is a /3-hydroxyalkyl group or inertly-substituted /3-

hydroxyalkyl group having 2 to S carbon atoms;

R2 is Ri, hydrogen, or an alkyl group of from 1 to 4 carbon

atoms; and

R3 is Ri, hydrogen, an alkyl group of from 1 to 4 carbon

atoms or a monovalent group corresponding to the for-

mula

Kato, Y<riKohaaa, all of Japaa, aarigaors to Nlppoa Ofl Corn*

paay, Liadted, Japaa

FDed Feb. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 465,329

ClafaBS priority, appHeatloa Japaa, Peb. 15, 1982, 57-21207;

Get 13, 1982, 57-178443

lat a' aOG 27/00: CMC 3/04. 3/02

VS.a 208-22 3 Claims

1. In the production ofcarbon fibers, a process for preparing

a pitch used therein comprisnug, heat treating a carbonaceous

p^ to form a content of S to 33 weight percent ofan optically

anisotropic region and oxidizing said treated pitch with air,

oxygen, ozone, nitrogen oxide, sulfiirous gas or mixtures

thereof, the oxidizing gas being introduced at a temperature of

about ISO* C. to about 400* C. and at a pressure of about 0.S to

about S.O scfh/Ib. of pitch for about S minutes to about 3 hours.

4,474,618

OVERNIGHT CLOUD AND COLOR IN LUBE
DEWAXING USING PLATINUM ZEOUTE CATALYST

Jeffrey R Yen, Swedsiboro; Arthar W. Chcitar, Ckcnry HIU,

aad Gvwood, William E„ Haddoafldd, an ofNJ., assigaon

to Mobfl Ofl Corporatioa, New Yorit, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 520,953

lat O? aOG 45/61 45/64

VS. CL 208-111 9 Claims

1. A process for producing an improved lubricant basestock

with a reduced tendency to form a haze after standing over-

night at subambient temperatures, said process comprising

contacting a waxy hydrocarbon firaction boiling within the

approximate range of 430* F. to 1030* F. and hydrogen at

dewaang conditions with a catalyst comprising ZSM-S crys-

talline aluminosilicate zeolite having contained thereon an

active noble metal hydrogenation component present as a

noble metal dispersion of at least about 0.30 and recovering a

dewaxed oil product

4,474,619

CONDmONER FOR FLOTATION OF COAL
Wilfred C Meyer, Robert D. Haaasa, both of MMbuid, MIeh.,

aad Robert E. HoAmt, Jr„ Lake Jaekaoa, Tex., aasi^ors to

Tie Dow rhiimli al Coapaay, Midhmd, MIdk
Coatlaaatioa of Ser. No. 109,724, Jaa. 4, 1980, abaadoaed,

whkh Is a eoatlaaatioB-ia-tart of Ser. No. 006,942, Jaa. 25,

1979, abaadoaed. Tito appUeatHm Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No.

311,380

lat a' B03D 1/14

UJS.a 209^166 nOalmi
1. A froth flotation process for benefidating coal which

comi»ises the steps of:

(a) classifynig the coal to separate particles of floution siz^

and

(b) floating the sized coal in a frothing aqueous medium

coaaprising a f^ oO collector and an effective amount of

a condensation product, or an acid derivative of the con-

Rs
/

II

N-(CH2),—

wherein

y is an integer 2 or 3;

R4 and Rs are independently Ri, hydrogen or an alkyl of

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

condensed with a fatty acid or fatty acid ester in a molar ratio

of at least about 0.8 mole fatty acid or fatty acid ester per mole

of the alkanolamine.

4,474,620 ^

APPARATUS FOR PURinCATION OF WATER BY ION
EXCHANGE

Jaam W. HaD, 1302 Dale St, Loagrlew, Tex. 75601

Filed Oct 20, 1983, Ser. No. 543,826

lat CL^ BOID 57/00

VS. CL 210-257.1 9 dataas

1. An apparatus for the purification of water by ion ex-

change wUch comprises:

upper storage means for untreated water;

a fluid tight intermediate water treatment means having an

inlet to receive water from said untreated water storage

mfsfff;

lower fluid tight storage means for treated water having an

inlet to receive water from said intermediate water treat-

ment means;

valve means with said lower storage means for selectively

withdrawing desired quantities of the treated water there-

firom; and

manometer vent means with said intermediate treatment

means and said lower storage means extending above the

level ofwater in said upper storage means to permit equal-

ization of the pressure between said upper storage means,

said intermediate water treatment means and said lower

storage means at all times, whereby water placed in said

upper storage means will flow frcmi the untreated water

"1
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•torafe mens throagli and mtennediate water treatment

means into said lower storage means to equalize pressures

in said upper storage means, said intermediate water treat-

ment OMans and said lower storage means when water is

withdrawn from said lower storage means by the opening

of said valve means.

/

1. A method (tit accelerating ashing rates of encapsulants in

a plasma environment comprising the step of exposing at least

one encapsulant to at least one gaseous plasma formed from
oxygen in a reactor and simultaneously expoong a halogen
substiciited hydrocarbon polymer ia solid form to a gaseous
plasma jet formed within a cavity in a grounded conductive

surfoce of said reactor.

4v47M22
COMPOSITION AND PROCESS FOR RECOVERING

AND UPCnUDING PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
hUtcAairt Fonttr, U Cdk Sibd dead, Fnmet, Mri^or to

SjL,

PCT No. PCr/FRtl/OOlfl, i 371 DMc Aag. !«, 1982, § 102(e)

Dtti Ail. 1«, 1M2, per Pub. No. WO82/02177, per Pah.
Data JaL S, 19t2

per FDed Dae. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 414^344
CUm priority, ap^ikatioa Fkaaec, Dae. 23, 1980, 80 27831

lat a) B08B 9/08: CUD 3/26, 3/30. 3/34
U.S.a 134-10 9 daima

1. A composition for recovering and upgrading sludge that

accumuhtes in vesseb for storing and transporting petroleum
products, comprising:

80 to 90% by weight ofa solvent made up off to | by weight
of at least one aliphatic hydrocarbon and i to i by weight
of at least one aromatic halogenated hydrocarbon of the

benzene or napthalene type; and
10 to 20% by weight ofa demnlsifying and dispersing ^ent

that is an aliphatic straight-chain oxyethytated amineated
derivative or a quaternary ammonium oompoufid,
wherein this agent is selected from the group of:

A. propyldiamines onto which are grafted oxyethlated

groups and an aliphatic chain R, to give a product of the

fiomula:

(CH2-CH2-0),-H

II-N-CH2-CH2—CHi—

N

\ (CH2—CHj—O,—

H

(C»a—CH2—OV—

H

wherein n, n', and n" are nrtegeis totalling fnm 3 to 9, and

M74,«21
METHOD FOR LOW TEMPERATURE ASHING IN A

PLASMA
Edward J. Saeeocio, aad Mark E. Holyeroai, both of Cohmibaa,
OMa. ifriOPBW to lafTBiUaad Tatcphoac aai

Corpanpaa, Now Yont, N.Y.

FOad Jaa. 14, 1982, Sar. No. 388,949

lat a^ B08B 7/00

U.S.a 134-1 17 <

B. a thiocyano derivative of a quaternary ammonium basic

compound, having the formula:

CH3
"

I^CH,

SCN—

N

I
CH2Q'

CH2Q

wherein (1) Q and Q' are both benzyl groups or (2) one ofQ
and Q' is a benzyl group and the other of Q and Q' is a satu-

rated aliphatic group.

8. A method of using a composition according to claim 1,

comprising dissolving the composition, in a proportion of firom
2 to 10% by weight, in a hydrocarbon; projecting the resulting

solution onto the sludge at a rate of20 in'/hoor to ISO m^/hour
at a pressure of from 2 to 15 bars in an amount representing

from S to 100% by weight of the weight of the sludge to be
treated; recycling the solution, as it progressively becomes
charged with the sludge, by means of pumps, pumping off the

resulting product and refixdng the petrokum ^udge.

4,474,423

METHOD OF PASSIVATING A SEMICONDUCTOR
BODY

Mkhael G. Adlerstein, WeOealay, Maaa^ aarifaor to Raytbaoa
Coavaay, Lexiagtoa, Maaa.

FOad Apr. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 371,857

lat a' HOIL 21/265. 21/205: BOU 17/00
VS. CL 148—1

J

12

1. A method for forming a semiconductor structure compris-

ing the steps of:

providing a semiconductor with a junction region therein;

exposing peripheral portions of the junction;

shadowing a first surface portion of the semicc^uctor, and
implanting particles into an unshadowed second portion of

the semiconductor and exposed peripheral portions of the
junction to convert such semiconductor portion and ex-

posed peripheral junction portion into a protective layer.

4,474,424

PRCXXSS FOR FORMING SELF-AUGNED
COMPLEMENTARY SOURCE/DRAIN RECOONS FOR

MOS TRANSISTORS
JameaA Matthew*, Saata Clara, CUif., aaigaor to brtd Cbrpo-

ratioB, Santa Clara, CUif.

FOad JaL 12, 1982, Sar. No. 397,055

lat CL> HOIL 27/245

U.S. CL 14»-L5 17 OaiBM
1. In the ftbrication ofcomplementary metal-oxide-semicon-

ductor (CMOS) transistors on a silicon substrate, the improve-

ment comprising the steps of:

subjecting said substrate to a doping step so as to form first

source and drain regions of a fim conductivity type for

first transistors;

growing an insulative layer on said substrate such that a
thicker insulative oxkle layer is formed over said first

source and drahi regwns than over VnuAan for second

source and drain regions fbr second transistors;
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subjecting said substrate to ion implantation with ions of a

second c<»duetivity type at an energy level selected such

that said thicker insulative layer substantially blocks said

at least 0.3 m moles per Uter of an organic chelating agent

and

ions of said second conductivity type, thereby forming

said second source and drain regions,

whereby CMOS transiston are formed in said substrate.

4,474,425

MEIHOD FOR SUPERFICIAL ANNEALING OF
SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS USING PULSED

MICRO-WAVE ENERGY
Jooaph Cohaa, VcaoB-CHcrea; Gaorgea lanriaoa, St Martia

D'Hcraa, aad Pierre Chaaavicr, Mcyiaa, aU of Fraaca, aaaiga-

on to Caatre Natkaud DaU Rachereba Sdeatiflqaa, Paris,

France

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,441

ClaiiH priority, appUcatkm Fkaaee, Sap. 29, 1981, 81 18454

lat a^ HOIL 21/263: H05B 9/03

U.S.a 148-1

J

7

/

1. A method for annealing the sur&ce of a semiconductor

material in a cavity resonator, comprising the steps of:

placing the semiconductor material within the cavity resona-

tor with the surface of the semiconductor mateiial form-

ing a reflecting wall portkm c^the cavity resonator, and

coupling microwave energy having a preselected duration,

power, and frequency to the cavity resonator for substan-

tially instantaneously unpfW"B ^ surface of the semi-

conductor material forming the reflectnig wall portkm of

the cavity resonator by skin effect

4,474,424

SOLUTION AND PROCESS FOR THE CHEMICAL
CONVERSION OF METAL SUBSTRATES

Jaaa^laada Laanrct Bctbaae; Sarge Goaiatt, Leatraa, aad

DIdiar BoaUagaiaa, Bctbaaa, an of F^aaea, aariSBors to Ro-

qaattc Fkaraa, Leatraa^ Fhmee
FOad Aa«. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 519,318

Oafaas priority, appUeattaa FriMa, Aag. 3, 1982, 82 13550

IatCL>C23F7/;0
U&ai48-4.I5Z 2iaatai

1. Add sohitxm for the chemical oonverskm of metallic

substrates, comprising:

at least 0.2 m moles per liter of a polyphosphate, soluble in

water and of the formula (X P03)ii in whkh nS3 and in

which X is an aflcali, alkalrae earth metal or ammonium,

at least 0. IS ofqt-g the zinc ion, the pH being brought to the

desired value by means of an inorganic acid selected from

the group comprising sulphuric hydrochloric and nitric

acid.

4,474,427

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING STEEL BARS AND
TUBES WTTH CXX)D MECHANICAL

CHARACTERISTICS
PUltppe Maltraplerra; Baraard Haritkr, both of AlbartriOe;

Jahaa Roflta-Varaia, aad Afada Wyekaart both of StMltrc-

ks*Raaiparts, aU of FIraaca, aaaipors to Ugiae Adcrs, Pa-

FDad No?. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,441

Claim priority, appUcatloB Fraaca, Apr. 22, 1982, 82 07281

lat a' C21D 8/10

U.S.a 148-12 B 10 ClalaH

1. A method of producing steel bars or tubes with a predomi-

nantly fine bainitk structure, an elastic limit over SSO MPs
(U.S. equivalent 56. 1 kg/mm^) and a resilience over 80 J/cm^

(U.S. equivalent 4,570 Ib/in^) in the raw sttte of hot rolling

which comprises the steps of:

manufacturing a steel containing in % by mass:

C 0.060 to 0.120,

Si 0.30 to 0.70,

Mn 1.30 to 2.00.

Nb 0.050 to 0.120,

B 0.0025 to 0.0060.

Al 0.040 to 0.080,

N<0.010,

V<0.120,

customary impurities, among which the total of the metallic

impurities such as Ni, Cr, Cu, Mo does not exceed 1.0,

remainder Fe;

hot transformmg said steel with a final controlled rolling in

the form of bars at a temperature between about 1000* and

700* C. in a single heat with a reduction rate of the initial

section of at least 50%.

7. Steel ban or tubes with a predominantly fine-gram bai-

nitic structure, an elastic limit 25 mm below the surfsce over

SSO MPa (U.S. Equivalent 56.1 kg/nun^ and a resilience over

80 J/cm^ (U.S. equivalent toughness over 4,570 Ib/in^) which

have the following conposition in % by mass:

C 0.060 to 0120,

Si 0.30 to 0.70,

Mn 1.30 to 2.00,

NbO.OSO to 0.120,

Al 0.040 to 0.08a

B 0.0025 to 0.0060,

N ^0.010,

V §0.120,

customary impurities, among which the total of metallic

impurities such as Ni, Cr, Cu, Mo does not exceed 1.0,

remainder Fe.
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4,474,C28

SLURRY EXFIX)SIVE WTTH HIGH STRENGTH
HOLLOW SPHERES

Walter B. Swiweeks, Oramnd SoBBd O. Stock, West Jordan,
both of Utah, aarignon to IRECO Chcodeals, Salt Lake aty,
Utah

FUed JnL 11, 1963, Scr. No. 512,467
lot a^ COCB 45/02

MS, CL 149—21 10 Claliu
1- A cap-^ensitive water-in-oil emulsion explosive which is

resistant to dead pressing comprising a water immiscible liquid

organic fuel as a continuous phasr, an emulsified aqueous
inorganic oxidizer salt solution as a discontinuous phase; an
emulsifier; and as a density reducing agent, small, hollow,
dispened spheres having a strength such that a maximum of
about 10% of the spheres by volume collapse under a pressure
of SOOpal

4,474,630

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC
BLOOD VESSEL PROSTHESES

Heinrich Planck, Rottenberg, aad Peter Ehricr, Reutliiigen,

both of Fed. Rq». of Gcrmaay, aailgDon to IntCTmedicat
GmbH, EnuMabmcke, Swftnrlaad
CoBtinatioa of Ser. No. 336,111, Dec 30, 1981, abudoMd,
which is a coBtiBaatioB of Ser. No. 127,157, Mar. 4, 1980,

abaodoMd, which is a di?isi0B of Scr. No. 11,574, Feb. 12, 1979,
abaodoMd. TUa applkatioi Oct 18, 1962, Ser. No. 435,147
OaiBH priority, appUcattoa Fad. Rep. of GeraHny, Feb. H

1978,2806030

lat a.3 A61F 1/00: B32B 1/08
U.S. a. 156 62.4 11

4,474,629

OIL SHALE RETORTING PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
EXPLOSIVES

Eari D. York, and DarreU D. Porter, both of Eogicwood, Goto.,
•arigBon to Staodard Ofl Coapaoy dndiaaa) and Golf Oil
Corp., both of CUcago, m.

FDad Oct 24, 1963, Ser. No. 545,055

lat a^ D03D 23/00
UjS. CL 149—109.6 23 ri«<»f

X
,a7%^

1. A method for producing a tube-like synthetic blood vessel
prosthesis on a support means comprising:

directing e compressed air medium along and surrounding a
nozzle, aspirating a solution of a polymer through said
nozzle into said compressed air medium surrounding said
nozzle to form individual polymer fibers, directing said

compressed air toward said support means, forcing the
formed polymer fibers by means of the compressed air

medium onto said support means to form a fiber beard
thereon, tilting said support means at a first angle reUitive

to the direction in which the polymer fibers are forced and
simultaneously rotating said support means about its longi*

tudinal axis to wind the beard of polymer fibers on said

support means on an angle relative to the longitudinal axis

of tile support means.

1. A process for producing an explosive, comprising the
steps of:

retorting raw oil shale at a sufficient temperature to liberate

an effluent product stream of hydrocarbons containing
particulates of oil shale dust comprising clay, calcium,
magnesium oxide, carbonates, silicates, and silicas; and

separating a fraction of shale oil containing from 0.1% to
6S% by weight oil shale dust; and

mixing from 90% to 98% by weight ammonium nitrate

selected from the group consisting essentially of prilled

ammonium nitrate, granular ammonium nitrate, flaked
ammonium nitrate, and ammonium nitrate coated with an
antisetting agent, comprising less tiian about 2% by
weight substantiaUy inert material wiUi said fraction of
shale oil containing said whale oil dust to produce said

exptoaive.

4,474,631

PILE TEXTILE ARTICLES AND PROCESS AND DEVICE
FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

Pierre Gro^Jeais, LyoM, Fhnee, aaaigoor to Rhooe-Pooleiic-
Textile, Paria, Fkvnce

CoirtiBiiatioo of Ser. No. 240,814, Mar. 5, 1981, Pat. No.
4,394,200, which is a cootiMMtioa of Scr. No. 84,638, Oct 5,

1979, abaadoned. Thia appiicatioa No?. 29, 1962, Scr. No.
445,048

Claims priority, appUcatiOB Fhuce, Oct 13, 1978, 78 29473;
Oct 13, 1978, 78 29474; Oct 13, 1978, 78 29475

bt a^ B32B 5/00
U.S.CL156—72 6ClaiaH

1. In a process for introducing pile textile elements, said

elements being in the form ofa bundle ofa plurality of substan*
tially parallel filamentary textile materials having a base stably

joining tiie materials at one end of the bundle, into a flexiUe
extruded meshed grid, said grid being formed from a plurality

of intersecting longitudinal and transverse members defiwiiig

the open meshes of said grid, said members being joined at

their points of intersection, the improvement comprising said

grid having an extensilnlity of at least 40%, a permanent defor>

mation of less than S% and an immfdiafr deformation of less

than 10%, wherein' the diameter of the pile textile dement is
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slightiy greater than the open meshes of said grid wherd)y said

grid provides a support for and firmly holds in place within

said open meshes tiie pile textile elements, and wherd)y said

extensibility facilitates insertion of said pile textile elements

into the open meshes of said grid, and said permanent and
immediate deformations assure that the inserted pile textile

elements are held in place within the open meshes of said grid,

providing a tool for inserting said pile textile elements into

the open meshes of said grid, said inserting tool compris-

ing a cone^haped strong hollow member open at its wide

end, stop means inside the cone^haped hollow member
for positioning a pile textile element when seated thereon,

said cone^haped hollow member possessing an opening

along at least one generatrix, and a manual gripping means

extending from the narrow end of said cone-shaped hol-

low member, said tool being insertable in and through the

glass is supported by the foam and is isolated by the insula-

tion from expansion and contraction of the tank.

7. The method of forming a one-piece insulated jacket for a

railroad tank car of the type comprising a metal tank supported

by a plurality of body bolsters, which insulated jacket will

permit expansion and contraction of the tank body due to

heated contents therein, and using the metal exterior of the

tank as a mold including the steps of:

adhesively securing an insulating layer to substantially the

entire exposed exterior of the tank, said insulating layer

open meshes of said grid with one of said pile textile

elements seated within the hollow member,

inserting a pile textile element into said hollow member with

the base of said element seated on said stop means,

passing said tool, with the aid ofsaid manual gripping means,

through an open mesh of said grid while the pile textile

element b seated within said cone-shaped hollow member,

such that the narrow end of said cone-shaped member
passes through the mesh before the wide end of said mem-
ber, said hollow member causing the expansion of said

open mesh as said hollow member passes therethrough,

and
removing the cone^haped hollow member from the grid to

allow said open mesh to return to its original configura-

tion so that said grid will firmly grip and hold said pile

textile element near said base, within said open mesh.

4,474,632

METHOD OF FORMING A COMPOSITE FOAM
INSULATED JACKET FOR A RAILROAD TANK CAR

Charlca L. Spaca, P.O. Box 164, Elkhoni, Wia. 53U1
Contiinatioa of Ser. No. 36,364, May 7, 1979, abaadoiMd. litis

appUcatiOB Sep. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 305,979

Int CL3 B29D 27/04

U.S. a. 156—78 14 Claims

1. A method of forming a one-piece lightweight insulated

jacket for a railroad tank car of the type comprising a metal

tank supported by a plurality ofbody bolsters, which insulated

jacket will permit expansion and contraction of the tank body

doe to heated contents therein, and using the metal exterior of

the tank as a mold including the steps of:

(a) applying a layer of insulation upon the tank entire exte-

rior with the insulation adhering to said exterior,

(b) spraying a one-piece layer of foam, coextensive with said

layer of insulation and thicker than the insulation, in an

adhering manner to the insulation exterior such that the

foam provides a seal at the body bolsters to protect the

insulation and the tank firom weather and the foam is

supported directiy by the insulation, said insuhition pro-

viding a heat barrier between the exterior of the tank and

said foam and operating to protect the foam against expan-

sion and contraction of the tank body, and

(c) applying an exterior fiberglass coat coextensive with and

upon the foam, with the fiberglass coat adhering to and

forming the outer cover for the foam such that the fiber-

comprising a sprayed foam layer which forms a substan-

tially weatherproof barrier around the tank and provides a

seal at the body bolsters in order simultaneously to insu-

late the tank and to protect the tank against weather; and

applying a rigid exterior fiberglass layer directly to the

sprayed foam layer adhesively, without fasteners extend-

ing between the exterior layer and the tank;

said insulating layer effective to accommodate differential

expanaon between the tank and the exterior fiberglass

layer and operating to suspend and hold the exterior fiber-

ghM layer around the tank.

4,474,633

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING RADIAL TIRES
George T. Watta, North CaMM, Ohio, aaaigaor toHe Goodyear

Tfare A Rnbbcr Company, Akron, Ohio

FUed Jon. 3, 1962, Scr. No. 384^11

lot CL^ B29H 51/16, 17/26

U.S. CL 156-111 1 Claim

1. A method of manufacturing a low aspect ratio radial

earthfflover tire, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing an unvukumized first-suge radial tire carcass;

(b) providing a pre-assembled tread reinforcing structure

that is attached by means fbr attachment to an inner cir-

cumferential surface of an annular ring, said tread rein-

forcing structure comprising at least two tread reinforcing

plies and at least one circumferential wrap of substantially

inextensible restrictor band material located radially out-

wardly of said tread reinforcing plies, said restrictor band

material comprising nylon cords which are substantially

parallel to each other and have a substantially zero-degree

orientation with respect to the mid-circumferential plane

of said radial tire carcass, said restrictor band material

thereby preventing expansion of the unvulcanized radial

tire carcass beyond a predetermined outside diameter at its

mid-cireumferential plane;

(c) mounting said first-stage radial tire carcass on a bladder

assembly and introducing inflation pressure into said blad-

der assembly to maintain said tire carcass in a fixed rela-

tionship with said bladder assembly;
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(d) ineitiBg nid bladder awembly, with said tire carcass
mooated theieoii, mto said annular ring such diat said
pre aMeubled tread reinforcing structure is aiially cen-
tered with respect to said first-stage radial tire carcass,
then increasing the inflation pressure in said bladder as-
semUy such that said first-stage radial tire carcass expands
into a toraidal-like shape and becomes adhered to said
tread reinfiorcing structure

(e) removing said annukr ring from around said tiead rein-
forcing structure, leaving said tread reinforcing structure

aUed with said radial tire carcass;

(f) ^ymg tread material circumferentially riwut the un-
vnkian iifd radial tire carcass manufiictured in step (e) to
form an unvukaaiied radial tire, and continuing to main-
tain an internal inflation pressure in said bladder assembly;
and

(g) placing the unvakanized radial tire and bladder sasembly
into a curing mold having a tread ring with an inside
diameter sufficient to receive said unvulcanized tire, and
vulcaniiing said tire.

M74^f34
PMXXSS FOR PRODUCING A LAMINATED FILM OR

SHEET STRUCTURE
TiteinU Hinaka, Wtgl, airi le^tl n«yodri. Tokyo, both of

Japaa, iiilpiii te MHwi Pstrnfhsmk al IiadBatiIca, Lti^
Tohjra, Apan
CsHlMtiaa efSsr. No. in^MO,A^ 2t» IMO, ahMiPMd.
wUch ii a «TWoa ar Ssr. Na. 7MC7. Ai«. 30, 1979, Pat No.
4^279397. IMi iwHriH iB Apr. 7, 1912, Ser. No. 36M30
OataM frimftr, ippHtitfia Japa% Aag. 31, 197S, S3-10563«

ULCL^KSD 23/04
UJB.a lS(-a44J3 6aaim8
L A process for produdng a huninated fihn or sheet struc-

ture wUdi comprises

(1) formiBg by mdt-extrusion two layers of synthetic lesin
tubular films arranged concentrically in a spaced-apart
relationship and having different orientation temperatures
ftom each olher, the outside layer of fihn having a lower
orientatioo temperature than the inside layer of film,

(2) mdt-adhering the mterior surfoce ofthe outside layer and
the exterior snrfooe of the inside layer at a temperature at
which die iaskie ami outside tubular fihn layers are melt-
adhered to each other,

(3) imparting a motion capable of inducing hdical orienta-

tion to the melt-laminated tubular film thus formed by
means of two contacting tube guides having a rehttive

rotational qwed difference and an annular suction slit

provided on each of the two contacting tube guides at a
temperature which is within the range of the orientation

temperature of the inside layer but is outside the range of
the orientation temperature of the outside layer, and

(4) while or after taking up the resulting melt-laminated
tubular fUm in the flattened state, bonding the opposing
interior surfiKxs ofthe inside layer through an adhesive to
f(mn a laminated film or sheet structure so that the direc-
ticms ofthe monoaxial orientation of the film m a direction
oblique to the l<mgitudinal direction thereof which is

caused by the helical orientation cross each other.

4t474»63S
MEIHOD OF SELECTIVE BONDING OF TEXTILE

MATERIALS
I W. Adama, Aaban, Man aaripaor to The Gates Corpora-

tkM, Deimr, Colo.

t «r Ssr. No. 29MM, Aag. 27, 19n«
lUs appBcatioB Sep. 2, 1963, Scr. No. 528,886

lBta>B29Ci/00
U.S. CL 156—345 6<

1. A method erf"producing a buninate panel which conq)rises:

providing a first non-woven fabric having at least one outer
kyer including a thermoplastic fiber material, said ther-

moplastic fiber material having a melting pdnt which is

lower than the melting point of the residue of the first

fabric;

heating said first fidwic to a point above the mdting pomt of
said thermophMtic fiber material, but beh>w the mdtmg
point of said residue;

inserting said heated first iUmc within a mold including a
male uKrid half and a female moM half, said female half

inchiding a cavity and said male half inchiding a project-

ing portion partially inserted within said cavity, the sur-

feces defining said cavity and said projecting portion

defining a space therebetween;

inserting a secrad fabric witUn saidmoM between said mold
halves;

inserting a piece of adhesive4te pdytaaic resin foam be-

tween said first and second febcies within said mcrid, said
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piece offoam being at least partially positioned within said

space;

qiplying pressure by means of said mold such that a portion

of said molten thermoplastic fiber material of said first

febric penetrates said second fabric; and
cooling said first fabric such that a mechanical bond is

formed between said first and second fabrics, said piece of

foam being locked between sakl first and second fabrics

but free (tf adhesive bonds to the first and second fabrics.

4^4,638
DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL AND

OPTICAL CABLES
Gifeter Etasle, Maaieh, Fed. Rep. of Gcrasany, assi«Mr to

SicBCM Aktiengesellschsft, Bcrlia * Mnaich, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 462,011

Cfadais priority, ^pUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gerauuiy, ¥A. 26,

1982,3207083

lat CLi B29D 11/00
VS.a 156-494 13 Claims

4^474,636

FABRICATION OF COMPOSTTE ARTICLES
Ben R. Bogaer, Whaatoa, DL, assizor to QO Cbeadcais, Inc^

Clitpagft, HL
DhiskM of Scr. No. 318,958, No?. 6, 1981, Pat No. 4,439,568.

lids appUcatkM Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,040

bt CL3 O09J 5/00

VS.a 156—327 3 Oahu
1. In the fabrication ofcon^wsite articles wherein a binder is

employed, the improvement which consists in employing as

the binder a resinous fiuan binder diluted with hydroxymethyl-

fiirfural in an amount of about S to 25% by weight of the

binder composition.

4,474,637

LABELING MACHINE AND LABEL
r, Wappsrtal, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, asslgBor to

Otto Brand GmbH, Wqpertal, Fed. Rep. of Gennaay
Filed Jna. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,900

Claima priority, appUeatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 27,

1980, 3024138; Sep. 26, 1900, 8025802[U]

brt. CL' C09J 5/01' B29C 17/00- B32B 31/16: D06C 15/00

VS,a 156-380J 6 Clafans

16 18 15

1. In a device for manufacturing a cable having at least one
lead received with a filling compound in an outer casing, said

device including means for extruding an outer casing having an

annular extrusion opening being formed by a nipple with a

bore received in an outer member, means for introducing each

of the leads into said casing as it b extruded and filling means

for supplying a filling compound into said casing with said

leads, the improvements comprising the means for introducing

leads including a guide tube through which the leads are intro-

duced, said guide tube extending through the filling means and

through the nipple and opening of the means for extruding, and

a second tube surrounding the guide tube, said second tube

extending fixnn the filling means at least through the nipple and

opemng of said means for extruding, said second tube receiving

the filling compound and conveying it along the guide tube for

discharge mto the fieshly extruded casing.

L In a machine for making folded labels from textile material

which mcludes a label deUvery means and a label folding and

ironing means, said labd delivery means being cycUcally oper-

able to sequentially deUver labels to said label folding and

ironing means and said hdiel folding and ironing means being

operable to first fold each label deUvered thereto, so a& to

provide it with a main portion and at least one folded over fold

portion, and to then iron each so-folded label, the inq>rove-

ment wherein said machine also mcludes an ultrasonic sealmg

means to which each said folded and ironed label is passed, said

ultrasonic sealing means including a sonotrode for contacting

each folded and ironed label, a sound head mounting the sono-

trode and an ultrasonic generator cmmected to the sound head,

said ultrasonic generator operating said sound head such that

the sonotrode connected thereto will cause each fold portion

of each folded and ironed label which it contacts to be ultra-

sonically sealpd at a jomt to the main portion and for the joint

itsdf to be manually rippable.

4,474,639

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROCESSING
INDIVIDUAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS INTO
FILM-MOUNTED, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

(MICROPACKS)
Otmar Frita, Neakcferloh, Fed. Rep. of Gciauuiy, aaaigBor to

SiaBMBS Aktiengsadlachaft, Dcrlla Jk Maaidi, Fed. Rep. of

Filed Aug. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 52M40
OabM priority, applkathm Fed. Rep. of Genmy, Ssp. 20,

1982,3244744

lit a^ BOIJ 17/00

vs. a. 156-556 12 O^h
1. A device for processing individual integrated circuits

(chips) into film-mounted int^rated circuits (micropacks),

comprising:

a carrier |date having a very levd planar upper surfeoe and

feteicated of a material exhibiting poor thermal ooodoc-

tivity, and
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a matrix plate secured to aid upper surface and having
I arraaged matrix-like for receiving said chips,

is approximately 2 degreesC below said liquidus tempera-
ture; and

removing said substrate from said HgCdTe melt;
wherein said step of removing said substrate is performed

with said substrate in a vertical position.

to

wherein said reoenet are essentially rectangular having
trapexoidal projectioas projecting inwardly from the
edges for abutment with said chips.

4,474,641

METHOD OF DRAWING A SOJCON ROD
Adrianns M. J. G. vanRaa, EiMfliofen, Nctheriaada,

VJS. Philips Corporattom New York, N.Y.
FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,582

Clahu priority, appikatioB Nethcriaods, Apr. 29, 1981,

iat Ca.3 C30B 15/10
U.S. CL 156-^17 SP 1 Claim

4,474y640
IN SmJ DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS FOR

HGCDTE LPE
Onv-Faig Wal^ FfaoM, Tcl. aaripor to Texas loitnuncnti

iMorporatad, DaUaa, Tei.

FDad Dae. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,301

bt CL> C30B 19/10
UAaiS6-601 aCialms

mimMn nut. nimt

M^OBt

1. A method for controlling crystal growth of a desired
material, comprising the steps of:

providiiig a open^le reactor to contain a melt of said de-
sired material;

providing a neutral body;

fiimance beating said neutral body and said reactor in mu-
tual proximity;

diflbentiaUy sensing the temperature difference between
said neutral body and said melt;

identifyiag the liquidus temperature of said melt at a sharp
change in the temperature difference detected by said
differential sensing step; and

cooling said melt at a desired rate to a desired temperature
bctow said liquidus temperature, to effect a desired crystal
growth sequence;

wherein said mdt is HgCdTe, and wherein said liquidus
temperature is kientified as the second sharp change in
temperature difference detected by said differential sens-
ing step as sakl reactor is heated;

wherein saM HgCdTe compi ises tellurium-rich HgCdTe;
and ftmher comprising the step of dipping a substrate of
CdTe m sakl HgCdTe meh to effect liqukl phase eintaxy;

and farther comprising, after sakl step of identifying sakl
hquktes temperatuie, the steps of:

br^ng sakl HgCdTe mdt to a temperature of about 1

degree above sakl kientified Uquklus temperature;
"wwwing Mid CdTe substrate in said HgCdTe mdt;
oooBng addHgCdTe mdt at a rate m the range of 0.003 to

0.05 degreesC per minute, down to a temperature whk:h

1. In a method of drawing a moncrystalline silicon rod from
a silicon melt in a quartz crucible, the improvement comprising
the steps of

*

shaping a quartz crucible into the form of a truncated cone,
wherein said truncated cone has an apical angle 2(^, a silicon

rod to be drawn has a radius Re and said crucible has a
bottom with a radius R* with such parameten bearing the
relatkm

•in^-I-(j?e2/J?«Xiiid

wherein sakl ratk) Rc/R* is smaller than 0.9S.

4,474>642

METHOD FOR PATTERN-WISE ETCHING OF A
METALUC COATING FILM

HIsasU Nakaae, lawaiaU; Mmeo Nakayanm, Tokyo; AUra
HaaUmoto, YokohaiM, and Toahfldro NiaUamra, KawasaU,
aU of Japan, aaaigwMV to Tokyo DensU Kagdn Co., Ltd.,
KawasaU, Japan

FUed Jnl. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,793
OaiBH priority, appikation Japtt^ JoL 20, 1982, 57-125078

Int CLi C23F l/Ol' B44C 1/22; C03C 15/00 25/06
VS.a 156-643 12 dalns

1. A method for pattern-wise etching of a metd film on the
surface of a substrate which comprises the steps of:

(a) forming a fihn of a metd on the substrate;

(b) forming a subskliary masking layer mainly composed of
sihcon dk>xkle on the fihn of the metd;

(c) forming a layer of an organic resist materid sensitive to
actimc rays on the subsktoy masking layer,

(d) patterning of die hiyer of the organk resist materid,
thereby forming a patterned organic resist layer;

(e) pattern-wise etcldng of the subskUary maskmg layer
through the patterned organic resist layer as the mnk,
thereby forming a patterned subsklMry masking hiyer;

(0 pattera-wise etching of the fihn of the metd through the
patterned subsidkry masking layer as the mask with a
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chlorine-contafaiing etching gas, therd>y formmg a pat-

terned layer of the metd; and

(g) removing the patterned subskliary masking layer from

the surface of the patterned layer of the metd.

4,474^643

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE MOISTURE
CONTENT OF A FIBER WEB AND APPARATUS FOR
ACCOMPLISHING THE METHOD AND A PAPER
MAKING MACHINE FOR ACCOMPLISHING THE

METHOD AND A PAPER MAKING MACHINE WTTH AN
APPARATUS FOR ACCOMPLISHING THE METHOD

Rolf W. LindUad, HeWnU, Finland, assignor to Albany Inter-

nattoad Corp., Meaands, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 12, 1979, Ser. No. 74,731

Cldns priority, applieatkm Swadea, Sep. 25, 1978, 7810014

Int a' D21F 11/00

VS. CL 162-198 2 Claims

firom each other in the cross machme directk» to define a

plurdity of air passages extending from the front wall to the

rear wdl of the plenum and having the same radhis of curva-

ture as the ribs so that the open end of the plenum chamber

commumcates with the back skle of sakl fdt thereby permit-

ting air flow from plenum through the fdt with minimum
^obscuratkm by the ribs, means for seaUng the peripherd edges

of the open end with the felt to prevent escape of air from the

plenum dong the surface of the felt, and means for supplying

conditioning air at a pressure of between 3 and IS inches of

Mercury to the plenum chamber to flow therethrough in a

directkm substantially radially of the fdt and for passing

1. A method for controllmg the moisture profile of a fiber

web across the width thereof during its movement through a

drying section of a paper-making machine, said drying section

including drying cylinders carrying a hygroscopic cloth, com-

prising Ae steps of:

moisturizing certain zones of the hygroscopic ctoth by ccm-

trolling spraying means located between successive dry-

ing cylinders;

controUmg sdd spraying means by transmitters arranged at

the fiber wd) at a position after the web has passed

through a group of drymg cylinders;

introducing sakl hygroscopic cloth between sdd fiber web

and one of sakl drying cylinders, thereby at least partially

vaporizing the moisture provided within sdd cloth in a

direction outwardly from sdd cylinder against sdd fiber

web, the vapor condensing in a pait of sakl fiber web

corresponding to said zonewise moisturizing.

4,474,644

FELT CONDITIONING SYSTEM FOR PAPERMAKING
MACHINES AND THE LIKE

Ole Poalam, 185 Edward St, FaMdd, Con. 06430

CoattauMthM of Ser. No. 494,965, May 16, 1983,

wUeh is a coathnatkia of Ser. No. 436,153, Oet 22, 1982,

abandoaad, wUch is a coatfaaatkM of Ser. No. 293,948, Aag. 18,

1981, abandoned, wUeh is a coatiBaatkNi-la-part of Ser. No.

203,984, NoY. 4, 1980, abaadoaed. lUs applieatkm Oet 24,

1983, Ser. No. 544,523

Int a^ BOOB 5/00; D21F 7/12

VS. CL 162—199 22 Claimi

1. Apparatus for conditioning a paper machine fdt having a

pupet side and a back skle, comprismg a stationary air supply

plenum chamber defined by upstanding front, rear, and end

walls and extending substantiaOiy the entire width of the felt in

the cross machine directkm, sdd plenum chamber havmg an

open end lying in confronting relatknship with the back skle

of the fdt, a plurality of rib memben mounted across the open

end between the front and rear walls of the plenum for engag-

ing the back skle of the feh being oonditkmed, sakl rib mem-

ben each lying dong a given radius of curvature with reqMct

to the open end of the plenum, sakl rib memben being qMced

through the felt at a flow rate of from 7 to 2S cfm per square

inch of plenum opening to remove dirt and water from the fdt

17. A method of conditioning a papermaking felt having a

back side and a sheet skle comprising the steps of moving the

felt through a given radius of curvature defied by the open

end of an air plenum chamber, supplying pressurized air at a

range of 3 to IS inches of Mercury to sakl plenum chamber d
a flow rate of 7 to 2S cfin per square inch of plenum open end,

directing said air from the plenum chamber through the back

side of the fdt at sdd flow rate to conditkm the felt, and sealing

the fdt to the mvgind edges of the open end of the plenum to

prevent escape of air from the plenum dong the surfKe of the

felt.

4,474,645

SECONDARY HEADBOX FOR CYLINDER MACHINE
Deborah M. Boroa^ Laacadar, Pa., aadfaor to

Worid ladadriaa, lae., Laneaatar, Pa.

FBed Dee. 22, 1982, Sar. No. 452,1»

Iat a' D21F 1/Oa 1/04

VS.a 162-300 2

1. An improvement in an Oliver board forming machine

comprising:

(a) a trough means containing a first durry of fibrous mate-

rid which is to be formed mto a board,

(b) a roll means podtkmed within sdd trough with apfmn-

matdy S0%-70% of the circumference of the roU means

bdow the levd of the first durry,

(c) said roll fneans having a vacuum means maintained

within the roll means such thd the roll means has its
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cireumierenoe covered with a depodtioa of fiber « it

movet throuth the first thvry, and
(d) the improveownt compriaing:

(1) a Moond troogh positiOQed adjacent the roU means at
the point after the sur&ce of the roU means leaves the
fint slurry,

(2) said second trough containing a second slurry of fi-

brous material different in composition from the com-
position of the first slurry,

(3) said second trough having an upwardly inclined chute
forming the side of the second trou|^ adjacent the roll
"loeans,

(4) said chute at one end being pivoted to the second
m>ugh and its opposite end resting upon the top surface
of the fiber deposition on the circumference on the roll
means, and

(5) said chute, when adjusted, always has the edge thereof
mting against the fiber dqxMition on the circumference
of the roll means, said chute and said seonc trough,
when adjusted, can provide a smaller or larger puddle
mseoond slurry on the roU means while maintaining the
upper edge of the chute always resting against the roll
means whereby the size of the puddle of second slurry
can vary the thickness of the second slurry deposited.

M74|444
PROCESS FOR VINYL AROMATIC MONOMER

POLYMERIZATION INHIBITIONMaC Giivii, OikLmm lad Myoag-Gi A. Park, Doltoa» both
jnLjMripon to Tlw Sh«wte.WilliaM Coapaay. Oew

FIM Jo. n, 1M2, Scr. Na 393,006

•t - ^ ^^°'* '**®. ^^^<' CWC 7/05, 7/20

J?!!? lOCIaiBM
L A process for inhibitfaig the polymerization of styiene and

we alkyl substituted styrene monomers during the purification
distillation of said moncmwrs which comprises subjecting the
monomers to distillation temperatures in the presence of
mhibiting amounts of a mixture of 2,6Klinitro4<hlorophenol
and 2,6Kiinitro-4-ethyIphenol, wherein said chlorophenol is
present m an amount ranging ftom 1% to 99% by weight of
the mixture.

M7M47
PROCESS FOR PimFYING A C4 AND/OR Cs

HYDROCARBON COT CONTAINING WA1ER AND
DIMETHYL ETHER AS IMPinmES

bon cut, containing both donethyl ether (DME) and Water as
impurities therein, which comprises the steps of: adjusting and
maintaining the DME/water weight ratio in said cut at fitnn
0.03.: 1 to 3:1. introducing said cut, having said DME/water
weight ratio, into a distillation zone, at an intermediate level
thereof, fractionating said cut, and separately recovering a
gaseous overhead stream, and a liquid bottom stream compris-
ing a purified C4 and/or Csolefinic hydrocarbon product cut;
condensing said gaseoua overhead stream, and separately re-
covering an aqueous liquid phase and a liquid hydrocarbon
phase; and discharghig said aqueous liquid {riiase, and return-
ing at least a portion of said liquid hydrocarbon phase to the
upper portion of said distillatira zone as reflux.

M74>M8
GAS SENSOR

Anthony D. S. Tantran, Great BooUuu; Bryaa S. Hobba,
Chertaey; John R. Flabow, KaapMoa, and Yat S. Chan, Loa-
don, all of EagiaBd, aaiipwri to City TechnohMy Uadted.
Londoa, EaghuMl

Flkd Apr. 23, IMl, Ser. No. 2SC,2>3
Oafaa priority, appUcatioa Uaited Kfaigdom, Apr. 30, 1980.

laLCLiCMN 27/46
U.S.a204-lT UCUaM

u.s.a

Aatoay, aad Jaaa Gafllard, L^as, aU of Friucc,
to laHitBt F^aaeais da Petrole, RaciMMaiauiaoa,

FIM Apr. 23, 1912, Str. No. 37M41
priority, ipplieatfcia FhMe, Apr. 24, 1981, 81 08391

lat a> CD7C 7/04

17

SfTTlBI

miu
-**-

I »
jjg

lWC<MllUW»

1. A prooan fbr porifyfaig a C4 and/or Cs olefinic hydrocar-

1. A reediod of quantative detection of carbon dioxide by
means of an electrochemical cell comprising a sensing elec-
trode which is in contact with an electrochemical cou|rie
whose potential is pH dependent, a counter electrode without
significant carbon dioxide access and an dectrolyte m contact
with both electrodes whose pH is such that it will change
foUowing absorption of the carbon dioxide being tested for and
low impedance means fior measoring the current flowing be-
tween the sensing and counter electrodes, this current being a
measure of the concentration of the carbon dioxide bemg
detected, wherein the fhu to the sensmg 'electrode of the car-
bon dioxide being tested for is controlled by a gas phase difb-
sion barrier which restricts the access of carbon dioxide and
which comprises at least one narrow defined capillary passage
or a combinatimi thereof with a porous membrane for the
diflfusion of carbon dioxide, >iidierem the carbon dioxide being
tested fbr is absorbed in the vidntty (rf the sensing electrode
which is pH sensitive, thus chsoging the pH of the electrolyte
in the vidnity of the pH sensitive sensing electrode ud hence
the potential of the sensing decbode, wherein as a coaae-
quence ofsaid low inqwdaace means fw measuraig the cnrreirt

flowing between the sensing and counter electrodes the potent
tial change is restricted and corrdlt flows nstead to redresspH
imbalance, >i4uch carrent provflke a signal dependeat on the
concentration of the carbon dioxide befaig tested fbr.
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M7M49
METHOD OF THIOUREA ADDITION OF

ELECTROLYTIC S0LOT10NS USEFUL FOR COPPER
REFINING

MirCia GolBna, Edina, NJ., aa« Hoani L. Jerdaa, White
Ptoa. Mich., awigaon to ASARCOIacorporaiad, New York.
N V

CoBtiaaatioa of Ser. No. 390.733, Jaa. 21, 1982, abaadoaed,

wUch is a coatiaaatkm of S«. No. 238.965, Feb. 23, 1981.

abaajpatd. lUa iwMcatfM JaL 19, 1983, S«. No. 514,838

IBL a) C25B 77/OQ: C2SC 1/12
U.S.a204-lT 19

4.474.681

OIL WELL CASING AND TUBING JOINT AND
PRODUCTION OF SAME

AUUro Yaachl. Nishlaoadya; Minora Niahihara, Kyoto;
KaaiUro Fakai, Kawaaiahi; Hiaakazu KawMhhaa, Kobe, aad
YoaUyaaa Merita. Nara. aU of Japaa. aaBigaors to Saadtoaw
Metal ladaatriea. Ltd.. Oaaka. Japan

Filed Aag. 13. 1982, Ser. No. 408.039
Claims priority, appttcatkm Japaa. Aag. 20, 1981, 56-129321

lat a' C23B 5/56; C25D 7/04
VS.a 2 4 34 22 rirf—

1. A method for the electrolytic refining of copper compris-

ing:

creating in a suitable container means having inlet and outlet

stream, a copper refining electrolyte comprising an aque-

ous solution ofsulfonic acid and copper sulfate of effective

strength, the solution including small amounts by weight

of addition agents, one of which is thiourea;

adding a sufficient amount of thiourea to the inlet stream to

maintam the ondet stream concentration of thiourea at a

value at least above trace concentrations; and

electrorefining copper in the contamer means.

4,474450
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MOTHER MATRIX
Aatoatai W. M. De Laat, Eiadhorea, Nethcrlaada. aarigaor to

UJS. Philips Corporatioa, New Yorit. N.Y.
FIM Oct 14, 1983, Ser. No. 541,822

Oahas priority, appHcatioa Netheriaada, Oct 14, 1982,
8203975; Sep. 28, 1983, 8303315

lat a> C2SD 1/m 1/20
U.S.a204-5 2

1. A method of manufhcturing a mother matrix in which a

flat supporting master disk, carrying on nte side a Uiyer of a
positive photoresist m which an information track is provided,

is provkled on the sale ofthe photoresist with a metal peel, first

by dectroless dqwaition and then by dectrodeposition, the

metal peel is separated froB die master did( thereby forming a
father matrix provkled widi an niformatkm track which track

is the aegative of that of the master disk, photoresist adhering

to the sorftce ofthe firther outiix is dissolved and a metal copy
is made firom the fitther matrix by dectrodeposition, thereby

fornting a mother matrix provided with an information track

wUeh is kleatical to that of tiie master disk, characterized in

that the photoreaist is made dectricaOy ccndactive by means
of eapoaure of U^it

14 A process for improving metal-to-metal sealing proper-
ties of a joint fbr use in connecting casing and/or tubing, said

joint being prepared from an alloy sted containing 10% or
more by weight ofchromium and said joint comprising a metal
sealing portion and a threaded portion, which comprises sub-

jecting at least part of said metd sealing portion to anodic
electrolysis in an acidic aqueous sotutioa containing halide

ions, then immediately thereafter switching the anodic elec-

trolysis to cathodic dectrolysis in the same aqueous sohitioa to

provide an activating layer ofa metd or an aUoy selected from
the group consisting of iron, nickd, zinc, coboh, copper, man-
ganese, chromium and alloys thereof, followed by dectrode-
position of a metd or an alloy sdected from the group consist-

ing of iron, copper, zinc, chromium, nickd and alloys thereof.

4,474,652

ELECTROCHEMICAL ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
Darid E Browa, Weybridge; Staphsa M. HaU. Rldnoad. aad
Mahasood N. Mahiaood, Waltoa<oa-ThaaMa. aU of Eaglaad.

to He British Petroleaa Coa^aay pXc.

Coatiaaatioa-fahpart of Ssr. No. 448.359. Dec 9. 1982.

abaadoaed. lUa appUcatioa Feb. 9. 1984. Ser. No. 578.665
Oalaa priority. appUcatioa Uaited Dagdom. Dec 11, 1981.

8137524

lat a' C25B 1/00
MS.a 204-59 R 7 CUaM

1. A non-photoredoctive dectrochemicd process for syn-

thesising cariwxylic adds by reduction of gaseous oxides of
carbm characterised in that a gas transfer electrode which is

not a photosensitive electrode having a p-type senii<ondoctor

matetid on the surface tiiere(tf is used as the cathode

4.474.653

PRECIPITATION OR DEPOSTTING OF PARTICLES
FROM A SOLUTION

Hcari Bear. Fraaz A. M. Vaa Dea Kaybaa, aad Ladoriev F. M.
Sayhcrbayk, aD off SdaatUk Raaaanh Sodaty, Heiknt?a»
8traat41, 2190 EaM. Rdglsa

PCTNo. FCT/EP82/00229,
fi 371 Date Jaa. 13. 1983. % 102(e)

..Date Jaa. 13. 1983. PCT Pah. No. W083/B1464. PCT^ih.
Date Apr. 28, 1983 .r ..

PCT FOed Oet 12, 1982, Sar. No. 511350
CWw priority, appUcatioa Uaited riagdsm, Oct 13, 1981,

8130775

lat a' C25B 1/00
UJS.a 204-96 13 ddam

1. In a method of precipitating or depositing particles from a
s(riutMm m a cdl in which an dectric field is applied between
an anode and a cathode, and wherein diere are gas bubbles in

the solution, the improvement comprising controlling the

precqatating or depodting by measuring the inside of the cdl
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the pH of the whitioii in the cell using a probe situated inside
of the edl, aid probe bemg ahidded from migrating electric

ing of the paint such that the tin under the paint can be
removed subsequently by electrolysis, without completely
dislodging the pamt;

(c) after step (b), effecting electrolytic treatment of said
bundles in a badi containing NaOH so as to remove tin

from beneath the softened paint

4*474,656
METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE POTENTIAL OF
ELECnUCALLY*FLOATING COMPONENTS OF

ELECTROLYZER CELLS
Rodney L. LeRoy, Potnte Claire; Richard Reund, Dorion, and
Mohaauned B. L Ja^iaa, Piaeoort, an ofCanada, asrignon to
Noraada Mines Uarited and ne Eleetrolyser Corpontion
Ltd^ both of Toronto, Canada

FOed JaL 29, 1962, Ser. No. 403,048
Oainu priority, application Camria, JiL 30, 1981, 382890

current and from gas bubbles, and by adjusting the pH of the „c rii ^ .^
Irt. O.' C2SB ;/0#

solution to a selected value as a ftmction of the measured pH.
^•^•"•'''•—»» lOCfadnv

4,474,684

METHOD FOR REMOVING ARSENIC FROM A
^ SULFHURIOACID SOLUTION

V. t,HHMmb. Port, Ftaiad, anifBor to Oatokanipa Oy,

FBad Aig. 3, 1983, Ser. No. S19322
\ ppHcatiOB Ftatand, Aag. 27, 1982, 822982

UAa 304-188
tat a> case J/a 1/22

8Claiw

MMMT tOMITT IM/Ca'l

••00 6 HOB -we -loe -we -mo •V

1* A method for removing arsenic from a sulphuric-acid
station conttming copper used in electrolytic purification of
me^by electrolytic precipitation, compriring the steps of
measuring the copper content of the solution, and adjustingthe
current density m dependence iqxm the copper content of the
solution so that it does not exceed the limiting current density
pertamtng to the system, above which limiting current density
hydrogen arKnide is generated.

1. In a method of reducing the overvoltages for hydrogen
and oxygen evolution in an alkaline water electrolyzer cell

having anodic and cathodic electrodes, the method comprising
adding a positive amount up to 10 gpl of vanadium-containmg
ions to the electrolyte, the improvement comprising control-
ling the potential of the electrically-floating components of the
cell which are not in contact with the anodic and cathodic
electrodes so as to maintain said potential at a value intermedi-
ate between that of the anodic and catiiodic electrodes and
which is out of the region where said components are suscepti-

ble to stress corrosion cracking.

METHOD FOR THE DETINNING OF PAINTED
TINPLATE WASTE

4,474,657

SINGLE STEP ELECTRO CHEMICAL ETCH PROCESS
FOR HIGH VOLT ALUMINUM ANODE FOa

Malk R. Arora, CohnaMa, S.C ta^^ne to North AiMricaa
PUUpe Gorporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dee. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 563,345

lM.a)C25Fi/M
U.S. a. 204—129.75 7

toNcder-
B.V

FDod Sap. 22, 1983, Ser. No. S344t60^^ rtorlly, applicition Nethsrindi, Sep. 30, 1982,
8203794

tat a> C38C 1/14: C28F 5/00
UJB.a284-Ul ISdaiBM

1. Method for the detinning of painted tinplate waste, com-
prisfaig the steps of

() compressing the painted tmplate waste into bundles
^'Wchtave a predetermined range of weight/volume;

(b)imening the rompriwul waste bundles in a bath con-
taining NaOH tot a period of time sofficiendy long that
the NaOH in the bath liquid acts on the paint so as to
achieve a sobstantial softcnrng but not complete didodg-

1. A process for etching aluminum electrolytic c^Mcitor foil

wiierein such foil has a U^ cubic texture, greater than S0%
cubicity, comprising passing of said foil through an dectrolyte

bath containing greater than 1.3% hydrochloric acid and alu-
minum as a chloride under the influence of direct current at a
temperatiire exceeding 70* C; and
pnsing a charge of more than 70 coulomba/cm^ and having
•nd a current density greater than 0.12 ampeies/cm^ to
provide an etched foil having a specific capacitance of
greater than 300 V-UF/cm^ at 260 volts.

4,474,658
METHOD OF PREPARING ELECrROPHORETTABLE

POLYMER EMULSIONS
William M. AMao, Penn Hflb, and Tbnothy J. FUler, PItti-

bargh, both of Pa., aasigwrs to Weatinghonsc Electric Corp.,
Pittsbargh, Ptt.

DWsion of Ser. No. 342,029, Jan. 21, 1982, Pat No. 4,425,467.
lUs appllcatioa Sep. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 533,025

tat CL^ C25D 13/06
VS.a 204-181 C 3 Orf—

1. A method of coating a substrate comprising electropho-
retically depositing a polymer onto a substrate from a composi-
tion made by
(A) preparing a mixture about SO to about ISO parts by

weight of a non-aqueous organic non-electrolizable non-
solvent for said polymer widi about 0.i to about 1.2 parts
by weight ofa nitrogen-contiuning base, selected fnm the
group consisting of tertiary amines, imidazoles, and mix-
tures thereof,

(B) adding to said mixtiire a solution of about 0.S to about
S% soUds containing 1 part by weight of said polymer,
said polymer being selected from the group consisting of
polyamic acids, polyamide-imides, polyimides, polypara-
banic acids, polysulfones, and mixtures thereof, in a non-
aqueous, organic, non-electrolizable aprotic solvent

4,474,659

PLATED-THROUGH-HOLE METHOD
Faal FaiUn, 11400 4th St N., St Petenborg, Fla. 33702

FDed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,311
tat aj C23C 15/00

VS.a 204-192 R g n^T

t^^a

power electrode and dqxMited on the inside surface ofUk
hcde m the object

4,474,660

ELECTROPOUSHING SYSTEM
Uri Mor, and Dafid RadoUiv, both of Gi?at Haim Mcahad,

Israel, aasiffors to Liaut Metal PoUsUm Ltd. Gi?at lUm
Meahad, Israel

FDed Aag. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 523,389
tata'C25D77/20

U.S.a 204—213 6 o«i—

I t*,
j

1. An electropolishing system comprises:
a tub-like unit for containing a preselected electrolytic liquid

therein;

a shaft at a predetermined location with respect to said
tub-Uke unit and being routable about a horizontal axis;

at least one container connected to said shaft for containing
parts to be electropolished, said container being formed of
pervious substantially flat sides respectively perpendicular
to adjacent one and at least one openable side through
which said parts are adapted to be introduced into said
container when said container is above said tub-like unit
and is the top side of the container and is removed from
said one qjenable side of the container when it is above
the tub-like unit and is the bottom flat side of the con-
tamer, said container being connected to said shaft

whereby the container and parts therein are immersed in

said Uquid during at least a portion of each cycle of revo-
lution of said shaft; and

control means for steppingly rotating said shaft, whereby
said shaft assumes n different positions and in each posi-
tion a difTerent flat side of the container which is in a
horizontal phme serves as its bottom side, and for applying
electical power of preselected voltage and current to said

electrolyte Uquid <»ly when said shaft does not route and
the contamer is in one of said positons.

L A method for dqxjsiting material on the inside surfiKe of
a hole in an object conqvising the steps of:

providing a chamber for the confinement of a gas;

positionmg a power electrode with qwrtures in the cham-
ber, the power electrode being at least partially composed
of the material to be deposited on the inside surface of the
hole in the object;

positioning the object to one side of the power electrode;

supplying a gas to the chamber,
supplying an amount of electrical energy to the power dec-

trode, said electrical energy being sufficient to excite the
gas to a plasma state,

groundnig the object to the groond of the source supiriynig

the electrical energy to the power electrode and
directing the flow of the gaseous plasma in the chamber to

flow through the qiertures in the material of the power
electrode and to then flow through the hole m the object
whereby a portim of the material is sputtered from the

4y474,661

FILTER DRYER
Clyde, and WaHcr O
to

Gary A.

ofN.Y., I

Ohio

FDed Jan. r, 1983, Ser. No. 508,306

tata^BOlDiP/OD
VS.a 210-437 7

1. A filter core dryer for refrigeration systems, comprising
an elongated tubidar casing having an inlet and outlet at

opposite ends thereof,

a molded desiccant core m said casmg, said desiccant core
being of generally tubuhv configuration generally span-
ning said casing and having a central through paMSflr
thmin extendmg the fiill length of said core,

an oodet filter screen dispooed between said desiccam core
and said outlet for preventing partioilate matter from
reachmg said outlet

a perforated baffle disposed between said inlet and said

desiccant core for distributing fluid flow from said inlet

9'
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into plural ptdu, uid btflle spanning Mid casing and
having a receas at the central portion thereof, and a sepa-
rate non-porous member closely fitted and fixed in said

central passage of said desiccant core at the inlet end

\f

thereof, said member ^Mnning said passage to prevent
flow of fluid therethrough and projecting from said pas-

sage toward said inlet and into engagement with said

perfbrated baffle at said recess for support of said desic-

cant core.

M7Mi3
METHOD OF REGENERATING GELS FOR USE IN

UQUm CHROMATOGRAPHY

Flkd Jan. 2S, 1983, Sar. No. 461,979
CiaioM priority, appUcntiM Japn, Fab. 9, 19S2, S7-20099

Int a^ BOID 15/08
MS, CL 210—05 3 riri—

1. A method of regenerating gels for use in liquid chroma-
tography, characterized in that a gel which has become less

active in separation performance is treated with an aqueous
solution of a metallic salt or ammonium salt or a member
selected from the groiq> consisting of a salt of thiocyanic acid
or hydrogen iodide having a concentration of firom 30 weight
% to saturaticni, at a temperature between SO* and 120* C.

M74,M4
ION ANALYSIS METHOD AND APPARATUS

TbMHhy S. StefCM, MidlsBd; JaaaaC DiTii, East LiHlM,nd
Hamish SasaD, Midlaiid, aU of Michn airipon to nc Dow
Cheasical 0«pny, Midbad, Mich.

OMrtlButini of Scr. No. 112,979, Jan. M, 1990, ahandenid. lUs
ippHcatiea Sap. 30, 19S2, Scr. No. 429,397

bta.3G01Ni7/M
US. a. 21fr-«56 32

4«474tM2
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING POROUS AROMATIC

POLYIMIDE MEMBRANES
Hfrorid MaldM; YoaUUro Iwdd; TakoU Harada; Hiroahi
ShtaaaaU, and Toalo bUa, aD of kUhara, Japan, aainon
to Ube IndMtriaa, Ltd., Uba, Jkpan

FOad Apr. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 368,027
OriM pricrlty, appHortioa Japn, Apr. 13, ]981« 56-54967

lBta3B29D27/M
U&a210-900J ttCUw

1. A process tor producing a porooa aromatic polyimide
membrane, comprising the stepa of:

(1) disadving 3 to 30% by weight of an aromatic polyamic
add which has been prepared by the polymerization of at
least one aromatic tetracarboxyUc add component with at

least one aromatic diamine component, m 70 to 97% by
weight of a solvent consisting essentially of a homogene-
ous miztnre of:

(A) 100 parts by weight ofa base solvent consisting essen-
tially of at least one polar organic compound which
base solvent is capaUe of dissolving therein said po-

litic acid in a oonoanttation of at least S% by weight
theidn, and o€evapontinf at a temperature of fonn 30*

' to 400*^^0 and

(B) S to ISO parts by weight ofan additional liquid consist-

ing caaentiaHy of at'Ieast one pdar organic compound,
which additional liquid is capaUe of disaolving therein
not more than 3% by weight of said poTyatbic add and
is cqiable of evaporating at a smfeller evaporating rate
than that of said baae solvent at the above-mentioned
evaporating temperature, to provide a dope solution;

(2) fonnhv a tUn layer of said dope solution at a tempera-
tnre of firan 0* to 120* C; and

(3) heatbg said thin biyer of said dope s(riuti(» at a tempera-
tare aCfkon.30* to 400* C, whereby said mixed aolvent is

) fndually evaporated offfton said thin layer of said dope
sohition and said polyamic acid >• imidized to a cone-

( ipQiKttatpolyimide, |q fom a porgns.flieaibvaw of said

polyinwte. <.'' • r; 5,,.-

1. Apparatus for ion analysis comprising an eluent reservoir,

a chromatognq>hic separatmg means m communication with
said reservoir for receiving eluent therefirom, said separating

means comprising a separating medium usefbl fat separating

ionic q)ecies of a sample eluted therethrough usmg duent
compr^g an electrolyte in solution, suppressor means com-
municating with said separatiqg means for treatmg effluent

duted therefiom, the suppressor means befaig oonqnised of a
regenerant. and an ion-exchange nieml»ane partitkMiiflig said

regenerant from the effluent ofthe separating means, themem-
brane bdng preferentially permeable to ions of the same
chaise as the exchangeable ions of said membrane, the ex-

changeable ions ofsaid membrane bdng in the ion form needed
to convert said dectrolyte of the ehient to a weakly icauzed

form, and a detector means suitable for detecting resolved

ionic qMdes ooopaunicating wnth the suppreisor mans for

receivittg the treated effluent thcKfrom.
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4*474,665
USE OF GROUND, SIZED COCOA BEAN SHELLS AS A
LOOT CIRCULATION MATERLO. IN DRILLING MUD
PMcr C Green, EUcott Oty, Md., aaaipMr to W. R. Grace *
Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 306,218

lit a.3 O09K 7/02
U.S.a 252-83 LC 8 Clafans

1. A drilling fluid additive suitable for lost circulation con-
trol comprising particdate materid formed from cocoa bean
shells, said materid having a particle size distribution of from
2 to 100 mesh (U.S. Standard Sieve Size) with at least 2S
percent by wdght of the totd wei^ of said materid bdng
from 2 to 10 mesh (U.S. Standard Sieve Size).

4«474y666

BALANCED>ACnVITY IMPROVED INVERSE
EMULSION TO INHIBIT BRTnLE LUTTTE

HYDRATION IN OIL FIELDS
Ednardo P. OtaMdo, UndBfiata; Roaa da J. Hcrwndat Alfarci,

Naacdpan; Carios D. Barrcra, Refdndon, and Joai D. Gar-
da Ramoa, Naaealpan, afl of Mexico, aasipMM to laatitnto

Maxkano dd Petfdeo, Mciieo
FDed May 17, 1982» Scr. No. 378,904

CUh priority, appUcaHon Mesieo, May 20, 1981, 187401
Int Q? E21B 43/22: O09K 7/06

U.S. CL 252-8J P 8 CfariM
1. An mverse emulsion that inhibits brittle lutite hydration

comprising a heavy-oil/brine emulsion of heavy oil as the oily

phase and an alkaline earth metd brine, having a concentration
of from 2.SX 10^ to 3.2x lO' ppm, as the aqueous phase, the
ratio of heavy oil to brine bemg from 90-60/10-40% by vol-

ume and the oil/brine emulsion comprising frcnn 2S to 90% by
weight based on the totd weight ofthe inverse emulsion; from
2.0 to S.0% by weight of a viscosity and thermostabilizing

agent; firom 0.S to 2.0% by wdght of a cateium sdt of a sd-
fonic aromatic Cio-Cn alkyl add as an emulsifying agent; up
to 72% by wdght ofa thickening agent; up to 0.S% by wdght
ofa geUitinizing agent; and up to Wfh by wdght of an alkaline

earth metd hydroxide.

4,474,667

FLUID LOSS CONTROL SYSTEM
Jacob Block, Rockfflle, Md., aasigaor to W. R. Grace * Co.,

New York, N.Y.

Oi«tianatio»4a-p«t of Scr. No. 239,073, Feb. 27, 1981, Pat No.
4,363,736, wUdi ia a coBtiaMtion-ia-p«t of Scr. No. 199,007,

Jnn. 13, 1980, ahandsBS j. lids application Dec. 6, 1982, Scr. No.
446,998

Hie portioa of the term (rf tUs patent snbceqncnt to Dec 14,

1999, has been dfscldmed.

Int a^ C09K 7/02

U&a 252—8J A 22 Cldnis
1. A composition capable of imparting Add loss control to

aqueous systems, sdd composition comprising a mixture of:

(a) a soUd, particulate materid which is insoluble in the
aqueous system and having a particle size wherein at least

about 90 percent of sdd materid is capable of passing

through a No. 20 U.S. Standard Sieve, and
(b) a reactkm product formed in an aqueous solution of a
water soluble hydroxy C1-C3 alky] celldose between sdd
hydroxyalkyl celldose and from at least about 0.1 to 200
percent of stoichiometry based on the hydroxyl groups of
the celldose of an agent capable of cross-linking sdd
celldose selected from die group consisting ofan e^hdo-
hydrin, a compound having at least one ddehyde group
therein or a compound capaUe of generating an ddehyde
groupmsitu;

component (a) and (b) bdng present in a ratio of fivm about
O.S:l to about 20:1; the reaction between sdd hydroxyalkyl

celldose and a compound having or capable of generating at

least one ddehyde group therein is carried out in an aqueous
acidic medium having a pH of S.S or less and the reaction

between said hydroxyalkyl cellulose and an epihak>hydrin is

carried out in an aqueous basic medium having a pH of at least

about 9.

4,474,668

SMOOTHING AGENTS FOR TEXTILE FIBERS
Manfred PetzoU, Am Faldcr 99, 4000 ITMscflilnrf llninaaaf,

Peter Wdtenbcrtsr, Drackcrwag 14, 4010 Hlldcn; Rnddf
Vdtcnhana, RHnliwsliaasi 33, 5657 Itea, and daadla
Haak, Koddstraase 7, 4000 Dissddorf 30, an or Fed. Rap. of

FDed Apr. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 488,330
Clafans priority, application Fed. Rep. of GcraMy, Oct 16,

1982,3238395

Int a.) D06M 13/38
U.S.a 252—8.6 11 CUbm

1. A smoothing agent for textile fiben which comprises

(I) firom about 10 to about 30% by weight of at least one
oxidized polyethylene having an average molecular
wdght offrom about 3000 to about 8000. a density of from
about 0.94 to about 1.01 g/cc, an acid number of from
about 2S to about 60 and a saponification number of from
about 40 to about 8&,

GI) from about 3 to about 10% by weight of at least one
catiodc emdsifier which is an addition product of from 2
to 20 moles of ethylene oxide and/or propylene oxide and
1 mole of an alkybunine containing from 10 to 22 carbon
atoms;

(III) from about 1 to about S% by weight of at least one
caiboxylic add or hydroxy caiboxylic add, wherein said

carboxylic add or hydroxy caiboxylic acid contains from
1 to 4 carbon atoms;

(IV) firom to about 10% by weight of paraffin mdting in

the range from about 40* to about 70* C;
(V) from to about 8% by weight of a fatty acid ester of 1

mole of a fatty acid containing from 10 to 22 carbon atoms
and a monohydric, dihydric, or polyhydric dcohol con-
taining firom 1 to 20 carbon atonn;

(VI) from to about 10% by wdght of either 0) a fatty acid

amidopdyamine corresponding to the following generd
formula

[r(CH2)m-[N-(CH2)«l,'J]^

(-OCR%

H)i|.f4—

«

in which —OCR' is a C14-C22 fatty acyl radicd, m=2-6,
ns 1-3, o— 1-3; or (ii) a quaternary ammomum compound
corresponding to the following formula

V
R1-N-R4

R3

J-*.'

in which Ri=Cio-C22 alkyl, R2=C|-C22 alkyl,

R3=C2-C22 alkyl R4;=^i-C4 alkyl, and A=a sdt-form-
nig anion; or Oii) an alkyl «"'"<«*'^'Hi!ni sdt containing a
C12-C20 alkyl radical;

(VII) firom to dxMit S% by weight of an eih^ene oxide
adduct with a higher doohd containing frnn 8 to 22 carbon
atoms or with an alkyl phenol containing from 12 to 20
carbon atoms or with a higher fatty add containing from 10
to 22 carbon atoms;

(Vin) firom to about 3% by wdght of a dimethyl polyd-
loxane dispersion containing wppmaumxeXy 30% of active
substance;

(DO from to about 1% by weight of a protective ooUoid;
and
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(X) the remainder to 100% by weight of water.

M74,<69
GAN-MAOMG LUBRICANT

Lmb L. Uwii, BMler TomHUR, Birtkr Gontjr, and Michael V.Mfy. MeBreevUla, hotti of Pa^ aaripon to Uaited States
Stad GorpoiaUoat PittAvih, Pa.

Fiad Jn.2, IMO^Scr. No. 155;272

iML CLi ClOM 1/12
VS,a 282-29 8 rirf—

1. A labricant compotition oaefiil in metal forming compris-
ing, in an aqueous carrier,

(A) about S% to about 20% organic nxnety comprising:

0) in an amount from about 3 parts to about 9 parts by
weight of an acrylic polymer comprising:

(a) firom about S% to about 3S% by weight of a poly-
merizable, ethylenically unsaturated monomer hav-
ing the structural formula

Ri O
I n

CH2—C-C-0H

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and a methyl radical and

(b) from about 63% to about 93% by weight of at least

one ligand-ftee, polymerizable, ethylenically unsatu-

rated monomer selected fitMn the group consisting of
monomers having the structural formulas:

wherein R' is a Ci to Caohydrocarbyl group and R^and R^are
the same or different alkyl groiqjs containing 4 to 18 carbra
atoms, (2) a boron ccmipound of the formuk

(R0)^,(B02),YnZr

wherein R, Y and Z are selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and a Ci to Qalkyl group, p,nandrareOto2and
q is 1 to 3 and (3) an anUne of the formula

R^(RH>H)2

wherein R^ is a hydrocarbyl group containing 4 to 30 carbon
atoms and R' is an alkylene or substituted alkylene group
containing 1 to 12 carbon atoms, the reaction being carried out
at from about 73* C. to about 230* C. and with proportions of
reactants to give a phenol:boron compound ratio offrom about
0.1:1 to abut 1:13 and from about 1 to about 2 mde equivalents
of amine based on each mole of the phenol:boron compound
moiety formed.

CH2«(

CH3
? ?
•C—OA. CH2*CH—C~OA CH2" «CH—

X

and mixtures thereof wherein A is an organo radical

having from about one to about ten carbon atoms,
and X is an organo radical selected from the group
consistmg of aryl and alkaryl radicals, and

(ii) about 1 part to about 20 parts by weight of a wax, and
(B) about 13% to about 43% finely divided molybdenum

disulfide, and

(Q in a concentration sufficient to provide a mole ratio of
metal ions to total carboxylic acid group equivalents

(M++/CCX)-) from about 0.073 to about 0.300 of a
cro«*linldng agent represented by the formula
M(NH3)iiY2 wherein M is a metal selected from the group
consisting ofZn.Cd.Cu.Ni, and mixtures thereof, n is the
coordination number of said metal and is an integer from
fbur to six. Y is an equivalent of a carboxyl-containing
anion selected from the group consisting essentially of
carbonate, formate, and acetate.

4«474|C70

HINDEKD PHENYL ERERS OF CYCUC BORATES
AND LUBBICANTS CONTAINING SAME

MBln BnU, Haddeafiald, aid Andnw G. Hendyafcy. Cherry
HID. bath ef NJ., Ml^an to MoU Ofl CarpantkM, New
Yark, N.Y.

Nad A|r. 4, IMS, Sar. No. 481,704
M. a> C10M 1/54. 5/28

UA CL 282-317 E 28 n^—
1. A reaction product prepared by reacting (1) a hindered

phenol of the formula

4^74>C71
PRODUCTS OF REACnON OF ORGANIC DIAMINES,
BORON COMPOUNDS AND ACYL SARCOSINES AND

LUBRICANTS CONTAINING SAME
Richard S. Herd, Woodbury, and Andrew G. Horodyaky, Chany

Hill, both or NJ., aaaivMMB to Mobfl Ofl CorporMhw, New
York. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 4. 1M3, Sar. No. 4d3,748

lat CV aOM 1/54, 5/28
\3S. CL 282-33.6 28 n^h^

1. A product of reaction obtained by reacting (1) a N-
hydrocarbyl hydrocarbylenediamme of the formula

RNHR>NHR2

wherein R is a Ce to C20 hydrocarbyl group, R' is a Ci to C3
hydrocarbylene group and R^ is hydrogen or a Ci to C6 hydro-
carbyl group with (2) a boron-containmg compound at ftom
about 80* C. to about 230* C. and (3) an acyl sarcosine of the
formula

O

R^CNR^CHiOOOH

wherein R' is a Ce to.Cio hydrocarbyl group and R^ is hydro-
gen or a Ci to C6 hydrocarbyl group at from about 30* C. to
about 120* C. and wherem in the reaction witii the boron
compound from about 3% to about 93% of the amine groups
are reacted and m the reactim with the acyl sarooame from
about 3% to about 100% of the remaining amine groiq» are
reacted.

4y«74,C72

REDUCING THE CLOUD POINT OF HYDRODEWAXED
BARSiTOCBS

Richard S. Herd, and PhflUp S. TjadiSi both ofWoodbvy, N.J..

aasitMira to MebO OO Gaiponlion. New York, N.Y.

Filed Jaa 10, 1N3. Sar. No. 488,918

bt CV dWL 1/12, 1/54
U.S. CL 282-^10.7 8 CUm

1. A method for lowering the cloud point of a by-
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drodewaxed mineral oil base stock which comprises reacting
sulfur with said base stock in sufRcient quantity to provide
from about 0.01% to about a2% by weight of sulfur therein.

4.474,673

MOLYBDENUM-CONTAINING FRICnON MODIFYING
ADDITIVE FOR LUBRICATING OILS

Mack W. Hunt, and Charles T. West, both of Naperfflle, ID.,

asaignors to Standard OO Company (LMUana), Chicago, m.
FOed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,841

Int a? ClOM 1/38. 1/54

U.S.a 282-42.7 16 Clahns
1. An improved lubricating oil composition comprising a

lubricating oil and the reaction product of a sulfurized organic

compound containing an active hydrogen or potentially active

hydrogen and molybdenum halide, said reaction product hav-
ing bea obtained from a reaction proceeding at a temperature

within the range of a temperature below room temperature to

about 300* F. and said sulfurized organic compound compris-

ing a sulfiirized alcohol, a sulfurized phenolic compound, a

suUurized thiol, or a sulfrirized thiophenol.

4,474,674

MULUFUNCnONAL ADDmVES FOR FUNCnONAL
FLUIDS AND LUBRICANTS

Aatonte Gutierrez, Mocerrflle; Handd E. Deca, Graafnd; Jack

Ryer, East Brunswick, and Stanley J. Brois, Westfidd, all of

NJ., aaaignors to Exxon Research A Eaghieering Co., Flor-

han Paik, NJ.
FOed Jun. 1, 1963, Ser. No. 800,028

Int a^ ClOM 1/48. 1/54. 1/56

U.S.a 282—47

J

14 Oainis

1. A novel compound being:

(a) a diethanolunide or diiwpropanolamide of a Ci6-C22
thioglycolic acid, the diethanolamide having the formula:

R-S-CH2--C(<»-N-(CH2CH20H)2

and the diisopropanolamide having the formula:

R-S-CH2-C(.O)-N-(CH(CH3)CH20H)2

wherein R is a C16-C22 n-alkyl or n-alkenyl, or

(b) the reaction product of said diethanolunkle or diiso-

propanolamide with a member of the group consisting of

(i) and trialkyl phosphite or dialkyl hydrogen phosphite

wherein the dkyl has 1 to 4 carbon atoms; and (ii) a boron
compound being a boron-containing oxide, acid or ester,

and (iii) a complex forming metal compound, the metal

being an alkali metal, alkalme earth metal or a transition

metal.

4.474,678

PHOSPHINE OXIDES FOR USE AS FUNCnONAL
FLUIDS

Richard W. Cnnunins, Oranbory, and Burton M. Banm, Prince-

ton, both of NJ., aaaigBora to FMC Corporation, Phlhidel-

pUa,Pa.
FDed Dec 20, 1962, Sar. No. 481,360

Int a' aOM 3/58

UJS.a 282—49

J

8 dahns
1. A ftmctkmal fluid compositum comprising as the base

stock, 93% to 99.99% by weight of a compound having the

formula:

t
P(CH2CH—C(OXX3i2CHR|R2)3

i

selected ftom the class conasting of hydrogen and alkyl of2 to

3 carbon atoms, one of said Ri, R2 always being alkyl; and in

admixture with the base stock about 0.01% to 3% by weight of

fimctional fluid additives.

4.474.676

ELECFROMAGNEnC INTERFERENCE SHIELDING
MATERIAL

Ken laUno; Yaano Haahhnoto, and Yoahlkaza Nanuniya, all of

Tokyo, Japan, asaigaors to TDK Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 822,880

Clafans priority, appUcatkm Japan, Feb. 28, 1983, 88-31007

Int a.) CD4B 35/04: HOIF l/OO. 1/26

U.S.a 282-62J4 8 Claiaas

1. An electromagnetic interference shielding material, char-

acterized in that a ferromagnetic amorphous alloy having a

conductivity of 102n~'-cm~' or more and a penneability of

100 or more at 1 kHz is incorporated into a polymeric organic

substance in the form of short pieces, short fibers, flakes, or

grains.

wherem R is hydrogen or methyl and wherem Ri, R2 are each

4,474,677

COLORED AQUEOUS ALKALIMETAL
HYPOCHLORTTE COMPOSTHONS

John C Foxlee, CDcahi near Moid, Waka, aaslgnor to Le?er

Brothert Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 28, 1962, Ser. No. 437,369

Cfadm priority, appUcatioa United Kingdoai, Nov. 6, 1961,

8133838

Int a^ C09K 15/30: aiD 3/395. 3/40. 7/54

U.S.a 282-96 7 Claims

1. A coloured, aqueous alkalimetalhypochlorite composition

comprising, in an aqueous medium, from 3 to 13% by weight

of an alkalimetalhypochlorite, and from 0.0001 to 0.01 percent

by weight of a halogenated metalphthalocyanine pigment

containing from more than 6 up to an including 16 halogen

atoms, the hak>gen being chlorine, bromine, or mixtures

thereof, the metal being selected from the group consisting of

Cu, Ni, Mg, Ft, Al, Co, Pb, Ba and V. and the balance of the

composition consisting of the aqueous medium.

6. A thickened cotoured aqpeous alkalimetalhypochlorite

composition comprising, in an aqueous medium, from 3 to 13%
by weight of an alkalimetalhypochlorite, and from 0.0001 to

0.01 percent by weight of a halogenated metalphthalocyanine

pigment containing from more than 6 up to and including 16

halogen atoms, the hak>gen being chlorine, bromine, or mix-

tures thereof, the metal being selected from the group consist-

ing of Cu, Ni, Mg. Pt Al, Co, Pb, Ba and V, from 0.3 to 3

percent by weight as a thickening agent a mixture of

(1) a hypochlorite-soluble first detergent active compound
selected from the group consisting of a tertiary amine

oxide having one branched or straight Ct-Cii alkyl chain

and two short chain alkyl groi^n, Cg-Cualkyl-substituted

betaines, quaternary ammonium compounds and mixtores

thereof, and

(2) a second detergent active compound selected from the

group consisting of an alkalimetal salt of a fully saturated

Cs-Cis fatty acki, an alkalimetal acylsaroosinate, an alkali-
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metal alkyltaaride, a sugar ester, an alkalimetal Ce-Cis
alkybnlphate, an alkalimetal Cio-Cig alkylether sulphate

oootaining 1-10 moles ofediylene oxide and/or propylene
oxide and mixtures thereof, the weight ratio of the hypo-
chlorite>soluble first detergent active compound to the

second detergent active compound being from 90:10 to

20:80, and the balance ooosiating of the aqueous medium.

4,474,C78

ALEANOL EraOXYLATE-CONTAINING DETERGENT
COMPOSITIONS

Eagnt F. Lirt^ Donid L. Wood, tmi Hum E. Knbitschek, aU
of Hmtm^ To^ aai^on to ShcO OO CoaBpany, Houtoo,
TtE.

FDad Mar. 29, 1M2, Ser. No. 3d3,175
int aJ arte 29/06. 43/11. ciid i/tx 3/075

MS.a 252-174J1 16 Claims

\ *s:

1. An alkanol ethoxylate«ontatning detergent composition,
wherein the alkanol ethoxylate component is a mixture of
alkanol ethoxylate molecules prepared by an addition reaction
between ethylene oxide and the corresponding alkanol,

(a) said mixture characterized as consisting essentially of
compounds of the formula

R-O-(CH2-CH2-0hH,

wherein R is an alkyl group having a carbon number in the
range of from 8 to 18 inclusive, with the further provision that
in at least about SO percent of the ethoxylate molecules R is a
linear alkyl group; wherein the-O4CH2—CH2—O^H ether
substituent is bound to R at a carbon atom which is neither a
tenninal carbon atom nor a carbon atom adjacent to a terminal
carbon atom in at least about 40 percent of the etiwxylate
molecules; and wherein x has an average value for all mole-
cules of the mixture which is in the range from about 3 to 9
with the ftether provision that x has a value in the range from
3 to 9 inclusive, in at least about SO percent of the ethoxylate
molecules,

(b) said mixture being farther characterized as having a
hydropbile-lipophile balance that is between about 10.4 and
12.0, said hydropfaae-lipophile bdance being calculated as 880
tisMte average vahie ofx for the ethoxylate molecules of the
mixture divided by the average molecular weight of the mole-
cidea of the mixtare,

(c) said composition also being diaracterized as containing
le« dian about 2 percent by mol, calculated on mols of the
alkanol ethoxylate mixture therein, of compounds having a Cg
to Ci8 alkyl group substituted by multiple ether substituents,

and

(d) said composition bemg f^irther characterized as contain-
mg the alkanol ethoxylate component in a concentration
greater than about 0.06 percent by weight.

4»474,C79

DIPHENYL BENZOATES AND ITS USE AS A DOPANT
FOR SMECnC LIQUID CRYSTALS

Jean C. Dubois; Pierre Le Barqr; Jean P. BiOard; Lydie lU-
raM; Serge Le Bcrrc, and Annie BegBin, aU of Parii, France,
assignors to IlMWHoa-CSF, Pirii, Rnncc

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424^616
ClaiaM priority, application Fkanee, Dee. 31, 1981, 81 24543

Int a^ G09K 3/34: G02F 1/13
U.S. CL 252—299.45 6 Claim

1. An organic compound having the following formula:

oV^-<>-(o)-(o)->

in which R represents an alkoxy group of the formula
CiiH2ii+ iO in which n is an integer ranging from 1 to IS and X
is a nitrile or halogen radical.

3. A method for reducing the temperature amplitode of the
nematic phase in smectic liquid crystals, even to suppression
thereof, whidi comprises adding an effective amount of a
dopant of the formuii:

R

wherein R is an alkoxy group of the formula CnHu-^xO, in

which n is an integer ranging from 1 to IS and X is a nitrile or
halogen radical, to smectic liquid crystals.

4,474,480

FOAM GENERATING APPARATUS AND METHOD
John J. KroU, GBlgBry, Canada, assignor to Valeria Tcdnolo*

gies Lindtad, Mahom, Pa.

FDed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 474,776

lata^BOlFJ/M, 5//0
U.S. a. 252-307 11

1. A foam generating apparatus comprising pumping means
for delivering a liquid/suifactant mixture at a pressure in the

range of approximately 200 to 900 psig, means providing a
restricted passage, and a fbam conveying line connected to the
restricted passage, the pumping means being connected to

deliver liquid/surftctant mixture through the restricted pas-

sage to the foam conveying line, and means for injecting a gas
into the liquid/surfactant mixture downstream of the restric-

tion to produce a foam, the restriction being sufficiently nar-
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row to produce a high flow velocity of the liquid/surfactant the initial direction of flow of said mixture in said vessel
mixture soch that flashing takes place downstream of the re- whereby ffrofrifinitif?n. if required, takes place and soap gran-
striction fbr initiating generation of foam, and such that the
fbam is continually generated in at least part of the conveying
line downstream of the restricted

4(474,681

PRODUCnON OF AQUEOUS SUSPENSIONS OF
FINELY DIVIDED TITANIUM DIOXIDE

Horst Bdde, LadwiphaiBm Haaa LaagenMder, Manaheiai, and
Wener Hocnnf, LadwIgAdltn, aD of Fed. Rep. ofi

aariffon to BASF Aktiengeaallschaft, Fed. Rep. of

FDed JbL 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394»798

Claias priority, appUeatioB Fed. Rep. of GcnMiy, Jd. 18,

1981,3128477

Int a' BOlJ 13/00: C09C 1/36, 3/08
UJS.a 252-314 3 CUaM

1. A process for the production of an aqueous soq)ennon of

finely divided titanitmi dioxide which comprises kneading

together in the dry state titanium dioxide powder and cqvo-
lactam at a temperature of from IS* to 40* C; adding water to

the resulting mixture and kneadmg the paste that is formed;

suspending the paste in water, allowing the suspensioo to

sediment and thereafter decanting the suspension containing

finely divided titanium dioxide.

4^74^482
PETROLEUM EMULSION-BREAKERS CONTAINING

NITROGEN, AND THEIR USE
Siagflried BUlcnstefB, and FHti J. GohDw, both of BirgUrehen,

Fad. Rap. of GciBany, aarignon to Hoachat Aktiaiveaall*

aehafi, Fad. Rap. of Geranay
FDed Jon. 23, 1983, Sar. No. 507422

Clalw priority, appUeation Fad. Rap. of Garany, Jan. 25,

1982,3223492

Lrt. a^ BDID 17/04: G08L 61/14

U.S.a 252-344 11 ClifaM

1. A petroleum emulsion breaker which has been prqiared

by reacting, at 90* to 160* C. and at a pH value of 6 to 9,

(a) an addition product which has been obtained by reacting

phenol with formaklehyde or aoetalddiyde in a molar

ratio of 1:1 to 3 at a temperature of SO* to 80* C, in the

presence of an aUuline catalyst, with

(b) a block pdymer which contains nitrogen and which has

been obtafaied by an addition reaction in which 10 to 80

iwdes of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide are added
on, as a statistical average per nitrogen atom, the molar

ratio of ethylene oxide to |m>pylene oxide being 1K).S to

14, to ethylenediamine, pn^ylenediamine, polye-

thylenepolyamines, polypropylenepolyamines or mixtures

thereof,

the ratio being 1 to 20 moles of (a) and per mole of (b).

SOAP MAKING PROCESS
JniiM R. Story, Footrin HOla, and E. Gvy Myara, Scottsiala,

both of Aria., aaalgaora to AnMMr*Dial, Inc., Phocnixt AtIl
Certlnaalhwhin-partefSar. No. 291,525, Aag. 10, 1981, Ptt.

No. 4^,760. lUi appHcarton JaL H 1982, Sar. No. 396,543

11a portion of the tana oftUa patent snbaaqnant to Aag. 9, 2008,

IM. a^ aiD 13/10

UJS.a252-369 7

1. A i»ocess for making soq> granules firom a mixture of a

fatty adid source and caustic or aftali wherein neutralization of

said &tty acid source has proceeded to some d^ree comfms*
ing the steps of introducing said mixture into an encloaed

ndxmg vessel, causing said mixture in said vessel to rotate in a

generally circular path while simultaneously bringing said

mixture mto contact widi a rotating means mounted within

said veatol, said means rqiidly rotating in a direction counter to

ules are formed having a moisture content of less than about

20% by weight

4«474v6M
ELASTOMERS WTTH CORROSION INHmmNG

PROPERTIES
, OdiMihal, and Sigard Behr, Monhiim, bath el Fad.

Rap. of Garanay, aaalffafs to

Fed.Rap.or<
FDad Not. 17. 1982, Sar. No. 442,219

CUaM priority, appHeatioa Fed. Rep. of Gamany, Nair. 27,

1981, 3147154

Int as O09K 3/00
U&a 252-392 8 CUm

1. An elastomer having corrosion-inhibiting properties, the

elastomer containing a reaction product of an amine of the

formula:

HO-tCH—CH2—N—CH2—CH—O^H

whereni

X represents a number ftotn S to 3(^

R dawtes hydrogen or Ci-Q alkyl, and

Ri denotes Ci-Qt aUcyl, C«-C« cydoalkyl or Ct-Q araDcyl

with an aromatic catbox^ acid and optiooally a firtty acid.

HIGH PERFORMANCE MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR
SHIELDING ELBCraOMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

Myron C> Anii, North Tonawanda, N.T., nari^or to *

lal ClwBlcal Gorponlion, Ntagara FUh, N.Y.

FOad Mar. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 363,322

IM. a) HOIB 1/02

U.S.a 252-503 23 <

1. A molding composition comprising a thermosetting resin

binder and an dectiically-oonductive filler comprising parti-

cles of carbon black, gr4>hite and a conductive metal, said

conductive fiDer being present in a minimum amount sufficient

to provide (a) a total conductive filler sorfMO area of about

2x 1013 to about 2x 10>< /iVcm' of nxrided composition, and

(b) a sUeldmg effectiveneas of at least 20 dB of attenuation hi

EMI emisBions over a frequency range of 0.S to 1000 Mhz. as

measured by transmission line testing, wherein the binder is

selected firom the group consisting of phencrfic resins, epoxy

resins and unsaturated polyester resins, and wherein the con>

ductive metal particles are selected from the groiq) consisiing
of steel aluminum, copper, zinc, nickd, lead, silver, fold and

mixtures thereof.
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M74,<86
LITHIUM OXIDE-BASED AMORPHOUS IONIC

CONDUCTOR
KMMdd MlyaKkl, HIm; KcikU XaMhori, SqraM, and Tctrai-

cU Kido, Sctta^ra, iD of Japan, aarigaon to HltacU, LtiL,

Tokjo, Japaa

Fllad Sap. 26, 1M3, Scr. No. 535^34
Claiaa priority, appBcatioa Japo, Sep. 29, 19t2, 57-168361

lat a^ HOIB 1/06
VS.a 282-520 3

I. A lithium oxide-based amorphous ionic conductor com-
prisiiig a teraary composition consisting of Li20, Si02 and
ZtOi forming a high ionic conductive amorphous thin film,

wherein said composition has a composition of components
hlling withm the range inside a quadrilateral ABCD using said

three components LijO, SiOj and Z1O2 as the apexes thereof

shown in FIG. 1, the side AD being positioned on a line corre-

sponding to the constant LijO content of 80%, side AB being

positioned on a Une which passes the apex of U2Q and on
which the ratio SiOjrZiOi is 10(H).S, the side BC being posi-

tioned on a line corresponding to the constant LijO content of

50%, and the side DC being positioned on a line which passes

the apex of L42O and on which the ratio Si02:Zi02 is 1:9.

M74>688
IMMOBILIZATION OF ACTINIDES BY

ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION
Peter M. Casdc, Paaa Hilb; JaiM D. B. Sarith, aad D. COUa
PUIUps, both ofMoweevflk, an of Pan aaaiffon to Westfa«-
boose Electrk Corpn Ptttaharih, Pa.

Filed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264»316

lat CL' O09K /;/0#; C2SB i/yO^ C08F 2/59
U.S.a 252--<28 MCUm

1. A method of bonding actinide metal oxide kms compris-

ing:

(A) preparing a liquid composition which comprises:

(1) said actinide metal oxide ions, and

(2) a monomer capable, during electropolymerization, of
complexing with said actinide metal oxkle ions;

(B) electropolymerizing said monomer to form a complex
with said actinide metal oxide ions; and

(C) separating said complex from said liquid composition.

4,474,689

CONTAINER FOR RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR WASTE
MATERIALS

Joha M. Bird, 681 Sayder Hfll Rd^ Ithaca, N.T. 14880, aid
Alfred E. Riagwood, 3 Vaacoarcr St, Red HOI, CaiAaTa,
ACT 2603, AaatraUa

CoatiaBatioa of Scr. No. 118318, Feb. 5, 1980, Pat No.
4337,167, which is a coatfaraatioB of Scr. No. 878,113, Feb. 15,

1978, Pat No. 4,192,765. lUs appHcatioB Dec 2, 1981, Scr. No.
326,729

lat aj G21F l/Ol 1/08
VS. CL 252-633 13 Oahv

1. A container which can be used to contain radioactive

nuclear waste materials which are ultimately to be buried

underground, said container being composed of a nickel-iron

alloy having the properties of those natural minerals produced
under thermodynamically stable conditions withm serpoiti-

nite-type rocks and possessing a composition in the range
exhibited by the mineral awaruite.

M74,687
ODORANTS CONTAINING ESTERS OF

2AM-TETRAMETHYLCYCL0HEXENYL CARBOXYUC
ACIDS

Haaiiilii Schwk,ZBBdka«,Swtta»laBd,aariiBortoGI?aadaB
Corporatioa, CUltoa, NJ.

DhWoa of Scr. No. 156^32, Jaa. 4, 1980, Pat No. 4375^01.
lUi appUcaUn Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415^12

Oataa pricrlly, appHrartw SwftanlaBd, Jaa. 13, 1979,

5527/79; Apr. 24, 1980, 3163/80

lat a^ A61K 7/46: CltB 9/00
VS,a 252-522 R 5 OafaH

1. An odorant composition comprising an olfactorily effec-

tive amount of an ester of the general formula

4374^690
METHOD FOR THE RECOVERY OF

PEPTIDE-CONTAINING COMPOUND AND MEANS
THEREFOR

Ulf Nylca, Land, Swcdca, aaripmr to Gartio Laadia AB,

Coatlauatioa of Scr. No. 296^99, Aag. 26, 1981,

1

nils appUcatioB Jaa. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 499^13
Claims priority, appttcatioa Sweden, Sep. 2, 1980, 80 06102

lat CLi CttfG 7/02, 7/00
VS. CL 260-lU R 18

—5-1

wherein R represents Ci.4-alkyl or Cz^-alkenyl and one of the L A method employing a homogeneous phase for the reoov-
three broken ttnes represents an additional bond. cry of a peptide<ontaining compound, said method compris-
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ing the steps of (a) bringing said peptideK^mtaining compound
into contact witii a solution containing a ligand attached to a
carrier, said ligand and attached carrier being in soluble form
and said ligand bemg capable by biospecific affinity of fixing

onto the peptide<ontaining compound so as to form a homo-
geneous phase of a soluble complex of said carrier, said ligand

and said peptide<ontaining compound in said solution; (b)

separating contaminations having a molecular weight lower
than the molecuhu- weight of said soluble complex from said

homogeneous phase containing said soluble complex without
separating said soluble complex firom said homogeneous phase;

(c) Uberating said peptide-containing compound firom said

soluble complex in said homogeneous phase to reform said

ligand with attached carrier and said peptide-containing com-
pound in said homeogeneous phas^ and (d) separating and
recovering said liberated peptide-containing compound from
said homogeneous phase.

4374391
CHROMOPHORIC PEPTIDES, A PROCESS FOR THEIR
PREPARATION, AGENTS CONTAINING THEM AND

THEIR USE FOR DETERMINING
DDCARBOXYPEFTIDASES

Peter SeUadkr, MSrfUdcB-WaOdorf, aad WoUkaag KSaig,

Hofhciai am Taanaa, both of Fed. Rq^ ofGcmny, aaripMrs
to Hocchit AkHeagrctllschaft, F^ankflvt, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

FDcd Mar. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 480398
OafaM priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Mar. 31,

1982, 3211932

lat a^ C07C 103/52
VS. CL 260-1123 R 1

1. A chromophoric peptide of the formula I

4374393
ACE INHIBITORS PRODUCED FROM NOCARDU

ORIENTAUS
. Hash, Piccataway; Karen Baah, Uaploa, and Dcrothy

S. Slasarchyk, BeUc Mead, aU of N3., MripMn to E. R.
SqaM A Soai, Ine., Princeton, NJ.

FUcd Oet 31, 1983, Scr. No. 547451
int a3 ar7c los/si anc 7/00

vs. CL 260-1123 R 4 CUbm
1. N2-[N-(N-acetyhnuramoyl>L-alanyl]-N-(S,6<liamino-l-

caiboxy -6oxohexyl)-I><x-glutamine.

4374,694
MODIFIED PROTEIN ADHESIVE BINDER AND

METHOD OF PRODUCING
Oarlci E. Coco, St Lonia; Paal M. Grahaai, BaUwhi, both of

Mo., and nomas L. Krinaki, Graaite City, 111., naiVMrs to

RalHon Purina Conpaay, St Lonia, Mo.
FDcd Not. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 440,111

lat a' C07G 7/00
VS. CL 260-1233 33 dafans

1. A process for the production of a modified vegetable

protein adhesive binder comprising:

a forming an alkaline dispersion of a vegetable protein

material having reactive disulfide bonds;

b. treating said dispersion with a reducing agent in an
amount sufficient to react with the disulfide bonds of said

protein material,

c. reacting said treated dispersion with a carboxyiic acid

anhydride in an amoum sufficient to modify the protein

material wherein the pH is maintained between 9 and lO.S

during said reaction and treatment

H H
I I

H3C—C—N—

"

N I

o

(9

C-(D.Ala),-OH

O

N^^X N

CH2

CH2
I

CH2

CHJh M
in which n rqntsents 1 or 2.

4374392
L-ALANYL'N<(INDAN-2-yDGLYCINE, ITS ESTERS AND

SALTS THEREOF
YoaUkan Oka, MamaUUt Kohai Nlihikawa, Kyoto, and AUo

ito^

DIririon cf Sar. No. 312339, Oct 19, 1981,. lUs application

May 12, 19n, Scr. No. 4M361
OafaM priority, appHcatian Japan, Oct 31, 1980, 55-154394;

Apr. 28, 1981,5644371

laLCL^ one 103/52

US.a 260-1123 R dCUaM
1. L-alanyl-N-0ndan-2-yI)^ydne or a CM-cIkyl ester or salt

thereof.

4374395
COMPLEX DYE MIXTURE CONTAINING AT LEAST
TWO COBALT 1:2 COMPLEXES OF AZO DYES

Klaas Gryehtol, Bad DUihetan, and Dietrich Lach, Fricdei-

shdai, both of Fed. Rep. of GeraHay, MsigBcn to BASF
Akticageadlaehafl, LadwIgAafsn, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay

niad Dae. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326328
UL CL^ com 45/ia 45/20: 1MltPl/iaS/02

vs. CL 260-145 B 7 Oabna
1. A complex dye mixture containing at least two cobalt 1:2

complexes o( azo dyes of the formula:

wheremRis

SOsH or X SO2NH2

wherein X and Y are hydrogen, chlorine or methyl.
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V74jg6
REACTIVE DISAZO DVESTUFFS CONTAiraNG

TIIAZIN18
M, Tokj^ HidM IMW, (Mys; HidM Otdw,

1ntyVi Ml inrai

to Mppn Kiyata KahaUU ItUn, Tolqw, Jivn
«r te. Nn. TSMtl, Dm. 27, 197<, i

Tib MHatiM la. 3. mo. to. No. 15M41la. 3, mo, to. No. 15M41
irtta IffaTboe. 29, 1975, 90-15l28(

bL d.) 0I9B tf/Oft: DOIP l/$8l 3/66

UJS. CL 260-193 4CkiM
1. A reoctive azo dyestafT which, in the form of ftee acid, is

lepreaented by the foUowing fonnula:

2^N«N—f%—NH-C C—N»

/ N N
NHOOCH3 \ /

(SOjHh

y\

I 0-

OCH3

^

<!^
/'S»

D is a naphthyl substituent which is unsubstituted or substi*

tated by 1 to 3 sulfo groups,

Ri is hydrogen or alkyl,

R2 is halogen, alkyl, dkoxy or acetyhunino and

n is 1, 2 <v 3.

(S03Hh

v/

M74^C98
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ESTERS OF PENIOLLANIC

ACmSULFONE
Difid L. HageauB, Cokfacater, and ThoanaC Crawford, Nor*

wich, both ofCoun aaaipors to Pflaer Inc., New York, N.Y.

DiriafcM of Ser. No. 215,21$, Dee. 11, 1900, Pat No. 4^61,513.

Ilia applkatkm Sep. 20, 1902, to. No. 420,151

brt.a>O07D ¥99/09

U.S. CL 2(0—245J R 9 daifln

1. A process for the preparation of a compound selected

from those of the formula

I .1 • t „ Oj
= s

wherein R is hyibogen or methyl. N

^NvCH3

CHs

''^C02CH-X

R

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of chloro,

bromo and iodo; and R is selected firom the group consisting of

hydrogen and methyl, which comprises reacting a compound
of thef(xmula

N

^nCH3

CH3

''^C02CH-S(0),-Ri

R

4^74>«7 H ?
FUJOROIiaAZiNE'CTOUF'CONTAININC AZO

DVESTUFFS
ch, asd WeUlpHg Harma, both of LercrfcaacB,

Fad. Rar. afCima^ , larigww to Bajxar AHIinparlafhaft, ^
Fad.Ra^ofGafwmy
«r to. No. 919,480, Ub. 27, 1970, abandoMd.

^^ "'*
lliriLfi^'"*"^"^^ 29 *'*'*'*'" *^i * selected from the group ccmsisting of alkyl hav-

Ifn, 2729240; l^iirSTr2731417
"*

* ingfromonetosixajibonaton^

bt CL^ C09B 77/(M to eight carbon atoms, benzyl and phenyl; and n is an mteger of

UjS. CS. Hio H3 ( fTiM^ or 1, with a halogenating agent in a reaction inert solvent

1. Reactive dyestufib of the formula __^^____^

D—N«N,

IKhS

N N

NH^ N '^N-R
I

Rl

miwrehi

Ris

SOsH

.»V.t-f '»; V, . '{ ^-' .; .-J-'

4,474^099

PREPARING
'l-AMINOMEniYL««UBSrmjn!D4H-^ -

TRIAZOLO(4>AKM]BENZODIAZEPINES IN
IMPROVED PROGEDURBS

DoMdd J. Oaai, Laa AiWiaa, Crilf4 Matfa Gdii aid hfidnd
F. Uplaa, both ofKahHMMO,Mick, aaripMra to Tka Unloha
Ompiay, falamamn. Mich.

Fllad MlQr 28, m3, to. No. 497,784

JatuCL^CVm 497/04

U.S. CL 2(fr-245

J

^Oataa
1. In a process for |»eparing l-[(dimethylamino)methyl]'6>

sDb8titated-4H-«-triazolo(4,3-«][l,4]benzo(Sazepine (V) by re-

actilBg a 4H-o-tria»ok){4,3-a)tl,41benfodiaT»pine (I) wMi the

reagent
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an

N»«CH2X©

where X~ signifies the anion of an acid, in an organic liquid

solvent the improvement which comprises conducting the

reaction between the l-unsubstituted-6-sttbstituted-4H'«-

triazolo[4,34](l,4]benzodiazepme (I) with the salt

H3C
\

(ID

N««CH:X©

H3C

reagent (II), in the solvent in the presence of an alkali metal

carbonate salt at a temperature of from about 20* to 60* C. for

a time sufRcient to form the product l-[(dimethyhunino)me-

thyl]-64ubstituted-4H-s-triazolo[4,34][l,4]benzodiazepine

(V).

3. A process accordfaig to chum 1 which fiirther includes the

steps of

mixing the resulting product (V) crataining organic reaction

nistnre with water, and atMusting the pH of the aqueous

^lase of the resulting mixture to betweei pH 3.0 and pH
4.0;

extracting the product (V) from the resulting pH adjusted

mixture faito a Ci to Ca chtorinated, saturated hydrocar-

bon organic liquid solvent therefor,

separating the organic and aqueous liquid phases,

treating the organic hatogenated hydrocarbon liquid prod-

uct (V) contammg phase with a pH 8.S to pH 14 aqueous

basic wash to remove any remainmg reaction mixtnre

solvent and to force closure of any ring opened product
separating the resulting aqueous and organic halogenated

hydrocarbon liqukl phases, and

recovering tiie product (V) from the resulting organic liquid

phase containmg the product

4,474,701

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF
4-ANDROSTEN-3,17-DIONE AND
l,4-ANDROCTADIEN^17-DIONE

Gerhard TdcfaariOler, Icn; loMhiai Raba,
Hany Hariwl, Apolda, al «r (

sigaors to Veb Jeaaphan
Rep.

FDad Mar. 10, 1903, to. No. 474,314

lat a.) G071 1/00
UJS.a 280-397

J

61

1. Process for the separation of 4-androsten-3,17-dioae and
l,4-androstadien-3,17-dione mixtures, comprising reacting said

4'androsten-3,17-dione/l,4-androatadiene-3,17-di(»e mixture

with HCN-yielding cyanide compound, into a mixture of Mfi-
cyano-17a-hydroxy-4-androsten-3-one and 17/3-cyano-17a-

hydroxy-l,4-androatadien-3one, and separating from said

product mixture the difficultly soluble I7/i-cyano-17a-

hydroxy-4-androsten-3Kme dirough crystaUization.

4^474,702

[18,17-A]CYCLOPENTANO PREGNENES
Domdd S. KaraaewAy, Eaat Wiudaor, NJ., aud Chriatapto M.
Cbmnatl, Yardlcy, Pa^ aarigaors to E. R Sqalbb A Som,
Inc PriaeetoB, NJJ

FDad laa. 20, 1904^ to. No. 572,498

lit a3 O071 5/00
MS. CL 280-39748 18

1. A steroid having the formula

CH2-R1
I

c«o

or a 1,2-dehydro derivative thereof, wherein

Rl is hydrogen, hydroxy, halogen or

?
Y—C—O—

4^74,700
/S-SUBSmUTED POLYFLUOROPROnONATE SALTS

AND DERIVATIVES
Gari G. Kraapaa, Wflmiaglou, DaL, aariguor to E. L Da Pout

windagiaa, iw.
of to. No. 280,133, laL 2, 1901,

lUi ippIlcaHoB May 20, 1902, to. No. 300,016

lut a' 0B7C 117/00, 121/38. 121/00. 121/413
U.S. CL 280-349 12 Oatav

1. A j^snbatitnted flnoropropionate salt having the ftmnula;

(XCF2CFYC02)iiM
'1.

wherein

Xis-Ns;
Y is —O, —F, —Br or —ORf;
Rjris perfluoroolkyl, branched or linear, having 1-10 carbon

atoms or such perfluoroalkyl havmg one or more carbon-

carbon Unks mtemtpted by ether oxygen;

M is alkali metal, alkalme earth metal or —NR1r2r3r4
wherem R^R^ are, independentiy, C14 Unear i&yl, allyl

or benzyl; and

n is Ae valence ofM and is 1 or 2.

wherem Y is alkyl or aryl;

R2 and R3 are each hydrogen, R2 and R3 are each methyl,

R2 and R3 are each alkylthio, R2 is hydrogen and R3 is

alkyl, R2 ift hydroxyl and R3 is alkyl, or R2 and R3 taken

togfiiba are —<CH2)2—, methylene, or ozo; and

R4 is hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine or bromine.

4^74,703

GRIGNARD REAGENTS AND PROCESSES
MAKING AND USING THEM

Kara! B^ladoo, Lew; laau-Marte Neycr,

Piarw Hnaiiaai, Noaa Lax Minaa, aB

FOR

CUaia, Piria la

DifWea of to. No. 219,206^ Mar. 30, mi, PSL No. 4,386440,

wUch la a coirtiBMtioa or to. No. 66,730, Aag. 15, 1979,

ahaiadeBcd, which to a dMahm of to. No. 847424, Nov. 2, 1977,

Pat No. 4,187,284. TUaappUcaliaa Sep. 22, 1902, to. No.

42M99
OahM priority, appUcatloa Fkanee, Nov. 9, 1976, 7633757

lat CL^ OTTF 7/28: OOIG 15/00

VS. CL 260-429

J

3 OafeM
1. A process fbr the redoctioB of titanram tetradiloride.

4S2-226O.G.-84-I0
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comprising suspending an organomagnesium halide having the

formula: ' v •.

(RMgX)(MtX2)b(MsR2)t(MgH2)e

wherda aSa4S, bSO. IS, and cSaaaX is a halogen, and R is

an Ofgame radical;

or the formula:

(RMsXXMgX2).(M'(OR')^

wherein R and a are as defined above, R' is a hydrocarbon

radical, n is the valency of M', M' is a metal selected from

the group consisting ofmagnesiom, beryllium, zinc, alumi-

num, and alkali metals, and dS0.1S,

in an anhydrous hydrocarbon solvent having a boiling point

higher than or equal to 100* C, bringing said suspension

into reaction with titanium tetrachloride so that the reac-

tion mixture hu a concentration of titanium between 100

and 300 gram-miUiatoms per liter, carrying out the reac-

tion with intense agitation at a temperature between - 80*

and - 10* C, and reheating the mixture at a temperature

betwen 100* and 140* C following said reaction.

M74,704
NOVEL PROCESS

Robert A. StwkU. Wappiagen FaOa, N.Yh aMfgnor to Texaco
iMn WUte PUm, N.Y.

FDad May 26, IMl, Scr. No. 267^11
bt ai O07F 7/22

US.a MO—439.7 24 Ctalns

L The process for preparing a solid Auctionalized porous
refractory oxide which conqirises

(i) reacting a porous refractory oxide, bearing surface hy-

droxyl groups, with 0.0001-0. 1 moles per gram ofoxide of
an organometal compound

4^74,705
PROCXSS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

ORGANOPmUC CLAYS
Hnghie M. Clay, bdepeadtaee; Mkhael Froxxitta, and Alan L.

Brothertoo, both of Coffeyrille, all of Kans., aasJgnon to The
SherwiB-WUUaas Coaipaay, Clefehuid, Ohio
CoBtinnatioD-ia-part of Ser. No. 331,707, Dee. 17, 1981,

abaMkMMd. TUa appUcatkm Ai«. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,209
lat a^ G07Fim

UJS. a. 260—448 C 2Clalan
1. A process for manufacturing an organophilic clay under

dry conditions which comprises reacting dry bentonite with
dimethyl dihydrogenated tallow ammonium chloride by mix-
ing the bentonite with about IS to SS% by weight of the clay

of the ammonium chloride at a temperature above 60* C. for a
period sufficient to obtain an organophilic bentonite clay and
subsequently removing any liquids resulting from the reaction.

4,474,706

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
ORGANOPmUC CLAYS

HagUe M. Clay, ladepeadeace. Kaam Michad FhmUta,
Fords, NJ., airi Alaa L. Brothertoa, Coffeyvfllc Kaaa., as*

sigaors to The Shcrwia>Willlaais Conpaay, Clerclaad, OUo
Coatiaaatioa-iB-part of Ser. No. 413,209, Ai«. 30, 1982, , wUch

is a coatiaaatioa.ia-part of Scr. No. 331,707, Dae. 17, 1981,

abaadoacd. Ilils appUcatioa JaL S, 1983, Scr. No. 510,720

lat a' O07F 5/05
UJ5. CL 260-448 C 4ClalBis

1. A process for manufacturing organophilic clays under dry
conditions which comprises reacting a substantially dry swell-

able clay with about 1S% to about SS% by weight of said clay

of a mixture of dimethyl dihydrogenated tallow ammonium
chloride and methyl benzyl dihydrogenated tallow ammonium
chloride wherein the methyl benzyl dihydrogenated tallow

ammonium chloride ranges from about 10 to 60 mole percent

of the mixture; said mixture of quaternary ammonium salts

being reacted with the swellable clay at temperatures above
the melting point of said ammonium salts for a period sufficient

to obtain the organophilic clay products and remove any liquid

from the reaction.

(R0),„-._4M-R".

iv

wherein R' is a lower alkyl hydrocarbon group having 1-8

caiboa atoms, R is a lower alkyl hydrocarbon group
havfaig 1-8 carbon atoms, R" is a poly(oxyethylene) or

poly(oxypropylene) residue having the formula

-OtCHa-CH-O^fR*.

%

' R* is hydrogen or a lower alkyl hydrocarbon group con-

taining 1-8 carbon atoms, X is hydrogen or methyl, n is

1-300, M is an atom having a valence m greater than 1

selected frtmi the group consisting of silicon, phosphorus,

ahmiinum, tin, titaniam, and boron, a is a positive integer

ka than m, and b is or an integer less thanm- 1, thereby

spHttiag out alcohol R'OH and (brming solid functional-

ized oxide beuiag at least one—O—M—R" group on the

sorfine of said oxide; and

(ja) recovering said solid fictionalized oxide bearing at least

one —O—M—R" gnvp on the surface thereof.

4^74,707

N^PROPENYLAMINOPROPYL-N'-PHENYLUREAS
neodare S. SalkoaraU, Wayac; JvHi L. Bcrpy, Laacdak, and

Albert A. Mascitli, Norriitoira, aO of Pa., aaigBon to AaMri-
caa HoaM Pradacta Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Diviaioa of Scr. No. 195,568, Oct 9, 1980, Pat No. 4,297373.

lUs appUcatioa Aag. 26, 1981, Scr. No. 296,594

lat a' O07C 127/19: A61K 31/17
U.S. CL 260-456 A 6ClaiBM

1. A compound of the formula:

O
H

Y—NHCNH—CH2CH2CH2—NH-X

wherein:

Y is 2,6-dimethylpheayl, 2,S<diaiethylphenyl, 54)ronio-2*

methylphenyl, or S<hloro-2-methylphenyl; and

X is propenyl, propynyl, or cyclopropyl; or a non-toxic,

pharmaceutically acceptable add additicm salt thereof.
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4y474,708

PROCESS FOR 1HE PRODUCnON OF
l,4'BIS-(DICYANO-METHYLENE)CYCLOHEXANE

Fricdrkh Joaaa, Aachoi, aad Jirgea Hockcr, Bcfgiaeh-Glad-

bach, both of Fed. Rep. of Gcraaay, acd^gct to B«ycr Ak-

Filed Jaa. 10, 1983, Scr. No.^U^
CUbm priority, appUcatiaa Fed. Rep. cf GcraHay, Jaa. 20,

1982,3201484

lat a? CD7C 120/Oa 121/48

U.S.a 260—464 2 Ctafaas

1. A process for the production of l,4*bis-(dicyanome-

thylene)-cyclohexane, which comprises reacting cyclohexane-

l,4-dione-2,S^licarboxylic acid (Ualkyl ester, wherein each
alkyl has 1-6 caibcm atoms, with water under normal or ele-

vated pressure of from 1 to 200 bars, and at a temperature of
fromW to 2S0* C, aad reacting the resulting aqueous solutira

with maknie ackl dinitrile at a temperature of frcm 0* to 100*

C •
.

.;' •

nite by the esterification of a phoq>honous add of the frnmula

4,474,709

REMOVAL OF OXAZOLE FROM ACETONITRILE
Stephen P. Jordaa, Bcaamoat Tex., aadgaor to E. L Da Poat dc
NoMNDi aad Coavaay, WOariagtoa, DcL

Filed Jaa. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 392,790

lat CL3 one 120/14, 121/18

U.S. CL 260-465.3 8 Clafaas

1. A process fbr removing oxazole from acetonitrile which
comprises contacting acetonitrile with molecular chlorine until

essentially all of the compounds other thcii oxazole which are

citable of reacting with the chlorine have reacted, addition-

ally introducing at least 2.0 mols ofmolecular chlorine for each

mol of oxazole at a temperature in the range 20*-80* C. until

the oxazole is essentially completely reacted and separating the

oxazole<hlorine reactkm product firom the thus treated aceto-

nitrile.

4^4,711
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF MONOALKYL

PHOSPHONTTES
adacr, Kraabcq, aad Hont-INctcr naana, Kdk-

bott 9S Fed. Rep. of Graaay, ttriffon to Hocchct

AMwgwincrhaft, Trukhn am Mala, Fed. Rep, of Ccr-

FOcd Nov. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 443,132

priority, appHodioa Fbd. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Nov. 21,

1981,3146197
lat a' OOTF 9/48

U.S.a260-978 SCUM
t In a process for the preparation of a monoalkyl phoa|riio-

R-P(OHh;

O H

^R—

P

\
OH

in which R is alkyl offrom 1 to 4 carbon atoms, aralkyl offrom
7 to 12 carbon atoms, or aryl of from 6 to 10 carbon atoms,

with an alcohol of the formula

R'OH

in which

R' is alkyl of frrnn 4 to 20 carbon atoms, under an inert gas

atmosphere, and wherein water formed in the esterifica-

tion is sqMrated off azeotropically,

the improvement which comprises carrying out the esterifi-

cation at a temperature of from about 12S to about 220* C.

4,474,7U

CENTRAL INJECnON DEVICE FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Raddf Dicacr, Zarich, Switnrlaad, aadgaor to Aatodektroalk

AG, Ckar, Switnrlaad

FOcd Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 426,648

Claiw priority, appUcatioa Swltxeriaad, May 28, 1982,

3309/82

lat a> F02M 29/02

U.S.a261—88 6<

4,474,710

PREPARATION OF HIGHLY BASED MAGNESIUM
SULFONATE

Chaag-Maa Park, NqMrvillc ID., aad Eageae E. Richardsoa,

Ecrrrillc, Tex., aadgaors to Staadard Ofl Compaay (ladiaaa),

f%ifmiff, in.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,224

lat a' C07C 143/24

VA CL 360-505 N 2 Clafaaa

1. A method ofpreparing an oil scrioble magnesium alkylben*

zene salfioaate having a total baae namber of 400 and higher

which comprises reactaig an ammonhun alkylbenzene svdfo-

aate whose alkyl*«obctitoeBt has a molecular weight of from
3S0 to 800 at a tempoatare of firom 100* C up to 1 30* C. with

at least 8.S gram mole of magaesium oxide per 1.0 gram mole
of ammonium alkylbenzene sulfonate in the presence of firom

1.1 to l.S weight parts ofwater and firom 0.3 to 0.S weight parts

ofmethanol per 1.0 wdght part ofmagnesnim oxide in a closed
reactor for firom 10 to 20 minutes under the autogenetically

produced gauge pressure uid thereafter decompressing the

reralting reactkm mixture and removing methanol aad water

by distiUative mean to a final temperature of about 120* C

1. In a central injection device for an internal combustion

engine having a rotor with an impeller driven by the intake air

stream, said rotor being mounted in a houang for rotation

about a fixed fiwl feed stud connected to a fud feed conddt

and extending into a centrd borehole of the rotor without

contacting same and having a fiid outlet opening lying within

the rotor, said rotor having a lateral fiid outlet opening con-

nected to a connecting passage leading within the rotor to the

fiid outlet opening of the fiiel feed stud, a narrow annulus

bdng provided between the fuel feed stud and the wall of the

rotor borehole, the discharge orifice of said annulus, as well u
the kteral fbd outlet opening, lying above a fiid levd estab-

lished when the rotor b at rest, which annulos, in order to sed

the rotor, picks up the leakage fad which is diqrfaced radtaDy

by oentriifiugd fiorces firom the outld opening of the fbd feed

stud lying bdow the fiwl levd, the improvement wherein a

stowage compartment (40) bounded perqiherally by a concen-

tric stowage ring (3^ and impacted upon directly by the intake

air stream, is ooBaectcd to the annulus (20), the stowage ring

(39) having an inner wall which tapen conically in die direc-

tioa of the intake air stream, aad wherein an air overpressure.
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which couateiactt the leak^e fuel prenure, is produced over
the stowage compartment (40) in the annulus (20).

M74,713
INCLINED TUBULAR AERATION APPARATUS

Ohi Wickmw, Stofdl, MiK, iHiffor to HfdraaUc A Heafy
FmIimwI, iBCn Chrkadale, Miw.

FDad Aif. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,712

lM.CL'B01Fi/M
VJS,a 261—108 5 OaiM

r

together with said top wall and sidewalls, serving as a
boundary <rf a chamber within said body, and locating a
flow for liquid in said aeratmg tank and between said
aerating tank and body to a path located below the lower
edge of said caps;

(c) a nozzle for connecting a compressed gas to said cham-
ber, said nozzle being mounted to said body substantially

midway along said top wslJD, and
(d) a plurality of port openings in a sidewall adapted to pass

gas under pressure into a liquid in said aerating tank, i

4^74,715
PYROTECHNIC SMOKE CHARGE WITH PRESET
BREAKING POINTS AND CHANNEL IGNITOR

MairfM Weber, and FHadMr Htaanu, both of Eiaaiberg,
FU. Rep. ofGcmny, aMipon to PyraladniMhc Fabrik F.
Fdstel GmbH A Co^ KG, GoUhefan, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnoy

Filed Aog. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,909
Oaims priority. appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gerauny, Aug. 20,

1980,3031369

UtLd^COSB 21/00
VJS,a 264-3 C IS

1. An aeration device for increasmg the absorbed oxygen
content of water or die like, comprising a longitudinal tubular
aera^ body, means for supporting said body in an inclined
position, water intake means at the upper portion of said tubu-
lar aeration body for admitthig untreated water, air intake
means at the vppa portion of said aeration body for admittmg
air under force created by the flow of said water, and baffle
means mounted in the interior of said aeration body, said baffle
means including a group of upright opposing baffles, defining
a flow path, each baffle angubrly extending from a side wall of
said body in an upstream direction at an angle of less than 90*,
and fattber indudmg a group of transverse baffles extending
across said aeration body, ewh tranavene baffle angularly
extending from a bottrai ofsaid body in the upstream direction
at an angle of leM than 90*, both of sakl groups of baffles being
wtanyd along the length ofthe body in an alternating manner,
whereby maximum turtwlence m said water is created by the
coacting ofthe two groups of baffles to efikiently incorporate
oxygen fhm the fbroed air flowing through said body.

4^474^714

DIFFUSER APPARATUS
t W. DowM, Clidnati, Ohio, aafgnor to Endues Corp.,
Iliad, Ohio

FDed JaL 15, 1983, Ser. No. 514»326

lM.a'B01FJ/M
VAa 261—124 M

1. A pyrotechnic smoke charge in the form of separate
pressed objects (3) arranged in a case, the improvement com-
prising the case (1) is of a material selected from a group con-
sistmg of photic or light metal provided with a multitude of
preset breaking points (2), wherein the pressed objects (3) of
the smoke charge are provided with openmgs (4) in the form of
axis-symmetrically grooves, the objects (3) being arranged in

layers above one another whereby the openhigs (^ form a
continuous channel (6) in which separately acting igniting

charges (7) are arranged filling the channel.

4^74,716
CONIROLLING AN EXTRUSION BLOWING PROCESS
Werner Danbenbichai, Ihirglirh riaHiiih. and DM» Han,

SwIstlal-MorsnhoTsn, both «f Pad. Rap. of Gsnmy, Mlp-
ors to Krapp-KaMez Masdrinaabn GMbH, Fed. Rep. of

L DifAiser aiqiaratus for use in an aerating fwfc of a sewage
reatment imtailafion comprising
(a) a body elongated in length and of one-piece construction
inclw&ig

(l)atopwan,
(2) a bottom wall, and
(3) a pair ofsldewaDs connecting an end surface ofthe top
and botton walls providing a substantially tubuUu- out-
Hae;

(b) a cap received OS opposite ends of said body, said cape.

Dirision of Ssr. No. 191^63, Ssp. 29, 1980, Pat. No. 4,382,761.
IMS appUeatioa Jan. 8, 1983, Ssr. No. 488,773

OaiBM priority, atpHcaHsa Fad. Rap. of Gemanj, Oct 5,
1979,2940418

lit a) B29C 17/07
UJS.a 264-404 UClahM

1. A process fbr maintaining substantially constant the final

weight ofhollow member* produced firom a phytic material by
extrusion bk>w molding wherein a nccesnon of prefonns is

continuously extruded firmn a discharge opening of an extru-

sion head connected to an extrusion press, the preforms being
successively blown in a mold means to fiDna said hollow mem-
bers, the procem comprising:
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detecting the final weight of at least one hollow member
sfker leavmg the mold means after blowing thereof;

comparing said detected final weight to a reference value
representing a desired weight;

adjusting the size ofthe discharge opening in response to the

. comparison such that the volume and therefore the weight
ofa succeeding preform increases when the final weight is

less than the reference value and decreases when the final

weight is greater than the reference value;

plastic material mto the cavity ther^ pressurizing and
urging the plastic material against the walls of said mold
cavity and forming a generally contmuous thin skin of

predetermined thickness; and

thereafter injecting more inert gas under pressure through

said probe into the cavity while injecting additional plastic

material into the cavity thereby comminghng the inert gas

under pressure with the inwardly flowing plstic material

as both enter the mold cavity, until the cavity and skin are

filled with an internal corrugated body integral with and
bonded to said skin.

4^74,718
METHOD OF FABRICATING NON-LINEAR VOLTAGE

LIMITING DEVICE
Dooglas M. Mattos; Tapaa K. Gapla, both of Pmabnii^, WO-
Ham G. Cariaoa, Mnrrysrille, and Shih M. Ho, Pfttshnrgh, aO
of Pa., assignors to Electric Power Rssearch Insthta, Pale
Alto, Calif.

Filed JnL 27, 1981, Ssr. No. 2r,371
lat a^ HOIB 1/08

VS.a 264-61 4 Claims

detecting when the length of a preform has reached a prese-

lected length;

closing the mold about the preform when the preform attains

the preselected length to produce a substantially constant

length of preform; and
mamtaming substantially constant the time for extruding the

preform to the preselected length.

4,474,717

METHOD OF MAKING A TWIN-WALL INTERNALLY
CORRUGATED PLASTIC STRUCTURAL PART WITH A

SMOOTH NON<CELLULAR SKIN
JuMS W. Hendry, Eaglewood, Teaa^ assizor to Laag Fastener

Corporation, Roaefflla, Mich.

Filed May 24^ 1982, Ser. No. 381405
lat a> B29D 27/00

VS. a. 264-48

J

22 Claims
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1. A method of fabricating a non-linear voltage limiter of the

type characterized by a rise in resistive current with time when
said current is measured at the O.SEo.j voltage level of said

limiter at a temperature kA 100* C, said method comprising the

steps of:

providing a composition consisting essentially of the follow-

ing ingredients by mole %

ZaO
BqO]
SbjOs
C030«
M/)2
SiO]

AljOj
Z1O2

93.393

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.003

ai;

1. The method of making a twin-wall, internally corrugated

plastic stractoral part provMed with a smooth non-cdhilar

sking comprising die steps of:

providing a mold having at least a pair of mold members-
deffaung a sealed mold cavity when the mold is closed;

locating m a mold member a probe having a head within tiie

interior of and spaced ftcm the walls of the moU cavity;

the probe and head having a passage for an inert pressurized

gas, with the passage in the hod terminating in one or

more orifices which communicate with the mold cavity;

iiyecting a small amount of plastic material through a sprue

m a inold member into the mold cavity to surround and to

encapsulate the probe head;

thereafter fa^ectiag an faiert gas under pressure throu^ the

probe after the hiitia] injection of the small amount of the

formhig said composition into a wafer having the shape of a

disc including opposite ends, a circumferential edge there-

between, and dectrode means on opposite ends of the

wafer;

sintering said formed composition in accordance with pre-

scribed temperature and time requirements;

annealing said sintered composition at about 600* C. for

between about one and ei|^t hours in an oxidizing atmo-

sphere; and

provklmg an electrical insulation coating which can be

cured if subjected to said annealing step without degrada-

tion of its electrical insulation characteristics and applying

said coating over and against the circumferential edge of

said composition after the latter is sfaitered but before it is

annealed, said annealing step befaig sufficient to cure said

coating, said coating consisting essentially of the follow-

ing ingredients in grams:
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OfaM powdtr (320 nmh)
AhanlBa (ibovt 0l3 micraaieien)

Dehydrated CMlor Oa
Triediyleiie glycol beioete

Polyvinyl bittyril

TrihydroxyMeeria

A ariiture of methmol -f trichloroethylciie

T

190

2-20

1.3

LO
5J0

0.15

70.

^ perforated plate on the surface of said resin, submerging said
plate in said resin to a plane qMced apart from but paraUel to
said substantially flat plane, caring said resin, shaving excess
resin from the face of said plate, removing said plate firam the
cared resin, and removing the resulting matrix from the mold
and piercing the cured matrix to form a plurality of holes

.^ therem.

M74,719
PROCESS FOR MAKING HEAD PIECES WITH A
MEMBRANE FOR PACKAGING CONTAINERS OF
LAMINATE WITH A METALUC BARRIER LAYER

Elsgdbert Saniar, Voiny/VS, Swifwrhmd, awignor to Antoma-
tloB laissuisfls 8A, Vaimy, Swftasrted

DMtkm of S«r. No. 79,5(9, Sap. 27. 1979, Pat No. 4,317,420.
THi appHcatiwi JaL r, 1911, Sar. No. 287,1C9

OataH prierlty, appttcaltai Pad. Rap. of GanMuiy, Sep. 29,
1971, 2M3nS

IM. a» B29C 3/Oa 11/00, 17/03. 17/08
US. CL 264—198 3 n«i—

1. A process for making head pieces for containers with a
membrane of hminate having a metallic barrier layer, the head
piece being made up of a thermopUutic material and being
made m one piece, and the head piece has a mouth-piece neck,
a cone-like breast part next to it, a ring-shoulder next to the
breast part and a round pbte and a membrane of a laminate
with a metallic barrier layer, the round plate being made be-
forehand and then joined with the head piece, characterised in
that from a tape of tauniaate with a metallic barrier hiyer, using
a deep drawing operation, the round plate is produced in a
form representative of the outlme of the head piece to be
produced, is stamped out and is then lowered into a female
mold, and at the same time as the lowering the membane is

stamped out of the center part and is kept in position, and after
this thermopUutic material is placed in the female mold and
then the membrane is lowered into its hut position in the mold
and at the same time as the lowering of the membrane pressing
of the thermoplastic material in the female mold takes place.

4,474,720

METHOD OF MAKING PATTERN MATRIX HAVING
UNIFORM BACKER THICKNESS

DavU G. laii, Waannda. DL, aari^or to Uaitcd States Gyp-
r, Ckie^o,IlL

FIM JaiL 31, 1993, Sar. No. 442,472
lit CL> B29C 1/02

U.S.a244—196 7ClaiaH

4,474,721

APPARATUS FOR FORMING THREADS AND
FILAMENTS OF FLUOROCARBON RESIN AND

METHOD THEREOF
Robert E. Carpeater, Natley, NJ^ Mriiaor to rhumniait. lac
Wayae.NJ.

Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Sar. No. 470,39(
Int a^ B29D 7/19

MS. CL 264-197 21 ^Mm^

1. Apparatus for forming elongated threads or filaments of
synthetic material such as fluorocarboo rean from a billet

thereof comprising:

8. a chuck assembly mounted for rotation in said apparatus
about a fixed axis,

b. driving means for rotating the chuck assemUy about said

fixed axis,

c. at least one sized billet ofductile material fixedly mounted
on said chuck assembly for rotation therewith when the
driving means is placed in operation,

d. a tool holder assembly operittively connected on the

apparatus for longitudinal movement,
e. means for moving the tool holder assembly at a predeter-

mined rate parallel to the axis of rotation of the chuck
assembly and the billet connected thereto,

f. a cutting tool fixedly mounted on and movable with the
tool holder assembly parallel to the axis of rotation of the
chuck assembly and movable with respect to the tool

holder toward and away firom the axis of rotation of said

billet to engage and cut into said billet when the same is

rotated with the chuck assembly, and
g. said cutting tool having shqwd transverse cutting face

means, with at least two shqwd cutting edges and at least

two offsets which space said cutting edges, for simulatane-

ottsly cutting at least two sized and shaped threads and
fihunents in elcmgated form from the billet corresponding
to the at least two shaped cutting edges.

4,474,722

METHOD OF MAKING HARD SURFACE STYLING
MODELS

RoaaMC Martin, 4634 Aahbwtoa PL, Slerltag HdiMi, MM.
FOed Oet 24, 1983, Sar. No. 944,032

lat a) B29C 1/02
U.S.a264—219 19ClafaM

1. A method of making stylmg models comprising the steps

of:

1. A method for making a pattern finhnsing matrix, said
method comprising generating a baa-rehef pattern whose low-
est points he in a substantially flat plane, casting a female mold
of said pattern, casting a liquid resin cmto the mold, placing a

forming a pattern firom an easily formed material to a desired

design contour surfiMe;

cutting away a first portion of the pattern;

filling the grooves substantially to the design contour sur-

face with a hardenable clay-like material;
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removing a second portion of the pattern around the first

portion to form voids; and

mw^j^^i^^m

^fiw-ir

wfiJf^jeiM
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^BW1|B«P

''"^^MmST 1

Fo('H!lii^r»fI«

filUng the voids with another hardenable clay-like material

substantially to the design contour surface.

4,474,724

UQUID INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE FOR
UTILIZING SIUOONE COMPOSITIONS

AMo A. LagU, BallatoB Lake, N.Y., asBlgBor to GaMral Electric

CoBipaay, Watarford, N.Y.

DifiiioB of Ser. No. 421,690, Sap. 22, 1982, Pat No. 4,402,661,

wUeh is a eoatlBBatioa of Sar. No. 183,620. Sep. 2, 1980,

abandoned. HiIs applicatioa Jan. 2, 1983. Sar. No. 900,220

lat CL^ B28B 1/24

U.S.a 264 328J 3

4,474,723

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING A
PLASTIC PIPE PART WITH A SOCKET END

Addf Iraar, Gaarta, Fad. Rap. of Ganuny, aarigaor to Waila
B.V., ZwoDe, Nathariandi

FDad Apr. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 487,637

Oata priority, appHcillaB Nathartaada, Af- 23, 1982,

8201789

btt. a) B29D 7/24

US.a264-296 9

1. Method ofprovidmg a plastic pipe part with a socket end,

comprising a head part of an annular seahng member being

retained m a groove chamber fcmned by inwardly rebending

^ end portion of the socket end, wherein the space between

the inner side of a widened end of a plastic pipe part and a

support placed therdnbetween at distance from the flee end of

of the plastic pipe part, is sealed by the retained sealing mem-

ber whereupon the plastically deformable end part of the

plastic pipe part is shs|>ed to a socket end and the end portion

of the socket end is inwardly rebent after removal of said

support

1. In a method for forming silicone rubber molded parts

utilizing a plunger nuectim molding maching comprising the

steps:

(a) feeding molding composition into a barrel means through

a (ised means mounted on the forward end of said barrel

means in dose proximity to a forward nozde,

(b) retracting a shut-ofT means mounted to the machine

firame adjacent to said forward nozzle in said barrel means

so as to open said nozzle,

(c) actuating a first drive means mounted on said machine

frame to the rear of said barrel means and connected to

said barrel means,

(d) forcing molding composition out of said nozzle into a

mold as a result of said first drive means driving a plunger

means towards said nozzle,

(e) causing said shut-off means to dose said nozzle,

(f) curing said molding composition,

(^ the improvement which comprises regulating the size of

the shot of liquid composition by providing a valve means

connected to said feed means said valve means being

adapted to allow molding composition to pass through

said feed means or to stop said molding composition from

passing through said feed means, and a second drive

means adapted to open and doae said valve means in

synchronization with said first drive means such that

when said first drive means drives said plunger means

forward in said barrd means said second drive means

closes said valve, and when said first drive means retracts

said plunger means, said second drive means opens said

valve.

4,474,729

METHOD OF MAKING MULTICOLORED UNITARY
THERMOFORMED ARTICLE

Howard E. Saadi, Breadalhia, N.Y., aarigMr to Coiaco

tries. Inc., Hartford. CoBk
FDad Jan. 8, 1983. Sar. No. 902.297

IM. ai B29D 9/04

US.a 264-910 12

1

1. In a method for making a multicolored, thermoformed

article, the steps comprising:

a. forming thermopUHtic resin of a first color into a substan-

tially continuous sheet-like configuration having con-
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toured portwos of at least two discrete depths to form a
contoured insert member;

'

b. placing said insert member into a tbermoftmning mold
having a m<dd cavity with an insert-feorivrng portion of
ocm^ementary contour tpteed from its margins and
additional ontoured portions of at least two discrete

depths outwardly of said inseit«receiving portion, said

insert-receiving portion comprising only a portion of the
mold cavity,

c. supporting a length of thermoplastic sheeting of a second
color above said mold and overlying said cavity; and

d. thennoforming said thermoplastic sheeting of a second
color against the surfiKe of said insert and of said mold
cavity outwardly thereof to cause said sheeting to assume
a configuration complementary to that of said mold cavity

and insert and to bcnid the adjacent surface of said insert

member thereto, thereby producing a unitary thermo-
formed sheet-like article of multicolored configuration

wherein said insert constitutes only a portion of one sur-

face thereof and the sheet material thereabout has con-
toured portions of at least two discrete dq>ths.

4*474,726

METHOD OF PRODUCING A CHANNELED PLASTIC
PIPE Wrm CLOSED CHANNEL ENDS

Ky«w Ohti; TakaUra Itoh; HlshayeaU Toyoaldina, and Jan
Yeshflawa, aO of Sakai, Japan, aast^on to Kabota Tckko
lUbmUU Tiliba. Onka, Japn

OlvWoa of S». No. 33M3S, No?. U IMl,. nb appHcatfon
Mar. 1, 19t2, Sar. No. dSAJSTT

Oatai priartty, sppMsalion Japan. Nov. 12, IMO, SS'M0044
JaL€l}W39D 23/00

V£.CL2M-n6 MCfadBs

1. A method for closing the ends of the channels at one end
of a plastic pipe having a pluraUty of channels extending axi-

aDy in the jipe wall and opening on the axial fines of the pipe,

said method comprising the steps of:

(a) charging a canOdng material into an annubv slotted

channd<k)sure, said channel-closure having a base and
inner and outer projecting walls which are sized and
shaped to hoM the inner and outer surfaces of the pipe
wall at one end of the pipe therebetween around the entire

per^>hery of the pipe, said caulldog material being
charged into the annular sk>t defined by said base and said

inner and outer projecting waDs;

(b) pressing saU annular stotted channd-cloaure over said

one end ot the pipe so as to f<Mce said caulking material
into said pluraUty of channels; and

(c) forcing a fluid into said plurality of channels at the other
end of the pipe so as to bear against said eauifcing material
in said plurality of channeb and to compact it between
said fluid and said base of said slotted channel-closure.

4(474,727

ARRANGEMENT FOR STORING SPENT NUCLEAR
FUEL RODS AT A REACTOR SITE

Stanley KBMMk, Phnn BoMMgh; John M. ShaDcrtcrger, O'Hara
Township, Altegheay Connty, a^ Stephen J. Fcrlan, WilkiBa
TownsUp, Allegheny CwBrty, an el Pa., aasjfaors to WeeUag-
wNHe Eleetric Carp., Httsbur^ Pa.

ContiaBatkM-faHpart of Scr. No. 276,387, Jan. 22, 1981, which
is a coathiaatkM of Ser. No. 808,671, May 15, 1978, abandoned.

lUs appUcatkM JaL 26, 1882, Ser. No. 402,004
lat CL^ G21C 19/00

VJS. CL 376-272 g rMm^

<.. it.'

1. A storage device for storing tpmt ftiel rods of a ^ent
nuclear fuel assembly within which adjacent fiiel rods are
disposed on a fiiel rod pitch conq)rising:

dongated enclosure means extending along the lengths of
said spent fiiel rods for receiving said spent fiiel rods
interiorly thereof, said enclosure means conprising a
plurality of vertically extending walls forming the outer
periphery of said storage device;

means for disposing said spent fiiel rods within said enclo-

sure means;

wherein said disposing means comfvises a horizontally ex-

tending base of said storage device configured to mppon
said spent fiiel rods in rows within said enclosure means
such that adjacent qient fiiel rods in a row are in substan-

tial line contact wiUi each other along the length of said

enclosure means;

wherein said fiid rods in one row are in substantial line

contact with ftiel rods in the next adjacent rows;
wherein said fiiel rods in substantial line contact with each

other in said enclosure are located on a generally eqnilat-

enl triangular pitch;

wherein said container includes means for finOitathig the

loading of fiiel rods therein, said means being constructed

and arranged such that the fiiel rods coact therewith to

achieve substantially fiill Une contact with each other m
said contamer, and

wberem said means hicludes a guidance phite extendmg at

least generally a said fuel rod m lengdi and removably
mounted on opposite end walls in said contamer, said friate

having grooves along its length which are complementary
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to the configuration of said fiwl rods so that when fuel

rods are loaded into the container, the fuel rods engage

said grooves and are directed into alignment with adjacent

fuel rods.

4*474,728

NEUTRON ABSORBER PELLETS WITH MODIFIED
MICROSTRUCTURE

Keueth C Radftird, Churchill Boro, Pa., asdgaor to Westing*

hooae Electrk Corpn Pittabugh, Pa.

FOed Dec 28, 1981, Scr. No. 334,720

, Int CL^ G21C 11/00

VS. a. 376-339 11

their respective support planes form the shape of two

concentric discontinuous annuli at a distance fitnn one

t-

another to define a cooling g^> for circulation ofa cooling

medium therein.

4,474,730

NUCLEAR FUEL SPACER GRID
Jereny M. HeUmaa, Mevoeville, and rdasaad E. DeMario,

Pean Hills, both of Pa., aasifBors to Westiagbonse Electrk

Corp., Plttabargh, Pa.

FUed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,482

fat a^ G21C 3/34

UJS. CL 376-462 5

9. A sintered burnable absorber for use in a nuclear reactor

fiiel assembly comprising

a sintered pellet of burnable absorber material including

moderately sinterable aluminum oxide and boron carbide

particles of about S to 20 ;tm size for establishing a theo-

retical density of about 70% in the pellet, and

an additive of about 3-4 wt.% silicic acid for modifying the

open surface areas in the peHet and providing adequate

moisture stability to the pellet

4,474,729

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR A PRESTRESSED
CYLINDRICAL PRESSURE VESSEL

Josef Schoealag, Hambraedwa, aad Haas^Gcorg Sehwiers,

Ketach, both of Fed. Rep. (rfGcranay, asaigaors to Hoehton-

peratar-Reaktorbaa GmML, Cotogae, Fed. Rep. of Gcrauay

FOed May 7, 1981, Scr. No. 261,636

Clahas priority, appUortioa Fed. R^ of Gernaay, May 16,

1980, 3018818

lat a' G21C 13/04. 9/00

U.S.a 376-^461 6 Clafaas

1. A mppoTt structure for a prestressed cylindrical vessel of

a nuclear power station comprising
,

,

a foundation;

an annular support wall fixedly mounted on said foundation;

and

a plurality ofsupport members comprising uniformly spaced

composite plastic qiacers with steel inserts arranged as

individual supports on two horiztntal support planes

along said annular support wall, said support members in

supporting connection with said prestressed cylindrical

vessd, sakl support members on one support plane are

disposed at a (hfferent level relative to the support mem-

bers on the other support plane, said siqjport asembers on

1. A grid for the spacing of fiiel rods in a nuclear reactor fiiel

assembly, comprising:

(a) an array of interleaved nuclear reactor fiiel assembly grid

straps, Mid amy having an egg crate configuration ddin-

ing standard cells therein ftv the separate enclosure of

each of said fiiel rods, each of said standard cells having at

least one of its associated said straps with an integral

spring pcMlion projecting into said standard cell, with said

intend spring portion compressiUy contacting its associ-

ated said fiiel rod; and

(b) a number of backup qvings, distinct fixm said straps,

disposed one each traverse to and posterior to each of a

plurality of said integral spring portions and spaced apart

ftxan said fuel rods; and

wherein each of said backup sprinp compressibly contact its

associated said integral spring portion; and

wherein said spring portions are each flat springs which, on

their associated said strap, are generally parallel and gen-

erally aligned skle by side in a row, wherein said backup

firings are disposed one each bdiind each of said integral

spring portions, and wherein said backup springs, on their

associated said strap for adjacent said standard cdls, are

int^rally connected together defining a single backup

spring band.
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• M74^73i
PROCESS FOR THE REMOVAL OF CARBON RESIDUES

DURING SINTERING OF CERAMICS
JiMi M. Browakm, Qoapood, ud Thomas S. Plaikctt, Kato>

oak, botk of N.Y^ MrigiMn to latavatioBal BodaeM Mo-
cUaoi Corporatkn, Armmik, N.Y.

FUod Mar. 2S, 1M3, Ser. No. 479,591
lat ai BOIJ 23/6Z 23/74

VS, CL 419—5 31 ciainu

1. A process for the sutering and deiuification of ceramic
materials containing hydrocarbon materials in order to pro-
duce a sintered, dense ceramic body and substantially free from
carbonaceous residues of said hydrocarbon materials compris-
ing

a. forming a compact of ceramic particles bonded together
by a p<4ymeric, hydrocarbon binder in which binder there
is dissdved prior to sintering, a pyrolysis catalyst selected

from the group consisting of nickel and palladium ions,

b. heating said ceramic material in a low oxygen content
atmosphere to a temperature in the range of from about
3S0* to 780* C, thereby substantially removing said carbo-
naceous residues from said compact, and

c. further heating for a time and a temperature said compact
to sinter and densiiy said ceramic material.

M74,733
HEAT RESISTANT NICKEL BASE ALLOY EXCELLENT

IN WORKABILITY AND HIGH TEMPERATURE
STRENGTH PROPERTIES

Hirodii Sosuldda; Ichiro TaaSk Hiaalaka Kawai; Hitoal Itoh,
aU of Takasago; Makoto Yoge, Ohmiya; ToahiU Takeiri,
Ohmiya; Kensho Sahira, Ohmiya, and Toafaio Kojima, Oh-
miya, aU ofJapan, aaalgnon to Mitnbiahi Jokogyo KaboahiU
Kaisha and Mitsubishi Kiaac^ Kabnshiki KMhf,^ both of
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 19S2, Ser. No. 350,048
Claims priority, appUcatfon Japan, Mar. 2, 1961, 56-29C78

Int CL^ C22C 19/05
U&CI.420-.443 36Claims

1. A heat resistant nickel base alloy having excellent hot
workability, cold workability and high temperature strength
properties consisting essentially of from 0.001 to 0.15 percent
carbon, from 0.0005 to 0.05 percent calcium, from 20.0 to 26.0
percent chromium, from 4.7 to 9.4 percent cobalt, from 5.0 to
16.0 percent molybdenum, from 0.5 to 4,0 percent tungsten,
with the total of molybdenum plus tungsten being from 9.0 to
16.S percent, and the balance nickel and inevitable impurities.

4,474,734
SYRINGE SHIELD AND CLOSURE STERILIZATION

METHOD
Murray S. Cooper, Dnmonnt, NJ., assignor to Microbiological

Applications, Inc., Islamorada, Fla.

FUed Jul. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 510,663
Int. a^ A61L 2/20

VS. CL 422-34 i Oaim

4«474y732

FULLY DENSE WEAR RESISTANT ALLOY
Jan C Lyn, Etaihvat, HL, aaripor to Amatcd ladustries

iMorporatad, Chicago, DL
DMahM of Ser. No. 019,502, Mar. 12, 1979, ahaodooed. lids

ppttcatkM Oct 24, 1979, Sar. No. 87,728

Itt.a'B22FJ//6
VS.a 419-11 5 chtas

1. A method of producing a high density, heat, wear, corro-
sion and oxidation resistant, iron base material including the
steps of: providing an alloy powder consisting essentially of, by
weight, 1.0-15% carbon. 12-19% chromium, 4-8% silicon

and the balance essentially iron, compacting said alloy powder
and sintering said compacted alloy powder at 2100*-2450* F.
<11S0*-1343* C) for a time sufficient to form a fully dense
alloy.

3. A method of producing a high density, heat, wear, corro-
sion and oxidatkm resistant, iron base material including the
steps of:

providing an alloy consisting essentially of, by weight, up to
about 0.2% carbon. 12-19% chromium, about 1.3% man-
ganese, a5-3.5% silicon and the balance essentially iron,

water atomizing and screeoiag said alloy to form a powder
metal,

adding 1.0-2.5% by weight carbon and 0.5-4.5% by weight
siHcoo containing powder to provide a final siUcon con-
lent of 4-4%,

oompocttng said alloy powder and sintering said compacted
powder at 2100'-2450' P. (1150*-1343* C) for a time
sufficient to form a fUly dense alloy.

1. A method for sterilizing a pre-fUled syringe-needle assem-
bly unit which comprises fitting onto the reduced end of the
barrel of the syringe and around the needle a shield-closure
unit which comprises a tube which covers the needle and a
plug for said tube, one end of said tube being adapted for fitting

tightly over the reduced part of the barred ofa syringe and the
other end being covered by the plug, both said end and plug
covering it being adapted to provide an air-tight fit between
them, said plug being sufficiently long to engage the tip of the
needle inside the tube wherein the plug of the shield-closure
unit is partially inserted into the tube to a distance where it

does not come into contact with die tip ofthe needle, evacuat-
ing through the open end of the barrel of the syringe the pre-
filled syringe-needle assembly unit which has been fitted with
the shidd-closure unit passing under pressure through said
open end of the barrd into the unit a sterilizing gas, evacuating
the unit, and after sterilization is completed, fully inserting the
plug into the tube so that the tq> of the needle enters into and
becomes onbedded in the plug.
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4«474,735

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF VALUABLE
METALS FROM SPENT CRUDE^IL
SULFUR-EXTRACnON CATALYSTS

JnssI K. Rastas, Fori; Kanko J. Karpale, and HdkU TUtiaen,

both of Ulfila, all of Finland, aasigBors to Ontoknmpn Oy,

Ootiriinmpn, Finland

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,663

Claims priority, appUcatioa Finland, Oet 13, 1981, 813173

Int a^ COIG 39/00. 51/00. 53/00: COIF 7/76

VS. CL 423-53 8 Claiais

1. A process for the recovery of aluminum values and value

metals selected from the group consisting of cobalt, nickel,

vanadium, molybdenum and mixtures thereof, from roasted

crude-oil sulfurextraction catalyst wastes, comprising: leach-

ing in an autoclave the roasted wastes in a single stage at a

temperture above 100* C. with so large an amount of an aque-

ous leaching solution of at least one compound selected from

the group consisting essentially of sulfioric acid, aluminum

sulfate, alkali metal sulfate and ammonium sulfate that the

value metals includmg aluminum substantially dissolve and

aluminum is precipitated as alunite; separating the solution

containing the dissolved value metals from the alunite precipi-

tate, and recovering the value metals in the separated solution

and recovering the alunite precipitate.

4,474y736

TREATMENT OF ALUMINOUS MATERIALS
William H. Andrews, Mt Warerier, Darid J. Milne, North

Bahryn; Ronald W. Moyle, Temidestowe, and James P. Pe-

ters, Sarrey Hills, aU of Aoatiidia, aarignors to Comaleo

AhuBimm Limitad, Maiboane, AMtralia

FDed Apr. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 370,035

Claiffls priority, applieatioa Anatralia, Apr. 29, 1981, PE8629

Int as COIF 7/22

VS. CL 423-122 7

1. Process for treatment of aluminous material containing

iron to reduce the iron content thereof and to produce an

alumina-baaed refractory material, which comprises the steps:

(a) mixing crushed uncalcined bauxite having a maximum

particle size of 1 nun with dilute hydrochloric acid solu-

tion ofconcentration of the order of20% HQ, which may

also contain dissolved chlorides of iron and/or aluminium,

to form a slurry, the quantity of hydrodiloric acid used

being sufficient to dissolve at least 80% (tf the iron present

in the bauxite but not more than that required to dissolve

120% of said iron;

(b) heating the slurry to a temperature in the range of 70* to

110* C for a time sufficient to leach the nujority of tlw

iron present in the bauxite;

(c) filtering the slurry to produce a filtrate containing dilo-

rides and a filter cake comprising aluminous material oX

ledooed iron content;

(d) calcining the aluminous material firom step (c) at a tem-

perature in the range 1600* to 1750* C. to produce the said

alumina-based refractory material;

(e) treating filtrate from step (c) with an oxidising agent to

convert ferrous chloride to ferric chloride;

(0 contacting the liquor from step (e) with fresh crushed

bauxite whereby aluminium is dissolved and iron com-

pounds are precipitated;

(g) filtering the product of step (0 to produce a solution

containing aluminium hydroxychlorides;

(h) heating the solution ftam step (g) to an elevated tempera-

ture to hydrolyse the aluminium chloride to alumina, and

produce gases containing hydrochloric acid;

(i) absorbing said gases in an aqueous medium to produce a

solution containing hydrochloric acid which may be recy-

cled to step (a).

4,474^737

PROCESS OF PURIFICATION OF MAGNESIC RAW
MATERIAL

StanislaT N^mr, Prague; Zdenek Jeman, Usti n/I«, and Jaroa-

lav Kralicek, Pragae, all of CnchoaloTakia, aaslgann to

Vysoka, skola chendko-tcchaologicka, Pragae, GaaehoaioTa-

Ua
Ffied Jaa. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 457,046

Chdms priority, appUcatioa Caechoaiofaida, Jan. 14> 1982,

297-82

Int CL^ OOID 5/16

VS. CL 423-155 8 dafaas

1. A process of purification of magnesic raw materials, com-

prising the fbllowing steps in the order named: (1) allowing

sulphur dioxide to react with an aqueous suspension of

magnesic raw material chosen from the group consisting of

calcinated magnesite, crude magnesium oxide, contaminated

magnesium oxide, magnesium hydroxide, hydrated magnesium

carbonates, crude crystals ofmagnesium sulphite, and mixtures

of two or more of the above materials to form a solid fdiase

composed of at least one fraction rich in MgSOj.XHiO
wherein X stands for 3 or 6, and at least one other fraction

containing predominatly solid impurities, and, (2) separating

the solid phase into said at least one fraction rich in MgSOj.X-

H2O, and into said at least one other fraction containing con-

centrated impurities.

4,474,738

PROCESS FOR MINERAL BENEHCIATION
R. Toffraace Mardn, CUpnnk Croariag, UbcoIb, Maak 01773

FOed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,292

lat a> OOIB 25/22

VS. CL 423-157 8 Oalma

1. A process of mineral beneficiation of phosphorous con-

taining materials comprising:

forming an aqueous slurry of a phoq>horous containing

material having a first component of relatively insoluble

apatite comprising a divalent cation and an associated

phosphorous bearing anion,

treating the aqueous phosphatic slurry with an alkaline

EDTA complexing material,

contacting the aqueous phoq>hatic slurry with the complex-

ing material for a sufficient period of time to complex the

divalent cation of the apatite with the complexing mate-

rial, thereby releasing the associated anion into sdutioo.

and

removing the phosphorous bearing anion and ooovlexed

divalent cation from the slurry.
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M74^739
METHOD FOR REMOVING GASEOUS POLLUTAPrTS IN
HKaaY DILUTE CONCENIRATIONS FROM AIR AT

ROOM TEMPERATURES
Vietar F. Ztekar, Ntv Gnan, Cmhm WflUw G. Ueyd; Doo-
•M R. Ropi, koth of Bovltag GiMiw Ky^ Jolm M. I^coary.
n«G«M T. Swam, both of Fort CoIUm, Colo^ aHigBon
to TdidjrM Imtmtrifm, Ue^ Fort CoOiM, Colo.

F1M Jn. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 50M55
brt. CL^ BOID 53/36

U5.a429-230 tfClaim
1. The method of removing the gases hydrogen sulfide or

hydrogen cyanide and mixtures thereof from highly dilute

concentrations fai air, comprising contacting the gas and air

mixture with a dry, activated catalyst comprising a palladium
(II) salt and a copper (II) salt on a support

tion mixture at from 80* to 2S0* C. in a closed vessel under
autogenous pressure to form the crystalline aluminosilicate.

M74»740
METHOD FOR REGENERATING PHYSICALLY ACTING

ORGANIC SCRUBBING AGENTS
Hdu Karwat, Pnllaeh, and Peter HaaadBger, Mooich, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcraiay, aMi«Mn to Liade Akticngesellschaft,

Fad.R«p.orG«rwny
FDad Oct 18, 1982, Sir. No. 434,778

OataM priority, appiiatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Oct 21,
1981. 3141T70

UL CU CDIB 17/00: BOID 19/00
US.a 423-243 MClaiu

1. A prooesa fior regenerating dimethylformamide used to
scrub floe gas ctmtaining sulfiir-based contaminants compris-
ing the steps of flowing dimethylformamide into a scrubbing
column to induce contact with floe gas contained therein so
that die dimethylformamide becomes laden with sulfur-baaed
cootafflinants and carbon dioxide previously found in the flue

gn, supplying the laden scrubbing fluid to a carbon dioxide
stripper, the stripper degasifying dissolved carbon dioxide,
sundying the laden fluid to a reactor, dousing the fluid in the
reactor with ammonia and water, mixing the contents of the
reactor with a stirring mechanism thereby forming ammonium
sulfite and ammonium sulfate salts suspoided in the mixture,
filtering the mixture to remove the salts and providing the
scrubber with the filtrate, the filtrate providing a regenerated
scrubbing agent

4^474,741

PREPARATION OF A CRYSTALLINE
ALUMINOSnJCATE (ZEOLTTE)

WoUkng Hodderleh, FVaainathal; LMdo Maroai, Lodwi^ha-
tm; Wolf D. Mroai, Rvdnalkal, aad Matthias Schwarx-
aMaa, UaAarprbor, aU of Fed. Rep. of GerMuy,
to BASF AktiMisnilMhall, Fed. Rep. of Germay

FDad Oct 28, 1981, Sm. No. 314,070

-sisiflr''
"***•'**•'*'—" '^- ••

lBta)CDlBii/29
UAa433/329 gCUai
L A process for the preparatioB of a crystalline aluminosili-

cate of the pentasil type by hydrothermal crystallization of
SiOi and AKOH)3, in the mohv ratio of f^om 40 to 400 SiO: to
AI2O3, in the presence ofan alkali metal salt, at a concentration
of ftom 1 to 6 moles of alkali metal salts per mole of Al(OH)3,
at from 80* to 2S0* C. wherein the crystallization is carried out
in a odxtore with a solvent consisting of an ether, in the con-
centration of from 9 to 183 moles of ether per mde of Al-
(OH)3, selected fhm the group consisting of ethylene glycol
dimethyl ether, diethyl ether, a mixture of triethylene to deca-
ethylene glycol methyl isopropyl ethers, a mixture ofoxyethyl-
ated ozo-aloohols, dimetlioxy-methane, and a poly(ethylene
giycoO dimethyl ether or a mixture of this ether with water,
comprising: mixing the SiO:, Al(OH)3, and alkaU metal salts

with the sohwBt to fbrm a reaction mixture; stirring the reac-
tion mixtare to render it hoaM)feaeoaa; and reacting said leac-

4,474,742

TREATMENT OF ASBESTOS
Philip Qaeefla, Newtoarflle, aad Sipanad A. WeitaMn, New*

ton Centre, both of Maas., aaaipion to Boetoa Biomedical
Reacarch lastitate, lac. * ne General Hospital Cbrpoiatioa,
ooeioB, Mass.

Filed Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 487,198
Int a.3 ODIB 33/24

VS. CL 423-^331 3 CMmm
1. The method of inhibiting the peroxide-reduction catalytic

activity of asbestos selected flrom the group consisting of
chrysotile, amodte and crocidolite which ccmprises

contacting the asbestos with an aqueous solution containing
a non-mutagenic non-toxic hydroxamic acid iron-chelat-

ing agent

3. The method as claimed in claim 1 in which said iron-
chelating agent is desferriferrioxamine B or salt thereof.

4,474,743

PREPARATION OF SHANE FROM AMINE ALANES
Emett M. Marlett Batoa Roage, La., Migaor to Ethyl Corpo*

ratioa, RichBMMd, Va.

FDcd JuL 21, 1983, Ser. No. 818,130
lat a^ OOIB 33/04

UJS.a 423-347 SOOalma
28. A process for the coproduction of sUane and amine-free

aluminum trifluoride, said process comprising the steps of:

(1) reacting in an inert reaction medium comprising predom-
inantly aromatic hydrocarbon (i) aluminum trihydride

complexed with a tertiary amine and (ii) silicon tetrafluo-

ride so that gaseous silane and aluminum trifluoride co-
product are produced;

(2) recovering the gaseous silane;

(3) recovering inert reaction medium and uncomplexed
tertiary amine from the reaction mixture thereby leaving a
mixture of solids composed predominantly of uncom-
plexed aluminum trifluoride and aluminum trifluoride

complexed with tertiary amine;

(4) heating the mixture of solids at an elevated temperature
sufficient to free tertiary amine from aluminum trifluoride-

tertiary amine complex; and

(5) recovering the freed tertiary amine.

4^74,744
PROCESS FOR THE DECARBONYLATION OF AN
ALEYL FORMATE TO FORM CARBON MONOXIDE

AND AN ALCOHOL
Michael J. Greea, HbO, Eaglaad, aarivMtr to BP Chearieali

Liarited, Leadoa, Eai^uid

Filed Jan. 9, 1984, Ser. No. 589,396
OaiBM priority, appUcatioB Uaited Kiagtoia, iaa. 19, 1983,

8318464

bt a' CDIB 3]/IS: O07C 31/04
UJS. a. 423-415 A H CUm

1. A process for the decarbonylation of an alkyl fbrmate to

form carbon monoxide and an alcohol at elevated temperature
characterised in that the process is carried out in the presence
of, as catalyst, an effective amount of:

(a) a Lewis base and an epoxide or

^)«aaandine.
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Xj4^74,748

PRODUCTION OF SPINEL POWDER
George W. RittCT, n, Newark, Ohio, aaaipMr to Oweas^kMidBg

Flberilas CorporatioB, Ttriedo, Ohio
FDed Jnl. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,665

lat CU GDIF 7/16

U.S.a 423-600 7Claima

1. A method of producing magnesium aluminate spinel

which comprises reacting magnesium oxide or hydroxide with

an aluminum chlorohydrate-glycol complex to form a magne-

sium aluminum salt-containing composite in the form of a gel,

reacting the composite with an alkali to hydrolize the salt to

the hydroxide and heating the hydroxide at elevated tempera-

tures to form magnesium aluminate spinel powder.

4^74,746

DUGNOSnC RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS FOR
LOCALIZATION IN TARGET TISSUES EXHIBmNG A
REGIONAL PH SHIFT RELATIVE TO SURROUNDING

TISSUES
Monte Uaa, Baffiilo, aad Hank F. Kaag, Anhorst, both of N.Y.,

MrifBors to State Uaiiwiity of New York, Albaay, N.Y.

DifirioB of Ser. No. 174,491, Aag. 8, 1980, Pat No. 4,363,793,

wUeh ii a eoatfanatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 71,189, Aag. 30, 1979,

abaadoMd. lUa appUeatioa JaL 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,951

brt. a? A61K ¥J/Oa 49/00

U.S. CL 424-1.1 19 Cbdna

1. A radiopharmaceutical chemical composition for deposi-

tion in a selected target organ or tissue of a mammal having a

lower intracellular pH than the blood of the mammal, which

composition comprises a compound containing a radioactive

isotope, selected from the group consisting of tellurium 123m,

technetium 99m, ruthenium 97, tin 1 17m, lead 203, indium 111,

indium 113m, ^dlium 67, gallium 68, scandium 44, and sele-

nium 7S, in chemical combination with at least one amine

group, said compound having pH dependant lipid solubility

comprising a lipophilicity suffidently high at a pH of 7.6 to

permit passage of the compound from the blood into the target

organ or tissue and sufficiently low at a pH of 6.6 to prevent

rqnd return ofthe compound from the target organ or tissue to

the blood, said compomid havnig a percent protein binding of

less than ninety percent, said compound having no overall net

positive charge at pH 12 and no overall net negative charge at

pH 6.0, said radioactive isotope being a gaauna ray, X-ray or

positron emittfaig isotope, at least seventy-five percent of the

gamma rays in gamma ray emitting isotopes being emitted at

energies of between 80 and 400 kiloelectron volts together

with a pharmaceutical diluent; provided that, iodine isotopes

are not present in the compound.

4,474,7a

MEDICAMENTS POTENTIATED WTTH PHENYL
ALKANOLS

Tiber SIpoa, L^aaoa, NJ., aeaigaor to Jobasoa 4t

New Braaswieic, NJ.
DiYialoa of Ser. No. 79,028, Sep. 26, 1979, Pat No. 4,321,257,

wUeh is a diiWoa of Ser. No. 890,881, Mar. TJ, 1978, Pat No.

4,197,318, wUeh is a difiaioa of Ser. No. 748,868, Doc 18, 1976,

Pat No. 4,091,090, which is a difiaioa of Ser. No. 595,986, JaL

14, 1975, Pat No. 4,006,218, which Is a coatiaaatioa of Ser. N«.

486,287, JaL 8, 1974, abaadooed, which is a coatiaaatioB-iB-part

of Ser. No. 285,682, Sep. 1, 1972, abaadoaed. lids appUeatioa

Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,613

lat €V A61K 9/71 31/175

U.S. CL 424-40 30 dafaas

1. An antimicrobial composition comprising effective

amounts of an antimicrobial agent selected from the group

consisting of the antibiotics, anti-fimgal agents, bisdiguanides,

quaternary ammonium compounds, cartMnilides, salicylani-

lides, phenols, hydroxydiphenyls and organo-metallic and

halogen antiseptic agents ud a potentiator therefor, wherein

said potentiator is at least one member selected from the group

consisting of the primary, secondary and tertiary phenyl alka-

nols having the structure:

0R5 Us r*«"
r r I

C-C C OH
I I I

Rs Rs R?

wherein m is or 1; lUis hydrogen, halogen, C| to C4 alkyl, or

cyclopropyl; Rs, R« ukI R7 are independently selected from

hydrogen, Ci to C3 alkyl and cyclopropyl. provided, however

that only one of Rs. R6 and R7 is a propyl or cyclopn^yl

group, and, when m is 0, at least one Rs is other than hydrogen;

and the total of the carbon atoms in the structure

V
T
Rs

V
?
Rs

Y
R7

is firom 3 to 9 carbon atoms.

4^74,747

PROCESS FOR INCREASING THE TOLERANCE OF
X-RAY CONTRAST MEDIA, AND GONTRAflT MEDU

OBTAINED THEREBY
[oaaa Dlma, Saiat Maadij Braao BoaaMaala, Mitry Moryj Jeaa

C Itedoria, FoMMogr Soaa Bole, aid Jeaa Laatraa, Saiat

Maade, aD ofFhmee, airi^on to Gaarbal S.A.,

Apr. 8,

FDed Aag. 18, 1982, Sm. No. 409^91

Claim priority, appUeatioa Fkaaee, Aag. 28, 1981, 81 16478

Iata3A61K¥9/M
U3.a4a4-5 4Caah>i

1. X-ray contrast media, for which the human body has a

greater tolerance than that of contrast media comprising solely

iodobenzene oonpounds, and an opacity of the same order of

magnitude as said contrast media, comprising mixtures of

beaaene compounds noclearly substitBted with a phiraKty of

iodine atoms and of benzene compounds micleariy substituted

4^474,749

ANTICARIOGENETIC CHEWING GUM
Wiallrlod Xrapp«, VOrtalstraBM 88, D4451

Fed. Rep. of Genaaay
FDed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,897

OafaBf priority, appUeatioa Fed. Rep. of

1982, 3213284

lat a^ A23G 3/30

U.S.a 424-48 4

1. In an anticariogenic chewing gum comprising a chewing

gum base, sodium fluoride, calcium citrate, tricaldum-bis-

ortliophoqihate and additives, the improvement wherein said

sodium fluoride is microcoated by zein G-200.

4,474,750

ANnCALCULUS ORAL COMPOSmON
aadJotaF.Gerschtl

ofNJ.,
N.Y.

to ColgBlfPafaaoUve Coovaay, New York,

FDad F*. 34, 1983, Sw. No. 489,374

Iata)A61X7/7dl 7/34

with a plurality of bromine atoms, y^henin the bromobenzene U.S.CL 434-^9 4i

compounds represent from i to 2/1 Cm moles) of the iodoben- 1. A method of inhibiting oral calculus comprising applying

compounds. to the oral cavity a caksolas-inhibiting amount of a sobatan-
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tkfly inhydrous oril compontkm devoid of stain inducing
antibacterial antiplaque agents and oonnsting essentially of an
orally acceptable vehicle and in an effective amount as an
anticalculus agent at least one bis (Ocarboxyphenyl) ester ofCm aliphatic dicarboxylic acid.

M74»7S1
OPHIHALMIC DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM UTILIZING

THERMOSEITING GELS
Jbha L. Hadaia; Takm HigacU, aad Arthor R. Mlodoicnicc
al or Lawiwea, bas^ aarifMn to Merck A Co^ lac^ Rah-
way, NJ.

FDod May IC, 1983, Ser. No. 495,238
lat a» A<1K 31/74, WTO. 31/135. 31/54. 31/415. 31/435.

31/19. 31/66
UAa4a4-7S 54CIaIais
L An aqueous pharmaceutical composition for treating an

eye condition requiring pharmacological treatment comprising
a. 10% to 30% by weight of a polymer of the formula

H(OC2H4j!KOCjH«)br iC^U^UCiMi)^

N-(CH:)i^N

H(OC2H4MOC3lW, (C3H«OWC2H40]j^

wherein w is an mteger fh>m 2 to 6 containing approxi-
matdy 40% to 80% poly(oxyethylene) and approximately
20 to 60% poly(oxypropylene) and having a molecular
weight of 7,000 to SaOOO; and x and y are any integers
within the above constraints,

b. a pharmacologically effective amount ofa pharmaceutical
or diagnostic agent; and,

c. a phannaceutically acceptable acid or base being in suffi-
cient quantity to adljust the pH of the composition to range
from 2 to 9 and wherein the composition is liquid at about
room temperature or below.

from 2 to 9 and wherein the composition is liquid at about
room temperature or below.

4^74,752
DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM UTILIZING

THERMOSETTING GELS
loha L. HaalaaM Takwa HiiacU, aid Arthur R. Mlodozeniec,
an or Lawraace, Kaas., aasfgaon to Mcrek 4k Co., lac, Rab-
way, NJ.

Food May !«, 1913, Ser. No. 495,240
brt. a» A<1K 31/415. 31/435. 31/19. 31/66. 31/74. 31/70.

31/135. 31/54
UAa424-7« 54Clafais

I. An aqueous pharmaceutical composition for injection into
• body to treat a condition requiring pharmacological treat-
ment comprising

a. 10% to S0% by weight of a polymer of the formula

4(474,753

TOPICAL DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM UTILIZING
THERMOSETTING GELS

John L. Haatan; Takem Higachl, and Arthur R. Mlodoxeniec,
aU of Uwreaee, Kaas., assigBors to Merck * Co., Inc., Rah-
way, NJ.

FDed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 495,321
lat a' A61K 31/74. 31/70. 31/135. 31/54. 31/415. 31/435.

31/19. 31/66
UAa 424-78 48aaims

1. An aqueous pharmaceutical composition for administra-
tion to the skin comprising

a. 10% to 50% by weight to a polyoxamine polymer of the
formula

H(oc2H4V(oc3H«), ic^a^QUcna^yA

N-(CH2)»—

N

H(OC2H4)/OC3H«), {OMiUCiia^yA

wherein w is an integer of from 2 to 6 containing approxi-
mately 40% to 80% poly(oxyethylene) and approxunately
20 to 60% poly(oxypropylene) and having a molecular
weight of 7,000 to SO.00O; and x and y are any integers
within the above contraints; and

b. a pharmacologically effective amount of drug selected
from the group consisting of antibacterial substances,
anti-infectives, anesthetics, anti-inflammatories, anti-para-
sitics, antivirals, antifungals, analgesics; and diagnostics;
and

c. a phannaceutically acceptable acid or base being in suffi-

cient quantity to adjust the pH ofthe composition to range
from 2 to 9 and wherein the composition is liquid at about
room temperature or below.

H(OC2H4)y<OC3H«)z

H(OC2H4)y(OC3H6)x

^N-(CH2),-N

,(C3Hfi0)x(C2H4O)yH

(C3H«0)x(C2H40)yH

wherein w is an integer of firom 2 to 6 containing approxi-
matdy 40% to 80% poly(oxyethylene) and approximately
20 to 60% poly(oxypropylene) and having a molecular
weight of 7.000 to SO.00O; and x and y are any integer
within the above constraints; and

b. a pharmacologically effiective amount of drug selected
from the group consisting of antibacterial substances,
"itihMtaanaes and decongestants, anti-inflammatories,
•B^anatics, aativiral. local anesdietics, antifungal,
OTWihecidal, or trichomonocidal agents, analgesics, antiar-
thritics, aatiasthmatics, anticoagulants, anticonvulsants,
antidepressanta, antidiabetics, antineoplastics, antipsy-
chotics, antihypertensives and muscle relaxants; and

c aphannaoeutically acceptable add or base being in suffi-
Bt quantity to adjust the pH of tile compodticm to range

4,474,754

HUMAN INTERFERON'RELATED PEPTIDES,
ANTIGENS, ANTIBODIES AND PROCESS FOR

PREPARING THE SAME
F^iaio SUmisu; Yaaakaa OhBMto, and KeakU lanpiwa, aU of
TokasUau, Japan, aasigBors to Otaaka Pharmaceatkal Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,505
Oaios priority, appUcatkm Japaa, Mar. 31, 1981, 56-47840;

Jan. 30, 1981, 56-102731; Aug. 24, 1981, 56-133124; Aag. 24,
1981, 56-133127; Aug. 24, 1981, 56-133128; Aag. 24, 1981,
56-133129

Int a.3 A61K 39/395. 45/02: C07O 7/00
MS, CL 424-85 iQ Oaims
L A human interferon antibody obtained by collecting an

antibody being produced in a mammalian body after adminis-
tering, to the mammal, a human interferon antigen prepared by
reacting a human interferon-related peptide selected firom the
group consisting of a peptide represented by the formula:

R'-Leu-Ile-Lett-Leu-Ala<}ln-OH
(1)

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting ofa hydrogen
atcmi and group of the formula H-Thr-His-Ser-Leu-Oly-Asn-
ArgrArg-Ala-; a peptide represented by the fimnula:

R2-Oltt-Ser-Lett-Arg-Ser-Lys^lu-0H
(2)

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting ofa hydrogen
atom, a group of the formula H-Thr-Asn-Leu-Ghi-, a group of
Uie fonnuk H-Ser-Leu-Ser-Thr-Asn-Leu-Gbi- and a group of
Uie formula H-Thr-Ser-Leu-Ser-Thr-Asn-Leu-Gbi-; and a
peptide represented by the formula:
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R^-Lco-Ola-Arg-Ser-Scr-OH (3)

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting ofa hydrogen

atom, a group of the formula H-Pbe-, a group of the formula

H-Leu-Gly-nie- and a group of the formula H-Tyr-Asn-Leu-

Leu-Oly-Phe-, as a h^>ton, with a carrier in the presence of a

hapten«carrier binding agent.

10. A process for preparing a human interferon antibody by

collecting an antibody being produced in a mammalian body
by administering, to die nummal. a human interferon antigen

prepared by reacting a human interferoa-derived peptide se-

lected from the groi^> consisting of a peptide represented by

the formula:

the group consisting of pullulan, ehinan, dieir partial hydroly-

sates and mixtures thereof, having an average molecular

weight in the range from 1,000 to 10,000,000.

4. A human protein-saccharide conjugate consisting of an

antigenic human protein covalentiy attached to a member

selected from the group consisting of pullulan, elsinan, their

partial hydrolysates and mixtures thereof, having an average

molecular weight in the range from 1,000 to 10,000,000.

7. An anti-human protein antibody preparation high in im-

munoglobulm O component and low in immunoglobulin E
component produced by the process of claim 1.

R^-Leu-De-Leu-Leu-Ala-Oln-OH (1)

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting ofa hydrogen

atom and group of the formula H-Thr-His-Ser-Leu-Gly-Asn-

Arg-Arg-Ala-; a peptide represented by the formula:

R2-Glu-Ser-Leu-Arg-Ser-Lys01n-OH (2)

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen

atom, a group of the formula H-Thr-Asn-Leu-Obi-, a group of

the formula H-Ser-Leu-Ser-Thr-Asn-Leu-Oln- and a group of

the formula H-Thr-Ser-Leu-Ser-Thr-Asn-Leu-Gln-; and a

peptide represented by the formula:

R^-Leu-Ob-Arg-Ser-Ser-OH (3)

wherein R3 is selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen

atom, a group of the formula H-Phe-, a group of the formula

H-Leu-Oly-Phe- and a group of the formula H-Tyr-Asn-Leu-

Leu-Oly-Phe-, as a hapten, with a carrier in the presence of a

hapten-carrier binding agent

4^74,755

BAGWORM MOTH ATTRACTANT AND PLANT
PROTECTANT

John W. Ncal, Jr., Laard; Jcraaie A. Baa, Potomac; Meyer
Schwars, KeariagtoB, and Baitara A. Leoahardt, Potoanc, all

of Mdn anipMrs to The Uaitad States of AaMrica as r^rc-

seMad by the Sacretary of AvieaUare, WasUagtom D.C
FHed No?. 29, 1982> Ser. No. 445,112

lat a^ AOIN 25/00

MS. a. 424-84 7 Gains
2. The method of claim 1 wherein a trap is baited with an

^ective attractant amount of the R enantiomCT of l-methyl-

butyldecanoato.

4,474^757

SYNTHETIC VACCINE AND PROCESS FOR
PRODUCING SAME

Rath Amon, RehoTot; Mkhal Shapira, Noas Zkma, aad Gaahild

Mttller, RehoTot, aU of Israel, assizors to Yeda Research A
Derelopneat Compaay Ltd., Rehorot, Israd

FDed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,574

Ctains priority, appUcatioa Ivael, Jaa. 13, 1981, 61904

Int a^ A61K 39/00. 37/01 C07C 103/52: C07G 7/00

U.S. a. 424-88 13 Clabas

1. A synthetic vaccine against a plurality of differing influ-

enza virus infections comprising a suitable macromolecular

carrier having attached thereto a synthetic peptide corre-

sponding to an antigenic fragment of the hemagglutinin com-

ponent of an influenza virus, which antigenic fragment is com-

mon to a plurality of diflering influenza virus strains and capa-

ble of eliciting antibodies capable of neutralizing each of said

intact differing influenza virus strain, said antigenic fragment

being fleeted from the group of peptides consisting of: Pro-

Ser-Thr-Asp-Glu-Glu-Oto-Thr-Ser-Leu-Tyr-Val; Phe-Phe-

Ser-Arg-Leu-Aan-Trp-Leu-Tyr-Lys-Ser-Oly-Ser-Thr-Tyr-

Pro-Val-Leu; Ser-Lys-Ahi-Phe-Ser-Asn-Ala-Tyr-Pro-Tyr-

Asp-Val-Pro-Asp-Tyr-Ala-Ser-Leu; and Ala-Ala-Lys-Arg-

01y-Pro-Asp-Ser-01y-(phenylalanineHphenylalanine)-Ser-

Arg-Leu-Asp-Tyr-Leu-Thr-Lys-Ser-Oly-Ser-Thr-Thr-Pro-

Val-Uu.

9. A process for the vaccination of mammals against each of

a plurality of differing influenza virus strains, comprising,

administering to said mammal an effective quantity of a vac-

cine in accordance with claim 1.

4,474,756

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF ANTI-HUMAN
PROTEIN ANTIBODY

Masakaa Mttsahashi, aad Shnasakn Koyama, both of Oka-

yama, Japaa, aaaigBors to KabnshlM Kaisha Hayaridbara

SdbatSB Kagaka KcakyiUo, Okayana, Japaa

FUed Jaa. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,942

Oaims priority, applkatioB Japaa, Feb. 6, 1981, 56-15812

lat as A61K 39/395. 39/385: C07G 7/00

VS.a 424-85 7 Clafaas

1. In a process for producing anti-human protein antibody,

which comprises administering a human protein to a non-

human warm-blooded animal as an antigen, feeding the animal

for a period sufficient to accumulate a substantial amount of

anti-human protein antibody in the serum, and harvesting the

resultant anti-human protein antibody from the serum, the

improvement whereby the production of immunoglobulin G
antibody is extreoaely enhanced, and whereby the formation of

undeshable immunoglobulin E antibody is completely sup-

pressed or dmunished, wherein said human protein which is

administered to the non-human warm-blooded animal is a

human protein-saccharaide conjugate comprising an antigenic

human protein covalentiy attached to a member selected from

4^74,758

HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE TYPE B AND
PERTUSSIS OUTER MEMBRANE COMPONENT

COMBINED VACCINE
Joseph S. C Kao, Orangebnrg, aad Nobao Mo^}i, Paliaadea,

bott of N.Y., aarigaors to AaMricaa Cyaaamid Coa^aay,

Staaiford, Coaa.

FDed Not. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 323,523

lat CLJ A61K 39/10 39/102

VS. CL 424-92 7 OaiBM

1. A combined vaccine for eliciting polyribosyl ribitol phos-

phate (PRP) antibody formations in warm-blooded ardmals

comprising the capsular polysaccharide PRP isolated and

purified from Haemophilus influenzae type b and antigens iso-

lated and purified from an outer membrane component of

Bordetella pertussis.
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4^74»789
MEIHOD OF TREATING BACTERIAL, VIRAL OR

PARASmC DISEASES
VoiIWbv PMmkk, 193S W. SeUIkr StTMt, Ckicago, m. til»22

CMrttaMtia«4hpvt ofSv. No. 400490, JoL 22, 1982,

hmisMi, mi CMrtlnntkM-faHptft of Scr. No. 400,591, JuL
22, 1M2, abMioMd, mi a eaattentfcm-faHptft of Scr. No.

40032, JaL 22, 1902, akoioMd. Hit avplkatioa JiL 8, 1903,

S«. No. 512,117

iML a» A41K 33/04. 31/19. 31/205
MS, CL 424—164 3 CUm

1. A method fbr treating • human or animal host infected

with bacteria and viniaes or infested with parasites which
comprises: administering to said host a pharmaceutical compo-
sition comprising aminomercaptopropionic acid or its sodium
sah and disodium thiosulftte in amount effective to give a
reducing action in vivo after iiyection liberating charged hy-

drogen and charged aminothiopropionic radical for neutraliz-

ing bacteria and viruses and IdUing parasites.

2. The method ofclaim 1, where the pharmaceutical compo-
sition comprises 100 to 200 mg ofdry aminomercaptopropionic

add or its sodium sah and 300 to 800 mg of dry disodium

thiosulftte dissolved m 1 to 10 ocm distilled water, which is

faijected intravenously or intramuscularly in the host in need of

such treatment per 24 hour period.

4«474,7tf0

STABILIZED 2*MERCAFTOPYRIDENE*1-OXIDE AND
DERIVATIVES

Nieholas J. Hfll, Airiofw, Man., aarigMr to ExcaUbw, lac,
ronMM, Ma.

FDad Jn. 22, 1903, Sar. No. 506,764

IM. a' AOIN 25/21 43/40. 55/02, 55/04
U.S.a 424—174 6 Oalnis

1. An antimicrobial composition comprising:

(a) a biocide selected from the group consisting of 2-mercap-

topyridine-1-oxide, sodium-2-mercaptopyridine-l-oxide,

calcium-2-mercaptopyridine-l-oxide, zinc-2-merc^
topyridine-1-oxide, antiniony-2-mercaptopyridine-l-

oxide, cadmium-2-mercaptopyridine-l-oxide, tin-2-mer-

captopyridine-l-oxide, stannous chloride bis(-2-pyridyl-l>

oxide)disulphide, di(lower alkyl)tin-2-mercaptopyridine-

1-oxide, triOower alkyl)tin-2-mercaptopyridine-l-oxide,

triphenyltin-2-mercaptopyridine-l-oxide and mixtures of
these;

(b) a first stabilizer comprising an organic phosphorous
compound selected from the group consisting of alkyl

irfioaphites, aryl phosphites, alkyl-aryl phosphites, di. tri

and poly phosphites and glycol phosphonates and a coti-

bmation thereof; and,

(c) a saoood stabilizer comprising a benzotriazole compound
sdected from the group consisting of 2(3',5'-bis(l-methyl-

1-phenyl ethyl]-2'-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole: 2(2'-

hydroxy-S'-nethyl phenyl)benzotriazole; 2,3(3',S'-di-t-

butyl-2'-hydn»yphenyl>S<hlorobenzotriazole; 2(2'-

hydroxy-3',S'-di-t-butylphenyl)benzotriazole; 2(3'-t-butyl-

2'-hydrozy-S'-fflethyl phenyI)-S-chlorobenzotriazole; 2(2'-

hydroxy-3',S'-di-t-amylphenyl)benzotriazole; and. 2(2'-

hydroxy-S-t-octylphenyl)benzotriazole, wherein with the

weight percent of the biocide taken as "1", the ratio of
hineide to fiwt ifhi1iy»r tn a^nvwyf ftsKJliTfr \% in thf fWg*
of 1K).2S:1.S to 1:1.5:0.23.

4*474,761

OLIGOPEPTIDES WITH SPECIFIC INHIBTTING
PROPERTIES OF COLLAGEN INDUCED

AGGREGATION, PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE
SAME AND PHARMACEUnCAL COMPOSRIONS

CONTAINING THEM
ten; Ytcs La^a^ both of Paris, and Pierre Lefrn-

cier, Gif sv Yretta, aU of Fraaea, aasipon to Chotjr SjL,
PiriB,Fhuee

per No. FCr/EP81>1l0046, § 371 Date Dae. 26, 1981, § 102(a)

Date Dee. 26, 1901, PCT Pab. No. W08L1I3329, PCT Pab.
Date No?. 36. 1901

PCT FDed May 11, 1981, Sar. No. 339,437

ClaiBM priority, applicatioB United Khigdoai, May 12, 1900,
8015662

lat a.3 A61K 37/00: CD7C m/52
UJS. CL 424—177 11 dain

1. A peptide of the formula:

D_A-Xi-01y-Y-01y-X2-A-B

wherein:

O is a member selected from the group consisting of H, Oly
and Tyr—Gly;

E is a member selected from the group consisting ofOH and
Oly;

X| and X2 are the same or different and each is an aminoacyl

residue selected from the group consisting of hydroxypro-
lyl and prolyl;

Y is a residue selected frt>m the group consisting of
—Z—X3— and —X3—Z— wherein X3 is hydroxyprolyl

or prolyl, and Z is a spacer aminoacyl resiidue selected

fixHn among glutaminyl, glutamyl, aspartyl, asparginyl

and alanyl residues, and A is selected from among arginyl,

omithyl, lysyl or hydroxylysyl residues.

4*474,762

ANTIBIOTICCOMPOUNDS, THEIR PRODUCTION AND
THEIR MEDICINAL USE

Ginter Bens, Vdbert; Karl G. Mctager, Wappartai; JSrg

PfltiMr, Wappcrtal; DelfSeharidt, Wappsrtai, and HawJoa-
cUa ZeOcr, Vdbert, ail of Fed. Rep. irfGaraaay, aasipMra to

Bayer Alrtiengwellscball, Lararinnea, Fad. Rap. af GcraMny
Filed Jna. 14, 1902, Ser. No. 387,904

Clainis priority, appiicstikM Fad. Rap. of GcriMUiy, JoL 3,

1981 3126389

\tX.QL^ OaiQ m/52; MVL 37/02
U.S. CL 424—177 9<

1. A compound of the formula

000
HO 5 HO J HO^ !

\ A \ A \ A
N N N

(D

^ A hA ha.

HO,

^
N CX>-N CO-N CO-N

A

in which
X denotes O or N—CO—NH2.
R' is Ci-Q-aUiyl or C3-Cr«ycloalkyl which is optionally

substituted by halogen, heteroaryl having S or 6 ring

members and containing 1 or 2N, O or S atoms, phenyl

which is optionally substituted by halogen or GOOR^
OR*, SR* or NR*—COOR*. OR*, SR* or NR*

oris

.r3_C0—
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R2, independently of R', has any of the meanings given for

R' or denotes a hydrogen atom

R3 is an amino group or phenyl or has the meaning of R'

R* is hydrogen or Ci-Q-alkyl, C3-C7-cycloalkyl or phenyl,

all optionally substituted by

halogen

heteroaryl having S or 6 ring members and containing 1 or

2N, O or S atoms

phenyl which may be substituted by halogen, COOalkyl

(Ci-Q), O-alkyl (C|-C«), S-alkyl (Ci-Ce) or N-alkyl

(Ci-Q), COOH, OH, SH, NH2
COOH. OH, SH, NH2. Ci-Q^dkyl-O-, Ci-Qalkyl-

S-, Ci-Q-alkyl-N— or Ci-Qalkyl-OOC.

4,474,763

SKIN PREPARATION
Irwin L Lobowe, 45 Sotton Pbwe Soirth, New YotIk, N.Y. 10022

FUcd JoL 7, 1982, Scr. No. 395,990

Int. CL3 A61K 37/02 31/56

VS. a. 424—177 10 aaims

1. A pharmaceutical preparation of for topical administra-

tion consisting essentially of an intimate mixture of pregneno-

lone or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof and a water

soluble elastin with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, said

pregnenolone or salt thereof being present at concentration

between about 0.001% to about 1.0% by weight, and said

water soluble dastin being present at concentrations between

about 0.5% and about 10% by weight.

4,474,764

3-AMINO-2-HYDROXY-4-PHENYLBUTANOIC ACID
DERIVATIVES AND PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSmON CONTAINING THE SAME

HaMO Uacuwa; Toodo TalieiicU, both of Toiqro; Taltaald

A«]^ FiUiaawa; Mitsuga HacUso, Tolcyo; Kc^|i

Kawamra, Oktoo; Shauo Mntaa, and Yasainra Sddaawa,

both of Tokyo, aU of JapM, aadpora to Zaidaa Hojia Biaai-

balsa Kagaln KcalKyu Kai, Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425375

Clains priority, appUeatioB Japa% Oct 13, 1981, 56-161994

Int. a^ A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52 149/43. 101/00 101/30

101/32 149/40. 123/00 101/72

UAa 424—177 9 OainM

1. An N>acyl 3-amino-2-hydroxy-4-phenylbutanoic acid of

the formula:

4,474,765

BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE PEPTIDES
Roberto de Castiglionc Mihu; Giaaeppe Perseo, Dcsio, and

Fhoccaco Saatangelo, Milan, all of Italy, aasignors to Fanni-

talla Carlo Erba S.pA., Milan, Italy

FUed Apr. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 481,298

Clains priority, application Ualted Kingdom, Apr. 13, 1982,

8210696

lat CL^ A61K 37/00 C07C 103/52

\3S.a 424—177 7 Clainis

1. A peptide having a prolactin secretion inhibiting eflect of

the formula:

X-A-Pro-Pro-De-Ser-B-C-Leu-D-E-F-O-W,

wherein X represents a hydrogen atom, Pyr, Gin, Pro or a

2-oxo-L-pipecolic acid residue,

A represents Glu, Gbi or Gly,

B represents He, Leu, Nle, Val or Phe,

C represents Asn, Gin, Asp or Glu,

D represents Ser, Hse or Thr

E represents Phe, Leu or Nle, or a valence bond,

F represents Olu, Gin or His or a valence bond,

O represents Leu or Phe or a valence bond,

W represents a hydroxy group, or amino group or a group of

the formula OR, NHR, NR2 or NH—NH—R' wherein R
represents methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, isopropyl, n-butyl,

s-butyl, isobutyl, t-butyl, 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl, cydobexyl,

adamantyl, phenyl, benzyl and phenethyl groups,

R' represents hydrogen atom, allyl and pentenyl groups or

any of the groups specifically named in this claim for R, or

formyl, acetyl, trifluoroacetyl, propionyl, butyryl, ada-

mantylcarbonyl, benzoyl, phenylacetyl and cinnamyl, or

benzyloxycarbonyl (Z), 4-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl, 4-

methoxybenzyloxycarbonyl 2,4-dichlorobenzyloxycar-

bonyl, 2-bromofaienzyloxycarbonyl, 9-fluorenylmethox-

ycarbonyl (Fmoc) and 3,S-dimethoxy-a,a'-dimethylben-

zyloxycarbonyl (Ddz) groups; t-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc),

1-methyl-cyclobutyloxycarbonyl, adamantyloxycarbonyl

and isobomyloxycarbonyl groups, or a pharmaceutically

acceptable salt thereof

Ri

(U)

(R)

CHj—CH—
I

NHA

(S or R)
•CH—COOH

I

OH

wherein Ri is a hydrogen atom or a hydroxyl group; and A is

a glycyl group, an N-acetylglycyl group, a methylglycyl

group, an R-alanyl group, an R-phenylalanyl group, an N-for-

myl-R-alanyl group, an R-leucyl groiq), an S-leucyl group, a

glycyl^ycyl group, an N-acetylglycylglycyl group, an S-

tyroaylglycylglycyl group, a 4-aininoK2S)-2-hydroxybutanoyl

group or a (2S,3R>-34mino-2-hydroxy-4-phenylbutanoyl

gfoop. or a lAarmaceutically acceptaUe aUcyl ester or a phar-

maceutically acceptable salt thereof.

4,474,766

ANTI-INFLAMMATORY/ANALGESIC COMBINATION
OF

GYCLOKN-METHYL-ALA-TYR-D-TRP-LYS-VAL-PHE)
AND A SELECTED NON*STEROIDAL
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUG (NSAID)

Marfia M. Goldeaberg, WastfleM, and Doris L. KcUcr, Edlaoo,

both of NJ., Hsigaora to Merck * Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.
Fllad Jan. r, 1983, Scr. No. 507^49

lat a^ A61K 37/00

UA a. 424—177 12 ClaiaM

1. A pharmaceutical combination for pain and antiinflamma-

tory management in the treatment ofchronic arthritis compris-

ing a therapeutically effective amount of a non-steroidal anti-

inflamnatory drug (NSAID) or a pharmaceutically acceptable

non-toxic salt thereof and cyclcKN-methyl-Ala-Tyr-D-Trp-

Lys-Val-Phe) in an amount sufficient to prevent gastrointesti-

nal intolerance.

4,474,767

PEPTIDE AND PSEUDOPEPTIDE DERIVATIVES
Ronald Cotton; Michad a GOca, bath of Coaglctoa, aad Dafid

MacdeaflaM, aU of Eaghmd, aadgaors to Impcrid

Indadilis nr, londoa, Eaghad

Fllad Aag. 16, 1983, Sar. No. 523,773

CbdiH priority, applicatioB Uaitad Ktatdaas, Oct 18, 1982,

8229723

lat CL^ A61K 37/00 C07C 103/52

UAa 424-177 7

1. A compound of the formula:
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\

r/
N-A-B-D-E-F-X

wherein:

R' stands for an alk-2^yl radical of not more than 5 carbon
atoms, or a furyhnethyl radical;

R* stands for an alk-2-enyl or alkyl radical of not more than
S carbon atoms, or a fiiryhnethyl radical;

>N-A stands for the residue of D-, L-, D,L. or azatyrosine
or -phenylalanine, or a said tyrosine or azatyrosine residue
in which the p-hydroxy radical is replaced by a p-t-butoxy
substituent or a p-alkanoyloxy or p-alkanoyloxymethoxy
substituent of not more than 6 carbon atoms;

B stands for a group of the formula —NH.CR^RfCO—
wherein R' and R* which may be the same or different,
stand for an n-alkyl radical of not more than 3 carbon
atoms, or R3 and R4 are joined to form a polymethylene
radical of the formula —(CH2),,— wherein n stands for
2,3,4 or S, or R3 and R4 are joined to form an alkylene
radical of the formula:

M74,768
N-METHYL

11-AZA-lO.DEOXO.lO-DIHYDROERYTHROMYCIN A,
INTERMEDIATES THEREFORG«eM Bright, GrotOB, Com, ..rigMr to Pfiaer Ik. New

York, N.Y.

CoatiBaation.in-part of Ser. No. 399,401, JnL 19, 1962,
IJMdoded. lUs appUcstkw No?. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 4413S1

Int a^ A61K W7l; C07H 17/06UAa 424-180
8 chlmi

1. A compound of the formula

"%,,. ^ o

II
PH3

•CHa-c-

1'

wherein

r5 stands for hydrogen or a methyl radical;
D stands for a group of the formula —NH.CR^RfCO—
wherein R' and R* have the meanings stated above;

or one of B and D stands for Gly, Azgly, D-, L- or D.L-
Alaor Azala and the other of B and D stands for a
group of the formuh —NH-CR^RfcO— wherein t>
and R* have the meanings stated above;

E stands for the residue of D-. L- or D,L.phenylalanine or
•o-methylphenylalanine, or Azphe;

or E stands for a group of the formula —NHR^, wherein
R6 stands for a 2-phenylethyl, I.methyl-2-phenylethyI
or l,lKlimethyl-2-phenylethyl radical, or for the group
of the formula:

or a pharmaceuticaUy acceptable acid addition salt thereof
wherein

R2 is hydrogen, alkanoyl having from 2 to 3 carbon atoms or
3-carbethoxypropionyl;

R3 is hydrogen, alkanoyl having from 2 to 3 carbon atoms or
3-carbethoxypropi(»yl.

7. A method for treating a bacterial infection in a mammal
which comprises administering to a mammal having said infec-
tion an antibacteriaUy effective amount of a compound of
claim 1.

CO

m

4^474,789

CmrOSAN AS a gontraceftive
Robert L. Smith. AlbMiy, Ong., avigMr to PtaitieU Labora.

tories. Inc. Waakegaa. m.
Filed May 13. 1983. Ser. No. 494,509

lat a3 A61K 31m
U-S.CL 424-180 21 Oataa

21. A method of inactivating """"iwlian spermatozoa
which comprises contacting said q)ermatozoa with a spermata-
sutically effective amount of chitosan by placing said chitosan
within the uterine cavity of a female animal prior to the im-
plantation of a fertilized ovum.

IV

-NH

and

F and X are absent;

F stands for the residue of D-, L-, D,L. or aza-leucine,
methionine or proline; and

X stands for a group <rf the formula —OR'or —NR^R»
wherein R^and R«, which may be the sane or different,'
stand for hydrogen or an alkyl radical of not more than
4 carbon atoms;

and wherein the Unkages are aU conventional peptide
hnkages or in the case of D-B the peptide linkage is
replaced by the group —CHjS—

;

or a pharmaceutically-acceptable salt thereof.

4,474,770

OUGOSACX3IARIDES HAVING ANTI-XA ACTIVITY,
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

THEM AND METHOD OF USE
Jean-Ciaade Lormeaa, Marauw la Maiae; Jeaa Choay. aad
Maarke Petitoa, both of Paris, all (rf Fraaca, asaipon to
Ckoay SX, Parte, Fhmce
CoatiBBatioB oTSer. No. 194,545, Oct 8, 1980, Pat No.

4,401,682. Tliis applicatioB Aag. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 525.372
dains priority, applicatioa Uaitad Kiagdom, Oct 5, 1979.

7934873; Jan. 7, 1980, 8000443; JaL 2. 1980, 8021749: JaL 2.
1980. 8021750; Sep. 15. 1980. 8029897
lie portioa of the term of this pateat sabseqaeat to Aag. 30.

2000. has beea tfadafaaad.

lat QV A61K U/725: O08B 37/10
U.S. CL 424—183 3 rirf—

1. An oligosaccharide fraction of the heparin chain which
oligosaccharide which has improved antithrombotic activity in
vivo (as measured by the Ym-Wessler test) higher than that of
heparin, which oligosaccharide fractira (I) comprises not
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more than 8 saccharide units, (2) of which one is an N-sulfate-

D-glucosamine unit, (3) has anti-Xa activity (measured by the

Yin-Wessler test) at least 10 times that of h^arin, (4) specific

affinity for AT HI, (5) a ratio of Yin-Wessler titer to U.S.R

titer of at least 30 and (6) virtiially no anticoagulant activity (as

determined by tiie U.S.P. test) and, the biologically accepUible

salts of said oligosaccharide.

2. A therapeutic antithrombotic composition which has

antithrombotic activity (as measured by the Yin-Wessler test)

higher than that of heparin which composition comprises a

therapeutically acceptable carrier and in a therapeutically

effective amount, an oligosaccharide of claim 1.

approximately 1,000 (ATF-II) and molecular weight greater

than 20,000.

4,474,771

HIGH-MOLECULAR-WEIGHT SUBSTANCE HAVING
DESMUTAGENIC ACnVITY EXTRACTED FROM THE
ROOTOF BURDOCK. AND PROCESS FOR SEPARATING

AND PURIFYING SAID SUBSTANCE
Kazayoshi Morita, Odawara, Japan, assigaor to Kaaebo Ltd..

Tokyo, Japan

CoatfaaatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 285,184, JaL 13, 1981.

abaadoaed. This applicatioa Apr. 23. 1982, Ser. No. 371,489

dains priority, applicsAioB Japaa, Nov. 26, 1979, 54-153287

lat a^ A81K 33/76

MS,a 424-195 « Claims

1. A process for producing a high-molecular-weight sub-

stance extracted from the root of edible burdock Arctium

Lappa Linne or Lappa edulis SIEB belonging to the genus

Arctium of the family Compositae, which comprises the steps

of:

(a) centrifiiging an effective amount of juice squeezed from

the root of said edible burdock to remove foreign materi-

als therefrom,

(b) mixing the resulting supernatant with a phosphate buffer

in an amount of 1/20 to l/lOO the volume of said superna-

tant, said phosphate buffer consisting of monosodium or

monopotassium phosphate and disodium or dipotassium

phosphate as phosphates, and having a concentration of 1

to 2 moles and a pH of about 6.S to about 7.5; salting out

the resulting mixture with a water-soluble alkali metal or

ammonium salt of an inorganic acid in an amount of about

30 to about 80% by weight based on said resulting mix-

ture, said water-soluble alkali metal or ammonium salt of

an inorganic acid being selected from the group consisting

ofpotassium carbonate, ammonium sulfite, sodium sulfate

and potassium phosphate; and thereafter collecting the

resulting precipitate,

(c) dissolving said precipitate in a phosphate buffer in an

amount of about S to about 10 ml per gram of said precipi-

tate; and dialyzing the resulting solution against water or

a phosphate buffer, each of said phosphate buffers consist-

ing of monosodium or monopotassium phosphate and

disodium or dipotassium phosphate as phosphates, and

having a concentration of about 10 to about 400 mM and

a pH of about 6.S to about 7.S, and

(d) ultrafUtering the resulting dialyzate to a volume of i to

1/S the volume of said dialyzate and withdrawing the

resulting concentrate, and as required, lyophilizing said

concentrate to yield a powder.

4,474,772

LYSIS OF TRYPANOSOMA CRUZI

Teroa L Mercado, Bcthcada, Md., and Alba Cotoa-WUtt Ar-

liagtoa, Va., aaaigaors to The Uaitad States of America as

repraaeatad by tte D^artiMat of Health and Hnmaa S&-

Ticca, Waahiagton, D.C
Filed May 8, 1982, Ser. No. 375.553

lat a.3 A61K 35/78

UJ5.a 424-195 4ClaiBis

1. An anti-trypanosoine product prepared by the process of

fractionating the supematants of Pseadomonasfluomcens bac-

teria by filtering said supematants through a filter having a

pore size of 0.45 fun into fractions with molecular weight

4,474,773

LIPID FRACnON FOR TREATING DISEASE

Mair SUaitzky, Rehorot; Darid Hcroa, Tel Ari?, aad Darid

Samael, Rehofot aU of Israel, aasigaors to Ycda Research and

Dereh^aiat Co., Ltd., Israel

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,959

Claims priority, appUcatioa Israel, Sep. 4, 1981, 63734

Int a^ A61K 31/685

MS.a 424-199 29 Claima

I. A composition comprising a lipid fraction derived from

natural sources (AL), said lipid fraction containing 40-80

weight percent glycerides, 3-5 weight percent cholesterol,

10-30 weight percent lecithin (phosphatidyl choline), 5-15

weight percent phosphatidyl ethanolamine and 2-5 weight

percent negatively charged phospholipids, wherein the ratio of

unsaturated to saturated fatty acids is at least 1:1.

10. A process for the production of an active lipid fraction

(AL) which comprises treating a natural lipid source with an

organic liquid, in order to remove undesired lipids, collecting

the precipitate and reextracting the precipiute with acetone,

removing the supernatant and recovering froni said superna-

tant the desired fraction (AL), by precipitation below 0* C.

II. A process for the production of an active lipid fraction

(AL) which comprises treating a lipid source with an organic

liquid, collecting the precipiute and reextracting the precipi-

tate with acetone, removing the supernatant and recovering

from the said supernatant the desired fraction (AL) by evapo-

ration of the acetone.

24. A method for treatment of warmblooded mammals,

comprising administering a pharmaceutically effective quan-

tity of a fraction of lipids from natural sources (AL) as recited

in claims 1, 4, 2 or 8 for the treatment of the following condi-

tions:

a. dysf^uctiotu of the immune system;

b. increased vulnerability to bacterial contaminations;

c. hypertension; and

d. symptoms of withdrawal firom morphine and alcohol.

4,474,774

ACRIDONE SUBSTITUTED PHOSPHORUS
COMPOUNDS, COMPOSITIONS COOTAINING SAME

AND INSECnCIDAL METHOD OF USE

James T. Trailer, ETautoa, IIL, assignor to Velsicol Chemical

Corporation, Chicago, HI.

FUcd Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,243

Int CL^ C07F 9/64; AOIN 57/08

MS.a 424—200 10 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

(D

wherein X and Y are each independenUy selected firom the

group consisting of halogen, lower alkyl, lower haloalkyl,

nitro, lower alkylsulfinyl, lower alkylsulfonyl and cyano; m
and n are integen from to 2; R' is selected from tiie group

consisting of lower alkyl and
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<y
(R^)*

wherein R^ is selected from the group conMsting of halogen,
lower alkyl, lower haloalkyl, nitro and cyano; and k is an
integer from to 3; R^is selected from the group conasting of
lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkyhhio and

4.474.776
ANIHRYL SUBSTITUTED PHOSPHORUS

COMPOUNDS AS INSECTICIDES
JiMs T. IVnler, Bfaastoa, m, MrigMr to VeWcol Cbenical

Corporation CUe^o. OL
Filed Feb. IC, 1963, Ser. No. 46M01
Irt. CL» AOIN 57/7^ C07F 9/7d5

U.S. CL 424—210 iQi

1. A compound of the formula

(D

-Of
(R*)i

wherein R* is selected from the group consisting of halogen,
lower alkyl, lower haloalkyl, nitro and cyano; and t is an inte-

i

ger from to 3; and A and B are each independendy selected wherein X and Y are each independently selected from thefrom the group consistmg of oxygen and sulfur. group consisting of halogen, alkyl. haloalkyl. nitro. alkybulfi.
10. A method of controlhng insects which comprises con- nyl. alkylsulfonyl and cyano; m and n are integers from to 3-

tactmg said insects or the locus of said insects with an insecti- R' is selected from the group consisting of alkyl and
cidal composition comprising an inert carrier and, in a quantity
toxic to insects, a compound of claim 1. I

,(R')*

4,474.775

PYRAZOL^YL PHOSPHATES AND INSECnODAL
AND ACARICIDAL USE

YoddyoU Okada, Soita, and Yasno Sato, Kyoto, both of Japo^
aarigBors to Takeda Chemical Indastrica, Ltd., Osalu, Japan

Filed JaL 4, 1M3, Ser. No. 511,296
OalBM priority, appUcatioa Japu, Mar. 30, 1979, 54-38957

Irt. d} AOIN 57/16: CBfJ? 9/65
UAa 424-200 10 Claim

1. A compound represented by the formula:

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of halogen,
alkyl, haloalkyl, nitro and cyano; and k is an integer from to

3; R2 is selected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkoxy,
alkylthio, amino, alkylamino. dialkylamino and

<y'
y'S-

X>"
N «/

X ORl
M/

o—

p

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of halogen,
alkyl. haloalkyl. nitro and cyano; and t is an integer from to

3; and A and B are each independently selected from the group
consisting of oxygen and sulfur.

10. A method of controUing bisects which comprises con-
tacting said insects or the locus of said insects with an msecti-
cidal composition comprising an inert carrier and, in a quantity
toxic to insects, a compound of claim 1.

wherein R' is ethyl, R2 is n-propylthio. X is an oxygen or sulfur
atom. Y i» alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, a halogen atom or
trifluoromethyl. and n is an integer of 1, 2 or 3.

10. An insecticidal-acaricidal composition which comprises
as an active component an insecticidally or acaricidally effec-
tive amount of a compound represented by the formula:

xy\
4,474,777

BENZODIAZEPINE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR
PHARMACEUTICAL USE

JeaiHMarie Gaasal, Mafboose, Fhuwe; Albert E. FbchB, and
Andri Szente, both of Rieben, Switiwland, aarivMirs to
Hofhnann-La Roche IbCh Notley, NJ.

FDed Dec 17, 1902, Ser. No. 450,603

whereinR>isethyl.R2isn-propylthio.Xisanoxygenor«JfUr 3,^ P^ority, -pplieatio- Switurtand, J«m9. 19«.

UST* lUS^T^
of I to 4 carbon atoms, a halogen atom or Lrt. CL' A61K 31/55: OWD 243/24

trifluoromethyl. and nis an mteger of 1, 2 or 3, and VS. CL 424—244 12
a neutral carrier therefor. L A compound of the formuk

N>
X OR>
«/

O—

P
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-.C„.^^_^.-,CH.-f^.

wherein R^ is (Ci-CiHdkyl, R^ is hydrogen or methyl, R^

and R^ each are halogen and R' is (C3-C9)-alkylamino

substituted by two to four hydroxy groups, (C3-C6)-

cycloalkylamino substituted by one to three hydroxy

groups, glucosamino, galactosamino, mannosamino,

monohydroxy-1-azetidmyl. mono- or dihydroxy-1-pyr-

ndidmyl or mono-, di- or trihydroxy-1-piperidinyl,

and the readily hydrolyzable esters selected from the group

consisting of esters of hemiesters of lower alkanecarboxylic

acids or lower alkanedicarboxylic acids, cyclic diesters of

lower alkanedicarboxylic acids, aromatic caiboxyUc acid es-

ters and araliphatic carboxylic acid esters and ethers selected

from the group consisting of open chain or cyclic ketak or

acetals and lower alkyl ethers thereof, as well as pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable salts of these compounds.

12. A method of treating atherosclerosis in a patient in need

of such treatment which comprises administering to said pa-

tient a therapeutically effective dose of l-[(S)-6-bromo-5Ko-

chlorophenyl)-2,3-dihydro-l,3-dimethyl-2-oxo-lH-l,4-ben-

zodiazepin-7-yl]-3-(l, l-bia(hydroxymethyl)ethyl]ttrea.

O
N

R is Rj—CH—C—CH2—

NH
I

i

I

OH
I

or R3—CH—CH—CH2—

;

NH
I

Cmo
I

Ra

-(CH2)*-C 1. or -(CH2)m-tQJ
O N

R2 is -(CH2)m-{ Cu '
-(CHj)--^

I'

-(CH2)«-|P 1, or -(CH2)«-m[^
J;

O N

R3 is hydrogen, lower alkyl.

-(CH2)m-/Qr^ . -(CH2)«-C 1.

O N

4,474,770

LACTAM CONTAINING COMPOUNDS, THEIR
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD

OF USE
Eric M. Gordon, Pcuiogtoii, and Donald S. Karaaewsky, East

Windsor, both ofNJ.. aiBigBors to E. R. Sqribb * SoM, iMn
Princeton, NJ.

FDed No?. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 549,931

lirt. a» A6IK 31/55: arm 403/11 403/14

U.S.a 424—244 22 Gains

1. A compound of the formula

(CH^il^Y ' O

R—NH—1^ N—CH-C-OR4

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt therein wherein:

-(CH2)m

halo substituted lower alkyl, —(CH2)m-cycloalkyl

wherein said cycloalkyl is a saturated ring of 3 to 7 car-

bons,

•(CH2),-/QVoH.-

OH

—(CH2)r—OH. -(CH2), N. -(CH2)r—NH2.

n is an integer firom 1 to 4; •

Ri is hydrogen, lower alkyl, -<CH2)r-NH2, —(CH2.

),—OH, or halo substituted lower alkyl;

R5 is hydrogen, lower alkyl —(CH2)ifrcycloalkyl wherein

said cycloalkyl is a saturated ring of 3 to 7 carbons, ^

N

i

—(CH2)r—SH.—(CH2)r—S—lower alkyl.

/^ ?
—(CH2),—NH—

C

or —(CH2),—C-NH2;

NH2

m is zero or an bteger fhm 1 to 4;

Rl4 is hydrogen, lower alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons, lower alkoxy

of 1 to 4 carbons, lower alkylthio of 1 to 4 carbons, halo,

trifluoromethyl. or hydroxy;

p is an integer fKnn 1 to 3 provided that p is more than one

only if R|4 is hydrogen, methyl, methoxy, chloro, or

fluoro;

r is an integer from 1 to 4;

R4 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, benzyl, benzhydryl, an alkali

metal salt ion, an alkaline earth metal salt ion. or
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•o
II

-CH-O-C-R,,;

R|0

Rio is hydrogen, lower alkyl, cycloalkyl of 3 to 7 carbons, or
phenyl; and

Rii is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, cycloalkyl of 3
to 7 carbons, phenyl, benzyl, or phenethyl.

21. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating hyper-
tension in a mammalian species comprising a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier and an effective amount of a hypotensive
compound of the formula

I-J^^^ N-CH

(CH2), y o

R—NH-J^ N—CH—C—OR4

wherein n, R, R], R4 and Rs are as defined in claim 1.

M7«,T79
CEPHALOSPORIN COMPOUNDS

NorlaU Naguo; Kohjl Nakaao; Tadao Shlbamuna, and
YoUyuB Murakami, aU of Saitaaa, Japan, asrigoors to
YamawMcU Phamncentkal Co„ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan
CootiBiiatkMi-iaftft of Scr. No. 364,226, Apr. 1, 1982,

abudooed. lUs appUcation Oct 7, 1982, Scr. No. 433,247
CfadBf priority, appUctdoB Japtti, Apr. 9, 1981, 56/52408

Irt. CLi A61K 31/545; a)7D 501/56
VJS. CL 424-246 8 Claims

1. A cephalosporin compound rq)resented by the formula

N i-C

HifT ^ s

C OOHN

OR

O
OOOH

wherein R represents a group of the formula

COOH
I .

(wherein R' represents a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl
group of 1-3 carbon atoms and R2 represents a hydrogen atom,
a lower alkyl group of 1-3 carbon atoms, a phenyl group
which may be substituted by an amino or hydroxy group, a
cyano group, a carboxy group, or a carboxymethyl group; said
R' and R* may form a cycloalkyUdene group of 4-6 carbon
atoms together with the carbon atom to which they are
bonded) or a group of the formula —CH2—R' (wherein R3
represents a hydrogen atom, a halogenomethyl group, a car-
bamoyl group, a carboxymethyl group, a 4<arboxy-3-hydrox-
yisothiaa>1.5-yl-thiomethyl group; or a 2-carboxyphenyIthi-
omethyl group>, R' represents a group of the formula

group of 1-3 carbon atoms and R^ represents a hydroxy group
or an amino group) or a group of the formula

-CH2S-l!^ ^ N
f

R«

(wherein R^ and R^ have the same significance as above); and
the waveline~ shows an anti-form or syn-form bond and the
salts thereof

8. An antibiotic composition comprising an effective amount
of the compound ofclaim 1 and a pharmaceutically acceptable
excipient or diluent thereof.

4,474,780

CRYSTALLINE CEPHALOSPORIN
Byron W. Dangherty, IidiaBapolis, Ind., asdgnor to Eli Lilly
and Company, IndiaiiapoUs, ImL

Filed JoL 22, 1983, Scr. No. 516,220
irt. a^ A6IK 31/545: arm 501/22

U.S. a. 424—246 4 Gains
1. Crystalline 7-(D-2-naphthylglycyhunido)-3-methyl-3-

cephem-4-carboxylic acid tetrahydrate exhibiting essentially
the following x-ray diffraction data:

Spacing, d: Relative intensities, I/Ii

13.29 .44

10.33 .22

7.14 .44

6.S8 1.00

&09 .22

S.64 .33

S.36 .88

S.14 .28

4.86 .17

4.66 .11

4.44 .33

4.12 .33

3.92 .17

3.75 J2
3.6S .94

3.51 .38

3.34 .72

2.94 .39

2.78 .17

2.69 .14

2.58 .11

2.46 .17

2.42 .17

2.32 .11

2.25 JOS

2.18 .14

2.10 M
2.04 .06

2. A pharmaceutical formulation comprising an antibacteri-

ally effective amount of the compotmd of clafan 1 Hmixffd
with a pharmaceutical carrier or excipient therefor.

-CHjS-!^ ^ N

(wherein R« represents a carboxy group, a cyano group, or a
carbamoyl group which may be substituted by a lower alkyl

4,474,781

TREATING HYPERTENSION WITH
AMINOALKOXYPYRIDINES

John J. Baldwin, Laasdalc, Pit, avigiior to Merck k Co„ Ibc,
Rahway, NJ.

DiTisioB of Ssr. No. 25^26, Apr. 2, 1979, Pat No. 4,259,327.

His appUcatioB Mar. 20, 1980, Scr. No. 132,244

tat as A61K 31/535. 31/44
UJS.a 424—24857 8 Clains

1. A method of treating hypertension in humans which
comprises administratian of an antihypertensive amomt of a
compound having the formula

(XnX)BER 2, 1984 CHEMICAL 301

0-(CH2),-N
/
\

R2

R3

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof wherein

n is 2 or 3,

Ri is —CF3, and

R2 and R3 when separate, are Ci-C^alkyl and when joined

with N form a heterocyclic piperidinyl, piperazinyl,

N—Ci-C4alkylpiperazinyl or morpholino group.

4,474,782

ALKENYL AND ALKYNYL MORPHOUNE
COMPOUNDS, COMPOSITIONS AND USE

AimC White, Windsor, aad Edwin T. Ediagton, Cookhaa, both

of En^and, assignors to J<riu Wyeth 4k Brother, Ltd., MaM-
enhcad, En^aad

Filed Feb. 24, 1984, Scr. No. 582,995

ClaiBM priority, applicatioa United Kiagdooi, Mar. 1, 1983,

8305638

tat a' A61K i//5i5; G07D 265/50

U,S.a 424-248J8 5 Clains

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of a

morphoUne derivative of the general formula

R*. O Ri (O

4,474,783

CYCLOPROPYLMETHYL PIPERAZINES, THE
PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE SAME AND THEIR

USE IN THERAPEUTICS
Max F. Robba, and Michel E. Aaronsseaa, both of Paris,

France, assignors to Innothera, Arcaeil, Fnuwc
Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,752

aaims priority, application France, Oct 8, 1980, 80 21527

tat a^ C07D 241/04. 295/00; A61K 31/495
U.S.a 424-250 13

1. A compound having the formula

N

C J .(A).

R3

and a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof,

wherein R* represents lower alkyl; R^ represents hydrogen,

lower alkyl or (lower)aIkoxyniethyl; R^ represents hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower aUcenyl, lower alkynyl, arylOower)alkyl,

2>tetrahydrofurylmethyl or cycloalkylmediyl and R^ repre-

sents a lower dkenyl or lower alkynyl group containing at

least 3 carixw atoms and in which there is no unsaturated bond

in the 1-podtion.

4. A pharmaceutical composition having analgesic or of^te

antagonistic activity comprising a compound selected from the

group consisting of a morpholine derivative of the general

formula

N

in which

R is hydrogen or alkyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

R] is hydrogen, alkyl having 1 to 5 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl*

methyl in which the cycloalkyl group has from 3 to 6 carbon

atoms, 2-hydroxyethyl, alkoxycartwnyl in which the alkoxy

group has 1 or 2 carbon atoms, 2-carboxypropyl, N-benzyl-

2-carbamoyl propyl, phenyl, phenyl substituted by methoxy,

trifluoromethyl or acetyl, benzyl, benzyl substituted by
halogen, benzoyl, benzoyl substituted by three methoxy

groups, 3,S-dimethoxy-4-acetoxy or 3,S-dimethoxy-4-ethox-

ycarbonyloxy, cinnamoyl, cinnamoyl in which the phenyl

ring is substituted with trifluoromethyl or by one or more
methoxy groups, phenoxyacetyl, phenyoxyacetyl in which

the phenyl ring is substituted with halogen or methoxy, and

-(CH2)m-N,
\

in which m is 2 or 3 and R2 and R3 are identical and are

alkyls having 1 to 3 carbon atoms;

A is a pharmaceutically acceptable compound selected from

the group consisting of inorganic acids, organic acids, alkyl

halides and aryl halides; and n is 0, 1, 2 or 3; with the proviso

that when R is hydrogen, Ri is not hydrogen or phenyl.

R«.
.

O Ri (D

R3

and a pharmacfutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof,

wherein R' represents lower alkyl; R^ represents hydrogen,

lower alkyl or (lower)alkoxymethyl: R^ represents hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower aUcenyl, lower alkynyl, aryl0ower)alkyl,

2-tetrahydrofiiryhnethyl or cydoalkyhnethyl and R^ repre-

sents a lower alkenyl or lower alkynyl groiq) containing at

least 3 carbon atoms and in which there is no unsaturated bond

in the l-position m association with a pharmaceutically accept-

aUe carrier.

4,474,784
SUBSTITUTED IMIDAZO

l>A-QUINOXALINE^5H)ONES, THEIR
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USE

Aba C BarMS, Cirencester, and Darid A. Rowtands, GhMcss-

tarsUrs, both of England, aarigaors to Roaasel Udaf

,

Dirision of Ser. No. 118^445, Feb. 4, 1980, Pat No. 4,333,934.

nto apptteatlon Mar. 1, 1982, Ssr. No. 353,052

aains priority, applicatioa United Ktagdoai, Feb. 9, 1979,

7904648

tat a' A6IK 31/495; C07D 521/00

U.S.a 424—250 12 OaiaH

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of com-

pounds of the formula
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^^^ N >

wherein A is nitrogen, O is

f
-N-.

Z is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and alkyl
of 1 to S carbon atoms or taken with Y forms a carbon-nitrogen
bond, Y is hydrogen, or taken with Z is a carbon-nitrogen bond
or taken with X is=0 and X is hydrogen or taken with Y is

«0, R is tetrazoI-5-yl, Ri is selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, halogen and alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms and its

non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts.

9. A method of relieving allergic symptoms in warm-
blooded animals comprising administering to warm-blooded
animals an antiallergically effective amount of at least one
compound of claim 1.

4y474,7SS

2-ARYL4«4-DIAZABICYCLO[4>.OlALK.^EN.5-ONES,
AND COMPOSmONS FOR TREATING
THERMa>EMBOUC DISORDERS

PUUip A. RiMiy; Marco Thyea, both of LodwjgihafeB; Albrecht
Fnakt, Wachwhria; Hont Koc^ Lodwigriote; Joaef
Grka, Wariirnhdm; Hana D. Lchnami, Hifachberg, and
Dieter Lenke, Ladwigakafeii, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
aaaigMm to BASF AkticBgeaellaehaft, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay

Filed Juk 4, 1M2, Ser. No. 385»272
Clains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcrnnay, Jon. 24.

M«l, 312M99
iHt a^ OOTD 403/OZ- A61K 31/4a 31/47. 31/50

UAa 424-250 14 Claim.
1. A 2-eryI-3,4Kliazabicyclo{4.n.0]alk-2-en-S-one of the for-

mula!

where m and n are identical or different and each is 1, 2 or 3
and R, R", R2 and R' are identKal or different and each is

hydrogen or non-hindered alkyl of 1 to 6 C atoms.

."•I

' 4,474^786
''"'

TRICYCUC LACTAMS AND DERIVATIVES USEFUL IN
INCREASING CAROUC OONTRACnUTY

EUaabctk M. Saith, Veron; Rooald J. DdH, Maplcwood, and
BcTMrd R. NiartaiB, Wcat Oraage, dl of NJ., aarinon to
Schariag CorporatioB, Kodhrorth, NJ.

FOatf Jaa. 1CIM3, Ser. No. SOS,OSO
Lit aJ A41K 31/435: C07D 491/052. 491/044. 513/04

U.S.a4M-2S6 12
1. A compoond of the formula

wherein

R is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R' is hydrogen, hydroxy, lower alkoxy, cyano, lower alkyl,

halogen, —NR2r3, —CONR2r3, —NHCOR2,
—COOR2 (wherein R2 and R^ are indq)endently hydro-
gen, lower alkyl, or hydroxy lower alkyl) or

If
—CNH2

wherein M is sulfur or NH; with the proviso that R and
R' are not both hydrogen;

Z is selected fnm the group consisting of

-(CH2)--CMCH2),— or

-{CH2V-S(0),r-(CH2),-

wherein n is 0, 1, or 2; and p and r are independently 0, 1,

2 or 3 with the further proviso that r and p is three or less;

A is a substituted or unsubstituted benzo ring which when
substituted have 1 to 3 substituents independently selected
from halogen, hydroxy, lower alkyl and lower alkoxy

or a pharmaceutically accepuble salt thereof.

9. A method for increasing cardiac contractility in a human
patient requiring such treatment which comprises parenterally
administering an amount of a compound defined in claim 1
effective in increasing cardiac contractility.

4,474,787

7,6 DIX04H,ai-PYRANO[3,2^]QUINOLINE
DICARBOXYUC ACIDS AND ANTI-ALLERGIC USE

THEREOF
Hogh GaiTM, and David Cmk, keth of LoaghbonMgh, Englaai,
aaaivMn to FlaoM Unitad. Engfaud
CoatiBBatioB of Ser. No. 946,492, Sep. 28, 1978, abandonad,
which is a contiBBatioB-ia'part of Ser. No. 897,416, Apr. 18,

1978, abandoned. TUs applicatioa Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 344,982
Claims priority, applicatioB United Kingdom, May 4, 1977,

18597/77; No?. 4, 1977, 48565/77; Apr. 25, 1978, 16168/78
Int a^ A61K 31/47: COTID 491/04

U.S.a 424—258

!

11 Claiois

1. A compound having the fbrmula

Rs ' O

in which R6 and R? form a chun —COCH=C(COOH-

Rs and R«, which may be the same or different, are stericaUy

compatible substitueots selected from hydrogen and alkyl

having up to 8 carbon atoms, and

Rf is hydrogen or alkyl having up to 8 carbon atoms,
and pharmaceutically acceptable salts and ethyl esters

thereof.

11. A method of treatment of a condition involving an anti-

October 2, 1984 CHEMICAL an

body antigen reaction or a reflex pathway, which comprises

administering an effective amount ofacompoimd according to

elakn 1 to an animal suffering from such a condition.

4,474,788

ANTI-SRSA QUINOLINE CARBOXYUC ACID
DCRIVATIVES

lota R. Bairtick, Looghboroogh, Eagland, aarigaer to

pk, Ipawieh, Eaglaad

FDad Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,163

ClaiiM priority, appUcitioa Unitad Kiagdom, Nov. 12, 1982,

8134186

lot. a^ A61K 31/47: arm 215/16

vs.a 424-258 9 (Mm
1. A compound of formula I,

N

wherein

n represents 1, 2 or 3;

each X independently represents methyl or chloro;

m represents 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 with the proviso that n-f-m is not

greater than S; and

physiologically acceptable salts thereof.

I

R4 Ks Ra

in which

Ri, Ri, R3, R4, Rs and R?, which may be the same or differ-

ent, each represent hydrogen, hydroxy, alkyl Clto 6,

alkoxy CI to 6, amino, aklanoyl C2 to 6, alkanoylamino

C2 to 6, alkenyl C2 to 6, halogen, or alkoxy CI to 6 substi-

tuted by phenyl,

X is a hydrocarbon chain of 1 to 10 carbon atoms unsubsti-

tuted or substituted by a single hydroxy group,

A is —Q—COOH,
Q is absent or represents a straight or branched alkylene,

alkenylene or alkynylene group of up to and including 6

carbon atoms,

Rgand R9. which may be the same or different, each repre-

sent hydrogen or alkyl CI to 6 or together form a single

bond,

D is —NRio—

,

Y and Z, which may be the same or different, each represent

sulphur, oxygen or —NRio—i and

Rio is hydrogen or alkyl C1-C6,

and pharmaceutically acceptiible salt^. eMers and amides

thereof.
.

'

.
. .

8. A pharmaceutical compodtioh wliibh eomprbes an effi^-

tive amount of at least one compound according to claim 1, in

association with a pharmaceutinlly acceptable adjuvant, dflu-

ent or carrier.

4,474,790

THIOALKYLAMIDE OF NICOTINIC ACID 1-OXIDE, ITS

SALTS, AND PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSmONS
Diw» NIaato, Pavia, and Sarglo Boveri, Tortou, both of Italy,

aMignort to SANOFL Paria, F^aacc

FOed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,519

Claina priority, appUcatioB Fraacc, Mar. 11, 1981, 81 04892

lit a.) A6IK 31/455: arm 405/12

U.S. CL 434-266 4aalaM

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of the

N-[2-(S-dimethylaminomethylfuran-2-yhnethylthio)ethyl]-3-

pyridinecarboxamide 1-oxide of formula:

aC»—NH-CHj—CH2—

-S—CH;

iv»

CHa—

N

/
\

CH3

CHs

and die pharmaceuticaUy acceptable acid addition saltt

thereofi

3. A pharmaceutica] composition in dosage unit form having

histamine H2 receptor blocking activity comprising from 10 to

1000 mg per dosage unit of an active ingredient as claimed in

claims 1 or 2 in admixture with a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier.

'IV,
4,474,789

OlttCHLOROMErHYDPYRIDINE COMPOUNDS
USEFUL FOR PROMOTING GROWTH AND/OR

IMPROVING FEED UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY IN
RUMINANTS

Dorothy J. PUllipa, and Jack M. Tadnaa, both of Midland,

Mi^ aMigaort to Ike Dow Ckcnical Company, Midland,

Ml^.
FUad Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,153

fax. a.^MtK 31/44

U.S.a 424-263 "^'^
1. A method of increaang the growth rate and/or the efn-

ciency of feed utilization in ruminant animals having a devel-

oped rumen f^mction which comprises the orally admmistering

to such animals a rumen-modifying amount ofone or a mixture

of two or more compounds corresponding to the formula

4,474,791

DIURETIC 2>DIARYL4-PYRIDINE CARBOXYUC
ACIDS

Loib L. Skalctiky, Kalaanaoo, Mlek., aaaiffor to Ite Uploha

CoBipaay, Kalaainaoo, Mich.

DivWoB of Sar. No. 259,135, Apr. 30, 1982, Pat No. 4,377,586.

lUa appUcatioB Dae. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,101

iBt a' A6IK 31/455: arm 213/55. 409/02. 409/12

UAa 424-166 »•

1. A method for niducing diuresis m a human which com-

prises administering to said human an amount effective to

cause diuresis of a compound of the Formula IIA,
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wheran

(1) Rio is hydrogen or methyl;

(2) R20 is hydrogen or a pharmacologically acceptable cat'
ion;

(3) Xio is hydrogen or trifluoromethyl;

(4) X20 is hydrogen, chloro, bromo, todo, methyl, or trifluo-

romethyl;

(5) X30 is phenyl, p-fluorophenyl, phenoxy, p-fluoro-
phenoxy, or thiopboioxy;

(6) X40 is hydrogen, chloro, fluoro, trifluoromethyl, or
methyl; or

(7) X30ad X40when taken together with the phenyl moiety
to which they are attached form 2-nq>hthenyl, or 6-

chloro-Z^naphthalenyl;

with the following provisos:

(a) at least one of Xio and X20 is other than hydrogen;
(b) X20 is methyl only when X30 and X40 form 2-naph-

thalenyl;

(c) X30 is thiophenoxy only when Xio and X40 are hydro-
gen; and

(d) X40 is fluoro only when X30 is phenyl.

4^474,793

7^Xa4.IinA-l.AZA(3A0]Hi7TANE AND
7^Xa4.TiflA.l-AZA(3A0]HEFT-2-E3SE DERIVATIVES
Barry C. Rom, LotiM; GrahttB JohMon, MiltOB Keynes, both of

England, and Michael A. Yeowuv, LiederiMcfa, Pel Rep. of
Germany, avigBors to Hoechit UX Lladtcd, Gnat Britain

Filed No?. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,113
Oaims priority, appUcatlBa Unltad Kingdom, No?. 4, 1980,

Int CV C07D 499/00: A41K 31/425
UjS. CL 424-270 8 Glim

1. A compound of the formula

CXX3R COOR

wherein

R is a carboxyl esterifying group removable by hydrolysis,
photolysis, reduction, or enzyme action to give the free
acid, and

R2 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower hydroxyalkyl, lower
alkoxyalkyl, lower alkanoyloxyalkyl, or tri-lower alkyl-
silyloxyalkyl.

4^74*792
N-TETRAZOLYL BENZAMIDES AND ANTI-ALLERGIC

USE THEREOF
Edward H. Eridwm, Woodbvy, MioL, ani^or to Riker Labo-

ralorici, iBCn St Pad, Min.
CoiriinatioaHiHpmrt of Ser. No. 49,281, Jn. 18, 1979,

•bndoMd. TUs appUortion Dee. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 33MS2
Irt. a» A41K 31/41: C07D 2ST/04

VS.a 424-249 Ig rut^
1- A compound selected firom the group consisting of 2-

ni«thoxy-NKtetraK)l-5.yl)benramide, 2,3-dimethoxy-N-(tet.
razol.5-yl)benzamide, 5<hloro-2-methoxy-N-(tet«»l-5-
yl)benzamide, S-fluoro-2-methoxy-N-(tetrazol-S-yl)benzamide,

5-iodo.2-methoxy.N.(tetnttol.5.yl)ben2amide, 5-bromo-2-
^lethoxy-N-(tetrazol-^yl)benzamide, 3,5slichloro-2-methoxy-
N-<tetrazol-S-yl)benzamide, and 2,4,^trimethoxy•N•(tetrazol-
S-yl)benzamide.

10. A method for inhibiting the result of antibody-antigen
reaction in a mammal which comprises administering to said
mammal a therapeutically effective amount of an anti-allergic
composition comprising a therapeutically effective amount of
an anti-allergic compound and a pharmaceutically acceptable
carrier, said anti-allergic compound being selected from the
group consisting of 2-meUioxy.N.(tetn«ol.5-yl)benzamide,

2,3-dnBethosy-N-(tetran>l-S-yl)benzamide, 5-tbkuo-2-
metiioxy-N-(tetra»)l-S-yl)beiizamide, S-fluorD-2-methoxy-N-
(tetra«d-S-yl)benzamide, S-iodo-2-methoxy-N-(tetrazol-S-
yl)benzamide, 5-bromo.2-methoxy-N-(tetra2ol-5-yl)benza-
mide, 3,5-dichloro-2-methoxy-N.(tetraK)l-5-yl)ben2amide and
2,4,5-trimetboxy-N-<tetn«)l-S-yl)benzaniide.

4^74,794
N-THIAZOLYLMETHYLTHIOALKYL-Nl-ALKENYL (OR
ALKYNYUGUANIDINES AND RELATED COMPOUNDS
Richard P. Pioch, ladlaHvoUa, lad^ aMl^or to EU Lilly and
Company, bdiaMvolia, Ind.

FBod Mtf. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,034
Irt. a? C07D 277/30: A61K 31/423

VS. CL 424—270 3 nmt^
1. N-<2-propynyl)-N'-2-<2-dimed)ylammomethyl-4-

thian>lyhnethylthio)ethyl 2-nitro-l,l-ethenediamine.

4^74.798
ENKEPHALINASE INHIBITORS

Roland Graeabwft Prineetoi^ Dt?id W. CWnM% Wait
Windaor, both oTNJ^ B. Rlehttd Vogt, Yartley, Pm Fknk
L. Wdscabom, TItMfilla,ndMkhad J. AMMiedo, PriMc-
ton, both of NJ., aarigMin to E. R. S«dbb A Som, be,
Priaeetoa,NJ.

Dirisioa of Ser. No. 310,192, Oct 9, 1981, Pat No. 4^1,477.
lUs application May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 499,107

Int d} A41K 31/413
VS.a 424—273 R 2 CUm

1. A method of inhibiting the degradation of enkq>lialin8 by
the enkefriialinase enzyme in a iMtrnn^i^n iiost which com-
prises administering to said «wmiMi an mirqihilniasr inhibit-

ing effective amount of the enkephalinaae inhibitor of the

formula

Ri O R3
I I r

HS-CH2-CH-C-KW-CH-C0OH
(L)

or a fdiarmaceutically acoeptaUe salt thereof wherdn:
Ri is sti«ight or branched chain alkyl (tf 1 to 4 carbons,

benzyl or phenethyl;

Rlis
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-(CH:)«-

I J
N
I

H

and

n is an integer from 1 to 4.

4474,796

INSECnCIDAL SUBSTITUTED HYDANTOINS
Hiroai Kiaida, Takinndm, and Makoto Hatakoahi, Miaoo, both

ofJapn, anipon to Smnitomo Chonieal Company, lindtad,

Osaka, Japan
FOed Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 443,548

Int CL» AOIN 43/50: C07D 233/82

VS.a 424-273 R « Claims

1. A compound of the formula

*
' «xx:

4,474,798

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARAHON FOR ENDERMIC
APPUCATION

Toshio Inagi, Tokorozawa; MaaaynU laoM, Hlgaskl

Mnrayama, and Toyojiro Mnramataa, Sayama, aD of Japan,

assignors to Kowa Co^ Ltd^ Nagoya, Japan

FOad Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,587

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1982, .^-72999

Int CL^ A41K 31/40

VS. CL 424-274 8 Oalms

1. A pharmaceutical preparation for endermic application,

comprising

(a) a pharamaceutically effective amount of indomethacin

and

(b) an indomethacin-solubilizing amount of at least one solu-

bilizer selected from the group consisting of limonene,

pinene, camphene, cymene, citronellol, geraniol, nellol,

linalol, menthol, terpineol, rosinol, borneol, iso-bomeol,

menthone, camj^or, thymol, safrole, iso-aafrole, eugenol,

and iso-eugenol.

Rs

wherein Ri is a halogen atom or methyl group, R2 is hydrogen

or a halogen atom, R3 is chlorine or bromine atom and R4 is

hydrogen or chlorine atom.

8. A method tot controlling insects which comprises apply-

ing an ittsecticidally dfective amount ofthe compound accord-

ing to cUiffl 1 to said insects.

4474,797
FUNGICIDAL

l-METHYL-34-DIHALO-5-SUBSfiU'UiEl>>SULFONYI^
PYRAZOLES

Edward L Aoyi«i, Petahnm, CaUf., vrignor to Ownon Re-

aaareh Compny* San Rrandaeo, CaUf.

FOed May 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,570

Int a» C07D 231/18: AOIN 43/56

VS.a 424-273 P M Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Y Y

I
H

CH3 o

wherein R> is vinyl, 2-haloethyl, or the group —CH2CH2OS-
(0)2CH3; and Y is chloro or bromo.

4. A method for controlling ftugi which comprises contact-

ing said f^mgi or their growth environment with a f^mgicidally

effective anaount of a Gompo$ad of the formula defined in

claim 1. .

4474,799

ENKEPHALINASE INHIBITORS
Roland Greenberg, Princeton; DnfM W. Cnshman, West

Windsor, botii of NJ.; B. Richard Vogt Yardley, Pa^ Frank

L. Weisenbom, Titnsrille, and Michael J. Antonacdo, Prince-

ton, both of NJn assignors to E. R. Squibb A Sons, Inc
Princeton, NJ.

Dirision of Ser. No. 310,192, Oct 9, 1981, Pat No. 4401477.

lUs application May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 499,119

Int CL' A41K 31/40

VS. CL 424-274 3 Oaims

1. A method of inhibiting the degradation of enkephalins by

the enkephalinase enzyme in a mammalian host which com-

prises administering to said mammal an enkephalinase inhibit-

ing effective amount of the enkephalinase inhibitor of the

formula

V ? V
HS—CH2—CH-C—NH—CH-COOH

<L)

or a pharmaceutically acceptable sah thereof wherein:

Rl b straight or branched chain alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons,

benzyl or phenethyl;

R2ts

-(CH2),-

and

n is an integer firom 1 to 4.

4474400
EPOXYSUCONYL AMINO ACID DERIVATIVES

Masahara Tanmi; SUgeo Morlmoto; TakaaU Adaehi; KiyosU

Ogama; Kasnori Haaada, and Sadaftnd Omara, all of

Saitama, Japmi, asaifBora to Taisho Pharmaoentical Con Ltdn

Tokyo, Japan
FOad May 13, 1980, Ser. No. 149412

Int CL3 G07D 303/48: A41K 31/335

VS. CL 424-278 ' Oaims

1. An epoxysucdnyl amino acid derivative of the formula
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H

R'ooc

t^ ^OONHCHCONH(CHi).NHR» (D

wherdn Rl is hydrogen. R2 is a branched chain alkyl having 4
CMbon atoms, R3 is hydrogen or benzylozycarbonyl, and n is
•n int^er of 2 to 4.

4y474>Ml

^ a-AMfNa^-BimrROLACrONES FOR TREATING
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE

Aldo Gviia, Milan, Italy, Msiswr to Istitato ChemioteraBico
ItaUtmh SpA, Milan, Italy

FIM Nof. 12, 1912, Scr. No. 44UM
Int a^ A«1K 31/335

UJ.a434-27» jChfas
1. A mediod for treating a warmblooded mammal for alco-

hol dependence, wherein said mammal is an alcoholic requir-
ing such treatment, comprising administering to said warmb-
looded mammal an effective amount of a compound repre-
•ented by the formula

pharmaceuticaUy acceptable carrier in sufficient amount to
provide from 0.01 to about 50 mg of said compound per dose.

4,474,803

T^XABICYCLOHEPTANE SUBSTITUTED TWO
PROSTAGLANDIN ANALOGS USEFUL IN TREATING

PLATELET AGGREGATION AND
BRONCHOCONSTRICnON

Steven E. Han, Ewiag Township, MsRcr CoMty, and Martia F.
Hasiaager, LambertTille, both of NJ., aMimm to E. R.
Squibb * Sobs, lac, Priaceton, NJ.

FDed Mar. 14, 1M3, Scr. No. 474,913
lat a' C07D 307/00: A41K 31/34, 31/557

UACL424-285
22ClahBS

1. A compound having the structural formuhi

CH2-A-(CH2X,-COOR

(CH2),-S-R»

-CH-NH-C-OR
I I

HjC C«0 O

o

wherein R is an alkyl of 3-S carbon atoms except that R does
not inchide the D-isomeric form of a-n-butoxycarbonyll
amino^-butyrolactone.

4^4JQ2
SA7-TiaNOR-4tl>INTER-M-PHENYLENE

PROSTAGLANDIN I2 DERIVATIVES USEFUL IN
ANTI-ULCER, HYPOTENSIVE AND PLATELET
AGGREGAnON INHDmNG COMPOSmONS

Kiyott^Ohao, RiJiHwa; HiraU NiWM, KaaHkar
^(("MO^Uinwa, aad Shiatara NisUo, EUaa, all
Japaa, Msigawi to Tony MaMiiu, lae^ T<Ayo, Japaa

FDad Jaa. 19, 1913, Scr. No. 459,226
ority, cppHcatica Jcpcm Jaa. 20, 1902, S7-4150

„ „ _ li*- Cl» A«1K 31/34; C07D 307/93
U&a424-2S8 14

1. A oo^^x>und of the fbrmub

of

and mcluding all stereoisomers thereof, wherein A is —CH=CH^ or -<CH2)2-;
m is 1 to 8; n is 1 to 4; n' is 0. 1 or 2;
R is hydrogen, lower alkyl or alkali metal; and R' is lower

alkyl, aryl, araUcyl, cyctoalkyl or cycloalkylalkyl, wherein
alkyl by itself or as part of another group contains 1 to 12
carbon atoms and may be unsubstitoted or substituted
with a halogen, an alkoxy group, a haloaryl group, a
cydoalkyl group or an alkylcycloalkyl group; cycloalkyl
by itself or as part of amMher group contains 3 to 12 car-
bra atoms in the ring portion and may be unsubstituted or
substituted with 1 to 2 halogens, 1 or2 lower alkyl groups
and/or lower alkoxy groups; aryl by itself or as pert of
another group represents monocyclic or bieyclic aromatic
grotqM which contain 6 to 10 carbon atoms wliidi may be
unsubstituted or substituted with a k>wer alkyl group, a
halogen or a lower alkoxy group.

qi2-A-C00R»

4*474304
7-OXABICYCLO SUBSTTTUTED PROSTAGLANDIN

PHENYL CARBOXYUC ACID DERIVATIVES USEFUL
AS CARDIOVASCULAR AGENTS

Jagabaadha Das, Pfadasboro, aad Marda F. Haclaagcr, La»
bertrille, both of NJ., aaclffon to E. R. S«aibb ft SoM, lac-
Priaceton, NJ. ^^^ -—»-i^

.
FOcd Sep. 19, 1903, Scr. No. 533^461
l^CL^ ASVL 31/557: CatD 307/93

U.S.a 424-285 ;-;'.:;
''^"•13

1. A compound having tfie structural fonnnla

,-CBC-R'

wherem Rl is a pharmaceutkaUy acceptable catkm, a hydro-
gnctom or a n-alkyl group of 1 to 12 carbon atoms; R2 is a
hydrogen atom, an acyl group of 2 to 10 carbon atoms or an
aroyi group of7 to 13 carbon atoms; R> is a hydrogen atom, an
acyl group of2 to 10 carbon atoms or an aroyl group of7 to 13
carton atoms; R« is a hydrogen atom, a methyl group or an
ethyl group; R' is a n-alkyl group of 1 to 5 carbon atoms; n is
an mtog« of to 4k A is -CHj-CHj- or trans -CH=CH—

;
and X —CHj—CH2— or trans —CH=CH—

.

Il A pharmaceutical conqxMition for use as an anti-ulceric
drog comprising a compound of daim 1 m association with a

(CH2)irCH«CH-(df
,(CH2),000R

and including all stereoisomers thereof, wherein;
R is H, lower alkyl or alkali metal;

:-.

Ai«-CH=CH-,or(CHj)2; ^
Rl is tower alkyi. aryl-lowcr alkyl. aryl, cycloalkyl or cy-

ctoalkyhdkyl;

m is or 1 and n is or 1; wherein the term "ar)1" used by
itself or as port of another group refen to monocyclic or
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bieyclic aromatic groups containing from 6 to 10 carbons

in the ring portion and the term "cycloalkyl" used by itself

or as part of another group refers to saturated cyclic

hydrocarbon groups containing 3 to 12 carbons.

12. A composition for inhibiting platelet aggregation com-
prising an effective amount of a compound as defined in claim

1 or a pharmaceutically accq>table salt thereof, and a pharma-

ceuticaUy acceptable carrier therefor.

4^174,805

FUNGICIDAL COMPOSITIONS EMPLOYING
SYNERGISTIC MIXTURES OF PHENYLACETAMIDE

DERIVATIVES AND ZINEB OR MANCOZEB
Shaoac Loraaso; Lnigi Mircoaa, both of Mflaa, aad Aaadeto

Dal Moro, Trcfiao, all of Italy, aarigaors to Montedison

S.pjt, MOaa, Italy

FDed Jaa. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 509*653

OaiflH priority, appUcatioB Itoly, Apr. 22, 1980, 21537 k/W
lat a^ AOIN 43/36, 47/10, 59/20

U.S.a 424-286 5 Oaiais

1. A synergistic mixture of fungicides consisting of (A)

N-(2,6<limethylphenyl)-N-(l-methoxycarbonyl-ethyl>-phenyl-

acetamide and of (B) a dithiocarbamate selected from the

group consisting of zinc-ethylene-bis-dithiocarbamate (Zineb)

and manganese and zinc-ethylene-bis-dithiocarbamate (Man-

cozeb) in a ratio of (A) to (B) rangmg from 1:3 to 1:200.

SULFONYL OR CARBONYL INOSITOL DERIVATIVES
USEFUL AS ANTI-INFLAMMATORY/ANALGESIC

ACXNTS
TiKNBas R. Bcattic, Scotch Platai, aad Sha S. Yaag, Bridge*

water, both cf NJ., atoi^orc to Merck k Co^ lacn Rahway,

NJ.
Filed May 10, 1982, Scr. No. 376,361

lat a' OBnC 125/065, 127/15; A61K 31/325, 31/17

UJS.a 424-300 7

1. A con^ioum) of formula:

?
(n)

L—C-Y—

A

wherein:

L is R'NH wherein Rl is

(1) straight or branched-chain alkyl having firom 1 to 20

carbon atom^

(2) aryl having firom 6 to lOcarbon atoms with the proviso

that L cannot be p-tolyl when A is myo-inositol;

(3) cycloalkyl having firom 3 to 8 carbon atoms;

(4) alkenyl having from 2 to 20 carbon atom^

(5) cyctoalkenyl havfaig firom S to 8 carbon atom^

Y is oxygen or—NH—; and

Ais
U.>:

00

•Mt ; HO
J ..'. i

•continued
OH M

OH

HO

OH
w

HO H6Z.OH

OH OH

OH OH

(0)

wherein R^ is methyl, fluoromethyl, trifluoromethyl or

2-methoxyethyl or

<»

4. A pharmaceutical composition for treating inflammatory

conditions, fever and pain in mammalian species comprising a

non-toxic pharmaceutical carrier and an effective amount of a

compound of formula:

O
I

L—c-y-A

whereni:

L is RiNH wherein R' is

(1) stiw^t or branched-chain alkyl having fixxn 1 to 20

carbon atoau;

(2) aryl having from 6 to 10 carbon atoms with the proviso

that L cannot be p-tolyl when A is myo-inosit(^

(3) cycloalkyl having frmn 3 to 8 carbon atoms;

(4) akenyl having firom 2 to 20 carbon atoms;

(5) cycloalkenyl having firom S to 8 carbon atoms;

Y is oxygen or —NH—; and

Ais

(h)

OH »
Ho79«

OH
OH
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•continued
OH

Ho::^3Z^°"

OH OH

wherein

(^)
R is hydrogen, linear or hnached alkyl of from 1 to 12
carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of from 4 to 8 carbon atoms,
phenyl or nq>hthyl, either unsnbstituted or halogen or
lower alkyl substituted, benzyl, or |>-toloene^sulfonyI;

Ri are R2, which may be the same or diffierent, each are
hydrogen, Unear or branched alkyl of from 1 to 6 carbon
atoms or alkenyl of from 2 to 6 carbon atoms, or cycloal-

1^ kyl of from S to 7 carbon atoms, or R> and R2, taken
together, represent -<CH2)m—, in which m is an integer
of from 4 to ^ and

R3, R* R', and R^ which may be the same or diffeient, each
represent hydrogen, alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
phenyl, naphthyl or CQa, or R^and R' or R^ and R«,

^ taken together, represent —(CHi)*—, m which n is an
integer of from 3 to S.

10. A process for inhibiting the growth of microbial organ-
isms which comprises contacting said organisms with an anti-
microbial effective amount ofone or more compounds ofclaim

4^74308
PESnCTOALLY ACIIVE NOVEL N-SULPHENYLATED

wherein R^ is methyl, fluoromethyl. trifluoromethyl or BIUREr-N"-CARBOXYUC ACID ESTERS
2-methoxyethyl or Engelbert KlUe, Bergiseh Gbdbadi; Paol Ralaeeke, Lemko-

•ca, and Kari-Hdaa Kaek, Lngeafeld, all of Fed. Rep. of

OH GeraMay. awigwOT to Bayer Aktffwtssllschan, Lemknaw,""^ Cg) Fcd.Rcp.ofGcrMUiy
^^

°" HW N«r. 3, 1962, Set. Mb. 439,100
Oatas priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Gcmaiiy, No?. 21,

1981, 3144231

IM. a» AOIN 47/J4; G07C 149/437
UJS.a 424-300 lOCfadns

1- An N-sulphenylatedbiuret-N"-carboxylic acid ester ofthew formuhi

O

C0R2

R'—

N

\

4^74,107
2K3-IODO-2-PROPYNYLOXY).ETHYL CARBAMATES,
THE PREPARATION THEREOF, AND THEIR USE AS

ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS
WerMT GerkaNi, Hflda, and Ririolf LahMu, NeM. both of

Fed. Rap. orGvM^r, aari«MMi to Hcnkd EoMMidigMeU-
4hlkB, HnWhauiw, Fed. Rep. of Gcranny and
S#.A., MOa, Italy

FDad Sap. 29, 1902, S«. No. 427JSl

19?3?l«Sr^'
"^'^ ^^ R«P. of Germany, May 4,

Irt. a» AOIN 47/12, 47/20f CB7C 125/065
UjS.a 424-300 10

1. A compound of the ftmnula

1—C»C—C-O-C—C—OCONH-R
R* R* R«

(I)

CONHCONSR*

A.

in which

R'. R2 and R^ each independently is a C2 to Cio alkenyl or
C2 to do alkinyl or Ci to Cio alkyl radical which is op-
tionaUy substituted by C| to Qalkoxy, C| to C4alkylthio
and/or halogen, an optionally Ci to 65 alkyl-substituted

Cs to Cio cycloalkyl radwal, an aralkyl radical which is

optionally substituted in the aryl part by halogen, nitro,

Ci to C6 alkyl, cyano and/or trifluoromethyl, and which
has6to 10 carbon atomsm the aryl part and 1 to4carbon
atoms in the alkyl part, orQ to Cio aryl which is option-
ally substituted by halogen, nitro, cyano, C| to C6 alkyl,

Ci to C6 alkoxy, trifluoromethyl and/or dimethyldihy-
drofuranyl,

and R3 additionally may be a hydrogen atom,
and R^ is a trihalogenancthyl radical.

9. A method of combating fungi and bacteria comprising
applying to the frmgi, bacteria, or to a habitat thereof, a fungi-
cidally and bactericidally effiectivje amount of a compound
according to chum 1.
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4^74,909
ARYLGLYOXALS

MMdleton B. Floyd, Jr^ SdlBn, N.Y., and Vara G. DaVriaa,

Ridgewood, NJn aolgBon to

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Sar. No. A89A0
lit a) A41K 31/J8S, Si/3Z' O07C 143/41 49/76

U.S.a 424-315 2

1. A compound selected frcmi Uie groop oomisting of those

of the formula:

R-(CH2).-0-f Vc-C-H

wherein n is an integer from 1 to 4; R is (C4-C6) cyckMlkyl,

pentafloorophenyl or monosubstituted phenyl wherein die

subttitutent is fluoro, chloro, methoxy, phenoxy ot trifluoro-

methyl; the hydrates thereof; and the sodium bisulfite adducts

thereof.

24. A method of treating hyperglycemia in a mammal in

need of such treatment which comprises administering to said

nuunmal an effective amoont of a compound selected from

those of claim 1.

4^4i812
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION FOR IMPROVING

THE BIOCHEMICAL AND BEHAVIORAL
PARAMETERS OF SENILITY

Claadh) Cama, RoaM, Italy, asrignor to SigM-Taa ladoMrie

Farmaeentkhe RhnUa SjfX^ Roaw, Italy

Filed Oet 25, 1983, Sar. No. 545,141

ClalM priority, appytaUoa Italy, Oet 29, 1982, 49398 A/82

Inta3A41Ki;//9J
U.S.a 424-319 1 Claim

1. The method of treating the deterioratioa in biochemical

and behavioral parameten in a subject exhibiting clinical senil-

ity which comprises orally or parenterally administering

thereto in a single or multiple does regimen from about 10

mg/kg of body weight to about 30 mg/kg ofbody weight per

day of L-camitine or a therapeutically equivalent amount of a

pharmacologically acceptable salt thereof.

4^474310

ARYLGLYOXALS AND IHEIR PHARMACEUTICAL USE
Middletoa B. Floyd, Jr., Siflten, N.Y^ nd Vcm G. DeVrica,

Mdg^ood, NJ., aarigaon to Amaricai Cynuarii Coppaqr,

Staarfbrd, Conk
FDad Ja& 27, 1983, Sar. No. 441437

IM. a' AjSlK 31/195. 143/40

U.S. CL 424-315 MOahns
1. A compound selected firom the group consisting of those

of the formula:

4,474,813

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS COMPRISING
FLUTAMIDE

Radolph O. Nari, Hawtiiome, NJ., and John G. Topttaa, Ann

Alter, Mich., aaripwrs to Sehering Corporatioa, Keaflworth,

NJ.
CoMtantioB of Scr. No. 200,108, Oet 24, 1980, abandoned, and

a eontinaatkM-tefart of Sar. No. 725,821, Sap. 23, 1974, Pat

No. 4329,344y wUch is a dirlrion of Scr. No. 505,114, Sap. 11,

1974, Pat No. 3,995,850, wMdiia a certlnnatlw In pt af Sar.

No. 264,455, Jan. 20, 1972, abaadoMd, wUeh la a

eoirtfanatioa-to-part of Sar. No. 144*441, May 24, 1971,

abandoned , which is a continnaUen iapart of Sar. No. 874,999,

Not. 14, 1949, abandoned, wUch if a eontinaation^B-part of Sar.

No. 734354, Jna. 4, 1968, abandoned, wUch Is a

continnation-lnipart of Scr. No. 573336, Ang. 22, 1966,

abandoned. His application May 24, 1982, Sar. No. 381384

ne portioa of the term of this patent sabaeqacnt to May 11,

?^
Rl—C-C-H

wherefai Ri is 3-methyl-4-chIorophenyl, 3<hloro-4-methylphe-

nyl, 2-chloro-S-methylphenyl, 2,4-dichlorophenyl or 3,5-

dichknophenyl and the hydrates and sodium bisulfite adducts

thereof.

10. A method of treating diabetes mellitus m a mammal in

need oimch treatment which comprises administering to said

ma"*"*** an effective amount ofa compound as recited in claim

I.

Int a) A61K 31/165

VS.a 434—324 7

1. A i^iarmaoeutical preparation in the form of a tiHet,

capsule, or suppository, adapted for systemic administratioB to

obtain a therq)eutic effect against prostatic carcinoma, com-

prising a therapeutiedly effective quantity of flutamide to-

gether with a pharmaceotically acceptable carrier suitable for

systemic administration.

. 4374311
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY OPHTHALMIC SOLUTION

AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE SAME
KlyoaU MMda. Otn; TakaaU Dnrl, SUga; TakaaU Matan-

yaaa, SUp; AUo Tcrarttan, SUga, and Takaa Goto,

KaMtiB, an ofJapan, aariVMMB to Xakc^raka Kaho Co., Ltdn

Tokyo, Japan

FDad Ai«. 24, 1982, Sar. No. 411328

CUM priority, afpHcation Japam Doe. 24, 1981, 56-214189

lA a? AiiK 31/19, 47/00

U&a 434-317 5aataB

1. An anti-^nflammatory o|dithafanic solution cmnpiising (A)

an ophthahMriogically aati-inflammatwy effective amount of

2K2-floon>4-biphenylyl)propionic acid or its ophthalmologi-

cally acoBptable salt and (B) 3<yck)dextrin or y-cyck)dextrin

in an aqoeoos medium, the mcdar ratio of component (A) to

component (B) being fimn IKXS to 1:2.3.

4374314
RADIOSENSmZING NTTROBENZOIC ACH> AMIDE

DERIVATIVES
EUcU F^ita, Kyoto; YosWaritn Nagao, UJi; Tamoyakl Mori,

Yokohama; CUako Mvayama, ZaM, and Tata^ll Aaao,

TokaaUma, afl of Japan, aarivMn to Taiho Pharmaceatical
Uaritad, Tokyo, Japaa

FDad No?. 23, 1982, Sar. No. 444339

tortty, application Japan, No?. 26, 1981, 56-191228

Int a' O07C 103/81 103/87; A61K 31/165

US.a 4M-324 6 Oafana

1. NitrobenzoK ackl annde derivatives represented by the

formiria

\Q/~'™"^"'™'^Q/

(N02). (NOaX,

wherein A is (CH2)x NHCCHa]!^ or (CHs)^ NH(CH])y

NH(CH3)» n is 1 or 2, X, y and z are each 2 to S, and pharmaco-

togically acceptable ackl salts thereof.

6. A radiosens^izer composition comprising a radiosensitiz-
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ing tmoant of • compound of claim 1 and a pharmaceutically

acceptable carrier therefbr.

'S

M7M1S
INSUtTlCIDAL OXIMES

George Hoiaa, Brigktaa, aidWyioM M. P. JohoaoB, Bcntleiih,

kotk or Avtralia, aarifBon to CouMMweaMk Sctartifle and

FDad Apr. 2, 1M2, Scr. No. 370,971

, appll r iilDa Atndia, Apr. 30. IWl, PE8683
btL CL\ A61K 31/15: GD7C 131/00

U.S.a 424-327 15

L A oompoond having the following formula (I)

(D

.

^jg)-|:'-o—^^
wherein R repreient F, CL Br, I, ethoxy, methoxy or pn^xy
and n is an integer between 1 and ^ or R repreaents 3,4-methy-

kaedioxy; and Ri represents di> or tri<hkMomethyL
11- An arthiupudicidal composition containing as active

ingredient an effective amount of the compound of daim 1 in

admixture with a diluent or cafrier.

4y«7431l
INCREASING VISCX)SnY OF

CA1IRAGEENAN4X>NTAIN1NG COMPOSITIONS WITH
MKaiOWAVE RAOUTION

George V. Scott, SeoCeh Phriia, NJ., aasiffMr to ColgBla-Pfel*

awBve Cnrnpanj , New Yerk, N.Y.
DiTisiOB of Ser. No. 87,CS1, Oct 24, 1979, Pat No. 4,383,S90.

TUB application Ang. «, 1982, Ser. No. 4i&Ai2
He portion of the term of thia patent anboaqncM to Oct 12,

1999, has been dladaiawd.

lat CLJ A45D 40/00: A61E 7/Oa 7/16. 9/00
V& CL 424—358 12 nri—

1. A process for increasing the viscosity of a cosmetic gel

composition containing carrageenan, an excellent gelling agent
otherwise, having the undesirable property of exhibiting a
lowering of viscosity when gels thereof are mechanically
worked at temperatures below the gel-sol transition tempera-
ture of carrageenan, said viscosity decrease being impractica-

bly or difficultly avoidable by avoidmg working the gel com-
position when its temperature is below the gel-sol transition

temperature of carrageenan, which comprises filling the com-
position into a dispensing container made of a material that is

transparent to microwave radiation, directing microwave
radiation onto the composition in the dispensmg container in

such quantity as to raise the ten^crature of the composition to
at least the gel-sol transition temperature of the carrageenan,
and quiescently cooUng the composition from said gel-sol

transition temperature to room temperature.

"•'-•

4|474316
CONTROL OF MYCOTOXIN PRODUCnON BY
CHEMICALLY INHIBITING FUNGAL GROWTH

DmM M. WOaon, Jr^ IVton, and Riehaid C
bmh of Gn„ aariffon to Tie IWtad Sttlaa of America as
lip m hr tt* SacNtvy of AgrledtHe, WasUwton,
D.C

of Sar. No. 377,509, May 12, 198iz.

lUs appUcaliaa Oet 4, 1983, Sar. No. 539/125
lat a.> AOIN i5/00

U&a 424-331 3 Claims
1. A method for inhibiting aflatoxin which is produced by

aflatoxin producing strains OtAiptrgillus parasiticus fungi, said

method coiiptising; treating the Angi with an eff'eotive

amount of beta-ionone to inhibit and control the growth and
sporulation of said fimgi, without kWfflg the fangi, thus elimi-

nating the aflatoxin produced by saM fimgL

4,474W
. y ,

FLAVORED FOODSTUFF
Voram Hoaadaer, and Edward B, Saaden, both of RldiMiri,
Van aaslvBon to Phflip Morris, lacorpoialed. New York,
N.Y.

Diirision of Scr. No. 8,013, Jaa. 31, 1979, Pat No. 4,259,9«9.

lUa applieatioa Dee. 29, 1980, Scr. No. 221,054

ULCUAISL 1/226
UJS.a 426-315 2ClataM

1. A method of improving the flavor of a meat foodstuff

which comprises contacting the meat foodstuff with a non-
toxic gasiform effluent which is generated by the burning of a
combustible material having incorporated therein between
about 0.01 and 10 weight percent, based on the weight of
combustible content, of a substituted heterocyclic compound
corresponding to the formula:

OH
.•••'''

^ •
•-* X—CHr-C—R*

•
•!

- uoi-. **
. „ ,. .

where X is selected from pyrazine and pyridine radicals corre-

sponding to the chemical structures:

4i474i817
PROCESS FOR PREVENTING OR REVERSING^

CATARACT FORMATION
John L Oark, Newtoa; Lorstta S. Ma^sl, and George B.

dak, both or BeiaMBt, an ofMaiBn Maiffon to
laatitala of Teehaoiogy, Cambridge, Maaa.

Difiriaa of Sar. No. 125,994, Feb. 29, 1980, Pat No. 4,351,824.

lUs appiicatioa Jaa 9, 1982, Sar. No. 38M37
lat a» MtK 31/11, 31/045

U&a 424-^333 1 dafaa
1. A process fbr preventmg or reversing cataract formation

on the lens of the eye which comprises topicaUy administering
a therapeutically effective amount of a physiologically accept-
kMe sohition ofa composition diat nitancts with the constitu-

ents ofthe lens that cause opocifkation, said compositiofl befaig

selected firom the group consoting ofa glycol, and a mixture of
a ^yool and an aldehyde. j

•' » - '•> - ^ "

ir.**..

N •,
.

sad

N
ttl

'fm'l

where R is a sobotitaent selected fit»r hydrogen and meth^
R' is a substituent seieiBtad firom hydrofen and atkyi groups
containing between 1 and aboot 10 carbon atoms; R2 is a sub-

Mtnent sdected from al4>hatic alicyclic and aromatic groi^M
contahung between 1 and aboot 12 carbon atoms, and any
heteroatom preaent in the R^ groap is either oxygen or nitro-

gen; and Rl and R^ when taken together widi connecting
elements form an alicyclic struetare. '

2. A prodact o(Hnprismg a fiMdatnff and between about 0.01

and S weight percent, based on composition weight, ofasubsti-
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tuted heterocyclic flavorant additive corresponding to the

formuhi: '

OH

X—CH2—C—R*

11

4,474,821

ACCELERATED DECAFFEINATION PROCESS
Lowea R. Morriaoa, Jr., HaariHoa, aad JahaR PUDlpa, Fair>

fWd, both of OUo, aaal^on to 1W Practar A GaiaUa

paay, Ciaetamatl, Ohk>
FDad Dec. r, 1982, Ser. No. 483,8»

lat CLi tax 5/20

U.S. CL 424-^28 20

where X is selected from pyrazine and pyridine radicals corre-

sponding to the chemical structures:

N

XX
N

R

N N

where R is a substituent selected from hydrogen and methyl;

R> is a substituent selected from hydro^ and alkyl groups

containing between 1 and about 10 carbon atoms; R^ is a sub-

stituent selected from aliphatic alicyclic and aromatic groups

containing between 1 and about 12 carbon atoms, and any

heteroatom present in the R^ group is either oxygen or nitro-

gen; and R> and R^ when taken together with connecting

elements form an alicyclic structure.

igp^ ^rrrpjrfnr. >ff9

4,474,820

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SOLUBLE
COFFEE

Glen W. Hawea, Bayonae; John G. Tarabocchia, Fairriew, both

of NJ., aad Seal N. Katz, Moaaey, N.Y., aaaigaors to General

Foods Corporatkm, White Plaina, N.Y.

Coatiaaatkwia-part of Ser. No. 247,463, Mar. 24, 1981,

abaadoaed. lUs appiicatioa Aag. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 405,475

lat a^ A23F 5/50

U.S. CL 424-387 4 Oataaa

1. In a process for the preparation of soluble cofTee by spray

drying a concentrated aqueous coffee extract obtained from

roasted and ground coffee, the improvements which comprise:

(a) evqwrating an aqueous coffee extract to a concentration

in excess of about 40% by weight solids to produce an

aqueous flavor and aroma solution;

(b) steam stripping the aqueous coffee flavor and aroma

solution in a distillation column at a pressure of frtnn 100

to SCO mm Kg absolute to strq) flavor and aroma com-

pounds and to obtain a concentrated flavor and aroma

solution;

(c) condensing the steam strippings in a condenser,

(d) comivessing the gaseous non-condensed flavor and

aroma compounds from steps (a) and (c);

(e) passing the compressed gaseous non-condensed flavor

and aioma compounds at a flux of 2.0 to 10.0 scc/cmVmin

to a packed abaorptkn cohmui operating with two contin-

uous phases

(0 taking a portion of the concentrated stripped extract of

step (a) and dilutmg the same to between 10% and 40% by

wdght solids

(g) passing the concentrated extract of step (f) at a tempera-

ture between 10* and 30* C. and a viscosity of from 33 to

100 ^a and at a flux of 0.75 to 3.0 gm/cmVmin to said

absorption column countercurrent and at a weight ratio

between 100 aad SQO kg extractAg vapor so as to absorb

the compounds of step (e);

, (h)ooaibiiiing the steam strippings of step (^ the remainder

ofconcentrated stripped cxttaot of step (a) and the portkm

' of concentrated extract containing the flavor and aroma

' compounds of step (g); and

(i) spray drying the combined strippings said extracts of step

(h).

1. A continuous method for decaffeinating green ooflbe

beans comprising:

(a) adding steam and water simultaneously to green ooSkt

beans to raise the bean moisture content to about 20% to

about 40%.

(b) extracting caffeine from the green coffee beans in from

about 3 to about S hours to minimize loas of noncaffeine

coffee scrfubles by countercurrently passing a solvent

comprising ethyl acetate saturated with water throng the

beans in a turbulent flow having a Reynolds Number

greater than 250, at a pounds solvent to pounds bone dry

beans processed ratio of from about l.S to about 6, said

beans contained in a series of vessels in order of increasing

bean caffeine content;

(c) removing the residual decaffeination solvent from the

beans.

4,474,822

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF INSTANT TEA
Jhdchi Sato; ToaUro Karaaa; NaejroshI laais, aD of Iwahnra,

aad Makoto TaanU, Keaudd, aD of Japan, aaaipon to Sala

SMnhia Kogyo '^*--"" Kaiaha, Ai^U, Japan

Coatiaaatioa-iaiWt of Sar. No. 285,034, JaL 20, 1981,

abaadoaed. lUa applieatkia Aag. 10, 1982, Sar. No. 407J42

dahaa priorttj, appiicatioa Japaa, Aag. 9, 1980, 55-109477;

Jaa. 19, 1981, 54404942
Iata}A23Fi/40

U.S.a426-997 3CaaiaM

1. A process for the preparation of instant beverages, which

comprises

extracting one part by weight of tea leaves with 4 to IS parts

by wei^ ofan aqueous solution containiag cyclic dextrin

having a cydic dextrin content of l.S to 4.0%, wherry

the fragraace peculiar to tea is extracted and hekl by the

cyclic dextrin in such a way that when hot water is added

to the extract the fragrance is reieaaod, and

spray-drying the extract

4S2-226 O.G.-84-II
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M74»t23
METHOD OF FOIMING FILLETS

K«Uii« NiiUktwi, rnpMl; Tondn Kmwnu% and HlroiU
'" Um, koth «r A^loh, aU of Japn, «MigMin to Nippon

laiiha, Ltd^ Tokjro, Japn
FIM Mtf It, 1M2, te. No. 379,542

. lorftjr, appUcaliOT Japa, Majr 19, 1981, 54-74187;
Mar 19, 1981, S6>71443{i;]

hiiL€VA22C2S/J8
VS.a 436-643 1 cudm

1. A method for processing fish fillets comprising the steps
of; amnging fish fillets randomly in a container, under such
conditions that spaces are formed between said fillets and inner
wall surface of said cratainer and also that a number of spaces
are formed between a4jacent fillets;

freezing the arranged fillets into a frozen block;

cutting said frozen block into individual pieces and pressure-
forming each of said pieces into an elongate shape, in

which the fillets are bound in the firozen integrated state

and said spaca between adjacent fillets are eliminated by
said pressure-forming.

the distance between said third and fourth points bang
less than the distance between said first and second points;

combining signals corresponding to the measured voltage
and current to produce a resultant signal corresponding to
the value of the resistance of the wire at said downstream
end portion, this value also corresponding to the tempera-
ture of the heated wire and thus enabling the current
passing through the wire to be controlled to control the
wire temperature within preset limits; and

passing the heated wure through an extruder to extrude a
polymeric insulation around the wire.

4,47M26
METHOD OF OBTAINING COATED GLASS ARnCLES
ThoMs E. Boiler, Southfldd, and Narayaadai Malaai, Gkmk

De, both of Mich^ assignors to Ford Motor Conpaoy, Dear-
bora, Mich.

Filed May 4, 1983, Scr. No. 491,148
iBt a^ B05B 5/00; B05D 5/06, 5/12

UAa427-10
4Clalnis

4^74334
METHODS OF PREPARING HYDROUS SIUCA GELS

Robart B. DeWotf, H, Glca Banrie, aad RiaHUtas Glcana,
BaHtaaore, both of Md., aaripHm to W. R. Grace 4k Co., New
York, N.Y.

DfYWoa of Sar. No. 909,149, May 24, 1978, Pat No. 4^303,461.
lUa appUcatioa Fab. 15, 1980, Scr. No. 122,103

lat a^ A61K 7/16
MS. CL 437—2 15 ri«i«.^

1. A method of preparing a hydrous silica gel which com-
prises setting a silica hydrosol having a pH of less than about 3
to an acid-set siUca hydrogel, washing the acid-set silica hydro-
gel with an aqueous acidic solution to provide a siUca hydrogel
having a pH of firom about 2.S to about S, drying the washed
hydrogel to a water content of from about 20 to about 60
weight percent, grinding the washed hydrogel to an average
particle size of from about 1 to about 40 microns, and contact-
ing the dried gel with an alkalme medium in an amount suffi-
cient to provide a gel having a pH of from about 6 to about 10.

4,474^825
MONITORING TEMPERATURE OF WIRE DURING

HEATING
P«sr i. SMdt, Gaaaaoqaa, Caaada, aasigaor to Nortbera

Tatocoai Uarited, Moatroal, Caaada
FDtd Mar. 8, 1982, Sar. No. 356,140

lat a^ B05D 3/14
U.8.a427-10 «ClalM

*o% a texru ^mm
M
*1 -

r

rt

^

:e
*

1r.

•mm
to to

1. A method of obtaining coated glass articles havmg a
desired shading coefficient with the most economical thickness
of coating composition thereon, which method is character-
ized by the steps of:

coating a plurality of glass samples with a selected coating
composition in a manner such that said glass samples have
different coating thicknesses thereon;

measuring the thickness of said coating composition and the
shading coefficient of each of the plurality of ^ass sam-
ples;

correlating the relationship of said thickness of said coating
composition and said resulting shading coefficient, said
correlation generally bemg defined by two separate func-
tions interconnected by a transition point, a first of said
two separate functions being one in which said shading
coefficient decreases with increasing coating thickness
and a seccHid of said two separate functions being one in

which said shading coefficient renuuns rdativdy constant
although said coating thicknesses are mcreasing; and,
thereafter,

coating commercial quantities of glass with said selected
coatiag composition to a ooatiag thickness which is plus
or minus 10% of the coatmg thickness at said transition

point where said correhrted relationship between said
coating thickness and said shading coefficient goes firom

said first function to said second function.

4,474,827

ION INDUCED THIN SURFACE COATING

3.A«.ih«i«r««««««. w^ .
Michael W.Ferram, 10588 E. Lake Rdn Nor*E^ Pa. 16428AAnetiMd or providmg an msulated conductor wire com- FUed JaL 8, 1982, Scr. Nd. 396,430

Pyy .
' lat a.3 B88D i/a5

**"ty^<fc«Plh«heatfaig zone aad heatmg Itm said UJB.CL 427-38 6Clalai--^ by paaaiag an deetric cwTRU through the wire be- 1. A method for the depoaitioa of tUnfihn comprising:
(a) ionizing at least one vi^oriced aon-depoaition material to
form a flux comprising'ima and neutral firagments ofsuch
v^wriaed noo-depoaition matOMl;

(b) extracting from said flux a primary energetic ira beam

I fint aad secoad points defining said zone;

;
the camat along the wirein said zone;

J ttcvoimealeBg the wire only between third and
fourth points at a downstream end portion of said zone,
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consisting essentially of ions of vaporized non-deposition

material;

(c) accelerating said primary energetic ion beam of vqwr-

ized non-deposition material to an energy level of at least

1 Kev and directing said primary energetic ion beam into

a deposition chamber containing a substrate selected from

the group consisting of metals, glass, and polymers, said

deposition chamber contaming also a vaporized deposi-

tion material comprising at least one hydrocarbon mono-

mer and an electric field directed toward said substrate;

(d) passing said primary energetic ion beam of non-deposi-

tion material through said vaporized deposition material

whereby such vaporized deposition material is ionized by

^^^
interactira with said primary energetic ion beam of non-

deposition material, said ions of vaporized deposition

material being secondary ions which, under the influence

of the aforementioned electric field, are energized and

directed toward the surface of said substrate, and

(e) coimpinging said primary energetic ion beam of non-

deposition material and secondary ions ofvaporized depo-

sition material against a surface of said substrate fior a time

sufficient to imphmt at least a portion ofsaid ions ofvapor-

ized deposition material into said substrate and to form a

thin film comprising a hydrocarbon polymer in and on

such substrate, such film being merged into and with ions

of vqxnized deposition material and the atoms of said

sobitrate.

4,474,828

METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE SUPERCURRENT
OF A JOSEPHSON JUNCnON DEVICE

PMar L. Yoaag, North Walaa; Richard M. Joacphs, Willow

Gfora, aad Joha A. Cnlimaa, Wanlagtoa, aU of Pa., aaaigaow

to Spany Corporatloa, New Yoifc, N.Y.

FDad Mar. 30, 1983, Sar. No. 480,523

lat a' HOIL 39/22, 39/24

U.S.a427-48 7aahaa

providmg an anode opposite said substrate on said woric

holder,

provkiing a radio firequency power source coupled between

said anode and sakl cathode work h(rider.

providing a high vacuum in said vacuum chamber,

introducing into said vacuum chamber substantially pure

oxygen through said inlet control valve,

regulating said inlet control valve and said outlet throttle

control valve until a stabilized pure oxygen atmosphere

having a pressure between Sx 10'^ and 30x 10-^ torr is

achieved,

regulating sakl fadet control valve and sakl outlet throttle

control valve until the flow of oxygen into said vacuum

chamber is optimized below SO cubic centimeters per

minute,

generating an ionized plasma regkm juxtaposed sakl sub-

strate at said cathode work hoMer by applying radk)

frequency power thereto,

oxidi^g sakl base electrode by oxygen ion bombardment to

form an oxkle barrier on the area of sakl base electrode

which is not covered by sakl mask to form a homogeneous

and consistent barrier junction which has reproducible

and consistent current characteristics, and wherein

said step of regulating sakl inlet control valve and sakl outlet

throttle control valve further comprises the step ofchang-

ing the pressure of the pure oxygen in sakl vacuum cham-

ber until the zero voltage supercurrent of sakl oxkle bar-

rier being formed becomes substantiaOy unchanged over a

range of oxygen pressures.

4«474329

LOW-TEMPERATURE CHARGE-FREE PROCESS FOR
FORMING NATIVE OXIDE LAYERS

Joha W. Peters, Mallba, CaUf., aasigaor to Haghca Aircraft

Coavaay, El Scgaado, Calif.

CoatfanathM oTSar. No. 323,780, No?. 23, 1981,

TUs appUcatkM JaL 28, 1983, Sar. No. 517,930

lat a> B05D 3/06

U.S.a 427-53.1 15

^
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t A method ofmaking oxkle barrier junctknis for Josephson

junction devices which have uniform superconducting current

characteristics substantially independent of oxygen pressure,

comprising the steps of:

provkiing a vacuum chamber havuig an inlet control valve

and an outlet throttle control valve,

provkiing a substrate,

providing a masked pattern on a base electrode formed on

said substrate,

(Importing sakl substrate on a cathode work hokler m sakl

vacuum chamber.

TTTTTyTTTTTyy

3. A low-temperature process for forming a layer ofa native

oxkle of a chosen material on the surfsce of a substrate of sakl

chosen material by a photochemical reactkm, comprising the

steps of:

(a) providmg said substrate of sakl chosen material; and

(b) exponng sakl surface of sakl substrate at a temperature

within the range ofabout 30 to 300* C. to pbotochenucally

generated neutral oxygen atoms as the primary oxklizing

species, sakl oxygen atoms being formed by exposmg a

chosen oxygen-containing precursor at a pressure bdow

atmoq>heric pressure to radiatkn of a selected wave-

length to cause the direct dissocutkm of sakl precursor to

form said oxygen atoms, whereby said oxygen atoms react

with sakl surface ofsakl substrate to form sakl native oxkle

and sakl neutral oxygen atoms are formed and sakl native

oxkle » formed in a manner which avokls damage to sakl

substrate causes by exposure to charged particles or high

energy radiatton.
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4t474>830
MULTIPLE COATING OF FIBERS

Gvl K. Tqrkr, LawraMtfUte, Ga^ anipHr to AT*T Bdl
I'«>wtwlw. Mmqr Hill, NJ.

FM Dm. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 454,159
1^ O.' WMD 7/2a i/04- GIBB 5/14. 5/16

U.S. a. 427—54.1 MCtaims RyiUi

tween 5 and 60 seconds, said wafer being positioned in
essentially parallel alignment with said source.

M74332
MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDU
hat« Manm ScUm, and Nobvo HMao, aU of

Kaugiwa, Japu, aaiigMra to F^Ji Photo FDa Co., Ltd^

FUad Mar. 14. 1983, Sar. No. 475^27
Oaina priority, application Japn, Mar. 14, 1982, 57-41039

lat CL3 HOIF 10/02
U.S.a427-130 jcialn»

LA method of making a coated fiber characterized by
pming a fiber through a first coating die that con&ies a first

coating Uqaid around the fiber and thereafter passing said fiber
through a second die, with a second coating liquid being ap-
plied onto said fint coating liquid through a clearance between
said first and second dies that is sufficiently small so that sub-
stantially no recirculation of said second coating liquid occurs
in the munediate vicinity of tiie point ofappUcation to Uie first
coating liquid, and wherein a gq> forms between said second
coating liquid and the i^ertnre <rf said second die.

4^74^1
MEIHOD FOR REFLOW OF PHOSPHOSDUCATE

GLASS
Dnid F. DowMy,^Mapolia, Man., Mriffor to Varian A«od.
MB, lac Palo Alto, CBUf.

FDad Aag. r, 1982, Sar. No. 412,455
lat a» HOIL 21/268, 21/324

U5.a427-55 SCW^
IM

B^-^

III i» Y «

vK

114

II*

n-i
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^^^2i

LA method for producing plastic flow of a glass layer
ppaed to a sorfiKe of a semioooductor wafer, said method
compriaiag the Mq» of

:

"SiSSf
***** ^*'**" ^**^ *****'*" ^^•^ "*° * P'**"^

reducing the preanre in said processing chamber to die
range between 10-' Torr and 10-^ Torr; and

«poiiag^ wate wWi said glass layer in said chamber to
"«»oay worce having a constant phuar energy flux

characteristic havfaig substantial nKUation in an absoip-
tjoB band of said ghas layer and having a temperature in
the range between 1000* C and 1500* C for a time be-

1. A method for preparing a magnetic recording medium,
comprising the steps of:

forming a magnetic diin layer on a polyester fihn support
base;

moving the film having the magnetic thin layer thereon
while maintaining the fihn at a tension of from 40-400
g/mm^; and

ccmtacting the moving fihn with a heating device maintained
at a temperature within the range of 70* to 200* C. for a
period of time witiiin die range of 0.1 to 30 seconds.

4^74)833
METHOD FOR CONSTRUCIING ALL-WEATHER

SURFACE
Mania L. Mazfidd, WicUta, Kav., Mrinor to Seal-Flo. lae.

El Dorado, Kans.

FUad Aag. 23, 1982, Sar. No. 410,265
lat a.3 B05D 5/10: EOlC 5/12

VS.a 427-138 21 CMm,
20. A process for constructing an activity mat over a founda-

tion comprising the stqis of:

spreading a tack coating comprising a mixture ofabout equal
quantities of SSIH emulsified asphalt and water to die
foundation surfiice at a rate of no less than a2 gaUons of
said mixture per square yard of foundation surface

spreading uniformly over die tack coating a fint kyer of
strand rubber praticles having sizes such that 100% ofsaid
particles are retained on a 16 mesh screen and 100% pass
a i inch screen, and in a quantity of about 2 pounds of
particles per square yard of kyei^

q>raying a second coding of said emulsified asphalt and
water mixture over add first faiyer of rubber particles at a
rate of no less than 0.3 gallons of mixture per square yard
of surface;

spreading succesave layers of said rubber particles until the
desired mat thickness is achieved with each layer being
followed by die qmying of a liquid styrene buttKliene
containing S0% solids and dfluted from about 30% to 30%
with water over die munediatdy precedfflg hiyer of parti-

cles and in an amount sufficient to coat subatantially all

previously vp^aeA partides widi the liquid, said liquid

being permitted to <^ until substimtially no visiUe mois-
ture is present before applying die next kyer of rubber,

^yplying a top hyer of finer rubber particles onilbmily over
the mat; and

spraying an emulsified coal Vu sealer over die top byer of
particles.
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METHOD OF MAKING POLYMERIGCOATED FABRIC
fMaar D. Ling, Rock Hill, S.C anigaor to Dayco Corpora-

tioB, Daytoa, (Ndo
FDad Apr. 5, 1983, Scr. No. 482,364

lat CL3 B05D 1/00

VS.a 427—209 9 OalBS

the underside of a textile floor covering and thereafter cutting

a band of carpet mto carpet tiles, the improvement comprising:

said pre-coating including an activated mixture of isocya-

nate-polyol which does not react to form pdynrediane at

temperatures near room temperature;

said heavy coating induding a thermoplastic;

mfiffififiiwg said activated mixture of isocyanate-polyol and

a pre-coating applicator at a temperature bet¥^een the dew

point of the ambient environment and a temperature at

which no reaction of the isocyanate and the polyol occurs;

1. In a method of making a polymeric-coated fabric layer

tn^iM having opposed surfaces one of which is adapted to be

secured to a surface of a polymeric product and iht other of

which is adapted to be a contact face for said product, said

method comprising the steps offorming said fabric layer means

to comprise a fabric layer having opposed sides and fiber

bundles, and securing two layers of polymeric materid in

stacked relation to one ofsaid sides of said fiAnic layer with the

intermediate layer of polymeric materid being introduced into

sud fiber bundles and widi the outer hiyer of polymeric mate-

rid being subsequendy secured over sud intermediate layer of

polymeric materid and defining sud one surface of said layer

means, the improvement comprising the step ofdisposing a slip

agent comprising a low molecular wdght polyethylene ody in

the intermediate polymeric layer comprising a neoprene or

elastomeric latex so that sud slip agent and sud polymeric

materid of said intermediate layer will be introduced in combi-

nation into sud fiber bundles whereby ody sud intermediate

layer initially has a sl^ agent therein that under certain cure

conditions wiU migrate from sud fiber bundles through said

outer polymeric layer initially comprising a latex not bearing

said sl^ agent to the outer surface thereof to provide a degree

of reduction in the siufaoe coefficient of friction for sud

contact face of sud product

4,474,835

COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR PREVENTING
ADHESION OF GRASS TO LAWN MOWER CARRIAGE

AND BLADES
J. C Brewer, e/o Brewv Chemical, 300 Stokes Ave, Trsatoa,

NJ. 08638

Flkd Jaa. 3, 1984, Scr. No. 567,658

lat a.3 B05D 3/02

VS.a 427-387 7 Odm
1. A method of treating the exposed surfaces of a lawn

mower to reduce the tendency of cut grass or debris to adhere

thereto, comprising

applying to said exposed surfaces a composition comprising

mineral oil and an eflective amount of silicone fluid, and

allowing sud composition to dry on said exposed surfaces.

4,474,836

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OFCARPET LINERS
Baaa Lakoachek, Rdahda^ Manfred Schwei«r, Grooa-

d Haas C Traatanaa, Darmstadt dl of Fed.

10,

Rap. of Gcraaay, aasigaon to

haaaaa aM, Roaadorf, Fed. Rep. of

FDad Apr. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 482,152

Chdan priority, appiicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Apr.

1982,3213439
lBta3B05DJ/a?

UJS.a 427-389.9 14

1. In a process for producing carpet tiles including the steps

of successivdy applying a pre-coating and a heavy coating to

maintaining sud heavy coating and a heavy coating applica-

tor at a temperature at which sud heavy coating possesses

fluid properties and at which the isocyanate-polyol mix-

ture of sud pre-coating will react to form polyurethane;

and

applying sud pre-coating and sud heavy coating succes-

sively on a carpet band traveling on the same transporting

drum roller.

4,474337

PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FIBRE
MATERIALS

FerdtaiaBd Hdaa, Erkrath; Martia Mataer, Odeathal, and Her-

naaa-Joaef Broaa, Lemkaaea, aD of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay,

Mdpon to Bayer AktieagsaeUaehafl, Lercrkaaea, Fed. Rep.

Coatinaadoa of Scr. No. 261,011, May 6, 1981, abaadoaed. lUs

appiicatioa Sep. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 423,097

OaiaM priority, ap^icatioa Fed. R^- of Gcnaaay, May 14,

1980,3018385
lat CL^ B05D 3/02

VS.a 427-3934 6 Oafaas

1. In die process for water-proofing a fiber fleece or a needle

felt of synthetic fibers which comprises treating the fiber mate-

rid with a synthetic rubber latex having a particle diameter of

less than 200 nm and produced by polymerizing a monomer

mixture in the presence of an emulsifier and an initiator with

sud mixture comprising:

(A) from O.S to 6 parts by weight of (xj3-monoethylenicaIly

unsaturated mono- or dicarboxybc acids and

(B) from 94 to 99.5 parts by weight of a mixture of

(a) from 10 to 90 parts by weight of acyclic conjugated

dienes containing from 4 to 9 carbon atoms; and

(b) form 10 to 90 parts by weight of aromatic monovinyl

compounds having an aromatic nucleus having ftxmi 6

to 10 carbon atoms and/or (meth)acrylonitrile with the

quantity of (meth)acrylonitrile in the mixture amount-

ing to at most SO parts by weight;

wherein the improvement comprises

said emulsifier is a mononudear alkylaryl sulfonate having 4

to 18 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety,

said mitiator is an oil'Cduble organic peroxide, and

the polymerization b conducted at S* to 60* C. in a single

step.
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ELECnOLESS DIRBCr DEPOSmON OF GOLD ON
METALLIZED CERAMICS

Mi, Mi «r NJ^ amiman to OMI IitwMUu—I Corpora-
tloa, Wot«, Mick.

FIM Dm. 1, 1912, S«. No. 445,126
bt a^ C29C S/02

UAa437-436 UCWm
1. An electroloM plating method for pbting gold on a non-

a^vated metamzed ceramic idbatrate which comprises im-
nening said sobstrate m a gold plating bath which comprises
(a) alkaU metal gold cyanide, (b) alkaU metal Huoride. and (c)
aUtah metal hydroxide and maintaining the substrate in said
bath, without the panage of electric current therethrough, for
a period of time sufficient to deposit directly the desired
mount of gold thereon.

portion of said surface of said first fabric through said
melting and re-soUdification of the fibers, said surface of
said first ftbric at least partially penetrating within said
second fabric, creating a mechanical bond therewith, said
second fabric including an outer decorative surface, said
decorative surface definmg first, second and third sides of

4y474J39
LARGE-AREA UQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PANEX AND

METHOD FOR MAKING TT

>
Tflvi; F^ariaU Ftamria, YaaMtokorfyama;

)
Nira, and Mvataka Mattoora, Teari, ail of

, — J to Sharp KaboUU Kalaha, Onka, Japan
CoMimiathM of Scr. No. 201,402, Oct 28, 1910, abaMkmed.

lUiiPpliartkM Dae 14, 1982, Scr. No. 449,422
Chtaa priority, appUotion Japa^ Oct 29, W79, S4.139656

lat ai CD9K S/34
US.a438-l 4aaiw

said panel, and asurface of said second fabric defining a
fourth side of said panel opposite to said first side, said
second and third sides joining said first and fourth sides,
respectively; and

a layer of foam positioned between and contacting with said
first and seccmd fabrics.

4»474|841
HEAT.RADIANT PAPER LAMINATE PANEL AND

METHOD OF FORMING
Peter S. Kcrckca, 134 Kirk Dr^ llMraUII, OMario.
(L3T3U)

'

FOed Sep. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 537,959
lat OJ B32B i/Oft 23/08

VS. CL 428—78 n

I

4. A UqnkI crystal display device comprising:
two liquid crystal end units and at least one liquid crystal

intermediate unit disposed between said end units;
**ch of Mid end units having a front support and a back

support, a resin bead disposed between said front and back
rapports akmg each edge except one bead-free edge, and
liqukl crystal material disposed between sakl front and
bock rapports;

each of sakl intermediate units having a front support and a
back support, a resin bead disposed between said front and
back rapports along each edge except two opposite bead-
firoe edges, and liqukl crystal material dispmed between
said fivnt and back support; and

•aid Uqukl crystal units being adhesivelyjoined to each other
m series with adjacent units being adhesively joined alone
their respective bead-free edges.

4^474340
METHOD OF SELECTIVE BONDING OF TEXTILE

MATERIALS

tioa, Dww, Colo.

DirWon of Scr. No. 29M88, Aag. 27, 1981, abaadoiMd. lUa
ippHcilta Doc 20, 1982, Scr. No. 451^32

.,. ^ -« Irt. a» B32B 1/04, 3/Oa 3/10
VS. CL 428—71 2 n.>«i^

I. A decorative lantinate panel, which comprises;
a tost, non-woven (kbric of diermoplastic fibers having at

least one surftce formed by the melting under pressure
and re.«)jkJiilcatk» by by oooUng of sakl fibers on the
ainfkce of sakl first fkbric;

a second tkbric having an edge portion bonded to an edge

1. An easUy stakable, heat-radunt, self-supported, rigid,
high-pressure, decorative paper laaunate panel comprising: a
suitable electrically operable heat-radunt porous fabric, sakl
fabric including strip means for electrically connecting sakl
fabric, said porous fabric including sakl strip means bemg
sandwkhed in between a plurality of sheets of papers, sakl
sheets of pqier being impregnated with a thermosetting ream,
wherein adjacent sakl porous fiibric and at least the first sheet
of paper, on each side of said fabric an additkmal amount of
thermosetting resin is present, and wherein the first sheets of
paper adjacent sakl porous fabric contain at least one part by
weight of resin per part of paper, and that sakl sheets of paper
are selected as to the numbo* to define a lanunate having a
thickness of at least 1/10 of an inch as well as to define the
strength of said laminate, sakl number of sheets of paper bang
divkled substantially in equal amount on each side of said
porous fabric to allow (m each skle of sakl porous tibnc rab-
stantially equal thermal expanskm, sakl resm bemg diqwrsed
tiiroughout at least adljacent sheets of pq)ers, and throughout
the porous fabric and the sheets ofpaper adjacent thereto, so as
to firmly and permanentiy bind sakl sheets Ol p$pa to sakl
porous fabrk: including sakl strip means, to form a unitary
self-supporting laminated panel, and on at least out skle of sakl
porous fabric, the far most sheet of sakl sheets of pqier. from
sakl porous fabric being provkled with a decorative surfiice on
its face, sakl thermosetting resin iMititaiitiing in bmding char-
acteristics under the heat to be created by sakl porous hMe,
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and said porous fabric being selected so that the heat generated

in the fabric is below that which would weaken the binding

characteristics of said thermosetting resin, sakl fabric uicluding

sakl strip means, being confmed within the boundaries of said

sheets of paper and being sealed therein.

4,474,842

LUMBER WRAP
John E. Ankemaa, HofDnaa Ectates, Din OHignor to Hie Cron-

wcO Paper Compaayt (Xkatu, DL
FUcd Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,570

Int a^ B32B 29/06

VS.a 428-211 5 Cl««"

4,474,844

HEAT TRANSFER RECORDING MEDIUM
TakaiU OMri; Harddko MorifBchl, both of KaM8i«a!

Selo, Cklba; YocUkaaa ShknaaU, Onka; HkomMn Mat-

aaba, Tokyo, and ToaUkara Ind, Kaaagnwa, aH o# Japan,

aiBlffon to F^}i Xerox Con Ltd. and F^Ji KagahaaU Kogyo

COn Ltdn both of; JapoB

FOed Doc 20, 1982, Scr. No. 451,224

dalM priority, appUcatkai Japan, Dec 34, 1981, 56-208196

Int a.) B41M 5/26

U.S.a 428-216 4

1. A lumber wrap compriang a reinforced kraft-to-kraft

lamination overlaid with a hot melt scuff and water remtMt

barrier coating of ethylene-vinyl acetate onto which a repeat

pattern of pie-shaped circular sectxms of high frictkm material

is applied by printing, sakl sections each comprising a plurality

of radially ^ced, generally angularly parallel lines formed

about a common center, sakl sections being of rabstantially the

same radial dimennon and disposed with their centers spaced

along a common center line, one pair of sakl sections bemg in

diametrically op^pcned position transversely of sakl center line

and having a common center thereon, and another pair of sakl

sections bemg positioned on said center Ime in back-to-back

relation with the first named pair, said center to center center-

line distance between said sections being substantially equal.

4^74*843

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
TakaUto MiyocU; Tochhnitn Okatn, and MaaaaU F^|lyaaH^ an

of Kanapnra, Japan, aMignon to FwjH Photo FOa Co^ Ltd^

Knagwa, Japan

FOed Aag. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 292^51

OafaH priority, appHcatkM Japan, Aag. 18, 1980, 55-112721;

Aag. 18, 1980, 55-112722

laLOJ GllB 5/78

UJ.a428-212 WOatai

1. A magnetic recorduig medium comprising:

(A) a magnetic layer on one surface of a non-magnetic base

and

(B) a back coating on the other surface of the base, said back

coating bemg not more than 2fi thick and comprising

0) an morganic powder selected from the group consistmg

of CaCOs, AI2O3, Si02. FejOs, TiOi, MgO. ZnO and

CaOand
(ii) a buider consistmg ofa cdlutocic resin, a thermoplastic

polyurethane elastomer, a satiirated polyester resin and

polyisocyanate,
. „ , «

wherein said inorgamc powder consists essentially of Rne

particles having an average size offrom 0.01 to 0.1;* and coarse

particles having an average size of from 0.1 to 0.8»i, provided

that the two types of particles have different average sizes, and

wherem the volume ratio of the coarse particles/fine particles

is 1/20 or less, and wherem the center line average roughness

(Ra) of the back coating is not more than 0.024^ where the

cutoff value is 0.08 mm and wherem the total thwkness of the

magnetic recordmg medium is less than about 20|i.

1. A heat transfer recording medium, comprising:

a base material comprised of tissue paper having a thickness

of 5 to 25 Jim, a dennty of 0.8 to 1.45 g/cm3; and

an ink layer formed on a surface of the base material, the ink

layer being comprised of material fluidizable or sublimau-

ble upon the applicatkm of heat,

wherein after the appUcation of the ink layer to the base

material, the water content of the base material was 6 to 1

3

wt%.

4,474345

COMPACTED SHEET MOLDING COMPOUND
Edward M. HagerBHU^ Royal Oak, and Hairy A. MUcbdl,

Sterling Hdghta, both of Mkhn aasiffMn to GcMral Motors

Corpontton, Detroit Mich.

FOed Aug. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 412^
lat CL' B32B 5/16

U.S.a428-283 M

1. A method of treating maturated sheet moldmg compound

contaming short lengths of fiberglass filament bundles to rab-

stantially improve the physical properties of an article com-

presskm molded therefrom comprising passing a sheet of sakl

sheet moldmg compound between spaoed apart calender rol-

lers to reduce its thickness until the roller compaction causes a

subctantial portion of the filaments of the fiberglacs bundles to

break apart and disperse unifonhly throughout the compound,

sakl roll compacting prodocmg a subctantial increase in temile

strength and decrease m surface defects in an article compre*-

sion molded therefrom as compared to a like article mokled in

like manner from a like composition that is not so treated.
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MOLDABLE FDROIS MAT AND PRODUCT MOLDED
THEREFROM

I P. DMravGroM Pttete, Mkh^Mi Jonph T.
MiM, irtpiii ID Vai Dnm

i>vy» MkiL
CortMlto^j^pBt of S«. No. 2»U3t, Apr. i, IMl.

MM,«L IWi ippBartta. Dk. 27. WM, S«. No. 4M,7«
..« ^ Irt.asD04H7/«
UAa 42S-2M y

4t474iM8

^ _^ MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM

Jtt» —1-^ to FtMi Pkoto FOB Co., Ltd^
-

1. A loft, flexible, haiidleid>]e flbrous mat from which a
permanently shaped product can be molded by the appUcation
Of pTBdetennmed heat and prenure in a compression molding
2««ion, said mat consisting essentiaUy of ceUulose base
fibers, and means for linking and bonding and for resisting
epMation ofsaid base fiben and adding tensile strength to said
mat mdnding carrier fibers intertwined with said based fibers
«»^ !»«*fftos«» baae fibers and to each other foiming con-
necbons therebetween, said mat having, in addition to said base
romandmeans for linking and bonding, a dormant, uncuied
thennoaettmg mgredient, said thermosetting ingredient having
a curmg temperature not greater than the temperature of said
compression molding operation so that said thermosetting
mgredient will cure when said mat is subjected to said heat and
pressure in said compression molding operation.

FUed Apr. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 3C7,9W
daims priority, applicatioa Japn, Apr. 28, IWl. 56-tf3376

., « « "^ ^' ®*** ^/^ B32B 5/16UAa 428-329
5 q^^

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a magnetic
recordmg layer on the surface of a non-magnetic support!, the

r*??f '1!^'?^ "^^ "^P*^**"* ® • ^•'""n-Pietic pow.
dw. Cn) 1-10% by weight based on the weight of the ferromag.
netoc powder ofan abrasive having a Mohs' hardness of at iSst
6 and a mean particle size of 0.05 to 5 microns (iii) 5-30% by
weight based on the weight of the ferromagnetic powder of a
non-magnetic powder which is granukr a-Fe203 having amean particle size of0.2 to 1 micron and Civ) 0. 1-2% by weight
ba8«rf on the weight of the ferromagnetic powder of a satu-
rated or unsatiuated fatty acid having 6 to 22 carbon atoms and
0.1-2% by weight based on the weight of the ferromagnetic
powder of a fatty acid ester having a melting point of at most

4^474.849

COATED HARD ALLOYS
Naoji FkUiaMri; AUra Doi, and Yaanhiro Shlmizn, all of Itaid."" ""* to Sonrftoaw Electric ladoMriea, Ltd.,

4>474)847
RECORDING PAPER FOR INK JET RECORDING

FUed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,498
priority, appllcatioB Japo, Oet 1, 1981, 56-157129

Irt. a' B32B ;5/0#
UAa428-332

pQai.,
1. A coated hard alloy comprising as a substrate a hard alloy

and at least one coating layer thereon, said at least one coating
layer being amorphous alumina.

4. The coated hard alloy as claimed in claim 1, wherein the
thickness ofthe coating layer ofamorphous alumina is 0.5 to 10
fUU.

"fii^SSST;
P«!!^"*G«W8Sctap9. Hirt«gewald.Gey,

.**?"« ^^'*- Outibmk, Fed. Rep. of Germany
I ofSar. No. 270,339, Jo. 4, 1981, abandoned. This

PpMcrtoB Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 448,559

M80, 30i«S^'
""^^ '•* "* "^ ^'^^^ '"• 27,

U.S.a42>-323
25Clataa

4,474,850
INK JET RECORDING TRANSPARENCY

"S^Y^TSET'
"'•'^ '*-'•*""^ "*'^

Filed Nov. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 547,794

.T« « Irt. a' B41M 5/00
UAa.4»-336

loClatai
1- An mkjet recording transparency capable ofbeing wetted

by and absorbing colored, water soluble inks to provide high
density images which are smear resistimt comprising:

(a) a substantially transparent resinous support, and
(b) a substantiaUy clear coating thereon which includes a

carboxylated, high molecular weight polymer or copoly-
mer, or salts thereof.

LA recording sheet for ink jet processes comprising:
a base support; and

^
a *ied coating on said support comprising a mixture of abmdmg agent and a particulate material of predominantiy°°°-™ "Nwl stmcture and selected Aom the group00—rtng emeatiaHy of pigments, fillers and mixtiira
«J«MUiMd particalate material content being at least
•bout 90% by weight of said dried coating and having a
nMjnpwjcle diameter ofapproximately 0.05-4.0 um, and
said bmding agent is predominandy hydrophilic

4,474,851
ELASTOMERICCOMPOSITEMATERUL COMPRISD^G

A POLYPEPTIDE
Dan W. Urry, Knalnghaai, Ala., iMiffor to The University of
Alabama In IMmingham, nirmhilM, Ah.

Filed Oet 2, 1981, Scr. No. 308,091
lat a) B32B 15/00

UJS. a. 428-473 12n^T
1. An elastomeric composite material comprisnig:
an artificial core fiber, and
an elastomeric polypeptide chendcaUy bonded to the surftce
of said core fiber, wherein said polypeptide comprises
tetrapeptide or pentapeptide repeating units or mixtures
thereof, wherein said repeating units comprise amino acid
residues selected from the group consisting of hydropho-
bic amino acid and ^ycine resisues and wherein said
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repeating units exist in a conformation having a ^-tum. obtained by impregnating the spherical particles of activated

aiMl Ae molecules of said elastmneric polypeptide are carbon formed from a pitch and/or a synthetic organic high

polymer with an aqueous solution of a water-soluble com-

pound of zirconium, treating the thus impregnated spherical

particles of activated carbon with an alkali and thermally

treating the thus treated spherical particles of activated carbon

at a temperature of 400* to 1000* C.

cross-linked by irradiating said pdypeptide with ionizing

radiation.

4,474354

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL CONTAINING A LAYER
CAPABLE OF BEING DYED BY ORGANIC DYES

Peter BergthaHer, and Jiirgen Straaas, both of Cologne, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Agfia<ic?aert AG, Leverknacn,

Fed. Rep. of Geriaany

FDed Jan. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 454,966

Oafans priority, apiMicatlon Fed. Rep. of Gensny, Jan. 23,

1982,3202127

lit a' B32B 9/04

VS.a 428-411.1 6 Claims

1. A photographic material comprising

a layer support;

a layer arranged on said layer support which is dyeable by

organic dyes and contains as a metalizing agent for the

formation of organic dye-metal complexes

a water-insoluble nickel complex or copper-II complex

formed from a compound corresponding to the following

general formula I:

4,474,852

HYDROPHOBIC COLLOIDAL OXIDE TREATED CORE
MATERIAL, METHOD OF PRODUCnON AND

COMPOSITION COMPRISED THEREOF
Charles E. Craig, Victoria, Canada, assignor to Thomas B.

One, FaUa Chnrcli, Va.

FUed May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 496,919

lat a' B05D 1/36, 7/00; B32B 5/16

VS. CL 428-^403 27 Claims

1. A hydroi^iobic composite comprising a core material

selected from the group consisting of particulate and granular

material havmg thereon an adherent first coat comprising a

film-forming polyurethane. and a second coat which is bonded

to said core material by said adherent first coat, said second

coat comprising a hydrophobic colloidal oxide of an element

selected from the group consisting of silicon, titanium, alumi-

num, zirconium, vanadium, chramium. iron or mixtures

thereof

4,474,853

SORBENT COMPRISING SPHERICAL PARHCLES OF
ACnVATED CARBON DEPOSITING

NON-CRYSTALLINE COMPOUND OF ZIRCONIUM
AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING THEREOF

KazaUro Wataaabe, IwaU, Japan, asaiffor to Kareha Kagaka

Kogyo Kaboshlki Kalaha, Tokyo, Japoi

FUed Oct 18, 1983, Scr. No. 543,049

OataH priority, applkatfcM Japan, Oet 22, 1982, 57-185785

lat CL3 B32B 9/00; B05D 7/00

U.S.a 428-403 .
12

1. A smbent comprisnig s^ierical particles of activated

carbon having incorporated therein 1 to 10% by weight (calcu-

lated as Zt02) of a non-crystalline compound of zirconium

R>-N

R2
\

R*
P/

-P
\
OH

OH
/

wherein
Rl represents a hydrocarbon group having up to 30 car-

bon atoms optionally interrupted by —O—

;

R2,r3 reimsents H. alkyl having up to 5 carbon atoms or

aryl having from 6 to 10 carixm atoms;

K*;R*' represents alkyl or alkoxy having from 1 to 4 car-

bon atoms, aralkyl or OR

and John A. Siman,

4,474355

COATED ARTICLE
Dnrryl W. Brizias, Groaae Be, Mich., and John A.

WOadagton, Del, aaaigBors to E. L Da Pont de N«

Company, Wflndngton, Dd.
Diriaion of Scr. No. 328,113, Dee. 7, 1981, Pat No. 4,446,175,

wUch is a diriaioB of Ser. No. 195,081, Oet 8, 1980, Pat No.

4,351,744, wUch Is a continBation-ln-part of Scr. No. 53,301,

Jan. 29, 1979, abandoned, wUeh is a diriaioa of Scr. No.

819,121, JbL 26, 1977, abaadoMd. lUs appBcatioa Dse. 12,

1983, Scr. No. 560,748

lat a^ B32B 27/40

VS.a 428-425J 10 Claims

1. A coated article comprising a substrate carrying a coating

formed by

(A) applying to the substrate an isocyanate-fonctional poly-

mer of a number average molecular weight of 500-10,000

formed from at least 10% by weight of isocyanatoalkyl

acrylate or isocyanatoalkyl methacrylate, polymerized

alone or with a polymerizable comonomer,

any polymerizable comonomer being at least one member of

the group consisting of alkyl acrylates and methacrylates;

styrene; ethytene; vinyl acetate; and vinyl chloride,

in the presence of 1-20% by wei^ based on the weight of
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the polymer, of a mercapUn chain-tnunfer agent RSH
R— being C4-C12 alkyl, phenyl, benzyl or

O
H

R3—O—C—(CH2)«—

where R3— is C4-Cl^ alkyl, phenyl or benzyl and m is

0-8, at least 10% by number of the polymer molecules
having in terminal position a residue of the meicaptan
chain-transfer agent, and

(B) curing the applied polymer upon the substrate.

tially of 10 to 70 weight percent colloidal silica and 30 to 90
weight percent of the partial condensate, the convoaition
further containing from about 0.1 to about 1.0 weight percent
of a thickening agent selected from the group consistnig of
hydroxypropyl guar gum and hydroxypropyl cellulose and a
small amount effective to prevent discoloration ofthe substrate
of an ultraviolet Ught absorbing agent which is soluble in the
coating composition, said composition having a pH of about
1.1 to about 7.8.

-M7MM
GLASS SPANDREL PRODUCT

JohnR Meyer, MfliBrd, and Sahatorc Gncrra, Detroit, both of
Midk, aasicBors to Ford Motor Coovany, Dearborn, Mkh.

CoBtiniatkm of Scr. No. 326,968, Dee. 2, 1981, abandoned. lUs
ippUcatkM May 27, 1963, Scr. No. 497,436

brt. a> B32B 17/10
VJS,a 428-426 1

1. A new product of manufacture which consists of two
structures:

a light transmitting glass sheet having first and second sur-
faces; and ,

a tape, said Upe being formed from (1) a polypropylene strip

material having a good elongation strength in that said
polypropylene strip material will elongate at least 25%
rader load conditions before tearing and a good tensile
strength characteristic in that said polypropylene strip

material will have a tensile strength of at least two pounds
per square inch under load conditions, said polypropylene
strip material being of a selected color so that said light

transmitting glass sheet has a desired color when viewed
through the surface of said glass sheet not having said
polypropylene strip material bonded thereto, and (?.) an
organic adhesive bonding said polypropylene strip mate-
rial to one of said surfaces of said light transmitting glass

4t474«8S7
SnJGONE RESIN COATING COMPOSinON

CONTAINING AN ULTRAVIOLET UGHT ABSORBING
AGENT

4»474|858

AROMATIC POLYIMIDE GAS-SEPARATING
MEMBRANE

Hiraahi MaUno; YoaUhiro Knoki; Takadd Harada; HiitMhi
SUnnaaU, and Toaio Uda, aD of IcUhara, Japn, oripon
to Ube Indastrics, Ltd., YamagaeU, Japn

Filed Job. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393^20
Claims priority, appUeatioB Japan, JoL 10, 1981, 56-107136

iBt a.) BOID 59/14
U.S. CL 428-473J 1 CMmm

1. An aromatic polyimide gas-separating membrane com-
prising:

a substrate consisting ofan aromatic polyimide porous mem-
brane which comprises an aromatic polyimide material
consisting essentially of at least one aromatic polyimide
having at least 80 molu % ofat least one type of recurring
unit of the formula (I):

CD

CX> CO

wherein R represents a tetravalent aromatic radical and R'
represente a divalent aromatic radical and which exhibits

a hydrogen gas permeability (Pjn) of (nm 1 x 10-' to

5x10-' cmVcm2.sec.cmHg and a ratio (Pjn/Pco) of
hydrogen gas permeabiUty (Pjsn) to carbon monoxide gas
permeability (Poo) of 2 to S, determined under a pressure
of 1 kg/cm2; and at least

50%, based on the weight of said porous membane substrate,

of a gas-separating Uquid uniformly impregnated in said

porous membrane substrate said gas-separating liquid

consisting essentially of at least one Uquid naphthalene
compound substantially incapable of dissolving therem
said porous membrane suba^ate, and having a b(»ling

point of at least 180* C

Howard A. Vi Jr, ',N.Y, to General
Electric Company, WatwfM, N.Y.

DIrialoB of Scr. No. 364,302, Apr. 1, 1982, Pat No. 436JK1,
which is a coMianatioa.ia-part of Scr. No. 96^910, Nov. 30,
1978, abaadoBcd. TUa application filed Jan. 6, 1984, Scr. No.
868,731

Lrt. a* B32B 9/00, 9/04, 23/16, 27/18
UjS.a428-446 MdaiaH
L An article comprising a solid substrate having at least one

surface coated with an aqueous coating composition compris-
ing a dispersion of colloidal silica in an aliphatic alcohol-water
solution of the partial condensate of a siUnol of the formula
RSi(0H)3, wherein R is selected from the group consisting of
alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and aryl, at least 70
weight percent ofthe sflanol being CH3Si(OH)3, said composi-
tion oontainhig 10 to SO weight percent solids consisting essen-

4,474359
THERMAL DYE-TRANSFER TYPE RECORDING SHEET
HIroyo OshiBM; Ynlaka Kajhu; Ynkio KobayaaU, and Kookhl

Nagai, aU of Tokyo, Japan, aaripMmlaJido Paper Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan f

Filed F!eb. 5, 1982, S«.N^ 346,019

Int CL' B32B 27/10i G83F 7/00
U.S. CL 428-481 '^ 7 Claims

1. Thermal dye-trantfbr type reoovding sheet having a coat-

ing layer which is |riaoed on a base dieet, said recording sheet

is contacted with a ookwing material kyer being solid or semi-

solid at room temperature and on which a coloring material is

transferred selectively by heating, wherein said coating layer

comprises at least a mixture of 18 to 24% by weight of satu-

rated polyester and 6 to 12% by weight of polyvinyl pyrrol-

idone.

ivaoi
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4,474360

HIGH SOLIDS LATEXES FOR PAPER COATINGS
RoaaM L. Van Gilder, and Do L Lee, both of Midbud, Mlch^

aarigaors to The Dow CVaikal Conpany, Midland, Mich.

FDad May 16, 1983, Scr. No. 494,750

lat a^ B32B 27/10

US. a. 428—511 14 Oahns
1. An unproved hight solids formulation for coating paper

which comprises an aqueous medium having dispersed therein

a functionally effective amount of a finely divided mineral

fiUer and a high solids synthetic bimodal latex comprising two
separate and distinct particles size distributions and comprising

in polymerized form open chain conjugated diene and alkenyl

mononuclear aromatic monomer^ wherein each of said distri-

butions comprises particles which are substantially uniform in

diameter such that said latex, when mixed with said filler in

said aqueous medium, provides a coating formulation which

approaches a viscosity which is no longer manageable at a

higher solids content than that solids content exhibited by a

formulation comprising an aqueous medium, a filler and a

monodisperse or highly multi-disperse latex; whereby the small

latex particles of said distribution of the bimodal hitex provide

the cqwbility to provide an increase in the solids content and

a decrease in viscosity at high shear of the formulation over

that of a formulation comprising a monodisperse latex of a

particle size simiUv to that of the Uu-ge latex particle distribu-

tion of the bimodal latex; and whereby the large latex particles

of said distribution of the bimodal latex provide the capability

to increase the solids contend of the formulation at low shear

over that of a formulation comprising a monodisperse latex of

a particle size similar to that of the small latex particle distribu-

tion of the bimodal latex.

4374361
COMPOSnE BEARING STRUCTURE OF

ALTERNATING HARD AND SOFT METAL, AND
PROCESS FOR MAKING THE SAME

Gnaca M. Eccr, Irvine, CaUf., anipMr to Sadth latematioBal,

be Ncwpert Beach, CaUf

.

Fllad Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473324
lax. CL3 n6C 33/24: B23K 26/00

U&a 428-614 30

permitting the melt of the soft metal to solidify, and

removing a layer of the hardfacing compositioo and of the

soft metal composition to provide the bearing surface of

the alternating areas of hardfacing metal and soft metal

4374362
HEAT RECHARGEABLE IRON BATTERY SYSTEM

Edward S. Bnzzelll, Marryarillc and Jade T. Brown, Onvcfafll

BoroiQh, both of Pa., aaaigBori to Wcatingbooac Bectric

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Not. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 550,658

lat a.3 HOIM 8/04. 8/18

U.S. CL 429-17 9 CUms

3. A method of quickly recharging an iron-air battery, the

battery comprising removable iron electrodes containing dis-

charged iron compounds disposed in alkali electrolyte between

two air electrodes, all contained in a casing having air inlet

means, comprising the steps of: (1) removing discharged iron

electrodes from an iron-air battery; (2) heating the discharged

iron electrodes in a reducing gas atmoq)here at from about

4S0* C. to about 700* C, for up to about 20 minutes, to convert

discharged iron compounds to charged iron compounds in the

electrodes; (3) cooUng the charged iron electrodes; and (4)

rq)lacing the charged iron electrodes in an iron-air battery.

44 28

13. A composite metal bearing have a bearing surface of

alternating areas of a hardfKing metal composition and a soft

metal composition, prepared by the process comprising the

steps of:

depositing a powdered hardfacing metal composition on a

suitable bearing precursor surface of a metal substrate of a

base metal composition;

y^""«*iB with a high intensity energy source the powdered

hardfwing composition in a predetemuned pattern to

cause rapkl k)calized melting of the hardfiKing composi-

tion in the predetemuned pattern and to form in the prede-

termined pattern a metallurgical bond between the hard-

facing composition and the substrate, the predetermined

pattern being configured to inovklc spaced areas im-

pacted by the energy source;

permitting rqnd cooling of the molten hardfacing composi-

tion wher^ isolated spaced areas of vM hardfacing

compositicm are formed which protrude from the precur-
' sor surface in the predetermined pattern;

sabatantiaUy filling all gaps between the protruding areas of

the hardfKing compoaition with a mAx of a soft metal

composition;

HIGH ENERGY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
INORGANIC ELECTROCHEMICAL POWER CELL

Wfahreadcr K. BchI, Ocean, NJ., assizor to Ihe Ualtad States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Anqr,

D.C
FDcd Feb. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 467334

Int CL' HOIM 4/36 4/58

U.S. CL 429-101 15

PcnFomuncc of mlOum «i.LOr»
.

mo 411 cai*iC^^-B|Ci| muTigM •— • eU'UB MTU
MkCiJ* - «* ?'K

^ ^ » e.LC««>e% mfmMt
y » T CJtCM.-<%«•».

B a C*tMI-<0%B—MI

y—J—je»ew»-«

WTOnKi. vs ULCia lariMNKi mf*

1. A high energy ambient temperature inorganic electro-

chemical power (^ comprising calcium metal alloyed with

about 10 percent ofan element selected from the groi4> consist-
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faig ofzmc and antmonyu the anode, high surface area carbon
black aa the cathode and a aolation of a salt selected from the
groop consisting of calchim tetrachloroaluminate and hthium
tetrachloroalmninate m a solvent selected from the group
consisting of sulAirjd chloride and thionyl chloride as the
electrolyte.

M7MM
METHOD FOR DOSE CALCULATION OF

PHOTOLTTHOGRAPHY PROJECnON PRINTERS
THROUGH BLEACHING OF PHOTO-ACTIVE

COMPOUND IN A PHOTORESIST
Mtag-Fw Chow, PonhnMii; Alamdcr D. Lopata, FlshUil;

F. LyoM, Lapneefiik; Robert C McLrtoah,
r, and Aatkoay F. Scadato, Ncwborgh, aU of N.Y^

to iMcnatioMi Bosteaas MaeUnaa CorporatioB,
N.Y.

FDad JiL 8, 1983, Scr. No. 512,281
Irt. CU G03C 5/18. 5/16. 5/08; G03F 7/20

Uj5.a430-30 TChdaH

wiierein X and Y are cyano groups or alkoxycarbonyl groups
A, B, and W are electrmi withdrawing groiqM independently
selected from the group consisting of acyl, alkoxycarbonyl,
nitro and, alkylaminocarbonyl, m is a number of from to 2,
and n is the number or 1.

uumrioi am tmorwoM.

(u/n^i

1. A method for selecting the exposure speed of a photore-
sist<oated surfiwe comprising the steps of:

(a) coating a plurahty of quartz wafers with a photoresist
kyer, and covering a portion of the coated surfaces ofsaid
quartz wafers with an optically opaque material;

(b) subjecting said wafers to a plurality ofexposure speeds to

ultraviolet Ught on a photolithography production instru-

ment;

(c) determining relative percent photoactive compound
bleached values by measuring and comparing the absor-
banoe of the exposed and unexposed portions of each of
said wafers;

(d) plotting a curve of rehttive percent photoactive com-
pound bleached values against said exposure speeds; and

(e) setting an exposure speed of a photolithography instru-

ment by determining from the curve the exposure speed
corresponding to any desired relative percent photoactive
compound bleached value.

M74»86(
DEVELOPER COMPOSmON CONTAINING

SUPERPARAMAGNEnC POLYMERS
Rowdd F. Zioio, Webater, N.Y., aarigMir to Xcnn Coiporatkn,

Staatford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 83M06
Int. a.) G03G 9/14, 9/08

U.S. CL 430—106.6 14ClahH
L A color magnetic single component toner composition

possessing a magnetic saturation nxment of firom about 2
emu/gram to about 30 emu/gram comprised of toner resin
particles, pigment particles, and a low optinl density siqier-

paramagnetic polymer comprised of an ion exchange resin
containing tr^^ped within its matrices a magnetic material

4,474,867

HEAT-DEVELOPABLE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERUL

HideU Naito; HiroaU Hara; ToaUaU AoM, and Koio Sato, aO
of Kanaaawa. Jaaaa. aasiiBon to F^|i Photo FItai Co., Ltd^

Filed May 12, 1982, Scr. No. 377,528
Claims priority, application Japa^ May 12, 1981, 56-71234

InL a^ G03C 5/54. 7/00, 7/40
U.S. CL 430—203 30 Orf—

29. A method of forming a color image which comprises
imagewise exposing a diffusion transfer heat-developable color
photographic material comivising a support having thereon a
layer containing at least a light-sensitive silver halide, and the
photographic material containing an organic silver salt oxidiz-
ing agent, a redudng agent, a hydrophobic binder and a dye
releasing coupler which is immobile in a hydrq)ho(»c polymer
binder wherein said dye releasing coupler has a diflbsible dye
portion attached thereto and whmin said coupler releases said
diffusible dye upon heat develoinnent, wherein said dye does
not have a carboxylic acid group or a sulfonic acid group;
developing the exposed photogr^hic material by heatmg
uniformly to release a diffusible dy^ and transferring the dif-

fusible dye to an image receiving layer.

4^4365
LAYERED PHOTORESPONSIVE DEVICES

Bang S. Ong, MiariaaaaiB; Barkc? Kcochkcriaa, WUhmdalc,
and lloMB B. McAaancy, BarUagton, all of Canada, aaaign-
«n to Xarax CofpofaUon, Stamford, Conn.

FDad Aag. 8, 1983, Sar. No. 521,198
Int a> G03G 5/10

UAa 430-58 24aaims
1. An improved layered photoresponsive device comprised

of a sopportiog sobctrate, a photogenerating layer, and in

ooatact with the photogeneradng kyer an electron tranqxnt-
hig layer oonpriaad ofcompounds of the following formuh:

4^74368
PHOTO POLYMERIZATION INITUTOR

COMPOSmONS HAVING HIGH SENSmvrTY
Yamaoka; Kcaidd KcacU, mA YeiUtafta Goto* aD of

Chiba, Japaa, aaslpnw to Nippoa OO aid FMa Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Ji^aa

FDad Sep. 7, 198S, Scr. No. 530,168
Claims priority, applJcatioa Japan, Sap. 7, 1982, 57-155610

lat a) G03C 1/68
U.S. CL 430-281 20CUbm

1. A photo pcdymerization initiator composition, oonqiris-

ing:

an organic peroxide; and
a salt selected from Ae group consisting of pyryUnm salti,

thiapyryUum salts and selenopyrylium salts represented
by dw general formula (I):
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AR.^ X ^R3

primary amine devdoping agent and which is a polymer or

copolymer having a repeating unit derived from a monomer

represented by the following general formula (I):

Y©
T

(D

CH2C•^Y^r^R3*lrt•Z*R2-X

wherein Ri, R2 and R3 independently represent a hydro-

gen atom, an alkyl group, a haloalkyi groiq), an ethylenyl

groiq), a styryl group, an alkoxy group, a phenyl group, a

naphthyl group, an alkylphenyl group, an alkoxyphenyl

group, a hydroxyphenyl group, a halophenyl group, a

nitrophenyl group, an aminopbrayl group, a nitro group,

an amino group or a hydroxyl group, X represents an

oxygen atom, a sulf^ atom or a selenium atom, and Y
represents an anion fimctional group.

4^74^869

POLYVINYLPYRIDINE RADUTION RESISIS

; G. Bnait, Saato Monica, ail Lsroy J. MiDcr,

Park, both of CaUfn aarifaoifl to Haihto Aircraft Coospaay,

El Scgaado, ChUf.

DiTiahm of Scr. No. 268^29, May 29, 1981, abaadoaad. This

appHcatha Sep. 14> 1982, Scr. No. 417,979

lit a3C08P 26/05

U.S.a430-296 UOaiaH
1. A method for fornimg a pattern for use in the fabrication

of microelectronic circuits, in which a negative resist material

is employed for recording image patterns therein, said method

including the steps of:

(a) contacting a substrate with a solution comprising a sol-

vent and a polymer suitable as a negative resist material;

(b) removing said solvent to ther^y deposit said polymer on

said substrate; and

(c) irradiating sidd polymer with a beam ofelectrons, ions, or

x-rays for a time sufficient to cause croas-lmking of said

resist snd render said cross-linked resist insoluble in sol-

vents that dissolve unexposed resist,

characterized in that the majority of the repeating units of

said polymer have the structure

—fCH2—CH

N.
'N
1.

wherem Ri represents a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl groop

containing ftxMn 1 to 4 carixm atoms or a chlorine atom; R2

represents an onsobstituted or substituted alkylene group

which may be a strai^t chain or a branched chidn; R3 repre-

sents an unsubstituted or substituted alkylene group which may

be a straight chain or a branched chain, an unsubstituted at

substituted phenylene group or an unsubstituted or substituted

aralkylene group; X represents —CONH~, —NHOONH—
or —NHCOO—; Y represents —CONH— or —C0O-; Z
represents -O—, —S—, —SO-, —SO2—, —CONH— or

—COO—; Ar represents an unsubstituted or substituted

phenyl group; 1 represents or 1; m represents or 1; and n

represents or 1; wherein said developing is conducted using

an alkaline aqueous solution containing an aromatic primary

amine developing agent

4^74371
METHOD FOR PROCESSING PHOTOGRAPHIC

MATERIAL
AUra Hatakcyama; TakasU Naol, and Snmitaka Tataata, aB of

to F^l Photo Con Ltd.,

where
R is hydrogen or an alkyl group having from 1 to about 10

carbon atoms, where n may range from SCO to 30,000

and where attachments to the pyridine ring are to the 2,

3, 4, S or 6 positions.

4^74^870

SILVER HALIDE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
UGHT-SENSTTIVE MATERIAL

Morlo YagDwa; KeUI Mihayaihi, and TakaaU Onwa, aD of

lapaa, acrifaim to F^ Photo FOa Coaipaay

—Viwa, Japan

FDad Jaa. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 487,318

tolty, appHcatiM Japam Jaa. 11, 1982, 57-2419

lat a>G03C 7/74 7/26

U&a 430-381 21 Oaian

21. A method offomung a color image comprising develop-

ing an imagewise exposed silver halide color photographic

light-sensitive material comprising a support having thereon a

silver halide emulsion layer contaming a magenta color image

fimnmg polymer coupler latex which is capable of forming a

dye upon coupling ^1^ an oxidation product of an aromatic

Filed Jan. 27. 1983, Scr. No. 46M29
Chdam priority, appUcatioB Japan, Jan. r, 1982, 57-11174

lat a>G03C 5/24

U.S. CL 430-423 15 Claims

1. A method for processing an exposed silver haUde black-

and-white photogr^>hic material comprised of a support hav-

mg at least one silver haUde emulsion layer on at least one side

thereof, comprising the steps of:

dipping the exposed material in a pretreatment bath, said

bath containing a developing agent which is a dihydroxy*

benzene having 2 —OH groups positioned at the para-

positions to each other and not substantially causing any

developing reaction in said pretreatment bath; and

subjecting the material to development-procesnng with a

developing agent after dipping in the bath, the develop-

ment-processing being capable of causing a developing

reaction to the extent that an image is formed on the

material.

4,474372

METHOD FOR PRODUCING PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSION

HiftiaU OnlaU; KantosU Inada; NobaaU Miyaaaka; Ni

DegaeU, aad MaaayaU KaroicU, aO of Kaaagawa, Japan,

to Fmi Photo Film Co., Ltd^ EaaagBiia. Japai

FDad Dec 17, 1982, Scr. No. 450,610

rtorlty, appUcatioa Japaa. Dae. 17, 1981, 56-204152

lat a> G03C 1/84

U.S.a 43(K-512 12 OaiaBC

1. A method for producing a photographic emulsion, com-

prising the steps of:

preparing a diq)ersion by mechanically grinding and dispers-

ing a substantially water-insoluble i^iotographic additive

in a form of fine grain having mean particle size of Ifi or

less in an aqueous system substantially free of organic

solvents and surfactants, the aqueous system being ad-
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joted to a pH value of 6 to 8 and controlled to a tempera-
ture of 60* C. to 80* C; and

adding the dispenion to a photographic emulsion.

4,474^3
SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC UGHT-SENSITIVE

MATERIALS CONTAINING FLUORINATED
COMPOUNDS

Yakk» Maduwa; Yano MdooMU, and Naohiko SogfaMto, aU
•f riMp iii, Japan, aarifaon to Ih^Ji Photo FDm Co^ Ltd,

FDad May 18, 1983, Scr. No. 495,878
OaiBH priority, appUcatRm Japan, May 18, 1982, 57-8356(

lat CL3 G03C 1/79
U.S.a430-528 Mdaiais

1. A tilver halide photographic light-sensitive element com-
prising a support having thereon a silver halide emulsion layer
wherein the photographic light-sensitive element contains a
compound represented by the following formuUi (I) in an
amount affective to improve antistatic properties and to im-
prove coating ability:

Rf—A-N-B-®N-R3

1 m

(D

I
xe

wherein Rf represents a saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon
group having from 3 to 20 carbon atoms wherein all or a part
of the hydrogen atoms are substituted with fluorine atoms; A
and B each rfepreseats a divalent linking group, wherein the
divalent linking group represented by A is selected from the
group consisting of:

-CX)-,
-SOj-.

ORf

ORf

•continued

co-

-O-C-CH2CH2CX)-, and

O

?
C-0-eR«itN-Rf

-N-eR«i»0-C
I

Rs

_f Vs02-
Ns^b/

wherein Rs represents a hydrogen atom or substituted or un-
substituted alkyl group; R« represents a substituted or unsubsti-
tuted alkylene group; and d represents or 1;

wherein a substituent for the substituted aDcyl group or the
substituted alkylene group is selected firom the group
consisting of a hydroxy group, an alkoxy group, an al>

kyloxycarbony] group, an aryloxycarbonyl group, an
epoxy group and a carbamoyl group;

wherein the divalent linking group represented by B is se-

lected fixnn the group consisting of:

eCH2-*iirD-(-CH2-)jiir and

•CH2«)^.

<yCH2-)lirIX-CH2-))0-

wherein D represents

—OCO—

,

-COO-,

—CON— or —N—C—

;

I H
17 R? O1,

p, mi, m2, ni and n2 each represents or an integer firom

1 to 4; and R7 represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

group;

Ri represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl grooir, R2, R3 and
R4each represents an alkyl group and at least one of R|, R2,
R3 and R4 represents an alkyl group subatitated with a mono-
valent group selected from the group consisting of a hydroxy
group, an alkoxy group, an aryloxy group, an alkyloxycarbo-

nyl group, an aryloxycarbonyl group, an qnxy group and a
carbamoyl group; and X r^eients an anion selected firom the

group consisting of:

a Br, I. NOs. CH3COO, CH3—f \-SO3,
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-continued

/ ^SOs, and CHsSOs.

frozen viable sperm genotypically having predominantly all X
chnNnosomes in a nutrient medium.

4^4374
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC UGHT-SENSmVE

MATERIAL
SUgao HtaM; Kd SaktBOM, and IdicU AdaeU, aU of

to F^}i Photo PDai Co., Ltd^

FOad Mar. 11, 9183, Ser. No. 474»610

date priority, appUcitkM Japn, Mar. 11, 1982, 57-38804

lit a^GOSC 7/26

U.S. CL 430-551 21 CUan
1. A color photographic silver halide light-sensitive material

containing a n^ative gradation photographic silver haUde

emulsion which is substantially (rf* the surface latent image

type, and at least one compound represented by the general

formula (I):

<r
wherein X represents —C0NR>R2, —COR', —SO2R', or

—SO3R' and wherein R' and R^ each are selected from the

group consstmg ofa hydrogen atom, a substituted or unsubsti-

tuted aliphatic group, and a substituted or unsubstituted aro-

matic group, and are selected such that may combine together

to form a ring.

4^474,874

FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF HISTAMINE

Michael E. Oaboad, BrookUM, and EDaa a Cohaa, Naedham
both of Maasn aaaigMin to Traatcaa of Boatoo Uaivanity,

BoatOB, Maaa. ail SarithkUM Baekmn Coipontta, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Filed No?. 9, 1981, Sar. No. 319,499

lat a' GOIN iJ/4& 3i/X, 21/64

U.S.a 435—4 23 dataaa

1. A method fbr analyzing cells to determme the fraction

which have a substantial number of receptors for histamine on

their surface compriang the following steps:

a. preparing a suspension of cells or cell fragments in a buffer

solution containing calcium and magnesium ions in a

manner that does not cause said cells or fragments to

adhere to each other,

b. contacting said suspension of cells or cell fragments with

a solution containing a molecular complex comprising

fluorescent protein or peptide polymeric molecules to

which are attached a plurality of molecules that specifi-

cally bind to histamine receptors, the concentration of the

complex and the index of the complex being such that the

firaction of cells exhibiting fluorescence does not change

substantially with minor variations in the concentration of

the complex; and

c. analyzing said cells or fragments to determine the number

or fhiction of cells or fragments that have a relatively high

level of fluorescence, whereby the level of fluorescence is

related to the quantity of receptors for histamine on the

cell surface.

18. A composition of matter comprising a protein or peptide

polymeric molecule to which is attached between about 30 to

about 100 molecules of histamine or substituted histamine.

4,474^5
METHOD AND MEANS FOR CONTROLLING THE SEX

OF MAMMALIAN OFFSPRING AND PRODUCT
THEREFOR

WaUaee Shrfaoptoa, 320 Jadah St, Son FraMiaco, Calif. 94122

CMrtfnathM of Scr. No. 564^, Apr. 3, 1975, aboadoiied,

wkich badifWoa of Scr. No. 814^904, Apr. 10, 19«, Pat No.

3314^29. 1U« appUcatka Aig. 18, 1980, Scr. No. 179,045

Lrt. a' AOIN 1/02

UJS.a435-2 19

t 1-

%OttnM

i

3_L -(•

1

(iM., MM..aMBM)

1. A composition of matter consisting essentially of deep

4,474377

PROCESS FOR DETECnON AND MEASUREMENT OF
VIRAL SPECmC IMMUNOGLOBULINS AND ARTICLE

OF MANUFACTURE THEREFOR
Darid T. laugawa, Rancbo Paloa Vcrdca, and Hong D. Bai,

Ccrritoa, both of CaUf., aaatgaora to Rcaearch and Edacatkm

laatttate, lac. Harbor - UCLA Medical Center, Torraaee,

CaUf.

FDed Sep. 19, 1900, Scr. No. 188,815

lot aJ C12Q 1/70: GOIN 33/54

UAa 435-5 • Oatas

1. A process for detecting viral specific immunoglobulins in

a fluid, which comprises:

growing cells on a polymeric solid phase carrier of a size and

weight sufficiently great to be separable from an aqueous

medium without centrifiigation;

infecting the cells, grown on said polymeric solid phase

carrier, with a particular virus of a single class to produce

unpurified viral antigen (s) therein;

immobilizing the said infected cells with a fixing agent of the

type which destroys the viral infectiousness of said in-

fected cells, but which preserves essentially completely,

the concentration of sakl unpurified viral antigen(s) at the

level at which it was initially produced;

mcubating the said polymeric scAid phase carrier with fluid

to be measured selected from the group consisting of

patient serum, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)> negative control

serum and n^ative control CSF at appnu^mately room

temperature and for a predetermined period of time to

therdjy bind different types of specific immunogtobulins

in said fluid to available binding sites on the said unpuri-

fied viral antigen(s);

again incubating said polymeric solid phase carrier with

tagged anti-human specific immunoglobulin of the type
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wherein the specific immunoglobulin chosen is that de-
sired to be measured, at approximately room temperature
and for a predetermined period of time whereby a precise
unount of said Ugged anti*human specific immunoglobu-
lin is bound to the specific fanmunoglobulin desired to be
measured;

removing excess, unbound Ugged anti-human specific im-
munoglobulin; and

measuring the amount of bound tagged antt*human specific
immunoglobulin to thereby quantify the amount of spe-
dfic immunoglobulin, desired to be measured, in the pa-
tient serum.

8. In a kit for the assay of viral specific immunoglobulin
haying a plurality of testing cavities, a plurality of polymeric
solid phase carriers, having a specular surface to which viral
antigens are attached, having a diameter of between 4 millime-
ters and about 8 millimeters and having a density sufficient to
be separated from a medium without centiifugation, standards,
and a tagged anti>hunian specific immimc^obulin, the carriers,
standards, and immunoglobulins being present in sufficient
mounts to perform the assay, wherein the improvement com-
prises: the attachment of the viral antigen to said carrier by
growing cells on said carrier which cells are infected with
virus to produce said viral antigens which are used in an un-
purifiedform.

enable a chemical change in the substrate to take place and
to produce a detectable reaction product; and,

(f) detecting any reaction product present in the solution to
determine the presence of antigens associated with hepati-
tis.

13. A method for the detection of an hepatitis antigen in a
liquid sample containing said antigen, comprising the steps of:

a. providing a quantity of the antibody associated with said
antigen, said antibody being bound to a water-insoluble,
water-insuq)ensible, solid carrier;

b. contacting and incubating said liquid sample with said
solid carrier of step (a) to form a reaction mixture;

c. providing a sohition ofa second quantity of said antibody,
said second quantity of said antibody being oovalently
linked to an enzyme;

d. contacting and incubating the solid carrier resulting from
(b) with said sdution of enzyme>linked antibody of (c^
sqwrating the solid carrier from the solution of enzyme^
linked antibody;

e. correlating the enzyme activity of substance bound to the
solid phase to the presence of hepatitis antigen to be de-
tected.

M7M78
SANDWICH EU FOR ANTIGEN ASSOOATED WITH

HEPAimS
S^mmr P. Halbcrt, Miami, and MlHm Aakea, N. Miami

Beach, both of Ra^ aaslvMin to Cordia Labofatorics, Inc^
Miod, Fla.

Food Sa^ 29, 197S, Scr. No. 617,743
Irt. a' GOIN 33/54. 33/58

U,S.a438-7 13Clal«s

4,474378
PROCESS FOR 3.HYDR0XYMEniYL

CEPHALOSPORIN SULFONES
Richard E. Heiney, Greenwood, Inl, aarignor to EU Lilly and
Company, IndiaMVolia, lad.

FDed Nov. IC 18S2, Ser. No. 442,078
lata) CUP i5/00

UAa435-47 18ClalBB
1- A process for preparing 7-(S)-acylamino-3-hydiox-

ymethyl cephalosporin sulfones of the formula

WTM eO%«ttHTLy MNOCO
ANTIMOV

IMMOaiLIZCD
«NTINOr KMTEO WITH
tWTICm m TtST SCRUM

IMMOaiLIZeO «NTCCN
W«CTeO WITH ENZnC
TMOCOMTHOOT

3 Ah \y

CNZYMC MULYZeS
RCKTION OF SUtSTIUTt

P^y^°"
WACTION PRODUCT
OCTCRMNCO J

1. A process for determining the presence of antigens associ-
ated with hepatitis in a sample comprising the following steps:

(a) incubating the sample with an antibody immobiUzed on
an insoluble member, the antibody being reactive with the
antigens associated with hepatitis, the incubation enabling
**'o°<* to be formed between the antibody and an antigen
present in the sample to produce an insoluble member
having an antigen bonded thereto in the event antigens
ssooated with hepatitis are present in the sample;

(b) separating the insoluble member from any unbonded
substances;

(c) mcubating the insoluble member with a solution contain-
ing tagged antibody reactive with an antigen associated
with hepatitis, the tagged antibody being tagged with an
enzyme capable of effbcting a reaction of a substrate to
produce a detectable reaction product, the incubation
bemg conducted to enable the tagged antibody to bond to
any antigen bonded in step (a) to the antibody on the
msoluMe member;

(d) separating the instriuUe member from the enzyme tagged
antibody solution to remove any unbonded tagged anti-
body therefrom;

(e) exposing the insoluble member to a substrate solution
which the enzyme of the tagged antibody reacts upon to

which comprises contacting at a temperature between about 0*

C. to about 30* C. a 3-acetoxyniethyl cephalosporin sulfone of
the formula

A. V^
R| H

'^/^V
COOR3

in an aqueous solution buffered from about pH 6 to about pH
8 with immobilized citrus acetylesterase said immobilized
citrus acetylesterase comprising cirtus acetylesterase being
covalently bonded to an alkane dialdehyde crosslinking agent
which is in turn oovalently bonded to the amino group of an
amino organosilane, the amino organosilane befaig covalently
bonded at the siUme function to the hydroxy or oxide groups of
the silica gel. wherein Ri is

a. Ci to C? alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl, chloromethyl, dichloro-
methyl, 4- carboxybutjd, 4-f«AmyIbutyl, 4-piotected car-
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boxybutyl, 4-amino-4-carboxybutyl or 4-protected amino-

4-protected carboxybutyl;

b. Ci to Q alkoxy, C3 to Q cycloalkyloxy, benzyloxy or

substituted benzyloxy, wherein the sitetituents are one to

three groups chosen ficm the group consisting ofCi to C4

alkyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy and chloro;

c. 1,4-cyclohexadienyI, phenyl or substituted phenyl

wherem the substituents are one or two groups chosen

from the group consisting of chlorine, bromine, hydroxy,

trifluoromethyl. Ci to C4 alkyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy, carboxy,

carboxymethyl, hydroxymethyl, amiaomethyl and pro-

tected aminomethyl;

d. an arylalkyl group of the formula

R'-(0)m-Ch2-

wherein R' is l,4<yclohexadienyl, phenyl or substituted

^bmyl wherein the substituents are one or two groups

chosen firom the group consisting of chlorine, bromine,

hydroxy, trifluortmiethyl, Ci to C4 alkyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy,

carboxy, carboxymethyl, hydroxymethyl, aminomethyl

and protected aminomethyl, and m is zero or one;

e. a substituted arylalkyl group (rf the formuk

H
I

R"—C—
IW

4,474^81

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYPRENYL
CARBOXYUC ACID DERIVATIVES

Aldo Srta; Kc^ii Natadtan; YoshtaMB Tsiahws, ai of

YatabaaneU; SUaanaa KJIm, Niiaa; YaieU Lmi, Tokyo;

YooUydd Kohara, GUa; YosU»«U Knrakaml, Tokyo, ari

Toarie TsaragI, GIta, aD of Japan, aaat^on to Etoai Con Ltd.

and AgeMy of ladnatrlal SdsMa md TaehMlov. bolh of

Ttriqro, Japan

DifiahM of Sar. No. 259,772, May 1, 1881,.ma applicatloa Jan.

28, 1882, Sar. No. 382,831

Oainis priority, appUcattai Japan, May 19, 1980, 5S46203

Int d^ C12P 7/4a 7/00: C12N 9/01 1/20

MS,a 435-136 8 Oalms
1. A process for the preparatioa of a polyprenyl carboxylic

acid derivative having the general fcmnula:

^A^^^^r^"""'
(D

wherein R'" as defined above, 2-thienyl, or 3-thienyl; W is

hydroxy, carboxy or protected cartwxy, amino or pro-

tected amino;

f. a heteroaryhnethyl «roup of the formula

R '"-CH2-

wherein R'" is 2-thienyl, 3-thienyl, 2-fiiryl, 3-ftiryl, 2-thiazo-

lyl, S-tetrazolyl or 1-tetrazolyl;

R2 is hydrogen, a carboxylic acid protecting group, lithium

cation, sodium cation, or potassium cation; R3 is hydrogen,

lithium cation, sodium cation or potassium cation.

4^74,880

ANTIBIOnC BMG162-0F2, A PROCESS FOR
PRODUCnON THEREOF, AND ANTITUMOR DRUG

CONTAINING SAID ANTIBIOTIC AS ACIIVE
INCatEDIENT

Hanao Umeonra; Toario TakcMhi; HIroaU Nagaaawa;

HiroDobn Unnaa, and Setaako KniaMto, aU of Tokyo, Ja-

paa, asatpors to Zaidaa Hoi^ nseftatn Kagaka Keaykn

lai, Tokyo, Japaa

DMakm of Scr. No. 297,458, Aag. 28, 1981, Pat No. 4,416,899.

lUs appHeatkM Ai«. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 410,160

Claims priority, appUcitioB Japaa, Sep. 8, 1980, 55-123585

Int a^ C12P 13/02. 21/00: C12N 1/20

U.S. CL 435-129 7 Claims

1. A process for production of antibiotic BM0162-aF2.

which comprises cultivating a BM0162-aF2-producing strain

of Bacillus latero^rus having the identifying characteristics

of ATGC 31932 or a BMG162-aF2-producing mutant thereof

in an aqueous nutrient medium to produce and accumulate

BMG162-aF2 and then recovering flrom the culture medium

the antibiotic BMG162-aF2 having the formula

wherein n is an integer of from 2 to 4. Ri is an ester-forming

moiety effective as a protecting group for a carboxy! group,

and R2 is hydroxymethyl, formyl or carboxyl, which com-

prises the steps of:

cultivating a microorganism selected from the group consist-

ing of a strain of the genus Nocardia called BPM 1613,

FERM-P No. 1609, Corynebacterium equi lAM 1038,

Candida Upolytica IFO 0746, and Mycobacterium smegma-

tis IFO 3083, in a nutritive culture medium, in the pres-

ence of a compound having the general formula:

"4^-^~°"'
ai)

wherein R3 is an ester-formmg moiety effective as a pro-

tecting group for a carboxyl group, wherd>y said micro-

organism utilizes said compound (II) as a carbon source

and oxidizes said compound (II). thereby converting said

compound (II) into said compound (I); and isolating said

compound (I).

4,474,882

MICROBIOLOGICAL PROCESS FOR THE
PREPARATION OF UNSATURATED DICARBOXYUC

ACIDS
Etaami KaaisUgs, and TanyoaU Moriaaga. both of SaitaaM,

to Daicd Cheadcal Indaatrica, Ltdn Osaka,

NH2
\
C—NH—(CH2)rCH—CH^OO

NH OH NH

CH—OH

.. CO-NH—(CH:)f-NH—(CH2)J-NH2.

FDed Sep. 21, 1981, Scr. Na 304,284

Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Oet 9, 1980, 55-141431

Int a.' C12P 7/44. 7/64: CUR 1/74

VS, CL 435-142 5 Clalma

1. A process for producing a long<hain, unsaturated, dicar-

boxylic acid, which comprises: culturing, under aerobic condi-

tions, the strain Candida tn^icaUs PERM BP-49 capable of

converting an unsaturated monocarboxylic acid having (1) 14

to 22 carton atoms, (2) a carboxyl group at one terminal

thereofand (3) a methyl group at the other terminal thereof, or

ester thereof, to the corresponding unsaturated (ficarboxyfic

acid having (1) carboxyl groups at both terminals thereof, (2)

the same number of total carbon atoms, (3) the same number

and position of unsaturated carbon atoms, and (4) the same

stereostructure as said unsaturated monocarboxylic acid, in a

nutriem medium containing said unsaturated monocarboxjiic

acid or ester thereof, until said corresponding inwanirstrrt

dicarboxylic acid is produced; and then recovering said corre-

sponding unsaturated dicarboxylic acid.
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MTMtS
PKOCESS FOR SAOCHAUFICATION OF ROOfSTOCKS
AND SUB8BQUBNT ALCOHOL FERMENTATION

TrinUh*YMMOli, In^ MicUhflw NoJM, Tak^hf; KttM
Eakmmi, l^TliMiiiIj i^ YoUkMi Matmnn, Nan, tad
»tm Ita,OfcMlw, iB <f fif, ilmiii lo MHwd Eagfawcr-
!• * flMplirtilii Gt^ UL, Tokyot IMa Ch«Bical ladat-
Mai Ga. M. ai Haakyv lyod Bmm Ca^ Ud^ bodi of

,anaf;japaB
FIM FA II, 1M2, Sor. No. 349,889

prioriUr, ipiBBUlia Japa^ Mir.H 1981, SMC762
iat a^ CUP 7/14

UAaiaS-MS 34ClaiBH
20. A batch proceM for aaccharificatkm of rootstocks and

mbaaqoent alodiol fennentatioii, which prooeas compriaes:
a step of immening rooCMocks in a dflute acid solution to

ttoilize them;

a itep of crushing the resulting sterilized rootstocks;

a st^ of macftiting the crushed rootstocks through the
action of blended enzyme agents comprising cellulaae,

hemicellulase, pectin endopolygalacturonase, glucoamy-
lase and acidically active a-amylase;

a step of (brming a slurry comprising liquid and starch de-
rived solely from the product resulting from the action of
said blended enzymes on the crushed rootstocks;

a step of adding yeast for alcohol fermenUtion to the slurry
to effect alcohol fermentation.

(b)^fcterndning the presence of said mononucleosis with a
figh degree of reliability hicluding the steps of isolating
and identifying any Inmono:l proteins in the sample, said
Inmono:! proteins being characterized by:
(i) having acidic isoelectric bandmg as measured in the
presence of urea of about - 16 to - 17 with use ofCK
charge standards, and

(ii) having molecular mass of about 70 to 7SK daltons as
measured in the presence of sodium dodecylsulfate
containing polyacryUunide gels, and

(c) correcting a positive result firom step (b) with the pres-
ence of infectious mononucleosis in the human subject

M7M87
METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF LOW

DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN
Joaef Maicn Maafkad Gtoger, both of WcOhafaB, and Brigitta

Driiaec Iteiag, aU off Fed. Rap. of Garanay, asaipon to
Boehrtager Maaahein GmbH, Maaahaia, Fed. Rap. of Gcr-

M74J84
PMaat Not Issued For Thta Nombcr

M7M85
METHOD OF ANALYZING FUEL OIL FOR CATALYST

COMPONENT
nraya MaU, NagMafcl, Japan, asrigwr to MftsaUaU Jakosyo

Japan

r. No. 229,837, Jaa. M, 1981. abamkmed. lUi
I JaL 18, 1982, Sar. No. 398,628

lata'GOlNii/Z;
UAa436-37 SCtaiM

1. Method of analyzing fiiel oil for a catalyst component
which comprises the steps of:

(a) thoroughly mixing the ftiel oil and an organic solvent
with stirring in an ultrasonic cleaner zone sufficiendy for
dissolving the oil in the organic solvent to provide an
oil<ontaining solution,

(b) filtering the oil containing solution to provide a filtration

resfalne,

(c) bringing the filtratitm residue into contact with hydroflu-
oric add to diaatrive the ailicon contahied in said lesidne
into said acU and thereby fimn a sihoon containing solu-
tion, and then

(d) sobjactfaig the silicon containing solution to colorimetric
y^yw for the determination of the Si ion content
tharau.

4^4j|g
MEIHOD FOR EARLY DETBCnON OF INFECnOUS
MONONUCLEOSIS BY IDENTIFYING INMONO

PROTEINS
RanaEJyaiart, WaadrUp, OL, Matter to The Uaitad Statea

^j*'^«
]||

l| ""l^'>y<fc»Uii<adSt^

niad Ai«. 10, 1982, Sir. No. 40M30
.

I*. a.> GOIN 33/68, 33/50, 27/26
UA CL 436-41 ^ c%^i^
L A method for the detection of infectious mononucleosis in

a human subjlact comprising:

(a) coDec^ a sample of blood firom said human subject.

FUed Aag. 18, 1982, Sar. No. 409,277
OaiBH priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rap. of Gcnuaqr, Aag. 27,

1981, 3133937

Int a» GOIN 33/92
UAa 436-71 12 oahas

1. Method for the determination ofthe /8-lipoprotein fraction
(LDL) in body fluids which comprises selectively piecipiut-
ing the LDL fraction from the body fluid sample by the addi-
tion of a polyvinyl sulfate with monovalent cations in the
substantial absence of divalent cations, and then determining
this LDL fraction.

4,474,888

DETERMINATION OF UREA
E. MelTin Gindkr, UbIob City, and Olga DasltalaUs, Barifai-

game, both of Calif., assigaors to Sherwood Medieal Con>
pany, St Louis, Mo.

CoBtiaaatioB-fai-part of Ser. No. 292,999, Aag. 14, 1981, Pat
No. 4,357,144. lUs appUcatioa Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,222
nc portion of the tern of this patent sabaaqacBt to Not. 2, 1999,

has been dIarlainHid.

lACL^ QMS 33/62
MS. CL 436-108 17 Qaina

1. A method of demonstrating the presence of urea in a
liquid sample, said method comprising the step of mixing said
sample with a reagent comprising o-phthaUdehyde, a chro-
mogenic compound, and a long hydrocarbon ch^ amidobe-
taine to produce a colwed reaction product

4,474,889

MINUTURE GAS CHRQMATOGRAPH APPARATUS
StephenC Terry, and John H. Jcraua, both ofPalo Alto, CUIf.,

aaaigBors to MIc roaMaoi Taehaalogy lae^ fnmmlt, CaUf.
Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Sar. No. 371,617
Int CL3 GOIN 31/08: BOID 53/00

\3S. CL 436—161 24 rhfa-
1. A miniature gas chromatography assembly comprising
a substrate wafer having:

an etched carrier gas groove means for containing carrier
gas;

an etched sample gas groove means for containing sample
gas; and

a first valve seat means, said sample gas groove means and
said carrier gas groove meam passing dirough said first

valve seat means;

a pkte cooperating with said wafer and said groove means
to define gas channel mean^

a first valve actuating means atttwhed to said first valve seat

means for controlling the flow of sample gas firom said

sample gas channel means into said carrier gas channel
means;

a pump means attached to said wafer connected to said

sample gas channel means; said pump means cooperating
with said first valve actuating means for injecting sample
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gas firom said sample gas channel means into said carrier

gas channel mean^
a modular capillary tube means attached to said wafer, one

end of said capillary tube means connected to said carrier

gas channel means; and

a detector means connected to other end of said capillary

tube means for measuring properties of gas flowing firom

said capillary tube means.

95 51

mto pieces and eflicientiy propd such pieces through the

grape juice component of said wine grape must
said agiutor having a large diameter ranging between one

and five meters,

said tank having a generally trough<«haped drain portion

projecting downwardly tberefrooa,

said drain portion having a partial drcular-cyUndrical shape,

and arotary discbarge screw installed in said trough-shaped

drain portion,

said drain portion having a discharge opening therefrom.

4,474391

MINl-IODINATED POLYPEPTIDE HORMONE TRACER
AND METHOD FOR ITS USE

Mlehalla P. Warraa, 134 E. 73rd St, New York, N.Y. 10Q2L aad

EWa C Ewai, 73 StaUi^ Ave., Maywoad, NJ. 07607

FUed Jan. 10, 1982, Sar. No. 387,120

Int a^ GOIN 33/56. 33/58: A61K 43/00

MS. CL 436-900 23 Claims

1. A radioactive tracer produced by a process comprising

reacting a body chemical and radioactive iodine in the pres-

ence of chloramine-T and sodium metabisulfite; wherein the

initial molar ratio of radioactive iodine to body chemical is

from about 0.002S to less than 0.01; the initial weight ratio is

from about 10 uci/ug to less than SO ud/ug; said tracer having

a level of immunoactivity sufficient to bind at least 33% of an

appropriate antibody immediately after the tracer has been

prepared, said level of immunoactivity decreasing by no more

than 50% with a maximum binding of no less than about 30%
It all times, over a substantial time period.

4,474390

HORIZONTAL CONTAINER FOR PROCESSING WINE
GRAPE MUST

Herbert RIeger, Talstraaae 33, D 7121 lagerahefan, Fed. Rep. of

FUed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 339,296

CUms priority, ap^kation Fad. Rap. of Gamany, Jan. 19,

1981, 3101910

lit CL' CUM 1/02

U.S. CL 439-316 13Claian

1. A horizontal tank-type wine fermenUtion container for

the processing of wine grape must in which the must includes

grape juice with a pomace cake floating on the juice, said

container comprising

a generally circular<ylindrical fermentation tank having a

generally horizontal longitudinal cylindrical axis,

a rotary agitator rotatable in said tank about a rotary axis

parallel to said cylindrical axis of said tank,

said agitator inclodmg a rotary shaft having a plurality of

longitudmally spaced agitator paddles extending out-

wardly firmn said shaft and dispcned along the full length

of said shaft,

power means for rotating said agitator shaft at a slow rotary

speed ranging from one half to twenty revolutions per

minute,

said agitator paddles including at least outer sections having

a cross-sectional width parallel to the agiutor axis and a

cross sectional thickness transverse to said width,

said cross sectional width parallel to the a^Utor axis bemj

much greater than said crosS'Sectional thickness,

whereby said paddles efficiendy break up the pomace cake

4,474392

TWO-SITE IMMUNOASSAYS USING MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIES OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OR

SUBCLASSES AND TEST KITS FOR PERFORMING
SAME

Ferid Marad, Loa Ahna Hllla, and Joha A. Lewidd, San Joaa,

both of Califn aasigaors to Board of Traatass of IV Leiaad

Stanford Junior University, Stanford, Calif.

FDed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,798

Iat a' GOIN 33/54. 33/56

MS. CL 436-913 16 Oataa

1. In a two-site immunoaauy for detecting the preaence of a

multideterminant antigen in a sample wherein the antigen m
the sample is reacted with

(a) an immobilized monoclonal antibody directed aganist

one of the antigen determinants; and

(b) a second monoclonal antibody that is

(i) directed against another distinct determinant of the

antigen; and

Oi) labeled directiy or iudirecdy; the improvement

wherein the second monoclonal antibody is of a differ-

ent immunoglobulin class or subclass than the immobi-

lized monoclonal antibody.

2. The immunoassay of claim 1 wherein the second mono-

clonal antibody is ofa class or subclass of antibody that may be

removed selectively from the immobilizing medium to which

the immobilized monoclonal antibody is attached widwut

substantial removal of the immobilized antibody firom the

immobilizing medium.

4,474393

RECOMBINANT MONOCLONAL ANIIBODIES
driatophcr L. RewBng, Kfa^woad, Tax., aaaj^ta Ite Ual-

farslty of Taxas Syataai Caaear Caalar, HaaalOB, Tax.

FDad Jri. 1, 1981, Sw. No. 279348

Iat CL^ C12N 15/00: GOIN 33/54. 33/60. 33/76

UJS. CL 436-947 90aataBa

14. An antibody produced by a qnadroma cell, wherein aaid

antibody has spedfic binding affinity for two detired aatifeas

and wherein said quadnxna cell comprises the fman product

of:
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W i hyridooit odl wUch produces an antibody having
specific biadiog affinity to one desired antigen, and

(b) a hybridoaa cell which produces an antibody having
•Pacific bniding affinity for another desired antigen.

IS. An aatibedy produced by a trioma cell, wherein said
antibody has specific binding affinity for two desired antigens
and wherein said trioma cell comprises the fusion product of:

(a) a hybridoma cdl wUch produces an antibody having
specific binding affinity to one desired antigen, and

(b) a lymphocyte which produces an antibody havmg spe-
cific binding affinity to another desired antigen.

I s

M7MM
DIELECTUC ON THE BASIS OF LEAD TITANATES,
MBIHOD OF MANUFACniRING SAME, AND A
MULTHAYO CAPACITOR COMPRISING THE

DIBLECIRIC
bri H. HMd, Aacha, FW. Rep. ofGcHMay, assignor to U,S.
FhUpi Corpontioii, New York, N.Y.

FIM Feb. 22, 1913, Ssr. No. 46M1S

t-S'SjS!!^' »»»*«^ Fed. Rep. of Gemany, Feb. 24,
IM2, 320002

lit a^ OMB 35/46
UJB. CL SOI—136 12 claims

tion ofwhich is reduced tochromium sesquioxide by the active
carbon and the active carbon conqnises:

(a) a specific suifiMe area greater than about 1000 m^/g but
leas than about 2000 mVg.

(b) a surface area of pores of 40 to SO A in radius which is

greater than about S mVg but less than about IS m^/g,
(c) a surface area of pores equal to or above 2S0 A in radhis
which is greater than about 2 mVg but less than about 6
mVg.

4. A process for the preparation of a supported catalyst
comprising active carbon having a chromium oxide base de-
posited on the active carbon comprising the steps of:

(a) impregnating, by means ofan aqueous chrooiium trioxide
solution, an active carbon comprising:

(1) a specific surfiK« area greater than about 1000 mVg
but less than about 2000 mVg;

(2) a surface area of pores of 40 to SO A in radius which is

greater than about S mVg but less than about IS mVg;
(3) a surface area of pores equal to or above 2S0 A in

radius which is greater than about 2 mVg but less than
about 6 mVg; and

(b) drying the impregnated carbon.
5. The process according to claim 4» wherein the catalyst is

activated at the end of the drying stage by an anhydrous hy-
drofluoric acid treatment

HO S.'fr'UV.

il'dSTH

1. A lead titanate dielectric the sintering temperature of
which is below the melting-point of silver, and in which at least
SO mole % of the titanium is substituted by magnesium and
tungsten, characterized in that the dielectric has a composition
comprising the stoichiometric basic compound of the follow-
ing fiormula:

4,474,896

ADSORBENT COMPOSITIONS
CUea C Ckao, Millwood, N.Y., mtwaat to UaioB CkrUde

CorporatioB, Daabory, Coon.
Filed Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,699

lat CI.} BOIJ 27/01 49/00; BOID 15/00
MS. CL 502—216 21 «T«i—

1. Adsorbent compositions for use in the adsorption of ele-
mental mercury consisting essentially of a support material
selected from the class consisting of aluminosilicates, ion-ex-
change resins, alumina, silica and carbon; a cation selected
from the group consisting of antimony, arsenic, bismuth, cad-
mium, cobalt, copper, gold, indium, iron, lead, manganese,
molybdenum, mercury, nickel, platinum, sUver, tin, tungsten,
titanium, vanadium, zinc, zirconium and mixtures thereof
wherein the cation is present in an amount which is at least 20
percent of the total of the amount required to occupy the
cation sites; and a polysulfkle.

Pbfni-,_,MbW,)03,

wherein

and

aissxsaas

ojssysaas

4^74«897
CATALYST USEABLE IN A REVERSE
DISPROPORnONATION PROCESS

Oarha F. Hobba, Dss Perea, Mo., aafffor to Monanto Com>
paqr, St Loda, Mo.

DiTisiM of Ser. No. 403,258, JuL 29, 1982, Pat No.4,419,527.
Ills appikatkw Aug. 17, 1983, Sar. No. 514^985

bt CV BOU 21/08. 23/02
U.S. CL 502—242 7 rw—

1. A catalyst consisting essentially of catalytically-effective

4^474,898
CATALYSrrS FOR GASEOUS PHASE FLUORINATION

OF ALIPHATIC CHLORINATED AND
CHLOROFLUORINATED HYDROCARBONS

r, (MUh, Fhoeo, aaripor to FCUK Prodnits
I UalM KahkuM, Conbavoie, Fknee
FBai Not. 24, 1981, Sar. No. 324^14

. I?Sl!»»"«"*» F^aMO, Dae. 29, 1980, 80 27661
I«t a» BOIJ 23/26, 27/11 35/lOt COTC 17/00

UjS. CL 803—181 5 n.i—
L A supported catalyst comprising a chromium oxide base

d^o^d on an active carbon, wherein the active carbon is

impregnated with aqueous chromium trioxide, the major por-

4^74y898
PRESSURE'SENSITIVE copying PAPER OF

TRANSFER TO PLAIN PAPER" TYPE
ToahiUko Matsaaklta, Fkaikaikl; SUgetoaU Hiratahi, Tokyo,
and Sadao Moriahita, ImmUU, aO of Japan, Mri^on to
MUadiisU Paper MOb, Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

FOed Jul 12, 1983, Ser. No. 513,146
Cfadan priority, appUeatkm Japan, JnL 16, 1982, 57-124005

lat CL^ B41M 5/16
MS. CL 503-203 3 fi.i—

1- A pressure-sensitive copying paper of **transfer to pbun
paper" type obtained by cnting a mixture comprising (a) a
ooloriess to light-colored electron-donating color former, (b) a
colorless to light-cokMred dectron-acceptmg ootor developer
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giving a ootored product by reacting with said ocHot former

(a), (c) a wax and (d) a polyvinyl ether, on one skle ofa support

and drying the coated support

4^74^899

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ESTER FLUORINATED
ION EXCHANGE POLYMER PRECURSOR BY ACID

TREATMENT OF ETHER
Pad R. Rcsniek, Wflaiagton, DaL, asrigaor to E. L Dn Pont de

Ncnoun and Coaipany, Wflaington, Dd.
FDed Dae. 27, 1983, Sar. No. J65,779

tat a> OOBK 3/30: COW 214/18

VS. CL 521-31 8 CiaiBH

1. A process for preparing a product copolymer comprising

about 70 to 9S mol % —CX2—CX2— units wherein the four

X's are four fluorines or three fluorines and one chlorine, and

about S to 30 nxd % of substituted ethylene units of the for-

mida

—CF2—CF— O

0(CF2CFO),CF2CF2CZ

CF3

wherein n is or 1 , Z is F or OR', and R' is at least one member
of the group consisting of CH3, C2HS and H, from a starting

copolymer comprising aboat 70 and 9S mol % —CX2—CX2—
units and about S to^ mol % of substituted ethylene units of

the formula

polyethers of greater than about 2,S00 average molecular

we^t, low molecular weight amine terminated polyethers of

the formula R(y)xNH2 where R=an initiating radical for oxy-

alkyUtion having a f^mctionality of from about 2 to 6; y^ox-
yalkylene, including oxyethylene, oxypropylene and/or oxy-

butylene; xsabout 2 to IS wherein the molecular weight is kas

than about 1,000, and a polyisocyanate.

4,474,900

REACnON INJECTION MOLDED ELASTOMERS
I J. G. DoariivlBaa, Anada, Tnt, aaripor to Taiaeo tae^

WhHa Pkdas, N.Y.

niad Jan. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 502,382

tat a' O08G 18/14

VS. CL 521—110 27 OalaH
1. A reactkm fayectkm molded elastomer made by reacting

hi a ckMed mold amine termhiated polyethen of greater than

1,500 average molecular weight having greater than S0% of

their active hydrogen hi the form ofamme hydrogens, a cham
extender, an epoxy modified filler material and an aromatic

polyisocyanate.

4,474^901

REACnON INJECnONMOLDEDELASTOMERSMADE
USING HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT AMINE

TERMINATED POLYETHERS AND SMALL AMOUNTS
OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT AMINE TERMINATED

POLYETHERS
Richard J. G. Doaringnaa, Aaatta, Tax., aarigaor to Taiaeo tacn

Whtta Pbdaa, N.Y.

FDed Jan. 8, 1983, Sar. No. 502,389

tatasOBIG7S/74
U.S.a521—163 saahaa

1. A reaction hyection molded dastomer made by reactmg

in a doaed mold high molecular weight andne teradnated

4,474,902

KARAYA GUM ADHESIVE IN A HYDROPHIUC
DENTURE VEHICLE

Dadi J. Dhabhar, Norwalk, and Nkbote F. Schmidt Brook-

field, both of Coa^ aaslgaon to Richardaea-Vicka tac WO-

—CF2—CF—
0(CF2CPO)i,CF2CF2CF20R

CF3

whereni X and n are as defined above and R is CH3 or C2H5>

sakl substituted ethylene units in each of the starting and prod-

uct copolymers being randomly positioned throughout the

copolymer chain, said process comprising treating ssid startmg

copolymer with a strong acid at a temperature ofat least SO* C.

but below the decomposition temperature ofsaid polymers and
said strong acid.

FDed Dec 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447^481

tat a> A6IK 6/00: C08L l/3i C09K 3/00

VS.a 523-120 25

1. A denture adhesive composition comprising a substan-

tially anhydrous mixture of:

(a) an effective adhesive amount of a karaya gum fraction

consisting essentially of kanya gum solely or in combina-

tion with either or both ofsodium carboxymethylcellulose

and poly(ethylene oxide) homopolymer, and

(b) a polyethylene glycol fraction comprising one or more

polyethylene glycols each having an average molecular

weight offrom about 200 to about 20,000 and said fraction

havmg an average viscoaity of firom ibovX 44 to about

2S,600 centipoiaes at about 60* C

4^74,903

HYDRAZIDE CONTAINING POLYMERS
Vnak C Roberlaon, Woktag, and DoqfaH WDson, Godafanlag,

both of England, aarigaen toHe Britiak Petrotoina CoHpaay

pjjfn Lfl^^^^Hl^ v»f^»mA

FDsd May 27, 1982, Sar. No. 382,638

Cfadan priority, appDcaHoa UnHsd Etafdom, May 30. 1981,

8116604; Jan. 25, 1981, 8119669

tat CL) E21B 33/13: CD8L 61/00

VS. CL 523-130 12 Clalaa

I. A method for reducing formation permeability compris-

mg mixing;

(a) a homopolymer or a copolymer of methyl acrylate or

hydroxy alkyl acr^ate, where the aDcyl group is C2. C3or

Ck mto which pcriymer hydrazide groups have been mtro-

duced,and

(b) an aldehyde croas-linking agent

diqiersnig or (hssolving the mixture in an aqueous medhnn and

mjecting the aqueous disperston or solution into a formation,

the amounts ofpolymer and aklehyde being such that they will

form a gd m the aqueous medium.

II. A compoaitkm soitaMe fior use in the aaetiiod of daim 1

comprising

(a) a homopolymer or copolymer of methyl acrylate or

hydroxy alkjd acrylate, where the tSkyi group is C2, C3or

Ci, into which polymer hydrazkle groi^ have been hitro-

dnced, and

(b) an aldehyde or cross-lfaddng agent cbntahiing at least

three carbon atoms,

the composition benig dispersed or dissolved m an aqueous

medhnn and the amounts of the polymer and akldiyde benig

such that they will form a gd hi the aqueous medhnn.
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M74(M4
FOUNDRY MOULDS AND GORES

PM» H. R. B.Lam, Pniilc Newlowi Rd^ Shtffidd; Jeffrey
D. RiOlia, U BMckM Uk, SUrlcy Wi -—
DmkW.r

tJ. 19

lOor
FDtd Oct H 19i2, Scr. No. 43MC2

Bodcy, SMrthttBpioii, and
Cloie,StOmraMsPark,

UiHid Jtt. 21, 1982,

temperature sufficiently low to avoid melting of said
reactive liquid;

warming the resulting admixture to a temperature above the
melting point of said reactive liquid and forming it into a
shape; and

causing said liquid to react by polymerization and/or cross-
/linkmg to form a solid polymer matrix binding said solid
pirticles.

UL a,iam 3/s6
UAa 829—14C 22 Claim

1. A foundry moulding composition comprising
(a) • granular refractory material,

(b) fhm 0.23 to 2.3% baaed on the weight of the refractory
material of an aqueous sohition of a potassium alkaU phe-
ool-fiBrmaldehyde resin, said aqueous solution having a
aoUdi ooBtait of from SO to 73% and said resin having a
wcigkt average molecular weight (SI») of from 700 to

2000, a fbrmaUehyderphenol mobr ratio of firom 1.2:1 to
16:1 and a potassium hydroxide:phenol molar ratio of
from a3:l to 1.2:1;

(c) firom 0.03 to 3% based on the weight of said aqueous
solutioa, of at least one silane, and

(d) from 20 to 110% baaed on the weight of said aqueous
st^utkm of at least one ester active to catalyze curing of
said resin.

MH906
CARBON FIBER AND RESIN COMPOSITION

REINFORCED BY THE SAME
Katsoai Naiona; Hlradd YaMsUta, both oTSUaoka; Hirot-

soga Kuoda, and MIkio KaaUaoto, both of HiroaUan, aO of
Japan, aaaiiBon to Toho Bcakm Co„ Ltd. * TcUia Choidcali
Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jaa. 20, 1963, Ser. No. 499,SS1
ClaiaH priority, appiieatioa Japan, Jaa. 22, 1982, 57-7542

lat as C08K 3/04
U.S.a523-205 28ClaiBS

1. Carbon fibers coated with 0.3 to 10 wt% of a completely
thermoplastic type polyurethane resin.

M74i905
FREEZE BLENDING OF REACTIVE UQU1D6 AND

SOLIDS
AAart F. Hadarmn, Qamifaia, Md.; Pail F. Watov, Wash-
l«ai, D.C aid J«nrC IMppe, Falrte SlatkM, Va., aaaiga-
on to GaMnI TachMtofy AppUcatioM, lac Restom Va.

CoatianthM-i»part of Sar. No. 249,622, Sep. 30, 1982,. lUa
appHctfta Fob. 24, 1983, Sar. No. 469,423

ULCUaUiS/OO
UJ.a 523-152 10 Claims

4,474307
FIBER-REINFORCED HYDRAUUCALLY SETTING

MATERIALS
Tsaaeo Gcabo; AUo Miaoba, aid MaaaU OkaaU, aO of Oka-

yana, Japaa, aasigBon to Kararay Co., Ltd., KaraoUU, Japan
FDed Jan. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 506,992

Oaiais priority, appUcatkm Japan, JaL 6, 1982, 57-118051
lBta3G04Bi;/i¥

U.S. CL 523->206 13 rutmMf

1. A fiber-reinforced hydnulically setting material which
contains 0.1-4% by weight of a polyvinyl alcohol synthetic
fiber as a reinforcing material, said polyvinyl alcohol synthetic
fiber being that which is obtained by depositing on its surface
0. 1-3.0% by weight based on the fiber of an oxidized polyeth-
ylene having an add value of 3-130 and which has a smgle
yam fineness of0.3-2 denier, a length of 3-8 mm and an aspect
ratio of 200-800.

4,474,908

RUBBER COMPOSITIONS
McMn P. Wagner, Barberton, OUo, aasipMr to PPG Indns-

titea, Incn Pittabargh, Pa.

Fnad May 27, 1982, Sar. No. 382,542
lat a^ G08K 9/IZ 3/36, 5/34

MS, CL 523—213 17 rMmm
1. In a rubber composition comprising a curable rubber,

from 10 to 90 parts, per 100 parts of rubber, of finely divided
reinforcing siliceous pigment, and a sihme coupling agent, the
improvement wherein the silane coupling agent is a combina-
tion of a merc^>tosilane and an alkoxysilane and said mercq>-
tosilane and alkoxysihme are admixed simultaneously with said
siliceous pigment, said mercaptosilane having the gjewfiac
formula.

1. A method fbr the manufiKture of solids loaded, polymer
bonded, fHction products and structural shapes which com-

HS—R—Si
/

i

\

Xa

M(3-ii)

cUning a chemicany reactive liquid monomer or piepoly-
mar to a tempcratnre at least 10*C bekm its solidification

point and forming said chilled liquid into finely divided,
solidly frosen particulates;

chilling solid particles to a temperature at least 10* C below
the solidificatioQ point of sakl reactive liquid;

mixing the solidly firoaen particulates of said reactive liquid
with said chilkd solid particles while m«iiit««.i«g ^j^

and said alkoxysilane having the graphic fbrmula,

R"-Si-(OR')3.

wherein X is hak)gen or —OR'. M is hydrogen, Ci-Cioalkyl,
or halosobstituted C|-Cio alkyl. R is C1-C4 alkylene, R' and
R" are each selected from Ci-Cio alkyl, and n is 1, 2 or 3, the
mcircapfosilanf being present in said robber composition in

UDountt of between a3 and 13 ports, per 100 parts of rubber.
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and the weight ratio of mercaptosilane to alkoxysilane therem

benig between 0.13:1 and 13:1.

4,474,909

OPACIFICATION OF PAINT
Phillip M. Smith, Wi K. Haalar, Waat

Chicago, aD of IlL, aasipora to DaSoto, lac. Dm PiataNa, m.
FOod Dae. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 448,255

lat a>O08K 7/76

MS,a 523-220 8 Oafaaa

L An aqueous flat paint having improved hkle at lowered

titanium dtoxide content comprising, water, a resin binder, and

pigment dispersed in the water, said pigment being present in

an amount providing a pigment volume concentration of firom

60% to 80%, sakl pigment containing firom 3% to 23% of

titanium dtoxkie, rutile, and the balance of the pigment connst-

ing essentially ofa mixture of pigmented vesiculated beads and

opaque polymer particlesm a ratw of firom 30/70 to 90/10, said

opaque polymer particles having a glass transition temperature

Uj^ enough to avokl coaleacenoe in the aqueous paint, an

average particle size in the range of 0.1-2.3 microns and con-

taming light-scattering microvokls which provide these parti-

cles with their opacity.

4,474,912

STABLE WATER-IN-OIL EMULSIONS CONTAINING
POLYOXYALKYLENE BLOCK COPOLYMERS

AkasetC Onend, BatoB Roi«a, Lan art Irriag R. I

Groaac Da, MicL, ami^on to ]

Wyaadotta, Mkh.
FUad Aag. 29, 1983, Sar. No. Sr,102
lat ai A61K 47/00: AOIN 9/04

MS. CL 523-337 12

1. A water-in-ofl emulston comprising water, mineral oil,

and an emulsifying amount of a polyoxyalkylene compound
having the formula

Y(A),r-(B),H

wherein Y is the resklue formed by the reoMval ofone atom of

active hydrogen firom a monof^mctional initiator, A is a hydro-

phobic, heteric mixture of an oxytetramethylene radical de-

rived firom tetramethylene oxkle and a vicinal alkylene oxkk

radical derived firom propylene oxide, sakl A bebg derived

firom the reactkm of sakl oxkles in the molar ratw of tetrameth-

ylene oxkiervicinal alkylene oxkle of 3:1 to 1:3; B is C2H4O, n

is an integer such that B is about 30 to SO percent of the total

weight of the compound and m is an integer such that the total

molecular weight of the hydrophobe is about 300 to 2000.

4,474,910

OPACmCATION OF PAINT
Phillip M. SmHh, Waaton Spring^ Koaacth K. Hcaiar, Wcol

CUc^o; Joha R. LoMrom, Evaaotoa, ori Unahi A. Sikoirid,

Chicago, an of m., aaaigaon to DcSoto, lac Dca Plaiaoa, DL
FDed Doc 9, 1982, Scr. No. 448,256

lat a3 O08K 7/16

UJS.a523-220 llOataaa

1. An aqueous paint having improved hkle at lowered tita-

nium dwxkle content comprising, water, a resm binder, and

pigment dispersed in the water, sakl pigment being present in

an amount providing a pigment volume concentration of firom

20% to 80%, said pigment, containing firom 3% to 63% of

titanium dwxide, rutile, and the balance ofthe pigment consist-

ing easeatially ofa mixture ofpigmented vesicul^cd beads and

(^Mtpie polymer particles in a rttw (rffirom 30/70 to 90/10, sakl

opaque polymer particles havmg a ghn transitkm temperature

^|h enough to avokl coalescence m the aqueous pamt, an

average particle size m the range of 0.1-2.3 microns and con-

tainmg light-acattering microvokls which provide these parti-

cles with theur (^Mcity. the proportkm of opaque polymer

particles bemg smaller at higher pigment volume concentra-

tkm to avokl excessive impairment of the burnish and scrub

resistance

4,474,913

POLYVINYLCHLORIDB PROCESSING
Robert A. Uadaor, Wcctevkca, NJ., amivor to Hcidnl Cnw

FOod Apr. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 484,743

lBt.a)OB8E5/i4
U.S.a 534-108 12

1. A process for preparing shaped articles of polyvmylchk)-

ride mcludmg the steps of:

(a) obtaniing polyvinylchloride in an wnshaped form;

(b) mixmg mto component (a) a sufiRcient amount of

N
l(ROH2QN-|^ ^N(CH30R)2

4^174,911

bPAOFltATION OF PAINT
..^ M. SmHh, Wcdera SpriagR Ksndh K. Hcakr, Wcot

Chki«o; Joha R. LolMram, EfaaatoiB, ami Unaia A. SikonU,

CUc^o, an of DL, acriffon to DcSoto, lac Dec Plaiaea, m.
FDed Doc 9, 1982, Scr. No. 448457

Iata3O08K7//6
UJ.a 523-220 7CUms

1. An aqueous satin pakit havmg unproved hkle at towered

titaaium dtoxkle content oomprismg, water, a redn bolder, and

pigment di^ersed ni the water, sakl pigment bemg iveseat fai

an amount providing a pigment vcrfnme conoentration of firom

23% to 30%, said pigment oontafanng firom 30% to 60% of

titaatam dkndde, nitile, and tiie balance of die pigment consist-

uig essentkdly ofa mixture ofpigmented vesicBlated beads cad

opaque polymer partides ki a ratto of firom 30/70 to 90/10, sakl

opaque polymer partidec havmg a glass traasitioa temperature

Ugh CBOO^ to avokl coalcscencr k the aqueous panrt, an

avenge partide siie m the range of ai-2.3 microns and ooo-

takung light-acattering microvokls which provide these parti-

cles with their opadty.

T
NCCHjORh

where R is an alkyl group havmg firom 6 to 32 carbon

atoms to provide a lubricating eflTect;

(c) passmg the mixture of (a) and (b) through an extruston

die; and,

(d) obtakung the shi^wd article firom the die.

10. A polyvmylchloride compositkm comprismg:

(a) polyvmylchtorkle u an unshaped form; and,

(b) a lubrintug amount

N
itROHjQN-j^ ^N(CH|0R)2

N NT
N(CHjOR)2

where R is an aUcyl groop havkig firom 6 to 32 carbon

atoms.
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M74^4
OnHO-ALKYLATED PHENYL PHOSPHONITIS AND

ffTARILIZED ORGANIC CXIMPOSmONSMm a attmtk, Sprtat Valkj, N.Y^ MivMr to dka-Cdgr
CtonntioMb ita^ritv NY "^

DivWoa of te. No. in^Aig. 31, mi, Pat No. MOS^Z,
wkkh is • csattMtta of Scr. No. 179,MS, Ai«. 20, IMO,

•bndoMd, wUck ii eoattantioa of Ser. No. 44y239, Anc d,
IfTf, rtMJoo i d, wUeh is a antinatkn of Scr. No. 891,270,
Apr. 20, 1971, ikndoMi. lUi ippUcatioa M«r 31, 1983, Scr.

No. 499,724

UL Oiam 5/53
MA, CL 824-100 10 CUdiu

1. A oompotition of nutter comprising an organic material
subject to oxidative, thermal or actinic degradation stabilized

with from OiOl to S% weight of a compound of the formula

R»-P-(0-/Qy-R5)2

wherein

R> is alkyl of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, phenyl or phenyl substi-

tuted by 1 to 3 alkyl groups with 1 to 8 carbon atoms in

each alkyl group,

R2 is tertiary alkyl of 4 to 18 carbon atoms, benzyl, a-meth-
ylbenzyl or a,a-dimethylbenzyl, and

R' is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, benzyl, a-
methylbenzyl or ataHlimethylbenzyl.

» 4*474,915

MODIFIED VINYL ACETATE ADHESIVE
OOMPOfimONS OOOTAININOLOW TEMPERATURE

FUSION AIDS
En«t J. GriMcoli; Belle M«d, N.J., Mri^or to National

Storch and Owleal Gwpol«tiOi^ Dritgswalei, NJ.
CoMinatioiHtaHpart of Scr. No. 422,109, Sap. 22, 19S2,

ahaaJoasd. ma appHcaliea May 27, 19S3, Ser. No. 499404
lat a» G08J 5/15. 5/10; G09J 3/14; B32B 27/24

VS.a 824-111 13 Claim
1. A water-resistant vinyl acetote aqueous adhesive composi-

tion, characterized by its reduced low temperature fusion,

which consists essentially of a mixture of:

(a) an aqueous emulsion of a emulsion-stabilized vinyl ace-
tate polymer of 80-99% vinyl aceute, 1-16% N-alkylol
acrylamide or methacrylamide, and 0-19% of an ethyleni-
cally unsaturated monomer selected from the group con-
sisting of acrylic add, methacrylic acid, the alkyl esters of
acryUc or methacrylic acid, a,j8-unsaturated dicarboxylic
acids, mono- or dialkyl esters of a,i3-unsaturated dicar-

boxylic adds, vinyl halides, and vinylidene halides, and
amides of ogS-unsaturated carboxylic acids, the percent-
ages being by weight and totaling 100%;

(b) a metal salt curing agent sdected from the group consist-
ing of chromic nitrate, chromic perchlorate, chromic
chloride, aluminum nitrate, and aluminum chloride, which
is present in a oonoeotration of from about 0.003 to 0.12
gram equivalents per each 100 grams ofthe total weight of
the adhesive composition; and

(c) a cross-linking inhibitor selected from the group consist-
ing ofammonia, alkyl amines, aad alkj^l amines, wherein
the mole ratio of the cross-linking inhibitor to the curing
agent ranges from 0-1.7; and

(d) a low temperature fiision aid selected from the group
consisting of ethylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate,
ethylene glycol diacetate. and tetrahydrofiirfuryl alcohol
wUch is present in a ooBccMrstioa of fhMn about 1 to 7%
by weight of the polymer solids.

4v«74,916
CONCENTRATED AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF

MIXTURES OF ORGANIC COMPLEXING AGENTS AND
DISPERSING AGENTS BASED ON POLYMERIC

ALIPHATIC CARBOXYUC ACIDS
WenMT Streit, Bobeahda^ Wottraai BenoU, Heidelberg, and

Dieter Bassiai, LndwIgAafiea, aU of Fed. Rep. of GcTMay,
Miiffors to BASF AtHsagesillnhaft. LndwigAata, Fed.
Rep. of Gcnnny

Filed JaL 21, 1983, Ser. No. SlSjKf
IM. a3 COOL 5/16

VS.a 524-130 2 Claims
1. An aqueous solution having apH ofabout 3 to about 7 and

a 2S to about 60 weight percent concentration of a mixture
comprising

(a) a polymer of acrylic add containing to about SO weight
percent copolyuMrized maldc anhydride and having a
K-value of about 10 to about 2S and

(b) amine-containing polybasic adds selected from the group
consisting of

(1) aminopolycarboxyhc add
(2) aminopolyphosphonic acid

(3)hydroxyalkanepolypho8phonic add
(4) mixtures of (1), (2), and (3)

wherein the add groups are 20 to 100 percent in the form of
potassium salts and those add groups not so neutralized are
present in a form selected firom the group consisting of

(i) free add
(ii) amine salt

(iii) mixture (^ (0 and (ii).

4.474,917

PHENOUC PHOSPHTTE ANTIOXIDANT FOR
POLYMERS

Lester P. J. Atftom PIcasaat Ridge, Mich., Msiffor to Ethyl
Cofforrtioa, RidUMmd, Va.

CortinMtiQB in part ofSer. No. 350,085, Feb. 18, 1982^ lU
appUeatlM May 27, 1982, Ssr. No. 382,C29

lat a' C07F 9/145. 9/146
US. CL 524—152 4Claiw

1. Organic nuterial normally susceptible to gradual oxida<
tive degradation, oratahiing an antioxidant amount of an ad-
duct formed by reacting at least idwut 0.0S nwle parts of a
phos|rfK>rus trihahcte of formula PXj where the X are halides
with one mole part of a large phenolic compound having fionr

or more phenodic moieties, said phenolic compound being a
calix (n) arene where ns4 to 10.

4^74,918
THERMOPLASTIC POLYESTER COMPOSIHONS
HAVING IMPROVED BARRIER PROPERTIES

^^"^^ ^ij^g^y "*^«—

M

B- Ug^ bo<k of Kbwport,

N.Y.

Filed May 31, 1983, Ssr. No. 499,808

laL a? O08K 5/13
VS. CL 524—324 U
L A polyester composition having improved gas and water

barrier pn^>erties, an LV. of from about 0.4 to about lA and
being the reaction product of an add oonyonent comprising

tereidithalic add or mixtures of terqihtiialic add with up to
about SO mole % (rfone or more of isofriithaiic add, 2,6-ni^-
thalenedicarboxylic add, or 1.4-cyclohezaaedicarbQzylic aeid,

and a glycol cooqxMient oomprisiag ethylene glycol or 1,4>

cydohexanedintiethanol or miztares thereof in sny proportion,
and up to aboBt 30 mtde % of other glyod, said polyester

having blended therewith in oooieacted fona from aboot 1 to
^oot 30% by weight of an additive oompoiiem uwupikiag
one or more naphthalenediols and/w biq>heaob ofthe formula
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HO OH

wherein Y is

CH3

r-
CHj

^-SOj^, or •

4,474,919

POLYALKYLENE GLYCOL STABILIZED ALKALI
SWELLABLE LATEX

Eba S. PolaiaPm-Loboa, ari ZMvriew J. Loboa, both ofSaraia,
Caaada, asrigaors to Polyaar Uaritad, Sanda, Canada

Coadaaatioa ofScr. No. 98,798, No?. 23, 1979, abaadoMd. lUs
appUeatkm Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 385,190

ClafaBs priority, appttcatioa Caaada, Dec 14, 1978, 317972
lat a^ O08L 33/08. 33/20; C08K 5/09

VS. CL S24-9n 8 CUm
1. A method for maintaining a viscosity of from 2S0 to SlOO

cps in a paper coating composition which has had suffident
alkali added to it to obtain said viscosity, said paper coating
composition comprising per 100 parts by combined wdght of
pi^nent, chiy and filler from about 10 to about 20 parts by dry
wdght of an alkali swellable latex prepared by the emulsion
polymerization of a monomeric mixture comprising:

(a) from about 3 to about IS percent by wdght ofan unsato-

rated carboxylic acid monomer containing at least one
caiboxyUc add radical per molecule, or a Ci.s alkyl or a
C2.S alkenyl ester thereof; and

(b) from about 8S to about 97 percent by weight oia mixture
of other monomers cooqvising:

(i) from about 2S to 7S percent by weight of such other
mixture of a C4-8 conjugated diene; and

(ii) firom about 7S to 2S percent by weight of such other
mixture comprising:

(a) from 100 to about 10 percent by weight ofan alkenyl

mononuclear aromatic compound which may be
unsubstituted or substituted by a Ci-s alkyl radical or
a chlorine or bromine atom; and

(b) firom about 90 to percent by weight of an acrylic

nitrile monomer which may be unsubstituted or sub-

stitoted by a Ci.s alkyl radical or a chlorine or bro-

mine atom;

which comprises adding to said paper coating composition
from 0.1 to 10 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight ofsolids
in said alkali swellable latex of a poly C2-4 alkylene ^ycol
having a weight average molecular weight from 100 to SOOO.

4,474,920

EMBOSSABLE COATING
StaakyC Kyodnas, St Petersbais; Bcmrd J. Efadttos, I

water, and Stephen G. Hinds, SemhM»le, an of Fla., i

to The Celotcz Corporatiea, Taaipa, Fla.

DiiWoa of Ser. No. 252,120, Apr. 8, 1981, Pat No. 4,353,949.

lUs appHeatloa Sep. 27, 1982, Ssr. No. 424,680

lat a3 O08K 5/05 .

U.S. CL 524—386 22 CUih
1. An embossable coating composition for application to a

surface of a substrate at a rate of 2S to ISO gnuns per square

foot of said surface comprising a filler sdected firom the group
consisting of talc and filler mixtures comprising a nujor pro-

portion of talc a fihtt-fotming binder adapted to bind the filler

particles together and to adhere said filler to said substrste, a

moisture control agent wherein said moisture control agent is

a member selected from the groupconsisting of propylene
glycol, ethylene glycol, diethykn^ Kool> hexylene glycol,

glycerol and combinations there of a release agent, and a liq-

uid,

wherein the quantity of said moisture control agent is suffi-

cient to promote controlled moisture evaporation from
said composition, whereby said composition is capable of
(a) being dried to remove a major portion of said bqdd

'^i^v^ i^v^^^^v)>^'g^^^^^^^

therefrom but to leave sufficient liquid hi said composition
to render said composition pliable and readfly impressible

by an embossing means, and (b) being subjected, when
said composition is in said pUable and readily impressible

condition, to pressure contact with said embossing means
to therd)y emboss said composition; and

wherein the quantity of said rdease agent is suffident to

render said embossed composition cleanly separable from
said embossing means.

4^474,921

ARYLENE SULFIDE COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
CALCIUM SULFATE

fsiirs f IThr llsrtlfSTfllf. mis . asslflBiii In niillliis ritiuUum
Company, BartlesfOle, Okla.

CoMiniatiOB of Scr. No. 350,949, Feb. 22, 1982,

1

lUs appUcatioa Apr. 13, 1983, Ssr. No. 484,398
lat a.) G08X 3/30

U.S.a 524-423 20
1. A composition of matter comprising (1) poly(arylene

sulfide); (2) fiberglass rdnforctng agent; and (3) caldum sul-

fate.

4,474,922

FILLED POLY(ARYLENE SULFIDE) COMPOSmONS
JeaalBp P. BlackweD, BartlesfiDe, Okla., asBi«ser to PhflUps

Petnleam Company, Bartksfille, Okla.

Filed May r, 1983, Scr. No. 498,995

Int a^ O08X 3/30
VS. CL 524 423 18 CWw

1. A high melt flow polymer composition comprising
(a) an essentially uncured poly(ani(ene sulfide) having a meh

flow at least about 1,000 grams/10 minutes;

(b) a rdnfbrdng material in the range of aboot 10 to 60

weight percent; and

(c) an aUuiUne earth metal sulfate in an amount sufficient to

increase the melt flow of the polymer composition.

4,474,923

SELF-CURABLE LATEX OOMPOSmONS
William H. Kcsker, Jnss E. Sehaet^ Do L Lea, and James E.

Sekwarta, aD ofMidland, Mick, assizors tone Dew Cksmi-
cal Company, Midland, Mieh.

FDsd Jam. 14, 1983, Ssr. No. 504,119

Int CLi O08F 2/16; O08E 3/20: 0B8L 9/04
VS.a 524—458 9 da^

1. A curable latex composition comprising an aqoeoos dis-

persim of (a) discrete particles of an oxazoiine modified addi-

tion polymer containing pendant oxazoiine groups, which
polymer hu been prepared in an emulsion polymerizatioo

process firom (1) an oxazoiine as represented by the fiBrmnIa:
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R3 R2

R»—C^+C
I VI

A.

wherein R' is an acyclic organic radical having addition poly-

merizable unaaturation; each R^ is independently hydrogen,

halogen or an organic radical and n is 1 or 2 and (2) at least one
other addition polymerizable monomer which is copolymeriz-

able with said oxazoline and is not a coreactive monomer or an

oxazoline and (b) discrete particles of a coreactive polymer
containing pendant coreactive groups selected from the group
consisting of strong and weak acid groups, aliphatic alcohols,

aromatic alcohols, amines and amides which coreactive poly-

mer has been prepared in an emulsion polymerization process

from (1) an addition polymerizable coreactive monomer con-

taining pendant groups which are capable of reacting with an

oxazoline group to form a covalent bond thereto and (2) at

least one other monomer which is not a coreactive monomer
or an oxaoline which is copolymerizable with said addition

monomer.

9. A fUm formed from the latex composition of claim 1.

M74^924
STABILIZED SLURRIES OF ISOOLEFIN POLYMERS

KflUMth W. Powers, Bcrkdey Hdghts, and Hsien C. Wang,
EdisoB, both of NJ^ aarigBon to Exxon Research A Engi-

eeriag Co^ Florhaa Park, NJ.
Filed Jan. 27, 1M3, Scr. No. 461,«78

bt CL3 CmOL 5/02
VJS, a. 524-^ia 39 Claims

1. An improved method of stabilizing a polymerization

slurry against agglomeration, said slurry being formed in a
cationic Lewis Acid catalyzed polymerization process, and
containing as product polymers, polymerized C4-C7 isoolefin

homopolymers or butyl rubber copolymers in a polymerization

diluent selected from the group consisting of methyl chloride,

methylene chloride, vinyl chloride or ethyl chloride diluents,

which comprises incorpora^ into the reaction mixture, said

reaction mixture comprising monomers, catalyst and diluent,

or into the polymerization product slurry about 0.05% to 20%
by weight, based upon the weight of product polymers, of a

stabilizing agent, said stabilizing agent being a preformed co-

polymer having a lyophilic; pdymerization diluent soluble

portion and a lyopixMc; polymerization dUuent insoluble

portion, said lyophobic portion being soluble in or adsorbable

by said product polymer and said stabilizing agent being capa-

ble offorming an adsorbed solubilized polymer coating around
the precipitated isoolefin homopdymer or butyl rubber co-

polymer to sttibilize said slurry, wherein the improvement
comprises utilizing as said preformed copolymer stabilizing

agent, an hydrogenated block copolymer whoein cationically

active unaaturation initially present in said stabilizing agent has

been reduced and stabilizing effectiveness has been increased

by said hydrogenation without causing said *»«Mi»^»«g agent to

become insoluble in said rcactioo mixture, wherein the lyopho-
bic portion of the preformed copolymer prior to hydrogena-
tion is a member of the group consisting of polymerized C4-C7
tsoolefins, butyl rubber copolymers, polybutadiene, polyiso-

preae, EPDM terpolymers, styrene/butadiene random copoly-
mers of tow styreae content (SBR rubbers), and mixtures
thereof; the lyophobic portion having a degree of polymeriza-
tioa of at least about la

4,474^925

UREA FORMALDEHYDE DISPERSIONS MODIFIED
WITH POLYFUNCnONAL ALDEHYDES

Paol Sartoretto, North Bnmwick, aad Pnthhadlblnyankaram
S. Sampathknanr, Panippny, both of SJ^ aarigBon to W.
A. Oeary Ghcarical Corporatkm, Somenet, NJ.

Filed Dec 10, 19S2, Scr. No. 448,484

Int CV O08L 61/24: O08G 12/12
VJS, a. 524—598 35 CSafau

1. In a process for preparing a dispersion of a urea aldehyde
polymer for use as a sprayable fertilizer in which urea b re-

acted with formaldehyde and a higher aldehyde having from 2
to 4 carbon atoms, wherein the mole ratio of formaldehyde to

said higher aldehyde is at least 2:1, in aqueous medium in the

presence of an add catalyst to form a dispersion of urea alde-

hyde polymer in said aqueous medium and said dispersion is

neutralized; the improvement which comprises: reacting urea
with formaldehyde and a polyfUnctional aldehyde selected

from the group consisting of a dialdehyde having firom 2 to S

carbon atoms and a polymer of formaklehyde which has a
reactive, reducible aldehyde group wherein the mole ratio of
formaldehyde to saki polyfiiiwtional aMehyde is at least 3:1.

4.474,926

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING STABLE LARGE
PARTICLE SIZE LATICES

Gary L. Bnrroway, Doyleatown, Ohk), aaipor tone Goodyear
Tire A Robber Coaipany, Akron, Ohio

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 4423S
lBta3C08K5/5J

U.S. CL 524-710 20 Claim
1. An improved process for producing a latex which com-

prises free radical aqueous emulsion polymerizing a monomer
mixture whwh comprises, based on 100 weight percent of
monomers:

(1) from about SO to about 90 percent of at least one mono-
mer selected from the group consisting of styrene, a-
methyl styrene, and vinyl toluene;

(2) from about 10 to about 40 percent of at least one alkyl

acrylate monomer wherein the alkyl moiety contains from
3 to S carbon atoms; and

(3) from about 1 to about 10 percent of at least one unsatu-

rated carbonyl compound selected from the group con-

sisting of acrylic acid, methacrylic ackl, fbmaric ackl,

itaconic acid, maleic ackl, and maleic anhydride;

in the presence of at least one phoq>hate'ester surftctant and
between about 0.01 and about 2 phm ofat least one polyol

which has a molecular weight between about 2,000 and
about 20,000 and which has the structural formula:

HO—CH2+CH2—o—CHria

ff"
LCH;

—O—CH2-tCHj-OH
.CH3

wherein n and m are integers, and wherein n is greater

than m, and wherein indicates t^t the

distribution of monomeric units can be random.

4^74,927
POLYAMIDE GOMPOSmONS TOUGHENED WITH

CROSSUNKED ACRYUC RUBBER
EfMst R. Norak, Vtona, W. Va., aaai^or to E. L Da POat de

NeaMNua aad Coaipaay, Wlhaiagtna, Del
FUed Dee. 14, 1981, Sar. No. 33U28

lat CL3 G08L 51/06, 77/Oa 77/01 77/06

UJ5.CL525—64 6aiiM
1. A toughened polyamide composition compriaing:

(a) 60 to 99 weight percent polyamide and
(b) 1 to 40 weight percent ofan emulston polymerized croas-

Uaked acryUc rubber comprising:
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(1) to 99.0 percent of an nmer phase of a crosslinked

alkyl acrylate having 1 to IS carixm atoms; and

(2) at least 1.0 weight percent ofan outer phase of a cross-

linked alkyl acrylate wherein the alkyl group contains I

to IS carbon atoms and 0.1 to IS weight percent of a
polyamide graft-linking carboxylic acid monomer, said

outer phase having a glass transition temperature less

than about 20* C.

4,474,928

POLYOLEFIN RESIN BLENDS WIIH ENHANCED
ADHESION

Stephen M. Hoeaig, Aa^etoa; Difid P. Florca, Lake Jackson,

both ofTezn aad SaHy P. Glater, Saafard, Mieh., assignors to

Hw Dow Chearical Conpaay, Midlaad, Midt
FDed Jaa. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,969 I

lat a^ G08L 23/08. 99/00

VJS. a. 525—186 13 daian
1. A resin blend comprising a copolymer of ethylene and

alpha, beta-ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acids and an

effective amount of a poly-2-oxazoline so that there is a detect-

able difference in bond strength between the copolymer resin

without the poly-2-oxazoline and the copolymer resin with the

poly-2-oxazoline with respect to the same substrate material.

4,474,929

POLYGLYdDYL ETHERS OF BRANCHED NOVOLAGS
Paal G. Sdnrader, Antioch, Calif., aarigaor to The Dow Chearical

Cooipuy, Mi^aad, Mich.

Filed Sep. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 538,033 I

lat as G08G 8/36. 59/32

VJS. CL 525—482 6 dafaas

1. An epoxy novolac consisting at least partially of a mono-
meric, poiynuclear polyglycidyl ether of the formula:

O CH» .^ J O

H2C C—CHj—0-1 Q j-O—CH2—C CH2

wherein:

R b H or CH3.
Ri is H, a C1-C20 alkyl, alkenyl, cydoalkyl, cycloalkenyl,

aralkyl, aralkenyl, aryl, alkaryl, alkenylaryl, alkoxy or

alkenyloxy group or a halo or nitro group, independendy

in each occurrence,

R2 is H or OH, independendy in each occurrence,

J is H, an R> group as abovenlefined or is a fourth

—CHi

group, and

Q is the residue of a poly(methylol and/or alkoxy) difunc-

tional phenol of either of the following formuhtt:

(CH20R3>, (CH20R5)y {CH20R»)2

in which R^ is defined as is R' above, xis3or4, nisOor
1, y is 1 or 2, —Z— is a valence bond, a C1-C4 alkylene or

alkenylene group, or a =C(CF3h, —CO—, —O—

,

—S—, —SO— or—SO2— group and R^—independendy
in each occurrence is H or a C1-C30 alkyl, aralkyl or

cycloalkyl group,

the balance, if any, of sakl novolac consisting of oligomeric

species deriveable from the acid-catalyzed reaction of a me-

thylol- or methoxymethyl-reactive phenol of the formula

"^I-
with a poly(methylol and/or alkoxymethyI)difunctional phe-

nol,

R', R2 and the latter difunctional phenol being as defined

earlier in this claim.

4,474,930

PRIMER COMPOSITIONS
Rynzo Mikami, aad Katsnyoahi Nakasqji, both of IcUhara,

Japaa, aasigaors to Tony SUicoae Company, Ltd.^ Tokyo,

Japaa

FDed Jul. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 517,316

Claims priority, applicatioB Japaa, JoL 29, 1982, 57*132377

lat CL^ O08F 283/00

VS. CL 525—507 8 Cbrian

1. A primer composition consisting essentially of

(A) 100 parts by weight of a silicone-modified epoxy resin

posessing epoxy groups and silicon-bonded alkoxy groups

and which is produced by the condensation reaction of

(a) an alkoxy substituted silane or an alkoxy substituted

polysUoxane with the average unit formula R'SiX^i-
a-b)/2 where R' represents methyl or ethyl, X represents

an alkoxy group, a is from to 2, inclusive, b is from 1

to 4, inclusive, with

(b) an epoxy resin containing epoxy and hydroxy! groups

in each molecule,

wherein the ratio of equivalents of alkoxy groups in com-

ponent (A) to equivalents of hydroxy groups in compo-

nent (b) u at least 1:1, component (a) contains at least 2

alkoxy groups and component (A) contains at least 3

alkoxy groups, and

(B) from 80 to 2S0 parts by weight of a silane of the general

formula

(R'V

Q—NH—R2—SKOR*)3-c

where R^ represents a bivalent hydrocarbon radical, Q
represents hydrogen, an alkyl radical, or an aminoalkyl

radical, R^ and R^ represent monovalent hydrocarbon

radicals, and c is or 1.
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4,474^1
ENERGY-SAVING PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING

POLYETHYLENE AND THE RELATED
MANUFACTURING DEVICE

Giy Joaflhty, Stilt Anoalt,nd Bcrnid Mtftiiiot, lillcboiuic,

bolh of FhiMC, MrifMn to Sodete CUiriqw dct Charbon-

'CUiric, Pvis, F^nee
of Scr. No. 212,233, Dm. 12, 1980, abudooed,

wUek ii dMifoa of S«. No. 16,540, Mir. 1, 1979, abadooed.
TUf appikatlQa JaL 12, 1912, Scr. No. 397,124

CUw priority, opplicitiaa nan. Mm. 2, 197S, 78 06030
UiLCLi CMP 2/34. 6/00

VJS, CL 52fr-« 20 Ciaiw

It

m ir

--^-9-

1. A procesi for the manuftctore ofpolyethylene and for the
production of energy, comprinng the steps of:

(a) retctmg ethylene in at least one reactor under a pressure
of 800 to 2,300 bars and at a temperature of ISO* C. to 330*

C, thereby producing a first mixture of polyethylene and
umetcted eth^ene;

(b) eaptnding stid first mizture to a lower pcessure in an
aptBBon valve;

(c) dividing said first mixture into a second mixture compris-

ing ethylene and polyethylene and a third mixture com-
prising ethylene and polyethylene

(d) expanding said second mixture to a lower pressure in an
expansion valve;

(e) passing said expanded second mixture through an ejector

comprising an ejection zone, a mixing zone, and a diffii-

sion zone to form a first separation mixture;

(0 expanding said third mixture in a turtnne comprising at

least one stage succesively comprising a fixed nozzle and
a bladed wheel, thereby producing energy for use outside

said process and a sec<md separation mixture;

(g) combining said first separation mixture and said second
8eparati(» mixture to form a final separation mixture;

(h) removing substantially all polyethylene firom said final

separation mixture;

(i) compressing the ethylene firom said final separation mix*
ture without using any energy derived from said turbine;

and

(j) recycUng said compressed ethylene to step (a).

4,474^932

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF AROMATIC
ETHERS AND AROMATIC POLYETHERS

Gerhard Bier, Fircibvg, and Haat R. KrieheMorf, Hamburg,
both of Fed. Rep. of Geimtay, taaigaors to Btyer Aktio-

gpsellschaft, Lererkuaen, Ftd. Rtp. of Gomaay
FOtd Mar. IC, 1983, Scr. No. 478,709

CUw priority, appikttioa Fed. Rtp. of Gtmiiiy, Mar. 27,

1982, 3211421

list a' C08G 65/40
VS. CL 528-25 9 CbdoM

1. A process for the production of an aromatic ether or an
aromatic polyether wheirein an aromatic fluorine compound, in

which one or more fluorine substituents are attached to an
aromatic nucleus, is reacted at a temperature of from ISO* to

330* C. with an equimolar amount of a trialkyl silyl derivative

of a phenol, in which one or more trialkyl silyl groups are

attached to the residue ofa mono- or polyphenol, with elimina-

tion of trialkyl fluorosilane.

4,474,933

CROSSLINKING RESIN MIXTURES
Hans Huber, Troiadorf-Spidi; Edoard Hiaael, DnwMorf, and
Gerhard Gcier, Lohaur, aU of Fed. Rep. <rf Gcnnay, asaiga*

ors to Dyaaarit Nobd AG, CokVM, Fed. Rep. of Gtnaaay
FUed Jna. 2, 1983, Str. No. 500,597

Ctaian priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gmaaay, Jan. 3,

1982,3220866

lat CLi O08G 77/04

VS. CL 528—26 12 Claims

1. A crosslinkable resin mixture which is liquid at tempera-

tures below 100* C, is made from polymers containing hy-

droxyl groups and having a molecular weight of 300 to 30,000,

and wherein 3 to 90 mol.-% of the hydroxyl groups originally

present in the mixture have been replaced by the reaction

product of an organosilane of the general formula

Ri—NH—R2—Si
/

(R3)>i

\
(OR4)3-«

.(R3)«

HS-R2—

S

\
(OR4)3-«

wherein Ri=H or alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl or aralkyl,

R2—Ci-Csalkylene, Rs^methyl or ethyl, R4s:alkyl or alkox-
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yalkylene of up to 4 carixm atoms, and n=0 or 1 or 2, with a
monomeric or polymeric di- or triisocyanate.

R3

4^74,934
ONE-PACK TYPE THERMOSETTING POLYURETHANE

COATING COMPOSmON FROM A BLOCKED
ISOCYANATE CONTAINING AN OXADIAZINETRIONE

RING
MicUo Taaaka, SUzaoka; YoaUo Kaantaai, Osaka, aad Koji

Nata, Hyogo, aU of Japan, aasigaors to Taktda Chenical
ladaatriea, Ltd., Oaaka, Japaa

Flltd Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,097

Claiais priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Dec. 4, 1981, 56-196077

lat CL3 C08G 18/00
VS.a 528-45 20 daims

1. A thermosetting polyurethane coating composition of

one-pack type which comprises (1) a compound having at least

one NCO group blocked with an alcohol, lactam or oxime
blocking agent and at least one oxadiazine-2,4,6-trione ring and

(2) a polyol having a molecular weight of 400 to S0,00(^ said

compound (1) being one prepared by the reaction ofan isocya-

nate compound having at least one oxadiazine-2,4,6-triQne ring

and at least one fret NCO group with an alcohol, lactam or

oxime blocking agent

4,474,935

STABLE PRECATALYZED SATURATED EPOXY RESIN
COMPOSmONS

John A. Lopez, Honatoa, Tea., anipMr to Shell Ofl Coaoaay,
IIOUStODf XCX*

FDtd May 20, 1983, Str. No. 496,370

lat CLi O08G 59/14. 59/24
VS.a 528-93 12 OaiaH

1. A higher molecuhv weight polyepoxide prepared by
reacting (a) a saturated polyepoxide containing at least 'one

vicinal epoxy group, and (b) firom about 0.001 to about 10% by
weight based on the polyepoxide oi a quaternary ammonium
compound with a phenol

4^74,936
POLYESTERAMIDE AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING

THE SAME
Kasaya Yoatuwaj ManAifo Aadaj HIroiU IwaUri, aD of

Kobt, aad MiyaU Aaan, NlAfaoidya, an tf Japaa, MlgB-
on to KaatgrirfteU Kagaka Kogyo KabaahfU Kaiiha, Oadta,

Coatlaaatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 350,228, Ftb. 19, 1982,

abaadoatd. lUt appMcaHoa JaL 15, 1983, Str. No. 514^200

CWiM priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Ftb. 24^ 1981, 56-26403

lat a' 0D8G 69/44

VS. CL 528-125 13 CUaa
1. A polyesteramide comprising (a) structural units of the

general formula (I):

or
(D

in which R', R^, R3 and R* are the same or different and each
is methyl group or ethyl group, and (b) structural units of the

general formula (II):

NH-R-NH-C—

/

jl

wherem R is a bivalent organic group.

4,474,937

PHOSPHORUS-MODIFIED POLYESTERCARBONATE
RESINS

Sttphta E. Balca, Midlaad, Mich., aaaifBor to Ite Dmr Chcari-

cal Coavaay, Midlaad, Mich.

FDtd Oct 3, 1983, Str. No. 538«454

lat as C08G 63/68
VS. CL 528—169 6 Claim

1. A phosphorus-modified polyestercarbonate containing

repeating units of the general formulae I, II and III as follows:

L

•^Rkxai^co^

?
*

•t-R^OCO^

(-R^OPO^

Y

wherein each of R^ R^, R^ and R^ are independently hydro-

carbylene, aromatic hydrocarbylene or inertly substituted

aromatic hydrocarbylene X is a lone pair of electrons, oxygen
or sulfti^ and Y is an alkyl, alkoxy, aryl or aryloxy substituent

wherein Ar is a bivalent aromatic group oomprising at least

10% by DKde of a group having the ftritowing fmnula:

4,474,938

PROCESS FOR POLYMERIZAHON OF
1HERM0TROPIC POLYESTERS AND POLYESTERS

JoinC Riehardaoa, St Loais, Mon aasifBar to M<
paay, St Loaia, Mo.

FDtd Ai«. 4, 1983, Str. No. 520,043

lat a' O08G 63/18. 63/60

VS. CL 528-176 30

1. A proctss fior preparing a thermotropic pdyctter by
ccmdensation ofa monomer reaction mixture which comprises;

(A) meh polymerizing the monomer reactaata to provkie a
prepcriymer of inherent viscosity in the range ofabout 0.09

to about ai6dlg-l; and

(B) passing the melt through a wiped film reactor to provide

a moltea fihn of pcriyester subjected to a shear rate of at

least about 100 sec~' and an ambient pressure of less than

about 3 kPa, the rate ofpassage of the mdt being adjasled

to provide a reikience tiaw sufficiaat to aUow the moleca-

Utf weight of the thermotropic pdyester to advaaoe to a
levd at which the iabereat viaootity of die polyester is at
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least about 0.S dl g~ ', the temperature of the wiped fUm
reactor bemg maintained at leas than about 400* C and in

the range in which the thermotropic polyester forms an

anisotropic meh phasr,

wherein the monomer reKtion mixture consists essentially of

an aromatic dicarboxyUc acid and a diphenol ester and wherein

the inherent viscosity values are those obtained with solutions

of polymer in a solvent pair of phenol and tetrachloroethane

(6(M0 by weight) contahiing 0.5 g of polymer per 100 ml of

solvent

4^74,939
METHOD OF MAKING SELECTED POLYESTERS

Edwifd J. Hobrkhtcr, Radiaida, Califs assigDor to WhMakcr
Corponlioa, Loa A^gelca, Calif

.

FDed Dae. r, 1M3, Scr. No. 565,302

Iirt. aj GOIG 63/18

U.S. CL S28—272 10 Claima

1. An improved method of making selected polyesters, said

method comprising:

a. forming a eutectic mixture of a pluraUty of diols suitable

for use in the preparation of polyesters, said eutectic mix-

ture having a melting point below that of the individual

diols in said mixture;

b. reacting the eutectic mixture in the liquid state with suffi-

cient amount of polyester-forming organic acid under

conditions to form an ester and effect polymerization of

the same and thereafter recovering the resulting polyester,

said method effecting a saving in the amount of time and

energy necessary to prepare said polyester.

4,474^M0

ALKYD RESINS FROM OPENED EPOXIDIZED
HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS
WOk, Smamt Alfred Meffert, Monheim; Her-

, DasBiridarf, aid Bend Wegemnd, Haaa, aU of

Fad. Rap. of GcnMny, aasigBors to Hcikci KoonaadHgesell-

aehaft aaf Aktiai, Dwasaldorf, Fad. Rep. of Gcnnany
FOad Dae. 15, IMS, Sar. No. 56M22

ClaiBS priority, appiicatkM Fad. Rep. of Gcraaay, Dec 16,

IM2, 3246618; Enopan Pit Off., JaL 22, IMS, 83107187J
Lrt. a' O08G 63/54

VS.a 528-295J 17 Claim
1. An alkyd resin comprising at least one reaction product of

(A) a polybasic carboxylic acid or reactive derivative

thereof;

(B) a polyhydric alcohol wherein at least a portion thereof is

a reaction product of

(a) a compound selected from the group consisting of an
epoxidized fktty acid ester, an epoxidized fatty acid

amide, and an epoxidized fatty alcohol; and

(b) a hydroxy<containing compound selected from the

group consisting of an alcohol and a phenol, wherein

the hydroxy-oontainmg compound can be the reaction

product of an alcohol or a phenol with a Ca-^ alkene

oxide; and, optiooally,

(C) a mooofunctional modifying agent

4,474,941

ALKYD RESINS CONTAINING FUNCnONAL
EPOXIDES

Wilk, NaaM; Alfred Mcffort, Moahsiii,

1WapHBd, Hia, aU of Fad. Rep. ofGanwqr,
onfoHaikai rnmmMillpsillaihafl arf Aktiea, Duessel-
iiTff Fii Bn nfriniiMj

FBadDac. IS, 1983, Sar. No. 56U26
CWiH priority, appHratiai Fad. Rap. of GcnHay, Dee. 16,

1982, 3246615; EmpMB Pat Off., JaL 22, 1983, 83107211.1
iHLCLiCmi 63/54

U&a 528-295

J

13Ciaiw
L An aflqrd resin which contains the reaction product of

(a) at least one polybasic carboxylic acid or reactive deriva*

tive thereof;

(b) at least one polyhydroxy compound;
(c) at least one epoxide selected firrai the group consisting of

(i) an epoxidized unsaturated fttty alcohol containing

from 16 to 22 carbon atoms,

Cii) an ester of an epoxidized fatty acid and a monofbnc-

tional alcohol containing fh»n 1 to 18 Catoms,
(iii) an epoxidized triglyceride, and

Ov) a reaction product of an epoxidized triglyceride con-

taining in the molecule epoxide groups and secondary

hydroxyl groups formed by ring opadng; and, option-

aUy,

(d) at least one monofunctional modifying agent

4^74,942
CROSS-LINKED POLYESTERAMIDE FROM

BISOOXAZOLINE)
YasMi Saao, Miaoo; KaaUro Arita, Takaladd, and Ism
Maanda, NlaUMiadya, aU of Japn, aarigaon to Takeda
CVmlcal IndHtriaa, UL, Osaka, Japa

Filed Jan. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 504,781

Claims priority, appUcatkw Japam Jot 28, 1982, 57-112334;

Oet 12, 1982, 57-179636; Apr. 28, 1983, 58-75914

laL a> C08G 69/44

VJS. CL 528—363 14 Gain
1. A moldable cross-linked polyesteramide having the re-

peating unit structure of the formula:

O O
II II

•(-RCONHCH2CH20CRCOCH2CH2NHCO-)fR—

wherein R and R' each are a bivalent hydrocarbon radical; n is

a positive integer and produced by the reaction of a M8(2-

oxazoline) compound and a dicarboxyUc add wherein at least

5% of the —NH— groups are cross-linked with the bis(2-

oxazfdine) ring compound by a ring-opening additwn reaction.

4^74^943
PHOSPHORAMIDE EPOXY RESINS

L. Bcrtraai, Lake Jackaoa, Tax., aaripor to Ike Dow

FOad JaL 25, 1983, Sar. No. 516,829

lat CL? C08G 59/3a 59/28

VJS, CL 528-365 10 OaiaH
1. An epoxy resin which results from dehydrohalogenating

the reaction pnmlttct of an excess of at least one epihalohydrin

with at least one phoq[>horamide oonqwund represented by the

formula

R O
I N

R—N—P—N—

R

I I

R—N R
I

R

wherein each R is mdependently hydrogen or a hydrocarbyl or

an inert substituted hydrocarbyl group having from 1 to about

20 carbon atoms with the iMOviso that at least 2 of the R groups

are hydrogen and removing the excess einhalohydrin.
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4^74M4
EPOXIDIZED POLYETHER AND PROCESS FOR

PRODUCING THE SAME
Kcqji YasBda, Kyoto; YasaaU Yokoyana; ShnicU Matsunoto,
both of Yokohama, and KmriUro Harada, Ma^ida, all of
Japan, aasigaors to Japan Synthetic Rabber Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Jivan

FDed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,801
Clabas priority, applicatioa Japan, Apr. 14, 1982, 57-60930

Int a^ C08G 65/2a 65/24. 59/72
VS.a 528—408 9 cudas

1. A process for producing an epoxidized polyehter contain-
ing oxytetramethylene units and having in one molecule 0.9 or
more epoxy groups on the average represented by the general
formub (I):

(Q

wherein R] and R2, which may be the same or different are

hydrogen atoms or alkyl groups, which comprises polymeriz-
ing tetrahydrofuran, in the presence or absence of an inert

solvent in the presence of (A) a component consisting of a
Lewis acid, an ether complex of a Lewis acid or both of them,
(B) a component consisting of an epihalohydrin, and (C) a
component consisting of a compound having in one molecule
one or more hydroxyl groups, thereby obtaining a hydrox-
ypolyether, and then subjecting it to dehydrohalogenation
treatment.

4y474^946

DI-N«', O^-DEMETHYUSTAMYCIN A PREPARATION
Haauw Umesawa, Tokyo; SUaichi Koodo, Yokohama,
DaisUro Ikeda, Tokyo, aU of Japan, Matpors to
Hojhi Biaeibataa Kagaka Kcakya Kai, Tokyo, Japaa

DirisiOB of Ser. No. 241,649, Mar. 9, 1981, Pat No. 4,379,687.
This applicatioB Sep. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 530,006

Gains priority, applicatiOB Japan, Mar. 28, 1980, 55-38889
lat CL^ O07H 15/22

VS.a 536-16J 1 Cfada
1. A process for preparing di-N«', O^-demethylistamycin A

of the formula (I), which comprises the consecutive steps of:

(a) protecting the four amino groups of 3'^'-dideoxyneamine
of the formula (II)

r NH2 *

%0^j^^^\ NHj

J OHi

with an amino-protecting group of the formula

-COR'

i

where R' is an alkyl group of 1-4 carbon atoms, a cydoal-
kyl group of S-6 carbon atoms or a benzyl group, to

produce a tetra-N-protected 3',4'-dideoxyneanune of the
formub (II*)

4^474345
ANTHRACYCUNE ANTTBIOTIGS

AUUro YoaUBMto, FtUiaawa; Hiroyani Tobe, Tokyo;
TonoyaU Udkara, CUgaaaU; Haano Uawxawa, and Tondo
Takaaehi, both of Tokyo, aO of Japan, mk^an to Savaka-
Oeeaa COn Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDed Aag. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 405,917
CUaM priority, appUortioa Japan. Aag. 11, 1981, 56-125826;

Jan. 21, 1982, 57-107256

lat a' GOTH 17/08: CUP 19/61 C12N 1/00
VS. CL 536-6.4 1 _

1. 2-HydroxyachKinomycin B presented by the formula

C00CH3

CH2CH3

at a nontoxic add addition salt thereof.

an

NHCOORl

wherein each RiQCO— stands for the monovalent amino-
protecting group of urethane-forming type where R' is as

defmed above,

(b) converting this tetra-N-protected 3',4'-dideoxyneamine

(no into its l,6<yclic carbamate derivative by reacting

with an alkali mettd hydride, to produce said 1,6-cycUc

carbamate derivative of the formula (11"):

(IT)

wherein R' is as defined above,

(0) protecting the ^hydrox]d group of said 1,6-cariiamate

derivative (II") with a hydroxyl-protecting grovp <R^
which is selected from an alkyl group of 1-4 carbon
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Moms, benzyl groop and tetrahydropynmyl group, to

prodnoe a oompoond of the formula (lU)

(in)

wherein Ri and R' are u defined above,

(d) treating the compound (m) with aqueous sodium or

barium hydroade to hydrolyze its 1,6-cyclic carbamate

ring and therd)y to produce the compound of the formuk
on')

(HT)

NH2

wherein R' and R^ are as defined above,

(e) protecting the Uberated 1-amino group of the compound
(in') with an amino-protecting group —COR^ where R^
is an aUcyl group of 1-4 carbon atoms, a cycloalkyl group
of S-^ carbon atcms or a benzyl group but must be differ'

ent from the R' present in the already existing amino-

protecting groiqM

-00R».
I
o

to produce the compound of the compound of the
formuhi(in'0

(IV)

NHCOOR)
OSOjR*

wherein R>, R^, r3 and R^ are as defined above,

(g) reacting the compound (IV) with an alkali metal alcoho-

Ute to form a compound bearing an aziridine ring and
having the formula (V):

(V)

wherein R', R^ and R3 are as defined above,

(h) reacting the compound (V) with an alkali metal salt of a
lower alkanoic acid or benzoic acid to open the fgiridine

ring of the compound (V) and thereby to produce a com-
pound of the formuk (VI):

(VI)

whereinR', R^ and R^ are as defined above and R'repre*

sents an acyl group which originates firom the alkanoic or
benzoic acid employed,

(i) removing the two hydroxyl-protecting groups (R^ and
R') from the 3- and S-positions of the conqwund (VI) to

produce a compound of the formula (VII)

(in")

ORi

r
NH

:S^- -OR'

whereni R^ R' and R^ are as defined above,

(0 solfonytatmg the 6-hydroxyl group of the compound
(m") with a sutfonylatkm reagent of the formula R^SOsH
mdwre R^ is aa alkyl group of 1-4 carbon atoms, an aryl

(' gnmp of S-6 carbon atoms or a benzyl group, to produce

> a ooapouad of the formuhi (IV)

(Vn)

wherein R' and R^ are as defined above,

0) removing preferentially the amino-protecting groups
(—GOOR>) from the 1-, 2'- and 6'iMMitions of the com-
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pound (Vn), and therd>y to produce a compound of the

fimnnla (Vn*)

(Vff)

wherein R^ is as defined above,

(k) reducing the group (—NHOCX)R^ of the compound

(Vn*) with a metal hydride into the 4-methylamino group

and ther^ to produce the compound, N*-deglycyl-di-

K^', O^-demethylistamycin A of the formula (VIH)

(vni)

CHi—O-P,

wherem X is N or CH, A, B, C, and D are independently

selected from aong hydrogen, chloro, bromo, iodo, fluoro,

lower alkyls of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, substituted lower alkyls,

benzyl, phenyl, substituted benzyl, substituted phenyl, lower

alkoxies of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, nitro, nitroso, sulfonato amino

and cyano, R is a hydrogen or a base labile phosphate protect-

ing group, Pf is a selectively removable protecting group

selected from levulinyl and acid labile protecting groups and

B* is a base selected from 1-thyminyl, l-(N-protected)cytosi-

nyl, 9KN-protected)adeninyl and 9-(N-protected)quaninyl.

4^74^
BENZAZOUDES AND THEIR EMPLOYMENT IN

PHOSPHITE ESTER OLIGONUCLEOTIDE SYNTHESIS
PROCESSES

bcrdt Hadsoa. and RonM M. Cook, both ofSn Rafael, CaUfn

airivMn to BhMvch, Sn Rafiael, CaHf

.

FDed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,838

lat. a3 GOTH 19/18. 19/20

U.S.a 836-27 13

1. A benzotriazolide of the fSormula

(1) protecting the three 1-, 2'- and 6'-amino groups of the

compound (Vm) with a known amino-protecting groups

to produce a l,2',6'-tri-N-protected derivative of the com-

pound (Vm),
(m) reacting said l,2',6'-tri-N-protected derivative with

glycine or an N-protected glycine derivative to acylate

(glycyhite) the 4- methylamino group of said l,2',6'-tri-N-

protected derivative and ther^y to produce the l,2',6'-tri-

N-protected derivative of di-N<',03-deniethylistamycin

A.and
(a) removing all the remauiing amino-protecting groups

from said l,2',6'-tri-N-i»otected derivative of di-N^',Cp.

demethylistamycin A to afford the desired di-N^'.O'-l

demethylistamycin A.

CH:—0-P,

wherein A, B, C and D are independently selected from

among hydrogen, chloro, bromo, iodo, fluoro, lower alkyls of

1 to 4 carbon atoms, substituted lower alkyls, benzyl, phenyl,

substituted benzyl, substituted phenyl, lower alkoxies of 1 to 4

carbon atnns, nitro, nitroso, sulfonate amino and cyano, R is

hydrogen or a base labile phosphite protecting group, Pf is a

selectively removable protecting group selected from levulinyl

and add labile protect^ groups and B* is a base selected from

1-thyminyl, l-(N-protected)cytosinyl, 9-(N-protected)adeninyl

and 9KN-protected)guaninyL

4^4,947
BENZAZ0LIDE8 AND THEIR EMFLOYMENT IN 4,474,949

PHOSPHATE ESTER OUGONUCLEOUDE SYNIHESIS FREEZE DRIED MICROFIBRILAR CELLULOSE
PROCESSES ProBoy K. Ckatla^M. Spolswood, aad KaaiMz B. Makoai,

D«ikHBtea,«dRoaddM.CM[,MhorSaaRallMl,Gdifn North BraamHcfc, both of NJ„ aarivnrs to Pmoaal Prod-

awliawi IB Piowaich. fha Hutmi. rmt arts Compaay, MflHowa, NJ.

FIM Apr. 8, 1982, S«. No. 366,837 FDod May 6, 1983, Scr. No. 492,089 .

lat CL» OTTH 19/10 lit a> O08B 1/00

UJS.aS36-27 ISChfcaa US.a836-S6 UOataM
1. A benzazolide of the formula 1. An absorbent product comprising as an absoibeat eleaient

4S2-226 O.G.-84-I2
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therein fibrous ceUulose pulp having been beaten and freeze
dried, nid beaten, freeze dried oellulote pulp comprising sheet

4y«74^1
HYDROXYALKYLATION OF POLYSAGCHAIIIDES

Brian G. Pope, BatoB R<M«e, lA, tHiiwir toHm Dow OMadcil
OMqpa^r, Midlaad, Mich.

Filed Sep. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 536,126
Int CLJ 0MB 7//04 31/10. 37/00

U.S. a. 536-95 16 nri-f
1. A process for the 2-hydroxyalkyUtion ofa polysaccharide

which comprises contacting a polysaccharide with an alkylene
carbonate in the presence ofa catalytic amount ofa quaternary
ammonium haUde under conditions such that the polysaccha-
ride undergoes hydroxyalkylation.

Uke particles of microfibrils, said sheet like particles arranged
as d^continuous walls surrounding vend volumes.

4,474*950

CELLULOSE ETHERS HAVING IMPROVED
DISPERSING PROPERTIES

Uti-Hdtanrth Faickt, Biri Soden-Ncacahaia, and Hefamt
Bcrnbold, Wicakadn, both of Fed. Rep. of GcrMay, anigiH
on to Hoochit AfcHfigBwihcfcaft, VnAini am Main, Fed.
Rap. of Germny

FDed Aog. 26, 1963, Ser. No. 527,161
Oaim priority, appiicatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 1,

1982,3233467

lirt. a' OMB 15/05. 15/06, 11/20
U.S.a 536-85 25 o«i—

1. A process for preparing a modified cellulose reaction
product, which is dispersible in aqueous media over a broad
pH range without lump formation, by reacting water-soluble
cellulose ether with a modifying agent in the amount of from
0.0001 to 0. 12 mole ofmodifying agent per mole of cellulose in

the cellulose ether;

the modifying agent being a sihme, R—R^ in which R is of
the formula

4,474,952

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF METAL
COMPLEXES OF ISOINDOLINAZINES

Abol Iqbal, Ettiagea, Switariaad, aMigaor to Qbo-Geigy Cor-
poratioa, Ardiley, N.Y.
DMOxm of Ser. No. 242,006, Mar. 9, 1981, abaadoaed. lUs ^

•PpUcatioB Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,748 ^
Claims priority, appiicatioa Switierlaad, Mar. 13, 1980,

1977/80

lat a^ 0D7F 15/00: 0D9B 57/04
MS. CL 544—225 g ruh^

1. A process for the preparation ofa 1:1 metal complex ofan
azine of the formula

»l

N—N—C
\

R'-Si—R5

i>

and wherein
Ri is alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkenyl having
f^om 1 to 4 carbon atoms or carbocyclic aryl having one
or two 6-membered rings and up to IS carbon atoms
(including aliphatic side groups) and optionally being ring
substituted by a member selected from the group consist-

ing of chloro, bromo, alkoxy having from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, carbocyclic aryloxy having one or two 6-mem-
bered rings and iq) to IS carbon atoms (including aliphatic

ade groups) and phenyl;

R' it—H, one of the meanings of R> or one of the meanings
of R4.

R3 is one of the meanmp of R2; and
R^ is alkoxy having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and optionally

being sabstituted by a member idected from the group
oonsistmg (rf alkoxy having fhxn 1 to 4 carbon atoms and
carbocyclic aryloxy having one or two 6-membered rings

and up to IS caftma atoms (including aliphatic side

groiq»^ aryloxy having one or two 6-membered rings and
up to IS carbon atoms (inchiding aliphatic side groups)
and optioaaUy being substituted by a member selected

from the group cnwistmg of alkoxy having from 1 to 4
caiboa atoms and aryloxy having one or two 6-membefed
rings and up to IS carbon atoms (including *KpHHfif ode
groups); aliphatic carboxyhc add acyloxy having up to S

carbon atoms, aronatie caiboiylic add acyloxy having
one or two 6-meaibered carbocyclic rings aad up to 16

; O-R; or NH-R.

in which Ri n hydrogen, alkyl or aryl, ring A is unsubstituted

or is substituted by groiqw which do not confer solubility in

water, Y' is a radical of the formula

C
/ \

NC R'

in which R' is a cyano group, an alkoxycarbonyl, alkylcarbam-
oyl or alkanoyl group having 2-6 C • benzoyl, carbamoyl or
sulfamoyl group, a benzylcarbamoyl or a phenylsulfamoyl or
phenylsulficmyl group which is unsubstituted or substituted by
halogen atoms or alkyl groups having 1-4 C a group of the
formula

X2

m which Xi is an H, chlorine or bromine atom, a nitro, trifluo-

romethyl, carbamoyl or sulCunoyl groiv, an alkyl, alkoxy or
alkybulfiunoyl groiq) having 1-4 C, an aUcaaoylammo, alkyl-

carbamoyl or alkoxycarbonyl gtoi^ having 2-6 C, or a |riie-

noxy, bcDzoyhuniao, pbenykarbamoyl, phenybnlfiunoyl or
phenylazo gnxq) whidi is unsubititDted or substituted by
chlorine or bromiw atoms or methyl groups. X2is an H, chk>>
rine or bromine atom or an alk^or.alkoxy group having 1-4C
andVisO,SorNH.
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HO HS

B

where B is a phenyl or naphthalene rMlical or a S- or 6-mem-

bered heterocycUc ring which has an O, S or N atom in the a-

or y-position to the C atom on which the hydroxyl or mer-

cqjto group is located, and may also ocmtain a fiirther N atom

in the ring or contain a fbsed benzene ring and/or a further

heterocyclic ring, which process comprises

heating a hydrazone of the formula

wherein R', R^, R^ and R* are defined as above, an alkyl

tetrazol-S-ylaoetate of the formula

/
Ii

H2NN«C

with an isoindolinone of the formula

.N
O
H>—CH2COR'

(3)

m which Ri, Q, A and Y' are as defined above, m the presence

of a metal donor, in a polar organic solvent

4,474,953

PROCESS AND INTERMEDUTES FOR THE
PREPARATION OF

3(lH-TETRAZOL-5-YI>4H-PRIDO[l,2-a]PYRIMIDIN-
44>NES

Jamca J. Wade, Oakdale, Mfau., aisipor to Rikcr Laboratories,

lac, St. Paal, Miaa.

FDed Sep. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 416,242

lat a' C07D 471/04. 401/12

U.S. CL 544-282 5 Oaim
1. A process for the preparation of a compound of formula

R>

N-N

wherein R' is an alkyl group containing 1 to about 4

carbon atoms, and a trialkyl orthoformate of the formula

HC(OR%

wherein R^ is an alkyl group containing 1 to about 4

carbon atoms in the present of a Lewis add to provide a

2-(N-pyridyl)amino-HlH-tetrazol-S-yl)acrylate ester,

and

(2) condensing the 2-(N-pyridyl)amino-l-(lH-tetrazol-S-

yl)acrylate ester in the presence ofpolyphosphoric acid to

provide said compound.

5. A compound of the formula

COR'

NH-CH«C^^ N

wherein R', R^, R^ and R^are independently selec^ from the

group consisting of H, an alkyl group containing 1 to about 4

carbOT atoms, an alkoxy group containing 1 to about 4 carbon

atoms and halogen, and R' a an alkyl group containing 1 to

about 4 carbon atoms.

^.
H—N,

'N

4,474,954

INTERMEDIATES FOR CEPHALOSPORIN
DERIVATIVES

H^lhae laancU, Clba; Jaa Okaanra, Yokohaan; Takayaki

Naito, KawanU, and ManUsa Oka, YokoyaiM, aU ofJapaa,

asripon to Briitoi-Mycrs Coiapaay, New Yoric, N.Y.

DIfiiioa of Scr. No. 328^31, Dec. 7, 1981, Pat No. 4,394,503.

TUs appiicatioa Doc 6, 1982, S«. No. 447,064

lat a' C07D 501/3S: A61K 31/545

U.S.a 544-24 4

L A compound of the formula

(O). n

wherein t\, R^, R3 aad R^are independenUy selected from the

group vwundng of H, an alkyl group containing 1 to about 4

carbon atoms, an alkoxy group containing 1 to about 4 carbon

atoms and halogen, comprising

(1) reacting together a 2-aminopyridine amine of the fiwmnla

s
HjN-i f >

COOB' \«ii/*^SR

wherein R is methyl, ethyl or isopropyl, n is zero or one end

B' is hydrogen or a carboxyl-protecting group, or a salt

thereof.
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4*474,985

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
4-HYDROXY*2-MErHYL-2H-l>BENZOTHIAZINE^[N-
(2-PYRIDINYDCARBOXAMIDE>14-DIOXIDE, AND ITS

PHOSPHORIC ESTER
ViMouo lundla, Viale Bioca Maria 20, Milaa, Italy

FOad Jaa. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 385,175
Clatei priority, appUeatioa Italy, Joa. 17, 1981, 22364 A/81;

Aof. 7, 1981, 23432 A/81
lat. a' C07D 401/a 417/12

UAa 544-49 S dafaaf
1. A process for preparing 4-hydroxy.2-niethyl.2H-l,2-ben-

xothiaziiie-3-[N-(2.pyridyl) carbowunide-ll, 1-dioxide, its

phosphoric ester of formulae (1) and (11). and the obtained
ester

O. O (D

OH

OL .0

U,^^AJ-conh-( \
T OH N «/

(n)

4

I /
o—p»o

\
OH

wherein said 4-hydroxy-2-methyl*2H-l, 2-benzothiazine-3-[N-
(2-pyridyI) carboxamide]- 1,1 -dioxide and its phosphoric ester
is reacted with methyl iodide in the presence of tetrabutyl
ammonium bromide catalyst, and powdered potassium hy-
droxide.

4,474,957
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING CYANURIC ACID FROM

UREA
SoicU Satir, Shaxo Maeda, and Jaqji Nakagi, all of Tokmhiaa,

Japan, asrivaort to SUkoka Cbaaieaia CbrporatioB, Japan
Filed Not. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 441,272

lat CL^ G07D 251/32
U.S.a 544—192 10 ruitmm

1. A process for producing cyanuric acid firom urea compris*
ing the steps of:

providing an externally heated reaction vessel, said reaction
vessel having agitating means for agitating tlie contents of
said vessel and a plurality of urea supply ports for supply-
ing urea into said vessel, the sun>ly ports being spaced
along said vessel at intervals such that the residence time
of urea supplied through said ports in said vessel varies
firom 2-20 minutes;

charging said reactor with cyanuric acid, heating said vessel
and bringing said cyanuric acid within the vessel to a
constant temperature;

after reaching constant temperature, withdrawing an
amount of cyanuric acid firom said vessel and recycling it

thereinto;

supplying urea into said vessel through said plurality of
supply ports simultaneously with said recycling ofcyanu-
ric acid, the amount of urea supplied through each supply
port being not greater than i X, where X is the amount of
cyanuric acid recycled into said vessel; and,

withdrawing cyanuric acid product firom said vesKl follow-
ing the introducticm of said urea into said vessel*.

4,474,958

2-ALKYL-5-HALOPYRIMIDINES
Walter ReiliKhaeider, Wataint Oeek, Cfellf.

Dow Cheadcal Company, Midland, Mich.
FDed Jan. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 389,638

latLCL^ cam 239/30
U.S.a544—334

1. A compound having the formula:

to lie

5aafan

'^'
wherein R is cydopropyl, isopropyl or t-butyl and X is Q or
Br.

4,474,994

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
4>HYDROXY-3-MEniYL'N-2-PYRIDYL-2H-l,2-BENZO-

XHIAZINE-3-CARBOXAMIDE l,l.DIOXIDE
Ladwif ZingiU, ZoOaiBB, aid Raa4 ITadw ¥ihgnldlafliia,

I to Siegfried Aktleatesdlacbaft,

FUed Jaa. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 509,125
I priority, appUeatioa Swltaeriaad, JaL 7, 1982, 4134/82

lBta»CD7D¥07/;i
U.S.a544-49 lOCfadm

1. A process for the prepanttion of4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-2-
pyridyl-2H-l,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide 1, 1-dioxide by
reacting methyl 4-hydroxy-2-methyl-»I-U-benzothiazine-3-
carboxyhtte 1, 1-dioxide with 2-aminopyridine, wherein the
reaction is carried out in the presence of an alkyl- or arybul-
fbnic add in an amount of0.1 to l.S mole equivalent, based on
the amount of the methoxycarbonyl starting material.

4,474,959

PRODUCnON OF FORMATE SALTS FROM CARBON
DIOXIDE, HYDROGEN AND AMINES

Darid J. Drary, aad Joha E. Haadia, bott of HbD, Eotfaad,
assizors to BP Cheadcab Liarftad, London, England

FDed May 16, 1983, Scr. No. 494,640
OaiaH priority, application Uaitad Ktagdoai, May 22, 1982,

8215015

lat a' C07C 53/06, 51/15: CVm 487/08. 213/18
VJS,a 544-^1 17 CM^

1. A process for the production ofa formate salt ofa nitroge-
nous base containing a tertiary nitrogen at(Mn which process
comprises reacting hydrogen and carbon dioxide with the
nitrogenous base, in the presence of a solvent and as catalyst a
soluble compound of a transition metal of Oroap Vm of the
PModic Table according to Menddeef and separating the
formate sdt of the base firom the reaction mixture.
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4,474,960

APOVINCAMINIC ACID ESTERS
Csaba Siintar. L^|6s Sab6; Gyorgy Kalans; Jante Krddl;
UnM CiibBla; Gy6rgy Viskr* Andras Nemcs, aad Maria
Farkai nit KIriyik, all of Bndqwat, Hangvy, assignors to

RIditer Gedeon Vcgycsnti Gyar Rt, Bndqwst, Hungary
FDed Jan. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 387,676

daina priority, appUeatioa Hangary, Jaa. 12, 1981, 1753/81

lat CL3 C07D 461/00: A61K 31/475

U.S.a 546-70 6Claina
1. Racemic cis hydroximinooctahydroindole[2,3-a]quinoli-

zines of the formula GD

Oc:
(11)

I

H
R<OOC—C—CH;

H
N—OH

wherein R' and R^ are identicd or different alkyl groups hav-

ing from one to 6 carbon atoms and pharmaceutically accept-

Me acid addition salts thereof.

4,474,961

1,10[8>BENZ]PHENANTHROLINE
Graham J. Atwdl; BmccC Bagalcy, aad WllUam A. Deany, all

of Aackland, New Zcalaad, anigBors to DcTckipnicBt Finuiee

Corporatioa of New Zealand, WeUington, New Zealand

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 469,273

CbdaM priority, qipUcatioB New Zealaad, Mar. 2, 1982,

199887

Int. a' 0D7D 471/04

VJS. CL 546—70 6 Chdns
1. A compound represented by the general formula (I)

I

in which R represents an anilino substituted in the para position

by dther—NHSO2CH3 or —NHCOOCH3 and bearing dther

an —H or —OCH3 in die ortho position, or an anilino substi-

tuted in the para position by —NHPCOXOCHsh and bearing

an —H in the ortho position, or a pharmaceutically acceptable

add addition sdt thereof.

4,474,962

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PYRIDYL AND
QUINOLYL IMIDAZOLINONES

Peter J. W^pki, Prineetoa, NJ., asdgaor to Aacrieaa Cyaaa-

arid Convoay, Staadiord, Conn.

Continaation-in-part of Scr. No. 38M17, May 25, 1982,

abandoned. TUs appUeatioa May 5, 1983, Scr. No. 489,399

lat a^ O07D 401/04

VJS.a 546-167 11 Oalaa
1. A method for the preparation of a compound of the for-

mula:

=c^^+«.
HN
4'

wherein Z is hydrogen; Y is hydrogen, chlorine, fluorine,

Ci-Qdkyl, Ci-Qalkoxy, phenyl or substituted phenyl; A is

hydrogen, Ci-Ce primary or secondary alkyl or COOR3
where R3 is C1-C12 alkyl and Ri and R2 are C1-C4 alkyl or

when taken together they may represent C3-C6 cyclcwlkyl

optiondly substituted with methyl and when Ri and R2 are not

the same, the opticd isomers thereof; and when taken together,

Y and Z may form a ring in which YZ is

L M Q R7
I I r I

—C«C—C«C—

,

where L, M, Q and R7 each represent members selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, fluorine, methyl,

methoxy or phenyl; A, R|, R2 and R3 are as described above

and when Ri and R2 are not the same the opticd isomen

thereof, comprising reacting from 1 to 20 eqdvdents of a

compound of the formula:

Z-K^ ^CH3
N

wherein A, Y and Z are as described above; with at least 3

eqdvdents of sulfur and about 1 eqdvdent ofan aminocarbox-

amide of the formda:

NH-|-CONH2
R2

wherein Ri and R2 are as described above; at an elevated

temperature.

4,474,963

CROWN ETHER COMPOSITIONS WTTH SIDEARMS
AFFORDING ENHANCED CATION BINDING

George W. Gokd, Greeabett, Md., aMigaor to W. R. Graee A
Co., New Yoric N.Y.

Continaattoa-in-part of Scr. No. 339,529, Jan. 14, 1982,

abandoned, wUdi is a coatinBation-la-part of Scr. No. 203,165,

Not. 3, 1980, abandoned, which is a coBtiaaatioB-in-part of Scr.

No. 198,981, Oct 21, 1980, abaadoaed. TUs appUeatioa No?. 8,

1982, Scr. No. 440,153

lat CL' C07D 215/14, 323/00

U.S.a 546-178 6<

4. (8-quinolinyloxy)methyl-lS-crown-S.
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4^74tM«
3-AMINOINDAZOLE DERIVATIVES

TadajaU Odd; Tiinkc S^fktn; Hkmn Kmndnbo, ud
TdoMri SoM, an of NobMka, Japn, Mri^on to AnhL
iMd, Kogro, KiAmUU, KiMm Tokyo, Japn
OMrtlaMtkM oTScr. No. 302,919, Sc». 17, 1981,. lUs

appUotiaB Jn. 9, 19i4» Scr. No. 569,524
OaiM priority, appUeatioB Jtpo, Sop. 18, 1980, 55-128610;

Sop. 19, 1980, 55-129090

Irt. a' COTD 40J/a 403/J2
UJ5.a 548-199 7

1. A oompoand of the formuh:

-N (A),

R«

group wherein Z is halogen, p is an integer or 1, A is a strong
acid having a pKa in water of 2.S or las, Ri and R2 are inde-
pendently lower alkyl, R3 is hydrogen or lower alkyl, R4 is

independently selected from the group consisting of phenyl, a
halopyridinyl group and a

I

Wi

NH—Wj

wherein

Wi is a hydrogen atom;

W2isa

—2—

N

/
R3

\

group wherein Z is a Cm alkylene group or a Ci^ alkyl-

ene group having a Cu alkyl group substituent; and R3
and R4 each independently is a hydrogen atom or a Ci^
alkyl group and R3 and R4 may form, together with the
adjacent nitrogen atom, either a C44 fiilly saturated heter-

ocyclic ring or a C4 fully saturated heterocyclic ring

containing an additional nitrogen atom, and said fully

saturated heterocyclic rings may have at least one Ci^
alkyl group, hydroxy! group or halogen atom as a substit-

uent thereon;

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

group wherein X is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl and trifluoromethyl and Y is

lower alkyl or trifluoromethyl, Rs is lower alkyl or a group
represented by lUand Ri and Rs together with the nitrogen or
R3 and R4 together with the nitrogen can form a cyclic ring
selected from the group consisting of piperidyl, morphoUno
and N'-lower alkyl-piperazinyl.

4,474,965

3-SUBSTrnJTED
AMINOALKYL-2-BENZOTHIAZOLINONES

John J. D'Aadeo, Olhctte, Mo., aasisBor to Monsanto Con-
pony, St Loois, Mo.

DlTliion of Scr. No. 115^475, Jan. 25, 1980, Pat No. 4^71,383.
lUs applieation Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413^51

Irt. a' COTD 277/68. 417/06
US.a 548-165 5 ciaiw

1. A compound of the formula

4,474^966

19-HYDROXY.7A-HOMO>PGIi AND
19-HYDROXY-19-MEniYL>7A>HOMO-PGIi

COMPOUNDS
John C Sih, Kaiaanaoo, Mkh., avigMr to Ite Upiohn Com-

pany, Kafaunaaoo, AfiiA.

ContiagatkM-ia-part of Ser. No. 126,512, Mir. 3, 1980, Pat No.
4,328,156, which is a division of Scr. No. 054^720, JnL 5, 1979,
Pat No. 4,225,507. This appiicatioa Dee. 31, 1981, Scr. No.

336,197

lat a.) COTD 311/02
MS. CL 540—252 3

1

1. A prostacyclin-type compound of the formula

0^

''"'"Cxj""

Rs W
I I

t-C-C-(CH:)2-C-CH3

Q R« OH

wherein W is H or CH3;
wherein Ai is —O— (oxa) and E2 is —CH2CH2—

;

wherein L2 is —<CH2)y—, wherein j is one to 4, inclusive
wherein Ml is

I

(CHj),-R

wherein T is hak>gen, m is an int^er of from to 2, n is an
integer of fh>m 1 to 3, and R is a

-N-R2»(Z)e

Rs

C-v*CH2—

group or a

wherein Q is 0x0, a—H:i3—H. a—OH:i3—R4, or a—Ri.
:/i-OH,

wherein R4 is hydrogen or alkyl of one to 4 carbon atoms,
inclusive,

wherein Ri is

(1)-<XX)R3,
(2) -CH2OH,
(3)-CH2N(R7)(R«X
(4)_CO-N(R7)(R«),
(5) -OO-NH-SO2-R15, or

(fii tetrazolyl.
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wherein R3 is

(a) hydrogen,

(b) alkyl of one to 12 carbon atoms, inclusive,

(c) cycloalkyl of 3 to 10 carbon atoms, inclusive,

(d) aralkyl of 7 to 12 carbon atoms, inclusive,

(e) phenyl,

(0 phenyl substituted with one, 2, or 3 chloro or alkyl

groups of one to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive;

(g) -(Ph>-CO-CH3,
(h) -.(p_ph)-NH-CO-(P-Ph)-NH-CO-CH3,
(i) -(p-Ph)-NH-CO-<P-Ph).
g) _(p-Ph)-NH-CO-CH3,
(k) -<P-Ph)-NH-CO-NH2,
(1) —(p_Ph)—CH=N—NH—CO—NH2,
(m) /3-naphthyl,

(n) -CH2-CO-R16,
wherein —(Ph)— is inter-phenylene and —(p—Ph) is inter<

para-phenylene or para-phenyl;

wherein R16 is phenyl, p-bromophenyl, p-biphenylyl, p-

nitrophenyl, p-benzamidophenyl, or 2-naphthyl, or

(o) a pharmacologically acceptable cation; wherein R7

and Rg are hydrogen, alkyl of one to 12 carbon atoms,

inclusive, benzyl, or phenyl, being the same or different,

and wherein Ris is hydrogen, alkyl of one to 12 carbon

atoms, inclusive, phenyl, phenyl-substituted with one, 2,

or 3 chloro or aUcyl groups of one to 3 carbon atoms,

inclusive, or phenyl substituted with hydroxycarbonyl

or alkoxycarbonyl of one to 4 carbon atoms, inclusive,

wherein R2 is hydrogen, hydroxyl, or hydroxymethyl,

wherein Rs and Rfi are hydrogen, alkyl of one to 4 carbon

atoms, incluave, or fluoro, being the same or different, with

the proviso that one ofRs and R^ is fluoro only when the other

is hydrogen or fluoro, and

wherein X is

(1) trans-CH=CH—

,

(2) CIS—CH=CH—

,

(3) -C-C-, or

(4) -CH2CH2—

,

with the fiirther proviso that when Ri is —COOR3 wherein

R3 is hydrogen or alkyl of one to 12 carbon atoms, inclusive;

—CH2OH; —C0N(R7XRs); or tetrazolyl; one of Rs or R6 is

other than hydrogen.

4^474,968

CYCLOPENTENE DERIVATIVES
Robm C. Kelly, KahmMwoo, Mich., assisaor to The Upjohn

Company, Kalamaaoo, Mich.

DlTiaion of Ser. No. 906,175, May 15, 1978, abandoned. TUs
application No?. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 206,789

Int CL^ C07D 209/44; A61K 31/40

MS. CL 548-475 27 ClaiaH

1. Racemic mixtures and optically active isomers of a com-

pound

4,474,967

8>DEUTERO AND 8>TRinO-SUBSnTUTED
DERIVATIVES OF

4S^FLUORO-SPIRO[CHROMAN-4,4'D-
IMIDAZOLIDINE^2',5'•DIONE

Rdnhard Sargaa, Myatie, Cuam^ muttfiat to Pfiar lac. New
Yorit, N.Y.

FOcd Apr. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 488,947

Int a' O07D 491/107

U&a 548-309 3ClalaM

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of the

dextroratatory isomers of asymmetric qnro-hydantoins of the

formula:

wherein R4 and Rs are different and are selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen,

O O
R R

R"«0C— Slid R"7C

where R"6 and R"7 are selected from the group consisting of

alkyl of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive, halogenated alkyl

of from 1 to S carbon atoms, inclusive and 1 to 3 halogen

atoms, aralkyl of from 7 to 20 carbon atoms, inclusive, and

substituted aralkyl of from 7 to 20 carbon atoms, inclusive; and

Rs is selected from the group consisting of

R9 Rii W
—

C

C-
I I

Rio Ri2

^ ^CH2^ (b)

I I

^CH^ ^CH2^ ^CH2

(c) orthointerphenylene, and (d) substituted ortbointerpheny-

lene, where R9. Rio> Rii and R12 are selected from the group

consisting of alkyl of from 1 to S carbon atoms, inclusive, with

the proviso that one of R4 and Rs is always hydrogen.

and the base salts thereof with pharmacdogically acceptable

cations,wherein X is deuterium w tritium.

4,474,969

PREPARATION PROCESS OF INDOLE
TadaloiU Honda, HirMsdu, an

both ofJap«B, asaigMNi to Mitaid

'

rated, T<d(yo, Japan

per No. PCr/JP82/00337, $ 371 Date Apr. 22, 1903, 9 102(c)

Date Apr. 22, 1983, PCT Pah. No. WO83/00691, PCT Pah.

Date Mar. 3, 1983

PCT FDcd Aag. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 502,016

OaiaH priority, appiicatioa Japom Aag. 25, 1981, 56-132096

lat a' anp 209/08

MS.a 548-506 6 CWw
1. Process for preparing indole in a reactor by reacting

aniline and ethylene glycol in a gas phase and in the presence

of an effective catalyst, the imivovement consisting essentially

of feeding ethylene glycol in equal portions under conditions

which satisfy the following equation:

nS(M-iy(A-l)
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wherein n is the nomber of divided supply ports, M is the
miumum mde number of udliiie per mcrie of ethylene glycol

greater than about 93 percent before any steps are taken to
purify the crude product of the reaction.

X
JQ^

P̂

R R4

S

R R2

M74»»71
(TETRAHYDROPYRAN-2-YD-ALDEHYDES

JaM R. Wardit, Kaadolph, NJ^ lirigMr to Sadoi, IM^ E.
IIaMfcr,NJ.

FDad Sep. 29, 1M2, Ser. No. 427,605

ULCL^anD 309/06
VJS, a. 54»-214 s n«i—

1. An aldehyde compound of the formula:

in the catalyst bed, and A is the mole number of aniline per
mole of total ethylene glycol fed m portions into the reactor.

M74»970
METHOD OF MAKING

3AS-TIUTinATIUCYCLO[5J.1.02.6]DECANES AND
DERIVATIVES THEREOF

Stofl K. DirUko?, Midtaad, Mich^ MrigMf to nc Dow Chemi-
ad GoiVMqr, MMIaad, Mich.

FDad Apr. 30, 1M2, Scr. No. 373,387
lit OJ G07C 341/00

VS, a. 549-31 21 ru^^
1. A method ofproducing 3,4,S-trithiq)olycyclo compounds

of the formuhu

p't,"!^'^.

HC«0

wherein each of ?> and p2, independenUy. is a protecting
group.

4,474,972

7-OXABICYCLOHEPTANE PROSTAGLANDIN
INTERMEDUTES AND METHOD FOR PREPARING

SAME
Jagabaadhu Daa, Pfadosboro, and Marda F. Haifauiger, Lia-

bcrtmie, both ofNJ., aarigMMi to E. R. Svribb * SoM, Ik.
PrinoeliM, NJ.

^^
Filed Mar. 14, 1M3, Scr. No. 474,761

lat Ca.) G07D 307/00
U.S.aS49-463 lOi

1. A compound having the structure

wherein each R. Ri. R2. R3 and R4 is independendy hydrogen,
halogen, alkyl of firom 1 to about IS carbon atoms, aryl offrom
about 6 to about IS carbon atoms, or cydoalkyl of from about
4 to about 10 carbon atoms; Ri and R3 may further be indepen-
dently chosen firom alkenyl offrom 2 to about 10 carbon atoms,
hydroxyl, hydroxyalkyl having firom 1 to about 10 carbon
atoms, dialkylamino having firom 1 to about 10 carbon atoms,
dialkylanunoalkyl wherein the alkyl groups have from 1 to
^out 4 carbon atoms, and alkoxy having from 1 to about 10 wherein one (tf R> and R^is —CXX)H.
^ton at(mis; each Rs is independently hydrogen or alkyl of
firom 1 to about IS carbon atoms; R| and R2 when taken to-
gether and R3 and R4 when taken together are alkyUdene of
firom I to about 6 carbon atoms; Ri and R3 when taken to-
gether are —CHYCH=CY— wherein Y is hydrogen or
methyl; comprising contacting sulfur and a conqwund of the
formula:

-C-0-C-0C2H$

o o

or —CH2OH and the other is

wherein the substituents are as previously described, m the
presence of a catalytic amount of a soluble sulfide compound 10. A method for preparing compounds as defined in chum
and under such conditions that a 3,4,S-trithi^x)lycyclo com- 1 w4uch comprises esterifying a cis^io-mesoanhydride of the
pound, u hereinbefore described, is formed in a^d which is formula
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by reacting same with d or l-menthol/n-butyllithium to form a

mixture of diastereomers, resolving the above mixture to re>

cover optically active acid-ester diastereomer

and R' is

—C—O—C—OC2H5
N N
o o

where the 1-menthol isomer was is as a starting material and R^

is

—C-0—C—OCjHs
N N
o o

and R> is

wherein R^ is

where the d-menthol isomer is used as a starting material, and

reducing the above mixed anhydride to form the optically

active alcohol ester

and R' is COOH where the 1-menthol isomer is used and R^ is

COOH and Rl U

CH3

wherein R^ is

where the d-menthol isomer is used, reacting the above acid-

ester with triethanolamine and ethylchloroformate to form the

optically active mixed anhydride

CHj

where R^ is

and Rl is —CH2OH wherein the l-menth(d isomer is used as a

starting material and R^ is —CH2OH and R' is

CH3

CH3

wherein the d-menthol isomer is used as a starting
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M74,J73
ACIDIC MIXED OXIDE CATALYTIC DEALKYLATION

TO PRODUCE 1ABUTANEDIOL AND
TETRAHYDROFURAN

Gregory R. Chaaben, Ralbrd, N.Y^ Mrigiior to General Elec-

tric Cmpaoy, ScbcMctady, N.Y.

Filed May 3, in3, Ser. No. 491,127

lat CL^ C07C 27/Oa 29/00: Ofm 307/08
US. CL 549-509 8 Claims

1. A process for the coproduction of 1,4-butanediol and
tetrahydrofuran comprising contacting solid acidic silica-

alumina mixed oxide catalyst in a single reactor with a liquid

feedstock composition containing at least about 70 mole % of
4-t-butoxy-n-butanol at operating temperatures in the range of
160* to 200* C. at a liquid hourly space velocity in the range of
from about 2.0 to about 6.0 liter/liter catalyst/hr. to produce a
mixture in said reactor in which the ultimate product of con-
version of the 4-t-butoxy-n-butanol is 1,4-butanediol and tetra-

hydrofuran present in a preselected ratio in mole percent in the
range of 7:3 to 3:7 of 1,4-butanediol to tetrahydrofuran.

4,474,976

METHOD OF PRODUCING PHENYL SHANES
Robert A. Faltyoek, Schenectady, N.Y., aarignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 29, 1963, Ser. No. 527,614

Int CL3 G07F 7/08
UA a. 556-481 15 Claims

1. A method which comprises effecting reaction between a
silane having at least one hydrogen-silicon bond and a com-
pound of from 6 to 30 carbon atoms having an aromatic nu-
cleus and at least one monovalent radical selected from the
class consisting of halogen and carbonyl groups of the formula

O
N

-C-Y.

wherein Y is selected from a group consisting of hydrogen and
halogen, in the presence of a catalytic quantity of a transition
metal at a temperature in the range of about ISO* C. to about
200* C.

<474^4
PROPYLENE OXIDE BY DIRECT OXIDATION IN
CHLOROBENZENE AND HALOCARBONS WTTH A

SILVER CATALYST
John R. Sanderson; Stanley B. Caritt, and Edward T. Marqola,
aU of Aastin, Tex., aari^Mn to Texaco Ine., WUte Plains.
N.Y.

Filed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,800

Int CL^ C07D 301/06
U.S. CL 549—533 3 Claims

1. A process for the direct oxidation of propylene to propy-
lene oxide comprising

reacting propylene with oxygen in chlorobenzene solvent in

the presence of a catalyst selected from the group consist-
ing of silver on alumina or silver oxide on alumina at a
temperature between about ISO* and 2S0* C. and where
1,1,1-trichlorofluoroethane is present as a co-solvent in an
amount ranging from 0.0S to SO wt. % based on the chlo-
robenzene solvent

4,474,977 I

AMINO-ALCOHOL DERIVATIVES
Georges Lambelin, Brnaaels; Romfo Roncncd, Ro8iere<«t

Andri; Joseph Roba, Ciergnon-Hoayet; Clande Gillet Blan-
mont and Michel Snyers, Brussels, all of Belgiom, assignors
to Continental Pharma SjL, Bniasels, Belgiom

Filed Apr. 28, 1978, Ser. No. 901,223
Claims priority, appUcation Lnxembonrg, May 3, 1977, 77236;

May 3, 1977, 77237

Int a^ C07C 69/76 I

U.S. a. 560—1 6 ri^t—
1. An amino-alcohol derivative of the formula:

VyCH-CH-NHR3

OR4

4^74^5
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING TRIS (N-METHYLAMINO)

METHYLSILANE
Johnny M. demons, Trinttr* Ba^lanrin G. Pcnn, and Frimk E.

Lodbcttar, m, both of HantariOc, all of Afak, aasignors to The
Uaitad Stataa of America aa rcpreaented by the Administrator
or the Natiomd AaroHmtics and Space Administration, Waah-
hi8l<M,D.C

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,963
Int O.) CD7F 7/08. 7/10

US. CL 556-^10 7 f^««—
1. In the method of producing tris (N-methylamino) methyl

silane which comprises reacting methyltrichlorosilane with
methylamine m an organic solvent by heating a reaction mix-
ture thereof and purifying the resulting product by distillation,

the improvement comprising:

(a) forming said reaction mixture by preparing a liquid solu-

tion of methyl amine in said solvent at a temperature of
less than -20* C. and slowly admixing in said solution a
quantity of methyltrichorosUane while maintaining said

temperature and
(b) filtering the reaction mixture after reacting the same and

prior to distiUation so as to remove insoluble by-product
nateriaL

wherein:

Ri represents an isopropylthio radical,

R2 represents a methyl radical,

R3 represents an octyl radical or an alkyl radical C1-C4
substituted by a phenyl ring,

lU represents an acyl group having the formula:

—C-R5 I

J
I

wherein R3 represents:

a linear or ramified alkyl C1-C6,
a linear or ramified alkyl radical C1-C4 substituted by a

phenyl or paramethoxyphenyl group,
a cycloalkyi radical C3-C6 or
a cycloalkylmethyl radical Cs-C6-

4,474>978

PREPARATION OF CARBAMATES
Eit Dreat and Petma W. N. M. Van Leeowen, both of Amster-
dam, Netherhmda, aaalgnora to Shell OU Company, Houston,
Tex.

Continoatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 409,745, Aug. 19, 1982,. This
application Oct 17, 19n, Ser. No. 542,805

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dee. 2, 1981,
8136371; Oct 19, 1982, 8229812*

Int CLJ C07C 125/06: C07D 471/04. 213/22
U.S. CL 560—24 17 CMm^

1. In a process for the preparation of at least one of carba-
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mates and their derivatives by reacting at a temperature from

about 7S* C. to about 300* C. an organic compound containing

at least one hydroxyl group with carbon monoxide and at least

one organic nitrogeneous compound containing at least one

non<yclic group in which a nitrogen atom is attached: (1)

directly to a single carbon atom, or (2) through a double bond

to an oxygen or a nitrogen atom, in the presence of a catalytic

system consisting essentially of palladium and/or a palladium

compound and a Group VA ligand, the improvement which

comprises utilizing a ligand according to the general formula:

R R2

L-(CR*R»)*-L

l/ RJ

0)

wherein each L which may be the same or different represents

a nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic or antimony moiety; R, R', R^

and R3 which may be tihe same or different each represent an

alkyl, aryl, alkaryl or aralkyi group which may be substituted

by one or more inert substituents or R and R' and/or R^ and

R3 may form a ring structure together with the atom L to

which they are attached; R^and R' which may be the same or

different each represent a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl

group and may form a ring structure together with the atom L
and R, R', R^ and/or R^and ns2, 3 or 4, and utilizing an

organic acid promoter wherein the amount of acid present in

the reaction mixture lies between 0.01 and ISO equivalents per

gram of palladium.

4,474,979

SYNTHESIS OF
Dl-(METHYLV16,16^DIMErHYL-ll-ALPHA, 15-ALPHA,
BErA-DIHYDROXY-9-OXO-2,13,-TRANS,TRANS-PROS-

TADIENOATES
Middlcton B. Floyd, Jr., Saffkrn, N.Y., aarignor to American

Cynundd Compaqr, Stamfbrd, Conn.

OifWoa of Ser. No. 266,004, Mqr 21, 1981, Pat No. 4^360,688.

lUs application Sep. r, 1982, Ser. No. 424,692

Int a? C07C 69/74. 61/20

U.S.a 560-121 5 Claims

1. A process which comprises reacting a cyclopentenone

having Uie formula

^^V^^(CHjk—CHa—CH-COOR5y S-Aryl

whereiii Rs is H or C1-C6 alkyl, and Aryl is selected from

the group consisting of phenyl and phenyl substituted

with halogen, Ci-Q-alkyl, Ci-C4-alkoxy and trifluoro-

methyl; with a peroxy organic acid followed by thermoly-

sis to form a cyclopentenonylalkenyl compound having

the formula

O

6-(CHa)4—CH^CH—COOR5

R
(CH2)4—CH«CH—COORj

P2—

O

(iii) reacting the preceding compound with a lithiocuprate

reagent capable of furnishing a prostaglandin beta-chain

having the formula

H CH3 CH3
t I \ /

—c*c c
I \ H / \

C
I

O—P3

wherem P3 is a protective group stable to conjugate addi-

tion conditions, to form a compound having the formula

OOORs

Pj-CT C*C

H

CH*CH
CH3 CH3

C
\
(CHih—CW3\p^

I

H

and Ov) hydrolyzing the protective groups P2 and P3 to

obtain a compound having the formula

(CH2)»^ ^COORs

CH*CH

CHBCH

(CH2)3-CH3

4,474,980

FROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
INTERMEDIATES FOR PYRETHROIDS

Enrleo Boaoaa, Milaa, and Franco Goao, S. Donato Milanaaa,

both of Italy, Mri^ors to Moatediaon S.p.A^ MOan, Italy

Filed No?. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,414

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Dec. 2, 1981, 25407 A/81

Int a» CD7C 69/743

U.S. CL 560—124 > CUms
1. A process for the preparation of compounds of general

formula:

Cn) protecting the 4-hydrozyl group of the cyclopentenonyl

moiety of the preceding compound with a protective

group P2> said group Pz being stable to conjugate addition

conditiotts, to form a compound having the formula

H3C CH3

Rl C
\ / \
C«CH-CH«CH-CH CH-C-R

/
R2 O

00

wherein:
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R' rqvetents F, CI. Br or CFs:
R* reprewnts F, a or Br, •

R represents C1-C4 alkoxy;

comprising rcKting a bakNUkane of formula:
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(A)

whCTOT X and X\ dther equal to or different from each other,
represent either a chlorine or a bromine atom, in an inert sol-
vent and in the presence of an organic pooxide or of a Redox-
transfer system, with -J-hydroxy-S-methylhexene-l of formuU:

M74^1
PROCESS FOR PREPARING AN ACRYUC OR

METHACRYUC ACID ESTER
MkUo Katok; Tadarid Abe, both of NUbam, and Masanori
MoriwaU, IbaraU, aU ofJapan, asriffon to Sodtomo Chem-
ical CoBvaay. Limited, Osaka. Japm

FDed Asi. 5. 1M2, Scr. No. 405,368
CUms priority, appUeatioB Japan, Aag. 11, 1981, 56.126440

bt OJ one 67/08
US. CL 560—205 | CM^

1. A process for preparing an acrylic or methacrylic acid
ester comprising esterifying the acrylic or methacrylic acid
with an alcohol in a water-insoluble and non-reactive organic
solvent in the presence of an acid catalyst, the volume ratio of
the organic solvent phase to an aqueous solution phase of the
acid catalyst being CIS to 0.S

OH CH3

CH2»CH—CH2—CH^-CH—CHj

in order to obtain a compound of formula:

*'^ OH CHj

C-CH2-CH-CH2-CH-CH-CH3

t/^ X X

(B)

(Q

udsaid compound of formuhi C is then dehydrated in the
Foenoe of PjOs in a suitable solvent or in the presence of
strong adds, thus yieUing a compound of formula:

4,474,982

^HALOMETHYL•^ALKOXYETHYL ACRYLATES AND
METHACRYLATES

Richard D. HoweOs, St Pad, Mfan^ MaipMr to MioMaota
Mbring and Maaafbetaring Goavoqr, St Pad, Mian.

FDed Oct 13, 1982, Scr. No. 433,970
biL a? CmC 69/653

UJS. CL 560-223 iqi
1. A compound having the formula:

R'0(CH^^H2X)OWC(0)CH20W

wherein Ri is a halosubstituted C1.20 alkyl or a halosubstituted
or unsubstituted C1.20 cycloalkyl or aralkyl group which can
contain divalent catenary oxygen or sulfur atoms, R2 is H or
methyl, X is a halogen atom, n is 1 to about 10, and m is zero
or 1.

R' CH3 (D)

^C—CH2—CH—CH2«C

which compound of formula D is made to react with a diaz-
oocetate of formula:

N2CH-C-R

I
(E)

manmert solvent and in the presence of a catalyttic system
consisting of either palladium or liiodium salts or of copper
sahs m the presence of metal copper, in order to obtain a
compound of the formula:

H3C CH3 09
R« V\ / \C—CH2-CH-CH2-CH^-CH-C-R

which compound of fbrmula F is finaUy dehydrohalogenated
losing 2 mob of hatogenhydric acid (HX and HX') in an inert
solvent and in the presence ofan at least bimolecttlar amount of
a halogenhydric ackl-aooepting base.

4^74,983
PROCESS FOR PREPARING COMPOUNDS HAVING A
1,5.DIMETHYL-HEXA-1>DIENYLENE GROUP BY
DESULPHONYLAnON OF A CORRESPONDING

SULPHONE
Pierre Oabardes, Saiate Foy-Les*Ly«i; Mate JnUa, Paris, and

Albert MsMt Cotaaar, Haat-RUa, aU of Fhncc, asrimon to
Rhoae-PoBlenc SJL, Paris, Fhmee

DiriskM of Ser. No. 759,474. Jaa. 14, 1977, abaadoaed, wUeh is
a eoBtiaaatioB-ia-part of Scr. No. 328,537, Feb. 1, 1973, Pat No.

4^1,814. This appUcatioa Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,927
OaiaH priority, appiicatioa FhUMe, Feb. 2, 1972, 72 03482:

Apr. 10, 1972, 72 12477
^

bt CL' O07C 175/00
VJS. CL 560—260 3 ,__

1. A process for pr^aring a conqwund of the formula:

CH3 CH3

,a CH C Q

A ^CH ^CH ^CH

in which A is 2-(2,6,6.trimethylcyclohex-l.enyl)ethenyl. andQ
is a primary alcohol group —CH2OH, an alkyl ether of a
primary abx>hol group —CH2OH having a total of 2 to 7
carixm atoms, a free aklehyde groiq>, a primary alcohol group—CH2OH esterified witii an alkanoic acid of 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, or a dialkyl aoetal group with 1 to 6 carbon atoms in
each alkyl group, which cooqirises treating a sulphone of the
formula:
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CH3

A /
A CH

(s)

CH2,

SO2R

X'i

CH3

c (
(b)/ \ /
CH2 CH

wherein A and Q are as defined and in which the sulphonyl

group —SO2R replaces a hydrogen atom on carixm atom (a)

or (b) and replaces a hydrogen atom on carbon atom (a) when

Q is a said esterified primary alcohol group, and R is phenyl or

naphthyl which are unsubstituted or substituted by one to two

radicals selected fitnn the group consisting of halogen, alkyl of

1 to 4 carbon atoms, and alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, with a

basic agent selected fixnn potassium t-butoxide and a combina-

tion of lithium and ethylamine.

II

CH3—CsN—NH—C—NH—R>

H2N—CH=C

CH3—C«N—NH—C—NH—R'

i

wherein R< and R^ are each hydrogen, C1-C3 alkyl or phenyl.

(D

I
4^74.986

PREPARATION OF PROPAFENONE
Hdmat Ueta, Nevtadt Fed. Rap. of

BASF AiliiiBgwiilsrbaft, Fad. Rap, cf <

FDed Mar. 18, 1983, Ssr. No. 476,575

Claims priority, appiJcaliea Fad. Rap. of Cwaaj, Mar. 19,

1982, 3210061

lat a> G07C 85/00

VS. CL 564-^349 1 CUm
1. A process for the preparation of propafenone, wherein

1. 2'-hydroxyacetophenone is reacted with epichlorohydrin.

2. The resulting 2K2',3'-epoxypropoxy)-acetophencme is

reacted with propylamine,

3. The resulting 2-(2'-hydroxy-3'-propylaniinopropoxy)-

acetophenone is reacted with benzalddiyde, accompanied

by elbnination of water, an^

4. llie resulting 2-(2'-hydroxy-3'-propylaminopropoxy)-ben-

zalacetophenone is bydrogenated.

4,474,984

3-AMINOMErHYLENE-2,4-PENTANEDIONE
BISmnOSEMICARBAZONE) DERIVATIVES

Noboo Ueda, KawaaiaU; Saanm Koado, Takarasaka, and

MaaaaU Haiae, AMgasaU, all of Japaa, aaaigBors to Nihoa

Mcdi-PhyBics Co., Ltd., Hyogo, Japaa

FDed Dec 18, 1981, Scr. No. 332,152

CUdaM priority, appUcatioa Japan, Dee. 19, 1980, 55-180770;

Dec 19, 1980, 55-180771

lat CL? one 159/00

VS. a. 564—19 3 Clafaas

1. A compound of the formula:

4,474,985

PURinCATION OF N-ACETYL AMINOPHENOLS
BDly L. Keel, Arnold; Irrin S. Baas, St Loois, and Marria L.

OfledaU, Waraoa Woods, aU of Mo., aasigaors to Monsanto

Coavany, St Lonis, Mo.
Coatfaraation-in-part of Ser. No. 280,045, JaL 6, 1981,

abandrnwd, which is a continaatioa of Ser. No. 130,809, Mar. 17,

1980, abandoned. TUs appUeation Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No.

462,495

Int CL? C07C 103/38

VS. CL 564-216 3 Oaims

1. A process for increasing the color-free shelf life of an

N-acetyl aminophenol, prepared from the correspondmg ami-

nophenol, said N-acetyl aminophenol containing, as color-

forming impurities, the products ofoxidation ofsaid aminophe-

nol and other impurities, said process comprising (a) forming a

solution of crude N-acetyl aminophenol in a solvent therefor

containing formamidinesulfinic acid and sodium metabisulfite,

(b) heating said solution at about the boiling point thereof, (c)

cooling said solution to crystallize the N-acetyl aminophenol

from said solution, (d) washing the crystalline N-acetyl amino-

phenol with additional solvent containing sodium metabisul-

fite, and (e) separating and drying die crystalline N-acetyl

aminqthenol.

4,474,987

PROCESS FOR PREPARING N,N-DISUB&riITUiED
P-PHENYLENEDIAMINE DERIVATIVES

Bmno WoUemana, MaehHak Hartmat Hirtacr, Wdtcrstadt

and Hans Bardoansr, JM fowlgi aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

aay, aasigaon to Merck Patert GeaaDaehafI fldt bcschribdt-

tar Hafti^, Daimaladi, Fed. Rap. of fisimaaj

CoatiaaatkN of Scr. No. 218,249, Dec 19, 1980, abaadnasJ,

TUs appUeatkM Apr. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 365,131

Claims prkirtty, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Dae 19,

1979, 2951100
lat CLJ ar7C 85/11

VS. CL 564—420 7 ClalBM

1. A process for preparing an NiN-disubstituted p-

phenylenediamine of the formula

\ /
R>

NH2

wherein R> is alkyl of 1-6 C atoms, R^ is aUcyl of 1-6 C atoms

or alkyl of 1-6 atoms which is substituted by OH, lower alk-

oxy, a sulfo group or an alkylsulfonamido group and R^ is

hydrogen or lower alkyl

or an acid addition salt thereof,

comprising adding an alkyl nitrite, as a nitrosation agent to

an aqueous, acid suspension of the corresponding aniline

derivative of the formula

Ri r2
\ /
N

6l.,
thereby forming the correspondnig N,N-disabstituted

p-nitroso-aniline, and subsequentiy hydrogenating the

latter without isolation thereof from the reaction mizture.
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M74t9l8
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

BIS^N^,-DIALKYLAMINO)ALKYL ETHER
StefM W. Umt, Soath OHrlatoB, W. Vs^ mH^or to Uaion
GvMdc Gorpondom Dnbvy, Cou.

Flkd Dm. 27, 1M2, Scr. No. 453,1C9
M. CLi core 85/24

"f* A* t!Ii^f«, ««wi..«;-» k; /xi M ^ .., ,
*' ^?^ wherein R is lower alkyl and R> is selected from the group

of diphenyl ether by reacting diphenyl ether with an acyl
compound of the formula

O
H

.R-C-R"

(R2NR')20

wherein R i» individually an alkyl group containing from one
to four carbon atoms and R' is a bivalent alkylene group having
fitwn 2 to 4 carbon atoms inclusive, said process comprising
reacting one or more (N,N-dialkylamino) alkanols of the gen-
eral formula:

RjNR'OH

wherein R and R' are as defined above, over a heterogeneous
solid acid catalyst under effective reaction conditions and
optionally in the presence ofan inert carrier gas for a period of
time sufficient to produce the bisKN,N-dialkylamino)alkyl
ether and thereafter recovering said bisKN,N-dialkylamino)al-
kyl ether.

—O—

C

I
where R2 and R3 are each lower alkyl, in the presence of
hydrogen fluoride as the sole catalyst for the reaction, to ob-
tain the mono-acylated, para isomer.

4^74,989
PROCESS FOR PREPARING
DINTTROBENZOPHENONES

AntoU OMpckoko, Moarocfflk; Edward T. Sibowia, AlUsoo
Park, ad OvIm M. SahHti, MoorocTfllc aU of Pa., asripi-
ora to G«lf Raacarch ft De?ciopaeirt Company, Pittsborsh,
Pa.

FDad JoL 1, 1982, Scr. No. 394061
1ml a* O07C 43/Oa 49/786

U.S.a56S-306 nCtafas
I. A process for preparing dinitrobenzophenones which

comprises reacting benzene with ethylene in the presence of an
alkylation catalyst to obtain an alkylation product containing
ttnreacted benzene, ethylbenzene, polyethylbenzenes, 1,1-

diphenylethane and heavier products, separating benzene,
ethylbenzene and polyethylbenzenes from said alkylation
product, recovering from the remainder of said alkylation
product a fhiction whose boiling points fall within the temper-
ature range of about 260' to about 290* C, reacting said frac-
tion with nitric acid at a temperature within the range of about
130* to about 210* C, wherein the molar ratio of nitric acid to
said fraction is in the range of about 3:1 to about 8:1, and
thereafter reacting the total resulting reaction product with
nitric acid in oleum to obtain a nitration product predominat-
ing in dinitrobenzophenones.

4,474,991

SYNTHETIC PHEROMONE
lO-METHYL-2-TRIDECANONE AND TTS USE IN

CONTROLLING THE SOUTHERN CORN ROOTWORM
AND RELATED DIABRailCITES

PUi L. Goas, BrooUngi, S. Ddu; Jtmm a Todiaaoi^ m,
GaiMSTille, Fla.; PUUp E. Sonet, GaiMafille, Fta., airi John
R. McLanghliB, Gaiaearille, Fla., aHipnn to The United
States of Ancriea as reprcaeated by the Seaetary of Aarical*
tore, Washington, D.C

Filed Jan. 27, 19S3, Scr. No. 461,299
Int a^ C07C 49/04

UAa 568-382 a ni—
1. The substantially pure compound lO-methyl-2-trideca-

none.

4,474,992

MSOPROPENYI^l,5-DIMETHYL<CYCLOPENTANE
CARBOXALDEHYDE, ORGANOLEPTIC USES

THEREOF AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME
Michael Lkdardello, Little SflTcr, and Richaid M. Bodca,

Ocean, both of NJ., aaripnn to brtenstioBal Flaron tt

Fh«rancc8 Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 474^18

Int a' C07C 00/00
U.S. CL 568—420 i

6LC PROFILE FOR EXAMPLE I

4^474,990
PREPARING P-PHENOXY BENZOYL COMPOUNDS

Vlktara JnaoM, Loa Gtfoa, CaUf., aari^or to Raychea Corpo-
ration Mddo Park, GaUf.

GoMtoMtfcm of Scr. No. 281,527, JnL 8, 1981, abudoMd. nia
ppUcatkm No?. 24» 1982, Scr. No. 444,420

tat a' arrc 45/46
U.S.a 868-319 MdalnH

1. A method for the preparation of p-phenoxybenzoyl com-
pounds of the formula

QHy-
. . -., ,,..,..,. l-2.I»op«venyH,5-dimethyl<yclopentanecarboMMehyde

wheremR IS lower alkyl, wh«h comprises the mono-acytation having.the structure:
-H^nyoe
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RHR SPECTRUM FOR EXAMPLE I

OPPM
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I 4,474,994

PURIFICATION OF VANILLIN
Earle C. MaUn, Dickinson, Tex., aasigaor to Monsanto Com-

pay, St Loois, Mo.
Ffled Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,314

Int a^ C07C 45/78

VS. CL 568-438 10 Clafaw

1. A process for purification of crude vanillin, comprising:

a. contacting crude vanillin obtained from lignin, Ugnosul-

fonates, or sulfite cooking liquor comprising at least SO

weight percent vanillin with a supercritical extraction

fluid which preferentially dissolves the impurities in the

crude vanillin, selected from the group consisting of CO2,

ethane, and ethylene, at a temperature in excess of the

critical temperature of the extraction fluid and at a pres-

sure of 2S to SOD atmosphere^

b. extracting from the crude vanillin at least some of the

impurities; and

c. separating the supercritical fluid containing impurities

from the crude vanillin to produce vanillin product with

increased purity.

SOOO tOOO 1600 1200 tOO 400

FREOUERCT (Cr)

IR SPECTRIN FOR EXANPIE I

.

4,474,993

METHOD FOR THE HYDROLYSIS OF
a-CHLORINATED TOLUENE COMPOUNDS

G8mi L. F. Hag, Tfctgatan 197, S442 33 KongiaT, Sweden, and

Riito K. Raatala, AndeUagiTilgeB 41B B2, SF-00660 Hds-

lagfbn 66, Flahud
Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372^458

Clalna priority, appUcitlon Sweden, May 4, 1981, 8102761

Int a» C07C 45/43. 29/124

VS.a 568—437 9 Claims

1. A continuous method for the hydrolysis of an a-

chlorinated toluene compound selected from the group con-

sisting of benzyl chloride and benzal chloride, said method

comprising hydrolyzing said a-chlorinated toluene compound

at a temperature of firom 10*-180* C. and at a pressure suffi-

cient to maintain the components in a liquid state, with an

aqueous solution of a hydrolyzing agent selected from the

group consisting of hydroxides, carbonates, and hydrogen

carbonates of alkali metals and alkaline earth metals in at least

a stoichiometric amount of the presence of an inert organic

solvent selected from the group consisting ofbenzene, toluene,

xylene, ethyl benzene, and mixtures thereof, said hydrolysis

reaction being conducted in countercurrent, with an organic

phase containing said a-chlorinated toluene compound and

said inert organic solvent flowing in a hydrolysis zone counter-

currently with an aqueous phase containing said aqueous solu-

tion of said hydrolyzing agent extracting said aqueous phase,

after passing said hydrtriysis zone, with said inert organic

solvent in an extraction zone, washing said organic phase, after

passing sakl hydrolysis zone, with water in a washing zone,

and separating the resulting products of hydrolysis in said

organic phase from said organic phase by distillation.

4,474,995

HYDROFORMYLATION PROCESS EMPLOYING
TETRACARBOXYLATODIRUTHENIUM HAUDE

COMPLEX CATALYST
Jamci L. Cooper, Longrlew, Tcz^ aaaignor to Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochcater, N.Y.

Filed Ang. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,772

I Int a^ C07C 45/50

VS.a 568—451 14 OafaRH

1. A hydroformylation process for the production of low

ratio, normal to branched aldehyde product, comprising con-

tacting olefin in a reaction zone at a temperature of from about

70* C. to about 2S0* C, and a pressure of from about SCO psig

to about 10,000 psig, with hydrogen and carbon monoxide in

the presence ofa catalytic amount ofone or more complexes of

the formula (R—0)4Ru2X wherein each R is an independently

selected alkanoyl group, and X is CI, Br, or I, for a sufficient

period of time to permit reaction of the olefin with the carbon

monoxide and hydrogen to form aldehyde product

' 4,474,996

PRODUCnON OF FORMALDEHYDE
Peter F. Ckreia, and VcUlyor NottM Rao, both of WOaRlagtoa,

DeL, aarignon to E L Da Pont dc Ncaovs and Company,

Wflaringtoa, Del
FDcd Mar. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 475^33

Int CL' arrc 45/37

VS. CL 568-473 6 Claims

1. A process of vapor phase oxidative dehydrogenation of

methanol in the presence of an oxygen containing gas at from

4S0* to 730* C. to produce formaldehyde, the improvement

that the catalyst is formed of a particulate, hard, nonporous,

refiractory support containing on its surface from O.S-10

weight percent silver or silver/gold alloy which has been

deposited by physical vapor deposition.

4,474^997

OXIDATION PROCESS AND CATALYST THEREFOR
Velllyar N. M. Rao, WUflRlngton, Del, aaalgBor toE L Da Pom

dc NoMMfS and Compaay, Wilmington, DcL

DMakm of Scr. No. 395,783, JaL 6. 1982, Pat No. 4^29,055.

TUs applleatioa Sep. 19, 1983, Scr. No. 533,751

tat aJ C07C 45/35. 45/37

VS.a 568—473 5 Chriato

1. A process of oxidizing a gaseous starting material which is

propylene, butene, butadiene- 1,3 or methanol with from O.OS to

O.S atom of oxygen per atom of said gaseous starting material

at from 200* to 700* C. in the presence of a catalytic amount of

a catalyst comprising a boron phosphete support containing

from S to 20 percent by weight as based on boron phoq>hate.
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ofrilver and recovering an oxygen-containing product derived
from nid itarting materiaL

FLUOUNATED POLYETHER AND DERIVATIVES
THEREOF

. J'-""^y*'»C>"<»»'^«ii«PorteE.LD«Pert* Naaom ad Goapay, Witarimoa, DaL
DW^iior S«. Nfc 3»31«, Mar. 2, MM, Pat N«. M20^.

lUi ^ppHcaliea Sipu 14, IMS, Sar. No. 832,041

... - "^ Q*' ^^'C ¥///A ^//O/
UAa8«-<18 jOafaia

1. Frocew compriaing pyrolyzing, in an aprotic solvent, at a
temperatofe of about 130* C to about 300* C, the compound
oftheftmnula

CPjX2CFX50(CF2CF(CF3X)l,CF2CF-
200iM(i/,«)

wherein X2 and X3 are both Br, n ia an integer and ia 1 to 6 andM is an alkali or alkaline earth metal cation of valence m to
produce the compound of the fiwmula

CPF3CFO(CF2CF(CF3)0]«CF2CF2Br

wherein n ia an integer iind ia 1 to 6.

4|475,000

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
4,4'.DIHYDROXYBIPHENYL

John J. Penderjr, Hnntinston Wooda, and Jaom G. Jolly, Lath-
rap Village, both of Mich., aaaigMn to Ethyl Corpoiatlon,
Richmond, Va.

CoBtinnation.in.part of Sar. No. 459,783, Jan. 21, 1983,
l«M*Hied, Iliia appUcatioB Feb. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 469,724

iMLCL^ arte 39/14
UAa 568-730 lOCWma

1. A process for the preparation of 4,4'HJihydroxybiphenyl
having high purity said process comprising:

(a) hydrolyzying 4,4'Hlibromobiphenyl in the presence of a
copper compound catalyst containing copper in the plus
two oxidation state selected from the group consisting of
a copper chelate, a cupric halide, copper acetate, copper
citrate, copper sulfrte and cupric tartrate, in an alkaline
aqueous solution at a temperature of from room tempera-
ture to 300* C;

(b) separating said copper compound catalyst from said
alkaline aqueous solution;

(c) acidifying said alkaline aqueous solution with an acid
forming a solid;

(d) separating said solid;

(e) dissolving said solid in an inert organic solvent in which
said soUd is soluble and inorganic salts are either insoluble
or slightly soluble leaving an inorganic salt residue;

(0 separating said inorganic salt residue from the organic
solution; and

(g) distilling said organic solution to remove solvents and
residual water.

_ 4^4,999
PHENOL COMPOUNDS, PROCESS AND POLYMERS

VleJ»l^Ef«f»flla, aid Ctarlaa V. Hedgsa, Mt Vernon,

5JJ^ »J|.

mt^an to GaMral Elaelrk Coavaay, Mt

DMrioa or Sar. No. 380,042, Mar. 19, 1982,. TUa apoUcation
Oetl7,1983.S«.No.5S827 "•'"^"'

.,- ^ I«.a»OB7Ci9/;5
U&aSC8-720 a rui^

If A tetraidienolic compound of the formula:

Y» OH

. '^ X'. xa, X3. X* Y», yi, Y3, and Y* are tndependendy
selected from hydrofen, chhxine, bromine, and alkyl of from
1 10 6 carbon atoms or aryL

4,475,001
PROCESS FOR ALKYLATINGPHENOUCCOMPOUNDS
TO PRODUCE ORTHO. OR PARA-MONOALKYLATED
PHENOLS OR 2A OR 2,6.DLaKYLATED PHENOLS

Gerd Lcaton, PUlabyrgh, Pa., aasipHN* to Koppen Qnnany.
Incn Pittsbwgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 478,060
Int a' C07C S7/0a 39/06

VS.a 568—784 27 dahna
1. A process for alkylating a phenolic compound having

from about six to about ten carbon atoms and having at least
two hydrogens in the ortho-ortho or ortho-pan positions to
produce another phenolic compound having one or two alkyl
groups in the ortho or para or orthoortho or ortho-para posi-
tions comprising:

(a) converting the phenolic compound to a mono- or di-t.
alkyhrted phenol derivative which still has one or two
hydrogens in the ortho, para, ortho-ortho or ortho-para
positions;

(b) reacting the t-alkylated compound formed in step (a)
with a saturated aliphatic aldehyde having one to four
carbon atoms and a secondary non<«romatic amine having
two to about eight carbon atoms, wherein the amount of
the t-alkylated phenolic compound is a stoichiometric
amount and the amounts of the aldehyde and amine are at
least stoichiometric amounts, and at a temperature in the
range of about 0* C. to about 100* C. to produce a Man-
nich base type aminoalkylated t-alkylated phenolic com-
pound;

(c) contacting the Mannich base type aminoalkylated t-

alkylated phenoUc formed in step (b) with hydrogen in the
presence of a hydrogenation catalyst to produce an alkyl-
ated t-alkylated phenolic compound; and

(d) contacting the alkylated t-alkylated phenoHc compound
formed in step (c) with an acid or an acid reacting sub-,
stance at a temperature from about 25* C. to about 300*C
to produce a phenolic compound which is selected fhmi
the group consisting of a monoalkylated phenolic com.
pounda alkylated in the ortho- or para-poaitions and dialk-
ylated phenolic compounds alkylated in the ortho-ortho,
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ortho- or ortho-para-positions and having at least one
ortho- or para-position unsubstituted.

4,475,002

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
M-ALKYLHYDROXYBENZENE

Mitanhiro Wada, Osaka, and Seizi MaU, Hyogo, both of Japan,

asaignors to Tatrita Chodcal Company, LIndted, Osaka,

Jivan

Filed No?. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,696

Cbdma priority, appUcatioa Japan, No?. 27, 1981, 56*191038;

Dec 23, 1981, 56-210285; Jan. 7, 1982, 57-1503

IntCL3O07Ci7/(M
U.S. CL 568—795 8 dahna

1. A process for preparing m-alkylhydroxybenzene which
comprises heating alkylbenzene or an isomeric mixture of

alkylbenzenesulfonic acid in the presence of sulfuric acid and

an inorganic salt selected from the group consisting of sodium

sulfate and sodium hydrogen sulfate at a temperature of from

ISO* to 210* C. to form an isomeric mixture of alkylbenzenesul-

fonic acid which b rich in the m-isomer, selectively hydrolyz-

ing the isomers of alkylbenzenesulfonic acid other than the

m-isomer by heating with water or by steam distillation, and

caustically fusing the unhydrolyzed alkylbenzenesulfonic acid.

4,475,005

PROCESS FOR PREPARING TERHARY ALKYL
ETHERS

Qancarlo Paret, Milan, Italy, aasipor to Snaasprogettl S.pjL,

MiUu, Italy

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361458
Clahns priority, application Italy, Apr. 10, 1981, 21032 A/81

Int a^ C07C 41/42

U.S.a 568-«97 8 Chdnis

4,475,004

PREPARATION OF ALKANEDIOLS
Christopher J. Nalcpa, Baton Ronge, Ia, aaaignor to Ethyl

Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Filed Dec 21, 1983, Ser. No. 564,087

Int a» one 29/13Z 33/26. 67/00. 59/245

VJS. CL 568-865 20 Cbdma
1. In a process for producing alkanediols by the hydrolytic

reduction of hydrolytically reducible furans at elevated tem-

peratures and elevated pressures using a supported metal cata-

lyst, said alkanediols having the two hydroxy groups resulting

firom said hydrolytic reduction bonded to different carbon

atoms which are separated from each other by two other

carbon atoms, the improvement which comprises conducting

the hydrolytic reduction in an aqueous medium utiliang a

supported nickel catalyst and trihaloacetic acid or a mixture

thmof as a promoter for the hydrolytic reduction.

4,475,003

PREPARATION OF l,l,l.TRICHLOROMErHYL
COMPOUNDS

Martbi Flsdier, Lodwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to BASF Aktiengeaellachaft, Lodw^griiafen, Fed. R^ of

Germany
Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,659

Int a' C07C 31/36. 31/34

VJS.a 568—844 16 Chdma
1. A process for the preparation of a 1,1,1-trichloromethyl

compound of the formida

a I

I

R—CH2—CH2—c—

a

a

where R is an aliphatic radical by reacting chloroform with an

olefin of the formula

R-CH=CH2 n

where R has the above meaning, in the presence of a free-radi-

cal initiator wherein the reaction is carried out in the presence

ofa weakly basic alkali metal salt or alkaline earth metal salt in

an amount of firom 1 to 20% by weight based on starting

material II.

1. A process for reacting an isoolefin with an alkyl alcohol in

the presence of a catalyst to produce the corresponding ter-

tiary alkyl ether, said catalyst comprised of a sulphated sty-

rene-divinylbenzene resin, said process comprising the steps of:

a. providing a plate fractionating column reactor containing

at least five fractionating reaction zones, each reaction

zone being serially connected to the next successive reac-

tion zone via a pathway which is contiguous to the reac-

tion zones connected via said pathway, at least two of said

reaction zones also containing a fixed bed of said catalyst

each of the reaction zones containing a fixed bed of said

catalyst being separated from another by at least one

reaction zone not containing a fixed bed of said catalyst;

b. causing liquid in said reactor to flow along a preselected

flow path in a downward direction through said reaction

zones not containing a fixed bed of catalyst and through

said pathways and in an upwards direction through said

reaction zones containing a fixed bed of said catalyst

c. causing gas v^x)n fractioned from said liquid to flow m
an upward direction through said reaction zones;

d. introducing said alcohol into the upper end of said column

reactor into said flow path at a location above the upper-

most of sAid reaction zones containing a fixed bed of said

catalyst;

e. introducing a hydrocarbon feed containing said isoolefin

into said column reactor into said flow path;

f. reacting said isoolefin with said alcohol in the liquid phase

in each of said reaction zones containing a fixed bed of

said catalyst to form said ether product each fixed bed of

said catalyst being immersed in liquid containing said

alcohol, said gas vapors produced in the reaction zones

located below each bed of said catalyst bubbling upwards

therethrough;

g. separating s^ ether product from the unreacted hydro-

carbon feed in each of said fractionating reaction zones to

obtain a substantially pure form of said ether product;

h. removing said substantially pure form of said ether prod-

uct firom the bottom of said column reactor, and

i. removing the unreacted hydrocarbon feed from the top of

said column reactor.
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M75,006
SHIELDED RffiBON CABLE

Morray Otyphaot, Jr^ Lake Elao, Miu^
•Ota Mbdag and Manftetariag Compny, St Pnd, Min.

FUed Mtf. M, 1961, Ser. No. 244,289

Lrt. a? HOIB 11/06

VS.a 174-36 13

mountiBg thereon of an integrated circuit chip having a range

of sizes, characterized in that:

to Mine- said component has a metallic layer, said layer having a

1. A flexible ribbon cable having a signal portion comprising:

a plurality of substantially longitudinally parallel circular

conductors having a uniform diameter and lying in a

single plane, said plurality of conductors having trans-

versely uniform predetermined and longitudinally uni-

form cross-sectional spacing;

insulation encasing said plurality of conductors having a

uniform effective dielectric constant of not more than 3.0

and having two outer surfaces substantially parallel to said

single plane; and

a sheet conductor having a maximum resistivity of not more

than 3.5 milliohms per square, said sheet conductor having

two inner surfaces conforming to said two outer surfaces

of said insulati(m, said sheet conductor being bonded to

said insulation on said two outer surfaces, and said sheet

conductor ercasing said insulation on substantially all

cross-sectional sides and providing both transverse and

longitu(hnal electrical continuity;

where the ratio of the value of the diameter of said parallel

circular conductors to the value of the distance between

centers of said {Muallel circular conductors is not less than

0.16 and not more than 0.42; and

where the ratio of the value of the distance between said two

inner surfaces of said sheet conductor to the value of the

distance between centen of said parallel circular conduc-

tors is not more than l.S;

whereby the electrical characteristics of said signal portion

of said flexible ribbon cable approximate the electrical

characteristics ofa coaxial cable with a comparable insuhi-

tion thickness.

symmetric undulate border in a taptnd waved pattern

and a substantially continuous central portion, said chip

having a size within the range having as a minimum the

size of said central portion and as a maximum the size of a

figure circumscribing said undulate border, the surface

tension effect of a reflowed material situated between said

chip and said layer causing self-alignment of said chip

ree^tfdless of the chip size within said range.

4,475,006

COORDINATE INPUT DEVICE WITH
PRESSURE-SENSmVE RUBBER SHEET

Mlwako Doi, Tokyo, and MitiM Sdto, Yokonka, both of Ja-

pan, aMigMn to Tokyo SUbanra DenU KabmhiU KaidH^

KawanU, Japan

FDed Aag. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 407,950

dalBS priority, appUcatiOB Japan, Aog. 26, 1961, 56-135106

lot a^GOBC 27/00

U.S. CL 178-16 6 CbdaH

4,475,007

METHOD OF MOUNTING SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP
FOR PRODUCING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND A

CHIP-SUPPORTING MEMBER USED THEREIN
Jnqji Ohno, Hanamatim Japan, anignor to Nippon GakU Seize

Kaboshfld laisha, Haoanatm, Japan

FDed JnL 6, 1961, Ser. No. 281,365

Ciains priority, appUcatkm Japan, JnL 14, I960, 55-96117

lot ai H05K 5/02

UAa 174-52 FP 20

1:
27

16

no/-

1. A coordinate input device comprising:

a resistance plate;

a pressure-sensitive rubber sheet placed on said reastance

plate; and

a surface electrode plate having a soft synthetic resin plate;

a hard resin plate having one surface placed on said soft

synthetic resin plate; and

said hard resin plate having another surface on which is

formed a metallic electrode layer, said surface electrode

plate being placed on said rubber sheet such that said

metaUic electrode Uyer contacts said pressure-sensitive

rubber sheet

20. A subassembly component adapted for the self-aligning

1 4,475,009

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR REMOTELY
CONTROLLING TELEPHONE CALL FORWARDING

Elliot Rala, 60 Srttoa PL S^ (Soite 9HS), New York, N.Y.

10022, and Dan FogeL 301 E. 73 St, (SaUe U B), New York,

N.Y. 10021

FUed No?. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 442,814

iBt a^ H04M 3/54

VS.a 179-2 A 27 Claims

1. A device for remotely controlling call forwarding for a

given telephone line, the device comprising:

input means connectable to the given telephone line for

I

receiving input signals remotely applied to the line;

output means connectable to the given telephone line for

qjplying output signals thereto;

means re^xmsive to the receipt of a preselected identifica-

; tion code by the input means for storing a desired call

I
forwarding telephone number received by the input

means with said identification code and for sequentially

applying a call forwarding initiate code and thereafter said

stored number to the output means; and

means responsive to signals received by the input means for

applying a call forwarding terminate code to the output

means.

9. A device for remotely terminating call forwarding for a

given telephone line, the device comprising:

'

361
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injmt means connectable to the given telephone line for
receivmg mput signals remotely applied to the line-

output means connectable to the given telephone liiie for
applymg output signals thereto; and

in«ns responsive to the receipt of signals for applying a caU
forwardmg terminate code to the output means and in-
ctadmg means responsive to the receipt of at least two
caUs within a preselected time interval for producing the
call forwarding terminate code.

11. A device for remotely terminating call forwarding for a
given telephone line, the device comprising:

*>-

mput means connectable to the given telephone line for
receiving input signals remotely applied to the line;

output means connectable to the given telephone line for
applymg output signals thereto; and

m«ns responsive to the receipt of signals for applying a call
forwardmg terminate code to the output means and com-
prising means for storing a received caU forwarding time
interval code corresponding to a desired time interval and
taung means for producing the call forwarding terminate
code upon the expiration of the desired time interval.

M75^10
HIGH DENSITY CELLULAR MOBILE RADIO

COMMUNICATIONS

..::.' Slv"""^ ^'•^ ***^^ *-'«•"^^ J«rol M,
LM, Wtattom aU ofUL, oMl Vcnie H. MmDouU, EibenM.
NJ.,anIfMn to AT4T Bdl Labontoriaa, Momy HilL NJ.

FIM Mqr 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,905
lit CLi HMQ 7/04

UAai79-2EB
27Ctafais

serving mobile units from a plurality of cell sites each equipped
with signal strength measuring apparatus and each having one
or more antenna/channel groups, a method for transferring
control of communications with a mobile unit firom one anten-
na/channel group of one ceU site to another antenna/channel
group, comprising the steps of:

storing in a local cell site data base at each of said cell sites
a list of nearby cell sites and a list of candidate handK)flf
antenna/channel groups and associated signal strength
thresholds;

ascertaining at said one ceU site when the signal strength of
said mobUe unit drops below a prespedfied threshold;

responsive to said signal strength ascertaining step, accessing
the local ceU site data base at said one ceU site to obtain
said list ofnearby cell sites and transmitting a command to
said signal strength measuring qiparatus of said nearby
ceU sites to measure and report the signal strength of said
mobile unit;

responsive to the receipt of said reports from said signal
strength measuring apparatus, selecting from said ac-
cessed data base candidate list those antenna/channel
groups associated with signal strength reports above said
associated signal strength threshold.

4y47S,011
ARRANGEMENT OP INTERACTIVE TELEPHONE

SWITCHING PROCESSORS PROVIDING SELECTIVE
FUNCnONAL CAPABIUTY BY PORT

Barrie BrightiMB, Fen Park; Hncah C Jotwod, Longwood:
Pedro A. Leak, Fern Park; Rick L. Mnrti; NickoUae P.
Meato, both of AltawMte Springy JayntkoMr R. Shah.
LoBgwood; Wliliaa H. Stewart, Loagwood, and Johow!
Woodward, Loagwood, aU of Flit, aarifaon to StraBbera*
Carbon CorporatioB, Lake Mary, Fla.
Coatinnation of Scr. No. 924,768, JaL 14, 1978, «i>—

i

ftrol^
which is a coBtfaiBatioa-ia.part of Scr. No. 86M01, Dee. 27,

1977, abandoacd. Iliis appUcatioa Sep. 11, 1979, Ser. No. 74JC2
IatCL3HMMi/2i>;H(MQJ/5¥

U.S. CL 179—18 ES 24

,.^^-sii

r

i/nmrtuuns tu-a*

1. In a plural channel mobile communication system for

1. A telephone switohing system for telephone lines m a
telephone network, said system comprising:
A. a plurality of port means connected to the lines for moni-

toring and controlling signals on the lines and for receiv-
ing and transmitting voice signals and supervisory signals,

B. storage means for storing supervisory information and
call status information includmg call state and command
information,

C. signal transfer means connected to said storage means and
said port means for transferring supervisory signab as
supervisory information between said port means and said
storage means

D. port event processing means connected to said storage
means for controUing the operation of each said port
means in response to the information in said storage
means, said port event processing means including:
i. bus means connected to said storage means,
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ii. timing means for transferring to said bus means in pre-

determined sequence stored supervisory information

for each line frcm said storage means,

iii. a fimctional means connected to said bus means and to

said timing means for processing said supervisory infor-

mation in response to first commands and call state

mformation from said storage means,

iv. another functional means connected to said bus means
and to said timing means for processing said supervisory

uiformation in response to second cMnmands and call

state information from said storage means, and
V. common control means connected to said timing means,

each of said functional means and said bus means for

generating signals for transfer to said storage means,

E. call processing means connected to said storage means for

alterhig information in said storage means thereby to

control the operation of said port event processing means,

and

F. switehing means connected to said signal transfer means
and said call processing means for controlling the transfer

of the voice signals among said port means m response to

signals from said call processing means.

4,475,012

SUBSCRIBER TELEPHONE SET INCORPORATING
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECnON

Jeaa P. Coahaaaee, Osay, FVaaee, aasigaor to UJ5. Phllipa

Corporatfoa, New York, N.Y.

per No. PCr/NL82/00011, § 371 Date JaL 22, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jal. 22, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/03733, PCT Pab.

Date Oct 28, 1982

PCT FDed Apr. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 403,590

Oafaas priority, ap^icatkm Fraacc, Apr. 16, 1981, 81 07673

lat a^ H04M 1/Sl; H02H 9/00

VS.a 179-81 R 4 Oains

1. In a subscriber telephone set comprising line inputs, hook
contacts, and an electronic transmission and dialing circuit

associated with a push button dial and incorporating a first

overvoltage protection means connected in said set to the line

inputs and also a second protection means provided up-stream

of the hook contacts, intended to limit the power applied to

said electronic transmission and dialing circuit associated with

a push-button dial, the improvement wherein said second

protection device is in essence formed by a dipole electronic

circuit arranged in series with one of the inputs of the transmis-

sion and dialing circuit, by means of a diaUng interrupter, this

dipole circuit having first and second terminals and comprising

a first transistor whose main current path is connected to one

of the terminals of the dipole circuit via a current measuring

resistor, and to the other terminal of the dipole circuit via a

diode which forms together with a second transistor whose

pdarity is the reverse of the polarity of the first transistor a

current mirror supplying the control electrode of the first

transistor, while a third transistor is connected between the one

terminal of the dqwle circuit and the control electrode of the

first transistor, said third transistor bec<»iing conductive when
the current flowing through the current measuring resistor

reaches a predetermined value.

4,475,013

REPERTORY AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALING
APPARATUS WHEREIN A NAME AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER ARE SEARCHED BY DEPRESSING ONE OR

MORE LETTER CODE KEYS
Ihoaias K. P. Lee, aad Yae C Cheag, both of Kowkwa, Hoag

Koag, aaslgaors to InteraatioBal Qnarta Ltd., Hoag Koag,
HoagKoag

FDed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377^33
lat a.3 H04M 1/274

VS. CL 179—90 BD 21 OaiaH

(n«.u

55£gEi!
mcoomiocttte*

^

•*^
-or- Sm—ik ik

inc. 11

^
4 TO*
Mceoc*

» ttmnrt mjcrlEH

A.

iri«.t,ni

r\n

iricai

/«• fir

1. A repertory automatic telephone dialing apparatus

wherein a name and telephone number are searched by de-

pressing one or more letter code keys comprising: a housing; a

keyboard on said housing including push-button keys for at

least all letters of the alphabet and numbers 0-9, and further

including a NAME key, a SEARCH key, a DIAL key and a

REDIAL key; a microprocessor sitxiated in said housing in-

cluding read only memory (ROM) and random access memory
(RAM>, a program in said microprocessor for operating the

microprocessor to store in, or recall from, said RAM a name
and telephone number pair; coupling circuit means for cou-

pling the microprocessor to and between a telephone unit and

an incoming telephone line; a keyboard circuit coupled be-

tween said keyboard and said microprocessor; said keyboard

circuit in conjunction with said programmed microprocessor,

being operable upon the depression of a key code to store a

name/number pair, to recall a name/number pair or to cause

dialing of a prnletennined telephone number related to a code

for the number when uid code is punched in on said keyboard,

said code including at least one letter associated with a push-

button key which can be a letter of the name of the person

being called; alphanumeric visual display means coupled to

and between said microprocessor and said keyboard, and situ-

ated behind a screen on said housing above said keyboard for

displaying names and numbers stored in said memory and for

dispUying the name and/or number being called when the

code is punched in on said keyboard, means including said

programmed microprocessor for causing, upon actuation of

said NAME key, one of said letter keys and said SEARCH
key, searching of a name, and, upon finding the desired name/-

number displaying said name/number on the visual display

means, and, upon actiution of said DIAL key, dialing of the

named person's telephone number; means including said pro-

grammed microprocessor for causing, upon actuation of one of

said letter keys for a letter/name/number combination stored

in said RAM, display of at least the telephone number on the

visual display means and automatic diaUng of said number, and

means including said programmed microprocessor for causing,

upon actuation of said REDlAL key, an alarm to be given

after a short time period signifying that redialing of a last

dialed number should be initiated.
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4|47S,014

ACXKJSnCAL TRANSDUCER
A. Dili, MatlMfilt, lain ttmltmr to H$nma-Modwt

raid Si^ 13, 1M2, to. No. 417,079

IM. ai HD4R 17/00

UJS.ai7»-U0A 11

1. A bender comprising a fint piezoelectric crystal having
first and second opposed side surfaces, a second piezoelectric

crystal having first and second opposed side surftces, means
providing an electrical coupling to the first side of the first

crystal, means providing an electrical coupling to the first side

of the second crystal, means providing an electrical coupling
to the second sides of the first and second crystals, the last-

mentioned coupling means including means providing a notch
in the perimeter of the first crystal for exposing a region of the
second side of the second crystal near its perimeter and an
electrical contact provided on the exposed region, and a layer

of adhesive cementing the perimeter of the second side of the
first crystal to the perimeter of the second side of the second
crystal

4^7S/>18

MULTIPOSmON SWITCH
nratmi KobaynU, AkU, ad ShoieU Htmim Gifta, both of
Jipa, irtgWH to rrtashlii Uaha Tokai Rika DcaU

>AieU,Jipmi
raad May 17, 1M2, to. No. 379,003

prtortty, ivpikitkm Japaa, May 2^ Ml, 56-

75946IU]

M. CU HOIH 9/Oa 15/00
US. CL 200—5 R 4 Cbdma

/. u

1. A multipositkm switoh comprising:
a switch case having an aperture
an operation knob projecting operably through said ^ler-

ture;

an insulator member being mounted to said switch case to

define a space between said switch case and said insulator

member;
first and second groups of stationary contacts being fixed on

said insulator member in a predetermined arrangement;

fint and second switching contacts for switching first and
second groiqw of stationary contacts respectively;

fint and second contact holders for holding first and second

switching cratacts being slidably inserted within said
space;

said first contact hoMer being adapted to be moved in a first

direction when the operation knob is operated in said first

direction;

an aperture formed in said first contact holder;

said second contact boMer being ad^ted to be moved in

said aperture formed in said first contact holder in a sec>

ond direction orthogonal to said first direction when the
operation knob is operated in said second direction while
said first contact holder is maintained at a neutral position
thereof;

said operation knob being integrally formed with said sec-
ond contact hoMer,

first dick means including a fint ball operatively arranged in

the first contact holder and click holes provided on the
insulator member for rdeasably retaining said fint contact
holder to said insulator member, and

second click means including a second ball operatively ar-

ranged in the fint contact holder and click holes provided
on a side wall of the second contact bolder for releasably

retaining said first contact holder to said second contact
holder,

said first and second groups of stationary contacta being
initially constructed as a stendl-like member having been
punched from a sheet of electrically conductive material
and including a plurality of connecting portions for sup-
porting said first and second groups of stationary contacts
and a plurality of positions for fijdng said stationary

contacts to the insulator member being adi^ted to be
insert-molded mto said insulator member;

said stencil-like member being insert-moMed together with
said insulator member whoi it is molded, and said con-
necting portions being removed after the insert-molding

of said stencil-like member to obtain said first and second
stationary c(»tacts.

4^73,016
SWIMMER ARRIVAL SIGNAL PANEL

Gordon Bcrger, QMbae, Canada, aaripMr to Aaneabcrg AaKd-
ates N.V., CvacM», Nelhcrlaads Airtillca

FOad Sa». 21, 1982, to. No. 420,806

Kst a> HOIH 3/OZ 35/00: A43K 3/00
VJ8. CL 200—52 R 15

1. A swimmer arrival signal panel for a swimmmg lane in a
swimming pool, comprising,

a panel (rf* non-conductive material, the bottom of the panel

edited for mounting at one end of the swimming lane

below water level in the swimming pool, the panel being
free to move forward when contacted by a swimmer;

first adjustment means to provide a distance of travel withm
a predetermined range for the pand;

contact means adapted to be activated when the panel is

moved within the distance of travel;
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second adjustment means to establish the position of the

panel within the distance of travel where the contact

means is activated, and

adjustable spring means to determine the force required to

move the panel.

4^475,017

AUTOPNEUMATIC COMPRESSED GAS SWITCH
Hcrbcft Karrcnbracr, Nieatetal, Fed. Rep. ofGcmny, i

to Liccntla-Patcnt-Verwallungs*GBbH, Fed. Rep. of Gcr*

Filed JoL 30, 1982, to. No. 403,529

Claims priority, applkatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Aag. 17,

1981, 3132305

lat OJ HOIH 33/88

VS.a 200—148 A 8 Oalns

1. An autopneumatic compressed gas switch, comprising a

gas cylinder, a piston cooperable with said cylinder, said piston

and said cylinder being relatively movable to compress a gas

therebetween, a stationary tubular part having one wall with

an axially extending slot, a counter contact disposed in said

stationary tubular part and having a radial projection extend-

ing through said slot, an insulating bushing connected to the

movable one of said inston and cylinder and movable there-

with and having a contact piece engageable with said counter

contact, releaaable latch means for releasably connecting said

insulating bushing to said counter contact, and spring means

disposed between said counter contact and said stationary

tubular part for mcreasing in biasing force during the relative

movement of said piston and cylinder to effect release of said

latch means and said counter contact from said insulating

bushing and to move said counter contact to an end position

thereof.

4,475,018

PUFFER TYPE GAS aRCUTT BREAKER
Satoad Ariasoto, NiaUaoaiya, aad HiraaU Kakeyaan, AaUya,

i to MttaabiaU DsaU KabasUU Kai-

8 fint nozzle and a second nozzle which are juxtaposed

along a moving path of said movable arc contact;

an arc extinguishing fluid in said pufier chamber being com-

pressed in accordance with the disengaffinR movement of

said movable arc contact, said arc extinguishing fluid

being blown through said first nozzle against an electric

arc struck at the time of the disengagement of said arc

contacts;

said gas storage chamber being separate from said puffer

chamber which communicates with said second nozzle,

and

an arc extinguishing fluid in said gas storage chamber, a

passage opened by the disengaging movement of said

moveable arc contact to connect said fluid in said gas

storage chamber with the fluid blown through said fkst

nozzle for mixing said fluid, the mixed arc extinguishing

fluid being blown through said second nozzle against the

electric arc after said movable arc contact has moved a

predetermined distance.

4,475,019

PUFFER'TYPE COMPRESSED GAS CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTER

W. Tragwfr, Marryirille, Pa., aaaipor to Westfag-

house Eleetrk Corp., PUabareh, Pa.

FOad Mar. 18, 1983, to. No. 474,748

lat a^ HOIH 33/88

US. CL 200-148 A 9

FDed Dae. 14, 1982, to. No. 450,202

OaiaH priorUy, appUeattoa Japaa, Dae. 22, 1981, 56-208647

lat a' HOIH iJ/00

UJ5.a 200-148 R 5 Oaian

1. A puffer type gas circuit breaker including a puffer cham-

ber and a gas storage chamber and comprising:

a stationary contact and a movable contact for carrying

current;

a stalioaary arc contact and a movable arc contact which are

disengaged after opeining of the current-carrying

contacts;

—J.

1. A circuit interrupter comprising:

a cylindrical, metallic outer housing having disposed therein

an insulating gas;

an insulating barrier disposed within and contacting said

outer bowing;

an elongated iittnlatnig tube disposed within said outer hous-

ing and spaced apart from said insulating barrier, said

barrier being disposed intermediate said outer bousing and

said tube;

a stationary contact disposed within said tube;

a movable contact kngitudinally movaMe within said tube
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•nd oooperabie with nid stttioinry contact to opoi and
cloae an electrical ciicuh;

meuH for blasting a flow of insulating gas into the arc estab-

lished between said stationary and movable contacts dur-

ing an opening operation; and
means for moving said movable contact;

said tube having a pltirality of radially directed openings

therein in the vicinity of said stationary contact, and said

barrier being disposed at least opposite said tube openings.

YosUMiri

Yi

AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER
MochinU; KijoaU E|mU

Tmu% and MiMqr^ Qkadi, aD of
to MftnUaU Dedd KabvUU

Kaisha, Tdgro, Japan

Filed Jan. 2S» 1963, Scr. No. 4«l,795
ClaiaM priority, appUcatioaJap^ Jan. 29, 1X2, 57.12M9[U1

iBta^HMHi/OD
U.S.a 200-153 SC 7

M7S|020
SLIDE SWITCH OPERATING DEVICE

i Takai; YasM Yaasada; SatoaU Takagi, and YnUo Itoh,

aU of Tokyo, Japan, aaaipon to darioa Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

FUcd Jon. 7, 1902, Ser. No. 385,363
OaiaH priority, appUcatfcm Japan, Jan. 8, 1901, 56-86822;

Jm. 9, 1981, 5647514; Jan. 10, 1981, 5648037
Int a.3 HOIH 15/20

VAa 200-1S3 V 11 cbing

1. A mechanism for operating a slide switch having a sbde
member supported for movement in a direction between first

and second positions, comprising an actuating member sup-
ported for movement substantially parallel to said direction;
first means operatively coupling said actuating member and
said slide member, an operating member supported for move-
ment substantially parallel to said direction relative to said slide

member and said actuating member between third and fourth
positions, the distance moved by said operating member be-
tween said third and fourth positions being greater than the
distance moved by said slide member between said first and
second positions; and second means cooperable with said oper-
ating member and said actuating member for yieldably resist-

ing relative movement of said operating member and said

actuating member, the force in said direction required to effect

movement of said operating member relative to said actuating
member being greater than the force in said direction required
to effect movement of said slide member,
wherein said operating member has a surface thereon which
extends substantially parallel to said direction, wherein
said actuating member is a plate which is movably sup-

ported on said surface of said operating member substan-

tially parallel thereto, and wherein said second means
includes a resiliently deflectable Ub which projects out-

wardly from said actuating member substantially in said

direction and has a porti(» at the outer end thereof which
is bent toward said operating member, engagement of said

resiUent tab and said operating member dfecting said

yieldable resisting of relative movement of said operating
member and said actuating member.

1. An air circuit breaker including an energy accumulating
spring for effecting contact closure and a motor, comprising:

a routional shaft edited to be rotated by said moto^
a ratchet operatively associated with said rotational shaft;

a cam operatively associated with said rotational shaft and
integrally connected to said ratchet;

handle means operatively associated with said rotational
shaft for rotating said ratchet in a first direction, said
handle means including a pawl such that when said handle
means is moved said pawl engages said ratchet to rotate
said ratchet and said cam in said first direction;

linkage means connected between said cam and said energy
accumulating spring for compressing said energy accumu-
lating spring such that rotation of said cam in said first

-: direction actuates said linkage means to compress said
energy accumulating spring,

an engaging part formed in an outer peripheral portion of
said rotational shaft; and

latching means operatively associated with saxl cam for
selectively engaging said engaging part such that when
said motor rotates said rotational shaft in sakl first direc-
tion, said latching means engages said engaging part caus-
ing said cam to rotate in said fost direction and when said
handle means is moved to rotate said cam iA said first

direction, said latching means remains rfia^njp^gffi frgiQ
said engaging part and said rotational shaft remains sta-

tionary.

4,475,022

DESK ACCESSORY SYSTEM
Marian H. Pdhemns, Chicago, and Londe E. Frye, Arlington

Heighta, both of m, aadvMri to Tem Corpontkm, Elk
GrDTe,IlL

Dfriakm of Scr. No. 123,680, Feb. 22, 1980, Pit No. 4,320^35.
lUs appUeatkm Noy. 6, 1981, Sct. No. 318,749

Irt. CL3 A45C /7/i¥
U.S.a 206-y2l4 ^ 16CUH

1. Low-profile desk top ^>paratus comprising:
substantially phmar base means adapted to sit in a substan-

tially horizontal attitude upon a horizontal desk top, with
one surfisce of said base means being upwardly;

wall means upstanding firom said upper sufice of said base
means and surrounding at least a portion of said upper
surface to define at least one storage well thereon;

said wall means terminating in an upper surface having boss
means upstanding therefrom which at least partially sur-

round said storage well;
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upper deck means adapted to cover over said storage weU
and having means depending therefrom adapted to make a

firictional with said boss means for securing said upper

deck means in place over said storage well;

elevated structure on said base means, horizontally displaced

firom said storage well, and rising, to substantially the

height of said upper deck means when the latter is in place

over said wall means;

at least one deep well in said elevated stroctur^'adapted for

storage of desk implements;

a portion of sakl wall means extends away from said stora^

a first surface member drcumferentially surrounding said

wen and at least partly encircles a second portion of said

upper surface of said base means whkh is not occupied by

said storage well, to define at least a second storage well

on sakl upper surface of sakl base means which is horizon-

tally displaced from said first storage well;

a plurality of upper deck means adapted to fit removeably

over sidd base means in side-by-skle relation to each other,

and collectively to cover over both of said storage wells;

and

one of said upper deck means has respective upper surface

adapted for mounting at least two different types of desk

accessories atop said upper deck means.

I9b' •

1. A microwave heating appantm comprising:

a heating chamber for heating an object to be heated by

microwave energy, sakl heating chamber having an access

OpCQIOSi

a door (or opening and ctosing sakl access opadng of sakl

heating chamber,

openmg;

a second surface member provkled on the door and making

surface contact with said first surface member,

a first projecting surface of sakl second surface member
formed by bending a circumferential edge portkm of sakl

second surface member substantially at right angles;

a periodic structure including metal pieces whk^ extend

periodially from a peripheral edge of sakl door and have

each a tip surface opposing sakl first projecting surface

substantuUy in parallel relatkmship therewith;

a ftmdamentid wave choke channel established to extend

along the back of said second surface member, sakl ftoda-

menud wave choke channel having an entrance at a gap

between the tip surface of the periodic structure and sakl

first projecting surface and a first microwave energy

propagating path of substantially i of a wavelength used,

said first path having a portion extending in a directkm

vertical to said first surface member and another portion

extending in a directkm paraUel to said first surfsce mem-
ber, and

a second higher harmonic choke channel established to

extend along the back of the perradic structure, sakl sec-

ond higher harmonic choke channd having the same

entrance as the fundamental wave choke channel and a

second microwave propagating path of substantially i of

the used wavelength, said second path having a portion

extending in a direction vertical to said first surface mem-
ber and another portion extending in a directkm parallel to

said first surface member. '

4^475,024

WIRELESS FOOD TEMPERATURE-SENSING
ASSEMBLY

KokU Tateda, Yao, Japm^ aasigaor to Sharp KabMhO
Onka, Japan

Contimiatkm of Ser. No. 28^39, Apr. 10, 1979,Antumi. lUi
appHeatfcm Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,669

CUm priority, appikatkM Japa, Apr. 10, 1978, 53-42462

IM. a> H05B 6/68

U.S.a 219-10J5 B 10 <

4^475,023

MICROWAVE HEATING APPARATUS WITH
FUNDAMENTAL AND SECOND HIGHER HARMONIC

CHOKES
Koji IwabocU, Chlba; TadaAi Ftanaadn, Mataado, and TelM

Kobota, Noda, aO of Japan, aarigMin to HUacU Heatiig

AppUaMca Co., Ltd., Chlba, Japan

FUad Aag. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 410,956

Claim priority, appikatkM Japan, Sep. 25, 1981, 56-151867;

Oct 15, 1981, 86-164463; Oct 15, 1981, 56-164467; Mar. 3,

1982,57-33243

IM. a' H05B 6/76

VS.a 219-1035 D 5
1. A microwave oven for varying the temperature of a

Ibodstuff, comprising:

microwave generatkm means fbr heating said foodstuff by

application of microwaves thereto;

resonance circuit means havmg a resonance fluency
which varies in response to the temperature of sakl food-

stuff;

first transmitter means for provkling a series of driving

signals inclusive of signals of the various resonance fre-

quencies of sakl resonance circuit means;

second means for setocting a particular frequency of sakl

series of driving signals correqxmding to a desired set

temperature of sakl foodstuff;

sakl «'—'"w^r means having a parameter which varies m
to a oooditkm of resonance m sakl resonance

circuit means;

third means, responsive to sakl second means and the varia-

tion in said parameter of said transm ittw means for detect-

ing the ooinckteace of sakl variatkni and a sakl particular

driving signal freqaency representative of said desired set
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temperature ind providing an output signal in response

thereto; and

responsive to said output signal for ctrntrolling said

microwave generation means to heat said foodstuff to said

desired set temperature.

lifting means, Ufted fttm the surface while an are is dis-
charged between it and the surface, and then foreed

CYCLE TIMER CIRCUIT FOR ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGE MACHINING

Wfllini T. SMom Chtflotta, aiad Robert C Brown, Mooref
vfflc, both or NX,, MrifBon to Coh ladwtrici Operating
Carpb, New York, N.Y.

FDadScp. ao, 1M2, Ser. No. 420,327

IM. a^ B23P J/OS, 1/12
U&a 219-49 C S Clahns

•^' •-

*s
against the surface in a molten state to weld the stud and
surface together.

« 1.

1. A cycle timer circuit for electrical discharge machining
apparatus including an electrically controlled drive means for
providing for rektive travel between an electrode and a work-
piece during cutting cycles, comprising:

a first timer means of the free running multivibrator type for
presetting rapid travel time of the drive means between
cutting cycles;

a second timer means of the free running multivibrator type
for presetting prcqwrtional up and down time direction of
electrode travel during said rapid travel times; and

a ooiyoint control means for selectively setting a timed
relationship between said first and second timer means
whereby the up time is of greater magnitude than the
downtime;

a pair of rebiy means each operatively connected to the
output of <me of said timer means for providing an appro-
priate signal to said drive means; one of the relay means
operable to change the pohtfity of signal provided to said
dnve means for controlling the direction of movement of

4^75,027
OPTICAL BEAM HOMOGENIZER

Robert J. Prcadey, Cupertiao, Calif,, airipor to Allied Gorpo>
ratioa, Morris Township, Morris Cooty, NJ.

FOed Nov. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,124
Int a' B23K 27/00

MS.a 219-121

L

18 rtoi—

4^75,026
UNDERWATER ARC STUD WELDING SYSTEM

Dtvid SeUoarb, Clieaio, DL, and KoieU MMbKhi, Ariingtoa.
MiBB^ asrigMTS to MsMBtbMii ls InstitMc of Technology,
Gnibridae, Mass.

•«—-»,

FUsd JnL 24, 1982, Ssr. No. 401,784
Int. ai B23K 9/20

U.S.a219-98 UOaims
1. An underwater wekting gun for welding a metal stud to a

metal surface, the gun comprising:

(a) a support fiame;

(b) arc-generating means attached to (he fiwne for generat-
ing an arc between the stud and the metal sur&ce under-
water,

(c) water floodaUe lifting means attached to the frame for
lifting the stud a prenletennined distance away from the
surface;

(d) forcing means attached to the frame for forcing the stud
against the surfiw^ and

(e) above-water switching means for activating the arc-
generating means, whereby a stud may be loaded onto the

1. An optical beam homogenizer comprising two segmented
cylindrical optical elements mounted with their cyUndrical
axes substantially at right angles to each other and oriented so
that the elements divide a light beam incident on the first

element into a plurality of parts and redirect the parts to mter-
sect to form an area of substantially uniform power density at
a predetermined distance frOm the second element

4^73,028
MULTI-MODE CONSTANT POTENTIAL PULSED

WELDING APPARATUS
William L. MeGairs, Jr., Newport News; GenuE Pkitoa, and

Doagals M. Wheeler, both ofHaovtoa, aU ofVa^ asBlpwrs to
Newport News SUpbaikUag* Dry Dock 0»., Newport News,
Va.

FOed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 443,415

laL a> B23E 9/09
VS. CL 219-130J1 13 CMm^

1. A welding anMratus powered from a conventional AC
source comprising:

a. rectifier means for convertmg AC current to standard
rectified DC current at a substantially constant potential;

b. terminal means connected to said rectifier means for con-
nection to welding cables and for delivering rectified DC
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current at said substantially constant potential and at a

first current levd;

c. means for providing direct current pulses at a substantially

constant frequency m a number of pulses per second to

sakl terminal means superimposed on said standard recti-

fied DC current at said first current level;

d. said terminal means also being connected to said rectifkr

means for connection to welding cables and for delivering

rectified DC current at a substantially constant potential

•^sssfa^]

and a second current level higher than that of said first

current level;

e. means for controlling the width of the pulse provided at

said terminal means;

f. selecting means for selecting one of said first current level

and said second current level delivered to said terminal

means and for selecting means for providing direct cur-

rent pulses at said terminal means to provide at least three

modes of welding.

4^475,029

CERAMIC HEATER
Ifitsdd YoAida, Kviya; Shaaao

Morihira Atsami, ToyohaAl; TakesU Fkkaaawa, aad Toario

KaaNi, both of Kariya, aD of Japaa, assigaors to NIppoadeaso

Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

FDsd Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 471,1S8

CUw prioiity, ^nfBiataM Japan, Mar. 2, 1982, 57-32994;

May 25, 1982, 5749555; Sep. 28, 1982, 57-l«188

Int. a3F23Q 7/22

U.S.a 219-270 21

1. A ceramic heater for an internal oombustim engme com-

prising:

a cylnidrical metal housing constructed and arranged to be

mounted on an internal combustion engine

a central electrode fixed to one end of said housing and

electrically insulated from said housing;

a cylindrical ceramic insulating sleeve secured to the other

end of said metal housing; and

a heating element formed of a ceramic material for generat-

ing heat when supplied with electric power, said heat

element having

(i) an electrode section inserted into and secured to one end

of said insulating sleeve, and having a first and a second

electrode portions, and

01) a heat generating section extendmg out of said insulating

sleeve and having a first and a second heat generating

portions to be directly exposed to an air-fuel mixture, both

forward ends of said first and second heat generating

portions being connected with each other, the cross-sec-

tional area of said electrode section being larger than that

of said heat generating section;

means for electrically connecting said first electrode portion

with said metal housing; and

means for electrically connecting said second dectrode

portion with central electrode.

4^754130

GLOW PLUG HAVING RESILIENTLY MOUNTED
CERAMIC SURFACE-IGNITION ELEMENT

John M. Bailey, Danlap, PL, aaslpnr to CaterpiHar TractorCc
Peoria, DL

per No. PCr/US81/01312, § 371 Date Sep. 25, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Sep. 25, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO83/01093, PCT Pab.

Date Mar. 31, 1983

PCT FDed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 527,778

lat a> F23Q 7/22

U.S.a 219-270 2

* ^*o

1. A glow plug (10) adapted to be continuously electrically

heated to a preselected elevated temperature for igniting a fiid

m a combustion chamber (14) comprising:

an electrically-conductable cylindrical body (18) havmg first

and second end portions (24,28) and a central axial bore

(30) extending longitudinally therethrough;

a tubular gas-impermeable electrically-conductable ceramic

surface-ignition element (20) having first and second end

portions (32,34) and outer and inner surfaces (34,38) ex-

tending from sidd first end portion (32) to said second end

portion (34), said ignition elemeirt fint end portion (32)

being mounted in continuous gas-impermeable and dectri-

cally-c(mdoctable relation to the body second end portion

(28) and extendmg axially outwardly therefrom, said igni-

tion element outer surfoce (34) bdng disposed substan-

tially externally of the body 18 and being ad^>ted to be

exposed to gases in the combustion chamber (14>,

an electrically-conductable rod (22) having first and second

end portions (40,42) and extending throo^ said body bore

(30) and said surface-ignition dement (30), said rod (22)

being positioned in radially-inwardly-spaeed and dectti-
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cally-insulative leUtkm relative to the body (18) and the
ignition element fint end portion (32), said rod second end
portion (42) contacting nid ignition element second end
portion (34) in continuoos electrically-conductable and
gas-impermeable relation;

a resilient electrically-insulative bushing (44) radially dis-

posed between said rod first end portion (40) and said
body first end portion (36); and

means (24) for permitting thermal expansion and contraction
of the sorface-igniticMi, element (20) and maififinit^ con-
tinuous electrinUy-conductable and gas-impermeable
contact between said surface-ignition element and said
body (18) wherein said permitting means (24) includes an
electrically-conductable cmnpliant sleeve (44) radially
diqxMed in current-conducting relation between the sur-
face ignition element (20) and said body second end por-
tion (28), said com^iant sleeve (44) having first and sec-
ond alternate unduktions (48,49), said first alternate undu-
lations (48) bemg gas-impermeably connected to said
ignition element (20), said second alternate undulations
(48) being gas-impermeaUy connected to said body sec-
ond end portion (28).

an exit screen comprising a second phosphor kyer deposited
upon a second carrier and sides connecting said two screens,
characterized in that said phosphor Uyers are dense homoge-
neous layers consisting of phosphor material provided on said
carriers by forming a dispersion of a self-adhering powder of

4*478^1
SOLAR-POWERED SUN SENSITIVE WINDOW

Johi Moefcofdak, Jr„ Dte Hflb, N.Y^ aai^ar to
Aaraipaee Csrparalhm, Bcthp^e, N.Y.

FDad Apr. 23, 1881, Scr. No! 2S6JK0
laL a' HOU 40/14

U,S.a2S8-212 4Cblms

said phosphor material in a gas stream, passing said dispersion
through a heated zone capable of melting said powder to
thereby melt said powder and then causing said molten powder
to impact up<» a carrier maintained at a temperature below the
melting point of said powder.

4,475,033
POSITIONING DEVICE FOR OPTICAL SYSTEM

ELEMENT
HcrmaB W. P. Willenaen, Ottawa, aad Gmtley O. Este, Stitts-

fille, both of Canada, aasivMrs to Northeni Tckcon Limited,
Montreal, Canada

Filed Mar. 8, 1882, Sm. No. 356,043
bt a^ G02B S/J4

U.S.a250-227 17

1. A self-contained, sun sensitive window ctmiprising:
a solar cell which outputs an electric current proportional to

incident sunlight;

passive voltage regulator means for converting the electric
current output by the solar cell to a high DC voltage
output;

a pair of transparent plates placed parallel to each other,
a closure placed between the phites such that the plates fcmn

a closed cavity;

a pair of transparent, electrically conductive coatings on a
pair of being sides of the plates, said coatings being elec-
trically connected to the output fixmi the voltage regula-
tor means; and

a quantity of electrooptical modulating material filling the
cavity between the plates.

4y47S,032

PLASMA SPRAYING OP CONVERSION SCREENSM J. A. PofHif GvlviH A. Tc Ran, aid Airfans T. Vink,
an <f FJaasiw^ MitliirlMii, MMpnri to VS. PMBpa Cor-

New Yofk, N.Y,
FBad Jo. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 386,143

„,„^ 8»**«y. ippHertoi NsAiriMiii. Ja. 12, 1981,
8102839

ULCUmU 31/50
UAa290-213VT 4Claims

I- An X-ray image intensifier tube having an entrance screen
oonprising a first phosphor layer deposited upon a first carrier,

1. A device for accurately positioning an optical system
element, the positioning device comprising;

a mass of ferromagnetic fluid;

restoration means tending to iMmtyin the mass of ferromag-
netic fluid in a stable c(mdition with a predetermined fluid

pressure distribution, the restoration means iwghi^im «
fixed support body contacting the ferromagnetic fluid

a non-magnetic body in contact with the ferromagnetic fluid

mass;

magnetic energizing means for energizing the mass of ferro-

magnetic fluid to redistribute pressure within the fluid

whereby to alter the configuration of the ferromagnetic
fluid and to alter the position of the non-magnetic body
contacting tiie ferromagnetic fluid mass, the m^netic
energizing means capable of moving the non-magnetic
body rectilinearly ak»g a first ajda and angolariy about a
second axis.

c-

4y475,034

MODULAR SHAFT ENCODER
A. Madta, GeorBBtown, mi loisph W. Radolph,

both of Ky., mrimn to laliiMlliii

FOad Jo. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 391,776

UtL XV GOID 5/34

VS. CL 250-231 SE 15

4,475,035

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SCANNING
HoMT L Eitoa, aid John D. Shaylor^BflliniB, both of

:

«, CUU; aaripon to Vcktmries, Im^ Garhbad, CattL

of Scr. No. 272,757, Jaa. 11, 1981,

TUs appUotioa Am. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,950

UL a? HOU 3/14

VS.a 250-236 12 CUh
1. Apparatus for snamiing the surftoe of an object compris-

ing a support,

means for mounting the sqqxnt for rotation about a rotation

axis,

means for rotatably driving the suppmt,

means carried by the support for projecting an energy beam
parallel to said axis is a scan pattern,

an object carrier mounted adjscent said siq>port for trans-

portfaig an object to be scanned aooss said scan pattern,

when^ areas on the snrftce of an object carried by the

carrier are successively illuminated by said energy beam,

position means for generating signals representing position

of said carrier rdative to said scan pattern and positim of

die beam in said scan pattern,

energy reedver meansmounted to said support for receiving

caergy reflected iirom said object parallel to said axis and

for generating intensity signals having a magnitade rdated

to intensity of received energy and

data means responsive to said receiver means and to said

1. A modular shaft encoder for mounting on a rotating shaft

supported by a casing, comprising m combination: a plate for

attachment to said casing wad having an aperture therein di-

mensioned for circumscribing said shaft; a housmg containing

a pair of qMced ^Mrt light sources and a complimentary pair

ofspaced qiart li|^ receptors, and a mask having slits aligned

reqiectively mtermediate said sources and receptors; an asially

extending bene in said housmg dimensioned for circumscribing

said shaft and for alignment with the aperture in said plate; an

encoder disc having a central, axially extending bore and a
plurality of radially and drcumferentially extending interdigi-

tatad tranqiarent and opaqae portions on said disc and posi-

tioned to rotate, when said disc is mounted on said shaft, inter-

mediate said light sources and light receptors; means on said

disc for radially aligning said disc with said housmg, so that

said portimis are positioned intermediate said light sources and
light receptors; means for latching said housing to said plate in

a first portion ^Moed a predetermined distance from said plate;

and means for shifting Uw housing from said first position to a

second position wherein said housnig is adjacent said plate

therd»y transferring said iwedetermined distance from one i

of said housing to the other side of said housing.

2:
^t-£i^

position means for generating signals defining both inten-

sity of energy reflected from said iUuminated areas at

setocted ck>ck intervab and rehttive coordinates of said

illuminated areas at said sdected dock intervals.

4,478436
DUAL PHOTOELECnUC CELL ASSEMBLY

FMcricfc T. BaMr, and Jen H. Bechtd, both of HoDanl, Michn
aasipors to GeMaz Corpontion, Zadaad, Mich.

FDad Aag. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 295,770

Int Kl? HOU 5/16, 5/30

VS.a 250-239 10 <

1. A dual photoelectric cdl assembly comprising, in combi-

nation, a housing defining a chamber and having at least two
walls thereof formed of a light transmitting material, a unitary

photoelectric oeU having first and second independent light

sensing areas formed on the same substrate and disposed in the

chamber defined by said housnig, light reflecting means dis-

posed hi the ehaniber defined by said housing and effective to

reflect light emanating from a first direction only onto said first

li^t sensnig area and to reflect light emanating from a second

direction generaUy opposite said first direction only onto sakl

second li^t swising area, and means capaUe of transmitting

li^ and encapsulating said ceO and sakl h^t refleetnig means

in die chambv defined by sakl boosiag.
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4y47S437
METHOD OF INSPECTING A MASK USING AN
ELECTRON BEAM VECTOR SCAN SYSTEM

PM» Vcttigff
, Lopn t/A, Swfticrind, nd AIM D. Wiboa,

Mt Kiieo, N.Y^ ilgtuii to lateraatioM] BnsiaeM Ma*
cUMi GorpontioB, Amonk, N.Y.

FDtd May 11, 1M2, Scr. No. 377,102
tat a' GOIN 21/00: GOlO 18/00; GUN 13/00

US.a 280-212.1 7

1. A method of impecting • mask fonned by writing a pat-

tern firom pattern data comprising the steps of

forming a print from the mask on a substrate,

overlaying on sud print a corresponding electrcm beam
pattern or complement thereof from said pattern data, and

detecting a point of coincidence or noncoincidenoe of the

electron beam pattern with respect to said print

b£if--fc

I
yaw r.

iimmmti

dot jmen

fcSme

KTitn

'Wm\-A J>UK»

maammmt

^^S^'^

t A method for enhancing raw qieetral data in a neotron

indnoed gmma ray spectral togging record, such data being
produced by bonbaidmg a sabterruean rock formation in situ

by Ugh cwfiy neutroos from a source and detecting at various

intervals akjog the rock formation gamma radiation through a
mge of energies, such gamma radiation being induced by said

bombardoMnt, and recording on a recording medium such
detected radiation to produce the raw qiectrd data which
inchides for each dqrth interval recording a signal component
mprrMinliiig gunma nKliatioa by elements of mterest, and a

noise component which includes a portion attributable to
oompton scattering phenomena, the method comprising;

(1) for each depth interval recorded,

(a) filtering the raw spectral data by reducing high-fre*

quency noise present m such data to provide a smooth
data signal;

(b) generating a baseline signal from the smooth data
signal, such baseline signal representing the portion of
the noise component attributable to compton scattering;

(c) subtracting the baseline signal from the smooth data
signal to generate a noise-reduced difference signal; and

(2) assembling the noise-reduced difference signals for the
intervals to provide an enhanced spectral logging record.

4^75,039
INFRARED VIEWING APPARATUS

HefarichQrisHanssn, Achfan. and Herbert Schrtdsr. Puma,

both of Fed. Rep. of GcnMmy, amtgntm to U.S. PUltaa Cor^
poratioa. New York, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404^173
Oafans priority, appUcatkM Fed. Rep. of GeroHuqr, Sep. 23,

1981,3137733
«-" -^

tat a^ HOIJ 31/49
MS. CL 250-334 g CMm^

M7S|038
IN SrrU LTTHOLOGY DETERMINATION

Mark J. LochMB, 1801 MMdar St, AbOcM, Tea. 79805, and
Robwt C Ifiy, 172S WeghjMi St, AbilcM, Tex. 79803

Fnad Apr. 18, 1983, S«. No. 389456
tat a) GOIV 5/00

U5.a 280-270 32 <

1. An apparatus for converting a thermal image ofa thermal
scene into a visiUe image, said apparatus comprising;
an infrared objective for producing a thermal image of the

thermal scene;

an array of infrwed detectors;

a pivotable mirror, arranged to be pivotable back and forth

around an axis, for "^«»««"«g the thermal image across the
detector array;

a diq>faiy array for emitting visible radiation;

an amplifier arrangement for varying the amount of radia-

ticHi emitted by the display array in correspondence with
the intensity of the thermal image on the detector arrar.

means for producing an image of the display array in a plane
of observation; and

means for scanning the image of the diq>lay array across the

phue of observation to create a visible image of the ther-

mal scene;

characterized in that:

the infrared objective, the detector array, the pivotable

mimv, and the display array form a constructional unit,

said constructional unit bemg pivotable about a first axis

and a second aiis; Mid
the apparatus further comprises;

a first diverting mirror having a reflecting surfiMe, said

reflecting surface being disposed at an angle of ^lptou^
mately 4S* with respect to the first and second axes, said

diverting mirror bdng pivotable with the
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unit about the second axis, said diverting mirror being

armged in frtxit of the irittie of observation; and

an fanage<recting syston arranged between the divertmg

mirror and the plane of observation, said image-erecting
system being arranged to rotate with the constructional

unit in such a way that the image of the dispUiy array

mamtains a substantially constant orientation.

M75,040
PYROELECTRIC INFRARED DETECTOR

KoicU MatnoBOto, and Harao Komri, both <rf Kyoto, Japan,

to Hoifta, Ltd., Kyoto, Japaa

FDed Jan. U, 1982, Scr. No. 388<474

priority, appikathm Japan, Dae. 9, 1981, 56-

184882[U]

tat as GOU 5/00

U&a 250-338 5

1. A pyroelectric infrared detector provided with four pairs

of elecbodes arranged on a ftxmt side and a reverse side of a

snigle pyroelectric material plate, one electrode ofeach of said

four pair of electrodes being arranged on said front side of said

plate and the other electrode of each of said four pair of elec-

trodes befaig arranged on said reverse side of said plate, each

electrode of eadi pair of electrodes bdng in comapondence
with each other to form first and second elements which are

sensitive to infrared radiation and first and second supplement

tary elements which are insensitive to infrared radiation;

wherein a firrt electrode of said first element which is formed

on one of said sides of said single pyroelectric material is elec-

trically connected to a first electrode of said first supplemen-

tary element which is formed on said one side of said single

pyrodectric material, and a first dectrode of said second de-

ment which is formed on said one side of said single pyrodec-

tric material is electrically connected to a first electrode of said

second supplementary element which is formed on said one

skle of said single pyroelectric materid; and wherein a second

electrode of said first dement which is formed on another of

said sides of said single pyroelectric materid is dectrically

connected to a second electrode of said second supplementary

dement which is formed on sail another side of said single

pyrodectric material, and a second electrode of said second

element which is formed on said another side of said angle

pyroelectric materid is dectrically comiected to a second

electrode of said first supplementary dement Mduch is formed

on said another side of said single pyroelectric materid.

M75,081
APERTURE DEVICE FOR MEASURING THIN FILMS

Hctant Fteher, 7361 GafMnw, Fed. Rep. of GcrMiy
FDed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,524

CUbs friorUy, appllcitloi Fed. Rap. of Gvaaqr, Nov. 6,

1981, 3144145

tat a' GOIN 23/225: G21K 1/02

UJ5.a 250-358.1 21Clafaai

1. ta an wpatan device for measuring thin fihns, having

an qierture ring, of a materid and thickness that is impene*

traUe by the radiation from radionucUdes, said ring hav-

faiga passage for emitted and reflected radiation extoiding

an»oximately perpendicular to said ring,

a radiation device consisting of at least one coUimating

radiation source holder having sides and a back that are

fanpermeaUe to radiatioB and houses a radionuclide,

the forward end smfsoe of said source boMer lying bdnnd

the forward end surface of said poaaage,

the improvement in which

(a) the cross^ection of said passage is large compared to

the cross^ection of said radionuclide,

(b) partition means divide said passage into at least two

chamben that are open at their rearward and forward

ends, said partition means having partition walls that are

impermeable to radiation,

(c) said radiation source holder is arranged in one of said

chambers, the cross-section of which chamber is a mul-

tiple of the cross-sectioa of said radiation source holder,

and

(d) said forward end surface of sud radiation source

holder lies behind the forward end surface of said parti-

tion means.

4«475,042

DYNAMIC THRESHOLD FOR SCINTILLATION
CAMERA

E. Arseaeaa, ArMaftoa Hdi^ts, PL, aasjgaor to

Gaaaasoaks, taCn Das Platasa, DL
Filed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,916

tat a^ GOIT 1/20

U.S.a 250-363 S 10

1. In an fanproved threshold circuit for a scintillation i

which includes a plurality of pbotodetecton arranged to view

overiqiping areas ofa crystal, detection circuitry for determin-

ing the position on the crystd of a scintillatioo event and

threshokl circuitry reqxmsive to a threshold vdue setting for

controUing the processing of the photodetector output signals

by the detection circuitry so that signals from photodetectors

close to the event are given greater weight in the event posi-

tion determining andysis than signate from photodetectors

distant from the event, the improvement comprising means for

setting the threshokl vdue in accordance with the energy of

the incident scintillation event
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4«47S,043

XENON X-RAY DETECTOR WITH TAPERED PLATES
vNi M. HiMrtMi Schmctidiy« N.Y.« anipMV to

trie Goapny, ^rfciiitti», N.Y.
FDcd Mqr 25, 1919, Scr. No. 43,429

1ml aj GOIT I/J8
U&a 290-385

JL

4^75,048
RAPID PUMPDOWN FOR HIGH VACUUM

PROCESSING
Scott C Holdn, MiMhoitor, ni Nonna L
GkMceitar, bolk of MaM^ Mi«nn to Votai
be, Pato Atto, CUif.

4aiims CoirtiuatioaofScr.No.38U88,Miiy24»1982,
lUs appUcatkM Aog. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 520,785

I«t di HOU 5/OZ 7/J6, 7/26
U.S. CL 250—492J 7

aI

1. An x-ny detoctor including • presturiable housing, said
housing having at least a fhmt face thereof comprising x-ray
transmissive material, said housing containing an ionizable
medium, said housing also containing therein a set of parallel
fdates comprising high Z, dectrically-conductive material,
said plates being oriented substantially orthogonally to said
front fiMe and being spaced apart from one another, alternating
ooas of said plates being electricaUy isolated so as to be con-
nectable to distinct levels ofelectric potential, the edges ofsaid
plates proximal to said front face being Upered so as to be
narrower near said front ftce.

4*478,844
APPARATUS FOR FOCUS-DEFLECTING A CHARGED

PARTICLE BEAM
KataaUro Karoda, aad AUra FUrahara, both of HacUoJi, Ja-

paa, aarigaors to HttaeU, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 17, 1980, Scr. No. 140,980

^^OataiB priority, apptteattoa Japan, Apr. 23, 1979, 54-

lat CU HOU 3/14; G21K 1/08
U.S.a 250-398 ML jciatas

kr**"

FORiMNG

1. An apparatus for focus-deflecting a charged particle beam
comprising two electron lenses for focusing the charged parti-

cle beam on a qiecimen disposed on the back side of said two
dectron teaw. and a sin^ deflector for deflecting the
ch^ed paftide beam to a desired position on the Bpeanen,
wteein one of lakl dectron lenses is disposed on the object
point side and is arranged in conMnatiott with said deflector so
that their magnetic fieMsovertap each other, the other of said
•^etren lenses being located between the combination of said
one dectron lens and safal deflector and the specimen, said two
deetn» lenses being of the magnetic field type and having
laagnstic fidds thaeof opposing each other, whereby the
bemtkm generated by the oombinatkm of sakl one dectron
lens and said deflector ofltets that generated by the other of

1. A cyclic processing system for charged particle radiation
treatment of a plurality of objects in series, said objects loaded
from ambient pressure to said processing system at hi^ vac-
uum, comprising:

a source ofcharged particles for irradiating each said object,
a processing chamber and means for serially introducing
each said object into said processing chamber, sakl pro-
cessing chamber further comprising first pumiring means
for evacuating sakl processmg chamber and second pump-
ing means comprismg at least one surface of area substan-
tially greater than the area of sakl object said surfiKX
disposed in proximity and spaced apart from said object,
and said surface m thermal communicatkm with a coohmt
channd, a refrigerant circulatmg in said coolant elMimel
and a refrigerant means for mMwt*iiiii|g gajd refrigenmt at
a mean temperature in the range from - 125* C. to - ISO*
C, sakl surface being electrically isolated from sakl cham-
ber and disposed withm a charge collectkm cage for mea-
surement of sakl charged particle radiadtn, whetd)y sakl
surface collects a substantial proportkm of the charged
partKle flux m the neighborhood of sakl object and sakl
8ec<md pumpmg means is concurrently operative with
sakl first pumpmg means for rempvd of the gases within
sakl chamber to a pressure less tlian a preselected upper
lunit withm a presdected tune intervd.

4*475,048
IGNTnON EQUIPMENT FOR UGHT IGNmOM

THYRISTORS
Kq|i NiaUda, and NobM Sadrida, bath of Hyoio, Jap^ I— "- '"- '

'
i

'
•

"iili rilMtftl ralihi. Tulu u,

FOed Jaa. 1, 1982, S«. No. 388,815
OaiaH priority, appUeatkM Japam Jan. 8, 1981, 5840071

lat a^ G02B 27/00; H03K 17/60; HMH 35/00
U.S.a 250-551 3ClaiBi

1- An ignitton equipment fior light ignition thyristors for
ignitmg a plurality of light ignitkn thyrtors bdng connected
m series with each odier comprismg;

(a) an ignitkm drcdt for generatmg a thyristor ignitton
dectricd signal;

(b) a photoelectric convenkm drcoit receiving sakl thy-
ristor ignitkm dectricd signd to convert tbe same into a
thyristor ignition light si^d;

(c) a reverse vdtage delecting means for detecting reverie
voltage q>plied between an anode and cathode of each of
sdd respective ihyriston to trusmit a reverse vdtage
detection signal;

(d) light guides for guidmg the thyristor ignitkn Hght signd
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transmitted from sdd photoelectric converskm circuit to ' 4>475,048

sdd thyristors, respectivdy; and IGFET SCHMITT CIRCUTT
(e) light switohes each inserted on the midway of each of SUakU Miyake; Tomfo Yaaagldaini, m4 Akio Marayaan, aO

of Gnmaa, Japaa, aaaipMirs to Saayo Eleetrk Co., Ltd., Tih

kyo, Japaa
Ja-,-1 1 Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,803

ClaiaH priority, appUcatioa Japaa, May 2, 1981, 56-47454

lat a^ H03K 3/356^ 17/10. 17/687. 19/20

U.S. Q. 307—279 5 Claims

sdd light guides and each intemiptuig sdd thyristor igni-

tion light signd so as not to put the same into each ofsdd
thyristors while the reverse voltage is applied to each of

sdd thyristors.

4^475,047

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES
Harry K. Ebert Jr., Whippany, NJ., aadgaor to AT*T BcU

Laboratories, Marray Hfll, NJ.
FDed Apr. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 373,138

Int CL' H02J 9/06. 7/00

U&a 307-86 13 Cldni

^noiAjir ibC

1. An uninterruptible power supply comprismg;

a voltage regulatmg transformer, first mput means for cou-

pling a primary AC voltage source to the regulatmg trans-

former, an inverter circuit adapted to be energized by a
reserve DC v(dta^ source, second input means for cou-

pling a signd output of the inverter circuit to the regulat-

ing transformer, control means fbr adjusting a signd phase

of a voltage signd output to dimmate power drain from

the reserve DC voltage source, the means for adjusting

mcludmg a first counter, means for presetting the first

counter, means for mitiatmg count down in the first

counter at some predetermined tune rehrted to a zero

crossmg of a voltage signd of the ivimary AC voltage

source, means for terminating count down m the first

counter in respmue to a zero crossing of an AC voltage

ngnd at an output of sdd regulating transformer and

means for determining a phase angle at which the voltage

signd ou^t is generated by responding to a count re-

nuunder in the first counter.

4S2-226 O.G.-84-I3

1. A Schmitt circuit, comprising:

first and second, power supply terminals for reodving first

and second voltages;

an impedance device coupled between sakl first and second

power supply terminals;

first and seccmd insulated gate fiekl effect transistors having

their drain-source current paths coupled in series between

sdd unpedance device and said second power supply

ternunal;and

third and fourth msulated gate fidd effiect transistors having

their drain-source current paths coupled in series between

sdd first power supply termind and the junction of said

first and sakl second insulated gate fidd effect transistors

said fourth insulated gate fidd effect transistor having a

gato coupled to a drain thereof,

an input voltage being applied to the gates of said first and

second insulated gate field effect transistors, the junction

ofsdd unpedance device and sud first insulated gate fidd

effect transistor being connected to the gate of sdd third

insulated gate field effect transistor, an output voltage

bdng withdrawn therefrom.

4^75,049

REDUNDANT SERIAL COMMUNICATION CIRCUTT
Robert E. Smith, 3560 Gatherie Mta. PL, T^caoa, Aris. 85718,

aad fnmdk L. Payne, 411 E Laiy Horse PL, Tacna, Arii.

85704

FOed M«y 7, 1981, Scr. No. 261,637

lat a' H03K 17/16: H04B 3/02

U.S.a 307-441 27

1. A circuit for carrymg data signals between first and sec-

ond systems, comprismg:

a first data input Ime for transmittmg signals from sakl first

system to sdd second system;

a second data input Une for trannnittmg signals ftxmi sdd
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fint tystem to said second system, only one of said first

and second data input lines being active at a given time,

the signals being transmitted on sdd only the active one of
said first and second data input lines including "high"

signals and "low" signals and transitions thoebetween;
said first system includ^ means for detecting a failure in the

active one of said first and second data input lines for

switching to the other of said first and second data input

lines in response thereto;

a first switching means having an output means including an
inverting and a non>inverting output, each of said invert-

mg and non^inverting outputs being capable of assuming
first and second output logic levels, a first output state

being defined by a first logic level at said non-inverting

output and a second logic level at said inverting output
and a second output state being defined by a second logic

level at said non-inverting output and a first logic level at

said inverting output, respectively, and having a data

input operatively coupled to said first dau input line for

receiving signals from said first system;

a second switching means having a data input operatively

coupled to said second data input line for receiving signals

transmitted from said first system when a failure is de-

tected in said first data input line and said second data

input lines becomes active and having at least one output
operatively coupled to said first switching means for

pladng said mvertmg and non-inverting outputs thereof in

said first sute when a failure is detected on said first data
faiput line, said second date input line becomes active, and
the signals on said second data input line undergoes a
agnal transition, said inverting and non-inverting outputs
being placed in said second state when a failure is detected
on said second data input tine, said first input Une becomes
active, and the signals on said first daU input line under-
goes a signal transition; and

system output means including first and second data output
lines operatively coupUng the second system to the first

system, and first data output line corresponding to said

first data input line for forming a first pair of input and
output Unei, and said second data output Une correspond-

ing to said second data mput Une for forming a second pair

of input and output Unes, wherein one of said pairs of
corresponding input and output Unes is active and the

other is inactive at any one time; and input logic means
operatively coupled to both the inverting and non-invert-

ing outputs of said first switching means for determining
which of said first and second data input Unes is currently

active, said input logic means being operatively coupled
to said first and second data input Unes fo enabUng trans-

miMoa of signals transmitted firom said first system to said

second system on said whichever one of said first and
second data input Unes is determined to be currently ac-

tive

M75,050
TIL TO CMOS INPUT BUFFER

Gtau E. Nouflsr, Colondo Spriiigi, Colo„ aari^or to Motorola,

lM„ Schanbvg, m.
CoMinadoa-ta-pvt of Scr. No. 332,6M, Dec 21, 1981^ lUs

ippBciHoB Mqr 5, 1983, Sw. No. 491^5
lirt. CLi H03K 17/ia 19/094. 19/20

U&a 307—475 4 Clainu
3. A reference voltage generator for providing a reference

voltage which is reqwnsive to a voltage level ofan input signal

at a logic high and which is at a predetermined voltage when
the input si^ml is at a logic low, comprising:

load means coupled between a first power supply terminal

and a reference node for providmg resistance therebe-

tween;

a first transistor having a first current electrode coupled to

the reference node, a control electrode for receiving the

faiput signal, and a second current electrode,

a second transistor having a fint current electrode coupled
to the second current electrode of the first transistor, a

control electrode for receiving the input signal, and a
second current electrode; and

a third transistor having a control electrode and a first cur*

rent electrode coupled to the second current electrode of

30^

the second transistor, and a second current electrode

coupled to the second power supply terminal,

wherein the second and third transisUMS are of a conductiv-

ity type opposite to that of the first transistor.

4,475,051

LOW INERTU HIGH TORQUE VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE MOTOR

Hi D. Chai, San Joae, CaUf., and Joaeph P. Pawlctko, Endwell,
N.Y., aasigMn to latoiiatioBal Borincas Maddnea Corpora*
tkm, AnMMk, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 27, 1902, Ser. No. 412,453

tat a' H02K 37/00
U.S. CL 310-49 9 CUdna

1. A variable reluctance stepper motor comprismg:

an integral pole member structure having a ring and a plural*

ity of aUgned salient pole members, each of said pole

members having a pole face and a first pluraUty ofteeth on
said pole face;

a pluraUty of windings disposed on alternate ones of said

pole members;

a means for energizing said windings;

a high magnetic impedance means for substantially isolating

said pole members firom one another;

a pluraUty of inwardly projecting recesses disposed around

the periphery of said structure such that each of said

recesses are located ui the lateral center of a non-wuiding

pole member,

said recesses not being deep enough to completely pierce

said ring and make contact with the non-winding pole

members; and

a variable reluctance member having a second pluraUty of

teeth; said variable reluctance member coacting with said

pole members;

wherd>y the magnetic flux paths created by the energization

of said windings are confined in such a manner as to re*

duoe flux diversion and increase the torque of said motor
when said windings are energized by a current of a given

magnitude.
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4^75,052
AIR GAP WINDING ROTATING ELECTRIC MACHINE
KoricU OkiMto; ToiUU HiiM, both of Kobe, and Tatawi
Nonn, Itnd, aO of Japn, aaalffoia to MitaiAiaU DmU
KabiiUU KaiAa, Tokyo, Japn

FDad Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472,124

CUm priority, appiicatioB Japn, Mar. 8, 1982, 57*37609;

Mir. 8, 1982, 57-37670

tat a^ H02K 3/48
U.S.a 310-214 8 CUna

current busbar (17) so that said busbar is movable in said

seating means in axial, radial and circumferential direc-

tions to an extent sufficient for compensating dimensional

1. An air gap wmdfaig rotatuig electric machine comprisuig:

a rotor,

a magnetic shield comprisuig a pluraUty of metal plates

lai^nated together to form a hoUow cylinder having a

pluraUty of inward radial projections on its inner circum-

ferential surface, said magnetic shield disposed around and

^coaxial with said rotor;

a'thin*waUed electricaUy insulating cyUnder disposed be-

tween said rotor and said magnetic shield, substantially

surrounding and paraUel to but not in contact with said

rotor,

a iriuraUty of sets of stator ooib disposed about the outer

circumference of said insulating cyUnder,

a pluraUty of outer electrically msulating plates disposed

about the outer circumference of said stator coils;

a pluraUty of electrically insulating members disposed about

the outer circumference of said insulating cyUnder be*

tween adjacent sets of stator coil^

wherein sakl electrically insulating members include first

electricaUy insulating members and second electricaUy

insulating member, each of said second electricaUy msu*

lating member being formed with an outward radial pro*

jectim, and each cX said second electricaUy msuliiing

membos befaig disposed so that one side of its outward
radial projection is separated by a smaU space firom one
side of one of said inward radial projections of said mag-
netic shidd; and

means for |»essing said stator coils against said insulating

cylinder m the radial direction thereof, inserted between

said outer electricaUy msulating plates and the inner ax-

cumferential surfiKe of said magnetic shield.

4^475,053

BRUSH-HOLDER FOR ELECIRICAL MACHINES
Miflii Miyw, SafihciH, Fad. Rap. of Gcnray, anlgiMir to

Robert Boach CnAH, SUiUnvt, Fed. Rap. of GenMsy
FDad Jn. 24^ 1983, Sar. No. 507,096

CMm prlorHy, appMcatiea Fed. Rep. of Ciimway, JiL 10,

1982,^29999
tat a? H02K 13/00

US.a 310-239 7CtaiiM
1. Brasb-lKrider device fbr an dectrical machme havmg a

base plate on which at least two brash-holder pairs are

mounted m which brushes are respectively diqxMed under

spring pressure and having also a current busbar connecting

the positive brushes which is ocnnectable to a connection lug

<rfan exciter winding, said device further having the mi|»ove-

ment coBxpnuo^
seating means (l^X provided on at least three of said

brush-hcdders (^1), which teush holders contain brushes

(10) and brush-pressure qvings (11;3^ for holding said

variations of parts within manufacturing tolerances, said

movabiUty of said busbar m said seating means being axial,

radial and circumferential with xtxpea to the longitudinal

axis of the electrical machine.

4,475,054

METAL TRANSDUCER HOUSING WTTH FOCUSING
SURFACE

Joaeph Baaoioel. 107 ColamMa Dr., Jcrleho, N.Y. 11753

FDcd Oct 17, 1983, Ser. No. 542,01
tat a^ HOIL ¥7/09

U,S.a 310-335 12

1. A transducer comprising, in combination, a transducer

element and a metal housing having the shape of a trapezohe-

dron; said trapezohedron having a first planar edge surface

defining an output energy surface and a second edge surface

defining a mode conversion surface by internal reflection of a

longitudinal mode wave; said first and second planar surfaces

intersecting one another with an internal angle ^, said trans-

ducer element being a flat, thin element coupled to said metal

housing and disposed in a plane which has a normal which

forms an internal angle fi with respect to a normal to said

wtooaA surfisce; Imigitudinal sonic energy from said transducer

element being reflected from the ulterior of said second surface

and being converted into shear mode sonic energy which is

directed away firom said second surfsce in a direction which

forms an internal angle a with req)ect to a normal to said

second planar surftce and on the side ofsaid normal away firom

the side thereof defining said angle fi\ wherein ^^a-t-y is the

internal angle between the direction of propagation of said

shear mode wave and a normal to said first planar surface; and

sin y—(vo^ved sin /3 wherein v^is the shear mode velocity of

said metal and Vc/ is the longitudinal mode velocity of said

metal; wherein the improvement comprises forming a variaUe

positive cross-curvature alcMig the length of said second sor-

fisce to define a lens for focusing said shear mode sonic energy

onto a Une extending along said ouqNit energy surfeoe.
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M75,055
SPARK GAP DEVICE FOR PRECISE SWITCHING

GoriM E. BoMckcr, Abaqaaiw, N. Mex^ Mrigiior to Hie
VwiM Stun of AMrieaM reprcMiitcd hy the United States
Dtpartmeot of EMrgjr, WoUiigtmi, D.C

FDed Jan. 28, 1M2, Scr. No. 343,614
Irt. a' HOIJ 17/32, 17/04

VS. CL 313-54 8 Claiiiis

1. A spark gap device for precise switching comprising:
first and second conductive electrodes defining an anode and
a cathode, each electrode having a melting point greater

than approximately 2,000 degrees;

conductive caps supporting said electrodes;

an insulating member separating said conductive caps to

define a spark gq), said caps and said insulating member
forming a hermetically sealed chamber; and

a conductive sleeve enveloping the outside of said insulating

member from the midpoint of the spark gap to the cap
adjacent the cathode, said sleeve being electrically con-
nected to said cathode, thereby minimiring high electric

field stress points by flattening the equipotential lines at

the cathode side of said spark gap for improved voltage
stability.

shape and slit-like shape, and said apertures of said elon-
gated shape and said sUt-like shape have a major axis, said
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major axis of substantially all of said qiertures extending
in the same direction.

4,475,057

CRT ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE AND PROCESS
THEREFORE

Thomas J. Morris, Addiaon, OL, aHignor to Zoith Electronics
Corporation, Qenfiew, DL

Filed Dec 28, 1981, Scr. No. 335,117

lot a.) HOIJ 9/5a 9/20
U.S. a. 313-^461 9 Clafan

4^475,056

COLOR nCrURE TUBE FOR CHARACTER DISPLAY
Ryoji Hirai, Mobara, Japa^ aaiigMr to HitwU, Ltd., Tokyo,

FDad JbL 23, 1981, Scr. No. 286,072
Oaaam priority, appUcitioa Japn, JiL 23, 1980, 55-99967

lA a> HOIJ 29/07
U.S.a 31^-403 12 CUns

1. A color picture tube for character display, comprising
three electron guns of an inline array, a shadow mask ofapcr-
ture type and a phosphor screen having trichromatic phosphor
dements thereon,

wherein substantially all apertures of said shadow maak are

arrayed such that a space between adjacent apertures on a
same line in the horizontal direction is equal to a space
between adjacent apertures on a same line in the vertical

direction, said apertures in adjacent lines in the horizontal

or vertical directions are ofltet with reqiect to one an-

other, said apertures are one of circular abMpe, ekmgated

1. For use in the manufacture of a cathode ray tube having
a glass face panel with a cathodoluminescent screen on the
inner surface thereof, said screen having a i^osphor constitu-

ent vulnerable to patterned discoloring known as character
bum causd by static area electron bombardment of such time
and intensity as to discolor the phosphor, but not q>preciably

degrade phosphor efficiency, a process for conditioning said

screen to ameliorate the effects of character bum, the process
comprising the bombarding said screen with an electrm beam
for a period oftime and at a beam current intensity effiective to

uniformly bum-discolor said screen throughout at least in the

visible portion of the screen to render substantially impercepti-

ble patterned character bum resulting from subsequent use.

7. For use in the reclamation of a cathode ny tube having a
glass face panel with a cathodoluminescent screen on the inner

surface thereof, said screen having a phoq>hor constituent

exhibiting a patterned discoloring resulting from use known as

character bum caused by static area electron bombardment of
such time and intensity as to discolor the phosphor, but not
appreciably degrade phosphor efficiency, a process for recon-

ditioning said screen to ameliorate the effects of character
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bum, the process con^msing the bombarding said screen with

an electron beam for a period of time in the range of 1 1 to 18

hours and at a beam current intensity in the range of400 to 600

microamperes effective to uniformly bum-discolor said screen

throughout at least in the visible poilion of the screen to render

substantially imperceptible said character bum.

for amplifying the electrons emitted from said photoemissive

mean^ said fsoe plate including a surface where off axis input

light could be rdfiected to said photoemissive means causing

4y475,058

DISCHARGE LAMP HAVING CONVOLUTED
DISCHARGE PATH

Takao Takeda, CUgMaU; HiroaU Ito, Tokyo; Hitoahi

YanaaU, Yokohama; Atsoahi Hattori, Kaaagawa; Settehiro

Yaonmoto, Kamakara, and Jon laud, Hinrtmka, aD ofJqan,
to MttmUsU DeaU KaboUU Kaiaba, Tokyo,

Filed Not. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 320,117

Claian priority, appUeatioa Japan, Nor. 17, 1980, 55*161796

iBt a^ HOIJ 61/ia 61/88

U.S.a 313-493 15Claiais

KX^w^^x^x^x^x^^^^^^^;^^^^

electron emission resulting in veiling glare; a layer of colored

light absorbing material formed in said face pl^ and extend-

ing inwardly from said surface.

1. A discharge lamp comprising:

a bulb made of a light-transmitting material, including a

fluorescent layer formed on the inner surface thereof and

which contains a mercury gas and a rare gas, said bulb

having a longitudinal axis which extends from the top to

the bottom of said bulb;

a pair of electrodes provided in said bottom of said bulb;

a discharge path-defining member disposed in said bulb and

shaped so as to define a discharge path between said elec-

trodes which is c(mvoluted along the axial direction of

said bulb; and

a top plate attached to an end of said discharge-defining

member and defining an independent discharge space

thereabove at the top of said bulb, so that a portion of said

discharge path extends through said discharge space

across Uie center of said top plate, said discharge path-

defining member including radially extending wings hav-

ing outer peripheral edges, said bulb having engaging

grooves that engage said outer peripheral edges of said

wings.

4y475,0S9

IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBE WITH REDUCED VEILING
GLARE AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Ronld A. Sink, RooMke, Va., aari^or to IiMcnvtioMl Tele-

phone and Tdcvvph Corporatkm, New York, N.Y.

FUcd Jan. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,863

iBt a^ HOU 43/22

VS. CL 313-534 12 CiaiBs

1. An image intensifier tube including a face plate formed of

optical material for receiving and transmitting input light, said

face plate including photoemissive means for emitting elec-

trons in response to the input light; and a micnxhannd plate

4^75,060

STABILIZED PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICE
Mohamad O. AboelfMoh, Ponghkeepale, N.Y., CMl^or to later-

national Busincas Machines CorporatkM, Armonk, N.Y.

FDed May 5, 1981, Scr. No. 260,578

laLCUWKU 61/35

VS. CL 313-587 3

1. In a gaseous discharge display device characterized by an

ionizable gaseous medium in a gas chamber formed by a pair of

didectric members having opposed wall charge storage,

and at least one dectrode insulated from said gaseous me-

dium by said dielectric members,

a didectric protective overcoat formed over the gas contact-

ing surfaces of said dielectric members,

the improvement wherein the surface of said dielectric over-

coats comprises materid which provides refractory prop-

erties, high secondary emission characteristics, stable

operating voltages and tw«rgin« and extended life capabili-

ties,

said material being selected from a Group IIA oxide contain-

ing a predetermined concentration of3% to S% by weight

of one or more transition elements selected from nickel,

iron, mangaiwM* or chromium,

said concentration of transition elements providing a prede-

termined amount of excess oxygen difKised in the surface

of said Group IIA oxide to stabilize the secondary emis-

sion characteristics of said didectric overcoat surftce.
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M75,M1
HIGH-PRESSURE DISCHARGE LAMP CURRENT

SUPPLY MEMBER AND MOUNTING SEAL
OONSTRUCnON

Martini H. A. fu de WcQw, Etadbofcn, Nctheriaadi; John
Pttumld, HoriHoa, Gmt Britain, and Gondii A. J. Ja-

ceti, Eladhona. Netkvlaidi, aaripon to U^. Phlllpi Cor-
poratlos, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aas. 27, 1981, Scr. No. 296,684

CUm priority, appUcatioa Nctkcrlaadi, Sep. 5, 1900,
8005026

lat a^ HOU /7//tf

U.S. CL 31S-«23 5 daloH

nected with said device and the ballast such tlut only one
lamp of each pair is illuminated at a time, the other lamp

1. A high'pressiire discharge lamp having a ceramic dis-

charge vessel, comprising an ionizable filling which in the
operating condition of the lamp comprises a component pres-

ent in excess, and in which two electrodes are present between
which during operation of the lamp the discharge takes place,

one electrode being connected to a pin-shaped current supply
member, said pin-shaped current supply member having an
axial portion surrounded by an end portion of the discharge
vessel with an intermediate annular gap, said gap having first

and second axial portions, said end portions and said pin-

shaped current supply member being connected in a gas-tight
manner by means of a glass seal, said glass seal extending
within said intermediate gap for only said first axial portion
thereof, said first axial portkm benig more remote from said

ionizable filling than said second axial portion of said gap, said
end portion at least partly having an outside diameter which is

onaller than the largest outskle diameter of the discharge
vesMl, characterized in that the glass seal extends into the gap
only over such a distance in the direction towards the elec-
trode that, m the operating condition of the lamp, the tempera-
ture of the surface of the gla» seal facing the discharge is at

least SO degrees K. lower than the temperature of that part of
the filling which determines the vapor pressure of the compo-
nent present in excess.

4^75,062
ECONOMY DEVICE FOR FLUORESCENT UGHTING

FIXTURES
Miekaal Radnkovkh, and Mflond L. Mtkiaerie, both of P.O.
Box 1617, Sarta Moiriea, CUtf. 90406

CoatimntkM of Sir. No. 378437, May 6, 1982, abandoned. TUi
appUcatioa Apr. 11, 1984, 8m. No. 998458

JA a.) HBSB 39/10
VS. CL 31S—88 11 ri«i—

1. A flooreaoent lighting fixture for two pain of lamps,
compnmg:
a serie»>type baHaat having a primary odl and two second-

ary ooOs;

a series dreoit comprising an inductive coil and a varistor;

the inductive coil being connected in series with one of sakl

•eoondary ooib and one pair of lamps;

the variitor being oomieeted to one lamp of each pair of

•.CLMC

of the pair automatKally being niununated when said one
lamp becomes disabled.

4475463
HOLLOW CATHODE APPARATUS

Graeme Aston, Montrooe, Calif., aarignor to llw United Statea
of America aa reprcaented by the Adodaiatrator of the Na>
tioaal Aeronantici and Spaee AdndaiitratfcM, WaaUKtoa,
D.C

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275409
Int a^ HOU 27/02

VS. CL 315—11141 7

1

^^~L. I^d^

1. A hollow cathode q>paratus oCTnprising;

a cathode having inner and outer ends and having a through
hole extending between said ends;

a keeper electrode slightly spaced firom said outer end ofsaid
cathode;

means for applying an electrical potential betvireen sakl

cathode and keeper electrode;

means for su|^lying primary gas to flow into sakl inner end
of sakl cathode hole; and

means for flowing a quantity of kmized gas into sakl inner
end of and through sakl cathode to fkm mto the qwoe
between sakl outer end of sakl cathode and sakl keeper, to
niitiate an arc.

the other secondary cofl being connected across the other

pairoflanpa;and

the laa^i of each pair of lanva bemg m parallel and con-

4475464
MEANS FOR CONTROLLING LUMEN OUTPUT IN

POWER CONSUMPTION OP PHOSPHOR EXCITABLE
LAMPS

Dafid E. Bargeaa, 1341 W. 130lh St, GadaH^ CUK 98247
CoirtiaaalkM-lnipart orSw. No. 116473, Jaa 29, 1980, FM. Bfo.

4417469. lUa appHcaikw Dae. 11, 1981, S«. No. 329473
UL CL» HKB 41/16

U.S. CL 315—227 R 26CUm
1. A means for limiting power oonsamptkxi and lumen oat*

put of a conventkmal phoq>hor excitable lamp connected to a
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source ofpower for operation ofsame without any appreciable

loss in efficiency of operation, sakl means comprising:

a load limiting control device electrically connectable to one

terminal of sakl conventional phosphor excitable lamp and

to a socket which received sakl lamp so as to be effec-

tively electrically interposed between said lamp and

source ofpower in a series connection, sakl control device

benig constructed so that it has a first sectkm capable of

fittmg with respect to sakl socket and a second section

ofbet from said first sectkm and adapted to receive the

end of sakl lamp where it was received by said socket so

that one end ofsakl lamp is slightly offset from sakl socket,

sakl device oomprismg a capacitive means selected with a

capocitive ^^oe so that the lumen output at the reduced

level and the power consumptkm is reduced without

substantially changing the voltage to the lamp and with-

out any appreciable effect on the efficiency ofoperation of

said lamp or source of power.

4475465
METHOD OF OPERATING HID SODIUM LAMP TO

MINIMIZE LAMP VOLTAGE VARUTION
THROUGHOUT LAMP LIFE

RaaUr S. BhaDa, Pine Brook, NJf.; Joaa E. TaUet, Palm Bay,

and Robert T. Ebna, MonrocriDe, Pa., aaaignera to North

ABNricaa PUUpa Ughtiag Corporation, New Yoric, N.Y.

FDad Sep. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 414476
lit a' H05B 37/02

VS.a 315-307 3 Clalan

ventage is linearly ptotted on the axis of abscissas, the parallel

sides of the trapezoklal figure being defined by minimum per-

missible and maximum permissible operating lamp wattages,

and the remaming sides of the trapezoklal figure defined by

two Unes of sharply rising positive skipe wherein small in-

creases in lamp opaatmg ventage are reflected as relatively

large increases in operatmg lamp wattage and whu:h represent

desired minimum permissible lamp voltages and desired maxi-

mum permisBible lamp volta^ at operating lamp wattages

which vary from said minimum permissiUe to sakl maximum
permissible operating lamp wattages, and the operating charac-

teristics of said lamp throughout its normally anticipated life

are describable by a curve which enters into the trapezoklal

figure through said line representing minimum permissible

lamp voltages and which curve exits from the trapezoidal

figure through sakl line representing maximum permissible

lamp voltages, which method comprises:

mitially (^)erating sakl lamp for a relatively short first period

of time until the operating voltage thereof has attained a

predetermined value and the wattage consumption of said

lamp is relatively high as compared to sakl specified mini-

mum wattage value at which sakl lamp can be operated;

and

thereafter and commencing with said relatively high watt-

age consumption at which said lamp is operated at the

termination of said first period of time, continuing to

operate said lamp but in such manner that the operating

characteristic curve of lamp wattage consuption vs. in-

creasing lamp operating voltage displays a slope which is

negative in nature and which does not exceed a lamp

operating wattage drop of about 1.3% per one volt in-

crease in lamp operating volts to insure stable lamp opera-

tion, and continuing to operate said lamp in such manner

that said operating characteristic curve ultimately exits

from said trapezoidal figure proximate the intersection of

the line which describes said minimum permissible watt-

age value and the Une which describes said maximum
permissible voltage values.

m

mm

immrm

4475466
HIGH-OOULOMB TRANSFER SWTTCH

JaR Lae, Newport News, Va^
troi Syatcaa, lac, Hamploa, Va.

I

FDad Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 438405
Int a> HOIJ 7/24, 11/04

VS. a, 315-X344

ACoa-

SOafaH

m S i S 5 •

1. The method of ojpendag a high-pressure-sodium high-

intensityHlia^arge lamp in such manner as to sobctantially

decrease variatkmsm lamp operating voltage throughout lamp

lifie, sakl lamp having a nominal rated operating wattage and a

nominal rated operating voltage, sakl lamp characteristically

displaying an increamg (Renting voltage throughout its Ufe

reralting m cMaUished operatmg standards which specify that

the permiasible relative wattage and vdtage operating diarac-

teristica which are experienced throughout expected lamp

operating life fall within the confines of an eitablished trape-

zoklal figiue on a grqph wherein increasing huap wattage is

lineariy ptotted on the axis of orduiates and mcreasing laiiq>

/«

1. A high-coukmib transfer switch comprising: an inner

electrode having the sh^K of a mushroom with the cap sur-

rounding the stem so that currents flowing m the electrode

enclose the magnetic induction around the stem resultmg m
repulsive forces on the outer currents on the 04) in an inverse

pinch mechanism;

an outer electrode coaxal with and surroundmg the inner

electrode, the outer electrode being electrically insulated
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from but mechanically aealed to the imier electrode to

define an arc discharge vohme therebetween;

for causing an electric arc diichtt^ to be established

between the lip of the cap of the inner electrode and the

outer electrode, the repulsive forces due to the inverse

pinch mechanism causing the arc current sheet to rapidly

move from the lip of the cap upward to the crown of the
cap where occurs the final decay of the current; and

for connecting the inner and outer electrodes in cir-

cuit with a load.

DOOR LOCK ILLUMINATING DEVICE
DomU L. Rowe, Rit. U, Bm 101, WinstiM-SalaB. N.C 27107

FDad May 38, 1M2, Scr. No. 382,929

lit a' H08B V/02
MS, CL 315—360 3 rut—

LI —I—*
r i^H

ssi:

•t^-

1. An electronic timing circuit connecting a power source to
a kwd, said circuit including:

(a) first semi<ondnctor means connected in series with said
load and said voltage source, said first semi-conductor
means having base control means for switching said semi-
conductor between two conditions when said base control
means is grounded; said two conditions including:

^ an on condition in which said first semi-conductor is

open;

Oi) an on condition in which said first semi-conductor
means is closed;

OiO said base control means including a normally open
manual switch and a second transistor in shunt thereto
for grounding said base;

(b) an integrated circuit means for wmititaitiiiig gajd fjfgt

semi-conductor in the closed position for a prescribed
period of time, said integrated circuit comprising a time
delay circuit energized during said on condition and con-
nected for controlling said second semi-conductor means;

whereby said second semi-conductor and said time delay cir-

cuit act as a hold on contact for said prescribed time period.

M7S|06B
BRUSHLESS DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR WITH
MAGNEnCALLY OPERATED GOMMUTAUNG

SWITCH MEANS
HarrisQa D. BnOsford, C70 MDtn Rd^ Rye, N.Y. 10580
OmtinitiQa orS«. No. 138,738, Mff. 3, 1980, abodoned. lUs

appUeidM Jtf. r, 1981, Scr. No. 387,153
lax. a) iin2K 29/(Xi

U&a31S-384 5Claloi8
1. An electric motor comprising:

an armature comprising a rotor having a plurality of pairs of
permanently magnefirfd poles, alternately north and
south, qMoed apart by predetermined, equal angles
around a central axis;

a separate, permanently magnetized member attached to the
rotor to rotate therewith and having a number of poles
equal to the number of rotor poles and of alternately north
and south pdarity and each in a fixed known angular
podtion relative to a corresponding one of the rotor poles;

support means to support the armature for rotation on the
axis to limit movement of each of the rotor poles to a first

circular path concentric with the axis and movement of

each of the poles of the separate member to a second
circular path concentric with the axis;

a ferromagnetically soft sUtor comprising a plurality ofpairs
of magnetizable stotor poles, each having a pole face
facing the path of the rotor poles and adjacent thereto,
each of said pole faces having a section thereof along one
side thereofspaced closer to the first circular path than the
remainder of the req)ective said pole face;

a plurality of sutor coil means magnetically coupled to the
SUtor poles to produce stator flux of controlled polarity
and fixed magnitude in the sUtor poles in response to
current flow in a predetermined direction in the reqiective
coil means;

semiconductor means connected in series circuits with the
stator coil means, each of the semiconductor means com-
prising a control electrode; and

a plurality of magnetically actuated Hall effect switches
equal in number to the plurality of stator cofl means and
physically located adjacent the second path to be actuated
by magnetic flux from alternate ones of the poles, which

are poles of the same pobuity, of the separate, perma-
nently magnetized member, each of the Hall effect

switches being electrically connected to the control elec-

trode of a respective one of the semiconductor means to
make the respective semiconductor means selectively

conductive to produce, in the stator coil means connected
in series with the respective semiconductor means, the
SUtor flux of controlled polarity only when one of the
rotor poles of a predetermined magnetic polarity is within
certain angular boundaries relative to specific ones of the
sUtor poles, the armature having a plurality of rest posi-

tions in which the rotor poles of the predetermined mag-
netic polarity has a rest position within those angular
boundaries when none of the semiconductor means are
conductive, whereby starting of the armature in the direc-

tion of said sections of the stator pole faces relative to the
remainder of the respective said pole face and continua-
tion of roution of the armature from any of the rest posi-

tions is is assured when current of sufficient magnitude
and proper pohmty is made available to all of the series

circuits.

M75*089
DOOR OPERATION CONTROL APPARATUS

HiroyaU Tadokoro; SUgeru Matancdu, and Koji Yamandd, all

of HHacU, Japan, assivMrs to HHadd, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Dae. 4> 1981, Ser. No. 327,630

Oaims priority, appUcatkM Japn, Dec 12, 1980, 55-174594

Int a3 G06F 7/M
U.S. CL 318—285 8 Gains

1. A door operation control apparatus comprising door
driving means for driving a garage door for opening and clos-

ing movement; main control means for controlling said door
driving means including upper limit switch means for sensing
when the door reaches an upper limit position and lower limit

switch means for sensing that the door reaches a lower limit

position; main commanding means for generating a control

signal q>plied to said main control means to actuate said t?Mrin
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control means; auxiliary control means for controlling said

door driving means and specific-mode commanding means for

actuating said auxiliary control means, said auxiliary control

means and said specific-mode commanding means being inde-

pendent ofsaid main control means and said main commanding
means; said specific mode commanding means including at

least one actuating switch by which an actuating signal for

actuating said aw^iary control means is produced, and said

energizing the armature winding in aocordanoe with a

control signal q)pUed to its input for providing current

energization to the motor armature winding in accordance

with the control signal applied to the armature circuit

means input;

said armature circuit means including signal means provid-

ing a signal proportional to the armature current, said

signal means being connected to said second input of said

signal dividing means to provide the signal of the signal

means as the denominator signal to said signal dividing

means;

said signal dividing means output being connected to the

input ofsaid field circuit means for providing said quotient

signal as the control signal thereto.

auxiliary control means including logic circuit means for logi-

cally processing said actuating signal from said specific-mode

comnnnding means and an upper limit signal from said upper

limit switch means to produce a first signal for forcedly setting

said main control means to the opening movement sute in

priority over an qyplied control signal from said main com-

manding means and to produce a vaaaoA signal for causing said

door driving means to be controlled for the door to be driven

for opening movement

M75,070
MOTOR TORQUE CONTROL WITH IMPROVED

LINEARITY
Aim W. WflkcffMM, 410 Madera Dr., TUcavrfllc Wis. 53092

FDcd Jan. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 499,887

brt. a' H02P im
U&a 318-338 11 CUns

iJ^Hri V*r!l^hiL.__W _ (T..^-*..

SPEED CONTROL APPARATUS POR D.C MOTOR
FUnaU YoaUawa, Tatnao, Japan, aarigaor to Otyapaa OptI*

-cat Co. Ltd., Japan

I

Filed May r, 1984, Scr. No. 498^44
Int a^ G05B 5/00

U.S.a 318-334 8 CUm

1. Direct current motor control circuitry for energizing a

direct current motor responsive to an input signal to proWde
linearity between the input signal and motor torque, said con-

trol circuitry conqmsing:

signal dividing means for algebraicaUy dividing a numerator

signal qipltod to a first iiq>ut by a denoi^nator signal

applied to a second mput and providing a quotient signal

at an output as the output signal, said signal dividing

means receiving the input signal at said first input as the

numerator signal;

a field circuit means having an input and having an output

oonneetable to the field windmg of the motor, said field

circuit means being responsive to a control signal applied

to its input tot providing current energization to the

motor fidd winding in accordance with the control signal

applied to the fidd circuit means input; and

armature circuit means having an input and having an output

oonneetable to the armature winding of the motor for

emut I

C I OQgWW

1. A speed control apparatus for a D.C. motor, comprising:

a bridge circuit having four branches and a respective node

located between each pair of adjacent branches, three of

the branches of said bridge circuit being formed by a

respective resistive circuit, the remaining branch includ-

ing a D.C. motor whose speed b to be controlled, the

nominal value of the resistances of said four branches

being such that the voltage across a first pair of opposite

nodes of said bridge circuit will be indicative of the speed

of said D.C motor, the resistive circuit forming the

branch of said bridge circuit which is opposite the branch

including said D.C. motor having a temperature coeffici-

ent which is substantially equal in absolute magnitude and

opposite in sign to the temperature coefficient of said

branch including said D.C. motor wherd)y the voltage

across said first pair of opposite nodes will remain indica-

tive of the speed of said motor substantially independent

of fluctuations in temperature

a speed detection circuit connected across said first pair of

opposite nodes for generating an output signal indicative

of the voltage across said first pair of opposite nodes, and,

therefore, indicative of the speed of said D.C motor; and

a voltage control circuit for controlling the voltage across

the remaining pair of opposite nodes of said bridge circuit,

and tbesthy controlling the voltage applied to said D.C.

motor, as a function of said speed signal

4,475,072* •

PATIENT-POSITIONING X-RAY TABLE
Gitgofy D. Sckwehr, Mflwankaa; Richard T. Braadt, New Ber-

lin, and Ji I J. r,MflwaakecaUorWis.,

r, MOwaakaa, Wia.

FUed No?. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 441,301

Int ai G05B 19/28; HOU 37/20

U.S.a 318-402
1. An x-ray-table system comprising:

abase;

11
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elevator meuH mounted on said bate for moving vertically

relative thereto;

elevator drive means for raising and lowering said elevator

an elongated support means mounted to said elevator for
moving kmgitudinally;

a reversible support means driving motor and means for
coupling the motor to the siqiport means for moving said

support means selectively between a retracted position
and an advanced position and back to a retracted position,
relative to said elevator,

elongated cradle means mounted to the support means for
moving longitudinally relative to said support means;

?% 77 ,7 14* V«l 4J 70 lOr •a ti n II

a reversible cradle means driving motor and means for cou-
pling said motor to the cradle means for moving said
cradle means selectively between a retracted position and
an advanced position and back to a retracted position
relative to said support means; and

gas-spring means mounted at one of the ends thereof to said
base and at the other end to said elevator means, said
gas-spring means being adapted to exert a substantially
constant force against said elevator means to thereby
reduce the load on said means for raising and lowering
said elevator means, particularly when at least one of said
support-and-cradle means is in the advanced position.

PROPORnONAL PLUS INTEGRAL
SERVOREVERSIBLE SPEED CONTROL

Royal R. Hawfcina, BlooadngtoB, Mink, aarigaor to Smidstrand
GorporatkM, Rockiord« OL

FUed JaL 12, 1982, Sor. No. 397,491
IM. a.3 G05B 11/36

VS.CL319~W 19Cialnis

means and for providing an actual speed signal prmor-
tional theretc^

a pair of amplifiers fbr receiving the actual speed signal to
provide a feedback signal, the feedback signal output ftom
one of said anq>lifier8 having a magnitude proportional to
the actual speed signal and the feedback signal output
from the other of said amplifiers having a magnifif^jy
inversely proportional to the actual speed signal;

means for sensing the direction of motion and for ^ting the
feedback signal from said one amplifier for sensed motion
in the first direction and from said other amplifier for
sensed motion in the second direction; and

means responsive to the command mgnai and the gated
feedback signal for providing a speed control signal to
maintain the output speed constant

4,475,074
APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE COMMON
FREQUENCY OF TWO INDEPENDENTLY VARIABLE
ELECTRICAL A-C VARIABLES, ESPEOALLY IN A

ROTATING-FIELD MACHINE
Leoahard Rcag, Eriaaflca, Fed. Rep. of GcriMy, oaivor to

SieaNaa AktirBpaillachalt, Manich, Fed. Rep. ofGcnuay
FDcd Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 48M37

Claims priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcnu», Feb. 1.
1982, 3203257

IbL CL3 H02P 5/36
U.S.a 318-800 5

1

1. In a system having means for driving a load in either a first

or second drection of motion at a desired output speed, a
servo-reversible speed control comprising;
means for generating a command signal having a magnitude

proportional to the desired output speed for motion in the
first direction and having a magnitude inversely propor-
tional to the desired output speed for motion in die second
direction;

means for sensing the actual output speed of the driving

L In an apparatus having two independently variable electri-

cal a-c quantities ai and a2 sun)lied as respective inputs for
determining a common frequency w of the two electrical a-c
quantities, wherein an angle quantity a variable with the com-
mon frequency w is rehited to the a-c quantitites ai and a2 such
that ai/a2=contan a, the improvement comprismg:

first smoothing stage means having said a-c quantity ai
supplied as an input for producing a smoothed quantity di;

second smoothing stage means having said a-c quantity a2
supplied as an input for producing a smoothed quantity d&
said second smoothing stage means being substantially

identical to said first smoothing stage means;
computing means, having said a< quantities ai and a2 and

said soMothed quantities di and d2 supplied as reqwctive
inputs, for generrting, as an on^Mit, a quantity (d|'a2-d-
2-ai)/(di-ai-|-d2*a2) pn^)ortional to said common fre-

quency w.
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4^75,075
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATOR AND SYSTEM

Robert B. Mann, 4399-24lh Atc Port Hnoa, Mkh. 48060

Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,392

Irt. <V H02K 7/00: BtBL 7/10: F16D 63/36

U.S.a 322—1 2 Clafana

nal frxm a pair of lines having a variable current and voltage,

comprising:

a voltage tapping means coupled to said lines and to said

terminal for applymg to the latter power drawn fttm said

lines when their voltage difference exceeds a predeter-

mined value; and

a series means serially coupled into a given one of said lines

for producing a voltage drop, said series means being

coupled to said supply temiinal for supplying power

thereto as a predeteiinined function of the voltage drop of

said series means.

4,475,076

POWER TAPPING APPARATUS
Abn CheiuoUdcy, Rockaway, and Ridnrd Sail,

FDcd JaL 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394t481

lat a^ H02J 13/00

U.S.a 323-239 19

r^ .""ni

4,475,077

CURRENT CONTROL CIRCUIT
Katfoni Nagano, Shfaaowioeki, Japan, assignor to Tokyo

SUbanra DeaU KabaririU Kaiaha, Japan

Filed Dec 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,771

Chdns priority, appttcatkm Japan, Dae. 11, 1981, 56-199764

Inta^GOSFiZ/tf
U.S.a 323-3U 10

1. An electric power generator for automotive vehicles and

like applications comprising

a stator including a plurality of magnetic core means each

having a circumferential array of radially outwardly di-

rected poles, a hollow tubular body with said plurality of

core means being mounted externally of said body in fUed

axially spaced positicms to a vehicle frame with magnetic

insulation means being disposed between said axially

spaced core means, and a stator cml on each of said radi-

ally outwardly directed poles,

a hollow cup-sluq)ed rotor having a base adapted to be

mounted for rotation relative to the vehicle frame and

stator and an annular wall coaxially and telescopically

received over said stator, and a plurality of circumferen-

tial permanent magnet arrays equal in number to said core

means and mounted in axially spaced positions internally

of said annular wall such that each said circumferential

permanent magnet array is aligned radially with a corre-

sponding said core means,

means including threaded studs on said base for removably

mounting a vehicle wheel thereto, and

bearing means within said body for receiving a wheel drive

shaft and means for coupling said wheel drive shaft to said

rotor base.

Kw ^
r>

s:

8m« 8-:
-o*-V

1. A current control circuit comprising:

a first transistor having its collector connected to a current

input terminal and its emitter connected to a first power

source terminal;

a second transistor having its collector connected to a cur-

rent output terminal and its emitter connected to the first

power source terminal;

first and second resistors having their first terminals con-

nected to the bases, respectively, of the first and second

transistors;

first and second current sources respectively connected to

the first and second resistors to produce currents which

are proportional to an absolute temperaturr, and

control means connected to second terminals of the first and

second resistors and to a collector of the first transistor for

causing the collector curroit of the first transistor to be

equal to an input current and for causing voltages on the

second terminals of the first and second resistors to be

equal to each other.

1. Apparatus for applying electrical power to a supply termi-

4,475,078

SYSTEM FOR READING MAGNETIC SENSORS FOR
FAULT LOCATION IN GAS-INSULATED ELECTRICAL

APPARATUS
AbdaOah M. Itaal, BaDstoa Spa, N.Y., aaaignor to Electric

Power Rcaearch Institatc, lac, Palo Alto, CaUf.

Flkd Dec 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,503

lat a' GOIR 31/08. 33/025. 33/04

UA CL 324-52 26 Clatai

1. A system for locating faults, comprising:

a body of permanently magnetizable material placed in close

proximity to a housing of a sealed electrical power q>para-

tus;

a first fluxgate magnetometer means placed in close proxim-

ity to said body to detect a dc magnetic field produced by

the magnetization of said body;

a second fluxgate magnetometer means positioned adjacent

and substantially parallel to said first magnetometer means

iot detecting only background dc magnetic field;
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means for applying an alternating current electrical signal to
said first and second magnetometer means;

means for generating a direct current that is a function of the
even harmonics ofthe ac output ofsaid second magnetom-
eter means in order to cancel the effects ofthe background

the fault in said power distribution cable of the installation
can be determined.

dc magnetic field detected by said second magnetometer
means; and

means for applying said current to said first magnetometer
means to cancel the efTecU of the background dc magnetic
field therefrom.

4^75,079
APPARATUS FOR LOCATING FAULTS IN ELECTRIC

CABLES
PhlUp F. Gdc, Ware, Englnd, anigBor to BICC PnbUc Limited

CoatinntiM of Scr. No. 43^18, May 30, 1979,. This appUcation
May 19, 1983, Scr. No. 49M63

OaiBM priority, appUcatioa United Kiogdoni, May 31, 1978,
25903/78

Iirt. a.) GOIR 31/08. 27/04
U.S.a324-52 OOaimt

1. Apparatus for detecting ai^ locating, using a pulse-echo
technique, unstable and transitory faults as well as stable faults
in an energised power distribution electric cable installation
which apparatus comprises:

(a) means for detecting two different conditions from the
voltampere characteristics of the electric cable, one of
said two different conditions being before a fault appears
in one of the power distributi(m cables of the instaUation
and the other of said two different conditions being whilst
a fault is present in one of the power distribution cables of
the installation;

(b) means for injecting a single wave shape per measurement
cycle having at least a single fast rise front into the energ-
ised power distribution cable installation under both dif-

ferent conditions of the installation to obtain pulse-echo
signals;

(c) an analogue to digital convertor for digitising the pulse-
echo signab obtained under said two different conditions
of the installation;

(d) memory means for storing the digitised signals; and
(e) means fbr comparing the waveforms of signals (Stained
under the two said conditions in order that the distance of

M75,060
MICROWAVE MOISTURE MEASUREMENT OF

MOVING PARTICULATE LAYER AFTER THICKNESS
LEVELING

Charies W. E. Walker, 591 W. 57th A?e. #301, Vaacooter.
British CdonUa, Canada

Filed May 10, 1982, Scr. No. 37«,624
Int CL^ GOIR 27/04

U.S.a.324-58JA 17 Ctaima

1. Apparatus for measuring the moisture content of particu-
late material, comprising:

conveyor means for conveying a Uyer of particulate mate-
rial containing water absorbed in said material;

microwave beam radiation means for directing a beam of
microwaves through a measured portion of said layer
from a microwave source to a microwave detector sepa-
rated by the conveyor means which conveys said layer
through a measuring position between said source and said
detector, said beam of microwaves being absorbed a
greater amount by the water in said layer than by the solid
particulate material, and said detector detecting the por-
tion of said microwave beam which is transmitted through
said layer to produce an electrical signal which is propor-
tional to the amount of water in the measured portion of
said layer;

leveling means for leveling said layer of particulate material
to produce a layer of predetermined thickness at said
measuring position, said leveling means including a rotat-
ing endless, flexible leveling belt whose lower side
contacts the top surface of said layer and which is engaged
by a pressure roller on the upper side of said belt upstream
of said measuring position; and

adjustment means for adjusting the height of said pressure
roller above said conveyor means to change the spacing
between the lower side of said belt and the upper surface
of said conveyor means which determines the thickness of
said layer at said measuring position.,

M75,081
ELECTRONIC WATTHOUR METER

ShnnicU KobayaaU, Tokyo, Japan, aasigBor to Tolqro Shibora
DenU KabnsUU Kaiata, KamMki, Ji^u

Filed Dec 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,887
Oaims priority, application Japn, Mar. 6, 1981, 56^1282

Int 0.3 GOIR 11/32
MS.a 324—142 2 Chdns

1. An electronic watthour meter comprising:

first means for deriving a voltage signal proportional to the
load voltage on power supply lines;

second means for deriving a voltage signal proportional to
the load current on the power supply Unes;

a pulse width modulation circuit for subjecting said voltage
signal from said first means to pulse width modulatioo to
obtain a first pulse signal;

a circuit for detecting the power flow direction by oompar-
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ing the voltage signal fhm said first means with the volt-

age signal fron said second mean^
a circuit for inverting the polarity of the first pulse signal

according to the output of said detecting circuit;

a multiplication circuit fat producing a second pulse signal

representing the product of said voltage signal from said

firrt means and said voltage signal firom said second

means, under the control of the output signal from said

inverting drcuit;

4y475,083

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ELECTROMAGNEHCALLY MEASURING

PARAMETERS OF ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS

Sten V. Under, Tyatbcrsa, Sweden, aadgMr to Stnditrik Emt-

gitcknlk AB, Nykoping, Sweden

ContinnatioB of Scr. No. 942,037, Sep. 13, 1978, abttidoBed. lUa
application Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,166

ClahBS priority, applicatioa Sweden, Sep. 19, 1977, 7710481

lat a.) GOIN 27/72: GOIR 33/12

MS. CL 324-227 21

8*

lf^>?^'

an integration circuit for integrating the second pulse signal

firom said multiplication circuit to a DC voltage;

a voltage-to-firequency converter for converting the DC
voltage firom said integration circuit to a pulse signal

which has a frequency proportimial to the DC voltage;

and

means for nidicating the output of said voltage-to-frequency

converter in accordance with the power flow direction

detected by said detecting circuit.

&
m

4^75,082

ANALOG DISPLAY DEVICE, PARTICULARLY A
TACHOMETER

ChrlitiaB Undig, Kdkhciii, Fed. Rep. of GcroMay, aMlgnor to

VDO Adolf ScUndttag AG, Fkaakftart am Mala, Fed. Rep. of

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 42lt671

daian priority, applicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, No?. 19,

1981,3145780

lat a? GOIP 3/42; G05B 19/40

MS. CL 324-160 1 Oain

1. An apparatus for electromagnetic quantity measurement

of at least one of the resistivity, temperature, dimension and

spatial location of an electrically conductive material at high

temperature, comprising:

a transmitter cdl for generating an electromagnetic alternat-

ing field in the electrically conductive material, an a.c.

source for supplying the transmitter coil with alternating

current at a frequency such that the electromagnetic alter-

nating field penetrates to a depth 8 in the electrically

conductive material;

a receiver coil located a distance D from the electrically

conductive material wherein the ratio (8/D) lies between

0.1 and 3, for detecting secondary electromagnetic alter-

nating fields dependent upon the measured parameter and

generated by induced currents in the electrically conduc-

tive material; and signal processing means connected to

the receiver coil for detecting and processing alternating

voltage signals induced therein by said secondary electro-

magnetic alternating field and for distinguishing changes

in the measured parameter from changes in other parame-

ters, said signal processing means including means for

selectively detecting the magnitude of alternating voltage

signal components induced in the receiver coil which are

phase-shifted reUtive to the alternating current supplied

to the transmitter coil, said selective detecting means

including a synchronous demodulator coupled to the

receiver coil and to the a.c. source via a phase shifting

circuit for substantially eliminating the effects of ambient

surroundings on the electromagnetic field generated by

the transmitter coU.

1. In an analog dispky device for a motor vehicle, particu-

larly a tachometer, having a pointer which is displaccaUe by a

reversely driven stepfring motor and resettable against a stop

by the stepping motor, the improvement comprising:

a pulse generator which is controlled by a reset command
and upon each reset command and upon each reset com-

mand emits a constant number of pulses to the stepping

motor

a voltage detector means for controlling said pulse genera-

ten-, and wherein

the controlled pulse generator nicludes means for emitting

said constant number of pulses initially with a pulse fre-

quency which is bdow a start-stop frequency of the step-

ping motor and thereafter with a pulse frequency which is

above said start-stop frequency.

4^475,084

NUCLEAR MAGNEnC RESONANCE DETECTOR
wmiaa S. Moore Mappoley Park; Robert C Hawkaa,

cote, both of England, and Geoffrey N. HoUaad, Ckagrla

FaOs, Ohio, aarignon to Pidwr latcraational Liadted, Wca*

Ucy, ^^f*—

^

Flkd Jaa. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 337,184

dalM priority, appUcathM Uaitod Kiagloa^ Jaa. 15, 1981,

8101172; Jaa. 15, 1981, 8101173; Feb. 2, 1981, 8101175; Feb. 2,

1981, 8101176
lat a) GOIR 33/08

US.a324-309 7aaima

1. A method of producing an NMR picture of a i^anc

throu^ an object, in which the object is subjected to a high

constant magnetic field, to an oscillating magnetic field the
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intensity of which varies with time in the object except in a
selected plane where the oscillating field is substantially zero,
and to a magnetic field having a gradient in said plane the
orientation ofwhich gradient is varied in accordance with a set
program, in which at each position of orientation of the gradi-
ent magnetic field the object is subjected to a multiplicity of

pulses of RF frequency magnetic radiation including an initial
sequence of pulses which saturate the NMR response, and theNMR responses due to the pulses following the initial sequence
are averaged and recorded for each position, and in which a
picture of total NMR response within the selected plane is

obtained by operating on the recorded averaged responses.

of nl >n3>n2. and supplying an output signal to operate
said digital operation system m a master mode.

4,47S,0M
DUTY CYCLE DETECTOR

JaMs O. Allen, RochMter, N.Y^ airi«Mr to
Coapuy, Rochciter, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1M2, Ser. No. 36M10
Int. a^ H03K 5/26. 5/05

VS. CL 328—lU

M75,085
CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION SIGNAL GENERATING

dRcurr
HanAi Yahata, F^jinwa; Hideo SnziiU, KawaaaU, and Shan-
nte Honda, Yokohan, aU of Japu, aMignon to Tokyo
Shibom DmU Kaboaidki Kaiaha, KawaaaU, Japunw Sep. 25, IMl, Ser. No. 305,712
ClittaM priority, application Japan, Sep. 25, 19W, S5-133561:

Sep. 25, IMO, 55.1335C2; Sep. 25, 19W;55.133563
Irt. a' H03K 3/01 1/17

UAa328-« MCiaim,

1. A clock synchronization signal generating circuit com-
prising:

a source ck)ck generating means;
a clock synchronizing circuit including a first frequency

dividing means for frequency-dividing a source clock
signal from said source clock generating means by a fre-
quency dividing factor ofN which is variable in a range of
nl gNi^n2 wherein nl, n2 and N are positive integers and
nl>n2, and supplying an output signal to operate a digital
operation system in a slave mode and a control means for
controlling the frequency dividing factor of said first

frequency dividing means to dock-synchronize an output
signal of said first frequency dividing means with an input
signal according to the phase relation between the output
signal of said first frequency dividing means and the input
signal; and

a ckxk circuit including a second frequency dividing means
Ibr frequency-dividing the source clock signal from said
aoorce ckick generating means by a predetermined divid-
ing ftctm- of n3 which is set to be substantially in a range

1. For use with an incremental encoder which produces a
periodic signal of a first frequency having, during each period,
high and low portions, ^paratus for determining whether the
duty cycle of such periodic signal of said first frequency is
within a predetermined acceptable range, comprising:

(a) stable oscillator means for producing clock pulses at a
second frequency of a substantially higher frequency than
the first frequency of said periodic signal;

(b) counter means for adding and subtracting clock pulses of
said second frequency produced by said oscillator means;

(c) logk and control means coupled to said oscillator means
and said counter means and responsive during a selected
period of said periodic signal of said first frequency for
causing said counter means to add the number of pulses of
said second frequency produced by said oscillator means
during one of said portions of the selected period and to
subtract firom the accumulated number, the number of
pulses produced by said oscillator means during the other
of said portion of the selected period, whereby at the end
of the selected period said counter means holds a final
number; and

(d) detector means for comparing such final number with
predetermined numerical limits which correspond to the
predetermined acceptable range to determine if the duty
cycle of said periodic signal of said first frequency is

within such range.

M75,087
VOLTAGE FOLLOWER aRCUTT

Kataomi Nagano, ShiMnoadd, Japn, naiffMr to Tokyo
SUbann DeaU KabnaUU Kaiaha, KawaaaU, Japaa

Filed Jaa. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 384^255
ClalBH priority, appikalioa Japaa, Jaa. 10, 1981, 5M9288

latLCL^msr 3/04, 3/45
U.S. a. 330-288 a ni—

1. A voltage fc^ower circuit compriiiiiig!

first and second emitter-coupled transistors, said first transis-
tor having its base connected to receive an input voltage,
and said second transistor having its base shunted to its

C(rilector;

a voltage transfer circuit having an input coufded to the
collector of said second trannstor and an output for trans-
ferring a voltage substantially the same as the collector
voltage of said second transistor,

a first current source connected to emitten of said first and
second transistors;
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a current supply circuit for supplying a current to said sec-

ond transistor through said voltage transfer circuit;

a second current source connected to said output of said

voltage transfer circuit;

said voltage transfer circuit comprising third to sixth transis-

tors, said third transistor having its emitter connected to

the collector of said second trannstor and its collector

connected to an emitter of said fourth transistor, said

^w

ture signals, and for generating first and second signals

mdicative of the peak amplitutte of these signals;

(2) third circuit means for determining the peak amplitude

of the sum of said in-phase and quadrature signals and

generating a third signal faidicative of this amplitude;

(3) fourth circuit means for combining said first, second

and third signate to produce said i^iase error signal.

4^75,089

PROXIMITY MTECTOR
Joaeph Kahnkc, St Paal, Mian., aaiipnr to HoaeywcD lac^

MiaaeapoUa, Miaa.

FQed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,997

Int a^ G06B 13/24: H03B 9/14

U.S. CL 331-45

fourth transistor having its collector connected to said

current supply circuit and its base shunted to its collector,

said sixth transistor having its emitter connected to the

output of said voltage transfer circuit and its collector

connected to an emitter of said fifth transistor, said third

and sixth transistors being cross-coupled with respect to

their bases and collectors, and said fourth and fifth transis-

tors having their bases connected together.

4^475,088

GAIN IMBALANCE GORRECIED QUADRATURE
PHASE DETECTOR

C Beard, Paaa^^Ba, Md., aaaigaor to Westinghoose

Electric Corpn Pittrinvgh, Pa.

Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 270,668, Jan. 4* 1981, abandoned . This

appUcatioB Ai«. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 524^109

lat CL' H03L 7/00. 7/06

U&a 331—25 4Caaian

RFIIWT.
SI6IAL

14.

PHASE 1 /t
SHIFT -0^

OSCILLATOR

WEtlOlW
"^<^

PHASE ERROR SKIAL'

-Q

—I
18

PHASE ERROR
OHECTIOil
ETIDRR

1. An apparatus for correcting errors in a quadraturc detec-

tor coB^>rising:

(^ an oscillator for generating a first reference signal;

(b) phase shift means for receiving said first reference signal

and producing second and third reference signals having

the same firequency as said first rrference signal and a

phase difference 1 in reqxsnse to a phase error signal, of

approximately 90*;

(c) first and second quadrature detector cvcuits reqxmsive

to said second and third reference signals and to an RF
input signal to generate in-phase and quadrature output

signal^

(d) phase error q^»ratus responsive to said in-phase and

quadrature output signals for generating said phase error

signal, said phase error apparatus including:

(1) first and second circuit means for respectively deter-

mining the peak amplitude of said in-phase and quadra-

7. A proximity detector comprising:

an oscillator circuit means, said oscillator circuit means further

comprising:

an electromagnetic resonator characterized by a closed

hollow metallic cylindrical chamber,

an oscillator means having negative resistance characteris-

tics disposed in said chamber, and

a source of direct current connected in series with said

oscillator means and said chamber,

a radiating iris opening in one end of said chamber wherein said

iris is of a size and disposition such that oscillation of said

oscillator circuit means is damped except in the proximate

presence of an object before said iris; and

detector means responsive to a characteristic change in output

in said oscillator circuit means produced by the oscillation

thereof; and

wherein the length of said resonant cavity is approximately

equal to the three-fourths of the wavelength of the natural

resonating frequency thereof, and wherein said oscillator

means b located at a distance approximately one-fourth of

said wavelength from the closed end of said cavity.

4^75,090

NOISE GENERATOR HAVING VARIABLE BANDWIDTH
AND CENTER FREQUENCY

Kurt Stem, Fort Lee, NJ., aarignor to Mlcroaetica, Inc., Nor-

NJ.
Filed Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,610

l^CL^mSB 29/00

US.a 331-78 2

"t 1
10,

tm/m s lUtl -2
1

I
«,.

«w<nn
{

-3,

1. An improved variable bandwidth noise generator com-
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prUng: meus for genenting a relatively wide band white
noiie signal; a first bandpass filter receiving said signal, a first

local oscillalor, a first mixer receiving signals from said first

bandpass filter and said first local oscillator, outputting a first

heterodyned signal; a second bandpass filter receiving said

heterodyned signal, a second local oscillator, and a second
mixer receiving the output of said second local oscillator and
said second bandpass filter to output a second heterodyned
signal; whereby varying the frequency of said first local oscil-

Utor serves to vary the bandwidth of the output of said first

mixer, and varying the frequency of said second local oscilla-

tor determines the center fluency of said bandwidth.

M75,091
COMPOSITE FUNCTION ELEMENT AND PROCESS

FOR PRODUCING THE SAME
Gm Italnra, HirdDrta, aad YoahiUro MMno, Neyagawa, both

or Japn, aarifMra to MatniUta Electric Indwtrlal Co„
Ltd^ Kadoaa, Jipn

Filed May 21, 1981, Scr. No. 2C5,707
Claims priority, appiicatioo Japan, May 30, 1980, 55-730M

lat a^ H03H 1/02, 7/24
U,S.a333-17L IClalma

conductor means, for coupling the input means to the first
output means;

second output means for coupling resonant RF energy to an
output load.

:t
/

<
POLARIZED ELGCTROMAGNEnC RELAY

Ulrich Kobler, Maalch, Fed. Rep. of Gcraoiy, Mripor to
Siemens Aktiengesellachaft, Berlin * Mokh, Fed. Rep. of

', Sep. 4,

&•

1 A ««,«««. fi.--^ 1 .
Filed Aag. 19, 1982, Sar. No. 409,426

1. A composite nuction element, compnong: Claims priority, TfM«-*i«n Fad. Rn. trf
a sintered body havmg a grain boundary and at least first and 1981,3135171

second surftces, said sintered body comprising an agglom- Lrt. O.' HOIH 51/22, 51/27
erate of n-type semiconductor particles; U.S. CL 335—78 30

a high resistance thin fihn biyer provided at the grain bound-
ary of the sintered body at one of said surfaces, said film
layer including at least one element selected from the
group consisting of barium, strontium, calcium and lead;

at least one element selected firom the group consisting of
titanium, tin and zirconium; and at least one element se-

lected firom the group consisting of bismuth, boron, ce-
rium, cobalt, copper, iron, lanthanum, lithium, nuingwnggf,
niobium, antimony, silicon and zinc; and

at least one pair of electrodes respectively provided on said
surftces of the sintered body,

sakl composite Amotion element being characterized in that
it acts as a capacitor when lower voltage is passing be-
tween the electrodes and acts as a varistor when higher
voltage is passing between the electrodes.

W

4^75,092
ABSORPTIVE RESONANT CAVrTY FILTER

Robert L. Epaoa, Haaorer Pirk, and Richard S. Konansch,
Sdanaburg, both of m., aarivion to Motorola, loc- Schanm-
bwftDL

^
FOad Dae. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,504

Irt. aJ HOIP 1/201 7/04. 5/01 1/26
U.S.a333-206 7Clalma

1. An absorptive resonant cavity filter having a characteris-
tic resonant frequency comprising:

resonant cavity means, forming an enclosure composed of
conductive material;

input means, for coupling RF energy into the resonant cav-
ity;

first output means, for terminating off resonant RF energy
into a predetermined resistive load;

!• A polarized electromagnetic relay comprising:
a coil having a hollow interior wound on a coil body;
a yoke arrangement mounted on said coil body consistfaig of
two spaced parallel yoke elements and a permanent mag-
net disposed between said yoke elements, each yoke ele-
ment having a short yoke leg and at least one of said yoke
elements additionally having a long yoke leg, said long
yoke leg of said yoke element extending through said
hollow interior of said coil; and

an L-shaped armature having a long armature leg extending
outside of said coU substantially parallel to said long yoke
leg and having a shori armature leg disposed substimtially

perpendicularly relative to the lougitudinal axis of said
coil such that said armature and said yoke arrangement
form a rectangle, said short armature leg forming an axis
of rotation for said armature and being connected to said

o(ril body by a bearing means such that a f^ end of said

long armature leg is movable between said yoke elements.
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4,475,094

CIRCUIT CONTROL DEVICE
AuM J. Gmucrj Robert W. Petcnon, both of Nortt Atdcboro,

Maai., and Odd Laraen, Kenyon, ILL, aasifBon to Texas
ImtnHMnti Incorporated, Dallaa, Tex.

FOed JuL 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,168

Int. CL? HOIH 51/10
U.S. CL 335—139 6 Clainis

1. A circuit control device having first and second contact

assembly means movable relative to one another into a circuit

engagement position and a circuit disengagement position

comprising

actuatable indexing means for alternately placing the contact

assembly means into the circuit engagement position and

into the circuit disengagement position each time the

indexing means is actuated, the indexing means compris-

mg a cap member mounted to stroke forward and return

along a selected path,

an indexing member and at least one indexing element which

operates with the indexing member, the indexing member
having a reset portion and a trip portion, the cap member
adapted to place the indexing element on alternate for-

ward strokes in the same direction m operative relation

with the reset and trip portion of the indexing member
whereby forward movement of the cap member on one

stroke with the indexing element in operative relation

with the reset portion of the indexing member will cause

the first and second contact assembly means to move
relative to one another into the circuit engagement posi-

tion and then place the indexing element in operative

relation with the trip portion of the indexing member and

forward movement of the cap member on the next stroke

will cause the first and second contact assembly means to

move relative to one another into the circuit disengage-

ment position and then place the the indexing element in

operative relation with the reset portion of the indexing

member,
and means to btch the contact assembly means in the circuit

engagement position.

4^75,095

ELECTROMAGNEnC SOLENOID RELAY
Sanaal J. Browa, Soath Lyoa, Mick, aarivMy to Eaez Qnm^
lac Fort Wayae, lad.

Filed Oct 22, 1982, Ser. No. 436,141

lat a' HOIH 51/06, 1/12

UJS. CL 335—196 10 Claims

1. An electromagnetic solenoid relay of the type comprising:

a base of insulation material;

a cofl bobbin mounted on said base and having a bore ex-

tending axially therethrough;

an electrically energizeable coil wound on said bobbin;

a plunger armature guided in the bore of said bobbin for

endwise reciprocatory motion between an at-rest poution

and an actuated position upon the energization and de-

energization of sidd coil;

a first contact secured to an end of said armature;

ferromagnetic circuit means embracing said coil bobbin for

attraction of said armature to its actuated position in re-

sponse to the energization of said coil;

electrical terminal means;

a second contact supported at least indirectly by said termi-

nal means for engagement by said first contact upon
movement of said armature to one of its said at-rest and

actuated positions; and

a resilient first spring for urging said armature to its at-rest

position, said electromagnetic solenoid relay being further

characterized by the following:

electricaUy conductive second spring means, said second

contact being electrically connected with and resil-

ienUy supported by said second ^ning means to therd>y

damp contact bounce, said second spring means being

electrically connected with said tenninal means; and

stop means positioned for coactive engagement with said

second spring means to thereby limit displacement of

said seooind spring means and accordingly, said second

contact, in the direction in which said armature and first

contact retreat therefirom, thereby to insure separation

of said first and said second contacts.

4^75,096

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING INTENSE,
QUASI-STATIONARY MAGNEHC FIELDS WITH

COMPACT TOROIDAL GE0ME1RY
Arrigo SaalerD, RoBW, Italy, aasi^or to Coadtato Naaioaaie Per

La Rlccrca E Per Lo Srihippe DeU'EaergIa Naeleare E DsOc

Eacrgie AHaraativc RoaM, Italy

FDed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 433,877

Oaian priority, appUcatioB Italy, Oct 14y 1981, 48482 A/81

lat a^ HOIF 5/00

UJS. CL 335-299 8 dafaaa

1. Apparatus for generating intense, quasi-sutionary mag-

netic fields with compact toroidal geometry, characterised in

that it comprises: a toroidal magnet in whose coils the kyers of

conductor closest to the central axis of symmetry of the said

magnet are supported everywhere, without a break in continu-

ity, on a structural material of high mechanical strength, ^>t to

react mechanically on the conductor itself with considerable

normal force; and synchronous press means acting externally

on the said toroidal magnet, subserved to the waveform of the

current in the magnet, and exerting a compressive force in a
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direction puillel to the magnet axis of synunetiy, the associa-

tion of the nid toroidal magnet with the said synchronous

1. A flyback transformer characterized in that a primary coil
on a bobbin has fitting hoUtn provided at both sides ofa skirt
formed integrally with a lower end of said primary coil bobbin,
a U-shaped positioning fitting provided at the center with a
throvgh bore and fitted onto said skirt and fixed at both ends of
said hfdders respectively, a spring fitted onto cores having legs
msertad into said primary coil bobbin and abutting against each
otte, and a graoding pin bent from the lower end of said

y|°< *od fitted into said throogh bore of said positioning
fitting.

4y478,098

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MULTI-PHASE
THERMAL QRCUTT EREAEER AND MULTI-PHASE
THERMAL ORCUIT BREAEER PRODUCED THEREBY
Hdvkh H iMim , Aatnq; Rirt Hlni, BmH and Willy

, "mti rfc, ill tf fhrifwrtind. aaripnrs Hi 1mnh«i g
AC, Amm, fliiHilMi

FIM Fab. 23, 1M3, S«. No. 4CgaiS
jrioriU, apgHrrtoB SwitMriMd, Mar. 22, 1M2,

1741/82

IM. a* HOIH 61/Oa 71/16
U&aa37-49 in rui—

IQl a molti-ptaMe thermal circuit breaker oon^Mising:
a idurality ofbimetalUc elements each operatively associated

with one phas^
each said bimetallic element comprising a bendable secticm

arranged to act upon a common actuator member
a nomber of supports at each of which there is mounted a

respective one of said bimetallic elements;
each said support comprising at least one supporting surfisoe

lying in a plane which extends transversely relative to a
predetermbed direction of bending of said bimetallic

elements and at a distance from said bendable section of
said bimetaUic elements which is essentially the same for
all sui^mrts when said ^metallic elements are essentially

in the same heated-up state;

a retainer member to which said supports are secured;

press means bringing about, in operation of the apparatus,
quasi-isotropy of the stress tensor in the most critically loaded
parts of the magnet.

4)475,097

FLYBACE TRANSFORMER
AUUro EikneU, NagMkakyo, Japan, aasfgnor to Morata Man-

flMtariag Co^ Ltd., Nagnkakyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 10, 1984^ Ser. No. 349,763

CUaM priority, appUcatkw Japan, Jan. 18, 1983, 58-5902[U]
Int a.) HOIF 15/10. 27/26

MS,a 336-192 4 Clafans

said retainer member being provided with counter surfaces;

and

said counter surfaces lying in a common plane and support-
ing said supports at said supporting surfaces.

4v47S,099

VOLTAGE DIVIDER
Gqr B. Praria, Wayiand, Mass., aarigmr to Anakiglc Cbrpora-

tfon, Wakefldd, Mmb.
FDed Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 507,744

latCHOlC/O/OO
U.S. CL 338-195 9 ririi.

JQ

52-

*»

1. A voltage divider having at least one Kelvin connection
taps comprising:

first and second spaced terminals;

a current-carrying flat resistor between said first and second
terminals;

a third terminal spaced from said primary resistor,

said resistor having at least one conductive, non-current-car-

rying peninsula of similar resistive material extending
from a junction on a side of said resistor and connecting
with said third terminal to produce a Kelvin ctmnection
tap; and

a cut only m said non-current<arrying pemnsula along a
path having a cmnponent paralld to said skle of sakl

resistor from which said penhisula extends and shading the

juncti(» of said peninsuk and sakl skle from sakl third

terminal to adjust the interconnection of said third termi-

nal with sakl resistor and vary the voltage output without
varying the resistance of the resistor.
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4,475,100 hollow element causing it to be moved from its vertical posi-

SIDE MIRROR WITH INDICATOR UGHT tkm to permit any ballast means stored on sakl flaps to substan-

CUat^mg Dnh, 20, La. 205, Sactkn 3, Chii^ Oring N. Rd^
Taipei, Tatwaa

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,121

Int a^ B60Q 1/00

U.S.a 340-98

1. For a vehicle, a combination rearwardly facing mirror and

indicator signal comprising:

a framed rearview mirror adapted for attachment to the side

of a vehicle and having a grooving in the top and on one

side of the frame,

an inverted L-shaped open-sided housing for accommoda-

tion in and securement to the grooving in the top and one

side of the mirror frame and having a plurality of spaced

bulb-receiving apertures,

an inverted L-shaped bulb board seatable within the housing

and having a plurality of spaced bulb-receiving apertures

each alignable with a respective one of the bulb-receiving

apertures of the housing,

a plurality of bulbs engageable in the respective bulb-receiv-

ing apertures of the bulb board and housing,

a plurality of alternately colored panels mounted for vertical

disposition in one of the open sides of the housing and

forwardly of the pluraUty of bulbs.

tially remain in position while being separated from the mov-
ing hollow element

4,475,102

BIRD DISPERSAL APPARATUS
DaYid P. Tnqr, and RayaMMd Friadu, both of Covaatry, Ea-

gbnd, aaaigaon to Corentry City Coondl, Co?entry, Eaglaad

Filed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264,398

OafaH priority, appttcation United Kii««oai, Apr. 26, 1980,

8013868; Ewopcaa Pat Offn Apr. 24, 1981, 81-301813J; Uahad
Kingdom, Apr. 24, 1981, 8112788

Int a^ F23H 5/26

U.S.a 340-385 5

\

4^75,101

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE
jMk H. Enlp^SaaJnan GapiatnMk, and Rkhard M.

ham, Haatlaglw Beach, both of CaHf., aarigaon to Laar

Siailcr, Incn SaM Meaiea, Calif.

CeMimntkwfahpnrt of Scr. No. 447,616, Dae. 7, 1982,

ahmdoMd, Tldi appHcaHca Fch. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 464,025

laL as EOIF 9/00

UJ.CL340-114R 65CaainM

1. A traffic control device comprising a hoSknt dement
having a substantially dosed end for mounting the element in

a verticd positMn on a mounting surfisoe ^i^ien ftmctiooing as

a traffic control element the dosed end being constructed and

defined by means of a pluraUty of flexiMe flqis for rdeasably

storing ballast means for stabSizfaig the hollow dement in said

verticd poaitkm when mounted on the flaps, the flaps being

fiirther characterized as being responsive to an nnpoet to the

^
1. Apparatus primarily for bird diq)ersd purposes compris-

ing at least one sound emitting device comprising a combustkm

chamber having an outlet opening thereto; remote control

switch means; electrically operated vdve means arranged to be

brought into operatkm by the remote control switch means for

admission of Aid into the combustion chamber for a pre-deter-

mined period, and electrically operated ignitkm means auto-

matically opoible for subsequent ignitkM of a mixture of the

iMtmittfil Aid and air in the combustion chamber in obtaining

ex|riosive combustion <tf said mixture to effiect detooatioB, the

electrically operated vdve means and the electrically operated

ignitwn means being thereafter ready for figdier operatkm by

the remote control switch means for obtainmg ftntber expfo-

sive detooatkm m the combustwn chamber.

\

A
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4|47S403
INIEOUTED-CIRCUIT THERMOCOUPLE SIGNAL

OONDmONER
AMn P. Brakaw, BvUiVton,Mm^nd Btfrie Gilbert, Fonrt

Graft, Orat^ Mripon to Aulog DcrkM iMorporated,

I

nW Pah. 24, 1M2, Scr. No. 352,711
IM. a' G«B li/OC^ GOIK 7//i

U.S.a 340-801 27 ri«»—

ff ^

^' [^' ^
^

24. An IC ddp to which « thennocouple may be connected
to produce a temperature measurement signal with reference
junction compensation, said chip having formed thereon:

ampUfier means with input means and output means;
thermocouple input terminal means connected to said input

means;

temperature-responsive signal source means coupled to said
input means to effect reference junction compensation
corresponding to changes in the chip temperature;

podtive and negative supply rails for said amplifier means;
and

circuit means forming part of said amplifier means for con-
trolling the ou^mt of said amplifier at thermocouple volt-
ages which range down to the vohage of said nraative
supply rail.

4«475,104

THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM
In Y. Sho^ Aodom, MiK, iMigBor to Lezidata Corporation,

BOkrica, MMi.
Filed Jan. 17, 1903, Scr. No. 488,3«2

brt. a^ G09G 1/02
UAa340-729 3«Clain»

iH@

1. A system for use m displaying a threeKlimensional repre-
sentation ofan image on a two-'dimensional display means, said
system comprising;

host processor means responsive to input data from a data
base source defining ssid image for generating host data
repccaenting one or more threenlimensional geometric
eleoients comprising said image to be used iot display on
the diqilay means;

dtspky processor means reqx»sive to said host data for

|m>viding output daU fior use by the diq)lay means; said
diq>lay processor means including

means responsive to host daU defining selected points ofsaid
geometric elements for determining the depth relation-
ships of points required to fbrm said dis^yed image and
to obtain depth date for those points which are to be
dispUiyed as visible points in said image and to obtain
image date defining the color and intensity corresponding
to said visible points in said image;

means for storing depth date for those points determined as
visible points;

means for storing image date correqwndmg to said visible
points; and

means responsive to said stored image date for supplying
said stored image date as output date for use by the display
means for diq>laying thereon the visible points required to
produce a three^limensional representetion of said image.

4«475,105
SYSTEM FOR DETECTING MECHANICAL MOVEMENT
RyoicU Kurosawa, Hachkji, Japan, asrignor to Tokyo ShOaiin
Denid Kaboshild Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Sep. 23, 1903, Scr. No. 538,209
CUns priority, appttcatiOB Japan, Sep. 24, 1902, 87-145010

bt CL> G05B 1/02
U.S.a 340-.070J5 15

i

1. A system for detecting mechanical movement of a body
under detection comprising:

a synchro generator having multiple-phase primary wind-
ings and a secondary winding, either of the primary wind-
ings or the secondary winding capable ofbeing coupled to
said body,

an exciting circuit for providing multiple-phase, sinusoidal
exciting volteges to said primary windings,

said secondary winding inducing a sinusoidal signal when
said primary windings are excited,

a reference signal generator for providing a first set of two-
phase, reference sinusoidal signals of a predetermined
fivquency,

a phase-shifting circuit receiving the signal induced in said
secondary winding and producing a phase^hifted signal
having a phase 90* different from the induced signal,

a phase comparator for comparing the first set of the two-
phase reference sinusoidal signals and a secmd set of
two-phase signals consisting of the induced ngnal and the
phase-shifted signal and producmg a phase difference
signal indicative of the phase difference between the two
sets of signals,

first means reqxmsive to the phase difference signal for
producing pulses at a frequency corresponding to the
phase difference,

a frequency-divider counting said pulses and producing a
first digital signal indicative of^ count value at each
moment,

said exdting circuit being responsive to the first digital
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signal from the frequency-divider for determining the

instantaneous values of the exciting voltages at each mo-

ment,

said synchro generator, said reference signal generator, said

phase-shifting circuit, said phase comparator, said fre-

quency-divider and said exciting circuit forming a phase-

locked-loop controlling the induced voltage so as to be in

phase with the reference signals, and

second means responsive to the phase-locked-loop for pro-

ducing a second digital signal relating to the movement of

said body under detection.

4^75,107

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED MICROCTRIP LINE
ANTENNA

Toahio MaUaoto, 15-3, «TklniWilnlikimafW 2-ehoM, ToyoM-

ka^hl, Oidte, nA <ladikikn NIMMn, 3*25, Tnat-
sakuilmotomachi, TcuMji4m, Onka, both of Japn

Filed Dec. 7, 1901, Scr. No. 320^1
Oafan priority, appUcMion Japan, Dec 12, 1900, 58-174443

lat a.) HOIQ 1/38

U.S.a 343-700 MS 4

4,475,104

HIGH SENSmvmr portable radio DIRECnON
FINDER

George R. Andrewa, 9935 Garibaldi Atc, Tcavic CUy, CaUf.

91700

Filed Ang. 24, 1901, Scr. No. 295,427

Int a' GOIS 5/04

U.S.a 343—435

mnt*mfn 0r iii>$t* «i>»Moemn

1. Radio direction finding apparatus for determining the

arrival direction of electromagnetic waves from a remote

transmitter, said apparatus being of the type having a pair of

parallel antennae spaced apart less than one wavelength and

coupled by an audio rate selector switch into the input of a

conventi(»al FM receiver effective to provide an audible

output signal having a tone null incident to positioning said

antennae so that a line therebetween is normal to and trans-

versely ofsaid direction ofwave propagation from said remote

transmitter undergoing monitoring uid wherein said apparatus

includes means for synchronously detecting the output of said

FM receiver, said apparatus being characterized by the provi-

sion of:

means for sampling a narrow portion of said FM receiver

output c<MTespondmg to the peak of the flrequency modu-

lation pulse nnpressed by the operation of said selector

switch on the monitored signal hereby to enhance the

effective signal-to-noise ratio characteristic of the direc-

tion findmg signal contanied in the output of sakl FM
receiver;

means fbr filtering said sampled signal; and

means for determinmg the polarity of said filtered sampled

signal therd>y to indicate the direction to rotete said an-

tennae to obtam the preferred null position.

1. A circularly polarized microstrip line antenna wherein

^re are provided a dielectric substrate having a ground plate

Amed on one surfice thereof and at least one pair of stripline

conductors which are bent periodically on the other swfKC

and which are supplied with a travelling-wave, wherein each

stripline conductor consists of a plurality of crank type funda-

mental elements, each element consists of a pair of straight

portions each having a length a, and U-shaped portion consist-

faig of a pair of arm pieces each having a length b, and a single

base piece having a length c, the straight portions of each

strq>liiie conductor are aligned in an imaginary straight line,

the elementt are aligned so that the U-shaped portions are in a

same orientation, these lengths a, b and c are chosen to satisfy

the following equations:

where

Xg is a guide wavelength,

2a-l(-ii-mT7)Xg-*l/(>-'» «• •")

where m and n are integers,

r»B i/w Tan- ' [an 9mA\ -1 coi 9m)\

i)«XtAo

where

Om is an angle of main beam direction, 17 is an effective

wavelength reduction rate, and Xq is free space wave-

length, and
C»[(m±7)Xi-ft]/(l-i} COS 9m)

4,475,100

ELECTRONICALLY TUNABLE MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
Kcueth R. Moacf. Soirth Bend, bdn Mlffor toADM I

tion, Morris TowHUp, Morris Cnnrty, NJ.
FUed Ang. 4, 1902, Scr. No. 405,139

lit a.) HOIQ l/iS

U.S.a 343-700 MS 4<

1. An antenna structure comprising:

a generally rectangular microstrip rvliator having a noonnal

physical length of one half of the wavelength of a desired

resonant frequency, and a grond plane spaced from sakl

radiator by a dielectric lamina with a thickness much less

than said wavelength;

a varactor dkxle, electrically connected between sakl

ground fdane and said radiiling element, located at one

extreme of the kmgitudinal axis of the radnting dement;

a feed pin, electrkaUy connected to said radiator, k)cated at



^m
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the other extreme of the longitudinal axis of the radiating together with said conductive web parts form ndiatinc ele-•'•"""^ ments.
a transmission line with a signal conductor electrically con- ___^^^^^^^^

oected to said feed pin;
'~~~^~~~^"~

mens fot generating a variable dc bias voltage with which 4^75 hq
to reverse bias said diode; BEARING STRUCTURE FOR ANTENNA

Samuel F. HatcUas, LObom* Ga^ tMivMr to Sciartifie*Atlaata,
lact Atfamta, Ga.

^y •^f • Filed Jan. 13, 1M2, Scr. No. 33f,124

US. CL 343—7«
bt Q? HOIQ 3/02

UCbfau

means for generating a rf signal voltage with which to excite
said radiating element; and

means, electrically connected to said signal conductor, for
combining said rf signal and said dc bias voltage for trans-
mission over said transmission line.

GaUf.

M7S,109
INFLATABLE ANTENNA

A. Dona, aad Ladle V. Grilfce, both of Dallas, Tex^
to Rodnrall LmmaUwrnl Qwperadon, El Scgmdo,

FDad Jaik 25, 1912, S«. No. 342^25
iBt a^ HOIQ 1/38

U.S.a343—709 SOainis

1. In an antenna mounting structure, a bearing q)paratu8 for
permitting rotation of said antenna about an axis, comprising:

support means for supporting said antenna, said support
means including a first circular bearing flange extending
radially outwardly from an end portion of said support
means;

a base member, stationary during rotation of said antenna
about said axis, for suporting said support means, said base
member including a second circular bearing flange ex-
tending radially outwardly firom an end portion of said

base member, said second bearing flange being positioned
coaxially with and adjacent to said first bearing flange,

and

coupling means for chunping said first and second bearing
flanges together, comprising an annular coupUng member
surrounding said first and second flanges, said coupling
member defining an annular inwardly opening recess
therein for receiving said flanges.

1. An inflatable antenna comprising flexible, sheetlike top
and bottom sections joined to form an inflatable compartment,
a phirahty of flexible, sheetlike webs extending firom a central
kwation in said compartment to the peripheaty thereof, each
web being connected at its edges to said tt^ and bottOTi sec-
tions and being generally peripendicukr thereto upon inflation,

each of said webs having a conductive part, including along
the top edge thereof and at a point near said central location,
near the bottom section to receive a feed means, said top sec-
tion of the antenna having conductive areas formed on the
inside surftoe thereof to be radiating elements, each of said
conductive areas being in electrical contact with a conductive
part ofa different one of said webs, along the top edge thereof,
and said conductive areas of said top section being dectrically
insulated from each other by nonconductive areas, the inside
surftoe of the bottom section of the antenna bemg conductive
to form a grooad friane connected to each of the web conduc-
tive parts at points near said periphery, whereby said conduc-
tive areas on the top section provide capadtive loachi^ and

4^78,111
PORTABLE COLLAPSING ANTENNA

NomnC GitliniBr, Richard L. F^, andloM R. Lewte, aH
of SchaMetadjr. N.Y., aarigMia toQmm

r, N.Y.

FDed Feb. M, 1982, Sar. No. 349,271
bt €3.3 inMQ j/3^ j/Qi

U.S.CL343-M1 25
1. A collapsible, portable, unitary antenna, comprising:
a substantially planar and electrically<c(»ductive first por-

tion including: (1) an electrically-ccmductive base ele-

ment; (2) at least one electrically-o(»ductive assembly
coUapaiUy mounted to said base elonent and including an
electrically-conductive perimeter-definmg element mov-
able substantially in the |dane of said first portion between
a coUapsed position adjacent to said base element and an
expanded position spaced fixnn said base element; and (3)
means for coUapsibly mounting said perimeter-defining

element to said base element;

a generaUy dongataUe, dectricaUy-conductive second pas-
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tion retractably extending substantially normal to the

plane of sud first conductive portion; and

4,475,113

DROP-ON-DEMAND METHOD AND APPARATUS
USING CONVERGING NOZZLES AND HIGH

VISCOSITY FLUIDS
Frands C Lae, Saa Jeae; Raas N. MIBa, mk Vnak E. Taikc,

both of Morgan Hin, aU of Qdlf., Mdffon to

BMfaMas MacUnsa Cm potation, AnMWi, N.Y.

CortnntkM of Sar. No. 274,989, imu 15, 1981,

1

This application Mar. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 472,411

iBt a' OOID 15/IB

U.S. CL 346-Ll 8

means for coUapsiUy supporting said second conductive

portion on said first conductive portion.

4^75,112

MEIHOD OF DISrnUBUTING DATA FOR DRIVING A
THERMAL PRINTING HEAD

MicUyoaU WaiUo, SUga, and Hirom KwMMto, Ohnka,
I to Juje FaglnwfIng Co., Ltd., Kyoto,

FOad Oet 18, 1982, Scr. No. 435,034

Oafan priority, appHcation Japam Oct 20, 1981, 56-ltf7379

lit a' GOID 15/10

UJ. CL 346-tl 3

1. The method of operating a drop-on-demand ink jet print

head comprising the steps of:

providing a drop-on-demand ink jet print head having an ink

cavity, an opening comprising a nozzle passage having an

entrance dimension and an exit dimension, the ratio of said

entrance dimension to said exit dimension being at least

four, therd)y producing a nozzle passage which con-

verges strongly toward the exit orifice of the nozzle pas-

sage communicating with said ink cavity and in which the

effective viscous length of said nozzle passage is short

with respect to the physical length of the nozzle passage,

and an electromechanical transducer mounted in mechani-

cal communication with said ink cavity;

filling said ink cavity with a marking fluid having any se-

lected viscosity in the range of IS to 100 centipoises at the

normal operating temperature; and

selectivdy energizing said electromechanical transducer

with a series of signals comprising signab at a base fre-

quency up to 120 kHz to eject one drop of said marking

fluid fttnn said opening only when the amplitude of the

signal exceeds a predetermined threshold amplitude,

wherd>y said drop<m-demand inkjet print head is capable

of operating with a marking fluid at each one of said

viscosities throughout the stded range at any given time

and with signals at any frequency wiUun the stated range

at any given time to produce reliable drop-on-demand

printing operation.

L A method of distributing data tot driving a thermal print-

ing head composed of an array of heating elements character-

ized in that the heating dements are divided into a pair of

blocks each having ahemate pairs of two adjacent heating

dements, said two blocks are ftirtber divided into eight sub-

tdocks, and the pairs of two acUMent heating elements are

suppBad widi dectric power through power feed Uaes each

shared by such a pair (^two adjacent heating dements so that

the two adjacent heating dements belonging to the two blocks

are diivdile by a single driver.

4^75,114

THERMAL HEAD RECORDING DEVICE
Nara,

both of

sfafld Kdaha, Osaha, Japan

FDed Sep. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 423490

OafaM priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1981, 58-157150

brt. a^ GOID 15/10: H04N 1/22

UJS.a 346-76 PH 7 dahna
1. In a thermd head recording device having a thermd head

adapted to print a sheet, a source of information alternatdy

I»odocmg a coded image signd having an arbitrary length and

a line information signal, decoder means for decoding said

coded image signd and line informatioo signd into an image

signd having a predetermined length and a line information

ngnal, respectively, means for transmitting said image signd to

said thermd head for effecting the printing by a driving pulse,

and means for generating said driving pulse, an improvement

wherein said driving pulse generating means comprises:

means for measuring cycle length between two consecutive

line mformatioo signals;
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means for detenniniiig pulse doratioii based on the said cycle
length between two consecutive line information signals

meanired by said measuring mean^
means for producing at least one reference pulse having a

predetermined frequency; and

means for producing a driving pulse having a frequency
determined by said reference pulse producing means and a
pulse duration as determined by said determining means.

4^7S,115
BANDING-FREE PRINTING BY LINEAR ARRAY OF

PHOTOSOURCES
WOUam F. Gvbc, RoehaMcr, a^ RomU R. Firth, Fairport,

both of N.Y^ aarifBon to EMtMB Kodak Coovoiy, Rochea-
t», N.Y.

FDed May 27, 1M2, Sar. No. 382,739
1A as GOlO 9/41- H04L 15/3Q: G03B 15/00

U5.a 346-101
, S Claims

T

1. Apparatus for use in exposing a substantially flat image
field comprising:

(a) a linear array of photoaources adapted to cast radiant

printing spots, of substantially equal size,

(b) photosensitive means adi^led to receive the radiant

printing qwts cast by said photoaources,

(c) a txtmpott mechanism for moving translationally said

^Mtoaensitive means rdative to said array at a piedeter-

mined rate,

(d) means coupled to said tranqxnt mechanism and respon-
sive to the relative movement ofsaid photosensitive means
and saidamy fbr pulsing the photosources ofsaid array in

•ynchronization with such relative movement, to provide
lines ofprinting spots which are exposed on said photosen-
sitive means and which have a predetermined spacing
therdietween, and

(e) means fior controlling the light emitted by said photo-
sources such that it casts printing spots the lengths of
which are substantially equal to said line spacing,

whereby said linea of printing spots blend together to effect a
•free flat exponut field.

4^75,116
INK PRINTER EQUIPPED WITH AN INK PRINTING
HEAD AND INTERMEDIATE INK CONTAINER

DISPOSED ON A MOVABLE CARRIAGE
Heinrich Siddng, Sdrarteaa, and Ehrenfried Loock, WUhehns-

ha?en, both (rf Fed. Rep. of Gonany, aaaignm to Olympia
Werfce AG. WilhetaBshaven, Fed. Rep. of Gcrwuy

FUed Sep. 14, 1M2, Scr. No. 417,894
Chdms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gtnnay, Sep. 24,

1981, 3137970

bt a^ GOID 15/18
VS. CL 346-140 R n ciafaBS

the epitaxial layer in atcm~^ N0 is the doping concentration

of the p-njunction in atcm.~^obtamed by diffiuion ofthe first

1. A printing apparatus comprising
a carriage which is movable along and adjacent to a record

carrier;

an ink printing head for applying ink to said record carrier,

said ink printing head being attachable to said carriage;

a stationary reservoir mounted adjacent said carriage for
storing ink to be applied to said record carrier;

an intermediate container flow connected to said ink print-

ing head for supplying ink thereto, said intermediate con-
tainer being attachable to said carriage and including

a holllow housing having upper and lower portions defining
a chamber for storing ink therein, the volume ofink in said

chamber changing when the ink is depleted during print-

ing and when it is replenished from said stationary reser-

voir, said housing bdng provided with an opening in the
upper portion thereof connected to the atmosphm; and

an expandable and deflatable storage bladder suspended
within said ink chamber and having its interior coupled to

the atmoq>here by means of the opening in said housing,
the volume ofair within said bladder automatically chang-
ing as a function of the volume of ink in said chamber
when the ink in said chamber is depleted during printing

and when it is replenished from said reservoir, and
means coupling said stationary reservoir to said intermediate

container for supplying ink under pressure to said con-
tainer.

to

4,475,117

LINEAR PN JUNCnON CAPACITANCE DIODE
Gerhard Raabe, HaaAvg^ Fed. Rep. of Gcnov, Mai«K
VS. PUUpa GorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

CoohanatioB of Ser. No. 89,829, JaL 23, 1979, abandoMd. ma
appUeatioa Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 234,089

Oafans priority, appUcatiOB Fad. Rap. of GanHnqr, JiL 29,
1978,2833319

hA.a}HML29/92
U&CL357—14 4aaiM

1. A cqMcitance diode having a semiconductor body with a
substrate, sn efntaxial hyer of a first conductivity type i»d>
vided on said substrate, a first zone, also of the first oraductiv-

>ty type, formed in said qntaxial layer by difAwon, and a
surface-adjoining second zone of the second conductivity type
over said first zone and forming a p-n junctim with the fint

zone, characterized in that the doping pn^le in the first tsmt
varies substantially according to the relationship N(x)>No.
e-^-|-N& where Nf is the starting d(^Mig concentration oi

zone, X is the distance from the p-n junction in cm. and /3 is the

slope of the diffusion profile in cm. ~l, and where N0<24N£.

1. A dynamic MOS RAM hhving a plurality of selection

lines, a plurality of data lines, and a plurality of storage cells,

wherein each storage cell comprises in combination:

a semiconductor substrate region;

recessed insulating means extending partially into said sub-

strate region for providing at least partial electrical isola-

tion of said storage cell;

at least one MOSFET including a portion of said substrate

region and having a first conductioo terminal electrically

coupled to one of said data Unes, and having a second

conduction terminal and a gate; and

a storage c^Mcitor having first and second plates, said first

plate having a predominant portion of its area over said

recessed insulating means and being in direct physical and

electrical contact with said second cmiduction terminal,

said second plate being coupled to a reference potential

terminal and completely overUq>ping said first plate and

wherein one of said selection lines lies over boUi of said

first and second plates and is coupled to said gate.

4^475,119

INTEGRATED QRCUIT POWER TRANSMISSION
ARRAY

Janes R. Koo, Civertfaio, and Maggie Leng, Mcado Parii, both

of Calif., assignors to Fairehlld Camera A laatraBcat Corpo-

ratitm, Mouitain View, CaUf.

FOed Apr. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 254,334

lat €V HOIL 27/04. 23/51 29/72

VS.a 357-45 20

4,475,118

DYNAMIC MOS RAM WITH STORAGE CELLS HAVING
A MAINLY INSULATED FIRST PLATE

Thomas Klefai, Saratoga, CaUf^ and Charies E. Boett^er,

Sandy, Utah, assignors to NatioBal Sendcondnctor Corpora*

tioB, Santo Clara, Calif

.

ContianatioB of Scr. No. 971,784, Dec 21, 1978, abandoned.

This applicatioo Dec IS, 1980, Ser. No. 217,425

Int CU HOIL 27/04; GllC 11/40

U.S.a 357-23.6 3

1. An integrated circuit comprising an array of transistors

formed in a common semiconductor substrate each having an

electrode formed by a region in said semiconductor substrate

connected to a conductive line forming a part of said inte-

grated circuit, the electrodes of said transistors being spaced

along said conductive line and the regions in said subitrate

forming each electrode of said transistors decreasing in length

in a given direction along said conductive line, said conductive

line increasing in width in the given direction to reach the

regions forming each electrode, the decrease in length of the

regions forming the electrodes and the increase in width of said

conductive line being such that the electrodes and said conduc-

tive line form a genoally rectangular shape.

4,475,120

METHOD OF RAISING THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
OF AN INTEGRATED CAPACITOR AND CAPACITOR

MANUFACTURED BY THIS METHOD
Michd i. M. BiMt, Oeteil, Fhmcc, aaaigBor to U.S. PUUpa

Corporatioa, New Yorii, N.Y.

FDed Jan. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,266

CUbm priority, appUcatioa Vnaet, JaL 8, 1981, 81 13424

Int CLi HOIL 29/Oa 21/441. 21/465

VS.a 357—51 11 CUm
1. A method of fbrming an int^rated capacitor with in-

creased breakdown voltage on a semiconductor subetrato

comprising a first metal layer deposited on at least a part of the

semiconductor substrate, a second dielectric layer deposited on
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the nid fint metal layer or formed fh>m this layer and a third
metal kyer covering the nid second dielectric layer and ex-
tending on at least another part of the semiconductor substrate,

characterized in that said first metal layer is dqxMited on at
least a part of said semiconductor substrate, in that a part of the
semiconductor substrate is removed along the periphery ofand
under said first metal layer, in that said second dielectric layer
IS then deposited or formed so that it wholly covers the free
surfMe of the said first metal layer, and in that finally said third
metal layer is deposited so that it covers said second dielectric
layer and extends on at least another part of the semiconductor
substrate, while an emtpy space is left along the periphery of
and under said first metal layer.

7. An integrated c^Mcitor on a semiconductor substrate of

passive dau monitor comprising means for arbitrarily setting
an address code in said terminal unit, and wherein said passive
dau monitor means is connected between said center and said
terminal unit and between said polling pattern generator means
and said terminal unit and whodn, when an address code of a
poUing pattern signal from said pdhng pattern generator is the
same as an address code set in said terminal unit by said address
setting means to said pMsive data means, an up daU signal
outputted from said terminal unit m reqxmse to said command
code is applied to said passive dau nxmitor means and therein
a designated answer requested by said command code and said
up data signal thus outputted from said terminal unit are com-
pared to determine whether an operational sute of said termi-
nal unit is acceptable.

v/////\y\

4^79,121
POLLING PATTEBN GENERATOR FOR CATV SYSTEM
Ee^ji Y-M^ Tekjp^ Jipa, Mripor to PioiMcr Elcctroaic

CocporalloB, TokyVi Jipn
FOad Jn. L Ml, Sar. No. 2«»,164

OaiaH priority, ppHcrtoa Japan, May 30, 1980, SS-73585
lat CL> I104N 7/10

1. A terminal unit checking system for a CATV system
having a single center and a number of terminal units con-
nected to said sin^ center fbr transmitting tdevision program
through cables to said terminal units, comprising: polling pat-
tern generator means for periodically generating poUing pat-
tern signals, each polling pattern sig^ having a qiecific ad-
dress code fim* calling a ertrrwpn«i. iwig terminal unit and a
command code for requesting a designated answer form the
called terminal unit; passive data monitor means fin- comparing
an up data signal oa^wtted from said terminal unit in response
to moA command code with said ifsignatrri answer requested
by said command code and forjudging an operational state of
said terminal unit from a resultant comparison output, said

the type comprising a first metal layer deposited on at least a
part of said semiconductor substrate, a second dielectric layer
deposited on or formed fhm said first metal layer, and a third
metal layer covering said second dielectric Uyer and extending
on at least another pari of the semiconductor substrate, charac-
terized in that said first metal layer is deposited on at least a
part of said wmiconductor substrate, in that a pari of the semi-
conductor substrate is removed along the periphny of and
under said first metal layer, in that said second dielectric Uyer
is then deposited or formed so that it entirely covers the free
surfiKe of said first metal layer, and in that said third metal
layer is deposited so that it covers said dielectric layer and
extends on at least another pari ofthe semiconductor substrate,
while an empty space is left akmg the periphery of and under
said fint metal layer.

4«47S,122

AUTOMATIC WAFER AUGNMENT TECHNIQUE
LawrcMe S. Green, Loa Angelca, Calif., aaripor to TRE Seni-

coodoctor EqaipaieM Corpontloo, Woodlaad lUlIa, CUif

.

FOad Not. 9, 1901, Ser. No. 319,712
Int a^ H04N 7m

U.S. CL 35S—101 11 riri—

1. A method for use in a system in which a video camerpr is

used to view a target of expected characteristics, said method
being used for ascertaining whether a feature evident in the
video image correqx>nds to the actual target, said video cam-
era providing output data consisting of an average intensity

value for each scan line or column of said video image, com-
prising:

ascertaining, from said video data, each feature edge evident
in the video display,

sequentially correlating the daU for each ascertauied edge
with the dau for each other ascertauMd edge to determine
all pairs of edges which represent potential targets, and

selecting the best target by weighted comparison of selected
parameters (^ all determined pain of edges.

4,478,123

ADDRESSABLE SUBSCRIBER CABLE TELEVISION
SYSTEM

Lewia D. Dntedd, phoaais, Arli., and Gflbart L. TiA, Sto
Cam:, aariganfs to nel•4:oii^ DifWon of Ta.

FOad Apr. 2, 1981, Sar. No. 2S0,214
tat a^ H04N 7/16; H04K 7/00

U.S.a358—114 4(
L A cable television system for distributing a plurality of
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different television channel signals to a plurality of subscribers,

each subscriber having access only to those television channel

signals which such subscriber has been authorized to receive,

sdd cable television system comprising in combination:

a. transmission cable means for transmitting the pluraUty of

different television channel signals, said transmission cable

means havfaig a head end for generating the plurality of

different television channel signals transmittisd by said

tranmission cable means;

b. authorization means coupled to the head end of said trans-

mission cable means for generating authorization signals

transmitted by said transmission cable means, the authori-

zation signals including an address portion for identifying

a particular subscriber and a dau portion for indicating

which television channel signals the particular subscriber

has been authorized to receive;

c. subscriber selection means operated by each subscriber for

generating a selection request signal indicating which

television channel signal the subscriber desires to receive;

d. a plurality of multiple subscriber controUen coupled to

said transmission cable means, each of said controUen

controUing reception of television channel signals by a

particular plurality of subscribers, each of said controUen

including a memory having primary and secondary tables

associated with each subscriber, each of said controUen

storing the daU portion of authorization signals having an

address portion that identifies one of the particular sub-

scriben controUed by each controUer in the primary table

ITl"!— T' T' T"
•"••" T^'

signal, each of said controUen being responsive to detec-

tion of the master strobe signal for aUowing each sub-

scriber controUed by each such controUer to access the

premium television channel signal provided that the

stored daU portion of the preauthorization signal stored in

the secondary table for each subscriber prior to transmis-

sion of the master strobe signal indicates that the sub-

scriber has been preauthorized to access the premium

television channel signal.

4,475,12*

SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM FOR CHARACTER
DISPLAY

Donald Ankany, Schaaaborg. and Gary Jonsa, ArUngtoa

Helghta, both of DL, aasignon to Zaatth Electroaica Corpora*

tion, Glanfiew, DL
Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Sar. No. 34M22

tat. a^ H04N i/22, 5/93

UJS.a 358-183 9 OaiaH

L_
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corresponding to the identified subscriber, each of said

controUen being coupled to said subscriber selection

means of each of the subscriben for which it controls

reception for receiving the selection request signal there-

from, and och of said controUen comparing the selection

request signals received firom the pluiidity of subscriben

for which it controls reception to the corresponding

stored daU portions of corresponding authorization sig-

nals stored in the primary tables for each subscriber for

determining whether each reqwctive subscriber may

receive the television channel signal desired by the sub-

scriber;

e. preauthorization means coupled to the head end of said

transmission cable means for generating preauthorization

signals transmitted by said transmission cable means, the

preauthorization sipials including an address portion for

identifying a particular subscriber and a daU portion fbr

indicating whether or not the subscriber has been preau-

thorized to receive a premium television channel signal;

and

f. master strobe means coupled to the head end of said trans-

mission cable means for transmitting a master strobe signal

over said transmission cable means immediately prior to

transmission of the premhnn television channel sipial; and

^i^ierein each of said controUen hwludes means fbr stor-

ing the data portion of preauthorization signals having an

address portion that identifies one of the particular sub-

scriben controUed by each controUer in the secondary

table oorrespondmg to the identified subscriber, and

strobe detection means for detecting die master strobe

1 Mtf Um UTI J

•0- C«T

1. For use with a television receiver which develops a com-

posite bhmking signal having horizontal rate and vertical rate

blanking pulses, and a character display circuit which gener-

ates daU for the dispUy of characten on a raster scanned

cathode ray tube, a system for synchronizing the operation of

the character display circuit so that dau therefrom is imaged

within a designated character image area on the cathode ray

tube, comprising:

means reqwnsive to the composite blanking signal for gener-

ating a reset signal when Uie composite blanking signal is

indicative of the raster scan being at a reference position

on the cathode ray tube;

means receiving the composite bhmking signal and the reset

signal for generating a control signal when the composiu

blanking signal is indicative of the raster scan being at the

character image area on the cathode ray tube;

means responsive to the control signal and the composite

blankmg signal for addressing the diaracter disptoy circuit

so that characten which are imaged on the cathode ray

tube are within the vertical boundaries of the character

image area; and

means responsive to the composite Uankmg signal for gener-

ating and applying to the character display circuit a gated

dot dock signal so as to synchronize character generation

with the horizontal boundaries of the character onage
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4^7S43S
TELEVISION PICK-UP ARRANGEMENT COMPRISING

A SOUD'STATE PICTURE PICKUP DEVICE
J. M. Emt, nd Lecudcrt J. nm de PoMor, both of

<ethcrindi, anivMin to U^ PkiUps Corpora-
tiaa, Ntm York, N.Y.

FOod Apr. 9, 1912, Scr. No. 367,130
CUm priority, appUeatioB Netherlnds, Apr. 16, 1981,

8101117

tat a^ H04N 5/H 3/14
U.S.a3S8-213 CCfadan

mirron at a right angle and having its reflective side
facing toward the other mirrors;

1. A televisioa |rick-up arrangement comprising a solid-state
picture pick-up device provided with a bi-dimensional pattern
of picture fkk-ttp elements arranged in rows and columns in a
Mmioonductor body and also comprising first and second
output shift registers of the parallel-in, series-out type, parallel
bputs of the two output shift registers being coupled to rows
of picture pick-up elements and the series outputs being cou-
pled to inputs of a superposition circuit having an output for
supplying a superposition signal at a simultaneous read-out of
the output shift registers, characterized in that on reading the
output shift registers sakl registers supply picture signals hav-
ing pick-up element information associated with pairs of adja-
cent rows of picture pick-up elements, the output of the said
superposition circuit which has a superposition signal the
picture signals which are combined with the same polarity
being coupled to an input of a horizontal q)ertuie correction
circuit and the outputs of the two output shift registers each
being coupled to an input of a vertical aperture correction
ciraut, an output of the respective horizontal and vertical
^witure correction circuit for carrying a horizontal and a
vwtical aperture corrected picture signal, respectively being
co^ed to an input second superposition circuit which has an
output for carrying the horizontal and vertical aperture-cor-
rected picture signal.

wherein an image is generated of an object having a sur-
face composed of adjoining repetitions of the image of
the primary display surface.

4^75,127
SYSTEM FOR TRANSMTmNG A VIDEO SIGNAL WITH
SHORT RUNS AVOIDED IN A SIGNAL ENCODED

FROM THE VIDEO SIGNAL
KaznaMto liaana, Tokyo, Japui, aMigMr to Nippon Electric

Co., Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 351,678
Claims priority, applicatioB Japn, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-24836:

Feb. 24, 1981, 56-24837
^^

iBt CL^ H04N J/41
VS. CL 358-260 f Qaim
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4^5,126
VISUAL IMAGE DISPLAY APPARATUS

KiMm E AUm, ColMbM. OUo, BMisaor to VMeoaphere,
tac of OUo, GolMbM, Ohio

FOtd An. 16» 1982, Sar. No. 408«423
tat a' H04N 5/72

VS.a 358-250 11 rhi-T
1. A visual ^Mfiay apparatus comprising:
(a) a primary imafe diq)lay surface;

(b) means for varying the display on sakl surface; and
(c)u array of four mirron diverging outwardly away from

sakl display surface, each mirror intersecting its adjacent

1. A method of encoding a video signal gradually variable
between a high and a low level into a data-compressk)n digi-
tized signal, comprising the steps of:

generating a plurality of threshold signals which in a prese-
lected period successively take the values of a first prede-
termined number of halftone threshold levels, and half-
tone threshold levels being predetermined between sakl
high and sakl low levels;

comparing sakl video signal with sakl theshold signals to
produce a succession of result signals, each representative
ofa predetermined one or the other of the bintfy members
"0" and "1", when said vuleo signal has a level higher and
lower than each of said threshold levels, respectively;

calculating for each result signal the sum of the binary num-
bers representing the consecutive result signals occurring
during sakl preselected period, the consecutive result
signals being formed from the result signal and the imme-
diately preceding result signals equal in number to one less

than the number of result signals occurring during the
preselected period, to produce a sequence of converted
signals, each of said converted signals having a first or a
second level when said sum is equal to an even or odd
integer, req)ectively, sakl predetermined number of the
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consecutive result signab lasting said preselected period;

and
encoding said converted signal sequence into sakl digitized

signal with data compression.

back porch and a substantially equal pulse-area to that of

said first pulse; and

4,475,128

IMAGE RECORDING APPARATUS
Ndbora Koonva, NarasUno, Japan, anignor to Canon Kabo-

aUU Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Ffled Mar. 4, 1962, Scr. No. 354,601

ClaiBH prfority, applieatfc« Japan, Mar. 11, 1981, 56-34714;

Mar. 11, 1981, 56^715; Mar. 11, 1981, 56-34716; Mar. 11,

1961, 56-34717; Sep. 22, 1961, 56-148797; Sep. 22, 1981,

56-148798

iBLCL^ HOW 1/12

VS. CL 358-296 30 Claiais

<^H^fr^r^^^^^

-ks^rE

M^K^

means for adding said first and second pulses alternately to

said back porch of said video signal at the back porch

thereof at predetermined time intervals.

4,475,130

METHOD AND MEANS FOR THE REAL-TIME
STORAGE OF IMAGES CAPTURED BY AN

ELECTRONIC SCANNING CAMERA
Amin Miller, Pah) AHo; Laarca V. Merrltt Los Ahoa, and

Charles A. Uadberg, Mcnto Park, aU of CaUf., aMigaors to

Datacopy Corporatloa, Moaatafanriew, CaUf.

FDed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 265,411

fat CLJ H04N 5/781. 5/781 5/84. 5/85

VS.a 358-335 »

1. An image recordmg apparatus comprising:

iffi^g^ reading means for reading images on first and second

faces of an original by relative di^lacement thereto in a

first direction or in a second direction;

first recording means for image recording on a first face of a

recording sheet;

second recording means for image recording on a second

face of said recording sheet after passing said first record-

ing means; and

control means for causmg said first and second recording

means to record the image signals respectively of said first

and second faces of the on^aa\ read during said relative

displacement in sakl first directkm, and for causing said

first and second recording means to record the image

signals respectively of sakl second and first faces of the

original read during sakl relative diq>lacement in sakl

second directkm.

4^75,129

NON-COPIABLE VIDEOTAPE RECORDING SYSTEM
Minora Kagota, Tokyo, Japan, aarivMT to ShiaaM» Kikaka Co.,

Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FDed JaL 21, 1982, Scr. No. 400,430

CUan prfority, appiicattoa Japan, Jan. 18, 1962, 57-4871

tat a' H04N 9/491. 5/91

U.S.a 358-310 •9f*"
1. A non-copiable videotape recording system comprisnig:

• synchro signal separator for separating a horizontal syn-

chro signal and a vertical syndiro sigM fnm a synchro

signal section of a vkleo sijpial:

a fint-pulse generator for generating a first pulse at a given

time whUe said vkleo signal is during the back porch

succeeding sakl horizontal synchro signal, said first pulse

having a narrower wkith than that of sakl back porch;

a second-pulse generator for generating a second pulse with

a lower level than that of sakl first pulse at a given time

while sakl vkleo signal is during said back porch, said

second pulse having a narrower wklth than that of said

1. An electronic camera comprising:

a lens for focusing the image of an object at the focal plane

of sakl lens to thereby produce an optical image at sakl

focal plan^

a Imear array of light-responsive devKes arranged to scan

sakl optical image to thereby produce, at an output of sakl

array, a series ofelectrical signals representing sakl optk:al

imag^
a recordmg head;

a recordmg medium;

first means for imparting relative motion between said re*

cordnig medium and sakl recording head, sakl motxm

bemg in a first direction such that data may be recorded at

a first location on sakl rec(»ding medium;

said recording head including recording means for record-

ing data on said recording medium, as said recording

medium and sakl recording head are moved with req)ect

to each other,

second means connected to sakl array and to sakl recording
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had for moving said amy and latd reooiding head m
aynchroninnt

nid anty bdng nx>ved by aaid woond meant in a direction
that m perpodicolar to the optical axis of said lens, to
thereby scan said optical image,

said rec<mling head being moved with respect to said re-

cording medium by said second means in a second direc-
tion soch that said recording head is moved to a second
locatioa on said recording medium; and,

means connected to said output of said array and to said
recording means of said recording hod for recording said
series of electrical signals representing said optical image
onto said recording medium.

that portions of the successions are alteniated in series
along said track and are arranged such that the end ofewh

4^478,131

IMAGE STORAGE DEVICE
Jn-leU NiiUawii, Scadai; MviUro KodaU, Mfwuni.

aaUgara; Ikao Hfiman, Tokyo, and Koji SUmandd, Mina-
l aaklgaia. aD of Japan, aarifson to I^ Photo Film Co^

Hd i, Japan

Filed Dae. 2, Ml, Sar. No. 32MS1
ppUeatkM Japn, Dae. S, IMO, S5-171902
lat a' H04N 3/76

U.&a3SS-33S (I

portion of the succession lies on the same radial line as
does the beginning of the next portion ofthe same succes-
sion but in a different turn of the multiple turn track.

I
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1. An image storage device comprising:
a photoelectric converter having an arrangement ofa plural-

ity of non-destructive readout picture element cells, each
fbr producing a stored information signal which can be
read out without destruction;

a visual display unit for receiving a readout stored informa-
tion signal of each picture element cell at a first scanning
speed to produce a visible image;

'a recorder fior recording a readout stored information signal
ofeach picture, at a second scanning speed which is lower
than the first scanning speed to record a visible image; and

switching means connected to said photoelectric converter,
said visual display unit and said recorder for supplying
each of said visual dispUy unit and said recorder with the
readout stored information signal of each picture element
wU. respectively, at said first and said second scanning
speeds.

4«47S,133
VIDEO TAPE RECORDING APPARATUS WTTH TIME

BASE CORRECTION
Kc^Ji Kinura, TacUkawa, Japan, aaripor to ObnaH Oatieal

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa
^^^ v-P-upueai

CoatiBBatioB of Ser. No. 120,088, Fah. 8, IMO, abaadoaad. TUa
appUcatkM No?. 9, IMl, Scr. No. 319,617

Feb. 16, 1979, 54-14778

lie portioa of the torai of tUa patart I

US.a 340-^36.1

lat a^ H04N 5/92

toJaa.19,

3

4y475,132

INTERACTIVE VIDEO DISC SYSTEMS
Dale F. Radaach, 13030 BraOi Dr., Raao, Ncr. 89S11

FDed Jan. 22, 1982, Sar. No. 341,964
lat a> ii04N S/76

US.a358-442 MClahns
1. The method of manufiscturing a video disc for use in an

interactive system with an information recovery element
which is capable of selectively recovering informatira from
any one of two or won proximate positioned turns (rfa multi-
ple turn track, which method comprues the steps of:

making a multiple tun track of video information by em-
bodying video information in the disc surface soch that
each video fieM group be^ and ends on a radial line
which is common to thie *»*r«"'«g or end ofanother video
fieU group, and embodying said information to conform
to the video information in at least two portions of video
fieU successions each of whkh successions forms a sqw-
rale video scene, and embodying said information such

1. A video tape recording qqwratus for reoordfflg and repro-
ducing a video signal having a horizontal synchronizing signal,
comprising means for distributing the video signal to a plural-
ity of channels, a plurality ofmagnetic reoordmg heads, means
for separating a horizontal synchronizing signal firmn the video
signal, means for generating a pulse fhmi the separated syn-
chronizing signal, means to generate sam|rimg signals for sam-
pling the signals in each channel and subjecting the »ff^ht to
a transformation, means for sensing phase e^wKidwify of the
pulse and a samphng signal of (»e channel, means for miraig
the separated synchronizing signal with the ontpat of the
means for sensing coincidence for producing a time^Mse cor-
rection signal, means for recording the transformed agnaif and
the correction signal with the magnetic heads, means for de-
tecting the recorded signals, means for generatnig a resampled
signal on the basis of the detected time-base correction signal
and for resampUng the detected recorded signals, and means
for subjecting the resan^led signals to an inverse transforma-
tion.
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4^475,134

PREDETERMINED STARTING POINT INITIATION
SYSTEM

Edgar A. Bowdaa, Aritagtoa* aad Robert V. Pnybyl, Daacaa-

fllla, both of Tea., asrijiBrs to Mobfl OO Corporatioa, New
York, N.Y.

FOad Jaa. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,176

lat a> GllB 15/00

UJ.a 360-69 4r

said slider structure, said rails extending from said tapered

portion to said trailing edge; and

a cross rail connecting said side raib, said side rails having

parallel sections connected to said cross rails and extend-

ing toward the trailing edge to a break pomt, each of said

side rails being wider at said trailing edge of said slider

structure than at said break point, said cross rail being

formed adjacent to said tapered section so that said cross

rail and said side rails have cophuar surfaces and define a

recessed section trailing said cross rail, said recessed sec-

tion being open at said trailing edge.

4,479436

DEVICE FOR POSmONING OBJECTS WHICH HAVE A
LOW MASS

Haas Maaikc, Wcathetaa; Erast-Jaarra Ciltfaaa, tadwlii>

hafea, aad VoDur Koch, Battoabcrg, aD of Fed. Rap. of Gerw

aay, aaaigaors to BASF Aktiiagissnerhalt. Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FDed JbL 20, 1982, Scr. No. 400,048

Chrias priority, aj^Uartloa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, JaL 24^

1981, 3129212

lat a^ GllB 5/55

VS.a 360-106 14 <

4,475,135

MAGNETIC HEAD AIR BEARING SLIDER
Mkhad W. Waraer, Staadbrd, Coaa., aid Mkhad F. Garaier,

Saa Joae, CaU£„ aarigaors to lateraatioaal BaafaNai MaeUaea

GorpofalhNi, AraNiak, N.Y.

Coatiaaatloa or Ser. No. 309,300, Oct 7, 1981, abaadoaed. lUs
appUcatioa Dee. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 599,530

lat a' H04N 7/00

VS.a 360-103 9 Oahas

""

V ^»

1. A method for establishmg an initial predetermined starting

point on an unmanned multi-track seismic data recorder com-

prising the steps of:

determnung whenever the recorder is initially turned on;

establishing a predetermmed starting point on the recording

tape ofthe tqw recorder nwloding a presdected track and

a preselected tape end;

rewhiding the recording tape to said preselected tape end of

said recording tape;

transferring to said preselected track; and

inhibiting any additional rewinding.

1. A self-loading air bearing slider for supporting a trans-

Queer OOBBOntXRAl

a sUder structure having leading and trailing edge«

a tapered section formed across the fiiD width of said slider

structure at said leading edg^

side nuls di^Msed along the sides ofan air bearing surfiwe of

1. A device for positioning objects which have a low mass,

especially for positioning magnetic heads over preselected

magnetic tracks on at least one magnetic disk, which can be

coupled to a drive, in a memory processing unit, in which a

carriage, which is capable of being moved toward and away

from the axis of rotirtion of the magnetic disk, carries at least

one magnetic head, this carriage being so mounted between

guide elements that it can be diqilaoed by a drive motor longi-

tudmaUy with respect to the chassis of the unit, wherein the

guide dements engage the k»gitiidinal edges of the carriage

and at least one pair of the said elements is gimbal-mounted on

the chassis of the memory processing unit

4^75,137

MAGNEnC TRANSDUCER
liao Yaaada, Katoao; Yoriaoba YaaUaato, Hkakato; YeaWhOw

Kawai, Kyoto, aad KanaU KoyaM, Hirakata, aD of Japa%

aastgaors to Saayo Eleetrie Co^ LtL, Oaaha, Japaa

FDed Mar. 5, 1982, Sar. No. 355,199

Oataaa priority, appUcadoa Japaa, May 11, 1981, 56-

68114(U]; Nov. 18, 1981, 36-186026

lat a' GllB 5/a 5/22

UJS.a 360-126 tOtlam
1. A magnetic transducer oomprishig:

a center core made of a material having a hvge saturation

flux density (Bj), said center core having an opening

formed therein for winding coil means therethrough and a

head gap extending from said opemng to one side of said

center core;

a pair of reinforcing cores each comprising a glass member

having an abnsiveness resistivity which is smaller than
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that of nid center can, said pair of reinforcing cores
sandwiching said center core soch that the glass members
are located on oppodte sides, reqwctively, of the center

core where said head gap is formed, and that said one side
ofthe center core is in flush with, or projects from, respec-
tive side bees of said glass members.

4^75,138
CIRCUIT PROTECnON DEVICES COMPRISING PTC

ELEMENT
Lac M. MiddkBaa, Portola Valley, and Rrank Doijack, Pleas-

arton, both of Califs aaripMws to R^rctacm Corporation,
Mado Park, Odif.

CnrtinaatioB of Ser. No. 141,987, Apr. 21, 1900, Pat No.
4,413,301. lUa appUctfim Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,346

TW portioa of the term oftUi pirtaat sabaeqoeat to Not. 1, 2000,

VS.a 361-88
IM. a) H02H 3/08

that a test fault circuit is created in which, when said switch is
closed, a test cycle is initiated and

(a) there is an initial fault current flowing through said dam-
ageable circuit component which exceeds idamagti

(b) there is an initial fault current flowmg through said
device which results in a computed current density in the
PTC element which reaches a maximum of 1000 amp-
s/inch2 when the test fauh circuit n subjected to the first

of the successive test cycles defined below;
(c) said deviceand said damageable circuit component are in

series; and
(d) the sum of the mitial potential drop over said device and

the initial potential drop over said damageable circuit
component is \uit, where Vi,/ is at least 120 volts and at
least 1.5XV;

then if the fault test circuit is subjected to N successive test
cycles, where N is S, in each of which test cycles the switch is

closed for 5 seconds, the switch is then opened and the device
is allowed to cool to Tdn before the next test cycle is carried
out, then in each of said test cycles, the result of closing the
svntch is that the device generates heat by PR heating at a rate
which exceeds the rate at which heat can be lost from the
device, thus causing the resistance of the device to rise rapidly
and the circuit current to fall, and thereafter the current
through the damageable circuit component reaches a stable
value which is less than idamage, the potential drop over the
device reaches a stable value which is the higher of ISO volts
and l.SxV, and the device reaches a high temperature high
resistance stable operating condition in which the rate at which
the device generates heat by PR heating is equal to the rate at
which heat is lost from the device; and after said test cycles
have been completed, the device has a resistance at Ui which
islessthan 3xR«fo.

23Cfadnia

II- A » S 22

^ ^<^ ^ f"
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4^78,139
THYRISTOR-SWITCHED CAPACITOR APPARATUS

Philip Oiadwicfc, PetoiNMroagh, Canada, aarignor to «^—«h—
General Electric Company Lfanited, Toronto, Qmada

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 336,101
Claims priority, application Canada, May 29, 1981, 378626

Int a^ H02H 3/20, 7/10
MS. CL 361-91 4 Oahn

1. An electrical circuit which comprises
(1) a aoorce of electrical power having a voltage ofV volts;

(2) a circuit iHOtection device comprising at least two elec-
trodes and a PTC element which has a switching tempera-
ture T, and which comprises a polymer component and,
dispersed in said polymer component, a particuhite filler

component which comivises a conductive filler; and
(3) a damageable circuit component which is damaged if the

current flowing through it'exceeds a value idaman amps
for a time t seconds, where t is 3(^

said electrical circuit havmg a normal operating condition in
which said device is m a low temperature low resistance stable
operating condition and
(A) a current in flows through said device;

(B) said device is at a temperature Tj^ and has a resistance

R^i:

(Q said device is in contact with a medium which is at a
temperature T^;

(D) a current less than x^mati flows through said damage-
able circuit component; and

(E) there is a stable equiUbrium between the rate at which
the device generates heat by PR heating and the rate at
which heat is kwt ftom the device;

•aid device having an electrical power/temperature relation-
ship ud being capable of losing heat at a rate such that if new
electrical elements comprising a new power source and a
twitch are mtroduced into the circuit or a part of the circuit so

1. A protection arrangement for a plurality of series con*
nected semiconductor devices, comprising:

a plurality of snubber circuits respectively connected m
parallel with said semiconductor devices,

a plurality of first metal oxide varistors respectively con-
nected in parallel with said semiconductor devices, and

a second metal oxide varistor connected in parallel with all

the series connected semiconductor devices to inovide
protection against external transients, said first metal oxxle
varistors having a first voltage rating at which there is a
marked change in conducti<» and said sec(»d metal oxide
varistor has a second voltage rating at which there is a
marked change in conduction, the sum of the first voltage

iv
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ratings ofsaid first varistors being greater than said second tinuous conductive thread component lying upon the

voltage rating. inner surftce of said band, and

_M75,140
SWITCHING AMPLIFIER WITH HIGH IMPEDANCE

INPUT
Hnry W. Day, 28306 IndoMrU Bhd., Hayward, CUif. 94545

FIM Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469^05
Int. a.3 HOIH 47/32

VS. CL 361—205 7 <

couplmg means for electrically connecting said conductive

thread component through an electrical caMe to ground.

4^75,142
LOW PROFILE KEYBOARD SWITCH

Daniel R. Sparki, Temple City, CaHf., aarignor to Beetoa

DicUoaon and Coaipany, Paranras, NJ.
Contianatk»-ia-part of Ser. No. 349,349, Feb. 16, 1982, Pat No.

4,408,252. lUa appttcatkm Sep. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 529,915

lat a> HOIG 5/16: HOIH 3/12
VS.a 361—288 6 OaiaH

4. A switching amplifier unit havmg a high impedance con-

trol input comprising:

a transformer means having a primary and a secondary, said

secondary opeablt to provide a tower ventage output

than the input voltage of sakl primary;

a rebiy means with an actuating coil having an armature with

contact means controlled therd>y for operating circuits

external to said unit, sakl reky means having its coil con-

nected in parsllel with sakl primary of sakl transformer

means in a circuit operable to provide an alternating cur-

rent when connected to a power sourer,

a soUd state switch means having a control gate, sakl switch

meant otmnected m series with said coil in said circuit;

a gate control circuit means connected to one side of said

secondary of takl transformer means having a diode con-

nected between said <me end of said secondary and said

control gate, sakl gate control circuit means operable to

devdop a low impedance when the other side of said

secondary it not grounded; and

a probe circuit meant mclodkig teriet connected resittance

meant with a high impedance connected to sakl other skle

of said secondary operable to cause said gate control

circuit means to devetop a high impedance when sakl

probe circuit it grounded wherd)y a trigger operable

voltage it developed m sakl gate control circuit means to

trigger sakl solid state twitch meanfand activate takl

relay meant.

4,475,141

BODY ELECnUCAL GROUNDING TETHER
I N. AatOMfieh, Loadala, Pa., aariffor to The SaMO Com*

pny. Inc., Hatflaid, Pa.

FDad Jan. 23. 1984, Sar. No. 573,101

lM.a3H05FJ/a2
VS.a 361—220 9 CUmi

1. A conductive body ttrq) for tethering personnel to elec-

trical ground comprising:

a ttretchable bud adapted to elattically embrace a body

member in a doted loop, taid band having mner and

outakle turftcet and uu:loduig an dattomeric fabric

formed of a nonconductive yam.

embroidered ttitching sewn to sakl ftbric almig sakl band,

sakl embroklered stitchuig mclnding a substantially oon-

1. Apparatus for a capacitive switch for a low profile key-

board comprinng

(a) a printed circuit board;

(b) a fixed capadtor plate;

(c) a movable c^Mdtor plat^

(d) a movable plunger kiey body for movmg said movable

oqMcitor plate from a first position adjacent said fixed

cqMwitor plate to a second position away from sakl fixed

capadtor plate;

(e) resilient means positioned between said plunger key body
and said printed circuit board for urgmg said plunger key

body from sakl second positkm to said first position;

(f) an etched metallic laminate on the bottom surfiKe of sakl

printed circuit board with a portion thereof formmg sakl

printed circuit and said fixed oqiadtor pkte;

(g) a gokle opemng in said printed circuit boanl;

(h) a gdde body with a portion therecrf extending through

and m snap-fit engagement with said grade opening;

0) a guide stem mtegral with said irivnger body for redpro-

cable cooperating guiding engagement with said guide

body;

0) cooperating integral locking means on said guide body
and said plunger body for maintaining said guide body and
laid plunger in a fixed redprocable relationship with each

other,

(k) an mtegral switch activatkm stem of sakl plunger body
redprocable with said plunger body through cooperating

openings in said guide body and said printed board;

0) sakl switch activation stem for moving said movable

cqwdtor phtte from sakl first potitioo to sakl second

positkm.

4S2-226 O.G.-84-I4
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the improvement characterized by

(m) a cam integrally formed on said twitch activation stem;

(n) a spring body integral with and cantilevered on said

guide body; and

(o) an abutment integrally formed on said spring body oppo-

site the end connected to said guide body;

(p) whereby movement of said switch activation stem causes

cooperating engagement between said cam and said abut-

ment to increase momentarily the force curve required to

move said movable capacitor pkte from said first portion

to said second position.

1. A capacitor including:

a flat ceramic element;

a metallized layer on each of a pair of opposed surfaces of

said ceramic element;

a pair of contact leads, one of said contact leads being elec-

trically connected to one of said metallized layers and
extending from the capacitor at a first location thereof,

and the second of said contact leads being electrically

connected to the other of said metallized layers and ex-

tending fhm the capacitor at a second location thereof;

and

a pair of dummy leads, said dummy leads being electrically

isolated from said metallized surfiices of said ceramic

element, a first of said dummy leads extending from the

capacitor at a third location, and the second of said

dummy leads extending from the capacitor at a fourth

location.

4,478,144

DKLBCraiC CERAMIC OF BARIUM TTTANATi;
tmnUM OXIDEAND ZINC FLUORIDE, A CAPACITOR

AND A PROCESS

de Compo-

FIW im. n, 19S3, S«. No. 461,496

riorily, iiMmHpb Fkwwa, Fifc. 2, 1982, 41 01683

JA ai CD4B 35/46
U5. CL 361-821 6 Oaiw
L A oenunic oonatting rwcntially oS a dielectric composi-

tion having 90% to 98% by weight of barium titanate and the

bafamoe being 0.3% to 2.3% by weight of lithium oxide and

1.3% to 8% by weight of zinc fluoride wherein the molar ratio

ofTKVBaO m said barium titanate is greater than or equal to

0.97 and Icm than or equal to 0.98.

8. An deetiic c^ndtor comprising at least one dielectric

layer covered by conductive metal electrodes, wherein the

dielecuiu layer it fianned from a oompoaition as claimed in

claim 1.

4,478,148

CIRCUIT BOARD HEATSINX ASSEMBLY AND
TECHNIQUE

Dale L. Heil, Marion, and Mark D. Goodnrith, CMar Rapids,
both of Iowa, aarivson to RodnreU Intcraational Corpon>
tion, El Segando, CUif.

FOed JnL 12, 1982, Scr. No. 397,644
Int a.3 HOSK 7/20

MS. CL 361-386 u nrt»^

4,478,143

DECOUPLING CAPACITOR AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE THEREOF

Jorge M. Hinnandei, M«m Ariin aarignor to Rogers Corpora'

tion, Rogers, Conn.

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 486,684

Int a.) HOIG 1/14. 7/00

U.S. CL 361-306 31 Oafans

1. A method of forming a circuit board heatsmk assembly

comprising:

deiRning a pattern on a surface of a circuit board;

forming electrically conductive areas corresponding to said

pattern on the surface of said circuit board;

defining at least a portion of said pattern on a surface of a

thermally conductive member,
forming indentations in said thermally conductive member

in those areas defined by said pattern;

coupling the surface of said thermally conductive member to

the surface of said circuit board so that the pattern (rf'said

electrical conductive areas corresponding to the pattern

of indentations are aligned to elecbically isoUto said ther*

mally electrically conductive member from said conduc-

tive areas.

4,478,146

FRONT UGHTING SYSTEM FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Jooeph H. Wally, Jr^ Shawnee MiMion, Kana., aarignor to

Opti<Copy, Incn Leneia, Kana.

FOed JnL 18, 1983, Scr. No. 814,633

Int a> G03B 15/02

U.S. CL 362—11 20 daims

1. In a friiotographic room having a subject holder present-

ing a front face o(»tained in a substantially vertical plane and

a camera with a suhatantially horizontal optical axis generally

centered on and perpendicular to said front face, a frtmt light-

mg system comprising:

a pair of light sets located on opposite sides of said optical
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axis and oriented to direct diverging beams of light in

opponto directions away from said optical axis;

a light shield for each light set located adjacent thereto for

shielding the camera from the light beams from said light

sets; and

a pair ofndrrors for reflecting the beams of light emitted by
the respective light sets toward the sottject holder, said

mirrorB being located m the paths of the respective light

beams and being oriented to reflect the light impinging

thereon toward the subject holder and each mirror having

a width to reflect the hght across substantially the entire

width of said firont face of the subject holder.

4,478,147

ADJUSTABLE WALL WASH REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY
FOR A RECESS MOUNTED LIGHTING FIXTURE

Paal J. Kriatofiek, Hickory Hflb, m., aasigBor to McGmw-Edi*
son CoBvany, Rolling Mcndowa, OL

FOed Ang. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 409,431

Int a' F21S 1/02

U.S. CL 362—148 18 Oainis

1. In a recessed, ceiling mounted lighting fixture including a

reflector housing, a source of light mounted in said reflector

housing, said reflector housing having a reflective surface for

reflecting light firom said light source to illuminate an area

generally below said lighting fixture, said reflector housing

including an open, lower firee end having a predetermined

shqw, an adjustable reflector assembly for selectively altering

the Ulumination pattern of said limiting fixture to provide

illumination to the side thereof,

said reflector assembly including in combniation:

first ring means dimeuioned for receipt on the open free end
of said reflector housing;

means for removably securing said first ring means on said

reflector housing;

second ring means comprising at least a ring segment, di-

mensioned for receipt on said first ring means concentri-

cally with reelect thereto, said second ring segment being

mountable on said first ring means for repositioning at

various preselected locations therealong; and

auxiliary reflector means mounted on said second ring seg-

ment for diverting light from said source to the side of said

light fixture.

4,478,148

DIFFUSING LENS FOR MOTOR VEHICLE UGHTS
Johann Tontforde, Sfaidelfingen, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, aasignor

to DaiBdcr-Bcnz Aktlsngwrllsrhaft. Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany
FOed Mar. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 384,613

Clafana priority, appHcathm Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, Apr. 3,

1981,3108089

Int as F21V 7/00

MS. CL d6l~2» 10 Oafans

1. A light arrangement for motor vehicles comprising hous-

ing means mounted to a fixed component of a vdiicle accom-

modating a light unit means for providing headHghting for said

vehicle, light difftising means forming a part of the contoured

exterior of the vehicle for covering said housing means, and

means for mounting the housing means and light diffusing

means to said vehicle in a manner allowing movement of said

hcNising means and light difRising means relative to the fixed

componentm the longitudinal direction of the vehicle under an

impact kMd, said means for mountnig including means for

pivotally mounting a first portion of the housing means rdative

to the vehicle and elastic means for elastically supporting a

second portion of the housing means relative to the vehicle,

said li^t diffiiaing means including a tight exit area and an

inclined cover plate means, said inclined cover phue means
extending generally rearwardly of the vehicle from said tight

exit area and having a length correqwnding to at least approxi-

mately one half of the length of the tight exit area, said tight

diffusing means being constructed in a manner to allow resil-

ient cushioning of an impact thereon, whereby the light ar-

rangement minimizes property damage and penonal injury.

4,478,149

RESONANT CURRENT-DRIVEN POWER SOURCE
George C GaDioa, Sctaaket N.Yn airivMr to Vcnns Scientific

Inc Fanringdale, N.Y.

FOed Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,468

Int a^ H02M 3/335

MS. CL 363-17 2

1. A power source, comprising:

an LC circuit including an inductor and a capacitor electri-

cally coupled to one another, said LC circuit having a

resonant frequency determined by said inductor and ca-

pacitor,

a switching circuit for switching current flow through said

LC circuit at a switching frequency which is lower than

said resonant frequency, said switchmg circuit permitting

current flow through said LC circuit only in a sin^
direction during each half cycle of said switching fre-

quency;

a transformer having a primary and a secondary winding;

said capacitor being coupled only in parallel with said

primary winding;

an output circuit coupled to said secondary winding for

apiriying power to a load;

a power mput circuit for q>plying a DC voltage of appropri-

ate polarity to said LC circuit during a portion ofeach half

cycle of sidd switching frequency, te polarity of said DC
voltage being reversed for each successive half cycle of

said switching firequency so as to aid the current flow

through said LC circuit; and

a control circuit for cmtrolting the operation of said power

input circuit by adjusting the portion of each said half

cycle during which said DC voltage is ^iplied to said LC
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drcnit ao as to adjust the output voltage applied to said

kMd.

M7S,1S0
OOQRDINATED LOAD OOMMUTATED INVERTER

PROTECTION SYSTEM
Join D. lyAtre, BaUrtoa Lake, N.Y^ Pnd M. Eapeiage, Salem,
Va^ David L. Llp^itt, Scotia, N.Y^ aad Lena H. Walker,
Salcai, Va^ aaalgania to Gaacral Eleetric Conpaoy, SaleoL
Va.

FOed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,7S0

lat a^ H02H 7/00
UjS. CL 363—si 38 Claiins

voltage, for controlling the current flowing in an inductive
load comprising

a pair of terminals adapted for connectira to such a load,
means operatively connected to said terminals for producing
a voltage indicative (tf the current flowing through any
such load connected to the terminals, said tii*«fif for pro-
ducing including a pair of leads, and a bridge network
associated therewith structured to apply said k)ad-cur-
rent-indicating voltage across said leads, with said leads
having voltages of opposite polarity,

comparator means, responsive to a differential input voltage
including components derived at least in part from such a
control voltage and from said load-current-indicating
voltage, such voltage components tending, when added,
to null one another, for generating a switched output
voltage having one of two distinct values, each of said
values indicating one ofthe two possible relative polarities

of said input voltage, and
a pokrity-changeable voltage source operatively connected

to said producing means, and therethrough to said termi-
nals, for H>plying, selectively and wtvcfMy, and in re-

sponse to said output voltage, known voltages ofopposite
polarity to said terminals, which known voltage is have, in

one operating state of the circuit, one known polarity

respecting said terminals, and in a second operating state,

the reverse polarity respecting the terminals, said operat-
ing states effecting a change in load current level appro-
priate to decrease the absolute value of said input voltage.

1. A method of protecting a power conversion system cou-
pled to an AC k)ad and inducting an AC to DC source side

converter coupled from an AC source to a DC to AC load side

converter via a DC link circuit and comprising the steps of:

(a) detecting a pluraUty of system faults by selectively lo-

cated voltage and current sensor apparatus coupled to said

system;

(b) detecting a plurality of system faults by self-contained

instructional codes contaiiMd in respective first and sec-

ond computer apparatus coupled to and adapted to con-
trol the source side converter and said load side converter;

(c) effecting a direct type of protective action in response to

certain ones of said fkults detected by said sensor appara-
tus;

(d) effecting first and second types of computer q)paratus
assisted protective action in response to certain others of
said faults detected by said sensor apparatus; and

(e) effecting said first and second types of computer appara-
tus assisted protective action in response to said faults

detected by said computer apparatus.

M7S,1S1
SWITCHING AMPLIFIER CmCUTT

Haraid PUUpp, SMO SW. 20«h, Aleha, Oreg. 97007
FDad Nov. 4^ 1982, Scr. No. 439,056

bt a^ II02M 7/02
UJS.a 363-63 7 dains

4,475,132

WATER-COOLED HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICE
Hiroo IkcsBBw, Tokyo; TadaaU TakahaaU, KawaaaU, and

Suario Kobayaahi, Yokohama, afl ofJapan, aarigwra to Tokyo
Shibaora Deaki KaboskiU Kaiaha, KawaaaU, Japan

FOed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 38M44
Claims priority, applicatioB Japan, May 28, 1981, 5640104

iBt a^ H02M l/li
U.S. CL 363—141 4 n«i».

1. A switching current supfrfy circuit, responsive to a control

1. A water-cooted high voltage device comprising:

a pluraltiy of electrical units threeKlimenskmally stacked in

a plurality of levels, each electrical unit having a stackable

frame and a plurality ofelectrical modules disposed at saul

frames;

pumping means for delivering cooling water; and
a pipdine network for supplying the cooling water deUvered
by said pumping means to said electrical modules, said

pipeline networit having a plurality of pipes each sun>ly>
ing cooling water delivered by said pumping means di-

rectly to each ofthe electrical units and a phvality ofpipes
each returning the cooling water from each of the dectri-

cal units to said pumping means.
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4,475,153

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC
CONTROL OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

NobotoaU Kihara; Tokyo, and TadaUko Nakamva, Ayase, both
of Japaa, aaaigaora to Sony Corporatkm, Tokyo, Japan

FDed Oet. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,870

Claias priority, appUcatfoa Japan, May 29, 1980, 55-71803

lat a^ H04N 5/76: G06K 7/10
U.S. CL 364—145 2 OaiaH

1. Apparatus for controlling a receiver and recorder in

combination, the recdver recdving broadcasts of high-fidelity

music programs, said recorder bdng sdectaUy settable into

tape bias conditions corresponding to respective types of mag-
netic recording yxpt, the recdver and recorder in combination

having a plurality ofmodes including a mode for automatically

recording a recdved broadcast music program; comprising:

a mode sdection card bearing function code groups corre-

sponding respectively to said modes;

a channel selection card bearing channel code groups corre-

sponding respectively to the broadcast music programs;

a start-time select card bearing code groups corresponding

to respective times of the day at which a program is to

begin;

an end-time select card bearing code groups corresponding

respective times of the day at which a program is to end;

a tape-sdect card bearing code groups corresponding to the

req)ective tape bias conditions;

a scanning instrument for manually scanning the code
groups of the mode sdection card, the channd sdection

card, the t^)e-select card, the start-time select card, and
the end-time sdect card and producing dectricd repre-

sentations of the scanned code groups; and
automatic code processing means for recdving sdd electri-

cd representations and providing selecting signds in re-

vpasait thereto to sdd recdver and recorder in combina-

tion to sdect the mode thereof, to tune sdd recdver, to

preset times for the recorder and recdver to be turned on
and off, and to sdect the desired tape bias condition.

4,475,154

CIRCUir FOR TRANSFERRING POSITION DATA IN A
COMPUTER CONTROLLED DEVICE

Hans-Ulrich Kaai, KoUbnnn, Switaerlaad, aadgaor to Maag
Gcar-Whad * Machine Co. Ltd., Zorieh, Switaerlaad

FOed Jan. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 340,495

Oaian priority, application Switaerlaad, Feb. 3, 1981, 691/81

lat as G06F 7/i«- G06M i/U
U.S.a 364—167 3 Claina

1. In a circwt arrangement for transferring measured vdues

firom an incrementd position measuring system, of which the

andogue output signals are digitized and transferred via a

counter to a computer which transmits them to an evduation

device, the improvement which comprises:

an intermediate storage arranged between the counter and

the computer;

synchronization circdt means operativdy connected with

the intermediate storage and the computer;

said digitized signals of the incrementd podtion measuring

system bdng transferred simultaneously to the counter

and to sdd synchronization drcnit;

sdd computer controlling sdd intermediaie storage accord-

-KUL
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ing to a priority sequence and such that sdd intermediate

storage only recdves counter states ftx>m sdd counter at

time intervals which are greater or at least equd to the

processing time of sdd counter.

4,475,155

I/O ADAPTERWITH DIRECTMEMORY ACCESS TO I/O
CONTROL INFORMATION

Shiro OiaU, and Maaataogn Shiaoiaki, both of Hadaao, Japaa,

aadgnors to HitaeU, Ltd., Tdqro, Japaa

FUcd No?. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 323,025

Gainis priority, vplicatloB Japan, Not. 25, 1980, 55-166289

lat a^ G06F i/OO

U.S.a 364-200 6 Claim

s^^^-»

^^5

1. A transfer control apparatus for controlling the transfer of

device control information to and from a plurality of input-

/output devices, comprising:

a memory having a specified storage area for storing device

control information for controlling said input/output

devices and a further storage area other than sdd specified

storage area for storing data;

at least one input/output adapter connected to said plurdity

of input/output devices including direct memory access

means for directly accessing said memory and control

means for controlling sdd input/output devices on the

basis of sdd device control information stored in said

specified storage area of sdd memory;
a processor capable of accessing sdd memory in response to

a read/write instruction to read or write said device con-

trol information fitnn or into sdd spedfied storage area of

sdd memory, including means for applying to sdd input-

/output adapter a leading address in said specified storage

area of sdd memory;
a common bus interconnecting sdd processor, said input-

/output adulter and said memory; and

bus control means for permitting only one of said input/out-
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pat adapter and lakl proocaMV to use said oominon bos at

a given time for accen to nid memorj^

nid direct memory aooem- meana of said input/output

wdapter including buffer means for temporarily storing

said leading address received from said processor and

sequence controller means fior sequentially scanning said

specified storage area of said memory begbning with said

leading address stored in said buffer means when the use

of said common bus by said input/output adapter is per>

mitted by said bus control means.

4^9456
VIRTUAL MACHINE CONTROL

Anthoagr M. Fcdarieo, Wast WaMcr, ami ErMst L. Lcgg, Fair-

port, both of N.Y^ aasiVMn to Xcm Corporation, Stantford,

FOad Sap. 21, 1M2, Sar. No. 420,993

lit a' GOCF 9/00

vs.a 364-300 IS Claims

1. In a machme having a plurality of operating components,
a control for coordinating the operation of the operating com-
ponents, the control including at least one processor and a
virtual machine portion, the control responding to high level

and processor level instructions, said virtual machine portion

providing a link between said high level instructions and said

processor level instructions.

4^7S4S7
ELECTRONIC BINGO PLAYER

Patrick J. Bofan, 3117 Caatetar, Oanha, Ncbr. 48108
FOad No?. 20, 1981, Sar. No. 323,265

lMLCL>Af3P3/06
VS,a 364-^10 TClaims

1. An electronic bingo playing apparatus for keeping track

of a plurality of five row/five column conventional bingo
cards, said apparatus comprising a hand held portable com-
pter which nchidcs,

a keyboard comprising a plurality of data entry keys and
instruction keys,

said data entry keys including ten numerical digit entry keys
and five alphabetic character entry keys correspondmg to

respective columns of a bingo card,

said instruction keys mcludmg a plurality ofwinning pattern

designation keys,

a card memory operative to temporarily store bingo card
content data and played number data entered by said data
entry keys,

a display (q)erative to disphiy numerical information,

said display comprising a five^y-five matrix including a
center d^lay unit and 24 separate numerical display units

arranged about said center display unit,

a microprocessor operative to control data flow from said

keys to said card maoory and display and between m^
card memory and display, and to perform data manipula-
tions,

and a program memory in which there is stored a software
program to direct microprocessor operation,

said microprocessor being operative m a set-up mode under
the direction ofsaid software program to store in said card
memory the bingo card content data which is entered by
said data entry keys, and to record winning pattern infor-

mation which is entered by said instruction keys, and
said microprocessor bemg operative in {day mode under tlw

direction of said software program to scan the keyboard
thereby to read each letter/number comWnation which is

entered by said data entry keys, to scan the card memory
to identify any matches between the last entered letter/-

number combination and the stored card content data

therein, to accumulate said matches and to signal whether
any winning patterns of accumulated matches have been
achieved,

said data entry keys and instruction keys therd)y being

capable of entering all of the input information in both the

setup and play modes of the microprocessor.

4^73,158
MICROPROCESSOR BASED INSTRUMENT FOR

DETECTING SHIFT IN BASAL BODY TEMPERATURE
IN WOMEN

Andre E. EUaa, Oraumd Beaeh, Fla., aas^nor to Unirerrity of

Florida, GaiMsiUle, Fla.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 357^99
Int CL^ G06F 15/4Z' A61B 5/00

U.S. a. 364-413 6 CUn

^ f" i'^ ""^/^ -^) "'^

fm.

1. A low power, microprocessor-based instrument for indi-
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eating shift in basal body temperature in women, said instru-

ment comprising:

a battery power supply having a first supply line |»ovidmg
a ccmtinous voltage, an ON/OFF switch, and at least one

second supply line providing a switched voltage when
said ON/OFF switch is ON;

a microcompttter including a central processing unit, a non-

vohitile program memory connected to said central pro-

cessing unit and powered from said switched second

supply line, and a data-saving random-access memory
having low power constmiption connected to said central

processing unit and powered from said continuous first

supply line;

a digital clock circuit having low power consumption and

powered from said continuous first supply line, said digital

clock circuit connected to supply data to said central

processing unit;

a temperature data acquisition subsystem powered from said

switched second supply line and including a temperature

sensor and an analog-to-digital converter, said data acqui-

sition system connected to supply data to said central

processing unit;

a user display device including a temperature reading indica-

tor and a condition satisfied indicator, said user display

device connected to receive data firom said central pro-

ceasing unit; and

a program stored within said non-volatile program memory
effective, in response to operation of saidON/OFF switch

to the ON position, to cause said microcomputer to exe-

cute a series of instructions for acquiring basal body tem-

perature data on a daily basis, performing a cumulative

sum statistical test, and signalling when a statistically-sig-

nificant shift in basal body temperature has occurred, said

instructions effecting the steps of:

taking a daily temperature reading by directing said tem-

perature data acquisition subsystem to acquire succes-

sive temperature data at predetermined intervals, and

comparing each temperature datum with a previous

datum until a substantially stable reading is indicated;

directing said user display device to indicate a stable

temperature reading has been acquired;

verifyhig whether the temperature reading is within a

predetermined range of valid temperatures and disre-

garding if outside the predetermined range of valid

temperatures;

obtaining temperature reading time data from said digital

clock circuit and verifying whether the temperature

reading time is within a predetermined time window
including normal waking time and within which tem-

perature readings should be taken so as to be valid, and

disregarding if outside the predetermined time window;

calculating a corrected temperature reading as a fimction

of the temperature reading time by effectively decreas-

ing the temperature reading by qiproximately 0.1* C.

per hour starting from the beginning of the predeter-

mined time window;

tKnmtn'wf!*!g corrected temperature readings for a prede-

termined number of baselmes days, and calculating an

average temperature for the baseline day^
adding a statistically {Hedetermined minimum change

term to the baseline average temperature to calculate a

reference temperature;

for each day subsequem to the last baseline day, calculat-

ing the cumulative sum of positive deviations of the

corrected daily temperature readings over the reference

temperature

for each day subsequent to the last baseline day, determin-

ing wiiether a final conditim has been satisfied, the final

condition being satisfied when both the calculated cu-

mulative sum has reached a statistically predetermined

decision mterval and the corrected daily tempenrture

readings have each exceeded the reference temperature

for a predetermined number of consecutive decision

days;

if the final condition is satisfied, directin|^said user diq>lay

device to indicate condition satisfied , and

storing in said data saving random-access memory prior to

the end of program execution for each day all necessary

data to execute the series of instructions on the foltow-

ing day, the necessary data including a count of the

baseline days up to the predetermined number of base-

line days, the calculated reference temperature, the

cumulative sum, and a count of the consecutive decision

days up to the predetermined number of consecutive

days.

4,475,199

METHOD OF STORING VEHICLE OPERATING
CONDITION PARAMETERS

Jiirgen Gcrstemnaier, Nedov-GmilBd; Hdnx Leiber, Obcrricx-

iagen, and Werner Stompa, Korawcstheiai, all of Fed. Rep. of

Gemany, assignors to Robert Boaeh GmbH, Stattgwt, Fed.

Rep. of Gomaay
per No. PCr/DE82/00007, § 371 Date Dec. 27, 1982, S 102(e)

Date Dec 27, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/0M20, PCT Pub.

Date No?. 25, 1982

PCT FOed JaL 9, 1982, Scr. No. 499J77
Int CL^ B60T 8/10

U.S.a 364-426 21

L^j-^rp

1. In a vehicle anti-skid system having

transducers for detecting operating condition parameters of

the vehicle and an evaluation circuit forming control

signals to influence braking pressure at predetermined

operating conditions of the vehicle, in dependence on the

transducer signals,

a method for storing operating condition parameters of the

vehicle comprising the steps of

sensing when the control signals for influencing the braking

pressure are being generated;

and storing operating condition parameters comprising at

least one of:

longitudinal vehicle speed

longitudinal deceleration

transverse vehicle speed

transverse deceleration

braking path

during the period in which the brake pressure influencing

signals are being generated.

4^475,160

METHOD OF SENSING ABNORMAL CONDTTION IN
ROBOT CONTROL APPARATUS

HnliiBi iMba, HiM, Japm^ MsifBor to Ftne Ltd., Tokyo,

FOad Dee. 28, 1981, Sar. No. 334,926

CUam priority, appMcartoa Japn^ Doe. 30, 1980, 55-186751

Lrt. a' G06F 15/46

U.S.a 364-513 9 ClatiH

1. A method of sensmg an abnormal condition in a robot

control qiparatus for operating in accordance with instructive

data a robot, having at least one motor, a limit value teaching

mode and a friayback mode of operation, said method compris-

ing the steps of: -
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(a) operating the robot in aoowdanoe with said instructive

dabi in said limit value teaching mode;
(b) reading the vahie of a motor ^ve current of said motor

in said limit vahie teaching mode of operation;

(c) setting limit values confuted in accordance with said

value of the drive current;

(d) sensDig the value ofthe motor drive current in said robot
playback mode;

(e) monitoring the sensed value to determine whether it is

outside the range of the limit values; and

(0 generating an alarm signal when the sensed value is out-

side the range of the limit values.

M7S461
YIQ GOMPUTER GRAPHICS SYSTEM

Rodney D. Stock, Palo AHo, GaUfn aarignor to Ampez Corpoia-
tioB, Redwood City, Qdif.

CoMinaatioa of Sar. No. 139,331, Apr. 11, IMO, abandoned.
nii application Fab. M, 1982, Scr. No. 352,991

lat a' HOU 15/40t HMN 9/38. 3/0%: G09F 9/30
MS,a 3«—521 25 Clalnis

1. A video output processor for a computer graphics system
havnig a data processing system and a video processing sys-

tem, the video output processor comprising:

a video data circuit coupled to receive a sequence of digital

video information for at least one video component of a
video signal and output a raster scan video signal in re-

qxmse thereto, the video data circuit outputting three

television primary color signal components in raster scan
order for dispky by a monitor and including a color map
memory fbr each primary color sigmd component coupled
to genoate a primary color signal component as an output
in response to information appearing on a color map data
bus, a buflier store for each different component of video
data received firom the data processing system, and
switching circuitry cou|ried between each buffer store and
tiw address input to each color map memory to provide a
selected one of the foUowtng three enumerated operating
modes:

(1) a color map mode in which a single component of
video data is received from the video processing sys-

tem, the switching circuitry being arranged to couple

the buffer store receiving the single component to the
color map bus and to couple the address mputs to eadi
of the color map memories to the color map bus such
that each color mq> memory outputs a different pri-

mary color television signal component in response to a
common single component of video data;

(2) a YIQ mode in which two components of video data
are received firom the video processing system with the
switching circuitry coupling a first of the two compo-
nents to the address input of a first color mq) memory,
and a second ofthe two components to second and third

color map memories with alternate data units of the
second component bemg coupled alternately to the
second and third color map memories respectively; and

(3) a full color mode in which three components of video
data are received fhnn the video processing system
with the switching circuitry coupling eadi component
of video data to an address input of a different color
nu^) memory.

M75iltt
OUTPUT DEVICE FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION BY

SCAN
TakasU Kftamnra, Yokohama, Japan, aaripor to Qmon Kaha-
sUUKaiaha, Tokyo, Java

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Set. No. 29M61
Claima priority, application Japan, Sep. 11, 1980, 55-125314

Iata3G0(Fi//4
U.S. CL 364—523 6

T S^TTj T

1. An output device for providing information with dots on
an output medium that can be divided into a plurality of re-

gions, comprising:

storage means for storing a start point coordinate of a line

segment at one location and an end point coordinate ofthe
line segment at a second location, the Ime segment consti-

tuting information to be provided on the output medium;
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memory means having a memory capacity corresponding to

a plurality of scanning lines on the output medium;
discrimination means for determining with the start point

coordinate and the end point coordinate if at least a por-

tion of the line segment is located within a region of the

output medium correspondmg to a plurality of the scan-

ning lines on the output medium;

means for causing information representing the line segment

to be stored in said memory means as a dot signal when
said discrimination means determines that at least a por-

tion of the line segment is located within the region;

means for moving the end point coordinate stored at the

second location in said storage means to the first location

storing the start point coordinate; and

means for providing the information representing the line

segment on the output medium in accordance with the dot

signal derived firom said memory means.

M75,1C3
SYSTEM FOR CALCULATING AND DISPLAYING
CABLE PAYOUT FROM A ROTATABLE DRUM

STORAGE DEVICE
William R. Chaadto, Sedro WooDey, Wash^ and Donald R.

Cooper, North Hollywood, Calif., aaiignon to Continental

Emieo, DaDas, Tes.

Filed No?. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 203,763

lirt. CL3 G06F 15/20

U.S.a 364-562 10 CUdms
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1. A system operable in conjunction with a plurality ofcable

feed means of the type which includes a cable, a plurality of

rotatable drum means, each drum means having a drive means

and a core with a predetermined length and diameter for stor-

ing and feeding cable and having edge flanges for retaining said

cable thereon in a pluraUty of layers each having a predeter-

mined diameter and number of wrq» per layer, for precisely

measuring length of cable feed and current feed rate, the sys-

tem comprising:

a drilling vessel anchored by said plurality of cable feed

means;

a plurality of sensor means adq>ted to detect angular rota-

tion of each of said drum means, and to provide signals

corresponding to increments of rotation of said drum
means; and

a computer means, coupled to all of said sensor means and

adapted to receive inputs of said signals corresponding to

said incremental angidar rotation ofsaid drum means from

said sensor means for providing output signals indicating

current feed rate and the length of cable feed fhnn said

rotatable drum means and for controlling the length of

cable fed from and the current feed rate of each of said

rotatable drum means, whereby said drilling vessel is

moved in a desired direction by q>propriately infeeding or

paying out said cable on each of said catde feed means.

4^75,164
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS HAVING TELEVISION

DEVICE
IcUro Sado, Tokyo, Japan, aaslgMr to (

Tdqro, Japan

ContinaatioB of Ser. No. 179,941, As«. 21, 1980, i

lUs applkatioB Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,380

Claims priority, appttcattoa Japan, Ai«. 28, 1979, 54-109457;

Aug. 29, 1979, 54-110121; Aug. 29, 1979, 54-110122

lit CL^ H04B 1/16: G06F 3/153
U.S.a 364-705 18

\^c^ ^

1. A electronic system, comprising:

a television set capable of receiving a television broadcast,

said television set having selecting means for selecting any
one of a plurality of channels, at least one of said plurality

of channels being selected by said selecting means to

receive said television broadcttt;

data processing means for processing data, said data process-

ing means including first means for producing a fint signal

as an output upon commencement of data processing and
second means for producing a result of the data process-

ing;

means connected to said television set and said data process-

ing means for enabling the result from said second means
to be received by a specific one of said plurality of chan-

nels of said television set; and

control means associated with said selecting means and said

first means of said data processing means, for changing, in

response to said first signal, from the channel to receive

said television broadcast selected by said selecting means
to said specific channel to receive the result of the data

processing through said enabling means.

4^475,165

METHOD OF DATA ENTRY AND EXECUTION OF A
TWO VARIABLE CALCULATOR FUNCTION IN THE
SAME MANNER AND ENTRY FORMAT AS A SINGLE

VARIABLE FUNCnON
Samir W. Rlik, and Stoddard S. Millwright, both of Labboek,

Tea., aarignors to Texas lustiuucnts Incorporated, Pallaii

To.
FDed JaL 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,649

lat QV G06F 7/4i

U.S.a 364-709 6 Claiia

1. A data processing apparatus comprising:

an operator input means including means for entering data

digits and a decimal point and means for entering opera-

tional commands, said operational commands includkg at

least one binary operational conunand corresponding to a

binary operation mathematically defined only for first and
second integral operand^

an indicator memory means for storing data, consisting of a
plurality of data digits and a decimal point, therein;

an indicator means for generating an operator perceivable

indication of said.data stored in said indicator memory;
and

an arithmetic means, responsive to said input means and
connected to said indicator memory, for storing entered

data digits and an entered decimal point in said indicate
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memory, for performing entered operational commands
on entered data and storing the result in said indicator

memory and for performing said at least one binary opera-

tion requiring first and second integral operands upon

entry ofsaid at least one binary operational command and

/"9U It* lOt

Qlbc2ib|CEDQS!)' "~

storing the result in said indicator memory, a first set of
said data digits stored in said indicator memory, a first set

of said data digits stored in said indicator memory being

said first operand and a second set of said data digits

stored in said indicator memory being said second q;>er-

and where INT represents **the integral part of**,

means arranged to form a correqxmding output digital value

Ax as a weighted combination of the one or more values
By comprising Byi to B^ inclusive,

~/^

a two-coordinate di^lay device operative to dis|^]ki^ut
data and having time base means arranged to display input

data with a linear spacing, and

means for feeding the output values Ax to the display device

as the input data therefor, such that said output values Ax
are displayed in order as determined by said index x.

FAST COEFFICIENT CALCULATOR FOR SPEECH
Canon Chen, San Bnno, CaUf^ aaigiior to Natiooal Scmicoo-

dnctor Corporatioa, Santa Clira, CaUf

.

Filed Sep. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 426,564

Int a' G06F 7/52

VS. CL 364—757 6 CUJai

4y475,166

DICTTAL SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS WITH
IMPROVED DISPLAY

SUphsi N. Cope, Cofc, Eagfand, asaipMir to The Soburtion

ElectRMk Groap Limited, Fanboraogh, Engtaud

Filed M«. 25, 1M2, Scr. No. 362,171

OafaM priority, applkatfcm Urited Kingdo^ Apr. 2, 1981,

8110312

tat a' G86F 5/00
VS. CL 364-731 9 Claiais
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L Digital signal processing and display apparatus which
operates upon an amy of Ni-(- 1 input (Ugital values Brwith a

biear indqwndent axis index y takhig the integral values from

to N| and produces an amy of Ni-f 1 output digital values

Ax wiUi a logarithmic independent axis index x taking the

integral vahie* from to N2 said array of output values Ax
corresponding to those input values By for which y lies in the

range N|/D to N|, where D is an integer and the base of the

loguithms for the logarithmic independent axis,

said apparatus comprising signal processing means arranged

to fovm for each vahie of x two values yi and yi where

/i-/iV7Xr/i+J)

jP3-/iV70y3+i)

1. A digital data processing circuit for quickly aiqwoxanat*

ing the product of a first binary number and a secmd binary

number comprising:

first register means to hold said first numbei^

second register means to hold said second number;

register examination means connected to said first register

means and operable to determine the most significant bit

position in said fint register means that has a one it when
said first number is held in said first register means;

shifting means connected to said second register means and

to said examination means, said shifting means operable to

shift the contents of said second register means, toward

more significant positions, by a number of positions oorre*
sponding to the most significant bit position determined

by said examination means; and

output means connected to said second register means oper-

ate to output the shifted sec<md bmary number as an

approximate product
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M75,168
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FOR COMPRESSOR

ANALOGS
Mortn E, Brawn, Sn Aitnrio, Tex*, anigMir to Sonthcn Gas

Aaodirtioa, IMDas, Tex.

FDed Oct 1; 1981, Scr. No. 307,421

tat a3 GO6G 7/48; GOIR 25/00

VS. CL 364-803 3 <

»• X /rf-oV»

1. A performance measuring device for use with an electrical

analog of a reciprocating compressor, comprising:

a digital output device for presenting digital output data

indicative of the performance of an electrical analog of a

reciprocating compressor;

phase measurement means coupled to said digital output

device for measuring the phase relationship between a

noU'Sinusoidal driving signal and a sinusoidal reference

voltage, said phase measurement means comimsing:

means for generating first and second consecutive pulses,

wherein the pulses exist while the driving signal voltage

is higher thim a first calibrating voltage, ud wher^
the first pulse ends and the second pulse begins when
the reference signal crosses a second calibrating voltage

on a positive transition;

means for adjusting the relative phase between the driving

and reference signals;

means for determining when the first and second pulses

have the same wid^
means for generating a third pulse having a width propor-

tional to the phase difference between the reference and

driving signal^

means for indicating the width of the third pulse;

means for adjusting said indicating means to read 90*

when the first and second pulses have equal width;

horsepower measurement means coupled to said digital

output device for measuring changes in ou^ut horse-

power of the electrical analog ofa reciprocating compres-

sor firom a preselected ideal level; and

current measuring means coupled to said digital output

device for measuring the change in steady state current

dncharged from said electrical analog of a reciprocating

compressor.

bases of said transistors reqwctivdy to control the flow of

currents therethrough in aocordaace with the nodal volt-

ages; and
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faiput means for said base bias network to receive an input

signal representing an input angle, said input signal con-

trolling the positioning of said peak along said nodal line

to set the magnitude of said output current to be lineariy

proportional to the sine (cosine) of said input angle.

4,475,170

PROGRAMMABLE TRANSVERSAL FILTER
YMf A. HaqM, Saa Jeae, GaUfn assiiBor to AaMricaa Mh

iiiiijiU—, Inc., Scata Oara, CaUf.

CortWMtiwiapart of Scr. No. 316,183, Oct 29, 1981,. lUi
application Feb. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 346^70

tat CLi G06G 7/02

VS. CL 364-825 6 CUm

m;gp.:y ley.'.yj i^:^:: [jf.'^i
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4475,169

HIGH-AOCURACY SINE-FUNCnON GENERATOR
Barrie GObcrt Fotcat Grate, Ons^ MrigMr to i

tacoiyonted, Norwood, Mm.
FM Feb. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 344^

tat CLi G06G 7/22

VS. CL 364-817 20 <

1. A sine (cosine)-fimction generator comprising:

first and second ou^Mit terminals;

a set of transistors;

first circuit means connecting the ouqrats of said transistors

to said first and second output terminals in alternating

antq)liase to develop an ou^ut current;

a base bias network comprising resistance means having a

sequence of separate nodes;

supply means connected to said bias network to develc^

voltages at said nodes according to a predetermined multi-

vahied distribution pattera having a peak located along a

line representing the nodal sequence;

second circuit means connecting said nodal volti^es to the

1. A programmable tranversal filter comprising:

a first input terminal for receiving an input signal to be

filtered;

a second mput terminal for receiving a reference voltage

a plurality ofN signal sample and hold means, where N is a

selected positive integer, each of said N signal sample and

hold means having an output lead and having an input lead

for direct connection to said first mput terminal;

a first pluraUty ofN reference sample and hold means, each

of said N reference sample and hold means having an

oatpat lead and an input lead for direct connection to said

second input terminal;

a first friurahty of N switch means fbr connecting the input

lead ofa sdected one ofsaid first pluraUty (rf*signal sample

and bold means to said first input terminal such that nid

selected one of said signal sample and hold means receives

said input signal to be filtered;

a second iriuraUty of N switch means for connecting the

input lead of a selected one of said first jriuraUty of refer-

ence sample and hold means to said second input terminal

such that said selected one of said reference sample and

hold means receives said reference voltage;

a plurality ofN multiplying means, each having a first input

lead, a second input lead, and an output lead;

a summing means hsving a (riurality ofN iiqiut leads and an

output lead;
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for connectiiig the output lead of each said multiply-

int means to a unique one of said summing means input

leads;

a plunhty ofNXN switch means forming a first cross-point

switch allowing said output lead of each said N signal

sample and hold means to be uniquely connected to said

first input lead of a selected one of said N multiplying

means;

a plurality of NxN switch means forming a second cross-

point switch allowing the output lead of each said second

plurality of N reference sample and hold means to be

uniquely connected to said second input lead of a selected

one of said N multiplying means;

a signal sample and hold control means for sequentially

closing a single one of said first plurality of N switch

means, thereby causing to be stored in said N signal sam-

ple and hold means sampled input signals from N previous

time instants;

a reference sample and hold control means for sequentially

closing a single one of said second plurality of N switch

means, thereby causing to be stored in said second plural-

ity of N reference sample and hold means sampled refer-

ence signals from N previous time instants;

a first cross-point switch control means for operating said

first cross-point switch such that each ofsaid first plurality

ofN sample and hold means is connected to said first input

lead of a selected multiplying means;

a second cross-point switch control means for operating said

seorad cross-point switch such that each of said second
plurality ofN sample and hold means is connected to said

second input lead of a selected multiplying means;
wberd)y said input signal is filtered and the signal error

caused by said first plurality of sample and hold means is

cancelled, providing a filtered output signal on said output
terminal of said summing means.

4,478,171

ELECTRONIC PHRASE TRANLATION DEVICE
Dnn Emmb. Y—tehortyat. Japn, aarivHir to Sharp Kaba-

FIM Oct 24, 1980, Ser. No. 200,134
priority, apptteatioa Japan, Get 25, 1979, 54-138519

Irt. a.3 G06F 15/01 15/38
VS, CL 364-900 « dalns

L An electronic language translator wherefai a i^irase com-
pfising a plurality of fint words represented in a first langauge
ia entered to obtain at least one second word represented in a
second language equivalent in meaning to the phrase compris-
ing:

input means fbr entering a phrase comprising a plurality of
first words in a first language;

means fbr receiving said phrue in said first language from
said input means, fbr separating said phrase into its com-
ponent words, ud for storing each of said component
worda;

means fbr counting the number of letters contained in each
of said component words;

means associated with said counting means for

selecting the largest component word comprising the
greatest number of letters of all said component words;

memory means for storing a plurality of sets of data entries,

each set comprising one word in said first language, one
phrase containing said one word in said first language, and
at least one translated word equivalent m meaning to said
one phrase;

address means responsive to said selecting means for ad-
dressing said memory means for retrieving said stored one
word in said first language corresponding to said largest

component word, its associated phrase in said first lan-

guage and said equivalent translated word or words;
means for comparing said retrieved associated phrase in said

first language with said input phrase; and
display means responsive to said comparing means for dis-

playing said retrieved equivalent translated word or
words when said associated phrase in said first language
corresponds to said input phrase.

4,478,172

AUDIO/VISUAL HOME COMPUTER AND GAME
APPARATUS

Jeffrey E. pyederiksen, Arlington Heists, m, amigDOT to Bally
Mannfactnring Corporation, CUcago, m.

DiTisioa of Ser. No. 910,964, Mqr 30, 1978, Pat No. 4^301,503,
which Is a contianatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 812,662, JnL 5, 1977,
Pat No. 4^296,930, wUeh is a contfainatioa of Ser. No. 635,406,
Not. 26, 1975, abandoned. lUs application Jan. 18, 1981, Ser.

No. 274364
Inta3G06Fi//6

U.S. CL 364—900 24Cialn
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1. A computer system for use with a display for presentation

ofmovable symbols, and for providing associated audio signals

comprising

generating means for generating digital control signals an for

generating digital output signals representative of said

^movable symbols;

means for presentation of movable symbols on the display

responsive to the digital output signals;

a clock generator for generating a clock signal responsive to

the digital control signals; and,

a music processor, mcluding a programmable tone generator

means, operatively connected to the clock generator for

receiving the clock signal, for generating an oscillating

signal, and a programming register, operatively connected

to the prognunmable tone generator means, for storing a

first binary number wherein the frequency ofoscillation of
the oscillating signal of the programmable tmie generator

means is a fimcticm of the first binary number and the

dock signal.
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4,475,173

MULTIBIT UNIDIRECTIONAL SHIFTER UNIT
Maali Tiiiri, Berlin, Fed. Rep. of Germny, aarigaor to Hdn-

rich-Harti>lBititBt fHr Nachrichtenteehnik, Berlin, Fed. Rep.

<rf Germany
FOed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,281

Claiai priority, qvUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, S^ 30,

1980,3037359

Int a^ G06F 7/00

VS.a 364-900 8 Claims

1. A multibit unidirectional shifter unit for floating point

operation on data firom a data input path comprising:

an input device connected to die data input path to receive

data and having two sets each of a plurality n of tri-state

elements, each element having a signal input, a control

input, and on output, each of said device sets accepting at

its respective signal inputs an n-digit data word represen-

tation for transmission to the outputs with one of (a) and

(b):

(a) the signal inputs of one input device set being con-

nected in mirror image representation to the signal

inputs of the other input device set and the outputs of

both input device sets being connected directly to each

other,

(b) the outputs of one input device set being connected in

mirror image representation to the outputs of the other

input device set and the signal inputs of both sets being

connected directly to each other,

a shift array for an n-digit data work connected to said input

device and constructed from tri-state elements, each array

element having a signal input, a control input, and an

output, said array containing in total a number n(n-|- 1)/2

elements arrayed in a triangukr array of n rows and n

columns:

a first row of n array elements in columns designated

re^)ectively as columns one to n, a second row ofn-

1

array elements in the columns designated repectively as

columns one to n— 1, etc., to the nth row of a single

array element in the column designated as the first

column,

the n signal inputs of the first row of array elements being

connected to receive respectively the n outputs of the

elements of one of the sets, and to receive respectively

the n outputs of the elements of the other set,

the signal inputs of each of the elements, except those of

the first row, being connected respectively to the re-

spective signal inputs of the elements of tlw preceding

designated row and the preceding designatfd column,

all the control inputs ofeach array dement of a like desig-

nated row being connected together, and

all the outputs of each array dement of a like designated

column being connected together;

a read and output device comprising two sets each of a

plurality n of tri-steto elements, each element having a

signal input, a control input, and an output, each of said

read and output device sets being connected to receive the

array tri-state outputs as data representation at its reqwc-

tive read and output signd inputs with one of (a) and (b):

(a) the signal inputs of one read and ou^Nit device set

being connected in mirror image representation to the

signal mputs of the other read and outputs device set

and the outputs of both read and output sets being

connected directly to each other,

(b) the outputs of one read and output device set being

connected in mirror image representation to the outputs

of the other read and output device set and the signal

inputs of both read and output sets being connected

directly to each other, and

a control unit comprising a decoder which decodes a source

record into an n-digit object record, the individual charac-

ters of the n-digit object record supplying n control sig-

nals connected reqwctivdy to the c(Mitrol inputs of the

tri-state elements of the respective n rows of the array, of

which n control signals only one at a time is an activating

signd, the others being non-activating;

whereby by means of the one activating control signd the

mputs of the shift array are switched through to the read

and output device shifted by a number of columns which

correspond to the row selected by the activating control

signd in one step without intermediate steps.

4*475,174

DECODING APPARATUS FOR CODES REPRESENTED
BY CODE TREE

Hidedd Kanayama, Yokohama, Japan, aasi^nr to Nippon Tde-

graph ft Tdephone Pnbiie Corporation, Tdqro, Japan

FDed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,150

Int a' H03K 13/24

US.a 364-900 11

1. An apparatus for decoding variable length codes repre-

sented by a code tree comprising:

data input means for recdving an input code train;

a decoding table memory having address locations each for

storing termind data including a bit area indicating com-

pletion of decoding and a bit area indicating decoded

resdt information, sdd decoding table memory also hav-

ing address k)cations each for storing intermediate data

including a bit area indicating incompletion ofdecoding, a

bit area indicating the number of bits to be entered from

the input code train, and a bit area indicating address

information for determining an address of the decoding

table memory to be accessed;

readout means for accrssing said decoding table memory to

read out data therefirom;

means for detecting the information, in the data read out

from said df^'"fl table memory, which indicates com-

pletion (V incompletion of decoding, said detecting means

being operative to determine whether the read out data is

tem^ul data or intermediate data;

ou^ut means fbr recdving the decoded resdt information

read out from sdd decoding table memory and for output-

ting decoded data when the read out data .it» said de-
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coding table memory it determined by laid detecting

meant to be terminal data;

input control means for controlling the number of bits to be
entered by said data input means fimn the input code train;

address operating means, responsive to a determination by
said detecting means that the read out data is intermediate

data, (ot processing the information of the intermediate

data and the data entered by said data input means to

produce an address of said decoding table memory to be
accessed next; and

selector means, responsive to a determination by said detect-

faig means dut the read out data is terminal data, for

supplying to said output means the dau in the bit area

indicating the decoded result inftmnation, said selector

means bdng responsive to a determination by said detect-

ing means that the read out data is intermediate data for

supplying to said addren information.

means and said controller means, said transfer path
means being normally biased in the inoperable c(mdition
and being switched to the operable condition upon
issuance of an authorized link established signal by said

controller means, said disconnect signal transmitting

means being operable upon the expiration ofa predeter-
mined time period during which no incoming signal is

received following transmission of said bit sequence,
said disconnect signal transmitting means fiirther being
operable when a discrepancy results in said comparing
means, whereby when sequence agreement results from
comparison of said subsequent sequence of signals and
said reply bit sequence, said authorized link establishing

signal is issued to switch said transfer path means to the
operable condition.

4«47S,175

COMPUTER CX>MMU^aCATIONS CX>NTROL
I G. Sirfth, Land, Cauda, aaripMr to Ezide Elcctroaics

Corponliom PhfladalpUa, Pft.

FDad Jan. 29, 1M2, Sar. No. 344^205

CUm priority, appUeatlM Canada, Jn. 5, IMl, 3T9171 -, -, ,^, «*.,Mi«4
fat a^ G06F 3/00: H04L 9/00 ^^'^ '"'»^^^^^ , ^.»«, „ ,^

4,475,176

MEMORY CONTROL SYSTEM
Takatoahi IsUi, Onae, Japan, aaaignor to Tokyo Shibaora
DenU KabnaUU Kaisha, Japan

FUed JaL 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402^U
Claims priority, applicatkm Japn. Aag. 6, 1981, 56-122448;

11

1. Apparatus providing a secure communication link for
transmitting signab between a host computer (I) and at least

one authorized terminal (II), comprising
(a) host modem means (IV) for modulating and demodulat-

ing the signals transmitted between the host computer and
the terminal; and

(b) access controller means QU), including

(1) a plurality of data transmitting elements (lOOA) con-
nected with the host computer and a plurality of data
communication elements (15QA) connected with said

host modem means;

(2) memory means for storing enquiry and reply sequences
ofbit^

(3) means (150A-8, 16) for detecting at least one electronic

message signal addressed to the host computer from
said host modem means;

(4) means (14, 15QA-2) responsive to said electronic mes-
sage signal fbr transmitting a bit sequence duplicating

said enquiry sequence to said host modem means, said

host modem means transmitting a subsequent sequence
of signab in response to said bit sequence;

(5) means (190A-3, 15) tot comparing said subsequent
sequence of signals with said reply bit sequence stored

in said mempry means;

(6) means (17, 150A-30) for transmitting a disconnect
signal to said host modem means;

(7) means (12, ieOA-8) fbr transmitting an authorized link

fitahKshing signal to the host computer; and
(8) transfer path means operable for transmitting signals

fhm the junction between said host modem means and
said controller means to the input of the host computer
and for tfaiisniilt liig signals frmn the output of the host

computer to the jinctibn between said host modem

1. A memory multiplex addressing system comprising:

a first memory;
a second memory;
means for addressing said first and second memories, each

address corresponding to one location in each of said first

and second memories; and

means for selecting one of said first and second memories
when data is to be read and the other of said first and
second memories when data is to be written.

4,475,177

NON-VOLATILE SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY
CIRCUITS

G. D. Mvray, Ripley, England, aaatpmr to Hoghca
Aircraft Company, El Segmido, CaUf.

Contfanation of Ser. No. 256,647, Apr. 23, 1981, i

lUa appUcatfon Aag. 5, 1983, Sar. No. 520,744

lat CL' GllC 11/40
VJS. CL 365—182 6 <

1. A non-volatile semiconductor memory circuit having a
pair of branches, each branch including:

a complementary driver or load (Qi, Qiy, an insulated gate

field effect transistor (lOFET) driver (Q3, Q4) connected
in series with the complementary driver or lewd, with an
oo^t node (Xi, Xz) ofthe circuit being at the junction of
the lOFET driver with the complementary driver or
load;

means for connecting the complementary driver or load (Qi,

(h) and the IGET driver (Qs, Q4) of both branches be-

tween a sui^ly voltage (V/>a ^53}", and
a plurality of input switches iemic(mductor devices
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((h-Qu) operable by input signals (D, C, CIO to the

circuit; wlwrein

(1) at least one of said complementary drivers or loads, or

lOFET drivers, is an insulating gate field efTect transis-

tor GOFET) having a threshold voltage which may be

varied by raismg its gate potential above a predeter-

mined level relative to the potential on one of its elec-

trodes so as to store data Jn the circuit;

(2) the output node on one branch (Xi) is connected to a

connection to the supply voltage (Vss) through a series

connection of first (Qn) and second (Q12) said input

switching semiconductor devices, said fint (Qi 1) device

being adjacent the output node (Xi);

connected to said first and second data lines for charging

said first and second data lines to said predetermined

potential during said precharge period and for maintaining

the potential of the one of the data lines having a higher

potential after said sense amplifier senses during said ac-

tive period.

4*475479

OPTICAL DISC WRITE/READ METHODS AND
APPARATUS WITH IMPROVED FOCUS AND

TRACKING CONTROL
FMcrIck F. Gcycr, Rochcatar, N.Y., aaaignor to

Kodak Company, Rochcatar, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 394,003

Int a.} GllC 13/04

VS. CL 365-215 12

(3) the output node of the other branch (X2) is connected

to a connection to the supply voltage (Vss) through a

series connection of third (Qn) and fourth (Qu) said

input switching semiconductor devices, said tUrd de-

vice (Q13) being adjacent the output node;

(4) said first (C^u) and third (Qn) devices are arranged to be

in the same state when data stored in the circuit is being

read out; and

(5) the output node of said one branch (XQ 'being con-

nected to a gate terminal of said !GFET driver (Q4) and

the output node of the other branch (X2) being con-

nected to a gate terminal of said lOFET driver (Q3) in

the one branch driver (Q3).

4,475,178

SEMICONDUCTOR REGENERATION/PRECHARGE
DEVICE

HfroyaU KtaMsUta, Tokyo, Japm^ asrigaor to Tokyo Shfbaara

DcnU KabMhfld Kaisha, KawaaaU, Japn
FDad Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,225

CUBS priority, appHeatfcM Japa^ Dae. 4, 1980, 55-171309

Int a> GllC 7/00

VS.a 365-203 16

1. A semiconductor device comprising: a first source of

power,

a pair of first and second data lines charged to a predeter-

mined potential during a precharge period;
*"

sense amplifier means coupled to said first power source for

sensing, during an active period, a potential between the

pair of sakl first and second data lilies and

regeneration means coupled to said first power source and

1. Apparatus for optically writing or reading high-density

information on a ncord diK including a record layer on a

flexible support which is generally flat and of generally uni-

form thickness, said apparatus comprising:

(a) means for rotationally flying such disc with its neutral

plane substantially stabilized in space;

(b) means, including a light source of original photon diver-

gence and a focusing lens of high numerical aperture, for

directing a light beam into precise qx>t*focus on the re-

cord layer of said disc;

(c) means for sensing and Mgn*lKng error in qwt-focus of

said light beam upon said record surface; and

(d) means, responsive to said signalling means, for moving

said iigiit source toward and away from said focusing lens

by amounts that correct for such spot-focus error.

M75,180
NON-VOLATILE MEMORY aRCUTT FOR PORTABLE

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Ftakno SeUya, and Itaamvi HayabncU, both of SaHaam, Japan,

Maipon to CMaan Watch Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japn
Filed Dae. 24, 1981, Sar. No. 334,2r

OahM priority, appUcatkm Japan, Jan. 13, 1981, 56-3494

lM.CLiGUC13/O0L 7/00

VS.a 365-228 18 Oalma

L A writable non-volatile memory circuit used for portaUe

electronic devices such as electronic timepieces, comprising

a volatile memory including a fdurality of stages with a

corresponding plurality of outputs;

said volMile memory also including a reset input for reset-

ting the stages, a serial data input, and means fbr aerially

transfening data in the stages firam aerial input;

a non-volatile memory including a plurality of non-volatile

memory units; and

writing means having a plurality of inputs connected to the

respective outputs of the volatile mcaaory and to the

respective non-volatile units for writing die data from the
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ootpnti of the voktile manory into the corresponding
Don-volatOe memory units;

tines in response to the corre^Kmding second address
signal on the second common address line.

4,475,182

FOCUS SERVO CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTING A RELATIVE

DISTANCE BETWEEN AN OBJECTIVE LENS UNIT AND
A RECORDING SURFACE OF AN OPTICAL

RECORDING MEDIUM
TosyUko Hoiaka, Tokoronwa, Japn, aMipor to Uaifwnl

Pioaeer Corporation, Tokyo, Japn
Filed Dee. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 333^0

OaiaM priority, appUcatioB Japan, Dee. 29, 1980, 55-188178
lot O? GllB 7/08. 7/12

U.S.a3«»-45 6ClaiBH

the votetile memory, the non«vohitile memory and the writ-

ing means being formed on the same semiconductor sub-

strate.

4,475,181

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY
im Etok, Hachmi; RyolcU Hori, Tokyo; YoaUU Kaw^jiri,

HacUmii, mi Kiym Itoh, HI|aakIhBn«e, aU of Japan, as-^1 to HMmU, Ltd., Tokyo, Japn
FDad Jai. 5, 1982, S«r. No. 337,099

VpHcitloa Japaa, JaiL 14, 1981, 56'2777[U]
lit a> GllC 7/00

UjB.a 30-230 SCIains

L A seniooodiictbr meoMry comprising;

a phuahty of row hne^
a phmhty of column lines di^Msed to intersect said row

a phnality ofmemory cells dtspoaed at the points of intersec-

tk» between said column Ihies and said row lines;

fint and second address buffers reqwctively fbr receiving

first and second address signals provided thereto through
a fint common address line in a time^lividing manner
respectively to generate corresponding first and second

I tot seqoentiaily providing the correspond-
ing first and seooad address signals to a second cmnnKm
address line;

row decoding means fi>r selecting one of said row lines in

to the corresponding first address signal on the

iline;and

1. A focus servo control system for automatically adjusting
a reUitive distance between an objective lens unit and a record-
ing surface of an optical recording medium, comprising:

a tight source for projecting a tight beam on the recording
surface of the recording medium along an optical path
passing through the objective lens unit;

a photo-electric transducer disposed at a position for receiv-
ing a reflection of said tight beam, being reflected by the
optical recording medium and travelling along said opti-

cal path through the objective lens unit;

focus error signal generating means responsive to an output
signal of said photo-electric transducer, for generating a
focus error signal whose magnitude is substuitially pro-
portional to a deviation of ^e relative distance from a
q>eciiic relative distance at which said tight beam is focal-

ized, and whose sign represents the direction ofsaid devia-
tion;

variable gain amptifying means responsive to said focus
error signal, for generating an ou4>ut signal, said variable
gain amptifying means bdng operative to raise its gain
when the magnitude of said focus error signal is greater
than a predetermined value; and

drive means connected to the objective lens unit and respon-
sive to said output signal of said variable gain amptifying
means, for determining a position of the objective lens unit
along said optical paO, in accordance with a magnitude
and a sign of said output signal of said variable gain ampti-
fying means.

o(rfamn decoding means for selecting one of said column

M75,183
OPTICAL DISK RETRIEVAL METHODS, MEDIA AND
SYSTEMS EMPLOYING DIGITAL DATA OF HIGH

FRACnONAL BANDWIDTH
Alan B. Merchant, Roehester, and Danis G. Howe, PittifiBid,

both of N.Y., assigMNrs to Eastman Kodak Coaqpny, Roehes-
ter, N.Y.

FDad Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,109

lit a' GllB 7/00
U.S.a.349—59 CCIafoM

1. A method of storing and retrieving high density digital

data, said method comprising:

(a) scanning a read ti^t beam of predetermined wavelength
with respect to digital data tracks of an optical disk that

includes a thermally-deformable, read-tight-transparent

record layer of predetermined nominal thickness and a
contiguous reflective kyer, said digital data tracks com-
prising land repons of sakl nominal thickness interleaved

between pit regions of: (1) different m-track lengths form-
ing a pit length range constituting a disk fractional band-
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width greater than 4.0, (2) varying cross-track width and

(3) depth yielding a generally uniform, predetermined

phase difference, between read tight reflected respectively

from said land and pit regions, within the range of from

about 0.2Sir to about 0.7Sir;
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to the remaining pairs of magnets whereby said inner

buoyant member is urged inwardly both with respect to a

first dimension and with respect to a second dimennon

orthogonal to said first dimension to maintain said inner

buoyant member in a predetermined position in spaced

relation to the inner surface of said outer supporting con-

tainer.

(b) sptit-detecting the read tight reflected from said digital

data tracks to produce an electrical analog signal; and

(c) peak sensing such electrical signal to precisely identify

the leading and trailing edge locations of such pits.

4,475,184

VIBRATION UMTTING APPARATUS
Lloyd G. B. Cooper, 3042 Sallsbory Rd., and Michael E. Baker,

4456 Flrcderiekabarg Dr., both of Bimhtgham, Ala. 35213

Contfaraation of Scr. No. 295,211, Aug. 21, 1981, abandoMd.

This appUcation Ang. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 523,901

iBt a' F16M 75/00: GllB J/00

VS.a 369-263 3 Clahns

4,475,185

RECORD PLAYER WTTH VIBRATION CANCELLATION
MECHANISM

KaznynU Fi^io; Maaao Suaaki; Katsoad Saaanoto, and Ya8^{i

Duuri, all of Tokyo, Japan, aasigBors to Saaaai Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jon. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 386,382

Clahns priority, application Japan, Jon. 10, 1981, 5649308

iBt OJ GllB 25/04

UJS. CL 369-265 27

1. Vibration timiting ^iparatus for use in supporting devices

which are sensitive to vibration comprising:

(a) a fluid-tight, upwardly opening outer supporting con-

tainer comprising at least four upstanding sidewalls,

(b) a vibration dampening Uquid within said outer support-

ing container,

(c) an inner buoyant member within said outer supporting

container, said inner buoyant member comprising at least

four sidewalls, each of the sidewalls of said inner buoyant

member ftcing a corresponding sidewall of said outer

supporting container, said inner buoyant member being

adapted to support said device and float fireely within said

outer supporting container with said tiquid having suffi-

cient density and viscosity to support said inner buoyant

member in spaced reUuion to the inner surface of said

outer supporting container to dampen vibrations between

said outer supporting container and said inner buoyant

member, and

(d) a plurality of pairs of oppositely disposed magnets, at

least four of said outer supporting container sidewalls

having a first magnet of at least one of said magnet pairs

mounted thereon and at least four of said corresponding

inner buoyant member sidewalls having a second magnet

of at least one of said magnet pairs mounted thereon, tike

poles of each of said pairs of magnets being adjacent wch

other, each pair of magnets having a location with respect

1. A disc record player of the direct drive type including a

cabinet (1), a turntable (2), a motor (3) mounted on the cabinet

and having a shaft directly mechanically coupled to the tumU-

ble for rotatably driving the turntable, a tone arm (4) mounted

on the cabinet, and servo-loop means (FIO. 10) for controlling

said motor to drive said turntable at a predetermined rotational

speed, said motor exerting a torque (C) on the turntable and a

counter torque (D) on the cabinet, and said torques comprising

constant and fluctuating components; characterized by: a can-

cellation mechanism (5) mounted on the cabinet, and means for

reciprocatingly rotationally driving said cancellation mecha-

nism to generate a torque (F) equal in magnitude and opposite

in direction to the fluctuating counter torque component de-

veloped by the rotation of said drive motor, to thereby cancel

vibrations exerted on the cabinet and tone arm of said record

player by said drive motor.

4,475,186

MULTIPLEXED NOISE CODED SWITCHING SYSTEM
F^ank S. Gotleber, Lfttk SOrer, NJ^ aesignor to IV United

States of America as lepieaeulad by the Secretary of the

Amy, Washbigton, D.C
FDed JnL 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,476

IM. CU H03K 13/02

UAa 370-18 21 Claims

13. A method of selectively switching a pluratity of electri-

cal signals between a pluratity ofsi^ input lines and a plural-

ity of signal output tines while providing orthogonal operation

therebetween, comprising the steps of:

generating a pluratity of diiTerent multiplexed noise codes

comprising code mate pairs having autocorrelation func-

tions which upon detection compress to an impulse and

additionally having crosscorrelation functions equal to

zero at a time when said code mates compress to an im-

pulse;
. .

modulating each input signal applied to a respective mput

tine with a different code mate pair,

translating the modulated signals to a pluratity of code de-

tectors;
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wlectively matching said code detectofs to pfedetennined
difTerent code mate pain of said different ndse codes;

detecting and compressing each different code mate pair to
an impulse signal in a code detector matched to a particu-
lar code mate pair to provide a req)ective output signal for
each input signal; and

which can be simultaneously connected to a subscriber
station;

input means including a plurality of input logic dicuits each
connecting the crosspoint switches of a respective row to
receive signals ofa respective channel ofthe signal source
assigned to that reqiective switching phm^

output means including a pluraUty of threshold value multi-
plex circuits each connected to the crosspomt switches of
a column of a respective switching plane, and a pluratity
of subscriber output lines each connected to the threshold
value multiplex circuits ofcorresponding columns ofeach
switching plane, each of said threshold value multiplex
circuits having a threshold value which cannot be over-
shot by signals which are blocked by an appertaining
crosspoint switch.

applying each output signal to a respective output line,

whereby any input signal moduhited by a particular gener-
ated code mate pair will only translate to a selected output
line whose code detector is matched to that code mate
pair while non-interfering with all modulated signals.

M75487
BROAD BAND EXCHANGE SYSTEM TO MINIMIZE

CROSSTALK USING THRESHOLD VALUE MULTIPLEX
CIRCUITS

Udo Barabai, Mnrich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasigaor to Sie-MM AMcagesellichafl, BerUn A Mnakh, Fed. Rep. ofGcr-

FDad Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,257

,o2^«Z!S^* PpMottai Fed. Rep, of GenHiiy, Mar. 12,
l^vl, 9109470

IM. CU H04M S/18
VS.a 370-58 11

4^75,188
FOUR WAY ARBITER SWITCH FOR A FIVE PORT

MODULE AS A NODE IN AN ASYNCHRONOUS SPEED
INDEPENDENT NETWORK OF CONCURRENT

PROCESSORS
Jewe R. WUsoB, Austin, and Gary L. Logrion, Rood Rock,
bo* of Tex., aarigaon to Barroi«hi Gorpontion, Detrait,
MICB.

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414^089
bt CL^ H04J 6/00

UAa370-« 8Chdm

A-OR-ara

A-CU-OPI*

• COUTi

WOVTi

1. A broad-band exchange system for selectively connecting
broad-band signal sources to subscriber stations which receive
broad-band signals, comprising:

a crosspoint matrix including a plurality of crosspoint
switches arruged in a plurality of switching planes and in
columns and rows in each of said switching planes;

a plurality of broad-band signal sources each assigned to a
respective switching plane and each including scanning
means operable to provide signals in a plurality of time
channels equal in number to the number of channels

1. An artritration switch for receiving data «igna|y from a
number ofdifferent sources in an asynchronous digital commu-
nication network and transmitting those signals to a destina-
tion, said number being greater than two, said switch compris-
ing:

a number of input ports one for each of said number of
different sources to receive the respective data signals
from each of said different sources;

an arbitration circuit means coupled to all of said respective
input ports to receive said respective data wgn^lt and
select the first set of data signals to be received for subse-
quent transmission to said destination;

a number of k>ck path circuits one for each mput port and
reqKmsive to the first set of data signals to be received by
said arbitration circuit to couple said destination to re-
ceive said first set of data; and

an output port coupled to each ofsaid input ports and to said
arbitration means to receive data si^ials from the input
port selected by said arbitration circuit means and to
transmit said agaali to sakl destination;

said input ports and said output port mclude nmsensus gate
means having a plurality of mputs and an output, said
consensus gate means changing its output firom one state
to the other only when all of its inputs have chaggfid to
said other state.
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4^75,189

AUTOMATIC INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
ARRANGEMENT

Diane E. Hcrr, WirreDrOk; Rdnhafd Metz, Oswego, both of

DL; Laddie E. Sdu Rcadingtoa, NJ.; Fail R. Wiley, Naper-

fille, and David F. WiMheil, Glca EUea, both of m., aarignort

to AT*T Ben Laboratoriea, Murray Hill, NJ.
FIM May 27, 1982, Sar. No. 382,«n

Int a» HOW 3/11- H04M 3/56

UAa 370-42 lOOainis

output sample and wherein each port can assume a first and a

second plurality of states, a method for selecting ports; com-

prising the steps of:

detecting the state ofeach port in said first plurality of states;

detecting the state of each port in said second plurality of

states;

asrigning a priority level to each port based on the detected

sutes of the port; and

including in said output sample the information samples of

only the ports having predetermined priority levels.

"i^r— .^..—...-^ a— fly ,«i !! riiBBWUBBru
J>.r-==r-V .

«

,
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I
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j—^-^ m
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4,475,191

DISTRIBUTED TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING BUS

Denria B. James, Rnnso^ Bryan S. MoflRtt, Red Bank, aad

Douglas C Sndth, Rumaon, aU of NJ., aai^on to ATJkT

BeU Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Dec 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448^35

Int a^ H04J 3/02

U&a370-85 »

9. For use in a communications network serving a pltuality

of customer stations, a conference arrangement comprising:

a main processor system coupled to said network and having

a control and data bus system;

a conference system having a plurality of conference chan-

nels coupled to said bus system;

a data store system having a plurality of announcement

channels coupled to said bus system;

said main processor system including means responsive to a

service request si^ial over said network from a calling

one of said customer sutions for coupling one of said

announcement channels to said calling station to request

the customer thereat to transmit predetermined control

signals to said main processor system; and

means responsive to control signals received fh>m said nll-

ing station for ordering the establishment of communica-

tion paths between certain ones of said conference chan-

nels as selected by sakl control signals and called ones of

sakl stations as designated in accordance with said control

signals.

4^75,190

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING
PORTS IN A DIGITAL CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENT
MohaMd A. Marouf, and Paul W. Vandl, both of LUi^ IlL,

asainors to ATAT Rett Laboratoriea, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,472

iBt a» H04M 3/56: H04Q 11/04

U.S.a 370-42 ^
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1 In a multiport digital conference arrangement wherein

faiformation samples from selected ports are included m an

1. A communication bus terminated by an impedance at each

end. said bus having evenly distributed positions along its

length for connection of bus transceivers, said bus arranged as

a transmission line where the inductance and capacitance of

the line between said positions and the capacitance of said

transceiven act as lumped circuit elements,

said bus having a first characteristic impedance along said

bus in regkms where said transceivers are connected to

said bus and a second higher characteristic impedance

along said bus in regkms where sakl transceivers are miss-

ing from said bus,

sakl bus transceivers each including means for injecting a

bilevel current signal onto said bus and means for detect-

ing voltages resultmg from either level of current si^
applied to said bus from any transceiver, sakl detecting

means including means for comparing sakl resulting volt-

ages against a fixed threshold voltage level,

said bus lumped circuit elements operative such that when

said transceivers are connected at all said positions said

bilevel current signal propagates from a driving trans-

ceiver past each receiving transceiver generating the same

voltage signal at all transceivers, and

said bus lumped circuit elements further operative such that

when sakl transceiven are missmg from certain regions

said bilevel current signal propagating akmg said bus

sufien reflectkms at said certain regions thereby changing

said current signal level and also changing the resulting

voltage levels detected by sakl transceivers at any posi-

tion, said current signal changing being dependent on said

first and second characteristic impedances, sakl character-

istic impedances and sakl voltage threshokl level sdected

to insure that the resulting changed voltage signab do not

cross sakl threshold no matter how many transceivers are

missiiig from said bus.
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4«47S,lf2

DATA PACEETPLOW CONTROL SCHEME FOR
SWITCHING NETWORKS

JiMi P. P«ww,R^ Bnk, nd Roger P. Levy, E«t WiiidMr,
both of NJn linn to ATAT Bdl Uboratorkt, Mwray
Hill, NJ.

PItod Pcb. !«, 19S2, Scr. No. 349,032
lot a^ H04J 6/00

UAa 37&-M 9 n.i—

4^ /^
V ", I—L-, ?

,

,

"

.
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.
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OETOKR

~K^ ^r ,1rr" aSRKI

1. A method ofcontroUing flow rate ofdata packets through
a node on each of a plurality of paths extending from a plural-
ity of sender units to a plurality of receiver units connected
thereto through the node, the node being arranged to grant a
number of node credits to each sender unit to permit such
sender unit to send a corresponding number of data packets to
the node, to forward a number of the data packets sent to the
node toward the receiver unit connected thereto when holding
a corresponding number of receiver credits granted by such
receiver unit and to process the dau packets from all sender
units through shared resources of the node, comprising the
steps of:

determining a quantity of node congestion in accordance
with the quantity of packets from all sender units being
processed through the shared resources,

granting node credits to each individual one of the sender
units limited in number to a selected number when the
node congestion quantity exceeds a predetermined thresh-
old, and

granting a ftirther number of node credits to the one sender
unit in excess of the selected number when the node con-
gestion quantity fails to exceed the threshold.

4^75,193
POWER LINE CARRIER MULTI TELEPHONE
EXTENSION SYSTEM FOR FULL DUPLEX
CONFERENCING BETWEEN TELEPHONES

WDUan M. Brown, Acton, MaH„ awignor to Astech, Inc^
Bedford, MaM.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 431,400
IM. a^ H04M 77/00

UAa 371^-124 33 cwmg

(b) a the M station:

(bl) an M transmitter that transmits information signals as
modulations of the carrier firequency Fm,

(b2) N receivers, one for each of the satellite stations, each
for receiving a corresponding one of the satellite carrier
frequencies Fl, F2,-Fn-FN, each receiver detecting the
corresponding sateUite station information signal modu-
lations of the station carrier frequency Fn and iHY)duc-
ing an output, representative thereof,

(b3) means for combining the outputs for said M receivers
producing a combined receiver output signal, referred
to herein as MRXN,

(b4) means for coupling said MRXN to the input of theM
transmitter, and

(bS) means for coupling the inputs to the said N receivers
and the output of theM transmitter to the power line in
the building;

(b<) whereby all information signals from the N receivers
are transmitted over the power line on the carrier Fm;
and

(c) at each satellite station. En: -

(cl) an En receiver for receiving Fm,
(c2) an En transmitter for transmitting information signals

as modulations of the station carrier frequency Fn,
(c3) a source of En information signals,

(o4) an En received signal utilization device,
(c5) means for coupling the En source output to the En

transmitter input,

(c6) means for coupling the En receiver output to the En
utilization device, and

(c7) means for coupling the input of the En receiver and
the output of the En transmitter to the power line in the
building;

(d) whereby two or more of said satellite stations can com-
municate with each other simultaneously, full duplex.

4«475 194
DYNAMIC REPLACEMENT OF DEFECIIVE MEMORY

WORDS
RosmU W. UVallee, Poughkeepeie; Philip M. Ryin, HopeweD

Jonctioo, and Vincent F. SolUtto, Jr., Rhioebeek, aU of N.Y^
assignora to Intemattonal BoifaMee MaeUnce Ctorpwatimi,
Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1902, Scr. No. 363,700
Int CL3 GllC U/40

UA CL 371—10 8 Cbdnt

Stil MTI

1. A System for signalling between stations on the power

^i^^^^^^^^yji ^ .
2. A memory system, accessible in logical lines for reading

(a) a mttn Station, denoted M, and one or more (up to N) or writing data therein comprising:
satelhte Stations denoted El, E2-En-EN. a memory;
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means for determining the presence of an uncorrectable

error in a logical line of data read firom said memory;

means for dynamically deallocating an undedicated portion

of said memory containing at least one logical line and for

on-line substituting said logical line for said logical line

containing an uncorrectable error whenever logical line

containing an uncorrectable error is addressed; and

means for storing corrected data in said substituted logical

line.

4,478,195

APPARATUS FOR MICROPROCESSOR ADDRESS BUS
TESTING

Rlcfaaid A. Carey, Ashland, MiMn iHigBor to HoneyweU lofor-

atioB Syitcni Ibc, Walthan, MaM.
Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 364,382

iBt a' G06F 77/00

UAa 371—16 • Cl«*»

by passing electrically encoded data to and from a seat encoder

with reading light switches and an overhead decoder with

reading Ughts located thereat, at each passenger location com-

prising:

interface connection means which couples said seat encoders

and said overhead decoden to said section timer to re-

ceive electrically encoded data from said seat encoders

and to transmit electrically encoded data to said seat

encoders and said overhead decoders,

selection means for selectively designating the sequential

position of one of said plurality of passenger locations and

for identifying a designated passenger location,

register means coupled to said selection means to register a

number corresponding to the sequential position of said

designated passenger location.

\

—I «c-»«

• • •

• ••• •

i;^ „ itra >irT«»—« t.^

^" (g~»- F^' er- e?- ^- <&-'

1. Apparatus for testing an address bus over which are trans-

mitted a plurality ofaddress signals representative of addresses

in numerical order, the plurality ofaddress signals being gener-

ated by a microprocessor on successive cycles of operation,

said apparatus comprising:

switdiing means for storing a plurality of data signals repre-

sentative of a predetermined instruction code operatively

coupled to a first timing signal;

microprocessor means coupled to said switching means and

responsive to the pluraUty of data signals for generating

the plurality of address signals, and generating the first

timing signal, said microprocessor means including bus

control means for generating a second timing signal dur-

ing said successive cycles of opnation;

latching means coupled to said microprocessor means for

storing the plurality of address signals in response to said

second timing si^ during said successive cycles of

operation for transmission over said address bu^

analyzer means coupled to said latching means and said

microprocessor means for receiving the plurality of ad-

dress signals on said address bus in response to the second

timing signal; and

jumper means coupled to said microprocessor means for

enabling said successive cycles of operation in response to

the plurality of data signals.

4,475,196

INSTRUMENT FOR LOCATING FAULTS IN AIRCRAFT

PASSENGER READING UGHT AND ATTENDANTCALL
CONTROL SYSTEM

CUr G. La Zor, 13054 Roae St, CerrHoa, CaUf. 90701

FDed Mar. 6, 198V Scr. No. 241/M7

lit a> G06F 77/2Z- B6ID 77/00

UAa 371-29 ^ . .

MO^
1. An instrument for locating malfunctions m a multiplexed

aircraft passenger reading li^t and attendant call control

system having a plurality of passenger locations and a section

timer coupled to sequentiaUy address said passenger locations

decrementing means responsive to advancement of said

section timer from one passenger location to the next to

decrement said register means,

enabling means coupled to said register means for generating

an enabling signal when said register means is fully decre-

mented,

temporary storage means connected to said enabling means

and coupled to said section timer to latch digital data

derived from said section timer and associated with said

designated sequential passenger location position in re-

sponse to said enabling signal, and

display means coupled to said temporary storage means for

visually indicating said data latehed therein.

4,475,197

SUBMnUMETER WAVE FREQUENCY SHIFTER

George A. Tartom Hairy C. Meyer, both of HntaTfUe, Ale

and JaoMB F. Omnnds, Champaigne, BL, —igann to The

United States of AaMrica as leiaeeeatcd by the Secretary of

the Anqr, Washington, D.C
FDed Ang. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 412,652

Iirt. CL^ HOIS J/097

UA CL 372-4 • a«*«

^
•JHSi

LNNT

4Jte-T

a
/•

My-

i

1. A submillimeter wave frquency shifter comprising: a

plural chamber housing, said housing having an optically trans-

parent chamber extending through the housing and having an

input end and an output end; first and second windows sealing

respective chamber ends; first and second mirrors adjacent said

first and second windows inside the chamber, a substantially

transparent window disposed between the mirrors within said

optically transparent chamber for separating the chamber into

first and second gas chambers, said first gas chamber being

adjacent the input end of said housing; a lasing gu within said
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clMinben for propagating an output submillimeter laser beam
tnerethrough to the output window when a beam fixMn an
input wurce imprnges the input window; and magnetic field
mducing means disposed adjacent the first gas chamber for
setajvely mducing an axial magnetic field within the gas in
said first gas chamber and thereby causing the output submiUi-
meter laser frequency to shift in response to the magnetic field.

M75,198
LASER SYSTEM

Eiri C Onrtii, Topnga, and Gary F. Morr, Thousand Oaka,
both of CaHf^ aarigMn to Roekwell latemational Corpora-
tkM, El Scgndo, Calif.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 350,70S
ba. a.) HOIS s/jo

UAa372-23 llCiaims

^^^Mmt^

said multiple modes of coherent light are passed from
Faraday spUtting said clockwise and counterclockwise

1. A laser system comprising:
a gain medium capable of generating spectral lines differing
m mtensity as a fimction of position along a selected axis,
which is an axis of the region occupied by the gain me-
dium;

a first resonator arranged along a first optical axis that
crosses the gain medium in a first region perpendicular to
U»e selected axis, the first resonator selectively lasing a
first group of the spectral lines of the gain medium;

•
"*f°°**

resonator arranged along a second optxtd axis that
crosses the gain medium at a second region perpendicular
to the selected axis, the second resonator selectively Uuing
a second group of spectral lines differing at least in part
from the first group; and

means for outcoupling laaer energy from the first and second
resonators.

4^75,199
ZEEMIAN MULTIOSCnXATOR RING LASER GYRO

INSENSITIVE TO MAGNEHC FIELDS AND DETUNING
FREQUENCIES

Vifji E. SoMlan, Newbury Park, tad Hooms J. HuteUaga,
nooHMl Odo, both of CBUf., aaripion to Litton Systems.
I«C Beffrty HiUa, CUif.

^^^
GoMiBntioa of Scr. No. 155.724» Jo. 2, 19M.. Tlis application

No?. 19. 1982, Scr. No. 443,057
Lrt. aj HOIS 3/00

UAa372-37 gClaima
1. In a Zeeman ring laser gyro insensitive to variations of its

detuning frequency including means for propagating multiple
modes of coherent light within an active laser medium having
right and left circularly polarized beams each propagating in a
clockwise and counterclockwise direction about the ring laser
and means for producing a magnetic field collinear to said
multiple modes of coherent light, the improvement compris-

reciprocal anisotropic dispersion means through which said
multiple modes of coherent light are passed for optically
spbttmg said right and left circuhrly pohvized beams bv
2y±10MHa; and

^^ ^
nonreciprocal anisotropic dispernon means through which

beams comprising said means for producing a magnetic
field coUinear to said multiple modes of coherent light
having a magnitude of 30-20 gauss.

4^75.200
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER BEAM SCANNER

CUen-Ptag Lee, Pasadena. CaBt, aarigwir to RockwtU Interm.
tional Corporation, El Segudo, CUif.

Filed Dec 3, 1981. Scr. No. 327,010
bt CL' HOIS S/19

U.S. CL 372—46 3

,

1. In a semiconductor laser beam scanner comprismg:
a semi-insulating substrate;

a first confining hiyer of a first-type conductivity on said
substrate;

an active layer of said first-type conductivity on said fint
confining layer,

a sectmd confhiing layer of said first-type conductivity on
said active layer,

a first region of opposite-type conductivity extending from
the top of said second confining layer down mto said
substrate;

a second region of opposite-type conductivity extending
fixMn the top of said second confinmg layer down into said
substrate, said second regimi being spaced from said first

region so that a first-type conductivity zone separates said
fint and second regions of opposite-type omductivity;

a first ohmic contact on said second confining layer posi-
tioned above said first region of opposite-type conductiv-
ity;

a second ohmic contact on said second confining layer posi-
tioned above said second region of opposite-type conduc-
tivity;

a third ohmic contact on said secmid confinmg layer posi-
tioned above said first-type conductivity zonr, and

means for tppHyiag a voltage between said fint and third
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ohmic contacts and between said second and third ohmic

contacts.

4.475,201

LONGITUDINALLY PUMPED DYE LASER
ARRANGEMENT

Pay R CUn. Loirioa, Gaaada, aariffor to Photochcadcal Re-

acaith Aaodatca Inc. LoadoB. Canada

FDed JuB. 11. 1981, Scr. No. 272,774

lata' HOIS i/20

U&a 372-53 MOalnis

surrounding said c^Mllary tube and axial end portions via

which said tube is connected to said tank in such a manner so

as to seal the interior of said tank, an active laser gas filling said

interior of said reservoir tank and said capillary passage, a

cathode disposed in the interior of said tank, a counterelec-

trode in communication with said capillary passage, and opti-

cal means sealing the ends of said capillary passage, the im-

provement wherein:

said capillary tube is symmetrical with respect to a plane

perpendicular to the axis of said capillary passage and

midway between the ends thereof;

said counterelectrode comprises two anodes each disposed

at a respective axial end of said capillary tube;

the communication between said capillary passage and the

interior of said tank is provided by an opening passing

through said capillary tube and located in said plane mid-

way between the ends of said capillary passage; and

said laser fiuther comprises means associated with said tank

for providing a radially stiff, axially mobile mechanical

association between at least one portion of said capillary

tobe at at least one portion of said tank.

1. Apparatus for producing lasing radiation in a resonant

cavity defined in a contained lasable dye solution for use with

a laser which emits a pumping beam to pump said dye solution,

said apparatus comprising said dye solution, means for contain-

ing said dye solution, said containing means having a front

window with a single optical means being positioned in front

of said front window between said laser and said containing

means for optically focusing said laser pumping beam through

said front window into said dye solution, means for reflecting

lasing radiation generated by said pumping beam in said dye

solution through said front window towards said single optical

means, said resonant cavity being defined between said reflect-

ing means and said front window where said reflecting means

is proximate said dye solution and positioned adjacent the rear

of said resonant cavity, said lasing radiation generated in said

dye solution by said pumping beam emerging from said con-

taining means and passing through said single optical means to

be coUimated into an essentially parallel beam and means for

separating said pumping beam which passes through said single

optical means and into said containing means from said lasing

radiation emerging from said containing means and which has

been collimated by said single optical means whereby said

separated collimated lasing radiation is separated from said

incoming pumping beam.

4^75,202

GAS LASER
Ban U. Baron, Heidelberg, and Hans-Bertram Wiegenann,

Sckricaheim. both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, anipon to

TcldlxGabH,Heidclbcfg,Fed.Rcp.ofGcnBany .

FDed Feb. 2. 1982. Ser. No. 344.955

CUas priority, apptteatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnn^r. Feb. 2.

1981, 3103385
lata' HOIS i/O}

U&a372-61 7ClahBS

4^75.203

MEMBRANE WINDOW FOR HIGH ENERGY LASER
ENCLOSURE

Wesley D. Gerbcr, MiaaioB Viaio, Calif., assigaor to Ford Aero-

space and CoHunnnicatioas Corp., Detroit Mich.

Filed Sep. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 305Ar74

Int a' HOIS 3/08

uAa 372—103 • a«««

, . /

L In a gas laser including a capillary tobe made of electri-

cally nonconductive material and having a capillary passage, a

reservoir tank whose interior is in communication with said

passage, said tank including a cyUndrical portion ooaxially

1. In combination with a means for projecting a high energy

beam of electromagnetic energy,

a housing provided in a surrounding relationship to said

projecting means in a sealed condition to prevent contami-

nants frxm entering said housing, and

an open aperture in said housing to aUow said beam to be

projected from said housing,

an improvement comprising:

a membrane of sheet material being tran^Mrent to the wave-

length of said projected beam and covering said opeo

aperture to m#'"**«" said housing in said sealed condition.

4^75,204

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCnON
OF FLAT, TRANSPARENT VTTREOUS SIUCA SLABS OF

LOW BUBBLE CONTENT
Lots Brandt Maintal; Kari Irartaer, Gelahaaaea-Mecrholz;

Karlhciax Ran, Hnaa; Herat Schmidt Rodsnbach ,
and Fritz

Simmat Gdnhaasea, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaigBon to

Hcraens QnaradimclK GmbH, Hanaa, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

DlTiaion of Ser. No. 254,579, Apr. 16. 1981.. TWs apptteatica

Sep. 13, 1982. Scr. No. 417.747

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germaqr, May 7.

1980,3017392
Int a' O03B 5/02

U&a373-27 .J'^'*"
1. In an apparatus for the formation of optical slabs compns-
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mgm evacuable housing, an electrical heating means and a
crucible for receiving the material to be melted and formed
into a slab, the improvement wherein the crucible bottom is

> >»»/

gM-permeable, and the heat isolation power of the cnynble
waM (le, 12) increases from the crucible bottom (8) to the
crocible upper edge, and electrical heating means (18) is dis-
poned at a predetermined distance above the crucible.

4,475,205
APPARATUS FORTHE ELECTROSLAGREMELTINGOF

ALLOYS, ESPECIAIXY STEEL
HdytGtaBriigsr. Kapfnbffg; Hetoo Jlger. Brack an der
Man Pctar MaehMr, LaobM, and Albert Prdaer, PerMsa.Drf Aiiitrta. aarigMTB to Vodaigte Eddstahhrerke AG
(VEW), Vlcna, AMtrta

^^ F1M No?. 3, 1M2, Scr. No. 439,0(2
CaaiM priority, appUcatioa Austria, Nor. 13, 1981, 488441

lut a.3 H08B 7/n, 3/60
UjS.a373—48 13

to said symmetry plane and located at the region of sakl
mold axis;

said margin defining said marginal zone of said bottom plate
being located to one side of said normal phme and sud
electric current source being located at an opposite side of
said normal plane remote from said one sidr,

each said at least one electrical temunal only being located
at said marginal zone at said one nde of said normal plane
remote from said electrical current source and

said at least one conductor which connects said current
source with said at least one electrical temunal extending
from said marginal zone at least up to said normal plane.

4^75,206
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TAPPING A FURNACE

CONTAINING A TAPPABLE MELT
Wolfgang Dictae, aidJinn Sehifer, both ofMuakh, Fed. Rc».

of Germany, aaripMn to Siemui AkdaveaellMhaft. BoS
and Munich. Fed. Rep. of GerMuy ^^^^

Fllad Mar. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 478,289
^^^gi^ity. appBcatio. F«L Rep. of G«.«uy, Mar. 29,

„„ Iuta»F27DJ/7<
U.S.a 373—79 4i

1. An electroslag remdting furnace comprising:
• liquid-cooled mold having opposed ends;
said mold conlining therein a slag bath and a block formed of

at least one partially molten metal covered by said slas
bath during dectroslag remelting;

at least one melt-off electrode formed by said at least one
metal;

••idmelt-ofr electrode being immersed into said slag bath
frtMu one of sakl opposed ends of sakl mold defining an
open end and being arranged substantially centrally with
respect to sakl mold;

•aid mold having a mold axis;

a bottom plate of predetermined electric conductivity for
ckMing the other opposed end of sakl mold and being
arranged to support sakl mokl and sakl Mock;

sakl bottom plate having a margin whkh defmes a margina]
zone of sakl bottom plate;

at least one electrical terminal provkled at said marginal
zone of sakl bottom plate and disposed at a distance from
said moM axis and adapted to be connected to an electric
current sourer,

an electric current source;

at least one conductor connecting said at least one electrical
terminal to said current sourer,

•id mold pnssf iiing a symmetiy pUme defined by sakl at
wast one conductor,

sakl moM axis extending in sakl symmetry plane;
a normal iriane extending substantially normally with reelect

1. Devke for tappmg a fiimace cmtaining a tappable melt,
comprising a tap pipe disposed on the fiimace. sakl Up pipe
mcluding an inner graphite pipe, an outer graphite pipe, a
contact ring connected from sakl mner graphite pipe to sakl
outer graphite pipe, a first electTKal contact disposed on sakl
mner graphite pipe outskle said fiimace at a given skle of sakl
tap pipe, and a second electrical contact disposed on said outer
graphite pipe outside said fiimace at sakl given skle of sakl tn
pipe for electrical heating.

4,475,207
GRAPHmZATION FURNACE LOADING APPARATUS
Berth Y. Karagoa, Grand bland, N.Y., Mrivwr to Gntt Udna
Carbon CorporatkM, New York. N.Y.

ContfaiaatkM.in.part of Sar. No. 289,249, Aug. 3, 1981,. lUi
•PpUcatkNi Oct 28, 1981. Scr. No. 315.161

lot a.) F27D 3/00
VS. CL 373—115

I ni^
1- An q^MTBtus to preassemUe a column of baked carbon

electrodes ofuniform cross section m end-abutting relationship
for loading in a fiimace having head electrodes at each end
thereof and to hold said electrodes in precise axul alignment
with each other and with mating fixtures and to position sakl
electrodes in a support, sakl q)paratus comprising a rigkl truss,
clamping means effective to hold sakl electrodes in contact
with sakl truss m presdse transverse and axial alignment com.
prismg a plurality ofcham slings qMced at mtervals atong and
attached to sakl truss, one end ofeach of sakl sUngs detachable
whereby sakl sUngs are placeable around sakl electrodes and
reattachable to sfekl truss to hoM sakl dectiodes dependent
from sakl tiruss, actuator mechanisms on sakl truss connected to
sakl stings whereby sakl stings may be drawn up to hold sakl
electrodes positioned against and m precise atignment with
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said truss positioning jigs, said slings releasable and removid>le

when sakl column of electrodes is positkmed in said fiimace

and supported by packing medium, means fbr alignment of sakl

truss comprising mating fixtures at each end of sakl truss cen-

tered laterally and equidistant above the centertine ofsaid truss

adapted to mate with precisely located support means at each

end.of sakl fiimace, at least one crane attachment point, the

'MA

whole effective to preassemble said column of electrodes in

precise axial end.abutting relationship, to place said column of

electrodes horizontally in a support in said ftimace while main-

taining precise dignment of said column of electrodes in said

fbmace and between sakl fiimace head electrodes, and to allow

release of sakl cdumn of electrodes from said truss while

tnffititpiiiing precise alignment of said column of electrodes.

gated over said power-line conductor, and wherein a common-

mode electric power signal te propagated over sakl power-line

conductor, and wherein said power-line conductor comprises

first and second bundle conductors separated by an insulator,

said repeater comprising:

first coupling means being adapted for connection across the

first and second bundle conductors at a first location

thereof, wherein sakl first coupUng means is responsive to

said data signal;

ampUfier means responsive to said data signal via said cou-

pUng means; sakl amplifier means being adapted to receive

and process said data signal;

first inductive coil means having first and second terminals,

wherein the first terminal is adapted for connection to the

first bundle conductor at sakl first locatkm;

second inductive coil means having first and second termi-

nals, wherein the first temunal is adapted for oonnectkm

to the second bundle conductor at sakl first location and

the second terminal is connected to the second terminal of

the first inductive coil, such that sakl first and second

inductive coil means are in series with the first and second

bundle conductors, respectively, at sakl first location;

wherein said first inductive coil means is inductivdy con-

pled to sakl second inductive coil means such that the

mutual inductance is negative for the data signal and

positive for the electric power signal, to prevent sakl dau

signal from propagating beyond sakl first location and to

4,475,208

WIRED SPREAD SPECTRUM DATA COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM

Jimei A. Riciwtti, 1412 18th St, Lobbock. Tex. 79401

FIM Jan. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 340,022

Int a' H04K l/Ol 1/10

U&a375-1 UOiim

15. In oombinatkm:

(a) a tow to medium firequency response and bandwidth

transmisskm Ikie for communicating a tine signal thereon;

(b) modulator means coupled with said tine, sakl modulator

means recdvmg a dau signal, provkling on sakl tine a

spread spectrum encoded data sigmd m substantially the

same freqwrncy band as said tine signal, and controlting

the level of sakl encoded data signal, said dau signal being

so encoded and controlled in level as to substantially

avoid interference with or by said tine signal on said tine;

and

(c) demodulator means coupled with said line remote from

sakl modulator means, said demodulator means receivnig

and decoding said encoded dau signal.

4,475,209

REGENERATOR FOR AN INTRABUNDLE POWER-LINE
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Eric A. UdrcB, MMrocffflc, Pa., aarigaor to

Elcctrle Corp., PIttibngh, Pa.

FOad Apr. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 371^190

Iirt. a' H04B 3/56

UAa378-4 W ^
18. A repeater being adapted fbr connection to a power-hne

conductor whmin a diflimntial-mode dau signal is propa-

allow said electric power signal to propagate beyond sakl

first location;

second coupling means being adapted for connection across

the first and second bundle conducton at a second toca-

tk» thereof, wherein sakl second coupting means is con-

nected to sakl ampUfier means for reinjecting sakl dau

signal onto the first and second bundle conductors at sakl

second locatkm thereof;

third inductive coU means having first and second termmals,

wherem the first terminal is adapted for connectkm to the

first bundle conductor at said second location;

and fourth inductive coil means having first and second

terminals, wherein the first terminal is adapted for connec-

tion to the second bundle conductor at sakl second loca-

tkm, and the second terminal is connected to the second

terminal of the third inductive coil means, such that sakl

third and fourth inductive coil means are in series with the

first and second bundle conductors, req>ectively. at sakl

second location, and wherein the second terminals of sakl

third and fourth inductive coU means are connected to the

second terminals of the first and second inductive coil

means;

wherein said third inductive coil means is inductively cou-

pled to said fourth inductive coil means such that the

mutual inductance is negative for sakl dau signal and

positive fior said electric power signal, to aUow sakl dau

signal and sakl electric power signal to propagate away

from said repeater.
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DATA EYE MONITOR
PMMp K. Gnch, tMoka, Vt^ «ri«Mr to iMnntloMl Tde-
pfcMi Mi Tiliput Ctgfmtkm, Ntm York, N.Y.FM Fl*. 3(, 1M2, te. No. 382^14

UAa978-10 24ClaiaM

error tignal generating means for generating an errw agnal
in accordance with said equalized data; and

coefficient generating means for generating said coefficient
values in accordance with said error signal and said one-
qualized data.

L A data eye monitor fbr a data input signal comprising:
fint means for comparing said niput signal to a fixed refer-
eaoe voltage;

second means for comparing said input signal to a variable
wfcwoe vfdtage that is always higher than the fixed
refimnoe voltage, said first and second c<Mnparing means
issuing different output signal levels when the comparison
resuha are the same, and the same output signal levels
when the comparison results are different; and

third means coupled to the output of said first and second
means and operative for providing said variable reference
voltage for said second means, said variable reference
voltage being proportional to the opening of said data eye
and constituting the output voltage of said monitor, said
third means indudmg an OR-gate having inputs coupled
to the ou^Nits of said first and second comparing means.

DIGITALLY CONTROLLED TRANSVERSAL
EQUALIZER

WDHm E. Matds, Jr., WOidiitem OeL; Chester J. WokJsa.

iz ^'fH^^a^ "* ^"" Uaswiii, EDkoCt Chy, both of

^ULSSS^J^
Co—ktlm. SatoDlto Corporadoi,

FDod Sep. 13, 1M2, Ssr. No. 417.7S3
tst a) HUH 7/S6

VS. a. 37S-1S 10

4^7S,2U
FREQUENCY-INDEPENDENT, SELFCLOCKING
ENCODING TECHNIQUE AND APPARATUS FOR

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
PMar T. McLcn, and O. WtaMoa Sergsant, both of Coiorado

Springs, Colo., assipnn to Dlgttd Eqdpmcat CorporatfcM,
Maynard, Maos.

Filed Sep. 11, IMl, Scr. No. 301,193
Iata3Ii04L25/¥9

U5.a 375-17 14

L T, _X-T,_X-T,-J^T4_J^Tj_X-T,-J10 110
mi
OKTA

ENOOOCD
OCT* ^^Iwi^o^jS^

1 " ' » aoti

1. A frequency-mdependent, self-clocking method for com-
municating a stream of digital information bits from a sending
device to a receiving device, the raformation bits being com-
municated at a data rate, wherem each bit is provkled (br an
interval termed a "bit ceU" (Jd, the beginning of each bit ceU
being termed its leadmg edge, such mediod oompriring the
steps of:

(a) at the leading edge of the i<* bit cell (T/), transmitting a
pulse of a first type when the i** bit is a 1 and transmittmg
a pulse of a second type when the i'* bit is a 0, the pulses
of the first and second type being of the predetermined,
fixed duration;

(b) con^Mring the i'*bit with the 0+1/* bit; and
(c) transmitting a second pulse during the i<* bit cell, after the

first pulse has been transmitted in the i<* bit cell, the sec-
ond pulse being transmitted within a predetennaied time
interval after the leading edge of the i<* bit cell, the time
interval being fixed and being indq)endent of the data
rate, the transmission ofa second pulse being reqionsive to
the comparision step indicating that the 0+ ly* bit has the
same value as the i<* bit, the second pulse behig of the
second type if the i<* bit IS a 1 andb^ the fint type ifthe
i<* bit is a a whereby there is provided an encoded bit
stream in whKh dock and data are comUned and which
can be decoded without knowledge of the frequency or
data rate of the bit stream.

to AT*T

L An adaptive equalizer, comprising;
an eqnaiiialhMi portion for reoeivmg an mm^iaUwf^ input

signal modttbted with data and equalizing said modulated
signal in aocordaaee with equahzer coefficient values to
obtain an equalized signal;

first demodulating means for demodulating said equalized
signal to obtain equalized data;

seooad demodulatiBg means for demodulating said unequal-
tzed input signal to obtain unequalized data;

4««7S413
DIGITAL CODE CONVERTER

RajBMMd S. Medaagh, Middlctown, NJ.,
Bea Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.

FDad Dae. 27, 1M2, Ser. No. 48332
IitasHD4L25/7tf

UjS. CL 375—27 20 n»i^t
1. A decoder for converting quantized digital samples in a

second code to quantized digital samples in a first code, each (rf'

said second code digital umpkt falling within one of a plural-
ity of second code quantizer intervals and each of said first

code digital samples falling withm one of a plurality of first

code quantizer mtervak, includmg inverse adaptive quantizer
means for receiving said second code digital samples and pro-
viding at its output a quantized version of the original difTer-
ence signal that was encoded into said second code sample,
means supplied with said quantized versioo of said difTeieooe
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signal for generating a reconstructed signal which is a linear

version of the original first code sample which was quantized

mto said second code sample, said decoder being characterized

by.

means for generating a first code sample version of said

reconstructed signal,

means for making a trial transmission of said first code sam-

ple version to obtain a composito noise value,

smu

n **» fas'
^—' mna

m^ aa V-

\mnum

means for evaluating said composito noise value relative to

prescribed limits determined in a predetermined relation-

ship to the second code quantizer interval said received

second code sample falls in, and

means for adjusting said first code sample quantizer interval

that said genoated first code sample version of said recon-

structed signal fislls in when said composite noise value is

not within said prescribed limits.

4,475,214

CW INTERFERENCE CANCELLING STTEM FOR
SPREAD SPECIRUM SIGNALS UTILIZING ACITVE

COHERENT DETECTION
Fkaak S. Gutkber, Little Sihcr, NJ^ asrigwr to Ite Uiftod

States of America as leiueaeuted by the Secretary of the

Army, Washtagtoa, D.C
FDed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,761

IM. a^ H04B 1/lQ: H04J 13/00

VS. a. 375-34 2

^Mf^ ^'HS>!j»rV»
_J

time delay being of a magnitude to delay said interference

signal and said noise coded communications signal by a

delay equal to the bit width of said noise coded communi-

cations signal and a predetermined additional incremental

dealy for providing a 180* inverted phase shift of said

interference signal relative to said interference «^
having no delay, and a third circuit means fw combining

the non-delayed and inverted interference signals from

said first and second circuit means whereby said interfer-

ence signals are summed and thereby cancelled ;

active coherent detection means coupled to said third circuit

means for providing a detected output signal of said noise

coded communications signal substantially free of contin-

uous wave interference including first and second multi-

plier circuit means each having respective first and second

inputs and an output, and integrator circuit means coupled

to the output of said first and second multiplier circuit

means, said second input means of said first and second

multq)lier means being respectivdy coo|rfed to one of a

pair of reference noise coded signals corresponding to the

multiplexed pair of noise coded communicafions signal

transmitted;

means for generating a reference noise coded signal corre-

sponding to said transmitted noise coded signal and syn-

chronized with said pair of received noise coded signals,

said reference signal being coupled to said second input

means; and

first and second coupling networics reqwctftilly coupled

between said local signal generator means and said second

input means of said first and second multiplier means, said

networks each including at least time delay circuit means

which provide a signal delay of the respective noise coded

reference signal of substantially one bit width.

4,475,2lP

PULSE INTERFERENCE CANCELLING SYSTEM FOR
SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNALS UTILIZING ACTIVE

COHERENT DETECTION
F^uk S. Gitlebar, Little Sflm, NJ., aaaigwir to He Uattad

Statas of Aasrka as ispiMsated by the Secrstary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

FDad Oct 15, 1982, Ser. No. 434,MI

IM. a» H04B I/IO: H04J 13/00

UJS.a 375-34 10

'g.g pj^ mm —*

>_rww

1. A spread qwctrum digital signal communication system,

mftfiy* for generating and transmitting a multiftowd noise

coded cmnmunication signal comiffised of a pair of con-

tinuous-stream multi-bit binary digital noise codes of sub-

stantially equal Int widths

means for receiving sakl multiplexed noise coded communi-

cations signal;

means coupled to said receiving means for cancdiing a

continnous wave interference signal received along with

said noise coded communication signal, sakl cancdiing

means comprising first circuit means provkling substan-

tially no delay of sakl interference sigod and sakl noise

coded communications signal, second circuit means pro-

vkling a predetermmed time delay of sakl interference

and sdd noise coded oommunicatkns signal, said

t^--*

1. A spread spectrum digitd signd communications system,

compnsing:

means for generating and transmitting a multiplexed noise

coded communications signd formed as a continuous

stream of bits;

means for recdving a composite signd including sdd none

coded communications signd as a continuous stream of

bits and any pulse interference signal;

first active coherent detector means coupled to sdd receiv-

ing means, bdng directly connected to sdd oonqiosite

signd and being operable to provkfe an output signd
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oorrnpuudug to the antocorrdated ngnal value of r=0
of laid noiae coded oonununicatioas ognal and said poke
uiteraBraioe"f*;

tune delay ctrcuit oieaia coupled to said receiving means
and providing a predetermined time delay of any said
pulse inlnference signal to provide a 180* phase shift and
hivert a pulae interference signal inchided in said oompoa-
itesignal;

*"""* ^^^[•oohercnt detector means coupled to said time
delay circuit means, being coupled to said compoaite
signal thereby and operable to provide an output signal
corresponding to an inverted replica of said pulse interfer-
ence signal without said noise coded communications
signal;

and

linear adder means coupled to said lint and second active
coherent detector means for summing the outputs of said
detector means which operates to cancel said interferencef^^f"^ •»! provide an output of the desired signal of
«aidB«se coded communications signal free <rf pulse
nterfeieuce.

said first timing signal so that an output signal of said fim
mt^rator is at its maximum value.

4»47S,217
RECEIVER FOR PHASE«HIFr MODULATED CARRIER

SIGNALS
*-««"«

WflUam C HaiM, SeMim N.Y^ Mri^er t
Goavaay, Schwactodf . N.Y.

mad No?. 3, UI2, Sar. No. 438J29

.,« « Irt-aJHOSDi/O?
VS.a 375-«l 22

4^75^16
FSK DATA TRANSCEIVER

T^roti No^ehl, Kyoto, Japn, aarigaer to Mttanhha Electric

FDed May IL 1M2, Ssr. No. 377,249
OaiM priority, appttolio. Japn, May 15, IMl, 54.73724

hLCL^mn. 27/10
UAa37$-«

5Ctata«

6^ Jhg-'
I

1. A FSK data transceiver attached to an antenna and com-
pnamg a transmitting means and a receiving means, wherein
said transmitting means comprises:
an external signal mput port for inputting an external signal;
a signal generator for generating two kinds ofsignaU having
(parent frequencies and outputting one of said two kinds
of signals according to said external signal;

an antenna driver for ampUfVmg the output signal of said
«gnal generator, said antenna being coupled to said an-
tenna driver,

and wherein said receiving means comprises:
a signal amplifier for amplifying a signal received by said

a local oaciOator for generating a local frequency signal;
a frequency converter for mixing an output signal of said

signal amplifier and said local frequoicy signal;
an A/D converter for cmverting an output signal of said

frequency converter to a digital coded signal;
a first integrator for integrating said digital coded signal

during a first time period;

a second integrator fior integrating said digital coded signal
during a second time period which is shifted from first
time period;

an output port coupled to said second integrator; and
a control means for generating a first timing signal which is

•upplied to said A/D converter and said fint and second
integrator and a second timing signal which is supplied to
•«d local oaciUator. wherein said control means controls

1. A receiver for recovering digital data modubted upon a
earner waveform in a digital communication system compris-

(a) first frequency generating means responsive to a first
servo control signal for producing first and second local
oscillator signals;

(b) mixing means coupled to said first frequency generating
means for mixing the modubted carrier with each of said
first and second local oscillator signals to form first and
second recovered moduUtion signals, respect- ively;

(c) first filtering means coupled to said mixing meam for
increasing die signal-to-noise ratio in said first and second
recovered modulation signals;

(d) second filtering means responsive to a first system timing
signal and coupled to said first filtering means for fimher
mcreasing the signal-to-noise ratio in said first and second
recovered moduhtign signals to form data and servo
signals, reflectively; and

(e) first multiplier means coupled to said second filtering
means for multiplying said data and servo signals to form
the first servo control signal.

4^5,218
CARRIER.REOOVERY CIRCUIT

KoicUio Takeda, AUko, aisd TokfUio Miyo, KawMiki, both of
aasivMirs to FmUan Ltaitad, KawMdd, Japan

Filed Dee. 27. 1982, Scr. No. 452,921
priority, appUcitioa Japan, Dae. 28, 1981, 56-212775

lACL^HOiD 3/24, HOtL 27/22
U.S.a375-^ jCW^

1. A carrier-recovery circuit, operatively connected to le-
cave a phase shift keyhig (psk) sipial, having a locally gener-
ated signal, comprising:

an input terminal for receiving the pak signal;
mixing means, operatively connected to said input terminal,

for mixing the phase shift keying (pak) signal with the
locaUy generated signal to provide first and second base-
band outputs in phase quadrature with each other;

first multiplier means, operatively connected to said tnt«mg
means, for receiving the first and second baseband outputs
of said mixing means, frequency multiplying the first and
second basdiand outputs ofsaid mixing means and provid-
ing a first multiphed ou^t signal;

fiiU-wave rectifying means, operativdy connected to said
mixing means, for receiving and fiill-wave rectifying the
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second basdiand output of said mixing means and provid-

ing an absolute value output signal;

transforming means, operatively connected to said fiill-wave

rectifying means, for receiving the absolute value oatpat

signal and providing a level shifted ou^wt signal of the

abatdnte value output signal;

second multiplier means, operatively connected to said first

multiplier means and said transforming means, for fro-

4^75,220

SYMBOL SYNCHRONIZER FOR MPSK SIGNALS
AaUkmr Matid, Phlladalphia, a^ WflHaa L. Hahm Jr^

Ma, both of Pa., aarigaon to RCA Goijponlta, Now YoriK,

N Y
Food Jan. 19, 1982, Sar. No. 340,771

lat a> H03D 3/22- HOSL 7/06

U.S.a 375-46 4<

quency multiplying the first multiplied output signal of

said fost multiplier means with the level shifted output

signal of said transforming means and outputting a second

multiplied output signal;

a loop filter, operatively connected to said second multiplier

means, for receiving the sectmd muhiidied output signal;

and

a voltage controlled oscillator, operatively connected to said

loop filter, for generating the locally geiwrated signal.

4^75,219

DEMODULATOR FOR FREQUENCY-SHIFT-KEYED
BINARY DATA SIGNALS

Chariea M. Paekatte, Seoda, N.Y., aaaipor to GcMral Elaelrie

f
scBCBBcnoj, r^.i.

FOad Aag. 18, 1982, Sar. No. 409,237

lBt.a'H04L27/;¥
UJ.a375-82 25ClaiaH

1. A demodulator for recovering Unary data bits from first

and secoml firequencies ofa firequency-shift-keyed signal, com-

prising:

means for generating first and second signals in phase quad-

rature at a local reference frequency between said first and

second frequencies;

first and aecond means, each recdving a different one of the

phase-quadrature local reference signals, for converting

the frequency-shift-keyed signal to reqiective first and

second basdiand signal^

means for limiting the amplitude and frequency components

of the reflective first and second baseband signals to

provide respective I and Q signal^

means for stMing one of said I and Q signals responsive to a

transition in the remaining one of said I and Q signals and

for providing the stored signal direcdy as a recovered

binaiy data bit; and

means receiving the I and Q signals for providing an ou^iut

signal indicative of the validity of the signal then m said

ttoffiig means as a validly-recovered binary data bit

2. A digiud controlled oscillator operated at a clocking

frequency fj, for supplying as output signal a sampled data

digital description at fjrate of a waveform repeating at a repeti-

tion rate substantially fjb other signals redted in this claim as

bdng associated with said digital oscillator also being digital

sampled data at fj rate, said oscillator being connected in an

automatic phase-lock loop supplied a locking signal, bdng

provided with programmable phase shift of its output signal,

and comprising:

means for providing a programmable phase correction signal

for said oscillator;

means for supplying on each f$ clocking cycle a constant

term datum;

delay means for responding to sampled data supplied to an

input connection thereof with that sampled data as de-

layed by a cycle of ($ frequency at an output connection

thereof;

first linear combining means for linearly combining, on each

ff clock cycle, the deUiyed sam|ried data from the output

connection of said delay means, an error signal and said

constant term supplied to input connections thereof, a

prescribed number of the less significant places of the

resulting numbers bdng supplied at an output connection

thereof to the input connection of said dday means as a

sampled-datt description of phase-locked uwtooth re-

peating at repetition rate substantially tu

second linear comUning means for lineariy combining, on

each f« clock cycle, said programmable phase correction

signal supplied to one input connection thereof and a

sampled-data description of phase-locked sawtooth sup-

plied to another input connection thereof from the output

connection of said delay means, said prescribed number of

the less significant places of the result being supplied at an

output connection thereof providing a sampled-data de-

scription of a phase-shifted sawtooth; and

error signal generator means for generating at an output

connection thereof said error signal reqionsive to compar-

ison between said locking signal and to the samfded data

supplied from the oatpat connection of said second linear

combining means recdved at respective input connections

of said error signal generator means, phase-shifted ou^ut

signal firom said oscillator being taken from at least one of

the connectioaB of said dday
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^SJ'T:rZ^^ r,7" / ?? ^^ •PenpherdwiJlofiMdlwwing.iBemonsaidlwusiiigre.

^Co^LA,EmlmS^BlmiadSi^^ "Ponrive to i«ik«^ of the houring (hm • video CMiette «.

Gm Ui^ kolfe •# Triqrv, aO «r, JifM
FIM Mqr 20, 1M1« 8w. N^ MS,i90 „ 3»i ^

ClifeH|rteril]r,eppliciti«Japn.Mqr22,»M,S54SM7
jjj. i_ . !_„-//.

Itt. a' OOtG 9/04
VS.a 377-U 3

1

1. A copying mechiiie nmuiging apparatus comprising:
a plurality of fint infbnnation recording mediums each

having recorded thereon infbnnation including a iMing

section code dasaified in correspondence with one of a
plurality of using sections;

a second information recording medium having recorded
thereon information including an administrative depart-
ment code indicative ofan administrative department, said
second iafiormation in the same form as in said first infor-
mation recording "wtiunut;

read means for reading information recorded on said first

and second information recording «w^iums so as to geaer-
*te a read signal corresponding to each said using section
code or saia administrative department code;

signal output means for generating a signal to enable opera-
tion of a copying machine when activated;

signal receiving means for receiving a \^ve signal indicative
of a value of copying operations performed by said copy-
mg machine;

data ttonge means having a plurality of storage locations
corresponding to said using sections such that data can be
read therefrom and written thereinto;

data output means; and
control means responsive to said read signal generated from

said read means and including means for discriminating
whether said read signal is indicative of one of said using
Mctioo codes ot said admimstrative department code, said
oootrol means selectively performing the following steps:
(a) when said discriminating means discruninates that read

signal is indicative of one of said using section codes,
said signal ou^Mit means is activated and a value indi-

cated by said value signal from said signal receiving
means is accumulatively stored in predetermined loca-
tions of said data storage means allocated in correspon-
dence with said one usmg section, and

(b) when said discriminating means discriminates that said
read signal is indicative of said administrative depart-
inent code, each accumulated value of said using sec-
tioas stored in the enrri»ym^«ng locations of said data
storage means are successively read and are succes-
sively mdicated on said data output means.

corder including means for counting and displaying the num-
ber of such removals, said counting means including a display
window on the cassette for dispkying indicia representative of
the number of such removals, said counting means being lo-
cated at least in part in a dead space between said walls.

4^475,223

EXPOSURE PROCESS AND SYSTEM
Motoya TanigMhi; MitsqroaU KoiaHi; Nobvyaki AUyana;
YaUo KcaAo, and MiMn Duda, aO af YokohiM, Japn.
MsisMNrs to HitaeU. Ltd,, Tokyo, J^n

FOed Jan. 10, 1M2, Ser. No. 387000
OaiaM priority, appUeaUoa Japn, Jo. 12, 1981, 5M9545

Int a' G21K 5/00
U.S. a. 378-34 11

21-^^^
OUNBt

^24

Movms t^^

1. In an exposure process for transferring a mask pattern
onto a wafer, the steps of measuring heights on the mask sur-
face at many points by a mask-height measuring device and
measuring heights on the wafer surface at many pomts by a
wafer-height measuring device, deforming the wafer by means
of a chuck which sucks and holds the wafer at many points
thereon and finely moves the wafer at said many pomts up-
wardly or downwardly individually and independentiy ac-
cording to said measured results, and adjusting a gq> between
die mask and die wafer to a predetermined value for enabling
proper transfer of the mask pattern onto the wafer during the
exposure process.

4^478,222
TAPE CASSETTE WIIH USE COUNTER

IR EiSiriorf
, 340 Red Uoa Rdn Apt E, PhfladdpUa. Pa.

191S4

FOad Dae. 21, 1981, Sar. No. 332,783
1A a> GllB 23/04, 19/06

UA CI. 377—19 11 r\^mm^

1. A tape raastlli for use with a vkleo cassette recorder
which does not require the cassette to be shifted skleways

4,478,224

DENTAL X-RAY DUGNOSTIC INSTALLATION
Ufarkh Gfaaame, NanaAarg, Fed. Rc». of Gctanay, airiffor to

AktieaisadlBehafl, B«tti * Mairieh, Fed. Rep. of

FDad Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 42S31C
WpUcatioa FW. Rap. of Gmnay, Oct 30,

1981, 3143140

iat a.> G03B 41/16
U.S. a. 378-38 4aaiM

1. A dental x-ray diagnostic installatkm comprising: an x-ray
tube;

a cassette hohkr for boMing a cassette <rf x-ray fifan;
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a support means for supporting sakl x-ray tube and said

cassette hokler,

a means for rotating said support means such that said x-ray

tube and said cassette holder rotate about a patient's head,

and fw advancing said x-ray film in said cassette;

a radiation detector attached to said cassette holder for

generating an electrical signal corresponding to the radia-

tion dose rate when struck by x-rays fitnn said x-ray tube;

a dose rate regulator connected to said radiation detector.

sensitive (voportional detector wherein said detector is

mounted movable akmg a horizontal axis perpendicular to

the axis connecting it to the center of rotation of said

material, and wherein the height of the detector separat-

ing it from the pbme of said siqiporting arm is variable,

and wherein the angle of incidence of said monochroma-

tor is adjustable.

4,475,226

STEREO SOUND AND UGHT TRACK SYSTEM
Arthur L. Greeaberg. Boca Ratoa, Fla., aarivm to DoaaM

BlechaMB, Mlaad Beach, Fla., a part iatarest

FOed Oet 21, 1983, Sar. No. 544,078

IBL CL^ F21S l/Ol H04R 1/02

UJS.a 381-24 21

a voltage control unit connected to said dose rato regulator

and to said x-ray tube for setting the voltage level of said

x-ray tube in response to a signal received from said dose

rate regttbtor, and

a range monitor for monitoring the x-ray tube voltage and

for regulating a non-voltage parameter of said installation

if said x-ray hibe voltage is outside of a preselected volt-

age range such that optimum exposure of said film is

maintained.

4^75,225

MEASURING INSTRUMENT FOR X-RAY STRUCTURE
DEIERMINATTONS OF UQUID OR AMORPHOUS

MATERIALS
Jaaa Gair, Alaia Moaaet, aad Pkrrc Lecaate, aD of Toaloaae,

F^aaec, aiBivwn to Ageaec NatfcNHde DeU Valorisatioa De

U Raehcrehe (Aanv), Paria, Fkaace

FOed JaL 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,232

dafaas priority, appUcalioa Fhuea, JaL 18, 1980, 80 16170

Iata>G01N2i/iO
UAa 378-88 8 a«*«

1. An instrument for measuring the variati(»s in intensity of

the ?(-rays scattered by a liquid or an amorphous solid mate-

rial, which only scatters an X-ray beam with a very low inten-

sity, undergoing bombardment with a beam of X-nys, com-

prising:

an X-ray source,

a gonicnnetric head carrying said material and mounted

rotationally movable,

a position sensitive proportional detector mounted movable

akmg a radid supporting arm, with a rotatfonal motion

which is coaxial to the motion of sakl gomometric head

and havmg an angular amphtode twkx dMt ofthe angular

change of kxation of sakl head, and a monochromator,

wherein sakl m<mochromator is kKated on the path of the

^Hiiffn of X-nys scattered by sakl Uqukl or amorphous

soUd material, after sakl material and before sakl positkm

1. A sound track system, comprising:

(a) a support;

(b) an elongated audio bus bar conductor,

(c) means for mounting the audio conductor on the support;

(d) means for connecting an electrical audio signal to the

audio conductor for electrical conduction therealong;

(e) grounding means for providing on the support an electri-

cal ground which extends substantially parallel to die

elongation of the audio conductor and which is electri-

cally insulated from the same;

(0 sound fixture means for transmitting sound when opera-

tively connected to the audk> signal and the ground; and

(g) connector means for fixedly mounting the sound fixture

means on the support in electro-mechanical fixed connec-

tion with, and in any desired fixedly mounted positton

along, the audio conductor and the ground, thereby per-

mitting die sound fixture means to transmit sound in any

desired mounted positkm.

to ATAT BeD

4^475,227

ADAPTIVE PREDICTION
WflUaai R. BeUeM, Tbrtoa FkOs, NJ., asaigBi

Laboratories, Marnqr Hill, NJ.
FOed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 36834
Iat CL> GIOL 1/00: H03K WOl

U.S.a 381-30 '

1. An adaptive predknor (FIG. 3) for use in an adaptive

differential PCM system comprising an n-tap adaptive trans-

versal filter (31), a coefficient update circuit (32) for provkfing

the tap coefficients for sakl transversal filter, and means (33,34)

for controUing die qjeed ofoperation of sakl coefficient update

to achieve a fast qwed when the input signal to the differential

PCM system represents speech or voicdiand data and a sfow

speed of operatkm when sakl input represents narrowband

signals such as tones, the controlling means being character-

ized by logic means (34) receiving sakl tap coefficient and

criCTitnting a predetermined functkm of sakl tap coefficients,

and means (33) for comparing sakl predetermined ftmction to a

given threshold to produce a variable (c) having one of two

values, the variable (c) serving to dynamically change the
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adaptation speed of the tap coefficients so that a ftst qieed of
adaptation i» achieved when said input signal repiesenti speech

mrW
re^)ective channel, for independently filtering the respec-
tive signals on such channel with filter chaiveteristics
controlled by said microprocessor in accordance with the
pUy of said game to produce a respective filtered output
signal, wherein each of said programmable filter means
comprises at least one duty-cycle-controDed resistor hav-
ing an effective conductance proportional to said on-time,
and filter control means for cmtroUing the on-time of
each duty-cycleK»ntrolled resistor during the time dura-
tion of each system cycle so that said on-time b substan-
tially equal to a sum of respective subcycles of said se-
quence of subcycles, said sum including at least one such
subcycle,

summing means for mixing and amplifying said filtered
output signals to provide electrical analogue signals, and

loudspeaker means for converting said electrical analoque
signals into audible sound.

or voiceband data and a substantially reduced speed is realized
when said input signal represents narrowband signals.

4^75428
PROGRAMMABLESOUNDCIRCUITFOR ELECTRONIC

GAMES
EariC Viekm, FVnidfai Park, DL, MifBor to Bdly Mttufke-

taring CorporMkM, Odogo, m.
FIM No?. 27, Ml, Scr. No. 32S433

IM. CL' GIOL 1/00
US.a 381-41 g

4^78,229
DEVICE FOR PRODUCING ARTinCAL

REVERBERATION
Stefan Rrew, Vfeana, AMtria, a«ipMr to AKG-AkntiMhe

a-Bno-gerate gfarilachan mAJL, Anrtria
per No. PCr/AT81/Q0009, § 371 Dtte Ju. 29, 1982, $ lQ2(c)

Dirte Jan. 29, 1962, PCT Pob. No. WO81/03588, PCT Pnb.
Date Dec 10, 1981

PCT FDed Apr. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 354,083
Clatas priority, appUartkw Amtria, Miy 29, 1980, 2889/80;

Mar. 26. 1981, 1418/81

lat a» GOfiF 15/34: H03H 7/10
U.S. CL 381—63 20

1

I

^ E

HiteHiHife-'
>,

1. A aound generator for game controlled by a microproces-
sor, comprising;

first clocking means for providing a clock rate with a system
cycle time period defining a system cycle,

second clocking means for providbig clock signals dividing
each of said system cycle times into a sequence of at least
two subcycles, the time duration of each subcycle in said
*gq»«>cc substantially conforming to a preselected se-
quence of time durations,

•ound generating means fbr generating electrical digital
signals having fundamental frequencies in the audio range
on each of a phuamy of channels,

a fdorality of programmable filter means, each coupled to a

1. A device for producing artificial reverberation (am a
digital signal, comprising:

a one-dimensional waveguide formed of digital circuits and
simuUuing at least two Une sections of different lengths by
having different delay periods, said line sections having
first ends facing each other;

each line section comprising two digital delay lines running
parallel with each other, one for each direction of propa-
gation in said waveguide

at least one three-gate adq>ter of the wave digital filter type,
having three gates and arranged between said first ends of
said at least two line sections, one of said gates (tf said
three-gate ad^>ter connected to each of said first ends of
said at least two line sections; and

a frequency-dependent absorber of the digital type con-
nected to and closing off the remaining gate of said three-
gate adapter;

at least one of said two line sections having a second end for
receiving the digital signal
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4^75,230

HEARING AID
EaaiUko FUoiyaan, Hiao; Takno Yamanoto, Pysasa, aad

Hlfoari Masaikc Machida, aU of Japan, aaaigaora to Rkm
Kabashiki Kaisha, Japan

FDed Jul 29, 1982, Scr. No. 403,265

OaiBH priority, appUcatioa Japan, Aag. 7, 1981, 56-123884

Int CL3 H03G 11/00

VS.a 381-68 5 ClafaBS

mined level which is the same for all components, and

whereby the components of the system can be connected to

I

6- a—

^

MAXIMUM CUTPVT
SOUND PRESSURE
ADJUSTING CWCUIT

T
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1. A hearing aid comprising:

a preamplifier circuit for amplifying an electrical signal from

a microphone;

a variable resistor for controlling the amplitude of the ampli-

fied electriod »gaai;

a main amplifier for farther amplifying the controlled elec-

trical signal;

an ear-phone for converting the further amplified electrical

signal into an output sound si^ial;

a control signal generating circuit for generating a control

signal when the magnitude of the microphone electrical

signal indicates that for at least a preset period of time in

the range of fnmx several seconds to several tens of sec-

onds the input sound signal to the microphone exceeds a

preset sound level; and

a mffwHiiitn output sound level adjusting circuit responsive

to the control sigpal from said control signal generating

circuit for controlling the amplification of at least one of

said preamplifier drcuit and said main amplifier to sup-

press the output sound signal level corresponding to the

electrical sifful from the microphone.

n- ,iCW^

one another along their respective top, bottom or opposed

lateral surfaces.

4^475,232

FIREMAN'S SAFETY APPARATUS
Job A. Shaw, Orcrtoa, Ncbr.« aarigaor to JAS Electroalcs, lac

OfcrtoB, NAr.
FDed Oet 18, 1982, Scr. No. 435,079

lot CL3 H04R 3/04, 27/00

U.S.a381-94 SClaiM

4^475,231

MULTI-UNIT AUDIO CONNECIING SYSTEM
Giinthcr EMcr, Glaabarg, Fed. Rep. of Gcfwnqr, aari^or to

Schneider Elcktraaik GahH * Go. Raadfaakwcric KG,

Straaa, Fed. Rep. ef GcraMnqr

FDed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,716

Cfadan priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GcraMiy, Feb. 26,

1981,3107257
lat a' H05B 7/M 1/20

U&a 381-88 16CUaH
1. A component such as a tuner, cassette recorder, record

player or preamplifier for an audio or hi-fi system comprising

at least two said components, said component comprising a

firont panel, opposed parallel top and bottom surfrices con-

nected to and extendnig perpendicularly from said front panel,

and opposed parallel lateral surfiKes connected to and extend-

ing perpendicubrly from said frxmt panel and said top and

bottom surftees, said component inclodmg an n-pole plug

connection contact in the t(^, bottom and lateral sarfoces, said

compcment fiirther including an LF signal source and/or an

LP signal input, the n-pole connection contacts in said compo-

nent bemg connected to one another and at least to the LF
figffpl source and/or the LF signal input of the component by

n-poIe functional connecting lines, said component having pole

or hne portions of a line voltage supplied to the component,

said component fiirther including an operational amplifier or

discrete amplifier plus impedance transformer and an LF signal

source switch connected between the LF signal source and the

n-plug connection contacts, wherd>y the operational amplifier

or discrete amplifier amplifies the LF sipials to a predeter-

L A steady-state signal noise eUminator to be used with a

transducer comprising:

(a) a pair of phase shifting circuitB having inputs adapted to

receive input signals of noise and audible sounds and

providing output signals representative of noise that are

phase shifted with respect to said audible signal;

(b) a pair of operational amplifier means, each of which has

one of its inputs connected to and driven by, said output

signals of said pair ofphase shifting circuits sdad having the

other of its inputs connected to a source of voltage;

(c) an emitter foDower connected to said pair of operational

amplifier means for summing said tigpah received and

providing an output signal thereof;

(d) a voltage divider including a movable contact arm con-

nected to the inputs of said pair of phase shifting circuits

having said signals representative of noise and audible

sounds deposited across said voltage divider,

(e) and a difference amplifier having its inputs connected

between the movable contact arm of said voltage divider

and said emitter fdlower, and having its ouq>ut providing

a signal representative of said audible sounds withoot

interference from signals representative of said

4S2-226 O.G.-84-IS
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KESanVELY DAMPED LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
IK WatUM, 1019 E. Cntw St, Ki^port, Tan. 37M0

FIM Oct a, IMl, Scr. ^io. 309,149
IM. a.) H03G 5/00

VS.CLMl~99 4i
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4i47S434
BINARY PATTERN SIGNAL PRODUCING APPARATUS

FOR OPTICAL CHARACTER REOOGNniON
Ymo NirtQlM; T«tM» Mim; Naoto TakikoiU; Kunari
I^Hl, Mi TalM UMii, aO of Tokjo, JapM. Mteon to
Mppea Ehctrie Ob^ Ltd., TDky^ Japaa

FDad P*. 4^ 1912, S«. No. 348,905
OalM priorMj, ippHcaUoa Japaa, Fab. 4» 1901, S6>15484;

Fah. 9, 1901, 8W70S7CU]
IM. a> GOOK 9/0(7

UJB.a 302-1 10

1
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LAbiaary pattern rigaal produdng ippantot for optical
raoogaitkn of duncten on an artick conqmnng:

area location dftw.ling meant fiv detemining a maim acan-
ninf area of nad article charKten to be read:

main iranning means fiar "•"mntg aaid main "ctmning area to
produce a pattern signal in acoofdsnce witb lominanoe on
tbe sarfbce of said article;

gate signal producing means for producing a gate signal
dwignaring a predetermined area within said main scan-
ning

for passing die pattern signal produced with
to said predetermined area under control of the

the pattern signal passed by said gate means and also
receiving the pattern signal delivered firom said main
scanning means, for controlling the received level of the
pattern signal in response to die level of said control
signal; and

comparing means for comparing the pattern signal delivered
from said variable gain ampUfymg means with a predeter-
mined threshold level to fvoduce a binary pattern signal.

4^75,235
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION SENSOR

Martfai Graham, Berkeley, CaUf., aasivwr to Rolm Corporation,
Santa Clara, Qdlf.

Filed Jan. 4, 1902, Ssr. No. 330,946
lat a^ GOCK 9/22

U.S. CL 30^-3 g

1. In a loudspeaker system comprising at least a high fre-

quency loudspnker driver unit and a low frequency loud-
speaker driver unit, and mput circuitry connected to aaid
driver units and comprising crossover networks comprising
capacitors and coils, the hnprovement comprising resistive

damping ineans for electrically damping the back EMF of the
system coils, capacitors, drive units and combinations thereof
fo fwtace the ringing voltage in the loudqwaker crossover
networks, said resistive damping means comprising a plurality
of damping rsaistors individually in shunt with a like plurality
of nidividual capacitors and coUs, and a said damping resistor
bemg connected in shunt with each ofthe individual c^Mciton
and coils (rf the system.

variable gain amplifying reoeivmg as a control signal

1. A device for producing output signals indicative of the
magnitude and location of ^>plication of an qiplied force,
comprising:

a first electrically conductive surface;

a second surftce including a plurality of electrically conduc-
tive areas defined thereon;

said first electrically conductive surface being disposed in a
spaced qwrt capadtive relationship with said second
surface having said plurality of electrically conductive
areas;

generating means for generating a corresponding plurality of
electrical signals representative of the cqwcitance be-
tween said first electrically conductive surfoce and each of
sakl plurhty of second electrically conductive area^

application of said fbrce causing deflection of said first elec-
trically conductive surface produdng a change in each of
said corresponding plurality ofelectrical signals, the mag-
nitude and ratio of said changes being assoCTtttd with a
unique location of appUcation of said force on sakl first

dectrically conductive surftce;

means for adjusting the magnitude of change of sakl corre-
qxmding plurahty of electrical signals in response to a
vertkal force (rf unit magnitude focated at a reference
location on sakl first dec^cally conductmg surface.

4^8,230
METHOD FOR COUNTING OVERLAPPING f?iCTT

POPULATIONS IN A DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM
Robert A. HoUtaaa. MaMfleld, MMSn asrigaer to Ortho Diag-

naatic Syateass lae., RarHai^ NJ.
FBed Nof. 12, 1901, Sar. No. 320422

lat a> GOCK 9/00
UJS.a 303-6 3 nrf—

1. A method fbr determining the number ofstained cells in a
sample having a mizture of stained and imr^ninfd cells usmg a
control populatxM of imstained cdls comprising the steps of:

(a) |»ovidmg the sample and a separata control popdatwn of
unstained cdls having a determmable fluorescence distri-

bution and number of cells;

(b) passing, separatdy, at least a portkm of sakl sample and
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said control ix»ulation substantiaUy a cdl at a time 4^8430 ^— ...r^.

through an aiStd^focused optk»l stimuhttfon, takl ar^ ^^^^^"^^^^^^S^^S'Si^S^^SS^
having a cf«s sertfon of dimenskm comparable to the ^^^^^^'''^*^^J^l!:''t^i^
expect dimensk» of the cdls; "" ^I'vS^'iJSi^^

(c) detecting flnorescent light sdmulated firom cdls of said „- rtati-a*
"«•"• *»•» "'^'^

sample and sakl control pq;Nilatk» in sakl area; ^•*' ** **—*•

(d) selecting a rdativdy low threshokl vdue of fluorescence

intensity;

(e) klentifying, in the cmitrol popdatkm, the number of nt^^

11

^\^mmmm_-a _ J.*^^ ?*L

control cells bdow sakl threshold vdue and the totd

noniber of control cdls and relating sakl control cdl

numbers Ux determining a first fraction;

(0 counting, in the sample, the number ofsample cdls bekm

saki thicshoM vahie and the totd number of sample cdls

and rdating sakl sample numbers for determining a second

fraction; and

(g) fdating sdd first firaction to sakl second firaction fior

discriminating the number of stained cdls in sakl sample

mixture.

1. An electronic image corrdatkm device comprising a

magnetoreststive body having a first surface and a second

surfrce such that when sakl body is exposed to amagnrtk: fidd
the dectricd resistance through sdd body is substantially

greater in a direction transverw to sakl magnetic fidd than in

a direction paralld to said magnetic fidd, means for producing

and exposing said body to a magnetic fiekl, means for sdec-

tivdy fttjagififl and sun>lying electric current to a plurality of

points on sakl first surfiioe correspondmg to a particular first

image, means for sdectivdy engagmg and conducting dectric

current fhm a phirality of points on sakl second surfisoe ofsakl

body to complete an dectricd path with the number and

tocation ofsdd points dong said second surface correspondhig

to a second image, with the totd current flowing dirough sakl

body and sakl path bdng dependent upon the number of dec-

trically engaged points on sakl first surfisce which are situated

to have a coi iespondingly tocated engaged pomt on sdd sec-

ond surfooe and tadkator means which is responsive to dw
amount of current flowing through said body and said padi.

4^78,237

PROGRAMMABLE RANGE RECOGNIZER FOR A 4^8,239

LOGIC ANALYZER APPARATUS FOR TESTT BDTIING AND PROCESSING
E.GlMby,BaBf«taa,Ora8.,aaBl9ortoTaktniri>,InCn ComaUs fan WaaMinah, Aiil il iia , Fad. Rap. af GarMj,

to Olynila Warka AC, Wlft ililiai, Fad. Ra». af

,JbLO.

FDad No?, r, 1901, Sar. No. 328,173

lat a> G06K 9/00

U.S.a 302-10

.»«-«"j^^gal|^=fD^

FDad JbL 7, 1902, Sar. No. 396434

VpUcaltan Fad. Rap. af

1901,3126006
lat a.> G06K 9/OQr GOOF i/OO

U5.a302-S7 11

1. A method ofrecognizing digitd words occurring within a

doaed range of such words, comprising the st^ of:

(a) qdittmg the digitd words into a plurality of word seg-

ments each defining a range of numbers having an upper

bound and a tower bound;

(b) decoding each (rfsdd word segments in a separata mem-

ory sectton programmed with predetemnned upper bound

and lower bound vdnes and produdng ou^rat Mts when

the numericd vahie ofeach ofsaid word segments is equd

to one of sdd predetcrauned upper bound and tower

bound vahies, and when the numericd value of each of

sakl word s^ments is between said predetermmed upper

bound and lower bound vdues; and

(c) combining ones of said output bits to thereby produce a

raoognitkm ootpuL

1. Apparatus for editing and processing a text printed ona

record carrier, com^ising; a memory for storing representa-

tions ofthe text characters and of function taformation relating

to the text; a control unit connected fior controlling transfer of

representations to and firom sakl memory; and text editing

means composed of a digitalization pand pi t si nt ing asurfcoe

fiwrecdving the record carrier and Jncludfag Bseans connected

to said control unit for producing signals iiprc seating the
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locitkm of elemental regions on the surface, and an input pen
for placing markings on the record carrier and for actuating

said signal producing means to produce signals representing

the lontion of each elemental region contacted by said pen;
wherein said control unit is arranged to receive the signals

produced by said signal producing means, to convert those
signals into control signals, to associate such control signals, on
the basis of the locations of the elemental regions represented
by the signals produced by said signal producing means, with
text character representations in said memory, and to use such
control signals to control transfer of representations to and
from said memory.

4«475440
DEVICE FOR SIMULTANEOUS CREATION AND

DETECnON OF MARKINGS
Torm^ Broftfdh, aad Chriatcr Ones, both of Viisteris, Swe-

I to ASEA AMcbolas, Visterib, Sweden
FDad Nof. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 319,649

I Swadoi, No?. 10, 1980, 8007873

U&a383-89
lit CL? G08K 9/2Z 9/00

SCfadms

1. A device for the simultaneous generation and detection of
• marking on a surfiKe to be marked, comprising:

at least two light sources for emitting non-identical emission
spectra;

first means for multiplexmg said at least two light sources to
radiate said sorftoe with said non-identical emission qwc-
tn;

at lean one marking member for changing at least one opti-

cal property of the surface to be marked, said optical

property being defined within at least two separated
wavdength ranges of an optically detectable spectrum;

•ensor means for sensing said at least one optical property
within said at least two separated wavelength ranges and
producing respective detecting signals representative

thereof;

a computing unit reqxmsive to said detecting signals for

effecting the mark sensing to determine the direction of
said marking relative to the orientation of said at least one
marking member independently of at least one of the
distance and inclination (rfsaid at least one marking mem-
ber relative to the mark, ambient light, and optical trans-

misnon of signals representing said at least one optical

property; and
second means for demultiplexing said detecting signals to

said computing unit in synchrmous rehitionship with said

first means for multiplexing.

faces, one of said surfaces comprising a thermoplastic

polymeric composition;

(b) a primer on said one surface,

(c) a polycarbonate coating on said primer, said primer being

disposed between said base sheet and said polycarbonate

coating; and

(d) a heat scalable material on the other said surface of said

base sheet.

9. A process for making a packaging film structure, compris-
ing:

/•

> > V. m. V- r*

(a) extruding and soUdifying a polymeric base sheet;

(b) treating one surface of said base sheet with electrical

discharge;

(c) printing indicia on said one surface of said base sheet;

(d) coating said one surface of said base sheet with a primer;

(e) drying and curing said primer; and

(0 extrusion coating said one surface of said base sheet with
a polycarbonate coating.

4,475,242

MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Mare RafU, 1517 Cothentone Dr., Dnriian, N.C 27712; WU-

liam T. Joiacs, 4010 Deepwood dr., Dnrham, N.C 27710, and
Larry W. Barton, 1647 Cole Mfll Rd^ Darfaan, N.C 27705

Filed Not. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,628

iBt CL} H04B 1/OZ- H04H 1/00
VS. CL 455—3 U i

! .17b —

i

LOCAL
OSC.

I
MIXER |-^88o

4yl75,241

POLYCARBONATE COATED FILMS
Rokvt L. MMOtr, and Georp O. Sehroeder, both of Appleton,

Wli., aalpan to AMricn Cm Coapoqr, Greenwich, Conn.
FDad May 24, 1982, Scr. No. 381,580

btt. a> B65D 30/01- H05B 1/00: B32B 27/36; B05D 3/06
UJB.a 383—113 23 fi«*—

1. A flexiUe packaging sheet structure, comprising:
(a) a base sheet, said base sheet having two opposing sur-

1. A microwave transmitter having a gain and a noise figure

for relaying information channels to any of a number of signal

distribution systems, comprising:

signal modulating means for receiving an input signal that

includes a plurahty of information channeb and producing
an ampUtude modulated signal in the microwave fre-

quency range, and

amplifier means responsive to said microwave firequency

signal for producing an amplified output signal suitable for

microwave transmission to a remote locati(m,

said signal modulating means and said amplifier means hav-

ing upper power limits which are sufficiently below their

respective two-tone third order intermodulation intercept

points that each has a carrier-to-triple-beat power ratio at

least equal to first predetermined values dependent on the

number of said information channels.

said amplifier means having a gain high enough that, not-

withstanding power limitations of said signal modulating

means, the power of said amplifier output signal is at least

equal to a second predetermined value, whereby
the sum of the gain and the noise figure of said transmitter

measured in decibels has an upper limit detemuned by a
desired carrier-to-noise ratio and by thermal noise.

4^75,243

ISOLATION MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A SAME
FREQUENCY REPEATER

PMcy P. BatUfda, Aritagtaa Hdghta; Richard S. Kommruscfa,

d Ronld H. Chapann, Whcaton, all of DL,

I to Motorola, InCn Schansborg, DL
Filed Dec. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 451,984

lat CV H04B 7/14

UAa 455-22 17 OaiM

r%-^i^^^

1. In a same frequency repeater having a receiver for receiv-

ing a desired signal at a given firequency and a transmitter for

transmitting an output signal at said given frequency, the de-

sired signal having a first modulation component carrying

certain information and the output signal having a second

modulation component carrying said information, input signals

to the receiver including said desired signal and a spillover

signal consisting of said output signal delayed in time, the

improvement comprising:

a. first receiver means for generating an IF signal carrying

said first modulation component and the modulation com-

ponent of said spillover signal;

h. second receiver means for generating an injection signal

carrying said second modulation component;

c. third receiver means for controlling the phase of one of

said second modulation component carried by said injec-

tion signal and said modulation component of the spillover

signal carried by said IF signal relative to the other ac-

cording to X= Y-I-(N) 180* where X is the phase angle of

said one, Y is the phase angle of said other, and N is an

integer, and

d. fourth receiver means for mixing said IF signal and said

injection signal to produce a resultant signal in which said

one substantially cancels said other whereby the modula-

tion component of the spillover signal is substantially

cancelled from said resultant signal.

4,475,244

TIME-PERIOD MODULATION TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM

Thomas M. Taylor, 415 Arlington, Dr., SE., Calgary, Canada

(T2H 1S4), anignor to John A. Neal and Thomas M. Taytor,

both of Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 465,649

lot a^ H03C 3/00

U.S. CL 455—42 ^^ Clainis

1. A method for modulating a subcarrier in accordance with

the amplitude of an input sipul comprising the steps of

generating a ramp signal of constant slope,

comparing said ramp signal with said input signal, and reset-

ting said ramp signal when the ramp signal reaches the

input signal,

generating a clock pulse each time said ramp signal is react,

counting said clock poises m cyoKc groups of N,

converting the then attained count of said clock polae count

after each clock pulse to a value of a sinusoid about some

reference value, where a sequence of N values for one

r i

m J^ff
TTTT

JlV 4em. iia JBLaA
FILTP OUTWW*

cycle of said clock pulse counts in one cycle of N clock

pulses are predetermined to define one cycle of said modu-

lated subcarrier, thereby producing a sinusoidal step

waveform signal each cycle of which has a time period

linearly proportional to the amplitude of the input signal,

and

smoothing the sinusoidal step waveform signal.

4,475,245

TRANSCEIVER
Takaahi limora; Masaki YaaagDHara, aad KoiiJi Yokota, aU of

Tokyo, Japan, assigBors to Trio Kaboshiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 465,633

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Feb. 17, 1982, 57-20004[U]

lat a^ H04B 1/40

VS. CL 455-73 > Oaim

1. A transceiver including: a transmission section and a

receiver section comprising a demodulator means for supply-

ing an audio signal to an audio amplifier and reproduction

device; first and second carrier frequency oscillators; change-

over means coupled to said first and second oscillators to select

an output of one of said first and second carrier frequency

oscillators and applying said output to said demodulator

means; a mixer for mixing the oscillation outputs from said first

and second carrier frequency oscillators; and a switehing cir-

cuit for connecting and disconnecting the output signal from

said mixer in response to on-ofT operations of a CW key to

apply said mixer output signal to said audio frequency ampU-

fier and reproduction device of the transceiver.
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SIMULCAST SAME FREQUENCY REPEATER SYSTEM
P.Bi«IHilikArltatlMlM|hl%«iRkh«4S.KaM.

_ a* of m, aalcMm to Motaraki, Im^

FM Dm. 21, 1M2, Scr. No. 451^6
laL a.^ HIMB 7/J4

U.S.a485-U WChta
1. In a unukttt communication system including a transmit-

ting statioa for tnuwnitting a firtt signal at a given frequency
and a same frecpiency repeater (SFR) for receiving the first

signal and tor retransmitting the received signal at the given
frequency, the SFR having a time delay of T such that the
signal transmitted by the transmitter ofthe SFR consists ofsaid
received signal debyed in time by T, said retransmitted signalM received by the receiver of the SFR defining a spillover
signal, the improvement: comprising;

* °''*" coupled to the transmitting station fw generating a
second signal derived by time dekying said first signal in
time by approximately T so that said second signal and

«^ spillover signal are in phase with each other at theSFR receiver, and
b. means coupled to said SFR for sobstantiaUy cancellmg

said spillover ngnal, said second signal and said spillover
signal being received in phase with each other by said
SFR such that the second signal and the spillover signal
are substantially cancelled by said cancellmg meansT^

DESIGNS
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279,714

FOOTWEAR 0UT50LE
Pad R. JacobwM, 3M S. Lafiqrctte Pk. PL, #304^ Loi

CiUf. 90057

FIM Jo. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,733

Tern of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D2-320

275,716

HOOK FASTENER FOR THE WAIST BANDS OF
TROUSERS OR THE LIKE

YoaUUro Kaaaaka, Toyaan, Japan, aaripnr to YoahMa Kogye

K. K., Tokyo, Japan

FDad Apr. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 250,278

OaiaM priority, appUcatioB Japan, Oct 14, 1980, 5542826

Term of patent 14

U.S.aD2-405

275,717

CARRYING CASE FOR A BASKETBALL OR THE LIKE

Aadri Carr, 6815 CkawATa^PUaMpUa, Pa. 19119

Filed May 5, 1982, Scr. No. 375,345

Teni of patent 14 yean

UJS.aD3-36

275,715

SLOTERSOCK
Walter S. Boom, Valtae, NXX, aaripwr to

lacn VaMcae, N.C
FDad Jan. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 387303

TcmofpateBtMyoan
U.S.aD2-330

275,718

MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANING BRUSH
Aaada Proctor, 4598 E. Oater Dr^ Ddroll, Mkh. 48234

Filed Dec 2, 1982, Scr. No. 446,188

Tena of patent 14

UJS.a D4-127

445
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275,719

RACK FOR ARnCLES OF CLOTHING
WflUn D. Ritehcjr, 1617 M St, Bedford, lad. 47421

FDad Mmt 17, 1M2, Scr. No. 378,887

Tcrai of pirtart 14 yean
VJS, CL D6-411

275,722

ELONGATED TACO SHELL MOLD
Mania C Boaiae, Mealo Park, Galifn anigBor to Calay, lac,
Saa Mateo, Calif

.

FUed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,198
Ite portioa of the term of tiiis pateat aabeeqaeat to JbL 3, 1998,

has beea diaclaiBied.

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S.CLD7-r43

275,720

ARM CHAIR BODY
RaadaU P. Bahk, Wyomiag, Mich., assigaor to Steelcase lac.

Graad Rapids, Mich.

FOcd Not. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 322,863

Tem of pateat 14 years

U.S.aD6-379

275,723

CAKE DECORATOR OR THE LIKE
Jaake L. Leiaiager, ProTideaoe, RJ., assigaor to Dart ladas*

tries lac, Northbrook, m.
FDed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,268

Term of patot 14 years
U.S. a. D7—99

275,721

PILLOW
Robert L. Pumps, 2526 12th Ave. Soatfa, Great Falls, Moat
59405

FDed Dec 18, 1981, Scr. No. 331,963

Term of patoit 14 years

U5.aD6-599

275,724

MICROWAVE OVEN
Hamgachi Keaichi; Takao Mlyake; Masafkmii Namaao, aad
KaiBo Tsqjimoto, aU of Os^ Japaa, assigaors to Sharp
Corporatioa, Osaka, J^^

FDed Aag. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,054
Claiais priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Feb. 4, 1982, 57-4652

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S. CL D7—351 ^
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275,725 275,727

OVEN STAPLING MACHINE
MitcheD C. Heake, Fort Wayae, lad., aad DoaaM G. WoMe, Lars G. Ressablad , Grihma. Swedea, assigaor to Isabergs Verk-

Lake Barriagtoa, DL, assigaors to Uaet^ Maaafartariag stads AB, Hestra, Swedea

Coaipuiy,IaCn Fort Wayae, lad. FDed Dee. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,692

FDed Sep. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 413,680 Claims priority, appiieatloa Switasriaad, JaL 6, 1981, 8M521

Term of pateat 14 yean Term of pateat 14 years

VS.a D7-348 UAa D8-50

275,726

SOCKET WRENCH HANDLE
Doogias R. aemiashaw, PreUe, N.Y., assigaor to Riehard E.

Gray, FayctteriUe, N.Y.

FDed Jaa. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,203

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S.a D8—25

t

r5,728

ELECnUCALLY DRIVEN SCREW DRIVER
KatsayaU Totsa, No. M7-8, Higsshi-Makfltiima, Smaida-ka,

Tcdqro, Japaa

FDed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,594

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S.a D8-68

275,729

CONSTRUCnON LINE REEL
Dwight L. Stoddard, 4011 Aadaboa Dr., Cnaiao, Calif. 95709

FDsd JaL 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,502

Term of pateat 14:

U&aD8-359
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18017

275,73U

ncrURE HANCER
R. Mdlqr, 44 BrWt PMk Woodi,

FM S9. 2, 1982, Ser. Na 414^023
T«iorp«ntl4:

U^aD8-373

278,733

^ **r?**'Y"*«.NYnii*»rtollMProct««G«Ne
CSoapMy, Oadunti, Ohio

<—»«
Flkd J». 21, 1982, Scr. No. 390,723

TcniorpMHMM:
U.S.aO»-352

275,731

MAGNETIC CLIP

275,734
COMBINED BOTTLE AND CAP

MAGNEnVCLIP """J*"
S. Voice, EpiOB^ Eoitoii, Milpor to Lmr Brothen

Raediger Efafeoni, Katomdi, a^ Lee R. Chasen. Port Cheiter ""»"'• ^^ Y«*» N-Y.

both oflS:r-5^^ ^. JSf'ISi^?^^-^^^^^Com. "^ '"""^
«SS5,''*"***''

•pNtartlo. Uiited Kl^kiii, Sep. 1, 1981,
DWrioo of Ser. No. 199338, Oct 23, 1980,. ThheppUcetloii

'"""^
, ^

Fch.l<,1983,Ser.No.44C865 iic n ni»_*Mi
'^^"'''^ "j'*"

Tern of potest 14 ye«i
UAaD9-378

U.S.aD8-395

275,735
275,732 BOTTLE

UQUID DISPENSING CONTAINER Eiri Hoyt, FhukUa Lidua, NJ.,

w--.^JS!r*^^**'***^"*'^*^*-^«*^'Cowjort, IK., Ckrbtodt, NJ.
hottiofCilif.,aariffontoDeyLoboratoriee,lBcCooconi, FDed M^r C, 1982, Ser. No. 375,614
^^''''' Terai of pMeat 14 yean

Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,924 VS. CL D9-389
Teniofpataatl4ycan

UAaD9-302 ^_
iivvniii

toAirwkhladoitriea,

iBKmi,

Msai
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275,736

BOTTLE
& Aldrich, m, S|ri« Valley, N.Yn

Pradw A GaaUe Coapaay, GtaetaMti, Ohio

FBai Jaa. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 386,868

Tem of potent 14 yi

U.S.aD9-MQ9

275,739

ZODUCAL CUSP MEDALUON
to The Pttrida A. Martigwtte, 212 CottaBe Blvi., Hickifille, N.Y.

11801

Diflrioa of Ser. No. 58,730, JbL 17, 1979, Pat Now Dee. 263,384.

lUs appUcatioa Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,143

Tcni d pateat 14 ycen

U.S.a Dll-101

PACKAGING CARD FOR DISPOSABLE SAFETY
RAZORS

Howart M. Carey, Jr.; CleMM A. Item both of Stanrtoa, Van

aid RoMld B. Lett Aadover, Man., aarifaon to

Safily Raaor Coaqaay, VeroM, Va.

FDed Sep. 24^ 1982, Ser. No. 423*473

TemoTpMirtM;
U5.a 09^-415

275,740

ORNAMENT
WflUaa J. WmhUBi, Shefbyrflle, lad.,

ladaetriea, lac SheibyTfllc, lad.

FDed Jbb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,026

Tcna of pateat 14 yeara

UJS.a Dll-121

to WHUaM

275738
GAR1MX>UNTING DEVICE

Leo Wflktte, 3221 W. 135th St, HawthenM, Calif. 90250

FDed Jait 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,324

Teni of pateat 14

UJS.aDlO-97

275,741

ORNAMENT
WiDiaai J. WOUaM, Shdhyrllle, lad.,

, lac Sheibyfille, lad.

FDed Jaa. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,283

TenaofpalaatU
UJS.a Dll—121

to WiUiaaH
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278,742 nsiSA
ORNAMENT *>i T*'.

''ISlL.'S^SSS^ "*** *• '''™^ ^.iS?*^:."*!!*"™^'^ L«» Pta. 33540,

^^&RfrStltr S^i^A^ "-iD^LHjtoHiH P.O. B«t3W7,S«ri«»le,Fh. 33842

SLJ-Srli^lif^^ ra«IOrt.7,19§l,S«.Na.3»^7

UAa DU-Ul U5. CL D11-1S7

278,743

ORNAMENT
WflUn J. WnUnH, Shdknillc lad^
IitetrlM, Ik., Skdhyrlllc lid.

FIM Jn. 28, 1M2, Scr. No. 392,027
Ttm of ptteot 14 ywn

U.S.a Dll—128

to WflUaiM
278,748

MOTORCAR
Mkhd Tizier, BooIocm Bfltaacovt, Flruce, migBor to Regie
NatkMMle deo UiIms Rcndt, Bodopw BfllaMoart, F^uee

Flkd Sep. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 300,092
aaims priority, eppMcrtJo^ Phace, Mw. 11, 1981, 810893

Tem of pelnrt 14 jt$n
VJS. CL 012—92
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178,746 278,749

VEHICLE TIRE SUP'ON HEAT SINK FOR LONG
KadeUMotoanin,iiidHiroiUOgmra, both of Tokyo, Ji«n. INTEGRATElVCIRCUn MODULES

to BridgnlOM Tire Coivny Unitod, Toiqro, Alfred F. McCvthy, BeiwNBt, NJL, OMifMr to Aa?ld Eagi*

ewlig, Im., Laeoaia, NJL
FDed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 418,071 FDed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,148

CUav priority, appUeatioB Japes, May 4, 1982, 87-18894 Tera of pateat 14

;

Tera of pateat 14 yean VS.a D13—23
VS. CL D12-141

278,747 278,780
VEHICLE TIRE TAPE CARTRIDGE

KeaicU Motoainra, aad HtroeU Ogmra, both of Toiqro, Japaa, Tokua SiiiBin. 14.7 TeBeeaei
aerivwn to Bridgntoae Tire Coavny Llialtod, Toityo, ^^S^^^!^

'

^'" ™^o ^..-^e-*, Anm0»A Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 287,048

__, .™!*^i.*"^^-2?*l'EJ. nioMM OaiM priority, applkatloa Japaa, JaL 1, 1980, 554tt6482
OaiaM priority, applieatioa Japaa, May 4, 1982, 87-18893 *" "'

Tim ofpataBtl4 yean

U.S.a D12-142
14

U.S.a D14-11

)

278,748 278,781

ELECTRICAL CONTACT PLUG ^ ™^.?!!'^ ^^.^.^ -
Michael Haiaphnyi, Loadoa, Eagiaad. aeeigaor to Eleetnk Joha A. Mahaa, laaato, Caaada, anlgaor to Mitol CorporatloB,

IntHvatioBal Unitad. LoadoB. Eadnd Kaaata, Caaada

"'"^"TJiJ^rSSr^^ FDed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,607

Oaia. pri^ I!3!l«Su3Sdl£S«, Aog. 6. 1981, Clai-. priority. appliea^ Q»adj Sep. 11, 1981. 11^19-81-1

811001841
,, ^ „ _, . „ T*™ "^f*^ **"^

TermofpatoatMyean UAaD14-83
U.S.a D13-24
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278,752 »c9i«

Joka A. MahM W^mim t^mmmAm —-• a- ««^ •

«

»J£TBUAM> HOUSING
toi^SSJIi

^
' *"*'"' *''^^^^°''°"**°^ Jota a Cttrill. te AaMo, T04 Cteto L. Mora, New

•""""'•*•
nMAfr.l5,19l2,Scr.Ne.368333

TcniofprtartM:
VS. CL D14—100

UA CL D14-59

II

11

asBH»i__^^^
' ""^^"^ 1* WllM 1 ..

1 iu

1 1

1 i

1 1

1 1

r' L„.J

275,753
COMBINED TELEPHONE INTER COMMUNICATION
AND AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALING DEVICE

Joha A. Mahu, KiMta, Cnada, iMigiior to Mitel Corpontton, 275,756
VIDEO DISPLAY PROCESSOR TERMINAL

FOed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,610 Lotea D. StIrMag. PIm—Iub, CMIt, awigaor to Direct lacor^
I priority. appUcatioaCaaada, Sep. 15, 1981, 15^)941^ poratad, Soaayvale, QdU:

•Tc «.>,.«. '^""''•*^"y«« ra«IMay4,1981,Ser.No.2iO,«0
U.S.aD14-59 TenaofpateMMyean

U.S. CL D14—106

275,754
AUDIO-VIDEO RECEIVER REMOTE CONTROL OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Hari Matsada, Eraaetoa; Aathoay J. GMcaraao, Lalte Foicst,
Mi^arlM M. SchwiouMr, Chicago, all of IIL, aHigaors to

* ' iMa lacorporated, Sekiller Park, IlL
Jaa. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 38M03

iBteraatkMal J<

FDed

U.S.a D14-^
TerBofpateatMyean

275,757
REVERSIBLE TOOTH FOR BUCKETS ON DIGGING

AND LOADING MACHINES
Olav Nja, KTeraalaad, Norway, lior to Knraelaad A/S,

Filed Mar. 10. 1981, Ser. No. 242,324
riority. appHcaHoa Norway, Sep. 11. 1980, 61,321

TeraofpateMMyean
U.S. CL D15—29

October 2, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFHCE 4S3

275,758 275,761

AUTOMATED APPARATUS FOR CUmNG THICK PORTABLE COMBINED REAMING AND SEAT

PLATE ROLLED STOCK COUNTERBORING TOOL HOLDER

Le? M. StcpocUda, aWM Ubererieka, 4Qa, kv. 22; VadiB L WOUaai H. Artie, Raacha Cordora. CaUf.. iiilper to Tri Tool.

Batonky, Moikofriiy pNipikt, 28, fcf. 21; Goiri M. Korot, lac, Raacho Cordova, CaUf.

aUtn TInravtM?, 25a, kv. 100; Alau^ L Kkodoro?, FDed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,709

Sadofyproead, 1, k?. 89; Vladiarir N. Sila, pereatok Stre- Tem of

Ielri7, 140, an of Kkarkor, Georgy K. VariUev, atttM Krae- UJ5.aD15-140
aoariMiskiya, 105, kv. 16; Varily P. Lebedcako, aUtn

Skiaidta, 5, kv. 23, both of Aaor, Adolf G. Ereaeako ,
alitm

m lateraatrioaata, 17, k?. 24^ and Ergeay V. CVrqrkh,

plooehad Veartaaia, 1, kv. 50, both of Kharkov, aU of U.S.SJL

FDed Nov. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 203,629

TenaofpateatMyaan
U&a DlS-127

14

275,762

j^5 ^jj
DUPUCATOR WITH STAPLER FINISHER OR THE

COMBINEDREAMINGANDa>UNll»BOHETOOLWJ ^^ JJ™ ^^̂ ^^ ^^^
Wfllia«H.Aetle,Raaeho Cordova, Cillf.,a«lgaor to Tri Tool, **S!ii bSL-Tny ^ ^^^ ^^^
iK^Raaeho Cordova, CaUf.

Coaipaay, Rocheeter. N.Y.

FDed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,111

Terai (rf pateat 14 yean

UJS.a D15-139

FDed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 356,982

Tem of pateat 14 years

U.S. CL D16-30

275,760

CUTTING TOOL INSERT

Bartoa Cochraa, Wooalar, Ohio, aerisMr to He Wi

SwMey Goa^aay, Clevelaad, Ohio

FDed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 432,158

TemofpataatMyaan
U.S.a D15-139

275,763

DUPUCATOR OR THE LIKE

Richard J. Okoa, Weheter, N.Y., awlpnr to

'pDed Mar! 11, 1982, Ser. No. 356,983

T«B of pateat 14

US.aD16-30

Kodak
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37S,7M
DUFUCATOR Wmi FINISHER AND BINDER OR THE

27S,7C7

MAGNIPyiNG DEVICE

Rkh«dJ OlM..Wihitar NV -. - - ^^, MlctaelF.Qw^4461SE.F«d.Hwy^SlMrt,Fto.334»«

olllijSdwI!!!^^
FIW M«. «, MM, S«. No. 38«»110

'l>1kdMar.'ll^i982,Sar.No.356,M4 UA O. D16-138
'^^ "^""^ "

T«B«rptintl4y«n
V&a D16—30

I ^
•^^
I

275,7<5 ,

PHOTO FINISHING FRINTER \

DowM E. Auk, MaiiMtowi, W. Va^ Mri«ior to AlBcd Indos-
Mm. IM^ Fittibvgk, Fa.

FOad Say. 21, 1982, Sw. No. 420^21
TaraofpataitMyaan

U.S.a D14-44

i

A« 1=^^

^^m i

278,761

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
ManOi Sawada, Oaaka, Japaa, avifMr to Sharp Corporatloa,

Oiaka, Japaa

FDcd Mar. IS, 1982, Scr. No. 410,471
Claim prtaritjr, applicatioa Japa% Sap. 18, 1981, SM1903

Tcraiofpataatl4yaan
U.S.CLD18—

7

27S,766
CONVERSION LENS FOR A MINUTURE CAMERA

Takao SaaU, Odawara, Japaa, aarffMr to Ace Optical Co.,

Fllad Die. 27, 1982, Sm. No. 452,788
OaiaH priority, appHcatioa Japaa, JaL 12, 1982, 97-31000

T«BiofpataM14y«an
U.S.a D16-134

SAABzwx
DZtl

October 2, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 4SS

275,7« 275,771

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR COMPUTER PRINTOUT TRAY
Kaaw Yaanda, Oadn, Japan, aMtgaor to Sharp CorporatkM, DoaaM L. Enaa, DcForwt, Wifc, aari^nr to Doa

Oiaka, Japaa DaForaat, Wia.

Fllad Mar. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 410«472 FDad May 21, 1982, Scr. No. 380,752

dains priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Sep. 18, 1981, 5641909 Tcrai of patcat 14

Tern of patcat 14 years VS. CL D19—92
U.S.a D18—

7

E?aaB,Iaen

275,772

AMUSEMENT GAME CABINET
Eageaia Akopiaa, Liaortawood, aad Leo Ladxia, Chicago, both

of m., OMigBon to WflliaflH ElectroBici, Inc., Chicago, DL
FDcd Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 477,679

TcTB <rf pateat 14 yean
U.S.aD21—13

275,770

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
KazBO Yaanda, Osaka, Japaa, assigaor to Sharp CorporatioB,

Osaka, Japaa

FDcd Mar. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 410,473

Cfadois priority, a^icatioa Japaa, S9. 18, 1981, 5641927

Tern of pateat 14 yean
U.S. a. D18—

7

275,773

GAME HOUSING
Edward T. Holahaa, Chicago; Harry Disko, Soath Barriagtoa,

both of m.; Jooeph R. EchUa, Haavdea, aad Wayae J. Yee,

Spriagfidd, both of Mass., asBisBon to Marria Glasi A Aaso-

FOed Feb. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 345,074

Tern of patcat 14

;

U.S.a D21—17
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278,774 278.777
TOYWHBELBAnOW TOY Am^ALi Nm & L. Sate, <Mgr, K«Mlh B. lMM^ "iinlMi. CUif^

Ml M* JiL •JiflSi'S.^^* *~*" nrt««»Cp.po«th»,N«rY€rk.N.Y.f^^J^»n,8^.So,mm VIMJn.9.1M2,8ir.Na.38M48
ivni OT liim 14iwn Ta>» «# i^

,

NiliA.L
kolh«r

278,778

278.778 WICKET
WmSPUZZLE K<*crtL.Hd>le, 21421 Hilltop St, Smrtkfield,Mick.

RoMMLSMth, 4489 W.14M St, HmrlhoncCUif. 90280
RM Nov. 10. 1982, Scr. No. 440,864

FIM Fab. 8, 1982, Sw. No. 344438
TmmotmmU

UAa D31—104

U.S. a. D21—202
Tamof 14

OcroraR 2, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 457

278,780

GOLF CLUB CLEANER
E. Pwnom RobMMddo, MlUn
IiMn St Pnd, Mte.

Flkd Apr. 30, 1982, Str. No. 378,746

TflfB of pdnrt fvm
UJ.aD21-234

to Arthv J.

IM..

278,788

SHOWER STALL
doriB K. McMiiln, Sa BcnMitfM

CoMa Moi, both of Grilf., tMliPm to 1

AM,Cklif.

CoirtimthM-ia-pwt of Sw. No. 298,816, An. 17, 1981,. lUs

appttcatloa JoL 19, 1962, S«r. No. 399,381

ToraofpotairtM:

UAaD23-87

278,781

FISHING REEL
ScW Myfljo, Sdod, Jopn, aripor to J

pny Uaritod, Onka, Jipa
Fllod No?. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 441,783

ClidM prioritjr, appUeithM Japn, Mqr 20, 1962, 87-22229

Ibe portkM of tbe tom of tbis pitoit nbwqMM to Mqr 22,

1996, bM boa diicWMd.
TeraofpatoMMyevi

V&a D22-28

D.
N.T.,

To.

UJB.a I»l>141

_____^ 278^779

i»,««« -^IT'TZI WAfST-MOUNTED BALL PADDLEBUMPER FOR A TOY VEHICLE WilHaiJ. McMdor, 2802 CbiV« Ooab Dr"
il Jmm a Koba, bolb of Now York, 78090

HM^Si^^SfyS^iS^' '"^ '^'^ DWriaofS«.No.l3A69,Fob.21,19W,.TlIiiWllalh»Da.

VZJT.^Stf**'^^*^*^ 1, 1961, Sw. No. 326,222
TmorpaatMfnn Tcm of patoM 14 yan

UJS. a. D21—213

278,782

COMBINED BATHTUB AND BASE
LoKtto,ad11oiMETa)ior,Rcidde,botb ^'''•* « .. ^»«.,^n>
"^Acrilbn.Eii.laorta,Ia,N«rM«.

„,,

Pj^^g^gj^ ĵ'^Sl^?gP!S^

cw-priJSf-lSiS?—i.^^^ ''^•'TSwFjJiw^
TomofpotoitMyan «,^,«. '^^

"""^
U5.aD23-88 UAaD23-180

JobaD
ofC
bet
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G.

27S,7W 275,788
AIR FKESHBNER DUGNOSHC TEST DEVICE
OqM^M^RX, MrisMT t0 Partkle Pal Monrii L. GivMr, PiwciMids, Cknd^ mi DooglM TUhiv,

FlkdMar.8,1982,Sff.No.35«,19tf New York. N.Yr^
—

•
rnn»c«, ww^,

lien «**_!«»
'^""''^^"''•^ W^Wwi of Ser. No. 933,389, Abb. 14, 1978, P«. No. D«.

VS. a. D23-U0 259,254. Iliis applkatkm Not. 19, 1980, Scr. No. 208,4a
Tenn of pttoit 14 yean

U.S.a D24—17

"ijpvtaa

r5,786
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR AIR FRESHENER

Rkhard Roodaaa, Ridgtwood, NJ., Mrignor to Rizia Limited,
GtaaorgmUre, WalM

Flkd Apr. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 372,291

Tcni of pttnt 14 yean
VS.a D23-150

{^^Kv.v.v;;;T£^<

-s^'

275,787

FAN HOUSING

275,789

PREGNANCY DIAGNOSHC APPARATUS
David S. Byrae, Adaatic Higldaads, NJ., aarigaor to Warner^

riaraU B. Rapp, WOUgtoa Park; Bans H. Oesteriield, Wood- LaaAcrt CompoBy, Morris Plaias, NJ.
Ms, and Yook Chaa, BrooUya, aU of N.Y., oai^ors to RM Aag. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 524,256
North AaMTieaa Philips CorporatkNi, Nmr York, N.Y. Tern of patent 14 years

FDsd Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 44M99 U.S. CL D24-8
Tera of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D23-155

October 2, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 439

275,790 »75,793 ^
DISPOSABLE SURGICAL CLAMP AIR-SUPPORTED CTRUCTURE

John B. Marlowe, 85 Meadow Woods Rd., Great Neck, N.Y. Do«rto M. FraWi, 884 Pataer Afe., MsaMroneJ, N.Y. 18643

11020 FUed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,05

Filed Dee. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 451,459 Tena of patert 14 years

Tem of patent 14 years U.S.C1.D25-20

U.S.aD24-27

^ ^

D «i rt n n ri rt

r5,794
AIR-SUPPORTED STRUCTURE

Doaato M. FMoli, 884 Pataner Ave., MaaHToneck, N.Y. 10543

FUed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,698

Term of patent 14

;

U.S.a D25-20

275,791

AIR-SUPPORTED STRUCTURE
Donato M. FMoli, 884 PalaMr Ave^ MannroHeck, N.Y. 10543

Filed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,892

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S.a D25-20

n a1 '•I T\ r\ r\ r^

u '-^ U

275,792 275j795

AIR.SUPPORna> STRUCTURE AIR-SUPPORTED STRUCTURES

DoMrtoM.FWoli, 884 Palmer Afe.,Mmmwmek,N.Y. 1043 1>»^ M- "^^» Jf'SL'^S:'STS^
Filed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,894 FUed Sep. 30, 19tt, Ser. No. 431,«7

Termofpatmrtl4yean Term of patent 14

;

UAaD25-20 UAaD25-20

u •-< u

r\ i5l ri r1 rt n n

t^j^ t^ kt ^

ii0MMMvi^!MMM:iMM^
n n tr n n tib n
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Tt9,196 178,799
AUTOMATED nCXET GATE MINUTURE BATIERy4>FERATED UCHT

to T«kyo lolaiS.D«)Fd. 404 W. 20th St, N«w York, N.y.lOai<

m^o^ «•<•». .^ .^ >.*•..-
PIladJ«.21,19«2,S«.No.34W04

FIM Sipw 21, 1M2, Sir. No. 427,724 Ttra of pttot 14 *
^^

JapM,M«7 7,lM2,S7-lM52 U.S.aD26.-M
TwBofpMirtM:

UJ.aD25-S0

^78,797 275J0O
AUTOMATIC TICKET GATE FLASHLIGHT

JapM, tmlwm to Tokyo DicterRnH.KnMb«rg,Fed.Rcp.orGcrMay,
'
'*' Gilktte CoapoBjr, Bootoa, Man.

'y^.^!.'*^^ !^^^, _, Filed Aog.W, 1902, Ser. No. 408,552^^ S?S??i?T5.**^ ^' ^••^ 57.19451 Tcra of patut 14 yam
TvaofprtntMytm U.S.CLD26-46

U&aD2»-51
w^vtu^P-io

to The

r5,798
BOAT LADDER
i VerwM L. Liriwig,Rom Otjr, both

>toHvrisMndhetviagCor»orathM,Fort
Wcyn,U.

FIW Se^ 22, 1902, Ser. No. 421453
TeraoTpMatM

UJS.aD2S-M

275,001

LAMP BASE
Jbka W. OddweU, Sib Mtfteo, Qdifn Mripor to

riipooji. El Moate, CUif.

FUed JoL 21, 1902, Ser. No. 400,503

TmiorpMwtM
U.S.aD26-93

Jl",
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275,002

VnAMIN TABLET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Ala M. Beychok, Mcavhii, Ton^ mt M«ilya

DefB% P«n Mipnn t» Vkm^ latn MaupMi, T<

FBed Dee. 27, 1902, Ser. No. 453,«1

TaniefpilMtM
UJS.aD20-3

KeUI
both or Ji

Oid(a,Ji

275J06
ELECTRIC SHAVER
Hi^datl^ nd TriMhi

to MeliMhIte Eieetrie Works, Ltd.,

Oet 20, 1902, Ser. No. 437,4C7

, VpHcatioa J^H, M. 14, 1902, 57.32472

TemoTpotcatUjrcan
U.S.aD20-49

275,003

VITAMIN TABLET OR SIMILAR ARnCLE
Akn M. Bqrchok, MenpUs, Ten^ mi MvOyi

Devoa, Pa., aerivrnt to PloaA lac MeavUe, Teaa.

FDed Dee. 27, 1902, Ser. No. 453351

Tera of potest 14

U&aD20-3

275,004

NIT COMB HANDLE
Albert Saftnteia, aad Gilbert Spectar, both of400

DHWoa of Ser. No. 250^19, Apr. 3,

9, 1903, Ser. No. 521,770

TenaofpateatMyean
UJS.aD20-34

275,005

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVER
Kaat O. Yraa, Eiadhofoa, Netherlaiidi, aariipor to U.S. Pfaffips

Corperatiea, New York, N.Y.U

DIfWea ofSer. No. 949^01, Oet 4, 1970, Pat No. Dee.

An.. 265^L11is«piieatieaJaa. 25, 1902, Ser. No. 392414

Oaiw priority, 9plicattoaUalt•dKiaiea^ Apr. 11, 1970,

904150; Apr. 11, 1978, 904144

ToraoTpateatM:
U.S.aD20-50
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^^^ 275,808
"AG HOLDER RONING PRESS

lu/TSSJS***^'*^"^^'^^'"''****"***^ OltodoB««^«iHlAiito»loJta»ei,bothofG«MT^Swltier.

-5Lii!^L?^ «•• *^'®" Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,810
ippUotfMCind^ Sep. 21, 1982, 21-094M Oaims priority, applicatioB Switseriaid, Dec 2, 1981, 112
levB or pnnt I4 yeve 103

U.S.aD34-4 TenB0fp««rtl4yeMt
U.S. a. D32—

9

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 2ND DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

Note—Amnged b aooordaace with the fint simificant chancter or word of the nime
Cm accmdance with dty and tei^bone directory practice).

A.O> S"M*t« CoipoiatiOD: 5Df
Riebter, Kari W.; and Schnrter, Robert M., 4.474^13. Q.

138-30.000.

ABVcivoiSee—
Kronogard. Svea-(Mo^ Kronogard, Oaa^Mo^ and Kronogard,
Hakaa. 4,474»007. CL «M0S.00a

AB V(rfvo Penta: Set
Hallenatyedt. Oddbjom. 4,474>072. CI. 74.378.000.

AbCi Koichii to Northern Tdeoon Limited. PiecJM positioning of
optical fibers 4.474,469, 0. 3S6-399.000.

Abe, Tadadu: See—
Katoh, Michia, Abe, Tadaihi; and Moriwald. Masanoti, 4,474,981,

a. S60-20S.OOO.

Aboelfotoh, Mohamed O., to International Bosnem Machines Cmpori-
tion. Stabilized plasma diqilay device. 4,473,060, Q. 313-387.000.

ACF Indostries, Incorporated: See—
Meyer, Danny S., 4,474,203, Q. 137-72.000.

Adcer, Michad J., Sr.: See—
Leistaer, Theodore E; and Acker, Michael J., Sr., 4,474,044, Q.
7M3.000.

AdacU, Keiichi: 5cc
Ifirano, SUgeo; Sakanooe, Kei; and AdacU, Keiichi, 4,474,874, CI.

430-331^.
AdacU, TakasU: See—

Tamai, Masaham; Morimoto, SUgeo; AdacU. TakasU; Oguma,
KiyosU; Hanada. Kazunori; and Omura, Sadaftnni, 4,474,800, CI.

424-278.00a
Adams, RonaM W., to Gates Corporation, The. Method of selective

bonding of textile materials. 4,474,633, Q. 136-243.000.

Adams, RonaU W., to Gates Corporation, The. Method of selective

bondbg of textile materials. 4.474.840. Q. 428-71.000.

Adecon, be.: See^
Morrone. Joseph A., m. 4,474,043, Q. 70436.00R.

Adkrstein, Michad G., to Raytheon Company. Method of passivating

a senuooodactor body. 4,474,623, CI. 148-1.300.

Adrian. Fritz; Gmnd. Theodor, and Strauss, Udo, to Steag AG.
Method for at least the two-stage ignition of a fiid dost power burner

and a burner system for carrying out this method. 4,474,120, Q.
110-261.00a

Advanced Technology Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Hani, Norio, 4,474,184, Q. 128-660.000.

Agence Nationale De La Valorisation De La Recherche (Anvar): See—
Galy, Jean; Moaset. Alain; and Lecante, Pierre, 4,473,223, CI.

378-88.000.

Agency of Industrial Science and Techiralogy: See—
Stto, AUa, Nak^jima, Kenji; Takaura, Yoshimasa; Kijima,

SUzumasa; Inai, Ynichi; Kohara, YosUyuki; Kawakami, Yo-
sUyuU; and Tsurugi, Tomio, 4,474.881, Q. 433-136.000.

AgCiOevaert AG: See—
Bergthaller, Ptter; and Strauss, Jurgen, 4.474.834. 0. 428^11.100.

Aiba, TakesU: See—
Tatinura, Tamiaki; Aiba. TakesU; FukusUma, TakasU; NisUmura.

Maaanori; Otsuki, HirosU; YabuU. Fuiio; and Kusakabe, Tomio,
4,473.933, Ca. 29-429.000.

Ainlay, J(^ A. Leak detector for underground storage tanks.

4.474,034,a 73-49.200.

Aisb Sdki KabusUki Kaisha:See—
Yamazawa, Masayuki, 4,474,124.a 11M67.000.

Akanuma, SUgetake: See—
Ogaki, Koji; Akanuma, SUgetake; Takada, YosUmn^ Qjiro, Yo-

sUtaka; and Harada, Siigeru, 4,474,410, Q. 299-23.000.

Akaaaki, Isamu: See—
RobayasU, KroyuU; OUd, Yoshimasa; Toyoda, Yukio; and

Akasaki, Isamu, 4,473,938, 0. 29-369.00L.

AKG-Akustische u-Kino-gerate gesellschaft m.b.H.: See—
Frese. Stefiu. 4,473,229; G. 181-63.000.

Akhtardchavari, Farid. Solar heating check vdve and flow indicator.

4*474,209, a. 137-339.000.

AkUs, Kristine E, to Videonhere, Inc. of OUo. Visual image diqtlay

nparatus. 4,473.126. CL 338-230.000.

Akqnuna, NobuyuU: See—
TanigucU, Motoya; Koizumi, MitsuyosU; AUyama, NobnyuU;
Kembo, Yukio; and Ikeda. Minoru, 4,473.223. CL 378-34.000.

Albany Intenutiond Corp.: See—
Lmdblad. Rolf W.. 4.474.643. 0. 162-198.000.

Albert, EAist: See—
Blaurock. Gunter, and Albert, Ernst, 4,474,073, CI. 74-424.80A.

Albert, Ludwig, to Sttd RefiigeraHon AB. Metliod of recirculating oil

in refiri^rating systems. 4,474.019. 0. 62-84.000.

Albert, Stephen B.: See—
McNangliton, Allen D.; Albert, Stephen B.; and Furbershaw,

Gerard A., 4,474.372, Q. 604-61.000.

Alberta Energy Company Ltd.: See-
Smith, Russell O.; and Schramm. Laurier L.. 4,474.616, CL 208-

11.0LE
Aklous, Harold W., to EPE Corporation. Displacement soldering

device. 4,474.322, O. 228-36.000.

Aldidd, Georg. HeM pomp. 4,474,023. Q. 6M48.000.
Alexander, George it, to Generd Motors Corporation. Close-pack
conveyor system. 4,474.286. Q. 198-802.000.

Alheritiere. Jean, to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault Device to lay

down a plastic bead or the like onto an essentially plane surfisce.

4.474.136.0. 118-410.000.

ADmetti St Company: See—
Mattaon, Ouurles A.; Michd, James; and Domagahki, Anthony,

4.474.327, Q. 239-143.000.

AOen. James D., to Eastman Kodak Company. Duty cycle detector.

4,473,086.0.328-111000.
AOen. Terry F.: See—

DeMarse, Ernest W.; Kluss, Karl K.; Sawyer, iaba M.; and Alien,

Terry F., 4.474,217, Q. 138-137.000.

Allied Corporation: See—
Moser, Kenneth R., 4.473,108, Q. 343-700.0MS.
Pressley, Robert J., 4,473,027. CL 219-I21.00L.

Allied Industries, Inc.: See-
Funk, DonaM E; Chae, Chailes H.; and LoTurco, Raymond A^

4,474.438, Q. 333-43.000.

Alquist, Henry E: See-
Gentry, CecU C; and Alquist, Henry E. 4.474,238, Q. 166-268.000.

Althausen, Ferdinand: See—
Muller, Hdnz; RaffeL Reiner, and Althausen, Ferdinand, 4,474,3 10,

Q. 222-143.000.

Aluminum Company of America: See—
Yu, Ho, 4,474.223, Q. 164467.000.

Alvino, William M.; and Fuller, Tmrathy J., to Westinghouse Electric

Corp. Method of preparing dectrophorettable polymer emulsions.

4,474,638, CI. 204-181.00C.

ALZA Corporation: See
EckenhofF. James B.; Place, Virgil A.; and Peery, John R.,

4,474,373, Q. 604-131.000.

Wolfe, Allan M.; Davenport, James M.; Theeuwes, Felix; and Yum,
Su I., 4,474,374, Q. 604-83.000.

Amendola, Albert; Christensen, Richard G.; and Yereance, John G., Jr.,

to Intemationd Business Machines Corporation. Method and appars-

tus for making a mask conforming to a ceramic substrate metalluation

pattern. 4,474,463, Q. 333-78.000.

American Can Company: See—
Mudler, Robert L.; and Schroeder, George O^ 4,473.241, CL

383-113.000.

American Cast Irm Pipe Conwany: See-
Snow, William E, 4,474,134, Q. 118-37.000.

American Cyanamid Company: See—
Ftoyd, Middleton B., Jr.; and DeVries, Vem G., 4,474,809, a.

424-313.000.

Floyd, Mkldleton B., Jr.; and DeVries, Vem G., 4,474,8ia CI-

424-31S.'000.

noyd. Middleton B.. Jr., 4,474.979, Q. 360-121.000.

Kuo, Joseph S. C; and Monji. Nobuo. 4,474,738, Q. 424-92.000.

Weppio, Peter J., 4,474.962, Q. 346-167.000.

American Greetings Corporation: See
Hardy, Stephen N.; and Johnson, John A., 4,473,963, Q. 40-lO.OOR.

American Home Products Corporation: See—
Sulkowski, Theodore S.; Bergey, James L.; and Mascitti, Albeit A.,

4,474,707, a. 260436.00A.
American Honritd Supply Corporation: See—

Costdlo, William D.; Hdton, Charles J., II; and Frank, Martin B.,

4,474,383, G. 280-242.0WC.
Petruzzi. Gaude E. 4,474.174. G. 128-4.000.

American Intemationd Foodservice: See—
Cothnn. Herman, 4,474,107, G. 99-332.000.

American Microsystems, Inc.: See—
Haque, Yusuf A., 4.473,170, G. 364-823.000.

American Sterilizer Company: 5cc
Brendgord, Thomas, 4,474,364, G. 269-323.000.

Ametek, Inc.: See—
Capone, David M., 4,474,349, G. 431-12.000.

Amick, James L. Arch-shaped stabiliring airfoil for vehicles. 4,474,401,

G. 296-l.OOS.

Amin, Jayendra J.; Kdm, Brian R.; and Bean, Robert H., to Ford Motor
Onipany. Domed accumulator for automotive air conditioning

sy«em^M74.03S. G. 62-303.000.

AMP Incorporated: See—
MiOUmes, Wayne L.; Murren, Danid J.; and Nemcovaky. John R.,

4.474,417. G. 339-39.00M.
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^ HJromi, 4,474.418, G. 339^.00a
Asipci Cofpontioa: Stt

Stwk.jgwy D^ 4,473,161. Q. 364.S21.O0a

Qonlon J. S.; Ambgry. Cliflbtd R.; and Starfcey,

iC. 4>474j24»q. i64.isaooa

Lyim, Jen C^AAH^T^O. 419-1 1.00a

AmMf DevioH looofporatod:

Bfoksw, Adrian P.; and OObert. Barrie. 4^473.103. CL 340.301.000.

Oilbert,BBnie, 4,473.169.a 364417.00a
Analogic Cocpofation: So

Praria. Ony B.. 4,473^)99. CL 33S-193.000.

Andenon. Danid E; and Mariyk, Riber, to Pattoo A Cooke, Ltd.
Airenft waning marker. 4^74^133, CL 116.209.000.

Andraai Stilil: Sm^
Kloben, Reiner; Hoppner, Kbiia; and Welile, Anton. 4,474069. a.
in-IMiOOa

Andicjoo, Matthew J.; and Fotkay, Bufene, to ATAT Technologies
Inc. ftlethod of liibrieating a liglttgnide fiber. 4,474,393. Q. 63-3.UO.

Andrewa, Oeorge R. Kgh MMitivity portable radio direction finder.

4,473.106,a 34343S!000.
Andrewa, Raynond & Display fitttngL 4,474,299,d 211-193.00a
Andrewi, WiUaa H.; Milne, DavidTi Moyle, Ronald W.; and FMen,
Jamea P., to Comakxt Aluminum Limited. Treatment of aluminous
nateriali. 4,474,736, CL 423-12100a

Angnlo, Eart D., to United States of America, National Aeronautics
and Space Administiation. Apparatus for dtsmtegratina kidney
ilonea. 4,474,11aa 12».328.00a

Anken, Milton- 5n
Halbert, Seymour P.; and Anken, Milton, 4.474.178.d 43M00O.

Ankeny. DonaU; and Jooes, Gary, to Zenith Electronics Cocpoiation.
"

" 4,473,124, a.tyttem for character display.

33t.183.00a

Ankerman, John E, to Cromwell Paper Company, The. Lumber wrap.
4,474,842, Q. 428-21 l.Q0a

Anneaberg Asaodatas N.V.: St»—
Bmr, Gordon, 4,473,016.a 200.3I00R

Annis, Myron C, to Occidental Chemical Corporation. High perfor-
mance molding compounds for shielding eiectrooMgnetic interfer-
ence. 4,474,683, G. 232-303.000.

Antes, Ronald E; and Hanys, Denis G. Method of erecting a marine
«iictttre ntjhiing a icmovaMe watertight plug assembly. 4,474,309.
CL403-19iaoa

Antonacdo. Michael J.: Sm—
Graenberg. Robnd; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Ridiard; Wd-

senbora. Frank L.; and Antonacdo, Michad J., 4,474,793. G.
424-273iX)R

Greenberg, Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, E Richard; Wei-
senbom, Frank L.; and Antonacdo, Michad J.. 4,474^799. G.
42^274.00a

Antonevich, John N., to Simco Coouany, In&, The. Body dectricd
groondhig tether. 4,473,141,a 361-22aO0a

Aoaa To^aki: 5^*^
Ndto. nddd; Kara, Krodii; Aono, ToaUaU; and Sato, Kozo,

4,474,867, CL 430-203.000.

Aoyam, Edward L, to Chevron Research Company. Fungicidal 1-

meth^3,4-dihalo-3-snbstitiited-sulfonylpyrazoles. 4,47437. CL

Acqrad, Takadd: Sar—
umexawa, Hamao; TakeucU. Tomio; Aoragi, Takaaki; Hachisn,

hfilsugu; KawamuFB, Kenji; Fbkaiau, Shunio; and Sddzawa,
Yasuham, 4,474,7H C1434.177.000.
George F.; and Pbhle. Werner P.. to Wm. Stdnen Mfg. Co.
sed center vane for ftill cone nozzle. 4,474.331. G. 239488.000.

ARA, Inc.: Sa
HaMkky, Bernard, 4,474447.a 244-12100IL

Ard, Akira: Sfi»—
Moduzuki Taketoshi; Kudo, Mitaoo; Arai. Akirs; Sbono, Kajk
OmoaMasdcU; and Nidii.Gcnichiro, 4.474,026^a 6M37.00a

Arai, Ymunori: Slur

* 9p«a ^JP** ** A™" Y"™*** •*^*'^*2' CL 333-6aooa
Arand; Dale P.; and WQsod, Robert H.. to Standard OO Company

(Indiana). Proceasing produced Adds ofUgh pressure gas condensate
reservoin. 4,474,39r,a 6^314IOa

Araya Industrid Co., Ltd.: Stt—
Kanemdd, Shoji, 4,474,386,a 28O.289.0QA.

Arentzen, Charles, to Atlantic Richfldd Company. Impurity segrega-_ : , . ..
4^474,614, G.tion in copper by cootroOed oooHng

2O4.292.00a
Arettines, Anada M.: &»-

MacKenzK. Ian M.; Vopd. Alfred M.; Hdser. Joan; Bowers,

fS?^ S-*JS»**^ "^ Arettines, Angda M..
4,474,31a CL 44.68.00a

AriBMo^ Satomi; and Kakeyama. Hindu, to Mitsobidii DenU Kabu-

^S'JEf*^ ''*' *yP* •" **«««* to««kff. 4,473,018, CL 200-
148.00k.

Arita, KaxuUro: Ssr—
'^ XfSS.^*^ KazuWro; and Masuda, Isao, 4,474,942, G.
S2^363.00a

Ariy^Shunsuke; Opag^ Tadadii; Kaddma, Norie; and Morihata.
Michiyo, to Kabushikikdsya Advance Kaflwsu Kenkyujo. lonto-
pbormiB device. 4,474,3?a CL 6O«-2a00a

Ariyama, Kcnzo: Sm^

Armoor-Dial, Inc.:

Story, Julian R.; and Myers, E Gary. 4,474,683, G. 2S^369.00a
Annstroog World Industries, Inc.: Sea-

Boroughs, Deborah M., 4,474.643. G. 16^^0a00a
Amey. Doodd B. CoOapsiUe fire fighthig bucket 4,474,243. CL

169-S3.00a

Arnold, Lorn G.; Parker. Paul D.; and SulUvan, James F.. to Deere ft
Company. Automatic bi-podtionable mechanism for plows.
4,474,247. G. 172413.00a

"^
Amon, Rndi; Shapira, Midhal; and Muller, Gunhild, to Yeda Reaeudi
A Devdopment Co., Ltd. Synthetic vacdne and process for pradoc.
ing same. 4,474,737. G. 42448.00a

Aron, Mnlk R, to North American PhiUpa Corporation. Sio^ i

electro chemicd etch procem for Udi volt aiumtnam
4,474,657, G. 204.129.73a

Arroyo^ RetnaUo P. Hand-attached ground scraper. 4»474,24& CL
172-37aO0a

Aweneil. Roger P,, to SiwniwM nmmmf,^n^\^ f,^ PynaiJC thwihold
for scintillation camera. 4,473,042.a 2S0.363A1S.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.: 5w
Teagan. W. Peter, 4,474,018.a 6^79.00a

Asada, Masahiro: Se»—
Yonezawa. Kazuya; Aaada, Masahiro; Iwakiii, HroaU; and
Azuma. Miyuki. 4.474,936, CL 328.123.00a

Asdu Glass Company, Ltd.: Stt—
Takahadii. SUro, 4,474,333, CL 43^27X)0a

Asahi. Kasd. Kogyo, RabusUki, Kaidia: Ske—
IbuU. Tadayuki; Sugihara, Tdsuke; Kawaknbo, Hromu; and Sone,

Takanori. 4,474,984, G. 546.199.00a
Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Ser—

Ogawa. Ryota; and Arai. Yasunori. 4,474,462. CL 33S4aQ0a
Asahi Komkukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Stt—

Itoh, TduyuU, 4.474,436,a 33(M26.00a
Asao, Tetsuji: See—

Fujita, Eiichi; Nagao. YoahimitStt; Mori, Tomoyuki; Murayama,
Oatkoi and Asao, Tetsuji. 4,474>814, G. 424.324.00a

ASARCO Incorporated: Stt—
Ooflinan. Martin; and Jordan. Thomas L., 4,474,649, CL 204-l.OQT.

ASEA Aktiebolag: Siw—
Blomkvist. Kent; and NordvaU. Jan, 4,474,069,a 7346169a
Brogardh. Tonnv. and Ovrea, Chridcr, 4,473440^ CL 3t^^9.00a

Ashley, Jonathan J. Eleven-plane cubicd poBEzle. 4.474377. CL 273-
133.00S.

AsseUneau. Liaiel; Leonard, Jaogues; Chodorge, Jean; and GaiDard,
Jean, to Institut Francds dn Petrole. Process for purifying a C«
and/or Cs hydrocarbon cut oontainiBg water and dimethyl ether as
impurities. 4.474,647. G. 2O3-49.000T

Astech, lac: Set—
Brown. WaUam M., 4,473,193,a 37O.124.O0a

Aston, Graeme, to United States ofAmerica, Nationd Aeronautics and
Space AdministrBtion. Hollow cathode apparttus. 4^73,063, CL
3mil.8ia

^^
ATAT Bdl Laboraioriea: Stt-

Bdfield, William R, 4,473,227,a 381.3a00a
Bidiee, Dan L.; and U TIngye. 4,474.423.a 3Sa96.1Sa
Ebert. Harry K., Jr.. 4,475,047, CL 30746.00a
Femow, James P.; and Levy. Roger P.. 4,473.192.a 37D44.00a
Herr. Diane E; Metz. Rdnbrdiltak. Laddie E; WQey. PMd IL;
and Wincheil. David F.. 4,41^.189.a 37M2A»L

Huensch. George D.; Lien. Robert L.; Lind, Jerol M.; and Mae.
Dondd. Verne K, 4,47S,0ia G. 179.2.0EB.

James, Dennis B.; MoflStt, ^yan S.; and Smith, Doodas C
4,475,191,a 37045.00a

Marouf, Mohamed A.; and VandL Pul W., 4,473,19a G.
37a62.00a

Medaugh, Raymond S.. 4.475,213, G. 375-27.00a
Ridgway, David N., 4,473,942,a 29469.00a
Taykv. Cari R, 4,474,83a G. 427-34.lOa
Wamier, Richard E. 4,474,424, G. 3S046.16a

ATAT Technologies Inc.: Sie—
Andreico, Matthew J.; and Potkay. Euaene, 4.474,393. CL 63-3.12a

Atago. Takeshi; and Manaka, Toshio, to IttMlii, Ltd. EngfaK revdn.
tion speed control device. 4,474,131, CL 123.339.00a

Addnson. Renwick S., to Carlton Company. Filing gdde. 4,473,938, G.
33-2O2.00a

Atlantic RichfieU Conmany: Sie—
Arentzen. GiarieBrM74,614,a 2O4-292.00a

Atsumi, MorOiiro: See—
Yoahida, Ifitoshi; YamagncU, Shunzo; Atsumi, MofJUro;
Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Kumd, Tomio, 4,473,109, CL
219-270.000.

AtwdL Graham J.; Baguley, Bmce C; and Denny, William A., to
Development Finance Corporation ofNew Zealand. l,lQn,9.BeBil.
phenanthrofine. 4,474,961, 0.546.70.000.

Aurousseau, Michd E: Stt
RoMm, Max F.; and Aurousseau, Michd E, 4,474,783. a

424.250.00a
Autoelektrooik AG: Stt—

Diener, Rudolf. 4,474,712, G. 26148A)a
Automation Industridle SA: Sti^

Sander, Engdbert, 4,474,719,a 264'13S.00a
Automotive Products pic: Sit

Frederick
G. 91-369.0QA.

Avery Intenatiood
Retder. Dondd F..

A. W.; and Mock. David O. P., 4,474^103.

iSce—
[.474.366, G. 271.181.00a
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Aveiy, Richard J., Jr. Refrigerant accumulator and charging apparatus

and method for vapor<ompresBion refrigeration system. 4,474,034,

CL 62*303.000.

Aya, Masahiro; Saito, Jumdu; Yasd, Kaznomi; Shiokawa, Kozo; Mori-

aldma, NoriUsa; and Goto, Toshio, to Nihon Tokushu Noyaku Seizo

K.K. Heriiidddly active novd sabetitnted phenylsulfonj^urea deriv-

atives. 4,474y6oaa 71-92.00a

And, Kaya; and William, H. Moss, to Babcoek ft WDoox Company,
The. Opdmam contrd of cooling tower water temperature by func-

tion blocka. 4,474,ar,a 62-171.00a

J Miyuki: Ser—
Yonezawa, Kenya; Asada, MaaaUro; Iwakiri Hiroshi; and

Azuma, Miydd, 4,474,936^ G. 528-125.000.

Brtffock ft WflooK Company, The: Sec—
Azad. Kaya; and WiDiam. H. Moss. 4.474,027,a 6M71.00a

Bacardit, Juan S., to Beadiberica S.A. Hydraulic power-assisted actuat-

ing ififTiifi—

«

, espedaOy for the servo aMiited steering system of a

motor veUde. 4^474^ G. 180.149.00a

Baguley, Bmce C.: Sw
AtwdL Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and Denny, WiOiam A.,

4,474,961,a 546-7aO0a
Bahadir, Mufit: Sit

Cormb, Bo^ Bahadir, Mufit; Hobes, John; and Mateme, Winfried,

4,474,578, O. 44-51.000.

Bailey, John HI, to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Glow plug haviiw resil-

iently mounted ceramic surfKe-ignition element 4,475,030, G.
219-270.000.

Baird Manufocturing Company: Set—
Looney, Raymond H., 4,474,208, G. 137-S16.29a

Baker, Dendt W.: See—
Lemon. Peter H. R. B.; Rdlton. Jeffrey D.; Baker, Derek W.; and

Coppock. Vincent J., 4,474,904, G. 523-146.00a

Baker, Joihn F. Passive trannortable cooUng unit for storing vials of

allernnic extracts or thelce. 4,474,0337g. 62-457.000.

Baker, Michad E: Stt—
Cooper. Lloyd G. B.; and Baker. Michad E, 4,475,184, G.

369-263.000.

Baldwin, John J., to Merck ft Co., Inc. Treating hypertension with

aminoalkoxypyridines. 4,474,781, G. 424-248.570.

Bates, Stqriien E, to Dow Chemicd Company, The. Phosphorus-modi

fied pofyesterearbonate resins. 4.474,937, G. 528-169.(

BaD. Patridt J. R.; and Dunn, waham A. E, to VS. PUbasCorpora-
tion. Infrared radiation detectors. 4.474.036. G. 62.S14.00R

BaOard. Albert S.: Stt—
Krmner. Milo G.; and BaOard. Albert S.. 4.474,440, G. 3S3.94.00a

BaDy Manufacturing Coiporatioo: Stt—
Frederiksen. Jdfrey E, 4,475.172,a 364-900.000.

Vfckers. Eari C. 4.473.228. G. 381-31.00a
Pf^yiirtj Lpffifn' Sit

Marsac Jean-Yves; Balzano. Luden; and Lepretre. Marc.

4,473,934, G. 29426.400.

Bantick, John R., to Fisons dc. Anti-SRSA qunoline carboxytic add
derivatives. 4,474,788, G. 424-238.000.

Barabas, Udo, to Siemens AktiengeseOschefi Broed band exchange

gystem to minimize croastalk using threshold vdue multiplex circuits.

^4.475,187,a 370-38.000.

WoOenann, Brunei Hartner, Hartmut; and Bardonner, Hans,

4,474v987, G. 56442a00a
Barmag Baimei Masdnnenfiriirik AG: Set—

sSimindd. Herbert; and Turiu Itobert, 4,474,337, G. 24M8.0PW.
Barnes, Atan C; and Rowlands, David A., to Roussd Udaf. Substituted

imidazo 14-a-quinoxaline4.(SH)aaes, their compositions and method
of use. 4^74^^ G. 424-250.000.

Baron, KlaasU.; and Wiegemann, Hans-Bertram, to Tddix GmbH. Gas
laaer. 4,475,202, G. 372-61.000.

Barrera, Carlos D.: Stt
Obaedo, Eduardo P.; de J. Hernandez Alvarez, Roaa; Berrers,

Carios p.; and Garcia Ramos, Jose D., 4,474,666, G. 2S24.50P.

SmitM^& H.; and Werner. Roy R. 4.474,477, CL 366-165.000.

BASF Aktifngrtf fltr****' ^—
Bdde, Horst; Langenfdder, Hans; and Hoerauf, Werner, 4,474,681,

a 23^314.000.

Fiadier, Martin. 4,475,003, G. 568444.000.

GrychtoL Klans; and Laeh, Dietrich, 4,474,695, G. 26O.145.00B.

Hodderidi. WoUipng; Marod, Laado; Mroas. Wolf D.; and

Sehwarimann, M^ias, 4,474,741, G. 423-329.000.

Lidz, Hdmut 4,474,986,a 564-349.00a

Mandte, Klaus; Grittmann, ErnstJuergen; and Kodu Vdker,

4,473,136k G. 36a>106.00a

Rossy, PUDip A.;Thyes, Marco; Franke, Albrecht; Koenig, Hoiat;

Ories, Joae^ Lehmann, Hans D.; and Lenke. Dieter. 4,474,785,

a424-23a000.
Strdt, Werner, Bergdd, Wolfram; and Basdng. Dieter, 4,474.916,

a s24-i3aooa
BASF Wyandotte Corporation: Set— ^

Oonerd, Ahmet C; and Schmolka, Irving R., 4,474,912, G.
323-337.00a

Stidt. Werner, Bergdd, Wdfiram; and Basdng, Dieter. 4.474.916.

a524.i3aooa , .^.,
Badivala. Percy P.; Kommruach. Richard S.; and Chapman, Ronald R,

to Motorola. Inc. laolatioo method and apparatus fbr a same fit*,

qnency repeater. 4,473.243.a 435.22.00a

Batlivala. Percy P.; and Kommrusch, Richard S., to Motorola, lac.

SimukMt same frequency rqwater system. 4.475,246, CL 455-18X100.

Battdle Devdopment Corporation: See—
Kuznetsov. Edward N.; and Groom. Jack J., 4.473.976, G.

52-80.000.

Bauer, Frederick T.; and Bechtd, Jon H., to Gentex Corporatioa Dud
photoelectric ceO amembly. 4.475,036, G. 250-239.000.

Baum. Burton M.: Set—
fjniwmim, Ridiard W.; and Baum. Burton M.. 4.474,673, CL
2S249.80a

Banmtin, Hus D. CootTOl vdve With iutcgrd streamlined seating

means. 4,474,336, G. 251-121000.

Baumod, Joscnh. Metd transducer housing with focusing surfisce

4,473,054. GC 310-335.000.

Baxter Travend Laboratories. Inc.: See—
WincheD. David A.. 4.474.016^ G. 62-6a00O.

Dsyi I AlflifiigrsfHirhaft See-
Baa, Gunter; Metzger, Karl G.; Pfitzner, Jots Schmidt Ddf; and

Zdler. Han»Joaddm, 4,474,762, CL 424-177.000.

Bier, Gerinrd; and Krichddorf; Hans R.. 4,474,932, G. 528-25.000.

Heins, Ferdhiand; Matner, Martin; and Bross, Hermann-Joeef,

4,474.837, G. 427-393.400.

Jonas, Friedrich; and Hocker, Juraen. 4,474,708, G. 26(M64.000.

Kuhle, Engdbert; Rdnecke, Ful; end Kack, Kari-Hdnz,

4.474,808, G. 424-300.000.

Muller, Hdnz; Raffd. Reiner, and Althauaen, Ferdinand. 4.474.3ia

G. 222-143.00a

Roos. Ernst; and Behr, Sigurd. 4,474.684. G. 25^392X)0a

Schmidt Robert R.; and Forster, Hdnz, 4,474,597. G. 71-90X)00.

Bayer Aktiengesdachaft: See—
Wunderiich, Klaus; and Harms, Wolfgang. 4,474,697, a

260-153.000.

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengeadlschaft See—
Gartner, Jury, 4,474,16a G. 123-468.000.

BBC AG Brown Boveri ft Ge: See-
Fried, Rdnhard; and Hubner. Hdmo, 4,474,009. G. 60-61 l.OOa

Bean, Jerry R. Predator control device. 4,473,968, G. 43-131.00a

Bean, Robert H.: See—
Amin, Jayodn J.; Kefan, Brian R; and Bean, Robert R, 4,474,035,

G. 6^S03.000.
Beard, Jerome C, to Westin^Muse Electric Corp. Gain imbalance

corrected quadrature phase detector. 4,475,088, G. 331-25.00a

Beattie, Thomas R.; and Vang, Shu S., to Merck ft Co.. Inc. Sulfonyl or

catbonyl inositd derivatives usefd as anti-inflammatory/analgesic

agents. 4,474,806. G. 424-300.000.

Beauger, Alain: See—
Lamnge. Aldn; and Beauger, Ahun. 4,475,144, G. 361-321.00a

Becht^ Jon R: See-
Bauer. Frederick T.; and Bechtd, Jon H., 4.475.036, G.

230-239.000.

Becton Dickinson end Company: See

Sparks, Danid R., 4.475;i42. G. 361-288.000.

Beer. Henri; Van Den Keybus. Franz A. M.; and Suybetbuyk. Ludovi-

ens F. M. Precipitation or depositing of particles from a sohition.

4,474.653. G. 204-96.000.

Begdn, Annie: See— ^ . ^.

Dubois, Jean C; Le Barny, Pierre; BiOard, Jean P.; Thirsnt Lydie;

Le Berre, Seii^ and Begaa, Annie, 4,474.679, G. 252-299.650.

BdiL Wishvender K., to United States of America. Army. High energy

ambient temperature inorganic electrochemicd power odl
4,474,863, G. 429-101.000.

Behr, Sigurd: See—
Roos, Ernst and Behr, Sigurd, 4.474,684, G. 252-392.000.

Bdde, Hortt; Langenfdder, Hus; and Hoersuf, Werner, to BASF
AktioigeseUschaft. Production of aqueous suspensions of findy

divided titanium dioxide. 4.474,681. CI. 2S2-3l4.(nO.

Bdfidd, William R. to ATftT Bdl Laboratories. Adiqitive prediction.

4,475,227,a 381-30.000.

Bdl, Alan, to Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation. Air prdieater.

4,474,229, G. 165-103.000.

Ben. Midiad: 5^»-
Himmdrich. Lewis R, 4,474,262, G. 182-5.000.

Bdlafiore, Francis V.. to Chicago Bridge ft Iron Compeny. Autotrack

insulaiing machine and process. 4,474,133, G. 118-305.000.

Bendiberica S.A.: See—
Bacardit Juan S., 4,474,256. G. 180.149.00a

Bendix Corpioration, The: See—
Steer,John E, 4.474,005, G. 60-S62.00a

Benedek, George B.^ See
Garfc. John j.; Mengd, Loretta S.; and Benedek. George E.

4,474,817, G. 4243337000.

Bfntdick, Edward R, to Regenerative Environmentd Eqdpmeot Co.,

Inc. Vertical. in-Uae regenerative heat exchange apparaha. 4,474,1 18.

a 1 10-21 i.ooa

Bennett Arthur M. Vdves. 4.474.358. G. 2Sl-357.00a

Bennett Charles O., to Boeing Company, The.
'

naceOe inlet door mseaiblyr4.474,34», G. 244.S3.00&

Benson, Jack J.; Jones, John F.; and Williams, Sam E, to Williams

Internationd Corporation. Recuperated turbine engine. 4,474,00a G.
60-39.511. _ „ ^

Benz, Gunter, Metzger, Kari G.; Pfitzner. Jorg; Sdmudt Ddf, and

Zdler, Hans.Joa^n, to Bayer AktiengeseOsdiaft. Aatibiocic com-

pounds, their production and their medidnal uae. 4,474,762. CL
424.l77.00a

Bereci, Imre, to Microdot Inc. Nut installation tool 4,474.09a CL
81-431.000.
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0flnDOOiOf ffcmuc: jw
Fekiit, Uti-Hdlanith; and Befcaboid. Hdmut. 4.474v9Sa O.
S364S.00a
', OonkM, to Annabefg AflMciatei N.V. Swimnier arrival nsnal
M75,016,a JOO-SZOaiL

^^
Michd. TMt* ejector. 4,474,306, 0. 221-24.000.

Smby. Jr. Hydrattitic pipe tettiag apparatus. 4,474,093, Q.
,500.

^j, Jtam L.: Shi—
Solkowild, Theodofe S.; Bergey. Jama L.; and MaKtttt, Albert A..

4,474,707, CL 2«MS«.0OA.
Bergkvitt, Lan A. Lwliiis mark. 4.474.43a O. 39O-321O0O.
Bergman, UlfC. to Unitad Stirtms AB. Oat comptenor for a hot gas

eafine. 4,474,003, Q. 6O.521.00a

Strcit, Werner, Ber^oid, WoUhm; and Bassing. Dieter, 4,474,916,
CL 52^i3aooa

BergthaDer, FMer, and Stranaa. Jorgen, to AgfiOevaert AO. Photo-
gnpUc mMcrial omitaimBg a layer capable of being dyed by organic
^4,474,8Ha^k4ri.I0a

*^
Berlin A Cie. S^: S$t-~

MarwB, Jean-Yves; Balzano. Liicien; and Leprette, Marc.
4,473.934,a 29-«6.40a

Bartram, James L., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Phosphorsmide
epoiy resins. 4,474,943,a 52S-365.000.

Bsstoe/Daalmatic Inc.:S0s—
ndtas. Arthur M., 4,474,492, Q. 403-322.000.

Beynet, Pierre A., to Standard OQ Company. Downhole impact
wrench. 4,4740*4, CL 166-377.000.

Bener, Heine Bntz, Manfted; Frank. Sven; Orau, Wolfgang; Semsky,
Hans-Jorg; Walter. Heinz; Witzig. Armin; and Blochmann, Rudolf, to
Wrtzi| t Frank MaschinenbangneOschaft mbH. Automatic transfer
machme tool with circular supply movement 4.473,930, CI. 29-
3I.00C

BhaUa, Ranbir S.; TaOet, Jose E; and Ehns, Robert T. to North Ameri-
can Philips Lighting Corporation. Method of operating HID sodium
lanm to minimiir lamp voltage variation tmoughout lamp life.

4;475.065.a 315.3O7!0CO.
^*^ ^

Bhanthan, Dcaikan. to United States of America. Energy. Method and
apparatus for Oash evaporation of liquids. 4.474.142, a. 122-40.000.

BIGC PObUc Limitad Coopany: See—
Oak. Philip F., 4.475.079/0. 324-52.000.

BJg.Oerhaid; and KricheMorf. Hans R.. to Bayer Aktiengeaelhchaft.
Process n>r the production of aromatic ethers and aromatic doIv-
ethers. 4.474,932.a 528-25.00a

-«"«; poiy

BiQaid. Jean P.: See-
Dubois. Jean C; Le Baray. Pierre; BiOard, Jean P.; Thinnt. Lydir.

^n,.J±^T*ll!^ "** ^P^ Annie. 4.474,679.d 252-299.650.
BiDMin. SiegMed; and Oohike. Fritz J., to Hoechst AktiengeseU-

schaft. Petroleum emuUon-breaken containing nitrogen, imd their
uae. 4,474,682, CL 252-344.000.

BiM, Mchel J. M., to U.S. PUHipe Corporation. Mediod of raising the
breakdown votaae ofan integrated capacitor and capacitor manufac-
tiiTBd by diis meOod. 4,475,12a Q. 357-5 1.000.

Bioaeaich: See—

5"^2^ «* ^^o**- ^OM" M., 4,474,947, CL 536-27.000.
Hudson. Derek; and Cook. RonaU M.. 4,474,948, CI. 536-27.000.

Bird. John M.; and Ringwood, Alfred E. Container for radioactive
nnclear waste materials. 4,474,689, CL 252-633.000.

Birfcdand, Macnns. Helioopter deck praferably for use in offshore oil
*illin| production platfbrms. 4,47<13a CI. 114-258.000.

Bistee, Dan L.; andU Tmgye, toATAT BeU Laboratories. Automatic
tfawmett apparatiis for optical fiber splicing. 4,474,423, CI.

2i*?*',!^2*5.Pl^'*'"* organizer. 4,474,298, Q. 211-118.00a

"^^'S!r;i?^?5?J^'2?>™*»**" «' ™*i^ of PJ<«K materi-
als. 4,474,474, Q. 366>85.00a

Black A Decker Inc.: Set—
pebdtaa. Stephen A.. 4.474,0n. a. 74-606.00R.

BtackweO, Jcnninp P.. to PUlUps Petroleum Company. Filled poly-
(arytene sulfide) compoaitiuns. 4,474,922, Q. 524423.000.

Blanc Jen-Maic; Knawh. Otto; and Pfister. Hans, to Swiss Alumin-

M74I611, a:a3SSoM.'''*" ** •'^^^ '^"^ "^
WW* M«J5 wti Knng. Hank F., to Stirte Umvertity of New York.
Dojnomc radiopharmaceuticals for localization in target tissues

jSSSIca JSmoa'"
^^ "^^^ ^ «urrounding tissues.

"!!g''?'!^'^ <°.'''AifLigukle,SocieteAnonymepourrEtudeet

"SSfS" P*"*?*'.—* Albert Enst. to Deutsche Star Kugelhaher0™H. Spmdle drive assembly widi recirculating balls. 4.47^073,0.

Oncabsrg, Arthur L, 4,475J26, CL 381-24.000.

Hetaz; ^atz, Manfred; Frank. Sven; Orau, Wolfgang;

Blomkvist, Kent; and Nordvall, Jan, to ASEA Aktiebolag. Magneto-
elastic transducer. 4,474,069, Q. 73-862.69a

^^
BobstSA:See-

Jaton, Jean-Philippe. 4.474.521. CL 414-31.000.
Boden, Richard M.: See—

LicdaideOo, Mwhael; and Boden. Richard M., 4,474,992, Q.
568-42O.00a

.
-r. -^ *, «

Boduriha, Prank T., Jr.; and Boniftz, Cristobal, to Du Pont de Ne-
mour*^ I., and Company. Laboratory barricade. 4,474,052. a.
73-35.000.

Boehringer Mannheim QmbH: See—
Maier, Josef; Gk)ger, Manfred; and Drager. Brigitte, 4,474,887. CL

436-71.000.

Boeing Company. The: See-
Bennett. Charles O., 4,474.344, Q. 244-53.00B.
Murphy, Patrick; Roundy. Bertan J.; and Wood. Stuart IL.
4,474,346,0.244-54.000.

Skotte, Karl G., 4,474,348, O. 244-129.500.
Wright, Charies P., 4,474,259, O. 181-220.000.

Boettcher, Charles E.: See—
Klein, Thomas; and Boettcher, Charies E., 4,475,118, O.

Boettcher. Gordon E., to United States of America. Energy. Sparic gap
device for precise switching. 4.475.055. 0. 313-54.000.

Bogner. Ben R., to QO Cheaucals, Inc. Fabrication of composite arti-
cles. 4,474,636, O. 156-327.000.

Bokros, Jack C: See—
Ellis, WiDard H.; Bokros. Jack C; Haubold, Aiel D.; and Jarcho,
MichaeL 4,474,556, 0. 433-173.000.

Bolan, Patrick J. Electronic bingo player. 4,475.157. 0. 364410.000.
Boliden Aktiebolag: See—

Sagefbrs, Ivar K., 4,474,506, O. 405.55.00a
Boiler, Thomas E; and Malani. Narayandas, to Ford Motor Company.

Metiiod of obtaming coated gkss articles. 4,474,826. 0. 427-10.000.
Bonastia. James V.; and Sugarman, Daniel, to Pennwalt Corpcwation.
Tubular diaphragm pump. 4.474.54a O. 417-63.000.

Bonifaz. Cristobal: See^
Bodurtha. Frank T., Jr.; and Bonifio. Cristobal. 4.474,052, O.

73-35.000.

Bonnemain, Bruno: See—
Dimo, loana; Bonnemain, Bruno; Hardouin, Jean C; and Lautrou.

Jean, 4,474,747, O. 424-5.000.

BooUi, William L.; and Stone, Leslie S. Trsflk control apparatus.
4,474.303,a 404-6.000.

^^^
Borg-Wamer Corporation: Sce^

Spokas, Romas B.; Sturges, Fred D.; Miller, Alan L.; and Fox.
Robot A., 4,474,082, O. 74-866.00a

Boring, Earl: See—
Moss, Theron C; Boring, Earl; Tomm, Erwin; and Hiellum, Jerry.

4,473.918, O. 15-144.00R.
'

Boroughs, Deborah M., to Armstrong World Industries, Inc. Secmd-
ary headbox for cylinder machine. 4,474,645, 0. 162-300.000.

Boaone, Enrico; and Gozzo, Franco, to Montedison S.p.A. Process for
Uie preparation of intermediates for pyretiiroids. 4,474,98a O.
560-124.000.

-» -^ «~.

Boston Biomedical research Institute, Inc. A The General Hospital
Corporation: See—
Graceffa. Philip; and Weitzman, Sigmund A., 4,474,742, CL

423-331.000.

Boston University, Trustees of: See—
Gaband, Michael K; and Cohen, Ellen B., 4,474,876, 0. 43S4.00a

Bottlard, Francois; and Milioti. Joseph. Process and system for storing
and releasing a cylindrical object from a vehicle. 4,474,101. O.
99-l.SaR.

Boulinguiez, Didier: See—
Lumaret, Jean-Chuide; Gossett. Serg^ and Boulinguiez, Didier.

4,474,626, O. 1484. 15Z.
-—•-«-.

Boveri, Sergio: See—
Nisato, Dino; and Boveri, Sergio, 4,474,79a CL 424-26&O0a

Bowden. Edgar A.; and Przybyl. Robert V.. to Mobil OQ Corporation.
Predetermined starting point initiation system. 4,475.134. O.

Bowers, Kenneth W.: See—
MacKenzie, Ian M.; VogeL Alfred M.; Heiser, Joan; Bowers,
KenneUi W.; DrisooU, Mark; and Arettines, Angda M.,
4,474,58a O. 44-68.00a

^^
Boyden, David E: See-

Price, Robert B.; and Boyden. Davkl E. 4.474,006, CL 60402.000.
Boyeaen, Eyvind. to Perfiormance Industries, Inc. Fud supply system

for internal combustion engine. 4,474,145, 0. I23-73.(N$.
Bozeman, John W.: See—

Zwirn. Robert; and Bozeman, John W., 4,474,343, 0. 244-3.lia
BP Chemicab Limited: See

Drury, David J.; and Hamlin. John E, 4,474,959, 0. S44>351.00a
Green. Michael J., 4,474.744, O. 423.415.00A.

Bradley, William E: See—
Timm. GeraM W.; and Bradley, William E, 4,474,187, CL

128-774.00a
Braid, Milton; and Horodysky, Andrew O., to Mobil OH Corporation.
Hmdered fheayl esters of cyclic borstes and lubricants containing
same. 4,474,670, O. 252-32.70E

Brailsford, Harrison D. Bnishless direct current motor with magneti-
caUy oposted commutating switch means. 4,475,068. O.
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Brambilla. Luigi: See—
Scholz, Hansiurgen; Brambilla. Luigi; and Walz. Guenter.

4.474,39a O. 280-73aOOO.

Bnunlage GmbH: See—
Sieveiding. Werner, 4.474.313. 0. 222-211.000.

Brand, Peter, to Hauni-Werke Korber A Co. KG. MetiMd and appara-

tia for regulating the operation of machines for tiie production of

dgarettes ortbelike. 4,474,19a 0. 13144.00R.

Brandt, Inc.; Sur
DiBlasio, John, 4,474,365. 0. 271-3.000.

Brandt, Latz; Kreutzer, Karl; Rau, Karlhdnz; Schmidt, Horst; and

Shnxnat, Fritz, to Heraeus Qnarzschmdze GmbH. Method and appa-

ratus for the moduction of flat, transparent vitreous silica sbdx or low

bubble content 4,475,204, 0. 373-27.000.

Brandt, Richard T: See—
Schwehr, Gregory D.; Brandt, Richard T; and Kandler, James J.,

4,475.072, 0:318401000.
Brandt. Udo; and Deter. Christhard. Arrangement for ookv detection

in map-pkitting or odier printed materials. 4.474.47a 0. 356408.000.

Braschos. Kari^idnz. Apparatus for sorting out package units identi-

fied as ddtetive 4.474^95. 0. 2094531Sd.

Bratz, Manfred: See—
Bezner. Hdnz; Bratz. Manfred; Frank. Sven; Grau. Wolfgang;

Semsky. Hans-Jore Wdter. Hdnz; Witzig. Armin; and Bloch-

maan. Rudolf. 4.473.93a O. 29-38.00C

Bnult, Robert G.; and Miller. Leroy J., to Hughes Aircraft Company.

Polyvinylpyridine radiation resists. 4.474.869. CL 430-296.000.

Braan, Eugene R.. to Eaton Corporation. Fud control modulation.

4.474.08370. 74467.000.

Brendgoid. Thomas, to American Sterilizer Company. Surgicd table.

4.474,364. 0. 269-325.000.

Brent. Albert: See— _ . _ .

.

DiOe. Roger M.; Mkldleton. Leigh R.; Brent, Albert; and Robm,
AUen mT4,474,581. O. 4841.000.

Dine. Rqger M.; Kfiddleton. Ldgh R.; Brent. Albeit; and Robin,

Allen M.. 4.474.582. 0. 484^000.

Brewer. J. C. Composition and mediod for preventing adhesion of grass

to bwn mower carriage and blades. 4,474.835. O. 427-387.000.

Briooetti. Mario F.: See— _ _
Epiett. F. Russell; and Briccetti. Mario F.. 4.474.024. O.

62-140.000.

Bricheno. Terry, to Internationd Standard Electric Corporation. Opti-

cd fibre directiond cou|^. 4.474.431. 0. 350-96.150.

Bridgedoae Tire Company Limited: See—
Hirano. Masaki; and Tdcahadu. Shoji. 4.474.338. 0. 242-55.000

Briggs. James M.: See—
^er. Russen W.; and Brign. James M.. 4.474^54. 0. 175-206.000.

Bright. Gene M.. to Pfizer IncTN-Mediyl ll-aza-104eoxo-10<dihydro-

erydiromycin A. intermediates dierefbr. 4.474.768. 0. 424-180.000.

Briutmaa, Barrie; Jotwani. Haresh C; Leak, Padro A.; Mantz, Rick

L.; Mealo, Nickoline P.; Shah, Jayand(umar R.; Stewart, William H.;

and Woodward, John W., to Stromberg-Carlson Cwporation. Ar-

rangement of interactive telephone switching processors providing

sdective fimctiond capabOity by port 4,475,011, 0. 179-18.0ES.

Blink Luchtverwarmins B.V.: See—
Dekker, Albert, 41474.546, 0. 42^394.000.

Bristcd-Myers Connany: See— _,
Kamachi. Haime; Okumura. Jun; Ndto, Takayuki; and Oka,

Masahisa. 4,474,954, 0. 544-24.00a

British Nuclear Fuds Limitad: See— _.
Critehley, Richard J.; and OMham, Samud R., 4,474,518, O.

4144.000.
British Petroleum Company j).l.c.. The: See-

Brown, David E; Hall. Stephen M.; and Mahmood, Mahmood N.,

4,474,652, O. 204.59.00R. _
GokUe, Brian P. F.; and McCanoD, Jdm J., 4,474,607, O.

106-14.390. . _
Robertson. Frank C; and WDson, Dougks. 4.474.903. O.

523-130.000.

Britton. Rex J., to Kkeneie Brush Company Limited. Oeaning of balls.

4,473.917, a. 15-104.940.

Brixras, Darryl W.; and Simms, John A^ to Du Pont de Nemours, E I..

ndOmnniy. <5oated article. 4,474,855, 0. 428-425.800.

Reck, Ralf; Broemer, Hdnz; and Dentscber. Kkus-Konrad,

4,473,909,0.3-1.000. _ .

Brogardh. Torgny; and Ovren. Christer. to ASEA Aktiebolag. Device

for sfannhaaeous creation and detection of markings. 4.47S.24a O.
38^59.000.

Brois, Stanley J.: See— .« . «
Gutierrez. Antonio; Deen. Harold E; Ryer. Jack; and Brois. Stan-

ley J.. 4.474.674. 0. 252-47.500.

Brokaw. Adrian P.; and Gilbert. Barrie. to Analog Devices Inonpo-

ratad. IntegrBted<trcuit thermocouple signd conditioner. 4,475,103.

a340-5orooa
Bioas, HennamhJoaef: See— _ ., . ,

Heins. FeidhiHid; Matner. Martin; and Brass. Hermann-Joaef,

4,474,837. CL 427.393.40a

Brodienton. Colin P.. to Lucas Industries Public Limited Company.

Governor rp»*>*>mtAatt for a fiid pumping apparatus. 4.474,156. O.
123-372.000.

Brodierton. Alan L.: See— _ ^ ^, ,

day. Hughie M.; Frozzitta, Michad; and Brodierton. Alan L..

4,474.70870. 260448.00C. _^^ ^. ,
day. Hughie M.; Frozzitta, Michael; and Brodieitao, Alan L..

4:474,70670. 26O448.00C

Brown. David E; HaU. Stephen M.; and Mahmood. Mahmood N., to

British Petroleum Coomany p.Lc., The. Electrochemicd organic

syndMsis. 4,474,652, 0. 204-59.0(ML

Brown. Garrett W. Camera support 4,474,439. O. 332-243.000.

Brown, Hariey D. Apparatus inoorporsting a splashed-liquid, normally-

closed check vdve. 4.474.189. O. 137Tia000.

Brown. Jack T: See—
Buzzdli. Edwards.; and Brown, Jack T, 4,474,862, CL 429-17.000.

Brown, Morton E, to Soudieni Gas Association. Performance indica-

tor for oompresscianalogs. 4,473,168. O. 364-803.000.

Brown. Robert C: See—
Sutton. William \T.; and Brown. Robert C, 4.473,025, O. 219-

6900C V

Brown, Samud J., toBssex Group, Inc. Electromagnetic solenoid

relay. 4,475,095. O. 335-196.000.

Brown, William M., to Astech, lac Power line carrier multi telephone

extension system for ftaD duplex conferencing between telephones.

4,475,193, O. 370-124.000.

Brown A WiDiamson Tobacco Corporation: See—
MacLean, Kennedi J. H.; and Ward, Michad J., 4,474.192, O.

131-336.000.

Brownlow, James M.; and Plaskett Thomas S., to Internationd Busi-

ness Machines Corporation. Process for the removd of carbon resi-

dues during sintering of ceramics. 4,474,731, O. 419-5.000.

Bruhm, Rondd R. Frost barrier for skylights. 4,473,979, 0. 52-200.000.

Bruhnke, Ulrich: See—
HuMt, Bernd; SchoppeL Roman; Bruhnke, Ulrich; and Kinds,

Engelbert, 4,474495, O. 293-120.000.

Bran, Robert P.: See—
MinvieUe, Monique L. S.; Mazoin, Albert H. F.; Bran, Robert P.;

Chevanne, Sylvain V. L.; and See, Jacques L. A., 4.474,505, CL
405-50.000.

Brunswick Corporation: See—
Shackelford, John T; and Carpenter, Robert L., 4,474,341, O.

242-84.21A.

Buas, Michael: See—
Ledley, Robert S.; Gobd>, Thomas J.; and Buas, Michad, 4,474,186.

O. 128-733.00a

Bucchianeri, Bernard A., to United States Steel Corporation. Process

for separation of gas mixture. 4,474,59a O. 62-12.000.

Buckenmeyer, Lawrence K.: See—
Scheidd, Edward J.; and Buckenmeyer, Lawrence K., 4,473,912.

O. 5-82.nR.
Buckner. James E; snd McGuire. Earl C. to Ingram Corporation. Pipe

handling machine. 4.474.52a 0. 414-22.000.

Bud Antle. Inc.: See—
Freeman. Cari D., 4.474.020. 0. 6249.000.

Budd Company. The: See—
Navoczynski. Stanley J.. 4.474.517. 0. 41MS.000.

Bui, Hong D.: See—
Imanwa, David T.; and Bui, Hong D., 4,474,877, O. 433-3.000.

Buinki.'bavid P.; and Hedley, Peter H., to Cat-A-Van Associates.

Convertible boat^canopy. 4,474,131. O. 114-343.000.

Bttjadoux, Kard; Neyer. Jean-Marie, and Houzeanx. Jean-Pierre, to

Sodete Chimique des Chaibonnages<>lF Chimie. Grignard reagentt

and nroccssci for making and using diem. 4.474.703. 0. 26O429.50a

BuU. Hans, to Hermann Remschddt MascUnenfisbrik GmbH A Co.

Hydraulic mine-roof supfiort. 4,474.5la O. 405-296.000.

Burgess. David E Meana for controlling lumen output in power ooo-

sumption of phonter excitable lamps. 4,475.064. O. 315-227.00R.

Burke. Ben G.. to Chevron Reaearch Company. Solar water heating

^pand. 4.474.1^.0. 126449.000.

Burroughs Corporatioo: See— _.,...-.
PMer7 Emmett B.. ni; and Rayfidd. Wilsoa P.. 4,474,368. O.

271-308.000.

Wilson, Jesse R.; and Logsdon, Gary L., 4,475,188, 0. 37(V6O.00a

Burroway, Gary L., to Good/ear Tm A Rubber Compaoiy. The.

Process for producing stable large particle size laticea. 4,474.926. CL
524-7ia000.

Burton. Larry W.: See—
Raftl. Marc; Joines. William T.; and Burton, Larry W., 4,475^42.

O.455-3.00a
Burton. Lester P. J., to Ethyl Corporstion. Phenolic phosphite antioxi-

dant for polymers. 4.474.917. O. 524-152.000.

Burwasser. Homan. to Transoopy. Inc. Ink jet recording transparency.

4.474.85a O. 428-336.000.

Budi. Karen: See— ^ .^ «
Singh. Pushpa; Bush. Karen; and Slusarchyk. Dorodiy S..

4.474,693.a 260-1 12.50R.

Buder. Wilbura J., to Diamoitil Shamrock Chemicals Company. Stor-

Sor dinosd cavern leak detection and kw preventioa. 4.474.053,

73.4aO0O.

BuzzdU. Edward S.; and Brown. Jack T, to Westinghouse Electric

Corp. Heat rechargeable iron battery system. 4.474.862, O.
429-17.000.

Byeis, Joe L.: See—
Neraoi. Peter J.; Stevens, Robert E; and Byers. Joe L., 4.473.923.

O. 15-377.000.

C. Conrsdty Narnberg GmbH A Co. KG: See—
ZoUner. Dieter H.; Rittmaan. Friedrich; Lauteibacb-Dammler,

Inge; Kodol. Konrad; and ZoUner. Christine. 4.474.613. O.
204-286.00a

Caen. Jacques; Legrsnd. Yves; and Lefirancier. Pierre, to Choay SA.
OUgopcjitides wtth specific inhibiting properties of collagen iadooed

aggr^ation, process for preparing the same and phaiaaoeaticd

compositions containing dwm. 4,474.761. 0. 424-l77.00a
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, Ha«h; aid Om, David, to Pinai Linitad. 7.6 Dio»>4H,6H-
pywBOp.l'riQuiiiolinf dicvbonrUc add* and anti-allef|ic uw
tharaof M74JS7.a 424.2S8M
Mm Iraa Worio. Inc.: Sm-
KdkM, Rodaay. ^14^36,d ltf>2Sa00a
Wllidai. Robaft L.; CMieUd. Eoataa J.; McEvar. Ji

Sfyaicaak. Edwaid f, 4,474,Mna 277.207.0QA.
KMB S.pJL: Stt

, Paolo. M74,0Mia <9>i&ooa
caaada-OMi Serviee. Ltd.: Stt—

SaMt, RbmO O.; and Sctaranun. Lanriar L., M74k616^ d. 208-
11.0LE.

Cwiatlian Oanaral Elactric Compaay Limited: S«e—
Chadwicit. PUlip, 4.473.139. a. 361-91.000.

ndian Pateata * DevalopaMnt Unitad: See—
KB, Kaaneth O.; KawaMki. Brian S.; Jofantoo. Derwyn C; and
FMi. YoddMM. 4.474,427.a 33046.300.

Dn, Raymond En to Imad Cofpofatioa. Appafatui for, and awtbod
of, ooatroDiaa the flow at fluid. 4,474^06. a. 137-486.00a

Guon KabodiSi Kaidia: &»-
Kawabala, Taloahi; Kawamma, Maiahani; and Murakami,
Kroyan, 4,474,447, CL 334-406.000.

Kilamura. Takadn, 4,474,422,a 330^800.
KitamaTa, Takadii, 4,473,162,a 364-323.000.
Koomura, Nbbom, 4,473.128, CL 338-29&00a
Momiyama. Kikno, 4,474,448, CL 3S4-4O7.000.
Sado, Idriro, 4,473,164,a 364.7OS.00a
Tokahara, Mttiafairo, 4,474,461. CL 333-36l000.

Capooa, DavU M.. to Amatek, Inc. ComboMion air trim cootiol
method and appafatas. 4,474349.a 431-lIOOa

Ceprooa, Don^ M.; Kato, Oilbart P.; and Ciand. Francis B. Sdar
aamr mtem with itatk; heat-«tOfa|e device 4,474,171. Q.

Caibomadic^ Inc.: 3^
EOii, WlDafd R; Bokroa, Jack C; HauboM, Axd D.; and Jarcbo.

Michael, 4,474,336, CL 433-173.000.
Cucia, Ptler P.; and Rao, VaOiyur Nott M., to Du Pont de Nemours,E L. and Company. Production of formalddiyde. 4.474,996. a.

368473.000.
Cvay. RidHid A., to Honeywell Informatioa SyKams Inc. Apparatus

/J5'J222?'2L???'^^ ••**»• •^'•>w,a 37i-i6.ooa
Cvi Ffaadenbar^ Finn: Sw

Holier. Habnnt. 4.474,379,a 277-23.000.
Ctfben, Jkihn W.; and Mefanaa, PauL to OTE Laboratories Incorpo-

rated. PolaniationHnMaeitive optical switch and muhipladna ai»a-
latas. 4,474,433.a 330.381.Oo3l

»!»""« w-
CarlM, W. John; and Mefanaa. PauL to OTE Laboratories Incorpo-

rated. Pataraation-iaaensitive optical switch apparstus. 4,474,434, a.
33O'381.000.

Cirlaon. Donald E, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Method and^ for inheiant rotary joint cah*bruion. 4,474,047, a. 73-
1. _

Carbon, WiOiem O.: Set—
Mano^Dou^ M.; Oupta. Tapan K.; Carlson, Williem G.; and
Ho, SUh m74,474,718, Q. 29161.000.

CBritOjjaiaj^ D.. to Tlfhny Industries, Inc. TUting table. 4,474,1 15,

Garitaa Compaay: Sai>—

^ Atkhiagn. Raawick S., 4,473,958, Q. 33-201000.
Carpeatai

, Robert E., to Cbamplast, Inc. Apparatus for forming threads

5j™«g> offluorocarboB reain and method thereof. 4^474.721. a.

Carpeatar, Robert L.: Stt-~
SlHgdftHd^John T; and Carpeatar, Robert L., 4,474,341. a.

GuTiar Corporation: 5^

^SMaoba*"^ «« Bricoetti, Mario F., 4,474,024, a.

Reedy, Wayne R.. 4.474J27. a. 165-2.000.

S!!!??*/'**!^ Sqaaefee for raior. 4,473.944,d 30-41.000.
Carter, Emeat E., Jr., to HalUboton Company. Infl^aUe Decker aaaem-

bW^«wtfi control valve. 4,474.38aa ^-i4.60a^
"^

^5!«SjS?g'^i&iXSoa'
^^ ''- «=-^- '>--- ''

' ^^'^.'''"^ ^** ^! •«' S««"««. Andra , to Hoff-
•«-«a-Lb Kocfae Inc. Bcniodiuepine derivatives and their phanna-

,
oertical aaa. 4.474,777. G. 42^2«kaoa

^^^
' ' nkLiStt-

MBMdj^y, Jr.; and Caatanada, Laura M., 4,474,116, Q.

A'Jii^t'd'i^iSlffSS^ ^*^ M. Safe boa with anchor
. 4,474,116, a. 109-51.000.
PgwM.; taith, James D. B.; and PUllipa, D. CoMn. to Westiag-

i^:!^6«:%2S528Sf'*^***^'^*^
Gtt-A-Van Aaaodataa: S^a-

,Dwid P.; and Hadley. PCter R, 4.474,131, Q. 1 14-343.00a
'H A/S:Sea—

Uge, 4,474J8a a. 194-93.00a^ Uge, 4,474,282, CL 194.1.00E.
' Tnrrtffr 1>r ' Jtt

i^ y. Wm M., 4,473,03a a. 219.270.00a
Day, Ralph R., 4,474,08a Q. 74-711.00a

Cavazza, Claudio, to Sigma-Tau Induatrie Farmaoentiche Riuaite
S.P.A. Pharmaceutical compoaitioa for improviaa the '''^''finifal
and behavioral parameters of senility. 4,474,812, 0. 424-3I9.00a

Cavitt, Stanley B.: Ser—
Sanderson. John R.; Cavitt, Stanley B.; and Maitiuis, Edward T..

4,474,974, CL 349uS33.00a
i—

.

w»« ...

f-ffffltki. Bugfnf J.: See—
WiUdns, Robert L.; Cegielski, Eugene J.; McEver, James P4 and
Saymcaak. Edward J., 4,474,381, Q. 277-207.00A.

Cekrtex Corporation, The: Se*^
Kyminaa, Stanley C; Emhaua, Bernard J.; and Hinds, Stephen O.,

4,474,92a a. 524-386.00a
™«-.*«cpn«,«..

Centre National De La Redierdte Sdentifique: See—
Cohen, Joeeph; Kamariaoe, Oeorgea; and Cbeaevier. Piene,

4,474,625, Q. 148-1.500.
^

Chabardea, Pierre; Juha, Marc; and Meaet. Albert, to Rhone-Ponlenc
S.A. Prooeas for prqiaring compouada havfaig a 1,5-dmiethyl-hexa.
l,S-dienylene group by desulphonylation of a correapondinc sal-
phone. 4,474,983, Q. 560-26000^

-i~«™» «
Chadwick, Philip, to Canadian Oeneral Electric Company Limited.

Thyristor-Bwitched capacitor apparatus. 4,475,139, a. 361-91.00a
Cl»d«2f!^'"**^ L. Tire puncturing device. 4,473,948, Q.

3(V366.00a

Chae, Charles R: See—

^'ii:',FS^\^JS'*^ "• "^ LoT"«o. Raymond A.,
4,474,458, CI. 355-45.000.

Chtt. Hi D.; and Pawletko, Joeeph P., to International Buainesa Ma-
chmes Corporation. Low inertia high torque variable rductaace
motor. 4,475,051, a. 31049.00a

Chamberlain, Frederick A. W.; and Morse, David O. P., to Automotive
Products pfc. Brake booaters. 4,474,103, CL 91-369.00A.

Chamberlain. Harvey R, to Oeneral Electric Compaay. Steam turbine
pressure rate limiter. 4.474,012, Q. 6046a00a

Chamberiain, Harvey R, to Oeneral Electric Company. Oveineed
antKip^on circuit for steam turirine spaed controL 4,474^)13. Q.
ti&46aooa

Chambers. Oregory R.. to Oeneral Elactric Company. Acklic mixed
oxide catalytic dealkylation to produce 1.44Nitttiediol and tatrahv-
drofiiran. 4,474,973, Q. 549-509.00a

'

Chan. Yat S.: S^a—
Tanttam, Anthony D. S.; Hobba, Bryan S.; FInbow, Jdbn R.; and

Chan. Yat S., 4,474,648. Q. 2O4.1.O0T.
Chandler. William R.; and Cooper. Donald it, to Continental Euhco.
System for caknlatmg and dinlaying cable payout from a lotatable
drum storage device. 4,475,163, Q. 364-562.000.

Chao. Chien C, to Union Cariiide Corporation. Adaocbent connoai-
tioos. 4,474,896, Q. 502-216.00a

«—1—-
Chapman. Ronald R: See—

BatUvala, Percy P.; Kommruach, Richard S.; and Chapmaa. Ro-
nald R, 4,475J43,a 455-22.00a

ChappeU, Albert R., to MetaUfe Coaoqway, The. Dowa flow apparatus
for dispensing viscous material and method of loadhu n*nt
4,474.307, a. 222-1.000.

^^
Chatterjee, Pronoy R.; and Makoui, Kambiz B., to Personal Producta
Company. Freeze dried microfibrilar ceUuloae. 4,474^949, Q.
536-56.000.

Chemfix Technologies, Inc.: Ser—
Redehnan. Randall N., 4.474.479. Q. 366-30a00a

Chemi^esellschaft Oundovhauaen mUi: Sm—
Lakoechek. Kitm; Schwaizer. Manfred; and Trautmann. HaaaC

4,474,836, Q. 427-389.900.
^^

Chemplast. Inc.: See—
Carpenter. Robert E., 4,474,721, Q. 264.157.00a

Chen, Carson, to National Semiconductor Corporation. Fast coefBcient
cakulator for speech. 4,475,167, Q. 364.757.000.

Chen, Chi-waa; and Schwing. Or^ory W., to Du Pont de Nemours, E.
L. and Company. HerWddal alkenyl benzenesulfonamide. 4,474,601,
CI. 71-93.00a

Chen. Chia-Wd; Zahnstecher, Leonard W.; and Maier, Winiam J., Jr.,
to Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation. Prooem for gasifViat solid
carbonaceous fuels. 4,474r583, ar48-197.00R,

•—'"•

Chenevier, Pierre: See—
^^*???:,1?^ Kamarinoe, Oeorgea; and Chenevier, Pierre,

4.474.625. CI. 148-1.500.

Cheng. Yue C: Sei^
Lee. Thomaa K. P.; and Cheng. Yue C. 4,475,013. Q. 179.9a0BD.

Chemotsky, Alan; and Satz, Richard. Power tapping appatatua.
4.475.076,0.323-239.000.

^^^ ««««
Cherry, Howard R, III; and Wright, StephenC Ski meaanriaa aoaara-

tus. 4,474,067, CL 73-794.00a ^^ »—»»»-«»«
Chester, Arthur W.: See-

Yea. Jeffrey R; Oiester. Arthur W.; and Oarwood, l^iOiam E.
4.474.618.0.208-111.000.

^^
Chevanae, Sylvain V. L.: Si*—

MinvieUe. Mooiqne L. S.; Mania, Albert R F.; Brua, Robert P.;
aievmn^ Sylvain V. L.; and See, Jacques L. A., 4,474,303,a
4os-saooo.

Chevron Research Compaay: Sia—
Aoyagi. Edward L, 4,474,797, Q. 424.273.00P.
Burke, Ben O., 4,474,172, CL 126449.00a

Chicago Bridge * IroB Company: &»—
r^ "^Jffiwe- Francis V., 4,474,135, Q. I18.303.00a
Cluu, Pay R, to Photochenucal Research Aasodatea Inc. Longitadi.
naUy pumped dye bser arrangement 4,475,201, Q. 37^53iO0a
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Lomeaa, Jaaa-Claude; Choay, Jean; and Petitou, Maurice,

4,474,77aa 424-183.00a
Choay SA.: Ser—

ueo, Jaoqaaa; Lagrand, Yvea; and Lefraacier, Pierre, 4,474,761,

a. 424-177.000.

Lonneaa, Jeaa-dande; Choay, Jeaa; and Petitou, Maurice,

_ 4,474.77a a. 424-183.00a

Chodorge, Jean: See
AsselfaicaB, lionel; Leooard, Jaoquea; Chodorge. Jeaa; and Oail-

lard, Jeaa, 4,474,647,a 2O3-49.O0a

Cbow, Miag-Fea; Lopata, Alexander D.; Lyons, Christopher F.; Mcin-
tosh, Robert C; and Scadato, Aathoay F., to lateraatiooal Biiiinrw

Machhua Corporatioo. Mediod for doae calculatioa of photolithog-

raphy piojactioa priaten through bleaching of photoactive com-
pound m a photoraaist 4,474,86^0. 430-30.00a

Ckriateasen, Richard O.: See—
Ameadola, Albert; Chriateasea. Richard O.; and Yereanoe. John

p., Jr., 4,474j465,a 355.78.00a ^

Chriatiaaaen, Heiarich; aad Schneidfr, Heitiert, to U.S. PUImaCotpO'
ntioB. lafrared viewing nparataa. 4,475X139,d 250-334.00a

Chriaimaa, Michael J.; aad Palmer, Briaa M., to Phmer Products Lim-
ited. Method ofaad uparatus for the coatroUed cooling ofa product
4,474,015, a. 62-3.00a

Chrteopher, Oordoo W. Derrick elevator. 4,474,263. CL 18MaOOO.
Chuwa Oiken Co., Ltd.: See—

SekuocU. Baazo, 4,474,485, Q. 400.121.00a

Gaaci, Francis E: See—
Caproon, Douglas M.; Kato, OObert F.; and Ciaad, Francis B.,

4,474,171, a. 12M36.000.
Ciba<3eigy Corporation: Ser—

IqbaTAbuL 4,474,932, Q. 344.225.00a

_ Spivack. Joha D.. 4,474,914, 0. 524.100.00a

Gmarusti, Chriato^ier M.: See
Karaaewsky. DonaU S.; and Cimarusti, Christopher M., 4,474,702,

CL 260-397.43a
Gtiiea Watch Ca, Ltd.: Sar—

Kato, YoaUaki, 4,474,48a CL 368-80.000.

Sddya, Fukua, and Hayabochi, Itsunari, 4,475,18a CL 365.228.000.

City Techadogy Limited: See—
Taotram, Aathoay D. S.; Hobba, Bryaa S.; Fmbow, Joha R.; and
Chaa, Yat S., 4,474,648, Q. 204-l.OOT.

Clarion Ca, Ltd.: Sie—
Takai, Kazuki: Yamada, Yaauo; Takagi, Satoahi; and Itoh, Yukio,

4,47S,a2aa 200-153.00V.

Clark, John L; Mangel Loretta S.; and Beaedek, Oeorge B., to Mean-
chusetts Institute ofTechnolocr. Process forpreventrng or reversing

cataract fotaaation. 4,474,817,0. 424.333.000.

day, Bnttoa R.: See—
Reyncrida, Oeorge O.; and Clay, Burtoa R., 4,474,446, O.
354401000.

Oay, Ha^ne M.; Frozzitta, Michael; and Brotherton, Alan L., to

Sherwin.^K^I]iaiBS Conmaay, The. Prooeas for the preparatioa of
otgaao|riiilic cfaqrs. 4,474,705, 0. 260448.00C

Clay, Hughie M.; Froistta, Michad; aad Brothertoa, Alaa L., to

Sherwin.Williains Coaqiaay, The. Process for the preparatioB of
organopUHc clays. 4,474,706, 0. 26(M48.00C

Clemona, Johnny M.; Fienn, Benjamin O.; aad Ledbetter, F»ank E. m,
to United Statea ofAaierica. Natioaal Aeroaautica aad Space Adnfai.

istiation. Process for pradocing tris (NHnethyfauaino) methyUlaae.
4,474,975,d 5S64iaOOO.

devdaad CUnic FoandatkiB, The: See—
Steiger, Ezra, 4,474,559,a 434-268.00a

doasey, Mary. Electronic worid map game. 4,474,557, 0. 434.153.00a

Coco, Charka E; Orahaas, Paul M.; and Krinski, Thomas L., to Rabton
Puriaa Compaay. Modeled protein adhesive biader and method of
producing. <474,694, 0. 26(^123.30a

CofBabarry, Oeorge A., to Oeneral Electric Compaay. Method and
apparatua for degrading aatimisting fod. 4,474,330, 0. 413.53.0QT.

OriMnd, Michad E; aad Cohea. EOea B., 4,474,876, 0. 433-4.000.

Cohea, Jon^ Kamariaoe, Oeoraes; and Chenevier, Pherre, to Centre
Nalioad De La Redierehe Sdeatifique. Method for superfidd

aanraKng of semiooBductor matwiah using pulsed micro-wave en*

ergy. 4,4^4,623,a 148.|.30a

Colaoo bdaatriea. Inc.: Sei^
Sands, Howard E. 4,474,723,a 264.3ia00a

Coleman, Joha A.: See
Yoaag, Petar L.; Joaepha, Richard M.; aad Coleman, J<dm A.,

4^474,828, CL 427.38.00a
Colgate*PalBioliva Compaay: Ser

Oaflitf, Abdul; aad Oerecht. Joha F., 4,474,73aa 42449.00a
Soott, Oeorie V.. 4,473.988,a 33-44a00a
Scott. Oaorge V.. 4,474,818.a 424.3S100a

OoDet, Peter J., to Nederiaadae Ceatrale Orgaaiaatie Voor Tonepaat.
NatanrwctaMchappdUk OaderaodL Heatpump. 4,474X131, O.
62.324J0a

ColUa, Lan T., to Lars CoOia Coosah AE Process aad apparatus for

canyhig out a Amctioa teat, ia particular aa axhaaat gaa emissioa teat

OB aa iatemd oombaatioB eagme. 4,474X157,a 73.117.300.

Cokanb, Oleaa T.; and Farley, DavU L.. to Completioo Servioea, Inc.

Sandplaoemeat 4,474^39,a 166.278.00a

C(4oa.Whitt, AIba:Sai'—
Meaeado, Tereaa L; aad Coloa-Whitt, Alba, 4,474.772, O.

424.l9S.00a

Colt ladustries Operatiag Corp.: See—
SuttOB, William T.; aad Browa, Robert C, 4,475X05, CL 219*

69.00C.

CdtOB, Rolaad J. Provisioe for goalteader ia basketball 4,474,373, 0.
273.1.50R.

Columbia Baildiag Materials, Inc.: See—
WUtmaa, Richard F.; aad Taakeraley, Ronald R., 4,474,504. O.

405.16.00a

^^nn§|pft Alnmiimiii Limitad: Sef—
Aadrewa. William R; Mihie. David J.; Moyle. Rooald W.; aad

Peters, JamoR. 4.474,736,a 423.122.00a
Combustioa Eagiaeeriag. lac: See—

Jones. Briaa C. 4^474.119, 0. 110.245.00a

Smolensky. Leo A.. 4,474.589, 0. 55.337.00a

Sullivaa, Robert P., 4,474,497.d 43^76.00a
Wiacze. Stevea P., 4,474.143. O. 122-379.000.

Comitato Naziooale Per La Ricepea E Per Lo Svihippo Ddl'Eaergia

O.

a

o.

o.

Nudeare E Dalle Eaergie Alternative: See—
Smao, Arrigo. 4.475X)96, CI 335-299.00a

Commercid Siding ft Maiataaaace Company, The: See
Laae, Tun A., 4,473,973,d 52.l3.00a

ConunoBwedth Sdeatific aad laduatrid Rcaearch Otgaaitatina:

Holaa, George; and Johnson. Wynona M. P., 4,474,815.

424.327.00a
CommuaicatiOBS Satellite ConoratiOB: See—

Mattia, WiUiam E, Jr.; Woldsza, Cheeter J., Jr.; aad Uzaaoghi,
Vaail 4,475,211, 0. 37S-I5.O0a

Coomaaaie Fraacaiae dea Petroles: See—
Lefebvre, Herve M.; aad Oueurat, Francois C, 4,474,234,

166-103.000.

CompletioB Services, Inc.: See—
Cdomb, Olena T; aad Fariey. David L., 4,474039,

166-278.000.

Conger, William W., ID. A^juataUe saddle riggiag. 4,473,992,

54-46.00a
Coaley, Keaaeth L: See—

Dveyer, Pad L.; McLeaaaa, William R.; aad Coaley, Keaneth L,

4,474J0S, O. 137-315.000.

Conndd, Kenneth, to OBC Mechaaicd Handling Limited. Access
meaas. 4,473.916. 0. 1442.00a

CoDooo inCi* Sft^^
Morton, Arthur W., 4,474,507, 0. 405-158.000.

Construziod Meccaniche O. Mazaod S.pJL: See—
Mazzom, Oddo, 4,474,343, 0. 423-131. lOa

CoBtineBtd Emaco: Sea—'

Chandler, Wilham R.; and Cooper. Donald R.. 4,473.163, a
364-36IO0a

Continentd Pharma SA.: See—
Laaibdiiii Oeorgea; Roncucci. Romeo; Robe. Joeeph; Otllet

Oaude; aad Snyers. Michel 4.474.977. 0. 560'l.OOa

Cook, Everett J., to Zfamner. Inc. Rod bender. 4.474.046, O.
72-4O9.00a

Cook, Ronald M.: See—
Hndaoo, Derek; and Cook, Rondd M., 4,474,947, 0. 536.27.00a

HudaoB, Derdt; aad Cook. Roodd M.. 4,474,948, O. 536.27.00a

Cookaey, Oeorge E; Preacott, Joha F.; aad Zagda. Rodaey H., to

Uaitad Statea of America. Navy. Armiag nriag rdock device.

4.474,1 12.a lo^26aooa
Cooper. PffnaM R.: Sei^

Chaadler. William R.; aad Cooper. Donald R., 4,475,163, O.
364.562.00a

Cooper Induatriea, lac: See—
Workmaa, WQliam, Jr., 4,474,279, 0. 192.150.00a

Cooper, Jamea L., to Eaatmaa Koddc Compaay. Hvdraformylatioa

process eaiployiag tetracaiboxylatodiratheaium haUde complex

catdyst Mt4,995,a 568-451.000.

Cooper, Lloyd O. B.; and Baker, kfichad E VtbratxM limitiag appara-

tua. 4,475,184, O. 369.263.000.

Cooper, Marray S., to Microbiologicd Applicationa, Inc. Syringe

dddd and ckiaare sterilizatioa method. 4,474,734, 0. 422.34.00a

Cope, StepheB N., to Solartroa Electroaic Oroop Umitad, The. Digitd

sumd pioi fssiag apparatus with improved display. 4,473,166, O.
364l73r00a

Viaceat J.: Sea-
Pater R R. B.; Railtoa, Jeffrey D.; Baker. Derdi W.; aad

Coppock, Vmceat J., 4,474,904, O. 523-146.000

Halbart, Seymour P.; aad Aakea, Mihoo, 4,474,878. 0. 435-7.000

Cordis. Boy; Bahadir. Mufit; Hobea, Joha; aad Materae. WnlHed, to

Rahrchemie Aktieagesellschaft Coal/diead ftod suspeadoas coataia.

iag wax<4ike polymers. 4,474,578, 0. 44.51.000.

Coabow, Chester L WeD tool diriodganrnt apparatus. 4,474,235, CL
166.241.000

CosteOo, William D.; Hdloa, Charks J., II; and Fraak, Martia E, to

Amaricaa Hoapitd Supply CorporalioB. Removable whed aaaemMy
for wheelchairs. 4.474,385,a MO-24I.0WC ^

Cothraa, Heraani, to Aaiericaa lalematioad Foodservice. Food ovea
aad smoker device. 4,474,107, 0. 99^352X100

CottOB, Roaald; Oilea, Midiad B.; and Ttamns, David, to Imparid
Chemicd Induatiies PLC. Peptide aad paeudopeptide derivatives.

4,474,767, CL 424.177.000

Couch, Philip E, to lataraationd Tdnbone aad Tdegraph Corpora*

tioB. Data eye aionitor. 4,475,210 CI. 373.10.000
r/wiwyw, Jean p.. to U.S. Phflips Corporatioa. Sabactiber 1

set iacorporating overvoltage protectioa 4,475.012, 'd 1794I.00R.
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OovMtry City CooacO: 5w
lYoy. Divid P.; and Fnaki, lUymood, M7S,102, a. 340-383.000.

Cnu Dsvid: 5u
Grina. Hodi; nri Coi. Otvid, M74.7S7. a. 424-258.000.

Cnrig, ChariM E.. to Cnae, TboaM B. Hydrophobic colloidal oxide
treatsd core material, method of prodoctioii and oompoaitioii com-
priMd thereof. 4,474,832,d 428^3.000.

Cram, Donald J.; Oall, Martin; and Lqitoo, Michael P., to Upjohn
Company, The. Preparing l-aniinomethyl-6-tub(tituted-4H-t-

triaaolo(4^]Il>4]beniodtaiepaiei in improved procedum.
4t474ff9.a. 260>243.S0a

Craif. Chariea E, 4,474,832. Q. 428-403.000.

Crawfora, Thomat C: Stt—
Hafeman, David L.; and Crawford, Thomas C. 4,474.698, a.

2<0-243.20iL

Cteffield, David P., to Doable A Products Co. Control system for
variable diiplaoement panne and motors. 4,474,104, a. 91-497.000.

Crspinsek, Alois. Reinfoiroed assembly of strike plate to door frame.
4,474,394,a 29^34aooa

Critchky, Richard J.; and OMham, Samuel R., to British Nuclear Fueb
Limited SUeided cells having manipohttors comprising a master arm
and a slave arm. 4,474,318, O. 4144.000

Crockett, Samod J. Continuoosly variable turbo mechanical transmis-
sion. 4,474,079. CL 7448S.00a

CromweO Paper Company, The: See—
Ankerman, John E., 4,474,842, Q. 428-21 1.000.

Granw. David J.: 5ir
Weeks, Ronald D.; and Craoey. David J., 4,474,323. a.

228-123.000.

Croive. Bartloneus, to WeMen Holdings Limited. Conveyance.
4,474484,a 28(M7.24a

Richard L., to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. Torque
sensor. 4,474,06a Q. 73-129.000.

Croyie, Ronald A. Oranole flow timer. 4,474,481. Q. 368-93.000.
Cummins, Richard W.; and Baum, Barton M.. to FMC Corporation.
Pbowhine oxides for use as ftmctional fluids. 4,474.673. Q.

Cunningham, Richard M.: Set—
Ka^ Jack R; and Cunningham, Richard M.. 4.473.101. Q. 340-

^ll40nL
Carran, Kenneth J., to Vivitar Corporation. Camera to flash adapter.

4,474,4Saa 334-416.00a
*^

Curtis, Eari C; and Morr, Gary P.. to Rockwell Intematioaal Corpora-
tion. Laser system. 4,473,198, Q. 372-23.000.

Oishman, David W.: See—
Oreenberg, Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt. B. Richard; Wei-
senbom, Prank L.; and Antonacdo, Michael J., 4,474.793. a.
424.273.00R.

Oreenberg. Roland; Cushman. David W.; Vogt, B. Richaid; Wei-
senbom. Prank L.; and Antonaocio, Michad J., 4,474.799. a.
424-274.000

Ciibnla. Lasdo: Sh»-
Ssantay, Ciaba; Sabo, L^jos; Kalans, Oyorgy; Kreidl. Janos;
C^mla. Lasik): Visky, Oyorgy; Nemes, Andras; and Parkas nee
Kirlyak. Maria. 4,474,960, G. 346-70.000.

D. V. Meter, Ltd.: See-
^ Hansen. Olen E.; and Malloy, Allan M., 4,474,049, Q. 73-3.000.

Timm. OersU W.; and Bradley. William E., 4.474,187. a.
128-774.000.

Daioel Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Kuaishiae, Etsumi; and Morfaiaga. Tsuyodii. 4.474.882. CL
433-1^000.

Daimler-Benz Aktienyaellachaft: See—
Harioff, Bemd; Scboppel, Roman; Bruhnke, Ulrich; and Kinds,
Enadbert, 4,474,393, Q. 293-12a000.

Schob. Hanuurgen; BrambiUa, Ldgi; and Walz. Ouenter.
4,474,390^3. 2l573a00a

^^ '

Tomforde. Johann. 4,473,148, CL 36^269.000.
von der Obe, Manfred, 4,474489, Q. 280-701.000.

Dal Moro, Anacleto; See—

'ff^SPlJ'^S*' Mirenna, Luigi; and Dal Moro. Anacleto,
4,474,803,a 424-286.00a

D'Amioo, John J., to Monaanto Company. 3-Sobstituted aminoalkyl-2-
henwithiafolinonsa. 4,474,963, Q. 348-163.000.

DMud. Mohamad. Water sporting boat 4,474^02, Q. 440-29.000.
Dardick. David. Measuring while driOiBg. 4,474,23a Q. 173-1.000.
Dariin Eatiarpriaes Ltd.: S^e-

Rnn, Lance, 4,474,099, CL 84^33.00a
Darr, Parris W. Saw Uade grindmg device. 4,474,086, Q. 76-43.000.
Das, JttBbandhu; and Haslinger, Martin P., to E R. Scpubb t, Sons,
be. rOiabicyelo aabatitated prostaglandin phenyl cariwxylic add
dernwdvea uaefU as cardiovascular agents. 4.474,804, a.
424>28S.O0a
D^ Jacabndiu; and Haslanger. Martin P.. to E R. Squibb A Sons,

uc. 7-Oiabicyctolieptaue wnsratfandin intermediates and method

fw.f5F7y T*" *'*'*''^ ^ 349-463.000.

^^nL****^ "** D»kal»ki^ Olga, 4,474.888. Q.
436-lOi.OOa

Datacopy Corporation: Sw^
MiOer, Annin; Merritt. Lauren V.; and Lindberg, Charles A

4,475,13a a. 338-335.000
""uoerg. *-nanes a..

D'Atre, John D.; Espelage, Paul M.; Lippitt, David L.; and Walker,
Loren H., to General Electric Company. Coordinated load commu-
tated inverter protection system. 4.475,13a CI- 363-51.000.

Daubenbuchd, Werner; and Hess, Dieter, to Kn^p-Kautex Maschinen-
bau GmbH. Controlling an extrusioo blowing process. 4,474,716, Q.

DaughcTty. Byron W., to Eli Lilly and Company. Crystalline ceiriulo-
sporin. 4.474.78a O. 424-246.000.

Davenport, James M.: See-
Wolfe. Allan M.; Davenport. James M.; Theekwes, Pelix; and Yum.
Su I., 4,474.574. Q. 6O4.85.00a

Davidson. Mats L Arrangement for conveyon 4,474,114, CL
164-162.000.

Davis, Eugene E, to Johnaen A Jorgensen (Plastics) Ltd. Tamper-
resistant and childproof closure. 4,474,301, G. 215-22a000.

Davis, James C: See—
Stevens, Timothy S.; Davis, James C; and Small. Hamish.

4.474.664. Q. 210-656.000.
^^

Day, Harry W. Switching amplifier with high impedance input
4,475.14a a. 361-205.000.

k—«* f

Day. Ralph R.. to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Differential with variable
torque means. 4,474,Ma O. 74-711.000.

Dayco Corporation: See-
Long, Ddmar D., 4,474,834,C 427-209.000.
Neroni, Peter J.; Stevens, Robert E; and Byen, Joe L., 4,473.923,
a. 15-377.00a

Dayen, Leonid, to Horton Manuftcturing Co., Inc. Torque and/or
routional control apparatus. 4,474,268, O. 188-71.500.

De Vlieg Machine Company: See—
Ortlieb. Robert M.. 4.473.937. Q. 29-568.00a

Debelius, Stephen A., to Black ft Decker Inc. Housing retaining mems
for portable power tools and method ofassembly therrfor. 4,^74,077.
a. 74-606.00R.

-^ -^ .

De Carli. Friedrich: See—
Mugrauer, Hubert; Mueller. Gerhard; and De Carli, Priedrich,

4,474,567. Q. 493-410.000.

de Castiglione. Roberto; Perseo, Giuseppe; and Santangdo, Francesco,
to Farmitalia Carlo Erba S.p.A. Biologically active pntides.
4,474,765, Q. 424-177.000.

i«v««»

Deen. HaroM E: See-
Gutierrez, Antonio; Deen, HaroM E; Ryer, Jack; and Brois, Stan-

ley J.. 4.474,674, Q. 252-47.500.

Deere A Company: See—
Arnold. Loren G.; Parker, Paul D.; and SuOivan, James P.,

4,474,247, Q. 172-413.000.

Deguctu, Naoyasu: See—
Onidii, Hiroehi; Inada, Kanitoshi; Miyasaka, NobuaU; Deguchi,

Naoyasu; and Kuroishi, Masayuki. 4,474,872, Q. 430-31100a
de J. Hernandez Alvarez, Rosa: See—

Olmedo, Eduardo P.; de J. Heraandez Alvarez, Rosa; Barrera,
Carlos D.; and Garcia Ramos, Joae D., 4,474,666, CL 252-8.S0P.

Dekker, Albert to Brink Luchtverwarming EV. Boz-like pdlet espe-
cially for maturing cheese. 4,474,546, Q. 425-394.000.

De Last Antonius W. M., to U.S. Philips Coipontion. Method of
manufacturing a mother matrix. 4,474,6!X), G. 2M-5.000.

DeLong, George F. Batch mixer for mixing livestock feeds. 4,474,478,
a. 366-186.000.

DeMario, Edmund E: See—
Hellman, Jeremy M.; and DeMario, Edmund E, 4,474,73a G.
37M62.000.

DeMarse, Ernest W.; Kluss, Kari K.; Sawyer, John M.; and AUen,
Terry P.. to Goodyear Tire tt Rubber Company. The. Hose struc-
ture. 4.474,217, G. 138-137.000.

DeMato. Josei^ J. Musical instrument case and holder. 4.474,29a CL
206-314.000.

Denkowski, Walter J.; and Regan, Raymond D., to PhiladdpUa Gear
Corporation. Valve operator de-clutch mechanism. 4,474,078, G.
74-625.000.

Dennie, James T. Wood stove and fireplace log handler. 4,474,396, G.
294-n.OOO.

Denny, William A.: See—
Atwell, Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and Denny, William A..

4,474,961. G. 546-7a000.
Densmore, Neal W., to Joy Manufacturing Company. Contnd member

for an ekmgatable conveyor bdt 4,474,289, CL 198-S18.00a
Denver Surgical Devdopments, Inc.: See—

NewUrk, John B., 4,474,569,a 604-8.000.
DeSoto, Inc.: See-

Smith, PhiUp M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofbtrom, John R.; and
Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,911, G. 523-22a00a

Smith, Phillip M.; Healer, Kenneth K.; LofiMrom, John R.; and
Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,909.a S23-22a000.

Smith. Phillip M.; Healer, Kenneth K.; Lofittrem, John R.; and
Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,9ia G. 523-22aO0O.

Deter, Christhard: See-
Brandt Udo; and Deter, Christhard, 4,474.47a G. 3S6-4O8.O0a

E>etty, Gamett E Knee sleeve. 4,474,573, G. 128-80.00C
Deubd, ReinhoM: See—

Ehl, Klaus; and Deubd, RdnboM. 4,474,609, G. 106-288.00Q.
Deutsche Star Kugdhdter GmbH: See—

Blaurock. Gunter, and Albert Ernst 4,474.073, G. 74424.8QA.
Deutacher, Klaus-Konrad: See-

Keck, Ralf; Broemer, Hdnz; and Deutacher, Klaus-Koorad.
4,473,909, G. 3-l.OOa
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Development Finance Corporation of New Zealand: See—
Atwell, Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and Denny, William A.,

4,474,961. G. 546-70.000.

DeVogdaere, Richard A.; and Simancik. Carl D^' to General Motors

Corporation. Trsnsmissioo floor shifter control with a park/lock

mechanism. 4,474,085, G. 74-878.000.

DeVries, Vem G.: See-
Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; and DeVries, Vem G., 4,474,809, G.

424-313.000.

Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; and DeVries, Vem G., 4,474,8ia CI.

424-315.000.

DeWin, Werner: See—
WUderaon, Manfred; DeWin, Werner; Tihanyi, Bda; and Weber,

Jurgen, 4,474,579, G. 44-57.000.

DeWolf. Robert B., II; and Glemza, Rimantas, to W. R. Grace * Co.

Methods of preparing hydrous silica gels. 4,474,824. G. 427-2.000.

Dhabhar. Dadi J.; and Schmidt Nicholas P., to Richardson-Vicks Inc.

Karaya gum aittiesive in a hydrophilic denture vehicle. 4,474,902, G.
523-120.000.

Dhuic Jean-Gaude, to S.N.ECM.A. Axid and radid hokiing system

for the rotor vane of a turbojet engine. 4,474,535, G. 416-221.0U).

Diamond, Dondd A. Body movement detector. 4,474,185, G.
12i:-722.000.

Diamond, Michad K. Dental instrument and method for positioaing an

orthodontic bracket 4,474,555, G. 433-3.000

Diamond Shamrock Chemicds Company: See—
BuUer, WUbura J., 4,474,053, G. 73-40.000.

DiBhnio, John, to Brandt Inc. Document feeding, handling and count-

ing apparatus. 4,474,365, G. 271-3.000.

Dickman, John E: See—
Turi, Raymond A.; Topich, James A.; and Dickman, John E.,

4,473,941, G. 29-578.000.

Diederich, Hans-Jurgen: See—
Stuckmann. Dieter; and Diederich, Hans-Jurgen, 4,474,494, G.
40M43.000.

Diener, Rudolf, to Autoelektronik AG. Centrd injection device for

intemd combustion engines. 4,474,712, G. 261-88.000.

Dietze, Wolfgang; and Schafer, Jurgen, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Method and device for tapping a l^iraace containing a uppaUe melt.

4,475,206, G. 373-79.000.

Digitd Equipment Corporation: See-
McLean, Peter T; and Sergeant O. Winston, 4,475,212, G.

375-17.000.

DOle, Roger M.; MkkUeton, Ldgh R.; Brent Albert and Robin, Allen

M., to Texaco Inc. Trim control system for partid oxidation gas

generator. 4,474,581, G. 48-61.000.

DiUe, Roger M.; Middleton, Leigh R.; Brent Albert; and Robin, Allen

M., to Texaco Inc. Trim control system for partid oxidation gas

generator. 4.474,582, CI. 48-61.000.

Dimo, loana; Bonnemain, Bruno; Hardouin, Jean C; and Lautrou, Jean,

to Guerbet S.A. Process for increasing the tolerance of X-ray con-

trast media, and contrast media obtained thereby. 4,474,747, G.
424-5.000.

Dirlikov, Stoil K., to Dow Chemicd Company, The. Method of making

3,4,^trithiatricyck>(S.2.1.0^^ecanes and derivatives thereof

4,474,970, G. 549-31.000.

Dix, James S., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Arylene sulfide compo-

sitions containing calcium sdfste. 4,474,921, G. 524-423.000.

Dobias, John J. Water heater structure. 4,474,139, G. 122-13.00R.

Dr. Otto C. Strecker Kommanditgesdlschaft: See—
MuUer, Horst 4,474,096, G. 83-482.000.

Doerer, Richard P.; and Karpik, Joseph T, to Van Dresser Corpora-

txNi. Moldable fibrous mat and product molded therefrom. 4,474,846,

G. 428-284.000.

Doi, Akinu See-
Fujimori, Naoji; Doi, Akira; and Shimizu, Yasuhiro, 4,474,849, CI.

428-332.000.

Doi, Miwako; and Snto, Mitsuo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki

Kdsha. Coordinate input device with pressure-sensitive robber sheet.

4,475,008, G. 178-18.000.

DoHack, Frank: See-
Middleman, Lee M.; and DoUack, Frank, 4,475,138, G. 361-58.000.

Doll, Rondd J.: See-
Smith, Elizabeth M.; Doll, Rondd J.; and Neustadt, Bernard R.,

4,474,786, G. 424-256.000.

Dolz, Hdnrich. Oscillating compressor. 4,474,537, CL 417-44.000.

Domagalski, Anthony: See—
Mattaon, Charles A.; Michel, James; and Domagalski, Anthony,

4,474,327, G. 239-143.000.

Dominguez, Richard J. G., to Texaco Inc. Reaction injection moMed
eUstomers. 4,474,900, CI. 521-110.000.

Dominguez, Richard J. G., to Texaco Inc. Reaction iiOection molded

customers made using high molecular weight amine terminated

polyethers and small amounts of low molecular wdght amine termi-

nated polyethers. 4,474,901, G. 521-163.000.

Donadio, Giovanni: See—
Musso, Mario, 4,474,248, CL 173-17.000.

Donner, Meinrad: See—
Mischler, Eduard; and Donner, Meinrad, 4,473,971, G. 51-56.00G.

Donoghue, Robert J. Dispensing bottle with metered chamber.

4,474,312, G. 222-205.000.

Dose, Peter: See

—

Neubuser, Siegmar; Dose, Peter, and Herrig, Friedhdm, 4,474,093,

G. 83-71.000.

Dotson, BUly J.; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, to MobU Oil Corporation.

Method for removing ammonium ions from a subterranean formation.

4,474,408, G. 299-4in0.

Double A Products Co.: See—
Creffidd, David P., 4,474,104. G. 91-497.000.

Dow Chemicd Company, The: See—
Bdes, Stephen E, 4,474,937, G. 528-169.000.

Bertram, James L., 4,474,943, G. 528-365.000.

Dirlikov. StoU K., 4,474,970. G. 549-31.000.

Hoenig, Stephen M.; Flores, Davio P.; and Ginter, Sally P..

4,474,928, Q. S2S-186.000.

Keakey, William H.; Schuetz, James E; Lee, Do I.; and Schwartz,

James E., 4,474,923, Q. 524458.000.

Maridey, Lowell D.; and Soper, John M., 4,474,602, 01. 71-94.000.

Meyer, WilfM C; Hansen, Robert D.; and Hefner, Robert E, Jr.,

4,474.619, a. 209-166.000.

Phillips. Dorothy J.; and Tadman, Jack M., 4,474,789, G.
424-263.000.

Pope, Brian G., 4,474,951, G. 536-95.000.

Reifschndder, Wdter, 4,474,958, G. 544-334.000.

Rogers, Richard B.; Gerwick, Ben C; and Egli, Eric A., 4.474.599.

G. 71-91000.

Schrader, Pad G., 4,474,929, CI. 525-482.000.

Stevens, Timothy S.; Davis, James C; and Smdl, Hamish,

4,474,664, CI. 210-656.000.

Van Gilder, Rondd L.; and Lee. Do I., 4,474,860, 01. 428-5 11.000.

Downey, Daniel P., to Varian Associates, Inc. Method for reflow of

phosphosilicate glass. 4,474.831, 01. 427-55.000.

Downs, Ernest W., to Eadurex Corp. DifFiiser apparatus. 4,474,714, G.-

261-124.000.

Drager, Brigitte: See—
Maier, Josef; Gloger. Manfred; and Drager, Brigitte, 4,474,887, G.

436-71.000.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Schmidt Martin, 4,474,048, G. 73-l.OOG.

Draper Corporation: See-
Sample, Randell F., 4,474,218, 01. 139-l.OOE

Drent Eit and Van Leeuwen, Petrus W. N. M., to Shell Oil Company.
Preparation of carbamates. 4,474,978, O. 560-24.000.

Drews, Ulrich; Rappa, Peter; Stuger, Karl; and Streit Klaus, to Robert

Bosch GmbH. Air flow rate meter for an intemd combustion engine.

4,474,058, G. 73-118.200.

Drexd, Peter, Kaden, Hans-Dieter; and Martini, Helmut to Robert

Bosch GmbH. Gas supply dosing device for expkmve mixtures.

4,474.547, Q. 431-1.000.

Dreyer, Paul L.; McLennan, William R.; and Conley, Kenneth I., to

Ecolaire Incorporated. Sliding blade ^>paratus for closing conduiu.

4,474.205, 01. 137-315.000.

Driscoll, Mark: See—
MacKenzie, Ian M.; Vogel, Alfred M.; Heiser, Joan; Bowers,

Kenneth W.; Driscoll, Mark; and Arettines, Angela M.,

4 474 580 C\. 44-68.000.

Drury, David J.; and HamPn, John E., to BP Chemicds Limited.

Production of formate sdts from carbon dioxide, hydrogen and

amines. 4,474,959, 01. 544-351.000.

Dubois, Jean C; Le Baray, Piesre; Billard, Jean P.; Thirant. Lydie; Le

Berre, Serge; and Beguin, Annie, to Thomson-OSF. Diphenyl benzo-

ates and its use as a dopant for smectic liquid crystals. 4,474,679, G.
252-299.650.

Duda, Wemer, to Roe Intemationd Inc. Tape lock mechanism.

4.474.34a G. 242-84.800.

Duh. Ching-Jeng. Side mirror with indicator light 4,475.100. G.
340-98.000.

Dumas, Theodore A.; and Griffee, Ledie V., to Rockwell Intemationd

Corporation. Inflauble antenna. 4,475,109, 01. 343-709.000.

Dumbauld, Lewis D.; and Tash, Gilbert L., to Theu-Com., Division of

Texscan. Addressable subscriber cable television system. 4,475,123,

G. 358-114.000.

Dunn, William A. £.: See— _
Bdl, Patrick J. R.; and Dunn, William A. E, 4.474,036, G. 6^

514.00R.

Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company: See—
Bodurtha, Frank T., Jr.; and Booifaz, Oristobd, 4,474,052, G.

73-35.000.

Brixius, Darryl W.; and Simms, John A., 4,474,855. G. 428-425.800.

Garcia. Peter P.; and Rao, VelUyur Nott M., 4,474.996, G.
568-473.000.

Chen, Chi-wan; and Schwing, Gregory W., 4,474,601, G.
71-93.000.

Jordan, Stephen P., 4.474,709, G. 260465.300.

Krespan, Carl G.. 4.474,700, 01. 260-349.000.

Novak, Ernest R.. 4,474,927, 01. 525-66.000.

Rao, Velliyur N. M.. 4,474.997, G. 568-473.000.

Resmck, Pad R.. 4,474,899. G. 521-31.000.

Uschold. Rondd E. 4.474,998. G. 568-615.000.

Wilson, Kenneth C, 4,474,445, G. 354-317.000.

Durenec Peter, to United Sutes of America. Army. Fluidic sdf adjust-

ing sed asaembly. 4,474, 106. G. 92- 1 59.000.

Dwyer, John E Golf dub swing devdopment device. 4.474.378. G.
273-186.00C.

DyckerhofT ft Widnunn Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Finsterwdder, Klemens. 4,473,915, G. 14-21.000.

Kellner, Urs; Langwadt Otmar; and Herbst Thomas. 4.473.936.

01. 29-458.000.

452-226 O.G.-84-I6
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Dynanit Nobel AO: Ser—
Huber, Hans; Huad. Ednard; and Oeier. Oerfaaid, 4.474.933. a.

328-26.000.

EC.R Will (OfflbH * Co.): See-
Neubuer. Siqmar; Doae, P«ter; and Herrig, Friedhdm, 4,474.093,

a. s3-7i.oda

E R. SqaUb t Sons, Inc.: See—
Daa, Jacabandhu; and Haslanger, Martin F. 4.474,804. a.

424-28S!O0O.

Daa, Jagabandhn; and Haslanger, Martin F.. 4.474.972. CI.

s49-4«rooa
Gordon, Eric M.; and Karanewsky, Donald S.. 4.474.778. a.

424-244.000.

Oreenberg, Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wei-
senbom, Frank L.; and Antonaccio, Michael J.. 4.474,79S, CI.

424-273.00R.

Oreenberg. Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wei-
senbom, Frank L.; and Antonaccio, Michael J.. 4,474,799. CI.
424-274.000.

Hall. Steven E; and Haslanger. Martin F., 4.474.803. Q.
424-283.000.

Karanewsky, Donakl S.; and Cimarusti, Christopher M.. 4.474.702,
a. 260-397.430.

Singh, Pnshpa; Bush. Karen; and Slusarchyk, Dorothy S.,

4.474,693,0. 260-1 12.30R.

^aT*fflan Kodak Company: See
Allen, James D.. 4,473.086. Q. 328-1 12.000.

Cooper, James L., 4.474,993, Q. 368^31.000.
Oarbe, William F.; and Ftrth, Ronald R.. 4.473,113, a.

346-108.000.

Oeyer, Frederick F.. 4,473.179. Q. 363-213.000.

Marchant, Alan B.; and Howe, Dennis O.. 4,473.183. a.
^ 369-39.000.

Seymour, Robert W.; and Light. Ronald R.. 4.474.918, Q.
324-324.000.

Eaton Corporation: See—
Braun, Eugene R., 4.474,083. Q. 74-867.000.

Eaton, Homer L.; and Shayior-BiUings, John D.. to Vektronics, Inc.
Method and upinttas for scanning. 4,473.033, G. 230-236.000.

Ebert, Harry R., Jr., to ATttT Bell Laboratories. Uninterruptible
power supplies. 4.473,047, Q. 307-66.000.

Ecer, Ounes M.. to Smith International, Inc. Composite bearing struc-
ture of attenating hard and soft metal, and process for makmg the
same. 4,474,86l7a. 428-614.000.

Eckenhoff, James B.; Place, Virgjl A.; and Peery, John R., to ALZA
Corporation. Self-driven pump asaemMy and method of operation.
4,474.373,0.604-131.000.

Ecolaire Incorporated: Ser—
Dreyer, Paul L.; McLennan, William R.; and Conley, Kenneth I.,

4,474J03. O. 137-313.000.

Eoon Incorporated: See—
Foster. Kenneth J.. 4,473,980, O. 32-202.000.

Ediuton, Edwin T.: Sfv—
White, Alan C; and Edington, Edwin T., 4,474,782, CI.
4^248.380.

t
. , -,

Edward W. Face Company, Incorporated, The: See—
F««., Samuel A., Jr.; and Face, Samuel A., lU. 4,473,960, CI.

33-366.000.

Efrudec OmbH: See—
Wunach. Erich; Wunsch. Udo; and Wunsch, Eckart. 4.474.428. 0.

330-289.000.

Egami, Kazunari: Sm—
Niahuima, Yasuo; Miura, Tetsuo; Tsukakoshi, Naoto; Egami.
Kanmari; and Umeda, Tetsuo. 4,475,234, O. 382-1.000.

Egodorf, Harris H. Tape cassette with use counter. 4,475,222, O.
377-13.000.

Egli, Eric A.: See—
Ronrs, Richard B.; Oerwick, Ben C; and Egli. Eric A., 4,474,599,
O. 71-91000.

EgucU, RiyosU: Sf»—
MocUzuki, Yoshinori; Eguchi, Kiyoshi; Ishikawa. Takayoshi;
Oenba, Yasushi; Tamani, Shigemi; and Okada, Masayuki,
4,473/ni, O. 200.153.OSC.

EU. Klaua; and Deubel, Reinhold, to Hoecfast Aktiengesellschaft.
Recrystalluation-resistant monoazo pigment mixtures of high tincto-
rial ttrength, process for their preparation and their use. 4,474,609. CI.
106-288.dOQ.

Ehrler. Peter: 5«^-
Planck, Heinrich; and Ehrier. Peter. 4,474,630, O. 136-62.400.

EKher. Fred C; and Evans, Charles F. OadUatory fluid powered
motor. 4,474.105, O. 92-121000.

Einhaus, Bernard J.: Sar—
Kyminas. Stanley C; Einhaus, Bernard J.; and Hinds, Stephen G..

4,474,920, O. 324-386.000.
Einsle, Ounter, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Device for manufactur-
mg dectrical and optical cables. 4,474,638, 0. 156^94.000.

Eisai Ca, Ltd.: See—
Sato, Akio; Nak^jima, Ke^ii; Takahara, Yoahimasa; Kijima.

Shizumasa; Inai, Yuichi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, Yo-
ihivuki; and Tsurugi. Tomio, 4,474,881, O. 435-136.000.

Electric Power Research Institute: See—

^*^hPF^^ **•! O**?*^ Tapan K.; Carlson, William O.; and
Ho, Shih 1174,474,718, O. 264-61.000.

Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.: See—
Itani, Abdallah M., 4,475,078, O. 324-52.000.

Electrolyser Corporation Ltd., The: See—
LeRoy, Rodney L.; Renaud, Richard; and Janiua, Mohammed B.

I., 4,474.656. O. 204-129.000.

Eli Lilly and Company: See—
Daugherty, Byron W., 4,474,780, O. 424-246.000.
Heiney, Richard E, 4,474,879, CI. 435-47.000.
Pioch, Richard P., 4,474,794, O. 424-270.000.

Elias, Andre E., to University of Florida. Microprocessor based instru-
ment for detecting shift in basal body temperature in women.
4.475.158, O. 364413.000.

EUis. WiUard H.; Bokros. Jack C; Haubold, Axel D.; and Jarcho,
Michael, to Carbomedics, Inc. Dental implant 4,474.556, CI.
433-173.000.

Elms. Robert T.: See—
Bhalla, Ranbir S.; Tallet, Jose E; and Elms. Robert T. 4,475,065.

CI. 315-307.000.

El-Shazly, Mohamed F.: See—
Halecky, Alan A.; and El-Shazly. Mohamed F.. 4.474.838, O.

427-436.000.

Elster, Ountber, to Schneider Elektronik OmbH ft Co. Rundfunkwerk
KG. Multi-unit audio connecting system. 4,475,231, O. 381-88.000.

Empaon. Kenneth O.. to Holland Company. Method of hydraulically
damping railway car body roll. 4.474,267, O. 188-33.000.

Endurex Corp.: See-
Downs. Ernest W., 4,474,714, O. 261-124.000.

Energy Design Corporation: See-
Ford, Richard G.. 4,474,173, O. 126450.000.

Entis, Allan C. Merchandising display device. 4,474,300, 0. 21 1-37.100.
EPE Corporation: See—

Aldous. Harold W.. 4.474.322. O. 228-36.000.
Eplett, F. Russell; and Briccetti. Mario F., to Carrier Corporation.

Defrost control apparatus and method. 4,474,024, 0. 62-140.000.
Epsom, Robert L.; and Kommrusch, Richard S., to Motorola, Inc.

Absorptive resonant cavity fUter. 4,475.091 O. 333-206.000.
Erickson. Edward H., to Riker Laboratories, Inc. N-Tetrazdyl benza-
mides and anti-allergic use thereof. 4,474,791 CI. 424-269.000.

Eriksen, Eric. Muzzle loader apparatus. 4,473,963, O. 42-90.000.
Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See-

Reck, Ralf; Broemer, Heinz; and Deutscher, Klaus-Konrad,
4,473,909, O. 3-1.000.

Espelage, Paul M.: See—
D'Atre. John D.; Espelage, Paul M.; Lippitt, David L.; and Walker,
Loren H., 4,475,150. O. 363-51.000.

Esser, Leonard J. M.; and van de Polder. Leendert J., to U.S. Philips
Corporation. Television pick-up arrangement comprising a solid-state
picture pickup device. 4.475.125. O. 358-213.000.

Essex Chemical Corporation: See—
Roggenburg, Stanley L.. Jr.. 4,474,314, O. 222-494.000.

Essex Group, Inc.: See—
Brown, Samuel J.. 4,475,093, O. 333-196.000.

Kaska, William J., 4,474,331 O. 239-385.000.
Esso Resources Canada Limited: See-

Smith. Russell G.; and Schramm. Laurier L.. 4,474,616, O. 208-
HOLE.

Establissements Somalor-Ferrari Somafer S.A.: See—
Forster, Marc-Andre, 4,474,622, 0. 134-10.000.

Este, Grantley O.: See—
WUIemaen. Herman W. P.; and Este, OranUey O., 4,473,033, O.

230-227.000.

Ethyl Corporation: See-
Burton. Lester P. J.. 4,474,917, O. 524-151000.
Marlett, Everett M., 4,474,743, O. 423-347.000.
Nalepa, Christopher J., 4,475,004, O. 568-865.000.
Pendery, John J.; and Jolly. James O.. 4,475,000. 0. 568-730.000.

Etoh, Jun; Hori, Ryoichi; Kawajiri, Yoshiki; and Itoh, Kiyoo, to Hita-
chi, Ltd. Semiconductor memory. 4,475,181, 0. 365-230.000.

Etter, Russell W.; and Briggs, James M. Portable drilling mud system.
4,474,254, O. 175-206.000.

EiL Victor K. ; Sec
Feng, MUton; Eu. Victor K.; and Kanber. Hikia, 4,473,939, O.

29-571.000.

Evans. Charles F.: See
Eicher. Fred C; and Evans. Charies F., 4.474.105. O. 92-122.000.

Everhart. Glenn C. Magnetoresistive image correlation device.
4,475.238. O. 382-34.000.

Everson. Jeflrey H.: See-
Hardy. John W.; and Everaon, Jeffrey H., 4,474,467, O.

356-353.000.

E^ven, Elsie C: See-
Warren. MicheUe P.; and Ewen. EUe C, 4,474,891, O.

436-500.000.

Ex-Cell-O Owporation: See—
PoweU. lliomas A.; and Kohies, Kenneth O., 4,474,284, CL

198-742.000.

Excalibur, Inc.: See

—

HiU. Nicholas J., 4,474,76a O. 424-174.000.
Exide Electronics Corporation: See-

Smith. James G.. 4,475.175, O. 364-900.000.

Exxon Production Research Co.: See—
Gaines, <

Exxon i

Gutierrez. Antonio; Deen,llarold E; Ryer. Jack; and Brois, Stan-
ley J.. 4.474,674, O. 252-47.500.

Powers. Kenneth W.; and Wang, Hsien C, 4,474,924, O.
524-468.00a

rnwucnon Kcsearcn uo.: oee—
sines. Christopher M., 4,474,243, 0. 166-361000.
Research ft Engineering Ca: See—

utierrez. Antonio; Deen, Harold E; Ryer. Jack; ai
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F. L. Fischer OmbH ft Co.: See-
Koch, Rainer. 4,474,179. O. 128-303.170.

Face, Samuel A., Jr.; and Face, Samuel A., IH, to Edward W. Face

Company. Incorporated, The. SurfiKe profile measuring device.

4,473.960, 0. 33-366.000.

Face, Samuel A., Ill: See— ^ ^ ^
Face, Samuel A.. Jr.; and Face, Sunud A., HI, 4,473,96a O.

33-366.000.

FAO Kugelfischer Georg Schafer ft Co.: See—
HeuiKh, Ountber, 4,474,561 O. 474-133.000.

FairchiM Camera ft Instrument Corporation: See—
Kuo, James R.; and Leung, Maggie, 4,475,119, O. 357-45.000.

Faltyndc Robert A., to General Electric Company. Method of produc-

ing phenyl silanes. 4,474.976, 0. 536^1.000.

Fanuc Ltd.: See—
Inaba, Hvimu. 4,475,16a O. 364-513.000.

Faricas nee Kiriyak, Maria: See—
Szantoy, Caaba; Szabo, Lajoa; Kalaus, Oyorgy; Kreidl, Janos;

Czibida, Laszlo; Visky, Oyorgy; Nemes, Andras; and Farkas nee

Kiriyak, Maria. 4,474,960, 0. 546-70.000.

Farley, David L.: See

—

Colomb, Olenn T; and Farley, David L., 4,474,239, O.
166-278.000.

Farmitalta Carte Elba S.p.A.: See—
de Castiglione, Roberto; Perseo, Oiuseppr, and Santangelo, Fran-

cesco, 4,474,765, 0. 424-177.000. .. .^^
Fan, Olyn Phillip R., to Lucas Industries Public Lunited Company.

Hydraulic anti-skid brakmg systems for vehicles. 4,474,413, O.
303-116.000.

Farrand Optical Co., Inc.: See—
LaRussa, Joseph A., 4,474,501, 0. 43443.000.

Farris, Ray L.; Rodi, Michael F; and Farris, Ray L., to Jomt MoWizer

Systems Corporation. Foot articubtor. 4,474,176, 0. 128-2S.00B.

Farris, Ray L.: See—
Farris, Ray L.; Rodi, Michael F; and Farris, Ray L., 4,474,176, 0.

128-25.00B.

Faulkner, Ronald E Device for locating a frame hanger. 4,473,957, 0.

33-180.00R.

Fazlin, Fazal. Plated-through-hole method. 4.474,659, 0. 204-192.00R.

Federico, Anthony M.; and Legg, Ernest L., to Xerox Corporation.

Virtual machine control. 4,475/156, O. 364-300.000.

Felcht, Utz-Hellffluth; and Berenbold, Hehnut, to Hoechst Aktien-

gesellschaft. Cellulose ethers having improved dispersing properties.

4.474.950, O. 536-85.000.

Fdix SchoeUer. Jr. OmbH ft Co. K.O.: See-
Schroder, Heinz; and Schupp, Georg. 4.474.847, 0. 428-323.000.

Feller, Willy: See—
Hofflnann, Heinrich; Hanni, Kurt; and FeUer, Willy. 4.475,098, 0.

337-49.000.

Feng, Milton; Eu. Victor K.; and Kanber, Hilda, to Hughes Auvraft

Company. Process for fabricating OaAs FET with ion implanted

channel layer. 4,473,939, 0. 29-571.000.

Fenner, Frank R., to Jackstone Froster Limited. Automatic plate fireez-

ers. 4,474,031 0. 62-341.000.

Ferlan, Stephen J.: See— „.„,.,
Kmonk, Stanley; Shallenberger, John M.; and Ferlan, Stephen J.,

4,474,727, O. 376-271000.

Femow, James P.; and Levy, Roger P., to ATftT Bell Laboratories.

Data packet flow control scheme for switohing networks. 4,475,192.

O. 370^.000.
FerralU, Michael W. Ion induced thin surface coating. 4,474,827, O.

427-38.000.

Ferrarelli, John. Can stacker. 4,474,491, 0. 403-305.000.

Field Aviation Company Ltd.: See—
Hawkshaw. John K., 4,474,350. 0. 244-136.000.

Field, Stanley R. Tumbler holder. 4,474,354, O. 248-596.000.

Fmbow, John R.: See—
. _

Tantram, Anthony D. S.; Hobbs. Bryan S.; Finbow, John R.; and

Chan, Yat S., 4,474,6*8. 0. 204-l.OOT.

Fmck, Frederick P.. Jr.. to Highfield Mfg. Company. Lock bousing and

lock assembly unit. 4.474,041. O. 70-159.000.

Finfinger, Gerald L.: See— ^ .^ ,
Trevits, Michael A.; King. Roger L.; and Fmfinger, Gerald L.,

4,474.409, O. 299-16.000.

Fmike Italiana Marposs S.p.A.: See—
Ooltnelli. Guido; and SeUeri, Narciso, 4,473,951, 0. 33-143.00L.

Solaroli. Sergio, 4,474083, O. 198-502.000.

Fmkbeiner, Werner, to Hans Grohe GmbH ft Co. KG. Apparatus for

forming a pluraUty of vented jets particularly a shower head.

4,474329,0.239428.500. _ ^ .

Finn, Albert E; and Wilde, Leon G., to Indikon Company, The. Crank-

shaft alignment tool. 4,473,950. O. 33-143.O0L.

Fmsterwalder, Klemens, to DyckerhofT ft Widmann Aktiengesell-

schaft. Tension member and a method ofassembling and installing the

tension member. 4,473,915. 0. 14-21.000.

Firestone Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Uuber, Michael L., 4,474,399, 0. 294-88.000.

Futh, Ronald R.: See— « .. „ ...... «
Oarbe. William F.; and Firth, Ronald R.. 4.475,113, O.

Fischer. Helmut Aperture device for measurmg thu nlms. 4,475,041,

O. 250-358.100.

Fischer. Herbert: See— , ^ ^ „ _,._
Wilk, Hans-Christoph; Meffert, Alfred; Fischer. Herbert; and

Wegemund, Bemd, 4.474.94a O. 528-295.300.

Fischer, Martin, to BASF Aktiengesdlschaft. Preparatioa of 1,1.1-ln-

chloromethyl compounds. 4,475,003, 0. 568-844.000.

Fischli, Albert E: See—
Cassal. Jean-Marie; Fochli. Albert E; and Szente, Andre ,

4,474,777. O. 424-244.000.

Fisons Limited: See— _ ._.

Cairns, Hugh; and Cox. David, 4,474.787, O. 424-258.000.

Fisons pk: See—
Bantick, John R.. 4.474.788. O. 424-258.00a

Fitzgerald, John: See— , ^
van de Wener, Martinus H. A.; Fitzgerald. John; and Jacoba.

Comelis A. J.. 4.475.061. O. 313-623.000.

ndtas, Arthur M., to Bestop/Dualmatic, Inc. Self-locking spare tire

carrier Uteh. 4,474,491 0. 403-322.000.

Fleming, Phillip F., to Oehl Company. Method and means for adjustmg

a forage harvester shear bar rdative to a rotating chopping cylinder.

4,474i336. O. 241-221.000.

Flo-Con Systems, Inc.: See—
King, Patrick D., 4,474.361 O. 266-236.000.

Flores, David P.: See— « .. «
Hoenig. Stephen M.; Flores, David P.; and Ginter. SaUy P..

4,474,928, O. 525-186.000.

Floyd, Middleton B.. Jr.; and DeVries, Vera G., to American Cyana-

mid Company. Arylglyoxals. 4,474,809, O. 424-315.000.

Ftoyd, Middleton B., Jr.; and DeVries, Vera G., to American Cyana-

mid Company. Arylglyoxals and their pharmaceutical use. 4,474,8ia

O. 424-315.000.

Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.. to American Cyanamid Company. Synthesis

of dl-(methyl)-16.16Kdimethyl-ll-alpha, 15-alpha, betaHlihydroxy-9-

oxo-113,-trans.trans-prostadienoates. 4.474,979, O. 560-121.000.

FMC Corporation: See—
Cummins, Richard W.; and Baum, Burton M., 4,474,675, O.

252-49.800.

Jameaon. Neal E. 4^474,213. 0. 137-615.000.

Foamink Company: See—
Rosner, Charles A.. 4,474.1 la O. 101-170.000.

Fogel, Dan: See—
Rais, EUiot; and Fogel, Dan. 4,475,009, O. 179-lOOA.

Foley, Kevin M.; and Stoltman, Donald D., to General Motors Corpo-

ration. Valve assembly. 4,474,150, O. 123-337.000.

Forbes, Hampton E, Jr., to Westvaco Corporation. Telescopmg car-

ton. 4,474.324. O. 229-23.0BT.

Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp.: See—
Gerber, Wesley D., 4,475,203, O. 372- 103.000.

Ford Motor Company: See—
Amin, Jayendin J.; Kelm, Brian R.; and Bean, Robert H., 4,474,035.

O. 62-503.000. .,^ ^
BoUer. Thomas E; and Malani, Narayandas. 4,474,826, O.

427-10.000.

Kloppe, Herbert; and Vogt Hans, 4,474,405, CI. 296-220.000

Meyer, John H.; and Guerra. Salvatore, 4,474,856. 0. 428426.000.

Ford, Richard O., to Energy Design Corporation. Solar energy collec-

tor. 4,474,173, O. 126450.000.

Foraer Siegfried: Set

Weber, Robert; and Foraer, Siegfried, 4,473,921, O. 15-304.000.

Forster, Heinz: See-
Schmidt Robert R.; and Forster, Heinz, 4,474,597, O. 71-90.000.

Foister, Maic-Andre, to Establissements Somalor-Ferran Somafer S.A.

Composition and process for recovering and upgrading petroleum

products. 4,474,621 O. 134-iaOOO.

Fortson, Warren D. Tackle box with pivotal trays. 4.474.291, O.

206-313.1 la _ .... ^
Foster. Kenneth J. , to Econ Incorporated. Thermal msulation structure

for windows. 4.473,98a O. 52-201000.

Foster, Raymond K. Drive unit mount for reciprocatmg floor con-

veyor. 4,474,285, O. 198-750.000.

Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation: See-
Bell, Alan, 4,474,229, O. 165-103.000.

Chen, Chia-Wei; Zahnstecher, Leonard W.; and Maier, WUliam J.,

Jr., 4,474,583, O. 48-197.00R.

McCallister, Robert A., 4,474.230, O. 165.104.2ia

Foulletier, Louis, to PCUK Produits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann.

Catalysts for gaseous phase fluorination of auphatic chlorinated and

chlorofluorinated hydrocarbons. 4,474,895, O. 502-181.000.

Fox, Robert A.: See—
. .

Spokas, Romas B.; Sturges, Fred D.; Mdler, Alan L.; and Fox,

Robert A., 4,474,081 CI. 74-866.000.

Foxlee. John C. to Lever Brothers Company. Colored aqueous alkab-

metal hypochlorite compositions. 4.474.677, O. 252-98.00a

Frank, Martin B.: See— _ , ,. . ^
Costello, William D.; Helton, Charles J., II; and Frank. Martm B.,

4,474,385, O. 280-2410WC.
Frank, Sven: See— ^

Bezner, Heinz; Bratz, Manfired; Frank, Sven; Orau, Wolfgang;

Semsky, Hans-Jorg; Walter, Heinz; Witzig, Armin; and Bloch-

mann, Rudolf, 4,473,930, O. 29-38.00C.

Franke, Albrecht: See— ^ ^ ^ . „
Roasy, Phillip A.; Thyes, Marco; Franke, Albrecht Koenig. Horst

Ones, Joaef; Lehmann, Hans D.; and Lenke. Dieter, 4,474,785,

O. 424-250.000.

Franks, Raymond: See-
Troy, David P.; and Franks, Raymond, 4,475,101 0. 340-385.000.

Frederiksen, Jeffrey E, to Bally Manufacturing Corporation. Audio/-

visual home computer and game apparatus. 4,475,171 O.
364-900.000.
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Pnenan, Owl D., to Bud AiMle, Inc. Premiic air coolioc chamber for
uniliiad v^etMe lOKb. *,474J0aO, a. 6249.000.

Freanan, TonuBie A., to Halliburton Company. Difrerential fill valve
awmbly. M74a4l. CL ltf>3I7.00a

Freae, Stdhn, to AKO-Akuatiacbe u.Kino>gente geaelbchaft m.b.H.
Device for producing artifkal reverberation. 4,475.229, Q.
3Sl-63A)a

Frey, Richard L.: See—
Oittinger, Norman C; Frey, Richard L.; and Lewis, James R..

4,473,111, a. 343-881.000.

Fried, Rdnhaid; and Hobner, Heimo, to BBCAG Brown Boveri A Cie;
and KnoR-BremaeOmbR Control apparatus for an air throttle valve
in the intake manifold ofan internal combustion engine. 4,474,009, a.
60411.000.

Fritsch. Robert C. Pfennant support 4,474,132, G. 1 16-173.000.
Fritz, Charles T., Jr., to Smear Clear Wiper Corporation. Windshield
wiper Made. 4,473.919, Q. 13-230.400.

Fritz, Otmar. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Method and device for
processing individual integrated circuits into fUm-mounted, inte-
grated circuits (micropacks). 4,474,639, Q. IS6-SS6.000.

Froment. Jean-Paul, to Societe des Etablissements Suubli (France).
Shed locating devices associated with dobbies and other weaving
systems. 4,474*219, Q. 139-l.OOE.

Fnnzitta, Mwhad: Set—
Clay, HugUe M.; Frozzitta, Michael; and Brotherton, Alan L..
4.474,7Wra. 260448.00C

Gay, Hughie M.; Frozzitta, Michael; and Brotherton. Alan L.,

4,474,70Ma. 260-448.00C
Frushtick, Leooard, to Leonard Automatics, Inc. Tiouser finisher

center back with vacuum, steaming, and drying apparatus. 4,473,961,
a. 38-41000.

Frye, Loonie E: St*—
Polhemus, Marian H.; and Frye, Lonnie E.. 4.475.022. CI.

206-214.000.

Fvp Kagakushi Ko^ Co., Ltd.: See—
Omori, Takashi; Moriguchi. Haruhiko; Seto, Tadao; Shimazaki.

Yoahikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitsu; and Inui, Toshiharu. 4,474,844,
a. 428-216.000.

Fuji Photo Co., Ltd.: See—

"V^te'Si^^^i??' -JlSi'
Takashi; and Tatsuta, Sumitaka.

4,474,871, a. 430423.000.
Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—

Hinmo, Shigeo; Sakanooe, Kei; and Adachi, Keiichi, 4,474,874, a.
430-55 1.000.

Kuai. Makoto; Kito, Eiichi; and Tokuda, Kanji, 4,474,464. Q.
355-71.000.

Komatsuzaki, Hiroshi; Sekine, Jiro; Nakayama, Shigeo; Takamura,
Masashi; Kara, Hiroshi; and Kameyama. Nobuyuki, 4,474,443,
a. 354-212.000.

Maekawa, Yokio; Mukunoki, Yasuo; and Sugimoto, Naohiko,
4,474,873,0.430-528.000.

»«"
,

n«o,

Miyoahi, Takahito; Okutu, TosUmitu; and Fujiyama. Masaaki.
4,474,843, Q. 428-212.000.

^^?^^!^ ""^ Hiroshi; Aono, Toshiaki; and Sato, Kozo,
4,474,867, Q. 430-203.000.

Nakauchi, Keap; and Shiraishi. Atsushi. 4,474,306, CI. 220-359.000.
Nater, Charles, 4,474.342, Q. 242-192.000.
Nishizawa, Jun-ichi; Konishi, Masahiro; Fujimura, Ikuo: and
SUmanuki, Koji. 4,475.131. O. 358-335.000.

Orahi, Hiroshi; Inada. Kazutoshi; Miyasaka. Nobuaki; Deguchi,
Naoyasu; and Kuroishi, Masayuki, 4,474.872, Q. 430-512.000.

''^Sf^fiJ *PJ*= ^'™*' Masaru; and Hibino, Noburo, 4,474,832,
a. 427-130.000.

^^S'^ Mono; Mihayashi. Keiji; and Ozawa. Takashi. 4.474,870.
CI. 430-381.000.

^f5!*HS!HlJ^**"'*'^ *™* F«U>y«nia. Masaaki, 4.474,848, CI.
428-329.000.

Fuji Xerox Co., Lul.: See—
Kawamura, Michio; Kato, Takeshi; and Yoshizawa. Yoshikazu,

Omori. Takashi; Moriguchi. Haruhiko; Seto, Tadao; Shimazaki.
Yoahikazu; Matsuba, Hiromittu; and Inui, Toshiharu, 4,474.844.
a. 428-216.00a

«"™"u.
.
/t-o^.

Suzuki, Kazuhiro, 4,474,460, Q. 335-55.000.
FiUii, Yoshimasa: See—

HiU, Kenneth O.; Kawasaki, Brian S.; Johnson, Derwyn C; and
Fiyu, Yoshimasa, 4,474,427. Q. 350-96.300.

Fu^mon, Naoji; Doi, Akira; and Shimizu, Yasuhiro, to Sumitomo

g«J™
-Industries, Ltd. Coated hard alloys. 4,474,849, CI.

Fujimura, Ikuo: See—
Nij^izawa, Jun-ichi; Konishi, Masahiro; Fujimura, Ikuo; and
Shunanuki, Koji. 4,475,131, CL 358-335.000.

Fhjk^ Kazuyuki; Suzuki. Masau; Sasamoto, Katsumi; and Ikari. Yasuji.
to Sansui Electric Co., Ltd. Record pkyer with vibration cancella-
tion mechanism. 4,475,185, Q. 369-265.000.

'•ifiSLL^**'^ ^^"^ Yoahimitsu; Mori, Tomoyuki; Munyama,
S5r?'*J?^ ^^ Tetsiyi, to Taiho Pharmaceutical Company Lim-

a iSkSffi^™**
™»«*«««»ic acid amide derivatives. 4,474.814,

FiUitsa Limited: See—
Kiroeko. Tadashi. 4,473,940, Q. 29-576.00W.
Nnhi. Takayoshi, 4,474,352, Q. 248-456.00a
Takeda, Koichiro; and Miyo, Tokihiro, 4,475,218, Q. 375-81.000

Fujiyama, Masaaki: See—
Miyoahi, Takahito; Okutu, Toahimitu; and Fujiyama, Masaaki.

4,474.843. Q 428-212.000.
-yy-™. «««u,

Yamaguchi. Nobutaka; and Fujiyama, Masaaki. 4,474,848, Q.
428-329.000.

Fujiyoshi, Kenji: See—
Hiraola, Takayuki; and Fujiyoshi, Kenji, 4,474,634, a.

Ij^*^^. 1 30.

Fukatsu, Shunzo: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hachisu,

Mitsugu; Kawamura, Ktofi; Fukatsu, Shunzo; and Sekizawa.
Yasuharu, 4,474,7H Q. 424-177.000.

Fukazawa, Takeshi: See—
Yoshida, Hitochi; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Atsumi, Morihiro-
Fukazawa. Takeshi; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,475,029, Q.

Fukuda. Hideki; Morikawa, Hisashi; and Nakatani, Hideki, deceased
(by Nakatani, Tohru, legal representative), to Kanegafuchi Kagaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for measuring the concentration of
a combustible component 4,474,051, CI. 73-19.000.

Fukuda. Mitsuru: See—
Kawakami, Shigezo; Tsuji, Kunihiko; Shimojima. Katuhiko;
Fukuda, Mitsuru; and Kawaguchi, Hiroshi. 4,474.524, CI.

Fukuhara, Akira: 5^—
Kuroda, Katsuhiro; and Fukuhara, Akira, 4,473,044, Q. 250-
370.UML.

Fukui, Kunihiro: See—
Yauchi, Akihiro; Nishihara, Minoru; Fukui, Kunihiro; Kawashima,

Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoshiyasu, 4,474,651, CI. 204-34.000.
Fukushima, Takashi: See—

Tatsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi- Nishimura,
Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe, Tomio,

Fukuyama. Kunihiko; Yamamoto, Takuo; and Masaike, Hiromi, to Rioii
Kabushiki Kaisha. Hearing aid. 4,475,230, CI. 381-68.000.

Fuller, Timothy J.: See—
Alvino. William M.; and Fuller, Timothy J., 4,474,658, CI. 204-

Funada, Fumiaki: See—
Takamatsu. Toshiaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Uede, Hiroshi; and Wada.
Tomio. 4.474,432, Q. 350-339.00R.

TakamaUu, Toshiaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Yasuda, Shuuhei; and
Matsuura, Masataka, 4,474,839. a. 428-1.000.

Funamizu, Tadashi: See—
Iwabuchi. Koji; Funamizu, Tadashi; and Kubota, Tetuo, 4,475,023,

Funk, Donald E.; Chae, Charles H.; and LoTurco, Raymond A., to
Allied Industries, Inc. Hiotographic film printer. 4,474,458, CI.
355-45.000.

Fuibershaw, Gerard A.: See—
McNaughton, Allen D.; Albert, Stephen B.; and Furbershaw.
Gerard A., 4,474,572, Q. 604-61.000.

GafTar, Abdul; and Gerecht John F., to Colgate-Palmolive Company.
Anticalculus oral composition. 4,474,750, d. 424-49.000.

Gaillard, Jean: See—
Asselineau. Lionel; Leonard, Jacques; Chodorge, Jean; and Gail-

lard, Jean. 4,474,647, Q. 203-49.000.
Gaines. Christopher M., to Exxon Production Research Co. Method
and apparatus for running and cementing pipe. 4,474,243, CI.
166-362.000.

Gale, Philip F., to BICC Public Limited Company. Apparatus for
locating faults in electric cables. 4.475,079, Q. 324-52.(X)0.

Gall, Martin: See—
Cram, Donald J.; Gall, Martin; and Lipton, Michael F., 4,474,699,

CI. 260-245.500.

Gallios, George C, to Venus Scientific Inc. Resonant current-driven
power source. 4.475.149, CI. 363-17.000.

Gallo, Eugene M., Jr., to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Top end flap sealer.
4,474.563, CI. 493-141.000.

^

Galy, Jean; Mosset Alain; and Lecante, Pierr^ to Agence Nationale De
La Valorisation De La Recherche (Anvar). Measuring instrument for
X-ray structure determinations of liquid or amorphous materials
4,475,225, CI. 378-88.000.

Gambro Lundia AB: See—
Nylen, Ulf, 4.474,690, CI. 260-1 12.00R.

GAO Gesellscbaft fiir Automation und Organisation mbH: See—
Haghiri-Tehrani, Yahya; and Hoppe, Joachim. 4,474,292, Q.

206-329.000.

Garbe, William P.; and Firth, Ronald R., to Eastman Kodak Company.
Banding-free printing by linear array of photosouices. 4,475,115, CI.
346-106.000.

Garcia Ramos, Jose D.: See—
Ohnedo, Eduardo P.; de J. Hernandez Alvarez, Rosa; Barrera,

Carlos D.; and Garcia Ramos, Joie D., 4.474.666. Q. 252-8.50P.
Ganuer, Michael P.: See—

Warner. Michael W.; and Gamier, Michael F., 4.475.135. CI.
360-103.000.

Garrett Corporation. The: See-
Mason. John L.. 4.474,162, CI. 123-563.000.

Gartner. Jurij, to Baycrische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft. Fuel
mjection system for internal combustion engines. 4,474,160, CI.
123^468.000.

Gartside, Roger H., to Pannier Corporation. The. Apparatus for stamp-
mg characters on a workpieoe in multi|rie rows. 4,474,486, a.
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Ouwood, WiOian E:
Yen, Jeiftcy H.; Chester, Arthur W.; and Ovwood, William E,

4.474.618, a. 20S-1 11.000.

Ovy. Bmoe L., to United States of America, National Aeronautics and
Snee Administration. System for indicatiBg fiieMficieBt liicfaft

attitude. 4,474,062, Q. 73-178.00R.

Otizia, Aldo, to Istitnto Chemioterapico Italiano. SpA. a-Amtnoo'-
bntyrotectooes for trsMing alcohol dependence. 4,474,801, CI.

424.279.000.

Oates Corporation, The: Sc*—
Adams. Ronald W., 4.474.633. Q. 1S6-24S.000.

Adams. Rooakl W.. 4.474.84a 0. 428-71.000.

OEC Mechanical Handling Limited: See—
Conaold, Kenneth. 4.4^3.916. Q. 1442.000.

Odil CoDpeny: See
Flemtng. Phillip F.. 4,474,336, G. 241-221.OOa

Oeier, Ocrhird: 5n
Hober, Hans; Hansel, Eduard; and Geier, Gerhard. 4.474,933, Q.

528-26.000.

Genbe, Tsuaeo; Mizobe, Akio; and Okazaki, MasaU, to Kurany Co.,

Ltd. Piber-reinforeed hydraulically setting materials. 4,474.907. G.
323-206.000.

Oenbe. Yasushi: Sep—
MocMzuki, YoaUnori; Eguchi, Kiyoshi; Ishikawa. Takayoshi;

Genba. Yasushi; Tamani, Shigcmi; and Okada, Masayuki.

4.475.021.a 200-lS3X)SC.

Genenl Dynamics Con.: 5rf
Thode. Herbert W.. 4.474,534. Q. 416-203.000.

General Electric Company: See—
Chamberlain, Harvey H.. 4.474.012. a. 60460.00a
Chamberlain, Harvey H., 4.474.013. 0. 60460.00a
Chambers. Gregory R.. 4,474,973. Q. 549-509.000.

Coffinberry. Oeorae A.. 4,474,530, Q. 41S53.00T.
D'Atre. John D.; Espelage. Paul M.; Lippitt David L.; and Walker.

Loien R. 4.475.1300: 363-51.000.

Faltynek. Robert A.. 4.474.976. Q. 336481.000.

Gittbger, Norman C; Frey. Richafd L.; and Lewis. James R..

4,475,111.0.343-881.000.

Houston, John M.. 4.475,043. Q. 230-385.000.

Hughes. William C. 4,475.217. Q. 375-81.000.

LadOMW. William T., 4.474.030. G. 62-324.100.

LagU. Aldo A.. 4.474,724. Q. 264-328.200.

Mark. Victor, and Hedges. Charles V.. 4,474,999. Q. 568-720.000.

McMillan. Stephen L., 4.474.038. Q. 6S-23.00R.

Prada, Luis E. 4.474.017. Q. 6^77.000.

Pochette. Charles M.. 4.473.219.a 373-82.000.

Schwehr. Gregory D.; Brandt. Richard T.; and Kandler, James J..

4.475.072. CL 318-602.000.

Stanb. Fred W.; and McUughlin, Michael H.. 4.474.231. Q.
163-133.000.

Tassie. Douglas P., 4.474.102,a 89-33.170.

Vau^ Howard A.. Jr., 4.474.837. Q. 428446.000.

General roods Corporation: Set—
Hawes, Glen W.; Tarsbocchia, John O.; and Katz. Saul N.,

4.474.82ag 426-387.00a
General Motets CorporatiOB: Set

Aleunder. Oeorae R., 4.474.286. CI. 198-802.000.

DeVoaelaere. Richard A.; and Simancik. Carl D., 4,474,083. d.
74478!000.

Foley, Kevin M.; and Stoltman. Donald D.. 4.474,130 CI-

123-337.000.

Hafermn. Edward M.; and Mitchell. Harry A., 4.474.843. O.
428-283.000.

Landefield. Craig P.; and Katz. Seymour. 4.474,050a 73-11000.

Nestor. CharioR., 4.474.420 O. 339-n6.0MF.
Omlie. Donald E. 4.474.272,a 188-332.000.

Shelton, Alan J.. 4.474.402,a 296-76.000.

General Sinai Corporation: 5n
Roberts. Michael; and Slobodiian, Or^ory, 4.474J81, CL 194-

1.00N.

General Technology Applications. Inc.: Sti—
Hadermann, Atbert P.; Waters, Paul P.; and Trippe, Jerry C,

4,474.903. a. 323-151000.

General Tire ft Rubber Company. The: Stt—
Htm. Richard D., 4,473.994, Q. 36400.000.

Gentex Corporation: 5ff
Bauer. Frederick T.; and Bechtel, Jon H.. 4.475.036, O.

2S0-239.00O
Gentry, Bobby C to Southwire Company. Concentric comprewed
donbk twist struided cable. 4,473.993. Q. 57-9.000.

Gentry. Cecil C; and Alquist, Henry E, to PUllipa Petnrienm Com-
pany. Method and aapantus for treatment of subsurftce formations.

4.474038.a 166-26ir000.

Georgetown University: 5it

Ledley, Robert S.; Ooiab. Tlwraas J.; and Bins. Michael. 4.474,186,

a. 128-733.000.

Oeiber. Wesley D.. to Ford Aerospace and CommunicatioQS Corp.

Membrane window for hijdi energy laser endoaore. 4.473.203. CI.

372-103.000.

Ocreeht. John F.: 5it
OafEv. Abdul; and Gerecht. John P.. 4^74.790 0. 42449.000.

Ocrfaardt, Werner, and Lehmann, Roddf. to Henkel Kommandigssdl-
schaft anfAUen; and Montedison S.pA. 2<3-Iodo-2-propynyioxy)-

ethyl Gvbmates. the preparation theteof, and their use as antmiicro-

bial agents. 4.474.807. Q. 424-300.000

Oerlach, Charles R.

HeMh. Rodney T.; and Gcriach, Charks R., 4.474,590 a
431-18.000.

Germain, Sylvia A. Bathtub rim water dam. 4.473.911, CL 4-609.000.^

OersteniDiier. Jurgen; Leiber, Heinz; and Stampe, Werner, to Robert

Boaeh GmbH. Method of storing veUcle operating condition param-

eters. 4.473.199,a 364426.000.

Gerwick, Ben C: Stt^
Rogers. Richard B.; Gerwick, Ben C; and E^ Eric A., 4.474.399,

a 71-92.000.

Gcvers. David E, to Le Boeuf, Eugene A. Lift bed dumper trailer.

4.474.926. 0. 414421.000.
Gewerkschaft Eieenhntte WestfUia: Stt—

Peters. Wolfgang; Raasmann, Christoph; and Merten, Gerhard,

4,474.411.029943.000.
Stockmimn, Dieter, and Diederich, HansJurgen, 4,474,494, CL

405-143.000.

Geyer, Frederick P., to Eastman Kodak Company. Optical diac write/-

read methods and apparatus with improved focus and tracking con-

trol. 4,475,179, a. 365-215.000.

Gienn, Hendrik, to Nederlandse Onttinnings-ftbriek EV. Method for

the detimdng of painted tinplate waste. 4,474,655, Q. 204-121.000.

Gilbert Barrie, to Analog Devices, Incorporated. High-eocnracy sine-

function generator. 4,475,169, Q. 364-817.000

Gilbert Barrie: Stt—
Brokaw, Adrian R; and Gilbert Barrie, 4,475,103, Q. 340-501.000.

Gilbert Ronald E; and Mordne, George S., to Kenneoott Corporation.

Mdten metal transfer device. 4,474,315. Q. 222-629.000.

Giles, Michael B.: Stt-
Cotton, Ronald; Giles, Michael B.; and Timms, Davkl, 4.474,767.

a. 424-177.000.

Gillet Claode: Ser—
Lambelin, Georges; Roncood, Romeo; Roba, Joaeph; GiOet

Clande; and Snyers, Michel, 4.474,977, Q. 560-1.000.

Gindler, E Mdvm; and Daskalakis. Olga, to Sherwood Medical Com-
nany. Determmation of urea. 4,474,888, CI. 436-108.000.

Gmter, Sally P.: Stt—
Hoenig, Stephen M.; Flores, David P.; and Ginter. Sally P.,

4.474.928. 0. 325-186.000.

Girling Limited: Stt—
Thomas, Alfred W.. 4.474.004, CI. 60-547.100.

Gtttinger. Norman C; Frey, Richard L.; and Lewis, James R., to

Gennal Electric Company. Portable collapsing antenna. 4,475,111,

a. 343-881.000.

Oivaudan Corporation: 5ft

Schenk, Huipeter. 4.474.687. Q. 252-522.00R.

Glasby. Dennis E, to Tektronix. Inc. PrMranunable range recognizer

for a hjgic analyzer. 4.475.237, CL 382-10.000.

Olauninger, Hehnut; Jager, Heima, Machner, Peter, and Preiner, Al-

bert, to Vereinigte Eddstahlwerke AG (VEW). Apparatus for the

electrodag remelting of alloys. e^eciaQy stad. 4.473.209. CL
373-48.000.

Glemza. Rimantas: Stt^
DeWolf, Robert B., Il; and Glemza. Rimantas, 4,474,814, Q.

427-2.000.

Gloger, Manfred: Stt—
Maier, Joaef; Gloger, Manfired; and Drager, Brigitte, 4.474.887, CL

436-71.000.

Gtory Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Stt—
KmoOita, Yoahio; and Sakamoto, KatsuMko, 4.474.197, Q. 133-

4.00A.

Gndiiii, Rene : Stt—
Zinudbl, Lodwig; and Gnehm, Rene , 4,474,956. 0. 54449.000

Gobby, Kevin W. Apparatus for artifida] inaemination. 4.474,576, Q.
604-176.000.

Oofflnan, Martin; and Jordan, llwmas L., to ASARCO Incorporated.

Method of thiourea addition of electrolytic solutions useftal for cop-

per refbiing. 4.474.649, Q. 204.1.00T.

Gogniat Psol. to Montres Rado S.A. Watchcase. 4,474.482, Q.
3(68^.000.

Gohlke. Fritz J.: Stt—
Billenstdn, Siegfried; and Gohlke, Fritz J.. 4,474,682, Q.

252-344.000.

GokeL George W., to W. R. Grace k Co. Crown ether compositions

with sideanns affording mhancwi cation binding. 4,474,963, Q.
546-178.000.

Golab, Hwoias J.: 5w
Ledley, Robert S.; Golab, Thomas J.; and Boas, Mkhad, 4.474.186,

a. 128-733.000

Golay. Paul A. Cdnmn having tiltMe section. 4,473.975, Q. 5^29.00O
Ooldtarg, Janes R.; and Kurtz. Albeit J., to Goldberg. James R. Safety

champagne cork. 4.474.302, Q. 215-256AX).

GoUbeig. Newton N., to Wcstingbogae Electric Corp. Low shrinkage

moistnre resistant siUea oontdmng tang oil compositions. 4,474,6M,

G. 106-290.000.

Goldenberg. Marvin M.; and Keller, Doris L., to Merck 4 Ca, Inc.

Anti-inflmmatory/analnsic cortbinatjon of cyek><N-iBethyl-Ala-

Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Val-Phe) and a salected non«taioidd anti-inflamma-

tory drug (NSAm). 4,474.766. G. 424-177.000.

Gddie, Brian P. P.; and MeCarroD. John J., to British Petroteom

Conpany p.l.e.. The. Method of inUbitfaig corrosion using cations.

M74[6OT. CL 106-14.390.

OoUndU. Oddo; and Seileri, Naiciao, to Fmike Italiana Mamas S.p.A.

Gaogtau head for checking dimensions of wo»k|iieoes. 4.473,991, CL
33-l(3.dbL.
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Loof, narrow railient rebottiid device. 4.474,369,

Ooodntth. Mark D.
HtO, Dale L.; and OoodHnHh. Mark D., 4.473,143, CL 361-386.000.

Ooodycar Aeromoe CorporalioB; Ste—
CRMMan, RJdiBrd L.. 4,47f06aa 73-129.00a

Ooodyaar Tire * Rubber Coonany, The: Sm—
Borroway. Gary U 4,474,^ a. 324-7ia00a
OeMarM, Emeat W.; RIiim. Kari K.; Sawyer. John M.; and Allen.

Terry F., <474J17, Q. 138-137.000.

Laiden. Saanel P.. 4^74023.a 13^2Q9.00R.
Warn, Gcorie T., 4,474*633, Q. 136-1 1 1.000.

aordoa. Donald W.a 272-3.000.

Oonlon, Eric M.; and Karanewaky. Donald S.. to E- R- Squibb k Sons,
Inc. Lactan oontaininf ooanMndi, dieir pharinaceutical compoai-
tions and method of use. 4,474,778, CL 424>244.00a

Oordoo. Laater. Stnd starter gnide elate. 4*474.222, a. 143-l.OOB.
Oofcnstein. Marc V. Tenching aid for simulating gravitationa] bending
of light 4,474.437.a 33043100a

Ooaaett, Se^K Sag—
Lonaret, Jean-Claude; Ooaaett. Serge; and Boiilinguiez, Didier.

4*474,626,a 148-6. 13Z.

Oota, Tdtao: Ser—
Maanda, Kiyoahi; Ikari. Takashi; Matauyama. Takashi; Terashinia.

Akk); and Goto, Takao, 4*474,811, CL 424-317.000.
Goto, Toahk): Sar—

Aya, Maaahir^ Saito, Jnnichi; Yaaui, Kazuoni; Shiokawa, Kozo;
MorisUaa. NoriUaa; and Goto, Todiio, 4*474,600, a. 71-92.000.

Goto. Yoahitaka: Sar—
Yamaoka, Tsuguo; Koaeki, Kenichi; and Goto, Yoahitaka.

4*474*868*a 43O-281.00a
GougjBon Brothen. Inc: Ste—

Goageon, Meade A.; and Oougeon, Jan C. 4.474.336, a.
416-226.000.

Gougeon, Jan C: S«r—
Ooueoo, Meade A.; and Gongeoo, Jan C. 4*474.336. a.

416-226.000.

Gouyeoo, Meade A.; and Goageon. Jan C, to Gougeon Brothen. Inc.
Wnd turbine Made joint asaembly and method of making wind
turbine Madea. 4,474,336, Q. 416-226.00a

Gono, Franco: S(»—
Boaone, Enrico; and Goazo, Franco, 4.474,9801 Q. 360-124.000.

Gnoeffii, Philip; and Wdtzman, Sigmund A., to Boaton Biomedical
reaearch Institute* lac. ft The General Hoqiital Corporation. Treat-
ment of asbestos. 4.474.742. Q. 423-33 1 .000.

Graham, Martin, to Rolm Corporation. Signature verificatioa sensor.
4.473.233.a 382-3.000.

^^
Graham, Pul M.: Set—

Coco. Charlca E; Graham. Paul M.; and Krinski. Thomas L..

4.474*6Ha 260-123.300.

Grsssne* UMoh. to Siemens AktiengeseUschaft. Dental x-ray diagnos-
tic installation. 4*473^24. Q. 378-38.000.

—•—
Grau, Wolfgang: 5^»—

Beaier, Hdni; Bratz. Manfred; Frank. Sven; Grau. Wolfgang;
Semsky. HanaJoiy; Walter. Heinz; Witzig. Armin; and Btoch-
mann, Rudolf, 4,473,930, a. 29.38.0X.

Great Lakes Carbon Corporation: See—
Itaragoz, Bereh Y., 4*473J07, a. 373-1 13.00a

Green. Lawrence S.. to TRE Semiconductor Equipment Corporation.
Automatic wafer ahnment techniqae. 4.473.122, a. 338-101.000.

Green. Mkhael J., to BP Chemicals Limited. Process for the decarfoo-
nylation ofan alkyl formate to form carbon monoxide and an alcohol.
4*474.744. Q. 423-41 3.00A.

Green. Peter C. to W. R. Grace ft Co. Use ofground, sized cocoa bean
sheus as a km dreulatkxi material in drilling mud. 4.474,663, CI.

Green, Sufixd M. Magnetically cushioned cloth tentering device.
4*473.929. Q. 26-8aO0O.

Greenberg, Arthur L., to Blechman. DonaU. a part interest Stereo
sound and light track system. 4,473,226, a. 381-24.000.

Greenbog, Roland; Cuahman, David W.; Vogt B. Richard; Weisen-
bom. Prank L.; and Antonaccio* Michael J, to E R. Squibb ft Sons.
Inc. Rnkmhalinasf inhibiton. 4*474.793. Q. 424-273.0ML

Greenbog. RoUnd; Cushman. David W.; Vogt B. Richard; Weisen-
bom. Fhnk L.; and Antonaccio. Michael J., to E R. Squibb ft Sons.
be. EnkcphalinMe iahtbiton. 4*474*799,a 424-274.000.

Ore^Wd, biying E. Jr.; and Martin. Paul H. Flatware pre-cleaner.
^4.474, 198.a i54-6aooa
Grdaer. Thomaa H.; and Heia. Michael E. to Iowa State University

Reaearch Foundatkm. Inc. Method and means of exchanoins heat
between fluid bodiaa. 4*474*226. Q. 163-li)00.

Gnoier. Aime J.; Pletenoa. Robert W.; and Lanen. Odd. to Texas
Inttnnaati IncorporatMl. Qrcnit control device. 4,473.094. a.
33S-139XXX).

Orashesr Maftia. Apparatos for nMlding oetiGal elastic lenses of the
•andard and bifocal type. 4.474.333, Q. 249T3.00it

Orias, Jeaaf: Sas>-

^St-^lSfL^' Py«^ **•«•• F™"**- Albrecht; Koenig. Horst;
g'j^gjU^*""^ Hana D.; and Lenke. Dieter, 4,474,783,

Orifise. Leslie V.: See-
DMMBjThjpdore A.; and Oriflee. Leslie V.. 4*473.109. a.

343-709.000.

°!?*^^5* ^' *!* Schwan, Frederick M.. to United Technokmes
CorporsiioiL Coofang syttem for the electrkal generator of a turbo-
fsa gas tnrbme engine. 4*474*001. Q. 6O-2O4.00a

Orinacoff, Ernest J., to Natknial Starch and Chemical Cotporatknt
Modified vinyl acetate adheaive oompoaitMos containing k>w temper-
ature fusion axis. 4,474,913. Q. 324-11 1.000.

Grinder, William H., to Mianesott Miahig and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Intraocular leas. 4*473.910. Q. 3-llOOa

Grittmann. Emst-Juemn: See—
Manzke. Klaus; Grittmann. Emst-Juergen; and Koch, Volker.

4.473.136. a. 360.106.00a
Orivas. John C; and Park. Myong-Gi A., to Sherwin-Williams Com-

pany. The. Process for vinyl aromatic monomer polymerization
mhibition. 4.474.646, Q. 203-9.000.

Groom. Jack J.: See—
Kuznetaov, Edward N.; and Groom, Jack J.. 4,473.976. Q.

32-80.000.

Groajean. PiCTre, to Rhone-Poulenc-Textile. Pile textile artidea and
process and devke for their manufocture. 4,474.631. Q. 136-72.000.

Grotta. Henry M.: See—
Uwhoo. William T. Jr.; and Grotta. Henry M.. 4*474,395, a.

71-28.000.

Oruber, David P., to Norton Company. Synthetic yam-reinforced
flexible webs itabilired against elongation, coated a^isive thmon.
and process therefor. 4.474.383. Q. 31-298.000.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation: See—
Mockovciak. John. Jr.. 4.473.031, G. 230-212.000.

Grand, Theodor; &e—
Adrian. Fritz; Grand. Theodor. and Strauss. Udo. 4.474*12a O.

11O-26I.00O.

Grychtol. Klaus; and Lach. Dietrich, to BASF AktiengeseUschaft
Complex dye mixture containing at least two cobalt 1:2 complexes of
azo dyes. 4.474.693, Q. IM^JOOB.

GTE Laboratories Incorporated: See—
Carlten. John W.; and Mehnan. Paul. 4.474.433, Q. 33O-381.000.
Carisen. W. John; and Mehaaa, Paul, 4.474*434, G. 330-381.000.

GTE Products Corporatkm: 5^e—
Walker, Rkhard P., 4,474*319. G. 225-96u30a

Guekiner, Rkhard C: See—
Wilson. David M.. Jr.; and GueUner, Rkhard C, 4,474,816, G.

424-331.000.

Guerbet S.A.: See—
Diroo. loana; Bonnemain. Bruno; Hardouin, Jean C: and Lautrou.

Jean. 4.474.747. G. 424-3.00a
Guerra. Salvatore: Stir-

Meyer. John H.; and Guerra. Salvatore. 4.474.836, G. 428426.00a
Ouertin. Russell S.: Sfe—

Winston. Emanuel A.; and Guertin. Russell S., 4,473,962. G. 40-
2.00R.

Gueuret Francois C: See—
Lefebvre. Herve M.; and Gueuret, Francois C, 4,474,234. G.

166-103.00a
Gulf Canada Limited: See-

Smith. Russell G.; and Schramm, Laurier L.. 4*474,616. G. 208-
MOLE

Gulf Oil Corp.: See-
York. Earl D.; and Porter, DarreU D.. 4.474.629. G. 149-109.600.

Gulf Research ft Devek>pment Company: See—
Onopchenko. Anatoli; Sabourin. Edward T.; and Selwitz. Charles

M., 4.474,989. G. 368-306.000.

Gundiach, Ousztav: See—
Tatai. Bona; Gundiach. Gusztav; Szots. Geza; and Lantos. Elemer.

4.474.334. G. 241-1.000.

Gupta. Tapan K.: See—
Mattox. Douglas M.; Gupta. Tapan K.; Carbon. WOHam G.; and
Ho. Shih m74.474.718. G. 264-61.000.

Guss. Paul L.; Tumlinson. James H.. HI; Sonnet Philip E; and
McLaughlin. John R.. to United States of America. Agriculture.
SynthetK pheromone IO-methyl-2-tridecanone and its use m control-
ling the southern com rootworm and related diabrotidtes. 4.474,991.
CI. 368-382.000.

Gustafsoo. William O. Manipulable kxssabedron toy. 4*474.376. G.
273-133.00S.

Gutierrez. Antonio; Deen. HaroM E; Ryer, Jack; and Brois, Stanley J.,

to Exxon Research ft Engineering Co. Mnltifimctfonal additivea for
functional flukb and lubn^ts. 4,474,674* G. 23247.300.

Gutleber, Frank S., to United States of America. Army. Multiplexed
noise coded switching system. 4.473.186, G. 37O>18.00a

Gutleber, Frank S., to United States of America, Army. CW Interfier-

ence cancelling sytem fior spread spectrum signals ntiliziag active
coherent detectkMi. 4.473.214. G. 373-34.000.

Gutleber, Frank S.. to United States of Amoica. Army. Pulse interfer-

ence canceOfaig system fior spread spectrum signals utilu^ig active
coherent detection. 4*473.213. G. 373.34.00a

Guttler. Hermann:
Hartmannsgruber. Max; Kriechbanm, Kurt; Schulz. Gunter, and

Guttler. Hermann. 4.473.924. G. 19-239.000.

Gygli, Walter: See—
Hanni. Ednard; and.GygU. Waher. 4.474*094, CL 83.104.00a

Haak. Claudia: See—
Petzold. Manfied; Waltenbrner. Peter; Vdtenhana, RndoU; and
Haak. Gandia. 4.474*668. Gr2S24.60a

Hachisu. Mitsugu: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi. Toouo; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Haehisa.

Mitsugu; Kawamura. Ke^ji; Fukatau, Sbmaoi and Sektzawa.
Yasiihani. 4.474.764, CL 424.177.Q0a

Hadennann. Albert P.; Waters. Paul F.; and Trippe. Jerry C. to Gen.
tni Technology Apelicatioos* lac. Fraew Usndiag of reKtive
Uqukis and solids. 4.474*903, G. 523.132.00a ^^
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Haemonetics Corporation: So
Schoeadotfer, DonaM W.; and Kiagsley. Gordon P.. 4*474*368, G.

6044.000.

Haft. RonaU R.. to Hack Manufacturing Company. Method and epp»-
rstus fiDT manufacturing a stop and fock shonkler for a Mind fastener

sleeve. 4*473*914, G. 10-ll.OOR.

Hag. Goran L. P.; and Rantala, Risto K. Method for the hydrolysis of
a-chforinated tolueae compounds. 4,474,993, G. 368437.000.

Hageman, David L.; and Crawford, Thomas C, to Pfizer Inc. Process
fbr ^waring esters of penicillanic ackl sulfone. 4,474,698, G. 260-

Hafeaboch, Leroy G. Vdiicular body for hauling hot slag and other

materials. 4,474.404, G. 296-184.000.

Hagermaa, Edward M.; aad Mitchell. Harry A., to General Motors
Cotporation. Compacted sheet molding compound. 4,474,843, G.
428-283.00a

HagUri-Tdiraai. Yahya; aad Hoppe, Joachim, toGAG Gesellschaft fur

Antnmafkm nad Orgaaisatkin mbR Carrier elemeat for an lOchip.
4.474*292. G. 206-3297000.

Hai^und. l^idL to Kamewa AB. Water jet unit 4,474,361, G.
44a41.00a

Haha, William L.. Jr.: See—
Mattei, Anthony; and Haha, William L.. Jr.. 4.473.22a G.

373-86.000.

Halbert Seyoionr P.; aad Anken. Mihon. to Cordis Laboratories, Inc.

Sandwich EIA fior antigen awodatcd with hepatitis. 4,474,878, G.
433-7.000.

Hale. Virgfaiia. Variable lift sprinkler unit 4,474,328,a 239-227.000.

Halecky. Alan A.; aad El-Shazly, Mohamad P., to OMI latematiooal

CotporatkNL Electroless direct depositkm of goU on metallized

ceraaucs. 4*474,838. G. 427436.00a
Hall, Jamea W. Appuatus for purification of water by km exchange

4.474.62a CL 21(U57.10a
Hall. Stephen M.: See-

Brown, Davkl E; Hall, Stephen M.; and Mahmood. Mahmood N..

4.474.632.a 204-39.00R.

HaO. Steven E; and Hashmger. Martin P.. to E R. Squibb ft Sons. Inc.

7-Ozabicycloheptane subMituted tUo prostaglandin analogs useful in

treating platelet aggregation and bronchoconstrictkxi. 4,474,803, G.
424.283.00a

HaUenstvedt Oddbjora. to AB Vdvo Peata. Transmission, especially

fbr boat motors. 4.474.072, G. 74-378.000.

Halliburton Company: See^
Carter. Ernest E. Jr.. 4.474.38a G. 277.34.60a
Freemaa. Tommie A., 4.474*241. CL 166-317.00a

Hidsaad. Tunothy A.. 4*474*382, G. 277-237.00R.
Hamada* Shigdiara: Ser—

Komoto. Haroo; aad Hamada. Siigdiani. 4*474.321. G.
226-1 13.00a

Hamada. -S*«'gfifv 5cf
Saknrai.^higeni; aad Hamada. Shigdd. 4.474.008. G. 60603.000.

Hamlta, Jdin E: 5rc

Drury. Davkl J.; and Hamhn, John E. 4,474.939. G. 344-351.000.

Haamieile AG Masduaeafabrik: See—
Haaai. Ednard; aad Gygli. Wdter. 4.474.094. G. 83-104.00a

Haaada* Kazuaori: Ser—
Taaiai, Masaharu; MoriaxMo* Shigeo; Adachi. Takashi; Oguma.

Kiyoahi; Haaada. Kazuaori; and Omura* Saddbmi. 4,474*800, G.
424-278.000.

Haaai. Noboru: Se(>—
Nakamura, Hkleki; Meguro. Takashi; aad Haaai. Noboru.

4.474.604. G. 73^).30B.

Hanamoto, Mamtt^ Ikia, Koso; Inoue, Akk^, and Imoto, Yddnari, to

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd. Idling need ooatiolling system for intemd
combustwn engine. 4,474,153, G. 123-339.000.

Hankyo Kyod Bossaa Co., Ltd.: See—
Yaaiaaioto, Takdiiko; Nojiri, Michihiko; Kakntaai, Kazuo; Mat-
somnra. Yodukazu; aad Ito. Shozo. 4.474.883, G. 433-I62.00a

Haaai. Eduard; aad GygU, Wdter. to Hammerie AG MaschiaeafUmk.
Apparatus for oatfeedmg and stacking of sheet metd sectx»s or

cuttings or the like. 4.474.094. G. 83-104.00a

Hanni. Kurt: See—
Hoffinann. Hdnrich; Hanni, Kurt; and Feller, WiDy, 4,473,098, G.

337-49.0Qa

Haas Grohe GmbH ft Co. KG: See—
Fmkbdaer. Wemer. 4,474*329, G. 239428.300.

Haasd, Ednard: See—
Httber. Haas; Haasd. Eduard; aad Oder. Gcriiard. 4.474.933. G.

328-26.000.

Haasea, Glen E; and MaUoy. Allan M.. to D. V. Meter. Ltd. Meter
proving method. 4.474.049, G. 73-3.000.

Hansen, Robert D.: Ste
Mmr, Wilfred C; Hansen. Robert D.; aad Hefiaer. Robert E.. Jr..

4*474*619. G. 209-166.000.

Haays. Denis G.: See-
Antes* Rondd E; and Hanys. Denis G.. 4*474.309. CL 405-195.000.

Haque, Yusuf A., to American Microsystems* Inc. Programmable
transvetsd filter. 4.47S.17a G. 364425.00a

Kara, Hiroshi: Se^—
Komatsuzaki* Ifiroshi; Sekine* Jiro; Nakayama, Shigeo; Takamura,

Maaaahi; Hara, Hiroshi; and Kameyama, Nobuydd, 4,474*443,a 354.21100a
Ndto* Ifiddo; Hara, Hiroahi; Aooo. Toshiaki; and Sato. Kozo,

4,474*867.a 430-203.00a

Harada. Kunihiro: See—
Yasuda. Ktap; Yokoyama. Yasuaki; Matsumoto. Shuichi; and

Harada. Kunihiro, 4,474,944, G. 328-408.000.

Harada, Shigera:See—
Ogaki, Koji; Akanuma, Shigetake; Takada, Yoshinori; C!|iro. Yo-

shitaka; and Harada, Shigeru, 4,474,4ia G. 299-23.000.

Harada, Shoichi: See—
KobayasU, Hirotsugi; and Harada. Showhi. 4.473.015, G. 200-

S.OOR.

Harada, Takashi: See—
Makino, Hiroshi; Kusuki, Voshihiro; Harada, Takashi; Shimazaki,

Hirodii; and Iskia. Tosio, 4,474,662, G. 210-500.200.

Makino. Hiroshi; Kusuki, Yoshihiro; Harada. Takashi; Shimazaki.
Hiroshi; and IsMa. Tosk>, 4.474.838, G. 428473.300.

Harband. Joel. Heat pump apparatus and method. 4.474.021. G.
62-94.000.

Hardouin, Jean C: See—
Dimo, loana; Bonnemain, Bruno; Hardouin, Jean C; and Lautrou.

Jean, 4,474,747. G. 424-3.000.

Hardtl, Karl H., to U.S. Philips Corporatk». Dielectric on the basis of
lead titanates, method of manufacturing same, and a multilayer capac-
itor comprising the dielectric. 4,474*894, CI. SOl-136.000.

Hardy. John W.; and Everson, Jeffrey H., to Itek Owporatxm. Wave-
fhmt sensor using a surfsce acoustic wave diffraction grating.

4,474,467, G. 356353.000.
Hardy. Stephen N.; and Johnson. John A., to American Greetings

Corporstion. Sign Support. 4,473.963, G. 40-iaOOR.
Harer. Ddmar C: See-

Jennings. Richard E; and Harer, Ddmar C, 4,473,993, G.
36-2()8.000.

HarfofT, Bemd; Schoppd, Roman; Bruhnke, Ulrich; and Kinds, Engei-
bert to Dahnler-Benz AktiengeseUschaft Bumper for a motor vehi-

cle. 4,474,395, G. 293-120.000.

Hannan-Motive Inc.: See—
Kine. John A., 4,475,014, G. 179-1 laOOA.

Harms, Wolfgang: See—
Wonderlich, Klaus; and Harms, Wolfgang, 4,474,697, G.

260-153.000.

Harper, George C, Jr., to Pittsburgh-Des Moines CorporatkM. Joint

for spwx frames. 4,474,490, G. 403-218.000.

Harper-Wyman Company: See—
Schmitz, Charles J., 4,474,212. G. 137-614.1 la

Hartl. CarroU P.: See—
MaUy. Tunothy G.; Hartl. CarroU P.; and OriofT. Danid L..

4.474,092, G. 83-26.000.

Hartman, Thomas B. Portable archery stand. 4,474,296. G. 21 1-13.000.

Hartmannsgruber, Max; Kriechbaum, Kurt; Schulz, Gunter, and Gut-
tler, Hermann, to Zinaer TextUmaschinen GmbH. Means for contrd-
Img fiber-dnwing apparatus. 4,473,924, G. 19-239.000.

Hartner, Hartmut: See—
WoUemana, Bruno; Hartner, Hartmut; and Bardonner, Hans,

4,474,987, G. 564420.000.

Hard, Norio, to Advanced Technology Laboratories. Inc. Bubble trap

for dtrasound scanhead. 4,474,184, G. 128-660.000.

Hashimoto, Akira: See—
Nakane, Hisashi; Nakayama, Muneo; Hashimoto, Akira; aad Ni-

shimura. ToshUuro, 4,474,642, G. 156443.000.

Hashimoto, Yasuo:Sie—
Ishiao. Ken; Hashimoto. Yasuo; and Naramiya. Yoshikazu.

4.474.676. G. 25242.540.

Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeni; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R., to

Merck ft Co.. Inc. Ophthalmic drug delivery system utilizing thermo-
setting gels. 4.474.751, G. 424-78.000.

Haslam. John L.; Higuchi, Takeni; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.. to

Merck ft Co., Inc. Drag deUvery sjrstem utUizing thermosetting gels.

4*474,752, G. 424-78.000.

Hadam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R., to

Merck ft Co., Inc. Topicd drug ddivery system utilizing thermoset-

ting gds. 4,474,753, G. 424-78.00a
Haslanger, Martin F: See—

Dm, Jagabandhu; and Haslanger, Martin F.. 4,474,804, G.
424-281000.

Das, Jagabandhu; and Hadanger, Martin F., 4,474,972, G.
54946r000.

HaU, Steven E.; and Hadanger, Martin F., 4,474,803, G.
424-285.000.

Hassan, Javathu K.; and Psivanas, John A., to Internationd Business

Machines Corporstion. Pick-up head utilizing aspirated air flow.

4,474497, G. 29444.00B.
Hatakeyama, Akira; Naoi, Takashi; and Tatsuta, Sumitaka, to Fuji

Photo Ca, Ltd. Method for processing photographic materisJ.

4,474,871, G. 430423.000.
Hatakoahi, Makoto: See—

Kidda, Hirod; and Hatakodu. Makoto, 4,474,796, G. 424.273.00R.

Hattori, Atsushi: See—
Takeda, Takao; Ito, Hiroshi; Yamazaki, Hitoshi; Hattori, Atsushi;

Yamamoto, Seiichiro; and Imai, Jun, 4,475,058, CI. 313493.000.

Hattori, Kyo: See—
Idogaki. Takaharu; Kawai, Hisasi; Hattori, Kyo; and Sakurai.

Kanhiro. 4,474,149, G. 123-308.00a

HauboM, Axd D.: Sce-
EUis, WUlard R; Bokros, Jack C; HauboM. Axd D.; and Jarcho,

Michad. 4.474.556. G. 433-173.000.

Hauni-Werke Koiber ft Co. KG: Sir-
Brand. Peter. 4.474.190. G. 131-84.0(Hl.
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HtwwinffT. Peter: Stt^
Kwwtt, Hetaz; and HaiMinger, Peter, 4,474,74a O. 423-243.000.

Hawet, Olen W.; Tanboochk, John O.; and Katz, Saul N., to General
Foods Corporatioa. Prooen for the preparatioa of soluble coffee.

4,474.S2a a. 426-3S7.000.

Hawkes, Robert C: Set-
Moon, WiUiam S.; Hawket. Robert C; and Holland, Geoffitey N..

4,473,084. a. 324-309.000.

HawkiM, Royal R., to Sundstrand Corporation. Proportional plus

integral servo-reversible speed control. 4,473,073, CI. 318-^09.000.

Hawkiliaw, John K., to Field Aviation Company Ltd. Probe for water
bomber. 4,474,33a O. 244-13«.00O.

Hayabuchi, Itaunari: Sw—
Sekiya, Fukuo; and Hayabuchi, Itsunari, 4,473,180, a. 3«^228.000.

Hazehky, Bernard, to ARA. Inc. Crashworthy seat. 4,474,347, a.
244-I22.00R.

Hazue, MaaaakiiSer—
Ueda. Nobuo; Kondo, Susumu; and Hazue, Maaaaki, 4,474,984, a.

364-19.000.

Heath, Rodney T.; and Gerlach, Charles R. Thermostatic control
system. 4,474,330, a. 431-18.000.

Heck, Phihp H. Nibbling machine. 4,474,093, a. 83-188.000.

Hedges. Charles V.: See-
Mvk, Victor, and Hedges. Charles V.. 4,474,999. Q. 368-720.000.

Hedley. Peter R: Ste—
Buirski. David P.; and Hedley. Peter H.. 4,474.131, Q. 114-343.000.

Heftier, Robert E., Jr.: See—
Meyer. Wilfred C; Hansen, Robert D.; and Heftier, Robert E., Jr.,

4,474,619. a. 209-166.000.

Heil, Dale L.; and Goodsmith, Mark D.. to Rockwell International
Corporatioa. Circuit board heatsink assembly and technique.
4.473,143, a. 361-386.000.

Heimer, Richard J., to TRE Semiconductor Equipment Corporation.
Mixer coupling lens subassembly for photolithographic system.
4,474.463, CI. 333-71.000.

Hein, Michael E: See—
Oretner. Thomas H.; and Hein. Michael E. 4.474.226, a.

163-1.000.

Hein, Richard D., to General Tire t Rubber Company, The. Elas-
tomerically mounted hay rake tine. 4,473,994, CI. 36-400.000.

Heiney, Richard E, to Eli Lilly and Company. Process for 3-hydiox-
ymethyl cephalo^orin suUboes. 4,474,879, Q. 433-47.000.

Heinrich-Hertz-Institut fur Nachrichtentechnik: See—
Tahni. Maati. 4,473,173, G. 364-900.000.

Heins. Ferdinand; Matner, Martin; and Bross. Hermann-Josef, to Bayer
Aktiengesellachaft Process for the treatment of fibre materials.
4,474,837. Q. 427-393.40a

Heiaer. Joan: See—
MacKenzie. Ian M.; Vogel. Alfired M.; Heiser, Joan; Bowers,
Kenneth W.; Driscoll. Mark; and Arettines, Angela M.,
4,474,38a a. 44^.000.

Helio-Therm, Ltd.: See—
Miller, Albert J.; and Kortzebom, Robert, 4,474,028, Q.

62-233.100.

HeUman, Jeremy M.; and DeMario, Edmund E, to Westinghouae
Electric Corp. Nuclear ftiel spwer grid. 4,474,730, a. 376-462.000.

Helton. Charles J., U: See—
Costello, William D.; Helton, Charles J., 11; and Frank, Martin B.,

4,474,383, G. 280-242.0WC.
Hendry, James W., to Lang Fastener Corporation. Method ofmaking a

twin-wall internally corrugated plastic structural part with a smooth
non-ceUnlar skin. 4,474.71770. 264-43.300.

Henkel Corporation: See—
Lindner. Robert A.. 4,474.913. G. 324-100.000.

Henkel, Hanv: Sip—
TeichmnUer. Geriiard; Rabe. Joachim; and Henkel. Harry.

4.474.701. G. 260-397.300.

Henkel Kommaadigesellschaft auf Aktien: See—
Gerhardt, Werner; and Lehmann. Rudolf, 4,474.807, CI.

424-300.000.

Henkel KoAmanditgeaeilschaft auf Aktien: See—
Witt. Hans<3iristoph; MefTert, Alfred; Fischer. Herbert; and
Wegemund, Bemd, 4,474,940, G. 328-293.300.

Witt, Hans-Christoph; MefTert, Alfred; and Wegemund. Bemd,
4.474,941, G. 328-293.30a

H»nmg. Manfred; and Miach, Wolfgang, to Robert Bosch GmbH; and
Pierburg GmbH ft Co KG. Idling speed control for internal combus-
tioa engines. 4.474,134, G. 123-339.000.

Her Mitfoty the Queen in nsht of the Province of Alberu as repre-
sented by the Minister of Energy and Natural Resources: Sm—
Smith. Roasdl G.; and Schramm, Laurier L., 4,474,616, G. 208-

11.OLE
Heraeus Quanachmelze GmbH: See—

Biudt, Lots; Kreotzer. Karl; Rau. Karlheinz; Schmidt, Horst; and
Snmnat, Fritz. 4.473J04. G. 373-27.000.

liaibsl. TVunasi See

^^^^ HTUbf***^*- 0*«^ «* "«*ist, Thomas, 4.473,936.
G. 29-438.000.

Herd, lUeted S.; and Horodvsky, Andrew G., to Mobil OQ Corpora-
tmi. Products of reactioa ofo^uic diamines, boron compounds and

Jsiusa'im"'*'
"* '»*«»«• containing same. 4,474.671, G.

HCTd. lUdiard S.; and Laadis. PhOHp S., to Mobil OU Corporation.

a*M23) TOO*
"*"* ^ hydrodewazed baae stocks. 4,474,672,

Heritier, Bernard: See—
Maitrepierre, Philippr, Heritier. Bernard; Rofes-Vemis, Jaimr. and
Wyckaert. Alain. 4.474.627, G. 148-12.00B.

Hermann Hemscheidt Muchhienfabrik GmbH A Co.: See—
BuU, Hans. 4.474,3la G. 403-296.000.

Hernandez, Jorge M., to Rogers Corporation. DecoupUng capacitor
and method of manufacture thereof 4,473.143, G. 361-30(S.000.

Heron, David: See—
Shinitzky, Meir. Heron, David; and Samuel, David, 4,474,773, G.

424-199.000.

Herr, Anton: See—
Kunze, Lothar; Vogt, Harald; Stadler, Brun; and Herr, Anton,

4,474.043, G. 72-379.000.

Herr. Diane E; Metz, Reinhard; Suk, Laddie E; Wiley, Paul R.; and
Winchell, David P., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Automatic interac-
tive conference arrangement 4.473,189, G. 370-62.000.

Herrig, Friedbehn: See—
Neubuser, Siegmar, Dose, Peter; and Herrig, Friedhelm, 4,474,093,
G. 83-71.000.

Hesler, Kenneth K.: See-
Smith, Philip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofttrom, John R.; and

Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474.91 1, G. 323-220.000.
Smith, Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofrtrom, John R.; and

Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,909. G. 323-220.000.
Smith. Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofkbrom, John R.; and

Sikorski, Ursula A.. 4.474.9ia G. 323-220.000.
Hess, Dieter: See—

Daubenbuchel, Werner; and Hess, Dieter, 4,474,716, G.
264^.400.

Heurich, Gunther, to FAG Kugelfischer Georg Schafer ft Co. Ten-
sioner for motor-vehicle timing belt 4,474,362, G. 474-133.000.

Hibino, Noburo: See—
Shirahata. Ryuji; Sekine, Masaru; and Hibino, Noburo, 4,474,832,
G. 427-130.000.

Higginbotham. Gordon J. S.; Amabury. GifTord R.; and Starkey. Gra-
ham C. to Rolls-Royce Limited. Foundry madiiiiery. 4,474,224, G.
164-130.000.

Highfield Mfg. Company: See—
Finck, Frederick P.. Jr.. 4,474,041, G. 70-139.000.

Higuchi, Hiroshi; Kurahashi, Takayuki; Mushiake, Naohtto; and
Taniguchi, Yoichi. to Sakata Shokai Ltd.; and Sumika Color Co.,
Ltd. Method and equipment for manufacturing pigment dispersion.
4,474,473. CI. 366-75.000.

Higuchi, Takeru: See—
Haslam. John L.; Higuchi. Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.,

4,474,731, G. 424-78.000.

Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,
4,474,752. G. 424-78.000.

Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur It,
4,474,733, CI. 424^8.000.

Hill, Kenneth O.; Kawasaki, Brian S.; Johnson, Derwyn C; and Fvja,
Yoshimasa, to Canadian Patents ft Development Limited. Optical
fiber reflective fUter. 4,474,427, G. 330-96.300.

Hill, Nicholas J., to Excalibur, Inc. Stabilized 2-mercaptopyridene-l-
oxide and derivatives. 4,474,76a G. 424-174.000.

Hill, Richard L. Pyrographic iron tip. 4,473,946. G. 30-140.000.
Hills, Christopher B. Method for growing a biofluss in a closed tubular

system. 4.473.97a CI. 47-1.400.

Hilti Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Schiefer. Erwin. 4.474.516. G. 411-44.000.

Himmelrich, Lewis H.. to Bell, Michael. Descent with manually opera-
ble brake. 4.474.262. G. 182-3.000.

Hinds. Stephen G.: See—
Kyminas, Stanley C; Einhaus. Bernard J.; and Hinds, Stephen G.,

4.474.920. CI. 324-386.000.

Hino, Michinobu, to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Controlla-
ble pitch propeller assembly. 4,474.333, G. 416-137.0(Ml.

Hinshaw, John V., Jr., to Varian Asaociates, Inc. Unheated septumless
on-column iiyection system for capillary gas chromatography.
4,474.388, G. 55-197.000.

Hinzmann, Friedmar: See-
Weber, Manfred; and Hinzmann, Friedmar. 4.474,713, G. 264-

3.00C.

Hiraga, Masaharu; limori, Takayuki; and Sakamoto, Seiichi, to Sanden
Corporation. Rotation prevention device for an orbitmg member of a
fluid displacement apparatus. 4,474,343, G. 418-33.000.

Hirai. Ryoji, to Hitachi. Ltd. Color pictare tube fbr chancter dinlay.
4.475.056. G. 313-4O3.00a

Hiraishi; Shi^etoshi: See-
Matsushita, Toahihtto; Hiraishi, Shigetoshi; and Morishita, Sadao,

4.474.898. G. 503-203.000.

Hirakura, Koiyi; Imai, Chikara; and Kimura, Kazuhiro, to Ricoh Com-

Cny. Ltd. Electrophotographic copying process and apparatus
ving means for monitoring a fatigue recovery time. 4,474,433, G.

35M4.00R.
Hirano. Masaki; and Takahashi, Shoji, to Bridgestone Tire Company

Limited. Method ofand arrangement fbr wrapping a strip segment of
resilient material. 4,474.338, G. 242-53.000.

Hirano, Shigeo; Sakanoue, Kei; and Adaclu, Keiichi. to Piyi Photo Fdm
Co.. Ltd. Color photographic light-aeasitive material 4,474^874, CL
430-351.000.

Hirao, Toshiki: See—
Okamoto, Kouichi; Hirao, TosUki; and Nomura, Tatsuei.

4,475,052. G. 310-214.00a
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Hiraoka, Takayuki: and Pufiyoshi, Kenji, to Mitsui Petrochemical

Industries, Ltd. Process rar producing a laminatfd film or sheet

structure. 4,474,634, G. 156-244.13a

Hirose, Takao: See—
Uemura, Seiichi; Yamamoto, Shunichi; Hirose, Takao; Takashhna,

Hiroaki; and Kato, Osamu, 4.474,617. G. 208-22.000

Ktachi Engineering Co., Ltd.: See—
Namse, Akisuke; Hoaono, Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and

Kajiyama, Shigeru, 4,474,064, G. 73-621000.

Hitachi Heating Appliances Co., Ltd.: See—
Iwabuchi, Koji; Funamizu, Tadashi; and Kubota, Tetno, 4,475,023,

G. 219-10550.
Hitachi, Ltd.: See—

Ataao, Takeshi; and Manaka. Toahio, 4,474,151, G. 123-339.000.

Etctt, Jun; Hori, Ryoichi; Kaw^iiri, YoaUki; and Itoh, Kiyoo.

4,475,181, G. 365-230.000.

Hirai, Ryoji. 4,475,056, G. 313-403.000.

Iwai, KuvBi; Ounozaki, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue, Hiro-

shi; Kunugi, Yoshif^imi; and Yamazaki, Shigeyuki, 4.474,551. G.
431-351.000.

Kuroda, Katsuhiro; and Fukuhara, Akira. 4,475.044. G. 250-

396.0ML
Miyaaaka, Motoshi; and Toudo. Kenzi, 4,474,548, G. 431-1.000.

Miyauchi, Katsuki; Kanehori, Keiichi; and Kudo, Tetsuichi,

4,474,686, G. 252-520.000.

Mochi»iki. Taketoshi; Kudo, Mitsuo; Arai, Akira; Shono, Keiji;

Omori, Masaichi; and Nishi, Genichiro, 4,474,026, G. 62-157.000.

Naruse, Akisuke; Hosono. Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and

K^yama, SUgeni, 4,474.064, G. 73-622.000.

Oishi. Shiro; and Shinozaki, Masatsusu, 4,475.155. G. 364-200.000.

Shirakura, Toshiharu; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kuwabara. Kouji;

Sasaki, Koim and Takemori. Satoshi. 4,474.468. G. 356-375.000.

Tadokoro. Hiroyuki; Matsuoka. Shigeru; and YamaucM, Koji,

4,475,069, G. 318-265.000.

Taniguchi, Motoya; Koizumi, MitsuyosU; Akiyama, Nobuyuki;

Kembo, YuUo; and Ikeda. Minoni. 4,475,223, G. 378-34.000.

Yokoyama. TosUaki, 4.474.528, G. 415-1.000.

Hitachi NIetals, Ltd.: See—
Nakamura. Hiddd; M^uro, Takashi; and Hanai. Noboru.

4,474,604, G. 754).30B.

Hjdlum, Jerry: See-
Moss, Tberon C; Boring, Eari; Tomm, Erwin; and Hjellum, Jerry,

4,473,918, G. 13-144!00R.

Hjelsand, Timothy A., to Halliburton Company. Unitized seal carrier

assembly fbr reciprocating shaft 4.474,382, G. 277-237.001t

Ho, Shih M.: See—
Mattox, Douglas M.; Gupta, Tnan K.; Carlson, William G.; and

Ho, Shih m74,474,718,a iSui.OOO.
Hobbs, Bryan S.: See—

Tantram, Anthony D. S.; Hobbs, Bryan S.; Fmbow, John R.; and

Chan, Yat S., 4,474,648, G. 204-l.OOT.

Hobbs, Charles F., to Monsanto Company. Catalyst useable in a reverse

disproportkmMtion process. 4,474,897, G. 502-242.000.

Hobo, John: See—
Cornib, Boy; Bahadir, Mufit; Hobes, John; and Materne. Winfried,

4,474,578, G. 44-51.000.

Hochtempentur-Reaktorbau GmbH.: See—
Schoeniag, Joaef; and Schwiers, Hans-Oeorg, 4,474,729, G.

376-46r000.

Hocker, Junen: Set-
Joan, Friedrich; and Hocker, Jurgen, 4,474,708, G. 260-464.000.

Hock^ Martin B.: See—
O'nrien, Robert N.; McOnnond, Philip M.; Hocking, Martin B.;

and Thornton, Kenneth R.. 4,474,056. G. 73-61.400.

Hoechst Aktiengesellschalt: See—
BiDenstdn, Siegfried; and Gohlke, Fritt J., 4,474,682, G.

25^344.000.

Ehl, Klaus; and Deubel, Rdnhold, 4,474,609. G. 1O6-288.00Q.

Felcht, Utt-HeUmuth; and Berenbold. Hehnut 4.474.950, G.
536-85.000.

Kleiner, HansJerg; and Thamm. Horst-Dieter. 4.474.711, G.
260-978.000.

Schindler, Peter; and Konig, Wolfgang. 4,474,691. G. 260-1 12.50R.

Hoechst U.K. Limited: See-
Ross, Barry C; Johnon, Graham; and Yeomans, Michael A.,

4.474,793. G. 424-270.000.

Hoelderich, Wolfgang; Marosi, Laszlo; Mross, Wolf D.; and Schwarz-

mann, Matthias, to BASF Aktiengesdlschaft Preparation of a crys-

talline aluminosilicate (zeolite). 4.474,741, G. 423-329.000.

Hoenig, Stephen M.; Flores, David P.; and Ginter, Sally P., to Dow
Chemical Company, The. Polyolefin resin blends with enhanced

adhesion. 4,474,928, G. 525-186.000.

Hoeptner, Herbert W., lU. Valve adjusting tool. 4.474,059. G. 73-

119.00R.

Hoerauf. Werner: See—
Belde, Horst; Langenfelder, Hans; and Hoerauf, Werner, 4,474,681,

G. 252-314.000.

Hofhnan. Robert A., to Ortho Diagnostic Systems Inc. Method for

counting overlnping cdl populations in a distribution histogram.

4,475^236, G. 3n-6;000.

HoffiBunn, Heinrich; Hanni, Kurt; and Feller, Willy, to Sprecher ft

Schuh AG. Method of maauftcturing a multi-phase thermal dreuit

breaker and multi-phase thermal circuit breaker produced thereby.

4,475,098, G. 337-49.000.

Hofftnann. Karl: See— _.
Stnuib, Dieter, aid Hofftnann, Karl, 4,473,964, G. 42-75.00A.

HoffioBann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Caasal, Jean-Marie; Fischli. Albert E; and Szente. Andre ,

4.474,777. G. 424-244.000.

Hokari Hiioahi; and Imainimi, Shiro, to Toyo Engineering Corpora-

tion; and Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd. Method for protecting equipment

auxiliary to fluidized incinerator from corrosion. 4,474,122. G.
110-347.000.

Holan. George; and Johnson. Wynona M. P.. to Commonwealth Sden-

tifk and Industrial Research Organization. Insecticidal oximes.

4.474.815. Cf. 424-327.000.

Holden, Scott C; and Turner, Norman L., to Varian Associates, Inc.

Ruid pumpdown for high vacuum processing , 4,475,045, CL
250492.200.

Holiday Rambler Corporation: See-
Miller, Mahkn A., 4,474,403, G. 296-96.000.

Holland Company: See—
Empson, Kenneth G., 4,474,267, G. 188-33.000

Holland, Geoffrey N.: See-
Moore, William S.; Hawkes, Roberi C; and Holland, Geoffrey N..

4.475.084. G. 324-309.000.

Hollandsche Beton Maatschappu B.V.: See—
Vos. Charles J.; and van der Pot Barend J. O., 4.474.508. G.

405-195.000.

Holycraaa, Mark E: See—
Saccocio. Edward J.; and Holycross. Mark E. 4,474.621, G.

134-1.000.

Holzer, Helmut to Carl Freudenberg, Firma. Centrifiigally-operated

radially-translatable seal ring. 4,474,379, G. 277-25.000.

Holzhauser, Max, to M.A.N. - Roland Dnickmaschinen Aktiengesell-

schaft Cleaning system for printing presses. 4.474.111. G.
101-425.000.

Holzrichter. Edward J., to Whittaker Corporation. Method of making

selected polyesters. 4.474.939. G. 328-272.000.

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Tanaka, Hideo; and Iwao, Suminari. 4,474,144, G. 123-S2.0MV.

Honda, Shunsuke: See—
Yahata, Haruki; Suzuki, Hideo; and Honda, Shunsuke, 4,475,085,

G. 328-62.000.

Honda, Tadatoshi; and Terada, Kazuhiro, to Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals,

Incorporated. Prepwation process of indole. 4,474.969, G.
548-508.000.

Honeywell Inc.: See—
Kahnke, Joseph, 4,475,089, G. 331-65.000.

Rebholz. Joseph J.; and Tamura. Poohsan N., 4,474,438, G.
350433.000.

Reynolds, George O.; and Gay, Burton R., 4,474,446, CL
354402.000.

Honeywell Information Systems Inc.: See-
Carey, Richard A., 4,475,193, G. 371-16.000.

Hoopes, Ted R., to Mack Trucks, Inc. Combined fire ring and carbon

scraping insert 4.474,147, G. 123-193.0CP.

Hoppe, Joachim: Sce^
Huduri-Tehrani. Yahya; and Hoppe, Joachim, 4.474.292, CL

206-329.000.

Hoppner, Klaus: See— _
Klobm. Reiner, Hoppner, Klaus; and Wehle, Anton. 4.474,269, G.

188-166.000.

Hori, Ryoichi: See—
Etoh, Jun; Hori. Ryoichi; Kaw^jiri. Yoshiki; and Itoh. Kiyoo.

4.475.181. G. 365-230.000.

Horiba. Ltd.: See—
Matsumoto. Koichi: and Kotani. Hamo. 4,475,040, G. 2SO-338.O00.

Horibe, Tatsutake: See-
Kawasaki, Yoshio; Horibe, Tatsutake; Shinkai. Kumo; Ito,

Kandnro; and Yamada, Kazuo, 4,473,997, G. 57-276.000.

Horikoshi, Toahio: See—
Watanabe, Katsuhiro; Minei, Masayuki; and Horikoshi. Toahio,

4,474.193. G. 132-7.000.

Horiuchi. Tomofiisa; and Nishi. Yoshiaki. to Nissan Motor Company.

Limited; and Nippon Carburetor Company. Ltd. Idle adju^ng
device for an internal combustion engine. 4.474,152, G. 123-339.000.

Horodysky, Andrew G.: See-
Braid, Milton; and Horodysky, Andrew G.. 4,474,670, G. 252-

32.70E
Herd, Richard S.; and Horodysky, Andrew G., 4,474,671, G.

252-33.600.

Horton Manufiscturing Co., Inc.: See—
Dayen, Leonid. 4,474,268, G. 188-71.500.

Hoaaka, Maaao: See— _
Yanagawa. Nobuyuki; and Hosaka. Masao. 4,474^53, CL 355-

I4J0C.
Hosaka, Tokuichiro: See— _

Matsuno. Yoshio; and Hosaka, Tokuichiro, 4,474.391, CL
280-752.000.

Hosaka, Toshihtto, to Universal Pioneer Corporation. Focus servo

control system for automatically adjusting a relative distance be-

tween an objective lens unit and a recording surface of an optical

recording medium. 4,475,182, G. 36945.000.

Hosono, Tatsukuma: See—
Naruse, Akisuke; Hosono, Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and

KiUiyama, Shigeru, 4,474,064, G. 73-622.000.

HoudaiUe Industries, Inc.: See—
Jansen, George A., 4,473,925, G. 24-23.00W.

Houminer, Yoram; and Sanders, Edward B., to Philip Morris, Incorpo-

rated. FUvored foodstuff. 4,474.819, G. 426-313.000.
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S^li^**.- *° 95?S^ ^'**™ Compiny. Xenon x-ny detector
with turned pUtet. 4,475.(H3. Q. 250.m5!ooo.

^^
Hooieaax, Jen-Pierre: Stt—

^'fiS^f^tlSSS'J^^^'^ "^ Houxewu. Jeu-Piene,

Howa Kotyo Kabodiild tUoha: 5^i^
" ĵy??- ^°^' Horibe. Tatntake; Shinkai, Kmno; Ito.

u *$5^?^'^ Yamada, Kazuo, 4,473,997, a. 57-276.000.
Howe, nwiwii O.: Jo

^HS!^^^'" *•= "** "°*'«' °*™*« O' M75,183, a.
M9-99.UUU.

Howelb, Richard D., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-

S?7i9i O^SSSJoS"*^''' '^'•^ -^ n^U-cryUte.

"'??•3^Jfe!^ ^*'*** •«* O**"- Owhanl. to Oynamit Nobel
AO. Otmlinldng rean muture*. 4,474,933. Q. 528-24000.

Hnbner, Heimo: 5m^
u__f^ Ronhard; and Hnbner. Heimo, 4.474.009, a. «M1 1.000.
Hock Manunctonng Company: 5lw—

Haft. Ronald R., 4.473.914. a. 10-1 1.0WI.
Hudimac George S., Jr.. to Mechanical Sovjce Company Inc. Safety
meant for admiaittrationoraneathetic gas. 4.474.175. a. 128-202.220.

HuAoo. Derek; and Cook. Ronald M.. to Bioseaich. Benzazoiides and
their employment in phonhate ester oligonucleotide synthesis pro-
cesses. 4.474,t47. CI. 53^27.000.

Hudson. Derdc; end Cook. Ronald M.. to Biosearch. Benzazoiides and
their employment in phosphite ester oligonucleotide synthesis pro-
cesses. 4,474,948, CL S36-27.000.

Hodsoo's Bay Oa and Oas Company Limited: S«e-
Soith. Russell O.; and Schramm. Uurier L., 4.474.616. a. 208-

Hnensch. Georgep^ lien. Robert L.; Lind. Jeroi M.; and MacDonald.
V«ne H.. to AT*T Bell Laboratories. High density celhilar mobile
radio communications. 4.475.010, a. I794!^B.

Hughes Aircraft Company: Ste—

i^^-iSS*? 2'^ ^•*"«'' ^-«™y ' • .74,869. a. 430-296.000.

%7^0w' "^ '^'*'' "*'*^ .73.939, a.

Murray, Kenehn G. D., 4,475,177, a. 365-182.00a
PWert, John W., 4,474,829, Q. 427-53.100.
Zwfrn, Robert; and Boceman, John W., 4,474,343, a. 244-3.1 10.

Hughes Tool Company: Set—

^^l?fi^««^"**"
^'' ** S^em, John W.. 4,474,249, a.

173-163.000.

""^^^ ^' * °«»*^ E'**™' Compsny. Receiver for phase-
shift modulatad carrier signals. 4,475,217. a. 375-81.000. ^^

^"f^hJ^^iS^ ^«^ °»'*« T.' to Standard OU Company
(iMUana). Molybdenum<ontainmg friction modifying additive for
lubricating oils. 4,474,673, cHmShtoo.

Hunt, Terence. Building block. 4,473,985.a 52-593.000.
Hutcton, Thomas J.: Set—

^mSjm^ E.; and Hutchings, Thomas J., 4,475,199, a.

"""^"^^iSaS. iSSffioo""^ "" "^» ""^ '^

Hy-Wddin& Inc.: Sce-
Hyatt, R. Loyd, 4,474,178, a. 128-303.100.

iSsM 1«*
*° Hy-WeUing, Inc. attle dehomer. 4,474,178, a.

Hydnnlic * Heavy Equipment, Inc.: Stt-
Wickoien. Dean. 4,474,713. Q. 261-108.000.

Hydronautka, Incorporated: See—
Johnson, Virml E, Jr., 4,474,251. Q. 175-67.000.

Hj^wnen, pUi V. J., to Outokumpu Oy. Method for removing aisenic
from a sulphunc-acid solution. 4,474,654, CL 204-108.000.

^S^iJS^rM^;?!^!^ ^J5^ •hydroxy-2-methyl-2H-l,2-
»»««oth«me-3.[NK2.pyndinyl)carbo«aaude-l,l<lio«de, and its

f tSS^Sai •*"• •^•W'. CL 544-49.000.

I3S35OW
**' **^'*"** ™*°** *• dispensing valve. 4,474,214, a.

Ibujd, Tadayiiki,- SuciharB, Taisuke; Kawakubo, Hiromu; and Sone.

I^^2?5J° ™riUsei, Kogyo, Kabushiki. Kaisha. 3.AmbKSn:
..•'^J^^^'^ 4,474,9H 0:546-199.000.

«»""««

*^??^ ^'''^?^ V*^ ™"^ "••«<»*• "^yo; »d Sakurai. Kazuhiro,
to Nippon Soken. Inc.; and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.
Ftew coottol valve apparatus. 4,474,149. a. lM-3O8.O0a

Ihars, Tomomi: Sec^
SWbuya, KypicW; and Ihara, Tomomi. 4.474.010. Q. 60448.000.

^47*5523, CI. 4I?l4!.Sf
"• ""'***^ "^ '" '^ ~**^

lida, Koso- 5lit

"M!fl?3.*Sr5lS9:(£~'*
»-««•^- »»<«o. V-kinari.

Umori. Takayuki: Set—

"t»,54?S^^55'000'
^"^"^ "^ ^'''-™*^ ^•^

"^ J"!^J"Mfl>«. Masaki; and Yokota, Koujt. to Trio Kabu-

kJSS ^y^.^"°«eiver. 4,475045, Q. 455-73.000.Muma, Ilirooobtt; Ses—

"?SI!i""°!f^''"^'*«*»' Tonio; Naganawa. Hirashi; linuma.
Hvonobo; and Kummoto, Setsnko. 4,474,88a a. 435-129 000

""ZT'.^lJflf*' /" Nippon Electric Co., LtlSyiem f« SSnit-tmg a video signal with short runs avoided in a unal eaeeOmA^^
the video signaL 4,475.127, CL 358.2^00^7

^^
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Ikari. Takashi: S^CL-
Mouda. Kiyoshi; Ikari. Takeshi; Matsuyama. Takvhi; Terashima.

AkK); and Goto, Takao, 4.474,81 1, Q. 424.3I7.00a ^^
Ouui. Yasuji: See—

Fuj^ Kazuyuki; Suzuki. Masao; Sasamoto. Katsumi; and Ikari.
Yasuji. 4.475,185. Q. 369-265.000.

^^ ^
Ikeda, Daishiro: S^r—

^?^^ Hamao; Kondo. Shinichi; and Ikeda, DaisUro.
4,474,946.0.536-16.800.

^^ ^^ "wmro,

Ikeda. Minoni: See—
TanigucW. Motoya; Koizumi, MitsuyosU; AUyama. Nobuyuki:
Kembo. Yukio; and Ikeda. Minora. 4,475,223,a 378-34.00a

Ikqnme. Hiroo; Takahashi. Tadashi; and KobayasU. Sunuo, to TokyoS>*«« Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Water<6Srt hffvotagedS
vice. 4,475,152, Q. 363-141.000.

^^^
Illinois Tool Works Inc.: See—

Marco, Leslie S., 4,474,305, 0. 220-307.000.
Imagawa. David T.; and Bui, Hong D., to Research and Educatmn

Institute. Inc. Haibor - UCLA MeSkal Centw^roMSSfor^K
and measurement cS viral nedfic immunoglobulins and article of
manufacture therefor. 4.474,87770. 435-5.000^^

Imagawa. Kenichi: See—

'tS?754^422SSf ^'''^ "^ "^"^ '^"'
Imai. Odkara: See—

"cf'S-IVwR.*™**
°'**^ "^ l^imvxk, Kaztthiro, 4*474,455,

Imai, Jun: See
Takeda. Takao; Ito^ Hiroahi; Yamazaki. Hhoshi; Hattori. AtsnsU;
Yamamoto.Senchm); and Imai, Jun, 4,475,058, 0. 313-493.000.

Imaizumi, Shiro: See—
Hokari. Hiroshi; and Imaizumi, Shiro, 4,474,122, 0. 1 10-347.00a

Imed Corporatioa: See—
Cannon. Raymond E.. 4,474,206, 0. 137-486.000.

Imoto, Yukinari: See—

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: 5^*—
C^^onakkOiles, Mkhad B.; and Tonms. David. 4,474,767,

Inaba. Hiijimu. to Fanuc Ltd. Method of sensing abnormal condition in
robot control apparatus. 4.475,16a O. 3(Ml513.00a

Inada. Kazutoshi: See—
Onishi, Hiroshi; Inada. Kazutoshi; Miyasaka, NobuaU; Dnuchi.
N»)«u; and Kuroishi.Masayuki, 4,474,872, 0.430.512!(Soa

Inagi. Toshio; Inoue, Mauyuki; and Muramatsu. Toyojiro, to Kowa
T^Aa^ X}*^!^*^^ preparation for endermk appUcation.
4,474,798, O. 424-274.000.

-nrr—

Inai. Yuichi: See—
Sato, Akio; Nakajima. Keqji; Takahara, Yoshimasa; Kiiima.

Shizumasa; Inai. Yukhi; Kohara. YosUyuki; Kawakand/Yo.
jhiyuki; and Tsurugi. Tomio. 4,474,881.a 43M36.00a

Indikon Company. The: Set—
Finn. Albert R; and WiMe, Leon G.. 4,473,95a CI 33-143.00L.

Information ft Control Systems, Inc.: See—
Lee. Ja R. 4.475.066. CL 315-344.000.

IngersoU Eqwpment Co.. Inc.: See—
Noffke. Tun J., 4.474,357, 0. 251-233.000.

Ingram Corporation: See—

^"SSSoolr**
^' *** ***'°'^ Earl C, 4,474,52a O.

Innothera: See—

^^->i^^''' "* Aurousseau, Mwhel £., 4,474.783, a
Inoue, Akio: See—

Hanamoto, Masato; lida, Koso; Inoue, Akio; and Imoto, Yukinari.
4,474.153.0.123-339.000.

•»«». iumihi,

Inoue, Hkleo: See—

'^'''i^^^S^ 55!^.J^ ^^*^ "«*«>! "l Senoo, Hiio.
sh, 4,474,696, 0. 260.153.000.

Inoue, Hiroshi: See—
Iwai, Kazumi; ShinozaU, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue, Hire-^ «T!!& Yoshifiimi; and Yamazaki. ShigeyuU. 4,474,551,a

431-351.000.

Inoue. MasayuU: See—
Inagi. Toshio; Inoue, Masayuki; and Mursmatsn. Toyojiio,

4,474,798. CL 424-274.00a
^^ »oy«Jire,

Institut Francais du Petrole: See—
Aasdinean, Laonei; Leonard, Jaoques; Chodorge, Jean; and Gail-

tard, Jean, 4,474,647, O. 20Mf<Si.
a^ —. «• "«•

Instituto Mexicano del Petroleo: Set—
Ofanedo. Eduardo P.; de J. Hernandez Alvarez, Rosa; Barreia,

Cartas D.; and Garcia Ramos. Jose D., 4.474,666,0.2524.50?.
Intel Corpontion: See—

Matthews, James A., 4,474,624. 0. 148-1.50a
Intermedicat GmbH: See—

Planck, Hdnrich; and Ehrler, Peter, 4.474,63a O. 15642.400.
International Busmess Machines Corpontioa: See—

Aboeifotoh. MohaaMd O.. 4,47S,06a O. 313-S87.00a
Amendoia. Albert; Christeasen, Rkhard G.; and Yereanoe, John

G.. Jr.. 4,474.465. O. 355-78.000.
^^

Browntew, James M.; and Plaskett, lliomas S., 4,474,731, O.
419-5.00a

Chai, Hi D.; and Pawledco, Joseph P., 4,475,051, 0. 3IO49.00a
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Chow. Ming-Pea; Lopata, Alennder D.; Lyons, Christopher P.;

Mcintosh, Robert C; and Scadoto, AnUiony F., 4.474,864. O.
430-30.000.

Hassan, Javathu K.; and Paivanas. John A., 4,474497. O. 294-

64.00B.

UVaOee, RusseU W.; Ryan. Philip M.; and SoUitto, Vnwent F., Jr..

4.475,194, O. 371-iaOOa
Lee, Francis C; Mills, Ross N.; and Talke, Frank E., 4.475.1 13. 0.

346.1.100.

Maddox, RandaU A.; and Rudolph, Joseph W., 4,475,034. O.
250>231.0SE

Miessler, Milan H.. 4,474.065. 0. 73426.000.

Runer. William J., 4,474,32a O. 226.97.000.

V^Sger. Peter, and Wilson, Alan D.. 4,475,037, 0. 250.252.100.

Warner, Michael W.; and Gamier, Mxhael P., 4,475,135, O.
360.103.000.

International Flavors * Fragrances Inc.: See—
Lwciarddlo, Michad; and Boden, Rwhard M., 4,474,992, O.
56842a000.

Internatkjnal Quartz Ltd.: See-
Lee. Thomas K. P.; and Cheng, Yue C. 4,475,013, 0. 179-90.0BD.

Intematkmal Spike, Inc.: See—
Uwhon, William T., Jr.; and Grotta, Henry M., 4,474,595, O.

71-28.000.

Internatknal Standard Electric Corporatkm: Si»—
Bricheno, Terry, 4,474,431. 0. 350-96.150.

Weeks, RonaM D.; and Croney, David J., 4,474,323, O.
228-123.000.

InternatkMial Tdephone and Tdmaph Corporation: See-
Couch, Philip R.. 4,475,21a O. 375-10.000.

Saccock), Edwarrt J.; and Holycross, Marie E., 4,474,621, O.
134.1.000.

Sink. RonaM A., 4.475,059, 0. 313-534.000.

Inui, Toshihara: See
Omori, Takeshi; Moriguchi, Handnko; Seto, Tadao; ShimazaU,

Yoshikazu; Matsuba. Hiromitsu; and Inni, Toshihara. 4.474.844.

0. 428-216.000.

Iowa State Univeraity Research Foundatkm, Inc.: See—
Greiner, Thomas H.; and Hein. Michael E.. 4,474,226, O.

165-l.OOa

Lutenegger. Alan J., 4.474,066. O. 73-790.000.

Iqbal. AbuL to GbaOdgy Corporatkm. Process for the prepaiatton of

metal complexes of isoindolinazines. 4.474,952, 0. 544-225.000.

IRECO Chemicals: See—
Sodweeks, Walter B.; and Stock. Samuel O.. 4,474,628, O.

149-21.000.

Inner, Adolf, to Wavin B.V. Method and qmaratus for providing a

photic pipe part with a socket end. 4,474,723, 0. 264-296.000.

Ishkla, Kfaidlazu; and Ishida, Tsuneo. Sdssora. 4,473,947, O.
30-267.000.

Ishida, Tsuneo: See^
Ishkla. Kimikaztt; and Ishkia. Tsuneo. 4.473.947. 0. 3O.267.00a

i«hii
, Se^i: 5if
Kuroda, Toshimasa; Ishii, SeUi; and Shibata, Tatsuya, 4,473,996. 0.

57-245.000.

Ishii, Takatoshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Memory
control nstem. 4,475,176, 0. 364-900.000.

Ishikawa, Takayoshi: Set—
MochiznU, Yoshinori; Eguchi. Kiyoihi; Ishikawa, Takayoshi;

Genba, Yasushi; Tamaru, Shigcni; and (Mtada. Masayuki,

4,475,021,a 200-153.0SC
lahikura, Tomoyuki: See^

Yoshtaoto, Akihiro; Tobe, Hiroyasu; Ishikurs, Tomoyuki;

Umeawa, Hamaa, and Takeuchi. Tonuo, 4,474,945. O.
5364.400.

IsUna Ken; Hashimoto. Yasuo; snd Narumiya, Yoshikazu, to TDK
Corporatkm. Electromagnetic interference sUekUng material.Corporati
4,474,676. 0. 2S242.54a

Udi. Tosio: 5(t
Makino, Hiroshi; Kusuki, YoaUUrtr. Harada, Takadii; Shimazaki,

Hiroshi; and Iskla. Toew. 4,474,662, 0. 210-500.200.

Makino. HinsU; KusuU, Yoshihiro; Harada, Takeshi; Shimazaki,

Hiroshi; and Iskla. Tosk), 4,474,858, 0. 428-473.50a

laogami, Katsuyuki: 5rr
Kanemoto. Mkiutaka; Yoshkia, Torn; Ueda, Yuziro; and Isogami,

Katsuyuki, 4,474,361, 0. 266-96.00a

Isoguchi, Senctu: See^
Shknawa, Kazuo; and Isoguchi, Seiichi. 4,474,442. 0. 354-173.1 la

Istituto ChemioterBpico Italiano, SpA: Stt—
Garzia. Akio, 4,474,801, 0. 424-279.00a

Itakura, Gen; and Matsoo, YosUhiro. to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co., Ltd. Conmosite ftuctxm dement and process for producing the

same. 4,475,091, 0. 333-17.00L.

Itani, AbdaUah M., to Electric Power Research Institute. Inc. System

for readhu magnetic sensors for fimlt locatkm in gas-insulated dectri-

cd apparatus. 4,475.078, 0. 324-52.000.

Itam, Jun, to Osaka Hatsudcnki Ca, Ltd. Clear view screen. 4,473,92a

0. 1^25a220.
Itek Corporation: See—

Hardy, John W.; and Evetaon. Jeffrey a, 4,474,467, O.
3S6.353.OOa

Ito, Hiroshi: See—^
Takada, Takao; Ito. Hiroshi; Yamazaki. Hitodi^ Hattori. AtsusU;

Yamamoto. SdicMro. and Imai, Jun, 4,475,058. 0. 313493.000.

Ito, Kanehiro: See—
Kawasaki, Yoshk); Horibe, Tatsutake; Shinkai. Kamo; Ito,

Kanehiro; and Yamada. Kazuo, 4,473,997. O. 57-276AD.

Ito, Shozo: See—
Yamamoto, Takdnko; Nojiri, Michihiko; Kakataai. Kazoo; Mat-

sumura. Yoshikazu; and Ito. Shozo. 4.474.883. O. 435-162i)00.

Itohf Hitomi! Sfv*^
Sosukida. Hiroshi; Tsuji. Ichiro; Kawai. Hisataka; Itoh. Hitomi;

Yuge. Makoto; Takari, Toshiki; Sahira, Kensho; and Kojuna.

Todik). 4.474.733. 0. 420443.000.

Itoh. Kiyoo: See—
Etoh. Jun; Hori, Ryoichi; Kawajiri Yoshiki; and Itoh. Kiyoo,

4.475.181. O. 365-230.000.

Itoh. Takayuki, to Asahi Kogakukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Fmite dis-

tance zoom lens system. 4,474.436. O. 350426.000.

Itoh. Tskduro: See—
Ohta. Ryozo; Itoh, Takehiro; ToyosMma. Hishayoslii; and Yo-

shikawa, Jun. 4.474.726. O. 264-516.000.

Italti, Yukio: See—
Takai. Kazuki; Yamada, Yasuo; Takagi, Satosht; and Itoh, Yukto,

4.475.02a O. 200-153.00V.

ITT Industries. Inc.: See—
Knnze. Lothar. Vogt. Harakl; Stadler. Bran; and Hen. Anton.

4,474.045. O. 72-379.000.

Ivey, Robert C: Sce^
Lochmann, Mark J.; and Ivey. Robert C. 4,475,038. O.

250-270.000.

Iwabuchi, Koji; Funamizu, Tadashi; and Kubota, Tetuo, to Hitachi

Heating Apiriiances Co., Ltd. Microwave heating apparatus with

fimdmentd and second higher harmonic chokes. 4,475.023, O.
219-ia55D.

Iwai, Kazumi; Shinozdd. Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshki; Inooe. Hiroehi;

Kunugi, Yoshiflimi; and Yamazaki, SUgeyuki, to Hitachi. Ltd. Com-
bnstkm appantus. 4.474.551, O. 431-351.000.

Iwakiri, Hiroshi: See—
Yonezawa. Kazuya; Asada, Masahira, Iwakiri, Hiroshi; and

Azuma. Miyuki. 4,474,936, 0. 528-125.000.

Iwanaga, Kazuyoshi: See—
Sugano, Kazuhiko; and Iwanaga, Kazuyoshi. 4,474,084, O.

74469.000.

Iwao, Suminari: See—
Tanaka, Kdea, and Iwao, Sumbari. 4,474.144, 0. 123-52.0MV.

Izard. DavM G.. to United States Gypsum Company. Method of mak-

ing pattern matrix having uniform backer thickness 4,474,72a CL
264-156.000.

J. G. Anschutz GmbH: See—
Stranb, Dieter, and Hoffmann, Kari. 4,473,964, 0. 42-75.aQA.

Jackatooe Froster Limitad: See—
Fenner,Frsnk R., 4,474,032, 0. 62-341.00a

van de V^ijer, Martians H. A.; Fitzgerald, John; and Jaooba,

CoradisXj., 4,4754)61. 0. 313423.000.

Jacobs Mfg. Company. The See-
Price, Robert B.; and Boyden. Davki E., 4,474,006. 0. 6a«n.00a

Jacobs. Stsodey A. Plastic container Ud with tear-away tamper resistant

sealiny strip. 4.474,304.a 220.276.00a

Jager, Hdmo: See—
Glaumnger. Hdmat; Jager. Heimo; Machner, Peter, and Preiner,

Albert 4,475.205, O. 37348.000.

James, Dennis B.; Moffht, Bryan S.; and Smith, Douglas C, to AT*T
Bdl Laboratories. Distributed time diviskm multiplexing bus.

4.475,191,a 37045.000.

Jameson. Ned E, toFMC Corporatkm. FoMing service line. 4,474.213,

O. 137415.000.

Jaqjiia, Mohammed B. I.: Set^
LeRoy, Rodney L.; Renaud, Richard; and Jaqjua, Mohammed E

I., 4,474,656, O. 204-129.000.

Jensen, Geiorge A., to Hooddlle Industries, Inc. Band clamp. 4,473.925,

O. 24.23.00W.

Jansons, Viktoia, to Raychem Corporatkm. Preperiag p-phenoxy ben-

zoyl compounds. 4,474,99a O. 568-319.000.

Japan Exhm Company, Limited: See—
Naksjima. SUgera; and Ozdd, Masahiko, 4,474,663, CL

210435.000.

Japan Synthetic Rubber Co., Ltd.: See—
Yasoda, Kenji; Yokoyama, Yasuaki; Matsumoto, Sniichi; and

Harada, KuniUro, 4,474,944, O. 528408.000.

Jarcho, Michad: See-
Ellis, Willard H.; Bokros. Jack C; HaaboM, Axd D.; and Jarcho,

Mkdiad. 4,474,556. 0. 433-173.00a

JAS Electronics. Inc.: See—
Shaw, Jon A., 4,475.232, O. 381-94.000.

Jaton. Jean-PhiUppe, to Bobst SA. Method and device for eontinooasly

forn^ a packet of box blanks for forther processing. 4,474,521, O.
414.31.00a

Jennings, Richard E; and Harer, Dehnar C. to Sparry Corporatkm.

Cut6tg angle adjustment mechanism for crop harvesting machines
4.473i993rO. 56-208.000.

Jensen. Frank A. MuhKpwpose drilling jig. 4.474.514, 0. 408-1 15.0aR.

Jerman, John R: See-
Terry. Stephen C; and Jerman, John H., 4,474,889, CL 436-161 OOa

Jerman. Zdenek: See—
Ndmr, Stanislav; Jerman. Zdenek; and Kralicek. Jaraslav.

M74.737, O. 423-155.00a
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Mm Wwth * Brother, Lid.

Whte, Aim C; aad EdJafton, Edwin T. M74.782, a.

lokaMa * JbrfenMa (Ptartics) Ltd.: Set-
Duvk, Eofeae E, 4,474,301. Q. 213-220.000.

Johaton, Den^ C: Sw—
KQ, Kanctb O.; Kawaaki, Biiaa S.; Johnton, Derwyn C: and

Pilpi, Yodltnian. 4,474,427. a. 330-96.300.
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Kaden, Hant-Dieter: Sw—
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Dread. Peter, Kaden. Ham>Dieter, aad Martiiu, Helmat, 4^474,347,
a. 43M.000.

Kaede, Katuhin. to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Planar, optical star
coupler for optical fibert. 4,474,423, Q. 330-96.160.

Kagan, Michael A.: 5tt
Shaftner, Robert P.; and Kagan, Michael A., 4,474,166, Q.

126-96.000.
lofanaoo. Fnodi W, to Tridon Limited. Hoae clampr 4,473,928. a. Kegota. Minoru.to Shinaoo Kikakn Co.. Ltd. Non<opiable videotape2MS3.00a
Jofaanoi Onham: Sw

RoH, Barry C; Johnson. Oraham; and Yeomans. Michael A.,
4,474,793, 0. 424>27O.00a

-oa.Mm A.: Stt-
Hardy, Stephen N.; aad Johnson. John A.. 4,473,963, a. 40-lO.OOR.

Johnson 4 Johnson: Sw—
Sipos, Tibor, 4,474,74», Q. 424-40.000.

Johnson, Virgil E., Jr., to Hydronaotics, Incorporated. Rnhtncing
bqoid jet erosion. 4,474031, G. 17347.000.^

,
Wynoaa M. P.: 5^»-

Hofan, Oeone; and Johnson, Wynona M. P., 4,474,813, Q.
424-327.000.

Johnston, Andrew E: Ssi^
Maelnnes, Hugh; aad Johnston, Andrew E., 4,474,484, Q.

38^213.000.

.; WaUaB T.: Str—
Raftl, Marc; Jotaica, William T.; and Burton, Larry W., 4.473.242.
a. 433-3.000.

Joint Mobihnr Systems Corporation: Set—
Parris, Ray L.; Rodi. Michael P.; and Parris, Ray L.. 4,474,176. a.

12S-23.00B.

Jolly, James O.: Sw-
Pftadery, John J.; and JoDy, James O., 4,473,00a Q. 368-730.000.

Jonss, Fnedrich; sad Hoder, Jnrgen, to Bayer Aktiengeselbchaft.
Process fcrtheprodnclioo of l,4^dicyano-methylene>cyclohex-
anc. 4,474,708, 6. 26(M64.000.

Jonas, Brian C. to Combustioo Engineering, Inc. Fine particulate feed
system for nuidiiad bed Aimacc. 4,474,119, Q. 1 10-243.000.

Jones, Gary: 5^
Aidwny, Donald; and Jones, Oary, 4,473,124, Q. 338-183.000.

Jonas, John P.: Sw—

Jon|rtin|. Italry W.; and Mitrovich. Svetislav. to Mead CorpontJon. KMiS!lSA^^^;^'^S^'^ ^^^'^
Tit. Sheet handUng appaFstos and method of sheet handuLia for ^^^^^ '^<*"y™-

?f*r... .. „ ^ -.
selective lemoval^ iS^fhm. a vSSm drSr4.4SS% S. ^'^S^T^*^ Sekine. Jirp; Nakayan^^iigea. Takamuia.
271.197.00a

•».-»/'».^', vj. ^"^ "^ HiroBhi; and Kameyama. Nobuyoki. 4,474.443,

Jofdan. -nomM L.: Sm-
^"""""^ '*.^'%n», w. zo»mo3.3UD. Co. Ltd. Shutter device for photographic printer. 4.474,464. Q.

OjrtamJjUrJ^«JJordan.Th«^
KiSTy^iTlbdealu. to Nippon Telegraph » Telepho^

Jbtwani, Harash C: Sw— Kanber, Hilda: Sw—
Bi^^un. Barrie; Jotwui, Hbicih C.;_Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz,

''^57?oS^
^ ^"^^ ^' "^ ^^»*^^' HiWa, 4,473,939, Q.

recording system. 4,473.129. G. 338-310.000.
Kahnke. Jose^ to Honeywell Inc. Proximity detector. 4,473,089, G.

331-63.000.

Kaiser, Steven W., to Union Carbide Corporation. Process for the
production of bi>KN.N,-dialkylamino)aIkyl ether. 4,474,988, G.
364-308.000.

KiUiyana, Shigeru: Sw—
Naruse. Aldsuke; Hoaono, Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and

Kajiyama, Shigeru. 4.474.0M.a 73-621000.
Kakenyaku Kako Co., Ltd.: Sac^

Masuda. Kiyoshi; Ikari. Takeshi; Matsuyama, Takeshi; Terashnna,
Akio; and Goto, Takao, 4,474,811, cf 424-317.000.

Kakeyama, Hiroshi:Sw—
Arimoto, Satomi; and Kakeyama, Hiroshi. 4,473,018, G. 200-

148.00R.
Kakutani. Kazuo: Sw—

Yamamoto, Takehiko; Nojiri. Michihiko; Kakutani. Kazoo; Mat-
sumura. Yoshikazu; and Ito, Shozo, 4,474,883, G. 433-162.000.

Kalaus, Oyorgy: See—
Sianuy, Oaba; Szabp, U}oe: Kabus, Oyorgy; Kreidl, Janos;
Cabula, Lasdo; Visky. Oyorgy; Names, Andres; and Parkas nee
Kiriyak. Maria. 4.474,960, G. 346-70.000.

Kallis, Bert J., to KaDis. Bert J. Elevators. 4,474,266, G. 187-29.00A.
Kamachi, Hajime; Okumura, Jun; Naito. Takayuki; and Oka, Masahisa,

to Bristol-Myers Company. Intermediates for cephalosporin deriva-
tives. 4.474,954, G. 344l24.00a

v,i»-~i~ ucnv.

Kamarinos, Oeorges: Sw—

Kamatani, Yoririo: Sw—
TmuJj Midiia, Kamatani, Yoshk); and Naso, Koji. 4,474,934, G.

^ L.; M«Io, NickoKne p.; Shah, Ja^umar R.; Stewart v ^.^V^^' .
William H.; and Woodward. jihnW. 4.4W.01 1. G. 179-18Ses: ^^*^' '•f^'" **";

d^'*^l''i!!!?*^"«™«*''o*»««ChiniiquedesChar. *i!?^?'SPJTJW.^-

"

bomaMS-CdF Chnnie. Energy-saving process foTnianufacturing ^ M75,072. G. 318-602.00a
polyeaylene and the related manufiKtunnc device. 4.474931 G '^"^('o I'td- See—mum «i«««™« oevice. ./.«!. u.

Morita, Kamyoshi. 4.474.771. G. 424-193.000

Schwehr. Ornory D.; Brandt. Richard T.; aad Kandkr. James J..

4,473,072. G. 318-602.00a

S2648.dba
Joy Manuftcturing Company: See—

Densmors. Neal W., 4,474^89, G. 198-818.000.
JiUO Enmeerini Co., Ltd.: S^»—

^^o,,M«Bhiyoshi; sad Kuramoto, Hiromu. 4.473,112. G.
34^1.100.

JiUo Piper Co., Ltd.: See—

°^S?!l.?7?KSS^ T"*^ Kobayashi. Yukio; aad Nagai.
Koulchi, 4,474,839, G. 428481.000.

^^
Julia, MatciSee—

C^ggjjjnwre; Julia, Mare; sad Menet. Albert, 4,474,983, G.

Jungo, Guules: See

wJSS^f^^^' ^^"V** ^*"'«' 4,474.098, G. 84-1.030.
Kabos^i Kahha IbyashiliaraSieibutsu Kagaku Kenkyuio: Sw-

MMihMh^Masakazu; and Koyama, Shunsaku, M74,736, G.

KabusUU Kaiste Kito: Sw- ^ . . .

^ ^Maeda, Kazoo, 4,474,36a G. 234-330.000. ^ .
KabasUki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: Sw^ '

^y^aS^ ^Ipno: Tsviji, Knnihiko; Shimojima, Katuhiko;

Kanegafiichi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Sw—
Fukuda. Hideki; Morikawa. Hisashi; sad Nakatani, HideU, de-

ceased, 4,474,031, G. 73-19.00a
^^ ^^

Yonezawa, Kazuya; Asada. Masahiro; IwaUri. Huoshi; and
Azuma, Miyuki. 4.474,936, G. 328-125.000.

Kanehori. Keiichi: See—
Miyanchi, Katouki; Kanehori, Keiichi; and Kudo, Tetsuichi,

4,474,686. G. 252-520.000.
Kanemaki. Shoji. to Araya Industrial Ca, Ltd. Shoulder pad for bicy-

cles. 4,474,386, G. 280-289.00A.
Kanemoto. Michitaka; Yoshida, Toru; Ueda, Yuziro; and Isogami,

Katsuyuki, to Nippon Steel Corporaticm. Oxygen-blown «»—»«—Hng
furnace. 4,474,361. G. 266-96.000.

rT,,.

Kanou, Ikno, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic phrsse tianlation
device. 4,475,171. G. 364-900.000.

Kapounek, Frank A.: See—
Blok. Stephen A.; and Kapounek. Prank A.. 4,474,233, G.

177-146.000.

Karagoz, Berch Y., to Great Lakes Carbon Corjporatioa. Orsphittzation

^i-- .. .t;;
-»— ' 'r^ —-»-«/, .nuMMMujmm. iMMuiuo; niniaceloadingapparatus.4,473,207,G. 373-115.000.

Pttnda. Mitsuru; snd Kawaguchi. Hiroshi, 4,474,524, G. Karaoewsky, Donald S.; and Cimarusti. Christopher M, to E. R.

Kab«hid-SJ2fKo«atsuSeisak«ho:Sw^ fg«**S«u, Inc. (16, 17-alCycIopenta»o pregnane. 4,474^^

OgaU, KoA ^Mwma, Shigetake; Takada, Yoshinori; Ojiro, Yo- Karanewsky. DonakJ S.: Sw-
KabJSriK5S?T5Silfc^ °^aSu5S.

"*•' •"* ''"*'^^- °°^ ^•' *'*'''''*' "^
Kotenshi, Hrotsogi; snd Harsda. ShoicU. 4,475,015, G. 200- Karasawa. Hideyasu.lo Tomy Kogyo Company. Inc. Obstacle driving

KabJiSKaishaToyodaJktahokkiSeisakusho:Sw-
^^g^-^»^i'^^*n.3T2,a.21i.l.OOA.

^tft-SSoS)'^**'
"'^ '^ Kobty-hi. Hisao. 4.474.542. G. R^Ju-K^; Karpale.Kauko J.;andriitinen.Heikki^

KabasMimAdvanceKaih^ KarpiMoSh TV&e-
^£&ra5Sre.l»ir^'*^'«'^-^ ^^"S^'-' •- itarpik. Joseph T., 4,474,846. a
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Karrenbauer, Herbert, to Licentia-Patent-Verwaltungs-OmbH. Autop-

neumatic compressed gas switch. 4,475,017, G. 20O-148.00A.

Karwat, Heinz; and Hanssinger, Peter, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft.

Method for regenerating physically acting organic scrubbing agents.

4,474,740, G. 423-243.000.

Kaduma, Norie: Sw—
Ariura, Shunsuke; Ogata, Tadashi; KasUma, Norie; and Morihata,

Michiyo, 4,474,5700. 604-20.000.

Kashimoto, Mikio: Sw—
Nakama, Katsumi; Yamashita. Hiroaki; Kuroda, Hirotsugu; and

Kashimoto. Mikio, 4,474,906, G. 523-205.000.

Kashfaw, Shtnzo; Mmami, Ryuichi; and Sukenari, Junzo, to Kubota,

Ltd. Combine. 4,474.188, G. 130r27.00H.

Kaska, William J., to Essex Group, Inc. Electromagnetic fod injector

having improved response rate. 4,474,332, G. 239-585.000.

Katayama, Noboaki: Sw—
Nakao, Fumie; Katayama, Nobuaki; Kato, Shyogo; and Yamamoto,
Takadn, 4,474,074, G. 74462.000.

Katnik, John M., to Robert Bosch GmbH. Line for fluids. 4,474,159, G.
123468.000.

Kato, Gilbert P.: Sw—
Caproon, Douglas M.; Kato, Gilbert P.; and Cianci, Frsads B.,

4,474,171, G. 126436.000.

Kato, Kimio; Kono. Hiroya; and Kobayashi, Hisao, to Kabushiki Kai-

sha Toyoda Jidoshokki Sdsakusho. Opention control method and

device for a vehicle air conditioning compressor. 4,474,542, G.
417-270.000.

Kato, Osamu: Sw—
Uemura. Sebchi; Yamamoto, Shunichi; Hirose, Takao; Takashima,

Hiroaki; and Kato. Osamu. 4.474.617. G. 208-22.000.

Kato. Shoza. and Ujimoto, Yasuhiko. to Sumitomo Aluminium Smdt-

ing Company. Limited. Bus bar arrangement of dectrolytic cells for

producing sluminum. 4.474.610 G. 204-243.00M.

K^Shyon>:Sw—
Nakao. Fumie; Katayama, Nobuaki; Kato, Shyogo; and Yamamoto,

Takeshi. 4.474.074. G. 74462.000.

Kato, Takeshi: Siw^-

Kawamnra. Midno; Kato, Takeshi; snd Yoshizawa. Yoshikazu,

4,475,221, G. 377-13.000.

Kato, Yoahiaki, to Citizen Watch Co.. Ltd. Hand type musicd time-

piece. 4,474,480 G. 368-80.000.

Katoh, MicUa, Abe, Tadashi; and MoriwaU. Masanori. to Sumitomo

Giemicd Compeny, Limited. Process for preparing an acrylic or

methK:rylic add ester. 4,474,981, G. 560-205.00).

Hut, Saul N.: See—
Hawes, Glen W.; Tarsbocchia, John G.; and Katz, Saul N.,

4,474,820 G. 426-387.000.

Katz, Seymour: Sw—
Landefdd, Craig P.; and Katz, Seymour, 4,474,050 G. 73-12.000.

Katzenberger,. Albert: See

Lutz, Dieter, TUder, Wolfgang; and Katzenberger, Albert,

4,474474, G. 192-3a00W.
Kawabata, Takeshi; Kawamura, Masaharu; aad Murakami, Hiroyasu. to

Caaon Kabushiki Kdsha. Camera with automatic focusing device.

4,474,447, G. 354406.000.

Kawagochi. Hiroshi: Ser—
Kawakami. Shigezo; Tsnji, Kunihiko; Shimojima, KMiUko;
Fukuda, Mitsuru; and Kawaguchi, Hiroshi, 4,474,524, G.
414-213.000

Kawai, Hisssi: 5w
Idogaki. Takaharu; Kawai, Hisssi; Hattori. Kyo; and Sakorai,

iSnliiro, 4,474,149,a 123-308.000.

Kawai, Hisataka: Sw^
SosuUda, Hiroshi; Tsuji. Ichiro; Kawai, Hisataka; Itdi. Hitomi;

Yuge. Makoto; Takdri, Toshiki: Sahira, Kensho; and Kojima,

Toshio, 4,474,733, G. 420443.000.

Kawai, YoduUko: Sw—
Yasoda, Isao; Yoshisato, Yoriaobo; Kawai, Yoshihikc^ and

Koyama. Kazodd. 4,475,137, G. 360-126.000.

Kawviri, YosUki: See—
Etoh, Jon; Hori. Ryoichi; Kawiuiri, Yoshiki; and Itoh, Kiyoo,

4,475,181,a 365-230.000.

Kawakami, Shigezo; Tsoii, Kunihiko; Shimojima, Katuhiko; Fukuda,

Mitsuru; aad Kawagocni. Hiroshi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko

Sho; and Mechanicd Sodd System Foundation. System for dik-

eharging thermd decomposition reskloe containing carbon residue

. and sted wire balls. 4,474,524, G. 414-213.000.

Ktwakami, Yoshiyuki: See—
Sato, Akio; Nak^hna, Ketyi; Takahara, Yoshimasa; Kuima,

Shizumasa; Inai, Ydchi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, Yo-

shiyuki; and Tsurugi. Tomio, 4,474,881, G. 435-136.000.

Kawakubo, Hiiomu: Sw—
Ibuki, TadaynU; Sngihara, Taisukr, Kawakubo, Hiromu; and Sone.

Takanori, 4,474,964, G. 546-199.000.

Kawamura. K^: Sw— _ , , . ,, ^.
Umezawa, Hamao; TakencU, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hachnu.

Mitsttgu; Kawamura, Keqji; Fukatsu. Shunzo; sad Sddzawa.

Yasuharu. 4.474.764. G. 424-177.000.

Kawamura, Masatam: Sw—
Kaw^ta. Takeshi; Kawamura, Masaharu; aad Murakami.

Hiroyaso. 4,474,447, G. 354406.000.

Kawamura, Michio; Kato, Takeshi; aad Yoshizawa, Yoshikazo, to

NippontaHO Co., Ltd.; SystemkiU Co., Ltd.; aad Fun Xerox Co.,

lid. Copying madune «««"gitig s^aratos. 4,475.221, CL 377-13.000

Kawasaki, Brian S.: Sw—
Hill. Kenneth O.; Kawasaki, Brian S.; Johnson. Derwyn C; aad

FiUii. Yodiimasa, 4,474,427, G. 350-96.300.

Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Sw—
Hino, Michinobu, 4,474.533, G. 416-157.00R.

Kawasaki, Yoshio; Horibe, Tatsutake; Shinkd, Kunio; Ito, Kanduro;

and Yamada. Kazuo, to Howa Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and

apparatus for switching roving bobbins in a spinning frame. 4,473,997,

G. 57-276.000

Kawashima, HisakazurSw— *
Yauchi. Akihiro; Nishihara. Minora; Fukd. Kunihiro; Kawashima,

Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoshiyaso. 4,474,651, G. 204-34.000.

Ked, BiUy L.; Klaus, Irvin S.; and OftedahL Marvin L., to Monsanto

Company. Purificatioa of N-acetyl aminopbenob. 4,474,985, G.
564-216.000.

Keller, Doris L.: Sw—
Goldenberg, Marvin M.; and Keller, Doris L., 4,474,766, G.

424-177.000.

KeUett, Rodney, to Cameron Iron Works, Inc. Method and apparatus

for remote installations of dud tubing strings in a subsea wdl.

4,474,236, G. 166-250.000.

KeUner, Urs; Langwadt, Otmar, and Heitst, Thomas, to DyckerhofT ft

Widmam Aktiengesellschaft Process for manufacturing a protection

against corrosion for cables of high-strength steel wires. 4,473,936,

G. 29458.000.

Kelly, Robert C, to Upjohn Company, The. Cyciopentene derivatives.

4,474,968, G. 548475.000.

Kdm, Brian R.: Sw—
Afflin. Jayendra J.; Kdm, Brian R.; and Bean, Robert H., 4,474.035.

G. 62-503.000.

Kembo, Yukio: Sw—
Taniguchi, Motoya; Koizumi, Mitsuyoshi; Akiyama, Nobuyuki;

Kemboi^yukio; and Ikeda, Minora, 4.475,223, Q. 378-34.000.

Kempf, Thonias, to Otto Brand GmbH. Labding machine and label.

4,474,637, G. 156-380.500.

Kenneoott Corporation: Sw—
Gilbert, Ronald E.; and Mordue, George S., 4,474,315, G.

222-629.000.

Kennon, Frank K., to King Company. Hot gu defrost pen and system.

4,474,029, G. 62-278.000.

Keoshkierian, Barkev: See^
Ong, Beng S.; Keoahkerian, Barkev; and McAneney, Thomas B.,

4,474i865, G. 430-58.000.

Kerdces, Peter S. Heat-radiant paper laminate pand and method of

forming. 4,474,841, G. 428-78.000.

Keskey, William R; Schuetz, James E.; Lee, Do I.; and Schwartz,

James E, to Dow Chemicd Compeny, The. Self<urable latex com-

positions. 4,474,923, G. 524458.000.

Khirwadkar, Prabhakar R. Vehicle for heavy loads. 4,474,519, G.
414-12.000.

Kida. Nobutoshi. Umbrdla with ovd canopy. 4,474.200, G. 133-

20.00R.

Kida. Nobutoshi. Umbrella with ovd canopy. 4,474,201, G. 135-

2O00R.
Kihara, Nobutoshi; and Nakamura. Tadahiko, to Sony Corporation.

Method and apparatus for automatic control of electronic equipment

4,475,153, G. 364-145.000

Kijhna, Shizumasa: Sw—
Sato, Akio; Nak^jima, Keqii; Takahara, Yoshimasa; Kijima.

Shizumasa; Inai, Yuichi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, Yo-

shiyuki; aad Tsurugi, Tomio, 4,474,881, G. 435-136.000.

Kikis. Chris T. Book hdder. 4,474,383, Q. 28143.000.

Kikuchi, Akihiro, to Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Flyback trans-

former. 4,475,097, G. 336-192.000.

KOnichi, KazuUro, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Intend com-

bustion with bearing beam structure. 4,474,148, G. 123-195.00H.

Kikuchi, Kenichi: Sw—
Numazawa, Akio; Satoh, Hiroki; and Kikuchi. Kenichi, 4,474,363,

G. 267-34.000

Kimurs, Kazuhiro: Sw—
Hirakura, Kol^i; Imai. Chikara; and Kimurs, Kazuhiro, 4,474,455,

G. 355-14.00R.

Kimurs, Kenji, to Olympus Opticd Co., Ltd. Video tape recordmg

apparatus with time bese correction. 4,475,133, G. 360-36.100.

Kimura, Shigeru, to Nifco Inc. Ud locking device. 4,474,393, G.
292-171.000.

Kuida, Engdbert: Sw— _. ^
Harioff, Bernd; Schoppd, Roman; Brahnke, Ulnch; aad Kmds,
^Eagdbert, 4,474,393, G. 293-120.000.

King, Brace P. Sailing rig. 4.474.126. G. 1 14-102.000
^

King Company: Sw—
^Cennon. Frank K., 4,474,029. G. 62-278.000.

Kmg. John A., to Harman-Motive Inc. Aoousticd transducer.

4,475,014,a 179-1 lOOOA.
King, Patrick D., to Flo-Q» Systems, Inc. Vdve and method aad

connonents thereof. 4,474,362, G. 266-236.000.

King. Pieter R., to RoUs-Royoe Limited. Gas turbine engiaes. 4,473,998.

0:60-39.091.

King, Roger L.: Sw—
^Trevits, Michad A.; King, Roger L.; and Fnrfinger, Gerald L,

4,474,409, G. 299-16^000.

Kingsley, Gordon P.: Sw— _ ,^^ _
Schoendorfier, Dondd W.; and Kingsley, Gordon P., 4,474,368, 0.

6044.000.
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Hiroyiiki, to Tokyo Shibiiin Denki K«biialiiki Kaaha.

!*..-«, 455** nif*n»k»/pntbuwe device. M75.178, Q.
36S-203.000.

Unhhi, Yoihio; and Sdumioto, Katnbiko, to Okiry Kocyo Kabv-
aUki KiWa. Coin tmftr mnlat. M74»197, Q. 13M.0QA.

Kkmgf, Lewk R. WkMimilL MHS29.a 4IS-2.00R.
UragMiw YnUo; MMuoka, HtraU; Md YaetnU. TakekM. to Toyoto
JidodH Kocyo KitarinU lUdHu Hectraoic method and apiM^
for coatreOnis aa aotooiatic trmiiiMkia. M74,0S1, a. 74444:000.

KiriMko, Tadaafi, to I^^jtaa LJnitad. Method of produdng Mmicon-
doctor device. 4i473,94aa 29.57fc00W.

KWdi, Kraai: aad Hattkoihi, Makoto, to Sumitomo Chemical Com-
PMy. Limited, fnaecticidal wbatitrted hydantoint. 4.474^796, Q.
424-273.00R.

Kitamara, Takaihi, to Caaoa Kabodiiki Kaidia. Optical Kamiiiig apfw-— haviat an amy of Ught tonroea. 4,474,421 a. iSO^KO.
,
Takaihi, to Canon KaboaUki Kaiaha. Output device for

hy lean. 4,475,162, a. 3«4.523rOOO.providing
Kto.B8c3:

Kanai, Makoto; Kito, Eiichi; and Toknda, Kaqji, 4,474,464, a.
3SS-71.00a

Klaaa, Irvin S.: Su
Ked. Billy L.; Klaoa. Irvin S.; and Oftedahl, Marvin L.. 4,474,983.
CL S64-216.00a

Kkenen Bnah Coovany Limited: Sm—
Britton. Rex J., 4,473.917, CL 1S-104.9«).

KUa, Thoami; and Boettcher, Chariet E., to National Semiconductor
Corporatioa. Dyaamic MOS RAM with ttoraae cdb bavins a
mainly innlatad fim plate. 4,473,1 18, Q. 337-23l0O.

Kleiner, HanaJcrg; and Thamm, HorK-Dieter. to Hoechtt Aktien-

fgJy.'i
'^'tSgSti'^SJ?* P««I»«»a of moooalkyl phoqihonitet.

4,474,711. CL 260-978.000.

Kkuten, Nikolaui, to Wirth Maadunen-nnd Bohrgerate-Fabrik
OmbK Apparataa for producing an upwardly directed drill hole.
4,474,233. (1175-94.000:

Kk*ei|, Refaier; Hoppoer. Klao« and Wehle, Anton, to Andreas Stihl.
Braknm device for a power chain mw. 4.474J69, a. 188-166.000.

Kloppe. Herbert; and Vogt. Hana, to Ford Motor Company. Tilt-tlidinc
rooT for motor vehidet. 4.474.405, a. 296-220.000.

Khm. Jerome A.: Sea—
Neal. John W., Jr.; Khm, Jerome A; Schwaiz. Meyer, aad Leon-

haidt. Baiban A., 4,474,755. a. 424-84.00a
KhM, Kari K.: Sk»-

DeMarM, Emeat W.; Klnm, Karl K.; Sawyer, John M.; aad Allen.
Terry F., 4,474,217,a 138-137.000.

^^
Kmonk, tonley; ShaUenberger. John M.; and Ferlan. Stephen J., to
Wotrnghouse Electnc Coip. Arrangement for ttoring spent nuclear
fad rods at a reactor site. 4,474,727, a. 376-271000/

Kaaiach. Otto: Sw—
"'5S'/S'5:!S?**5

Kaaisch. Otto; aad Pfister, Hans, 4,474,611. a.
2O4-243.00M.

Kim^Hetoidi; and Lembke. Manfted. to Robert Bosch OmbH.
Method for mutnre formation for mixture-compressing internal

aigines and tad stmpiy system for perfonntnA the
4,474,161, a. 123-478.O0B;

f« "™uhj

Kaecht. Oabride. Garment 4.473.908, CL M 15.000.
Kaetach. Manfted; aad Romann. Peter, to Robert Boach OmbH. Flow

rate meter. 4,474,068, Q. 73-861.530.
Kaorr-Bremse GmbH: Sti—

Fried, Rdahard; aad Hubaer, Hdmo, 4.474.009, Q. 60611.000.
Kobayaahi, Hirotngi; aad Harada. Shoichi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai
Rfln Denki Sdsaknsho. MnUpoaition switch. 4,475.015. a. 200-
S.OOR.

Kobayaahi, Hiroyuki: Ohki. Yoshimasa; Toyoda. Yukia, and Akasaki,
bam^to Matsushita Electric Industrid Co., Ltd. Method for making
* GaN electrolnmineaoent semiconductor device fUmfta eoitaxid
depoaitiOB. 4,473,938, Q. 29.569.00L.

^^ ^
Kobavashi, Haao: Si*—

Vfii Sffe"^***^ "i~y»5 •«* Kobayathi. Hisao, 4.474.542,a
417-2704)00.

Kobayashi. Shonichi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.
Electronic watthour meter. 4.475.081. Q. 324-142.000.

Kobayaahi, Sunk): Ssf^

"W?I«"!??^^T!!S'S!!J*'
'*'****^ "** Kobayashi. Sumio.

4,475.152, CL 363-141.000.
Kobayaahi. Yuichi; Tsamoka, Ichiro; and Ariyama, Kenzo. to Ricoh
w»>Ptt2. Ltd- Device for heat-fixing a toner image. 4,474,456, a.

Kobayaahi, Yukk>: Sa^-
(^ima. Kroyo; Kojima, Yutaka; Kobayaahi, Yddo; and Nagai,

Kooichi. 4,474,859, a. 428481.000.
^^

'^*:Jf^,M,'if!*iS?'**" lodMble control lever assembly.
4,474,075, a. 74-526.000.

KoMer, Ulrieh, to Siemens Aktienaeaellschaft. Polarized electiomag-
netk rday. 4,475,093, Q. 335^000

^^
Koch, Rdaer, to F. L. Fiacher GmbH k Co. Method and apparatus for

4|474Sft,a'S3(BS^ ""^ P'"P^
Koch. Volken Sm—

^H^.^P^Sf^Sf^JSPJS!^ Erast-Jnergen; and Kodi. Volker.
^ 4,475.136, a. 360-106.000.

WUdey. Allan J., 4.474,335, Q. 241-41.000.
Koehrinn Coamany: 5u

^•S^'J^*^ **•* "^ *««^ Miebta A., 4,474.166k Q.
12^96.0001

Koeoig. Horst: Ssa—
Roasy. Phillip A.; Thyes. Mara^ Praake. Albrecht; Koeaig, Horst;

Oriea. Joae^ Lehmann, Hans D.; and Leake. Dieter, 4,474,785,
a.424.25aooa

Kohara, Yoahiynki: Ste—
Sato, Akio; Naki^iima, Keiw Takahara, YoaUmasa; Kyima,

Shizumaaa; Ind, Yuichi; Kohara. YotUynki; Kawakami, Yo-
shiydd; and Tsumgi, Tonio, 4,474.881, Q. 435-136.00a

Koizumi, Mitsuyoahi: Stt^
Tamgndd, Motoya; Koizumi, Mitsuyoshi; Akiyama. NobuyuU;
Kembo. YuUo; aad Dteda. Miaoru. 4,475,223, CL 378-34.00a

Kojnna, TosUo: Ste—
SusuUda, Kroshi; Tsiui. Ichiro; Kawd, Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi;
Yuge. Makoto; Takdri. Toshtti; Sahira, Kenshtt aad Kojima.
TosUo. 4.474.733, Q. 420443.000.

Kojima, Yutaka: Set—
OsUma. Hiroyo; Kojima. Yutaka; Kobayaahi, Ynkk); aad Nagai.

Kouichi. 4,474,859, Q. 428481.000.
Koines. Kenneth O.: 5n

PoweU. Thomas A.; and Kohies, Kenneth O., 4,474,284, Q.
198-742.000.

^^
Komatso. Hiroshi, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. MedMd of
producing a turiiine caaing. 4.473.931. CL 29-156.8(HL

Komatsuzaki. Hiroahi; Sekine, Jiro; Nakayama. Shkeo; Takamuia.
Masaahi; Hara, HirosU; and Kamejmma, NobvyuUTfo Fuji Photo
Fibn Co.. Ltd. Fibn feeding device for camera. 4,474,443, Q.
354-212.000.

Kommnnch, Richard S.: See—
BatUvala, Percy P.; Kommmach, Richard S.; aad C3«i«m«i. Ro-
ndd H.. 4.475,243. Q. 455-22.000.

^-^u-n, m^
Batlivala, Percy P.; and Koauarusch, Rkhard S., 4.475.246, Q.

455-18.000.

Epaom. Robert L.; and Kommmach. Richard S., 4,475.092, CL
333-206.000.

Komoto. Haruo; and Haaiada. Shigeharu, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Control unit for dnving plurd kxtpers. 4,474^21. CL
22^113.000.

Kondo. Maaao, to Nippon Gakki Sdzo Kabushiki Kaisha. Mnsicd
keyboard. 4,474,100; O. 84-434.000.

Kondo, Naoyoahi: See—
Sato, JinicU; Kurusu, Toshiro; Koodo, Naoyoahi; and Tamaki.
Mdtoto, 4,474,822, a. 426.597.00a

^^
Kondo, Shinichi: See—

Umezawa, Hamao; Kondo, Shinichi; and Ikeda, Daishiio.
4,474,946,0.536-16.800.

^^ *«»»m^

Koodo, Susumu: Ser—
Ueda. Nobuo; Kondo. Susumu; and Hazue. Masadd. 4,474,984,d

564-19.000.

Komg. Wolfgang: See—
&;hindler. Peter, and Konig. Wolfgang. 4,474,691, Q. 260-1 12.50R.

Kooislu, Maaahiro: See—
Nishizawa, Jun-ichi; Konishi. Masahiro; Fnjimura, Ikuo: and

Shimanuki. Koji, 4.475.131, Q. 358-335.000.
Kooishiroku Photo Industry Co.. Ltd.: Sw—

Shiozawa. Kazuo; and bt^uchi. Sdidii. 4,474,442, G. 334-173.110.
Kono. Hiroya: See—

Kato. Kimio: Kono, Hiroya; and Kobayaahi, Hisao, 4,474,542, CL
417-270.000.

Konoshima. Katmiaga. to Olympus Opticd Co.. Ltd. Socket structure
of a lidit source unit for an endoaoope system. 4,474,419, CL 339-
147.00R.

KoQg. Wolfgang, to Texaoo Devdopment Corporation. Method of
cooling and deadiing. 4.474,584.a 48-197.001(7

Koppehnans, Henricus F. System for distribu^ and making available
to the user artwiea of food, particdarly sweets. 4,4^^,294, Q.
206-526.000.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See—
Leston. Oerd, 4,475,001. Q. 568-784.000.

Kortzebom, Robert: See-
Miller, Albert J.; and Kortzebom, Robert. 4,474,028, d

62-235.100.

Koaeki, Kenichi: See—
Yamaoka, Tsugoo; Kosdd, Kenichi; and Goto, Yoahitaka.

4,474,868, Q. 430-281.000.
Kotani, Haruo: See—

Matsumoto, Koichi; and Kotani. Haruo, 4,475,04a CL 250-338.000.
Koumura, Noboru, to Canon KabuahiU Kakha. Image recordinc aooa-

ratus. 4,475.128, Q. 358-296.000.

Kowa Co., Ltd.: See—
Inagi, Toshio; Inoue. Masayuki; and Muramatsn. Toyojiro.

4,474.798, Q. 424-274.000.
Koyama. Kazuaki:See—

Yasuda. Isac^ Yoshisato. Yorinobu; Kawai. YoaUUko: and
Koyama. Kazuaki. 4.475.137. G. 360-126.000.

Koyama. Keiyi: See—
Matsumoto, Yoshimasa; Mizuno, TadacUka; Sato, Ifidehiro; and
Koyama. Kayi. 4,474.587. G. 55-71.000.

Koyama, Masatoshi; and Tanaka. Sdichi. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha.
Thennd head recording device. 4,475,114. G. M6-76.0PH.

Koyama, Shunsaku: See—
Mitsuhashi, Masakazu; and Koyama. Shunsaku. 4,474.736. CL
424-8S.O0a

KozioL Koorad: See—
ZoUner. Dieter H.; Rittmann. Priedrich; Lauterbach-Dammler,
bge: Koziol. Konrad; and ZoUner. Christhie. 4.474,613, CL
204-286.00a
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Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Weber. Robert; and Fomer, Siegfried, 4,473,921, G. 15-304.000.

Krahmer. Hansjorg: See—
Kroger, Hans-Rudolf; Puttner^ RdnhoM; Krahmer. Hansjorg; and

Pieroh, Ernst A., 4,474,596^ G. 71-88.000.

Kralicde, Jaroalav: See—
Najmr, Stanislav; Jerman, Zdenek; and Kralicdc, Jaroslav,

4,474,737, G. 423-155.000.

Kramer, MOo G.; and Ballard, Albert S., to Source Technologies

Corporation. Slide projector having two image-projection systems

whksh operate with a single slide tray. 4,474,440. G. 353-94.000.

Krause, Gunther. Collapsible mdti-purpoae ladder. 4,474,264, G.
182-163.000.

Krause, Walter O.: See—
Nearpass. Gary A.; and Krause, Wdter O.. 4,474.661. G.

210437.000.

Kreidl. Janos: See—
Szantay. Csaba; Szabo. Liyoa; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Krddl. Janos;

Czibula, Laszio; Visky. Gyorgy; Nemes. Andres; and Farkas nee

Kiriyak. Maria. 4,474.96a G. 546-70.000.

Kreiser. Gerhard: See-
Wall, Hefanut; Schmidhuber, Karl; Kreiser. Gerhard; and Spddd.

Bemd. 4.474.406. G. 297-146.000.

Krespan. Cari G.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company. ^-Sub-

stituted polyfluoropropionate sdts and derivatives. 4.474.70a G.
260-349.000.

Kreutzer. Kari: See-
Brandt, Lutz; Kreutzer. Karl; Rau. Karlheinz; Schmidt. Horst; and

Simmat. Fritz. 4.475.204. G. 373-27.000.

Kricheldorf, Hans R.: See—
Bier. Gerhard; and Kricheldorf. Hans R.. 4.474.932, G. 528-25.000.

Kriechbaum, Kurt: See—
Hartmannsgruber, Max; Kriechbaum. Kurt; Schulz. Gunter. and

Guttler. Hermann, 4.473.924. G. 19-239.000.

Krinski, Thomas L.: See-
Coco. Charles E; Graham, Pad M.; and Krinski, Thomas L..

4.474.694. G. 260-123.500.

Kristofek. Pad J., to McGraw-Edison Company. Adjustable wall wash

reflector assembly for a recess mounted lighting fixture. 4.475. 147, G.
362-148.000.

KRrtL John J., to Vderin Technologies Limited. Foam generating
apparatus and method. 4,474,68a G. 252-307.00a

Kronogard, GasOlof: See—
Kronogard. Sven-Olof; Kronogard, ClasOlof; and Kronogard,

Hakan, 4,474,007, G. 60405.000.

Kronogard, Hakan: See—
Kronogard, Sven-Olof; Kronogard, GasOlof; and Kronogard,

Hakan. 4.474,007, G. 60405.000.

Kronogard, Sven-Olof; Kronogard, GasOlof; and Kronogard, Hakan,

to AB Volvo. Tuibochar^ig device for an internal combustion

engine. 4,474,007, G. 60405.000.

Knieger, Rudolph E Measuring amount of bulk materials contained in

storage tanks. 4,474.063, G. 73-302.000.

Kroger, Hans-Rudolf; Puttner, Reinhold; Krahmer, Hansjorg; and

Pieroh, Emst A., to Sobering Aktiengesellschaft. Xylite derivatives,

methods for their production as well as compositions containing them

having growth r^ulatory activity for plants. 4,474,596, G. 71-88.000.

Kmpp-Kautex Maachinenbau GmbH: See—
Daubenbuchd. Werner, and Hess, Dieter, 4,474,716. G.

26440.400.

Krappa, Winfried. Anticariogenetic chewing gum. 4.474.749. G.
42448.000.

Kubitachek, Hans E: See—
Lutz, Eugeae F.; Wood. Dondd L.; and Kubitschdc. Hans E,

4,474,678. G. 2S2-174.2ia

Kubota, Ltd.: See—
Kashino, Shinzo; Minami, Ryuichi; and Sukenari, Junzo, 4,474,188,

G. 130-27.00H.

Kubota Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ohta, Ryozo; Itoh, Takehiro; Toyoahima, Hishayoshi; and Yo-

shikawa, Jun, 4,474,726, G. 264-516.000.

Kubota, Tetuo: See— _.
Iwabuchi, Koji; Funamizu, Tadashi; and Kubota. Tetuo, 4,475,023,

G. 219-ia55D.
Kubushiki Kaisha Datkin Seisakusho: See—

Miun, Hkleki, 4.474,278. G. 192-1 13.00B.

Kuck, Karl-Hdnz: See-
Kuhle, Engdbert; Rdnecke, Paul; and Kudi, Karl-Hemz.

4.474.808, G. 424-300.00a

Kudo, Mitsuo: See— ^ „ ...

Mochizdd, Taketoahi; Kudo, Mitsuo; Arai, Akira; Shono, Keijt;

Omori, Masaichi; and Nishi, Genichiro, 4,474,026, G. 62-157.000.

Kudo, TetSttichi: See— _ . ^.

Miyauchi, Katsuki; Kandiori, Kdkhi; and Kudo. Tetsuichi,

4.474,686, G. 252-520.000.

Kuhk, Engdbert; Rdnecke. Pad; and Kuck, Kari-Hdnz. to Bayer

Aktiengeadlschaft Pestiddally active novd N-sd|4ienyhrted biuret-

N"-cart»xylic add esters. 4,474,808, G. 424-300.000.

Kuhnert Gottfried, to Umvertd Maachinenfiteik. Knitting-transfer

cam uut fbr V-bed flat knitting machines with slider needles.

4,474,037, CL 66-78.000.
. ,

Kdp. Jack H.; and Cunnmgham. Richard M., to Lear Siegler. Inc.

Traffic control device. 4,475,101. G. 340-1 14.00R.

Kumoi, Tomio: See—
. .

YosUda, Hitoahi; Yamagochi, Shunzo; Atsumi, Monhuo;

Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,475,029, G.
219-270.000.

Kundig, Andres, to Sdzer Brothen Ltd. Apparatus for producing

Uquki para-hydrogen. 4,474,592, G. 62-37.000.

Kung. Hank F.: Ser-
Blau, Monte; and Kung, Hank F., 4,474,746, G. 424-1.100.

Kunimoto, Setsuko: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Naganawa, Hiroahi; linuma,

Hironobu; and Kunimoto, Setsuko, 4,474,88a G. 435-129.000.

Kunishige, Etsumi; and Morinaga, Tsuyoshi, to Daicd Cbemicd Indus-

tries, Ltd. Microbiologicd process for the preparation of unsaturated

dicarboxylic acids. 4,474.882, G. 43S- 142.000.

Kunugi, Yoahifumi: See—
Iwai, Kazumi; Shinozaki, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue, Hiro-

shi; Kunugi, Yoshifomi; and Yamazaki, Shigeyuki, 4,474.551, G.
431-351.000.

Kunz, Hans-Ulrich, to Maag Gear-Whed A Machine Co. Ltd. Cinwit

for transferring position data in a computer controlled device.

4,475,154. G. 364-167.000.

Kunze, Lothar. Vogt, HaraM; Stadler, Bran; and Herr. Anton, to ITT
Industries, toe. Spring guide rail with severd centering fingers.

4,474,045, G. 72-379.000.

Kuo, James R.; and Leung, Maggie, to Fairchild Camera A Instrument

Corporation. Integrated circuit power transmission array. 4,475,119,

G. 35745.000.

Kuo, Joseph S. C; and Monji. Nobuo, to American Cyanamid Com-
pany. Hemophilus influeiaae type b and pertussb outer membraae
component combined vaccine. 4,474,758, G. 424-92.000.

Kurahashi, Takaydd: See—
Higuchi, Hiroahi; Kurahashi, Takaydd; Mushiake, Naohika. and

Taniguchi, Yoichi, 4,474,473. G. 366-75.000.

Kuramoto. Huromu: See—
Washio, Michiyoahi; and Kuramoto. Hiromu, 4,475,112. G.

346-1.100.

Kuraray Co., Ltd.: See— _
Genba, Tsuneo; Mizobe, Akia. aad Okazdd. Masdd, 4,474,907, G.

523-206.000.

Yano, Makotao; and Nakamura, Michihiro, 4,474,183. G.
128435.000.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Watanabe. Kazuhiro. 4,474,853, G. 428403.000.

Kuroda, Hirotsugu: See—
Nakama, Kittsumi; Yamashita, Hiroaki; Kuroda, Hirotsugu; and

Kashimoto, Mikio, 4.474,906, G. 523-205.000.

Kuroda, Katsduro; and Fukuhara, Akira, to Hitachi. Ltd. Apparatus

for focus-deflecting a charged particle beam. 4,475,044, G. 250-

396 OML.
Kuroda, Toshimasa; laUi. Sdji; and Shibata, Tatsuya, to Tdjin Ltd.

Polyester coiuttgate crjnped yams. 4,473,996. G. 57-245.000.

Kurobhi, Masayuld: See—
Onishi. Hiroshi; Inada. Kazutoshi; Miyasaka, Nobudd; Degochi,

Naoyasu; and Kuroishi, Masaydd, 4,474,872, G. 430-512.00a

Kurosawa, Ryoichi, to Tokyo ShAaura Denki Kabushiki Kdsha. Sys-

tem for detecting mechaiucd moveoient 4,475,105, G. 340-87a250.

Kurtz, Albert J.: See—
Goklberg, James R.; and Kurtz, Albert J., 4.474.302. G.

215-256.000.

Kurusu, Toshiro: See—
Sato, Jinichi; Kurusu, Toshiro; Kondo, Naoyoahi; and Tamaki,

Makoto, 4,474,822, G. 426-597.000.

Kusaka, Yosuke, to Nippon Kagaku K.K. Automatic focuaing devkx.

4,474.449. G. 354408.000.

Kusakabe, Tonuo: See—
Tatsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takeshi; Nnhimura,

Masanori; Otsdd. Hiradu; Yabuki. Fujio; aad Kusakabe, Tomio,

4,473,935, G. 29429.000.

Kusdd, Yoahihiro: See— ^
Makino, Hiroshi; Kusuki, Yoshihiro; Harada, TakasU; Shunazaki.

Hirodu; and Isida. Tosio, 4,474,662, G. 210-500.200.

Makino, Hiroshi; Kusdd, Yoshihiro; Harada, Takeshi; Shimazaki.

Hiiodii; and Iskla, Tosio, 4,474,858, G. 428473.500.

Kuwabara, Kouji: See— _ ..

Shinkura. Toshiharu; Sugawara, Hiroyuk<; Kuwabara. Kouji;

Sasaki, Kouji; and Takemori, Satoahi, 4,474,468. G. 356-375.000,

Kuwazura, Tomizo: Set—
Nishikawa, Kouiro; Kuwazuru, Tomizo; and Mizushnna, Hmahi,

4,474.823, G. 426-643.000.

Kuznetsov. Edward N.; and Groom. Jack J., to Battdle Devdopmem
Corporatkm. Piesucased cooling tower. 4,473,976, G. 52-80.000.

Kynunas, Stanley C; Einhaua, Bernard J.; and Hinds, Stephen G.. to

Cdotex Corporation. The. EmbossaMe coating. 4,474.92a G.
524-386.000.

Kyro . Kari; Levamaki, ReUo; and Sydanmaki. Pekka, to Oy Sica Ab.

Hollow charge ofa directed explosion effect as wdl as method fDr the

manufacture of the metalbc cone of the hoUow charge. 4,474,113, G.
102-306.000. , ^

Labbe, Frands A. M., to Molins Limited. Continuous tobacco foed.

4,474.511. G. 406-70.000.

Lach. Dietrich: See—
Grychtol. Klaus; and Lach. Dietrich, 4,474,695, G. 260-145.00B.

Ladusaw. waUam T.. to Generd Electric Company. Reversible refrig-

erant heat pump system. 4.474.03a G. 62-324.100.
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UfU. Aldo A., to OenenI Electric Company. Liquid iiuection mold-
iag machine for utilizing silicone compontiont. 4,474.724, a.
264-328.200.

Lapnte. Alain; and Beauger. Alain, to LCCCICE-Compagnie Euro-
pecnne de Compoaanu Electroniques. Dielectric ceramic of barium
titanate, Utlunm oxide and zinc fluoride, a capacitor and a process
4,475,144, a. 361-321.000.

*^^^
L'Air Liquide, Societe Anonyme pour I'Etude et I'Exploitation des
Procedes Georges Claude: S«v—
Blaudizun, Bemd, 4,474,199, a. 134-lOS.OOO.

LambeUn. Georges; Roncucd, Romeo; Roba, Joseph; OUIet, Claude;
and Snyen, Michel, to Continental Pharma S.A. Amino-alcohol
derivatives. 4,474,977, a. 560-1.000.

Lambrecht, Heinrich: See—
Sternfdd, Ham J.; Retnkenhof, Josef; and Lambrecht. Heinrich.

4.474,140, a. 122-31.00R.
La Mura, Guy R.: See—U Mura, Joseph L.; andU Mura, Guy R., 4,473.991. a. 54-2.000.

^^^'ft,'?!^. hzJ^ ^ M"^ G»y ^ »»rae» connector.
4,473,991, a. 54-2.000.

Landefeld, Craig F.; and Katz, Seymour, to General Motors Corpora-
tion. Foundry coke test apparatus. 4.474,050, O. 73-12.000.

Landers, Samuel P., to Goodyear Tire St Rubber Company, The.
Spreadfflg noise generated by load supporting elements ofa tire tread
4,474^223, CI. 152-209.00R.

Landis, PhilUp S.: See—
Hwd, Richard S.; and Landis, Phillip S., 4,474,672, Q. 252-40.700.

Lne, Tnn A., to Commercial Siding A Maintenance Company. The.
Gutter system. 4.473,973, Q. 52-13.000.

Lang Fastener Coiporation: See—
Hendry, James W., 4,474,717, a. 264-45.500.

Langa. John M., to RIS Irrigation Systems. Drip irrigation conduit and
method of making the same. 4,474,330, 0. 239-450.000.

Lannnfelder, Hans: See—

^^,S^1^«*^*'*'«'' ***^ •«* Hoerauf, Werner, 4,474,681.
CI. 232-314.000.

Langwadt, Otmar Sfir—
Xdtonr. Uts; Langwadt. Otmar. and Herbst. Thomas. 4.473.936.

CI. 29-458.000.

Lantos, Elemer: Sn>—

^^,???? S/'^.'HJS'"**"^: *"^ Oeza; and Lantos. Elemer.
4,474.334. CI. 241-1.000.

Lars Collin Consult AB: See—
Collin. Lan T.. 4.474,057, Q. 73-1 17.300.

Larsen, Odd: Sfe-

°a^35?I3?(J06*'***'*^
Robert W.; and Larsen, Odd, 4,475,094,

LaRussa, JoMph A., to Farrand Optical Co., Inc. Optical simulation of
sc«ic translation. 4.474,501, a. 434-43.000.

^Sl S^^ t:. fPlS?'* •*'***' hypert)aric chamber assembly.
4,474,571, a. 604-23.000.

^22lJ*!f!S?Jb ^S.^^JTtT'" * '^'***' Company. Tlie. Tire
gripper. 4,474,399, CI. 294-88.000.

'fffti^S^Jl' ^^I!f^-^^*'°P"y- ^**^ machine for stone blocks.
4,474,164, a. 125-16.00R.

LantcrbMfa-Dammler, Inge: See—
Z^Maex. Dkiter H.; Rittmann, Friedrich; Lauterbach-Dammler,

SS^«S5?'' '^""'^ •«' ZoUner, Christine, 4,474,613, a.
2Q4-286.000.

Lmtroo, Jean: Siv—

^^ ^2^SyS"^ fSS?"'
"««»o«»n. J««> C; and Lautrou,

Jean. 4.474,747. CI. 424-5.000.
LaVaIke, Russell W.; Ryan. Philip M.; and Sollitto, Vincent F.. Jr.. to

intCTnatwoal Busmess Machines Corporation. Dynamic replacement
of defective memoiy words. 4,475,194, a. 371-10.000.

Lawboo, Wdliam T.. Jr.; and Grotta, Henry M., to International Spike,

a 7l38«0
^™**^ "^ proem for making and using it. 4,474,595,

^^^^'^J' *° ^ Corporation. Method for forming compacted

f
«»«» MfJMniaking raw materials. 4,474,594, a. 65-27.000.

-57' ^u? *"«*"«"«« for locating faults in aircraft passenger

37l5?000i
"** •"•**"* •*" ®*"*"' •y"«n- *.*75!j96, CI.

L^CICE-Compagnie Europeenne de Composants Electroniques:

I- 4^'!?^'.*^ "^ Beauger. Alain. 4,475,144, Q. 361-321.000.
Lear Swgler. Inc.: See—

'^^ftoS
"' "** Cunningham. Richard M., 4.475.101. a. 340-

Le Bamy. Pierre: 5^»—
Dobo^ Jean C; Le Bamy, Pierre; Billard. Jean P.; Thirant. Lydie

Le Beni Son-^S^
"** "**^ ^"°*** *'*^*'*^'' ^- 252-299.650.

DuboMon C;U Bamy, Pierre; Billard. Jean P.; Thirant. Lydie:

I- bJ:!^^^ *^c"** •»^' ^"^ .474.679, a. 252-299:650.
1^ Boeuf. Eogeae A.: See—

Oeveis, David R, 4,474,526. Q. 414421.000.
Wetvw. Lealie A., 4,474,359, CI. 254-8.00C

Lccante, Pierre: Sar—

^sft-MoS)***"^
'^^ "^ Lecante, Pierre, 4,475,225, a.

Ledbe^^Frank E., IH: See-

Ledley, Robert S.; Golab, Thomas J.; and Buas, Michael, to George-
town University. Computerized electro-oculographic (CEOG) sw-
tem with feedback control of stimuli. 4,474,186, a. 128-733.000

^^ihoK^"^, ^^;'«', JJJ*"^ •** apparatus for handling bins.
4,474,495, CI. 414-623.000.

Lee, Chien-Ping, to Rockwell International Corporation. Semiconduc-
tor laser beam scanner. 4,475,200, Q. 372-46.000.

Lee, Do I.: See—
Kwkey. WUIiam H.; Schuetz. James E.; Lee. Do L; and Schwartz,
James E., 4,474,923, CI. 524-458.000.

^^nwanz.

Van Gilder. Ronald L.; and Lee, Do I., 4,474,860, Q. 428-51 1.000.
Lee, Francis C; Mills, Ross N.; and Talke, Frank E, to International

Business Machines Corporation. DropKin-demand method and appa-
ratusiMuig converging nozzles and high viscosity fluids. 4,475,113,
^1. •541^1. 1UU>

Lee. Ja H.. to Information ft Control Systems, Inc. High-coulomb
transfer switch. 4.475,066, CI. 3 1 5-344.000.

Bn-vouiomo

^,4742?7*'a 1^^271 Oo8"^
""* "***^ **" vehicular impact.

^1 «*J?if'''
^' R*^*"* P" fo' sucker rod tongs. 4,474,088, a.

ol*57. 180.

Lee, Thomas K. P.; and Cheng, Yue C, to International Quartz Ltd.
Repertory automatic telephone dialing apparatus wherein a name and

? "'^ f!I«")!?l'^"f,!J^5£i*>y depressing one or more letter code
keys. 4,475,013, Q. 179-90.0BD.

Lefebvre, Herve M.; and Gueuret, Francois C. to Compagnie Fran-
cMse des Petroles. Safety valve installed below an activatim pump in
a hydrocarbon production well. 4,474,234, Q. 166-105.000.

Lefrancier, Pierre: See—

^'4^M77al^*™''**
^^*'' "^ ^-«*™'""' P«e«. M74,761,

Legg, Ernest L.: See—

^*SS)000*°"^
M.; and Ugg, Ernest L., 4,475,156, a.

Legrand, Yves: 5^«—

^'A^HS^nii'*™'*' ^"^ "<* Ufrancier. Pierre, 4.474,761,
CI. 424-177.000.

Lehmann, Hans D.: See—
Ro«y. PhUlip A.; Thyes, Marco; Franke, Albrecht; Koenig. Horst
gn^^osefj^hmann. Hans D.; and Lenke, Dieter, 4,474,785,

Lehmann, Heinz, to Meyer AG Zurchwil. Device for balandna rota-
tion bodies. 4,474,076, CI. 74-573.00R.

«-««»» row

Lehmann, Rudolf: See—
G«**^ Werner; and Lehmann, Rudolf, 4,474,807, Q.

Leiber, Heinz: See—

°'^:^^ci^JS6.i£'"' "*^ "^ ^"^ ^"~''

Uistner, Theodore E.; and Acker, Michael J., Sr., to McDonnell
Douglas Corporation. Apparatus and process for superplastically
fomung metals. 4.474,044, CI. 72-13.000

Leland Stanford Junior University. Board of Trustees of The: See—
Murad, Fend; and Lewicki, John A., 4,474,892, CI. 436-513.000.

Lehaert. Raymond M., to Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. Blade for centrifiiflal
blasting wheels. 4,473,972, Q. 51-435.000.

Lembke, Manfred: See—
Knapp, Heinrich; and Lembke, Manfred, 4,474,161, a.

123-478.000.

Lemon, Peter H. R. B.; Railton, Jeffrey D.; Baker, Derek W.; and
^PPOck. Vmcent J. Foundry moulds and cores. 4,474,904, a.

Lenander, Aage, to Catena-Locks A/S. Coin-operated lock fbr a trolley
?y**«" "eluding especiaUy shopping and luggage troUeys. 4,474,28a

Lenander, Aage, to Catena-Locks A/S. Coin-operated lock for a trolley

S?*??. "^SliiS"* "P«»lly shopping and luggage trolleys. 4.474.282.
CI. 194-l.OOE.

Lenk. Pedro A.: See—
Brightman. Barrie; Jotwani, Haresh C; Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz,
Rick L.; Mealo, Nickoline P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R.; Stewart,
Wilham H.; and Woodward, John W., 4,475,01 1, Q. 179-I8.0ES.

Lenke, Dieter: See—
RoMy, Phillip A.; Thyes, Marco; Franke, Albrecht; Koenig, Horst;

Si"^/S!?jJ:f'*™""' "*™ ^' ** Lenke, Dieter, 4,474,785,
CI. 424-250.000.

Leonard Automatics, Inc.: See—
Frushtick, Leonard, 4,473,961, Q. 38-42.000.

Leonard, Jacques: See—
Asselineau, Lionel; Leonard, Jacques; Chodorge, Jean: and Gail-

lard, Jean. 4,474.647. a. 203^0». »^ -«."By»i
Leonhardt. Barbara A.: See—

NmI, John W.. Jr.; Klun, Jerome A.; Schwarz, Meyer, and Leon-
hardt, Barbara A., 4,474,755, Q. 424-84.000.U Pierres, GUdas; and Vatto, Bertrand, to 501 International Vibration

f2S^ Jif^^ffSl ,IJ5?***^
*^'** *"°' P^"* "«*" pressure.

4,474,273, CI. 188-381.000.
Lepretre, Marc: See—

URoy. Rodney L.; Renaud, Richard; and Janjua, Mohammed B. I., to
Noranda Mines Limited; and Electrolyaer Corporation Ltd., The.
Method of controlling the potential of electrically-floating comoo-
nentt of electrolyzer cells. 4,474,656, Q. 204-129.000.

Lessard, Roy W. PanU rack. 4,474,317, Q. 223-96.000.
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Leston, Gerd, to Koppers Company, Inc. Process for alkylating pheno-
lic compoimds to noduce ortbo- or para-monoalkylated phenols or
2.4- or iMialkylated phenols. 4,475,001, 0. 568-784.000.

Leiing, Maggie: Sec
Kuo, James R.; and Leung, Maggie. 4,475,119, a. 357-45.000.

Levamaki, ReUo: S(«—
Kyro , Karl; Levamaki, ReUo; and Sydanmaki, Pekka, 4,474,113,

a. 102-306.000.

Lever Brothen Company: See—
Foxlee, John C, 4,474,677, Q. 252-98.000.

Levy, Roger P.: See—
Femow, James P.; and Levy, Roger P., 4,475,192, Q. 370-94.000.

Lewicki, John A.: See—
Murad, Ferid; and Lewicki, John A., 4,474,892, CI. 436-513.000.

Lewis, Annette R: See-
Lewis, Dwayne K.; and Lewis, Annette H., 4,474,374, C\. 273-

5.00R.

Lewis, Dwayne K.; and Lewis, Amiette H. Game table with alternate

board. 4,474,374, Q. 273-5.00R.

Lewis, Frederick M., to Sterling Drag Inc. Furnace control method.
4,474,121, CI. 110-346.000.

Lewis, James R.: See—
Gittinger, Norman C; Frey, Richard L.; and Lewis, James R.,

41475,111,0.343-881.000.
Lewis, Leon L.; and Murray, Michael V., to United States Steel Corpo-

latiOB. Can-making lubricant 4,474,669, Q. 252-23.000.

Lexidata Corporation: See-
Shea, Tsu Y., 4,475,104, Q. 340-729.000.

U, Tmgye: See—
Ksbee, Dan L.; and Li, Tmgye, 4,474,423, Q. 350-96.150.

Licciardello, Michael; and Boden, Richard M., to International Flavors

ft Fragrances Inc. 2-Isopropenyl-l,5-dimethyl-cyclopentane carbos-

tUdiydt, organoleptic uses thereof and process for preparing same.

4,474,992. Q. 568-420.000.

Licentia-Patent-Verwaltungs-GmbH: See—
Karrenbauer, Herbert, 4,475,017, Q. 200-148.00A.

Lien, Robert L.: See—
Huenach, George D.; Lien, Robert L.; Lind, Jerol M.; and Mac-

Donald. Verne H., 4,475,01% CL 179-2.0EB.

Lietz, Hehnut, to BASF AktiengeKllachaft. Preparation of propafe-

none. 4,474,986, Q. 564-349.000

Light, Ronald R.: See-
Seymour, Robert W.; and Light, Ronald R., 4,474,918, CI.

524-324.000.

Limat Metal Polishing Ltd.: See—
Mor, Uri; and Rudolfer, David, 4,474,660, Q. 204-213.000.

Lind, Jerol M.: See—
Huenach, George D.; Lien, Robert L.; Lind, Jerol M.; and Mac-

Donald, Verne H., 4,475,01% O. 179-2.0EB.
Lindberg, Charles A.: See-

Miller, Armin; Merritt, Lauren V.; and Lindberg, Charles A.,

4,475,13% a. 358-335.000.

Lindblad, Rxdf W., to Albany International Corp. Method for control-

ling the moisture content ofa fiber wd) and apparatus for accomplish-
ing the method and a paper making machine for accomplishing the

method and a paper nsikmg machme with an apparatus for accom-
plishing the method. 4,474,643, Q. 162-198.000.

Linde Aktietigrsellschaft: See—
Karwat, Heinz; and Hausainger, Peter, 4,474,740, CI. 423-243.000.

Linder, Erut; and Maurer, Hebnut, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Device
for the immovement of combustion in internal combustion engines.

4,474,163,a 123-590.000.

Under, Sten V., to Studsvik Energiteknik AB. Method and ^paratus
for electromagnetically measuring parameters of electrically conduc-
tive hi^ temperature materials. 4,475,083, Q. 324-227.000.

Lindig, Christian, to VDO Adolf Schindling AG. Analcw display

devwe, particnlariy a tachometer. 4,475,082, Q. 324-160.000.

Lindlar, Willi; and Wermeister, Ouenter, to Santrade Ltd. Milling tool

with adjustable cutter bit 4,474,512, G. 407-39.000.

Lindner, Robert A., to Henkel Corporation. Polyvinylchlotide process-

ing. 4,474,913, a. 524-lOaOOO.

Lippitt David L.: See—
D'Atre, John D.; Espelage, Paul M.; Lippitt David L.; and Walker,
Loren H., 4,475.1500. 363-51.000.

Lipton, Michael P.: See-
Cram, Donald J.; OaO, Martin; and Lipton, Michael F., 4,474,699,a 260-245.500.

Litton Systems, Inc.: See-
Sanders, Virgil E; and Hutchings, Thomas J., 4,475,199, CI.

372-37.000.

Lloyd, ^lOiam G.: See—
Zackay, Victor F.; Lloyd, William G.; Rowe. Donald R.; Trenary,

John M.; and Swanson, Gerald T., 4.474,739, Q. 42^230.000.

Lobos, Zbigniew J.: Sec
Polatijko-Lobos, EUa S.; and Lobos. Zbigniew J., 4,474,919, O.

524-377.000.

Lochmann, Mark J.; and Ivey, Robert C. In situ lithology determina-

tion. 4,475.038, a. 250-270.000.

LoKkte. Vincent C Drop marker system. 4,474,349, 0. 244-136.000.

Lofttrom, John R.: See—
Smith, Philn M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofttrom, John R.; and

Sikonki, Ursula A.. 4,474.911, O. 523-220.000.

Smith, Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofttrom, John R.; and
Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,909, Q. 523-220000.

Smith, Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofttrom, John R.; and
SikofsU, Ursula A., 4,474.910 O. 523-220.000.

Logsdon. Gary L.: See-
Wilson. Jesse R.; and Logsdon. Gary L., 4.475.188. Q. 37040.000.

Lohiberg. Karl, to Metallgewllachafi Aktiengesdlschaft Vertically

extending plate electrode for gas-forming electrolyzers. 4.474,612. Q.
204-252.000.

Loizeau, Pierre, to VALEO. Torsion damping device for an automo-
tive clutch pUte assembly. 4.474,276, Q. 192-106.100.

Loizeau, Pierre, to Societe Anonyme Francaise du Ferodo, Gutch
tonion damper. 4.474.277, G. 192-106.200.

Long. Dehnar D.. to Dayco Corporation. Method of making polymer-
ic-coated fabric. 4,474,834, G. 427-209.000.

Lonze, Robert F. Aluminum can compressor device. 4,474,108, G.
10045.000.

Loock, Ehrenfned: See
Sicking, Heinrich; and Loock, Ehrenfried, 4,475,116, G. 346-

l4aOOR.
Looney, Raymond H., to Baird Manufacturing Company. Safety valve.

4,474,208, G. 137-516.290.

Lopata, Alexander D.: See-
Chow, Ming-Fea; Lopata, Alexander D.; Lyons, Christopher F.;

Mcintosh, Robert C; and Scaduto, Anthony F., 4,474.864, G.
430-30.000.

Lopez, Donald A. Curtain-wall masonry-veneer anchor system.

4,473,984, G. 52-410.000.

Lopez, John A., to Shell Oil Company. Stable precatalyzed saturated

epoxy resin compositions. 4,474,935, G. 528-93.000.

Lormeau, Jean-Gaudr, Choay, Jean; and Petitou, Maurice, to Cboay
S.A. Oligosaccharides having anti-Xa activity, pharmaceutical com-
positions containing them and method of use. 4,474,770, G.
424-183.000.

Lonisso, Simone; Mirenna, Luigi; and Dal Moro, Anacleto, to Montedi-
son S.p.A. Fungicidal compositiotts employing synergistic mixtures
of pbenylacetamide derivatives and Zineb or Mancozeb. 4,474,805,

G. 424-286.000.

LoTuroo, Raymond A.: See-
Funk, Donald E.; Chae, Charles H.; and LoTurco, Raymond A.,

4,474,458, G. 355-45.000.

LTV Aerospace and Defence Company: See—
Musgrove, Robert G., 4,474,345, CI. 244-53.00R.

Lubowe, Irwin I. Skin preparation. 4,474,763, G. 424-177.000.

Lucas Iiidustries LimitaJ: See-
Skinner, Robert T. J.; and Mowbray, E>orian F., 4,474.157, G.

123450.000.

Smith. Trevor S., 4,473,999, G. 60-39.281.

Lucas Industries Public Limited Company: See—
Brotberston, Colin P., 4,474,156, G. 123-372.000.

Farr, Glyn PhiUip R., 4,474,413, G. 303-116.000.

Mowbray, Dorian F., 4,474,158, G. 123-458.000.

Lucas, Joseph F. Pressure and vacuum relief valve with debris^atching

feature. 4,474,211, G. 137-599.200.

Lukoschek, Klaus; Schweizer, Manfred; and Trautmann, Hans C, to

Cbemiegesellschaft Gundemhausen mbh. Method for the production

of carpet liners. 4,474,836. G. 427-389.900.

Lumaret Jean-Claude; Gossett Serge, and Boulinguiez, Didier, to

Roquette Freres. Solution and process for the chemical conversion of

metal substrates. 4,474.626. G. 148-6. 15Z.

Luteneuer. Alan J., to Iowa State University Research Foundation.

Inc. Portable variable expansion testing device. 4,474,066, G.
73-790.000.

Lutz, Dieter, Thieler, Wolfgang; and Katzenberger, Albert to Sachs-

Systemtechnik GmbH. Motor vehicle clutch with an inductive signal

transmission between a sensor on the clutch and a stationary indica-

tor. 4,474,274, G. 192-30.00W.

Lutz, Eugene F.; Wood, Donald L.; and Kubitschek, Hans E., to Shell

Oil Company. Alkanol ethoxylate-containing detergent composi-

tions. 4,474,678, G. 252-174.210

Lutzke, Klaus, to Rheimsch-Westfslischer Technischer Uberwachungs-
verein e.V. Method and apparatus for measuring particulates in a
waste gas. 4,474,070, G. 73-863.120.

Luxor Corporation: See—
Rogahn, Donald W., 4,474,416. G. 312-257.0SK.

Lynch, Joseph A. Removal of dental crowns with wire noose.

4,474,500, G. 433-218.000.

Lynn, Jean C, to Amsted Industries Incorporated. Fully dense wear
resistant alloy. 4,474,732, G. 419-11.000.

Lyons, Christopher F.: See-
Chow, Ming-Fea; Lcmata, Alexander D.; Lyons, Christopher F.;

Mcintosh, Robert C; and Scaduto, Anthony F., 4,474,864, G.
430-30.000.

M.A.N. - Roland Druckmaachinen Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Holzhauser, Max, 4,474,111, G. 10M2S.000.

Maag Gear-Wheel ft Machine Co. Ltd.: See—
ICunz, Hans-Ulrich, 4,475,154. G. 364-167.000.

Mischler, Eduard; and Donner, Meinrad, 4,473,971, G. 51-56.00G.

Staedeli, Otto, 4,474,273, CI. 192-67.00A.

Maccise, Adiv Y. Portable modular food container. 4,474,303, G.
2204.00D.

MacDonaM, Verne H.: See—
Hoensch, George D.; Lien, Robert L.; Lind, Jeni M.; and Mac-

Donald, Veme H., 4,475,010, G. 179-2.0EB.

Machner, Peter See—
Glauninger, Helmut; Jager, Heimo; Machner, Peter, and Preiner,

Albert 4,475,205, G. 373-48.000.

Maclnnes, Hugh; and Johnston, Andrew E., to Roto-Master Inc. Semi-
floating bearing. 4,474,484, G. 384-215.000.
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Mack Tnicki, Inc.: Sw—
Hoopo. Ted IL. 4.474,147. Q. 123-193.0CP.

MacKcniie Chemicil Works. Inc.: 5li»—
MacKaizie, Ian M.; Vogd. AlAcd M.; Heiaer. Joan; Bower*.
Kenneth W.; Driscoll. Mark; and Arettines. Angela M..
A,41i,5tO,d 44-6t.00a

MacKenae, Ian M.; Vogal. AJSni M.; Heiier. Joan; Bowen. Kenneth
W.; DriaooD, Mark; and Aicttinei, An^ M.. to MacKenae Chemi-
cal Works. Inc. Conbiatioa Aid addidveaoompriang metal enolates.

4^474^510^ CL 44-61.000.

MacLean. Kenneth J. H.; and Ward. Michael J., to Brown A William-
ion Tobacco Corpontkm. Cigarettes. 4,474,192, Q. 131-336.000.

Maddox, Randan A.; and Rudolf Joseph W.. to International Business
Machines Corporation. Modular shaft encoder. 4.47S.034. a. 2S0-

23I.0SE
Mader. Klaus, to Mader, Rdnhard, a part interest Hawaii trapeze

spreader bar. 4.474.261, Q. 182-3.00a
Mader. Rdnhard: See—

Mader. Klaus, 4.474.261. a. 182-3.000.

Maeda, Kazuo. to Kahnshiki Kaiaha Kito. Idling device for lever hoist.

4,474J6a a. 234-330.000.

Maeda, Shuzo: 5n
Sato, Soichi; Maeda, Shuzo; and Nakagi, Junji. 4,474,937. CI.

344-191000.

Maekawa. Yukio; Mukunoki, Yasuo; and Sugimoto, Naohiko, to Fuji
Photo Film Ca, Ltd. Silver halide photographic light-sensitive

materials containing fluorinated compounds. 4,474,873, O.
43O.328.000.

Mahnood, Mahmood N.: Set
Brown, Davki E; Hall, Stephen M.; and Mahmood. Mahmood N.,

4,474,632. Q. 204-39.00R.
Mder, Joaef; Ologer, Manfred; and Drager, Brigitte, to Boehringer
Mannbdm OmbH. Method for the detcminatioa of low density
lipoprotein. 4,474,187, G. 436-71.000.

Maier, William J., Jr.: Sfw-
Chcn, CUa-Wd; Zahnstecher, Leonard W.; and Maier, William J.,

Jr., 4.474,383, G. 48-197.00R.
Maillard, Susan. Combined insulated enclosure and bib for support of a

nursing bottle. 4,473.907, Q. 2-49.00R.
Mdtrepierre, Phil^ipe; Heritier, Bemud; Rofes-Vemis, Jaime; and
Wy«Aaert, Alain, to Ugine Aden. Method of manufacturing steel

ban and tabes with good mechanical characteristics. 4,474,07, CI.

14S-12.00B.

M^jewski, Stanley J., to St Charles Manufacturing Co. Check-out
counter system. 4,474^88, Q. 198-816.000.

Maki, Hiroya, to Mitsubishi Jukogyo KabushiU Kdsha. Method of
analyzing fiwl ofl for catdyst component 4,474,883, 0. 436-37.000.

Maki,Sda:&»-
Wada. Mitsohiro; and Mdd, Sdzi. 4,473,002, Q. 368-793.000.

Makimoto, Toshio; and Nishimura, ««^«»»<''^ Circubrly polarized
microstrip line antenna. 4,473,107, a. 343-700.0MS.

Makin, Earle C, to Monsanto Company. Purification of vanillin.

4,474,994,a 368-438.00a
Makino, HiraaU; Kusoki, Yoahihiro; Harada, Takeshi; Shimazaki,

HiraaU; and Isida. Toaio, to Ube Industries, Ltd. Process for pioduc-
taig poroos aromatic polyimide membranes. 4,474,6tt, a.

Mddno, Hiroshi; Kusuki. YoshiUro; Harada, Takeshi; Shimazaki,
Hiroahi; and Uda, Todo, to Ube Industries, Ltd. Aromatic polyimide
gas siparding membrane. 4,474,838, 0. 428-473.300.

Makod, Kamnz B.: Sli»—
Chattcijee, Prcmoy K.; and Makoui, Kambiz B., 4,474,949, a.

336-36.000.

Malamoad, Jean O., to S. T. Oupont Pen pmnt with lips extending over
sBt 4,474,487, a. 401-231.000/

Malani, Narewndas: Si»—
Boiler, Thonas E.; and Malani, Narayandas, 4,474,826, a.
427-iaOOO.

Malloy, Allan M.: 5^*-
Hansen. Olen £.; and Malloy. Allan M., 4.474,049. Q. 73-3.000.

MaUy. Tonothy O.: Hartl, Carroll P.; and Orloff. Oanid L.. to Oscar
Mayer Foods Corp. Product storage bank and merge system.
4.474,092, CL 83-26.000.

Manaka, Toshio: Sas

Atafo, Takeshi; and Manaka, TosUo, 4,474,131, G. 123-339.000.
Mantz, Rick L.: See—

Brigbtman, Barrie; Jotwani. Haresh C; Lenk. Pttiro A.; Mantz,
luck L.; Mealo, Nickoline P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R.; Stewart,
William R; and Woodward, John W., 4,473,01 1, G. 179-18.0ES.

Manzke, Klaus; Orittmaan, Erast-Joernn; and Koch. Volker, to BASF
AktiengeseDschaft. Device for positioning objects which have a low
mass. 4,473,136. G. 360-106.000

MaraneO, Mdvin C; and Rdchenberoer, Steven J. Kickstand support-
ing device. 4,474387,a 280-293.o5a

Merchant, Alan B.; and Howe, Dennis G., to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Opticd disk retiievd methods, media and systems employing
digitd datt of Ugh fractiond baadwklth. 4,473,183. G. 3^9.000.

Marco, Leslie S., to IDtnois Tool Works Inc. Tamper-cvklent container.
4,474,303, CL 220-307.000.

Margoiis, Jack S.; and Matlonchik, John V., to Umted Stttes of Amer-
ica, Natiood Aeronautics and Space Adminiatration. Correlation
BactrooMter having hidi resolution and mdtiplexing capability.

Muiiad, Rcnto, to Noitbetn Tdeeom Limited. Two ditectiond mea-
nring devnea. 4,473,932, CL 33-169.00B.

Mark, Victor, and Hedges, Charles V., to Oenerd Electric Company.
Phenol compounds, process and polymers. 4,474,999, G. 368-720.000.

Markley, Lowell D.; and Soper, John M., to Dow Chemicd Company,
The. Substituted pyridyl compounds, herbicidd compositions and
method of use. 4,474,602, G. 71-94.000.

Markowski, Stanley J., to Umted Technologies Corporation. Partially
unshrouded swirier for combustion chamberk 4,474,014, G.
60-738.000.

Marlett, Everett M., to Ethyl Corporation. Preparation ofsilane from
amine danes. 4.474.743, G. 423-347.000.

Marlyk. Riber: See-
Anderson. Danid E.; and Marlyk, Riber, 4,474,133, G.

116-209.000.

MaroUaud, Pad. Boiler using a solid granulated fad. 4,474^117, G.
1 10-109.000.

Marosi, Laszlo:See—
Hoelderich, Wolfgang; Marosi, Lasdo; Mross, Wolf D.; and
Schwarzmann, Matthias, 4,474,741, G. 423-329.000.

Marouf, Mohamed A.; and Vancil, Pad W., to ATftT Bell Laborato-
ries. Method and apparatus for controlling ports in a digitd confer-
ence arrangement 4,473.190, G. 370-62.056.

Marquis, Edward T.: See-
Sanderson, John R.; Cavitt Stanley B.; and Marquis, Edward T.,

4,474,974, G. 549-533.000.

Manac, Jean-Yvea; Balzano, Lucien; and Lepretre, Marc, to Sereg,
S.A.; and Bertin ft Cie, S.A. Method for extracting pncUng rings
from a stuffing-box using a Uquid jet. 4,473,934, CL2M26.400.

Marteau d'Autry, Eric. Pipette. 4,474,071, G. 073-864.130
Martin. Pad H.: See-

Greenfield, Iriving E., Jr.; and Martin, Pad H., 4,474,198, G.
134-60.000.

Martin, R. Torrence. Process for minerd beneficiation. 4,474,738, G.
423-157.000.

Martin, Rondd C. Method of making hard surface styling models.
4,474,722, CI. 264-219.000

Martini, Hdmut: See—
Drexel, Peter; Kaden, Hans-Dieter; and Martini, Hdmut, 4,474,347,
G. 431-1.000.

Martino, Louis J.; Samda, Frank M.; and Stdnhofer, Robert J., to
Orion Industries, Inc. Mounting assembly for mobile communications
antenna and method. 4,474,333, CL 248-334.000.

Martinot, Bernard: See—
Jouffroy, Guy; and Martinot Bernard, 4,474,931, G. 326-88.000

Martonchik, John V.: See—
Margoiis. Jack S.; and Martonchik, John V., 4,474,471, CL

336434.000.

Masaike, Hiromi: See—
Fukuyama, Kunihiko; Yamamoto, Takuo; and Masaike, Hiromi,
4,473,230 G. 381-68.000.

Mascetti, Paolo, to Camoga S.p.A. Machine for chamfering pieces of
hide, leather and synthetic materials of small thickness, particularly
for shoe and leather factories. 4,474,040 G. 69-16.000

Maschinenfabrik ft Hennecke GmbH: See—
MuDer, Heinz; Raffd, Rdner; and Ahhauaen. Ferdinand. 4,474,310
CL 222-143.000.

Masdtti, Albert A.: See—
Sulkowski, Theodore S.; Bergey, James L.; and Mascitti, Albert A.,

4,474,707, G. 26O436.00A.
Mason, John L., to Garrett Corporation, The. Charge air cooler mount-

ing arrangement 4,474,162, CI. 123-3(63.000.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: See—
Clark, John I.; MengeL Loretta S.; and Benedek, George B.,

4,474,817. G. 424-333.000.

Schloerb, David; and Masubuchi, Koichi, 4,473,026, G. 219-98.000.
Masubuchi, Koichi: See—

Schloerb, David; and Masubuchi. Koichi, 4,473,026, CL 219-98.000.
Masuda, Isao: See—

Sano, Yasuo; Arita, Kazuhiro; and Masuda, Isao, 4,474,942, G.
328-363.000.

Masuda, Kiyoshi; Ikari, Takeshi; Matsuyama, Takashi; Tenshinia.
Akio; and Goto, Takao, to Kakenyaku Kako Co., Ltd. Anti-inflam-
matory ophthdmic solution and process for preparing the same.
4,474,811. CL 424-317.000.

Masuda, Seiichi; Umeda, Yoichi; Matsuo, Tohro; Taga, Masayoki; and
Nakajima, Hklemasa, to Sumitomo Metd Indnstriea, Ltd. Process for
refining high-chromium steels. 4,474,603, G. 73-60000.

Mateme, Winfried: See—
Comib, Boy; Bahadir, Mufit; Hobes, John; and Mateme, Wmfried,
4,474,378, G. 44-31.000.

Matner, Martin: See—
Heins, Ferdinand; Matner, Martin; and Bross, Hermann-Josef,

4,474,837, G. 427-393.400
Matsuba, Hiromitsu: See—

Omori, Takashi; Moriguchi. Hanihiko; Seto. Tadao; Shimazaki,
Yoshikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitstt; and Ind, Toduhani, 4,474,844,
G. 428-216.000.

Matsuda, Itsudd; and Takase, Tadao, to Showa Denko K.K. Dia-
phragm for dectrolysis and method fx production thereof. 4,474,613,
G. 204-296.000.

Matsumoto, Kazuhiaa: See—
Ohno, Kiyotaka; Nagaae, Hiroshi; Matsoaoto, Kazdnsa; and

Nishio, Shintaro, 4^474,802, G. 424-283.000
Matsumoto, Koichi; and Kotani, Ifamo. to Horiba, Ltd. Pyrodectric

infrared detector. 4,475,040 G. 230-338.000
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Mattumoto, Shaidd: Sta—
Yasuda. Kenili; Yokoyama, Yasadd; Matsumoto, Shoichi; and

Harada, Kadhtro. 4,474,944, G. 328-408.000.

Matsumoto, Yoshfanaia; Miznno, Tadachika; Sato, Hkidiiro; and
Koyama, Keqji, to Toho Titadnm Co., Ltd. Process for the tred-

ment of waste gases firom a chloriaatkia fltmaoe. 4(474,387, CL
33-71.000

Yamamoto, Takdnko; Nojiri, hfidiihiko; Kakntani, Kazoo; Md-
somura, Yodukazo; and Ito, Shoao, 4,474.883, G. 433-161000.

Matsoao, Yoduo; and Hoiaka, Tokuichiro, to Nima Motor Company,
Umiled. Instrument pand for aatomotive vdndes. 4,474,391, G.
280-732.000.

Matrao, Tohro: See—
Mttoda, Seiichi; Umeda, Yoichi; Matsuo, Tohro; Taga, Masayoki;
and Nakdima, Kdemaia, 4,474,603,a 73-60000.

Matsuo, Yoahihiro: See^
Itakara, Gen; and Matsoo, Yodiihiro, 4,473,091, G. 333-17.00L.

Matsooka, HiroU: See—
Kinogaia, Yokio; Matsaoka, Hiroki; and Yaegashi, Takehisa,

4,4H081, G. 74-844.000.

Matsooka, SUgera: See—
Tadokoro, Hiroyoki; Matsuoka, Shigeru; and Yamaochi. Koji,

4,473,069, G. 318-263.000.

Matsoshita Electric Industrid Co., Ltd.: See—
Itakara, Gen; and Matsoo, YodiiUro, 4,473,091, G. 333-I7.00L.

KobayaaU, Hiroyoki; Ohki, Yoahhnasa; Toyoda, YaUo; and
Akasdd, Isamo, 4,473,938, G. 29-S69.00L.

Noiiochi. Toyota, 4,473,216.a 373-43.000.

Matsushita, Toahihiko; Hirdshi, Shigetoshi; and Morishita, Sadao, to

Mitaobishi Paper MiQs, Ltd. Prtsiurs se niitive copying paper of
transfer to |rfdn paper" type. 4,474,898, G. 303-203.000.

Matsoora, Mawtaka- &»—
Takamatsu, TosUaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Yasuda, Shuuhd; and

Matsoora, Masataka, 4,474,839, G. 428-1.000.

Matsuyama, Takashi: See—
Masoda, Kiyoshi; Ikari, Takashi; Matsuyama, Takadu; TerasUma,

Akia, and Goto, Takao, 4,474,811,a 424-317.000.

Mattd, Anthony; and Hahn, William L., Jr., to RCA CorporatiOB.
Symbol synchronizer for MPSK signals. 4,473420 G. 373-86.000.

Matthews, James A., to Intel Corporation. Process for forming sdf-

aligned oomptementary sooroe/drain regions for MOS transistors.

4^^,624, G. 148-1.300.

Mattis, William E., Jr.; Wdc^sza, Chester J., Jr.; and Uzanodo, VasiL
to CommonicatkMB Satellite Corporation. DidtaUy controlled trans-

vend equalizer. 4,473,211, G. 373-13.000.

Mattox, Douglas M.; Gupta, Tapan K.; Carlson, William G.; and Ho,
SUh M., to Electric Power Reaearch Institate. Method c^firinicating

non-linear voltage limiting device. 4,474,718, G. 264-61.000.

Mattson, Charies A.; Michd, James; and Domagdski, Anthony, to

Alkgretti ft Company. Fertilizer spreader. 4,474,327, G.
239-143.000.

Maorer, Hdmut; 5ff
Under, Emst; and Maorer, Hdmot, 4,474,163, G. 123-390.000

MaxfieU, Marvin L., to Sed-FIex, Inc. Method for constnicting all-

weather sorfooe. 4,474,833, G. 427-138.000.

Mayer, Martin, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Brosh^iolder for ekctricd
machines. 4,475,033, G. 310-239.000.

Mazoin, Albert H. F.: See—
Minvidle, Monique L. S.; Mazoin, Albert H. F.; Bran, Robert P.;

Chevanne, Sylvain V. L.; and See, Jacques L. A., 4,474,303, G.
4OS-30.00O

Mazzoni, Guido, to Construziom Meccaniche G. Mazzom S.p.A. De-
vice for manuftcturing mdticolored marUe soaps, from a base paste

and one or more liqaki pigments. 4,474,343, G. 423-131.100.

McAoeuey, Tbomas B.: See—
Ong. Bang S.; Keoahkerian, Barkev; and McAoeney, Tbomas B.,

4,474,863, G. 430-38.000.

McCabe, Francis J. Latch for a butterfly damper. 4,474,167, G.
126-287.300.

McCallister, Robert A., to Faster Wheeler Energy Corporation. Fluid-

ized bed reactor system. 4,474^30 G. 163-104.21O
McCarroU, John J.: See—

GoMie, Brian P. F.; and McCarroU, John J., 4,474,607, G.
106-14.390.

McComwll, Robert D.; and Vansant, James H., to Umted States of

America, Energy. Glass bed pipe evacoated tobe taiax collector.

4,474,170,a 12M33XnO.
McDonach, Alaster, McKdvie, James; and Walker, Colin A., to Na-
tiond Research Devdopment Corporation. Measorement of defor-

mation. 4,474,466, G. 336-31000.

McDonnell Doo^ Corporation: See—
Ldstaer, Theodore E.; and Adcer, Michad J., Sr., 4,474,044, G.
7M3.000.

McEver, James P.: See—
Wilkins, Robert L.; Cegiehki, Eugene J.; McEver, James P.; and

Szymczak. Edward J., 4,474381, G. 277-2O7.0OA.

McGnw-Edison Company: See—
Kristofek, Pad J., 4,473,147, CL 362-148.000.

McGdre, Eari C: See—
Bockner, James E.; and McGdre, Earl C, 4,474,320 G.

414-21000.

McGdre, William L., Jr.; Paxton, Gerdd E; and Wheeler, Dougab M.,

to Newport News Shipboikling ft Dry Dock Co Multi-mode con-

stant potoitid pulsed wdding uppantm. 4.473,028, CL 219-130310.

Mcintosh, Robert C: See-
Chow, Mmg-Pea; Lopota, Alexander D.; Lyons, Christopher F.;

Mclntodi, Robert C; and Scaduto. Anthony F., 4,474,864, G.
430-30000.

McKaveney, James P.; and Simpaon, Vernon P., to Ooddentd Chemi-
cd CorpontiOB. Composition for oorroaiOB protectioB using metd
sOiddes or alloys of silicon and metals. 4,474,606, G. 106-1.170.

McKdvie, James: See—
McDonach, Alaster, McKdvie, James; and Walker, Colin A.,

4,474,466, G. 336-31000
McLaoghlin, Jolm R.: See—

Gois, Piwl L.; Tumlinson, JaflMS H., HI; Sonnet Philip E.; and
McLaoghlin, John R.. 4,474,991, G. 568-381000.

McUoghUn,Tfidmd H.: Sce-
Staob, Fred W.; and McLaoghlin, Michad R, 4,474431, G.

163-133.000.

McLean, Peter T.; and Sergeant O. Winston, to Digitd Equ^ment
CorpontiOB. Frequency-independent sdf-clocking encoding tech-

niqae and apparatus for digitd communications 4,473411 CL
37S-17.00O

McLeanan, William R.: See—
Dreyer, Pad L.; McLennan, William R.; and Conley, Kenneth I.,

4,474403, G. 137-315.000.

McMillan, Stephen L., to Generd Electric Company. Drive system for

automatic clothes washing machine. 4,474,038, G. 68-23.00R.
McMurtry, Davki R., to Rolls-Royce Limited; and Renishaw pk.
Probe for use in measuring apparatus. 4,473,955, G. 33-174.00L.

McNaughton, Allen D.; Albert Stephen B.; and Fuiberriiaw, Gerard
A., to Syntax (U.S.A.) Inc. Implanting device and implant magazine.

M74,571 G. 604-61.000.

McOrmond, Philip M.: See
O'Brien, Robert N.; McOrmond, Philip M.; Hocking, Martin B.;

and Thomton, Kenneth R., 4,474,056, G. 7341.400
Mead Corporation, The: See—

Jongeriing, Henry W.; and MitrovKh, Svetislav, 4,474,367, G.
271-197!000.

Meadows, Gayton D.; and WaOaoe, Gerakl L., to Wessd Company,
Inc., The. Method and apparatus for folding a web having a trans-

verse slit 4,474,366, G. 493-346.000.

Mealo, Nicktriine P.: See—
Brig^itman, Barrir, Jotwani, Haresh C; Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz,

Rick L.; Medo, Nickoline P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R.; Stewart
William H.; and Woodward, John W., 4,473,01 1, G. 179-18.(£S.

Mechanicd Service Company Inc.: See—
Hodimac Gcone S., Jr., 4,474,173, G. 128-201220.

Mechanicd Socid System Foundation: See—
Kawakami, Shigezo; Tsuji, KunUiiko; Shimojima, Katuhiko,
Fukuda, Mitsuni; and Kawaguchi, Hiroshi, 4,474,524, G.
414-213.000.

Medaogh, Raymood S., to ATftT Bdl Laboratories. Digitd code
converter. 4,475413, G. 375-27.000.

WiUt Hans-Christoph; MefTert Alfred; Focher, Herbert; and
Wegemund, Bemd, 4,474,940 G. 528-295.300.

Wilk, Hans-Christoph; Meffert Alfred; and Wegemund, Bemd,
4,474,941, G. 528-295.300.

Meguro, Takashi: See—
Nakamura, Hkidd; Meguro, Takashi; and Hanai, Noboru,

4,474,604, G. 75-O.SOB.

Mdman, Pad: See—
Carlsen, John W.; and Mdman, Pad, 4,474,435, G. 350-381.000.

Carlsen, W. John; and Mdman, Pad, 4,474,434, G. 350-381.000.

Menet Albert: See
Giabardes, Pierre; Julia, Marc; and Menet Albert 4,474,983, G.

560-260.000.

Mengel, Loretta S.: See—
Clairk, John I.; Mengd, Lorettt S.; and Benedek, George B.,

4,474,817, G. 424-333.000.

Mercado, Teresa I.; and Colon-Whitt Alba, to Umted States of Amer-
ica, Health and Human Services. Lysis of trypanosoma crnzi.

4,474,771 G. 424-195.000.

Meidc ft Co., Inc.: Sw
Bddwin, John J., 4,474,781, G. 424-248.570.

Beattie, Thomas R.; and Yang, Shu S., 4,474,806, G. 424-300.000

Goldenberg, Marvin M.; and Keller, Doris L., 4,474,766, G.
424-177.000.

Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,

4,474,751, G. 424-78.000.

Hadam, John L.; Higochi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthnr R.,

4,474,751 G. 42^8.000.
Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,

4,474,753, G. 424-78.000.

Merck Patent Geadlschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
WoDemann, Bruno, Hartner, Hartmut; and Baidonner, Hans,

4,474,987, G. S6442O000.
Merritt, Lauren V.: See-

Miller, Armin; Merritt Lauren V.; and Lindberg. Charles A.,

4,475,130 G. 358-335.000.

Merten, Gerhard: See
Peten, Wolfgang; Raasmann, Christoph; and Merten, Gerhard,
4,474,411,0299-43.000

MetaUfe Company, The: See—
Chappdl, Albert R., 4,474407, G. 222-1.000.

MetaBgeaeUschaft AktiengeseUschaft: See—
Lohrberg, Karl, 4,47^611 G. 204-251000.
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Metz, Rdahard: Stt—
Herr. Dine E.; Metz, Retnhard; Suk, Laddie £.; Wiley, Pfeul R.;

and WincbeU. David F.. M7S,]89, Q. 370^.000.
Metznr, Karl O.: Set—

Bon, Oonter; Metznr, Karl O.; Pfitzaer, Jorg; Schmidt. Delf; and
Zeikr. HamJoacUm. 4.474.762. CL 424-177.000.

Meyer AO Zvrchwil: Set—
Lehmami. Heinz. 4^474.076. G. 74.S73.00R.

Meyer, Danny S., to ACF Indntriea. Incorporated. Valve with pres-
mre energized back wat sealing meant. 4,474.203. CI. 137-72.000.

Meyer, Hairy C: Set—
Tanton. Geone A.; Meyer, Harry C; and Omunds, James F.,

4.475.197. 07372-4.000.
Meyer. John R; and Ouerra. Salvatore. to Ford Motor Company. 01a»
ipandrd MOduct 4,474.8S«,d 42S-426.000.

Mnrer. Wilfred C; Hanen, Robert D.; and Hefner. Robert E., Jr., to
Dow Chemical Coomany, The. Conditioner for flotation of coal.
4,474,619, a. 209-16£00a

Michel. Jamca: 5^»-
Matuoo. Charles A.; Michel, James; and Domagalski, Anthony,

4,474.327. Q. 239-143.000.
^^

Michigan HoMhig Corp.: See—
Perrin. RonaU, 4v474.318. Q. 225-SO.OOO.

Microbiological Applications. Inc.: See—
Cooper. Murray S.. 4,474.734, G. 422-34.000.

Microdot Inc.: Sf^-
Berecz. Imre. 4.474.09a G. 8M31.00a

MwronelicSi Inc.: See
Stem. Kurt 4.47S.09a G. 331-78.000.

Microaenaor Technology Inc.: See-
Terry, Stephen C; and Jerman. John li. 4.474,889, G. 436-161.000.

Middleman, Lee M.; and Doljack. Frank, to Raychem Corporation.
Circuit protection devices comprising PTC element 4.47S.I38, G.
361-S8.000.

Middleton. Leigh R.: See
Dille. Roger M.; Middleton. Leigh R.; Brent. Albert; and Robin.
Allen M., 4.474,381, G. 48-61.000.

DOle, Roger M.; Middleton. Leigh R.; Brent, Albert; and Robin,
Allen M., 4,474.382. G. 484riS0O.

Micssler, Milan H., to International Businesi Machines Corporation.
Ultrasonic probe. 4.474,063, G. 73-626.000.

Mihayashi, Kqji: Sw—
Yudhara. Mono; Mihayashi, Keui; and Ozawa. Takashi. 4,474,870,
G. 430-381.000.

Mikami, Ryuzo; and Nakasuji. Katsuyoshi. to Toray Silicone Company.
Ltd. Primer compotitious. 4.474,930, G. 52S-S07.000.

Mikuni Kogyo KabuaUki Kaisha: See—
Segues. Paul. 4.474.1S5. G. 123-332.000.

Milioti, Joacph: See—
Boolard. Francois; and Milioti. Joseph. 4.474.101. G. 89-l.SOR.

MUlvd, John B.. to Polaroid Corporation. Method and apparatus for
oootroUing exposure by selective use of blocking visible filter.

4.474.441. G. 334413.000.
Miller. Alan L.: See—

Spokas. Romas B.; Sturees. Fred D.; Miller, Alan L.; and Fox,
Robert A., 4,474,082. G. 74-866.000.

Miller, Albert J.; and Kortzcbom, Robert, to Helio-Therm, Ltd. Solar
powered refrigeration unit 4,474,028, G. 62-233.100.

Miller, Armin; Merritt, Lauren V.; and Lindberg, Charles A., to Datt-
copy Corporation. Method and means for the real-time storage of
tanages captured by an electronic scanning camera. 4,473.130. G.
338-333.000.

Miller, Leroy J.: See—
Branlt, Robert O.; and Miller, Leroy J., 4,474,869, G. 430-296.000.

Miller, Lloyd C. Trim for ftbric mounting track system. 4,473,927, G.
24-461.000.

Miller, Mahlon A., to Holiday Rambler Corporation. Travel trailer
awidng. 4,474,403, G. 296-96.000.

Miller, Stephen C: See-
Watkins, Louie W.; and Miller, Stephen C, 4,474,129, G.

114-243.000.

Minhimes, Wayne L.; Murren. Daniel J.; and Nemcoviky, John R., to
AMP Incorporated. Mateable electrical connecton 4,474,417, CL
339-39.0(M.

Mills, Ross N.: See-
Lee, Francis C; Mills, Roas N.; and Talkc, Frank E.. 4.473.1 13. G.

346-1. IOOl

MiUwiteht, Stoddard S.: See—
Rizk. Samir W.; and MiUwright. Stoddard S.. 4.473,163, CL

364-709.000.

Mifaie, David J.: See-
Andrewa. William H.; Mibie. David J.; Movie. RonaM W.; and

Peters. Jamea P., 4,474,736,a 423-122.000.
Miloaevic Milorad L.: See-

Redntovich. Michael; and Miloaevic. Milorad L.. 4.473.062. G.
313-88.000.

Minami, Ryuichi: See—

^^'^^J^S^' M««»i. Ryuichi; and Sukenari. Junzo. 4.474,188,
G. 13O-27.0m.

Minei, MaMyuki: Saf—

*'!^^,'^2"'il!?^i^ Maaayuki; and Horikoshi. TosUo.
4,474.193. G. 132-7.000.

Minmg Tools Div. of Smith International. Inc.: See—
PtakftoOjCletit P.; and Morria. Robert L.. 4.474,488, G.

403-24.000.

Minnesota Mining and Mannftctoring Compaav: See—
Grinder, William K, 4,473,9100. 3-ll00O.
Howells, Richard D.. 4.474,982, 0. 360-223.000
Olyphant Murray. Jr.. 4.473.006. 0. 174-36.000

Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Sugiura. Masamichi. 4.474,434. G. 3SS-14.00R.
Tokumaru. Hisashi. 4.474.439. G. 333-46^)0.

Minvielle, Monique L. S.; Mazoin, Albeit H. F.; Brun. Robert P.;
Chevanne, Sylvain V. L.; and See, Jaoqoes L. A. Droning, irricatint
and dispernng mass. 4,474,305, 0. 405-50.000.

^^
Mirenna, Luigi:Slt«—

Lonisso, Simone; Mirenna. Luigi; and Dal Moro. Anacleta
4,474.805. G. 424-286.000.

~—««,

Misch. Wolfgang: See—
Henning. Manfred; and Misch. Wolfgang. 4^474^154^ O.

123-339.000.

Mischler, Eduard; and Donner. Meinrad. to Maag Gear-Wbeel ft
Machine Co. Ltd. Protective cutoffdevice fbr a gear wheel grindinc
machine. 4,473,971, G. 31-56.000.

•• »
MitcheU, Harry A.: See—

Hagerman. Edward M.; and Mitchell. Harry A., 4^474^845, O.
428-283.000.

Mitrovich. Svetislav: See—
Jongerling, Henry W.; and Mitrovich. Svetislav, 4,474.367. O.

271-197.000.

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: Sw—
Arimoto. Satomi; and Kak^ama, Hirothi. 4.475,018. O. 200-

I48.00R.

Komoto, Haruo; and Hamada. Shigehara. 4^474,321, O
226-113.000.

Mochizuki. Yothinori; Eguchi. Kiyoshi; Ishikawa. Takayodu;
Genba. Yasushi; Tamaru. Shigoni; and Okada. Maaayuki.
4,475.021. G. 200.153.OSC.

^^
Nishida. Koji; and Sashida. Nobuo. 4.475.046. O. 250-551.000.
Okamoto. KouicU; Hirao. Todiiki; and Nomura, Tatsnei.

4,475,052, G. 310-214.000
Takeda, Takao; Ito, Hiroshi; Yamazaki, Hitoshi; Hattofi, AtsusU;
Yamamoto, Seiichiro; and Imai, Jun. 4.475.058, 313493.00O

Miuubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Maki. Hiroya. 4.474.885, G. 436-37.000.
Susukida, Hiroshi; Tsuji, Ichiro; Kawai, Hisataka; Itab, Wtoad;
Yuge, Makoto; Takori, Toshiki; Sahira, Kenabo; and Kojima,
Toshio, 4,474,733. G. 420443.000.

Mitsubishi Kinzoku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Susukida, Hiroshi; Tst^i, Ichiro; Kawai, Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi;
Yuge, Makoto; Takeiri, ToshiU; Sahira, Kosho; and Kojima,
Toshio, 4,474,733, CI. 420443.000.

Mitsubishi Paper Mills, Ltd.: See-
Matsushita. Toshihiko; Hinishi, Shigetoshi; and Morishita, Sadao,

4,474,898, G. 503-203.000.

Mitsuhashi, Masakazu; and Koyama, Shunsaku, to Kabushiki Kaisha
Hayashibara Seibuttu Kagaku Kenkyino. Process fbr the production
of anti-human protein antibody. 4,474J56, G. 424-85.000

Mitsui Engineering ft Shipbuilduig Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamamoto, Takehiko; Nojiri, Michihiko; Kakutani, Kazw^ Mat-

sumura, Yoshikazu; and Ito. Shozo. 4.474.883. 0. 435-162.000.
Mitsui Petrochemical Industries. Ltd.: See—

Hiraoka. Takayuki; and Fujiyoshi. Kenji. 4.474,634, O.
156-244.130

Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals. Incorporated: See-
Honda. Tadatoshi; and Terada, KazuUro. 4,474.969. O

548-508.000.

Miura. Hideki. to Kubushiki Kaisha Daikin Seiaakusho. Ooaed wet
clutch having a breather. 4.474.278, O. 192-1 13.00B.

Miura, Tetsuo: See—
Nishijima, Yasuo; Miura, Tetsuo; TsukakosU, Naoto; Egami,

Kazunari; and Umeda. Tetsuo. 4,475034. O. 38M.000.
Miyake. Akio: See-

Oka. YoaUkazu; Nishikawa. Kohei; and Miyake. Akio. 4.474^692.
G. 26O112.50R.

Miyake. Shinichi; Yanaudaira. Tomio; and Murayama. Akio. to Sanyo
Qectric Co.. Ltd. lOFET Schmitt drcutt 4.475.048. 0. 307-279.000.

Miyanaka, Motoshi; and Toudo. Kenzi. to Hitachi. Ltd. Combustion
controllinA apparatin. 4,474,548, 0. 431-1.000.

Miyasaka, Nobuaki: See—
Onishi, Hiroshi; Inada, KazutoaU; Miyasaka, Nobuaki; Deguchi,

Naoyasu; and Kuroiahi, Masayuki, 4,474^872, 430512.000.
Miyauchi. Katsuki; Kanehori, KeiicU; and Kudo, Tetsnichi, to Hittchi.

Ltd. Lithium oxide-based amorphous ionic conductor. 4,474.686, 0.
252-520.000.

Miyo, TokiUro: See—
Takeda, Koichiro; and Miyo, Tokihiro, 4,475,218. CL 37541.000

Miyoshi, Takahito; Okutu. ToahiiBitu; and Fiijiyama. Maaaaki, to Fn
Photo Fifan Co.. Ltd. Magnetic recording medium. 4.474.843,
428-212.000.

Mizobe, Akio: See—
Genba. Tsuneo; Mizobe, Akio; and Okazaki, MasaU. 4.474^907.a

523-206.000.

Mizokami, Kazunori, to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Diarinagm control
circuit for TTL automatic electronic flash. 4,474,451, CL 3S4418.00O

Mizuguchi, Hiroyuki, to Yamada Dobby Co., Ltd. Positive doMy
machine. 4,474^1, G. 139-71.000.

Mizuno, Tariachika- See—
Matsumoto, Yoshimasa; Mizuno, TadacUka; Sato, Hiddiiro; and
Koyama. Keiui. 4.474.587. 55-71.000
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Mizushima. Hiroahi: See—
Nishikawa, Kxapto-, Kuwazuru. Tomizo; and Mizushima. Hiroshi,

4,474,823, G. 426^3.000.
Mkxkneniec Arthur R.: See—

Haslam, John L.; HigucU. Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,

4,474,731, G. 42^8.000
Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,

4.474.752, O. 424^8.000.
Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec Arthur R.,

4.474.753, G. 42^8.000.
Mobay Chemical Corporation: See—

Sandeftir, Charies W.; and Thomas, Thomas J., 4.474,577, G.
8-526.000.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Bowden. Edgar A.; and PrzybyL Robert V.. 4,475,134, G.

360-69.000.

Braid, Milton; and Horodysky, Andrew G., 4,474,670 O. 252-

32.70E
DolKm, BiUy J.; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, 4,474,408, G. 299-4.000.

Herd, Richard S.; and Horodysky. Andrew G.. 4.474,671. O.
252-33.600.

Herd. Richard S.; and Landis. Phillip S.. 4.474.672, G. 25240.700.
Shu. Winston R., 4,474,237, G. 166-261.000.

Yen, Jeffrey H.; Oiester, Arthur W.; and Garwood, William E.,

4,474,618,0.208-111.000.
Mochizuki, Taketoshi; Kudo, Mitsuo; Arai, Akira; Shono, Keyi; Omori,

Masaichi; and Nishi, Genichiro, to Hitachi, Ltd. Refrigerating appa-
ratus. 4,474,026, O. 62-157.000.

Mochizuki, Yoshinori; Eguchi, Kiyoshi; Ishikawa, Takayoshi; Genba,
Yasushi; Tamaru. Shiiemi; and Okada. Masayuki. to Mitsubishi
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Air circuit breaker. 4.475,021, G. 200-

153.0SC.
Mockovciak, John, Jr., to Grumman Aerospace Corporation. Solar-

powered sun sensitive window. 4,475,031, G. 250-212.000.

Modular Systems, Inc: See-
Welch, Montgomery J., 4,474,493, G. 403405.000.

MofRtt, Btyan S.: See-
James, Dennis B.; Moflitt, Bryan S.; and Smith, Douglas C,

4,475,191, G. 37085.000.
Molden, Werner and Pohlenz, Hans, to Stabilus GmbH. Shock ab-

sorber unit 4,474.271, G. 1 88-280000.
Molins Limited: See—

Labbc Francis A. M., 4,474,511, O. 406-70.000.

Momiyama, Kikuo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Focus detection de-
vice. 4,474,448, G. 354407.000.

Monari, Flaminio. Device for laying and stretching waterproof covct-
ing sheets. 4,473,982, G. 52-222.000.

Monji, Nobuo: See—
Kuo, Joseph S. C; and Monji, Nobuo, 4.474,758, G. 424-92.000.

Monsanto Company: See—
D'Amico, John J., 4,474,965, G. 548-165.000.

Hobbs, Charles F., 4,474,897, G. 502-242.000.

Keel. BiUy L.; Klaus, Irvin S.; and Oftedahl, Marvin L., 4,474,985,
O. 564-216.000.

Makin, Earle C, 4,474,994. G. 568438.000.
Rice Arthur W., 4.474.586, G. 55-16.000.

Richardson, John C, 4,474.938. G. 528-176.000.
Montedison S.pA.: See—

Bosone, Enrica, and Oozzo, Franco, 4,474,980, G. 560124.000.
Gerfaardt, Werner, and Lehmann, Rudolf, 4,474,807, O.

424-300.000.

Lorusso, Simone; Mirenna, Luigi; and Dal Moro, Anacleto,
4,474,805, G. 424-286.000.

Mootres Rado S.A.: See—
Gogniat, Paul, 4,474,482, G. 368-294.000.

Moore, William S.; Hawkes, Robert C; and Holland. Geoffirey N., to
Picker International Limited. Nuclear magnetic resonance detector.

4.475.084. G. 324-309.000.

Mor. Uri; and Rudolfer. David, to Limat Metal Polishing Ltd. Electro-
polishing system. 4.474,660 G. 204-213.000.

Mordne, George S.: See-
Gilbert, Ronald E.; and Morduc George S., 4,474,315, G.

222-629.000.

Mori, Tomoyuki: See—
Fujita, Eiichi; Nagao, Yoshimitsu; Mori, Tomoyuki; Murayama,

Chieko; and Asao, Tetsuji, 4,474,814, 0. 424-324.000.
Mongochi, Haruhiko: See—

Omoii Takashi; Moriguchi. Haruhiko; Seto. Tadao; Shimazaki,
Yoshikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitsu; and Inui. Toshiharu, 4.474.844.

G. 428-216.000.

Morihata. MicMyo: See—
Ariura. Shunsuke; Ogata. Tadashi; Kashima. Norie; and Morihata.
MicMyp, 4,474,5700. 604-20.000.

Morikawa, Hisashi: See—
Fukuda, Hideki; Morikawa, Hisashi; and Nakatani. Hideki. de-

ceased. 4.474,051, G. 73-19.000.

Morimoto, Shi|^: See—
Tamai, Masaharu; Morimoto, Shigeo; Adachi, Takashi; ^uma,

Kiyoshi; Hanada, Kazunori; and Omura, Sadafiimi, 4,474,8w, O.
424-278.000.

Morinaga, Tsuyoshi: See—
Kunishigc Etsumi; and Morinaga, Tsuyoshi, 4,474,882, O.
435-141000.

Morishima, Norihisa: See—
Aya, Masahiro; Saito, Junichi; Yasui, Kazuomi; Shiokawa, Koza,

Morishima, Norihisa; and Goto, Toshio, 4,474,600 G. 71-92.000.

Morishita, Sadao: See-
Matsushita, Toahihika, Hirsithi. Shigetoshi; and Morishita. Sadao,

4,474,898, O. 303-203.000.

Morita, Kazuyoihi, to Kanebo Ltd. High-molecular-weight substance
having desmutagenic activity extracted from the root orburdock. and
process for separating and purifying said substance. 4,474,771, O.
424-195.000.

Morita, Yoshiyasu: See—
Yauchi, Akihiro; Nishihara, Minoru; Fukui, Kunihiro; Kawashima,

Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoshiyasu, 4,474,651. O. 204-34.000.

Moriwaki, Masanori:See—
Katoh, Michio; Abe, Tadashi; and Moriwaki, Masanori, 4,474,981,

O. 560-205.000.

Moriyama, Masao. Mixing apparatus. 4,474,475, O. 366-85.000.

Morr, Gary F.: See-
Curtis, Earl C; and Morr. Gary F., 4,475.198. O. 372-23.000.

Morris. Robert L.: See—
Pinkerton, Getis P.; and Morris, Robert L., 4,474,488, O.

403-24.000.

Morris, Thomas J., to Zenith Electronics Corporation. CRT Article of
manufscture and process therefore. 4,475,057, O. 313-461.000.

Morrison, Lowen R., Jr.; and Phillips, John H., to Procter ft Gamble
Company, The. Accelerated decaffeination process. 4,474,821, O.
426-428.000.

Morrone, Joseph A., HI, to Adecon, Inc. Adjustable split-ring key tag.

4,474,043, CI. 7O456.00R.
Morse, David G. P.: See-

Chamberlain, Frederick A. W.; and Morse, David G. P., 4,474,103,

O. 91-369.00A.
Morton, Arthur W., to Conoco Inc. Flow line bundle and method of
towing same. 4,474,307, G. 405-158.000.

Moser, Kenneth R., to Allied Corporation. Electitmically tunable
niicrostrip antenna. 4,475,108, G. 343-700.0MS.

Moss, Theron C; Boring, Earl; Tomm, Erwin; and Hjdlum, Jerry, to
SECO Industries, Inc. Pivot handle for dust mops and the like.

4,473,918, G. 1S-144.00R.

Mosset, Alain: See—
Galy, Jean; Mosset, Alain; and Lecantc Pierre, 4,475,225, O

378-88.000.

Motorola, Inc.: See—
Batlivala, Percy P.; Kommmsch, Richard S.; and Chapman, Ro-

nald H., 4,475,243, O. 455-22.000.

Batlivala, Percy P.; and Kommmsch, Richard S.. 4,475.246, G.
455-18.000.

Epsom, Robert L.; and Kommrusch, Richard S., 4,475,092, O.
333-206.000.

Noufer, Glenn E, 4,475,030, G. 307475.000.
Parker, Norman W., 4,474,061, 0. 73-149.000.

Mottaghy, Khosrow: See—
Schmid-Schonbein, Holger, Mottaghy, Khosrow; and Myrenne,

Heinz, 4,474,538. O. 417-53.000.

Mowbray, Dorian F., to Lucas Industries Public Limited Company.
Liquid fuel pumping apparatus. 4,474,138, CI. 123458.000.

Mowbray, Dorian F.: See-
Skinner, Robert T. J.; and Mowbray, Dorian F., 4,474,157, G.

123450.000.

Moyle, Ronald W.: See-
Andrews, William H.; Milne, David J.; Moyle, Ronald W.; and

Peters, James P., 4,474,736, G. 423-122.000.

Mross,WoirD.:See-
Hoelderich, Wolfgang; Marosi, Laszlo; Mross, Wolf D.; and
Schwarzmann, Matthias. 4.474.741, O. 423-329.000.

MueUer, Gerhard: See—
Mugrauer, Hubert; Mueller, Gerhard; and De Carli, Friedrich,

4,474,567, O. 493410.000.

Mueller, Robert L.; and Schroeder, George O., to American Can
Company. Polycarbonate coated films. 4,475,241, O. 383-113.000.

Mugrauer, Hubert; Mueller, Gerhard; and De Carli, Friedrich, to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Paper stacker for a pre-folded continu-

ous paper web. 4,474,567, G. 493410.000.
Muhlbach, Anton, to USM Corporation. Swing beam press having a

stationary column. 4,474,097, CI. 83-527.000.

Mukunoki. Yasuo: See— >

Maekawa, Yukio; Mukunoki. Yasuo; and Sugimoto. Naohiko.
4,474,873, O. 430528.000.

MuUer, Gunhild: See—
Amon, Ruth; Shapira, Michal; and MuHer, Gunhild, 4,474,757, 0.

424-88.000.

MuUer, Hans K. Imection mold nozzle with filtering function.

4,474,333, O. 239-590.000.

Muller, Heinz; RafTel, Reiner, and Althausen, Ferdinand, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft; and Maschinenfabrik ft Hennecke GmbH. Am»-
ratus for producing a reaction mixture. 4,474,310, O. 222-145.000.

Muller, Horst to Dr. Otto C. Strecker Kommanditgeselbchaft Knife
holder for a longitudinal sUtter. 4,474,096, O. 83-M2.000.

MuUins, James N., Jr. Ice making. 4.474,023, O. 62-137.000.

Munn, Robert B. Electric power generator and system. 4,475,075, G.
322-1.000.

Murad, Ferid; and Lewicki, John A., to Ldand Stanford Junior Univer-
sity, Board of Trustees of The. Two^ite immunoassays using mono-
clonal antibodies of different chases or subclasses and test kits for

performing same. 4,474,892, O. 436-513.000.

Murakami, Hiroyuu: See—
Kawabata, Takashi; Kawamura, Masaharu; and Murakami,

Hiroyasu. 4,474,447, 0. 354406.000.

452-226 O.G.-84-I8
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Mmkaim, YoUytio: See—
Naiaao, Noriaki; Nakano, Kohii; Shibanuma, Tadao: and
Mnrakami. Yukiyam. 4.474.779. CI. 424-246.000.

Munoiatia, Toyojifo: 5w—
laafi, Toduo; laooe. Maayuki; and Muramatsu. Toyojiro,

4.474,798, Q. 424-274.00a
Mann Boki Kaboahiki Kaidia: Set—

Mono. Yoddo, 4,474.323. 0. 414-331.00a
Mono. Yoahio. toMmo BoU Kaboahiki Kaiaha. Yarn package storage
appoMB. 4,474.323, Q. 414.33I.00a

Mnnta Manafiwtaring Co.. Ltd.: Sep—
KikvcU, AUluo, 4,473,097. Q. 336-192.000.

Mnrayama, AUo: Sap—
Miyake. Shinicfai; Yaaagidaiia, Tomio; and Mnrayama, Akio,

4,473.048, a. 307.279.fibO.

Mnrayama. Cbkko: See—
FiUita, Eikhi; Nagao, Yoahimitsu; Mori, Tomoyuki; Murayama,
CUeko; and Aaao. Tetsiui. 4.474.814, Q. 424-324.000.

Murphy, Patrick; Roundy, Bertan J.; and Wood, Stuart K., to Boeing
Cooqiaay. The. CoUi^Ale cowl ttmcturc for gas-turbine engine
•tniL 4,474X6, Q. 241-34.000.

Mnriay, Kendm O. D., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Non-volatile
lemicoBductor memory circuits. 4,473,177, Q. 363-182.000.

Murray, Michad V.: See-
Lewis, Leoo L.; and Murray, Michad V., 4,474,669, a. 232-23.000.

Murren, Danid J.: See—
Mifflumea, Wayne L.; Murren, Danid J.; and Nemcovsky, John R.,

4,474,417, a. 339-39.00M.
Muagrove, Robert Q., to LTV Aerospace and Defence Company.
Tandem fta series flow VSTOL nopulsion system. 4,474,343, a.
244.33.00R. .

Mnduake, Naohiko: See-
Kfuchi, Hiroahi; Kurahashi, TakayuU; Moshiake, Naohiko; and
Tamgnchi, Yoichi. 4,474,473, 0. 366-73.000.

Mnsso, Mario, to Donadio, Giovanni, a part interest. Hydraulic demol-
idung rock driD. 4,474.248. Q. 173-I7.00a

Myert. E Gary: Sap-
Story. Julian R.; and Myen. E. Gary, 4,474.683, a. 232-369.000.

Myreme, Heinz: Sep—
Schfflid-Schonbein, Holger, Mottaghy, Khosrow; and Myitnne,
Hdnz, 4.474.338. Q. 417-33.000.

Nagai. Kouichi:Sf»—
Oihima, Hiroyo; Kojima. Yutaka; Kobayashi. Yukitx and Nagai,

Kouichi. 4,474,839, Q. 428-481.00a
Nafanawa, Hiraslii:Ser—

Umexawa, Hamaa, Takeochi, Tomio; Naganawa, Hiroshi; linuma,
HiroQobo; and Kummoto, Setsuko. 4.474,880, Q. 433-129.000.

Nagano, Katsumi, to Tokyo Shibaura Dedd Kabushiki Kaisha. Current
contrd circuit 4,473,077, Q. 323-312.000.

Nagano, Katsomi, to Tokyo Shibaura Dedd Kabushiki Kaisha. Voluge
Mkmer circuit 4,473,087, Q. 330-288.000.

Nagano, Noriaki; Nakano, Kerfyi; Shibmiuma. Tadao; and Murakami,
Yddyasu. to Yamanoochi Pharmaceuticd Co.. Ltd. Cephdosporin
compounds. 4.474,779, Q. 424-246.000.

Nagao, YosUmitsn: See
Fujita, Eiichi; Nagao, Yoshmtitsu; Mori, Tomoyuki; Murayama,
CUeka. and Aaao, Tetsuji. 4,474,814, Q. 424-324.000.

Nagase, Hiroahi: Sei^
Otaoo, Kiyotaka; Nagase, Hiroahi; Matsumoto, Kaznhisa; and

Nidno, Shintaro, 4,474,802, a. 424.283.000.
Nagd, Frederick W., Jr. Scissors positioned vacuum haiicuttina aopa-

ratus and method. 4,473,943, a. 30-133.000.

Ndto. Hiddd; Hara, Hiroahi; Aono, Toshiaki; and Sato, Kozo, to Fuji
Photo Fifan Ca, Ltd. Heat-developable color photonaphic materid.
4,474,867, Q. 430-203.000.

Ndto, Takaynki: See—
Kamadu, H^jime; Okumura, Jun; Naito, TakayukL and Oka.
MasaUsa, 4,474,934, O. 344-24.000.

N^lmr, Stamsbv; Jerman, Zdenek; and Krdicek. Jarodav, to Vysoka,
skohi chemtko-technologicka. Process of purification of magnesic
raw materid. 4,474,737, a. 423-133.000.

Nakagi, Imp: See-
Sato, Soichi; Maeda, Shuzt^ and Nakagi, Junji. 4,474,937, Q.

344-192.000

Nakijima, Hidemasa: Sep—
Masoda, Sdidu; Umeda, Yoichi; Matsuo, Tohni; Taga, MasayukL
and Nakiufana, Hidemasa. 4,474,603, Q. 73-60.000.

Nakaiima, KaOi: Skip—
Sato, Akio; Nakiumia, Ke^ji; Takahara, Yoshimaaa; Kiiima,

Shizumasa; Inai. Yuichi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, Yo-
duyuki; and Tsurum, Tomio, 4,474,881. a. 433-136.000.

Nabuima, Shigem; and Osdd. Masahiko, to Japan Edan Company,
Ijinited Method of regenerating gels for use in liquid chromatocra-
phy. 4,474,663,a 2lS63r00a -^ "^ »"

Nakama, Kttsnmi; Yamashita, Hiroaki; Kuroda, Hirotsugu; and Ka-
•Wnoto, Mikio, to Toho Bedon Co., Ltd. * Teijin Chemicals Ltd.
Carbon fiber and resin composition reinforced by the same. 4,474,906,
CL 323-20S.00O

Nakamnra, Hiddd; Meguro, Takaahi; and Hand. Noboru. to Hitachi
Mgy^LtAMethpdrfprodndng high-grade metd or alloy powder.

Nakamura, Miduhiro: See—
Yana ^ MakotK); and Nakamura, Michihiro, 4,474,183, a.

128-633.000

Nakamura, Tadahiko: See—
Kihara, Nobutodii; and Nakamura, Tadahiko, 4,473,133, a.

364-143.000.

Nakane, Hisaahi; Nakayama, Muneo; Hashimoto, Akira; and Nishimura,
Toahihiro, to Tokyo Denahi Kapku Co., Ltd. Method fbr pattern-
wise etching of a metallic coating fflm. 4,474,642, CL 136443.000.

Nakano, Kohp: See—
Nagano, Noriaki; Nakano, Kohji; Shibanuma, Tadao; and
Murakami. Yukiyasu. 4.474,779, CI. 424-246.000.

Nakao, Fumie; KaUyama, Nobudd; Kato, Shyogo; and Yamamoto,
Takashi, to Toyott Jidoaha Kogyo Kabiishiki K^ha. Transmission
with an apparatus fbr preventing a reverse gear from disengaging
from the meshed position. 4.474,074, a. 74-462.000.

Nakasuji, Katsuyoshi: See—
Mikami. Ryuzo; and Nakasuji, Katsuyoshi, 4,474,930, Q.

323-307.000.

Nakatani, Hiddd, deceased: See-
Fukuda, Hiddd; Morikawa, Hisashi; and Nakatani, Hideki. de-

ceased, 4,474,051, a. 73-19.000.

Nakatani. Tohru, Iqgd representative: See—
Fukuda, Hideki; Morikawa, Hisashi; and Nakatani, Hideki, de-

ceased, 4,474,031. a. 73-19.000.
Nakauchi, Kenji; and SUraishi, Atsushi, to Fuji Photo Fihn Co., Ltd.

Positioning and bonding method. 4,474,306, CL 220-339.000.
Nakayama, Muneo: See—

Nakane, Hisashi; Nakayama, Muneo; Hashimoto, Akira; and Ni-
shimura, Toahihiro, 4,474,642, Q. 136-643.000.

Nakayama. Shigeo: See—
Komatsuzaid, Hiroshi; Sekine, Jiro; Nakayama, Shigeo; Takamura,

Masashi; Hara, Hiroshi; and Kameyama, Nobuyuki, 4,474,443,
a. 334-212.000.

Ndepa, Christopher J., to Ethyl Corporation. Preparation of dkanedi-
ols. 4,473,004, Q. 368-863.000.

Naoi, Takashi: See—
Hatakeyama, Akira; Naoi, Takashi; and Tatsuta, Sumitaka.

4.474,871, a. 430423.000.
Narumiya, Yoshikazu: See—

Ishmo, Ken; Hadtimoto, Yasuo; and Narumiya, Yoshikazu,
4.474,676, Q. 232-62.340.

Naruse, Akisuke; Hosono, Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and Kajiyama,
Shigem, to Hitachi. Ltd.; and Hitachi Engineering Ca, Ltd Ultra-
sonic flaw detector. 4,474,064, a. 73-622.000.

Nasu, Koji: See—
Tanaka, Michio; Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, 4,474,934, Q.

528-43.000.

Nater, Charies, to Fuji Photo FUm Co., Ltd. Magnetic time cartridge
with spring biased roller. 4,474.342, G. 242-192.000.

Nationd Research Development Coriwration: See—
McDonach, Alasten McKelvie, James; and Walker, Colin A^

4,474,466, a. 356-32.000.

Nationd Semiconductor Corporation: See-
Chen. Carson, 4,475,167, Q. 364-757.000.

Kldn, Thomas; and Boettcher, Charles E.. 4.475.118. a.
357-23.600.

Nationd Starch and Chemicd Corporation: See—
Grinacoff. Ernest J.. 4.474.915. Q. 524-111.000

Navoczynski, Stanley J., to Budd Company. The. Fastenmg device.
4.474.517,0.411-45.000.

Nazar. Robert C. Portable chair with insulated seat cooler. 4.474.407.
a. 297-192.000.

NCR Corporation: See—
Tun, Raymond A.; Topich, James A.; and Dickman, John E.

4.473,941, a. 29-578.000.

Neal. John A.: See-
Taylor, Thomas M., 4,475,244, Q. 455-42.000.

Ned, John W., Jr.; Klun, Jerome A.; Schwarz, Meyer; and Leonhaidt,
Barbara A., to United States of America, Agriculture. Bagworm
moth attractant and plant protectant 4,474,755, CI. 424-84.000.

Ned, Norman. Combination bobber and fish hook remover. 4,473,966,
a. 43-43.100.

Nearpass, Gary A.; and Krauae, Wdter O., to Parker-Hanniffai Corpo-
ration. Filter dryer. 4,474,661, CI. 210-437.000.

Nederlandse Centrak Organisatie Voor To^epast-Natuurwetenachap-
pelijk Onderzoek: See—
CoUet Peter J., 4,474,031, Q. 62-324.200

Nederlandse Onttinnings-fabriiek B.V.: See—
Giezen, Hendrik, 4,474,655, Q. 204-121.000.

Nelson, Ardiur W.; and Ragland, James H., to Shell California Produc-
tion Inc. Once-through steam generator. 4,474,011, CL 60448.000

Nemcovsky, John R.: See—
Millhimes, Wayne L.; Murren, Danid J.; and Nemcovsky, John R.,

4,474,417, a. 339-59.00M.
Nemes, Andras:Se»—

Szantay. Csaba; Szabo, Liyoa; Kdaus, Gyorgy; Krddl, Janos;
Czibula, Laszio; Visky, Gyorgy; Nemes, Andras; and Farkas nee
Kiriyak. Maria, 4,474,960 Q. 546-70.000.

Neri, Rudolph O.; and Topliss, John G., to Schering Corporation.
Pharmaceuticd preparations comprising flutamide. 4,474^813, CI.
424-324.000.

Neroni, Peter J.; Stevens, Robert E; and Byers, Joe L., to Dayco
Corporation. Vacuum cleaning tool adapter with electricd control
means. 4,473,923, Q. 15-377.066.

Nestor, Charles R., to Generd Motors Corporation. Electricd connec-
tor for flexible printed circuits. 4,474,420, CL 339-1 I6.0MF.
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Neubuser, Siegnur, Dose, Peter, and Herrig, Friedhehn, to ECH. Will

(GmbH A Co.). Apparatus for accumulating stacks of paper sheets or

the Uke. 4,474,093, CI. 83-71.000.

Neustadt Bernard R.: See-
Smith, Elizabeth M.; DoU. Ronald J.; and Neustadt Bernard R..

4.474.786. O. 424-256.000.

Newkirk, John B., to Denver Surgicd Developments, Inc. Antenatd
diunt 4.474,569, Q. 604-8.000.

Newport News Shipbuikling ft Dry Dock Co.: See—
McGuire. William L., Jr.; Paxton. Gerald E; and Wheeler, Dou-

gals M., 4,475,028, Q. 219-130.510

Neyer, Jean-Marie: See—
Bujadoux, Kard; Neyer, Jean-Marie; and Houzeaux, Jean-Pierre,

4,474,703, a. 260429.500.

Nicholson. Margie M.; and WeismuUer, Thomas P., to Rockwell Inter-

nationd Coqmration. Chemicd color conversion of electrochromic

dispUy materid. 4,474,433, CI. 350-357.000.

Nicholson, Peter. Apparatus and method for recmding holographic

hnages of human subjects. 4,474,421, 0. 350-3.600.

Nifieo Inc.: See—
Kimura. Shigem, 4,474,393, Q. 292-171.000.

Nihon Medi-Physics Co., Ltd.: See—
Ueda, Noboo; Kondo, Susumu; and Hazue, Masaaki, 4,474,984, CI.

564-19i)00.

Nihon Tokushu Noyaku Seizb K.K.: See—
Aya, Masahiro; Sdto, Junichi; Yasui, Kazuomi; Shiokawa, Kozo;
Moriduma, Norihisa; and Goto, Toshio, 4,474,600, a. 71-92.000.

Nippon Carburetor Company, Ltd.: See—
Horiuchi, Tomofiisa; and Nishi, Yoshiaki, 4,474,152, Q.

123-339.000.

Nippon Dyenig Machine Mfg. Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamada, Kazuo, 4,474,039, a. 68-177.000.

Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
linuma, Kazumoto, 4,475,127, CI. 358-260.000.

Kaede, Kazuhisa, 4.474.425. 0. 350-96. 160.

Nishljima, Yasuo; Miura. Tetsuo; Tsukakoshi. Naoto; Egami,

Kazunari; and Umeda, Tetsuo, 4,475,234, Q. 382-1.000.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kondo, Masao, 4,474,100 O. 84434.000.

Ohno, Juiyi, 4,475,007, 0. I74-52.0FP.

Nippon Kagakn K.K.: See—
Kusaka. Yosuke, 4,474,449, Q. 354408.000.

Nippon Kayaku Kabushiki Kabha: See—
Takaluishi, Setsuzo; Inoue, Hideo; Otake, Hideo; and Senoo, Hiro-

dii, 4,474,696, Q. 260-153.000.

Nippon Oil Company, Limited: See—
Uemura, Seiichi; Yamamoto, Shunichi; Hirose, Takao; Takashima,

Hirodd; and Kato, Osamu, 4,474,617, 0. 208-22.000.

hTippon Oil and Fats Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamaoka, Tsuguo; Koseki, Kenichi; and Goto, Yoshitaka,

4,474,868, a. 430-281.000.

Ni^on Soken, Inc.: See—
Idogaki, Takaharu; Kawai, Hiaasi; Hattori, Kyo; and Sakurai,

lUzuhiro, 4,474,149, Q. 123-308.000.

Nippon Sted Coiporation: See—
Kanemoto, kuchitaka; Yoshida, Torn; Ueda, Yuziro; and Isogami,

Katsuyuki, 4,474,361, Q. 266-96.000.

Nippon Suisan Kaisha, Ltd.: See—
Nishikawa, Kenjiro; Kuwazuru, Tomizo; and Mizushima, Hiroahi,

4,474,823, Q. 426443.000.

Nippon Telmaph * Telephone Public Corporation: See—
Kanayama, Hideaki, 4,475,174, Q. 364-900.000.

Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd.: See—
Hokari, HiroaU; and Imdiumi, SUro, 4,474,122, CI. 110-347.000.

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Kawamura, Michio; Kato, Takeshi; and Yoshizawa, Yoshikazu,

4,475,221, a. 377-13.000.

Yoshida, Hitoshi; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Atsumi, Morihiro;

Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,475,029, O.
219-270.000.

Nisato, Dino; and Boveri, Sergio, to SANOFI. Thiodkylamide of

nicotinic acid 1-ozide, its saltt, and pharmaceuticd compositions.

4,474,790 a. 424-266.000.

Nishi, Genichiro: See—
Mochizuki, Taketoshi; Kudo, Mitsua, And, Akira; Shono, Keyi;

Omori, Masaichi; and Nishi, Genichiro, 4,474,026, 0. 62-157.000.

Nishi, Takayoahi, to Fujitsu Limited. Mechanism for adjusting verticd

angle. 4,474,352, Q. 248456.000.

HUtd, Yoshiaki: See—
Horiuchi. Tomofiaa; and Nishi. Yoshiaki, 4,474,152, O.

I23-339.00O

Nishida. Koji; and Sashida, Nobuo, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki

Kdsha. Inhion equipment for light ignition thyristors. 4,475,046, 0.
250-551.000.

Nishdiara, Minora: See—
Yaochi, Akihiro; Niduhara, Minora; Fukui. Kunihiro; Kawashima,

Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoduyasu, 4,474,651, Q. 204-34.000

Nishyima, Yasuo; Mhira, Tetsu(^ Tsukakoahi, Naoto; Egami. Kazunari;

and Umeda, Tetsuo, to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Binary pattern

dgnd producing apparatus for opticd character recognition.

4,475034,a 382-1.000.

Nisfaik^va, Kayin^ Kuwazura, Tomizo; and Mizushima, Hiroshi, to

Nippon Suisan Kaisha, Ltd. Method of foradng fillets. 4,474,823, Q.
426443.000.

Nidukawa, Kohd: See-
Oka. Yodiikazu; Nidiikawa, Kohd; and Miyake, Akio, 4,474,692,

a260-112.50R.
Nishimura, Masanori: See—

Tatsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabiiki, Fiyio; and Kusakabe, Tomio,
4,473,935, Q. 29429.000.

Nishimura, Sadahiko: See—
Makimoto, Toshio; and Nishimura, Sadahiko, 4,475,107, CL 343-

700.0MS.
Nidiimura, Toshihiro: See— '^

Nakane, Hisashi; Nakayama, Muneo; Hashimoto, Akira; and Ni-

shimura, Toshihiro, 4,474,642, O. 156-643.000.

Nnhio, Shintaro: See—
Ohno, Kiyotaka; Nagase, Hiroshi; Matsumoto. Kazuhisa; and

Nishio, Shintaro, 4,474,802, Q. 424-285.000.

Niahizawa, Jun-ichi; Konishi, Masahiro; Fujimura, Ikuo; and
Shimanuki, Koji, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Image storage device.

4,475,131, CI. 358-335.000.

Nissan Motor Company, Limited: See—
Horiuchi, Tomofiisar and Nishi, Yoshiaki, 4,474,152, Q.

123-339.000.

Kikuchi, Kazuhira 4.474,148, Q. 123-195.00H.

Komatsu, Hirodii, 4,473,931, Q. 29-I56.80R.

Matsuno, Yoshio; and Hosaka, Tokuichiro, 4,474,391, CI.

280-752.000.

Shimizu, Yutaka; and Sakuma, Harumi, 4,474,146, O. 123-90.340.

Sugano, Kazuhiko; and Iwanaga, Kazuyoshi, 4,474,084, Q.
H-869.000.

Noe, Renato R. Mechanicd sed plugs, for fluid-sealing of tubea.

4,474,216, a. 138-89.000.

Noffke, Tim J., to IngersoU Equipment Co., Inc. Vdve control linkage.

4,474,357. Q. 251-233.000.

Noguchi, Toyota, to Matsushita Electric Industrid Co., Ltd. FSK Data
transcdver. 4,475,216, Q. 37545.000.

Nojiri Michihiko: See—
Yamamoto, Takehiko; Nojiri, Michihiko; Kakutani, Kazuo; Mat-

sumura, Yoshikazu; and Ito, Shozo, 4,474,883, CI. 435-162.000.

Nomura, Tatsud: See—
Okaisioto, Kouichi; Hirao, Toshiki; and Nomura, Tatsoei,

4,475,052, a. 3IO-214.000.

Noranda Mines Limited: See—
LeRoy, Rodney L.; Renaud, Richard; and Janjua, Mohammed B.

I., 4,474,656, Q. 204-129.000.

Nordson Corporation: See—
Petreoca, Petar J., 4,474,311, Q. 222-146.500.

Nordvall, Jan: See—
Blomkvist Kent; and Nordvall, Jan, 4,474,069, G. 73-862.690.

Norsk Hydro a.s.: See—
Ihle, Knut 4,474,523, G. 414-144.000.

North American PhiUps Corporation: See—
Arora, Mulk R., 4,474,657, G. 204-129.750.

North American Philips Lighting Corporation: See—
Bhdb, Ranbir S.; Tallet Joae E; and Efans, Robert T., 4,475,065,

G. 315-307.000.

Northern Telecom Limited: See-
Abe, Koichi, 4,474,469, G. 356-399.000.

Mariani, Renato, 4,473.952, G. 33-169.00B.

Schmidt Peter J., 4,474,825, G. 427-1O000.

Willemsen. Herman W. P.; and Este, Grantley O., 4,475,033, G.
250-227.000.

Yataki, Masamichi, 4,474,426, G. 350-96.230.

Norton Company: See—
Graber, David P.. 4,474,585, G. 51-298.000.

Lauga, GOIes J., 4,474,164, G. 125-16.00R.

Noufer, Glenn E, to Motorola, Inc. TTL To CMOS input buffer.

4,475,050, G. 307475.000.

Novak. Enieat R., to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company. Poly-

annde compositions toughened with crosriinked acrylic robber.

4.474.927. G. 525-66.000.

Novitsky. Julia A. Hdr net strip. 4,474,194, G. 132-38.000

NSK Warner K.K.: See-
Ono, Katsuyasu, 4,473,926, G. 24-196.000.

Numazawa, Akio; Satoh, HirtAi; and Kikuchi, Kenichi, to Toyota
Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Suspension for automobile. 4,474,363, G.
267-34.000.

Nylen, Ulf, to Gambro Lundia AB. Method for the recovery ofpeptide-
cntifiwiiiff compound and means therefor. 4,474,690, G. 260-

112.00R.
*

O'Brien, Robert N.; McOrmond, PhiUp M.; Hocking. Martin B.; and
Thornton, Kenneth R., to University of Victoria. Erythrocyte set-

tling rata meter. 4,474,056, G. 7341.400.

Occidentd Chemicd Corporation: See—
Annis, Myion C, 4,474,685, G. 25^5O3.00O.

McKaveney, James P.; and Simpson, Venon P., 4,474,606, G.
106-1.170.

OftedahL Marvin L.: See-
Keel, Billy L.; Klaus, Irvin S.; and OfledaU, Marvin L., 4,474,985,

G. 564-216.000.

Ogaki. Koji; Akanuma, Shigetakr, Takada, Yodunori; Ojiro, YoaUtaka;

and Harada, Shigem, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seise' iho.

Power-driven, wedgeKwerated rock splitter. 4.474,4io, CL
299-23.000.

Ogata, Tadaahi: See—
Ariura, Shunsuke; 0«ata, Tadashi; KasUma. Norie; and Morihata,

Michiyo, 4,474,5700. 604-20.000
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Oawa, Ryota; and Ant, Yasunori, to Anhi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaidia. Variable magnification type optical copier in which the
copying ase can be increaaed or decreaaed. 4,474,462, G. 3S5-M.000.

Ogunia, Kiyoahi: &»—
Tanai, Maaaharu; Morimoto, SUgeo; Adachi, Takashi; Oguma,
KiyaaU; Hanada, Kazunori; and Omora, SadaJfiimi, 4,474,800, Q.
424-278.000.

Ohki. Yoahimaia: Si»-
KobayaaU, Hiroyuki; OhU, Yoahimaia; Toyoda, Yukio; and
Akanki. banu. 4.473.938. O. 29-M9.00L.

Ohmoto, Yarakaza: Sf»—
Shimiza, Pomio; Ohmoto. Yamkazu; and Imagawa, Kenichi,

4,474.734, Q. 424-83.000.

Obao, 3vap, to Nippon OakU Seizo Kabushiki Kaiaha. Method of
nomting wmicoadactor chip for producing lemioonductor device
and a cmp^npporting member uied therdn. 4,473,007, CI. 174-

iUOPP.
Obao, Kiyotaka; Nagaae. Hiroaht; Matramoto. Kazuhisa; and Nishio,

Shintaro. to Tony Indnstries, Inc. 3.6.7-Trinor-4,8-inter-m-pheny-

lene proataglandin I2 derivativea uwflil in anti-ulcer, hypotensive and
platdet aggregation inhibiting compontions. M74,802, a.

Ohta, Ryoso; Itoh. Takehiro; Toyothima, Hiahayoahi; and Yoshikawa,
Jun, to Kubou Tekko Kahmiiiki Kaiaha. Method of producing a
channeled plaitic pipe with cloaed channel end*. 4.474,726, a.
264-316.000.

Oiihi, Shiro; and Shinozaki, Matattugu. to Hitachi, Ltd. I/O Adapter
with direct memory access to I/O control information. 4,473.133, CI.
364-20a000.

Ojiro, Yoshitaka: Sw—
Ogaki, Koji; Akanuma, Shigetake; Takada. Yoshinori; Qiiro. Yo-

shitaka: and Harada, Shi|^ 4.474.41a O. 299-23.000.

(Xa. MasaUsa: Si«—
KamacU, H^jime; Okumura, Jun; Naito. Takayuki; and Oka,

Masahisa. 4.474,934, O. 344-24.000.

Oka. Yoahikazu; NisUkawa. Kohei; and Miyake, Akio, to Takeda
Chemical Industries, Ltd. L-A]anyl-N-(indan-2-yl)glycine. its esters
and sails thereof. 4.474.692. G. 260-1 12.30R.

Okada. Masayuki: Si«^
MocUzuki, Yoshinori; Eguchi. Kiyoshi; Ishikawa. Takayoshi;
Genba. Yasushi; Tamaru, Shigemi; and Okada. Masayuki.
4.473.021. a. 20O-133.0SC.

Okada, Yosbiyuki; and Sato. Yasuo, to Takeda Chemical Industries,
Ltd. Pyrazol'4-yl phosphates and inaecticidal and acaricidal use.
4.474.773. Q. 4M-aO.00O.

Okamoto, Kouichi; Hirao. Toshiki; and Nomura, Tatsuei, to Mitsubishi
DenU Kaboahiki Kaisha. Air gap winding routing electric machine.
4,473,032. a. 310-214.000.

Okamoto. Yoahio: Si»-
Iwai, Kaznmi; Shinozaki, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue, Hiro-

shi; Knnufl, Yoshifnmi; and Yamazaki, Shigeyuki, 4.474.331. Q.
431-331.000.

Okazaki. Masaki: Si»-
Gcnba. Tsuneo; Mizobe, Akio; and Okazaki, Masaki. 4,474,907, Q.

323-206.00a
Okumura, Jun: See—

Kamachi, Hajimr. Okumura. Jun; Naito, Takayuki: and Oka.
Masahisa. 4.474.934, Q. 344-24.000.

Okutu, Toshimitu: S«»—
Miyoshi, Takahita, Okutu. Toshimitu; and Fujiyama. Masaaki.

4.474.843. a. 428-212.00a
^J"^

Oldham, Samuel R.: Set—
Critchley. Richard J.; and Oldham. Samuel R., 4.474,318, a.

Oliver, John E., Jr.; and Singer, Arnold M. Drilling fluid displacement
proeesa. 4.474J40. Q. 16?312.000.

Obnedo. Eduardo P.; de J. Hernandez Alvarez, Rosa; Barrera, Carlos
D.; and Garcia Ramos. Joae D.. to Instituto Mexicano del Petroleo.
Balanced-activity improved inverse emulsion to inhibit brittle lutite
hydration in oU fieMs. 4.474,666, 0. 232-8.30P.

Olympia Werke AG: Stt—
Sickin& Heinrich; and Loock, Ehrenfiried, 4,473.116. Q. 346-

140.00R.
van Raamadonk, Cornells. 4,473.239. Q. 382-37.000.

Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kimura, Kenii. 4,473.133. Q. 360-36100.
Koooshima. Katunaga. 4.474.419. Q. 339-147.00R.
Mizokami. KazunorC 4.474.431. G. 334-418.000.
YosUzawa. Fukashi, 4,473,071, G. 318-334.000.

Olyphant, Mumy. Jr., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. ShieMed ribbon cable. 4.473,00670. 174-36.000.

Oman. Kim W. Therapeutic weightlifter's bench. 4,474,370, G.
272-144.000.

OMI International Corpontion: See—
Hakcky. Ajan A.; and El-Shazly, Mohamed F, 4.474,838, G.

427-436.000.

Omlie, DonaM E., to General Moton Corpontion. Hydraulic brake
cytotor fluid supply and bleeding mechanism. 4,474,272, G.

Omori, Maaaichi: Sue—
MocUzuld. Taketoshi; Kudo. Mitsuo; Arai. Akin; Shono. Keiji;
Omon, Maaaichi; and Nishi, Oenichiro, 4,474,026, G. 62-137.000.

Omon, Takashi; Moruuchi, Haruhiko; Seto. Tadao; Shimazaki. Yo-
shikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitsu; and Inui, Toshiharu, to Fuji Xerox Co.,
Lid.; tod Rig ILuakushi Kogyo Co.. Ltd. Heat transfer recording
medium. 4.474.844. G. 428-216.000.

*

Omura. Sadaftimi: See—
Tamai, Maaaharu; Morimoto, Shioeo; AdacU, TakasU; Ognma,
KiyosU; Hanada. Kazunori; and Ottiura. Sadafnmi, 4,474,8011 CL
424-278.000.

Ong, Beng S.; Keoahkerian. Barkev; and McAneney. Thomas B., to
Xerox Corporation. Layered photoreaponsive devices. 4.474,863,d
430-38.000.

Onishi, Hiroshi; Inada, Kazutoahi; Miyasaka, NobuaU; DegucU,
Naoyasu; and Kuroislii, Maaayuki, to Fuji Photo Fibn Co., Ltd.
Method for producing frfiotognphic emuUon. 4,474.872, CL
430-312.000.

Ono. Katsuyasu. to NSK Warner R.K. Adjusting device for seat belt
4,473.926. G. 24-196.000.

Onopchenko. Anatoli; Sabourin. Edward T; and Sdwitz. Charles M..
to Gulf Reaearch ft Development Company. Process for preparing
dinitrobenzophenones. 4.474.989. a. 368-306.000.

Opti-Copy, Inc.: See—
WaUy, Joaeph H.. Jr.. 4.473.146. CL 362-11.000.

Orii, ShoKhi; and Shiota, Yoshiaki, to Tokyo Shibaun Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Storage tank and method tot manufacturing the same.
4,473,974. G. 32-21.000.

Orion Industries. Inc.: See—
Martino. Louis J.; Samela. Frank M.; and Steinhofer. Robert J..

4,474.353, G. 248-334.000.
OrlofT, Daniel L.: See—

MaUy. Timothy G.; HartL Carroll P.; and Orloff. Danid L..
4.474,092, G. 83-26.000.

Ortho Diagnostic Systems Inc.: See—
Hoflinan, Robert A., 4.473.236. G. 382-6.00a

Ortlid). Robert M.. to De Vlieg Machine Coiimany. System for auto-
matic fine adjustment of tools. 4.473.937. CL 29-568.000.

Osaka Hatsudenki Co., Ltd.: See—
Itani. Jun, 4.473,920. G. 13-230.220.

Osband, Michael E.; and Cohen, Ellen B.. to Boston Umvernty. Trust-
ees of; and Smithldine Beckman Corpontion. Flow cytometric analy-
sis of histamine receptors. 4,474,876^ G. 433-4.000.

Osborne, Edward L., to Westvaco Corporation. Multi-product mer-
chandising Mckage. 4.474.293. G. 206-497.000.

Oscar Mayer Foods Corp.: See—
Mally, Timothy G.; HartL Carroll P.; and OrlofT. Daniel L.,

4,474,092, G. 83-26.000.

Oshima, Hiroyo; Kojima, Yutaka; Kobayashi. Yukitt and Nagai, Koui-
chi, to Jujo Paper Co., Ltd. Thermal dye-transfer type recording
sheet. 4.474.859. G. 428-481.000.

Osmunds, James F.: See—
Tanton, George A.; Meyer. Harry C; and Osmunds. James F.,

4.475.197. G. 372-4.000.

Otake. Hideo: S^e—
Takahashi. Setsuzo; Inoue. Hkleo; Otake. Hideo; and Senoo, Hiro-

shi, 4.474.696. G. 260-133.000.

Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Shimizu, Fumio; Ohmoto. Yasukazu; and Imagawa, Kenichi.

4,474.734. G. 424-85.00a
Otsuki. Hiroshi: See—

Tatsuura. Tamiaki; Alba. Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Ntshimun,
Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fuiio; and Kusakabe, Tomio,
4,473,935. G. 29-429.00a

Otto Brand GmbH: See—
Kempf, Thomas. 4,474,637, G. 156-380.300.

Outokumpu Oy: See—
Hyvarinen, OUi V. J., 4,474.654. G. 204-108.000.
Rastas. Jussi K.; Karpale. Kauko J.; and Tiitinen. Heikki, 4.474*733.
G. 423-53.000.

Ovren, Christer: See—
Brogardh, Torgny; and Ovren. Christer. 4.475.240. G. 382-39.000.

Owens-Coming Rbergha Corporation: See—
Ritter. George W., II. 4.474,743. G. 423-600.000.

Owens-niinois, Inc.: See—
Gallo. Eugene M.. Jr., 4.474,363. G. 493-141.00a

OXIMETRIX, Inc.: See-
Solomon, Edward G.. 4,474.309. G. 222-l.OOa

Oy Sica Ab: See—
Kyro . Kari; Levamaki. Reyo; and Sydanmaki, Pekka, 4*474*113,
G. 102-306.000.

Ozaki, Masahiko: See—
Nak^jima. Shigeni; and Ozaki. MasaUko. 4.474.663. G.
210^5.000.

Ozawa. Takashi: See—
Yanhara. Morio; Mihayashi. Keui; and Ozawa, TakasU. 4.474.87%
&. 430-381.000.

Ozmeral, Ahmet C; and Schmolka. Irving R.. to BASF Wyandotte
Corpontion. Stable water-ni-oi] emulsions containing polyoxyalkyl-
ene block copolymers. 4.474.912. G. 523-337.000.

Paivanas, John A.: See-
Hassan. Javathu K.; and Paivanas. John A.. 4.474.397. G. 294-

64.00B.
Palau, Joseph, to S.A. des Etablissements Staubli. Mechanisms tdr

driving regulators in weaving looms. 4,474,220, G. 139-l.OOE.
Palmer, Brian M.: See-

Christmas, Michael J.; and Pahner, Brian M.. 4.474.015, Q.
62-3.000.

PanCanadian Petroleium Limited: Sn
Smith. Russell G.; and Schramm. Laurier L.. 4.474,616, G. 208-
U.OLE

Pannier Corporation. The: See—
Gartside. Roger H., 4.474.486. G. 400-1 34.00a
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Papamkolaou, Sotirios. niuminated razor. 4,473,943, CI. 30-34.00R.

Pant, Giancarlo. to Snamprogetti S.p.A. Process for preparing tertiary

alkyl ethers. 4.475,005, G. 568-697.000.

Ftok, Chang-Mso; and Richardson, Eugene E., to Standard Oil Com-
pany (In£ana). Prepantion of highly based magnesium sulfonate.

4.474.710. G. 260-505.00N.

Park. Myong-Oi A.: See—
GrivasTJohn C; and Pariu Myong-Gi A.. 4.474.646. G. 203-9.000.

Pkrker Drilling Company: See-
Reed. LoweU M.. 4,473,977. G. 52-116.000.

Ptfker-Hannifin Corpontion: See—
Nearpass, Gary A.; and Knuse. Walter O.. 4.474.661. G.

210437.000.

Parker. Norman W.. to Motorola, Inc. Sonic pressure volume measur-

mg device. 4.474.061. G. 73-149.000.

Parker. Paul D.: See-
Arnold. Loren G.; Parker. Paul D.; and Sullivan. James F..

4,474.247. G. 172-413.000.

Patriquin. George P.. to Three Point Products. Inc. Multistation lock.

4,474.042, G. 70-337.000.

Patton A Cooke, Ltd.: See— _
Anderson, Daniel E.; and Marlyk, Riber. 4,474,133, G.

116-209.000.

Pawletko, Joaefrii P.: See—
Chai, Hi D.; and Pawletko. Joseph P.. 4.475.051. G. 31049.000.

Paxton, GeraM E.: See—
McGuire. William L.. Jr.; Paxton, Gerald E.; and Wheeler. Dou-

gals M., 4,475,028, G. 219-130.510

Payne. Frands L.: See— ^
Smith, Robert E.; and Payne, Francis L., 4,475.049. G.

307441.000.

Pazder. Mark J., to United Technologies Corpontion. Coolable airfoil

for a rotary machine. 4.474.532. G. 416-97.00R.

PCUK Produits Chimiques Ugine KuMmann: See—
FouUetier. Louis. 4,474,895, G. 502-181.000.

Pedrazzini. Francesco. Process for constructing an attachment connec-

tion for a dental prosthesis. 4.474,499. G. 433-181.000

Peery. John R.: See— . . _^

EckenhofT. James B.; Place, Virgil A.; and Peery. John R.,

4,474.575. G. 604-13I.OOO.

^nchenier. Jean-Marie. Method and apparatus for processing photo-

graphic materials by transferring processing liquids one by one to a

processing receptacle. 4.474.444, G. 354-299.000.

Pendery, John J.; and JoUy. James G.. to Ethyl Corpontion. Process

for woducing 4,4'-dihydroxybiphenyl. 4,475.000 G. 568-730.000.

Penn, Beiyamin G.: See-
demons. Johnny M.; Penn. Benjamin G.; and Ledbetter. Frank E..

in. 4.474.975. G. 556410000.
Pennwalt Corpontion: See—

Bonastia, James V.; and Sugarman, Daniel, 4,474.540, G.
417-63.000

Pepersack, Walter; and Jungo. Charles. Signal emitting device with

adjustable beat frequency. 4.474.098. G. 84-1.030.

Performance Industries. Inc.: See—
Boyesen. Eyvind. 4.474.145. G. 123-73.0PP.

Perri. Vincent Hose dispensing and storage unit 4.474.415. G.
312-242.000.

Perrin. Ronald, to Michigan Holding Corp. Dispenser carton.

4.474.318. G. 225-50.000.

Perry, L. F. Hydnulic drive pump appantus. 4,474,002, CI. 60-369.000.

Peneo, Giuseppe: See—
de Castiglione, Roberto; Perseo. Giuseppe; and Santangelo, Fran-

cesco. 4.474.765. G. 424-177.000.

Personal Products Company: See— _,
Chattetjee. Pronoy K.; and Makoui. Kambiz B.. 4.474.949. G.

536-56.000.

Peter. Emmett B., Ill; and Rayfield. Wilson P.. to Burroughs Conon-
tion. Oscillatmg finger sheet item detac appantus. 4.474.368. G.
271-308.000.

Peters. James P.: See

—

Andrews. William H.; MUne. David J.; Moyle, Ronald W.; and

Peters, James P.. 4.474.736. G. 423-122.000.

Peters. John W.. to Hughes Aircraft Company. Low-temperature

charge-fiee process for forming native oxide layers. 4.474.829. G.
427-53.100. ^ ^

Peters. Wolfgang; Rassmann, Christoph; and Merten, Gerhard, to

Gewerkachaft Eisenhutte Westfalia. Guides for mineral mining ma-

chines. 4,474,411, G. 299-43.000.

PWenon, Robert W.: See— ^......^.
Grenier. Aime J.; Peterson, Robert W.; and Larsen, Odd, 4.475.094.

G. 335-139.000.

Petitou, Maurice: See— .. .

Lormeau, Jean-Claude; Choay. Jean; and Petitou. Maunce,

4,474.770. G. 424-183.000.

Pfetrecca, Peter J., to Nordaon Corpontion. Thermoplastic melting and

dispensing apparatus. 4,474.311, G. 222-146.500.

Petn>Canada &ploration Inc.: See— ...,., ^ .^
Smith, RusaeU G.; and Schramm. Launer L.. 4.474,616. G. 208-

II.OLE.
Petrofina Canada Inc.: See-

Smith. RusaeU G.; and Schramm, Laurier L., 4.474.616. G. 208-

IIJOLE.

Petiovich, Vojislav. Method of treating bacterial, vual or parasitic

diffstff 4,474.759. G. 424-164.000.

FMmzzi. Gaude'E. to American Honital Supply Coipontion. Surgi-

cal instrument for an endoacope. 4.474.174. G. 128-4.000.

Pettit Frederick M. Solar heated swimming pool. 4,474.168. G.
126416.000. , ^.. ^

Petzold. Manfred; Waltenberger, Peter, Vdtenhans. Rudolf; and Haak.

Claudia. Smoothing agents for textile fibers. 4,474,668. G. 252-8.60O

Pfanstiehl Labontories, Inc.: See-
Smith, Robert L.. 4,474,769. G. 424-180.000.

Pfister, Hans: See

—

Blanc Jean-Marc; Knaisch, Otto; and Pfister. Hans, 4.474.611. G.
2O4-243.0OM.

Pfitzner, Jorg: See—
Benz, Gunter; Metzger, Karl G.; Pfitzner, Jorg; Schmidt Delf; and

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim. 4,474,762. G. 424-177.000.

Pfizer Inc.: See-
Bright Gene M., 4.474.768. G. 424-180.000.

Hagenun. David L.; and Cnwford, Thonus C. 4.474,698. G.
260-245.20R.

Sarges. Reinhard. 4.474.967. G. 548-309.000.

Phelps, Russell L., to Xerox Corpontion. Platen having anti-static

properties for use with a document tran^XHl system. 4.474.457, G.
355-35.00H.

Philadelphia Gear Corpontion: See—
Denkowski, Walter J.; and Regan, Raymond D., 4,474,078. G.

74-625.000.

Philibert, Claude L. Tie hanger. 4,474,316, CI. 223-88.000.

Philip Morris, Incorponted: See—
Houminer, Voram; and Sanders, Edward B., 4,474.819, G.

426-315.000.

Philipp, Harald. Switching amplifier circuit 4,475.151, G. 363-63.000.

Phillips, D. Colin: See-
Castle, Peter M.; Smith, James D. B.; and Phillips, D. Colin.

4,474,688, G. 252-628.000.

Phillips, Dorothy J.; and Tadman, Jack M.. to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. (Trichloromethyl)pyridine compounds usefiil for promot-

ing growth and/or improving feed utilization efficiency in ruminants.

4,474,789, G. 424-263.000.

Phillips. John H.: See-
Morrison. Lowen R., Jr.; and Phillips, John H., 4,474,821. G.

426428.000.

Phillips Petroleum Company: See—
Blackwell, Jennings P., 4,474,922. G. 524423.000.

DU, James S.. 4,474.921. G. 524423.000.

Gentry. Cecil C; and Alquist Henry E., 4,474.238. G. 166-268.000.

Photochemical Research Associates Inc.: See—
Chiu, Pay H., 4,475.201. G. 372-53.000.

Picker International Limited: See-
Moore. WUliam S.; Hawkes, Robert C; and Holland. Geoffrey N..

4,475,084. G. 324-309.000.

Pierburg GmbH & Co KG: See—
Henning, Manfred; and Miach, Wolfgang, 4,474,134, CL

123-339.000.

Pieroh, Ernst A.: See—
Kruger, Hans-Rudolf; Puttner. Reinhold; Krahmer, Hansjorg; and

Pieroh, Ernst A., 4,474,596. G. 71-88.000.

Pilgram, Kurt H., to Shell Oil Company. Oxazolyl-substituted

thiadiazolidinediones. 4,474,598, G. 71-90.000.

Pinkerton, Cletis P.; and Morris. Robert L., to Mining Tools Div. of

Smith International, Inc. Retainer system for roof-mine tool bit.

4,474,488, G. 403-24.000.

Pioch, Richard P., to Eli Lilly and Company. N-Thiazolylmethylthioal-

kyl-N'-alkenyl (or alkynyl)guanidines and related compounds.

4,474,794, CI. 424-270.000.

Pioneer Electronic Corpontion: See—
Yashiro, Kenji. 4.475,121, G. 358-84.000.

Pitney Bowes Inc.: See—
Schmaling. Roderick N.. 4.474,452. CI. 355-8.000.

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Corpontion: See-
Harper, George C, Jr., 4,474,490 G 403-218.000.

Pitzer, Kenneth H., to Shur-Lok Corpontion. The. Expansion fastener.

4,474.515. CL 411-16.000.

Place, Virgil A.: See—
EckenhofT, James B.; Place. VirgU A.; and Peery, John R..

4,474,575, G. 604-131.000.

Planck, Heinrich; and Ehrler, Peter, to Intermedicat GmbH. Method

for the production of synthetic blood vessel prostheses. 4.474,630 G.
156-62.400.

Planer Products Limited: See—
Christmas. Michael J.; and Palmer. Brian M.. 4.474.015. G.

62-3.000.

Plaskett Thomas S.: See—
Brownlow. James M.; and Plaskett Thomas S.. 4,474,731, G.

419-5.000.

Pohle. Werner P.: See— ..,.„. «
Aprea, George F.; and Pohle, Werner P., 4,474,331. G.

239-488.000.

Pohlenz. Hans: See

—

Molders, Werner; and Pohlenz. Hans. 4.474.271. G. 188-280000

Poirot Eugene M. Fish-trapping device. 4,473,967. CL 43-100.000

Polaroid Covporation: See—
Millard. John B.. 4,474,441. G. 354413.000.

Polatajko-Lobos. Else S.; and Lobos, Zbigniew J., to Polysar Lmited.

Polyalkylene glycol stabilized alkali swellable latex. 4,474.919. CL

524-377.000.

Polhemus, Marian H.; and Frye. Lonnie E., to Tenex Corporation.

Deak accessory system. 4.475.022, G. 206-214.000.
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Polyur Limtted: Sf*—
Pblatiuko-LobCM, Ebt S.; and Lobos, Zbigniew J.. 4,474,919. a.

S24-377.000.

Poote, Qtry W., to Singer Company, The. Work clamp ihifting mecha-
nian for wwing machinea. 4.474,123, a. 1 12-1 12.000.

Pope, Brian O., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Hydrozyalkylation
of polyiaccharidei. 4,474.931, a. S36-9S.000.

PDpma, Theo J. A.; Te Raa, Oerhardut A.; and Vink, Adrianus T., to
U.S. Philipa Corporation. Plama spraying of conversion screens.
4,475,032. a. 250-213.0VT.

Porter, Darrdl D.: See—
York. Earl D.; and Porter, DarreU D., 4.474.629, a. 149-109.600.

PMkay, Eogene: Set—
Andrejco, Matthew J.; and Potkay, Eugene. 4.474,593, a. 6^3. 120.

POonen, Ole. Felt conditioning system for papermaking machines and
the Uke. 4,474,644, Q. I62ll99.000.

Powell, Thomas A.; and Kohies, Kenneth O.. to Ex-Cell-O Corpora-
tioB. DooMe pitch mechanical transfer drive. 4,474,284, G.
19S-742.000.

Powers, Kenneth W.; and Wang, Hsien C. to Exxon Research &
Engineering Co. Stabilized slurries of isoolefin polymers. 4,474,924,
CL 524468.000.

PPG Industries, Inc.: See—
Wagner, Mdvin P.. 4*474,908, a. 523-213.000.

PQ Corporation: Si»—
Laaet. Frank J., 4,474.594, a. 65-27.000.

Prada, Luis E, to General Electric Company. Method of assembling an
anti-sweat heater in a refrigerator cabinet. 4,474,017, CI. 62-77.000.

Praria. Guy B.. to Analogic Corporation. Voluge divider. 4,475,099,
CI. 338-195.000.

Preiner, Albert: See—
Olauninger, Hebnut; Jager, Heimo; Machner, PMer; and Preiner,

Albert, 4,475.205, a. 373-48.000.
Preacott. John F.: See—

Cookaey. George E; Preacott, John F.; and Zagala, Rodney H..
4,474.112,0.102-260.000.

'

Preasley. Robert J., to Allied Corporation. Optical beam homosenizer.
4.475.027, a. 219-121.00L.

Price. Robert B.; and Boyden, David E, to Jacobs Mfg. Company, The.
Method and apparatus for improved compression release engine
r^v^is in a turbocharged internal combustion engine 4,474,006,

Prober * Gamble Company, The: See—

**?5?^if^**" *•• "•' •»* Phillips John H., 4,474,821, Q.
426-428.000.

Przybyl. Robert V.: See—

^*C^J&*«" ^'' ""• P«y*»y>. Robert v.. 4.475.134, CI.
36049.000.

Puckette, Charles M., to General Dectric Company. Demodulator for
frequoKy-ahift-keyed binary datt signals. 4,475,219, a. 375-82.000.

Puskar, John R., to Standard Oil Company. Ambient air assisted cool-
ug system. 4,474,022, Q. 62-96.000.

Puttner, ReinhoM: See—
Kruer, Hans-Rudolf; Puttner, Reinhold; Krahroer, Hansjorg: and

Pieroh. Ernst A., 4,474,596, Q. 71-88.000.
Pyrotechnische Fabrik F. Feistel GmbH k Co., KG: See—

Webw, Manfred; and Hinzmann. Friedmar, 4,474,715, a. 264-
3.00C.

QO Chemicals, Inc.: 5^e-
Boger, Ben R., 4.474,636, CI. 156-327.000.

QuercetOj Alessandro. Didactic game based on selection of the trajecto-
nes followed by balls. 4,474,55870. 434-1 89.000.

Raabe, Gerhard, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Linear pn junction caoac-
itance diode. 4,475.117. a.^57.14!000.

^
Rabe, Joachim: See—

Radenkovich, Michael; and Milosevic Milorad L. Economy device for
_ fl»««»>t lightinj fixtures. 4.475,062, Q. 315-88.000.
Radford, Kenneth C, to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Neutron ab-

37^395! *^* modified microstnicture. 4.474,728, CI.

Rafal, Marc; Joines. William T; and Burton. Larry W. Microwave
oommunications system. 4.475.242, Q. 455-3.000.

RafTel, Remer Ste—

**!f!K\?^Jj^*'' **™«^ ««* Althausen, Ferdinand, 4,474,310.
a. 222-145.000.

Ragland. James H.: See—
Nebooj^ Arthur W.; and Ragland, James H., 4,474,011, CI.

Railton, Jefliey D.: See—
*-«?«>• P«er H R B.; Railton, Jeffrey D.; Baker, Derek W.; and

. 3'P'*'^ ^"««" J
• M74,904. a. 523-146.000.

Rats. Elliot; and FomI. Dan. Method and device for remotely control-
Img tdepbone call forwarding. 4.475,009, Q. I79-2.00A.

Ralston Purina Company: See—

"^7459? ci.So.'SSf ^ "^ "' •'^' '''»- ^'

Rantala, Risto K.: See—
H^J^jJono L. F.; and Rantala, Risto K., 4,474,993, O.

Rao, V^yur N. M., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
b5*15!S*

process and catalyst therefor. 4,474.997, a. 568-473.000
Kao, veiliyur Nott M.: See—
Cto ^PW» F.; and Rao, VeUiyur Nott M., 4,474,996, Q.

Rapps, Peter: See-
Drews, Ulrich; Rups, Peter; Staiger, Karl; and Streiu Klaua.

4,474,058. a. 73-118.200.
^^

Rassmann, Christoph: Sto—

^^^ ]i^?'!ilHL'!^?S2?™''
Christoph; and Merten. Gerhaid.

4,474,41 1, CI. 299-43.000.

Rastas, Jussi K.; Karpale, Kauko J.; and Tutinen, Heikki, to Outokumpa
Oy. Process for the recovery of valuable metab from spent cnide^
sulfiir-extraction catalysts. 4,474,735, Q. 423-53.000.

Rau, Karlheinz: See—
Brandt. Lutz; Kreutzer, Karl; Rau. Karlheinz; Schmidt. Horst: and
Simmat, Fritz, 4,475,204, Q. 373-27.000.

Raychem Corporation: See—
Janaons. Viktors, 4,474,99a Q. 568-319.000.

. 1*1^5!^^ 5*' "*• DoU«5k. Frank. 4.475,138, a. 36I-58.00a
Rayfield, Wilson P.: See—

***!?;• ^^?^ *•• "*• «* **yfieW. Wihon P.. 4,474,368, Q.
271-308.000.

Raytheon Company: See—
Adierstein, Michael G., 4,474,623, Q. 148-1.50a

RCA Corporation: See—
Mattel, Anthony; and Hahn, William L., Jr., 4,475,220, Q.

Rea, Herman; and Wehmer, Ralph E Surgical Stoma Tool and meth-
ods of making and using the same. 4,474,182, a. 128-341.000.

Reading, Christopher L., to University ofTexas System Cancer Center.
The. Recombinant monoclonal antibodies. 4,474,893, C\. 436-547.000.

REB Manufacturing, Inc.: See—
Risner, Melvin G.; Sherman, William D.; and Smalley, Raymond

L., 4,474,527, CI. 414-540.000.
'

Rebholz, Joseph J.; and Tamura, Poohsan N., to Honeywell Inc. Space
variant linear phase shifter for optical ambiguity function generator.

Reck, Ralf; Broemer. Heinz; and Deutscher, Klaus-Konrad, to Ernst
Leitz Wetzlar GmbH. Auditory ossicle phosthesis. 4,473,909, a.

Redelman. Randall N.. to Chemfix Technologies, Inc. Apparatus for
treating liquid and semi-solid organic waste materials. 4,474,479, CI.
366-300.000.

Reed, Lowell M., to Parker Drilling Company. Erection means for
poruble drilling system. 4,473,977, Q. 52-116.000.

Reedy, Wayne R., to Carrier Corporation. Gas valve lockout during
compressor operation in an air conditioning system. 4,474.227. cT
165-2.000.

Regan, Lance, to Darlin Enterprises Ltd. Piano adaptor. 4.474,099, Q.

Regan, Raymond D.: See—
Denkowski, Walter J.; and Regan, Raymond D., 4.474.078. Q.

74-625.000.

Regenerative Environmental Equipment Co., Inc.: See-
Benedick, Edward H., 4,474,118, O. 110-21 1.000.

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—
Alheritiere. Jean, 4,474,136, O. 118-410.000.

Reichenberger, Steven J.: See—
MaraneU, Melvin C; and Reichenberger, Steven J., 4,474,387, Q.

28O-293.000.

Reider, Donald F., to Avery International Corporation. Article stack-
ing machine. 4,474,366, CI. 271-181.000.

Reifschneider, Walter, to Dow Chemical Company, The. 2-Alkyl-5-
halopyrimidines. 4.474,958, d. 544-334.000.

Reinecke, Paul: See—
Kuhle, Engelbert; Reinecke, Paul; and Kuck, Karl-Heinz,

4,474,808, CI. 424-300.000.
Reinkenhof, Josef: See—

Stemfeld, Hans J.; Reinkenhof, Joaef; and Lambrecht, Heinrich,
4,474.140. CI. 122-31.0OR.

Renmiers, Karl; and Stemebach, Heinz, to Thyssen Industrie AG.
Method and apparatus for cooling hot bulk material. 4,474,138, d.
I22-7.00R.

Renaud, Richard: See—
LeRoy, Rodney L.; Renaud, Richard; and Janjua, Mohammed B.

I.. 4,474,656, Q. 204- 1 29.000.
Ren^ Leonhard, to Siemens Aktiengesellachaft. AmMratus for deter-

nuning the common frequency of two independently variable electri-
cal a-c variables, especially in a rotating-field machine. 4,475.074, Q.

Renishaw pic: See—
McMurtry. David R.. 4,473.955, Q. 33-174.00L.

Renk, Martin J. Bearing pulling device. 4,473,933, CI. 29-283.000.
Research and Education Institute, Inc. Harbor - UCLA Medical Cen-

ter: See—
Imagawa. David T; and Bui, Hong D., 4,474,877, Q. 435-5.000.

Resnick, Paul R., to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company. Process
for preparing ester fluorinated ion exchange polymer precursor by
acid treatment of ether. 4,474,899,d 521-31.000.

Reynolds, George C; and Clay, Burton R., to Honeywell Inc. Focal
sensor having optical low pus filter. 4,474.446, Q. 354-402.000.

Rheinisch-Westfahscher Technisdier UberwachungsvereiB e.V.: See—
Lutzke, Khus, 4.474,070, a. 73-863.120.

Rhone-Poulenc S.A.: See—
Chabardes, Pierre; Julia, Marc; and Menet, Albert. 4,474,983, O.

S6O-260.000.

Rhone-Poulenc-Textile: See—
Grosjean. Pierre. 4.474.631. a. 156-72.000.

*^,^"'^.^;; iS^*"*^*** Company. Gas separation proce»
4,474,586, Q. 55-l6.00a
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Richanbon, Eugene E: See-
Park, Chang-Man; and Richardson, Eugene E, 4,474,710, Q.
260-SM!oON.

Ridiaidsoa, John C, to Monsanto Company. Prooeas for pol)rmeriza-

tiOD of thermotropic polyesters and polyesters. 4,474,938, CI.

528-176.000.

Richardson. Robert T. Cooking oven. 4,474,165, 0. 1264.000.

Richanbon-Vicks Inc.: 5^
Dhabhar, Dadi J.; and Schmidt, Nicholas F., 4,474,902, Q.

523-120.000.

Richaidaon, William M. Control circuit for heating system. 4,474,325,

a. 237-8.00R.

Richter Gedeon V^yeszeti Gyar Rt: See—
Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, L^oa; Kalaos. Gyorgy; KreidI, Janos;

CziMa, Laszk); Visky, Gyorgy; Names, Andras; and Farkas nee
Kiriyak. Maria. 4,474,96a O. 546-70.000.

Richter, Karl W.; and Schurter, Robert M., to A.O. Smith Corporation.

PresBore vesael with improved diaphragm mounting. 4,474.215. Q.
138-30.000.

Ricketts, James A. Wired spread spectrum data communication system.

4,475,208, a. 375-1.000.

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—
Hirakuia, Kolyi; Imai, Chikara; and Kimura, Kazuhiro, 4,474,455,

a. 355-14.00R.

Kobayashi, Yuichi; Tsuruoka, Ichiro; and Ariyama, Kenzo,
4,474,456, CI. 355-14.0FU.

Yanagawa. Nobuyuki; and Hosaka, Masao, 4,474,453, G. 355-

14.90C.

Ridgway, David N., to AT&T Bell Laboratories. Precision cleaving of
optical fibers. 4,473,942. Q. 29-869.000.

Rieger, Herbert Horizonttl container for processing wine grape must.

4.474.89a CI. 435-316.000.

Riker Labnatories, Inc.: See—
Erickaon, Edward H., 4,474,792, Q. 424.269.00a
Wade, Jamea J.. 4,474,953, G. 544-282.000.

Ringwood, Alfred E: See-
Bird, John M.; and Ringwood, Alfred E, 4,474,689, Q.

252-633.00a

Rion Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Fukuyama, Kunihiko; Yamamoto, Takua, and Masaike, Hiromi,

4,475.23a a. 381-68.000.

RIS Irrigation Systems: See—
Langa. John M., 4.474,33a O. 239-450.000.

Risner, Mdvin G.; Sherman, William D.; and Smalley, Raymond L., to

REB ManufKturing, Inc. Optional manual gravity wheelchair lift.

4,474,527, O. 414-54O.00a

Ritter, Gemge W., n, to Owena-Coming Fiberglas Corporation. Pro-
duction oTtfiad powder. 4,474,74570. 423-600000.

Rittmann, Friedrich: See—
Zqlliier, Dieter H.; Rittmann, Friedrich; Lauterbach-Dammler,

Koziol, Konrad; and ZoUner, Christine, 4,474,613, CI.

-286.000.

Risk, Samir W.; and Millwright, Stoddard S.. to Texas Instruments

Incoiporated. Method of dtta entry and execution of a two variable

calculator function in the same manner and entry format as a single

variable fimction. 4.475,165, CI. 364-709.000.

Roba, Joseph: See—
Lambdin, Georges; Roncucci, Romeo; Rob*, Joseph; Gillet,

Claude and Snyers, Michel, 4,474,977, Q. 560-1.000.

Robba, Max F.; and Aurousseau, Michd E, to Innothera. Cydopropyl-
methyl piperszinea, the process for preparing the same and their use
in tberapeutica. 4,474,783, Q. 424-250.000.

Robert Bosch GmbH: See
Drews. Ulrich; Rapps, Peter, Staiger, Kari; and Streit, Khus,

4,474,058, a. 73418.200.
Drexel, Peter, Kaden, Hans-Dieter, and Martini, Hehnut, 4,474,547,

a. 431-1.000.

OetWfnmaiiT, Jurgen; Leiber, Heinz; and Stumpe, Werner,
4,475,159, a. 36M26.000.

Henning, Manfred; and Misch, Wolfgang, 4,474,154, CI.

123-339.000.

Kataik, John M., 4,474,159, Q. 123-468.000.

Knapp, Heinrich; and Lembke, Manfred, 4,474,161, Q.
123478.000.

Knetach. Manfted; and Romann, Peter, 4,474.068, 0. 73-861.530.

Under. Ernst; and Maurer. Hdmut, 4.474.163. 0. 123-590.000.

Mayer. Martin. 4.475.053. G. 310-239.000.

Roberta, Michael; and Slobodzian, Gregory, to General Signal Corpo-
ration. Apparatus and method for coin diameter computation.

4,474.281. Gri94-1.00N.
Robertson, Frank C; and Wibon, Douglas, to British Petroleum Com-

Sy
p.Lc.. The. Hydrazide oontaming polymers. 4,474,903, G.

•130.0"

Inse:

204-2t

R.; Brent, Albert; and Robin,

R.; Brent, Albert; and Robin.

1.000.

Robin, Allen M.: See—
Dille, Roger M.; Middleton, Ldi

Allen M., 4,474,581, G. 4841.
Dille, Roger M.; Middleton, Laj

Allen M., 4,474,582, G. 4841.
Rochdeau, Michael O., to W. R. Grace * Co. Compact dryer for two
web stietcbes. 4,474,496, G. 432-59.000.

Rockwdl Interaationd Corporation: See-
Curtis. Eari C; and Morr. Gary F.. 4.475.198. G. 372-23.000

Dmnas. Theodore A.; and GrifTee, Leslie V., 4,475,109, G.
343-709.000.

Hdl. Dale L.; and Goodamith, Mark O., 4,475,145, G. 361-386.000.

Lee, Chien-Ping, 4,475,200, G. 37246.000.

Nicholson, Margie M.; and Weismuller, Thomas P., 4,474,433, G.
350-357.000.

Rodesch, Dale F. Interactive video disc systems. 4,475,132, G.
358-342.000.

Rodi, Michael F.: See—
Farris, Ray L.; Rodi, Michad F.; and Farris, Ray L., 4,474,176, G.

128-25.00B.

Roe Intemationd Inc.: See—
Duda, Werner, 4,474,340. G. 242-84.800.

Rofea-Vemis, Jaime: See—
Mdtrepierre, Philippe; Heritier. Bernard; Rofes-Vemis. Jaime; and

Wyckaert, Alain, 4,474,627, G. 148-12.00B.

Rogahn, Donald W., to Luxor Corporation. Shelf table. 4.474,416, G.
312-257.0SK.

Rogalski, Robert D.; and Wilhehni, George F., to United Sutes of
America, Navy. Ckned cycle vaporization cooling system for under-
water vehicle inner-to-outer hull heat transfer. 4,474,228, G.
165-44.000.

Rogers Corporation: See-
Hernandez, Jorge M., 4,475,143, G. 361-306.000.

Rogers, Richard B.; Gerwick, Ben C; and Egli, Eric A., to Dow
Chemicd Company, The. l-(PyTidyl>-lH-l,2,3-triazole derivatives,

and use as herbicidd agents. 4,474,599, G. 71-92.000.

Roggenburg, Stanley L., Jr., to Essex Chemicd Corporation. Squeeze
bottle self-closing viscous liquid dispensing vdve having manually
operated pontive shut-ofT. 4.474,314, G. 222-494.000.

Rolls-Royce Limited: See—
Higginbotham, Gordon J. S.; Amsbury, Clifford R.; and Starkey,

Gnduun C, 4,474,224, CI. 164-150.000.

King, Peter R., 4,473,998, G. 60-39.091.

McMurtry, David R., 4,473,955, G. 33-174.00L.
Rolm Corporation: See-

Graham, Martin, 4,475,235. G. 382-3.000.

Romann, Peter: See—
Knetach, Manfred; and Romann, Peter, 4,474,068. G. 73-861.530.

Roncucci, Romeo: See—
Lambelin, Georges; Roncucci. Romeo; Roba. Joseph; Gillet,

Gaude, and Snyers, Michd, 4,474,977, G. 560-1.000.

Roos, Ernst; and Behr, Sigurd, to Bayer Aktiengesdlschaft Elastomen
with corrosion inhibiting properties. 4,474,684. G. 252-392.000.

Roquette Freres: See—
Lumaret, Jean-Claude; Gosaett, Serge; and Boulinguiez, Didier,

4,474,626, G. 1484. ISZ.
Rosenberg, Peretz. Pressure regulator. 4,474.207. G. 137-505.000.

Rosner, Charles A., to Foammk Company. Pixwess employing pig-

mented water based foamed compositions. 4,474,1 10, G. lOI-lmOOO.
Ross, Barry C; Johnson, Graham; and Yeomans. Michael A., to Ho-

echst U.K. Limited. 7-Oxo-44hia-l-aza(3,2,0]heptane and 7-oxo-4-

thia-l-aza[3,2,0]hept-2-ene derivatives. 4,474,793, G. 424-270.000.

Rossy, Phillip A.; thyes, Marco; Franke, Albrecht; Koenig, Horst;

Gries, Josef; Lehmann, Hans D.; and Lenke, Dieter, to BASF Aktien-

gesellschaft 2-Aryl-3,4-diazabicyclo(4.n 0]alk-2-«n-5-ones, and com-
positions for treating thermo-emboUc disorders. 4,474,785. CI.

424-250.000.

Roto-Master Inc.: See—
Maclnnes, Hugh; and Johnston, Andrew E. 4,474,484, G.

384-215.000.

Roundy, Bertan J.: See-
Murphy, Patrick; Roundy, Bertan J.; and Wood, Stuart K.,

4,474,346, G. 244-54.000.

Roussel Udaf: See

—

Barnes, Alan C; and Rowlands, David A., 4,474,784, G.
424-250.000.

Rowe, Donald L. Door lock illuminating device. 4,475,067, G.
315-360.000.

Rowe, Dondd R.: See—
2Uekay, Victor F.; Lloyd, William G.; Rowe, Donald R.; Trenary,

John M.; and Swanson. Gerdd T, 4,474,739, G. 423-230.000.

Rowlands, David A.: See-
Barnes, Alan C; and Rowlands, David A., 4,474,784, G.

424-250.000.

RTC Industries, Inc.: See—
Zucker, Armand S., 4,474,297, G. 21149.00D.

Rudolfer, David: See—
Mor, Uri; and Rudolfer, David, 4,474,660, G. 204-213.000.

Rudolph, Joseph W.: See—
Maddox, Randdl A.; and Rudolph, Joseph W., 4,475,034, G.

250-23LOSE
Rueger, William J., to Intemationd Business Machines Corporation.

Air bearing for ttpe drives. 4,474.320, CI. 226-97.000.

Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Comih, Boy; Bahadir. Mufit; Hobes, John; and Mateme, Winfried,

4,474,578, G. 44-51.000.

Wilderson, Manfred; DeWin, Werner, Tihanyi. Bela; and Wdm,
Jurgen, 4,474,579, G. 44-57.000.

Russ, Norman. Tu> wrench. 4,474,091, G. 81-463.000.

Ryan, Philip M.: See—
LaVallee, Russell W.; Ryan, Philip M.; and SoUitto, Vincent F.. Jr.,

4,475,194, G. 371-10.000.

Ryer, Jack: See-
Gutierrez, Antonio; Deen, Harold E.; Ryer, Jack; and Brois, Stan-

ley J., 4,474,674, G. 25247.500.

Ryukyu Screen Printing Corp.: See—
Yara, Cbosuke, M74,109, G. 101-115.000.

S N ECM A ' Sec

Dhidc Jean-Gaude, 4,474,535, G. 416-221.000.
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S. T. Dupont: Siv—
Milamoud. Jeui O.. 4.474.487, a. 401-231.000.

Sabourio. Edward T.: Set—
Onopchenko. Aaitob; Sabouriii. Edward T.; and Selwitz. Charles

M.. 4.474,989. a. 5«.3O6.00O.
Stccodo, Edward J.; and HolycroH, Mark E. to latematioiial Tele-
pbone and Telegraph Corporation. Method for low temperature
aahtng in a planna. 4.474.621, a. 134*1.000.

Sacha-SyMemtechnik OnbH: See—

'M745Ja.1«JSb0W:"'»"* "^ '^^'-«"- ^^
Sado, Ichiro, to Canon Kabothiki Kaisha. Electronic apparatus bavins

televiiion device. 4.475,164. a. 364-705.000.
Sagefors. Ivar K., to Bolkien Aktiebolag. Method for constructing in

rock storage locations for liquid products, for example oil products.

Sagoes. Paol, to Mikuai Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Governing control
for mtemal combustion engine. 4,474,155, Q. 123-352.000.

Sahtra, Kensho: Sie—
Surakkla. Hmwhi; Tsuji, Ichiro; Kawai. Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi;
Ynge. Makoto; Takeiri. Toshiki; Sahira, Kensbo; and Kojima.
TosWo. 4.474.733. a. 420-»43.000.

^

St Charles Manufacturing Co.: See—
M^jewski, Stanley J.. 4.474J88, Q. 198-816.000.

Saint-Gobain Vitrage: See—
Sauvage. Philippe. 4.473.953. Q. 33-174.00L.

Saito. Junichi: See-
Ay^ MMahiro; Saito, Junichi; Yuui, Kazuomi: SWokawa, Kozo;
Monshmia. Norihisa; and Goto. Toshio. 4,474,600, a. 71-92.000.

Saito. Mitiuo:5(ir—
Doi, Miwako; and Saito. Mitsuo. 4.475.008. a. 178-18.000.

Sakamoto, Katsuhiko: See—
Kinodiita, Yoshio; and Sakamoto. Katsuhiko. 4,474.197. a. 133-

Sakamoto. Seiichi: See—

"^ .J!"!5!^; /i^ Takayuki; and Sakamoto, Seiichi,
4,474,543, Q. 418-55.000.

Sakanoue, Kei: See—
H««na JHugeo; Sakanoue, Kei; and Adachi. Keiichi. 4,474,874. CI.

Sakate Shokai Ltd.: 5««—
Higiichi, Hiroahi; Kurahashi, Takayuki; Mushiake. Naohiko; and

Tanignchi. Yoichi, 4.474.473. Q. 366-75.000.
Sakuma. Harumi: Sw^

Shimiiu, Yutaka; and Sakuma, Harumi, 4.474.146, a. 123-90.340.
Sakuni, Kasuhiro: 5h>—

IdMaki, Takaham; Kawai. Hisasi; Hattori. Kyo; and Sakurai.
Kanhiro. 4,474.149. Q. 123-308.000.

Sakuni, Shigeru; and Hamada. Shigeki. to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.
ghturtaas recirculation system for diesel engine. 4,474,008, CI.

Salopian Industries (Metab) Limited: See—
Walters. Anthony G.. 4.474.137. a. 119-18.000.

SWMboo""*^
F- Bow and arrow sighting device. 4,473,959, a.

Samela. Frank M.: See—

'^35^.i^^3SSo.'"^
"*' "" ^'^'"' *^ ''

SamgaAkumar, PratUvadibhayankaram S.: See—

mSSs, a'^5S5983SS'^"™''
Prathivadibhayankar^n S.,

Samuel David: See—
ShimUJ^. Meir, Heron. David; and Samuel. David, 4,474,773, a.

San-Ei Kagaku Co.. Ltd.: See—

'*'S74!H;3.'ai3iS:oSa^
"^^^ "** "**^°^ ^~"°'

Sandefbr, Charia W ; and Thomas, Thomas J., to Mobay Chemical
Corporation. Modified acid dyestufT. 4,474,577, a. 8-526.000.

Sanden Corporation: Sm^

"tSi,54taT8.510SJ
'"^'^' "^ '''-~^' ^"^

Suder, Iggdbert. to Automation Industrielle SA. Process for making

SANOFI: See—

c '^'•iSiP*^; »? Bo>^, Sergio. 4,474,79a a. 424.266.00a
Sanraku-Ocean Co., Ltd.: See—

Yodiimoto. Akihiro; Tobe. Hiroyasu; Ishikuia. TomoynU:

SSJSo* ^"*^* "** ''"''****• "*"<»»• M74,945. a
Sansui Electric Co.. Ltd.: 5^e^

Fujio. Kazuyuki; Suzuki. Masao; Sasamoto. Katsumi; and Ikari.
Yasuji. 4,475.185, Q. 369-265.00(X^

^
Santangelo. Francesco: See—

de Castiglione, Roberto; Pttaeo. Giuseppe; and Santanodo. Pivh
cesco. 4,474,765, Q. 424-177.000.

^^ »"««igao. rran-

Santrade Ltd.: See—

Sany'^!&?!S.?Ltd^S?"*
°""*"' *'*'^"^ °- ""'''"^

Ywuda, Isao; Yoshisato. Yorinobu; Kawai. Yoshihika. and
Koyama. Kazuaki. 4,475,137. a. 360-126.000.

"'*™'™^' ""
Sarges, Remhard. to Pfizer Inc. 8-Deutero nd 8-tritio-sub8tituted
denvatives of 4S-6-fIuon>-spirorchroman-4.4'-imidazoIidine1-2'S'.
dione. 4.474,967, CI. 548-309.000.

-i.-f^uomej * .y

Sartoretto, Paul; and Sampa^umar. Pnthivadibhayankaram S toW
^J^P .9*™^ Corporation. Urea formaldehyde dispersions
modified with polyfimctional aldehydes. 4,474,925, CI. 524-598.000.

Sasaki, Kouji: See—
Shkakura. Toshiharu; Sugawara. HiroyuU; Kuwabanw Koiyi;

Sasaki. Kouji; and Takemoa Satoshi, 4.474,468, Q. 356-375.000!
Sasamoto, Katsumi: See—

Fujio, Kazuyuki; Suzuki, Masao; Sasamoto, Katsumi; and DcarL
Yasuji, 4,475,185, CI. 369-265.000.

"-»»™. «» »«n.

Sashida, Nobuo: See—

c . 'S?*^ *^9*^ and Sashida, Nobuo, 4.475.046, Q. 250.551.00a
SaU Shokuhm Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Sato, Jinkhi; Kurusu. Toshiro; Kondo. Naoyoshi; and Tamaki.
Makoto, 4,474,822. Q. 426-597.000.

Sato, AJuo; Nakajima. Keiyi; Takahara, Yodmnasa; Kijima, SUzumasa;
Inai, Yuichi; Kohara. Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, YosUyuU; and TswuS
Tomio, to E^ Co.. Ltd.; and Agency of Industrial Science ud
2eS1.4%8«ra'435-'ffl0O*

'^'^'^ ***"^"^-^'^^
Sato, Hidehiro: 5^e—

Matsumoto, Yoshimasa; Mizuno. TadacUka; Sato, Kdehiro: and
Koyama. Kenji. 4.474.587, a. 55.71.00a

Sato, Jinichi; Kurusu. Toshiro; Kondo, Naoyodhi; and Tamaki. Makoto
to SaU Shokuhin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for the picoara-
tron of instant tea. 4.474.822. a. 426-597.000.

Sato, Jun, to Shimano Industrial Company Limited. Fishing icd with
anti-reverse-roution control mechanism. 4.474,339. Q. 2^2-84. 1(ML

Sato. Kozo: See—
Naito, Hideki; Han. Hiroahi; Aono. Toshiaki; and Sato. Kozo.

4.474.867. Q. 43O-203.00a
^^ '

Sato. Soichi; Maeda. Shuzo; and Nakagi. Jnnji, to Shikoku Chrmicah

?25P2J?*S; 5?^JS' Pro<»»an8 cyanuric acid from una.
4,474,957, CI. 544-192.000.

Sato, Yasuo: See—

o 9"^ Yoshiyuki; and Sato, Yasuo, 4,474,775, Q. 424.20a00a
Satoh, Hiroki: See—

N«nM»}««. Akio; Satoh, Hiroki; and KikucU. Kenichi. 4,474,363,

Satz. Richard: &e—
Chemotsky, Alan; and Satz, Rjchard, 4,475.076, CL 323-239.000.

Sauvage. Philippe, to Saint-Gobain Vitrage. Apputtus for cbecUnc a
sheet having a bent profile. 4,473,953, O. 33-n4.00L,

*

head pieces with a membrane for packaging contamm of laming
with » metalbc barrier Uyer. 4,474,7197cr!64-155.000.

Sanders, Edward B.: 5^*—

"^'STfJ'nJf*'™"^ "** Sanders. Edward B.. 4.474.819. a.

Sanders, Virga E; and Hutohings. Thomas J., to Litton Systems, Inc.
zcemanmultioacillator rmg laser nro insensitive to magnetic fields
and detuning fiequencies. 4,475.1». a. 372-37.000.

^^^ "*""

Sanderson. JofaiR.; Cavitt. Stanley B.; and Marquis. Edward T.. toTejaco Inc^^opylae oade by direct oxidation in chlorobenzene
and hakicarboas with a sdver catalyst. 4,474,974. a. 549-533.000

sandoz, inc.: See—
Warring, James R.. 4.474.971. a. 549-214.000.

Sands^Howard E. to Coleco Industries, Inc. Method of making multi-
colored unitary tbCTmoformed article. 4.474.725. a. 264-510000.

^!2i2S? A?«uK««ahiro; and Masuda. Isao. to Takeda Chemical

M7TSS;'cil2SSr000"
P0ly«e««ide from bis(2^x.«,line).

^r2?*?;«^S^ ^' ^ ''""«» '^ Novel process. M74,704, CL
ZoO-429.700.

Sawyer, John M.: See—
DeMarae, Ernest W.; Kluas, Karl K.; Sawyer. John M.; and AOen.
Terry F., 4.474,217. Q. 138-137.000.

Scaduto, Anthony F.: See-
Chow, Ming-Fea; Lopata. Alexander D.; Lyons, Christopher F.;

Mcintosh, Robert C; and Scaduto. Anthony F., 4,4TM64l a
Schafer. Jurgen: See—

pjetze. Wolfgang; and Schafier. Jurgen. 4,475,206, Q. 373-79.000.
Schechtman, Jay C. Numerical display bdt 4,473.949, Q. 33.141.a(C
Scheidel, Edward J.; and Buckennwyer. Lawrence K. Patient soppoit.
gj«^J^I»rting backboard and accessories therefor. 4,473C9I2,

Schenck, Robert R. Method and apparatus for anastomoaiiis —mH
blood vessels. 4.474,181. Q. 128-334.0OR.

^^
Schenk. Hanqieter, to Givaudan Corporation. Odorants containing^e? of 2.3.6,6-tetramethylcycIohexoiyl carboxylic ackb. 4,474,681;

Scbering Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kruger, Hans-Rudolf; Puttner, Reinhold; Krahmer, Hansjors: and

Pieroh. Ernst A.. 4.474.596, Q. 7 1-88.000.
Scbering Corporation: See—

Nen, Rudolph O.; and Toeliaa. John G.. 4.474.813, a. 424-324.00a

*Tfc..^ii^.J! i.H^^^*»^ '
:
•«* N«««Klt. Beniaid R.,

4.474.786, Q. 424-256.000.
Schiefer, Erwin, to Hflti Aktiengesellschaft. Anchor boh aaenibly.

4,474,516, a. 41 l-44.00a
*•*"""-' o«. —wnoiy.

Schiminski. Herbert; and Turk, Herbert, to Barmag Banner Maachinen.

«gj Aa Yam gukJe assembly for winding machine. 4,474^37, CL
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Schindler. Peter, and Konig, Wolfgang, to Hoechst Aktiengeaellachaft.

Chromophoric peptides, a process for their prnantion, agents con-

taining tnem and their use for determining DD-carboxypeptidaaes.

4,474,691,0. 260-1 12.50R. _ ^ , .^^ .

Schloeib, David; and Masubuchi, Koichi. to Massachusetts iMMute of

Technology. Underwater arc stud welding system. 4,475,026, a.

219-98.000.

Sehlumberger Technology Corporation: See-
Upchuich, James M., 4,474,242, a. 166-323.00).

Schmaling, Roderick N., to Pitney Bowes Inc. Safety devK« for cam

yoke used in electrophotocopier reciprocating carnage. 4,474,452, CI.

355-8.000. , _
Schmid, Lawrence A. Surge control weu- structure for sewage treat-

ment plants and the like. 4,474,2ia Q. 137-573.000.

Schmid-Schonbetn. Holger, Mottaghy, Khosrow; and Myrenne. Heinz.

Method and appantus for circulating or pumping organo^nological

liquids, in particular blood. 4.474.538. G. 417-53.000.

Schmidhuber, Karl: See— « u _• j, e—:j i

Wall, Hehnut; Schoudhuber, Karl; Kreaer, Gerhard; and Speidel,

Bend. 4,474,406. Q. 297-146.000.

Benz. Gunter. Metzger. Karl G.; Pfitzner. Jorg; Schmidt, Delf; and

Zeiler, Hans-JoKhim. 4.474.762. 0. 424-177.00a

Brandt, Lutz; Kreutzer. Karl; Rau, KarUteinz; Schmidt, Hoist; and

Simmat. Fritz, 4.475,204, Q. 373-27.000.

Schmidt. Martin, to Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Cahbrating gas

generator. 4.474.048. CT 7M.00G.
Schmidt, Nicholas F.: See—

. . „ . ^,^ ««, ^^
Dhabhar. Dadi J.; and Schmidt, Nicholas F.. 4,474,902, Q.

523-120.000.
. . w . . .

Schmidt, Peter J., to Northern Telecom Limited. Monitormg tempera-

ture of wire during heating. 4,474,825, Q. «7-ia000.

Schmidt, Robert R.; and Forster, Hrinz, to Bayer AktienjMdhchaft.

Agent for selectively combating weeds m nee. 4,474,597, a.

71-90.000.

Schmitt, Eugene W., to Sloan Valve Company. Brake cylinder pressure

.«.mf}nino valve. 4,474,412, Q. 303-33.000.

Schmitz, Charles J., to Haiper-Wyman Company. Proportional flow

control valve. 4,474,212, CI. 137-614.1 la

Schmolka, Irving R.: See— . ._, ^.. _
Ozmeral, Ahmet C; and Schmolka. Irving R., 4.474,912, a.

523-337.000. « .^ . ,. ^« c
Schneider Elektronik GmbH * Co. Rundfiinkwerk KG: See—

Ebter. Gunther, 4,475,231, a. 381-88.000.

Schneider, Herbert: S«— ^ „ ^ ._, „_,_ ^«.nio r-i
Christiansen, Heinrich; and Schneider, Herbert, 4,475.039. CI.

250-334.000. „ _. „ „ .^
Schoendorfer, Donald W.; and Kingsley. Gordon F., to Haemonrtics

Corporation. Multipurpose component container and anucoagulant

bag. 4.474.568.a 604-4.000. „ ^
Schoening. Josef; and Schwiers. Hans-Georg. to Hochtemperatur-

Reaktorbau GmbH. Support structure for a prestressed cylindncal

pressure vessel. 4.474.729. a. 376461.000.

Scholz. Hansjurgen; Brambilla. Luigi; and Walz. Guenter, to Daimler-

Benz Aktien^sellschaft. Gas cushion on passenger side for motor

vehicles, especially passenger motor vehicles. 4,474,39a CI.

280-730.000.

Schoppel, Roman: See— „ ^ . ,„ • v j w j
Htfloff, Bernd; Schoppel, Roman; Bruhnke, Ulnch; and Kinds,

Engelben, 4,474,395. 0. 293-120.000.

Schrader, Paul G., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Polyglycidyl

ethers of branched novolacs. 4,474,929, CI. 525-482.000.

Schramm, Laurier L.: See

—

Smith, Russell G.; and Schramm, Laurier L., 4,474,616, CI. 208-

11.OLE.
Schroder, Hdnz; and Schupp, Georg, to Felix Schoeller, Jr. <3mbH ft

Co. K.G. Recording paper for ink jet recording processes. 4.474.847.

a. 428-323.000.

Schroeder, George O.: See— ^«.,^, r^
Mueller, Robert L.; and Schroeder, George O., 4,475.241. a.

383-113.000.

KakCT/William H.; Schuetz, James E; Lee, Do I.; and Schwartz,

James E. 4,474,923, a. 524-458.000.

Schulz, Gunter: See— „ ^ ^ , „ j
Hartmannsgniber, Max; Kriechbaum, Kurt; Schulz. Gunter, and

Guttier, Hermann. 4.473.924. Q. 19-239.000.

^"SiSS^H^and Schupp, Georg, 4,474,847, Q. 428-323.000.

Schurter, Robert M.: See— ^^^ a«a,i« m
Richter, Karl W.; and Schurter, Robert M., 4,474.215. Q.

138-30.000.

Keskey, William H.; Schuetz, James E.; Lee, Do I.; and Schwartz,

James E, 4.474,923, Q. 524-458.000.

Schwarz, Frederick M.: See— AAiAnm n
Griffin. James G.; and Schwarz, Frederick M.. 4,474.001. a.

60-204.000.

Neal. John W., Jr.; Klun, Jerome A.; Schwarz, Meyer, and Leon-

hardt. Barbara A., 4,474,755. Q. 424-84.000.

Schwarzmann. Matthias: See— ... .« .^ j
Hoelderich. Wolfgang; Marosi, Laszlo; Mross. Wolf D.; and

fchwiSnami, iSiSSias. 4.474.741, Q. 423-329.000.

Schwehr. Oi«gory D.; Brandt, Richanl T.; and Kandler, James J.jlo

General Ekcttic Company. Patient-poartionmg X-ray table.

4.475.072, a. 318-602.000.

Schweizer, Manfred: See— ^ .„ __ „ /^
Lukoachek, Klaus; Schweizer, Manfred; and Trantmann, Hans C,

4,474,836, Q. 427-389.900.

Schoe^^Josel; and Schwiers, Hans-Georg, 4,474,729, d.

37M61.000.
Schwing, Gregory W.: See-

xu aaiaum n
Chen, Chi-wan; and Schwing, Gregory W., 4,474,601, CL

71-93.000.

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.: See— ,.,,««-,
Hutohins, Samuel F., 4,475,1 W. a. 343-766.000.

Scott, George V., to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Dentifrice packag-

ing process. 4,473,988, Q. 53-440.000.

Scott, George V., to Colgate-PalmoBve Company. Increasmg vucosity

of carrageenan-containing compositions with microwave radiation.

4,474,81870424-358.000. ^ ,. „ ,„«
Scott, Stephen S. Screw handle ratohet 4,474,089, O. 81-57.29a

Maxfield, Marvin L.. 4.474,833. 0. 427-138.00a

SECO Industries. Inc.: See— ^ „. „ ,

Moss. Theron C; Boring, Earl; Tomm, Erwm; and Hjdlum. Jerry,

4,473,918. O. 15-144.00R.

See, Jacques L. A: See— ^ „ - „ »_, .»
MinvieUe. Monique L. S.; Mazom. Albert H. F.; Bnin, Robert P.;

Chevanne. Sylvain V. L.; and See. Jacques L. A., 4,474,505, O.
405-50.000.

Sekiguchi. Bunzo. to Chuwa Giken Co., Ltd. Dot matrix printing bead.

4i474,485. O. 400-121.000.

Seldne, Jiro: See— «^, — .

Komatsuzaki. Hiroshi; Sekine, Jiro; Nakayama. Shigeo; Takamun.

Masashi; Hara. Hiroahi; and Kameyama. Nobuyuki, 4,474,443,

O. 354.212.000.

Sekine, Masaru: See—
Shirahata, Ryuji; Sekine, Masaru; and Hibmo, Noburo, 4,474,832,

0. 427-130.000. ^, . „, ^ ^ ...
Sekiya, Fukuo; and Hayabuchi, Itsunan, to Otizen Watch Co., Ltd.

Non-volatile memory circuit for portable electronic devices.

4,475,180, O. 365-228.000.

Sekizawa, Yasuharu: See—
. -. ,. l- u t.

Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hachisu.

Mitsugu; Kawamura, Kenji; Fukattu. Shunzo; and Sekizawa,

Yasuhani, 4,474,764, 0. 424-177.000.

OolinSKuido; and SeUeri, Narciso, 4,473,951, O. 33-143.00L.

Selwitz, Charles M.: See— . „ . . ^ ^
Onopchenko, Anatoli; Sabourin, Edward T.; and Selwitz. Charies

M.. 4,474,989, O. 568-306.000.

Semsky, Haiu-Jorg: See— ^ ^ „, „
Boner, Heinz; Bratz, Manfred; Frank, Sven; Orau, Wolfgang;

Semsky, Hans-Jorg; Walter, Hdnz; Witzig. Armin; and Bloch-

mann, Rudolf, 4,473,93a O. 29-38.00C

Takahashi, Setsuzo; Inoue, Hideo; Otake, Hideo; and Senoo, Hiro-

shi, 4.474.696, O. 260-153.000.

Marsaci Jean-Yves; Balzano, Luden; and Lepretre, Marc,

4,473.934, O. 29-426.400.

^'SSi^^^tT^ Sergeant, O. Winston, 4.475.212, O.

Sestero, Arrigo, to Comitato Nazionale Per U Ricerca E P« Lo

SvUuppo DeU'Energia Nucleare E DeUe Energie Alteniaave. Appa-

ratus for generating intense, quasi-sutionary magnetic fieWs with

compact toroidal geometry. 4,475,096, O. 335-299.000.

Omori, Takashi; Moriguchi, Hanihiko; Seto. Tadao; Shimazaki,

Yoshikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitsu; and Inui, Toshiharu, 4,474,844,

0. 428-216.000. ^ ^_^ .. ^
Seymour, Robert W.; and Light, Ronald R., to Eastman KoiJak Coo-

nany. Thermoplastic polyester compositions havug unproved bamer

properties. 4,474,918, O. 524-324.000.

Shackdford, John T.; and Carpenter. Robert L ,
to BruMwick Corpora-

tion. Uniform drag system for spm cast reels. 4.474,341, Cl. 2*2-

8421A
Shaftner, Robert F.; and Kagan. Michael A., to Koehring Company.

Wick heaters. 4.474,166, 0126-96.000.

Shah, Jayantkumar R.: See—
Brightman. Barrie; Jotwani, Haresh C; Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz,

Mck L.; Mealo. Nickoline P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R-: Stewm.

William H.; and Woodward, John W., 4,475.01 1. 0. 179-18.0ES.

Shakespeare Company: See—
W^, LestirC , 4,474,560, O. 44^6.000.

Shallenberger, John M.: See— « u t

Kmimk, Stanley; Shallenberger, John M.; and Ferlan, Stephen J.,

4,474,727, O. 376-272.00a
cv^aMf« Michel* S£€

Amoa, Ruth; Shapira, Michal; and Mulfcr, GunhikI, 4.474.757. 0.

424-88.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kanou,Ikuo, 4.475,171,0. 364-900.000. ^.„„. _ ,^
Koyama, Masatoshi; and Tanaka, Seuchi, 4,475,114, O. 346-

76.0PH.
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Takamatsu, Tothiaki; Funada, Fnmiaki: Uede. Hirothi; and Wada,
Tooio, 4,47M32. Q. 3SO-339.00R.

Takamatsu, Toahiaki^ Funada, Fumiaki; Yasuda, Shuuhd; and
Matsuura, Mantaka. 4,474,839, Q. 42M.000.

Tateda. Koichi. 4,473,024, Q. 219-lO.SSB.

Shaw, Jon A., to JAS Electionici, Inc. Fireman's safety afipantus.

4.473,232. Q. 38l-94.00a
Shaylor-Billings. John D.: St*—

Eaton, Homer L.; and Shaylor-Billings, John D., 4,473,033, Q.
230-236.000.

Shell Califbmta Production Inc.: See—
Nelson. Arthur W.; and Ragland. James H., 4.474,011, Q.
60448.00a

Shell Oil Company: See—
Drent, Eit; and Van Leeuwen, Petrus W. N. M., 4,474,978, Q.

340-24.000.

Lopei. John A., 4,474,933, O. 328-93.000.

Lutt. Eugene P.; Wood, Donald L.; and Kubitschek. Hans E.,

4,474,678, a. 232-174.210.

Pilgram. Kurt R. 4.474.398, Q. 71-90.000.

Shelton. Alut J., to Oeaeral Motors Corporation. Self-adjusting weath-
erstnp. 4.474.402. Q. 296-76.00a

Shen, Tsu Y., to Lexidata Corporation. Three-dimensional display

system. 4,473,104. Q. 340-729.000.

Sherman, William D.: See—
Risner, Melvin O.; Sherman, William D.; and Smalley, Raymond

L., 4,474.327, Q. 414-34a000.
Sherwin-Williams Comnny, The: See—

Clay, Hughie M.; Frotzitta, Michael; and Brotherton, Alan L.,

4.474.7^a. 260448.00C.
Clay, Hughie M.; Frozzitta, Michael; and Brotherton, Alan L.,

4,474,706ra. 260448.00C
Orivas, John C; and Park, Myong-Oi A., 4.474,646, Q. 203-9.000.

Sherwood Medical Company: See^
Oindler, E. Melvin; and Daskalakis, Olga, 4,474,888, Q.

436-108.000.

Shibanuma, Tadao: See-
Nagano, Noriaki; Nakano, Koini; Shibanuma, Tadao; and
Murakami, Yukiyasu, 4,474,779, CI. 424-246.000.

Shibata, Tatsuya: See—
Kuroda, Toshunasa; Ishii, Seiji; and Shibata. Tatsuya, 4.473,996, G.

37-243.000.

Shibuya, Ryoichi; and Ihara, Tomomi, to Sumitomo Semento Kabu-
shiki Kaiua. Method of recovering exhaust us from boiler in electri-

cal power generating device using combusoble material as fuel and
apparatus lor performing such method. 4,474,010, Q. 60-648.000.

Shikoku Chemicals Corporation: See-
Sato, Soichi; Maeda, Shuzo; and Nakagi, Junji, 4,474.937, CI.

344-192.000.

Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See-
Sato, Jun, 4,474,339, a. 242-84. lOR.

Shimanuki. Koji: See—
Nishizawa, Jun-ichi; Konishi. Masahiro; Fujimura. Ikuo; and

Shimanuki, Kqji. 4.473.131. Q. 338-333.000.

Shimazaki, Hin»hi:&w—
MaUno. Hiroshi; Kusuki. Yoshihiro; Harada, Takashi; Shimazaki.

Hiroshi; and Uda, Tooo, 4,474,662, G. 210-300.200.

Makino, Hiroshi; Kusuki, Yoshihiro; Harada, Takashi; Shimazaki,
Hiroshi; and Uda, Tosio, 4.474,838, Q. 428^73.300.

Shimazaki, Yoshikazu: Sw—
Omori, Takashi; Moriguchi, Haruhiko; Seto, Tadao; Shimazaki.

Yoshikazu; Matsuba, Hiromitsu; and Inui, Toshiharu, 4,474,844,

a. 428-216.000.

Shimizu, Fumia, Ohmoto, Yasukazu; and Imagawa. Kenichi, to Otsuka
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Human interferon-related peptides, anti-

gens, antAodies and process for preparing the same. 4,474,754, CI.

424-83.000.

Shimizu, Yasuhtro: Si»—
Fujimori, Naoji; Doi, Akira; and Shimizu, Yasuhiro, 4,474,849, CI.

428-332.000.

Shhnizu. Yutaka; and Sakuma, Harumi, to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited, ^linder block. 4,474,146, G. 123-90.340.

Shiniojima, Katnhiko: See—
Kawakami, Shigezo; Tsuji, Kunihiko; Shimojima, Katuhika,
Fukuda, Mitsuru; and Kawaguchi, Hiroshi, 4,474,324, G.
414-213.000.

Shtnano Kikaku Co., Ltd.: See—
Kagota. Minoni. 4.473,129, G. 338-310.000.

Shinitz^, Meir, Heron, David; and Samuel, David, to Yeda Research
and Development Co., Ltd. Lipid fraction for treating disease.
4,474,773, cf 424-199.00a

SUnkat, Kunio: See-
Kawasaki, Yoshio; Horibe, Tatsutake; Shinkai. Kunio; Ito,

Kaaehiro; and Yamada, Kazuo, 4,473,997. Cl. 37-276.000.
Shinkle. Galen F. Tree chair. 4.474.263. G. 182-187.000.
Shinozaki. Masatsugu: 5e»—

Oishi. Shiro; and Shinozaki. Masatsugu, 4,473,133, G. 364-200.000.
Shinowki, Tadaahi; See—

Iwai, Kazumi; Shinozaki, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue. Hiro-
shi; Kunum. Yoshifumi; and Yamazaki, Shigeyuki. 4.474,331, G.
431-331.000.

Shiokawa, Kozo: See—
Aya, Masahiro; Saito, Junichi; Yasui, Kazuomi; Shiokawa, Kozo;

Morishima, Norihisa; and Goto, Toshio, 4.474,600, G. 71-92.000.
Shiota, Yoshiaki: See—

Orii, Shoichi; and Shiota, Yoshiaki, 4,473,974, G. 32-21.000.

Shiozawa. Kazuo; and Isoguchi, Seiichi, to Konishiroku Photo Industry
Co., Ltd. Film tran^mrt method and apparatus. 4,474.442. Q.
354-173.110.

Shirahata, Ryuji; Sekine, Masaru; and Hibino, Noburo, to Fuji Photo
Fihn Co., Ltd. Magnetic recording media. 4,474,832, G. 427-13a000.

Shiraishi, Ataushi: See
Nakauchi. Kenji; and Shiraishi, Atsushi, 4,474,306, G. 220-339.000.

Shirakura, Toshiharu; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kuwabara, Koiui; Sasaki,
Kouji; and Takemori. Satoshi. to Hitachi. Ltd. Method ofand appara-
tus for measuring laser beam. 4.474.468, G. 336-373.000.

Shono, Keiji: See—
Mochizuki, Taketoshi; Kudo, Mitsuo; Arai, Akira; Shono, Keni;
Omori. Masaichi; and Nishi, Genichiro, 4,474,026, CI. 62-137.000.

Shows Denko K.K.: See—
Matsuda, Itsuaki; and Takase, Tadao. 4,474.613, G. 204-296.000.

Shrimpton. Wallace. Method and means for controUiiw the sex of
mammalian offspring and product therefor. 4.474.87370. 433-1000.

Shu, Winston R., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method fbr initiating an
oxygen driven in-situ combustion process. 4,474,237, G. 166-2611000.

Shur-Lok Corporation, The: See—
Pitzer. Kenneth H., 4,474,315, G. 411-16.000.

Sicking, Heinrich; and Loock, Ehrenfried, to Olympia Werke AG. Ink
printer equipped with an ink printing head and intermediate ink
container disposed on a movable carriage. 4,473,1 16, G. 346-140.00R.

Siegfried Aktiengesellschaft: See—
ZimgibI, Ludwig; and Gnehm, Rene , 4,474,936, G. 344-49.00a

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Barabas. Udo. 4,473.187, G. 37O-38.00a
Dietze, Wolfgang; and Schafier, Jurgen, 4,473,206, G. 373-79.000.
Einsle, Gunter, 4,474,638, G. 136494.000.
Fritz, Otmar, 4,474,639, CI. 136-336.000.

Grassme, Ulrich. 4.473,224, G. 378-38.00a
Kobler, Ulrich. 4,473,093, G. 333-78.000.

Mugrauer, Hubert; Mueller, Gerhard; and De Carli, Friedrich,
4,474,567. Cl. 493-410.000.

Reng, Leonhard. 4.473,074. G. 318-800.000.

Winter, Hans, 4,474,472, G. 336-438.000.

Siemens Gammasonics, Inc.: See—
Aiseneau, Roger E., 4,473,042, G. 23O-363.00S.

Sieverding. Werner, to Bramlage GmbH. Dispenser for pasty sub-
stances. 4.474,313, G. 222-211.000.

Siewert. Herbert G., to Tecumseh Products Company. Internal crank-
case support for a radial compressor. 4.474.341. G. 417-273.000.

Sigma-Tau Industrie FarmaceutKhe Riunite S.p.A.: Sw>—
Cavazza. Claudio. 4.474.812, G. 424-319.000.

Sign Elektrographit GmbH: See—
SwozU. Adolf, 4,474,233, G. 163-184.000.

Sih, John C, to Upjohn Coonpany, The. 19-Hydroxy-7a-homo-PGIi
and 19-hydroxy-19-methyl-7a-homo-PGIi compounds. 4,474,966, G.
548-252.000.

Sikorski, Ursula A.: See-
Smith, Philip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Loftotnn, John R.; and

Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,911. G. 323-220.000.

Smith, Phillip M.; Hesler. Kenneth K.; Lofktrom, John R.; and
Sikorski. Ursula A.. 4.474.909. G. 323-220.000.

Smith, Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; LofKrom, John R.; and
Sikorski, Ursula A., 4,474,910, G. 323-220.000.

Silbermintz, Marvin A. Manipulative tile game. 4,474,371. G. 273-

I.00G.

Simancik, Carl D.: See—
DeVogeiaere, Richard A.; and Simancik, Carl D., 4,474,083, G.

74-878.000.

Simco Company, Inc., The: See—
Antonevich. John N., 4,473,141, G. 361-220.000.

Simmat, Fritz: See-
Brandt. Lutz; Kreutzer, Karl; Rau, Karlheinz; Schmidt, Horst; and
Simmat. Fritz, 4,473.204, G. 373-27.000.

Sinims, John A.: See—
Brixius, Darryl W.; and Simms. Idba A., 4.474,833. G. 428-423.800.

Simon, Hans. Tension-relieving cable duct 4,474,489, G. 403-193.000.

Simpson. Norbert E. SiU clip. 4,473,981, G. 32-21 1.000.

Simpson, Vernon P.: See—
McKaveney, James P.; and Simpson, Vernon P., 4,474.606. G.

106-1.170.

Singer, Arnold M.: See-
Oliver, John E., Jr.; and Singer, Arnold M., 4,474,240^ G.

166-312.000.

Singer Company, The: See—
Ponte. Gary W., 4,474,123, G. 112-112.000.

Singh. Pushpa; Bush, Karen; and Slusarchyk, Dorothy S.. to E R.

Squibb & Sons, Inc. ACE inhibitors produced from Soeardio orieiua-

Us. 4.474,693, G. 260-1 12.30R.
Sink, Ronald A., to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion. Image intensifier tube with reduced veiling glare and method of

making same. 4.473.039, G. 313-334.000.

Sipos. Tibor, to Johnson k Johnson. Medicaments potentiated with

phenyl alkanols. 4.474.748. G. 424-40.000.

Sireix, George. Machine for forming tubular profile. 4.474.364. G.
493-279.000.

Skaletzky, Louis L.. to Upjohn Company. The. Diuretic 2,6<diaryl-4-

pyridine carboxylic acids. 4.474.791. Cl. 424-266.000.

Skmner. Robert T. J.; and Mowbrajr. Dorian F.. to Lucas Industries

Limited. Fuel iniectioa pumping apparatus. 4.474.137. G.
123-430.000.

Skotte. Kari G.. to Boeing Company. The. Cantilever nring coun^-
balance hinge assemblyTor aircraft doors. 4,474,348. G. 244-129.300.
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Sloan Valve Company: See—
Schmitt. Eugene W.. 4.474.412. G. 303-33.000.

Slobodzian. Gregory: See-
Roberts. Michael; and Slobodzian, Gregory, 4,474,281, G. 194-

1.00N.

Slusarchyk, Dorothy S.: See-
Singh. Pushpa; Bush. Karen; and Slusarchyk. Dorothy S.,

4.474.693. G. 260-1 12.30R.

Small. Hamish: See-
Stevens. Timothy S.; Davis. James C; and Small, Hamish,

4,474,664, G. 210-636000.

Smalley, Raymond L.: See—
Risner, Melvin G.; Sherman, William D.; and Smalley, Raymond

L., 4,474,327, G. 414-S4O.000.

Smear Gear Wiper Corporation: See-
Fritz, Charles T., Jr., 4,473,919, G. 15-230.400.

Smith, Donald P. Multiple-pass impingement heating and cooling

device. 4,474,498. G. 432-144.000.

Smith. Doudas C: See-
James. Dennis B.; MofRtt, Bryan S.; and Smith, Douglas C,

4.473.191. G. 370-83.000.

Smith, Elizabeth M.; Doll, Ronald J.; and Neustadt. Bernard R., to

Schering Corporation. Tricyclic lactams and derivatives useful in

increasing cardiac contractility. 4.474.786. G. 424-236.000.

Smith International. Inc.: See—
Ecer, Gunes M., 4,474,861, G. 428-614.000.

Smith, James D. B.: See-
Castle, Peter M.; Smith, James D. B.; and Phillips, D. Colin,

4.474.688. G. 232-628.000.

Smith. James G.. to Exide Electronics Corporation. Computer commu-
nications control. 4.473.173. G. 364-900.000.

Smith, Philip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofstrom, John R.; and Sikorski,

Ursula A., to DeSoto, Inc. Opacification of pamt 4,474,911, G.
323-220.000.

Smith. Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofittrom, John R.; and Sikorski,

Ursula A., to DeSoto, Inc. Opacification of paint 4.474,909. G.
323-220.000.

Smith. Phillip M.; Hesler, Kenneth K.; Lofstrom, John R.; and Sikorski.

Ursuk A., to DeSoto, Inc. Opacification of paint 4,474,910, G.
323-220.000.

Smith, Robert E.; and Payne, Francis L. Redundant serial communica-
tion circuit 4,473,049, G. 307-441.000.

Smith, Robert L., to Pfanstiehl Laboratories. Inc. Chitosan as a contra-

ceptive. 4.474.769. G. 424-180.000.

Smith, Russell G.; and Schramm. Laurier L., to Petro-Canada Explora-

tion Inc.; Her Majesty the Queen in right of the Province of Alberta

as represented by the Minister of Energy and Natural Resources;

PanC^nadian Pettoleium Limited; Esao Resources Canada Limited;

Canada-Cities Service, Ltd.; Gulf Canada Limited; Alberu Energy
Company Ltd.; Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas Company Limited; and
Petrofina Canada Inc., a part interest Blending tar sands to provide

feedstocks for hot water process. 4,474,616. G. 208-1 l.OLE.

Smith, Thomas M. Infra-red combinations. 4,474,332, G. 431-328.000.

Smith, Trevor S., to Lucas Industries Limited. Fuel control system for

a gas turbine engine. 4,473,999, G. 60-39.281.

Smith, William H.; and Werner, Roy H., to Barrett Haentjens ft Co.
Mudng apparatus. 4,474,477, G. 366-163.000.

Smithkline Beckman Corporation: See—
Osband, Michael E.; and Cohen, EUen B., 4,474,876, G. 433-4.000.

Smolensky, Leo A., to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Steam-water

separator. 4,474,389, G. 33-337.000.

Snamprogetti S.p.A.: See—
Paret Giancarlo, 4,473,003, G. 368-697.000.

Snow, William E., to American Cast Iron Pipe Company. Method and
apparatus for coating the interior surface ofmetal pipes. 4,474, 1 34, G.
118-37.000.

Snyers, Michel: See—
Lainbelin, Georges; Roncucci, Romeo; Roba, Joseph; Gillet

Claude; and Snyers, Michel, 4,474,977, G. 360-1.000.

S.A. des Etablissements Suubli: See—
Palau. Joseph, 4,474020, G. 139-l.OOE

Societe Anonyme Francaise du Ferodo: See—
Loizeau, Piem, 4,474,277, G. 192-106.200.

S.A. Thiffion: See—
Thimon, Jacques, 4,473,990, G. 33-367.000.

Societe Chimique des Charbonnages-CdF Chimie: See—
Bujadoux, Karel; Neyer, Jean-Marie; and Houzeaux, Jean-Pierre,

4,474.703, G. 260429.300.

Joufnroy, Guy; and Martinot, Bernard, 4,474,931, G. 326-88.000.

Societe des Etablissements StaubU (France): See—
Froment Jean-Paul. 4,474,219, Cl. 139-l.OOE.

Solaroli. Sergio, to Finike Italiana Marposs S.p.A. Apparatus for check-

ing features of mechanical pieces, or other objectt, transported by a

conveyor. 4.474.283, G. 198-302.000.

Solartron Electronic Group Limited, The: See-
Cope, Stephen N., 4,473,166, G. 364-731.000.

Sollitto, Vincent F., Jr.: See—
LaVallee, Rusadl W.; Ryan. Philip M.; and Sollitto. Vmcent F.. Jr..

4.473.194, G. 371-10.000.

Solomon, Edward G., to OXIMETRDC, Inc. Stepping motor control

procedure for achieving variable rate, quasi-contmuous fluid infusion.

4,474.309. G. 222-1.000.

SoM. Takanori: See—
Ibuki. Tadayuki; Sugihara. Taisuke; Kawakubo. Hiromu; and Sone.

Takanori. 4.474,96470. 346-199.000.

Sonnet Philip E.: See—
Guss. Paul L.; Tumhnaon. James H.. Ill; Sonnet Philip E.; and

McLaughlin, John R.. 4,474,991, G. 368-382.000.

Sony Corporation: See—
Kihara, Nobutoshi; and Nakamura, Tadahiko. 4,473,133, G.

364-143.000.

Tatsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki. Fujio; and Kusakabe, Tomio,

4,473,933, G. 29-429.000.

Soper, John M.: See—
Markley, LoweU D.; and Soper, John M., 4,474,602. G. 71-94.000.

Source Technologies Corporation: See-
Kramer, MUo G.; and Balhrd. Albert S., 4,474.440. G. 333-94.000.

Southern Gas Association: See-
Brown. Morton E., 4.473,168. G. 364-803.00a

Southwire Company: See-
Gentry. Bobby C. 4,473.993. G. 37-9.000.

Sparks. Daniel R., to Becton Dickinson and Company. Low profQe

keyboard switch. 4,473,142. G. 361-288.000.

Spees. Charles L. Method of forming a composite foam insulated jacket

for a railroad tank car. 4,474,632, Cl. 136-78.000.

Speidel. Bemd: See-
Wall. Hehnut; Schmidhuber, Karl; Kreiser. Gerhard; and Speidd,

Bemd, 4,474.406. G. 297-146.000.

Sperry Corporation: See-
Jennings. Richard E.; and Harer. Ddmar C, 4,473,993, CL

36-208.000.

Young, Peter L.; Josephs, Richard M.; and Coleman, John A.,

4^,828, G. 427-38.000.

Zipser, Randall E, 4,474,322, G. 41440.00a
Spivack, John D., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Ortho^Ikylated phenyl

phosphonites and stabilized organic compositions. 4,474,914, G.
324-100.000.

Spokas, Romas B.; Sturges, Fred D.; Miller, Alan L.; and Fox, Robert

A., to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Control system for power shifted

transmission. 4,474,082, G. 74-866.000.

Sprecher k Schuh AG: See—
HofFinann, Heinrich; Hanni, Kuit; and Feller. WiUy. 4.473.098. G.

337-49.000.

Stabilus GmbH: See—
Molders. Werner, and Pohlenz. Hans. 4.474,271. CL 188-280.000.

Stadler, Brun:See—
Kunze. Lothar, Vogt Harald; Stadler, Brun; and Herr, Anton,

4,474,043, G. 72-379.000.

Staedeli, Otto, to Maag Gear-Wheel k Machine Co. Ltd. Automatically

engageable jaw clutch. 4,474,273. G. 192-67.00A.

Staiger, Karl: See-
Drews. Ulrich; Rapps. Peter, Staiger, Kari; and Streit Klaus,

4,474,038, G. 73-118.200.

Stal Refrigeration AB: See-
Albert Ludwig, 4,474,019, G. 62-84.000.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Beynet Pierre A., 4,474.244, G. 166-377.000.

Puskar, John R.. 4.474,022, G. 62-96.000.

Standard Oil Company Gndiana): See—
Arand. Dale P.; and Wilson. Robert H., 4.474,391, G. 62-31.000.

Hunt Mack W.; and West Charies T., 4,474,673, G. 252-42.700.

Park, Chang-Man; and Richardson, Eugene E., 4,474,710, G.
260-S05.00N.

Yoric Earl D.; and Porter, Darrell D., 4,474,629, G. 149-109.600.

Starkey, Graham C: See—
Higginbotham, Gordon J. S.; Amsbury, Clifford R.; and Starkey,

Graham C, 4,474,224, G. 164-130.000.

State University of New York: See—
Blau, Monte; and Kung, Hank F., 4,474,746, G. 424-1.100.

Staub, Fred W.; and McLaughlin, Michael H., to General Electric

Company. Means for increasing the critical heat flux of an immersed

surface. 4,474,231, G. 165-133.000.

Steag AG: See-
Adrian, Fritz; Grund, Theodor, and Strauss, Udo, 4,474,120, G.

110-261.000.

Steer, John E, to Bendix Corporation, The. Master cylinder. 4,474,003,

G. 60-362.000.

Steiger, Ezra, to Geveland Clinic Foundation, The. Home parenteral

nutrition trainer. 4,474.359, CI. 434-268.000.

Steimer, Franz. Process and an apparatus for evening out the tempera-

tures within the preheating zone of a kiln. 4,474,554, G. 432-130.000.

Steinebach. Heinz: See—
Remmers, Karl; and Steinebach, Heinz, 4,474.138, G. 122-7.00R.

Steiner, Pierre G. Tar-free smoking devices. 4,474,191, G. 131-198.00A.

Steinh<)fer, Robert J.: See—
Martnio, Louis J.; Samela, Frank M.; and Steinhofer, Robert J.,

4,474.353, G. 248-534.000.

Sterlmg Drug Inc.: See-
Lewis, Frederick M.. 4,474.121, G. 110-346.000.

Stem, Kurt to Micronetics, Inc. Noise generator having variable band-

width and center frequency. 4,475,090, G. 331-78.000.

Stemfeld, Hans J.; Reinkenhof, Joaef; and Lambrecht Heinrich. Steam

generator. 4,474,140, G. 122-31.00R.

Steutermann, Edward M. Solar heat collector control device. 4,474,169,

G. 126422.000.

Stevens, John W.: See—
Zahradnik, Anton F.; and Stevens, John W., 4,474,249, G.

173-163.000.
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Steven, Robert B.: Stt—

^^^S^/SPJi Stevens, Robert E.; end Byer*. Joe L., 4,473.923.
a. is*377.ooa

tevcat, Timothy S.; Davis, Jamea C; and Soull. Hamish. to Dow
Qwnfcal CooHMny, The. Ion analytis method and apparatus.
4»474v6H a2T5«6.00a

wwanis.

Stevnoo. ^dlian H.. IV. Workiag sub and method for liirling them
while aMt 4,474,127, a. 1 I4.1W.000.

^*
Stewut, ^K^ntm R: Set—

Bry^htman. Barrie; Jotwani, Hareah C; Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz.
Rick L.; Mado, Nickoitne P.; Shah. Jayantkumar R.; Stewart.
Wdhaffl R; and Woodward. John W., 4,473,011. a. 179-18.0ES.

Stock. Rodney D.. to Ampex Corporation. YIQ Computer graphics
system. 4.475.I6I, a. 3«^1.00ft ^ 8"pnics

Slock, Samnei O.: Stt—
Sodweefa. Walter B.; and Stock. Samuel O., 4.474.628. a.

149-21.000.

Rockdale, Oofdon. Tabletop hockey game. 4,474,375. a. 273-85.00B.
Stohman, Donald D.: See—

^^'.I^a^ **•' "^ Stoltman, Donald D.. 4,474,150, CI.
12>337.000.

Stone, LeabeS.:5^»—
Booth, ^M^Uam L.; and Stone, Leslie S., 4,474,503, a. 404-6.000.

Story, Jafan R.; and Myers, E Gary, to Armour-Dial, Inc. Soap mak-
tag pfoceaa. 4,474,683, Q. 252-3«.000.

"^

Straob, Dieter, and Hoflinann, Karl, to J. O. Anschutz OmbR Compe-
tition firearm. 4,473,964, a. 42.75.00A.

^
^*»*fftt. Jnrgen: Sie—
^BwrfjtojPeter; and Strauss, Jurgen, 4,474,854, Q. 428-41 1.100.

Adnan, Frta; Grand, Theodor, and Strauss, Udo. 4,474.120. a.
110-261.000.

Sirett, Klaus: 5^»-

'^*,StS.^.^' '^'"' "^ •«• «^^ «•'»•

^*^2!SS5LSV]P^ Wolfram; and Basstng, Dieter, to BASF Ak-
ttwyeeuschaft. Concentrated aqueous solutions of mixtures of or-
smic comptexmg agents and dinenmg agents based on polymeric
•hphatKJ carboxyiic acids. 4»474M a 524-130.000.

Strooberg-Carlaon Corporation: Sm>—
Biu^ttHn. Barrie; Jotwani, Ibresh C; Lenk. Pedro A.; Mantz.
RickL.; Meato, Nictohne P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R.; Stewart,
William R; and Woodward. John W., 4,475.01 1, Q. 179.18.0ES

'^S?™?^ Si*^'."*' Diederich, Hans-Junen. to Gewerkschaft

9.SS^T^^!S^JS^ **^ ••»«" M74,494. a. 405-143.000.
Stodsvik Energiteknik AB: Sa^-

Ijnd«, Sten V., 4,475,083, Q. 324-227.000.
Stmy, Werner &»-

"fSSSTci. mSs.^?"' "^ '^ ^"^^ ^"^'^
Sturaea, Fred D.: Stt—

Spokaa, Romas B.; Stur|es, Fred D.; Miller, Alan L.; and Fox.
Robert A.. 4.474,082, er74.866.Ood.

1-. «» rox.

SudweAs, Walter B.; and Stock. Samuel O.. to IRECO Chemicals.

SSS SSt"^ ^^ «ttwilth hollow spheres. 4.474.628. a.

*!SI!!l?'i'K5''SJ?li'?'"^ ?«yy«W. to Nissan Motor Com-
pmy. Limited. SUtdevioe ofhydraufac control system for automatic
transmission. 4*474,084, a. 74-869.000.

Suprman, Danid: Stt—

^SSSoOoT"
^' "** Sugarman, Daniel. 4,474,540, a.

Sugawara, Kroyuki: 5^e—

**£S!\'I.*!?'^5??i
Sttgiwara, Hiroyuki; Kuwabara. Kouji;

Sugih.SlaS;^'^''''^' ^''^ •^*'^' a- 356.373.0d!).

"ISkSfttJ^ISfSJ^cS^^^^
Suginoto, Nacriuko: &«—

'^»3,'a4k)!528.So^
^'^' "" '"«*~^ ^~'^°'

Sugita, Kaxnhiko: See—
SiglOj^Hnjahj^Tsuboi, Akira; and Sugita. Kazuhiko. 4.474,483,

sXlIS^T §il**^y°«
machine. 4,474.454. a. 355-14S)R.

''^Sy^u^' M«*.,Rpnhard; Suk. Laddie E; Wiley. Pkul R.;
and Wincbdl David F.. 4,475,189, Q. 37^62.000.

Snkenan, Junzo: Ser—
K^mo^Shi^Minaffli. Ryuichi; and Sukenari, Junzo, 4,474,188,

^''iSS^JiSi^ih^S^^.d^^Sl-'^ Msscitti. Albert A., to

^
^.i5r4,?s?s:S'5S!sabr^*«^^

Sullivan, James F.: Siv—

Suiter Brothers Ltd.: &«u.
Kundig, Andrea, 4*474^592, a. 6^37.000.
Zierier, G«irg. 4,474,141, Q. 12^32.000.

Sumika Color Ca, Ltd: Stt—
Higuchi, I&aihi; KurahasU, Takayuki; Mushiake, Naohiko- and
TamgBchi. Yoichi, 4,474,473, Q. 36^^75.000^

waonino; and

Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting Company, Limited: Stt—
Kato, Shozo; and Ujirooto, Yasuhiko, 4,474,610 Q. 204-243.00M

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: Stt—

'^''i^J^i^'** T«»««W; Md Moriwaki. Masanori, 4,474,981,

Kisida, Hirosi; and Hatakoshi, Makoto, 4,474,796, Q. 424-273.00R.Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: Stt—

^^^^t^^ ^'' ^"^ "^ Shimizu, Yasuhiro, 4,474,849, Q.

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.: Stt—
Masuda, Seiichi; Umeda, Yoichi; Matsuo, Tohru; Taga, Masavuki-
and Nakajima, Hidemasa, 4,474,605, a. 75-60.000/^

Yauchi, Akihiro; Nishihara, Minora; Fukui, Kunihiio; Kawashima,
Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoshiyasu. 4,474,651, a. 204-34.000.

Sumitomo Semento Kabushiki Kairiu: Stt—
Shibuya, Kyoichi; and Ihara. Tomomi. 4,474,010, Q. 60448.000

Sundstrand Corporation: S^e—
Hawkins, Royal R., 4,475,073, Q. 318-609.000.

Siuuluda. Hiroshi; Tsuji, Ichiro; Kawai. Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi; Yuge,

JJ»''°I?:
T*^an. Toshiki; Sahira. Kensho; and Kojima, tSwo, to

S?'?"'ll?J?jH''o«yo K**ushiki Kaisha; and Mitsubishi Kinzoku
Kabushiki Kaisha. Heat resistant nickel base alloy exoeUent in work-

SJ?2™ ^^ temperature strength properties. 4.474,733. a.
420-443.000.

Sutton. William T.; and Brown, Robert C. to Colt Industries Operating

^?5:oS!a. 2SS.(»r
' '" •'•'^ "^"^ '^'>^«-

Suyberfouyk, Ludovicus F. M.: Stt—
Beer. Henri; Van Den Keybus. Franz A. M.; and Suyberbuvk.
Ludovicus F. M.. 4.474.653. Q. 204-96.000.

^
Suzuki, Hideo: S^—

^!i^.,l*f?l!S.^"*^ **^~' •** "o™**- Shunsuke, 4,475,085,
\A. 32o-o2.000.

Siuuki, Hiroshi; Tsuboi, Akira; and Sugita, Kazuhiko, to Toyoda Koki
Kabushiki Kaisha. HydrosUtic bearing umaratus with a coolina
function. 4,474,483, Q. 384-114.000.

"•'P""" ^^ «»™«

^"Sm Saci"35?5^"000
"°* ^' ^^' '^*^'"" ~Py*"8 '»*''^-

Suzuki, Masao: Stt—
Fujio. Kazuyuki; Suzuki, Masao; Sasamoto, Katsumi; and Ikari.

Yasuji. 4.475,185, Q. 369-265.00oT^^
^^ ^

Swansea, Gerald T.: Set—
Zackay, Victor F.; Lloyd, William G.; Rowe, Donald R.; Trenary,
John M.; and Swanson, Gerald T., 4,474,739, a. 423-230.000.

Swiss Aluminium Ltd.: Stt—

^'^•yf?!^'!?^' *^™««'>. Otto; "Kl Pfister, Hans, 4,474,611, a.
2O4-243.00M.

Swozil, Adolf, to Sigri Elektrographit GmbH. Tube bundle heat ex-
changer. 4.474.233. Q. 16M84.000.

Sydanmaki. Pekka: See—

^^ ;#I^^"™*'' ^^^'' *"• Sydanmaki. Pekka. 4,474,113,
d. 102*306.000.

Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.: See—
McNaughton. AUen D.; Albert. Stephen B.; and Furbeishaw.
Gerard A.. 4.474,572. Q. 604-61.000

u^c^biw,

Systemkiki Co., Ltd.: See—
Kawamura, Michio; Kato, Takeshi; and Yoshizawa. Yoshikazu.
4,475,221.0.377-13.000. ^^ »»"«««.

Szabo, Lajos: See—
Szantoy, Csaba; Szabo. Ujos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; KieidI, Janos;
Czibuk, Laszlo; Visky, Gyorgy; Nemes, Andras; and Farkas nee
Kirlyak, Maria, 4,474,960 Q. 546-70.000.

Szantoy, Oab^ Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Kreidl. Janos; Czibula,
Uszio; Visky, Gyorgy; Nemes, Andras; and Farkas nee Kirlyak,
Mana. to Richter (3edeon Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt. Apovincaminic acid
esters. 4,474.960. CI. 546-70.000.

Szente, Andre : Set—

Szots, Geza: See—

^*f^:,P???
Gundisch, Guszuv; Szots, Geza; and Lantos, Elemer,

4,474,334, CI. 241-1.000.

Szymczak, Edward J.: See—
Wilkins, Robert L.; Cegielski, Eugene J.; McEver, James P.; and

Szymczak, Edward J., 4,474,381, a. 277.207.00A.
Tadman. Jack M.: See-

Phillips. Dorothy J.; and Tadman. Jack M.. 4,474,789. CL
424-263.000.

Tadokoro, Hiroyuki; Matsuoka, Shigeni; and Yamauchi, Koji, to Hita-

1U.
^^' *^*'°' operation control apparatus. 4,475,069, d

Taga. Masayulu: Stt—
Masuda. Seiichi; Umeda. YcMchi; Matsuo. Tohru; Taga, Masayuki:
and Nakajima. Hidemasa, 4,474,605, a. 75-60.000.

Taibo Pharmaceutical Company Limited: Stt—
Fujita, Eiichi; Nagao, Yoshimitsu; Mori, Tomoyuki; Murayama.

Chieko; and Asao, Tetsiyi, 4,474,814,d 424-324.000.
Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—

Tamai, Masaharu; Morimoto, Shigeo; Adachi, Takeshi; Oguma,
Kiyoshi; Hanada, Kazunori; and Omura, s«H.f,.T,i 4.474,8m Q
424-278.000.

-»u,-^^f^,ouw, vi.

Takada. Yoshinori: 5^—
Ogxki. Koji; Akanuma. Shigetake; Takada, Yoshinori; Qiiro. Yo-

shitaka; and Harada, Shigeru, 4,474,410 a. 299-23.000.
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Takui, Satoshi: See—
Takai, Kazuki; Yamada, Yasuo; Takagi, Satoshi; and Itoh, Yukio,

4.475.020, a. 200-153.00V.

Takahara, YosUmasa: See-
Sato, Akio; Nakajima, Kenji; Takahara, Yoshimasa; Kijima,

Shizumasa; Inai, Yuichi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakami, Yo-
shiyuki; and Tsuragi, Tomio, 4,474,881, Q. 435-136.000.

Takahashi, Minora, toTDK Electronics Co., Ltd. Ultrasonic atomizing
device. 4,474,326, Q. 239-102.000.

Takahashi, Setsuzo; Inoue, Hideo; Otake, Hideo; and Senoo, Hiroshi, to

Nippon Kayaku Kabushiki Kaisha. Reactive disazo dyestufis contain-

ing triazines. 4,474.696. O. 260-153.000.

Takahashi, Shiro, to Asahi Glass Company, Ltd. Process and apparatus

for drying or heating a particulate material. 4,474,553, Q. 432-27.000.

Takahashi, Shoji: See—
Hirano, Masaki; and Takahashi, Shoji, 4,474,338, Q. 242-55.000.

Takahashi, Tadashi: See—
Dcegame, Hiroo; Takahashi, Tadashi; and Kobayashi, Sumio,

4,475.152, a. 363-141.000.

Takai, Kazuki; Yamada, Yasuo; Takagi, Satoshi; and Itoh, Yukio. to

Clarion Co.. Ltd. Slide switch operating device. 4,475,020, CI. 200-

153.00V.

Takaku, Kazuo: See—
Naruse, Akisuke; Hosono, Tatsukuma; Takaku, Kazuo; and

Kajiyama, Shigeru, 4.474.064. Q. 73-622.000.

Takamatsu. Toshiaki; Funada. Fumiaki; Uede. Hiroshi; and Wada.
Tomio. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Optical display panel structure.

4.474.432, Q. 3S0-339.00R.

Takamatsu, Toshiaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Yasuda, Shuuhei; and Matsu-
ura, Masataka, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Large-area liquid crystal

display panel and method for making it. 4,474,839, CI. 428-1.000.

Takamura, Masashi: See—
Komatsuzaki, Hiroshi; Sekine, Jiro; Nakayama, Shigeo; Takamura,

Masashi; Hara, Hiioshi; and Kameyama, Nobuyuki, 4,474,443,

a. 354-212.000.

Takase, Tadao: See—
Matsuda, Itsuaki; and Takase, Tadao, 4,474,615, CI. 204-296.000.

Takashima, Hiroaki: See—
Uemura, Seiichi; Yamamoto, Shunichi; Hirose, Takao; Takashima,

Hiroaki; and Kato, Osamu, 4,474,617, Q. 208-22.000.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See-
Oka, Yoshikazu; Nishikawa, Kohei; and Miyake, Akio, 4,474,692,

CI 26(V112 50R
Okada, Yoshiyuki;' and Sato. Yasuo. 4.474.775. Q. 424-200.000.

Sano. Yasuo; Atita. Kazuhiro; and Masuda, Isao, 4,474,942, CI.

528-363.000.

Tanaka, Michia, Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, 4,474,934, CI.

528^5.000.

Takeda, Koichiro; and Miyo, Tokihiro, to Fujitsu Limited. Carrier-

recovery circuit. 4,475,218, CI. 375-81.000.

Takeda, Takao; Ito, Hiroshi; Yamazaki, Hitoshi; Hattori, Atsushi;

Yamamoto, Seiichiro; and Imai, Jun, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Discharge lamp having convoluted discharge path. 4,475,058,

a. 313.493.000.

Takeiri, Toshiki: See—
Susukida, Hiroshi; Tsuji, Ichiro; Kawai, Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi;

Yuge, Makoto; Takeiri, Toshiki; Sahira, Kensho; and Kojima,
Toshio, 4,474,733, Q. 420443.000.

Takemori, Satoshi: See—
Shirakura, Toshiharu; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kuwabara, Kouji;

Sasaki. Kouji; and Takemori. Satoshi, 4,474,468, a. 356-373.000.

Takeuchi, Tomio: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hachisu.

Mitsugu; Kawamura. Keiyi; Fukatsu. Shunzo; and Sekizawa,
Yasuhara, 4,474,764, Q. 424-177.000.

Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Naganawa, Hiroshi; linuma,
Hironobu; and Kunimoto, Setsuko, 4,474,880, G. 435-129.000.

YosUmoto, Akihiro; Tobe, Hiroyasu; Ishikura, Tomoyuki;
Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,474,945, CI.

5364.400.

Talke, Frank E: See-
Lee, Frands C; Mills, Ross N.; and Talke, Frank E, 4,475,1 13, CI.

346-1.100.

Tallet, Jose E: See—
Bhalla, Ranbir S.; Tallet, Jose E; and Elms, Robert T, 4,475,065,

CI. 315-307.000.

Tahni, Maati, to Heinrich-Hertz-Institut fiir Nachrichtentechnik. Multi-

bit unidirectional shifter unit 4,475,173, CI. 364-900.000.

Tamai, Masaharu; Morimoto, Shigeo; Adachi, Takashi; Oguma, Kiyo-
dii; Hanada, Kazunori; and Omura, Sadafumi, to Taisho Pharmaoeu-
tiG«l Co., Ltd. &x>xysuccinyl amino acid derivatives. 4,474,800, Q.
424-278.000.

Tamaki, Makoto: See-
Sato, Jinichi; Kurasu, Toshiro; Kondo, Naoyoshi; and Tamaki,
Makoto, 4,474,822, 0. 426-597.000.

Tamaru, Shinmi: See—
MocMzuki, Yoshinori; Eguchi, Kiyoshi; Ishikawa, Takayoshi;

Genba, Yasushi; Tamaru, Shigemi; and Okada, Masayuki,

4.475.021, a. 200-153.0SC
Tamura, Poohsan N.: See—

Rd>holz, Joseph J.; and Tamura, Poohsan N., 4,474,438, Q.
350433.000.

Tanaka, Hideo; and Iwao, Suminari, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha. Motorcycle engine. 4,474,144, Q. 123-52.0MV.

Tanaka, Michio; Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, to Takeda Chemi-
cal Industries, Ltd. One-pack type thermosetting polyurethane coat-

ing composition from a blocked iaocyanate containing an ox-

adiazinetrione ring. 4,474,934, CI. 528-45.000.

Tanaka, Seiichi: See—
Koyama, Masatoshi; and Tanaka, Seiichi, 4,475,114, Q. 346-

76.0PH.
Taniguchi, Motoya; Koizumi, Mitsuyoshi; Aldyama. Nobuyuki;
Kembo. Yukio; and Dceda, Minora, to Hitachi. Ltd. Exposure process

and synem. 4,475.223. Q. 378-34.000.

Taniguchi, Yoichi: See—
Higuchi, Hiroshi; Kurahashi, Takayuki; Mushiake, Naohiko; and

Taniguchi, Yoichi, 4,474,473, O. 366-75.000.

Tankersley, Ronald R.r See-
Whitman, Richard F.; and Tankersley, Ronald R.. 4.474.504, Q.
40M 6.000.

Tanton, George A.; Meyer, Harry C; and Osmunds, James F., to

United States of America, Army. Submillimeter wave frequency

shifter. 4,475,197, Q. 372-4.000.

Tantram, Anthony D. S.; Hobbs, Bryan S.; Finbow, John R.; and Chan,
Yat S., to Oty Technology Limited. Gas sensor. 4,474,648, CI. 204-

1.00T.

Taoka Chemical Company, Limited: See—
Wada, Mitsuhiro; and Maki. Seizi. 4.475.002. Q. 568-795.000.

Tarabocchia, John G.: See—
Hawes. Glen W.; Tarabocchia. John G.; and Katz, Saul N.,

4,474,820, a. 426-387.000.

Tash, Gilbert L.: See—
Dumbauld, Lewis D.; and Tash, Gilbert L., 4,475,123, G.

358-114.000.

Tassie, Douglas P., to General Electric Company. Ammunitioo ban-
dUng system. 4,474,102, Q. 89-33.170.

Tatai, Ilona; Gundisch. Guszuv; Szots. Geza; and Lantos. Elemer, to

Taurus Gumiipari Vallalat Process and equipment for the crashing of
scrap rabber, particularly scrap type. 4,474.334. G. 241-1.000.

Tateda, Koichi, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Wireless food temperature-

sensing assembly. 4.475.024. CI. 219-10.55B.

Tatsuta, Sumitaka: See—
Hatakeyama, Akira; Naoi. Takashi; and Tatsuta. Sumitaka.

4,474.871. a. 430423.000.
Tatsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima. Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki. Fujio; and Kuaakabe, Tomio, to

Sony Corporation. Method for supplying parts to an automatic
assembUng machine. 4,473,935, G. 29-429Xno

Taurus Gumiipari Vallalat: See—
Tatai, Ilona; Gundisch, Gusztav; Szots, Geza; and Lantoa, Elemer,

4,474,334, G. 241-1.000.

Taylor, Carl R., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Multiple coating of fibers.

4,474,830,0.427-34.100.
Taylor, Thomas M., to Neal, John A.; and Taylor, Thomas M. Time-

period modulation transmission system. 4,473,244, CI. 453-42.000.

TDK Corporation: See—
Ishino, Ken; Hashimoto, Yasuo; and Narumiya, Yodiikazu,

4,474,676, G. 252-62.340.

TDK Electronics Co., Ltd.: See—
Takahashi, Minora, 4,474,326, G. 239-102.000.

Teagan, W. Pieter, to Arthur D. Little, Inc. Heat pump system for

production of domestic hot water. 4,474,018, G. 62-79.000.

Tecumseh Products Company: See—
Siewert, Herbert G., 4,474,341, G. 417-273.000.

Teichmuller, Gerhard; Rabe, Joachim; and Henkel Harry, to Veb
Jenapharm Jena. Process for the separation of4-androsten-3,17-dione
and l,4-andix>stadien-3,17-dione. 4,474,701, G. 260-397.300.

Teijin Ltd.: See—
Kuroda, Toshimasa; Ishn, Seyi; and Shibata, Tatsuya, 4,473,996, G.

37-245.000.

Tdctronix, Inc.: Se»—
Glasby, Dennis E, 4,475,237, G. 382-10.000.

Teldix GmbH: See-
Baron, Klaus U.; and Wiegemann, Hans-Bertram, 4,475,202, G.

372-61.000.

Teledyne Industries, Inc.: See—'

Zackay, Victor F.; Lloyd, WOliam G.; Rowe, Donald R.; Trenary,

John M.; and Swanson, Gerald T, 4,474,739, CI. 423-230.000.

Tenex Corporation: See—
Polhemus, Marian H.; and Frye, Lonnie E, 4,475,022, G.

206-214.000.

Te Raa, Gerhardus A.: See—
Popma, Theo J. A.; Te Raa, Gerhardus A.; and Vink, AdhanusT.,

4,475,032,0. 250-2 13.0VT.
Terada, Kazuhiro: See-

Honda,' Tadatoshi; and Terada, Kazuhiro, 4,474,969, O.
548-508.000.

Terashima, Akio:See—
Masuda, Kiyoshi; Dcari, Takashi; Matsuyama, Takashi; Terashima,

Akio; and Goto, Takao, 4,474,811, CI. 424-317.000.

Terry, Stephen C; and Jerman, John R, to Microaenaor Technolcfv
Inc. Miniature gas chromatograph unaratus. 4,474,889, O.
436-161.000.

Voinescu, Nicolae, 4,473,996, O. 33.178.00E
Texaco Development Corporation: See—

Ko(», Widfgang, 4,474,584, O. 48-197.0(»t

Texaco Inc.: See—
DiOe, Roger M.; Middleton, Leigh R.; Brent, Albert; and Robin,

AUen M., 4,474,581, O. 48-61.000.

Dille, Roger M.; Middleton, Leigh R.; Brent, Albert; and RoMn.
Allen M.. 4.474.582, O. 4841.000.
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,
Rkdiad J. O.. M74,90a Q. 321.1 laooa

. Richud J. O., 4,474,901. Q. 52M63.00a
, John R.; Ctvitt, Stnley B.; and Mirauia, Bdwud T..

4»474,»74,a 54».533.00a
w— «.w«i« ...

SuwicM, Robert A.. 4,474,704, G. 2«M29.700.
Tom lottmiiMBts Incofporiad; Sm>—

Cvboo. Douid E., 4,474,047. 0. 73-l.OOE.

°a^*5?W doO****™*^
"***" ^* "^ ^^"*^ ^^^ M75.094.

% 555L^' "** Millwiighl. Stoddard S.. 4,475.165. Q.

Wan, Chaof-Fenf. 4,474,64a Q. 156«)1.000.
Thahnfeid. David R^ to Trion ladostries Inc. Merchandiae disDiav
hook and bM. 4.474^51. Q. 248.22a400.

^^ ^^^
Thamm. Hunt Pici«r 5^

'^mSSVsmT'**
"* nanin. Horat-Dieter. 4.474.711. a.

nfn,Fdu:See-~
Wol«^ AOn M.; Davomort. Jamea M.; Tlieenwes. Fdix; and Yum.
Su I.. 4,474,574, CL6Sw5.a». — «»,-wiuni.

TbetaFCoo.. Diviaioa of TeacaD: Set—

^mJTmOOO**^
D.; and Taah, Gilbert L., 4,475.123. Q.

Thiekr. Wotfguf: 5^«^

Thtmon, Japquea, to SA. Thhnon. Machine for packing a load in a

^SSiLi'^SfS^slsiSk'''*^
"cb^^rra, of pia«i«

Thinnt, Ly«Ue: Stt—
Dnboi^ Jean C; Le Bamy, Kerre; Billard. Jean P.; Thirant, Lydie:

ThnJ^S^. ^."1^5I!i»',^»»^ M74.679, a. 252.29965a

^4,5Ha 4l6:20S0W^
'^'™™' ^- '^ "°^ '^

""jSSjwfa 6W47*100®^
"^^^ P«>^-<Wted boo«er^

Thooaa, Thomas J.: S«t—
S^gJjljChariea W.; and Tliomaa, Thomas J.. 4.474.577. a.

Thonqaoii, Parish R. Method and apparatus for drillins oenetallv
honiontal bores. 4,474,252,a 175-69000.

gencrauy

a"?9Sl2Ma"
*** ^"'^ "*"•* conveyor assembly. 4.474.287.

^^"sSt/s^OO*"*''
P"»tinS 'iqwd method and system. 4.474.476.

T1iomsoD.CSF: Ste>—
Oubo^ Jean C;U Bamy, Pierre; Billard. Jean P.; Thirant, Lydie-

°'^!?2:u***^ 5' McOrmond. Philip M.; Hocking. Martin B.ud Tteraton. Kenneth R.. 4.474.056^ Q. 73.6l!40a
Three Pomt Products, Inc.: See—

Patriqum. George P.. 4.474,042, Q. 70-337.000.
Thyes, Marco: S(»—

**S2L."S!&^'J1^ Marco; Franke, Albrecht; Koenig. Hoist;

CMM-Sabw^*^ ' ^*'**' °**"* *'*^*''W'

Thysaen Industrie AG: See—

Carhon, Charles D., 4.474,115. a. 108-7.000.
Tihanyi, Bela: Si*—

^^Tl^x^S^W^lY^,);!*™^ '™»"yi' Bela; and Weber,
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Jurgen, 4,474,579,'a.'44.57.dbo."
en, Reikki: Siv—Tutinen,

R^^ijJnjj ^K«l»«e, Kauko J.; and Tutinen. Heikki. 4.474.735.

Tinjj^OenJd W, ud Bradley. William E.. to Dacomed Corporation.™ei*oW^ penile ngidity measuring device. 4.474.187. a.

Tfanms, oiivid: 5^»—

^^Cl!«J?77000°*'*^
**^*^' "' "^ ^°°°* °"^ M74,767.

Tobe. Hiroyasu: See—
Yoshimoto. ^dhiro; Tobe, Hiroyasu; Ishikura. Tomoyuki;

gjJJJJ-
«»«>; •«» Takeuchi. Tomio, 4,474,945, Cl!

'^'^A.isSfia:^'^ '" "^"^ P"^^ *»«««« -•"

Toho Beaten Co.. Ltd. * Teijin Chemicals Ltd.: See-

^^^JE**^ Yamashita. Hiroaki; Kuroda. Hirotsugu; and

T«»u, ^!f?°^ **?^ M74.906. a. 523.2O5.O0a
*^

Tdio Titamum Ca. Ltd.: See—
Mttsumoto, Yoshhnasa; Mizuno, Tadachika; Sato. Hidehiro- and

T«fc J^Sr^^^ 4.474,587. a^55.71.00a '
^^* ""

Tokuda. Kuii: Siv—

'^7ftoa*^'
*""** ^*'**^ ** ^**"*** ^^^ 4.474.464, Q.

Tokue. Mmoni. to Yokohama Rubber Co.. Ltd.. The. Track belt for•gwmohto and method of producing the 'sa^. i3w.4U. a
Tokuhara. Mitsahvo. to Canon KabusUki Kaisha. Copying apparatus

T**ZI5,f H££*?"»Sfe2F*^'^'~**«- M74,461ircr35^§63oa
Tokumaru, Haashi. to Mmolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. ODtical

projection system. 4.474.459. Q. 355-46.00a
^^ ^^

Tokyo Denshi Kagaku Co.. Ltd.: See—
^^''f^ "*?«?. N«kay«»^ Muneo; Hashimoto. Akira: and Nl-

^ u "^"^ Toshihiro. 4,474.642. Q. 156443.000.
"• "«• '^i

Tokyo Shibaun Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Dot. Miwako; and Saito. Mitsuo, 4,475,008, CL 178.18.00a

hhii, Takatoahi. 4.475.176, Q. 364400.000.
Kuioshita. Hiroyuki, 4,475,178, Q. 365-203.000.
Kobayashi. »iunichi. 4,475,081, Q. 324-142.00a
Kuroaawa. Ryoichi, 4,475,105, CL 340.87a25a
Nagano. Katsumi. 4.475.077, CL 323.312.00a
^fuo, Katsumi. 4.475,087. CL 33O-288.000.
Orn. Shoichi; and Shiota, Yoahiaki. 4,473,974, a. 52.21.000.^I2S2S0O.

"^ "^*^ "^ "*~^ Shunsuke, 4.475,085,

Toler, Charles E. Sr.: &e^

"'^WWA*''*
^^ "** '''°'*'' ^*"*' ^* ^'•' •*'*'3'«. a- 294-

ToUno, lUlph W.; and Toler. Charies E. Sr., to Westinghoose ElectricCorp Fuel assembly tecking apparatus. 4.474.398ra29MM0A
Tomforde. Johani^ to Daimler.Benz AktiengeseUschaft. Diffiising lens

for motor vehicle lights. 4,475.148, ar3«.269.00a
Tomm. Erwin:Sce—

^'mVs^o' |?lSS)R^
Tomm. Erwin; and HjeUum. Jerry.

Tomoe Special Machine Co.. Ltd.: See—
Watanabe, Michitoshi. 4,474. 125. a. 1 12.265. 100.

Tomy Kogyo Company. Inc.: See—
Karasawa. Hideyasu. 4,474.372. CL 273.I.0GA.

Topwh. James A.: See—

^M7SSrCL »:i78^.''
'"^ ""' "^ ""^"^ '<*" ^

Topliss, John G.: See—
Nwi. Rudolph C; and Topliss. John G.. 4.474.813. Q. 424.324.000.

Toray Industries, Inc.: See—

°^L *"X?^ N«gMe, Hiroshi; Matsumoto, Kazuhisa; and
NiahK), Shmtaro, 4.474.802. Q. 424-285.000.

Toray Sibcone Company. Ltd.: See—

^*S5070oS*^
«* NakasHji. Katsuyoshi. 4.474.930. a.

Toudo. Kcnzi: See—
Miyanaka, Motoshi; and Toudo. Kenzi. 4,474.548. Q. 431.1.00aToyo Engmeering Corporation: See—
Hokari. Hiroshi; and Imaizumi. Shiro. 4.474,122. Q. 1 10-347.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—

"mH 1«. O^lSfoS^^
I-oue. Akte; and Imoto. Yukinari.

Toyo'wkiSKLS:*^!:^ ^"^ *'*'**°"' °- «^«»-
T«gwm.^otaro; ^ Wakayama. Nobom. 4,473.989, a.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^'?¥'^J!VI?52l7"''*'' ^'^ "** Sugita/Kazuhiko, 4,474.483.

I'oyoda. Yukio: See—
Kotayasdu. Hiroyuki; Ohki. Yoshimasa; Toyoda, Yukia. and

Akasaki. Isamu, 4.473,938. a. 29^^69!0OL.
Toyoshima. Hishayoshi: Sm>—

Ohta, Ryozo; Itoh. Takehiro; Toyoshima. Hishayoshi; and Yo-
shikawa. Jun. 4.474.726, Q. 264-516.000.

Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

'^0*267^340001*^
Satoh, Hiroki; and Kikuchi. Kenichi. 4.474.363,

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Nakao. Fumie; Katayama. Nobuaki; Kato. Shyoga and Yamamota
Takashi, 4,474,074, CI. 74462.000.

"wmow,
Tragesser, Charles W.. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Paffer.type
compressed gas circuit interrupter. 4.475,019, Q. 200-I48.00A.

Transcopy, Inc.: See—
Burwasser, Herman. 4,474.85a a. 428-336.000.

Trautmann, Hans C: See—

TraxlCT. James T, to Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Acridone substi-
tuted phosphorus compounds, compositions containing same and
uuectKidal method <rf use. 4.474,774. Q. 424-200.0007^

Traxler, James T, to Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Anthryl subati-

'^ P^phorus compounds as insecticides. 4,474.776. Q.

TR£ Semiconductor Equipment Corporation: See—
Green. Lawrence S.. 4.475.122, Q. 358.101.00a
Heimer, Richard J., 4,474,463, CL 355-7I.00a

Trenary. John M.: See—
Zackay. Victor F.; Uoyd. William G.; Rowe, OonaM R.; Tfcnary.
John M.; and Swanson. Gerald T. 4.474.739. Q. 423-230.000.

Tiwits. Michael A.; King. Roger L.; and Fmfinger. GenU L.. to
Umted States ofAmerica. Interior. Method ofenhancmg the removal

a'mA6(Xo
*** •**»»*^ "»«*» f'OBX mine boreboies. 4.474,409,

Tridon Limited: See—
Johnson. Francn W., 4,473,928, Q. 24483.00a

Trio Kabushiki Kaisha: See— ^_ „ .. , .„ ,..
limura, Takashi; Yanagihara, Masaki; and Yokota, Kouji, 4,475,245,

a. 455-73.000.

Trion Industries Inc.: See—
Thalenfeld, David R., 4.474.351. Q. 248-220.400.

Trippe, Jerry C: See— ^ . . ^
Hadermann. Albert F.; Waters. Paul F.; and Tnppe, Jerry C.

4.474.905. Cl. 523-152.000.

Troy. David P.; and Franks, Raymond, to Coventry City Councd. Bird

dispersal apparatus. 4,475,102. 0. 340-385.000.

Tsttboi, Akinu See— . .. ^ ^,^ ^.,
Suzuki. Hiroshi; Tsuboi. Akira; and Sugita. Kazuhiko. 4.474.483,

a. 384-114.000.

Tsiyi. Ichiro: See— .,. .... ...

Susukida, Hiroshi; Tsuji. Ichiro; Kawai. Hnataka; Itoh. Hitomi;

Yttge. Makoto; Takeiri. Toshiki; Sahira, Kensho; and Kojima.

Toshio, 4,474,733, Q. 420443.000.

Tsttji, Kunihiko: See—
Kawakami, Shigezo; Tsuji, Kunihiko; Shimojima, Katuhiko;

Fukuda. Mitsuru; and Kawaguchi. Hiroshi. 4.474.524. d.
414-213.000.

Tsukakoshi. Naoto: Sue— ..... ^ »
NishHima. Yasuo; Miura, Tetsuo; Tsukakoshi. Naoto; Egami,

Kazunari; and Umeda, Tetsuo, 4.475.234. 0. 382-1.000.

Tsurugi, Tomio: S»— ,, ^. „...

Sato. Akio; Nakajima, Kenji; Takahara. Yoshimasa; Kyim^
Shizumasa; Inai. Yuichi; Kohara, Yoshiyuki; Kawakanu. Yo-

shiynki; and Tsurugi, Tomio, 4,474,881, G. 435-136.000.

Tsuruoka, Ichiro: See— _
Koba^i. Yuichi; Tsuruoka, Ichiro; and Anyama. Kenzo,

4,474.456, G. 35M4.0FU. ^ .^ „ . ^
Tsotsumi. Yotaro; and Wakayama. Nobom. to Toyo Seikan Kaaha,

Ltd. Method, a line and a pouch supporting base for autora^oslly

filling up and sealing pouches at high speed. 4,473,989, G. 53-459.000.

Tumlinson, James R, III: See—
Guss, Paul L.; Tumlinson, James H.. Ill; Sonnet, Philip E; and

McUughlin, John R., 4,474,991, G. 568-382.000.

Turi, Raymond A.; Topich, James A.; and Dickman, John E, to NCR
Corpwation. Method of fabricating zener diodes. 4,473.941, G.
29-578.000.

ScMminski. Herbert; and Turit. Herbert 4,474.337. G. 242-18.0PW.

Turner. Norman L.: See—
. , ,« «^, ^

Holden. Scott C; and Turner, Norman L., 4.475.045. G.
250492.200.

Ube Industries. Ltd.: See— . ...........
Makino. Hiroshi; Kusuki. Yoshihiro; Harada. Takashi; Shimazaki,

Hiroshi; and Isida, Tosio. 4.474.662. G. 210-500.200.

Makino, Hiroshi; Kusuki, Yoshihiro; Harada, Takashi; Shimazaki,

Hiroshi; and Isida. Tosio. 4,474,858. G. 428473.500.

Udien. Eric A., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Regenerator for m
intrabundle power.line communication system. 4.475.209. G.
3754.000.

Ueda Chemical Industrial Co. Ltd-: See—
Yamamoto. Takehiko; Nojin, Michihiko; Kakutam, Kazuo; Mat*

sumura, Yoshikazu; and Ito, Shozo, 4,474,883, G. 435-162.000.

Ueda, Nobuo; Kondo. Susumu; and Hazue, Masaaki. to Nihon Medi-

Physics Co., Ltd. 3.Aminomethylene-2,4.pentanedione bis(thi-

osemicariMZone) derivatives. 4,474.984. G. 564-19.000.

Ueda. Yuziro: See—
Kanemoto. Michitaka; Yoshida. Tom; Ueda, Yuziro; and Isogami.

KatsayuU. 4.474.361, G. 266-96.000.

Uede. Hiroshi: See—
Takamattu. Toshiaki; Funada. Fumiaki; Uede, Hiroshi; and Wada,

Tomio, 4,474.432, G. 350-339.00R. ^, ^.

Uemura. SeiicU; Yamamoto. Shunichi; Hirose. Takao; Takashima,

Hiroaki; and Kato, Osamu. to Nippon Oil Company. Limited. Pitch

for carbon fibers. 4,474.617. G. 208-22.000.

Ugine Aciers: See— , , , ...
Maitrepierre. Philippe; Heritier, Bernard; Rofes-Verms. Jaune; and

Wyckaert. Alain, 4,474,627, G. 148-12.00B.

Ujimoto, Yasuhiko: See—
ViMXo, Shozo; and Ujimoto, Yasuhiko, 4,474,6ia G. 204-243.00M.

Umeda, Tetsuo: See— _..._..., -
Nishijima. Yasuo; Miura, Tetsuo; Tsukakoshi, Naoto; Egami,

Kazimari; and Umeda. Tetsuo. 4,475,234. G. 382-1.000.

Umeda, Yoichi: See— -..».., ..•

Masuda. Seiichi; Umeda. Yoichi; Matsuo. Tohra; Taga. Masayuki;

and Natagima, Hidemasa, 4.474.605. G. 75-60.000.

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomto; Aoyagi. Takuki; Hactasu. Mit-

sttgu: Kawamura, Kenji; Fukatsu. Shunzo; and Sdozawa. Yasuharu.

to 2Uidan Hojin Bisdbutsu Ka^u Kenkyu KaL 3-Ammo-^
hydroxy4-phenyIbutanoic add derivatives and pharmaceutical com-

position containmg the same. 4,474,764. G. 424-177.000.

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Naganawa. Hiroshi; Imuma,

Hironobu; and Kunimoto. Setsuko, to Zaidan Hojm Bisdbutsu

Kagaku Kenyku Kai. Antibiotic BMG162.aF2. a process for produc-

tion thereof, and antitumor drug containing said antibiotic as active

inpedient 4,474,880, G. 435^129.000

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Chao, Chien C, 4,474,896. G. 502-216.00a

Kaiser. Steven W., 4,474.988, G. 564-508.000.

United States Gypsum Company: See—
Izard. David G.. 4,474.72a G. 264-156.000.

United States of America
Agriculture: Sw— . ^ , _,.,. _ .

Guss, Paul L.; Tumlinson, James H., HI; Sonnet, Philip E; and

McUughlin. John R., 4.474,991. G. 568-382.00a

Neal, John W., Jr.; Klun. Jerome A.; Schwarz, Meyer; and

Leonhaidt. Bariwra A.. 4.474,755, G. 424-84«».

Wilson. David M.. Jr.; and Goddner. RichardC 4.474.816, G.
424-331.000.

Army: See—
Behl. Wishvender K.. 4,474.863, G. 429-lOl.OOa

Duienec. Peter, 4,474.106, G. 92-159.000.

Gutleber. Frank S., 4,475,186, G. 37O-18.00a

Gutleber, Frank S., 4,475.214, G. 375-34.000.

Gutleber, Frank S.. 4,475.215, G. 375-34.000.

Tanton, George A.; Meyer, Hafty C; and Osmunds. James F.,

4,475,197, Cl. 3724.000.

Widner. Raybum K.. 4,473.932. G. 29-251.000.

Eneigy:S«»—
Bharathan. Desikan, 4,474,142. G. 12240.000.

Boettcher, Gordon E, 4,475.055. G. 313-54.00a

McConneU, Robert D.; and Vansant, James R. 4.474.17a G.
126433.000.

Willard, Karen E. 4,474.886. G. 436.63.00a

Health and Human Services: See—
Mercado. Teresa I.; and Coteo-Whitt, Alba. 4.474,772, CL

424-195.000.

Interior: Sn
Trevits, Michad A.; King. Roger L.; and Fmfbiger, GeraW L.,

4,474,409, G. 299-16.000.

National Aeronautics and Space AdministrBtion: See—
Angulo, Earl D., 4,474.18a G. 128-328.000.

Aston, Graeme, 4,475.063, G. 315-1 1 1.8ia

Gemons, Johnny M.; Penn, Benjamin G.; and Ledbetter, Frank

E, III, 4,474,975, G. 5564ia000.

Gary, Bruce L., 4.474,062. G. 73-178.00R. _
Margolis, Jack S.; and Martonchik, John V.. 4.474.471, G.

356434.000.

Navy: See—'
Cookaey. George E; Prescott, John F.; and Zagala. Rodney R.

4,474,112, G. 102-260.000. ^
Rogalski, Robert D.; and Wilhehni. George F.. 4,474,228, G.

165-44.000.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Bdl. Htrick J. R.; and Dunn. WUliam A. E. 4.474,036, G. 6^

S14.00R.

Binet, Michd J. M.. 4,475.120, G. 357-51.000. ,,„^„ ^
Christiansen, Heinrich; and Schneider, Heibeit, 4,495,039, G.

250-334.000.

Couhnance. Jean P., 4,475.012. G. 179-81.00R.

De Laat. Antonius W. M.. 4,474,650, G. 204-5.000.

Esaer, Leonard J. M.; and van de Polder, Leendert J., 4,475,125, 9I.

358-213.000.

Hardd. Karl H.. 4,474.894, G. 501-136.000. ^ „. ^ ^ ^ .

Voamk, Theo J. A.; Te Raa, Gerhardus A.; and Vink, Adnanos T.,

4,475,032, G. 250-213.0VT.

Raabe, Gerhard, 4,475,117, G. 357-14.000.
. , „u.

van de Wdier, Martinus R A.; Fitzgerald. John; and Jacobs.

ComeUs A. J., 4.475,061, G. 313423.000.

vanRun, Adrianus M. J. O., 4,474,641, G. 156417.0SP.

United States Sted Corporation: See— ,. .. ,^
Bocchianeri. Bernard A.. 4,474.59a G. 62-12.000.

Lewis. Leon L.; and Murray, Michad V., 4,474.669. G. 252-23.000.

Vance, Macy W., 4,473,983, G. 52-378.000.

U.S. Wimtoower, Inc.: See—
Wdsa, Heibert G., 4,474,531, G. 416-11.000.

United StirHi« AB: See—
Beranan, Ulf C, 4.474.003. G. 60-521.000.

United technologies Corporation: See—
.. ^-^ «», 01

Griffin, James G.; and Schwarz, Frederick M.. 4,474,001, G.
60-204.000.

Markowski. Stanley J., 4,474,014, G. 60-738.000.

Pazder, Marii J.. 4,474.532, G. 416-97.00R.

Universd Maschinenfabrik: See—
Kuhnert. Gottfried, 4.474.037. G. 66-78.000.

Universd Pioneer Corporation: See—
Hosaka. Toshihiko. 4,475,182, G. 36945.000.

Univeivty of Alabama in Birmingham, The: See—
Urry, Dan W.. 4,474,851. G. 428-373.000.

University of Florida: See—
EUas, Andre E, 4,475,158, G. 364413.000.

University of Texas System Cancer Center, The: See—
Readfflg, Christopher L., 4,474,893, G. 436-547.000.

University of Victoria: See—
rvnJLm PMl»*t M • MrT

Umezawa. Hamao; Kondo. Shinichi; and Ike^ Cta^iro. to Zaidan

Hojin Bisdbutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kd. Di-N*. O^-Demethybstamy-

ctn A preparation. 4.474,946, G. 536-16.800.

Umezawa, Hamao: See—
Yoshimoto. Akihiro; Tobe, Hmjyasu; Ishikura. Tomoyub;

Umezawa, HaDoao: and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,474,945, G.
5364.400.

O'Bnea, Robert N.; McOrmond, Philip M.; HockiM. Martin B.;

and Thornton, Kenneth R., 4,474,056, G. 7341.400.

Upchurch, James M., to Schlumberger Jechnotew Coipomtion. Aa-

nulns preasuie oontroUed reversing vdve. 4,474,242, CL 166-323.000.

Upjohn Company, The: See— »,. v... » .. aia taa
^Cram^D^akl J.; GaH, Martin; and Lipton, Michad F., 4.474,699,

G. 260-245.500.

Kelly, Robert C, 4,474,968. G. 548475.00a
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Sib. Jolia C, M74.966, Q. S4S-2S2.000.
Skaletiky, Look L., 4,474,791,d 424-266.000.

b "">' D" ^» to Univcnity of Akbmia in Binningimn, The. Baato-

««73fl0^*'**
'"**™' compriaiag a polypeptide. 4,474,851. a.

: l^boM, Romid E., to Dn Pont de Nemoun, E I., ud ComMnynjwiB^ polytther and derivatives theieof. 4,474.998, a.

USM CofpofatioQ: Sw—
MuUbwh. Anton. 4,474,097, Q. 83-527.000.

Uzoaotla, Vad: S^«^

'%^^>^a"i7'5:?!&°^ ' "• - ""»>«'-

^nSuflOo"^
'^ Method of producing an ore pellet. 4,474,603, CI.

Vacrewyek. Eugene O.: S«t—

^MoS200W*
^' *^ Vaetewyck, Eugene O., 4,474.429, a.

Valmtine. AI L. Fluid operated vacuum device having improved
exhaurt muffler. 4.474060;a I8|.23aO0O.

^ unpnivea

VALEO:5m>—

.. . '^"^^ ***"«• M74J76, a. 192-106. lOa
Valerm Technologiei Limited: Set—

ICroll, John J., 4,474,68a a. 252-307.000.
Vails, Joae E: Stt—

v«.^?C!f!?JF*^ ^•' "^ ^•"^ '0* E., 4.474,392, Q. 285-347.000.
Van Dremer Corporatioa: Set—

^^HSl??"^ ^.••.to United Sutes Steel Corporation. Anchoring re-

VuSl°KJSrS»^
' refractory lining. 4,473.983, Q. 52-378.000.

^'SSSa.oS'*'"**'
A.; and Vancil. Paul W., 4.475,190, a.

Van Den Keybus, Franz A. M.: See—
Beer, Hoiri; Voi Den Keybus, Franz A. M.; and Suyberbuyk.
^I^dovicus F. M., 4,474,653, a. 204-96.000.

J'-^^X*.

van de Polder, Leendert J.: See—

^wi-JffSo?
' **•'•** ^*" **• ^<Ma, Leendert J., 4,475.125, a.

van der Pot, Barend J. O.: See—
^^JjCharlB J.; and van der Pot. Barend J. O.. 4.474.508. a.

*^*S ^S^n'^^'SSS^ ^•' '^'»*i«Tj* Jo»»i •«» Jacob., ComelisA^toU^. PWlins Corporation. High-pressure discharge lamp
g»njrt«jj|j^ member and mounting seal construction. 4,475.061.

^S\.?*ll?' i?Hi^'."** Le^ Do I. to Dow Chemical Company.

S"51lSo.
'^ P^ *°"^«' 4.474,860, a!

Van Leeuwen. Petrus W. N. M.: See—

^^1&^!mS^
^^ ^'*"^**°' ****™ ^- N- M.. 4,474,978, Q.

^^RjfOidoiik^Corad^ to Olympia Werke AG. Apparanis for text
edrtmgaiidproces8in«.4,475i&9,a.382-57.00a

«•«'««
vaaRun, Adnanus M./ G., to U.& Philips Corporation. Metiiod ofdrawmn a sibcon rod. 4.474,641, a. I56J6I7.0S?:
Vansant. James H.: See—

^SSSsSw
***" '*' "** ^"^•' ^*°^ "•• M74.i7a a.

Variio Associates. Inc.- See—

2S!2fy' P«M| F*. M74.83I. a. 427-55.000.
Itotaiw. John v.. Jr.. 4,474.588. a. 55-197.000.

2S92.200*
"** '''"*'^' ''*"™" ^' *'*75.0*5, a.

''Mite9?S*28^!uTSa^*^ ^ E. Pipe fitting construction.

Vatio, Bertnmd: &v—

V«ilf«'SSi2^i"^X^ "f^S?^ 4.474.273. a. 188-381.000.

tS:.^?^^'-^^' ** P?**^ '2'«*«^ Company. Silicone resin

OT57?SrSSSr^ - ultravioteuSr^-orbing agent.

VDO Adolf ScUndling AG: See—

t/-vV*'**t^^*"^?^ 4.475.012.a 324-160.000.
vcb Jenapharm Jena: See—

Veitenhans. Rudolf: See—

Vcktroncs. Inc.: See—

^M5236Sf ^' "** Shaylor-Billings, John D., 4,475,035. CI.

Vehjcol Chemical Corporation: See-

Ijft' ^«»« T.. 4.474.774, Q. 424-200.000.

v««i'^;^n;Z'^*'''^°*^^'^«»-
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Videosphere, Inc. of Ohio: See—
Akins, Kristine E. 4.475.126, Q. 358-250.000.

Vilches, Jose I. Symmetric body. 4,473.954. a. 33-174.00R.
' Vmk. Adnanus T.: See—

'^SIS.oTa: Jjb.ll3^°"'^'"
''•' -"^ ^'-^ '^**"» T'

Visky, Oyorgy: See—
Szantay aaba,^Sabp. Ujos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Kreidl. Janos;
Cabula, Ifdo; Visky^yorgy; Nemes, And^ and FariuuMe
KtfJyak. Mana, 4,474,960, a. 546-70.000.

Vivitar Corporation: See—
Cunan. Kenneth J.. 4,474,45a Q. 354-416.000.

Vogel. Alfred M.: Secw
MacKenzie, Ian M.; Vogel. Alfred M.; Heiser. Joan- Bowers.
Kemieth W.; Driscou' Mark; and ArSk /SadTS?"
4,474.580.0.44-68.000.

~««nie», Angela M.,

^
K*!l!S*' *"?"?: '? ^^^ ''""^ 0»»'W * Co. KG. Adjustable
hydrodynamic brake. 4,474,270, Q. 188-296.000.

'«'J«w"e

Vogt. B. Richard: See—
Greenberg, Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wei-

JSwtJ'oOr"''
^' *™* ^"tonaccio, Michael J.. 4.474,795, Q.

Greenberg. Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wei-

SSJ'oto*"''
''* "** ^**''*^*>' ***^'»«' '•' 4,474,799, Q.

Vogt, Hans: siw—
Kloppe, Herbert; and Vogt. Hans. 4.474,405. a. 296-220.000.

vogt. Harald: See—

^olal^ns^E"'
*° ^"' ^'^" ^"""•""^ apparaws. 4,473,956,

Voith Turbo GmbH ft Co. KG: See-
Vogelsang. Klaus, 4,474.27a CI. 188-296.000.

von der Ohe. Manfred, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Axle
suspoision for a passenger motor vehicle. 4,474,389, Q. 280-701.000Voj Charles J.; am) van der Pot, Barend J. G., to Hollandsche Beton
Maatschappij B.V. Manne structiires. 4,474,508, Q. 405-195.000

Vysoka, skola chemiko-technologicka: See—

^'f^\-,??^li-AV^ Zdenek; ami Kralicek. Jaroslav.
4,474,737, d. 423-155.000.

W. A. Cleary Chemical Corporation: See—

"mSSV a^^lST""^' '^^Wv-d'T'-yank.ram S..

W. R. Grace ft Co.: See-
Block, Jacob, 4.474,667, Q. 252-8.50A.

'^«°i^:w5'**" *•• "• "** Olemza, Rimanun, 4,474,824, Q.
4Z7-2.000.

Gokel, George W., 4,474,963, Q. 546-178.000.
Green. Peter C, 4,474,665, Q. 252-8.5LC.
Rocheleau, Michael O., 4.474,496, Q. 432-59.000.

^Ii4S3oa)"**
^' "** ^^' ^^^ ^' •^^'W- CI.

Wada. Mitsuhiro; and Maki, Seizi. to Taoka Chemical Company, Lim-

.•fr ,£f?S^ ***' P«I»™« m-alkylhydroxybenzene. 4,475,002, Q.
308-795.000.

Wada. Tomio: See—
Takamatsu. Toshiaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Uede. Hiroshi; and Wada.
Tomio. 4,474,432, a. 35O.339.00R. ««• ™™^. "»'»«».

Wade, James J., to Riker Laboratories, Inc. Process and intermediates

Wagner, Loren E Golf bag club cover. 4,474,388, Q. 280-646.000

Wagner, Richard E, to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Optical multi/demul-
tiplexer usmg interference filters. 4,474,424, a. 350-96.160.

Wakayama. Noboni: See—

^'^Sfw'nrJ***^'
'^ Wakayama, Noboru, 4,473,989, Q.

Walker, Charles W. E. Microwave moistiire measurement of moving
particulate layer after thickness leveling. 4,475,080, Q. 324-58.50A;

Walker, Colin A.: See—

"^^^ a'«2^2'!ooo
*'^ "^ "•• ^•^^ ^«" "-'

Walker, Loren H.: See—
D'Atre. John D.; Espehge, Paul M.; Lippitt, David L.; and Walker,
Loren H., 4,475,15a CI. 363-51.000.

Walker. Richard P.. to GTE Products Corporation. Hand held fiber
optic cleaving tool. 4.474.319. Q. 225.96.MQ.

Sl!?*1'?"..*?
Schmidhuber. Karl; Kreiser. Geriiard; and Speidel.

0297-1^0)0
***** '*'*^"'"'y '"°' airpUnes and buses. 4,474.406,

Wallace, Gerald L.: See—

^"^nS"^^ ^' "*• ^•Oace, GeraM L., 4,474,566, Q.

^tlTmoocr*
^ Multi-hulled sailing vessel. 4,474,128, a.

WaUy. Joseph H.. Jr., to Opti-Copy, Inc. Front Ughting system for
photography. 4,475.146. CI. 362-11.000.

^^ '^
Waltenberger, Peter: See—
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Walter. Heinz: See-
Boner. Hemz; Bratz. Manfivd; Frank. Sven; Orau. Wolfgang;

Semsky. Hans-Jorg; Walter. Heinz; Witzig, Armin; and Bloch-

mann, Rudolf, 4,473.930. Q. 29-38.00C.

Walters. Anthony G., to Saknian Industries (Metals) Limited. Broiler

rearing unit 4,474,137, G. 119-18.000.

Walz. Onenter See—
Scholz. Hansjurgen; Brambilla, Luigi; and Walz. Guenter.

4,474,39a a. 280-730.000.

Wan, Oiang-Feng, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. In situ differen-

tial thermal analysis for HgCdTe LPE 4.474,64a Q. 156-601.000.

Wang, Hsien C: See—
Fowers, Kenneth W.; and Wang, Hsien C, 4,474,924, Q.

524-468.000.

Ward Machinery Company, The: See-
Watson. Raymond S.; and Ward, William F.. Sr.. 4,474,565. Q.
493.34100a

Ward. Michael J.: See-
MacLean. Kenneth J. K; and Ward. Michael J.. 4,474,192, CI.

131-336.000.

Ward, William F., Sr.: See-
Watson, Raymond S.; and Ward, William F., Sr., 4.474.565, a.

493-342.000.

Wareing. James R.. to Sandoz. Inc. (Tetrahydn>pyran-2-yl)-aldehydes.

4.474.971. CI. 549-214.000.

Warner, Michael W.; and Gamier. Michael F.. to International Business

Machines Corporation. Magnetic head air bearing slider. 4.475.135.

a. 360-103.000.

Warner, Ronald C. Nail polish removal devices having supply contain-

ers. 4,474,195, a. 132-73.000.

Warren, Michelle P.; and Ewen, Elsie C. Mini-iodmated polypeptide

hormone tracer and method for its use. 4,474,891, Q. 436-500.000.

Wa^hio, Michiyoshi; and Kuramoto, Hiromu, to Jujo Engineering Co.,

Ud. Method of distributing data for driving a thermal printing head.

4,475,112.0.346-1.100.
Watandw, Katsuhiro; Minei. Masayuki; and Horikoshi, Toshio. to

San-Ei Kagaku Co., Ltd. Method and amwratus for diagnosis of hair

for permanent waving. 4,474,193, O. 132-7.000.

Watansbe, Kazuhiro, to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.

Sorbeat comprising spherical particles of activated carbon depositing

non-crystalline compound of^zircomum and process for preparing

thereof. 4,474,853, 0. 428-403.000.

Watanabe, Michitoshi, to Tomoe Special Machine Co., Ltil. Tag attach-

mg machine. 4.474,125, 0. 112-265.100.

Waters, Paul F.: See^
Hadermaan, Albert F.; Waters, Paul F.; and Trippe. Jerry C.

4,474,905, O. 523-151000.

Watkins, Louie W.; and Miller, Stephen C, to W. R. Grace ft Co. Riser

pipe fairing. 4,474,129, 0. 114-243.000.

WaUdns, Wiwam H. Resistively damped loudspeaker system. 4,475,233,

O. 381-99.000.

Watson, Raymond S.; and Ward, William F., Sr., to Ward Machinery
Company, The. Blank stripping apparatus for rotary die cutters.

4,474,565, O. 493-342.000.

Watts, George T., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company. The. Method
of manufacturing radial tires. 4,474,633, 0. 156-1 11.000.

Wavin B.V.: See-
Inner. Adolf, 4,474.723, O. 264-296.000.

Wawro. Thaddeus J.: See-
Wright, Tunothy A.; Wawro. Thaddeus J.; and Casler. Donald J.,

4^4,232, 0. 165-137.000.

Weaver, Leslie A., to Le Boeuf, Eugene A. Heavy duty lift bed trailer.

4,474,359, O. 254-8.00C.

Weaver, Lester C, to Shakespeare Company. Electric fishing motor
control. 4,474.560, O. 440-6.000.

WAer. Jorgen: See—
Wiklerson, Manfred; DeWin, Werner. Tihanyi, Bela; and Weber.

Juraen. 4.474.579. 0. 44-57.000.

Weber. Manfred; and Hnizmann, Friedmar, to Pyrotechnische Fabrik

F. Feistel GmbH ft Co., KG. Pyrotechnic smoke charge with preset

braking points and channel ipnitor. 4,474,715, O. 264-3.00C
Weber, Robert; and Fomer, Siegfried, to Kraftwerk Union Aktien-

gesellschaft Oeaning device for the internal peripheral surfaces of

pipelines or hollow cylindrical vessels, espedally for manipulators for

the interior of pipes. 4.473,921, O. 15-304.000.

Weeks, Ronald D.; and Croney, David J., to International Standard

Electric Corporation. Capacitors. 4,474,323. 0. 228-123.000.

Wegemund. Bemd: See—
WOk. Hans-Christoph; Meffert. Alfred; Fischer. Herbert; and
Wegemund. Bemd. 4.474.940, O. 528-295.300.

Wilk, Hans-Christoph; Meffert, Alfred; and Wegemund, Bemd,
4,474,941, O. 528-295.300.

Wehle, Anton: See—
Kloberg, Reiner. Hoppner. Klaus; and Wehle, Anton. 4.474,269, 0.

188-166.000.

Wehmer, Ralph E: See—
Rea, Herman; and Wehmer, Ralph E, 4.474,182, 0. 128-341.000.

Weihe. Oyde R. Tray dryer. 4,473,922, 0. 15-3O6.0OB.

Weisenbom, Frank L.: See—
Greenberg, Rohuid; Curimum, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wd-

senbora, Frank L.; and Antonaocio, Michad J., 4,474,795, O.
424-273.00R.

Greenberg, Roland; Cushman, David W.; Vogt, B. Richard; Wd-
senbora, Frank L.; and Antonaccio, Michad J.. 4,474,799, O.
424-274.000.

Weismuller, Thomas P.: See-
Nicholson, Margie M.; and Wdsmuller, Thomas P.. 4.474.433, O.

350-357.000.

Wdss, Herbert G.. to U.S. Windpower, Inc. WindmiD with direction-

contioDed feathering. 4.474.531. O. 416-1 1.000.

Weitzman, Sii^und A.: See—
GracefTa, Philip; and Wdtzman, Sigmund A., 4,474.742, O.

423-331.000.

Welch, Montgomery J., to Modular Systems, Inc. Dowd Gsstener and

joints including same. 4.474,493. 0. 403-405.000.

Wenzd ft Wddmann G.m.b.H.: See—
WUderson, Manfred; DeWin. Werner. Tihanyi. Bela; and Weber.

Jurgen. 4.474.579. 0. 44-57.000.

Wepplo. Peter J., to American Cyanamid Company. Process for the

preparation of pyridyl and quinolyl imidazolinones. 4.474.962. O.
546-167.000.

Wermdster. Guenter: See—
Lindlar. Willi; and Wemdster, Guenter. 4.474.512. 0. 407-39.000.

Werner. Roy H.: See-
Smith, William H.; and Werner. Roy H.. 4.474,477. 0. 366-165.000.

Wessd Company. Inc., The: See-
Meadows. Clayton D.; and Wallace, Gerald L., 4,474,566, O.

493-346.000.

Hunt, Mack W.; and West, Charies T., 4.474,673, O. 252-42.700.

West, Joe E, to Westem Company of North America, The. Delivery

and metering device control system. 4.474.204. O. 137-88.000.

Westem Company of North America, The: See-
West, Joe E, 4,474,204, O. 137-88.000.

Westem Holdings Limited; See—
Cronje, Bartiomeus, 4,474,384. O. 280-47.240.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—
Alvino. WUIiam M.; and Fuller, Timothy J.. 4.474.658, O. 204-

181.00C.

Beard, Jerome C, 4,475,088, O. 331-25.000.

BuzzeUi, Edward S.; and Brown. Jack T.. 4.474.862, 0. 429-17.000.

Castle, Peter M.; Smith. James D. B.; and Phillips. D. Colin,

4,474,688. O. 252-628.000.

Goldberg, Newton N.. 4.474.608. O. 106-250.000.

HeUman, Jeremy M.; and DeMario, Edmund E, 4,474.730. O.
376462.000.

Kmonk, Stanley; Shallenberger, John M.; and Ferlan, Stephen J..

4,474,727, O. 376-272.000.

Radford, Kenneth C. 4.474.728, O. 376-339.000.

Tolino. Ralph W.; and Toler; Charies E. Sr., 4,474,398, O. 294-

86.00A.
Tragesser, Charles W., 4,475,019. O. 200-148.00A.

Udren, Eric A., 4.475,209. O. 375-4.000.

Yoldas, Bulent E.; and Vaerewyck, Eugene G., 4.474,429, O.
350-320.000.

Westlund. James R. Loudspeaker enclosure and waveform energy

reflector. 4,474.258, O. 181-151.000.

Westvaco Coiporation: See-
Forbes, Hampton E, Jr.. 4.474.324. O. 229-23.0BT.

OriMjme, Edward L.. 4,474.293, O. 206497.000.

Whedabrator-Frye Inc.: See—
Leliaert, Raymond M., 4,473,972, 0. 51-435.000.

Wheeler, DounJs M.: See—
McGuire, William L.. Jr.; Paxton. Gerdd E; and Wheeler. Dou-
gab M., 4.475.028, O. 219-130.5ia

White, Alan C; and Edington, Edwin T., to John Wyeth ft Brother,

Ltd. Alkenyl and dkynyl morpholine compounds, compositions and

use. 4,474,782, O. 424-248.580.

White, HoUis N.. Jr. Rotary gerotor hydraulic device with fluid control

pasttgeways through the rotor. 4,474.544. O. 418-61.00B.

Wnitside, Leo A., to Wright Manufacturing Company. Method and

apparatus for sha^ng a distd femoral surface. 4,474,177, O. 128-

Whitman, Richard F.; and Tankersley, Rondd R.. to Columbia Build-

ing Materials, Inc. Underwater erosion control system having pri-

mary elements including truncated conicd recesses for recdving

articulated interconnect unks. 4,474,504. O. 405-16.000.

Whittaker Corporation: See—
Holzrichter, Edward J., 4,474,939, O. 528-272.000.

Wickoren. Dean, to Hydraulic ft Heavy Equipment, Inc. Inclined

tiibular aeration apparatiis. 4.474,713. 0. 261-108.000.

Widman. Bruno. Tool for manipulating the closures of beverage con-

tainers. 4.474.087. O. 81-3. lOR.

Widner. Raybura K.. to United States of America. Army. Detonator

remover. 4,473.932, O. 29-251.000.

Wiegemann, Han-Bertram: See-
Baron, Klaus U.; and Wiegemann. Hans-Bertram. 4.475.202, O.

372-61.000.

Wild, Anton J. Double case loading bottle packer grid assembly.

4.473,987, O. 53-247.000.

Wilde, Leon G.: See-
Finn, Albert E.; and Wilde. Leon G.. 4.473.950, 0. 33-143.00L.

Wilderson, Manfred; DeWin. Werner. Tihanyi. Bda; and Weber. Jur-

Mn, to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft; and Wenzel ft Weidmann
0.m.b.H. Process for improving the combustion of diesel engine

fiieb. 4,474,579, O. 44-57.000.

Wildey. Allan J., to Koehring Canada. Apparatus for centrifugal pulp-

wood and wood chip grinding. 4.474.335. O. 241-41.000.

Wiley. Paul R.: See—
Herr, Diane E; Metz, Rdnhard; Suk, Laddie E; Wiky, Paul R.;

and WincheU, David F., 4,475,189, 0. 37O42.O0O.
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WiUwlmi, George F.: See—
Rogibki. Robert D.; and Wilhelmi, George F.. 4,474^228. a.

16S-44.000.

Wilk, Hns-Chfiatoph; Meffiert, Alfred; Fncher, Herbert; and Wege-
fflund, Bemd, to Henkel KommanditgeKllacliaft auf Aktien. AUcyd
reans from opened epoxidized hydroxy! oompoonds. 4,474,940. a.
528.295.300.

Wilk, Hant<%ristopii; MefTert, Alftvd; and Wegemund. Bemd, to
Henkel Komiaanditgcaellachaft auf Aktien. Alkyd renns containing
functional epoxides. 4,474.941, Q. S28-29S.300.

Wilkeraoo, Alan W. Motor torque control with improved linearity.

4.475.0T0, a. 31S-338.00O.

WiUdm. Robert L.; Cegiehki, Eugene J.; McEver, James P.; and
Szymczak, Edward J., to Cameron Iron Works, Inc. Metal pipe joint
seal ring with port to control erosion. 4,474.381, a. 277-207.00A.

Willard, Karen E.. to United States of America, Energy. Method for
early detection of infectious mononucleosis by ident^^dns Inmono
proteins. 4,474.886, a. 436^.000.

Wdlemaen, Herman W. P.; and Este, Grantley O., to Northern Telecom
Lunited. Positioning device for optical system element. 4,475,033, CI.
250-227.000.

William, R Mom: See—
Aimi, Kaya; and WaBam, H. Moss, 4,474,027, Q. 62-171.000.

Wm. Steinen Mfg. Co.: 5^c^
Aprea, George F.; and Pohle, Werner P.. 4.474.331, CI.

239-488.000.

Williams International Cotporation: See—
Benson, Jack J.; Jones, John F.; and Williams, Sam B.. 4,474.000,
a. 60-39.511.

Williams, Sam B.: See—
Benson, Jack J.; Jones, John F.; and Williams, Sam B., 4,474,000,

CI. 60-39.511.

Wilson. Alan D.: See—
Vettiaer, Peter; and Wilson. Alan D.. 4,475,037, a. 250-252. 100.

WilsOT^&ivid M., Jr.; and Oueldner, Richard C, to United States of
America, Agriculture. Control of mycotoxin ptxxluction by chemi-
cally inhibitmg Amgal growth. 4,474,816, O. 424-331.000.

Wilson, Douglas: See—
Robertson. Frank C; and Wilson, Douglas, 4,474,903, CI.

523-130.000.

W^on, Jesse R.; and Logsdon, Gary L., to Burroughs Corporation.
Four way arbiter switch for a five port module as a node in an
asynchronous speed independent network of concurrent processors.
4,475,188, a. 37O4O.00O.

Wilson, Kenneth C, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.

Xi*vS*i^S2?^
***^** '"'°' ""o*^** printing pUtes. 4,474,445,

Wilson, Paul A. Housing for spring wound toy. 4,473,969, a. 46-l.OOR.
Wilson, Robert H.: See—

«,. 'V^J^* ^' "^ W«». Robert H., 4.474,591, a. 62-31.000.
WmcheU, David A., to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc. Sterile
coohng system. 4,474,016. O. 62-60.000.

WinchdT David F.: See-
Herr. Diane E; Metz, Reinhard; Suk. Laddie E; WUey, Paul R.;
tad Winchdl, David F., 4,475,189. a. 37^62.000.

Wincze, Steven P.. to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Retractable main-
^«>^,lif«fo™ «ored outside of the furnace. 4.474,143, Q.
122-379.000.

Wnoton, Emanuel A.; and Guertin, Russell S. Combined device and
contest indicia. 4.473,962, Q. 40-2.00R.

Wmter, Hans, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Arrangement for the
«,?**???** 5f pwticles in a gas flow. 4.474,472, a. 356438.000.
Wirth Maschmen-und Bohrjerate-Fabrik GmbH: See—

Kleuten. Nikohus, 4,474,253, Q. 175-94.000.
Witag, Armin: Sfif—

Boner. Heinz; Bratz, Manfred; Frank, Sven; Grau, Wolfsantc
Semsky. Hans-Jora; Walter, Heinz; Witzig, Armin; and Btoch-
mann, Rudolf, 4,473,930,a 29.38.00C.

Witzig * Frank Maschiaenbaugesellschaft mbH: See—
Bemer, Heinz; Bratz, Mmfred; Frank, Sven; Grau, Wolfgang;
Semsky. Hans-Jora; Walter. Heinz; Witzig, Armin; and Bloch-

^ mann, Rudolf, 4,4^,930, a. 29Or00C
."«»•«"

Wolejsza, Chester J., Jr.: See—
Mattis, William E, Jr.; Wolejsza, Chester J.. Jr.; and Uzunoglu.

Vasil, 4,475,211, CI. 375-15.00a
^

^?li J5^2S?*"**
'• ^^^ prarore gas compressor. 4,474,539, a.

417-o2.0u0.

Wolfe, AUanM.; Davenport, James M.; Theeuwes, Felix; and Yum. Su
I., to ALZA Corporation. Formulation dispenser for use with a
pwenteral dehvery system. 4,474,574, Q. 604-85.000.

WoUemaon, Bnua, Hartner, Hartmut; and Bardonner, Hans, to Merck

ErSI °2S?^55'*
mit beschrankter Haftung. Process for preparing

JJNjtoiAgituted p-phenylenediamine derivatives. 4,474,987, cf

JX^ S??H P ^"»««» "o"ie »y««i. 4,473,978, Q. 52-169.800.
wood, OonaM L.: See—

Wood. Stuart K.: See—

''SS234ja1iMSSi:' "^ '' •«• ^~* 5^ ^'

Woodward. John W.: See—

"'S^!??**?^/?*!^ "«* C.; Lenk, Pedro A.; Mantz,
RKk L.; Mealo. Nkkobie P.; Shah, Jayantkumar R.; Stewart^
WlUiam R; and Woodward, John W., 4.475.01 1, a. I79.18.0ES

Workman. William. Jr.. to Cooper Industries. Inc. Safety shut-ofT for
swing bar toob. 4,474.279. Q. 192-150.000.

Wright, Charles P., to Boeing Company, The. Internally ventilatad
noise suppressor for jet engine. 4.474.259. CI. 181-220.000.

Wright Manufacturing Company: See—
Whiteside, Leo A.. 4,474,177, Q. 128-303.00R.

Wright, Stephen C: See—
C»>eny, Howard H., IH; and Wright. Stephen C. 4,474.067, Q.

Wright, Timothy A.; Wawro, Thaddeus J.; and Caster, DonaM J., to
Carrier Corporation. Heat exchange unit for both vertical and hori-
zontal applications. 4.474,232, Q. 165-137.00a

Wunderlich, Klaus; and Harms, Wolfgang, to Bayer Aktiengesdschaft
FTuorotnazine-group^ontaining azo dyestuffk 4,474,697, CL
26O-1S3.000.

Wunsch, Eckart: See—
Wunsch, Erich; Wunsch, Udo; and Wunsch, Eckart, 4,474,428, CL

3SO-289.000.

Wunsch. Erich; Wunsch, Udo; and Wunsch, Eckart, to Efrudec GmbH.
5^ view mirror adjustabte by etoctric motor. 4,474,428, d

Wunsch. Udo: See—
Wunsch, Erich; Wunsch, Udo; and Wunsch, Eckart, 4,474,428, a.

3SO-289.000.

Wyckaert, Alain: See—
Maitrepierre. Philippe; Heritier, Bernard; Rofies-Vemis, Jaime: and

Wyckaert, Alain, 4.474.627, a. 148-12.00B.
Xerox Corporation: See—

'''^SrS;»/^*°"^ ^•' "** ^** ^™^ ^' •75,156, a.

Ong, Beng S.; Keoshkerian, Barkev; and McAneney, Thomas E.
4,474,865, CI. 430-58.000.

Phelps, Russell L., 4,474,457, a. 35^35.00H.
Ziolo, Ronald F., 4,474,866, Q. 430-106.600.

Yabuki, Fujio: See—
Tauuura. Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; ^^lshimura,

Masanori; Otsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe, Tomk).
4,473,935,0.29-429.000.

Yaegashi, Takehisa: See—
Kinugasa, Yukio; Matsuoka, HiroU; and Yaegashi, Takehisa.

4.474.081.0.74-844.000. *^ ^^
Yagihara. Morio; Mihayashi. KtaJK and Ozawa, Takashi, to Fuji Photo
Film Company Limited. Silver halide color photographic light-sensi-
tive material. 4,474,870. Q. 430-381.000.

Yahata. Haruki; Suzuki. Hideo; and Honda. Shunsuke, to Tokyo
Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Qock synchronization signal
generating circuit 4,475,085, Q. 328-62.000.

Yamada Dobby Co., Ltd.: See—
Mizuguchi, Hiroyuki, 4,474,221, Q. 139-71.000.

Yamada, Hiromi, to AMP Incorponuted. Electrical connector assembly.
4,474,418. CI. 339-65.00a

'

Yamada, Kazuo, to Nippon Dyeing Machine Mfg. Co.. Ltd. Liquid
flow type fabric treating apparatus. 4,474,039, O. 68-177.000.

Yamada, Kazuo: See-
Kawasaki, Yoshio; Horibe, Tatsutake; Shinkai, Kunia, Ito,

Kanehiro; and Yamada. Kazuo. 4,473.997, Q. 57-276.000.
Yamada, Yasuo: See—

Takai, Kazuki; Yamada, Yasuo; Takagi, Satoshi; and Itoh, Yukio,
4.475.02a a. 200.153.00V.

Yamaguchi. Nobutaka; and Fujiyama, Masaaki, to Faji Photo Fihn Co.,
Ltd. Magnetic recording medium. 4,474,848, Q. 428-329.000.

Yamaguchi, Shunzo: See—
Yoshida, Hitoshi; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Atsumi. Morifairo;
Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,475,029, a.
219-270.000.

Yamamoto, Seiichiro: See—
Takeda. Takao; Ito. Hiroshi; Yamazaki, Hitoshi; Hattori. Atsnriii;
Yamamoto, Seiichin); and Imai, Jun, 4,475,058, Q. 313-493.00a

Yamamoto, Shunichi: See—
Uemura, Seiichi; Yamamoto. Shunichi; Hirose. Takao; Takaahmu,

Hiroaki; and Kato. Osamu. 4.474,617, Q. 208-22.000.
Yamamoto, Takashi: See—

Nakao, Fumie; Katayama, Nobuaki; Kato, Shyogo; and Yamamoto,
Takashi, 4,474.074. O. 74-462.000.

Yamamoto. Takehiko; Nojiri. Michihiko; Kakutani, Kazuo; Matsumura,
Yoshikazu; and Ito, Shozo, to Mitsui Engineering tt Shipbuildmg
Co., Ltd.; Ueda Chemical Industrial Co. Ltd.; and Hankyo Kyod
Bussan Co., Ltd. Process for saccharification ofrootstocks and subse-
quent alcohol fermentation. 4,474,883. Q. 43S-16I000.

Yamamoto. Takuo: See—
Fukuyama. Kunihiko; Yamamoto. Takuo; and Masaike. Hiromi.

4.475.230, a. 381-68.000.

Yamanouchi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Nagano. Noriaki; Nakano. Kohji; Shibanuma, Tadao; and
Murakami, Yukiyasu, 4,474,779, Q. 424-246.000.

Yamaoka, Tsuguo; Koseki, KenicU; and Goto, YosMtaka, to Nippon
Oil and Fats Co., Ltd. Photo ptriymerization initiator oompomoas
having high sensitivity. 4,474,868, Q. 43O-281.000.

Yamashita. Hiroaki: See—
Nakama, Katsumi; Yamashita, Hiroaki; Knroda. Krotsugu; and

Kashimoto, Mikio. 4,474,906, Q. 523-205.000.
Yamauchi, Koji: See—

Tadokofo, Hiroyuki; Matsuoka, Shigeru; and YamaocU. Koji.
4,475,069,0.318-265.000. ^^
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Yamazaki, Hitoshi: See—
Takeda, Takao; Ito, Hiroshi; Yamazaki, Hitoshi; Hattori, Atsushi;

Yamamoto, Seiichiro; and Imai, Jun. 4.475.058. O. 313-493.000.

Yamazaki, Shigeyuki: See—
Iwai, Kazmni; Shinozaki, Tadashi; Okamoto, Yoshio; Inoue, Hiro-

shi; Kunugi. Yoshifiimi; and Yamazaki, Shigeyuki, 4,474,551, 0.
431-351.000.

Yamazawa, Masayuki, to Aistn SeiU Kabushiki Kaisha. Multipte needte

sewing machine. 4.474,124. 0. 112-167.000.

Yan, Tsoung-Yuan: See—
Dotson, Billy J.; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, 4,474.408. 0. 299-4.000.

Yanagawa, Nobuyuld; and Hosaka, Masao, to Ricoh Company, Ltd.

Electrostatic copying apparatin. 4,474,453, 0. 3SS-14.00C

Yanagidaira, Tomio: See—
Miyake, SUnichi; Yanagidaira, Tomio; and Murayama, Akio,

4,475,048. O. 307-279.000.

Yanagihara, Muaki:See—
limura, Takashi; Yanagihara, Masaki; and Yokota, Ko«yi, 4,475,245.

O. 455-73.000.

Yang, Shu S.: See—
Beattie. Thomas R.; and Yang, Shu S., 4,474.806, O. 424-300.000.

Yaao, Makotao; and Nakamura, MicUhiro, to Kuraray Co., Ltd. Gas
sensor. 4,474,183, O. 128-635.000.

Yara, Chosuke, to Ryukyu Screen Printing Corp. T-Shirt printing

apparatus with multipte drying booths. 4,474.109, O. 101-115.000.

Ya^oro, Keiui, to Pioneer Dectronic Corporation. Polling pattern

generator for CATV system. 4,475,121, 0. 358-84.000.

Yasuda, Isao; Yoshisato, Yorinobu; Kawai, Yoshihiko; and Koyama,

Kaziuki, to Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd. Magnetic transducer. 4,475.137.

O. 360-126.000.

Yasuda, Keiyi; Yokoyama, Yasuaki; Matsumoto, Shuichi; and Harada,

Kunihiro, to Japan Synthetic Rubber Co., Ltd. Oxidized polyether

and process for producing the same. 4,474,944, 0. 528-408.000.

Yasuda, Shuuhei: See—
Takamatsu, Toshiaki; Funada, Fumiaki; Yasuda, Shuuhei; and

Matsuura, Masataka. 4,474,839, O. 428-1.000.

Yasui, Kazuomi:See—
Aya, Masahiro; Saito, Junichi; Yasui, Kazuomi; Shiokawa, Kozo;

Morbhima, Norihoa; and Goto, Toshio, 4,474,600. 0. 71-92.000.

Yataki, Masamichi, to Northern Telecom Limited. Optical cables.

4,474,426, O. 350-96.230.

Yauchi, Akihiro; Nishihara, Minoru; Fukui, Kunihiro; Kawashima.

Hisakazu; and Morita, Yoduyasu. to Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.

Oa well casing and tubing joint and production of same. 4,474,651,

O. 204-34.000.

Yeda Research & Development Co., Ltd.: See—
Amon. Ruth; Shapira, Michal; and Muller, Gunhild, 4,474,757, 0.

424-88.000.

Shinitzky, Meir, Heron, David; and Samuel, David, 4,474,773. 0.
424-199.000.

Yen, Jeffrey R; Chester. Arthur W.; and Garwood, WUliam E, to

Mobil Oil Corporation. Overnight cloud and color in lube dewaxing

using platinum zeolite catalyst. 4,474,618, O. 208-111.000.

Yeomans, Michael A.: See-
Ross, Barry C; Johnson, Graham; and Yeomans, Michael A.,

4,474,793, O. 424-270.000.

Yereance, John G., Jr.: See—
Amendola, Albert; Christensen, Richard G.; and Yereance. John

G., Jr.. 4,474,465, O. 355-78.000.

Ylvisaker, Carl J. Therapeutic support cushion. 4.473,913, O.
5-435.000.

Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd., The: See—
Tokue, Minoru. 4,474,414, O. 30^35.0EB.

Yokota, Kouji: See—
limura, Takadii; Yanagihara, Masaki; and YokoOi, Kouji, 4,475,245,

O. 455-73.000.

Yokoyama, Toshiaki, to Hitachi, Ltd. Water wheel operation control

method and apparatus therefor. 4.474.528, O. 415-1.000.

Yokoyama. Yasuaki: See—
Yasuda, Kenji; Yokoyama, Yasuaki; Matsumoto, Shuichi; and

Harada, Kunihiro, 4,474,944, 0. 528-408.000.

Yoldas, Bulent E; and Vaerewyck, Eugene G., to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corp. Affixing an optical fiber to an optical device. 4,474,429, 0.
350-320.000.

Yonezawa, Kazuya; Asada, Masahiro; Iwakiri, Hiroshi; and Azuma,

Miyuki, to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Polyester-

amide and process for preparing the same. 4.474.936. 0. 528-125.000.

York, Earl D.; and Porter, Darrell D., to Standard Oil Company (Indi-

ana); and Gulf Oil Cmp. Oil shale retorting process for producing

explosives. 4,474,629, O. 149-109.600.

Yoshida, Hitoshi; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Atsumi, Morihiro; Fukazawa.

Takeshi; and Kumoi, Tomio, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd. Ceramic

heater. 4,475,029, 0. 219-270.000.

Yoshida Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Yuhan, Yukitomo, 4,474,196, 0. 132-83.00R.

Yoshida, Tom: See—
Kanemoto, Michitaka; Yoshida, Torn; Ueda. Yuziro: and Isogami,

Katsuyuki, 4,474,361, 0. 266-96.000.

Yoahikawa, Jun: See—
Ohta, Ryozo; Itoh, Takehiro; Toyoahima, Hishayoshi; and Yo-

shikawa, Jun, 4,474,726. O. 264-516.000.

Yoahimoto. Akihiro; Tobe. Hiroyasu; Ishikura, Toooynki; Umezawa.
Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, to Sanraku-Ocean Co., Ltd. Anthra-

cycliae antibiotkat 4,474.945, O. 536-6.400.

Yasuda, IsaO; Yoshisato, Yorinobu; Kawai, Yoshihiko; and

Koyama, Kazuaki, 4,475.137. O. 36O-126.000.

Yoshizawa, Fukashi, to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Speed control

amratus fiw d.c. motor. 4,475,071, O. 318-334.000.

Yoduzawa, Yoshikazu: See—
Kawamura, Michio; Kato. Takeshi; and Yoshizawa, Yoshikazu,

4,475,221, O. 377-13.000.

Young, Peter L.; Josephs, Richard M.; and Coleman, John A., to Sperry

Corpoivtion. Method of controlling the supercurrent of a Josephson

junction device. 4,474,828, O. 427-38.000.

Yu, Ho, to Aluminum Company of America. Method of direct chill

casting. 4,474,225. O. 164467.00a
Yuge, Makoto: See—

Susukida, Hiroshi; Tsuji, Ichiro; Kawai, Hisataka; Itoh, Hitomi;

Yuge, Makoto; Takeiri, Toshiki; Sahira, Kensha, and Kojtma.

Toshio. 4.474,733. O. 420-443.000.

Yuhara, Yukitomo, to YoaUda Industry Co.. Ltd. Vanity case.

4.474.196. O. 132-83.00R.

Yum, Su I.: See-
Wolfe, Allan M.; Davenport, James M.; Theeuwes, Felix; and Yum,
Su I., 4,474.574, O. 604-85.000.

Zackay, Victor F.; Lloyd, William G.; Rowe, Donald R.; Trenary,

John M.; and Swanson, Gerald T.. to Teledyne Industries. Inc.

Method for removing gaseous pollutants in highly dilute concentra-

tions from air at room temperatures. 4.474.739, O. 423-230.000.

Zag»U, Rodney H.: See—
Cooksey. George E; Prescott, John F.; and Zagala. Rodney H.,

4,474,112,0. 102-260.000.

Zahnstecher, Leonard W.: See-
Chen, Chia-Wei; Zahnstecher, Leonard W.; and Maier, William J.,

Jr., 4,474,583, O. 48-197.00R.

7shrf4m^, Anton P.; and Stevens, John W.. to Hughes Tool Company.
KeUy seal. 4.474.249. O. 173-163.000.

Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hachisu,

Mitsugu; Kawamura, Kenji; Fukattu. Shunzo; and Sekizawa.

Yasuharu, 4.474.764. O. 424-177.000.

Umezawa, Hamao; Kondo, Shinichi; and Ikeda. Daishiro.

4,474.946. O. 536-16.800.

Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenyku Kai: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Naganawa, Hiroshi; linuma,

Hironobu; and Kunimoto, Setsuko, 4,474,88a O. 43M29.000.

Zeigler, Theodore R. CoIlapsft>le/expandabte structural module with

split hub locking. 4.473.986, 0. 52-645.000.

Zdder. Hans-Joachim: See—
Benz, Gunter, Metzger. Karl G.; Pfitzner, Jorg; Schmidt, Delf; and

ZeUer, Hans-JoacWm, 4,474,762, O. 424-177.000.

Zenith Electronics Corporation: See—
Ankeny, Donald; and Jones, Gary, 4,475,124, O. 358-183.000.

Morris, Thomas J.. 4,475.057. O. 313-461.000.

Zieider. Georg. to Sulzer Brothen Ltd. Heat exchanger for cooling a

hot gas. 4,474.141, O. 122-32.000.

Zimmer, Inc.: See-
Cook, Everett J., 4.474,046. O. 72-409.000.

Zinser Textilmaschinen GmbH: See—
Hartmannsgruber, Max; Kriechbaum, Kurt; Schulz. Gunter; and

Guttier. Hermann, 4.473,924. CI 19-239.000.

Ziolo, Ronald F., to Xerox Corporation. Developer composition con-

taniing superparamagnetic polymers. 4,474,866, CI. 430-106.600.

Zipier. Mndall E. to Sperry Corporation. Apparatus for powering a

bate wagon tier-tying device. 4,474.522. 0. 414-40.000.

Zimgibl, Ludwig; and Gnehm, Rene , to Stegfried Aktiengesellschaft.

Process for the preparation of 4-hydroxy-2-methyl-N-2-pyridyI-2H-

1.2-benzothiazme-3-cart>oxamide 1,1 -dioxide. 4.474.956. O.
544-49.000.

ZoUner, Christine: See—
ZoUner, Dieter H.; Rittmann, Friedrich; Lauterbach-Dammler,

Inge, Koziol, Konnd; and Zolhier, Christine. 4,474.613. O.
204-286.000.

ZoUner. Dieter H.; Rittmann. Friedrich; Lauterbach-Dammler, Inge;

Koziol, Konrad; and ZoUner, Christine, to C. Conndty Numberg
GmbH * Co. KG. Electrode for fusion electrolysis. 4,474.613, O.
204-286.000.

Zucker. Armand S.. to RTC Industries, Inc. Storage and dispenser rack.

4.474.297,0.211-49.000.
Zwim. Robert; and Bozeman, John W.. to Hughes Aircraft Company.

Jitter compensating scene stabUizing mmile guidance system.

4.474.343.0. 244-3.lia
501 International Vibration Engineer: See—

Le Pierres, GUdas; and Vatin, Bertrand, 4,474,273, 0. 188-381.000.



UST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 2nd DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984
^faTB.—Arranged in a(xordance with the first significant character or word of the name

(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

Bayer AktiengeseUachaft: See—
Bnndes, Wilhelm; Frohberger, Paul-Ernst; Scheipflug, Hans; and
KnunCT. Wolfgang, Re. 31,693, CI. 424-164.000.

Black Clawson Company, The: See—
Zink, Stanley C, Re. 31.695, CI. 427-211.000.

Bnndes, Wilhelm; Frohberger, Paul-Ernst; Scheipflug, Hans; and
Kramer, Wolfgang, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Synergistic fungi-

2i"i,?'S?!25**" containing l,2,4.triazole derivatives. Re. 31,693,
CI. 424-164.000.

"tt,&'ra.=2?f6.opr"'
'°'" ^' "* ^""^ "^ ^'^ ^-

Diagnostic Information, Inc.: See—
Wang, Shih-Ping, Re. 31,691, Q. 250-213.0VT.

Frohberger, Paul-Ernst: See—
Brandes, WUhelm; Frohberger, Paul-Ernst; Scheipflug, Hans; and
Kramer, Wolfgang, Re. 31,693, a. 424-164.000 »' "^ ™°

Harper, George S., to No. American Philips Corp. Snap action circuit
breaker. Re. 31,690, a. 200-76.000.

*^
*'

f

Kenney, Joseph R.: See—
Tjjurski, Robert M.; Russell, Donald W.; Mayberry, Brian D.; and

'^^1I?*K' '°*P'' "^ • *^«- 31.W2, a. 382.7.00a
Kramer, Wolfgang: See—

Brudes, WUhelm; Frohberger, Paul-Ernst; Scheipflug, Hans; and
Kramer, Wolfgang, Re. 31,693, a. 424-164.000

Lopata, John E.: See—
^itanda. John J.; and Lopata, John E. Re. 31,689, a. 24-16.0PB.

MacDermid Incorporated: See—
Slominslu, Leo J.; and Rau. Thomas A., Re. 31,694, a. 427-8.000.

Mayberry, Brian D.: 5^e—
Tyburski. Robert M.; Russell, Donald W.; Mayberry, Brian D.; and

Kenney, Joseph R., Re. 31.692. a. 382-7.000.

No. American Philips Corp.: See—
Harper, George S., Re. 31,690, a. 200-76.000.

Optical Recognition Systems, Inc.: See—
Tybufski. Robert M.; RusseU. Donald W.; Mayberry, Brian D.; and
Kenney. Joseph R., Re. 31,692, CI. 382-7.000.

Panduit Corp.: See—
Bulanda, John J^; and Lopata, John E., Re. 31,689. a. 24-16.0PB.rhiUms Petroleum Company: See—
"niorsnid, Agmund K., Re. 31,696, Q. 521-88.000.

Rau, Thomas A.: See—
Slominski Uo J.; and Rau, Thomas A., Re. 31,694, a. 427-8.000.

Russell, Donald W.: See—
Tyburski, Robert M.; Russell, Donald W.; Mayberry, Brian D.; and

„ ^ .
Kenney. Joseph R.. Re. 31,692, CI. 382-7.000.

Scheipflug, Hans: See—
Brandes, WUhelm; Frohberger, Paul-Ernst; Scheipflug, Hans; and
Kramer, Wolfgang, Re. 31,693. CI. 424-164.000:

Slominski, Leo J.; and Rau, Thomas A., to MacDermid Incorporated
Apparatus and method for automatically maintaining an electroless
copper plating bath. Re. 31,694. Q. 427-8.000.

Thorsrud. Agmund K.. to PhUlips Petroleum Company. Composition

i^ 5i5?°o'S^*"^'* simulating plantation crepe rubber. Re. 31,696,

Tyburski, Robert M.; Russell, Donald W.; Mayberry, Brian D.; and
Kenney, Joseph R., to Optica] Recognition Systems, Inc. Combined
magnetic optical character reader. Re. 31,692, a. 382-7.000.

Wang, Shih-Ping. to Diagnostic Information. Inc. Panel type x-ray

?^t^'^'?}S? '"** "^ radiographic camera system. Re. 31,691,

^^ ^^^ ^' i^,®!^.''^*'*^"
Company, The. Two sided coater.

Re. 31,695, Q. 427-211.000.

LIST OF REEXAMINATION PATENTEES
TO WHOM

CERTIFICATES WERE ISSUED

Aoki, Shingi: See—
Machi, Sueo; Kawamun, Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Wai-

chiro; and Hashimoto, Shoji, Bl 4,004,995, Q. 204-157.10H.
Azuma, Ichiro: See—

Yamamoto. Masaki; and Azuma, Ichiro, Bl 4,289,856, a
521-51.000.

Eban Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See—
Machi, Sueo; Kawamura. Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Wai-

chiro; and Hashimoto, Shoji, Bl 4,004,995, a. 204-157.10H
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See-

Lai. Joginder, and Senyek, Michael L., Bl 4.301,259. a.
525-343.000.

Hashimoto. Shoji: See—
Machi, Sueo; Kawamura. Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami. Wai-
cWro; and Hashimoto. Shoji, Bl 4.004,995. Q. 204.157.10H.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute: See—
Machi. Sueo; Kawamura, Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Wai-
cWro; and Hashimoto, Shoji, Bl 4,004,995, Q. 204.157.10H

Kawakami, Waichiro: 5e«—
Machi, Sueo; Kawamura, Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Wai-
cWro; and Hashimoto, Shoji, Bl 4.004.995. a. 204-157.10H.

Kawamura, Keita: See—
Machi, Sueo; Kawamura, Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Wai-
chiro;andHashimoto. Shoji, Bl 4,004,995, a. 204-157. lOH.L^ Joginder; and Senyek, Michael L., to Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Company. The. Linear organo carbonate coupling agents for living

5?i^^'L„°^ conjugated dienes. Bl 4.301,259, 10-2-84, d.
525-343.000.

Machi, Sueo; Kawamura, Keita; Aoki, Shingi; Kawakami, Waichiro;
and Hashimoto, Shoji, to Ebara Manufacturing Co., Ltd.; and Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute. Process for iwnoving nitrogen
oxKteand sulfur dioxide from effluent gases. Bl 4,004.995, 10-2-84,

Piejkrarood, Jacob, to Pielkenrood-Vinitex N.V. Separation device.
Bl 3,837,501, 10-2-84, CI. 210-522.000.

^'^P^«»n ocvice.

Pielkenrood-Vinitex N.V.: See—
PwUtenrood, Jacob, Bl 3,837,501. Q. 210-522.000.

Senyek, Michael L.: See—

^<\,^^J^^'' "^ ^^^^ ^'i^'^eJ L., Bl 4,301^9, a
323-343.000.

Toyo Rubber Industry Co., Ltd., The: See—
Yamamoto, Masaki; and Azuma. Ichiro, Bl 4,289,856, Q.

32 1-51.(XX).

Yamamoto, Masaki; and Azuma, Ichiro, to Toyo Rubber Industry Co.,
Ltd., The. Process for preparing non-yellowing integral-skinned

E'S556. '^^d 52'SJi'ooa
^' ' """"^"^ °' * ^ *•
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LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Aavid Engineering. Inc.: See—

McCarthy. Alfred F., 275,749, 0. D1^23.000.

Ace Optical Co., Ltd.: See-
Suzuki, Takeo. 275.766, Q. D16-134.000.

Aeriform Engineering Inc.: See—
Burgess, John D.; and Taylor. Thomas E, 275,782, a. D23-55.000.

Airwick Industries, Inc.: See—
Hoyt, Earl, 275,735, O. D9-389.000.

Akopian, Eugenia; and Ludzia, Leo, to WUliams Electronics, Inc.

Amusement game cabinet. 275,772, 10-2-84, Q. D21-13.000.

Alba-Waldensian, Inc.: See—
Boone, Walter S.. 275,715, Q. D2-330.000.

Aldrich, Thomas B., Ill, to Procter ft Gamble Company. The. Bottle.

275,736, 10-2-84, CI. D9-409.00a

Allied Industries, Inc.: See-
Funk, Donald E.. 275.765. CI. D16-34.000.

American Home Products. Corp.: See—
Givner, Morris L.; and Tifiany, Douglas, 275,788, a. D24-17.000.

American Safety Razor Company: See-
Carey, Howard M., Jr.; Iten, Qemens A.; and Lott, Ronald B.,

275,737, a. D9-415.000.

Arthur Salm, Inc.: See-
Pearson, Donald E., 275,780, 0. D21-234.000.

Astle, WUliam H., to Tri Tool, Inc. Combined reaming and counterbore

tool bit 275,759, 10-2-84, CI. D15-139.000.

Astle, WUliam H., to Tri Tool, Inc. Portable combined reaming and seat

counteitioring tool holder. 275,761, 10-2-84, CI. D15-140.000.

Baruffa, Olindo; and Jimenez, Antonio, to Meftna S.A. Ironmg press.

275,808, 10-2-84, Q. D32-9.000.

Batozsky, Vadim L: See—
Stepochkin, Lev M.; Batozsky, Vadim I.; Korot, Gam M.; Khodo-

rov, Alexandr I.; SUa, Vladimir N.; VasUiev, Georgy K.; Lebe-

denko, VasUy P.; Eremenko, Adolf G.; and Chemykh, Evgeny

v., 275,758, a. D15-127.000.

Bauwens, Joseph A.; and Weiner, David B., to Dey Laboratories, Inc.

Liquid dispensing container. 275,732, 10-2-84, Q. D9-302.000.

Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin. Marilyn, to Plough, Inc. Vitamin

tablet or simUar article. 275,802, 10-2-84, CI. D28-3.000.

Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin, Marilyn, to Plough, Inc. Vitamin

tablet or simUar article. 275.803. 10-2-84. a. D28-3.000.

Bleck, James H.: See—
Cottrill, John B.; Mauro, Charles L.; Bleck, James H.; and Ronmn-

gen, Robert M., 275,755, Q. D14-100.000.

Bonine, Marvin C, to Calny, Inc. Elongated taco shell mold. 275,722,

10-2-84, CI. D7-43.000.
. ^,,,.,

Boone, Walter S., to Alba-Waldensian, Inc. SUpper sock. 275,715,

10-2-84, a. D2-330.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—
Motomura, Kenichi; and Ogawa, Hiroshi. 275.746, CI. D12-

141.000.

Motomura, Kenichi; and Ogawa, Hiroshi, 275,747, Q. D12-

142.000.

Brio Toy AB: See—
Petersson, NUs A. I.; and Sander, Nils B. L., 275,774, O. D21-

76.000.

Brown Jordan Company: See—
Caldwell, John wT, 275,801, a. D26.93.000.

Buhk, Randall P., to Steelcase Inc. Arm chair body. 275,720, 10-2-84,

a. D6-379.000.

Burgess, John D.; and Taylor, Thomas E., to Aeriform Engineering

Inc. Combined bathtub and base. 275,782, 10-2-84, CI. D23-55.000.

Byrne, David S., to wamer-Lambert Company. Pregnancy diagnostic

apparatus. 275,789, 10-2-84, 0. D24-8.000.

Caldwell, John W., to Brown Jordan Company. Lamp base. 275.801,

10-2-84, a. D26-93.000.

CiJny, Inc.: See—
Bonine, Marvin C, 275,722, Q. D7-43.000.

^
Capps, Michael F. Magnifying device. 275,767, 10-2-84, a. D16-

135.000.
. „

Carey, Howard M., Jr.; Iten, Qemens A.; and Lott, Ronald B., to

American Safety Razor Company. Packaging card for disposable

safety razors. 275,737, 10-2-84. CI. D9-41 5.000,

Carr. Andre . Carrying case for a basketball or the like. 275.717. 10-2-84.

a. D3-36.000.

Cascarano. Anthony J.: See— ... ^^ .

Matsuda, Hari; Cascarano. Anthony J.; and Schwimmer. Charles

M.. 275.754. Q. D14-85.000.

Chan, Yook: See

—

Rapp, Harold B.; Oesterheld. Klaus H.; and Chan, Yook. 275,787,

CI. D23-155.000.

Chasen, Lee R.: See—
Einhom, Ruediger, and Chasen, Lee R., 275,731, Q. D8-395.000.

Chemykh, Evgeny V.: See—
. .. „u ^

Stepochkin, Lev M.; Batozsky, Vadim I.; Korot, Gam M.; Khodo-

rov, Alexandr I.; SUa, Vladimir N.; VasUiev, Georgy K.; Lebe-

denko, VasUy P.; Eremenko, Adolf G.; and Chemykh, Evgeny

v., 275,758, a. D15-127.000. ^ ^ ^,

Qeminshaw, Douglas R., to Gray. Richard E. Socket wrench handle.

275,726, 10-2-84, Q. D8.25.000.

Coats ft Clark Inc.: See—
Einhom. Ruediger, and Chasen, Lee R.. 275,731. Q. D8-395.000.

Cochran, Burton, to Warner ft Swasey Company, The. Cutting tool

insert. 275,760, 10-2-84, CI. D15-139.000.

Conklin, Marilyn: See—
Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin, Marilyn, 275,802, Q. D28-3.000.

Beychok, Alan M.; and ConUin, Marilyn, 275,803, CI. D28-3 000

Cottrill, John B.; Mauro, Charles L.; Bleck, James H.; and Ronningen.

Robert M., to Florida Computer Graphics. Keyboard housing.

275,755. 10-2-84. CI. D14-100.000.

CPG Products Corp.: See—
Horowitz. Jesse D.; and Kuhn, James O.. 275.776, Q. D21-141.000.

Dart Industries Inc.: See—
Leininger. Janice L., 275,723, Q. D7.99.000.

Dey Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Bauwens, Joseph A.; and Weiner. David B.. 275.732, O. D9-

302.000.

Direct, Incorporated: See-
Stirling. Loren D.. 275.756, Q. D14-106.000.

Disko, Harry: See—
Holahan, Edward T.; Disko, Harry; Echlin. Joseph R.; and Yee,

Wayne J., 275.773. a. D21-17.000.

Don Evans. Inc.: See-
Evans, Donald L., 275,771, Q. D19-92.000.

Doyel, John S. Miniature battery-operated Ught. 275,799, 10-2-84, Q.
D2MO.O0O.

Eastman Kodak Company: See-
Olson, Richard J., 275,762. CI. D16-30.00a

Olson. Richard J.. 275.763. Q. D16-30.000.

Olson. Richard J.. 275.764, CI. D16-30.000.

Echlin. Joseph R.: See—
Holahan. Edward T.; Disko. Harry; Echlin, Joseph R.; and Yee,

Wayne J.. 275,773, CI. D21-17.000.

Einhom, Ruediger; and Chasen, Lee R.. to Coats ft Clark Inc. Magnetic

clip. 275,731, 10-2-84, CI. D8-395.000.

Electrak International Limited: See-
Humphreys, Michael, 275.748. Q. D13-24.000.

Eremenko, Adolf G.: See—
Stepochkin, Lev M.; Batozdiy, Vadim I.; Korot, Garri M.; Khodo-

rov, Alexandr I.; Sila, Vladimir N.; Vasiliev, Georgy K.; Lebe-

denko, Vasily P.; Eremenko, Adolf G.; and Chemykh, Evgeny

v., 275,758, CI. D15-127.000.

Evans, Donald L., to Don Evans, Inc. Computer printout tray. 275,771,

10-2-84, a. D19-92.000.

Florida Computer Graphics: See—
CottrUl. John B.; Mauro, Charles L.; Bleck, James H.; and Ronnm-

gen. Robert M., 275,755. CI. 014-100.000.

Fraioli. Donato M. Air-supported structure. 275.791. 10-2-84. CI. D25-

20.000.

Fraioli. Donato M. Air-supported stmcture. 275.792, 10-2-84. Q. D2^
20.000.

Fraioli, Donato M. Air-supported structure. 275,793. 10-2-84, Q. D25-

20.000.

Fraioli. Donato M. Air-supported structure. 275.794. 10-2-84. CI. D25-

20.000.

Fraioli. Donato M. Air-supported structures. 275.795, 10-2-84. CI.

D25-20.000. _ , . ^.

Funk, Donald E., to Allied Industries, Inc. Photo fmishmg pnnter.

275,765, 10-2-84, CI. D16-34.000.

Gillette Company, The: See-
Rams, Dieter, 275,800, Q. D26^.000.

Givner, Morris L.; and Tiffany, Douglas, to American Home Products,

Corp. Diagnostic test device. 275,788, 10-2-84, CI. D24-17.000.

Gray, Richard E.: See—
Qeminshaw, Douglas R., 275,726, Q. D8-25.000.

Harris Manufacturing Corporation; See—
Ruda, Jerome; and Ludwig. Vemon L.. 275.798. Q. D25-64.000.

Heinle. Robert L. Wicket. 275,778, 10-2-84. CI. D21-202.000.

Henke. Mitchell C; and Wolfe, Donald G.. to Lincoln Manufactunng

Company. Inc. Oven. 275,725, 10-2-84. O. 07-348.000.

Holahan. Edward T.; Disko, Harry; Echlin, Joseph R.; and Yee, Wayne

J., to Marvin Glass ft Associates. Game housing. 275,773, 10-2-84, Q.

D21-17.000.

Holcombe, David L.: See— ...... ^ «,.
McJunkin, Claude; and Holcombe. David L., 275,744, C\. Dll-

157.000.

Horowitz, Jesse D.; and Kuhn, James O., to CPG Products Corp.

Bumper for a toy vehicle. 275,776. 10-2-84, Q. D21-141.000.

Hoyt, Earl, to Airwick Industries, Inc. Bottle. 275,735, 10-2-84, O.

D9-389.000. ..... ^, ,

Humphreys, Michael, to Electrak International Limited. Electrical

contact plug. 275,748, 10-2-84, Q. D13-24.000.

International Jensen Incorporated: See—
Matsuda. Hari; Cascarano, Anthony J.; and Schwimmer, Charles

M., 275,754, CI. D14-85.000.

Isabergs Verkstads AB: See—
Rosenblad, Lars G., 275,727. Q. D8-50.000.

Iten, Clemens A.: See— ^ , „ _ „
Carey, Howard M., Jr.; Iten, Qemens A.; and Lott, Ronald B.,

275,737, Q. D9-41 5.000.

Jacobson, Paul R. Footwear outsole. 275,714, 10-2-84, Q. D2-320.000.

Jimenez, Antonio: See—
Baruffa. Olindo; and Jimenez, Antonio. 275,808. Q. D32-9.000.

PI 49
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K«aaU Yoduhiro. to Yodiida Kogyo K. K. Hook fastener for the
wdrt buds of troown or the like. 275,716, IM^, CL D2-W5.000.

Kawhi, Hvugochi; Miyike, Takao; Nunuuw. Manfumi; and

Jjlu?S!^ ^S^.^i^*^ Corpontioo. Microwave oven. 275,724,
I0-244, a, D7O5I.000.

'^ 5i?'^!??l°V*? '•"'"cle Pal Bionic Syttems, Ltd Air ftedwner.
275,785, 10-2-H a. 023-150.000.

^^^ ««wr.

Khodorov. Alexandr I.: Set—
StepocWan, Ley M.; Batozricy, Vadim L; Kofot, Oarri M.; Khodo-
rov Alexandr I.; &la. Vladimir N.; Vaiiliev. Oeoffy K.; Lebe-

Kimstock, Inc.: See—
McMiUan. Gloria K.; and Schmidt. William J., 275,783, CL D23-

Korot, Oarri M.: See—
StepocUdn. Lev M.;JBatoaky, Vadim L; Korot. Oarri M.; Khodo-

rov. Aleiiandr I.; Sila, Vladimir N.; Vaiiliev, Oeorgy K.; Lebe-

Kahn, James C: See—
Horowitz. Jeoe D.; and Kiihn. James C, 275,776, a. D21-141.000.

Kunbajmhi. Kew and Takagi, Takeshi, to Matsushita Electric Works.
Ltd. Electnc shaver. 275,805. 10.2-84, a. D28-49.000.

Kvemelud A/S: 5^0—
Nja, OUv, 275.757, Q. D1^29.000.

Lebedenko, Vaaily P.: See—
StcpocUon. Ley M.; Batoaky, Vadim I.; Korot, Oarri M.; Khodo-

^Sll^^^^h' *"*• Vladimir N.; Vasiliev, Oeorgy K.; Lebe-

Lever Brothen Compaay: See—
Voice, Robin S., 275.734, a. D9.378.000.

Lmcobi ManuActiirinf Company, Inc.: See—

"m8000^**"
C-J «d Wolfe. Donald O., 275,725, CL 07-

Lott. Ronald B.: See—

'1^73'7?aDSil/o6(?^
°"*" ""'' '^^^"^ B..

Lndwig, Vernon L.: See—

Lud2iLLeaS!i'^
Ludwig, Veraon L.. 275.798. a. D25-64.000.

Akopin, Eugenia; ud Ludzia. Leo, 275,772, a. 021-13.000.

ottsSoOO
*** Corporation. Telephone. 275,751, 10-2-84, a.

^Tfei?a'oriS'oOp*^"*"'
'^^^^'^^ **°^' ""•*• 275.752.

Mahan. John A., to Mitel Corporation. Combined telephone inter
commungtgn^MKl^Mtomatic telephone dialing device. 275,753.

M^WB,^Wm B. Disposable surgical clamp. 275.790. 10-2-84. a.

**D?l?ioiOO?*™^
A. Zodiacal cusp medallion. 275.739, 10-2-84, a.

Marvin Olios * Aiaodates: Sm—
H^ahan. Edwjjfd T.; Disko. Harry; Echlin. Joseph R.; and Yee.Wayne J.. 275.773. a. 021-17.000.

^SSIlSSi^^!!^!!^
Anthony J.; and Schwimmer. Charles M., to

intereatxnal Jensen Incorporated. Audio-video receiver remote
control or similar article. 27?;754. 10-2-84. a. D14-m3»

^^
Matsushiu Electric Works, Ltd.: See—

*'"-»^"uu.

MauiSllSjte L^iS^ ^*''**' ^'^'^ "^''°^' °- D2«^.000.

AM^ *?• tS^ i*- 275,755, a. 014-100.000.

SS^^^^^ ^' •?^^ Engineering. Inc. SUpon heat sink forlong integrated-circuit modules. l75.74O0.2-84. CL D13-23!wo

"^5?<?ffiiSlxg°'^'^
°-^ "- ^^'^ '"'p-y 2V%.

^mf-llSoff"
' ^""•"~""»«* •*" ?•<»<««• 275.779, 10-2-84, a.

McMillan, Oloria K.; and Schmidt, William J., to Kimstock. IncShower stall. 275.783. 10-2-84. a. 023-57.000
~n»tocit. Inc.

Mefina S.A.: 5iv—

iM^iSar^ ^^*^ •S^
Jimenez, Antonio. 275.808. a. O32-9.000.

Mihan, John A.. 275.751. a. 014-53.000.
Mahan. John A.. 275.752, a. 014-59.000.

^ M^ John A.. 275,753, CI. 014-59.000.
Miyake, Takao: S^»—

Koichi, Haiupuchi; Miyake, Takao; Numano, Masafumi and
TsHunpto, &ZUO. 275,724, a. O7-351.00a

'****"°"* "^
Motomiui, Kemchi; and Ogawa, Hiroshi. to Bridaestone Tit. Com
mSS^^SIS X'?*^isS"'''F'^2-£. a tT2?u^ ^-
Motomura. Kemchi; and Ogawa, HiroahL to Bridantmic Tin. r,x^
p«y Limited. Vehicle ti^W^JTlM-M, CL Bm42 WO

^""

^57r78lTo.2?84?S^2i250S^ "^^^^ "-"^"^ ""^^^
Nishida, Yosfaiaki. to Tolgo Shibiura Oenki Kabushiki Kaisha. Auto.
„.»««* Spket nte. 275.796. 10-2-84. a. O25-50.00a ^^
"•^J^?*^ "iI**J? Shibaura Oenki Kabushiki Kaisha. Auto-matic ticket gate. 275.7^, 10-2-84. Q. O25-51.00a

^^

Nja, OUv, to Kvemeland A/S. Reversible tooth for buckets on diaoina
and loading machines. 275.757, 10-2-84, a. 015-29.000. ^»*™»

North American Philips Corporation: See—
Rapp. HaroM B.; Oesterheld. Klaus H.; and Chan, Yook. 275 787
a. O23-155.000. ^ *i3,i97,

Numano, Masafiimi: See—
Kmichi. Haruguchi; Miyake. Takao; Numano. MaaaAimi: and

Tsujimoto. Kazuo, 275,724, Q. 07-351.000.
Oesterheld, Klaus H.: See—

Rapp, Harold B.; Oesterheld. Klaus H.; and Chan. Yook. 275 787
a. 023-155.000.

^^ ^^ *'3,i9i,

Ogawa, Hiroshi: See—
MojMJjra. Kenichi; and Ogawa, Hiroshi. 275,746, a. 012-

^"SoO?"
^'^^ "^ ^^^ Hiroshi, 275,747. Q. 012-

Olson. Rkhard J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Duplicator with
stapler fimsher or the like. 275,762. 10-2-84, £l D16-3doS

'^763:'S5.k a^DlWoSa''^'^^- ^P««°'"thelike.

Oton. RichMd J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Duplicator with
finisher and binder or the like. 275,7H 10.2^C1. Dfe^MSDO

Paramount Pictures Corporation: See—
Ralston. Kenneth R., 275,777, Q. D21-148.000

a°D9-352 WO****'
* °^"* Company, The. Jar. 275,733. 10.2^,

Particle Pal Bionic Systems, Ltd.: 5^e—
Kent, Richmond G., 275,785, O. O23-1S0.000.

^oSM!a^2f-i34!ooo**"'
^"^ ^'^' °°''*""'' *'^'"^- "^''^^'

Peterson, Thomas D. Bag holder. 275,807. 10-2-84, a. 034-6.000.
PetCTssoo. Nils A. I.; and Sander. Nils B. L.. to Brio TcTaB Toy

wheelbarrow. 275.774. 10-2-84. Q. D21-76.000.
^ ^

PhiUips. Robert L. Pillow. 275.721. 10-2.84, Q. 06-599.000.
Plough, Inc.: See—

Beychok. Alan M.; and Conklin. Marilyn. 275.802, Q. D28-3.000.Beycb^ Ahn M.; and Conklin, Marilyn. 275.803. a. D28-3.000.
Procter ft Oambk Company. The: See—

AWrich, Thomas B.. UL 275,736, Q. 09-409.000.
IPardo, John, 275,733. Q. O9-3S2.000.

^mS? MO*"*"
**"'*''P'"P*** cleaning brush. 275,718. 10.2-84. Q.

'^jggg'Qto OiUette Company, The. Flashlight 275,80a 10-2-84,

Rapp, Harold B.; Ooterheld, Klaus H.; and Chan. Yook. to North
AircrKanPhihps Corporation. Fan housing. 275.787. 10-2-84. a.UZj- 1 39.000.

RMdman. Richard, to Rizla Limited. Dispensing container f<» air
freshncr. 275,784, 10-2-84, Q. D23-150.00a

^^
Rwdman. Richard, to Rizla Limited. Oiq»ensing container for air

freshener. 275,786. 10-2-84, Q. D23-15O.O0a
^^

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—
Tixier, Michel, 275,745, Q. 012-92.000.

*'I^7.*.^'^ ^ ^*^^ fo' "titles of clothing. 275,719, 10-2-84, a.
06-411.000.

Rizla Limited: See—
Reedman. Richard. 275,784, a. D23-15a000.
Reedman, Richard, 275,786,d 023-150.000.

Ronningen. Robert M.: See—
CottriU. John B.; Mauro, Charles L.; Bleck. James R; and Ronnin-

gen. Robert M.. 275.755. a. 014-100.000.
^^

^*?f?5!|!l''.i'^ °' '° I«abergs Verkstads AB. Stuling machine.
275,727, 10-2-84, CL O8-50.00a * ""iwiiiic.

Ruda. Jerome: and Ludwig. Vernon L.. to Harris Manufacturing Cor-
poration. Boat ladder. 275,798. 10-2-84, CL 025-64.000.

ioSS'o'dS-JJooo'*'*"'
°'"*^ ^^ **"'' """"^ ^^'''°*'

Sander, Nils B. L.: See—
PetCTMon, Nils A. L; and Sander, Nils B. L.. 275,774, Q. 021-

70.000.

^loS84^felJ?00? ^'P°'***°"- Electronic calculator. 275.768,

Schmidt. Wiliiam J.: 5^
McMman, Gloria K.; and Schmidt, William J., 275,783, Q. 023-

Schwimmer, Charles M.: See—

'*m:"1^5,%;=5'szs^*°"''
'•= •«• *'''^**°»"' ^^^

Sharp Corporation: See—
Kraichi. Haruguchi; Miyake. Takao; Numano. Masafumi: and

Tiujunoto. Kazuo. 275,724, Q. 07-351.000.
Sawada. Masaji, 275,768, O. O18-7.000.
Yamada. Kazuo. 275,769. CL D18-7.000.

l

Yamada. Kazuo. 275.770, CL O18-7.000.
Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See—

Myojo. Seiji. 275,781, CL 022-25.000.
Shimuu. Tokuzo. Tape cartridge. 275,750. 10-2-84. Q. DI4-1 1.000.
Sua. Vladimir N.: See—

Stepochkin. Uv M.; Batozsky. Vadim I.; Korot, Oarri M.; Khodo-
rov Alewndr I.; Sila. Vladimir N.; Vasiliev. Oeorgy K.; Lebe-

t^1?5.y5Wb??125SS.
''''*'' ° =

'^ °'""^'*' =^«"y
Smith, Ronald L. Wire puzzle. 275.775, 10-2-84, a. D2]-106.00a

^""sSirstein. Albert; and Spector, Gilbert, 275,804, Q. 028-34.000.

Steelcase Inc.: See—
Buhk, Randall P., 275,720, 0. 06-379.000.

Stepochkin, Lev M.; Batozsky, Vadim I.; Korot. Oarri M.; Khodorov.

Alexandr I.; Sila, Vladimir N.; Vasiliev, Oeorgy K.; Lebedenko,

Vasily P.; Eremenko, Adolf O.; and Chemykh, Evgeny V. Auto-

mated apparatus for cutting thick plate rolled stock. 275,758, 10-2-84,

0.015-127.000. ^ ,,.^ ^. ,

Stirling, Loren O., to Direct, Incorporated. Video display processor

terminal. 275,756, 10-2-84, Q. 014-106.000.
, .. ^ ,^„

Stoddard, Owight L. Construction line reel. 275,729, 10-2-84, Q. D8-

359.000.

Suzuki, Takeo, to Ace Optical Co., Ltd. Conversion lens for a miniature

camera. 275,766, 10-2-84, Q. 016-134.000.

TakaoL Takeshi: See

—

Kuribayashi, Keiji; and Takagi, Takeshi, 275,805, a. 028-49.000.

Burgess, John D.; and Taylor, Thomas E., 275,782, Q. 023-55.000.

^'^^'SinS wSrifLTand Tiffany. Douglas, 275,788, Q. 024-17.000.

Tixier, Michel, to Regie National* des Usines Renault Motor car.

275.745. 10-2-84, Q. 012-92.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Oenki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Nishida, Yoshiaki, 275,796, Q. 025-50.000.

Nishida, Yoshiaki, 275,797, a. 025-51.000.

Totsu, Katsuyuki. Electrically driven screw driver. 275,728, 10-2-84,

a. 08-68.000.

Tri TooL Inc.: See— .v., .,«««
AsUe, William H., 275,759, Q. 015-139.000.

Astie. WiUiam H.. 275.761. Q. 015-140.000.

Tsujimoto, Kazuo: See— « * • .j
Kenichi. Haruguchi; Miyake, Takao; Numano, Masafumi; and

Tsujimoto, Kazuo, 275,724, Q. D7-351.O0O.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Yran, Knut O., 275,806, Q. 028-50.000.

Vasiliev, Oeorgy K.: See—
.

Stepochkin, Lev M.; Batozsky, Vadim I.; Korot Gam M.; Kbodo-

rovT Alexandr 1.; Sila, Vladimir N.; Vasiliev, Oeorgy K.; Lebe-

denko, Vasily P.; Eremenko, Adolf O.; and Cheraykh, Evgeny

v., 275,758, CL D15-127.000.

Voice, Robin S., to Lever Brothers Company. Combined bottle and

cap. 275,734, 10-2-84, CI. D9-378.000.

wamer-Lambert Company: See— _.^ , ,^
Byrne. David S., 275,789, Q. O24-8.000.

Warner & Swasey Company, T^e: S»—
Cochran, Burton, 2W;76a Q. 015-139.000.

Weiner, David B.: See— .^ .j « ,«<w m no.
Bauwens, Joseph A.; and Weiner, David B., 275,732, Q. D9-

WUlet^lS Card-counting device. 275,738, 10-2-84, Q. 010.97.000.

Williams Hectronics, Inc.: See— , _,, ^, « «„ ,, ««»
Akopian, Eugenia; and Ludzia, Leo, 275,772, Q. 021-13.000.

Williams Industries, Inc.: See—
WUliams. William J.. 275.740, a. Oll-121.00a

WilKams. William J.. 275,741, Q. 011-121.000.

Williams, WUliam J., 275,742, Q. 011-121.000.

Williams, William J., 275,743, a. On-125.00a

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament 275,74a,

10-2-84,0.011-121.000.
, ^^ ,„_,

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament 275,741,

10-2-84.0.011-121.000.
, ^^ „,_,

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament 275,742,

10-2-84.0.011-121.000.
. . r^ . ,,,,..1

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament. 275,743,

10-2-84.0. 011-125.000.

Wolfe, Donald G: See-
, ^ .. ^ ,-.-. r^ r.^

Henke, MitcheU C; and Wolfe, Donald G., 275,725, O. 07-

348.000.

Yamada, Kaziio, to Sharp Corporation. Electronic calculator. 275,769,

10-2-84, 0. D18-7.000. , . . „, -nn
Yamada, Kazuo, to Sharp Corporation. Electronic calculator. 275,770,

10-2-84, O. O18-7.000.

Yee, Wayne J.: See— „ ^.. . u « j v
Holahan. Edward T.; Disko, Harry; Echlin, Joseph R.; and Yee.

Wayne J., 275,773, CL 021-17.000.

Yoshida Kogyo K. K.: See—
Kanzaka, Yoshihiro, 275.716, CL 02-405.000.

Yran, Knut O., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Electric dry shaver.

275,806, 10-2-84, CL 028-50.000.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Yoder Brothers, Inc.: See— ^ _^ -..

Duffett, William E., 5,289, O. 74.000.
, . ^ ^ . ».. ^

ZiiffM- Chris F Zaiaer, Gary N.; Gardner, Logh M.; and Zaiger,

^&G^\^ S?"2.Gr252'.' 5,287, 10-2-84. O. 38.000.

^^SiS^r^ FTzaiger, Gary N.; Gardner. Leigh M.; and Zaiger.

Cfrant G., 5,287. CI. 38.000.

Duffett William E, to Yoder Brothers, Inc. Chrysanthemum plant

named White Nova. 5,289, 10-2-84, O. 74.000.

Gardner, Leigh M.: See—

Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leigh M.; and Zaiger,

Grant O., 5,287, 0. 38.000. Zaiaerj3rMirG.r's«*^ . .. »* u, —

,

Klemm, Siegfried. Carnation named Klemgori. 5,288, 10-2-84. O. W, Chris F;Z«ger,GanrN.; Gardner,^

70.000.
Grant 0., 5,287. O. 38.000.

LIST OF DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS
APPLICANTS TO WHOM

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS WERE ISSUED ON THE 2ND DAY OF
OCTOBER) i"o4

Publishedatthereque«oftheappUcantorownerinaccord««e withtheNoticeof Dec. 16, 196^^

^^&^lS'J;L'f^£^l^.ii:£^^^^
'"^"^ ^'*Ac^oU\Snk^r.ndCo,e.CarlA.,Jr.,T104,701,0.7..29.«».
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CLASSinCATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 2, 1984

Note—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLAS82
49R 4,473.907

US . 4,473,908

CLA8S3
I 4,473.909

13 4.473.910

aASS4
609 4.473.911

CLASS5
82R 4,473.912

43S 4.473.913

CLASSt
S26 4,474,977

CLASSIC

11 R 4,473.914

CLASS 14

21 4,473,919

42 4.473.916

CLASS IS

1M.94 4,473.917

144 R 4,473.918

2S0J22 4.473.920

2S0.4 4.473,919

304 4.473,921

306B 4,473.922

377 4,473.923

CLASS 19

239 4,473,924

CLASS 24

16 PB Re.31.689
23W 4,473,929

196 4.473.926

4« 4.473.927

413 4.473.928

CLASS 26

80 4.473,929

CLASS 29

3SC 4jm,930
196.8 R 4,473,931

291 4^73.932
283 4,473,933

426.4 4,473,934

429 4,473.939

498 4,473.936

968 4,473.937

969L 4,473,938

971 4^73.939
976W 4,473.940

978 4,473,941

869 4,473,942

CLASSJi
34R 4,473,943

41 4,473,944

HI 4,473,949

MB 4,473,946W 4,473.947

nt 4,473,948

CLASS 33

141 E 4,473,949

143 L 4,473,990

4^473,991

169 B 4.473,992

174 L 4,473.993

4,473.999

174 R 4,473,994

178 E 4,473,996

180 R 4,473,997

202 4.473.998

269 4.473.999

366 4.473.960

CLASS 38

42 4,473.961

CLASS 40

2R 4,473.962

MR 4.473.963

GLASS 43

79A 4,473.964

90 4,473.969

CLASS 43

43.1 4,473,966

too f473,967
131 4,473,968

CLASS 44

91 4,474,978

97 4,474479
68 4,474,980

CLA8S46
1 R 4,473,969

CLASS «7

1.4 4,473,970

CLASSa
61 4,474,981

4,474482
197 R 4.474.983

4.474.984

CLASS 51

96 O 4,473,971

298 4,474489
439 4.473.972

CLASS 52

13 4.473.973

21 4.473.974

29 4.473.979

80 4.473.976

116 4,473,977

169.8 4,473,978

200 4,473,979

202 4.473.980

211 4,473,981

222 4,473,982

378 4.473,983

410 4,473,984

993 4.473,989

649 4,473.986

CLASS 53

247 4,473,987

440 4,473,988

499 4,473,989

967 4,473,990

CLASS 54

2 4,473,991

46 4,473,992

CLASS 55

16 4.474486
71 4.474487
197 4,474.988

337 4.474,989

CLASS 56

208 4,473,993

400 4,473.994

CLASS 57

9 4.473.999

245 4,473,996

276 4,473,997

CLASS CD

39.091 4.473,998

39J81 4,473.999

39411 4A74J00O
204 4,474,001

369 4,474,002

921 4,474,003

947.1 4,474,004

962 4,474X109
602 4,474,006

609 4,474X107

4,474X108
611 4,474X09
648 4,474X)10

4,474,011

660 4,474,012

4,474X)13
738 4,474X>14

CLASS 62

3 4,474X)19
12 4,474490
31 4,474491
37 4,474,992

60 4,474X>16
77 4,474X)17

79
84
89
94
96
137

140
148

197

171

239.1

278
324.1

324.2

341

497
903

914 R

4,474,018

4.474,019

4.474,020

4,474,021

4,474,022

4,474,023

4,474.024

4.474X09
4,474X126
4,474,027

4,474,028

4,474X129

4,474X)30

4,474X>31
4,474,032

4,474X)33
4,474,034

4,474,039

4,474,036

CLASS 65

3.12 4,474,993

27 4,474,994

CLASS 66

78 4,474,037

CLASS il

23 R 4,474X)38
177 4,474,039

CLASS 69

16 4,474.040

CLASS 70

199 4,474,041

337 4,474,042

496 R 4,474XM3

CLASS 71

28 4,474,999

88 4,474.996

90 4,474,997

4,474,998

92 4,474,999

4,474,600

93 4,474,601

94 4,474,602

CLASS 72

13 4,474XM4
379 4,474XM9
409 4,474X>46

CLASS 73

IE
lO
3

12

19

39
40
49.2

49.9

61.4

117.3

118.2

119 R
129
149
178 R
302
622
626
790
794
861.93

86169
863.12

4,474X)47
4,474,048

4,474,049

4,474,090

4,474,091

4,474X»2
4,474X)93
4,474,094

4.474X)99

4.474X)96

4,474X»7
4,474X>98

4,474X199

4,474X160

4,474X161

4,474X162

4,474X163

4,474X164

4,474X169
4,474,066

4,474X167
4,474XI68

4,474X169

4,474X170

CLASS 74

378 4,474X172
424.8 A 4,474,073

462 4,474X174
926 4,474Xn9
973 R 4,474X176
606 R 4,474X177
629 4,474X178
688 4^74X179
711 4,474X180
844 4,474,081

866 4.474X182
867 4,474X183
869 4,474X184

878 4,474,089

CLASS 75

0.9 B 4,474,604

3 4,474,603

60 4,474,609

CLASS 76

43 4,474,086

CLASS 81

3.1 R 4,474X187
97.18 4,474,088

97.29 4,474X189
431 4,474.090

463 4,474X191

CLASS 83

26 4,474,092

71 4,474,093

104 4,474,094

188 4,474,099

482 4,474.096

927 4,474,097

CLASS 84

1.03 4,474,098

293 4,474,099

434 4,474,100

CLASS 89

1.9 R 4,474,101

33.17 4,474,102

CLASS 91

369 A 4,474,103

497 4,474,104

CLASS 92

122 4,474,109

199 4,474.106

CLASS 99

392 4,474,107

CLASS 073

864.13 4,474,071

CLASS 100

49 4,474,108

CLASS 101

119 4,474,109

170 4,474,110

429 4,474,111

CLASS 102

260 4,474,112

306 4,474,113

CLASS 186

1.17 4,474,606

14.39 4,474,607

290 4,474,608

288 Q 4,474,609

CLASS 188

7 4,474,119

CLASS 109

91 4,474,116

CLASS 110

109 4,474,117

211 4,474,118

249 4,474,119

261 4,474,120

346 4,474,121

347 4,474,122

CLASS 112

112 4,474,123

167 4,474,124

269.1 4,474,129

CLASS 114

102 4,474,126

109 4,474,127

123 4,474,128

243 4,474,129

298 4,474,130

343 4,474,131

CLASS IM
173 4,474,132

209 4,474,133

97
309
410

CLASS 118

4,474,134

4,474,139

4,474,136

CLASS 119

18 4,474,137

CLASS 122

7 R 4,474,138

13 R 4,474,139

31 R 4,474,140

32 4,474,141

40 4,474,142

379 4.474,143

CLASS 123

92 MV
73 PP
90.34

193 CP
199 H
308
337
339

392
372
490
498
468

478
963

990

4,474.144

4,474.149

4,474,146

4,474,147

4,474,148

4,474,149

4,474,190

4,474,191

4,474,192

4,474,193

4,474,194

4,474,199

4,474,196

4,474.197

4,474,198

4,474,199

4,474.160

4,474,161

4,474,162

4,474,163

CLASS 125

16 R 4,474,164

CLASS 126

8 4,474,169

96 4.474,166

2874 4,474,167

416 4.474,168

422 4,474,169

433 4,474,170

436 4,474,171

449 4,474,172

490 4,474,173

CLASS 128

4 4,474,174

29 B 4,474,176

80C 4,474473
202.22 4,474,179

303 R 4,474,177

303.1 4,474,178

303.17 4,474,179

328 4,474,180

334 R 4.474,181

341 4,474,182

639 4,474.183

660 4,474,184

722 4,474,189

733 4,474,186

774 4,474,187

CLASS 130

27H 4,474,188

CLASS Ul
84R 4,474.190

198 A 4,474,191

336 4,474,192

CLASS 132

7 4,474,193

38 4,474,194

73 4.474.199

83 R 4,474,196

CLASS 133

4A 4,474,197

CLASS 134

1 4,474,621

10 4,474,622

60 4,474,198

109 4,474,199

CLASS 135

20R 4,474000

67
4,474401
4,474,202

CLASS ir
72 4,474,203

88 4,474,204

210 4,474,189

319 4,474,209

486 4,474,206

909 4,474,207

916.29 4,474J08
999 4,474J09
973 4,474.210

999.2 4,474.211

614.11 4,474.212

619 4,474J13
639 4,474,214

CLASS 138

30 4,474.219

89 4,474,216

137 4,474,217

CLASS 139

1

E

4,474.218

4,474JI9
4,474420

71 4,474421

CLASS 145

1 B 4,474422

CLASS 148

1.9 4,474,623

4,474,624

4,474,629

6.19 Z 4,474,626

12 B 4,474,627

CLASS 149

21 4,474,628

109.6 4,474,629

CLASS 152

209 R 4,474423

CLASS 156

62.4 4,474,630

72 4,474,631

78 4,474,632

III 4,474,633

244.i: 4,474,634

249 4,474,639

327 4,474,636

380.9 4,474,637

494 4,474,638

996 4,474,639

601 4,474,640

617 SP 4,474.641

643 4,474,6«

CLASS 162

198 4,474,643

199 4,474,644

300 4,474,649

CUSS 164

190 4,474424
162 4,474,114

467 4.474429

CLASS 165

1 4,474426
2 4,474427

44 4,474428
103 4,474429
1044 i 4,474430
133 4,474431
137 4,474432
184 4,474433

CLASS 166

109 4,474434
241 4,474439
290 4,474436
261 4,474437
268 4,474438
278 4,474439
312 4,474440
317 4,474441

323 4,474442
362 4,474443
377 4,474444

PI 53
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S3

310
413

17

163

CLASS 10
4.474J4S

OASsm
4»474^4«
4*474^47

CLASS 173

4*474041
4,474049

CLASS 174

36 4.47S.006
52 FP 4,475.007

CLASS ITS

1 4,474030
67 4,474051• 4,474052M 4,474053

306 4,474054

CLASS 177

4,474055

CLASS ITS

4,475,001

CLASS 179

4,475.009

129
129.75

157.1 H
IIIC
192 R
213

243 M

146

II

2A
2EB
UBS
•IR
90 BD
110 A

149
271

151

220
230

3
5

10
163

117

29A

33
71.5

166
210
296
352
311

4,475,010

4,475,011

4,475,012

4,475,013

4,475,014

CLASS MO
4,474036
4,474057

CLASS in
4,474058
4,474059
4,474060

CLASS lt2

4,474061
4,474062
4,474063
4,474064
4,474065

cussir
4,474066

4,474067
4,474068
4,474069
4,474071
4,474070
4,474072
4,474073

CLASS MS
30 W 4,474074
67 A 4,474075

106.1 4,474076
106O 4,474077
113 B 4,474078
l» 4,474079

CLASS IM
II 4,474082
I

N

4,474081
93 4,474080

CLASS Ml
502 4,474083
742 4,474084
TSO 4.474085
•02 4.474086
812 4,474087
816 4,474088
•18 4,474089

CLASS ao
4,475^)15SR

52 R
76
148 A

148 R
153 SO
153 V

9
49

4,475,016

Re.31,690

4,475,017

4,475,019

4,475,018

4,475,021

4,475,020

CLASS 303

4,474,6(6

4,474,617

IT

5
34
S9R
96
101
121

4,474,641

4,474,649

4,474,650

4.474,651

4,474,652

4,474,653

4.474.654 I 488
4.474.655 585

252
286
292
296

41

221

3.11

S3B
53 R
54

122 R
129.5

136

166
653

257.1

437
500O
522

635
656

4^74^656 590
4*474^657

814,004,995
4,474,658

4,474,659

4,474,660

4,474,610

4,474,611

4,474,612

4.474,613

4,474,614

4.474.615

CLASS 306

214 4.475.022
314 4,474090
315.11 4.474091
329 4,474092
497 4,474093
526 4,474094

CLASS 301

IILE 4,474,616
22 4,474,617

111 4,474,618

CLASS 309

4.474.619

4.474095

CLASS 310

4.474.620

4.474,661

4,474.662

Bl 3,837.301

4.474.663

4.474.664

CLASS 311

13 4.474096
49 D 4,474097
57.1 4,474.300

118 4,474.298
193 4.474099

CLASS 315

4.474.301

4.474.302

CLASS 3M
1055 B 4,475,024

4,475,023

4,475,025

4,475,026

4,475,027

4,475,028

4,475,029

4,475,030

CLASS 330

4 D 4,474,303
276 4,474,304
307 4,474,305
359 4,474,306

CLASS 231

4,474,301

CLASS 223

4,474,307

4,474,309

4,474,310

4,474011
4*474.312

4,474,313

4,474,314

4,474,315

CLASS 333

4,474,316

4,474,317

CLASS 33S

50 4,474,318
96.5 4.474.319

CLASS 336

4,474.320

4,474021

CLASS 231

4,474,322

4.474,323

CLASS 239

23 BT 4,474,324

CLASS 237

8 R 4,474,325

CLASS 339

4,474,333

CLASS 341

4,474.334

4.474,335

4,474,336

CLASS 343

18 PW 4,474,337
55
84.1 R
8401 A
84.8

192

4,474038
4,474.339

4,474,341

4,474,340

4,474,342

CLASS 344

4,474,343

4,474.344

4,474,345

4,474046
4,474,347

4,474,348

4,474,349

4.474.350

CLASS 341

220.4 4.474.351
456 4.474.352
534 4.474053
596 4.474054

CLASS 249

53 R 4,474,355

CLASS 2S0

212
213 VT

220
256

1055
69C
98

121 L
13051
270

4.473,031

Re.31,691

4.475.032

4.475.033

4.473.034

4.475.035

4.475,036

4,475,037

4,475,038

4,475,039

4,475.0«
4.475,041

4,475,042

4.475.043

4,475.044

4.473.043

4,475.046

CLASS 2S1

4,474.356

4.474.357

4,474,358

CLASS 2S2

8.5 A 4,474,667

227
231 SE
236
239
252.1

270
334
338
358.1

363 S
385
396 ML
4920
551

122

233
357

24

1

145

146.5

205
211

494
629

88
96

97
113

36
123

102
143

227
428.5
450

4,474,326

4*474,327

4,474,328

4,474,329

4.474.330

4.474031
4.474032 456 A

8.5 LC
8.5 P
8.6

23
32.7 E
33.6

4a7
42.7

47.5

49.8

62.54

98
17401
299.65

307
314
344
369
392

303
520
522 R
628
633

4.474.66S

4.474.666

4,474.668

4.474.669

4.474.670

4.474.671

4.474,672

4.474,673

4.474.674

4.474.675

4.474.676

4.474.677

4.474.678

4.474,679

4.474,680

4,474,681

4,474,682

4,474,683

4,474,684

4,474,685

4,474.686

4,474.687

4.474.688

4.474,689

CLASS 2M
8 C 4,474,359

350 4.474.360

CLASS 260

112 R
112.5 R

123.5

145 B
153

2450 R
245.5

349
397.3

397.45

429.5

429.7

448C

4.474,690

4,474,691

4,474,692

4,474,693

4,474,694

4,474,693

4,474,696

4,474.697

4.474.698

4.474.699

4.474,700

4,474,701

4,474,702

4,474,703

4,474,704

4,474,705

4,474,706

4,474.707

88
108

124

30
40.4

43.5

61
153
136
157

219
296
328.2

510
516

96
236

464 4,474,708
465.3 4,474,709
505 N 4,474,710
978 4,474,711

CLASS 261

4,474,712

4,474,713

4.474.714

CLASS 364

4.474.715

4,474,716

4,474,717

4,474,718

4,474.719

4,474,720

4,474,721

4,474.722

4,474.723

4.474,724

4.474.723

4,474,726

CLASS 266

4,474,361

4.474.362

CLASS 267

4,474.363

CLASS 269

4,474,364

CLASS 271

4.474.365

4.474066
4.474.367

4.474.368

CLASS 272

4.474,369

4.474.370

CLASS 273

4.474.371

4.474.372

4.474.373

4.474.374

4.474.375

4.474,376

4,474,377

4.474.378

CLASS 277

25 4.474.379
34.6 4.474.380

207 A 4,474,381
237 R 4.474.382

CLASS 200

47.24 4.474.384
242 WC 4.474.385

323

3

181

197

308

3

144

IG
IGA
1.3 R
SR

85 B
153 S

186 C

289 A 4.474.386
293 4.474.387
646 4.474088
701 4.474,389
730 4,474.390
752 4.474.391

CLASS 211

4.474.383

CLASS 285

4.474.392

CLASS 393

4,474,393

4.474,394

CLASS 293

4,474.395

CLASS 394

II 4,474.396
64 B 4.474.397
86 A 4.474,398
88 4,474,399
97 4,474,400

CLASS 396

1 S 4,474,401

45

347

171

340

120

76
96
184

220

146
192

4
16

23
43

33

4,474,402

4,474,403

4,474,404

4,474,405

CLASS 297

4,474,406

4,474,407

CLASS 299

4,474,401

4,474,409

4,474,410
4,474,411

CLASS 38)

116 4,474,413

CLASS 308

35 EB 4,474,414

CLASS 307

66 4,475,047
279 4,475,048
441 4,475,049
75 4,475,050

CLASS 310

49 4,475,051
214 4,475,052
239 4,475,053
335 4,475,054

CLASS 312

242 4,474,415
257 SK 4,474,416

CLASS 313

4,475,05554
403
461
493
534
587
623

4,475,056

4,475,057

4,475,058

4,475,059

4,475,060

4,475,061

CLASS 315

88 4.475.062
111.81 4.475.063
227 R 4.475.064
307 4.475,065
344 4,475,066
360 4,475.067

CLASS 311

4.475.068

4.475.069

4.475.071

4,475.070

4.475.072

4.475.073

4,475.074

CLASS 323

4.475.075

CLASS 333

4.475,076

4.475.077

CLASS 334

4.475.078

254
265
334
338

602
609
800

1

239
312

52

58.5 A
142

160
227
309

62
112

288

25
65
78

4.475.079

4.475.080

4.475.081

4.475.082

4.475.083

4.475.084

CLASS 321

4,475,085

4,475,086

CLASS 330

4,475,087

CLASS 331

4,475,088

4,475.089

4,475.090

CLASS 333

4.475.091

4.475.092

CLASS 335

4.475.093

4,475.094

4,475.095

4,475,096

CLASS 336

4,475,097

CLASS 337

4,475,098

CLASS 330

4,475,099

CLASS 339

59 M 4,474,417
65 4,474,418
116 MF 4,474,420
147 R 4,474,419

CLASS 340

98 4,475,100
1I4R 4,475,101
385 4,475,102
501 4,475,103
729 4,475,104
870.25 4,475,105

CLASS 343

17 L
206

78
139

196
299

192

49

195

4,474,412 435 4,475,106

96.16

96.23

96.30

289
320
322
339 R
357
381

426
432
433

243

700 MS 4,475,107

4,475,108
709 4,475.109
766 4,475,110
88> 4,475.111

CLASS 346

>1 4.475,112

4.475.113
76 PH 4.475.114

108 4,475,115
140 R 4,475,116

CLASS 350

3.6 4,474,421
6.8 4,474,422

96.15 4,474,423

4,474,431

4,474,424

4,474,425

4,474,426

4,474,427

4,474,428

4,474,429

4,474,430

4,474,432

4,474,433

4,474,434

4,474.435

4.474,436

4,474,437

4,474,438

CLASS 352

4,474,439

CLASS 353

94 4,474,440

CLASS 354

173.11 4,474,442
212 4,474,443
299 4,474.444
317 4,474,445
402 4,474,446
406 4,474,447
407 4,474,448
408 4,474,449
413

' 4.474,441
416 4,474.450
418 4.474.451

CLASS 355

8 4.474.452
14 C 4.474.453
14 FU 4.474.456
14 R 4.474.454

4.474.455
35 H 4,474,457
45 4,474.458
46 4.474.459
55 4.474.460
56 4.474.461
60 4.474.462
71 4.474.463

^ 4,474,464
78 4,474,465

CLASS 356

32 4,474,466
353 4,474,467
375 4,474,468
399 4,474,469
408 4,474,470
434 4,474,471
438 4,474,472

CLASS 357

14 4,475,117
23.6 4,475,118
45 4,475,119
51 4,475.120

CLASS 351

84 4.475.121
101 4,475,122
114 4,475,123
183 4,475,124
213 4,475,125
250 4,475,126
260 4,475,127
296 4,475,128
310 4,475,129
335 4,475.130

4,475.131
342 4,475,132

CLASS 360

36.1 4,475,133
69 4,475,134
103 4,475,135
106 4,475,136
126 4,475,137

CLASS 361

58 4,475,138
91 4,475,139
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205
220
311
306
321

3M

4,475,140

4,475,141

4,475,142

4,475,143

4,475,144

4,475,145

CLASSICS

II 4,475.146

141
269

4,475,147

4,475,141

CLASS 363

17 4,475,149

51 4,475,150

63 4,475,151

141 4,475,152

CLASS 364

145 4,475,153

167 4,475,154

300 4.475,155

300 4,475,156

410 4,475,157

413 4,475,158

426 4,475,159

513 4.475,160

S21 4,475,161

323 4,475,162

sea 4,475,163m 4,475,164

Vf 4,475,165

731 4,475,166

157 4,475,167

108 4,475,168

117 4,475,169

US 4,475,170

900 4,475,171

4,475,172

4,475,173

4,475,174

4,475,175

4,475,176

CLASS 365

182 4,475,177

ao3 4,475,178

2tS 4,475,179» 4,475,180

230 4,475,181

CLASS 316

75 4,474,473

ts 4,474,474

4,474,475

1S2 4,474,476

165 4,474,477

IN 4,474,478

300 4,474,479

CLASS 361

10 4,474,480

93 4,474,481

294 4.474.482

CLASS 369

45 4.475.182

59 4.475,183

263 4,475,184

365 4,475,185

CLASS 370

18 4,475,186

58 4,475,187

60 4,475,188

62 4,475,189

4,475,190

85 4,475,191

94 4,475,192

124 4,475,193

CLASS 371

10 4,475,194

16 4,475,195

29 4,475,196

CLASS 372

4 4,475,197

23 4,475,198

37 4,475,199

46 4,475,200

53 4,475001

61 4,475002

103 4,475003

CLASS 373

27 4,475004
48 4,475005

79 4,475,206

115 4,475007

CLASS 375

I 4,475008
4 4,475009

10 4,475010

IS 4,475011

17 4.475012

27 4,475013
34 4,475014

4,475015
4,475016
4,475017
4,475018
4,475019
4,475020

CLASS 376

4,474,727

4,474,728

4,474,729

4,474,730

CIASS377
4,475021
4,475022

CLASS 370

4,475023
4,475024
4,475025

CLASS 301

4,475026
4.475027
4.475028
4.475029
4,475030
4,475031
4,475032
4.475033

CLASS 302

4.475.234

4.475035
4.475036
Re.31.692
4.475037
4.475038
4.475039
4.475040

CLASS 3S3

4.475041

CLASS 314

4.474.483

4.474.484

CLASS 400

4.474.485

4.474.486

CLASS 401

4,474.487

CLASS 403

4.474.488

4.474.489

4.474.490

4.474.491

4.474,492

4,474,493

CLASS 404

4,474003

CLASS 405

4,474,504

4,474,505

4,474,506

4,474,494

4,474,507

4,474,508

4,474,509

4.474.510

CLASS 406

4.474.511

CLASS 407

4.474.512

CLASS 408

4.474.513

115 R 4.474.514

CLASS 411

4.474.515

4.474.516

4.474,517

CLASS 414

4,474,518

45
81

82
86

272
339
461
462

13

15

34
38
88

24
30
51

63
68
88
94
99

1

3
6
7
10
34
57
59

113

114

215

121

134

231

24
195

218
305
322
405

16

50
55

143

158

195

296

70

39

110

16

44
45

2R
53 T

4,474029
4,474030

T

8

12

22
31

40
144

213
331

421
540
623

4,474,519

4,474,520

4,474,521

4,474022
4,474,523

4,474,524

4,474,525

4,474,526

4,474,527

4,474,495

CLASS 415

4,474.528

CLASS 416

11 4,474031
97 R 4,474032
157 R 4,474033

203 4,474,534

221 4,474035
226 4,474036

CLASS 417

44 4,474,537

53 4,474038
62 4,474,539

63 4,474,540

270 4,474,542

273 4,474041

CLASS 4M
55 4.474,543

61 B 4,474,544

CLASS 419

5 4,474.731

11 4.474.732

CLASS 430

443 4.474.733

CLASS 423

34 4.474.734

CLASS 433

53

122

155

157

230
243
329
331

347
415 A
600

4.474.735

4.474.736

4.474.737

4.474.738

4.474.739

4.474.740

4.474.741

4.474.742

4.474.743

4.474.744

4.474.745

CLASS 434

1.1

5

40
48
49
78

84
85

88
92
164

174

177

180

183

195

199

200

210
244

246

248.57

248.58

250

256
258

263
266

269
270

273 P
273 R

274

278
279
285

4.474,746

4,474,747

4,474,748

4,474,749

4,474,750

4.474,751

4,474,752

4,474,753

4,474,755

4.474,754

4,474,756

4,474,757

4,474,758

Re.31.693
4.474.759

4.474.760

4.474.761

4.474.762

4.474.763

4.474.764

4.474.765

4.474.766

4.474.767

4.474.768

4.474.769

4.474.770

4.474.771

4.474.772

4.474.773

4.474.774

4.474.775

4.474.776

4.474.777

4.474.778

4,474.779

4.474.780

4.474.781

4,474,782

4,474,783

4,474.784

4.474,785

4,474,786

4,474.787

4.474.788

4.474.789

4.474,790

4,474,791

4,474,792

4,474,793

4,474,794

4.474.797

4.474.795

4.474.796

4.474.798

4.474.799

4.474.800

4.474.801

4.474,802

4,474,803

286
300

315

317
319
324

327
331

333
358

4,474,804

4,474,805

4,474,106

4,474,107

4,474,101

4,474,809

4,474010
4,474,811

4,474,812

4,474,813

4,474014
4,474,815

4,474,816

4,474,817

4,474018

CLASS 425

131.1 4,474,545

394 4,474046

CLASS 436

315 4,474,819

387 4,474,820

428 4,474,821

397 4,474022
643 4,474,823

CLASS 437

2
8
10

38

53.1

54.1

55
130
138

209
211

387

389.9

393.4

436

4,474,824

Re.31,694
4,474,825

4,474,826

4.474,827

4,474,828

4,474.829

4.474.830

4.474.831

4.474.832

4,474.833

4,474.834

Re.31.695
4.474.835

4.474,836

4,474,837

4,474,838

181

218

4,474^99
4,474000

CLASS 434

43 4,474001

153 4,474057

189 4,474,558

268 4,474059

CLASS 421

1 4,474,839

71 4,474,840

78 4,474,841

211 4,474,842

212 4,474,843

216 4,474,844

283 4,474,845

284 4,474,846

323 4,474,847

329 4,474,848

332 4,474,849

336 4,474,850

373 4,474,851

403 4,474,852

4,474,853

411.1 4,474,854

425.8 4,474055
426 4,474,856

446 4,474,857

473.5 4,474,858

481 4,474,859

511 4,474,860

614 4.474.861

CLASS 439

17 4.474.862

101 4.474.863

CLASS 430

30 4.474.864

58 4.474.865

106.6 4.474.866

203 4.474,867

281 4,474,868

296 4,474,869

381 4,474,870

423 4,474,871

512 4,474,872

528 4,474,873

551 4.474.874

CLASS 431

1 4,474.547

4.474.548

12 4.474.549

18 4.474.550

328 4,474,552

351 4,474,551

CLASS 432

27 4,474,553

59 4,474,496

76 4,474,497

130 4,474,554

144 4,474,498

CLASS 433

3 4.474055
173 4.474056

CLASS 438

2 4.474.875

4 4.474.876

5 4.474.877

7 4.474078
47 4.474.879

129 4.474.810

136 4,474081

142 4,474,882

162 4,474,883

316 4,474090

CLASS 436

37 4,474,885

63 4,474,886

71 4.474,8r

108 4,474,888

161 4,474,889

500 4,474.891

513 4,474,892

547 4,474.893

CLASS 448

6 4,474,560

29 4,474002
41 4,474061

CLASS 455

3 4,475042
18 4.475046

22 4.475043
42 4.475044
73 4.475045

CLASS 474

133 4,474.562

CLASS 493

141 4,474.563

279 4.474,564

342 4,474,565

346 4,474,566

410 4,474,567

CLASS 501

136 4.474.894

CLASS 502

181 4.474.895

216 4.474,896

242 4.474,897

CLASS 503

203 4.474.898

CLASS 521

31 4,474.899

SI Bl 4089.856
88 Re.31.696

110 4.474.900

163 4.474.901

CLASS 523

120

130

146

152

205
206
213

220

337

4.474.902

4.474.903

4.474.904

4.474.905

4.474.906

4.474.907

4.474.908

4.474.909

4.474.910

4,474.911

4,474.912

CLASS 534

100 4.474.913

4.474.914

111 4.474.915

130 4.474.916

152 4.474.917

324 4.474.918

377 4.474.919

386 4.474.920

423 4.474.921

4.474,922

458 4,474,923

468 4,474,924

598 4,474,925

710 4,474,926

CLASS 535

66 4,474,927

186 4,474,928

343 Bl 4001059
482 4,474,929

507 4.474.930

CLASS 536

•I 4,474,931

CLASS 531

25 4,474,932

26 4.474,933

45 4,474,934

93 4.474.935

125 4.474.936

169 4.474.937

176 4.474.938

272 4.474.939

295.3 4,474,940

4,474,941

363 4^74,942

365 4,474,943

408 4,474,944

CLASS 536

6.4 4,474,945

16.8 4,474,946

27 4,474,947

4,474,948

56 4,474,949

85 4,474,950

95 4,474,951

CLASS 544

24 4,474.954

49 4.474.955

4.474,956

192 4,474.957

225 4.474.952

282 4.474.953

334 4.474.958

351 4.474,959

CLASS 546

70 4.474.960

4.474.961

167 4.474.962

178 4.474.963

199 4.474.964

CLASS 548

165 4.474.965

252 4.474.966

309 4.474,967

475 4,474.968

508 4.474.969

CLASS 549

31 4.474.970

214 4.474.971

463 4.474.972

509 4.474.973

533 4.474,974

CLASS 556

410 4,474,975

481 4,474,976

CLASS 560

1 4,474.977

24 4.474.978

121 4.474.979

124 4.474.980

205 4.474.981

223 4.474.982

260 4.474.983

CLASS 566

19 4.474.984

216 4,474.985

349 4,474.986

420 4.474.987

508 4.474.988

CLASS 568

306 4.474.989

319 4.474.990

382 4.474.991

420 4,474.992

437 4.474.993

438 4.474.994

451 4.474.995

473 4.474.996

4.474.997

615 4,474.998

697 4.475.005

720 4.474.999

730 4.475.000

784 4.475/)0l

795 4.475.002

844 4.475.003

865 4,475.004

CLASS 684

4 4.474.568

8 4,474,569

20 4,474070
23 4,474,571

61 4,474.572

85 4.474.574

131 4.474.575m 4.474.576
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D2—

OS-

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS

D7-

320 27S.714
3» 275,715
405 275,716

36 275,717
127 275.718
379 275,720
411 275.719
599 275,721
43 275,722
99 27S,723

346 275,725
351 275,724
25 275,726
50 273,727
68 275,728

359 275.729 I D12-

DIO-
Dll-

373 275.730
395 27S.73I

275.732

273,733
275.734
275.733
275.736
275.737

275.738

275,739
275.740
273,741
r3,742

123 273,743
157 273,744
92 273.743

302
332
378
389
409
413
97
101

121

OI3-

D14-

D15-

141

142

23
24
II

53
39

85
100
106

29
127

139

140

273.746
275.747
275.749

r5.748
273.730
275.731

275.732
273,753
273.734

273.733
275.756

273.737
275.758
275,759

275.760
275.761

D16- 30

D18-

D19-
D21-

34
134
135

7

92
13

17
76
106
141

148

275.762
275,763
275,764

275,765
275,766
275,767
275,768

275,769
273,770
275,771

273,772

275,773
275.774
273.775
275.776
273,777

D22-
D23—

'

D24—

D2S—

202 275,778
213 273,779
234 275,780
25 r3,781
S3 273,782
57 275,783
ISO 275,784

275,785

273,786

273,787
273,789
rs.788

27 273.790
20 275.791

275,792
273.793

133

8
17

D26-

D28-

D32-
D34-

273.794

273,793
50 273,796
51 273.797
64 273.798
40 273.799
46 273J00
93 273.801

3 273.802

273.803

273.804

273.803
SO 273,806

9 275J0e
273.807

34
49

P.- JJSL

C^SSIFICATION OF PLANTS
70 SJ88 74 5J89

71— 29 T104.7D1

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS APPLICATIONS
IWodceofDt.M. 1N9, SC9 O.G. 6fT7I

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal 2U»e)

Alabama 1

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4

Aricansas 5

California 6

Canal Zone 7

Colorado .................................. 8

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii IS

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

Louisiana 22

Maine 23

Maryland 24

Massachusetts 25

Michigan 26

Minnesota 27

Mississippi 28

Missouri 29

Mcmtana ~. 30

Nebraska 31

Nevada 32

New Hampshire 33

New Jersey 34

New Mexico 3S

New York 36

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 38

Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina 43

South Dakota 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah .; 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming » 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body ofthe OfRcial Gazette to obtain details

as to inventor name, location, etc.)

PATENTS

01 : 4.473.932 4,474,347 4,475,138 4,475411 4,474462 4,474449

4,474.134 4,474.334 4,475,140 12 : 4.473.929 4,474,404 4,475.145

4.474.851 4.474,369 4,475,142 4,473.966 4.474,412 20 : 4,474410

4.474.975 4,474474 4.475,161 4,474,079 4,474,566 4,474493

4,475.184 4,474,376 4,475,167 4,474.132 4,474.636 4,474,705

4,475,197 4,474,377 4.475,170 4,474.171 4,474.646 4,474,706

04 : 4,474.238 4,474483 4,475.196 4,474,183 4.474,673 4,474,751

4,474.394 4,474,407 4.475.198 4.474,198 4,474.710 4,474,732

4,474,304 4,474,433 4.475.199 4,474,209 4,474.720 4.474,753

4.474.329 4,474.430 4.473.200 4.474422 4.474.732 4,474.833

4,474.614 4.474.463 4,473.203 4.474.298 4,474.759 4.475,146

4.474.683 4.474.471 4,475.233 4,474.320 4.474,774 21 : 4,474,017

4.473.049 4.474.476 06 : 4.473,925 4.474422 4,474,776 4.474,030

4.47S.123 4,474,484 4,473,981 4,474.368 4,474,842 4,474,038

4,473,143 4,474.303 4,474,142 4,474,378 4,474,886 4.474,105

OS : 4,474.113 4.474413 4,474,170 4.474,400 4.474.909 4,474,166

4,474,360 4,474,572 4,474,296 4.474.300 4,474.910

4,474.911

4,474,169

06 : Re.31,691 4.474474 4,474441 4,474.639 4,474,544

4,473,910 4.474.575 4,474,492 4,474,878 4,475,010 4.474,595

4,473,927 4.474488 4,474,569 4,474,920 4,475,022 4.475,034

4,473,939 4,474,598 4,474,591 4,473,011 4,475,026 22 : 4,473,965

4,473,948 4,474499 .

4,474,606 1

4,474,629 4,473,138 4,475,030 4,474,053

4.473.969 4,475,050 4,473426 4,473,042 4,474,055

4.473.970 4,474,624 4,475,212 13 : 4,473,942 4.475^57 4.474439

4,473,992 4.474,699 09 : Re.31,694 4.473,995 4,475,092 4,474416

4.474,020 4,474,797 4,474,001 4,474465 4,475,124 4,474420

4,474,028 4,474.829 4,474.006 4,474,311 4,475,147 4,474,743

4,474,033 4,474,861 4,474,014 4,474.816 4,475,172 4,474,912

4,474,039 4,474,869 4,474.041 4.474.830 4,475,189 4,474,951

4,474,062 4,474,875 4.474,091 4,475,110 4,475,190 4,475,004

4,474,063 4,474,877 4,474,110 16 : 4,474,514 4.475428 23 : 4,474.126

4,474,090 4,474,888 4,474,119 17 : Re.31,689 4,475443 4,474,635

4,474,107 4,474,889 4,474.143 4,473,962 4,475446 4,474,840

4.474,112 4,474,892 4.474.202 4,474,016 18 : 4.473,972 24 : IU.31,690

4.474.116 4,474,929 4.474404 4,474,034 4,473,994 4,473.984

4.474.121 4,474,939 4,474412 4,474,061 4,474,005 4.473,986

4,474,155 4,474,947 4,474,452 4.474,080 4,474,046 4,474.077

4,474,162 4,474,948 4,474.532 4,474,062 4,474,189 4,474.127

4.474,172 4,474,958 4.474.589 4.474,067 4,474486 4,474,180

4.474,176 4,474,990 4,474.644 4,474,108 4,474439 4,474,186

4,474,191 4,475,027 4,474.698 4,474.133 4,474,388 4,474428

4,474,206 4,475,035 4,474,739 4.474,181 4.474.403 4.474451

4,474,213 4,475,051 4,474,768 4.474412 4.474.479 4,474,565

4,474,237 4,475,062 4,474.902 4.474447 4,474,326 4,474,601

4,474,262 4,475.063 4.474.967 4,474466 4,474.780 4,474,665

4,474,302 4,475.064 4.475.135 4,474467 4.474.794 4.474,667

4,474,309 4,475,101 10 : 4.473.919 4,474481 4,474,879 4,474,755

4,474,317 4,475,106 4,474,052 4,474484 4,474,999 4,474,772

4,474,327 4,475,113 4,474,324 4,474488 4,473,014 4,474,824

4,474,328 4.475,118 4,474,700 4,474497 4,475,106 4,474,905

4,474,330 4,475,119 4,474.899 4,474,305 19 : 4,474,066 4,474,963

4,474,342 4,475,122 4.474.996 4,474.307 4,474.067 4,475,088

4,474,343 4.473,130 4.474.997 4,474,353 4.474426 25 : 4,473,922

PI 57
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27

4,473,946

4,473,9S0

4,473.959

4,473.980

4.474,012

4.474.013

4.474.011

4.474.042

4.474vl29
4,474431
4.474,434

4,474,435

4,474,437

4,474,441

4,474,446

4,474,467

4,474,531

4,474.568

4.474,623

4,474,738

4,474,742

4,474,760

4,474,817

4,474,831

4,474,876

4,475,045

4^475.094

4v475,099
4,475,103

4,475,104
4,475,193

4,475,195

4,475,236

4,473,912

4,473.937

4,474,000

4,474,035

4,474,050

4,474,083

4,474,085

4,474,095

4,474,104

4,474,159

4,474,260

4,474472
4,474479
4,474,318

4.474,332

4,474,401

4,474,402

4,474.493

4,474.536

4.474.602

4.474.619

4.474.664

4.474.722

4,474,789

4,474,791

4,474,826

4,474,845

4,474,846

4,474,855

4,474,856

4,474,860

4,474,917

4,474,923

4,474,937

4,474,966

4,474,968

4,474,970

4,475,000

4,475,036

4,475,075

4,475,095

4,473,933

4,474.029
I

28

29

31

32

33
34

4,474,187

4,474468
4,474487
4,474,438

4,474,603

4^474,792

4,474,953

4,474,982

4,475,006

4,475,073

4,475,089

4,474491
4,474,713

4,473,944

4,473,967

4,474,044

4,474,086

4,474,089

4,474,177

4,474.182

4,474,694

4,474,897

4.474,938

4,474,965

4,474.985

4,475,157

4,475432
4,475,132

4,474.356

4.473.943

4,473,954

4,473,987

4,473,988

4,473,991

4,474,123

4,474416
4,474430
4,474,365

4,474470
4,474,423

4,474,424

4,474,534

4,474,540

4,474432
4,474,557

4,474,571

4,474,583

4,474,593

4,474.618

4,474,649

4,474,670

4,474,671

4,474,672

4,474,674

4,474,675

4,474,693

4,474,702

4,474,721

4,474,734

4,474,748

4,474,750

4,474,766

4,474,778

4,474,786

4,474,795

4,474,799

4,474,803

4,474,804

4,474,806

4,474,813

4,474,818

4,474,820

4,474,835

4,474.838

4.474.850

4.474.863

3S

36

4,474,913

4,474,915

4,474,924

4,474,925

4,474,949

4,474,962

4,474,971

4,474,972

4,474,992

4,475,047

4,475,065

4,475,076

4,475.090

4.475.186

4.475,191

4,475,192

4.475413
4.475414
4.475415
4,475427
4,475,238

4,474,550

4.475,055

Re.31.695

4,473,907

4,473,908

4,473,945

4,474,024

4,474,150

4,474,174

4,474,194

4,474427
4,474431
4,474,232

4,474,250

4,474414
4,474,340

4,474,351

4,474455
4,474,371

4,474,373

4.474,383

4,474,397

4,474,415

4,474,421

4,474,457

4,474,4<3

4,474401
4,474,555

4.474,563

4,474,580

4,474.584

4.474.585

4,474,661

4,474,685

4.474,689

4,474,704

4,474,724

4,474,725

4.474,731

4,474,746

4,474,758

4,474.763

4.474.809

4,474.810

4,474,857

4,474,864

4,474.866

4.474.891

4.474.896

4.474.914

4.474.973

4.474,976

4.474.979

4.475.009

4.475.031 I

37

39

40

41

42

4,475.043

4,475,054
4,475,060

4,475,068

4,475,078

4,475,086

4,475,111

4,475,115

4,475,149

4,475,150
4,475,156

4,475,179

4,475,183

4,475,194

4,475407
4,475417
4.475419
4,473,961

4,474418
4,474486
4,475,025

4,475.067

4,475442
4,473,923

4,473,941

4,473,963

4,473,973

4,473,976

4,474,022
4,474,027

4,474,060

4,474,195

4,474417
4,474423
4,474,315

4,474,399

4,474,420

4,474,488

4,474,527

4,474,530

4,474,541

4,474,559

4,474,621

4,474,633

4,474,714

4,474,745

4,474,821

4,474,908

4,474,926

4,475,126

4,301459
Re.31,696
4,473,977

4,474408
4.474,235

4,474438
4,474441
4,474444
4,474,380

4,474,382

4.474.921
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4.473.958
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4.475.169
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4.473.983

4,473.993

4.474.118

4,474.145

4.474.147
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47
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4.474.167 4,474,178
4.474.175 4,474403
4.474405 4,474404
4.474425 4,474437
4.474489 4,474440
4,474419 4,474442
4,474,364 4,474449
4,474,366 4,474454
4,474,398 4,474463
4,474,409 4,474,345
4,474,417 4,474,367
4,474,429 4,474481
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4,474,478 4.474.507
4,474,481 4,474,556
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4,474,517 4.474,640
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4,474,594 4,474,901
4.474,608 4.474.928
4,474,645 4,474,935
4,474,658 4,474,943
4,474,669 4,474,974
4,474,688 4,474,994
4,474,707 4,474,995
4,474,718 4,475.038
4,474,727 4,475,109
4,474,728 4,475,134
4,474,730 4,475.165
4,474,781 4,475,168
4,474,827 4,475,188
4,474,828 4,475408
4,474,862 49 : 4,474.628
4,474,989 50 : 4,473,978
4.474,998 4,474,102
4,475,001 51 : Re.31,692
4,475,019 4,473,960
4,475.141 4,474,078
4,475409 4,474,106
4,475420 4,474490
4,475422 4,474,396
4,474,246 4.474,819
4,474,392 4,475,028
4,474,043 4,475,059
4,474414 4,475,066
4,474,577 4,475410
4,474,657 53 : 4,474,184
4,474,834 4,474459
4,474,325 4,474,344
4,474,991 4,474,346
4,473,918 4,474,348
4,473,949 4,474,440
4,474,165 4,475,163
4,474,173 54 : 4,474487
4,474,497 4,474,458
4,474413 4,474,927
4,474.717 4,474,988
4.474.918 55 : 4,474,092
4,475,233 4,474415
4,473,914 4,474,336
4,473,957 4,474457
4,473,968 4,474,416
4,474,002 4,474,496
4,474,011 4,474,632
4,474,023 4,475,070
4.474,034 4,475,072
4,474,047 4,475441
4.474.088 56 : 4.474J52

06 : 275,714
275,722 09 :

275,729 12 :
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275.761 18 :
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patnt CooycratiM Traaty (PCD IifonMtiM

For information concerning the PCT member
countries lee the notice appetring in the Offkkil Gazette
at 1M2 O.O. 45 on May 1571984
For use of the European Patent Office as a Searching

Authority for PCT applications filed in the United
States Receiving Office, see the notice appearing in the
Omeial Gautte at 1022 O.O. 52 on Sept. 2871982*
Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by

arule change to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published in the
Qtftdal Gazette at 1021 O.O. 11 on Aug. la 1982.
The Search fee for the European Patent Office was

changed as of Feb. 14, 1984 and was announced in the
qmeial Gazette at 1039 O.O. 142 on Feb. 21. 1984.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced in the
QSMal Gazette at 1037 O.O. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983.
The current schedule of PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee S 125 00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
Searching Authority

• No corriiponding prior U.S. national
ippUcation filed 500.00

• ODrreqwnding prior U.S. national
application filed 250.00

European Patent Office as
Searching Authority

• All cases 620.00
International Fees

Basic fee (first 30 pases) 295.00
Basic Supplemental fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINOHOFF,
Apr. 13, 1984. Commistioner ofPatents

and Trademarks.

Notfea of MaintcwMc Fees PayiMe

. ,T!J!5v ^\ ^^**« of ftdeal Regulations, Section
1.362(dX effective Nov. 1, 1984, provides that mainte-
nance fees may be paid without surcharge for a six-
month period begimung 3, 7, and 11 years after the date
orissue of patents based on applications filed on or after
Dec 12, 1980. An additional six-month grace period is

provided bv 35 U.S.C. 41(b) and 37 CFR 1.3«(e) for
payment w the maintenance fee with the surcharge set
forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k) or (1), effective Nov. 1, 1984, If
the mawifffnancc fee is not ctaid in a patent lequiring
such payment, the patent wiO expire on the 4th, 8th or
llth^mversary of the grant
Attention is drawn to the patents which were issued

00 Oct 6^ 1981 for which maintenance fees due at 3
yean and six months may now be paid. The patents
have patent numbers within the followmg ranges:

Plant Patents <772 through 4,774 .^
Utility Patents 4,292^687 through 4^93,956
ReJasoe Patents based on the above identified patents.
No mahitenanoe fees are required for design patents.
Pfeymeats of maimraance fees in patents should be di-

rected to Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.
Box M. Fee, Washington, D.C 20231."
The current amounts c^ the mainlenance fees due at 3

yean and six montia are set forth in 37 CFR 1JO(e) and
(h), which are reproduced befcm:

37 CFR f1.20 Post-issuance fees '}|r

•Xe) For maialaining an original or reissoe patent, except
a dcrign patent, baaed on an application filed on

or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before Aug. 27, 1982, m
force beyond 4 years; the fee is due by three yean
and six months after the original grant . . . S 200.00"

"(0 For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except
a design or pUmt patent, based on an application filed
on or after Aug. 27. 1982. in force beyond 4 years;
the fee is due by three yean and six months ajfter the
original grant:

By a nnaU entity (§1.9(f)) $200.00
By other than a small entity $400.00"

The amounts of the surcharges, effective Nov. 1.

1984. are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(kHm). which are
reproduced below:

"(g) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during die
6-nionth grace pniod following the expiration of
three yean and six months, seven yean and six
months, and eleven yean and six months after the
date of die original grant of a patent based on an ap-
plication filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before
Aug. 27. 1982 $ 100.00"

**(h) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during die
6-month grace poiod following dw expiraticm of
three yean and six mondis, seven yean and six
months, and eleven yean and six months after the
date of the (Mriginal grant of a patent based on an ap-
Elication filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982:
ly a «naU entity ($1.9(0) . . $ 50.00
By other than a small entity $ 100.00"

"(i) Surcharge for accepting a maintenance fee after ex-
piration of a patent for non-timely payment of a
maintenam^ fee on a patent based on an application
filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982, where dw delay in
payment is shown to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner to have been unavoidable $ 500.00"

REISSUE APPUCATIONS FILED

Notice nader 37 CFR l.n(b). The reisNe applications list-

ed bdow are open to napectioa by the genenl poMic in the
indicated F.iamining OnNqw and copiei may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4,107/74^ Re. S.N. 620;798, Filed June 14» 1984, a
343/65R. COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM FOR
AIRCRAFTS, Chuhd Funatsu. et al.. Owner of Rec-
ord: Toyo Tkushinki Kabusiki Jaka Tcyo Communkatkm
Equipment Co.. Ltd., Kawasaki, Japan, Attorney or
Agent: V. M. Creedon, et al., Ex. Op.: 222

4^3350^ Re. S.N. 620.637. Filed June 14, 1984, O.
136/260. METHODS FOR FORMINO THIN-HLM
HETEROJUNCnON SOLAR CELLS FROM I-in-
VI2 CHALCOPYRITE COMPOUNDS. AND SOLAR
CELLS PRODUCED THEREBY. Reid A. Micheben.
et al.. Owner of Record: BoeUig Ca. Seattle, Wash., At-
torney or Agent: Robert B. Hughes, et al., Ex. Op.: 114

BQUESn FOR SEEZAMINAnpN FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requests for le-

cHininatkM Uned bdow are open to inspeetioo by the gen-
enl pabUc in the indicated Exuainiag Onnvs. Copies of the
requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the
fee dwrefor estaUidied in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

b the event ooncqnodenoe to the paisat owner is not le-

ocived. thii notice wfll be ooaiidemi to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and rpfisminatinit will proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aXS) and l.S29(b)).
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No PubUcations This lane.

Subscription Prichv Information

The subscription prices on the following publications

have been changed as indicated below:

Title: Official Gazette. Patent Section

First-class domestic mailing S375.00

Fourth-class domestic maimig 270.00

Fourth<class foreign mailing 337.50

Single copies eacl^ domestic 13.00

Single copies each, foreign - 16.25

Back copies will not be furnished.

This change is effective with Government Periodicals

and Subscription Services Price List 36, dated Summer,
1984.

Foreign first-chos mailing rates wfll be fiimished upon
request. Direct all inquiries and subscription requests to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C 20402
Checks for subscription orders should be made pay-

able to the Superintendent of Documents. If a Deposit

Account with the Superintendent of Documents is to be

ined, please include the Deposit Account Number with

the order.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD,
Sept. 11, 1984. Assistant Commissioner

Jw Administration.

Department of the TrcMvy
Uilted Statea Oatoms Serfke

(TJ>- M-179)

Recordation of Trade Name: "ZIMMER, INC."

Agevy: U.S. Customs Service, Department of the Trea-

sury

Action: Notice of Recordation

r. On Mar. 27, 1984, a notice of application for

the recOTdation under section 42 of the Act of July 5.

1946, as amended (15 U.S.C. 1124). of die trade name
"ZIMMER. INC" was published m the Federal Regis-

ter (49 FR 11743 - 11744). The notice advised that be-

fore final action was taken on the application, consider-

ation would be given to any rdevant data, views, or

arguments submitted in qmosition to the recordation

and received not kter than May 29, 1984. No responses

were received in opposition to uie notice.

Accordingly, as provided m section 133.14. Customs
Regulations (19 CFR 133.14). the name **ZIMMER,
INC." is recorded as die trade name used by Zimmer,
Inc., a corporation organized under the laws of the Sute
of Delaware, located in Warsaw, Ind. 46580. The trade

name is used in connection with the marketing of ortho-

petUc, surgical, oatient-care and hoqiNtal products manu-
factured in the United iSHtea.,

Date: Aug. 22, 1984. ' -">
:

For hrthar InfonMtloa CMael: Harriet Lane, Entry,

Licensing and Restricted Merchandise Branch, U.S.

Customs Service, 1301 Constitiition Ave., NW., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20229 (202-566-5765).

DONALD W. LEWIS,
Aug. 16b 1984. Director, Enny Procedures

. and Pmalties Division.

Dsprtmertoflhe TniBauij

Us. CMOH Scrrlee

CTD. 84-177)

Recordation of Trade Name: *THE DRACKETT COM-
PANY"
Agney: U.S. Customs Service, pqiartment of the Trea-

sury

Aetkm: Notice of Recordation

r. On Mar. 27, 1984, a notice of application for

the recordation under section 42 of the Act of July 5,

1946, as amended (15 U.S.C 1124), of die trade name
THE DRACKETT COMPANY" was published hi die

Federal Register (49 FR 1 1743). The notice advised diat

before final action was taken on the qipUcation, ooniid-

eration would be given to any relevant data, views, or

arguments suboaitted in opposition to the re

and received not later than May 29. 1984. No
were received in opposition to the notice.

Accwdingly. as provided in section 133. 14^ Customs
Regulations (19 CFR 133.14). die name '^HB
DRACKETT COMPANY" is recorded as die trade

name used by The Drackett Co^ a corporatiop orga-

nized under die laws of die State of Delaware, located

at 5020 Spring Ave., Cincinnati. Ohio 45232. Tie trade

name is used m connection with the following oserchan-

disc manu£sctured in the United States: housdiold care

products, including pnnarations ftv windows, floofs,

tile, etc; furniture and suver polishes; drain desawrs; air

deodorants and disinfectants, etc.; mops and brooms.

Dtttt Aug. 22, 1984.

For FMhcr Information Coatact Harriet Lane, Entry,

Licensing and Restricted Merchandise Branch, U.S.

Customs Service, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Wash-
mgton, D.C. 20229 (202-566-5765).

DONALD W. LEWIS,
Aug. 16, 1984. Director. Entry Procedures

and Penalties DtHsiotL

Department of the IVeaanry
U5.CailMmSanriee

(T.D. 84-178)

Recordation of Trade Name: •'WESTWOOD PHARMA-
CEUTICALS, INC."

AgsMy: U.S. Customs Service, Departinent of die Trea-

sury

Aetiom Notice of Recordation

r.On Mar. 27. 1984, a notice of appttcation for

the recordation under section 42 of the Act of Jidy 5.

1946. as amended (15 U.S.C. 1124X of die trade name
"WESTWOOD PHARMACEUTICALS, INC" was
published in die Federal Register (49 FR 11743). The
notice advised that before final action was taken on the

an>lication, consideration would be |iven to any rde-

vant data, views, or arguments submitted in oppoanioa
to the recordation and received not later than May 29.

1984. No responses were received fai opposition to the

notice.

Accordingly, as provided in section 133.14. CustoaM
Regulations (19 CF^ 133.14). die name *'WESTWOOD
PIURMACEUTICALS. INC." is recorded aa die trade

name used by Westwood Fhannaceuticals. Inc.. a corpo-

ration orguuzad under the laws of the State of Dela-

ware, located at 468 Dewitt St, BufMo. N.Y. 14213.

The trade name is used in connection with a wide range

of dermatological products manufactured in the United

Sutes.

Data: Aug. 22. 1984.

Vot Fttther Iniwmation Coalact Harriet Lane. Entry.

Licensing and Restricted Merchandise Branch. U.S.

Customs Service. 1301 Constitution Ave.. NW., Wash-

ington. D.C. 20229 (20^566-5765).

DONALD W. LEWIS.

The registrant in die following registration, listed in

die "Index of Rc«strants" section of the Trademark Of-

ficial Gazette of June 26, 1984, for Rmpstration No.

1,083,898, was inoorreody klentified as AMP Inc.

the registrant's name as corrected is AMF Inc.

. MARK M. NEWMAN,
July 18, 1984. Diractor. Trademark

ExarrUning Operation.
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The foUowiag regntntkm nvmben were inadvertent-
ly Inted M canceled in the 'Trademark Registrations
Canceled, Section 8" section of the TradcmarkOflicial
Oazettea listed bdow:

998,467 TM590
998.650 TM591
998.651 TM 591

1,002,363 TM449
1,037,250 TM751
1,042,679 TM756
1,077,727 TM 474 . .^ _
Consequently, the above-identified registrations are

still active.

Apr. 28. 1981
Apr. 28, 1981
Apr. 28, 1981

Jane 16, 1981
Aug. 31. 1982
Nov. 30. 1982
Apr. 17. 1984

Sept 6, 1984.

MARK M. NEWMAN,
Dineior. Trademark

i Examining Operation.

AfaflaUeftir or Sale

°*^.^JHJL'^^^^^*'^ED LAWN TRIM STRIP
FASTENINO DEVICE. Thomas A. Rexroth. 522
Mdville, West Burlington, Iowa 52655.

3,209,118. RESISTANCE PIPE WELDER. Ray G.
Let, P.O. Box 10415, Kansas Qty, Mo. 64111.

4,418,854. BACKPACK SHELTER APPARATUS. Jo-
seph GenoHse. Correspondence to: Charles P.
Padgett, Jr., Esq., 1777 Wast Camelback Rd., Phoe-
nix. Anz. 85015.

4,427,007. UNIVERSAL POWER COMPRESS.
Thomas A. Rexroth. 522 Melville, West Burlington,
Iowa 52655.

4,45a849. DENTAL PHYSiaTAPE (DENTAL
FLOSS). Chris A. Cerceo; Jeanie R Kanfman; Martin
H. KttHfinan. Box 243. Ridgecrest, Calif. 93555.

4,452,007. HORIZONTAL AXIS ROTATORY FRUS-

^•^'!\:J*'SS§^ '^'^ MANUFACTURING A
FRAME SUITABLE FOR ENCASING A POR-
H^'L.J^^J^^JFrERNAL WALL AND
P^AMES OBTAINED THEREOF. Sergio lorio
ferttto, Aresod/Sarre (Aosto). Italy (11010).

3,624,918. CLOTHES DRYERS. M. R fMler. Cone-
spondewse to: Richard V. Balgenorth, Trust Invest-
ment Department, National Bank of Detroit, P.O.
Box 222A, Detroit. Mich. 48232.

the following patents are offered by: Charles H.
Abrams, P.O. Box 493, Westmiiinter. Colo. 80030.

4,126^324. UTILITY TRAILER.
1,116,353. PORT-A-TRAILER.
The following five patents are offered by Dr. William

S--^^!^u^^'!!2J?»y*»«*' '~- ^O- Box 346.
WesterviUe, Ohio 430617

436,147.

4»354^5.

4,356,235.

4,396,721.

4,462,891.

tHallous halide materials
fpk use in cryogenic applica-
tions.

thallous halide materials
fdr use in cryogenic applica-
tions (division of '147).

THALLOUS ft CESIUM HALIDE MA-
TERIALS FOR USE IN CRYOGENIC
APPLICATIONS.
GLASS CERAMIC MATERIALS HAV-
ING CONTROLLABLE TEMPERA-
TURE COEFFICIENTS OF DIELEC-
TRIC.

OXVOEN SENSOR ft HIGH TEMPER-
ATURE FUEL CELLS.

General Electric Co. is prepared to grant non-
exclusive licenses under the following patents upon rea-
sonable terms to domestic manufacturers.

AppUcations for license may be addressed to: Division
patent Counsd. Mobile Communications Busmess Divi-
sion. General Electric Co., Mountain View Rd., Lynch-
burg. Va, 24502.

'

4,45a590. DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT FOR FRE-
QUENCY MODULATION RECHvI
ERS.

4.449,248. BATTERY SAVING RADIO CIRCUITAND SYSTEM.
Applications for license may be addressed to: Patent

Counsel, Aeroraace Control Systems Dept, General
Electric Co., P.O. Box 5000. Binghamton, nTy. 13902.

4,445,375. TUNED CORIOLIS ANGULAR RATE
MEASURING DEVICE.

General Electric Co. is prepared to grant non-exclu-
sive licenses under the following patents upon reason-
able terms to domestic manuftcturers.

Applications for ticense may be addressed to: General
Electric Co., Component Products Group, 1635 Broad-
way. P.O. Box 2204, Fort Wayne, Ind. 46801-2204, At-
tention: Patent Counsel.

3,514,836. APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING IN-
SULATION IN THE SLOTS OF
MAGNETIC CORES.

3,634,932. METHOD FOR PRODUCING INSU-
LATION IN THE SLOTS OF MAG-
NETIC CORES.

3,702,498. APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PROVIDING INSULATION IN THE
SLOTS OF MAGNETIC CORES.

3.703.854. METHOD FOR PRECISELY FORM-
ING AND PLACING INSULATION IN
THE SLOTS OF MAGNETIC CORES.

3.745.394. ELECTRICAL INSULATORS FOR
SLOTTED MAGNETIC CORES.

3.778.889. APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PERFORMING MANUFACTURING
OPERATIONS ON AN ARTICLE OF
MANUFACTURE.

3.778.890. APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PRECISELY FORMING AND PLAC-
ING INSULATION IN THE SLOTS OF
MAGNETIC CORES.

4.441,545. AIR CONDITIONING THERMOSTAT-
IC CONTROL SYSTEM HAVING
MODULAR INCLUSION OF REMOTE

f, ^*^ TEMPERATURE SET-BACK CAPA»
BILITY.

4.441,77a APPLL^CE ANTI-TIP DEVICE.
4.443.690. POWER CONTROL FOR COOKING

APPLL^NCE WITH TRANSIENT OP-
ERATING MODES.

4.446.349. MICROWAVE PHASE SHIFTING DE-
VICE.

4,447,799. HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMIS-
TOR AND METHOD OF ASSEM-
BLING THE SAME.

4.451.224. MOLD DEVICE FOR MAKING
PLASTIC ARTICLES FROM RESIN.

4,453,065. MICROWAVE OVEN DOOR ALIGN-
ING ASSEMBLY.

4.455.467. METAL RACK FOR MICROWAVE
OVEN.

4,286,391. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN AUTX)-
MATIC CLOTHES DRYER.

4.288.995. HOUSEHOLD REFRIGERATOR MOV-
ABLESTORAGE ASSEMBLY.

4,298.110. TWO-SPEED CUJTCH WITH NEU-
TRAL.
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LUBRICATION SYSTEM FOR TRANS-
MISSION OF AUTOMATIC CLOTHES
WASHING MACHINE.
MICROWAVE OVEN HUMIDITY
SENSING ARRANGEMENT.
DRIVE ARRANGEMENT WITH A
WASHING MACHINE.
PANEL ASSEMBLY FOR SHEET
METAL PANELS HAVING DOUBLE
WALL CONSTRUCTION CORNERS.
BURNER IGNITION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM.
ADJUSTABLE STROKE AGITATION
SYSTEM.
WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR A CLOTHES WASHING
MACHINE.
PREPARATION OF SHIELDED PLAS-
TIC MICROWAVE OVENS.
METHOD OF. AND APPARATUS
FOR, INCREASED RESOLUTION
SLEWING OF A BAR-GRAPH-DIS-
PLAY DATA INPUT/OUTPUT SYS-
TEM.
INDUCTION HEATING APPARATUS
PROVIDING SMOOTH POWER CON-
TROL.
AUTOMATIC FEEDING APPARA-
TUS.

SOLID PLATE HEATING UNIT.

POWER DISCONNECT ASSEMBLY
FOR ELECTRIC HEATING ELE-
MENTS.
CENTRAL DESK AIR CONDITION-
ING CONTROL SYSTEM.
AIR CONDITIONING CONTROL SYS-
TEM WITH USER POWER UP.

PROTECTIVE METHOD AND CIR-
CUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR APPLI-
ANCE INCORPORATING SHEATHED
HEATING ELEMENT.
PARALLEL RESONANT INDUCTION
COOKING SURFACE UNIT.

SELF-STORING MEAL RACK FOR A
MICROWAVE OVEN.
CONTROL KNOB TO SHAFT ASSEM-
BLY.
RACK-SUPPORTING CHANNEL AND
STOP.
WOBBLE WASHER.
COOKING APPARATUS EMPLOY-
ING A ROTISSERIE MODE WITH
STATIONARY FOOD.

Applications for licenae may be addressed to: Group

Patent Counsel, Major Appliance Business Group, 0(»-

eral Electric Ca, Appliance Park, APl-230, Louisville,

Ky. 40225.

CARTON FLAP SUPPORT.

ROOM AIR-CONDITIONER ONE-
PIECE CHASSIS.

ROOM AIR-CONDITIONER MOUNT-
ING ARRANGEMENT.
SOLID STATE DRYER CONTROL.
HERMETICALLY SEALED COM-
PRESSOR SUCTION TUBE ASSEM-
BLY.
MICROWAVE HEATING APPAR-
ATUS WITH MULTIPLE COUPLING
ELEMENTS AND MICROWAVE
POWER SOURCES.
MICROWAVE HEATING APPARA-

4301.666.

4,303,818.

4,317,343.

4,320,614.

4,323,342.

4.325,234.

4,330,081.

4,385,082.

4,386,347.

4.390,769.

4,392,766.

4,394.564.

4,394,565.

4,413.672.

4,418,744.

4,424.439.

4,426,564.

4,435,993.

4,437,715.

4,440.004.

4,441,015.

3,522,906.

3,727,421.

3.861,283.

3,871,800.

4,006,339.

4,031,745.

4,059,970.

4,062,201.

4.150.679.

4.158.950.

4.196.462.

4.263.962.

4,283,928.

4,285,212.

4.285.214.

TUS WITH IMPROVED MULTIPLE
COUPLERS AND SOLID STATE
POWER SOURCE.

METHOD OF FORMING CONSTRIC-
TION IN TUBING.

AUTOMATIC ICEMAKER INCLUD-
ING MEANS FOR MINIMIZING THE
SUPERCOOLING EFFECT.
AUTOMATIC ICEMAKER INCLUD-
ING MEANS FOR MINIMIZING THE
SUPERCOOLING EFFECT.
DISHWASHER WITH IMPROVED BY-
PASS HLTER ARRANGEMENT.
HEAT PUMP DEFROST SYSTEM.
PROTECTIVE CONTROL CIRCUIT
FOR INDUCTION MOTORS.
HEAT PUMP CONTROL SYSTEM.
TRANSMISSION FOR WASHING MA-
CHINE
ICE DISPENSER STORAGE ASSEM-
BLY.
FLEXIBLE COUPLING.

4,006,338.

Applications for license may be addressed to: Patent

Counsel W-409, Medical Systems Group, General Elec-

tric Co.. P.O. Box 414. MUwaukee, Wis. 53201.

3,225,240. IMAGE TUBE HAVING EXTERNAL
SEMICONDUCnVE LAYER ON TAR-
GET OF WIRES IN GLASS MATRIX.

3,331,979. X-RADIATION-TO-ELECTRICAL
SIGNAL TRANSDUCER.

3.778.659. INVERTED IMAGE MULTIBEAM
CATHODE RAY TUBE

3.783.297. X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIHER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN AND METHOD
OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF.

3.783.298. X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN AND METHOD
OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF.

3.783.299. X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN AND METHOD
OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF.

3,809,889. IMAGE INTENSIFIER COMPENSAT-
ED POR EARTH'S MAGNETIC
FIELD.

3,838,273. X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT.

3,852,131. METHOD OF MANUFACTURING X-

RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN.

3,852,131 METHOD OF MANUFACTURING X-

RAY IMAGE INTENSIHER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN.

3.852,133. METHOD OF MANUFACTURING X-

RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT
PHOSPHOR SCREEN.

3,868,512. COMPOSITE INPUT SCREEN FOR X-

RAY IMAGING DEVICES.

3,89a506. FAST RESPONSE TIME IMAGE
TUBE CAMERA.

3,944,835. HIGH ENERGY RADL^TION DETEC-
TOR HAVING IMPROVED REFLEC-
TIVE BACKING FOR PHOSPHOR
LAYER.

4,011,454. STRUCTURED X-RAY PHOSPHOR
SCREEN.

4,012,637. RADIOGRAPHIC SCREEN WITH IM-
PROVED RESOLUTION.

4,069,438. PHOTOEMISSIVE <>THODE A^
METHOD OF USING COMPRISING
EITHER CADMIUMTELLURIDE OR
CESIUM IODIDE.

4,289,799. METHOD FOti MAKING HIGH RES-
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OLUTION
SCREENS.

3.244.174.

3.311.111.

PHpSPHORESCENT OUTPUT

BODY IMPLANTABLE CONDUCTOR.
a)NTROLLABLE ELECTRIC BODY
TISSUE STIMULATORS.

3,333,045. BODY IMPLANTABLE ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTOR.

3,340,493. BODY IMPLANTABLE ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR.

3,345,989. IMPLANTABLE POWER SOURCE
|M|iS2]5?OA BODY FLUID AS AN
ELECTROLYTE

3,41«.533. CONDUCTIVE CATHETER.
3,426,748. STIMULATOR ANALYZER AND LO-

CATOR.
3,517,663. THRESHOLD ANALYZER FOR AN

IMPLANTED HEART STIMULATOR.
3,563,247. BIDIRECTIONAL HEART STIMULA-

TOR.
3,677,251. BODY ORGAN STIMULATOR WITH

INTERFERENCE REJECTOR.
3,717,153. STANDBY EXTERNAL RATE CON-

TROL AND IMPLANTED STANDBY
HEART PACER.

3,726,285. BODY ORGAN STIMULUS PULSE
SHiB^Tf?"^ ^'™ DECOUPLED

3,735,766. OPTIONAL UNIPOLAR-BIPOLAR BaDY ORGAN STIMULATOR.
3,738,369. BODY ORGAN STIMULATOR FUNC-

TION CONTROL SWITCH.
3,768,014. CARDIAC PACEMAKER RATE/IN-

TERVAL COMPUTER SYSTEM.
3,783.877. BODY IMPLANTABLE STIMULATOR

BATTERY UTILIZATION CIRCUIT.
3,835,865. BODY ORGAN STIMULATOR.
3,854,999. MERCURIC OXIDE ELECTRODEAND METHOD OF FORMING.
3,945.387. ttlPLANTABLE CARDIAC PACER

WITH CHARACTERISTIC CONTROL-
LABLE CIRCUIT AND CONTROL
DEVICE THEREFOR.

4,030,5ia STANDBY HEART PACER.
4,201.430. ROTARY FEED FOR TOMOGRAPHIC

SCANNING APPARATUS.
4,236,079. TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING APPA-

RATUS.
4*217.498. TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING APPA-

RATUS WITH IONIZATION DETEC-
TOR MEANS.

4.275,305. TOMCXJRAPHIC SCANNING
APPARATUS WITH IONIZATION
DETECTOR MEANS.

4,365,339. TOMOGRAPHIC APPARATUS ANDMCTHOp FOR RECONSTRUCTING
^iJ^„..S"CES FROM NON-
ABSORBED AND NON-SCATTERED
RADIATION.

4,217,499. TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING APPA-
RATUS WITH IONIZATION DETEC-
TOR MEANS.

4,338,521. MODULAR RADIATION DETECTOR
ARRAY AND MODULE.

*^»"'^

4,284,896. COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHIC
5SS2JfTSSF"ON METHOD AND
SYSTEM UTILIZING REFLECTION

4,280,178. COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHIC
RECONSTRUCTION METHOD UTI-
LIZING REFLECTION.

4,361,902. EXPANDABLE COLLIMATOR.

4.352.530. ROTARY FEED FOR TOMOGRAPHIC
SCANNING APPARATUS.

''^'"^

4.392,096. gBCnONALX-RA^^

4,366,577. COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SYS-TEM CABLE RETRACTOR.
4.303.863. TOMOpRAWflC SCANNING APPA-

S^rVL^SS" IONIZATION DETEC-•«"' TOR MEANS.
4.385.397. PARALLAX CORRECTED EXTER-NAL ALIGNMENT LIOHtS.
4.405.863. DETCCTOR ARRAY RETAININGAND POSITIONING SYSTEM
4.400.820. AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY HEAD

4.107,531. gJCODra CLOCK MECHANISM
FOR CONTROLLING THE xSaY
PULSES OF A CT SYSTEM

4.157.472. X;5AY BODY SCANNER FOR
COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY.

4.096.530. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
?^S!£E!2 71F RASTER lines in
APHOTOORAPH OF A VIDEO MON-
ITOR SCREEN.

4,063,097. X-RAY BODY SCANNER.
4.075,527. X-RAY DETECTOR.
4.158.776. PATIENT SENSING AND INDICAT-

S?Sj5i?^NGEMENT FOR A COM-
PUTED TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM.

4.115.695. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY.

4.105.922. CT NUMBER IDENTIFIER IN ACOMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SYS-
TEM.

4,117,337. PATIENT POSITIONING INDICA-
TION ARRANGEMENT FOR A COM-
PUTED TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM.

4.115.696. IMPROVED COMPUTED TOMOG-
RAPHY SCANNER.

4.093.860. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY.

4.093.861. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED TOMOG-
RAPHY V GROOVE BEARING AND
CURVED TRACKS.

^^u
4,088,888. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED TOMOG-

RAPHY HOIST.
4.093.862. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED TOMOG-

RAPHY TRACK AND ROLLER LIFT.
4.112.303. GANTRY FOR COMPUTED TOMOG-

RAPHY BRAKE.
4. 1 19.853. MULTI-CELL X-RAY DETECTOR.
4.161.655. PRINTED CIRCUIT FOR HIGH

RESOLUTION DETECTOR.
4.228,465. ANALOG VIDEO CONVOLVER FOR

REAL-TIME TWO-DIMENSIONAL
IMAGE PROCESSING.

4,306,155. GAS-FILLED X-RAY DETECTOR
WITH IMPROVED WINDOW.

4,276,476. RADIATION DETECTOR HAVING A
UNITARY FREE-FLOATING ELEC-
TRODE ASSEMBLY.

4,296,329. ALIGNMENT DEVICE AND METH-OD FOR COMPUTERIZED TOMOG-
RAPHY PHANTOMS.

4,272,680. MODULAR ARRAY RADIATION
DETECTOR AND METHOD.

3,919,557. IMPROVED WHOLE-BODY LINE
SCANNER.

3,973,126. MAMMOGRAPHY.
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3,963,933.

4.047.040.

4.047,039.

4,047,041.

3,991,312.

4,045,675.

4,030,119.

4.069,438.

4,031,396.

4,015,836.

4,068,306.

4,070,707.

4,167,753.

4.230,510.

4,101,924.

4,180,737.

4,159,424.

4,242,221.

4,196,352.

4,129.783.

4.146.907.

4,140,909.

4,187,427.

4,237,559.

4.262,202.

4,376.893.

4.233,514.

4,311.922.

4,313,257.

4.316.817.

4,392,235.

4.362,946.

4*374,749.

4,375,423.

MAMMOGRAPHY FIXTURE.
GRIDDED IONIZATION CHAMBER.
TWaDIMENSIONAL X-RAY DETEC-
TOR ARRAY.
X-RAY DETECTOR ARRAY.
IONIZATION CHAMBER.
solid-state RADIATION DETEC-
TOR SYSTEM.
VIDEO WINDOW CONTROL.
PHOTOEMISSIVE CATHODE AND
METHOD OF USING COMPRISING
EITHER CADMIUM TELLURIDE OR
CESIUM IODIDE.

X-RAY DETECTOR.
MAMMOGRAPHY TABLE.
X-RAY DATA ACQUISITION SYS-
TEM AND METHOD FOR CALIBRA-
TION.
REDUCTION OF OFFSETS IN DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEMS.
PEAK DETECTING DIGITAL SCAN
CONVERTER.
DISTRIBUTED PHOSPHOR SCINTIL-
LATOR STRUCTURES.
SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DE-
TECTOR.
SOLID-STATE X-RAY DETECTOR.
TRAPEZOIDAL SCINTILLATOR FOR
RADIATION DETECTORS.
CERAMIC-LIKE SCINTILLATORS.
MULTIPLE-PURPOSE HIGH-SPEED
TOMOGRAPHIC X-RAY SCANNER.
HIGH-SPEED COMPUTERIZED TO-
MOGRAPHY IMAGING SYSTEM.
RADIATION DETECTOR.
RADIATION DETECTOR.
STRUCTURE FOR OOLLIMATED
SCINTILLATION DETECTORS USE-
FUL IN TOMOGRAPHY.
BONE IMPLANT EMBODYING A
COMPOSTTE HIGH AND LOW DEN-
STTY-HRED CERAMIC CONSTRUC-
TION.
SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR ARRAY.
ION CHAMBER ARRAY WTTH RE-
DUCED DEAD SPACE.
SOLID-STATE RADIATION DETEC-
TOR AND ARRAYS THEROF.
VARIABLE EXCTTATION CIRCUTT.

ANNEALING METHODS FOR
IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF A
RADIATION SENSOR.
INDEX-MATCHED PHOSPHOR SCIN-
TILLATOR STRUCTURES.
ELECTRONICALLY SCANNED X-

RAY TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM.
DISTRIBUTED PHOSPHOR SCINTIL-
LATOR STRUCTURES.
INDEX-MATCHED PHOSPHOR SCIN-
TILLATOR STRUCTURES.
INDEX-MATCHED PHOSPHOR SCIN-
TILLATOR STRUCTURES.
SELECTIVE MATERIAL X-RAY
IMAGING SYSTEM.

4.355,331.

4.361.901.

4,367,490.

4.393,402.

X-RAY IMAGE SUBTRACTING SYS-
TEM.
MULTIPLE VOLTAGE X-RAY
SWITCHING SYSTEM.
NOISE REDUCTION IN DIGITAL
FLUOROSCOPY SYSTEMS.
SUBTRACTION FLUOROSCOPY
METHOD AND APPARATUS.

4.399.457. X-RAY IMAGE DIGITAL SUBTRAC-
TION SYSTEM.

4.399.550. SPINNING HLTER FOR X-RAY AP-
PARATUS.

American Hospital Supply Corp. is prepared to grant

non-exclusive licenses under the following patents to

parties newly entering into the manufacture and/or as-

sembly and sale of disposable blood pressure monitoring

equipment.
Applications for licenses and license terms should be

addressed to: Lyman E. Lance, President, American

Pharmaseal Medical/Surgical Division, American Hospi-

tal Supply Corp., 1015 Grandview Ave.. Glendale,

CaKf. 91209.

The patents are:

U.S. 4,267,833, METHOD OF FLUSHING A MEDI-
CAL FLUID,
U.S. 4,267,834. SYSTEM FOR FLUSHING A MEDI-
CAL FLUID.
U.S. 4,267,835, MEDICAL FLUSHING VA^.VE.

VS. Departmeat of i

Patent and Tradeaurk Offkc

Pnblic Adrisory Committee for Trademark AffUra

Notice of Open Meetiag

In accordance with Section 10(aX2) of the Federal

Advisory Committee Act (Public Law 92-463), an-

nouncement is made of the following Committee meet-

ing:

The Public Advisory Committee for Trademark Af-

fairs will meet from 9:30 a.m. until i<X) p.m. on Oct. 24,

1984, at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in Rm.

11C24 of Bldg. 3, Crystal Plz., located at 2021 Jefferson

Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va.

The agenda for the meeting is as follows:

(1) Finances of the Trademark Operation

(2) Trademark Automation Developments

(3) Activities of the Trademark Examining Operation

(4) Trademark Trial and Appeal Board Operations

(5) Customer Services

and any other Patent and Trademark Office activities,

including leg^ation and international conventions, af-

fecting trademarks.

The meeting will be open to public observauon; ap-

proximately twelve (12) scats will be available for the

public on a first-come fu^t-served basts. If time permits,

oral comments by the public of three (3) minutes on

each topic within the above agenda will be allowed.

Written comments and suggestions will be accepted be-

fore or after the meeting on any of the matters dis-

cussed.

Coi^ of the minutes will be available upon request.

For further information, contact Ellen J. Seeherman,

Office of the Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks,

Rm. CP-11C17, Patent and Trademark Office, Washing-

ton, D.C., 20231. Telephone: 703-557-7464.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Sept. 18, 1984. Assistant Secretary and Commissioner

of Patents and Trademarks.
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(Official Gazette Notice)
A «;

GUIDELINES FOR EXTENSION OF PATENT TERM UNDER 35 U.S.C. 156

This notice is intended to establish initial guidelines forpatent owners who are seeking extensions of pltenrterms pursuantto newly enacted 35 U.S.C. 156. These guidelines will beeffective until further notice. Section 156 of Title 35 un<f«H

"rterS°o1'aTr"r *''" ' P^*«"' owner seekfng'an^xt^nsSon'of
!!^^f^^^• t PfJ®" pursuant to its provisions must submit anapplication to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

ti^""lec?ion°r6%'n°"^j!
""'"" ? ="**^" defined'^rild of

J: *«
section 156 specifies certain components the application

r^™?.°°"'""'
l"^l""3i"g "such patent or other infornStion as ?he

??nHfM?"*? """^ require." See 35 U.S.C. 156(d) (1) (iT: Section
of thI'tLm o? Vl^l^t ^•''"^ :!"'" application for the extensJoS
SL.^tiK 5 u .f P^*'®"* " subject to the disclosure requirements
thl'co^f,,?'

^''^ Commissioner." Section 156(h) provides thatthe Commissioner may establish such fees as the Commissioner

rece[;?inranrr^?-*"* '° =°^" ^^^ '=°^^^ ^° *"» Maclol
our^^: L 2^"''^?? "P?" applications under this section." Thepurpose of this notice is to provide the guidelines which a

sSbmJt ITVr, ?• ^!? '^r* ^"""^ "^* i" deciding whether tS
to ?h« 2;»f?f^^''2*i°"/°'' **" extension of the term of a patent
1?,>1, ? *^*"^ and Trademark Office and in actually making thesubmission of such an application. This notice is divided into anumber of sections set forth below which treat variois

Menr"Dt?oi°?o «Mi™?
"-^^ '? ^ '^^^ ^y " patent owner or its

a2lS«i?nic .^ V ^w"^^"" ?^ *" application and further includes

lxL'^^iSro?%^^ teVSr^^^?^^??' °' - application for

A patent owner or its agent should use the guidelines in the

irs^^ecftn^"' r' '°^'*^ ^^'°" ^" determining whether a patent
tlr^^ff J VS^"^ "*f^^f

^^^ conditions for, extension of its
oMfSli-

^^'^^^ patent owner or its agent should also use theguidelines set forth below in preparing and filing an applicationfor extension of the patent term/ If Iny application fPP^^^^^^^'*
extension of the term of a patent is filL II accordance with 35
^;f nil:- ? ^^J''^^ ^^^ "^^^^ °" "^^^""^ t^^is notice is published in

reSu?femei?^ n^fn-^ *"^ " "°^ ^" compliance with the

def^i^fn^? ° ^k" "°*^^ce, applicant will be notified of the
time i??htr i- K^!

application and will be given a period oftime within which to correct the deficiencies.

Guidelines

^^- Patents subject to extension of f he patent term . .

!h! n^5^K?f^®"\'^^^''^
''^^^"'^ * product as defined in paragraph

meihod If I
section, or a method of using such a product, o? amethod of manufacturing such a product, is subject to beinoextended in accordance with 35 U.s.C. 156.

^^^"^ ""^ ^^^^

(b) The term "product" referred to in paragraph (a) of this

?ood'!S^?^-'''
^^^ * ^""'"'^ ^^"^ P^°^^^^ °^ (iPany medical divice,

leSeral Poor'n^''
^°^°5 additive subject to regulation under SI'Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The term "human drug
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(e)

product" means the active ingredient of a new drug, antibiotic
drug, or human biological product (as those terms are used in the

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health
Service Act) including any salt or ester of the active
ingredient, as a single entity or in combination with another
active ingredient.

. )

SB, Conditions for extension of term of a patent.

The term of a patent may be extended if:

(a) the patent claims a product or a method of using or
manufacturing a product as defined in SA of this notice;

(b) the term of the patent has never been previously extended
except for any interim extension issued pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 156(e) (2);

(c) an application for extension is submitted pursuant to SD of

this notice;

(d) the product has been subject to a regulatory review period

as defined in 35 U.S.C. 156(g) and by the Secretary of

Health and Human Services before its commercial marketing or

use;

the product has received permission for commercial mar)ceting

or use and (i) the application is submitted within the sixty

day period beginning on the date the product first received

permission for commercial marketing or use under the

provision of law under which the applicable regulatory

review period occurred, or (ii) in the case of a patent

claiming a method of manufacturing the product which

primarily uses recombinant DNA technology in the manufacture

of the product, the application for extension is submitted

within the sixty day period beginning on the date of the

first permitted commercial marketing or use of a product

manufactured under the process claimed in the patent;

(f) the term of the patent has not expired before the submission

of an application pursuant to SD of this notice; and

(g) no other patent has been extended for the same regulatory

review period for the product.

§C. Applicant for extension of patent term .

Any application for extension of a patent term must be submitted

by the owner of record of the patent or its agent and must comply

with the requirements of SD of this notice.

SD. Application for extension of the term of a patent .

(a) An application for extension of the term of a patent must be

made in writing to the Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks. The filing date of an application for extension

of the term of a patent is the date on which the complete

application for extension and a duplicate of the papers

thereof, certified as such, are received in the Patent and

r
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(2)

(3)

(4)

CpS'*r?n'' ^t^""^ ""^ ^i^^^ pursuant to the provisions of 37
?«%4; °* The provisions of 37 CFR 1.8 should not be used
patint!

'" -PP^^^-^i^" ^°- the extension of the JerS^^S^

^'^

pa?:;:?'^SSp??^ir^^°"
^- "^ -t-«-n Of the term of a

(1) a complete identification of the approved product as hv

ch^^%°??^r\^ltL'lf
^^ ^"^ ^^^^^^^^^ s?ruc?urror"^' " '^

a complete identification of the Federal statuteincluding the applicable provision of law uSdSr whichthe regulatory review occurred;
""

?Lifv2H^^^''*?^°? °^ ^^^ ^^t® o" which the product
««S! !u

P«^"i?sion for commercial marketinror use
rSauLJn^

provision of law under which the IppUclSleregulatory review period occurred,-
FF^icaoxe

2i?h?n®?S2^ ^^f^ ^^^ application is being submitted
-in in -S® f^^^^ ^^y P®"°^ permitted fo? submission
SMoS\i'*®"^^f^''*4°" °^ ^^^ <^«t« of the last day oSwhich the application could be submitted;

extanSJnn^^i'^r!^^^''^*^?'' °^ the patent for which anextension is being sought by the name of the inventorthe patent number, and the date of issue;
^''^^"tor,

L««hJ °- the patent for which an extension is beingsought, including the entire specification (includina
lil^Zl

?"^<^"«i'»9s, in the fSrm of a cut-up copy 2f
orfn^fi^i"?^ f*^^"^ "^j^^ ^'^^y * ""^^le columS of the
fl^l f**®"^

securely mounted or reproduced inpermanent form on one side of a separate paper;

^•^2?L*'i!/''^.'^f*''^""'®^' certificate of correction,

cer?iflcaL"'?««n!3^"'^\K^^
payment, or reexaminatioAcerciricate issued in the patent;

Sr*l*i^?So5 ^U"**
^^^ P*^®"t claims the approved productor a method of using or manufacturing the approved

Sf?fn^ Ii*?"^ * showing which lists each applicable
annfJ^.K}*^"*

and demonstrates the manner in which eachapplicable patent claim reads on the approved product

pro5uc?r °^ "^^"^ '''' manufacturing the approved

f^t P®^?c!?^,*^?tes and information pursuant to 35

HefitA i«^ ^2^ ^"
a'^^^

to enable the Secretary of
r!^,^.4. ""?" Services to determine the applicableregulatory review period;

fF4.*^a«Ae

^"'
SnnitoLf®;''''JP^^°? °^ the activities undertaken by the
S^JiS*"^?"''^"^ the applicable regulatory review

Slm^?t!!f«l!
5®?P«^t to the approved product and thesignificant dates applicable to such activities;

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

C9)

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFRCE 1047 OG 19

(11) a Statement that in the opinion of the applicant the

patent is eligible for the extension and a statement as

. to the length of extension claimed, including how the

length of extension was determined;

(12) a statement that applicant acknowledges a duty to

disclose to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

and the Secretary of Health and Human Services any

information which is material to any determinations to

r pe made relative to the application for extension; and

(13) the prescribed fee for recfeiving and acting upon the

application for extension (see SF of this notice) and

an oath or declaration as set forth in paragraph (c) of

this section.

(c) Any application for extension of the term of a patent

submitted pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section

must include an oath or declaration signed by the owner of

record of the patent or its agent which specifically
identifies the application papers and the patent for which

an extension is sought and avers that the person signing the

oath or declaration:

(1) has reviewed and understands the contents of the

application being submitted pursuant to this section;

(2) believes the patent is subject to extension pursuant to

SA of this notice;

(3) believes an extension of the length claimed is fully

justified under 35 U.S.C. 156; and

(4) believes the patent for which the extension is being

sought meets the conditions for extension of the term

of a patent as set forth in SB of this notice.

(d) If any application for extension of the term of a patent

submitted pursuant to this section is held to be incomplete,

applicant may seek to have that holding reviewed by filing a

petition pursuant to 37 CFR 1.182 within such time as may be

set, or if no time is set, within one month of the date on

which the application was held incomplete.

§E, Interim extension of the term of a patent.

An applicant who has filed an application for extension pursuant

to §D of this notice may request one or more interim extensions

for periods of up to one year pending a final determination on

the application. Any such request should be filed at least three

months prior to the expiration date of the patent. The

Commissioner may issue interim extensions for periods of up to

one year until a final determination is made without a request by

the applicant. In no event will the interim extensions granted

under this section be longer than the maximum period of extension

to which the applicant would be eligible.

SF. Fee for receiving and acting on an application for extension

of thFTerm of a patent .

r
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!!' ..^'^ffS^^
^°'' appn nation for exi.Pnsion of the term of apatent and communications relating thereto ,

^^ ^

All applications for extension of the term of a oatent and ant,communications relating thereto intended for the^la?ent 2nd

^

*"• For further information contact ;

mlrkfS^l^i^K.!"''?!** ^y telephone at (703) 557-3054 or by mail
Patents anS^T

attention and addressed to the Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231.

SUMMARY

The initial guidelines set forth above are Considered to beappropriate and authorized by 35 U.S C 156 Thov wTii ^?® -^
appropriate guidance to patent ow^^r^^ndtAeifagentsp^n^^^^

F%^L^?s^L1u!S?;?L^^''^'
-"'' ^^ -^'^ '^ ^'^'^ arsrtsr^isi of

Date

';..

Acting Commissioned- of Patents and Trademarks

* .' - .

PATENT NOTICES

Certificttcs of CorrcctkMi for the Week of Oct 9, 1984

Pp. 5,231

Re. 31.565

4,081,536

4,239,753

4,270,318

4.303,840

4,310,476

4,310,481

4,311,760

4,314,872

4,354,867

4,356,968

4,357,279

4,358,283

4.366.336

4,368,428

4.368,531

4,370,298

4.370,633

4,381,546

4,384,099

4,388,316

4.392,280

4,399,374

4.400,874

4,402.803

4,403,648

4,404,254

4,404,435

4.404.914

4,405,647

4,406.028

4,406,713

4,408,203

4.409.311

4,411,336

4.412.955

4,413,044

4.413,676

4,414,403

4.414.569

4.414,895

4.415.320

4.416.865

4,416.870

4.418,594

4.418,958

4,419,364

4,419,496

4.419.932

4,419.938

4.421,847

4,422,019

4,422,148

4,422,759

4,424,119

4,424,207

4,424,243

4,424,769

4,425.096

4,425,177

4.425.189

4.426.519

4.428.767

4,429.134

4.429.496

4.429.591

4.430,671

4,430,742

4,431,153

4,431,525

4.432,167

4,432,271

4,432,748

4,433,187

4.434,449

4.434.544

4.435.186

4.436,689

4.436,721

4,436.894

4,437,793

4,438.451

4,438,470

4.439.310

4,439,364

4,439,573

4,439.706

4,439,712

4,441,249

4.441.366

4.442.683

4.443,521

4,443,532

4,444,857

4,444,946

4,444,987

4,445,221

4,445,601

4,445,772

4.446,353

4.447.152

4.447,227

4,447,326

4.447.462

4.447.465

4,447,900

4,448,273

4.448.486

4,448,586

4,448.890

4,449,330

4,449,438

4,449,672

4,450,057

4.450,127

4,450.550

4,450,596

4,450.882

4.450.967

4.451,026

4,451,225

4,451,314

4,451,502

4,451,571

4,451.605

4,452,124

4,452,302

4,452,371

4,452,395

4,452,406

4,452,503

4,452,750

4,452.762

4.453,232

4,453,810

4,453,955

4,454,014

4,454,455

4,459.731

DiKlaimere

4,201,1AT.—Elmer J. Subera. Cassopolis. and Melvin W.

Steelman, Niles, Mich. AIR DEFROST SYSTEM
USING SECONDARY AIR BAND COMPa
NENTS. Patent dated June 17, 1980. Disclaimer filed

July 2, 1984, by the assignee, Tyler Refrigeration

Corp.

The term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 20, 1996,

has been disclaimed.

4,376,957.—/JoAerf A. Dischert, Burlington and Robert E.

Flory. Princeton, N.J. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WITH SEQUENTIAL TIME-COMPRESSED
BASEBAND COLOR. Patent dated Mar. IS, 1983.

Disclaimer filed Sept. 1 1, 1984, by the assignee, RCA
Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to all claims of said pa-

tent.

4,464,187.—£/i / Kenhaw. Richmond, Va. NESTING
AIR FILTERS. Patent dated Aug. 7. 1984. Dis-

claimer filed Aug. 1, 1984, by the inventor.

The term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 13, 2000,

has been disclaimed.
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PATENT EXAMINING CX)RPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER« AMtotant

JAMES E. DENNY, Deputy AvIitaM Conniarioaer

OONDITION OF PATENT APFUCATIONS AS OF September 1, 19»4

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS
Actual Filing Date of Oldest

New Case Awaiting Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL METALLURGICAL, INORGANIC PETROLEUM AND ELECTRICAL CHEMISTRY.

AND ENGINEERING, GROUP 110-D. E. TALBERT. Director
:, ..;.wv, ;^ iilSy

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, GROUP 120-C. E VAN HORN, Director 9-29-S2

SPTCIALIZED CHhScXl n^^^ AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. GROUP 130-
^^^^

HIGH iSLSffiROffiMISr^^ PLASTlicS. COATING. PHOTOGRAPHY; STOCK MATERIALS AND
COMPOSITIONS, GROUP 150-J. O. THOMAS, Director

•'»»•«'

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-B. R. GRAY. Director 7-28^

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION, GROUP 220-K. L. CAGE Director ,;*flT/
Il^RMAnON processing: storage and RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-E LEVY, Director 2-441

RTCEFTACLK a.^WNG. WliroWG.A^ MEASURING, GROUP 240-G. M. FORLENZA, Director lO-I^M

ELECTOONICaS OimCAL SYSrre^^ and devices, group 250-S. S. MATTHEWS. Duwtor 521-79

COMMiSnICATTONS.i^^ TESTING AND LAMP/DISCHARGE GROUP. GROUP 2«V-

S. G. KUNIN. Director ij^K
DESIGN. GROUP 290-K. L. CAGE Director

*^"^

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

MECTAWCALTBC&OLOO^ AnId mJSBANDRY PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION.
^^^^^

SOLAt^HEAFroWER^^^ DEVICES; ORbUP MO-D. J. STOCklNa Director ! 11-3041

OTnSaLOONCTR^OiS, ICT^^ AND MINING ENGINEERING, GROUP 350-

A. L. SMFFH. Director —
E>yntk» of MtMrti- The ottenti within the range of numben indicated below expire during September ^Jii.exceot those which

JXSSh^S^MmreSu^ byX:Uumer Sxler the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 253. Other patents, issued after thedates of Je
^^'rS^u^^ibSS^^y^yt expired before he full term of 17 years for the same reasons, or have Upied under the

provisions of 35 U.S.C. 151.
Numbers 3.339,206 to 3.344.432. inclusive

™«>*L Numbers 2.764 to 2.769 inclusive
Plant Patents
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REEXAMINATIONS
CXTOBER 9, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ 1 ^>pean m the patent but forms no pan of this reexamiiuttx^

additions made by reexamination.

Bi 4,189334 asm)
DENTAL REINFORCING PINS

Andrew J. SmMi, London, England, iMignor to Fairfta Dental

Ltd^ Dublin, Ireland

Cootbrnattoa of Scr. No. 699,095, Dec 9, 1975, abandonrf.

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,478, Dec 9, 1983.

Reexamination Certificate fbr Patent No. 4,189334, inned Feb.

26, 1980, Ser. No. 804331, Jun. 8, U77.
Int CL3 A61C 3/04

VS. CL 433-225

dry polymer particles within the size range of 20 to SOO;i, said

polymer particles consisting of dextran cross-linlced with epi-

chlorohydrin so as to form a threeKlimensional networlc hdd

together by bonds of covalent nattire, one gram of which

swells in the presence of water to absorb at least O.S grams of

water but less than IS grams of water, the swellability of the

polymer particles in water being such that the polymeric parti-

cles in swollen state have a pore size which permits the pene-

tration thereinto of low molecular weight materials discharg-

ing from the sore but which completely or substantially ex-

cludes penetration thereinto of materials discharging from the

sore that have a molecular weight greater than about 50,000.

^
1. K

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claims 1-5 is confirmed.

1. A dental anchoring device comprising a threaded portion

for self'threading insertion in a bore formed in a tooth dentine,

a coimecting portion forming an integral unit with said

threaded portion and having an elongated shank adapted for

direct positive attachment in a powered dental hand-piece, and

a weakened portion intermediate the threaded portion and one

end of the connecting portion for permitting shearing and

separation of the cotmecting portion from the threaded por-

tion; the free end of the connecting portion having a flat por-

tion and a part annular groove, whereby the connecting por-

tion can be latched in a latching-type dental hand-piece to

securely retain the dental anchoring device in the hand-piece

witout dropping therefrom and when said threaded portion is

fully inserted in a bore said weakened portion shears to sepa-

rate said coimecting portion fh>m said threaded portion.

Bl 4,256,761 (262nd)

ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AMIDES
John T. Snh, Greenwich, Conn.; Jerry W. Skilea, Tnckaboe,

N.Y.; Bruce E. WUliams, Yorktown Hdghta, N.Yn and Alfred

Schwab, WUliston Park, N.Y., anignors to USV Phannacenti-

cal Corporation, Tockahoe, N.Y.

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,359, Apr. 14, 1983.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,256,761, issued Mar.

17, 1981, Ser. No. 57,175, JuL 13, 1979.

Int a? A61K 31/36. 31/265; CmC 149/43. 149/40

U.S. a. 424—282

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 1-18 are cancelled.

New claims 19-37 are added and determined to be patent-

able.

19. Compounds of the structure

Bl 4,225380 (261st)

METHOD FOR CLEANSING FLUID DISCHARGING
SKIN SURFACES, WOUNDS AND MUCOUS

MEMBRANES AND MEANS FOR CARRYING OUT THE
METHOD

Ulf S. E. Rotfmian, Bjiirred, and Sten A. L. Jacobsson, Malmd,

both of Sweden, aasignors to Pharmada Aktiebolag, Uppsala,

Sweden
Continuation of Ser. No. 437358, Jan. 27, 1974, abandoned.

Reexandnation Request No. 90/000,113, No?. 20, 1981.

Reexamination Cotifkate for Patent No. 4325380, issued Sep.

30, 1980, Ser. No. 619,148, Oct 2, 1975.

L Int CL3 A61K 31/74. 31/70

VS. CL 424-78

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claims 1-13 is confirmed.'

Rr-S-(C),-C—C—N-C^C- Y

« 1 « • J I
R4 Rt O M R* O

wherein

Rl, R2. Ri /?* R5 and Ri are independently hydrogen, lower

alkyl. lower alkenyl, orphenyl-hwer alkyL wherein the lower

alkyl lower alkenyl and lower alkynyl groups have up to 6

carbon atoms,

nisan integerfrom to 4,

M is cycloalkyl cycUxilkyl-lower alkyl bicycloalkyl fused

arylcycloalkyl lower alkylphenyl hydroxyphenyl me-

thylenedioxyphenyl bicycloalkyl-lower alkyl halophenyl or

alkylthiophenyl and contains from 3 to 16 carbon atoms,

Yis hydroxy, lower alkoxy having lto6 carbon atoms or amino,

Rn is hydrogen, lower alkanoyl benzoyl ZS or

zsc

I
New claims 14-52 are added and determined to be patent-

wherein the lower alkanoyl contains up to 6 carbon atoms Z is

1. A method for cleansing an infected sore which method hydrogen, lower alkyl hydroxy-lower alkyl amino-bwer alkyl or

comprises applying thereto an effective amount of spherical a radical of theformula

463

//
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-fC),-C-C-AT-i-C-

J

I I I
o

I I I
o

wherein Ri. R^ R^ R^ R^ n. Mand Yare as defined abore. and
where Y is hydroxy, their non-toxic, pharmaceuticalfy acceptabk
alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, and amine salts.

Bl 4»301,258 OOrd)
CYCUC ORGANO CARBONATE AND SULFITE

COUPLING AGENTS FOR LIVING POLYMERS OF
CONJUGATED DIENES

Jogiidcr Ld« Akron, nd Mkted L. Scoyek, TallMdge, both of
OUo, wiVMn to The Goodyear Tire St Rohber Compuy,
Akron, Ohio
Reezamimtioa Reqncst No. 90/000,403, Jon. 13, 1983.

ReezaniBatioa Certifiate tor Patent No. 4^1,258, imwd No?.
17, 1981, Ser. No. 153,121, May 27, 1980.

Int a^ C08F JJ2/0a 132/00, 136/00
MS,a 525—334

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 7-9 are cnoeUed.

Claims 1, 3, and 6 are determined to be patentable as
amended.

Claims 2, 4 and 5, dependent on an amended claim, are
determined to be patentable.

1. A process for the preparation of conjugated diene poly-
mers of broadened molecular weight distribution and negligi>
ble cold flow comprising:

(a) polymerizing at least one conjugated diene in the pres-
ence of an initiator selected from organoalkali metal or
organomagnesium initiators until the consumption of
monomer is substantially cmnplete,

(b) reacting the resulting polymer from said step (a) by
ring-opening coupUng with a compound of the ^neral
formula:

wherein. Z is a 1,2-phenylene. 1,2-cyclohexylene, or

R. R, R,

-c-,c,.-c-

R2 lU R«

grouping wherein n=0 or 1 and Ri, R2, R3, R4, R5 and Rfiare
the same or different and are selected from hydrogen or a
hydrocarbyl group containing from 1 to 12 carbon atoms and
A[, B] and [YJ B are oxygen or sulfur [and X is carbon or
sulfur, with the stipulation that when X is sulfur, Y must be
oxygenJ, in an amount of from 0.2 to 3 moles of the coupling
compound per mole of said organoalkaU metal or organomag-
nesium initiator.

^

REISSUES

OCTOBER 9, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I J appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifkation; natter printed in italics

indicates additions made by reissue.

Re. 31 097

RADIOLYTIC DISSOCIATIVE GAS POWER
CONVERSION CYCLES

Henry J. Gonberg; John G. Lewis, and John E. Powers, all of

Abb Arbor, Mich., assignors to KMS Fusion, Ibc^ Ann Arbor,

Mich.

OrigiBal No. 4,229,942, dated Oct 28, 1980, Ser. No. 913,017,

Jbb. 6, 1978. AppUntioB for reissoc Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No.

292,839

iBt CL' G12D 5/00

UAa M-644.1 5 C»«ta»

^^2

ring-shaped body through said first and second axial projec-

tions, said device fiirther including parts of said device

/HMMTJO/i/ ASC»/-

1. In a power cycle which includes the steps of adding heat

to a working fluid [at high pressure] to raise said working

fluid to high temperature and sutfsequently withdrawing heat

firom said working fluid [at reduced pressure], the improve-

ment wherein said step of adding heat to said working fluid

comprises the steps of: (a) chemically dissociating at least a

portion of said working fluid by radiolysis at a temperature

below the thermal equihbrium temperature of said dissociated

working fluid such that said dissociated working fluid is at

macroscopic thermal non-equilibrium, and (b) chemically

reacting dissociated components of said working fluid with

each other to recombine said components and simultaneously

heat said working fluid.

separated fivm said ring-shaped body on and by which the

said axial projections are mounted and located

Re. 31699

BACK>UP POWER TONGS AND METHOD
Emery L. Eckel, Odessa, Tez^ assigBor to Eckel Manaftetuiag

Company, Ibc., Odessa, Tex.

OrigiBBl No. 4,290,304, dated Se». 22, 1981, Ser. No. 34,774,

Apr. 30, 1979. Application for rcissne May 12, 1983, Ser. No.

493,976
lBtCL^B25B 77/00

VS. a. 73-862J5 W

Re. 31,698

LOAD*MEASURING DEVICES
Demiis H. SsBSome, Sattoa CoMfidd; Gerald M. Joacs, Trimp-

ley. Near Bcwdley both of Eagbuid, aad BasOy B. Baafly,

Cairo, Egypt, aa^Bors to NatioBal Reaeardi Deyelopmeat

CorporatioB, LoadoB, Eaglaad

OrigiBal No. 4,285,234, dated Ang. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 96,149,

Not. 20, 1979. ApplicatioB for reissoe Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No.

435,992

ClaiBis priority, appUcatioB Uaited KiBgdom, No?. 23, 1978,

45768/78
iBt CL' GOIL 5/00

U.S.a 7»-862.65 lOOaim
11. A load-measuring device comprising a ring-shaped

body.

at least three circum/erentially-shaped first axial projections

presenting sectorially-aligned surfaces ^eratively mounted

so that said surfaces are movable relative to said ring-shaped

body in a direction parallel to the axis ofsaid body so as to

engage a first ofthe two axialfaces ofsaid ring-shaped body;

at least three circurnferentially-spaced secatd axial projections

presenting sectorially-aligned surfaces operatively mounted

so that said surfaces are movable relative to said ring-shaped

body in a direction parallel to the axis ofsaid body so as to

engage the second and <^posite of said axial faces of said

ring-shaped body at locations staggered relative to those of

siM first axial projection;

means to detect to strain imposed upon said ring-diaped body

when said ring-shaped body is distorted elastically to sector-

ially-undulating shape by opposed axial loads applied to said

1. Back-up apparatus for securing a first portion of a tubular

member against axial rotation in response to rotation of an-

other portion thereof by a pipe-routing device and the Uke,

comprising

a frame member having a generally annular configuration

and a first open throat portion for receiving said first

portion of said tubular member,

a ring-like member [fixedly interconnected within] affixed

to said frame member and having camming surfaces and a

corresponding second open throat portion for receiving

said first portion of said tubular member in cooperation

with said frame member,

a plurality of spaced-apart gripping members [radially]

movable between said ring-like member and said fint

portkm of said tubular member,

a rotatable cage plate assembly positioned withm said ring-

Uke member and having a third open throat portion for

receiving said first portion of said tubular member when

rotatably aligned with said first and second open throat

portions and for carrying said plurality of ^Mced-qiart

gripping members,
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stop means on said rotatable cage plate assembly for aligning
said third open throat portion of said rotatable cage plate
assembly with said first and second open throat portions,
and

driving means for arcuately moving said cage plate assembly
with respect to said ring-like member and for thereby
bringing said gripping members into wedgeable engage-
ment between said ring-Hke member and said first portion
of said tubular member.

Re. 31.700
CIGARETTE FILTER

Takeyoihi Yanagnchi, 20-24^ TranoMld S-chomc, Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo 154, Japan

OrigfaMl No. 4.209.204, dated May 26, 1981. Ser. No. «.533,
Aug. 10. 1979. Applkatioa for reiane No?. 30. 1982. Ser. No.
445.771

Oalna priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 13. 1978. 53-125083
lot aj A24B 15/00

UAa 131-341 12 Claims

5 6 4 2'

1. A cigaret filter comprising an effective amount ofdry and
active green algae in the form of chlorella incorporated in a
columnar carrier of porous material for trapping toxic sub-
stances in cigaret smoke while allowing said smoke to pass
through the carrier t, said chlorella being of an amount in the
range of about 20 to 50 mg. for said carrier of 8x20 mmj.

Re. 31,701
PORTABLE LABEL PRINTING AND APPLYING

MACHINE
Yo Sato, Tokyo. Japan, aaiignor to KahMhtu Kaisha Sato
Kcnkynaho, Japan

Origiiial No. 4,113.544, dMwl Sep. 12. 1978, Ser. No. 750,845,
Dec 15, 1976. AppUcatioa ftor reianic Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No.
400,160

Clalaia priority, applicatiOD Japan. Dec. 20, 1975, 50-151235:
Dec 31. 1975. 50-158620

lot a^ B41F 1/08, 1/44, 1/38
UAa 156-384 52 claims

mg
1. A portable label printing and applying machine, compris-
i-

a machine frame; a platen supported by said machine frame;
label moving means for moving a label onto said platen to
be imprinted;

an operating lever supported by and movable with respect to
said machine frame between a first and a second position;

a printing head supported by and movable with respect to
said machine frame between a third and a fourth position;

said printing head including printing types; at said fourth
position of said printing head, said printing types being in
position to engage and engaging a label on said platen and
imprinting the same;

biasing means operatively connected between said operating
lever and said printing head for biasing said printing head
away from said third position toward said fourth position
as said operating lever is operated toward said second
position;

printing head restraining means connected with said printing
head for restraining movement thereof toward said fourth
position as said operating lever is moving toward said
second position;

restraining means release means connected with said re-
straining means and with said operating lever for moving
said restraining means to release said printing head to
move to said fourth position when said operating lever has
moved a predetermined distance toward said second posi-
tion, said biasing means then urging said printing head
toward said fourth position; at said fourth position, said
printing types facing toward and engaging and imprinting
a label then on said platen;

return means connected with said printing head for lifting
said printing head off said fourth position and away from
engagement with a label following imprinting of the label
and prior to commencement of return of said operating
lever toward said first position thereof.

Re 31.702
TAB FOR EASY-OPEN ECOLOGY END

Omar L. Brown. Dayton. Ohio, anignor to Ermal C FVazc
DaytOB. Ohio

Original No. 4,148,410, dated Apr. 10, 1979. Ser. No. 873.268.
Jan. 30, 1978. AppUcation for reiasne Oct 27. 1960. Ser. No.
201,357

lot a.3 B65D 41/32
U.S. CL 220—269 13 Claims

1. A tab of the type affixed to a can end for openmg it and
comprising:

a unitary structure including

a lifting end;

an opening end opposite said lifting end and spaced from it;

spaced leg members connecting said lifting end and said
opening end; and,

a flap extending longitudinally from said opening end
toward said lifting end between said spaced leg members,
spaced from said spaced leg members and from said lifing

end, including an affixing portion by which said flap is

affixed to the can end, said affixing portion spaced from
said opening end, the width of said flap varying along the
length of said flap to define a first bending region extend-
ing laterally across said flap adjacent said affixing portion
and a second bending region extendmg laterally across
said flap adjacent said opening end, the width of said flap
in said second bendmg region being sufficiently small
relative to the width of said flap in said first bending
region that after said lifting end has been pulled away
from the can, thereby flexing said flap m said first bending
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region, when said lifting end is subsequently pushed

toward the can end, said flap flexes in said second bending

region, whereby no part of said flap is flexed more than

once as said Ufdng end is pulled away from the can and

then pushed back towards its original position adjacent

the can end.

Re. 31,704

TRANSFORMER HAVING NOVEL MULTIPLE
WINDING AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE AND METHOD

OF MAKING SAME
Thomas E. Hester, Ft Wayne. Ind., assignor to Litton Systean,

Inc. Bereriy Hills, Calif.

Origind No. 4.249.229, dated Feb. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 937,466,

Ang. 28, 1978. AppUcation for reissue May 10, 1982. Ser. No.

376.638

lot a^ H05K 7/02; HOIF 15/02

VS. CL 361-399 15 Claims

Re 31,703

PROCESS OF MAKING PARTICLE BOARD FROM
PYROPHOSPHATE TREATED POLYISOCYANATES

Richard A. Pradien David L. WiUiasu. both of Honston. Tex.;

Robert M. Partfai. Friendswood, Tex., and Warren J. Ra-

boam. deceased, late of Deer Park. Tex. (by Haael L. Ra-

boom. legal r^reaentatife). assignon to The Upjohn Com-

pany. Kalamaioo. Mich.

Original No. 4,258,169. dated Mar. 24, 1981. Ser. No. 134,219.

Mar. 26. 1980. AppUcation for reissue Ang. 2. 1982. Ser. No.

404.415

lot CL^ B29J 5/00: C08G 18/38 18/77

VS. CL 264—109 13 Gains

1. A process for preparing a [Uquid, storage-stable, polyiso-

cyanate composition containing a mold release agent formed in

situ which process comprises] particle board wherein particles

oforganic material capable ofbeing compacted are contacted with

a polyisocyanate binder composition containing an internal release

agent and the treated particles are subsequently formed into

boards by the application of heat and pressure, the process being

characterized in that the polyisocyanate binder composition has

been prepared by heating at a temperature in the range of about

60* C. to about 190* C. a mixture of an organic polyisocyanate

and from about 1 to about 20 parts, per 100 parts by weight of

said polyisocyanate, of an acid phosphate selected from the

class consisting of acid phosphates having the formulae

I
RX—P—OH and (RX^P—OH

OH

and mixtures of two or more of said acid phosphates wherein,

in the above formulae, each R is independently selected from

the class consisting of alkyl having at least 3 carbon atoms,

aUcenyl having at least 3 carbon atoms, aryl, aryl substituted by

at least one alkyl group, alkyl substituted by at least one

acyloxy group wherein Uie acyl group is the residue of an

aUphatic monocarboxylic acid having at least 2 carbon atoms

and

Ri-(0-CH-CH))R

A B

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of alkyl, aryl

and aryl substituted by at least alkyl, one ofA and B represents

hydrogen and the other is selected from the class consisting of

hydrogen, methyl, chloromethyl and 2,2,2-trichloroethyl; X is

a chalogen selected from the class consisting of oxygen and

sulfur; and m is a number having an average value of 1 to 25;

the said heating of said mixture being carried out for a time

such that no phase separation occurs upon cooling the

reaction mixture to amUent temperature.

1. The electrical apparatus which comprises in combination:

a metal container means having an opening and a lid for

closing said opening;

a printed circuit board of electrically insulative base material

containing a pluraUty of flat electrical conductors on at

least one surface thereof;

a first set of spaced electrical terminals and a second set of

spaced electrical terminals;

a core of magnetic material forming a magnetic circuit, said

core including a center core leg and first and second outer

core legs located on opposite sides of said center leg and

extending parallel thereto to define therebetween a coil-

receiving window;
electrical coil means having an axially extending central

passage comprising a first primary winding containing a

first multiple number of turns of enamel insulated electri-

cal wire and at least one secondary winding comprising a

second multiple number of turns, greater than said first

multiple number, of enamel cover«l wire with said first

winding overlying said second winding and said coil

including an udally extending passage, said electrical coil

means bong mounted along the axis thereof on said center

core leg with a clearance space between the outer periph-

ery thereof and each of said outer core legs;

an elongate relatively flat cable means having a width sub-

stantially greater than the thickness thereof and contain-

ing at least three spaced parallel conductors extending

between a first and second end of said cable means in

electrical insulated relationship with one another;

said cable means extending in a loop about the periphery of

said electrical coil means and over an arcuate distance

therearound of greater than 180 degrees but less than 360

degrees and extending through the clearance space be-

tween said periphery of said coil means and at least one of

said outer core legs;

means electrically and mechanically coupling said first end

of said cable means to corresponding terminals in said first

set of electrical terminal means on said printed circuit

board;

and means electrically and mechanically coupling the con-

ductors at said second end of said cable to corresponding

ones of said electrical terminals in said second set of elec-

trical terminal means; and wherein each of said core, coil

means, cable and printed circuit board being disposed

within said container means with said core and electrical

coil means supported on a surface of said printed circuit

bmird;

a plurality of electrical components mounted on said circuit

board in an electrical circuit, and means, including said

plurality of flat electrical conductors on said circuit board,

adapted to electrically interconnect said electrical compo-
nents in circuit with each of said primary and secondary

winding of said coil means, and said first and second set of

electrical terminal means; and electrically insulative pot-

ting material disposed within said container for encasing

said circuit board, core, coil means, cable and electrical

components therewithin.
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lUustntions for plant patente are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

5^90
CARNATION PLANT

Leonard E. Carrier, 1911 Sheridan Rd^ Endnitas, Calif. 92024
FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 425,117

lat a? AOIH 5/00
VS. a. Pit—70 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of carnation plant designated

Jaunita substantially as herein shown and described, character-

ized particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of a

very vigorous and free-breaking plant habit, and strong and

straight stems; superior resistance to soil-borne diseases such as

Fusarium oxysporum and F. roseum, and rots such as damping

off and water molds, small serrated flowers which open fully

without bursting the calyx and causing "splits"; a distinctive

and attractive maize yellow flower color which fades evenly

and beautifully; and good heat tolerance which is superior to

that of the parent lines and the variety known as "Sim".

5,291

PLUM TREE, LATE SALVADOR
John M. Garabedian, 3104 HontingtoB Blvd., Fresno, Calif.

93702

Filed Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 463,895

Int CL AOIH 5/00
VS. CL Pit—38 1 aain

1. A new and distinct variety of plum tree substantially as

illustrated and described and broadly characterized by the late

season of its fruit's maturity, approximately with that of Roy-
sum (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 2,619), but differing from Roysum in

its regular and productive bearing ofdark red to dark purplish-

red fruit having a heavier, blue-gray bloom and relatively mild
good flavor.

5,292

AFRICAN VIOLET
EUchi YoiUda, P.O. Box 4836, Hayward, Calif. 94540

FUed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,623

lot CL^ AOIH 5/00

VS. CL Ph.—69 1 Claim
1. A new African violet plant, substanially as shown and

described.

469
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL

ably engaged by an elastic member one of which is secured to

said helmet and a supply of air to the interior of said helmet.COMBINATION GUN CASE AND PROTECIIVE
APPAREL -^—^—^^^^-^^

Robert M. Lee, c/o Hontiiig World 16 E. S3rd St, New York,

N.Y. 10022 4,478,249

Filed Jon. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,348 AIR CLEANING MAGNEHC ATTACHMENT FOR A

brt. CV F41H 1/02 WELDER'S FACE MASK
U^ a. 2—2J5 *• Claims Kenneth W. Gotay, P.O. Boi 423, Ardmore, Okla. 73401

FOed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,428

Int CL3 A42B 1/Oa- A61F 9/00

vs.a.i~% 3Claint

1. A combination gun case and protective apparel compris-

ing an outer shell, an inner liner attached to the inside surface

of the outer shell, releasable means, mounted along the periph-

ery of the outer shell, for securing the outer shell and the liner

in a folded position to define a compartment for housing a gun;

bullet resistant means composed of an anti-ballistic material

mounted to at least one of the outer shell and the inner liner;

and means for securing bullet resistant means to the body of a

wearer so as to pro^^de fiill torso protection from frontal

assault by bullets, shot and projectiles.

4^475,248

EXPLOSIVE ORDINANCE DISPOSAL HELMET
Ridnrd L'Abbe; Andre M. St Lanrcnt both of Ottawa; James

A. Ncwnnn, Gloucester, and Brian M. Gdlnp, Kanata, aU of

rfftmAm^ airignon to r—h<«h Patents it Derelopniait Lim-

ited, Ottawa, Canada

Filed Jnn. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,765

Int CU F41H 1/04

U5.a2-2^ lOdaims

1. In a welder's face mask including a panel portion verti-

cally and horizontally at least coextensive with corresponding

dimensions of a welder's face and provided with a welding

light eye protective lens covered opening in itt upward end

portion and having an inner surface adjacent a welder's face

when in use, the improvement comprising:

a layer of magnetic material bonded to the inner surface of

said panel portion and extending upwardly from its de-

pending end to at least the depending limit of the lens

covered opening.

4,475,250

DISPOSABLE BIB

Brace A. Sarin, and HoUis C Safin, both of 27 Stonewood Ct,

Radne, Wis. 53402

Filed Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,419

Int CL^ A41B 13/10

VS. CL 2-49 R 5 CW«

1. A ballistic helmet for use by bomb disposal personnel

comprising a rigkl shell, a shock attenuating liner in said ^ell,

and a plwality of layeis of ballistic fabric forming an outer

covering for said shell, said hefanet being shaped to cover the

entire head of a wearer and provide a chin protector portion,

a frontal opening in said hehnet adapted to be covered by a

readily removable, transparent {dastic face shield, an anchor

means on said chin protects having a slot to receive a tab on

said visor and a bracket on an upper edge of said visor releas-

1. A disposable bib, comprising a body of flexible sheet

material having a top edge, a bottom edge and opposite side

edges, said body having a neck opening formed therein at its

upper end spaced from said top edge tiuit defines a transversely

extending upper edge margin portion and a cut line formed in

said margin portion for providing a pair of tie sups for tying

said body around a neck, a first portion of said cut line commu-

nicating with said opening and extending transversly there-

from to a point adjacent to and spaced from one of said side

471
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^ Md a second portion of said cut line extending up-
wardly from said point and transversely across said portion to
communicate with the other of said side edges, said sheet
material mcluding a waterproof layer on one side thereof and
an absorbent layer of randomly orientated non-woven fibers on
the other side thereof.

4^75^1
WEARABLE PURSE

PWrida A, Hopldn, Rtc 1, Box 7, Philomath* Oreg. 97370
>

I

FUed Dee. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 441,620
Int CLJ A41D l/OQ. 3/02

UAa2-94 lOCiatas

27^0

1. A garment convertible to a carrying purse and vice versa
comprising:

a flexible body member comprising at least three panels
having upper and lower portions and inner and outer
surfaces,

said panels in garment form consisting of a central back
panel and a panel joined to said back panel on each side
thereof arranged to be worn as a garment and to be folded
outwardly in overlapping relation,

a purse panel secured to the inner surface of said back panel
and having an intermediate foldable area arranged to form
the sides of a purse and enclose portions of said panels
when said purse panel is folded at said foldable area,

and means on each side of said purse panel including releas-
able fastening means cooperating to form end walls of a
purse when said purse panel is folded at said foldable area.

4,475,252
GARMENT HAVING ADJUSTABLE SLEEVE MEANS

Eliot P^ner, 447 E. Beech St, Long Beach, N.Y. 11561, and
MiriMB Peywr, 500 E. 85th St Apt lOG, New York, N.Y.
10028

Filed May 4, 1983, Ser. No. 491,500
Int a^ A41B 1/08

UAa2-125 4CUd^

thereof which extend below the elbow of the wearer and
which may be rolled up to the shoulders of the garment,

(c) fastening means comprising a strip flxedly attached at one
end to each shoulder of the garment the other end of the
strip being doubled back and removably attached to the
strip so as to form a bight adjacent to the other end, and

(d) a loop on the inner surface ofeach sleeve which coopera-
tively engages the bight of the strip on the respective
shoulder for retaining the sleeves in position when the
sleeves are rolled up.

4,475,253
GARMENT WITH A CONVERTIBLE CUFF

Regina G. Laveckis, Westwood, Mass., assignor to The William
Carter Company, Needham Heights, Mass.

FUed Aug. 15, 1963, Ser. No. 523,268
Int 0.3 A41D 27/10

VS.a 2-269 3 Claim,

1. A garment comprising
a pants leg having a convertible cuff at the end of said leg,
said convertible cuff comprising bottom and top pieces of

cloth material sewn together at their sides along two
seams, said seams terminating at a position adjacent the
base of the toes to provide a forward end opening expos-
ing the toes,

said bottom piece having a folded-over heel portion with
two folds spaced from an end thereof to provide three flat
layers of overlapping cloth when not extended and ex-
tendible to form a heel engaging covering,

one of said pieces having a toe portion folded rearwardly
and outwardly over itself and extendmg rearwardly to a
position short of said heel portion, said folded over toe
portion being joined to said side seams along its margins
and being capable of being reversed to enclose said for-
ward opening and overlie the forward portion of the other
of said pieces.

1. A garment for the torso and arms, comprising:
(a) a body portion,

(b) sleeves attached to the body portion at the shoulders

4,475,254
VISOR ATTACHMENT FOR HELMET SHIELD

William P. Bay, Rte. 1, Box 53, Ormond Beaeh, Fin. 32074
FUed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,698

Int a^ A42B 3/02
UAa.2-424 gciaims

1. A visor attachment for a helmet shield comprising in
combination:

a flexible polymer visor shaped to be attached to one edge
portion of a shield, said visor having a bill portion and a
support portion;

said visor support portion having an arcuate band support
portion shaped to follow the contour of a shield when
flexed thereabout and said visor support portion having
openings therein;

means for attaching said support portion to a shield, includ-
ing a plurality of spring clips passing through said visor
support portion openings for locking one edge portion of
said shield to said visor support portion, when said visor
and shield are flexed to follow an arcuate contour, thereby
converting said shield to a visor/shield combination; and

each visor support portion opening having a support mem-
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ber therein with a tongue protruding therefrom adjacent

to a shield, wherd>y each said spring clip snaps over said

pulsations being effected by alternate expansion and con-

traction of said tubular member under water pressure to

unclog a pipe.

4,475,256

SHOWER TRANSFER BENCH
John Hatala, Clifton, NJ., assignor to Temco Home Health

Care Prodncts, Inc., Passaic, NJ.
FUed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,158

iBt a.3 A61H 33/01' A471 J/Ott 3/01 3/022

UA CL 4-562 13 O**™

support member and tongue on one side and adjacent to

the shield on the other side.

4^75,255

PIPE FLUSHING DEVICE
George l^sh, 18658 Chase St, Northridge, Calif. 91324

Filed JaL 15, 1983, Ser. No. 514,290

lot a^ B08B 9/02

UJS.a4-256 lldaims

1. An improved pipe flushing device, said device compris-

ing, in combination:

(a> an elongated elastomeric hollow tubular member having

a generally central passageway extending through the

le^ thereof, a middle portion which is radially expansi-

ble under water pressure, an open rear inlet end and an

open front outlet end;

(b) a hose connector connected in sealing engagement with

said rear inlet end; and

(c) a valve in said firont outlet end, said valve comprising a

cage having a rear closure plate disposed across said outlet

end and secured in a transverse ^oove in said tubular

member outlet end, said groove being of a length longer

than the thickness of said plate, said valve having open

sides and front, said outlet end holding said valve in a fixed

position to close said outlet when said tubular member is

in the relaxed state and permitting longitudinal movement

of said valve cage, while retaming said plate in said

groove, upon expansion under water pressure of said

tubular member, said expansion also permitting water to

by-pass said closure plate through said groove and pass

through said cage sides and firont as a water jet, pulsations

of said jet setting up mechanical vibrations, said jets and

1. In a shower bench apparatus, including a bench having at

least two feet and a first and a second rail attached to said feed

and a chair unit attachable to said rails, the improvement com-

prising:

stationary hook bracket means rigidly attached to the under-

side of said chair unit for selective engagement with one of

said bench rails;

stationary cradling bracket means rigidly attached to the

underside of said chair unit for selective engagement with

the other bench rail; and,

locking means attached to said cradling bracket means for

selectively locking said chair unit with respect to at least

one of said rails, said locking means comprising a threaded

means locatable below the center of said rail when said

chair unit is engaged with said rail for selectively occupy-

ing space in said cradling bracket means therd>y prevent-

ing said rail from escaping from said cradling bracket

means.
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4^75,257
WAVE MOTION ABSORBER FOR WATER BED

MATTRESSES
RaywMd M. PhflUpi, 2566 Tna Cnyoo RiL, MaUbo, Odff.
90290

FIM Jn. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,738
IM. CL> A47C 27/08

UAa 5-450 21 Claims

1. In combinaticn, a flotation mattress comprised ofan enve-
lope of supple sheet material with a top body supporting panel
and filled with liquid, and a free floating wave motion absorber
unit detached from and adapted to seek a proper operating
position interiorly of the mattress envdope;

laid free floating wave motion absorber unit including, a top
end panel of supple sheet material and of the same plan
configuration as the body supporting panel of the mattress
envelope, a multiplicity of vertically disposed tubular cells
of supple sheet material with side walls depending from
and closed at the top end thereof by the top end panel and
at the bottom thereof by bottom end panels, a flotation
plate of low density material carried within the cell to
float free therein and to support the same proximate to the
top body supporting panel of the mattress envelope, and
there being a port through at least one end of the tubular
cell engageable with the mattress envelope for restricted
vertical liquid flow therefrom, whereby Uquid motion is

restricted by the limit of the tubular cell walls to absorb
wave energy.

bottom of molded synthetic material, each lower edge includ-
mg at least one hole therein, the method comprising:

providing a first mold part having a first molding surface for
forming a foot bearing surface of the shoe bottom, the first
mold part having at least one projection for engaging in
the hole of each upper components;

hooking each upper component onto one of the projections
with the lower edge of each upper components adjacent
the first molding surface;

mating the first molding part with a second molding part
having a second molding surface for forming a periphery
and base of the shoe bottom, to form a closed mold space
with the upper component lower edges in the mold space
and each upper component held in a cleft-like gap be-
tween the first and second mold parts; and

molding the shoe bottom whereby the foot bearing surface is

formed with an imprint corresponding to each first mold
part projection and extending throu^ each hole of the
upper components respectively.

4,475,259

ULTRASONIC CLEANING APPARATUS
MIneo Ishii, FUrayaoM; KaMi ArfaMto, Kannka, and Tcraynki
Nakaao, FUrayama, aU ofJapu, iHipMm to laUi HyoU G>^
Ltd., Japan

Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,608
Claims priority, appUcation Japn, Jun. 9, 1981, 5649094

lot a^ BOOB 3/12
UAa 15-102 3 China

4,475,258
PROCESS AND TOOLING FOR PRODUCTION OF OPEN
TOP SHOES WITH RESIN MOULDED BOTTOM, AND

SHOES MANUFACTURED IN THAT MANNER
ErjMw) PaUoMd. Piti, Itriy, iirigww to AJ»X Applicaaioni

PoUuretaniehe liriMtriaU S#Jt, Italy

FDed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,672
China priority, applieatiOB Itdy, Apr. 6, 1981, 9380 A/81

lot a^ A43D 65/Oa 65/02
UAai2-142RS gChims

t A method of manufacturing an open shoe having a plural-
ity of upper components each with a lower edge secured in a

1. An ultrasonic cleaner wherein a processing cistern is
divided into a carry-in compartment (A), a cleaning compart-
ment (B), a water-wash finishing compartment (C), and a
drying compartment (D),

(1) said carry-in compartment (A) comprising an infeed
roller (3), a pair of rubber rollers (4o and 4*) mounted
vertically facing each other at a predetermined forward
position of said infeed roller, and a cleaning sohition seal-
ing roUer rotatable by the lower rubber roller of said pair,
the contact surface between said pair ofrubber toUen (4a
and 46) forming a carry-in port for washing in the hori-
zontal direction and simuhaiieously forming a barrier for
sealing in cleaning solution, said cleaning solution sealing
roller (5) forming another sealing barrier with the surface
of said lower roller (46) at the side of said carry-in com-
partment (A), a horizontal plate (6) in said compartment
(A), a resi&nt tongue (7) on said plate (6), said sealing
roller (5) forming another sealdig barrier by coming into
pressure contact with said tongue (7) at the top of said
horizontal phte (6), said phte being installed lower than
said infeed roller (3) at the inlet side of said carry-in com-
pardnent (A), ^

(2) said cleaning compartment (B) comprising a pair of
rubber rollers (IQs and 106) mounted vertically facing
each other at a predetermined forward position of said
pair of rubber rollers (4a and 46) in said compartment (A),
a cleaning solution sealing roller (19) rotatable by the
lower rubber roller (106) of said pair, transfer rollen (11
and 12) positioned between said pairs ofrubber rollers (4ft
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46 and 10a, and 106), conveying belts (14 and 15) posi-

tioned over said transfer rollers and a delivery roUer (26)

positioned rearward of said sealing solution roller (19), the

contact surface of said pair of rubber rollers (10 a and 106)

fomung a carry-out port for washings in the horizontal

direction, said cleaning solution sealing roller (19) forming

a barrier for cleaning solution sealing with the lower roller

(106) and roller (19) forming another sealing barrier by

coming into pressure contact with a horizontal plate (21)

disposed below said delivery roller (26), a resilient tongue

(22) being disposed at the top of said horizontal plate (21)

and positioned lower than said delivery roller (26) at the

outlet side of said cleaning compartment (B), said convey-

ing belts (14 and 15) being horizontally stretched and

being routable at the same levd as or lower than the

contact faces between said rubber rollers (4a and 46 or 10a

and 106), ultrasonic vibrators (27a and 276) disposed

under said rotatable conveying belts (14 and 15), and a

cleaning solution at a hd^t suffident to immerse said

conveying belts (14 and 15) in said cleaning solution, and

(3) sud water-wash finishing compartment (Q comprising

water pipes (29a and 296) mounted above and below the

work path at a predetermined fixed interval and oppos-

ingly faced, and a pair of vertically spaced squeezing

roUers forward of said pipes and defbiing the work path

therd)etween on horizontal axes.

4^75,261

HAIRBRUSH
Takeo (Mtonn, aad Tsatom MvMka, both of

Japan, aMlgMn to Kao CorporatioB, Tokyo, itmm
FDed Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 488352

Cbdns priority, appUcatioa Japan, May 10, 1982, 57-

67705[U]

lit a^ A46B 3/16

U.S.a 15-195 15

4,475,260

PIPELINE SERVICING TOOL
Ridwd D. Beck, P.O. Box 7247, Sdem Orcg. 97303

FOed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,528

Iirt. a^ B08B 9/02

UJS.a 15-104.12 9 daims

1. The pipeline servicing tool arranged to be pulled through

a pipeline and arranged for connection to a pressured liquid

source, said tool comprising

(a) a fluid driven motor assembly having leading aad trailing

ends and having a drive portion,

(b) connector means on said motor assembly for moving it

throu^ a pipe to be deaned,

(c) an exterior tubular housing on said motor assembly ar-

ranged to be driven routably on sakl motor assembly by

fluid pressure,

(d) said housing having an open leading end into which said

connector means extends for securement to said motor

assembly,

(e) said leading end comprising a circular toothed cutting

ed^
(f) fluid transmitting means connected to said motor assem-

bly for admitting pressured liquid to said motor assembly

from a pressured liquid source,

(g) sdd cutting edge bdng dimensioned and arranged to

clear a paA through a pipe larger in diameter than trailing

1. A hairbrush including a handle, a brush head extending

from said handle, said brush head having a bristle implanution

surface having a plurality of spaced-apart bristle implantation

cavities formed therein, and a plurality of bristles implanted in

said bristle implantation cavities, wherein the improvement

comprises:

a plurality of U-shaped dongated filaments, each of said

filaments comprising a pair of paralld, upwardly extend-

ing legs which form a pair of said bristles and a bottom

web which connecu said paralld legs, said web and the

adjacent portions of said legs bdng disposed in the assod-

ated bristle implantation cavity with the web being lo-

cated adjacent to the bottom of the cavity, at least one of

said filaments being disposed in each ofsdd bristle implan-

tation cavities; and

a plate sd in and fixed into each of said bristle implantation

cavities, said plate dividing the bristle implantation cavity

into a pair of compartments, the bottom edge of said plate

being in contact with the web or webs of said U-shaped

filaments sd in the bristle implantation cavity and secur-

ing the filament associated therewith against the bottom of

the bristle implanution cavity, wherd>y the bristles of

each pair extend from adjacent compartments of the same

bristle implanution cavity, the two bristles of each of said

pain being spaced apart in a direction perpendicular to the

associated plate disposed between sdd two bristles by a

distance in the range of from 0.4 to 1.2 mm, each of said

phtes defines an imaginary boundary line for two adjacent

compartments of each of said implanution cavities, all of

said boundary lines bdng arranged in a regular geometri-

cal pattern adqited to tninimiyj' hair entanglement on said

bristles and maximize brushing effectiveness when said

hairbrush is used to brush hair.

OMirlo,

\
portions of said motor ibly.

4y475,262

PUSH TYPE CURLING BROOM
Erk D. Downer, 116 Pvris Ocaeaat, Scarfcoroa

CkMidaMlBlM9
FDed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,548

OaiM priority, appiteatloa GaMda, No?. 19, 1981, 390406

IbL a^ A46B 15/00: A63B 67/14

MS. CL 15-210 R 3 Oataa

1. A push broom for the game of ice curling comprising, a

rigid sweepmg head provided with a planar underside covered

with a fabric capable of producing heat of friction when simul-

taneously pressed against and moved across a sheet of ice, the

fabric materid being turned up over all sides and the top of the

sweeping head, a centraUy located plate secured to the top side

of the sweeping head and overlying the fabric turned there-
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fore, an elongated rod-like handle secured by means of a uni-
versal joint to the synunetrical center of the plate and the
sweeping head, the universal joint allowing the handle to
assume substantially any angle between degrees and 90 de-

4^75064
DUAL INLET MUFFLER ASSEMBLY FOR TRUCK HOT

WATER VACUUM EXTRACTION MACHINE
Rafaer R. Schnlz, Sparks, Ne?^ aarignor to Pariae aad Sons.

Inc^ Sparks, Ne?.

FUed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,343
Int a.J A47L 11/30. 9/00

UAai5-300A 4cwms

grees with respect to the plane of the sweeping head while
preventing relative rotational movement between the axis of
the handle and the axis of the sweeping head perpendicular to
the phme thereof.

4^73463
WINDSHIELD WIPER SYSTEM

LM«rd A. Lyatad, Warren Mich., aaripior to General Motors
CorporatkM^ Detroit, Mkh.

RM Jn. r, 1963, Scr. No. 508,005
iBt a^ B40S 1/04UAa 15-250.19 3Cbi^

1. On a vehicle body including a windshield having a lower
edge, wiper means on said body including blade means mov-
able generally perpendicular to said windshield and parallel
thereto in a first arc to wipe said windshield and in a second arc
to a depressed park position below said lower edge, and spring
means biasing said bbde means against said windshield, the
combination comprising, guide means on said body, means on
said body defining a motion path for said guide means in a
plane forming an acute angle with said windshield for move-
ment of said guide means between an extended position out-
board of said windshield and a retracted position below said
lower edge, cam means between said guide means and said
blade means operative upon movement of said blade means
mto said second arc toward said depressed park position with
said guide means in said extended position to lift said blade
means offof said windshield, and means operative to thereafter
hoU said blade means against said guide means as said blade
means moves to said depressed park position so that said bladem^is guided by said guide means in said plane to said de-
pressed park position when said guide means achieves said
retracted position.

1. A dual inlet muffler assembly for a truck mounted hot
water vacuum extraction machine, said machine compris- ing:

a sealed dirty water vacuum dump tank connected via a hose
to a vacuum pick up wand, said wand terminating in a
vacuum pick up head having a vacuum slot open to the
interior of the wand such that the cleaning liquid and
entrained dirt from a surface being cleaned may be re-
turned to the dump tank under vacuum pressure apiplied to
said dump tank,

a first motor driven vacuum pump operatively connected to
said dump tank, and

a second motor driven vacuum pump connected to said
dump tank for bringing the pressure of the dump tank
down to a sufficiently high vacuum to effectively suck the
cleaning liquid and entrained dirt from the surface being
cleaned and returning the same to the dump tank,

each of said vacuum pumps including positive air pressure
exhaust pipes leading therefrom,

and wherein said muffler assembly comprises:
a hollow muffler body,

a first muffler exhaust pipe extending completely through
said body and having an inlet end sealably connected to
said first vacuum pump exhaust pipe,

a second muffler exhaust pipe having an inlet end sealably
connected to said second vacuum pump exhaust pipe
and extending into said hollow bod and being dead
ended therein,

perforations within said first muffler exhaust pipe and said
second muffler exhaust pipe over portions internally of
said body, and

a mass of sound deadening fibers filling the interior of said
hollow body about said muffler exhaust pipes;

whereby, exhaust air from said first pump exhausts with
little head loss through said first muffler exhaust pipe,
said exhaust air firom said second pump transfers inter-

nally of said muffler body from said second muffler
exhaust pipe to said first muffler exhaust pipe through
said pipe perforations, and wherein said perforations
permit air flow to and from said muffler exhaust pipes
and said hollow body to effectively muffle the sound of
exhaust gas prior to discharge to the atmoq)here from
the end of said first exhaust pipe.
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4*475,2« 4,475,246

SHOE ATTACHMENT FOR WET/DRY ELECTRIC NON-HANDED TWO KNUCKLE HINGE
VACUUM CLEANER Charles R. Snska, Roxbnry, Conn., assignor to The Stanley

Robert C Berficld, Jersey Shore, Pa., assignor to Shop-Vac Works, New Britain, Conn.

Corporation, WilUamsport, Pa. Filed May 24, 1979, Scr. No. 42,020

Filed Jna. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,683 lot Q.^ E05D 5/12. 11/03

VS. a. 15-414
lat a? A47L 9/02

\^17

U.S.a 16-273
8Claims

.^

16ClaiM

1. A shoe attchment for the intake of a suction device, like a

vacuum cleaner, or the like,

wherein the suction device includes an intake conduit, means

for supplying suction force to the intake conduit, and the

intake conduit having an end having an intake orifice

defined in it into which material is sucked by the suction

force; means communicating with the intake conduit for

receiving material sucked into the intake conduit; the

intake conduit having a pair of opposite, spaced apart

walls extending down to the intake orifice which are

shaped and placed for defining the intake orifice as a

relatively narrow opening measured along one dimension

of the intake orifice and as a wide opening measured along

a second dimension transverse to the one dimension;

the shoe attachment being separate firom and insertable in

the intake orifice; the shoe attachment comprising a pair

of opposite, spaced apart, upstanding walls extending

along the long dimension of and also into the mtake ori-

fice, a bottom surface extending beneath the end of the

int^e conduit at which the intake orifice is defmed, the

shoe attachment walls standing up from the bottom sur-

face, whereby those walls and the bottom surface together

close off flow through the intake orifice of the suction

device; the shoe attachment walls are shaped, are of such

material and are normally biased so that those walls en-

gage the inade surfisces of the walls of the mtake conduit

and this engagement serves as means for retaining the shoe

attachment in the intake orifice;

an inlet opening through the bottom surface and defined by

and extending between the walls of the shoe attachment

and communicating into the intake conduit, wherein the

inlet opening is narrower along the same one dimension

than the intake orifice, for increasing the air speed and/or

the suction force at the inlet opening, as compared with

the air speed and/or suction force that would be present at

the intake orifice were the shoe attachment absent;

a blade located in the space between and spaced from both of

the walls of the intake conduit and the blade extending

along the long dimension of the inlet opening and dividing

the inlet opening into two sections at opposite sides of the

blade; the blade being of the same material as and inte-

grally formed in one piece with the shoe attachment; the

blade being sufficiently flexible at the shoe attachment and

extending such length down beneath the bottom surface of

the shoe attachment that the blade may be flexed in one

direction against the bottom surface at one side of the inlet

opening for closing off one of the two sections of the inlet

opening and may also be flexed in the opposite direction

against the bottom surface of the shoe attachment at the

opposite side of the inlet opening for closing off the other

of the two sections of the inlet opening.

1. A non-handed two knuckle hinge comprising a pair of

adjacent hinge leaves, axially aligned hinge knuckles formed

respectively on the adjacent edges of said hinge leaves, an

axially extending bore in each said knuckle for receiving a

pinde, attachment means for the leaves ad^>ted to be used to

attach them to a door and jamb, the first hinge leaf adapted to

be attached to either ofsaid door or jamb, and the second hinge

leaf adapted to be attached to the other of said door or jamb,

a pintle extending through the bore of the first hinge knuckle

on the first hinge leaf and into the bore of the second hinge

knuckle on the second hinge leaf, said pintle having a pintle

head of enlarged cross section at the outer end of said first

knuckle, about which pintle said first hinge knuckle pivots, and

means securing said pintle in said second hinge knuckle; first

bearing means between said hinge knuckles for acting as a

vertical thrust bearing when a door is attached to the first

hinge leaf and the second hinge leaf is attached to ajamb in one

of a right-handed or left-handed installation, and second bear-

ing means between said pintle head and said first hinge knuckle

for acting as a vertical thrust bearing when a door is attached

to the second hinge leaf and the first hinge leaf is attached to a

jamb in the other of a right-handed or left-handed installation,

whereby said hinge may be used interchangeably in left-

handed and right-handed door installations and inverted in

either type of installation without affecting the operation of the

hinge.

4,475,267

SHOCK ABSORBING BRACKET FOR A FALLFRONT
CABINET

Richard A. Hathaway, Saratoga, GaHf., assivNir to Aavez

Corporatloa, Redwood City, Calif.

FUed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,734

lot CL' E05D 11/06; VttSt 1/08

MS. a. 16-288 5 CWbm
1. A shock absorbing bracket apparatus for a cabinet and

fallfixmt panel assembly, the panel being hinged to the calmiet

along a bottom edge of the panel, comprising:

a bracket formed as a pair of rigid links hinged together at

adjacent ends and to the cabinet and panel, respectively, at

the other ends, so as to fold in redoubled fashion into said

cabinet when the panel is closed snd to unfold to a posi-

tion ofmutual rectilinear alignment to support the panel in

horizontal position when opened;

a third rigid link and at one end thereof a first sliding hinge

connection to at least one of said pair of links and at the

other end of the third link a second hinge connection to

the cabinet-panel assembly;

one of said hinge connections being a sliding resilient con-

452-227 O.G.-84-2
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nectkm spring-loaded to mat the full opening of said pair
of links and the rectilinear alignment thereof;

4i475i209
SUCJnON DUCT FOR TEXTILE MACHINES

Geo|v Golteier. GidMnhda, Fed. Rep. of Genmuiy, .g.1^ to SdMbert * Salter AMcageNOacMI MMcUneaftib.
rik, iBgobtadt, Fed. Rep. of GcnMoy

Filed Jan. 21. IMS, Scr. No. 4M,120

,.2^'S^*^' •PpHcatlon Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 20,
IMZ, 3206257

Lrt. a' DOIG 7/10; B65G SimUAai>-WR WCtalaii

' I.4I4L

whereby the rigidity of said third link ensures the folding
thereof along with said pair of links in redoubled fashion
into said cabinet when the panel is closed.

4^75,268
CLOSURE HINGE IMPROVEMENTS

H««l M. R. LAcOc, OmwaO, CHada, «ai«Mr to Martfaray
iBdMtiiw Ltd., Corawtf, Ctowda

FDad Dae. M, IMl, Ser. No. 331,385
IM. CL3 E05D 1/04

U.S.a 16-368 SCJatas

1. A suction duct for textile machines, in particular for a
bale-opener, said suction duct possessing a stationary connec-
tion-opening and a movable connection-opening which is

located in a longitudinal side of the suction duct and is a por-
tion of a longitudinal slot which can be closed by means of a
flexible cover-strip, one end of this strip being fastened at a
fixed point, wherein the other end of the cover-strip (4) is

fastened to a take-up reel (5), this reel being mounted on a
carriage (21,80) which can be moved along the suction duct

4*475,270
CONTROL DEVICE FOR OPENING FIBER BALES

Habcft A. Hcrgelh, DitaMB, Fed. Rep. of Gcraay, arioor to
Hergeth HolUagnrorth GiAH, Fed. Rap. ofGenMay

FUad Jan. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 391,377
OaiaH priority, appUcatlon Fed. Rep. of GenMoy, Jn. 23.

1981,3124569

Iirt. a^ DOIG WOO
UJS.a 19-81 7

1. An assembly for rotatably joining together a pair of panels
in a folding closure, the assembly having a hinge and a separate
pair of rigid links; said hinge comprising: a first elongated
hinge member having two parallel long sides and two parallel
short ends extending transverse to said long sides, means on
one of said long sides of said first hinge member for use in
connecting said first hinge member to one of said panels, and
curved hinge sections on another of said long sides; a second
elongated hinge member having two parallel long sides and
two parallel short ends extending transverse to said long sides
^IviA wxnA Ua^e member, means on one of said long sides
of said second hinge member fbr use in connecting said second
hinge member to another of said panels, and curved hinge
ectioos on another of said long sides of said sec(»d hinge
member, said carved hinge sections on said another of said
long sides of sakl two hin^ members being interconnected to
rotatably connect said hinge members; a first of said rigid links
being located at one end of said hmge with one end of said first
link being connected to one of said short ends of said second
hinge member and with its other end being connected to an
end of said curved hinge sections of said first hinge member; a
second of sakl rigkl Unks being located at another end of said
hinge with one end of said second link being connected to
another of said short end of said second hinge member and
with its other end being connected to another end of said
curved hinge sections of said first hinge member; both of said
links extending transverse to said long sides ofsaid hinge mem-
bers. • .1,- i\ ' \i ~ M

1. A control device for opening fiber bales arranged in a row
comprising oacillating carriage means for moving a row of
fiber bales along a predetermined path of travel, grabbing
means for selectively grabbing and releasmg fibers firom indi-

vidual bales of the row of bales, means Ibr mounting said
grabbing means for up and down movement relative to said
carriage, pneumatic control means for (a) pneiumatically oscil-

bittng said carriage means, (b) pneumatically operating said
grabbmg means and (c) pneumatically moving said grabbing
means up and down, switdung means including a program
wlied ftn- controlling the operation of said pneumatic control
means, said program wheel including a phirality of spaced
peripheral teeth defining notches therebetween for receiving a
nose of a ratchet, means fat imparting motion to the ratchet to
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move said program wheel throu^ a predetermined angle, a

plurality of peri|riierally spaced cmitact cams carried by said

program wheel, and switching valve means operated by each

contact cam for initiating the cycling of said pneumatic control

means.

4^75,271

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
UNIFORM FIBROUS WEB ATjnGH RATE OF SPEED
Emeat G. Lovpen, Piloa Pnrk,m, and Praahant K. Goyal,

Prinecton Jmctimi, NJ^ nmigMra to CUcopee, New Bnma-

wkk,NJ.
Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,083

Int a.^ DOIG W40. 15/46

U.S. CL 19—105 17 Claims

1. A process for producing a highly uniform wd> of fibers at

high rates of speed, said method comprising the steps of.

(1) feeding -ati array of fibers to a routing toothed nXi

tdMpDed for opiening fibers, to open the fiben;

(2) feeding the opened fibers from said rotating toothed roll

to the surface of a rotating toothed cylinder at a first

position;

(3) carrying the fibers around the periphery of said cylinder

from said first position to a second position spaced a pre-

determined distance around said periphery from said first

position, wherein during at least a portion ofsaid predeter-

mined distance said fibers are brought into operative

contact with combing means to individualize said fibers;

(4) substantially unifonnly dispersing the individualized

fibers from the routing toothed cylinder at said second

position into an air stream that is flowing past the periph-

ery ofthe routing cylinder at said second position, said air

stream being characterized by:

(a) a velocity at said second position that is sufficient to

maintain a substtmtially uniform dispersion of the fibers

in the air stream;

(b) being substantially tangential to the periphery of said

cylinder at said second position; and

(c) being concurrent with the direction of rotation of said

cylinder at sakl second position;

(5) carrying the disponed fibers m said air stream under

tension imtil the fibers contact moving forammous con-

densing means; and

(6) allowing the air to pass through said condensing means

while collecting the fibers on said condensing means in the

> form of a web of fiben, sakl web being characterized by

excellent uniformity.

4,475,272

SLIVER FORMING CONDENSER
Dennis E. Wood, Stapmrllle,S.C aarifMr to Rndo Machine

Maccdon, N.Y.

FBadF^ 7, 1983,Ser. No. 464«334

Int CL3 DOIG 15/46

US. CL 19-186 R 13aatae

L Apparatus for forming and manipalating a fiber web mto

I or more slivers ooaqmsing

a perforated screen mounted to move in an endless path

adjacent a fiber supply,

a first (rienum having therein an elongate, low soctian slot

extending transversely of said screen at the aide tiwreof

opposite sakl fiber supi^y,

means for ooonectiag sakl first pknnm to a k>w vaconm
source, whereby the suction created thereby in sakl low

suction slot causes fibers from sakl source to be deposited

on said screen in the form of a nonwoven web conveyed

by said screen away from said source,

a cover overlying said screen to register with said low suc-

tion slot, and having thereon at least one projection ex-

tending in the direction of movement of said screen, and

gradually tapering to a width ^>proximately equal to the

desired wkltii of a sliver.

asecond plenum having therein at least one high suction sfot

opening beneath said projection at the same side of said

screen as said low suction slot, and

means for connecting sakl second plenum to a high vacuum

source, whereby as the web is advanced beneath sakl

projection the air entering sikl high suction skM from

beneath the tapering skle edges of said cover projectkn

causes the fiben of said web to be shifted inwardly toward

each other to form a sliver beneath sakl projection.

4^475,273

BUTTON
Shigera Koano, Tokyo, Japan, aaripMir to Seorfll

ahlU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

ContinnatiOB of Ser. No. 323,133, No?. 19, 1981,

lite appUeation Sap. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,687

Clafan priority, appUortion Japan, No?. 27, 1980, 55*

168814[U]

Int a> A44B 1/38

MS. CL 24-108 1

1. A swivel-head button adapted to be attached to a garment

or the like to be retained in a buttonhole, said swivel-head

button comprising:

a button head consisting of a trout piece whkh forms an

ornamental outer surface and a bock piece wUdi has a

peripheral part joined to the periphery of the fhwt ptoce

and a ouddle part defining a thin fhistoeonical, down-

wardly narrowing wall of substantially uniform thickness
which projects downwardly from the peripheral pirt to

define a stod member reoeivtaig space, sakl wan deffaung at

il» kmer end a central through bole the snrtee of said

tinongh hole being fSrustocomoal wklenini

to provkle a resilientiy expandable smoodi

a stud member having a rounded top in said stud member
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I, racdving space, aaid top having a transvvne diameter
larger than that of said through hole, said waU permitting
said top to pass upwardly through said through hole into
said space as a result of the resilient flexibility provided by
the thin fnistoconical wall structure of said middle part to
effect a connection of the botton head to the stud member
and be elastically separated firom said stud member receiv-
ing space when the button head u pulled away fix)m the
stud member by a force above about 10 KG.; and

means associated with said stud member for attaching said
stud member to a garment or the like.

shaft and stack are enclosed within a sealed area by means
of sleeving, evacuating the air fhm within the enclosed

'-*<.;• i

M75^4
METHOD OF MAKING AND INSTALLING A POURING

FITMENT
Ronald D. Beckstron, FUlerton, and Chester C. Anderson,
Snta Ana, both of Califs ani«M>rs to Hunt-Wesson Foods.
iMn FUkrtOi^ Gilif

.

^^
FDcd JoL 7, 1M2, Ser. No. 396,024

lot a' B23P 77/(K
UAa 29-450 19 chdms

cft^^ r .c

1. A method of making and installing a pouring fitment
comprinng:

forming a generally annuiar fitment having a retainer por-
tion and a lip;

forcing said fitment into a closure and thereby defbnnmg
said lip to form a pouring surface thereon, part of said
deformation being elastic and part of said deformation
being inelastic, whereby said lip defines a pouring surface
of a desired three-dimensional configuration when sepa-
rated from said closure; and

releasably securing said closure to a container and thereby
permanently installing said fitment on said container.

HI'

4^75»275
METHODOFPRODUCING A FILLEDCALENDER ROLLWiU« a Bdnv*. Mite St, Waracr, NJi. 09278

mad Mar. 23, 1983» flir. No. 477,906
I«.aiB21Bii/(» ,,

UACL29-U0 ; '
, 4<

1. A method for producing a filled roll consisting of a load

yy»> *«f^ portion with a cover portion comprised of a
stack of evcrmed annular fillmgs sleeved upoo tte shaft por-
tion snd including the steps oft m\'> - » « :>. i , .

subjecting the stack of fillings fitted on the shaft to a strong
compression in the axial direction of the roll while the

area for allowing the fillings to stretch toward the shaft
and to fill the cavity therebetween.

4^78,276
SNAP RING REMOVAL TOOL

Harold D. Statea, MadfM, Oreg., aMipor to Helen Donald-
son, Mcdford, Oreg.

Division of Ser. No. 330,269, Dee. 14, 1981, F^ No. 4,416,045,
which is a cootiawition of Ser. No. 116,869, Jan. 30, 1980,
bandoned. This applkatioa Oet 21, 1983, Ser. No. 544^1

Int a.3 B23P 19/04
VS,CL29-22» SOaims

)r'

L A pry bar-type snap ring removal tool comprising:
an elongated unitary hand tool member having a handle

portion and a head portion at opposite ends thereof;
two parallel prongs at the end of the head portion, spaced

apart for receiving a shaft therebetween in an orientation
generally lengthwise of said member by movement of the
tool longitudinally of said shaft;

a crotch interconnecting the proximal ends o( the prongs to
define a pivoting surfaces for pivoting the tool on a sur-
fisoe of a shaft podtiMed betv^en the prongs;

ring<engaging means near the distal ends of the prongs and
on one side thereof for engaging a split aaap ring at two
points, one on each lateral side of the s|riit in thewiap ring,

as the ring-engaging means is urged toward the shaft by
movement of the distal ends of the prongs on a direction
toward the soap ring; and

a generally U-shaped member interconnecting the distal

ends of said prongs and depending therefVom on a akle
opposite the ring-engaging means for guiding the head
portion axially akmg^lhe shaft and retaining the head
portion on the shaft; - <

the'U-shaped member being sized so that the head can be
pivoted on the shaft so thai a snap ring can be removed
from an annular snap ring groove in die shaft by positiaa-
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ing the tool generally lengthwise on the shaft with the

split in the snap ring facing the ring-engaging means and

pivoting the handle portion toward the axis of the shaft.

4,475,277

METHOD OF MAKING HOSE CONSTRUCnON
Frank A. Vttallaro, Trentn, NJ., assignor to Diyeo Corpora-

tion, Dayton, Ohio

DiTlsion of Ser. No. 188,205, Sep. 18, 1980, Pat No. 4,378,125.

TUs application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 4583^
Int <V B23P 11/00

U.S.a29—434 4Clainis

the crankshaft, the method of assembling the drive assemMy

and slide to the frame comprising:

providing a crank chamber in the crown having four sides

and a bottom, the top (tf the chamber being open in the

upward dire^ion, and the crown including at least two

support surfaces in the crank chamber and at least one

opening in the bottom of the crank chandler,

connecting the connection arm assembly to the crankshaft,

with the uprights fixed to the bed and with the crown fixed

to and supported on the uprights, subsequently k>wering

the interconnected crank^iaft and the connection arm

1. In a method of making a hose construction having an

integral hose clamp assembly and comprising the steps of

providing a hose having a hose end and providing said hose

clamp assembly which is attached to opposite sides of a first

arcuate length of said hose end with a second arcuate length of

said hose .end defining the remaining 360* circumference

thereof, said assembly once attached to said hose end being

movable between an undamped and a clamped position

thereof and in said clamped position employs said second

arcuate length of said hose end as clamping means, the im-

provement in said method comprising the steps of providing a

first member, attaching said first member to said hose end at

one of said opposite sides of said first arcuate length, providing

a substantially L-shaped member having a pair of legs extend-

ing transverse each other, attaching one of said legs to said

hose end at the other of said opposite sides of said first arcuate

length, defining a connecting link pivotally fastening one end

portion of said connecting link to said first member with a first

fastener, pivotally fastening a central portion of said connect-

ing link to said L-shaped member with a second fastener, and

forming cooperating locking means in said L-shaped member

and connecting link for locking same and hence said assembly

in said clamped position; said steps of pivotally fastening with

said first and second fasteners causing said assembly in un-

damped podtion to dispose said connecting link substantially

in alignment with said one of said legs along a rectilinear path,

and causing said assembly in a clamped position to dispose said

connecting link perpendicular to said rectilinear path and

substantially parallel to the other of said pair of 1^ of said

L-sh^)ed member.

4,475,278

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A MECHANICAL PRESS
HAVING A DROP IN DRIVE ASSEMBLY

Robert L. Scfaoeknan, St Hcnrr, Vernon E. Bosae, Minster,

Terry L. Wtaanaa, New Bremen, and Daniel A. Schoch, Mfai-

Iter, an of Ohio, aarivion to lie Mfantcr Machine Coovany,

Mtnatcr.Ohio

DMakm of Ser. No. 299^28, Sep. 8, 1981, PM. No. 4^7.232.

lUa appttcatlM Feb. 7, 1983, Sar. No. 464^643

Int as B23P 11/00

U&CL29-434 8aatas

1. In a mechanical press having a rigid fitame comprising a

bed, a crown, a slide, and at least one upright rigidly intercon-

neetiDg the bed and crown, a drive asaemUy induding a crank-

ihafl, and at least one connection arm assembly connected to

assembly into the crank chamber through the open top

thereof while guiding the connection arm assembly

through the opening in the bottom of the crank chamber

until the interconnected crankshaft and connection arm

assembly rests on the support surfaces and one end of the

connection arm assembly protrudes through the opening

in the bottom of the crank chamber,

and then fastening the crankshaft to the crown, positioning

the slide between the bed and crown, and connecting the

slide to the end of the connection arm assembly protrud-

ing through the opening.

4^75,279

METHOD OF MAKING A MONOUTHIC INTEGRATED
cmcurr comprising at least one pair of
COMPLEMENTARY FfELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS
AND AT LEAST ONE BIPOLAR TRANSISTTOR

Hans-Jnergen Gahle, FwmiwdlngHi , Fed. Rep. of Gcraunqr,

aaaignor to ITT Indnstries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed No?. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 442,053

dalnis priority, appUcation Enropcan Pat Off., No?. 28,

1981, 81109995.1

Int CL^ HOIL 21/21 21/263

VS. CL 29-577 C » Clatas

i I I D s

1. A method for the monolithic mtegration of a semicoodoc-

tor circuit having at least one pair of complementary fiekl

effect transistorB (FETs) having gate dectrodes of an n-type

material and at lent one NPN bipolar transistor comprising the

stepsof:
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fonning a first tubstrate region for Mid bipolar transistor and
a second substrate region for a P-channd PET in one

>« sorfiwe of a p>type semiconductor substrate;

providnig a thick oxide layer on said surface having an
opening fornwd m the areas of said first substrate regions
a second opening formed in the area of said second sub-
strate region add a third opening formed in the area of an
N-channel PET;

donig said opening and said first and second openings with
thin oxide layen during a gale oxidation process;

exposing said surface in said opening to form an emitter
region area and a collector contact region area of said
bipolar transistor with a stripelike configuration of said
thin oxide Uiyer disposed between said emitter region area
and said collector contact region and dividing said open-
ing:

fanplanting impurities of the conductivity type of said sub-
strate into said emitter region area and an adjacent portion
of said bipolar transistor below said thin oxide layer;

depositing an n-type electrode material layer,

etching away unwanted portions of said n-type electrode
material hiyer to form gate electrodes for said pair of
FEPs, and emitter and collector electrodes for said bipo-
lar transistor,

implanting hnpurities of the regions of the N-channel PET
by masked ion implantation;

imphmting impurities of the regi<»8 of the P-channel PET
by madced ion impbntation while simultaneously implant-
ing impurities of a base contact region between said emit-
ter and collector electrodes; and

subjecting said substrate to a high temperature to activate
add impUnted impurities of said P and N channel PETs
and to diffuse hnpurities in said emitter region area from
said emitter electrode and to diffuse impurities in said
collector contact region area from said collector elec-
trode.

including low voltage and high voltage sMnkonductor devices
on a single substrate comprising:

A. providing a substrate having an uaderiymg highly doped
first region of a first conductivity type, with a second
moderately doped region of said first conductivity type
overlying said first region;

B. increasing the doping level with device pattemmg from
the upper surface of said substrate within said second
region to form a third, patterned region;

C. simultaneously diffusing an inymrity of a second nmduc-
tivity type with device patterning mto said second and
third patterned regions to produce a fourth, device pat*
temed region, the portions of said fourth region overlying
said third region having a depth difTering from those
portions of said fourth region overlying said second re-
gion; and

D. simultaneously diffusing an impurity of said first conduc-
tivity type with device patterning to produce a fifth,

device patterned region overiying said fourth region to
form vertically developed semiconductor devices wherein
said developed devices formed fh>m said third, fourth and
fifth regions have a vertical geometry differing from de-
vices formed from said second, fourth and fifth regions.

4i475JS0
METHOD OF MAKING AN INTEGRATED CIRCUrr
INCORPORATING LOW VOLTAGE AND HIGH

VOLTAGE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
J. Ragoneae; Niehotas A. Schnyts, both of Li?erpool;

Samio F. Beracqa, FUtnn, and Kl^ Owyang, Bahhrlns-
llia, aO of N.Y^ aarivMm to General Elcctrk Company.
Synean, N.Y.

^
DIfWan arSsr. No. 219,tJ4» Dae. 24, IMO. Pat No. 4^12.142.ma appUartion Dec 17, 1982, Ser. No. 450,687

laLOJHOIL 21/80
U.S.a29-877C UCIafans

4^75^1
TRANSDUCER HEAD POSIHONING ADAPTER FOR

FIXED HEAD FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES
Joaeph J. Hdaeck, Kaaaon, Mian., aadgaor to brtcnational

BaaincaB MacUaea Corporation, Annonk, N.Y.
FOed Dee. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,112
lat a3 HOIF 27/06: GllB 5/49

U.S. CL 29l-«03
2<

24
10

1

x^zzzzzz^^^zzz^
28 77

1. A method for making an integrated circuit of the type

1. The method of assembling a transducer head assembly to
a carriage having a projecting boss using an adapter having a
first surface radially confining and axially movable with le-
qiect to said carriage boss and a second, radial end suiihce and
a fixture having a positioning surftce and alignment surfaces
for respectively engaging said carriage and said transducer
head assembly in a predetermined dunensional rektion to one
another comprising

phKnng said carriage and said transducer head assembly m
said fixture with said transducer head assembly positioned
by said alignment surfaces and said carriage positioned by
said positioning surface;

instaUing said adq>ter in said fixture with said first surfine
confining said boss and said second surface abutting said

transducer head assembly; and
bonding said adulter to said carriage boss and said trans-

ducer head assembly while said carriage and said trans-

ducer head assembly are positioned by said fixture,

whereby the transducer head assembly is positioned by
said fixture with respect to said carriage to elimmate
cumulative tolerances or dunensional wiations between
said carriage and said transducer head assembly.
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4,475482
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING AN IMPROVED

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL
Patrick G. GrinMB, Weadleid, and Harry Eiaatein, Springfield,

both ofNJn aai^aors to Exxon Research A Engfaieering Co.,

Florham Park, NJ.
Coatiaaation-fai«part of Ser. No. 373,392, Apr. 30, 1982, Pat No.

4,400,448, which is a coathnurtioa of Ser. No. 268,666, Jan. 1,

1981, abandoned. lUa appUcatioa Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No.

475 169

lat CL> lioiM 2/00

U.S.a 29-«23.1 24 Clafaas

upper confronting finger-squeezable sections of said body

portions of the-fiise puller device, the confronting jaw section

means and finger squeezable sections bemg pivotally supported

by resilient pivot-forming means extending between the verti-

cal side margins of said body portions for pivotally supporting

said jaw secticm means and resiliently biasing them toward

each other and for allowing a separation movement therd)e-

tween when said finger squeezable sections are squeezed, said

body portions defining therdietween a fuse continuity indica-

tor-receiving cavity opening onto the top of said fuse puller

device and configured for accepting a continuity indicator unit

which provides an indication of the fuse condition, said cavity

being open at the bottom of said fuse puller device so that

mdicator terminals can contact said fuse continuity test termi-

luds exposed on said f^ housing when the fiise puller device

is applied over said fuse housing, and a continuity indicator

unit mounted in said cavity, said indicator unit having a pair of

downwardly facing indicator terminal means for engaging said

fuse continuity test terminals, said indicator unit having means

for providing a visible indication of fuse continuity between

said test termiiuds when the fuse puller device is applied over

the head portion of the fuse.

(UMPDMVE
MOTOa

OUTCn CASINOS

tCCOM) PHMC
SHKLO 90

onMOum iNNCR
mNK9i

'aholtte
INNER TANK iZ

L A method of constructing a leak and hnpact resistant

zinc-bromine electrochemical ceU, comprising the steps of:

(a) storing a bromine-rich phase in a first iimer compartment;

(b) substantially surrounding said first iimer compartment

with a second compartment containmg a first electrolyte

for dreulation through said cell; and

(c) substantially surrounding both said second and first com-
partments with a third compartment containing a second

electrolyte for circulation through said cell.

1. A fuse puller device to be inserted over and behmd the

head portion of a fuse housing, which head portion overhangs

a lower housing portion from which dqiend spaced confront-

ing terminals configured for insertion into pressure clip termi-

ni in a mounting block or the like, said housing head portion

having exposed at the top thereof a pair of fuse continuity test

terminals, said fuse puller device comprising a pair of spaced

confronting body portions having confrontiiig lower fuse

housing-gripping jaw section means terminatiiig at the bottom

ends thereofin horizontally inwardly facmg lips for underlying

said itee housbig head portion so that an upward pulling force

apidied to the f^ puller will remove the fine from said pres-

sure cHp temunals, said lowerjaw sections respectively joining

4y475,284

CONTACT PIN ASSEMBLY TOOL
Milfbrd, NJL, aarignor to Tcfanyna, Inc.,

FOed Jaa. 3, 1982, Sar. No. 384,188

lat CL) H05K mO: HOIR ii/dO

U.S.a 29-739

4,475,283

COMBINATION FUSE PULLER AND FUSE CONDTHON
INDICATOR

Harry W. Obon, Woodridge, and John M. Borioni, Dea Phdnea,

both of m, aaaigaora to Litteiftne, lacn Daa Pbdnes, m.
FOed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,417

Int a? B25B 27/14: HOIR 4i/0O

U& CL 29-720 20 Clafaas

1. A tool for inserting a forked contact having prongs with

upwardly converging outer surfsces and inwardly directed

contact surfaces into an aperture in a circuit board, said tool

comprising

a body with a cavity for receiving said prongs, said cavity

being partially defined by upwardly converging inner

surfaces shaped to mate with said upwardly converging

outer surfaces of said prongs to prevent said prongs from

bending outwardly from each other and being damaged

during insertion of said contact into a circuit board,

said cavity also being defined by insertion force bearing

surfaces for transmitting insertion forces to iq^wr portions

of sakl prongs,

said cavity being open between said prongs bdow said

contact surfaces.
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4^75,285
ELECTRIC SHAVER HAVING IMPROVED HAIR

DISPOSAL SYSTEM
Hik^ogU Han; Hiraw Lni, aad YoiUi IgncU, aU of Onka,'

I to MatsmUta Electric Worici, Ltd^ Kadoni,

a longitudinal axial line of the holder, and a second
elastic element which can be bent in a direction perpen-
dicular to said longitudinal axial line of the holder, said
first elastic element comprising a bridge formed on an

FDad No?. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 319,990
I priority, appUcatioB Japan, Nov. 29, 1980, 55-168704

lat a.3 B26B 19/44
UAa30-»1.6 23 Claims

6a So-7 lib lie

1. In a cutting unit adapted to be attached to an electric
shaver, the cutting unit comprising an outer blade having a
plurality of hair-receiving apertures therethrough; inner blade
support means including inner blade means positioned against
the inside surface of the outer blade for shearing hair at the
edges of the hair-receiving apertures during movement of the
imier blade means along the inside of the outer blade means,
the inner blade support means bemg beneath the outer blade
for positioning the inner blade means against the outer blade
and for moving the inner bbule means along the inside of the
outer blade under movement by a motor in the diaver; and
opening means comprising at least one opening extending
through the inner blade support means for passing an air cur-
rent generated by the inner blade support means during its

movement and for passing cut hair from between the inner
blade support means and the outer blade to a velocity reducing
rone below the opening means, the improvement comprising:

rib means extending upright and at least partially about each
opening for forming a chamber-like structure about each
opening to hold cut hair therein and to create a region of
high pressure air above the opening during rotation of the
inner blade support means whereby the high pressure air
blows through each opening and carries hair from above
the opening means to below the inner blade support
means.

undersurface of said connecting member and said sec-
ond elastic element comprising a long tongue plate
projecting from said bridge at one end and anchored to
said holder at another end.

4,478,287

FILAMENT LINE RETAINING MEMBER
RandaU A. Bdhoffcr, Biooadngtoa, Mimk, aarignor to The Tore
Company, MiaaeapoUs, Mian.

FOed JoL 1, 1982, Scr. No. 394,232

lat a.3 AOID 50/00
UA a. 30—276 3 Claims

4,475,286

SAFETY RASEOR
Tatmya Saito, SeU, Japan, aMigaor to K^fciMiitu K»iA^

Ka^linnhi HanoBo Ceater, Gifta, Japan
FDcd Ang. 20, 1981, Scr. No. HHjtffl

ClalBH priority, appikatioB Japaa, Oct 20, 1980, 55-145745
lat a.3 B26B 21/14

U.S.a30-87 ICtata
1. A safety razor comprising:
abolder;

a head pivotably coupled to said holder, said head compris-
ing:

a connecting member pivotably coupled to said holder
ud having a pair of parallel outwardly facing projec-
tions extending along the length of said connecting
member; and

a Made asMmbly slidably coupled to said connecting
member by a pair of inwardly-facing parallel channels
wMch slidably engage with said outwardly facing pro-
jections; and

a return member interposed between the holder and the
hnd, which elastically returns the pivotal head to an
original pootion and said returning member having a
first elastic element which can be bent in a diractkm of

e 20

1. An improved filament line cutting device of the type
having a roteteble cutting head, a supply of flexible filament

cutting line contained in the cutting head with the cutting line

extending outwardly fitmi the head in a free end portion
through an exit aperture contained in the head, and means for

indexing the cutting line outwardly ftom the supply thereof
through the exit aperture to repleidsh the firee end portion of
the cutting line, the indexing means being operable while the
head is rotating; and wherein the improvement comprises:

crimped tube inside the cutting head through which the line

extends, wherein the crimp in the tube is sufficiently large

relative to the cutting line to create a frictional retaining

force on the cutting line within the cutting head which
frictioaal force is sufficiently large to prevent the line

finom retracting through the exit aperture into the cutting

head shoold the line break off at the aperture but is suffi-

ciently soiall to allow a line indexing opa^^oa to occur.
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4^75,288

REGISTRY DEVICE AND METHOD FOR USING SAME
Leonard A. Pellcgrom, Mt aemcaa, Mieh^ asaigBor to Easa-

Ufa, Ltd., Mt aonens, Mich.

Filed Aog. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,537

lat a? GOIB 5/00

UA a. 33—1 B ^ Claims

division plane and wherein the scanning unit comprises at least

one scanning element, the improvement comprising:

means for mounting the measuring scale and at least a por-

tion of the scanning unit to accommodate a tilt angle

between the at least a portion of the scanning unit and the

measuring division plane, said at least a portion of the

scanning unit comprising the scanning element; and
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1. A registry device for determining printing position on a

press sheet comprising, in combination:

a relatively rigid base member of a size to underly and sup-

port the press sheet and having top and side edges;

a flexible and transparent cover sheet of a size and shape

approximating that of the base member and having top and side

edges and attached to the base member adjacent an edge

thereof; .. ^.

a spacer strip providing a straight edge disposed between the

cover sheet and base adjacent a side edge thereof, said spacer

having a thickness to space apart the base and cover sheet a

distance approximately the thickness of the press sheet so that

a pressman may readily place the press sheet therebetween

with an edge of the press sheet against said straight edge or

readily remove a press sheet from between the base and cover

said cover sheet having a grid pattern thereon of uniformly

spaced lines with some extending parallel to said straight edge

and others extending perpendicular thereto with the mtervals

between the lines being related to conventional ruler scale

measure, ruler scale indicia on the cover sheet coincident with

said grid pattern including a centering line parallel to sjud

straight edge and spaced therefrom by one-half the width of a

press sheet, and fold indicating lines on the cover sheet perpen-

dicular to said straight edge and spaced from the top edge by

distances trifurcating the length of a press sheet aligned with

said straight and top edges.

4«475,289

ERROR CORRECnON SYSTEM FOR POSmON
MEASURING DEVICE _

GocBther Nelle, Bergea, Fed. Rep. of GeraMay, aarigaor to Dr.

Johaaaes HeWenhata GmbH, Traaarert, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

anay
Filed Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,529

Cbdaw priority, applicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Mar. 25,

1982, 3210962
lat CL' GOIB 11/04

UAa 33-125 C
. J^^^

1 In a position measuring device for measurmg the relative

position between first and second olqects, of the type compns-

taga measuring scale coupled to move with the first object and

a SQpnnmg unit coupled to move with the second object to scan

die scale, wherein the measuring scale defines a measunng

means for controlling the tilt angle between the at least a

portion of the scanning unit and the scale to vary the

angular orientation of the scanning element with respect

to the measuring division plane in correspondence with a

desired error correction course in order to bring about a

desired error correction of the position of the scanning

element with respect to the scale.

4,475,290

FLEXIBLE TANK GAUGE
Eugene F. Colditz, Huatiagtoa Beach, CaUf., aiiigBor to Kaiser

Aerospace A Electronia Corporatioa, Oakland, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 126,429, Mar. 3, 1980,. Tliis appUcation

No?. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,834

Claim priority, applicatioa Uaitad Kiagdom, Jua. 1, 1979,

7919122
I«.a>G01F 25/72

UA a. 33-126.7 R 6CIai«»

1. A stick for a liquid level gauge adapted to be wholly

contained within a tank, said stick always being free to be m

stressful contact with bodies outside the tank when said stick is

at least partiaUy exposed outside the tank, said stick carrying

magnetic means for co-operatively engaging magnetic floating

means for positioning said stick to represent fluid level, said

stick comprising: ^ , _
an elongated, flexible plastic slat-like member of substan-

tially elongated cross section having measuring indicu on
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without bending whi supported from a towiS^'d i^ ?^*^ i^ T^^-
"^ ^"''^'^ pwticulate mateml

«ick during noTiuI measiSmem wTg able to n« u^^
unmed-tely after leaving the ouUet by means of gas. said

Mrosftil contact with bodies outside the tank instead of
w^Mfflg or otherwise causing damage.

4^78091^^ BLADE ORIENTATION GAUGE
WflBM J^Ayw. Upper CUcbeater TowoaUp, Ddware

P*yy'"^ awl^or to WeatiagiMNne Electric Corp., Pitta-
MvgB« Fa.

Filed Apr. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 485,088

., « « . "^ ^' ^*" ^/Oa 5/24
UAa33-174R

7CIaim.

rwistance to gas flow being provided by means ofa packed bed
of particulate material from which liquid has been removed
prior to said particulate material being withdrawn from said
outlet.

I. A gauge for determining orientation of a turbine blade
navmg a root and shroud portion, the turtwne blade beingd^oMd on a turbine rotor which has a cylindrical surface
tnereon, said gauge comprising:
• base portioi;

means disposed on said base portion for contacting two
pomts on said cylindrical surfiMe;

a support portion extending from said base portion in a
generally radiaUy outwardly direction when said contact
means engage said cylindrical sorfiKe;

an anvil portion movably dispoaed on said support portion
anddispoaed to engage said turbine blade; and

• micrometer head carried by said support and having indi-
cia disposed thereon and a spindle, the axial position of
which IS indicated by the indicia, whereby the orientation
of the turinne blade with respect to a radial line can be
determmed by reading the indicia on the micrometer head
when the spindle engages the anvil.

4,475,293
CONTROLLED INERTING OF CHAMBER

ATMOSPHERES
Ratan Banerjee. North Bmniwiek, NJ, airigiior to Ac BOC
Group, Inc., Moatrale, NJ.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 372,600
Int OJ F2SB 3/04

\3S.a 34—27
17

M75at2

^ ^ SEPARATION
L. StoekwcU, Newbury, Eiagtaad, aadgnor to Secretary

floa, Eagind
Fllad Dae. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,d97^^m priority, appUcMioa United Ktagdon, Dec. 19, 1980.

Irt. a» F26B 3/16. 17/14
UAa34-10 ,5CW»

1. A process for the removal of a liquid from a particulate
material having aasoctated Hquid which comprises forming a
bed containing porticnlate material and associated liquid, paas-
rnggasupwanfly via an inlet through the bed to take up liqS
w ^ into the gas, removmg gas and liquid taken up in

"f.y.."?! ?*^ withdrawing particulate material, fromWW* bqad faaa been removed, firom the bed via an onUet
below said gaa inlet providing resistance to gas flow through

'tP^^^^
1. A method of maintaining a material balance with respect

to gas flows into and out of a curing oven during the recovery
of solvent vapor from the curing oven atmosphere which is
comprised substantially of solvent vapor, inert gas and minor
quantities of oxygen comprising the steps of withdrawing said
oven atmo8|rfiere and passing tlw same to a condensation unit
wherein said solvent v^ior is condoised and from which said
inert gas and minor quantities of oxygen are returned to said
oven; the improvement comprising
withdrawing said oven atmoq)here at a substantially con-

stant flow rate from said oven;
sensing the solvent vapor concentration of said oven atmo-

sphere; and
varying the flow rate at which said inert gas and minor

quantities of oxygen are r^umed to said oven in reqxmse
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to sensed changes in said oven solvent vapor concentra-

tion such that a material balance is maniuined with re-

spect to (i) solvent vapor formed in said oven and said

inert gas and minor quantities of oxygen returned to said

oven versus (ii) said oven atmosphere withdrawn from

said oven.

-•> >

4,475,294

PROCESS FOR DRYING AND CURING WIRE
INSULATION USING HEAT EXCHANGE AND

APPARATUS THEREFOR
Charles G. Hcnricka, 1436 Bayriew Dr., Muskegon, Mich.

49441

FOcd Jul. 27, 1981, Scr. No. 286,729

Int CL' F26B 13/02. 23/00

UAa34-79 'Claims

4,475,295

INSTALLATION FOR THE DEHUMIDIFICATION OF A
GASEOUS DRYING MEDIUM USING AN AD60SBBNT
AND WITH REGENERATION OF THE ADSORBENT

Peter Hhbmmi, FlorcMe, Itdy, aari^or to Mttte Akiln-

UBillirhaft. ywtn I f i

"-'•'

per No. PCr/EP8LW129, S 371 Dirte Apr. 19, 198M l^^M)

Date Apr. 19, 1982, PCT Prt. No. WO82/00996, PCT P*.

Date Mar. 4, 1982 _
per Filed Aag. 20, 1981, Scr. No. 373,486

dalw priority, appttcatlM Fed. Rep. of Cirmany, Aag. 20,

1980, 3031446
IM. CL3 F26B 21/08

UAa 34-80 »

C^^

1. A process for drymg and curing the insulation on a wire

which comprises:
,. u ,.

(a) having a drying zone and a curing zone through which

the wve having the curable insulating material coated

thereon passes sequentially;

(b) passing a first gaseous stream containing air and non-

combustible gases through said drying zone in contact

with said wire, with the temperature of said stream being

such as to effect drying but not curing of the curable

insulating material, said stream also snnultaneously accu-

mulating therein combustible volatile gases which are

evolved from said curable insulating material during said

drying;

(c) passing said first stream containing air. non-combustible

gases and combustible gases through a first burner

wherein said stream is heated to a temperature above the

curing temperature of the curable insulating material;

(d) dividing said first stream into a second gaseous stream

and a third gaseous stream;

(e) passing said second stream through said curing zone m
contact with said wire, with said second stream effecting

the cure of said curable insubting material, and then re-

turning said second stream to said first burner,

({) passing said third stream through the cold side of a high

temperature heat exchanger wherein sensible heat is trans-

ferred to said third stream from a fourth gaseous stream

having a higher temperature;

(g) passing said heated third stream to a second burner

wherein said combustible gases are burned in the presence

of air to form additional non-combustible gases, with the

exhaust of said second burner being said fourth stream

containing air and non-combustiWe gases and being fur-

ther heated by the evolved heat of combustion during said

burning, which fourth stream is then passed through the

hot side (tf said high temperature heat exchanger to trans-

fer sensible heat to said third stream; and

(h) thereafter passing said fourth stream to said drying zone

and mixing it with air to form sud first stream.

1. A device for the dehumidification of a gaseous drying

medium, which comprises (1) means for providing a stream of

gaseous drying medium comprising a phirality of separate

partial streams of differing moisture content and (2) common

drying means for receiving aU of said partial streams, said

common drying means comprising

(a) a plurality of chambers, each containing an amount of

adsorbent material; and

(b) means for successively providing to one or more cham-

bers of said plurality of chambers a stream of adsorbent

material-regenerating gaseous medium, such that each of

said plurality ofchambers first receives each of said partial

streams in order of increasing moisture content and there-

after receives said stream of adsorbent material-regenerat-

ing gaseous medium.

4,475,296

FILLET FOR PICTURE FRAME
Gregory E. F^cnatad, 777 San Carriao Way, Moutaia View,

Calif. 94043

Continnatioa-in>part of Scr. No. 189^82, Sep. 22, 1980,. lUi

application Jaa. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 457,797

Claims priority, applicatioa Camria, Apr. 13, 1981, 375310

Int. CL^ G09F 1/12

U&a 40-152 3

"

1. A frame for artwork comprising: a number offrame mem-

bers, the ends of the frame members being interconnected

together to form an opening for viewing the artworii. «ch

f^ame member having an overhang near the opening; a resilient
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miet "ection for at least certain of said frame members, respec-
ttvdy, eKh fillet secton being transversely S-shaped and hav-
ing • pdr of meed end walls and an intermediate wall to
^eaent a pur of recews between the end walls and on oppo-
site odes of the inienn«diate wall, each recess having an open
«de entrance the end walls being inclined toward the interme-
diate wall and the width of the side entrance of one recess
being less than that of the other recess, one end wall of each
fillet secuon being in engagement with the overhang of the
native frame member with the open side entrance ofone of
the recesses of each fillet section being adjacent to the openingm the frame; a transparent sheet across the opening, the outer
peripheral edge margins of the sheet being removably received
in the adjacent recesses of the fillet sections, the resilience of
the material of each fillet section permitting each end wall
thereof to yield away from the intermediate wall thereof when
the adjacent edge margin of the transparent sheet extends into
the corresponding recess and when the width of the entrance
to the recess is normally less than the thickness of the sheet,
whereby the sheet will be releasably gripped between the end
wall and the mtermediate wall of the fillet section and the fillet
tection will be releasably attached to the sheet; a sheet of
•itworlc engaging the opposite end walls of the fillet sections,
whereby the artwork is spaced from said sheet; a backing
member behind the artwork sheet; and means securing the
backing member to the frame members.

M75,297
DECORATION FOR A NOVELTY

Victor LoosaUa, 1406 Ogdea Ave^ UGrange Park, HI. 60S25
Coatiiiaatioa-iii.ptft of Scr. No. 319,477, Nov. 9, 1981,. Thia

•wUcation May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,370

„„ _ iBt a^ G09F 7/00
UAa40-486 28(3^

appear when said shield is moved therebehind and to disappearwhen the shield is moved away.
»««ppear

u ..

4,475,298
ILLUMINATED DISPLAY ASSEMBLY

Roberto Munoz, 2955 SW. 15 St., Miami, Ha. 33145
FUed Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,589

.TO ^ I»t a» G09F /i/7«
UAa.40-546 ,c^^

4iO * fi> rN?y

1. A novelty sleeve for a conventional, disposable cigarette
lighter, compnsmg a body portion having a hollow interior
•pace sized to receive the cigarette lighter, one end of said
body portion bemg closed off to form a bottom end of said
deev^ the other end of said body portion being open to re-
ceive the cigarette hghter therein, image presenting means for
««Kl sleeve including a window housing for fitting on and
extendmg at least part way through said sleeve, said window
housing havmg at least one side made of clear material, a
fitastnp wth an opM]ue portion to provide a part of an image
•nd a translucent portion providing the remainder of the image

^^.\l'?*LS'"^u**' 'f^ "^ '^''^^' ^ fiJn»tripbemg contained withm said window housing, a dark back-gomd contained within said window housing and situatedbetod sad translucent portion of the filmstrip, and a light

hSl^I^m^^ "lf"l '^ background, said shield

kHiLT^"" ^ *^'* ** P*^<» o'*« i««ge definedby the trandueent portion of the filmstrip to bTcaused to

1. An illuminated display assembly of the type primarily
designed for the display of predetermined indicia, said stnic-
ture comprising:

(a) a display plate formed from a light transmitting material,
Illumination means including an illumination source
mounted adjacent a predetennined edge of said display
plate and disposed to direct Ulumination through said
predetermined edge into the interior of said display plate
whereby said display plate is illuminated;

(b) housing means structured to removably support said
Ulumination source therein, shield means being opaque
and disposed between said display plate and an outer
disposed and viewable surface of said display assembly,
said shield means including non-opaque portions config-
ured to define predetermined indicia and disposed to
allow illumination from said illuminated display plate to
be directed therethrough;

(c) said illumination means comprising a circuit means dis-
posed in electrical interconnection between said Ulumina-
tion source and a power source; and

(d) said circuit means comprising a base, conductor means
formed on said base and disposed and structured to inter-
connect said Ulumination source to a power source; said
base and said housing means cooperatively structured for
removable mounting of said base and said Ulumination
source within said housing means.

4,475,299

JITNEY SIGN
Eugene Nelson, Wynnewood, Pfc, Mdgiior to Anericao MobOe

Adrertlsiiig Ck>rp., Bensalem, ft.

Filed No?. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 548,336
lat CL3 G09F 21/04

VS.a 40-591 2 Ciaims
1. An advertising sign arrangement for a vehicle having at

least one rear emergency door comprising:
a pair of substantially rectangular lateral signs, each of said

lateral signs being mounted on a difRnent side of said
vehicle adjacent the top thereof, each of said lateral signs
extending sKghtly rearwardly of said vehicle;

a substantially rectangular reir sign located at the upper rear
of said vehicle between said lateral signs, said rear sign
having upper side edges;

pivot means pivotally mounting the upper side edges of said
rear ^gn to the upper rearwardmost portions of said lat-

eral signs so that the bottom of said rear sign can pivot
rearwardly and upwardly;

the position of said pivot means being above the top edge of
said rear door and the bottom ofsaid rear sign lying below
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the top edge of said rear door whereby said rear sign is
A-rrtlSTW' nrviCE

engag«l by said rear door when the same is opened and is nSHA™A^G OTVICT

piv^Sd rlrwardly and upwardly allowing said door to O-rie. D. W^J-^Rte.\^^^^f^^
''""^

open freely, and iatCL^ AOIK 75/01 97/04,

U.S. CL 43-17.5 10

means for maintaining said rear sign in a downward position

when said door is closed.

4,475,300

SIGNBOARD
Robert L. Ledenlcwi, 8656 HOltop Dr., Mentor, Ohio 44060

Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 350,065

lot a.3 G09F 7/04

VS. a. 40-600 15 Claims

•«B

1. A fish-attracting device comprising:

(a) an inflated inner-tube having an interior opening and

further comprising an upper disk closing the top of said

interior opening, and a lower disk closing the bottom of

said interior opening for floating on a body of water con-

taining fish;

(b) first light means carried by said inner-tube above the

water line for Uluminating the surface of the water adja-

cent said inner-tube;

(c) bait-containing means carried by said inner-tube and

submerged in the water below said inner-tube when said

fish-attracting device is placed in the body of water; and

(d) second light means cooperating with said bait-containing

means to Uluminate said bait-containing means when said

bait-containing means is submerged in the water.

4^75,302

SPOON LURE
Robert W. Jakcway, P.O. Box 955, Colatrip, Mont 59323

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,197

IML CL^ AOIK 85/00

U.S.a.43-42J 9ClainM

I. A sign board comprising: a pair of front and rear panels

having top and bottom edges and opposite side edges, a plural-

ity of pockets between said panels, said pockets being elon-

gated between said side edges and being spaced-apart between

said top and bottom edges, each said pocket being open along

at least one of said side edges for installing a message bearing

strip in each said pocket and removing same therefrom, trans-

parent windows in said front panel aligned with said pockets,

and, elongated magnet strips bonded to the inner surfaces of

said panels along the top and bottom edges of each said pocket

for perfonning the fimctions of releasably holding said panels

together in spaced-apart relationship, spacing said panels from

one another in substantially parallel spaced-apart relationship

and defining the top and bottom edge portions of said pockets

therebetween.

1. A fishing lure including an elongated body member with

smooth side edges and tepered ends, said body member being

formed firom a substantially flat metal strip, said body member

having a length between about two and five times the width

thereof, line fastening means located adjacent one end of said

body member and hook fastening means located adjacent the

opposite end of said body member, said body member Upering

more severely toward said hook fastening means, said body

member having a longitudinal axis with a generaUy two step

configuration, said body member having a transverse bend in

one direction extending from said hook fastening means be-

tween about one-third and one-half of its length and a trans-

verse bend in an opposite direction along the remainder of its

length, each of said transverse bends having a radius of curva-

ture of approximately one-forth the width of said body mem-

ber, and located only along the central part thereof said body

member including a fluorescent surface on one side thereof and

a dark surface on the opposite side thereof.
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PADFOR LAUNCHINGTOY VEHICLESONTOATTUCK
J«M-L<«ii^lMN^ Siiil-PriMt, ari GBbm Ckonvfar, CUairc.

^
.

PW D«. 2. MK, S«. No. 44MttOrt" priority, appUatioB FhMc, Dm. 11, MM. 81 23352

.,«^-.. I«.a'A«H7«/(»
UAa4<6-tt9

^ciMim

/'

i \
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s« "^.«
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t Appmtus for succesrively launching multiple toy vehi-cw«cli htvujg a motor previously energized to provide

S2^ ^'i^^^?^'^ '*'^'» *«««°« ^o th™« the vehicle
onto a track firom a launching pad, comprising:

(a) a tTKk;
*

(b) a padcomprising a circular plate around which the
oiergiied vehicles are placed, the plate having means for
fixing a portion of the track to the plate-

(c) a turnstile rotatably mounted at the center of the plate
and havmg multiple outwardly-extending arms respec-
tivdy separating the vehicles located around the pl^.
each vehicle thrusting against one of the arms in an effort
to route the turnstile; and

(d) pawl mans fixed with respect to the plate and operativem a blockmg position to block rotation of the turnstile to
oppose the thrust of the vehicles theieagainst, and the
pawl means having means overlying the track at a location
which IS remote from the circuUtf pUte and responsive to
the passage of a vehicle along the track to move the pawl
means to a releasing position in which it unblocks the

STIlS.**' ^"""^ P"*"^ of one arm past said portion of
the track, whereby to permit the vehicle timisting against
that arm to launch onto the track.

vehicle to a toy weighted vehicle for pulling the weishted

a transversely extending upright phrte-like tab dement
adapted to be mounted on one of such vehicles, said tab
element being stabiUzed against lateral rotation relative to
that one vehicle; and

a tongue element adapted to be movaUy mounted on the
other of such vehicles, said tongue element:
being particularly adapted to be stabilized against lateral

rotation relative to that other such vehicle,
being particularly adapted to be generally vertically mov-

able relative to that other such vehicle,
having an elongated transversely extending slot which

receives said plate-like tab element to couple such puU-
ing vehicle to such weighted vehicle, and

being particularly adapted to be firmly but rotatably
mounted to that other such vehicle for substantia]
movement about a transverwly extending axis which is
generally parallel to said surface;

comprising a first section and a second section; said first
section being pivotally mounted at one end m close
proxmuty to such surface and being connected at its
other end to the second section; said tongue element
being disposed when it is coupled to said tab element
such that said first section extends forwardly and up-
wardly from where it is pivotaUy mounted, and said
second section being disposed in a generaUy horizontid
plane generaUy paraUd to such surface; and

said plate-like tab element extending in a plane which is
generally paralld to said axis of said tongue dement;

whereby, when such pulling vehicle pulls such wdghted
vehicle over the surface, such coupled vehicles are main-
tained m generally straight-line longitudinal alignment
and they thereby move in a generaUy straight Une in the
forward direction without veering to dther side.

4.475,305
TOY VEHICLE WITH INERTU WHEEL

rarotaroa Kawakal, Tokyo; Kami Yaankawa, FtedMiU:Wro* Yaa«l^ Tokyo, aiMl TenAtto Itaok^NapIS^
aU of Japaiij^aaalgw« to AaaW Coipoirtlo^ TokyTjipT

Fllod Sep. 17, 19e2,S«r. No. 419,578
^^Ojtaj^ priority, appUcatio. Japn, Sep. 18, IMl, 56.

lM.a3AC3H 29/20
UAa.446-l« ga,j^

^ M75,304

aSI^PSL^"*^^"^* f^" WEIGHT PULLING
^tSS^S?**^ *^2 ^ *=^ ^^^ Cb.. Werthke Village,
Cdtt 91341, aad Dttanr K. Efcritt, Woodbnd HOb. oSSi
•Mffon to Adolph E. GoMteb, Wcitiakc VillMe. CUif

**

raed Fafc. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,452

.,« ^ ».*
I«. a» A43H 77/00

U.S. CL 446—«65
1^

I. Toy apparatus for coupUng a self-powered toy puUing

1. A toy wheeled vehicle with an inertia wbed having a
body, friction driven wheels supported on ends ofa wheel axle,
an inertia-type flywheel mounted on an axle, and a driving
mechanism being rotatably set in a casing, said vehicle com-
prising:

a. a main driving mechanism operable to transmit the rota-
tion of the friction driven wheels to the inertia-type
flywhed. said main driving mechanism having gear trains
including:
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a wheel gear mounted on the wheel axle,

a clutch gear means mounted on an axle, engaging with

the wheel gear movably thereon,

a floating intermediary gear means mounted on an axle,

engagmg detachably with the clutch gear means, and

a flywheel gear means mounted on the flywhed axle,

engaging detachaUy with the floating intermediary

gear means;

b. a secondary driving mechanism operable to transmit the

roution of the flywheel to the friction driven wheels, said

secondary driving mechanism having gear trains includ-

ing:

a stationary intermediary gear means mounted on an axle,

engaging with the flywheel gear means,

said flywheel gear means detached from the floating inter-

mediary gear means,

said clutch gear means detached from the floating inter-

mediary gear means, and

said wheel gear engaging detachably through the clutch

gear means and the stationary intermediary gear means

with the flywhed gear means;

c. a clutch gear driving means mounted on an end of the

clutch gear axle to actuate the clutch gear means between

the wheel gear, the floating intermediary gear means and

the stationary intermediary gear means;

d. an operating member operable to move the clutch gear

driving means; and

ft wherdn the clutch gear means has a gear and a pinion

which is engaged with the wheel gear, the floating inter-

mediary gear means has a gear and a pinion which is

detachably engaged with the gear of the chitch gear

means, the flywhed gear means has two pinions and one

of said pinions is detachably engaged with the gear of the

floating intermediary gear means, the stationary interme-

diary gear means has respectively a gear which is engaged

with the other remaining pinion of the flywheel gear

means, and a pinion which is detachably engaged with the

gear of the clutch gear means, the dutch gear driving

means is sUdably supported on at least one side waU of the

casing of the driving mechanism, the operating member is

provided at an end portion of the clutch gear driving

means to move said driving means for engagement of the

clutch gear means between the stationary intermediary

gear means and the wheel gear, and wherein side waUs of

the casing are paraUel and include an incUned slot and a

verticd slot, and the ends of the clutch gear axle are

inserted in the inclined slots to move in an arc therein

dong the wheel gear, and the ends of the axle of tiie

floating intermediary gear means are floatably inserted in

the verticd slots to move in the verticd direction therein,

and ends of the remaining axles are rotatably mounted in

respective bearing holes which are provided in the side

wdte of the casing.

4,475,306

WINDOW SILL FLOWER POT SUPPORT
Dooglas W. Mcbreu, 742 East Corooado Rd., Phocaiz, Aria.

85006
FDcd No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443.465

Iirt. a.) A47G 4m
UAa47-39 2Clataa

1. A support for plants comprising:

a flat load-bearing first portion,

said first portion having tab means extending lateraUy there-

from,

at least one aperture extending through sud tab means for

recdving a fastening means for attaching the support to a

surface of an object, and

a second portion comprising a leg affixed to said first portion

and extending lateraUy therefrom in the same direction as

the ends of said tab means,

the free end of said leg being provided for engaging the

object on which the support is mounted fbrming a 1^-

bearing means for said support,

said first portion comprising a flat bottom surfrce with said

bottom sorfiKX having a groove extending kngitudinany

thereof toward sdd tab means, and

said second portion comprising an arm slidably extending

longitudindly into said groove for positioning said arm at

one of a plurality of positions dong the length of sud first

portion,

at least a part of the interior of sdd groove being serrated.

and

at least a pari of sdd arm that engages the surface of said

groove being serrated,

wherd>y when sdd arm is slidably engaged with said

groove, the serrated surfaces of sud groove and sud arm

interlock to hold sud first and second portions in a given

relative position.

4.475,307

APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING A UQUID
Eric B. Prifttt, P.O. Box 106, HoMydew 2040, Soath Africa

Fllad Ai«. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412^19

CldM priority, appUcatkM Sooth Africa, Sep. 3, 1981,

81/6115
bt a.5 AOIG 27A» B67D S/W

U5. CL 47-79 "

1. An apparatus for dispensing liquids to plants, the appara-

tus comprising: a container for housing the plants; a rigid

reservoir for the liquid; a conduit connecting the interior of the

container to the interior of the reservoir, the reservoir being

pivotable between an operationd position in which liquid

flows by gravity from the reservoir into the container and an

inoperative podtion in which excess liquid in the contdner

flows by gravity fit>m the container into the reservoir, and in

which inoperative podtion liquid is stored; the reservoir and its

liqdd contents providing a mass which is so located and

mounted about the pivot axis that, in the operationd position,

it provides a retaining movement which tends to hold the

leservmr in the operationd podtion; a ftirther maas wluch is

located and mounted about the pivot axis that it providM a

counter-moment acting in the opposite direction to the retain-
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ing moment, the counter-moment being of sufficient magnitude
to overcome the retaining moment once a pre-determined
quantity of liquid has been dispensed to cause the reservoir to
move to the moperative position; and vent means which vent
the air above the liquid m the reservoir so that the pressure in
the liquid m the reservoir is maintained substantially at atmo-
spheric pressure.

4,475,308

REVOLVING DOOR SYSTEM
StMlQr R, Hdse, Blaine; Michael D. Blaekstoa, BrooUyn. bothi^ Wi^» B. Zekich, a>d John L. B. ParseUe, hith of
Prndena, out, anignors to Heise Manofkctoring Co., inc.,
Mfan-polis, Minn, and Related Energy A Security, Efans-uw, Ind.

Piled Mar. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 353,165
iBt a.J E05D 15/02

UAa49-42
,CI«hn»

opening, the body being provided with upper and lower
tubular means to adjust the width of the piU
the upper and lower tubular members each haCing left andnght ends;

^
side attachment bar means secured to each jamb to affix aportion of the central body to the jamb-

"^ *" "™ *

hcmrontal adjustable nieans in sliding engagement within at
teast some of the left and right ends and intercomiecti
between the upper and lower tubular means of the central

^k!.! "I*^
****' 'y***" ^°' permitting passage of persons

therethrough m one authorized direction while preventing
persons from trying to pass therethrough in the other unauthtv
nzed direction, comprising:
a rotatable center shaft defining an upright axis capable of

360 degree roution;

• plumlity of « least 3 wings circumferentiaUy disposed
about the shaft rotatable about the axis;

a pair of upright opposing curved panels disposed in facing
•paced apart rehitionship to define a partiaUy enclosed
region boundmg the wings and defining opposing first and
second openings;

electrically operated means for rotating the shaft in fust and
second rotating directions;

means for actuating the door to turn in a first rotating direc-
tion to permit an authorized person to pass through the
system;

means for detecting the presence of a person attempting to
pass through the system in the opposite unauthorized
direction;

means responsive to said detecting means for automatically
rtoppmg the roution of the door and reversing its rotating
direction before the unauthorized passage is completed to
back the person out toward their point of entry; and

means for automaticaUy re-enabling the rotation of the doorm the first routing direction when the unauthorized per-
«on is no longer detected, said stopping, reversing andre^hng Amotions being performed by said system
without human intervention.

4,475,309
MODULAR PROTECTIVE GRILL

niad Jan. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 390,917

1. A protective grill for overfitting a building opening hav-
ing a height and a width defined between a Idt jl^and a
right jamb comprising
a central body overfitting a major portion of the building

body and the side attachment bar means to permit hori-
zontal adjustmoit therebetween;

fasteners engaged in the horizontal adjusuble means to
secure the honzonud adjusuble means to the central body
upper and lower tubular means in any one ofa pluraUty of
laterally adjusted positions; and

*- f

hinge pins means carried by the horizonUl adjusuble means
to pviouUy mterconnect the lateral ends of the central
body respectively to the side atuchment bar means.

4,475,310

BUMP GATE
Daniel J. Brewer, 4211 Anstia Ave., Brownwood, Tex. 76801

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,401

„„ _ iBt a^ E06B 77/00UAa 49-131 ,c^
1», 71 tl

•t

1. A gate, comprising:
two hoUow posts secured in the earth at spaced apart posi-

tions,
*^

a movable gate means comprising two spaced apart side
members connected transversely to a lower member such
that said lower member defines the lower end of said sate
means.

means for pivoudly coupling the lower end of said gate
means on each side thereof to Uie lower ends of said two
posts respectively for pivotal movement about a generally
horizontal axis whereby said movable gate means may be
moved between an upright closed position and a lower
open position.
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two weight means located in said two hollow posts respec-

tively whereby said two weight means may be moved

upward and downward in said two hoUow posts,

two flexiUe means having first ends connected to said two

weight means respectively and having sectmd ends con-

nected to said two side members respectively of said gate

means such that said two weight means hang downward

in said two hollow posts whereby when force is applied to

said movable gate means transversely to and above said

axis, the upper end of said movable gate means moves

downward causing said two weight means to be pulled

upward, and when the force is released from said movable

gate means, said two weight means, by way of said two

flexible means, move said movable gate means to said

closed upright position, and

flexible strucmral means connected to said two side mem-

bers,

said flexible structural means being located between said two

side members and the mid portion of said movable gate

means between said two side members.

for selectively covering an opening in a wall, an endless chain

member having first and second span portions joined by fint

and second bight portions, coupling means for coupling said

chain member to said door member, and drive means for driv-

ing said chain member to cause said door member to move

between an open and a closed position, the combination of a

guide means for guidingly constraining said chain member,

said guide means comprising:

(a) elongated body means for receiving said first and second

span portions of said chain member, said body means

having an elongated first channel for receiving said first

span portion of said chain member and having an elon-

gated second channel for receiving said second span por-

tion of said chain member;

(b) elongated first guide means for guiding said first span

portion of said chain member within said first channel of

said body means, said first guide means including an elon-

4,475,311

CUSTODIAL LATCH ASSEMBLY FOR WINDOWS AND
THE LIKE

Richard L. Glbaoo, Blalftrflle, Pa., attignor to ScaM»n*AU In-

dnstrics. Inc., Indiana, Pa.

Filed Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420^22

Int a.3 E05D 15/22; E05C 1/04

UJS.a 49-176 27 Oalns

1. A window construction compriring —
a fixed frame,

a sash frame movable within said fixed frame,

a lateh assembly secured to said sash frame,

said latch assembly including a lateh housing, a lateh mem-

ber reciprocable within said housing and a cam lock,

said cam lock being routably mounted within said housing

and having a first position wherein said cam lock urges

said lateh member to a locked position where the latch

tongue projects out of said housing and a second position

wherein said lateh tongue may be moved to an unlocked

position where said lateh tongue is at least partially re-

tracted into said housing, and

said cam lock having a cantilevered portion for contacting a

rear portion of said lateh member when in said first posi-

tion.

gated first guide member positioned within said first chan-

nel of said body means for guidingly engaging a first side

of said first span portion of said chain member, said first

guide means including an elongated second guide member

positioned within said first channel of said body means for

guidingly engaging a second side of said first span portion

of said chain member; and

(c) elongated second guide means for guiding said second

span portion of said chain member within said second

channel of said body means, said second guide means

including an elongated first guide member positioned

within said second channel of said body means for guid-

ingly engaging a first side of said second span portion of

said chain member, said second guide means including an

elongated second guide member positioned within said

second channel of said body means for guidingly engaging

a second side of said second span portion of said chain

member.

4,475,313

LOCKING ARRANGEMENT FOR SLIDING DOORS
Bernard C. Gofcmalc, Duloth, Ga., aarignor to Pcachtree

Doon, Inc., Norcron, Ga.

FUed Apr. 5, 1983, Scr. No. 482,255

Int a^ E06B 3/42

U& a. 49—370 5 Claims

4,475,312

DOOR ASSEMBLY
Bnmo J. DentseUa, RoBaaaahom, Switicrlaad, aarigaor to F.

L. Saiao Mannfactnrfaig Co., Men^ds, Tean.

FDcd Sep. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 535,208

Int a.3 E05F 77/00

VS. CL 49-360 • Q«*"
1. In a door assembly of the type including a door member

1. A sliding structure comprising at least a pair of opposing

horizontally movable door panels engaged with a horizontal

trackway, each door panel including a vertical stile, the stile of

one door panel having formed therein a vertical groove ex-
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tMdmgthrougboirtthchdghtofthedoorpMd^
4,f7WlSmg door pnel having formed thereon a vertical tongue INDUCTOR FOR MAGNSn^ ABBAinvv onr nsm^^

adaptedtoenter-idvtrticalgioovewhenthetwodoorpaS ^^^G^i^^^S^^^St^^i^L
are in doted stile-to-ttile abuttina relationahio. uid vJr^ Mava T. A..J»» mJ^SS^SI^T^J'''^*^are in cloaed stile-to-ttile abutting relationship, said vertical
groove and tongue being rigid throughout their lengths
whereby mterengagement of the groove and tongue signifi-
cantly reinforces the abutting stiles against bending in the
outside to mside direction with reference to the door, top and
bottom vertical axis shding bolts contained in the stile having
said VCTtical groove and being dispoied closely adjacent to one
«de of the groove and tongue when the latter are in fiilly
engaged interfitting relationship, a swinging bolt having a
horiiontal swing axis on the stUe of the door pttiel having said
tongue and being disposed at an elevation between said top and
bottom sliding bolts and having a hook-Uke locking extension
extendmg forwardly of the stile on which said swinging bolt is
mounted and being received lockingly through a slot provided
in the opposmg stile having said groove, and the hook-like
tockmg extension when in the active door locking position
bemg disposed closely adjacent to one side of the groove and
tongue when the latter are in fiiUy engaged interfitting rela-
tionship.

Maya T. Angelova, aU of Sofia, Brigwit. aarinon to Gn.

^.. nW»'*.n.MW,Sar.No.465,7«
Oatae priority, appUattimi Rdgvla, Pek. IL IMI 5S331

.,« « - Lrt.a3B34BJ/W
VJS. CL SI—72 R 3

4^75,314
M^JNIING ARRANGEMENT BY MEANS OF GUIDEMEMBERS FOR A TRANSPARENT WINDOWPANE
tJl!."^ ^'•S'T^

** ^'**«* S«*«««' Stuttgart, both
WFelRap. of Gcnnqr, aMipMm to Daimler-Benz Akticn-

^Mft, Pad. Rep. of Germany
^raai Oct 4, 1979, Ser. No. gl,g93

W%,2H9m*^'
iPPHertoi Fed. Rep. of Genmmy, Oct 6,

..- _ !«. a3 BOgP 7//i*
\JAa 49-374

JL An mductor for centerless grinding by ferromagnetic
abrasive particles, comprising an electromagnetic coU, means
for supporting the coU and holding it statioaary, means for
energizing the coil, and a circular cyhndrica] shell coaxial of
and surrounding the electromagnetic coU, said sheU being
made up of two axially aligned end rings made of ferromag-
netic material and a central ring made of non-magnetic mate-
rial separating said two end rings, and means for rotatably
driving the shell about the coil.

4^78,316
PLATEN ATTACHMENT FOR IN-LINE SANDER

WIlHam C Dieke, Eaaley. S.C aMigMr to Ite Singer Com.
pany, Stamfbrd, Con.

Filed Nov. 28, 1983, Sir. No. S5S,777
hA,CLiB2m 23/00

VS. CL 51—170 TL 7

,

1. A mounting arrangement with guide means for a transpar-
ent wmdowpane height-displaceably guided inside a hoUow
•I»ce of a motor vehicle, characterized in that a mounting
means is arranged on the guide means for supporting the win-
dowpane, the mounting means is provided with a curved sur-
ftoe means on at least a side thereof facing the windowpane. a
bearmg socket means is interposed between the curved surface««» ttd the windowpane, the curved sur&ce means is
^^afted to abut the bearing socket means, and in that a fasten-
ing means operatively connects the bearing socket means with
the mounting support means, the ftstening means is arranged
and coMttucted so that, in a loosened condition of the fasten-
ing meins, the fcstening means can be displaced together with
JJJfbwmgsocket means so aa to enable an adjustment of the

JJ«ttmg of the fcsienmg memis, the adjustment of the win-
oowpane rdttve to the moonthig means is fi«f»d

1. A sanding or polishing device comprising a platen for
carrying a strip of sand p^ier, and a platen support for retain-
ing said pbten aligned thereto in an operating position, said
platen and platen siq^port including mating surfaces having,
one on each, a key carried on the end (tfa length ofsupporting
pin itself extending from of one of said mating surfitoes, and a
key slot correqionding to said key through which key may
extend beyond said slot when said iriaten and irtaten snpportiqg
mating surfiKes are brought together at any given angle fnm
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said operating position, said platen and platen support further

comprising posts extending from either end of one of said

mating surfaces, said posu being undercut adjacent their mat-

ing sur&ce to receive the platen or platen support associated

with the other of said mating surfaces when one is routed

relative to the other, whereby the platen is retained to said

platen support by said undercuts and by said key rotated away

from alignment with said key slot.

4,475,317

PAPER RETAINER FOR A SANDING DEVICE
William C. Dicke, Eaaley, S.C., assignor to The Singer Com-

pany, Staorfbrd, Conn.

FOed No?. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 555,779

lat a^ B2«B 23/00: B2«D 15/00

VS. CL 51—170 TL 3 Claims

prising a rotary face plate having an end face and defining a

lubricant-filled space; first and second shafte routably

mounted in said face plate, the axis of said shafts being parallel

to and equidistant from the axis of roution of said face plate;

first and second carriers affixed to the respective shafts for

rotational movement therewith adjacent to said end face; first

and second clamping jaws; means for separably securing said

jaws to the respective carriers; a workpiece support coplanar

with said jaws and adjacent to said end face; means for secur-

ing said support to said face plate so that said support and said

r*"

i«J«

1. In a sanding device having a rectangular platen for sup-

porting a strip of sandpaper, a paper retaining system compris-

ing a post extending upwardly from said platen adjacent each

of two opposite ends thereof, said posts having a groove ex-

tending substantially vertically downwardly firom the top

thereof substantially parallel to said adjacent end thereof, said

grooves forming outer walls adjacent said ends and inner

walls, with said outer walls having a height above said groove

less than said niner walls, said posts being further formed with

a pair of apertures extending inwardly towards each other

firom opposite sides of said posts parallel to said grooves adja-

cent saM rectangular bed; and a resilient wire having terminal

ends carried by said aperture for pivotal motion thereof, a

mems associated with a central portion of said wire fbr resil-

iently yielding to said outer wall on being carried thereto by

pivotal motion of said wire, said yielding means being retained

in said groove with an end of said strip ofsand paper and being

prevented from yielding to said inner walls because of the

increased height thereof.

4^75,318

DEVICE FOR CLAMPING CRANKSHAFTS IN
GRINDING MACHINES

Peter Rnss, Monhdm, Fed. Rep. ofGermany, assignor to Naxos-

Union SchMflnittel-Und ScMelftnasrhlnenftbrlk, F^ankAvt

tn Mahi, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continnation of Ser. No. 106^07, Dee. 26, 1979, abandoned.

lUs application Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 347,092

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dee. 23,

1978,2854037
Int. (V B24B 5/42

VS.a 51-237 CS 10 Oaims

1. A device for damping workpieces in machine tools, par-

ticularly for clamping crankshafts in grinding machines, com-

jaws surround a workpiece which is inserted therd)etween

adjacent to said end facr, a feed screw routably mounted in

said face plate and having an actuating portion disposed out-

side of and an externally threaded portion disposed in said

space; a nut meshing with said externally threaded portion; and

motion transmitting means provided in said space and cooper-

ating with said nut to pivot said carriers through the medium of

the respective shafts in response to roution of said feed screw

and to thereby move said jaws nearer to or further away from

said support for the purpose of engaging or releasing a work-

piece.

4^75,319

PROCESS FOR MACHINING A WORM-TYPE
WORKPIECE WTTH A WORM-TYPE TOOL

Walter Wirs, FeUstmase 27b, 8330 Pfliffikon, Switaariand

FOed No?. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,148

Oainm priority, application Switzerland, No?. 14, 1980,

8474/80
Int CL^ B24B 1/Oa 3/12

VS. CL 51—287 10 <

1. A process for machining a threaded-type workpiece with

a threaded-type tool wherein said workpiece has a thread

profile with a cylindrical head area, profile flanks and a cylin-

drical profile surface between opptxed flanks having a given

width and said tool has a thread profile with a profile head

having a width less than the width of the cylindrical profile

surfsce between (^>posed flanks 00 said workpiece eadi of said

workpiece and tool having a given axial length, comprinng
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routing Mid workpieoe and tool while radially moving said

tool toward and away fhnn said workpiece whereby the rela-

tionship of the routing speeds ooiresponds with a basic turning
speed relationship resoMng from a relationship of the pitches

of the workpiece and tool, moving said tool into contact with
said workpiece with a combing action whereby the number of
contact points is a function of tiie pitch of Uie workpiece and
the length of the workpiece and tool, said contact points at any
given time being located upon the same radius and the same
sections of an axial section gear profile of said workpiece, and
additionally moving said tool axially relative to said work-
piece, which movement is based on the radial movements of
the tool as well as various profile corrections, so as to displace
said contiKt points such that die desired threaded profile is

produced upon the workpiece.

4^78321
METHOD OF TRUEING OF GRINDING DISKS

Haas-Robert Meyer, Hambvg, Fed. Rep. ofGcnMmy, imL.^
to Erut Wfartcr « Sohn GmbH A Co., Hanbvg, Fed. Rep. of

TUsContinnation of Scr. No. 303,711, Sep. 18, 1961, j

applicatioB Jan. 23, 19M^ Scr. No. 572,987
ClaiBs priority, appUcstioB Fed. Rep. of Genniiy, Sep. 20.

1980, 3035«35 ^ *

IM. CL3 B24B 1/00
U.S.aSl-^25 4aata,

4,475,320

METHOD FOR REGRINDING STEP DRILLS
Vnak R. Wehater. Tdnrila, Waak., aarignor to Tlw Boeiog
CoMpny, Seattle, Waah.

per No. PCr/i;S82/00301, § 371 Date Mar. 10, 1982, § 102(e)
DMc Mar. 10, 1962, PCT Pab. No. WO63/03150, PCT Pab.
Date Sep. 15, 1963

per Filed Mar. 10, 1962, Scr. No. 375,800
lat a^ B24B 1/00

U.S.a 51-286 1 Claim

nm/sR

muSrS:

Lfl^vfTl

1. A method for trueing a grinding disk having an outer
layer of diamond or cubic crystalline boron nitride during
roution thereof with a predetermined circumferential q)eed,
comprising the steps ofengaging said outer byer of said grind-
ing disk with a driven but axially immovable diamond trueing
roll so as to profile and true said layer, and directiy engaging
said outer layer of said grinding disk at a location spaced from
said trueing roll with an additional separately driven trueing
disk with an outer layer of ceramically or bakelitically bound
silicon carbide or corundum, routing with a relative periph-
eral speed of 0.5-1.0 meters per second relative to the periph-
eral speed ofsaid grinding disk and continuously aHajitit^g itgeif

to said profile of said grinding disk so as not to enter and alter
said profile but to offset the binder relative to a woridng sur-
face of the grains of said grinding disks.

4^475,322

MEDICAL SEE-THROUGH COLUMNS
Joaeph L. Rnaw; Rkkard Sonder, both of New York, N.Y., aad
Wcaley W. SchwarU, Oahkoah, Wb^ anivon to SqHBc D
Company, PalatiBC DL

Filed Dec 31, I960, Scr. No. 221,875
Int 0.3 E04F 19/00

VJS, CL 52—27 15

1. In c(»ibination in a method for regrinding step drills, the
steps including:

positioning a step drill in a fixture associated with a laser

optical micToaoope and switching to an ON condition a
switch for indicating a diameter measuring process;

routing said step drill through 360* revolution and switch-
ing to an OFF condition said switch for initiating a mea-
suring process;

removing said step drill from said fixture associated with a
laaer optical microacope; and, then

poaitioniBg said step driU in a worichead for activating a
gnnder *

at^usting a workaliead stop m response to said diameter
meaauring to control said regrinding of said step drill.

1. A medical power service column for use in a patient room
having a floor and oeihng and sources of electricity aad gases,
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said medical column supplying electrical power, lighting and

gases and also providing a centralized support for medical

equipment, said medical column comprising:

a base having a substantially triangular cross-sectional shape,

said base having means for attaching said medical column

to the floor of the patient room;

a vertically elongated lower column section having an upper

end and a lower end for containing medical and electrical

equipment and means for supporting medical and electri-

cal equipment on its outer surface, said lower end of said

lower column section being in conUct with the base end

said lower column section having a substantially triangu-

lar cross-sectional shape;

a see-through section comprising a vertically elongated post

having a first end attached to said upper end of said lower

column section and a second end extending upward

toward the ceiling of the room; said post containing elec-

trical and gas supply lines and having electrical outlets,

switches, lights and means for holding medical equipment

on the outer surface of said post;

an upper column section connected to the second end of the

see-through section, said upper column section in substan-

tial alignment with said lower column section and contain-

ing electrical and gas supply lines and provisions for at-

taching said electrical and gas supply lines of said medical

column to sources of gas and electricity in the ceiling of

the patient room; and means in said upper column section

for attaching said medical column to the ceiling of the

patients room such that said medical column is position-

able adjacent a patient bed and wherein the substantially

triangular shape of the lower column section allows free

access to a patient in the bed while supporting medical

equipment in close proximity thereto;

wherein said see-through section of said medical column

provides a substantially unobscured view of the room.

4^75,324
VALVES

EgU Flakk, Spjdkarik, Norway, assignor to Kva-Spil United,

Sp}elka?ik, Norway
FUcd Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,577

Claims priority, appUcation Norway, May 8, 1981, w'11599

fat CL^ B06B 7/14

VJS. CI. 52-209 « Oaim

1. A valve for an air duct in a window frame, said valve

comprising

a first member forming a valve body for closing off the air

duct and including a rounded head portion at one end and

a cavity spaced from said one end;

a second member pivotally connected with said first member

to define a holder and including an elongated cavity re-

ceiving said head portion of said first member in pivotal

relation and a second cavity spaced from said elongated

cavity;

a third member pivotally connected with one of said first

and second members and releasably mounted in the other

of said first and second members, said third member in-

cluding a first rounded head portion pivotally received in

said cavity of said first member and a second rounded

head portion releasably received in said cavity of said

second member; and

a sheet-like elastically yielding member mounted on a flat

face of said first member.

4,475,323

BOX TRUSS HOOP
Vni R. Schwartzberg, Dca?cr, aad William H. Tobcy, Littleton,

botti of Orio., aaaigaon to Martia MirictU Corporatioa,

Dcthwda, Md
Filed Apr. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 373,571

lat a^ E04H 12/34

UAa 52—111 26 Claiais

^ /?2 as

4,475,325

ASSEMBLY FOR FIXING WALL PANELS TO A
REARWARDLY POSITIONED SUPPORT STRUCTURE
AND A METHOD FOR FIXING WALL PANELS TO SUCH

SUPPORT STRUCTURE BY MEANS OF THIS
ASSEMBLY

Jaa H. Vcldboca, Biaaeaweg 39, 7391 GL, TwcDo, Netberiaads

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 354,931

Oaims priority, application Netiierlaads, Mar. 9, 1981,

8101131
lat a.^ E04H 1/00

UA CL 52-235 W Claims

1. A box truss hoop comprising a plurality of circumferen-

tially adjacent collapsible boxes arranged whereby said box

truss hoop is expandable radially from a compact, folded con-

figuration to a deployed hoop configuration, each of said boxes

comprising:

^ «. a coll^Mible inner frame and a collapsible outer frame

disposed parallel and radially apart; and

b. a plurality ofconnecting side members extending between

said inner and said outer frames.

T7e 3

1. An assembly for fixing wall panels to a rearwardly posi-

tioned support structure, including a plurality of support rails

having their longitudinal extent directed perpendicularly to
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that of the wall panels, said panels having a front skin, a rear
skin and intermediate synthetic foam layer, said assembly com-
prising: a jointing strip having substantially the same length as
the wall panels and including a front wall and two wall por-
tions of substantially U-shaped cross-section, said wall portions
being tfispowd behind the ftxMit wall, said wall portions being
spaced from each other and oppositely directed with respect to
each other, said wall portions being adapted for receiving only
the front skins ofadjacent wall panels; elastic sealing gaskets of
rubber or the like having substantiaUy the same length as the
wall panels and being adpated to be clamped between the
jointing strip and the front side of the adjacent wall panels; a
plurality of short fixing clamps slidably disposed in the jointing
strip and including a hole; each fixing clamp being formed as
an omega profile and including a central wall portion of U-
shaped cross-section, a perpendicularly bent end edge joining
said wall portion at either side, said hole being formed in the
web of the U-shaped wall portion, the end edges being adapted
to bear against the front legs of the U-shaped wall portions of
the jointing strip, the distance between the legs of the U-
shaped wall portion of the fixing claim being slightly smaller
than the distance between the webs of the U-shaped wall
portions of the jointing strip; a bolt for each fixing clamp, said
bolt having a nut coK)perating therewith, said bolt being di-
mensioned so as to traverse the joint between the adjacent wall
panels; the head or the nut of said bolt being adapted to be
received in the U-shaped wall portion of the cooperating fixing
clamp so as to be locked against rotation; and a bracket for
each of said bolts, said bracket having an eye for the passage of
the bolt, said bracket having a slot which can be hooked over
a flange of a support raH of the support structure and further
comprising an abutment edge extending perpendicularly to the
slot and adapted to fittingly engage the end of the respective
flange of the support rail of the support structure, which end is
remote from the slot in the bracket

substantially identical locations as said tongue and groove
pairs on said first end face, said tongue and groove pairs
further being positioned so that each tongue and groove
pair on each ofsaid faces is complementary to and engages
a respective groove and tongue pair on an abutting end
face of an identical block that is longitudinally aligned
with said building block.

4^75,32<
INTERLOOONG BUILDING BLOCKS AND SYSTEM

USING THE SAME
Gmy N. HiMoa, P.O. Boz 172, Smtqaymic, Waah. 98IM5

FIW Feb. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 349,593
iBt CL^ EIMC 1/10

U.S.a52-286 26Clai««

1. An interlocking building block comprising:
a pair of spaced sidewalls. and
first and second end walls jtnning said sidewalls and being
qMced flrom each other, said end walls having respective
first and second end faces, each end face of said block
carrying a first longitudinally aligned tongue and groove
pair and a second longitudinally aligned tongue and
l^oove pair, said first and second pairs being laterally
•paced on said end face at locations equidistant from the
owter^the end face, said fint pair having a tongue
pontkmedadjacent a groove, said second pa& having a
*°y* POBtioned adjacent a gixwve, said tongue and
groove pairs on said second end face being positioned at

4,475,327

ROOF SYSTEM
Allan O'Regan, and Denis McGloaghUB, both of Doblla, Ire-

land, assignors to Soldek United, DaUin, Ireland
Filed Jan. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 340,890

Int. a^ E04B 1/74
UAa52-404 3ChiBg

1. An exterior wall structure for a building comprising:
a base having a height and width of a predetermined dimen*

sion;

a side wall extending along a height dimension on each side
of said base;

a flange end being formed on each side wall and being
spaced a predetermined distance from said base to define
a recess;

said base, side walls and flanged ends forming shallow U>
shaped panels with said base forming an inner wall;

a pluraUty of said inner wall facing panels being arranged in
side-by-side abutting relation with the side walls thereof
being substantially vertical;

a sheet of insulation material located in the recess of each
inner wall being panel; and

a plurality of corrugated outer wall facing panels secured to
the flanged ends of the inner wall facing panels, the corru-
gations in the outer wall facing panels being substantially
horizontal and extending substantially the full height of
the outer wall facing panels whereby the inner and outer
wall facing panels cooperate to form a rigid structoie
resulting from the mutually perpendicular orientations of
the corrugations in the outer panels and the side walls of
the inner panels;

wherein the base of each inner wall facing panel n flat and
the inner wall facing panels interlock with their bases
flush to form a ccmtinuoius flat inner surftce to the wall
structure.
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4,475328
WEB MEMBER

MUtOB E. Reader, BaUwia, and WaHar G. MoeUcnpah, Ladne,

both of Mo., aarifBoiB to MoeUeapah Indartrlci, lac^ St
Loaii,Mo.

ContfaraatkNi of Ser. No. tt,791, Aag. 4, 1979, Pat No.

4,348350. lUs appUcatkn JaL 27, 1982, Scr. No. 402376
Tbt portion of the tern of tUs pateirt sabseqaent to May 24,

2083, has ben dladaiMMd.

Lrt. a^ E04C S/02

U.S.a.52—693 161

an expander cone and a shank connected to said expander cone

and partially extended into said first portion of the bore, the

length of said expander pin corre^)onding approximately to

the length of said bore; at least one dtstructiUe capsule dis-

posed in said flrst portion of the bore and fining said shank,

said capsule accomodating a curable bonding agent, said an-

1. A relatively flat sheet metal structural web member for

interconnecting a pair of generally parallel spaced-apart wood
chord memben to form a floor truss or the like, each of said

chord members having opposing side faces substantially copla-

nar widi opposing side faces of the other chord member, said

web member being generally V-shaped, comprising first and

second substantially coplanar legs mtegrally joined at one of

thdr reflective ends, a plurality of teedi struck firom the one

end of each leg and extendmg generally perpendicuUuiy firom

one face, constitutmg the inside face, of the web member, and

a plurality of teeth struck from the other end of each leg and

extending generally perpendicularly from the inside face of the

web member, said teeUi at opposite ends of the legs being

adapted to be driven into coplanar side faces of the cho^
members, the side margins of each leg being bent generally at

right angles to the leg on the inside face of the web member to

form fluges extending longitudinally of the leg at opposite

sides thereof, the flange toward the middle of the web member
constituting an inner flange and the other an outer flange, the

outer flange of each leg having opposite end portions, one of

which terminates short of an end of the leg in an edge extend-

ing generally perpendicularly to the inside face of the leg and

generally parallel to Uie teeth struck from the end of the leg for

hutment along substantially the entire length of the edge

against a wood chord membn when the teeth at that end of the

leg are driven into the chord member, and the inner flange of

each leg having opposite end portions, one ofwhich terminates

short of the other end of the leg in an edge extending generally

perpendicularly to the inside face of the leg and generally

parallel to the teeth struck from the end of the leg for abutment

along substantially the entire length of the edge against the

other wood chord member when the teeth at that end of the

leg are driven into the chord member.

chor, upon the application of the impact thereto being driven

into said hole, whereby said expander cone becomes inserted

into said slotted expandable portion and said expander pin is

driven into said bore of the anchor over the whole length

thereof so that said shank destroys said capsule and releases

said bonding agent, which upon curing adhesively secures said

shank of the pin to the expandable anchor.

4^75329
ANCHORING EXPANSIBLE FASTENER

Artar Fbcher, WeinhaMe 34, D-724* T^railiagea, WaMachtal 3,

Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay
Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 398396

lot a' E04B 1/49: E21D 2/00: F16B 13/06

VS. CL 52-704 10 Oatas

I. An anchoring expansible ftstener for use in supporting

structures and adi^ted to be anchored by impact in a cylindri-

cal hole with enlarge tapering undercut provided in a sup-

porting structure, comprising an expandable anchor having a

leading end and a trailing end and provided with a cylindrical

portion and a slotted expandable portion at the leading end

thereof, said expandable anchor being fonned with a bore

having a first portion extended in said cylindrical portion and

a seomid portion projecting through said slotted expandable

portion up to said leading nd; and an expander pin including

4^75330
HIGH TWIST POLYESTER MULTIFILAMENT YARN

AND FABRIC MADE THEREFROM
AUo Kinora, AaUya;Onn Wada, TakatsaU; KohicU lohara,

and Mtehfltage Matnd, both of IbaraU, aD ofJapan, aMigaors

to TeUin LiaHcd, Onka, Japaa

FDcd Jaa. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 384,493

lat a^ D02G 3/04: DOIF 6/62

VS. CL 57-245 7 (

goeoToaosoooinizoao

TWIST SETTING TEKWRATUICPCl

1. A high twist polyester multifilament yarn having a twist

of a twist multiplier K within a range of 13,000 to 23,000 made

from polyester filaments consisting essentially of at least one

member selected firom the group consisting of a copolymer of

at least two units selected from the group consisting of ethyl-

iM terephthalate, trimethylene terephthalate, and tetramethyl-

ene terephthalate, a blend of at least two polymers sdected

from the group consisting of polyethylene terephthalate, poly-

trimethylene terephtalate and a blend of at least one of said

polymers and at least one of said polymers having a breaking

elongation of not more than 60% and a shrinkage in boiling

water of not more than 6%.
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M7S431
SPINNING MACHINE, ESPECIALLY AN OPEN-END
SPINNING MACHINE, WITH A PLURALITY OF
SPINNING UNITS AND WITH A MAINTENANCE
DEVICE MOVABLE ALONG THE MACHINE

ilMui C PrawiU, bgobtadt; Rolf Gwe, RcirtUiigai, ud
Sohnb TaMbi, PMUagn, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

•i^on to Schabert A SaLnr, A.G., lagolstadt, Fed. Rep. of

FOed Job. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 387,360
ClaioH priority, appttcitkNi Fed. Rep. of Geranoy, Dec 6,

1981, 3123281

lit a^ DOIH 15/00
MS. CL S7—2C3 20 Claims

1. An apparatus for use on an open-end spinning nuu;hine
and the like of the type having a plurality of spinning units, a
plurality of electrically controlled operating elements associ-
ated with each of said spinning units, a maintenance device
movable along the spinning machine which has an electrical
power source which can be coupled to the electrical operating
elements of a particular spinning unit for supplying electrical
power to the operating elements, said apparatus comprising:
a plurality of electrical bus lines;

a separate one of laid bus lines associated with each one of
said operating elements of each of said spinning units to
electrically control said one operating element;

a switching means associated with each spinning unit actu-
ated in response to said maintenance device arriving at a
working position in front of said spinning unit;

said switching means connecting said electrically controlled
operating elements ofa spinning unit with respective ones
of said electrical bus lines when said maintenance device is

at said working position so that said spinning unit is con-
nected-in electrically; and

said maintenance device being constantly connected to said
bus lines as it moves from one spinning unit to another as
required for maintenance.

closed loop for bleeding hydraulic fluid therefrom to
permit replenishment with fluid from said charge means,
said valve means being operatively connected with said
pump control means by valve control means whereby
fluid flow through said valve means proportionately in-

-K^irx ^iMsajmt^^^
'X^

-KtwHft Mnsturr-,

M75432
MANUALLY OPERABLE VARIABLE BLEED FOR

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
Ronald L. Aadmoa, and John R. Hams, both of Bnrliagton,

Iowa, aadgnors to J. I. Case Company, Radne, Wis.
Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 350,989

Int CL^ F16D SJ/02
UJS.a<&-329 3Clainis

1. A closed loop hydrostatic transmission, comprising:
reversible pump means and reversible motor means hydrau-

lically joined in a closed loop,
pump control means for selectively controlling said pump
means to direct fluid under pressure to said motor means
for operation of said motor means in forward and reveree
directions,

charge means for replenishing fluid in said closed loop from
a fluid reservoir, and

variable flow bleed valve means hydraulically joined to said

creases and decreases, respectively, in response to the
operation of said pump control means to increase and
decrease fluid flow from said pump means to operate said
motor means in at least one of said forward and reverse
directions.

4,475,333

DEVICES FOR LIMITING THE POWER OUTPUT OF A
HYDRAUUC ASSEMBLY

L. Osten Tordenmalm, Sa Sandby, Sweden, assignor to Aker*
mans Vericstad AB, EsISt, Sweden

Filed Jon. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 158,348
Claims priority, application Sweden, Jon. 15, 1979, 7905272

Int a.} F16H 39/46
VJS. CL 60-395 9 Claims

1. A control system for controlling by limiting power output
of a hydraulic assembly used in an excavator or the like which
comprises in combination:

a single driving motor,

plural hydraulic pump means operatively powered by said

driving motor,

plural driven motors powered by said plural pump means,
there being an equal number of said driven motors and
pump means matched so that one said pump means powers
one said driven motor,

means for sensing the speed of said driving motor,
means for continuously comparing the speed sensed with a

standard,

said comparing means adapted to energize a controller when
said driving motor is about to be overloaded,

said controller having means to independently alter the
hydraulic flow rate of each said pliual pump means by
priority and thereby relieve said driving motor before
being overloaded wherd>y the power output ofsaid plural

pomp means is limited so that the sum of the maximum
power output of said plural pump means may sitfely ex-

ceed that of the driving motor.
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4^75,334

METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING
HYDRAUUC TURBINE

Takao Kowabva, Hitachi, Japmi, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Ang. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 290,258

Claims priority, application Japan, Ang. 13, 1960, 55-110248

Int a.3 FOIB 25/04

ment-rcsisting device associated with said piston, said

non-contact device being located so as to oppose further

U.S. CL 60-398 26 Claims

^A-i^-i
[^y-t!

zi^rrS

1. A method of controlling a hydrauUc turbine during its

operation in a system including an upper water reservoir, a

lower water reservoir, a water channel connecting the upper

reservoir and the lower reservoir together, a hydraulic turbine

connected in the water channel to be operated by the water

passing through the channel and the turbine including guide

vanes to control the quantity of water passing through the

turbine to thereby control the operation of the tuitme, and a

load to be powered by the turbine wherein such method com-

prises the steps of:

drivingly connecting the turbine to the load;

passing water through the turbine under the control of the

guide vanes to operate the turbine and thereby drive the

connected load;

sensing a change in the load while the operating turbine is

driving the load;

adjusting the guide vanes in response to the sensed change m
load to thereby correspondingly adjust the flow of the

water through the turbine in accordance with the change

in the load, which adjusting the guide vanes produces a

corresponding change in pressure on the upstream side of

the turbine in the water channel and on the downstream

side of the turbine in the water channel;

providing a control signal correlated to the adjusting rate of

the guide vanes and rate of pressure changes in the water

channel caused thereby;

thtottlmg the water flowing in the water channel at a dis-

tance spaced serially in the water channel from the turbine

and at a rate correlated to the rate of the guide vanes, only

when the control signal indicates an adjusting rate of the

guide vanes that is higher than a reference rate, so that

said throttling is automatic and simultaneous with said

adjusting and said throttling will reduce the severity of the

pressure change within the water channel on the side of

the turbine in common with the throttling; and

discontinuing said throttling in response to the signal indicat-

uig an adjusting rate of the guide vanes lower than a

reference rate.

4,475,335

FREE PISTON HEAT ENGINES

Gordon Dafcy, Cnmnor HiM, England, aasignor to National

Research Dcfdopmcnt Corporation, London, England

FDcd Feb. 3, 1963, Ser. No. 463,504

Claims priority, application United KingdtM. Feb. 12, 1982,

MW165
Int CL^ F02G 1/04

U.S.a 60-520 6Clalms

1. A heat engine comprising:

a free piston, adapted to execute reciprocatory movement of

predetermined maximum stroke, and a non-contact move-

said reciprocatory movement with increasing force when-

ever said piston approaches either end of said stroke.

4,475,336

BRAKING APPARATUS FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE
VEHICLE

Dean E. Rankle, LaPorte, Ind., assignor to The Beadlx Corpora-

tion, Sonthfleld, Mich.

Filed Ang. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 294,111

Int a^ F15B 7/00

VS. a. 60-545 5

1. A braking apparatus for an automotive vehicle having

brakes actuatable by fluid pressure to retard motion of said

vehicle, an input member movable in response to an operator

input to effect a brake actuation, a source of electrical energy,

and electrical circuit means for distributing said electrical

energy; said braking apparatus including: master cyUnder

means for supplying fluid pressure to said brakes in response to

said operator input, fluid pressure responsive booster means

substantially defining a pressure chamber and providmg a

force assisting said operator input, a single fluid pumping

means for supplying fluid pressure direcUy to said pressure

chamber via a check valve during a brake actuation, and fluid

pressure accumulator means for receiving fluid pressure from

said fluid pumping means only via said pressure chamber and

for supplying fluid pressure to said booster means during the

brake actuation, said electrical circuit means including switch

means closing in response to said operator input during every

brake actuation to supply electrical energy to said single fluid

pumping means only during said brake actuation to commence

a first phase thereof whereto said fluid pumping means commu-

nicates fluid pressure to said pressure chamber, said booster

means including operator-operated valve means for modulat-

ing said assistmg force in response to operator input said fluid

pressure accumuUtor means mcluding second valve means for

m a first position closing communication of fluid pressure from

said accumulator means to said booster means and in a second

position opening said communication to supply fluid pressure

to said booster means, said booster means and said second
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vdve neus mchiding coKtiag oomieetaig ineMs for opera-
tively comifirfmg Mid opentor-operttcd valve mean with
Mid aeoond valve meam to riiift the latter to Mid aecondposi-
tion in napoaae to Mid operator input to communicate fluid
prewire from Mid accumulator means to said booster means
durag said firM phaae of every brake actuation, said fluid
prarare accumulator means supplying fluid pressuie to said
preMure chamber during said first phaae of a brake actuation
until said fluid pumping means is able to supply a greater fluid
prewure to said booster means to begin a second phase of said
brake actuation while said coacting connecting means retains
Mid second valve means in its second position, said fluid pump,
mg means recharging said accumulator means with fluid pres-
sure during Mid second phase ofa brake actuation while at the
Mffle time continuing to communicate fluid pressure to said
pressure chamber during said second phase of a brake actua-
tioo.

MASTER CYUNOER
Robert F. Gaiaer. Stev«Mvillc» Mich^

Corpontioii, SoBlhfleld, Mieh.
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,319

laLCVBSn 11/20

toThcBeadix

IClain

HAPTO-ASSEMBLY BRAKING CONTItOL UNIT iJ'^'T^^^^^ *"" * ''^* 'y**" comprising a hous-
Otf M^iriar, BoMly. FhMe, Mfgnor to Sodet* Aniivme ^L^ u^^"^ »"**** cooperating with the housing to
DBA.PMa.n«es ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^""^

f^^^^^^-^^y <»««»*• Pi^r of prewure chambers commu^^
nW J«1. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 40(M9« SSnllJSTS!!?'' ""^^w^

"^^ "^^ '^^^ *^"^«»' *« housing
CW-i prtorttjr. miktkm Rmk*, SsM6^i, gi 17479 SJSii^^'^SL'^^*^^ ofpisum, a pair of

UAa»-»47.1 ^cUm rr^-f^^Jip^^f !»?«»»<> define fluid pMMgesbetweS'"« •'*»«r^o"«>d the pair ofpreaure chambers, respectively, the
one puton bemg movable during braking to simultaneously
close both fluid pasMges so that fluid pressure is generated in
the pair of prenure chamben, the housing bore defining a
shoulder separatmg a smaU diameter portion from rilarge
dwneter portion, the pair ofMais being fixedly disposed withL
the small diameter portion, the one piston defining a radial
clearance with the large diameter portion, a first spring extend-
ing between the pair of pistons to bias the other piston to a rest
positoon within the housing bore, and a second spring extend-
ing between the shoulder and the one piston to bias the latter
to a rest position within the housing bore.

4^75,339
APPARATUS FOR CONTHOLUNG BRAKING UQUID

1. A braUng control unit, comprising a master cylinder „m^., , ,«_.
»*pSSURE

havmg an ekmgated body and an Msistanoe MTvo boorter "^^ !~'«; 0*^^^ J«P«. "-iBW to JModa KIU Co.,
operatively coupled to Mid master cylinder. Mid Md^ '^'^"^SiT ,. ,«., «•ervo booster including a cMing ha4ig an emi waUonto r^^ ^

™«« J"- 1*. MM, Ser. No. 458,091

ttM thereof. Mid mounting portion of Mid master cySnder UACLtt-a9i
'^^^^^^^^ "^^

b«igtategral with Mid body and comprising a dwul^M^
UAa»-891 ,OCW«

anj axiallyofltet therefrom, angularly spaced higs having a
r«!ial extension le« than the radial extension of said shoulder
part and substanttaUy coplanar mounting surfaces facing said
Jhodder part. Mid end wafl of Mid aMistance servo booster
having an mner surfk», a substantiany flat outer surfcce and a
contoured cutout with angnlariy spaced notohes substantiaUy

I!^v" f*^ *° ** P^*"* «'• ««^«»e •««<» passing
ttooQgh a lug ofMid mounting portion ofMid master cylinder.«d wihat^Maling m«as on said mounting portion adjacent
ttU uoqUct part, whereby in aaembM condition Mid shoul-

2i2iIIl ^**" °" °"*^ •**" <^«»» «»d wall with

ISl^rS*™* "*^ **"P'**^ between said sbouUerp«tandM« o«er surfcoe ofMid end wdl after the lugs havebe« mttwhicttl into Mid aMistance MTVo booster from outside
through the notches ofMid cutKWt and rotated to an angularly

2wl?S*II?!!L'^'''
***"^ "^hes. the l^gs«^« leastojcoTMid lugs abuts a positioning stop formed in said

^^23ir^ ^J^.~"P'*^ " hiner portion of a sheU««WMmg|»rt ofs«d«mg and a reinfbicing plate member
romiag said oner sorfiKe of said end wall

1. An apparatus for controlling braking liquid prenure in-
chidmg a hollow substantially cylindrieal body having its one
end threadabiy et^aged in a mounting hole in the casing of a
master cylinder and its other end operatively connected to a
rear wheel cylinder fbr supplying pressure from said master
cyhnder to said rear wheel cylinder, the hoUow body being
formed with an axially extendmg bore, a plunger slidably
disposed within the bore and fbrmed therein with a passage
which allows pressure supply fh>m the master cylinder to the
rear wheel cylinder, and a valve body housed within the pas-
sage and shiftaUe with respect to said phmger and master
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cylinder to open or close the passage, the plunger being re-

sponsive to the magnitude of an input liquid pressure supplied

from the master cylinder by reciprocating to cooperate with

the valve body to open or cIok the passage, thereby producing

a proportionate reduction in the input liquid pressure before it

is output to the rear wheel cylinder, the hollow body being

formed of a single member, an annular retainer having an inner

diameter less than that of the bore, the annular retainer being

fitted into the bore at the end of the bore nearer the master

cylinder, with one end of the plunger projecting through the

annular letamer, the end face of the projecting end of the

plunger being directly opposed to the bottom surface of the

mounting hole in the master cylinder casing, the movement of

said one plunger end being positively limited in one direction

by the abutment thereof against said mounting hole bottom

surface.

4,475,340

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE HAVING AN
EXHAUST GAS TURBINE AND FUEL PREHEATING
USING EXHAUST GAS HEAT AND METHOD OF

OPERATION THEREOF
Ching-Ho Twng, c/o Mr. Chang-Hsien Chen, 7307 Caracas Dr.,

Houston, Tex. 77083

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,599

Int a' P02B 35/00. 41/10

U&Cl.fiO-598 UCIafans

connected to said engine for delivering preheated fuel to

said engine fbr combustion in admixture with air in a

combustion chamber thereof.

4,475,341

EXHAUST MANIFOLD DEVICE FOR ENGINES

KazDO Inooe, Tokyo, and Kcntaro Kate, Saltaan, both of Japan,

aasignon to Honda Gikcn Kogyo Kaboshlki Kalsha, Tokyo,

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,751

Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1981, 56-

73044[U]
Int a.' F02B 37/00; POIN 7/10

UAa 60-405 Ciaii"

1€«T TUm I,
^-^ 1€*T T.W

1. A power system comprising:

(a) an internal combustion engine.

(b) a compressor means operably connected to said engine

for delivering compressed air to said engine for combus-

tion in admixture with a fuel in a combustion chamber

thereof, ^.

(c) a high temperettire heat tank means operably connected

to the exhaust of said engine for receiving engine exhaust

gases therein,

(d) a low temperature heat tank means operably connected

to said high temperature heat tank means for recavmg

therein engine exhaust gases from said high temperattire

heat tank means,

(e) a booster fan means operably connected between said

high temperature heat tank means and low temperattire

heat tank means for increasing the flow of exhaust gase^

fh>m said high temperature heat tank means into said lo\^

temperattire heat tank means,

(f) a gw ttirttne means openly connected to said low tem-

perattire heat Umk means for receiving therein engine

exhaust gases fhna said low temperattire heat tank means,

tot recovery compresrion energy firom exhaust gases,

(g) a f^ tank means, and

5) a fuel line extending firom said fuel umk means through

said low temperattire heat tank means and thereafter

through said hi|^ temperattire heat ttmk means for indi-

rect oontKrt of ftael in said ftod line with engine exhaust

gases, for heating said f^, whereby said hot exhaust gases

vepwtially cooled before passing through said booster

fkn means, and f^irther cooled thereafter, and operably

1. In an engine including at least one pair of cylinders ar-

ranged substantially in the form of a V and a ttirbosuper-

charger driven with exhaust gases of said cylinders to supply

compressed air thereto,

an exhaust manifold device, comprising:

a pair ofexhaust gas inlet members for receiving said exhaust

gases;

said inlet members being connected integraUy with either of

said cylinders;

a pair of communication members for conducting said ex-

haust gase^

said communication members having the longittidinal

lengths thereof variable and either ends thereof connected

wi^ either of said inlet members;

an exhaust gas coUecting member for coUecting said exhaust

gases to supply same to said ttirbosupercharger. and

said collecting member being connected with the respective

other ends of said communication memben;

each of said communication memben comprising an outer

tube secured at either end thereof to said collnrting mem-

ber and either of said inlet members and formed at least

partially along the longitudinal direction thereof with a

bellows and an inner ttibe provided through said outer

tube, said inner tube having one end thereof secured to

either of said inlet members and said collecting member

and the other end thereof axially movable relative to said

outer tube;

said communication member further comprising first and

second support ttibes secured respectively to said inlet

member and said collecting member,

said outer ttibe being fixedly fitted on said first and second

support ttibe^ and

said inner ttibe being fixedly fitted at the outer circumferen-

tial portion near said one end thereof and slidably fitted at

another circumferential portion near said other end

thereof in said first and second support tubes.
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M75,342
METHOD AND MEANS FOR LIFTING WATER AND

GENERATING POWER THEREFROM
G^ AMf, RdMfot, brad, anigiior to Loden Y. Bronicki.
YavM, brael, a part intereat

DiTlaloiiof Ser. No. 0J7.439, Not. 26, W79, Pat No. 4,370J59.
IWa appUcatioa Nor. 15, 1M2, Scr. No. 4*1,678

iBt CL^ FOSG 7/04
UAa«-641.6

gCbims

pump of the type wherein a heat carrier Huid is heated bv aheat source; said heat carrier Huid is compieaaed with temiwa!
ture etevadonin a compress subseqoent to the heat soo^heat

»
ddivered from said heat carrier fluid to a heat-admiS

proce« (heat ddivery); and said heat carrier fluid is altewrttSexp«id ma gas turbine furnishing a part of the compressi^
energy, the nnprovement wherein

'^ti!^!^'^'
""*** •*** ' temperature of more than about

800 C. before said heat ddivery and is deUvered to a
heat-admittmg process running only at temperatures
above about 800* C. with a satisfactory rate ofWS^

work collectively provided to drive the compressor, as far as
not being furnished by said gas turbine, is furnished mainly
by tije thermd energy of the dways gaseous heat carri^
flmd which is still avdld>le after the heat delivery in that
said heat earner fluid delivers sdd thermd energy to a
thermal power process which furnishes work to drive sdd
compressor,

with or without some of the heat energy which can be deliv-
ered by said heat-admitting process and which is available
at a temperature below the temperature ofsdd heat deliv-
ery.

1. In a power generating system that includes an dongated
duct having a higher and a lower end. sprayers for spr^g
water mto the duct for increasing the density of the dr therdn
thereby mducing a downward flow of air in the duct the
improvement comprising providing a lift tower at the outlet of

Si Sl^^ '^"''i ^w' "T"^^ redirecting the dr exiting
from the bottom of the dongated duct, spraying water-droiv

S^sT ?K "T" r**
^'^ **^ *°^"' *« droplets being o(

such size diat drag forces on the droplets cause them to rise toM upper level of the tower, separating the droplets from the«r at said upper level by redudng the upward component of
the air veloaty, coUecting the droplets in a reservoir, and
retunung water in the reservoir to the lower end of the tower
through hydrauhc turbine means.

4^475^44
LOW SMOKE COMBUSTOR FOR LAND BASED

€X>MBUSrnON TURBINES
Stephen E. Monford, and Edward W. Toboy, both of West

taSTpr*"
"^"^^ *° ^**'''**'*^ *^'*^* ^^•'

^

FUed Fd>. 16. 1982, Ser. No. 349,125

.,„ _ Inta3F02Ci//¥
UAa (50-757

,cid«.

4|47S,343
^OTHOp FOR THE GENERAHON OF HEAT USING AHEAT PUMP. PARTICULARLY FOR PROCESSES RUN
r,«_^

OW-V AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
Gbther DlbeHns, and Rdnboid Pitt, both of Aachen, Fed. Rep

,^ .ro«« May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,464

imfmSS^'
•PPHc-tkw Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 14,

., « r, ^ '^ ^' ^^^ ^•'/O^- ^7/00UAa60-4M
gChtas

"^^>-h^
JS^hoVHfe^^A=^ ^ n

0"
^=^ ^u

J. a*
"S^l^4J

*

20 ^^B.J

1. In a method for the deliverance of heat by means ofa heat

1. A combustor badcet for heating compressor discharge
gases to drive a turbine, comprising:
a plurality of ring segments, each of sdd ring segments
havmg an mner surface and an outer surface, adjoined in
tdescopmg fashion to form a generdly cylindricd portion
of said basket, sdd cylindricd portion having an upstream
end. a downstream end, and a longitudind axis, and being
of substantially constant diameter;

a combustor dome, having an upstream end and a down-
stream end. adjoining the upstream end ofsdd cylindricd
portion of sdd badcet, sdd dome being generally conicd
with diameter increasing in the downstream direction;

means adjoining sdd dome for iiyecting fiid into a combus-
tion zone in the upstream end ofsdd cylindricd portion of
sdd basket; and

a plurdity of generdly ovd-shaped scoops in a ring segment
in the upstream end of sdd cylindricd portion for direct-
ing a flow of compressed m into sdd combustion zone,
each of sdd scoops having a long dimendon and a short
dimension with the long dimendon generally parallel to
the longitudind axis of said cylindricd portion;

and said cylindricd portion of said basket further having a
second plurality of scoops generdly circular in Oupe for
directing an additi<md flow of compressed air into said
combustion zone in a sUghtly upstream direction.
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4^75,345

REFRIGERATOR WTTH PNEUMATIC AND WORKING
GAS-5UPPLY CONTROL

Haoa-JoMhia Forth, Colore, and Rolf Hdaig. Wdknwist,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcrrnqr, aad^Mn to LeyboM-Hcracos

GnbH* CoiogBe. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDcd JnL 23, 1982, Ser. No. 40Un
ClaiiM priority, applkalk» Fed. Rep. of Govany, Jan. 20,

1982, 3201496

Int a^ F25B 9/00

VS.a 62-6 3

relative to the fluid pressure in the working vohmie, in

each direction; and

electricdly powered Imear motor drive means for driving

the displacer in each of two directions to trim the move-

•i

n

-12¥
•jfrj

i'

ment of the displacer resulting from the pressure differen-

tid across the piston the load handling capability of the

linear motor drive means being substantidly less than the

load of the driven displacer.

1. A refrigerator, compridng:

a cold producer (1) havmg a chamber and a displacer (8) in

the chamber having a driving piston (14) with a sed (14o)

across the chamber for pneumatically reciprocating the

displacer in the chamber with an operating gas introduced

into a portion (15) of the chamber on one side of the sed

and displacing therd)y a working gas in a portion (13) of

the chamber on the oppodte dde of the sed, whereby the

volumes of the chamber portions on the opposite sides of

the sed dtematdy have a maximum;

a compressor (4) for providing the gasses at appropriate

pressure^ gas-control means (3) separate from the cold

producer controUably feeding the gasses form the com-

pressor supply thereof in a manner to redprocate the

displacer with the operating gas and provide the working

gas to be displaced thereby for refrigeration; and

first and second tubes (11, 12) connecting the cold producer

to the separate gas-control means for respectively feeding

the working and operating gasses from the latter to the

chamber portions of the former respectively having the

gasses for reciprocating and displacing operation thereof,

the vohme of each tube being not greater than the mau-

mum volume of the chamber on the oppodte ades of the

displacer respectively fed gas ther^y.

4,475.346

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM WTTH LINEAR MOTOR
TRIMMING OF DISPLACER MOVEMENT

Neils O. Yonng. Free Udon, Va.; Robert Henderwrn, Reading,

and Peter J. Kemey, ArKagtoa, both of Mmb., aadgpon to

Helix TediBology CorporatioB, Waltham, Man.
Filed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,192

lot CL3 F25B 9/00

U.S.CL62-6 9ClaiBi»

1. A refrigerator having a gas displacer which reciprocates

in a housing to disi^ace gas in a woricing volume of gas

through a regenoator, the fldd pressure in the working vol-

ume varying between maximum and minimum pressures, the

refrigerator further compridng:

a spring volume of gas having a fluid pressure intermediate

the iT^««itiimn and minitnuin pressures in the working

volume;

a piston dement extending axidly from the displacer mto the

spring volume, the cross sectiond areas of the piston

elemdit and the displacer being such that the pressure

- difTerentid across the piston element, between the work-

' ing volume and the spring volume, drives the displacer

through a substantially fdl stroke, substantially retarded

4,475,347

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING CARBON DIOXIDE AND
SULFUR-CONTAINING GASES FROM A SYNTHETIC

FUEL PRODUCnON PROCESS OFF-GAS
William P. Hegarty, Weacoarille, and William P. Schmidt,

AOentown, both of Pa., aadgaon to Air Prodocts and Cbemi-

cala, lac, AUentowa, Pa.

FOod Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,517

IBL CU F25J 3/04

UAa 62-17 17 Oaima

2. A process for the separation of an off-gas from a fuel

production process containing carbon dioxide, sulfur-contain-

ing gases and lower hydrocarbons by separating sdd off-gas

into an essentidly sulfiir-free, light f^el gas and a sulfur-con-

taining carlKm dioxide gas. comprising the steps of:

(a) introducing a stream of methanol into a pressurized feed

off-gas contdning carl>on dioude, sulfur gases and lower

hydrocarbons;

(b) cooling the methanol-containing feed ofT-gas against

process iHoduct streams in a heat exchanger to condense

any water contained in said off-gas;

(c) separating sdd ofT-gas into a dry, overhead ofT-gas stream

and a substantially carbon dioxide-free water and metha-

nol bottom stream in a phase separator,

(d) oontacth^ the dry ofT-gas with a second stream ofmetha-

nol in an absorption column to remove essentidly dl of

the sulfur-containing gases from the off-gas and absorb

them m sdd methanol in which the essentidly sulfur-free

off-gas a removed as an overhead stream of said column
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ad the siiMiir<onl»iniiigineUMnol is removed as a bottom
stream from laid colomn;

(e) cooling nid overhead stream to partial condensation to
phase sepante an essentiaUy solfiir-firee light foel gas for
**POrt aad a predommantly carbon dioxide-containing
stream;

(0 expanding said carbon dioxide-containing stream to pro-
vide refrigeration for the cooling and separation of the
overhead stream of step (e);

(g) contacting said sulf^-containing methanol bottom
stream of step (d) with said expanded carbon dioxide-con-
taining stream of step (0 in a stripper column to strip
essentiaUy all of the sulfbr-containing gases from said
methanol stream and reabsorb them in said carbon dioxide
stream in which essentially sulfur-free methanol is re-
moved as a bottom stream for recycle to the upstream
portion of the process and a sulf^-containing carbon
dioxide stream is removed as an overhead stream from
n^wlumn for recycle to the synthetic fuel production
process or export

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FILLING
CRYOGENIC UQUm CYLINDERS

Scott RcBCi, Prior Lake, AOuk, inlannr to Mlaaesota Valley
EoglMcring, Im^ New Pn«M, Mfam.

FDad JnL 2C 1M2, Scr. No. 401,602
lit OJ P17C 7/02

U&aC2-85 gCtafa,

in gas flow communica-
first means defming at least one t

tion with said qMce;
a plurality of first members disposed in said area, each first
member having a gas pumping sorfkce fbr capturing gas;

second means for selectively isolating said gas pumpmg
surfaces in said area firom gas flow communication with
said space and exponng said gas pumping surfaces in said
area to gas flow communication with said spict;

third means for controlling said second means to selectively
isolate a number less than all of said gas pumping surfaces
from and simultaneously expose all other gas pumping
surfaces to gas flow communication with said space;

said second means including a pluraUty of second members
impervious to gas disposed in said area and mounted for
movement therein between first and second positions;

each first member being positioiied in a zone within said area
and in rektion to the second members to be confined in
said zone by second members isolated from gas flow
communication with said spwe when the confining sec-
ond members are in the first positioB and to be exposed in
said zone by the confining second memben to gas flow
communication with said space when the confining sec-
ond members are in the second position;

said third means controlling the movement of said second
members between the first and second positions to posi-
tion a number less than all of said second members in the
first position to confine a number leas than all of said gas
pumfring surftces and simultaneously position ill other

of:

1. A method of filling cryogenic containers with liquified
"" from a storage tank to reduce losses comprising the steps

(a) connecting the container to the storage tank so that the
liquid flows from the storage tank into said container,

(b) sensing the vupot pressures in the storage tank and the
container^

(c) maintainmg a selected vapor pressure differential be-
tween said tank and said container during fiUing by setting
a thiottUng valve to vent wapor from said container to the
atmosphoe, the pressure in said container being less than
the pressure in said tank, said valve automatically venting
sufBdent vapor to maintain said selected pressure differ-
ential.

M7S,349
CONTINUOUSLY PUMPING AND REACTIVATING GAS

-___ PUMP
'^TfJ* ??"• "^""•^ "* ^"^^ "• Crfl, TVmj, both

or Griit, aarivMffi to Ika Uriini StatM ef

.

MMai by Iha UiMsd Stotw Dap«tMM of 1

FM Mar. 17, Un, 8«. No. 47i,309
ri»i>y. iwHrrtiGn Japa, Mm. It, 1M2, 57-0«l«2

IM. a> BOID 9/09 .UAa«3-«J ^::'
isctatas

L A gas pomp apparatus tor pumping gas from an enclosed

second members in the second position to expose all other
gas pumping surface^

each first member including a first panel definmg a length
and an exposed surface extendhig its length that forms the
gas pumpuig surface

each second member including a second panel impervious to
gas;

each second panel defining a length and is disposed in said
area spaced fix>m and adjacent to another second panel to
define a zone between the adjacent second panels extend-
ing the length of the adjacent panels;

each first panel being positioned in the zone between adja-
cent second panels;

each second pa&el having stationary and movable sections
extending its lengdi wtth each movable section pivotally
secured relative to the stationary section ft>r movement
between the first and second positioas, the stotionary and
movable sections of adjacent second panels forming an
enclosure confining the first panel positioned m the zone
between the adjacent second paneb when the movaUe
sections are in said first position and formmg a path for gis
flow communication between sakl space and the first

panel positioned in said separate zone when die movable
sections are in said second position; and

said third means oontrollmg the movement of the movable
sections of the second pands betwfsen the first and seond
positions to position a number less than afl ofsaid movable
sections in the first position and siquiltaneoasly position all

other movable sections in the second position.
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4«47S,3S0 each in direct contact with products moving throogh the path,

METHOD OF MAKING MOULDS and recirculating the vapor individually within each of said

iNoraanWaMnm,Wetbcrty,Eaglaad,atoifMrtoBOC plurality of cooling zones.

4^75^52
ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION PROCESS

tone Pvnq Company,

DifWon ofScr. No. 129,923, Mar. 13, IMO, Ptt. No. 4«30UM,
which is a emrtinatioa of Scr. No. 959^409, No?. 9, 1978,

MlTUi application Ai«. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 293,721

priority, application Uaitod Ungdofli, May 24, 1978, LeooLm, StondSord, Conn^

7823615; Oct 25, 1978, 7841898

bt a) F25D 13/06, 17/00

UJ.a 62-57

Stanford, Com.
Filed Jan. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,800

Int a^ F25B 15/00

V& CL 62-101 27

-T il l ^ ';>

y \j

.1

1. A method ofcooling foundry sand obtamed from a quarry

comprising the steps of:

drying the quarried sand;

passing said dried sand to a fluidising chamber having aper-

tures in the bottom thereof;

supplying a flow of air through apertures to fluidise said

sand in said chamber,

passing a cryogenic material selected from the group con-

sisting essentially ofliquid nitrogen, liquid carbon dioxide,

and liquid argon in heat eschrage with said flow of air

prior to the supply thereof through said apertures to cool

said air such tluit said sand is cooled as it is being fluidised;

and

discharging said cooled sand from said chamber.

4^75,351

DUAL-FLOW CRYOGENIC FREEZER
Darid J. Bee, Eaaana, Pa., aaslvwr to Air Prodncts and

Chendcals, Incn Alkntown, Pa.

FIM Ai«. 9, 1983, Scr. No. 521,788

Int a^ F25D 13/06

UA CL 62—63 2* O**""

1. The method of freezing products by contact with a cryo-

genic fluid which comprises continuously passing such prod-

ucts through an ekmgsted path comprising a plurality of con-

tiguous vapor recirculating coding zones, introducing cryo-

genic liquid refrigerant into one or more of such cocking zones

in a substantially central region of such path, wherein such

liquid is vaporized by expansion prior to contact with any such

(ffoducts, redrculathig the vapor fbrmed by the expansion in

the zones of said central r^ion into contact with products

passing through said region, inducing a split flow of the vapor

fhwn said central region such that one portion thereof flows

towards the products inlet end of said path and a second por-

tion flows towards the products discharge end of said path

1. A cyclic absorption refrigeration process, em|rioying, in a

refrigerant component and in an absorbent component, mutu-

ally soluble, normally liquid compounds, whose normal boiling

points differ by at least about SO* C, comprising the steps of:

(a) rectifying a refrigerant-enriched absorbent component, in

a fractionation zone, to provide an overhead refrigerant

component stream, comprising from about 93 to about 99

mole % of the lower-b(riling compound and from about 1

to about 7 mole % of the higher-boiling compound, and a

bottoms absorbent component stream, comprising from

about 6S to about 93 mole % of the higher-boiling com-

pound and from about S to about 33 mole % of the lower-

boiling compound, at a reflux zone pressure within the

range from about 30 to about ISO mm. mercury absolute

pressure, and at a reboiler zone temperature within the

range fixmi about 63* to about 110* C, the reboiler zone

being supplied, by indirect heat exchange, with heat from

an external source of low-grade heat;

(b) cooling the overhead refrigerant component stream by

indirect heat exchange with an external coolant stream;

(c) transferring the cooled overhead refrigerant component

stream to an evaporation zone;

(d) cooling the bottoms absorbent component stream by

indirect heat exchange with the refrigerant-enriched ab-

sorbent component stream;

(e) transferring the cooled bottoms absorbent component

stream to an absorption zone;

(0 evaporating a sutMtantial portion of the refrigerant com-

ponent in the evaporation zone maintained at a pressure

within the range from about 2 to about 13 mm. mercury

absolute pressure, to achieve a temperature in a remaining

portion of the refrigerant component within the range

from about - 12* to about + IS* C;

(g) circulating the remaining portion of the refrigerant com-

ponent to a refrigeration zone where, by indirect heat

exchange, an external refrigeration heat exchange fluid is

cooled to a temperature within the range from about -8*

to about -»-20* C;
(h) conducting the evaporated portion of the refrigerant

component to the absorption zone for mixing therein with

the absorbent component to provide the refrigerant-

enriched absorbent component, said absorption zone

being maintained at the same pressure as the evaporation

zone and at a temperature within the range from about 20*

to about 60* C, by continuously cooling a portion of the
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refrigerant-enriched abKffbent component in indirect heat
exchange with the external coolant stream;

(i) returning the refrigerant-enriched absorbent component
to the fractionating zone; and

0) continuously withdrawing a minor part of the refrigerant
component from the evaporation zone and injecting said
refrigerant component into the reflux zone.

M75453
SERIAL ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION PROCESS

L«M Love, Stamford, Cona^ aaaignor to The Pwao Conuanv
StaatfMd. Coon.

-ix-«-M«y.

Filed Jm. 16, 1M2, Ser. No. 388,801
Int a.3 F25B 15/00

UAa«-101 26 Claims

f ..r

1. A cyclic absorption refrigeration process, employing, in a
fint absorption refrigeration cycle, in a refrigerant component
and in an absorbent component, mutually soluble, normally
liquid compounds, whose normal boiling points differ by at
least about 50* C, and in a second absorption refregeration
cycle, substantially anhydrous ammonia as refrigerant compo-
nent and aqueous ammonia, containing from about 40 to about
70 wt. % water, as absorbent component, comprising the steps

(a) rectifying a refrigerant-enriched absorbent component, in
a first-cycle fractionation zone, to provide an overhead
refrigerant component stream, comprising from about 93
to about 99 mole % of the lower-boUing compound and
from about 1 to about 7 mole % of the higher-boiling
compound, and a bottoms absorbent component stream,
comprising from about 65 to about 95 mole % of the
higher-boiling compound and from about 5 to about 35
mole % of the lower-boiling compound, at a reflux zone
pressure within the range from about 30 to about 150 mm.
mercury absolute pressure, and at a reboUer zone tempera-
ture within the range from about 65 to about 1

10* C, the
reboiler zone being supplied, by indirect heat exchange,
with heat from an external source of low-grade heat;

(b) cooling the overhead refrigerant component stream by
indirect heat exchange with an external coolam stream;

(c) transferring the cooled overhead refrigerant component
stream to a first-cycle evaporation zone;

(d) cooling the bottoms absorbent component stream by
indirect heat exchange with the refrigerant-enriched ab-
sorbent component stream;

(e) transferring the cooled bottoms absorbent component
stream to a first-cycle absorption zone.

(0 evaporating a substantial portion of the refrigerant com-
ponem in the first-cycle evaporation zone mamtained at a
pressure within the range from about 2 to dwut 13 mm.
mercury absolute pressure, to achieve a temperature in a
remaimng portion of the ref^gerant component within the
range from about - 12* to about + 15* C;

(g) ct^lecting an ammonia-water effluent mixture as en-
riched riisorbent component from a second-cycle absoro-
tionzone;

(h) rectifying the ammonia-water mixture in a second-cycle

fractionation zone to provide an overhead refrigerant
component stream, comprising substantiaUy anhydrous
ammonia, and a bottoms absorbent component stream,
comprising aqueous ammonia;

(i) circulating the remaining portion of the refrigerant com-
ponent to a first-cycle refrigeration zone where, by indi-
rect heat exchange, second-cycle ammonia overhead and
ammonia-water effluent mixture are cooled to a tempera-
ture within the range from about -8* to about -»-20* C

0) conducting the evaporated portion of the refrigerant
component to the first<ycle absorption zone for mixing
therem with the absorbent component to provide the
refngerant-enriched absorbent component, said absorp-
tion zone being maintained at the same pressure as the
evaporation zone and at a temperature within the range
from about 20* to about 60* C, by continuously cooling a
portion of the refrigerant-enriched absorbent componentm mdirect heat exchange with the external coolant stream-

(k) returning the refrigerant-enriched absorbent component
to the first-cycle fractionating zone;

(1) continuously withdrawing a minor part of the refrigerant
component from the first-cycle evaporation zone and
mjecting said refrigerant component into the first<ycle
reflux zone;

(m) evaporating a substantial portion of the anhydrous am-
monia in the second-cycle evaporation zone to achieve a
temperature in the remaining liquid ammonia within the
range from about - 15* to about -60* C; and

(n) circulating the remaining liquid ammonia to a second-
cycle refrigeration zone where, by indirect heat exchange,
an external heat exchange fluid is cooled to a temperature
within the range from about - 10* to about -55* C.

4,478«3M
SYSTEM FOR DRAINING UQUID REFRIGERANT
FROM A SUBCOOLER IN A VAPOR COMPRESSION

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
George J. AkerUefan, MaaUiis, and Zoltan P. Mandy, Qunillas,

both ofN.Y., aasignon to Carrier Corporatioa, Syracnae, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,976

Int a.3 F25B 41/00
UA a 62-117 7ci.ia«

1. A drain system for draining refrigerant from the shell side
of a tube in shell subcooler in a vapor compressor refrigeration
system to prevent freezing of undesirable amounts of a heat
exchange medium in the tubes of the subcooler at shutdown of
the refrigeration system, said drain system comprising:

a drain means for removing refrigerant from the subcooler;
a valve means for opening and closing the drain means;
a sensor means for sensing qseration of the vapor compres-

sion refrigeration system; and
a control means for controlling the operation of the valve
means to close the drain means when the sensor means
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senses operation of the vapor compression refrigeration

system and to open the drain means when the sensor

means does not sense operation of the vapor compression

refrigeration system.

4,475355

CONTINUOUS PACKED BED WASH COLUMN
Henricos A. C. Thijssen, Son, and Bernardus G. M. Van der

Maica, Hagestein, both of Netherlands, assignors to Douwe

Egberts KoaiakUjke Tabaksfabriek-KoffiebramlerUn-Thee*

handel B.V., Utrecht, Netherlands

Continoation*in*part of Ser. No. 330,592, Dec. 14, 1981,

abandoned, which is a difisioa of Ser. No. 46,758, Jun. 9, 1979,

abandoned, which is a cootinaatioB-ia*part of Ser. No. 866,169,

Dec. 30, 1977, abandoned. This appUcation Sep. 16, 1982, Ser.

No. 418,832

Chdms priority, appUcatfcM United Kingdom, Jan. 12, 1977,

1086/77; Jon. 23, 1978, 27792/78

lot a? BOID 9/04

MS. a. 62—123 12 Clflins

4,475,356

BLOWDOWN APPARATUS AND METHOD
Hal B. Lewis, 3800 Plantation Dr^ Greensboro, N.C 27410

FUed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477^11

Int CL^ F25B 39/04

U.S.a 62-183 8 Clains

1. A method of controlling blowdown of an open recirculat-

ing cooling water system in direct proportion to the heat load

on the system having a refrigerant condenser means and a

cooling tower, to control the concentration of impurities in the

water and to improve the efficiency of the system, comprising

the steps of: sensing the temperature of the circulating water as

it passes from the refrigerant condenser to the cooling tower

by a sensor means, transmitting a signal from the sensor means

to a control means having a temperature sensitivity adjust-

ment, transmitting a signal from the control means to a blow-

down valve means and regulating said blowdown valve means

in accordance with the temperature changes of the circulating

water.

1. Apparatus for separating the ice crystals in a slurry of an

aqueous solution and ice crystals, from said solution and wash-

ing said ice crystals with an aqueous wash liquid, comprising in

operative cooperation:

(a) enclosure means defining a first cylindrical space;

(b) means for feeding in said slurry in said first cylindrical

space;

(c) means for withdrawing solution from said slurry in said

first cylindrical space while retaining said ice crystals,

producing a thickened slurry;

(d) enclosure means defining a second cylindrical space;

(e) means for substantially eliminating channelling and clog-

ging, by creating a packed bed of ice crystals which is

subjected to a continuous translatory movement while a

washfront aqueous solution and aqueous wash liquid adja-

cent to the washfront are substantially stagnant, and by

creating a stable washfront lying in a straight plane per-

pendicular to said translatory movement of said packed

bed of ice crystals including means adapted to transfer and

for transferring said thickened slurry from said first cylin-

drical space into said second cylindrical space through

one end and moving said bed continuously through said

second cylindrical space and out the other end;

(f) means for maintaining a substantially stagnant layer of

said aqueous wash liquid in said second cylindrical space

at its feed out side creating a flat, suble washfront be-

tween said aqueous solution and said wash liquid perpen-

dicular to the axis of said cylindrical space; and

(g) at the feed out end of said second cylindrical space,

means for continuously disintegrating said packed bed of

ice crystals and feeding out the product of disintegration.

4,475,357

ICE PRODUCnON RATE SELECTOR FOR ICE MAKER
William J. Linstromberg, Lincohi Township, Berrien County,

Mich., assignor to Whirlpool Corporation, Beatoa Harbor,

Mich.

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,737

Int. a' F25C 1/00

UA a. 62—157 14 Claims

'30

UaiCTtKZ MAKEM
' IWIWNC

13. In a refrigeration apparatus having means defining a

refrigerated compartment, refrigeration means for refrigerat-

ing said compartment, a thermostatic switch for connecting

said refrigeration means to a power source in response to a

sensed temperature, and an ice making mechanism disposed in

said compartment and including a timer motor for operating

said mechanism to effect periodic ice harvesting operations,

the improvement comprising:

means connecting a first terminal of said timer motor to a

ftfst terminal of said power source; and,

a selector switch connected to a second terminal of said

452-227 O.G.-84-.^
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timer motor, said selector switch being movable between
a fint position connecting said second timer motor termi-
nal subftantiaUy directly to a second terminal of said
power source for continuous operation of said timer mo-
tor, and a second position connecting said second timer
motor terminal to said second terminal of said power
•ource in series with said thermostiitic switch for opera-
tion of said timer motor only when said refrigeration
means is operating.

4,475,358

AIR OONDmONER
Rolf Sciftrt, Enwpftd, nd Volte Sehlickcr, RaderomwaM,

both of Fed. Rep. of GcroMay, ttd^tan to Flrma Ing. Rolf
ScUiert Ekctnwic, Fed. Rep. of Gcraany

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 414,852
Clalns priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny, Sep. 12.

1981, 3134226
^

Int. a.} F25D 17/04
UAa 42-186 lOOaima

refrigerator inclusive of an evaporator encased in the housing,
and a condensate disposing device comprising an electric
switch for on-oflT controlling the operation of the refrigerator,
a condensate tank for receiving condensate delivered from the
evaporator, and a Hoat swingably provided in the condensate
tank for mitiating the on-off control operation of the electric
switch according to the quantity of condensate stored in the
condensate tank, said condensate disposing device further
comprising a tank holding box constructed integrally with said
housing for detachably receiving said condensate ttuik, and

1. Air conditioner for cooling electrical parts, particularly
electronic components, sitiiated in a cabinet or the like, com-
prising a coolant circuktion consisting of evaporator, con-
denser and compressor, whereby the air inside a housing
heated by the electrical parts is blown by a ventilator past an
evaporator provided with a corresponding heat exchange
surface and is blown back into the cabinet or the like to be
cooled, and whereby, further, a condenser is provided in order
to emit the heat absorbed by the evaporator to the outside air
moved by a ventilator, characterized in that the housing of the
ail conditioner is subdivided into a first area and into a second
area by means of a waU sealing the respective air streams from
one another, in that all components, including the evaporator,
the compressor, and part of the air conditioner sensitive to dirt,
dust, etc., are sitiiated in the first area; means for circulating air
from said cabinet through said first area to flow over the evap-
orator and compressor and parts sensitive to dust and for
recirculating the cold air back to the cabinet; and in that the
condenser with its heat exchange surfaces which are essentially
uisusceptible to dirt and, further, a ventilator are sitiiated in the
second area which is traversed by ambient air as a result of the
ventilator.

4,475,389
AIR OONDmONING APPARATUS

Hfcleki Sno, F^iMiiriya, Japn, «dgMr to Tokyo SUbuira
DflydKab«UldKiMn,K«wMld^Jiipn

^ .
ra«4 Oct 20, 1982, Ser. Nou 435,358

..SiSn'?^' ippHortioi Jivn, Oct 27, 1981, 56-

JSSSJJ??-,^ *'"• 54-161216fUl; Oct 31, 1981, 56.
l«3043{i;i; Oct 31, 1981, 56-163044(U]

iMLd^FTSD 23/12
VS. a. 62-272

g Qjij^
1. lo an air conditioning apparatus comprising a housing, a

means for detachably holding said condensate tank at a prede-
termined position in said timk holding box, the improvement
wherein bottom walls of said condensate tank and said tank
holding box are both Upered downwardly and toward a direc-
tion of drawing out said Uuk from said tank holding box, said
electric switch is fixedly mounted on a holding plate formed as
an extension of a side wall of said timk holding box, and said
float of said condensate disposing device is formed into an
mverted U-shaped cross-sectional configuration opening
downwardly toward the condensate stored in said tank.

4,475i360
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM INCORPORATING SCROLL

TYPE COMPRESSOR
Kazotaka Soeftaji; Kcasaku Oguai; SoaiUn Kotani, and Kcqji

Tojo, aU of SUmlzo, Japan, anignors to HitacU, Ltd. Tokyo.
Japan

Filed Jan. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 458,923
Claims priority, appllcatioa Japan, Feb. 26, 1982, 57-29010

Int 0.3 F25B 13/00
UAa 62-324.1 13ClataBS

KSb

1. A refrigeration system comprising:
a scroll type compressor including a fixed scroll member

having an end plate and a spiral warp protruding upright
therefrom, an orbiting scroll member having an end plate
and a spiral wrap protruding upright therefrom, a dis-
charge port formed in a central portion of said end plate of
said fixed scroll member, a suction port formed in a pe-
ripheral portion of said end plate of said fixed scroU mem-
ber, at least one gas injection pori formed through the
thickness of said end plate of said fixed scroll member in a
portion ofsaid end pkte near said s|»ral wrap, at a position
spaced from the wall of said qxral vnap by a radial dis-
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tance smaller than a thickness of said spiral wrap, a dis-

charge pipe connected to said discharge p(Ht, a suction

pipe connected to said suction port, and means for causing

an ori>iting movement of said orbiting scroll member with

respect to said fixed scroll member without permitting the

same to rotate around its own axis;

a refrigerant circuit means connected between said suction

pipe and said discharge pipe ofsaid scroll type compressor

and including a four-way valve, indoor heat exchanger,

first pressure reducer, gas-liquid separator, second pres-

sure reducer, and an outdoor heat exchanger; and

a gas injection passage means connected between a gas

outiet formed in an upper part of said gas-liquid separator

and said gas injection port, so as to permit the refrigerant

gas in the upper part of said gas-liquid separator to be

additionally supplied into the compression chambers

under compression in said scroll type compressor.

4,475,361

MULTI'EFFECr HEAT-PUMP FOR HEATING AND
COOLING

Gcorg Alefeld, Josef-Rapa^Stram 3, Munich, Fed. Rep. of

Gemany
Filed May 2, 1983, Scr. No. 490,659

Int CU F25B 15/00

U.S.a62—476 6Clainis

seventh means (D) in WF vapor communication with said

sixth means,

first fluid connection means (28) for supplying liquid WF
from said seventh means (D) to said third means (F),

and

second fluid connection means (38) for supplying absor-

bent from said sixth means (C) to said fourth means (E);

first heat transfer means adapted to transfer heat from said

second means (B) to said sixth means (C);

second heat transfer means (160) adapted to transfer heat

from said fourth means (E) to said sixth means (D), and

eightlr means (84, 166) adapted to selectively disabling at

least partially at least one of said heat transfer means.

4,475,362

DESIGN ARRANGEMENT FOR KNITTING MACHINES
Wolffeang Rose, Karl Marx Stiidt Gmnan DeaMcratic Rep.,

assignor to VEB Kombinat Textima, Kari Marx Stadt Ger-

man Democratic Rep.

Filed No?. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 440,029

Clains priority, application German Democratic Rep^ Nor.

17, 1981, 2349117

Int O.} D04B 7/00

VS. CL 66—75J 8 Oaims

1. A heat-pump comprising

a first working fluid (WF) loop including

first means (A) operating in a first, relatively high pressure

range and arranged to receive heat for producing WF
vapor of rdatively high pressure, and absorbent par-

tially depleted of WF, by heating absorbent relatively

rich in WF;
second means (B) coupled to receive said reUuively high

pressure WF vapor to produce liquid WF and heat of

condensation;

third means (F) coupled to receive heat and liquid WF and

a relatively low pressure to produce relatively low

pressure WF vapor, and

fourth means (E) coupled to receive said relatively low

pressure WF vapor and relatively low pressure de-

pleted absorbent to produce absorbent relatively rich in

WF, and heat of absorption, and

fifth means (42. 44) to retiim absorijent relatively rich in

WF at said first, relatively high pressure to said fint

means (A);

a second WF loop in WF fluid connection with said first

loop and inclu(Ung

sixth means (C) operating in a second, relMively high

pressure range which is lower than said first relatively

high pressure range and connected by absorbent con-

duit means to said first and fourth means (A, E), said

sixth means comprising heat-exchange means (158)

adapted to be coupled to a heat transfer circuit

a —r>*
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1. A design arrangement for a knitting machine having a

needle bed with a plurality of needles arranged with a prede-

termined pitch, the design arrangement comprising

a plurality of carriages movable along a needle bed;

a design wheel arranged on each of said carriages;

a plurality of plate bars arranged on each of said design

wheels in correspondence with a pitch of needles for

actuating the latter and movable between a plurality of

selectable positions, each of said plate bars having a foot;

a selector and a time signal generator arranged on each of

said carriages, said selector having a plurality ofstaggered

selection pieces which are electromechanically briagable

in two positions and cooperate with said feet of said plate

bars to select the latter,

a movable information storage which is moved by said car-

riages and an immovable storage arranged to supi^y infor-

mation to said selectors so as to actuate the latter, and

a disk having a side facing toward said plate bars and pro-

vided at said side with arresting formations arranged to

arrest said plate bars upon their selection by said selection

pieces and until their running over the needles, said arrest-

ing formations including a wedge extending over substan-

tially half of a disk periperhy and a counter guide.
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4,475,30 4.47SJ64
ADJUSTABLE DUAL NODE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY FOR DOOR.BARRING £o5[ APPARATUSWASHING MACHINE Qari A. Fruak, Rim Vale, NJ« assisMir to CIsIk n KW..ir.

Electric Conpuy, LoaisTiUc, Ky. Pwinelee mhI Soaui L. Bmis ^^
"^ ^T:^A?^\?y%'^^'^ ™«* ^•* »^' »«>• ^' No. 293.167

U^.a.68-23J 3Ctaiiiit U.S. Q. 70-139 WCIaime

1. A support assembly for a washing machine having an
assemblage of working parts for agitation of fabrics in a liquid

for washing the fabrics and centrifugal extraction of liquid

from the fabrics, the support assembly comprising:

a mount secured to the assemblage of working parts and
adapted to move therewith during operation of the ma-
chine;

a cabinet structure enclosing the assemblage of working
parts and said mount, said cabinet including a base;

an intermediate member positioned between said mount and
said base for movably supporting said mount and the
assemblage of moving parts from said base;

said base and said intermediate member being formed with a
first set of mating support surfaces for sliding movement
therebetween;

said mount and said intermediate member being formed with
a second set of mating support surfaces for sliding move-
ment therebetween;

one of said sets of support surfaces being smoothly curved
with a relatively short radius of curvature to form a first

node for movement of said mount, the other of said sets of
support surfaces being smoothly curved with a relatively

long radius of curvature to form a second node for move-
ment of said mount;

means providing the interface of said one set of support
surfaces with a relatively low coefficient of friction and
means providing the interface of said other set of support
surfaces with a relatively high coefficient of friction so
that relative movement between said intermediate mem-
ber and either of said base and said mount tends to be
between said one set of support surfaces;

said intermediate member and the one of said base and said

mount forming said one set of support surfaces coming
into interfering engagement upon a predetermined ampli-

- tode of movement of said mount so that relative move-
ment between said one set of support surfaces is substan-
tially inhibited and relative movement between said other
set ofsupport surfaces occurs in response to movement of
said mount in escess of the predetermined amplitude; and

adjusting means interacting between said intermediate mem-
ber and said mount for adjusting the frictional contact
pressure between said other of said sets ofsupport surfaces
for predetermining at what amplitude of force relative

•'^ movement between said other set of support surface oc-
curs.

1. Door-barring lock apparatus for holding an inwardly-
swinging hinged door in its closed position in the doorway in
the wall structure of a building or for releasing the door to be
opened inwardly comprising:

an elongated rotatable rod extending through the wall struc-
ture of the building near the doorway on the opposite side
of the doorway from the location of the hinges for the
door,

said rod extending through the wall structure from the inside
to the outside of the building,

anchor means secured to the wall structure for preventing
rotation,

said rod normally being rotatable about its own axis relative
to said anchor means,

a lock available from the outside of the building near said
doorway,

said lock having a rotatable portion coupled to said rod,
said lock having a stationary portion anchored in position by

said anchor means,

said lock having a locked condition and an unlocked condi-
tion,

said lock in its locked condition preventing said rod from
rotating relative to said anchor means,

said lock in its unlocked condition permitting said rod to be
rotated,

a door bar member movably mounted near the inside surface
of the wall structure and being movable between extended
and retracted positions,

said bar member when in its extended position engaging the
inside surface of the door on the opposite side from the
hinges for barring the door against opening inwardly,

said bar member in its retracted position being located away
from the door for unbarring the door and for allowing the
door to be opened inwardly,

coupling means normally coupling said bar member to the
inner end of said rotatable rod for enabling the door to be
barred or unbarred from the outside by unlocking said
lock and then turning the rod, and

a handle near said bar member associated with said coupling
means for decoupling said bar member (mm said rod for

permitting said bar member to be moved between its

extended and retracted positions by a person inside of the
building regardless of the fact diat said lock is in its locked
condition, for enabling the door to be barred or unbarred
from the inside of the building by manipulation of said

handle.
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4^475,365

ELECTRICAL BOX LOCK ASSEMBLY
Jwmts A. Swisher, 2497 CasteUoa Dr. North, JackaoBTiUe, Fit.

32217

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 284,583

lot a? B65D 55/14

VJS. CI. 70—159 5 Claims

outwardly therefrom for covering a portion of the at least

one control column;

a bar removably supported by the shroud, the shroud and

the bar cooperating to extend about the column;

means for locking the bar to the shroud; and

an elongate rod having a first end portion forming an eye

adapted to be received on the lock pin and a second end

portion positionable intermediate the at least one shroud

and control column to prevent removal of the lock pin.

4,475,347

KEY HOLDER
David A. Raitto, P.O. Box 125, 12 Maple St., Wheelwright,

Mass. 01094

FUed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,673

Int. a.J A47G 29/W
VJS. a. 70-456 R 7 Claims

1. A lock housing assembly for attachment to a container

having a cover to receive a lock of the barrel lock type to

enable said assembly to retain the cover in the closed condi-

tion, said assembly comprising a support block for attachment

to a side wall of the box and a cover retainer hinged to the

support block so as to be pivotable toward and away from the

side wall of the box in a plane perpendicular to that of the

cover between a locking position in which a portion of the

cover retainer is positioned in the path taken by the adjacent

edge of the cover when the cover is opened and an unlocking

position in which said portion is out of said path, said cover

retainer and said support block having openings which become

aligned only when said cover retainer is in the locking position,

said aligned openings being dimensioned to receive, when

aligned, a barrel lock to lock said cover retainer and said

support block against relative movement.

4,475,366

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR INSTRUMENTS MOUNTED
ON AN INSTRUMENT PANEL

Michael Mameris, 2679 Brady Ct, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

Filed Jon. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,841

lot a.J B60R 25/02: B64C 13/12. 13/14: E05B 65/12

VS. a. 70—258 9 Gaims

-tfr 111 (ij; ,0

s6

-32

1. Key holder comprising:

(a) an elongated cylindrical handle having a generally smooth

outer surface,

(b) an annular ridge extending from said outer surface, and

(c) a key retainer at one end of the handle for holding keys, said

key retainer comprising:

(1) a fixture consisting of a base with an aperture and a loop

extending from the base, and

(2) a fastener consisting of a shank portion, one end of which

is fixed to said one end of the handle and extending

through said aperture, and a head portion at the opposite

end of the shank portion, said head portion being adapted

for retaining the fixture on the handle.

1. A protective device for preventing the theft of instru-

ments from an instrument panel having at least one control

column extending therefrom with a lock pin inserted therein to

prevent movement thereof comprising:

a protective cover;

means for lockingly mounting the protective cover in a

position immediately adjacent the instrument panel in-

cluding:

at least one open-ended aperture formed in a first edge of the

protective cover for receiving the at least one control

column;

a shroud connected to the protective cover along the periph-

ery of the at least one open-ended aperture and extending

4,475,368

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RESTRAIGHTENING
CONTAINER SUPPORT SKIRTS

Walter K. Tanner, Jr., Chesnee; Frank A. Brinkmann, Spartan-

burg, both of S.C., and Terry W. Smith, N. Miami Beach, Fla.,

assignors to Draft System, Inc., Spartanburg, S.C.

Filed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 496,501

Int a.J B21D 1/08

UA a. 72-10 20 aaims

1. Apparatus for detecting and straightening bent skirt por-

tions of generally cylindrical containers having depending

circular metal end skirts normally extending generally parallel

to the cylmdrical axis of the containers comprising:

(a) sensing means positioned in a path of travel of a plurality

of containers for detecting displacement of one or more

portions of the end skirts of selected of the containers

from the normal circular configuration of the skirts,

(b) means responsive to said sensing means for directing a

container having a detected displaced skirt portion to a

skirt-straightening station,

(c) means at said skirt-straightening station for holding the

container and for applying a force to displaced portions of
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the container •kim to move the same back into circular
configuration, and

4^75,370
DEVICE FOR TREATING DENTAL CASTINGS

Marria M. Stark, Lot AhM Hilli; Kenneth B. Sodberg, Mcalo
Park; Roger B. Pelaier, San Mateo, and Mark S. Bogdan,
Menlo Park, aU of Califs aarignon to Marrin M. Stark Re-
search Foundation, Santa Clara, CkUf.

Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 495.144
Int a.3 B21J 51/28

UAa 72-53 5 Claims

(d) means for directing the straightened container back into
said path of travel for movement with said plurality of
containers.

i%MIW

4.475,349
METHOD FOR PRODUCING CLEAN COLD STRIP

1. A device for treating the surface of a dental casting com-
prising a hollow stem, a dental casting holder disposed on one
end of said stem and adapted to contain putty-like material, a
cup on said stem and substantially encompassing said dental
casting holder, a cover on said cup having a central opening
therein substantially in axial alignment with and of a size toYaUo Matnda, IbaraU, and Tmtomn Ueno, CUba, both of
*'"" substantially in axial alignment with and of a size to

Japu, aadgMin to Sofflitono Metal Indnatries, Lti, Onka, P*** ^^ ***"'*' C9&^% holder axially therethrough, and means
J«»M >" ^'^ stem affording openings providing communication

Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,106
between the interior of said cup and the interior of said hollow

Int CLJ B21B 9/00. 45/08 *^*"' ^°^ passing granular material from said cup through said
U.S.CI.72—38 2 Claims ^P*""*** ""^ the interior of said stem.

4,475,371
TESTING AND STRAIGHTENING MACHINE

Ronald J. MateJ, Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to Uttoo In-
dwtrial Products, Inc., Oereland, Ohio

FUed May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,517
Int a.3 B21D 3/16

UAa72-68 nciaims

1. A method for producing a clean cold strip, comprising the
steps of:

injecting a rolling mill lubricant emulsion having a concen-
tration of 0.5-2.0 percent to both sides of a strip at the last
stand of a cold rolling mill at a pressure of 100-200
Kg/cm2 and a flow rate of 20-150 1/min per 100 mm
width of the strip, thereby removing stains such as oil or
metal dust from the surface of the strip;

charging the coM strip as rolled into a box annealing fur-
nace;

mixing a water steam supply with an atmospheric gas of the
furnace consisting mainly of nitrogen and hydrogen; and

adjusting the dew point of the gas within the box annealing
furnace to a temperature of 0-10* C. 1. A combination testing and straightening machine for
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elongated round cross-section workpieces having a breakable

area therein, comprising, in combination:

abase;

straightening means; testing means; feed means; and move-

ment means on said base;

said straightening means including an arcuate first dieholder

fixed on said base;

a rotary second die holder joumalled on said base on a first

axis;

said first dieholder adapted to adjustably hold an arcuate

first fixed die having an entrance end and an exit end;

said second dieholder adapted to hold a rotatable second die.

said feed means adapted to feed workpieces to the entrance

end of the first fixed die;

said movement means including drive of said rotary second

dieholder for rotary passage of such workpieces nomi-

nally in a first path ofmovement between first and second

dies in accordance with rotation of said second dieholder;

said straightening means increasingly bending the work-

pieces until about the mid-point of the rotary passage and

then decreasingly bending such workpieces as they ap-

proach the exit end of the first fixed die for the straighten-

ing of such workpieces;

said testing means including deflecting means operative on

the workpieces near the breakable area thereof for only a

short portion of said rotary passage near the first die

entrance end,

said deflecting means includmg the holding of the work-

pieces by said dies and the rotary passage of the woilc-

pieces between the dies,

said deflecting means establishing a second path intersecting

said first path in a first radial direction and then in a sec-

ond opposite radial direction to engage and cyclically

deflect the workpieces an amount sufficient to impart a

bending stress thereto which will exceed the breaking

point of defective breakable areas yet not exceed the

breaking point of satisfactory breakable areas;

and said movement means including the rotation of said

rotary dieholder to establish rotary passage of the work-

pieces prior to and subsequent to said testing by said

testing means.

(b) shearing means, mounted on the billet carrier holder, for

severing the butt end;

(c) holding means for holding at least said butt end and

receiving the force of the shearing means, comprising:

(d) a first holding sleeve adapted to be fixedly clamped about

an extruded portion of the billet and removed after un-

clamping by means of a pivofable removal arm, to which

sleeve the support member is fixed; and

(e) a second holding sleeve removably clamped around said

butt end and pivotably mounted on said removal arm of

the first holding sleeve; so that the force of the shearing

means is transmitted to the second holding sleeve severing

the butt end from the extruded portion retained in the first

holding sleeve and causing the second holding sleeve to

pivot, the shearing force being transmitted through the

pivoted mount of the second holding sleeve to the re-

moval arm of the first holding sleeve and through it to the

support member of the first holding sleeve; and

wherein the shearing force received by the holding means

is transmitted to the billet carrier holder by:

(0 a bracket member mounted in the lower region of, and

vertically coplanar with, the billet carrier holder;

(g) a support member on the holding means arranged to rest

on said bracket member when said holding sleeve is ready

to receive the force of said shearing means.

4,475,373

HYDRAUUC POWERED PIPE AND TUBING
STRAIGHTENER

Maynard D. Ikenberry, Cottonwood Village, Qninter, Kans.

67752

FUed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,417

Int a? B21D 3/14. 41/02

U5. a. 72—392 15 Claims

4,475,372

METHOD AND MEANS FOR REMOVING A DIE,

SEALING MEMBER AND RESIDUAL METAL FROM AN
INDIRECT EXTRUSION PRESS

Giinter Ostlimring, D&sseldorf^ Otto A. Rocrer, Haan; Gnnther

Wintm, and Franz J. ZUges, both of Monchen-Gladbach, all

of Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, assignors to SMS Schloemann

Slemag Aktiengesellschaft, Diisseldorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,798

Claims priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 16,

1981, 3110105

Int a? B21C 35/00, 35/04

U& CL 72-255 « Claims

11. An indirect metal extrusion press comprising apparatus

for severing and removing an unextruded butt end portion of a

billet, said press comprising:

(a) a biUet carrier for carrying the bUlet and a biUet carrier

holder for holding the bUlet carrier;

1. A pipe straightening tool comprising an elongated and

horizontally extending unit that includes a lower segment

having a lower external surface that is conformable to a down-

wardly convex cylindrical surface of a given diameter, said

unit also including an upper segment parallel to and disposed

directly above a rear portion of the lower segment and having

an upper external surface that is conformable to an upwardly

convex cylindrical surface of said diameter, means operatively

connecting the upper segment to the lower segment for move-

ment of the former between an elevated extended position and

a depressed retracted position relative to the latter while main-

taining such segments in parallelism to each other, a first means

for urging movement of the upper segment toward its extended

position, said upper and lower segments having an overaU

vertical extent that is less than said diameter when the former

is in its retracted position, said unit also including an elongated

nose segment directly overlying the forward portion of the

lower segment and having a rear end pivotally connected to

the front end of the upper segment for swinging movement

thereof between a relatively raised position in which its upper

external surface is conformable to the same upwardly convex

surface as the upper segment and a relatively lowered position

in which the nose section is inclined downwardly and for-

wardly from the forward end of the upper segment, a second

means for urging movement of the nose segment from its

lowered toward its raised position, and the nose segment and

the portion of the lower segment disposed therebelow being

tapered forwardly so that the forward end extremities of such

segments are in relatively close proximity when the nose seg-

ment is in its lowered position.
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M7S^74
SMALL PRESS

Ynohani Sdui, Kyoto, and KuaUro Matnii, Aichi, both of
Japu, aMigiion to Japan Storage Battery Limited and Proto
Planniag Co^ both of, JaiHU

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,436
Claims priority, appiicatkm Japan, Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28961:

Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28962; Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28963; Feb. 27, 1981,
56-28964; Feb. 27. 1981, 56-28965

'

Int a.) B21J 9/18
UAa72-452 _ SCUrina

1. A small press comprising a casing, a stationary lever
mounted on said casing, a rocking lever pivotally mounted on
said stationary lever by means of a fulcrum shaft, said rocking
lever having one end thereof disposed within said casing,
complementary tool means carried by said stationary lever on
the other end of said rocking lever for movement into and out
of pressure engagement, drive means mounted in said casing
including rotatable shaft means having cam means thereon, a
slide plate disposed between said one end of said rocking lever
and said cam means such that said slide plate is reciprocated
linearly as said cam means is turned and a contact roll rotatably
mounted on said one end of said rocking lever in contact with
said slide plate.

4^75,375
MULTI-FLEX TUBE BENDING MANDREL

Emeit W. Hill, 106 Villa Park Dr., Highland Village, Tex.
751167

FUcd Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,124
lot a^ B21D 9/03

UAa72-466
,2Ctai,„s

baU nng segments; mount means for said flexible multiple ball
nng segment section including link means having a link pivot
means end like said two link pivot means ends of said link
member; pivot interconnect means in at least one ball ring
segment of said plurality of ball ring segments capturing link
pivot means ends of two of said links for articulation of the
respective ball ring segment with respect to both link pivot
means ends captured in that ball ring segment; and wherein
each segment of said plurality of ball ring segments comprises:
a ball nng member having an outer annular surface curved
from a forward face to a rear face; a cylindrical opening
through said ball ring member; a split link retainer mounted in
the cylindrical opening through said ball ring member; split
imk retainer mount holding means blocking movement of said
split link retainer from the cylindrical opening through said
ball nng member; said split link retainer being fonned with two
duplicate opposite side facing inner spherical segment surfaced
cavities separated by an internally projecting annular ring- and
a pivot ball, with a ball groove, held in place by projection of
said internally projecting annular ring into said ball groove
with said internally projecting annular ring and said ball
groove so fitted as to hold them to substantially the same
reference center.

4,475376
APPARATUS FOR TESTING ULTRASONIC

TRANSDUCERS
George W. Keilmaa, SeMie, Wash., assigiior to Ad?aiiced Tech-

nology Laboratories, Inc., Belleyne, Wash.
FOed Dec 1, 1982, Ser. No. 445,795
iBt a^ GOIN 29/00; H04R 29/00

UAa.73-lDV 12Claims

1. A probe for testing ultrasonic transducers comprising:
(a) a body of material having a cone-shaped cavity formed

therein, said cone-shaped cavity having a wide opening
adjacent one end of said body and a narrow opening
adjacent the other end of said body;

(b) an ultrasound transducer having a spherical surface, said
ultrasound transducer being mounted in the wider one of
said openings and oriented to transmit, or receive, ultra-
sound waves toward, or from said narrow opening, said
narrow opening being substantially at the apex of said
spherical surface and the walls of said cone-shaped cavity
connecting said wide opening to said narrow opening; and

(c) a fluid medium within said cone-shaped opening, said
fluid medium being capable of passing ultrasound waves
therethrough.

. .""w .V
" '"'* **™^ **"<*'"8 mandrel having a flexible

multiple ball nng segment section; comprising a plurality of
ball nng segments in said flexible multiple ball ring segment
section; a link member having two link pivot means ends inter-
connecting two adjacent ball ring segments of said plurality of

4,475,377

DOUBLE WALL METER PROVER
Joseph C. Halpine, Tulsa, Okla.^ assignor to Measurement R A
D Corporation, Houston, Tex.

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,030
Int a.3 GOIF 25/00

U.S. a. 73—3 9 Qginis
1. A metering apparatus comprising:

an elongated outer housing defining a closed interior sur-
face;

a reduced diameter and length inner tubular barrel sup-
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ported within the housing providing an annular area be-

tween the exterior of the barrel and the housing interior

surface;

a first circumferential partition flange sealed at its outer

periphery to the housing interior surface;

a second circumferential partition flange sealed at its inner

periphery to the exterior surface of said barrel, said first

and second partition flanges when engaged with each

other forming an annular wall dividing said annulus area

into two portions;

unbalancing signal in response to said combustible gas and

an applied voltage;

(c) means for comparing said polarized unbalancing signal

with a predetermined minimum signal amplitude and a

predetermined maximum signal amplitude; and

(d) means for stopping said first voltage from being further

applied if said polarized unbalancing signal produced in

response to said first voltage is not within a predetermined

range and for stopping said second voltage from being

applied to said detecting means if said polarized unbalanc-

ing signal produced in response to said first voltage is not

within a predetermined range.

nucgnnuTm

4,475,379

POLLEN COUNTER
Walter Jinotti, 10 Scott St., New Brunswick, NJ. 08902

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,034

Int a.' COIN 1/24. 15/00

VS. CL 73—28 5 Qaims

separate fluid ports in said housing communicating with

each annular area portion;

a piston in said barrel freely moveable by fluid flow through

the barrel;

first and second spaced apart detectors actuable by the pas-

sage of the piston as it moves in said barrel; and

means of removably positioning said barrel within said hous-

ing and of sealably securing said first and second circum-

ferential flanges to each other from said annular wall.

4,475,378

PROCESS FOR INTERROGATION OF A DETECTOR OF
THE CONCENTRATION OF COMBUSTIBLE GAS AND

AN IMPLEMENTING DEVICE
Maurice Boatonnat Gourienx, and Gerard Rose, VUlers Saint

Panl, both of France, assignors to CdF Chiraie S.A., BuUy-les-

Mines, France

Filed Nov. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 443,108

Claims priority, application France, No?. 20, 1981, 81 21733

lot a.J GOIN 27/12

VS. CL 73-23 12 Claims

4. A device for detecting the concentration of a combustible

gas in an atmosphere comprising:

(a) means for alternately producing a first voltage and a

second voltage, wherein said first voltage is lower than

said second voltage;

(b) means for detecting the concentration of said combusti-

ble gas in said atmosphere, wherein said detecting means is

coupled with said producing means and emits a polarized

our

1. A pollen counter comprising

an open-ended hollow tube forming a path through which

air can flow,

a fan disposed within said tube for causing air to flow at a

desired rate through said tube, and

a glass plate mounted in said tube and disposed with its edges

facing the open ends of said tube whereby air which flows

through said tube deposits pollen grains on an edge of said

glass plate carrying tacky material which faces the air

flow, said fan forcing outside air through said tube and

past said glass plate whereby pollen is deposited thereon.

4,475,380

FUEL EFRCTENCY MONITOR
Denny D. Colovas, Dearborn; David J. Rutkowski, Grosse lie,

and Wendell J. Ver Ploeg, West Bloomfield, all of Mich.,

assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

per No. PCrAJS82/01122, § 371 Date Aug. 19, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 19, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO84/00814, PCT Pub.

Date Mar. 1, 1984

PCT Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 432,891

Int a.' GOIM 15/00

VS. a. 73-114 5 Qaims

2. a fuel efficiency monitor for a vehicle, especially a draft

vehicle for agricultural use and having a driving engine, said

monitor including:

a first sensor means for measuring an rpm related parameter

of the driving engine;

a second sensor means for measuring a fuel usage related

parameter of the driving engine;

an engine map means coupled to said first and second sensor

means for correlating the rpm parameter and the fuel

usage parameter to a fuel efficiency related parameter:

a display means coupled to said engine map means for giving

an indication of the efficiency of operation of the vehicle

engine;

said first sensor means including an engine rpm detection

means to produce a train of pulses with a repetition rate

related to the revolutions per minute of the engine and a
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converter means having an output voltage level related to
the input pulse repetition rate;

said second sensor means including a throttle position means
for indicating the position of a driver operated accelerator
pedal for the vehicle thereby determining the amount of
fuel desired to be injected into the vehicle engine;

said engine map means including a stored correlation for the
vehicle engine relating the accelerator pedal position, the

c
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When the engme is operated under a pedetermined operat-
mg condition, where the difference between the detected
absolute pneumatic pressure and the detected atmospheric
pressure is less than a predetermined value, after a prede-
termined period of time has elapsed since the previous
detection of the atmospheric pressure and

calculating the relative pneumatic pressure in the intake
passage downstream of the throttle valve from said de-
tected absolute pneumatic pressure in the intake passage
and from said atmospheric pressure.

4,475,382
APPARATUS FOR MONITORING ENGINES

Peter Frank, London, England, assignor to F>ank A Ockrent
Limited, London, England

FUed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,417
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jul. 21, 1981,

81229o0

Int a.3 GOIM i$m
U.S. a. 73-116

10 Claims

engine speed and the brake specific fuel consumption of
the engine; and

said display means including a conversion means for relating
brake specific fuel consumption to vehicle engine effi-
ciency so that the efficiency is related to the brake specific
fuel consumption by at least two different multiplication
factors in different regions of vehicle operation, and said
display means includes an indicator to convey vehicle
efficiency information to the vehicle operator.

4,478,381
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECnNG
PNEUMATIC PRESSURE IN AN INTERNAL

COMBUSnON ENGINE
TakayosU Nakatoml, and KeUi Aoki, both of Snsono, Japan,
aniSiMn to Toyota Jidodia Kogyo KabusUkl Kaisha, Toyota,
Japan

Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 333,571
Claims priority, application Japu, Dec. 23, 1980, 55-181211

Int a.J GOIM 15/00
UAa 73-115 g Claims

_ COWTROl.
cmcuiT -*•

1. A method of detecting pneumatic pressure in an internal
combustion engine having a single absolute pressure sensor for
detecting the absolute pneumatic pressure of a fluid applied to
the sensor, an intake passage, a throttle valve disposed on the
intake passage, and a pressure detection port open to the intake
passage at a position located downstream of the throtUe valve,
said method comprising the steps of:

detecting the absolute pneumatic pressure in the intake pas-
sage downstream of the throttle valve and the atmo-
spheric pressure by selectively communicating said abso-
lute pressure sensor to said pressure detection port of the
intake passage or to the open air, said detection of the
atmospheric pressjure being executed wily initially and

1. An oil mist detector for detecting the presence of an oil
mist in an engine compartment, said detector comprising:
means defining a measuring chamber for receiving said oil

mist;

first and second radiatibn source means for emitting radia-
tion into said measuring chamber; and

radiation sensing means, said first radiation source means
and said radiation sensing means being positioned in non-
aligned relationship such that said radiation sensing means
is operable to sense radiation emitted from said first radia-
tion source means and reflected by oil mist in said measur-
ing chamber, and said second radiation source means
being arranged to direct radiation to said radiation sensing
means irrespective of the presence of oil mist whereby the
operation of said radiation sensing means can be tested.

4,475,383
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TESTING

VEHICULAR WHEELS
Geriiard Fischer, Darmstadt, and VatrosliT Gmbisic Rhein-

beim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Frannhofa>-
Geselbchaft zor Foerdemng der aagewandten Forschnng e.V-
Mnnicfa, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,946
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Apr. 11.

1981, 3114714; Sep. 28, 1981, 3138573
Int a.3 GOIL 5/74 GOIM 17/02

UA a. 73-146 18 Claims
1. A device for testing vehicle wheels, wheel hubs, wheel

bearings and wheel bolts under loading conditions resembling
actual operation comprising a frame for holding the wheel to
be tested on which a tire has been mounted, said frame includ-
ing an axle upon which said wheel is rotatable, said axle having
a normal position, wheel contact means surrounding said
wheel for contact with a portion of the peripheral surface of
said wheel through the tire mounted thereon, said wheel
contact means being fixed to a i^HataMe shaft, and including
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means for rotating said shaft, force-imposing means for deflect-

ing said frame to change the normal position of the axle to load

4,475,385

MODEL MOUNT SYSTEM FOR TESTING FLUTTER
Moses G. Fanner, Hampton, Va^ assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-

tional Aeronantics and Space Administration, Washington,

D.C.
Filed Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 481,106

Int a.J GOIM 9/00

U& a. 73—147 17 Claims

said wheel against the surface of said wheel contact means a

predetermined amount corresponding to the force imposed on

said frame by said force-imposing means.

-to

/SO

32

1. A wind tunnel model mount system for testing flutter,

comprising:

a wind tunnel with walls;

a rigid model;

flexible suppori means affixed to and extending from one of

said wind tunnel walls for supporting said rigid model in

an airstream and limiting the motion of said rigid model to

pitch and plunge oscillations characteristic of flutter.

4,475J84

TIRE SIDEWALL DEFORMATION DETECnON
TECHNIQUES

William C. Christie, Tallmadge, Ohio, assignor to The Goodyear

Tire k Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Continnation*in-part of Ser. No. 339,990, Jan. 18, 1982, Pat No.

4,440,018. This application Jnl. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,591

Int CL3 B60C 19/10; GOIB 5/2i

U5. a. 73-146 40 Claims

4,475,386

BOREHOLE GRAVIMETRY SYSTEM
John L. Fitch, Dallas, and W. D. Lyie, Roanoke, both of Tex.,

assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Jon. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 501,455

Int CtJ E21B 47/0^ 49/00

MS. a. 73-151 • Claims

1. In a tire manufacturing system including means for assem-

bling and curing components of the tice and for testing the

cured tire by detecting lateral runout values for at least one

sidewall of the tire, improved apparatus for determining the

degree of sidewall deformatioa resulting from the assembling

and c\iring, said apparatus com|Mising:

storage means for storing a plurality of the lateral runout

values;

processing means for segregating the lateral runout values

into a plurality of groups, for generating with respect to

each of the plurality of groups a group deformation value

indicating the degree of deformation in the portion of the

sidewall represented by one of the groups, and for gener-

ating a deformation Hag signal if any of the group defor-

mation values generated for the plurality of groups has a

predetermined relationship with respect to a predeter-

mined limit; and

means for indicating the condition of the tire in response to

the deformation flag s^nal.

8. A borehole gravimetry system comprising:

(a) a logging cable.

(b) a borehole gravity meter affixed to said cable,

(c) a first pressure transducer affixed to said logging cable,

(d) a second pressure transducer affixed to said logging cable

in spaced relation to said first pressure transducer, and

(e) means for moving said logging cable through the bore-

hole and stopping at successive measurement locations

within the borehole to permit the taking of gravity and

borehole fluid pressure measurements.

4,475,387

HIGH TEMPERATURE MASS FLOWMETER
Charles E. Hawk, Newport News, and Jjiaathan T. Whitcomb,

Hayca, both of Va., assignors to Teledync Indnstrks, Inc., Los

Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,878

Int CL^ GOIF 5/00. 1/68

ujs.a 73-202 • a«*«
1. Apparatus for measuring fluid flow through a main supply

line independently of static pressure variations therein, com-

prising:

(a) a restrictive element within the main line for developing

a differential pressure thereacross, said dement being
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formed from a material which rapidly responds to changes
in fluid temperature;

(b) a shunt path connected to the main line to divert fluid at
the higher pressure side of the restrictive element and to
return the fluid to said main line at the lower pressure side
of the restrictive element, said restrictive element and the
shunt path being of substantially the same diameter and
length so as to divide flow in a constant branching ratio
independently of static pressure variations;

(c) a thermal flowmeter connected in said shunt path, said
flowmeter including means responsive to the flow of fluid
through the shunt path for developing an output signal;

flow rate in accordance with said signal corresponding to
the fluid temperature;

converting said modifled signal corresponding to the fluid
flow rate to realize a linearized characteristic; and

multiplying said converted modified signal corresponding to
the fluid flow rate by a conversion constant, said conver-
sion constant being corrected in accordance with the
signal corresponding to the fluid temperature.

M75,389
RADUTOR CAP PROBE

Robert S. Harris, ConnertTille, IniL, assignor to Stant Inc„
Connersville, Ind.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,505
lat a.J GOIF 23/10UAa 73-304 R 4ChiB»

jr«

(d) means for thermally isolating said flowmeter from the
main line whereby in the presence of fluid flow at an
elevated temperature in said main line, the fluid flowing in
said shunt path is reduced in temperature to substantially
the ambient temperature of the flowmeter's surroundings;

(e) means for sensing the temperature of the fluid in said
main line; and

(0 circuit means responsive to the sensed temperature and
the thermal flowmeter output signal for providing an
output representative of the actual fluid flow in said main
line.

4,475,388
THERMAL FLOWMETER WITH TEMPERATURE

COMPENSATION
Htei Kawai, ToyohnU; Norihito Tokura, Aichi; Toldo

Kohania, Nishio; Kei^i Kanehara, Oiuzald; Talcayoshi Ito,
and Kamtaka Hasegawa, both of Toyota, aU of Japan, assign-
ors to Nippon Soken, lac^ Nishio nA Toyota Jidosha Kabu-
sliild Kaisha, Toyota, both of, Japan

Filed Oct 7, 1982, Scr. No. 433,411
Claims priority, spplicatioo Japan, Jan. 11, 1982, 57-1702

Int a^ GOIF 1/68
UAa73-204

SCtata.

••NSVSTW JUKSrSTtM

1. A cap for a radiator having an interior for containing a
fluid, comprising an outer shell, an electrically conductive
valve assembly, mechanical connecting means for connecting
the valve assembly to the outer shell, an electrically conduc-
tive probe projecting into the radiator interior for sensing a
fluid level in the radiator interior, electrically conductive
coupling means for coupling the probe to the valve assembly,
means for electrically isolating the valve assembly and the
probe from the outer shell, electrical connecting means provid-
ing an electrical connection to the valve assembly and through
the valve assembly to the probe, an indicator electrically con-
nected to the connection means for indicating the fluid level in
the radiator interior sensed by the probe, and means for provid-
ing a time delay between the sensing of the fluid level by the
probe and the indicating of the fluid level by the indicator.

1. A method for measuring the flow rate of fluid comprising
the steps of:

*

producing a signal corresponding to the fluid flow rate by
usmg the voltages across first and second temperature-
dependent resistors and the current through an electric
heater arranged in a fluid flow rate measuring pipe;

producing a signal corresponding to the fluid temperature
by using the voltage across a third temperature-dependent
resisior arranged in said fluid flow rate measuring pipe;

modifyiog said produced signal corresponding to the fluid

4,475490
SMOKE DETECTOR

Amlreas Sdieidwciier, Uerlkon, Switxeriaod, assignor to Cer-
berus AG, Minncdorf, Switaeriand

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,784, Apr. 27, 1981, Pat No.
4,384,488. TUs appUcatlon Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 47C996
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 9, 1980,

3641/80

The portion of the tern of this patent snbseqnent to May 24,
2000, has been disdainMd.

Int 0.3 GOlO 11/24
U.S.CL 73-431 9Clateis

1. A smoke detector comprising:

a housing enclosing at least one smoke measuring chamber;
said housing being provided with at least one opening for the

entry of ambient air into the smoke measuring chamber;
said housing comprising a sleeve member and a cover mem-

ber defining therebetween said air entry opening;
manually adjustable means fw changing the air entry open-
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ing in order to accommodate the smoke detector to differ-

ent ambient atmospheric conditions; and
e= I

-
V.y

where:

Q is the mass of the sample, and

V is the volume of the sample.

said manually adjustable means including a hood ring mem-

ber displaceably supported by said sleeve member.

4,47531
METHOD FOR MEASURING THE SPECIHC SURFACE
OF PULVERIZED MATERIALS AND APPARATUS FOR

PERFORMING THE SAME
Milan Zavadil, Brno, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Vyzkumny

ustav stavebnich hmot Brno, Czechoslovakia

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,929

Int CV GOIN 15/08

MS.a 73-432 PS 5 Qaims

4,47532
SKIN FRICnON GAGE FOR TIME-RESOLVED

MEASUREMENTS
Christopher O. A)agu, Palo Alto; Paul A. Libby, La JoUa, and

John C. LaRne, Irvine, all of Calif., assignors to The Regents

of the University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,141

Int a.' GOIK 3/00: GOID 21/00

U.S. a. 73—432 R 53 Qaims

.,!-)

1. An apparatus for measuring the specific surface of pulver-

ized materials comprising a measuring vessel having a pressure

air intake opening formed in the bottom thereof, vibration

exciting means rigidly connected to said measuring vessel,

sample volume sensing means coupled to said measuring vessel

for sensing the volume of the sample material held therein,

pneumatic resistance measuring means coupled to said pressure

air intake opening in said measuring vessel for measuring the

pneumatic resistance of the sample material, and an evaluation

unit having a first input coupled to said pneumatic resistance

measuring means for receiving the value of pneumatic resis-

tance, a second input coupled to a terminal means for inputting

the mass density factor of the sample material and a third input

coupled to said sample volume sensing means for receiving the

volume of the sample material, said evaluation unit providing

at an output thereof the specific surface of the sample material

in accordance with the equation:

P =
y • (1 - «)

1. A method of determining time-resolved measurements of

skin-friction in turbulent fluid flow, said method comprising

the steps of:

forming a composite gage by mounting a film probe and a

wire probe on a smooth surface of an electrically insulated

plug of low thermal conductivity, said film probe being

flush with said surface, said wire probe being positioned

slightly above said surface but within the thermal field of

influence of said film;

connecting each said probe in a respective bridge circuit

having means connected thereto to maintain the tempera-

ture of each said probe substantially constant;

mounting said composite gage in the wall of a calibration

channel having known laminar flow characteristics and

controlled values of skin-friction;

determining the voltage output of said wire probe bridge

circuit necessary to maintain constant wire probe temper-

ature;

relating said voltage output to known values of skin-friction

in said laminar flow channel;

determining from the laminar flow information the constants

A and B in the equation

£2 =[/<-»-*•J]ir,-r,]

where E is the bridge output voltage,

Tw is the shear stress or skin-friction at the wall,

T5 is the probe temperature, and

Txis the temperature of the flowing fluid;

entering the values of said constants A and B in computation

and memory means, together with algorithms necessary to

relate bridge output voluge E and ATCTj-T,) and the

values of said constants to shear stress according to the

relationship

where:

P is the specific surface,

k is an instrument constant,

t is the pneumatic resistance, the measured time interval for

the passage of a constant pressure air volume through the

sample,

y is the sample mass density, and

e is given by the equation:

-
b3 L r, - Ta '' J

•

removing said gage from said calibration channel:

mounting said gage in a wall to be tested with said surface

flush with the wall surface of interest;

providing indicating means connected to the output of said
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computation and memory means to indicate instantaneous
shear stress at the wall under test in turbulent flow;

providing turbulent fluid flow over the wall surface to be
tested; and

measuring values of skin-friction with said calibrated gage.

M75493
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR POSITIONING

WORKPIECES TO BE BALANCED
Wolf-Dieter ReatUnger, NovaliHtrMw 5, D-6100 Darmstadt,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 464,017

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 5.
1982,3204016

/. «• .

Int a.) GOIM 1/0%
UAa 73-462 ,6 Claims

angle which is a function of the stored number of angle
increment signals (70). i

4,47534
ULTRASONIC METHOD OF DETERMINING NATURE

OF FLAWS BY INCREMENTAL SCANNING
Hiroyuki Takeda, Hiroshima; Konio Kndo, Sendai; Iznmi

Kobayashi, Higashikurame; Yohsuke Ojiri, Kasugai; Mit-
suyuki Oda, Tokyo, and Sakae Sogiyama, Tohkai, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,718
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1981, 56*6317

Int a.} GOIN 29/04
UAa73-598

,8Ctaims

'H^ " [>

1. Method for positioning workpieces to be balanced such
that the unbalance (34) measured by means of an unbalance
measuring machine having a rotatable element (18) frictionally
coupled with said workpiece assumes a predetermined posi-
tion, wherein

(a) a reference signal (62) is generated with each revolution
of the workpiece (10, 114), when the workpiece (10, 114)
assumes a particular, predetermined angular position,

characterized in that

(b) during the measuring run on the unbalance measuring
machine, an unbalance position signal (66) is generated
with each revolution of the workpiece (10, 114) from an
unbalance measuring signal, said unbalance position signal
having a fixed, predetermined phase relation with the
unbalance measuring signal,

(c) with each revolution of the rotatable element (18) a
sequence of angle increment signals synchronized there-
with is generated, each one of which corresponds to a
fixed angle increment of the rotatable element (18),

(d) during the measuring run, these angle increment signals

(56) are counted from the reference signal (62) to the
unbalance position signal (66) and the number thereof is

stored, and
(e) for the subsequent positioning, the workpiece (10, 114) is

rotated in the direction of roution of the measuring run
starting from a predetermined angular position through an

1. In ultrasonic flaw inspection for determining the size of a
flaw by emitting an ultrasonic wave to a subject via a probe
and receiving an ultrasonic echo from said existing flaw inside
said subject, a method of determining the ultrasonic echo
characterized in that changes in characteristics of signals cor-
responding to the ultrasonic echoes before and after incremen-
tal movements of said probe along a scanning path are com-
pared with each other and the ultrasonic echoes are deter-
mined to result from the same flaw if the changes fall within a
range determined by the angle of incidence B, of the ultrasonic
wave and directional angle 6, of the ultrasonic wave.

4,475,395

METHOD FOR RECOGNIZING DIFFERENT
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT SCATTER MECHANISMS IN

NON-HOMOGENEOUS TISSUES
Stephen W. Flax, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to General Electric
Company, Raacho Cordova, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,816
Int. a^ GOIN 29/04

U.S.a 73-599 4 Claims
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1. A method of determining the frequency dependence of
scatter within a biologic tissue comprising the steps of trans-
mitting a plurality of ultrasonic waves into said tissue, receiv-
ing reflected ultrasonic waves from the tissue, detecting the
frequencies of said reflected ultrasonic waves from various
depths in said tissue, detecting shifts in said frequencies that are
larger than can be accounted for via statistical variations and
attenuation alone, and determining the frequency dependence
of scatter based on said shift.
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4^47536
METHOD OF DETERMINING ULTRASONIC

ATTENUATION OF TISSUE USING REFLECTIVE
TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCnON

Stephen W. Flax, and Gary H. Glom, botfi of Wankcsha, Wis.,

assignors to General Electric Company, Rancbo Cordova

Filed JnL 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398^17

Int a^ GOIN 29/04

UA CI. 73—599 3 Claims

reflected from the same depths in said tissue along said

vectors, and

determining tissue attenuation from the averaged zero cross-

ings from said vectors.
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4,475,398

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION ENVELOPE
DETECnON FOR ESTIMATING THE AMPLITUDE OF A

PLURALITY OF SUCCESSIVELY OCCURRING
ELECTRICAL PULSES

Darid J. TjomehoJ, Longmont; Donald E. Dick, Bonlden Rich-

ard E. Kiefer, Boulder, and Fred L. Smitii, III, Boolder, aU of

Colo., assignors to Armco Inc., Middletown, Ohio

Filed Oct 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,551

Int a.J GOIN 29/02

U.S. a. 73—599 20 Claims

1. A method of determining ultrasonic wave attenuation of

tissue comprising the steps of

directing an ultrasonic wave along a first vector through a

limited volume of tissue,

detecting the frequency shift ofa reflection of said ultrasonic

wave along said first vector,

determining a first measure of attenuation of said limited

volume of tissue from said detected frequency shift along

said first vector,

directing an ultrasonic wave along at least a second vector

through said limited volume of dssue,

detecting the frequency shift ofa reflection of said ultrasonic

wave along said second vector,

determining a second measure of attenuation of said limited

volume of tissue from said frequency shift along said

second vector, and

averaging said first measure and said second measure.

^.^

4,475,397

METHOD AND MEANS FOR ATTAINING ULTRASONIC
ATTENUATION BY VECTOR SAMPLE AVERAGING

James K. RUey, Shingle Springs, Calif., and Stephen W. Flax,

Waokesha, Wis., assignors to GcMral Electric Compaay,

Rancho Cordova, Calif

.

FUed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,845

Int a^ GOIN 29/04

UA CL 73-599 « Claims
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1. A method of determining ultrasonic wave attenuation of

tissue comprising the steps of

transmitting a plurality of ultrasonic waves into said tissue

along a plurality of vectors,

receiving reflected ultrasonic waves from the tissue,

detecting and counting zero crossings of said reflected ultra-

sonic waves as reflected from various depths in said tissue,

averaging said zero crossings from said reflected waves

18. In a system for measuring the size of particles in a fluid

slurry stream of the type measuring the attenuation of RF
pulses passing through the slurry comprising an ultrasonic

transmitter for producing RF pulses of predetermined ampli-

tude, a transmitting transducer responsive to said transmitter

adjacent one surface of the slurry stream, and a receiving

transducer adjacent the opposite surface of the slurry stream

for receiving pulses passing through the slurry, the improve-

ment in combination therewith comprising means for measur-

ing the amplitude of the envelope produced by N successively

occurring received pulses including:

an amplifier having a variable gain established by a control

signal responsive to said received pulses;

peak detector means connected to the output of said ampli-

fier for establishing the peak amplitude of each pulse;

means establishing a DC reference voltage;

voltage comparator means responsive to said peak detector

for comparing the peak amplitude of each pulse with said

reference voluge; and

digital processor means responsive to said comparator for

producing said control signal, including a storage register

having a capacity of N bits, each of said bits correspond-

ing to one of said N received pulses, means for setting or

resetting each of said bits in turn dependent on whether

the peak amplitude output from said peak detector for the

corresponding received pulse is greater or less than said

reference voluge; and means for using the contents of said

register to generate said control voluge. such that the

gain of said amplifier is adjusted in decreasing increments

with successively occurring received pulses, the value of

the contents of said register being represenutive of the

amplitude of said envelope.

4^75,399

APPARATUS FOR ULTRASONIC TESTING OF
TUBULAR GOODS

Waykw A. Uvingrton, 2534 HoUywood, Norman, Okla. 73069

FUed Aog. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,137

Int a^ GOIN 29/04

U.S. a. 73-622 14 Claims

1. An ultrasonic testing system for tubular goods, compris-

ing:
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a plurality of ultrasonic transducera disposed in at least one
circumferential array for energy-coupled disposition con-
centric to said tubular goods;

a plurality of pulser means for pulsing a selected at least one
of said transducers in a predetermined serial order and
receiving respected flaw-induced return signal outputs;

plural amplifying means that are enabled serially to receive
input of said return signal outputs to generate respective
data signals;

sequence controller means responsive to stored program and
generating an address data output for sequence control of

values from said dynamic range memory and the digital
form of the amplified electrical signals,

an image memory for storing beam intensity values,
means connecting the output of said look-up table to the

input of said image memory,
vector control means for addressing said image memory, and
a video display operably connected to receive beam inten-

sity control signals from said image memory.

4,475,401

VIBRATION DOSIMETER
Darid T. Punia, Burlingtoii; Malcolm Pope, Sfaelbnrne, and

Deiuiis Donnermeyer, South Burlington, aU of Vt, assignora
to The United States of America as represented by the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Senices, Washington, D.C

FUed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,471
Int a.3 GOIH 7/00

VJS.a 73-«8
1, ctoims

said plurality of pulser means and plural amplifyins
means;

»' ' e

decoder means responsive to said address data output to
enable energization of a selected pulser means and a coun-
terpart amplifying means;

receiver means receiving inputs of said respective data sig-
nals and generating successive data outputs;

gate means receiving inputs of said data outputs to provide
peak detected output signals having amplitudes propor-
tional to a defect magnitude; and

means responsive to said peak detected output signals to
indicate defects in said tubular goods.

4,475,400
METHOD AND MEANS FOR IMPROVING IMAGE IN AN

ULTRASONIC SCANNING SYSTEM
Stephen W. FTnx, Waukesha, WIs^ assignor to General Electric
Company, Rancho Cordova, Calif.

FUed Jnl. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,818
lot a.i GOIN 29/04

UAa73-«31
gCtaims
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1. An ultrasonic scanning system comprising
traiwducer means for directing an ultrasonic beam into a
body and generating electrical signals in response to re-
flections of said ultrasonic beam from said body,

amplifier means for amplifying said electrical signals in
accordance with a time gain control signal.

analog to digital conversion means operably connected with
said amplifier means for converting the amplified electri-
cal signals to digital form,

a dynamic range memory for storing transducer dynamic
range compensation values for said amplified electrical
signals in accordance with depth in said body of said
reflections,

a look-up table ofbeam intensity control values, said look-up
table having address means interconnected to receive

1. A vibration dosimeter apparatus comprising vibration-
sensing transducer means providing an electrical analog signal
responsive to environmental vibrations, amplitude-detector
means to compare the amplitude of said analog signal with a
selected reference amplitude to obtain a comparison signal,
digital counter means, means to generate output signal pulses
representing selected zero crossings of said analog signal,
means to apply said output signal pulses to said counter means,
means to inhibit said counter means from incrementing the
output signal pulses unless said comparison signal rises above a
predetermined voltage reference value, digital data read-out
means operatively connected to the output of said counter
means, means to filter said analog signal to remove frequencies
above a predetermined band, whereby to derive a resultant
filtered analog signal from which to obtain the comparison
signal, and wherein said predetermined band comprises a range
including natural frequencies of parts of the human body.

I 4,475 402
PRESSURE SENSING APPARATUS

Rainer Burkel, Lechesnay; Jean Denamps, Asnidres, and Cornel-
ius Peter, Paris, all of France, assignors to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,782
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnl. 16,

1981, 3128032

Int a.3 GOIL 9/12
UA a 73-724 6 Ctoims

1. Apparatus for sensing pressure, capable of responding to
changes of intake air pressure of an internal combustion engine
and comprising:

a metallic membrane (4) formed of an etched metal platelet
to provide an attachment rim for said membrane slightly
and uniformly in front of the peripheral portion of said
membrane;

a metal ring (1), to a flat surface of which said rim of said
membrane is joined by metal-to-metal fusion in an airtight,

pressure-resistant and electrically conductive manner;
an electrode (3) located centrally in said metal ring bonded
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to said metal ring by a single pressure-tight fused glass

seal, insulated from said metal ring and said membrane,

and having a surface coplanar with said flat surface of said

metal ring, and

4*475,404

PULL TESTER
Woodrow T. Raticdfe, Jr.; RnsseU P. Ratledge, and JotaE.

Freeman, aU of Big Spri« Tex., assignors to Fiberflei Prod-

ucts, Inc^ Big Spring, Tex.

FUed Ang. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 409,253

Int CL^ GOIN 3/10

UAa 73-827 > Ctoim

connections to said metal ring and to said electrode for using

said membrane and said electrode as a pressure-sensitive

capacitor in an electrical evaluation circuit

4^75,403

DEVICE TO PRELOAD LOADING CONNECHONS
nomas P. Lentz, Chanhassen, Minn., assignor to MTS Systems

Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jnn. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,420

Int a^ COIN 3/10

MS. a. 73—798 M Ctoims

1. A test system for pull testing the tensile strength of fiber-

glass sucker rods and end connectors adhesively connected

thereto, said system acting to apply a tensile load greater than

that expected in actual operation, and a tensile force to said end

connectors necessary to cause the annular wedges of cured

adhesive material between said rod and said end connectors to

be forced into compressive engagement with the rod outer

cylindrical surface with the connector member tapered sur-

faces,

said system comprising:

a containment member, including a base;

holding means for holding the fiberglass sucker rod in uid

containment member, said holding means including a first

member fixed to said containment member and a second

member movable relative to said containment member;

and

movement means for moving said second member away

from said first member, said movement means includmg

a first plate fixed to said containment member;

a second ptote movable relative to said containment member;

force means for forcing said second plate away from said

first plate;
^ , u j

connection means for connecting said second plate with said

second member,

means for measuring the tensile pressure caused by said

force means;

means for switching said force pressure to the ofl^ position

when said second plate has moved a predetermined dis-

tance.

1. In a device for applying a load to a test specimen, preload-

ing means for providing a mechanical compressive connection

between two relatively movable portions ofsuch load applying

means at a compression loading greater than any tension load-

ing between the two portions during testing of a specimen,

including load applying means adapted to be coupled from a

loading actuator to a specimen and having first and second

portions, an elastic link having one end coupled to a first por-

tion of the load applying means, and the other end coupled to

the second portion of the load applying means, means earned

by the load applying means and acting between the first and

second portions to selectively stress said elastic link to a first

stress level greater than the stress occurring in said elastic Imk

between the first and second portions when the load applying

means has reached its maximum load, the first and second

portions separating when the means to stress the elastic link is

at the first stress level, means to engage said first and second

portions and adapted to carry compression loads between the

first and second portions when the means to selectively stress

the elastic link is at the first stress level, the means to selec-

tively stress being thereafter releasable whereby the stress in

the elastic link loads the second portion mechanically against

the first portion.

4,475,405

DIFFERENIIAL PRESSURE VORTEX SENSOR

Gary P. Corpron, Chanhassen, uid Roy E. Pagel, Richfield, both

of Minn., assignors to Rosemoont Incn Eden Prairie, Minn.

FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,472

Int a.J GOIF 1/32

UAa 73-861J4 »' Ctoims

1. A vortex flowmeter having a body forming a housing, the

body having first and second suri'aces which are subjected to
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prwure differentials repreaenutive of How. separate dia-
phragm mom positioned on the body and facing in the direc-
twns of said first and second surfaces respectively, for deflect-
ing in response to pressure differentials at the first and second
surfaces, fluidly isolated bore means defined in part by the
•epvate diaphragm means, means in said bore means for trans-

S!.!^*K '^S*'"*
"1*^°" °^ ** "^P*"^^ diaphragm means

caused by differentials m pressure on the separate diaphragm
means comprising a tubular member having end faces engaging
the respective separate diaphragm means and carrying com-
pression loads between the diaphragm means, a beam member
posittoned m said bore means and extending laterally from the
tubular member and having one end mounted with respect to
•aid body at a location spaced from the means for transmitting
denecong motion, an opposite end of said beam member being
coupled to the tubular member to thereby bend said beam
monber responsive to the movement of the tubular member as
the separate diaphragm means deflect.

plmg said first and second transducers, respectively, to
said first oscillator and to said phase comparator circuit;

(0 a first timing circuit for controlling said switching means
such that both of said transducers are coupled first to said
first oscillator and second to said phase comparator circuit
in alternating sequence;

(g) a sampling circuit connected to receive signals from said
phase comparator circuit;

(h) a second timing circuit for controlling said samplins
circuit;

*^ ®

(i) a processing circuit connected to receive signals from said
sampling circuit and to correlate said detected phase dif-
ference with the deUvery of fluid in said conduit; and

0) a display means for displaying symbols in response to
electric signals received from said processing circuit

,„^ 4,475,406 4*475,407
ULTRASONIC DEVICE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF ^"^^^PERATURE COMPENSATED FLOW SENSORTHE DELIVERY OF A FLUID IN A CONDUIT ''^^^ ^- ''"«». F««« *i Lm, Wis,, Mriawr to BroMwfckErauM AMUdi. and SteCuo R« Fioreatiii, both of Turin,

Corporation, Slcolde, DL
Italy, aMigMTB to Ceotro Ricerehe Flat S.p,A„ Turin, Italy ™^ ^^' 27, 1982, Ser. Na. 453,449

FIM JiL 8, 1902, Ser. No. 99M28 .,
laL CL^ QOIF J/24

Cbtoi priority, appMcrtioiIlriy.jBL 10, 1981, 67961 A/81
"Aa 73-86153

g^laim
tat CL^ GOIF 1/66

UAa7*-861J9 4CWm. -.- ^

Mvrrv. ,"1

3}

1. A device for measuring the deUvery ofa fluid in a conduit
compnsmg:

(a) first and second electroacoustic transducen arranged in
the wall of a pipe forming said conduit and disposed in a
confronting relationshp with each other along an axis
which is inclined at a predetermined angle relative to the
axis of said conduit, each of said transducers being able to
convert an electric signal of predetermined frequency into
an ultrasonic wave which propagates through said fluid
and to convert a received ultrasonic wave into an electric
signal;

(b) a collimator disposed in the path ofsaid fluid upstream of
said transducers, extending completely across the cross-
sectional area of said conduit and forming a plurality of
throughholes which are parallel to each other and to the
axis of said conduit;

(c) a first oscillator for generating electric signals of said
predetermined frequency;

(d) a phase comparator circuit for detecting the phase differ-
ence between the ultrasonic signals received by said re-
spective transducers;

(e) first and second switching means for operatively cou

1. A flow sensor for detecting flow of a relatively viscous
fluid and producing an electrical signal indicative of the flow
of said viscous fluid, said flow sensor comprising:
(A) a sensor housing having a cylindrical bore, a fluid inlet

in communication with a first end of said bore, a port in
the cylindrical waU of said bore, and fluid outlet in com-
munication with said port;

(B) a cylindrical flow sensing body mounted in said cylindri-
cal bore;

(C) a spring means mounted in said bore to bias said sensing
body toward said first end of said bore to normally block
flow from said inlet to said outlet;

(D) a position sensing means mounted in said sensor housing
to detect the position of said flow sensing body; and

(E) a compensating means to reduce the biasing force pro-
vided by said spring means as the temperature of the fluid
flowing through said sensor increases.

4,475,408

TORQUE MEASURING DEVICE
Douglas Browning, Sylcesrille, Md., assignor to Baltimm Tlier-

apeutic Equipneat Company, Baltimore, Md.
Filed JuB. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,242

Int a.3 GOIL 3/16
UAa 73-862.12 3Ctai„

1. A torque measuring device for measuring the rotational
force applied to a shaft comprising a rotatable disc mounted on
said shaft adjacent electric friction brake means adapted to
engage and restrain rotation of said disc and shaft when an
electric current is applied from externally selective means for
varying voltage applied to said brake means to magnetize it,

said shaft being disposed so as to otherwise route freely within
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said brake means and said brake means being attached to load forward portion of said bore and from said plunger to estabhab

cell means for measuring and registering the rotational force a samplle chamber therebetween for reception of product

flowing from the vessel and around said plunger in said in-

creased diameter bore forward portion, and to then move said

plunger and slider rearwardly into said bore rearward portion

to capture the product in said sample chamber until said sample

chamber is at a point in said bore rearward portion; means at

said point in said bore rearward portion for receiving said

applied thereto in response to rotational force applied to said

shaft.

4,475,409

TRANSDUCER FOR DYNAMOMETER
Hus-Rodolf Znlliger, Uetikon, Switzerland, assignor to Mettler

Instmncnte AG, Grdfouce, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,615

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Mar. 25, 1982,

1831/82
Int a.} GOIL 1/22

VS. a. 73-862.65 9 Clainis

y / < , . A. .

1. Transducer for furnishing an electrical signal varying as a

function of applied load, comprising

a band-shi4)ed substrate of amorphous metal; and

at least one sensor on said substrate for furnishing said elec-

trical signal, said sensor having a load-dependent expan-

sion and an electrical characteristic varying in correspon-

dence to said expansion.

4,475,410

SAMPLER FOR VISCOUS MATERIALS
Ben E. Jaeger, Rte. 2 Box 49, Piano, IlL 60545

Filed Not. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 444,719

Int on? GOIN ///a 1/20

U.S. a. 73-863.84 " Claims

1. Apparatus for obtaining samples of a liquid product from

a vessel containing the product, comprising a housing having a

bore for communication at a forward end with the interior of

the vessel, said bore being cylindrical and having a rearward

portion of one diameter and a forward portion of increased

diameter toward and at said forward end; a plunger in said bore

and reciprocable therein; a slider in said bore rearwardly of

said plunger and reciprocable therein; seal means on said

plunger and slider for sealing the same with said bore rearward

portion; means for reciprocating said plunger and slider in said

bore to move the same forwardly to positions whereat said

plunger moves completely out of said rearward and into said

forward portion of said bore and extends only partially

through said forward end into the vessel and said slider is

completely in said rearward portion and spaced from said

sampled product; means for resisting further rearward move-

ment of said slider when said sample chamber is at said point in

said bore rearward portion, so that continued rearward move-

ment of said plunger then decreases the volumetric capacity of

said sample chamber and forces the product therefrom for

reception by said means for receiving, said seal means main-

taining a liquid seal between said forward end of said bore and

said point therein.

4,475,411

SAMPLING APPARATUS
Hans WeUerfbrs, HMgersten, Sweden, assignor to Coulter Elec-

tronics Limited, Luton, England

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,565

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 20, 1981, 8101788

Int a.J GOIN 35/02

U.S. a. 73-8^J4 12 Claims

1. Apparatus for talcing a sample of liquid from each of a

plurality of sealed containers each having pierceable closures,

comprising a carrier, container receiving means in said carrier

for receiving and holding a plurality of said sealed containers,

means on the apparatus for supporting said carrier for roution

about the central axis thereof in a plane generally normal

thereto and drive means for said carrier to cause the containers

held thereby to follow a defined path to a sampling sution

disposed along the path and each container being inverted at

least once during its movement along said path with movement

of the carrier whereby to cause agiution of liquid in the con-
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Uinera, sampling means disposed at the sampling station, means
for arresting a container at the sampling station with respect to
said sampling means, and means for actuating said sampling
means to effect withdrawal ofa sample from the container, said
sampling means including piercing needle means arranged at
said sampling sution for selective operation to pierce the clo-
sure of the sealed container when the container is stopped at
the sampling sution whereby to advance said needle means
mto the container and means for holding the container during
withdrawal of sample therefrom.

INFINITE SPEED POWER TRANSMISSION WITH
SHIFTABLE GEAR PLATES

Lyle B. Efus, 9135 SW. Sumncrfleld Ct, Tlgard, Oreg. 97223
Filed Jnn. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 501,870

Int a.3 n«H 29/08. 29/20. 27/02. 21/40UAa 74-119 g ctai^

1. A transmission comprising in combination,
a case,

input and output shafts,

arms pivotally mounted in said case for oscillation about
spaced apart arm axes,

arm supports, positionable within said case,
means mounting said arm supports permitting rotational

positioning of same,

control means for positioning said mounting means and said
arm supports and the arm axes,

eccentric means driven by said input shaft and imparting
oscillatory movement to said arms,

gear plate housings supported for rectilinear travel within
said case,

said arms imparting rectilinear movement to said gear plate
housings,

gear plates one each slidably disposed within a gear plate
housmg for relative movement thereto, each of said gear
plates having multiple sets of rack gear teeth for engage-
ment with an output shaft mounted pinion,

cam means acting on said gear plates to shift same within
thar respective housings so as to locate a set of sets ofrack
gear teeth thereon for enmeshing travel past said pinion to
drive the output shaft, and

speed changes between said input and output shafts occur-
nng as the magnitude of gear plate housing travel is al-
tered by the relocating of the arm axes toward or away
from the gear plate housings to vary effective arm throw
by changing the point of contact between said arms and
tlieir req)ective gear plate housings.

4,475^13
VARIABLE RATIO RACK AND PINION STEERING

GEAR
M^umu HigucU, Tokyo, Japu, asdgnor to Nimn Motor
Company, Limited, Yokoiiana Qty, Japu

Filed Oct 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,137
Ciainis priority, appUcation Japu, Oct 16, 1980, 55-143689

iBt a.J F16H 1/04: B62D 1/20UA a. 74-422 schim.

aec

3. A variable ratio rack and pinion steering gear comprising:
a circular driving pinion having a plurality of teeth, an axis

of roution, and an addendum circle concentric with said
axis of rotation, the teeth of the pinion being formed to
correctly mesh with a uniformly toothed rack profile and
to provide a variable pitch circle radius which variable
radius (a) has a maximum at a predetermined position of
the pinion, (b) reduces gradually in accordance with ro-
tary movement of the pinion in either direction from said
predetermined position, and (c) has a minimum at 180* of
rotary movement from said predetermined position; and

a dnven rack adapted to mesh with the pinion, the teeth of
the rack being formed from a profile of said pinion teeth to
provide a substantially constant minimum gear ratio when
the pinion is at or adjacent said predetermined position, a
rapidly decreasing gear ratio for a given rotary movement
of the pinion out of said predetermined position when the
operating angle of the pinion is relatively small, and a
gradually decreasing gear ratio for a given rotary move-
ment of the pinion of said predetermined position when
the operating angle of the pinion is relatively large.

4,475,414

REMOTE<»NTROL DEVICE FOR VEHICLE
REARVIEW MIRROR

St^phane ManzoBi, 1, me Pasteur, Saint Clude, Fkucc (39200)
FHed Aog. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,040

Claims priority, appiicatioa Flwce, Sep. 11, 1981, 81 17246
iBt a^ F16C 1/10: G05G 9/04U&a 74-501 M 19 Claims

^^

^•-f

1. A remote control apparatus for pivotally positioning a
rearview mirror in two coordinate positions, said remote con«
trol apparatus comprising:

mirror housing means;

a crosspiece pivotally mounted to said mirror bousing means
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such as to pivot about a first preselected axis relative to

said mirror housing means;

mirror means pivotally mounted to said crosspiece such as to

pivot about a second preselected axis relative to said

crosspiece, said second preselected axis being perpendicu-

lar to said first preselected axis;

a crosspiece portion disposed remote from said first prese-

lected axis;

a first transmission cable having a first end interconnected

with said crosspiece portion and a second end opposite

said first end, said first end extending in a direction sub-

stantially parallel to said second preselected axis such that

displacement of said first transmission cable causes said

mirror means to pivot about said first preselected axis

relative to said mirror housing means;

a lever having a first end, a second end opposite said first

end, and an intermediate portion disposed between said

first and second ends thereof, said lever being pivotally

fastened to said mirror housing means at said intermediate

portion such as to pivot about a third preselected axis

disposed parallel to said first preselected axis;

a second transmission cable having a first end interconnected

with said first end of said lever and a second end opposite

said first end, and said first end of said second transmission

cable extending in a direction generally parallel to said

second preselected axis such that displacement of said

second transmission cable causes said lever to pivot about

said third preselected axis; and

hinge means interconnecting said second end of said lever

with said mirror means at a preselected location on said

mirror means spaced away from said second preselected

axis such that pivoting motion of said lever about said

third preselected axis causes pivoting motion of said mir-

ror means about said second preselected axis relative to

said mirror housing means.

4,475v415

OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLE
Kuunsa Yamnoto, Tokyo, Japu, aiaigBor to Kokoau Kia-

loko Kogjro KabMhiU KiiriM, Tokyo, Japu
Filed JaiL 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,609

IM. CL^ G05G 1/10

MS. CL 74-543 2 Orims

4,475,416

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION DOWN
SHIFT CONTROL

Herbert N. Underwood, Chieago, lU., aaaltpor to Borg-Wamer

Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,408

Int a.3 B60K 41/12

U.S. a. 74—868 8 Oakm

1. An outside door handle assembly, said handle comprising:

a door handle mounted on a door of an automotive vehicle;

a pair of finger projections extending from and being inte-

gral with said door handle;

a channel-shaped bracket fixedly attached to a door panel;

two limbs extendmg from and being integral with said

bracket each of said limbs pivotably connected at an end

portion furthest from said bracket to said finger projec-

tions, said finger projectioiu being connected at interme-

diate points to said limbs; and

an inclined groove formed in each end of said finger projec-

tions, said ends of said finger projections being furthest

from said door handle, said inclined grooves opening

towards said end portions of said limbs and said inclined

grooves adapted for receiving partially said end portions

of said Umbs when said door hudle has been brought to

an upper service position, thereby effectively preventing

torsional deflection and deformation of said door handle.

1. A continuously variable transmission including a primary

pulley and a secondary pulley having an endless transmission

member of trapezoidal cross section extending around the pair

of pulleys, each pulley including an axially fixed and an axially

movable conical disc sheave arranged for gripping opposite

edges of said transmission member, each pulley having a fluid

actuated expansion chamber device urging the pulley sheaves

into gripping engagement with the edges of said endless trans-

mission member, the primary expsnsion chamber device con-

nected to said primary pulley having a greater effective piston

area than the corresponding area of the secondary expansion

chamber device connected to said secondary pulley, and a fluid

circuit connected to said expansion chamber devices including

a source of fluid pressure and a system pressure regulator

valve, said fluid circuit including system conduit means com-

municating regulated system pressure to the secondary expan-

sion chamber device, and a ratio control pressure regulator

valve connected between said system conduit and said primary

expansion chamber device,

wherein the improvement comprises a ratio relief valve

connected in parallel circuit bridging said ratio control

regulator valve, said ratio relief valve including a movable

shuttle member having a land arranged for limiting flow

through an exhaust port said shuttle having a first face

communicating with said primary expansion chamber

device and a second face opposed to said first face com-

municating with said secondary expansion chamber de-

vice, said second face having a smaller area than said first

face, said shuttle member including an annular face op-

posed to said first face, and a one-way check valve dis-

posed between said annular face and said first face.

4,475^17

EQUIPMENT FOR GAS-SINGEING RUNS OF TUBULAR
TEXTILE MATERIALS

Peter Domicr, Liadaa, Fed. Rep. of Gerany, aaaipior to Ua-

dancr Dondcr GcsellschafI abH, Fed. Rep. of GcrMoy
Filed No?. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320332

Ciaias priority, appHcatiM Fad. Rep. of Csrauy, Dae. 16,

1980, 3047352

brt. a^ D06C 9/02

MS. a. 26-3 ViOttam

1. Equipment for gas-singeing runs of textiles, comprising an

adjustable floating expander means in which a cylinder spreads

approximately cylindrically and which is used for a textile

tubular fabric moving over it and fiirther comprising at l«st

one anntriar means surrounding the expander means and acting
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« a support for a plurality ofsmgeing means containing gas-
burner nozzles, the forward boundary of at least part of the
singeing means being adapted to the curvature of the outer
contour of the expander,

means for displacing said singeing means in a radial and
synchronous manner with respect to the expander means,
whereby the singeing means can be adapted to the re-
quired diameter of the expander,

i, . ,

u^-

^9^ /

and stripping means connecting said clamping means to said
cutung means and effective to strip off the insulating sheath.

M7M19
COUNTERHOLDING TOOL FOR ABSORBINGItlROUE

WHILE TIGHTENING SCREWS
Hu8.Peter Neef. SchwabMrvM 33, D.7143 VaiUun/Eu.

Fed. Rep. of GcrMny
-™«««vh«.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,834

l^lSmn '^"" ^^ ReP-f G~-y, Apr. 30.

Int a.3 B25B 9/00UA a. 81-13 ,gc^

and means whereby a rotational motion is superposed on the
radial displacement of at least part of the singeing means,
said roution taking place about the axis ofdisplacement of
said singeing means in such a manner that neighboring
singeing means when projected on a cross-sectional plane
always closely adjoin one another.

4^M18
WIRE STRIPPER

Taai, Nagojn, Japn, anlgnor to Kaboshiki Kaisha Na-
ioya BoU Salaakwho, AicU, Japn

mad Jan. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 337,705CW» priority, appUcMkNi Japn, Jan. 24, 1981, 56-9438
bt CLi H02G 1/12

UAa8l-»JA ^cMms

1. A counterholding tool for engaging a nut, which in turn is
threadedly engaged with a screw or the like, for absorbing
torque while the screw or the like is tightened, comprising:
an elongated housing, nut engaging means pivotably sup-

ported in one end of said housing for engaging the
threaded nut;

-«'-er-e

wedge means within said housing movable relative to the
nut engaging means for securing said nut engaging means
in a fixed position;

a receptoble pivotobly mounted within the housing, wherein
the nut engaging means is partly received within the
receptacle for support therein;

said wedge means is disphK«ably mounted within the hous-
mg and fixably positimed therein by means of said releas-
able locking means, wherem sakl receptacle is provided
with a pressure tux which presses against said wedge
means, and

releasable locking means in said housing, by means of which
the wedge means may be locked and released so that the
position of the nut engaging means relative to the housing
may be relaxed.

^ Ui

1. A wire stripper for strippuig an insulating sheath of an
electrical wire compri^ng a fint grip; a sooond grip; clamping
means operatively connected to said first grip and adapted to
clamp the insulating sheath; cutting means operatively con-
nected to sakl second grip and adapted to sUt and twist the
msulatmg sheath, sakl cutting means having a first stripping
cutter and a second stripping cutter both slidably movable in
the opponte direction relative to each other in cooperating
rewwnship with actuation of said first grip and sakl second
grip, sakl first stripping cutter being operatively connected to

lI 5JLP*'
^''*'*" '^^ of sakl first stripping cutter and

said second stripping cutter is defined by an acute edge-angle
portion adapted for cutting the insulating sheath and an obtuse
edge<4ngle portkm adapted for twisting the insulating shMth;

4^75,420
WRENCH APPARATUS AND BAR MEANS TOR

SELECnVELY APPLYING TORQUE FORCES TO A
WORKPIECE

Thomas Atkinson, Wakefield, Maaa^ and Thomas R. Dowd, 23
A?on St, WakeffeM, Mass. 01880, aaalgnorv to Thomas R.
Dowd, Reading, Mass.

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 372,894
Int CL' B25B 13/46^, 17/02

UAa 81-58J 4Ctatai.
1. A ratchet wrench apparatus for applying a torque force to

a worit piece, including a cylindrical housing body formed
with an opening at the upper side therec^ and having a lever
body extending radiaUy outwardly therefrom, a ring gear
rotatably mounted in the housing and presenting inner and
outer gear teeth, a ratchet gear mechanism adjustably sup-
ported in the sajd lever body and engageable with the outer
teeth,of the ring gear to exert turning forces on the ring gear
when the lever body is turned, spacer means located at the
upper side of the ri^g ^ar, retaining plate means detachably
secured at the under skle of the housing in a position to support
the ring gear, a rotor body siq>ported in the housing on the
retaining plate means and having a depending socket driver
portkm locatetl through the retauing plate means, post ele-
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ments fixed at the upper side of the rotor body, planetary gears cisely accurate equal displacements of the two tool slides in

mounted on the post elements in mesh with the inner gear teeth

of the said ring gear, a sun gear supported on the rotor body in

a position to mesh with the planetary gears and route with the

planetary gears when the lever body is routed, said sun gear

being internally recessed to form an opening which is of sub-

stantially square cross section and the rotor body being formed

with a recess having a coiled spring received therein, said

coiled spring having a locking pin device attached to the upper

side thereof, said locking pin device consisting of a locking pin

of substantially square cross section which is movable in the

unison comprising a pair of gear racks fixedly mounted in

opposed relation, one on each tool slide, and an idler pinion

joumalled on the carriage and meshing with each gear rack.

opening in the said sun gear, said coiled spring normally urges

the locking pin in engagement with the sun gear to hold the sun

gear in a position to mesh with the planeury gears and to

route with these gears when the lever body is turned, a selec-

tor bar element engageable through the housing and sun gear

opening to move the locking pin device downwardly out of

engagement with the sun gear and into engagement with the

recess of the rotor body and said selector bar when held in a

downwardly located position being operable to hold the sun

gear sutionary and to allow the rotor body and planetary gears

to route relative to the sun gear when the lever body is tiuiied

thus providing a torque multiplying mode of operation.

4^75,421

LATHE
SylTMter R. CndnohuMty, Troy, Mkh„ assignor to Triple R

Hydraulics, Inc., Madison Hdshta, Mkh.
Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,378

Int 0.3 B23B 21/00

MS.a 82-25 3 Clalns

1. In a lathe of the type which includes a base, a rotary

driven head on the base for supporting a workpiece to be

machined, a carriage on the base movable in a direction axially

of the routing workpiece, a pair ofdiametrically opposed tool

slides having tools mounted thereon and being mounted on the

carriage for rectiKnear movement toward and away from each

other in a direction radklly of the routing wori^nece to cause

the to(ris mounted on sod slkles to machkie the rotating work-

piece, that improvement which comprises, a reversible motor

having a housing fixedly mounted on one of said slides, said

motor having an output shaft extending parallel to the rectilin-

ear path of travel of the tool slides, sakl output shaft extending

from said motor to and connected directly with the other tool

slide such that, when the motor is operated in opposite direc-

tions, sakl output shaft is placed in aJiial tension and compres-

sion and applies equal and oppoate forces to the two slkles to

shift the slides on the carriage toward and away from the

routing workpiece and a timing mechanism for assuring pre-

4^75,422

METHOD OF SUmNG OR EDGE TRIMMING STRIP
MATERIAL

Kenneth T. Lawaon, Stokcalcy, England, assignor to Davy

McKcc (Poole) Ltd., Poole, England

Filed Feb. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 469,978

Cbdm priority, applicatkm United Kingdoo^ Feb. 26, 1982,

8205668
Int CL^ B23D 19/06

U.S. a. 83-13 4 Clain»

^ ^m
1. A method of trimming or slitting strip material on a pro-

cess line using one or more pairs of trimmer knives mounted

for movement laterally to the direction of travel of the strip,

the or each pair of knives being pivouble so as to vary the

angle a they make with the centre line of the process line,

comprising;

determining the lateral positron of the strip relative to the

lateral position of the trimmer;

controlling lateral movement of the trimmer in response to

lateral movement of the centre line of the strip, so as to

tend to keep the trimmer and strip in constant relationship;

determining the lateral speed Vfof the or each pair of trim-

mer knives,

determining the longitudinal speed V or the strip, and

controlUng the pivotal movement of the or each pair of

knives such that the angle a tends to equal a required

angle ofTAN -
' (Vr/i^ or any approximation thereto, so

that the or each pair of knives remains substantia lly paral-

lel to the line of cut made in the strip.
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SHEAR FOR CinTING ROD-FORM MATERIAL
Emt Ftoeki; Karl Rimnieic both of Schnerikon, and Hans

Bicfi, Pflfllkon, all of Switzerland, asdgnora to Mecapcc
SA^ SwHacriand

Flkd May 12, 1982, Scr. No. 377,432
ClaioM priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19.

1981,3119881

Int CL^ B23D 23/Oa 15/00
VJS.a 83-199 12 ciaima

in a direction normal to a feeding path along which a strio
to be blanked is fed;

blanking tools being arranged in the blanking units; and
a striker member for working on the blanking tools, said
stnkmg member being longer than the length by which
the blanking unit is movable, means for moving said strik-
ing member horizontally in the direction of the feeding
path such that said striking member may be selectively
moved in alignment with either of said blanking units, and
said striking member further being provided at a lower
end of the ram.

4,475,425

BLADE HOLDING DEVICE
Dineshchandra G. Pnaater, Dayton, and John L. Herman.
Huber Heights, both of Ohio, assignon to Harrii Graphics
Corporation, Melboune, Fla.

Filed Jon. 1, 1962, Scr. No. 383,865
lat a.3 B2CD 1/12

VS,a 83-700
,7 ctatas

1. A shear for cutting stock comprising first and second
movable cutting blade assemblies including first and second
cutting blades respectively, said first cutting blade assembly
including a pump for pumping fluid out at a high pressure and
cylmder-piston means rigidly mterconnected with said pump
and operable by said high-pressure fluid to effect movement of
said piston, said pump and said cylinder-piston means being
rigidly joined to and movable in common with said first cutting
blade assembly, and a coupling pm mounted on said piston and
received in a guide slot in said second cutting blade assembly to
effect movement of said second cutting blade assembly relative
to said first cutting blade assembly upon movement of said
piston, to thereby cut the stock.

4,475,424

BLANKING APPARATUS
ShigeyosU Kouio, Zama, and Maaakazn Okigima, Isehara, both

of Japan, assisaors to Aamdn Company, Limited, Japan
FOed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,400

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Dec. 15, 1980, 55-177003:
Dec 24, 1980, 55-182091; Dec. 24, 1980, 55-182088; Dec 25.
1980, 55-185572(U]

IM. CL^ B26F 1/04
UAa83-549 3CI.|„

1. A blade holding device for use with a blade and a cylin-
der, the cylinder having a longitudinal recess defined in the
periphery thereof parallel to the axis of the cylinder, compris-
ing:

at least one wedge member fittable within the recess, said
wedge member having an inner face and an outer face,
said wedge member being operative in response to move-
ment thereof relative to the recess for wedging said wedge
member within the recess;

at least one spring member;
said wedge member being insertable within the recess such

that the blade is disposed between said outer face and a
wall of the recess and said spring member is disposed
between one of said faces and a wall of the recess; and

means for performing movement of said wedge member
relative to the recess whereby the blade is cUunped be-
tween said wedge member and the recess wall.

1. A blanking apparatus, comprising:
• press;

a ram vertically movably provided on the press;
two blanking units being disposed just beneath the ram and

further being so disposed so as to be horizontally movable

4,475,426
APPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING CHEWING GUM lO A

PACKAGING MACHINE
Wcnwr Dimmis. Firth, and HdK M«lar, E^goishdm, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaiVMrs to "LOESCH"-VcrpMlnua-
stcchnik GmbH 4k Co KG, Ferchheim, Fed. Rep. of Gcrma»

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,177
IM. CL^ B26D S/08. 7/32

UAa 83-887 5 cWms
1. Apparatus for supplying chewing gum along a path to the

driven feeder of a packaging machine, comprising:
a magazine for chewing gam slabs;

a scoring device having cutting rollers, and said scoring
device being juxtaposed with said magazine alone said
path;

«-•-«-

a pushing device associated with said magazine for advanc-
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ing successive chewing gum slabs along said path from the

magazine to the scoring device;

a transfer device including feeding rollers, said transfer

device being juxtaposed with said scoring device for

forwarding chewing gum slabs which have been scored

by said scoring device, to the driven feeder of the packag-

ing machine;

occurring between the end and beginning of successive

ones of said second time intervals; and

feedback means comprising a capacitive network connected

to the base terminal of said transistor and switching means

enabled during each of said first time intervals for cou-

pling an amount ofcharge from said storage device to said

capacitive network so as to provide a substantially con-

stant current at the base terminal of said transistor,

whereby the current in said emitter-collector circuit is

substantially constant for discharging said storage device

at a substantially constant rate.

4,475,428

PEDAL CAPTURE KEYER SYSTEM
BiUy J. WUttfaigton, Jasper, lod^ ud Joseph E. Mackc, Glca-

dale, Ariz., assignon to Kimball Inteniatioiial, InCn Jasper,

Ind.

FDcd Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 424,900

lat a.i GIOH 1/00

VS. a. 84-1.01 » Claim

means for driving said pushing device in timed relation to

the driven feeder, and including means for shifting the

phase of the pushing device relative to the packaging

machine depending upon the speed of the packaging ma-

chine;

means for driving the feed rollers at a constant/speed inde-

pendent of the driving rates of said packaging machine

and the driven feeder; and means for driving said cutting

rollers jointly with said feed rollers.

4,475,427

FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT RAMP GENERATOR
Darid T. Starkey, BUlerka, Mass., awigBor to Norlln Indos-

trics, lac WhUe Plains, N.Y.

Filed Aog. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 291,158

brt. 0.3 GIOH 1/00

VJS. a. 84—1.01 « Oalms

1. A tone generator for producing a tone signal having a

periodic ramp waveform in an electronic musical instrument

comprising:

means producing an input signal having periodic transistions

of a selected polarity;

a charge storage devicr,

means responsive to said input signal for developing a con-

trol signal having a waveform including first and second

portions respectively representing first and second rela-

tively short time intervals relative to the period of said

ramp waveform occurring in respective time succession

only substantially immediately after each occurrence of

. one of said transitions of said input signal;

means charging said charge storage device to a predeter-

mined voltage during each of said second time intervals;

a transistor having an emitter-collector circuit connected

between said storage device and ground potential for

discharging said storage device during the time intervals

1. In an electronic keyboard musical instrument comprising

a keyboard having a plurality of playing keys, multiplex means

for scanning said keyboard and producing a time division

multiplexed serial data stream comprising a plurality of time

slots corresponding to respective keys of the keyboard and

keydown pulses in time slots corresponding to actuated ones of

the keys, a keyer circuit comprising:

capture circuit means having an input to which said serial

dau stream is connected for capturing any uncaptured

one keydown pulse that may be present in the serial dau

stream if the capture circuit means is in an Available

mode, said capture circuit means capturing only said one

keydown pulse regardless of the number of pulses in said

dau stream,

means responsive to the capturing of a keydown pulse for

placing said capture circuit means in an Unavailable mode

as long as a keydown pulse is captured thereby, said cap-

ture circuit means being disabled from capturing a further

keydown pulse when in the Unavailable mode,

a recirculating memory means synchronized with the serial

dau stream for recirculating the captured keydown pulse,

said capture circuit means including gating means, having an

input connected to the serial daU stream and an input to

which the recirculated keydown pulse is connected, for

rejecting all keydown pulses in the serial dau stream

except those keydown pulses that are time coincident with

the recirculated keydown pulse when in the Unavailable

mode, and

tone code producing means having an input to which the

captured keydown pulses are connected for producing a

coded signal responsive to the time position of the cap-

tured keydown pulse wherein the coded signal pertains to

the tone corresponding to the time position of the cap-

tured keydown pulse.

18. In an electronic organ having a pedalboard with a plural-

ity of pedals normally played by the feet of the performer, a

keyboard with a plurality of playing keys normally played by

the hands of the performer, pedal multiplex means for scanning

said pedalboard and producing a pedal time division multi-

plexed serial dau stream comprising a plurality of time slots

corresponding to the pedals of the pedalboard with keydown
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pubet in tune ikMs pertatning to actuated ones of the pedals,
and keyboard multiplex means for scanning said keyboard and
producing a keyboard time division multiplexed serial dau
stream comprising a plurality of time slots corresponding to
the keys of the keyboard with cyclically recurring keydown
pulses in time slots pertaining to actuated ones of the keys, the
time slots corresponding to keys and pedals of like pitch and
ocuve positions occurring simultaneously so that the daU
streams are synchronized with each other, a system for pro-
ducing base tones comprising:
a selectively actuable automatic bass generator means hav-

ing an input to which the keyboard data stream is con-
nected for selecting only a single cycUcaUy recurring
keydown pulse in the keyboard data stream pertaining to
the lowest in frequency actuated key of the keyboard
withm a selected group of the keys of the keyboard,

capture circuit means having an input,
selection means for connecting either the pedal serial data

stream or the selected cyclically recurring single pulse
keydown in the keyboard daU stream to the capture cir-
cuit means input,

said capture circuit means including means for capturing
said selected keydown pulse if it is connected to said
capture circuit means input or for capturing any uncap-
tured one keydown pulse that may be present in the pedal
dau stream if the capture circuit means is in the Available
mode,

means responsive to the capturing of a keydown pulse for
placing said capture circuit means in an UnavaUable mode
as long as a keydown pulse is captured thereby, said cap-
ture means being disabled from capturing a further pulse
when in the Unavailable mode, and

a recirculating memory for recirculating the captured key-
down pulse in synchronism with the data streams and
preventing the capturing of a further keydown pulse in a
tmie slot other than the time slot of the reciiculatimt
keydown pulse.

Mgnab (m-t- 1) tunes at (n^i) positions, said specified tim-
bre waveform of said timbre memory means being read
out at a note frequency F=f/[n(m-|- l>a].

M78,430
DIFFERENTIAL SAMPLING CIRCUIT FOR IMPROVING
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN AN ELECTRONICORGAN

HAVING MULTIPLEXED KEYING
Angelo A. Bfcme, Etaihant, and Brim M, Bagn, Bardctt, both

of nL, aasfffort to He Manw» Group, Inc^ CUeaao. DL
Piled Jon. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 505,313

lot CL^ GIOH 1/08
VS,CL84-1J2

2Ctai«a

X
n-

3 Wl ^ My ^^*aa^^

<"

t^

4^75,429
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WITH TONE GENERATING

FUNCTION
toiywi SmU, Tokyo, Japu, aarigMr to Caaio Compoter
Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

^^
CoatinatkM of Ser. No. 331,171, Dae. 16, 1981, abndoncd.

TWa appUottfoa Sep. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 531,579
- priority, appUcMkM Japan, Dec. 27, 1980, 55-187456

lot a.3 GIOH J/06, 7/00UAa 84-1.19 llOataa

1. Electronic equipment having a tone generating function
comprismg:

timbre memory means for storing timbre waveforms as a
digital value, said timbre memory means having n bit
positions (wheie n is a positive integer);

said readout means reading out the specified timbre wave-
form from said timbre memory means by counting said
reference signals, said readout means including means for
coiuting said reference signals m times (where m is a
poottve mteger) at a positions of n positions (where a is a
positive integer and a < n), and for counting said reference

1. A circuit for improving the signal to noise ratio in an
electronic organ having summation circuit means for produc-
ing bright wave signals, harmonic multiplexer means for pro-
viding a pluraUty of multiplexed signals each representing a
drawbar ampUtude signal for a different footage, keying multi-
plexer means for providing a plurality of multiplexed signals
each representing a keying signal, a tone generator for provid-
ing a plurality of square wave signals, each representing a
different tone, a keyer circuit for receiving said plurality of
multiplexed signals each representing a drawbar amplitude
signal for a different footage, said plurality of multiplexed
signals each representing a keying signal and said square wave
signal each representing a different tone, a plurality of sam-
pling resistors each having a first end connected to said har-
monic multiplexer means for receiving one of said multiplexed
signals representing a drawbar amplitude for a different foot-
age and having a second end connected to said keyer circuit,
said differential circuit having a plurality of channels and each
channel comprising:

a first demultiplexer means connected to said first end ofone
of said plurality of sampling resistors for providing a first

output signal representing a d.c. component signal;
a second demultiplexer means connected to said second end

of one of said sampling resistors for providing a second
output agnal representing a d.c. component signal and an
audio component signal;

a sample and hold circuit for receiving said first and second
signal;

a differential circuit for receiving said first and second sig-

nals and for removing the d.c. component of each of said
first and second signals and for providing g square wave
audio output signal; and,

said square wave output signal for each of said pluraUty of
channels being connected to said summation circuit means
for producing a bright wave signal.
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4^75^1
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Toahfc) Karido, Tokyo, Japan, anlgnor to Casio Coo^ntcr Co,

Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

CoBtiaaatlon of Ser. No. 215,024, Dee. 10, 1980, abandoned,

which is a continaation of Ser. No. 20,749, Mar. 15, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcation Jal. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 395,920

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 18, 1978, 53^1369;

Apr. 17, 1978, 53^528; Apr. 20, 1978, 53-46836; Jan. 13, 1978,

53-71064

IM. CV GIOH 1/02

VS. a. 84-1J7 20 Claims

I .

venely spaced strings, means for anchoring the opposite end

portions of said strings at said head and body end portions,

respectively, a neck portion having an upper surface forming a

fingerboard, a nut pmtion between said head and neck portions

for maintaining said strings a desired distance above the finger-

board, means for clamping said strings closely adjacent to said

nut portion and including several upright, separate, string-

clamping block portions forming a row extending transversely

of said strings, each of a plurality of individual strings being

fitted between adjacent block portions, and means guiding said

block portions for movement toward each other so as to clamp

firmly the strings fitted therebetween and away from each

other so as to release said strings in the area of said nut portion

while said strings remain anchored at said head and body

portions, said clamping means including block-moving means

engageable against said block portions at opposite ends of said

row, respectively, for effecting such relative movement of said

block portions toward each other and releasable for permitting

relative movement of said block portions away from each

rCKMUU)

1. An electronic musical instrument comprising:

a plurality of performance keys selectively operable to cause

the production of sounds corresponding to respective

notes of the musical scale;

detecting means (114) coupled to said performance keys for

detecting the operation of said performance keys;

a volume control means (7, 54, 55) responsive to said detect-

ing means for generating a volume control value for digi-

tally controlling an increase or decrease of performance

volume of the musical sound corresponding to the oper-

ated performance keys as a function of a lapse of time

since the actuation of said performance keys;

a period counting means (3, 34-1, 34-2, 36, 40, 41) for count-

ing one cycle of a musical sound waveform by a plurality

of counting steps in order to digitally produce a musical

sound wave;

means (4) coupled to said period counting means for divid-

ing the one cycle into m blocks, each block comprising

one or more counting steps and including a number of

counting steps which is predetermined and mdependent of

the rate of change of amplitude of the musical sound

waveform;

a musical sound wave designating means (5,35) for designat-

ing the rise and fall of the musical sound wave in each of

said blocks by a positive or negative value which is an

integral multiple of the volume control value derived

from said volume control means, said positive or negative

value each being selected from a plurality of predeter-

mined values;

said positive or negative value designating the rise and fall of

the musical sound wave in each of the blocks having an

absolute value which is 2" times said volume control value

derived from said volume control means, where n is an

integer; and

means (69) coupled to said musical sound wave designatmg

means for shifting said volume control value derived from

said volume control means, thereby producing said posi-

tive or negative value.

4)475^2
STRING-CLAMPING MEANS

Pnl F. Stroh, 1022 • 42nd SW, Seattle, Wash. 98146

Filed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,318

lot CL^ GIOD i/72

U.S. CL 84—314 N 7 ClaiflM

1.' In a guitar-like musical instrument, a head end portion and

a body end portion, several elongated, generally parallel, trans-

other, said block-moving means being disposed entirely below

said strings in the area of said nut portion so that, with said

block-moving means released, said strings can be moved up-

ward from between said block portions without interference

from said block-moving means.

2. In a guitar-like musical instrument, a head end portion and

a body end portion, several elongated, generally parallel, trans-

versely spaced strings, means for anchoring the opposite end

portions of said strings at said head and body end portions,

respectively, a neck portion having an upper surface forming a

fmgerboard, a nut portion between said head and neck portions

for maintaining said strings a desired distance above the fmger-

board, several separate string-clamping blocks forming a row

extending tiwisversely of said strings closely adjacent to said

nut portion, each ofa plurality of individual strings being fitted

between adjacent blocks, said blocks being relatively movable

toward each other so as to clamp firmly the strings fitted

therebetween, and one and only one bolt extending through

said blocks and nunable for efTecting such relative movement

of said blocks to clamp said stiings.

4,475,433

CAPO FOR A STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
John WilliaidBon, and Robert FaDooa, both of Wamhaim En-

gland, asaignora to Mve Mnaic Company, Linitad, Eaglaad

Cootiaaation-ia-part of Str. No. 212,814, Dee. 4, 1980,

abaadooed. This appllcatioa Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,957

dains priority, appUcatioa Uaited Kingdom, Jan. 6, 1980,

8018629
Int CU GIOD 3/04: GlOG 7/02

VJS.a 84-318 13 Claims

1. A capo for a stringed musical instnunent, the capo com-

prising a resilient bar member having a flat surface for engag-

ing the strings of a said musical instrument, said bar member

having a depending flange at one end thereof adapted to hook

over and engage a side surface of the neck of a said musical

instrument to locate the bar member relative to the instrument

and a transverse slot adjacent the other end thereof, a strap one

end of which is connected to said one end of the bar member

and the other end of which, after having been passed around

the neck of a said instrument, is ad^>ted to be passed through
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sud transverse slot and pulled tight against the resistance of
said depending flange engaging with said side surface of the
neck of the instrument to exert a pull oa both ends of said bar
member and draw said bar member firmly and evenly into
engagement with the strings of the instrument, and releasable
fastening means having two componenu which are provided at
different locations along an outer surface of said strap whereby
after said other end of the strap has been passed through said
slot it can be doubled back on itselfand secured by engagement
of the two components of the fastening means one with the
other while maintaining the pull on both ends of the bar mem-
ber, said bar member being substantially rigid but having suflR-
cient resilience therein as to deflect to the shape of that part of

f/,..
ro d & O 6 i>

circumferentially therearound, one end of said tapered
apertures adapted to receive said cap screws therethrough
whereas the other end of said tapered apertures is smaller
than the cap of said cap screws, whereby said supporting
member may be removably fixed to said shelfby inserting
said cap screws through said one end of said tapered
apertures and by rotating said supporting member until
said other end of said tapered apertures are located under
said cap of said cap screws;

a drum head tensioning ring having holes spaced there-
around; and

tensioning bolts extending through said ring holes, being
threaded into said flange threaded holes, and freely ex-
tending through said shelf holes.

4,475,435
IN LINE BULLET FEEDER

Robert W. Mantel, Suaaex, Wfa^ aarignor to Mutel Machine
Prodocts, Inc., Menomonee Falls, Wis.

FUed Feb. 25, 19S3, Ser. No. 469,731
brt. a.3 F42B 33/00

UAa 86-26
i4Ctatatt

the instrument over which the strings pass when a said pull is
exerted on the ends of the bar member.

10. A capo for a stringed musical instrument, the capo com-
pnsmg a resUient bar member having a surface for engaging
the strings of a said musical instrument and strap means which
can be passed around the neck of said musical instrument and
secured to mamtain said bar member in engagement with the
strings of the mstrument, said bar member having at least one
aperture therein and having tuning means mounted in said
aperture, said tuning means comprising a reed adapted, when
blown, to produce a note of a particular pitch, whereby the
capo can also be used as a pitch-pipe for tuning the musical
instrument

4,475,434
QUICK RELEASE DRUM HEAD ASSEMBLY

Wtrt L. WaUs, P.O. Box 95, BrcinlffTille, Pa. 18031
FUcd Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,983

lot Ci} GIOD 13/02
UAa84-411R

3Ctata.

1. A drum, comprising:

a shell having a rim section at one end thereof;
a generally flat, annular shelf extending inwardly from said

run section, said shelf having a plurality of cap screws
tluwdly engaged around the top surface thereof, said
ihelf fiirther having a plurality of holes therethrough; and

a drum head assembly, comprising:
a drum head;

a dnmi head supporting member having a flange extending

T!L^^ *''*^^' »"** "*"«« having a plurality of
threaded holes and a plurality of tapered apertures spaced

1. An inline bullet feed assembly for seating a bullet in the
open end of a shell, said assembly comprising

a housing,

a passage through said housing,

a gravity feed bullet reservior connected to one end of said
passage,

catch means in said passage for preventing bullets from
draining through the passage, said catch means being
responsive to the presence of a shell in said passage to
release said bullet and allow the bullet to enter the open
end of said shell, and

latch means in said passage spaced upwardly from said catch
means for preventing upward movement of the bullet
supported in the passage by said catch means whereby the
bullet will be forced into the open end of the shell.

4,475,436

MISSILE LAUNCHER
Dennis R. Campbell, Lynnwood, Wash., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 141,962
lot a.3 F41F 3/06

UA a. 89-1.804 17 n^i—
1. A missile launching system mountable within an aircraft

provided with an opening through which missiles are launched
from said aircraft, comprising:

a plurality of rotary missUe launchers, each comprising
means for supporting a plurality of missiles in a cluster
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spaced about the axis of rotation of the rotary missile

launcher;

a rotatabie support means for said plurality of missile launch-

ers, mounted for rotation about an axis, and including means

supporting said plurality of launchers in a cluster spaced about

the axis of rotation of said support means;

that the interconnection between the trigger and the sear is

removed.

12 2

^^

m^:mi
/I

4,475,438

GAS OPERATED, AUTOMATIC OR SEMI-AUTOMATIC
GUNS

Leroy J. SnUlTan, Faber Heights, Singapore, assigBor to Char-

tered ladnstries of Singapore Prirate Ltd., JwiMg Town,

Singapore

CoBtinaation of Ser. No. 280,715, JnL 6, 1981, itendoncd. This

appUcation Oct 4, 1983, Ser. No. 538,833

Claims priority, applicatioB United Kii«dom Dec 11, 1980,

8039746
bt CL' F41D 11/12

MS. CL 89—191 R 25 Claims

means for rotating said rotatabie support means so that a

particular launcher may be rotated into a laonch-ready

position relative to the opening in the aircraft; and

means for rotating each said launcher about its axis of rota-

tion for the purpose of selectively moving missiles carried

thereby into a launch position relative to the opening in

the aircraft.

4,475,437

SEAR ACTUATOR
Leroy J. Snllifan, Singapore, Singapore, assignor to Chartered

Indostrics of Sfaigapore Priirate Limited, Jorong Town, Singa-

pore

DiTision of Ser. No. 280,740, Jol. 6, 1981, PM. No. 4,416,186.

This appUcatioa Aug. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 520,117

Claims priority, applicatioB United Kingdom, Dec 11, 1980,

80 39739
Iirt. CLJ F41D 11/02

U.S. a. 89-148 4 Claims

318 320 301
3281 317 1 103 3021X09

309 904 901

303 307/308 310 306304|903|9

1. A sear actuator for a gun having a receiver, a trigger

supported by the receiver and a sear housed within said re-

ceiver, comprising a rotatabie member extending between

opposing walls of the receiver and a slidable rod extending

transversely internally through said rotatabie member so as to

be rotatabie therewith through like angles of movement, said

member being rotataUe between a first position in which said

312 305 3M 1 2
'*\ \ / 318 320 321 319 WJ 302

1. A gas operated gun for firing a live cartridge of predeter-

mined length comprising a case, a propellant within said case

and a bullet at one end of the case arranged to be driven by said

propellant, said gun including a receiver having a rear wall at

one end and a barrel at the other end thereof, said receiver also

having a cartridge feed station, a bolt means movable within

said receiver, a main drive q>ring arranged to cooperate with

the bolt means and to urge the bolt means toward the barrel,

whereby the product of sprung weightx spring forceX cycling

distance is equal to (O.Sl)^ x O.Sg ± 1 S%, where sprung weight

is the total weight in kilograms of all components driven

toward the barrel by the main drive spring, the spring force is

an average value of spring forces that decelerate the sprung

weight as said s|mmg weight travels away from said barrel and

which accelerates the sprung weight as it travels forwardly

toward said barrel, cycling distance is the length of allowable

travel of the bolt means in meters, I is the cartridge impulse and

g is acceleration due to gravity, the receiver and bolt means

being arranged so that the bolt means does not impact said rear

wall.

4,475,439

TANDEM BRAKE BOOSTER
Lawreacc R. Myers, Soirtk Bend, lad., iwigini

Corporation SmrthflaM, Mich.

Filed Sep. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 529,171

IM. a) FOIB 7/01 F15B 13/14

toTleBcadix

rod isarran^ to interconnect motion ofthe trigger to the sear U.S. 0. 91—170 R 10

and a second position in which said rod is rotated therewith so Lin a tandem brake booster having a housmg wherom lint
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nd tecond wtlls move in opposite directions within a cavity
therein to produce fint and second output forces in response to
an input force applied to a control member and a lever arrange-
ment through which said second output force is presented to
an output member and combined therein with said first output
force to create a joint output force, said lever arrangement
being characterized by arm means having a first end connected

to said second wall, a fiilcrum, and a second end connected to
said output member, said control member engaging said arm
means between said second end and fulcrum, said arm means
pivoting about said fulcrum to provide said output member and
control member with different inputs to correspondingly re-
duce the relative travel of said control member with respect to
said output member.

4i47M40
POWER STEERING CONTROL APPARATUS

Wmiia T. Rabe, tad Jia L. Raa, both of Lafkyette, lad., aa-
ripon to TRW Ik., Clmfaiad, Ohio

Flkd No?. 15, lfl2, Scr. No. 441403
hn, a' P18B 9/10

U.S.a91-375A 21CWms

in fluid communication with said first and second motor
cylinder chambers and connecting said supply conduit
means in fluid communication with said retwn conduit
means when said control valve means is in the neutral
condition,

said control valve means blocking fluid communication
between said vent conduit means and said supply conduit
means and blocking fluid communication between said
vent conduit means and said return conduit means when
said control valve means is in the neutral condition so that
the fluid pressure in said first and second motor cylinder
chambers is less than said first and second fluid pressures
when said control valve means is in the neutral condition.

4^75^1
ELECTROHYDRAUUC SET DEVICX

GSraa HcMikaBoa, Backaippartign 4, S47S oe Ek^fS, awl Sum
LMaU, TriglidaBBteB 14, S-STO 34 Martauclud, both of
Sweden

PCT No. PCr/SE81/0001S, § 371 Dtte Sep. 21, 1981. § 102(e)
Drte Sep. 21, 1961, PCT Pab. No. WO81/02185, PCT Pab.
Date Aag. 6, IWl

-w, .

PCT Filed Jan. 23, 1901, Ser. No. 305,643
OaiBM priority, appUcatioa Sweden, Jaa. 24, 1980, 8000575

lat a.3 P15B 13/16
UA a. 91-387 9C|„„

60iS2

jP?!"!*r
•tewing apparatus for effecting toriiing move-

ment of steerable vdiicle wheels, said apparatos comprising
motor means operable to effect turning movement of the

•teerable vehkle wheels, saki motor means including first
and second motor chambers,

oonjol valve means operable firom a neutral condition in
which sakl motor means is uiactive to a first actuated
condition to direct flmd prearare to sakl first motor cham-
ber to effect operation of sakl motor means to torn the
taerable vehicle wheels m a first direction, sakl control
valveraeana being operable from the neotral condition to
aseoond actuated conditkm to direct flwd pressure to sakl
second motor chamber to effect opeiatkm of saki motor
means to turn the steerable vdiicle wheels in a second
direction,

supply conduit means for conducting fluid from a source of
flukl to sakl control valve means at a first pressure,

return conduit means for conducting flmd from sakl control
valve means at a second picarare when sakl control valve
means is m the neotral condition, and

vent conduit meaaa for coodocthig to sakl control valve
meaiaathird fluki preasore ^hich is leas than sakl first
and secoad fhnd preaaares and through which there is

substantially no fMd flow when aakl control valve means
tt ra the neutral condition,

aid control valve meaaa comectiBf saki vent conduit means

1. An electrohydraulK set devkx including as an output set
element a piston (24) having a piston rod (28), the piston being
operable against the action of a force of a hydraulic pressure,
that is supplied to an operating skle of the piston via a valve
passage (100) which is opened and ctosed by a control slide

(82) operated by an electromagnet whwh can apply a magnetic
force, a spring (116) acting between the control slide (82) and
the piston (26) such that the spring tends to move the control
slkie against the action of the magnetic force in a direction
closing the passage (100) characterized in diat the control sUde
(82) is radudly spaced from the piston rod (28) of the piston
(26), the control sikle being located together with a coil (22) of
the electromagnet and an associated armature (76) in a com-
mon chamber with the coil encircling the piston rod, sakl
operating side of the piston being in saki common chamber, the
armature (76) being suspended in spring means (62) permitting
movement of the armature in the length direction of the con*
trol sUde, and the control sUde being abuttingly engageable
with the armature and operated by, movement of the armatiire.

4^75,442
POWER TRANSMISSION

Robert H. Breedea, MctaaMra, NUch^ aaaigaor to Vicltm,
lacorporated, Troy, Mieh.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346464
lat a.3 F15B 11/08

U.S.CL 91-461 4Cladw
1. A hydraulic ccmtrol system comprising
a hydrauUc actuator haviag an element and opposed open*

ings adapted to alternately function as inlets and outlets
for moving the element of the actuator in oppomie direc-
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a pump for supplying flukl to said actuator, whereby a chamber, closed by a cover, is provkled around this

pilot operated meter-in valve means to whrch the flukl from free shaft end in the control bottom pk:kup element, and the

the pump is supplied.

said meter-in valve means being pilot controlled by alter-

nately supplying fluki at pilot pressure to sakl meter-in

valve means for controlling the direction of movement of

the actuator,

a pair of lines extending from said meter-in valve means to

said respective openings of said actuator,

a drop check valve in each said line,

meter-out valve means associated with each opening of the

actuator for controlling the flow out of said actuator,

said meter-out valve means being pilot operated by the pilot

pressure.

^>'yy'AV./y'yV>>'>'>Vy^y</?7

means for trapping impurities is located in this chamber which

forms a part of the suction channel.

4,475.444

BRAKE APPARATUS
Richard T. Headrickaoa, Sooth Bead, lad., aaaigaor to TW

Beadix Corporatioa, Soothficid, Mich.

Filed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487442

lat CL' F15B 9/ia- B60T 13/00

VS. a. 91—519 12 Claiais

a poppet valve associated with each said meter-out valve

means, and

relief valve means associated with said poppet valve and the

supply pressure being supplied by sakl meter-in valve

means to one of sakl actuator openings functioning as an

inlet and operable when the meter-in valve means is re-

turned to a neutral position due to an absence of pilot

pressure thereon to cause the poppet valve of the meter-

out valve, which is associated witii the actuator opening

functioning as an outlet, to function as a relief valve for

the load pressure being built up at the actuator opening

which is functioning as an outlet.

^^
k •

4^75,443

AXIAL PISTON MACHINE WITH SUCTION LINE
IMPURITY TRAP

Vrm Forfter, Mahlbach, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, aaaigBor to

Liade AktitmsasJIachafl, HoOriegeiakreath, Fed. Rep. of

FOed May 20, 1982, Scr. No. 380,130

CiafaBs priority, appiicathm Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, May 22,

1981, 3120334

lat a3 FOIB 13/04; F15B 21/04

U&a 91-499 4 Claim

1. In an axial piston machine having a cylinder drum in a

housing, the fhmt face of which drum lies at least indirectly

agamst a control bottom pickup element, the improvement

comprising, a substantially semi-circular suction channel and a

spaced substantially semi-circular pressure channel located in

said control bottom pickup element, said channels each extend-

ing to an external connection opening, and means in said suc-

tion channel in the control bottom pickup element for trapping

impurities and wherein sakl pump is designed as a tiered

washer pump, the shaft of wUch is provkled with a free end

for connection with an aaditkmal energy consumer, and

10. A brake apparatus comprising:

a pressure responsive housing having a first cylindrical

member with a first diameter sectkm separated from a

second diameter section by a first end wall, saki first

diameter having a first bore therein and sakl second diam-

eter section having a second bore therein, saki second

diameter section having a plurality of radial ears on tlie

end thereof;

piston means located m sakl first bore to pressurize fluki

therein;

a first shell having a peripheral section with an annular lip

thereon, a radial section and central sectk», saki central

section having an opening therein;

fastener means connected to sakl plurality of ears for con-

necting said second diameter sectkm to sakl radud section

to define a first cavity between said first end wall, second

diameter sectkm and central section;

first wall means for dividing said first cavity into a first

control chamber and a first operational chamber;

a second shell having a second end wall and a second cylin-

drical section, sakl second end wall having an opening,

said first diameter sectkm of the pressure responsive hous-

ing extending duough said opening in said second end

wall, saki second cylindrical section being connected to

saki peripheral section to define a second cavity between

sakl second end wall, second cylindrical section, the area

between the radul section and peripheral section of sakl
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first shell and the first and second diameter section of the
first cylindrical member,

second wall means for dividing said second cavity into a
second control chamber and a second operational cham-
ber;

linkage means for connecting said first wall means with said
second wall means;

valve means responsive to an input for permitting a fluid to
be communicated to said first and second operational
chambers to create a pressure differential across said first

and second walls, said pressure differential developing
first and second output forces such that said first wall
pushes on said piston means to pressurize fluid in said first

bore while said second wall pulls said first wall; and
a sleeve for surrounding a portion of said first diameter

section of said first cylindrical member adjacent said first

end wall, said sleeve having a series of openings therein
through which said second chamber is connected to said
first chamber, said sleeve forming a substantially smooth
surface which permiu said second wall to freely move in

said second chamber.

4«47S,446
HIGH VOLUME CEILING TYPE AIR DIFFUSERIWfa L. McCril, H«de«h Hdglrt^ OBf, MrijBor to Sped,

fled CdlfagSyitem,AIhMibr^ QUIT.
"—*^""»»*"

CoatlauatkM of Ser. No. 363^7, Mv. 29, 1982, •budoocd.
TUa applicatioB Feb. 7, 1984, Ser. No. 577,725

lat CI.3 F24F 13/072
UAa98-40D ^chtai

4^75,445
AW GUIDE HOUSING FOR A HEATING OR AIR
CONDITIONING DEVICE FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Kvt Dictach, Uoabcrg-EltiiigNi; HaM-Dieter Ocm, Stnttwt;
WoUlpag Koidc Uonberg; Joaehim Zander, Frecben, and
Gwtar Jcakc, Polheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignors
to Ford-Werke Akticageaeilachalt, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of

Filed Feb. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 448,998

MUMIOOM^'
•»««««• F«l. R^. <rf GenMiv, Mar. 19.

Iirt. a.3 B60H 1/26
UAa98-2JW MCIaima

6. An air diffuser comprising:
a plenum chamber for storing a volume of air under in-

creased pressure, an outiet duct opening into the plenum
chamber through one wall of the plenum chamber, the
duct havmg spaced paralld side walls extending perpen-
dicular to said one wall of the plenum chamber at one end
of the duct and terminating in a ledge projecting into the
duct at the other end of the duct from one of said parallel
side walls, baflle means in the plenum chamber forming
first and second throats through which air passes from the
plenum chamber into the duct, the baffle means including
a first baffle forming a first throat with said one of the duct
side walls and providing a first air passage directing air
from the plenum chamber at the ledge along said one of
the side walls, and a second bafHe in the plenum chamber
spaced from and forming a second throat with said one
wall of the plenum chamber, the second baffle and the first
baffle intersecting in the plenum chamber at an angle to
each other, the second biffie providmg a second air pas-
sage directing air from the plenum chamber toward the
opposite side of the first baffle from said first air passage,
the first baffle deflecting the air in the second air passage
at the same ledge.

1. A housing for a heating and/or air conditioning unit of a
passenger motor vehicle, comprising:

a first housing part formed as a unitary piece and exhibiting
internal air guide means for guiding air flow from a heat-
ing and/or air conditioning device to air outlet openings at
a vehicle passenger space,

a second housing part formed as a unitary piece and exhibit-
ing internal air guide means for gniding air flow from the
heating and/or air conditioning device to air outlet open-
ings at the vehicle passenger space,

said firet and second housing parts exhibiting force fitting

interengageable connecting parts for connecting said parts
together,

and a third housing part formed as a uniuuy piece and exhib-
iting internal air guide means for guiding air flow fran Uie
heating and/or air conditioning device to air outlet open-
ings at the vehicle passenger space,

said third housing part extending adjacent both said first and
second housing parts and including slidable interengaging
parts fbr accomodating connection of all three parts by

- relative sliding movements of said first and second parts
on the third part.

4,47S^7
SPRAY BOOTH APPARATUS

Erhard Kock, Toledo, and Leo J. Ziellmki, Maanee, both of
Ohio, aaaignors to Champion Spark Ping Co., Toledo, Ohio

Coatlnaatloa of Ser. No. 215,184, Dec 11, 1980, abandoned.
lUs appUeatkw Jaa. 28, 1983, Sar. No. 442,054

lat a^ B05C 15/00
U.S.a 98-115 SB (Claim

1. A paint spray booth comprising a wall, reservoir means
for holding a liquid having first and second regions with said
first region located below said wall, a tivugh positioned above
said wall, said troqgh being elevated a predetermined distance
above said reservoir means, blower means tor drawing a con-
tinuous flow of air and liquid positioned above said trough,
separating means in communication with said blower means
for supplying liquid to said trough, such liquid flowing from
said trough as a curtain over said wall for entraining paint
overspray, said first region of said first reservoir means receiv-
ing such liquid curtain and entrained paint overspray, such
received liquid and paint overspray flowing from said first
reservoir region to said second reservoir region, means for
transporting surface liquid and paint overspray from said sec-
ond reservoir region including a venturi chamber having an
upper opening disposed immediately below the liquid surface
in said second reservoir region and having a bottom opening
smaller than said upper opening, conduit means connecting
said bottom opening with said first reservoir region, and jet
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pipe means extending from said trough to a position adjacent

said venturi chamber for injecting liquid recdved from said

trough into said venturi chamber, said liquid being subjected to

a pressure resulting from said trough bdng elevated such

predetermined distance above said reservoir, whereby said

liquid under pressure is injected into said venturi chamber by

said jd pipe inducing a turbulent flow of liquid from the sur-

their adversely affecting the palatability of the beverage,

said chamber having an upper compartment for holding

therein the chemical reactants and a quantity of water to

promote the reaction and a lower compartment for rdeas-

ing the generated carbon dioxide into a beverage in the

container;

. a means for preventing the transfer from the upper to the

lower compartinent of the resultant chemical products

while allowing a transfer of carbon dioxide to caibonate

the liquid; and

I. a one-way valve on the preventing transfer means of step

(c) which is proximate to the liquid to be carbonated, said

one-way valve preventing the back flow of liquid or gas

into the reaction chamber.

4,475^449

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COMPACTING
CONTAINERS

Angdo Glando, 565 S. 500 Weat, SaH Lake Oty, Utah 84101

Fllad Apr. 29, 1983, Sar. No. 489,7U

IM. a' B30B 9/32

UAa 100-42 « Clatas

face of said second reservoir region through said venturi cham-

ber and through said conduit means to said first reservoir

region, such high turbulence in said venturi chamber bdng

induced by the pressure jd of liquid resulting from the prede-

termined distance bdween said trough and said reservoir

means and the resultant pressure head at the bottom of said jd

pipe means.

4m475,448

REACTANT/GAS SEPARATION MEANS FOR
BEVERAGE CARBONATION DEVICE

Mynm D. Sboaf, Granbnry, NJ., and Peter A. Batfe, HndMW,

Ohio, MaipMNrt to General Foods Corporation, White Plains,

N V
Filed Feb. 22, 1983. Ser. No. 468,237

lBtaJA23L2/40
U&a 99-323.1 14 (

1. A pressurizable container for preparing therein a carbon-

ated beverage from a water-based liquid and carbon dioxide

generating chemica] reactants designed to minimize transiter to

the beverage of the resultant products of the chemical reaction,

comprising:

a. a container having an opening therein providing access to

the contents thereof;

b. a carbonation chamber, insertable into said opening in the

container for holding therdn the chemical reactants and

for substantially isolating the resultant chemical products

of the chemical reaction from the beverage to prevent

1. A method of compacting an empty container which com-

prises:

applying a compresave force through bar-like means to the

sidewall of said container, said force application being

initiated at two points substantially opposite to «ch other

and between the ends of said container progressing there-

from to contact an increasing portion of the container's

perimeter therd)y causing said container sidewjOl to col-

lapse inwardly along an axis substantially perpertdicular to

the longitudinal axis of said container;

releasing said compressive force and approximately simulta-

neously applying a compressive force to one end of said

contiuner while the other end is firmly supported so as to

collapse the sidewall of said container akmg the longitudi-

nal axis of said container thereby causmg said contamer

ends to be brought together.

4,475*450

COMPOSTING MACHINE
Paal G. Stcagri, RJ>. #2, KcaMtt S«wc Pa.

Filed JbL 19, 1978, Ser. No. 926,013

Iirt. a^ B30B 5/06

MS. CL 100-100 * 12 OataH

1. A machine for turning over the compost in an uiitial pile

thereof and molding the compost into a new pile comprising,

A. a wheeled frame,

B. feed means mounted on said frame and of a length to

substantially span said initial pile of compoat, said aeans

bdng operable for fieeding the compost from said imtial

pUe thereof rearwardly and substantially paralld to the

longitudinally extending ccntrd vertical plane of said

machine.

452-227 O.G.-M-4
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C. a plurality ofoonveyon to the rear of said feed means for
receiving the oompoat from said feed means and carrying
it ftnther to the rear, certain of laid oonveyon being
podtioned fbr receiving compost discharged from sec-
tions of said feed means proximate said plane and for
discharging it laterally away from said plane, and certain
of said conveyors being positioned for receiving compost
discharged from sections (tf said feed means more remote
from said plane and for discharging it Uterally toward said

plane, to that the compost discharged respectively from
said conveyors is cross-mixed, and

D- pile forming means to the rear of said conveyon for
reatacking the compost after it has been cross-mixed and
molding it into a new pile in which the compost from the
outer sections of the initial pile of compost is deposited in
the central section of the new pile of compost and the
compost from the central section of the initial pile of
compost is deposited in the outer sections of the new pile
of compost

in combination

said securing means comprising
at least two flanges formed on said collar so as to be spaced
from one another and extending radially outwardly only
along a portion of the circumference of said collar beyond
an annular border of said passage, and wherein said secur-
ing means is normally rotatable withm said passage, and
said press-plate defines at least two recesses communicat-
mg with said passage and matching said flanges, respec-
tively,

*^

whereby said securing means may be passed in a first angular
position thereof through said passage and said recesses
when said flanges are aligned with said recesses, respec-
tively, but said securing means, upon being routed there-
after by a predetermined angle to a second angular posi-
tion is restrained from slipping out from said passage in
one direction by said flanges abutting said press-plate.

BARK PROCESSING MACHINE
Haua Koch, Laataen, and Gerhard SyrMa, Graaabvgwedel,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, aHi^on to Hcnmuu Ber-
itorfr MascUaertn GiAH, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny

FOed MMf 17, 1983, Scr. No. 495,287

,iS^t!^' PPHcatkMi Fed. Rep. of Gerauoiy, May 21,
Mymij 3219089

iBt a^ B30B 9/06
U.S.a 100-117 9Clata8

M75^1
MECHANISM FOR RELEASABLY SECURING A

DRAINAGE ELEMENT TO A PRESS
•'•i Sfiflilagea, Switicrlaad, aaaigBor to Boe-

bK^imjm AG, Nlsiirwrnlagiii, Swituriaad
FDad Ai» 5, 19S2, Ser. No. 40S499

JOaim^tMtr, appUotfcM Fad. Rep. of Gcnmuy, Aug. 17,

Lrt. a^ B30B 9/02
U.S.a 100-107 ISdalms

1. In a mechanitm for fdeaMUy and leBUMy securing a
pluraUty of kmgitudinal and flexible drainage elementt in a
fluid-tight manner to a press-plate of a press-space for squeez-
ing juice from fruits or the like, wherein the press-plate defines
a paassgt

,
and comprising securing mesms sssoriated with each

drainage element, said securing means including a collar re-
coved in said passage and at least partially surrounding a
coriesmwa ling drainage eleont near an end thereof, and a
•ecving sleeve connected to said collar and fbrmed with a
shewMer abutting the pressjtlate on a side thereof facing said
IwwMpaoe, said corresponding dranage element being releas-
aUy secured by means of said securing means to said oress-
plate .

*^

1. Apparatus for dewatering a feed material, comprising:
(a) a cyUndrical tube, and means for feedmg and discharging

material to be dewatered to and from said tube;
(b) a rotatable screw mounted in said tube, and means for

driving said screw;

(c) helical means mounted on the periphery of said screw
and defining with the inner wall of said tube an elongated
helical chamber around said screw through which said
material is conveyed and put under pressure, said helical
means comprising a helical base member rigidly secured
to said screw and extending radially outwardly therefrom,
and a plurality of interchangeable, exterioriy curved and
highly wear-resistant hehcal segments secured to said
helical base member, wherd>y said helical segments when
worn during operation of said apparatus can be readily
replaced to present a fresh heUcal surface;

(d) teeth means projecting into the interior of said chamber
for aiding pressure build up in said chamber, said helical
means being formed with openings correspcmding to the
location of said teeth to permit rotation of said screw, and

(e) apertures formed in said tube for permitting water
prosed from said material to be drained from said cham-
ber.

4^75,453
UQUm-SOUD SEPARATION UTILIZING PRESSURE
ROLLS COVERED WITH ELASTOMERIC LAYERS

Sterca Datia, FkraingtoB, Utah, aaaigMr to Eovirataeh Gatpe*
ratiom Salt Lake Oty, Utah
CoMinMtioB.in.part of Ser. No. 23fi610, Fck 17, 1961,

shsainaii. lHa appBertiea Jm, 2<» 1902, Sar. No. 341,720
brt. CL^ B3QB 5/04

VS. CL 100-110 «3 cUm
L An apparatus for expressing the liquid phase from a wet
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mixture comprising: a frame, a cylindrical primary roll rotat-

ably naounted to said frame, a plurality of cyUndrical pressure

rolb, means for rotatably mounting the pressure rolls to the

fitame such that said pressure rolls are parallel to said primary

roll and mounted for rotation adjacent the primary roll in

circumferentially spaced relationship about said primary roll,

separate means for individually pressing each of said pressure

rolls against said primary roll, an endless filter belt, means for

a lower area of the opening through which the rubbish b
injected by the ram.

4,475,455

TUBULAR STENCIL UNIT FOR SCREEN PRINTING
MatUas Miliar, FalkeMlr. 57, 4015 SeUoaa Holla, Fad. Rep. of

ax./g JL^i..,,.—

3

^ -.. ^^J(s/n

DiTialoa of Ser. No. 102,325, kt%, 20, 1900, Pat No. 4,303,401.

TOs appUcatioa Oct 22, 1902, Ser. No. 435,09^

Clahns priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Sep. 0,

1979,2936003

The portioB of the term of this pateat sabaeqaeat to May 17,

2000, has bees diaclaiaNd.

lat CL3 B41L W04
U.S.a 101—116 3

circulatmg the belt around part of said primary roll to convey

the wet mixture successively mto the nips between said pri-

mary roll and each of said pressure rolls, and said primary roll

and at least the upstream one of said pressure rolls each having

a layer of elastomeric material on its outer surface adapted to

substantially deform under pressure, and the means for individ-

ually pressing the upstream pressure roll against the primary

roll exerting a preselected biasing force to subject the wet

mixture to a relatively gradual rate of mcrease in pressure.

4^75,454

CONTAINER FOR RECEIVING RUBBISH
Ladwig Seadl, Pdaacaberg, nA Hav Singer, Uateraaunergaa,

.
bothofFcd.Rep.ofGcrMny,a88igaontoBliSBayari8che

'

Berg., HatteaHud Salxwcrke AktieageseDaehaft, Munich,

Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay

per No. PCr/DEOl/00176, § 371 Date May 10, 1902, f 102(e)

Date May 10, 1902, PCT Pah. No. WO02/01343, PCT Pab.

Date Apr. 29, 1902

per Filed Oet 20, 1901, Scr. No. 300,730

ClafaBi priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcraany, Oet 20,

1900, 3039497; Aag. 25, 1901, 0124754{U]

brt. 0.3 B30B W06
U.S.a 100-229 A 19

1. In a screen printing machine, the combination of a hollow

tubular stencil having spaced apart axial end portions; a one-

piece end ring directly connected to each of said end portions

and coaxial with the respective end portion, each of said end

rings including a circumferentially complete wall having a

plurality ofopenings elongated in the circumferential direction

provided in and fully surrounded by the material of the req>ec-

tive wall, said openings each being of a constant fixed size

which does not vary during operation of the machine; a ring

member releasably and rigidly secured to each end ring; drive

means for rotating said stencil by way of at least one of said

ring members; and a squeegee installed in the interior of said

stencil, said squeegee being accessible to the working ends of

took which are insertable into the interior of the respective end

rings by passing through the openings in said end rings in a

direction substantially radially of the respective end portions

so that such tools can engage said squeegee and support it for

movement relative to said stencil or vice versa.

1. A contamer fior receivfaig rubbish and for mating with a

rubbish injector device provided with a hopper and a ram, said

container comprismg a closure i^te for closing an opeing at

one end of said container through which the rubbish is re-

ceived, wherem the closure plate indades:

A. a vertically movable upper part for removirt>ly closing an

upper area of the container opening to be maintained open

above the ram when rubbish is injedted into the container

by the ram; and

B. a horizontally movable lower part for ronovaUy closing

OFFSET PERFECTING PRESS
Koji Ishii; Takahiko SUamoto; Kcaao Maehara, and YoiUMri

HoBkawa, aU of lUroaUm, Japaa, asaiffors to RyoM Ltd.,

Hiroahiau, Japaa

FDad May 25, 1903, Scr. No. 497,991

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, May 27, 1902, 57-91066^

let a^ B41F 7/12, 13/20. 13/28. 21/08

VS. a. 101-144 11 ClafcBB

1. A perfecting press, comprising; a first rubber cyliilder, a

first plate cylinder movable toward and away from said first

rubber cylinder, a tecoad rubber cylinder also serving as an

impression cylinder, a second plate cylinder movaMe toward

and away from said secmd rubber cylinder, a paper feeder, a

paper discharger, a first moisteniiig device, a first inking de-

vice, a first blanket cleaning device, a second moistening de-

vice, a second inking device, a second blanket cleaning device,

a first plate feeder, a first plate ejection device, a second plate

feeder, a second plate ejection device, a first and a second

image adjusting device, an operating lever device, and a sec-

ond printing control device, said first image adjusting device

comprising means for rotating said first |4^ cjiinder, niclud-

;
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ing a gear transmission, for enabling vertical adjustment, and
for causing said first plate cylinder to slide axially for enabling
transverse adjustment, said second image adjustment device
comprising means for rotating said second rubber and plate
cylinders, including a second gear transmission, for enabling
vertical adjustment, and for moving a paper aligning mecha-
ninn on a feeder board transversely for enabling transverse
adjustment, said operating lever device comprising an operat-
ing lever movable to a plurality of positions by a set cam
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provided on an operating shaft for said lever, said lever being
holdable in any of said positions, said devices being operation-
ally associated with said cam and an arm so as to function
depending on the angle of rotation of said lever, a solenoid
being energized upon completion of the printing operation to
cause said lever to return progressively to its initial position in
accordance with the rotation of said first rubber cylinder to
operate at least said blanket cleaning and plate ejection de-
vices.

said mput shaft and thereby effecting corresponding
advancing or retarding of said type means and deter-
mining the longitudinal locations of the selected areas
marked by said type means on the traveling workpiece;

second, selectively presettable means for selectively vary-
ing the speed of said output shaft during a portion of
each revolution of said output shaft with respect to the
speed of revolution of said input shaft, so that the speed
of revolution ofsaid head and type means is coordinated
with the speed of the traveling workpiece at each mark-
ing of said type means on the areas selected by means of
said first, adjustable means; and

means for drivingly connecting said first, adjustable means
with said second, selectively presettable means;

said second, presettable means comprising: means driven
by said drivingly connecting means and carried by a
movable bracket, said driven means terminating in a
first shaft which has a first eccentric drive member
affixed thereto, a second shaft, said second shaft being
held in fixed rotetable position with respect to said
housing and having a second eccentric driven member
affixed thereto, a drive connection between said first

eccentric drive member and said secMd eccentric
driven member, the position of said first shaft being
variable with respect to said second shaft by selective
adjustment movement of said bracket.

4,475^7
ROLLER MARKER

CharlM F. Dtifjmm, Dowbcib Grorc, ni„ anignor to Norwood
MarUng A Eqidpnieirt Co„ Im,, Downers Grove, lU.

Filed Jol. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 400,097
Int a^ B41F 5/04

UAa 101-228 , Claims

4,475«4S8
VACUUM FRAME FOR OFFSET PRINTING PLATES

Joseph F. KenneU, 15 Lakevlcw Dr„ and Gerald W. Genens,
116 Notre Dame Ave,, both of East Peoria, m. 61611

Filed Jan. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 500,322
Int a.3 IMIF 27/00

U.S. a. 101-382 MV sOMim

1. A r^ary head imprint marker comprising a housing, an
mpot shaft to said housing, an output shaft ttom said housing
and bemg parallel to said input shaft, a rotary marker head
affixed to said output shaft exterior of said housmg for rotation
with the output shaft, and said head carrying type means
adapted for marking on selected areas at spaced intervals along
a travefang workpiece during the rotations of said head, and
oompriitng:

drive train means within said housing between said imput
•haft and said output shaft whereby said output shaft is

dnyen by said input shaft, and said drive train means
including:

first, adjustable means movable longitudinally along said
mput shaft for advancing or retarding the relative ro-
tary angular position of the output shaft with respect to

1. A frame for holding at least one negative and a plate for
exposure of said phte to intense light to fashion a printing plate
comprising:

a base having a fiat upper surface made of non-porous mate-
rial, said surface having a plurality of apertures only dis-
posed about the perimeter thereof;

a screen overiying said upper surface and apertures to define
a multiplicity of air passages over said base upper surface,
said screen being adapted to support said plate and at least
one negative superposed thereon and defining a network
of small air passages which provide paths for air to flow
from all regions of said upper surface covered by the
screen to said peripheral apertures;

a flexible, transparent cover adapted to overlie said screen,
plate, negative and engaging said base surface about said
screen; and

means to evacuate air through said air passages and said
apertures whereby said cover, negative and plate are
closely held against said screen and upper surface for
exposure of said plate.

4,475,499

IMPRESSION CYLINDER FOR SHEET-FED
ROTOGRAVURE PRESSES

JolMnnes Wanke, Oftaibneh an Main; Kart DiffUpp, Dictien-

Im* ,
and Jlrgoi Rnh, Hcnsemtanun, aU of Fed. Rep. of

Geraany, aaaignon to MjU<i.*Roland DmckmaacUnen Ak*

tiiiiMiinwhaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDed Dec 22, 1981, Scr. No. 333,458

Claina priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec 24,

1980,3049067
Int a» B41F 13/18. 21/04

U5.a 101-410 w

area comprising coating said plate with a desensitizing gum
comprising an aqueous solution containing a film-forming

•-fe-fen

1. In an impression cyUnder construction for use in a sheet-

fed rotogravure press or the like in which the plate cylinder

has a substantially continuous outer surface free ofany substan-

tial gap comprising, in combination, a frame, an impression

cylinder having an axial groove in the surface thereof, the

groove having a trailing edge, gripper supporting brackets

spaced along the groove, gripper pads on the respective brack-

ets positioned adjacent and inwardly of the trailing edge of the

groove, a gripper shaft extending axially in the groove and

joumaled in the gripper brackets, the gripper shaft having

secured thereto a spaced set of grippers rockable with the

gripper shaft between open and closed positions with respect

to the pads for gripping the leading edge of a sheet, mounting

means in the groove and secured to the cylinder for mounting

the brackets for swinging movement between (1) an extended

position in which the grippers extend outwardly of the cylin-

der surface to define a sheet entry way which is substantially

flush with the cylinder surface and oriented to receive sheets

fed in the same direction as the axial groove moves as the

impression cyHnder is rotated, and (2) a retracted position in

which the brackets are swung inwardly with respect to the

groove, and means including a spring pressed cam follower at

the end of the shaft and a cooperating cam surface fixed to the

frame for sequentially (a) closing the grippers on the leading

edge of a sheet with the grippers in extended position and (b)

moving the brackets to their retracted position thereby to

retract the grippers totally below the surface of the impression

cylinder to preclude interference between the grippers and the

substantially continuous surface of the plate cylinder as the

cylinders revolve, the swinging movement of the brackets

being centered on a longitudinal swing axis lying at the trailing

edge of the groove on the cylinder surface thereby eUminatmg

binding of the fed sheets against the trailing edge of the groove.

starch modified with polyoxyethylene or a polyoxyethylene-

polyoxypropylene copolymer.

4,475,461

MONOLITHIC MULTI-POINT WARHEAD INITIATOR

Robert R. Dnrrell, Colombia, Mdn naaignor to The United States

of America as reprcacnted by the Secretary of the Nary,

_D.C
FOed Jnn. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,605

Int a^ F42C 19/00

UJS.a 102-200 12

4,475,460

PROCESS FOR DESENSITIZING LITHOGRAPHIC
PRINTING PLATES

HiroaU Matmnioto, SUmoka, Japan, aarignor to Fn}i Photo

Ffln Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Oct 5, 1983, Ser. No. 539,212

OainH priority, appUcation Japn, Oct 5, 1982, 57-175197

Int CL^ B41N 3/08

UA CL 101—465 4 C"**™

1. A process for desensitizing a lithographic printing plate

having a hydrophilic non-image area and a lipophilic image

1. In an elongated warhead uiitiator system fitted with a

plurality of booster pellets arranged around the outside cir-

cumferential area of the warhead initiator with a centrally

located detonator means, the improvement comprising a

monolithic unitary initiation network with initiation material

located in a first lateral groove that interfaces contiguous with

and adjacent to each said booster peUet and a plurality of

vertical conduits and lateral grooves that connect the firat

lateral groove to a single detonation input conduit located in

the midsection of the warhead.

4^75,462

TILTABLE HANGER APPARATUS
MaMUro Tsarndd; ToaUUko fv^ Hidanki Kandya; Hamo

SamU, and YoaUUro Goto, aU of Zam, Japan, aMignon to

NiMan Motor Convany, Uaritad, Yokoham, Japan

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,197

OaiaM priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 19, 1981, 5649920

Int CL' B61B 3/00

U5. CL 105-149 2 Clala»

1. A tiltable hanger apparatus comprising, in combination,

a continuously extending overhead track assembly;

a work-carrying assembly movable below and along the

overhead track assembly and having a fore-and-aft direc-

tion susbstantially parallel with the overhead track assein-

bly, the work-carrying assembly comprising (a) a main

carrier ftwne suspended from the overhead track assem-

bly and having a predetermined attitude below and with

respect to the overhead track assembly, (b) an auxiliary

carrier frame disengageably supported in weight transmit-

ting relationship by said main carrier frame and havmg a

longitudinal direction substantially parallel with the fore-

and-aft direction of the work-carrying assembly, the auxil-

iary carrier frame being arranged to be tiltable with re-

sp«n to the main carrier frame in a fore-and-aft direction
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of the work-carrying aawmbly selectively about one of
two horizontal axes perpendicular to the longitudinal
direction of the auxiliary carrier finune, one of the two
horizontal axes being located in the vicinity of one longi-
tudinal end of the main carrier frame and the other of the
two horizontal axes being located in the vicinity of the
other longitudinal end of the main carrier frame, the longi-
tudinal direction of the auxiliary carrier frame being tilt-

able with respect to the fore-and-aft direction of Uie work-
carrying assembly as the auxiliary carrier frame tilts selec-
tively about one of said two horizontal axes, and (c) a
hanger frame supported m weight transmitting relation-
ship by said auxiliary carrier frame and angularly movable
in its entirety with respect to the auxiliary carrier frame
about an axis fixed with respect to the auxiliary carrier
frame and substantially normal to a plane perpendicular to
Uie longitudinal direction of the auxiUary carrier frame,
said hanger frame having portions adapted to have a
workpiece supported theieon;

first guide means arranged to cause said auxiUary carrier
frame to tilt with respect to said main carrier frame in a
fore*and-aft direction of die work-carrying assembly se-
lectively about one of said two horizontal axes; and

second guide means with which said hanger frame is held in
engagement, the second guide means being arranged to
cause said hanger frame to anguhvly turn with respect to
said auxiliary carrier frame about said axis of angular
movement of the hanger frame.

said overhead track assembly extending in a substantially
horizontal direction and said first guide means comprising
at least two guide rails each partially extending in parallel
with said overhead track assembly and partially sUmting
vertically with respect to the track assembly, at least one
guide roller carried by said auxiliary carrier frame in the
neighborhood of one kmgitudinal end of the auxiliary
carrier ftwne and engageable with one of said guide rails,

and at least one guide roller carried by said auxiliary
carrier frame in the neighboriiood of the other longitudi-
nal end of the auxiliary carrier frame and engageable with
the other ofsaid guide rails, each of the guide rollers being
routable on each of said guide rails about an axis fixed
with respect to said auxiliary carrier frame in a lateral

direction of said work-carrying assembly,
said main frame having at least two carrier members having

substutially circular cnw sections and extending in kt-
enl directions of said work-carrying assembly, said car-
riCT memben consisting ofa carrier member located in the
nei^borhood of one longitudinal end of the main carrier
frame and a carrier member located in Uie neighborhood
of the other longitiidinal end <^ the main carrier frame,
said auxiliary carrier frame being disengageably supported
in weight transmitting relationship on said carrier mem-
bers nd being angularly movable selectively about each
of the axes located at the upper ends of the two carrier
members and parallel with the center axes of the carrier
menbers, respectively,

wherein said main carrier frame has at least two guide plates

located in the neighboriiood of the opposite longitudinal
ends, respectively, of the main carrier frame and each
formed with a slot and wherein said auxiliary carrier
frame has at least two guide pins extending in lateral
directions of the work-carrying assembly and axially ex-
tending through said slots, respectively Uie slot bi one of
the guide plates is arcuately curved about one of said two
horizontal axes and Uie slot of Uie oUier guide plate is

arcuately curved about Uie oUier of Uie two axes, said
guide pins engaging said main carrier frame substantially
in non-weight-transmitting relationship Uiereto and pre-
cluding Uie auxiliary carrier frame from being disengaged
from the main carrier frame while permitting the auxiliary
carrier frame to turn about each of said two horizontal
axes with respect to the mam carrier frame.

4^475,463
SINGLE AXLE TRUCK TRANSOM ASSEMBLY

Lynn K. TiUy, Allison Park, Pa., and RIcfaard G. Schwartz,
Monster, IjnL, aasignors to AMSTED ladoitrics lacono*
rated, Chicago,m

Filed Sep. 30, 1M2, Ser. No. 431,218
Int a^ B61F J/Oa 5/21 5/24

US,a 105-208 2 nri^

1. A railway car truck ctunprising a pair of laterally spaced
side frames, a pluraUty of longitudinally spaced transom means
including a top wall and a bottom wall extending between said
side frames, and means connecting said transom means to said
side frames, said connecting means including bracket means
projecting from said side frames having a first notch means
along an iqiper edge of said bracket ud a second notch means
along a lower edge of said bracket, and lug means provided on
said ends of said transom means interlockingly engageable
within said notch means, said lug means including a first longi<
tudinally projecting arm connected to said transom top wall, a
second arm downwardly dependent from said first arm, and a
land means longitudinally depending from said bottom wall,

said first arm being seatable in said first notch means with said
depending arm overlying said transom and said Umd means
being seatable in said second notch means of said bracket
means when said transom means is connected to said bracket
means, and a weld means fixing said lug means within said
notch means.
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EXPANDABLE TABL£ WITH PIVOTAL PANELS
FLANKING REMOVABLE LEAF

DUicr DeeoBiMk, ScyaiM, Firancc, aMiVMir to Allibcrt Exploi-

lathM, GrewMe, Fkwwe
CoMhnntkM-i»firt of Ser. No. 147,739, May 8, 1980,. TUs

•ppUcatkw Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 4253S9

ClahM priority, appUcatioa Fmee, May 10, 1979, 79 12513

IM. a? A47B 1/02

MS.a 108-83 10 Clains

shields being adapted to provide a concentric arc in said first

position, in which, in combination, the arc defined Uiereby

does not exceed about 180* while occluding Uie passage

spanned by and behind said shidds, barring access thereto to

the occupant within said perimeter: said first sUdd being

adapted to rotate to said second position, where m said latter

position, one lateral border of each of said shields is in registry

with the other of said shields defining a closed area about said

perimeter that is equal to the sum of the arcs defined by both

of said shields: said shields m this latter position continuing to

1. An extendable table comprising:

a legged base defining a horizontal support surface extend-

faig in longitudnial and transverse directions and having a

pair of outer transversely extending edges;

a first table panel resting on the surface and having a trans-

versely extending inner edge intermediate and generally

parallel to the outer edges;

a second table panel restable on the support surface, having

a transversely extending inner edge buttable with the

inner edge of the first panel, and formed with a pair of

transversely open and longitudinally extending guides;

respective elements on the base underneath the second

panel, defining a transversely extending first pivot axis,

and extending transversely into guiding engagement with

the guides, whereby the second panel can dide longitudi-

nally relative to the base on the elements and can be piv-

oted on the elements about the first pivot axis;

a pair of parallel links each having one end pivoted about a

second transverse axis on the base and generally parallel

to Uie first transverse axis and another eml pivoted on the

second panel about another transverse axis, wherdiy the

second panel can move with simultaneous pivoting about

the first axis and sliding perpendicular thereto between an

inner position with its inner edge butting the inner edge of

the first panel and an outer position with its inner edge

spaced from the inner edge of the first panel; and

a Inf engageable in the outer position of the second panel

between the inner edges.

occlude the passage spanned therd)y in said first position: said

shields being adapted further to rotate to said third position in

which said shields are arrayed concentrically on the side of

said perimeter opposite to that of said first position and in

which said shields define an arc not in excess of about 180*

while providing by movement ofboth of said shields in arcuate

paths about said perimeter unimpeded passage into the space

occluded by said shields in said first and second positions; and

completely occluding the previously unoccluded qiace about

said perimeter in said third position.

4,475,446

BURNER AND INCINERATOR SYSTEM FOR UQUID
WASTE

Da?id A. Gra?ely, LooiiTllIc, Ky., aari^or to Pyrocheas, Ik.,

Louisffllc Ky.

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,534

lot a.3 F23G 7/04

VS. a. 110-238 27 (

4,475,445

TRANSACnON SECURITY SYSTEM AND MODULAR
TRANSACTION PROCESSING CENTER

Otis H. Hastini, Mahwah, NJ., aaaignor to TnuMCtion Seen-

rtty, lacn Moatvale, NJ.
ContiantkNi of Ser. No. 952,782, Oct 19, 1978, Pat No.

4^348,964, wUch is a dlviskm of Ser. No. 827,593, Aog. 25, 1977,

Pat No. 4,121,523, which is a coatiaa«tion«ia-part of Ser. No.

402«4O4, Ang. 6, 1974, abodoaed, which is a

eontiaaatioB-fai<fart of Ser. No. 827,174, Aag. 16, 1977,

abaadoaed. This appUeathm Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,923

He portioB of the t«m of this patent sabaaqaeat to Sep. 14,

1.999 ^fli kcBB tfsdfliflM^

lat a' E05G 5/00

VS.a 109-2 11 OaiaM
1. A personnel entry means comprising two accurate shields,

a first shield defining an are of about 180* and a second shield

defining ui arc of about 90* to 13S* mounted for rotation

concentrically about a common axis to provide sequentially fbr

movement between first second and third primary positions

relative to each other and about an object passing through the

perimeter defined by the path of rotation of said shidds: said

1. A burner for combustion of liquid wastes comprising:

wall means forming a combustion chamber, said combustion

chamber having an ouUet opening for emission ofcombus-

tion products;

means for injecting first second and third waste Uquids into

said combustion chamber as separate unconfmed streams,

said injection means comprising first second and third

spaced apart injectors positioned outside of said combus-

tion chamber, said injectors being oriented so that the axes

of said waste streams define a substantially conical surface

and converge substantially at the apex of said conical

surftce, said apex lying within said combustion chamber

and said waste streams mixing in the area of said apex;

means fbr introducing said first second and third waste
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liquids to said first, second and third injectors, respec-
tively, said first liquid having a BTU value below that

required for combustion, said second liquid having a BTU
value at least high enough to support combustion, and said

third liquid having a BTU value significantly greater than
that of said second liquid;

means for supplying combustion-supporting gas to said com-
bustion chamber;

pilot means for igniting said waste mixture; and,
control means for controlling relative to each other the rates

of injecting said first and third waste liquids into said
combustion chamber, said control means including means
for measuring at least one characteristic of the combustion
products related to combustion conditions and means
responsive to said characteristic(s) for controlling the rate
of injecting at least one of said first and third waste liquids
into said combustion chamber.

4^75,467
FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR UTILIZING A PLATE
SUPPORT AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE

REACTOR
Jakob Korenberg, York, Pa„ anigiior to York-Shipley, Ik^

York, Pa.

FOed Feb. 12, 1992, Scr. No. 348,249
lot a^ F23G 7m

UA a. 110-245 20 Claims

directing pressurized air through said orifices into the bed
at an acute angle to said horizontal support surface and
toward said conduit means for moving said tramp material
and/or agglomerated material toward said conduit means
for removal from the reactor; and

peripheral fluidizing air source means comprising a plurality
ofjet nozzles with each jet nozzle containing two orifices,
one orifice directing pressurized air substantially verti-
cally into the reactor and the other orifice directing pres-
surized air into the bed at an angle for moving said tramp
material and/or agglomerated material toward said con-
duit means for removal from the reactor.

11. A fluidized bed reactor comprising:
peripheral walls forming a reactor bed;
a horizontal support surface;

centrally dispc»ed conduit means extending through said
horizontal support surface for removing tramp material
and/or agglomerated material from the reactor;

a plurality of fluidizing air source means located throughout
the area of said horizontal support surface and extending
through said horizontal support surface having orifices
directed radially inwardly toward said conduit means for
directing pressurized air through said orifices into the bed
at an acute angle to said horizontal support surface and
toward said conduit means for moving said tramp material
and/or agglomerated material toward said conduit means
for removal from the reactor;

chamber means located below said horizontal support sur-
face and in fluid communication with said fluidizing air
source means;

means to supply pressurized air to said chamber means; and
peripheral fluidizing air source means comprising a plurality

of jet nozzles with each ject nozzle containing two ori-
fices, one orifice directing pressurized air substantially
vertically into the reactor and the other orifice directing
pressurized air into the bed at an angle for moving said
tramp material and/or agglomerated material toward said
conduit means for removal from the reactor.

4,475,468

INCINERATOR WTTH MOVING-BED STOKER
ToUUko IsUkawa, Yokohana, and TakcUko Motonnra,

nuabaahl, both of Japan, aaaignors to IsUkaw^jima-Harima
Jnkogyo Kabuahiki Kaiaha, Japan

Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 494,934
iBt d} F23G 5/00

UA CL 110-257 2 Claims

mg
1. A bed support for use in a fluidized bed reactor compris-

a horizontal support surface;

centrally dispcwed conduit means extending through said
horizontal support surface for removing tramp material
and/or agglomerated material from the reactor;

a plurality of fluidizing air source means located throughout
the area of said horizontal support surface and extending
through said horizontal support surface having orifices
directed radially inwardly toward said conduit means for

i

-<U)

1. In an incinerator, a movable-bed stoker comprising a
chain conveyor having links thereon and inclined at an angle in

a direction of its movement, meam for moving said conveyor,
and a plurality of fuel- or fire-bed members pivotably mounted
on said links so as to cover said links, whereby a movable fuel-

or fire-bed movable in unison with sakl chain conveyor is

defined, each fuel- or fire-bed member being L-shaped in cross-
section and comprising a horizontal plate and a vertical plate,

said members being pivotable during movement of the om-
veyor so that a horizontal plate ofone fuel- or fire-bed member
will engage with the vertical plate of an adjacent fuel- or
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fire-bed member, and combustion air injection holes formed

only through the vertical plates of said fuel- or fire-bed mem-

bers, the vertical plate of each fuel- or fire-bed meinber extend-

ing upwardly from an upstream edge of the horizontal plate

thereof, and notches being formed at an upper edge of said

vertical plate, said combustion air injection holes being formed

when the horizontal plate of a succeeding or upstream fuel- or

fire-bed member engages the upper edge of the vertical plate of

a preceding or downstream fuel- or fire bed member.

4,475,469

PULSATING INCINERATOR HEARTH
John N. Basic Sr., 21 W 161 HiU St, Glen EUyn, HI. 60137

Continoation-tai-part of Ser. No. 248,054, Mar. 27, 1981, Pat

No. 4,438,705. This applkatioo Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362353

Int a» F23N im
UAa 110-281 5^ Claims

suspension means depending downwardly from said panel

module support beam(s>, refractory support frame suspended

by said frame suspension means, said refractory support frame

comprising at least two substantially parallel support members

at least one end of said support members comprising extension

and retraction means comprising pivot means forming an ex-

tendable and retractoble refractory suppori frame end portion,

said frame end portion in retracted position allowing passage

of said refractory support frame between adjacent roof support

beams and in extended position providing refractory brick

suspension beneath said roof support beams to a proximity to

an adjacent roof panel module; and carrier refractory bricks

suspended from said refractory support frame, said carrier

refractory bricks supporting adjacent filler bricks.

1. In a hearth for an incinerator, the improvement compris-

ing a fixed suspension frame and a superstructure suspended

from said frame for limited arcuate movement of said super-

structure relative to said frame, said superstructure including a

central area thereon adapted to receive a pile of burning parti-

cles, and means for stroking and stopping movement of said

superstructure relative to said frame to compel movement of

said particles when arranged on said burning area responsive to

each stroking and stopping of said superstructure, said super-

structure having a yoke extending from one side thereof and

said frame having a beam on each ofopposed sides of said yoke

defining predetermined positions for stroking and stopping

movement of said superstructure relative to said frame.

4,475,470

SUSPENDED ROOF CONSTRUCnON FOR
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES

Frank P. MerUe, Hanover, lU., assignor to Merkic Engineers,

Ibc Galena, HI. ^^^ „ ^ ^
ContioaatioD-io-pwt of Ser. No. 344^15, Feb. 1, 1982, Pat No.

4,424,756. TUs applicatkM Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,629

The portion of the term of this patent sabaeqneat to Jan. 10,

2001, hns been disclaimed.

Int a.3 F23M 5/02

UA a. 110-332 24Ctatas

4,475,471

BIO-MASS BURNER WTTH GRATE THEREFOR AND
METHOD OF OPERATION

Calfin H. Hand, Jr., Rte. #3, Box 407, Tappdiannock, Va.

22560; David J. Hand, Rte. #1, Box 140A, Warsaw, Va.

22572, and John A. Careattl, Howertons, Va., assignon to

CalTin H. Hand, Jr.; David J. Hand; Herbert Mnkpicen, Jr.

andStanAbrani8,aUofTappdiannock,Va.

Division of Ser. No. 351,267, Feb. 22, 1982, Pat No. 4,295,956,

which is a division of Ser. No. 159,226, Jnn. 13, 1980, Pat No.

4J41.199. This appUcation May 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,488

Int a.^ F23B 5m. F23K im
U5. a. 110-345 2 Clatas

•^
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1. In suspended ro6f construction for high temperature

funiaces having a plurality of roof panel modules suspended

from roof support beams, each said panel module comprising:

at least one panel module support beam of a length spanning

the transverse distance between said roofsupport beams; frame

1. A method of high temperature burning of a bio-mass fuel

product having a low ash content which comprises the steps of

a. feeding a bio-mass fuel product substantially continuously

on demand into a first combustion chamber such that the

rate of feed is equal to the rate of combustion.

b. feeding said fuel product by gravity onto a grate structure

positioned within said first combustion chamber.

(I) said grate structure being hollow with nonporous

wails,

c. providing a primary source of air under a pressure greater

than atmospheric pressure to the underside of said grate

structure,

d. establishing a flow of unbumed producte of combustion

from said first combustion chamber to a second combus-

tion chamber.

e. providing a secondary source of air in said second com-

bustion chamber with said secondary air being heated

sufficiently to cause re-ignition of any unbumed products

of combustion in said second combustion chamber.

f superheating said secondary source of air by initially pass-

'

ing said secomiary air through said hollow, nonporous

grate structure in said first combustion chamber,

g and then delivering said superheated secondary source of

air to said second combustion chamber through ventun

tube means.
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^^'^^^SHi^^^ ^^ OPERATINC A
v^A...M^ - VORTEX BED FURNACE
^Ji^t^^̂ ^^ Borl, D«tow. E^n. botfc of Fed.

-, .rawi Jil 2<, 19>2. S«r. No. 402.1S6

,,„ ^ Irt. a^ F23D 7/00
UAaiia-347

3ochta.

die and 8i2«l to fit within a user's hand between the thumb
and uidex finger and a finger-actuable switch means posi-

vJj.iiT?*^
of operating a fluidized bed furnace with pul-

pulverization, a fine particle portion and a coarse particle
portion, said method comprising the steps of:

establishing a fluidized bed;

"!!!!"* fu^T^ ^^ supplying the pulverized fiiel
above the fluidized bed;

separating the fine particle portion of the pulverized fuelfrom the coarse particle portion above the fluidized bed-
blowing a secondary air flow concentric to said primary aii

burning the fine particle portion of the pulverized fuel above
the fluidized bed in a flame defined by the two air flows;

•Mowng the coarse particle portion to fall into th^
oeo for combustion.

4,475^73
^IttANMELD EMBROIDERY MACHINE
^SS^ ?S??rv?« Bnwlywtae Ct, nd MIgMl N.SmmMoi, IMO Orctafd I*, both of Woodbam, 0^071nw SeM«, ma, Ser. No. 41M13

UAa 112-^ „ ^.
mJL T"*'**"' seif-POwered generaUy cylindrical embroi-
aery machine comprising:

a casing having a front end and a rear end;
an embroidery needle drive means mounted within said

casuig. said drive means including a prime mover and a
drive train positioned forwardly of the prime mover fordnvmg the point of an embroidery needle in a closed,
fenewlly eUiptical path;

needle-moumiiv means for connecting an embroidery nee-
dle to said drive train so that the point of said needle
protrudes fitmi said front end;

the cttog comprising an elongated cylinder including a
cylmdncal gnpping portion rearwardly a4jacent the nee-

tioned adjacent the front end of the casing for operating
the drive means. *

^„ 4,47M74

w«,#^?™S^^^^^^^ S^^^^G MACHINES
f. F^T^^ •"tJohMuw K. StoniM, both of Hemmta.

f^ u «<,*•• ^ <2«™My, MiigMn to UoioB SpedalGjbJ»JI, Stuttitft, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay
^^

ru, - ."y ^^ ^^' "•^ Ser. No. 434,458

VS, CL 112—121J(
bta^DosB^y/oo

Maaiu

1. A tape feeding system for a sewing machine, comprising:
a plurality of rotative members for guiding a tape including

drive roller means, tensioning roller means and idler roller
means so arranged to form said tape into a tape loop in
which the tensioning roller means ride;

said tensioning roller means being mounted on a pivot arm
and adapted for vertical movement such that it bears
down on a portion of the tape loop to phue the tape under
tension;

means for driving said drive roller means; and
motor control means responsvie to the disposition of said

pivot arm for controlhng the driving means whereby
controUing the degree of tension applied to said tape

6. In combination with a sewing machine having a support-
ing arm for a stitching mechanism, a mechanism for feeSns
eUstic tape to the stitching mechanism, said mechanism com-
prising:

elastic metering means mounted on said sewing machine foradvaocug a loiigitudinaUy elastic strip;
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means arranged following the elastic metering meam m the

direction of upe advancement for creating a distended

elastic upe loop inclwbng means (ot longitudinally

stretching the t^ie arranged in said loop; and

means for controlling the amount of stretch ^>plied to the

tape arranged in the tape loop.

11. Apparatus for feeding an elastic tope to a machine, com-

prising:

tape feeding means;

means arranged to receive and guide the tope fed by said

tope feeding means along a predetermined path of travel;

stretching means arranged in the predetermined path of the

tope for applying tension thereto; and

tope tension responsive switch means for controlling the

tope feeding means as a function of the desirable tension to

be applied to said tope.

4,475,475

GEAR ATTACHING ARRANGEMENT FOR LOOPTAKER
DRIVE SHAFT

Tbaddeu J. Zylbert, Morris PlafaH,NJ„ SMlgmir tone Singer

Conpuy, Stanford, Com.
FUed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474,220

Int a.3 D05B 57/32

U.S. a. 112-228 4CI«i«i

tube havmg first and second ends and constructed of

relatively thin, flexible but nearly inextensible material;

(B) a signal light attached to said first end;

(Q a water activated battery

(1) disposed on said tube and

(2) operatively connected to said signal light;

(D) means for selectively actuating said battery;

(E) said tube being cdlapsible for storage within a pocket of

the life jacket;

(F) said second end of said tube comprising a mouthpiece

and one-way valve means attached thereto comprising a

1. In combination, a looptaker for a sewing machine, a hol-

low drive shaft for the looptaker depending therefrom, a spin-

dle rototable within the hollow drive shaft, a sleeve on the

hollow shaft wWi a sKt extending diroughout the length

thereof and including an interior flat siufsce in engagement

with an exterior flat surface provided on the drive shaft to

prevent relative rototion of the sleeve and shaft, and a gear

affixed to the sleeve with a set screw extending through the

gear and bearing agahut an exterior surface on the sleeve to

contract the entire deeve about the drive shaft, the looptaker

and shaft being intq^ and of a cast material, and the sleeve

being of a resilient material which is more resistant to local

deformation by applied pressure than the material of said loop-

taker and shaft

flattened tube of thin, flexible plastic openable by air

pressure whereby said tube may be inflated by blowing

into said valve means to form said tube into a semirigid

elongate configuration extending along a single axis from

said first to said second end;

(G) a lanyard having

(1) first and second ends,

(2) said first end being permanently attached to said sec-

ond end of said tube and

(3) said second end being permanently attached to said life

jacket; and

(H) said tube being of a brilliant color.

4,475,477

STENCIL APPARATUS
Albert L Mone, Bereriy, and Robert C. SiraoMis, Jr., Tops-

field, both ofMa»n aarignors to USM Corporrtloo, Farasing-

toa, Cout
FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 451,918

Iirt. OJ B05C 3/00

U.S.a 118-406 14ClaIa»

4^75,476

SIGNAL STAFF FOR A PERSON IN THE WATER
IVnmi L. Howard, 1972 ScMUer Dr., Akrea, Ohio 44320

FDed Aag. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 291«434

Tht portioa of the term of this patent sabaeqaeat to Not. 22,

' 2000, haa been diaciaiaMd.

Irt. a» G09F 77/00

U.S.CL 116-210 J^^
1. An emergency signalUng device for use with a hfe jacket,

comprising: . . - -wi

(A) an elongate, relatively thin, unitary, extruded, flexible 1. A deposition means for allowing a configuration of fiMiWe
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powdered nuterial to be deposited on a receiving surface in
desired thickness, said deposition means comprising:

an non-permeable planar surface arrangement;
a screen member arranged with said planar surface arranse-

ment; *

a cut-out pattern disposed in said planar surface arrange-
ment; and a spacing means of non-uniform thickness dis-
posed on the bottom side of said planar surface arrange-
ment, to permh said planar surface arrangement to be
spaced from said receiving surface during deposition of
powdered materia] thereon.

pieces for free rotation about their axes at least in the coating
WMie, a guiding guard mounted externally of the drum and
having a fixed portion which frictionally drivingly rotates the
work pieces in their travel on the drum as the drum rotates, the
improvement wherein the guiding guard is constituted in the
coating zone by an endless belt which substantially follows the
periphery of the drum, and comprising means separate from

M75,478
COATING APPARATUS

Edwwd J. Berdianer, Jr^ and Jerome P. Throckmorton, both of
LongnoBt, Colo„ assignors to Intemational Business Ma-
chines Corporation, Amonk, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 8, 19t3, Ser. No. 483,459
Int a' B05C 5/00

UA a 118-413
5 ctoims

1. In a coating apparatus wherein a substrate passes through
an elongated pool of coating liquid, and thereafter emerges
with a liquid coating on at least one side of said substrate the
improvement comprising:
an elongated liquid-supply manifold for replenishing coating

liquid to said pool, said manifold including at least one
input port from supplying liquid to an internal, elongated
runneT<onduit, and graduated flow-restriction means
operable to supply liquid from said runner to spaced por-
tions of said pool; as liquid flows in a direction from said
runner-conduit, through said flow-restrictng means, to
said pool,

saidflow-restriction means comprise a plurality of individual
now-pasaages of graduated cross-sectional area as mea-
sured normal to said direction of flow, and of equal leneth
as measured in said direction of flow, and

said plurality of flow-passages terminating in an elongated
Slot whereat the individual flows recombine, the outlet of
said slot communicating with said pool.

4^7MW
MACHINE FOR THE CONTINUOUS COATING OF A

BODY OF REVOLUTION

*^I^J^^ '^•"^ *^ «' Mulhouse, Fiance.
nsigMrs to Manuftctore Oe Machines Du Haut-Rhin SJi.,

Piled Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 367,876
Int. CV BOSC 7/02UAa 118-707

12 Claims
I. In a machine for the continuoMs deposition of a coating

upon work pieces in the form of bodies of revolution, said
machine having a rotary drum provided on its periphery with
a plurality of sutions to receive the bodies of revolution, and

;!;;^* "^L"^'." '*'*" " * f««*'n8 »^'*on' and means fordnvmg the rotary drum, the machine being adapted to carry

"^ fJ°*^*
operation upon the work pieces while they are

located m the coatmg zone, such coating zone forming a flxed
angular sector around the drum, means mountiag the work

the means which rotatably drives the drum for driving the
endless belt to impart to the work pieces rotation about their
axes by frictionally driving the work pieces by the belt, the
means for driving the endless belt driving it at a speed such that
when the drum is stopped, the belt drives the work pieces at a
speed near that at which they would have been frictionally
driven by the fixed portion of the guiding guard if the drum
were rotating at its normal speed.

4,475,480
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RAISING SOFKHELL

CRAWnSH
James E. Bodker, Jr., 364 Peachtree Blvd., Baton Rouge, La.

FUed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 45635
Int a.3 AOIK 61/00

U.S. a 119-2
12 ci^^

1. A tank for separating a contained population of premolt-
/molting and aggressive feeding crawfish comprising:

a. an aquatic tank having a floor portion and a surrounding
peripheral wall, defining an inner liquid holding space;

b. substrate compartment means positioned on the tank floor
and covering a portion thereof for encouraging concen-
tration of aggressive, feeding crawfish in a first area of the
tank;

c. a second area of the tank Which is free of said substrate
compartments;

;
' ^ /*

' \ '^ .'.'

d. separation enhakcement ttidSns disposed within the con-
fines of said tank for enhancing the separation of premolt-
/molting crawfish from the aggressive feeding crawfish
contained in the tank so that premolt/molting crawfish
can escape the first area and enter the second area more
easily than aggressive feeding crawfish; and

e. water supply means for maintaining a volume of water in
the tank inner space. . <• i

,
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4,475^1
IDENTinCATION SYSTEM

Gary T. Carroll, Boulder, Cole assignor to B.I. Incorporated,

Boulder, Colo.

ContinoatioB-in-part of S«r. No. 280,341, Jal. 6, 1981,

abandoned. This applieation Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437^41

lit a.J AOIK 5/02

UA CI, 119—SIR 18 Claims

,.[^[Ll^]-^i^-^.>.]10. A method of feeding animals comprising the steps of:

providing the animal with an attached intermittent single

frequency signal transmitting device capable of transmit-

ting a dau encoded digital signal indicative of the identify

of the animal through a single antenna circuit embodied

within said device, said device also being capable of re- •

ceiving a burst of electromagnetic energy through said

single antenna circuit for providing power for said device;

providing a feeder equipped with feed dispensing means,

said feeder having signal receiving and decoding means

associated therewith;

generating said burst of electromagnetic energy whenever

the animal comes in close proximity to the feeder,

whereby the device responds by transmitting the encoded

signal;
,_

receiving the encoded signal transmitted by the transmitting

device within the signal receiving means;
^ ^^

decoding the received signal with said decoding means;
rAXALYCT DELIVERY SYSTEM

comparing the decoded signal with predetermmed identifi-
BnhJ««^M2 Bovbton St, BrookUne, Mass. 02146

cation ita in a computer to produce a signal indicative of Bamett J.^^^^^l^^^^^^^
identity and predetermined feed amount; and

"J^ ^ , p^jn y^^j2

dispensing the predetermined feed amount to the feeder m ^_j .

'

22 Claims

response to the signal generated by the computer. ^-a- ^'- **'-•

4,475,482

SOOTBLOWING OPTIMIZATION

William H. Moss, Concord Township, Lake County; Uwrence

Popiel, Sheffield Lake, and Thomas J. Scheib, Cbesterland, aU

of Ohio, assignors to The Babcock A WUeoi Company, New

Orleans, La. ^ .^,
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 405^40, Aug. 6, 1982,

abandoned. This application Jan. 23, 1984, Ser. No. 573,078

Int a.3 F22B 37/48

VJS. a. 122—379 3 Claims

1. A method of optimizing cycle time (Bopi) to schedule

sootblowing during the operation ofa boiler having an input of

fluid with a particular specific heat (c,) to generate steam at a

particular cost per unit of heat in the boiler comprising: sensing

the input and output temperatures of fluid to and from a boiler

to obtain a difference (At) of input and output temperatures,

sensing a flow rate (m) of the fluid in the boiler dunng its

operation, determining an incremental cost of steam (), with

the time for actual sootblowing (6c) being known to determine

the cost of steam for sootblowing (S), calculating the heat flux

(q) of the boiler during its operation according to the equation

q=mcpLU calculating two scaling parameters (K and P) ac-

cording to the equation K=qtf,m9i/m^ and

p=[jCe*/(9o-W*)l-**"w* "»"« V**"** *°'" T. K, S to calcu-

late the optimum cycle time according to the relationship:

1 A system for the delivery of a catalyst containing not

more than nine milligrams of rhenium metal per kilogram of

fuel to
. . ^ f

an internal combustion engine having an intake port for air

comprising:
. j

means for dispensing said catalyst m a liquid; and

means for passing air vu said liquid for absorbmg said cau-

lyst into the air.
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EMAUST MANIFOLD FOR AN INTERNAL
^JSiSSPil®^"^ APPARATUS FOR THE
CATALYTIC TRANSFORMATION OF FUEL AND

A-^J«\P«"^"™^^ CX)MBUSnON ENGINE

ld00/401.Rio dc Jodro-RJ, both of BruU
^^

TlhMPjcrto.Naf.l7,19t3.S«.No.»2W
CUm priority, ap»iicati«i Bruil, Feb. 27, IMl, 8101247

.,c ^ .,, . !«. a^ FWM ^5/(W

I. Exli.u.t manifold for an internal combustion engine

^i^v^''™? • ^yj^'^i • P'»««ty of inlets for moSu-

^SrS^ kL*^"*'."!!?^*'^" "»*™«> combustion engine,
a first chamber m said body in communication with said inlets

c^"b^"i;:;jr,:i^ '*^;i!r °'»^^ "'«^"'' -<» - ^^n^
ch^^ ^« r^i « **'*™^ communication with said first

J^^T ? 'f'** ?[" "^ »««"<* <=»«"»«" surrounding

ISLSS?? ^'«°^ j»ving a fuel inlet and an oStlet ford»oa«ed fuel m the form of gases, said catalytic reactionChamber containmg catalytic material effective for the cata-
lytic conversion of a liquid fiiel into a gaseous fuel.

Y^SS^fS^S!? T^^'™ CONITIOL APPARATUSYort^ SakakibOT, A^ .Ml KeiicW FtakiuMra, Kariya,
both of Jaiw, ..igMr, to NippoMteno Co. S, Kariya^

a motor-driyen fan for supplying air to said radiator

e^^^"^^-
~"»«>"«'.^»« P««P for SSig saidenguie coolmg water through an engine coolina svM«n

circuit including said radiatw * ^^
'^^ll^^"^'*^ r^***'^"^ P^ition*' to openand close an air inlet of said radiator,
electrically<»ntrolIed valve means for regulating theMjount of said engine cooling water flowing to said radia!

a water temperature sensor for electrically detecting the
temperature of said engine cooling water; and

an electronic control unit for receiving at least an electric
signal from said water temperature sensor to control the
operation of said motor^lriven fan. said water pump, said
radiator shutter and said valve means in accorince\S^h
tiie temperature of said engine cooling water, suchZtwhen the engme cooling water temperature detected by

J^~T temperature sensor rises above a first reference
temperature T, representing a lowest reference tempera-
ture said water pump is operated, and when said en^necoolmg water temperature rises above a second ref«SS

^T^'^J'^'^'^ "^ ^' ''^"^^ te^^"^

\nZ V'^ "^T"' '*"'"'' « "P*"**** to open thVair
inlet to said raduitor, and at substantially said second
reference temperature Ta said valve means opens a wat»
passage to said radiator, and when said en^e coSm
water temperature rises further exceedingTthird Wfar-

^«2;!^"" ? higher than said second reference
temperature T2. said motor driven fan is operated.

4)475486

.v__.. « ENGINE INDUCTION SYSTEM
Da?id R. Keader, OmrchTille, N.Y, Mriaor to

Corporatioa, Detroit, Midk
Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 350,049

.,« « Irt. a^ F02M i5//0
U.S.a 123-^2 M

<»»H/

Moton

2aaiin8

^^ FW Jaa. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 457,282CW» priority, appifcrtoB JapM^ Jan. 19, 1982, 57^37
Iter, .,, "^ ^^ ^^^ ^/^^' 7//tf
UAai2*-41U»

,^,cw«

JUL^""? '^ *^*"' apparatus for controlling the
temperature of coohng water in a water<ooled engine com-pnmg: "

a radiator for cooling said engine cooling water.

1. An air and fuel induction system for an engine having an
inlet manrfbid adapted to supply an air-fuel mixture to a plural-
ity of engine combustion chambers, said system comprising an
air gallery having a plurality of mixture nozzles, each of said
nozzles opening to said inlet manifbid adjacent an associated
engine combustion chamber, said nozzles being effective tomamtam the pressure in said air gallery greater than the pres-
•ure m said mlet manifold during engine operation, said air
gallery havmg a primary air inlet and said manifold having a
secondary air inlet, said primary air inlet having a smaller flow
area than Mid secondary air inlet, a plurality of fuel injectors,
each of said mjectors being associated with one of said nozzles
and being adapted to deUver fiid across said air gallery into the
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associated nozzle for preliminary mixture with air flowing sealing said cavity and
'^J'^.'^^f?^^'^^^

ttooSi the nozzle from said gallery to said manifbid and for from the oU pump dnven by said oU pump drive means to said

further mixture with air in said manifold, and means control-

ling said injectors to provide fuel delivery which varies with

air flow through said air inlets, and wherein said system further

comprises a primary throttle in said primary air inlet and a

secondary throttle in said secondary air inlet, and staged throt- tr-

tie mechanism linking said throttles for moving said primary a

throttle between closed and partially open positions without

moving said secondary throttle and for moving said primary

throttle between partially open and wide open positions while
/"rr-,,

concomitantly moving said secondary throttle between closed V ^ /

and wide open positions, said system being effective to increase f »

air flow through said nozzles upon an increase m air flow
tiT^^^if

through said air inlets whereby an increase in fuel delivery by W
said injectors in response to an increase in air flow through said

air inlets is accompanied by an increase in air flow through said ^^^y fo^ lubricating said oil pump drive means between said

nozzles to enhance air-fuel mixing. seal means.

4^75,487

JOINT-PIPE FOR CARBURETOR
Takaiiii Fnkooka, Ftehn, and Yoahiaki NagM, Tokyo, both of

JapoL aMinors to Kioritz Corporatkm, Tokyo, Japn

FIM No?. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 445,4in

CliiaH priority, application Japan, Dec 4, 1981, 56.

180121[U1

iBt a.J F02B ii/W; P02M 9//0

UAa 123-73 V » Ctaim

4,475*489

VARIABLE VALVE TIMING DEVICE FOR AN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

ShoicU Howia, Tokyo, Japan, aaaigMr to Hoada Gikea Kogjro

KabudriU Kaiika, Tokyo, Japan

FDed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,373

Claims priority, applicatioa Japan, May 27, 1981, 56-79143;

May 27, 1981, 56-79144; May 27, 1981, 56-79145

lat a' FOIL 1/34

U.S.a 123-90.16 lOCIatas

1. In a crank-case pre-compression type 2-cycle internal

combustion engine E having a reed valve 6 mounted m an

intake port 8 formed in the wall of a crank case 3. a carburetor

joint-pipe 5 for connecting said intake port 8 to a carburetor 4

which is ofhet rearwardly from said intake port 8. said jomt-

pipe 5 comprising:
.

an air-fuel mixture passage 16 formed therein and provided

with an intermediate contracted portion 12 and a partition

plate 11 extending between said contracted portion 12 and

an inlet opening 9 of said passage 16 along the axis of said

passage 16. the portion of said mixture passage 16 near the

ouUet opening 10 thereof being curved to cross said suc-

tion port 8 substantially perpendicularly to the latter.

4^75^488

LUBRICATING SYSTiM FOR AN OUTBOARD MOTOR

radoU KabMhiU KaMn aid SonUa Kogyo raliaihiki lai-

ha, both of, Japn
FDed Jaik 19. 1983, Ser. No. 459,2r

Chdw priority, appBcaffcw Japn. Jn. 22. 1982, 57-7636

bt CL> F02B 33/04

UA CL 123-73 AD .' Claim

1. A lubricating system for a crankcase compression, two-

cycle engine having a crankshaft rouuWy supported in a

crankcase. an oil pump drive means affixed to said crankshaft,

a cavity enclosing sakl oil pump drive means, seal means dis-

posed on opposite sides of said da pump drive means and

1. A variable valve timing device for an engine comprising;

a first rocker arm driven by a first rocker cam, a second rocker

arm driven by a second rocker cam provided for a valve m at

least one of an intake and an exhaust system of said engine, said

first and second rocker cams driven in synchronization with

the revolution of the engine, fulcrum means at the bases of said

rocker arms alternately displaced to cause said rocker arms to

alternately take an operative position in which the rocker arm

is engaged with the respective rocker cam and an inoperative

position in which the rocker arm is not engaged with the

respective rocker cam. and, means for causing said two rocker

arms to assume said respective operative positions simulta-

neously for a time period prior to either of said rocker arms

being displaced to assume its operative position.

4,475,490

HYDRAUUC VALVE LIFTER

IrtiwasB OowN Toyota, and Go» Kuli, Aichi, both of Japan,

^iSycSJIdoaha Kogyo Kaboshiki Kaisha, Toyota,

FOed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383^
CUM priority, applicatioa Japaa, Jaa. 19, 1982, 57-5336^^

lat a» FOIL ///^

UAa.l23-90J2 .
??*"

1. A hydraulic valve lifter comprising a body mcluding a
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hollow cylindrical portion having an axially extending hole
and a lower end portion having an outer surface for contacting
a cam and a flat surface facing said cylindrical portion, said end
portion being welded to said cylindrical portion at said flat
surface; and

e»,o^ 4,475^2
SYSTEM FOR FORCEFULLY IGNITING SPRAYED FUEI

J«^chi Furukaw., Yokotama; Ywuhlko Ndu^ainCSaSL

n, ^'?«'^P-",IW2,Ser.No.420^

s.?i"i5r^',S!i!r*^ ''^ *'• ^' "•'• «->»^^

„^ ^ I"t.'aJ P02N /7/00UA a. 123-179 BG „ci.^

20a

a plunger slidably mounted within said hole along an inner
surface of said cylindrical portion; said plunger having a
bottom for engaging said flat surface with a peripheral
annular cut-out in said bottom facing said end portion to
avoid contact with inwardly projecting flash on said cy-
Imdrical portion caused by welding of said cylindrical
portion to said end portion.

n«tR

4«475 491
WIDE<;aP IGNITION DISTRIBITTOR

!?*' ?!!?"^* G«rlfageB, and Jorgen Schmatz, Ludwigs-

SIH.^v» J***
"•"• "' Germany, aasignon to RobertBo«h GmbH, StuttBWt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aag. 12, 19g2, Ser. No. 407,314

19J?31354?*^'
P9«c«tioii Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 16.

Int a.3 PMP 7/00
VS. a 123-146J A 21 Claim.

12. A system for forcefully igniting a spray of fuel injectedmto a diesel engine, which comprises.
(a) a plurality of spark plugs, each located within a corre-

sponding engine cylinder;
(b) an ignition means for igniting each of said spark plugs

sequentially according to a predetermined ignition order
when an engine starter motor is actuated;

(c) detection means for detecting and sigiuUling that the
diesel engine has reached a state in which a spray of fuel
injected mto the diesel engine can ignite and bum sponta-
neously; and

(d) determination means for determining a stopping point of
said Ignition means at a fixed time interval after said detec-
tion means detects that the diesel engine has reached said
state.

-l:"_-L"_j

I. Ignition distributor for internal combustion engines hav-
ing an engine driven rotary shaft, a rotor aftixed thereto having
a radial extremity provided for revolving in a path passing by
anarray of fixed ignition circuit electrodes, a distributor elec-
trode at said extremity of said rotor, a contiict pUte on said
rotor at the center of said pattern of revolution of said rotor
extremity, means for connecting said contact plate to a source
of Ignition pulses, an insulating rotor body for carrying said
contact plate and said distributor electrode, means including
interference-suppression impedance for electrically connecting
said distnbutor electrode to said contact plate, and the im-
provement, according to the invention wherein:

the spacing between said fixed ignition electrodes and said
distnbutor contact during the closest approach of the
latter to the former is between 3 and 5 millimeters, and

said fixed Ignition electrodes, at least in an exposed region
tHereof, consist of an alloy containing silicon, aluminum
and calaum having a substantially lower electron emis-
sion energy requirement and a higher secondary electron
eimssion capability than the material of said contact plate

4«47S493
START AND SHUTDOWN SEQUENCER TOR A DIESEL

ENGINE
Sara B. Masteller, and Charles S. F^wa, both of South Bend,

Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Sonthfield, Mich
Filed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,993

Int. CI.J P02N 77/00UAa 123-179 B jctai^

1. A starting sequence controller for a diesel engine having
a starting motor for cranking the engine, an oil priming pump
for supplying pressurized oil to the engine during starting
condiuons. a fuel pump for pressurizing fuel to an injection
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pump, a means for shutting offftiel to the engine, and means for

heating the fuel prior to its delivery to said injection pump, said

controller comprising:

means for turning on said oil priming pump prior to the

initiation of the starting sequence;

means for sensing the initiation of the starting sequence by

the operation ofa starting switch and for generating a start

indication therefrom;

. means, responsive to said start indication, for turning said

fuel pump on. for turning off said oil priming pump, and

for activating a first timer which generates a first timeout

indication after being activated a predetermined period of

time;

means, responsive to said first timeout indication, for turning

on said flame heaters, for turning on said starting motor,

and for turning on said fuel shutofT means, for activating a

second timer which generates a second timeout indication

after being activated a second period of time, and for

activating a third timer which generates a third timeout

indication after being activated a third period of time;

means, responsive to said second timeout indication, for

turning off said start indication, and for turning off said

fuel shutofT means;

means for determining whether the engine is operating at or

above an operational speed; and

means, responsive to the activity of the third timer for shut-

ting off the heating means, and for turning off the starter

motor if the engine speed is determined to be above an

operational speed.

4,475,49S

TRANSMISSION
Martin G. LydeU, RJ). #1, Wiegren Rd., Frcwilmrg, N.Y.

14738

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,489

lot a.J F02B 75/32

VS. CI. 123-197 AB 7 Claims

4,475,494

VALVE FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Werner Hather, Karisfeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

MTU Motorea*and Tnrbinen-Unlon Mnnchcn GmbH, Mn*

nich. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,607

Claims piorlty, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jon. 6,

1981, 3122603

Int a' FOIL 3/2a 3/22

VS. CL 123—188 A « Claims

1. A valve for an internal combustion engine having a com*

bustion chamber, comprising:

a stationary valve member having a radially inwardly facing

cylindrical sealing surface, and

a valve member movable within the stationary valve mem-

ber and having a radially outwardly facing annular cylin-

drical sealing surface, the sealing surface of the movable

valve member engaging the sealing surface of the station-

ary valve member while the two sealing surfaces slide

with respect to each other in an axial direction of the

sealing surfaces.

at least the movable valve member being made of ceramic

material; wherein the movable valve member has an in-

verted tear drop shape formed with said annular cylindri-

cal sealing surface which ttpers to a point towards the

combustion chamber.

1. In an internal combustion engine having a series of power

cylinder containing pistons therewithin; a crankshaft having

cranks coupled to said pistons by piston connection rods; an

infinitely variable transmission for transferring rotary motion

of said crankshaft to an output shaft disposed essentially paral-

lel to said crank shaft and connected in turn to a vehicle wheel

drive means, said transmission comprising in combination:

a plurality of motion transmitting units operably associated

one with each of the cylinders of said engine, each of said units

including a one-way cluteh mounted on said output shaft and

a linkage having opposite ends thereof pivotally coupled to

said crank shaft and said clutch; and

a common linkage position control mechanism for simulta-

neously moving each said linkage between first and sec-

ond limiting pivotal positions providing for maximum and

minimum oscillations of each said clutch about the axis of

said output shaft during rotation of said crank shaft,

wherein each said linkage includes a connecting rod hav-

ing a first end pivotally connected to said crank shaft and

a second end, and at least one drive link having a first end

pivotally connected to said second end of said connecting

rod by a first pivot pin and a second end pivotally coupled

to said one-way cluteh by a second pivot pin; and said

control mechanism includes at least one control link and

control arm for each said linkage and common control

means for each said control arm, said control link having

a first end pivotally coupled to said connecting rod and

said drive link by said first pivot pin and a second end

pivotally coupled to said control arm by a third pivot pin,

said control arm is pivotally supported and said common

control means effects pivotal movement of each said con-

trol arm to move each said third pivot pin between a first

position corresponding to said first limiting pivotal posi-

tion and a second position corresponding to said second

pivotal position.

4,475,496

VALVE MECHANISM
Eisuke Sagahara, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Piston Ring

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,546

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jnl. 13, 1981, 56-

1034891U]; Sep. 4, 1981, 56-13095l[U]

Int a^ VfOD 13/06

VS. CL 123-198 F " CW™
1. A device for halting operation of one or more cyhnders

having valves during engine operation of a multi-cylinder

internal combustion engine comprising: a rocker arm, a rocker

shaft for supporting said rocker arm, a first bush installed on

said rocker shaft to be eccentric with respect to an axis of said

rocker shaft, a second bush insulled on said first bush to be
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eccentric with respect to an axis of said first bush, said rocker
arm being positioned on said neoood bush, and means for simul-

taneously rotating said first and second bushes in opposite
directions to one another to move said rocker arm upwardly to
thus detach said rocker arm from an associated valve.

M75,497
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE HAVING AN
INTAKE/EXHAUST VALVE ASSEMBLY AND

HYDRAUUC MEANS FOR RENDERING THE VALVE
ASSEMBLY INOPERATIVE

ShoieU Hmda; Manald Matamra, both of Tokyo, and Nobao
Abm, Unwa, aD of Japan, anigDon to Honda Giken Kogyo
KabahiU Kdiha, Tokyo, Japu

Filed Not. 4» 1982, Ser. No. 439,623
Oabm priority, appUcatioa Japu, Nor. 4, 1981, 56-176655;

Not. 4, 1981, 56-176656

Iirt. a' FOIL 1/24
U.S.a 123-198 F 10 Claims

having an end wall defining a pressure-acting chamber in
the main axial bore, the control plunger being formed with
a passageway which is open at one end thereof to said
pressure-acting chamber and at the other end thereof
through a peripheral wall portion of the plunger, said cam
foUower pivotally engaging said control plunger, said
control plunger being operative and inoperative to bear
the force transmitted thereto from said cam through said
cam follower when the cmitrol plunger is in said first and
second axial positions, respectively, thereof, and

one-way check valve means providing one-way communica-
tion from said passageway to said pressure-acting cham-
ber;

(5) pressure-release valve means positioned in said auxiliary
axial bore so as to form a fluid discharge chamber open to
and integral with said pressure-acting chamber and having
a first condition providing communication between the
fluid discharge chamber and the fluid drain passageway
and a second condition blocking the communication
therebetween;

(6) valve actuating means operative to actuate the pressure-
release valve means under predetermined operational
conditions of the engine; and

(7) fluid supply means communicable with the passageway
in said control plunger.

4,475,498

ENGINE DETECIING DEVICE
Erwin E. Homer, 2605 S. RiTenbore, Moorhead, Minn. 56560

Filed Dec. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 561,839
Int a.) F02B 77/08

VS.a 123-198 DB ^ Claims

1. An intake/exhaust valve assembly of an internal combus-
tion engine including an engine block having a combustion
chamber formed therein, comprising:

(1) a reciprocating valve axiaUy movable back and forth into
and out of the combustion chamber;

(2) a cam rotatable about an axis fixed with respect to the
engine block at a speed variable with the speed of rotation
of the crankshaft of the engine;

(3) a cam follower engaging at one end with the reciprocat-
ing valve, said cam being held in rollable engagement with
the cam follower;

(4) adjusting means comprising
a cylhider wall which is stationary with respect to said

engine block and which is formed with a main axial bore
open at one end thereof and closed at the other end
thereof, and an auxiliary axial bore being at one end
thereof open to and integral with said main axial bore
adjacent the closed end of the main axial bore, said cylin-
der wall being further formed with a fhud drain passage-
way communicable with said auxiliary axial bore,

a rantrol plunger axially slidable between predetermined
first and second axial positions in said main axial bort and

MTDI TOOK

1. A detection device for sensing lubricant and coolant levels

in a motor driven vehicle, comprising

a lubricant level probe comprising a thermistor,

a coolant level probe;

circuitry communicating with said probes having a booster
and timer to boost a normal D.C. power source of 12 volts

to pulses of 18 volts across said thermistor for predeter-

mined period of times set by said timer;

a normally off pressure switch activating said circuitry;

a first light emitting diode communicating with said cir-

cuitry to light at the end of said predetermined period of
time if both of said probes detect the pressence of the

appropriate fluid; and

a second and third light emitting diodes associated with said

coolant and lubricant level probes respectively and said

circuitry to light in the absence of appn^riate fluid in-

stead of said first light emitting diode.
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4,475,499

INLET TUNING OF CRANKCASE SUPERCHARGED
FOUR CYCLE ENGINE

BwUamin L. Sheaffer, Oibkoah, Wis., aalgBor to Bruswick
CoiporatioB, SkoUe, IlL

FDed Dec 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,206

lot a^ F02B 75/02

VS.a 123-317 4 Claims

having a gas compressing combustion engine piston recipro-

cally mounted within an engine cylinder from which gas may

be exhausted by opening an exhaust valve by means of a slave

hydraulic piston, the improvement which consists in associat-

ing with said slave piston biasing means which includes:

(1) a base support attached to housing for said biasing means,

(2) a lash compensating element in said housing positioned

between said base support and one portion of said slave

piston, said lash compensating element having a portion

thereof extending through said slave piston,

(3) adjusting means protruding from and extending through

said housing for adjusting the position of said lash compen-

sating element,

(4) a first biasing element extending between said lash compen-

sating element and one portion of said slave piston for im-

parting a biasing force to said slave piston which tends to

move said force applying surface from said brake ready

position to said retraicted position, and

(5) a second biasing element extending between said base sup-

port and said lash compensating element for imparting to

said slave piston a biasing force.

1. In a supercharged four cycle internal combustion engine

having a crankcase, a crankshaft, a piston reciprocable in a

cylinder, a device for supplying fuel to said cylinder, and

valved air inlet and exhaust ports in said cylinder, a cylinder air

charging device comprising:

(a) an air induction port disposed in the wall of said engine

and with said air induction port providing communication

between said crankcase and the atmosphere when said

piston is at a position at the end of its upward stroke,

(b) and a tuned closed loop connecting said crankcase with

said engine cylinder and providing an air passage therebe-

tween, said closed loop including:

(1) an air outlet port disposed in said crankcase for receiv-

ing a discrete charge of compressed air therethrough in

response to each downward stroke of said piston,

(2) means forming a pair of enlarged chambers with a first

chamber communicating with said crankcase air outlet

port and a second chraiber independent of said fuel

supply device and communicating with said cylinder

inlet,

(3) and an unrestricted tuning pipe disposed between and

joining said chambers,

(c) said loop forming tuned means receiving successive

pressure pulses of compressed air firom said crankcase in

response to piston reciprocation for sirinequent transfer to

said cylinder.

4,475,501

ELECTRONIC CONTROL TYPE FUEL INJECnON
SYSTEM

KatsniU Kato; Shigenori Isomara; Akio Kobayashi, and Toahio

Koado, aU of Kariya, Japan, awignors to Nippondnao Co.,

Ltd., Karlya, Japan

FDed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,178

Clains priority, appUcation Japn, Feb. 16, 1981, 56*21264

lot a^ P02D 5/02

VS. a. 123-325 4 <

V^OWtWol IBWy"^

4,475,500

AUTOMATIC LASH ADJUSTMENT FOR ENGINE
COMPRESSION BRAKE

Michad A. Boftebnan, Coluboa, lad., aaalgnor to Cnnunins

EagiBe Coopuqr, laCn CotaabM, lad.

FUed Dee. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 566,145

lit CLi F02D 13/04

VS. CL 123—321 5 CMm
1. An electronic control type fuel injection system compris-

mg:

^1 [

^ ^—a^-^^Hni?^

1. In a braking system for an internal combustion engine

sensor means, including an engine speed sensor, for detect-

ing states of an engine;

computer means for reading the detected output signals

from said sensor means and computing the amount of fuel

to be injected;

converter means for converting a signal indicative of the

amount of fuel to be injected from the computer means to

a pulse signal having a pulse width corresponding to the

time during which fuel is to be injected; and

injection valve means which open in accordance with said

pulse signal to inject fuel to engine;

said computer means stopping fuel injection when the engine

speed is reduced and is higher than a predetermined cut

speed, and then: (1) when the change in speed of the

engine is smaller than a predetermined value, at the time

of fuel supply resumption, a pulse signal of a narrower

width than a normal pulse width occurring in fuel vajec-
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tion had not been stopped is first applied to the injection
valve means, and thereafter the widths of the pulses subse-
quently applied are gradually increased back to the nor-
mal pulse width, and (2) when the change in speed of the
engine is larger than said predetermined value, a pulse
signal of a wider width than said narrower width is ap-
plied to said injection valve means at the time of fuel
supply resumption.

4,475^2
OVERHEAT PREVENTING SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
Koniyoahi Matsmnoto, Hamamatia, Japan, ascignor to Yanaha

Hatsndoid KabusUld Kalaha, Iwata and Saoahin Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Hamanurtm, both of, Japan

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 363,464
ClainH priority, appUcation Japu, Apr. 30, 1981, 56-65630

lot a^ F02M 7/04
UAa 123-331 2 Claims

<2A-

1. An engine overheat preventing system for an internal
combustion engine having an electric power source, an intake
passage with a throttle valve, and a choke valve, said system
comprising: electromagnetic actuator means connected to said
choke valve; a thermo-switch responsive to the temperature of
said engine and connected to said electric power source and to
said electromagnetic actuator means, said thermo-switch hav-
ing an open and a closed condition, one of said conditions
occurring above a reference temperature level, and the other
below said level whereby said thermo-switch causes said elec-
tromagnetic actuator means to open said choke valve at tem-
peratures below said reference level, and to close it at tempera-
tures above said reference level, ther^y to reduce the engine
speed and allow its temperature to lower; and a manual open-
closed choke switch connected in parallel with said thermo-
switch, whereby said choke switch can cause said electromag-
netic actuator means to close said choke valve, even at temper-
atures below said reference level.

4,475,503

ENGINE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM
Hiroynki Nakamnra, HigMhiyamato; Yoshiaki Kasai, Klyose,
and ManaU Obguiri, MnnsUno, all of Japan, assignors to
F^i Jokogyo KabusUkl Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Fitod Dec. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 331,769
Ctatais priority, applicatioa Japu, Dec. 25, 1980, 55-184785

Int a.3 PD2M 3mUAa 123-339 3 ctai^
1. An engine speed control system for an internal combus-

tion engine having a throttle valve operatively connected with
an actuator for actuating said throttle valve which comprises:

(a) a vehicle speed signal generating circuit for generating a
signal only when the vehicle speed is lower than a prede-
termined low value;

(b) an idling signal generating circuit for generating an idling
signal in the idling operation of said engine;

(c) an engine speed si^ generating circuit for producing
an engine speed signal dependent on the engine speed;

'd) an engine speed detecting circuit responsive to said

engine speed signal and for producing a signal when said
engine speed signal exceeds a predetermined value above
zero;

(e) a logic gate, said signal from said vehicle speed generat-
ing circuit applied to said logic gate, said signal from said
idle signal generating circuit applied in parallel with said
prior signal to said logic gate, and said signal from said
engine speed detecting circuit applied in parallel with said
prior two signals to said logic gate;

(0 a first comparing circuit for comparing said engine speed
signal with a predetermined reference value representing
when said engine speed is below a first certain level and

generating an engine speed increasing signal when applied
with a signal from said logic gate means;

(g) a second comparing circuit for comparing said engine
speed signal with a predetermined reference value repre-
senting when said engine speed is above a second certain

level and generating an engine speed decreasing signal

when applied with a signal from said logic gate means;
(h) an actuator control circuit for operating said actuator in

opposite directions in accordance with said engine speed
control signals; whereby said throttle value is opened,
closed or unmoved to perform an automatic idling speed
control.

4,475,504

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
IDLING SPEED OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Kazuyoshi Mizuno, Susono, Japan, assignor to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,360
Claims priority, appiicatioB Japan, Feb. 6, 1981, 56-15788

Int a.3 F02M 3m
U.S. a. 123—339 12 Claims

1. A method for controlling the idling speed of an internal

combustion engine having an intake passage, a throttle valve
disposed in the intake passage, and an air bypass passage which
is connected with the intake passage at a position located
upstream of the throttle valve and with the intake passage at a
position located downstream of the throttle valve, said method
comprising the steps of:
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detecting the actual idling speed of the engine to produce a

first electrical signal corresponding to said speed;

detecting the atmospheric pressure surrounding the engine

to produce a second electrical signal which indicates said

pressure;

calculating, based on the first electrical signal, the difference

between the actual idling speed of the engine and the

desired idling speed;

calculating the value of a control output signal from said

calculated difference;

determining, in response to said second electrical signal, an

atmospheric pressure correction coefficient by using one

of continuous functions which indicate relationships be-

tween the atmospheric pressure and the atmospheric pres-

sure correction coefficient;

correcting the calculated value of the control output signal

in accordance with said determined atmospheric pressure

correction coefficient; and

adjusting, based on the control output signal, the flow rate of

air passing through the air bypass passage to control the

actual idling speed of the engine to bring it close to the

desired idling speed.

7. An apparatus for controlling the idling speed of an inter-

nal combustion engine having an intake passage, a throttle

valve disposed in the intake passage, and an air bypass passage

4,475,505

SYSTEM FOR CONTROLUNG IDUNG RPM BY
SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL OF SUPPLEMENTARY AIR
Shumpei Haacgawa, Niiza; Takashi Konnnra, Iruna; Toshiyvki

Mieno, Wako, and Kiyoshi Oikawa, Niiza, all of J«p«i, as-

signors to Honda Motor Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 456,112

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 13, 1982, 57-3779

Int a.3 F02M 3m
MS. a. 123—339 6 Claims

* vsssnu

which is connected with the intake passage at a position lo-

cated upstream of the throttle valve and with the intake pas-

sage at a position located downstream of the throttle valve,

said apparatus comprising:

means for detecting the actual idling speed of the engine to

produce a first electrical signal corresponding to said

speed;

means for detecting the atmospheric pressure surrounding

the engine to produce a second electrical signal which

indicates said pressure;

processing means for (1) calculatmg, based on the first elec-

trical signal, the difference between the actual idling speed

of the engine and the desired idling speed, (2) calculating

the value of a control output signal from said calculated

difference, (3) determining, in response to said second

electrical signal, an atmospheric pressure correction coef-

ficient by using one of continuous functions which indi-

cate relationships between the atmospheric pressure and

the atmospheric pressure correction coefficient, and (4)

correcting the calculated value of die control output

1 . signal in accordance with said determined atmospheric

pressure correction coefficient; and

means for adjusting, based on the control output signal the

flow rate of air passing through the air bypass to control

the actual klling speed of the engine to bring it close to the

desired idling speed.

1. An idling rpm feedback control system for an internal

combustion' engine having an intake passage, and a throttle

valve arranged in said intake passage, comprising:

an air passage having one end communicating with said

intake passage at a location downstream of said throttle

valve and another end communicating with the atmo-

sphere, respectively;

an on-off type electromagnetic control valve arranged

across said air passage to regulate the quantity of suction

air being supplied to said engine through said air passage;

valve control means for controlling said control valve in a

feedback manner responsive to the difference between

actual rpm of the engine and desired rpm of the engine;

fuel supply control means for supplying said engine with fuel

in quantities corresponding to total quantities of suction

air inclusive of said supplementary air; and

sensor means for detecting a predetermined rotational posi-

tion of said engine and supplying a signal indicative of the

detected predetermined engine rotational position to said

valve control means;

said valve control means being operable to open said control

valve in synchronism with said predetermined engine

rotational position signal, in a manner such that said con-

trol valve is opened one time each time a pulse of said

predetermined engine rotational position signal is supplied

thereto.

4,475,506

PROGRAMMABLE FUEL ECONOMY OPTIMIZER FOR
AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hngh E. Riordaa, West Bend, Wis^ assignor to Brunswick

Corporation, Skokic, 111.

CootinnatioB of Scr. No. 305,900, Sep. 25, 1981, abandoned. TUs

appUcation Jan. 25, 1984, Scr. No. 573,579

Int a^ F02D 3im
\}&. a. 123-352 « a«i"»

1. A fuel control system for an internal combustion engine,

comprising: means for incrementally varying the fuel flow rate

to the internal combustion engine by a predetermined amount,

means for establishing a first samp4ing interval and for sam-

pling and storing a first reference value of said internal com-

bustion engine r.p.m. at the commencement of said sampling

interval, means for detecting a change in said internal combus-

tion engine r.p.m. resulting from the varying fuel flow rate,

saki r.p.m. change being in the range of between 10 and 20

r.p.m., means responsive to said detecting means for generating

an error signal indicative of the difference in said internal

combustion engine r.p.m. between internal combustion engine
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r.p.m. at the tenniiuition of said first sampling interval and said
first reference value, and means responsive to said generating
means for controlling said varying means and for changing said
fiiel Bow rate in a second sampling interval, subs«)uent to said
first sampling interval, in a manner which operates said internal
combustion engine at a predetermined point on the engine's

the sum of said prestroke time and said actual injection
tmie. which is determined on the basis of the engine oper-
atmg condition, and opening said electromagnetic valve to
terminate fiiel injection when the former equals or exceeds
the latter.

4,475,506
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE CYLINDER BLOCX

Makoto Okada, Tokyo, Japui, aaripmr to NInu Motor Con.
pany, Liadted, Yokohaaa, Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 446,675
Claims priority, appUcatioB Japu, Dec. 10, 1981, 56-199044

Int 0.3 F02B 5/04. 33/00UAa 123-425 jciaims

r^.m. vs. fuel flow curve, said predetermined point being at
Uie borderhne of engine lean misfire, but at a predetermined
dnpiacement from misfire sufficient to provide smooth run-
ning of the engine, said fint and second sampling intervals
being equal and being in the range from one-fifth second to
one-half second.

4,475,507
FUEL INJECnON AMOUNT CONTROL

Maaahiko MlyaU, Oobo; AUra Maanda, and Toahimi Mat-
nuiva, both of Aicbi, all of Japui, aarignon to Nippondenso
Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

FDai JaL 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,608

J^l£:^iS5J^"^ '"" "' ''•'' ''•"'^'

IM. fX? F82D 1/04
UAa 123-357 ,gC„i„

1. A cylinder block of an automotive internal combustion
engine,

said cylinder block being formed of aluminum alloy and
comprising:

a cylinder wall section defining an engine cylinder and
connected to a skirt section of the cylinder block;

a water jacket outer wall section connected to said cylinder
wall section and located separate from said skirt section at
a portion integral with said cylinder wall section, a water
jacket being formed between said water jacket outer wall
section and said cylinder wall section so as to be com-
pletely open through the top surface of the cylinder block,
a lower part of said cylinder waU section between said
water jacket outer wall section and said skirt section being
exposed to ambient air; and

a boss section to which an engine knock sensor is secured,
said boss section being integrally formed at the outer
surface of said cylinder wall section at said exposed lower
part

1. Apparatus for controlling the amount of fiiel supplied to
an mtemal combustion engine, comprising:

facj injection pump for injecting fuel under pressure;
'

an electromagnetic valve operatively connected to said fliel
injection pump for opening and closing a ftiel passage
through which pressurized fuel escapes so as to determine
the amount of fuel injected from said pump;

first means tot detecting an operating condition of said
engine;

second means for detecting a reference position ofa movable
member of said fiiei injection pump; and

• third means fbr controUing said electromagnetic valve in
•ccortanoe with information from said fint and second
niea«, said third means inchiding memory means for
stonng prestroke time data and actual injection time data
wpectovely, said third means continoou^ detecting a
wooawvely increasing variable from the mstant that said
dectromagnetic valve is cloaed. comparing said succes-
Bvely mcreastng variable with a-valoe corresponding to

4^75,509
INDUCnON SYSTEM OF POUR STROKE INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Takanori HayaaUda, Iwata, Japui, Mripwr to Yanha Hat-

sodoki Kaboshlki Katoha, Japan
Continoatioa of Ser. No. 964,156, No?. 28, 1978, atadoocd.

This appifcatioB Dec. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 329,521
Clalnia priority, application Japan, No?. 30, 1977, 5M42671

Int fX} F02M 13/07: FQ2B 17/00
U.S. CL 123-432 17 cbrim

1. An induction system for an faitemal combustion engine
having a variable volume chamber in which combusti<m oc-
curs, a charge forming device having a fuel discharge system
including discharge port, and a main induction passage having
a plenum for delivering charge therefrom to said variable
volume chamber, the improvement comprising an auxiliary
induction passage communicating at its downstream end with
said variable volume chambn-, said auxiliary induction passage
having itt inlet disposed in the tower wall of said plenum and
in the path of fuel discharge from said charge forming device
discharge port for delivering such ftiel to said variable volume
chamber through said auxiliary induction passage, and valve
means for controlling the ratio ofcommunication of the induc-
tion passages with the chamber so that a nbstantial portion of
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certain load requirements of the engine are served primarily imposed on said engine, thereby controlling the flow rate of

through the auxiliary induction passage and a substantial por- said secondary air.

4,475,511

FUEL DISTRIBUTION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Edwin A. Johnaoa, Clarkaton, and Chan K. Leung, Blooaifield

Hills, both of Mich^ aasignon to The Bendix Corporation,

Sondifield, Mich.

FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,919

Int a^ P02D 5/00

U.S. a. 123—436 22 Claims

a*ta

tion of other load requirements are served primarily through

the main induction passage.

4,475,510

SECONDARY AIR INTRODUCING DEVICE IN ENGINE
Urataro Aaaka, SaUama; SUnUchl Mlyaiawa; TemyaU
Nakano, both of Tokyo, and Sboji Masoda, Saitima, aU of

Japan, aasignon to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaiaha,

Tdtyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,356

Claims priority, appUettion Japan, May 15, 1981, 56-72157

Int a.3 F02B 29/00. 33/00: F02M 69/00

U.S. a. 123—432 3 Claims

1. A secondary air introducing system for an internal com-

bustion engine including a cylinder an associated piston; a main

suction passage for introducing a mixture into a combustion

chamber defined by said piston and said cylinder; an exhaust

passage for discharging an exhaust gas from the combustion

chamber; and a throttie valve in said main suction passage for

controlling an amount of the mixture, comprising air cleaner

means, sub-intake passage means separate and independent of

said main suction passage for introducing a secondary air from

said air cleaner means into said combustion chamber, a second-

ary air introducing hole formed in a side wall of said cylinder

in such a manner that said hole is located near the bottom dead

center of said piston and is opened and closed by said piston,

said secondary air introducing hole communicating through

said sub-intake passage means to said air cleaner means

whereby the secondary air is introduced into said combustion

chamber through said secondary air introducing hole by a

negative pressure produced in said combustion chamber at the

end of a suction stit>ke of said piston, bypass passage means

connected between said exhaust passage and said sub-intake

passage means for introducing said secondary air to said ex-

haust passage, directional switching valve means disposed in

said sub-intake passage means adjacent said bypass passage

means for selectively directing said secondary air to said com-

bustion chamber or said exhaust passage, air pump means

disposed in said sub-intake passage means upstream of said

directional switching valve means and control valve means

interposed in said sirt>-intake passage means between said air

pump means and said air cleaner means, said control valve

means being mechanically coufded to said throttle valve for

being opened and closed in aooordance with variation m load

1. In combination with an internal combustion engine fuel

control system including a fuel control computer for generat-

ing fuel delivery signals in response to the operational parame-

ters of the engine, means for delivering fuel to the engine in

response to the fuel delivery signals, and means for generating

amplitude signals indicative of the magnitude of the torque

impulses imparted to the engine's crankshaft by the burning of

the fuel in the engine's individual cylinders, a fuel distribution

control for equalizing the magnitudes of the torque impulse

produced by all of the cylinders characterized by:

means for correcting the value of said amplitude signals in

response to the rotational velocity and the routional

position of the engine's crankshaft to generate corrected

amplitude signals;

first means for averaging said corrected amplitude signals to

generate an individual average amplitude signal for each

engine cylinder;

means for integrating all of said individual average ampli-

tude signals to generate individual difference signals indic-

ative of the diflerence between said individual average

amplitude signak and the average amplitude for all the

cylinders

second means for averaging all of said individual diflerence

signals to generate an average diflerence signal;

first means for subtracting said average difTerence signal

from each of said individual difTerence signals to generate

a fuel correction signal for each cylinder; and

means for summing said fuel correction sipials to said fuel

delivery signals to generate a corrected fuel delivery

signal tending to equalize the contribution of each cylin-

der to the total torque output of the engine.

4,475,512

AIR-FUEL RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM
Hitoahi SnaU, NUxa, and Kazao Hara, Maaashino, both of

to FiUi Jnkogyo Kabnshiki Kalsha, Tokyo,

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,548

OalaH priority, appUcatioB Japan, Feb. 17, 1981, 56-22076

Int CL^ F02M 7/20

MS. CL 123-440 4 Claian

1. In an air-fuel ratio control system for an internal combus-

tion engine having an exhaust passage, a carburetor for the

engine, an electromagnetic valve for correcting the air-fuel

ratio of air-fiiel mixture supplied to said engine, an 02-sensor

for detecting oxygen concentration of exhaust gases, a cata-
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lytic converter in said exhaust passage, and a feedback control

circuit responsive to the output of said 02-sensor for producing
signals for driving said electromagnetic valve for correcting

the air-fuel ratio, the improvement wherein

said 02-sensor is provided in said exhaust passage at a posi-

tion downstream of said catalytic converter, and wherein
said position is such that the volume of said exhaust passage

from an inlet of the exhaust passage to said position is

substantially twice as much as the volume from said inlet

to an inlet of said catalytic converter, and

said feedback control circuit comprises a differentiating

circuit means for differentiating the output of said 02-sen-
sor, a multivibrator means responsive to the output of said

differentiating circuit means for generating output pulses,

and a microcomputer means operating in dependency on
the output pulses of said multivibrator means for produc-
ing outputs for operatively actuating said electromagnetic
valve.

4,475^13
FUEL METERING DEVICE FOR FUEL INJECTION

PUMPS
Uliich Flaig, Markgronlngen, and Johannes Locher, Stuttgart,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gemiaiiy, issignors to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stnttgut, Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,737
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 15,

1981, 3140933

iBt a.3 P02M 51/00
VJS. CI. 123-446 4 Claims

B, »

into said fuel chamber and seats on said second valve seat, said
valve closing member being stressed by a closing spring in the
direction of closing, a back pressure vaJve disposed in said fuel

supply passage, said back pressure valve including a valve
closing element arranged to close in the direction of the mag-
netic valve and seat against said first valve seat in said fuel

supply line between said fuel chamber and said pump work
chamber, a coupling means axially disposed between said valve
closing element of said back pressure valve and said closing
member of said magnetic valve and further wherein said cou-
pling means functions to force said closing member of said
magnetic valve to an open position where said valve closing
element and said flat armature is adjacent said core when said
valve closing element of said back pressure valve is in a closed
position during a pressure stroke of said pump piston, and
subsequent to said pressure stroke said valve closing element
opens due to fuel pressure in said fuel chamber supplied by a
fuel supply means, during a suction stroke of said pump piston,

said magnetic valve is activated to hold said closing member of
said magnetic valve open to permit fuel flow from said fuel

chamber to said pump work chamber, and upon deactivation
of said magnetic valve said valve closing member of said mag-
netic valve closes to prevent fuel flow to said pump work
chamber.

4,475,514

FUEL INJECnON PUMP FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Hans List, Heinrichstrasse 126, 8010 Graz, Austria

FUed Dec. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,316
Claims priority, appUcation Austria, Dec. 23, 1981, 5550/81;

Mar. 3, 1982, 828/82

Int aj F02M 47/00
U.S. CL 123-458 8 Oalms

1. A fuel metering device for fuel injection pumps including
a housing comprising a pump piston bore, a pump piston in said
bore, a pump work chamber in said pump piston bote confined
by said pump piston, said housing including a fuel supply
passage extending from said pump work chamber to a fuel

chamber, said fuel supply passage including oppositely dis-

posed first and second valve seats, a magnetic valve secured to
said housing in axial alignment with said fuel supply passage,
said magnetic valve including a coil, a core and a valve closing
member that is connected to a flat armature and which extends

1. A fuel injection pump for internal combustion engines,

including a pump body having a pump cylinder and a guide

bore transversely disposed thereto, an externally actuated

pump plunger reciprocable in said cylinder and defining there-

with a pump pressure chamber, a slide-type shutofT device

disposed for sliding movement within said bore, said pump
body having a fuel feed duct and fuel channel means connect-

ing said duct with opposite ends of said device, a return spring

within said body at one end of said device, one of said pump
body and said device having a connecting channel extending

between said chamber and an opposite end of said device, said

device having an annular peripheral groove and bore means
extending from said groove into said one end, said pump body
further having an annular groove connected with said duct,

opening toward said chamber and being disposed directly

beneath said pump plunger when in its upper end position.
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solenoid actuated valve means controlled by at least one of the

state variables essential for operation of the engine, such as

load, engine speed, pressure and temperature of combustion

air, etc., is provided for controlling the injection process by

means of said device, said device under the action of said

spring being disposed during the filling phase of the pump such

that said peripheral groove thereof opens into said chamber,

and said device being disposed in a fuel injection position

thereof such that said peripheral groove thereof is covered by

said pump body at the wall of said guide bore thereof.

4^75,515

FUEL SYSTEMS FOR COMPRESSION IGNTHON
ENGINES

Dorim F. Mowbray, Bomhni, Eoglaiid, asrignor to Lucas

Industries PubUc Limited Compuy, Birmingham, England

Filed Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408386

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 5, 1981,

8126927
Int a.J F02M 57/02

VS. a. 123—467 1 C«*"

having an aicuate configuration with an inside diameter ex-

ceeding the diameter of said peripherl groove and less than the

diameter of said injector adjacent said peripheral groove, said

arcuate configuration defining a p|air of leg sections with an

external diameter exceeding the diameter of said socket, said

arcuate configuration further defining an intermediate section

connecting said leg sections and having an external radius less

than the radius of said socket, said clip further including a

locking tab at the intersection of one of said leg sections and

said intermediate section and an operating ub at the intersec-

tion of the other of said leg sections and said intermediate

section, said tabs projecting to a radius exceeding the radius of

said arcuate grooves, whereby said clip may be engaged in said

1. A fuel system for supplying fuel to a compression ignition

engine, the system comprising a fuel injection nozzle through

which liquid fuel can be supplied to a combustion space of the

engine, the nozzle including a fuel pressure operated valve

member which is lifted from a seating against the action of

resilient means to allow fuel flow through an outlet, the system

including a reciprocable plunger slidable within a bore and

defining with the bore a pumping chamber, said chamber

communicating with an inlet of the nozzle, a passage extendmg

from said chamber to a drain, an electro-magnetically operable

valve means in said passage operable to reduce the pressure of

fuel in said chamber, a restriction in said passage downstream

of said valve means, and passage means connected at one end

to said passage intermediate the valve means and said restric-

tion, the other end of the passage means being connected to a

chamber into which extends the end of the valve member of

the nozzle lemote from the seating, whereby the pressure wave

generated in said passage downstream of the valve means

when said valve means is opened, is applied to the valve mem-

ber of the nozzle to assist the movement of the valve member

into contact with the seating.

4,475,516

FUEL RAIL ASSEMBLY AND CUP
Terrance J. Atkins, Rochester, Martin J. Field, Oiurchrillc and

Andrew J. MakuiU, Fairport, aU of N.Y., asrignors to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit Mich.

Filed May 2, 1983, Ser. No. 490,483

Int a.3 F02M 55/00

U G Q, 123—470 ^ QalBis

1.* A fiiel rail assembly comprising a fiiel rail body having a

transversely projecting rib and an injector socket opening

transversely through said rib, the diameter of said socket ex-

ceeding the width of said rib, said rib having arcuate grooves

concentric with and opening into opposite sides of said socket,

an injector inserted in said socket, said injector having a pe-

ripheral groove, and a cUp engaged in said grooves, said clip

peripheral groove of said injector and said mtermediate section

of said clip aligned with said rib prior to insertion of said

injector into said socket, and whereby said operating tob may

be employed to rotate said clip in said grooves after insertion of

said injector into said socket, said chp compressing during such

rotation to permit said locking Ub to pass through one of said

arcuate grooves and expanding to engage said leg sections in

said arcuate grooves when said locking tab has passed entirely

through said one groove, said operating ub thereafter engag-

ing said rib to exhibit ftirther roution of said clip and said

locking tab thereafter engaging said rib to inhibit counter

rotation of said clip, whereby said clip is retained in said

grooves to retain said injector in said socket.

4,475,517

AIR-FUEL RATIO CONTROL METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Nobuyuki Kobayashi, Toyota; Hiroahi Itoh, Nagoya, and Voichi

Su^nra, Okazald, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha

Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

FUed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,559

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 13, 1981, 56-125988

Int CL^ F02M 7/00

VS. a. 123-489 ,
« Claims

1. An air-fuel ratio control method of an internal combustion

engine, comprising the steps of

detecting the concentration of a predetermmed component

in the exhaust gas to generate a first electrical signal which

indicates whether the air-fuel ratio in the engine is on the

rich side or on the lean side with respect to the stoichio-

metric condition;

detecting the warm-up condition of the engine to generate a

second electrical signal which indicates the detected

warm-up condition; .j « .

calculating a proportional plus integral value of said first
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electncal sipul to produce an air-fuel ratio correction
factor which corresponds to said proportional plus inte-
gral value, at least one of the proportion constant of pro-
portional calculation and the integration timc-constant of
mtegral calculation being changed in accordance with
Mid second electrical signal, so that the proportion con-
•tot. when changed, being made greater when the engine» fuUy warmed-up than when the engine is warmingTup

set level produced fiiom said level setting means and an
output of said air flow sensor,

a control signal generating means responsive to a discnmina-
tion signal from said discriminating means, for generating
a control signal which controls said air-scaling valve so
that the output of said air flow sensor converges to said set
level; and

a fuel control means responsive to the control signal, for
controUmg fuel fed from a fuel supply means.

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
CX>MBUSnON ENGINESF^ Qeta, .«l Wolltoag FehhBwui, both of Stnttgrn, Fed.

S* a^^^Jjr*«"^ ^ "<*«* *«* GirtiH. Stmt,
fvt. Fed. Rep. of Gcnuuiy

Filed SeM8, 1981, Ser. No. 303433

..c ^ lat 0.3 F02M i9/00
UAai23-502

jictata.

the integration time^onstant, when changed, being made
smaUer when the engine is fully warmed-up than when the
engine u warming-up, causing said air-fiiel ratio correc-
tion factor to change more quickly in response to change
of said first electrical signal when the engine is fully
warmed-up than when the engine u warming-up and

correcting the feeding rate of the fuel suppUed to the enginem accordance with said air-fuel ratio correction factor.

_ M75418
FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSnON ENGINES
MiMo KaaUwaya; YoaUyaJd Taaabe; KiMakn Yaaiada. aU of

^^SSiTLSrS^ -1 »r J.P-. aa-gnora

FOad Dm. 1, 1982. Ser. No. 445,940
Ctatas priority, appHetfioB Japu, Dec. 2, 1981, 56-192861

..« ^ Irt. a^ F02M 57/00

1. A fuel injection apparatus for internal combustion ensine
comprismg: ^^

•n air bypass for communicating the upstream side of a
ventun portion formed in an air-intake path with the
Ventun portion;

•n air flow sensor provided in the middle of said air bvoass:

"c^;^ '"'''* P"?^ in «id air bypm wTto
control the amount of air flow in said air bypass-

• level setting means for producing a set level value which is
•mailer than a maximum output value of said air flow
itt»or occuring when said air-scaKng valve is fully
opened dunng idhng operation of the engine-

a docnminatrng means for comparing and discriminating the

1. A fuel mjection system for internal combustion engines
having at least one inlet line and one outiet line for fuel flow
at least one pump piston to supply said fuel to an injection
valve of said engine, said system further including a control
apparatus, said control apparatus including at least one work
chamber, a movable element in said work chamber, means for
couphng said movable element with an adjusting device of the
fuel pump piston, at least one pressure line connected to said
work chamber, a pressure fluid quantity control device for
controlling fluid under pressure in said at least one pressure
fluid Ime of the work chamber, an electrical control device
electrically connected to said pressure fluid quantity control
device for controlling a fluid flow path through said pressure
fluid quantity control device to said at least one work chamber,
characterized in that said pressure fluid quantity control device
IS an electro-fluidic converter which comprises a fluid stream
tube that is elasticaUy deflectable out of an outset position by
means of at least one electromagnet, said fluid stream tube
communicates with a fluid input source at one end and includes
a nozzle ouUet and said electro-fluidic converter has first and
second interceptor nozzles and the fluid stream tube can be
controlled by the electrical control apparatus to overlap one of
said interceptor nozzles by deflection of the fluid stream tube
out of an outset position or brought into an intermediate posi-
tion thereof, in which the nozzle outlet ofsaid fluid stream tube
IS located between said first and second interceptor nozzles and
whereui said first intercq>tor nozzle communicates via a first
pressure fluid line with the work chamber on one end of said
movable element and the second interceptor nozzle communi-
cates via a second pressure line with said work chamber on an
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opposite end of said movable element from that of said first

pressure line.

4v475t520

CONTACTLESS ERRONEOUS IGNFOON PREVENTION
TYPE IGNrnON SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

CX>MBUSnON ENGINE
KoicU ToyaiM, Kariya, and Toaoatm MaUno, OkaaU, both

of Japan, asdgnors to Nippoadenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,799

Claims priority, applicatioa Japan, JoL 29, 1981, 56-119002

Into? VOIP 3/04

VS. a. 123-618 3 Claims

300

177

discharge opening being controlled by a control pisKm of a

pressure control valve including a relief chamber in order to

generate an rpm-dependent control pressure at the pressure

side of said pressure control valve, said control piston being

exposed to a restoring force and further arranged to encloie on

one side a control pressure chamber, said control pressure

chamber being in communication with said pressure side of

said fuel supply pump via a throttle connection and with said

213

as

178

ZIS

1. A contactless erroneous ignition prevention type ignition

system for an internal combustion engine comprising:

a signal generator for generating a signal in synchronism

with the engine speed;

a waveform shaping circuit for shaping the waveform ofsaid

s»8^;
. • J-

a time function generator circuit for generatmg a tune mdi-

cation output signal in response to an output of said wave-

form shaping circuit;

a first comparing circuit for comparing the output signal of

said time function generator circuit with a first reference

level and generating a first control signal when said indi-

cation output signal reaches said first reference level;

a second comparing circuit for comparing the output signal

of said time function generator circuit with a second

reference level and generating a second control signal

substantially at a predetermined period after the genera-

tion of said control signal;

an ignition coil signal;
, . .

an output circuit for interrupting energization of said igni-

tion coil; and

an ignition hold circuit for preventing energization of said

ignition coil until said first control signal is generated,

starting the energization of said ignition coil regardless of

the output signal of said signal generator until said second

control signal is generated.

4,475,521

FUEL INJECTION PUMP FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSnON ENGINES

Max Greiner, Gcrliagen, and Kari Koorath, LodwigriNirs, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, asrignors to Robert Boach GmbH,

Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,668

Claims priority, appttcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 29,

1981, 3138606
bt a.} F02M 59/20

U.S.a 123-502 .

2ClaIim

1. A fuel injection pump for internal combustion engines

comprising a fuel supply pump driven in synchronism with the

fuel injection pump, a pressure side of said fuel supply pump

arranged to communicate with a work chamber ahead of an

adjusting piston, said adjusting piston serves to adjust the

injection onset and is exposed to a restoring force in a chamber

connected via a discharge line to a discharge opening, said

relief chamber via a relief line connected with a pressure valve

including a valve closing member which is exposed to a valve

spring, the initial stress of said valve spring being variable by

means of a support point which is displaceable in accordance

with air pressure, in which said valve closing member of said

pressive valve comprises a slide means, and

said relief line further includes a pressure limiution valve

which is disposed between a pressure maintenance valve

and said pressure control valve.

4,475,522

FUEL EVAPORATION GAS TREATING DEVICE

Hidemi Oonaka, Snsooo, Japan, assignor to Toyota Jidoaha

KabnahiU Kaiiha, Aichi, Japan

Filed Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,426

Int a.^ F02M 33/02

U&a 123-520 3 Claim

1. A device for treating evaporated fuel for a combustion

engine, comprising: ^ . , «
a first passageway through which evaporated fuel flows

from a fiiel tank into a carburetor;

a second passageway through which atmospheric air flows

into the carburetor,

a canister fluidly connected with said first passageway com-

prising material for adsort)ing evaporated fuel from the

fuel tank; and . . ». .^ /._ j

a change-over valve fluidly connected with said first and

second passageways, said valve being cloaed to block the
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now of evaporated fuel through said first passageway
when the temperature of the engine is above and below
predetermined high and low temperatures, respectively,
«nd being open to permit the flow of evaporated fuel and
air through said first and second passageways when the
engine temperature is between said predetermined high
•nd low temperatures.

4,475^23

».^^^J^ ^^ SYSTEM FOR PREHEATING FUEL
RiclMnd J. Goranflo, 109 Long Lof Ia, Altamonte Springs, Fla.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,232

.,« ^ I»t a^ P02M i;/oo
U.S.a 123-557 ^C^

4,475,524
raviCE FOR ADMITTING EXHAUST GASES AND

FUEL-AIR MIXTURES INTO THE CYLINDERS OF AN
INTERNAL COMBUSnON ENGINE

Konrad Eckert, Stuttgart; iOaos MSUer, Tamm; Ernst Under

Il!SS*^»^!!?*^
'*•*«*' Mbglingen, and Heinz Britsch,'

Bi^^eim-BissiBgen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gemumy, .ssi^
to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgtft, Fed. Rep. offirW

FUed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 246,965

im%^*^' •PPMctloB Fed. Rep. of Gennuiy, Mar. 26,

iBt a.3 F02B 47/08UAa 123-568 7cUdm

i« in UD ns no
OCOUtSfi-

tsr MO

1. A fuel preheat system for an internal combustion engine
having a liquid coolant, coolant pump, coolant system return,
fuel pump, and a carburetor with float chamber, comprising:

(a) a heat exchanger having
i. a chamber for holding engine coolant,
ii. an inlet for connection to the engine coolant pump for

introducing hot coolant into said chamber,
ii. an outlet for connection to the engine coolant system

return,
'

iv. a helioU tubular coil disposed in said chamber having
an inlet for connection to the engine fuel pump and an
outlet for connection to the carburetor float chamber
said helical coil in heat transfer relationship to said hot
coolant m said chamber for heaUng fuel flowing there-
through;

(b) a solenoid operated valve connected between said cool-
ant mlet of said chamber and said engine coolant system
return for selectively controlling the flow of hot engine
coolant through said chamber;

(c) an adjustable thermostatic switch having a heat sensitive
bulb duposed in said chamber, said thermostatic switch
connected to said solenoid operated valve for closing said
valve when the temperature of the hot coolant in said
chamber is greater than a selected adjustment thereof and
openmg said valve when the temperature of the hot cool-

th.!rS)f
"^ " '^ **" ^^ "^^^ adjustment

(d) a J-tube disposed within said chamber and connected to
said coo ant inlet with an open end adjacent said bulb; and

(e) thermal insulation surrounding the engine fuel pump, said
line to said fuel pump, said line to said float chamber and
said heat exchanger chamber.

1. A device for admitting exhaust gases and fuel-air mixtures
mto each cylinder ofan internal combustion engine comprising
a combustion chamber, an inlet port connecting with said
combustion chamber, an inlet valve in said inlet port, an intake
channel communicating with said inlet port, an exhaust outlet
channel communicating with said combustion chamber, an
exhaust valve m an opening to said exhaust outlet channel, an
exhaust recirculation line connected at one end to said exhaust
outlet channel and at its other end to said intake channel, an
exhaust throttle valve in said exhaust circulation line, for vary-
ing the flow passage of the exhaust recirculation line, a passage
control device within said exhaust circulation line downstream
of said exhaust throttle valve and controlled in synchronism
with rotation of a crankshaft of said engine, whereby the pas-
sage control device is controlled such that exhaust gases from
said exhaust circulation line are permitted to flow into the
mtake channel only within the period of time during which
said mlet valve is closed in order to pre-store exhaust gases
therein.

4,475,525
ORIFICE OF EXHAUST GAS REORCULATION SYSTEM
Yasuo FUiae, Yokohaon, Japui, a«igMr to Nissan Motor
Company, Unu'ted, Japan

Filed Not. 10, 1983, Set. No. 550,356
Claims priority, applicatioa Japu, No?. 16, 1982, 57-200929

lot a.) F02M 25/06
UAa 123-568

5 ^Mm
1. An exhaust gas recirculation system for an internal com-

bustion engine, comprising

an exhaust gas recirculation passage extending from an ex-
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haust passage of the engine to an intake passage of the

engine for recirculating the exhaust gas of the engine, and

threshold stage (11) is invariant for a given rotary angle,

regardless of the amplitude of said voluge.

4,475,527

INGOT SUCING MACHINE AND METHOD
Yn Sben Kno, U Crescents, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,

D.C.

Filed Jul. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,648

lot a.' B28D 1/04

VJS. a. 125-13 R • Claims

5o 18'

an orifice disposed in said exhaust gas recirculation passage,

said orifice being made of a material capable of changing

its shape in accordance with temperature change.

4,475,526

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING A SIGNAL TRAIN
DEPENDENT ON ROTARY SPEED

Richard Schlenpen, Ingershdm, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stottgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

per No. PCr/DE82/00076, § 371 Date Jan. 27, 1983, § 102(e)

Date Ju. 27, 1963, PCT Pab. No. WO83/00193, PCT Pnb.

Date Jan. 20, 1963

per FUed Apr. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 464,507

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, JoL 10,

1961, 3127220

tat a' F02P 3/04. 1/00

U& CL 123-618 W Claims

1. A method of simultaneously slicing silicon boules into

wafers, comprising: providing a suck of mutually spaced,

coaxially aligned, juxtoposed circular blades, each blade hav-

ing a cutting diameter slightly greater than the cutting diame-

ter of the blade arranged immediately thereabove; supporting

diametrically opposed pairs of elongated boules of silicon for

rotation about axes parallel to the axis of the circular blades,

and moving each pair of boules parallel to their axes into and

away from the stack of blades while rotating said blades and

said boules to slice wafers from the boules, whereby the

stresses imposed on the blades incident to slicing the wafers are

balanced.

w/n-"

1. An apparatus for generating a digital signal train represen-

tative of rotary speed from the periodic voltage of an inductive

transducer arrangement, in particular for controlling ignition

systems of an internal combustion engine,

said signal generating apparatus having an inductive trans-

ducer arrangement (IX a voltage signal superposition

stage (3-10, 12-19) connected to said transducer (1), and a

threshold stage (11) connected to said snperpontion Stage,

wherein, in accordance with the invention and in order to

reduce the inherent systematic error which can result

fit>m variation of the amplitude of transducer output

^ voltage as a fimction of rotary speed,

means arc provided which shift the transducer voltage to a

different absolute value in accordance with said output

voltage amplitude, before it is delivered to the threshold

stage <11), in such a manner that the switching point of the

4,475,528

PORTABLE COOKING APPARATUS

Gtfy W. KnchflBbrod, ArmstnMB, m. 61812

FUed Oct 13, 1963, Ser. No. 541,531

tat CL^ F24C 1/16

VS. CL 126-9 R 1*

'

1. A portable cooking apparatus comprising.

(a) two or more substantially planar cooking structures;

(b) hinge means connecting said cooking structures;

(c) a plurality of legs capable of detachable affixroent to said

cooking structures; and

(d) a leg carrier assembly affixed to said cooking structures,

including;

(0 at least two guide members, each of which contams at

least one aperture of a size and shape sufficient to admit

at least one ofsaid legs, the guide members being affixed

to a firvt cooking structure such that a leg may rest in

the apertures of at least two guide members simulta-

neously;
,. • ^ ^.

fii) at least two retahung elements, each retmning element
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,.,.i being iflBwd to a cooking structure such Outt, when the horizontaUy lateraUy discharge combustion air into the central
cooiang apparatus n collapsed, each retaining element portion of said firebox from elevated opposite side areas

>
•

11^

at least partially opposes end-wise movement ofa leg
said leg rests in the apertures of the guide members.

thereofand vertically upwardly discharge eombustioin air into
said firebox from a forward elevated area therein.

jtS'-lr- ,

<«

SOLID FUELJUKNING 810VE WTIllEXTERIOR REAR
*^ WACL BAFFLE

Orby J. MOUin, »t9 Qatsr Lake Avc^ MadlM, Orcg.

DirWn of Sv.No. 2SI433, Apr. 2», IMl, Pat No. 432^77.
nbappHaMiM Apr. 1S» 1M3, Sar. No. 485^34

UAaUi-77
. u<7CIatai

1. A heater mcluding a firebox for receiving and burning
solid fliel therein, said Erdnx mdudiog a lower wall, a pair of
spaced upstanding opposite side walla, a tq> wall extending
between said side walb, a forwardly opening scmi<ylindrical
rear waU extending between said top and kmer waUs and
between said opposite side walls and combustion airmanifold
nwBM into which a combustion air inlet opens, said combus-
tion air maoifbkl means including means operative to horizon-
taUy rearwaidly discharge combustion air mto the central
portion qf said firebox from a fbrwa^ elevated a(||thpcin.

4^75330
HEATING APPARATUS

Robert V. Albertson, 2100 Shadywood Rd^ Wayata, Mtai.
5S391

DWsloo of Ser. No. 214.458, Dee. 15, 1980, Pat No. 4,363,314.
Iliis appUcatioa Aog. 16, 1982, Ser. Na 408,614

lat a^ F24H S/Ol F24B 7/00
VJS, CL 126—110 B 13 ciaiw

1. An apparatus for heating flud comprising: housing means
having a fluid heating chamber, a first side wall having a fluid
inlet opening open to the chamber, a second side wall having
a fluid exit opening open to the chamber, said first side wall
being located adjacent said second nde wall, said first and
second side walb having adjacent pcntions joined together,
third side wall aseans joined to the first and second side walls,
a top wdl attached to the side walls, and a bottom wall at-
tached to the side walls, said first and second side walls, third
side wall means, top wall and bottom wall surrounding aaid
fluid heating chamber, a casing having a passage for acconuno-
dating hot gas which heats the casing, said CMing being
mounted on tbelxMiatng means and located in the fluid heating
chamber, fluid moving means mounted on the first side wall of
the housing means for moving fluid through the fhnd mlet
opening, heating chamber, and fhiid exit opening, and partition
means in said fluid heating chamber secured to said second
wall and cwing. said partition means iaehiding soUd wall
means extended between the casingjnd said second skle wall,
said solid wall means having a first edge portion secui«d to the
casing, and a second edge portion secured to the second side
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wall adjacent said fluid exit opening whereby all the fluid

moved by the fluid moving means flows around the casing in

- ^iW

the heating chamber, said flowing fluid being heated by the

casing.

4,475,531

nREPLACE UNIT
Rohud T. Gerhart, Milford Township, Oakland Conrty, Mich.,

assignor to lEM Ltd., Nori, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 138311, Apr. 9, 1980, abandoned. This

appikation Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399^93

Int a^ F24B 7/00

VS. CL 126-121 M

opening and communicating with the space between said bot-

tom walls of said inner and outer shells, said front wall having

heated air outlet opening means communicating with the space

between said top walls of said Shells; door means on said front

wall for closing said front opening of said front wall, air supply

means for supplying combustion air to the interior of said inner

shell, the interior of said inner shell being isolated from the

space between said inner and outer shells except for said air

supply means; a conduit extending from the upper end of said

inner shell for discharging combustion gases therefrom; a fan

unit disposed in the space between said bottom walls of said

inner and outer shells and located directly rearwardly of said

room air inlet opening means, said fan unit comprising an inlet

housing the lower end of which communicates with said room

air inlet opening means, said inlet housing comprising a sub-

stantially horizontal upper wall located directly below, spaced

downwardly from and extending substantially parallel with

said bottom wall of said inner shell, said upper wall having an

annular air inlet shroud extending downwardly therefrom

partway to the lower end of said inlet housing, said shroud

being defmed by a downwardly and inwardly smoothly curved

inner shroud wall defming a downwardly converging vertical

passage having a circular air inlet opening of said shroud at its

lower end, the upper end of said passage defining an enlarged

circular air outlet opening of said shroud, said circular air inlet

opening and said enlarged circular air outlet opening of said

shroud being coaxial with the vertical central axis of said

vertical passage; a direct drive rotatable fan disposed within

said downwardly converging vertical passage, said fan being

rotatable about a vertical axis coaxial with the vertical central

axis of said vertical passage, said fan having a series of corre-

sponding, circumferentially space-apart, radially outwardly

extending fan blades, said fan blades each being smoothly

arcuately upwardly curved when viewed from the radially

outer end thereof, said fan blades each including a lower por-

tion and an upper portion, said lower portion extending down-

wardly in said downwardly converging vertical passage and

having a radially outer edge substantially conforming to the

curvatiu-e of said shroud wall, said upper portion extending

upwardly and radially outwardly from said lower portion into

the space defined between said upper wall of said inlet housing

and said bottom wall of said inner shell and surrounding said

circular air outlet opening of said inlet housing, said fan being

effective to move air from said inlet housing upwardly through

said downwardly converging vertical passage and then direct

the air horizontally into the space between said upper wall of

said inlet housing and said bottom wall of said inner shell

whereupon the air then flows through said air flow passage

and becomes heated and is then discharged through said heated

air outlet opening means.

1. A fireplace unit, comprising: an inner fire box shell having

a substantially horizontal bottom wall, a top wall, a back wall,

opposite side walls and an open front; an outer firepUux shell

within which said inner shell is contahied, said outer fireplace

shell having walls corresponding to said bottom, top, back and

side walls of said inner shell and disposed in spaced rehrtion

thereto so as to form an air flow passage between said shells; a

front wall closing the front end of said air flow passage, said

front wall having a closeable front opening in registry with

said open front of said inner shell, said front wall having room

air inlet opening means located below said closeable front

4,475^32

COMBINED HEATER STOOL AND CARRYING CASE

Cecil M. Woods, 3351 S. 7700 West, Magna, Utah 84044

Filed Jun. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 504,756

Int CL^ A61F 7/08

U.S.a 126-204 9ClaInis

1. A combined beater, slool and carrying case wherein the

device comprises:

an elongated receptacle member having an open end with a

handle element disposed proximate thereto, and a shallow

recess formed in die closed end of Uie receptacle member,

and

a lid member adapted to seaf-ngly engage the open end of the

elongated receptacle member, and farther provided with a
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heat producing moins secured to the underside of the lid atop the upper end of said standard with the interior of sudelement, wherem the heat producmg means comprises at standard communicated with said^rbl'SS St, a SSn
low downwardly opening and horizontally enlarged base car-
ried by the lower end of said standard, the lower end of said
standard opening downwardly into said base, said base includ-
ing peripherally spaced downwardly projecting foot portions
for engagement with a horizontal support surface and relative
to which said foot portions may support said base in slightly
elevated position for ambient air flow into the interior of said
base.

»-^

least one fuel cylinder having a cap member operatively
connected thereto via a flexible retaining means.

4«47S433
SOLID FUEL BURNING STOVE WITH PEDESTAL

ENCLOSED AIR INTAKE
Orlcy J. MOUpn, 2319 CMer Lake A?e^ Medford, Oieg.
97501 ^

DNtoloB of Ser. No. 258,633, Apr. 29, 19«1, Pat No. 4^92,477.
TUs appUortkM Apr. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 485^33

iBt 0.3 F34C 15/08
U.S.a 126-279

I
7 Claims

4,475,534
VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR UTCHEN STOVE

Duiiel J. Moriarty, 15294 Woodcreit Dr., Whitticr, Qdif. 90604
FUed Nof. 30, 1978, Ser. No. 965,094
Int a.J F24C 15/08; F23J 11/00

UA a. 126-299 D 2CI«iiii8

}'
ft

?***" including a firebox for receiving and burning
wIic niel therein, said firebox mduding a downwardly opening
antral combustion air inlet for admitting combustion air into
the interior of said firebox to support combustion of burnable
fuel therein a tubular standard, said firebox being supported

ill'

\ \
TTTTTTTTTTTTT,

I I

I I

I I

Mt?! 'TTTTTTTTTT-

1. In a kitchen stove ventilation system of the back shelf
ventilator type in which a first stream of unconditioned air is

discharged upwardly at the rear of a cooking surface of the
kitchen stove and in which a second stream of conditioned
make-up air flows from a region in front of the stove rear-
wardly over the front edge of the cooking surface to join with
the first stream above the cooking surface to form a combined
stream, the combined stream being drawn upward into an
exhaust plenum, the improvement comprising:

a third stream outlet located above the front portion of the
stove for discharing a curtain-like third stream ofuncondi-
tioned air substantially vertically downwardly with suffi-

cient velocity to restrict the thickness of the second
stream as it flows over the front edge of the cooking
surface but not with sufficient velocity to cut off" the
rearward flow of the second stream, whereby the second
stream is pinched to form a rearwardly directed jet flow-
ing above the cooking surface to transport cooking fumes
toward the exhaust plenum;

a second stream outlet located in front of the stove and at a
height greater than 6 feet above the floor;

a conditioned air plenum having an underside, said second
stream outlet communicating with said conditioned air

plenum and located on the underside of said conditioned
air plenum, said conditioned air plenum further including
a hollow chamber having a first wall, and having a second

wall opposite said first wall;

an inlet duct extending into said hollow chamber through
said first wall and opening into said hollow chamber at

a position nearer to said second wall than to said first

wall; and,

an outlet duct extending into said hollow chamber
through said second wall and opening into said hollow

chamber at a position nearer to said first wall than to

said second wall, said outlet duct connected outside said

hollow chamber to said second stream outlet

4,475,536

SOLAR COLLECTOR-SKYUGHT ASSEMBLY
Richvd E. Dun, Sibcr Spriag, Md., MrigMf to Mega Eagi-

ffring, Sil?er Sprioi, Md.
Filed Feb. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 465,155

lot a^ F24I i/G2

UAa 126-419 8 Ctalmi

4^75,535

SEGREGATED SOLAR POND
Gad Anaf, RehoTOt Israel, asrignor to Solnat Systems, Ltd^

Yarac, Israel

Filed Mar. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 134,659

lat CL3 F24J 3/02

U.S.a 126-415 43 Claims

^^

L^a

1. A method for establishing a solar pond in a body of water

comprising the steps of:

(a) establishing a collector containing water in the body of

water such that the water in the collector is segregated

from and does not mix with the water in the body of water

but is in heat exchange relationship therewith;

(b) establishing an artificial halocline in the collector for

absorbing heat which is transferred to a heat storage

volume of water in the body of water below the collector,

the average density of the water in the collector exceeding

the average density of water in the heat storage volume;

and

(c) inhibiting mixing of the water in said heat storage volume

with other water in the body by establishing a vertical

barrier between the heat storage volume and the body of

water and establishing a horizontal barrier between the

halocline and the heat storage layer.

3. In combination:

(a) a body of water having a region containing an upper

lever of water defining a solar collector, and a lower level

of water defining a heat storage volume;

(b) means for preventing horizontal transfer of water be-

tween the body and the region;

(c) means for preventing vertical transfer of water between

the two levels; and

(d) means for rendering the upper level non-convective said

last named means being a halocline.

42. A method for esublishing a solar pond having a periph-

ery in a body of water comprising preparing a non-convective

layer of water that receives solar radiation, the average density

of the non-convective layer exceeding the average density of

the body of water establishing a vertical barrier along the

periphery; esublishing a horizontal barrier, in the body of

water, extending to the vertical barrier; and floating said non-

convective layer on the horizontal barrier such as to prevent

intermixing of the non-convective layer with water in the body

of water.

1. A solar collector-skylight assembly adapted to be

mounted on the exterior of a building, said assembly compris-

ing a housing having end and side walls, a transparent top wall

and a translucent bottom wall, a plurality of transversely ex-

tending fluid circulating pipes mounted within said housing,

each pipe having a dark coated heat absorbing plate secured to

the upper surface thereof, a plurality of parsJwlic reflectors

mounted in said housing, each reflector comprising a pair of

parabolic segments, each segment being mtegrally connected

to the segment of the next adjacent rdlector. each reflector

being positioned adjacent a respective heat absorbing plate, for

focusing the sun's rays on said plate, means interconnecting

said parabolic reflectors, means connecting said interconnect-

ing means to the end walls of said housing, and drive means

connected to said interconnecting means for imparting rectilin-

ear movement to said parabolic segments, whereby said para-

bolic reflectors are movable as a unit from a position wherein

the sun's rays are focused on the heat absorbing plates to an-

other position wherein the sun's rays arc focused into the

interior of a building upon which the assembly is mounted.

4,475,537

NONTRACiONG PARABOUC COLLECTOR
APPARATUS

Mark C. Rogers, Baytowa, aad Mlehael GiU, Sngarlaad, both of

Tex., assigaors to Adraaeed Solar System, Midlaad, Tex.

CoatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 324,516, Nor. 24, 1981, abaadoard,

wUch is a coatiBaatioB of Ser. No. 48,448, Jaa. 14, 1979,

abaadoaed. TUs appUcatioB Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,176

lat a^ F24J 5/02: G02B 5/10

U& a. 126—438 11

1. A solar energy collection apparatus having:

a support

at least one troi^ in the support, said at least one trough

having an internal reflective surface comprising two op-

positely disposed truncated parabolic sections rotated

away from its vertical axis to create a wide angle of accep-

tance opening, and a reflective circular face joining the

ends of said two parabolic sections which are opposite

said acceptance opening, said reflective surface being

molded with said support, said internal reflective surface

having a focal line to which said internal reflective surface

reflects incident solar energy;

a heat entrapment collector cylinder formed of glass which

4!52-227 O.G.-84-5
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is vacuum sealed and nested in said at least one trough and
extending substantially along the focal line of said reflec-

tive surface such that i portion ofdw trough engages the

heat entrapment collector cyHnder therein which permits

thermal expansion of said collector cylinder; and
at least one metallic tube mounted within the heat entrap-

ment collector cylinder.

4^75,538
WINDOW FOR SOLAR RECEIVER FOR A
SOLAR-POWERED HOT GAS ENGINE

Worth H. Perdtd, Oakton, and DaTfd N. Weils, Arlington, both
of Van MrigMn to UnUed Stirling AB, MalnM, Sweden

FDad No?. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 55M68
Int a.) F24J i/02

U.S. CI 126—«39 6 Claims

^^T^

1. An improved solar receiver for conversion of solar radia-

tion to thermal energy of the type including a heat exchanger
for the transfer of heat out of the receiver, an insulated housing
forming cavity surrounding the heat exchanger and an aper-

ture in the housing to allow the influx of solar radiation, the

housing having an axis constituting the centerline of the re-

ceiver and the center of the aperture and the center of the heat

exchanger both being located on the centerline, the improve-
ment comprising

a window for intercepting solar radiation passing through
the aperture, said window including

(i) an outer window member in the shape of an inverted

truncated conical shell and having the shell edge forming
the larger cone base positioned adjacent the housing to

surround the aperture and having the shell edge forming
the smaller cone base extending within the cavity, the axis

of revolution of said outer conical shell being colinear

with the centerline of the receiver, and
(ii) an inner window member in the shape of a conical shell

positioned within said outer conical shell and having the

jhell edge forming the inner shell conical base connected
to the outer shell smaller base edge and having the vertex

of the inner conical shell extending toward the aperture,

the axis of revolution of said inner conical shell also being
colinear with the centerline of the receiver, and

wherein the dimensions of said inner and outer conical shell

window members are selected in relation to the dimen-
sions of the aperture and cavity to provide at least three
reflections within the cavity for at least 50% of the solar

radiation initially intercepted but reflected by either of
said inner and outer window members before any re-

flected solar radiation can pass bock through the aperture

,
and escape the receiver.

4,475^39
ENDOSCOPIC TELEVISION APPARATUS

Yataka Kononnra, Tokyo, Japnn, aasignor to Olyapns Optical
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japnn

Filed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,791
Oainis priority, application Japan, Oct 28, 1980, 55-150975;

Oct 28, 1980, 55-150976

Int a.3 A61B 1/06
U.S. CL 128—6 6 nrimy

1. An endoscc^c television apparatus comprising:

a light supply unit for periodically emitting light beams of
different luminances;

an endoscope including a light guide for leading the light

beams from said light supply unit to an object and an
image guide for transmitting images of the object sub-

jected to the light beams of different luminances;

a camera unit for converting the images transmitted by the
image guide of said endoscope into video signals of diffier-

ent brightnesses corresponding to the different luminan-
ces;

means for extracting signal components within a given level

range from each of the video signals from said camera
unit;

synthesizing means for synthesizing the signal components
extracted by said signal component extracting means to

form video data; and
means for disphiying the composite video signal from said

synthesizing means as an image of said object.

4,475,540

ENDOSCOPE APPARATUS
Takeshi Takanatsn, deceased, brte of Hnchloji, Japan, and by
Toknynki Takanatsn, legal r^resntatlYe, Tokyo, Japan,
assignors to Olympns Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Scr. No. 437,326
Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 4, 1981, 56-176913

Int 0.3 A61B im
MS. CL 128—6 5 Claims

1. An endoscope apparatus comprising:
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an endoscope unit for observation in a body cavity;

a light source unit connected to said endoscope unit for

generating a light illuminating the body cavity through a

light guide of said endoscope unit;

a camera unit connected to an eyepiece section of said endo-

scope unit for photographing in the body cavity;

one of said units having first transmission means which

becomes a control station unit, and the other of said units

each having second transmission means which becomes a

controlled station unit, said first transmission means hav-

ing means for identifying that the controlled station unit is

mounted on the control station unit having said first trans-

mission means when said first transmission means receives

self address codes, transmitted a first predetermined num-

ber of times by at least one of said second transmission

means of the controlled sution units, a second predeter-

mined number of times from said at least one second

transmission means of the controlled station units.

4,475,542

METHOD OF CHIROPRACnC TREATMENT AND
SHAPED BLOCKS THEREFOR

Andri Brassard, 964 roe Charieroix. Boncherrille, Quebec J4B

6J7, Cannda
ContiBuatioB-in-part of Ser. No. 215,360, Dec 11, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,694

Int a.} A61H i9m
U.S. a 128—69 2 Claims

4,475,541

ENDOSCOPE APPARATUS
Takeshi Takamatsn, deceased, late of HacUoJi, Japan, and by

TokaynU Takanatsn, legal representalife, Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Olympns Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,443

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 4, 1981, 56-176915

Int a.3 A61B 7/06

U.S.a 128-6 4 Clains

1. An endoscope apparatus which comprises an endoscope

unit for the observation of the interior of a body cavity, a lig^t

source unit coupled to the endoscope unit to deliver illumina-

tion into the body cavity through a light guide of the endo-

scope unit, and at least one optional unit coupled to at least one

of the endoscope unit and the light source unit, said apparatus

further compriung:

a controlling transmission circuit as a controlling station in

one of said endoscope unit, said light source unit, and said

optional unit; and

controlled transmission circuits as controlled stations in the

other units,
, ,

said controlling station transmissron circuit including means

for registering the address of said unit connected thereto,

and checking means for checking a fixed number of unreg-

istered addresses of said address registering means for

transmitting connection check signals every time an oper-

ation routine is completed,

each said controlled station transmission circuit including

responding means for producing a response signal in re-

sponse to said connection check signals, and

said controlling station transmission circuit further including

means for recognizing the response signal of said respond-

ing means and regbtering on said unregistered address the

addiess of an unregistered unit having the responsive

controlled station transmission circuit.

1. Block intended for chiropractic treatment which com-

prises:

a base formed of a trapezoidal portion and a rectangular

portion, unitary with said trapezoidal portion at the longer

base of said trapezoidal portion;

a first substantially rectangular end face perpi^dicular to

said base and merging with the end of said rectangular

portion of said base;

an upper face parallel to said base and having the same

dimensions as said rectangxilar portion of said base;

rectangular lateral faces connecting said base, said end face

and said upper face;

a second substantially rectangular end face perpendicular to

said base and merging with the shorter base of said trape-

zoidal portion;

an oblique portion between said upper face and said second

end face, said oblique portion being generally inclined at

about 60* with respect to the vertical and comprising:

a first upper inwardly curved section descending from the

inner edge of said upper face;

a substantially intermediate flat 60* trapezoidal face portion

following said first upper curved section;

said trapezoidal flat portion being lifted at its lower end so as

to form an angle of between about 7' and 9* with respect

to the plane of said oblique portion;

a second lower inwardly curved section between said inter-

mediate flat face and said second end face; and

irregular lateral faces connecting said base, said oblique

portion, said rectangular lateral faces and merging into

said second rectangular end face.

4^75,543

LUMBOSACRAL BRACE
WOUan R. Brooks, 260 Arlii«ton, Elnbarst BL <0126, nnd

Irring C. Heinzel, 45 Brookdalc La., Palatfaw, DL 60067

FUed Jan. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,467

Int CLJ A61F 5/02

U.S. a. 128—78 3 Clains

1. The method of providing an anatomic suppon which

comprises the steps of: fashioning an elastic fabric belt arrange-

ment with a pocket closed on three sides and having an open,

selectively closable mouth; charging a selected quantity of

viscously fluid, flowable, permanently hardenable, polymeric

brace material into said pouch; closing the mouth of said

pouch; immediately stretching and snugly strapping said belt

arrangement around a pattern's body region to be supported,

tensile forces generated in said beh arrangement, as a result of

stretching it, acting to cause said brace material to flow, while

in its unhardened state, into intimate conformity with the
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confronting patient's body region; and allowing said brace
material to huden in continuation of the application of said

spective said bending until terminating at said terminal
distal end parts, and

(3) a means to grip cortical bone tissue consisting of
pomted ends provided on the distal ends portions, the
means to grip permitting the bone clamp to pivot about
the axis passing through pointed ends when bone tissue
is being gripped in said manner; and

(0 « flexing property to the arms between the terminal disud
end parts and the fmger grips suflRcient to maintain a
biasmg force between the terminal distal ends tiuxHighout
said range of engagement.

4,475,545

BONE-NAIL

,„.iu f«,^ V u ,
"" ^- *^™*^» Fwitelgasie 6/20, A-1090 Vicmn, AutriatensUe forces whereby to form a permanentiy individually Filed Dec. 6, 1M2, Ser. No. 44733

contoured splmt shape. Irt. a.3 A61F 5/04; A61B 17/18UA a. 128-92 BC ^Claims

4,475344
BONE GRIPPING FORCEPS

Normu I. Rds, 494 N. Middletown Rd, Pearl River, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,537

. , « ^ Irt. a^ A61F 5/04; A61B / 7/28
UAai28-92EA

j ciMim

1. A bone clamp having a configuration of a forceps, com-
prisug:

(«) first and second elongate arms having a pivot bearing in
a scinors fashion and each arm having a longitudinal
length;

(b) first and second finger grips at a proximal end of each of
the first and second arms;

(c) a ratcheting mechanism consisting ofa ratchet on the firet
arm adjacent to the first finger grip, and

(d) a ratchet grip on the second arm engageable against the
ratehet as the finger grips are brought toward one an-

<«)^"«-8ripping portions of the first and second arms, each
bone-gripping portion consisting ofi

(1) terminal distal end parts which are turned inwardly to
approximately 90* from said length to be collinear at at
least one point within a range of engagement of the
ratchet gnp against the ratchet,

(2) an intermediate pari of the bone-gripping jwriion on
eicn forceps arm connecting the proximal end pari with
the remamder of the arm to separate the terminal distalCT^ the separation being accomplished by the arms
bendmg outwardly away from each other at the inter-
mediate pan, said intermediate bending occurring at
about midway between said pivot bearing and said
tenmnaJ distal end paris with the intermediate part of
each said arm forming a continuous curve with a re-

1. Bone-nail for long hollow bones, said nail consisting of a
tubular base member distally provided with a tip and proxi-
mally comprising a head for applying a driving tool, the distal
edge portion of the base member having a closed cross section,
the middle portion adjoining the disttd edge portion being
slotted in longitudinal direction of the nail and the proximal
edge portion adjoining this middle portion having a closed
cross section and the slot being enlarged by forcibly bending its
edges such that the middle portion has a cross section which is
greater than the closed cross section of the edge portions, said
distal edge portion having a closed cross section being pro-
vided with two pairs of holes, both holes of one pair of holes
being coaxially arranged on a common axis extending through
the naU m transverse direction relative to its longitudinal direc-
tion and said coaxial common axes of said both pairs of holes
being located in different planes tivisversely extending rela-
tive to the longitudinal direction of die nail and ciossing one
another under an acute angle.

4,475,544
EXTERNAL HXATION APPARATUS

Stephen M. Patton, 3823 Gold St, Omaha, Nebr. 48105
Filed Job. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 507,107

Int a^ A61F 5/MUA a. 128-92 A ijctatas

.!':,

1. An external fixation apparatus for the reduction and im-
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mobilization of the proximal end segments of a fractured bone

comprising:

a tumbuckle means, including opposed elongate links inter-

connected at the proximal ends thereof by a central span

member, for adjustably changing the separation distance

of said links by rotation of said span member;

a ball joint means attached to each respective distal end of

each of said links, including an elongate tubular member

extending substantially coaxially away from respective

said links, for allowing limited lateral movement of the

distid end of a respective said tubular member relative to

the longitudinal axis of a respective said link;

a locking means for each said respective ball joint means,

including a locking screw extending coaxially within said

respective tubular member and having a screw head lo-

cated adjacent the distal end of a respective tubular mem-

ber, for selectively locking said ball joint means by rota-

tion of said screw whereby said respective tubular mem-

ber is immovably held in position relative to said respec-

tive link; and

a plurality of clamp means attached to respective said tubu-

lar members, each said clamp means being movable longi-

tudinally relative to the respective said tubular member

and being rotatable about the longitudinal axis of move-

ment and having a bore therethrough in which a pin

embedded at one end in the fractured bone segment is

received, said clamp means being provided for locating

and immovably holding a respective pin in said bore at a

selected position along the length of the pin, and for im-

movably attaching said clamp means relative to the re-

spective said tubular member whereby subsequent manip-

ulation of said tubular members relative to one another

and by said tumbuckle means causes the fractured bone

segments to be reduced so that the subsequent locking of

said locking means holds the fracture bone segments in a

proper healing orientation relative to one another.

4,475,547

ANIMAL EAR SUPPORT DEVICE
James O. Cox, P.O. Boi 107, Carthage, Mia. 39051

Filed Dec 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,513

iBt CL3 AOIK 29/00

(b) adhesive means on each side surface for attaching the

ears of a dog to the solid body.

4,475,548

FimNG FOR ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE APPARATUS
AND METHOD OF MAKING THE FITTING

Rndolph Mate 24 WflUaa St^ Andofcr, Maaa. 01810

Filed Jn. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,968

lit a.} A61M 25/02

UA a. 128—207.14 4 Cbdn

U.S. CL 128—133 5ClaUBS

1. A fitting for endotracheal apparatus to receive an endo-

scopic tube, or the like, said fitting comprising:

an elongated body of soft resilient cellular foam of generally

bell, or mushroom shape, and of predetermined length,

having, a fiat outer end with a laterally extending enlarged

lip therearound, an opposite, rounded inner end and an

elongated cylindrical shank, of predetermined diameter

between said lip and said rounded end;

a sleeve having a head with a circular outer end edge, a

cylindrical interior recess, an inwardly flared section

forming an annular, truncated conical partial closure to

said recess and an elongated, hollow upered stem, said

head coaxially encompassing said body in said recess, said

lip overlies the circular edge of said sleeve and;

a cap having an integral skirt fitting around said head and

affixed thereto and having a top with an integral, inwardly

extending peripheral rim, defining an opening and said lip

is clasped between the circular edge and the peripheral

rim;

said foam body having a longitudinal slit pre-formed therein

from end to end, being under longitudinal compression

between said peripheral rim and said flared section, being

under radial compression at said flared section and being

under a relieved pressure at said opening.

4,475349

ACETABULAR CUP POSITIONER AND METHOD
Iadoi« Oh, 851 LyadoB St, Soirth PaaadcM, CaUf. 91030

FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,028

Int a.3 A61F 5/04

VS. CL 128-303 R 14

1. A brace for supporting the ears of a dog in erect position

after ear crop surgery, comprising:

(a) a solid body having a base, side surfaces, and front and

rear surfaces, and having the following configuration:

i. the base being transversely concave forming a passage

from front to rear adapted to fit the crowned head of a

dog,

ii. the »de surfaces being flat and upwardly convergent at

a slight angle from the base, and each having a lower

edge which is upwardly curved from the front surface

to the rear surface,

iii. the front surface being flat and extending upwardly

from the base at substantially a right angle,

iv. the rear surface comprising a relatively short flat lower

part extending upwardly from the base at substantially a

right angle, and a relatively long flat upper part extend-

uig angularly upwardly from the upper end of the lower

part toward the front surface, and

1. An acetabular cup positioner for positioning an acetabular

cup during hip surgery on a patient to establish abduction and

anteversion angles of the acetabular cup in the aceubulum,

said acetabular cup positioner comprising:

acetabular cup engaging means for engaging the acetabular
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cup and moving the acetabular cup in the acetabulum to
provide the desired abduction and anteversion angles of
the aceubular cup;

aim means coupled to the acetabular cup engaging means
and manually movable to move the acetabular cup engag-
ing neant to position the aoetabufau- cup in the acetabu-
lum; and

said arm OMans including means for sighting along the axis of
the patient to establish the anteversion angle.

4,475,550

HALO FDR STEREOTAXIC APPUCATIONS
Panl W. Bremen Ron L. Bremer, and P. Leron Pentecost, all of

Jicksonfllle, FUk, n^gaon to Bremer Orthopedics, Inc.,
JackaoBTille, Fia.

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 363,556
lat a.} A6IB 17/00

UAa 128-303 B 6 Oalms

of a patient experiencing abnormal cardiac rhythm, including
ventricular fibrillation, which is characterized by an irregular
ECG waveform, and high rate tachycardia and low rate tachy-
cardia, both of which are characterized by regular R-waves
occurring at generally stable rates, the deliverance of defibril-

lating energy taking place irrespective of the regularity of the
ECG waveform representmg such abnormal cardiac rhythm,
said method comprising the steps of:

monitoring an ECG signal from the heart of the patient;

examining said ECG signal to detect said abnormal cardiac
rhythm including ventricular fibrillation, high rate tachy-
cardia, and low rate tachycardia;

examining said ECG signal to sense heart rate so as to distm>
guish between ventricular flbrillation and high rate tachy-
cardia, on the one hand, and low rate tachycardia, on the
other hand, said distinguishing being made without regard
to the regularity or lack of regularity of the ECG wave-
form corresponding to said ECG signal;

issuing a defibrillating signal when both examining steps
sense ventricular fibrillation or high rate tachycardia;

not issuing a defibrilUiting signal when both examining steps
sense low rate tachycardia or normal sinus rhythm; and

responding to said defibrillating signal by automatically
deUvering defibrillating energy to the heart of the patient.

1. A stereotaxic device comprising:
a frame, having four radiolucent substantially planar walls

arranged in a quadrate in plan view;
radiopaque indicia means formed on said walls;
a portable and wearable halo assembly comprising a ring
component and a pluraUty of skin-penetrating pins extend-
ing radially through said ring component and operatively
engaging said ring component for positive positioning
with respect thereto;

means for operatively fixing the position of said halo assem-
bly to said frame walls to positively position the halo
assembly in a predetermined position with respect to said
walls; and

means for fixing said frame with respect to a radiotherapy
machine.

4,475,551

ARRHYTHMU DETECnON AND DEFIBRILLATION
SYSTEM AND METHOD

Alois A. Laiger, Pittiluih, and Marlin S. Heihnan, Gibwrnia,
both ofPi^ aniiwin to Mieezyilaw MirawiU, OwingB Mills,
Md.

CoMfraitioa of Scr. No. 175,670, Aug. 5, 1980, wNndoned. Iliia

•pplicatioa Sep. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 414*353
JmL CL^ A61N 1/36

VS. a 128-419 D 37 Oaims

4,475352
CORE BELT ARRANGEMENT OF A WOMAN'S

GARMENT
Hiroahi YoaUhara, 3-1, NiaUaiaba 3<hoaM, Mln«to*ka, Tokyo,
Japan

CoatiMuition.in.part of Scr. No. 354*425, Mar. 3, 1982,. lUs
, appUcation Jun. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 392,829

lot a.3 A41C 1/00
VS. a. 128-531 19 Claims

1. A core belt arrangement on a woman's garment compris-
ing a fabric material formed as a woman's garment, and a
flexible, ribbon-like core belt disposed on said fabric, said core
belt having a first section passing underneath the breasts to

provide support and prevent swaying of the breasts, said core
belt having a second section passing underneath the buttocks
to provide support and prevent swaying of the buttocks, said

core belt having a third section crisscrossing the abdominal
1. A method for deUvering defibriUating energy to the heart region to provide support for the abdominal region.
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4*475,553

ULTRASONIC NEEDLE HOUSING PROBE WITH
CONTINUOUS LOCATOR ARRAY

Kclld TnMgMhi; ShhdcU Shm»; Hinmrichi AkiiMto; TakM
Higasirilanni; Mlnco Yamaaaka, and TduUke IsUhara, all

of MasMhiao, Japan, assigaors to Yokogawa HokasUa Elec-

tric Corporatioa, Tokyo, Japaa

FDcd Jal. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 396,784

lat CI.3 A61B 10/00

VS. CL 128-660 4 Claims

1. An ultrasonic probe, for use with a needle in ultrasonogra-

phy, comprising

a support structure having a first end of substantially rectan-

gular shape and substantially flat surface, a second end,

and at least a first side and a second side extending be-

tween said first and second ends, said first side having a

groove defined therein and extending from at least said

first end and to said second end and being open at said first

end, said groove serving to guide said needle; and

a plurality of elongated ultrasonic transducer elements dis-

posed on said surface of said first end outside of said open

end of said groove in said first end and substantially paral-

lel to each other and extending substantially from said first

side to said second side of said first end; wherein a number

of said plurality of said elements extend from said groove

opening

to said second side, and wherein said first side is opposite

said second side.

suring the absolute arterial blood pressure of a subject, in

which the entire arterial blood pressure waveform is repro-

duced, comprising:

a wrap-on flexible finger cuff having an inflaubie portion

which incorporates a f^toelectric plethysmogram un-

derneath said inflaubie portion of the cuff md including

an infrared transmitter and infrared receiver located such

that they will be on opposite sides of a finger about which

the cuff is wrapped,

an electro-pneumatic transducer which incorporates an

air-filled compressible space pneumatically connected to

the inflaubie cufT by flexible tubing such that the inflat-

able portion of the cufT, compressible space, tubing and

transducer form one complete closed air-filled space,

electronic circuit means connected to the infrared transmit-

ter, receiver, and electro-pneumatic transducer for gener-

ating said blood pressure waveform and a control signal;

and

means, responsive to said control signal, for varying the

volume of the compressible space of the electro-

pneumatic transducer fast enough to keep the instanu-

neous value of a plethysmogram signal of said plethysmo-

graph close to a predetermined fixed reference value.

4,475,555

UNIVERSAL MEASURING ATTACHMENT FOR
ESOPHAGEAL STETHOSCOPES

Gerald S. Uader, 16693 Charmel La., Pacific PaUsadca, Calif.

90272

CoatianatioB of Scr. No. 949,646, Oct 10, 1978, aboadoacd.

This appUcatioa May 29, 1980, Scr. No. 154^00

lat a.i A61B 5/02

VS. a. 128-670 4 Claims

4,475,554

NONINVASIVE CONTINUOUS BLOOD PRESSURE
METER

Barry W. Hyadmaa, Amsterdam, Nctkcrlaads, assigaor to

Nedcrladsc Ccatralc Orgaaisatie Voor Tocgepast-Natnar-

wctCBsehappdUk Oaderaock, T^ Hagac, Netbcrlaads

per No. PCr/EP81/00063, § 371 Date Oct 28, 1981, § 102(c)

Date Oct 28, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03606, PCT Pab.

Date Dec. 24, 1981

per FDcd Jaa. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 317,896

Claims priority, appUcatioa Netbcrlaads, Jaa. 19, 1980,

8003548
lat a.} A61B 5/02

U.S.a 128-664 9 Claims

•t

71

TO
*CatltTICM.kT
nsvoMnt
intniMniiT

1. An instrument for continuously and non-invasively mea-

1. A measuring attachment for use with an esophageal

stethoscope having an open proximal end and a closed distal

end, comprising in combination:

(a) a coupling adapter composed of a body of resilient poly-

mer material having an outside wall surface and having an

input and an output opening;

(b) a hollow cylindrical bore extending completely through

the body of said resilient adapter between said input and

said output openings for the passage ofsound waves there-

through, the portion of said adapter adjacent said input

opening and surrounding said hollow cylindrical bore

being a first cylindrical section for coupling to, and re-

moval from, the open end of an esophageal stethoscope of

a first diameter size, the body of said coupling adapter

adjacent said first cylindrical section and surrounding said

hollow cyUndrical bore being a second cylindrical section

having a diameter larger than the diameter of the first

cylindrical section, said second cylindrical section l)eing

a^japttti for insertion into and removal from the open end

(tf an esophageal stethoscope of a second and larger diam-

eter size, said output opening being adapted for coupling

to an acoustically responsive instrument;

(c) a lateral passageway extending from the outside wall

surface of said resiUent coupling adapter and through the

body of said adapter into said hollow cylindrical bore;

(d) a pair of electrically-conductive wires situated within

and extending through said lateral passageway, a portion

of said hollow cyUndrical bore, and out through said input
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opening, said pair of conductive wires having first and
second pairs of end terminals, each pair of said end termi-
nals being remotely situated with respect to said coupling
adapter;

(e) a temperature-sensing element coupled to said first pair of
end terminals, said temperature-sensing element being
positioned with respect to said resilient coupling adapter
by manually sliding said pair of conductive wires through
said lateral passageway, said temperature-sensing element
and said first pair ofend terminals being adapted for inser-

tion mto and removal from the open end of an esophageal
stethoscope, said pair of electrically-conductive wires
being of sufficient stiflhess to permit the positioning and
retention of said temperature-sensing element at any de-
sired, selected position within the esophageal stethoscope,
said temperature-sensing element being retained in its

selected position within the esophageal stethoscope upon
the coupling of the first or second cylindrical section of
said resilient coupling adapter to the open end of the
esophageal stethoscope; and

(0 means attached to said second pair of end terminals for
coupling the output from said temperature-sensing ele-
ment to a remotely-located temperature-measuring instru-
ment.

M75^57
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING

BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Rudolf HatidMk, Fribomg, and Wcraer Benun, Nenehatel.

both of SwitMflaad, anignon to Aanlab SA^ BieoDe. Swh-
icrlaod

Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 371,367

im%^*'' PPlicrto. Fed. Rep. of Gtmuy, Apr. 24,

lot CL3 A61B 5/02
UAai28-«l «cWin.

M75,556
RAPID MEASUREMENT OF COLLOID OSMOnC

EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURE
llModoK R, Rdff, Apt (V301, T7 Pond A?e.. Brooidine, Mass.
02146

FIM Jan. 3, 1963, Scr. No. 454,904
Irt. a^ A61B 5/02; COIN 7/10

UA a 128-673 11 data.

». A method of controlling intravascular colloid osmotic
preiwre of a system comprising the steps of:

a. inserting into the system a probe with a solvent chamber
bordered by a semipermeable pressure dome;

b. measuring any change in pressure in the solvent chamber
with a pressure transducer;

c. measuring the ambient pressure of the fluid in which the
osmometer is immersed;

d. transmitting a pressure signal from the pressure trans-
ducer at the solvent chamber to an input for a computing
devicr,

e! computing the rate of change of the osmotic pressure
withm the solvent chamber as changed by passage of fluid
cross the semipermeable membrane;

f. predicting a theoretical osmotic equilibrium pressure
based on said rate of change;

g. recording both the data from the first pressure transducer
and the calcuUted prediction on a recording device; and,

h. controlling at least one valve to meter the rate of fluid
sdutioo infusion to the system.

1. A sphygmomanometer comprising:
an arm band fixable on a limb of a person, said arm band
mcluding a deformable pressurizable airtight chamber,

means for increasing the pressure in said chamber,
means for decreasing the pressure in said chamber,
means responsive to said pressure for producing a signal

representative of said pressure;
means responsive to sounds produced in a zone containing

said arm band for producing signals representative of the
intensity of said sounds;

providing means responsive to each said sound representa-
tive signal whose amplitude surpasses a threshold value
for providing a validation signal, said providing means
including determining means responsive to said pressure
representative signal for determining said threshold value
in dependence on the pressure in said chamber; and

a memory;
means responsive to: (a) said pressure representative signal
and (b) said validation signals for storing in said memory
the value of said pressure representative signal at the
appearance of the first and of the last ones of said valida-
tion signals, respectively.

4,475,558
SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING SHORT-TERM EVENT DATA

AND LONG-TERM TREND DATA
R. Wade Brock, Stone Moootaia, Ga^ aaiigBor to Healthdyoe.

Inc., Marietta, Ga.
ContinuatJon-in-part of Ser. No. 383,296, May 28, 1982,. This

appUcatJon Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,627
Int a.3 A61N 5/04

UAa 128-710 38CWnii
1. For use with a patient monitor having a first parameter

output for providing a first parameter signal associated with a
patient being monitored and a second parameter output for
providing a second parameter signal associated with said pa-
tient, a system for providing shori-term event data and long-
term trend data, comprising:

a first input circuit for receiving said first parameter signal
and producing a first data signal;

"*

frst time delay means for receiving said first data signal from
said first input circuit, and delaying said first data signal by
a first predetermined time to produce a delayed first data
signal;

a second input circuit for receiving said second parameter
signal and producing a second data signal;

second time delay means for receiving said second data
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signal from said second input circuit, and delaying said

second data signal by a second predetermined time to

produce a delayed second data signal;

a recorder having two recording channels, a high record-

ing speed, and a low recording speed;

switch means for selectively connecting said second data

signal, said delayed first data signal and said delayed

second data signal to said recorder; and

mode control circuit means connected to said switch

means for controlling the selective connection of signals

to said recorder and controlling the recording speed of

said recorder, said mode control circuit including at

least one alarm input for receiving one alarm signal

from said patient monitor, said mode control circuit

means including means for producing a first mode of

having a nipple and said tubing is supported by said bottle

near said nipple.
,

4,475,560

TEMPORARY PACING LEAD ASSEMBLY
Peter P. Taijan, and Stanley R. Heaa, both of Mland, Fla^

•MigDon to Cordis Corporatkm, Miami, Fla.

FOad Apr. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 372,910

lat a.' A61N 1/04

VS. a. 128—785 21

operation in which at least said second data signal is

reoofded oo one of said recording channels at said low

recording speed to provide said long term trend data,

means for producing a second mode of operation in

which said delayed first data signal and said delayed

second data signal are recorded, respectively, on said

two recording channels at a high speed, and mode

change means for producing operation in said first mode

in respmse to a first condition of said alarm input and

for inxxiucing operation in said second mode for a

predetermined period of time in resonae to a second

condition of said alarm input,

wherein one of said first and second data signals is an

EGG signal and the other of said first and second data

signals is a respiration signal.

4,475,559

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DETECTING APNEA
Mny Horp, 232 Asptawdl Ayc, BraokUM, Mms. 02146

FDed Oet 9, 1981, Scr. No. 310,092

Int Q.^ A61B 5/08

UAa 128-716 7 Claim

uy

1. A pacing lead assembly comprising: a pervenous electrode

assembly; a terminal member; a flexible conductor electrically

coupled between said pervenous electrode assembly and said

tenniiul member; an insulative flexible sheath around said

conductor, said sheath extending between said pervenous

electrode assembly and said terminal member; means for elec-

trically coupling said terminal member to a pulse generator,

said electrode assembly including a tubular electrode having

an insulated shank portion and an exposed electrically conduc-

tive head portion; an anchoring device associated with said

tubular electrode and including an arrowhead; means for ex-

tending said anchoring device to an anchoring position out-

ward of said tubular electrode; and means for retracting said

anchoring device to a retracted, non-anchoring recessed posi-

tion relative to said tubular electrode; said means for retracting

said anchoring device including a slot in said electrically con-

ductive head portion into which said arrowhead is retracted

and recessed; and means for preventing rotation of said arrow-

head relative to said tubular electrode so that said arrowhead

will move into said slot on retraction thereof

4,475,561

ROTARY CLEANING MECHANISM FOR COMBINES
FViM J. G.C DceocBC and Gilbert J. L Strabbe, both of Zcdd-

gem, Be^nm, assignors to Sperry CorporatioB, New HoUaad,

Pa.

FDcd Ang. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 408,982

lot a^ AOIF 12/44

VS.a 130-27 R 21

1. Apnea detecting apparatus for detecting the cessation of

airflow through the nostrils of a human being comprising:

tubing having an opening in a wall thereof and one end

adapted for connection in a sound receiving manner to a

human ear, and

means for supporting said opening in said tubing within said

airflow, said supportingmeans comprising a feeding bottle

1. In a combine having a frame; threshing means moonted on

said frame for threshing and separating grain crop from waste

material in crop material fed thereto; crop gathering means in

operative communication with said threshing means for col-

lecting unthreshed crop material and feeding said crop material

to said threshing means; cleaning means mounted on said frame

for receiving threshed grain from said threshing means and

cleaning unwanted residue from said threshed grain; and drive

means for operativdy powering said threshing means, said
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crop gathering meus and nid olaming meant, an improved 4«47S|S63
cleaning means comprising: HAU BRUSH WITH MOVABLE BUSTLE ROWS
a cleaning cyhnder mounted within said combine for rota- Oould S. Martin, 3800 Wcalcliff Rd~ S. Fort Worth. Tex.

tion about an axis of rotation, said cleaning cylinder in-

cluding a plurality of elongated, individually reciprocable
cleaning dioes disposed around the periphery of said
cyhnder generally poraOel to said axis of rotation for
receiving and cleaning grain, said cleaning shoes having
sieve meaiu to permit the passage of clean grain there-
through, said sieve means being reciprocable in a gener-
ally fore-and*aft direction to move said grain rearwardly
along said sieve means;

an infeed mechanism positioned forwardly of said cleaning
cylinder for distributing said threshed grain into said
cleaning cyhnder and onto said cleaning shoes;

a An means for creating a flow of air through said cleaning
cyhnder to urge unwanted residue in said threshed grain
into an airborne state for discharge from said combine;
and

a housing means surrounding said cleaning cyUnder to col-
lect cleaned grain from said cleaning shoes.

76109

FOed Nov. 8, 1982, S«. No. 439371
IM. a^ A45D 44/18

UjS.aU2-8S
4Clafans

4«475,582
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING

TOBACCO MIXTURE INTO UGHTER AND HEAVIER
FRACnONSRl^ E. Tteehtr, Chtrtcn Homce L. Odom, Bon Air. and

Ronid L. Edwardi, RiefaMMd, an of Va., asrigMr* to PUHp
Morria iMorportfod, New Yorii, N.Y.

FDad Oct 18, 1981, Sar. No. 312,014
IM. CL* A24C 1/02

u.s.aui-.iio ncum

4. Apparatus for separating a tobacco mixture comprising a
''jthterind a heavier fraction into the respective fractions
thereof, said apparatus comprising:
a housing, including a pair of opposed generally upright

walls;

means for introducing the tobacco mixture through one said
wan into said housing;

means for feeding an airstream flow through the other said
waU and upward into said housing at the bottom thereof,
through the region into which the tobacco mixture is

introduced, at a velocity and flow rate sufficient to entrain
the lighter fraction of the tobMxo mixture but insufficient
to retam dw heavier fraction. aUowing the heavier frac-
tion to (Ul toward the bottom of said housing carrying
some of the tighter firactiaa with it;

means disposed m said housing for causing the falling
heavier firaction to be traversed by the same airstream
flow a second time for separating from the heavier frac-
tioa any of the tighter firaction carried down by the
heavier fraction;

means for maintaining a suction Uft in the upper portion of
said bousing to mcrease the vdodty of the airstream flow
therethrough;

a separator unit;

means for conveying the airstream flow from said housing to
said separator unit; and

means for ooUecting the heavier fraction in said housing.

2. A hair brush for use with a separate hot air blower, com-
prising in combination:

a body having on a forward end a filament carrier portion
and on a rearward end a handle portion;

the filament carrier portion having two outer sections with
an intermediate section located therebetween;

each of the sections having an upper side and a lower side
with at least one row of fiUunents protruding from the
lower side;

at least one of the sections having a ploratity of apertures
extending therethrough fhm the upper side to the lower
side for die passage of hot air between the filaments from
tile hot air blower;

tiie intermediate section and tiie outer sections being mov-
able witii respect to each oUier from a rearward position
in which the forward end of die mtermediate section is

flush with die forward ends of the outer sections to a
forward position in which die forward end of die mterme-
diate section protiwles past die fwward ends of the outer
sections; and

bias means for urging die sections fhmi die forward position
to the rearward position.

4*478,564

COIN HANDLING APPARATUS
Harold E. Koeatar, Las VegM. and Robert E. Dmidl, RcM, both
of Not., aarigMn to latcrwrtionl Gam Technology, Reno,
Ne?.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 338,836
lat a^ G07D 9/04

U.S.CL133-^R gciahns

r . ,

-.c,

1. In a coin operated apparatus having a coin acceptor, a
hopper payout assembly including a hopper and hosier drive
means, chutemeans for direfrting coins from said coin acceptor
to said hopper, a coin storage chamber, a coin tray, and chute
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means for directing rejected coins from said coin acceptor

direcdy to said coin tray, the improvement comprising

a coin diverter assembly located for receiving coins from

said hopper having a diverter member, first coin directing

means communicating said diverter assembly with said

coin storage chamber and second coin directing means

communicating said diverter assembly with said coin tray,

. said diverter member normatiy positioned in a first posi-

tion wherein said coin storage diamber is in communica-

tion with said hopper via said first coin directing means,

and movable to a second position wherein said coin tray is

in communication with said ht^per via said second coin

directing means,

said hopper payout assembly having, sensing means for de-

tecting an overfilled hopper condition whereby said

hopper is driven and coins are dispensed therefrom to said

^in storage chamber imtil said overfiUed condition is

relieved. . .

closing said valve element without subjection to said

shock forces.

4,478386
,

PRESS TAPS '

Kenneth R. Hafaies, East Croydon, Eagtand, aaaignor to Wad-

dh«ton A Dura! HoMbw UmtM, London, Eaglaad

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 3S6«494

Claims priority, application United KlagdoaB, Mar. 30. 1981,

8109827; Jun. 1, 1981, 8116683

Int a.i n€K 13/04. 17/40

VS.a 137-68 R 8 OaiaH

'- 4,475,568

MAGNETICALLY ACTUABLE SHOCK RESPONSIVE
UNIT

WnUam F. KcUer, Wcat Cofina, and Richard D. Sibley, Ana-

hda, both of CaUf^ aMignors to Koao International, lac^

Saute Fc Springs, CaUf

.

Fikd May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,329

Int. a.3 F16K 17/36

VS. a. 137—39 13 Claims

1. The combination comprising:

a valve having a body containing a passage through which

fluid flows and a valve element movable relative to said

body between a closed position blocking said fluid flow

and an open position permitting such flow;

a weight;

a housing connected to said valve body and containing a

chamber withm which said weight is movably received

and which chamber communicates with said passage in

the valve body;

a pedestal projecting upwardly within said housing and

having a shaUow recess at its upper end in which said

weight is normaUy received and from which the weight is

displaceable laterally by shock forces;

an element disposed about said pedestid and displaceable

downwardly relative diereto by die weight upm said

shock induced lateral displacement of die weight relative

to the pedestal;

mechanism responsive to said downward movement of said

element disposed about die pedestal to release said valve

element for dosing movement;

said housing having a waU «f non-magnetic mattfial; and

means located at an outer side of said waU at a location to

produce a oMgnetic field passing dirough die waU and to

said weight at an inner side thenoS and to magnftirally

displace the weight relative to die bousing in a relation

L A tap attachable to a fluid container, fluid fai said container

being initially retained within said container by a niptureble

diaphragm mterpoaed between said container and said up

when said tap is attached to said container, said tap comprising

a valve casing that includes a duct opening at one end at a

fluid oudet and at the other end at a fluid inlet, said niptur-

able diaphragm being interposed between said fluid inlet

and said container when said tap is attached to said con-

tainer,

a valve for normal open and close operation of said tap. said

valve comprising a seat, and a valve member seating on

said seat, said valve controlling fluid flow out said oudet

during normal operation of said tap,

ajnish button connected to said valve for manually opening

said valve, said valve being normally biased closed until

and unless said push button is pressed against said closure

bias,

a diaphragm piercer sUdably povtioned in said duct, said

diairfiragm piercer being movable, when said Up is at-

tached to said container, from an initial storage position

where fluid flow dirough said fap is prevented by said

diaphragm to a normal operating position where fluid

flow through said up is permitted as controlled solely by

said valve, said diaphragm being ruptured by said piercer

as said piercer moves from said storage position to said

normal operating position, said piercer diereby being

positioned in rupturabk relation with said di^hragm in

said normal operating position, and

a first abutment associated with Mid piercer and a second

abutment associated with said push button, initial opera-

tion of said push button to open said tap causing contact

between said first and second abutments to move said

piercer from said initial storage position to said normal

operating position, said piercer thereafter remaining in

said normal operating position durmg subsequent opera-

tion of said push button so that said piercer moves only on

initial pressing of said push button againat said Dormal

valve bias and does not move upon subaequeat open and

close operation of said valve by subsequent pttssing of

said push button.
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4«47S,5f7

TURBO LUBRICAnON SYSTEM
IWJjt^W. KiMr, GflMral OeUmy, Kiogridll, St Oota, VJ.

"^**^?^'^"' "•••^ ^^ '• l*"' «*«• No. 4^J14.Tlh ippllartlo. S«f. 13, 19W, S«r. No. 417.623
IM. a^ GOSD IJ/00

U.8.a 137-110
; „

1. Apparinis for storing and dispensing liquid in a closed.

^^^^JT' "T° ^""^" *»P«"^« "««« and a non-
operating mode, said apparatus comprising:

an outer pressure-tight vessel;

an inner vessel having an outlet formed thereon; said operat-mg modt being characterized by a constant How of said
liquid from said outer vessel to said inner vessel via said
system;

"^uiSTe^ ""^ *" "** portioned within said

mews for directing said liquid to said inner vessel durina
•«d operating mode;

^^
meaM for pouring said liquid from said inner vessel to said

outer vessel during said operating mode
ni«ms for retaining a charge of said liquid within said inner

vessel when said operatug mode ceases; and
means for draining said charge to reach said outlet of said

veasel automatically in response to commencement of said
operating mode.

4t475«5tt

»IS?^ *5>UCING AND REGULATING VALVEIto-WLUiJ^^ MWl. aarigmir to Kooi^y, inc.,

Cjittji-jfc-jl^
339,5H Jan. 15, 1982, P«. No.

M44^1«. lUs appUatioa Mar. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 478,125

i,« ^ .^ I«.a» GOSD 75/00UAa 137-116 jOCWm.

•V*;.

l^ CSl S"^* "^ regulating valve having,

le-t one flow pUte » the body positioned adjacent the

container and having primary, secondary and vent ports.
the improvement in seal container comprising
said primary and vent seals positioned on the container on

opposite sides of the central axis of the container

!r^y *"P^8 ^ container to be of a smaUer size

nwenor of the body, and
said primary and vent seals spaced on opposite sides of the

central ax» at locations for reducing the side loading
forces of the seals acting around the central axis as the
container is moved.

4»475J69
FLOAT CX>NTROLLED CONDENSATE DISCHARGE

DEVICE
Wwner RJUer. Stuhr, Fed. Rep. of Gerwdiy, MrigBorlo Gertw

Koodenaatablelter GmbH ft Co. KG, Bi^STw.R^
RIed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,876

„., ^ Int a^ F17T 7/20UAa 137-194 „c^
.y. I"--"

1. A float controllable condensate discharge device respon-
sive to a level of condensate comprising;

a housing having an input supply opening, a discharge open-
uig. and a walled flow chamber communicative with said
mput supply opening and said discharge opening-

a valve seat defining the opening of said discharge openina
within said flow chamber; » f a

a closure element cooperating with said valve seat and mov-
able between an opened and closed position relative
thereto, wherein in the closed position, said element rests
on said valve seat in sealing relationship,

a float disposed in said flow chamber and movable along a
stroke distance within said chamber,

lever means coupling said float with said closure element
and havmg a force transmission ratio applied to said clos-
mg element that is proportional to the stroke distance of
said float, said chamber operating as a condensate
throughput chamber wiUi said float dividing said flow
chamber into upper and lower zones and defining therebe-
tween, a throttle aperture communicating with said zones
and formed along the periphery of said float, and die wall
of said flow chamber;

said flow chamber having inflow opening means communi-
cative with the inlet opening for receiving the condensate
to be discharged, said inflow opening means being formed
upstream of said throtUe aperture, said valve seat and said
closure element being dispoaed in said interior chamber
downstream of said throtUe aperture to when the conden-
sate fills said flow chamber to a predetermined level, said
float will move downstream into the upper zone of said
^'o^ chamber and raise said closing element off said valve
seat to permit the condensate to be draiaed through said
throttle aperture into the discharge opening of said hous-
mg. - J-..J vf
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4*475,570

ANTI-SYPHON FREEZELESS WATER HYDRANT
Daniel W. Ptkc, MMoii; FUllip J. Crawley, 0?erland Park;

Mn L. MmhalU LcMia, aU of KaM., tad Store A. Martte,

Grandfiew, Mo., aarigMn to Prter Brav MaMftetwteg Co.,

Kauaa Oty, Mo.
FIM Oct 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,139

Int. a.3 n6K 24/02

VS.a 137-218 M ClataM

1. In a water hydrant having an elongated tube provided

with an inner housing having a cylindrical water inlet bore, an

outer housing having a cylindrical air inlet bore and a laterally

extending water outlet spout disposed inwardly of the air inlet

bore, a rotatable stem reciprocable in the tube and the outer

housing, terminating in an exterior operating member, and a

plurality of stem-actuated valves including:

a water valve connected to the stem in the inner housing for

controlling the flow of water from the water inlet bore to

the tube;
.

an air valve connected to the stem in the outer housing for

controlling the inflow of air and precluding outflow of

water through the air inlet bore; and

a check valve in the ^»ut for precluding backflow of water

into the outer housing,

said air valve having means for opening the check valve

during operation of said member.

coupling member, so that compressed air is vented from

within said coupling member to allow a back flow of

sewage to rise within said coupling member and displace

said float means,

whereby displacement of said float means in response to said

backflow of sewage within said coupling member posi-

tively unlocks said lid and permits said lid to be opened so

as to unblock said material flow opening, thus permitting

said backflow of sewage to escape through said material

flow opening, and upon interruption of said backflow of

sewage, said lid is permitted to automatically relock to

obstruct the material flow opening.

4,475,572

MULTIWAY VALVE DEVICE
Walter BraagfeM, HaMYcr, aid Hclmat GtfttliBg. laembagM,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcrauny, atoipMrB to WABCO StCM-

runfftechnik GmbH, Haaorer, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,486

ClaiiM priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, Dec 6,

1980,3046095
lot a.J F16K 77/087

U.S. a. 137-625J3 H

4,475,571

SEWER RELIEF VALVE
JiMa M. Hooston, Jr., 651 Brightoa Dr., Uwfcaccfillc Ga.

30245, and Joha W. Baker, 6851 RoaweU Rd. NE. G-20,

AtliBto, Ga. 30328

FUed Jaa. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 502,187

fat a^ n6K i7/7A 33/00

UAa 137-430 » ClaiBii

12. A sewer relief valve comprising:

a coupling member adapted to connect to a sewer line, said

coupling member including an upper end defining a mate-

rial flow opening;

a lid aelectably connectoble to said coupling member to

obstruct said material flow opening of said coupling mem-

ber, .

means within said coupling member for locking said lid m
obstruction of said material flow opening of said coupling

member,
float means comprising a buoyant member slidably disposed

within said coupling member; and

means for venting a build-up of air pressure within said

coupling member through said upper end while said lid is

locked in obstruction of said material flow opening of said

1. A multiway valve device comprising:

(a) a housing having a spherical cavity formed partly in a

body portion of said housing and partly in a cover portion

thereof that interfaces with said body portion along a

plane passing through a point displaced from the center of

said spherical cavity, said body portion having at least

three fluid pressure passages opening into said spherical

cavity;

(b) a ball valve operably disposed in said spherical cavity

and corresponding in size thereto;

(c) a single, ring-shaped sealing element carried on said ball

in sealing engagement with the wall of said spherical

cavity in said body portion, said at least three passages

being arranged such that a different two of said at least

three passages open into said spherical cavity adjacent the

area of said ball valve enclosed by said sealing element and

the other of said at least three passages opens into said

spherical cavity adjacent an area of said ball valve on the

side of said sealing element opposite said enclosed area

when said ball valve is rotated about at least one axis of

rotation thereof to one or the other of two operative

positions to thereby esublish fluid pressure communica-

tion between a selected two of said passages;

(d) at least one vent passage in said body portion opening

into said cavity adjacent an area of said ball valve on the

side of said soling element opposite said enclosed area;

and

(e) an annular recessed area surrounding said ball valve at

the equator thereof via which fluid pressure communica-

tion is established between said other of said at least three

passages and said vent passage in said one or the other of

said two operative positions, the width and depth of said

recessed area being such that the maximum dimension of a

chord of a circle formed by the periaieter of said ball

valve is less than the opening of said spherical cavity in
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nid body portion, fo « to permit pMuge of laid (mII M75^4vdve thfoagb the opening at the faiterfKe of said body MOVABLE INTERMiDUTE SOPFOirr FOR A
and cover portions when the cover portion is removed. WEAVING HEIHM£nUME

to Grab A Co.

Filed Sep. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 42MaO
ClaiBH priority, application Fed. Sep. of Gamany. Jan. 22.

1982, 3202006
/.•«.**,

U.S. CL 139-92
Int a.3 D03C 9/06

2aahas

4,475473
HOT AND COLD MIXING VALVE FOR FEEDING A

_ SHOWER HEAD, BATH TUB OR THE LIKE
Oarnce B. HindMa, Morgaatown, W. Va., aarignor to Stertfaig

FtaccC Co., Sehaaabnrg, DL
FDed May 9, 19t3, Scr. No. 493,076
Irt.aJ F16K 11/07.11/06. ir/02

U.S.ai37-62S.41 SCIalnis

i
ff

i
«P

1. A hot and cold water mixing valve for connection to hot
and cold water lines for feeding a shower head, bath tub or the
like oomprinng a hdlow valve body having a stem rotatable
thwwn from an off position, upper and lower valve discs
spaced anally from one another to provide a mixing space
between them and coupled to the stem for rotation in unison,
means defining an upper inlet opening in the valve body termi-
nating at the upwardly presented face of the upper disc, means
defining a lower inlet opening in the valve body terminating at
the downwardly presented face of the lower disc, the inlet
openings being in substantial alignment with one another in the
axial direction, each of the discs having an arcuate through-
opening of upering width so as to define a wide head and a
narrow tail subtending a control arc of at least 1 80* and with a
dead sector between the tail and head, means defming an outlet
port in the valve body in communication with the mixing space
between the discs, the through-openings in the two discs being
oriented head-oppoaite-tail m complementary overlapping
relation so that the dead secton are simultaneously alignable
with the inlet openings to define the off position for the valve
and so that movement of the stem from the off position exposes
one of the inlet openmgs at its maximum width and the other
mlet opening at its minimum width with progreasive roution
of the stem gradually reversing the proportion of exposed
width and hence the ratio of hot to cold water which flows
^hroogh the outlet port thereby gradually changing the water
temperature whik maintaining the total flow substantially
constant .1

1. In a weaving heddle frame having upper and lower frame
staves including parallel heddle carrying rods vertically spaced
a predetermined distance apart, vertical end support members
respectively interconnecting opfosaUt ends of said frame staves
together, a plurality of weaving heddles having hooked ends
respectively engaging said rods, and at least one faitermediate
support member lying between said end support members and
parallel thereto and having recessed opposite ends engagmg
said rods, the improvement wherein said mtermediate support
member is solely of vibration absorbing material and comprises
a body member integrally formed with hooked ends forming
end loops at said opposite ends thereof, said vibration absorb*
ing material being flexible so as to render the hooked ends
capable of being placed into position for engaging said rods by
being hooked over said rods, whereby said intermediate sup>
port member when in position transmits tensile forces between
the rods.

4,475,575
CATCHING MECHANISM FOR A WEAVING MACHINE
Fiwtiaek Jankovaky, Wtartarthar, Switerlaiid, asaipMir to
Saber Brothers Limited, Wfarterthar, SwHiariaad

Filed Aug. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 408,925
ClahM priority, appikattea Evopaoi Pit Off., Sep. 30, 1961,

81810395.4
..-^^

,

latL CL' D03D 47/24
MS. CL 139—439 9 rM^

1. A catching mechanism for transferring a gripper projec-
tile to a return tranqx>rt means; sakl mechuiism comprising

a housing having a curved channel for guiding a series of
received projectiles from one end to an opposite terminal
end, said channel including an outer wall and a recess in
said outer wall for receiving a foremost one <rf'the series of
projectiles in a position parallel to a direction of ejection
from said channel;

a pivotal kx:k pawl disposed in said channel at said terminal
end for releasably hoUing the foremost projectile in said
position in said channel;

a rectiUnear guide; and
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an ejector reciprocally mounted in said guide for movement .^.^^JiSTn^o DBirceinfTfiur

to MaroMMNM Cor*Joaeph CabakUri, St Chwiea, Dl.

poratloB, Carol Stream, DL
Coatlaaatioa*ia*part of Ser. No. 389,596, Jan. 18, 1962,

abandoned. This appUcatloa Dae. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 567,134

lat a.3 n6F 9/00

UA a. 141-349 4 CWan

eject the foremost projectile from said channel upon piv-

oting of said lock pawl from said channel.

4^5,576
WINE PRESERVATION SYSTEM

Phflip E. Simoa, 10072 Roaeoe Bird., Saa Valley, Calif. 91352

FDed Sep. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 414,710

lat a^ B65B i/04

M&.a 141-96 3 Clata»

1. A wine bottle stopper for purging oxygen from a wine

bottle, and then remaining in the neck of the wine bottle to

replace the cork, comprising:

(a) an upper stopper portion;

(b) a lower stopper portion integral with said upper stopper

portion and being ttpered to fit through the opening and

into the neck of a wine bottle to replace the cork, said

lower portion having a resilient seating sleeve to seal

against the insides of the bottle neck;

(c) an intake port defined in said stopper communicating

between the outside and inside of said bottk and having an

expanded upper end to seat against the dispensing head of

an inert gas dispenser,

(d) said intake port having an expanded pwtion defining an

intake check valve seat;

(e) an evacuation port defined in said stopper cooununicat-

ing between inside and outside of sakl bottle and having an

expanded portion defining an evacuation check valve seat;

and,

(0 each of said check valves comprising a resilient tubular

sleeve with a pinched downstream end permitting gases to

pass only from within the tube oat through the pinched

end.

1. Apparatus for introducing a gas under pressure to a pres-

surized, piston receiving, workmg chamber, a cylindrical pis-

ton rod extends out from the working chamber and a piston

rod seal prevents pressurizing gas within the chamber from

leaving the rod end portion of the workmg chamber as the

piston rod moves opcrably with respect to said seal and said

working chamber, the apparatus comprising:

head means including a first chamber for receiving the top of

the piston rod, said head means for receiving a force to

apply a corresponding force to the piston rod moving the

piston rod into the chamber,

gas inlet means including an opening formed in said head

means and communicating with said first chamber, said

gas inlet means for receiving gas under pressure into said

first chamber,

seal penetrating means depending from said head means and

including a second chamber of cylindrical shape of a

diameter slightly larger than the diameter of the piston rod

for receivmg the piston rod and forming an annular gas

path between the piston rod and the inner surface of nid

penetrating means, said annular gas path communicating

with said first chamber;

a tv structure formed at the end of said penetrating means

for contacting the piston rod seal as the seal penetrating

means is moved relative to the piston rod seal, said tip

structure forcing the seal outwardly from the piston rod

permitting movement of the penetrating means between

the seal and the piston rod, the seal siklably seaUngly

fngfywg ^c external surface of said penetrating means.

4«475,578

TIRE VALVB ASSEMBLY
Ckarias Nidk, Darhaia, NX, aiilpar to Baloa Corporatloa,

getaiaad, oyo
Fikd Oct 8, 1962, Sar. No. 433,349

lata^BfOC^/OO
UAa 153-415 7 ClaiM

1. A tire valve assembly comprising a holk>w unitary stem

member; means surrounding said stem member for mounting

said stem member within a rim hole of a vehicle wheel with the

stem member extending outward of the rim, an elongated

member received within said stem member, a seal element

formed on said dongated member as an integral part thereof

and sealingly engageaUe with a portion of said stem member to
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prevent the passage of air through said stem member, an actu-
atmg pin elenent fomed on said elongated member as an
integral put thereof and engageaMe by means extemd to said
Stan member to move said elongated member to a poaition
wherein said seal element is out of engagement with said por-
tion of said stem member, a retainer received within said stem

of cord hanging down, one from each side of the pulley, and alockmg element which is located on the housing and interacts
with one of the two pieces of cord hanging down, said lockine
element mcludmg two locking parts each having a U-shaped
slot engagable between two adjacent balls of the cordTthe
locking element being in the form of a component which is
reversibly fastened to the housing in either of two different
positions to accommodate rotation of the roller blind in either

member, and a compression spring acting between said retainer
and said elongated member, said elongated member being

S""!r«« " elastomeric material with a hardness of between
40 and 80 durometer when subjected to ASTM Test D-2240 a
tensile strength of at least 3000 p« when subjected to ASTM
Test D.4I2. and a Bashore resUience of at least 48 percent

Robert F.

M75,579
VENEHAN BLIND ASSEMBLY
mm, 116 Gnadvicw Ter., BMavia, NX 14020
FIM Oct 1, 1M2, Scr. No. 432,197

.,^ _ lKLCLiEKB9/38
V&a 160-178 R 10

of two directions and the locking element when in one or the
other of the two different positions being fastened at a location
whereby each locking part is disposed effective always to
interact with one piece of cord in one fastened position of the
locking element and with the other piece of the cord in the
other fastened position of the locking element and the two
locking parts being on the same side of a vertical plane passing
through the centre of the housing and parallel to the axis of
rotation of the cord pulley.

w«« 4,475,581
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FABRICATING GLAD

INGOTS
HauhJiirgen Langhanmer, Rttterhode, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
fdgnor to nockner-Werke AG, Dniibars, Fed. Rep. of
ueraMuy

™«l Jm. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,268

,St!^ priority, appUcatfon Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 31.
1981, 3103240; Mar. 13, 1981, 3109^

'

lat CL3 B22D 19/00
VS.a 164-100 ]4

,

I. A Venetian blind assembly which comprises a pluraUty of
flMibte, mibent slats and a plurality of brackets, at least one
pair of said brackets being provided for each of said slats, said
brackets och having grooves confined along the edges therwf
for recaving the edges ofdifferent ones ofsaid slats, and detent

SX.riiH* ?^^ "^ • •'^^ " ^^ °PP«*n« «<»« of said

Si? .r* !h*^
5«P««ively. which cooperate with each

rtjer with said lateh hrtchmg over and into said catch to re-^ably connect said brackets and sUts each to the other upon
iwertmg said slat mto said grooves until said latch latches over
and mto said Mtch to engage each said bracket and slat and bydenectmg said shts and releasing said Utch and catoh to re-
lease each said slat from the bracket engaged therewith.

4^8,880
MECHANISM FOR A ROLLER BUND

wiS???^ *'**«*^ ''*•*«*••»*• •i'OWJr to Hb».
t«r Doagiail,ter«atioaai N.V,Qdmw. NadMriaadt Antilles
Corta-Jo. of Sar. Nfc 266,102, Jaa 19, 1981,, TlT^

_
.

yifcattoa Aag. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 522,583*
JOUmwMtf, appUcaliot Fed. Rep. of GcraMay, Jan. 17,

hiLa.iEKB 9/208UAa 160-308
g Claim

1. Amechanism for a roUer bUnd, said mechanism compris-
ij^a howmg^acord pulley rotatably mounted in the houdng.
a baU cord pa«d over the cord puUey so as to have two piecS

1. In a method offabricating clad metal ingots, more particu-
larly clad slabs, comprising the steps of forming an upright
tubular hollow body corresponding to the dimensions of the
finished slab, said body being fomed by assembling together a
pair of opposed metal side plates of claddmg material of a
predetermined thickness, and metal side sheets each ofa thick-
ness less than said predetermined thickness;

inserting said hollow body into an external ingot OKHd hav-
ing side walls parallel to and spaced from said side plates
and said side sheets and having a bottom wall parallel to
and spaced from the bottom end of said body,

providing a quantity of fine-grained refractory insulating
material in die space between said body and said mold-
and

then casting the finished slab by filUng said hoUow body
with a molten base metal; '

the improvement comprising the steps of, prior to inserting
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said body into said mold, sealing said bottom end of said

body with a metal bottom wall united with said side plates

and said side sheets; placing a metal cover on the top end

of said body; providing an open filling gate in said cover

plate throu^ which the hollow body is filled with the

base metal; seal welding said cover plate to said side plates

and said side sheets prim to filling said YuMow body with

the base metal; and coating, before casting, the inner

surface of said hollow body with a material having a

high-melt characteristic which decomposes only when

mdted with the molten base metal, said bottom wall and

said cover having a thickness substantially the same as the

thickness of said side ^eets; whereby, because of the seals

between said side plates, said bottom wall and said cover,

any gaps between said side plates of cladding material and

the base metal after casting are inaccessible to the atmo-

sphere thereby avoiding any oxidation at the interface

thereof and further facilitating an improved bond between

said side plates and the base metal during a subsequent

rolling of the slab.

4,475,583

STRIP CASnNG NOZZLE
S. LcalkAaw^ Samr.Pa.,airigaortoAllcihcayLadlamSteel

Cmpotatioa, PitlOTM9, Pa.

CortiBaatioa of Scr. No. 148^1, Mar '. IMO. rtw^wMl T^
appikatloB Oct 25, 1983, Scr. No. 545,115

IM. 0.3 B22D n/06. n/10
U.S. CI. 164-423 11

4^75,582

CASnNG A METAL SINGLE CRYSTAL ARTICLE USING
A SEED CRYSTAL AND A HEUX

Anthony F. Giaawi, Middtctowa; Rkhard W. Salkeld, Sonth

Windsor, and Neal P. AadenoB, Broad Brook, aU of Conn.,

aarigaon to United Tcchaologlcs Corporation, Hartford,

Conn.

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 343,084

lot CL? B22C 9/04: B22D 25/00

MS. CL 164-122J H

A* -«W

1. The method of casting a single crystal article using a mold

filled with molten metal, a seed crystal and movement of a

solidification interface along an axis of the mold, wherein the

mold has an article section for forming the article and a starter

section for holding a seed, the sections lying along the mold

axis, characterized by rotating the solidification interface ve-

locity vector at least 90 degrees about the mold axis, as the

solidification interface moves from the starter section to the

article section, the rotation measured as the vector is projected

into a plane perpendicular to the mold axis.

7. Apparatus for directional solidification of a single crystal

article by epitaxial growth from a seed crystal which com-

prises a mold having a starter section containing a seed crystal

and an article section, characterized by a selector section lying

akmg an axis connecting the article section and the starter

section, the selector section having a passageway with oppos-

mg end openings into the article and starter sections, the pas-

sageway preventing line of sight between the openings and

having a rotation in space of at least 90 degrees as measured by

the passageway projection into a plane perpendicular to the

axis.

1. An apparatus for continuously casting metal strip com-

prising:

a tundish for receiving and holding molten metal,

a nozzle comprising a slotted element disposed in the tundish

with the longitudinal extend of the slot approximating the

width of the strip to be cast, said slot having substantially

uniform cross-sectional dimensions throughout the longi-

tudinal extent thereof,

a cooled casting surface at least as wide as the strip to be

case, disposed outside the nozzle, moveable past the noz-

zle in a direction substantially perpendicular to the longi-

tudinal axis of the slot,

said slot defined between a first lip and a second lip of the

nozzle, and having an inner portion near the tundish and

an outer portion adjacent the casting surface.

said first lip and said second lip having substantially planar

inside surfaces, facing one another at the inner portion of

the slot, said inside surfaces are parallel to one another at

least at the inner portion of the slot and diverging from

one another at the outer portion of the slot, the width of

the outermost divergent portion being in excess of four

times the width of said slot, as measured between inner

parallel facing surfaces,

and

said first lip and said second lip having bottom surfaces

facing the casting surface at a standoff distance less than

about 0. 120 inch, the bottom surface of said first lip having

a length at least twice the width of said inner portion of

said slot.

4,475,584

DOUBLE-TUBE RADIATOR
Hans Martin, Stuttgart, aad Kart Scharpf, Mtasheim, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, aaaigBors to Saddeotsehc KaUerfkbrik

Julias Fr. Behr GmbH tt Co. KG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 307,297

Claims priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oet 10,

1900,3038346
lat a' F28F 7/00

MS. CL 165-76 " C^^s
1. A pipe cooler comprising at least one double pipe which

has inner and outer pipes arranged concentrically one inside

the other with distributor members interconnecting the inner

and outer pipes at their ends, each distributor member includ-

ing a neck having a feed channel which extends perpendicu-

larly to the axis of the pipes and through which fluid to be

cooled flows, each distributor member being attached in

tightly sealed manner by cylindrical connecting zones adapted

to fit coaxially to the ends of the inner and outer pipes which

form the double pipe, each distributor member having a cham-
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ber communicating with the feed channel disposed between
the cylindricaJ connecting zones for (he pipes,

said chmber being part of a bore which* extends coaxially
relative to the axis of the pipes and which provides, on one
side of the feed channel, a comecting zone for the inner
pipe, and a connecting zone for the outer pipe which
includes a cylmdrical portion concentric with said inner

and outer pipes having a diameter which is less than the
internal diameter of the outer pipe but greater than the
external diameter of the inner pipe.

said cylindrical connecting zone for the outer pipe being an
externally disposed part of the distributor member sur-
rounding the bore,

said cylindrical connecting zones for the pipes including
annular grooves for receiving sealing rings.

M75.585
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEAT PUMP CABINETC

WITH REMOVABLE COIL GUARDS
RmmU W. Hocflkan, BcUerOlc IlL, aarignor to Snyder General

Corporatioa, Red Bod, ni.

PHad Jan. II, WW, Scr. No. 272,447
IM. 0.3 P28F 19/00

MS.a 145-134 R 3 ^^^

1. A cabinet for air conditioning, heat pumps or like equip-
ment including a heat exchanging peripheral coil, a base mem-
ber, a top plate member, and spaced apart substantially stiff
structural members extending between and secured to said base
and top memben and including a plurality of spaced apart
apertures formed therein for engagement with at least one coil
guard adapted to be mounted on said cabmet and disposed
across a space fbrmed between said structural members, said
coil guard comprising a flexible member characterized by sets
of spaced apart crossed lengths of interconnected wire mem-
bers, one set of said wire members extending in one direction
and having end portions projectmg beyond another set of wire

members extending in another direction, said end portions of
said wire members extendmg in said one direction forming
pins, each of said pins are insertable in one of said apertures,
respectively, said coil guard being separated from said struc-
tural members by flexing said coil guard to remove said end
portions of said one set of wire members fhmi said apertures,
and said coil guard being mounted on said cabinet by flexing
said coil guard and reinserting said end portions of said one set
of wire members into engagement with said apertures, respec-
tively, and whereby the flexure of said coil guard comprises
the sole means of mounting said coil guard on and removing
said coil guard from said cabinet.

4^75,586
HEAT EXCHANGER '

Hubert Gricb, Gemering, and WUfHcd Kliinaiaan, Dachau,
both of Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy, aasignon to MTU Motoren-
Und Tnrbinen Union Moaebeo GabH, Mnnieh, Fed. Rep. of
Gemaay

CoBtfauation of Ser. No. 89^25, Oct 31, 1979, abandoacd. Ibis
appUcatfon Mar. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 342,575

.oS'iSJS?*''
»*»«*«' ^^ «^ of Gennany, Feb. 28,

lyTy, 2907810

Int a? F28D 7/06: F28F 1/04. 1/42
U.S.a 145-134 R gctai^

1. A heat exchanger for heating compressed air by hot gas
which flows in a particular direction through a region, com-
prising:

a main tube arrangement having an inlet section, for com-
pressed air to be heated, and an outlet section, for heated
compressed air. and

a plurality of individual curved conduits projecting from the
main tube arrangement into the region ofhot gas flow, one
end of each conduit being connected to said inlet section
and the other end of each conduit being connected to said
outlet section, so that the compressed air to be heated
flows through the conduits,

each conduit having an external cross-sectional shape, in a
plane perpendicular to the direction of compressed air
flow through it. which is elongated in the direction of hot
gas flow, the upstream end of said cross-sectional shape
being tapered toward the upstream direction of hot gas
flow and the downstream end of said cross-sectional shape
being tapered toward the downstream direction of hot gas
flow.

the exterior surfaces of the conduits being spaced from one
another in all directions within a plane parallel to the hot
gas flow, so that the hot gas can flow completely around
each individual conduit,

the conduits being arranged in rows, each row containing a
number of side-by-side conduits nested within one an-
other, and each two successive conduits in each row
defining between their tapered ends a tapered space for
accommodating the tapered end of a conduit in the next
adjacent row, the tapered ends all being spaced apart to
permit flow of hot gas between the conduits,

the conduits being arranged with the lengths of their cross-
sectional shapes at an acute angle to the longitudinal axis
of the main tube arrangement, and

the interior of each conduit having at least two Compressed
air guide channels, each of the channels having a generally
triangular cross-sectional shape and occupying one of the
Upered ends of the conduit, and a cross piece extending
across the width of the conduit between the two channels.
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4,475,587

HEAT EXCHANGER
Boris P. Vasilie?; Nikolai L. Boriaor, MikbaU K. Semenor; I?an

K. Pooomarer, Gallna B. Tyryshkiaa, and Igor V. Gor-

batenko, all of Belgorod, U.S.S.R., aasignors to Bclgorodsky

Zafod Energetichcskogo Masbiaoatroenia, U.S^JL
Filed Oct 30, 1981, Ser. No. 314^75

lat CV F28F 9/22

U.S. a. 165-140 8 Chdms

fVLK^

1. A heat exchanger comprising:

a plurality of tubes arranged in at least two side-by-side

vertically adjacent planes to carry at least one fluid for

heat exchange, axes of tubes in one plane being transverse

to axes of tubes in a next vertically adjacent plane;

an elongate frame for said tubes open at two sides to form an

inlet and outlet for the medium that is to be heated or

cooled and having side walls in which the ends of said

tubes are held;

a housing having wall means including side wall means and

end wall means, said housing surrounding said frame and

having an inlet and outlet for at least one fluid for heat

exchange, said housing engaging said frame with the wall

means of said housing and the side walls of said frame

defining collector and distribution chambers intercommu-

nicating through one portion of said tubes;

at least one first partition wall made of a shaped plate ar-

ranged within said collector chamber along a portion of

the side wall of said frame and attached on the edges

thereof to said portion of the frame side wall and defining

with the same portion of the frame side wall at least one

further collector chamber communicating with another

portion of said tubes and having an inlet for one of at least

one fluid for heat exchange; and

at least one second partition wall made of a shaped plate

arranged within said distribution chamber along a portion

of the side wall of said frame and attached on the edges

thereof to said portion of the frame side wall and defining

with the same portion of the frame side wall at least one

further distribution chamber communicating through said

another portion of said tubes with said at least one further

collector chamber and having an outlet for one of at least

one fluid for heat exchange,

wherein each one of the first and second partition walls

extend in a direction substantially perpendicular to the

axis of the tubes in the vertically adjacent planes along

substantially the whole length of the frame holding the

tubes, is secured only to said frame along the length

thereof, and is free of contact with said housing side wall

means.

a plurality of heat exchange tubes positioned within the

shell;

means connected to the end portions of said tubes and to said

shell, respectively, to form a flow path for one fluid within

the tubes, and a flow path for another fluid within the shell

in heat exchange relationship with the fluid in the tubes;

at least one baflle positioned in said shell at an intermediate

position along said tubes with said tubes passing there-

through, said baffle comprising at least three rigid plates

positioned together in stacked relationship, said plates

having correspondmg clearance holes through which the

tubes pass, sized to permit insertion of the tubes during

assembly; and

means securing said plates with their corresponding clear-

ance holes laterally offset so that the edges thereof engage

different portions of the outer surface of the tubes.

4,475389

HEAT EXCHANGER DEVICE
Saboro Mlnno, Nagoya; Yotaka Koiawa, laaawa, and

TosikazB Ogata, Aicbi, all of Japan, aarignon to Tokyo

Shlbanra Deaki Kabobiki Kaiaba, Japan

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 302,350

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 21, 1981, 544291;

Jan. 22, 1981, 564193
Int a.J F28F 3/08

UA a. 165-166 5 Claims

4^75,588

HEAT EXCHANGER WITH TUBES HXED AT BAFFLES
John L. Taou, Bcriia, Wis., aasigaor to McQnay Inc., MinncapO'

lis, Mian.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306^42

bt CV F28F 9/00

U.S. a. 165-159 4Ctata»

1. A heat exchanger comprising:

a shell;

"^%lSla

1. A core for a heat exchanger device comprising:

a stack of parallel plates each of said plates being formed

from a single heat-conductive sheet, each plate having

corrugations formed therein for channeling fluid between

successive pairs of said plates, said corrugations of pairs of

successive plates being relatively laterally offset from

each other to provide separation and support of the plates

by the contacts of the corrugations of each sheet with the

plate immediately above or below, wherein said plates are

rectangles and said corrugations of each plate include

substantially like L-shaped corrugations along a pair of

adjoining sides, a first 1^ of each L-shaped corrugation

running along substantially the entire length of corre-

sponding sides of successive plates and the second leg of

the L-shaped corrugations being on opposite ends of the

successive plates, and other corrugations running along
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corresponding sides opposite said first legs and leaving
openings in said latter corresponding sides adjoining the
ends of the second legs of the L-shaped corrugations, the
fourth side of each plate being open for fluid flow.

METHOD FOR INCREASING OIL RECOVERY
Lewis R. Brown, Starkville, Miss., assignor to The Standard Oil
Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,080
lit a.) E21B 4i/22

^f ?•'«-««
. ISaaims

1. A method of oil recovery from an oil-bearing subterra-
nean formation involving stimulating the growth of an in-situ
microbial population, wherein said microbial population's
growth IS partially limited because of deficiencies in the
amounts of nitrogenous- and phosphorus-containing com-
pounds available in the formation, said formation being pene-
trated by at least one injection well and at least one producing
well, comprising:

(a) injecting into said formation an aqueous nitrogenous
solution;

(b) injecting into said formation an aqueous phosphorus-con-
taining solution;

(c) adjusting the amount of injected aqueous nitrogenous
solution and aqueous phosphorus-containing solution to
control the growth of said microbial population, and

(d) injecting a drive fluid into said formation to displace oil
to said production well.

pressure transducer is positioned a spaced axial distance
along said borehole away from said selected rock stratum-

setting said casing within said borehole;
cementing the annulus intermediate said casing and the face
of said borehole, and allowing said cement to cure,

perforating said casing at the interval where said casing
traverses said selected rock stratum;

injecting said fluid into said selected rock stratum through
said perforations; and,

monitoring the output of said transducer, an increase in the
monitored pressure being indicative of flow ofa portion of
said fluid away from said first rock stratum.

4,475,592M SITU RECOVERY PROCESS FOR HEAVY OIL SANDS
Roman A. Pacbovsky, Calgary, Cuiada, assignor to Texaco
Canada Inc., Calory, CamMla

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 43737
Int a.3 E21B 43/24

UA a. 166-272 ,oa.ims

*»»"Cll»ITBweifI«T
«%)

y*UNNd.>

.lOWOUAUTY
STEAM

4*475,591
METHOD FOR MONITORING SUBTERRANEAN FLUID

COMMUNICATION AND MIGRATION
Claade E. Cooke, Jr, Hoostoo, Tex., assignor to Exxon Produc-

tioB Rasearch Co^ Hoostoo, Tex.
Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,964

Int a.i E21B 47/06
UAa 166-254 „ci^^

MmNO.>
AM4.0WQUMITT

num

HDM.E

1. A method for the recovery of bitumen from a subterra-
nean formation of heavy oil sands traversed by at least one
injection well and at least one production well associated with
each injection well, and having a fluid communication path
therebetween comprising:

(1) introducing into said formation by way of each injection
well ail in admixture with a heating fluid selected from the
group consisting of low quality steam, hot water, or mix-
tures thereof, and an alkalinity agent; raising said subterra-
nean heavy oil sands to a temperature in the range of
about 200* to 350* F. and reducing the viscosity of and
oxidizing without burning a portion of the bitumen in said
heavy oil sands to produce additional petroleum acids and
neutralizing said petroleum acids to produce emulsifying
agents in said underground formation; and combining said
bitumen with water to produce a bitumen-water emulsion;

(2) recovering said bitumen-water emulsion from said under-
ground formation by way of at least one production well-
and

'

(3) demulsifying said bitumen-water emubion and separating
bitumen, water, and sand.

1. A method for completing and monitoring a well which
traverses a series of rock strata, to obtain data useful in the
detection of flow away from a selected rock stratum traversed
by said well of a portion of a fluid injected into said selected
rock stratum, said method comprising the steps of:

attaching a first pressure transducer to the outer surface of
canng adapted to be positioned within the borehole of said
well, said pressure transducer being adapted to measure
fluid pressure, the position of said first pressure transducer
on said casmg being controlled to ensure that upon said
casing being fixedly positioned in said borehole, said first

4,475,593
METHOD FOR PROHLE CONTROL AND

CONFORMANCE CORRECnON
Robert H. Friedman, Houstoa, Tex., assignor to Getty OU Com*
puy, Hoostoo, Tex.

FUcd Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,196
Int a.3 E21B 33/138

UA a. 166-281 20Chims
1. A method of selectively establishing a barrier to fluid flow

at some desired disunce from a borehole, the borehole passing
through a subterranean formation containing strata which are
water-nch and other strata which are oil-rich, said formation
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also containing acid extractable metal ions, the method com-

prising the steps of:

providing an aqueous acid solution capable of extracting

metal ions from the formation structure;

injecting a volume of said acid solution through the borehole

and into said formation, the volume of the acid solution

sufficient to extract and remove metal ions from the for-

mation for some desired distance remote from the bore-

hole;

providing an acidified resin emulsion composition compris-

ing a hydrocarbon resin, acidified water and acid stable

surfactant, which resin emulsion is susceptible to demulsi-

fication upon contact with a sufficient concentration of

polyvalent metal ions;

passing said resin into the borehole and through the forma-

tion behind the acid solution, whereupon the resin emul-

sion demulsifies at a region in the formation remote from

the borehole, the region containing extractable polyvalent

metal ions, said demulsification being effective to establish

a barrier having greatly reduced permeability to fluid flow

over a relatively long period of time.

itself an ammonium or substituted ammonium compound se-

lected from the group consisting of ammonium halides, ammo-

nium salts of inorganic acids, ammonium salts of carboxylic

acids, quaternary ammonium halides and amine or substituted

amine hydrochlorides.

4,475,596

WELL STIMULATION SYSTEM
Wolffeang A. Papst #2109, 727-6. Ave. SW., Calgary, Alberta,

4Claiiiis

FUed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,436

lot a.3 E21B 43/24

VS. a. 166-303

m» rn£~i

4,475,594

PLUGGING WELLBORES
Evelyn N. Drake, Plainfield, and Peter CalcaveccUo, Lodi, both

of NJ., assignors to Exxon Research A Engineering Co^

Florham Park, NJ.
Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,722

Int CI.J C08K 5/01. 5/34; C08L 23/00: E21B 33/138

VS. CL 166-294 43 Claims
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1. A process for plugging a porous earth formation which

comprises contacting said formation with a shear thickening

composition which comprises a water-in-oil emulsion having

particles of hydratable, water-expandable clay dispersed in the

contmuous oily phase thereof, said oily phase having both a

surfactant and an oil soluble amine dissolved therein, said

composition having a greater low shear thickening time than

the same composition free of the oil soluble amine dissolved in

the oily phase, and wherein said contacting occurs under con-

ditions of high shear sufficient to form a paste from said com-

position which plugs said porous formation.

4,475,595

METHOD OF INHIBrnNG SIUCA DISSOLUTION
DURING INJECnON OF STEAM INTO A RESERVOIR
Da?id R. WatUM, IfTiM, ud David J. Watuabe, Onnge, both

of Qdtf^ assignors to Union OU Company of Cattfsnia, Loa

CaUf.

Filed Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 4103K
iBt a.3 E21B 43/24

U.S.a 166-303 23aaims

1. A method for inhibiting the dissolution of silica from a

silica-containing material in the vicinity of a well penetrating a

hydrocarbon-containing reservoir during the iigection of

steam into the reservoir via the well comprising adding to the

boiler fieedwater used to generate the steam or to the steam

1. In a process for increasing the yield of hydrocarbons from

an underground hydrocarbon-bearing formation penetrated by

a borehole and wherein a gas generator is located in the bore-

hole at or above the level of said formation, said gas generator

comprising:

a housing forming a chamber and having an upper inlet end

for receiving fuel,

a catalyst assembly in an upper region of said chamber,

a gas-generating reaction chamber below said catalyst as-

sembly, said reaction chamber having a separate chemical

reactant inlet and

a restricted lower outlet for the passage of hot gaseous

reaction products,

the method ofoperating said gas generator which comprises:

flowing from the surface a fuel consisting of hydrogen per-

oxide,

catalytically reacting the hydrogen peroxide to form hot

reaction gases including oxygen, and steam and

contacting said hot reaction gases with ammonia which

converts the oxygen into steam and nitrogen,

whereby hot gaseous reaction products substantially free of

uncombined oxygen penetrate the hydrocarbon bearing

formation.
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4^75^97
LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT OLEFIN POLYMERS AND

COPOLYMERS OP ^•BUTENE'l^L
EUii E. FIcMi, Rhcr Forat, mi Waiiaa C darkc, Efaoitoa,

both of lU^ tmivton to Studard OU Comuy (IwUaiia).
CUcawo, ni.

—r—

/

OifWoB of Ser. No. 2S«,060, Apr. 21, IMl, Pat No. 4,434,940.
nUs appUcatkNi Sep. 15, IM3, Scr. No. 332,460

bl. a.J E21B 43/22, 43/25
U.&a 164-305 R 2ClaiaH

1. A method of injecting a micellar slug into a subterranean
formation compnsing the steps of:

(1) contacting said subterranean formation with an aqueous
fluid composition water, a surfactant, a hydrocarbon, an
electrolyte and a low molecular weight polymer selected
from the group consisting of an olefin polymer and a
copolymer of 3-butene-l-ol.

(2) applying sufficient pressure to said composition to cause
said micellar slug to move through said formation.

(3) maintaining sufficient pressure while injecting said com-
position into said formation.

4,475,599
VALVE FOR SUBTERRANEAN WELLS

NeU H. Akkcrma, Kingwood, Te«^ artfor to Baker latcrM-
tkNial Corpo^ltioi^ OraBge^ CkUf

.

FUad May 1, 19tl, Ser. No. 259,767
Irt. a.J E2IB 43/12 ' 'f

UA a. 166-323 -
jocWins

i"f..

\Hi

^^^

4,475,598

BALL VALVE ACTUATING MECHANISM
WUIian L. Brakhage, Jr., Broken Arrow, and Timothy R. Cup-

pica, Talaa, both of Okla., aariSMn to Baker Oil Toola, Inc..
Orange, Calif.

Filed Jol. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,514
lot a.) E21B 34/JO

UAa 16fr-321 ,g Claims

1. A valve for opening and closing a fluid cpiidiiit in a subter-
ranean well comprising: a valve closure member movable
between an open and a closed position; an axially shiftable flow
tube; a first actuating element axially shiftable in response to
control fluid pressure to engage the valve closure member and
move said valve closure member from the closed to the open
position; a separate second actuating element axially shiftable
in response to control fluid pressure to axially move the flow
tube into engagement with the valve closure member in the
open position; the first actuating element being jKtuated at a
pressure less than (he actuating pressure of the second actuat-
ing element.

1. In a valve positionable within a subterranean well and
having a housing defining an annular valve seat surrounding a
longitudinally extending main fluid flow passage, a shiftable
valve head movable to a closed position extending across the
main fluid flow passage and sealably engaging said valve seat,

whereby fluid pressure below said valve head will hold said
valve head in said sealing engagement and movable to a second
position at least substantially opening the main fluid flow pas-
sage, the improvement comprising: an actuator shiftably
mounted within said housing and movable longitudinally
within the main fluid flow passage; means for moving said
actuator longitudinally to apply a force to said valve head in

opposition to the fluid pressure thereon; said valve head having
an aperture therethrough; a valve stem extending through said
aperture; means on said valve stem for sealing said aperture by
movement of said valve stem; resilient means mounted in said
head for urging said valve stem to seal said aperture; and an
enlarged portion secured to said valve stem and disposed in the
longitudinal path of said actuator, whereby the initial kmgitu-
dinal movement of said actuator shifts said valve stem in one
direction to open said aperture to equalize fluid pressure above
and below said valve head, followed by longitudinal move-
ment of the actuator and valve head to open the main fluid
flow passage when said aperture is open.

4..-

4,475,600
SUBSEA WELL COMPLETION APPARATUS

Eugene J. CegielakI, and Robert L. WiUdn, both of Hoaston,
Tex., ani0Mn to Cameron Iran Worfca, Im^ HoMtom Tcx.

Filed Apr. 5, 1902, Scr. No. 365,272
Iirt. a.) E21B #i/o;i

U&CL 166-344 6ClBiBi8
1. A subsea well completion apparatus for a subaea well

having a subsea well bore comprising

an anchor base adapted to be landed on bottom surrounding
the subsea well bore,

a conductor pipe adapted to be cemented m the well bore,
a production string extending through said conductor pipe
and graduafly bending on a radius to accept through
flowline tools from a vertical position in said conductor
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pipe below said anchor base to a substantially horizontal

position a short distance above the anchor base, and
ally extending ear disposed adjacent said main beam, and

shim means disposed between said main beam and said ear

for setting and maintaining the horizontal inclination of

said bracket relative to said beam in one of a plurality of

rotated positions of adjustment corresponding to the de-

sired lateral spacing between furrows formed by said plow

bottoms.

4,475,602

ROLLER EQUIPPED EARTHWORKING MEMBER
Noman G. Gcntner, P.O. Box 2406, SoMatna, Ak. 99669

Filed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 436,574

Int. a? E02F 9/28

UA a. 172-713 6 Claims

a low profile tree system for connecting to the production

string and adapted to be located on and supported by said

anchor base.

4,475,601

VARIABLE WIDTH PLOW SYSTEM WITH SHIM
MEANS ADJUSTMENT

Eldon A. Harden, Naperville, and Michael A. McSweency,

LaGrange, both of 111., aaaignors to International Har?ester

Co., Chicago, 111.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,166

Int. a.J AOIB 15/00. 65/02

VS. a. 172—283 8 Claims

1. A plow system adapted to be connected to and pulled by

a tractor comprising:

a hitch member adapted for attachment to the tractor and

providing a vertical pivot axis;

a main beam assembly connected to said hitch for pivoting

movement about said vertical pivot axis, said main beam

assembly including a main beam inclined relative to the

direction of travel of said plow system;

i tail section supported from the rear end of said main beam

and including a tail wheel supporting said beam;

steering means connected between the hitch and said tail

wheel and adapted to be responsive to turning of the

tractor for turning said tail wheel in a direction opposite to

i the direction of turning of the tractor;

- a plurality of plow bottoms; and

means for mounting eadi of said plurlity of plow bottoms in

equally spaced positions along said beam, each of said

mounting means comprising a bracket having a vertical

bore rotatably engaged with a vertical pivot pin mounted

on said main beam, said bracket further including a later-

1. An earthworking member for attachment to a prime

mover, said earthworking member including,

a body having a horizontal leading edge for earthen material

penetration, upper and lower surfaces rearwardly diverg-

ing from said leading edge, a rear wail, said body defming

an open area rearwardly offset from said leading edge,

said body also defining a forwardly extending recess ter-

minating rearwardly at said rear wall, said recess adapted

to receive the end of a prime mover mounted shank, and

roller means horizontally disposed within said open area

including a roller having a chordal segment extending

beyond one of said surfaces to dislodge material to facili-

tate insertion of the body into earthen material.

4,475,603

SEPARATOR SUB
Asadollah Hayatda?oadi, Laflqrcttc, Ijl, tmttpm to Petrolenn

InstmmeatatioB A TechMilo|ical Scrricca, LafSaycttc, La.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 42^,527

iBt a.^ E21B 21/00

VS. a. 175-65 14 Claims

7. An apparatus for use in the drilling of a well with a drill

bit supported by an elongated drill string having a bore

through which a stream of drilling mud circulates to remove

the cuttings of the drill bit, comprising:

a. a tool sub body having a bore defining a flow path and

including upper and lower connections for fixing the tool

sub body in a drill string above the drill bit so that drilling

mud circulating through the drill string can circulate

through the tool body;

b. the tool sub body includmg cyclone separator means for

receiving drilling mud from the flow path for separating

the stream of drilling mud into a less dense first portion

and a more dense second portion;

c. first conduit means in the tool sub body communicating

the cyclone separator means with the flow path for direct-

ing the less dense first portion of the stream of drilling

mud to the drill bit; and

d. second conduit means in the tool sub body communicat-

ing the cyclone separator means with the well annulus
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above the drill bit for directing the more dense second
portion of the stream of drilling mud into the well annulus

so that the hydrostatic drilling mud pressure adjacent the
drill bit is reduced.

M75,M4
MOBILE MACHINE FOR SUBTERRANEAN
INSTALLATION OF PIPING AND THE LIKE

PhUip E. Albertiom and Artbir D. Deken, both of Perry, Okta.,
tmigfiort to TV Onrlcs Mwhine Worka, Inc^ Perry, Okla.

FIM Ans. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,552
Int a.J E21B I9/J4. 3/02

UAai75-M 4C|.i„

1. A ground supported mobile machine adapted for subterra-
nean installation of piping and the like comprising:

a tractor vehicle having a power source to propel the vehi-
cle;

a drilling attachment mounted on said vehicle having a
vertical mast providing guide rails, a carriage supporting a
rotary drill head reciprocably mounted on said guide rails
and a linear hydraulic actuator coupled between said mast
and said carriage to drive said carriage along said rails,

said rotary drill head providing a rotatable drive shaft to
be coupled to a drill rod and bit in performing a rotary
drilling operation;

a drill uble fixedly supported adjacent the lower end of said
mast providing an opening to accommodate drill rod and
bit manipulations in performing a drill operation;

hydraulically actuated slip means associated with said table
opening to grippingly engage with a drill rod to preclude
downward rod movement while permitting upward
movement of the rod relative to such slip means; and

pipe wrench tong means operable to break free a threaded

joint between drill rod sections or between a rod section
and the drill bit;

a power operated backfill blade mounted on said vehicle
connected to be operated by said vehicle power source-
and

'

a tool and drill rod holder, said holder having hook means
engagable with a portion of said back fill blade to enable
picking up said holder for transportation of tools and drill
rod sections on said vehicle to an intended drilling opera-
tion site.

4,475,605

TURBODRILL
Jury R. loanesian, Moscow, and Valery V. Popko, Moskov-

sknya, both of U.SAR., assignors to Vsesojnzny Nauchnois-
sicdofatclsky Institut Burovoi Tekhniki, UJS.S.R.

Filed Sep. 10, 1901, Ser. No. 301,024
Int a.3 E21B 4/02

UAa 175-107 5CtaiTO

1. A turbodrill comprising:

at least one turbine section having a casing and a hollow
shaft;

a spindle installed in an independent casing and carrying a
rock breaking tool;

a pipe assembly accommodating instruments for measuring
the threenlimensional position of a well bore in space, the
pipe assembly being formed by two coaxially arranged
pipes provided between said spmdle and said turbine
section adjacent thereto;

one end of the outer pipe being rigidly coupled to the casing
of said spindle, the other end of the outer pipe being
rigidly coupled to the casing of the turbine section;

one end of the inner pipe being coupled to said spindle, the
other end of the inner pipe being coupled to the hollow
shaft ofsaid turbine section so as to transmit rotary motion
from said shaft to said spindle;

wherein the pipes are made of material with a coefficient of
magnetic permeability not greater than about 1.12; and

said turbodrill is adapted to ensure accurate alignment of
said outer pipe with the well bore and adapted to ensure
accurate readings of said measuring instrumente accom-
modated in sakJ pipe assembly, thus ensuring accurate
three-dimensional position measuring of said rock break-
ing tool.
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4,475,606

DRAG BIT
Morgu L. Crow, Dtilas, Tex^ aasiBnor to Dreawr Indostrics,

Inc Dnlln, Tex.

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,722

iBt a^ E2IB 10/46

VS.a 175-410 10 dafans

4. A drill bit, comprising:

a body having a central axis;

a plurality of cutters attached to said body, each of said

cutters having a circular cutting face for contacting a

material to be drilled and during rotation of said bit about

said centra] axis, defining a circle perpendicular to the

central axis formed with a radius centered on the central

axis extending to the center of the cutting face of the

cutter and with at least three radially consecutive cutters

located at different axial dimensions from a common plane

perpendicular to said central axis, the cutters disposed

throughout a first continuous portion of the body being

positioned so that the annular area between the circles of

radially adjacent cutters therein is a substantially constant

value.

4,475,607

CLAMP AND INSERT FOR CLAMPING DRILLING
TUBULARS

Keith M. Hancy, Wichita Falls, Tex., assignor to Walkcr-Neer

Maaoftetnring Co. Inc., Widrita Falls, Tex.

Filed Dec 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,702

lat a^ E21B 7/22; B65H 59/

W

U,S.ai75—422 18 Claims

1. In a clamp for clamping a drilling tubular against rotation,

said clamp comprising a jaw having a face adapted to fit adja-

cent a drilling tubular being clamped, and means for position-

ing the jaw to clamp the drillmg tubular, the improvement

comprising:

means for defining at least one insert receiving recess adja-

cent the fiace, said insert receiving recess bounded by a

surface which defines a portion of a first cylinder;

an insert positioned within the insert receiving recess, said

insert defining a toothed surface, which extends beyond

the face of the jaw to contact and frictionally engage the

drilling tubular, and a positioning surface, which defines a

portion of a second cylinder aligned with an insert axis

and sized smaller than the first cylinder, such that the

insert is rotatable in the insert receiving recess;

means, included in the toothed surface, for defining an array

of teeth to oppose rotation of the drilling tubular with

respect to the jaw; and

means for limiting movement of the insert in the insert re-

ceiving recess such that the insert is free to rotate within

the insert receiving recess through a selected range to

allow the toothed surface to orient into contact with the

drilling tubular to accommodate a range of sizes of the

drilling tubular, yet the insert is impeded from rotating

beyond the selected range;

said insert receiving recess and insert shaped such that the

insert is positively captured in the insert receiving recess

when the insert is within the selected range, and the insert

is readily removable from the insert receiving recess with-

out disassembly of the jaw when the insert is disengaged

from the movement limiting means and rotated beyond

the selected range to a removal position.

4,475,608

WEIGHT DETECnON CIRCUn FOR A LOAD CELL
SCALE

Kazaftni Naito, Yanagasaki, Japan, assignor to KabasUki

Kaiaha IsUda KoU Sdsaknaho, Kyoto, Japan

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,123

Claims priority, applicatloa Japaa, Jaa. 16, 1981, 56*93129

Int CU GOIG 3/14: GOIL 5/12. 1/22

UA CI 177—211 « Claims

*

''/'

•

1. A weight detection circuit for a load cell scale, comprising

a bridge circuit for a strain gauge resistance of the load cell, an

operational amplifier connected substantially directly to an

output of said bridge circuit, a feedback resistance connecting

a negative input line and an output line of said operational

amplifier, and a voltage-dividing resistance being connected

between a positive input line of said operational amplifier and

ground, said voltage dividing resistance being substantially

equal to said feedback resistance.

4,475,609

DEVICE FOR GAUGING LARGE LOAD EXERTED ON
STEEL STRUCTURE OR THE LIKE

Toahio Sakai, Toyoaaka; Takehiro Matsai, Osaka; Akira Taai-

oka, Matsabara; Kohki Koyaaagi, Asaka; Takaaki Ohkabo,

Ibaraki; Tohm Hori, Nara; YoahiUko Matsai, Oaaka; Itsao

Kawagishi, Sakai; Maaahiro Fa|ii, Kawachi-Nagaao; KohicU

Yabe, laagi, and Harahisa Yamashita, Hiaode, aU of Japaa,

aaaigBon to Hitachi ShlpboiMiag A Eagiaeeriag Co^ Ltd.,

Japaa
FUed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,449

ClaiM priority, application Japaa, Aag. 17, 1981, 56-127691;

Mar. 9, 1982, 57-35812

lat a.J GOIG 3/14: GOIL 5/12

U5.a 177-211 W Claims

1. A gauging device adapted for gauging large load exerted

on a relatively flexible part comprising a cylindrical load con-

verter having strain gauges attached thereto at suitable loca-

tions on the inner and outer peripheries thereof and adapted to
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convert loads exerted on the load converter at both ends
thereof into quantities of electricity, at least one load concen-
trating ring provided on the load converter at least at one end
thereof and having an outer diameter smaller than the outer
diameter of the load converter and an inner diameter larger
than the inner diameter of the load converter, a discal load
dispersing plate disposed on the load concentrating ring on the
side thereof remote from the load converter and having a
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4,475,610
LEVERED SCALE WITH STRAIN GAUGE TENSION

LINK
Jack SehwarachlM, Stanford, Com^ aasignor to Times Medal

Products Corporation, Waterbory, Cobb.
Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 478,402
Im. a^ GOIG 3/14. 21/12, 21/23

UAa 177-211 11 Claims

1. In a scale having a mounting means for supporting one
end of a load link and lever arms for supporting a weighing
platform wherein the lever arms are mechanically linked to-
gether to provide a tensile resultant force acting on the oppo-
site end of the load link due to the weight of the mass applied
to the platform, the improvement which comprises:

(a) a first cross pin pivotally supported in said mounting
means,

(b) a second cross pin parallel to said first cross pin pivotally
coupled to said lever arms,

(c) a sheet metal tension link plate of uniform thickness
mcluding a top ub member, a central member and a bot-
tom tab member, said top tab member having a first hole
for receiving said first cross pin, said bottom Ub member
having a second hole for receiving said second cross pin,
and said central member having stress-dependent material
bonded thereto, said material adapted to provide electrical
signals in response to changes in electrical resistance of

said stress-dependent materia] proportional to the magni-
tude of said resultant tensile force acting on said tension
link plate,

(d) Top support means having a first notch for receiving said
top tab member and having fint and second openings
aligned with each other and with said first hole in said top
tab member for receiving said first cross pin for providing
stiffness to said top tab member,

(e) bottom support means having a second notch for receiv-
ing said bottom tab member and having third and fourth
openings aligned with each other and with said second
hole in said bottom tab member for receiving said second
cross pin for providing stiffness to said bottom tab mem-
ber, and

(0 electrically conductive wires connected to said stress-
dependent materia] for transmitting said electrical signals
for processing by electronic circuitry means to provide
for the display of the weight of said mass applied to said
platform.

diameter larger than the outer diameter of the load concentrat-
ing ring, and a column-shaped load concentrating seat ar-
ranged on the load dispersing plate on the side thereof remote
from the load converter and having a diameter smaller than the
diameter of the load dispersing plate, said load concentrating
ring, load dispersing plate and load concentrating seat all being
disposed in the path of transmission of load to the load con-
verter.

4,475,611

SCAFFOLD PROPULSION UNIT
Robert E. Fisher, Berkeley, Calif., aaiigMr to Up-Right, Im..

Berkeley, CUif.
^^ ^^^^ "

Filed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,128
lot a^ B62D 11/06: E04G 1/26

UAa 180-6

J

7 Claims

1. A scaffold propulsion unit for use with a movable scaffold
having castered columns at the four scaffold comers, said
propulsion unit comprising:

a first elongated, rigid frame member adapted to extend
between the castered colums on one side of said scaffold,

a second elongated, rigid frame member parallel to said first

frame member and adapted to extend between the cast-
ered columns on the other side of said scaffold.

means for fastening said first and second frame members to
said castered columns and for holding said first and second
frame members against vertical movement relative to said
scaffold,

a third frame member extending between said first and sec-
ond frame members,

first and second drive wheels mounted on said third frame
member, one at either end thereof,

mounting means for mounting said third frame member on
said first and second frame members with the axes of
roution of said drive wheek being crosswise to the
lengths of said first and second frame members and for
limited free vertical movement of said drive wheels rela-
tive to said first and second frame members,

a power source,

first and second drive motors mounted on said third frame
member,

means for driving said first and second wheels in repsonse to
respective energization of said first and second motors,
and
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control means for connecting and disconnecting said motors

to and from said power source.

4,475,612

TONGUE ASSEMBLY FOR POWERED TRAILER

Rogen H. Aadenon, 10501 Bloomington Freeway, Blooming-

ton, Minn. 55420

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,969

Int a^ B62D 59/04

U5. a. 180-14J " Ctaima

1. A load bearing powered trailer for assisting a powered

vehicle in moving a load trailer, the powered traUer compns-

a main frame having a forward end and a rearward end;

a single pair of wheels movably supporting the main frame;

an engine mounted on the main frame;

automatic transmission means for transmitting mechanical

power from the engine to the wheels;

hitch means for selectively connecting the powered trailer

adjacent the rearward end of its main frame to the load

trailer; and
. . _j

a tongue assembly for selecively connectmg the powered

trailer adjacent the forward end of its main frame to the

vehicle, the tongue assembly being pivotally mounted on

the main frame in such a manner that none of the weight

of ti^ load trailer is transferred to the vehicle from the

powered trailer and only a portion of the weight of the

tongue assembly of the powered trailer is transferred to

the vehicle from the powered trailer.

4,475,613

POWER OPERATED CHAIR

Thom E. Walker, 333 S. EacUd AfCn Su Diego, Calif. 92114

FOed Sep. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 429,107

Int CL^ B62D 61/00

U&a 180-22 " ^^^""^^

mounted on a transversely extending rear axle that is

supported from said base frame assembly;

a pair of taterally spaced steerable front wheels and means

mounting said front wheels to the forward end of said base

frame assembly, the axis of rototion of said laterally spaced

front wheels is located longitudinally forwardly of said

chair assembly;

a pair of laterally spaced rear wheels and means mounting

them to the rearward end of said base frame assembly, said

drive wheel being mounted inwardly of both of said later-

ally spaced rear wheels, said laterally spaced rear wheels

being supported independently of each other and the axis

around which these wheels route is rearwardly spaced

from the axis about which said drive wheel routes;

a foot platform extending forwardly a predetermined dis-

tance from the front end of said base frame assembly, said

foot platform also extending forwardly of said pair of

laterally spaced steerable front wheels to form a protec-

tive barrier for said front wheels and also the feet of the

person riding said power operated chair,

a disc brake assembly mounted on said rear axle;

a foot brake assembly comprising a foot brake pedal pivot-

ally mounted on said foot platform, and connecting rod

means whose forward end is connected to said foot pedal

and whose rearward end is connected to said disc brrice

assembly; and

drive means connecting said internal combustion engine to

said rear drive wheel.

4,475,614

COMBINATION l^ttTER COVER CONSTRUCnON
MaaaUro Takamatra, and Maaaaki Yamada, both of Toyota,

Japan, aaaignon to Toyota Jidoaha KabuaUki Kaisha, Toyota,

Japan
FVed Mar. 2, 1963, Ser. No. 471,345

Claims priority, application Japui, Jul. 1, 1982, 574)99895[U]

Int a.' B60K 37/00

U.S. a. 180-90 " Clalnis

1. A power operated chair comprising:

a base frame assembly;

a chair assembly mounted on sakl base frame assembly;

an internal combustion engine mounted on said power oper-

ated cliair;

a fuel tank mounted on said power operated chair,

at least one rear drive wheel, said rear wheel routably

1 A combination meter cover construction for covering a

combination meter secured to an instrument panel for use in a

vehicle, comprising:
. . j ^

a meter, case incorporating therein a main body a meter;

a transparent cover provided at the forward portion of said

meter case, for making an indicating portion of said main

body of said meter visually inspecuWe from outside, said

transparent cover being formed with an inclined portion

extending into a compartment and forming a moderate

curve obliquely downwardly;

a meter hood disposed close to a front face of the upper

portion of the transparent cover, for covering a front face

of an upper portion of said meter case; and

a meter cluster interposed between a lower portion of said

transparent cover and said meter case for supporting the

lower portion of said transparent cover on said meter case,

said meter cluster being provided with a vertical rectilin-

ear portion contiguous to an inclined portion thereof

connected to said inclined portion of the transparent

cover such that said meter cluster is coplanar with said

transparent cover so that an indicating portion of the

meter can be readily inspected.
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M75^1S a fi„t partition wall arranged in said cover main body soPOWER STEERING SYSTEM
to Maney*FeriuioaGwy C. Stanek, Taylor, Mkk,

lacn Detroit, Mich.

FIM Aag. IC 1M2, Ser. No. 40MM
fat a.} BOO 5/10

U.S.a 110-160 2Ciainis

to separate said rear wheel from said power unit; and
as

a second partition wall arranged in said cover main body so
as to separate associated equipment units of said engine
from each other.

1. A power steering system for a vehicle of the type having
a pair of steerable wheels mounted on opposite ends of an axle,
steering linkage including tie rod interconnecting the steerable
wheels, a double-acting hydraulic steering cyUnder assembly, a
hydrostatic steering unit, first and second fluid lines intercon-
necting opposite sides of the steering cylinder assembly with
the hydrosutic steering unit, and a steering wheel intercon-
nected with the hydrostatic steering unit, said hydrostatic
steering unit displacing a first quantity of fluid to said fluid line
when the steering unit is turned one revolution in a first direc-
tion, and said hydrosutic steering unit displacing an equal
quantity of fluid to the second fluid line when the steering
wheel IS turned one revolution in a second direction; character-
ized by said double-acting steering cylinder assembly having a
cylmder, a pair of rods extending in opposite directions out-
wardly of the cylinder, one of said rods being connected to tie
rod, and mounting means capable of securing the cylinder to
the axle for universal movement, the mounting means includ-
ing a mounting member secured to said axle, a cylinder exten-
sion secured to said cylinder, and a spherical member, said
mounting member being provided with spherical recess form-
ing means, and the cylinder extension carrying the spherical
member for universal movement within the spherical recess,
said cylinder extension including a cylindrical portion, a shoul-
der adjacent said cylindrical portion, and threaded end por-
tion, said spherical member being provided with a cylindrical
aperture of substantially the same size as said cylindrical por-
tion and being mounted thereon, and the mounting means
being further characterized by the provision of holding means
capable of holding the spherical member against said shoulder.

4,475,617
ENGINE INTAKE SYSTEM FOR MOTORCYCLES

ShniUi Minani, nnroroi, and HlrosU Kimnra, Iwata, both of
Japan, assignors to Yamaha Hatsudoki K«iin«MM k^jab
Japan

FUed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,658
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 16, 1980, 55*128145

Int. a.J F02D 23/00: B60K 13/00: B62K 11/04
U.S. a. 180-219 7 ctaims

1. In a motorcycle having wheels, a supporting frame assem-
bly, an internal combustion engine for powering said motorcy-
cle, drive means for transferring the drive from said engine to
one of said wheels, a stand pivotally supported by said frame
assembly and adapted to support the motorcycle when in an
upright position, and an induction system for said engine in-
cluding a supercharger for providing a boost in the pressure of
the inlet charge, the improvement comprising of said super-
charger being located in proximity to the retracted position of
said stand and to be protected at least in part thereby when said
stand is in its retracted position.

_ 4,475,616
EWGINE COVER DEVICE FOR UGHT VEHICLES

uJ?!!S^: V^ K««<*W Matnnoto, Saitana, and
Hideo OcUai, Toltyo, all of Japaa, asdgnort to Hooda Giken
Kogyo Kabashild Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUid Aag. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,534

A-?Jr,2t^'.2!!!?*" •'•^ ^«-^ >••>• 56-134679;

tSiSsim ^^'^ •• *'•*• »^>*»>3; Sep. 10, 1981,

I, c r,
^^' """^ ^'^^ "" 15/00: B62K 5/04

f.^'.*^"* "Claims
1. in a light vehicle having at least one front wheel, at least

one rear wheel, and a power unit for driving said rear wheel
and having an integrated assembly of an engine and transmis-
sion case, a cover device comprising:

a cover main body for covering said rear wheel and said
power unit from ouuide thereof;

4,475,618

TOY CAR
MelTin Kennedy, New Yorli, N.Y.; Dietmar Nagel, Chester,
NJ., and Ari Arad, Westport, Conn., assignors to Naael/*
Kennedy A Associates, New Yorli, N.Y.

Filed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438^97
Int a.3 B62D 61/08

UA a. 180-237 5 Ctaims
1. A toy car comprising a body, a pair of front wheels and a

pair of rear wheels, each pair of wheels coupled together by a
supporting axle which is rotatably mounted relative to said
body, a housing mounted intermediate said pair of front
wheels, a motor and transmission mechanism mounted in said
housing, said transmission mechanism including a driving gear
coupled to said motor, a plurality of driven gears, at least one
of which is coupled to the axle connecting said pair of front
wheels and a plurality of intermediate gears movable into and
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out of driving engagement between said driven gears and said 4,475,6»
abcobb™

driving gear upon the activation and deactivation, respec- LOUDSPEAKER WITH WALL REFUjX AKORBER
lively, of said motor, a steering assembly coupled to said front Stig Carlsson, Torkel Knntssonsgatan 15, 8-117 25 Stockholm,

wheels for steering the car in a desired direction, and activat- Sweden
««. m« xis ttAi

ing meat* selectively operable to activate and deactivate said
prfS^,^i|^ SwSi. No.^%1. 8107050

motor which upon activation automatically causes said inter- ^'~™* priwrny, "w^^
j ^^^^^ y^^

mediate gear to engage the driven and driving gears to cause
181—146 11

power to be applied to the front pair of wheels thereby causing •"' *

the car to move and which upon deactivation automatically

disengages at least one of the intermediate gears from driving

engagement between the driving and driven gears freeing the

front driving wheels of the toy for rotation to prevent damage

to the car, said activating means including a leaf spring

mounted on the housing, a shaft having one end positioned

proximate to said leaf spring and means positioned proximate

the other end of said shafk which upon application of a force

thereto causes the shaft to force the leaf spring into electrical

contact with said housing thereby causing power to be applied

to said motor and upon removal of the force permitting said

leaf spring to be brought out of electrical contact with the

housing thereby removing power from said motor.

4,475,619

STETHOSCOPE WITH FLOATING DIAPHRAGM
Thomas J. Packard, St Panl, Minn., assignor tb Minnesota

Mining and Mannfictaring Company, St Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,222

Int a.3 A61B 7/OZ H04R 2V00

MS.a 181—137 " Claims

•'?jy ^Ue

*i<. ^^^"

1. A loudspeaker comprising a casing having a rear wall

which wall defines a rear plane, and an electro acoustical

loudspeaker unit adapted to be a sound source, said loud-

speaker unit being mounted on the casing and having a sound

radiating surface located at a short distance from said rear

plane and facing forwards at an acute angle to the rear wall,

said loudspeaker unit having an acoustical axis of radiation

normal to the said radiating surface thereof, characterized by

sound absorbing means disposed in front of and adjacent to the

said rear plane at the side of the said casing, said absorber being

disposed near said sound radiating surface and being adapted to

attenuate that part of the sound radiated towards the said rear

plane which has wave-lengths shorter than eight times the

shortest distance of the said sound radiating surface from the

said rear plane.

4,475,621

SOUND REDUCnON MEANS FOR PULSATING TYPE
FURNACE

Floyd E. Cherington; Charles W. Adams, both of CarroUton, and

Elrede F. Schneider, Lewisrille, all of Texn assignors to Len-

nox Industries, Inc., CarroUton, Tex.

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,662

Int. a.5 F24H 3/02: FOIH 5/00

VS.a 181-212 • ClaiBM

1. A stethoscope head comprising:

a. a body having a bore theririn;

b. a dUphragm head connected to the body and having an

aperture therefai communicatmg with the bore in the body

to conduct sound from the diaphragm head into the bore;

c. a continuous and peripheral rim connected to the head;

d. a diaphragm comprising: (1) a first surface adapted to

selectively engage the rim to prevent the passage of sound

energy there between, (2) a second surface spaced ft^m

the first surface and (3) at least a single edge connecting

the first surface to the second surface; and

e. means for kMsely affixing the diaphragm to the head

wherry the first surface of the diaphragm and the rim are

held in close proximity.

1. In a pulsating type furnace having a combustion chamber

with a fuel charge inlet and an exhaust gas outlet, means for

admitting successive charges of fuel to the combustion cham-

ber and means for igniting the successive fuel charges,

whereby high pressure waves may emanate from the combus-

tion chamber and cause vibration and undesirable sound, the

improvement comprising sound reduction means including an

exhaust decoupler body adapted to receive a pulsating exhaust

gas stream from the combustion chamber, said exhaust decou-
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plCT body having an opening with a silencer tube fixed therein.

/!^,*'*~"P'*'^^ '»^"« oPP««» curved walls that
are fonaed frora sheet metal.

M75,622

V .^Pi^^^ SYSTEM J>OR MOTOR VEHICLES

u^tf^J^J^^ •rtgnort to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabu-Uki KaJaha, Tokyo, Japu
F1W Nof

. M, Iftt, Ser. No. 442,040

Nr^itt^aSSlSr*^ ^'^' ^' "•>' 56-187719;
No?. 30, 1981, Sfrl76618[U]

IM. a^ FDIN 7/09UAa Hl-227
,3 chta.

provided with at least two segmented bushing threads
and

a nipple having a nipple portion, an intermediate portion and
a connector portion, said nipple portion being adapted to
be inserted mto and secured to said bushing, said connec-
tor portion having (i) at least one recess provided to allow
part of the connector portion to be inserted past the bush-mg threads, and (ii) at least two segmented nipple threads
adaptwl to engage said bushing threads when said nipple is
rotated within said bushing to thereby secure the nipple
within the bushing, said nipple portion adapted to be
disposed outside said muffler body when said connector
portion IS soured to said buihing, said intermediate por-
uons being disposed between said nipple and connector
portions, said intermediate portion including a shank
adapted to come into contact with and bear upon said
muffler head proximate to said bushing when the nipple is
secured thereto. (

*^*^

1. An exhaust system for a motor vehicle having at least onenu wheel and a rear cowling member extending over said rear
wheel so as to substantially cover same, comprising:

at least one exhaust pipe and at least one silencer connected
to the pear end of said exhaust pipe, said silencer being at
least partially disposed within the interior of said rear
cowling member;

said silencer being disposed substantially above said rear
wneel;

saidmotor vehicle being provided with an engine unit dis-
P«ed in a substantially intermediate position fai the lonai.
tudinal direction of said vehicle; and

*"** ^^^ "^ comprising front and rear pipe portions of
a relatively small section connected to said engine unit and
said silencer, respectively, and an expansion chamber
portion of a reUtively large section through which said
front and rear pipe portions are interconnected.

4^75,623
UNIVERSAL MUFFLER ASSEMBLY

l^T^oSl^ •« •f Ofcto. ..rig«« to APX Group,

Filed Sep. 20, MI2, Ser. No. 422.453

.,« « ..
Irt. a^ FOIN 7//«UAa 181-243 7C^

4.47S.C24

HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE

^"hSn??' '''•UiS!^?* "^ "'"^ M. Priee, Barie.

SiiTy.'SS'Tt^ *• ^^ ^"-^- «>^«-

Wirtaton of Ser. No. a6,730, Jri. 27, 1981. dwdoiied. TTris
application Sep. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 414,746

. , o ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^/*^' roiN 1/02UAa 181-292
4ctal«.11.;'"

!l 11

.

1. A muffler assemWy comprising: " " ji

a muffler body having muffler heads at the ends thereof;^^.°!^.'"^''« disposed within the muffler body^
connected to one of the muffler heads, said bushing behig

1. A honeycomb structure formed by inserting a honeycomb
core through a septum material and one or more layers of
meltable support material, emptoyed to precisely position the
septum material relative to said honeycomb core comprising

a honeycomb core having a plurality of cells therethrough,
a plurality of septum sections positioned within each cell of

said honeycomb core, said sections lying substantiaUy in a
common plane and placed a predetermined distance from
one surface of said core and said septum sections being
comprised of a fuseable material having a fusion tempera-
ture below the melting point of said supporting materials
and a resin curing temperatiire above the melting point of
said supporting materials,

a first bonding sheet attached to said core to close off the
segmented cells on one side of the said segments, and

a second bonding sheet attached to said core to close off the
segmented cell on the opposite side of said segments.

4.475.«25
DETACHABLE NON-GONDUCTIVE PLATFORMS FOR

AERIAL BOOM TRUCKS
Shannon K. ClenMats, C216 Locwt Dr., EnunWIle, lad. 47712

Filed Mw. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,090
Ipt a.} E04G 5/08UA a. 182-113

2ChlBi8
I. In combination, a platform and an aerial boom having a

substantially flat ptotform-supportrng surface, said platform
including a walkway resting upon the flat surface ofsaid boom
spaced arms each pivotally connected at one end to a marginai
portion ofsaid walkway, a rail pivotaHy connected to eachlirm
on one side of said walkway, and a plurality of longitudinally
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spaced pairs of transversely spaced gussets projecting down-

wardly from said walkway, said gussets being positioned at

opposite sides of said boom when said platform is supported on

said boom, means shiftable on an arm releasably anchoring said

arm in substantially perpendicular relation to and above said

walkway, said walkway including a marginal upturned flange,

fine adjustment and said other bolt provide for course adjust-

ment.

:::i

^*''^^'

y'
!! »

,'^-

4,475,627

PORTABLE TREE STAND/CAMP STOOL
WUIiun K. Evtridge, Wctvcrrillc N.C aMlgwM- to BMksy

lacorporated, Marrinll, N.C.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 290,146

Int. a.3 AOIM 31/02: A45F 3/26; A47C 9/W
UA a. 182—187 6 Clains

"•^-v-- V J

.——_/
i^

kd t 1 ;
!"{W t-

each of said arms being pivotally connected adjacent one end

thereof to an upturned flange spaced above said walkway, said

anchoring means including a socket formed in said walkway,

said anchor and one end of said arm being adapted to project

into said socket with a snug fit to anchor the arm in substantia]

perpendicular relation to and above said walkway.

4.475,626

SCAFFOLD BRACKET
Jerome E. Gleich, 3094 Coney Mud Ave^ Brooklyn N.Y.

11235

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 410,135

lat a^ E04G 3/06

U.S.a 182-150 2

1. A poruble seating device useful as a self supporting camp-

stool or tree supported stand, comprising a substantially flat

platform; a tubular support frame, comprising two leg sections

and a cross connection section, pivotally mounted at the lower

end of the platform; a rigid reinforcing strut, pivotally

mounted outwardly at one end to a determined point of each

support frame leg section; means for detachably mounting the

other end of each reinforcing strut to the upper end of the

platform; a seat frame having a seat, comprising two leg sec-

tions and a cross connection section, said seat frame being

pivotably mounted inwardly of and to said determined point of

each support frame leg section whereby said seat frame can be

rotated to a downward and out of the way position so moisture

will not collect on the seat, said support frame, seat frame and

reinforcing struts being foldable to said platform to define a

closed position and defining an open position when said rein-

forcing struts are mounted at the upper end of the platform; a

wedge means attached to the support frame cross connection

section; and a flexible, elongated support means attached to

said support fiame cross connection section for wrapping

around a tree to secure the support frame cross connection

section to said tree, said flexible support means being attached

below said wedge means, whereby, when the seating device is

secured to a tree in the closed position, opening the seating

device forces the wedge means into the outer surface of the

tree.

1. A sky hook for supporting one end of a scaffold plank

outside of a building window opening, comprising in combina-

tion a strong, rigid member formed with a hook at one end fbr

booking over a window ledge and a loop at its opposite end for

said plank to fit therein, and a steadying cross brace across said

member fitted with a bolt adj«»nt each end thereof for abut-

ting against a buil^ng wall to securely space the rigid member

from the wall, one of said bolts being k)cated along said cross

brace at a greater distance from said ripd member than the

other bolt, wch that a rotational threading of said one bolt

causes less movement of said rigid member than routional

threading ofsaid other bolt, whereby said one bolt provides for

4,475,628

LANDING NET
Jens A. Heilsko?, Poat Office Drawer 5007, WUndagtom N.C

28403

FUed Apr. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 489,565

lot aJ E06C 1/56. 9/14

VS.a 182-198 » Clate

1. In an embarkation-debarkation net having a plurality of

longitudinal and transverse lines crossing at spaced positions to

define a preselected open net grid configuration, and a plural-

ity of securing elements securing the crossed lines at less than

all of the crossings to retain the lines in said preselected grid

configuration, the improvement comprising:

a plurality of spacer blocks disposed at line crossings to

space the net outwardly from a rear portion thereof, said

^Mcer blocks defining crossing through bores, one of said
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bores receiving a longitudinal line and the other of said
bores receiving a transverse line at the line crossing; and

line-retaining means for retaining the spacer blocks against
displacement from the line crossing position in said bores.

4,475,C29

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY
METERING AND SPREADING LUBRICANT IN A

CONDUIT
NdMMi Jouca, Stillwater, Miaib, Mignor to Aacricu Poiywa-

tcr GorporatkM, StUhratcr, Mlu.
Filed Nov. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 445,449

iM. a^ n4N uoa, 9/00
U.S.aiM-15.1 36Ctoliiis

1. A method of lubricating the inner surface of a conduit
having at least one bend, preparatory to pulling a length of
cable through said conduit, comprising the steps of:

(a) imiformly applying metered amounts of lubricant to the
inner walls of a conduit along straight portions of said
conduit; and

(b) applying proportionately larger amounts of said lubricant
than is applied in step (a) to the shorter radius inner wall
surface of the conduit at a bend in said conduit.

4^475,630

UFTING DEVICE
Oalg A. Jickaon, Kent, Waih., and Leon R. Leadon, Portland,

Oreg., aHlgnon to Wcycrhaeiiacr Conpany, Tacoma, Waah.
Filed Jon. 14, 1962, Scr. No. 388,058

IM. a.} B6(B 9/20
UAai87-9R lOdaims

material resting on a conveyor Ime in order to enable insertion
of a pull sheet under the package so that the pull sheet can then
be grasped by a push/pull lift truck to remove the package
from the conveyor line, the improvement which comprises:

a. a tiltable elevator means adapted to lie adjacent to and
parallel to the conveyor line for placement under the
overhanging edge of the unit package, said elevator means
further comprising

(1) a longitudinal cross bar adapted to be disposed parallel
to the conveyor line in a position where it can engage
and support the package,

(2) longitudinally spaced apart jack means for raising and
lowering the cross bar into and out of lifting engage-
ment with the unit package, and

(3) a rigid member essentially parallel to the cross bar
connecting the jacks, said member being tiltably

mounted on a supporting base member,
said elevator means when raised allowing placement of a
pull sheet beneath the unit package by passing it between
the jacks and under the cross bar; and

(b) means for tilting the elevator means so that after insertion
of the pull sheet the cross bar can be arcuately moved
away from the conveyor line from a position above to a
posiUon below the pull sheet, allowing the pull sheet to
become accessible to the lift truck so that the package can
be translated laterally offof the conveyor line onto the lift

truck.

4,475,631

AC ELEVATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Masami Nomura, Nagoyt, J•pal^ aaripHV to Mitsubishi Denkl
KabnUki Kaisha, Chlyodakn, Japn

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,477
Claims priority, appUcttkm Japu, Aug. 25, 1981, 56-133025

IM. a.) B66B 1/30
MS. a. 187—29 R 9

I. In an apparatus for lifting an overhanging unit package of

1. An AC elevator control system comprising: a DC source,
an inverter connected to said DC source for inverting a DC
power from said DC source to an AC power having a variable
voltage and a variable frequency under the control of both a
command voltage signal and a conunand frequency signal, an
AC motor driven by said inverted AC power, an elevator car
operated by said AC motor, and a circuit for changing said
command frequency signal during a regenerative braking
mode of operation of said AC motor so as to decrease a fre-
quency of said AC power imparted to said AC motor to a
magnitude which is smaller than that upon the initiation of said
regenerative braking mode of operation, wherein said circuit
generates said command fi^uency signal for causing an AC
motor slip such that an electric power consumed as losses
within said AC motor are made equal to an electric power
generated by said AC motor as a regenerated electric power.
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4^75,632

DISC BRAKE HAVING WEAR COMPENSATING
MECHANISM

Joacfaln FeMmaon, Nenstodt, and Otto FricderidH, Garbscn,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, assignors to WABCO Fahr-

len^brensen GmbH, HaaoTer, Fed. Rep. of Gennany
FUed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,548

Claims priority, application Fed. R^ of Gennany, Feb. 6,

1982, 3204188

Int a^ n6D 65/20, 65/52

MS.a 188-714 7 Claims

faces of a rotating disc, said movable assembly being mounted

to slide by two small columns on a fixed support disposed near

the disc, said small columns each having a cylindrical sleeve

and a removable part, each sleeve having a groove and each

removable part having one end of which has a screw thread

secured in a threading formed in the fixed support and the

other end of which has a pan capable of being rotated by a

suitable assembly tool, a locking element comprising a substan-

tially flat plate being interposed between said sleeves and

1. In a disc brake having at least one brake member and at

least one disc member with which said brake member is en-

gageable to effect a brake application, actuating apparatus

comprising:

(a) a pair of spreading members cooperatively arranged to

form a chamber therebetween;

(b) a joining element between said pair of spreading mem-
bers;

(c) a stop on one of said spreading members to limit the

degree of axial movement of said joining element relative

to said one of said spreading members;

(d) a first elastic ring between said joining member and the

other spreading member to provide a fluid pressure seal

and a friction coupling therebetween, said friction cou-

pling effecting axial displacement of said joining element

toward engagement with said stop, when fluid under

pressure is supplied to said chamber to actuate said pair of

spreading members and thereby force said at least one

brake member into engagement with said at least one disc

member;
(e) a second elastic ring between said joining element and

said one spreadmg member to provide a fluid pressure seal

for said chamber; and

(f) resilient means operatively disposed between said joining

element and said one spreading member for exerting an

axial force on said joining element in a direction away

from said stop, so that upon the release of said fluid under

pressure firom said chamber, said joining element is shifted

a predetermined distance away from said stop, whereby

said friction coupling between said joining element and

said other spreading member is effective to retract said

other spreading member in a direction to effect disengage-

ment between said at least one brake member and said at

least one disc member and thereby release said brake

application.

4,475,633

DISC BRAKE INCLUDING A MOVABLE ASSEMBLY
Jcn*Loiils Gerard, Paris, and Cteode Le Marchand, Domont,

both of France, assignors to Sodete Anonymc DBA, Paris,

France

FUed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,388

CUdas priority, application Fhmcc, Sep. 28, 1981, 81 18216

Int. a? F16D 55/224

MS. a. 188-73.45 3 Claims

1. A disc brake including a movable assembly having actuat-

ing means capable of urging a first friction element directly and

a second friction element by reac^ against the respective

removable parts, said locking element having at least one part

with a length which is variable in a direction substantially

parallel to the faces of the disc and passing through the axes of

each of the small columns, the locking element having locking

portions forming forks each engaging the groove of an adja-

cent end of a sleeve and fixing said locking element to said

sleeves, and the forks directed in said direction which is sub-

stantially parallel to the plane of the disc and passing through

the axes of the small columns.

4,475,634

DISC BRAKE ROTOR DAMPING
Thomas A. Flaim, Troy, Glen Stephens, Ortonfille, and Edwin J.

Miller, Romeo, all of Mich., aasignors to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,647

Int a^ F16D 65/12

MS. CI. 188—218 A 2 Claims

1. In a disc brake assembly having a brake rotor rotaUble

about an axis and including a braking section formed as an

annulus with axially opposite braking surfaces, said braking

section being subject during brake actuation to noise-generat-

ing vibrations, and a bearing hub and flange also routable

about said axis and adapted for niounting said brake rotor and

a wheel to be braked; the improvement comprising:

a hat-shaped section including a crown portion on said brake

rotor providing a mounting face for secure mounting face

engagement with one side of said bearing flange and an

intermediate portion joining said crown portion and said

braking section;

said hat-shaped section having a frusto-conical inner surface *

formed on said intermediate portion, and said bearing

4.52-227 O.G.-84-6
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flange having « fnistoconical outer surface formed AAnavitherecm complementary to »^ yuJ^*^.„
'''^^rS^ o"!" 'urf-ce being «, «zed relative to Jayairth P. R«,. SugarU-i^'iSL to Baylor Co«««v««d hat.«haped section fnistoconical inner surface that SiWtftand, li.

^^ ^"^ ^'^''* ^^f^V*
wh«i said bearing Hange and said hat-shaped section are FItod May «, 1962, Scr. No. 374.MSm «ure mounting engagement at said mounting face a ht Cl.^ ¥1^57/%^^
predetermined conicaUy extending space is defined be- ^^' CI- 1««-»6 . P,.i«.tween the imier surface of said hat-shaped section and the

"

outer surface of said bearing Hange on the axially opposite
«de of said brake rotor from said wheel;

and damping means received in said coilically extending
•pace between said inner and outer surfaces and engaged
by said mner and outer surfaces in axially pressed relation
when said bearing Hange and said hat-shaped section arem secure mounting engagement at said mounting face,
««1 damping means damping the aforAientioned vibra-
nons set up m said braking section during braking by the
disc brake assembly.

VORTEX FLOW SHOCK ABSORBER WITH ONE-WAY
VALVE

Knvok Iwata, Kamakora; Naolo FUnhaim. FUiaawa. and

Ma Motor Conpaay, Uidtad, Yokohama, Japan
Filed Oct 9. 1981, Scr. No. 310,063

Ctaw priority, application Japan, Oct. 14, 19M, 5M451W
„« « - Int. aJ F16F 9/i¥
UAaiW-2«2

,4 Claim.

I20

1. A vortex flow shock absorber comprising:
a cylinder defining a fluid chamber filled with a working

fluid;
*

a piston rod coaxtally disposed within the cylinder-
a piston fixed to a lower end of said piston rod and'recipro-

cally movable in said cylinder, said piston dividing said
fluid chamber into fint and second chambers and having
therem a vortex chamber,

a first fluid passage in said piston for establishing fluid com-
mumcation between said first chamber and said vortex
chamber, said first fluid passage being operable to produce
a vortex pattern fluid flow when working fluid is intro-
duced into said vortex chamber therethrough;

a second fluid passage in said piston for establishing fluid
communication between said vortex chamber and said
second chamber, said second fluid passage being operable
to produce a radial pattern fluid flow in said vortex cham-
ber when said woriting fluid is introduced into said vortex
chamber therethrough;

a prosure relieving passage extending through said piston
and said piston rod for establishing fluid communication
between said vortex chamber and said first chamber and

a presMire relief valve biased to normally close said pressure
reheving passage, said valve being responsive to a fluid
pre«urc ui said vortex chamber exceeding a predeter-
mined set pressure to open said pressure relieving passage
to permit fluid flow from said vortex chamber to said first
chamber tlierethrough.

I. A water brake comprising:
(a) a hollow relatively wide substantially wheel-shaped

brake housing having an outer substantially circular pe-
ripheral surface and two spaced and parallel substantially
flat circuhir side walls each of which has a central axid
openmg,

(b) the brake housing formed by two housing sections which
are joined along a circular planar surface along the outer
circular peripheral surface.

(c) a seal and bearing assembly containing a roller bearing
and an adjacent outer seal mounted in the central opening
of each of 1^ side walls and disposed along a central axis
extending through the brake housing.

(d) a single drive and support shaft extending along the
central axis and through and in engagement with the roller
bearing and an adjacent seal in each of the seal and bearing
assemblies, ^

(e) a rotor disposed within one housing section and having a
cylindrical hub mounted on the shaft and supported be-
tween the bearings of the two seal and bearing assemblies,

(0 the rotor havmg a circular vane support section of cup-
shaped cross-section having inner and outer peripheral
surfaces and within which a plurality of radially extending
vanes are supported,

(g) the vanes extending in an angled direction with respect to
the hne of travel of the rotor and terminating their free
edges with the outer and inner edges of the vane supporf
section at a first common plane disposed perpendicular to
the hub axis,

(h) a complementary configured stator fixedly mounted
within the other housing section and including a thin
arcular radially extending vane support section facing the
rotor vanes and which has a plurality of radially extending
vanes extending in a direction parallel to those of the rotor
and terminating at an edge along a second common plane
extending parallel and closely spaced from said first com-mon plane,

(i) water inlet and outlet means associated with the housing
for nwrntaming a supply of water through the housing
which IS engaged by the rotor and stator vanes

0) inner high pressure seal means disposed between the
bearings and the cup-shaped vane support of the rotor and
sutor for providing a water seal,

(k) the opposed rotor and sUtor vane support sections defin-
ing a high-pressure chamber in which the edges of their

'!^i^ 'HL'^!"
peripheral surfaces are disposed close toeach other along the first common plane to restrict leak-
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.geoftheworkingfluidfromthearniularchamberfbnned natively -"•^B -\l«;lJ«~??^
between the rotor and sutor to maintain high pressure,

(1) an annular high pressure chamber adjacent the annular

gap formed between the rotor and stotor peripheral sur-

faces and the inner seal means, and

(m) high pressure bleed off means connected between the

high pressure chamber and a lower pressure area for

reducing high pressure build-up within the high pressure

chamber.

shaft, at least one brake disk nonroutably connected to said

4^75,637

AUTOMATIC CXUTCH CONTROL SYSTEM
Tonlo Ognaa, Ai^yo; Koidchiro Hiroaawa, Karlya, and

Tmtona MHnii, Chiryu, aU of Japan, avigMn to AliUa

Sciki Kilnwk*"'^'**^*. Kariya, Japan

Filed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 387,518

Clains priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 27, 19S1, 5645327

lat G.^ B60K 41/28

VS. a. 192-0.052 W Clalmi
cluteh collar, a vehicle brake including said brake disk for

selectively braking said drive shaft.

4^75,439

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY FOR GEAR TRANSMISSION

Erich Taasend, Senden, Fed. Rap. ofGennany, aadgwirto Zato-

radtebrik Friedrichahafen Aktteagsacllachaft, Friedrkh-

shafcn. Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany

FUed Jnn. 24, 19«2, Scr. No. 391,865

Claims priority, appUcation Fad. Rap. of Gcnnany, Jan. 27,

1981, 312542*
lat CI.} n6D 23/08

U5. a. 192-53 G 12 Claims

1. An automatic clutch control system for a vehicle includ-

ing a transmission having a shift lever and a clutch havihg a

drive shaft and a driven shaft comprising; first speed detecting

means for detecting the routional speed of said drive shaft of

said clutch, second speed detecting means for detecting the

rotation of speed of said driven shaft of said clutch, direction

detecting means for detecting the rotational direction of said

driven shaft of said cluteh, position detecting means for detect-

ing the position of said shift lever, cluteh engagement control

means for controlling the degree of engagement of said cluteh,

cluteh encrgiang means energizing said cluteh engagement

control means, and electronic control means connected to said

first speed detecting means, said second speed detecting means,

said direction detecting means, said position detecting means,

and said clutch energizing means for generating and applying

a clutch engagement control signal to said clutch energizing

means to response to the speed of said drive shaft of said cluteh

and the speed of said driven shaft of said clutch and for retard-

ing the cluteh engagement by a predetermined time whenever

the direction of rotation of said driven shaft of said cluteh is m
contradistinction to the rotational direction normally deter-

mined by said shift lever.

4,475,638

TRANSMISSION BRAKE AND CLUTCH
Stephen J. McCoradck, MUwankec, Wis., n«ignor to ASUa-

ChalBcn Corporation, Milwankcc, Wis.

Filed Dec 17, 1981, Scr. No. 331,537

iBLCl'BmL 41/24

UA a. 192-4 A lOCbdnii

1. A vehicle transmission and brake comprising a transmis-

sion housing, an input shaft rototobly mounted in said housing,

a drive shaft driving a diflierential, bearings routably support-

ing each end of said drive shaft in said housing, at least two

gearsets on said shafts, a cluteh collar redprocaUy mounted on

said drive shaft between said bearings for selectively and alter-

ni,»i«ivrw«*

1. In a gear transmission having a first gear, a second gear

coaxial with said first gear, said gears being provided with

respective sets of external teeth of like pitch and diameter, and

an internally toothed sleeve meshing only with the teeth of said

first gear in a decoupling position, said sleeve being axially

slidable into a coupling position in which it meshes with the

teeth of said first and second gears for positively connecting

same to each other,

the combination therewith of a synchro ring coaxially mter-

posed between said gears with freedom of limited rotation

relative to said first gear, said synchro ring and said sec-

ond gear being provided with confronting cluteh surfaces

separated by a small clearance from each other in the

decoupling position of said sleeve, a detent member uni-

versally jointed to said first gear, a free end of said detent

member extending substantially radially into an axially

disposed inner guide groove of said sleeve m said decou-

pling position whUe being positively entrainable by said

'- synchro ring in either peripheral direction, said guide

groove being provided with lateral pockeu to receive the

free end of said detent member upon a relative angular

disaUgnment of said synchro ring and said first gear from

a normal median position, such disalignment resulting

from a speed difTerence between said first and second

gears upon the estabhshment of frictional contact between

said cluteh surfaces by an axial thrust exerted upon said

synchro ring via said detent member whose free end is
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indexable on said sleeve for peripheral entrainment

ISSS^ •?" "i '"^^'P'"' "'*' coupling shift thereof, said
lateral pockets being bounded by camming edges dislodg-

SStl^iH^"
establishment of substantial synchronism

pHn^^r "* ' completion of said cou-

M75,640
DAMPER DISC

r22fSJS?v°'^^''*'' ^««« to Kabuahiki KaJsliaDaiUa Sdnkosbo, Oiaka, Japu
«*««•

o I ^ !!f*
"^^ •• "•'• Sw- No. 329,123

Ctaimt priority, applicatkw Jipu, D,c. 22, 1980, 55-182634

.,c « .-.
Int. 0.3 P16D i//¥UAa 192-70.17 ,c^

said spnng chamber normally biasing said pistons to cause each
pressurizing chamber in said accumulator to return toward amimmum volume, a valve means in one of said pistons isolating
one of said pressurizing chambers from said spring chamber in
said accumulator when pressurized fluid is admitted to said

pressurizing chamber and a valve means in the other of said

Til ».^u""'"v*
''"^"'«'' °^""*«* f^o™ «id spring chamber

through the other one of said pressurizing chambers of said
accumulator when one of said accumulators is actuated
thereby providing an automatic drain when said control valve
IS open.

shift ,t^Ef.
"^ compnsing a hub splined to an output

•haft, at least two axially spaced annular flanges rotatably

on«.Si™L .K 'n
'°'*""« '*''~^*°" *"d deposed iJ

ne side plates being connected to the adjacent flanae bv the

heTbTd^r °'^' '''' P'«« ^'"^-^ c^nfectL tothe hub, and a torque input member including a ring searconnected to the flanges and an annular input*p^atehaCfi^on facmgs and being axially slidably connected to the rlnf

«,««.« 4,475,642
SYSTEM FOR MANUFACTURING AND MOUNTING

HMs-Ulrich FHta, Am Wolhberg 10, D.7000 Stuttgart 70, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,563

198?3ri2M7'*^'
"PPlicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gemwy, IVto. 31,

Int a.3 B65G 27/20UA a 198-345 j^cMm

DOUBLE ^^^^^^CACCVmJLATOR FOR
r,,,., ^ JSJ2? ^?"^ TRANSMISSION

^!S!^J^^x,Z'1:^ "* ^*'»*" •'• McComriek,

nW Oct 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,381

UA a. 192j;^15°' "® ''"'* "** '''''

1. A hydraulic transmission shift control system comprisTnTa wurce of pressurized fluid, a transmission shift contrTa ve

^t^l Sr"V^i"'""*"* ^"'^^ «>""«^»*"8 between L7dcontrol valve and said source of pressurized flSd, at least two

mS«r"T """ ^°' *"«*«^"« «« ^'«ch in thMrir^mi«ion and each connected to a control valve, a double ac^ehydraulic accumulator connected between siUd two hy^^^^^^^

ZT^ -ncluding, a hydraulic cylinder ha^g Lrend w"ll in

S^t^«Zl!br '^'•^ *" '^ hydrauli/cylinder defil

tef rrSS^!'"* 5'^""""8 ^*>^»*" with a spring cham-ber intermediate said pistons with each one of said pressurizingchambers connected to one of said hydraulic Sore tocushion pressure pulse, in the hydraulic'system' tSTpring !n

1. A system for conveying work pieces along a conveying
direction, comprising:

vunvcymg

work carriers for supporting the workpieces, the work carri-
ers having engagement members running at least in the
conveying direction;

a plurality of system units having guideways for the work
earners extending in the conveying direction, the system
units with their guideways being aligned one after another
for sequentially receiving the work carriers, each of the
system units having at least one independently drivable
and controllable drive unit with a rotary drive means
movably driving the work carriers on the guideways and
with respect to the guideways. the drive means and en-
gagement members being constructed for reciprocal oosi-
tive engagement;

*^
indexing means on at least one of the system units, the index-

ing means positively engaging the engagement members
foraccurately positioning the work carriers in at least one
predetermmed indexing position along the conveying
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direction, the indexing means urging the work carriers board from the flrst to the '""^^'"^^^y?;'^7^™^^^
against at least one of the guideways and accurately posi- opening the side guard to release a side board from « P'ecc o[

tioning the work carriers with respect to the guideways. lumber, positioning the dropping flap to direct the side board

transverse to the conveying direction.

4,475,643

STTORAGE DEVICE FOR PACKAGES
Uwe Klingenberg, Gcvelsbers, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Maschinenfkbrik Alffred Schmennond GmbH A Co., Gc-

elsberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,481

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 24,

1981,3137948
Int a.J B65G 1/04. 61/28

VS. 0. 198-347 J5 Claims

J* * ^ " ^ " * » —
.,

onto the transverse conveyor, and moving the stop means into

a path of the side board on the transverse conveyor to shift the

side board on the transverse conveyor.

4,475,645

MACHINE FOR APPLYING BASE CUPS TO BOTTLES

WiUian P. Young, Farmington, Mich., asrignor to William P.

Young Co., Farmington, Mich. .,.,^,«
Division of Ser. No. 103,566, Dec. 14, 1979, Pat No. 4,312,439.

This appUcation Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,330

Int a.3 B65G 47/26

VS. a. 198-420 12 Claims

1 Apparatus for temporarily storing rows of articles re-

moved from a conveyor system and returning such articles to

the conveyor system as required comprising:

storage conveyor means, said storage conveyor means in-

cluding a belt having spaced projections on at least a first

side thereof, said spaced projections defining open-sided

channels which are oriented generally parallel with re-

spect to the direction of motion of the conveyor system,

said belt in part being in proximity to the conveyor sys-

tem;

means for imparting motion to said storage conveyor means

belt said motion imparting means being reversible and

causing said belt projections to contact and move groups

of articles from the conveyor system and return such

groups of articles to the conveyor system; and

receiving means, said receiving means including a receiving

roll, said storage conveyor means belt being wound onto

and off of said receiving roll in response to said motion

imparting means whereby rows of articles positioned

between said belt projections may be temporanly stored m

radially closed compartments fonned between successive

windings of said storage conveyor means belt.

4,475,644 ^^
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FEEDING LIMBER

Joma Raippo, Heiaola, Finland, assignor to Plan-SeU Oy,

Finland ^, ._. ,^,
FUed Jon. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 3W,105

Claims priority, appUcation Finland, Jun. 17, 1981, 811893

Int CLJ B65G 47/24

U&CL 198-407 13 Claims

1 A method for feeding side boards that are cut from a pi«;e

of lumber with a device including at least one side guard for

holding a board against a piece of lumber from which it was

cut a first conveyor for transfening the piece of lumber and

side board to the side guard, a transverse conveyor for convey-

ing side boards, stop means for holding boards on the t.-ans-

vme conveyor from moving on the transverse conveyor and

at least one dropping flap which is movable to direct a side

,0'̂^^^^^,.~

1. A machine for applying base cups to bottles, compnsing a

conveyor movable along a predetermined path and having a

series of support units each comprising a bottle holder for

holding a bottle upright and a base cup seat for holding a base

cup upright supported beneath said bottle holder for move-

ment toward and away from the bottom of a bottle held by said

botUe holder, means for loading bottles upright on said respec-

tive bottle holders, means for loading base cups upright on said

respective base cup seats, and means downstream from said

bottles and base cup loading means in the direction of con-

veyor movement for elevating said base cup seats to apply the

base cups held thereby to the bottles held by the bottle holders

thereabove.

4,475,646

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONVEYING FLAT

MEMBERS THROUGH A PROCESSING UNIT

Frank F. Waas, Bad Horabnrg, Fed. Rep. of Gennaay, assignor

to E. I. Dv Pont de Nemonrs and Conpaay, WUmingtoa, Del.

FUed Oct 22, 1982, Ser. No. 435,930

Chdffls priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Geranny, Not. 7,

1981, 3144355
Int a.3 B65G 47/84

VS. CL 198-480 " <r*^
1. An apparatus for conveying flat members previously

processed on one or both surfaces through a processing unit in

where there is a n)tor having a plurality of receptor devices for
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awepting the members individually, the receptor devices
being situated on the periphery of the rotor, the rotor beins
routabJe to displace the receptor devices in a stepwise fashion
past a predetermmed loadin^unloading sution. and means for
loadmg and unloading the members being disposed in adja-
cency to the station and adapted to function within the periph-
ery of the rotor, wherein the improvement comprises:
each of the receptor devices comprising an open basket (13)
formed by two loops (14) each having a cross-section that
IS closed all around, each basket expanding bulge-like
towards the center and sharply converging radially in-
ward and outward;

addition a pair of elongated, spaced legs of one piece
with a top surface thereofand extending away from said
top surface: and

(ii) a U-shaped bracket having a bent portion with a pair of
spaced legs extending therefrom, said bracket beina
onented with its bem portion in firm abutting contact
with an inner surface of a section of the rope while an
outer surface of said section is snugly received in and
accommodated by said groove, and with its legs extend-
ing adjacent to the respective lateral surfaces of theclamp base and having end regions extending beyond

Ixt^Sr.!!"" u "T^^ *"** 'y*"« *" • P'«"« 'hat
extends between the clamp legs;

the loading and unloading means (19) being disposed be-
neath the rotor (10) and comprising two rows of trans-
porting rollers (31. 32) a predetermined number of which

I^r.iv!*l?i
**"''*^ ^^ ~^ «^ ~"«" "tending

parallel to the rotation axis (11) of the rotor (10). the
rollers m each row being movable from an open to a

SS^dS^' ?K i:""*"
^''*" '" '^^ closed^osition

nSl*liK^ ^^^ their rotational axes (40) substantiallyX «H if. ~'°J
"^ **"« "^P*** '° ««««« « '"emberm the radially outermost area of the basket that is disposed

2ithr„ t*!!I?K *L°^
unloading sution (28) to lift a member

wHhm^the basket and advance the member axially out of

4,475,647

«^ .^
ROPE BUCKET ELEVATOR

^£-2^ lSl*i.?r S?'"^' Apt 4J. «Hl Liz,

nW J«l. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,495

„„ ^ Int a^ B«B /7/itf
U.S.a 198-711

4Cl.i«i
1. A rope bucket elevator comprising:

^^
'j;sss^i'S"*"'^*°~^"^*^''-'»»^«^

c. an elongated endless baiid of rope disposed about the
penphenes of the drive and tensioning wheels so that
portioiis of an inner surface of the rope are in close abut-
ting relationship with peripheral surface sections of each
ofttid wheels, respectively, said wheels being sufficiently
tpKta apwt to eliminate substantially all slack from the
rope;

**'.'h2!I!'?^ i'"^''*!' V*^ "^"^ 'he rope and attached
tJhwretoby individual clamp assemblies, each said assembly

(i) a clamp having a bowed base with a radius ofcurvature
less than said predetermmed radius, said base also hav-
ing tateral surfaces and a bottom surface with a logitudi-
n^groove centered along substantially its entire length,wd groove bemg adapted for receiving and accommo-
dating a section of the rope, and said base having in

e. means for rigidly attaching a rear wall of each bucket to
the clamp legs; and

f. means for tightly securing the end regions of the bracket
legs so that the rope section is snugly wedged between the
groove m the clamp base and the bent portion of the
bracket,

said clamp assemblies being adapted for permitting smooth and
rapid contmuous motion of the buckets around the drive and
tensionmg wheels with a recess being formed between the
bottom surface of each clamp base and the peripheries of each
of said wheels, so that material can be loaded in the buckets at
a bottom pomt of their path around the rope and emptied atsome other point along said path.

4,475,648

BELT CX)NVEYOR

T^'Ji.^ ^'*if'
^^''^ ^^^ "*»•»' ««» fMC Corpora.

noB, Oiicago, III.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,154

„^ ^ iBt a.3 B65G i9//2UA a 198-830
4 0,^

1. A belt conveyor of the type having longitiudinal, laterally
spaced side rails having upper wall portions mounted on said
side rails comprising downwardly diverging walls, a transverse
roll snpportmg base beam structure and means attached to the
base beam structure including a wedge and a wedge receivina
aperture for mounting said base beam structure on said upper
wall portions the improvement comprising: elongate Ion-
gitudianl notches in said upper wall portions of said side rails
and a longitudinal round rod (200) welded to the inside of said
side rails along the upper edges of the notches whereby said
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transverse roll supporting base beam structure is retained on

said side rails by said wedge means passing through said wedge
a side of said bottom portion, and latchingly connected on

one of its sides opposite to said first one of its sides to a

corresponding side of said bottom portion,

a handle means.

an exterior face of said lid portion being adapted to provide

a drawing surface.

receiving apertures of said means for mounting said base beam

structure and said elongate longitudinal notches in said rails.

4,475,649

SrrOWAGE CASE FOR AN ELECTRIC CORD
WUlem R. Haarbosch, Eiiidlio?eB, Netherluds, assignor toU&

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 454,410

Claims priority, appUcatioa Netheriands, Jan. 8, 1982,

8200052
fart. CL^ B65D 85/00: NOIB 7/00

UA a. 206-328 Claims

said case particularly comprising a latching hinge means

operatively connected interiorly of said case to said bot-

tom and lid portions and serving to permit said lid portion

to be retained while the drawing surface is in use at a

desired one of a plurality of different positions with re-

spect to the horizontal.

4^75,651

ROLL-WRAPPING APPARATUS, METHOD AND
INTERMEDIATE PRODUCT

Bertram F. Eisner, Hanover, Pa., assignor to Eisner Engineering

Works, Inc Hanorer, Pa.

Filed No?. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,623

fait Q.^ B65D 85/66

VS.a 206-389 5 Oalan

1. A storage case for an electric cord, comprising:

a shell including an elongate central member fixed to two

opposed end members, the central and end members form-

ing a cord storage space between them, the longitudinal

axis of the central member being oriented in a direction

perpendicular to the end members, the central member

forming an open slot for the insertion or removal of a

folded cord into or from the storage space, the slot having

substantially constant dimensions and extending continu-

ously from one end member to the opposed end member in

a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis, at least one end

member having a cord passage therethrough and also

having a substantially V-shaped aperture communicating

with the passage and with the slot.

4,475,650

CASE FOR DRAFTSMAN
Joseph De Failo, Jr., 216 Nelson Ron Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.

15237
Filed Jnl. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 511333

fart. a.J H45C n/36; B44D 3/00

UAa206-371 ^ . , *5^
1. A case for carrying or storing drafting matenals, said case

comprising

a bottom portion containing a plurality of compartments or

portions having therein hollowed spaces so shaped as to

receive snugly various implements and supplies useful m

drafting including a T square.

a lid portion hingedly connected at a first one of its sides to

1. An intermediate product comprising a roll, a loose contin-

uous envelope formed of transparent heat shrink film com-

pletely surrounding the circumference of the roll, a label

formed of non-heat shrink material confined between the roll

and the envelope and a bond securing part of the label to the

envelope, the remainder of the label being free of the envelope,

whereby the bond holds the label in position on the envelope

and the film slides across the remainder of the label without

buckling as the envelope is shrunk onto the roll.

to Sigaflx

4,475,652

TAPE DISPENSING PACK

Robert A. H. Heard, Backwcll, Eaglaad,

Limited, Bristol, Engtand

Filed Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,291

daias priority, application United Kiagdooi, Mar. 1, 1982,

8205890
iBt CL^ B65D 85/67. 85/04: B65H 75/40

UAa 206-409 ^
!?*"

1. A tope dispensing pack comprismg a flat toroidal con-

tainer, having two annular walls spaced apart and bridged by

radially inner and outer peripheral walls, the annular mtenor

space thus defined containing concentrically a coil of flexible

resilient metal tope, the outer peripheral wall having an aper-
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ture through which one end of the tape can be drawn, the inner
penpheral wall defining an open central space, the container
being made from two mouldings, each comprising a said annu-
lar wall and inner and outer peripheral wall members arranged
so that the same two mouldings can be telescopically interfit-
ted to varying extents and secured to form containers of difTer-
ent depths to accommodate different widths of tape, a periph-
eral wall member of one moulding fitting radially inside and in
overlappmg contact with a corresponding peripheral wall

bonding temperature at any one time has a length less than
the length of said tray side walls.

4,475,654
STORAGE AND INDIVIDUALIZED DOSAGE

CONTAINER
Lawrence C. FhKhter, 151 W. 13th ST^ New York, N.Y. 10011
Coatiniiation ofSer. No. 68,792, Ang. 22, 1979, abudoned. This

application Sep. 23, 1903, Ser. No. 535,120
Int. a.3 B65D 85/56. 83/04

VS. a. 206-538
2 ctaim.

member of the other moulding whereby together they make up
at least a portion of the peripheral walls joining the two said
annular walls, means securing the overlapping peripheral wall
members together at a degree of telescopic interfitment of the
two mouldmgs appropriate to the width of the tape in the coil
the mside surface of the outer peripheral wall being provided
with a senes of circumferentially spaced inwardly directed
projections for engaging the outer periphery of the coil of tape
and preventing its contact with the major portion of said inside
surface.

4,475,653
PACKAGE AND PROCESS OF FORMING SAME

John E. UUnaa, HontiBgdoa Valley, Pt, aasignor to The Mead
Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

No. 322,443, Not. 18, 1981,. Thit appUcation Oct 14, 1982. Ser
No.434y«39

iBt a.3 B65D 65/02; B65B 53/02
UAa 206-497

,5^^

1. A storage and individualized dosage container assembly
for pUls, tablets and the like comprising:

a hollow storage receptacle including a bottom wall and
sidewalls which terminate in an open mouth;

and a closure cap comprising a bottom wall, sidewalls defm-
mg with said bottom wall a compartment dimensioned to
contain pills, tablets and the like of the type stored within
said receptacle but in a lesser quantity, the said closure cap
being cooperable with said receptacle to selectively seal
same, an opening being formed in said closure cap at a
location remote from the bottom wall thereof,

said closure cap provided with adhesive means on the bot-
tom wall thereof cooperable with the top of a closure for
said receptacle to be securable thereon, said closure cap
being removable from said receptacle with said closure as
a unitary member and a lid integral with the closure cap
and movable selectively in relation to said opening therein
between first and second positions in which the opening is
respectively sealed and exposed to provide access to the
contents of said compartment.

1. A multi-unit package comprising:
a cellulosic tray including a bottom wall and a pair of spaced

apart upstanding side walls along opposite sides of the
bottom wall;

a group of articles on said bottom wall between said side
walls; and

a flexible film sheet extending over said group of articles and
overlapping said tray side walls, said film sheet overiyina
said side walls of said tray to form a skirt and bonded with
heat and pressure to each of said tray side walls by its own
substance with a primary bond extending along the length
of said side wall, the primary bond having a height less
than the height of said walls and located adjacent that
edge of said side wall opposite said bottom wall and with
aslart bond bonding that skirt portion of said film sheet
between said pnmary bond and the edge of said film sheet
ateng the length of said side wall, the skirt bond having
been made subsequent to the primary bond by sequentially
heating and pressing said skirt portion against said tray
side wall so that the section of said skirt portion raised to

4,475,655

PACiONG CONTAINER
PMr Andersson, and Rolf Viberg, botii of BJiirred, Sweden, as-

sigBors to Tetra Pak loteraatioaa] AB, Lund, Sweden
Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,831

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Aug. 13, 1981, 8104813
Int. a.J B65D 17/40

UAa.206-624
g CW^

1. A packing container, comprising:
a first U-shaped wall portion defining a back wall and top
and bottom end walls of the container; and

a second U-shaped wall porUon which is sealed to said first
wall portion to define a closed container, said second wall
portion defining front and side walls of the container, and
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second wall portion including a weakening line adjacent

the top end wall of the container with a central portion of

said second wall being continuous and extending across

said weakening line, said top end wall and an upper seg-

ment of said second wall portion above said weakening

line defming a lid for the container, said weakening line

being provided for severing said upper segment from said

second wall portion to release said lid for hinged move-

ment relative to said back wall, said weakening line being

two mutually parallel, vertically displaced cut liiies on

opposite sides of said second wall portion, the cut line on

an outside of the packing container being situated nearest

the top end wall, whereby opening said container along

said weakening line creates an oblique rupture line be-

tween the cut lines for guiding the lid back to a closed

position.

4,475,656

DISHWASHER TRAY
John D. CoUier, Cambridge, Canada, assignor to Greening Don-

ald Co. Ltd., HamUtoB, Canada

FHed Mar. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 240,900

Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Mar. 6, 1980, 347191

iBt a.J A47G 19/08

VJS. CL 211-41 3 Claims

comer members may be positioned in a comer of a drawer

containing said suspension file suppori system, and

means for securing said frame members to each said comer

member, said securing means of each comer member

including a pair of parallel sleeves and a pair of channels,

each said channel perpendicular to one of said sleeves.

4,475,658

SPRING-LOADED MERCHANDISING DEVICE
Kennetii S. Roberts, Gig Hariwr, Waah., assipMr to Roberts

Di^biy Corporation, Gig Harbor, Wash.

FUcd Mar. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 20,524

IM. CL^ A47F 7/00

VS. a. 211—54.1 5 Claims

40b

1. An open-topped and generally rectangular tray of the

type used to support dishes in a dishwasher, the tray compris-

ing:

a floor nuule up of central portions of a first group of longi-

tudinal rods of a first length and by central portions of

transverse rods having a second length and attached to the

central portions of the longitudinal rods orthogonally and

shaped to support said dishes in a selected arrangement;

a pair of side walls made up of upstanding end portions of

the transverse rods and by central portions of a second

group of longitudinal rods also of said first length and

attached to the upstanding end portions othogonally; and

a pair of end walls made at least in part of upstanding end

portions of the first group of longitudinal rods and by end

portions of the second group of longitudinal rods attached

othogonally to those of the upstanding end portions of the

first group adjacent the side walls, the second group of

longitudinal rods extending continuously between said

central and end portions of the second group to rigidify

the side and end walls.

4,475,657

SUSPENSION FOLDER SUPPORT SYSTEM

Uwis L. Albery, 14429 Dute Ate., Dolton, lU. 60419

FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,770

iBt a.JB42F/ 7/0«

VS. a. 211—46 • Claims

1. A suspension file support system, comprising:

a plurality of rigid frame members, and

a plurality of comer members, each said comer member

being planar with first and second sides, a flexible hinge

between said first and second sides allowing said first and

second sides to be bent to form a right angle whereby said

1. A merchandise display assembly for displaying merchan-

dise items comprising:

merchandise display support means;

at least one merchandise display hook projecting from said

support means for slidably suspending merchandise items

therefrom, said display hook having a front end and a back

end, said front end of said display hook including a re-

tainer means for retaining merchandise items from sliding

off said front end of said display hook, said display hook

being attached to said support means at said back end, said

display hook including a downtumed back portion se-

cured to a transverse wire rod, said transverse wire rod

having upturned mounting hooks at each end thereof for

securing said display hook to said support means; and

a conical compression coil spring operatively associated

with said display hook for maintaining said merchandise

items pushed forward toward said front end of said dis-

play hook, said spring including a large diameter end and

a small diameter end, said large diameter end of said

spring including a retaining hook demounubly atuchable

to said back end of said display hook, said retaining hook

of said spring operably extending downwardly behind

said transverse wire rod and around the front of said

down-tumed back portion of said display hook and fur-

ther including a forwardly disposed semicircle portion

cooperably engageaWe around the front of said down-

tumed back portion of said display hook for preventing
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Mid retaining book of said spring from being twisted
looie.

M75,659
DISPLAY DEVICE

37 ladiaa Rock M^ both of Saa AaaefaM, Calif. J4960
Filed Dec. 21, INl, Ser. No. 333,027

lat CL^ A47F 5/09UAa 211-55
3 cum

October 9, 1984

arc-like configuration in said unit, said compartmented
unit being secured to the front fece of said standard and so
that the bottom of said standard is Hush with the floor of
said unit; and

suspension means including a carrying handle and a pair of
hooks positioned at the upper portion of said standard,
said hooks having a rearwardly extending reach extending
beyond a plane containing the rearwardmost surfaces of
the caddy.

4^75,661
TAMPER-INDICATING CONTAINER ASSEMBLY

Robert B. GfifliB, 252 TuBzis Rd^ Weft Hartford, Cou. 06107
Filed Dec 3, 1962, Scr. No. 444,684

lat a.3 A61J 7/007
VJS. CL 215—366

17 Claims

K
32 28

30^24.

1. A display device for displaying generally planar elements
and the like comprising:

a plurality of horizontally extending, vertically spaced strips
of yieldable material,

means securing each of said strips along a hinge line thereon
parallel to and spaced above the lower edge thereof, to an
adjacent lower strip, to provide a plurality of leaves in
lapping relationship,

means forming an upwardly openmg pocket along said
lower edge of each of said leaves adapted to receive
therem the lower margin of a generally planar element,

•aid lower edge ofeach leafbeing below the hinge line of the
adjacent lower leaf, whereby the lower margin of said
element may be received within said upwardly openina
pocket, and ^ i~ e

the upper margin ofsuch element may be received under the
lower edge of a higher leaf.

4^75,660
CADDY FOR JANFTORLa SUPPLIES

Oarlci R. Caia, 259 Win St, BarUagtoa, Maw. 01M3
Filed May 26, 1983, Ser. No. 498,484

I«t a.J A47F 7/00
UAa 211-113 scum

1. A tamper-indicating container assembly comprising:
a receptacle portion for holding material to be dispensed,

said receptacle portion having an opening for removal of
the material held therein,

a removable cap means for closing off said receptacle open-
ing to maintain the material therein, said cap means having
a transparent window,

an indicator assembly forming a defaceable visual pattern
and being connected to said cap means so that said visual
pattern is viewable through said window when said cap
means is mounted on said receptacle portion, and

means for binding said visual pattern to said receptacle so
that movement of said cap means relative to said recepta-
cle defaces said visual pattern so as to be substantially
irreparable with said defaced visual pattern being view-
able through said window.

4«475,662
TOROIDAL PRESSURE VESSEL OF COMPOUND

MATERIAL
Goetz Maadel. Saneriach, Fed. Rep. of Genuny, anfanor to

Mc8Mr«chBUtt.Bdlkow.BlohiB GidiH, Fed. Rep. of Genaaiiy
Filed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,313

ClalBM priority, appUcatioo Fed. Rep. of Gemaoy, Dec 3.
1981, 3147867

«*r«uur, vcc j,

Int a^ B65D 6/02, 90/04. 88/02
UAa220-3

loctatos

-"^

NJ^
1. A caddy for janitorial cleaning supplies, said caddy com-

prising:

a substantiaUy rigid, sheet-form standard having front and
rear faces;

•

at least one compartmented unit having a plurality of inter-
connected vertical wall portions joined by a common,
fcneraUy planar floor portion to deffne a single tier of
open top cells m which cells at the ends of said tier are
oftet rearwardly from cells located in the central region
of said tier, thereby to present a rearwardly concave

1. A pressure vessel comprising:
an inner core defining a sealed vessel space which has a

toroidal shape (2) which has an inner wall curved in radial
cross-section and has an outer wall of cylindrical contour
(3) and is axially straight in radial cross-section-

a first plurality of filament windings extending in a meridian
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direction on said core which lies within radial planes of

said core for equalizing constant tangential and meridional

stresses of said core with constant filament tension in said

first plurality of filament windings; and

a second plundity of filament windings on said outer cylin-

drical contour extending substantiidly normally to the

meridian direction and equitorially of said cylindrical

contour.

4^75,663

PROCESSES AND MEANS FOR PERFUMING
PACKAGING CONTAINERS

Peter KItticher, Kaarst; Klan SchuBuum, Erkrath; Theodor

Altenachfipfer, Diiswldorf^ Wolfgaiig Hannann, Hllden, aU of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Heinz G. Smolka, Randborg,

Sootb Africa, assignors to Hcnkel KomnanditgeseUschaft anf

Aktien, Diieneldorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 462,467

Claims priority, appUcatkM Fed. R^. of Germany, JoL 22,

1982, 3227370

Int a.J B65D 51/30, 81/28; A61L 3/00

UAa 220-87 8 Clatais

resilient means at the forward end of the housing for constantly

urging the plunger and the piercing pin thereon longitudinally

rearwardly of the housing toward the sealing means of the

capsule, and a releasable blocking means interposed between

the plunger and the neck of the capsule to hold the piercing pin

spaced from the sealing means of the capsule, the blocking

means including a water-sensitive means which when wet

releases the blocking means so that the resilient means moves

the piercing pin toward the capsoie whereby the sealing means

on the capsule is pierced thereby, the blocking means compris-

ing cooperating members having telescopically disposed inner

and outer parts disposed with their axes aligned longitudinally

of the housing, one of said members of the blocking means

engaging the capsule and the other of said members of the

blocking means being disposed in thrust transmitting relation-

ship with the plunger.

4^75,665

AIR LOGIC CONTROLLER AND METERING PUMP
UNIT FOR AN APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING,
PUMPING AND METERING UQUID CHEMICALS

Patrick H. Norton, BIndBgham, Mich., aMlgnor to Chenkal

HttMUlBg Eqalpnent Co., Inc., Detroit Mich.

Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,997

lat CL? B67D 5/30

UA CL 222—14 H Clatas

ff

7. A perfumed absorbable carrier material in the form of a

disc for attachment to an inside wall of a packaging container,

wherein said disc contains a substantially air impermeable layer

on one side thereof which is composed of metal or a synthetic

foil, and wherein said disc is also adapted to act as a gasket on

the inside wall of a packaging container for attachment with a

rivet through the wall of the packaging container to a handle

or strap.

4,475,664

AUTOMATIC INFLATOR
Glenn H. Mackal, 4923 59 Ave S., Bayway Isles, St Petersborg,

Fla. 33702

Filed Jul. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 402,917

lat a? B63C 9/24

UA a. 222—5 5 Claims

'i/'» /%>/"'/;///'

''fMnotutf lAruir

1. An automatic inflator which inflates gas-inflatable articles

by the release ofcompressed gas from a gas-containing capsule

by the piercing of a sealing means on the capsule, comprising

an elongated cup-shaped housing having an open rear end and

a generally closed front end, the rear end of the housing receiv-

ing the neck of a compressed gas<ontaining capsule with the

sealing means on the capsule disposed within the housing, a

plunger disposed adjacent to the forward, generally closed end

of the housing, the plunger being adapted to reciprocate longi-

tudinally of the housing, a piercing pin mounted on the plunger

1. An air controlled liquid dispensing system comprising an

air logic controller in combination with an air operated posi-

tive displacement metering pump;

said metering pump having a cylinder and a reciprocal pis-

ton therein for delivering a predetermined measured unit

of liquid for each cycle of said piston;

a base plate;

a first pneumatic circuit in said controller including a four-

way valve mounted on said base plate having a reciprocal

valve element;,

air pressure and exhaust conduits and a pair of cylinder

conduits connected to said four-way vilve and connected

to a source of air under pressure and to opposite ends of

said cylinder respectively, for alternately introducing and

exhausting compressed air at a uniform pressure to said

cylinder effecting a plurality of continuous pumping cy-

cles of said piston;

a second pneumatic circuit in said controller including a pair

of alternately closeable, normally open flow control

valves on said base plate;

flexible conduiu respectively interconnecting said flow

control valves with said first circuit cylinder conduits and

with opposite ends of said four-way valve for alternately

and continuously moving its valve element from one

control position to the other control position;

a third pneumatic circuit in said controller including a pair of

pneumatic predetermining countdown digital counters

respectively indicating "units remaining in tank" and
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"units to be pumped", pre-set to any predetermined num-
ber;

additional circuits interconnecting said counters with said
first and second pneumatic circuits, for metering and
counring the number of cycles of said piston in said cylin-
der and automatically stopping the pumping action when
a predetermined number of measured units is reached;

said third pneumatic circuit including a remote signal port
connected into said third circuit and adapted for connec-
tion to a remotely activated pressure air signal for deliver-
mg air pressure to said second pneumatic circuit for initi-
ating the pumping cycle.

4,475,667
AEROSOL ASSEMBLY FOR SIGNALLING DEPLETIONOF A PRESELECTED AMOUNT OF THE CONTAINER

CONTENTS WHEN IN AN INVERTED POSITION
Peter Ori, Barrington, and Carleen Kreider, Bofhlo Gro?e, both

of III., assignors to Seaqnist Val?e Compaoy, oiry, UJ.
Piled Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 455,986

. , „ « '*• ^-^ ^"^ ^Z-^^' W5I> S3/06
U.S. a. 222-39

10c^

4,475,666
AUTOMATED UQUID DISPENSER CONTROL

°5? o\?*?"'''
^^'^'^ "™« "• *<>•»•"' EmeryriUe, and

John S. H. Uraim Berkeley, all of Calif., assignors to Ameri.
e«B Hospital Sapply Corporation, Evanston, III.

Filed Ang. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,956

.,o ^ Int a^ B67D 5/iOUAa 222-14
5 Claims

4. In an automated liquid dispenser having at least one me-
tenng synnge with a precision bored cylinder and a piston
reciprocable withm the cylinder, valve means for selectively
connectmg the syringe cylinder to one or more of a set of
intake and delivery valve ports, improved servo controlled
dnve means for rotating the lead-screw and lead-screw nut
relative to one another comprising

a motor rotating one or the other of the lead-screw and nut
an encoder developing from the motor rotation a train of

pulses each representative ofan increment of piston travel
with their repetition rate representative of piston velocity

a driver for said motor;
^'

a position counter accumulating the pulses in said encoder
pulse train;

a microprocessor for polling the position counter and com-
parmg ite accumulated count to a predetermined memory-
stor«l count repr«entative of lengths of piston stroke,
and for disabling the motor driver when the accumulated
count m the position counter reaches the memory-stored
count corresponding to a preselected stroke length; and

a valve position encoder that supplies a position signal to the
microprocessor represenutive of the position of the intake
and delivery valve ports

whereby the microprocessor in coordination with reciproca-
tion of the synnge piston switches the valve position in a
memory-stored sequence.

1. An aerosol container and aerosol valve assembly for
automatically signalling, when used in an inverted position,
that a pre-selected amount of the contents of said aerosol
container has been discharged, said valve assembly comprising

a valve body defining a hollow interior and a base,
a hollow diptube operatively connected to said valve body

interior and adapted to reach at its lower end to the bot-
tom of said aerosol container,

a moveable valve stem for placing said valve body interior in
communication with the exterior of said aerosol container,
and

liquid level spray control means comprising a hollow tube
operatively connected to said valve body and surrounding
said diptube, said hollow tube defining opening means
therein spaced below said valve body base, said opening
means defining an open flow path from said container
interior, between said diptube and said hollow tube, and to
said valve body,

an opening defined by said valve body and being in flow
communication with said open flow path, thereby to place
said valve body interior and the interior of said container
in flow communication.

said hollow tube extending downwardly from said valve
body base, and said opening means being positioned below
said base at least about 20% of the distance between said
base and said diptube lower end and no more than a dis-
tance of about 80% of the distance between said base and
said diptube lower end,

said opening means being in open flow communication with
said valve body interior both when said aerosol conuiner
and said valve assembly are in an inverted position and in
an upright position.
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4,475,668

METERING FEEDER FOR LIQUID

Shigeio Kawakaini, Kobe; Hiroshi Omura, Kakogawa, and Kat-

snini Ogiwa, Amagasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki

Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho, Kobe, Japan

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,330

aaims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1981, 56-73951

Int a.J B67D 5/08

U5.a 222-52 « Claims

1. An apparatus for feeding a liquid at a constant rate com-

a liquid reservoir displaceably supported for up and down

movement and which further comprises a liquid delivery

orifice block disposed at a lower portion thereof;

a liquid dropping tank displaceably supported for up and

down movement and which further comprises a liquid

dropping chute and an intake nozzle communicating with

the orifice block and disposed at a location lower than the

location where the liquid dropping chute is attached to the

liquid dropping tank such that said liquid flows from said

liquid reservoir into said liquid dropping tank via said

intake nozzle;
.

photoelectric droplet counting means provided facing a

dropping portion of the dropping chute for generating

signals; and

reservoir raising/lowering means and tank raising/lowenng

means for raising and lowering the liquid reservoir and

dropping tank in accordance with generated signals re-

ceived from the counting means such that said liquid is

continuously fed at said constant rate.

4,475,669

NON-FLOODING BELT FEEDER
Richard C. Wahl, Essex Fells, NJ^ assigBor to Vibra-Screw,

Inc., Totowa,- NJ.
Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,815

lot CU GOIG n/12

VS. a. 222-55 >2 Claims

weigh belt system includes a horizontally disposed endless

belt mounted between spaced pulleys, and which endless

belt includes an upper surface, spaced below and substan-

tially parallel to said horizontal wall, and opposed first and

second sides;

a variable speed motor coupled to one of said pulleys;

a plurality of spaced apart cleats connected to. and extend-

ing transversely from, the upper surface of said endless

belt, each of which cleats includes opposed first and sec-

ond sides, said endless belt spaced from the horizonul

wall just sufficient to avoid frictional contact between the

cleats and said horizontal wall such that the fluid-like

particulate material is substantially prevented from over-

flowing said cleats and flowing along said endless belt;

wall means for the belt, arranged within said housing, adja-

cent and coextensive with the opposed first and second

sides of said cleats for compartmentalizing the fluid-like

particulate material such that the fluid-like particulate

material is contained on the endless belt and is substan-

tially prevented from entering the housing from said belt;

displacement means for measuring a displacement from the

horizontal of at least a portion of said weigh belt system

and for producing an output signal corresponding to said

displacement; and

control means, responsive to said output signal, for regulat-

ing the speed of said motor.

4,475,670

FLUID DISPENSER
ChristopherC Rutter, 25200 Carlos Bee Bird., Hayward, Calif.

94542
Filed JnL 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,621

Int a.J B67B 7/24

VS. a. 222-83 8 Claims

SS2BBB&^S

1. In combination with a bulk fluid container comprising a

flexible, sealed, fluid-containing bag, a fluid despenser includ-

ing

1. Apparatus for feeding fluid-like particulate material, com-

prising: ^ . , „
a housing which includes a generally horizontal wall;

a weight belt system, arranged within said housing, which

a tubular sleeve having a first end surface attached to the

exterior surface of the fluid-containing bag. the longitudi-

nal axis of said sleeve being substantially perpendicular to

said bag exterior surface;

a tubular barrel slidably positioned within the bore of said

tubular sleeve, said barrel having a first end adjacent the

first end of said sleeve and said sealed bag surface, and a

handle at the second end for manual rotation of said barrel

within said sleeve;

valving means including a radial dispensing aperture

through the wall of said tubular sleeve and through the

wall of said tubular barrel and adjacent the second ends of

said sleeve and barrel for controlling the flow of fluid

from said fluid-containing bag through the bore of said

barrel by the rototion of said barrel in said sleeve; and

opening means on the first end of said barrel for cutting a

substantially circular opening with a diameter at least as

large as that of said barrel first end in said scaled fluid-con-

taining bag and within the area of said sleeve end surface

by urging means for providing a combined routional and

inward longitudinal movement of said barrel within the

bore of said sleeve for shearing said bag surface in a circu-

lar pattern between the exterior first end edge of said
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bwrel and the interior first end edge at the bore of said
•Jeeve.

4,475,671

UP VIBRATOR UNLOADER

PIW Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,606
latCiiBtSC 65/40

UAa222-W6
,Ctoto

a door support secured to the framework-
a door slidably mounted on said door support for opening or
closmg the discharge opening of said hopper, said door
provided said channel members carrying a roller assem-
bly, said roller assembly including a plurality of evenly
spaced and longitudinally aligned rollers, wherein each of
said channel members is substantially inverted U-shaped
in cross-section and wherein each of said channel mem-
bers mclude a pair ofopposing horizontally extending legs
defining a longitudinal slotted opening operable to receive
a sprocket wheel, said legs operable to support links of
said roller chain section and wherein each of said channel
members include a pair of shelves operable to control
upward movement of the links of said roller chain section

a horizontally extending shaft rotatably mounted outwardly
adjacent each of said channel members; and

at least one sprocket wheel secured to said shaft, each of said
sprocket wheels meshing with the respective rollers of
each channel member for opening or closing said door
upon rotation of said shaft.

1. A bin unloading apparatus comprising:
a storage bin for solid material, with an opening in the bin

permittmg the stored material to flow out from under the
material in the bin to a limited extent, so that a stationary
Sloping pile of material forms ouuide the opening when
support for the pile exists, without any of the weight of the
material in the bin upon the pile;

a structurally supported shelf located ouuide the storage binm close proximity to the opening in the bin. so that a pile
of materia] flowing from the bin rests upon and is sup-
ported by the shelf without any of the weight of the mate-
nal withm the bin supported by the shelf; and

vibrating means mechanically isolated from the storage bin
and ite intents but mechanically coupled to and vibrating
a pile of material resting upon the shelf;

wherein the shelf is constructed as an extension of the bin
bottom and the vibrating means comprises at least one
rod, attached to and activated by a vibration generator,
with one end of each rod located in close proximity to the
top of the shelf edge, so that one end of each rod is buriedm any material resting on the shelf

4,475,672

. .. w « "OPPER DISCHARGE DEVICE
J€«M M. WUtdMMl, Idtbo aty Stage Rte., Iddio Qty, Id.

Filed Jal. 6, 19S2, Ser. No. 395,129

.le -r, «. Int a^ B60P //5(J
UAa222-561

aetata.

^„ 4,475,673
METHOD OF DRYING AND SHAPING CLOTHING ANDBODY^HAPED BAG USED THEREFOR
HfromicW Ochiai. No. 1.28-5, Kddnoklak., Meguro-ko, To-

kyo, 152, Japan

FUed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,103

. , e. ^ '"*• ^-^™W 7^/^* 71/40
UAa223-70
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4. A body-shaped bag comprising:
a bag body formed ofgrey ofhard air permeability ofat least

2 3 cc/cm2/sec. with high heat resistance and strength
and having a body, breast, shoulders and neck,

said neck and waist being integrally formed of right and left
arms, the ends of said arms being sealed, the neck and the
waist adapted to be sealed on a finishing machine to define
an essentially fluid tight bag with limited fluid passage
through the bag for heating the bag and placins thehaB
under tension.

r » «'-•

I. A hopper discharge device comprising-
a hopper having framework defining a discharge opening;

4,475,674

GOOSE DECOY BACK PACK
Thomas E. Fanner, P.O. Box 748, Galfeitoii, Tex, 77550

4,334,643. lUs application Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362J29

.T ., ^ "^ ^' ^®*^ ^^^^' A45F 3/04

^tf,
224-153

7ctal«
7. A decoy unit which may be assembled to resemble a bird

and may be staked in position, comprising
a body section,

a separate neck section, shaped in the profile of a neck and
head of a bird, joined to a stake section,

said stake section terminating in a pointed tip. with
mutually engageable means in said body section and said
neck section of a shape to suspend the body section ftom
the neck section in the assembled mode when said neck
section IS staked into ground, in which
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said mutually engageable means is shaped to permit side-

wards motion of the said body section relative to the

longitudinal axis of said body section with respect to the

said neck section in response to wind, in the assembled

two "U"-shaped bends between their connecting ends, said

jaws comprising a center jaw located between a pair of end

jaws; a mouth formed at each, opposite end of said clip, each

said mouth being formed between a terminal end of one said

end jaw and one said "U^-shaped bend, each said mouth being

widened by said terminal end being outwardly rounded, one

said mouth serving to receive a supporting object for said clip,

while the other said mouth receives said golf ball markers; a

slot on one said end jaws extending from said terminal edge

!j\

fZ I

position, when the said neck section is staked into ground

so that the action of wind upon an assembled unit that is

staked in position is to cause a lateral horizontal motion of

the body section so as to simulate life-like waddling mo-

tion of a bird.

4,475,675

PROTECnVE PAD FOR GUN HOLSTER
Frank N. MUcs, P.O. Box 160003, Sacramento, Calif. 95816

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,715

iBt a? F41C 33/02

UA a. 224-191 5 CW™

thereof, and communicating with said mouth for said slot

receiving a pin of each said marker when said mouth receives

a wide head thereof for being clamped between the last said

end jaw and said center jaw; and a plurality of tongues struck

out within a central portion of the last said end jaw, each said

tongue having a semicircular, roUed-up bend at its terminal

end, which bulges outwardly beyond an outer side of said end

jaw for receiving and frictionally holding a golf tee between

said rolled-up bend and said jaw outer side.

4,475,677

TRANSPORT APPARATUS FOR CONVEYING A

PERFORATED RECORDING MEDIUM TO A PLATEN
OR THE LIKE

Albert Rotishauaer, RiitibofMraaae 40, 8713 Uerikon, Switzer-

1. A holster for a handgun with a non-permeable back sur-

face comprising in combination:

a downwardly upered pouch with an opening on a top

portion thereof to receive a handgun,

a laminate layer back surface on said pouch to prevent the

permeation of moisture into said pouch through said back

surface.

a flap extending upwardly from said laminate behind of said

pouch adapted to provide an upwardly extending Ub to

fasten said pouch in a desired position, wherein said lami-

nate layer back surface includes a first layer of cloth af-

fued to and substantially the same size as and shape as said

back surface of said pouch, and a second layer of teflon

affixed to and the same size and shape as said first layer.

4,475,676

EASY CARRY-EASY ACCESS GOLF MARKER AND TEE
CADDY

Cecfl D. Snitfa, 69 Caria Way, BroomfleM, Colo. 80020

Filed Apr. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 489,018

lat CLJ A45F 5/00: A63B 57/00

UAa 224—247 > Claim

1. A caddy for carrying a plurality of golf ball markers and

a plurality of golf ball tees, comprising a flattened, generally

"S"-shaped clip formed from a single strip of resilient material.

and including three generally flat jaws connected together by

FOcd Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,651

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Apr. 20, 1982,

2380/82
lat a^ G03B 1/30

UAa226-74 'Claim

1. A transport apparatus for conveying a i^erforated record-

ing medium to a platen, comprising:

a driveable endless transport belt forming an infeed run and

provided with entrainment prongs;

two rollers about which said transport belt is trained;
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a Hrst guide surface;

a first conveying gap bounded by said infeed run and said
first guide surface:

an insertion roller positioned in a fixed reference position
with respect to said first conveying gap and forwardly
thereof at a side of said first guide surface;

said insertion roller being provided with prongs and being
driveabie at a circumferential speed which is essentially in
synchronism with said transport belt;

one of said two rollers being positioned at a greater distance
from said insertion roller than the other of said two rollers
and having an axis; and

means for mounting said transport belt and said first guide
surface so as to be pivotable relative to one another about
said axis of said one roller in order to open up said first

conveying gap.

ment with said sheet material thereby to fix said sheet
material against movement.

4,475,679
MULTI-STAPLE CARTRIDGE FOR SURGICAL

STAPLERS
George J. Fleury, Jr^ 1005 Abbey Way, McLean, Va. 22101

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 291,086
Int a.i A61B 17/04

U.S.a. 227-19
,5 Claim.

4,475,678

ROLL FEED APPARATUS
Heizaborou Katota, Tokyo, Japan, aaaignor to SanJtyo Manufac-

turing Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,800

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 29, 1981, 56-

Int a.^ B65H 17/26
UAa 226-143

<5 Claims

1. A roll feed apparatus comprising:
an intermittent driving device including a rocker shaft, a roll

release shaft and a brake operation shaft which are
adapted to make rocking rotation independently of one
another, a main roll shaft and a sub-roll shaft extending in
parallel with the rocker shaft, a drive connection device
through which said rocker shaft and said main roll shaft
are operatively connected to each other in such a manner
as to permit an adjustment of the rocking angle of said
main roll shaft in relation to the rocking angle of said
oscillation shaft, and a pair of sector gears attached to
respective one ends of said main roll shaft and said sub-roll
shaft, said main roll shaft and said sub-roll shaft being
operatively connected to each other through said sector
gears;

a combination of a main sector roll attached to the other end
of said main roll shaft and a sub-sector roll attached to the
other end of said sub-roll shaft, said main sector roll and
said sub-sector roll cooperating with each other in clamp-
ing therebetween a sheet material to feed the same

a roll release device operatively connected to said roll re-
lease shaft and also to said sub-sector roll, said roll release
device being adapted to move, when said rolls are rotatedm the directions reverse to the feeding directions, said
sub-sector roll away from said main roll thereby to release
said sheet material from the clamping force and

a braking device operatively connected to said brake opera-
tion shaft and adapted to make, when said rolls are rotated
in the directions reverse to the feeding directions, engage-

1. In a surgical stapler having an anvil for clinching a plural-
ity of staples simultaneously, the improvement comprising:
means defining a plurality of staple retaining units, each of

said units comprising an independently movable staple
earner having an end surface facing in the direction ofand
movable toward said anvil, and a staple driving head
movable relative to said carrier; and

means for effecting simultaneous staple driving operation of
said units to cause the carrier end surface of each of said
units to move toward said anvil followed by movement of
the staple driving head relative to the carrier of each unit,
respectively;

said end surface having an area larger than the area to which
the force of said driving head is applied to a staple,
thereby to impede movement of said carrier under a pres-
sure imposed by said end surface on tissue overlying said
anvil, which pressure is lower than the driving pressure of
said driving head against a staple.

4*475 680
DRIVING APPARATUS FOR FASTENER ELEMENTS

Gcriiard Parian, Groasbettlingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, at-
signor to Karl M. Reich Maschlnenfid)rik GmbH, Nncrtlnsen.
Fed Rep. of Germany

per No. PCr/DE81/00054, § 371 Date Not. 23, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Nov. 23, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02992, PCT Pub.
Date Oct 29, 1981

PCT Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 328,595
Claima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 16.

1980, 3014535 ' "^ ^
Int CL^ B25C 1/04

UAa 227-130 5CtaiB«
1. An apparatus for driving fastener elements, comprising

housing means including an outer housing member (2) having
an inwardly facing shoulder, a driving cylinder (12) centrally
located inside said outer housing member, a driving piston (13)
displaceably supported in said driving cylinder, impact buffer
means (11), said driving cylinder having an impact facing end,
said impact buffer means being arranged at said impact facing
end of said driving cylinder, pot shaped insert means (6) made
of damping material and having an outwardly reaching flange,
said insert means (6) being operatively arranged inside said
outer housing member (2) between said driving cylinder (12)
and said outer housing member with said flange (7) resting
against said shoulder for holding said insert means (6) ofdamp-
ing material in said outer housing member in a stationary posi-
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tion, said impact buffier means (11) resting on a bottom of said

pot shaped insert means (6), for effectively damping any im-

pacting noise by the cooperation between said impact buffer

(11) providing mechanical impact damping and said insert

means (6) of damping material providing noise dissipation.

4,475,682

PROCESS FOR REDUCING SERIES RESISTANCE OF
SOLAR CELL METAL CONTACT SYSTEMS WITH A

SOLDERING FLUX ETCHANT
R. T. Coylc, Lakewood, and Joy M. Barrett Eldorado Springs,

both of Colo., anignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United States Dcpartawnt of Energy,

Washington, D.C.

FUed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,675

Int a.^ B23K 1/20

VS. a. 228-123 11 Claims

1. A process for substantially reducing the series resistance

of a solar cell having a thick film metal contact assembly

thereon while simultaneously removing metal oxides from the

surface of said contact assembly prior to applying solder

thereon without a need to etch said oxides with a hydrofluoric

acid, said process comprising the steps of:

(a) applying a flux to said solar cell contact assembly;

(b) removing said series resistance associated with said thick

film contact assembly without using said hydrofluoric

acid to etch said metal oxides by heating said cell for a

period of time sufficient to cause said flux to substantially

etch away said metal oxides from said surface of said

assembly during said heating.

*^''''" — RESEALABLE CLOSURE ASSEMBLY FOR A
BONDER APPARATUS CONTAINER

Uoyd D. Ingle, Valley Center, Calif„ aarignor to The Microma-
y^^^ j y,^ ^250 1/2 Falrmoont A?e., San Diego, CaUf. 92105

nipolator Co., bic, Canon Qty.Ne^ Rled Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,101
FUed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,174 jr^ q j g^^ 39/16

hA.Cl^B23K 37/02 U5.CI.229-7R SCIaims
UAa 228-43 5 Claima

^•^'^*'^

f/t

1. A small movable bonder apparatus for releasable attach-

ment to a support surface associated with a microscope to bond

a conductive wire to a conductive element on a workpiece,

said apparatus comprising:

a base having a substantially horizontal lower side for place-

ment of the apparatus at various locations on the support

surface and relative to the microscope,

a support arm pivotally mounted on the base for swinging

movement between upper release position and a lowered

bonding position,

a bonding tool on the outer free end of the pivotally

mounted support arm for bonding the wire to the conduc-

tive element,

manually operable means to actuate the support arm and to

swing the arm and the bonding tool to a touchdown posi-

tion in which the bonding tool touches the wire to the

conductive element

electrically operated actuator means to provide an increas-

ing contact force between the wire and the conductive

element as the bonding tool bonds the wire to the conduc-

tive element,

wire supply means on the base for feeding the conductive

wire to the bonding tool, and

means for releasable attaching the base to the support sur-

face to hold the base at a predetermined location with

respect to the line of sight of the microscope during the

bonding operation,

said releasable means allowing movement of the base to

various locations on the support surface.

1. A container comprising:

a tubular shaped member that forms the body of a container;

a bottom wall closing the lower end of the tubular shaped

member;

a neck portion having its lower edge connected to the top

edge of said tubular shaped member, said neck portion

being wider at its bottom than at its top;

a resealable closure assembly connected to the top end of

said neck portion comprising:

a tubular pouring spout having a fold edge formed along

its lower edge where it is connected to the top edge of

said neck portion, said pouring spout being laterally

collapsible upon itself and then foldable downwardly

about said folding edge, said pouring spout having at

least four longitudinally extending fold edges that aid in

collapsing said pouring spout, two of said longitudinally

extending fold edges having a protrusion extending

from them adjacent their lower ends (that function to

aid in capturing said means for securing the pouring

spout in a collapsed sute); and

means for securing the pouring spout in a collapsed state

comprising a key member in the form of a substantially

flat strip of plastic material, said member having a trans-

versely extending slot through which said spout can be

inserted when in its collapsed state, said protrusions on

two of said longitudinally extending fold edges function

to aid in capturing said means for securing the pouring

spout in a collapsed state.
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M75,6M
MIXING VALVE

RonM G. GarUck, Sem HIHt North, ud RoMa Gofaua,
Killaraey Hdihtt, botk of Antralia, MrigMwi to Robertiliaw
OMtnli (AwtraUa) Ptjr. Uaritod, Peadic Hill, Anitralia

Flkd Jal. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 51«,d91
OataM priority, appUeatioa AaMralia, Aag. 2, 1982, PFS168

fat a.} G05D 23/13
UAa 236-12.14 ,0 ctata.

quantum level of the inside building space temperature
sensed

storing in a memory an array of start/stop parameter ele-
ments having a dimensionality of lead-time and having an
mdividual parameter element associated with each pair of
unique integers 1 and J assigned to the quantum levels of
inside and outside air temperature

determining a time interval required to achieve the predeter-
mmed limit temperature by activating/deactivating an air

2. A mixing valve comprising a first fluid flow passage
which IS connectable in a high temperature fluid supply line, a
thermosut element located in or adjacent the first passage and
contacuble thermally by fiuid passing through the first pas-
sage, a second fiuid flow passage which is connectable with a
supply of low temperature fluid and which communicates with
the first passage upstream of the thermosut element, a regula-
tor valve element located in circuit with the second pa^ge
and actuauble by the thermostat element to regulate flow of
low temperature fluid to the first passage from the second
passage, a third fluid flow passage which is connectable with
the low temperature fluid supply and which communicates
with the first passage, and valve means located in circuit with
the third pMsage, the valve means being arranged to admit
fluid to the first passage from the third passage if flow of fluid
to Oe first passage from the second passage is restricted to a
predetermined extent.

vm.vm'tm

handling unit by accessing a start/stop parameter element
associated with an integer pair of integer I representing
the present building space air temperature quantum level
and integer J representing the present quantum level of
outside air temperature, and

computing if a time interval between present Hme and preas-
sign«l time equals the time interval to achieve the prede-
termined limit temperature and activating/deactivating
the air handling unit when they are substantially equal.

M75,686
VALVE FOR UQUm INJECTION INTO A

REFRIGERANT EVAPORATOR
Zbigaicw R. Hneile, Soaderlwrg; Leif Nielaea, Nordborg, aad
Jakob S. Jakoboen, Soaderborg, aD of Deaaiark, aniaaors to
DaaftMi A/S, Nordborg, Deaaiark

DiTiaioo of Ser. No. 448,188, Dec. 9, 1982, abaadoaed, which is
a dIvisioB of Ser. No. 272,731, Jaa. 11, 1981, abaadoaed, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 956^59, Not. 1, 1978, abaadoaed.

This appUcation Not. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 553,799
Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Not. 3.

1977, 2749250
«*™«y, i^or. o»

lat a.3 F25B 41/04: G05D 23/(Xk F16K 31/00
UAa.236-68C

jClalais

^ 4^75,685
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR EFHCIENT INTERMTITENT
OPERATION OF BUILDING HVAC EQUIPMENT

PUMp B. Griando, DeaTilie; Vcraoa E. Hoh, Meadhao, aad
Nl€*ota OdllBhla, Klaaeka^ an of NJ., aariga«rl^
BeU Laboratories, Marray HID. NJ.

FIW Mar. 7, 1983, S«>. No. 472,935
lat a^ F23N S/20UAa 236-46 R ,5 q,,^

.
^'^ "nethod of determining optimum start/stop times for an

air handlmg unit in order to achieve a predetermined limit
temperature within a building space controlled by the air
handling unit at some preassigned time comprising the steps of:

sensing an outside temperature outside a buUding encom-
passing the building space from an outside array of binary
temperature senson covering a range of outside tempera-
tures and resolvmg it into quantum levels and assigning a
unique integer J to a particukr quantum leve of the out-
side temperature sensed

sewing an inside building space temperature within the
building space controlled by the air handling unit from an
inside array of binary temperature sensors covering a
range of inside temperatures and resolving it into quantum
levels and assigning a unique integer I to a particular

1. A valve assembly for a refrigerator plant having an evapo-
rator that includes an outlet tube, comprising a valve unit that
includes a lower first portion having an inlet first chamber, an
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outlet second chamber and an opening between the inlet and

outlet chambers, closing means for closing said opening, said

closing means including a nozzle insert having a valve seat that

is in said lower portion, a closure member abuttable against the

valve seat for blocking fluid flow between the inlet and outlet

chambers, means for biasing said closing means, including the

closure member, in a valve closing direction, a second portion

joined to the lower portion that in part defines a third chamber

with the closing means extending therethrough, a connector

mounted by the second portion to open to the third chamber

for being fluidly connected to the evaporator, chamber means

mounted on said second portion and having a moveable wall

portion in abuttmg relationship with said closing means, a

filling medium for the chamber means that has a liquid and

vapor phase exerting a pressure P/biasing said wall portion in

a valve opening direction, a control unit for controlling the

temperature of said filling medium, and heating and feedback

temperature sensing means in said chamber means that is con-

nected to said control unit, said third chamber opening to said

movable wall portion and said biasing means including resilient

means for biasing said closure member against said movable

wall portion, and a pair of sensor means connected to said

control unit for detecting whether or not the refrigerant in the

evaporator outlet tube is superheated and sensor means con-

nected to said control unit for determining the temperature of

the refrigerant in said evaporator outlet tube.

4,475,687

DEVICE FOR HEATING AND VENTILATING
LARGE-AREA VEHICLES

Joachim Schnlz, Mndaa/Odeawald, and Werner ThelM, Bnc-

bea, both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aastgaors to Aurora Koa*

rad G. Schalz GmbH k Co., Madaa/Odeawald, Fed. Rep. of

Genaaay
Filed Jna. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 509,856

Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Jal. 5,

1982,3225089
lat a^ B60H 1/02

UAa 237-12J A 13 Clalais

of said trough part; a portion of said open base of said

housing forming said air entry opening, which is for recir-

culated air from said passenger area;

at least one blower, which is accommodated in said housing

and has a delivery pipe adapted to discharge an air flow;

at least one heat exchanger suspended in said frame part of

said housing in such a way that it protrudes from said

frame part and beyond said division away from said open

base; said heat exchanger having an inlet side for receiving

said air flow discharged from said blower, and an outlet

side which communicates with said air exit opening of said

housing; that portion of said open base of said housing

which lies in the vertical projection of said outlet side of

said heat exchanger forms said air exit opening, which

communicates, via a first aperture in said floor, with said

distribution passage; said heat exchanger being arranged

in such a way that on its inlet side it has an edge adjacent

to said division;

a retaining fitting provided in said trough part of said hous-

ing for receiving said blower, which, in the region of said

recirculated air entry opening of said open base of said

housing, extends into said frame part of said housing; said

blower and said heat exchanger being arranged in such a

way that said air flow discharged from said blower pro-

ceeds at a relatively acute angle relative to said open base

of said housing and obliquely strikes said inlet side of said

heat exchanger, the axis of through-flow of said heat

exchanger being at right angles to said inlet and outlet

sides of said heat exchanger, and being inclined relative to

said open base of said housing at an acute angle which is

greater than the acute angle of said air flow discharging

from said blower; and

a seal provided between said heat exchanger and said deliv-

ery pipe of said blower over the entire width of said hous-

ing in the region of said edge of said heat exchanger which

lies on the inlet side thereof adjacent to said division.

^

4,475,688

ARnncLa snow making
JaaNS L. Hodges, 3 Hilltop Atc^ VenHM, Coaa. 06095

FUcd Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 423,674

lat a^ F25C 3/04

UAa 239-2 S « Claia»

^o

1. A device for heating and ventilating large-area vehicles

which have a passenger area, a floor, and a distribution passage

disposed above said floor and extending in the longitudinal

direction of said passenger area; said device comprising:

a housing, which is provided with air entry and air exit

openings, is adapted to be arranged beneath said floor of

said passenger area, and is provided with an open base

adapted to face said flodr, a bottom remote from said open

base, two side walls, and two end walls which converge at

least partially toward said bottom of said housing; said

housing being of two-part construction, with a division,

which is substantially parallel to said open base, dividing

said housing into a frame part and a trough part; said

frame part of said housing being of rectangular construc-

tion, with said open base of said housing being part of said

base part, and with said bottom of said housing being pan

1. A method for making snow comprising:

a. expanding a stream of compressed air and liquid water in

a nucleating zone to form water droplets which upon

cooling during the expandion step form ice nuclei parti-

cles therein;

b. establishing an electrosutic field about said nucleating

zone and subjecting the air and water stream expanding in

said nucleating zone to said electrosutic field during the

expansion step thereby increasing the number of ice nuclei

formed; and

c. subsequent to the expansion step, discharging the ice

nuclei particle containing stream into the atmosphere.
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4^75,689
VARIABLE DILUTION RATIO HOSE-END SPRAYER

Htfry L. Hanger, and Gtenii I. Bed, both of Somerwt, Pa.,
aMi«Mn to R. M. Smith, Inc^ Sooerect, Pa.

Filed Dec. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 448,387
lot a.3 B05B 7/iO

UAa 239-318 11 Claims

means connected in a magnetically conductive manner with
said outer cylinder, said strut being located opposite said core
mner cylinder and forming a first air gap between said arma-
ture and said core, and said plate-like element having margin

m^mmm^^»\

«i\KKr__ "m-iitw^- j-ca \>f:f

i

^

1. In a multiple dilution ratio hose-end sprayer having a
mixing head containing a mixing chamber which includes a
sprayer discharge outlet, a means for connecting a water
source to said mixing head for supplying water to said mixing
chamber, a means for securing a fluid container to said mixing
head, passage means for conveying fluid from said conuiner to
said chamber and control means for varying the flow of fluid
from said container to said chamber, the improvement therein
comprising:

a. said mixing chamber being in fluid communication with a
fluid inlet means smaller than the sprayer discharge outlet;

b. a rotable control dial having a plurality of orifices and
associated cavities, said dial being rotably mounted adja-
cent said mixing head, said orifices and cavities being
pontioned on circles concentric with the axis of the dial
which intersects the axis of fluid passage means for fluid
communication between a selected orifice and said pas-
sage means, said cavities being positioned on the surface of
the dial adjacent to the mixing head and in communication
with said associated orifice;

c. retainer means for biasing said routable dial against said
mixmg means and indexing a selected orifice in communi-
cation with said passage means;

d. retainer biasing means; and
e. an intersecting channel extending from ahead of said

mixing chamber to communicate with the cavity of the
associated orifice indexed in communication with said
passage means.

means overlapping said circular-annular plate and forming a
second air gap between said armature and said core, the thick-
ness of said second air gap being reduced simultaneously with
reduction of the first air gap upon attraction of the armature
toward said magnetic core.

4,475,691

FLUID FLOW DIRECTIONAL DEVICE
Curtis M. Hintz, Cottage Gro?e, Minn., asaignor to Sooth Park

Corporation, South St. Paul, Minn.
FUed No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,082

Int a.^ B05B 15/08
UAa 239-587 2 Claims

4,475,690
MAGNETIC VALVE, IN PARTICULAR A FUEL

INJECTION VALVE
Alto HaacbefReichi, Stuttgart; Hans Kub«h, Komtal, and
Wenier Groaa, Isnaaing, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
ore to Robert Boeeh GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germuy

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,974

lwi*3imS
^' •PPUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 6.

Int a.J B05B 1/30: F16K 31/02
MS.a 239-585

,9 cw^
1. A magnetic valve for a fuel injection system of an internal

combustion engine, said valve having a valve housing, a con-
ductor coil mounted on a core of ferromagnetic material in said
housing, an armature carrying a valve body cooperating with
a valve seat, said armature including a plate-like element and a
strut, said core including an inner cylinder and an outer cylin-
der, said cylinders being disposed concentrically with respect
to one another and between which said conductor coil is dis-
posed, each of said cylinders having end faces connected mag-
netically with one another, at least one of said end faces being
connoted via a yoke and said other end face being partially
covered by a circular-annuUr magnetically conductive plate

1. A hydrant flushing discharge device, comprising:
(a) a member having formed therein an internal passageway

having a first portion aligned along a first axis and a sec-
ond portion aligned along a second axis intersecting said
first axis at an acute angle, said member being matable
with the hydrant with a discharge port of the hydrant in

fluid communication with said internal passageway;
(b) a diffusion block carried by said member and positioned

within said internal passageway at a sidewall thereof on a
side toward a direction in which said second axis diverges
from said first axis, and proximate an intersection of said

first and second portions, to cause turbulence of water
passing through said internal passageway; and

(c) a bead built up in said internal passageway at a distal end
of said second portion on a side of said sidewall away from
a direction in which said second axis diverges from said
first axis;

(d) wherein water passing through said internal passagway
can be both diffused and redirected.
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4,475,692

SPREADER VEHICLE
Charies E. Walley, Cotton Abbotts, Warerton, Chester, England

Filed Jul. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 285,816

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 30, 1980,

8024892; Jan. 26, 1981, 8119805

Int C\? AOIC 23/00

UAa 239-662 7 Claims

4,475,693

METHOD OF PRODUCING GLASS HBER PRODUCT
Alexander Monro, Atberton, and Lester Entwisle, Hindley

Green, both of England, assignors to TBA Industrial Products

Limited, Manchester, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 275,384, Jon. 19, 1981,

abandoned. This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 42435
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jon. IS, 1981,

8118358

Int a.J B65H 54/00, 55/04

U.S. a. 242—42 3 Claims

Q OJ

IB
: 13 >i

^' V
-H4

1. A spreader vehicle including:

a body for containing and transporting a bulk load of mate-

rial of a consistency which may range from liquid to

non-flowable semi-solid, said body having wall structure

provided with discharge opening means in a lower region

for controlled passage of material from the body;

closure means selectively displaceable to determine a vari-

able effective open area of the discharge opening means

through which area the material may pass from the body

during spreading, and to completely close said discharge

opening means for containment of the material within the

body during transport;

feed means including a feed element extending longitudi-

nally of said lower region of the body and operatively

rotatably driven about a first horizontal axis, formations of

the feed means being shaped to progressively sweep mate-

rial across a part of a floor of the body extending below

said axis and laterally adjacent the discharge opening

means towards and through said open area during spread-

ing and at the same time progressively shift material from

said bulk along other parts of the floor surface of the body

towards the discharge opening means; and

spreading means including impeller means driven for roto-

tion about a second horizontal axis parallel to the first axis

outside and in proximity to said opening means, and in the

same direction of rotation as said feed element to receive

and act on material passed through said opening means;

characterized by

(a) said wall structure of the body including front and rear

end walls each extending continuously to the full effec-

tive height of the body and between which the whole

effective length of the feed means is located;

(b) the discharge opening means being defined by a lower

side wall of the body forward of the rear end wall; and

(c) a housing having an opening along its outer side, said

housing extending laterally of the body from the exte-

rior of the discharge opening means to enclose the ends

of the spreading means and having a floor extending

below the spreading means whereby the material passed

through the discharge opening means is carried below

the second axis and discharged laterally of the body

forward of said rear end wall and wholly to one side of

the path of travel of the vehicle in use.

1. A method of producing an essentially catenary-free, un-

twisted, continuous multifilament glass fiber roving, the

method comprising the successive steps of:

(1) withdrawing individual continuous multifilament glass

fiber strands from each of a plurality of creel packages;

(2) assembling them side-by-side to form a single roving of

linear density 300 to 10,000 tex;

(3) passing said roving at a rate of from 150 to 300 meters/-

minute without positive overfeed, whereby there is no

bulking thereof, through a relatively confined air treat-

ment passageway;

(4) introducing air into said passageway generally normally

with respect to the direction of passage of the roving at 0.5

to 1.5 cubic meters/minute under a pessure of from 400 to

600 KN/meter2, followed by,

(5) winding the thus treated roving into a package.

4,475,694

AUTOMATIC TENSION CONTROLLER BALL CREEL
D. C. Reece, ClarksviUe, Va., assignor to BorUngton Industries,

Inc., Greensboro, N.C
FUed Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,556

Int a.J B65H 59/00, 75/00

VS. CL 242-54 R 9 Claims

4. Apparatus for controlling the tension of a strand commu-

nicating between a utilization device and a wound collection,

said apparatus comprising:

first and second roUtoble shafts disposed substantially in

parallel, separated by a predetermined distance;

means for effecting rotation of said first and second shafts, at

a relatively fast speed and a relative slow speed, respec-

tively;

first and second rollers coaxially disposed with said shafts

and rouubly mounted thereon, said rollers being adapted
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to receive said wound collection thereon and impart rota-
tional motion thereto;

means for coupling said rollers such that they rotate at sub-
stantially identical speeds;

clutch means, responsive to a control signal applied thereto,
for selectively coupling, in a mutually exclusive manner,
said first roller to said first shaft to route said rollers at
said fast speed or couple said second roller to said second
shaft to rotate said rollers at said slow speed; and

switch means, responsive to tension in said strand, for con-
trollably generating said control signals to said clutch
means.

M75,tf9S
POWER ASSIST UNCX>ILER

Uwrewc A. Fnnka, Stargia, Mich^ aaaigaor to But Oak Tool
A Gtam CoiMuy. Sturgia, Mich.

Filed Dm. 13, 19t2, Ser. No. 449,092
tat a^ Bt5H 51/24, 51/28; HOf 25/18

MS.a 242-94 R 13

1. In a coU stand having a frame, shaft means mounted on
said frame, and reel means supported on said shaft means and
being rotetable about the axis thereof, said reel means including
a central core and pair of end flanges which project radially
outwardly from said core adjacent the opposite ends thereof,
whereby an elongated flexible element can be coiled about and
supported on said reel means, the improvement comprising a
reciprocal drive structure which is cyclically movable back-
and-forth along a selected path, said path being free of loops,
guide means for movably guidably supporting said reciprocal
drive structure for reciprocal movement along said path, and
power means connected to said drive structure for effecting
the reciprocal movement thereof along said path, said path
having a center portion extending between a pair ofspaced end
portions, and said drive structure having a driving element
which is engageable with said reel means for drivingly rotating
said reel means as said drive structure moves through said
center path portion from said one end portion toward said
other end portion, sakl drive structure being drivingly engage-
able with saki reel means both when the drive structure moves
forwardly through the center path portron for effecting un-
wmding routkm of sakl reel means and when the drive struc-
ture moves rearwardly through the center path portkwi for
effiecting opposite rotatwn of sakl reel means, sakl driving
element being disengaged from sakl reel means when sakl drive
structure is in either of sakl end portrans of sakl path.

4*475,096

TWO STATION WINDING APPARATUS
Stovw W. Bfach, Movoc, aad Gaorga E. Baraaa, PfaMvUic both

of N.C Mlgauii to Bfrch Brotkert Smrthcn tacorporatad,
Wnfem, NX.

FDad Sa^ 29, I9S2, Scr. No. 427y453
tat a^ IMSH 17/08. 25/04

U.S.a242-46 lOdataa
1. An apparatus for succesaively winding rolls of web mate-

rial onto elongate cores, sakl apparatus comprising
(a) a first winding statkm for winding a roll of web material

on a core and to a predetermined initial size, said first
winding station including

(1) first and second winding rolls positioned in spaced-
apart relationship and being rotatably supported for
supporting the initial size roll of web material between
said first and second winding rolls,

(2) drive means for rotating said first and second rolls in
the same direction and at different peripheral speeds to
maintain a predetermined tension in the web material
being wound on said initial size roll, and

(b) a second winding station spaced from said first winding
station and being adapted to receive the initial size roll of
web material from said first winding station and to wind
said roll to a predetermined final roll size, said second
winding station including

(1) first and second winding rolls of considerably larger
size than said rolls of said first winding station and being
positraned in spaced-apart relationship and being rotat-
ably supported on horizontal axes for supportingly
receiving the initial size roll of web material from sakl
first winding station, said first winding roll being posi-
tioned with its upper peripheral surface at a higher level
than the upper peripheral surface of said second wind-
ing roll, and said first winding roll being positioned
between sakl second winding roll and said first winding

:±i_Mn

station so that said second winding roll is positioned
further away from sakl first winding station than said
first winding roll,

(2) drive means for rotating at least one of said winding
rolls for continuing winding of the web material onto
said roll until sakl roll increases in diameter to a prede-
termined final size,

(3) means supporting said second winding roll for move-
ment of said second winding roll toward said first wind-
ing roll along a substantially horizontal plane and to an
initud positkm with the space between said fint and
second winding rolls being less than the diameter ofsaid
second winding roll, and for movement of said second
winding roll away from sakl first winding roll along a
substantially horizontal plane and to a final positkm
with the space between said first and second winding
rolls being at least two times the diameter ofsakl second
winding roll, and

(4) means operatively assockted with sakl second roll

support means for moving sakl second winding roll

from sakl initial positkm and away from sakl first wind-
ing roll to sakl final positron along said substantudly
horizontal plane to thereby increase the spacing be-
tween sakl first and second rolls so as to accommodate
the winding of the roll of web material to a predeter-
mined final size.
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4,475,«97

INERnA REEL USING MODULAR LOCKING
MECHANISM

Manfred Wyder, RowUnd Heighta, Calif., assignor to Aacrioui

Safety EqalpoMiit Corporatkm, Troy, Mieh.

FUed Mar. 11, 1963, Scr. No. 474,712

tat CL^ A62B 35/02: B65H 75/48

MS. a. 242—107.4 A 3 Clains

3. An emergency locking safety belt retractor having a

webbing storage reel, a locking ratchet tumable with said reel

and engaged by a locking pawl to prevent webbing protraction

relative said reel, a programming ratchet tumable with said

reel, a programming pawl engageable with said programming

ratchet and vehicle inertia sensor means for actuating said

programming pawl into engagement with said programming

ratchet in the event of an emergency condition to cause lock

up of said locking pawl and locking ratchet in a programming

manner wherein the improvement comprises

said programming pawl and vehicle inertia sensor means

being mounted in a housing which in turn is shiftably

mounted relative said programming ratchet and wherein

said housing has a chamber enclosing said programming

ratchet whereby said programming ratchet, programming

pawl and vehicle inertia sensor means are protected by

said housing from exterior contaminat

4,475,698

APPARATUS FOR COILING A FLEXIBLE MEMBER
Jimqr MiUteUo, Rtc. 2, Boi 2994, Plairt Gty, Fla. 33566

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,611

tat a.} B65H 75/40

MS. CL 242-86 2 Oaiiu

"> M so

with said first projection and said second projection being

sufficiently spaced apart to permit the flexible member to

be inserted therebetween and with said third projection

being spaced rearwardly from said first projection to

initiate coiling of the flexible member upon rotation of said

coil mechanism;

means for rotating said coil mechanism comprising, in com-

bination:

a crank mechanism located at the mid-portion of said

elongated body member and

an endless flexible member interconnecting said crank

mechanism and said coil mechanism such that said coil

mechanism is rotated upon rotation of sakl crank mech-

anism; and

handle means for permitting an operator to grasp the appara-

tus and operate the same to coil the flexible member com-

prising, in combination:

. a grip extending from said elongated body member,

a forearm cradle positioned at the proximal end of said

elongated body member; and

said grip member extending from said elongated body

member being positioned relative to said forearm cradle

to permit the forearm of the operator to be comfortably

seated within said forearm cradle when the hand of the

operator grips said grip.

4,475,699

LEADER DISPENSER
Larry A. Calvin, 907 Iowa, Belgrade, Moot. 59714

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,623

tat a.3 B65H 59/38

MS. a 242—137.1 7ClaiaM

1. An apparatus for coiling a flexible member such as a hose,

comprising in combination:

an elongated body member;

a coil mechanism located at the distal end of said elongated

body member for coiKng the flexible member upon rota-

tion of said coil mechanism;

sakl coil mechanism comprising a fint, a second and a third

projection extending substantially parallel to one another

3. A dispenser for dispensing leader comprising:

a top open box housing portion having a top wall, a pair of

opposed end walls and a pair of opposed side walls;

a bottom open box housing portion having a bottom wall, a

pair ofopposed end walls and a pair of opposed side walls;

hinge means for hingedly connecting the top and bottom

housing portions along adjacent edges of corresponding

end walls;

means for releasably connecting the top and bottom housing

portions atong adjacent edges of corresponding end walls

opposite the end walls hingedly connected whereby the

top housing and bottom housing portions being connected

define an interior space;

a base panel mounted in the interior space to the top wall in

spaced apart parallel relatkm, therewith, by supporting

postt;

an axle mounted on the base panel;

a leader spool for holding leader being mounted on the axle;

the axle having a head portion with the leader spool being

mounted between the head portion and the base panel and

the head portion being dimensk}ned to prevent the leader

spool from being removed from the axle;

a first washer mounted on the axle between the head portion

of the axle and the leader spool;

a second washer mounted on the axle between the head

portion of the axle and the leader spool;

resilient means for resiliently biasing the leader spool and the
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first and second washers against the head portion of the
axte;

the leader on the leader spool being directed from the leader
spool around a portion of a supporting post then between
the fint and second washers associated with the leader
spool and then out of the interior space through a corre-
sponding aperture provided in the side wall of the top
housing portion.

M75,700
TAPE CASSETTE DUST DOOR LATCH SPRING

ASSEMBLY
Robert B. MMLeod, Jr, Kenacbukport; Vinceat E. Landry,
S«o, and Paol J. Gdardi, Cape Porpoiae, aU ofMe^ anignora
to Shape lac^ Biddeftord, Me.

Filod May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 493,021
lat a.J G03B 1/04: GllB IS/il

UAa 242-197 12 Claim.

1. A Upe cassette dust door latch, comprising:
(a) a lock plate;

(b) a boss integrally formed on the lock plate and extending
perpendicularly relative to the plane of the lock plate;

(c) a coil spring having first and second ends, wherein the
first end is connected to the boss and the second end is a
free end; and

(d) first and second pivot pins formed on the lock plate
extending in a plane parallel to the lock plate, wherein the
boss extends perpendicularly from the first pivot pin.

4^75,701
DEVICE FOR PROTECTING AND COVERING A RAIL

FOR FIXING THE SEATS OF A COMMERCUL
AIRCRAFT

Gerard Martia, Loagpoat-nr-OrBe, France, aarigoor to Society
•Boayaw dHe: Tianctal LkMcl-Dapoat, Lyoaa, FVaace

Filed May 4, 1983, Scr. No. 491,417
ClaiBM priority, appUcatfoa FVaace, May 18, 1982, 82 08466

lat a? B64D U/06
UAa 244-118.6 gClalai.

1. A device for protecting and covering a rail for fixing the
seats of a commercial aircraft equipped with a device for
automatically varying the pitch of the seats, said rails present-
ing, in its upper surface, a groove in which grip fastening
members fast with the feet of the seats and preventing detach-
ment thereof whilst allowing them to slide longitudinally, the
feet of the seats being fast with bases connected by connecting
laths, comprising a long upper rail cover, of width greater than

that of the rail, totally covering the rail and in contact, by its
longitudinal edges, with the floor carpet, this rail cover being
fast with the seat connecting lath, and horizontal blades fast
with each base of a foot extending longitudinally over a certain
length under the rail cover, between the latter and the connect-
ing lath, to form, with this rail cover, a telescopic assembly and
thus to cover the whole of the rail between the rear foot ofone
seat and the front foot of the following seat.

4,475,702
VARIABLE CAMBER LEADING EDGE ASSEMBLY FOR

AN AIRFOIL
James B. Cole, Mercer laland, Waah., anignor to ITie Boeias
Compaay, Seattle, Wash,

per No. PCT/US82/01797, § 371 Date Dec 28, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Dec. 28, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO84/02506, PCT Pnb
Date Jul. 5, 1984

PCT Filed Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 474,652
Int a.3 B64C i/49

UAa 244-214 3cud„

1. A leading edge assembly for an airfoil having an upper
surface, a lower surface, a leading edge and a traUing edge, said
assembly comprising:

a. a main support structure for the airfoil;

b. a nose section at said leading edge;
c. an upper skin panel having a rear part connected to said

structure, a forward part connected to said nose section,
and an intermediate flexible panel portion extending be-
tween the rear part and the forward part;

d. actuating means operatively connected between said nose
section and said support structure to move said nose sec-
tion about a general center of roution between a first

upper position where the flexible panel portion has a lesser
degree of curvature and said nose is more horizontally
aligned, to a second lower position where the flexible
panel portion has a greater degree of curvature and the
nose section is aligned in a more downward slant, in a
manner that curvature of the flexible panel portion in-

creases with movement of the nose section toward its

second position, said actuating means comprising a cam
track connected to said nose section, and a cam track
contact member connected to said support structure, said
cam track having a lengthwise axis curved in a generally
arcuate path about said general center of rotation, said
cam track contact member and said cam track bein^; oper-
atively interconnected to be constrained to move relative
to one another along a path aligned with thi" lengthwise
axis;

e. said cam track having a forward end connected to said
nose section, said cam track contact member having two
contact portions contacting said cam track at two spaced
locations along the lengthwise axis to restrain angular
movement of the cam track relative to the cam track
contact member;

r drive means to move the cam track and the cam track
engaging member relative to one another to move the
nose section between its first and second positions;

g. said drive means comprising a rotatably mounted drive
gear engaging said cam track at a drive location spaced
from said two support locations and positioned intermedi-
ate said support locations;
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h. said cam track having a forward cam section engaging a

forward one of said contact portions in a manner to move

along a path having a forward and upward slant, and a

rear cam section engaging a rear one of said contact por-

tions for travel along a path having an upward and rear-

ward slant; and

i. the general center of roution of said cam track being

positioned at an upper part of said assembly between the

forward and rear parts of said upper skin panel, the length-

wise axis of the forward and rear cam sections of said cam

track deviating at least partially from a true circular arc, in

a manner that said general center of rotation shifts during

movement of the nose section between the first and sec-

ond positions, whereby a proper aerodynamic contour of

said upper skin panel can be obtained.

4,475,704

EXTENDED UNTT LOAD DEVICE
Hugo Marom, Zahala, aad Shiomo Adkr, Kf!ir Saba, both of

Israel, aaaigBon to Adier Cargo Systeam Limited, Kfer Saba,

Israel

Filed No? . 16, 1981, Scr. No. 321,633

lat CI.3 B65D 79/00

U.S. CL 248—346 11 Claims

4^75,703

SPACER FOR LOADING PALLETS
Haas-Elo? Nordgrai, Onu&kcr, 82800 Edsbya, Swedea

Coatinuation of Ser. No. 294,516, Aag. 20, 1981,. This

application Mar. 8, 1984, Ser. No. 585,637

lat a.J F16M U/20
U5.a 248—188.1 4 Claims

1. A spacer for loading pallets, comprising a tubular mem-

ber, which has, at least at one end thereof, a number of secur-

ing tabs extending generally in axial direction and adapted to

penetrate into and connect the tubular member to a deck-form-

ing member of the loading pallet, and a number of support

members extending at an angle to the securing ubs and being

formed, like the securing tobs, in one piece with the tubular

member, which has been given a polygonal shape in cross

section by means of axially extending bending edges, said

bending edges being of two kinds, namely first bending edges

located in the border area between each securing tab and

support member and second bending edges spaced from the

first bending edges and extending from the points of the secur-

ing tabs generally parallel to the first bending edges, each tube

wall portion located between two adjacent first bending edges

and associated to a supporting member being inclined relative

to two other similar tube wall portions located adjacent the

first-mentioned tube wall portion at opposite sides thereof,

each of said securing tabs having portions located more closely

to a longitudinal center line of the tubular member than do all

first bending edges between securing tabs and support mem-

bers, said securing tabs as well as said support members having

the character of generally triangular teeth, every second of

which, namely those forming support members, being bent at

an angle to the adjacent securing tabs so as to point in a direc-

tion to the longitudinal center line of the tubular member, said

securing tabs and the support members being, as viewed on a

flat sheet metal blank intended for production of the spacer,

generally alike, thus having generally equally wide bases ad-

joining to a web portion for forming said tubular member of

the spacer.

1. An extended unit load device comprising:

a standard pallet having a peripheral seat track, disposed in

its operative orienution in a horizonul plane, said periph-

eral seat track defining in cross section a recess and first

and second edge members partially overlapping said re-

cess;

an inclined side support adapted to be removably and pivou-

bly inserted in the track and oriented in an inclined posi-

tion, said inclined side support including an attachment

leg having an elongate upstanding portion having a gener-

ally vertical operative orientation, perpendicular to the

plane of said standard pallet, and a foot portion including

a toe portion extending in operative orientation sideways

in cross section and underiying said first edge member and

a heel portion extending in operative orienution sideways

in cross section and engaging said second edge member;

a first cable atuched at one end thereof to one side of the

inclined side support; and

a second cable attached at one end thereof to the other side

of the inclined side support;

said first and second cables being anchored at the other ends

thereof to the peripheral seat track so as to retain the

inclined side support in the inclined position.

4,475,705

DOCUMENT HOLDER FOR DISPLAY TERMINAL
Helmut H. Heaneberg, Canton, and Richard R. Dillioa, Welles-

ley, both of Mass., assignors to Honeywell laformatiOB Sys-

tems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,877

lat a.J A47B 97/04

M&. a. 248—W7J 7 Claims

1. A document holder for attachment to a display terminal,

said display terminal having a display screen and a cover, said
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cover having a plurality of tides, a bottom and a top, said cover
having an annular groove in said plurality of sides, said bottom
and said top, said annular groove located approximately in the
same plane as said display screen, said document holder com-
prising:

A. an easel bracket for mounting in said annular groove in said
cover of said display terminal; and

B. document easel assembly mounted on said easel bracket
whereby adjusting the viewing angle of said display terminal
by swiveling or tilting said display terminal automatically
adjusts the viewing angle of said document holder and
wherein said document easel assembly further comprises:
1. a document easel having an easel surface with a bottom
ledge at the bottom of a front of said easel surface; and

2. a mounting block attached to a back of said easel surface,
said mounting block having a circular mounting hole for
attaching said easel assembly to said easel bracket thereby
allowing for the assembly ofsaid document easel assembly
to said easel bracket without requiring any tools, said
circular mounting hole being of sufficient size to accom-
modate a mounting pin having a circular cross-section,
said mounting pin being formed at one end of said easel
bracket; and

C. a sheet retainer formed to have a back member and two side
members, a one of said side members at each end of said back
member, each of said two side members having a return at an
end not connected to said back member and wherein said
mounting block further includes a retainer notch for retain-
ing said sheet retainer between said mounting block and said
back of said easel surface.

4,478,707

SEAT SUSPENSION SYSTEM
DuUd S. Foator, D«?caport. Iowa, aMi«Mr to

fiMtwers, Im^ Streator, DL
,
FIM May 14, 1981, Scr. No. 2C3,fi02

lat a^ FICM WCO
M&. a. 248-436

i

KMMdkrMaao*

SClains

4,475,706

OVERHEAD MOUNTING BRACKET FOR A
HORIZONTAL VENETIAN BUND ASSEMBLY

Rkhard N. Aadetwii, Owcnaboro, Ky„ iMignor to Hnater
Doagias !&, Totowa, NJ.

FIM No?. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 329,843
lat CL^ E06B 9/3%

U.S.a248-.842 6Clafaia

1. A seat mount for a vehicle seat comprising a generally
rectangular base having a plurality of rollers adjacent opposed
edges, a seat frame having transversely-spaced parallel rails

receiving said rollers, a pair of spaced support brackets on said
seat frame with a first rod routably supported on said brackets
and having a radially extending lug between said brackets, first

and second coil springs telescoped on said first rod and respec-
tively located between said brackets and said lug, a shock
absorber extending parallel to said first rod with one end con-
nected to one of said brackets and an opposite end connected
to one end of said rod, said base having a plate having an edge
extending parallel to said rod with spaced notches in said edge
respectively adapted to receive at least a portion of said lug to
define a plurality of different ride positions for said seat frame
on said base, said coil springs acting to center said seat frame in
each ride position and accommodate movement in opposite
directions axially of said rod, and a lock-out member including
a second rod extending parallel to said first rod and rotatably
supported on said brackets, said second rod having projections
defining a space for receiving said lug to lock said seat frame
on said base.

4,478,708

INTRAVENOUS TUBING CLAMPING DEVICE
Kari E. Becker, Jr., 278 S. PersUag Afc, Wichita, Kaas. 67218
DivitioB of Ser. No. 102,112, Dec. 10, 1979, Pat No. 4,340,201,
which is a coatiaaatioB-iBiprt of Ser. No. 863,263, Apr. 8, 1978,
aiiaadooed. This appiicatioa May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,086

lat a^ n6L i5/l4
MS. CL 281—6 14 CiaiaM

1. An overhead mounting bracket for a horizontal Venetian
blind assembly including a substantially U-shaped headrail
with the ends of the leg of the U-shaped headrail each having
an intumed end to form a return rib, said bracket comprising a
body portion, and fint and second oppositely disposed leg
portions depending from said body portion and fixed with
respect to each other, each leg portion having a horizontally
extending support shelfadapted to support a return rib, charac-
terized in that said bracket has a resilient decoupler means on
said body portion adapted to locally engage one return rib of a
headrail prior to disengagement of a headrail from the bracket
and force and hold said one return rib remote from a position
in which said one return rib is supported by the support shelf
of the first leg portion to allow said one return rib to pass the
support shelf of the first leg portion during subsequent disen-
gagement of the headrail.

1. An intravenous tubing clamping device for controlling
fluid flow through compressible tubing comprising:
an elongated body member adapted to receive said tubing

having a proximal end and a distal end;
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said body member including a generally V-shaped bottom

wall defining two planar supporting surfaces for said

tubing extending logitudinally of said body member and

having a substantially constant width and an apex angle of

about 60* to 163*. said body member further including

ledges extending longitudinally on opposite sides of said

V-shaped bottom wall; and

a roller mounted on said body member for movement longi-

tudinally of said body member about an axis of rotation

extending transversely of said body member for defining a

clamping area between said roller and said planar support-

ing surfaces which decreases the cross-sectional area of a

lumen formed in a central region of the clamped tubing as

said roller moves from said proximal end of said body

member toward said distal end, said roller defining

grooves extending circumferentially around opposite

sides of the outer circumference of said roller, said roller

grooves defining spaces adapted to receive a portion of

the sides of a tubing clamped in said clamping area, said

roller grooves cooperating with said ledges to clamp the

sides of said tubing in a direction transverse of said body

member.

4,478,709

INTRAVENOUS TUBING CLAMPING DEVICE
Karl E. Becker, Jr^ 278 S. Penhiag A?e., Wichita, Kaaa. 67218

CbatiBBatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 102,112, Dec. 10, 1979, Pat No.

4,340,201, aad Ser. No. 283307, Jal. 16, 1981, abaadoaed, aaid

Ser. No. 102,112, is a coatiaBatioa>ia-part of Ser. No. 893,263,

Apr. 8, 1978, abaadoaed, aaid Ser. No. 283,807, ia a coatiaaation

of Ser. No. 101^00, Dec 10, 1979, abaadoaed, which is a

eoatiaaatioB-ia'part of Ser. No. 893,263, ,. Thia applicatioa Jul.

16, 1982, Ser. No. 398^97
lat CL' F16L 55/74

U.S.a 281-6 23

«M

4S0

4t0

1. An intravenous tubing clamping device for controlling

fluid flow through compressible tubing comprising:

an elongated body member adapted to receive said tubing

having a proximal end and a distal end;

said body member including a generally V-shaped bottom

wall defining two planar supporting surfaces for said

tubing extending longitudinally of said body member and

having a substantially constant width and an apex angle of

about 60* to 16S*; and

a roller mounted on said body member for movement longi-

tudinally of said body member about an axis of rotation

extending transversely of said body member for defining a

clamping area between said roller and said supporting

surfaces which decreases the cross-sectional area of the

lumen of the tubing as said roller moves from said proxi-

mal end of said body member toward said distal end, said

roller defining grooves extending circumferentially

around opposite sides of the outer circumference of said

roller, said roller grooves defining spaces adapted to re-

ceive the sides of a tubing clamped in said clamping area,

said roller grooves being defined by (1) side walls on said

body member extending substantially parallel to said lon-

gitudinal roller movement on opposite sides of said roller,

(2) first surfaces formed circumferentially on said roller

adjacent to and on opposite sides of said clamping area.

and (3) second surfaces formed circumferentially on said

roller substantially perpendicular to said body member
walls and each extending substantially parallel to said axis

of rotation between a respective first surface and body

member wall, said roller grooves cooperating with said

body member to clamp the sides of said tubing in a direc-

tion transverse of said body member with said tubing

being compressively engaged between said body member

walls and said first surfaces, said first surfaces being in-

clined inwardly so as to form acute angles with said sec-

ond surfaces thereby reducing the width of said roller in a

region spaced inwairdly from the outer circumference of

the roller, the outer peripheral portion of said roller hav-

ing distal ends merging with the portions of said roller

defining said grooves, and said tubing being positively

engaged by said second surfaces so that a lumen is defined

in a central portion of the tubing through which flows

substantially all of the fluid, said roller having a circumfer-

ence with a generally V-shape with the apex of the V-

shape centrally located on the roller and its distal ends

merging with said roller grooves, the apex having an

angle of about 60* to 180*, the roller cooperating with the

planar supporting surfaces of said body member to define

a generally V-shaped lumen in the clamped tubing.

4,478,710

ELECTRO-HYDRAUUC CONTROL ACTUATOR FOR
TURBINE VALVES

Haaa^oachin Leapera, MiilhciBU Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aa*

sigaor to Kraftwerii Uaioa Aktieaaeaellachaft MiUheiai. Fed.

Rqt. of Gcnaaay
Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 268,681

ClaiBM priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, May 22,

1980, 3019626

lat a^ F16K 31/122

U.S. a. 281—30 6 Claim

1. An electrohydraulic control assembly for a valve compris-

ing, integrated in a compact control unit connectible with a

housing for a valve, hydraulic control cylinder, an hydraulic

fluid reservoir, an hydraulic fluid pump driven by an electric

motor and an electrohydraulic converter connected to said

control cylinder, said reservoir and said pump for adjusting the

flow of hydraulic fluid to and from said control cylinder and

/Said reservoir in accordance with electric signals transmitted

thereto, two mutually spaced-apart support plates vertically

disposed on a base plate connectible with the valve hounng,

said hydraulic cylinder being fastened to respective ends of

said support plates facing away from said base plate, a trans-

verse plate secured to respective edges of said support plates

and extending across the space therebetween, a control piston

disposed in said cylinder and having a shaft connectible with a

shaft of the valve, said control piston being displaceable in a

valve-opening and a valve<losing direction, a force-storing

spring located between said support plates for loading said
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piston in said valve-closing direction, said hydraulic fluid
reservoir being fastened to respective edges of said support
plates facing away from said transverse plate, said pump and
the electric motor for said pump being fastened to said trans-
verse plate, an hydraulic pressure accumulator connected to
said pump being fastened to said support plates, and hydraulic
connecting means for hydraulically inter-connecting said hy-
draulic control cylinder, said hydraulic fluid reservoir, said
electrohydraulic converter and said pump, said hydraulic
connecting means being at least partly made up of channels
formed in said support plates.

tight seal between said transverse portion and said actuating
device, the improvement in which, said surface means com-
prises a first cylindrical surface of a given cross-sectional area
and a second cylindrical surface of a larger cross-sectional
area, said surfaces being disposed with associated ends immedi-
ately adjacent each other to define a shoulder therebetween, an
annular recess in said transverse portion extending inwardly of
said shoulder and axially along said axis to define a projection

M75,7n
HIGH PRESSURE GAS VALVE

Robert A. Roantry, Cuoga Park, Callf„ aMignor to Honeywell
locn Mimcapolii, Minn.

Flkd Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,631
fart, a.) F16K 25/00

UAa2Sl-M SOaims

1. A valve having a valve assembly comprising:
a rigid valve plate having an opening therein,
a resilient valve member having a peripheral means of at-

tachment for removably securing said valve member to
said valve plate,

valve actuator stem member loosely connected through said
opemng to said rigid valve plate for moving said valve
member against a valve outlet passage to stop the flow of
gas from a high pressure inlet, said loosely connected
valve member provides for proper alignment of said valve
member and said outlet passage, and

a backup member mounted between said valve plate and the
inner surface of said valve member defining a space there-
between whereby said inlet gas under pressure passing
through said hole is prevented from distorting said valve
member and said valve stem member being free from
applying any forces to said backup member at all times
within said space to achieve proper alignment between
said valve member and said outlet passage.

4,475,712
FLUID VALVE AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Ew«tt J. DtJafw, Cincinaatj, Ohio, anignor to Xoomx Corno-
ratkM, Gadunti, Ohio

Filed Jaa. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,650
fart, a^ F16K il/44

UAa 251-214 21Ctoiiw
1. In a fluid valve comprising a valve body having a main

portion and a transverse portion adjoining said main portion, a
flow passage in said main portion for receiving fluid flow
through said valve body, a closure member routably sup-
ported in said main portion for controlling fluid flow through
said passage, surface means defining opening means through
said transverse portion, said opening means having a central
axis, an actuating device for rotating said closure member, said
actuatmg device extending through said opening means and
bemg rotaubly supported by said transverse portion, and seal
means disposed in said opening means and providing a fluid-

and a sealing surface in said transverse portion wherein said
sealing surface faces away from said central axis, and said seal
means comprises an annular seal having a first part disposed
within said recess and a second part disposed between said
actuating device and said second cylindrical surface, said annu-
lar seal providing an improved seal between said transverse
portion and said actuating device by contracting against said
sealing surface and said actuating device upon subjecting said
valve to a reduced temperature.

4,475,713

ONE PIECE TOP SEAL FOR A VALVE
C. Lawson Reed, and J. Anthony George, both of Ctndiinatj,

Ohio, assignors to Xomox Corporation, Oneinnati, Ohio
Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,323

fait 0.3 n6K 31/44: F16J 75/00
UA a. 251-214 7Ctai,„

1. A rotary valve, said valve comprising:
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a valve body, said valve body having flow passages there-

through;

a cavity, said cavity being located in said valve body, said

cavity having an opening in said top of said valve body;

a top closure, said closure being bolted to said valve body
over said cavity;

a valve member;

a primary sealing member;

a stem, said stem being integral with said valve member, said

stem being rotatable in said cavity in said valve body; and

a top seal assembly, said assembly having a unitary one piece

construction, said top seal assembly being secured in posi-

tion said top closure, said assembly having a centrally

disposed aperture, said seal assembly having at least two
distinct portions, a first enlarged portion and a second

generally planar portion, said first portion being circum-

ferentially disposed about and proximal to said aperture,

said second portion being circumferentially disposed

about said first portion, said first portion having a gener-

ally truncated triangular cross sectional configuration,

said first portion having an inner circumferential wall

defining said aperture, said first portion having a top wall,

said top wall adjoins said inner circumferential wall, said

top wall extends to a bearing surface, said bearing surface

is a obliquely oriented with respect to both the inner

circumferential wall and said planar second portion, said

first portion having a bottom surface, said bottom surface

being co-planar with said second portion, said bottom

surface being substantially parallel to said top wall, said

first portion of said top s«al assembly having a heighth of

at least twice the hei^t of said second portion.

the end of each of said rods and adapted to rest on the support-

ing floor for the dolly and piano, a source of fluid pressure, and

valve means for connecting said fluid pressure source with

upper ends of said cylinders so as to tend to move the pistons

downwardly in the cylinders and thus move the dolly and

piano upwardly while being supported by said pedestal por-

tions.

4,475,714

PIANO LIFT
Ronald E. HeiskeU, 2632 Mallard Ct., Unioii City, Calif. 94587;

Gregg R. Kirkpatrick, 943 Seaacape Cir., Rodeo, Calif. 94572;

Garry F. Newman, 2710 Colony Dr., Tracy, Calif. 95376, and

Junca D. Stewart, 259 MacArtiinr, Apt 117, Oakland, Calif.

94610

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,861

fait a^ B66F 7/12

U.S.a 254-89 H 7 Claims

4,475,715

AERIAL CABLE INSTALLATION BLOCK
William A. Asplia, Sr., Canton, Ohio, aaaignor to Rescue Cable

Dcaign, Inc., Canton, Ohio

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,104

fait a.} B66D i/04

U.S. a. 254—134.3 R 14 Claims

1. An improved block construction for installing aerial cable

on a supporting cable, said construction including:

(a) a frame having a pair of spaced upstanding vertical mem-
bers and a pair of spaced outwardly extending members;

(b) spring biased plunger means mounted on each upstanding

vertical member, said plunger means being biased toward

a clamping position against the supporting cable for re-

leasably mounting the frame on a supporting cable; and

(c) means mounted on each of the outwardly extending

members for receiving and supporting one or more aerial

cables to provide a pair of horizontally spaced cable sup-

ports for the aerial cable to reduce bending of the cable

during installation.

1. Mechanism for supporting and raising a grand piano

having three vertical spaced supporting legs two of which are

at the front of the piano and the third of which is at the rear end

of the piano and including a dolly having three spaced recesses

that receive the lower ends of the three legs of the piano so that

the dolly may support the piano, a vertically disposed hydrau-

lic cylinder fixed with respect to said dolly and extending

upwardly from the level of said recesses uid located adjacent

to each of said recesses and being disposed in the triangle

formed by said recesses, each of said cylinders having a piston

movably disposed therein and carrying a piston rod adapted to

move downwardly out of the cylinder with corresponding

movement of the piston in the cylinder, a pedestal portion on

4,475,716

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TOWER MOUNTED PULL
ASSEMBLY

Dafis R. Jannin, 610 Ward Dr., and VirgU H. Hinaoa, 206

Fairway Oaka Dr., botii of Bronawick, Ga. 31520

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 4r,528

Int Q\? B21D l/OO: B25B 25/00

U.S. CI. 254-228 6 ClalnH

1. A pull assembly for applying a straightening pull on a

frame or body portion, said assembly including a vertically

elongated support for mounting from a suitable floor surface, a

follower mounted on said support for adjustable positioning

therealong, said vertically elongated support including first

vertically spaced horizontal opening means, said follower

including second horizontal opening means selectively regis-

trable with said first horizontal opening means, horizontal pin

means removably passed through said second opening mean-

ings and a selected first opening means registered therewith

releasably retaining said follower in adjusted position on said

support, vertically swingable first elongated arm means includ-

ing a first end pivotally anchored to said pin means and a

second end projecting outwardly from one side of said support

and including first anchor means for anchoring to free end of a

floor anchored elongated tension member thereto, second

elongated horizontal arm means including a first end anchored

relative to said pin means and the second end projecting out-

wardly from the side of said support opposite said one side

thereof, a vertically elongated pull lever pivotally supported at

its upper end from said follower for limited oscillation about an

axis transverse to said lever, support and arm means and with
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said lever generally paralleling said support, an elongated pull
member, second anchor means carried by the lower end of said
lever for selectively anchoring one end of said pull member
thereto, said second anchor means being generally horizontally
aligned with said second end of said second arm means, said
second end of said second arm -means including third anchor
means for releasably engaging and anchoring longitudinally

case and adapted to receive one end of a transverse pivot-
ing shaft of a warping control lever of the apparatus,

(d) a first reinforcement part made from pressed steel sheet
and provided with holes which correspond in diameter
and in between shaft distance with said first and second
chimneys provided in said first half-case, so that by
mounting said first reinforcement part on said first half-
case is obtained a first half-case assembly of great rigidity,

(e) a second half-case made from pressed steel sheet and
symmetrical with respect to said first half-case,

(0 a first chimney provided inwardly in said second half-case
and adapted to receive the other end of the transverse
pivoting shaft of the warping control lever,

(g) a second chimney provided inwardly in said second
half-case and adapted to receive the other end of the
transverse pivoting shaft of the warping control lever, and

(h) a second reinforcement part made from pressed steel
sheet and symmetrical with respect to said first reinforce-
ment part, whereby, by mounting said second reinforce-
ment part on said second half-case, a second half-case
assembly of great rigidity and symmetrical with relation
to said first half-case assembly is provided, so that by
assembling said first and second half-case assemblies about
a longitudinal axis ofsymmetry, on said transverse pin and
said transverse pivoting shaft, is obtained a case adapted to
resist to high stresses imparted thereto through said an-
choring means.

spaced portions of said pull member relative thereto, and an
adjustable anchored elongated horizontal and longitudinally
extendible thrust means having one end pivotally anchored
relative to said follower and the other end engaged with said
other end of said lever for angulariy displacing the latter rela-
tive to said follower in a direction to effect a pull on said pull
member extending inwardly along said second arm means from
said second end thereof toward the first end thereof.

4,475,718

SELF-TAIUNG WINCH
WUIem P. van Beers, BrieUe, Netherlands, assignor to Meissner

International B.V., BrieUe, Netiwrlands
FUcd May 26, 1983, Ser. No. 498,262

Oainis priority, appUcatkw Netherlands, May 28, 1982.
8202198

^^ ^

iBt a.3 B66D mo, 1/22
UAa 254-371 4 citing

4,475,717
TRACTION APPARATUS ANCHORED BY MEANS OF A

SECURING PIN
Andre Dcaplats, Boalogiic BillaMourt, and Hans Klabunde,
MarcU Marly, both of Fnuce, assignors to Societe dite: Trac-
ttl, &A., FVucc

Filed Jnl. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,589
CtolM priority, appiicatioa FVaMC, Jul. 10, 1981, 81 13620

lit a^ B66D 3/02
UACl,254-264

2 Ctaima

1. In a traction apparatus through which passes a cable and
which presents anchoring means adapted to be attached to a
fixed point when the apparatus is worked, a case containing the
mechanism of the apparatus and which comprises:

(a) a first half-case made from pressed steel sheet.

(b) a first chimney provided inwardly in said half-case for
receiving one end of a transverse pin acting as anchoring
means (br the apparatus,

(c) a second chimney provided inwardly in said first half-

1. A self-tailing winch comprising a substantially cylindrical
housing arranged for rotation about a central shaft, and hous-
ing being provided at the top with a flange thinning towards
the circumference and an annular plate disposed on the top of
the housing and thinning towards the circumference, said plate
having a diameter substantially equal to that of the flange in
such a way that between the flange and the annular plate there
is produced a V-shaped slot, and a stripper arm mounted above
the annular plate, said stripper arm having a portion extending
downwardly beyond the circumference of the annular plate,
characterized in that raised teeth are provided on the facing
surfaces of said annular plate and said flange, said surfaces
defming the V-shaped slot, so that opposite each tooth on the
flange surface there is present a tooth on the surface of the
plate, one tooth ofeach pair ofopposed teeth being convex and
one tooth being concave in the direction along the length of
the teeth from a point near the inside of the V-shaped groove
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towards a point near the circumference of the respective flange

or plate.

4,475,719

FLAME CUTTING MACHINE
Herat K. Lotz, Wicsbadeu'Delkenhcin, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
nignor to Ante Geaellschaft ftaer antogene Technik mbH,
Zorich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 563^52
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 7,

1983, 8300198

Int a.^ B23K 7/02

M&. a. 266—48 26 Claims

1. A flame cutting machine for cutting a workpiece, com-
prising: at least one torch having an operating end portion;

means for moving said torch transversely with respect to the

workpiece feed direction; a length of measuring means for

measuring a relative travel as between the torch and the work-

piece, including a rotary measuring member adapted to run on

a surface of the workpiece; a support plate having an upstream

side and a downstream side with respect to the workpiece feed

direction; means for movably mounting said support plate;

means for moving said support pUte towards and away from a

said workpiece; and a hood means carried by said support plate

on its said upstream side and adapted to co-operate with said

workpiece to define an enclosure at least for said operating end

portion of said torch, thereby to protect heat-sensitive compo-
nents of said machine from heat originating within said hood
means.

4,475,720

CASTHOUSE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
Gilbert R. Broom, 11 WiUow La., SchererriUe, Ind. 46375, and

Michael K. Buckley, 3703 175tfa PL, Hammond, Ind. 46323

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 474,888

Int a? F27D 3/14

U.S. a. 266—157 8 Claims

iron runner and the slag runner in a casthouse, said system

comprising:

a blast furnace having a tap hole;

a main iron trough having a first end and a second end, said

first end of said main iron trough in flow communication
with said tap hole;

a main iron runner having a first end and an iron exit end.

said first end of the main iron runner in flow communica-
tion with said second end of the main iron trough;

a slag runner having a first end, said first end of the slag

runner in flow communication with said second end of the

main iron trough;

tap hole cover means for covering said first end of the main
iron trough and for evacuating emissions released by said

pig iron and slag flowing through said first end of the main
iron trough, said tap hole cover means being in flow

communication through first ducting with first scrubber

means for receiving the emissions evacuated by said tap

hole cover means and for cleaning said emissions;

removable cover means for covering said second end of the

main iron trough and for evacuating emissions released by
said pig iron and slag flowing through said second end of
the main iron trough, said removable cover means being in

flow communication through said first ducting with said

first scrubber means for receiving the emissions evacuated

by said removable cover means and for cleaning said

emissions;

main iron runner cover means for covering the main iron

runner to substantially prevent the escape of emissions

into the ambient air;

slag runner cover means for covering the slag runner to

substantially prevent the escape of emissions into the

ambient air; and

iron runner emission evacuation means disposed adjacent

said iron exit end of the iron runner for evacuating emis-

sions released by said pig iron and slag flowing through

said iron exit end, said iron runner emission evacuation

means being in flow communication through second duct-

ing with second scrubber means for receiving the emis-

sions evacuated by said removable cover means and for

cleaning said emissions.

4,475,721

INDUCTION HEATED CASTING CHANNEL WITH
GRAPHITE SLEEVE

JoSI Pamart, Gtalon, France, assignor to Pont-A-Mooason Sj^
Nancy, France

Filed Aug. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 528,002

Gaiffls priority, application France, Sep. 13, 1982, 82 15556

Int a^ B22D iV(% C21C 5/42

U.S. CL 266—236 4 Clains

1. A casthouse emission control system for controlling the

emissions released from the pig iron and slag released from the

blast furnace and flowing through the main iron trough, the

1. A casting channel apparatus for mohen metal including

means defining a casting channel (13), a refractory lining (12)

surrounding said channel, and a cooled induction heating coil

(17) embedded in said lining and surrounding said channel over

substantially its entire length, said coil being energized by an

aperiodic electrical generator (19), characterized by: a multi-

segment graphite susceptor sleeve (20) surrounding said chan-
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nel over said coil wherein said casting channel and graphite

sleeve both include a straight portion and an upwardly bent

portion (14) leading to a casting orifice (15), the interior of said

sleeve being covered with a continuing coating of refractory

materia! defining a flow bed ofsaid channel, said sleeve serving

as a permanent secondary to enable the heating of said channel

upon energization of said coil even in the absence of molten

metal within said channel.

4,475,733

ELONGATED SPRING MEMBER
Leonard S. Meyer, Columbia, S.Cm aMignor to Kidde Recreation

Products, Inc., Nortii Brook, 111.

FUed Apr. 28, 1M2, Ser. No. 372^37
Int a.J F16F 1/16

UA a. 267-47 9aaini8

4*475,722

SUSPENSION STRUT
H. NeU Paton, 2521 W. Mootiake PI. E.; John B. SkiUing, 539
McGilvra Blvd., E., both of Seattle, Wash. 96112; JefTery P.
Sandys, and E. Frederick Gylland, Jr., botii of Seattle, Wash.,
assignors to H. Neil Paton and John B. Shilling, both of
Seatde, Wash.

Continnation>in-part of Ser. No. 242,511, Mar. 10, 1981, Pat.

No. 4,358,096, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 16,533, Mar.
11. 1979, abandoned. This application Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No.

349.583

Int a.J F16F i/lO
U.S.a 267-9 C 14 Oaims

M »

1. A suspension strut, comprising:

an elongated tubular load bearing assembly adapted to ex-
tend and contract reciprocatively along its longitudinal
axis from a design position toward a rebound position and
a jounce position, respectively:

first load bearing spring means surrounding said load bearing
assembly providing a first spring force for supporting said
load bearing assembly;

second load bearing spring means within said load bearing
assembly providing a second spring force in parallel with
said first spring force for supporting said load bearing
assembly; and

a frictional damping assembly including damping means, and
operator means surrounding said load bearing assembly
for receiving said first spring force and applying a compo-
nent of said first spring force to said damping means as a
normal force urging said damping means inwardly into

ooBtact with said load bearing assembly so as to apply a
frictional damping force to said load bearing assembly
during extension and contraction thereof

I. An elongated spring member formed of strands compris-
ing resin impregnated reinforcing fibers including, a medial
portion bounded by opposite terminal portions having distal
tips, said medial and terminal portions defining a unitary spring
member, an end provision adjacent each of said tips, said end
provision each including a transverse bore adjacent said termi-
nal portion tips completely encircled by said strands, said
strands disposed substantially parallel to one another and ex-
tending longitudinally of said member medial and terminal
portions, with the exception of said end provision bores said
spring member comprising a solid mass of said strands, said
medial portion comprising areas having a greater thickness and
lesser width relative said terminal portions with a constant
cross-sectional area of said mass of strands throughout the
longitudinal extent of said medial portion and at least a substan-
tial extent of said terminal portions, and said strands extending
in a continuous uninterrupted manner from one said terminal
portion tip through said medial portion then encircling said
end provision bore at the other said terminal portion tip and
returning through said medial portion to encircle said bore of
said one terminal portion tip.

4,475,724

WIRE SPRING ASSEMBLY FOR SOFA SLEEPER
MATTRESSES

WUlian L. Hancock, Lexington, Ky^ assignor to Hoo?er Unl-
feiaal. Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,189

Inta}F16Fi/aO
U.S. a. 267-103 8 Claims

1. A wire spring assembly comprising a plurality of resilient

wire spring units, each of said wire spring units comprising a
unitary wire member shaped to form a pair of end mounting
portions, a plurality of torsion bars between said mounting end
portions including end torsion bars adjacent said mounting end
portions, and connecting bars extending between said torsion
bars, said spring units being arranged in rows wherein each of
said spring units is supported solely by attachment of the end
mounting portions and the end torsion bars thereof to the
corresponding end torsion bars and end mounting portions,
respectively, of adjacent spring units in the same row.
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4^75,725

ELACTIC SUPPORT FOR HEUCAL SPRINGS
Gcrhnrd Nieonn, Branche, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

VoOtawagemrcrk AG, Woiftbvg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

CoMlaaation of Ser. No. 196^65, Oct 17, 1900, abudoaed.

TUs appUcatioa Dec 9, 1962, Ser. No. 448,507

Claims priority, appikatlMi Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 18,

1979, 2942135

lot a.3 F16F im
UAa 2«7-179 1 CUdn

1. A suspension spring assembly for a motor vehicle, com-

prising a helical spring having an end coil terminating in a

spring end and a support of rubber-like elastic material having

a helically ascending seating face receiving the end coil; said

seating face being adjoined by a stepped portion for abruptly

terminating said seating face; said helically ascending seatiiig

face having consecutive first and second lengjth portions; said

first length portion extending firom said spring end along a

major part of said end coil and having a first slope at least

equalling the slope of said end coil in the unloaded state of the

helical spring; said second length portion adjoining said fint

length portion and terminating at said stepped portion; said

second length portion having a second slope greater than said

first slope and greater than the slope of said end coil in the

unloaded sute of the helical spring; said end coil freely resting

on said first and second length portions of said seating face

from said spring end to said stei^ portion in said unloaded

state.

second workpiece and is didably engaged by and between

said first pair of side plates,

said cam abutting said load bearing member,

wherein the rotation of said cam slides said load bearing

member relative to said support structure,

wherein said cam and said load bearing member are designed

and arranged such that when said cam rotates in a prede-

termined direction, the distance between the axis of rota-

tion of the cam and the surface of the load bearing mem-

ber which engages the second workpiece increases and

said second workpiece is pushed by said load bearing

member in the direction the load bearing member is mov-

ing a distance equal to the aforesaid increase in distance,

said load bearing member is comprised of a bottom edge

member and a pair of second side plates extending above

said bottom edge member, said second pair of said plates

interfacing with said first pair of side plates,

wherein said cam is located at least in part between said

second pair of side plates.

4,475,727

WORKBENCH WITH MULTIPLE4XAMPING
ARRANGEMENT

Victor H. Goolter, 485 Molimo Dr., Su Francisco, Calif. 94127

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 478,061

Int a.3 B25B VIO
U.S. CL 269-88 1 Claim

4^75,726

MECHANISM FOR POSmONING WORKPIECES
Richard B. Smith, 4 Bird La., Newport News, Va. 23601

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,659

lot a^ B25B 1/20

UAa 269-^1 W Claims

1 A mechanism for positioning at least a first and a secoiid

workpiece such that said workpieces are in abutment said

mechanism comprising:

a support structure which is attachable to said first work-

piece and firmly abuts said first workpiece, said support

structure including a first portion which extends over said

second workpiece when said mechanism is employed, said

first portion being comprised of a first pair of spaced side

plates,

a cam fotatably attached to said first pair of sde plates,

a load bearing member which is designed to engage said

1. A workbench comprising:

(a) a rigid planar work surface, said work surface having a

bifurcating slot therein which divides said work surface

into first and second portions, said second portion being

elongated and having an edge spaced from an edge of said

first portion in a parallel manner by said slot

(b) a first stop member mounted to said second portion, said

stop member having a faceplate perpendicular to said

work surface, said first stop memb^ containing slide and

locking means, and being extendable around at least a part

of said second portion for enabling said first stop member

to move along said second portion and be locked in any

position therealong,

(c) a force-applying tool mounted on said second portion

adjacent one end thereof, having a faceplate extending

perpendicular to said work surface, and comprising means

for moving said faceplate along the length of said second

portion so as to be able to clamp and apply force to work-

pieces of a wide variety of sizes positioned between said

faceplate of said first stop member and said force-applying

tool, said force-applying tool being pivotable in a direc-

tion parallel to said work surface, and

(d) a second stop member affixed to said first portion at a

location remote from said pivouble force-applying tool

and having a facephite extending perpendicubr to said

work surface and said faceplate of said first stop member,

whereby said force-applying tool can be pivoted around

so that its fiKeplate can face either that of either said first

or said second stop member, therdyy to be able to clamp

452-227 O.G.-84-7
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and apply force to workpiecet of a variety of sizes posi- M75729
I^.JS^JTt?

^^"^ "^ force^lying tool DRIVE PLAITQRM FOR FABRIC SPREADINGand either of said stop memben. MACHINES
(e) said fim Stop member fuither comprising a channel part <^«v*' A. CoatisaB, RiduMMd HOI, N.Y^<«» to Sanadlnshavmg a center portion extending across a top surface of Machine Exehange, Ine^ New York, N.Y.

"i-*-™*

•aid second portion of said woricsurftce and having two niai Dec 30, 1N3, Scr. No. 8C736
flanges extending adjacent two respective sides of said Urt. CL^ B(5H 29/46

. : ._-.^_ . ... UACL 270-31second portion, a locking bar extending from said channel
part aroond the sides ofsaid second portion and across the
bottom surftce of said second portion, said facepUite ex-
tending from and perpendicuUu- to said center portion of
said channel part, and a pair ofean extending up from said
center portion of said channel part and parallel to said
flanges, each ear having a hole therein, said locking bar
having a pair of arms with a respective pair ofguide holes
therein adjacent the ends thereof, said guide holes being
adjacent the respective holes of said ears, and a locking
pin having two kinks and an offset cam portion therebe-
tween, said locking pin extending through both of said
pair of holes.

U

Adtr,,0*t..^** ....—
f i frj ii

M75,728
TOGGLE ACTUATED BENCH CLAMP • » — -««»

ArtkvK.HadM, 139 EmgladcBAfcPdm Beach, Fla. 33480 ^^^J'^S ^»^ ^''^ «otor means and said drive wheels,
FDad JaL 1, 1982, Scr. No. 39M27

electrical connection means for connection of said drive motor

u.s.a

FDad JaL 1, 1982, Scr. No. 39M27
IM. a' B23Q 3/02

t A drive platform assembly for a ftbric spreading machine
having a fabric spreading carriage mounted on a cutting table,
said drive platform assembly comprising pbtform means dis-
posed adjacent said fabric spreading machine, drive wheels
mounted on said platform means, electrical drive motor means
mounted on said phuform means, driving connection means
connecting said drive motor means and said drive wheels.

means to a source ofelectric power, control means for control-

2 ri«i— ^"8 starting, stopping and reversing motion of said platform
means, and connecting link means connecting said platform
means and said fabric spreading carriage thereby enabling said
platform to drive said fabric q>reading carriage.

M75,730
APPARATUS FOR FOLDING AND STACKING PAPER

PRODUCTS
Jehu F. Trogan. AaUaad. Wia., aariffor to CG. Brettiag Mfa.

Co., be, AaUand, Wh.
^^

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Sar. No. 477,898
lat a^ B4IL 43/04

U.S.a 270—41 7 ,

1. A toggle actuated bench clamp comprising a swivel ptete.
an upright on the iriate, a hold down arm pivoted with respect
to the upright at a point removed from the plate, a toggle
•ctuated device associated with the hold down arm to cause
the latter to pivot downwardly, and including means to release
the hold down arm,

said upright including guide means, an elongated bar loosely
held m the guide means, the bar and hold down arm being
coplaaar vertically, the bar being located beneath the hold
down arm so that the arm forces the bar downwardly
when the toggle is actuated to move the hold down arm
down,

saWbar being free for longitudinal adjustment when re-
leased, and having a clamping end and an opposite fwt
end, the hold down arm bdng adljacent the clamping end
of the bar. the plate being adapted to be mounted on a
bench or table, and the clamping end of the bar extending
outwardly beyond the plate, clamping an oMect to the
bench or table,

'
2rL*lS^J?!!!.!C"T^^

the ft« end of the bar l. An apparatus for continuously folding, combining, and

uppu-ea pecn oi me upngbt fr„ne, foidmg means on said frame for folding a pliaUty of
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webs of flexible material to a desired cross-sectional configura-

tion, first pull roll means fw combining first and second folded

webs and directing the same along a first path, second pull roll

means for combining third and fourth folded webs and direct-

ing the same along a second path, anvil roll means and cooper-

ating cutting means disposed along each path for cutting said

w^ into segments of predetermined length, a pair of transfer

rolls having means for stripping the segments from said anvil

rolls, said transfer rolls cooperating with each other to com-
bine the first and second segments of said first path with the

third and fourth segments of said second path to'form a group

of segments, packer roll means having means for stripping said

group of segments fitnn said transfer rolls, and means for

discharging said group of segments from said packer roll

means to form a generally vertical stack of superposed seg-

ments.

4«475,731

PROGRAMMABLE, MECHANICAL SYSTEM FOR
FEEDING CUT SHEET PAPER TO A PRINTER

Harold Wood, Heridaer, N.Y., aasignor to Centronics Data

Conputo' Corp., Hndson, NJL
FDed Dec 17, 1982, Scr. No. 450,806

lit a3 B65H 3/26

U.S.a 271-9 24 <

4^475,732

SHEET FEEDING AND SEPARATING APPARATUS
WITH STACK FORCE RELKF/ENHANCEMENT

Don P. Clausing, Rechcatar; Manriee F. H<riaMa, Brighte

Raymond A. Porio, PIttaiord, and Robert P. Rcbrsa, Falrport,

1. In a printer having a irfuraUty of cassettes that each hold

a supply ofcut sheet paper and have an integral paper feed roll

for siUd cut sheets, the improvement comprising a mechanwal

system for selectively operating the feed rdl ofonly a selected

one of said cassettes, sdd mechanical system comprising,

a frame secured on said printer that replaceably holds said

plurality of cassettes in a paper feeding position,

drive means for said paper feed rolls mounted in said frame,

said drive means behig operable in forward and reverse

directions,

a plurality of mechanical selector means each mounted in an

associated one of said cassettesmd operatively engaged to

said drive means when said cassettes are held in said

frame, each of said selector means including combination

means operable through a series of rotations and counter-

rotations, said selector meam operating in response to a

preselected series of rotations and counter-rotations of

said combination means to transmit power from said drive

means to an associated feed roll, and

means for uniquely associating a programmed sequence of

movements of said drive means in said forward and r^

verse directions with said preselected sequence of rota-

tions and counter-rotations whereby one of said combina-

tion means and its associated selector means is selected for

said power transmission.

aDoTN.Y. to Xerox Corporation, Slaatford, Conn.

FDed Sep. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 420,966

Int a.} B65H 3/02

M&.a 271-10

1. A sheet feeding and separating apparatus adapted to feed

and separate sheets individually from a stack of sheets, com-

prising in combination;

an endless bdt mounted for sheet feeding engagement with

an edge of the stack of sheets and applying a normal force

thereto;

said feed belt being rotatably mounted between spaced roll

supports to provide a deformable unsupported section

therebetween;

a forward rotatable roll retard member having a supported

curved frictional retard surfitce deformably engaging said

feed belt in said unsupported section of said feed belt to

fbrm therewith a corrnponding curved separating retard

nip in which said retard surface and said feed belt are

continuously biased agamst each other, said roll retard

member having a greater diameter than either of said roll

supports and including a drag brake located interiorly

thereof, said drag brake being adapted such that single

sheets passing through said retard nip will route and

retard roD and multifeeds through said retard nip will

cause said drag brake to inhibit rotation of said retard roll;

a gxiide means located between the stack of sheets and said

retard nip for supporting and gating sheets fed from the

stack said guide means including a frictional top surface

and a beveled edge for breaking up and riiingling slugs of

sheets before they reach said retard nip;

stack force relief sensor means mounted in close proximity

to said retard nip for «»g«««»««g the presence or absence of

a sheet in the vicinity of said retard nip;

a movably mounted frame member adapted to move about

an off* center pivot point, said firame member being

adapted for supporting said feed belt, said retard member

and said stack force relief sensor means;

stack height sensor means adapted to initiate movement of

said stack toward said feed belt whenever the normal face

of said feed belt against said stack of sheets is less than a

predetermined amount; and

actuator means for changing the normal force of said feed

belt against said stack, said actuator means including a

solenoid adapted to be actuated once a signal is received

from said stack force relief sensor means to move said

frame and reduce the normal force of said feed belt against

said stack of sheets to a minimum value, said solenoid

including a plunger with said plunger being coupled to

said frame member by a low rate coil spring.
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4^75,733
ENHANCED PADDLE WHEEL INERTTAL SEPARATOR

AND TRANSPORTER
*«^*"*

I C B««u PHirtiii. N.Y, •Ipwr to X««i Corpo™.

by one of said bullets, wherein said indicator means com-
pnses an upper water chamber above said impact plate
and adopted to receive and decelerate said penetrating

FIM Aai. 2, UU, Scr. No. 404,256

VJS. CL ri—120
,

4,475,735
SYSTEM FOR SEALING SHAFTS AGAINST SOLID

CONTAINING GASEOUS MEDU
Pete Sajwla; Rato WeriMcke, and Ktaui Wenw, «D of FW.

•titat FMberg, FMberg. Genua Dmocntic Rcp.

r., _.J™!* '«• 25, M03. Sar. No. 4«,8«

UA CL 277—3 •
^

I. A copier having a photoreceptor, an imaging system forUMgmg documenu on the photoreceptor, a predetermined
paper path, a multi-bladed paddle wh^l ii a f^«K?
wardmg sheets mdividually from a stack of sheets into sdd
piiper path, characterized by an inwardly spiraling track posi-ttM^iJ^t the ^ddle whed aiui adapted to extend th^.
•round at least a quadrant of a circle, said inwardly spiraling
ttack mcreanngly compresses a plurality of the blada of the
paddle wheel sunultaoeously as the paddle wheel is rotated to
rttard blade tip motion and then aUow the blades to individu-tUy spnng forward just prior to and during sheet contact in

?^^J\?!i^^ "•^ "^ ^™*^'^ J«»ds upon the
blades and thereby reduce blade wear to a minimum.

4^75,734

^..__
"^^^ATER CHAMBER BULLET TRAP

Godfrey, both or DL, MrivMn to Olta Corporatioa, Staiftmf

FUod Oct 5, 1903, Sor. No. 539,343

U.8.a 273—410

1- A ballet trap which comprises:

* ^y*^y' rwwardly inclined impact plate for being
JP««'vely impKted by buUets and dSecSig saidbKdownwardly and rearwanUy;

d««e»t«ng said deflected bullets; and
•»* «

an mdicator mens for indicating if said plate is penetrated

1. A system of sealing a shaft from a wearing gaseous com-
prwsed medium accommodated at a medium pressure in amedium chamber, the system comprising a sealing box ar-

MCW«. ^^ wt"*^ •.**"^ ""^ scavenging gas; lubricating
19 Oaims means which commumcates with said source ofscavenging gas

so that a lubricant in said lubricating means is under a prewure
of scavenging gas higher than the medium pressure in themedium chamber and is supplied to said sealing box; and means
for throttlmg a portion ofscavenging gas from said source, said

T^t^'
Arottling being arranged so that the pressure of the

tftrotUed portion of scavenging gas is lower than the pressurem said lubricating means but higher than the medium pressurem the medium chamber, and supplying the thiotded portion of
scavengmg gas into the region of said sealing box

4^75736
BUSHING SEAL VALVE

X^STmSSS^^ -*"'• *»«--"
Filed Feb. 10, 1903, Ser. No. 4«,602

Int as PMJ 75/00UAa277-3
13Cltta8

1. A bushing seal for a rotary body for sealmg a high pres-
sure fluid area from a low pressure fluid uea with said bushing
seal comprising a bushing surrounding said rotary bodyand
enclosed within a housing; opposing surfisces of said bushing
and rotary member defining a restrictive fluid passage betwen
said high and low pressure areas; means for supplying a flow of
a sealmg fluid to said passage intermediate said high and low
pressure areas at a pressure sufficient to block a flow of a high
pressure fluid from said high pressure area towaitl said lower
pressure area; said bushing having a fbce portion abutting a
portion of said housing and urged against said housing wiA a
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nominal force which varies in magnitude in response to the

pressure of said sealing fluid; said bushing and said housing

defining a chamber positioned such that at a pressure in said

chamber less than the pressure of said sealing fluid, said face

portion is urged against said housing with a force in addition to

said nominal force; means for permitting fluid flow communi*

cation between said chamber and said means for supplying said

flow of said sealing fluid; and valve means responsive to the

4,475,738

DYNAMIC SEAL ARRANGEMENT WITH X-SHAPED
SEAL

Ered C. Either, LooliflUc and Ckarles F. E?aH, U GnMge,

both of Ky., Mripors to Hiliiard LyoH Patent Managimut

Inc Looisfilk, Ky.

FUed Apr. 15, 1902, Scr. No. 368,565

IML CLJ n6J 15/31 15/48

UAa.277—206A 10

pressure of said sealing fluid for regulating fluid flow fhnn said

chamber; said valve means having means defining an orifice

connecting said chamber in fluid flow communication with a

low pressure area; means for varying the size of said orifice

inversely proportional to the pressure of said sealing fluid

whereby a low additional force is provided when said sealing

fluid is at a high pressure and a high additional force is pro-

vided when said sealing fluid is at a low pressure.

4,475,737

SUP SPLINE SEALING PLUG
Thomas J. Cook, Jr., Oregon, and Jay W. 'nomgorgh, Toledo,

both of Ohio, tMlgnors to Dana Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed May 14, 1902, Scr. No. 378,044

bt CL' F16J 15/00; F16C 33/76 .

VS.a 277—182 " Oafans

1. A channel shaped elastomeric seal member including an

elongate web member, and parallel laterally extending leg

members at the ends of said web to be received in a channel

shaped groove of a selected element having a first channel

groove to receive said web and mutually parallel second chan-

nel grooves extending laterally from opposite ends of said first

channel groove to receive said leg members, said first channel

groove and said second channel grooves each being defined by

a base and opposed spaced sides to sealably engage a channel

shaped sealing surface adjacent said element where fluid pres-

sure is selectively applied to at least one side of said seal and

where said seal member, in cross section, includes a central

body with first and second spaced feet extending outwardly

therefrom to be received in and engage said opposite sides and

said base of said first and second grooves, and third and fourth

feet extending outwardly from said web and said leg members

along a portion thereof to slidably engage said sealing surface

wherein fluid can be applied to at least one of said third and

fourth feet to urge said at least one of said third and fourth feet

to sealing relation with said sealing surface.

4,475,739

PISTON RING ASSEMBLY FOR AUTOMOTIVE
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Yasno NakiUln>a« Yokosuka; ShioicU Nagnno, Yokohama;

Yoahiftami Hase, Yokohama, and Takaham Gotoh, Yoko-

hama, all of Japan, asaipion to Nissa Motor Compaay,

limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490^122

Chdms priority, appUcatioa Japan, May 24, 1902, 57-

75802[U]
lit a^ n6j 9/22

UJS.a 277-216 S

1
1. In a slip spline assembly comprising; a yoke having a

splined bore, said bore having first and second opposed open

ends, the improvement comprising:

a groove in one of said yoke bore ends,

a plug for closing said one of said yoke bore ends, said plug

comprising a closed end. a side wall integrally connected

to said closed end, said side wall having a free end, a i. a piston ring assembly for an automotive internal combus-

flexible portion integrally connected to said side wall free tion engine, comprising: ^^
end having a radially outwardly extending shoulder en- a first compression ring disposed in a first groove formed in

Basing said yoke bore groove for positively kxjking said the outer circumferential surface of the head portion of

Sugto said yoke bore. the piston reciprocating in sUding contact with a cyhnder
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inner surface, uid dm ooapresston ring being provided
with double-Meppcd mating ends; and

a second oompiesrion ring disposed in a second groove
formed m said outer dicumferentia] sur&ce at a position
•pnced apart from said first groove in the direction oppo-
"** ^^. combustion chamber of said engine, said second
comprenion ring being constructed in the form of a dou-
ble-ring structure which comprises:

a front ring provided with an inner circumferential cham-
fered portion, said front ring being adapted to be disposed
m sliding contact with said cyUnder inner surface; and

a rear ring provided with an outer circumferential cham-
fered portion adapted to be disposed, under tension, in
contact with said inner circumferential chamfered portion
of said front ring; and

said double-ring structiire being positioned in close contact
with the lower and upper surfaces of said second groove,
under the influence of the tension of said rear ring, in
contact with said inner circumferential chamfered portion
ofsaid front ring.

4^78,741 .,
THREE POINT SUSPENSION DEVICE FOR ntACTORS
Enst Conrad, WcrtfeU 13» 3101 Nienhaga, Fed. Rep. of Gcr.

Filed Jon. 2, IWl, Ser. No. 2»,715

lat a^ BCOD 1/00
UAa3»-«§2

21Clate.

4 I

4^7S,740

,
.^^^^^^'^TED TRUCK/TRAILER COMBINAHON

UMtfd Strkk, 2401 PeanqrhaBia Afe., PhUadelpUa, Pa.

FIM Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 288,149
Int. CL> B40D J/14

UAa.28a-l03 ISCialm.

1. An adjustable upper link of a three-point suspension de-
vice for a tractor having a seat, said link comprising a double-
acting hydraulic cylinder, a piston reciprocable in said cylinder
and having a piston rod extending from the cylinder, coupling
means on said piston rod and on an end of said cylinder oppo-
site said piston rod, a hydraulic Une connecting opposite end
portions of said cylinder with one another, a shut-off valve in
said Une comprising a routable valve member having a shaft,
an actuating lever fixed on said shaft and operable by an opera-
tor on the tractor seat, spring means acting on said lever to bias
said valve to closed position and means for releasably holding
said lever m open position of said valve comprising catch
means engageable with said lever upon movement ofsaid lever
a predetermined distance in a direction to open said valve to
hold said lever in open position and means for releasing said
lever from said catch means upon further movement of said
lever in said direction.

4,475,742

SAFETY SKI BINDING
HefaBot Bauer, and Erwin Krob, both of Wtea, Avtria, anisDora

to IMC Corporation, Baar, Switaariand
Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,110

Claims priority, application Anatria, Feb. 4. 1981, 502/81
Int a.3 A63C 9/08

U&a.280-«2 29ChiB»

1. An articulated vehicle for carrying cargo comprising a
tractor having a cab and a frame including a pair of rear wheels
fixedly mounted thereon; a first cargo<arrying bed releasably
mounted on said frame, a trailer having a second cargo<arry-
ing bed mounted on at least one pair of wheels and coupled to
*****

^V**** ^ " articulated connection comprised of first
and second coupUng means; said first bed having a forward end
and a rear end, said first coupling means being fixedly mounted
to the lower surfiKe of said first bed forwardly of the rear end
thereofa first predetermined distance from said rear end ofsaid
first bed, said first coupUng means being mounted to said bed
behind said rear wheels and extending downwardly below the
top of said rear wheels; said second bed having a forward end
and a rear end and having said second coupling means fixedly
mounted tiiereon and extending a second predetermined dis-
tance forwardly of said forward end of said second bed for
pivoting engagement with said first coupling means so that said
first and second beds can pivot with respect. to each other
through an arc whose radius is equal to said second predeter-
mined distance, said first predetermined distance being sUghtly

^HL""*
'**'°°*' predetermined distance so that said first

and second beds are cloaely spaced to one another but do not
nnpede the pivoting action ofsaid beds through said arc so that
said vehicle can negotiate comers and tiims easily.

1. A safety ski binding, comprising: a bearing block having a
locking projection on an inner side of a front part thereof; a
binding housing which has sole down-holding means diereon,
which is pivotidly biased by a spring, and which is supported
on the bearing block for pivottd movement about a horizonUU
transverse first axis; a locking part pivotidly supported on the
binding housing and having a cam thereon; a spring housing
which IS supported pivotaUy on the bearing block, which has a
locking member movably supported thereon, and which has a
locking spring which urges the lockmg member against the
locking part so that the cam on the locking part is urged against
the locking projection on the front part of the bearing block;
and a release lever which is pivotaUy supported on the bindmg
bousmg and adapted to eflTect a voluntary release of the bind-
ing; the improvement comprising wherein the spring housing is
constructed as a cyUnder; wherein a piston is axially movably
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supported in said cylinder, is secured against swivelling with

respect to the spring housing about an axis parallel to the first

axis, and has a piston rod which projects axially from the

cylinder and is &e locking member; and including coupling

means for releasably locking an outer end of the piston rod

against sliding movement in a direction along a surface on the

locking part, the coupling means being manually releasable by

means of the release lever.

4^75,743

HEEL HOLDER
Heinz Wtttmann, Vienna, Autrla, aadgnor to TMC Corpora-

tion, Baar, Switierland

FOcd Ang. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,480

Claina priority, appUcatioB Anatria, Aog. 21, 1981, 3661/81

lot a? A63C 9/09

VS. CL 280-632 9 daims

maattajaea

1. In a heel holder for a safety ski bmding, including a guide

rail adapted to be secured to a ski and a base plate which b

supported for movement against the force of a thrust spring on

said guide rail and carries a bearing block on which a sole

holder is pivotidly supported, said sole holder being releasably

held in a downhill skiing position by releasable locking means

which includes a pawl which is movably supported on said sole

holder, said pawl having one side which engages a control

surface provided on said bearing block and being en^iged on

its other side by means which includes a release spring sup-

ported on a pivotally supported spring housing, said release

spring biasing said pawl toward said control surface, the im-

provement comprising a control part which is supported on an

abutment which is supported on said guide rail and supports

one end of said thrust spring, and said control part extending

upwardly through a recess provided in said base plate and,

during movement of said base plate relative to said guide rail

by said thrust ^ring when said locking means is releasably

holding said sole holder in said downhill skimg position, en-

gaging said spring housing and moving it so as to substutially

interrupt the biasing force exerted by said release spring on

said pawl.

4^75,744

TELESCOPING STEERING SHAFT WITH ADJUSTED
LASH

Donald C. Lenti, CoUwatcr, Mich., aMignor to Dongias Conpo-

neata Corporation, Bronaon, Mich.

FUad May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 498,759

Int aJ B62D 1/18

UAa280-775 9CialaM

steering shaft portion including upper and lower sub-portions

at least one of which is a quill shaft, said sub-portions being

associated in telescoinng relationship with one being the outer-

most of the two and the other the innermost, steering wheel

mounting means at the upper end of the upper telescoping

sub-portion, a manually rotatable control rod mounted in and

extending through the upper sub-portion and having manually

drivable rotation means at its upper end and screw threads

adjacent its lower end, an inclined first cam surface at an end

of the innermost of the sub-portions, a wedge plug telescoped

within the outermost of said sub-portions, the wedge plug

having an inclined second cam surface engageable with the

first cam surface whereby axial shifting of the wedge plug in a

locking direction with respect to the said innermost sub-por-

tion forces the inclined first and second cam surfaces together

to force the plug and said innermost sub-portion into locking

engagement with said outermost sub-portion, and axial shifting

of the wedge plug in a releasing direction with respect to said

innermost sub-portion releases said locking engagement, the

wedge plug and said innermost sub-portion surrounding the

lower end of the routable control rod with one of them thread-

edly engaged with the control rod for axial shifting of the

wedge plug and innermost sub-portion, relative to each other

and in response to rotation of the rod, in directions for respec-

tive lockhig and releasing movement, first stop means for

stopping the rotatable control rod and the one of said inner-

most sub-portion and wedge plug that is not threadedly en-

gaged with the control rod against relative axial movement in

one direction, second stop means for stopping said control rod

and said one ofsaid elements against relative axial movement in

the opposite direction, said first and second stop means allow-

ing a limited axial lost motion between said rotatable control

rod and said one element when the direction of rotation of said

rotatable control rod is reversed so as to axially disengage one

of said stop means and move the rod axially toward engage-

ment of the other ofsaid stop means, said first and second stop

means including respectively an axially upwardly facing first

shoulder associated with the upper end ofsaid one element and

an axially downwardly facing second shoulder associated with

a lower part of said one element, said first and second stop

means further including respectively a first shoulder-engaging

means mechanically tied to said rouuble contix>l rod and

associated with the upper end of said one element for engage-

ment with said first shoulder and a second shoulder-engaging

means mechanically tied to said routable control rod and

associated with the said lower part of said one element for

engagement with said second shoulder, and take-up means

associated with said control rod and one of said first and sec-

ond shoulder-engaging means for adjusting the axial distance

between said first and second shoulder engaging means to

thereby predetermine the degree of limited axial lost motion

between the routable control rod and said one element al-

lowed by said first and second stop means.

1. An adjusuble steering column for a vehicle comprising an

upper column portion, an upper steering shaft portion rout-

ably mounted within the upper column portion, said upper

4^75,745

SEAT BELT DRIVE DEVICE
Artor Feu, Schomdorf; Fed. Rap. oTGcrmny, aarignor to Repa

Febvtiuzwerk GmbH, AIMorf, Fad. Rep. of Gcraunqr

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,073

daias priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GcrMay, Sep. 14,

1981, 3136336
Iirt. a.3 B60R 21/10

US. CL 280-804 4 CWaa
1. An apparatus for moving one end of a seat belt between a

release position in which the one end of the seat belt is located

toward the front of the vehicle to facilittte movement of a

person into and out of a vehicle and a retaining position in

which the one end of the seat belt is located toward the rear of

the vehicle to position the seat belt in an orientation in which

it can be effective to restrain a person against movement rela-

tive to the vehicle, said apparatus comprising a cable forming

a closed loop which has a first end portion located toward the

rear of the vehicle and a second end portion located toward the
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front of the vehicle, a plurality of roUers disposed in ensa«e.
meat with said cable for guiding movement of said cable^ng
a iwth havmg a genenOly horizontal main section which ex-tra* along an upper portion ofa vehicle doorway, a rearward
•ection which extends downwardly from a rearward end of themam section to a first one of said pluraUty of roUers, and a
forward section which extends downwardly from a forward
end of the mam section to a second one of said pluraUty of
ronen, said first roUer being disposed in engagement with thenm end portion of the closed loop formed by said cable and
•wdsecond roUer being disposed in engagement with the
•econd end portion of the closed loop formed by said cable
raonec^means (br use in connecting the one end of the seat

J*J
^"w«^>g» "Pring means connected with one of said firstnd teoond rollen for applying a biasing force against said one

or said roDen to urge said one of said rollers away from theman aectioa of the path to thereby tension the cable, drive

said flexible strip and having a substantially semi-cylindri-
cal base portion and a pur ofwaU portions extendmg from
the base portion and spaced apart substantially in parallel

m«ns for rotatmg one of said first and second rollers to move
uid cable along the path, said drive means being operable in a
nrst direction to move said connector means upwardly from a
position m which the seat belt is in the retaining position along
« least a portion of the rearward section of the path, to thenmove said connector means along the main section of the path,
and to then move said connector means downwardly along at
least a portion of the forward section of the path to a positionm which the seat belt is in the release position, said drivemeans
oemg operable m a second direction to move said connector
roans upwardly from the position in which the seat belt is in

[°L'*~ P°^°" •><»« « least a portion of the forward
•ecnon of the path, to then move said connector means alona
the mam section of the path, and to then move said connectormoms downwardly along at least a portion of the rearward
•ection of the (wth to a position in which the seat belt is in the
retainmg position.

•

4^7V4«
SEAT OCCUPANT BESFRAINING STRAP OF
VEHICULAR SEAT BELT ARRANGEMENT

?S!?^^5™' ^*«»'«»' J«»«. "rignor to Nissan
Motor Colony, Liidted, Yokotema, JapanVM Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 42«,168

ippUcitkm Japn, Oct 22, 1981, 56-l€9MS

,^^ _ laLCLiAtlB 35/02
UAa28(K-808 „ CW«

1. In a «nt belt arrangement for an automotive vehicle
having a vehicle body structure including a floor panel, the
combmadon of an anchor bar which longitudinally extends in
a fore-and-aft direction of the vehicle body structure and

of the vehicle body structure, the anchor bar having a front

S,J!^"^^ *^"^** downwardly, and a restraining^which IS spliced at one end thereof to said anchor bar, the
rewrammg strap comprising.
an elongated flexible strip having an end portion turned backMjomed to an adjacent portion of the strip and forming
a loop portion adjacent the joined overlapping portions of
tne flexible strip; and

a protective slide member received in said loop portk» of

from each other, the base portion of the slide member
havmg Its inner surface sUdably received on said anchor
bar so that the slide member is slidable with said loop
portion of the flexible strip on and along the anchor bar.

4,478,747

PACKING FORM
Robert E. Aahby, Quakertown, Pa^ aaaipm to Moore
Foms, Inc., Grand labud, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,S30

„„ I»t. a' B41L J/2a 1/26
VS. CL 282-11J A

1. An improved, continuous business form assembly provid-
ing product packing slips in adhesive-backed envelopes, and
corresponding records of the packing slips, adapted to be fed
through automatic printing means for simultaneous printing of
the packing sUps of the envelopes, and the corresponding
records, comprising:

a longitudinally continuous back web having opposed mar-
ginal edges, a transverse width, a marginal row of registry
holes along a first of the marginal edges, a front, and
longitudinaUy spaced, transverse lines of perforations
extendmg between the marginal edges, the web forming
product packing slip envelope back panels;

a longitudinally continuous insert web superimposed over
the back web, having opposed marginal edges outward of
the back web marginal edges, a transverse width substan-
tially greater than the back web width, marginal feed
strips along the insert web marginal edges including mar-
ginal rows of feed holes along the insert web marginal
edges and marginal lines of perforations transversely in-
ward of the insert web marginal feed holes, a non-mar-
ginal registry strip transversely inward of a firat of the
insert web marginal feed strips including a non-marginal
row of registry holes superimposed on the back web
registry holes, and a longitudinal, first non-marginal line
of perforations transversely inward of the insert web
MM-marginal registry holes and one of the back web
marginal edges, a longitudinal, second non-marginal line
of perforations transversely inward of the first non-mar-
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ginal perforations, a longitudinal, third non-marginal line

of perforations transverwly outward of the second of the

back w^ margiiwl edges, a longitudinal, fourth non-mar-

ginal line of perforations transversely inward of the sec-

ond, back web marginal edge, longitudinally spaced,

transverse die cuts extending between the first insert web
marginal perforations and the third non-marginal perfora-

tions, and superimposed over portions of the back web

transverse perforations, longitudinally spaced, transverse

lines of poforations between the insert web marginal

edges and the die cuts superimposed on portions of the

back web transverse perforations, a face and a back, the

insert web forming product packing slips between the

insert web second and third non-marginal perforations

and the die cuts, the slips superimposed over the back web

packing slip envelope back panels;

a first set of longitudinal lines of adhesive joining the insert

web back to the back web face, one such adhesive line

being transversely inward ofthe third non-marginal perfo-

rations and another such adhesive line being between the

first marginal perforations and the first non-marginal

perforations;

a longitudinally continuous fitmt web superimposed over

the insert web, having opposed marginal edges, a trans-

verse width substantially equal to the back web width, a

marginal row of registry holes along one of the front web

marginal edges, superimposed on the insert web non-mar-

ginal registry holes and the back web registry holes, a

marginal Ime of perforations transversely inward of the

front web registry holes and transversely outward of the

first non-margjnal perforations, a longitudinally extend-

ing, non-marginal line of perforations transversely inward

of the front web marginal perforations and transversely

inward of the second non-marginal perforations of the

insert web, a face, a back, longitudinally spaced, trans-

verse lines of perforations superimp(»ed on the back web

and insert web transverse perforations, the front web

forming product packmg slip envelope front panels super-

imposed over the insert wd> packing slips and the back

web packing slip back panels; and

a second set of longitudmal and longitudhially spaced, trans-

verse lines of adhesive joining the front web back to the

insert and back web faces, one such longitudinal line being

transversely outward of the insert web first non-mar^nal

perforations, another of such longitudinal adhesive lines

being transversely between the insert web first and second

non-marginal perforations and a third such longitudinal

adhesive line being transversely between the insert web

third and fourth non-marginal perforations, the transverse

adhesive lines being longitudinally adjacent in both longi-

tudinal directions the transverse perforations of the back

and front webs in the area of the die cuts.

said locking means to a position in which both said male

and female portions are held by said locking means in

engagement with said seal means until sufficient force is

applied by said locking means to overcome abruptly said

means for opposing, said deformable member being de-

formed by said locking means when said sufficient force

has been applied, whereby said locking means can move

to said position.

4,475,749

FLANGE COUPLING
Gerhard Pforr, LndwigriiafcB; Max Appl, Daanstadt-Schaoern-

heia; Erfried Vodkl, Frankenthal; Hans Stark, Bobenheim-

Roxhda, and Gerhard Peachau, Frankenthal, all of Fed. Rep.

of GcnnBy, aarignors to BASF Aktfengeaellschaft, Lodwigs-

hafen. Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay
FUed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,911

dains priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcfmaay, Oct 4,

1980.3037666

lot a^ F16L 59/12

VS. CL 28S-47 • Claim

4«475,748

COUPLING DEVICE
Kicll R. Ekwu, Schaai 10, CH-6a00 Zas. SwHierlaad

FIM May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,318

Claiw priority, appUartkM Sweden Jn. 6, 1980, 8004243

lot CL3 nCL S5/00

VS. CL 285-3 M a«*"
19. A coupling device comprising:

a male portion;
.

a female portion, said male portion being inserted mto said

female portion to provide a continuous conduit;

seal means operatively associated with said male and female

portions for providing a fluid tight seal therebetween;

locking means routably mounted on said male portion and

extended between said portions, for holding said male

portion within said female portion and a locking ring

captured between said locking means and said male por-

tion to prevent mutual pulling apart movements among

said male and female portions and said k)cking means; and

means, comprising a deformable member operatively associ-

ated with said female portion, for opposing movement of

1. A flange coupling structure for joining together the ends

of multi-layer apparatus sections or pipeline sections, in which

corrosive and hot gases are handled, each section consisting of

an inner lining of glass which is resistant to thermal shock, or

of quartz, said inner lining having at least two open ends and

being surrounded by an outer metal jacket the interspace

between the outer jacket and the lining being packed with a

heat-insulating material, said coupling comprising:

(^ refractory bricks at the end portioos of said lining be-

tween the lining and the outer jacket said bricks surround-

ing without tooclung the entire surface of the lining atsaid

end portions thereof,

(b) the lining, at one or both ends, does not terminate flush

with the refractory bricks,

^«
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(c) the reftwtory bricks surrounding die lining terminate atI«t sub««,tidly Hush with the sirounding^2^1
cent ends ofthe jackets oftwo adjacent sections ofappara-

4^75 75Q

HVnrKSS^^??^™ NEimuuZER WITHHTOKAUUCyXYJAIANCED SPHERICAL ELEMENT
cSZZ^S^St^^ St. Odta, CkMda (V4M 2Y3)

4*478,751

CX>IIPLER

Ltd, Tokyo, Japi.—*^
""^ ""'^ to Chrlo. Co,

nw Mw. 11, IMl, Ser. No. 242,426

31% '"^^ ''*"*^ ''^ M«. 12, I9W, 55.

.,„ _ Irt. a^ F1«L i9/a>
UAa2»5-131

jcW.

«J* 5J5!/*"*
^^^'^^ • fim pipe end and a second pipe*«PVe joint comprising:

*^ *^

"""SaS,^?^
Ilowing the pipe ends to move axiallywrth respect to each other while maintaining Huid-tiaht^^ucation between them, the te^SSJing m^

includta^ generany cylindrical means whkhS dther^
pipe end through spherical bearing means,

*^JS^*i2!J*^ "^ '**•*«* ««*^rfy of the pipe^ !!J,!!!?*^? ""^ *^'' contraction unit includ-

^i^STT^^'^Md a piston in said cylinder, the

S^IfS"^^ •**"« comiected to the fi^t pipe end

whfch^^V '''^
''^^'T*

°" ** "^* of*e pistonWhich » closest to said second pipe end.

"^ JSllST^^ ** "**^ «fo°« of the pipe endstothe md closed volume, whereby the pressu^ i^ said

oI^I^Tpl'^*'^^
the cy^drical means being a hoUow main cylinder,

buT^i^"' ??" *^'**^« • ™« ""ember snugly

^H^L"^""?* '*» '«P««*^« end of the mSn

S2^ ^^T*-*^ " • "*"^-««*^ °««°er.

uSh^!.^^ '"'^* °^* »P''«^oal surface means

ICh-S-^S*
«^?»^«t»« Joc«ted on the axis of the main

2V;^P«^ pipe end. the fluid within the pipe ends

tt rjiective pipe end and thus exerting a first ajiial force« the rmg member m the direction away from the respec-
ttve pipe end, and further fluid conduit means from Ae
urtfcnorof<»eof the pipe ends to a part of the ring mem-

ri^^ ^^'21^"*^^''* P*P* *^ "^ thus exerting

Sri^jr!E2^'".?f^' **«^ projections ofthe«wt ofsmd parts of the rmg member being such as to

SflSl£r.j:r* "^"^ "^ ^^^ MbstantiaUy identi.
cai. Whereby the rmg member is in hydraulic balance.

1. A coupler which comprises:
a female coupling member;

'^uSteiST'"'
-^'^ ^ '^ «"«« » »^<» fem-'e

a firetm conduit formed in said feniale couphng member

^t ":^"'*"' ^°™«' in said mde coSpuSg ,SSrand adapted to communicate with said first air conddTa first groove formed on said female coupling memS « aposition outside of said first air conduiti * ^'*'"*
a secomJ groove formed on said male coupling member at aposition outside of said second air conduit;

'*'"

*
Z?„!!' '^™!.'^"*'*

''*^' «»"P"°« "ember communi-catmg with said first groove;

^SS?a"*' ?r*"? " "^** "^' ~"P'"« "«»»>er communi.catog with said second groove, said first groove being
defined by an outer waU formed on said fei^ couplinfmember at a position outside ofthe opening ofsaid fiivt af
conduit and a side wall thereof;

™»» nrsi air

said second groove being defined' by an outer waU formed

Z^J^''
coupling member at a position outside of theopening of said secondm conduit and a side waU thereof

said outer waU of said second groove being in^tiSS
said outer waU of said first groove;

said Mdewall ofsaid second air conduit being in contact with
said sidewaU of said first air conduit;

^""ci^w
a first O-ring disposed between the outer wall of the firstgroove and the outer waU of the second groove; anda second O-nng disposed between the sidewaU of the first air
conduit and the sidewaU of the second air «»ddtrtS
said first and second O-rings provide a complete isolatingand s«ihng acuon for said first and second conduits andfor said third and fourth conduits.

4*475,752

OVERHEAD PANEL LATCH
Patrick M. MeKew^ Muklltoo, WtA, ««ior to TT« Boefa.
Coiiip«y,Sa«lle,WaA

-*»-»««» lo me Boeing

Filed Aug. C iMi, Ser. No. 290,465

.Tc ^ I«.aJB05Ci//tf
U,S.a 292-210

3Cbtai

nnlniif.^'^''?'^^"*
'^^ "^"^^ • P"«' ^*in a providedopening m housmg structure, comprising:

a base portion adapted to be affixed to said panel and havina
a stepped surface provided thereon; »~" ^"^g

a cam having a foot portion and an arm portion, said cambeing pivotally mounted to said base portion such that thecMnjs pivotal to a latched position wherein siriTfoot
extends from said base for engaging said housing structureand securmg said pand thereto, said cam also bSiTp^
otol to an unlatched position wherein said foot dSgiesfrom said housmg stnictiire to release said pwdthSe.

trigger lever pivotally mounted to said cam, said trigger

lever being pivotal such that one end thereof engages said

stepped surface tbadby causing the remaining end ofsuch

lever to engage said cam and bias the same to said un-

4,475,754

PULL OUT DOOR HANDLE ASSEMBLY
Alfoons Arlaarini, Trey, and Aifis G. Aafoaa, Wi

,^

of Michn anigMn to Gcaeral Motors Coryoratloa, DrtroH,

Micfc.

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 37639S

IM. a.} E05C U/00
VS. CL 292-336J 2

latched position, said trigger lever further being actuable

to release from support by said stepped surface such that

said cam is free to pivot to said latched position; and

bias means tending to bias said trigger lever to said engaging

position with the stepped surface.

4^75,753

SAFETY DOOR LOCK
PhUip O. D'Ath, 4146 Mdraae St, Apt 14, Rtrerridc, Cdif.

92504
FOed Oct 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,181

lot a^ E05C 17/16

U.S.a292-268 8Ctata»

1. In comlnnation with a vertical frame portion and an asso-

ciated horizontally swingable closure member including a free

edge portim swingable toward and away firom the frame

portion to close and open the closure member, respectively, a

frame {date stationarily supported from said frame portion and

a latch element stationarily supported from said closure mem-

ber and including a latch portion projecting sUghtiy outward

fiom said free edge portion, a mount plate pivotally supported

from said frame plate for oscillation relative thereto about a

first axis paralleling said free edge portion, an elongated hasp

pivotally supported at one end from said mount plate for oscil-

lation about a second axis generally normal to said first axis,

said hasp including a longitudinal slot formed therein, the end

of said stot remote from the other end of said hasp including

entrance means through which said latch portion is receivable

into the adjacent end of said slot, said lateh portion being

slidaUe in and longitudinally of said slot, said latch portion of

said latch element being supported firom said closure member

for extension and retraction relative to said free edge portion.

1. A pull out type door handle assembly comprising, in

combination,

a mounting member,

a generally U-shaped operating handle located outwardly of

the mounting member and having the lep thereof extend-

ing through apertures in the mounting member to the

inner side thereof,

means pivotally mounting one leg of the handle to the

mounting member,

cooperating engageable stop means on the other leg of the

handle and the mounting member adjacent the aperture

therethrough limiting,rotational inward movement of the

handle to locate the handle in inoperative position,

the other leg of the handle including a lateral extension

located in spaced relation to the inner side of the mounting

member,

a bell crank lever pivoted to the mounting member and

located between the extension and the inner side of the

mounting member,

means adapted to connect one leg of the lever to the release

mechanism of a vehicle door lock,

resilient means rotttively biasing the bell crank lever relative

to the mounting member to engage the other leg thereof

with the lateral extension and route the operating handle

inwardly ofthe mounting member to engage the cooperat-

ing stop means and locate the operating handle in inopera-

tive position, the lateral extension rotating the bell crank

lever against die action of the resilient means upon manual

movement of the handkoutwardly of the mounting mem-

ber to operative position, the other leg of the bell crank

lever being engageable with the inner side of the mounting

member and the lateral extension in view of the location of

said bell crank lever therebetween to limit outward move-

ment of the handle and locate the handle and the bell

crank lever in operative position.

4,475,755

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
ASSEMBLY-DISASSEMBLY OF A SPRING LOADED

HOOK
Jerry C Patto^ Brokai Arrow, Okhk, aMig^or to TW CraAy

Group, Incn TUn, Okia.

PUad Sep. 24, 1982, S«r. No. 422,723

IM. a^ B66C 1/34; B23P 19/04

U.S. CL 294—82 R ^ QafaM

1. A spring loaded hook assembly having a case having an

opening in the bottom and top;

an integral hook and cylindrical shank which extends

through said bottom opening within said case and is rottt-

ably supported by a thrust bearing at the inside bottom of

said case;
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a compression coil spnng co-axially supported about said
shank in said case between said thrust bearing and a re-
tainer assembly supported at the top of said shank-

"IT:'"'^
"Membly comprising a locking groove iuound

the top of said shank;

a retainer ring having means to receive the top end of said
spring, a seating groove in the inner periphery of said
retamer nng;

a plurality of L-shaped ring segments, a lower horizontal lee
of each se^ient adapted to be positioned in said locking
groove whde the outer periphery of said L-shaped rins
tegmentt rest m said seating groove of said retainer ring

connected to said haft and extending generally transverse
thereto, said adapter including a blade defined by a pair^
sp-ced pW surfaces delimited by a pair of intersecti^Tside
edges and an upper edge, a socket formed on one of said sur-
faces to receive said head, said socket having a longitudinalax« generally parallel to said surfaces and including wSl mSa
m2 k!."*^'"'*^." u^* P*"*^'y "^ head and inhibit move-

S.^ f"
"*"* '"^ *"** '^ •*»?»«' transverse to saidongitudmal axis, and releasable retaining means to prevent

relative movement along said longitudinal axis, said blade

;;id s^'*^r "t***".*
^'°^ ^** "pp*^ ^^^^^ ^^*« wadeand aligned with said socket to accommodate said haft uDon

of said head into siud socket, said blade extends generally
transverse to said haft to permit use of the blade for exLvation

4^75,757
SPADE

^X^ ^ISi SJebMburger Sir. 16.26, A-UM ViemuL AustriaPCT No PCr/AT81/0003O, § 371 D«. Aug. 6. l3?§ IwS

ri.. ^ ™«« "^ ».»«». Ser. No. 414433CWn» priority, applicatioB AaMria, Dec 11, 19W, 6029/80
,^^ _ bt a^ AOIB 7/22UA a. 294-51 „c^

a cap pUte atop iid shank and retainer assembly, said cap
plate havmg threaded means to attach to said retainer ring
in a first position atop said assembly for holding said
L-shaped segments in said retainer assembly together and
attached to said ret«ner ring in a second posiffspa^
Jbove-id assembly to cause reUtive mt^ent rfSd
2^J]!2J^ «|d shank for disassembly of said L-
»napea segments firom said retaoier assembly and

"S5 Ss^'^'y
•«* ""^^y ^^<^ «id to,; opening of

4^75756
SHOVEL ADAPTEr'foR HAND TOOL

raad May 21, WM, Sw. No. 383,296

1. Spade havmg a blade coupled to a hollow handle bymeans of a bearing pin so as to be pivotable and lockable in

'''!i'?«.^*'°"*'
characterized in that said handle (1) has at itsend (13) facmg said blade (12) a pluraUty of surfaces (25 to 29)

extending parallel to said bearing pin (16). wherein adjacentsurfa^ uiclude an obtuse angle with one another, and wherein
said iwinng pm is constructed as an eccentric (18. 19, 38). and

7^t'^tJ^'"^J "^ "^"^ ^y •»««* «^« -siting
element fixed to said eccentric, said spade blade can be oresaed
against one of said surfaces;

f»«»bo

4,475,758

LIFTING FORK
HJriMf Pwlawn, PI. 1412, S-450 63 H8grft«r, Swalen

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,433
Clataa priority, applicrtio. Sweden. Apr. 27, 1981. 8102640

.,« « ^ ht a.J B66C 7/2#
VJS. CL 294-67 AA 2 Oaim

1. A lifting fork adapted to be suspended ftom a liftinsmember and which is substantially U-shaped, where a multi-tmed fork constitutes one shank of the U while the other shank
1. An adapter for a hand tool bavins a h*ft .nH . h«.^

°*^***Ly'*^*"^'>y«Mftng shank, is adapted to receive a—F- looi naving a haft and a head movable attachment means for said lifting mSnSr, andwh^
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the intermediate portion of the U, extending between the two

shanks, comprises a connecting bar, said lifting fork further

comprising:

an axle arranged transversely to the fork close to the rear

end thereof, at least part of said connecting bar being

pivoted about said axle from an upright position perpen-

dicular to the fork, to a position behind the fork;

a locking device for locking said part of said connecting bar

to said upright position in a locking position of said lock-

ing device;

4,«75,760

TRUCK BED EXTENSION ATTACHMENT
Robert L. MorgH. 15757 EMtwood R4.. WilUaaisbari. OUo
45176

Filed Job. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390406

lit a^ B62D 33/08

UAa 296-26 2 Odm

actuating means arranged proximally of the upper end of the

connecting bar, said actuating means being arranged to

release said locking device out of its locking position upon

displacement of said attachment means along the lifting

shank into engagement with said actuating means;

said locking device comprising a locking bar extending

through the connecting bar and cooperating with a lock-

ing arm connected to the rear end of the fork, and said

actuating means being connected to the upper part of the

locking bar and said attachment means being arranged to

cooperate with said actuating means for displacing the

locking bar out of engagement with the locking arm.

4,475,759

PICKUPTRUCK HAVING A STREAMLINING TAILGATE
Jerry P. Wine, 1973 E. Vinedo Ia, Tcmpe, Ariz. 85284

Filed JoL 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,967

lot a.) B62D 25/00

VS.a 296-1 S ^ Claims

1. An improved tailgate apparatus for use on a pickup truck,

the pickup truck having a partially enclosed bed portion, said

enclosure comprising two sides and a floor, the improved

apparatus comprising:

a tailgate, said tailgate being adaptable for being rigidly and

readily positioned in any of a plurality of positions with

respect to the floor and positioned substantially between

the sides of an after portion of the partially enclosed

pickup bed, at least one of said plurality of positions being

a closed position for providing closure of the after end of

the pickup bed, and at least one open position allowing

substantial air flow between the tailgate and the floor of

the pickup bed to provide an airfoil effect at the after end

of the pickup truck; and

means for adjusting and holding said adaptable tailgate in

each of said plurality of pontions.

1. A truck extension attachment for enabling a truck having

a truck bed frame to carry articles projecting from the rear of

the truck comprises:

(a) an interior housing unit having two roller housings, each

roller housing of the interior housing unit being mounted

to the truck bed frame, each roller housing of the interior

housing unit being positioned on opposite sides of a center

line passing through the length of the truck;

(b) an exterior housing unit having two roller housings, the

roller housings of the exterior housing unit being posi-

tioned on opposite sides of the center line of the truck, the

exterior housing unit being positioned on the truck bed

frame between the interior housing unit and the rear of the

truck, each roller housing of the exterior housing unit

being the same distance from the center line as the roller

housing of the interior housing unit on the same side of the

center line;

(c) a pair of vertically aligned rollers positioned within each

roller housing of both the interior and exterior housing

units, the rollers being composed of rubber, each roller

being concave in shape, the rollers within each roller

housing being vertically separated by a distance corre-

sponding to the diameter of the retractable frame;

(d) two horizontally spaced parallel frame rods retractobly

positioned within the roller housings of both the interior

and exterior housing units, each frame rod passing

through a roller housing of the exterior housing unit and a

roller housing of the interior housing unit, the frame rods

being frictionally engaged by the rollers within each roller

housing for preventing the undesired movement of the

frame rods, each frame rod having an inner and outer end,

in an operational position, the frame rods partially extend

beyond the rear of the truck, in a storage position, the

frame rods lie completely beneath the truck;

(e) a stopper positioned on the inner end of each frame rod

for preventing the frame rod from coming completely out

of the roller housing of the interior houung unit when the

frame rods are in the operational position;

(0 an elbow tube attached to the outer end of each frame

rod;

(g) a coupling bar joined to the end of the elbow tube not

attach«l to the frame rod; and

(h) a rear cross frame having three rear cross rods joined

together by two tee bars to form a continuous rear cross

frame, the bottom portion of each tee bar joined to a

coupling bar for connecting the rear cross frame to the

frame rods.
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M7VM
VEHICLE HAVING PIVOTABLB WALL PARTC

kOiV G. Mknf, t7 SmIm M^ CkMdt Hrtu,

"f,'^^. OM Dilry Cottage, Dart, SedlHirgh (

RMMairU, 1912, Scr.N*. 377,656
Oriw priority, appUartkm Uiftcd Kii«do^ M» 15. MM

1115031; Ma, 15. 19tl, 8115032; Oct IsTmM, oSioo
IM. a^ B620 25/00

1. A vehicle comprising a body having a deck and a wall, a
tnicture extending upwardly with respect to the deck at the
ends of the wall, the waU comprising two parts, first pivot
means connecting the waU parts and releasably cooperable
with the structure, second pivot means for releasably connect-
mg the deck and a lower edge portion of one wall part, third
pivot means for releasably connecting an upper edge portion of
the other wall part and said structure further from the deck
than the first pivot means, so that on release of the first and
third pivot means the waU can pivot on the second pivot means
and on release of the first and second pivot means the waU can
pivot on the third pivot means and on release of the second and
third pivot means the waU can pivot on the first pivot means.

M75,762
WHEEL CHAIR RESTRAINT SYSTEM

Artw DOoBi, Mwwow^ Mi Pi«i M. BriMl, ScMHigloii,

^;.ff?2!f ** ^-^ ^•'**^ ^- "^ Topton, Pa.
FIMFflk. 24, lM2,Ser. No. 351,626

fi« r^ Si^l?"'* ^^^' *"* ^/«*- WID 43/00
U.S.a 296-65 R gChtaa

first biaasing means for urging said lock pin into said engaged

lever means for moving said lock pin between said engand
position and aaid retracted position;

^^
plate means movable into a locking position for holding said

lock pin m said retracted position; and
^^

second biassing means for urging said plate means into said
Mocking position, said pUte means being engageable by
the wheel to be restrained and being movable by the
wheel mto a release position so that said lock pin moves
from said retracted position into said engaged position to
thereby prevent movement of the wheel.

8. A wheel chair Restraint system comprising-
a foldable seat having a seat back and a seat bottom, the seat
bottom being connected to the seat back for movement
about a pivot axis between a lowered position and a raised
posiuon;

^^
a frame base connected to a lower surface of said seat hot-

tom;

first and second paraUel lock pin supports extending from
said frame base, aligned bores being formed in said lockpm supports;

a lock pin received in said bores for movement between a
retracted position and an engaged position in which said
lock pin is supported by said lock pin supports and has a
first end thereof protruding beyond said first lock oin
support;

*^

first spring means lor urging said lock pin towards said
engaged position;

lever means for moving said lock pin between said engaged
position ai^d said retracted position;

plate means secured to said first lock pin support for move-
ment between a blocking position holding said lock pin in
said retracted position and a release position spaced from
the bore of said first lock pin support;

second spring means for urging said plate means towards
said blocking position; and

a guide plate extending from said frame base and cooperat-
mg with said first block pin support to define a space for
receivmg a wheel to be restrained, a portion of said plate
means being positioned in said space in such manner that
a wheel inserted into the space engages the pUte means
and moves the plate means into the release position
thereof so that said lock pin moves into the engaged posi-
tion thereof thereby restraining the wheel in the space,
movement of said lever means retiiming said lock pin to
said retracted position to thereby allow removal of the
wheel from the space.

H'si iL<^i' /•

--a

t A wheel chair restraint apparatus oonnectable to a support
surface comprising:

frame means for mounting the wheel chair restraint appara-
tus on a support surface;

pin support means carried by said frame means for support-
ing and guiding movement of a lock pin;

jj^ P"
cenied by said pin support means, said lock pin

being movable between a retiKted position spaced from a
whedof a wheel chair to be restrained and an engaged
poaitioa ia which the lock pin is engaged with the wheel
to prevent movement thereof;

4,475,763
REAR SEAT ARRANGEMENT FOR MOTOR VEHICLE

AND THE LIKE
Terao Hantani. and Klyoal OkiM, both of HlfvaUan. JapoL
•orison to Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd^ Hiraahima, Japn

Filed Jm. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387.213
CtMim priority, appikatioB Japan. Jaa. 11. 1981. 5640634

lat a.3 B60R 2J/10v&a R 6ClaliH

I. A rear seat arrangement for use in a motor vehicle and the
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like which comprises a first seat and a second seat provided at

a left side and a ii|^t side of the motor vehicle by dividing a

sheet cushion member and a seat back member into corre-

sponding two portions for said first and second seats, each of

said first and second seats further comprising a seat cushion

portion pivotally connected at its forward lower portion to a

seat floor surface so as to be rotated for being erected at a

forward position of said seat, about the pivotal connection at

said forward, lower portion, and a seat back portion having a

first pivot provided at itt lower portion in a position higher

than a surfiKe of a load carrying platform at a rear portion of

said seat, and pivotally connected to the seat floor surface so as

to be routable for incUnation in the forward direction through

connecting members for guiding said first pivot to a position

lower fh^" the surface of said load carrying platform, the

connecting members are each connected at a first end to the

seat back portion and at a second end to the seat floor, respec-

tively, the first end supporting the first pivot and the second

end movably supported with respect to the seat floor, the

connecting members permitting the first pivot to move from a

position higher than the surface of the load carrying platform

to a position lower than the surface of the load carrying plat-

form, said divided first and second seats being respectively

arranged to be independently changed over to an ordinary

position wherein said cushion portion is held horizontal, with

said seat back portion held in an erect state, so that the seat

cushion portion and the seat back portion for one of said di-

vided first and second seats may form the same continuous

plane with respect to the sheet cushion portion and seat back

portion for the other corresponding one of said first and second

seats, and to a first folded position wherein the seat back por-

tion is folded upon the upper surface of the seat cushion por-

tion through rotation of said seat back portion about said first

pivot for inclination thereof in the forward direction when said

first pivot is located at a position higher than the surface of said

load carrying platform, and also, to a second folded position

wherein said seat cushion portion is oected through rotation

thereof, about said pivotal connection, with said seat back

portion being folded into a recess formed on the seat floor

surface by the erection of said seat cushion portion, through

rotation of said seat back portion by the movement of the

connecting members, the first pivot is displaced to a position

lower than the surface of said load carrying platform.

4^75.764

AUTOMOBILE COVER
Mark R. HatcUaaoa. 208 W. lUrd St, aad Darid A. Parker.

2224 Ckrter Rdn both of Oweaiboro, Ky. 42301

FDed Feb. 23. 1983. Scr. No. 469,087

lat a? B60J 7/10

U.S.a 296-136 4Clalma

porting the removaUe covers, where the cover includes: a

flexible sheet of material sized to cover the top of the automo-

bile and includes front flap means located adjacent a front edge

of said cover to extend downwardly over the windshield,

opposed side flaps to encroach over the side windows, a rear

edge carrying a flexible, compressn>le, generally circular cross

section seal member, and strap means connected to the rear

edge of the cover and extending outwardly therefrom, and

suction cup means on the side flaps to be secured to the side

windows of the automobile, on the front flap to be secured to

the windshield of the automobile and on the straps adjacent the

terminal ends thereof to be secured to the rear window so that

the cover can be pulled tightly toward the rear of the automo-

bile to urge the circular member to seaUng relation with the

ledge.

4,475,765

MOTOR VEHICLE ROOF OF COMPOSITE MATERIAL
Haas Vogt Orcrath; Herbert Kkppa, Palkeiai, aad Erwia Spie-

gel, BergbelBi, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aaaigaon to Ford

Motor Compaay, Dearborn, Mieh.

FUed Doc 23, 1982, Scr. No. 452,668

Chdav priority, appbcatioa Fad. Rep. of Gcnsaay, Jaa. 27,

1982,3202994
lat CL^ B62D 25/06

VS. a. 296-210 8 Oatas

1. A cover for the top of an automobile, having a ftxmt

window, opposed side windows, and a rear window, surround-

ing a passenger compartment of the automobile, where the top

of the automobile provides removable, self supporting panels

carried by a frame assembly in the top of the automobile above

the passenger compartment where the edge of the frame ad-

joining the rear window of the automobile has a ledge to

provide a joint between the removable covers, the frame %ap-

1. A roof for a motor vehicle body in the form of a layered

composite component which is produced in a hot pressing

process and comprising an impermeable outer layer, an inter-

mediate structural layer, a semi-rigid, porous layer positioned

inwardly adjacent and supportively engaging the intermediate

layer and a padding and/or decorative inner layer inwardly

adjacent the semi-rigid layer, the continuous edge area of the

roof being shaped by hot pressing deformation of all the layers

to form joining flange areas of different cross-sections adapted

to be jointed to areas of the frame rigid with the body by a

permanently resilient, vibration-absorbing adhesive bead and

by screw connections at strategic pointt proximate the bead.

4,475,766

DRAINAGE SEAL FOR VEHICLE HAVING
REMOVABLE ROOF PANELS

GcraM D. McKee, HIgUaad, Mkh., aarigaor to Cars A Coa-

cepts, iBCn Brightoa, Mich.

FOad May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 497,147

lat CL^ B60J 7/08

VS.a 296-213 • 0$im
1. In a vehicle body including a front windshield header

extending laterally with respect to the vehicle body, a pair of

front pillars that respectively support opposite lateral ends of

the windshield header, a rear roof portion that is spaced rear-

wardly from the windshield header and extends laterally with

respect to the vehicle body, a pmr of rear pillan that respec-

tively support opposite lateral sides of the rear roof portion, a

central strut that extends longitudinally between the wind-

shield header and the rear roof portion to define a pair of roof

openings, and a pair of removable roof panels for respectively

ck)sing the pair of roof openings, a pair of drainage seals re-

spectively anociatH with the pair of roof openings and each
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compnang: a one piece resilient tea] member indudins front
roof, md rear seal portions; the front seal portion of tfw seal
member eztendmg along the associated front piUar and includ-
ing a Hap that defines a water drainage passage; the roof seal
portion of the seal member including front, intermediate, and
rear secoons that cooperatively define a U shape extending
•round the associated roofopening and projecting upwardly to

Mu^ Ae hftmg element of the raising device being comiectedwith the rwamg lever, and m that, on the slide failTr»uSS
element is pivotally mounted, which is situated with actuationsuif^ m the movement part of an entraining de^S
»ected with the thre^led cable and. in the^lSdl^^
the hd, engages mto a Stationary blockmg recess.

*^ *"

4|475 768

Ro^Z5S?S !r!™JXCIUNGEABLE COVES

« ortfkipuMit Corp^ MUfonl, Od.
Hied Jon. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 392,403

.,o « Inta»A47C 27/00
VS. CL 297—283

j

1 v?

SS^ o^K**" ^T '^. •««^««J ^f P«el; the front
lectton of the roof seal portion of the seal member being con-
nected to the front seal portion of the seal member to direct
water to the drainage passage thereof; and the rear seal portion
of the sol member extending along the associated rear roof
pUlar and having an upper end connected to the rear section of
the roof seal portion of the seal member.

M75,7»7
SLIDING ROOF FOR AUTOMOBILESR^<W«B, Wentar, Horn Beta!, F^wrfdtart am Main, andP^S^, Malrt.1, .0 of F«L Rqi. ofG«r«My^lS^

to Roekwen-Goide GmbH, Fed. ReTofG«w^^^^
r.^

_,f5*Oe«-».l«2, Ser. No. 437,669

198?3S69M^*
"PPHcrton Fed. Hep. of Gemuuiy, Nor. 26,

UAa296-221 jjC^

a^S^T f°%""^.oW« comprising a raisable lidmocuted with a roof opening, which lid is pivotaUy jour-

oSfJ ««'"'°", °^^ ?"^ •*»«* '^' horizonL' aSSs

supported on lateral guide raUs in the forward third of iL
length and is thereby displaceable in the raised position partlyover the rear, fixed roof surface while maintaiS^g Ts SSed

TJ^L!r^ device consisting of a threaded telescopicdevwB and partiapatmg m displacements being provided in the

™^.i .2^ tf*
in routiomdly locked mauier with a pinion

SS^JiS^S' "^^^^ » *» engagement with the thi^ed
«*te^di2)laceably mounted in tension and compression trans-

sTSninj*^ **"? **'^' characterizS in that, for

S2E25 ^!?'v**"
**=*••** °^ *«'*<*• "lide rail engaging

Slf"^r?
the guide rail is provided, the forwarded c5

SS ^Zr^'^K?.'"^ **''«^ «^ ^^«' ^A • "using

ttwt&S T-?'.'':^^
of the slide rails, to which lev<Jthe Ud » fiMd, and at the fear end of which the threaded nutof the ra«mg devKe IS routably joumaUed abo«TverS

t A seat member to support a human body and havine
sul«tontudly ptonar upper and lower surfaces ofsimitar^
spaced apart a predetermined distance, and a continuous side,
wall extendmg substantially perpendicukrly between the pe-
runetere of said upper and lower surfoces of said seat membnrm amibination with a plurahty of simitor covers respectively
of different colors and/or texture from which a selection may
be made to provide a desired texture and/or color for the outn
surface of said seat member, said coven comprising a top and
side panel similar in shape respectively to the upper surftce
and sidewall of said seat member and closely conforming
thereto when mounted thereupon, a planar bottom panel of
phabIc sheet material and similar peripheral shape as said too
panel and the periphery thereof being fixedly connected to the
tower edge of said side panel of said cover, said bottom panelbemg formed with a pluraUty ofconnected openings generally
in partial cloverleaf configuration and all edges of said open,ui^ bemg spaced from the periphery of said bottom panelto
facilitate extending the cover over said seat membCT^hen
mountmg said cover thereto, said openings being shaped to
define a pluraUty of circumferentially spaced fingers extei^
radially mward from the periphery of said bottom pand
toward the center of and paraUel to said lower surface ofsaidsMt member, and quicUy detachable coengageable means
being secured respectively to the innermost ends ofsaid fingers
ofsaid bottom panel ofsaid cover and the lower surface ofsaid
scat member and operable to secure a selected cover to saidSMt member m a manner to prevent any appreciable movement
of said cover relative to said seat member.

4^475 769
HINGE AND LATCH ARRANGEMENT FOR VEHICLE

SEATS
Rny V. Crawford, Warren; Regis V. PUanU, Utica, and Robert

J. Rumpf. Grosse Pointe, aU of Mich., aarignors to Gcaerd
Motors Corporation Detroit, Mich, and Tl» Pireatone Tire *
Robber Coavuy, Akron, Ohio

Filed JnL 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401«187
Irt. a3 B60N ///O

U.S.a297-J31 6CWw
1. A seat bock hinge and latoh arrangement for mounting a

vehicle seat including a tilting seat back to a vehicle compris-
mg. m combination.
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a pair of pivotaUy interconnected hinge members, one se-

cured to the v^icle and the other secured to the seat back

to mount the seat bock on the vehicle for pivotal move*

ment to a vertically inclined normal upright position, to a

plurality of partially tilted positions, and to a generally

horizontal ftdly tilted position,

means locating the other hinge member and seat back in the

iKwmal upright position,

a plurality of spaced teeth on the other hinge member ar*

ranged radially about the pivotal axis of the hinge mem.
bers. one tooth corresponding to the normal upright posi.

ti(m of the seat back and the other teeth each respectively

corresponding to a partially tilted position of the seat

back,

an inertia actuated pawl pivotally mounted on the one hinge

member,

alignable with said apertures fai said flanges for selectably

adjusting the height of said back support with reqwct to

first means mounted on the seat back adjacent the pawl and

operable under a gravity bias on the pawl to locate the

pawl in a first position adjacent the roUtive path of the

teeth,

second means mounted on the seat back adjacent the pawl

and automatically operable only in the normal upright

porition of the seat back to block operation of the first

means and to positively hold the pawl in a second position

in the path of the said one tooth for instantaneous engage-

ment thereby upon the start of faiertia actuated movement

of the seat back toward a tilted position,

said second means being inoperative in each of the partially

tilted positions of the seat beck to permit operation ofsaid

first means to locate the pawl in the first position for

inertia actuated movement into engagement with one of

said other teeth to lock the seat back against fiirther tilting

movement

said yoke, and locking means for locking said aligned

apertures in ahgnment.

4,475,771

CYCUC SOLUTION MINING OF BORATE ORES
George E. Atwood; Doi«)as E. Cochran, both of TacaoB, Ariz.;

Abraham Sadan, SaH Lake GMy, Utah; Charles Baraett, Bar*

:

flow, Calif.; Phillip O. Tyree, aikl Archibald W. Fletcher, botii

of TacaoB, Ariz., asrigaors to Daval CorporatioB, Tncson,

Alia.

FDad Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,239

lit a.) E21C 41/14

VS.a 299-4 22

-V

4,475,770

ADJUSTABLE BACKREST FOR CYCLE TYPE SEAT
Charlci FMiOM, n, Boca Raton Fla., aarivnr to

M^icalie MaaaiiactBi lag Co^ Moarocffllc OUo
FOad Ang. 19, 1981, Sm. No. 294»372

brt. a) A47C 1/024

VS. CL 297-353 13

1. An adjustable backrest for a cycle.type seat mounted on a

support post, said backrest comprising:

a yoke including clamping means for clamping said yoke to

the post, said yoke having opposed flanges opposite said

clainping means;

a support frame;

a back support;

pivot means for pivotaUy attadiing said back siqq^ to said

fram^and
adjustment means fbr selectably securing said support frame

to said yoke to adjustably fix die height and angle ofsaid

back sunmt with respect to said yoke; said adjustment

means including a pair of apertures in each of said flanges

and a plurality of pairs of apertures in said support firame

1. A method of recovering boric acid from a subterranean

deposit of colemanite ore by solution mining, comprising:

supplying a leach solution comprising hydrochloric acid to

the subterranean deposit via an injection weU in communi-

cation therewith, whereby colemanite ore is dissolved and

an aqueous pregnant solution of boric acid and calcium

chloride is formed in the deposit;

withdrawing the pregnant solution of boric acid and calcium

chloride from said deposit via a production weU in com-

munication therewith;

separating boric acid from the withdrawn solution;

adding sulfiiric acid to the resultant concentrated solution

from which boric acid has been separated, whereby hy-

drochloric acid is regenerated therein and CaSO»2H20 is

fbnned;

separating CaS04JH20 fixmi the resultant solution contain-

ing regenerated hydrochloric acid thereby forming a

regenerated leach aohition; and

recycling the regenerated leach solution to the subterranean

deposit of colemanite via an injection weU.
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„.^^__ M7S,772
raOCESS FOR REOOVERDIG URANIUM AND OIHER

RASE METALS
I J. Jam, Lakawood, QOo^ airi«Mr to ^jomtag Mtm-

itiiMi, Lakcwood, CMo.
o'S«.No.atM8S,Fch.27,197S,^.^

lUi ippUcatiM Jo. IS, IMl, S«. No. 2753M
.»- « Irt.aJE21C¥7/7¥
U.S.a 29»-5

25

"59P SAMM ncui
mm
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(d) first and wcond switch means for establishing said actu-
ated condition of said first valve means;

(e) right and left brake pedals selectively arranged to operate
either joindy or independendy of each other and to con-
currendy operate said master cylinder, said right and left

brake pedals being fiirther arranged to operate reqwctive
ones of said first and second switch means, wherry oper-
ation of either one of said independently arranged brake
pedals establishes said actuated condition of said first

valve means; and
(f) means for mainlining said first valve means in a deactu-

ated condition when said right and left brake pedals are
both operated.

^~
tumm

l^b the method ofmining uraninm m an underground zone
wherein a bicarbonate leach solution is injected into the zone
and withdrawn from said zone with an increased concentration
of other anions such as sulfate, chloride and nitrate anions, the
miprovement comprising contacting the withdrawn solution
with an anion exchange resin in bicarbonate form so that said
other anions are *Tfth»iig

|f>j,

M7S,774
VEHICLE BRAKING SYSTEMS

Join W. Davis, CoTcatry, England, aasiffor to Donlop United.
London, Ea^and

Filed Feb. «, 1982, Ser. No. 34MS7
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 21, 1981,

8105561

U.S. CL 303—112
Inta3B60T«/70

bA"

23Clalfln

4*475,773
STEERING-BRAKE CONTROL ARRANGEMENT FOR A

VEHICLE BRAKE SYSTEM
'^.'?'!^''^*»^>M""MMey«r,Garba<n,andDlether
Meh, Watanida, an of Fed. Rap. of GcTMay, aoignors toWABCO Fihiiiaglinmatn GmbH, Haaofcr. Fed. Rep. of

_ .

FUad Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,372

inJT^'il?^' PpBcrton Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 9,
1982,3208393

Int a.3 B80T 11/10; B42D 11/08
UAa303-6A UOaima

44

>ati '^

1. An anti-skid system for a vehicle brake comprising a
skid-sensing device for detecting an excessive rate of decelera-
tion of a wheel, means connected between a main wheel brake
and the skid-sensing device for effecting release of said main
wheel brake when an excessive rate of deceleration of the
wheel occurs and operably connected to govern re-application
of said main whed brake and a pilot brake positioned to be
activated by brake torque reaction and connected to supply
operating power for the system.

^D^
1. A steering-brake control system for a vehicle comprising-
(a) right and left wheel brake cylimlen ofat least one axle of

said vdncle;

(b) a master cylinder providing a sooree of fluid pressure to
effect operation of said wheel cylinders;

(e) first valve means for normally establishing fiuid pressure
communication between said master cylinder and each of
aidright and left wheel brake cylinders in an actuated
ooo(Htion thereof, and for cutting off said fluid pressure
communication with one ofsaid left and right wheel brake
cylinders in an actoated condition of said first valve

f475,775
BULLDOZER TRACK SUPPORT ROLLER

ARRANGEMENT
Ntotoe y Orimidaa, Dafenport; Ray C Hnaag, Betteadorf,
both of Iowa; Bernard E. Roialg, nHaois Ctty, aad Jack C
Wiley, MoUae, both of DL, amfgaors to Dem * Compaay,

Filed Not. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 445,320
iMLdiMSD 55/14

U.S.CL305-28 5CIaha8
1. In a bulldozer including a longitudinally extending main

frame, a dozer bhKie nwunted for operation forwardly of the
main frame, a pair of track assemblies coupled to and extending
longitudinally at opposite sides of the main fhune, each track
assembly including a longitudinally extending track frame
carrying an idler wheel at its forward end m alignment with a
final drive sprocket mounted to the firame at a location adja-
cent the rearward end of the track frame, a plurality of track
support rollers fixed relative to and mounted at spaced loca-
tions along the track frame, and an endless track being received
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about the idler wheel and sprocket, the improvement compris- bearing race inclined surfaces; guide covws havmg a guide

ing: said rolleis having lowermost points located on an arched groove and mounted to front and rear ends of the slide «»»« to

*,
^

connect both ends of the no-ksadbaU guide groovea. load baU

grooves aad baU-rotating grooves to form endless ball tracks;

Md a number of baUs placed in dw endless tracks.
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4^78,777

SPLIT-RING ROLLER BEARING
Hdarich HoflHaa, SchwfiafM, aad Radi Eck,

of Fed. Rep. of Garaaay, asilpnrs to FAG
Geoig SeUMr A Co., SchwctalM, Fad. Rep. of

FDsd Mar. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 391,781

dafaas priority, sppHcaHea Fed. Rep. of

1981, 3112303
Iata)F16Cii/46

U.S. CL 384-572

both

, Mar. 28,

5ClataM

line extending between a first to a last roller considered firom

one end to the other of the track firame.

4^75,776

LINEAR SLIDE BEARING
HirosU Teramaehi, 344, HlgMU-Tanagawa 2<hoaie, Seta-

gaya-kn, Tokyo 158, Japaa

FDed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,144

Claims priority, aapUcathm Japaa, Mar. 19, 1982, 57-42583

ltA.CL^?W: 29/06. 29/04

U5.a308-«C 4ClaIms

1. A linear slide bearing comprising: a slide table, formed

into the shape of a letter "C in cross section having a central

inner side and a pair of tfms, the slide taUe having a horizontal

surface at the central inner side of the slide table and recesses

fbrmed on inner sides of the arms, the recesses having inclined

sarftces on an iq>per part of the arms, the slide table having

no-load ball gukle grooves fbrmed in the indmed surfeces; a

pair of bearing races fitted into the recesses, the bearing races

having no-load ball guide grooves formed in surfaces teing

the inclined surface of the sbde table and load baU grooves

formed in opposite surfisoes; a fixing member trapezoidal m
cross section having mcUned surfaces in pressure contact with

inclined surfaces of the bearing races having the load ban

grooves, the fixmg member having screw holes fbnned at a

central portkm at certain intervals m a longitudinal direction,

the fixing member being drawn upward by a bolt which passes

through a central portion of the sikte taWe and screwing mto

the screw hole fbrmed in the fixing member, the inclined sur-

faces of the fixmg member being pressed against the mclined

surfaces of the bearing races as the bolt is tightened, thereby

securing the bearing races in the recesses of the slide teblr, a

guide rail tnqjeioidal in cross section fitted into a space formed

by the fixing member and the bearing races, the guide rail

having a ball-toteting groove in the inclined surfrnes facing the

1. A split roller bearing comprising:

an inner race having a radially outwardly directed inner race

surface centered on an axis;

an outer race surrounding said inner race and having an

inwardly directed outer race surface generally concentric

with said inner race surface;

an annular row of rollers engaged radially between said

inner and outer race surfaces; and

a plurality of similar roller cage parts together forming an

annular roller cage lying mainly between said inner and

outer surfaces and formed with respective radially open-

ing windows receiving said rollers, said cage parts each

having an inner radius ofcurvature smaller than the radius

of curvature of said inner surface in an unstressed condi-

tion and a center of curvature (rfftet from the inner-race

axis.

4,475,778

DRAWER SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Forest G. Stork, Jaassstowa, N.Y, assizor to AVM Corpora-

tkm, JaaNStowa, N.Y.

FUad Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370^453

lat a.) A47B 88/10

UJ5.a 312-330 R MOatas
1. A drawer suspension assembly, comprising:

two spaced sets of horizontally (fisposed elongated rails and

channels, wherein each of said sets has its raU at least

partially projecting into its channel;

a linear bearing assembly for mounting and supporting one

of said rail and said channel of each of said sets for linear

movement with respect to the other of said rail and chan-

nd of each of said sets, said bearing assembly engaging

with a pair of races formed one race as part of said rnl and

the other race as part of said channel of each of sakl sets;

a constrsining means for constrainmg the other of said rail

and said channel of each of said sets against movement;

a support means onsakloneofsaklraaandsaid channel of

each of said sets to permit a stmage unit having flanges
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ad log! piojecting btenUy from opposite sidewalls

thereof to be gravity nipported thensoa. said Mq)port
Mans compriMag a kmgitndiiially extending iqmgfat ex-
tending upwardly firom said one of said rail and said chan-
nel and tcminating in an upper support edge for coaction
with one of said flanges;

M7S,7iO
COMPLIANT ELECnUCAL CONNECTOR

RotUng Hilla Estataa, both of GaUf^ asrigMn to Bn^e^
Menrs Coapa^r, St Pnd, Minn.

—«—

^

FDed Apr. IC 1962, Scr. No. 369,170
Int a^ H05K 1/04

UACL3»-17C
,4ChhB.

engageable means on said one of said rail and said channel of
each of said sets for engaging with said storage unit,
whereby movement of said storage unit towards opened
and closed positions thereof causes corresponding move-
ment of said one of said rail and said channel of each of
said sets, and

said engageable means includes an open slot in said upright
for coaction with one of said lugs.

M75|T79
ROTARY ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Artar F9U, Schondori; Fed. Rap. orGamany, asaigMM- to Rcna
Fahtanimih CabH, AMMerf, Pad. Rap. of Gennany

FDad Mar. 18, 1912, Scr. No. 359^28

,-2^.JS?*'' •PpHMtlon Pad. Rep. or Gcnnny, Mar. 19,
1981, 3110815

IM. a' HDIR 39/00
UAa339-8M 4Ctai„

I. An apparatus comprising a housing having a movable
section and a sutionary section, a first circular contact ring
formed ofan electrically conductive material and connected to
said movable section of said housing, a second circular contact
ring formed of an electrically conductive material and con-
nected to said stationary section of said housing, and a series of
rotateble bodies disposed in an annular array between said first

and second contact rings and formed of an electrically conduc-
tive material, one of said contact rings being resilienUy de-
flected to a noncircular configuration by engagement with said
rotatabte bodies to enable said one contact ring to continuously
press said rotatable bodies against the other contact ring with
a force which is substantially constant throughout the extent of
the annular array of rotatable bodies.

1. In a compliant electrical connector adapted to be pressed
mto a hole formed by surrounding structure, the combination
comprising

(a) an axially elongated pin having two opposite outer sur-
faces operable to fordbly grip said structure at the bound-
ary of the hole as the pin is inserted into the hole, the pin
also having opposite generally parallel outer sides,

(b) the pin having first and second elongated grooves respec-
tively sunk in said opposite sides thereof, the grooves
extending axially of the pin and configured to locally
weaken the pin so that at least one flexure is formed by the
pin to extend axially thereof between and adjacent the
grooves and along the groove length,

(c) the flexure adapted to yieldably flex in response to inser-
tion of the pin into the hole and progressive gripping of
said structure by said opposite outer surfaces, thereby to
reduce the cross sectional area of that groove in response
to insertion of the pin into the hole,

(d) said opposite outer surfaces having arcuately convex
curvature throughout their extents and between more
sharply rounded edge extents at which said opposite sur-
faces merge with said outer sides,

(e) each groove having opposite side walls one of which is
closest to the flexure and is convex toward the groove
when the pin is pressed into the hole, the other side waUs
of the grooves convexly merging with said pin outer sides,
respectively.

M75,781
BUSSING SYSTEM FOR STACKED ARRAY OP PANEL

BOARDS^ ^ui^ Hanrhbwg; George H. DoMy, MIflliatown;

f^ *: ^^^'^'fr*'*-'^ Ctty; Ksfrtt M. Jonea, Jr^ John
M, LaMlis, both of Caav Hill; Clair W. Snyder, Jr., York;
John A. Woratyta, Caaq^ Hill, and Dale R. ZcB, Eilabeth-
town, aU of Pan aMignort to AMP iMorporrtad, Hnrisbvg,
Fa.

FUed Dae. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 447,921
Int a^ H05K 1/08

U.S. a. 33»-17 LM CCUm
1. A bussing system fior interconnectmg a plurality of adja-

cent parallel spaced circuit boards together m pairs, said sys-
tem comprising;

a bussing connector mounted to receive a circuit board on
opposite sides thereof, said bussing connector having an
elongated member of rigid insuUttive material forming a
pluraUty of parallel fins extending from opposite faces of
said dongated member and defining terminal receiving
cavities therdietween, a terminal mounted m each said
cavity with a blade engaging tine between each fin;

first and second profiled bhale terminal headers fanned of
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rigid non-conductive material, each header having an

elongated profile with oppositely directed mounting and

mating faces, a plurality of terminal passages extrading

throuf^ each header between said faces; and a like plural-

ity of terminals each having a body portion with a bUule

extending therefrom in a first direction and a conq>liant

pin portion extending therefirom in an opposite direction,

each said terminal being mounted in a respective passage

with said blade portion extending from said mating face

and said compliant pin portion extending from said mount-

ing face, said headers being mounted aligned on opposite

sides of said circuit board with the compliant pin portions

of the termmals being received in respective conductive

apertures of said circuit board, said blade portions of the

headers on opposite sides of a circuit board being in align-

ment, whereby circuit boards positioned adjacent oppo-

site sides of said bussing header are interconnected by a

bhKle portion of a first header on a first circuit board and

a blade portion of a second header on a second circuit

board.

4«47S,782

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR APPARATUS
George BartnU; Brkfc Town, NJ., airipor toBw

Co., iMn ftnriiigialc NJ.
FUed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,595

Int a3 HOIR 77/2;

VS.a 339-18 B 3

said cavities defining lateral expansion areas for said

springs within said cavities,

said electrical condacton being held in frictional engage-

ment between said springs, the latend deflection of said

tpnagi within said lateral expansion areas being deter-

mined by the size of said electrical conductors.

4,475,783

CLIP-IN INTERCONNECTION BUS FOR MULTIPLE
FUSE HOLI»ai ARRAYS

John M. Bononi, Dee Phdaca, DL, airignor to Litteiftae, Inc
Dcs PiahMa, DL

FUed Aag. 2A, 1981, Ser. No. 295,628

Int a^ HOIR 9/04

U.S.a 339-19 11

m a ^ m u 'm

1. An electrical connector apparatus for the interconnection

of electrical conductors and components having conductive

leads comprising:

a panel of inaulatmg material having a plurality of openings

therem adai^ed to receive electrical conductors,

a plurality of cavities positioned on said panel opposite said

<^)enings, each of said cavities being accessible to electri-

cal conductors through a different set of said openings,

each of said cavities having adjacent coiled contact springs

positioned therein which are adapted to receive and hold

said dectrieal conductors inserted mto said cavities

through said openings,

siting expansicm baffles positioned along opposite walls of

1. A bus fbr an open firame fiHe holder array for a plundity

of msertable electrical cartridge fbses having cylindrical coax-

ial end terminals at opposite ends thereof, said array having a

plurality of longitudinally ^Moed and aUgned pairs of electri-

cally conducting spring clips between which said fuses are to

extend at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the array, each

of said clips including a clip base pivotally mounted on said

mounting base and a pair of fuse terminal-receiving clip jaws,

said bus comprising a unitary strap-like main conductor and a

plurality of parallel unitary electrically-conducting connecting

shoes disposed in spaced-apart relationship and extending in

the same direction away from the same side of said main con-

ductor, said shoes having outwardly facing and convex arcuate

portions configured frictionally to engage the interior portions

of said clips and to allow rotation of the engaged clips while

maintaining electrical and mechanfcal contact therewith.

4,475,784

CARTRIDGE AND RECEPTACLE FOR USE WITH AN
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED APPLIANCE

Joaeph Lokawich, SoMrfflle, NJ., aasigBor toIW Siagsr Coah

pony, Stamford, Conn.

FDad Dee. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 444,155

Int a.3 HOIR 13/453

UAa 339—«3 ^ Claims

1. In combination with an appUance having a houung and

circuitry connected to a first terminal member mounted withm

said housing, an arrangement for connecting additional cir-

cuitry to said circuitry through said first terminal member, said

arrangement comprising:

a cartridge including:

a shell having an opening;

means for securing said additional circuitry withm said

shell; and

a second terminal member connected to said additional

cricuitry and edited for mating connection with said

first terminal member, said second terminal member

being fixedly mounted inside said shell in proximity to

said cqxning so that an incursion of said first terminal

member into said opening will result in a mating con-

nection therewith;

a casing mounted on and extendmg through said housing,

said casing having an opening;

means for mounting said first terminal member within said

casing away from said opening;
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a platform mpported withia idd casing for tramlatory mo-
tion between fint and second positions within said casing.
Mid platform having an opening adapted to receive said
first terminal member therethrough when in said second
positiaa. and said platform subMantially blocking said
casing opening when in said first position; and

and detachably connected together thereby retainmg said
|dags counter to their plugging direction, and

means comprising complimentary hookshqwd retaining
means on said parts for detach^ly connecting said first

and sebond parts and said second and third parts to each
other when pivoted about said hinge means.

M75,7i6
T BAR COVER LATCH

John A. Root, Middletown« and Mkhad J. Scully, Harrisbnrg,
both of Pa^ aariffors to AMP Incorporated, Harrisbnrg, Pa.

FUed Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,286
lat a^ HOIR 13/36

UAa 3»-99 R 2 Oaims

htch means owunted on said i^tform for retahung said
phoform in said ikst position and coopoating with said
cartridge for releasing said platform to allow said pktform
to be moved to said second position upon iqyplicatioa of a
force to said platform through said cartridge.

4^75,785
DEVICE Wrm TENSION RELIEF FOR THE
RETENTION OF A FLAT BAND CABLE

Siegfriad MUlcr, F^aakftvt, and Hannrt ScMtc,
both of Fad. Rep. of Germany, Mri^on to
A.G. tar BnoHnd lafonntiMateehnik, NarenAwi, FW.
Rap. of Germany

Filed Feb. a, 1983, Ser. No. 4^13,388

,i£'SLE2^' •PpMcntton Fed. Rep. of Germany. FA. S,
1982,3263928

lat a.} HOIR 13/639
UJS.a 339-75 P 5Clahna

1. A connector for the retention of a flexible flat band cable
having at one end a plug jomable to a oounterphig comprising

integrally formed first, second and third parts,
hmge means pivotally joining said second and third parts to

said first part,

said flat band cable being clampable between said first and
' second parts when pivoted about said hinge means and

detachably connected together,
said phigs being clampable between said second and said

third parts when they are pivoted about said hinge means

1. An improved electrical connector for terminating multi-
conductor flat flexible cable, said connector comprising:

an elongated housing member of insulating material having
oppositely directed mating and cable receiving faces, a
plurality of terminal passages extending between said

faces, an out>vardly directed latching channel at each end
of said housing, a transverse bridgespanaing said channel
intermediate said mating and said cable receiving fKes,
each said bridge having a straight side directed toward
said caMe receiving fact and a profiled side directed
toward said mating face said profiled side defining a blind
opening the closed end of which has outwardly directed
recesses forming a first portion, the sides adjacent said

opening forming a second portion;

a like plurality of terminals each mounted in a ieq)ective
passage with a mating portion directed toward said mating
hce and a conductor engaging portion extending from
said cable receiving fitt^ and

an elongated cover of inrakting material havmg a cable
engaging surface, a like plurality of apertures in said sur-
face each aligned with a respective passage in said housing
member, and a leg assembly depending fixmi each end of
said cover to be received in a respective channel and
defined by a pair of legs separated by a slot, a shoulder on
the fiiee end ofeach leg outwardly directed fiom said slot,

at least one lug extending normal to the plane defined by
said legs and being adjacent the closed end of the slot, and
an abutment spaced firom said slot and extending trans-

versely with req)ect to said lugs;

whereby said shoulders of said legs engage said first portion
of said profiled side of said bridge while said lug engages
opposite the side of said bridge to hold said cover in a first

position with said cable engaging surface spaced fhan said

cable receiving face and said lugs are sheared off against
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said bridge so that said latching shoulders engage said

second portion of said profiled side to hold said cover in a

second position with said abutment engaging said straight

side of said bridge.

face turned toward said cavity, and micTometrically ad-

justable afocal means interposed between said lens and

22

4,475,787

SINGLE FACET WOBBLE FREE SCANNER
Gary K. Starkweatfier, Saratoga, Califn aarignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

GontinBatfcm*tn-part of Ser. No. 232,109, Feb. 4, 1981,

abandoned. This application Sep. 2«, 1982, Ser. No. 422,783

lit a3G02B 27/77

U.S. CL 350-44 3 Clafans

^^'°ISF*

said input end for enabling alignment of said beam with

the fiber axis.

1. A single facet wobble free light scanner (30) which efTec-

tively eliminates the effects of wobble caused by mechanical or

other factors including a pentqnism being rotated about an

axis passmg through its sides and through the axis of the ap-

plied light beam (JS), wherein the nnprovement is characterized

by:

said pentaprism being positioned such that said light beam

(8) enters through a first unmirrored surface (20), passes

through the body of said pentaprism to a second mirrored

surface (22) which internally reflects said light beam

across the body of said pentaprism to a third proximate

and mirrored surface (24) which internally reflects said

light beam across the path of said light beam as it entered

the pentaprism at the first surface (20) and exits said penta-

prism at a fourth unmirrored surface (24) of said penta-

prism, wherein said output light beam (28) defines a light

plane perpendicuUtf to said axis of the applied light beam

9) as said pentaprism is rotated, the angles of incidence

equalling the angles of reflection within said pentaprism

such that when and if wobble is introduced to said penta-

prism monogon as it rotates, the output Ught beam (28a)

defines parallel planes within the range of the introduced

wobble, and

lens means in the path of said output light beam (28) for

focussing the parallel planes of said light beam (28) to a

fine point of light defining a scan line essentially devoid of

any efiects of said wobble.

4^75,789

OPTICAL FIBER POWER TAP
DavM A. Kaha, Ncpean, Canada, aaaivor to Canadiaa Patents

A De?elopmeat limited, Ottawa, Canada

Filed No?. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,197

Int CL3 G02B 5/171 7/26

U.S. CL 350-96.15 13 Claims

.jStabiuziiML.
I

ciacurr f

1. A fiberoptic tap comprising first and second optical fibers

having a core and a chulding, the cores of the first and second

fibers being of substantially identical diameter, the first fiber

having a higher mode volume than the second fiber, one end of

the second fiber being positioned adjacent to and aligned with

one end of the first fiber for receiving light emitted from the

first fiber in a number of predetermined modes, and a pbotode-

tector mounted to receive light emitted from said first fiber in

modes other than said predetermined modes received by the

second fiber.

4,475,788

COUPLING BETWEEN LASER AND OPTICAL FIBER

Mawiaio Tnwamini; Enganio Pence, both of Ronm, and Angeio

Traavrim, Flraaeati, aO of Italy, aaripon to Sdeala, Indna-

trie Elattronlehe Aaaoeiata, S#.An Rome, Italy

Filed ^aa. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 34U63
dalma priority, appHratien Italy, Jan. 22, 1981, 47615 A/81

Int.a'G02B7/2d
U.S.a 35&-96J0 6 Oahns

1. In a light-transmitting system including a laser with a

cavity having an ou^ut end for the emission of a luminous

beam, an optical fiber having an input end confixMting said

output end, and refractive means fw focusing said beam onto

said output end,

the nnprovement wherein said refractive means comprises a

oonverging lens at said output end having a semireflecting

4^75,790

FIBER OPTIC COUPLER
Roger G. Little, Bedford, Mass., aaslprar to Spire Corpofatkm,

FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 342^85

lat CL^ G02B 7/26

U&a 350-96J1 22 CSalma

1. A fiber optic coiq>ler cranprising:

(a) a pair of thin wafers, each having at least one comple-

mentary opposed V-groove in its surface;

(b) a very thin Uyer of deformable hard glass covering the
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nrfiKe and the V-groove of one of said wafers and the 4,47S,7f2
V.gnwve of the other of said wafers; and HIGH RESOLUTION DIFFRACTION GRATING

LMda Ska, Jr^ Alcundria, Van aaripior toHw Udtcd Stirtea of
AoMrica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Wash-
hwton, D.C.

^y/Z/Z^^^^TPTTTTTTTTT^ Hied JbL 27, MM, Ser. No. 402,403
V//./TX////////////A lat a' G02B 5/16

U.S.a 350-162.17 OCaaims

GUXSS

^--

1- A spectographic instrument comprising:
an optical prism fabricated from a material selected from the
group consisting of germanium and C4<dmiiim telluride,

said prism having an input surface and a reflecting surface,
wherein said input surface and said reflecting surface are
intersecting phmes; and

a diffraction grating formed on said reflecting surface.

(c) an optical fiber held securely within said complementary
opposed V-grooves by said very thin layer of deformable
hard glass.

4^5,793
INTEGRATED OPTICAL BEAM EXPANDER

ErieR Ford, Richardaoo, Tei., anivMr to Ten
Incorporated, DaUaa, Tex.

Filed Jan. 1, 1M2, Ser. No. 383,409
Art. a^ G02B 27/14

U.S. CL 350-172 4 Oafaiig

4^78,791
DISPLAY ARRANGEMENTS

Ralph D. Nixoa, Braiatrea, Eaglaad, MaipMr to EagUah Elec-
trie Vahc Coava^r Liaitad, ChafaHford, Eagfaud

FOed No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444^19

.SST ''****''• PPBcatloa Uaitad lUa^/km, No?. 16, 1981,
8135706

lat a» G49F W14. 13/76; G03B 21/60
MS.a 350-127 15

9 V

1. A disphy arrangement including an elongate ^gplay
device having a plurality of separately energisable display
areas positioned along the length of said elongate display de-
vice and spaced from the ends of said elongate display devicr,
•nd optical deflection means positioned in front of said elon-
gate display device to magnify the size of each display area so
that the total disphy area of the arrangement extends over the
whole length of said elongate display device.

1. A beam expander comprising:

(a) an electromagnetic energy generating means for generating
an electromagnetic energy beam at a preselected wave-
length said beam having first and second edge ray^ and

(b) an optical path for receiving the electromagnetic energy
from the electromagnetic energy generating means and
conducting the energy without obscuratioo to an exiting

optical path common to a plurality of optical systems, said
optical path faicluding a reflectmg system consisting of:

(i) a secondary reflecting mirror for reflecting the dectro-
nugnetic energy including the first and second edge rays,

said secondary reflecting mirrm' having a pieaelected
position and curvature with reqiect to the incident elec-

tromagnetic energy for reflectmg the first edge ray at

substantiaUy a 4S degree angle with respect to the mcident
energy,

Qi) a primary reflecting mirror (or receivrag and reflecting

the energy mcluding the first and second edge rays from

the first reflecting mirror, said primary reflecting mirror

having a preselected position and curvature; and
(iii) a boimsplitter positioned substantially parallel and adja-

cent to the first edge ray reflected from the secondary
mirror for receiving and redirecting the electromagnetic

energy including the first and second edge rays along the

common exiting optical path without obscuration.

4,475,794

ALUMINUM, ALUMINUM OXIDE, CROMIUM, GOLD
MIRROR

Marthi L. Bahcr, Wfartcr Park, aad Robert A. lacotazxi, Or-

lando, both of Fla., aarignon to Martia Marietta Corporation,

BethMda,Md.
Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,437

lat a' C02B 5/08; C25D 11/02

VS. CL 350—288 6 Claima

^^er <)M, f/

4,475,795

ELECTROCHROMIC FILMS HAVING IMPROVED
ETCH RESISTANCE

MarahaU Leibowitz, Ridgefldd, Coon.; Richard Crandall, aad

Brian Faoi^Ban, bott of Prineetoa, NJ., aaaigBors to Thaez

CovponRiOBa ^^ fltffDSfjTf Cobb*

Difirioa of Ser. No. 953,718, Oct 23, 1978, Pat No. 4,233,339.

lUs appUcatioB Oct 20, 1900, Ser. No. 198,683

lat CL3 G02F 1/17

U.S.a 350-357 3

®^
>vxvxwxvwv-: '<

time as a result of contacting the electrolyte means, the im-

provement which comprises: electrochromic layers each hav-

ing at least a free surface portion in contact with said electro-

lyte means comprising crystallized electrochromic material

which exhibits substantially mcreased resistance to the degrad-

ing effect of said electrolyte means as compared to the resis-

tance of said amorphous material, therd)y increasing the useful

life of said electrochromic layers and display, each electro-

chromic layer having sufficient water retained therein to pro-

vide electrochromic properties suitable for display purposes.

4,475,796

EPIDARK ILLUMINATION SYSTEM
Tadaihi Khanra, Tokyo, Japan, aaaitaor to Olympus Optical

Co., Ltdn Tdgro, Japan

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,144

Cbdns priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Mar. 13, 1981, 56-36144

lat a^ G02B 21/10
U.S.a 350-525 20 Claiu

1. A method ofapplying a gold surface coating to a specular

metallic substrate by the use of unpolished mteimediate layers

between the metallic substrate and the gold, consisting of the

steps of:

diamond turning the reflectant surface of a metallic sub-

strate,

coating the reflectant surface with a very thin layer of alumi-

num oxide,

coating the aluminum oxide layer with a thin layer of chro-

mium, and
coating the chromium layer with a Uyer of gold, which gold

layer closely conforms to the polished surface of the

metallic substrate.

1. An epidark illumination system comprising an objective

lens, a sleeve supporting therein said objective lens so as to be

able to lead the light from a light source onto a sample through

a space formed between said sleeve and objective lens, and an

image forming member arranged in said space to form the

image of said light source within said sleeve, wherein said

image forming member is a ring-shaped multi-element lens

made by arranging a pluraUty of convex lenses in different

planes with each other.

4,475,797

COLOR CATHODE RAY TUBE SCREENING EXPOSURE
METHOD AND APPARATUS

Yong S. Park, Barriagtoa, HL, asaiiaor to Zenith Elcctronica

Corporation, Glenriew, DL
FOed JbL 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,840

Int a.3 G03C 5/00; G03B 41/00

U.S. a. 354-1 8 CUaM

1. In an electrochromic display of the type having a first

substrate with selectively actuable transparent electrodes and

amorphous, water-bearing electrochromic layers thereon, a

second spaced substrate with a counter electrode and electro-

lyte means between the substrates m contact with the electro-

chroimc layers and counterelectrode, wherein the dectrochro-

mic layers are subject to degradation, such as etching, with

1. For use in ftbricating a screen of a color cathode ray tube

of the slot mask, stripe-screen type, a method for exposing a

photosensitive coating on the concave inner surface of the

facepUue of such a tube through a sk>t mask serving as an

exposure master to form latent screen stripe images whose

width increases with increasing radial distance along a screen
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pitch am perpendicular to the tcreen itripe images, compris-
mg:

supporting a curved faceplate which has a photosensitive
coating on its concave inner surface;

supporting adjacent the faceplate inner surface a slot '"«tk
defining an array of columns of spaced slots;

supporting a line source of radiation actinic to said coating
on or near a central axis of the faceplate and spaced from
said coating, with the source axis aligned parallel to said
columns of spaced slots in said mask, said light source
producing a linear light-emitting volume having a major
crosa-sectional axis which is parallel to the facepUte cen-
tral axis and a n^jor cross-sectional axis dimension which
IS substantially greater than the minor cross-sectional axis
dunension of said light emitting volume, and

exposing said coating to said Ught source, such that the
latent screen stripe images formed on said coating through
•uddots, for uniform exposure time and slot width, in-
crease &i width in a radial direction away from said screen
center along said screen pitch axis.

M75,7M
CAMERA FOR STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY
wCS^th, Lo^ UiBi Oty, a«* 4aiMs B. Campbell, New
York, both of N.Yn aalpon to The Tlree Dimcaitoaal Pbo-

Corporatfoa, Yoakan. N.Y.
Filed Dee. 27, 1977, Ste. No. 8H747
Irt. a^ O03B 35/08, 27/32, 17/00

MS, CL 354—114 30

beneaA said lower portion ofsaid film loading section, for
receiving flhn supporting ftames transferred from said
guide means and feeding such film sufqwrting frames to
said transferring means; and

means for synchronizing movement ofsaid feeder means and
said transferring means such that each film supporting
frame is at a predetermined position to be received by said
transferring means from said feeder means.

4,478,800

FOCUS DETECIING SYSTEM
Takao KloosUta, Tokyo, and Kaaya Hoaoe, KuaitaeU, both of

Japan, assignors to CaMM KabHhiU Kdaha, Tokyo, Jaun
ContiaMtkM of Ser. No. 313,584, Oet 21, 1981, abodoned.

His application Feb. 8, 1984, Scr. No. 577,329
OaiM priority. appUeation Japan, Oet 23, 1980, 55.149083;

Jan. 13, 1901, 5M880
^^

Int a' G03B 3/00
U.S. CL 354-408 ||

19. A camera comprising:
at least two objective leraes, each lens having an optical axis,
and

a fOm plate having a plurality of openings corresponding to
the number of objective lenses, the openings to the left or
right of a given refiereaoe being progressively wider.

4^175,799
FILM DEVELOPING MACHINE WITH DEVICES FOR
LOADING AND TRANSFERRING FILM SUPPORTING

FRAMES
Silnmo GMtellarin, PwdcMMe, Itdy, aHi^or to Fotoaec^San
Marco S.p.A^ PordcwMa, Italy

Filed Sep. 8, 1983, Sar. No. 530,342CUm priority, appUodioa ndy. Sap. 28, 1982, 45731 A/82
bt a^ G03D 3/10

U.S.a354-.308 jClato
1. In a film developing machine of the type including a film

iMding section for receiving tiierein frames supporting film to
be developed, a developing section having a series of basins for
containing chemical badis used for development, means for
transferring fihn supporting frames through said developing
section and immersing the film in the chemical baths in said
bwns, and a drying and unloading secticm for receiving devel-
opedfilmfrOTi said developing section and drying the fihn, the
unprovement comprising:

a liikl.tifht casing housing each said section;
vertically movable guide means for moving film supporting
frame* downwardly within said film loading section to a

• kywcr portion diereof;

feeder means, kicaied in said developing section at a position

5. A focus detecting system c^Mble of detecting the focus-
ing state of an associated one of a plurality of interchangeable
lenses, each having a different focal length, said system com-
prising:

(A) signal generating means for generating a signal indica-
tive of the focal length of the associated lens;

(B) focus detecting means for detecting the focusing stiite of
a predetermined field of view of detection at a position
along an extension of the optical axis of the associated
lens, said focus detecting means cMnprising:

(1) photo-electric ctmversion means consisting ofa plural-
ity of small photo-electric conversion elements, each
dividing said field of view of detection;

(2) reading out means for sequentially reading out from
the photo-electric conversion element which corre-
sponds to the edge portion of the field of view of detec-
tion signals from said i^to-electric c<mveraion ele-
ments, and

(3) detecting means for amplifying the signals sequentially
output by said i^ioto-electric conversion means and
generating the focusing state of the predetermined fiekl
of view of detection from said amplified signals; and

(Q means for changing die predetermined fieM of view of
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detection of said focus detecting means on the basis of the

focal length signal generated in said aigmd generating

means, said changing means comprising:

(1) a circuit means for producing a time period signal

correspowctog to the time between outputs of the ele-

ment corresponding to the edge portion of said photo-

electric conversion element for a predetermined num-

ber of the photo-electric conversion elements corre-

sponding to the focal length information; and

(2) means for reducing the amplification degree of said

focus detecting means during output of the signal from

said circuit means.

4,475,801

FLASHUGHT PHOTOGRAPHY PREPARING DEVICE
OF A CAMERA

YosUaki Otnbo; HiraaU WakibayaaU, and TadaaU Otani, aU

of Yokohama, Japan, asaignen to Nippon Kogaka KJL, To-

kyo, Japan

Filed JnL 25, 1983, Ser. No. 514,727

Claims priority, application Japan, JnL 29, 1982, 57-131107

Int CL? G03B 15/03

U.S.a 354-419 «Clainis

1. In a camera provided with a flash unit, a device for limit-

ing the preparatory operation for flashlight emission of said

fluh unit, said device comprising:

(a) metering means for detecting that the brightness of an

object to be photographed is lower than predetermined

brightness and producing a detection signal;

(b) means operable to start photogrq>hing, said operable

means having a first operation stage for producing a first

signal and a second operation stage for producing a sec-

ond signal subsequentiy to said first operation stage, the

photographing being started in reqxmse to said second

signal; and

<c) means including timer means responsive to said first

signal to count a predetermined time set shorter than the

time required from after said first signal is produced until

the photogrq>hing is started in response to said second

signal, said means causing said flash unit to effect the

preparatory operation for flashlight emission in response

to the detection signal of said metering means produced

while said timer means is effecting the time count

4,475,802

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SHUTTER SPEED
ADAPTED FOR A PHOTOGRAPHING APPARATUS IN A

MICROSCOPE
Ke^li OMigi, Yokohama, Japan, aarignor to Nippon Kogakn

KJK., Tokyo, Japan

Cortinnation of Ser. No. 294,141, Ang. 25, 1981, abandoned.

lUs iwHcatiw No?. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 550,840

OaiiH priority, application Japan, Ang. 30, 1980, 55-120216

brt. a.) G03B 7/08

UJ5.a 354-^456 4Claims

1. Apparatus for determining shutter speed in a phoU>grq>h-

ing apparatus for a microscope, said ^>paratus comprising:

(a) a photo multi|riier for photo-electric conversion of the

light transmitted through an objective lens and for pro-

ducing the photo-electric conversion signal;

(b) sensitivity changing means for stepwise changing the

sensitivity of said photo multiplier;

(c) correction coefficient output means having correction

coefficients correqxmding to each of steps of the sensitiv-

ity levels of said photo multiplier;

(d) signal generating means having two reference levels,

high and low and so formed as to generate a first signal

when said photo-electric conversion signal is higher than

said high reference level, generate a second signal when

said photo-electric conversion signal is lower than said

low reference level and generate a third signal when said

photo-electric conversion signal is between said high and

low reference levels;

(e) control means for receiving as an input the signal pro-

duced by said signal generating means and for controlling

«^ nui aoarrwiTir
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said sensitivity changing means and correction coefficient

output means, the'eontrol means controlling said sensitiv-

ity changing means so that the sensitivity of said photo

multiplier is decreased during generation of said first

signal so as to generate said third signal and so that the

sensitivity of said photo multiplier is increased during

generation of said second signal so as to produce said third

signal, the control means contnrfling said correction coef-

ficient output means in such a manner as to produce a

correction coefficient corresponding to the set sensitivity

of said photo multipUer, and

(0 an arithmetic unit for receiving as an input said photo-

electric conversion signal and the correction coefficient

generated from said correction coefficient output means,

and for determining a shutter speed corresponding to

intensity of light incident always on said photo multiplier

independent of the changing in the sensitivity of said

photo multiplier.

4^475^03

LIGHT MEASURING DEVICE FOR CAMERA
Makoto Katinma; AUn fflraaMtsn, both of

KanUko Arakawa, aai Hiroyaaa Mnrakami, both oTTokyo,

aD of Japan, asrifaan'to Gwaa Kaii^fti Kiliha, Tokyo,

FIM Dae. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 488,237

riority, appUeaticn Japa^ Dae 22, 1981, 56-206129

bt a^ G03B 7/099

U.S.a 354-481 AOtam^

1. A light measuring device of a camera comprising:

a light sensing element for measuring brightness ofan object;

a light condensing lens arranged before the light sensing

dement, said lij^t condensing lens including a central first

part and a m»rgin*l second part having different light
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condaMog charactedstics, and mM second put having a AAJSMi
broader Uglit measuring range than said fint part; and ELECnoPHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING APPARATUS

KyoJI Oirt. KawaaaU. Jap«. aaslpwr to Rfcoh CoBPMy, Ltd,

/

an electrooptic light shading element for changing between
the Ught measuring modes by partially shading the lens.

4«475304
FIXING APPARATUS FOR COPYING MACHINE OR

THE w.nnr

TadaaU KasM, Yokoaaka, tad Yaiddro Hi^aU, KawaaaU,
both of Japan, aariffors to Rfeoh Conpaay, Ltd, Tokyo,
Japan

Pllad Mar. 14, 1963, Sar. No. 475,412
Clalma priority, application Japan, Mar. 18, 1982, 57^198

lat a.) G03G 15/00
U.S.a355-^FU Udaim.

1. A fixing apparatus comprising:

a housing;

fixing roller means rotatably supported by said housing;
pressure roUer means routably supported by the housing in

pressing contact with said fixing roller means;
pivotable sheet separator pawl means for separating a lead-

ing end portion ofan incoming sheet from the fixing roller
means;

engaging means for causing the sheet separator pawl means
into engagement with the periphery of the fixing roller
means;

spacing means fbr spacing the sheet separator pawl means
from the periphery of the fixing roller means; and

a support member pivotally mounted on the housing and
supporting the sheet aeparalor pawl means, the engaging
means and the spacing means;

the housing being detachable from a machine in which the
apparatus is installed;

the spacing means spacing the sheet separator pawl means
fromthe fixing roller means in interlocked relation with
an operation with an operation for detaching the housing
from the machine.

FUad Dae. 28, 1962, Sar. No. 484^3
OalBM priority, appUcatioo Jap«^ Dee. 28, 1981, S6.210153

lA CLi GOSG JS/00
'

UAa355-« 30^

1. An electrophotographic copying apparatus comprising:
scanmng and exposing means for optically scanning a docu-

ment; and
a photosensitive member in the form of an endless belt hav-

ing images of said document formed on its surface in a
predetermined position by exposure to an optical image of
the document while travelling; wherein the improvement
resides in that:

said photosensitive member in the form ofan endless belt has
a peripheral length which includes a reserve when the
photosensitive member is trained over a group of rollers
without any loosening, and said photosensitive member in
the form of an endless belt is divided into a first section
including a predetermined exposing position, a third sec-
tion and a fourth section connected at one end thereof to
opposite ends of said first section and accommodating the
reserve in length by loosening the belt, and a second
section connected at opposite ends to the other end of said
third section and fourth section; and wherein the appara-
tus further comprises:

first drive means for driving the photosensitive member in
the form of an endless belt for moving the photosensitive
membw in the form of an endless belt in said first section
alternately at a high constant speed when scanning and
exposing are carried out by scanning and exposing means
and at a low constant speed or stopping same when the
sensing and exposing means is retiimed to its original
position;

second drive means for moving the photosensitive member
in the form of an endless belt in said second section at a
constant speed intermediate between said two speeds of
high constant speed and low constant speed;

at least one duplicaticm processing means other than the
scanning and exposing means located around the second
section; and

control means for effecting control ofsaid means in a cooidi-
nated fashion, so that said reserve in the length of the
photosensitive nwmber in the form ofan endless belt has a
value corresponding to the product of the difference
between the speeds at which the photosensitive member in
the form of an endless belt is driven to move in the fint
section and the second section when the scanning and
exposing means is returned to its original position and the
time required for the return trip thereof.
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4^75,806

COPIER DISPLAY PANEL
John W. Daaghtoo, Wcbater, Andias L Lakatoa, Pcificid; Tcr*

CTce W. Brady, Wrtatar; Jaawa R. Bryet, Fairport; ragi ai S.

Evanitiky, Pfttafbrd, and George E. Bakar, Rochester, aU of

N.Yn irtgaors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Con.
Filed Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,963

Int CL^ G03G 15/00

VS. CL 355—14 R 8 Claian

manner such as to bring said fur brush into contact with the

inner surface of said houung, saki brush being a rotary brush

1. In a xerographic copier, a panel for displaying mformation

regarding the status of said copier comprising:

message generation means having a numbo- of individually

addresu^le character generators which can be activated

and thereby rendered visible;

a gr^>hic display including a paitem of energizable elements

wUch correspond to various copier components;

circuitry coupled to said gr^>hic display and said message

generation means to coK>rdinate the visible message pres-

ented by the message generator means with the energiza-

tion of said elements to inform a user viewing said panel of

the status of said xerographic copier; and

an overtay for said display which illustrates a copier configu-

ration ootline to aid the user in orienting the component

represented by an energized element with the copier con-

figuration.

4,475,887

CLEANING APPARATUS FOR XEROGRAPHIC
PRINTING APPARATUS

Motoya Toyoda; Maaaydd AiMya; Hirooiid Koawa, and

itoHitachi

loU Co., Udn Tokyo, Japn
Fnad May 28, 1982, Sar. No. 382,965

iMLCLiQOSG 21/00

U.S. 0/355-15 S<aalBM

1. In a cleaning apparatus for a xerogn4>hic apparatus hav-

ing a fur brush for eliminating toner acflioing to a photocon-

ductor, a housing for storing the fur brush, imd a suction de-

vice; the improvement comprising moving means for moving

said fiir brush and said housing relative to one another in a

and bebig operable to remove toner accumulated within said

housing and move the same toward said suction device.

4*475,808

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGING EASEL
NcO B. Cartwright, 693 E. 16th St, Idaho Falls, Id. 83401

FDad Mar. 15, 1982, Sar. No. 357341

bt CL? G03B 27/58

VS. CL 355—74 1 daba

1. Device for exposing four equal s^ments of photographic

sheet materia] by means of a photogr^hic enlarger, without

changing the position of the projected image or without mov-

ing the easel base, said device comprising:

base board with slightiy raised boarders around the top and

sides, opaque masks of various sizes with one fourth cor-

ner section removed for producing borderless prints,

opaque masks with die cut opening in one fourth corner

section for producing bordered prints or other design, a

removable bar that can be placed in strategic positions on

the board to accomodate the various sizes of masks and

corresponding sizes of photographic paper,

means of positioning the removable bar on the board so as to

allow raised borders on left and right side of working area

to be exacUy one and one half times the dimension of the

width of the photographic sheet and mask used,

means of composing the photographic image for the first

exposure by butting the mask against the top and left side

raised borders with open quarter of mask in upper right

position,

means of composing image in open area of mask,

means of placing photograpluc sheet material under said

mask and making first exposure,

means of flipping said mask over laterally and butting against

top and right raised borders with open quarter of mask in

top left position,

means of shifting photographic sheet material under mask

and making the second exposure,

means of making the third and fourth exposure by repeating

these two steps but with the photQgra|riiic sheet material

turned 180 degrees from top to bottom.
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iw>v]APPARATUS FOR MODWING IMAGES ON
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM

HoMi L. Bjm, P.O. Bn 2M24, OUahom aty, Okla. 73126
F1M Jok 13, 1983, Scr. No. 457^11

Irt. aJ G03B 27/ia 27/68
U.&a.355—

M

5

1. In a graphics modifier having a chassis defining a horizon-
tal top and a rearward end upstanding backboard and having a
movable film board overlying the chassis top with a transpar-
ent film carriage normally superposed on the film board, the
improvement comprising:

under carriage means supported in depending relation by
drive rods extending through and ftilcrumed by said chas-
sis top and connected with opposing marginal edge por-

, tions of said fihn board for orbital movement in a horizon-
tal path;

motor guide means supported by said chassis and having an
eccentric pin connected with said under carriage means
for moving said under carriage means and said film board.
refl)ectively, in orbital paths of predetermined magnitude;
and,

motor means drivably connected with said motion guide
means.

which top cover can float on the at least one layer of
photopolymerizable material,

at least three nonaligned spacing membeh disposed around
the platemaldng area ofthe horizontal surface which will
support the top cover at a preselected distance above the
surftce,

wherein the improvement comprisea " '* ' ''

at least three nonaligned electrically conductive elements,
each such element located at the upper periphery ofone of
the spacing members,

at least three nonaUgned electricaUy conductive elements
disposed on the bottom surface of the top cover so that
each is paired with and wiU make electrical contact with
a mating electricaUy conductive element located on the
upper periphery ofone of said spacing members when the
top cover is supported by said spacing members, and

at least three electrically energized indicator circuits, each of
which WiU be closed when the element to which the
circuit connects on the bottom surface of the top cover
and the mating element to which the circuit connects on
one of the spacing members meet and are in electrical
contact

4,475311
OVERLAY TEST MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

TioMthy A. Bruner, NorwaUc, Comi., anignor to Hie Peridn-
ElMf Corporatkw, NorwaUt, Conn.

Filed Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,464
IM. a^ G83B 43/00

VS. a. 3S5-133
,3 ci„„

4,475,810

DOCHNG SENSOR SYSTEM
Rfciwd B. SehnMdar, WUidi«toa, DcL, MrigDor to Herades
iMOcpomad, WilaingioB, DeL

FDad Oct 6^ 1980, Ser. No. 194,114
taLCLiCOiB 27/04

U.&a355-85 jChto.

A-.'?

Lin an apparams for the preparation ofa photopdymerized
rehef miage plate from Uquid photopolymerizable material
havmg
a horixqntar surface which has a transparent platemaking

area disposed above an actinic light source and upon
wiudi area a negative of the image to be printed may be
poahiooed,

meam to provide at leaat one layer of liquid itttotoiwJymeriz-
abte material over a negative positioned on the platemak-
ing area of said surface,

a top cover under the effect oTa uniform downward force.

1. A test wafer for testing the overhy for aUgnment of a
second level pattern over a first level pattern for testing Btho-
graphic mstroments used in makmg microcircuits comprising:

a wafer having a cluster in the form of a pluraUty of first
level patterns alternating widi a plurality of opaque pat-
terns and a single second level pattern, said first level
patterns and said opaqw patterns being of substantiaUy
equal areas reflectively, said patterns being constructed
and arranged so that if a second substantiaUy identical
cluster is imaged on said first cluster with said second
level pattern of the second cluster aligned with any one of
said first level patterns on said first cluster then the opaque
patterns of the second cluster would be aUgned with the
other first level patterns on said first cluster.

CAVITY COUPLED OPTICAL CONDITION SENSOR
Cari J. Bncaek, EMdaitaa, CaUf., Md Raadd E. Bdck, Qnm.

try. Con., Mrignon to Jkt Urited SMm af AiMriea as
wpreeerted by the Saerttary af the Na»T, WaaUngton, D.C
CaMianatkM-ln-part of Scr. No. 138,623, Apr. 8, 1988,

•hMdaMd. lUa appUeatlM Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,354
Ut,CLi(mB 11/16,9/02

U.S.a3S6-32 6Clataa
1. An optical sensor for electricaUy measuring variations of

a physical condition, comprising: ^ >
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a coherent source of electromagnetic energy including an

optical gain medium;

an optical waveguide in the form of at least one optical fiber

of known length extending frtnn the vicinity of said me-

dium to transmit electromagnetic energy coming from

said medium, there being essentiaUy reflectionless cou-

pUng of said electromagnetic energy between said me-

dium and said fiber;

reflective means in the vicinity of said fiber for reflecting

electromagnetic energy exiting from said fiber back into

said fiber upon operation of said coherent source of elec-

tromagnetic energy, said medium, fiber and reflective

means forming at least two distinguishable axial mode

frequencies which form a difference frequency, said re-

flective means and said fiber being in spaced relation with

the distance between them varying in response to changes

in said physical condition; and

detector means coupled to said medium for creating an

electrical signal that varies in proportion to changes in

said diflerence frequency as caused by variation in said

distance between said reflective means and said fiber;

whereby changes in said physical condition cause corre-

sponding changes in said distance from said reflective

means to said fiber to produce proportional changes in

said difference frequency and corresponding changes in

said electrical signal.

4,475,813

DIVERGENT UGHT OPTICAL SYSTEMS FOR UQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Miner N. Monk, Rifiera Bcwh, Fla., aarivMf to MiltM Roy

Company, St Petersbarg, Fla.

FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 413^20

Int CI.3 GOIN 21/59, 21/64

UA CL 356-73 13
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rdatiooship to Ae focal length f of said light focusing

element:

I/s-H/s'-l/f

and

light sensor means positioned on the side of said aperture

onwsite to said light focusing element to receive light

passed through said aperture.

12. In liquid chromatographic analysis methods, the im-

provement which comprises:

streaming the effluent ofa chromatographic column through

a flow ceU having a transparent section of substantially

cylindrical cross-section,

projecting non-parallel light rays from a light source along

an optical axis that passes through said tranqiarent sec-

tion,

positioning a first light Umiting aperture on said optical axis

so that light passing along a first path frx» said flow ceU

passes through said first aperture,

positioning a second tight limiting aperture substantially

normal to said optical axis so that light passing along a

second path from said flow ceU passes through said sec-

ond aperture,

positioning positive light focusing elements in said first and

second paths of light passing from said flow ceU transpar-

ent section respectively to said first and second apertures

so that the distance s from the center of said flow ceU to

said Ught focusing elements and the distance s' from said

Ught focusing elements to the plane of said apertures bears

the following relationship to the focal length fof each said

light focusing element:

I/i-H/»'=i/f

positioning a first light sensor adjacent said first aperture and

a second light sensor adjacent said second ^lerture on the

side of each aperture opposite to its respective light focus-

ing element to receive light passing through said aper-

tures, and

making measurements of light values passing to said Ught

sensors through said apertures.

4,475314

DEVICE FOR DETERMINING THE SPATIAL POSITION
OF AN OBJECT

Piem Marcbe, Bonlopw Bfllaneowt, FtraMC, asri^or to U.S.

PhUipa Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed JnL 13, 1981, Scr. No. 282,356

Claims priority, appUcatioa FIraacc JnL 18, 1980, 80 1580
lat CL^ G02C 1/00

VJS. CL 356-138 5

1. In liquid chromatographic apparatus, an improved optical

system for detecting changes relative to time in the chemical

composition of the effluent of a chromatographic column

which comprises:

a flow ceU having a light transparent portion through which

a beam of Ught may be passed along an optical axis

through an effluent stream flowing in said ceU,

a Ught source on one side of said ceU to project Ught along

said optical axis through said transparent portion and the

contained effluent stream,

a U^t Umiting aperture positioned on a side of said flow ceU

opposed to said light source through which light emitted

from said flow oeU may pass,

a positive Ught focusing element positioned in the path of

Ught frxMn said flow cell to said aperture, the disuuce s

from the center of said flow ceU to said Ught focusing

element and the distance s' from sdd light focusing ele-

ment to the pUme of said aperture having the foUowing

1. Apparatus for sensing the orienution of an object having

a Umited range of motion about each axis of a triaxial coordi-

nate system, said apparatus comprising:

(a) first, second and third detection devices disposed on

respective ones of the coordinate system axes for receiv-

ing Ught from the direction of the object each device
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including means for measuring an angle of polarization of
received light with reqwct to the respective axi^

(b) polarized light sources disposed on the object including:

(1) a first light source arranged to effect continuous illumi-

nation of the first detection device over the limited
range of motion of the object;

(2) a plurality of light sources, each arranged to effect

illumination of at least one of the second and third
detection devices over at least a part of the limited
range of motion of the object, a fint and second one of
said plurality of light sowces being arranged to collec-
tively effect continuous illuminati<Mi of the second de-
tection device, over the limited range of motion of the
object;

(c) means associated with the plurality of sources for effect-

ing production of individual light characteristics, indepen-
doit of light source orientation, enabling distinction be-
tween light fiom different ones of the |riurality of light

source^ and
(d) means associated with the detection devices for distin-

guishing between light firom different ones of the light

towoes.

M75316
METHOD FOR DETERMINING IN SITU THE

ABSORPTION GOEPnCIENT OF PARTICULATE
MEDU USING PULSED LASER TECHNIQUE

Gffcsory C Moondin, Del Mar, and Uny B. Stotta, Chula
Vista, both or Calif,, aMigMMTs to ne Unitad State* of Aacr-
ka aa repnaeated by the Secretary of the Ntfy, WMUngtOB,

Filed Feb. 15, 19M, Scr. No. 121,937
bt CI.' GOIN 27/00

VS. CL 356-^437 2 nm*^

IF

b.a>» .• '«sJTrs»cL-:.v •
. ••.•.•••'•: '> ZJ.y.T ••> .•.y\

'—H*
\@

M7S315
MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING WIDTH
OF A SELVAGE RUBBER PORTION EXTENDING IN
TRANSVERSAL DIRECnON OF A COATING SHEET

Ryo Trinn, HigBrtiyMato, aidSvan Yasald, Kodaira. both
of JiPMf ! « s to BridgaatoM Tire Coovaay Limited,
Tokyo, Japo

FDed Jaa 22, 1982, Scr. No. 341,739
Oaiw priority, appiicatioa Japan, Jan. 30, 1981, 56-11639

lot CLi GOIB J1/04
U.S.a356-385 6Claha8

V/ ^5^ 5-J

1. A method for measuring a width of a selvage rubber
portion of a rubber coated sheet in which a plurality of rein-
forcing cords are arranged in substantially the equal interval
and in parallel and mtegraUy coated with rubber so that the
cord portions form expanded portions m said rubber coated
sheet, said selvage rubber portion extending in a transversal
direction of the rubbn coated sheet firom the most externally
positioned cord portion, comprising the steps of;

transferring said rubber coated sheet on a scattering surface
ofa transferring roDer whose reflecting property is differ-

ent fhm the reflecting property of said rubber coated
sheet, in the longitudinal direction of said cord,

projecting light onto a zone inchiding a part of the transfer-

ring roller, the selvage rubber portion and the most exter-
nally positioned cord portion in an inclined direction with
reqyect to an axial line direction of the transferring roller,

receiving light reflected by said zone by means ofa photode-
tector having a light receiving element array arranged in

parallel with the axial line direction of the tnmsferring
roller in soch a manner that an amount of light scattered
by the surftce of the transferring roller is substantially

equal to an amount of light reflected normally by said

cord portion to produce an output signal representing a
light intensity distribution of the light reflected by said

zone,

comparing said output signal with a predetermined level to
generate a bivalent si^, and

measuring the width of the above described selvage rubber
portion on the basis of said bivalent signal.

1. A method for determining in situ the true absorption
coefficient of a particulate media comprising:

pulsing a beam of optical radiation through a wide path in
the particulate meidium;

locating a radiation detector to receive the radiation at the
end of the wide path;

actuating the detector for predetermined intervals to pass
signals each representative of both the absorption and
particulate multiple scattering of the particuhte media as
the beam passes therethrough; and

monitoring the magnitudes of the representative signals by
comparing the representative signals to known values to
determine the absorption coefficient

4^75,817
MIXER FOR MIXING FIBRES INTO A SLURRY

William H. Brunt, l^ldealey, Ei^laad, aaaipMr to PilUagton
Brothers PX.C St. HalcM, bglaml

FDed Oet 13, 1983, Ser. No. 541,756
OaiBH priority, appiicatioa United Kfaigdoai, Oet 21, 1982,

8230106

lat a> B28C 5/06
U.S.CL366-^ 4ClataBS

4. A method of mixing glass fibres into a relatively dilute
aqueous cement slurry, wiierein the slurry a mtroduced
through a tangential inlet into an annular chamber, whose
inner wall is lower than its outer wall and which has a rising

helical floor, so as to cause the slurry to move around the
chamber in a rotary motion incorporating an upward compo-
nent, the slurry is caused to overflow the inner wall on to a
conical downwardly tiqiering outlet where it acquires a vortex
motion, and the glass fibres are caused to ftll on to the slurry
in the conical outlet and thereby to be mixed into the slurry by
meus of the vortex motion.
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M75318
ASPHALT COATING MIX AUTOMATIC LIMESTONE

CONTROL
Wojeieeh L. BfadkowaU, 121 Wright St, Richnood Hill, On-

tario, Qunda
OMtfanstioB of Ser. No. 303,369, Sap. 15, 1981, ahMdoMd. lUs

appiicatioa Aag. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526«430

lat a^ B28C 7/04

VS. CL 366-17 2

material directly into each of said compartments, a plurality of

discharge conduits operatively connected to the twse of said

distribution casing and a source of air operatively connected to

said discharge conduits for conveying said material.

1. An automatic control for regulating and critically control-

ling ratio differentials of limestone to asphalt in an asphalt

coating mixture for a shingle line comprising, mixing means,

means to feed limestone and asphalt to said mixing means,

means for proportioning the rate of feed of limestone to the

rate of feed of asphalt to said mixing means, means for contain-

ing the limestone/asphalt mixture, means associated with said

containing means for recirculating said mixture in said contain-

ing mfiinf and thereby fn"«"**«" said limestone suspended in

said mixture, means for sensing the density of said mixture in

said recirculating means in order to obtain the {"atio of lime-

stone to asphalt in said mixture, means to sense the temperature

of said mixture, means to deliver information senses by said

means for sensing density and said means to sense the tempera-

ture to a control means to automatically adjust said means for

proportioning so as to proportion the amount of incoming

asphalt to the amount of incoming limestone to max imize the

amount of limestone in said mixture in accordance with a

pre-set upper limit, and means to a4just said pre-set upper limit

when the temperature sensed by said means to sense the tena*

perature of said mixture is below a pre-set temperature level in

accordance with the said sensed temperatures.

4,475319

PNEUMATIC GRANULAR OR SEED APPUCATOR
Charica BafaMr, Box 34, Elic, Modtobo, Canda (ROH OHO)

Filed JaL 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,675

OaiiH priority, applicatioB United Kingdon, Mar. 25, 1981,

8109305
lot a.3 BOIF 13/02

VS. CL 366-107 23 OaiaM

1. A pneumatic applicator for granular materials, such as

granular fertilizer, herbicides or the like and seeds; comprising

in combination a substantially vertically situated auger assem-

bly including an upper discharge end, said auger assembly

being operatively connected to a source of power and to a

source of granular material, seed or the like, a distribution

casing surrounding the discharge end of said auger assembly,

said distribution casing having a base and an outer wall, a

plurality of separation walls rising above said base to define

separate receiving craipartments, means for moving said mate-

rial radially outwards towards the outer wall of said distribu-

tion casing, said moving means including a vane which passes

next to a portion of each of said separation walls to move

4,475320

DUAL CONCENTRIC, ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED,
MULTI-FUNCnON ROTATABLE FLEXIBLE SHAFT

Gerard M. Mulligan, Toms Rircr, NJ., assizor to Pcnawah

Corporatioa, Philadelphia, Pa.

FDed Oct 22, 1982, Scr. No. 436^92

lat a.J BOIF 7/16, 15/02

VS. CL 366—142 9

n Mm

9. Apparatus for mixing components in a mixing tank pro-

vided with a dump valve and sensor by a driving motor shaft,

said apparatus comprising flexible shafting including

an outer flexible shaft having a hollow core,

an electrically non-conducting flexible tube diqxMed within

said hollow core,

an inner flexible shaft received within said flexible tube,

means cooperating with said motor shaft for rotating said

inner and outer flexible shafts in opposite directions, each

of said shafts having a paddle blade secured thereto for

rotation therewith in said mixing tank,

means for impressing an electric current acrow said shafts

while rotating, and

other means for transmitting said current from said inner and

outer flexible shafts to said sensor and dump valve

wherd>y said dump valve empties said mixed components

from said mixing tank in response to a signal from said

452-227 O.G.-84-8
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MIXING aUMBER ^^^"^ "ucceasive quutities ofthe Uqidds suppUed to

Dlyrlocfc.»iWoM|pii,RM,r.>,thofW«yfc^F,d.ltep.af
"^"^oP«ri»»8-

"*
to Bndwr-AMtartiMhi M^t»A^\ > .

' ti.

IMO, 3037m
IM.a>l»lF J/05

GabH, nfeiiHMiM Fbrrhhiita, Fed. Rtp. of Gcnnay M75,I22FM Sip. »
,
1M1« to. No. 30(,7S7 ELECTilONIC WATCH WITH GONDUCTOR TRACKS

FW. Rtp. or Gonwqr, Oct 7, FORMED ON THE WATCH GLASS
JoevMs MMIkr, RoeooTtUar, ad EInr Moek, Bieaw, both of

,«^,
SwItolMd. oirigMr. to ETA. S.A, Fahriqwi i'EhiKhtt,

10 daioM SwitBerfauid

Filed M^r 20, 1901, to. No. 265,m
Claiiu priority, oppUcatkNi SwitKriaad, Mmt 28, 1900.

4129/00 ^ '

lM.a3G04CiJ/a2
U.S.a36S-«0 7CbiBis

?™
CWWWB^MWI

•'..

1. Liquid-iiujdng apporatus for producing a substantially
homogeneous mixture of a plurality of liquids for supplying
such nurture to a Uquid chromatograph, said apparatus com-
pnstng

a plurality of liquid supply means for supplying a plurality of
liquids,

housing means having inlet means and outlet means,
liquid measuring time control means connected between said

supply means and said inlet means for supplying the liq-
ukbin small measured quantities one after the other in
•uocession to said inlet means for repetitive time cycles
covering successive periods of time,

said housing means having a single mixing chamber therein,
and a single fine-pored filter plate disposed in said mixing
chamber and dividing said mixing chamber into a single
inlet portion and a single outlet portion.

Mid inlet portion of said mixmg chamber having a single
inlet opadng connected to said nilet means.

Mid outlet portion of said mixing chamber having a single
outlet opening connected to said outlet means,

said filter plate having a small pore size in the range of two
to fifty microns,

said inlet portion of said mixing chamber widening out be-
tween said miet openmg and said filter pkte at an opening
angle more than 90*.

said outlet portion of said mixing chamber widening out
between said outlet opening and said filter plate at an
opeaiBg angle moie than 90*.

said filter plate having a diameter substantially greater than
the diaaeter of said inlet opening whereby there is a
corresiHwidingly great variation between the maximum '

and mfarimnw path length between said inlet opeaing and
the various portions of said filter plate,

said fiher plate having a suhstantially greater diameter than

t
the diameter of said outlet opening whereby there is a
correspondingly great variation between the maximum
and minimum path length between various portions ofsaid
filter plate and said outlet openmg,

said fine-pored filter plate forming a buffer member having
anfailetside surftce on wUdi substantially uniform liquid
prasore builds vp and over which surftce the liquid flow

" density is sobilaMially identical,

said:|teat wialioiis in poth lengdi and the small pore size of
said filter plate causing substantially homogeneous mixing

1 An electronic watch comprising a casing, said cam^g
having an electronic watch circuit positioned therewithin, the
components ofsaid circuit including at least a battery, a diq>]ay
system, a resonator and an integrated circuit, said casing hav-
ing a gbtts mounted thereon, said glass having an outside face
and an inside face, with the peripheral edge of said mside hce
serving as a mechanical support for at least one of said compo-
nents, and a plurality of electrically conductive tracks formed
on at least said peripheral edge for making electrical connec-
tions between said compments.

4^75323
SELF-CALDIRATINO THERMOMETER

W. Porter SIom. Waipole. NJL, aarigMir to Piem Ehetrie
Prodwla. Inc. CaaAridgs. Mm.

FDad Apr. 9. 1902. to. No. 3f(,«S6
int a' GOIK 75/00

U.S. 0. 374—1 2

1. A cahbration system for a temperature sensing piobe in an
dectronic thermometer comprising:

a rderenoe temperature element having a characteristic that
varies as a function of temperature

a refierence temperature sensing circuit, responsive to said
reference eleaent, for providing a reference sigoal rqne-
sentative of the temperature sensed by said reference
element;
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a probe temperature sensing circuit responsive to said probe

,
for providing a probe si^al representative of the tempera-

ture sensed by said prcbe;

means for releasably interconnecting said probe and said

probe temperature sensing circuit;

comparator means for comparing said probe signal represen-

tative of the temperature sensed by said probe and said

reference temperature signal representative of the temper-

ature sensed by said reference element; said probe temper-

ature sensing circuit being respnwve to said mnnparator

means for adjusting said probe signal represenutive of the

temperature sensed by said probe to match said reference

signal represenutive of the temperature being sensed by

said reference element; and

fault detector means including means for monitoring the

output of said comparator means and means responsive to

said means for monitoring for indicating that output from

said comparator means Ins not dropped to zero within a

predetermined time to indicate that a said probe cannot be

calibrated.

4^73324
BEARING FOIL STIFFENER

Jerry Giver, Playa Del Rer. Henry A. Sirridge. Pfeloa VcrdM

Pcninsda. and Eraeat J. Iboch. Lea Angeles, aU of GaUf..

ini^on to The Garrett Coryontion, Loa Aagelea, CaHf.

Filed JuL 1. 1902. to. No. 394y37>

lMLCL?n$C 32/06

U.S.a 384-306 25

1

the recording paper sheet with said printing head and said

paper feeding means; and

means for biasing said press-contacting means toward said

S S M

printing head and said paper feeding means to define a

center of pressure at substantially a center of a range of

said press<ontacting means which range corre^xnds to

the predetermined lange of said printing head.

1. A hydrodynamic fluid bearing comprising:

a bearing support member having an opening therein;

a rotatable shaft operably disposed within the opening of

said bearing support member, and

a plurality of compliant, overlapping, integral foil/stiffener

elements operably mounted within the opening in said

bearing support member around said rotat^le shaft, each

of said plinhty of integral foil/stiffener elements having

first a stiffener and then a foil in series extending from the

end mounting thereof and an integral underfoil extending

in parallel with the stiffener from the end mounting

thereof and overbying the stiffener.

M7S326 ' ^
"

matrix printer with magnencfsad
adJIjstment

Hdvkh Dirr, Wlhadorl^ Lothar Haahrkh; Wcnddla Weber,

both ofSiegen. and HcraMa Rkhtar, F^endsaberg, aU of FM.

Rap, of CiiraMj , aaaignars to VS. Ptillpa Owperatka, New
Yorii.N.Y.

CoBtiniilian of to. No. 264.571. May 22. 19U, abaadawd.

TWs appMcatien Feb. 17. 1983, to. No. 467.574

OafaM prierity. appHratiw Fid. Rap, ofCmnMy, M«y 23,

1900.3019773
bLCL^BM3/12

UJS.a 400-124 5 CUtm

NON-IMPACT PRDmNG APPARATUS
KeakUro Haiktaoto, YokohaM^ Japan, aasignor to

KahiridU KaiAa. Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aag. 16, 1902, to. No. 408.993

OataH priority. appUeation Japan. Aag. 31. 1901. 56-135596

Int a> GOID 15/10: B4U 12/02

VS.a 400-120 7 Oaiins

1. An non-impact printing ^iparatus, comprising:

a printing IwkI for printing characters on a recording paper

sheet by reciprocating said printing head along a direction

of width of the recordnig paper sheet;

paper feeding means benig disposed in the direction ofwidth

of ihe reeordmg pqier sheet for feedhig the recording

paper sheet when said printihg head Is operated within a

predetermined range which is narrower than a printing

range of Hid printfaig head;

means having a width larger tiian the printing range of said

printing head, and being disposed to oppose said paper

feeding means and said printing head for prew contacting

1. An inqxoved matrix printer having a carriage which is

movable to and fro along a paper guide and oo which there is

arranged a {Hinting head having different printing positions for

which purpose it is retetivdy pivotable with respect to the

carriage about an axis which extends perpendiealarly to the

line direction and also perpendicularly to the surface of the

paper to be printed, the relative pivoting motion oiUtt pritating

head with respect to the carriage being realized by aHans of a

magnetically activatable position changer whidi exerts a

torqae on the priating heaid, wherein the improvement con-

ues: -

said printer fiuther tnchides means to pivot the position

changer ottt«*»*«g the braking effect of a magnetir fUd to

change tlK position of the position changir responsive to

movement of the cKriage. <-
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^
M753r

TEXT PROCESSING mVKE COMPRISING AN
EXCHANGEABLE DISC HAVING FLEXIBLE SYMBOL

ARMS
llMdoni J. M. WlllMMi, BwHoom nd Martiaa T. VontM.
boMk, Dm DniM, both of NilhwlMidi, Mriffon to Bvi.M Sj ilit laeflffOiHii &V^ On BoMh, Nctkcrluds

FM Feb. 23, 1M2, S». No. 351,5M
OaiH priority, apvHcatioa NctbtritMli, Dec 21, 1981,

810S753

IM. CL^ B4U J/30
UAa 400-144J 5 chims

of said drum, wherem the prajjection of one of sud type
belts extends into the sp«ie between said belts, and

—
~1 ii —Y*

• • • -r

DDD

wherein the character on the one type portion is provided
on said projection.

1. A text processing device comprising a first guide for text
receiving sheet material, a carrier displaceable along a second
guide and carrying a disc rotatable about an axis and having
flexible, radial symbtri arms and a hammer mechanism rigidly
mounted on the carrier opposite said first guide for touching
each symbol ann chancterixed in that the disc has a central
orifioe reodving a pin jounialled in the carrier and being dis-
placeable with the aid ofa mechanism from a retracted position
into a projecting operational position and conversely, the pin
snapping into said orifice in the bttter position, in that a press-
ing member is tetenod near the end of the pin and the carrier
includes a oooiter-bearing coKdal with the pin, the disc being
provided with a registering member, the registering member
being arranged near the central orifice and adapted to co-oper-
ate with a driving element setting the angular position of the
disc and being joumalled m the carrier independently of and
coaxially with the pin.

M75329
CAPAOnVE METERING MEANS FOR UNIFORM

RIBBON FEED AND TAKE-UP MECHANISM
Willie Goff, Jr., AaitiB, and Erroi R. Wmians, Jr., Romd

Rock, both of Tec awigMn to Intcnatioiial BosfaMa Ma-
chhiea CorporatioB, Anmrnk, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 259,136
lat a^ B41J 33/14

U.S.a400~232
^Claims

toCuMMKaba-

M7S328
SMALL PRINTER

TMMO NiiUkawa, TacUkmra,
, Tokyo, Japaa

I of Sar. No. 238^18, Apr. 28, 1981,
IMi wHcatkM May 11, 1983, Scr. N^ 493,744

y. appHcatioa Japaa, JaL 31, 1988, S5-104M5
lat a^ B4U J/20

U.S.a 480-144 4Ckiw
L A printing drum, comprising; ti> .:

a cyliiidrical shaped drum; and
at least two printing type beta mouatad around the periph-
w^ wftce of said drum and being spaced apart by a

'pradetaimined distance, each type belt having a plurality
' ofielactiwiy usable type portions each with a character

thereoo* each type beh also having aimqeotkm whKh is

mtegraDy fbrmed thereon and extendsm an axial direction

r/

1. Apparatus for feeding ribbon from a supply reel to a
take-up reel, each reel supporting a portion of a fixed inventory
of ribbon running from the supply reel to the take-up reel
compnsmg
means for driving said take-up reel at selected one of a plu-

rality of diffiereat rotational vek)ctties,

c^wcitive means for sensing the portion oftaid inventory of
ribbon on said supply reel and for producing an dectrical
signal rq>re8entative of the radius of said portion, and

means for selecting one of said rotational vek)citie8 m re-
sponse to said signal.
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SPUCELESS RIBBON STRUCTURE HAVING LEADER
AND TRAILER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

THEREFOR
John 0*N. Schaefer, fifrJagtoa, Ky., aniflBor to latemational

Bariaeli MacUaca Covpoialioa, Aimoaii N.Y.

CoatiaaatiOB-hi-part of Ser. No. 308,791, Sep. 29, 1981,

ahaadoajd, lUs appiiealkM Ai«. 5, lfB2, Scr. No. 408,433

lat a' B41J J//a5

U.S.a40fr-238 IS

plate having at least one row of plural key apenura compris-

ing a key housing mounted in a first key aperture and a verti-

cally movable striker means positioned in said key housing, a

guide portion shaped Uke said key housing and mounted in a

second key aperture adjacent said first key aperture, a keybut-

ton spanning plural key apertures connected at one opposed

end onto said striker means and having at its other t^ppoted end

sz^S

zzzzzzzzzz

1. A spliceless single use bulk transfer type printing'ribbon

assembly comprising a pair of spools, a length of spliceless

ribbon extending between said spools, said ribbon comprising

an ink impermiable substrate and an ink layer thereon, a length

of ink masking means adhesively attached to said ink and

having an end proximate at least one end of said ribbon, and a

zone of adhesive proximate each of said ends of said ribbon,

and juxtaposed with said ink masking means and engaged with

said spools.

4,475331
POSmON TRACKING EMTFTER FOR A PRINTER
WTTH EMTITER PATTERN ON LEAD SCREW

John E. Df^sB, Charlotte, N.C., aaripior to laternatioaal Bari-

oeci Maehiaes Corporatioa, Arnoak, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 522,953

lat a.» B41J 2J/J6; GOID J5/24

UA a, 400-279 '

a vertical giiide tongue for supportive receipt in said guide

portion, and a rectangular guide bracket having one end pivot-

ally mounted on a first pair of two spaced pins in said keybut-

ton and the other end pivotally mounted on a second pair of

two spaced pins on an auxiliary portion arranged on said guide

portion, said auxiliary portion beng slidably disposed on an

upper surface of said guide portion.

4,475,833

WEB AND SHEET PAPER FEED MECHANISM FOR
PRINTERS

Zbigatew-Igor SawlcU, Maalch, Fed. Rep. ofGcrMay, asri^or

to Sieawas Aktieageacllachaft, Bcrlia A Mnaich, Fed. Rep. of

Genaany
Filed JaL 1, 1983, Scr. No. 510,325

ClaiiH priority, ivpUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, JaL 15,

1982, 3226510
lat OJ B41J J3/J0

U&a 400-405 17 OalBM

1. A position tracking emitter comprising a carriage, a lead

screw having a helical thread, said lead screw being supported

fOT rotary movement,

a lead screw follower mounted in said carriage and engaging

said thread of said lead screw, whereby said carriage is

driven along a linear path by said lead screw,

an emitter maridng pattern {vovided on said lead screw and

extending along said throd, and

transducer means mounted in said carriage for sensing said

emitter marking pattern to produce electrical signals in-

dicative of incremental displacement of said carriage

along said linear path.

4,475,832

PARALLEL GUIDE FOR PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES
WTTH MULTIPLE BUTTONS

Walter Wachs, KraOliBt. Fed. Rep. of GcraMay, aaaigaor to

SicMaa AkrtcagMrilirhaft, BcrUa * Maaich, Fed. Rep. of

Coatfamatioa of Scr. No. 285,427, JaL 21, 1981, abaadoacd. lUs

appUcatioa May 24, 1983, Scr. No. 494,339

OaiaM priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GeraMay, Aag. 27,

1980,3032282
lat CL^ B4U 5/J2

UJ5.a400-^«96 S(Mm
I. A key actuator apparatus for use in a keyboard earner

1. A paper transport mechanism for line by line printers

comprising a pin belt tractor drive assembly including pin belt

tractors mounted on drive shafts extending widthwise of the

printer, a guide strip extending widthwise of the printer along

which the tractors are movable, single sheet guide elements

fixable to said guide strip, said guide elements defining a paper

guidance channel therebetween, said guide elements remov-

able fh>m said printer, said tractor transport mechanism pivot-

able (torn a horizontal to a vertical position, said guide ele-

ments, when attached to said guide strip, and when said tractor

transport mechanism is in the vertical positioo being position

substantially vertically above a printing sution area for verti-

cal feed of sheets of paper between said guide elements, said

guide elements including pressure rollers cooperating with one

of said drive shafts for ccmtroUing movement of paper posi-

tioned between said guide elements.
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WUTINI^JN^nUMlNT FSQJECTABLC B¥ FLUID
PRESSUKE

P. Bmi. Ttaadi FlMi, CUk Skal 9-10, TorroMliMM,

mart bong pontivdy eagifMl with gud expusibie Cham,
ber means by aaid'bJMiiig meam. v i j

>

RM Apr. 2, 1M2, S«r. No. 3HitO
i^CL^B^SK 21/01 24/00UAa 401-99

ms^

•>/

4«47Stl38

2,^^^S5f^^«^WW>M OVEN SURFACES

Milat Laboratoriaa, Ik., EOtert. tad.
'

.-.^
.
!i FIM Sep. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 420,954

., o « .- '^ °-' ^*^ ^-^Z^* A4«B 77/02
. UAa 401-132

lOCtalin,

1. A pen having longitudinally opposed first and second
ends, comprising:

a writing element comprising a longitudinal tube having ink
tterem and kmgitudinaUy opposed ends, one of said ends
bemg a writing tip;

**»[*»« °yfor producing a projecting force in response
to lateral pressure applied at any point about the entire
outer periphery of said pen between said longitudinaUy
opposed ends and for enabling a pen user to write with
Mid pen when said pen is grasped and positioned in the
band of a user in the normal manner for the intended
purpose of writing with said pen;

said actuating means comprising:
a generally tiibular outer pen casing having a resilience

such that said outer casing is substimtiaUy deformed
with the normal amount of force created between the
nnfen«id thumb ofa pen user when the user is writins
with said pen;

*

a generaUy tubular inner rigid casing having opposed
ends;

a flmd reservoir, said reservoir being located substantially
between said outer casing and said inner casing and
havmg longitiidinally opposed means for sealing said
reservoir; and

a fluid contained in said reservoir
•aid writing element being di^xised longitudinally witiiin
•Id umer casing witii said writing tip adjacent said fint

ij2? *Ul?If'*"**^
*'** |*»«>*w*m^l «liding movement;

bnsiiig OMBOS ooocting with said inner casing and said writ-
ing dement for biasing said writing element longitudinally
madirectioo toward said second end;

pr^je^ memis responsive solely to said projecting force
produced by said actiiating means for projecting said
writing top kmgitadinany against said bia^ means in a
jnrection toward said first end to project said writing tip
wngofinally outwardly fitim said first end a distance
•uffieiem to expoac said writing tip, said projecting means
oompriamg expansible chamber means diqwsed within
oaeof said ends of said fainer casing near said second end
in mad oonwnnnication with said reservoir such that when"" projecting force is produced the vohnne of said fluid
" —

*

reservoir is reduced and said fluid is Cfnnf6 to
:- eipaad said eqMnaible chandler means toward said first

end to thereby expose said waiting tip. said writing de-

1. A device for applying a caustic containing cleaning solu-
tion to soil on a soUed oven surfiK« and which is capable of
simultaneously applying a scrubbing action to the soU, which
device comprises a reservoir, a piercable closing means capa-
ble of keeping the cleaning solution in the reservoir until it is
^erced and an abrasive, cleaning solution permeable, scrub-bmg pad of a non-woven screen of fiben formed with an
adhesive to bind them together, the reservoir being genendly
oblong having a top, first and second ekmgated sidewaUs
depending from tiie top, third and fourth endwalls depending
from the top, tiie sidewalls and endwalls terminating in a com-
mon plane to form an open bottom to the reservoir, and a lip
surrounding die open bottom formed by a coplanar extension
of die sidewalls and endwalls extending transversely out-
wardly from dw open bottom a sufficient disumce to permit
die firm attachment of die abrasive scrubbing pad diereto, die
top, sidewalls, endwalls and Up being formed as a unitary
•^ucture from a flexible polymeric sheet material and where
the reservoir is of a size which wiU fit comfortably in a user's
hand such diat die sidewalls are from about 3i to 4i inches
long, die endwalls are about U to 2i inches long and die
reservoir had a depdi of about li to 2i inches, die sidewalls
each havug an elongated indenution dierein extending paral-
lel to die top and suitable for gripping between die user's
diumb and fingers and which assist in providing die reservoir
widi compressibiUty when die sidewalls are squeezed inwardly
towards each odier, die top having a crown-like ridge around
the perimeter diereof to provide rigidity dieteto when die
sidewaUs are squeezed, die endwalls being ofsufficient rigidity
to support die top widiout collapsing when scrubbing pressuii
18 apphed to die top in a direction nonnal to die surface being
cleaned,- die piercable ckising means being positioned so as to
be capable of supplying cleaning solution to die open bottom
of die reservou- upon being pierced; die abrasive scrubbing pad
extendmg over die entire open bottom of die reservoir and
bemg firmly attached to die Up diereofaround its entire perim-
eter.

^^

'/;•

M7S334
BACKSCRUBBER AND/OR BACKSCRATCHER WITH

REMOVABLE SPONGE ELEMENT
Aldo Coloffori, 69 UmUm A?*., CUMde Park, NJ. 07010

Filed Dee. 15, 1901, Ser. No. S(l,7»
tat CU A47L 7i/77

U&a 401-201 13CUM
1. A device for scrubbing and/or scratching the back of a

user and providing means fii» mampulation by said user to
reach odierwise inaccessible areas of die body, sakl device
including:
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(a) a handle portion adapted for grasfring by the user,

(b) a wire-Ulw stem portion secured to and extendmg from
said handle portion;

(c) a pivot means provided at a determined distance from
said handle and oa said wire-like stem portion;

(d) a tong-Uke jaw formed from the distal aid portion of the
wire-like stem portion, this tong-Uke jaw formed into a

semi-circular configuration of a selected radius;

(e) a separate wire-Ulw length member having a midportion

adapted to engage and be retained by said pivot means so

as to be rotated and swung about said pivot mean^

(f) a tong-Uke jaw formed in the end portion of this separate

wire-like length, said tong-Ukejaw formed into a semi-cir-

cular configuration with a radius similar to that in the

complimentary jaw;

(g) a hook retaining configuration formed in and at the other

end of the separate wire-like length member and adapted

to engage and be removably retained by said stem portion,

and
(h) a sponge formed from resiUent material of a selected

softmss and having a reduced intermediate portion con-

figured and sized so as to provide and be gripped when
and while the tong-Uke jaw portions are in a closed and

retained condition.

4,475,037

ROLIX>N APPUCATING PACKAGE WTTH SEALING
CAP

Arthv H. Derahnach; Suane Bodgai, both of nnrinnati,

Ohio, and Ctarsaee R. Peaee, Jr., Edgewood, Ky., aaaivnrs to

He Procter A GonUe Cofany, CinriMiati, Ohio

Filed Apr. 14, 1902, Ser. No. 340,350

tat a^ A45D 34/04, 40/26

U.S. CL 401—2U 4 OaiaM
1. A roU-on appUcating package ad^ited to contain and

dispense products incorpor^ing a Uquid having a very low

surface tension, said package comprising:

a container compriang a body portion adapted to recdve

the product and having an integrally formed upper por-

tion which includes an qipUcator socket tenmnating m a

Up;

a spheroidal appUcator dement rotatably disposed within

said socket with said Up circumscribing and thereby en-

closing a miuor portion of said appUcator element within

said socket;

a closure tdesooped over and enclosing said socket and

appUcator deanent aaid closure comprising a topwaU, a

depending skirt-Uke sidewaU, and a depending rib formed

integraUy oa the interior peri|Aerd portkm of said top-

waU, and having mounted therein a porous, absorptive

insert having a lower surface which is in intimate contact

with said Up along substantiaUy its entire perimeter;

means to affix said closure to said container when said clo-

sure is in telescoped conditioii; and

means to estabUsh a continuous primary mechanicd sed

between the said qjpUcator dement and the said socket

and adapted to resist leakage of said product therethrough

when said closure is in tdescoped condition;

sud absorptive insert comprising a microporous polymer

which is chemicaUy unreactive with sud product and has

an open ceUular structure, a void volume in the range of

firom about 30% to about 93%, a median cell size of from

about 10 to about 100 microns, a median pore size of from

about 1 to about 30 microns, and a stress of compression in

the range of from about 8 to about 1 3 kilograms/cm.^ and

which possesses capillary attraction with said liquid of a

magnitude suffident to cause preferentid migration of

said Uquid into said microporous polymer rather than

spreading on the exterior sarhce of said container when

said liquid is in contact with both, whereby upon applica-

tion of said closure into tdescoped condition the com-

pressibiUty characteristics of said microporous polymer

permit sufficient penetration by said depending rib to

insure that said insert is brought into intimate contact with

sdd Up such that fugitive liquid which may leak through

said primary sed when said closure is in telescoped condi-

tion is absorbed and held within said insert as a resdt of

said capUlary attraction.

4,475,030

CLOSURE MEANS FOR A UQUID
Rupert J. Groptoa, Saabory oa Hiaaiw, Englaid,

Richardsoa-Vlcks tac, Wfllo% Cou.
Filed JaL 5, 1979, Ser. No. 54,703

OahM priority, applkatkw Ualted Klagdoai, Feb. 15, 1979,

7905370

tat a^ A44B 77/02

UjS.a401—270 9<

1. In a liquid dispenser of flexible materid for

Uquid from a container comprising a brush bcrider member

having an inner surfiMe defining a bore and a plug member

mounted in the bore and having an outer surfKe, substantid

portiras of the inner and outer surfaces having circular cross-

sections of the same diameter and being maintained in sealing

contact with each other, the improvement comprising:

protrusion means extending substantially azidly on one of

the inner and outer surfaces for radiaUy distorting areolar
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cmn •mionil portkMis of at least one of the inner and 4|47S,M0
outer BurfiKet to intermpt the circular croM-sections METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONNECTING BOAT

RAILINGS
Gcmae A. Scharitt, 1109 HcaqOeld Dr^ and Ro«dd T.

Schadtt, 1015 Woadrldr BM^ both of LaacMtcr, Pa. 17601
FIted Aug. 1, 1913, Sar. No. 519,084

brt. CL3 B2SG i/OQr Fia> //OO
U.S.CL403-20 WCIahns

thereof to form passage means therebetween for commu-
nicating the liquid therethrough.

4t47S339
SUCKER ROD FimNG

DomU G. Stnidbafi. Ptofc Fonat, DL,
Iitatriaa, iMn OafelaN. Ohio

PDad Apr. 7, 1983, Sar. No. 482,800
Iitt. CL' n€D 9/00

U&a 403-2

to Park-Ohio

11

1. A railing connector for connecting a first railing member
to a second railing member at an angular relationship thereto,
comprising:

a threaded member having a first portion engageable with
said first railing member, a second portion engageable
with said second railing member and a drive portion po8i>
tioned between said first and second portions;

an adjustment member received within said first railing

member, said adjustment member being axially aligned
with said first railing member and rotatable about said first

raiUng member axis to permit a circumferential movement
of said second railing member about the axis of said first

railing member, said adjustment member havmg a
threaded opening therein to receive said threaded mem-
ber,

a drive member engaged with said drive portion of said
threaded member to affect rotation of said threaded mem-
ber;

a spacer having an opening therethrough for the passage of
said first portion of said threaded member, said spacer
being positioned between said drive member and said first

railing member; and
washers positioned, respectively, between said drive mem-

ber, said spacer and said seccmd railing member, each said
washer having a thickness at least as great as the krgest
thread spacing of said threaded member.

11. A sucker rod fitting for receiving an end of a fibergkus
sucker rod and for coupling the received sucker rod to another
sucker rod, said sucker rod fitting comprising an elongated
moiber having internal surfaces defining a bore extending
from an open end of said member to a closed end, said internal
surfiKcs including ahemately long, radially outwardly tapered
mrfaces extending toward said closed end, and short radiaUy
inwardly tapered surfaces extending toward said closed end,
said surfaces being dhneaaioned to cause breaks which occur in
a received sucker rod to occur within said bore.

4,475,841

INTERSECnON JOINT FOR WOODEN MEMBERS OF
TRUSSES PARTICULARLY FOR SPACEFRAMES

Hdnrt Ebcriehi, Wiirxbwg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, aarivior to
Mcro-RauBatraktnr GaibH A Cb. Winbnrg, Winboig, Fed.
RiV. of Gemany

Filed JuL 14, 1981, Sar. No. 283,191
Claims priority, appttcatioo Fed. Rap. of Gcraaay, JnL 15,

1980,3026689

Int. CL3 B25G 3/00: F16D 1/00
U.S. CL 403-287 13 nri—

1. In an intersection joint for a wooden truss member
wherein a thread bolt with a head portion is secured on the end
of the truss member by a fixing element, the improvement
wherein the fixing element comprises at least one elongated
portion extending toward the truss member, the end of the
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truss member comprises a recess for receiving said dongated

portion therein, and means is provided for securing said elon-

4^475,843

APPARATUS FOR CLAMPING CABLES

Gary J. Wyler, Saykmbm. Pa^ aaaigwr to McGrawEdiaoa

Conpaay, RolUng Maodowa, DL
Filed Sep. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 529,084

IM. a.> B2SG i/36

U.S.a 403-394 M

gated portion to the truss member when it is positioned in

recess.

4^475342

CORROSION RESISTANT SHAFT AND BOSS
CLAMPING DEVICE

Mawm Oaaya, Toyonaka; HitoaU CUba, Takatiaki, a^ To-

ahibiio Hoaokawa, ToyoMka, aU of Japan, aaai^ors to

TaabaUoKrto Chain Coaipany, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,613

ChdiM priority, appUoMion Japan, May 18, 1981, 56-

70495[U1 _
Int a.3 F16D 1/06

U5.a 403-370 2 Oains

3 2 M V

1. A corrosion resistant shaft and boss clamping device of

the type having an inn» race fitted over an outer periphery of

the shaft, an outer race fitted over an inner periphery of the

boss, said inner and outer races being expansible and contract-

able, a pair of wedge-shaped tapered surfaces being formed on

an outer face of said inner race and on an inner face of said

outer race, a pair of taper rings disposed between said inner

and outer races, the taper rings having wedge-shaped surfaces

complementary to said inner and outer races, and. a plurahty of

clamping bohs for urging said toper rings toward one another,

each of the bolts threadably engaging one of the taper nngs

and having clamping surfaces for engaging the other of the

toper rings, the bolts operable to clamp said shaft and said boss

together, the improvement comprismg:

said inner and outer races and said pair of toper rings being

made of austenitic stainless steel, said plurality of clamp-

ing bolts being made of a precipitotion hardened stainless

steel, and one of sakl taper rings having a hardened ni-

trided Uyer on a surface thereof to be contacted by the

clamping surfaces of the clamping bolts, the austenitic

stainless steel of the taper rings and precipitatkm harden-

ing and nitriding of the stainless steel bolts and stainless

steel taper rings preventing seising between abutting stain-

leia steel damfnng surfaces of said device.

1. An apparatus for clamping at least two cables together,

comprising:

a clamp body including an upper portion and a lower por-

tion,

a bendabble hinge secured on said upper portion and said

lower portion joining said upper and lower portions to

define said clamp body in a clam shell configuration,

one piece fastening means for fastening said upper portion to

said lower portion, said upper portion including a first

diagonal groove formed therein and said lower portion

including a second diagonal groove formed therein,

said clamp body being fabricated of a deformable material,

such that said first and second diagonal grooves deform

about said cables to impart pinching forces between the

sides of said grooves and said cables to thereby hold said

cables securely with respect to each other.

4,475344

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RESTRICTING

LOCAL VARUTIONS IN GROUND LEVEL IN THE
ViaNTTY OF SURFACE WATER DRAINS AND

MANHOLES
Oacar S. Amtyr, Walltagalmi 37, S-Ill 24 Stockhoha, and

Hiord L Eivtrihn, S450 18 Beasbyn, both of Sweden

per No. PCr/SE82/00189, S 371 Date Jan. 26, 1983, \ 102(e)

Date Jan. 26, 1983, PCT Fob. No. WO82/04276, PCT Pab.

Date Dec 9, 1982

PCT Filed May 27, 1982, Sar. No. 463,448

Clahna priority, appUcatioa Swcdoi, May 29, 1981, 8103405

Irt. a.J EOIF 5/00: B02D 29/12

UA CL 404-2 « O**"

.— «. t J

3. A structural arrangement in surface water drains and

manholes for restricting tocal variations in ground level in the

vicinity of surfiice water drains and manhoks compnang a

vertically oriented tubular drain, at locations where the freez-

ing and unfreezing of the ground causes the ground and parts

of the drainage system located therein to move, said arrange-

ment including a drain cover-support means (2) arranged to be

anchored in the surface ground layer (5) and provided with a

tubuUtf part (6) which projects down into the dram (»)«|«»

axially movable reUtive to said drain; and a supportmg element
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qowgport mmum tnd bdng Miwate thefcfrom ud

Siiyj* Pfltet*? "*** "PPOrting dement being

jMJProvijtod with meM <Mi 11, 11) by whfch th^

iMljiog (tam (1) when • relative movement is obtuned
oeiween ne dnon and the supporting element (I).

M7S345
KmiNAL MANHOLE CHIMNEY SEAL

i' .^f"* ^«^ A""* ^"^ a^ Oi^ E- Andmoa, Elk
ta Iki Q«lB CompariM, Ine^ Elk

together akmg edges eitending substanttaUy parallel to a
center am (rf a dram;

winding said web onto said drum as said drum is floating on
afluidsurfiKx;

navigating and floating said wound drum to a beginning
section of said entrenchment to be laid;

unwinding said wouU drum while fteher navigating and
floating said drum along a water surfke of said entrench-
ment;

pumping water in said entrenchment firom a section of said

:^fc

ujs.a

FM Oct H ltt2, S«. No. 43M02
hLCL^EUXD 29/12

13

t In a manhole asMmbly comprising a manhole casting
havmg a flaiiie and a manhole the improvement oompSngT

punt eiternaOy sealmg said manhole assembly against

^j?**^ o';*^ "^ •««»« means comprisingr
• ™* WMig section with an inner side, an outer side and a

top Hutue, sakl inner side having an annular recess
theiein so as to preaant a croas section having a vertical
mner snriKe and horiioatal upper and lower rims, said
nnular reoesB bemg ofdimensions suitable to receive said
edge portion of said flange;

' ^S""* ."f^"*
iection having an mner side and an outer

ihte. said hmer side bring adapted to be woeived by the
eileraalsurfisoe of said manhole

an^afly eipandabie mtermediate section' joining said fintMweopd sealing sections, said intermediate sectionpumng the vertical distance between said manhole cast-
mgand said manhnk; and

securing means endrcKng the eiterior of the sealing means
ibr riming Uie aauBng means m a sealed relationship to
the external surfiMe of die manhole assembly, said secur-
ing means enipi idiig-

a means fbr securing said fbit sealmg section to said flange of
the manhole casting; and

for securing sakl second seaUng section to sakl

entrenchment where sakl wri> has not been takl to a sec-
tion of sakl entrenchment between sakl begmning section
ofnkl entrenchment and sakl fkMting drum to decrease a
radius of curvatiire ofa convex surfkie of sakl web to aidm unwmding sakl web from sakl fteating drum, sakl con.
vex surface extending from sakl drum to a floor of said
entrenchment; and

a longitudmal axis ofsakl drum being substantially parallel to
sakl flukl surface as sakl drum is wound and sakl axis bring
substantiaUy paraltel to srid water surfk* as srid dnmb
navigated, fkwted and unwound.

M7S3M
MBTHOD OPPLAONCAWEB

^"^ NiCla« WwkndML NalhariandL a^ Jimh a v ,

S^C^NlvTlil^Sr* ""^ ^ HoDandaefce

SSlI'.ik.X
WOiO/a2437, PCT Pah.

KT FDad Ma^ 2, IMO^ S«. Ne. 23M13
... ^ _ '"^ ^'" ^/^* "«- '/04UA a. 40»-17 7 ruA^

iHhiiii fan!!!?S^Ji!^'??
* ""^^ * wrtmierged condition on an

fcnring a wab by joining sections of web material lengU»

M7S,M7
raOCESS FOR CONSOLIDAnON AND SEALING OFGEOUXnCAL FORMATIONS AND ARnnOAL BEDS

OFROCE,EARni,ANDGOAL

Sre?*^' ®'*^ "« W*«^ ^^^ Meyar,
hoth of Essen: Rdf Kabana. Odanthal. and Mvtia Vn^!

•U of FM. Rap. of Ganmy, maiffon to

. both oi; Fad. Rep. Of Germany
Fgad Sap. 34, 1M2, Scr. No. 423,387

«!, 313«ir''
""^^ '•* "* -^''—

'•^ ^
lat a^ E21B 33/13S: CMG 18/76: E02B 3/12UA Q. 408 3M n Qgi^

1. A process for the consoHdation of geotogkal formations
and artificial beds of rock, earth and coal by means ofibammg
and hardenmg polyisocyanate/polyol blends, wherehTsaid
polyol oomprites a dk>l wiUi secondary hydioxyl functions and
havmg an OH number of about ISO to 1,000 and sakl polyiso-
cyanate is Uqukl at room temperature and comprises crudeMDI obtained by the phosgenation of amUne/formaklehyde
condensation products or derivatives or piepolymen of srid
crude MDI whkh are Uquukl at room temperature.
It A twoKshamber cartridge contauimg polyisocyanate m

one chamber and polyob in die other one, characterized m thatdw polyd component and die polyisocyanate component are
made iq) accordmg to daun 1 or 2.

_ 4^478348
COMPACT VACUUM CONVEYOR APPARATUS_- ,.__

*iS£lSJ'
"^^ ••A^ Ak-

FIMJ^, 1M2, Sar. No. 388,047
Iht a) B88G 53/54U&a 408-118 fdaimi

1. A compact vacuum conveyor apparatus for the pneumatic
conveyance of kxwe bulk materials, comprising a support
cabinet adapted to be transported by an undercarriaae, said

'^

.
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cabinet comprising a paralldepiped having f^t, back, side,

top and bottom walls, and srid cabinet contammg: a separator

for die bulk material; a ddivery device on sakl separator, and

a vacuum pump aggregate connected to sakl separator, srid

apparatus further including a hollow tubular conveyor being

connected to srid separator and extending outwardly of srid

front wall of srid cabinet; and an elongated support arm

mounted on srid front wall, sakl tubular conveyor being sup-

ported on srid support arm; srid tubular conveyor comprising

a horizontri segment connected at one end to srid separator,

srid segment comprising a telescoping hollow tube arrange-

ment, a tubular bend element at the other end of srid segment.

connected to the wkler end of srid first truncated tubular

cone;

(d) a second truncated tubular cone having its wkler end

operativdy connected to die odier end of srid tubular

expanrion chamber,

(e) second riongated tube having one end operativdy con-

nected to the narrower end of said second truncated tubu-

lar c(»r,

(0 charging tube coaxially disposed at one end portion with

sakl other end of sakl second elongated tube and having a

duuneter larger than sakl second dongated tube;

(g) third truncated tubuUr cone having its wkler end opera-

tivdy connected to die other end of sakl charging tube;

(h) relatively short tube having one end operativdy con-

nected to the narrower end of sakl third truncated tubular

cone and the odier end tenninatmg in a downwardly

fscing opening;

(i) cone distribution means poritiooed coaxially bdow sakl

opening and through sakl opening to define an annular

space between srid cone distributxm means and sakl rela-

tively short tube whereby die particular materiri passes

through sakl annular space.

a verticri tubular segment connected to srid bend element, srid

verticri segment including a flexible tiAe connected to said

tubular bend element to fiscilitate movement of sakl verticri

segment toward and away from sakl horizontri segment; a

flerible, intermediate tubidar segment connected to said verti-

cri segment, and a suctkm nozzle connected to sakl flexible

segment; srid support arm including a pair of kmgitudinally

extending rails, a trolley movable riong sakl rails and being p^rank J.

secured to sakl tube arrangement adjacent sakl other end of *
"

sakl horizontri segment for extending and retracting sakl tube

arrangement, and hoist means on srid trolley including a wind-

up cable connected to sakl verticri segment for effecting sakl

movement

4y47S,8S0

SPLIT HELIX ROUTER BIT

2839 W. RoUko Dr., WOariigtoa, Del 19008,

F. PcMna. 215 St8rlb« A?c^ New Gaade, DaL

19720

FDed Aas. 14. 1901, Ser. No. 290,778

lit O? B28D 1/12

UJ5.a 407-54

4^75,849

DEVICE AND METHOD FOR THE UNIFORM
DISTRIBUTION OF A BULK MATERIALS STREAM

Peter HD^af, Haabari, Fed. Rap. of Germany, aarisaor to

OandfaM Pcten AG, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay
FDed Sep. 30, 1902, Sar. No. 429,256

CUM priority, appUcatkm UiUad Kingdom, Oct 1, 1901,

0129852
Int CL^ B85G 53/40

US.a 408-183 11

mm

^^
.V

LA device for die relative uniform distribution of particu-

late materiri comprismg in sequence:

(a) first dongated tiibe; /
. ^

(b) first truncated tubuhff cooe, srid fkst doqgated tube

terminatii^ at the narrower end of sakl first truncated,

tubular conr,

(c) tubular expanskin chamber having one end operativdy

1. A split heHcri router comprising a cylindricri shaft havfaig

a shaft end adapted to engage driving means, srid router uti-

lized for high speed cutting of lanrinatwd materials m a direc-

tion substantially at a right angle to the cylindricri axis, a

cutthig zone containing at least one set comprising a plurality

of unifbrm overiapping right-handed hdicri cutting edges and

at least one set comprising a plurality of uniform overiapping

left-handed helkri cutting edges, srid cutting edges being

ioclmed at an angle of 2;^ to 33 degrees rebttive to die cylindri-

cri axis of the router shaft, and sakl cutting ed^es having a

substantially uniform outside dkuneter akmg the fUl length of

the catting zone, and taott than one flute wherein the flules

sqwrate the hdicri cuttmg edges and also extend die length of

die cutting zone and are paralld to die cylindrkal axis of dw

router shaft
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M78351 , AAntmrn*
'y!?^ FORCUTITNG TOOI^ RaTARY^^ GUIDE

I>1MDM.13,19l2,Ser.No.449,0M Fiw iw an loa^ c- *, ^..«.

Lrt.a3B23P/i/r«B2a)7/a]ii/a?
UAa4o>-i37

us, CL 407—113 7

10

1. An indexable disposable insert comprising eight contigu-
Otts edge faces and two octagonal side faces having four alter-
nate comers with equal obtuse angles of a first value; two
opposing comers with equal obtuse angles of a second value;
and two opposing comen with equal obtuse angles of a third
value greater than that of the second value; cutting edges being
formed at the junction of at least one of the octagonal side
faces and each of the eight contiguous edge faces.

M7SJS2
RETRACTABLE ROTARY CUTTING TOOL

EUo K. KondMo. Onh«1ad, RX, atripMr to SantnMie

Sdaiaa

FOad Dee. 24, IMl, Ser. No. 33M58
UL di B23B 51/00

US, CL 40S-73

1. A retractable rotary cutting tool having a tool body,
carrier means mounted to said body for movement relative
thereto m the longitudinal direction of the tool body, a cutter
mounted on said carrier mens for radial movement between

"^?flf°**
0'"^*'^ positioos, first camming means on said

tool body for camming said cutter radially outwardly in re-
sponse to relative longitudinal movement between said body
and carrier means in a first direction, first abutment means on
•Md body normaUy engaging second abutment means on said
earner means to prevent said relative longitudinal movement
m said first direction, said body and carrier being reUtivdy
kmgitudinaUy movable in a second direction opposite said first
direction in response to pushing of said carrier means against a
stop, displacement means responsive to said relative longitudi-
nd movement in said second direction with said cutter in an
inward position to rdativdy move said first and second abut-
ment means out ofalignment and permit said relative longifudi-
nd movement in said first direction wherein said cutter moves
to said outward position, second camming means on sud body
for swiqging said cutter to sud inward position in reponse to
sdd rdative longittodind movement between said body and
**"*"

'

""'?. "^ "** "«»»<' direction when said cutter is in an
ODtward posWoO, ntdtlisplacement means being responsive to
said relative loogitiidind movement in sdd second direction as
sdd cutler is lidng moved to an bward position to relatively
move said flnt and second abutment means into alignment and
prevent sdd rekttive kmgitudind movement in sdd first direc-
tion after said cotter has reached said inward position.

1. A drill adapted for insertion into a lotatable chuck for
fonmng a bore of a preselected depth in a hard metd work-
piece, sdd drill comprising:

a straight fluted end having a generdly cylindricd surface
with a plurality of chip removd recesses provided axially
theredong. at least one hardened cutting insert located at
the anally forwardmost portion of each chip removd
recess, wherein sdd chip removd recesses have substan-
tidly straight sidewdl portions extending axidly rear-
wardly from the respective inserts, said sidewdls lying
substantidly along planes pardld to the axis of rotation of
the fluted end, a chip removd area tapering radially out-
wardly from at least one of the sidewdls at a distimce from
the axidly forwardmost end of the fluted end at least equd
to the depth of penetration of the drill, a grooved body
portion having a generdly cylindricd surface the radius
of which is greater than die radius of the straight fluted
end, sdd grooved body portion including a plurality of
grooves extending axidly dong said portion, wherein sdd
grooved body portion is adapted for insertion into a bear-
ing positiondly secured with respect to the workpiece to
bt driUed, and wherein sdd axidly extending grooves
provide a coolant and lubricant fluid path axially from the
axidly rearward portion of the drill to the straight fluted
end portion.

'

toCaitoSafe

M75,854
LASHING DEVICE

S?eii-Olow Ericaaoo, OMda, Swedei,
SoeAB, Sweden

Filed Jd. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 3M,170
Clataa priority, appUcatkM Sweden, Mar. 31, 1982, 8202047

bt a.3 BMP 7/13
VS.a 410—103

7 Qjj^
1. An improved knhing device to secure objects on a base,

said device comprising a U-shaped frame member having two
legs and means for affixing sdd frame to the base, a strap
winding-on drum joumdied in sdd frame member legs about
an axis extending between said legs, a holding pawl member,
and spnng means normdly urging said pawl in a fint direction
mto a position holding a strap wound onto sdd windmg-on
drum against loosening, the improvement comprising

said holding pawl member arranged for movement m a
direction perpendicdar to said first (Srection to a position
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laterd of sdd winding on drum wherein sdd pawl mem-

ber is out of engagement with said winding-on drum to

4,475,856

E»>ANSION SCREW WTTH AN EXPANSION SLEEVE

HAVING AN OUTER CYLINDRICAL SURFACE AND
REGIONS OF GREATER AND LESSER WALL

THICKNESS
Dlar ToooiavH, Eukede, Sweden, aasiffor to Telefooak-

tieboiaget L M Eiteaaon, StockholiB, Sweden

PCT No. PCT/SE80/1I0334, § 371 Date Jd. 20, 1981, § 102<e)

Dde Jd. 20, 1981, PCT Pab. No. WO8V01870, PCT Pub.

Date Jd. 9, 1981

PCT Filed Dec 16, 1980, Ser. No. 284,653

Clain priority, appUcatioB Sweden, Dec 21, 1979, 7910573

lat CL^ F16B 13/06

VS. CL 411-33 7

release sdd winding-on drum so as to slacken sdd strap by

utilizing the sxnp tension.

4,475,855

CARGO CONTROL CART ANCHOR
Charles F. Crissy, and Pad M. Holmes, both of Jackson, Mldu,

asdgnors to Aeroqdp Corporation, Jackson, Mich.

Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,544

iBt a.3 B61D ¥5/00

UAa 410-126 4adais

1. A cargo control anchor comprising, in combination, an

elongated anchor body having first and second ends compris-

ing a first tiibe telescopingly mounted upon a second tube for

relative axid displacement thereto, a threaded shaft intercon-

necting sdd tubes whereby rotation of sdd shaft axiaUy dis-

places sdd tubes relative to each other to vary the length of

sdd body, a hook member mounted upon sdd body first and

adapted to engage the cargo to be controlled, a support fitting

mounted upon sdd body second end, sdd support fitting com-

prising a cargo control track insert having upper and lower

notehes defined therein for recdving the edges of a cargo

control track opening, extensions defined upon said insert

adjacent sdd notches adapted to maintain the insert within a

track opening upon the insert being oriented within the track

opening in a predetermined manner, a retainer movably

mounted upon the insert movable between a noteh blocking

position and a release position wherein sdd noteh blocking

position sdd retainer restricts the depth of one of sdd notehes

to retain the insert within a track opening and in the release

position increases the depth of sdd one noteh to permit the

insert to be removed from the track opening, retainer operating

means mounted on said insert sdectivdy moving sdd retainer

between sdd noteh blocking and release positions, a pivot pm

mounted upon sdd support fitting pivotably mounting said

body second end upon sdd support fitting, and a handle lo-

cated at sdd body first end operativdy connected to said

threaded shaft for rotating sdd shaft

I. An expansion fastener adapted for being secured in a

cavity comprising a screw portion having a threaded end, a nut

threaded on sdd threaded end and an expandable sleeve on

sdd screw portion, said sleeve having an outer cylindricd

surface facing a wall of the cavity when the fastener is inserted

into the cavity, sdd screw portion including integrd, axially

spaced conicd portions defining intermediate cylindricd por-

tions between the conicd portions, sdd sleeve having an inner

surface facing sdd screw portion and including a wdl with

thickened regions corresponding to sdd cyUndricd portions to

form projections at sdd inner surface of sdd sleeve located

between adjacent spaced corned portions on sdd screw por-

tion and thinner regions between said thickened regions corre-

sponding to sdd conicd portions to form recesses m said inner

surface of sdd sleeve receiving said conicd portions, said

thinner regions being of reduced thickness compared w said

thickened regions to permit greater expansion of said thick-

ened regions than the remainder of the sleeve upon relative

axid movement of sdd sleeve and screw portion to form outer

bdges around the sleeve for pressing against the wdl of the

cavity to secure the fastener in the cavity, the spacmg between

sdd thickened regions of said sleeve being greater than the

spacing between sdd corned portions of sdd screw portion.

toDlcad

4,475,857

DETENT APPARATUS
Syoio Hirdwa, HigasU-MatsayaaM, Japu,

KIU QMDpny. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed F*. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,676

adnia priority, appUcdkM Japan, Feb. 18, 1981, 56-20522

lot CL^ F16B 39/10

U.S.CL411-88 ^ ^^?fTf
1. An apparatus for preventing rotation of a plurality of

ndghboring delivery vdve holders each having a shank

threaded into a fud injection pump, an enlarged head with

which a tool is engagable for driving the deUvery valve boWer

into or out of the fiiel injection pump and an annular surfiaoe

defined between the shank and die head, comprismg:

an abutment member including a generdly recttngular,

relativdy thick flat plate with notehes each havmg a
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.{.

»e«Vcllve Bdghbonag delivery valve hoiden. MidWt»g mens inehidiiis bolt which is tfare«led into a T
r~fr

3CUm

44"

!!^?y ?°*^ ^P"^ ®^ ^ abutment member to
•ttongy abut agunst the top of the fuel injection pump
untd the abutment member is raised into pressing amtact
with undeisida of the enlarged heads of the neighboring

M • nead thereof for recavmg an elongated fastening tool
so that an upward force is imparted axiaUy to each of th^
naghbonng delivery valve holders to cause firm frictional
engagment between the shank and the injection pump
mto which the shank is threaded.

M7Mn^WnEADH) MEMBER HAVING RESILIENT INSERT
^STi!;.^.'?'^''' '!!<' "<J«gfcE.CWMy.Haslett. both

u^a4ii-^^^'"«^'/-'^''/^^ ,^

^v!Sf^*V*.^^!'^ "^ *«*»«» "^^ having a

^^JSi;?^^!*^ engageable with said complem^.^2,^»^«d thn»ded member having a single LiaDy«tendmg reoas formmg an opening adjacent its threads, an

SrST^'S"S^^"^ "*" ***«'*"« "**»Jy beyond^ root of said threaded member for fHctional engagementw«h«d oomplememary threads to hold said complSJ^^
tt««d. relative to e«* other to prevent rotatioS in dSS^ectowu Mjd opemng of «id reeesa being larger than said

Ana* it <jVoaite sides and acUacent to said insert in a^^
tioncurumfeienti^^

2!!?!l?Z*?'^ I«tic'« of material at said oppo^ ada
fofwaid of the direction of rotation of said thi«dSd^^
mdto aco^a distorted portion of said inaert at the other side

2J^J2S!r!l!!ir'"*^y
of the direction of rotation ofwd threaded member upon rotiitioa of said threaded member

*««a bemg formed by a stepped bore, the smaller portion ofwhich reoeves said insert and the brwr «rt.*i««C* c-

u

fonns saU openinT
"*""*"* '•^ P«<»° "^ which

1. A rivetless anchor nut comprising: !

an hardened metal elongated hoUow shaft member means
for receipt m a hole in a workpiece and to extend through
said workpiece to a remote side thereof, enlarged meansHt
one end of said shaft member means for preventing said
one CTd of said shaft member means ftom passing through
said ho e. a female thread witiiin said shaft member meant

a malleable metal deformable collar element means for radr!
clmg said shaft member means on said remote side of said
workpiece; and

interlocking means on said shaft member means for inter-
lockmg witii said deformable collar element means.

.«- 4^78360
APPARATUS FOR DISCHARGING RAOIOACIIVE

WASTE FROM ITS CONTAINER
M«wg^QfcWo.NaOTg^a,dNorioOkamoto. Tokyo, bt^

_raad May W, MM, Ser. No. 37955 ^^
CUm priority. appUcttkM Japai, May 22. IMl, S6.7M92

U.S. CL 414-^16

1 An apparatiis for discharging a radioacti've waste from its
container comprising:
a truck provided witii driving means for the track and ar-

ranged in opposition to an opening of said container
seizing means provided on a side ofthe truck on a side ofsaid
opening of die conUuner and including chws cuMble of
closing and opening for seizing and releasing said radioM^
tive waste;

—~-»^

a first cylinder connected to said seizing means for closins
and opening said claws;

^^
a second cylinder k)cated between said track and said seiz-

ing means for tiWng said seizing means downwardly; and
a detects arranged between said truck ml said *i.i».t
means for detecting pressure caused by said seizing mesm
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pea^rating into said waste when said truck moves toward

said opening of said contiuner tot taking said waste there-

from, signals from said detector being transmitted for

stopping said truck moving toward s^ container and

operating said first cylinder to dose said daws.

4^75,861

AUrOMOmLE OCCUPANT HOIST
Rolori S. MadaHky, 8900 Karlo? Afc^ SkoUc, m. 60076

FDad No?. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 411,609

Iirt. a' B60N ;//2

U.S.a 414-462 12

1. An automobile occupant hoist for entrance and exit of a

handicapped occupant and for use with an automobile having

a floor and a door post and a door openable ftxnn said post

comprising: an elongated body, bracket means for mounting

said body to said floor and said door post in fixed diagonal

position transversely of said automobile, said body having an

upper end adjacent the side of the automobile used for entrance

and exit of said occupant, an extensible arm telescopically and

non-roMtably mounted in said body and extending from the

upper end coaxially thereof, power means for extending and

retracting said extensible arm, said arm moving up and down

and out of and into said automobile, a sunwrt arm extending

substantidly longitudinally of said autmnobile, and means for

mounting said support arm from said extensiUe arm, all of said

hoist being disposed widiin said autoarabUe with said extensi-

ble arm retracted.

4^78362

VEHICLE FORTHE 11AIP0RARY STORAGE OFWASTE
Bcrtll PadMoa, Lad, aid Aarao Kyndsr, MafaaB, both of

Swedca, airiffon to BJL laaofatioa Aktiebolag, Load, Swe

a collecting section of box-shape defining a storage space of

generally rectangular section and substantially the same dimen-

sions as the vdiide, a standing plate supported in said storage

space for movement, in die longitudinal direction of the vehi-

cle, between a first forward end position and a seoood rear-

ward end position to adopt said storage space of tiie collecting

section to the volume of the waste stored in said qwce, drive

means for moving said standing plate between said first and

second positions, said collecting station constituting the body

and frame of the vehicle and comprising a bottom part forming

the frame of the vehicle, front wheels carried by said bottom

part bdow said first position of the standing plate, rear wheels

carried by said bottom part bdow said second position of the

standing plate and a front waD on said bottom part, said bottom

part being formed as a plate^hape dement of channel section

including a horizontd lower base plate, opposed verticd walls

joined to the lower base plate at the longitudind edges thereof,

and bofizontd outwardly extending upper base plates joined to

the verticd walls at the upper edges thereof, said standing

plate including a centrd portion which is supported between

the verticd walls of the bottom part, and side parts which are

supported above the upper base plates of the bottom part,

reinforcing means on said bottom part extending longitudinally

at the juncture of the verticd walls and said upper base plato,

sud reinforcing means including portions overlapping said

verticd wdls and sdd upper base plates to reinforce the same

and to provide means for sliding and guiding of said centrd

portion and side parts of said standing plate thereon, said bot-

tom part ftirther including a portion extending longitudindly

in front of sdd front wdl and forwardly of said front wheels

for supporting a driver's compartment.

4,475,863

ELECTRIC SERVO DRIVE LIFT UNIT

Ldaad F. Blatt, aad Joka A. BlatI, both of 31915 Grossback

Hwy., rnmt, Mkh. 48026

FOad May 24, 1982, Sar. No. 381,146

lat CL^ F16H 1/04; B65G 57/20

U.S.a 414-889 «

/A*

per No. PCr/SE81/00234, § 371 Data Apr. 23, 1982, § 102(e)

Data Apr. 23, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/00627, PCT Pab.

Dale Mar. 4, 1982 ^. ^.
per FOad Aag. 24, 1981, Sar. No. 375,284

CUM priority, appUeatioa Swedsa, Aag. 26, 1980, 8009962

lat a3B65F J/00

U&a 414—513

vf*

^rm.

t A vehicle for tiie temporary storage of waste comprising

^i,/

1. A lift unit for a punch press having a bed and a die opening

comprising a housing including an upright back |riate mount-

able upon said press;
.

a pair of upright paraUd spaced tracks withm said hooamg

mounted upon and spaced forwardly of said backplatr.

an upright feed screw jouraded and supported upon aad

spaced forwardly of sdd back plate;

a carriage including an upright carriage plate spaced for-

wardly of said feed screw;

vertically ^Mced bearing blocks secured upon outer edges or
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•idwmge ptate revwanUy thereof. e«:h bearing block
rapportmg a pluraUty of right angularly related cam fol-
lowen operatively engaging opposite sides of said tracks
and the opposite outer edges thereof for guidably mount-
ing said carnage plate upon said tracks for reciprocal
movements thereoo;

a nut mount assembly secured to said carriage plate includ-
ing a nut threadedly receiving said screw;

a motor mounted upon said back plate haviiig a drive shaft
parallel to and coupled with said feed screw;

said carriage extending below said housing;
an a4jusuble support cradle mounted upon and depending
from said carriage adapted to mount a workpiece gripper
tool adapted for programmed reciprocal movements in a
substantially horizontal plane relative to said die openine
andbed; *

«nd an electronic encoder axially connected to said feed
•crew and electricaUy connected to said motor for con-
troUmg the direction and number of rotations of its drive
•haft for effectiiig a programmed repetitive cycle of pre-
determmed vertical feed movements of said carriage.

M7S,864
CONTAINMENT CTRUCTURE

SojAHiJqrJ^ aadgwrt to United Technologiei Cor-
yontHMmiartfonI, Con.

Filed Dee. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,«9«

.t« ,^ . -
Irt. aJ F16P 7/0^

UAa415-9
25CIaims

MM

1. A method of forming a circumferentially extending struc-
ture to contam particles having an axial component of velocity
•nd a radial component of velocity, the structure including a
flexible cumg formed of a circumferentiaUy extending fabric
which mcludes the steps of;

forming a first structure having a first outer diameter, a
•econd outer diameter not equal to the first diameter, and
an exterior surface extending therebetween for supporting
•nd positioning a fabric;

*

forming a flexible casing about the first structure by wrap-
ping a fabric about the fint structure under tensions such
2«t the mstaUed length of the fabric is greater than the
Jee length of the fabric by a first amount at the first
««neter and a lesser amount at the second diameter.

4i475,S65

^^I^ IP? CONTROLLING TOE OPERATIONOF A WATER TURBINE OR A PUMP TURBINE AND A
»—. »_.,.a^

MBTOOD THEREOF
*^Jy*^^y"«'!'*fa«i«i^K«wnh««. Tokyo, both

or Jaaaa. -rf«««, to Tokyo sWbMra D«kl Krt«Wki Kai-

guidevanes adapted to be opened and closed under control ofa speed governor, comprising:

(1) means for detecting a rotation speed of the water turbine

,^^ ,
fTP *V**'* <*"™8 * power generation operation:

(2) a load rejection control device including;
(a) a load rejection detector connected to receive the

rotation speed for comparing the rotation speed of the
water turbme or the pump turbine with a first pre-
scribed value and for producing a load rejection signal
when the rotation speed of the water turbine or the
pump turbine becomes greater than said first prescribed
value.

(b) a governor state detector for receiving an input signal
and for judging whether or not said speed governor
performs a normal operation based on said input signal
to produce ajudgement signal when the speed governor
IS judged as being normal,

(c) an inlet value open order device connected to receive
said judgement signal for producing an output signal
when neither an emergency shutdown order nor a quick
shutdown order is issued,

(d) an inlet valve close order device connected to receive
the load rejection signal and connected to receive said
output signal for producing an inlet valve close order
based on the load rejection signal and said output signal,

(3) an inlet valve control device connected to receive the
inlet valve close order and connected to receive said
output signal of the inlet valve open order device for
producmg a control signal, to close the inlet valve to a
prescribed opening when said inlet valve close order is
received and for producing a control signal to open the
mlet valve to a maximum opening when said output signal
is received.

"

FJd JaalS, WM, Ssr. No. 342,409
rtority, ipHk«k« ianm, Jm. 30, 1901, S6-12766

UAa41S-36
"^"^'^^"^08

^^^^tAn apparatus for controUing the operation of a water
Wrtwne or a pump tiirbine equipped with an inlet valve, and

4»47S,866
UQUID METAL MECHANICAL PUMP

Mitsom Kambe, HigasU, and ToodUro FUtada, Na^reyama,
both of Japan, aasignors to Doryoknro Kaknncnryo Kaihatra
Jigyodan, Tokyo, Japu

Filed Apr. 21, 1902, Ser. No. 370,545
Claims priority, appUcatkm Japu, Apr. 30, 1901, 5645422

lat a.3 POID 25/14UAa 415-112 4 dMirn
1. In a Uquid metal mechanical pump having
a substantially cyUndrical casing,
a pump drive shaft vertically extending along the center of

said casing.

a hydrostatic bearing immersed in Uquid metal rotatably
supporting a lower portion of said drive shaft, and

a difiiiser disposed below said bearing, die improvement
which comprises:

a soUd, imperforate partition wall extending upwardly from
said diffuser and surrounding said bearing along the axial
direction diereof with a clearance between said solid
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partition wall and said bearing, said solid partition wall

being provided with an upper end positioned substantially

above the hydrosutic bearing between areas mside and
outside said solid partition wall at a position remote from
said diffuser, said area outside the solid partition wall

constituting a mixing chamber,

I

4^75,867
AXIAL FAN AND NOISE ABATEMENT APPARATUS

COMBINATION
Difid A. Soya, Topnga, Calif., aarivMir to Gocral Acoustics

CorporatkM, Los Aogdsa, CkUf

.

Contiaoation of Ser. No. 189,321, Sep. 22, 1980, abudoned. lUs
appUcatkM Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 450,545

Int a^ F04D 29/66
U.S. a. 415—119 Oains

1. In combination with a duct and an axial fan having a

central fan structure from which a plurality of Uades extend

disposed within said ducts, a noise abatement apparatus com-
prising:

fint center body means extending axially from said central

ftn structure and in alignment therewith in a downstream

directicn for occupying a first volume in which turbu-

lence would otherwise occur and for creating fully devel-

oped turbulent flow, said first center body means being in

the shape ofa figure of revolution having a transition zone

tapered radially outwardly from said central fan structure

to a center zone having a diameter substantially greater

than that of said central fan structure and a terminal zone

tapered radially inwardly, said center zone being dimen-

sioned relative to said duct such that an annular space

between said center zone and said duct is reduced com-

pared to an annular space between said central fan struc-

ture and said duct, whereby said ftilly developed turbulent

flow is initiated;

firrt side branch resonator means positioned within said first

center body means for attenuating resonance of at least

one firequency band produced by said fan;

second center body means extendmg axially from said cen-

tral fan structure m an upstream direction for occupying a

volume in which turbulence would otherwise occur; and
second side branch resonator means positioned within said

second center body means for receiving energy traveling

upstream through said duct and for attenuating resonance
of at least one frequency band produced by said fan.

4,475,866

FREE-FLOW.PUMP
witasriand, asslgaor to Eaile Egger

* Cic SA, Crsssisr, SwHaeriaad

Filed Dec 1, 1982, Ser. No. 445,971

Claims priority, appUcattoa Switzcriaad, Dec 8, 1981,

7825/81

latCi^VOn> 29/44
VJS. a. 415—213 A 7 Claim

' whereby a port of liquid metal forced out of the diffuser is

thoroughly mixed in said mixing chamber in order to

eliminate any temperature differences in said liquid metal

and then the mixed part of the liquid metal flows over the

upper end of the solid partition wall before being supplied

to said .hydrostatic bearing so that thermal shocks to the

hydrostatic bearing are reduced.

1. An improved free-flow pump of the type having a pump
housing defining a free-flow chamber having an axial dimen-

sion and a radial dimension, a suction pipe and a limiting mem-
ber m communication with said free-flow chamber, said limit-

ing member defining an impeller housng having a radial cir-

cumference less than that of said free-flow chamber, said im-

peller housing being laterally of^ from and in communica-
tion with said free-flow chunber. said communication being

established by said limiting member between said impeller

housing and said free-flow chamber, said impeller housing

having a rotatable vaned impeller, having a rotational direc-

tion, said vanes extending toward said axial dimension of said

free-flow chamber, a pressure pipe disposed along and inter-

secting said radial circumference of said free-flow chamber, in

communication with said free-flow chamber, and a housing

tongue adjacent the intersection of said free-flow chamber
with said pressure pipe, wherein the improvement comprises

said limiting member extending into said free-flow chamber in

said free-flow chamber axial dimension from a region occupied

by said housing tongue and along said free-flow chamber radial

dimension in said impeller rotational direction, said limiting

member axial extension also decreasing in length of extension

into said fiee-flow chamber in said impeller rotational direc-

tion.

4,475,869

GAS TURBINE ENGINE AND SHAFT
Kenneth G. Dtftsa, Derby, England, assignor to Rolls-Royce

LImitad, London, Englaad

Flkd Oct 22, 1982, Ser. No. 436,334

OainH priority, apiriication United Kingdom, No?. 12, 1981,

8134109

Int CL^ FOID 5/02

VJS. a 416—170 R 2 ClaiM
1. A gas turbme engine comprising;

a drive shaft having an upstream end;

a front fan connected to said upstream end of said drive shaft

for driven rotation thereby;

a roller bearing assembly supporting said upstream end of
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nU drive ihaft, nid roDer beuing mataMy including sn
inner race integrally fixed to Mid npetreem end of said
drive thaft, an outer nee, and roller bearings therebe-
tween, said inner race having an annular extension extend-
mg upstream thereCron, said annular extension having an
outwardly turned annular shoulder intermediate ends
thereof, and

non-rotary fixed structure supporting said outer race, said

non-rotary fixed structure having an annular extension
extending upstream of the same and having an inwardly
turned annutor shoulder axiaUy aligned with and tmmedi-
telyiystream of said outwardly turned annular shoulder
whereby upon occurrence ofan excessive axial movement
of said front fim and said drive shaft in an upstream direc-
tion, said inwardly turned annuhr shoulder and said out-
wardly turned annular shoulder abut each other and arrest
said axial movement

lari

M7S370
HYDRAUUC ARRANGEMENT
34» biUU, Hmmn-McU,

Flbd Aag. If, UtO, te. No. 179«420

... ^ irt. a» PMBJi/ya 23/j4
vs.a 417—]M 2

tA hydnnhc arrangement, including in combination, a

°J""*
• fot'ty «h«ft revolvably borne in said housing, at

l«it one eccenctric cam ring revolving in unison with said

"i*!
^'>""W shaft revolves, surrounding a portion of said

shaft and fonning a cylindrical outer ftoe ofequal radii around
an am which is parallel to the axis of said shaft but distanced
Oweftom by a first eccentricity; at least one cylinder block
provided m said housing and faciliuting at least one cylinder,
at least one piston, at least one entrance port and at least one
eatport to pass fluid into and out of said at least one cyUnder
when said at least one piston reciprocates in said at Itast one
cylinder, while said housing also includes at least one first
space and at least one second sptoe, at least one inlet and at

said first space; said first space engages said at least one en-
*""* P*"h**^ **"*'** communicates to said at least (me exit
port; said second space surrounds said at least one cam ring;
said at least one piston is capable of partially entering said
•econd qpaoe and engaging at least indirectly said outer fi»e of
said cam ring, and said outer fiKe of said cam ring at least
indirecdy engages to guide at least partiaUy the reciprocation-

«troke of said at least one piston when said at lenst one piston
'^ciprocates in said at least one cylinder,
whaein said fir« spMe is supplied with a first pressure and

said second space is communicated to a HMoe of a second
pressure;

wterein said second pressure is substantiany lower than said
first pressure;

wherein said first pressure presses through said at least one
entrance port into said at least one cylinder and mpj-^
one end of said at least one piston,

wherein said piston is pressed by said first pressure towards
said outer face of said eccentric cam ring and at least into
indirect engagement with said outer face of said cam ring;

wherein a piston shoe is interposed between the head of said
piston and said outer face of said cam ring;

wherein a minimum inner presrare valve is mounted in said
piston and communicated to a passage which extends
through said piston from said cylinder to said piston shoe,

wherem said inner pressure valve closes said pffsgf
through said piston at any pressure below the minimum
letting pressure of said inner pressure valve but opens
toward the piston shoe at any pressure exceeding said
mmimum inner pressure,

wherein said piston shoe is provided with at least one fluid
pressure pocket and at least one unloading recess,

wherein said at least one fluid pressure pocket is communi-
cated to said passage through said piston and to said inner
pressure valve,

wherein said unloading recess tt communicated by a respec-
tive passage to said second space in said housing,

wherein at least one of said fluid pressure pockets is closed
radially by said outer face of said cam ring,

wherein said piston forms a |riston head outwards of said
cylinder and directed towards said piston shoe,

wherein said piston shoe forms a first slide face engaging
said outer fi^e of said cam ring and a second slide fine
which forms a bearing bed on the opposite end ofsaid first
slide face of said |wton shoe,

wherein said bearing bed and its second slide face are form-
ing a part of a hollow ball of equal radii around a swins
cent;

^
wherein said piston head forms a head face of a configura-

tion complementary to said second slide fine and bearing
bed with radii substantially equal to said radii and around
said swing center,

wherein said piston head engages said bearing bed and said
piston and piston shoe are a^le of pivoting around said
swing center,

wherein said first pressure presses said piston head against
said bearing bed at cloaed position of said inner valve and
maintains the engagement of said piston head and of said
bearing bed, and,

wherein said cam at an other portion of the rotation of said
cam and of said shaft sUdes with its outer face along said
first slide face of said piston shoe, presses over said piston
shoe and piston head said piston inwards in said cylinder,
whereby said inner valve opens and permits pressure from
said cytinder into said pocket,

whereby said piston supplies a flow of fluid of a fourth
pressure through said exit port and said outlet out of said
arrangement

4,478^
VARIABLE DISFLACSaMENT COMPRESSOR
- W. Roberta, Lombvd. IlL, aari^or to BofB.Wa

McapNin.
FDed Ang. 2. Ift2, Ssr. No. 404»07l

lat a.) FD4B 1/26
UA CL 417—222 3 n.
LAn axial piston, variable displacement wobble pUrte com-

pressor comprising:

means defining a pluraUty of gas woridng qiaecs mcludmg
suction and discharge ports in each space, and a corre-
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spending plurality of pistons, each positioned in one of
said spaces to compress a fluid therdn;

a drive shaft having a central, cylindrical portion disposed
along a longitudinal axis, said cylindrical portion dining
an annular slot in proximity to said gas woildng spaces,

and at least one thrust flange member extending radially

from said cylmdrical portion, which thrust flange member
defines a shoulder at the junction with said cylindrical

portion and rearwardly extending flanges;

a drive plate assembly defining a surface which acts as a cam
mechanism driven by said drive shaft, a lug means aflixed

to said mechanism and having a portion in spaced juxtqx>-

sitkm with said rearwardly extending flanges on said

, thrust flange member,
a wobble fdiMe having a hub assemUy and driven by said

cam mechanism in a nutating path about the drive shaft

a hinge ball insertable in said hub assembly and defining a
bore to receive the drive shaft and be slidable thereon;

means operably connected between said wobble plate and
the pistons to impart reciprocating drive to said pistons,

the length of the piston stroke being a function of the

angle at which said wobble plate is supported relative to

the drive shaft axi^

4^75,872

WATER PUMP AND GEAR BOX THEREFOR
S. Fondly, Uitana, OUo, aaripor to RobMna * Mycra,

Ine^ Dvylaa» OUo
FIM Scv. 28, 1912, Ssr. No. 429,154

Int. a^ P04B 19/00

UJS.a 417-315 7 amass
1. A water pump comprising a pump stand, a ^out mounted

on said pump stand for communication with the interior of said

pump, a pipe communicating with the interior of said pump

stand and extending downwardly toward an underground

water supply, a rotary drive duft supported by said pump
stand and extending downwardly widiin said pipe, stator

means supported by said pipe and communicating with said

water supply, a pomp rotor supported by said drive shaft and

positioned within said stator means for cooperating therewith

to pump water up said pipe to said pump stand and said apoai,

a gear box supported on said pump stand for applying a rotary

driving motion to said drive shaft, an input shsift for applying

a rotary driving motion to said gear box, and a means for

rotation of said input shaft, said water pump characterized in

that said gear box comprises:
first and second bevel gears mounted on said input riiaft and

spaced qjart relatioa;

pivot links having two ends and positioned between said

rearwardly extmding flange member and lug means, one

of which ends is attached to said rearwardly extending

flange members and the other end being attached to said

lug means, which lug means is spaced from the drive shaft

axis such that said cam mechanism is pivoted about the

hinge ball at a point not coincident with said drive shaft

axis, with no driving connection between said drive shaft

and cam mechanism along said drive shaft axis, all torque

being transmitted firom s^d drive shaft to said cam mecha-

nism through said lug means and pivot links;

wherein the improvement comprises a snap ring positioned

in said drive shaft annular slot • piston-stroke-increasing

bias spring positioned about said drive shaft between said

aaap ring and said hinge ball and a piston-strcAeKlecreas-

ing s|»ing mounted on said (bive shaft between said hinge

baU and said shoulder at the junction of said thrust flange

member and the cylindrical portion of said drive shaft,

which stroke-increasing qning and stroke<lecreasing

spring cooperate to maintain said wobble plate and hinge

ball position to provide a predetermined piston stndce at

an equihlmum position.

first clutch means for permitting relative rotary motion in a

first direction between said input shaft and said first bevel

gear while prohibiting relative rotary motioo in a second

direction opposite said first direction;

second clutch means for permitting rdatively rotary motion

between said input shaft and said second bevel gear in said

second direction while prohibiting relative rotary motion

thecd)etween in said first direction; and

a third bevel gear mounted fost on said drive shaft for driv-

ing contact with said first and second bevel gears whereby

said drive shaft is rotated in a common directioo by rota-

tion of said input shaft in either of said first or second

directions and is locked against rotation due to rotary

forces upon said drive shaft in a direction opposite said

common direction.

NleisD.Jc

Feb. 14,

4^75,879

WET-MOTOR PUMP
ad Knrt F. Nidaan, both of BDsfrlniJbra, Dan-

to Gnndfoa A/S, BjafTingbro,

FDad Fab. 4* 1582, Ssr. No. 345,570

ippUemion Fad. Rap. ef I

1981,3105428

Int a> FD4B 35/04; H02K 11/00

U.S.a 417-422
1. A wet-motor pomp ofcompact design having a rotor with

bearings utilizing a pumped Uqi^ and comprising: a dry stator

chamber (9) surrounding in an aimular fashion a wet-rotor

chamber (2) sealed from said dry stator chamber by means of

a tube-shaped can (10); a-stator stack of sheets (11); a comiec-

ti(» box (20) mouitted on a motor housing (17); a power cable

to be connected for the wupfiy of energy to a pair of winding

bundles (13, 14) benig extended from said stator stack of sheets

being insertable in sdd connection box, and whereitt the ends

(29 of the wires of said winding bundles are connected to a

plurality of winding terminals (23) which are situated at the
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tutor (11, 12, IS, ]() and insertable in the motor housing (17)
as a unit; with the contacts (27) of a plug (21) capable of being
inserted transveraalty to the axis of the rotor and being con-
nected to said winding terminals, and that said plug, provided
with a shaft (28) isolating the plug, is msertable in the sutor
chamber (9) through an opening (26) in the motor housing,
wherein the par of winding bundles on each side of the stator

a suction port; and
an outlet port;

wherein the improvement comprises:
a mechanical seal mounted in a portion of said housing
means through which said drive shaft means extends so as
to provide a seal to said housing chamber; and

at least one small aperture formed in the end plate of one of
said two scroU members for communicating said housing
chamber with operating chambers of the scroll Huid appa-
ratus m the process ofcompressing or expanding a fluid so
as to keep the internal pressure of said housing chamber at
a pressure level which is intermediate between the pres-
sure at which the ftuid is sucked into said operating cham-
bers and the pressure at which the fluid is discharged
therefrom, so that the fluid at the intermediate pressure
level can force one scroll member tighUy against the other
scFoU member to provide an axial seal thereto.

stack of sheets are supported by a plastic protecting cover (15
16) and wherein a socket (24) is formed on a portion of said
plastic protecting cover (16) and receives the pluraUty ofwind-
mg terminals (23) situated side-by-side in a row, said pluraUty
of winding terminals being adapted to mount the contacts (27)m the correct position in said opening (26) in the motor hous-
ing.

4,47537S
SCROLL TYPE FLUID DISPLACEMENT APPARATUS

WTTH BALANCE WEIGHT
Kazoo Sngimoto, MaebMhi, airi KiyoaU TcnwU, bcnU, both

of Japtti, asiignon to SuMlea Corporatkm, Gnaa, Jam
FlledOctl2.M«2,Ser.No.433,89«

Claim priority, appUcatiM Japu, Oet 12, 1981, 56-162211
Int a.J FOIC J/Ol 17/06, 21/00

UAa418-55 4C|„„

M7S,S74
SCROLL FLUID APPARATUS WITH AXUL SEALING

FORCE
EUl SMo, Ibmid, Jipn, aaignor to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo,

CnrttooathM of Ser. No. W7,252, Mar. 16, 1978, abandoned.
TUa appUcathm Apr. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 139,548

Claim priority, appUcatkM Japaa, Mar. 20, 19T7, 524339
lat a.} F04C 1/02

UAa418-58 5Clalm

^^Z"

1. A scroll fluid apparatus comprising;
scroll means including a revolving scroll member and a

stotionary scroU member, each of said revolving scroll
member and said stationary scroU member having an end
plate and a wrap extending ftom said end pJate and dis-
posed in an ufvight position;

drive shaft means mounted for rotation about its center axis
which is eccentric with respect to the center of said re-
volving scroU member so as to cause the revolving scroU
member to revolve around said drive shaft means-

housing means formed therein with a housing chamber;
an Oldham's ring for preventing the revolving scroU mem-

ber ftom revolving about its center and causing the same
to revolve around said drive shaft means without chang-
ing its posture;

L In a scroll type fluid displacement apparatus including a
housing having an inlet port and an outlet port, a fixed scroll
joined with said housing and having a first end plate from
which a first wrap extends into an operative interior area of
said housing, an orbiting acroU having a second end plate from
which a second wrap extends, said first and second wraps
interfitting at an angular and radial ofbet to make a phirality of
line contacts to define at least one pair of sealed off fluid pock-
ets within said operative interior area, a driving mechanism,
mcluding a drive shaft rotatably supported by said housing,
connected to said orbiting scroll to drive said orbiting scroll in
an orbital motion, and rotation preventing means for prevent-
ing the rotation of said orbiting scroll so that the volume of the
fluid pockets changes during the orbital motion ofsaid orbiting
scroll, the improvement comprising said driving mechanism
including a crank pin axially projecting from an inner end of
said drive shaft, said second end plate of said orbiting scroU
having a centraUy located opening, said crank pin being rotat-
ably carried in said centraUy located opening by a bearing and
extending from said opening into a central area of said spiral
elements, and a first balanceweight fixed on an axial outer end
of said crank pin and located with said operative interior area
of said housing to cancel dynamic unbahmce caused by the
orbiting motion orbital moving parts of the apparatus.
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M75,876
OIL PURGE SYSTEM FOR COLO WEATHER

SHUTDOWNOF OIL FLOODED SCREW COMPRESSOR
DoMdd S. Oka, Milwaakae, Wis^ aarigaor to Allla^lataBcn

CorporatioB, MOwaBkae, Wii.

Filed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,517

lat a^ F04C 18/16. 29/02

U.S.a 418-84 4Claim

the above-mentioned pinion-wheel, said screw comprising a

shaft rotatably mounted in at least one bearing housing, said

bearing housing being located in the casing close to the high

pressure port, wherein said bearing housing carries a ring made

..-..<

1. An oil circulating system for rotary fluid compressors,

comprising

a heated enclosure,

a rotary screw-type compressor in said enclosure having a

fluid inlet for receiving fluid to be compressed from the

exterior of said enclosure, a fluid discharge for com-

pressed fluid and an oU inlet for lubricating oU which

mingles with and is discharged with the compressed fluid,

a separation tank in said enclosure connected to said fluid

discharge for receiving discharged compressed fluid and

oU from the compressor,

an oU cooler disposed on the outside of said enclosure and

having an inlet and an outlet,

a first oU Une means connecting said oil cooler inlet to said

tank.

a second ofl line means connecting said oU cooler outlet to

said oU inlet of said compressor,

a source of compressed air,

valve means interposed in said second line means within said

enclosure and includmg a flow control element having a

first position of adjustment in which flow of oU is permit-

ted in said second Une means from said cooler to said

compressor and a second position of adjustment prevent-

ing flow ofoy in said second Une means to said oil inlet of

said compressor,

valve means in said second oU line means within said enclo-

sure ad^ited for coimection to said source of compressed

air and having open and closed positions, when said last

mentioned valve means is in its open position and con-

nected to said source of compressed air, said compressed

air being operative to force lubricating oU from said sec-

ond line means, cooler and first line means to said tank,

and

a temperature sensitive valve within said enclosure opera-

tively associated with said first and second oil means

automatically passing oil from said tank to said oil inlet of

said compressor bypassing said cooler when the tempera-

ture of sidd oU is below a |vedetermined value.

4y4753T7

GLOBOID WORM MACHINE WITH METAL RING IN
BEARING HOUSING

Bernard ZfaaaMra, 6 New St, East Norwalk, Com. 06855

Flkd Jaa. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 457,215

Claim prtority, apptteatloa France, Jan. 14, 1982, 82 00499

lat a' FDIC 1/24: F04C 27/00

U.S. CL 418-140 8 Ciafaas

1. A volumetric machine of the type comprising a cyUndri-

cal screw which is provided with threads, is rotatably mounted

inside a fixed casing and meshes with the teeth of at least one

pinion-wheel, said casing being provided with at least one low

pressure port and at least one high pressure port placed nearby

of a metal different from the metal of the screw and with a

higher coefficient of thermal expansion, said ring being pro-

vided with a bore surrounding with a very smaU clearance , a

cylindrical protuberance continuing the screw beyond the area

of the screw which comprises the threads.

4*475,878

SCREW ROTOR WITH TOOTH FORM PRODUCED BY
THERMAL DEFORMATION AND GEAR BACKLASH

KatiBhiko Kataya; Hidetoaw Mori; MHsara F^lfwara, and

Tctsaio Mataaaagi, aU of IbaraU, Japaa, aarigaon to Hita-

chi, Ltdn Tokyo, Japaa

Flkd Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,367

lat a^ FWC 1/16 1/24

U.S.a 418-201 12

1. A screw rotor of a screw compressor comprising a female

rotor and a male rotor routing about two axes parallel to each

other while in meshing engagement with each other, the fe-

male and male rotors have a basic tooth form for enabling a

meshing between the male and female rotors without any

clearance therebetween during a normal temperature condi-

tion, one of the basic tooth forms ofone of the male and female

rotors is used for obtaining a first rotor tooth fSorm produced

by deformation due to a thermal expansion during an operation

of the screw compressor, the first rotor tooth ftmn is adapted

to be used for generating a second rotor tooth form; and the

second rotor tooth form is adapted to be used to obtain a

further tooth form of the other of the fenule and male rotors

which is a normal temperature tooth form of the second tooth

form produced by deformation of the thermal expansion,

whereby one of the basic tooth tooth forms and the further

tooth form are the final version of the tooth forms of the re-

flective rotors.
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M7f,f79
TUB REPAm APPARATUS
,ttN.IUf»Dr^Mi]

, fcHfc 9l naiilHi, Orn. 91410
nai Dm. 27, 1M2, te. No. 483^15

fat a) BJfH i/M. 5//tf
U.S.a42S-22

1547

drawn from the die and the other punch being pushed through
the die to eject the tablet firom the die; the punches operating
ih the dies radidly of the ttds of rotstioa of the die t«ble, the
radiaOy inner punchesbemg mounted on a rotataUe hub which
moves the radially inner punches in acircular path to enter and
exit the dies;

a die having a part-spherical efid face adapted to lie in the
surface of the die table of the machine in use of the die;
and

said radially inner punches each comprising a punch having
a punch tip end portion ibapcd such that the cross-section
thereof initially reduces towards the punch tq) and then
enfaiiies towards the punch tip.

1. An apparatus for omuhaneoosly repairing sidewall and
bead portions of an inflated tire during the molding of a tread
band to the tire, said apparatus mclud^f,

upper and lower annular plate members adapted to be
fixedly positioned adjacent the sidewall of a tire.

means confining said memben against opening •*i*} move-
ment.

an annular structure defining a steam chamber said annular
guctuit corresponding generally in diameter to said plate
members, steam inlet and outlet means in communication
with said steam chamber,

registration means retaining said annular structure in coaxial
detachaUe regimation with one of said annular plate
wmben so as to be intetpoaed between said one annular
plate member and a tire sidewall for the application of
heat to same in a canUaed sidewall rqiair and tread
molding operation, and

a rim assembly incluchng a pair ofbead engaging circular rim
mmbers which may be secured to and supported by the
beads of the tire, said rim memben each having a ««<^«n
receiving ring on its inner periphery defining a chamber
for the reception of steam for application of heat to the
inner periphery of one or both tire beads for the repair
thereof, each steam receiving ring having inlet and outlet
means thereon for the reception of steam conduits for the
heating of one or both tire beads.

M78JW
TABLEITING MACHINES

Jaek Owsley, and Dafid H. WHaon, both of Umpool, Ea-
to Manasty MaeUnas Lindted, UTcrpool,

4,478^
THERMOFORMING OP PLASTIC SHEET MATERIAL
Rodney O. Borst, Oregon, and DanfdC Hcrr, Waoakee, both

of Wis., aasipMn to Piaeoa Corporation, Madison, Wis.
FOed Sep. 14, 1M2, Scr. No. 418,087

Int a^ B29C 17/02
UJS.a 425-397 g.

OiTirion of Sar. No. 247,810, Mar. 28, 1881, Pat No. 4^403,935.
ins appHeatien Jan. 30, 1883, Scr. No. 509352

ggj« P****^. P»««*«" IWlad Hni^on^ Mar. 27. 1980,

U.S.a 425-353
lat CU B30B 7/00

11

7. In a tabletting machhw m wMch powdered or granulated
material to be taUetted is fbd onto a concave, annular, part-
spherical sorfke of a rotating die taUe so as to fill dies m the
die taUe and be compressed into a tablet in each die between a
pair of punches, one of the punches being subsequently with-

1. In a thermoforming machine of die type having an oven
through which plastic sheet material is passed to soften the
plastic, a forming station including mold portions which are
adapted to form the soilened plastic into a desired shape, sta-

tionary guide rails mounted <» either side of the path of the
plastic sheet which extend through the oven to the forming
station, each of the guide rails having a slot therein into which
the plastic sheet can pass, the guide rails having walls defining
an mtemal cavity opening on the slot therein and including
internal engagement walls extending away from the slot, the
internal engagement walls bemg adq>ted and poaitioned to
engage with inwardly focing abutment surCsoes formed on Uie
edges of die plastic sheet to prevent the sheet from slipping out
of the slot in each guide rail, whereby the plastic sheet may be
held within the guide rails to prevent substantial biteral move-
daent of the sheet but allow it to move forwanfly, and drive
means for driving a plastic sheet held within the guide rails

forwardly through the machine, the improvement comprising;
(a) sheet stretching guide rails mounted on either side of the

path of the plastic sheet over the width of the moU por-
tions, the sheet stretching guide rails being separated from
die sutionary guide rails and having a slot therein and
internal engagement walls which are normally generally

aligned with the slots and internal engagement walls in the
respective adjacent stationary guide rails such that a pho-
tic sheet with inwardly facing abutment surfaces formed
at its edges wiU be pused between the suitionary guide
raib and the sheet stretching guide rails;

(b) means for nxiuntmg the sheet stretching guide rails for

inward and outward movement;
(c) means for moving the sheet stretching guide raOs out-

, ^wardly to outwardly displace the engaged inwardly fac-

ing abutment surftoes of the softened plastic sheet to

stretch the sheet slighdy before engagement of the pbstic
sheet by the mold portions and for moving the sheet

stretching guide rails inwardly after the mold portions

release the plastic sheet to a position at least as far inward
as the stationary gMde rails to permit forward movement
of the sheet • --^ii..

'

•-o-tnr
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4^75,882

GAS MANTLE Wrm ASPIRATED PILOT UGHT
P. Granar, Aadofar, Maaa., aariper to Ite Gillette

Coa^aay, Boatoa, Maaa.

FDed Aag. li, 1982, Sar. No. 408451
lat OJ F21H 7/00

VS. CL 431—111 3 Claim

1. A hand-held lighting device employing a mande and
powered by a combustible fiiel, comprising:

a housing having a translucent portion and air entry means;

mande mounting means disposed within said housing adja-

cent said translucent portion;

a pilot burner fixedly disposed within said housing adjacent

said mantle mounting means;

a fiiel chamber within said housing for storing a supply of
saidfiiel;

means for supplying said mantle mounting means with a
mixture of fuel from said fuel chamber and air from said

air entry means;

means for sun>lying said pilot burner with a mixture of fuel

from said f^ chamber and air from said air entry means;

ignition means for igniting said fuel and air mixture at said

pilot burner;

a mantle fuel passageway connecting said mande mounting

means and said f^l chamber,

a pilot fud passageway ccmnecting said pilot burner and said

f^ chamber,

first valve means for simultaneously controlling the flow of
fuel firom said ftel chamber to both said mantie fuel and
pilot fuel passageways; and

second valve means disposed within said pilot fuel passage-

way downstream of said first valve means for controllhig

the flow oi fuel to said pilot burner, said second valve

means being coupled to said ignition means such that

actuation of said ignition means opens said second valve

means.

4,475,883

PRESSURE CONTROL FOR SIEAM GENERATOR
Robert M. ScUtmer, aad WflUaa E. nombarry, both of Bar-

tiaafille, Okhk, amiganrs to PUD^ PetrolcBm Coavaay,
Bartlaafilla, OUa.

PDad Mar. 4y 1982, Sar. No. 354,565

lat as F23R 1/06

VS. CL 431—158 12 Clalan

1. Steam generator means, comprising:

(a) elongated combustor means adapted to burn a fuel in the

presence ofa combustion supporting gas to produce a flue

gas at the downstream end of said combustor,

(b) fiiel introduction means adapted to introduce said fbel

nito the upstream end of said combustor;

(c) combustion supporting gas mtroduction means adapted

to introdooe said combustion supporting gas into said

upstream end of said combustor;

(d) water introduction means ad^rted to introdooe water

mio said fhie gas adjacent the downstream end of said

combustor to produce a mixture of fhie gas aad water

adjacent said downstream end of said combustor;

(e) ehxigated vaporizer means m open communication with

said downstream end of said combustor and adapted to

vqxvize a major portion of said water to produce a mix-

ture of fhie gas and steam at the downstream end of said

vaporizer;

(0 pressure control means adapted to discharge said mixture

of flue gas and steam from said downstream end of said

vaporiier, adapted to vary the area of the discharge open-

ing of said downstream end of said vaporizer to thus

control the pressure within said combustor and said va-

porizer and, including;

(1) plug means slideably mounted adjacent said discharge

opening in said downstream end of said vaporizer and
adapted to be moved toward and away from said dis-

charge opening in said downstream end of said vapor-

izer to form an annular opening between said plug and
said discharge opening in said downstream end of said

vaporizer.

(2) piston chamber means mounted adjacent and spaced

from said plug and

(3) piston means mounted in said piston chamber, shorter

than the length of the interior of said piston chamber

and essentially equal in cross section to the cross section

of said interior of said piston chamber, slideably

mounted in said piston chamber and in fluid-tight rela-

tionship with the inner wall of said piston chamber to

thus vary the void sptcc within saiid piston chamber
adjacent the ends of said piston as said piston slides;

(g) said plug being coupled to said piston to slide with said

piston; and

(h) operating fluid nitrodnction means adapted to introdooe

a pressurized operating fluid into said voM space adjacent

at least one end of said piston.

4«475J84
REVERSED FLOW FLUIDIZED*BED COMBUSTION

APPARATUS
Jar-Yu Sha« FUrUn, Va.; Joaaph S. Md. aad John S. Wiloon,

bath of Morgaatowa, W. Va.. aaal^nn to TW Uaitad Slatsa

by the UnHed Stntaa Dapartmant of

D.C
Fllad Nov. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 445,998

lat a) F23D 19/00

VS.a 431—170 7 Clafans

1. A fluidized-bed combustion apparatus comprising:

a housing;

perfiorated grid means disposed in said housing for providing

an upper chamber and a lower plenum chamber;

inlet means fiar conveying a fluidizing and combustion wap-

porting medium into the plenum chamber for passage
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through the perfonted grid means into the upper cham-
ber,

.
vertically oriented partition means disposed in said upper
chamber and extending from a sidewall of said housing
and terminating at a tocation adjacent to an oppositely
disposed sidewall of said housing to provide a passageway
between said oppositely disposed sidewall and the parti-

tion means for defining a horizontal generally U-shaped
fluidized-bed combustion zone;

failet and outlet means for respectively introducing solid

combustible particulate nuterial into the combustion zone
and for discharging spent material from the combustion

imaginary plane passing through said burner body axis,
said apertures of the second set intersecting with the
apertures of the first set at or substantially adjacent the
discharge face; and

a fuel duct extending firom a fuel source along said central
axis and through the baffle terminating upstream of the
intersection of the first and second set of apertures.

4,475,886

LIFTER FOR ROTARY KILN
Gary A. Tykr, Poind, Ohio, iHignor to Kaiier Alunloom *

ClWirieal GorporalkM, Oaklttd, Odif

.

Filed Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 471,368
iBt CL^ F27B 7/14. 7/28; F23M 5/02

VJS. CL 432-118 3 Claims

jr^^

zone and with said inlet and outlet means being disposed
on opposite sides of the partition means;

solid particuhite material and gas separating means disposed
in said upper chamber and arranged to receive gas and
combustible particulate material from a portion of the
combustion zone on one side of said partition means near
the outlet means and convey the particulate material when
separated into another portion of the combustion zone on
the opposite side of the partition means; and

discharge conduit means penetrating said housuig and cou-
pled to said separating means for receiving essentially

particulate-fiw gas ftxnn the combustion zone.

4,475,885

ADJUSTABLE FLAME BURNER
Harry P. Flake, Pftliborgh, Pa., aariVKM* to Bloom Ei«iaecring
Owpaqr, Ik., PittibwBh, PL

FDed JwL 28, 1983, Scr. No. 518,079
Irt. a^ F23M 9/00: F23Q 9/00

U.S.a 431-182 lOCiaims

1. In a rotary kihi comprising a cylindrical metal shell and a
refractory lining on the interior thereof, said lining having an
outer, cold face adjacent the metal shell and an inner, hot face,
a limited portion of said lining extending inwardly of the hot
face to form at least one lifter, each such lifter contaimng at
least one imbedded anchor, the improvement wherein said
anchor is a metal anchor attached to the metal shell of the Idhi.

and having a plurality of branches at its end remote from the
kihi shell, said branches being located at a point closer to the
metal shell than is the hot face of the refiractory Iming adjacent
to the lifter, and wherein said anchor extends to the inner face
of the lifter.

4,475,887

LAVATORY SETTER
Bryan D. Foater, HoMea, Mav., aad Od G. StaplctOB, Mari-

etta, Ga., aasigaorB to Nortoa GoaqMay, Worcester, Mass.
FDed May 19, 1983, Scr. No. 496,170

lat a^ F27D 5/00
UjS. CL 432—258 n n.i»T

1. An adjustable flame burner for an mdustrial furnace com-
prising:

a burner body having a central longitudraal axis and a baffle
with a discharge ftKe forming a fbrward wall of the
burner body;

a first set of a plurality of spaced combustion sustaining gas
•pertures extending fixmi a first aa- chamber through the
baffle and positioned in a circular plane radially outward
from and extending substantially parallel with said burner
body axis;

a wcond set of a plurality of radially spaced combustion
sustaining gas apertures extending from a second air

chamber axially through the baffle at acute angles to the
apertures ct the first set and skewed with respect to an

,..T.-

1. A refractory lavatory setter for supportingly engaging a
mounting under surface of a peripheral mounting rim portion
of pcedetermined configuration and size extending around
adjacent an outer convex surface of a bowl of a rimless hiva-
tory during firing thereof in a kiln comprising:
a continuous hollow integral slip case and fired refractory

wall of predetermined cross sectional size and tbape ex*
tending continuously around a bowl receiving opening of
prescribed size and shape therein and having
an inner wall portion and inner surfiMe adjoinmg and
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defining the size and shape of the bowl receiving open-

ing and having

at least an inwardly and downwardly extendmg surface

portion thereof adapted to at least initially support-

ingly and slideably engage the outer convex surface

of the bowl, and maintain the rim portion spaced

from the setter during a first part of the firing cycle,

shrinkage and gradual downward movement of the

lavatory,

an outer wall portion and outer surfice spaced from and

extending around the inner wall portion and of substan-

tially the predetermined configuration of the peripheral

mounting rim portion of the Uvatory,

a lower wall portion and lower surface, engageable by sup-

port means for mamtaining the setter and lavatory thereon

in and elevated position during firing extending between

and integrally connected to opposite lower inner and

outer portions of the inner and outer wall portions and

surfaces, and an upper wall portion spaced from the lower

wall portion and extending between and integrally con-

nected to opposite upper inner and outer portions of the

inner and outer wall portions and having

a continuous upper surface adapted for continnotts mating

supporting engagement with and maintaining the

mounting under surface of the peripheral mounting rim

portion substantially in a sfaigle plane during firing

thereof in the kifai.

4y«75389

SPEED>INCREASING DEVICE FOR A DENTAL
HANDPIECE

Philippe Garda, 5, rac dc ta Modllcre, 25 000 Beaaacoa, aad

Ropr Gafllard, Bay 25320, MoattoraadU Chataaa, both of

FOad No?. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 442,626

, Mrr"-""- Fkaaee, No?. 23, 1981, 81 22012

IBL CL3 A61C 1/02

US.a 433-103

4,475,888

ANTERIORLY JOINED DENTAL TRAYS
Keaaeth W. Gores, BeDem Madkal Dental Ceatcr, 1026-112th

St NE., BeDerae, Wash. 90004> aad Carolya C Gores, 827

Lake St Soath, KIrklaad, Wash. 98023

FOed Apr. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 369,783

lat CL^ A61C 9/00

U&a433-^ 4Ciahas

1. In combination an angle-drive head of a dental handpiece

having a housing removably attachable to the angle-drive and

having a speed-increasing fbrst pinion for meshing with a drive

pinion of the angle-drive, a shaft connected to the fu^t-men-

tioned pinion extending axially in the head and having a speed-

increasing second pinion connected to said shaft at an opposite

end thereof for developing an output speed greater than said

first pinion, a speed increasing device removably coupled to

said head comprising a support housing, a speed-increasing

third-pinion in said support housing for developing a speed

greater than said second pinion and having an axis of rotation

normal to the longitudinal axis of said shaft and normal to the

axis of rotation of the first and second pinions, a speed-increas-

ing fourth pinion coupled to the same axis of rotation as said

third pinion, a dental tool-receiving jaw in said support hous-

ing having an axis of rotation parallel to the axis of rotation of

speed-increasing third and fourth pinions, and means for cou-

pUng the dental tool-receiving jaw to said speed-increasing

fouttii pinion for being rotationally driven therefrom.

4^75,890

RETAINER ELEMENT FOR A DENTAL PROCTHESIS
Gerhard HeUdbach, Marirtplats 6, D4700 WMnban, Fad.

Rep. of Gcnaaajr

FUsd May 19, 1982, Scr. No. 379,862

lACL^ MIC 8/00

UJS.a 433-173 15

1. Dental ^>paratus, comprising;

a pair ofU-shaped concavo<onvex, dentition troughsjoined

in opwaitUy open opposed substantially coplanar relation

by a bridging naember connected at each end to an ante-

rior upper edge of one of said troughs;

said bridging member bemg provided with means estabUsh-

ing predesignated transverse folding location^

said folding locations being spaced apart a distance such

that, when said bridgmg member is folded so that said

troughs are brought into bottom-to-bottom juxuposed

relation, the anteriors of said troughs are mamtained

spaced apart a distance greater than the combined thick-

ness of the juxtaposed convex posterior extremities of said

trtmghs while the convex posterior extrenuties may be in

contact with each other for ease of introduction of the

wppantm into a person's mouth.

1. A retainer element for a dental prosthesis that is releasably

msertable into an artificial recess having an undercut portion

formed in a jawbone comprising:

(a) a retainer body threadingly attachable to the dental pros-

thesis such that the longitudinal portion of the retainer

body relative to the dental prosthesis may be adjusted by

rotating the retainer body with respect to the dental pros-

thesis;

(b) a conical shaft extending from a first end of the retainer

body a Imgth sufficient to enable the conical shaft to
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e««d mto the leceM fomwd in the jawbone, the crow-
•actional diameter of the oonkal shaft decteasing from its
maximum vahw adjacent the retainer body in a direction
away ftom the retahier bod^, and,

(c) an enhried, thickened head portion formed on the distal
eodofAe conical shaft such that it may be located in the
ondercnt portion of the artificial recen formed in the
jawbone, the enlarged bead pdrtton having a maximum
*««trical dhnension measured in a plane extending
S^wnlly perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of the re-
tainer body no greater than the nMKiffumi diameter of the
conicalshaft

contact therebetween to form a porous mass, said ceramic
fibers collectively defining a thin tooth diaped layer sur*

.... /. J .'•• w- .'{

DENTAL ATTACHMENT FOR FIXING DENTAL

HteUMr, L« AUaa 38, CH • 3300 La Ckan-de-Fonds,
"and

FDad Mar. 3, 1M3, Scr. No. 471^4
pHority, appUeatfon Swftnrlaad, Mar. 31, 1903,

face of said laminate veneer for covering the labial surface
of a human tooth.

vn/n

UAa 433-101
IM. a> AOIC 13/22

t

L A dental attachment fbr fizmg dental prosthesis to heahhy
teeth, comprising a male portion which can be rigidly fixed to
a heahhy tooth and a fbnale portion which is fixed to the
dental prosthesis, die male portion comprising two pins which
are adapted to be secured by one of their ends in a healthy
tooth, the other end of eadi of said pins having a bead portion
^Mch is retamed hi an openmg provided in the male portion
by means of a plate having a T-shaped slot through which the
pins extend, the thickness of the head portions of the pins being
less than the depth of the openhig, die male portion having a
coupUng portion having three frustoconical driUings with their
axes parallel, the driOmgs flaring outwardly upwardly and
being disposed in a triangular configuration, the female portion
comprising three conical pins which are partially embedded
within a mass of phntics material, said three pins having their
axes parallel and being disposed in a triangukr configuration,
the mass of plastics material having an aperture permitting the
pins to be engaged with the frustoconical drillings of the cou-
pling portion of the male portion.

4v«7S393
POWER TRANSMISSION FOR TWO>WHEELED

VRW1CTJ8
Nobw AaM, Urawa; Hanrid Okai. Wake; KaiynU Yamamoto.

Kodaira, and Kaaie Miyaadd, OiHMU, aD ofJMi^aiiif
ors to Honda Gikca Kegyo KabvUkl raliha. Tokyo, Jaaaa
Conttaaatlon of Ser. No. 151,«3, M«y 30, MOO, PW. No.
4^,464. His appUeation Ang. 13, 1903, Scr. No. 407^1
OaiaM priority, application Japan, May 33, 1979, 5443643

lie portioa of the term of tUa pataM sabaaqMM to Aug. 34»

Int a' F14H 55/52, 9/Oa 11/00
U.S.a.474—13

4y47Sjp2
MICROCELLULAR CERAMIC MATERIAL AND
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURE THEREOF
R. Vman, Mmek. ladn aasiffMir to Jaff lavflstmeat

FDad Oct 13, 1903, Scr. No. 434^067
IM. a^ G09E 3/00

UA CL 433-3U 15
1. A thin microoellular ceramic iM««nttf dental veneer for

attachment to the labial surftces of the teeth ofa denttd patient.

• 'W^'Pficity of fibers composed of crystalline ceramic
aaalerial, said crystalline cersmic fibers being positioned in
iide-by-side, generally parallel relation establishing lines
of contact with adjacent fibers along die lengdi thereof,
said fibers being heat fbsed to acUacent fiben at the lines of

1. A power transmission fbr a two>wheeled motorcycle,
comprising:

(a) an engine;

(b) a drive shaft driven by said engme;
(c) a variaUe-diameter drive pulley melanism connected to

said drive shaft;

(d) a vsriaUO'diameter driven paOey mechanism;
(e) a V-bdt extendmg around said drive and driven pulley

mffchanism fbr operative «>nnfrtion therebetween;

(0 clutch means operatively connected widi said driven
pulley mechanism;

(g) a driven shaft coaxially suppmiing said driven pulley
mechanism and said clutch mean^

(h) a wheel driven by said driven shaft, said wheel being
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diqxMed on the same side ofthe power transmission mech-

anim as said engine;

G)iaki drive pulley mechanism includmg anaxially movable

mo^ber and an axially fixed member, disposed on the side

cloiest to said engine and on the oppoMte side with reelect

to said V-beh, respectivdy, said members supporting said

V-bdt therdietween;

(i) said driven pidley mechanism inchiding an axially mov-

^f...
able member and an axially fixed member»dispQsed on the

side closest to said dutch means and on the opposite side

with reqwct to said V-belt, reqiectivdy. said members

supporting said V-belt ther^etween;

(k) said clutch means comprisnig a centrifi^ clutch includ-

mg an outer meadier connected to sakl driven shaft, and a

drive plate mtegnlly connected to said driven pulley

mffchairitn', said drive plate including an element for

frictionally engaging said outer member upon actuation of

said dement under centrifugd forces;

said axially fixed member of said drive pulley mechanism

being retained on said drive shaft by fastening means; and

said V-bdt being rephneable by removing said fixed mem-

ber of said drive puUey mechanism while said movable

member of said ^ve pulley mechanism remains con-

nected to said drive shaft

projecting from the guide surface, an inner end fMe of the each

support arm serving as an engaging svtee inclined toward the

base portion; the plate member being in the form of an im^ral

plate indoding a boss poition fixed to die crankshaft with a

shaft end crimped and secured thereto, the inner gear as posi-

tioned around the boas portion and connecting anna intercon-

necting the boss portion and die inner gear and positioned in

oorrespooding relatioo to the support arms, each of the con-

necting arms having a mount portion fitted over and fixed to

the base portion of the support arm and a support portion

extending obhqody from the mount portion and in engage-

ment with the engaging surface, extending portions extended

from the support portions to the boss portions of the connect-

ing arms being positioned substantially on die same plane as

defined 1^ the connectors.

^^"^^"^^"^^^

4,475,095

SAUSAGE CASING AUTOMATIC CLOSING SYSTEM
I W. Martlnsk, Covlnoien, Ind., asripar to Teapik, Incn

HL
FDad No?. 14, 1979, Sar. Na. 94,370

Int.a3A33C;i/O0
U&a 493-399 14

4^475,094

FRONT SPROCKET WHEEL HAVING CHAIN GUARD
FOR BICYCLES

Yaadd Si«ino, Nam, Japan, aaioMr to SnoiM Cyda Into-

taaka, Jivan

FOad Mnr 7, 1903, Sar. No. 375,035

priority, application Japan, May 37, 1901, 56-

70355[U]

U&a 474-144
Inta>B03J 75/00

h^f^28^10 ^20

1. A ftont sprocket whed for a bicycle wherein an inner

gear, an outer gear diametrically larger than die inner gear and

a chain guard diametrically larger than the outer gear are

arranged concentrically widi a pedd crankshaft and spaced

apart ftom one another axiaDy (rf the crankshaft, the qwocket

whed comprising an annulur member including the chain

guard and the outer gear intepd therewith, and a plate mem-

ber havhig the hmer gear, die annular member bebg fbrmed

hrt^raUy with connectors interconnecting the diahi guard

and the outer gear and with suppmt arms centripetally extend-

hig from die connectcns and arranged at a spadng circumfer-

entiafly of the annular member, eadi of die support arms hav-

ing (» one side thereofa chain recdvmg gmde sorfiwe continu-

ous and fhah widi the oorreqxmdittgsurfttte ofthe outer gear

and being integrally fiormed at its inner end widi a base portion

1. A strand gripper comprising a pair of axially elongated

jaws defining in an open stttte dioeof a receptacle for a stiand

to be closed, and means including a fluid cylinder for moving

said jaws in phne together to grip the strand positioned

therein, resilient means urging said jaws apart to a widdy

separated state for releasing the largest intended strand; first

fluid supply means having a first pressure means, vdve means

for coupting said first fluid supply to said fluid cylinder for

moving said jaws togedier against die resistance of said resil-

ient means to said open state defining sakl strand receptacle,

second fluid supply means havfaig a second pressure higher

dian said first pressure, and valve means for coiq)Iing said

second fluid supply to sakl fldd cylinder to fimher move sakl

jaws together to a strand gripping position.

4^75,096

CURLING/DBCURLING METHOD AND MECHANISM
Sndanhan S. BolM, PittdM, N.Yn aarignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Slaadiord, Con.
FDad Dae. 3, 1901, Ssr. No. 334,733

lata'BSlF 7/00

U&a493-454 S

^'

1. A sheet curling mechanism comprising:
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\ tuppiymg iadividMl cot theett

« compliant rolkr htvmg a aoft, pliable material tliei«-

- arooNl,

a coiling roller haviag a radioaofcurvature mailer that that
ofsaid compliant nrfler aad amaged in pvalld theiewritfa,

•aid curling roller having a noo-oompliant surfiKX and
arranged to form a penetration nip with nid compliant
roller, wd penetration nip being adapted to decurl the
individual cut dieets having a carl impieiaed thereon and
pawing theiethrou^i,

guide means arranged adjacent the sheet exiting aide of said
nip for directing the angle of exiting of the sheets ftom
said nip, and

means for varying the orientation of said guide means for
varying the angle of exiting of the sheets ther^ control-
ling the amoont of wrap o( the sheets relative to said
curling roller.

4. The method of curling sheets in a curling mechanism
having a curling roller with a non-compliant surface and a
compliant roller having a radius larger than that of the curling
roller, the \axta roller being arranged in paraUel with the
curling roller penetrating the surfiKe of the compliant roller to
fonn a penetration nip therewith through which individual cut
sheets are directed for curling the same, comprising the steps of
supplying individual cut sheets to the penetration nip, and:

controlling the angle of the sheets exiting the penetration nip
thereby varying the amount of wrap of the sheets relative
to the curling roller, in accordance with the amount of
curling resulting from the sheets passing through the
penetration nip.

4y47S,m
FETAL VENTRICULO-AMNKmC SHUNT

Robert A. BradMr, PMH, Pa^ IMcrt S. Btej, Sam

HoMl.1 SiWiy Coipaf^l.^ Enirtoeln!^

UVJS,CL

FIM Apr. at, 1M2, Scr. No. 371«7M
hlLCL}MIM 25/00

1. A fetal ventriculo>amniotic shunt comprising;
a flexible tubuhu- integral body having a lumen forming a

fluid-flow passageway extoiding through the tubular
body;

the tubular body having a proximal end with provided open-
ings extending into the lumen <nd having a distal end;

plug means on the distal end for providing a perforable and
self-sealing barrier to fluid flow;

fluid-flow means positioned on the distal end for permitting
fluid flow from the lumen; and

positioning means on the tubular body which extends out-
wardly of the tubular body for providing placement fixa*
tion when the shunt is introduced faito a fetus.

.4«47S,»7
MglWOPOPANDAPPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZINGTHE
CLARIFIED PHASEANDCVNCXNTRATIONOFSOLIDS
IN A CX>N11NUOUS SOLIDS-DISOIARGE CENI1UFUGE
Wmar Bradlalillar, OaUe, Fad. Rap. of Gcrmy, asaivMr to

SspMrami AQ, OaMa, Fad. Rap. of Germany
FDad JoL U, IM3» Sar. No. 514,7S5
iortty, applinlhm Fad. Rep. of Garauny, JoL 28.

lit CL^ B04B 11/00
U,S.a4M-a8 SCbtaa

4v47S«899
SHUNT VALVE AND METHOD OF USE

A. Bromley Mailer, ICInMloa, NJ., MaigMir to
Diddnaon and Company, Parwm, NJ.

Filed Sep. 3, 1M2, Scr. No. 414^990
lit a) A61M 27/00

U.S. a. 604-9 ISCiaini

3. In a continuous solids-discharge centrifuge having a liquid
feed line, a solids discharge and a liquid discharge, an appara-
tus for optimizing the clarified phase and the concentration of
soUds comprising: means for maintaining the volume of liquid,
fed into the centrifuge from the feed line, at a constant level;
means for controlling volume of solids discharged from the
solids discharge to be smaller than the minimum solids volume
in the feed line; means for monitoring the turbidity of the
clarified liquid in the liquid discharge; and means for returning
liquid from liquid discharge to the fieed line when the turbidity
of the clarified liquid is greater than a predetermined value.

1. An operable implantable ascites shunt valve comprising:
a housing containing an inlet conduit for receiving ascites

fluid from the peritmeal cavity of a patient, an outlet
conduit in fluid communication with said inlet conduit for
delivering the ascites fluid into the vascular system of the
patient and a valve seat positioned intermediate said inlet

conduit and said outlet conduit;

a normally cloaed valve movably positioned in said housing
resting against said valve seat and adqited to move away
from said valve seat in reqwnse to fluid pressure in said
inlet conduit to allow fluid flow between said inlet conduit
and said outlet conduit;

a normally coUiqMed expansible balloon positioned in said
inlet conduit and, when eqMnded, adapted to contact said
valve to lift same firom sakl valve seat;

a flexible tube connected at one end to and in fluid ommiuni-
cation with said balloon, said tube exiting said housing
through a fluid-ti^t orifice in said inlet conduit;

a flexible normally expanded reservoir connected to and in
fluid communication with the other end of said tube, said
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reservoir when fanplanted in tlw patient being subcotane-

ously accessible to the patient; and
'

a quantity offluid filling Uie vcdume described by and trans-

feraUe among said balloon, said tube and said reservoir,

whereby manual compression of said normally expanded

reservoir is ad^)ted to expand said ballomi.

4^75,900

METHOD OF PERITONEAL DULYSIS INVOLVING
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION OF DIALYSIS APPARATUS
Robert P. Poporich, 2928 KaaaariM Paaa, AoatiB, Tex. 78704^

and Jack W. MoMrief, 3C33 Wcat Like, Aortio, Tex. 78746

Filed Job. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 270,800

IM. a' AtflM 3/00

U.S.a 604-28 V 20 dahns

4^79301
APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING BLOOD SUGAR

CONTROL IN DIABETICS
Edwvd W. ErMgen, Bead! Jnetioi^ Lariie Laavoa, St Ifaa;

DaiM J. BeD, Strsthfldd, and DomM J. CMaholai, Roaerille,

aU of AostraUa, assizors to The Gar?ai Rsaaarch Devdop-

BMrt Ltd. and The Comnoawealth of A«tralla, both of, Aoa-

traUa

FDad Not. 6, 1981, Scr. No. 318,775

Int a^ A61M 5/00

U.S.a604-67 10

1. A method of exchanging spent dialysis fluid for fresh

dialysis fluid in the peritoneal cavity of a patient undergoing

peritoneal dialysis treatment, wherein an indwelling catheter is

surgically implanted in the peritoneal cavity of the patient and

extends through the abdominal wall of the patient, said cathe-

ter connected to an access tube, said access tube having a

connector attached to the external end of said access tube with

a removable caip thereon, comprising the steps of:

(a) closing the access tube at a point adjacent tiie access tube

connector;

(b) removing the cap from the access tube connector,

(c) connecting fluid drainage apparatus to the access tube,

the drainage apparatus mdnding an empty contamer, a

contamer outlet tube, an inlet tube connector adapted for

connection to the access tube connector, and closure

means on the container inlet tube adjacent the container

inlet tube connector,

(d) irradiating a potential contamination zone between the

closure means on the access tube and the closure means on

the container mlet tube with ultraviolet light to kiU mi-

crobes in said zone,

(e) opening the closure means on the access tube and the

closure means on the inlet tube and effecting drainage of

dialysis fluid ftom the patient's peritoneal cavity;

(0 closing the closore means on the access tube and the

closure means on the container inlet tube;

(g) disconnecting the fluid drainage apparatus from the

access tube;

(h) comecting fluid infinion apparatus to the access tube,

the infiision apparatus inchiding a container of firesh dialy-

sis fluid, a container outlet tube, a container outlet tube

connector adapted for connectian to the access tube con-

nector, and a closure means on the container outlet tube

adjacent die outlet tube connector,

(i) irradiating a potential contamination zone between the

closure means on the access tube and the closure means on

the container outlet tube with ultraviolet light to kill

microbes in said zone;

(j) opening the closure means on the access tube and the

cloanre means on the container outlet tube and effecting

an infWoa of fresh dialym flmd into the patient's perito-

neal cavity;

(k) dosing the ckMure means on the access tube after mfu-

»:. sioa of the firesh dialysis fluid; and

(I) disconnecting the And infincm ^>paratus and placing the

c^ on the access tube connector.

!iii nil im Mil

1. A hybrid open loop/dosed loop infusion system compris-

ing an infusion means and a control means connected thereto to

control the operation of said infusion means, wherein said

infusion means comprises a first pump connected between a

first diabetic control liquid reservoir and a tissue access system

adapted to be connected to the body of a patient whereby a

first diabetic control liquid from said reservoir is infused into

said body via said access system; and a second pump connected

between a second diabetic control Uquid reservoir and said

access system whereby a second diabetic control liquid from

sakl second reservoir is infused into said body via said access

system; and wherein said control means comprises a basal rate

means, a meal rate means, a hyperglycaemic rate means, a

hypogjycaemic rate means, a pstient blood dau entry means

and a patient fintor entry means; sakl basal rate means operat-

ing said first pump in an open loop mode at a base rate corre-

spontfing to an antidpated assessed basal metabolk: require-

ment of sakf patient, saxl meal rate means increasing the open

loop mode operatkn of sakl first pump by predetermined

amounts over a predetermined time corresponding to antid-

pated ingestion of food by, or physk:al activity of, sakl patient,

said patient blood data entry means being adapted to receive

and store patient Mood daU derived from at least one of a

plurality of successive patient blood samplings each taken after

an interval of tiie order of one hour since the prevkMU patient

blood sampling and operating said first pump in a qaasi-dosed

loop feedback mode at a first rate depradent upon said blood

dau but between a predetermined maximum first rate and a

predetermmed minimum first rate, sakl p^ient being able to be

infosed with safety at sakl first rate during sakl interval be-

tween successive samplings, sakl hyperglycaenuc rate means

operating sakl first pump at a predeternnned hyperglycaenuc

rate in exceas of sakl predeterauned maxunum first rate and

operating sakl second pump at a zero or k>w rate, saki hypo-

^ycaemic rate means operating sakl first pwnp at a zero rate or

a low rate leas than sakl predetennined nunimum first rate and

operating sakl second pump at a hypoglycaenuc rate, and sakl

patiott fkctor entry means bemg associated with sakl dau

entry means and adqited to receive and store a patient factor

whkb varies firom indivklual patient to mdivklual patient; sakl

pnd^ennined ipf««"'^«« first rate and said predetermined

minimum first rate controlled by sakl daU entry means being
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a4jinted by said patient factor entry means m accordance with
said patient bctor.

•( (;

.'%

DISPOSABLE HYPODERMIC SYiONGE
E. Sleahriaa,a^ Jnm DQk, bulk «fOH Nctb-

10 Divlnr lif aaUaad Raacanh av.

'/'
. «'.» Cortl.Mtloaors«.No.400,lQ5,JaI.ao,19|J,afcaiidoMd.'nil8

•

'l ;
appUcatiM Oct 19, 1M3. Scr. No. 542,m

mStT
^'*"^' •ftUatlkm Nctheriawli, JaL 23. 1981,

M.CUAeiMS/00
VS. CL <M-111 5

M7S302
DEVICE FOR DtmiODUCING MEDICAL

INnnUMENTS INTO A BODY
W«Mr Schikwt, DafeM 32,OM MUhaiai/llBhr, Fed. Rep. of

i./;.

-15 V . J-

Jl<

• > -.ty '. . - .,1,' ,

FDad Mar. 23, 1912, Ser. No. 361,117

.-. ,„i!Sf**y'
»•"«**" "'•<-«*«'G«™"y. Mar. 24,

1911, 3111497

Iirt.a'A41M25/aO
U'S-a«4-9S 7CtaiiB.

1. Apparatus for use in the delivery of a medical instrument
into an opemng m a tiving organism, said apparatus being
intended for insertion into the opening and comprising:
a tip portion, said tip portion having a cylindrical body

portion and a genrnUy hemiq>herically-shaped forward
end which extends from said body portion, said body
portion having a longitudinal axis and an inner diameter
which is greater than the outer diameter of the medical
instrnment to be deUvered therethrough, said tip portion
being iiyovided with a ctrcomfierential reoass in the exte-
rior surface of the side waU of said body portion, said
recesi being displaced from said tip portion forwaid end,
•aid tip portion forward end being provided with an open-
ing ooiwnensurate in size and shape with the cross-section
^the nadical nstrument to be deliveied, the medical
nstmaent being mounted in said opening in said tip por-
tion forwaid end;

an internal chamber, said chamber beinig in pact defined by
•aid lip portion; .,,^..,., .,,,.1, ,,..•

a plorality of nozzles for -*^iiihing fluid oommunication
between said reoeas in the exterior surface of said body
portion and said internal chamber, said nozzles having
axes which are angularly oriented with leqiact to said
longitiidinal axis whereby fluid discharged thoefrom will
be directed outwardly and rearwardly Witt respect to said
tip portion to produce a reactive force component whicfa
urges saUapparttua hi the direction of ftvthar insertion of
•aid tip portion, the discharge ends of said noizles being
reoeaaed with respect to the exteriw sufiM* of said tip

portion body pertiOR and defining a plaae which is gener-
ally transverse to said lengitudiaal tirift

tabular support means for said tip portion, said support
means definmg an extension of said internal chamber and
coupling said internal chamber to a source of pressurized
fluid;and

neana for canaing dUation of the opening into which the
apparatus is inserted." *

i

'''

itjft *r(T>

1. A disposable hypodermic syringe designed to allow a user
of the syringe to easily and accurately determine if the sterihty
of the syringe has been compromised, said syringe including:

a barrel having a front open end and a rear open end, said
barrel being adapted to receive a piston that is movable in
the barrel and seals same, said piston being edited for
connection to a piston rod inserted through the tear open
end of the barrel;

a needle mount provided at the front open end of the barrel,
said needle mount having a narrowed 8leeve>like portion
at an end remote from the barrel, said sleeve-like portion
having an injection needle connected thereto;

a needle guard having a thickened open end that is detach-
ably connected to the sleeve-like portion of the needle
mount in a functionally clamping manner, therd>y achiev-
ing a sterile seaUng of the needle; and

a sealing member adi^>ted to seal the connection between the
neecHe mount and the needle guard in a manner such that
breakage of the seal is easily and accuratdy detecttOrie by
a user of the syringe, said sealing member oooiprising a
sleeve of shrinkable plastic sheet diq)osed around the
connection between the needle mount and the needle
guard m a manner such that reconnection of the needle
guard to the needle mount after initial removal of the
needle guard is snbstimtiaHy prevented, said aleeve having
a ftst end shrunk around the needle guard and a second
end shrunk around the needle mount and optionally also
around the barrel of the syringe.

-'£ ifil-:

' M7MM
FAST RESPONSE VACUUM ASPIRATION COLLECHON

SYSIEM
Gari C T. Wang, Sta Lcoira, Calif., aaaipor to Medical In-

•tioMtol Dev. Laba^ lae., San Irandtn, CUif. '
"

FQed Dee. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 45M79"' ^~

bt a.) A41M 7/00 • ^ifiy-^i.

U.S. CL 604—119 14CUM
1. A ftst response vacuum aspiration collection system,

conqnising an aspiration surgical instnment a pair of sealed
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collection containers, one container having a significantly 4^75,906

smaller volume than the other, separate vacuum connected to PARTIALLY FLEXIBLE INJECnON SYRINGE DEVKX
each of said containers individually, an exchange line con- WITH PRESSURE RELEASE VALVE OR SPECIAL

nected between said containers for open flow oommunication ^
BREAKABLE SEAL ^

therebetween, a first valve interpoaed on said exchange line, an Ginter Hdacr, Raa Moatfakon, 8, CH • 1227 Caroi«i, Swit-

18

FDad Sap. 13, 1982, Sar. No. 417,628

IM. €V A61M 5/00

U.S.a 604-212

aspiration line connected to said aspirating surgical instrument

at one end and connected to said exchange line at the other

end, a second valve interpoaed on said aspirating line, said

aspirating line joining said exchange line at a point located

between said first valve and said one container.

4*475,905

INJECnON DEVICE
Andara B. fUaundatrnp, 1333 Chatauford St, St Panl, Minn.

55108

FDad Sap. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,968

lit a3 A61M 5/00

UJS.a 604-208 5

-C

L An injection syringe device, said device comprising:

(a) an elongate flexible plastic bag, said bag having at leaat

two opposite side walls, said bag having a first and second

ends, with said first end being permanendy sealed and said

second end being closed by a three layer breakable seal

having a foam layer sealed between opposite side walls

which breaks automatically when a pre-determined pres-

sure is applied to the exterior of the opposite sidewalls;

(b) an injection needle mounted on the sec(»d end of the

bag;

(c) an elastic plastic bulb inserted between said breakable

seal and said injection needle, wherein said plastic bulb

may be compressed prior to puncture to enable blood to

be withdrawn when said bulb is released.

4^75,907

BODY SECREnON COLLECTING DEVICE WTTH
IMPROVED UQUm OONDUTT CONNECnON

BETWEEN CONTAINER AND HOLDER
Kari-FHadrkh Vopa, MiliBagia, Fad. Rap. ef

III Ian I sill al rrtiH. rimiahiaiii

FDad Apr. 28, 1982, Sar. No. 372,740

riarity, appHratina Fad. Rap. of GanMny, Ai«. 7,

1981,3131378
lat CL^ A61M 1/00

U.S.a 604-322 9(

1. A device for delivering a plurality of preselected doses of

a drug ftom a loaded syringe having a plunger at a first end and

a cannula at a second end, the device comprising:

a sleeve having a first opening and a cavity sufficiendy large

to house the syringe and a second opening sufficientiy

small to retain the syringe while permitting the cannula to

extend therethrough and a slotted track having a plurality

of staggered longitudinally poaitions slot portions and

transversely positioned slot portions with each trans-

versely positioned slot portion cooununicating with two

longitucUnally positioned slot portions;

a plunger-engaging cap telescopically movaUe within the

sleeve and having a first open end and a plunger cavity for

housing the plunger and a second closed end for engaging

an end of the plunger and an outwardly extending pin for

following the track, (dacing the sleeve and the plunger cap

in a cooperating rebrtionship so that when the syringe is

^loaded only a single preselected dose of the drug is injec-

table through the cannula when the idunger cup is pushed

inwardly into the cavity of the sleeve the pin follows a

longitodmal slot and sto^ at a transverse slot leaving any

remaining amount of the drug within the syringe and

phwing the sleeve and lounger cap in subsequent coopera-

. . tion for delivering subsequent preselected doses from the

' aaae syringe by moving the pin along the transverse slot

until the pm enters a next longitudinal slot

1. A body liquid secretion collecting device comprising:

a secretion collecting container holder means from which a

secretion collecting container means is suspended having

a rigid holder pipe fixedly joined thereto, the pipe having

a lower end of constant outer diameter and an exposed

upper end, the pipe being integrally formed vertically on

a firont ftce of the holder means and forming a single unit

widi said holder and with said pipe lower end having a

substantially cylindrical outer surfisce; and

a secretion collecting container means, adqiled to be mov-

ab'.y and replaceably directly suapmded from die hoUer

means, having a cylmdrical tube means fixedly joned to
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the container means with an end in the container and with
aa inkt cod, eMending out of the container means, having
a tubataatially conilant inner diameter such that^it is fluid
sealably connectible tdescopicaUy to the holder pipe
lower end and movable longitodinally while the tube inlet
end inner surface maintains aeaUng contact with the essen-
tJaUy cylindrical outer surfiKe of the pipe lower end
thereby maintaining the fluid seal during vertical move-
ment and displacement of the bag while being filled with
body Uquids, and with the tube and the pipe being sealed
together against the entry of outside air.

M7M10
MALE GONDQM CAIHETER HAVING ADHESIVE

TRANSFER ON ROLLER PORnON
Arthoay J. Cmwmr, PMcr B. Camnf, bolk of CkttlleU. uri

Philip J. Ommv, Slcfwwtvilla, aO af MinL, artwaii to
Meirtor OorporatkM, MiBMapoUa, Miu.

FOad Oct 2, IMl, Scr. No. 307,792
lBtCL3A61FJ/4¥

U.S. CL W4-352 5

,

K*

M75,9M
OSTOMY DEVICES

Roorid Uoyd. 63 Cambridge Rd, Sawbridgeworth, Hertfbid-
ahfatt Eagtaad

FDad Aag. 5, IMl, Sar. No. 290,160
Ojtaa priarity, appbettkm Uaitad Ktagdoim Aog. 7, 1980,

8029027

IM. a^ A61F 5/44
VACLfO^-m SClalms

I- An ostomy bag device which comprises an ostomy bag
having an aperture adapted to receive the stoma ofa patient, an
apertured adhesive mount bonded to the bag about said aper-
ture, said adhesive mount comprising a layer of a moisture
vapour transmitting plastics foam and a layer of a moisture
vapour transmitting pressure sensitive adhesive.

M7S,909
MALE URINARY DEVICE AND METHOD FOR

APPLYING THE DEVICE
Mahto L Elaeahati, 4000 Morrtoa Dr, GanMe, IlL 60031

Fflad May 6, 1902, Sar. No. 375,600
IM. CL^ A61F 5/44

U.S.a 604-349 24

1. A male condom catheter designed to be connected to a
urine collection means and comprising a thin cylindrical sheath
member of resilient material rolled outwardly iqion itself to
form consecutively larger rolls, said sheath member having an
outer surface and an inner surface designed to engage a penis
when the catheter is unrolled, and

the outer surface of the sheath member having prior to the
rolling thereof a layer of pressure sensitive adhesive over
a substantial portion thereof with a release layer between
said adhesive and the outer surface of the sheath member
so that as the sheath member is rolled up the pressure
sensitive adhesive on the outer surface is in direct contact
with the inner surfi^e of an adjacent roll so that as the
sheath member is unrolled the adhesive on the outer sur-
face is transferred to the porton of the inner surface in
engagement with the outer surface, without rolling the
catheter inside out, to cause the inner surface to adhere to
the penis over which the sheath is placed.

4^475,911

ABSORBENT DEVICES
Dak A. GcUert, Ano^^ Imdn aMivHNr to lie Procter* GanUe
Company, OBcfauati, Ohio

Filed Apr. 13, 1901, Scr. No. 233,426
lirt. OJ A61F WJ6

VS. CL 604-^367 3

1. A male urinary device comprising:
a sheath for positioning over the penis and including an

outlet end for evacuating urine;

a cushioning means for interposmg between the sheath and
the penis and including a seat and at least two arms, one of
•aid arms extendmg outward from one side of the seat and
the second ofsaid arms extending outward from the oppo-
site vdeai the seat, said one arm being wrapped around
the penis in one direction and said seccmd arm being
wrapped around the penis in the onMstte direction, said
cushioning means being wrapped around the ciicumfer-
ence of the poiis without either of said arms overlapping
said seat OT the other of said arms; and

each of said arms indoding an inner edge, the inner edges of
said arms being apposed and m contact with each other
when said arms are wrapped.

1. A catamenial pad comprising an absorbent, unbonded
array of fibers encased between a fluid pervious topsheet and a
fluid impervious backsheet wherem said flben are non-abBorb>
ent, hydrophilic, resiUent, moisture insensitive, fircmi about 0.75
to about 6 denier, from about 0.6 to about 7.6 centimeleis long,
and are crimped; and wdierein said topaheet comprises an
apertured hydrofrfiobic fifan having a caliper less than about
0.075 centimeter and an open area of at least about 35%
wherein less than about 25% of said q)emires have an equiva-
lent hydraohc diameter less than or equal to about 0.064 centi-
meter. '
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4^75,9U
ADJUSTABLE DUPERS WITH FASTENING MEANS

Fradrica V. OMtca, 1600 IMHin Rdn GhariottcafiUe, Va. 22903

FBad Oct 26, 1901, Scr. No. 315,049

IM. CL' A61F /i/;6

U.S.a 604^-385 13 OaiaM

ity, a fluid impervious baffle extending at least over said cavity

and comforming thereto and said bottom side portions; and in

intimate contact therewith and a pressure sensitive adhesive

pattern positioned within said cavity.

4^75,914

MEDICAMENT CONTAINER AND TRANSFER DEVICE
Jod B. Portaoir, Rkhboro, Pa., aarigaor to Merck Ik Co^ Im^
Rahway,NJ.

FDcd Aag. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 412,749

brt. d} A6U J/08; B67B 7/24

VS.a 604-414 1

1. A diaper, comprismg:

(a) absorbent material having opposite inner and outer sur-

faces, said inner surface adaptied to face a wearer to be

diapered;

(b) attachment means secured to an upper portion of the

fUmc;
(c) first fastening means secured to the outer surftce of the

fidmc adjacent a lower edge portion thereof, said first

fastening means extending longitudinally from the lower

edge portion for engagement with the attachment means

to secure the diaper to a wearer,

(d) second tetening means secured to the outer surface of

the fabric and spaced inwardly from the first fastening

means, said second fastening means engageable with the

attachment means to shorten diaper length and therd^y

accommodate growth of the wearer,

(e) a pair of side panels integrally formed by overlapping

side portions of the fabric into a folded position on said

outer surfisce; and

(0 panel attachment means for fastening the side panels to an

intermediate porticm of the inner siuface to insulate said

panel attachment means from the wearer, wherein said

attachment means includes a pair of attachment tabs and

said fastening means includes a plurality of elonjgated

fastemng strips, each strip having an inwardly directed

edge dining a transverse fold region to allow a lower

edge portion of said diaper fabric to be folded along the

fold region on the fabric inner sur&ce prior to folding the

side paneb, therd>y shortening the length of the diaper

fabric to accommodate newborn infants and prevent

contact between the infant and the first fastening means.

4^75,913

SANITARY NAPKIN WTTH SOFT EDGES
JiBNC J. naba, WimNbi«o CooMy, Wic acaigBor to

ly^aarii CorporatioB, NccMh, Wis.

FDcd JaL 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,236

laL a» A61F 13/16

VS. CL 604-387 8

1. In combination, a medicament container for relatively

insoluble medicament and a transfer spike having one end

enclosed in and connected with a bellows type sleeve to said

medicament container, said container having its open end

sealed from contact with the atmosphere by a flexible punctur-

able diaphragm integrally joined to said bellows sleeve, said

transfer spike having at least two conduits extending longitudi-

nally from end to end, one of said conduits being provided

with a vent tube terminating in a sterile hydrophobic filter, and

being provided with flange type finger grip means kxated

intermediate the ends of said spike, the enclosed end of said

spike being positioned within said bellows to allow puncture of

said diaphragm with said enclosed end spike by compression of

said bellows.

1. A sanitary napkin comprising an absorbent batt, a fluid

pervious cover coterminous with said batt, said batt folded

over along its longitudinal sides to provide a double thickness

at the bottcm of each side portion; said double thickness por-

tions spaced firom each other defining a centrally located cav-

4^75,915

HOLDER FOR A SYRINGE AND AN AMPOULE
Gku L. SkMBC, 8825 Colbath, Paaorama City, Calif. 91402

Coatfanatlon of Scr. No. 376,009, May 7, 1982, abandoMd. This

appUcatioB Oct 13, 1983, Scr. No. 54M8S
lit CL' B65B 3/32

VS. CL 604-414 12 ClahH

1. A holder for a syringe and an ampoule of the type having

a central puncturable portion, to facilitate the transfer of liquid

from the ampoule to the syringe, comprising:

a body having a trough-like section slidably to receive and

support said ampoule, a wall member on said body adja-

cent to said trough-like section, there being an aperture

through said wall member to receive and support a por-

tion of said syringe, with its needle projecting into said

trough-like section in alignment with said puncturable

portion, whereby to puncture said puncturable portion

when said ampoule is sJid so its puncturable portion moves

toward and upon said needle; a rest member spaced from

said wall member, said rest member having an aperture to

452-227 O.G.-84-9
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recave and rapport nid syringe w at to limit its travel
lowafd said troogh-like section, at least a portion of the
boundary of each of said apertures serving to align said
syringe so that its needle is directed accurately toward
said puncturable portion; and an optical magnifier be-
tween said rest member and said wall member, so disposed
and arranged as to magnify the volume nurkings on a US. CL M4—990

OSMOncpRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM

Ci»,.Ine.,Rahway,NJ. _ »iiHrat«

FDad Mar. 18. 1982, Sar. No. 399424
Int a^ A41M i7/O0

11
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syringe supported in said two apertures, said trough-Uke
section, wall member, rest member, and optical magnifier
being formed u a unitary, one-piece said body, the length
of said trough-like section being sufficient to enable the
ampoule to be slid so its puncturable portion fully clears or
fUly engages the needle while being supported in said
section.

1. An osmotic delivery system shaped and sized for oral
ingestion, implanution, rectal, vaginal or ocular insertion, for
delivery of a drug or other beneficial substance comprising a
oonpartment consisting of at least one chamber, said chamber
being adapted to house osmotically active agents, adsorption
adjuvants, drugs, and pnnlrugs, said chamber being formed by
an external shell <tf a rigkl microporous material; and at least
one overiayer of a semipermeable membrane substantiaUy
covering the external sheU of said chamber leaving exposed a
microporuus drug-emitting surface.

CHEMICAL

4^75.917

PROCESS FOR MODIFYING REGENERATED
CELLULOSE FIBER

Tak«» OImUm, Moriyaim oi SUgsU Ohtad, IbnU, both

of Japn, asrisMit to AaU IiMi KogFO KabnAOd Kdrin.

Fllad Sep. aO, 1982, Ser. No. 430,793

I priority, appUcalioa Japn, Sep. 24, 1981, 56-149349;

Sep. 28, 1981, 56-152002; Feb. 2, 1982, 57-14389

lit a' D06M 1/02

U.S.a8-127 14CWM
1. A process fat producing a regenerated cdlulose fiber

having a good hand and a good shrtek resistance comprising

ai^lying a liquid not readily soluble in liquid ammonia and

adsorboble on regenerated ceUulose fiber to the surface of

regenerated celluloae fiber or attaching a polymer to the sur-

face of regenerated odlnlose fiber in the fbrm ofa fihn, adjust-

ing the moisture content of said regenerated cdlulose fiber to

5% or more based on the idwolute dry weight of said fiber,

thereyter contacting said r^enerated cellulose fiber with

liquid ammonia, and subsequently removing the ammonia firom

the regenerated cellulose fiber.

4,475,918

COMFOSmON AND MEIHOD FOR IMPROVING THE
FASTNESS OF ANIONIC DYES AND BRIGHTENERS ON

CELLULOSIC AND FOLYAMIDE FIBERS
Id Tiber RohiMoa, Baad, both of

_ _ itoSadoBLtd^Baael,Switnriaai

FIM Ai«. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 526,002

I priority, ippHealion Fed. Rep. of GcnMsy, Ai«. 30,

1982,3232195
lit CL^ G08L 61/32

UJS. CL 8-M95 24 ClahH
'

1. A process for improving the fastness properties of an

anionic dyestuff or optical brightener on a rabstrate compris-

ing hydroxy group-containing fibres or natural or synthetic

polyamide fibres which comprises andying, sequentially or

simultaneously, to such a rabstrate dyed, printed or brightened

with such a dyestuff or optical brightener

(A) a polyboac compound which is the product of reacting

a m(»o- or polyf^mctional primary or secondary amine

with cyanamide, dicyandiamide, guanidine or biguanidine

or with a mixture of at least SO mole % of the cyanamide,

dicyandiamide, guanidine or biguanidine and a dicatbox-

ylic acid or a mono- or di-ester thereof, said product (A)

c<ntaining reactive hydrogen atoms bound to nitrogen,

and

(B) a precondensate formed by reacting a compound of type

(A) above with

(C) an N-methylol derivative of a urea, mebunine, gua-

namine, triazinone, urone, carbamate or acid amide,

said precondensate (B) being q>plied to the substrate to-

geUierwith

(D) a catalyst for the crosslinking of N-methyk)l compounds

of the type (Q above,

and heat-curing the thus-treated rabstrate.

suspending a natural water insoluble edible powdered sub-

strate in an aqueous liqud,

dyeing the suspended powder with an edible natural dye and

a dyeiqg aid or fixing agent, and

removing the liquid to obtain the dyed powder as a dry

powder.

4yl75,920

MEIHOD FOR OBTAINING IMPROVED DYEINGS ON
POLYAMIDE

Hana-PuUii B—lan . FHingw, flwllmi land , aasipinr to Saadoo

Ltd., Baaal, SwitMriaad

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ssr. No. 336,783

CUm priority, sppHraHno Fed. Rep. of Gonmy, Jan. 10,

1981,3100559

lit a^ D06M 3/30: D06P 1/39. 1/66

U.S. CL 8-542 33 CUm
1. A process for treating a textile substrate consisting of or

comprising natural or synthetic polyamide comprising 4>ply-

ing to the substrate, either before or after dyeing, a compound

of formula I,

Ri ive-

R-N®-CH2-CH-CH2-X

R2 OH

in which

R is an Cs.20Blkyl, each of

Ri and R2. independentiy, is -CH2—CHOHCH2—X or Ci.

4alkyl, with the proviso that the total number of carbon

atoms in R-(-Ri+R2 i* <iom 8 to 26,

X is chlorine or bromine,

Y is a non-chromophoric anion, and

n is a whole number from 1 to 3,

with the proviso that the application ofa compound (^formula

I before dydng is effected from a neutral to alkaline medium.

4^75,921

AOOUSnC AGGLOMERATION METHODS AND
APPARATUS

Mvthi & BiiMli, asidaif, CaUfn aaai^or to He Uiritod

StMa of AMriea M repreasMd by the Adasiiiilralar of the

NitioMl AcroMntics and SpKe Adadalstratioi

D.C
Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,217

lM.a3C05B 79/00

U.S.CL23-3UR 4

4^475,919

COLORED MEDICINAL TABLET, NATURAL COLOR
PIGMENT AND METHOD FOR USING THE PIGMENT

IN COLORING FOOD, DRUG AND COSMEIIC
PRODUCTS

Edwart J. Wooldd, Doi8l>iriDe; LmntMe J. Roaaria, North

Walca, airi Keith ManhaD, Ft WaaUngtoa, an of Pa., airisi-

on to Coioreon, Ine., Woat Point, Pa.

DIririoa of Ssr. No. 144,617, Apr. 28, 1980, Pat No. 4,336,344,

wUch is a CMrttaHlioa of Scr. No. 837,301, Sep. 27, 1977, Ptt.

No. 4^4,830. mi appiirafinn Jaa 6, 1982, Ssr. No. 337,379

Iita3D06Pi/60
U&a»-518 ttOatan

1. A method of making an edible natural dye pigment for

coloring fbod, drug and cosmetic products comprising:

^ ^ 1

1. A method for agglomerating particles suspended in a gas,

compnsmg:
flowing said gas into a chamber, and

simultaneously applying first and second acoustic energy of

the same frequency, largdy along perpendicular direc-

tions in said chamber, with each cX said first and second

energies being at resonant chamber modes and with said

first and second energies being out of phase, to cause small

particles to move in circle-like paths.

703
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4^79,922 i"

METHOD OF TREATING COAL FOR INCREASING THE
AVAILABILITy OF COAL-FIRED BOILERS

Stnkj R. Rich, W«OMl«r Hllb, Mhl, Mripor to Ainaetd

GiNrtiMatiOT ofS«. No. 179,773, Ai«. <, IMO, abndoMd. Hit
appUotlM Jn. 3, 1M2, Sw. No. 384^22

im. CU ClOL 9/00^ F23D 1/00
VJS,a 44-.1 C 6 Cbins

4. Method of crushing and treating coal for improving com-
bastion in a ooal-fired boiler employing pulverized bituminous
feed coal comprising the steps ofcrushing the coal to a range
of particle sizes from 1 to 230 microns, selectively physically
separating from the feed coal a substantia] proportion of those
particles of inorganic material larger than 37 to 74 microns in

size which during combustion do not readily follow the gas
stream in the boiler but tend to move in straight-line paths and
impinge and deposit upon heat-exchanger surfaces so as to

form ash deposits on the heat-exchanger surfaces of the boiler,

and excluding said particles from the feed coal prior to com-
bustion.

4^75,923
CHEMICALLY TREATED UNDUNG AND PROCESS

Roacoc T. Earlywina, 3100 Field Dr., Kokomo, Ind. 46902
FOad Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 461,445

irt. a* aoL n/oa ii/04
U.8.a 44-41 13 OaiflM

9. A chemically treated kindling, comprising:

a combustible material saturated with a prepared composi-
tion,

said prepared composition comprising a first composition
comprising about 99% refined petroleum wax, about 1%
refined oil, and not more than IS parts per miUion of
dibutylparacresol as an antioxidant; a second composition
oonqnising about 87% refined petroleum wax and about
13% refined oil; a third composition comprising about
80% refined petroleum wax and about 20% refined oil; a
fourth composition comprising about 7S% refined petro-
leum wax and about 2S% refined oil; a fifth composition
comprisiiig about 70% refined petroleum wax and about
30% refined oil; a sixth composition comprising about
9S% refined petroleum wax and about S% refined oil; a
seventh composition comprising about 99% refined petro-
leum wax and about 1% refined oil; and an eighth compo-
sition comprising about 72% refined petroleum wax and
about 28% refined oil.

4*475,925
GASIFICATION PROCESS FOR CARBONACEOUS

MATERIALS,
C Richmd Haiah, Sn Ridtel. GaUf.. MrigMr to OMnw Re.

aaarch Compaq, San FJmdieo, GaUf

.

FDed Dae. 20, 1982, Sar. No. 450,936
lat a^ ClOJ i/5¥

U.S.a4>-197R
3Ctatat

1. A method for the gasification of a carbonaceous material
comprising:

(a) introducing a solid sintered bauxite into an upper portion
ofa verticaUy elongated reaction vessel, the vessel having
a means for substantially impeding vertical backmixing of
vertically moving solids in the vessel;

(b) introducing a carbonaceous material mixed with potas-
sium nitrate into a lower portion of said vessel, the physi-
cal characteristics of the sintered bauxite and the carbona-
ceous material differing sudt that a superficial velocity of
a fluid flowing upwardly through the vessel is greater
than the minimum fluidizing velocity of the sintered baux*
ite and the terminal velocity of the carbonaceous material,
but is less than the terminal velocity of the sintered baux*
ite;

(c) passing steam i4)wardly through said vessel at a nte
sufficient to fluidize the sintered bauxite and entrain the
carbonaceous material to maintain substantially counter-
current vertical flow of the sintered bauxite and carbona-
ceous material in the vessel without substantial top-to-bot-
tom backmixing of the sintered bauxite and the carbona-
ceous material in the vessel, whereby the sintered bauxite
substantially flows downwardly in a fluidized state
through the vessel and the carbonaceous material substan-
tially flows upwardly in an entrained state through the
vessel, whereby the steam reacts with the carbonaceous
material to form a hot char and a gaseous product,
wherein the heat necessary for said reaction is supplied by
the sintered bauxite,

(d) removing the sintered bauxite firom a lower end of said
vessel at a temperature substantially lower than the tem-
perature at which the sintered bauxite was introduced into
the vessel.

4*475,924
COAL DERIVED FUEL COMPOSmON AND METHOD

OF MANUFACTURE
Edaoad G. Mayer, Laraaia, Wyo, aarignor to Meyer Trust,
Laramk, Wyo.
OmOamUkm^m^mtK of Sar. No. 247,382, Mar. 24, 1981,

bndoMd. TUa appHc^kM Sap. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,937
Irt. CL3 ClOL 1/32

US.a44-51 Udatas
1. A fiiel composition comprising a liquid-solid admixture

including a portion of a particulate coal char material derived
from coal diqiersed in an amount of liquid organic material
effective to produce a fluidic, combustible, transportable com-
position wherein said liquid organic fraction is at least partially
derived from the pyrolytic destructive distillation ofcoal; or, is

a lower chain alcohol of from 1 to about 4 carbon atoms, or
mixtures thereof.

4,475,926
ACnVE FILLER FOR GRINDING WHEELS

Gordon E. Hickory, Upton, Maain MrigMr to Norton Comuy.
Worcester, Msm.
Continuation-iafart of Ser. No. 352,290, Feb. 25, 1982,

abandoned. TUs application Sep. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 5290176
lat a^ O09K 3/14

U.S.a 51-298 6Claiw
1. An organic polymer bonded abrasive product comprising

abrasive grain, an organic polymer for said abrasive grain, and
active fillers which together with the organic polymer com-
prise a bond, wherein the improvement comprises an active
filler which is a mixture of iron pyrites, potasshun sul&te, and
an alkaU metal haloferrate having the formula:

A,Fe,+ +Fe,+ + +H,+2r+a»

in which A is an alkali metal ion or ammonium ion, H is a
hahde ion, x is a number from 1 to 10, y is a number from to
1, z is a number from to 1, and y and z cannot be at the same
time, the fillers are present in said bond in a ratio of alkali

halofierrate-to-pyrites-to-potassium sulfate of 0.5:1 K).S, and said
fillers are present m said bond in a total amount of fhm S to
80% by volume.
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4,475,927

BIPOLAR FOG ABATEMENT SYST^f
G. Looa, 3019 Craata Way,

92651

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Scr. No. 239393

lat a' B03C 7/00

4^75^28

METHOD FOR THE RECOVERY OF PETROL
CUif. (GASOLINE) FROM A MECTURE OF PETROL VAPOR

AND AIR, AND A SYSTEM FOR USE IN THE MEIHOD
Aaker J. Jacobaea, BJcnWkkcf^i 45, DK-2600 Glostrap. Dsa-

U&a 55-10 MCUw PCrNo.PCr/D182/00048,J371DBteJaa.24,1983,ftl02(e)

Date Jaa. 24, 1983, per Pab. No. WO82/04260, per Pab.

Date Dae 9, 1982

per FUad May 25, 1982, Scr. No. 463,878

OaiaM priority, appUcatioa DcBMTk, May 25, 1981, 2275/81

lat a^ BOID 33/14

U.S.a. 55-20 »

1. A method for abatement of fog in a predetermined spatial

region, subject to wind, comprising:

distributing a set of nozzles which are aimed in a substan-

tially upward direction in such a manner that said nozzles

are spaced apart from each other and occupy at least an

area on one side of the clearing volume, the latter being

the predetermined spatial region subject to wind, and

bordering on the ground, which is to be cleared of fog;

emitting, for each nozzle ofsaid set of nozzles, an aiijet laden

with electrically charged droplets with a predominant

polarity and a low mobility, said low mobility being suffi-

ciently small that the charged droplets are essentially not

driven out of the said airjet by electric repulsion up to the

height of the upper boundary of said clearing volume, and

such that said charged droplets, blown aloft by each said

aiijet of the said set of nozzles and moved downstream by

said wind, collectively forms a virtual electrode which is

substantially suspended above the said clearing voIuum;

dispensing electrically charged drops of high mobility,

caUed coUector drops, with a polarity opposite to said

predominant polarity, in locations spaced apart from each

other in an area at least on one side of said clearing vol-

ume, but placed away from the said set of nozzles

moving said collector drops along trajectories which are

directed substantially upward toward said virtual elec-

trode by action of the collective electric field set up by the

said virtual electrode, the electric charges in each said

aiijet, the electric charges <m said coUector drops, and the

polarization charges on said ground which come about in

response to the charges introduced;

causing the said collector drops, moving along their said

trajectories in a substantially upward motion, to collide

with neutral fog drops in their paths, thereby causing

coalescence of said coUector drops and fog drops, result-

ing in disappearance of fog drops and enlargement of said

coUector drops;

eventuaUy causing both the original coUector drops and the

coUector drops which have been enlarged by said coales-

cence with fog drops to move towards the upper bound-

ary of the said clearing volume, by action of said coUec-

tive electric field on the electric charge of the coUector

drops;and
. . . ..

causing substantial clearing of the said clearmg volume by

removal of most of the fog drops blown in by said wmd,

by the mechanism of said coalescence of last said fog

drops with coUector drops, said high mobility being sufli-

cienUy large to cause said tnuectories to be steep enough

to remain essentiaUy outside of the said clearing volume.

1. A method for the recovery of petrol from a mixture of

petrol vapour and air, in which the petrol vapour is absorbed

in an absorption means by direct contact with a cooled petro-

leum distUlate supplied from a storage tank, and then the petrol

dissolved in the petroleum distUUte is stripped so that the

petroleum distUlate circulates in a substantiaUy closed circuit,

characterized in that the absorbing medium is a petroleum

distUlate having a higher bdling point range than petrol, and

that the petroleum distUlate in sequence is at least: (1) cooled

by heat exchange with a cold reservoir, (2) brought into direct

contact with the petrol/air mixture to absoib petrol, (3) trans-

ferred to a buffer tank and (4) transferred from the buffer tank

to a stripping means, the amount of cooled petroleum distUlate

caused to contact the petrol/air mixture being controUed so

that the concentration of petrol in the petroleum distUlate

transferred to the buffer tank is substantiaUy constant

10. A system for the recovery of petrol from s mixture of

petrol vapour and air, comprising an absorption means to

absort) petrol from a received petrol/air mixture by means of a

cooled petroleum distUlate, said absorption means being con-

nected to a stripping means to strip petrol dissolved in the

petroleum distUlate and a storage tank for petroleum distflUte,

rapectively, characterized in that a buffer tank (3) is mounted

between the absorption means (2) and the stripping means (5),

and that flow regulating means (15, 16), which are dependent

upon the temperature in a mixing zone in the absorption means

(2), are interposed between the storage tank (7) and the absorp-

tion means (2).

M7Si'29
SELECTIVE ADSORPTION PROCESS

AadrUa FBdcwr, Aatwcrp, Bdglaa^ aaslgBor to Uaioa Carbide

Corporatioa, Dartary, Coaa.

CoBtfanatloa.ia.part of Scr. No. 966,586, Dec 5, W7». £«; No.

4J75J63. TOs appiicatioa Jaa. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 457,916

lat CL' BOID 53/04

UJS. CL 55—25 ' Qttaa

1 In a pressure swing adsorption process for the selective

adsorption of at least one component ofa hydrogen-contauung

feed gas mixture comprising the product gas of arteam re-

former unit so as to produce a purified hydrogen productps

in an adsorption system having at least three adsorbent beds,

each of which undergoes, on a cyclic basis, higher V^»^
adsorption with recovery of hydrogen product from the prod-

uct end of the bed, cocurrent depressurization to mtermedute
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^eHnre(t) with releaie of void space gas from the product end
of the bed, oocntercuneut depwMurixatioD to a lower deiorp-
tioa pRMwu and/or purge with releaw of gas from the feed
ndofdie bed, and repressorization to said hi^ier adsorption
prame, the inprovement comprising:

(a) mtrodncing natural gas to the feed end of the bed at said
*^*on><»P preasuie level as a cocurrent purge gas upon
oomirietion of the adsorption step at said adsOTption pres-
sure and prior to commencing said cocurrent depivssuri-
zation, said natural gas being added in a sufficient amount
so as to estabhsh a purge gas front in said bed, thereby
dispbKing hydrogen present as void space gas from the
(bed end (^ the bed;

(b) withdrawing additional hydrogen product displaced by
said natural gas from the product end of the bed at said
adsorption pressure level; and

cycle of adsorption, expansira or pressure equalization, purg-
ing, and pressure buildup, wherein purified product gas is

withdrawn during the adsorption steir, purge gas for the purg-
ing step comprises residual gas released during the expansion
of at least one adsorber, the pressure buildup step is conducted
at least in part by blowing in product gas, and wherein there is

a malftmctimi in the at least one adsorber yielding the purge
gas so that insufficient purge gas is available, the improvement
comprising employing the product gas for the pressure buildup
and for purging one or several other adsorbers; and adjusting
the amount ofproduct gas used as purge gas so that the adsorb-
ers, which are in the pressure buildup step, reach the desired
adsorption pressure within a previously determined period of
time.

M75,931
GAS CLEANING

Roland CUft; Mejtaba Ghadiri, both of GMbridge, airi Michael
J. Cooke, Oeltenhaa, aU ofE^famd, antgnon toOMlIndM-
try (Patents) UisUed, London, E^fand

Continnatioa of Ser. No. 01(M03, Feb. 8, 1979, abandoned. lUs
application Oct 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,339

OaiBH priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 17, 1978,
0085/78

Int CL3 BOlO 53/12
UAa 55-77 4Claini

CON.

(c) passing the hydrogen-depleted, natural gas-containing
waste gas released from the feed end of the bed upon
ooontercurrent depressurization and/or purge to said
steam reftmner unit for use as fuel for the burners supply-
ing the heat requirements of said steam reformer unit, the
natural gas content of said waste gas comprising comple-
mentary ftiel for said steam reformer unit, whereby the
recovery ofthe hydrogen product gas is enhanced and the
loss of hydrogen in the countercurrent depressurization
and/or purge effluent is correspondingly diminished, with
the natural gas employed to achieve such enhanced hy-
drogen recovery also serving as the complementary natu-
ral gas ftiel used to supply the heat requirements of said
steam reftmner unit

M75,930
PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION SYSTEM USING

PRODUCT GAS AS REPLACEMENT FOR PURGE GAS
Martch, Fed. Rap. of Geraany, asrivmr to

Ifi^iiiiiTiiilin, WIoMm, Fed. Rap. of Gcranny
FDad Fab. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 447,0(0

m aw«*l*-
*•**"**•' *'~'- '* •*

Int CL3 BOID 53/04
U&aS5-.24 4ClaiaH

1. In a pressure swing adsorption process utilizing a plurality
of interconnected adsoiben, comprising the steps within one

1. A method of producing a substantially contaminant-free
product gas from a gas contaminated with particubte material
comprising

(a) passing the contaminated gas through a cyclone separa-
tor,

(b) feeding the exhaust gas tnm the cyclone separator to a
collection medium comprising a fluidised particle bed,

(c) feeding a fuel oil into the collection medium,
(d) maintaining the collection medium at a temperature fhnn

700* to 1200* C. so that the fuel oU is cracked and deposits
a tarry liquid on the bed particles, thereby rendering them
sticky so that the contaminant particles adhere to the bed
particles, and

(e) withdrawing a product gas from the collection medium.

4*475,932

GAS-UQUm VORTEX SEPARATOR-ELIMINATOR
Robert Hall. Warwiek, RX, and Jooeph A. Lane, Taanton,

Maaa., aasiffors to Aartrai Incn Wcat Warwick, RJ.
FUed Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 440,056

Int a' BOID 19/00
\3S. CL 55—170 10 nrf^

1. A gas-liquid vortex separator-eliminator which is adapted
to be connected in a ck)sed liquid circukting system having
supply and return lines including a circulating pump connected
therein for circukting liquid in sakl circulating system, com-
prising (a) an upright main body whidi has an upper chamber
(b) and a lower chamber (c), said upper chamber (b) and lower
chamber (c) being separated by a horizontal wall (d) that has a
gas discharge port (e) in the center thereof, (0 an inlet which
has a horizontal axis which generally perpendicukrly inter-
sects the vertical axis of said iq>right main body (a), said inlet

(0 having an integral difliiser (g) positioned immediately inside
of said lower chamber (cX said integral difliiser (g) being af-
fixed at a horizontal ang^ and at a vertical angle to said hori-
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zontal axis of said inlet (0> (h) an outlet which has a horizontal

axis which is generally aUgiied on said horizontal axis of said

inlet (d) and which generally peq)endicuhiriy intersects said

vertical axis oH said upright main body (a), said outlet (h) hav-

ing a vertical pipe 1^ (i) positi(med inside of said lower cham-

ber (c) so that the lower segment thereof is positioned in the

lower portion oflower chamber (c) and that the vertical axis of

said lower s^ment of said vertical pipe leg (i) is generally

aligned in said vertical axis of sakl upright main body (aX and

0) a gtt vent-eliminator poaitioaed within said upper chamber

(b), when said separator<«liminator is in operation, said liqukl

enters said inlet (f), is directed into said lower chamber (c) and

exits via said veitteal pipe leg (i) and said outlet (hX said hori-

zontal angle and said vertical angle being of sufficient degree

fhmi the vertical axis of the outlet to force said water tangen-

mcr

of their inner sides and vertically below the bottom ofsaid inlet

duct and receive particle-laden gas from said inlet duct each of

said deceleration chambers having at the top of a wider part

thereof a gas exit to at least one of said filter units and having

at its bottom a removed particle exit whereby particle-laded

gas entering each deceleration chamber first moves towards

said removed particle exit and then substantially reverses its

flow direction to exit through said gas exit leaving bdiind

some Uffge particles at the bottom of that deceleration cham-

ber, a first baffle mounted to be turned about a substantially

vertical axis so as to pass above and dose to said inlets and

close off said inlets successively and at least one at a time as

said first baffle is turned, an outlet duct suction means coupled

r^Vn

tially against the side of said lower chamber (c) and down-

wardly in said lower chamber (c), respectively, so as to form a

water vortex in said lower chamber wherri>y the gu in said

liquid is released in the fbrm of bubbles, said liquid being pres-

ent during operation in said upper chamber (b) and said lower

chamber (cX the lower end of said vertical fnpe leg (i) being

bdow where said bubbles form and/or where gas bubbles

entrained in said liquid are carried down to by said vortex, said

horizontal separating wall (d) being positioned in said upright

main body (a) at a level to prevent the tangential fluid motion

m said lower chamber (c) from interfering with the passage of

gas bubbles up into sakl upper chamber (bX the gas bobbles

rising into sakl upper chamber (b) and bdng pur^ into the

atmosphere by means of sakl gas vent-eliminator within sakl

upper chamber (bX

4«475,933

FILTER DEVICE FOR REMOVING PARTICULATE
MATERIAL FROM GASES

Peter R. Pfggta, Bvton Orery, Eagtaad, aariffor to Ah* PoUn-

tkm (Eqnipacat) T^^kti*! Lriffttff, ''g*—

^

Continaathw of Ser. No. 247,556, Mar. 25, 1981, abandoned,

nto appUcatkM Aag. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,065

OataM priority, appUcatkM United Ktagdoai, Feb. 13, 1981,

8104571

Int a' BOID 46/04. 50/00

UAa 55-287 7 OalaH

1. A filter device for removing particles from a partKle-

laden gas, sakl filter device comprising an inlet duct arranged

to provide a downward flow therethrou^ of a particle-laden

gas, a plurality of filter units distributed about sakl inlet duct s

plurality of vertical plates radutmg outwardly firom a central

regkn which is vertically below the bottom of the mlet duct

said plates defining between them a ring of deceleration cham-

bers which are wedge-shaped and have inner narrow skies and

outer wkler skies, the inner narrow skies of sakl deceleratkm

chambers bemg vertkally betow the bottom <rf sakl inlet duct

sakl deoeleratkm chambers having mlets which are at the tops

to said outlet duct sakl outlet duct positioned and arranged to

carry away particles removed from said deceleratkm chambers

and sakl filter units via sakl removed particle exits by sakl

suction means coupled to sakl outlet duct a second baffle

mounted to be turned about a substantially vertical axis and

thereby provide communication of said removed particle exits

at least one at a tune to sakl outlet duct while the other re-

moved partick exits are ckised off from sakl outlet duct and

drive means for turning said first and second baffles in synchro-

nism so that when the inlet of one deceleration chamber is

ctosed off from sakl mlet duct the removed partick exit of the

f^m# decderatioo /•H«"«h»r is m oonununication with sakl

outlet duct

4y475,994

PRESSUREGAS OONNECnON FOR DUST-LADEN GAS
FILTERS

riliidiiriiiiM, W ii llin|hanisn nil Frf r**^i r
—'r"

to imeMif-Flltar GaAH * Co. EG, Velbert Fed. Rap. of

ContfaMthM of Ser. No. 166,734, JnL 7, 1980, Pat No.

4^3674180. nk appUeatkm May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,611

dafana prtorfty, appUcatton Fed. Rap. of Gcranny, Feb. 12,

1980,3005146

IW portion of the term of thk patent saboeqacnt to Jaa 4^ 2000,

Int a> BOID 46/04

U.S.a55-302 6

1. In a filter apparatus compr^ping a housmg havmg a gas

inlet and a gas outlet and having therem a plurality of filter

elements for cleaning gas flowmg therethrough and a two-

stage mjector device for reverse-fk>w purgnig of the filter

elements comprising a plurality of injecton of a first stage and

a cooperatmg fdurahty of injectors of a second stage arranged

to direct a ckuing gas into said filter dements, and a pressure

gas connection to a conduit which fieeds a pressure gas to the

u^ectors of the first stage, wherein saki conduit is a single

continuous conduit

the improvement in the pressure gas connection wherem

sakl plurality of ityectors of sakl first stage mdnde connect-

ing sockets, respectively.
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•paoer deevet and nid connecting sockets are disposed on
said conduit in alternating arrangement, said pressure gas
connection including said connecting sockets and spacer
sleeves,

said conduit communicates with said plurality of injectors of
said first stage via said connecting sockets,

said sleeves and said connecting sockets are members, one of
said memben is an end member disposed over a free end
of said conduit.

,--i.

clamping means for holding fast said injectors of said first

stage with said connecting sockets and said sleeves, for

pressure-tightly securing said members with respect to
each other, and for closing off said end member such that

the pressure gas in said conduit conununicates with said

plurality of injectors of said first stage via said connecting
sockets.

M75,»35
JOINING METHOD TO OBTAIN ELONGATED COATED

OPTICAL FIBER
CUkaya TaMka; Kaao IwabKU, both of IbaraU; ToahlaU
KaUi, and YakU Toda, both of Kaugpwa, aO of Japan,
Mi^on to Nippoa Tdapaph * Telephone Pobiic Corpora-
tioii, Tokyo airi SaaltoM Etoetrk bdutrlcs, Ltd- Osaka.
bolkor,Japo

FDad JaL Z2, 1M2, Scr. No. 401,044
CUm priority, appUcatioa Japu^ JoL 24, IMl. 56.11M56

lot CL^ O03B 37/12
U,S. CL 65-341 10 OaiM

fh

4«475,9M
APPARATUS FOR THE HEAT PROCESSING OF

PARTICULATE MATERIALS
Geoffrey W. Aaton, and Roderick M. Savt, both of Honkoi,"-'-^ —•

to Redkad TeekMh»gy Liaitad, Sarray,

Filed Feb. 10, 1903, Scr. No. 465,011
CtalBH priority, applicatioa United Ktagdom, Feb. 12, 1002,

lat CL^ G03B 19/10
U& CL 65-142 11 cWiaa

1. Apparatus for heat processing glass or gkss forming
material and comprising a generally cylindrical chamber ar-

ranged with its axis generally vertical; means for introducing a
first combustible gas or mixture of gases through a burner into
the chamber adjacent a lower end of the chamber and for
igniting said first gas to form a flame of sufficient size and
temperature to melt the materials to be processed; means for
introducing a current of a second gas or mixture of gases into
said chamber generally tangentially of the chamber wall to
cause said flame to swirl in the manner ofa vortex and provide
a quenching zone of gas surrounding said flame; an outlet for
exhaust gases, and means for supplying the material into the
chamber, in which a ring surrounds the burner and has nozzles
for introducing a third gas or mixture of gases upwardly but at
an angle to the axis of the burner thereby assisting said swirling
motion.

T

4y475,937

CONVEYOR CONTROLLER FOR GLASS SHEET
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

John S. Nitachke, Perryaburg, Ohio, aari^or to Glaartaeh, lacn
Pcrrysborg, Ohio

Filed Sep. 1, 1902, Scr. No. 414,000

Int a^ C03B 35/00
U.S. CL 65—163 5 n«i—

1. A method for joining elongated optical fiber cables each
of which including a glass fiber and a coating layer formed
over said glass fiber, comprising the steps of:

preparing a first optical fiber cable by removing said coating
layer from an end portion of the cable to provide a first

bare glass fiber portion;

preparing a second optical fiber cable by removing said
coating layer from an end portion of the cable to provide
a second bare ghns fiber portion;

splicing and melt-joining said first bai« glass fiber portion
and second bare glass fiber portion in order to form joined
bare glass fiber portions; and

molding a material about the joined bare glass fiber portions
in such a manner that the resultant molded portion has a
diameter substantially equal to that of said coating tayer,
the material being chemically compatible with said coat-
ing layer.

1. In a control system which monitors and controls the
processing of sheets of ghus in a glass processing system
wherein the sheets of glass are conveyed by a main conveyor
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and an auxiliary conveyor driven by a separate, variable speed

drive for conveying the sheets of glass between the main con-

veyor and the auxiliary conveyor, the control system including

a master controller to provide a command signal and a posi-

tioning controller for controlling the variable speed drive, the

positioning controller comprising:

first generating means coupled to the main conveyor for

generating a first transport signal corresponding to the

distance that the glass sheets are conveyed along the path

of conveyance on the main conveyor;

a second generating means coupled to the auxiliary con-

veyor for generating a second transport signal corre-

sponding to the distance that glass sheets are conveyed

along the path of conveyance on the auxiUary conveyor;

a slave controller for processing the command signal from

the master controller and the first and second transport

signals from the first and second generating means, respec-

tively, to provide at least one control signal to the variable

speed drive to control glass sheet conveyance on the

auxiliary conveyor independent of the glass sheet convey-

ance on the nuun conveyor.

4^75,930

CUmNG DEVICE FOR SECnONING UQUID GLASS
STRAND

Weraer D. Kaoth, Eaaea, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay, asaigMr to

Vcba«las AG, Ebmb, Fed. Rap. of GcrMny
per No. PCr/EP02/00026, S 371 Date No?. 29, 1902, § 102(e)

Date No?. 29, 1902, PCT Pnb. No. WO02/03304, PCT Pnb.

Date Oct 14, 1902

per Filed Feb. 12, 1902, Ser. No. 449,009

nrii— priority, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 2,

1901, 3113303
lat a' C03B 7/12

UAa 65-334 W Claims

of said elements in one sense or an opposite sense simulta-

neously.

1. A cutting device for the sectioning of a liquid glass strand

of circular peripheral curvature into individual gobs for pro-

cessing into hollow glass articles, said cutting device compris-

ing:

a housing having an opening traversed by said strand;

a plurality of partially overlapping elongated cutting ele-

ments disposed around said strand, each of said cutting

elements being pivoted only at one end thereof in said

housing and having a curvature turned toward said glass

strand different from the circular curvature thereof, said

cutting elements being uniformly spaced around said

strand so that as they pivot about respective pivot axes at

the respective said one end of each cutting element, said

cutting elements slice through said strand completely and

upon pivoting in an opposite sense are withdrawn com-

pletely from engagement with said strand;

a respective planetary gear rotatable about the pivot of each

of said elements and coupled therewith at the req)ective

said one end thereof for routing the respective element;

a ring gear in said housing routable about said strand and

meshing with all of said pUmetary gear^ and

means for routing said ring gear in said housing to swing all

4,475,939

STABILIZED FERTILIZER SOLUTIONS
Hont Miehand, Troatoerg; Hemaaa Ra?eling, Aheaaurkt, and

Joaef Sceholaer, Troatbcrg, aU of Fed. Rep. of GeraMny,

OHipMn to SKW Trootberg Aktieageaellachaft, Troatbarg,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 21, 1902, Scr. No. 420,772

Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gerauay, Dec 3,

1901, 3147021
lat CL3 C05C 9/00

U5.a 71-20 11 OaiBB

1. In a fertilizer solution including dicyandiamide as a nitrifi-

cation inhibitor, the improvement, for retarding dicyandiamide

crystallization, wherein the solution contains an effective

amount of at least one water-soluble organic polymeric com-

pound as a stabilizer for the dicyandiamide.

4,475,940

METHOD OF CONVERTING WASTE DROSS TO
FERTILIZER

Hariaad H. Young, Weatem Springs, m., aarigaor to Michigan

Standard Alloys, Bentoa Harbor, Mich.

Coatianation-in-part of Scr. No. 275^49, Jan. 19, 1901,

ahaadofd. which is a coatiaaatioa-iB-part of Scr. No. 133,624,

Jan. 21, 1900, abaadomd, lUs applicatioa Jan. 10, 1903, Scr.

No. 450,774

lat a^ O05B 7/00

UACL 71-34 lOCIaiBM

1. A method ofconverting powdered dross waste of the type

produced in resmelting scrap aluminum metal into a dustless

granulated fertilizer product, said dross containing less than

about 2 wt.% each of calcium and silicon and at least 2 wt.%

nitrogen as ammonia which comprises mixing the powdered

dross with phosphoric acid that is at least about 65% concen-

trated to provide a chemical reaction and to fix the nitrogen

present in the dross and agiuting the mixture during the reac-

tion to provide said granulated fertilizer product

4^75,941

BIOODE COMPOSITION COMPRISING SULFONIUM
COMPOUNDS AND ORGANIC TIN COMPOUNDS

Daaid Ayghm, Jaraacoa, aad Mark C. Hardy, Ortea, both of

FhHMC, aaaiffors to Sodete Natioaale Elf AqaitaiBC France

Filed Apr. 22, 1902, Ser. No. 370,960

ri«ii— priority, ap^icatioa France, Apr. 27, 1901, 01 00350

lat CL^ AOIN 55/04

MS. a. 71-«7 10 Claims

1. A process of controlling the growth of the bacteria Enter-

obacteriaceae, Pseudomonaceae, Bacteriaceae, Clostridiales,

Bacillales, or Sporovibrinoales, and the algae Diatomees,

Cyanophycees or Chlorophyceca, m aqueous medium which

comprises introducing into the medium a biocidal efTcctive

amount of a synergistic mixture of 20 to 43 weight percent

organic tin compound selected from the group consisting of

tributyl tin oxide and tributyl tin benzoate and 80 to 37 percent

by weight of tetradecyl dimethyl sulfonium methosulfate.

4y475,942

N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLCLYCINE DERIVATIVES AND
HERBICIDAL COMPOSIHONS CONTAINING THEM

lahak Bakal, RaiMt Gaa, laraal, aarigaor to GoahH
~

ricf Ltd., Td-Moad, larad

FOad Aag. 27, 1902, Ser. No. 412,196

ClaiiM priority, appiicalioa larad, Aag. 0, 1902, 66494

lat CLJ AOIN 57/74- COTF 9/30

MS. CL 71-06 »
1. N-Phosphonomethylglycinc derivatives of the general

formula I
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O H O OR] I

R1O-C-CH2-N-CH2-P
\
ORs

wherein

(•) Ri and R2 are hydrogen and R3 it a adt fomung cation of
the general fonnula II

' H H OHO.1111R—C—C—C—P—OX
I I I I

R3 R2 R| OY

(D

n+
R«NH
1

RtHN—C-S-Rs

orR2isHandRiandR3afe each a salt fonning cation of
the above fonnula n,
wherein Rs is alkyl, aUyl, vinyl, benzyl, flirfuryl or a
group of the formula

f"—(CH2),-S—C—NRHX

wherein n is 1-S and X is halogen and R^ and R7 are
independently H, alkyl, allyl or phenyl provided that only
one of R6 or R7 may be alkyl, aUyl, or phenyl, or R«and
R? form together a group of the formuk—CH2CH2—; or
R7 is hydrogen and Rs and lU together form a group ofthe
formuU -CH=CH— or -CH2CH2-; or

(b) R] and R2 are H and R3 is a salt forming cation of the
general formuh III

»ioNH NR„ o H
"

RrfIN-0-Y-Rr-Y-C-NHR,2.HO-I^<Wr-i-CH2C02H

OH

wherein YisSorN, R|isa straight or branched chain
•Uiylene radical having 1-12 carbon atoms and R9, R,o.
Rii and R12 are evh independendy H, alkyl, phenyl or
•Uyl provided that only one of R9 and Rio may be alkyl,
aUyl or phenyl and only one ofRn and R12 may be alkyl,
aUyl or phenyl, or Y is S and R9and Rioas weU as R|| and
R12 each together form a radical of the formula —CH2C-
H2—;or

(c) R2 is H and R| and R3 together form a salt forming cation
of general formula IV

+ +
HN—Ri4 HN—R|5
I «

R|3HN-C-Y-R,-Y-C-NHRi6

IV

wherem Rs and Y are as defined and R13, R14, R13 and
R16 are each independendy H, alkyl, phenyl or aUyl pro-
vided that only one of R13 and Ru may be alkyl, aUyl or
phaiyl and only one of Ris and R|6 may be alkyl. allyl or
phenyl.

M7S,M3
HERBIODAL a-HYDROXY PHOSPHONATES

Vail R. GMrtMr, BdMn, Mo^ aMl^or to MoMnto (

StLoda,Mo.
DirWoB or am. No. 2T9371. Jni. 1, 1983, Ptt. No. M13,125.

TUa applieiMioa Sa^ 1, 1983, S«r. No. 328,700

.. - ^ . "^ ^' ^WN ^^/^ ^7/22
UAa71-8« Mdataa

1. A herbicidal composition comprising a-hydroxy phos-
phonate compound of the fonnula

wherein X and Y are each independently selected fhmi the
group consisting of a lower alkyl and benzyl; Ri, Ri. and R3
are each independendy selected fh>m the group consisting of
hydrogen and lower alkyl; R is a —Z—R4 group wherein Z is

oxygen or sulfur, and R4 is lower alkyl, lower alkanol, aryl orR is piperidinyl or.

-Z'-R,

wherein —Z' is nitrogen, and Rs is lower alkyl, or tower al-
koxyalkylloweralkyl. and R« is lower alkyl or hydrogen to-
gether with an inen diluent

4^75044
HERBICIDAL SULFAMATES

Monris P. Rorer, Newark, DeL, aaripor to E. L Du Port deN—

o

il and Comftmy, Wimimtmt DcL
Co>tiantk».iniPtft oTSar. No. SSMN, Jn. 9, 1982,

ahaaionad. IMa appliertioa Mir. IS, 1983, Sar. No. 473,322

., o ^P- ^^^^ *"^^^ *^^^^^ ^/'^' AOIN 43/54
MS, CL 71—90 4^ I

1. A compound of the formula:

H. Q X

JriOS02NHCONH-/r JZ

"-{
Y

I

where Q is

R2 R3 Rs

W^ R4 w^ R«^ w^^
Q-1 Q-2 Q.3

>^ >^. .X X XXw R9 Rio w ^Rii R12 w

N—

N

fh*

,Rw

Q-7 Q4 Q.9

hi" 'U^ >.
Wr Ril - N^*' RaT^ N '^R23'

Q-10 Q-n Q-12
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N—

N

Rm

•continued

' '4,6
Q.13 Q-14 0-13

group consisting of triazines, haloacetanilides and pyridyloxy-

phenoxypropionates, which method comprises applying to

said plants, to parts thereof or to the locus of their growth, an

antidotally effective amount ofa compound according to claim

L

I —

N

Ri«

Q-16

R is H, F, a, Br, CH3, CF3 or OCH3;
W is O, S or NRi;
Wi is O or S;

Ri is C1-C3 alkyl; '„„»«»
R^ R3, R4. R5. Rs. R9, Rio. Ru. RJ^ Rn. R14. Rif R16.

Ri9, R21. R22. R23. R25 or R27 *n independently H, CH3

or C2H5; -,„

lU, R7, Ri7, R24 or R26« independendy H or CH3;

R18 or R20 are independendy H or C1-C3 alkyl;

XisaCH3,OCH3,OCF2HorSCF2H; _. ^„
Y is CH3, C2H5. OCH3, OC2H5, OCH2CF3, CH2OCH3.

CH(CXM3)2

4^75,946

FERROMAGNEnC METAL PARTICLES OF IRON

ALLOYED WITH IT, V, CR. MN, C». NI, CU, ZN, SI, P,

MO, SN, SB AND AG COATED WTTH MONO- OR
DIALKOXYSILANES

AUUro MatauAUi; SUao UaMHn; MaaaaU Aoana; mtiiM

Miyatsoka, and Tala^|i KltMoto, aD of Kaaagawa, Japan,

Maimnrs to Fidi Photo Flfan ^0^ Ltd^ laMgawa, Japan

FUad Sep. 8, 1983, Sar. No. 530,434

Clahns priority, appttcatioa Japan, Sep. 8, 1982, 57-154405

Int a.5 C22B 5/U- C22C 1/04

VS. CL 75-OJ AA 1 OJ"
1. Ferromagnetic metal particles having 00 the surnoe

thereof a silane compound rqireaented by the general formula:

R.r-SMOR'H-.

wherein R and R' each represent an alkyl group, and n repre-

sents 2 or 3.

o

4^75,947

METHOD FOR RECOVERING HEAT FROM
DUST-BEARING GASES PRODUCED IN SMELTING
SULPHIDE CONCENTRATES AND MEANS HEREFOR
Bfgt T. Andcnaon, Espoo, Flaiaad, asaigBor to Ontokonva

Oy, HcWnU, Finland

FUad Oct 12, 1983, Scr. No. 541,347

Int CL' C22B 5/02

V& CL 75-92 ^

or OCF2T where O is O or S and „ . ^,
T is H, CHCIF, CHBrF, CF2H or CHFCF3; and Z is CH;

provided that when X is 01, then Z is CH and Y is OCH3 or

OC2HS; and their agriculturally suitable salts.

4^5,945
AMINOGLYOXYLOrrRILE OXIMINO CARBOXYUC

ACID ESTERS AND THIO ESTERS FOR THE
PROTECnON OF CROPS AGAINST INJURY BY

HERBICIDES
Hcvy Martin, ABachwfl, SwHaariand, aari^or to Gh^Gdgy

Coiporatien, Aidilcy, N.Y. .«^^^
DMaiw or Sar. No. 112,049, Jan. 14, 1980, Pat No. 4^14,486,

which ia a coirttaMtlon of Sar. No. 938,285, Ang. 3, 1978,

ibandoMd. TUs apptteatien Sep. 28, 1982, Sar. No. 425,782

lit CL3 AOIN 25/32; O07C 121/90

U&a 71-105 *

1. A omnpound of the formula

Ri

^ V-C-CN.

\^^ N-0-C-<

wherein

Rl is hydrogen or halogen,
,. , j

R2 is hydrogen, hatogen, lower alkyl or tnfluoromethyl and

O is tower alkoxy, tower alkylthto, lower alkoxyalkoxy,

tower haloalkoxy or phenoxy optionally substituted by

halogen, methoxy or nitro.

4. A method for protecting cultivated plants from being

/i.m«|prf by harmful agricultural chemicals selected from the

1. A method for recovering heat from dust-bearing gases

produced in suspension smelting of sulphide concentrates, by

bringing the gases into indirect heat exchange contact in a

waste heat boiler, by separating the dusts from the cooled gases

and by returning at least part of the separated dusts to the

suspension smelting comprising admixing to the dost bearing

gases produced in the suspension smelting process or into the

slag a cooler, reacting fluid substantiaUy prior to bringing the

gyp* into indirect heat exchange contact in the waste beat

boiler.

4,475,948

UTHIUM ALUMINATE/ZIRCONIUM MATERIAL
USEFUL IN THE PRODUCnON OF TRFTIUM

William E. Cawley, and Tamer J. T^app. both aff Riehland,

Warik, aaai^on to The Uaited Stataa af AMrka as rapre-

sortad by the DcpartHMit of Enerijr, WaaUn^on, DXX
FDed Apr. 24, 1983, Sar. No. 488,825

Int a.3 F14N 57/04

UACL 75-230 4CaaiaB

1. A composition for the generation of tritium upon neutron

irradiation comprising lithium aluminate particles imbedded in

a zirconium matrix.
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M75,94»
ALKAU EARTH METAL OXIDE-BASED COATING

COMPOSITIONS
NonMB C Rom, AOlMa Pttt, ud Jeftvjr J. Uttrkfe, Ti

ton, botk of Pt^ Mrigaon to Kina Corporatioa, AIUmm
Park, Pa.

FDod No?. 10, 1M2, Ser. No. 440,521
lat a^ CD9D 5/08

UJS. CL 106—14J5 UCUm
1. A ooncarbonated complex comprising the reaction prod-

uct of:

(a) a basic oxide selected ftom the group consisting of cal-
cium and magnesium oxide and mixtures thereof;

(b) an organic sulfonic acid having an equivalent weight of
about 300 to 7S0 grams per equivalent; and

(c) water;

wherein the molar ratio of basic oxide to organic sulfonic acid
is at least 10:1; the molar ratio of water to basic oxide is less
than 2.5:1 and greater than 0.3:1 when the basic oxide is at least

30 percent calcium oxide; and the molar ratio of water to basic
oxide is less than 0.7:1 and greater than 0.3:1 when the basic
oxide comprises substantially magnesium oxide and less than
30 percent calcium oxide.

4*475,952

TREATING CONCRETE
Lojiia J. Aanra, Hartford; Pdtro Paoletti, and Benito J.Ta»Ma, both of Wetheralleld, aU ofConn., MaignonTtori
tMUnIiiidted,IiK.,Hartfoiil,Com. •»—^""""^

M02,753. nia appUortioa Aag. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 527,720
iBt a3 O04B 7/i5^

UAaiOfr-94
iiciMtm

1. A method for water-proofing a shaped concrete article
compnsmg providing a fresh concrete mixture and treating
said muture before curing with an effective amount ofa Uquid
nuxture of diesel fuel oU and rosin, said rosin being dispersed in
said diesel fuel oU. and thereafter permitting die concrete
arucle to dry to form a desired article which is resisumt to
penetration by water.

4^75,950
PRINTING INI COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

ORGANOPmUC CLAY GELLANT
Oanda M. FUayaoi^ HoHtoa, To^ MripMf to NL
Ik, New York, N.Y.

CoatlaaatkM of Scr. No. 207,543, Nor. 17, 1980, abandoned.
TTUa appUcatkM Apr. 26, 1982, Sar. No. 371,405

IM. CL' CD9D n/02
UAai06-20 UOMinm

1. A printing ink comprising an organic ink vehicle having
dispersed therein an ink coloring material and an organophilic
cUy gellant comprising the reaction product of a bentonite or
hectorite clay having a cation exchange capacity of at least 75
miUiequivalents per 100 grams of cUy and a material selected
from the group consisting of methyl trialkyl quaternary com-
pound and benzyl trialkyl quaternary compound, said quater-
nary being selected from ammonium and phosphonium and
wherein each of the alkyl groups contains 12 to 22 carbon
atoms and the amount of said quaternary compound reacted
with said clay being from 100 to 130 miUiequivalents per 100
grams of clay, 100% active clay basis.

4*475,951
ENCAPSULATING SEALANT FOR THE TREATMENT
AND PRESERVAnON OF BUILDING MATERIALS

Ltacoh R. Dwig, Ltacroft, NJ., airi^or to NOW Iwtagtriea.
lK.,AabvyPark,NJ.

»«-in«,

RM Ai«. 29, 1983, Sar. No. 527^68
Iirt. a' CD4B 19/04

UAai06-74 4a,tai
1. An aqueous coating composition for building materials

comprising a mixtiire of potassium silicates of various viscosi-
ties made by mixing the foUowiag:
A. a solution of about 9.05% KjO and 19.5% SiO: with a
vwxMityorbetween7and lOcpa;

B. a solution of about 8.3% K2O and 20.8% SiOi with a
vncosity of between 30 and 65 cpa;

C. a solution of about 12.5% KjO and 26.3% Si02 witii a
viscosity of between 650 and 1200 cps; and

adding tiiereto a minor amount of a catalyst solution compris-
ing a saturated, aqueous solution of Na2B4O7.10H2O having a
lesser amount of a dispersing agent contained therein.

4,475,953
EMULSION AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Alka C. LwHHg; Larry W. Woher, and Hawy F. Raiter, aU of
San Antonio, Tex., aaaignora to Sorthwcat Raaaaich Inatttnta.
San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469^16

.,« ^ I»t as C091 i/00
VS. CL 106-287J4 19 rii—

1. A method of making an emulsion of water in a sulAir
reaction product, the latter being the reaction product of:

(1) elemental sulfur;

(2) from 5 to 20 weight percent of the sulfur reaction prod-
uct of a first hydrocarbon;

(a) which is polyunsatiirated with the unsatiirated portions
being reactable with elemenud sulfur,

(b) which by itself when reacted with elemenuU sulfur
forms a gel, and

(3) from 5 to 20 weight percent of the sulfur reaction prod-
uct of a second hydrocarbon;
(a) which has one or more unsatiirated groups reactable

with elemental sulfur,

(b) which by itselfwhen reacted with sulfur does not form
a gel but forms brittie product, and

(c) which when die first and second hydrocarbons are so
reacted widi sulfiir prevents said gel from forming;

said sulfiir reaction product being formed by causing die
aforesaid reactants to undergo an exodiermic reaction;

said sulfiir reaction product having a viscosity curve sub-
stantiaUy diat of asphalt, a penetration of from 5 to 100, a
softening point of from 10* C. to 70* C. and a ductility of
at least 100; comprising die steps of adding water free of
added emuhifieTs to a body ofsaid sulfiir reaction product
to form said emulsion, the amount of said water added
being from 2 to 50 weight percent of said emulsion.

4,475,954
SEPARATION OF SUCROSE FROM THICK JUICE

Santi KalpratUpa^Ja, Hofteai Eatataa; Richard W. NaniO,
Downers GroTe, and Arthv M. Laadia, Qvpentarifille, aU of
OL, aaaignon to UOP Inc., Daa Plalaea, DL
Coatiawrtioo-ln-part of Ser. No. 329^58, Dec. 9, 1981,

abandoned, lliis application Apr. 15, 1983, Sar. No. 485J50
Int. a^ CUD 3/14

UAai27-l6J IHCUtm
1. A process for separating sucrose from a feed mixtiire

comprising diick juice which comprises contacting said mix-
ture at adsorption conditions in an adsorption zone with an
adsorbent exhibiting selectivity fbr said socroae comprising a
stabilized type Y zeolite, dwreby selectively adsorbing said
sucrose diereon, removing a raflinate stream from sakl adsorp-
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tion zone, and thereafter recovering an aqueous sucrose<xm-

taining stream by passing a desorbent material into said adsorp-

tion zone at desorption conditions to effect the displacement of

sucrose from said adsorbent.

4,475,955

METHOD FOR FORMING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

BEARING POLYSIUCON OF REDUCED RESISTANCE
Vipin N. Pitel, Wyoadaains. P«^ aaaipor to Harria Corpora-

tioB, Melbourne, Fla.

Filad Dae. 6, 1982, Sar. No. 447,287

lit a^ HOIL 21/H 21/428

VS. CL 148-1

J

17

desired part, said melt consisting essentially of by weight

3.9-6.0% silicon, 3.0-3.5% carbon, 0.1-0.3% manganese.

0-0.35% molybdenum, no greater than .015% sulphur, no

greater than 0.06% phosphorus, and nickel in an amount

of at least 1.25%, an increased amount of Mo being pres-

ent for a decreased amount of nickel so that when Ni is at

the low end of its permitted range, Mo will be at its high

end of permitted range, and the remainder iron, said mnelt

having been subjected to nodularized agent to form nod-

ules of graphite upon solidification;

(b) heat treating said cast part to provide a fully ferritic

ductile iron microstnicture with 9-14% by volume gnph-

Thme

ite and a ferritic matrix containing Mo and Ni in solid

solution, said iron having a yield strength of at least 75,000

psi, a tensile strength of at least 95,000 psi, and an elonga-

tion of at least 17%.

9. A high strength ferritic ductile iron composition, consist-

ing of by weight 3.9-6.0% silicon, 3.0-3.5% C, 0.1-0.3% Mn,

about 0.3% Mo, at least 1.25% Ni, 0.02-0.05% Mg, no greater

than 0.015% sulphur, and no greater than 0.06% phosphorus,

and the remainder essentially iron, the iron containing 9-14%

by volume spheroidal graphite and 86-91% ferritic iron alloy

with Mo and Ni being in solid solution, said iron having a yield

strength of at least 75,000 psi, a tensile strength of at least

95,000 psi, and an elongation of a least 17%.

1. A method of forming a layer of energy beam annealed

polysilicon on an integrated circuit device precursor having

regions of lower and higher energy beam reflection character-

istics, wherein said regions of Ya^tet energy beam reflection

characteristics are dielectrically isolated islands, and said re-

gions of lower energy beam reflection characteristics are inter-

island areas of polycrystalline silicon positioned therebetween,

comprising the steps of:

forming an isolating layer on the surface of said precursor,

forming a layer of polysilicon on said isolating layer,

depositing a layer of material capable of reflecting high

energy beams over said polysilicon layer;

removing a portion of said reflecting material overlaying a

region of lower energy beam reflection characteristics;

and

exposing the precursor to a high energy beam.

4,475,956

METHOD OF MAKING HIGH STRENGTH FERRinC
DUCTILE IRON PARTS

Beta V. Kofaca; Roam M. NowicU, both of Blooadldd Hilla,

and Charlaa A. Stickals, Ana Arbor, aU of Mieh., aaaignors to

Ford Motor Coavaay, Dearborn, Mick.

PCT No. PCTAJS83/00113, § 371 Date Jan. 24, 1983, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 24, 1983

PCT Filed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 475,679

lit a.' C21D 5/14: C22C 37/04. 37/10

VS. Q. 148 3 1® ClaiaH

1. A method of making high strengdi ferritic ductile iron

parts, comprising:

(a) casting an iron alloy melt in substantially the shape of the

4,475,957

COATING COMPOSmON
Lotbar S. Saader, PriacetoB, NJ^ aaaipor to AMhcm Prod-

acta. Inc., AmUar, Pa.

FDad Oet 17, 1983, Scr. No. 542^60

Int a' C23F 11/04

VS. CL 148-6.16 » OataM

1. A no-rinse metal pretreatment composition for corrosion

resistance comprising in approximate percent by weight:

CfOj, about S to about 60% of

which is in the reduced tri-

valent fonn of Cr
phosphoric acid (7S%)

poly(ethyleneoxy) polymer of

the stmcmre H-(-OCH2CH2^»OH.
wherein n varies from about

2,000 to about 20,000, having

a molecular weight of about

90,000 to about 90a000
water

0.90-3.0

0.05-0.3

0.03-0.12

q.». 100
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4yt7S3SI
MEmOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

DEFORMATION RESISTANT OXIDIC FROTECnVE
LAYERS

^w * ^ w_:. ^ til or F«i. R.P. or Gff.

^ Fed. Ra^ ofGvMay^FM Nof. t, 1M2, Scr. No. 440,173

,_ _ irt. aJ C33C ;;/«
UAai4>-«5

aetata.
1. Method for the manufacture of defonnation-ieststant

ondic protective layen on metalUc workpieces; comprising (a)
foraung an oxide layer on the surface of the workpiece; (b)

•JJJ^ttng the onde layer to a (isMire forming process; (c)
«»ctmg a heat treatment of the workpiece in a non-oxidizing
ttonoq)here; and (d) finaUy, effiecting a post-oxidation process
for beafang the fiasura through oxide formation therein

4y47S,9fl
HIGH REMANENCE IRON-MANGANESE ALLOYS FORMAGNEnCALLY ACTUATED DEVICES

*TS;i"iK ''-''"*-''•«"-''-^--^
DWaioB of Ser. No. 349461, Fch. IC, 1M2, , wUcfc la a

eortlMatta of Sar. No. 11«,75», Jafc 30, 19S0, alttdoMd. Tltfa
•PpUcatfM Fab. 22, 1903, Sar. No. 460,009

lM.a3H01F//M
UAai40-31J5

jciataa

IW «)

4,479399
NON-AQUEOUS RRAZING ALLOY PASTE

??yJ^.^''**^J!J.^—WW- Q»»*Ma1o Park, both
or CaUf.. aariiBon to GTE ProdMta CorporatlM, Stamfbrd,

FDad JiL 13, 1903, Sar. No. 913,916

.,„ ^ Iita»R23Ki5/i¥
UAa 140-34 4„_
lAnon-aqueoua braziag alloy paste consisting essentiaUy of

ftom about 60% by weight to about 95% by weight of a braz-
mo oUoy having particle size of from about 40 to about 120
nuCToos and from about 3% to about 40% by weight of an
Ofgamc vehicle oonsiating easentiaUy offrom 1 to about 5% by
woght of a polyacrylic acid resin, from about 02% to about
5% by weight of a hydroxyceUuloae resin and from about
93.0% by weight to about 99.5% by weight of a hydroxylic
•olvent, wherein said paste has a gelatinous extnidable viscos-
ity.

1. Magnetic alloy comprising an amount ofat least 98 weight
percent Fe and Mn. Mn being in the range of 3-25 weight
pwcent of said amount, magnetic induction Br of said aUoy
•^^ V^ «*»n or equal to a value which depends on
woght percent Mn comprised in said amount, said value being
defined m gauss by the approximate formula 2O,00O-500x(-
weight percent Mn), magnetic squareness ratio of said aUoy
being greater than or equal to 0.95, and said aUoy having
muMiaUy deformed anisotropic two-phase or multiphase mJ
croetructure and grain structure, particle length-to^iiameter
ratio m said microstructure being greater than or equal to 8.

4^79,962
ANNEALING METHOD FOR AMORPHOUS MAGNEHC

ALLOY
MaaatoaM Hayakawa, CUgaaaU; Xoiehi Aao, Yokohan;

Satora Uedaira, YokohaM; YoaUtaka OeUaL YokohaZHMeU M.I..I.. Yokote.; KaiiMla^S^S^
KaauUko HayaaU. YokohaaM, aU tf ,fapaa Jg.wTTjuT
Corporatioa. Tokyo, Japan

..—•-»»wog^

FUad JaL 7, 1903, Scr. No. 911,649

uAai4^ioo
'-•°-'«">^/«

4^79,960
FLUX FOR BRAZING ALUMINUM AND METHOD OFEMPLOYING THE SAME
^f!?^-?^??!!*^^^?—"S^ittaf;Y^^aliMKa^^yaild;H^ro
^^I^kMa;Yaklo ^a ^^lll,aldlcMaaiCatoh.aUerSh^l-
oka, Japa, aaripaii to AIcm tatonMtfaMi Uadtod, Men-

t or Sar. No. 372,039, Apr. 26, 1902,. Ufa
I May 13, 1903, Sar. No. 494,372
Wfiatkm Japo, Mar. 29, 1902, 97-49039

..-

«

Irt. aJ B23E iJ/i¥UAa 140-26
jCIataa

1. A brazing flux consisting essentiaUy of a mixture of
fluoaluminate complexes containing Al, F, K, and U atoms in
said mixture, or a mixture of such complexes with ahiminum
fluoride, said flux having the Al. F, K, and Li atoms thereof
present m amounts corresponding to the foUowing proportions
of the simple compounds:
aluminum fluoride about 53-62%
potassium fluoride about 35-44%
hthium fhioride about 2-7%

•aidflttx containing up to about 2% entrafaied impurities, all
percentages being by weight,

1. Annealing method for an amorphous magnetic alloy com-
prising the steps of:

(a) preparing an amorphous magnetic alloy fifan;

(b) annealing said amorphous magnetic aUoy fihn at an ele-
vated temperature lower than Curie temperature and
OTstalhzation temperature of said amorphous magnetic
alloy fihn under a appUcation of a cycUcaUy applied first
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magnetic fiekl and second magnetic fidd, said first mag-

netic field being qqdied along one direction in a major

surface ofsakl amorphous magnetic alloy film for a prede-

termined period, and said second magnetic field being

applied after termination of said first magnetic fiekl along

a second direction perpendicular to said one direction in

sakl miuor surftce of said ammphous magnetic aUoy fihn

for sakl predetermined period.

2. Annealing method for «i amorphous aUoy comprising

Pi^«»«iing an amorphous magnetic alloy fifan at an devated

temperature tower than Curie temperature and crystallization

temperature of sax! amorphous magnetic alloy sheet under

applicatkm of magnetic field of a combination of the following

manners I and II, nkl manner I being an apfdicatkm of a cycli-

cally appUed first magnetic field and second magnetk fiekl,

said first magnetic field being applied akmg one directxn in a

major surface of sakl amorphous magnetic aUoy fifan for a

predetemuned perkxl, and sakl second magnetk; field being

applied after temdnatkm of sakl first magnetk: fiekl akmg a

second direction perpendknilar to sakl one directkm ui said

major surface of sakl amorphous magnetk aUoy fifan for sakl

predetemuned period, and sakl manner II beuig an appUcatkm

of a magnetk field perpendkular to sakl major surface of sakl

amorphous magnetk alloy sheet

4^479,963

METHOD FOR P06TWELD HEAT TREATMENT
Eitt Takahaihi, AkaaU, and Ka^|l Iwal, Kobe, both of Japan,

Mi|n,nfi to YaliMhftl Kaiaha Kobe Sdko Sho, Kobe, Japan

FUed Fab. 9, 1901, Sar. No. 231,913

lit a^ aiD 77/00

UJS.a 140-120 7

ICoKarie*IM£w<M_

ie»(C»»lB

.. uiwuiiiiiwiai

MID •CM.CCafCMll
MB « mitcxcolw
M«DMiB> trrtt

maa. —

cr ou
(H coNcnnuTieM *s

LTPMIT OUNUnOM
fW MEHDinaM If i»'»Ib|

ipi «»i r

oOHCMnurai
WBJi HntltC/Mo
tNO MMK/CdM
IMCnttfLT

1 BewwMTioii *
*-~nr iiwusnrm

-IcapncniiT

BrtptegiN w

:MitinTir- or
iDveunai mo
mnw TM OF

^loitCCT

attCK-nccNTiNO
OIITICAL H CONCCN

;crlo FW ««10
METU. WD KcrlH

aasEnTar
MW \ric«* s

llkloFO* WLO
MtTtl •no IMIh

riiii HM

Dlit

wherein,

PWHT: postwdd heat treatment,

D/: a hydrogen diffiisivity coefficient (cmVsec.) in an

arbitrary wdd portion during wdding each unit layer.

and tn: tune (sec.) required for welding each unit faiyer

and wherein the critical hydrogen concentratk>n Ort is

related to the Vkker's hardness number, Hv, such that Ccr

ranges from 1.96 to 3.88 cc/100 g while H correspond-

ingly ranges from 300 to 500.

4,479,964

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICE

Syoji Arifami, Tokyo; YaaaaU Fakataa, and F^|fc» Manoka.

both of YokohaM, an or Japan, aaalfMin to Tokyo SUbava

DeaU KabashlM Kaiaha, Kawaaaki, Japan

DMahM of Sar. No. 430,900, Nof. 2, 1902, , which Is a

ftnUhMfi— of Sar. No. 121,491, Feb. 14^ 1900, ibaioMd. TUs

appttcathM Oct 24, 1903, Sar. No. 949,002

dates priority, appttcatkM Japan, Feb. 20, 1979, 94-10734t

Jan. 27, 1979, 9441126; No?. 30, 1979, 94-199410

Iirt. O.} HOIL 21/225

UJS.a 140-107 1

5JA 2S,

.29

as

1. A method for tow-temperature PWHT in multifaiyer

wdding, of low alloy sted whkh comprises;

determimng a resklud hydrogen concentntton Co (cc/100

g) directly beneath the find wdded Uiyer immediately

after completion of wdduig;

detemuning a crack-preventing criticd hydrogen concen-

tratkn Ccr (cc/100 g) to obtain a ratio of Ccr/Co;

determuung the vdue of a product D^t^ of a hydrogen

diffiisivity coefficient D^ (cmVsec.) during the heat treat-

ment and a holduig time Xp (sec.) where a currentiy

^^, reached hydrogen concentration C (cc/100 g) becomes

V equd to the criticd hydrogen concentration Ccr, on the

basis of the relation of a ratio C/Co of the current hydro-

gen concentration C (cc/100 g) to the resklud hydrogen

concentration Co and a sum of a parameter rlcm^) of

hydrogen diffuskm of the formda given bdow and the

product of D^^
.

measuring the temperature of the beat treatment at a suitable

podtim of the weld; and

termuiating the heat treatinent at a time point when a time-

uitegratad vdue of a hydrogen difhidvity coefficient D^i^

(cn^sec.) d the measiued temperature exceeds the vdue

of D/>^ under given conditions

'm^m^r''

1. A method of manufacturing a semkonductor devke.

comprising:
.

a step of forming a first polycrystdfane silkon layer having

a high unpurity concentratkn directly on part of a semi-

conductor substrate having one conductivity type, sdd

high impurity concentration being of the oppodte conduc-

tivity type to that of sakl substrate;

a step of fomung a diffuskm regkm of impurities having the

opposite conductivity type to that of sdd substrate in and

contiguous to the prindpd surfMX of sdd semkonductor

substrate by thermally diffusing impurities from sakl first

polycrystalline siUcon faiyer,

a step of fomung, after a depodtion of an faisdating layer, a

resistor compridng a second polycrystdfane siUcon layer

having lower unpurity concentration than that of sakl first

polycrystalline silicon faiyer in such a manner that one end

of the Wcond polycryMdUne siUcon layer is in direct

contact with sdd first polycrystalUne siUoon layer, and

a step of caudng unpurity diffbskm from sakl first polycrys-

tdfane sifacon layer through sdd one end of sakl second

polycrystalUne siUcon layer uito sakl second polycrystal-

Une siUcon biyer by thermd treatment to obtdn ohmk

contact between sdd first and second polycrystalUne

siUcon faiyers.
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4y475,M5
SHALE OIL EXPLOSIVES

EwJDjrork, aad Dnrdl D. Porter, both of Ei«lewood, Colo^
MrigMn to Studard Ofl Goapuy (lodiaiia) aod Golf OU
Gorpu, koth of CUe^o, OL

Flkd Oct 24, 19S3, Ser. No. 848,054
IM. a.i OOfB 4S/02

U&ai4f-21 UCUm
rUO FUEL

8MALC0IL

I. An ammoniuni nitrate shale oU explosive composition
consisting essentially of:

p««uon,

from about 2% to about 10% by weight shale oU containing
particulates of oU shale ranging in size from less than one
micron to 1000 microns, said shale oil having a substan-
J^ly greater concentration of nitrogen than diesel number
2 fud Oil and natural petroleum crude oil. said particulates
ofoil shale being selected from the group consisting essen-
tiaUy of raw oU shale, retorted oU shale, combusted oil
shale, and combinations thereof; and

from about 90% to about 98% by weight ammonium nitrate
containing less than 2% by weight substantiaUy inert
material, said ammonium nitrate being selected from the
roup consistmg essentially of granular ammonium ni-
trate, flaked ammonium nitrate, prilled ammonium nitrate,
and combinations thereof.

4478,966
MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING

VIDEO DISC CADDY
^^hl^'^* Monmllle, nd Jota J. Proadc, ladianap-^ both of tod, .MigBort to RCA CorporrtoB. New York,

Flkd JbL 28, MM, S«r. No. 817,169

Hat spacer pUte having external dimensions correspond-
ing to the internal dimensions of said jacket;

(B) clamping said U-shaped enclosure between a pair of
clampmg plates to firmly hold said U-shaped enclosure
•gainst said spacer plate;

(Q inserting said Hange portions of said T-sectioned side
rails between the side edge portions of said U-ahaoed
enclosure; and

—hwi
(D) applying ultrasonic energy to said side rails to weld said

Side rails to said U-shaped enclosure to form said jacket
12. Ai^aratus for fabricating a plastic jacket having an edse

opening by u^trasonicaUy welding a pair of T-sectioned side
rails to a U-shaped enclomue; each of said side rails includins
a nb portion having an intermediate, perpendicularly-disposed
flange portion; said U-shaped enclosure having a pair ofopp^
itely-disposed panels interconnected along one edge there^
said apparatus comprising:

"~«wi,

(A) a substantially flat spacer plate having external dimen-
sions corresponding to the internal dimensions of said
jacket for supporting said U-shaped enclosure durins
fabrication; ^

(B) a pair of clamping pUtes disposed about said spacer
plate; said clamping plates securely pressing said U-shaped
enclosure against said spacer plate; and

(Qa pair of welding horns movably mounted for motion
between the respective retracted positions and advanced
positions; said welding horns allowing the insertion ofsaid
flange portions of said T-sectioned side rails between the
side edge portions of said U-shaped enclosure when occu-
pymg their respective retracted positions; said welding
horns transmitting ultrasonic energy to said side rails to
weld them to said enclosure to form said jacket upon
disposition thereof at their respective advanced positions.

4,478,967
METHOD OF MAKING A CERAMIC CAPACITOR

KM«blko Kaoai, NagMkakyo, and Yakio Sakabe, Kyoto, both
ofJapu, aadgDon to Morata MaanCMtarlM Co., Ltd.. Jaou
DiTWon of Ser. No. 328,927, Dec. J^SM!il«^

appUcatioa Aug. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 820^36

Ja^^lJSlJiSS*^
J.P«. Dee. 19, 19*^ 88-181019;

u.s.ai86^'-^''""^^/^'™*^^/^^ ,,^

r

=^:4-«

^

1. Method of fabricating a pbstic jacket having an edge

SSr. iLh^^Sf^y ^'**»*°« • P^ ^ T-sectiS,ned side

I^^.liri^ enclosure; each of said side rails including

fll?.r^^ Sfu"*!!!?***^ perpendicularlyKlisposed

.5?*Jf!l!!?
"^ .""^P*^ "«'«'^ J-ving a pair ofott^

2rf ;J2^ pweb mtercomiected along one edge therleo^
said method compnsmg the steps oft
(A) mserting said U-shaped enclosure over a substantiaUy

1. A process of making a ceramic c^Mcitor, said process
comprising the steps of:

forming a plurality of first and second inner electrodes on
one surface of an elongated ceramic gieen sheet having
first and second generally parallel longitudinal side edges,
said first and second electrodes bemg alternately arrangedm the longitudinal direction of said ceramic green sheet
an msulating gap of size g, being located between each
adjacent electrode, said ceramic green sheet having a
thickness t each ofsaid first inner electrodes being formed
with one side edge thereofextending to said first side edge
of said ceramic green sheet and another side edge thereof
extendmg towards, but being spaced fhm. said second

side edge of said ceramic green sheet each of said second

inner electrodes being formed with one side edge thereof

extending to said second side edge of said ceramic green

ceramic sheet and another side edge thereof extending

toward, but being spaced frtnn. said first side edge of said

ceramic green sheet

rolling said ceramic green sheet into a multilayered cylindri-

cal body of inner diameter d, said rolling step causing an

elongation of said ceramic green sheet said rolling step

being formed in such a manner that each first ineer elec-

trode overlaps a respective second inner electrode, said

ceramic green sheet being interposed therebetween, the

length Ln of each succesrive electrode being equal to:

Lii»[d+(2n-l)t]ir*-f

wherein n is the number of turns of the rolled ceramic green

sheet and k is a correction factor which compensates for the

elongation of said sheet during the rolling step;

forming first and second outer electrodes at respective loca-

tions on the surface of said cylindrical body, said plurality

of first and second inner electrodes bebg electrically

connected to said first and second outer electrodes, re-

spectively.

4,478,968

METHOD OF MAKING A COVERED V-BELT HAVING
REDUCED COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION SIDES

JaMa K. Brew, Spriagfleld, Mo., aarigaor to Dayco Corpora-

tkm, Diytoa, Ohio

Difisioa of Scr. No. 147,431, May 6, 1980, Pat No. 4,388,994.

lUs appUcatfcM Sep. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 420,837

tot 0.3 F16G 5/76

U.S. CL 186—141 4aatas

faces, the steps of repositioning successive labels following

stripping of excess label stock, by removing successive labels

from their original combination with liner material, changing

the relative orienution between the labels and liner material by

90 degrees, and redepositing the labels on liner material

whereby the grain of the labels runs crosswise, and then liner-

feeding labels directly or indirectly to said surfaces with the

paper grain of the labels perpendicular to the direction of feed

at the point of feed-ofT and parallel to the axes of curvature of

said surfaces for maximum label flexibility during application

and during partial wrapping of the labels onto said surfaces.

4^78,970

ALIGNING MEANS FOR TAPE SPUCER
Robert L Farrow, aod Richard L. Clark, both of Borliagton,

N.C aarifBon to AacricaB MnltiaMdia, Inc., Barliagtoa,

NC
FDcd Oct 7, 1983, Scr. No. 840,071

tot a? B31F VOOt- B68H W(Xk B32B il/Od: B6SC 9/06

UAa 186-189 12

1. A method for reducing the coefficient of friction between

a metal pulley and a wrapped, molded V-belt entrained there-

around, which comprises incorporating a metallic material into

the cover stock of said belt by depositing said metallic material

on the outside driving surface of a finished belt by means

selected frxnn sputtering and vacuum deposition.

4^478,969

LABEL ROLL MANUFACTURE
Charlco F. Rccd, PaiMCfllle, Ohio, aarivMir to Amy totena-

tionl Corporatioii, PMadctt, CaUf

.

CoatiraatioB of Scr. No. 870337, JaiL 19, 1978, abaadoMd. TUs
appUcatioB Job. 28, 1980, Scr. No. 162,728

tot a^ B32H i//6

UA CL 186-182 3 Otkm
1. In a method for labelling surfsces of simple curvature,

such as cylindrical container walls, using a landnate compris-

ing a kmg strip of paper label stock combined witii liner mate-

rial with the grain of the label stock running along the liner

material, and wherein the label stock is cut to form labeb

supported on the liner material and excess label stock is

stripped, and wherein the labels are subsequently liner-fed

directly or indirectly onto said sarfisoes to be labdled with the

direction of feed at the point of feed-off' perpendicular to pro-

jections of the axB of curvature of said surftoes for proper

applicatira and proper partial wrapping of labels on said sur-

1. An apparatus for feeding and applying splicing tape to

two adjacent tape ends positioned on a planar splice bed, com-

prising:

(a) a splicing tape applicator wheel mounted for rotation

about a central axis and having a plurality of planar pe-

ripheral faces, each face defining a splicing Upe carrying

surface;

(b) a source of spticing tape for being applied to successive

Upe carrying surfiKXs;

(c) reciprocating means for moving a tape carrying surface

of said applicator wheel perpendicularly into and out of

contact with the two tape ends to be spliced and applying

a length of splicing upe thereto;

(d) motion converting means cooperating with said recipro-

cating means and said applicator wheel for converting

perpendicular movement of said apfrficator whed into

unison roution of said applicator wheel thereby moving a

next successive tape carrying surfiKc into positioo for
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•ppBcatioa of the splicing tape during the next recipioca-
two;

(e) aligniiig meus cooperitiiig with Mid applicator wheel
and nid motion converting meant for aUgning successive
planar swftces of said applicator wheel in proper aUgn-
ment with the planar splice bed after each application of
•piicing tape and before the next, said alignment means
including stop means cooperating with said motion con-
verting means to stop the unison perpendicuUu- and rou-
tional movement of said applicator wheel out of contact
with the two tape ends to be spliced, and a stop means
engagement member mounted for unison perpendicular
and rotational movement with said applicator wheel and
positioned to engage said stop means at the termination of
each upward reciprocation of said appUcator wheel to
repowtion raooemive planar sides of said applicator wheel
in preparation of the next downward movement thereof
into tqw-applying position, and wherein said stop means
engagement member comprises a star wheel having a
pluraUty of outwardly projecting fingers, at least some of
•aid fingers adapted to engage said stop means and thereby
ahgn said ap|riicator wheel.

4«475^2
IMPLANTABLE MATERIAL

Edward W. C Woi« f.»>i.gf.w, m«^
to Oatirio

CortlmmlioB^n^ of Scr. No. '309,ii2, Oct. S, IMl,
«i«do«ed.TMaapplkatioaA»r.22.1>t2,Sar.No.37a^l
Oaim priority, application GMaia, Oct 1, IML 387143:

Unitad Kimto, Mar. 2, 1N2, UMOtt *»"•*• *"*«!

bt CLi B65H 81/00; ACIF 1/00
U.S. CL 1S4-1C7 10

"T
^0

mtmJ

t% HOTM

ffrrrrfftf !5"

4478,971
MEIHOD FOR FORMING STRONG

CROSS'LAMINATED FILMS

luI^mS?^ '^'*''***''•^ *» W«" O" Corporatioii,
Wow Yovkf N.Y.
Goattantion oTSar. No. 334,10C Dae. 30, 1981, abandoned.

lUi appUotion Jaa 8, 1983, Scr. No. 500,807
Irt. a' B29D 7/02; B32B il/16. 31/20. 31/30

UACL186-183 ,Ci„„

1. A method of ftmning a crosa-laminated fifan comprisins
the steps of:

^
(a) ooextruding a composite fihn comprising a byer oflower

melting thermoplastic and a layer of higher melting ther-
moplattic,

(b) feeding said composite fifan through a pair of matched
rolkrs having meshing grooves and ridges, said oMnposite
fihn being fed through said rollers at an angle of travel of
less than ninety degrees with respect to the axes of rou-
tion of said roUen to provide a bias oriented composite
fifan by stretchnig said composite fifan between said tol-
lers; and

(c) forming a cross-laminated fifan by contacting lower melt-
ing thermoplastic byers of said oriented composite fifan
under temperature conditions at which the lower melting
tlKrmoplasiic biyers adhere to one another.

1. A method of fomung a porous flexible biocompatible and
bKXxxnpliable tubufair vascufatf graft, which comprises;

extruduig an extrudable biocompatible and biocompUable
thermoplastic polymeric material through an opamg
^ving a diameter larger than the nitended diameter of
fibers to be drawn therefrom, said polymeric material
being c^Mble of forming flexiUe fibres thereftom,

drawing a contuiuous fibre ofdiameter of less than about 100
microns from said extruded material by attenuating the
extruded material using a drawing force «mlied longitudi-
nally of the fibre,

windnig said continuous fibre on a mandrel havuig a diame-
ter of about 1 to about SO mm while sonultaneously pro-
viding fibre-to-fibre bondnig between overlyuig fibres as
the ccmtinuous fibre subtends an angle of about 10* to
about 80* to the axis of the mandrel until a thickness of
about 0.1 to about 2 mm has been formed on said mandrel
to form a porous tubular product having a porosity of
about SO to about 80 volume percent on said mandrel,

rotating said mandrel on its axis at sufficient speed during
said winduig to apply said longituduud drawuig force to
said fibre to efTect the drawing and attenuation of said
contuiuous fibre from said extruded polymeric material
and

removing said porous tubular product from said mandrel to
< provide said porous flexible biocompatible and biocompU-

able tubular vascular graft

4^75,973
METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF A FLUID

SEPARATION MODULE
TooUaU Taaaka; kUra Kawaia; lUtmkt Naki«HM, and Koji

Matsai, aU of Ibarald, Japan, awlgauii to Mtto Elaetrk
Indnrtrial CoBva^r, Ltd.. Onka, Japn

FUad Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,295
^^Cta^ priority, appUortion iwm. Sep. 18, 1981, 56.

iAfx?wai 31/00
U.S. a. 158—184 ( r^ui-^

L A method fox (mxluction of a fluid separatim module
having a hollow mandrel with one or more layer arrange-
ments, each comprisuig a plurality of faiyer elements, wherein
said method comprised the steps of:

horizontally fastening said mandrel to a means for rotating
said mandrel around its axis so that said faiyer arrange-
menu hang downward, each of said layer arrangements
comprising a plurafaty of faiyer elements which consist of
a spacing layer for the passage of a permeated solution, a

first semi-permed>Ie membrane sheet, another spadng

layer for the passage of a ittA solution, and a second

semi-permeable membrane, in sequence, an envelope

benig consequently formed by said first semi-permeable

membrane dieet in each uidividual faiyer arrangement and

said second semi-permeaUe membrane sheet ui the neigh-

boring layer arrangement, in such a manner that said

permeated solution spadng layer ui each nidividual layer

arraagnaent is disposed ui said envek^)e, and

an applicator for vp^yrng adhesive to the unwound end

while it is on the support ui the glueing sution.

means adjacent the ckMbg station to rotate the roll wdereby

to re-wind the end of the wd> with the glue thereon onto

theroU.

11. The method for winding a wd> of paper into the roll and

for glueing the end of the web agauist the icXi, said method

uicluding

winding a wd> of pqier into a roll,

pladng the roll on a carrier at a recdvnig station,

rotating the roll to nnwuid the end of the web,

movnig the web at a right angle to the roll-axis to a glueing

station,

supporting the end of the wd) beneath an adhesive applica-

tor at the gludng statimi,

applying adhesive to the end ofthe wd> while it lies upon the

support,

moving the roll at a right angle to the ndl-axis to a closing

station,

rotating the roll to re-wrap the end of the web aganist the

roU.

discharging the roll from the carrier.

rotating said mandrel around its axis by means of said rotat-

uig means so as to wind said layer arrangements thereon

until most of the layer arrangements have been wound,

and

after most of the faiyer arrangements have been wound,

q>plynig proper tension to at least one of said permeated

solution spadng faiyers by means of a tension system, the

angle of said spadng layer to which tension is appUed

ranging firom about -1-30* to about -30* frcmi a vertical

plane through the axis of said mandrel.

4^75,974

APPARATUS AND MEIHOD FOR GLUEING THE
OUTER END OF A SnCK OF WOUND PAPER

MATERIAL
FWo PWU, P.O. Bos 338 (Mipao), 55180 Lnccm Italy

FDed Nov. 28. 1982, Sw. No. 444,587

OafaH priority, appUcatkm Ildy, Dae. 3, 1981, 9880 A/81

Lrt.a>B8BH/9/^
U&a 158-187 14

4,475.975

DECORATING COATED ALUMINUM FOR EXTRUSION
ENCAPSULATION

Paul E. TaUcy, and Hany T. RocMori, both of Dayton, OUo,
MHpMlfS to vCMm MMOVB UMpOfWmp UmfOKf IVllCBa

FOad Dae. 19, 1980, Sar. No. 218.024

bt a^ B44C 1/14, 3/00; B32B 31/00; C89J 3/02

U.S.a 156-234 4<

MM

1. An anMuatus fior glueuig the outer end of a web of paper

which has been wound uito a roll, said ^tparatos including

a plurafaty ofpain of rollers arranged to reodve and support

a itdl of paper,

a conveyor for carrynig the pairs of rollers,

drive means for the conveyor to move each pair of rollers in

sequence firom a reoeivnig station to a glueuig statioa to a

doafaig station,

drive means to rotate the rollen of each pair wherd>y to

unwuid the end of the wd> fhm the nXL,

a support for said unwound end located adjacent one roll of

each pair.

1. A method of maldng an dongated bri^t aluminum strip

carrying a kmgitudinaUy oriented ink stripe having well-de-

fined edges Ulterior to the edges of said strip, comprising:

continuously advandng a tvight aluminum strip coated with

a fattquer based on one or more polymen taken from the

groiq> consisting of vinyl chloriik and cellulose acetate

propionate polymers under tension in a channd of Uke

width, said channel being located on a circumference of a

thermally conductive metal impression cyUnder;

advancing an elongated tensioned hot stamp foil laminate

consisting essentially of a flexible polymeric substrate

layer, a release layer, a clear protective coating faiyer, an

ink layer defining a desired decorative pattern, and an

adhesive layer along with the aluminum strip in the cyUn-

der channel, the adhesive surface of the foil running adja-

cent lacquer surface of the aluminum strip;

rotating a resilient plate cylinder in printing engagement

with the metal impression cylinder such that the impres-

sion cyUnder is driven by the pfaue cyUnder and such that

a circumferential printing tongue carried on the surface of

the plate cylinder is di^wsed within a portion of the chan-

nel to impress die desired decorative stripe onto tiie alumi-

num strip, said resiUent i^te c)inider being maintanied at

an devated temperature to soften the ink layer of the hot

stamp foil lamiiMtr;

fl»ffint«iwiwg the alununum strip in contact with the hot

stamped foil and cooUng said stiips to a temperature

whereat the uik pattern sets on the aluminum foil; and

thereafter separating the striped strip from the hot stamped

foil nd residual pattern thereon.
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M7S,976
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING

COMPOSITE MATERIAL ARTICLES
Rob«lF. MitttiHidt, AabvB, aai Gtorat R Stn^r, Jr^
SmMc. koth of Wiihq Mrigaon to Tke Bodw f^n»"«-»
SMtIk, WmIl

'^'v-h-^,

FIM Dm. 23, 1M3, Scr. No. 565,187
IM. a^ B29H /7/Jtf

UAai56-»6 gCtai^

1. Apparatus for forming a composite material article having
a desired shape, said apparatus comprising:

a mandrel having a vacuum ported upper surface portion
that cooforms to said desired shape;

a seal carried by the mandrel and surrounding the perimeter
of said upper surface portion;

a flexible bag;

inflating means for inflating the bag into a stretched condi-
tion;

lowering means for lowering the bag in said condition over
said upper surface portion of the mandrel and into sealing
engagement with the seal, to form a ply of fiber reinforced
composite material that has been laid on said upper surface
portion to the shape of said upper surface portion, and for
raising the bag out of contact with the mandrel; and

vacuum means for evacuating, through said upper surface
portion of the mandrel, the area between the bag and the
mandrel and within the seal, to compact said ply.

•• A method of forming a composite material article, com-
prising:

laying a ply of fiber reinforced composite material onto a
vacuum ported mandrel having a shape conforming to the
desired shape of the article;

inflating a flexible bag into a stretched condition;
lowering the inflated bag over the mandrel to form the ply to

the shape of the mandrel, and bringing a portion of the bag
mto sealing engagement with a seal carried by the mandrel
around the perimeter of the formed ply;

applying a vacuum through the mandrel to the area between
the bag and the mandrel and within the seal to compact
the ply;

*^

raising the bag to take it out of contact with the mandrel and
the ply; and

laying additional pUes of fiber reinforced composite material
as necessary to obtain a desired thickness, and forming and
compacting each such additional ply before laying an-
other ply.

*

walls connected to said base and open at the top, said base
mcluding a center penetration;

an inner vessel for containing an acid bath and mounted
within the outer housing and comprising a bottom with a
center penetration verticaUy aUgned with said base center
penetration of the outer housing, a plurality of vertical
Mdes connected to said bottom with a continuous first
flange hp connected to a continuous top of said vertical
sides of the inner vessel, said first flange Up sealed to a
continuous top edge of said vertical walls of the outer
housing;

a condensing collar comprised of an inert, non-breakable,
non-flammable acid resistant material mounted above and
formed to cover said continuous first flange lip, the con-
densing collar including a downward slopmg inner pe-
ripheral edge in physical communication with said first
flange lip for providing a surface for sealing the inner
vessel against liquid evaporation;

a retaining ring mounted about a plurality of edges of said
inner vessel continuous first flange lip and heat sealed to
the condensing collar at said edges for partially enclosing
said first flange lip and securing the condensing collar in
position above the first flange lip;

a condensing lid mounted above and hinged to the condens-
ing collar and including an upward sloping bottom periph-
eral edge for providing a seal between said upward slop-
ing bottom peripheral edge of the condensing lid and said
downward sloping inner peripheral edge of the condent-
mg collar and further including a cycling condensing
medium for controlling the evaporation rate of a water
component within said acid bath operating at a high tem-
perature within the inner vessel; and

an electrical heating element comprised of a plurality of
electrical conductors sandwiched between the base and
vertical walls of the outer housing and the bottom and
vertical sides of the inner vessel for increasing the temper-
ature of said acid bath within the inner vessel.

M75,9T7
NTTRIDE ETCH BATH

s« 'j1!J?S*^
^'^ ^^-^ ""^^ *" "•^'^

FIM May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 49M34
irt. aj IM4C 1/21- aac is/oo. 25/06

UAa 156-345
13 oatai

L An improved nitride etch bath comprising, in combina-
tion;

•n outer housing including a base and a phiraUty of vertical

M75,978
LABEL APPUCATOR AND METHOD FOR LABELING

THE FORWARD FACES OF ARHCLES
JaoMs C BartI, LaHabra, CaUf., awigBor to Labet-Aira Ine.,

FUlertoo, Calif

.

^
DWsloB of Ser. No. 2«7,252, May 2C 1981, Pat No. 4J90J8C

His appliortioB Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,09
Lrt. a.3 B32B 31/00: B65H 25/00; B44C 1/00: B«C 9/18

U.S.CL 156-497 11 Chtai
1. A label applicator for labeling articles which are moved in

a row through a labeling station wherein each of the articles
has a front face and a back face with each ofsaid front face and
back face being a transverse face which faces transversely to
the direction of movement of the articles, said label applicator
com|»ising:

a supporting structure;
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a labeling head;

means for mounting the labeling head on the supporting

structure for movement between a retracted position in

which the labeUng head b out of the path ofmovement of
the articles and an extended position in which the labeling

head is in the path of movement of the articles;

dispensing means on the supporting structure for dispensing

a label onto the labeling head when the labeling head is in

the retracted position;

said labeling head having a label receiving face for receiving

the label from the dispensing means, said label receiving

face being generally transverse to the direction of article

image in pores comprising said metallic surface along said

line of contact.

^^P^
movement when the labeling head is in said extended

position;

means for releasably retaining the label on the label receiv-

ing face of the labeling head;

means for moving the labeling head to said extended position

so that the label receiving face is in the path of movement
of the articles and generally transverse thereto;

means for transferring the label from the label receiving face

of the labeling head to one of the transverse faces of the

article at the labeling station while the labeling head is in

the extended position; and

means for moving the labeling head to the retracted position.

4^475,979

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING A
TONER IMAGE FROM MOVING PHOTOCONDUCFOR
Hcnnu Idatdm Ocitrich-Winkd; Dieter SUberdacB, Tannnt-

iteiB, and Hcmana Rebdnger, Niedenihauaa, all of Fed.

Rep. of Gcraa^r, asaigMn to Hocehat Aktlengraellsriian,

Fraakftvt am Main, Fed. Rep. of GcnMuy
Filed No?. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,299

CUoH priority, appUeatioa Fed. R^ of Genoaay, No?. 20,

1981,3145984
lM.a3B41F2J/M

U.S.a 156-542 MCiaiBH
1. An apparatus for transferring a toner image from a photo-

conductive surface to an image carrier, comprising:

(a) means for moving a substantially planar photoconductive

surface tangentially to an image carrier at a predetermined

speed relative to said image carrier, said image carrier

comprising an open pore metallic surface which is trans-

ported along an arcuate path into and away firom contact

with said photoconductive surfisoe;

(b) means for moving said image carrier in an arcuate path

into and away fhnn contact with said photoconductive

surface;

(c) means for establishing contact in a transfer zone between

said photoconductive surface and said image carrier along

a single line ofcontact which is transverse to the direction

in which said photoconductive surface is moving and for

progressively contacting said photoconductive surface

and image carrier line-by-line in said direction; and

(d) means for applying pressure and heat along said Ifaie of

contact sufficient to transfer said toner image to said

image carrier and to anchor, solely by action of pressure

and heating, toner particles which comprise said toner

4,475,980

SOLID STATE PRODUCnON OF MULTIPLE SINGLE
CRYSTAL ARTICLES

Chris C. Rhcwn Seott E. Hi«hcB, and WflUaai J. Goatic aU of

Jupitcf, Flan MrigMn to United Techaolosics CorporatioB,

FOad Jo. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,872

IM. a.3 C30B 1/08

UJ5.a 156-603 6 ClaiM

1. A method for producing single crystal material of con-

trolled crystallographic orientation including the steps of:

a. providing a first article which is comprised of a single

crystal portion and a polycrystalline portion receptive to

grain growth, said two portions being separated by a

boundary which is capable of movement into the poly-

crystalline portion under proper conditions;

b. providing a second article comprised of polycrystalline

material which is receptive to grain growth;

c. bonding the first and second articles together to form a

third article so that the polycrystalline portion of the first

article is bonded to the second article; said bonding being

performed by a process which does not adversely affect

the receptivity of the polycrystalline material to grain

growth, which produces a joint which does not impede

the passage of the single crystal boundary and which does

not cause nucleation of new grains at the bond interface;

d. treating the bonded article in a thermal gradient so as to

cause the single crystal portion to grow through the bond

and into the second article material.

4^75,981

METAL POLISHING COMPOSTHON AND PROCESS
WOUaa V. Rea, Newark, CaUfn aMifBor to Aivex CorporAloB,

Redwood aty, Calif

.

Filed Oet 28, 1983, Ser. No. 546,783

Int a» C23F 1/00: B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06

VS. a. 156-436 23 CUm
21. A process for polishing a nickel or nickel alloy surface

comprising:

(a) mechanically rubbing the surface by contacting the sur-

face with a rotating polishing pad;

(b) contacting the surface with an aqueous suspension of

aluminum oxide powder containing a chlorine-containing

mild oxidizing agent; and

(c) thereafter applying an aqueous suspension of colloidal

aluminum oxide to the surface while the rubbing is contin-

ued wherd>y the aqueous suspension of (b) is mixed there-

with causing chlorine in the aqueous suspension of (b) to

be fived.
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1>EEFTKENCHEt^NGrK)WVSDWCCL2¥2/AR WMX^SS TOR I^ETREAtSg WOOD CHIPS WITH
J LiL P.£S^' £2if? «-k-. «..*»-,

MONOPEROXY SULFURIC ACID OR ITS SALTS PRIOR
J'jf*

''•yit Md RoBrid N. Me, Sth Poiat. TO ALKALINE PULPING
of N.Y^ Mivian to iMmtionl BmImm MaddMS Jota J. Crt, WaiMntoBfille, N.Y, airiffor to IrtwMlfcwd

_. -_ ,, •;• « P»P« Co, New York. N.Y.

UAU.IM—M9 MCMw IWfMtaadktunioriMpMatiitHtMMtoSafiU,

/^

riVr̂
n+

; N
1. A method of forming deep trenches with uniform side-

walb in a aemicoaductor structure wherein said structure
includes a heavily doped region sandwiched between upper
and lower lightly doped regions comprising the steps of:

reactively ion etching said upper lightly doped region in an
atmosphere of CCI2F2 and argon to at least a portion of
the thickness of sakl upper region, and,

soboequently reactively ion etching any remaining thickness
of said upper region and said heavily doped region and at

least a portion of said lower Ughtly dqied region in an
atmosphere CCI2P2 *iid oxygen.

M7S.M3
BASE METAL COMPOSITE ELECTRICAL CONTACT

MATERUL
Fkak E. Radar, Beiky, OUo, and Martia L. Gnei^ New Prori-
daea, NJ, irtp nri to AT*T BcD Laboratoriao, Marray
Hill,NJ.

FDad Say. 3, 1M2, Scr. No. 414y5M
Itt. aJ C23F J/Ol B44C I/2Z- C03C J5/(n 25/06

US.aiS4-iB6 IS

1. Method for producing an article comprising an electrical
contact comprising a composite material, the method compris-
ing

(a) forming the composite comprising a matrix metal and an
electrically conducting particle material in particulate
form,

characterixed m that

(b) the matrix metal is a base metal and the particle material
is harder and more corrosion resistant than the matrix
metal and the oxides and sulfides of the matrix metal,

(c) the particles of the particle material have an average
diameter between about 0.

1 /un and about 100 /im, and the
volume fraction of particle material in the composite is

between aboat 1% and about 30%, and the method fur-
ther comprises

(d) carrying out, subsequent to (aX a differential material
removal step on at least one surface of the composite, with
the removal rate ofthe matrix metal being greater than the
reaMval ntc of the particle material, thereby creating a
"andpaper" surface having particles projecting above the
matrix surftoe.

lat a) D21C 1/04. 3/02
MS. a. l«»-76 2 n«i-^

1. A process for pulping wood chips comprising pretreating
said wood chips with monoperoxy sulfuric acid or its salts at a
pH within the range from about 2.0 to 12.0, wherein the pre-
treatment comprises a treatment time within the range about of
1 to about 72 hours at a temperature within the nmge fhnn
about 20* C. to about 70* C. and an amount of persulfate ion
based on the oven dry weight of wood chips from about 0.35
percent to about 35 percent; following said pretreatment sub-
jecting said pretreated chips to an alkaUne pulping process.

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCHON OF A DLiPHRAGM
FOR ELECTROLYTIC CELLS

WerM KMnloh, Hahera, and Wcraer nroabcreM, Mari, both
of Fed. Rep. ofGcnumy, aaaigaon to r^rmischi Wcrke Hals
Aktieagwsllachan, Mari, Fed. Rap. ofGcnnBy

Filed Oet 21, 1M2, Ser. No. 435,551
OalaH priority, appUeatioa FM. Rep. of GcraMay. Nor. 7,

IMl, 3144372

lat a> B2M 5/00
MS. CL 1<2—219 9 firi,^

1. In a process for the production ofa dii4)hragm for electro-
lytic cells wherein the diaphragm is accreted on vertically

disposed grid surfaces of a hollow diaphragm support from a
slurry having a high solids content of diaphragm material, and
the diaphragm is subsequently dried, and optionally after-

treated at an elevated temperature, the improvement which
comprises

periodic Ufting and lowering the diaphragm support to pro-
vide an oscillating vertical motion with predetermined
frequency, ampUtude, and velocity within the slurry dur-
ing accretion of the diaphragm material from an accretion
tank;

continuous measuring the level height of the slurry within
said tank;

maintaining a predetermined spacing of a topside of the
di^hragm support in an upper reversal point of the oscil-

lating motion from the instantaneous level of the slurry

within the tank;

maintaining a minimum distance of an underside of the dia-

phragm siq^rt from the bottom of the accretion tank;

and

maintaining a predetermined suction pressure within a hol-
low space ofthe diaphragm support whereby a duipiifgfn

with a diaphragm area up to 60 m^ having a uniform
thickness and uniform packing density is produced.

4^475,986

STABLE ACTIVATED CARBON PROCESS USING A
MOVING GRATE STOOS FURNACE

JiaMy B. Sarith, CohnMa. Teaa, aari^Mr to Paabody Derd-
P|int Coavaay, St Loais, Mo.

FDed Sap. 7, 1913, Ser. No. 530,043
lACL^mU 8/1121/18:am 57/02

MS. CL 201—7 4n^T
1. A process fior producing activated carbon from carbona-

ceous granular raw starting material which oonqmses
partly devohtiKring said starting material by feeding a bed

thereof horizontally through a chain grate furnace from
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an input end thereof to a laterally spaced output end
thereof,

itether devobttilizing the partly devoUitilized material by
forming a downwardly moving stack thereof in a shaft

fanaot disposed to receive the material firom die output

end of the chain grate fUmace,

cooling the further devolatilized material by passing the

same from the bottom of the stack through a water quench
chamber, wherein the cooled material comprises particles

ranging in size firom relatively large to rehttively small and
pred<miinantly of relatively large size and which large

particles are characterized by rdatively poor surface-to-

size ratio

feed means at the bottom portion of the bin but above the

level of the grate at a level where the agglomerates are

protected from the impact of fragments being continu-

and which small particles are characterized by compara-

tively good surface-to-size ratio,

splitting the cooled material according to particle size in a

screen to produce an end product consisting of part

thereof of said relatively small particle size while splitting

off the particles predominantly of said reUrtively large

size,

crushing the split-off relatively large size particles to rela-

tively small size, and

recirculating the crushed particles with the raw starting

material passing through the chain grate and shaft fur-

naces and water quench chamber.

ously discharged into the bin but where the agglomerates

leaving the ends of the conduits will diffuse through the

mass of fragments as they move down the ch(^ce-feed

means and out onto the grate.

4,475308

PROCESS FOR DISTILLING WATER AND
DISTILLATION APPARATUS

KaUi Tnnnra, NiaUaoadya, aad MaaayaU YaMahHa, Mis-

Uan, both of Japaa, aarigaora to OrkMl Metol MFG. Co.,

LTDn Hyoflo, Japaa

Coatfaiaatioa of Ser. No. 375,407, May 4, 1902, abaadoaed,

wUeh is a dirialoa of Ser. No. 129,740, Mar. 12, 1900, Pat No.

4^29,205. lUa appUeaUoa Dae. 20, 1903, Ser. No. 566,773

CUw priority, appHcarioa Japan, Mar. 22, 1979, S444051;

Aag. 11, 1979, 54-102576

lat a^ BOID 3/02

U.S.a 202-174
'

3<

4,475,907

METHOD OFAND APPARATUS FOR THE MIXING AND
PROCESSING OF FRAGILE MATERIAL AND

FRAGMEN1EL SOLIDS
F^aak Forbea, Lakcwood, Colo., aaaljinr to Dravo CorporatloB,

DifWoa of Ser. No. 322,771, No?. 19, 1901, Pat No. 4^301,909.

TUa applkatina Dae. 29, 1902, Sar. No. 454^29
IM. CL^ ClOB 1/06. 31/06. 53/06. 53/08

MS. CL 202-99 2 Oahaa
1. Apparatus for the processing of coarse hard fragments of

rock-like nature and fhigile agglomerates comprised of fines

produced in crushing the original rock-like material into frag-

ments comprising:

(a) a bin, having a choke-feed means at the boKbom thereof,

for receiving the firagments following the crushing ofcne-

tion and after screening out the fines;

(b) a travelling heat processing grate onto which the bin is

arranged to deposit the fragments acroas the full width of

the grate through said choke-feed means;

(c) an agglomerating facility into which the fines screened

from the crushed firagments are delivered and converted

into formed agglomerates; and

(d) a chute into which the agglomerates are discharged fitxmi

the agglomerating facility, the chute having an upper end

and having its lower end divided into a series of individu-

ally spaced |ripe-like conduits extending down into the bin

at spaced intervals across the fiill width of the bin and

terminating in the vicinity of the entrance of the choke-

1. An apparatus for distilling water comprising:

a multi-stage structure body racluding a stacked plurality of

dish-like vessds having horizontal bottoms and horizon-

tally U-«h^>ed packings interposed between respective

dish-like vessete ftmning a plurality of slit openings be-

tween vesseb for taking out condensed water, said vessels

each having an overflow pipe attached through its bot-

tom;

porous water-abaorptive sheets stuck to the undersurfaoes of

the bottoms ofs^ vessels and extending through said slit

openings;

water supply means fior supplying water to be treated to the

uppermost vessel of said stacked pluraUty of vessels;

means for heating the bottom sortee of the bottom of the

lowermost vessel of said stacked plurality of veaads;

a condensed water cdlecting gutter kicaied bdow the slit
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opening of the lowennott vesael, said porous sheets ex-

tending to said gutter,

• casing for covering the side walls of said multi-stage struc-

ture body, the side wall in which the slit openings are
formed being covered so as to leave a space for said gut-

ter, and

heat exchanger-evaporator means associated with water
supply means, said gutter and overflow from the lower-
most vessel for transferring heat to the incoming water to

be treated from both the condensed water from said gutter

and the overflow from the lowermost vessel by evapora-
tion-condensation of a portion of the overflow and direct

exchange with the condensed water.

4y«75,M9
INSULATING CHARGING HOLE COVER

George R. Cite, iid Stuley T. Sdcrbi^ both of PHtsborgh, Pa^—

I

—

"

to RajTMod Kaiser Eagiaeen loc^ Oakland, Qdif

.

CoatiaaatioB-la-part of Ser. No. 334,655, Dec. 28, IMl,
•baadoaod. His ap^iicatioa Mar. 2S, 1M3, Ser. No. 481,561

lat a' ClOB 25/24, 43/14
VS. CL 202-251 12 Oaims

4,475,990
METHOD OF FORMING LEAD STORAGE BATTERIES
TalMhasU KatsaUro, CUgMaki; Wataaabe KdicU, Am^mU;

Jiabo Hiroyaid, KaaMlom, aad HosUhara Naoto, CUiBsaU,
aU ofJa>aa, awigaeri to Matsasbita Electrical ladartrialCc
Ltd., KadoBu, Japaa

FCT No. PCr/JF83/00097, § 371 Date Dee. 2, 1983, § 102(e)
Dale Dec. 2, 1983, PCT Pab. No. WO83/03714, PCT Pab.
Date Oet 27, 1983

PCT Filed Mar. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 563,418
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Apr. 6, 1982, 57-57519;

Apr. 6, 1982, 57-57520; JaL 5, 1982, 57-117286

lat aj HOIM JO/44
VJS, a. 204-2.1 7 cialan

1. A method of forming a lead acid storage battery compris-
ing a primary forming stage wherein charging is effected in an
electrolyte selected from the group consisting of alkaline aque-
ous solutions, neutral aqueous solutions and dilute aqueous
sulfuric acid solutions and a secondary forming stage wherein
charging is effected in a concentrated sulfuric acid-acidic

electrolyte.

1. A coke oven charging hole cover comprising:
(a) a generally cylindrical wall section;

(b) a peripheral Up section outwardly projecting from the
upper terminal end of said wall section;

(c) a cast-in-place lower horizontal layer of dense fiber

reinforced castable refractory material positioned inside

the cylindrical wall section;

(d) a horizontal layer of less dense insulating material posi-
tioned inside the cylindrical wall section and superim-
posed over said layer of dense fiber reinforced refractory
material;

(e) a cast-in-place upper horizontal layer of dense fiber rein-

forced refractory material superimposed over the hori-

zontal layer of less dense insulating material;

(0 metallic radiant heat reflecting means interposed between
said layer of less dense insulating material and said upper
and tower layers of dense fiber reinforced refractory
material;

(g) a wire mesh fixed interiorly to said cylindrial wall section
and cast into the tower layer of dense fiber reinforced
refractory material so as to retain said layers ofdense fiber

reinforced refractory material and said layer of less dense
insulating material inside sakl cylindrical wall section; and

(h) fierroos metal material cast into the upper layer of dense
f%er reinforced refiractory material in a suffident amount
to render the charging hole cover magnetically liftable.

4,475,991

METHOD OF DIFFUSION CLADDING A
FE-CONTAINING BASE MATERIAL FOR DECORATIVE

ARnCLES AND ORNAMENTS WITH PREaOUS
METAL CONSTTTUENTS INCLUDING AG

AUra Sbibata, Yokohama, Japaa, aaaigBor to Chagal DeaU
Kogyo KJL, Japaa

Filed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 479,022
lat CL3 C25D 5/m S/SO: C23B 5/52

VS. CL 204—15 1 Claim
1. A method of diffusion cladding a Fe-containing metallic

material for decorative arttoles and ornaments with a silver-

containing precious metal altoy, which comprises a first step of
plating selected surfaces of the metalUc material with the con-
stituents of said alloy, including at least one of the metals

selected firom the group consisting of Au, Pt, and Pd, but
excluding Ag, in any desired order and one constituent at a
time in a plurality of first successive layers, heating said first

layers to cause them to diffuse to each other and to the metallic

material; a second step of plating sakl surfaces fiirther with all

or selected constituents of said alloy, including said one metal
and Ag, in any desired order and one constituent at a time in a
plurality of second successive byers, and heating sakl second
plurality of layers to cause them to diffuse to each other and to

the first byers^
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4^75,992

CYCLOHEXADIENE DERIVATIVESAND PROCESS FOR
PREPARING THE SAME

MitMW Akada; Tsaaahiko Manto^ both of Itaao; Yaiao Shi-

ariia, TokaaUan; SUgera Torii, Akaiwa, aad Hideo Taaaka,

all uf lapaa. aMlianrs In fTtiaka fagakn Yakabia

separate oxygen from a mixture of gases, the process compris-

ing the steps of:

contacting the cathode of an electrochemical cell with a

gaseous mixture comprising oxygen to thereby reduce

such oxygen by a single electron to its superoxide ton;

DiTishMi of Ser. No. 39M12, Jaa. 22, 1982, PaL No. 4,429,164.

lids applieatioa Jaa. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 500,949

Cfadw priority, applieatioa Japaa, Oct 29, 1980, 55-152632;

Feb. 25, 1981, 56-27474; Feb. 25, 1981, 56-27475

lat a' C25B 1/00

VS.a 204-59 R 9 daiav

1. A process for preparing cyclohexadienone derivatives

represented by the formula

M
Hsq

-Jl
I

J

tumar

-CLCcmoiyTf

••

i=j—•vwr

CH3''^0R2

(wherein R> and R^ represent a tower alkyl group), comprising

the step of electrolyzing a compound of the formula

OH

R»O^^V^OR>

V
CH3

(wherein Ri is as defined above) in the presence of a lower

aliphatic alcohol and a neutral supporting electrolyte, to pro-

dvoe the cyclohexadiene derivative.

4^75,993

EXTRACnON OF TRACE METALS FROM FLY ASH
MOtoa Blaadcr, Pak» Park, IIL; Chica M. Wai, Maaeow, Id.,

aad Zottaa N«r, Woodridge, DL, aasipon to Tht Uaited

States ofAmrica as reprcseated by the Uaitad States Depart-

eat of Eaergy, WaaUaghm, D.C
FDed Aag. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 523^492

lat a» C25C 1/06. l/ll 1/16. 1/18

U.S.a204-64T TQaim
1. A process for recovering one or more trace metals from a

fine gramed fly ash having a silicate base and a surfooe with

deposits of the trace metals in a concentratton less than about

1 wt %, the trace metal being selected from the group consist-

mg of Ag, Cu, Fe, Cd, Oa, Mn, Pb, Ti, Zn and mixtures

thereof, comprising the steps of

contacting the fly ash with AlQs in an alkali halkle melt for

a time sufficient for the AlQa and trace metals to react and

form trace metal compositions soluble in the melt and a

silicate based resklue, and

separating the residue from the melt

transporting such a superoxide ion across the cell from the

cathode to the anode through an electrolyte contained

therein; and

oxidizing the superoxkle ton to oxygen at the anode where

sakl oxygen is discharged as oxygen gas.

4,475,995

METHOD FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL REMOVAL OF
METALUC WORK MATERIAL

Gcrhaid Ziegler, aad AlfM lUkm, both of Stattgart Fed. Rap.

ofGcraaay, asaigBors to Robert Boocb GaibH, Stattgart Fed.

R^ of Gcnaaay
Filed Apr. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 484,567

OaiBH priority, applieatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, May 29,

1982,3220433
lat CL^ B23P 1/00, 1/12

VS. CL 204-129J 11

4^75,994

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING
OXYGEN FROM A GASEOUS MIXTURE

Robert R. Gi^i, Taiaiiaa. aid Matthew L. Mameeo, m,
Sairta Aaa, both of CaUt, aisigaon to Maxdea

Paaadsaa, CaUf

.

FOad Doe. r, 1983, Ser. No. 565,921

lata^CaSBi/M
U.S. CL 204-129 31

1. A process in which an electrochemical cell is used to

1. Method for electrochemical removal of metallic material

from a raw work^ece (10) by a tool electrode (11) to achieve

a final desired or standard volume of a depression in a surfKe

of the raw woricpiece induding the steps of

(a) provkling a standard workpieoe having a depresston

whtoh has sakl final desired or standard volume:

(b) determining the position of the electrode opposite the

depression in the standard workpieoe at a reference dis-

tance from the upper surface of the workpieoe, sakl elec-

trode and the surface of the depresston in the standard

piece being separated by a g^) (12);

(c) determining an electrical parameter between the elec-

trode and the standard woricpiece in the presence ofa fluul

electrolyte material in sakl gap;

(d) locating the electrode opposite the depresston at the

reference distance from the upper surface of the raw

workpieoe, to thereby establish a relative positton of the

electrode and the raw workpiece, sakl electrode and de-

presston in the workpiece being spaced from each other

and separated by an operating gap (12>,

(e) introducing a flukl electrolyte material in the gap. and

filling sakl gap;

(0 applying a measurable and contronaMe electrical current

through the openmg gap by connecting a power source

(G) to the woricpiece (10) and the electrode (11), rcapec-
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tively, to effect efectrocheBicd reowvd of material from
the depKMion in said raw workpiece, while maintainiiig
Uie relative pootion of the electfode (11) with respect to

"VJ??*'*** **"*^ "^ cJectrochemical removal
step, whereby, upon workpieoe removal due to dectio-
chemical action, the operating gap will increase;

(g) measuring the same electrical parameter which was
previously determined in step (c>. and;

(h) controlling electrical current flow between the electrode
•nd the raw woricpiece and through the electrolyte mate-
rial m said operating gap until the electrical parameter
which IS measured in step (g) has a value which corre-
sponds to the electrical parameter which has been deter-
nuned m step (c) with respect to the desired or standard
volume of the depression in the standard workpiece.

M75k9N
MULn-CTRAND WIRE ELECTROEROSION
MACHINING METHOD AND APPARATUS

I^oiU IwMa, Toky^ Japan, ariporlD IncM>rana
rtiknhama. Japa

FM M». 3, mz, Sar. No. 35M40
.,- ^ ^ "^ ^' "»P ^/«^ ^^02
UAa3IM-12»,46

25

4,478397
PROCBgPOR PWARWG IWCHLOROACROLEIN

JaaicMSato, and ToyoUko Kmm, both of Tokyo, jMaa. «.i^m to Nfton Toknahn Nayakn 8ri» EX, TokyTjLai

432,929, wUch ia a dhMoa of Sar. No. UOilSL Jan. 7. mOL
p*t No. 4,3i7w 111. .,piie.ii«i NotXiSw!^:5r
CM* priarity. awplWHan Japan, J,M4, ifTf, 54.018

Int a^ BOU 19/12
U.S.a 204-188 R jchta

1. A process for the production of trichloroacrolein of the
formula

a
02—C«CHO

a
(OaCaBC—CHaho

with bromine under irradiation with light, thereby to produce
a reaction mass containing bis<14)romo.2,3,3-trichloro.2.
propenyl).€ther and direcUy subjecting the reaction mass toteam distillation thereby to form and distiU off trichloroa.
crolein.

1. A method of electroerosively machining an electrically
conductive woritpiece with a single elongate tool electrode in
a cuttog lone located between a pair of electrode guides and
flushed with a machining fluid, the method comprising the
steps of:

(a) dispensing a pfairality of continuous, electrically conduc-
tive, elementary electrode wires from respective wire
wpply sources continuously to feed the muhiple wires
•^rately mto a single, strught-line, wiiv-travel path
defined between said electrode guides;

^If!!?!!?**
"^ "?•»«««• continuously traveling multiple

etanaitory electrode wires m said path to bring them
together into a substantiaUy mutuaUy abutting relationship
•long • length thereof across said cutting zone to form a
mmary bundle ofsaid multiple elementary dectiode wires
traverting said woriqiiece, said unitary bundle constitut-
mg said single elongate tool electrode;

(c) electricaOy connecting said traveling multiple wires to
OTepole ofan electiueiusion power siyply and said worit-
piece to the other pole thereofto pass a machining current
between said unitary bundle and said worispiece across a
mKjhuang gap, thereby to erosively remove material from
the workpieoe in said fluid-flushed cutting zone;

(d) takmgup said wires from said cutting zone for collection
^°y holding the traveling multiple wires taut across the
cutting zone; and

(e)^splncing said woricpiece relative to said multiple-wire
wmdle transversely to said straight-ttne wii«4ravd patii
to machine a contour m the wof^iece.

C47S,998

i?™?™ ^^'"^ <^^*^™> ACRYLATE RESIN ANDHARDENABLE RESIN COMPOSITION CONTAINING
THE SAMEK^ Okllan, and TakanU M«l. both of HIroBhtaa, Janan.

Mrignors to Daieal rhwicai TaHniifliii, tM^fZ^ t!!^
Filed Sep. 22, 1983, Sar. No. 834363

ui.a2.£^iS;s^^^^^^/^«»'*^„^
I. A lactone-modified epoxy acrylate resin, obttdned by

addition polymerizing 3 to 95 parts by weight ofa lactone to 97
to 5 parte by weight ofan epoxy acrylate resin at the whole or
a part of the secondary hydroxy groups diereof.

II. A hardenable resin compoaitioo. comprising;
(A) 5 to 95 paris by weight of a lactone-modified epoxy

acrylate resin, obtained by addition polymerizing 3 to 95
parte by weight of a lactone to 97 to 5 parte by weight of
an epoxy acrylate resin at the whole or a part of the sec-
ondary hydroxy groups thereof

(B) 95 to 5 parte by weight of a vinyl compound having an
ethylenically unsaturated bond; and

(Q to 10 parte by wdght of a photosensitizer.

4^78,999
SENSITIZATION OF GLYOXYLATE

PHOTOINITIATQRS
Frauds A. Via, Yorfctowa Haifhla, N.Y., MaigMir to
Clcmieai Coavaay, Waatport, Con.

Filed Jan. 8. 1983, Sar. No. S0M68
Inta3OB8F^/50

VS. CL 284—199J3 |( , ^

1. In the photopoiymerization of monomeric and polymeric
compositions of photopolymerizaUe substances wherein a
pbotouutiator is admixed with a photopolymerizaUe composi-
tion and the mixture is exposed to actinic iwliation. the ta-
provanent wherein photopoiymerization is effectively initi-
ated by a glyoxylate photoinitiator in die presence of a cm-
namyl ketone compound sensitizer fiw said photohutiator
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4^78,000

METHOD OF MAKING A MAGNEHC FILM TARGET
FOR SPUTTERING

Makoto Ni«m; AUra NAara, and YoAfUro Ani, aU of Aaaka,

rignors toF^ Photo Flhn Co., Ltd., Saitaan, Japan

FOad Oct 21, 1981, Sm. No. 313486

priority, appUcatkM Japn, Oct 28, 1980, 85.181206

lit a* cue 75/00

V&a 204-192M 10 CUw
1. A sputtering method ootnprising the steps of:

providing a —g"**^ fttm sputtering target characterized by

forming a fifan ofa magnetk; matoial on a target substrate

by ion-plating at least one ^a plurality of raw magnetic

materials onto saki substrate;

establishing electric and magnetic fields adjacent a sputter-

ing surface of said target where said fields are substantially

perpendicular to one another and where a portion of said

magnetic field extends through said fluttering target, said

electric and magnetic fields confining plasma adjacent the

sputtering surface of the target to effect sputtering

thereof; and

coating a further substrate with the sputtered target material.

4,476,001

DEVICE FOR COLLECTING ALKALINE CELL UQUOR
FROM AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL

J. Barrett McDonald, St Albana, and Tany V. Fontalbart

Marwt both ofW. Van Mri^ora to Nofa Rabbcr Co., Sonth

, W. Va. and FMC Corponthm, PhOadaipkia, P»n

13

or both, therdiy promoting an intemiptioo of current

flow tnm the cell in the overflowing liquor streaan. and

(tii) being fiiMcated fhnn a material that is reaiBtant to hot,

weak caustic cell liquor.

4^476,002

METALCURRENT CARRIER FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL
CELL ELECTRODES

ReaaM A. Howard, Brook Pnrit; fli lnliaaan ^^iiiapp ia l
,
and

Lawranee G. Edwards, both of Ckraland, aD of own, aarigf

an to Unhm CarMdc Coipomtion, Dartaij , Coan.

FDad Jnn. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 393,390

Int a' C25B 77/01. 77/OQ: HOIM 4/86

VS.a 204-283 35

apvt
FOad Mar. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 480,609

Int a3C28B75/Ofll 9/00

U&a 204-228

2. Cell liquor collection device for atttnhment to a weak

caustic liquor overflow line firom a chlor-alkali electrolytic

cell, which comprises,

(a) a closed container, having a cross sectional area substan-

tially larger than that of the cell liquor overflow Ime and

consisting of an upper section and a lower section which

are releasaUy mated together,

(b) a vertically disposed inlet kicated in die upper container

section and attached to the cell Uquor overflow line from

an electrolytic ceU, through which the overflow ceU

Uquor is introduced into the collection device;

(c) a vertically disposed outlet located in the lower container

section, through which the cell liquor passes out of the

collection device by gravity flow; sakl container and ite

hilet and outlet being fabricated firom polymethylpentene

plastic; and

(d) a perforated plate, CO substantially horizontaUy disposed

within the container, extending across the horizontal cross

section of the container and separating die upper con-

tamer section from dw tower container section, (B) having

perforations of sufficient size and number to provide for

the expeditwos passage of the incoming cell liquor stream

through the plate as a multiplicity ofstreamlete or droplete

1. A metal current carrier for use in fabricating thin electro-

chemical cell electrodes which carrier comprises; a thin metal

screen having disposed on at least one side thereof a diin po-

rous Uyer of coarse metal particles having a particle size of

from about 4.1 to 5.8 mils, said nwtal particles at least partially

fillmg the multiple openings in the metal screen and being

sintered to diemselveaand also to the mettJ screen, said porous

layer providing a rough textured, high surfiMe area interface

fbr cohesively bonding an active layer to the metal screen.

4,476,003

CHEMICAL ANCHORING OF ORGANIC CONDUCTING
POLYMERS TO SEMICONDUCTING SURFACES

Arthnr J. Fkvk, Lakcwood, and Ka^Ji Honda, WhentridiB, both

ofColo.,«BivMrstoneUnitadStat8aorAMriaiaa^

aentad by the Uaitad Stirtas Dapartmcnt of Energy,

ton,D.C
FDad Apr. 7, 1983, Ssr. No. 483,040

Int a^ C25B 77/00

UJS.a 204—290 R 25

1. A semiconductor electrode widi a conductive polymeric

coating atUKshed to die surfiMe diereofby means of a coiqriing

reagent for effecting covalent attachment of said conductive

jKAymaic coating to an oxide semicondoctor dectrode and

coordnurtive attachment of said conductive polymeric coating

to a non-oxkk semioondoctor electrode and for improving

adheston ofthe conductive polymeric coating to die surfiKe of

the semicondoctor, ynhtnm attachment of the coupling rea-

gent to the electrode surfece is a covalent or a ooordinative

chemical attachment

4,476,004

APPARATUS FOR ELECTROFUSION OF BIOLOGICAL
PARTICLES

Horbart A. Pokl, Stillwater, Okla., aaalgnor to DJLP. SyMMM,

Inc., MataaMm, Mkk.
ContlnanthM of Ser. No. 483,290, Apr. 8, 1983, PM. No.

4^1,972. lUa appHeation Oct 26, 1983, Sar. No. 848,781

Int CL^ BOID 57/02

U&a204-299R 4aataB

1. A device for fusing neutral polarizable bodies comprising

at least two optically transparent elongated tubular members

affixed to an optically transparent plate, said memben

colineariy aligned and spaced apart firom each other;

said members accommodating an opticaDy transparent elon-
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gated tubular cell, said odl having exterior circumferen-
tiai dimenriont adapted for aocommodatioo by the interior
circumferential dimensions of said members, and said cell
being of sufficient length such that each end thereof,
respectively, extends partially into the openings of said
reqwctive members;

plate in an acidic aqueous sohitioa such that the quantity
ofelectricity generated with the plate as the anode is equal
to or greater than the quantity of electricity generated
with the pbte as the cathode, electrolyais being carried

1. A urea electrode comprising a urease-immobilized mem-
brane and an electrode for quantitative determination of am-
monium ions, the urease-immobilized membrane having added
amino groups in the membrane structure.

7. A method for preparing a urease-immobilized membrane
havmg added amino groups in the membrane structure for a
urn electrode, which comprises dipping a urease-immobilized
membrane in an aqueous solution of a compound having at
least two amino groups in one molecule.

SUPPORTS FOR LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATES
AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE SAME

HiaoOMi; Kaatika Od« Hirokna Sdtdd; AUra SUraL and

iiI?^^*T5'" •'*'*''»^''^"*»« to n^i Photo

DifWoa of Scr. No. 13839, Mff. 31, 1980^ This apdicatkHi

_ .
Sap. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 41S4r7S

OdM prlarity, applkalioa Ji^n, Ang. IC, 1979. 84-104473
lirt. a' C28D Jl/16: C28F S/04. 3/14

U.S. a. 204—17 II rhi—
1. A process for producing a support for a lithographic

prmting plate which comprises:
mechanicany roughening the surface of an aluminum pUte,
chemicaUy etching about 5 to 20 g/m^ ofaluminum ftom the
surhce of the plate, and

applying an alternating wave-form electric current to the

two parallel electrodes longitudinally extending along the
mner surface of said cell, said electrodes being electrically
connected for switching to a direct current or alternating
current power source.

4«474,00S

UREASE-IMMOBILDXD UREA ELECTRODE AND
PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE SAME

DiiM TnHaap , Tanaki KobsyaiU, both ef Hachktii; AUko
Katori, Kognal, a^ Yoahflnra Karaaaira, Tokyo, aU of
JipM, ilpoii to HitMU, Ltd, Tokyo, Japn

FIM Sep. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 837,811
Odw priority, sppHcaHon Japan, Oct 4» 1982, 87-173226

Irt. a» GOIN 27/30; C13Q //Oft J/SS
UAa204-403 9Ctai„

out such that the current density when the phite is the
anode is not less than ttoont 20 A/dm^ and the quantity of
electricity generated with the plate as the anode is about
200 coulombs/dm^ or less.

4^478,007

HEMISPHERANDS AND SODIUM-SELECTIVE
COMPOSITIONS AND ELECTRODES CONTAINING

SAME
John L. Toner, WebMen Danid S. Daniel, and Soaan M. Gear,

both of Rochester. aU of N.Y., assignon to Eaatnan Kodak
Company, Rochcater, N.Y.

Filed May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 498,740
lat a.3 C07D 273/01; GOIN 27/30

U.S.a 204-^17 28Ctata«
1. A lipophilic hemispherand compound represented by the

structure:

wherein R|, R2, Ra and R4 are independently hydrogen, alkyl,
alkenyl. cycloalkyi, aryl w a heterocyclic group; and X is

benzyl or an electron donating group capable of forming at
least one oowdinating site for sodium ions.

12. A sodium icm-selective electrode having an ion selective
membrane composition comprising an ionophore which is a
lipophihc hemiq>berand compound represented by the struc-
ture:
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to a gas to be sensed and whose second surface is exposed to a

reference gas, a first porous electrode fixed to the first surface

of the solid electrolyte body and a second porous electrode

fixed to the second surface of the solid electrolyte body which

method comprises plasma spraying a mixture ofA1203 powder

and 1-4% by weif^t of SKh powder on the electrode on the

first surface of the solid electrolyte body to produce a porous

gas diffusion-resisting layer and heating the gas difFusion-resist-

ing layer to a temperature ranging between 1,300* C and

1,400* C, thereby reducing the average pore-size to a level

ranging between 300* A and 400* A.

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 are independenUy hydrogen, alkyl,

alkenyl, cycloalkyi, aryl or a heterocyclic group; and X is

benzyl or an electron donating group capable of forming at

least one coordinating site for sodium ions, a compound capa-

ble of solvating said hemispherand and a supporting matrix.

4^78,008

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION-SENSING DEVICE AND
THE METHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME

Hirani Sow, Nagoya; MaoatocU Sosdd, Aqjo; Masaya

Ft^Jtmoto, Oota^ MMaUro SUbM^ AkU; Toahftaka Saito,

ToyoteU, aal MMUfo Yaaakawa, Kariya, aD of Japan,

aarignon to WppwsdsMO Co., Ltd., Japan

FDed Oct 11, 1983, Scr. No. 841,001

daiw prterity, applicatkM Japn, Oct 12, 1982, 87-178643

Int a' GOIN 27/58; B08D 1/12

U.S.a 204—428 14

4^76,009

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE HYDROGEN DONOR
PROPERTIES OF A COAL UQUEFACTION SOLVENT
Erraa J. Knhlasann, Wappingen Fails; Rkhard P. Gnptill; Dick

Y. Jnag, both of FtahUll, and Hynag K. Zang, HopeweU

Junction, aU of N.Y., aasivMin to Texaco Inc. White Plaina.

N Y
FDed Mar. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 478,196

lat CLi aOG 1/Oa 1/06. 45/00

VS.a 208-8 LE S OalM
1. A process for improving the hydrogen donor properties of

a coal liquefaction solvent for a coal liquefaction process

which comprises separating a coal liquefaction solvent having

a boiling range from about 350* to 1000* F. into a first fraction

boiling in the range fixnn about 3S0* to about 67S* F. and a

second fraction boiling in the range from about 673* F. to

about 1000* F., hydrogenating said first fraction at a tempera-

ture ranging from about 700* to about 800* F. under a pressure

of about SOO to 2S00 psig. hydrogenating said second fraction

at a temperature ranging from about 600* to 700* F. at a pres-

sure from about SOO to 2S00 psig and combining said hydroge-

nated first and second fivctions to provide a coal liquefaction

solvent having an increased concentration of hydrogen donor

components.

s WM
I

'',

;; ^4

1. An oxygen gas concentration-sensing device which com-

prises:

a solid electrolyte body which is prepared ftxmi an oxygen

ion-permeable metal oxide and whose first surface is ex-

posed to a gas to be sensed and whose second surface is

exposed to a reference gas;

a first porous electrode fixed to the first surface of the solid

electrolyte body;

a second porous electrode fixed to the second surface of the

solid electrolyte body;

a gas diffiision-resisting layer which is prepared from a

porous metal oxide to cover the first electrode and has an

average pore-size ranging between 300 A and 400 A; and

means for vaepnxsang prescribed voltage across the first and

second electrodes.

14. A method offwming a gas difAnion-resisting layer for an

oxygen gas concentraticm-sensing device of the type mcluding

a solid electrcdyte body which is prepared from an oxygen

ion-permeable metal oxide and whose first surface is exposed

4*476,010

CATALYTIC WATER WASH
Raymond S. Bonk, dacaaaed, laic of North HoDywood, Calif, (by

Barton Bonk, adadniatralriz), aaaipor to Biolcx Corpora-

tion, Loa Aagdca, CaUf.

CoMiaaation of Scr. No. 430,682, Jan. 3, 1974, , which is a

continaation-ln-pnrt of Scr. No. 196,842, No?. 8, 1971, , which is

a contfaination-faHpart of Ser. No. 769,722, Oct 22. 1968,

abandoned. TUs application Oct 18, 1979, Scr. No. 86,242

Int CL3 aOG 19/02 27/00. 29/12

UAa 208-18 5 a«tas

1. The product produced by a process of eliminating impuri-

ties including vi^e forms of microbial contamination and

preventing microbial recontamination in liquid hydrocarbons,

comprising treating said hydrocarbons with an aqueous solu-

tion comprising an oxidizing compound and a mixture of me-

tallic salts in which a first salt contains a metal ion selected

from groups IB, IVa and Va of the periodic table and a second

salt contains a metal ion selected from groups la, Ua and VIII

of the periodic table, said aqueous solution reacting with and

causing separation of said impurities from the liquid hydrocar-

bon into the aqueous solution, and subsequently removing said

aqueous solution containing said impurities from the treated

liquid hydrocarbon.
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M7<i011
CATALYST AND PROCESS FOR THE

HYDROGENriROCTNATION AND HYDROCRACKING
OF mGH-NTTROCEN FEEDS

Amm L. Ililu , Jr., Mmtar, imL, amlmon to Studari
OO Cmmt (Ulaa), Chk^n, m.

: of S«. No. lOO^Sac Oct 24, 1980^ His
I Apr. 19, 1912, Scr. No. U»jm

IM. CU ClOG 47/16^ 47/20
U5.a20t-lll 37CUM

1- A proccM for the hydrodenitrogeiution and hydiocrack-
ing ofa hydrocarbon stream containing a substantial amount of
nitrogen compounds, which process comprises contacting said
•tream in a reaction lone under hydrodenitrogenation and
hydrocracking conditions and m the presence of hydrogen
with a catalyst comprising a hydrogenation component com-
prising chromium, molybdenum, and at least one Group VIII
metal, a crystaUine molecukr sieve zeolite selected from the
group consisting ofZSM crystaUine aluminosilicate and AMS
crystaUine metaUosiUcate and containing exchangeable cati-
ons, nda porous reftwtory inorganic oxide, the metals of said
hydrogenation component being present in the elemental form
as oxides, as sulfides, or mixtures thereof, said stream being
selected from the group consisting of petroleum hydrocarbon
distOlates, Uquids derived from coal, liquids derived from tar
sands, and whole shale oQ or any firaction of shale oil.

an oU distUlate cut within the range 150* to 190* C, which
distiUate contains less than 20% by weight of naphthenes. less

24
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than 20% by weight of aromatic content and more than 60%
by weight total content of n*aUcanes and branched-aUcanes.

M7(^012
PROCESS FOR DEASHING PRIMARY GOAL UQUIDSMa G. GM*, Dm PUmi, OL, Mripai to UOP Inc. Dea

,10.

, torScr.No.25949S,Apr.30,196I,
wUch ii a coatinalfoa-ia-part of Sar. No. 99,838,

Oct 31, 1979, afeiBioMd. TUi appUotta Oct tf, 1982, Sar. No.
433478

iM. CL3 aeo 1/04. 21/00
UAC120*-251R «ClaiM

1. A process for the production ofdeashed coal liquid which
comprises the sequential steps of:

(a) admixing a primary coal liquid containing ash and a
hydrocarbon deashing solvent having no hydiogen-tians-
ferring abUity at a selected admixing temperature from
about 250' F. to about 575* P.;

(b) reducing the temperature before deashing of the entire
resulting admixture of said primary coal liquid and hydro-
carbon deashing solvent to a deaiJimg temperature about
SO* F. to about 125* F. less than said admixing temperatuie
of step (a);

•^*^
(c) deashing said primary coal liquid with said deashing

solvent at said deashing temperature of step (b).

4^78,014
METHOD OFMAKING AN ORE G0NCENTRA1OR, AND

CONCENTRATOR THUS MADE
KcUh & Oeiand, 4480 Park Newport, Newport BcMh, CUIf.
92880

Filed NoY. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 323,171
IM. a> B03B 5/52

MS, CL 209-434 15

,.f

4,4714113

FROTH FLOTATION
DivUJ.A.McGaar«y, toCaal

FBad Dae. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 447,714
«9licadoa Unftad rhgiiiM. Dec 18, 1981,

lit d} B89D 1/14
UAa209^188 SCWw

1. In the method of froth flotation of coking coal ««'"g a
coUector, the improvement comprising the use as the collector

1. In a method ofmanufacturing an ore<oncentrating pad or
the Uke, the steps of:

(a) providing a plurality ofelongated flexible strips ofprede-
termined cross-sectional shq)e,

said AMpt being such that grooves wOl be formed by said
strips when said strips are adyacent and paraUel to each
other,

(b) anchoring inner end portions of said strips to an elasto-

meric support at predetermined k)cations in a generaUy
circular configuration, while leaving renwining pcntions
of said strips free to move in directions generaUy paraUel
to said support,

(c) thereafter moving each of said strips into continuous
nnraUng engagement with the adjacent strip,

(d) progressively securing said strips to said support by
means of flexible adhesive so that they remain in said
contmooos engagement, and

(e) effecting fluid pressure deformation of said strips and
support and into conformity with the concave surface ofa
retetively rigid, upwardly concave element, and securing
said support to said element
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4^78,015 beads and DEAE-glycophase glass beads and mixtures thereof

MULTIPLE ELEMENT FLUID SEPARATION DEVICE and having a column spigot in the eluent coUection tube, hav-

Rktard P. Schiirilt; ViMCirt J. OceoM, both of Alesadria, Mri

WflUam P. GanUMT, SprfavOeid, aU of Va., assifBora to V. J.

QceoM 4k Aaaodataa, If,, Woodbridgs, Va.

FOad No?. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 438,879

lM.a3B01Di//00
U.S. CL 210-93 23 <

1. A multi-element fluid separation device comprising:

a pluraUty of fluid separation elements, each element having

a treatable fluid inlet end with a treatable fluid inlet, a

treatable fluid chamber, a product fluid chamber, and an

outlet end having a product fluid outlet connected to said

product fluid chamber, and a ccmcentrated fluid outlet

connected to said treatable fluid chamber, said elements

being divided into at least first and second stages, each

stage containing a plurality of elements;

pressure vessel means surroimding said elements to maintain

said dements at an elevated pressure, said |»essure vessel

means including at least one pressure vessel having first

and second ends;

manifold means attached to each of said elements only at

said outlet end of each of said elements, said manifold

means being connected to said pressure vessel only at one

end of said pressure vessel, and having a first channd

formed therein for connecting the concentrated fluid

outlet of each of the elements of the first stage with the

treatable fluid inlet of each of the elements of the second

stage;

fluid miet means for supplying pressurized treatable fluid to

the treatable fluid inlet of each of the elements of the first

stage;

whereby the elements of the first stage are connected m
parallel relationship to each other to receive treatable

fluid and discharge concentrated fluid and product fluid,

the first stage is connected to the second stage in series to

transfer the concentrated fluid to the second stage

throu^ the mndfold, and the second stage elements are

connected in paralld to each other.

4*478,018

HEART ATTACK SCREENING METHOD, APPARATUS
AND KIT FOR SAME

Join Y. Kiyacn, 94 Meadow St, Gvdca City, N.Y. 11S30

CoBtinHtiM of Scr. No. 177,889, Ai«. 13, 1980, abandoned,

whkh is a coMlnnation-ia-part of Scr. No. 922,885, JaL 10, 1978,

,lH,n«*—^, which is a contiaaatioB-ia-part of Scr. No. 730,102,

Oct 8, 1978, Pat No. 4»188*499. lUs appHcatkM Mar. 23, 1982,

Scr. No. 380,951

Int CL' BOIN 15/08

VS.a 210-198J 3 OafaM

1. A packed glass column having a pocking consisting essen-

tiaUy of DEAEslextran and especially adapted for open sys-

tem chromatographic isolation of the creatine phospboUnase-

MB fraction in the serum of human patients, said column hav-

mg a ceUulosic cigarette filter tip consisting essentiaUy of

lineariy mUled ceUulose containing fiber positioned in the

lower tip portion of said column, said tip shielded by a plug of

material sdected from the group consisting of sea sand, ^ass

mg as a special feature, multiple air vent slits incorporated

throughout the length of the shaft of said qrigot therd)y aUow-

ing open system chromatography.

4*478,017

REMOVABLE SYNTHESIS COLUMN
Danial H. Sekwff, Mootafai View, and Le? J. Lcytaa, Palo

AHo, both of Calif., aacigwrs to Bednaaa lasti amsntt , Ibc
FUkrton, CaUf

.

Filed Jan. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 500,881

lot a.3 BOID 15/08

U&a 210-94 91

1. A synthesis column assembly for use in a DNA synthesn

instrument, comprising:

(a) a tube defining a passage extending the length of said

tube, said tube terminating in a first end and a second end;

(b) first and second filtering means for filtering a liquid

flowing through said tube, each fUtering means having

one end extending into and being frictionaUy held by a

respective end of the passage,

(c) first and second seaUng means for sealing the ends of the

tube to the DNA synthesis instrument, each aeahng means

defining an opening for receiving the other end of a re-

spective filtering means;

(d) whereby each sealing means is held against the respective

end of the tube by the respective filtering means.
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FIELD ASSEMBLED CLASIFIER
ItooM R. White, New Lmob, ad Akx J. DoMtr, Jr^ Pakw
IMehte, botk of nL, MigMn to Abr EaUMcrlag Corpora.

FIM Mir. 14y IMS, 8tr. No. 475,190
IM. a.) BnD 2J/JO

UAa210-232
{; 6Chta.

cylindrical screen means extending between said support

rotor drive nx>tor means carried on said door at a side
thereof opposite said support means,

said cabinet having pellet inlet means in alignment with said
housmg inlet when said door is closed for deliverina
pellets to said rotor,

I

1. A knocked-down clarifier composed of sub-assemblies
and components sized and shaped to be transportable on a
conventional over the road truck for assembly on top of a
peripherally rimmed concrete basin at the use site which com-
priaes a tank extension frame composed of an inlet end section,
an intermediate oil collection section, an outlet end section!
sidewall sections joining the inlet section to the intermediate
section and the intermediate section to the outlet end section,
end plates on said sections positioned to be interfaced and
bolted together to form an upstanding open top and open
bottom peripheral firame sized to rest on the peripheral rim of
^ebastn to extend the height and increase the volume of the
basin, fastenen securing the bolted together peripheral frame
to said rim, cross beams joining the sidewalk at spaced inter-
^^b, a transverse channel beam on said intermediate section, a
tomsverse overflow trough on said intermediate section, in
nxmt of said channel beam individual transversely spaced
longitudinal wein having rear ends detachably mounted on the
top ofsaid outlet end section behind said trough, and front ends
supported on said channel beam, longitudinal tracks on said
frime, a bridge riding on said tracks, a service platform
mounted on said frame, power means on said platform recipro-
cating said bridge on said tracks, suction pumps with inlets on
•aid bridge, piping connected to said inlets depending from
said bridge, and suction heads coupled to and suspended from
said piping to ride over the bottom of the basin.

4,474,019

PELLET DRYER
Hate K. Nowiiek, aad RiehaN O. AlgaJfc, both of FUtoo,
NX, aarigMn to lie Black OawMM Gmpany, Middktowa,
Ohto

Filed Mar. 14, 1903, Ser. No. 475,815
IM. a^ BOID 29/10

UAa 210-J32 3 ctotas
1. In a rotating pellet dryer for removing plastic pellets from

entraining water and drying the same including a rotor housing
and a rotor in the housing mounted on a generally vertical axis
for lifting the pellets from a housing inlet upwardly while
imparting routional and outward movement therefrom with
extraction of water through a generally cylindrical screen
surrounding the rotor, the improvement comprising:
an enclosing cabinet normally totally surrounding the rotor

having a door formed as one wall thereof,
upper and lower spaced apart rotor housing support means
mounted on said door,

•aid rotor being rotatably supported on said door between
said upper and lower housing support means with said

means on said door defining pellet outlet means connecting
to said upper housing support means and extending out-
wardly through said door,

means for draining water from said cabinet, and
said door being pivotally mounted to said cabinet for move-
ment outwardly therefrom for exposing said rotor housing
and the interior of said cabinet for cleaning and mainte*
nance.

4,474,020
CTRAINER ASSEMBLY FOR GRANULAR MEDU

WOJTKXtS
John H. Cheethan, Twickenham, England, airipior to Paterwa
Candy Intenntkwal Liaitad, La?cntoke MUU, Englaad

Filed No?. 2, 1902, Ser. No. 430,711^aja priority, apptteatioa United KtagdoB, Dee. 8, 1901,

lafLOJ WHO 23/20
U.S.a 210-209 %CUm

mg
1. A strainer assembly for a granular media filter, compris*

a body for being mounted in a floor of said filter and having
open upper and lower ends;

a hollow open ended stem mounted in said body and project*
ing outwardly of said body bdow said lower end of said
body;

a strainer top cap fitted to said upper end of said body;
means whereby the vertical position of said stem can be

adjusted relative to said body, said adjustment means
comprising interengaging screw-threads on the inner wall
of said body and the outer wall of said stem; and
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means wherry unintentional relative rotation of said stem

and said body is prevented, said rotatino preventing means

comprising a flexible tab on said outer wall of said stem

and a plurality of ribs engageable by said tab on said inner

wall of said body.

M744B1'
RUST, SCALE AND FOREICN PARTICLE ARRESTER

Aiexaader Son, 609C PnkM Rd., HoMhdm HL
FDed Jo. 22, 1902, Ser. No. 991,021

lM.CLiBnD 29/36

VS. CL 210-307 11

said product tube serrations; said product spacing means

overlaps said serrations and said membrane sandwiches

adjacent layers of said product apaciag means therebe-

tween, the edges and friee outer ends of the membrane

layer and highly porous spacing means are sealed to-

gether, and

first and second highly porous brine spacing means having

channeb on one surfKe thereof parsJlel to the axis of said

1. Rust and scale arrester apparatus for installing in a circu-

lating cooling system for interaal combustion engines compris-

ing a fluid inlet and a fluid outlet, a sepuation chamber posi-

tioned between the fluid inlet and the fluid outlet, a collection

chamber connected below the separation chamber in fluid

communication therewith, deflecting filter means disposed in

the separation chamber between the fluid inlet and the fluid

outlet for separating soli(b from the fluid flowing through the

separation chamber from the mlet to the outlet and baffle

means mounted in the separation chamber and in the collection

chamber for directittg flow of fluid through the separation

chamber and thnx^ the collection chamber to promote re-

moval of solid particles firom the deflecting filter means and to

flow solid partictes from the deflecting filter means into the

collection chamber, and emptymg means connected to the

collection chamber for emptying solid particles in tbe collec-

tion chamber, the baffle means extending rearward in the

diiecti(m of the fluid inlet and downward in the direction of

the collection chamber firom the filter means, a portion of the

baffle means extending forward in the direction of the outlet

and downward firom a downward and rearward extending

portion of the baffle means, and the downward uid forward

extending portion of the baffle means having openings therein

for permitting iq;>ward flow of fluid from the collection cham-

ber toward the separation chamber.

M74,022
SPIRALLY WRAPPED REVERSE OSMOSIS

MEMBRANE CELL
David W. Doll, 4130 Tnrilyi St, S« Diago, CaHf. 92122

FOed Mar. 11, 1903, Ser. No. 474,547

lit a' BOlO 31/00

UJ5.a 210-2U n Q«*"
1. A qniaUy wound module for use in separating a permeate

firmn a fluid feed mixture comprising:

a piodnct tube serrated along its outer surface, the bottom

vufice of the serrations having a pluraUty ofspaced apart

^)ertures for communicating between said bottom surfiKO

and the interior thereof;

a highly porous product spacing means having protrusKms

along one surfhce Aereof;

a permaelective membrane; t^^^
said product spacing means and said mend>rane are fiMded

over said product tube whereby said protrusions are posi-

tioned on the side of said product spacing means opposite

product tube, the brine spacing means sandwich at least a

portion of the folded layen of membrane and product

tpadng means therd)etween, whereby when the mem-

brane, product spacing means and brine spacing means are

wound about the product tube at lease some layen of

product spacing means and membrane have first and sec-

ond brine spacing means therd)etween and the channels of

said first and second brine spadng means are opposing.

4,474,023

GRANULOCYTE-SEPARATING MATERIAL AND
GRANULOCYTE SEPARATOR

HorikoaU, and TaBtoasa Aha, both of FlMI,

to AnU Eaaei Eogyo

DiTiiloa of Ser. No. 239,299, Mar. 2, 1901, Pat No. 4,370,381.

Ufa appttcition Sep. 27, 1902, Ser. No. 435,039

CUM priority, appttortioa Japan, Mar. 12, 1900, 55-30247;

Mar. 12, 1900, 55-30348

lit CL> BOID 15/04

VAa 210-^444 1

1. A granulocyte collector comprising a granulocyte-

separating material packed in a vessel having a blood ceil

suspension introduction inlet and a blood oeU suspension dis-

charge outlet; said granulocyte-^eparating material oominising

a carrier com{msed of a fiber having a diameter of from 10 to

SO microns and packed in the vessd at a packing density of

from 0.05 to 0.20 g/cm^ and having supported thereon a fatty

acid derivative containing a fistty acid moiety having 10 to 22

carbon atoms.

4S2-227 O.G.-84 10
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___ 4«47M24
AOTHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OISHLLAHON

-^ Y.Om, LatAIIM Hilli. CUU; airipMr to

J, iMn P»b Alto, CtML

'^^I.*!S^!?f"• '^^ "^» '* *^ »^» *«• No.
4Jil,7U. IMi mir iilui Ai» f, MM, Sir. No. 40M81

... _ IiM.a>BOlO7i/O0

sobitantially aepantiiig said monoAinctional lower car-
bozylic acids from said mixtore.

APPARATUS USEFUL IN IDENTIFyiNG A SOLUTE
taa Kati, WcMport; Kcwith L. Opu, Bathai, aid Ramoad
P. W. Scott, RidffOaid. aD ofCon.,aaSm toTtePMH

niad Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,577
lirt. a^ BOID 15/08

UJS, CL 210-456

L Distillation i^paratus for distilling aqueous solutions com-
prising:

a thin microporoas hydrophobic layer separating an aqueous
distinand from a fresh water distillate;

means for providing a vapor pressure gradient across said
hydrophobic layer with the distiUand being at a higher
vyr pressure than the distillate so that liquid water
e^^^ontes on the distOland side ofthe pores ofthe hydro-
phobic layer and condenses as pure water on the distillate
iide of die hydrofdiobic layer, and

ni»» for preventing waterk^g^ ofthe hydrophobic Uiyer
comprising a hydrophilic byer on the distilland side of the
hydrophobic layer.

M74.025
SEPARATION OF CERTAIN CARBOXYUC ACIDS
UTILIZING CATION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES
"~» '-^*» A'^"*^ Cote.,-i DB?id W. Sapfcsr, Maana-

Mripan to lla Unitad StotM of

_ . > If the Uiltod Stotoa Depvtmant of
r,WiihhiHB,RC

FDad May 9, 1983, Sar. No. 492,925
I*. a> B81D /i/flO

UAa210-638
19

1. A method for enhancing the identification ofa solute; said
method comprising the steps of:

chromatographicaUy separating a mixture including said
solute under conditions where the lesistance-to-mass
transfer diqiersion process is the dmmnant ftctor in the
total column band dispersion;

detennining the dispersion of the resultant chiomatognqyUc
peak; and

determining the molecular weight of said solute from a first
order relationship between said dispersion and said molec-
ular weight whereby solute identification is ^ht^^

M7M27
USE OF MAGNEnC SEPARATION IN SCAVENGING

HYDROGEN SULFIDE
Irwto Fox, BaUwia, Mo., aaripor to Ahta Stawb, New Orw

La. aM Dafid SaasMla, St Loria, Mo., p«t totonat to

tA method of substantially sqiarating mooofimctional
lower carboxyhc adds consisting essentially of from 1 to 5
carbon atoon firom a Kqaid mixtare containing said adds, said
method comprising the steps of:

(a) contacting one side of a perfluorinated iooomer mem-

W
'''**P?f™»8 pH of said mixtuie add; and

(c)wiAMLhmga preswre gradient across said membrane of
less than about S psi, whereby said moooAmctional lower
^v^nsyjicacids pass throogh said membiaae at a substan-
tially ikster rato than a remainder of said mixture thereby

A^m^n ,^ „ fN^221,8i7,Dac31,1980,Pat.N^
4.34M42. lUs applicatiaa Ai«. 9, 1982, Sir. No. 488,297

IM. a3 DOID lS/(Xk C09K 7/04
U.S.a 210-05 2Claima

1. In scavenging hydrogen sulfide from a hydrogen sulfide
contaminated liquid, Ae process of
«»pending in a hydrogen sulfide contaminated liquid a

quantity of fern-magnetic iron oxide particles of the type
which react with hydrogen sulfide to form a sobstantiany
non-magnetic environmentally safe particulate product of
ttactioa,

said quantity being m excess over that required for the reac-
tion of such hydrogen sulfide,

contacting and reacting the hydrogen sulfide with the said
iron oxide particles and thereby forming such non-mag-
netic environmentaUy safe particulate product ofreaction.
Aeexcess iron oxide particles remaining substantiaUy
unreacted and retaining their ferri<magnetic characteris-
tic, then

(A) passing the liquid containing the particuhrte matter
craiprising the excess unreacted ferri-magnetic iron oxide
particles, particuhte product of reaction and any other
solids, through a magnetic separator, and, by it, sepaittmg
and recovering therefrom substantiaOy aU or at least the
greater portion of the said unreacted iron oxide particles,

G9) sqMrating out from the liquid such non-magnetic partic-
ulate product of reaction, along with any solids present,
whereby to dispose of same without haaid to the envi-
ronment.

(Q recovering the purified liquid and
(D) returning thfe unreacted iron oxide particulates to the
contaminated liquid treatment step.
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4^8,828
HEATER AND WATER PROBE

Robert S. Harris, CaBMisiOk, laL, aaslpni to

rmmiiBima, Ini.

FDad Apr. 25, 1983, Sar. No. 487,974

lit a' BBID 35/18

UJB.a210-774 7

CONCENTRATED SOFTENER MASTTERBATCHES
AdeirM«r,Haftaimam

halm, nlM^M Scto<aAar, taBklbrt am Mala, al af FM.
Bs^afGanMqr,
Fad. Rap. aft

FDad Bac. 9, 1982, Sar. No. 448,388

CtafaM prierlly, appHratlw Fad. Rap. off Cirmsiy, Dae. 18,

1981,3190179

lit a' D8CM 13/16, 13/01 13/20. 13/38

UJS.a252-8J 4Clalas

1. Concentrated masterbatches of fabric softeners consisting

substantially of

(a) from 20 to 70 weight % ofone or more compounds ofthe

formidae I to m.

6. In a water separator including means defining an inlet and

an outlet and means fbr separating water firom fuel passing

therethrough, a probe for insertion into the water separator,

the probe comprising a sheath of electrically conductive mate-

rial, a fluid treatment means situated within the sheath for

heating a fluid outside the sheath, means for dectrically insu-

lating the sheath, and means for dectrically connecting the

sheath to an external indicator for indicating the levd of water

within the separator.

7. In a ftel-water separator having a housing and a heating

dement diqiosed withm the housing, a method fbr detecting

the presence of nocmmdated water widihi the housing, com-

prising the steps of encloaing the heating element witUn an

electrically conductive sheath, groundnig the housing, vpp\y-

ing a qw^ied voltage between the conductive sheath and the

grounded housing from a voltage source, allpwing accumu-

lated water within the housing to contact the sheath at a q>ed-

fied depth, and interposing an indicator between the voltage

source and the conductive sheath such that an accumulation of

water above the qwcified depdi will activate the indicator.

(ID

\«/ ^
N A©

/ \
Ri >a

N-CHj

Rl-C A©
\e I

N—CH2 O
/I I

R2 CMj—CH:—NH—C—R|

. Ri R} (HI)

N A©

R| (CHj-CH-0),H

in which Ri is alkyl or alkenyl having from 8 to 22, carbon

atoms, Ri is alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, R3 is

methyl or hydrogen, x is a number of from 1 to S and A is

an anion,

(b) from 20 to 40 weight % of a paraffin, a fatty alcohol, a

fetty acid, a fstty acid -Ci-Cu-alkyl ester, each having

from 8 to 22, carbon atoms, a polyethyleneglycol having a

uKriecular weight of fixm 200 to 600, an alkyl ester having

from 8 to 22 carbon atoms ofa polyethyleneglycol having

a molecular weight of from 200 to 600 or a poly-

propyleneglyool having a molecular weight offrom 2iD0 to

1,000 or mixtures thereof,

(c) from S to 25 weight % of an anmxK)xethylate of the

fwmula

4)474^
lOGH TEMPERATURE DISPERSANT .

Arito O. Sy, CatamWi, Md., ni Diairiato G. Oriria, Ckteaga,

IIL, Mlpnn to W. R. Gmee ft Co., New York, N.Y. and

Dcvbem Chemical Co., CUeago,nL
Fllad May 38, 1982, Sir. No. 382484

Iirt.a3CB9K7/Q2

U5.d.2S»-8JC 7anlmB

1. In a water-based bentonite clay drilling fluid containing a

waterkM controller, a weighting agent, and a disperaant. the

improvement wherein the dispenaat is a hi^ tempeature

diq)ersant comprising a polyacrylic add having a mokqilar

weight of from abo« AfXO to about 8,000. < ... (<-

R-(OV-(CHj)«-N
/
(CH—CH—O),—

H

(IV)

(CH—CH—O),—

H

X y

in which Ri is alkyl or alkenyl having from 8 to 22 carbon

atoms, X and y are hydrogen or asethyl, with the proviso

that X and y are not aimdtaneonsly methyl n is an integer

of from 2 to 40, pis a number of from zero to 1, and mis

a number (rf from zero to 3, with the provisiaa drnt in (

of p being 1 m if l-3i and water up to 100%«.
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4y47<,031

TKXnLE TREATMENT 0OMP06ITIONS
ttltePradv A

M39430. lUi ippUcitin Oct 7, IMS, te. No. SMJtt

nouM
lit portiMi or tkc tm of tUs p«Mt nbM4MM to M«. 27,

2081, hM boM diMiiteti.
IM. a' DOCM /i/4ft J3/J8

UAa282-4j acww
1. An tqneous textik treatment oompodtion oomprwng:
(a) froB 12.3% to 23% by weight of Mibetantnlly water-

iuoluble fobric softener selected from the group consist-
ing of cationic ftbric softeners and mixtures thereof with
sttbttantiaUy water-insoluble nonionic fabric softeners in a
weight ratio of cationic softenerwmionic softener of at
least 2.3:1, and

(b) from 0.1% to 3% by weight of alkoxylated amine, or
ammonium derivative thereof, having the general formula

Ri—

N

\
(CnHjiiO)^

wherem R| is a C|-Cu alkyl or allcenyl group, R2 is a
Ci-QaDcyl group or (CmHjnO)^ nis2or3,andxand
y are each a'number average in the range from to 14, the
sum total of X and y being from 2 to 14;

said oompodtion being free ofhydrocarbon and fritty acid ester
nonionic fiibric softeners.

4*476^2
METHODOF INOIEASINGTHE RATEOFHYDRATION

OF ACnVATED HYDROETHYL CELLULOSE
OMfFOSniONS

'^llfST' "'*'"
» **'^^ P- ^"^^^ C>«PP«M Hill.

bMh «rTea.,MlpMBliNLUuMaa, IM,. New York. N.Y.
FBai M^ I. IMl. S«. No. 2(2,026

TWpartfa«eflfc,jwofiMi,y^,l ,i , iiiitoMaylt.

M. CU can 7/QIB2IB 43/00
UAa2S2-U5R 7CUaa
L In a method ofproducing a weD servicing fluid wherein a

first solution containing zinc Inomide is mixed with at least one
second sohition having dissolved therein a salt selected from
the group consisting ofcakaum chloride, calcium bromide, and
mixtures thereof, the improvement wUdi comprises the fol-
lowing steps in the order hxUcated:

(a) admixing a hydroxyethyl cellulose composition with said
first solution containing at least 30% by weight zinc bro-
mide to produce a viscoaified solution and

(b) thereafter mixing said viaooaified solution with said sec-
ond solution to give the desired well servicing fluid hav-
ing a density in the range from about 14.2 ppg to about
18.0 ppg, said hydroxyethyl cellulose being activated
prior to admixture so as to substantially hydrate or solubl-
ize in said first solution at ambient tenq)eratures.

ceptiblc ofattack by an add and which gels upon injection into
a subterranean formation, comprising:

(a) water,

(b) a water-thickening amount ranging from 0.2 to about 3
weight percent of a water-dispersible acrylamide-derived
polymer,

(c) from 0.4 to about 60 wdght percent of a non-oxidizing
acid which is capable of reacting with a dgnificant amount
of the acid-soluble components of said formation; and

(d) from 0.001 to about 3 weight percent of at least one
aldehyde precursor which hydrolyzes in aqueous acid
media to produce aldehydes "in dtu" which in turn react
with the polymer and cause gelation of the mixture, said
aldehyde precursor being selected from the group consist-
ing of

(1) acetals of an aldehyde having the formula

^ R|0 OR2

Rl-OH or H-C(CH2), O-H
ORj R3O OR3

wherein Ri is selected from hydrogen, alkyl, aialkyl,
alkoxyalkyl, and alkenyl groups having from 1 to about
8 includve carbon atoms, R2 and R3 can be the same or
different and sdected from alkyl groups having from 1

to about 4 includve carbon atoms with the proviso that
the total number ofcaibon atoms in R2and Radoes not
exceed about 6 and n ranges from to 3

(2) enol esters having the formula

R< O—R4

wherein R4 is an acyl radical cmtaining 2 to 4 carbon
^ h atoms and Rs and R« ere hydrogen or alk^ radicals

containing 1 to 3 carbon atoms with the proviso that the
total number of carbon atoms does not exceed 10

(3) reducing sugars selected from monosaccharide akloses
and disaochaddes obtaining hamiacetal imimgw

(4) acetals or polyvinyl akohols or an acetal of 1.2- or
l^Klicds containmg 3 to 6 carbon atomikand

(3) cyanoaoetal having the formula

ORi

Rl-OH

OR3

wherein Ri represents cyanoalkyi groupings containing
3 to 7 carbon atoms, and R2 and R3 can be the same or
diffierent and are selected from all^l groups having
from 1 to about 4, includve, carboon atoms with the
proviso that the total number ofcarbon atomsm R2and
Ra does not exceed about 6.

.» /.- • »>-

4^<y0)4
EMUL8IFIERS FOR METAL OILS

to Heachat ^WitnipyMETHOD AND CX>MP06inONS FOR AODIZING AND sdnfCM. Rap. of (

, .
FRAcnjRiNcwEm nMim,n.mism,No.m^

B. Jn iipimn. Bmlimm, Okia., aadgwr to FMlBpa Claima priorlljr, appUeatkm FW. Rap. of Gcrany, Ja. 27,Mpiqr, Bsthafflla, Okla. 1911,3125297

^'ri^SS*;.'!?-,***'^ ^ °-' '»"' '^^^ ^^/^ '7/«-OWM 1/06

*"r r* fTT-r..^ ISOataa 1. An emnlsflSer for an emaldfiable metal process oflwhkdi
'• ^ •""".yp* coppoeition, suitable for matrix-acidizing consists esaentislly of:

or fracturr aiM g of a porous sobtorranean formation sus- (A)about30to30wdght%ofamixtureofchloropanffin
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and secondary chloralkane sulfonate having a chain

length of 12 to 17 caibon atoms each in a ratio of 33:43 and

a chlorination degree of from 1.23 to 3 mols of chlorine

per mol of the mixture,

(B) about 13 to 30 wdght % of a compound of the formula

R-S02N-(CH2),-CH-COOY

in which R is an alkylaromatic, cycloalii. *ic, alkylcy-

cloaliphatic or aliphatic group having from 12 to 24 car-

bon atoms, Ri is hydrogen or CH3, R2 is hydrogen or an

alkyl or oxyaUiyl group having up to 3 carbon atoms, or

the group

-(CH2)»-CH-COOY

Ri

X is an integer of from to 9, and Y is hydrogen or an

equivalent of an alkali metal cation, alkanolamine cation

or morpholine caticm,

(Q about 12 to 20 weight% ofa surface-active compound of

the formula

R(CH2CH20)^

m which n is an mteger of from 3 to 12 and R is C10-C22-

alkanoyloxy or -alkenoyloxy, C8-C22-dkoxy or -al-

kenoxy, C6-Ci6*alkylphenyl or -alkyhiaphthyl, or mono-,

di- or tri-C8-C22-aU^l- or -alkenylamine;

(D) about 13 to 23 wei^t% ofa mixture consisting substan-

tially of about 40 to 70 weight % of a compound of the

formula

RCON
/
CH2-CH2—OH

4^7<,03S

M - ,iTIC CX)ATINC FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING
MEDIA

SUgeto MiyoaU; KMshtaa Hanabnaa, both of SUbakawa, and
" Hio Kapmi, TakMaU, aU of Japan, aaslpnn to Danki

Kogyo labMhfki Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

FDed Dec 2S, 1992, Scr. No. 453,918

.1 priority, application Japan, Dae. 28, 1961, 56-209614

lat a^ B32B n/30: GllB J/M 3/70

tJ5. U. 252-62J4 12 Oataa

1. A magnetic coating for magnetic recording media com-

prising:

a copolymer comprising:

(A) vinyl chloride

(B) a vinyl carboxylate ester

(Q vinyl alcohol, and

(D) an unsaturated dicaiboxylic acid and/or an unsatu-

rated dicarboxylic acid anhydridr,

a thermosetting polyurethane resin;

a magnetic powder; and

an organic solvent.

4^76,036

QUATERNARY l,l,^TRICHLORO•lA^TRIFLUORO
AZBOTROPIC CLEANING COMPOSITION

lYancto J. Flgiel, Morria, a^ Awon Coibart, Eaaax, both of

NJ., aiBl^ors to Allied Corporation, Mofria Townddp, Mor-

ris Conrty, NJ.
Fllad Sep. 12, 1983, Sar. No. 531,323

IM. a.» aiD 7/26, 7/30, 7/50: C23G 5/02

UAa 252-171 5 Claiam

1. An azeotropic mixture consisting essentially ofabout 44 to

48 parts l,l,2-trichloro>l,2,2-triflooroethane, about 42 to 47

parts methylene chloride, about 4.5 to 5.3 parts cyctopentane

and about 4.0 to 4.5 parts methanol, said parts being on a

weight basis.

3. A method of cleaning a surface by contacting said surface

with an azeotropic mixture consisting essentially of about 42 to

47 parts l,l,2-trichloro-lA2-trifluoroethane, about 42 to 47

parts methylene chloride, about 4.3 to 3.5 parts cyctopentane

and about 4.0 to 4.5 parts methanol on a weight bads at a

boiling temperature of about 33*-34* C at about 760 mm Hg

pressure.

\
CH2—CH2—OH

an amount of about 10 to 30 weight % of a compound of

the formula

CH2—CH2—OH
+ /

RCOO-NH2

CH2—CH2-OH

and an amount ofabout 10 to 20 weight% ofa compound

of the formula

RCOOCH2—CH2-NH

X—OCH2—CH2

in which formulae R is alkyl or alkenyl having fhnn 12 to

20 carbon atoms, and X is hydrogen or —OCR.

3. A metal processing oil comprising a mixture containing

the emnldfier of daim 3 and mixed bade or paraffin bade

mineral oils, said mixture having been diluted with water in a

ratio offhm 1:20 to 1:100. the amount of said emuldfier in sdd

mixtuie, prior to dilution with water, being 13 to 60% by

weight

4,476,037

FREE FLOW, READILY DILUTABLE AQUEOUS
CONCENTRATES OF A TENSIDE OF THE SULFATE

AND SULFONATE TYPE
Uwc Ploog, Haaa; bgo WagSMr, Daaasldnrft Johana Glasl,

SoUagea; Werner Erwied, LaageafUd; Bernhard Bartaick,

Monhdm-Bonmbcrg, and Rainar HSfsr, Dasaaidorf. aU of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, asd^ma to Hankd giwsaiaadllgraall-

achaft aaf Aktian, DaiasiHnrf, Fed. Rap, of Ct irmaay

CoirtinnathM of Sar. No. 181,639, Ang., 1980, Pat No.

4,384,974. Tito application Feb. 24, 1963, Ser. No. 469^14

Claims priority, appUeatioa Fed. Rap. of Garmaay, Sep. 1,

1979, 2935426; Jan. 29, I960, 3002993

The portkm of the torn of tUs patent anhaaqnent to May 24,

20D0f felt MCB dBCUuBM*

lat a' BOIF 17/01 17/04, 17/10

U.S. CL 252—354 26 Oatam

1. An aqueous concentrate of a tendde of the sulfate and

sulfonate type containing at least about 20% by weight of a

water-soluble salt of at least one anionic tendde selected from

the group consisting of alkaryl polyalkylene ether glycol sul-

fates, alkyl polyalkylene ether glycol sulfosuccinates, alkaryl

polyalkylene ether glycol sulfosuccinates, alkyl sulfates, and

alkyl sulfosuccinates and a viscodty reducing amount of a

water-soluble salt of a polyglyool ether sulfide selected from

the group consisting of monosulfates of poly-k>wer alkylene

ether glycoto having a molecular weight of at least 600, disul-

fates of poly-lower alkylene ether glycols having a molecular
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wd^of tt lent 600 and oixtares thereof and from to a
viKoaity redadnf amount of a poly-lower alkylene ether
glycol having a mokcolar weight of at least 1,300.

11. The aqneoot concentrate of daim 1 wherein said water-
otaUe ah of an anioaic tenide is a water-solable salt of an
alkyl polyalkylene ether glycol solforaocinate having the for-
mula

SO3M

R-O^A-O^nCO-CWa-CH-CO-Z

wherein R is a radical having from 8 to 24 carbon atoms se-
lected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkenyl, alkadienyl
and mixtures thereof, A is selected from the group consisting
of ethylene and propylene- 1,2, n is an mteger from 1 to 100, M
is a water-soluble cation, and Z is a member selected from the
group consisting of-OM and -.0-A)flO-R where M, A, R
and n have the above-assigned values.

•
•

{

or a —SiR33 radical, in which at most (100/z)% of all R2
radicals may be hydrogen radicals;

R^=a monofunctional hydrocarbon radical;
R*=a linear alkyl radical with an average of4 to 16 carbon

atoms, or methyl, in which case, however, no more than
90 mole percent of the R^ radicals may be methyl; and

n=is a whole number not less th^n 2.

4i47<i,ffiW

COMPOSmON FOR PREVEMIING OR ELIMINATING
FOAM, ESPEOAIXY IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMSJ8p FM, OlaMUarf; art IfaH-FcNi FUt, Esaaa, both of"""
*;»;^^5j™—

I

» ipin toIk CnMachmlili AC, Fed.
' Off GOTMBy

.road Dae. 10, 1M2, Scr. No. 448,687
riorilir, appHcMion Fad. Rci». of GaraHny, Jm. 20.

Irt. a» BOID 19/04: C07C 43/11
UAa353-358 WChtas
J'f^

defeaming composition which comprises a defoaming
efliBCtive amount of a water faisoluble compound having the
formula

R'-[0-(CH2-CH-0-)Jl2i,

l*

wheiem
zsa whole number from 1 to 3;

R'«a hydrocarbon radical having a functionality of z, and
when z is 1, a hydrogen radical;

R2-hydrogen, alkyl. aryl, -GONHR^,

4,476,039

STAIN-RESISTANT RUTHENIUM OXIDE-BASED
RESISTORS

Jacob Hormadaiy, Wiligloi^ DaL, aaiipor to E. L Da Pwt
de Nemours and Coasprnqr, WOmi^iaii, DaL

Filed Jaa. 21, 1983, Sar. No. 4604S9
IM. a^ AOIB 1/06

U.S. a. 252-518 lOOahM
1. A printable thick fihn resistor composition ccmsisting

essentially of an admixture of finely divided particles of:
(a) S-7S% wt a ruthenium oxide-based compound;
(b) 5-50% wt. an oxygen-containing nonalkali metal com-
pound which is thermally stable below ISO* C. but which
will decompose with the release of oxygen therefrom
upon air firing of the composition at 1S0*-1200* C, the
mole ratio of (a) to (b) being at least 0.1; and

(c) S-20% wt. inorganic binder, ^gpened m
(d) S-4S% wt. organic medium.

1>

ora—SiRj^radfcal, m which at most (100 /z)% ofaO R2
radicals may be hydrogen radicals;

R^»a monofbnctioaal hydrocarbon radical;

R*=a linear alkyl radical with an average of4 to 16 carbon
atoms, or methyl, in which case, however, no more than
90 mole percent of the R< radicals are methyl; and

n-is a whole number not less than 2,

said compound being dissolved or dispersed in an organic
solvent or diluent

11. A water hnoluble compound having defoaming pioper-
tiea having the formula

R'-(0-(CH2-CH-0-),R^

wbercm
z-a whole number ttom 1 to 3; ^

R'*a hydrocarbon radical having a fbnctionality of z,

when z is 1. a hydrogen radical;

R'-hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, -G0NHR3,

4,476,040

AROMATIC MUSKS
Brian J. WllUa. Ramaey, NJ., and TaodooU J. Zanta, RegoM, N.Y., aasimors to FHtaehe, Dodge A Oicott, IBC New
Yoik, N.Y.

GMrtinnation-ia.part of Ser. No. 394,847, JnL 2, 1982,
bandoMd. Ihis appUealkMi Mqr 13, 1983, Sar. No. 494,074

Int CLi A61K 7/46; CltB 9/00
U.S. CL 252-522 R 141

1. The compounds having the structure:

CHO

.**

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl and, R| and R2 are hydrogen,
methyl, or ethyl.

8. A fragrance composition cnniffising an organoleptically
effective amount of a the con^wundCs) of claim 1 and at least
one other organoleptic agent
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4,476,041

PROCESS FOR AUGMENTING OR ENHANCING THE
FRESH AIR AROMA OF CONSUMABLE MATERIALS
WIIH A MIXTURE OF N-ALKANALS HAVING FROM 6

TO 15 CARBON ATOMS
In D. HOI, LoeiBt; Robert W. IVedde, Briektowa; Br^ta D.

Mookhc^M. HoImM, «d RoMn K. Wolff, Potat PleaaaM,

aD of NJ., aarivMia to iMamatkmal Flamrs * Frapaaeca

Inc New Yoifc, N.Y.

DIfWoa or Ser. No. 384,999, Jmt 4, 1982, Pat No. 4,434,086.

lUa appllealim Sc». 36, 1983, Sar. No. 535.795

JatL a> aiB 9/OOf CUD 17/00

U&a252-522R 5Claiam

1. A process for augmenting 9r enhandng or imparting a

f^esh air aroma to a consumable material sdected from the

group consisting of fitagrance fbrmulatknis, perftmed poly-

mers, detergents and colognes, comprising the step of adding

to said consumable material an aroma augmenting or enhanc-

hig quantity of a mixture consisting essentially of:

(a) from about 0.S up to about 5% by weight of said alde-

hyde composition of n-hexanal;

(b) from about 2 up to about 12% by weight of said aldehyde

composition of n^ieptanal;

CO at least four of R|. Ri', Ri", Ri'" and Ri"" represent

oydfOftflii s&Q

Cri) at least four of R5, R5', Rs", Rs'" nd R5"" represent

hydrogen

with Z being a moiety sdected from the groi^) consisting of:

-j-S^-^oJ =--p-OHJ

with the line:

1+ + + +1

representing a carbon-carbon single bond or no bond at all; and

(c) from about S up to about is% by weight ofsaid ahlehyde R7 and Rt being separately C1-C4 tower alkyl or. taken to-

composition of n-octanal;

(d) from about 40 iq) to about 70% by weight of said alde-

hyde compositiwi of n-nonanal;

(e) firom about 10 up to about 30% by weight of said alde-

hyde composition of n^lecanal;

(f) from about 0.S up to about S% by weight ofsaid aldehyde

composition of n-undecanal;

(g) from about 0.5 up to about 5% by weight of said alde-

hyde composition of n-dodecanal;

(h) from about 0.S up to about 3% by weight of said alde-

hyde composition of n-tridecanal;

0) from about up to about S% by weight of said aldehyde

composition of n-tetradecanal;

0) from about up to about S% by weight of said aldehyde

composition of n-pentadecanal.

4,476,042

MONO-OXOMEIHYL SUBSTITUTED
POLYHYDRODIMEIHANONAPIffniALENE

KRIVATIVES, ORGANOLEPTIC USES THEREOF AND
PROCESSES FOR PREPARING SAME

M«k A. Spnchar, Sea BriUM; Maria R. Hana, Haaiel; Rkh-

d J. TokafaawaU, Xcypart; Robsri P. Baiko, Woodhridge;

Hi^ WalUM, UacrofI, aid Maifrad H. Vock, Lociat, all of

NJ., aaaigMirs to IrtaraptfeMl Flafors A Fkagmeea InCn

New York, N.Y.

DMakM of Ser. No. 478,353, Mar. 24, 1983, , whieh is a dMskm
ofScr. No. 354,387, Mar. 2, 1982, Ptt. No. 439U84. Ufa

appUeatlM Oct 28, 1983, Sor. No. 546,384

lA a> A61K 7/46: CltB 9/00

UAa252-522R UOafaM
1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma of a

perftmed article comprising the step of adding to said per-

ftmied article an aroma augmenting or enhancing quantity ofat

least <»e compound defined accoriding to the structure:

gether. being C2-C4 alkylene.

4v476,043

SURFACTANT PRODUCT
Anthony J. O'Lsakk, FaMmm,NJ., aaatgnor to Itakal Cofyo-

ratioa, MfanaapoUa, Mian.

FDad May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,644

Iita3CllD7//8
UJ5.a 252-544 22 Oatas

1. A clear liquid surfKtant product comprising:

(a) from about 40 percent to about 90 percent by weight of

an organic sulfitte or sulfonate in the acid Uxm containing

from about 8 to about 22 carbon atoms in the anionic

portion of the molecule;

(b) a sufficient amount to neutrahze the anionic portion of

component (a) of an amine sdected from the group con-

sisting of

N.Nj4,-tris-(I4iydroxyim9yl)amine;

N•<^hydroxyeth^)-N•<2-hydroxybutyl)amine;

N-(2-hydroxbutyl).N-(3-hydroxy-2-methylproply)amine;

N-<2-hydroxypcopyl>N-(botyl)amine;

N-(^hydroxypropyl>NK2-hydroxybutyl)amine;

2.2-bis0iydroxymethyl)-2a'»2"-nitriloethanol and mix-

tures thereof.

(c) from about 10 percent to about 60 percent by weight of

an alkanolamide of the formula

RC(0)N(CH2CH20H)2

wherein R is from 8 to 22 carbon atoms.

wheran the dashed line rqvesents a carbon-carbon double

bond or a carbon-carbon single bond wherein Ri. Ri', R|".

Ri'", Ri"", R3, R5, R5', Rs", Rs'". Rs"" md R« represem

hydrogen or methyl; with the provisos:

4,476,044

SURFACTANT PRODUCT
AnthoiV J. OXealck, FaMawn.NJ., aarignor to Henkd Gofvo-

ralkm, MtaMapoUa, Minn.

FDad May 13. 1982, S«. No. 377,645

Int a' aiD 1/18

US.a252-545 2iaataa

1. A substantially non-aqueous surfactant con^wsition com-

prising:

(a) from about 40 percent to about 90 percent by wei^t of

an organic sulfate or sulfonate in the add form containing

from about 8 to about 22 carbon atoau in the anionic

portion of the molecule;

(b) a sufficient amount to neutralize the anionic portion of

component (a) (rf an amine selected from the gn»p con-

sisting of

N.N,N,-trisK2-hydroxypropyI)amine;
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N<2-hydroxyethyI>NK2-hydfoxybutyI)Mniiie;

N<2-hydnwybutyI).NK3.hydr(»y.2.niethylpropyI)a-
mium removal from sdd deposited corrosion products
approaches zero.

N-(2-hydroxypropyl>N-<butyl>uiiiiie;

^^2-hydroxyprapyl).N-(^hydloxylMltyl)ttllill«;

2,2^)ii(hydroxymethyl>W, r-nitriloethanol
and mixtures thereof,

(c) from about 10 percent to about 60 percent by weight of
mineral oil.

toHedwICorpo-

4^7C045
SURFACTANT

AiMbMqr J. OXsiiek, FUrfanm,NJ.
ratta, MtaaapoUi, Min.

FM May 13, 1M2, Scr. No. 377,446
Irt. as CllD 7/7*

US.a2s2-.545
20

1. A surftctant cmnisting essentially of the salt of
(1) an acid selected from the group consisting of an organic

sulfate or sulfonate in the acid form containing from about
8 to about 22 carbon atoms in the anionic portion of the
molecule; and

(b) a sufficient amount to substantially neutralize component
(a) of an amine selected from the group consisting of
N,N,N,.tri»K2-hydroxypropyl>amine; N-(2-hydioxye-
thyl>NK2.hydroxybutyl)amine; N<2.hydroxybutyl).N.
(3-hydroxy-2-methylpropyl) amine; N-(2-hydroxy-
propyl>NKbutyl)amine; N-(2.hydroxypropyl>NK2-
hydioxybutyl amine; and 2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl>2,2',2"-
nitrilotnethanol and mixtures thereof.

4^74,048
METHOD OF TREATING RADIOACIIVE WASTE

,^ -*>«.WM^Watt«ihdm5N«AertBr«si __

Horieh J. Schroedsr, BUis, aD of Fed. Rap. otGamn,

Eaaea, Fed. Rep. of Germany
'

Flkd Mir. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 358,185
OaiaH priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Gcraaiy, Mar. 18.

1981,3110491
—7,«Hr. !•,

U.S. CL 252—432
IM. a) G21G 9/08

^^
14

h :53—
rn^

""^

4^74,044
BUFFERED ALKAU EAKIH METAL SURFACTANT

CAKES FOR DOSING DISPENSER
LoiiiaF. Wm^ Mim; Rootita F. Stcritai, Millonl, both of

?5."S"!T"> ****• *- Mdbome, ly., assigBOfs
to The Proctir « GoAlc Compny. Gtadmnti, OhioFM Dae. 23, 1982, Sar. No. 452,544

,,^ _ IM. ai CllD 77/00
UAa 252-550 33 ^^^^^

1. A substtttially staWe solid cake comprising from 20% to
90% ofan alkah earth metal alkyl sulftte, 0% to 30% perfume,
0% to 12% ofa dye, 1% to 40% of a compatible water-soluble
«it, and an effective amount of a bufRer having a pKa of from
6 to 10; said cake weighing from 10 gms to 120 gms and having
• density of 0.8 to 1.5, said cake having a pH of 6 to 10, said
cake containing at least 1.5% of at least one of said perfume or
dye.

aiwmmt

-'i

-t

rr

4,474,047
PROCESS FOR TREATMENT OF OXIDE FILMS PRIOR
,^_^ TO CHEMICAL CLEANING
^i ^!!!I!^Sl^''***^ "^ «'»^ P- "J-wl*. Niagara
FkOa^bodMrf CaMta, airigm to Loado. N.^^

FDad Mar. 22, 1982, Sar. No. 340,149

..« ^ I«.a»G21F9/(»
U&a 252-426 aOdal^
ii, • T!!^ °^ oxidizing chromium(IID components con-

tttned m corrosion products deposited on internal surfaces of a
nociar reactor piping system through which a coolant is
cvculatmg, said method comprising:

<) *^^ to the circulating coolant water-soluble fer-
»to(VD salts to form a dilute fierrate solution having aPW- concentration of at least about 0.01% (weight-
/votame) while maintaining the pH of the dilute ferrate

ssr^L's?^ ^r" '* "^ *•'•'*•«»"«

"

(b) oootimnng to circulate said dflute ferrate sohition to
oxidize the chromium (ni) compounds contained in said
corroswn products with said ferrate until the rate ofchro-

1- A method of treating radioactive waste water containing
boric acid, comprising steps of:

(a) evaporating said waste water to a boric add concentra-
tion above the saturation levd at room temperature but
below the saturation level at the evaporation temperature
tb form a concentrate solution of boric acid;

(b) maintaining the pH of said solution during the evapora-
tion in step (a) at substantially neutral;

(c) cooling the solution after evaporation in step (a) to pre-
cipitate boric add from said solution and form a sediment
sludge of boric acid;

(d) separating said sludge from a liquid phase in which the
pH is reduced to increase the predpitation and settling of
boric acid therefrom; and

(e) vacuum distilling water from said sediment sludge to
transform the same into a moist powder.

4,4764M9
METHOD FOR THE EXTRACHON OF IMMUNE

INTERFERON
Hsiang-Fta Kong, Veron, NJ., aarigMr to Hoflluu.U Roche
be, Nntiey, NJ.

FOed Sep. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 534,039
lat CL3 A61K 45/02: O07G 7/00

VS. CL 260-112 R 7 firf—
1. A method for extracting intact recombinant human nn-

muae interferon from transformed microorganisnis containing
this protein comprising extracting said transformed microor-
ganisms with a protease inhibitor.
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4,474,050

PEPTIDE, PROCESS FOR PREPARATION THEREOF
AND USE THEREOF

YoaUUko Xitnra, Sdnnd; Oiam NakagacU, ToyowduM KcUi

HcauBi, Sidta; SatoaU Yoiriihi, Kadoam; Hidekaza TakcM,

Tcvi; SMoaU Okiria, TakataaU, mi MaaasU HaiUmoto,

Takarazaka, an ofJapam aarivMrs to F^Jinwa Pharmeeirti*

cal Co., Ltdn Oaaka, Japn
FOed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,087

Clains priority, appUcaUon United Kiagdoim Jn. 29, 1981,

8102709

The portion of the term of tUs patent sabaeqaent to JaL 17,

2001, has been disdahMd.

bt a» C07C 103/52

U.S.a 260-112J R 6Claims

1. A compound of the following formula or its pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable salt:

R2
I

4y474,852

AZO PIGMENT HAVING IMPROVED HIDING POWER
AND A PROCESS FOR TTS PREPARATION

KkM Haiw, Idkhda; JoacUni Ribka, Ollwtack am Mda;
Friedrieh Wdagartei, Uudtrhath , and Wotfpai RIoper,

F^aakftvt am Main, aU of Fad. Rep. ofGcmnr. aaalBors to

R>-HNCHCX>HNCH-R'

Fed. Rep. of'

CoMimtioa of Scr. No. 025,051, Mar. 29, 1979,

wUch ii a coMimtion of Scr. No. 483,774, May 4, 1974,

abandoned, wUch te a eoatiaaation of Scr. No. 434,004, Jan. 17,

1974, abandoned. TUs appttcatloa Mar. 11, 1982, Scr. No.

357,2r

ClainH priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 19,

1973, 2302516

lat a' C09B 29/32. 29/33; GD9D 3/00 11/02

VS. CL 260-157 18 CUaa
1. An azo pigment product having high hiding power made

by the process which comprises providing a crude pigment

resulting from coupling which is of the formula

(CHah R*

CONHCHCONHCHCONH—R'
I

(CH2)3

R'—HNCH—R«

wherein

R' is hydrogen, t-butoxycaibonyl, stearoyl. 2-hydroxypro-

pionyl or 2-acetoxypropionyl,

R2 is methyl,

r3 is carboxy or benzylcarboxy,

R^ is hydrogen,

R' is hydrogen, benzyl, hexyl or lauryl,

r6 is carboxy, carbazoyl or t-butoxycarbonylcarbazoyU and

R7 is hydrogen, t-butoxycarbonyl or benzyloxycarbonyl.

NOj

CHj

00 "

heating the crude pigment to a temperature in the range of

from 100* to 1 SO* C. in (a) an organic solvent, which is misdble

with water to an extent no greater than 20 grams of solvent per

100 grams of water, and is selected from the group consisting

of higher alcohols from 4 to 8 carbon atoms, halogcnated

aromatic compounds, aromatic nitro compounds, aromatic

ethers, esters or aromatic acids and ketones, or (b) a mixture of

such an organic solvent with water, said mixture containing at

least 10 percent by weight of solvent, and isolating said azo

pigment product

10. A process for the obtention of an azo pigment product

having high hiding power, which comprises heating a crude

azo pigment having the formula

4,476,051

METHOD FOR PROTECTING AMINO GROUP AND
RESTORING THE SAME

MaaaUko F^Jiao, Takaraaka, and MitaaUro WaUmaaa, Sdta,

both of Japan, aaipon to Takcda Cheadcal ladaalrica, Ltd^

Onka, Japan

FOed Oct 26, 1982, Scr. No. 436,691

dafans priority, appttcatfcM Japm^ Oct 29, 1981, 56-174125

Int a? O07C 103/52

VS. CL 260-1123 R 5 Oaiam

1. A method of producing peptides having an o>-amino

group, an a-amino group or both of said groups which com-

prises protecting the a>-aniino group, the a-amino group or

both of said groiqis in a starting oon^KMud containing said

oKunino group,a-amino group or both of said groups, subject-

ing the protected compound to a peptide synthesis reaction and

removing the protective group or groups with an acid, the

improvement wherein the protecting group is the 4-methoxy-

2,3,6-trimethyIbettzenesalfonyl group.

N02

CH3

00
I

—CH-CO—NH N

N
I

H

to a temperature in the range of from 100* to ISO* C. in (a) an

organic advent which is misdUe with water to an extent no

greater than 20 grams of sdvent per 100 grams of water, and is

sdected from the group consisting of higher akohds of from

4 to 8 carbon atoms, halogenated aromatic compounds, aro-

matic nitro compounds, aromatic ethers, esters of aromatic

adds and ketones, or (b) a mixture of such an organic solvent

with water, said mixture containing at least 10 percent by

wdght of said solvent and isolating said azo pigment product
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4y47M83
SUSFACE-ACnVE AZO COMPOUNDS

. ..
,«i Enm Wm, (HaatlM, bulfc of Fed.

>Frt.lUp.irGOTniy
nii Mqr 3, im^ te. Ntt. 373311

1911,3111373
W-—J, ««w,

fat a» BOU 27/?¥; OWC /07/%- ONG 63/11' OOU 9/00
US. CL 3i»—192 2
L A ooMpoynd corrwponding to the fiannola

... f' f»V—C—N"N—C—

V

•. I I

CH3 CHj

substantially free of isocyanorate and which is more than 98%
decomposable by heat to isophoronediisocyanatfe

4^7<yOSS
C21-DICARBOXYUC ACID ISETHIONATES AS

PRIMARY ANIONIC SURFACTANTSRiM B. D« Vcnet, Mt PhMM, S.C, Mripor to WailnKO
Corporatioii, New York, N.Y.

FOad M. «, 19t2, Sor. No. 395,252
fat a^ O07C 143/90; CltD 1/28

US.a260-^400 (I

1. Hemi-isethionates of the formula

wherein

V represents the groopa

-C»N—CO-NH-Rl-NH-CO—NH-R2—W-K,
NR

-C-NH-€X>-NH-R1-NH-00-NH-R2-W-K. or

n-oo-nh-r|-nh-co-nh-r3~w-k

-c-nh-oo-nh-ri-nh-oo-nh-r2*w-k.

where '

R represents a Cm slkyl group;
R' represents that part of an ahphatic, aromatic or cyclo-

ahphatic diiaocyanate without the iaocyanate groups;
R* represents a C$.12 slkylene or a phenylene group;W represents a —COOO or SOs®; and
K repieaettts Na®, K® or NH4®.

4y47M54
UREHDIONE DIMER OF ISOPHORONE

DnSOCYANATE AND METHOD OF PREPARATION
tW«MrMM, bolh orHane,nd ElMr Wolf,

•n of Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay, md^un to
I Wsrfce ifali AG^ Marl, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FDad Ai«. 13, 1991, Ssr. No. 292,499

,— «»l£7*^'
'•""^ '•*•"* "^ <'«'^' Ai» »3,

1990,3030513

fat CL^CDTD ^29/00
UAa2»-239A UCIalms

1. A process for producing a substantially isocyanate-free
uretidione dimer of isophorone diisocyanate, which is more
than 98% decomposable by heat to isophorone diisocyanate,
which ocMnprises:

dimerizing isophorone diisocyanate in the presence of a
catalyst of the formula

X«P(NR:)3-«i

CH«CH

CH3(CH2),-CH HC-(CH2V-002Z

CH-CW
I I

2' Z'

wherein X and y are integers firom 3 to 9, X and y together equal
12, Z is selected firom the group consisting of hydrogen,
CH2CH2SO3M and M', one Z' is hydrogen and the lemai&g
Z' is selected from the group consisting ofCOOH and COOM'
when Z is CH2CH2SO3M, and GO2CH2CH2SO3M when Z is
hydrogen or M', where M is an alkali metal cation, alkaline
euth metal cation, ammonium or substituted ammonium, and
M' is a cation selected from the group consisting of Li^, Na**",
K+, NH4+, Mg+ +, Ca+ + and substituted amines.

4^76,056
TRIFLUOROMETHOXY ANALOGS OF AROMATIC

RETINOIDS
Bererly A. Pawaoa, Vcron, NJ., anipnr to
Roche Ine^ NoHey, NJ.

FDed No?. 5, 1902, Scr. No. 439,516
fat a' O09F 5/oa 7/00: aic j/o* core 33/18

UJS.a 260-404 19
1. A compound of the formuhu

I

wherem
m-0,l.or2,
X«a, OR or R, and
R is selected from the group consisting of the same or

different C|-Cralkyl radical, benzyl radical, phenyl-
ethyl radical, cyclohexyl rwlical, and cydopentyl iwli.
cal at temperatures of 0*-90* C,

isolMias the resuhmg l>diazacyclobutane>2,4Kliaae after
5-70% conversion, without ivevioos niactivatian of the
catalyst, from the reaction mixture as the residue ofa thin
fifan distillation and isohting the catalyst and monomer as
the distiUate of said distiHation.

9. An uretidione dhner of isophorone diisocyanate which is

CF3O ^^.^ ^R|

wherein R| is tower alkyl ot hak^ R2 is tower alkyl;

—CRs, Of —CN
R7

R5 is hydrogen, hydroxy or tower alkoxy and R« and R7 each
are hydrogen or lowe^ alkyl, in any of its various ds and trans
stereoisomeric forms and mixtures thcareof, or idiarmaceuti«
cally acceptable salts thereof.

4^76,057 ''

PROCESS OF PRODUCING PEANUT OIL
Malan^a, No. 21-2, l<hoM, Raii-IliAMl

ka, Tokyo, Japan

FBed Ssp. 27, 1902, Sar. No. 4254C2
Otim priority, appHciiion Jipn, Sep. 20, 1901, 56-152307

fat as O09P 5/02; CllB 1/00
UJS. CL 260—4UJ 22CUM

1. A process of producing a peanut oil, comprising
a first stage comprising the steps of (1) iMni>niii£ peanut

seeds cleared of the skins in hot waterlor a predeternuned
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period of time, (2) cooking the resultant peanut seeds in a

substantially equal volume of hot water at a predeter-

mined temperature under a predetermined pressure for a

predetermined period of time, (3) grinding the co(Aed

peanut seeds into the ftmn ofshnry, (4) dUuting the slurry

with a substantially equal volume of hot water, and (S)

mechanically ftvctionating the dUuted slurry into a liquid

fraction and a sotid fraction.

^STSUff'

4^76,060
1,3,5.7-TITRANrrROXYADAMANTANE

Efcratt E. GObsrt Motristown, NJ., asalginr to lie Uritod

Stotes of Anwrfca aa upwirtad by the Seeretnry of the

Armr, Washington, D.C
FDed Sep. 26, 1903, Ser. No. 535,401

fat a» CD7C 77/00

U&a 260—466 4CfataH

1. l,3,S,7-Tetranitroxyadamantane.

2. A process for prqiaring l,3,S,7-tetranitroxyadamantane

which comprises reacting l,3,S,7-tetrahydroxyadamantane or

l,3,S,7-tetracetoxyadamantane with a nitrating agent

a second stage comprising the step of (6) mechanically frac-

tionating said liquid fraction into a water fracticm, an oil

fraction and a residual solid fraction, and

a third stage comprising the steps of (7) adding an aqueous

solution of salt to the Uquid fraction obtained in the second

stage for fbrming a layer ofpeanut oil over a layer of solid

uousliiuenis, and (8) separating the layer of the peanut oil

from the layer of the solid constituents.

4,476,061

r^ORTHOCHLOROBENZOYlM'-CHLORO-
GLYCYLANILIDES

Gilbert Moota; Hevl CoMse, and Antotoe Stcngsr, an of

Cartraa, Fhmee, aasivMn to Pierre Fttft, SA, Paris, F^anee

CoatinnathM of Scr. No. 76341, Sep. 19, 1979, Pat No.

4*300367. lUs application Aig. 10, 1902, Scr. No. 409^20

CUrna priority, application France, Sep. 25, 1970, 70 27401

fat a» C07C 103/737

UJS.a 260-501.17 12 Oatana

1. 2'<(ortho<hlorobenzoyl)-4'-chloroglycylanilides selected

from compounds having the formula I:

R O (D

4)476358

FLUOROSULFATOFERFLUOROAIKANESULFONIC
ACIDHALIDES

Haas MDaacr, Ecchbora, airi Wcnwr Schwcrtfeger, Batobach,

both ofFd Rep. of Gcnaaay, aaaiiaon to Hoechit Aktisa-

gticllMhaft, FraafcAut am Mala, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuay
DifWoa of Scr. Na 30031<, Sep. 10, 1901, abaadoaed. lUs

appUcatioa May 20, 1903, Scr. No. 496333

CUaM priority, appUcatiaa Fed. Rep. of Gcnsaay, Sep. 12,

1900,3(04550
iata)oox;i¥i/a?

.

vs.a 360—488 F 6 Clahas

1. A flttorosulfatoperfluoroalkanesulfonic ackl hahde of the

formula

R/-CF-(CF2)«-S02X,

O8O1F

wherein R/is F or perflnoroalkyl havmg l-IO caibon atoms, X
is a or F, and n is a number from to 7.

a^^—^c«o Ri

in which:

R represents hydrogen or lower-alkyl;

Rl is selected from hydrogen and lower-alkyl, and R2 is

cycloalkyl having tbree to six ring members, inclusive,

and pharmaceutically aooq>table inorganic or organic acid

addition salts thereof.

4376362
PSEUDO-P-l,UA9A10,100CrOFLUORO[23hP-

CYCLOPHANE BIS*ACID CHLORIDE
CM S. Manel, Taccoa, Arii., cad See Ua, Taipd, Taiwaa,

aslporc to Tte Ualtad Slatcc of America as rcprcacatod by

the Seeratary of the Air Fofcc, WaaUagtoa, DXX
FBad No?. 16, 1903, Scr. No. 552352

Iata'O07C6J/;2
U.S.a260-5MB lOataa

1. The compound pseudo-p-1,1, 2,2 9,9, 10,10<>cto>

fluoro[2,2]-p-cyciophane bis-acid chloride.

4376359
CHLOROACETONITRILE SYNTHESIS

Robert LDaridcoa,BatoaRoa|S, La., airi^or to EtkylCoipo- 4376363

raUoa, niihaiai. Va. N-ACYLAMINOMEIHYL-N-CYANOMEIHYL
FDed Jm. 30, 1903, Scr. No. 509349 PHOSPHONATES
tMLO^CnC 120/00 121/16 RaycadA.FcMT,Riftoaead,CiaBf..acslpcrtoStoalisr'

U.S.a 360-468.7 4CWias ieal Cctopaay, Wcdpoit Ccaa.

LA processwhich oomposcs reacting one molar proportion DifWca of Scr. No. 465331, Psh. 14, 1903, Pat No. 4337399.

of lactooitrile widi at least aboat \2 moltf pn^»rtions of Ihto apiHralisa Oet llfjM3, Scr. No. 540384

tUon^ cfalorkie in the preceaoe of dichloromethane and at fat O.' G87F 9/40

leaM one molar propoftiaaofalrialk^miae to form 2-chtoro- U&CL360—940 3'

proptooitrile and then nentraliziBg the prodaet L A compound of the formula
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:,>^ unit, said aecondary unit including meus for sdectivdy
effecting air circulation therethrou^ by and ftn metns of
the iwonary cooling unit.

to

O ^CHjCN

ll^C-N 0R«
\ /
CH2P —

o or2

wherein R it C|-C4«IkyI and Ri and R2afe both Ci-Gialkvl « JOINT ASSEMBLY FOR CASING CELLS
_1

««uiM-v<a«yi. ^^ ^j^j^^ Hartwi, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay,
Beqkaa Expert GiiMI, HoAvg. Fed. Rep. of

4^7Mi« FiMAi«.ClM2,Ser.N^ 405,718
PHOSPHORUS ACm CATALYST FOR PREPARATION ^^»^ priority, appUeatioa Fed. Rep. of GcrMBy, Am. 8.
OF3,M>ICHLORO>2At,10'TErRAOXA4,9LDIPHOSPHA *»81.3U1519

—v.
«- -,

SPIRO (S,S) imDECANE IM. a> B01Fi/0#
Byroi B. Johlen, SUDmh, nd Rogar P. Napier, CUiftM, ^^'^ 3(1—29 17

both ef NJ., iiilgl to MoM Ofl Cetpewtion, New Yerfc,

Filed Dae. a, IM2, Ser. No. 483,971
Iirt. a* 0B7F 9/14^ 9/13

VS. CL JiO—976 20 cuhmf
1. A proooM for reacting pentaerythritol with a trivalent

phoapfaorus trihaHde conducted in the preaenc^ of an effective
catalytic amount of irfiocpborus acid catalyst which is at least
one compound of the formula

O
N

Rl-O—P—OH
I

ORj

(D

where Ri is a Ci-Caohydrocarbyl groap and R2 is hydrogen or
a C1-C20 hydrocarbyl group.

4^78,088
INCREASED CAPACITY WET SURFACE AIR COOLING

Pad M. McKey, HanAirg, N.Y., aari^nr to Nianra Blower
Co., BrtUo, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 20, 198S, Ser. No. 488,989

Itt.a'B01Fi/M ^ .

U.S.a 281-23 R 14

r

JJL ^

^

-N|^\> w^ ^y /j

1. A wet surftce air cooling system, comprising:
a primary wet surftce cooling unit which includes heat

fichanger means, a collection basin for ctrilecting water
directed over the heat exchanger means, and ciivubtion
means for selectively drawing a portion of the water from
said collection baiin and directing the water over the heat
exchanger mean^

a secondary cocking unit including cooling means, means for
selectively diverting a portion of the water fiom said
f^aoaMoa means and directing the water to the cooling
means for simultaneous oocriing of the water to increase
the codfaig capacity of the system, and return means for
returning said portion of the water back to the ccdlection
%aBin;and

fon BHans for drcukting air through said primary cooling

1. A joint assembly provided on casing cells, box-shaped
housings, cable ducts or simihu* casings, comprising:

at least two relatively fixed wall members essentially oppos-
ing each other and being rigidly interconnected to define
an open face to be dosed;

a detachable wall member for closing said wall face by being
moved generally rectiUnearly along an opening direction
perpendicular to said opening face;

said detachable wall member and said fixed wall members,
adjacent thereto, all being provided with abutting ftces
inclined at an anfi^ to theopening fine, with the abutting
ftces defining a joint gap dierebetween; %idth said fiked
wall members bdng on one side of said joint gq> and said
detachable wall member being on the other side of said
fixed gap;

joint meaai penetrating said joint gap and being of the
tongue and groove type, said joint means having a tongue
element extending atong the abutting ftce (» said one side
of said joint gq> and a profile groove extending akmg the
abutting face on the other side of said joint gq) and open-
ing into said joint gap, said tongue element and profile
groove being of oomjdementary mating «h#pft;

said profDe groove, when seen in the opening direction of
the detachable wall member, having a protruding edge
forming an undercut and receiving dw tongue element
behind said protruding edge when said tongue element is

inserted into said |»ofile groove to form the joint assem-
bly;

at least one of said profile groove and said tongue element
bdng sufficiendy resilientiy defbrmable such that the joint
assembly forms a snq) joint;

said profile groove and tongue dement being lespectivdy
fixedly attached to their wall members; ,.^^

said joint means providing assembly md disassemUy of«id
profile groove and said tongue element such that the
detachd>le waU member is removaUe ractilmearly essen-
tially in the opening direction perpendicnlar to the qmi-'
ing face tiiat is closed by the detachable wall member and
formed between the opposing fixed wall members, with
the removingofdie detachable waU member occurring by
ffisoonaecting the snap joint diroagh resilient deft:

> of at least one of said poofile groove and tOQgoet
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4^78,087

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING 1HE OPERATION OF A
CARBURETOR

TakasU Raton, MtaUma; aiswhim Hayakawa, Nagoya, and

HidsMri Hiroaawa, AicU, aO of Japaa, assivMrB to Toyoto

Jidoaha KabosUU Kaisha, Toyoto and Alaan IndMlry Co.,

I4d., Oba, both of^ Japan

FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,294

Clabn priority, appUcadon Japan, Jan. 22, 1982, 57<007414

lat a> F02M 9/06

U& CL 281-^39 A 20

« 29

ing a throtde lever secured to said shaft, a drive lever pivotally

mounted adjacent said shaft, and a contorted link connected at

one end to sakl drive lever, said Unk having a first portion

adapted to engage a first region of said throtde lever to effect

initial throtde opening movement of said throttle lever during

initial throtde opening movement of said drive lever and a

second portion adapted to engage a second region of said

throttle lever to effect subsequent throtde opening movement

of said throtde lever during subsequent throtde openmg move-

ment of said drive lever, said portions being disposed at spaced

locations dong the length of said link, and wherein said link

has an additiond portion disposed at a third location dong the

length of said Unk, sdd additiond portion being adapted to

engage a third region of sdd throtde lever |o effect throtde

closing movement of said throttle lever over the entire range

of throtde closing movement of said drive lever.

1. A device for controllmg the operation of a carburetor,

comprismg:

a housing having an axially extending bore therein;

a wax vdve fitted into sdd bore and extending in the axid

direction of said bore, said wax vdve having a tempera-

ture sensitive portion at one end thereof and having a

centrd flange portion which has an outer diameter larger

than that of said temperature sensitive portion;

a cup-shaped wax vdve holder fitted into said bore so as to

surround sdd temperature sensitive portion, sdd wax
vdve holder bemg spaced fitm sdd temperature sensitive

portion for forming a heat insdating ^Mce therebetween,

and having a thickened portion at one end thereof which

is located adjacent to the flange portion ofsdd wax vdve,

said thickened portkm having an outer diameter which is

slighdy smaller than the inner diameter of said bore, sdd

thickened portion having an outer circumferentid wall

which is spaced from an inner drcumferentid wall ofsdd

bore, and a sed ring inserted between the outer circumfer-

entid wall of said thickened portion and the inner circum-

ferentid wall of said borr, and

a cooling water passage formed in said bore and surrounding

said wax vdve holder.

4,478,088

PROGRESSIVE THROTTLE POSITIONING SYSTEM
Miehad D. Griffin, Rochester, aad Donald J. Laairaade, Spea-

cerport, bodi of N.Y., aasipwrs to Gcaerd Motors Coipora-

tioa, Detroit, Mieh.

FDed Oet 8, 1983, Ser. No. 839,271

lat a^ GOSG 7/04

U.S.a 281-88 7

4^78/M9
UQUm DISTRIBUTING APPARATUS FOR A

UQUm-VAPOR CONTACT COLUMN
Stephea M. Harper, Lake Jackaoa, aad Jcflkey H. Stahs, Free-

port, both of Tex., sasl^ors to The Dow Chcmied Compaay,

Midhmd, Mich.

Coatiaaadoa-ia-part of Ser. No. 489,077, Feb. 23, 1983, Pat No.

4,432,913, wUch ia a eoMiaaadoa-ia-part of Ser. No. 29«4»S8,

Aag. 31, 1981, abaadoaed. lUs appttcatioa Dae. 29, 1983, Scr.

No. 888,813

lat a) BOIF 3/04

U.S. CL 281-97 2

1. A system for positioning a throtde secured to a shaft and

adapted to control air flow to an engine, said system compris-

1. A trough-type liquid distributor apparatus for use hi liq-

uid-vapor contact towers wherein it is desired to uniformly

distribute a liquid phase flowing downwardly from trouglu

spaced across the tower while allowing vapor to rise between

the troughs, which distributor ccMnprises:

a. a plurality of spaced, parallel troughs, each of which has

orifices in its sides with said orifices being located below

the top and above the bottom of said sides; which orifices

are substantially uniformly spaced from one another,

which orifices are located such dut when the distributor

is fitted in a tower for operation these orifices are substan-

tially all at the same hmizontd level; which orifices are

each of the same size in cross-sectiond area; which ori-

fices are sufRciendy small in sdd area so as to be capable

of Tfiyinfining liquid flowing into the troughs under de-

sign flowrates d a levd in the troughs above the tops of

the (Hifices to insure that the Uquid flowing dirough each

opening has a slight head pressure head upon it so that the

liquid flowrate of die liquid streamlets flowing dirough

said orifice is substantially uniform from orifice to orifice;

b. a mdtiplicity of substantially parallel, substantially verti-

cally oriented drip rods attached to the outside of the

trough in such a fashion so that substantially all of the

orifices have a pair of drip rods associated with them, one

drip rod being adjacent an orifice on one side <rfdM orifice
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y^*^ «*« drip rod bang nljaceBt that orifice on the
oppoMtc tide of that orifloe ao at to fonn an "equidistant
chamd" between the two drip roda of the drip lod pair
below the orifice; and

c. aaid drip roda extending below the bottom of the troughs
•o that Uqnid emerging ftom the orifice between will
gravity flow downwardly in the "equidistant channel",
vm the bottom of said troughs, and on downwardly and
off the bottom ends ofthe dr^ rods into the tower section
bdow the drip rods in the same distribution pattern as is

ue distribution pattern of the bottom ends of the drip

stream in said upper zone of aaid chamber moves at a speed of
not more than 1/10 the average rite of sedhnentation of the
particles treated such that the particles are kept in continuous
rdative movement by means of said liquid stream whereby the
reciprocal wear of the particles on ewh other results m the
rounding off of the particles.

4y47<4nO
OOOUNG WATER DISTRIBUnON SYSTEM OF

GOOUNG TOWER
toCEMCon-

FDad Dae. 9, IM2, S«r. No. 441,234
priarlty, appUortioa FkiMa. Dae. 9, 19tl, tl 22988

lACLiBOlF 3/04
UAa 2(1-181 aOatae

f^ ?

JJl?®'"' ^"^^ distribution system associated with a con-
denaer divided into two independent bodies forming separate
compartments, one or the other whereof may be temporarily
shutdown, said water distribution system itself being, similarly
to the condenser, divided into two independent hydraulic
circuits, each having its own pump and serving its own sprin-
Um, said water distribution system comprising an integral

"fJ^Wy in the general form of a horizontal sheet of a low
ttackneas forming two chaniMls and a single support, wherein
"* «"<* independent hydraulic circuits together with their
respective groups of sprinklen form a overlqyping pattern of
water spray so that in the caae of the shutdown of one of the
two bodies of the condenser and consequendy of one of said
hydraulic circuits, the sprinklen belonging to the other circuit
wtach remains in service, are supplied normaUy without being
Mwcted m their operation by the shutdown of the first circuit

4t47i,872
PROCESSING MASSES OF SUBSTANTIALLY ORGANIC
MATERIAL INTO SHAPED PRODUCTS AND ARHCLES

SHAPED ACCORDINGLY
EmarduB J. Arlfaa, NQmagea, Ndhariaada, avigMr to VMM.
cn-Schocmakcr Holdfa« B.V., DefwtM, NctheriaBda

FIM Dee. 27, 1982, Sar. No. 453,789

Sl^M*
^"^^^ »««*<*« NetheHaA, Dm. 30, 1981,

IM. CL^ BOCB 1/00
U&a264-22 20CtahM

1. A process for producing shaped thin-walled articles from
a shapable mass containing in aqueous dispersion at least one
coagulable amphoteric high molecular organic substance such
as coagulable animal protein, which comprises extruding the
mass through a die that shapes it into the desired thin-walled
form, passing the extrude into an aqueous coaguhiting bath;
said dispersion having a pH to one side of the isoelectric point
of said substance, and containing sufficient polyvalent ions to
mhibit swelling of said substance and formation in the extnid-
ate ofan ion-selective barrier against ion penetration; said bath
having a pH to the opposite side of said isoelectric point and
being substantiaUy free of salt other than at most a smaU
amount of non-ddiydrating salt; and in said bath coagulating
said substance in the extrudate by effecting a change in the pH
of said dispersion such that the isoelectric point of said sub-
stance is traversed with a change of the state of charge on the
particles thereof

Wi

4^<,071
PROCESS FOR ROUNDING OFF GRANULAR

PARTICLES OF SOLID MATERIAL
', Plnliiian, SwIiMilaid, JiMa Ldmea, Ettttoo,
of G«Mav. a^ Hi«d Spdiafsr,

"
to SwiM

FM. Ra^

.raad Dae. 2, 1982, Sar. No. 444,328
jriorlty, appHcMioa SwitMriaad, Dae. 23. 198L

8244/81
—-, «^ «, uvi,

ht, a> BOU 2/08
VJS.a 284—15 2 rial—
[•^ P'**eas fbr rounding offgranular irregular shaped solid

particks and. more paiticubriy, particles of haid comminuted
granulate material of any given irregular shape comprising
providing a chamber having an upper zone and a lower zone,
providing a first nozzle fbr introducing a liquid stream into said
c^Bii^>«nduteGonAnotile for introducing additional liquid
tor transporting said particles from said lower zone to said
uppCT zone wherein said additional liquid is fed through said
second nozzle at a rate of at least twice the rate of feeding said
liquid stream through said first nozzle such that the liquid

4y474,073
PROCESS AND SYSTEM FOR ORIENTING LAYERED

POLYMER FILMS
Charke R. AahcrafI, Victar, N.Y., aaaigMrtoMoU Ofl Cono-

raHan, New York, N.Y.

FBed Dee. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 454,221
bt CL^ B29C 17/02

VS. CL 244—25 g rM^
2. A system for biaxially orienting a multi-layered fihn struc-

ture of (1) at least one polymeric layer optimally orientable at
a comparatively low temperature and (2) at least one other
polymeric toyer optimally orientable at a comparatively higher
temperature, said other fihn being cqMble of being heated to
said higher temperature by microwave heating means; said
system comprising in comlrination:

(a) first heating means in association with said fihn structiire
for heating said structure to a first comparatively low
temperature;

(b) first microwave heating means in association with said
fihn structure adapted to heat said layer (2) to a first com-
paratively higher temperature while not iHrtwrtantially,

directiy increasing the temperature of layer (1);
(c) first orienting means in association with said fihn struc-

ture for uniaxial or machine direction orienting said stivc-
ture while a temperature differential exists between sakl
Uyer (1) and kyer (2X said difRerentiat being of a magni-
tude at least generaUy correapondmg to that between said
first COTiparatively low and said first comparatively
higher temperatures;

(d) second heating means in association with said fihn struc-
ture for heating said stivcture to a second comparatively
low temperature;

(e) second microwave generated heating means m associa-
tion with said fihn stiiictiire adi4>ted to heat said hiyer (2)
to a second comparatively higher temperature while not
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substantially directly increasing the temperature of layer

(1);

(f) second orienting means in association with said film

structure for bivdal or transverw direction orienting said

structure while a temperature differential exists between

said layer (1) and kyer (2), said differential being of a

magnitude at least generally corresponding to that be-

tween said second comparatively low and said second

comparatively higher temperatures.

4. The process for biaxially orienting a multi-layer structure

comprising:

(a) preparing a multi-layered structure comprising (1) at

leastOM polymeric Uiyer optimally orientable at compara-

tively low temperature and in association therewith (2) at

least one other polymeric layer optimally orientable at a

comparatively higher temperature, and being cqiable of

being heated to said higher temperature by microwave

hating means;

(b) heatmg said structure to a first comparatively low tem-

perature;

(c) while at said low temperature subjecting said structure to

microwave energy to heat said layer (2) to a first compara-

tively higher temperature while not substantially directly

increasing the temperature of biyer (1);

(d) while a temperature diffemtial exists between said layer

(1) and layer (2X uniaxially or machine direction orienting

s^ structure, said differential being of a magnitude at

least genoally correapondmg to that between said first

comparatively low and said first comparatively higher

temperature^

(e) hMtmg said structure to a second comparatively low

temperaturr,

(0 while at said low temperature subjecting said structure to

microwave energy to heat said Uyer (2) to a second com-

paratively lugltxa temperature while not substantially

directiy increasing the temperature of layer (1); and

(g) while a temperature differential exists between said layer

(1) and layer (2) biaxially or transverse direction orienting

said structure, said differential being of a ma^tude at

least generally correqionding to that between said second

comparativdy low and said second comparatively higher

temperatures.

4)474,074

MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING
CAST-IN-PLACE CTRUCTURES

Edoardo W. Bindhofi; FUrriew Park, Ohio, aaaigMir to IntriH

akm-Prcpnkt Ineorporatad, CIcvdand, Ohio

DhWon of Scr. No. 224,107, Jan. 19, 1981, Pat No. 4*385,648.

TUa appUcation Oet 25, 1982, Scr. No. 434,328

lat a' E04B 1/16: E04G 13/00

VS.a 264 35 11

1. A method of casting a concrete structure comprising:

provklmg a woven fateic form element having a first surface

provklnig a first form surfoce opposed to a second mate-

rial providing a second form surftce,

said woven fiAmc form element comprising a first set and a

second set or perpendicuhuly related interwoven yarns

which extend along first and second dimensions of the

woven Ubnc form element and define said first surface

and a corresponding outer surfive of the woven fisbric

form dement, one of said yam sets bdng the wefl of the

woven fisbric form element and the other being the warp

of the woven firivic fSorm element, the interwoven portion

of theweft and warp of the fisbric having sufficient tensile

strength to withstand the hydrosutic pressure applied by

a oementitious material and having a weave suflicientiy

continuous throughout said first surface to confine the

oementitious material, a plnrahty of said first set of yarns

extending substantially the extent of said fiiat dimension

and floating over a plurality of said second set of yarns at

spaced mtCTvals to provide qwced parallel rod recdving

means at spaced locations adjacent said first surface of the

woven fabric form elemem each of which extends sub-

stantially the extent of said second dimension of said

woven fibnc form dement for recdving a rigid concrete

remforcing and fabric sui^rt rod extending substantially

the extent of said second dimension of said woven fabric

form element for supporting said form element as said first

form surface in forming a concrete body, said plurahty of

first yarns at each of said tptctd locations bdng non-inter-

woven with sud second yarns for a distance sufficient to

enable a portion of said interwoven weft and warp of said

first surfiKe in said rod recdving means to be pulled away

from said plurahty of non-interwoven yarns under the

influence of the pressure applied against the interwoven

warp and weft by the cementitious material to provide a

cavity fior cementitious material between the support rod

in the rod recdving means and the first surface of the

woven firtnic form dement, said plurality of non-inter-

woven first yarn having a porosity for passing substantial

amounts of cementitious materid into said cavity in said

rod recdving means, and there bdng a sufficient number

of said non-interwoven yams spaced along the extent of

each rod recdvhig means to support the hydrosutic pres-

sure applied by the cementitious materid during the pour-

ing of the concrete body for which said woven fkbric form

dement forms a first form surfisce,

inserting said support rods into sakl ^wced paralld rod

recdving means,

connecting sakl support rods to a plurality of support de-

ments projecting outwardly from said second form sur-

face, and

flowing a oementitious materid between sakl first and sec-

ond form surfisces.

said step of flowing a cementitious materid including flow-

ing the materid through said plurahty of non-interwoven

firat yams into said cavity between sakl sunxnt rod and

the first surfisce of sakl woven fabric and between free

outer end portions of said support dements and said first

surface of sakl woven fisbric.

4)476,075

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCnON
OF SHEETING HAVING A COLOR WEDGE

HaM DihiimBM TrnirtFTf -^ Hant Pliat, St

llanirlar both of Fad. Rap. af OanMmjr, Mdpnii to Dy-

aadt Nobd Aillii^is i insrhaft, TrolaiBrf, Fai. Rap. of Gar-

It,

FDad Ai«. 5, 1982, Sar. No. 405)405

prtority, appttcufcm Fad. Rap. of Gstmm
1981,3U2509

lM.a)B29FJ//0
U.S.a 264-^0.7 8

1. A process for the productk» of an endless color wedge

sheet from a thermoplastic synthetk; resin with a colored edge

strip, the color intensity ofwhkh poses over continuously into

an undyed zone, in a regkm adjoining the colored edge strip,

which comprises injecting, into a die composed oftwo parts of

klenticd cross section,

(1) a stream of undyed mdt having a predetemuned wklth

and

(2) a stream of dyed mdt having a wklth narrower than the

stream (IX as weU as

(3) a partid stream having a quantity Y of dyed mdt and a
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4 pwtul Stream having a quantity (X-Y) of imdyed melt, in
a width, starting from the parting line between dyed melt
and undyed melt. le» than the width of the stream of the
dyed melt, into the die part for the undyed melt with a
continuously decreasing proportion Y of the dyed melt
with respect to the undyed melt X. by means of a probe
lymg m the transverse direction to the flow direction of
the melt and exhibiting a groove graduaUy ending in cross
section; effecting coextrusion with merging of the undyed
melt stream with the dyed melt stream in the zone of the
color wedge whereby, in sheet cross section, an overlap-
ping line, extending obliquely at an ascension angle o of
about 5*-30* with respect to the horizontal, separates the
undyed sheet material fhmi the dyed sheet material.

5. A slot die apparatus for coextrusion of a partially coloredaOeu thermoplastic sheet having an undyed edge portion, a
dyed color-wedge and a dyed edge portion which comprises a
feed port for the mtroduction of an undyed melt of a thermo-
plMbc synthetic resin, a feed port for the introduction of a
dyed meh ofa thermoplastic synthetic resin, a distributing flow

m said resin composition to provide the capabUity at a
predetermined elevated temperature of producing carbon
dioxide within said composition and at a higher curing
temperature to cure said resin;

at a temperature below said predetermined temperature,
depositing said composition containing said dispersion
upon a surface;

aUowing said isocyanate and hydroperoxide to react in said

-21
SnBii

SEbrr I

som \

dispersed, deposited form while said resin composition ism a fluid sute to produce said carbon dioxide and expand
said resin;

and thereafter allowing the expanded composition to reach
said curing temperature to cure said resin;

the proportions of all ingredients in the composition and
dispersion being predetermined to assure that the prepon-
derant quantity of CO2 produced from said isocyanate
results from said reaction with said hydroperoxide.

channel includmg a deckle bar. bypass means for diverting a
portion of the dyed melt from the feed port, and means for
deflnmg an outiet nozzle in communication with the distribut-mg flow channel for extruding the partiaUy colored sheet; said
means definmg the flow channel comprising two die slot ele-
ments connected together in side-by-side adjacent relationship
which are [^metrically identical in longitudinal cross-section
and vertical cross-section, one of said die elements effecting
the extrusion of the dyed melt and the other of the die slot
elements effecting extrusion of the undyed melt, the one die
«ot dement m a zone immedutely adjacent to the other die
Slot element having an injection feed port fed by said bypass
nieanswith a portion of said dyed melt, an mjection nozzle
rranged downstream of the injection feed port, said nozzle
extendmg perpendicutar to the extrusion direction of the melt
mto a portion of the flow channel containing the undyed melt
from a parang Une extending between the one die slot element
and the other die slot element; said injection nozzle having a

iSK^f^i" wedge-shape with a wedge angle of
•bout 5 -yr for the formation of the color-wedge of the sheet.

METHOD OP OPEN FORMING AN EXPANDED
POLYESTER RESIN ARTICLE INVOLVING A

CONTROLLED INDUCHON PERIODa- W SaMa, StrMha, NJU iMigMr to Whitney A Om-

CwJ^i-tfcNHM^of S«p. No. 111,664, Ja. 14, 19W, Pat No.
4488,548, awl Scr. No. 215,200, Dee. 10, 1980, abuHlMed. IU1

appUcatlon Aug. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 291,404He pordM of the term of this pMot mbaeqiicBt to No?. 9, 1999,

4,476,077

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A
POLYCP-METHYLSTYRENE) FOAM

Edward M. Birilard, Rocheiten Dudd J. DIBiaii, PUtaftoid,
both of N.Y., and F^ank J. Feeney, Eaat Windsor, NJ., at*
signors to MoMI OU CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,055
Int CL3 B29D 27/00

UAa264-53
5Ctatat

.T-

^

Irt.a3B29Di7/W
U.S.a264-^J

31Clafa.

*:Zif "**!»<* offorming an article ofa base composition of
synthetic rnm, includmg at least a polyester resin, by openrwmmg techniques, while producing carbon dioxide to expand
said resin,

said method comprising the steps of
providmg said resin composition in fluid form;
OMpersmg an organic isocyanate, in the presence ofa surfac-

tant, with an organic hydroperoxide in re«:tive quantities

1. A process for preparing a poly(p-methylstyrene) consist-
ing essentially of 100% homopolymer or contiunuig up to 50%
m-methylstyrene with the almost complete absence of the
ortho-methyl isomer, in closed ceU foam sheet form compris-
ing:

(a) forming a mixture comprising said poly(p-methylstyrene)
and a nucleating agent;

(b) heating the mixture to effect thorough melting of said
resin;

(c) combining, under pressure, the resin-nucleating agent
mixture with a blowing agent to form a melt; and

(d) extruding a foam sUucture from said melt at a tempera-
ture and at a rate which will yield a foam structure having
an open cell percentage of less than about 20% and which
will be at least comparable to that of general purpose
polystyrene foam, said extrusion rate being greater than
the extrusion rate for said polystyrene foam.

4,476,078

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING EMBOSSED
NONWOVEN FIBROUS PRODUCTS

ThooMS M. Tao, Neenah, Wis,, assignor to James RiTer-DixieA

Northern, Inc., Norwidk, Conn.

Filed May 4, 1982, Scr. No. 374,700

lot a* D04N 1/64

VS. a. 264-119 16 Claims

=F^

4,476,080

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A
MULTI-LAYER LAMINATED RESIN HLM

HiroUn Koasoda, Kaugawa, and MasatoaM laUharn, Tokyo,

both of Japan, assignors to Toyo Scikaa Kalaha Ltd. and

Tokan Kogyo Co. Ltd^ both of, Japan

DiTision of Ser. No. 258,916, Apr. 30, 1981, Pat No. 4,410,602.

This application May 10, 1983. Ser. No. 493,253

Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1980, 55-59977

Int CU B28B 3/20: B29D 7/02; B32B 31/06

VS. CL 264-176 R 3

1. A process for manufacturing embossed air laid nonwoven

fibrous webs comprising the steps of:

(a) applying a cross-linkable binder to a fibrous air laid

nonwoven web;

(b) partially curing the binder to provide a partially cured

and moldable web that maintains physical integrity during

transport to an embossing zone, and during embossing;

(c) embossing the partially cured web; and

(d) fully curing the embossed web.

««

^

«3«

J^

hfJ3

4,476,079

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILE YARNS
Bobby M. Phiilipa, Khtgiport Tcmin assignor to Eastman

Kodak CoBpany, Rocheater, N.Y.

Filed Oct 7, 1983, Ser. No. 539,867

iBt a» B29C 17/02

VS. CL 264-154 1 Claim

1. A process for producing a multilayer laminated resin film

comprising the steps of:

feeding a reclaimed synthetic resin mixture under pressure as

a first resin into an axial first flow path in each of upper

and lower first dies,

feeding a virgin polyethylene resin under pressure as a sec-

ond resin into a second flow path in each of the upper and

lower first dies to form the second resin into a hollow

cylindrical shape about said first resin so as to surround

the first resin,

flattening the first and second resins and forming a sandwich

structure having top and bottom outer layers of the sec-

ond resin and a middle layer of the first resin in each of the

upper and lower second dies to form flattened laminated

outer layers,

feeding low gas permeable saponification ethylene-vinyl

acetate copolymer as a third resin into a center induction

opening on the opposite sides of the second dies to form an

inner layer between the laminated outer layers, the second

dies being located downstream of the first dies, and

flattening the laminated top and bottom outer layers and the

inner layer to a predetermined thickness and securing the

laminated outer layers to top and bottom surfaces of the

inner layer by an adhesive in a third die located down-

stream of the second die.

1. In a process for draw fracturing yam comprising uni-

formly drawing to a preselected level of utility a yam compris-

ing a plurality of continuous filaments having a fracturable

cross-section, fracturing the filaments by passing the yam

through an operating fluid fracturing jet. and taking up said

yam. the improvement comprising passing said yam throu^ a

turbulent flow air suction device downstream of said drawing

and upstream of said fracturing jet the air suction device being

adjusted to provide suction at the entrance thereof to intermin-

gle and nnmobilize broken filaments by entangling them with

unbroken filaments in the yam and thereby reduce end breaks

in the fracturing operation.

4,476,081

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN ORGANIC
INSULATOR

Alexandre Kaczerginski, Belleri?e sor Alllcr, and Laurent Par-

gamin, Vichy, botii of France, assignors to Ceraver, Paris,

France

Filed May 17, 1982, Scr. No. 379,133

Chdma priority, application France, Jon. 1, 1981, 81 10773

Int a^ B32B 31/06

VS. a. 264-262 4 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing an insulator having a fiber-

reinforced rod with an outer surface and with two ends, the

ends being fixed in cup-like cavities of respective end fittings,

with the outer surface of the rod between the end fittings

having a moulded insulator covering, the method comprising

the following steps in sequence:

placing a seal ring on each end ofsuch a fiber-reinforced rod,

sUding each end of the fiber-reinforced rod into a flared

entrance of a cup-like cavity formed in a corresponding

end fitting so that each of the seals fit into a shoulder in the
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an
flwtdopening of the cormponding end fitting to form
uuued mtulator aMembly;

pwitioJog eyh end fitting of the intutator assembly into a
oorreipondmg one of tw> «p««l apart ends of a mould
•pparttos;

moulding an insulator covering around the rod. the msulator
ravermg making sealing abutment with each end fitting;

fixing the end fittings to the mpective ends of the lod.

.^^^ 4,47C082

^EH^SiS"^""^'™® nJiCnUCAL PHASE
INSULATORS FOR OYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINES

"fiflf
P?—

'

^-^*«» J- WwMMyk,bett of Holland.
Miefc, iiUpatt to Gm«I ElaclFfc CompMV, Fort Wayne,

fifth region toward the fabricating station while yieldably
resisting movement of the gripped fourth region while moving
the gripped fifth region and thereby applying a tensOe stress to
the material extending between the fourth and fifth regions and
elongating at least the material extending between the fourth
region and the first region, and repeating the steps of gripping,
moving, yieldably resisting, and gripping and releasing with
subsequent segments of the material.

M7C0S3
PIVOT MOLD ASSEMBLY METHOD

Jota W. Ton Holdt, 7430 N. OowM Ri, Nflaa, m. a64g
Dlirtto. of Ser. No. 7W,«1, Mar. 28. 1977, pSTno. 4.114^.

nii application Feb. 16, 1978, Ser. No. 878,283

.TO ^ .
Irt.a3 1l29C7/7¥

UAa 264-^18 ^cUm

2I2!r.'I£L?i2!^ f"LJ ***»^ No- <*378,2«1.
wUck li a dMaioa of Scr. Na 81,029, Jan. 22, 1979. abudoML

lUi ippUcttiM JaL 29, 1982, S«. No. 403,272

,^^ ^ bta>B29D7/;¥
UAa284-2884

lOdai-s

^. A method of repeatedly permanendy stretching and
straigbtenmg elongated insuUting material and feeding the

T^J!^^i^ *°v'
P**^ in»u>«tion fabricating station,

the method mcludmg the steps of: gripping an initial segment
of the material at spaced apart first and second regions while a
prevwosly stretched portion of the material extends ftom the
•econd region to a third region and toward the fabricatins
|tation|movmg the gripped second region of material toward
the ftbncating statioo and thereby advancmg at least part of
the previously stretched portion to the fabricating station
yieldably resMng movement of the gripped first rq^ while
moving the gripped second region and thereby applying a^«Je stress to the material extending between the^fi^t Ld
•Bwod reyons and elongating at least part of the materail so«teodmg between the first and second regions; gripping the
advanced previously stretched material at the third reSon and
»^tai«mg the material at the first and second regions; gripping
UMjojsd maty^ at a fourth region more iSSoteC^

• «tt r^OTlocated between the first and second regions, the
four* and fifth re^ons correspondmg, for another
maa«d. with the first and second regions for the initial sea-
mart ofmateria^ prior to the application of the tensile stress to

SLTS^.ST^> **™** previously stretehed ma.
tenal at the thnd region; and thereafter moving the gripped

1. A method for forming a retaining portion comprising first
and second molded walls about a fteely pivotable member
extending through a passage formed in said first molded waU to
occupy a position intermediate said first waU and second
molded wall, said second molded waU being spaced ftom said
first wall and mtegraUy interconnected with said first waU at a
plurality ofpositions spaced circumferentially about said pivot-
able member, to define a recess between said first and second
walls, comprising the steps of:

positioning mold means to define and form said first and
second walls and said pivotable member, positioning a
pair ofmold members in said recess between said first and
second walls to define a mold cavity for forming said
retaining portion about said pivotable member;

forming said pivotable member and said retaining portion in
said cavity about said pivotable member;

and thereafter spacing said mold members from each other
and from said retaining portion to enable retraction of said
mold members from between said first and second walls.

4(47<,084
METHOD OF STRENGTHENING A NECK PORTION OFA BOTrLE.SHAPED CONTAINER OF BUXLOXY

ORIENTED POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE
RESIN

TakaiD Takada. Tokyo, and Takao licdm, Mataado, both ofJtt». ...{..n. to Yoahi«» Kogyoaho Co.. Ltd^ Tokyo,

FUed May 13, 1982, Sar. No. 377,956

iSim
"^'^^ "*«««• J«P«. May 19, 1981, 56.

.,o^ Ii«.a3B29C2J/0a 77/00
UJS.a 264-^342 R j, nut^

1. A method of strengthening a neck portion, having a bore
therethrough, ofa bottle^shaped container ofbiaxiaUy oriented
polyethylene terephthalate resin comprising the steps of:

heating the neck portion of said botUe^haped container to
approximately 140* to ITO* C,

inserting a die pin of a cylindrical shape having an outer
diameter sobstantiaUy smaller than the bore of the neck
portion into the neck portion thus heated, and

blowing cooling gas onto the outside of the neck portion to
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shrink and bring the neck portion into contact with the

outer periphery of the die pin.

^.n^;

gradually cooling the neck portion to opacify the neck por-

tion, and

removing the die pin from the neck portion.

4*476,085

STABILIZING WINDINGS FOR TILTING AND
SHIFTING MODES

Stephen C. Jaidin, ami Uflfe R. ChriateHco, both of Princeton,

NJn anilBon to He Unitad States of America as repre-

saMd by the United States DepvtaNBt of Energy, WaaUag-

FDad Feb. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 352,745

lBta>G21B7/00
VS.a 376-137 »

of second ones of said unstable tilting and said shifting

modes of the plasma ring;

said first and said second conducting loops forming figure-S

shaped loops having axes that are transverse to each other

and positioned along the miuor axis of said plasma ring, on

opposite sides thereof;

said induced currents providing still additional magnetic

fields that produce restoring forces for counteracting ones

of said second tilting and said second shifting modes when

said second, passive, conducting loops are held fixed in a

stationary position relative to the externally produced

equilibrium fields on opposite sides of said pluma ring;

and

c. means for holding the first and second passive conducting

loops fixed in stationary positions relative to said exter-

nally produced equilibrium fields on opposite sides of said

plasma ring for causing said first and second induced

currents to counteract at least one of said tilting and said

shifting modes of the plasma ring.

4,476,086

COUPLER FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR ABSORBER RODS
Dana Kara, BoraaeUade, Fed. Rep. of Garmaay, aaslnw to

nSTERATOM lateraatioaale Ataavsaktorbaa GasbH, Bcrr

lah-Gladbach, Fed. Rap. of Ganaaay
FUed May 3, 1982, Sar. No. 374,237

OaiaH priority, applicaHaa Fed. Rap. of Gcranay, May 14,

1981, 3119297

lat CL^ G21C 7/08

UA CL 376-219 S

1. In an inductively formed plasma ring system, a plasma

ring being capable of tilting and shifting and having a major

a»s, externally produced equililmum fields on opposite sides

of the idasma ring, and internal plasma currents that interact so

as to cause at least one of said tilting and said shifting of the

plasma ring relative to the externally produced equilibrium

fields so as to produce at least one of said unstable tilting and

said shifting modes in the iriasma ring, a staMliring means for

said plasma ring;

the improvement in said stabilizing means comprising:

a. first, passive, conducting loops in magnetic communica-

tion with said modes so as to have produced therein, in

response to at least one of said tilthig and said shifting

modes of said plasma ring first endless induced curroits

travelmg in a first direction corresponding to the direction

of first ones of said tilting and said shifthig modes of the

plasma ring;

said endless induced currents providing additional magnetic

fields that produce restoring forces for tanpeding at least

one of said first tilting and said first shifting modes when

said first, passive, conducting loops are held fixed in a

stationary position relative to the externally produced

equiUbrium fields on opposite sides of said plasma ring;

b. second, passive, conducting loops transverse to said first,

passive, conducting loops in magnetic communication

with s^ modes so as to have produced therein, in re-

qmnse to at least one of said tUting and said shifting modes

of said plasma ring, second endless induced currents trav-

eling in a second direction corre^onding to the direction

1. In a nuclear reactor having absorber rods with gripper

heads and undercuts formed immediately below the gripper

heads, the absorber rods being suspended during operation of

the nuclear reactor, the hnprovenment comprising a coupler

for the absorber rods, including a plurality of actuating ele-

ments being moveable for individually and jointly releasing die

coupler, said actuating element including coupler claws for

engaging the undercuts, and a locking device for holding said

coupler claws for simulataneously engaging the undercuts, said

locking device being movable transversely to the longitudinal

axis of the coupler, and said movement of each of said actuat-

ing elements for releasing the coupler being independendy

controllable.

4,4764187

REACTOR BUILDING
JaaaC Hina, VcnaUlaa, Fkaaea, aaalfBar to Caar-

FBad No?. 17, 1981, Sar. No. 322,386

vpilealioa Fkaaea, No?. 28, 1980. 80 25306

IM. a> G21C 79/i^

VS. a. 376-285 • Oi*"
1. A reactor boiMing constituted by a confinement enclosure

in which are positioned by a known centering means the inter-

nal structures, said confinement enckmire comprising acyhn-

drical skirt, whose upper part is sealed by a dome and erected

on the general floor, the internal structures being constituted
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by the internal structure floor, a concrete cylinder called the
vessel shaft located substantially in the centre of the internal
structure floor, and hot ceUs, wherein the lower part of the

M76,0e9
HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR OF MODULAR

CONSTRUCTION
UWch Miiller.F^ad(, Bcrgiaeh GImOnmA; Herbert Rentier,

ColosDe, and Manfred Ullrich, Bcrgiflch GladbKfa, aU of Fed.
Rep. of GennaBy, aarignors to GHT, Gcsellachaft ftier Hodi-
temperatorreaktor-Techiillc nbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Fed.
Rep. of Gennaay
CoatiBuatioii.in-part of Ser. No. 258,368, Apr. 28, 1981,

•bttidoned. lids appUcation Jul. 2. 1961, Ser. No. 280,092

l^m6m^^
WWcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany. Apr. 29,

lot O.^ G21C 19/28
VS. a. 376-381

7 ctaim

internal structure floor rests on the general floor by means of a
peripheral support ring, a space being provided between the
general floor and the internal structure floor.

4,476,088

LATCHING DEVICES AND NUCLEAR REACTORS
INCORPORATING SUCH LATCHING DEVICES

Jofea G. BarMS, Btacfcbvn, Ei^iaad, aarignor to Noclear Power
ConpaBy Liodtad, LoMkm, EngiaDd

FDcd Oct 15, 1980, Ser. No. 197,289
ClaiBM priority, appUcatioB United Kiogdom, Oet 30, 1979.

7937489

Iirt. a^ G21C 19/00
UAa376-347 3Chi„

(^^^'^

-f

1. A nuclear reactor having a core uicluding a stationary
core support structure and a plurality of absorber sub-assem-
blies, each said sub-assembly comprising an absorber rod as-
sembly operable from above the core and an outer housing
assembly, each outer housing assembly having at least one
pawl pivotally mounted thereon, a face on the core support
structure for coacting with each pawl to latch each outer
housing assembly to the core support structure, and a mechani-
cal load sensitive element associated with each pawl for shear-
ing on the exceeding of a preselected force ofwithdrawal ofan
outer housing assembly from the core support structure and
effecting unlatching to permit withdrawal of the respective
outer housing assembly from the core support structure, said
preselected withdrawal force comprising a mechanical force
directed from above, being in excess of that required to move
the absorber rod assembly within the housing assembly, and
acting in an upward direction so as to free the housing assem-
bly for removal from the core.

1- Gas-cooled high temperature reactor assembly, compris-
mg a safety container, a chamber disposed in said safety con-
tainer, a reactor vessel disposed in said chamber for receiving
a nuclear reactor with reaction control means and a charge of
spherical fuel elements at a given location therein, said reactor
vessel being formed of blocks of at least one material from the
group consisting ofcarbon and graphite, a steel sheU surround-
mg said reactor vessel, a metallic base plate supporting said
reactor vessel, said base plate having openings formed therein
for passing cooling gas blown in said chamber into said given
location for a fuel element charge, at least one downwardly
extended pipeline having a connection to said base plate for
discharging heated gases, said connection being detachable by
axial motion of said reactor vessel in one piece with said base
plate, a removable cover disposed on top of said chamber, and
means disposed on said reactor vessel for connecting said
reactor vessel to hoisting apparatus.

4,476,090
MATERIAL FOR JEWELRY AND COMMODTTIES AND

PROCESS FOR rrS PRODUCTION
Horst Heiddek, Hanan, and Geraot JVekel, Hanelroth, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gennaay, aarignors to Degnaa Alrtimirifll
sehaft, F^ankAirt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continnatioo of Ser. No. 412,209, Aug. 27, 1982, abaadoacd.
This appUcatioo May 7, 1964, Ser. No. 608,251

Ciainis priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany. Sen. 4.
1981, 3135034 '' ^ ^

lat CL' CMC 3/m B22F S/16
VS.a 419-19 25 CUma

I. A materia] suitable for manufacture ofjewehy and com-
modities consisting essentially of at least 30 volume % of a
noble metal and 1 to 70 volume % of oxide glass frit, said glass
frit having a transformation temperature of 300* to 500* C and
a softening interval of over 80* C, said material having been
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formed by mixing a noble metal powder with a 1 to 70 volume

% of glass frit, pressing at room temperature with a 500 to SOOO

bar, then «ntering at a temperature of SOO* to 800* C. and then

heat shaping at a temperature of SOO* to 700* C. and a pressure

of 100 to 200 bar.

4,476,091

OXIDATION-RESISTANT NICKEL ALLOY
Dwabe L. Klaratrom, Kokomo, lod., aMignor to Cabot Corpora-

tioB, Kokomo, Ind.

FDcd Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 353,459

lat CL3 C22C 19/05

UAa 420-^443 « CUdma

s

t

.:

_u

Icr/IM • I" (W)
nuMli OiidatlM Tnt

thereby intimately contacting said gas with said saturated

salt solution as the gas passes through the salt solution in

each of said compartments, the humidity of the gas exiting

3«3b23a2 2^42

said container being essentially the same as the humidity

level for an atmosphere in equilibrium with said aqueous

salt solution.

4,4764193

KTT FOR PREPARING SAMPLE FOR USE IN

ENDOTOXIN TEST
Ryoco Watanabc, Takatsnki; Keiichi Kawaaud, Hirakata; Sboi-

Chi Maada, Osaka, and Takashi Shoji, Toodabayaahi, all of

Japan, aaaignora to The Green Croas Corporation, Onka,

DiriaiOB of Ser. No. 306.647. Sep. 29. 1981. Pat No. 4,414^36.

TUa appiicatioB Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,387

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1960. 55-136948;

Jan. 28. 1961, 56-11205; Jan. 28. 1981. 56-11204

lot CI.3 GOIN 3S/4S. 33/54

VS. CL 422-61 13

1. An alloy consisting essentially of, in weight percent,

aluminum up to O.S, boron up to 0.02, carbon O.OS to O.IS,

cobalt up to S, chromium 20 to 24, iron up to S, lanthanum

O.OOS to O.OS, manganese 0.3 to 1.0, molybdenum 1 to 3.S,

phosphorus up to 0.03, sulfur up to 0.01 S, silicon 0.2 to 0.7S,

tungsten 10 to 20, the combined content of columbium, tanta-

lum, titanium, vanadium and zirconium up to 1.0 total, and the

balance nickel plus impurities, provided that the value of

Cr
Mo + lW

is within the range of 2.2 to 2.6, the tungsten to molybdenum

ratio is between 4.S to 1 and 12 to 1, and the Nv number is less

than about 2.S wherein said value and said ratio are controlled

to yield a high degree of oxidation resistance and high

strength.

4^76,092

METHOD FOR ADJUSTING THE HUMTOTTY OF GAS
TO A CONSTANT VALUE

OHumi Nakamnv, Oceda; laao Ogino. Miaoo. and Terao

Kodama, Duda, all of Japan, aaaJannn to Ageacy of Indnatrial

Sdenee and Tcchaotogy aad Miniatry of International Trade

and ladnatry, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 128,150

Claim priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Mar. 30, 1979, 54-38478

Int 0.3 A61L 9/00

VS. CL 422-4 • a«ta»

1. A method of adjusting the humidity of a gas to a constant

value, comprinng:

passing said gas through a plurality of successive compart-

ments in a closed omtainer each containing a saturated

aqueous solirtion of a salt containing crystals of said salt

1. A kit for preparing a sample for use in an endotoxin test

consisting of:

a sample-developing column prepared by packing a water-

insoluble anti-human a2-macroglobulin antibody and a gel

of allyl dextran cross-linked with N.N'-methylenebis ac-

rylamide or a gel of polyvinyl alcohol having many hy-

drophilic hydroxyl groups as a carrier for gel filtration,

both equilibrated with a buffer solution ofpH 7.0-7.4, into

a column and tighUy sealing the column,

an aqueous solution containing a high molecular weight

colored substance which serves as an endotoxin marker

and has an average molecular weight of 300,000 or higher

to be added to the sample, and

a buffer solution for use in developing the sample.

4^76,094

APPARATUS FOR HYDROGEN CONSERVATION IN

HYDROGEN RECYCLE PROCESSES

Doa B. Qnoa, Mt Proapaet, DL, aarigwir to UOP be, Des

Plainea, DL
Filed May 4y 1982, Sar. No. 374,858

IM. O.) COIN 33/00

VS. CL 422-62 « Ciaim

1. A control system for modifying the flow of hydrogen

recycle gas to a reaction apparatus, said apparatus comprising:
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W • hydrocMbonaceoui charge stock stream conduit in
commimication with a recycle hydrogen-hydrocarbon
stieaiii conduit to mix said hydrocarbonaceous charge
stock stream with said recycle hydrogen-hydrocarbon
stream;

(b) a hydrocarbon reaction zone in communication with said
charge stock stream conduit for converting said hydrocar-
bons in said charge stock to a converted hydrocarbon
product;

(c) a oooUng zone in communication with said reaction zone
via reaction zone effluent conduit to cool the reaction
tone product to form a liquid product stream and a vapor-
ous hydrogen-hydrocarbon stream;

(d) a separation zone in communication with said cooling
zone via a cooUng zone effluent conduit to separate said
cooling zone effluent stream to a liquid product stream,
which is withdrawn fhmi the process, and a vaporous
hydrogen-hydrocarbon stream, wherein said v^wrous
i^fua » bifurcated into a recycle hydrogen-hydrocarbon
•tream and a vent hydrogen-hydrocarbon stream;

(e) a oompresKM means in communication with said separa-
tion zone via a separation zone effluent conduit and with

FLUOROMETRIC TITRATOR
Robert L. Seott, 12 CBHeway Ia; Sand N^jMe, Jr^._.^
dde Rd^ both of Medfidd, MMi. Q20S3; Chvlaa S. Jacoba.
Jr^ 136 Pollard Rd^ Mootaia LakM, NJ. 070M. aad
Charles A. Bdl, 18 Wood Ridge Rd^ Wcato^ Mmb. 02193

FUed Apr. 12, 1974»Scr. No.4«U97
lit a^ GOIN 31/16

U.S.a422—75 35<

^m_^yi 1. A fluorometric titrator comprising a device operable to
aspirate and subsequently discharge a sample, reversible means
to transfer said device between first and second positions,
sample control means to aspirate a precise sample volume into
said device when in said first position and to discharge that
volume in said second position, a fluorometer including a
cuvette to receive the discharged volume and to hold a reagent
that fluoresces when said sample volume is discharged therein,
means to deliver chelating agent into said cuvette, a pulse
generator controlled by the output of said fluoitmieter in re-
sponse to resulting fluorescence to operate the delivery means
for the cheating agent at a decreasing rate as the fluorescence
is reduced and to produce an indication at the value ofa chemi-
cal ccmtained in the sample.

said recycle-hydrogen-hydrocarbon stream conduit for
passage of said recycle to admixture with said hydrocar-
bonaceous charge stream; and

(0 1 vent conduit in communication with said recycle con-
duit, having a flow restriction device therein, for removal
of a portion of said vaporous hydrogen-hydrocarbon
stream from said process; said control system consisting

0) means for sensfaig the hydrogen concentration of the
entire reaction zone effluent in said reaction zone efflu-

ent conduit of element (c) before any separation of said
liquid product stream from said vaporous hydiogen-
hydrocatfbon stream;

(ii) compariaoa means for comparing said sensed hydto-
gacoaoentration with a predetermined selected con-
centration of said hydrogen and developing a signal
correlating thereto;

(iii) transmisrioB means for transmitting said developed
signal to said flow rettriction device in said vent conduit
of element (0 and thereby either increasing or decreas-
ing said conoentratira of said hydrogen in said recycle

4t47C,096
aRcurr arrangement for an apparatus for

MEASURING AND INDICATING THE
concentration op COMBUSTIBLE GASES AND

VAPORS CONTAINED IN AIR
WoMipag HIiht, Bertia, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmy, aaai^or to

Aaergeaallachaft GmbH, Berlin, Fed. Rep. of GcrMuy
FDed Alt. 11, 1M2, Sw. No. 407,120

,«2^,l2!^' »««*• ^•^ ^^ of GenMny, Aag. 12,
1901, 3132297

lit a.3 GOIN 27/16. 31/10
U.S.CL422—96 n

1. In a circuit arrangement for an apparatus for the measure-
ment and indication of the concentration of combustible gr*n
and vapors contained in air by the thermal effect principle,
indodmg a bridge circuit for measurement ot thermal effects
produced during a combustion process of combustiMe g^*n
and vapors and for {voducing a concentration-dependent mea-
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suring signal fed to an indicating ^^Mratus, the bridge circuit

having gas sensors in respective branches thereof which are in

the form ofa measuring sensor and a comparison sensor, and a

comparator connected for transmitting an additional signal to

the indicating apparatus at a specified measuring-bridge-volt-

age, the improvement compri^ng:

a. the comparator being connected in parallel with the mea-

suring bridge and, via a diode means, in parallel to the

indicating apparatus;

b. a resistance connected in parallel with the comparator and

connected in series with the bridge such that concentra-

tion-dependent bridge current is measured as a voltage

drop across the resistance;

c. the indicating a^Mratus being a digital indicating device,

and
d. a voltage divider connected to the comparator and

adapted to provide a reference voltage which is fed to the

comparator for comparison of said voltage drop with said

voltage reference, said comparator adapted such that

when the voltage drop attains or is less than the reference

voltage an additional measuring signal is superimposed on

the bridge-measuring signal such that the measuring range

of the ii^cating device is exceeded whereby indication is

switched off.

into a by-pass line forming part of said safety by-pass

means and which is in open communication with the

downstream portion of said low pressure nqHure disc,

means for ftiyiwfiitiwg open ixessure communication be-

tween said purge gas introduction means and the upstream

portion of said low pressure rupture disc and with the

downstream portion of said high pressure rupture disc for

introducing purge gas therebetween, said by-pass means

affording a vapor relief safety by-pass for said liquid

knock-out vessel means when both said high pressure

rupture disc and said low pressure rupture disc are rup-

tured by excessive pressure in the liquid knock-out vessel

means.

4,474,097

RELIEF SYSTEM
Joe Va Pool, nri MKfc F. Potia, both of BarticiTlile, OUa.,

ari»Mn to FWmpa Pctroleai COn Bartkafillc Okla.

DifWoaoTScr. No. 294,948, Ang. 28, 1981, Pat No. 4^409^420.

TUs ipplicithM Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424301

Iirt. a' BOIJ 10/00: G05D 16/00

V& CL 422—112 4 Oaiw

4,474,090

MICROWAVE HEATED FLUmDCED BED REACTOR
HAVING STAGES

Yatori NakaaMTl, YokohaM; TsayoaU MalsMsaia, CUha, aad

TakaaU Kabota, Kitaaohm, aU of Japan, aaaipon to MHad
Eag. * ShtpbdMliv Mltari PeirochcaL lad-, both of Tokyo

aad Tokyo SUboara DaaU KJL, faaapiii, aD of, Japaa

per No. PCr/JPSl/00209, 9 371 Date May 3, 1902, fi
102(c)

Date May 3, 1902, PCT Pab. No. WO02/00779, PCT Pab.

Date Mar. 18, 1982

PCT FDad Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 380,471

OataM priority, appUcatioa Japaa. Sep. 2, 1980, 55-121404

lat CL' BOU 8/26. 8/42. 19/08

U.S. CL 422-140 4 <

1. A h^wdlwig system for acid-containing hydrocarbon vapor

mixtures, said system comprising in combination:

(a) a liquid knock-out vessel means,

(b) means for introducing an acid-containing hydrocarbon

vapor mixtures into said liquid knock-out vessel means,

(c) means to remove liquid from said liquid knock-out vessel

means,

(d) a neutralizing vessel means,

(e) means to remove acid-containing vapor from said liquid

knock-out vessel means and to pass same to said neutraliz-

mg vessel means,

(0 means for removing neutralizing agent from a lower

portion of said neutn^zing vessel means and to pass same

to an upper portion of said neutralizing vessel means, said

agent removing means being provided with a heating

means to heat circulating neutralizing agent,

(g) means for removing de-acidified vapors from an upper

portion of said neutralizing vessel means and for passing

same to a flare,

(h) safety by-pass means connecting said liquid knock-out

vessel means and said flare, said by-pass means being

provided with a high pressure rupture disc in close prox-

imity to said liquid knock-out vessel means and a low

pressure rupture disc downstream firom said high pressure

rupture disc and located between said high pressure disc

aaid said flare, and

(i) means for introducing a sulfur-firee and HF-firee purge gas

1. A fluidized bed-type heating reactor of the form in which

water-containing nuclear fuel material is mtroduced into a

fluidized bed so as to undergo a beat-treatment, characterized

in that a dispersion plate is provided in a lower portion within

a reactor main body laterally extending from one side to a

point in the vicinity of the opposite side of the reactor main

body; at least two weirs are mounted above the dispersion

plate, the at least two weirs being step-wise reduced in height

to a tlischarge opening of the reactor main body, the fluidized

bed being partitioned by said at least two weirs into a pluraUty

of laterally continuoittly arranged fluidized-bed portions;

means for delivering microwaves to each of the flui<tized-bed

portions comprising a waveguide duct which houses one end

of an irradiation duct, the other end of which is disposed in

respectiwe fluidized bed portions so as to apply microwaves to

thereby heat the fluidized-bed portions to different tempera-

tures and have the nuclear fiid material heat-treated.

4y474,099

MEIHOD OF RECOVERING URANIUM
Floyd E. Gaaip, Traffofd, Pa., aad Amy B. ^T iiai l ilaaist, Ar-

mda, Colo., aaaigann to WyaiaiaB Mlaeral

Lakewood, Colo.

FDad Dae. 24, 1980, Sar. No. 219,715

lat CL' OOIG 43/00

UJS.a 423-10 13

1. A method of recovering uranium firom a carbonate leach
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solution contmning a uranyl carbonate complex and a monova-
lent ion comprising:

(1) adjusting the pH of said solution to about 5 to about 7.5;

(2) adding phosphate ion to said solution in an amount at
least about 10 mole % in excess of the amount needed to
react stoichiometricaUy with said uranium to form a com-

to

PRODUCING AMMONIUM URANATE IN SPHERICAL
PARnCULATE FORM

Jacques Dogna, Chariy Par Vennisoa, Fhucc, «,
Prodaits CUmiqoei Ugiae Kahlaaaii, Puis, Fknee

Filed Sep. 3, IMl, Ser. No. 299^1
Claims priority, applicatloa FraMC, Mqr Z2, 1979, 79 12953

lat CL^ GOIG 43/00UA a. 423-253
jchta.

CMTsaujunoN^
vcsscL « a,

nw»

pound of said monovalent ion, uranium, and said phos-
phate which is insoluble in said solution; and

(3) separating said insoluble compound from said solution.
8. A method according to claim 1 wherein said insoluble

compound is MUO2PO4.3H2O where M is selected from the
group consisting of alkali metals, ammonium, and mixtures
thereof

1. A process for the production of an easUy handled ammo-mum diuranate in the form of spherical particles having a mean
diameter m the range of from 30 to 150 ^im, an untamped bulk
density of 2 to 2.8 g/cm^, and a Carr scale flowability of at
least 95, said process comprising introducing a uranyl sulfate
solution and introducing an ammoniacal solution into a fluid-
ized bed of ammonium diuranate particles to produce a super-
saturated solution of ammonium diuranate, precipitating the
supersaturated solution in the fluidized bed at a pH in the range
of from 6.6 to 7.2 to form the easUy handled spherical particles
of ammonium diuranate, and withdrawing the spherical parti-
cles so formed from the bed.

4,476,100
METHOD OF ENHANCING SELECTIVE ISOTOPE

DESORPTION FROM METALS

na^ both of NJ., aarignon to The United States of America
« repreaented by the Unites Statta Department of Energy,
WaaUngtoB, D.C.

Filed Jul. 26, 19S3, Ser. No. 517,477
lot a.i BOID 59/00

VS. a 423-249 ,0 ca«taf

4,476,102
MOLYBDENUM OXYCARBONITRIDE COMPOSITIONS

AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE SAME
Lvrry E. McCandllah, Highland Park, and Lariaaa W. Tnnww,

Falriawn, both of NJ., aaslgnors to Exxon Reacarch and
Engineering Co., FloriuuB Park, NJ.

FUed No?. 24, 1990, Ser. No. 209,998
The portion of the term of this patent sobseqneot to Jan. 17,

2001, has been disdained.

Int a^ CMC S/00
UACL423-365

11 Claims

1. A method ofenhancing the desorption of a fust isotope of
a diatomic gas from a metal comprises the steps of:

(a) establishing a partial pressure of a second isotope of said
diatomic gas in the vicinity of said metal;

(b) heating said metal to a temperature such that said fmt
isotope is desorbed from the metal; and

(c) reducing the partial pressure of said first isotope while
n»intaining the partial pressure of said second isotope
substantially constant.

1. A composition of matter consisting essentially of molyb-
denum oxycarbonitride, possessing a face-centered cubic struc-
ture, as evidenced by powder X-ray diffractometry and ele-
mental analysis, said composition having interstitial oxygen,
carbon and nitrogen atoms distributed throughout the bulk
structure.

6. A process for producing the composition of daim 1 com-
prismg the step of thermally decomposing an amine molybdate
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at elevated temperature sufficient to form said composition in

the presence of a nonoxidizing atmosphere wherein said amine

contains at least one single bond C—N grouping.

4*476,103

CATALYTIC PRODUCnON OF METAL CARBONYLS
FROM METAL OXIDES

Richard S. Sapicua, Shorihaa; WUliaa A. Slcgeir, Hamttam

Bays, airi Midnd T. Fora^ Rocky Poiirt, an or N.Y., MBlgB-

on to 1W Uaitad Slataa of Aacriea as uprsssatsd by the

United States Dspwfsrt <f Eaergy, WaaUivtoa
FIM Jaik 6, 1984, Ser. No. 568,762

IM. a? one 1/04

VS.a 423-417 12 Clalns

10. A catalytic or stoichiometric process for prodocing a

carbonyl from an oxide selected firom molybdenum and iron in

the presence of copper as free metal, oxide, or chemically

combined, which comprises reacting said molybdenum or iron

oxide with CO at about 25 atm. or greater and about lS0*-260*

C. in the presence of H2 and H2O promoten and recovering

carbonyl.

"to "« «
MMMHOUS NrmiTE OCRVEO MaQi

4476,105

PROCESS FOR PHOTOSYNTHETICALLY SPLTmNG
WATER

EHas Greeibniii, Orii Wim* Tch., asiliani to Tht Uaitad

States of AaMrica as represented by the United States Depart-

cat of Eacrgy, WasMagloa, D.C.

Filed Jaa. 28, 1982, Ser. Na 343,666

lat CL* GOIB 13/00

VS.a 423-448 R 11

«T-a—••

4y476,104

MANGANESE DIOXIDE AND PROCESS FOR THE
PRODUCnON THEREOF

Gcofflrey W. Meilors, RoyaHoa, Ohio, aasifBor to Uaioa Car-

Ude Corporatioa, Daalrary, Coaa.

CoatlaaatioB-la'part of Ser. No. 451,877, Dec 21, 1982,

abaadoaed. This appUcatioa Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 476,639

lat CL} OOIG 45/02

VS.a 423-605 9

1. A process for producing gaseous hydrogen, comprising:

providing a reactor whose interior is isobted from atmo-

sphere and which contains a body of water, said water

containing photolytic material, sidd reactor including a

volume for recdving gases evolved from said water,

exposing said material in said reactor to visible light to effect

photosynthetic splitting of said water into gaseous hydro-

gen and oxygen,

pumping on said volume to maintain the oxygen partial

pressure therein at a value preventing oxygen-inactivation

of said hydrogenase by transferring a gaseous mixture

comprising evolved hydrogen and oxygen from said vol-

ume into a separation zone, and

separating the gaseous hydrogen and oxygen so withdrawn.

1. Manganese dioxide having a surface area no greater than

about 15 square meters/gram and having an X-ray diffraction

pattern indicating reUrtive intensities, when compared with

crystalline beta manganese dioxide, of no greater than about

30% at d value 3. 12 A, ofno greater than about 80% at d value

141 A, ofno greater than about 65% at d value 1.63 A and of

no greater than about 65% at d value 1.31 A.

5. A process for the production of manganese dioxide from

manganous nitrate hexahydrate-oontaining material compris-

ing the steps of:

(a) heating in an oxygen-containing atmosphere manganous

nitrate hexahydrate<ontaining material to between about

120* C. and about 180* C until a substantially complete

decomposition of the manganous nitrate into manganese

dioxide has occurred; and

(b) further elevating the temperature to between about 210*

C and about 300* C, and maintaining this temperature

until the manganese dioxide has a surface area of no

greater than about IS mVgm and an X-ray diffraction

pattern indicating relative intensities, when compared

with crystalline beta manganese dioxide, of no greater

than about 30% at d value 3.12 A, no greater than about

80% at d value 2.41 A, no greater than about 65% at d

value 1.63 A and no greater than about 65% at d value

1.31 A.

<476406
PROCESS FOR THE EXTEMPORANEOUS

PREPARATION OF AN INJECTABLE FATTY ACID
TAGGED IN THE OMEGA POSmON BY MEANS OF

RADIOACTIVE IODINE
Aadfi Bardy, Moraagia; Michd CoMt Salat Ep«?e; SaWae

Cooraaert Dampierrc; Jeaa-Paal MatUea, ^TasHaagrj Fraa-

coiae Rich^ GoaceUa, aad Miehd Vidal, Saiat laader, aU of

FVaaee, aasigBors to Commissariat a rEacrgie Atoadqae,

Paris, Fraace

FDed Jaa. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,581

ClalflM priority, applicatloa Ftaacc, JaL 2, 1981, 81 13039

lat a' A61K 43/Oa 49/00

VS. a. 424—Ll 20 OalM
1. A process for the preparation of a fatty acid tagged with

radioactive iodine, wherein a non-radioactive fatty acid which

is substituted in the omega position by an halogen selected

from the group consisting of bromine and iodine is reacted

with radioactive iodide in the dry state, in the presence of

vehicling iodide, to exchange the bromine or iodine of such

fatty acid for radioactive iodine.

4,476,107

MOUTHWASH COMPOSTHON
Irriag R. SchMika, Groaae De, Mich., aasigaor to BASF Wyaa-

dotte CorporatiOB, WyaadoCte, Mich.

FUed Jaa. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,825

lat CL^ A61K 7/16, 7/18. 7/22

VS. CL 424—49 12 CWaa
1. A pleasant tasting aqueous mouthwash which is stable,

visually clear, and haze free at temperatures bdow 8* C. com-

prising about 60 to 90 percent by wdght of water, about 0.01

to 15 percent by weight of flavoring material, from to about

20 percent by weight of a non-toxic alcohol and tboat 0.5 to

5.0 percent by wdght ofa nonionic surfactant consnting essen-

tially of a polyoxyethylene-polyoxybutylene block copolymer

wherein the polyoxybiji^lene portion of the compound has a

mdecular wdght of at least about 500 and the polyoxyethyl-

ene portions contribute from about 50 to 90 percent by weight

of the compound.
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iKkH.
BACTERICIDAL METHOD

r, 202 W. Sama Afc^ RMhwftiH, NJ. 07070,^S.R«-i—.lOOA-wA^W-tRo^iry.
t of S«. No. 22S,7i2, J«. M, IMl,

, _ -- ^atta F«k. 7, 1M3, S«r. No. 464y596

..« « ht ai A«I1 7/H 7/2a S7/4i, 33/40
UJ5.a 424-50 « Q,^tA method for bygenically tieotiiig humans for the dental
doeaaes compriang caries, gingivitis and periodontitis in the
oral cavity which comprises: forming a bactericide having a
hmited period ofbacteriologica] activity; said bactericide com-
prising a peroxide selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen peroxide, sodium peroxide, methyl peroxide and ethyl
peroxide in a concentration range fixMn 0.00003 to 3% by
weight, a peroxidase within the classification E.C. 1.11.1.7 in a
concentration range from l.OxlO"* to l.OxlO-i units per
cubic centimeter and a source of predetermined donor mole-
cules adapted to act as a substrate for said peroxidase, with the
coooentraiion of said donor molecules bdng in a range from
a0001«to 10% by weight storing said three components in a
nonreactmg state; interacting the three components to cause a
caialyied reaction by said peroxidaae for generating free radi-
cals from said source of donor molecules and substantiaUy
umultaneously applying the three interacting components as
an admixture to any desired location within the oral cavity
whereby bacteria preaent at said location during said limited
period of bacteriological activity will be lolled.

mixture at a temperature of approximately -S* C untO a
third precipitote and a third supernatant liquid are formed:

centnfiiging said third mixture to separately obtain said third
preci|Mtate and said third supernatant liquid; and

freeie-drying said third supernatant liquid to obtain said
gamma globulm OHnpoaition.

4«47M10
BIOLOGICAL TSEATMENT OF PLANTSCM<a> C. Hay^ S•addatM^ Fad. Rap. ofGanHvy, aiid John

Rcoeareh FwiaHna, Maiisa% Wto.RM M«r 10, IM2, Sar. No. 37C346
j. : Irt. a' AOIN 63/00, 65/00

UJS. a. 424—93
4 ,

^

1. The method ofcontrolling the damage caused by Keniuhb
inaequalis to apple trees which comprises adding to apple tree
leaves or leaf Utter an ^active amount ofAtfielia bombaeina to
msure the dominance of the^rAeAa bombadna in the microbial
community on the an>le tree leaves in—

g

npiifl

4«47<,109
METHOD OF PREPARING GAMMA GLOBULIN

SUITABLE FOR INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
'* """ "' Tokyo; F^nrio Karon, flaswia. TooUta^

I, Mi MaaaM loMtsi^ TaniU, aU of Ja-
I to F^lraMo KabHhfU KaUa, Tokyo, Japan

FDad Say. 24, lM2,Sar. No. 423,418

. « ,****'' 0P""**« *P«i Sap. 2f, 1901, 56-153133

UA^S*S^" ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

1. A method of preparing a ganma globulin composition
cooaming of90 to 95 wt. % gamma globulin and 5 to 10 wt. %
albumm and which is suitable for intravenous administration.
comprising the steps of:

anxing together a sample of human blood plasma and a
quantity ofethanol to form a fint mixture, said quantity of
ethmol being sufficient to adjust the ethanol concentra-
tion of said fint mixture to within the range of 8 to 9 vol
%, and hoWing said first mixture at a temperature of from
O-to-S C. until a fint predpiute and a first supernatant
hquid are formed;

oentrifbging said first mixture to separately obtain a fint
precipitate and said first supernatant l^uid;

adding ethanol and a buffer to said fint supernatant liquid to
obtain a second mixture, the amount of ethanol added
being such that the ethanol content of said second mixture
n m the range of 30 to 33 vol. %, and the amount of said
bttfTer added being such that the pH of said second mix-
ture IS adjusted by said buffer to a value within the range
of 5.5 to 6.5, and the protea concentration of said second
mixture is in the range of 1.0 to 10 wt %, and then main-
tauung said second mixture at a temperature of approxi-
mately -5* C until a second precipitate and a second
supernatant liquid are formed;

centrifiiging said second mixture to separately obtain said
•econd precipitate and said second supernatant liquid;

""T^wting said second precipitate in water and adding a
buffer thereto to form a third mixture, the amount of said
buffer added being such that the pH of said third mixture
IS in the range of 4.0 to 5.0,

adding ethanol to said third mixture in an amount such that
the ethanol concentration of said third mixture is in the
range of 10 to 16 vol. %, and then mainfyining ^^1 third

4^6,111
ANTIBIOTIC S/433 AND PROCESS FOR TTS

PREPARATION
CaroHM CoroMill; Angelo BonH botk of Milan; Giorgio

PiraU, Sarono, and Gtofimri MMnOo, Milan, aU of Italy.
aaaignon to Grappo Lapattt SjMt, Milan, Italy

Filed Oct 19, 1901, Sar. No. 312,486
^^Oataa priority, appMendon UnHad llnatom. Oct 25. 1980,

Irt. CL' A61K 35/00: CUP 1/06
U.S.a 424-119 4Chtaa

1. Antibiotic S/433 which is an orange*red crystalline mate-
rial which is soluble in dimethylformamide, dimethylsulfoxide,
or acetic acid; b slighdy soluble in chloroform or methylene
chloride; but is insoluble in water, methanol, petroleum ether,
or ethyl ether; which, on heating to 150* C. changes its colour
to dark orange-red and decomposes with no well defined
melting point at 200* C; and which has:
(A) an approximate elemental composition of 57.88 percent

carbon, 5.33 percent hydrogen; 9.51 percent nitrogen, and
(by difference) 27.28 percent oxygen;

(B) an infrared absorption wptctnm in nujol with the follow-
ing observable absorption maxima: 3310, 3140, 3020, 2950
(nujol). 2920 and 2860 (nujoIX 1680, 1655. 163a 1605.
152a 1495. 1460 (nujolX 1425, 1380 (nujol). 133a 1325,
1290, 1250, 1225, 119a 116a 1140. Ilia 1085. 1070. 1040.
102a 1005, 98a 97a 95a 93a 9ia 880, 85a 830, 80a 780,
765, 750, 740, awl 710 cm- 1;

(C) anultraviolet absorption spectrum with the foUowing
abaorption tny»Tina'

(a) in 0.IN hydrochloric acid: 268 nm (Ei „„'*»414> 315
nm (Ei cm'*= 335>, 322 (shoulder);

(b) in phosphate buffer pH 7.38: 266 nm (Ei „„>»=414).
321 nm (E| «„>»=326);

(c) in phosphate buffer pH 9.3: 266 nm (E| em'* -403)-
322 nm (Ei cm'* =326);

(D) a titratable group with a pK« value of 7.8 in methylcd-
los(rfve:water iai5
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(E) two polarograpUc waves with E)» —0. 16 and -0.51 v;

(suspoided in dbnethylformamide/acetato buffer pH 5.4).

(F) the foUowing R/vidues in the paper-chromatographic

systems indicated below (with Whatman no. 1 paper)

Sdvent system R^vslutt

n-butanol satonted whh pho^ibsse

bnffier pH 6.0

n-butanol tatiuated with water -f

2% p-toluenesulfonic acid

n-butand latunted with water +
2%NH40H
phosphate bnffier pH 6.0 saturated

with n-butanol

n-butaiiold!ietlianol:water

(40:10-J0)

n-botanol:aoetic acidiwater

(2:1:1)

ao-a2

ao-a2

ao

a7

04

a7S

4^76,113

STABILiaZD FUMIGANT COMPOSITION
COMPRISING AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF
AMMONIA, HYDROGEN SULllDE, CARBON

MSULFIDE AND SULFUR
C Yo«« FtfkrtoB, and Jmm A. Graaa, D,

botk of CaUf., Mri^ora to UniM on Company of <

Loa Angelaa, Calif.

Filed Oct 27, 1901, Scr. No. 315>I02

lit CL^ AOIN 59/04

U.S. CL 424—161 31

1. A fumigant composition comprising an aqueous solution

of a solute which comprises an effective amount of ammonia,

hydrogen sulfide and carbon disulfide, wherein the molarity of

hydrogen sulfide is greater than the molarity of carbon dnul*

fide, and is about one-half the molarity of ammonia.

(G) the following R/ values in the thin-layer chromato-

graphic systems indicated below:

Solvent system (v/v) R/-values

2% NaH2P04.'CH3CN 6:4

(pH6.S)
chtoroformsBethanolaoetic acid

(80-JO:5)
.

0.4S (oa alics gel

(0F2S4 silanised plates)

0.38 (on olica-gel

60F254 plates)

(H) the foUowing characteristic reacticms:

ToUens negative

FehUng negative

Anthrone negative

HzSOiOOOc. negative

KMn04 aqueous positive

positive

hydrolysis)

4,476,114

IRON*SELENIUM PREPARATION
Time J. PckkaMn, Vantaa, Finland, aaaipMr to Orion-yhtyidl

Oy, HeUaU, Finland

Filed Apr. 5, 1903, Sar. No. 402,263

CfadM priority, application Finland, Apr. 7, 1902, 021233

taLCL^AlOK 33/04. 31/70

US.a 424-164 5 Caatas

1. An injectable trace element solution comprising a precipi-

tate-free aqueous solution containing a ddiciency-treating

amount of an iron compound and a selenium compound,

wherein the iron oompoimd is ferric dextran. ferric polymal-

toae or the correspondmg hydrolysates thereof, and the sele-

nium compound is selenium dioxide or sodium selenite, the

ratio of selenium to irop being from lO"' to 10"
' by weight.

5. A method of treating a deficiency sute of iron and sele-

nium in a inywini^l comprising administering to the mammal a

deficiency-treating amount of the solution of claim 1.

(I) A proton Magnetic Restmance spectnm which exhibits

the foUowing peaks (in CFiCOOH, 8 units): 2.12 (s);

2.5-2.6 (m>, 3.0-3.4 (m); 3.5-4.7 (m); 4.12 (s); 4.82 (s);

5.1-5.2 (m>, 5.51 (s).

4^76,112

FOOD PRESERVATIVE COMPOSmON
Ralph W. Averaaao, Haasdan, Com., aaalgnor to Stay Fkaah,

Incn Beaton, Maaa.

Contfanatlon-in-part or Sar. No. 376^14, May 10, 1902, Pat

No. 4^16309. lUa ^plication No?. 14, 1903, Sar. No. 551,026

1W portion of the torai of tUa patent anbaaqpant to No?. 22,

2000, hna bean diadntaNdi

Int CLJ AOIN 59/00: A23B 4/02. 4/11 7/10. 7/14

U.S.a 424-127 •

1. A composition for treating edible products to maintain the

desirable color thereof and to maintain freshness consisting

essentiaUy of from 10 to 40% of each of the foUowing compo-

nents:

(a) a material selected from the group consisting of ascorbic

add, the sodium and potassium salts thereof and mixtures

thereof;

(b) a material selected from the group consisting of citric

acid, the sodium and potassium salts thereof and mixtures

thereof;

(c) a material selected from the group consisting of sodium

carbonate, potaasium carbonate and mixtures thereof; and

(d) a material selected from the group consisting (rf sodium

and potassium suUite, bisulfite and metabisulfite and mix-

tures thereof.

4^76,115

ANALGESIC COMPOSITION AND METHOD OF
TREATING SUBDERMAL PAIN

RayMmd E. Read, P.O. Box 1U7, Carefree, Aria. 05377

FDad JaL 5, 1903, Sar. No. 510,566

Int a.» A611 jy/da 31/165, 31/415. 33/04

UJS. CL 424-164 "
1. A compoaition for treatment of subdermal pain by topical

^>plication to the skin comprising a mixture of (1) an analgesic

drug selected from the group consisting of salicylates, phe-

nocetin, acetaminophen, acetanilid, antipyrine, amino-pyrine,

phenylbutazone and mixtures thereof with (2) a water-sohible

non-toxic sulfite, the weight ratio of sulfite to analgesic drug

being from 2:1 to 15:1.

4^76,116

POLYPEPTIDES/CHELATING AGENT NASAL
COMPOSITIONS HAVING ENHANCED PEPTIDE

ABSORPTION
ShabMr T. Aaflt, Palo Aho, CaUf., aari^or to SyMax (U.SA.)

Inc., Palo Alto, CaUf.

FUad Dae. 10, 1902, Sar. No. 440,547

Int CL' C07C 103/52: A61K 37/02

MS. CL 424-177 1* Oalam

1. A nasal spray composition having enhancrri polypeptide

absorption which comprises 0.00005 to 10% weight/weight

(w/w) of a pharmaoeuticaUy active polypeptide; 0.005 to 10%

w/w of a pharmaceuticaUy acceptable chelating agent; and a

pharmaceuticaUy acceptable exciptent in a quantity sufficient

to make weight
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DObfERS OF PEPTIDE AMIDES
Mn S. MfliiBjr« CkMMlt IUmCi Eat^tmit Mri^Mir to iipfr***

IiiMtriM FLCt Loadoa* E^nd
F1M Dk. IS. IM2. Scr. No. 440^SW

Uiitai ¥ht$m, Jml U, 1912,

IM. a' O07C 103/SZ' AtflK i7/a?
U.S.a 424—177 8

1. A oonpouod of the fonnuk:

R>
r

R2'

Rl

/

\

Tyr—Oly—A—Phe—B—NH

Tyr—Oly—A—Phe—B—NH
r/

wherein R' and R2, which may be the same or diflferent, stand
for an alk-2-enyl radical of not more than 6 carbon atoms, A
stands for Oly or Azgly, B stands for Leo or Met, and J stands
for a group of the formula—(CHj),,—, wherein n stands for an
integer from 1 to 10. or for a phenylene radical, or a phar-
maceotically-acceptable acid-addition salt thereof

4^74418
STABILIZED INSULIN PREPARATIONS

J«H J. V. Bruge, KlMupwhotg, and S?cid Hafdud, Hvi-
done, both of Dcnark, amt^ton to No?o IndHtri A/S,

carrier or diluent and an effective nerve sprouting stimulating
amount of at least one inner ester ganglioside derivative com-
prising:

(a) a carbohydrate portion, at least one ceramide and at least
one acid OKMety;

(b) said carbohydrate portion including at least one N-
__ acetylgalactosamine or N-acetylglucosamine moiety and

at least one glucose (x galactose moiety;
(c) said acid moiety including at least one N^wetytoeuram-

inic acid or N-glycolyhieuraminic acid; and
(d) the carboxyl group of at least one of said acid moieties

being ester bonded to a hydroxy group of one of said
carbohydrates or one of said acid moieties to form a lac-
tonic ring.

12. A phannaceutical composition system for stimulating
nerve sprouting which comprises a first container containing a
solvent system and a second container containing a solid excip-
ient and a lyophihzed powder of an effective nerve qnouting
stimulating amount ofat least one inner ester ganglioside deriv-
ative, said gan^oside derivative comprising:

(a) a carbohydrate portion, at least one ceramide and at least
one acid moiety;

(b) said carbohydrate portion including at least one N-
acetylgalactosamine or N-acetylglucosamine moiety and
at least one glucose or galactose moiety;

(c) said acid moiety including at least one N-acetylneuram-
inic acid or N-glycolyhieuraminic acid; and

(d) the carboxyl group of at least one of said acid moieties
being ester bonded to a hydroxy group of one of said
carbohydrates or one of said acid moieties to form a lac-
tcmic ring, whereby the contents of said containers are
mixed to form a treatment solution.

Filed Feb. 4, 1963, Scr. No. 443,730
OaiflH priority, appUortioa Deonrk, Feb. 5, 1982, 49V82

brt. a.) A41K 37/26
UAa 424-178 16Claiw

1. An insulin solution suitable for use in continuous insulin
delivery characterized by being physically stable under condi-
tions for such delivery optionally, comprising a preserving
agent, an agent rendering the solution isotonic, and a pH-buff-
ering agent, which solution contains essentially ionized zinc in
a concentration correspondmg to a content of zinc ions at the
disposal of the insulin of more than 4 Zn^+Zhexamer insulin
but below the limit for Zn insulin precipitation.

4^4,119
METHOD FOR PREPARING GANGUOSIDE
DERIVATIVES AND USE THEREOF IN
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSHIONS

FhMMce deOt Vallc, PadH, aad AveUo RoMO, ROM, both of
Bily, tiriVMin to Fldia SjfJL, PadM. Italy

FDed Ai«. 4y 1981, Scr. No. 290,106
IM. a> A41K 31/70

U.S.a424-180 21ChiiM
1. A method for stimulating nerve sprouting which com-

prises administering an effective nerve sprouting stimulating
amount of at least one inner ester ganglioside derivative com-
prising:

(a) a carbohydrate portion, at least one ceramide and at least
one acid moiety;

(b) said carbohydrate portion including at least one N-
cetylgalactosamine or N-acetylghicoumine moiety and
at least one glucose or galactose moiety;

(c) said acid moiety including at least one N-acetybieuram-
inic acid or N-glycolybieunminic acid; and

(d) the carboxyl group of at least one of said acid moieties
being ester bonded to a hydroxy group of one of said
carbohydrates or one of said acid moieties to form a toc-
tooicring.

8. A pharaiaoeutical composition for stimulating nerve
sprouting which comprises a pharmaceutically acceptable

4,476,120
THIOLIC DERIVATIVES OF ERYTHROMYCIN HAVING
THERAPEUTIC ACnVITY, AND PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM
Jacques GoMlla, ZolUkoa Zarigo, Switicrlaad, aMigaor to
SiffM Taa Indiitrie FarMccatiche Riaaitcs, pji, Rome, Italy

Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 344,960
Claims priority, appttcatfaw France, Feb. 2, 1962, 82 00821

Int a.3 A61K 31/71: C07H 17/08
U.S.a 424-180 UOaiM

1. Thiolic derivatives of erythromycin and of 2'-propionic
ester of erythromycin having the formula:

R-X
(1)

wherein R represents a radical selected from the group consist-
ing of

(1) carboxymethylcysteine

NH2
I

CH2—CH—COO(-)

S
I

CH2COOH

(2) thiazolidin-4-carboxylic acid

"I o
N—

H

coo(-

(3) mercapto-succinic acid
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HS—CH—COOH

CH2—coo<-)

and X is the radical of erythromycin or of the propionic

ester of erythromycin having the formula:

CH3 CH3OH CHs

CH3 H

in which Ri is H or CH3—CH2—CO.
9. A process of administering to an animal in need of an

antibiotic a compound according to claim 1 in an amount

effective as an antibiotic.

4^76,122

ALKYLOXIMES OF
7-AMINO-THIAZ0LYL>ACBTAMIDO<CEPHAL0SPO>

RANIC ACIDS
Rani HcyMcRoMtaffllca^Aadrt Late, Slraaboi

of Fhnec aariffon to Roacad Udaf, Paris, F^aaec

Diflaioa of Scr. No. 796,315, May 12, 1977, Pat No. 4,202,893,

wMch iiacortfaMtlaah part of Scr. No. 781,344» Mar. 2S,

1977, ahaainaul ins appUcatkw Doc 13, 1978, Scr. No.

969088

CWm priority, appHratloB Fraaea, Mar. 25, 1976, 76 06690

lat a.3 A61K 31/545; C07D 501/56

UJ5.a 424-246 14

1. A compound of the formida

wherein R is —CH2—SR', R' is selected from the group ooa-

sisting of 1-roethyl-tetrazolyl and 2-methyl-l,3,4-thiadiazolyl,

Rl is hydrogen, R2 i> selected from the group consisting of

alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms and alkenyl and aDcynyl of 2 to 4

caibon atoms, A u selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, an alkali metal cation, an equivalent of an alkaline

earth metal or magnesium, and a non-toxic, pharmaceutically

acceptable organic amine base cation and OR2 is in the syn

position.

4^76,123

ANTIBIOTIC DERIVATIVES, DERIVED FROM
CEPHALOSPORINS WITH THIAZOLYL

SUBSTITUENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AND SALTS THEREOF

Bcraard Laboeaw, Moatpellier, and All Saihi, St Gdy da Fesc,

both of France, aasigBors to SoMrfl, Paris, Fraace

Filed Mar. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 353,890

OaiaH priority, appttcatloa FriUMC, Mar. 3, 1961, 81 04243

lat CL^ A61K 31/545: C07D 501/56

VS.a 424—246 7 ClalM

1. Derivatives of the family of cephalosporins having the

formula:

4^476,121

BOWEL EVACUANT AND METHOD OF TREATING
GONSIIPATION

D«?id W. Moca, 885 Park Avcn New York, N.Y. 10021

FDed Mar. 1, 1963, Sar. No. 470^979

lat a' A61K 35/78

U.S.a424-195 5aaiM
1. A composition useful in the treatment of constipation

oxnprising (a) a first portion of at least two dried fh^ se-

lected from the group consisting of prunes, qmcots and raisins

in approximately equal amounts; and (b) a second portion

including about eqiul quantities of glycerine and compond

senna, the ratio of (a) to (b) being about 48:1 to about 12:1.

"T-L «N Vs,^C—NH

N

f

J- N ^^^CH2R2

CXhA

in which A is chosen from the group of cations consisting of

alkali metal cations, alkaline earth cations, triethylammonium,

2-hydroxethylammonium, tertiary butyl, and hydrogen;

R] represents S'

group —C—R«

in which Ka and R^each designate, independently, hydrogen

or methyl, or R^ and Kb taken together with the carbon to

which they are attached form a cyclobutyl or cydopentyl ring,

and Re is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

carboxyl, and tertiarybutoxycarbonyl; and R2 is selected from

the group consisting of

—N
O
I

O—C-CH2-L r R3

N
®X©

wherein Rsis H or NH2and X- is a pharmaceutically-occepta-

ble anion; or a pharmaceutically-acceptaUe acid addition salt
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of the oompoand in which A it t tertiary butyl or hydrogen
and Re i* tertiary butoxycarbonyl or carboxyl.

3. An antibiotic pharoMceatical compontion uaeful in human
and veterinary medicine, containing a therapeutically effective

doae, at active ingrecfient, of a product according to claim 1 or

J-AMINCM-THIAZOLYL-l^XYIMINO-ACErAMIDO.
BICYCLOOCTENE^IAKBOXYLIC ACIDS

AWn Bg—t, Lhr]r<GanBn. and Didicr

KBoia, aM «r Fknee, airifMn to Ronaael
Uchrf; Paria. FkaMc

FUad May U 1M2, te. Ntt. 377,Sf7
laritjr, ipiHraHii Vnmet, MayU 1M1« tl 0fSt9
in. a> OTTD 417/11' AilK 31/54

VS. CL 434-246 16 rimt^
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of syn

isomers of optically active isomers and racemates of 7-[2-(2-

anmK>4*thiazdyl)-2-oxyiniino-acetamido>bicyclooctene<ar-

boxylio add derivatives of the formula

OOOA

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
optionally substituted alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and option-

ally substituted alkenyl and alkynyl of 2 to 6 carbon atoms, R]
is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl,
halomethyl, hydroxymethyl and acyloxymethyl of an organic
carboxyhc acid of 1 to 7 carbon atoms, X is optionally oxidized
sulflir, A ia selected Cram the group *'^'—^titig of hydrogen, an
alkah metal, —NH4. alkaUne earth metal equivalent, a non-
toxic, pharmaoctttically acceptable organic amine and an easily

cleavable ester group and their non-toxic, pharmaceuticaUy
ocepfhie acid addition salts, the optional substituents being
selected froot the group consisttng of (^jtionally salified or
esterified caiboxyl, alkoxycarboqrl, carbamoyl, dimethylcar-
bamoyl, amino, dialkyhunino of 1 to 6 alkyl caiboaa, alkyl-

amino of 1 to 6 alkyl carbons, halogens, alkoxy and alkylthio of
1 to 6 carbon atoms, tetrazolyl, optionally alkyl substituted

phenylthio, optionally aUcyl substituted tetrazolylthio and
thiadiazolylthio wherein the alkyl is 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

U. A method of combattmg bacterial infections in warm-
bkxided aaimab comprising administering to warm-blooded
anhnals an antibacterially effective amount of at least one
ooaqwund exclaim 1.

r.ic 1

,. vu
M74»U8

BENZOBISOXAZINETETRONES AND ANTI'ALLERGIC
USE THEREOF

BOTMTi Ua?, Scandale, N.Y,. aid FMUh Haaat. Bwiatoa,
NJ.. Ipo r i t§ USV PharaMcaiHkal Garponliea, T«ry.
town. N.Y.

Fllad Mar. 24, IMS, Scr. No. 47134
Int a> AilK 31/535. 31/54; OOTD 498/04. 513/04

U5.a434-3«i 29
'% A compoiiud of the ftarmnhi

1
and i^iannaceutically acceptable salts thereof, wherem:
X and Y are independently O, S, NH. N-alkyl, or N-aryl;

Ri is H, lower alkyl. aryl, aralkyl, alkoxyalkyl, aminoalkyl
or carboxyalkyl;

R2 and R3 are independently H, OH, alkoxy, lower alkyl,

aryl, araUcyl, halogen, trifluoromethyl, nitro, cyaao, car-

booy or sdfonamido. >

11. An anti-allergic composition for administration to a
mammal having allergic conditions comprising in combniation
with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier an effective amount
of an anti-allergic compound of the formula

;i

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof, wherein:
X and Y are independently O, S, NH, N-alkyl, or N-aryl;

Ri is H, lower alkyl, »ty\, aralkyl, alkoxyalkyl, aminoalkyl
or carboxyalkyl;

R2 and Ra are nidependently H, OH, alkoxy, lower alkyl,

aryl. aralkyl, halogen, trifluoromethyl, nitro, cyano, car-

boxy or sulfonamido.

4,47<,12(

1A4 TRIAZOZE AMINES AND THEIR
PHARMACEUnCAl. USE

Dafid E. Baya. aiad John W. CUttarmr, both of HcftfoidaUre,
United Ktafdom, aaslp^ to GhBo Graap Liaritad, London

FOcd Jan. 11, 1982,'9er. No. 387330
priority, appiicatkM Uaited Riagdom, Jaa. 11, 1981,

8117999; JaL 22. 1991. 8122608
lit CU kSOL 31/45: OOTD 403/10. 403/14 ^

UJS. CL 424—348J6 OCUw
1. A compound of formula (I)

Rj-N N (I)

RlR2N-AIk-Q-(CH2),X(CH2)mNH-U jL-AIk«.OCOR4
N

or a physiologically acceptable salt or hydrate thereof in

which

Ri represents Ci.u alkyl. Cm cydoalkyl, C34 alkenyl, C34
dkynyl, aryl Cm iftyl, heteroaralkyl wdierein the hcteroa-

ryl portion is thienyl, pyrrolyl, pyridyl, fiiryl or thiazolyl

^ which aaay be nasubstitited or sobstitated by Cf.j aUc^,
C1.3 alkoxy, hydroxyQ^ alkyl, amino Ci^alkyl. Ci^alkyl-
aminb C14 alkyl, di-Ci^ alkyl anuno C\4, alkyl or halogen,
the alkyl portion of the heteroaraHcyl ring is a straight or
branched Cm alkyl chain, and the heteroaryl ring is tinhed

to the alkyl portion through a carbon atom; trifluoro Cm
iftyl or Cm aikyl sidMituted by hydroxy, C14 alkoay,

amino, Cm alkyiamino, di Cm aHcylammo or C34 cycloal-
kyl; and R2 represents hydrogen orCm alkyl; or Ri and R2
may together with the nitn^gen atom to^ which they are
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attached form a piperidino, morpholino, 4-methylpiperidino,

pymdidino, hexamethylenimino or tetrahy(b<^yridino

group; Alk rei»esents a straight or branched aUiylene chain

of 1 to 6 carbon atoms; Q represents a fiiran or thiophen ring

in which incorporation into the rest of the molecule is

through bonds at the 2- and S-positions, the furan or thio-

phen ring optionally bearing a further substituent R« adja-

cent to the group R|R2N-Alk; or Q repcaents a thiophen

ring in which incorporation into the rest of the molecule is

through bonds at the 2- and 4-positions, the thiophen ring

optionally bearing a further substituent R^ adjacent to the

groiq) RiR2N-Alk with the proviso that when the group

R|R2NAlk is in the 4-position then the group R« is in the

S-position; orQ represents a benzene ring in which incorpo-

ration into the rest ofthe molecule is through bonds at the 1-

and 3- or 1- and 4-positions;

R« represents halogen or Cm *lkyl which may be substituted

by hydroxy or Cm alkoxy;

X represents oxygen, sulphur, —NH—, methylene or a bond;

n represents zero, 1 or 2; and m represents an integer from 2 to

S; with the proviso that when X represents —NH— then Q
is a benzene ring;

R3 represents hydrogen. Cm alkyl Cm alkenyl, ar Cm alkyl.

or C24 alkyl substituted by hydroxy or Cm alkoxy;

Anc* represents a straight or branched alkylene chain contain-

ing from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;

R4 represents the group —ZCORs where Rs represents hy-

droxy or Cm alkoxy or the group

R3'—N—

N

Rl'R2'N—Alk'-<y-(CH2)»'X'(CH2)m'NH—l^ jl-AIk*-0—
N

in which the symbols Ri', R2', Alk', Q', n', X', m' and R3'

have mranings which are as defined above for the symbols

Ri, R2, Alk, Q, n, X, m and R3 reflectively but which, in

each case, may be the same as or different to the meaning of

the latter symbol;

Alk* represents a straight or branched alkylene chain contain-

ing firom 1 to 6 carton atom^
Z represents an alkylene chain containing from 1 to 16 carbon

atoms optimally substituted by one or two C1.3 alkyl groups

and optionally containing a double or trifde bond; or option-

aUy intemqrted by an oxygen or sulphur atom, or by a

disulirfnde (S^) group; or optionally mterrupted by a C34
cycloalk^ or a phenyl group, or Z represents a C34 cydoal-

kyl or a phenyl group; or R4 represents a Cm str^ght or

branched hydroxyalkyi group, optionally substituted by

hydroxy or amino, or an anrino Cm alkyl group optionally

substituted by anuno, SH, CO2H, phenyl or 4-hyroxyphenyl;

and v^ierem the term aryl as a group or part of a group

means ^oae^ or jriienyl substitttted with one or more C1.3

alkyl or alkoxy groups or halogenatoms.

9. A method of treathig a condition mediated throi^ histo-

mine H2-reoq>torB which comprises admmistering to a patient

an effective amount of a compound as defined m claim 1 to

relieve said condition.

disease treatmg effective amount of 7-diethylamino-S-methyl-

thiazcrio{S,4-d] pyrimidine or its pharmacologically aoceptaMe

salts and a pharmaceutically acoqitable carrier.

4,476,128

2-SUBSTmJTEDTHIAZOLYL-PIPERA2aNE
COMPOUNDS, PROCESS FOR PREPARATION
THEREOF AND UTILIZATIONS THEREOF
SakaM, Taa^iia. SUyaicUra Miyatan; YoaUtaap

Yaanda, both af FUoHka; Yalaka OkaaaU; HiroaU Toknda.

both of ChAa; AUra Awaya. a^ Tdnm NakaM, both of

Kaaagawa, aD of Japan, aastgnon to MUanttoataa

'

laCn Tokyo, Japaa

Difialoa of Scr. No. 237,794, Fab. 24, 1981.

Jan. 13, 1983. Sar. No. 488,311

pBeathM Japan, Mar. 1. 1980, 994124648

lit a' A6IK 31/495.'€BrTD 417/04

VS.a 424—290 2 OaiaH
1. An immunopotentiator comprising a pharmaceutically

acceptable diluent or carrier, and, as an effective ingredient, a

piperazine compound represented by the following formula

(I):

N
(I)

N N—C—

N

\^—^ O R'

wherein X is a phenyl group, R' is a hydrogen atom or a Cm
alkyl group and R^is a hydrogen atom or a CMalkyl group, in

the form of a free base or a physiologically acceptable add salt

4,476,129

4^2KBIS(HAlJOPIIENYL)MErHOXYl-ErHYLl<f<SUB-
SnrUTED PHENYL>*l-PIFERAZINEALKANOL

DERIVATIVES, PROCESSES FOR THEIR
PREPARATION AND PHARMACEUnCAL
PREPARATIONS CONTAINING THEM

Johan GooQaa, Haarhagewaard, and Hendrieas R fan de

Kaap, Alphen aaa da RUn, both orNcthsriands, aasigaora to

Gist-Bracadsa N.V^ Dattl, Nathcrlaads

FOad Jan. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 909,168

OaiaM priority. appUcatkin Nathsriaada, Jaa. 29, 1982,

8202636

lat a.3 A61K 31/495; O07D 241/04

UJS.a424—290 19(

L A piperazine compound of the formula

"Ok„jO-«'

4y476,127

7-DIErHYLAMINO>9-METHYL-THIAZOLO[9A
d]PYRIMIDINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL
GOMPOSmON CONTAINING SAME

HarM Ohiriihi, CUba; Hiraahi KoaaaaaM, YokohaaH; Yaaw
w^BcU, ad Ei MacUda, ToMma, aD of Japan,

I to MocUda Pharaneentkal Co., Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

PCT No. PCr/JP82/00046, 8371 Date Sep. 29. 1982,

8 102(c) Date Sep. 29, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO 83/02948.

per Pub. Date Sep. 1, 1983

TUB per applkatiaa fDad Sap. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 433,206

lit a* A6IK 31/495; arm 417/02

vs.a 434-398 2 OafaM

1. A compound defined as 7-diethylamino-S-methyl-

thia«^S,4-d]pyrimidine and its pharmacologKally accept-

able sahs.

2. A therapeutic oompoaition comprisaig a cardiovascular

CH ^^
I /^ I

O-CH2-CH2-N N•^CH2)|^C

^^ Y

-(CH2)r-Q^

in which

R' and R^ each represents 1, 2 or 3 halogen atoms, which

may be the same or different and are selected from fluo-

rine chlorine and bromine atoms,

R3 represents a hydrogen atom or 1, 2 or 3 halogen atoms,

X represents a hydroxy, C|^ alkoxy, phenylcarbamoytoxy

or Ci-4 aDcylcaibamoyloxy graap,

Y represents a hydrogen atom or a C1.3 alkyl group, or

X and Y together with the carbon atom to which they are

linked represent a carbonji group,

m is 1, 2 or 3,

n is or 1, with the proviso that m-l-n is at most 3.

and their pharmaceutiodly fsoeptaUe add addition and qua-

ternary ammonium salts.
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IS. A dopminergic irfnnnaoentical compowtiou compris-
ing, at the active ingredient, a therqwttMadly eflbctive anwant
of one or moie pqwrazine derivativei as claimed in one of the
claims 1, 2 and 6-14 in combination with a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier.

4^47(430

»<lH-nmUZOL-8-YL>4H-pyRIMIDO(24-B]BENZOX-
AZOL-4-ONE COMPOUNDS EXHOmiNG

ANn-ALLERdC ACITVirY
Jmm J.Waia, OiMda,Mhm^ Mripor to Ufa

IM., St |i^ Min.
FIM Sap. 9, 1M2, Sar. No. 416,343
lit a> A61K 31/505: CD7D 498/04

U5.a434-2S1 g
1. A compound of the formola

H—N.
*N*

.N

wherein R>, R2, R3 ud R4 are each independenUy selected
from the groiq) consisting ofhydrogen, an alkyl group contain-
ing

1 to about 4 carbon atoms, an alkozy group containing 1 to
about 4 carbon atoms and halogen; and pharmaceutically ac-
ceptable salts thereof.

3. A pharmaceutical composition for inhibiting allergic

"yil'O"
in """"Ml* comprising an effective amount ofcom-

pound of claim 1 and a frfiannacenticaUy-aoceptaUe vdiicle.
4. A mediod for nifaibiting antigen-antibody reaction in

mammals comprising ddivering to the known or eipected area
ofsjid mammalian body where said reaction has occurred or is

eip<viwl to oocur. an effective amofmt ofa <ywpponnd accord-
ingtochuml.

4,476,131

SUBSTITUTED
HKAHYDlOPYtROUXU-^HlUlNOLINES,

«SXAHYDR0.1H.PYRID0(U^>QU1N0LINES AND
PHARMACEUnCAL OCMfPOSmONS CONTAINING

SAMEJm F. Eilkr, Stamigta; MichMl R. Mnaan, Gd« F«R7,«4LmM» S. Mahin, Jr., LadjMi, iD oTGoH^
to Pltasr lie., New York, N.Y.

FDad Mir. M, 1M2, Scr. No. 3SM«»
„ - ^ ^ °-' ^^'"^ ^^^^^ ^7/^* A«l 31/47
VS.a 434-2» 17

1. A compound having the formula

MisN
Ri is H or Ci-Cs alkanoyl,

Q is C(OR^RsR«,
where Rs and R« are each H. (Ci-C4)alkyl, phenyl or ben-

lyl;

R7is H or when one or both of Rsand R6 are hydrogen. R?
is H or (C2-C4)alkanoyl;

^ »*-, 7

^,i^5'f"^y*' (C5-Ci3)alkoxy, (C5-Ci3)alkoxyalkyl,
(C»-Ci4)phenyUdkyl, (C^-Ci4)phenylalkoxy or (C9-C14).
phenylalkoxyalkyl.

4,474,132

ACYLQUINOUNONE DERIVATIVES, AND
ANTIALLERGIC PREPARATIONS AND METHODS OF
INHDimNG ALLERGIC REACHONS USING THEM

RiehMl GBachke, Bottaringei; Pier G. FcrU, Binii«en, and
Alfred SaUmaan, Bottaringsn, an of SwHnrlind, Mrinon to

SorpontiQm Ardalqr, N.Y.
FDad Mar. 19, 1942, Ser. No. 340,014

<«^>.« '*'^' »'"*'*** SwHwIaid. Mar. 24, 1961,

lit a' A41K i//¥^- COTD 2/5/2i
UjS.a 424-258 u

1. A compound of the formula

7^ N ^OH
*' Rio

in which R« represents lower aUcyl having 3 to S carbon
atom^ R7 represents hydrogen or lower aUcyl having up
to and inclu(Ung 4 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy having up
to and includ^ 4 carbon atoms, halogen having an
•tomic number of up to and including 3S, or hydroxy; R«
represents hydroxy or tower alkoxy having up to 4 carbon
atoms; and Rio represents tower alkyl, tower alkenyl or
tower alkynyl having iq> to 4 carbon atoms, it also being
possible for the 2 hydroxy-4-oxo-l,4-dfliydroquinoline
structure of the formula to be in the tautomeric 7-axoA
hydroxy-l,2-dihydro- or 2,4sUoxo-l,2,3.4-tettahy.
droquinoline form, or a salt thereof.

10. A antiallergic preparation conqnising an effective
amount <rf'one or more than one compound according to claim
1 in the free form or in the form of a pharmaceutically accept-
able salt in additicNi to customary pharmaceutical adjuncts and
carriers.

11. A method for inhibiting allergic reactions comprising
administering to a warm blooded animal in need ofsuch admin-
istrstion an effective anwunt of a conqwund of the following
formula

?
lu—

c

(CH2)« 0R|

•(CH2)»

wherem
nis lor 2,

tislor2

in which R^ represents tower alkyl having 3 to S carbon
atoo^ R7 represents hydrogen or tower alk^ having up
to and including 4 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy having iq>

to and including 4 carbon atoms, halogen having an
atomic number of up to and including 33, or hydroxy R«
represents hydroxy <»> tower alkoxy having 19 to 4 carbon
atoms; and Rio represents tower alkyl, lower alkenyl <»
tower alkynyl having up to 4 carbon atoms, it also being
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possible for the 2 hydroxy-4-oxo-l,4-dihydroquinoline

structure of the formuU to be in the Uutomeric 2oxo-4-
hydroxy>l,2-dihydro- or 2,4-dtoxo-l,2,3,4-tetrahy-

droquinoline form, or a salt therecrfl

4,474,133

TRIAZOLO-4,l-BENZOXAZEPINES HAVING CNS
ACTIVITY

Kentaro Hind, Kyoto; SUgera Matsntani, Osaka; ItSM) MaUno,
Hyogo, and TeraynU Udba, Osaka, all (rf Japan, aaripMMi to

Shkmogi 4k Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
DMriM of Ser. No. 250499, Apr. 2, 1961, Pat No. 4,324,842.

lUs appUatfcM JnL 13, 1962, Scr. No. 397355
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 18, 1960, 55*52185;

Sep. 29, I960, 55-134646

nc portion of the term of this patent sabaeqaent to Oct 27,

1996, has been diadalBwd.

Int CL^ A61K 31/55; C07D 498/04
VS. CL 424—269 6 Oafans

1. A member selected from the group consisting of a com-
pound of the formula

wherein

X is chlorine;

Y is 2-chlorophenyl, 2-fluorophenyl or 2-trifluoromethyl-

phenyl;

R b hydrogen or methyl, and
Ri is bromine, mercapto, mercaptomethyl, methylthto, me-

thoxymethyl, acetoxymethyl, hydroxymethyl, chloro-

methyl, methylthtomethyl, benzyldithiomethyl, dime-

thylaminomethyl, dimethylaminoethyl, dimeUiylamino-

propyl, dimeUiylaminoethoxymethyl, dimethylamino-

propyloxymethyl or dimethylaminoethylthiomethyl

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

6. A pharmaceutical composition having central nervous

system activity comprising an effective amount oi* compound
or salt thereof accOTding to claim 1 as an effective ingredient

together with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, diluent

and/or excipient

4,476,134

PROCESS FOR TREATING PANIC DISORDERS
JaBMS H. Coleman, Camberlaad, RJ., Msi^or to He Upioha
Company, Kahwswoo, Mich.

FDed Ang. 1, 1963, Scr. No. 518,333

Int CL^ A61K 31/41

VS.a 424-269 7 Oafans

1. A process for preventing or treating panic attacks com-

prising the administration to a human subject in need of such

treatment, in unit dosage form, from about 0.02 mg to about 0.8

mg/kg body weight of a compound of the formula:

wherein R is hydrogen, alkyl of from 1 to 3 carbon atoms,

inclusive

O
N

-C-(CH2),-CH3

O
II

—C-(CH2)«—OOOH
wherein n is tol6, inclusive, and m is 1 to 16, inclusive; or the

pharmacologically acceptable acid addition salt or a (S) N-
oxide thereof in association with a pharmaceutical carrier.

4,476,135

AMINO-2,13*BENZOTHIADIAZOLE AND
•BENZOXADIAZOLE DERIVATIVES, THEIR
PREPARATION AND PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSmONS CONTAINING THEM

Pet« Ncnmana, Bemc, and Gerhard Hihbmbi
both of SwHacriaad, aarigaon to Sandot Ltd^ BMd, SwHaer-

FDed Feb. 16, 1962, Scr. No. 346,872

Oafans priority, applicatloB Switnrland, Feb. 19, 1961,

1110/81; Feb. 19, 1961, 1111/81; Oct 9, 1961, 6486/81
lat 0.3 A61K 31/425. 31/41- C07D 233/28

U.S.a424—270 61

1. A compound of the formula

3

Ri

N N-H,

I J

wherein,

X is oxygen or sulfur,

Y is a bond or oxygen;

Ri, Rs and Rs, independently, are hydrogen, chloro, bromo,
alkyl of 1 or 2 carbon atoms or alkoxy of 1 or 2 carbon
atoms;

R4 is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms optionally mono-
substituted by hydroxy or halo of atomic number of from
9 to S3 and wherein the hydroxy or halo moiety is

separated from Y by at least 2 carbon atoms; alkenyl of 3

to 6 carbon atoms optionally monosubstituted by halo of
atomic number of from 9 to S3 and wherein the double
bond and the halo moiety are separated from Y by at least

2 carbon atoms; alkynyl of 3 to 6 carbon atoms wherein
the triple bond is separated from Y by atjeast 2 carbon
atoms; cydoalkyl of 3 or S carbon atoms; or cycloalkyl-

alkyl of 3 or S carbon atoms in the cycloalkyi moiety and
of 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety thereof;

and R* is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; or a

pharmaceutically acceptable salt form thereof.

Formula I 4,476,136

AMINOMETHYL4 OXAZOLIDINIC DERIVATIVES AND
THERAPEUTIC USE THEREOF

Philippe L. Doatort Paris; Afarin P. Lacov,U Vaicuw; Michd
LaagMs, Bnc and Manherlto StroUn-BcMdetti, Paris, afl of

salpiorB to Ddabmda SjL, Cowbcfoic, Frinwc

FDed Feb. 24, 1962, Scr. No. 351,888

toity, appMcaflan Firaacc Feb. 25, 1961, 81 03797

Int a^ COTD 263/21 A61K 31/42

VS. CL 434—272 5

1. A compound corresponding to the formula:

4.52-227 O.G.-84-II
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*^''-0~''
-CHj—NH—

R

n
O

wherein R represents:

1 hydrogen atom, in which case Ar—X represents an ele-
ment selected from the group consisting of:

M7C138
l-MErHYL-$.NlTR<M2-SIJByi'niJTia».2H-lMIDAZOLE
DERIVATIVES, AND USE AS BACTERICIDAL AND

PROTOZOAODAL AGENTS
JuB B. A. Scakadaai. BMooa Aina, Arseotiaa, aaaignor to

Fannatis Sj-J^ MOaa, Italy

Filed JaL 14, 1963, Ser. No. 513,915
ClaiBs priority, appUcatkM Italy, Aog. 20, 1982, 22911 A/82

fat a^ A61K 3^/415: C07D 233/22
U.S.a424-273R 5Ciatai8

1. Compounds of formula

CH2CH2.

CHBCHaad

NO2

"*^=^; |n which R is linear or branched alkyl of 1-6 carbon atoms, Ri
is H or linear or branched allcyl of 1-6 carbon atoms, and R2 is

OH or
an alkyl group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, in which case
At—X represents either ^^

CHBCHor

a propargyl group, in which case Ar—X the group

a

^CH2O,

and the acid addition salts thereof.

NH2

^N-(CH2)m-C-(CH2),-CN

wherein ^ is hydrogen or loweralkyl; X. Y and W indepen-
dently of one another denote hydrogen, halogen, loweralkyl,
nitro, nitrile, amino, amido, loweraUcoxy, lydroxy, mercap-
tonethyl. or trifluoromethyl, provided that X, Y and W are
not simultaneously aU nitro or aU hydroxy; Z is oxygen; n and
m aie each an integer from to 6 inclusive; or pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable salts thoeof.

in which R and R| are as heretofore defined.

4,476,137

[l-<2-BENZOXAZOLYL)HYDRAZINO]ALKYL NITRILE
DERIVATIVES

Fortna HarlT, Daerflald; Jama D. Rat^Jcsyk, and Ruda E.
Fkcfear, both of Waakagaa, afl of DL, aarigaon to Abbott
Laboratoiiaa, North CMcago, m.
OMtlaMtkMHl»fart of Scr. No. 31U43, Oct 16, 1981,

abandeaad. Ilia appUeation Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,926
fat aJ A6IK 31/42; C07D 263/58

UAa424-272 WClaims
I. A compound of the formula

4^76,139
DISCOVERY OF ANTIBIOTIC L481,217 IN

FERMENTATION BROTH
Aagnat J. Kcaqrf, States Isiaad, N.Y.; Kcueth E. Wilaoi^ Wcat-

lleM, NJ.; Otto D. HeaaeBs, Middletowa, NJ.; Richard L.
Mougbaa, Someraet NJ.; Shddoa R ZiauMnni^ Spriig.
Held, NJ., and Eogeac L. IMaMy, Sonrit NJ., naiffon to
Mcrdt A Co., fac, Rahway, NJ.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 426,585
fat CLJ A61K 31/35: C07D 309/04

U.S.CL424-283 3
1. The compound L-681,217 of the structuie:

OH
1 OMeMe

Me /T

y^
ll^

i«p1 N'*\AsaAASat ^\ 7 1

MeMe
OH

OH O
II

OH

and the pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

2. An antibiotic composition comprising A antibiotically
effective amount of antibiotic L-681,217 or a pharmaceutically
acceptable salt thereof and a pharmaceutically acceptable
earner.

4,476,140
COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF

GLAUCOMA
Marrin Scars, Braaford, and Joacph Gaprioli, Hamdea, both of

Cobb., aasigBors to Yale Uaifcraity, New Havca, Cobb.
Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 494,652

fat CL^ A61K 31/35
UA a. 424-283 i cWa

1. A method for treating elevated intraocular pressure or
glaucoma which comprises topically administering to a patient
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SttfTcfing therefrom a therapeutically effective amount of a

material selected from the group consisting of forskolin, cote-

forwi and polyoxygenated Labdane derivatives.

4,476,141

USE OF N-(6

AMINOHEXYL)-5<CHLORO-l-NAPHTHALENESUL-
FONAMIDE, N-(6

AMINOHEXYL)•5•CHLORO•^NAPHTHALENESUL•
FONAMIDE, AND N-(6

AMINOHEXYL)-5-BROMO-^NAPHTHALENESUL.
FONAMIDE AS VAGINAL CONTRACEPTIVES

MOtOB J. Conaicr, Bogart Ga., aarigaor to UBiTarsity of Geor>

gfci Rcacarcfa FooadatioB, Inc., Athens, Ga.

DiTiaioB of Scr. No. 398^48, JnL 14, 1982, Pat No. 4,444,789,

wUch is a coBtianatioB-iB-part of Scr. No. 155,800, May 30,

1980, Pat No. 4,443,446. His appUcatioB Oct 27, 1983, Scr.

No. 545,914

fat a.} A6IE 31/18

U.S. CL 421-321 8 daims

1. A method for preventing conception in a female which

comprises: introducing an effective amount of the drug N-(6

aniinohexyl>S<hk>ro-l-naphthalenesulfonamide, N-(6 amino-

bexyl)-S-chlon>>2-naphthalenesulfonamide or N-(6 aminohex-

yl)-S-bromo-2-naphthalenesulfonamide into the vagina of the

female.

4,476,142

PEPPERMINT OIL FLAVORED COMPOSmONS
aidlcy Nctfacrwood, Kea, Califs Bcraic Blackwdl, Laardton,

aad DoodBiclK Piccolo, BrooUya, both of N.Y., aarigMwi to

WarBcr*Lambert Convaay, Morris Plains, NJ.
FDcd Dec 20, 1982, Scr. No. 450311

fat CV A23G 3/00, 3/30: A23L 1/221

MS.a 426-3 6 Claina

1. A flavored chewing gum having a stabilized peppermint

oil flavoring agent, which comprises: a chewing gum base and

a stabilized peppermint oil incorporated therein in an amount

between about 0.01% and about S.0% by weight of the final

composition, wherein the peppermint oil has a previously

reduced menthofiiran content

(0 removing a substantial portion of said whey;

(g) adding a pre-determined amount of heated water to said

curd and whey for controlling the pH of said whey;

(h) adding sufRc^t sodium chloride to said curd and whey

to conrol shrinkage of said curd;

(i) agitating said curd and whey;

0) draining off free liquid consisting essentially of water and

whey and thereby providing conditioned curd; and,

(k) forming said conditioned curd into cheese having a pH of

about S.l to about S.S.

4,476,144

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING CONCENTRATED SHOYU
SeUi Kitahara; Kdtaro Mogi; Tbodro Shluda, aU of Noda;

Fninio Noda, KaBMgaya, and YoaUhiro Tateyama, Noda, all

of Japaa, aaaigaors to KUdcoauui CorporatioB, Noda, Japaa

FDcd Jaa. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 393,861

Claims priority, applicatiOB Japaa, Jal. 10, 1981, 56-107146

fat CL^ A23L 1/20, 1/238

U.S. CL 426-46 3 Claim
1. A process for producing a concentrated shoyu which

comprises adding and mixing a shoyu koji into a brewing

water, said brewing water present in an amount of 1.25-6.25

times the weight of said shoyu koji, followed by fermenting

aadaging the mixture at 25*-30* C. for 4-8 months with inter-

mittent agitation, said brewing water being a juice separated

from a shoyu moromi 15-60 after the charge of said shoyu

moromi and before the start of fermentation of said shoyu

moromi.

4,476,143

MEIHOD FORTHE MANUFACTURE OFCHEESE WITH
A SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED FAT CONTENT

JoKf Czalait, MooBt EHa, and Richard Spider, Doncacter,

both of AaatraUa, aaripwn to Darid La?wy A Sob Propri-

ctary United, Mdboarac, AaatraUa

per No. PCr/AU82/00067, § 371 Date Dec 30, 1982, § 102(c)

Date Dec 30, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/03971, PCT Pab.

Date Not. 25, 1982

per FDcd May 5, 1982, Scr. No. 456,012

dains priority, appUcatioB AaatraUa, May 12, 1981, PE8824

fat a^ A23C 9/11 19/00: A23L 1/10

U& CL 426-40 6 Claina

1. The method of manufacturing a reduced fat content

cheese from a pasteurized starter batch of milk innoculated

with a starter c^ture and having a standardized fat content of

about 0.3% to about 1.5%, comprising the steps of:

(a) adding to said starter batch an amount of about 0.1% to

about 1.0% of a Lactobacillus bulgaricus culture, an

amount of about 0.1% to about 1.0% of a Streptococcus

thermophillus culture and an amount of about 0.05% to

about 0.3% of a Lactobacillus casei culture;

(b) adding an amount of a coagulating enzyme to said batch,

said amount sufRcient to cause coagulation upon heating;

(c) maintaining said batch at a temperature of about 29* C. to

about 45* C. for a time sufficient to permit coagulation of

said batch into curd and whey;

(d) cutting said cord;

(e) agitating said curd and whey and thereby expdling mois-

ture from said cord;

4,476,145

METHOD FOR AGGLOMERATING MOISTURE
SENSITIVE MATERIALS

Darlcac A. Hardic-MBBey, Bean Gay C Coker, aad Rooald P.

Wmtcrs, both of Dom, aU of DcL, aadgaon to Gcacral

Foods CorporatioB, White Plaiaa, N.Y. 7
FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 363,978

fat a^A21D 2/00

UJS.a 426-285 9 Claims

1. A process for making a nonsegregating, free flowing,

dehydrated food mixture from a plurality of particulate, dehy-

drated ingredients comprising:

a. dissolving a hydropbylic binding agent in water in a man-

ner effective to produce a hydropbylic binding agent

solution containing between 3 and 20% by weight of the

hydropbylic binding agent;

b. whipping the hydrophlic binding agoit solution to pro-

duce a foam with an overrun between 350 and 750%;

c. adding between about one twentieth and about twenty

parts of the dehydrated ingredients to each part of the

foam;

d. mixing the dehydrated ingredient and foam admixture in

a manner effective to produce foam coated ingredients;

e. adding between one tenth and ten parts of uncoated ingre-

dients to each part of foam-coated ingredients, wherein

said uncoated ingredients having a size and density profile

difTerent from the foam-coated ingredients;

f. thoroughly mixing the foam-coated and uncoated ingredi-

ent admixture; and
^^

g. drying the product to a final moisture of less than 15% to

produce a nonsegregating, free flowing, dehydrated mix-

tore.
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METHOD OF PASTEURIZING AN EDIBLE FROZEN
CONGEALED IN MACHINES PROVIDED WITH
GAS<X}MPRESSION REFRIGERATING CIRCUIT

Eiio MMfroai, S&, Via AHoptaws Smm Mwcmd, Bologu.
Ittif

FIM Feb. U, 1912, Scr. No. 348,296
CUm prtoritjr, ippHcitiM Ilaly, Feb. 27, 1981, 12451 A/81

IM. a^ A23C S/OZ 3/04: A23G 9/04, 9/30
U.S.a4a6-822 ICbfai

• mixture ofcis and trans isomers of a compound having the
structure:

O
II

>».

Sr^
wherein the wavy lines indicate both cis and trans juxtaposi-
tion of the hydrogen and methallyl moieties about the carbon-
carbon double bond.

~5

'«-£ 'l-j

1. A method of pasteurizing an edible liquid mixture con-
geflable upon freeing to form a frozen congealed product in
an apparatus for making ice cream or simikr edible frozen
oragnled products wherein said apparatus includes a com-
P'Wfw having delivery and suction ports; a first conduit ex-
tending fhwi the delivery port; a condenser connected on one
side to the first conduit; an expansion valve; an evaporator, said
evaporator being connected on an inlet side to the side of the
condenser opposite the connection to the first conduit through
the expansion valve and on the other side to the suction port of
the compressor, said evaporator bemg in heat exchange rela-
tionship with a chamber containing said edible mixture; a
^y-PM* conduit extending ftom the delivery port of the com-
pressor, said inlet side of the evaporator being in selective fluid
communication with said by-pass conduit so that said by-pass
conduit by-passes said expansion valve; and switching means
for selectively esttri>lishing fluid communication between the
dehvery port of the compressor and either the first or by-pass
conduit, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) estiMiahing fluid communication between the delivery
pot qf the compressor and the first conduit;

(b) directing hot compressed gases from die compressor
through the fiitt ooodoit serially through the condenser,
the expansion valve, the evaporator and back to the suc-
tion port of tile compressor to refrigerate the chamber
oontainmg said edible mixtivr,

(c) activating die switching means to establish fluid commu-
nication between the delivery port of the compressor and
the by-pass conduit;

(d) directing hot compressed gases from die compressor
tiuough the by-pass conduit tiirough die ev^iorator and
back to die suction port of the compressor for a time and
•t a temperature to heat die contents of die chamber
containing said edible mixture and components of the
•ppvatus m contact dierewith to a bacteria killing tem-
peraturr, and

(e) repeating steps (a) and (b).

4«47«,148
METHOD OF PRODUCING A SLURRY FROM CROP

PRODUCTS
Hrtert Harris, AriNun, Ah., aasipwr to Peamrt Rcaeaicfa k

Testing Laba, be, Albaqr, Ga.
ContimMtion of Ser. No. 322,972, No?. 19, 1981, Pat No.

4,342,789, which is a IMAm of Ser. No. 80,881, Oet 1, 1979,
Pat No. 4302,111, which is a coMinntio»4»fart of Ser. No.
87,741, JaL 14, 1979, abandoned, which is a coMfaraation of Scr.
No. 899,368, Apr. 24, 1978, abandoMd. This application Dee. 2,

1982, Scr. No. 446,414
Hie portion of the term of this patort sahaeqaeat to Dec. 2, 1999,

U.S. CL 426-629
lat CL^ A23L 1/36

lOafaa

4^76,147
FLAVORING OF ALUACEOUS-FLAVORED

FOODSTUFFS
John B. Hall, Rimm; Jaaw M. SaNars, Eatontown, and
laaM N. SiaM, Kayport. ail of NJ., aaripnri to Interna-
tfoMl Ftevon * Fkapaaeca lac^ New Yark, N.Y.

DWrtoiiofSar. No. 380342, Mar 20, 1982, Pat No. 4*433,695.
Tlic VpileallM Oet 17, 1983, Scr. No. 842,477

l^CL^AISL 1/226
UAa42W34 lew.

1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma and
taste of a alhaoeooa-flavored foodstiifToomptising die step of
addmg to a alliaoooi»flavored foodstuff 0.0S parts per million
up to about 100 parts per million based on totid composition of

1. The method of producing a slurry ftom crop fnoduct rich
in protein, comprising the steps of

(a) continuously reducing said crop product to a paste and
heating said paste to a temperatiue in die range of 14S* to
170* F.,

(b) continuously forming said paste into a strand,

(c) continuosly delivering said strand along a first path,
(d) continuously delivering under pressure a flow of liquid

along a second path generally intersecting said first path,
whereby said strand is forced into and mixed with with
said liquid to form a slurry at a temperature up to 320* P.,

the crop product content of said slurry being in the range
of 1 to 65%,

(e) pumping said slurry along a dwell path for a time suffi-

cient for the heat of said liquid in said slurry to penetrate
said crop product in said slurry and at rate sufficient to
maintain a relatively low pressure zone.
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(0 flashing said slurry fhxn said dwell path into a vacuum in

order to rapidly cool said slurry, and

(g) heating said slurry to a sufficient temperature for a suffi-

cient period of time to inactivate enzymes present in said

slurry without damaging the proteins therein.

4^76,149

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF AN ANALYSIS
TESTSTRIP

Werner Poppe, Bobcabefaa-Rozhda^ Raincr fan imdwroraei,

BrIU; Uwe Rappcadcr, and Heiax Macho, both ofMaanheia,

aD (rf Fed. R^. of Gcnaaay, aasigaora to Boehriager Maaa-
hefaa GaAH, Maaahda, Fed. Rep. of Gcmnny

FDed Aag. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 406,678

CfadiH priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. (rf Gcnuay, Ang. 27,

1981, 3133826

IM. a^ GOIN 33/52. 35/00

MS.a 427—2 9 OaiaH

1. A process for the production of an analysis test strip

having an elongated carrier with at least one test field fixed

thereon, the process comprising: providing a band of carrier

material sufficient for a plurality of test strips; batchwise pro-

ducing test field material in an amount sufficient for the plural-

ity of test strips and obtaining batch specific information for

the quantitative evaluation of said test field material; in a chro-

nologiodly separate step, fixing the test field material in the

form of at least one narrow band onto a parallel-running sub-

stantially wider band of carrier material having a longitudinal

axis and two longitudinal edges; cutting the carrier band, with

the test field material band fixed thereon, transversely to the

longitudinal axis thereof and into a plurality of test strips; and,

prior to the cutting step and after obtaining said batch-specific

information, applying a bar code running parallel to the longi-

tudinal edges of die carrier band includhig said batch-specific

informati<m.

4v476,150

PROCESS OF AND APPARATUS FOR LASER
ANNEALING OF FILM-LIKE SURFACE LAYERS OF
CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITED SIUCON CARBIDE

AND SnJOON NITRIDE
DoiVlaB N. Rooa, MaeeiA, Mich., aaaiffor to The United States

of AaMrica as npiiaeatsd by the Secretary of the Amy,
WaaUagtOB, D.C.

FIM May 20, 1983, Scr. No. 496,366

iBt a' B23K 9/00

U.S. CL 427—10 1 ClafaB

1. Annealing apparatiu for retieving residual stress in a

porous-free ceramic film on a ceramic woricpiece, wherein the

film material is selected firom silicon nitride and silicon carbide:

said apparatus comprising a laser beam generator (10), means

(28) for directing the generated beam onto the ceramic

film to locally heat the film to a sufficient degree to effect

an annealing operation thereon;

photoacoustic means for sensing the temperature of the

heated fihn while said film is receiving the laser beam, said

sensing means comprising a hollow open-bottomed cell

(34) overlying the ceramic fihn in the path of the laser

beun; said hoUow cell comprising a window (36) operable

to pass the beam onto the film, and a periineter wall in

dose contact with the ceramic film surface to confine and

tnq> a body of gas within the endoced space between the

ceramic film and aforementiooed window,

and a microphone (38) exposed to the enclosed cdl space for

translating (vessure changes in said space into electrical

signals;

and means (56) for modulating the laser beam prior to its

impingement on the aforementioned window; said modu-

lating means comprising a rotary disc (58) having solid

areas operable to interrupt the beam and slot areas opera-

ble to pass the beam, whereby when the disc is routing the

beam is applied to the ceramic film as a series of laser

pulses, for thus allowing the heated fihn to effect a pulse-

type heating action on the gas trapped within said cell;

the volume of the enclosed cell space being sufficiendy small

that pressure changes associated with the gas-heating

action cause the microphone to produce a periodically

fluctuating electrical signal.

4^76,151

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ATTACHING DISCOR
PLATE-SHAPED TARGET BODIES TO COOLING

PLATES FOR SPUTTERING SYSTEMS
Hartnat Keller, PBddag, aad Aroon S. Roy, Peterahaaaea, both

of Fed. Rep. ofGcrattay, aarigaon to Siemens AktiragrsHI-

aehaft, Bcrifai aad Maaich, Fed. Rep. of Geranay
FDed Aug. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 526,120

dahna priority, appttcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Sep. 7,

1982, 3233215

lat a^ B23K 31/01 B05D 1/00

MS. CL 427-34 2

1. A device for attaching a target body composed of a select

target material onto a cooling plate for sputtering systems

through a solder joint between facing surfaces of said body and

plate so that substantially no air bubbles, pores or oxide layen

exist m the solder joint or on said facing surfaces, comprising:

a molten solder-impermeable frame body having an outer

and an inner vertical surfsce defining a central recess

adapted to receive an assembled target body and cooling

plate;

said central recess having two spaced-apart inner side walk

joined to one another by a shoulder wall;
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nipper hmer tide wall of nid recess defining • fifst open-
tng of • oze adapted to fttely receive at least the solder
joint area between m aswmbled target body and cooling
plate so that a fluid-receiving gap is defined between outer
edges oftlie solder joint and an inner penpheral surface of
said first opening;

• 'o^ Mner side waO of said recess defining a second
opening of a size adapted to snuggly mate in a molten
solder-impermeable manner with outer peripheral side
surfaces of said cooling plate;

whereby when said frame body is operationally positioned
on an assembled target body and cooling plate with the
solder joint therebetween and the resulting assembly is

exposed in vacuum to a temperature above the melting
point of the solder defining the solder joint, any air bub-
bles, poies or oxide layers present in the solder or on
facing surfaces of the body and plate are removed from
the liquified gas and escape through the fluid-receiving

g>P-

4»47«,1S4
METHOD OF MANUFACTUUNG A GLASS
PASSIVATION SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

^JT^ 5¥^ "* **«'*^ Yaiwyn, Yokotan.,
both of Japan, aasigMn to Tokyo ShAmra DnU KabMUld
Kaiaha, Japan

Filed Apr. 30, 1M2, Ser. No. 373,731
Claiu priority, appUcatkw Japn, Jon. 29, 1961, S6-99S99

Int a^ B05D 3/06, 5/12; IM4C 1/22; CMC WOO
U.S.a 427-53.1 4 Claims

4^7i,lS2
METHOD FOR PRODUCHON OF MAGNEHC BUBBLE

MEMORY DEVICE
Ryo Lnra, SayaM; TadasU Duda, Kodaira; Norio Ohta,
SayaM; TannU TakawU, Kokiba^Ji, and Yataka Sogita,
Tokoraaawa, aD of Japn, asaigBon to HftacU, Ltd., Tokyo,

FDad Fab. 9, 1913, Ser. No. 445096
WUeatioa Japan, Fab. 19, 1962, 57-24350
lit CL^ B05D 3/06

U.S.a437-36 U<

1. A method of manufacturing a glass passivation semicon-
ductor device having a semiconductor wafer, comprising the
steps of:

mesa etching the semiconductor wafer to provide a mesa
groove on the surface of the semiconductor wafer, a
surface of said mesa groove having an end portion ofa PN
junction;

depositing a glass protective material in a powdery form on
the surface of said mesa groove;

simultaneously radiating first and second laser beams onto
said glass protective material, said first laser beam having
a wavelength which is substantially absorbed in said glass
protective material to melt said glass protective material,
said second laser beam having a wavelength which is

substantially absorbed in said semiconductor wafer and
penetrates said melted glass protective material to heat the
semiconductor surface of said mesa groove sufficiently for
wetting said melted glass protective material to the semi-
conductor wafer.

1. A method for production of a magnetic bubble memory
device comprising: implanting hydrogen ion twice or more at
diffierent acceleration voltages into predetemuned portions of
a magnetic fihn, and heat treating the magnetic film having
hydrogen ion implanted therein.

4^74,153
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC RESIN-COATED PAPER

Maaataka IMtni, and Yaaoai AaMi, both of SUzuoka, Japan,—'
to F^ti Photo FUai Co., Ltd., Kanapwa, Japan
FUad Sap. 17, 1M2, Ser. No. 419,442

iority, appUcatipB Japan, Oct 1« 1961, 56-154628
btt. a^ BQSD 3/06

UAg 4r7-<0 gOairns
1. A process fiw the preparation of a photographic resin-

coated paper which comprises subjecting pqwr sheet to co-
rona discharge treatment and then coating the so treated paper
sheet with polyolefin resin containing titanium dioxide powder
coated with an akx>hol selected from the group consisting of
trimethytolethane, trimethyk>lpropane and 2,4-dihydtoxy-2-
methylpentane.

4,474,155

HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATORS
Randolph G. Nicml, MMtend, Mich., aastgnor to Dow Coning

Corporation, Midhmd, Mich.
Filed Apr. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 485^12
Int CL^ B05D 3/12; HOIB 77/00

UA a. 427—56 20 Claina
1. A method of improving an electrical high voltage nisula-

tor comprising

(I) applying to a high voltage insulator whose surface has arc
resistance of at least 750 minutes when measured accord-
ing to ASTM 0-2303 at 2.5 KV, a smooth, cohemt
coating of a one package, room temperature curable sili-

cone composition wherein the compositicm comprises the
product obtained by mixing in the substantial absence of
moisture,

(A) from 45 to 70 percent by weight of
(1) 100 parts by weight of polydhnethylsiloxane fluid of

the formula

Y(Me2SiO)^

in which Y is methyl or hydroxyl radical, at least 85
percent of Y are hydroxyl radicals, a has an average
value such that the viscosity is in the range of from 5
to 20 Pa-s at 23* C, and Me is methyl radical and,

(2) from 5 to 30 parts by weight of silane of the formula

R»SKON=X)4_«

m which R is selected from the group consisting of

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and monovalent

halohydrocaibon radicals, X is selected from the

group consisting of R2'C= and

R" C«

\
'

radicals in which R' is selected from the group con-

sisting of monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and

monovalent halohydrocarbon radicals and R" is se-

lected from the group consisting of divalent hydro-

carbon radicals and divalent halohydrocarbon radi-

cals and b is an integer from to 1 incluave,

(B) frxmi 30 to 55 percent by weight of aluminum hydrox-

ide having an average particle size of less than 5 mi-
-"

crometers, and the sum of (A) and (B) being 100 per-

cent

(Q optionally, a non-reactive solvent the product being

storage stable in containers which exclude moisture, but

which cures when exposed to moisture, then

(II) exposing the coating to atmo^heric moisture for a time

sufficient to cure the coating to produce a bonded, elasto-

meric coating of at least 0.25 mm thickness.

ductivity type, said insulating film having a hole partially

exposing the surface of said silicon substrate,

forming a layer of polycrystalHne silicon containing an im-

purity of said one conductivity type to cover a portion of

said insulating film surrounding said hole, an inner wall of

said hole and the exposed surface portion of said silicon

substrate;

depositing a layer of a Schottky barrier formation metal to

cover at least said polycrystdline silicon layer, and

alloying said polycrystalline silicon with said Schottky bar-

rier formation metal to form a metal siUcide layer which

rectification-contacts said silicon substrate.

4v476,158

METHOD OF DEPOSITING A MINERAL OXIDE
COATING ON A SUBSTRATE

Otto Baamberger, Caroage, and Rdnhard Kalbakopf, Vorden-

waM, both of SwH»rlaad, aarignors to Battellc Memorial

iBStitvtet CwtNMSy SwitscrttfM

per No. PCr/CH82/00032, § 371 Date No?. 3, 1962, % 102(e)

Date Not. 3, 1962, PCT Pab. No. WO82/03093, PCT Pab.

Date Sap. 14, 1962

PCT FDcd Mar. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 440,225

OaiBa priority, appUcatioa Switzeriaad, Mar. 4, 1961,

1520/81

Int CL^ B05D 3/06, 5/12

MS, CL 427—109 4

4^74,154

LOW TEMPERATURE PROCESS FOR OBTAINING
THIN GLASS FILMS

C Jefflrcy Briakar, and SeottT. Read, both of Albafaarqoe, N.

Max., aaatgaeia to The Unttad States of AaMrica as repre-

seated by the Unitad Stataa Dcpartawat of Energy, Washfaig-

Filed Mar. 10, 1963, Ser. No. 473,845

Int CL^ B05D 5/12: C03C 17/00

UAa 427-62 19 Clatais

1. A method for coatmg a substrate with a glass-like film

comprising,

applying to the substrate, an aqueous alcoholic solution

containing a polymeric network of partially hydrolyzed

metal alkoxide into which network Uiere is incorporated

finely powdered glass, whereby there is achieved on the

substrate a coherent and adherent initial fihn; and

heating said film to a temperature sufficient to melt said

powdered ^ass component therd>y converting said ini-

tial fihn to a final densified film.

>utfij>»nfmiu)fn»uu,uX

4^74,157

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SCHOTTKY
BARRIER DIODE

Satoahi SUnozaU, YokohOM, Japan, assignor to T<rityo

Shibaara DenU KabashiU Kaiaha, Japan

Filed JaL 28, 1962, Ser. No. 402,541

Clahas priority, appUcatfon Japaa, JaL 29, 1961, 54-117457;

Aug. 10, 1961, 54-124124

fart. CL^ HOIL 21/24

UJS. CL 427—64 15 Ciahns

«3<4

1. A method for manufacturing a Schottky barrier diode,

comprising the steps of:

forming an insulating film on a silicon substrate of one con-

9 10 ao~* H a B to

1. In a method for coating a substrate with a layer of mineral

material consisting of directing onto the said substrate heated

to a high temperature gaseous blasts or flows of at least one

reagent the latter joining on the substrate or in the immediate

vicinity of the latter and depositing thereon a product, in the

form of a coating, resulting fixwn the decomposition or reaction

of said reagent the improvement wherein the gaseous blasts

are directed to meet at a point of contact by at least one of the

steps:

(a) directing them towards each other at an angle greater

than 35 degrees; and

(b) moving the gaseous blasts beforehand at different speeds

so as to cause an almost instantaneous mixture of the said

gaseous flows.

^^"^^^^"^^^"^^^^^
»

4,474,199

HIGH TEMPERATURE ADHESIVE SHJCONE FOAM
COMPOSmON, FOAM GENERATING SYSTEM AND

METHOD OF GENERATING FOAM
Jodith W. Mead, PeraHa; Orebo J. Moatoya, Albuqaerqae;

Peter B. Rand, Alboqaerqae, and Vcraoa O. WiUaa, Albu-

qaerqae, aB of N. Mcz., aarigaon to He Uafted States of

Anwrica aa l apt eatnttd by the Uaitad Statea Dapartmort of

Energy, WaaUngtoa, D.C.

FDcd Dec 21, 1963, Ser. No. 544,103

Int CL^ CD6J 9/30

UAa 427-134 21 Oaian

1. A silicone composition for preparing an adhesive foam

consisting essentially of: (1) polydimethylsitoxane gel mixed
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with • Mend of 48.8% by weight of CHOPi and 51.2% by
weight of CC1F2<:F3 or (2) dimethylsilicone Huid mixed with
dichlorodifluoroinethne, in ainounts dfective to generate an
adhesive foam.

M7CM0
FLUIDIZED BED SYCTEM

Utah Tm, Jensy GHy, NJ^ Mrigaor to The
paay, BlooHflaU, NJ.

FIM Jo. 14, 1M2, Scr. No. 387,922
bt a^ F27B 15/08

VS.a 42^-144

LaouBu Com-

4CUaH

1. In a process fbr venting gas from a stripping vessel which
receives solids fixwi a vessel containing a fluidized bed of
solids, and which is positioned below and independent of said
vessel, the improvement comprismg:

venting gas from the stripper to the vessel through a vent
line; and passing a sufficient portion of the solids from the
stripping vessel through at least a portion of the vent line
to maintain the sutic head between the upper portion of
the vessel and the upper portion of the stripper via said
flow of gas and solids in the vent line.

having oppositely disposed front and back surfaces and
oppositdy di^Msed top and bottom surfaces;

(b) opticaUy polishing said front and back surfaces ofeach of
said phte^

(c) clamping said plurality of plates together in a staggered
relationship with said poUshed front and back surfaces of
adjacent phues being in contact with each other;

(d) cutting said top and bottom surfaces of said plates along
a first and second line, and forming first and second flat
surfaces on opposite sides of each of said pktes;

(e) polishing said first and second surfaces;

(0 separating said plates;

(g) securing said plurality of plates back together in a stag-
gered relationship with said polished front and back sur-
faces of adjacent plates being in contact with each other,
thereby forming a pair of saw-tooth faces;

(h) coating one of said saw-tooth faces with a reflective
coating;

(i) cutting said plurality of pUtes into a first and a second
section along a line parallel to said one saw-tooth face;

(j) bonding said one reflective coated, saw-tooth face of said
first section to the other of said saw-tooth faces of said
second section;

(k) cutting said bonded first and second sections along a line
located in said second section adjacent said reflective
coated, saw-tooth face of said first section in order to form
a flat surface;

0) polishing said flat surface i

(m) bonding said flat polished surface of said first section to
a substrate;

(n) cutting said plurality of plates along a line located in said
first section to form anoUier flat surface;

(o) polishing said other flat surfiice; and

(p) coating said other flat surface with a highly reflective
material.

4^74,161
METHOD OF PRODUCING A BURIED LONG PERIOD

GRATING
Riehvi H. PoUc, Ctapcrtiw>, and Robert C. OUmu, Palo
AHo,Mh or Calif., lirivnn to1W United States of America
ii ripriwiled by the Secretary of the Air Force, WasUagton,

FOad JbL 29, 19C3, Scr. No. 518,590
UL CL^ G02B 5/18

UAa 427-142 9 ctolms

la ft

4,474,142

METHOD FOR COATING LENSES
Jack W. Ifdaad, 180 N. Portage Ptth, AknM, Ohio 44303

Filed Apr. 30, 1902, Scr. No. 373^18
Ihe portion of the tern of this patent sabaeqnait to May 12,

1998, has been dicflaimed.

lat a.i B05D 1/18; G02B 1/10
VJS. CL 427—IM 4

1

1. In the method ofcoating the convex side ofa lens wherein
the convex side of the lens is dipped in a liquid coating mate-

lAk^rri^ "**'" "P^'^'^'y withdrawn to drain excess coating materialLA method of fabricating a buried long period grating therefrom, and is rotated to spread the coating material over
oompnsmg the step* of: the convex side of the lens as a thin uniform coating for drying,
(a)providmg a plurality of rectangular-shaped plates, each the improvement which comprises rotating the lens whileor said plates bemg made of a dielectric material and dipped in the coating material.
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4^474,143

METHOD OF MAKING CRUCIBLES FOR FLAMELESS
ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Bcnhard Lcmnchcr, Aachei, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and

LndoficM W. J. jam KoDcabarg, VcMhonn, Netherlands,

MBigBon to U.S. PUUpc Corporatioa, New Yorit, N.Y.

FDad Dee. 5, 1900, Scr. No. 213^1
CUw priority, applieation Fed. Rep. of Gmumy, Dec 8,

1979,2949474
IML a.3 C23C 11/Oa 13/00

UA CL 427—249 W Cbdms

1. A method for maknig crudbles for flameless atomic ab-

sorption spectroscopy comprising the steps of coating pre-

forms ofcarbon with pyrolytic graphite in a reaction vessel by

reactive deposition from gas phne, removing coated preforms

from said reaction vessel after cooling from deposition temper-

ature to room temperature, remtroducing said coated preforms

mto said reactira vessel so that individual coated preforms

assume a different position, recoating said coated preforms

with pyrolytic graplute in at least one additional step, and

repeating said steps of removing, reintroducing and recoating

ontQ pyrolytic graphite coatings are produced on said pre-

forms to a total thickness of 20 to 80 fun.

4^474,144

DEPOSTnON OF IMPROVED SIC COATINGS ON
CARBON-BASE MATERIALS

Riehard D. VeHri, Eait Hartford, and Firands S. Gdaaso, Man-

cheater, both of Couk, aaaignon to United TeefaMiloaIca Cor-

01 alien, Hvtford, Con.
FDed Jan. 24, 1902, Scr. No. 391,413

IM. a^ B32B 9/00

UJS.CL427—249 2aaima

1. In the method of forming a SiC coating on a caibon-base

material by a pack technique in which the article is surrounded

by a mass of powder, which is capable of generating wtfon of

Si and Si compounds, and heated, the improvement which

comprises: addhig O.S-3% boron to the pack material.

4^74,145

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MULTI-LAYET
VISCOUS FLUID DEPOSTnON SUCH AS FOR THE
APPUCATION OF ADHESIVES AND THE LIKE

Ftadcrle S. McLrtyic. WeUccley, Maak, aaripnr to Aenmeter

Laboratorlea, be MaribonMi^ Macs.

FDod JoL 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,483

10L CU B05C 5/02

U.S.a 427-258 U

nally along each slot cavity laterally of the direction of move-

ment of the wd> without substantial transverse expansion;

projecting the longitudinally expanded fluid in the pair of slot

cavities transversely outwardly toward one another and

against opposite sides of baffle means that extends lateraUy of

the direction ofmovement of the wd>, to divert the fluid to and

through a pair of adjacent exit openings qMced along the

direction of movement of the web and each displaced on the

opposite side of its slot cavity firom the inlet region, so that the

fluid on opposite sides of the baffle means is directed in zig-zag

paths towards one another and through the respective said

qMced openings onto the moving web; and varying the width

of the said openings along the direction of movement of the

web to increase or decrease the velocity of the exiting fluid to

adjust for the shearing action by the web for fluids of widely

different viscosities in order to maintain a continuous and

uniform coating deposition, without discontinuity, exiting

separately at substantially the same time from both of said

openings.

4^474,144

SILICONE RELEASE COATINGS AND INHIBITORS
Richard P. Edthcrg, Rood Lake, N.Y., aaripor to GcMrd

Eleetric Compny, Waterford, N.Y.

FDad Jan. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,420

lit a^ B05D 3/01- CD9J 7/OZ' B32B 9/04; COOG 77/06

UA CL 4r-387 42 Claims

1. A composition comprising:

(a) an olefinorganopolysiloxane or silanol end-stopped dior-

ganopolysiloxane polymer.

(b) an organohydrogenpolysiloxane cross-linking agent.

(c) at least SO ppm of a precious metal or precious metal

containing catalyst, and

(d) an effective amount of an inhibitor comprising a blend of

a dialkyl carboxyUc ester having carbon to carbon unsatu-

ration and an olefinic cartwxylic acid ester of an aliphatic

alcohol.

4^474,147

POMPON ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR
PACKAGING DECORATION AND STATIONERY

Leon DnMcr, c/o DaMcr * Sona, lacn 548-578 Broiriway, New

Yori^ N.Y. lOOU
FUed JnL 4, 1982, Scr. No. 395,348

int CL^ D04D 7/06

VS.a 428—4 2

1. A metbdd of multi-layer viscous fluid deposition upon a

moving w^, that comprises, pumping fhnd synchronously

with the web speed transversely into mtermediate inlet regions

on one side of each of a pair of substantially paraUd opposed

narrow kngitodinal slot cavities to eqiand the fluid l(mgitodi-

1. A pompon article of manufacture for package decoration

comprising a first operative arrangement <^ a group of lengths

of yarn having a fkst pair of staples affixed to and spaced one

third the length inwardly of the opposite ends thereof to define

outwardly of each said staple a pompon and defining between

said spaced apart first pair of st^>les a connecting core for the

remaining one third of the length thereof, a second separate

simihtfly constituted operative arrangement of lengths (rf yarn

having a second pair of staples affixed to and spaced one third

the length inwardly of the opposite ends thereof to deffaw

outwardly of each said staple a pompon and defining between
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..-1,^.

opentive poritiooing of sud fi«*!md second pompow WlX LfSt'*? »»»^^ «>n«f»^ the clay binder in an unoont at
said connecting cores in a criss-crossed interfittinrrelation

*" *" "* amount of the clay Under in said
provided by said medial one third length thereof between said
pompons, an adhesively-backed substrate for receiving in at-
t«ched relatira thereto said criss-crossed pompons, and a fifth
staple disposed in engaged relation about said criss-crossed
cores and projected through said substrate incident to achiev-
ing said attached relation thereto, whereby said pompons in
req»nse to the projection are closed towards each other and
cover over said fifth staple and thereby eflfectively mask said
fifth staple from view while the ends of said lengths of yam
beyond said staples of said first and second pairs of staples
defining said pompons are fluffed so as to also effectively mask
from view said first and second pairs of staples.

4^C1«
ARTinCIAL-FLOWER.FORMING RIBBON

Ryqji Aoyana, Nagoya, Japan, aari^HM* to KaboaUU Kaisha
Aoyam, Nagoya, Japan
CiMtiaiiatk»B-{B.part of Ser. No. 363,881, Mar. 31, 1982,

tbnOoatd, Hit appUcatkM May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 496,933

79Mmi
''*****'' »''*«**< 'P^ ^^ 29. 19«2, 57-

Lrt. CL^ A41G 7/OQ: 004D 7/10
UAa428-» UOMias

core, said core and shell being calcined to harden the ctoy
binder, with (2) granular activated carbon having on its surface
1 to 20% by weight, based on the activated carbon, of a coat-
ing of a synthetic resin latex.

20 ^ 20 12 20

la L-o-i—0—*— ! I

1. An artificial-flower-forming ribbon comprising a pair of
strips overlapped on each other; and at least a string placed
longitudinally in the middle of said strips and therebetween,
said string being joined to one ends of said strips at one end
thereof, said strips being adhered to each other at a plurality of
line areas respectively spaced apart in the longitudinal direc-
tion of said strips so as to permit relative movement of said
strips and string, said line areas being inclined with respect to
the WKhhwise direction of said strips, and the inclinations of
said hne areas being alternately reverse.

M7M09
MULTILAYER GLASS STRUCTURE

HlroaU NIsUm, Oiaka; F^uniicU Ogino, KawaaJahi; Tetsno
Maaako, SUbMa; Kaoio Goto, Nak^ and Maaao Takahashi
aji^^McU, aU of Japaa, aaaigmn to Takeda Chemical
udaatiiea, Ltd. and MIsMwa Kagika Kogyo KaboshlU
Kaiaha,bothorOnka,Japo ^^ ««««uu

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,932

lat a^ E06B S/24; B32B 5/14
UAa428-34

, Claims
1. A multilayer glass structure consisting of a plurality of

glass sheets joined at their edge portions through spacers and
sealed by a sealant between their edge portions and the outer
surfaces of the spacers, that spacer which is located in at least
one side of the glass sheets having an adsori)ent filled therein;
characterized m that said adsorbent comprises a combination
of (1) a granalar zeolite composed of a core of a synthetic
zeoIite/clay binder mixture containing the synthetic zeolite in
an amount larger than its average content in the granular
zeohte and a sheU of a synthetic zeoUte/clay binder mixture
containrag the chiy binder in an amount larger than ito average
content m the granular zeoUte. the core and the shell in said
pinular zeohte existing in a weight ratio of from 99:1 to 80:20,
the core of said granukr zeoUte containing said synthetic

JSJ*.!? ^, "^^^ ^*°***' " ^«*«*>^ ™*» of from 90:10 to
«M0, the SheU of said granular zeolite containing said clay

4^476,170
POLYCETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE) ARTICLES AND

METHOD
Saleh A. Jabvii^ HoUaad, OUo, aarigm to Owon-IlIlMia.

lac, Toledo, OUo
^^

DiTisloa of Ser. No. 354,473, Mar. 3, 1982,. TUa appUcatkM
Dec 2, 1983, Ser. No. 587,546

IM. a^ B65D 23/00
UAa428-35 6Clataa

1. A transparent hollow article of poly(ethylene terephthal-
ate) having an inherent viscosity of at least 0.6 dl./gm., the
body portion of said article being biaxially oriented and heat
set and having a density over 1.392 g/cc and a volume shrink-
age of less than about 6%.

4^76,171
FRAGRANCE RELEASING ARTICLES

Keinoaoke TakeMhl, KodoBM, Japan, aaaigMr to Hakagaa Co.
Ltd., Taito, Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,935
Clains priority, appUcatkw Japan, Feb. 22, 1982, 57-24416:

Feb. 22, 1982, 57-24417; Mar. 9, 1982, 5747818
tat CL3 A61K 7/46: A61L 9/04; B44F 1/06

UAa428-38 5Clataa

1. A fragrance releasing article comprising a thermopkutic
resin fihn with patterns thereon, surrounded by a frame body
formed of thermoplastic or thermosetting resin, a fragrance
releasing base ccmprising a tranq>arent or seioitranqMrent
thermoplastic resin or a thermos^ting resin, perfumea, sakl
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film, frame body and fragrance base being integrally consti-
***^*''?wA'rir»iAic

tuted so that said frame body is adhered to said film and said JOINT OF TEKTip MATERIALS

fiagrance base adheres to said film and frame body. Albert IteetaniM Merita WUti Mk of Meis,^^attMj.
Benz, FhuM, aU of SwUaerlaBd, aaalgaan to Qaikotoa Ab,

'''

Switzeriaad
' V Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,731

ClaioH priority, appUcatioa Swttzerlaad, Apr. 16, 1981,

2551/81; Apr. 16, 1981, 2552/81

tat a^ B32B 3/00

UAa 428-57 14<

4*476,172

PELUCLE COMPOSITIONS AND PELUCLES
THEREOF FOR PROJECTION PRINTING

Iri E. Ward, Easton, Pa., aarigaor to J. T. Baker OieiBkal

Company, PUlUpabwg, NJ.
FOad Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 486,682

tat a> C08L 83/06

UJ5.a428-38 20aata»

1. A pellicle film for use in projection printing comprising a

film formed from a film forming polymer having the following

structural unit: -|

CH2
/ \

•(•CH2-CHir-e-CH2-CHijr-^CH2-CH CH-)j-

C«0 O^ O
1 I \ /
Si-(OR)m-i OCH3 CH

O, CjH7

wherein x is ^.12, y te ^.02 and z is ^0.88. R is methyl or

ethyl, m is a whole mteger of 1, 2 or 3, n is a whole integer

equisl to 4—m, and G is

1. A tear, heat and corrosion resistant flexible joint between

textile materials, especially between at least one sheet formed

of a plurality of parallel yams and another textile material,

characterized by the fact that the joint comprises an adhesive

bonding member, at least the surface of which that is subjected

to thermal stress during use being shielded by a layer which

rejects heat or absoibs heat.

4,476,174

COMPOSITE PLASTIC MAT AND METHOD OF
FORMING SAME

Amado Carrcra, Wood Dale, DL, aMivMr to Tcacz Corpora-

tloB, Elk Grove, m.
Dirisioa of Ser. No. 307,651, Oct 2, 1981, Pat No. 4,448,625.

lUa appUcatkM Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 466,055

tat a.i B32B 3/10

UACL 428-58 3aataa

•(•CH2ijr-Q

wherein p is 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 and Q is a member selected firom the

group consisting of—Ri, —ORi,

-CH—CH2—R2. —O—Rj—CH—CH—R2 and

—CH CH—Rs
I I

o o
\ /
CH
I

lU

when p is 1, 2, 3 or 4 and Q is selected from the group consist-

ing of—Ri,

—CH^CH—R2 snd —CH CH-R5V o^^o
CH

when p is equal to 0,

wherein Ri is alkyl of I to 4 carbon atoms, R2, R4 and Rs are

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and R|, and

R3 b alkylene of 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

16. A pellicle for usem projection printing comprising a fihn

of claim 1 mounted in a pellicle mounting ring.

1. An improved floor mat, comprising:

an elongated web means of semi-rigid, liquid-impervious,

plastic material having a predetermined durometer rating

on a Rockwell C scale sufficiently high to provide a dura-

ble wear surface for the mat during normal use;

plastic strip means embedded into said web means and lami-

nated thereto while the web means was in molden condi-

tion to thereby form an integral web exclusive of any

extraneous bonding means or medium, said strip means

being formed of relatively flexible, liquid-impervious,

plastic material having a predetermined durometer rating

on a Rockwell A scale less than the durometer rating of

said web means to provide said flexibility; and slit means

in the side of said web means opposite from said strip

means and extending through said web means to the adja-

cent side surftce of said strip means, said sKt means being

disposed generally opposite and parallel to said strip

means whereby said floor mat may be readily folded along
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•Md slit meuu substantially 180* upon itself, the strip
means being laminated integrally into said web means so
that the atUacent outer, exposed sides of said web means
and said strip means are substantially coplanar.

M7M78
BUILDING MATERIALS COMPRISING NON-WOVEN

ONuty, and John R.
to AnwtnNig

Jefei S. Forry, MiMfTowmU^
Gvrkfc, LaoMw, both of Ihk,
World laiMiim. Inc. LmcmHt. Pa.
Co«tiwrtio-l-partofSaf. No. 40M(l, Aog. IC, mL

"' '™" mfcaOm Sep. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 537334

.,«^-- I«.aJB3aBJ//¥
VS. a, 4»-I70 32

4*474,177
MAGNEHC TAPE HAVING A LEADER TAPECWaU Mino, and Goro AkaiU, both ttf

fivton to Fufi Photo FUm Co., Ltd., g«
FUed Oet 20, IMl, Ser. No. 313,1»

Clahw priority, application Japo, Oct. 20, 1980, 55-144736

,T c ^ .^ Irt. a3 B32B Sm- GllB 5/78
U.S.a428-206

8Clata«! A tape comprising:

a magnetic recording tape portion; and
a leader tape portion connected at one end thereof, said

leader tape comprising a base, and a cleaning layer coated
on one side of said base, said cleaning layer consisting
essentially of a binder and a particulate organic polymer
having a size of 0.1 to 10^ wherein said particukte or-
game polymer and said binder are mixed in a ratio of from
1/5 to 3/1 by weight, said leader tape portion having a
ught transmittance of 40 to 9S%.

^ 4^74,178
composite snjcon carbide coatings for

carbon<:arbon materials
WJ«d D. Vehri, Eaat Hartfcrd, and F^ands S. Gahaw, Ma^
ZI^^SJIS^"***• """^ '«*«*»* Cor*
poratHM, Hartlwd, Conn.

Filed Jna. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 39M12
Int a^ B32B 9/00UAa 428-215 9cUm

I. A building board comprising a composite of a core mate-
nal covered with non-woven webs, said board being obtained

•ero^^wmically forming two generaUy uniform non-woven
webs consistmg essentially of organic binder and mineral
wool;

*Hwsing a core mixture comprising organic binder and
nller between said webs;

consolidating said webs and said core mixture to provide a
composite structure; and

compressing and curing said structure.

4«474,176
MULTI<X>LORED PRINTING RUBON INK BARRIER

J. ONaa, Woodhnd HOh, Odif., assignor to Dntn-
Kti Corponttioii, WoodlaN Hills, Qdif.

Filed Mar. 7, 1983. Ssr. No. 473324

US.a428-19S 40,^

EHEHD
WEICHT
CHARGE

1. A transfer ribbon having a plurality ofelongated portions.

rilS^Jf!!*"*'^**^*"*'^^ "^ »»"*«" defied
•tltattm part by a thermoplastic resinous barrier which pre-

^i^^Z^P'^ *^ interfusing, and wherein

plaste copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate and then cool-mg them^regnated thermoplastic copolymer thereby forming

I. A carbon-carbon composite article adapted to resist envi-
ronmental degradation at elevated temperatures in oxidizing
conditions, which comprises:

a. a carbon-carbon substrate;

b. a pack derived conversion coating integral with the sub-
strate surface having a thickness of from about 0.5 to 30
mils consisting essentially of SiC;

c. a CVD applied hyer of SiC on the outer surfi^e of the
pock derived SiC layer having a thickness of from about 3
to 30 mils.

4374.179
INK DONOR SHEET

HamUko MorigncU; TosUhara bud, and TakasU OhaMri. aU
ofKanagawa, Japan. aasivMn tonm Xerox Co.. Ltd., Tokyo,

RMAag. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413305CUw priority, application Japan. Aag. 28, 1981. 56-134027
Int a.) B41M 5/26

U^a428-^16
7

1. An ink donor sheet for transferring an image onto an
adjacent recording sheet: .

''
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wherein the ink donor sheet has a maximum recording den-

sity and qqdication ofthermal energy beyond the point of

maximum reondtng density results in an image of de-

creased density and comprises:

a porous base sheet; and

an ink layer on the porous base sheet, the ink layer compris-

ing a binder, a ccdoring agent and a softening agent and

being characterized by a temperature-dependent grada-

tion such that it remains solid at ordinary temperatures,

undergoes a sudden decrease in viscosity when heated to

a certain temperature to transfer an image to the recording

sheet, and undergoes a fiirther gradual decrease in viscos-

ity upon further heating to transfer an image of decreased

density to the recording sheet, said ink donor sheet being

capable of halftone reivoduction.

4376,180

NONBLOCDNG ELASTOMERIC POLYMER BLENDS
OF ABA BLOCK COPOLYMER AND ETHYLENE-VINYL

ACETATE COPOLYMER
J. Wnak, FaMaU^OUo, aaslsMir to IW Practcr A

SoBBuy, Ctaduntl, OUo
FOed Feb. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 462324

Irt. a> C08L 53/01 23/08, 31/04

U.S.a 428-220 23 Cbdns

1. An elastomeric fUm comprising:

(a) firom about 40% to about 80% of an elastomeric block

copolymer having at least two monoalkenyl arena poly-

mer end blocks A and at least one elastomeric conjugated

diene mid block D, said blocks A comprising from about

8% to about 55% by weight of said block copolymer, said

block copolymer having a melt index ofless than about 10;

and

(b) ftom about 20% to about 60% of an ethylene-vinyl ace-

tate copolymer, said ethylene-vinyl iaoetate copolymer

comprising from about 22% to about 33% vinyl acetate

and having a melt index of less than about 0.6;

where said fUm is firom about 0.03 mm to about 0.15 mm in

diickness.

said article an aqueous ^apetnaa of an acrylic resin consisting

essentially of:

(a) at least 40 percent by weight of at least one member

selected from the group consisting of alkyl acrylates and

alkyl methacrylates having at least 4 caibon atoms in the

alkyl; and

(b) 3 to 15 percent by weight of an hydroxyalkyl ester of an

alpha, beta-unsaturated polymerizable caiboxylic acid;

and then drying the treated article at a temper^ure over

110* C.

4376,183

THERMOFORMABLE LAMINATE STRUCTURE WITH
IMPROVED ACOUSnCAL ABSORPTION

JaMa S. HoHrop, Sonth Windsor, Con., and Rkhnrd P.

Mimr, Wilbraham, Mass., aaalffors to Monsanto Compny,
StLonlB,Mo.

FDod Not. 21, 1983, Sar. No. 5533M
Int a^ B32B 5/32

U.S.a428-286 14<

4376,181

DELAMINATED VERMICULUE COATED ALUMINUM
Pctar J. Br^ Chaadk Hnae; Kevin McAloon, Appletoa

Horn, and Gnhaai R. RMaol, Handbrid8s, an of England.

asBlvon to Imperial Chenrical Indnstries Lindtad, London,

Contlnnatlon of Ser. No. 281336, JaL 7, 1981, abandoned. lUs

appUcsdon Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,111

CUw priority, application UnUad Kinsdom, JnL 11, 1980,

8022714
Int a3 B32B 1/00

U.S.a428-220 OOnims

1. An article which comprises a coated aluminum substrate

characterized in that the coating consists essentially of an

inorganic layer of chemically dflammatfd vermiculite in

which the hmiellae have a thickness of less than 0.5 micron and

an aqwct ratio of at least 100. and substantially all of the lamel-

lae are of a size below 50 microns.

1. A thermoformable laminate structure with improved

acoustical absorption comprising:

a first layer of a foamed thermoplastic material;

a third layer of a foamed thermoplastic material;

a second layer intermediate said first and third layers, said

second layer being a material having acoustical properties

different from the acoustical properties ofthe thermoplas-

tic material of said first and third layers;

at least a portion of said first and second and said second and

third layers being adhesively bonded together, and

said first and third layers of thermoplastic material having an

outer surface, said outer surface having a resin impreg-

nated Mnic bonded thereto.

6. The thermoformable Uuninate structure of claim 1

wherein said resin impregnated fabric comprises a non-woven

fabric impregnated with a synthetic polymer resin.

4376484
THERMALLY STABLE POLYSULFONE

COMPOSITIONS FOR COMPOSITE SIRUCTURES
Hynn R. Labowlta, Rolling Hills Estntaa, CaUC and OydsR

Wash.
FDad Ai«. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 521329

Int a' C08G 73/12

U&a428-288 10

4376,182

METHOD FOR STRENGTHENING FIBROUS ARTICLES

Hcrtert Flak, Bickenboch; Hdner Kniena, Seshete^ngenMas;

Noitcrt Snettcrtte, Ober-RanMrit; Dans MneDer, Graas-

Biebemn; WOIi TDch, Rdnheta, and Werner SM, Darwtadt

an ofFed. Rep. ofGcrMny, nssivMrt to R8ha GaAH. Dnra-

stndt Fed. Rep. of C i rmaay
Filed Jan. 5. 1983. Ser. No. 455,661

CUM priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 23,

1982, 3202122
Int CL' B32B 27/08: B05D 3/02

U&a428-265 _^ MOntas
1. A method for reinforcing a fibrous article by applymg to

1. A cioss-linkable polymer formed by reacting:

(l)2molesofA—OH
(2) n-l- 1 moles ofZ—R—Z and

(3) n moles ofOH—R'—OH,
whorein Ais
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^SS. «?fl
°' ^ '^^•^ ^ " "'^^ fro" the group

coMstaig of fluorine, chlonne, and bromine, wherein Ris an
•ronutic radical, wherein R' is an aromatic radical, and
wherein n a selected so that said polymer has a molecular
weight between about 1 ,000 and about 40,000.

"'«'"*"

M7CM5
BLOWABLE GLASS FDER THERMAL INSULATION

PRODUCT

Ue.* oCOMNIt, N.C
Flhd Aig. 30, WW, Ser. No. 412,533

.,« « Irt. a^ B32B 27/00
UAa428-290 50.^

notjeater than about 0.5 denier, said fiber bundles of said
poitioo (A) bemg «,tangled with one another; and said portionW oompnsmg ather uhrafine fibers or fine bundles of ultra-

w ^r*T!!*'
'**• ^^ t»«nching firom said uHrafine fiber

ti!I!frJt^^^ 'T**'«
°f POrtio" (B) «»ving a size less

than said bundles of portion (A);
the ultrafinc fibers of said portion (B) being entangled with
oneanother;

c e* ".

«aid portions (A) and (B) being nonuniformly distributed in
the direction of fabric thickness and the degree ofbranch-
mg changing continuously along the boundary portion
between said portion (A) and (B).

4^7«,M7
NON.SINTERED QUARTZ WARE AND METHOD FOR
nM..^^ MlODUdNC THE SAME
MWhjsdC^Mg, 35, L«e 247, 1« Eon S. Rd, Tilpd. TalwM

CoBtiaoatfoa-lB-part of Ser. No. 321,990, No?. 16, 1981,
abandoned. HiIs application May 9, 1983, Scr. No. 492580

'tt»n«<n Of —jCwBi.ru
I

1

fJL Ij*'®^*^"*^ fitw thermal insulation product manu-

.I^IIJTiJT
'»'»«»«[ fiberglass scrap material without the

use of a bmder or an adhesive, said product comprising loose
irregularly formed and separate clunTps ofentanglSiSL^;ma^ appfoumately 1 in. (2.5 cm.) in diametiJand havinTa

rSl^i !fP"'"°?**'^* lb./cu./ft. (16 kg./cu.m.), and a
thermal resistance value of 3.3 per inch (2.54 cm.) of thickness.

M7C186
ULTRAFINE FIBER ENTANGLED SHEET ANDMETHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME

Wroyaaa Kato,Iyoto, and KaddcU YagI, Oliu, both of Japan,
»mlvton to Toray ladMtrica, Inc., Tokyo, Japa

FQad Mar. 29, 1983, S«r. No. 479,970

latCL^BSlB 27/00UAa 428-290
4,Ctata.

1. A non-sintered ceramic ware which is made by the pro-
cess of: formulating a batch of raw materials consisting of
powdered quartz and clay; adding an effective amount of ore
coagulant of which the composition comprises 2CaOSi09
3CaO.Si02, 3CaO.Al203, 4CaO.Al203.Fe203 and MgSblendmg the above components with an effective amount of
water, and formmg the blended material in a suitable mold- and
pressmg and drying the formed mass under low temperature
heat.

B

r A

1. An entangled nonwoven fabric comprising a portion (A)

Sl'b'SSS^ t*?"*^>^cS^S dSifiJe^
fiber bundles, the ultrafine fiben of said bundles having a size

_ 4,476,188
COMPOSmONS PRODUCING AMINOFUNCHONAL

SnjCONE FOAMS AND COATINGS
JotoD. Blizzard, Bay CHy, and Terence J. Swihart, EHezrilie,

bott of Mich., assignors to Dow Coralag Corporation, Mid-
and. Mien.

Division of Ser. No. 565,072, Dee. 23, 1983, Ptt. No. 4J60.712.
Thk application Apr. 6, 1984, Scr. No. 597,639

hA. CLiCWP283/J2
UAa428-332 ,CW«

1. A non-foamed composition comprising a coating not
thicker than 0.009 mm., said composition comprising, in com-
buution

(A) the reaction product of:

(i) an organosilicon resin ccMasisting essentially of RaSiO)
units and Si04/2 units, wherein R represents a monova-
lent hydrocarbon radical, and the ratio ofRjSiOi unit to
Si04/2 units b from 0.6/1 to a9/l, and

(ii) a polyorganohydrogensiloxane; and
(B) an aminolunctional silicone fluid polymer having the

general unit formula

R'«iQ*SiO(4_a_ft)/2, wherein in said unit fomuda
R' is selected from the group consisting of monovalent
hydrocarbon radicals, hydroxy radicals, and alkoxy
radicals;
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Q is an aminofimctional radical; the sum of the values of

a and b is an average of at least 1;

there being, in said aminofiinctional silicone fluid poly-

mer, at lent one Q radical.

4,476,189

OOPOLYESTER PRIMED POLYESTER FILM
Robert G. Poaey, Taylors, and EdwinC Odbertson, Greer, both

<rf S.C aHiffion to Aaerlcaa Hoedist Corporatkm, Somer-

flIk,NJ.
Filed May 16, 1983, Scr. No. 495,192

Int a^ B32B 27/06

VS.a 428-336 14 Clafans

1. An oriented self-supporting polyester film having a con-

tinuous copolyester primer coating on one or both sides

thereof, said polyester fihn prepared by melt extruding a sub-

stantially amorphous polyester film and thereafter orienting

the film by stretching in one or two directions and heat setting

the film, said copolyester immer coating being applied to said

film as an aqueous dispersion prior to stretchkg in one direc-

tion or subsequent to stretching in one direction but prior to

stretching in a mutually perpendicular direction, said copolyes-

ter primer coating consisting essentially of the polyester con-

densaticm product of the following monomers or their polyes-

ter forming equivalents:

(A) about 60 to 75 mole percent of terephthalic acid;

(B) about 15 to 25 mole percent of at least one aliphatic

dicaiboxylic acid of the formula HOOC(CH2)nCOOH,
wherein n ranges from about 1-U;

(Q greater than from about 6 up to about 15 mole percent of

at least one sulfomonomer containing an alkali metal sulfo-

nate group attached to a dicarboxylic aromatic nucleus,

and

(D) stoichiometric quantities of about 100 mole percent of at

least one oopolymerizable aliphatic or cydoaliphatic al-

kylene glycol having about firom 2 to 11 carbon atoms.

4,476,190

ADHESIVES FOR PREPASTED WALLCOVERINGS
John B. Clarke and John F. Firth, both of BnrifDTd, England,

I to AlUcd Colloids Lindted, Bradfbrd, England

FDodOet 8, 1982, Scr. No. 433,591

priority, application UnHad Ktagdom, OeU 15, 1981,

8131128
JA CLi O09J 7/02

U5.a428-350 18

GRAPH 1.

ionic monomers, and water soluble but water swellable parti-

cles comprising cationic polymer formed from monomers

selected from cationic monomers and blends with nonionic

monomers; wherein the anionic monomers are selected from

acrylic acid, methacrylic acid and water soluble salts thereof,

and the cationic monomers are selected from aminoalkyl acryl-

amides, aminoalkyl methacrylamides, aminoalkyl acrylates,

aminodkyl methacrylates and quatemized derivatives thereof;

and wherein the nonionic monomers are selected from acryl-

amide and methacrylamide.

12. A prepasted wallcovering comprising a sheet substrate

having a water wettable adhesive coating comprising a blend

of water insoluble but water swellable particles comprising

anionic polymer formed from monomers selected from anionic

monomers and blends of anionic monomers with nonionic

monomers, and water insoluble but water swellable particles

comprising cationic polymer formed from monomers selected

from cationic monomers and blends with nonionic monomers;

wherein the anionic monomers are selected from acrylic acid

methacrylic acid and water soluble salts thereof, and the cati-

onic monomers are selected from aminoalkyl acryamides,

aminoalkyl methacrylamides, aminoalkyl acrylates, aminoalkyl

methacrylates and quatemized derivatives thereof; and

wherein the nonionic monomers are selected from acrylamide

and methacrylamide.

B
c

i
i

I

1. A substantially non-aqueous composition comprising a

blend of water msoluble but water swellable particles compris-

ing anionic polymer formed firom monomers selected from

anionic monomers and blends of anionic monomers with non-

4,476,191

RESORCINOL-ALDEHYDE RESIN COMPOSTHON FOR
AN ADHESIVE SYSTEM TO BE APPLIED TO GLASS

FIBERS
MIkhafl M. Girgia, PMabvfh, Pin ciriSMr to PPG IndHtrica,

DlriakNi of Scr. No. 321,971, Not. 16, 1981, PaL No. 433,189,

whkh te a coatlnHtlon of Scr. No. 1633S5, Jan. 26, 1980,

ahanrtnafd. which la a continaatlon la part of Scr. No. 956^73,

Oct 30, 1978, Pat No. 4,3144150. TUs appUeatioa Sep. 29, 1982,

Scr. No. 426,992

IM. a' C08G 8/22: CD8L 61/12: B32B 25/02. 27/04

VS. a. 428-378 9 Gain
1. A filamentary tire cord having thereon a dried residue of

an adhesive coating composition having one or more elasto-

meric latexes and an improved flexible and tough resorcinolic

or resorcinolic and phenolic aldehyde resin, comprising a

thermoplastic, water soluble, resorcinol or resorcinol and a

phenolic aldehyde resin that is a mixture of polymers having

trimer polymer and dimer polymer and no higher non-water

soluble oligomers produced by:

a. reacting to less than 10 percent completion a resorcinol or

resorcinol and phenolic compound with an aldehyde in an

amount of aldehyde to resorcinol or mixture of resorcinol

and phenolic compound in mole ratio in the range ofabout

0.8 to about 1.5 and a pH in the range ofabout 3.5 to about

5.5 to limit formation of resorcinol and phenolic alcohols

for a period of time equivalent to a period of time in the

range of about 3 hours to about 10 hours at a temperature

in the range of about 55* F. (13* C.) to about 90* F. (32*

C.) to produce a resinous polymer mixture along with

unreacted resorcinol or resorcinol and phenolic com-

pound and aldehyde in the polymer mixture, and

b. continuing the resin reaction at a pH maintained above 7

to about 7.S at a temperature in the range of 55* F. (13* C.)

to 90* F. (32* C.) when the residence time is in the range

of 0.75 hours to about 10 hours thereby producing a ther-

moplastic, water soluble, resorcinolic or resorcinolic and

phenolic aldehyde resin mixture with improved flexibility

and with toughness, since it has a substantial amount of

trimer and dimer polymers without any higher oligomers

and has only slight cross-linking and is capable of further

reaction, and

wherein the resin mixture is present in an amount between

about 5 and about 50 parts resin per 100 parts elastomeric latex

solids.
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MTMM
ENAMELED WIRES HAVING RESISTANCE lY)

OVERLOAD AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE
SAME

October 9. 1984

to
nd MoriUko RUMdi, aO of AkU, Ji

BmMc MMrin, hH^ AkU, Japa
FIM M. 3(, 1M2, S«. No. 40U7tf

. "^Ji?"""' ^''"^ Jit 24. MSI, S6.I166W
UL €V B32B 9/(Kk BOSD 5//Z' H02G i/(V

UJB.a43l-3n 13CUm
1. A prooea for prodocmg an enameled wire having resis-

tanoe to overload, comprising the steps of:

providing an electric oonductor wire;
providing a wire enamel coating material comprising a sOi-
cone resin having incorporated therein SO to 200 parts by
weight of particles of an oxvganic tabular crystalline
material per 100 parts by weight of the silicone resin, the
ptttides having a maximom average particle size not
greater than 80f^ an average not greater than 40^ and an
average aspect ratio of between 30 and 100 and which
wictwith the silicone resin at elevated temperatures to
become a ceramic, the particles having been treated with
in agent capable of increasing the miscibiUty of the parti-
cles with the silicone resin;

placing the enamel coating material in a die having a fhisto-
conical shape;

applying the enamel coating material to the conductor wire
to form a coating, wherein the coating formed by each
cycle of application has a thickness of not more than 10m.
and wherein the tabukr crystals in the coating are orien-

JJ^ P«U«' to the surfiMe of the conductor wire; and
baking the coating to harden the coating on the Mfin con-

ductor, providing a hard outer coating.
U. An enameled wire having resistance to overload which

comprises an electric conductor having a baked pitxluct of a
wire enamel coat, said wire enamel coat comprising a silicone
resin having incorporated therein 50 to 200 phr of particles of
an morganic tabular crystalline material that have a maximum
tverage particle sixe not greater than 80^ an average not
greater than 40^ and an average aspect ratio between 30 and
'Og"x' which can react with the siUoone resin at elevated
tea^entam to become a ceramic and which have been sur-
nce-treated with a coupling agent, a surface active agent or a
ontmg agent, the tabular crystals m the wire enamel coat
being orientated parallel to the surface of the conductor.

4^474,193
SlII£UROONTAINING UGNIN MODVIED ALKALINEEAWH TREATEDPHENOUCIMPREGNATING RESINS

FOR CORE LAYERS OF HUMmiTY RESISTANT
LAMINATES

Mjrtn P. Sridei, MowocfiOa, ad TfaMtky J. FUler, Pitts-

JJJJJJJj^
"'»« to Wastligfcoae Electrfc Cofi^

FM Sap. 14, 1912, S«. No. 417,943

.
!«. O.' B32B 27/04. 27/42. 31/12

UAa4M-531 lOciai^

(A) phenol,

(B) aldehyde.

(Q sulfur containing hgnin, and
(D) an effective amount of catalytic reactant consistina

essentially of:

(i) 30 wt % to 100 wt % of an alkaline^arth metal com-
pound selected from the group consisting of calcium
oxide, calcium hydroxide, barium oxide, barium hy-
droxide, hydrates thereof, and mixtures thereof, and

(u) wt % to 50 wt. % ofan alkali-metal compound, said
core impregnating resin bonding the core sheets to-
gether.

4,474,194
CONTOUR FORMING CONICAL SHAPES

Harold C Saabon, Boltaii, nA Jom & Griflith, EDinstan.
JjjMrfCOMjjMSlgantoUlit^

Filed Not. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,473
IM. a^ B23K 31/08

UAa4a*-si5 jchtas

1. The method of forming a conical s^ment firom sheet
metal characterized by

(a) providing a first piece of material having a first length, a
first cross sectional area and a first thickness;

(b) butt welding to the first piece of materia] a second piece
of material havifl|ra second length, a second crass sec-
tional area and a second thickness greater than the thick-
ness of the first piece, to form a wddment having a weld
j<Mnt running along the lengths of the abutting pieces

(c) rolling the weldment to reduce the cross sectional area of
the second piece section more than the cross sectional area
ofthe first piece section, to make uniform the cross sectioi
thickness ofthe conical segment in the vicinity ofthe weld
joint and thereby increase the length of the second piece
section more than the length of the first piece section and
make the weldment into a skewed shiq)e;

(d) rolling the skewed shape weldment to form it into a
circle so that the ORMsing lengthwise ends of the weld-
ment come into close proximity, the second piece section
thereby forming a portion of a cone which is hvger in
average diameter compared to the average diameter ofthe
portion comprised of the first piece section.

4^474,195
MAGNEnCRECORDINGMEDIUM AND PROCESS FOR

THE PRODUCTION THEREOF
YmUUto Omi; AUia Naban, taA TowMdd Ikeda, aU of""""

' to F^l Photo Fltai Co„ Ltd^
10 .__^_.^^^.-

FOed JbL 2, 1940, Ser. No. 145^440
I priority, appUeatioa Japan, JaL 2, 1979, 54>82708

bt CL3 HOIF 10/02
U.S.CL42S-495 4ClataM

cant, said organic lubricant being selected fhm the group
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consisting of a paraffin wax, a higher fatty acid, an oxy fatty

acid, a fatty acid amide, a fatty acid ester, a fatty alcohol, a

metal soq> and a mixture thereof.

4^474,197

INTEGRAL MANIFOLDING STRUCTURE FOR FUEL
CELL CORE HAVING PARALLEL GAS FLOW

Joaeph E. Hcrcag, Napsffflie, IlL, asalfBor to1W Uritod StMsa

of America as upnatatad by the UaHed States Dipaifwl af

vrashtogtoB. D.C
FDed Oet 12, 1943, Ser. No. 541,178

tat. a^ HOIM 8/10

U.S.a 429-32 20 <

4^74,194

SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL HAVING MONOLITHIC
CROSS FLOW CORE AND MANIFOLDING

Roger B. Poeppd, Glen Ellyn, and Jooeph T. Dasek, Downers

Grore, both of IlL, assigaors to IW United States of America

as represented by the United States Department of Energy.

Waridagton, D.C
FDed Oct 12, 1983, Ser. No. 541,177

Int a^ HOIM 8/10

UJS.a 429-32 11 Clafaaa
OnDwr

1. A fiiel cell for electrochemically combining fiiel and

oxidant for generation of galvanic output, comprising the

combination of a core having an array of electrolyte and inter-

connect walls, each electrolyte wall consisting of thin layers of

cathode and anode materials respectively, sandwiching a thin

layer of electrolyte material therebetween, each interconnect

wall consisting of thin layers of the cathode and anode materi-

als, respectively sandwichmg a thin layer of interconnect mate-

rial therebetween, said electrolyte walls and said interconnect

walls being spaced apart and alternately arranged with the like

cathode and anode hiyers on each being disposed adjacent to

one another, spaced wd» of such cathode and anode materials

extended transverse to and between the layers of the corre-

sponding material of each adjacent pair of electrolyte and

interconnect walls operable to define a plurality of core pas-

sageways therebetween where the inside faces of the passage-

ways are formed either of only the anode material or of only

the cathode material, each core passageway having the anode

material an the inside fiKes thereof being for the fuel and each

core passageway having the cathode material on the mside

faces thereofbeing for the oxidant, means to direct the fiiel and

the oxidant for flow through the respective anode and cathode

passageway, and means to direct the galvanic output from the

anode and cathode materials to an exterior circuit

1. A fuel cell for electrochemically combining fiiel and

oxidant for generation of galvanic output comprising the

combination of a core having an array of electrolyte and inter-

connect walls, each electrolyte wall consisting of cathode and

anode mstepyl* respectively sandwiching electrolyte material

therebetween and each interconnect vraU consisting of the

cathode and anode materials req)ectivdy sandwichteg inter-

connect material therdwtween, the array providing that sepa-

rate sections of each electrolyte wall are arranged between

separate sections of adjacent pairs of interconnect walls opera-

ble to define a plurality of substantially parallel core passage-

ways alternately arranged req)ectively where the inside fitces

thereof are formed either of only the anode or cathode mate-

rial, each anode material passageway being for the fuel and

each cathode material passageway being for the oxidant means

to direct the fuel and the oxidant for separate flow through

each of its respective passageway, said last mentioned means

including intermediate wall means extended from the electro-

lyte wall in the general direction of the passageways and each

being spaced generally between the adjacent interconnect

walls operable to define thereby separate end chambers open

to the respective passageways, duct means for inputting the

fuel and oxidant to the appropriate end chamber, and means to

direct the galvanic output fitnn the anode and cathode materi-

als to an exterior circuit

4,474,198

SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL HAVING MONOLITHIC
CORE

John P. Acfcanun, Downsn Grorc, and Joha E. Yoaag, Woo-

drldge, both of DL, asaipMirs to1W UaHad Statas of Aamrica

« mpiwiBted by the UaUed States Deportaseat of

WaaUagtoB, D.C
FDed Oet 12, 1983, Ser. No. 54U13

tat a' HOIM 8/10

UJS. CL 429-32 18

1. A fiiel cell for electrochemically combining fuel and

oxidant for generation of galvanic output coaqnising the

combination of a core having an array of electrolyte and inter-

connect walls, each electrolyte wall consisting of thin laycn of

cathode and anode materials respectively, sandwiching a thin

kyer of electrolyte material therriietween, each interconnect

wall consisting of thin layers of the cathode and anode, respec-

tively sandwiching a thin layer of interconnect material there-

between, wherd)y sepante sections of said electrolyte wall are

arranged between separate sections of adjacent interconnect

walls operable to define a plurality of core passageways alter-

nately arranged respectively where the inside faces thereof are
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formed either ofonly the anode materul or ofonly the cathode
material, each core paangeway having the anode material on
the inside being for the fbel and each core passageway having
the cathode material on the inside being for the oxidant, means
to direct the ftiel and the oxidant for flow through the respec-

having an inwardly extendmg bead formed near the top end
thereof; and further comprising;

a sealing and insulating member at the top end of said cath-
ode can, having a bottom peripheral edge seated on said
bead, said member being held in seaUng relationship to
said can by a crimp formed at the top edge of said can,
with said top edge of the can extending over the top
periphery of said member;

^ ^M

KACnON OXKMMT
MOOUCTS

tive anode and cathode passageway, means to direct the gal-
vanic output from the anode and cathode materials to an exte-
rior circuit, and the electrolyte and interconnect walls being
substantially devoid of any composite inert material and the
core being monolithic.

4y47C199
FUSED CARBONATE FUEL CELL

MaMtp TihyM, lilwli^ Hideo Okadt;ag— Okabe, both of
HItacU; HiraaU Tobfta, KtafttfaU. aMi MoMUko TonaoU,
HHmU, aO ofJapo, aariiaon to HitacU, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FIM Jan. 26, 1983, Scr. No. 4<U55
Oalm priority, appUeatlM Japo, Jam. 29, 1982, 57-11516

IM. a^ HOIM 8/J4
VACL4»-U 4CWm8

1. A fbaed carbonate type fbel cell comprising an electrolytic
body hoMing an electrolyte therein which is arranged between
an anode and a cathode, wherein electricity is electiochemi-
cally generated by feeding fiiel and an oxidant to a fuel cham-
ber arranged on the anode side and an oxidant chamber ar-
ranged on the cathode side, respectively, said electrolytic body
comprising an electrolyte of alkali metal carbonate, an elec-
trolyte-retaining member for retaining the electrolyte and an
inorganic binder of an alkali metal metaphosphate represented
by the formula MPO3 wherein M designates an alkali metal.

said seaUng and insulating member having a circular rib
formed at its perifdiery at least in one of its top and bottom
surfaces, wherein at least a first portion of the thickness of
the peripheral material of said member being stressed by
said crimp in an amount greater than the elastic limit of
said material; and at least a second portion of the thickness
of the peripheral material of said member being stressed
by said crimp in an amount less than said elastic limit; said
portion which has been stressed beyond the elastic limit
being at the top or bottom periphery of said member.

M7631
ELECTROCHEMICAL STORAGE CELL

DetleT Repennhig, NcckargaiiiBd, and Bemd Undaer, Mann-
helm, both of Fed. Rep. of Gerauny, aMignon to Brown,
Bonti A Cie AG, MaanheiB-Kifertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed JoL 8, 1983. Ser. No. 512.212
CUbs priority, appiicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, JoL 10,

1982,322S8il

bt Qi HOIM 10/50
U.S. 0.429-0 11 Claims

4^7M00
GALVANIC CELL AND SEALING AND INSULATION

MEMBER THEREFOR
(Mai Maridn; RoMid J. Book, bodi of Toronto; Michad J.
Mth, aid Marian Wiaeak. both orMM«mn aU of Cte-

nn to DvMdilM., Bcthd, Con.
FDad Dae. 2. 1982,Sv. No. 4M,115

iority, ippHcadw CaMdi, Dae. 23, 1981, 393134
IM. CU HOIM 2/12

VS.a 439-M g rM^
1. In oorabination, a cylindrical sealed galvanic cell, having

anantJde, a cathode, and a generally cyhndrical can into which
the prmapal components of the odl are phtoed, said can hav-
ing a ckMed bottom end and an opened top end and s«id can

1. An electrochemical storage cell based on alkali metal and
chalcogen with an anode space and a cathode space which are
separated from each other by an alkali ion-conducting solid
electrolyte and are bounded at least in some regions by a metal-
lic housmg. a safety insert in the anode space into which safety
insert the alkali metal is received, a saiRety gap between the
surface of the safety insert and the surface of the electrolyte, a
discharge opening in the safety insert for the discharge of alkali
metal from the safety insert mto the safety gap, the combina-
tion therewith ofdosing the discharge opening at a predeter-
mined cell temperature comprising af^'ble alloy part melting
at said predetermined cell temperature and containing at least
two metah selected from the group consisting of metals in
Groups IB, IIA and IIIA, and a material in the discharge
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opening which on contact with said alloy in molten condition

increases the melting point of the alloy causing the alloy to

solidify and close ofT the discharge opening.

4,478,202

TWO-PIECE COVER-SEAL CONSTRUCnON FOR
GALVANIC CELLS

John A. Weaner, A?m Lake, Ohio, aari^or to Uaioa CarWde

Corporation, Danbary, Cou.
Filed Jan. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,421

iBt. a^ HOIM 2/04. 2/36

U.S. CI. 429-94 12 Clainis

being sandwiched between two flat microporous separa-

tor elements eadi extending all over said lateral surfiKe of

s

said positive plate, the whole peripheral edges of said

positive plate being covered with a protective material

sealin^y holding the active material of said plate.

1. A sealed galvanic cell comprising a container having a

base, a sidewall and an open end and housing a first electrode

in electrical contact with said container, a second electrode, a

separator therebetween and an electrolyte therein in ionic

contact with said first electrode and said second electrode; a

cover assembly disposed at the open end of said container and

in electrical contact with said secoiid electrode; and a sealing

gasket compressively disposed between said container sidewall

and said cover assembly; the improvement wherein said cover

assembly comprises an iimer cover having at least one aperture

therein throu^ which electrolyte can be dispensed into said

container and an outer electricdly conductive cover which is

positioned contiguously over said inner cover and which is

secured within said gadiet and said container.

4^78,204

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL UTILIZING A MIXTURE OF
PHOSPHORUS OXYCHLORIDE AND A LOW
FREEZING SOLVENT AS THE ELECTROLYTE

JaaNi J. Aobora, Groton, MaH., aaaigBor to GTE Laboratorlei

Ineorporated, Waltham, MaM.
Fllod No?. 13, 1972, Scr. No. 305,811

lat a.) HOIM 6/14

VS. CL 429-196 22 OafaM

1. An electrochemical cell comprising an oxidizable active

anode material; an active solid cathode material selected fitxnn

the group consisting ofhalogens, metal halides, solid Group VI

A elements and compounds thereof with metallic elements;

and an electrolyte consisting essentially of an inorganic solvent

system and a solute dissolved in said inorganic solvent system,

said solvent system consisting essentially of a mixture of phos-

phorus oxychloride and a low freezing solvent selected from

the group consisting of thiophosphoryl chloride, thionyl chlo-

ride, sulfuryl chloride, and monofluorophosphoryl dichloride;

said inorganic solvent system being the sole solvent material in

said electrolyte.

4^78403
LEAD-ACm BATTERY CELLS AND MANUFACTURING

PROCESS THEREOF
Jack Robert, Palaiaeaa, and Jean Aliieo, Paris, both of Fhnce,

aMigaon to AgoNe Natiomde dc Valorisation de la Recherche

ANVAR, Ncidlly Snr Seine, Fraaee

PCT No. PCT/FR79/00091, § 371 Date Jon. 4, 1980, § 102(e)

Date Apr. 29, 1980, PCT PiA. No. WO80/00786, PCT Pub.

Date Apr. 17, 1980

PCT FOed Oct 4, 1979, Scr. No. 196,490

ClaiiH prfcirity, appiieatlon Franec, Oct 4^ 1978, 78 28386

lat a.3 HOIM 2/18

VS.a 429-139 5 Ctataa

1. A battery cell assembly for a lead acid storage battery

including:

a box,

at least one battery cell assembly within sakl box,

means for applying onto said battery cell assembly a lateral

pressure of at least 0.4 bar, >

an electrolyte filling said box,

said battery cell assembly comprising at least one positive

plate and at least one negative |date and interposed be-

tween said plates a plurality of successive separator de-

ments including at least one corrugated perforated sheet

of polyvinylchloride,

said positive plate having flat opposed lateral surfaces and

4,476,205

PRESSED CADMIUM ELECTRODE AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Clande J. Menard, 6384 Aapcnwood Plx., Woodbury, Minn.

55125

FOed Apr. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 483,764

bt a^ HOIM 4/24

VS. CL 429-217 13

oinmB
Mnimei

"tl

i—L

MRWUV Ml

1. In a cadmium electrode for a rechargeable alkaline cell,

said electrode comprising a rigid substrate having particle-

recdving recesses therein into and upon which are ^>plied a

particulate mix of radmiv*" oxide particles and cadmium parti-

cles which constitute an active precharge anti-fading constitu-

ent of said mix, and held together by a binder, the improve-

ment wherein said binder forms a coating on said cadmium

oxide but not said cadmium particles, said cadmium particles

being in conductive relation with the cadmium oxide particles

and said substrate, and said particuUte mix being compressed

into and upon the recesses of said substrate.
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M7<»20f
FIBER REINFORCED GRID FOR A STORAGE CELL.

AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING IT^ ??* y*'!!!-^'"."'*""' J^ "«^ Lyo-; Mh—ed

fArtfcoB, Mid (Mwrt Dribni, Sinw, aU of Fhncc, awign-
on to rnapiiMii Ewapini rAccowdMcm, Paris, FhuccFM Ja. 2S, 1M3, Scr. No. 4<MU
Chtai priority, tpyliatttai Ftan, Feb. 1. 1M2, 82 015C7

bt a^ HOIM 4/72
UAa4»-234 MCtota.

4^7C20e
COMPOUNDS HAVING BARBITURIC ACID OR

THIOBARBITURIC ACID RESIDUE.
PHOTOCONDUCnVE COMPOSmONS AND
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC UGHT SENSTTIVE

MATERIALS CONTAINING THE COMPOUNDS AS
CHARGE GENERATING MATERIALS

ScUi Horie; Jo^ji Nakaao. aad Hideo Sato, aU of SaHan.
Japan. anigBon to F^i Photo Flhi Co.. Ltd., Kan«inra|
Japan

Filed Dec 23. 1982. Scr. No. 482,854
Clatas priority. appUcatton Japan. Dec 23, 1981, 56-2ir7248

lat a^ G03G 5/06UAa 430-58 „ ch,^
1. A photoconductive composition containing a charge

transporting material and a compound having a barbituric acid
residue or a thiobarbituric acid residue represented by a gen-
eral formula selected from the group of formulae consisting of

I- A support grid for a plate of an electric storage cell,
wherein said grid comprise a loosely woven cloth containing
two orthogonaUy intersectmg sets of spaced apart bundles of
conductive threads extending in the warp and weft directions,
respectively, of ^le cloth, said bundles of conductive threads

•j^ «"^^^dedm a matrix of at least one metal selected from
we group consisting of lead, copper, cadmium, and nickel to
form a unitary group of orthogonal sets of conductive ban
together with a current collector, and die cloth further con-
taining bundles of non-conductive non-embedded direads
extending in at least one of the warp and weft directions and
•erving to locate and to maintain in position the bundles of
conductive threads relative to one another.

4^8,207
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES
EMPLOYING NOVEL NONDIFFUSIBLE CYAN

DYE.RELEASING COMPOUNDS AND PRECURSORS
XHEBEOP

^*?!.^"*^ "°«**^*"^J— g-Pwood. victor, both
or N.Y, iHlpuii to Eartan Kodak Coi^aqr, Rochester,

SfJlrfSii^ ****^ ^"^ >«• >^ ''««* ta •«^
of SsrNo. 458.501. Jaa. 17, 1983, Pat No. 4*419,435, which Is

a certinaatie»^»part of Ssr. No. mjm. May 21, 1982,
laaduasd. TUsappUeatioa Feb. 9, 1984, Scr. No. 578,720

..- ^ ^^ ^^'^ ^/^ 7/*l ^^94; O09B 43/00
VS. CL 430—17 3 ciaiaH
^^' ^ photographic element comprising a support having
thereon a coordination complex of a polyvalent metid ion and
a compound having the formula:

o V

V/^"""-

N

OH

wherem:

Y repments tiw atoms necessary to complete a S- or 6-mem-
bered aromatic heterocyclic Aned ring.

wherein;

(i) n represents 0, 1 or 2,

(ii) X and Y, which may be the same or different, each
represents an oxygen atom or a suUiir atom,

Cui) R' and R2, which may be the same or diffeient, each
represents a hydrogen, an alkyl group having 1-4 carbon
atoms, or a phenyl group; these groups may have a substit-
oent,

(iv) R3 and R^ which may be the same or different, each
represents a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group, an aralkyl group,
or an aryl group,

(v) rs and R^ which may be the same or different, each
represento a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group, an aralkyl
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group, or a phenyl group; these groups may have a substit-

oent.

(vi) R'' and R^ which may be the same or different, each

represents a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group having 1-4

caibon atoms, an unsubstituted or substituted phenyl

groim, and
(vii) R^ Rio, and R", which may be the same or different,

each represents a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group having

1-4 carbon atoms, a hydroxy group, an alkoxy group

having 1-2 carbon atoms, an unsubstituted or substituted

phenyl group, a nitro group, or a halogen atom.

4,478009

SELENIUM-ANTIMONY ALLOY
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTORECEPTORS

fUrayaU MorigaeU, HacUoJi; Takeo SUanra, Ohtsdd; Tada-

sU Kaneko, Sagaadhara; HIroydd Noawri, aad Akira Ni-

sUwaU, both of HacUoJi, aU of Japaa, airigaon to Koiri-

sUroka Photo ladastry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 418,680

Claiais priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Sep. 21, 1981, 56-147791

lot a^ G03G 5/082

VS. CL 430-95 7 Clalan

1. An electrophotographic photoreceptor comprising a

conductive support and a photosensitive layer consisting of a

vapor-deposited selenium-antimony alloy filin formed thereon,

said photosensitive layer having an average antimony concen-

tration of S to 21 weiglit percent and consisting of a center

layer and a skin layer on either side of said center layer

wherein said anthmmy concentration within said center layer

is maintained within 2 weight % of said average antimony

concentration and said center layer is a microscopic region.

the thus prepared encapsulated toner particles together with

the colored electrocondactive powder.

4,476,212

PREPARATION OF ELBCTR06TAT0GRAPHIC TONER
MATERUL

Falio KaUad, SUaaoka, Japaa, assizor to Fall Photo FItaB COn

Filed Dec 23, 1982, Scr. No. 452402

Claiaa priority, application Japan, Dec 25, 1981, 56-209278

lat a^ G03G 9/081 9/10

VS. a. 430-137 4 daiw
1. In a process for the preparation of an electrosutographic

toner material comprising enc^wulating a core material con-

taining colorant with a sheU material selected from the group

consisting of a melamine resin and a urea resin in an aqueous

medium to prepare encapsulated toner particles and spray-dry-

nig the so prepared toner particles, the improvement in which

the spray-drying of the toner particles is carried out in the

presence of a cationic compound selected from the group

consisting of a cationic sur^ce active agent and a cationic

polymer, and the spray-dried toner particles are then provided

witii a hydrophobic sUica flow lubricant

4,476,210

DYED STABILIZED LIQUID DEVELOPER AND
METHOD FOR MAKING

McMb D. CroMher, OakriDc; JaaM M. Daff,

Michad L. Hair, OakriUc; Ear P. Lok, Toronto, aad Ray-

aMMd W. Wong, Miarisnaga, aO of Gaaada, assigaon to

Xerox CorporatioB, Staarfbrd, Coaa.

Filed May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 4994)54

lat a' G03G 9/12

VS. CL 430-114 26 OaiaH
1. A stable colored liquid developer comprising an insulating

liquid dispersion medium having dispersed therein a marking
particle comprising a thermoplastic resin core substantially

insoluble in uid dispersion medium, an amphipathic block or

graft copolymeric steric stalrilizer irreversibly chemically or

physiodly anchored to said thermoplastic resin core, said steric

stabilizer being s(duble in said dispevsicm medram and a colored

dye imbibed in tte thermofriastie resin core, said dye being

soluble in said theroaoplastic resin core aad msoluble in said

dispersion medium.

4,476,213

NON-AQUEOUS SILVER HAUDE DIFFUSION
IMAGING SYSTEM

PaalC Adain Amr L. Bvkholdsn HoMT G. Data; Richard F.

Wright aU of ChflHeothe, and Maty M. Staatey, Warcrty, an

of OUo, aaslffors to nc Mead Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

FOcd Dec 10, 1982, Scr. No. 448,633

IM. CL> G03C 5/54

U&a 430-229 141

^
^H

4y476,211

PREPARATION OF ELECTROfiTATOGRAPHIC TONER
MATERIAL PROVIDED WTTH SURFACE

ELECTROOONDUCnVTTY
NoriyaU Hoaol, SUaaoka, Japaa, aari«nr to Fa}! Photo FOa

Co., Udn Kaaagawa, Jspaa

FOcd Dec 8, 1982, Scr. No. 447,992

Cfarims priority, appUcatfoa Japaa, Dae 11, 1981, 56-198649

lBta3G03G9//tf
U.S. CL 430-137 8 OaiM

1. A process for the preparation of an electrostatographic

toner material comprising encapsulated toner particles having

colored electrooondoctive powder afRxed to their outer sur-

face, which ctmprises encapsulating a pressure fixable adhe-

sive core material containing a colorant and a magnetizable

substance with a shell material selected fmn the group consist-

ing of polyurethanc polyamide, polyester, polysolfonamidc

polyurea, epoxy resin and polysulfonates, in an aqueous me-

dhmi to prepare encapsohded toner particles and spny-drying

1. A difAnton trsnsfer imaging sheet comprising:

a substrate;

a silver halide emulsion layer which includes a continuous

phase that is nonionic;

a nucleating layer, and

means for separating the silver halide emulsion layer and

nucleating kyer which act as a water barrier and which

are permeable to non-aqueous solutions.

4,476,214

OPTICAL INFORMATION DISK COMPRISING
TELLURIUM, SELENIUM AND ANTIMONY

Pietcr Zaha, Gddrap; Bcnardas A. J. Jacobs, aad AMaaa W.

Dc Poortcr, both of Eindhoven, an of Nethcriaada, aaslvon

to U.S. PhOipa Coiporatioa, New York, N.Y.

FDcd Oct 13, 1981, Scr. No. 310,685

Nethcriads, Oct 16, 1988,

lat CL^ case 1/72; G02B 27/22

UJB.a430-270 5<

1. An optical infwmation disk in which information can be

recorded and read optically and which comprises a substrate

plate which, on at least one side, has an ablative recording

layer comprising the dements tellurium, selenium and aati-

mony, characterized in that the oompositioa of the reoordiaf
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hyer mtmtin the formula Te;,Sej5b,S, wberdn x«5S-SS
•t%, y« 13-30 «.%, z« 1-12 •!.% q«0-10 at% and /

Jf+J'+X+^a 100.

M7C^1S
NEGATIVE'ACnNG PHOTORESICT COMPOSITION

WflUni L. KoMk, Cottage Gra?c, Mint, MrigMr to Miuw
•Ota Miaiag aad Maaatectarias Coa^aay, Saiat Paal, Miaa.

F1M Not. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 5SM86
lat a) G03C J/68

UAa430-28I
20Ci«iiii8

1. A negative<«ctmg photownntive resist composition com-
prising:

(a) at least one polyftmctiona] acrylate monomer,
(b) an organic, polymeric, film-forning binder with more

than one pendant acryloyi group pendant thereftom,
(c) a polyftuKtional, thermally activated, acid group cross-

Unking agent, '
' -

(d) an active, photosensitive ftee-radical generator,
(e) a non-active, photosensitive free-radical generator, and
(0 an acid group-bearing polymeric binder.

•'
-•

M7M17
SENSITIVE POSITIVE ELECTRON BEAM RESISIS

lUckard B. DonglaB, OryMal; Barbara J. Fkre, EttHL and Jaev

CoatiaaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 37^343, M^ 10, 1982.
•baadooed. TWa appHcatloB Peb. 13, 1984, Ser. No. 578,987

lat a' B05D 3/Ql- G03C 5/16, 5/24
UAa.430-326 jchtas

1. A method of producing a sensitive positive radiation
sensitive resist image comprising the steps of:

obtaining a solution ofa radiation sensitive copolymer mate-
rial comprising from about 55 to 80 mole percent meth-
acryUc add (MAA) and from about 20 to 45 mole percent
t-butyl methacrylate (TBM), wherein the weight average
molecular weight of the copolymer is equal to or greater
than 250,000,

coating a substrate with the solution ofMAA/TBM copoly-
mer to form a thin polymeric fihn of said polymeric mate-
rial thereon;

prebaking the coated substrate at a temperature equal to or
greater than 200* but below the decomposition tempera-
ture of said polymer material;

exposing said polymeric fUm to iraizing radiation in a prede-
termined pattern;

developing said polymeric film.

3. The method according to any of claims 1 wherein said
developing step further comprises spraying said exposed poly-
meric fihn on said substrate with a liquid solvent for said resist
for a period of from about 10 seconds to 60 seconds.

4^478,216
METHOD FOR HIGH RESOLUTION LITHOGRAPHY

EijKTobta, San Joae, GaHr., aarivMf to Amdahl Corporatioa,
Saaayrala, Odif

.

OwdaaatioB of Scr. No. 289,478, Aag. 3, 1981, akaadOMd. His
appUcatioa Aag. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 521,941

lat ai G03C 5/00
UAa430-296 gCIataa

1. In a method for performing high resohition lithography,
the steps of:

disposing on a substructure having a surface layer to be
(wttemed a layer of a positive electron beam resist mate-
rial characterized by both substantial degradation sensitiv-
ity for incident electron beams and substantial instability
ofuadegraded regions for a predetermined plasma etchant
which attacks said surface Uyer,

exponig a prearranged pattern of regions of said resist layer
to said electron beams to produce a corresponding pattern
of degraded resist region^

• removing said pattern of degraded resist regions using a
preselected developing solution to form a developed resist
tayer,

edifying said resist material to increase the stability thereof
for said plasma etcham by exposing said developed resist
layer to paid electron beam and baking said degraded
resist layer; and : r .:

etching exposed regions of said surface layer using said
plasma etchant

4,476,218
SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC UGHT-SENSTTIVE

MATERIALS
MasasU Ogawa; Kaalo bUgaU; Taka Nakaoara, and
Nobaynki IwasaU, an of Kaaagawa, Japaa, aerigaors to FUi
Photo FUm Con Ltd., Kaaagawa, Ji^aa

Filed Jan. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,820
Clahas priority, appUeatioa Japaa, Jan. 16, 1981, 56>92589

lat a? G03C 1/76. 1/30
UAa430-539 UCUaiB

1. A silver halide light-sensitive photographic material,
comprising:

a support; and
a plurality of layers on at least one side of the support
wherein at least (»e of the layers, is a light-sensitive silver
halide emulsion layer, aad further wherein a light-insensi-
tive uppermost layer of the layers has a melting time
greater than that of the light-sensitive silver halide emul-
sion layer, wherein the light-insensitive uppermost layer
comprises gekitin hardened by a non-diffusible polymeric
hardener.

%f-

4^76499
SILVER HALIDE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
Kd Sakaaoae; SUgeo Himo; Takehiko Ueda, aad KeUcU

Adacbl, aU of Kaaagawa, Japaa, aaeigaorf toF^ Photo Flha
Co., Ltdn Kaaagawa, Japaa

Filed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474,606
ipptteatioa Japaa, Mar. 11, 1982, 57.38803
lat OP G03C 7/26

UJ5.a 430-542 4Claiav
1. A silver halide cokw photographic material which conp

tains a compound represented by the foUowing general for>
mula (I) and a high speed reaction type coupler represented by
the following general fbrmula (ID, (V> or (VI): .
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R"—COCHCONH
I

L

-OCSR3', -0C0C0-R3>, -0CSNR3>R32, _ocoor3>,

(H)
—0C0SR3> or—SR31, where Roland R", which may be the

same or different each represents an aliphatic group, an aro-

matic group or a heterocyclic group, which each may have a

substituent and wherein R^^ may further represent a hydrogen

atom

wherem R" represents an alkyl group or an aryl group, each of

which may be substituted; R^^ represents a substituent which

can be substituted for a hydrogen atom attached to the benzene

ring; and n represents 1 or 2; M represents a halogen atom, an

alkoxy group or an aryloxy group; and L represents a halogen

atom, a —SR'^ group in which R'^ is an alkyl, aryl or acyl

group or a heterocycUc residue, a—OR'^ group in which R'^

is an alkyl, aryl or acyl group or a heterocyclic residue, or a

/—

^

^. '

group in which R'* is the non-metallic atoms necessary to form

a 5- or 6- membered ring together with —N<, wherein the

constituent atoms of said ring include C, N, O and/or S and,

further, such a ring may have a substituent

H
R"-T

N.

(V)

'N
I

Ar

wherein R^i represents an amino group, an acylamino group or

a ureido group; Ar represents a phenyl group which may have

one or more substituents; and Q represents a halogen atom,
—SCN, -NCS. R22S02NH-, R22CONH-, R»OCONH-,
R220-, RMSO3-.

O S
R N

R»-N-CO-, R22C02-. R22-CO-, R^COCOj-,

R»

r22—OCO— , R»SCO— , R22s— or -li V,

where R22 and R^^, which may be the same or different each

is an aliphatic hydrocarbon group, an aromatic hydrocarbon

group or a heterocycUc ring residue, and each may have a

substituent wherein R^^ may further be a hydrogen atom, and

R24 is the non-metallic atoms necessary to form a 5- or 6-mem-

bered ring together with —N< whose constituent atoms in-

clude C, N, O and/or S, which ring may have a substituent

(A)mZ (VI)

wherein A represents an image forming coupler residue which

has a naphthol or a phenol nucleus; m represents 1 or 2; and Z
represento a halogen atom, —SCN, —NCS. —NHS02R3>,

-NHCOR31,

<3r:

0>

'R2

wherein R^ and R^ each represents a hydrogen atom, a substi-

tuted or an unsubstituted aliphatic group, a substituted or an

unsubstituted aromatic group, or a substituted or an unsubsti-

tuted heterocyclic group, and they may be the same group

provided that they are not simultaneously hydrogen atoms

and, further, they may combine with each other to form a ring.

4^76,220
SPECTRALLY SENSITIZED PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC

MATERIALS AND PREPARATION THEREOF
Kdtt A. Pcafoaad, Saflhn WaMea, Eaglaad, aselgaor to Mia*

acaola Miaiag aad Maaafaetariag Coaqany, Saiat Paal,

Miaa.
Filed JaL 1, 1983, Scr. No. 510,068

ClaiaH priority, appUcatioB Uaitcd Kiagdom, JaL 29, 1982,

8221958

lat CL? G03C l/Ol 1/00

U.S.a 430-569 20 Cbdns
1. A process for preparing a photothermographic material

which comprises:

forming a diq)ersion of a long chain fatty acid in water

maintained at a temperature above the melting point of the

acid,

converting at least part of the acid to an ammonium or alkali

metal salt of the acid, and

converting said salt of the acid to a silver salt

in which silver halide grains are added to the dispersion of

the acid, to the ammonium or alkaU metal salt thereof, or

to said silver salt characterized in that the silver halide

grains are spectrally sensitized silver halide grains ob-

tained by forming silver halide grains in the presence of

one or more spectral sensitizing dyes.

4^76,221

PROTECTIVE SOLUTION FOR PRESERVING
FUNCnONAL CELLS

Odfle B. Kaae, Hocabda^ Eric George, Straeboarg; Chaatal L.

TitMV, Strasbourg, aad Serge G<ril, Strasboarg, an of Fraaee,

aaeigaon to Ceatre RcgioBal De TraasfMoa Saagaine, Strae*

boarg,Fkaaee

FVed JaL 11, 1983, Scr. No. 512,748

Clain priority, applicatioa Ftraacc, JaL 9, 1982, 82 12324;

Mar. 16, 1983, 83 04426

lat a^ AOIN l/Ol A61K 35/18

U.S.a 435-2 2 ClafaBs

1. Protective solution for the preservation of thawed human

red corpuscles, having the following composition:

-OR3», -OS02R5', -OCONR51R32, _oCOR3>,

Adenine

OlOCOK
Saocharoie

Monosodiuni phosphate monohydrate

DisodiaB phosphate dihydrate

Sodium chloride

a08S g ± 0.010

s i±as
47 g±2

0.73 I ± DOB
4 g ± 0.S

2.3 g ± as
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•ccmtinued

Dirtfled waer yp 1000 ml

the pH of the medhnn being equal to 7.40±0.10 and its osmo-
Iarity320±10mOnn.

2. Prooen for the treatment ofthawed hunum red corpuscles
compriang, after thawing said red corpuscles over a water
bath at 42* C. for 9 mins., and washing the mixture obtained in
an automatic corpuscle washer whose program is regulated to
obtain a mean hematocrit of 8S% at the end of washing, fol-

lowed by the introduction of the washed erythrocyte concen-
trate obtained in a plastic bag or the like, for transfusional use,
by means of the transfer tubing of this Utter, the bag being
weighed and its volume of concentrate recorded, subjecting
the bag to constant gentle agitation on the plate of an agitator
for platelet concentrates, then addmg. by means of the transfer
tube of the bag, over 10 mins., a half volume of protective
solution as in claim I, welding the transfer tubing at 2 cm., 2.5
cm. and 3 cm. from the bag with the aid ofa wdder for medical
plattic tubmg, and finally continuing the agitation of the bag
for 20 mins. to obtain blood ready for use which can be stored
in a refrigerated cabinet or tran^wrted under refirigeration at
4*C.

4«47C,223
PROCESS FOR THE STABILIZATION OF AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS OF CHOLESTEROL ESTERASE FROM

PSEUDOMONAS
Herbert BMchek. Weflhdm; Hcfant Sehinbargar, PoOiM. and
JoMAIm Siedei, BcnHTtod, aO or Fed. Re^ orGarlMq^«^
«t to Boehriagar Manheta GiMI, MeM^sia WaldhaT,
Fed. Rep. or Gcranay

Filed Dec 23, 1982, Scr. No. 482,00
ClaiM priority, appUotfea Fad. Ray. or Otmuf, Jaa. 7.

1982, 3200274
^' *

Irt. a' C12N 9/96, 9/18: CUQ 1/60
U,S.a435-188 lOditai

1. Process for the stabilisation of an aqueous solution of
cholesterol esterase from Pseudomonas, wherein the enzyme is

dissolved in a phoq>hate-firee buffer which contains 10 to 200
mMol/liter of magnesium ions.

4,474,222
TEST PIECE FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF

SUBSTANCES IN BODY FLUIDS
Mildo OMam, Maehfda; HIraaU Wada, ChivHaU. and Ynio

Koaaka, Tokyo, aU of Japal^ Mrigaon to EikM Kanka
rUrtlil Kalaha, Tokyo, Japo^^ -«-»«>

FDad Sap. 27, 1982, Sw. No. 423,748
' fity, appiicttioa Japan, Ai«. 2, 1982, 57.1349S3

Irt. a» GOIN S3/52: C12Q 1/28
MS, CL 438-14 20

4^78,224
MATERIAL AND METHOD FOR PROMOTING THE

GROWIH OF ANAEROBIC BACTERU
Howard L Adler, 128 ladin La^ Qdi RMta, Tan. 37830

Filed May 10, 1982, Ssr. No. 378,640
IM. a) C12N 1/20

MS. CL 435—283 iq chdos
1. A nutrient medium for growing anaerobic bacteria which

includes a hydrogen donor and sterile membrane ftagments
derived from bacteria having membranes containing an elec-
tron transfer system which reduces oxygen to water.

4,478428
APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY DISINTEGRATING

CELLS OF MICROORGANISMS
Alfred N. Grigoriaa; Aadrd P. Kofatev, both orMeacow; Vltdy

V. Lalo?, Moakorakoi; Nikolai D. Makara?, IrkatriK, aad
Rady V. Kamih, Moacow, aO or U.S&R., Mrigaon to
VscaoJaiBy NaachaoiasledoTatelaky Indtat Siatea Bdko?

,

Moaeow, U.S.SJt
FDed JaL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,122

OaiBM priority, appUcatioB U.S.SJU Nor. 13, 1981, 3339317
lat CL3 C12M 1/00: C12N 1/06: A47J 19/06: B02C 11/00

U.S.a 435—287 5

1

OLUCOSKMgMI)

1- A test piece for quantitative analysis of a substance in
body fluid, said test piece comprising: an absorbent carrier,
reagents for measuring the substance, said reagento being con-
tainedtawd absorbent carrier, and a coating on a surface of
the absorbent carrier, said coating comprising polymethyl-
methacrylate and polyvinyl formal.

1. An apparatus for continuously disintegrating cells of
microorganisms, comprising:

a mixing vessel for saturating cells of microorganisms in

suspension with a gas under pressure;

a metering pump for suppling said cells ofmicroorganisms in

suspension to said mixing vessel;

a pipeline for feeding said cells in suqiension to said mixing
vessel, said pipeline connected at one end thereof to said
metering pump and at the other end to said mixing vessel;

a pipeline for feeding a compressed gas to said mixing vessel;

a pipeline for communicating said mixing vessel to a disinte-

grating device;

an accumulating vessel for disintegrated material;

a disintegration device |m>vided inside said accumuhrting
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vessd for oommunicatmg said accumukting vessel with

said ftri^ing vessel;

a hollow body of said disintegration device which is made in

the form of a sleeve having a bottom wall, side walls and

an open end;

openings in the side walls of the sleeve, the interior of the

sleeve communicating with the accumulating vessel

through said openings;

an insert provided in the open end of the sleeve and con-

nected to the sleeve;

a central passage of said insert communicating with said

mixing vessel and with the interior of the sleeve;

a seat in said central passage of said insert, said seat compris-

ing a throttle washer situated to receive the pointed end of

a needle valve member; and

a needle valve member having its pomted end received in

said throttle washer, the other end of the needle valve

member being installed in the bottom wall of the sleeve.

4^78,227

COSMID CLONING VECTORS
"

Dcaa P. Taylor, Bag of Praaria, Pa., awlpnr to

FDad Oct 8, 1982, Scr. No. 433,082

lat a» C12N 1/00, 15/00, 1/20: C12P 21/00. 19/34

VJS. CL 435-317 8

1. The cosmid cloning vector, pDPT6.

4,478,228

DRY CULTURE MEDU
Paal E. Hancn, Lake EtaM, aad Robert L. Ndooa, Blooadag-

tOB, both orMiaa., aorigaon to Miaacoota Mlaiag aad Maaa-

iMtariag Coavaay, St Paal, Miaa.

Coattaaatioa-ia-part or Scr. No. 228,893, Jaa. 27, 1981,

abaadoaod. lUs appUcathM Jaa. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 338,889

lat CL^ CUM 1/16: C12Q 1/24

VS. CL 438-299 33

4,478,228

DETERMINATION OF UNSATURATED THYROXINE
BINDING PROTEIN STTES USING FLUORESCENCE

POLARIZATION TECHNIQUES
Roy F. HachasnNior, Lake vma, aad Itaaas G. Spriai, Hi^
bad Pari^ both or DL, aoriffors to Abbot

North CUcafo, DL
FOod Not. 8, 1982, Sor. No. 440,088

lat CL^ GOIN 3/52: CffTD 311/82

VS. CL 436-500 10

1. A method for determining unsaturated thyroxine binding

protein sites in a sample containing thyroxine binding proteins,

comprising: (a) treating the sample with a composition com-

prising a nonfluorescent surftctant in a buffered medium hav-

ing a pH greater than 7.0; (b) contacting the treated samfde

with a fluorescent labeled tracer wherein said fluorescent

bteled tracer has a preferential binding affinity for thyroxine

binding globulin, thereby forming a complex between the

thyroxine binding proteins and fluorescent labeled tracer, and

(c) determining the amoam of complex fiormed utilizing fluo-

rescence polarization techniques, as a measure of the unsatu-

rated thyroxine binding protein sites in the sample.

1. A device for growing microorganisms, comprising:

a body member compriang a self-supporting, waterproof

substrate having upper and lower surface^

a layer of adhesive coated on said upper surfiMe of said

substrate, said adhesive being non-inhibitory to the

growth ofmicroorganism^ and a cold-water-soluble pow-

der adhered uniformly to said adhesive, said powder com-

prising at least one ingredient selected from the group

consisting of a gelling agent, one or more nutrients for

growing microorganisms, and a mixture thereof;

laid device being free of matrixes which adversely affect visu-

alizatiim and isolaticni of bacterial colonies.

4,478,229

SUBSTITUTED CARBOXYFLUORESCEINS
Jawa R. Flao, Vcraoa HOls, aad OdHs L. BrkoM

both of DUwripors to Abbott Laboratnrfaa, North Ch ic op,
m.

FDad No?. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 440,087

lat a' GOIN 33/51- O07D 311/82

VS. CL 438-800 H Oatata

8. A method for determining ligands in a samf^ comprising

intermixing with said sample a tracer of the fbrmula:
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OH

wherein

Tisa

? f
-C-<-CH2')||N- gpoop

wherein n is an integer of from 1 to 8; and,
R is a ligand-analog having at least one common epitope
with a ligand so as to be specifically recognizable by a
common antibody;

and biologically acceptable salts thereof; and an antibody
capable of specifically recognizing said Ugand and said tracer;
and then determining the amount of tracer bound to antibody
by fluorescence polarization techniques as a measure of the
amount of ligand in the sample.

4,47<^1
METHOD OF ANALYZING THE OISTRIBUnON OF A
REAGENT BETWEEN PARTICLES AND UQUID IN A

SUSPENSION
n*J H. Deiaioertar. NeithrMp, ui Jmm R. Gogwer,
aataworth,bothorCUif^aHi«MntolMmatfcM
iMgtag SjntaM, Im., Ckatiwartfc, Gdtf.

Flkd Jd. 22, IMl, Sar. No. 2M,027
Irt. a' GOIN 33/54. 33/56

U.S.a436-534 ^i

?=^

t A method of analyzing the distribution of a dissolved
immuno-specific reagent between particles and liquid in a
suspension, wherein said distribution is caused by an immuno
reaction and said reagent has a spectrally distinguishable kibel,
said method comprising:

forming an image of said suspension; converting said image
to an electrical signal representation;

storing said electrical signal representation in digital form;
processing said image in said digital form by locating the

particles and by measuring the intensity of the spectrally
distinguishable labels between the particles and the liquid;

determining the distribution of the labels between the parti-
cles and the liquid; and

wherein the distribution of said labels is respresentative of
the distribution of the reagent between said particles and
said liquid.

4,476,232
Patent Not Issued For This Number

M7<,230
PROCESS FOR THE UNETIC DETERMINATION OF

IMMUNOCOMPLEXES
Axd Slebw, Mvbvg 4ar Lifen, Fed. Rep. of GcrMiy,
iriffor to Bdviagwcrke AktiovHellichaft, Marboig an dcr
Laha, Fad. Rep. of GcTMny

FDad Feb. 12, IMI, Scr. No. 233,988
^^O^tajsprtorlty, appUeatk» Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 14,

IM. CL? GOIN 33/54
UAa436-5(r7

jCtain,
1. A method for detecting and determining the amount, in a

Uqud, of an immunocomplex of an immunoglobulin selected
fnm the group consisting of immunoglobulins O, A, and M,
which method comprises determining the rate at which said
™"n«omplex re«:ts with an antibody for the immunoglob-
ulin present in said immunocomplex, and comparing this rate
with the rate of reaction of said antibody with said immuno-
globuhn present in a liquid free of any immunocomplex of said
muNmoglobulin.

4,474,233

PHOSPHATE OPTICAL GLASS
HiroynU KodaM, Tokyo, Japoi, SMiffor to Nippoa Kopdoi
KJL, Tokyo, Jap«

Filed Sep. 12, 1983, Scr. No. S3M10
ClaJM priority, appUeatkm Japan, Oct 6, 1982, S7.175668

lM.a.^C03Ci//6
U.S.CL501-46 ZOMim

«9.. W

1. A phosphate (^tical glass having the qrtical constants
lying in the area defined and enclosed by the seven points, A,
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B, C D, E, F and G as shown in the accompanying drawing

and conasting essentially of, by weight percent.

40-SS P2OS,

2(M0 R2O,
(wherein R b Li, Na or K)

8-20 ^lO^
1-12 WOj,
(providing that the percenuge of WO3

be not larger than TiOt)

0.1-4 AS2O3,

0-7 MgO,
0-11 CaO,

0-12 BiO,

0-12 ZnO,
0-18 PbO.

0-20 NbjOs,

0-10 TtjOs,

0-3 SiO^

0-3 ZfOj.

0-3 La203,

0-3 Y203«id
0-5 F

4,474,236

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A CORDIERrrE BODY
Kanhiro LMgaehi; MHan Aaawn KmIo OkaMto, bH eT

OkaaU, ad ToMhIko MalaniskI, Kariya, aU af Japan,

aaaigBon to Nippon Sokaa, lacn NMio, Japaa

CoatiaBatioa of Scr. No. r5,S09, Jaa. 19, 1981, il iii naii

Thto applkatioa JaL 8, 1983, Ser. No. 511,723

OaiaH priority, appUcatkm Japaa, Oct 24, 1980, 55-149535

Iata>GMBiVMJ5/7«
U.S. a. 501—118 4

1

4^476434
REFRACTORY CEMENT

Cecfl M. JoBca, Worccalar; Makoba E. Wadibara, aad Looia J.

Troitd, Jr., both of Priacetoa, aU of Ma«., aarigaon to

NortOB Coavaay, Woreaatcr, MaM.
FDed Aug. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 522^16

IBL CL^ C04B 35/58

UA CL 501-89 17 Claims

1. A refractory cement adapted to be fired in situ, said ce-

ment containing a major proportion of refractory grain,

wherein the improvement comprises: a bond for said grain

comprising a mixture of fine sUica, a source of iron oxide,

silicon powder, and a source of calcium oxide.

4^6,238
GREEN MOLDED PRODUCT CONTAINING ASBESTOS

TAILINGS SUTTABLE FOR FIRING

Jcaa-Picne Chc?alicr-BaHcl, and Jcaa-Picrre Dralet, both of

to Sodcte Natkanic dc Ua-

FDad Not. 24» 1982, Scr. No. 44M33
lBta3O04Bi5/M

U.S.a. 501-112 9aaia»

1. A green moulded product unit suitid>le for firing, consist-

ing essentially of:

(a) at least SS% to 99% by weight of noncalcined asbestos

tailings, the remainder consisting essntially of:

(b) at least one .

(i) a metal chkmde salt wherein the metal is selected from

sodium, potasaium, lithium, calcium, barium, magne-

sium, aluminum and mixtures thereof in an amount of

firom 1% to 1S% by weight,

(ii) a natural aluminum silicate in an amount of firom 1% to

30% by weight, and

(iii) mixtures of (i) and (ii).

1. A method for producing a cordierite body comprising the

sequential steps of:

(1) preparing a first batch material having an average parti-

cle diameter of from about 1 to about SO microns consist-

ing essentially in weight percent of 33.98 to 42.03% kaolin

minerd particles, 14.74 to 18.24% raw talc particles, 14.74

to 18.25% fired talc particles

produced by delaminating pulverized, layered raw tak

along (001) Plane into plate-shaped particles then firing

said plate-shaped particles, and at least one of aluminum

hydroxide or alumina, the batch material having sub-

stantially the same composition ratio as the theoretical

composition ratio for cordierite;

(2) adding to the batch material prepared in step (1) from

about 1 to about 20 weight percent of preformed cordier-

ite particles having substantially the same composition as

that of the batch material and having an average particle

diameter of from about 1 to about SO microns,

said preformed cordierite particles being prepared by

mixing together and kneading a second batch material,

consisting essentially of kaolin mineral particles, raw

talc particles and at least one of aluminum hydroxide or

alumina, into a slurry, forming said slurry into a formed

body, drying and firing the formed body to form syn-

thetic cordierite, then pulverizing the synthetic cordier-

ite into cordierite particles;

(3) mixing and kneading the batch material and preformed

cordierite particles together to form a slurry;

(4) anisostatically forming sakl batch into a formed body of

the desired sh^; and

(5) drying and firing said formed body,

the resulting cordierite body having a coefficient of ther-

mal expansion v^iich is nearly equal and is

^1S.0X lO-VC. in the range of 23* to LOOO" C. in all

directions.

4^476,237

SEPARATION OF TARS FROM CARBONYLATION
REACTION MIXTURES

Richard V. PorceDi, Yoakcra, N.Yn aiaigpor to IV Hakoa SD
Groap, lac New York, N.Y.

FDad May 28, 1981, Sor. No. 267,960

lat a» BOU 27/31 23/96: C07C 51/56, 67/37

U.S.a502-31 s

1. A process for selective removal of high molecular weight
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ttnoontMnmg orgmic cvbonyl and acetate functions pro-
duced n rfaodram-litliiuai catalyzed carbonylation reactions in
wUch methyl acetate or dimethyl ether are combined with
carbon monoxide in the pretence of iodides to form acetic
anhydride or ethylidene diacetate comprising:

(a) flaaUng to a lower preanire at least a portion of rhodium-
hthram catflyzed caibonyUtion reaction mixture and
"qwratmg the resohmg liquid and vapor factions;

(b) ooooentrating the liquid portion of (a) by removing
low*boiling compounds therefrom;

(c) adding to the concentrated liquid portion of (b) a diluent
comprising the principal product of the carbonyUtion
reaction;

(d) contacting the concentrated and diluted liquid fraction of
(c) with a suitable liquid solvent substantially immiscible
with the concentrated liquid of (b) capable of preferen-
tially extracting the tars relative to die contained rhodium
while removing a minimum of carbonylation products and
by'products and comprising at least one member of the
group consisting of alkanes, cycloalkanes, and solvents

ndides to form acetic anhydride or ethylidene diacetate com-
prising extracting said tars fh>m carbonylation reaction nrix-
tures or concentrates thereofwith a liquid solvent substantiaUy
ummsable with said mixtures and concentrates and capable of
preferentiaUy dissolving said tars relative to the contamed
rhodium while removing a mimmum of carbonylation prod-
ucts and by-products and comprising at least one member of
the group consisting of alkanes, cycloalkanes, and solvents
belonging to Groups 1, VIb. and VII as defined by Snyder, /

wwrMTt " H
COMO)%j

vwonztB

Li
wpMiirD
moeucTt

NEtCTOIt JU^
k
FlUH

- EXTMCTOI
^/i

Wivtirr

-a

numr
eo»Ti ^

belonging to Groups I. VIb, and Vn as defined by Sny-
dw^. of Chromatography, 92, p. 223-230, 1974 and
thereby permitting separation of said tars and the rhodi-
um-lithium catalyst in said concentrated and diluted Uquid
fraction of (c);

^

(e) separating the tiu-<containing solvent from said liquid
fraction after the contacting of (d);

(0 recovering said solvent from said tar-containing solvent
of (e) and retummg said solvent to step (d);

(g) disposing of the tar-containing residues remaining after
the solvent has been recovered;

(h) distilling said liqaid fraction remaining after step (e) to
separate solvent contained therein; and

(i) recycling the solvent-free distilled liquid fraction of (h)
including said diluent of (c) to the carbonylation reaction;

0) retummg solvent separated in (h) to die contacting step
(d).

i ^ P^^'^ Q^chum 1 wherein said solvent is cyclohexane.
9. A process of clahn 1 wherein the volume ratio of said

advent to said tar is between about 0.5 and la

ofChromtognphy. 92, p. 223-230, 1974 and thereafter separat-
ing the tar-containing solvent from said mixtures and concen-
trates, recovering said solvent, discarding said tar, and recy-
cling said separated mixtures or concentrates to said carbony-
lation reaction.

5. The process ofclaim 1 wherem said solvent is at least one
member of the group consisting of alkanes, cycloalkanes, halo-
genated alkanes, and aromatic hydrocarbons.

9. The process of chum 1 wherem the volume ratio of said
solvent to said tar is between about 0.S and 10.

M7MM
SEPAKAHON OPTAM FIOM CARBONYLATION

REACnON MIXTURES
'• '^•^'f* **•*«**»"**«»* V. Pttainsay,

« ^ y> «f NJ^ iwlpi n ii to Tie Haken SB Cwp,
Ik, Stm Yarfc, N.Y.

^^^
FDai M«F 21, IMl, to. No. aC73il

., «. JtP-'J^ '^^^^ ^^' C^'C 5im 67/37U& d. 993—31 9 CUiH
*•'

ii JT"?* ^ *• lelective removal of U^ molecular
weight rhodhun-oontainmg tan containhig organic caibonyl
and acetate ftmction produced in rhodram-lithium catalyzed
carbonylation reactions in which methyl acetate or dhnethyl
ether are combined with carbon monoxide m the presence of

PROOUCnON OF FLUID CATALYTIC CRACKING
CATALYSTS

Robert L. Olaag, and JaUia Schener, both or Anahei^ Qdif.,
aasi^on to Harshaw/FBtrol PartacnU^ OaUnd, Qdif.

FUed Magr 4, IMS, to. No. 49M«
U/LCL^WU 29/08

U.& 0.502-68 ICkOm
1. In the process of producing fluid catalytic cracking cata-

lysts from a mixture of zeolite particles, clay, alumuuHcontain-
ing binder, and a sihca source, said mixtiire bemg diqiersed in
an aqueous slurry and by drymg the aqueous slurry, the im-
provement which comprises incorporating m the slurry a
viscosity-reducmg additive havmg the fbnnula of Al^OOy-
sNOj in an amount equivalent to from about 0.2 to about 2.3%
by weight ofdie total solids content ofthe slurry, the peroent-
age being based on die AI2O3 coateM of the additive, thus
reducing die viscosity of the aqueous slurry from its additive-
free levd to a lower levd, addmg an additional quantity of
fluid catalytic crackmg catalyst formu« constitiients in the
same weight ratio as used fi>r making the additive-free slurrym
an amount up to that required for reestablishing die viscosity
of die slurry to its additive-fi«e level and drying die aqueous
slurry (rf* increased solids content to form fluid catalytic crack-
ing catalyst particles.
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4^74,240

CATALYST SYSIEM CO>rrAINING AN ANIONIC
INITUTOR BASED ON LITHIUM AND PHOSPHINE

OXIDE MODIFIER
Jmm E. Han, Akron, OUo, and DonaM N. Schda,

NJ., Mslinnri to 1W Ftawlone Tire * Rabbcr

AknM,OUo
FDad JnL 1, 1M2, to. No. 3H066

lit a> COIF ¥/48

U.S. CL 802-1S5
1. A catalyst system comprismg

(a) an anionic initiator based on lithium, and

(b) a phosi^ime oxide modifier represented by the structural

formula:

[CHa(CH2),Nl3-P«0

wherein x represents an integer of 3,4 or 5; wherem the

mohtf ratio of (b) to (a) ranges from 0.05/1.0 to 10.0/1.0.

600 mVg, and said crystallites are predominandy less than 3SA

in longitudinal measurement, which method comprises con-

tacting said support m the absence of hydrogen with a non-

aqueous solution of a palladram salt in an organic solvent

which is inert to said si^port material and wherein said palla-

dium salt is reduced to palladium metal crystallites by said

activated support

4^74,241

CATALYZING EMULSION PAPER RELEASE
COMPOSITIONS

Anthony X Daifaifia, iu CUflon Park; Gordon T. Vo Vlack,

and Fhnik J. Trarer, both of Tnqr, ill of N.Y., aaripwri to

GcMTil Elaetrk Compoay, Watarford, N.Y.

DifWon of to. No. 354,794, Mar. 10, 1982, Pat No. 4,424^.

lUi appUeadon Oct 14, 1913, to. No. 541,994

Iita'B0UJ7/;2
U.S.a 502-154 *^?*T

1. A dioctyl tin duieodeconate catalyst emulsion capable of

promoting cross-polymerization of silanol-containing organo-

silicon compounds comprising, in intimate admixture:

(a) a major proportion of dioctyl tin dineodeconate, and

(b) minor proportions, independendy, of CO water and Co)

polyvinyl alcohol.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said organic solvent con-

tains up to 24 carbon atoms and is selected from the group

consisting of an alcohol, a ketone, an ester, an aromatic hydro-

carbon and a chlorinated hydronrbon.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein said organic solvent is

selected from the group consisting of methanol, ethanol, pro-

panol, n-butanol, isobutanol, ethyl acetate, acetone and 2-buta-

none.

4,474,341

PROCESS FOR PREPARING PALLADIUM ON CARBON
CATALYSTS FOR PURinCATION OF CRUDE

TEREnmiALIC ACID
Ino Psakas, Wheaton, and Stcfca A. Cereflce, Napervflla, both

of IIL, Maipon to Standard OO Convany (Indiana), Odcago.

m.
Coatlanatlon-ia-part of to. No. 314,300, Oet 29, 1981,

abandoned. TUa appUcalten Jaa. 23, 1983, to. No. 507,707

Int a' BOlJ 2S/44: C07C 51/42

UJS.a 502-185 9aaim
1. A method ofmaking a catalyst for selectively hydrogenat-

mg 4-carboxybenzaldehyde in purification of terephdialk acid

containing up to 10,000 ppm of 4<arboxybenzaldehyde in a

standard laboratory test wherein 4-carix)xybenzaldehyde con-

tent is decreased to less dian 100 parts per million which con-

sists essentially of reacting a p^ladium salt with a porous

activated caibonaoeous support material to reduce the sakl

palladium salt to palladium metal crystallites, said porous

activated carbonaceous support material consistfaig essentially

of activated carbon granules having a surface area of at least

4,474,343

OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION CATALYST AND
CATALYST SUPPORT

Robert A. Doabro, Palatiaa, ID., aarifsor to Chiilr

amy, RoiUng Msadows, ID.

or to. No. 3994102, Mar. 17, 1982,

wUch is a contlnnatlon or to. No. 234,448, Jan. 12,

1981, abandoaad, whkh is a diflaion or to. No. 14M70, Apr.

18, 1980, Pat No. 4,279,780. lUa appDcalian Jan. 7, 1983, to.

No. 581,779

The portien or the term of this patent sal I I pint la JnL 21,

1998, has boM dlaeWaMd.

Int a' BOU 21/06. 23/26

UJS.a 503-234 14Clalma

L An olefin polymerization catalyst prepared by the steps of:

a. reacting a zirconium compound of the formula
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M4Zr(C204)4-nH20, where M IS an alkali metal or ammo-
ohim ioo and n ei;piab to 10, with a ttlioon compound of

i the type AaSiOs, where A it an alkali metal, in an aqueous
•olotioa at a pH of at leait 11 and then adding an acidic
material to a pH of about 5-9, to produce a hydrocogd;

b. aging nid hydrooogd at a temperature between about
ambient to 90* C. for at least one hour;

c. washing said hydrocogel of b with an aqueous liquid;

d. partially dehydrating the resulting washed hydrocogel of
c by azeotropic distillation by mixing with a compound
capable offomung an azeotrope with water or by washing
the hydrocogel with a water miscible solvent to produce
a substantially water-free, large pore volume zirconia-
silica catalyst support;

e. removing residual water from the product ofd by chemi-
cally reacting this water with a ketal of the formuU
RCXORhR in which R is the same or different and is

hydrogen or an alkyl group of 1-S carbon atoms;
f. calcining the resulting zerocogel at a temperature of about

lOOO'-llJO* F. preparatory to Hs use as an olefin polymer-
ization catalyst support;

g. introducting a chromium compound onto said calcined
support of f; and

h. activating to produce an active polymerization catalyst.

(c) calcining said precipitate to form said alkaline earth
metal aluminum-contaming spinel composition.

_ 4*474,246
DOUBLY PROMOIED PLAHNUM GROUP METAL

CATALYSTS FOR EMISSION CONTROL
&j« Bj Oh«y, ajj MWJ«I V. En«t, CrtOMfllle, both ofMd, aasigMirs to W. R. Grace * Co^ New YoA, N.Y.

Filed Jaa 24, 1M3, Ser. No. 461,119
Irt. aJ ROIJ 21/04. 23/10, 23/58

UAa502-304 rOahna
1. A method of making a catalyst suitable for use as a three-

way catalyst for auto emission control comprising the steps of
(a) impregnating a calcined or activated alumina support

with acerous salt solution;

(b) air drying and air calcining the impregnated support to
obtain a ceria impregnated support;

(c) impregnating the ceria impregnated support with solu-
tions bearing platinum group metals in the form of sulfito
complex ions and at least one alkali metal at a temperature
below about 2S0* C. to form a catalyst;

(d) air drying the catalyst a temperature of about 100*- 150'
C;and

(e) activating the catalyst with hydrogen at a temperature of
about 250'-550* C.

4*476,244

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,476,245

PREPARATIVE PROCESS FOR ALKALINE EARTH
METAL, ALUMINUM-CONTAINING SPINELS

KriatiM S. Sicfcrt, Dohoa, HL, iari«Mr to Atlantic Richfield
Coapay, PUtadeiphH Pa.

FDod No?. 29, 1912, Sar. No. 445,306
Int a^ BOU 21/04, 23/01 23/10

U.S. CL 902-^302 MOaiM
1. A process for the production of an alkaline earth metal,

aluminuBK»ntaining spinel composition ocmiprising:

(a) combining (lO an acidic aqueous solution and (b) a basic
•queous solutioB oootaming tt least one aluminum compo-
nent in which the ahnninum is present as an anion to form
a oombiaad mass including a fost hquid phase;

(b) combining said combined mass and an aqueous solution
containing at least one alkalhie earth metal component to
form a ftirther combined mass including a second liquid

Pl^ U)d an alkaline earth metal, aluminum-containing
precipitate; and •>•.{<. i .

4,476,247

SYNTHESIS GAS CATALYST
FVederIck A Peaa, Avon, and Aom M. Gnhon, NorthfleM,

both or Ohio, aaalgMm to ne Standard OO Conor, devf
bad, Ohio

*--p-y,vieTe.

Diflaion of Ser. No. 332,771. Dae 21, 1961, Pat No. 4,377,643.
lUa application Jaa. 12, 1963, Sar. No. 457,330

Int a» BOU 23/61 27/24, 23/59
UAa502-325 joafana

1. A catalyst of the composition
/

AoRttiCueM^iOx

wherein A is an alkali metal,

wherein M is Rh, Ir, Pd, Pt or mixtures thereof and
wherein

a is about 0.02 to about 0.S,

b is about O.S to about 3,

c is about 0.S to about 3,

d is about 0.03 to about aS,
z is a level of to aboitt 1 wei^t % and
X is the number of oxygens needed to fulfill the valence

requirements of the other elements.

4*476,248

CRYSTALLIZATION OF IBUPROFEN
Rogsr E. Gordon, Portage, and SaaJay L Aatfa, OahtcaM Towa-

ship, KafaMano Coonty, both of Mich., aaal^ora to ne
Uplohn CoHvaay, EalanMiino, Mkh.
GoatinnatkM-in-part of Ser. No. 470,820, Feb. 28, 1983,

•bandoned. lUa appUeation JaL 25, 1983, Ser. No. 517,116
UtLO? one 51/42

U.S.a 562-494 17Claian
1. Ibuprofen crystallized from a saturated solution of ibu-

profen in a liquid mixture containing at least about 10 percent
by volume of solvent which has a hydrogen bonding parame-
ter (6H) equal to or greater than 8 Hildebrand units.
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4,476,249

LOW COST METHOD FOR PRODUCING METHANOL
UTILIZING one PLANTSHIPS

WflUaai R Afory, Sfl?er Spring, Md., aaal^or to lie Johaa

HopUaa Ualfarrity, Balttaaora, Md.
CoatiBaalio»la-part ef Sar. No. 384*329, ijm. 2* 1982,

abaadoBod. lUa appUealioa Jaa. 8, 1983, Sar. No. 902091
lACL^CmC 29/15, 1/20

U.S.a 518-703 10 •

•asffSA'sav—..

1. method ofproducing low cost methanol from coal aboard

an OTEC plant or plantship comprising the steps of.

providing a source ofcarixm to an OTEC |dant or plantship;

obtainmg carbon free hydrogen and electnriytic oxygen

aboard said OTEC plant or idantship by the dectrolysis of

water using OTEC electric power,

processing said source of carbon with said electrolytic oxy-

gen to obtain carbon monoxide;

reacting said carbon monoxide with said free hydrogen to

obtaui methanol.

4*476,250

CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
METHANOL

Richard W. Joyav, Ugfatwalor; Joha J. McCarroU,

aad Stephea R. Tendaoa, Weybridge, aU of

era to The Britlah PoiraioHB

4*476,251

POLYURETHANE FOAM HAVING CLEANING AND
GERMICIDAL ACI'IVli'lES

AUM D. Oaadolo, Waal Hatam a^ EDwood L. Unaa, Jr.,

New Hasan, both of Coaa., aaaiiaorB to OUa
NairHa?«,Coak

FDad Not. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 547,612

lat a* C08G 1%/14

US.a 521-110 18

1. In a polyurethane foam prepared by mixing together

(a) a prepolymer of a hydrophilic oxyalkylene polyol which

is capped with isocyanate groups, and

(b) from about 20 to about 100 parts, based on 100 parts by

weight of said prepolymer, of water,

wherein the improvement comprises adding to said mixture

prior to foam formation,

(c) ftxnn about 0.S to about 10 parts, based on 100 parts by

weight of said prepolymer, of a nonionic surfactant,

(d) from about 0.S to about S parts, based on 100 parts by

weight of said prepolymer, of a quaternary ammonium
compound, and

(e) from about 0.3 to about 3 parts, based on 100 parts by

weight of said prepolymer, of a silioon-based surfactant,

wherd>y there is obtained a fine cell, hydrophilic foam having

cleaning and germicidal activities.

4*476,252

PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF POLYMERS WTTH
LATERALLY LINKED POLYOXYALKYLENE CHAINS

AND THEIR USE FOR THE PRODUCnON OF
POLYURETHANES

Eberhard Eaaelbon, Eaaan, aad Jirgen Pock, DBsaaldorf, both

of Fad. Rap. of GarMay, aarigaon to 1%. Goldachaddt AG,
FawB, Fad. Rep. of Genaaay

FDad No?. 4, 1983, Sar. No. 549,202

Clalaa priority, appUcatloa Fad. Rap. of GaraMay* No?. 6,

1982, 3241084

Iata»C08G/«/;¥
U.S.a 521-172 8 dafaaa

1. A process for the synthesis of polymers with laterally

linked polyoxyalkylene chams by the free radical polymeriza-

tion of polyoxyalkylene ethers with oleftnic double bonds with

other vinyl compounds, cqiable ofoopolymerizing comprising

copolymerizmg polyoxyalkylene ethos of allyl alcohol, meth-

allyl alcohol, or mixtures thereof with vinyl esters of lower

carboxylic acids or mixtures of vinyl esten oflower carboxylic

acids with up to 30 mole percent of esten of acrylic or meth-

acrylic acid.

FDad Aaf. 12, 1983, Sar. No. 522,740

priority, appikatkMi Uaitad Klagdosa, Aas. 14> 1982,

8223453

htuCL^ one 27/06. 31/04

UJ5.a 518-715 7 Oafaaa

1. A process for the imxluction of methanol which com-

prises passing a feedstock containing hydrogen and carbon

monoxide under conditions of temperature and pressure such

that conversion is to methamd takes (riace over catalyst con-

taining pallad'y" metal dispersed on a support characterised in

that

(1) the catalyst ontains a promoter which is an element of

Group lA or UA of the Periodic Table or is a lanthanide,

and

(2) the support is a graphita-oontahiuig carbon having

. (a) a basal plane surfiKO area of at least 100 mVg
(b) a ratio ofBET surface area to basal plane surface area

of not more than 3:1.

(c) a ratio of basal plane surface area to edge surface area

ofat least 10:1.

WO-
WcraMl-

to

, Jan. 27,

4*476,253

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS USING DIOLSOFTHE

ANHYDRO-TETRITOL SERIES
Hartert Salabarg, Colopw; Holger Mcyborg,

hdai Goyert, Li iuhnasn, and JaaMa M.

sUrchan, aU of Fed. Rap. of Qmmmf
tiiiaiaaw. Tad Rif nf

FDad Jan. IL 1M4, Sar. No. 570,045

OalaM priority, application Fad. Rap. of

1983,3302603
IatCL^C08G/«/74

UJS.a 521-176
1. A process for the production of polyurethane dastomers

comprising reacting:

(a) an organic polyisocyanate with

(b) a compound having at least two groups containing

isocyanate-reactive hydrogen atoms and a molecular

wdght within the range of 400 to 10.000 and

(c) a 1,4-monoanhydro-tetritol.
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LOW DENOTY, MOOIFIBD POLTIMIDE FOAMS AND
MEIHODS OF MAKING SAME

Jofei V. lm§, 17M E. I iihilii Avt., B C^|oa, CUif. 93U1,<!> ritf II I. <m law PL, am Ditps CMif. WHO
DIfWM «r Sw. No. 54i.ilt. N0?. 7, 1913,. Tlh

M». 7, UH S«. No. Sr^OM
IM. a.) OMJ 9/S2

UAa 121—110 3
1. A low denity, renliait, flame resistant modified poly-

imide Ibam product obtained according to the following
method steps:

reacting an aromatic diaohydride with an effective amount
of an oioimine having the general fonnuk

CHj—(CH2)jr—NHCO

where '^x" is an integer firom 1 to S. in a mole ratio of
oxime to dianhydride up to about 1.3:1 to produce an
N-«ubstituted aliphatic imide;

dissolving said imide in a reactive solvent esterfying agent to
exterify said indde;

adding thereto a diamine;

drying the resulting solution to produce a powdered pre-
polymeii

blendhig with said powdered prepolymer from about 0.05 to
10 wt %, based on prepolymer weight, of a hydrated
compound which is staUe up to at least about 100* C; and

heating the blended material to a selected foaming tempera-
ture of ftom about 120* C to about 320* C. for a period of
from about 10 to about (0 minutes.

M7MS7
MAGNEnC GOA11NG 00MFO6I11ON OF PARIIALLY

OXIDIZED NnHOCELLULOSE AND MAGNEHC
POWDER

TettcU laUno; ItaM Uedi, and Rffldya Kd, iB of MlyiakL
Japan, aasiposs to AaaU Kaari Kogyo EalMfcnt
Osda,JapM

FDed Feb. 24, 1983, Ssr. No. 40^77
Int a' GllB 5/70

VS.a 523-Ml 1, ^

1- A magnetic coating composition for magnetic recording
media, comprising:

partially oxidixed nitrocdlulose; and
a powder selected from the group consiti^ of magnetic fine
powder metal fine powder, said partially oxidized nitro-
ceUulose having a nitrogen content 8.0 to 12.5% and
containing 2.0 to 100 mmol ofcarboxyl group per 100 g of
nitrocellulose.

4«474,2»
ENERGY ABSORBING POLYURETHANE

GOMPOSmONS
Maviee A. F. Hllaa, Morae FUk, OUo, Msipor to NadoMd

FUad Mar. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 4«M93
Int aJ am. 75/08; cmo la/ss

U.S.CL53»-212 M
1. A polyurethane elastomer composition having a density of

from about 0.4 to about 1 gm/cc a compression set of less than
about 5% and a recovery time of from about 10 to about 100
milliseconds.

4t47i,2SS
PHOTOREACnVE PLASTIC COMPOSITION AND
ARTICLES DEGRADABLE BY ULTRAVIOLET
RADUTION AND A PROCESS FOR THEIR

MANUFACTURE

M-^' JS"''*-??• '**• ^"^ "^ ^^f™ '• Taylor,
Italrtt, Mfchn Mrtp pfs to OiiiM.Illimiia, Ine^ Toledo.

FDad No?. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 19MQ2
IM. a> O08J 7/J2

U.S.a 523-128 0.1—
1. A plastic composition degradable by ultraviolet radiation

between about 200 and 400 angstroms, said composition con-
sisting essentially of a photodegradable polyvinyl chloride
having uniformly dispersed therein about 0.01-10 percent by
wdght of a substituted anthraquinone photosensitizer selected
from the group consisting of 2-methylanthraquinote and 2-

ethylanthraquinoae.

4y474i286
FRICnON MATERIAL FOR BRAKE LININGS AND THE

T.|KE
L. HamanMsh, WaatUu VOl^e, Odir., mripor to

InlMHlionl Coffontiea, B Sagando, CUif.
FDad Ja. 23, 1984, Sar. No. S73J41

...
Iita'CM J/M 3/ia 5/04UAa S23-1S2 12

1. A friction material comprising;
3-16% by weight polystilbazole resin; and
balance filler material.

4^7C,2S9
THERMOSETIING COATING COMPOSmON-VI

PMaaloHa L KordnaiHini Mt.fl——

,

lUfa* , -rigim fg Funl
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mieh.

FDed Dae. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 845,801
Int aJ C08L W52, 65/02; CKD 5/51 5/58

U.S. CL 523-^100 22 ^^-'-t
1- An organic solvent based, thermosetting composition

comprising:

(A) crosslinkable hydroxy functional epoxy ester resin of
number average molecular weight (Mn) between about
1,000 and about 5.000, said resin comprising the reaction
product of hydroxy functional secondary amine in vp-
proximately 1 to 1 equivalem ratio with chain extended
diepoxide, said chain extended diepoxide comprising the
rection product of diepoxide reactant substantially simul-
taneously with diphenol reactant and dicaiboxylic acid
reactant; and

(B) polyfimctional, hydroxy-reative crosslinking agent se-
lected from aminoplast crosslinking agent, blocked poly-
isocyanate crosslinking agent comprising at least two
isocyanate groups blocked by reaction with an active
hydrogen bearing blocking agent, and a compatible mix-
ture ofany ofthem, said crosslinking agent being included
in an amount such that at the cure temperature of the
composition said crossUnking agent will provide between
about 0.5 and about 1.6 hydroxy reactive groiq» per hy-
droxy group contributed 1^ said epoxy ester resin.

4,474,260

ZINC RICH COATINGS
A. SaisMky, WUtahove SMIoa, NJ.,

Union Carbide Cerpontloii, Dnbvy, Omt
Filed Oet 26, 1983, Scr. No. 848,648

bt a.3 C08K 5/08
UAa 823--402 \%

1. A zinc rich coating composition consisting essentially of:
(a) a polyether selected firom the class consisting of thermo-

plaatic polyhydroxyethers and thermosetting epoxy fci-
ins;
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(b) about 350 to about 1450 parts by weight per 100 parts of

polyether, of zinc pigment;

(c) about to about 100 parts by weight per 100 parts of

polyether, of aluminum trihydrate;

(d) about 0.1 to about 5 parts by weight per 100 parts of zinc

pigment and aluminum trihydrate of an organosilane or its

hydrolyzates, which silane possesses at least two to about

three hydrolyzable groups bonded to the silicon thereof

an an organic group which contains a polyalkylene oxide

group;

(e) to about 20 parts by weight per 100 parts of polyether

of at least one suspendfaig agent; and

(0 to about 100 parts by weight per 100 parts ofthermoset-

ting epoxy resin of an epoxy hardening agent

4,476,261

AQUEOUS COATING COMPOSmON

4,476,263

ADHESION PROMOTERS FOR SANITARY CAN
COATINGS

PhflUp M. OwoM, StroagniUa, OUo, asaivMr toSCM Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

FDed No?. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 884,687

Int ai B68D 1/12; B44D 1/50; C09D 5/58, 5/40

U.S. CL 823—436 5 CUas
1. A coating composition suitable for application to metal

substrate such as aluminum and aluminum alloy without previ-

ous surface treatment thereof, which comprises an aqueous

dispersion or solution of an epoxy-acrylic resin having suffi-

cient functional groups capable of being crosslinked with a

melamine or glycoluril type crosslinker, a crosslinking amount

of said mdamine or glycoluril and about 0.01 to about 2.0

weight percent of an adhesion promoter, said adhesion pro-

moter being an alkali metal salt of a non-aromatic organic add

having at least two acid functional groiqis and one or more

hydroxyl f^mctional groups.

Spracfchocfd, both of Fed. Rap. of

Hcrberta GeaaUichifl ait baachraaaki

Fed. Rep. of Gorany
FDad Dee. 21, 1983, Sar. No. 863^66

CliiM priority, appikalioa Fed. Rap. of GeiMny, Doe. 23,

1982,3247786

IM. CL3 O09D 5/58. 5/66, 5/40; C28D 9/02

UJS.a 523-402 20adm
1. An aqueous anodic electrophoretic coating composition

comprising:

(A) 40 to 90% by weight polyesten containing caiboxyl

groups, having an acid number of 30 to 150, a hydroxyl

number of 20 to 150 and a Patton alkyd constant of 0.9 to

1.2;

(B) 5 to 30% by weight blocked polyisocyanates;

(Q 5 to 40% by weight polymers containing glycidyl groups

and free epoxy groups and

(D) to 20% by weight hydroxyl group containing com-

pounds selected from the group constoting of polyesten

and acrylic resins.

4,476,262

AQUEOUS COATINGS COMPRISING IONIC POLYMER
ESTER AND DILUENT POLYMER WITH REDUCED

MONOMER RESIDUE AND METHOD OF
PREPARATION

Shaw C Chn, BcDa Maai, a^ Artkw T. SpaMar, New Pro?!-

danee, both ofNJ., aaalswffs toMoH OB Cofponlio% New
York, N.Y.

FDed Dee. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 484,771

Int CL' C08J 5/06; CQ8L 5/01 5/10

UAa 523-412 14 Oahns

1. A process for preparing an aqueous dispersion composi-

tion containing reduced extractable constituents which compo-

sition includes

A. an ionic polymer component derived from an aromatic

epoxy resin containing 1,2-epoxy groups which has been

reacted to render it 8elf-diq)er8ible in water,

B. a first addition polymer of a first monomer, m which the

addition polymerization of said first polymer results in an

undesirable residue of first monomer,

the improvement comprising reducing the residue of said

first monomer by conducting an additional in situ poly-

merization step, in the presence of an aqueous diqier-

sion of said first addition pcriymer containing residual

first monomer, with a seccmd monomer which is capa-

ble of copolymerizing with said first monomer and

which results in a less undesirable monomer residue or

a residue which is more easily removaUe than said first

monomer.

9. The composition prepared by the process of claim 1.

4,476,264

ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE COATING COMPOOTIONS
FkMk D. GrariaM, Lake Btadf, and EdoMd J.

Naparfflk, both of OL, aasignprs to Malarial

nttoa, EDk Grove VDh^s, DL'

Coatlaaalioa of Sar. No. 530,368, Sep. 8, 1983,

1

wUeh is a eoatlBaatloo-la-part of Scr. No. 427,508, Sap. 29,

1982, Pat No. 4^17,006, which la a tuatlaaatiaa la part of Sar.

No. 271,219, Ja. 8, 1981, Pat No. 4,369,268. lUa appUcaUoa

Feb. 27, 1984, Sar. No. 584,130

lat a^ C08I 5/15

UAa523-«35 7CaahBB

1. A fiut-curing resin coating composition comprising:

(i) 1-3 parts of a methylated melamine formaldehyde resin,

(ii) 10-25 partt of an epoxy resin,

(iii) 1-3 parts of a silicone fluid comprised of methylphenyl-

^oxanes, dimethylsUoxanes and diphenyklemethylsilox-

anes.

(iv) 12-20 parts of an organopolysiloxane release resin pre-

pared by

(a) agitating a mixture comprising (A) an organohalosilane

blend consisting essentially of about 60 mole percent

methyltrichlorosilane. about 35 mole percent phenyltri-

chlorosilane, and about S mole percent dimethykiichlo-

rosilane, (B) water. (Q acetone, and (D) a water-immis-

dble organic solvent, wherein there is present by

weight in said mixture per part by weight of (A), about

1.7 to about 10 parts of (BX about 0.2 to about 5 parts of

(Q, and about 0.3 to about 5 ports of (D>. and

(b) separating the organic solvent solution of (F) from the

resulting hydrolysis mixture of a step (i), wherein (F) is

a silanol-containing organopolysiloxane resin having an

average ratio of about 1.05 organic radicals per silicon

atom,

(vi) a catijytic amount ofan organometallic curing agent in

a

(vii) suitable solvent all of the parts being parts by weight

to PHI-

4^76,268

PIGMENTED COMPOSTTIONS
P. BtockwoD. Jr., BarticaTflla, Oidan I

lipa Penolaam Coavaay, BartlaarOla, Okie.

FDad As«.^ 1983, Sar. No. 826,283

lat a» C08K 5/04, 5/28, 5/40; C08L 81/04

U.S.a 824-10 23

1. Pigmented poly(arylene sulfide) compositions comprising

(a) a miyor proportion of an arylene sulfide resin, and

(b) a minor but small finite effective amount ranging from

about 0.25 to about 4 weight percent based on weight of

total compoaition of a black carbonaceous pigment se-

lected from the group consisting of findy divided bitumi-

nous coal, carbonized rice hi^ bone Macks having a

452-227 O.G.-M-I2
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carbon content lev than aboat IS percent by weight, and
mkropiilverixed petroleam coke wherein said amount is

sufficient to provide the Uacic pigmenution desired with
Httte or no deleterious effect on the mechanical properties,
such as tensile and flexural strengths, of the resm.

THEKMOPLASnC RESIN GOMPOSmONS
Tatnra MMda; ffiiiw i Ohoka; Maaaftairi SU^si. and Harw>
Ipwm aO or IcUhm, Japa^ Maf^on to Dcaki g«gr^"

ah>iMkllal*a, Tokyo. Japan
^^

FDoi No?. 10, 1912, Scr. No. 44(M91
rkrttr, ippUoMioa Japa% Apr. M, UM, S5-49M0

IM. a' COIL 55/0?
VACLSM~m 19Claim

1. A thermoplastic resin composition obtained by mixing:
(A) a graft copolymer latex obtained by the copolymeriza-

tion of a rubbery diene polymer latex with an aromatic
vinyl monomer and an acrylic monomer with

(B) aa)|K>lymer lalex obtained by the emulsion polymeriza-
tioaofan oielfai mooomer with a moaomeric vinyl ester of
fatty acid and. optionally, a vinyl monomer copolymeriz-
aUe with them the copolymer having a glass transition
temperature of -40* to 10* C. and a volume-average
Particle size of at least 0.3^ in the form of a latex to
precipitate a solid resin, hi which composition, the amount
of the soUd resin (EVA) in component (B) is at least 1 wt.
% based on the total soUd resin and that of the solid rub-
bery diene polymer (BR) is at least II wt % and which
composition satisfies the following relationship:

POLYMER DISPERSIONS OR EMISSIONS AS
TEMPORARY SURFACE PROTBCTAms

both or Fad. Rep. or Ganmay, Mri^on to Hcakal Kc
'"'''**'*

SfL1^"*' IWhiiMoit Fad. Rap. or (

Filed Dae. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,185
Claim priority, appUcation Fed. Rap. oT GonMuy, Dae. 24.

1981, 3151372; Earopeaa Pat Off., Oet 14, 1982, 8210949l7
Int a^ COOK 5/12

VS.CL524-29rr
21 CWma

1. An aqueous coating material for applying an easOy remov-
able protective coating to a surface comisting essentially ofan
aqueous dispersion or emulsion containing:

(a) a copolymer capable offorming a film at a temperature of
5' C. or above which contains acid groups or amino
groups and is in the form of an aqueous dispersion or
emulsion, wherein the add groups are unsaturated mono
and/or dicarboxylic acids and/or derivatives thereof, and
the amino groups are esters of unsaturated carboxylic
•cids with alcohols containing tertiary amino groups
and/or amides of unsaturated carboxylic adds with pri-
mary amines containing an additional tertiary amino
group, and wherem the coptrfymer is substantially insolu-
ble in water but becomes soluble therein when the acid
groups or amino groups are in the form of salt;

(b) a non-flolvent which is liquid at room temperature, oflow
vi^tility, immisdble with water, and insoluble in the
copolymer in (a); and

(c) an emulsion or diq)ersion producing quantity of at least
one nodonic emul^fying agent having an HLB-value of
less than 10.

EVA<-3BR+8S

4^8,287
mCH IMPACT POLYSTYRENE CONTAINING

HAIX)PlgNOXYAUnrLSILANE FLAME RETARDANT
*• B*8ii North ftmawkk, and Saadat Haasala, East

both of NJ., aarifaon to Ethyl Corporation,

PDad No?. 2r 1983, Ssr. No. 547,783
laLCLi (ML 23/06

U&aS34-288 4cUm
1. A flame retarded high impact polystyrene composition

having improved Izod mipact strength comprising a high
impact polystyrene composition containing a flame retarding
amount of a halophenoxyalkylsilane.

4^78,268
ACRYLONTTRILE-Bin'ADIENEOTYRENE

COMPOSITION CONTAINING
HALOPHENOXYALKYLSILANE FLAME RETARDANT

both af NJ^ trnimm to Ethyl Carporation,

FDad Nof. 2, 1983, Sw. No. 547,782
taL ai CB8L 9/0?

U.S.a524-2f8 4au^
1. A flame retarded acrykadtrile^wtKlieae-styrene composi-

tion havmg improved laod impact strength and improved light
stability which oooprises an acrykmitrile-botadien&otyrene

a flaaw retardmg aaaoont of a halo-

4,478,270
PROCESS FOR MAKING HIGH SOLIDS ACRYUC

DISPERSION LACQUER

^S^.?*-!?^ ^^"^ ''** '•^ <*" E. Gorhardt, aid
BaaU V. Grcfororieh, both oT WOad^toa, DaL, asalffon to
E. L Da Pont de Ncomnds and Company, Wilmfamtoa. Del

Ditisio. of Ser. No. 278^47. Jan. ^[mifahaiZslTndte.
No. 157,455, Jan. 8, 1980, abaadonad. lUs appUcatioa Apr. 18,

1983, Scr. No. 485,752
lot a>C08F 285/00

U.S. a. 524-364 g rut^
1. A process for prqwing a hi^ solids acrybc diqwrvon

lacquer coating composition having an acrylic polymer binder
content of about 25-45% by weight in a nonaqueous medium;
wherein the acryUc polymer binder consists essentially of

(1) 25-45% by weight, based on the weight of the binder, of
Polymer A comprising about 90-99.5% by weight, based
on the weight of Polymer A, ofpolymerized methyl meth-
acrylate and about 0. 1-5% by weight, baaed on the weight
of Polymer A, of polymerized allyl methacryhrte and
a4-5% by weight, based the weight of Polymer A, of
polymerized alkyl amino alkyl methacrylate and having a
weight average molecuhr weight, measured by gd per-
meation chromatogn4>hy, of about 90^000-130,000;

(2) 5-25% by weight, based on the wdgiit of the binder, of
Copolymer B comprising about 40-40% by weight, Hifd
on the weight of Cqwlymer B, of polymerized methyl
methacrylate and 40-40% by wdght, based on the weight
of Copolymer B, of polymerized alkyl acrylate having
6-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl group and having a weight
average molecular weight, measured as above, of about
20.000-40.000; and

(3) 40-40% by wd^t, based on the weight of the binder, of
a graft copdymer of Polymer A which forms a backbcme
of the grsit copolymer and Copolymer B attached to the
bacUnne which fbrms side chams of the graft copolymer,
and

wherein the nonaqueous medium comprises
(a) an aUphatic solvent which is at 25* C. a nonsolvent fbr
Copolymer B; and
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(b) a coalescing solvent which at 50* C. and above is a

solvent for the binder and at 25* C. is a nonsolvent for

the binder,

wherein the process comprises the following steps:

Step (1) adding about 50-70% by wdght of the monomers
for PolymerA and the backbone of the graft copolymer to

a polymerization vessd with coalesdag solvent, bridging

solvent and low boiling sdvent selected from the group of

methanol or a blend of acetone and petroleum ether and

mdntdning a reflux temperature,

Step (2) adiUng about 0.1-2% by weight, based on the

' wd^t of Pcriymer A and the backbone of the graft co-

polymer, of an azo pcdymerization catalyst with coalesc-

ing solvent to the reaction mixture of step (1) and poly-

merizing said monomers;

Step (3) adding at a substantially uniform rate the remaining

30-50% by wdght of the monomers for Polymer A and

the backbone of the graft copolymer and a ooalesdng

solvent and about 0.1-2% by weight, based on the total

wd^t of the monomers for Polymer A and the backbone

of the graft copolymer, of an azo polymerization catalyst

while myintitiiiiiig the reflux temper^ure and polymeriz-

ing said mmiomers;

Step (4) adding about 40-40% by weight of monomers of

Copolymer B and the side chains of the graft copolymer

and about 0.5-2% by weight, based on the weight of the

above monomers, oS a peroxy polymerization catalyst

while ffi^iifitoiiiing the reflux temperature and polymeriz-

ing sud monomers;

Step (5) adding at a substantially uniform rate the remaining

40-40% by wdght of the monomen of Step (4) with the

above same amount of peroxy polymerization catalyst

while mniT«f*««w«g the reflux temperature and polymeriza-

tion said monomers;

Step (6) adding at a substantially uniform rate, about 2-10%

by weight, based on the wdght of the monomers for

Polymer A, Cof»lymer B and the graft copolymers, of

methyl methacryUte monomer with about 0.1-1% by

weight of azo polymerization catalyst and the above per-

oxy polymerization catalyst while maintaining the ref^

temperature and polymerizing said monomers;

Step (7) addhig at a substantially uniform rate about 15-25%

by wei^ based on the wei^t of the resulting reaction

mixture of the above steps, of an aliphatic hydrocarbon
*' solvent which is a nonsolvent for Polymer A and the

backbone of the graft copolymer, and

Step (8) adding about 5-10% by weight, based on the weight

of the reaction mixture, of the aliphatic hydrocarbra

solvent of Step (7) contammg about 0.1-10% by wdght,

based on the weight of the solvent, ofthe peroxy polymer-

ization catalyst ud polymerizing any reddual monomers

and cooling the resulting composition to an ambient tem-

perature.

4,478,271

AQUEOUS DISPERSION TYPE THERMOSETTING
COATING COMPOSmON

epoxy resin and at least one one curing agent having

cross-linkable functional groups that are operable to react

with said thermosetting resin when said particles are

heated, said curing agent being selected from the group

consisting of blocked isocyanate compound, diepoxy

compound and polycarboxylic acid, and

(c) 0.5-10 parts by weight of polyethylene glycol having an

average molecular weight of 200-10,000 in said aqueous

medium.

4,478,272

HIGH CLARITY, LOW HAZE POLYEfflERS HAVING
REDUCED INFRARED HEAT-UP TIMES

Brian W. Pa^OIy, Akroa, Ohio, aasiffor to1W Goodyear Tire

ft Rabbar Compaay, Aitraa, Ohio

Coathmation-la-part of Scr. No. 351,841, Fob. 24, 1982, Pat No.

4,400,004. lUs appUcatioa Oet 3, 1983, Sar. No. 538,881

The portion of the tarm or this pataat sahaa«BaM to Oet 4, 2000,

lat a.) COOL 67/01- COOK 3/04

VS,a 524-398 35 <

1. A high cUuity. low haze polyester comprising: a polyes-

ter, said polyester having a snudl amount of an infrared absorb-

ing matoial therein wherein said infrared dwortring material is

carbon black, wherein the amount of said carbon black present

is firom 0.1 to 10 parts by wd^t per million parts by wdght <^

said polyester, wherein said cartm Mack has an average parti-

cle size of from 10 to 500 nanometers and wherein said high

clarity, low haze polyester has a Hunter haze value of less than

4.0 as measured on a sample having a craas-sectional thickness

of about 0.028 mch.

4,478,273

THERMOSETTING COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING
CONJUGATED DIENE POLYMERS HAVING PENDANT
UNSATURATED GROUPS AND CALCIUM CARBONATE
Gay asMlore, Barthariila,Okhi . aasimor to PhiUips Petroleam

r, Bmthafilla, OUa.
FDad No?. 8, 1982, Sar. No. 440,083

lat CLi COOK 3/26

VS. CL 534-^«J8 18 Odi*
1. A thermosetting composition consistmg essentially of:

(a) 100 parts by wdght of a conjugated diene polymer con-

taining a reUtivdy high amount of pendant unsaturated

(b) 0-100 parts by wdght of an ethylenically unsaturated

monomer;

(c) 2-1200 parts by weight caldum carbonate; and

(d) a properties-enhancing amount of at least one modifier

which contains one or more —C=C—C(0>—O— link-

ages and which is selected from the group consisting of

acid anhydrides, monoacids, and alkali metal or alkaline

earth metal salts (^ monoacids.

HiwiM loannhi, Kyoto, aU of lijia , Mrtpnn to Dai Nippon

Toryo Co^ Ltd^ Jopoa

Omtinatka or Sar. Nok 28U88, May 7, 1981, abaadaMd,

wkkh ii a caatinatioB of Sar. No. 133,738, Mar. 25, 1980,

ahoadoMd. TUs applieatioa Not. 23, 1982, Sor. No. 443385

lit a> C08K 5/06

UAa 524-377 lOOaimB

1. An aqueous dispersion type thermosetting coathig compo-

sition consisting essentially of

(a) 50-70 Parts by weis^t of an aqueous medium,

(b) 50-30 parts by weight of thermoaettuig powdery resin

particles dispersed in said aqueous medium, said renn

particles having an average particle diameter of 50-50;i

and a softening p(wit of 30*-120* C. and oootainmg

theidn at least one thermosettmg resin sdected ticm the

group consisting of acrylic ream, pcdyester resb and

4,478,274

LINEAR LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE IMPACT
MODIFIER FOR THERMOPLASnC POLYESTERS

NaiHl Ua, ML VarMm lad., aadoMr to GsMml Elaetric Com-

FUsd ta. 3, 1983, Sar. No. 454,930

lat OJ C08L 25/m 67/02: C08K 3/34. 3/40

U.S.a 524-445 »
1. A thermoplastic moUing oompositioo having improved

impact strength con4>rising

(a) from about 5 to about 92% by wdght of at least one high

molecular weight polymer sdected from the groups con-

sisting essentially of (a) poly(ethylene terefrfithalateX (b)

poly(l,4-biityleBe terephthalateX (c) a oopolyesler of (a)

or (bX ud (d) a blend of (a), (bX or (c) with an aromatic

polycarbonate resin or any combination thereof, wherein
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•ny one polymer conphses 0-100% of the polymer com-
pooent;

Wfrom about 3 to about 20% by weight of a linear low
denaty polyethylene having a density of from about 0.89
to 0.96 giana/oc and

(c) from about S to S0% by weight glass fibers.

METAL DODECYLBENZENESULFONATBS AS
PROCESSING AIDS FOR POLYCARBONATES

'?'y**J^.9*<*NP. Shto HdiMa. «d Wdmi J. Jor-
kariu. n, M^plt HaHNi, both of Ohio, Mriaors to IW
fflH lii i Oli rniMj , Qiwilaii,OMo

FIM Jaik 10, 1913, S«. No. 487,041
bt aj cms 63/62

MS,a S25-442 |g ^^^i—
1. A process for improvmg the processability ofpolycarbon-

ates consisting essentially ofcontacting a polycarbonate with a
metal salt of dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid in an amount suffi-
cient to decrease the meh viscosity of the polycarbonate with-
out a substantial loss m impact strength.

4^471,276

LATEX-REINFORCED POLYURETHANE SEWER
SEALING COMPOSmON

- .? MMiilnlMhiCwprMj , St Pnd, Min.
DltWo|^S«. No. S147I, Jul 2S, 1979, Pat No. 4,315.703.

lUi ippHcMioa Apr. 23, 1901, Sar. No. 254,931
tat a^ COOL 75/08

UAa 524—500 4,

1. A two-part curable composition suited when mixed for•e^ water-bearing or water-holding structures, comprising:
Put A:

a And mixture comprising water-miscible organic solvent
and water-soluble, non-crystaUizing polyurethane pre-
polymer having terminal isocyanate groups formed by
reacting

(0 polyether polyol having at least two terminal hy-
droxyl groups and a number average molecular
weight between about 3,000 and 2a000 and having
random ethylene oxide units and higher alkylene
oxide units in a mol ratio of ethylene oxide to higher
alkylene oxide of 1:1 to 4:1, wherein said higher
Ikylene oxide is selected from a group consisting of
propylene oxide, butylene oxide, pentylene oxide,
hexylene oxkle and mixtures thereof, and

(ii) sufficient organic polyisocyanate compound having
at least two teraunal isocyanate groups to provide an
NCOOH ratio of about 5:1 to about 1.0S:1;

PartB:

(1) sufffcient aqueous polymeric latex selected from the
group consisting of polyethybcrykte. polyurethane
imd acrykwitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer, contain-
mg particulate pdymeric material having an average
y'cle sixe in the range of about 0.01 to about 10
fcrom to provkle a weight ratio of prepolymer to

^ polymeric material latex of about 100:1 to 1:1; and
(2)wfflcieat water to provide a weight ratk) of water to
prapoiymar on the Older of 3:1 to 20:1 and to ptx}vide a
viBc«is«Msshaving a viscosity fa the range of about 5
10 about l^no cps when measured with a Brooicfield

RVT Viscometer at 25' C. using a standard No. 3 spm.
die rotated at 20 rpm.

4*474^277
RESIN COMPOSITION CONTAINING GRANULAR ORPOWDERY PHENOL-ALDEHYDE RESIN
HiroaU Koyama, and SUgao SUadaa, both of Kobe. Jaann.

to Kanabo Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Hhd Dec 23, 1902, Sar. No. 452,737

IW » -g^*^' ^gj*"^ ^•^ P**-^ M«I. S6.209558;

SftJL*^*'t*??' '^*- *•• **2, 57-23530; Mar. 4, iJS
n.33099; Mar. 4, 1902, 5743100$ Mar. 5, 19(5r5744W6
,. « ^ "^ ^' Q*!- ^7/081 61/14
U.S.a 524-509

19

1. A resin composition comprising
(I) a granular or powdny ream which is a condensation

product of a phenol, an aldehyde and optionally a nitro-
gen-containing compound having at least two active hy-
drogens and is characterized (A) in that at least 30% ofthe
granular or powdery resm consists of spherical primary
particles and their secondary agglomerated particles each
having a partKle diameter of 0.1 to 150 microns, (B) by
having such a size that at least 50% by weight thereofcan
pass through a 100 Tyler mesh sieve. (Q by having a free
phenol content, determined by liquid chromatography, of
not more than 500 ppm, and (D) m that the granular or
powdery resm which is a condensation product of a phe-
nol and an aldehyde has a Dwciois/Dioo ratio of from
0.2 to 9.0 and D89o/D|6oo ratio of from a09 to 1.0 m its
mfrared absorption vptctnm measured by a KBr tablet
method, m whx:h D|«oo represents the absorption faten-
sity of an absorption peak at 1600 cm-', D990.101S repre-
sents the highest absorption mtensity of absorptwn peaksm the range of 990 to 1015 cm-l, and Dt9o represents the
absorption intensity of an absorption peak at 890 cm-',
and the granuhv or powdery resm whkh is a nitrogen-
containing condensation product ofa phenol, an aklehyde
and a nitrogen-containing compound having at least two
active hydrogens has a Dmo-kho/Duso-isoo ratio of from
0.1 to 2.0 in its infrared absorption spectrum measured by
a KBr taUet method in which Duso-isoo represents the
highest absorptkm intensity of absorption poks m the
range of 1450 to 1500 om-<, and Dno.io» represents the
hi^Mst abaorptioo mtensity of absorption peaks fa the
range of 960 to 1020 cm-'; and

GI) at least one thermoptastic resm and, optionally, a filler

material other than sakl granubr or powdery ream (I).

4^74,270
DUSTPROOF FILM FORMING MATERIAL

CliyuU Shtarian, Ota, Japaa, aaai^er to TaahOa SUeoM Co„
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

niad Jan. 5, 1904, Scr. No. 540^73
tat CL^ O09D 3/66. 3/82

UJS. a. S24.-M0 5CkfaM
1. A oompoaition curable to a dus^roof coating material

(A> 100 ports by wei^t of an alkyd reain.
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(B) 5 to 200 parts by weight of methyltrimethoxysilane.

(Q a curing catalyst; and

(D) 50 to 5000 parts by weight of a solvent mixture consist-

ing of

(a) a volatile organosilicon compound which has a boilfag

pofat of 70* to 250* C. at atmospheric pressure and has

a formula selected from the group consisting of

(R«)4Si, (R^SiOI(R3)2SiO]mSi(R2)3,

R<Si(OSKR')3j3 snd ((R'hSiOl,

wherem R' to R^ respectively represent the same or differ-

ent alkyl groups, m represents O or a positive mteger

and n represents a positive mteger of 3 or above and

(b) a hydrocarbon solvent substantially free of methanol

wherem the amount of (a) is 5 to 95 wt % of the total

amount of (a) and (b).

B and C is about 61/39 to 95/5, and the mole ratio of B to C ia

about 38/1 to 1/38.

4*474,279

HIGH SOLIDS THQC POLYESTER ENAMELS
W. McGtegar, aad JaaM J. Coandi, both of Fort

Wayne, Ind.,aMlgBors to Essex Group, Inc. Fort Wayae, tad.

FDed Dec 1, 1903, Ser. No. 554,807

tat a3 B32B 15/00: COOG 73/16

U.S.a 524-602 WOatass

1. A magnet wire enamel comprising a high solids, low

viscosity organic solvent solution of a tris(hydroxy-

ethylisocyanurate)polyester having a ratio of hydroxyl to

carboxyl groups of 1.65 to 2.0:1 and a hydroxyl number of 216

to 316.

4«474481

SnJCONE RESIN COATING COMPOSITION
Howard A. Vaughn, Jr., Schsnectady. N.Y., aasl^or to GsMral

Electric Coavany, Watarford, N.Y.

CootfanatkM of Ser. No. 964,910, No?. 30, 1978,

lUs appikation Sep. 8, 1902, Ser. No. 415^45

tat a^ COOK 3/36: COOL 83/00. 83/06

UAa 524-747 13

1. An aqueous coatmg composition comprising a dispersion

of colloidal silica, having a particle size of from about 5 to

about 150 millimicrons m diameter, in a lower aliphatic al-

cohol-water solution of the partial condensate of a silanol of

the formula RSi(OH)3, wherein R is selected from the group

consisting of alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and

phenyl at least 70 weight percent of the silanol being

CH3Si(OH)3, said composition containing 10 to 50 weight

percent solids consisting essentially of 10 to 70 weight percent

of the partial condensate, said composition having a pH of 7.1

to about 7.8.

4^74,200

POLYAMIDE COMPOSITIONS FROM MIXTURES OF
TRIMETHYLHEXAMETHYLENE DIAMINE,
HEXAMEIHYLENE DIAMINE AND DUODS

Waarily Poppe, LoaAard, and Ya-Taai Chei, Gton EDya, both of

OL, Ma^aors to Standard OO Coavaay, CUcago, ID.

FDed Feb. 14, 1903, Ser. No. 444,090

tat a' COOG 69/26

UAa 524-406 28 ClaiiM

1. A crystallme moldable polyanude copolymer composition

comprising the following recurring moieties:

—NH—(R)—NH- ^^0^
(A)

sod

-NH-(R)-NH-C

and

?
C—

(B)

? t
•NH-(R)-NH-C-(CH2k-C-

(O

wherem R is a mixture of a straight chafa aliphatic hydrocar-

bon radical comprising six carbon atoms and a trimethyl substi-

tuted saturated hydrocarbon radical, six carbon atoms m
length, with two of the three methyl groups on the same car-

bon atom wherem the mole ratio of the two hydrocarbon

radicals is about 55/45 to about 95/5 and wherem the mole

ratio of the two hydrocarbon radicals is about 55/45 to about

95/5 and wheiefa the mole ratio ofA/C or A/to a mixture of

4(474,282

METHOD OF PRODUCING FINELY DIVIDED, STABLE
OIL-IN-WATER EMULSIONS OF
ORGANOPOLYSILOXANES

G8ta Koanar, Frisdhslai Niekal; Hana Rott ud Gifatar

aD of Eiaai, Fad. Rap. of Ganaay, aaaifBon to Ik
AG, Eaasa, Fed. Rap. of Germany

FOad Apr. 29, 1903,Ssr. No. 409353

ipplleatlw Fad. Rap. of Germany, May 4,

1902,3214505
tat CL? COOL 83/06

UA CL 524-037 W Oataa

1. A method of producmg finely divided, stable, oil-in-water

emulsions of organopolysiloxanes by the condensation or poly-

merization of organosilicon compounds m finely divided form

m the presence of emulstfiers and condensation or polymeriza-

tion catalysts, comprising

(a) dispersing the amount ofemulsifier required for obtainmg

a stable emulsion m an amount of water equal to 0.5 to 3

times the weight of the emulsifier,

(b) adding the amount of organosiUoon compound which is

to be emulsified to this dispersion and subjecting the mix-

ture to high shear forces to homogenize it until a uniform,

transparent to slightly opaque paste is formed; and

(c) when the desired molecular weight is reached, stirring

the paste obtained with water with Uttle shear to form an

emulsion.

wherem the catalyst is added fa step (a) or step (b) fa amounts

of 0.5 to 5 weight percent relative to the organosilicon com-

pound and deactivating the catalyst by neutralization when the

desired nxdecular weight is reached.

4^74,203

GRAFT COPOLYMERIZAHON PROCESS
Paal G. Aadsnaa, Southbury, CaMn Msipor to Uairoyal, lac

New York, N.Y.

FOad No?. 12, 1902, Sar. No. 441,122

tat a' COOG 253/00. 279/00: COOL 51/00 51/04_

UA CL 525—53 ^1

1. A process for graft copolymerizing material onto a rubber

spine comprisfag contfauously feeding the rubber spine fato

the faput zone of an extrusion passageway which is incom-

pletely filled with the rubber spine; advancing the rubber spine

into and through a sealing zone of the extrusion passageway;

locally retardfag the flow of the rubber spine fa the sealing

zone and compacting the rubber spine fa the sealing zone so as

to completely fill the extrusion passageway with the rubber

spine whereby a solid plug of the rubber spine is formed fa the

sealing zone, fiirther advancing the rubber spfae into and
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throogh metioB zooeof the extrusion (MSHgeway; reacting
griftmg mrterid with the advancing rubber spine in said re*;,
twn zone to form a graft copotymerization mixture which b
oontmnoualy kncMled under graft copolymerization condi-
pons, and thereafter expellhig the resulting graft copolymer-
ized maH firom the extrusion paasageway.

.<M7<k284
POLYMER COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESS

I W. Oavy, BvUaifflla, Okk^ aariffor to Phillips Peiro-

FOsd May 20, 1M3, Sw. No. 49C7S6

«- -- Irt.aJaHLJi/00
UAa525-«2 20CW-.

1. A process fior the production of a polymer composition
wUch comprises producing poly(arylene sulfide) by interre-
actmg under polymerization conditions at least one polyhalo-
gmated aromatic, a sulfur source and an organic polar solvent
in the presence of a thermoplastic elastomeric hydrogenated
coiuugated diene/monovinyl arene block copolymer in an
•mount sufficient to improve at least one of tensUe strength,
impact resistance, and flexural moduhis.

M7<,2tS
RUBBER MODIFIED EPOXY ADHESIVE

DwM J. Qahtwa, Sahi,mi FWrtiti Y. Park. Lea AMslea.
k<hofCajif..aail^ewtDTl,U,H.dStSrrfAmIrta«

FIM Mar. 2, 19t3, Sir. N«. 47M17
.,- « ^ ^' OWL 63/Oa 63/08UAa S25-1I3 , cUm

1. An adhesive composition, comprising:
a reaction product consisting easentiaUy of a bisphenol A
epoxy resin and a carboxyl terminated butadiene-acryloni-
trik rubber mixed in the ratio ofabout 4:1 parts by weight
of said epoxy resin to said rubber, said reaction product
being characterized by linear epoxy-nibber chains pro-
duced by a carboxyl-epoxide reaction; and

a curing agent consisting essentiaUy of a cycloaUphatic
diamine composed of bis (p-amine<yclohexyl) methane
nomers, the ratio of said reaction product to said curing
agent being in the range of 3.3-3.0:1.

4|47C,2I6
IHERMOSEITING CATIONIC LATEX OOMPOSmONS
^CONTAINING AMINOPLAST CURING AGENTS
Svyya X. Daa, Pilrtanh. mi Ctetaa M Kaiia, Tveatam.k^^fc^p, .. t

| "-

r

majMi i i iii 111 riu-i lil.
Cortnrtion or Sar. No. 30S,S68, Sap. 25, Ml. abaSolSriui

PpUcMfcM Sap. 2, 1M3, Scr. No. 529,074

.,« ^ — ^^a-^CKL 61/28. S3/J2UAa 525-142 ^ rui-,
I. Inan improved stable thermosetting coating composition

for preparing a decorative or protective coating which is
solvent-resistant and weather-durable; said coating composi-
tion contains a cationic acrylic latex and a curing agent; the
cationic acrylic latex comprises a copolymer of:

(a) an active hydrogen-containing ethylenically unsaturated
monomer, and

(b) one or more other ethylenicaUy unsaturated monomers;
the improvement comprising fhrnj about 0.3 to 10 percent
•niino groupKxmtaining monomer which is the same or
different from (bX the improvement further comprising
the cationic acryUc latex which is firee of carboxyl or
c»boxylate groups and the curing agent which is an
•ridulated melamine.

. M744i7
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING POLYBUTADIENE

RUBBER WITH ENHANCED MECHANICALSTRENGTH
Noboorl Maehara; Norlhnri Utada, both of IcUhaia: Taiil

2IS ^*%J"*?~» ^****^ "«**«• -* mSo
UUkaaa, CMha, aB or Japaa, artgaon to Uba latartrfc^

nied Dec. 9, lM2,Scr. No. 440,232
Clataa priority. appUeatioa Japaa, Dae. 24, 1901, 56.200100

IM. a3 COOP 4/26
VJS,CLS2^-92

34Clata8
1. A process for producing a polybutadiene rubber with

ajhanced mechanical strength, comprising the successive steps
of:

(A) mixing 1,3-butadiene with an inert organic solvent to
provide a 1,3-butadiene solution;

(B) controlling a concentration of water contained in said
1.3-butadiene solution to from 0.2 to 3 millimoles per liter
of said 1,3-butadiene solution;

(Q subjecting a first polymerization mixture which com-
pnses said controUed l,3.butadiene solution and a cis.1,4.
polymerization catalyst comprising:
(a) an aluminum catalytic ingredient consisting of at least
one organic aluminum compound of the formuhi (I):

A1R^3_.
0)

wherein R represents a member selected from the group
consisting of alkyl radicals having 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
• phenyl radical and cydoalkyl radicals. X represents a
halogen atom and n represents the number of 1.3 to 2.0.
and

(b) a cobalt catalytic ingredient consisting of at least one
cobalt compound soluble in said inert organic solvent,

to a cis-l,4-polymerization to convert at least a portion of
««d l,3^>utadiene contained in said first polymerization
mixture to cis-l,4-polybutadiene;

(D) subjecting a second polymerization mixture which com-
prises the resultant cis-l,4-polybutadiene, non-reacted
1,3-butadiene, the organic solvent, and an 1,2-polymeriza-
tion catalyst comprising:

(c) a cobdt catalytic ingredient consisting of at least one
cobalt compound soluble in the inert organic solvent,

(d) an aluminum catalytic mgredient consisting of at least
one organic aluminum compound of the formula (II):

AIR3
(II)

wherein R is the same as defined above, and
(e) carbon disulfide, to a 1,2-polymerization to provide a

polybutadiene rubber consisting essentially of 3% to
30% by weight of a boiling n-hexane-insoluble firaction
and 93 to 70% of a n-hexane-soluble fraction:

(E) stopping said 1,2-polymerization by adding a polymeri-
zation shortstoppcr to the resultant second polymerization
mixture; and

(F) isolating the resultant polybutadiene rubber from the
stopped second polymerization mixture.

M7C200
CATALYSTS COMPRISING MAGNESIUM AND A

TRANSnrON METAL
Kard B^Jadoaz. Leaa, nraaea, aaaiiaor to Sodete CUaiqae des
Clarhoaaate»€dF CHIMIE, Paris, Fhmee
Coatiaaatioa orScr. No. 212453, Dee. 2, 1900, abaadoaed,

?i?,!?i*^**" "^ ^- ^' ^'^' '^ ^ 1979, P«. No.
4^243,170. lUaapplicatioa Nov. 22, 1902, Sar. No. 443,525
OaiaM priority, appHcatioa Fkaaea, Mar 5, 1970, 71 13414

lat CL} COOP 4/OZ 10/02
UACL536—134 9Claiw

1. A process for polymerizing or cc^lymerizing a-olefins
having from 2 to 8 carbon atoms at a temperature of20* to 330*
C. and under a i»essure of 1 to 2,300 bars, wherein said poly-
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merization is effected in the presence of a catalytic system

comprising: (1) a catalyst comprising the product obtained by

bringing into contact

(a) a compound of magnesium comprising at least one qw-

cies selected from the group consisting of magnesium

mooo-halides (MgX) (MgX2)fl(Mg)^gO)c and halo-

magnesium hydrides (HMgX) (MgXz)fl(MgH2)«(M-

g(0R)2]o wherein X is a halogen. 0.1 ga^O.3, OSbSO.43

and O^c^O.23, R is a hydrocarbon radical, and said

species MgX or inigX is obtained by thermal decomposi-

tion of a powdery organo-magnesium halide, RiMgX,
prepared in the absence of any solvent, wherein Ri b an

organic radical; and

(b) at least one halide of a transition metal selected from the

group consisting of titanium and vanadium, the valency of

said metal in said halide being lower than or equal to 3, the

quantities of (a) and (b) being such that the atomic ratio of

magnesium to said transition metal is between 1 and 23;

and (2) an activator selected from the group consisting of

hydrides and organometallic compounds ofgroups I to III

of the Periodic Table, wherein the atomic ratio of the

metal of said activator to the transition metal of the cata-

lyst is between 0.1 and 100.

—o-CHr

whereb R>, R', R' and R^ may be same or different and

each represent a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro

group, a cyano group, a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl

group having 1 to 3 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group having

1 to 3 carbon atoms, a substituted or unsubstituted aryl

group, an aryloxy group, an acyloxy group having 1 to 3

carbon atoms, a hydroxy group, a mercapto group, an

acetyl group or an allyl group,

and optionally a silanol-condensing catalyst.

5. The photocurable silicon compound composition accord-

ing to claim 1, wherein said silanol-condensing catalyst is

selected from the group consisting of dibutyltin dilaurate,

diacetylaoetonate dichlorotin, lead octenoate, lead naph-

thenete, stannous naphthenate, stannic naphtenate, zinc oc-

tenoate, triphenylphosphine, BFa-mono- ethylamine, BFa-

piperidine complex and trisacetylacetonatoiron.

4^474,209

CATALYSTS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF
JLEFINS

Adolfb Mayr. Eranaao Sasa; both of Fcrrara, and Ettore

Giachetti, MUaa, aO or Italy. aasivMNt to Moatecatinl Edison

SjbJLt Mflaa, Italy

Coatiaaatloa of Scr. No. 622,550, Oct 14, 1975, Pat No.

4^290,710, wUeh is awatlaaatioB of Scr. No. 324^996, Jaa. 10,

1973, ahaaioaed, whkh is a eoatlaaaUoa or Ser. No. 070.9H
Nov. 21, 1949, abaadoMi. TVs applkalioa Jaa. 2, 1901, Scr.

No. 249,404

OafaM priority, appUcatloa Italy, No?. 25, I960, 24141 V40
Tie povtioa of the tem oftUs palCBt sabccqaeat to Not. 3, 1990,

lat CL'OOOF 4/OZ /O/OO

U&a 526-125 19

1. A supported catalyst-forming component fbr use in pre-

paring catalysts for the polymerization of olefins and compris-

ing the product obtained by contacting a titanium tetrahalide

with an anhydrous magneshim dihalide in an active form char-

acterized in that, in its X-ray powder spectrum, the diffraction

line which is most intense in the spectrum of the normal, non-

active magnesium dihalide is less intense and, in its place, a

haloqypears.

4^76,291

RESINS CONTAINING /3-PHENYLETHYL
TRIFUNCnONAL SILOXY UNITS AND METHOD FOR

MAKING
Gtorwt F. Ro^ici, flthiiBSCtady, N.Y., aad^or to Gcacra

trie Compaay. Watcrford. N.Y.

FDcd Feb. 22, 1903, Scr. No. 440.114

lat a.} CDOG 77/06

VS.a 520-14 It

1. A silicone resin composition substantially free of a-

phenylethylsiloxy units comprising 100 parts by weight alkyl-

siloxaae units selected from the group consisting of RSiOi.s

units and R^R^SiO uniu and mixtures thereof, wherein R, R*

and R2 are independently selected alkyl radicals having from 1

to about 8 carbon at<nis, and firom about 73 parts by weight to

about 2100 parts by weight /^phenylethylsiloxane units of the

formuk

o»2CH2SiOi.5

80 as to provide a silicone resin which exhibits increased reac-

tivity with organic compositions while also providing ultravio-

let light and weathering resistance.

4,476,290

PHOTOCURABLE SIUCON COMPOUND
COMPOSmON

Hayaae, KawaaaU, aad Yacaaoba OaisU. Yokohaan,

both of Japaa. aiai^on to Tokyo Shib«m DcaU KabaahfU

FHad Sap. 16, 1903, Scr. No. 532303

I prMty, appUealloa Japaa, Sep. 20, 1902, 57.162240

UfLCL^Cmi 77/06

U.S.a52»-U 7aatas

1. A photocurable silicon compound composition which

comprises a silicon compound havmg a silicon atom to which

directly bonded is an o-nitrobenzyloxy group represented by

the foDowing fiormida:

4y476,292
'

CASTABLE POLYURETHANE SYSTEMS
Nney M Haai, WOUaaictoa, aad Tcrako MlyaaaU. OkcMa,

both of Mich., aaaifaon to Qba^Mgy Coipofattaa, Ardalcy,

N Y
FDcd 4aa. 30, 1904, Scr. No. 574323

lat CL' CDOG 18/10

U.S.a520-40 14aal»
1. A substantially clear, castable pcdyurethane system com-

prising the reaction product of (a) a polyisocyanate prepoly-

mer comprising the reaction product of an excess of an aU-

phatic or cycloaliphatic polyisocyanate compound and an

amine-based polyol. and (b) an amine-based polycri, a polyether

polyol or mixtures thereof.
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POLYMERIC CARBONATE DIOLS OF COPOLYETHER
GLYCOLS AND POLYURETHANES PREPARED

THEREFROM
Inm M. RoUHoa, WUiria^aa, DcL, airi^or to E. L Da PMtm NHMNn mi Coapaay, WOaiaiiaa, DcL
Cofh—rtoaofSw. No. 32M43, No?. 30, 1981,

lUs appUcitiM Jai. 24^ IMS, Scr. No. 4<0,5C9
lat a' O08G J8/H 18/48

UAa52^-76 A ru^
1. A polymeric carbonate diol made by coupling segments of

a tetnhydroftiran/alkylene oxide copolymer with a dialkyi
carbonate wbow alkyl group contains 1-4 carbon atoms or
phosgene, the diol having a number average molecular weight
of 120O-12.00a as determined by hydroxyl number.

POLY.1MIDEOXADIAZOLE SOLUBLE IN M4XESOLimm R. StephsM, Naperfille, DL, airigMr to StaMOO
""**" "^

*«^"-^2I* ?»• ^' **2. Tib appUortioa
May 23, 1M3, Scr. No. 497,402

.t« ^ .- irt. a» coiG 7i/a* 73/10UAa 528-322
^odatas

1. A fifan formmg polyoxadiazole soluble m m-ciesol com-
pnsmg the following repeating structural units:

•N

and

4«47(,294

.„, copolyester<:arbonate resins
Victor Mark, EvaMviDe, lad., aari«Mr to Gcaeral Eiectrk
CoiBpny, Mt Venoa, lad.

FOad Doc M, 1983, Ser. No. 362,274

.,.«.•. I«.aJC08G«/«

1. ThCTmopIastic aromatK copolyester-carbonate resin ex-
hibitmg unproved processability containing recurring struc-
tural units represented by the general formulae:

40mQ)
tad

?
°

(-0-R-C-0-RJ-0-C-R-0-C-) and

O
H

wherein R is an aliphatic or aromatic rMlical and the ratio ofB
units to C units and D units is about 100:100 and the ratio ofC
uniu tu D units is about 1:99 to about 99:1.

(—O—R2—O—C—

)

wherein:

R i» independenUy selected from divalent aromatic radicals;R selected from divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals,
divalent aliphatic ether residues, and divalent aromatic
radicals; and

R^ b selected from divalent residues of dihydric phenols
represented by the general formda

_ 4^76,296
PREPARATION OF AROMATIC POLYMERS FROM

CYCLOHEXA.33-DIENE POLYMERS
Dnii G. H. BaUard, Uttletoa; Aadiew Coartis, HUtowB. aidluM. Shirley, Baratoa, all of EBgiaad,Mrinontor

<J^
(R»)2

wherein

W is selected from divalent hydrocarbon radicals.—S-, " -

000
f ! <-C-, -S-, ad -S-,

I

R* is faidependently selected from monovalent hydrocarbon
radicals and halogen radicals,

t ii independently selected from positive integers having a
value of from to 4 inclusive, and

d is either zero or one.

Filed Oct «, 1982, Ser. No. 433,097
OaiaM priority, appUeatioa Uaitad KiMdom Oct C 1981.

8130114; Oct «, 1981. 8130115; Oct «, iSToisiSi ^
lACL^ caw 8/00

UAa528-481 7 n.iT
1. A process for the preparation of a polymer which has

aromatic rings in the backbone thereof which process com-
prises subjecting a polymer which has 1,2-disubstituted-
cyclohexenylene rings in the polymer backbone to a suitable
heat treatment in a substantiaUy oxygen-free atmosphere such
that the 1.2-substituents are eliminated from at least substan-
tially all the cyclohexenylene rings.

4«47S,297
PROCESS FOR REMOVING CATALYST RESIDUES

FROM POLYOLEFINS
HaiM^lirBn KabUta, UedcriMch, aadHdM StnaMti, F^ad^
Avt am Mala, both of Fad. Rap. of GeriMy, aalBMn to
Hoachat Aktiei^Mdlachafl, FW. Rap. oTGanM^^^

FUed Ang. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,123
OaiaM priority, appiicatioa Fad. Rep. of GaiMaj, Am. 2t

1981, 3133101 ^^
lat a^ GD8F 6/08

\3S,a 528-486 2 CUm
1- A process for removing catalyst residues from polyolefiaa
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prepared by means of catalysts containing light metal halides

and titanium and aluminum compounds by treating the poly-

olefin suspended in a liquid medium with an aliphatic monocar-

boxylic acid and separating off and washing out the polyolefin,

which comprises carrying out the treatment with 0.1 to 1.3%

by weight, relative to dry polyolefin, of a branched aliphatic

monocarboxylic acid having 8 carbon atoms or its mixed iso-

mers at a temperature of 40* to 90* C. for 10 to 120 minutes.

4*476,298

ERYTHROMYCIN A DERIVATIVES
SUaeo MoriaMto; Yoko TakahaAl, both of SottaaM; YoaUaU

Wataaabe, T0I70, and Sadafmi Omra, SaitaaM, aU of Ja-

pan, anigaora to Talaho Phaimarwrth-al Co., Ltd., Japan

FDed No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444*171

datan priority, appttcathw Japan, Dec 3, 1981, 56/195039

lat a» CD7H 17/08

UA CL 536-7J 3

1. An erythromycin A derivative of the formula

OCH3
CH3" "OCH3

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl, and the pharmaceutically

accq>table acid additkm salts thereof.

4,476,299

CYCUC POLYAMINO CONTAINING COMPOUNDS
HAVING THERAPEUTIC EFFECT AND THE

PREPARATION THEREOF
Hid^li Itokawa, Tokyo, Japan, aeeigwir toToUaU PharMccati-

cal Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDed JaL 26, 1982, Ser. No. 40M68
CUw priority, appUcatfcw Japan, JaL 28, 1981, 56-117968

lit a» C07H 15/26: CD7C 103/52

U&a 536-174 4

1. A compound of formuhu

OCH3

6,
CH3 O CH3 CHJ

CH—C—N—CH

R2-^N

o«c

CH3—CH

R2—

N

Qmc

I

c«o
I

N-R2

CH—CH3

C—O

N-CHj

CH-N C—CM
I i I

CH2 CH3 o cHa

„j^.-^
R|0

wheremRi jb

(a) an acyl group of formula —COA, A being a linear or

branched saturated or unsaturated C1-C20 alkyl, i^ienyl or a

phenyl substituted by a halogen atom, lower alkyl. nitre or

amino group; benzyl or styryl group unaubstituted or substi-

tuted by a halogen atomt lower alkyl, nitro or amino group;

(b) a linear or branched Ci-Cx) alky^

(c)C3-C«cycloalkyl;

(d) Ci-Cs carboxyalkyl or an ester thereof with a C|-Cs alco-

hol;

(e) tetrahydropyran;

(0 glucose;

(g)—SO2CH3 or hydrogen; Rj ia hydrogen or lower alkyl and

R3 is hydrogen, amino or nitro.

4,476,300

N-OXIDE OF THE 0-/3-D GLUCURONIDES OF
ANTICHOLINERGIC COMPOUNDS, AND PROCESS

FOR PREPARING THE SAME
WallerC Hertihy, Caabridga, airi Dary M. Epatala, BaiaKMt

both of Maasn aaeiffon to RcpllgHi Corporatioa,

Mom.
FDed A« 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,497

lat CL' GOTH 15/18

UAa 536-17.4 11

1. The N-oxkle of the O-ZS-D-glocuromde of an anticholin-

ergic compound which contains a tertiary nitrogen, and base

addition salts thereof

4,476,301

OUGONUCLEOTIDES, A PROCESS FOR PREPARING
THE SAME AND THEIR APPUCATION AS MEDUTORS

OF THE ACnON OF INTERFERON
Jeaa-Loais lartach, aad Gfllea J. M. Coaeella, both of Mertpol-

Uer, Fkaace, aaaivon to Ceatre Natfciaal de to Recherche

Sdcatiflqae, Paria, FhMe
FDed Jaa. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390^78

OaiaH priority, appHcatloa Uaitad riagiom ,
Apr. 29, 1982,

8212458
lat a' C07H 15/11 17/00

UA CL 536-27 1 0tSm^

1. Oligonucleotide comprising a chain containing in turn n

identical or different nucleosidic units, n being higher than 1,

preferably not higher than 10, among which at least one of the

nucleoaklic units is constituted by xykiadenoetne, theae nucleo-

sidk units being linked by a 2'-»S' bond, comprising a linking

group containing at least one phoq>horus atom.
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M7(,3Q2
HfCH-MOLECULAR ESTERS AND URETHANES

CONTAINING PIPERIDINE GROUPS, A PROCESS FOR
THEIR PREPARATION

HtftMrt WhMr. Gcnthata, mi Gcrkvi Pfihler, AacAwg,
koth or Fed. Ri^ or G«Mqr, Ml^on to Howtat AktlM-

Fod. Ra^ or Ommmf
Vfki Mm. 15, 1M2, S«. No. 35M15

..., ,«.J?*''
»•"«**<* Fed. Rep. or Gcrmny, Mar. 21,

IMl, 3111209

Irt. a» C07D 401/14. 401/12, 401/06. 401/10
U.S.aS44-lM 4a

1. A polyalkylptpendme compound of the fonnula (I)

R'-X>-A-X>-B1,X2-R2
(D

in which

n is in integer from 1 to 100;

X^ ii « bond or —O—

;

A represents a C^ to Ci2-aliphatic a,AKlicarbamoyl group,
a phenylenedicarbamoyl group or a C?- to Cis-araliphatic
dicarbamoyl group in which —CO— is attached to X>, it

being possible for these groups to be substituted by 1 to 4
Ci- to Q-alkyl radicals,

or A is a Ci- to Cig-aliphatic diacyl, triacyl or tetraacyl
radical which can be substituted by up to two OH gioups,

OTA is a C3* or Ci2-cycloaliphatic diacyl, triacyl or tetraacyl
radical which can be substituted by up to two Ci- to
Q-alkyl radicals or up to two OH groups,

OT A is a phenyl or naphthyl radical which is substituted by
adiacyl. triacji or tetracyl group and which can be substi-
tuted by 1 or 2 Ci- to C4-alkyl groups and/or by an OH
group,

or A is a Ct- to Cu-phenylalkyl radical which is substituted
by 2 acyl groups, and, in aU the abovementioned cases in
which a radical contains more than 2 acyl groups, those
exceeding 2 are substituted by the radical —X^-R3,

or A is a radical of the fonnula

(CH2)/:-x>-r3

or a radical erf" the formula

-C(CHj)^-N N-(CH2)«C-

(CH2)^-X>-R3

o

wherein p is an int^er from to 2, m is Ml integer from 1

to S and Z is -O— or —NH—

;

X' represents

R3 is methyl, ethyl or a group of the fwmula (II>,
Ri has the meaning indicated tot R3 or that of a radical A
having caibamoyl groups and saturated by —NCO; and

R^ is hydrogen or a group of the formuk (II)

R« (II)

Y
N

B represents a bond or a group ofthe formube (HI), (IV), or

(in)

K' Rll Rl3 ks

R«-N-R' R«-N-r7

R' R' OV)

nWn
R«—N—R'

—R*—N—R*— (V)

R» V
wherein

R^ is a C2- to Q- alkylene group;
R' represents hydrogen, Ci- to Ci2-alkyl, Cs- to Ci2-

cycloalkyl or a group of the formula (Vh)

R"H2C CH3R" (Vn)

I

R'*-N

R"H2C CH3

wherein R" is hydrogen or methyl and R'* is hydro-
gen, Cj- to Ci2-alkyl which can be substituted by 1 or 2
hydroxyl groups, C3- to Cg-alkenyl or benzyl;

R^ R7, R* and R9 are identical or different and represent
hydrogen. C|- to Ci«-alkyl which can be subrtituted by
hydroxyl, Ci- to Cir«lkoxy or Ci- to Q-dialkylamino,
Cs- to Ci2-cycloalkyl, allyl, phenyl which can be substi-

tuted by 1 or 2 Cf to Q-alkyl groups and/or by OH,
C7- to Cu-aralkyl, a groq> of the fonnula (VH) or a
groiq> of the fonnulae (VUI) or (K)

-(CH2)^-R"

Y

(vni)
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•continued

+(CH2),N^r(CH2),N-R»

Y Y

(DO

in which

r, s and t are identical or different numbers from 2 to 6;

V is an integer from to 3;

Rl^ andR" are identical or different radicals whidi can

be hydrogen, Ci- to Cis^lkyl, Cs- to Ci^cycloalkyl,

Ct- to Ci4-«ralkyl or a group of the formula (VII);

and

Y is a radical of the formula (X)

H3C CH2R"

R" /-^
NR"

(X)

N U
CH3 CH2R"

N

R» R"

O
1

wherein

Ri denotes hydrogen atom, halogen group atom or methyl

radical,

R2 denotes cyclohexyl radical, phenyl radical or phenyl

radical substituted with methyl radical or nitro radical,

and

X denotes oxygen atom or sulfur atom.

wherein R'' and R^ have the meanings given for R^
R^ R> and R^ excepting those of the formulae (Vm)
and (IX); and R^l is hydrogen, C|- to Cis-alkyl. Cs-

to Ci2-cycloalkyl, C7- to Cu-aralkyI or a group of the

formula (Vn);

R>0 is a group of the formulae (VIII) or (IX>,

Rii and R'^ are identical or different radicals having the

same meaning as R'^ and R*';

R>2 represents C2- to Cig-alkylene or C2- to Ci2-bis-

(propoxy)-alkylene or Cfr to Cig-monocycloalkylene,

dicyclodkylene or tricycloalkylene which is unsubsti-

tuted or substituted by up to four methyl groups and in

which, in the definition first mentioned, two C atoms

can be replaced by N atoms which can carry propylene

groups, or R'^ represents C^- to Cis-arylene or C7- to

Ci8-aralkylene( or the radical

Til
Bis

I

—N—R'2—N—

represents a piperazinylene radical, and

Rl* is methyl, hydroxymethylene or ethyl, with the pro-

viso that in formula (I) at least omt radical represents a

group of the formula (VII) or contains this group.

4,476,303

THIAZ0LIN043,1«]-1A5-TRIAZINE-2^0NE-M0NE OR
THIONE) DERIVATIVES

KniyMi Mm^ MiMn Kaiiilfami, NobM Matssd; Manmi
Minw; YanAi Yasuda. an or Kangmva, Bid AUra Nakata,

SUaoka, aD oT Japw, aari^on to Nippon Soda Company

Limited, Tokyo. Jip«
per No. PCr/JP81/00139, S 371 Date Feb. >, 1M3, fi

lOKc)

DMc Feb. 8, 1983, PCT Pah. No. W062/D4434, PCT Pab.

Data Dec. 23, 1982

PCT FBad Jan. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 4C7^77

Oafaas priority, appUcadM Japan, Jan. 12, 1981, SM8434
lata'OOTDi/J/M

U&a 944-223 acaaim

1. A compound havmg the formula

M74,304
PROCESS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF
RIBOFLAVINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE

li^ti Yokota, Tokyo; HinMU KaaaM, Km
SagiBMto, Tokyo, aU orJapaa, asslgBors to 1

cal ladaatrtos Limited and Waknaoto Phai aiacwtical Co^

Ltd., both (rf, Japaa

FDed Aag. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,809

Claim priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Aag. 21, 1981, 56-131355

lat a' O07F 9/65

UJS.a 544—244 10 Caaia»

1. A process for the purification of riboflavine-S'-monopbos-

phate comprising subjecting crude riboflavine-S'-monophos-

phate containing riboflavine-4'-monopboq)hate to chromatog-

rq>hy using a cdumn packed with a weakly basic anion-

exchange resin having a skeleton cX a crossUnked polyacrylic

acid ester or polymethacrylic acid ester in whKh at least a part

of the ester linkages thereof are converted into anude Unkages

represented by the foUowiog formula (I):

—CON
/
Ri 0)

\
R2

wherein Ri represents a groiq> denoted by

.^iTi.

tCH2')irN or •(•CH2—CH2—N^nR*.

m which n is an integer of fitnn 2 to 6, m b an integer of from

2 to 4, and R3 and R4 are each a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

group having 1 to 6 carbon atoms; and R2 is the same as defined

in Ri or represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group having

1 to 6 cartxm atoms, to obtain a fraction of riboflavino-S'-

monophosphate containing a reduced amoont of riboflavine4'-

monophoq>hate frtm an dnate of die odumn.
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4i47M0S
2-SlllttrrHUTKD S-VINYLPYUMIDINES, POLYMERS
OBTAINABLE THEREFROM AND PREPARATION

THEREOF
VratWa? Kfttm RdMck, SwttarlMi, ad Jirgn K«ckig,
ArMqr, N.Y^ aripMn to GAihGciijr CofpontkM, AiMey,
N.Y.

FIM Ja. 7, mi, Str. No. 38S,SI6
Odw prtarlty, i^pHcrtoB Switowlnd, Jn. 10, IMl,

37f3/M
lit CLKCVJD 401/04. 403/04

1. A oompound of the formula I

OH
(3)

N SMe

whereiii

Me is defined as above and, without isolation of said 2-nier-

capto-4-hydroxypyrimidine, reacting the same with chlo-
roacetic add to form 2-carbozyniethylthio-4-hydrox-
ypyrimidine of the formula

CHaBCH:

A
N N

Y

(D
OH

(^1
(4)

wherein X is

N SCH2COOH

or the alkali salt thereof, and without isohition of the 2-carbox-
ymethylthio-4-hydroxypyrimidine converting the same imme*
diately to uracil, in the presence of water at a pH value of ud
to 7. .

R, .»3

^2 ^--

and each of R| to Rs independently of the other is hydrogen,
methyl or ethyl.

4y47(y306

METHOD OF PREPARING
2^DIHYDROXYPYRIMIDINE

I PMIan, NiadarkMMl, Fed. Rep. oTGcnMiy,_
to DjTM^ Nokd AG, Golopc Fed. Rep. oTGcnnay

FIM JaL 23, 1M2, Scr. No. 4014M
CaitaH priority, appUotioH Fed. Rep. of GcrMny, J«L 23,

1M1,3I304S5 ^
hLCL^ arm 239/55

U.S.a 544-309 ITOaiM
1. Method of preparing 2,4-dihydroxypynmidine of the

formula

4,47«,307

HETEROYLIDENE INDOLONE COMPOUNDS
Harry R. Howard, Jr., Briitoi, and Rdahard Saiiea, Mystie,

both ofCoUn atoigMrt to Pflior Ik., New Yorlt. N.Y.
FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,544
bt a.3 O07D 401/04. 403/04

VS.a 546—201 f1
1. A oompwmd of the formula

^^^ N

Al

J- /
\

B

OH
(1)

N OH.

which process comprises reacting an alkali formyl acetic acid
of the formula

•^x>

Y>

MeO-CH=aCH-O0OR
(2X

wheieu
Me is an alkali metal and
R is an alkyl moiety with thiourea to fiorm the •nr«H salt of

2>fflercapto-4-hydn»ypynmidine of the (bmuila

wherein

A> and B together are 1,3-propylene, l,44«itylene or 1,5-

pentylenr,

C is hydrogen, (Ci-C2)alkyl, phenyl or benzyl;
W is hydrogen, (Ci-C2)alkyl, (Ci-C2)alkoxy, chloro. or

flooro;and

W>, X> and Y> are each independently hydrogen. (C|-C2)al>
kyl, (Ci-C2)alkoxy, (Ci-C2)alkylthio, bromo, chloro,
fluoro, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, ibrmyl, carboxamido,

(C|-C2)alkylcarboxamido, dKCi-C2)aUcylcarboxamido,
cyaao, nitro, amino, (Ci-C2)a]kybunino or di(Ci-C2)al-
kylamino.
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l-FYRROUDINE ACETAMIDES
W«Mr Asdnraidem Ettii«ei, and EidUo Kybvx, RdMch,

both of Switierlaid, aMivnrs to Ho(hHB»>U Roebe Im.,

Nitfey, NJ.
Coirttentioa of Ser. No. 397,751, JaL 13, 1902, aborioned. TUs

appttcitioa Jn. 20, 1903, Ser. No. 506,147

Cliriw priority, ^pHcatioa Switoariand, Jai. 24, 1981,

4849/81; May 5, 1982, 2768/82

laLCL^CrrD 401/12

VS.a 546-208 9 Oaim
1. A pyrrolidine of the formula

(R*-OM)fl

in the presence of a nonpotar organic solvent and from

0.03 to 0.40 part per part of the alkali metal phenoxide

sah, of a triorganoborate having the formula

R—O—

B

/
\

OR>

N
I

CH

r2 CO-NH-R'

wherein R> is hydrogen or lower alkanoyl, R^ is hydrogen or

lower alkyl and R^ is hydrogen, lower alkyl or a group of the

formula —<CH2)»i—NR*R', wherein n is a whole number of 2

to 4 and R4 and R' each, independently, are hydrogen or lower

alkyl, or R^ and Retaken together with the nitrogen atom are

a pyrrolidine, piperidinyl, piperazinyl or morphoUnyl group

which is optionally substituted by one or two lower alkyl

groups,

an enantiomer thereof, or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid

addition salt of a compound of formula I or an enantiomer

thereof, which is basic.

5. The compound in accordance with claim 1, (R>cis-N-[2-

(2,6<limethyl-l-piperidinyl)ethyl]-2-(3-hydroxy-2-oxo-l-pyr-

rolidinyl)acetafflide.

4^76,309

METHOD FOR MAKING AROMATIC ETHERIMIDES
John W. Verblcky, Jr., Seotia, aad Eibridge A. O'Neil, Jr.,

BaUstoa Spa, both of N.Y., atoiffors to Gcaeral Electric

Qwpaqr, Schsaectady, N.Y.

FDed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 476,948

lit CL? OOTD 209/48

VS. CL 548-480 7

(B) agifting the resulting mixture with a precipitating or

extractive organic solvent for the resulting bisimide or

allowing the mixture to cool and

(Q recovering the bisimide from the mixture of (B),

where R, Ri and R' are selected from monovalent C(i.i3)

hydrocarbon groups and substituted C(i.i3)m<movalent hydro-

carbon groups, R^ is a monovalent group selected from the

class consisting of hydrogen, a C(i4) alkyl radical and a C(6>13)

aryl group, R* is an aromatic group selected from the group

consisting of a C(6-30) aromatic carbocyclic group, a haloge-

nated C(6>30) aromatic carbocyclic group and an alkylated

C(6-30) carbocyclic group and a divalent organic group of the

formiUa,

-Q-'-Q-
where X is a member sdected from the group oonsistmg of

divalent groups of the formula,

O O
N I

~c^v~. -C-. -S-.

o

_0 , and —S—, misOorl, yisa whole number from 1 to

S, O is a divalent group selected from oxygen and sulfur, M is

^^^ ^^ , an alkaU metal ion, X' is a group selected from nitro and halo,

LA method for making aromatic etherimide of the formula andaisanintegerequalto 1 or2,and whenais l.R*i»mono-
*

valent and when a is 2, R* is divalent

f

-€:>

which comprises,

(A) heating a substituted phthalimide of the formula,

X»

O
I
C
\
/
NR3

C
I
o

and an alkali metal phenoxide salt of the formula.

4*476310

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF INDOLES
TadatoaU Honda, Hiratidu; F^io Mataada; Tsismltw

Kiyoara, both of Kaauikara, aad Kaahira Tcnida, Yoko-

hama, all of Japaa, rnlgann to Mltiai Toatia CViartrali ,

lac, T<riqro, Japan

Filed Jan. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,651

dabaa priority, appttcatioB Japan, Jaa. 12, 1981, 57-89612

lat a.3 O07D 209/04. 209/12

VS. CL 548-508 • Oi*"*

1. In a process for the preparation of indoles by reacting an

aniline sdected from the group consisting of aniline, o-tolui-

dine, m-toluidine, p-toluidine, o-haloaniline, m-haloaniline,

p-haloaniline, o-anisidine, m-anisidine and p-anisdine with a 1,2

glycol sdected from the group consisting of ethylene glycol,

1,2-propylene glycol and 1,2-butanediol in the presence of a

catalyst, the improvement which comprises carrying out the

reaction in the presence of a catalyst comprising silver sup-

ported on a carrier having a specific surface area of not less

than 10 mVg, said catalyst containing 0. 1 to SO paru by weight

of silver per 100 parts by weight of the carrier, and said carrier

being SiOi, an oxide mixture of SiOsand the other metal oxide

or oxides or activated carbon.
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ANALGESIC 4CARBOXY-PYRROLn>IN.2^NE
COMPOUND

V. Shttty, mmtoH, Com.; Arthv McFaMn,
IkMwIek, SJn md Ftttr Hofcr, UmM, Switavli^ «.
riffon to The PvdM FMwkk CiMpny. New York, N.Y.

CorttawtkM of Sor. No. 129,578, Mar. 12, 19M, abndoMd.
Ilii wUottiMi Feb. 19, 1M2, Ser. No. 349,992

Irt. CIJ A«1K 31/40; arm 207/277
UAa548-531 ICtoi.

1. The compound I-N-benryI-4<arboxy-5K2,6-dichloro.
plienyl>pynolkUn-2-oiie.

group, an alkoxy group having I to 12 carbon atoms, or an
acyloxy group having 1 to 12 carbon atoms.

M7M12
PROCESSES FOR MAKING

3-METHYLTHIOPHENE-2-CARBOXALDEHYDE AND
INTERMEDIATES THEREFOR

Gkn C Airirawi, Watarfbrd, Con., Mripor to Pflaer lac.
New York, N.Y.

DhrWon of Scr. No. 38VS9«, May 24» 1982,. This appUcatioB
Feb. 17, 1984y Ser. No. 58MO

Irt. a» CB7D 333/24; A61K 3J/3S
UAa549-70 jdaim

1. The compound having the fbrmula

M78,31S
NUCLEOPmUC SUBSTITUnON PROCESS

G. Pitffck Stoiiy, aid Bart«C StoMy. both of Brto. Roage,
La., assigMWB to Ethyl Corporatloa, RichMud, Va.

CoatiMatio»>la.part of Ser. No. 373,633, Apr. 30, 1982,. lUs
PpUcntkw Dec 23, 1982, Ser. No. 482,618

iat CL* C87C 79/46
U.S.a560-.20 29aaim

1. A process which comprises reacting a nitroaromatic com-
pound which is devoid of halogen on the aromatic ring carry*
ing a nitro group with an alpha,alpha-disubstituted acetic acid
ester in an inert solvent and in the presence ofa base so that the
Mter undergoes a nucleophilic substitution on an unsubstituted
ring carbon of the nitroaromatic compound during which an
alpha-substituent functions as a leaving group, thereby forming
a nitroarylacetic acid ester.

^CH3

^ S ^CHO.

4^478,313

PYRYUUM SALTS
Kofia T. Potti^ Srhsaitiadj , N.Y., aripor to RaMadaer Poly,
toehne laitUate, Troy, N.Y.

DWrio. of Ser. No. 36M93, Apr. 2, 1982, P«. No. 4,451,659.
nii applfcitkM May 13, 1983, Ser. No. 49M92

Iat CLJ CBTD 309/34, 311/30
U.S.a54»-213 aOalBM

1. 2,6KliK4>methoxypheny].4<niethylthio)pyrylium tetraflu-
oroborate.

2. 2-methyl.4-methylthio-6<4.methoxyphenyl)pyryUum
tetrafluoroborato.

3. 4.methylthio.2K4.methoxphenyl>5,6,7,8-tetiahydroben-

>o-P>J pyryUum tetraflooroborate.

4,476,314
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING OLEFIN OXIDES

^^SSffT?"^ ''*^ *«*«" *«ki*^ Chfta.•* ShofchI
Nitah, Tokyo, aO ofJapan, aarivton to MttaabtaU Gaa Chem-
ical Co., Ik., Tokyo, lipai

FBod Sap. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,196

N^iSrSigsT" **-•* * "•>• *"««
IM. aJ O07D 301/11 301/14

U.S.a54»-531 6CIataa
1. A process for prodocing an olefin oxide comprising react-

ing an olefin with hydrogen peroxide in a liquid phase in the
presence of (a) a solvent comprising an organic caiboxylic
add, wherein said organic carboxylic acid is presmt in an
•moont of5% or more by volume baaed on the total volume of
the liqakt phase in the reaction system, and (b) a catalyst com-
prising at least one oiganotin compound represented by the
formuhw:

RSnXYZ,and
RSn(=aO)X

wherein R represents an alkyl group having 1 to 12 carbon
stoma, an aralkylgroiq) having 7 to 12 carbon atwns or an aryl
group having 6 to 12 carbon atoms; X Y and Z, which may be
the same or diflierent. each repieseuu hydrogen, an aryl group
having 6 to 12 carbon atoms, a halogen atom, a hydroxyl

4,476,316
PREPARATION OF N-SUBSTITUTED CARBAMATES

Tnaa, Merger, F^aakcMhal, and Gerhard Neatlcr, LudwigAa-
fen, both of Fed. Rep. ofGcnwQT, aaslffMNrs to BASF Aktica-
geeellschaft, Lndwigsbafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,057
Clalma priority, apptteation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 11,

1982,3204711 «

Int a' C07C 125/065. 126/067
UJS. CL 560-024 20 r^^

1. A process for the preparation of an N-substituted carba-
mate of the formula

R' r2 H Q < I

H-C-C-N-C-OR*

R3 R«

where the individual radicals Rl, R2 and R3may be identical or
different and R2 is always an aliphatic, cycloaliphatic, araU-
phatic or aromatic radical, R^ is an aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or
arahphatic radical or, when R2 is an aromatic radical or a
member of an alicycUc, bicyclic or tricycUc radical, may fur-
thermore be hydrogen, 2 or more of the radicak Rl, R2, r3 and
R* may furthermore be members of an alicyclic, bicyclic or
tricyclic radical, R> and/or R3 may fiirthermore be hydrogen,
and R' is an aUphatic, cycloaUphatic or araliphatic radical, by
reaction of a carbamate with an olefin m the presence of an
organic cation exchanger containing sulfonic add groups, as
the catalyst, wherein a carbamate of the formula

O

H2N-C-OR5

n

where R' has the above meanings, is reacted with an olefin of
the formula

Ri r2 mII

where R», R2 R3 and R* have the above meanings, in the
presence of from 0.1 to SO g of an alcohol per mole of starting
material U.
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4,476,317

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF i

METHYLENEDICARBANILATES
Kdmkc Wada, Kanagawa, Japan, aaaignor to MttsaMsU Cheari-

cal Indaatrics Uarited, Tokyo, Japan

ContinnathM of Ser. No. 192,979, Oet 1, 1900,. TUs appUeation

Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,410

Oafani priority, applicatfcm Japan, Oct 1, 1979, 54-126579;

Oct 15, 1979, 54-132699; Oct 15, 1979, 54-132700

Int a' ar7c 125/07

U.S.a 560-025 13 Oafans

1. A process for producing a methylenedicarbanilate which derived from p-chlorophenoxy acetic acid, as well as its phar

comprises reacting a carbanilate with formaldehyde com- maceuticatly acceptable salts,

pound in the presence of at least one catalyst selected from the

group consisting of:

(1) heteropolymolybdic acid; and

(2) heteropolytungstic add. m

4,476,318

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
M-PROPANEDIOL BIS(P-AMINOBENZOATE)

Takno Hanida, SUsaoka, and CUMra Yaawa, Kanagawa, both

of Japnn, lipHn to Ihara Chsmifil Indnitry Co^ Ltd.,

Tokyo, Jipnn
FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,518

dafana priority, appUcntion Japan, Oct 6, 1981, 56-159596

Int a.5 C07C 101/00. 69/76. 101/48

U.S.a560-50 4aalms

1. A process for preparing 1,3-propanediol bis(p-aminoben-

zoate) represented by formula (III):

H2N—

/

y-COCH2CH2CH20C-/ ^NHj

comprising reacting (i) a p-aminobenzoic acid alkali metal salt

represented by formula (I):

H,N-Q- N
CX)M

(wherein M is an alkali metal atom) with fu) dihalogenated

propane represented by formula (JLT):

X-<ai2CH2CH2-Y (H)

(D

(wherein X and Y may be the same or different, and are halo-

gen atoms), in an aprotic pdar solvent and at a temperature of

firom 60* C. to ISO* C.

4,476320

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
FLUOROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS SUBSTITUTED IN

THEO-POSmON
Herbert DieU, Lt i ukaatn. Halnrkh Pelator, Odanthal, and

Hnbcrt Habota, Li iukaaia, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

MBi^ora to Bajtr Akl l iiniiiinnsrhaft, Lt i wknaen , Fed. Rep.

FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 431,856

CfariM priority, appbcatfcM Fed. Rep. of Gennny, Oet 21,

1981, 3141659
Int CU C07C 69/76

UJS.a 56^-103 14 Oabm
1. A process for the preparation of a fluoroaromatic com-

pound substituted in the ortho position of the formula

Ri

R2

wherein
Rl represents halogen, or represents a trihalogenomethyl,

alkoxy, trifluoromethoxy, carboxyl or an alkoxycarbonyl

group and

R2 and R3 are identical or difTerent and independently repre-

sent hydrogen, halogen, alkyl. trihalogenomethyl, alkoxy.

trifluoromethoxy, carboxyl or an alkoxycarbonyl group,

which comprises contacting an aniline substituted in the ortho-

position of the formula

NH2

4,476,319

P-CHLOROPHENOXYACETIC ACID DERIVATIVE, ITS

METHODOF PREPARATION,THE PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING IT AND ITS USE IN

IMEDldNE
Ronwo R. AndraoH, end Xnficr D. Cbem, both of Barccknn,

I to Sadedad Eipannla de EipeciaHdadw Fat-

i SJL, Barcelona, Spdn

FOed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 436,960

OataH priority, appUeation Spmn, Oct 29, 1981, 506.669

iMLCLiCffJC 69/76

VS. CL 560-62 7 Oalma

1. P-chlOTophenoxyaoetate of l.aminoadamantine-2-ethanol,

of the following structural formula I:

R3

Rl

wherein
Rl, R2 and R^ have the previously assigned significance,

with an alkyl nitrite in the presence of an alcohol and/or

ether, in the imsence of hydrogen fluoride and in the

presence of boron trifluoride or a boric add ester, at a

temperature firom -20* to -I-
10* C wherdiy to form a

diazonium tetraflooborate, isolating said diazonium tetra-

flooborate and thereafter decomposing said diazonium

tetraflooborate by contacting the same with an inert heat

transfer medium at an elevated temperature.
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^^. M7M21
O-SUBOTWUTED PHENYISULTONAMTOES

Wry, Bwd, fcott of SwHmt.

" S«». 34, IMS, te. No. 433,344

1. A oompomid of the ft>nnula:

f VsOiNHi

O-A

-CF2CF3, -CHjCHaa CF2CF2a or

•R|-0-(A)„-CH2CH(OHXM2 R3 ^

R2-0-(A)«-CH2CH(OH)CH2 R4

xe

whefcm A ii

—CF2CF2Br.

wberdn:

R| and R2 are each hydrocarbon groups having from about
twelve to about forty carbon atoms;

R3 and R4 are selected from the group consisting of methyl.
ethyl and hydroxyethyl;

A is an oxyalkylene group derived from both ethylene oxide
and propylene oxide, having a ratio of oxyethylene units
to the total number of oxyalkylene groups withm the
range from about 1:6 to about 3:4;

m is a number correqxmding to the valence of X;
ni and n2 represent the average number ofoxyalkylene units
and are within the range from about 6 to about 30; andX is an anion.

4,474,333
SWrnnSB OP DIMETHYIMETHYLENE

OINmUMINE

WiMithothofMi.,artp prH»Thel)rto48trtwofAmw
« npnMMii by tht Socralwy of the Nary, W«U^loi^

nod Jul 1, 1M3, Scr. No. 394,218

.,- ^ Irt. a» OTTC 7/7/00
U.&a S64-109 17 orf—

I. A process for preparing methyhiitramine comprising the
foOowing steps m order:

(1) adding N,N'-dimethylurea on an organic solvent to
nixed add which is maintained at a temperature which is
above the freeang point of mixed add up to S* C to
produce N.N'KlhBethyl-N,N'-dinitrourea and then
drowning the mixed add in ice water;

(2) ong an organic solvent to extract the N,N'Klimethyl-
N,N'-dinitroarea from the mixed acid-water mixture-

(3) hydrolyzing the N,N'Klimethyl-N,N -dinitrourea to form
methyhiitramine by addmg the N,N'-dimethyl.N,N'-dini.
t«)««a—organic solvent solution to water which is at a
temperature of from iV C. to lOO* C; and

(4) isolating the product melhyfaiitramuie by:
(a) evqmrating the organic solvent to completion;
(b) reducing the volume of the water phase by removing
water to a minimum until just before methyfaiitnmine
begins to deoompooe;

(c) extracting methyhiitramme from the water phase with
the organic solvent; and

(d) evaporating the organic sdvent to obtain methyfaiitni-

EiriM.E.

4,474,333
SURPACE-ACnVE QUATERNARY AMMONIUM

COMPOUNDS FOR TREAIMENT OF TEXTILES AND
CELLUL06IC MATERIALS

l^Vwaiil II 4,S444>504ti;J«G.
>
NMfMnapa I, S 444 00 SlsnaiiBmid; SfiBte
' ] 3. S 444 00 Sl isiiipioi, art Axel L

—1^ Jj*^^^ Bl iiHapMi, all of Swodei
PIW Fsh. 34, 1901, 8w. No. 337,000

IM. ai O07C 95/02
UACLS44-3M 14CUw

1. Surftoe-octive quaternary ammonium compounds having
the general formula:

4,474,334
CATALYZED ALDOL CONDENSATIONS

Walter T. RekUc, Wanrw, NJ., Mripwr to Ualoo CMide

FOad Jan. 2, 1902, Scr. No. 304,313
laLCLi one 45/45

UA a. 560-300
22 '

1. In the method for aldol condensation of active hydrogen-
containing ccMnpounds having the group

\
—C—

H

adjacent to electron witiidrawing groups including aldehydic,
ketonic carbonyl, nitro, cyano and quaternary salt groups, tiie
unprovement comprising contacting said active hydrogen
compounds containing to about 20 percent by weight of
water with an aktol condensation catalyst prepared by:

(1) Adding mixed aqueous solutions ofdivalent and trivalent
inorganic salts, wherein the divalent cations of said salts
are selected fix)m the group consisting ofMg+ +, Zn+ +,
Ni+ +, Co+ +, Cr+ + and mixtiires thereof and the triva-
lent cations of said salts are selected from die group con-
sisting ofA1+ ++, Fe+ ++ and Cr+ ++, to a solution ofa
stoichiometric amount of sodium hydroxide and sodium
carbonate at ambient temperatures with vigorous stirring
whereby a slurry is obtained;

(2) Heating the slurry from (1) at about 60'-200* C. until
ciystaUization occurs providing a syndietic anionic cby
mineral having the generic formula:

MmN^OH)^^2ii)^Ml20

wherein

M is a divalent metal cation;

N is a trivalent metal cation;

A is a mono-, di- or trivalent anion whidi decomposes at
about 300*-S00* C. to form a vobtile gas;

m and n are such that m/n has values of 1 to about 6;
a is a number with the provisos tiiat when A is a monova-

lent anion. a=n, when A is a divalent anion, a^in, and
when A is trivalent anion a= in; and

b is an integer having values of 1 to 10;

(3) FUtering the solids from the slurry in (2);
(4) Working die filtered solids with water,
(5) Heating die filtered soUds from (4) to a temperatiue of
about 300* to about 600* C; and
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(6) Recovering the heated solids from (5)as an aldol conden- nol and hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution, in the presence

sation catalyst. of synthetic zeolites containing titanium atoms, of general

formula:

xTi02.(l-*)Si02

where x lies between 0.0001 and 0.04.

4,476,325

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,476,326

PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF ETHANOL AND
ACETALDEHYDE USING COBALT COMPOUNDS WITH

NOVEL PROMOTERS
Jlang-Joi lin, WilUanson, and John F. Knifton, Austin, both of

Tex., aMigDoiB to Texaco Inc^ White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 3, 1903, Scr. No. 463,380

iBt a^ C07C 45/49

UACL 560-407 14Ctons

1. A process for preparing ethanol and acetaldehyde which

comprises reacting a mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide

and medianol in die presence of a catalyst system comprising a

cobalt-containing compound from the group consisting of one

or more oxides of cobalt, cobalt salts of a mineral add. cobalt

salts of an organic carboxyUc add and cobalt carbonyl or

hydrocarbonyl derivatives, and a promoter selected from die

group consisting of: (a) an organo-sulphur compound contain-

ing one or more sulphur atoms bonded to one or more carbon

atoms from the group consisting of phenylsulfrfiide, diphenyl

sulphoxide, dimediylsulphoxide, dibutylsulphide, ci8-bis(l,2-

benzylthio)ethane, and l,2-dimercapto-4-methylbenzene, (b) a

nitrogen-containing compound, containing one or more ter-

tiary nitrogen donor atoms bonded to one or more carbons

atoms in combination widi an iodide-containing form of said

cobalt-containing compounds and (c) l,r-bis(diphenylphos-

phino)ferrocene, heating said reaction mixture to a tempera-

ture of from 50* C. to about 350* C. and at a pressure of 500 psi

or greater.

4,476,320

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 3,33-TRIFLUOROPROPYL
SUBSTITUTED PHENOL

YoaUro Kobayashi, Tokyo; Itsnmaro Knnuidaki, Hachiohli;

Maiaaki Takahashi, T(^o, and Takashi Yamaachi, Iwaki, all

of Japan, aasisDors to Koreha Kagakn Kogyo Kaboshiki Kal-

dn, Tokyo, Japan

Diflshm of Ser. No. 233,714, Feb. 12, 1901, abandoned. TWs

appttcatioB No?. 12, 1901, Ser. No. 320,530

Gains priority, appttcation Japan, Feb. 22, 1900, 55-21094;

Not. 21, 1900, 55-164435; Dec 29, 1900, 55-106563; Dec 29,

1900, 55-106564

The portion of die tern of this potent subsequent to Apr. 13,

1999, has been disctalned.

bL a.J C07C 37/14

UAa 560-775 1 Claln

1. A process for producing a substituted benzene derivative

having at least one benzene ring substituted by at least one

3,3,3-trifluoropropyl group which comprises bringing mono-

substituted benzene represented by the formula

"<}
wherein R' is hydroxy group, into reaction wi» 3,3,3-tri-

fluoropropylene in die presence of an add catalyst selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen fluoride, boron trifluo-

ride and a mixture thereof

4,476,327

PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF GLYCOL
MONOMETHYLETHERS

Ovio Ncri; Frinco Boommm, bodi of S. Donate Milanese, and

Bartokmeo Aifbori, Milan, aU of Italy, aari«Mn to Anic

S*JL, Palenso, Italy

Filed JnL 14, 1903, Scr. No. 513,790

dains priority, application Italy, Jul 20, 1902, 22605 A/02

lit CLJ C07C 47/05

UAa 560-670 8 Q«*™

1. A process for die syndiesis of glycol monomediyl ediers,

characterised by reacting togedier^an olefin compound, metha-

4,476,329

SELECTIVE ALKYLATION OF PHENOL TO O^HESOL
Gregory R. Chambers, Rcxford, and John J. Tallcy, CUfloa

Park, both of N.Y., asri^ors to General Eiedrk Cor

Schenectady. N.Y.

FOed Apr. 4, 1903. Scr. No. 401374

tat CL^ arte 37/16

MS.a 560-004 11

1. A process for producing o-cresol which comprises react-

ing in vapor phase, phenol, medumol and 2,6-xylenoI on a

magnesiuffl oxide catalyst at a temperature between about 400*

C.-550* C. to simultaneously methylate phenol with methanol

and transmethylate 2,6-xylenol with phenol.
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4^7M30
CONVERSION OF ETHERS USING A ZEOLITE

CATALYST

^HUVIlS^' tmrrfMenne; Ckvlcs J. Plaak, Woodbwy,

toMoM Ofl Cor,o^rtloi^ Nor YorrN.Y.
'^"'"''^

IJ'.iJJ^J?'
''"** * «««»i«tioB of Ser. No. 752,227, Dec

liS r£ ?^i!"£'': ''"**'•• **^"'<*«' o' Ser. No.

^^^^J'iT^'*"**"^ ''^ *• • «>"«taii«tlo» of Ser.
No. S21,9W, Miqr 5, »», ebrndoned, whkh It

«

?l25?tS2? '*'^' ^•^ ^••^^ "' l'^*' P«- No.

STtT^'iJ?^*".* "«'<w»««^«»-P»t of Ser. No. 261,4M»
F«lk 17, 1963, abndoMd. This appUeatioii Aug. 18, 1981, Ser.

No. 293,892
lit portioa of the tern of this patcM mbaeqiwat to Mir. 8.

1994, has beea disdalMd.

.,.<,.« irt-a^ arc i7/ooUAa5«-«6 ^ HCU^
1. A process for effecting dehydration reaction of an ali-

phatic ether containing up to 6 carbon atoms to product com-
prising a higher molecular weight compound, which process
comprnes contacting the ether at a temperature of from 70* to
1400- F. with a catalyst comprising zeolite having a sUica to
aramma ratio substantially greater than 10 to 1

M7C,333
PROCESS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF

u;..v . .,
SECONDARY BUTYL ALCOHOL

WUheta Nden Wen» Webers, both of Rhdaberg; Ralaer

J. Ostwald, Rheirterg, an of Fed. Rep. ofGenway, asrigKOT
to Deatscbe Teiaco Alrtienaesellschafl, Hamborg, Fm!iEJ.
VI \vcrfluuiy

.SlSff^S?*"'^ of Ser. No. 312,205, Oct 19, 1981,
•hMdooei TOs apiJicatloB Ja^ 27, 1983, Ser. No. 4«li^

imfSm^' "'***** ''•^ "** •'G«™»y. Oct 3i,

tot CL3 C07C 29/04
VS.a 568-«99 ,0

,

M7M31TWO OTACE HYDROGENOLYSIS OF CARBOHYDRATE
TO GLYCOLS USING SULFIDE MODIFIED
RUTHENIUM CATALYST IN SECOND STAGE

^St^S^iJS^^'!^ "* ^=*** ^ "^-^ Sort..WM, both of Mich^ aisivMn to Ethyl CorporatioB, Rich-

™^**"^^- ?"•^"^ ''•^ "• >^^ No. 4,430,293.nk ppttertoo Sep. «, 1983, Ser. No. 529,727

., « r, -^ ^ ^' ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^/^* ^J/20
VS. a. 5(8-861

12 cta|„
1. fa a process for the production of a lower polyhydric

alcohol or a mixture thereof by the hydrogenation and hydro-
genolyas of a carbohydrate, said process comprising a first
«age of contacting an aldose- or ketose-containing carbohy-
drate with hydrogen in the presence of a first catalyst and
under non-basic reaction conditions to obtain a higher poly-
hydric alcohol or a mixture thereof and a second stage of
fiirther contacting said higher polyhydric alcohol or mixture
thereof with hydrogen in the presence of a base and a second
catalyst, the improvement wherein said second catalyst is
sulfide-modified ruthenium, whereby said higher polyhydric
alcohol IS selectively converted in high yield to a mixture
comprising a substantial amount of ethylene glycol and promr-
lene glycol.

*^ "

4,476,332

^^ PREPARATION OF ALKANEDIOLS
Clrlrtophw J. Nalcpa, Batoa Roage, La.. asslgBor to Ethyl

Corporatioi^ RIchiJMad, Va.
FOad Dec 21, 1983, Ser. No. 564,089

., - « i^ ^' ^^^ ^/^^^ ^^^^^ <J7/aft 59/245
U.&aS68-865

20Clai»s
1. fa a process for producing allunediols by the hydrolytic

reduction of hydrolyticaUy redudble furans at elevated tem-
peratures and elevated pressures using a supported metal cata-
lytt, said alkanediols having the two hydroxy groups resulting
from said hydrolytic reduction bonded to diffemt carbon
atoms which are separated from each other by two other
carbon atoms, the improvement which comprises conducting
thehydrolytic reduction in an aqueous medium utilizing a
supported ruthenium catalyst, and a trihaloacetic acid or a
mixture thereof as a promoter for the hydrolytic reduction.

1. A process for the continuous production of secondary
butyl alcohol by the catalytic hydration of n-butenes with
waterm the presence ofa strongly acidic cation exchange resin
catalyst in a fixed bed reactor by passing the reactants over a
catalyst m upstream flow at a temperature ranging from above
120" C. to 180* C, a pressure from about 40 to 200 bar, and a
water/olcfin mole ratio ranging from about 0.5 to 10 moles of
water per mole of n-butenes, which comprises producing a
vaporous overhead product stream comprising water and an
orgamc mixture comprising secondary butyl alcohol and unre-
acted reaction gases n-butenes and butane, depressurizing and
cooling said product stream to a pressure ranging from about
IS to 40 bar and a temperature ranging up to about 120* C to
liquefy said product stream, introducing said liquefied product
stream into a separator to form an aqueous bottoms fraction
and a liquid organic mixture comprising secondary butyl alco-
hol and reaction gases n-butenes and butane, separating said
aqueous bottoms fraction from said separator, vaporizing said
orgamc mixture to form an overhead vaporized organic mix-
ture, depressurizing said overhead vaporized organic mixture
to a pressure ranging from 3 to 8 bar, introducing said depres-
surized overhead organic mixture into a pressurized column to
form a liquid bottoms fraction comprising secondary butyl
alcohol and a vaporous reaction gas fraction, and recovering
said secondary butyl alcohol as a Uquid crude alcohol bottoms
fraction containing less than 0.1 percent water.

4,476,334
METHANOL PRODUCTION METHOD AND SYSTEM

Mfchnei J. dea, Dariea, aMlJcroBM W. Rathke, BoUnferook.
both of ni., aasigMrs to IV Uaitad Slates DepartMat of
Eaergy, WaaUagtoa, D.C

•'ii-™«ii w
FOed May 26, 1983, Ser. No. 498,437
tot CL3 C07C 29/00; BOU 31/02

UAa568-902 ,30,,^
1. fa a method of selectively producing ethanol from metha-

nol, carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the presence ofa transi-
tion metal carbonyl catalyst in accordance with the reaction
MeOH-»-2CO-»-H2- EtOHH-CCh substantially without the
production of water, the improvement comprising:

including in organic solution having methanol solvent, a
base selected from the group of metal salto consisting of
the alkali metal and alkaline earth metal formates, bicar-
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bonates and carbonates; in combination with a manganese

carbonyl catalyst in said solution; aM
contacting said solution with carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen to effect production of ethanol and carbon dioxide.

11. In a homogenous catalytic system in organic solvent

including methanol and a transition metal carbonyl catalyst in

solution for the conversion of methanol to ethanol in accor-

dance with the reaction:

e»w,.eH.

rM

8S-. CO,
IKIKMtL

f
^ir

I9>

2«H , 49^

^»^

r^'^p-

R

T
I

8
*
T
I

Nv

now rntttj.
IT*

_±L

obtained by vapourizing and concentrating a normal ortho-

phosphoric acid.

MeOH -1.2CO -)-H2-»EtOH+CO2

the improvement comprising:

a mwngaw*** carbonyl catalyst in said solution; and

a base selected from the group of metal salts consisting of

alkali metal carbonates, bicarbonates and formates and

alkaline earth metal carbonates, bicarbonates and formates

in said solution.

4,476,336

PROCESS FOR FORMING NTTROPARAFFIN
Martin B. Shenria, Potomac Md., aasigaor to W. R. Grace A
Con New York, N.Y.

Filed Jal. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 510359
tot a.3 0D7C 76/02

VS. a. 568—947 22 Claims

1. In a homogeneous gaseous phase nitration process for the

formation of nitroparaffins by contacting in a reaction zone a

hydrocarbon or mixture of hydrocarbons higher than methane,

nitrogen peroxide and oxygen at elevated temperatures and at

elevated pressures; cooling the reaction zone effluent; separat-

ing the resulting Uquid phase effluent from the non-condensed

gaseous effluent; separating the organic nitroparaffin contain-

ing phase from the liquid phase effluent; and recovering the

nitroparaffin components; the improvement comprising con-

tacting said hydrocarbon, nitrogen dioxide and oxygen reac-

tants in said reaction zone in the presence of a small amount of

up to about 20 percent by weight based on the hydrocartwn

present in said reaction zone of (a) at least one C2-C10 carbox-

ylic acid or (b) a mixture of at least one C2-Ciocarboxylic acid

and at least one oxygenated hydrocarbon.

4,476335

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
MONONTTROCHLOROBENZENE

SUiUi Takcnaka; Takeshi NiiUda, and Joahiro Kanemoto, an of

Fakooka, Japaa, aarigaon to Mitiai Toatao Chcadcala, bc^
Toicyo, Japan

Filed Not. 30, 1982, Set. No. 445387

cunt priority, appiicatioB Japan, Dec 1, 1981, 56-191772

tot a^ C07C 79/12

VS. a. 568—937 5 Claims

4376337
METHOD FOR INTRODUCING FLUORINE INTO AN

AROMATIC RING
Karl O. Christe, Calabasas, and Cari J. Schack, Chatsworth,

bott of Calif., asaignort to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of^ Air Force Washington,

D.C
Diirision of Ser. No. 343333, Jan. 27, 1982, Pat No. 4323360.

This applicatioB Sep. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 534,030

tot CL» C07C 17/04

VS. CL 570-148 4 Claims

1. A process for adding flourine across the double bonds in

a highly halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon which comprises

the step of effecting an addition reaction between a highly

halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon and a hydrogen fluoride

solvent solution of NF4BF4.

4000

3000

2000

1000

300

30 to too
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1. A process for the preparation of mononitrochlorobenzene

by nitration of chlorobenzene using a mixed acid of nitric acid

and phosphoric acid as the nitrating agent, which comprises

using a molar ratio of nitric acid to chlorobenzene of not more

than equimol in the presence of a concentrated phosphoric acid

as the phosphoric acid component and carrying out the nitra-

tion reaction at temperatures of SO*- 120* C. while maintaining

the concentration of phosphoric acid to 72.4% by weight as

P2OS or more during the reaction, the concentrated phos-

phoric acid containing various condensed phosphoric acids

4376338
OLEFINS FROM METHANOL AND/OR DIMETHYL

ETHER
dareace D. Chaag, Prioectoa; Cyattia T. W. Cba, Peaniagtoa;

Patrick D. PcrUaa, TitasfiUc aU of N3., and Emcst W.

Valyocsik, Yardlcy, Pa., aaaiffors to MoMI OO Corporatioa,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Job. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 500319
tot CL^ C07C 1/20

VS. a. 585—322 13 Claim

1. A method for converting a feed to light olefins, said feed

consisting essentially of one or more compounds selected from

the group consisting ofa lower monobydric alcohol with up to

four cartwn atoms and their simple and mixed ether deriva-

tives, said method comprising passing said feed over a catalyst

contained in a reaction zone at a space velocity of about 1 to

about 100 LHSV with the temperature in said reaction zone at

about SOO* F. to i^ut 1000* F. and a pressure of about 1 psia

to about IS psia, said catalyst comprising crystalline alumino-

silicate zeolite ZSM-48, withdrawing from said reaction zone

an effluent comprising a hydrocarbon mixture containing said

light olefins.
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DEHYDROGENATION PROCESS USING A RHODIUM
CATALYST

Rwdl R. Rdiihvd, Hopeivdl Jnctioa; Taasakhlal G.
Dorawda, ttd Edwia R. Kerr, both ofWappiagen Falls, an of
N.Y, aaiipMm to Tcsaco lae^ White PlaiM, N.Y.

I>lT«oaof Scr. No. 103.302, Dec 13, 1979, Pat No. 4,304,658.
THe applicattai Feh. 5, 1901, Scr. No. 231,021

lACiiCVrC 5/333
UAa50S-379

4Ctata,
1. The method of dehydrogenating a hydrocarbon to form

the corresponding olefui which comprises contacting at least
one hydrocarbon selected from the group consisting ofmethyl-
cyciopentane and isohexane, in the presence of steam at TOO*
F.-l 150* F. and O-300 psig and at steam-to-hydrocarbon mole
ratio of 1-50:1, with a catalyst composition, having a pH of
about 4.6-^.0, containing a porous support bearing a catalytic
amount of a metal of Group VI B of the Periodic Table and of
rhodium.

4^7C,340
ARENE ALKYLATION WITH AKYL HAUDES USING

METAL OXIDE-TANTALUM HALIDE/OXIDE
CATALYSTS

HoMt H. JokMOi^ HoMtoB, Tcz., a«i0M>r to SheU OO Co»
pay, Howtoa, Tea.

FDcd Sep. 23, 1903, Scr. No. 535,100
lat a' C07C 2/70

UAa585-462 lOCUw
1. A process for alkylating benzene and substituted benzenes

with an alkyl halide selected from alkyl chloride, bromide or
iodide having a carbon number ranging from 1 to about 30,
which process comprises contacting said benzene or substi-
tuted benzene with said alkyl halide at a temperature ranging
from about 0' to about 400* C. with a catalyst comprising
penuvalent tantalum, halogen, oxygen and a metal oxide sub-
strate wherein at least one valence of the tantalum is bound to
oxygen which is bound to the substrate, at least one valence at
the tantalum is bound to halogen and the remaining tantalum
valences are bound to halogen and/or oxygen which may or
may not be bound to the substrate.

4,47633 '

OLEFIN OUGOMERIZATION WTTH TANTALUM
HAUDE/OXIDE-METAL OXIDE CATALYSTS

IVmhma JohMom Howtoo, Tex^ ani0Mr to ShcO Oa
paay, HoMtOB, Tex.

Filed Sep. 23, 1963, Scr. No. 535,102
lat a^ core 2/02

VS. a. 505-530 9 nri—
1. A process for oligomerizing olefins of the following gen-

eral formula R»R2c=CR3r4 where R>, R2 and R3 are individ-
uaUy hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to about 20 carbon atoms and R*
IS alkyl of 1 to about 20 ctaboa atoms, unless aU of R', R2 and
R^ are hydrogen, then R* is alkyl of 1 to about 6, with the
proviso that any two of the Rs may form a divalent alkylene
moiety of 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, to higher olefinic oligo-
mers which process comprises contacting said olefins at a
temperature of from about 10* C. to about 350* C. with a
catalyst which comprises pentavalent tantalum, halogen, oxy-
gen and a metal oxide substrate wherein at least one valence of
tantalum is bound to oxygen which is bound to the substrate, at
least one valence at the tantalum is bound to halogen and the
remaining tantalum valences are bound to halogen and/or
oxygen which may or may not be bound to the substrate.

4,476,344
OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENAHON OF PARAFFINS

Jaam B. KteUe. Bartkavilk, OUan aHigMr to Phillips Petro-
leum Conpa^r, BartlcivOlc OUa.

Filed Oet 14, 1983, Scr. No. 541,935
lat a' C07C S/333

VJS. CL 585—661 g rii^
1. A process for the catalytic oxidative dehydrogenation of

a paraffin having from 2 to 5 carbon atoms comprising the step
of contacting said paraffin under suitable oxidative dehydro-
genation conditions with a catalyst composition comprising
hthium. titanium and a promoter selected from the group
consisting of molybdenum, tin and antimony, wherein the
atomic ratio of lithium to titanium is above about 1.8:1.

4,476,341

BUTENE DIMERIZATION METHOD
Gcorm M. K. Mathys, Bicrbeck, Bci«iM, aaigaor to Exxon
RcMoreh A Eagiaeeriag Co., Florkam Park, NJ.

Filed Mar. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 480,257

821^ l"**'^' tpplicatioB United Kiagdom, Apr. 6, 1982,

lat a^ C07C 2/24
UAa585-«12 MCUw

1. A method of producing octenes which comprises dimeris-
ing an n-butene using a homogeneous cauUyst system formed
in situ from a nickel compound, an organo aluminium com-
pound, n-butene and hydrogen.

4,476,342
PREPARATION OF HIGHLY BRANCHED CHAIN

OLIGOMERS
Mark J. O'Hara, «ad TamMaa lani, both of Meant Prospect

m., aariVMn to UOP be., Dec Piaiaca, DL
V. FDcd JbL 1, 1983, Scr. No. 510,480

lat CLi O07C 2/24
VS. a. 585-514 12 OaiaM

1. A process for the preparation of a highly branched chain
oligomer of an olefin-containing feedstock which comprises
contacting said feedstock at a temperature in the range of from
about 50' to about 350* C. and a pressure in the range of from
about 100 to about 2500 pounds per square inch gauge with a
catalyst comprising a fluorided aluminum phosphate, and
recoving the resultant highly branched chain product.

4,476,345

N-PARAFFIN-ISOPARAFFIN SEPARATION PROCESS
USING WASH OF RECYCLE PURGE GAS

Robert L. Gray, Jr., Mahopoe, aiidHmhmC Holeonbe, Scan-
dale, both of N.Y., asriSMrs to Uaioa Carbide Corporation,
Daabory, CoBB.

FDed Oct 14, 1982, Scr. No. 434,398
lat a^ ClOG 25/00: aOC 7/J2

UAa585-820
, ci,|„

iiiIRi

-^AD6<i>i

1. In a process for separating normal paraffins and non-nor-
mal paraffins from a vapor stiite mixture containing the same
wherein

(i) said mixture is passed through in sequence a plurality of
fixed beds an adsorbent system containing a zeolitic mo-
lecular sieve adsorbent which selectively adsorbs normal
paraffins,

(n) a non-sorbable purge gas is used to (a) desorb normals
from each bed to provide an effluent containing desorbed
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normals in mixture with purge gas and (b) transfer non

adsorbed non-normal paraffins from each bed to provide a

separate effluent containing non-normal paraffins in mix-

ture with purge gas

(ill) the effluent of (ii) (a) is separated into a purge gas stream

containing residuals of normals and a normal product

stream and said purge gas stream recycled and

(iv) the effluent of (ii) (b) is separated into a purge gas stream

containing residual non-normals and a non-normal prod-

uct stream and said purge gas is recycled, the improve-

ment for lowering the residual content of either the nor-

mals of non-normals of recycle purge gas which com-

prises washing the purge gas from a selected effluent of

either (ii) (a) or (ii) (b) prior to recycle to the adsorbent

system with a portion of the product stream frxnn the

non-selected effluent, the effluent of (u) (a) being selected

for the lowering of normals content and the effluent of (ii)

(b) being selected for the lowering of non-normals con-

tent.



ELECTRICAL

PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE
YosUkin Tiwada, and KaaoMri Tnge, both of Kobe, Japu,
•MigMNn to KnwiirfteU K^dn Kogyo KabosUki KalAa,

Ofaka* Japan

Filed Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 465,016

daims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Dec 14, 1982, 57-219662

iBt a' HOIL 31/06

MS.a 136-249 13 Claims

1. In a PIN junctkn photovoltaic device having a construc-

tion: electrode/PIN/electrode, said photovoltaic device being

improved in that one of the electrodes is tran^>arent and only

the P or N layer positioned on the side opposite to incidence of

light and on the ode of the Mayer opposite the transparent

electrode is a semiconductor having an optical band gap of not

less than about 1.8 eV and a dark conductivity of not less than

about 10-8 (n<m)-i at 20* C.

10. The photovoltaic device of claim 1, having a stacked

multi-layer structure where a plurality of PIN units each con-

sisting of P, I and N layers are repeatedly provided. ^

the converted signal portions for use by the other switch-

ing network.

4,476,347

METHOD AND dRCUTT ARRANGEMENT FOR
TRANSMmiNG COMMUNICATION SIGNALS

BETWEEN SWITCHING CENTERS OF FIRST AND
SECOND SWITCHING NETWORKS OPERATING WITH

DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION PROCEDURES
Rdf Hagn, UatarhacUag. aid Peter Wddaer, Maaich, both of

Fed. Rep. <rf Gciaaay, aHigBon to SicaMH Aktkageaell*

idHft, Bcrlta * Mnikh, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay
FUed Mar. 8, 1963, Ser. No. 472,979

Chdan priority, apiriicatkNi Fed. Rep. of GcnMay, Mar. 22,

1962,3210439

brt. a3 H04L 3/00. 23/00

U.S. a. 178—3 11 ClaiBis

- w

1. In a method for transmitting communication signals

formed by data signals and signaling information between

subscriber stations which are connected via switching centers

of a first switching network, including a line switching net-

worii which operates in accordance with a first transmission

procedure and a second switching networic including a packet

switching network which (^)erates in accordance with a sec-

ond transmission procedure which is different from the first

transmission procedure, and in which the two different trans-

mission procedures are composed of network-independent

procedure divisions containing the data signals and network

dependent procedure divisions containing at least the signaling

information, the improvement therein comprising the steps of:

assigning transmission lines of the first switching network to

virtual channels of the second switching network;

converting only those signal portions from one of the first

and second switching networks effecting the execution of

the network-dependent procedure divisions into signal

portions which enable corresponding network-dependent

procedure divisions in the other of the switching net-

works; and

combining the data signals in accordance with the network-

independent procedure divisions in unaltered form with

4,476,348

CARBON MICROPHONE LINEARIZATION
TECHNIQUE

niillp D. Waawraaa, CapertiBo, aad Terry R. Scarcr, Saa Joae,

both of Califn aaripwn to Aaderaoa JaeobaoB, lac, Saa Joae,

CaUf.

FUed Oet 6, 1961, Ser. No. 309,031

lat CL^ H04M 11/00: H04R 3/X
\3S.a 179-2 C 12 ClaiM

1. In an acoustic data coupler designed to transmit data over

a telephone line having a voice band and having an input to

receive digital signals from a source, a transmitter to convert

the digital signals to audio signals within a transmitting band-

width of the voice band, a loud speaker connected to said

transmitter to make the audio signals audible, a microphone, a

receiver connected to said microphone to convert audio sig-

nals received therefrom within a receiving bandwidth of the

voice band to digital data signals, an output from said receiver

carrying said digital signals, and an acoustic coupler adapted to

hold a telephone hand set with a carbon granule microphone

therein acoustically coupled to said speaker, the improvement

comprising means connected to said speaker for applying

thereto a correction signal simultaneously with a dau contain-

ing audio signal from said transmitter, said correction signal

having a frequency bandwidth outside of said transmitting and

receiving bandwidths and of such a frequency so as not to

cause undesirable intermodulation distortion products in either

of the trananitting or receiving bandwidths with signals

therein, said correction signal additionally having substantially

a 1,000 Hz. bandwidth wherein the amplitude is substantially

uniform, wherd>y a nonlinearity characteristic of said carbon

granule microphone is reduced and distortion caused by such

nonlinearity is also reduced.

4,476,349

CALL MESSAGE SERVICE
Jenie L. Cottrdl, Arvada, and Deborah J. Hill, Tboratoa, both

of Colo., aiaivwrs to ATAT BcU Laboratories, Murray Hill,

NJ.
FUed Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 363,469

lat CLJ H04M 1/57. 1/64. 3/50

VS. CL 179-18 B 39 daiiDS

1. A method ofproviding call message service in a telephone

system having a memory and serving a plurality of sutions,

comprising the steps of

after an ofT-hook state and before an on-hook sute at a

calling one of the sutions on a call intended for a principal

one of the stations, recognizing an activating signal from a

sution associated with the call as a request to store a

callback message for the principal sution,

identifying the sution from which the activating signal was

received,

automatically generating a callback message for the princi-

pal station, including in the callback message the identity

819
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of one of the stations also having an association with the
call and detennined by a predetermined algorithm based
on the station from which the activating signal was re-
ceived.

M7C3S1
SUBSCRIBER LOOP CURRENT REGULATOR

Mark J. Beegie, Lisle, a>d Mark W. GrtaMa, LiMbvd, both of
DL, MrigMn to RoekwcU Intemationl Corporatfcn, Down.
crsGroTcOL

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,i90
IM. aj H04M 19/00

UACL17>-77 joitai

storing the callback message in the memory, and
automatically operating a message waiting indication for the

principal station signifying the presence of the stored
message.

MTMgO
BATTERY FEED CIRCUIT

Dnis W. Aill, ladianpolis, lod^ and DewayM A. Spires, Phd-
tow, NJl, migaon to BcU Telephone Laboratories, Incor-
porated, Marray Hill, NJ.
Coatiautioa of Ser. No. 234,684, Feb. 17, IMl,. This

PpUcatioa Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 344,585
Int a^ H04M 19/08

U,S.a 179-70 14 Claim

1. A battery supply regulator circuit for supplying DC cur-
rent to a telephone line, comprising:
means for sensing the magnitude of the DC current in said

line;

controUing means for carrying a first portion of said current
supplied to the Une, and for controUing said portion in
response to the magnitude sensed by said sensing means
with the goal of maintaining the DC current flowing in
said line near a preselected value;

a resistor (R2) for carrying substantially the remaining por-
tion of the current supplied to the line, thereby dividing
the power dissipation in the regulator circuit between the
resistor and the controlling means; and

means for providing balance to the regulator connected to
said sensing means, controlling means and resistor (R2).

4,474,352
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER LINE LOOPING CIRCUIT

nrederik H. Gerritsen, Hihemm, and Daaia J. G. Jauwo,
EindhoTcn, both of Netheriaads, aaaignon to U.S. Philte
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 343,483
Claims priority, appUcatioB Netheriaads, Apr. 1, 1981,

8101412; JnL 20, 1981, 8103419
lot CL^ H04M 1/76

VJS. CL 179—81 R 2

1. A battery feed circuit for a two-wire communication path
characterized in that the battery feed circuit comprises:
means (103, 104, 334, 337) responsive to a control signal (So)

for respectively generating first and second dc currents in
first and second conductors of said path, said first and
second currenu being equal in magnitude and opposite in

direction, said current generating means also varying said
first and second currents by an equal amount in response
to a second control signal to maintain a constant differ-

ence therebetween,

a first feedback means (320-329, 350) responsive to the dif-

ferential mode voltage (Vtr) across the path for generat-
ing said control signal (So), and

a second feedback means (109) for generating said second
control signal by monitoring the common mode voltage
across the path.

1. A circuit for connection between the conductors of a
subscriber's line via a hook contact and in parallel with a
fiirther portion of a subscriber's set, the circuit having a rehi-
lively low resistance to currents of less than a predetermuied
value and a relatively high resistance to currents greater than
the predetermined value, comprising a series arrangement of
the main current path of a first field effect transistor, a first

resistor, a second resistor, and the main current path of a sec-
ond field effect transistor, connected in that order, and the
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control electrodes of the first and second field effect transistors

bemg connected to the junction of the first and second resis-

tors, the resistors having a wlue such that in normal (^tenting

conditions the circuit conducts a current which is kyw com-
pared with a minimum Une current

4,474,353

HEARING AID DEVICE TO BE WORN IN THE EAR
ChrlitorHaertI, Nenkirchea a« Brand, Fed. Rep. of GerHuqr,

aariVMNT to SieaMM AkticageaaUschalt, Berihi aad Maaleh,

Fed.Rcp.ofGcnaaay
Flkd Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,577

CiaiHi priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. <rf Gcnaaay, Mar. 11,

1981, 8104942[U]

lat a^ H04R 25/02

VJS,a 179-107 E 5 Claim

1. A hearing aid to be worn in the ear comprising a housing

which is formed of first and second shells, the first sheU having

outside contours of an individuaUy fitted ear adapter and hav-

ing a wall configuration with an outer edge at an open side

thereof; and the second sheU having separate carrier means

penetrated by access openings, having a microphone and a

battery iK^er, and having operating elements of an operating

beauring akl circuit at said access openings, said second sheU

being attached at the open side of the first sheU so as to close

the first dieU; an earpiece receiver m a cushioned support

mount in the first sheU; the second sheU being in the form of a

cover plate, sakl cover plate being secured with said first sheU

and having a recess which opens toward said first sheU; said

carrier means comprising a unitary carrier plate receiving the

microphone, the battery holder and the operating dements,

and being disposed in said recess of said cover plate; said

unitary carrier plate having the same shape as said recess; said

cover plate having an outskle surface with a dimension which

at least suffices to cover the first sheU up to the outer edge of

the wall configuration of the first sheU, even for the largest

fitted dunension of the first sheU; and the recess of the cover

plate having maximum dhnensions which fit within the open

skle of the first sheU given the smaUest outskle contours of the

first sheU to be expected; and the cover plate having a plate-

limped edge forming a perimeter of the second sheU whkh
may be cut off so as to conform with the perimeter at the open

skle of the first shell.

receiver section and to be mounted on the telephone body

by settmg the transmitter and receiver sectkms mto the

setting recess, the transmitter-receiver having an engaged

portion formed on one side thereof;

a locking mechanism arranged in the telephone body to

project into the settmg recess and engaged with the en-

gaged portion of the transmitter-receiver set in the setting

recess to prevent the transmitter-reoeiver firom coming

out of the setting recess and to urge the transmitter-

receiver through the engaged portion in one direction;

a Ufting mechanism arranged to project into the setting

recess and to which an urging force is charged by the

transmitter-reoeiver, when set in the setting recess, to urge

the transmitter-receiver in a direction in which the trans-

mitter-receiver comes out of the setting recess; and

B holding member arranged in the telephone body and com-

bined with the locking mechanism to prevent the transmit-

ter-receiver ftxnn moving in a direction and floating from

the telephone body, wherein

said engaged portion is an engaged recess formed ui one end

face of one of sakl transmitter and receiver sections and

said holding member is a waU face in contact with the

other end face of the one of sakl transmitter and receiver

sections, and the one of said transmitter and receiver

sectkms is sandwiched between said wall face and sakl

locking mechanism, and wherein

said locking mechanism includes a routable lock lever hav-

ing a claw at one end thereof to engage with the engaged

recess, a spring for urging the kxk lever in a directkm in

which its claw is engaged with the engaged recess, and

means for rotating the kxk lever in the reverse directkm

against the action of said spring. .

to GrayhUl,

4,474355

KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY
Deaais M. Mital, Wcateni Spriaga, DL,

lac LaGraage, U.
Coatlaaatkia-taHpaft of Ser. No. 319,388, No?. 9, 1981,

abaadoaad. lUa appBcaHea No?. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 548,500

lat CL» HOIH lS/7a 1/00

VS.a 200-5 A 8 OalaM

4,474354

TELEPHONE DEVICE
YanhUo UcUao, aad HIaaM Miy^iian, both of Tokyo, Japaa,

airipww to Tokyo SMbaara DeaU KabaablH Kalaba, Japaa

FDad Aag. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 404,914

CWaM priority, apptteathw Japaa, Aag. 13, 1981, 54-in59;

Aag. 13. Ml, 54-120348

lat a> H04M 1/06

VS. CL 179-189 R 3 Oaiav

1. A telephone device comprising:

a telephme body having a surface provkled with a setting

a transmitter-receiver having a transmitter sectkm and a

1. In a keyboard assembly including a printed circuit board

having conductive paths ddRning at least one switch site hav-

ing spaced first and second flat-surfaced contacts connectable

in a circuit a conductive dome-shaped resilient element dis-
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POiedo^ ooKting with the switch ate. mens letuning-KldeMt mdjpied relttkjo to sttd switch site, thep^
ttetwtnl are. thereof ooBiKrtiiig the second o^

f SEZL *'«"*» tctMtor ia registry with the element
rardepKsung and tripping sune, the improvement being inMd dome^hqMd element which comprises a dome-duped

Hr^^^^ *•»**** ****** projecting upwardly from
the top SKle of said body for engagement with said button
jctertor. said dhnple being formed to define a fUt upper sur-
fiicefor agagement by said actuator, and a continuous annuhv
nared skirt of famited dimension and constant width at the
pHTiphery of said body defining a substantiaUy flat surface for
UMable engagement with said flat-surftced first contact, said
body being dome-shaped between said dimple and said skirt,
said dunple defining a circular contact area when the dome is
tripped for engaging said second contact

MULn-POSmON ELECraiCAL SWITCH
^ mi TaitfmM Mirta, both of Shizwika,
to Mvaknd Eafrnddo Co^ Lld^ SUzooka,

SWITCHING APPARATUS EMPLOYING CONDUCTOR
CONTRACTS ON A MOVABLE ELASTOMERIC

MEMBERHM L Md-bo|j ftjoMdd Or.. «id Stamfcy S. Straigwr.
jiMowoMolh ofCoo, iiripMn to T.B« Iicoipoi^

Filed Sep. 28, UI2, Ser. No. 425,248
IM. as HOIR I9/S0

VS.CL2n-~81M 71

Ji

Ja

VACL

of Scr. No. 434^519, Oct 15, MM,. This
Sep. 19, 19«3, Ser. No. 533^6
iHe^ Jipn, Oet !«, 1981, 56-152866
Int a' HOIH lS/70

A 6

1. A multi-potition electrical switch comprisins:
ahousing
an etocteical insulating base plate dispoeed in the bottom ofnd housing,

printed circuit electrodes arranged on said base plate so that
• pmr ofelectrodes is respectively diqxMed on each side of
arectangle,

• pressure-sensitive conductive rubber sheet laminated on
the upper portion of said printed circuit electrodes and
formmg power source pohmty changing switches by
contactmg and pressmg said electrodes,

a wppoiting phte disposed over said rubber sheet, having a
ball of a bdl-and-«)cket joint at the center thereof and
havmg a plurality of openmgs therein.

an operating button disposed in a space surrounded by said
housmgnd tUtably mounted on said ball, the section ofyd qperatmg button facing said supporting plate being
formed in the tbape of a fiwtum of a pyramid and having
its vertex on the vertical axis of said baU-and-socket joint,
eachof the fbur fhces of said pyramidal section of said^«^ng button having raised pressing surfaces, said
pressmg sorlkxs engagmg said rubber sheet at points by
prottudmg through corresponding openings in said sup-
portmg plate when said operating button is tilted, the ball
of said joint having pins crosswise of the vertical axis of
nidten. the socket of said joint having grooves corre-
Voodmg to said pins, said grooves b^ slightly nar-
rows than the diameter of said pins, said pins and said
grooves ooacting to uie said operating button toward its

1. A switehing apparatus for maUng or breaking a plurality
of electrical connections simultaneously, comprising:
a printed circuit board supporting a plurality of generally

pu«llel conductor segments, each conductor segment
having aUgned first and second electrically conductive
tracks separated by an electrically insuhtmg gap such that
portions of the tracks acUaoent the gaps are in generally
parallel columns and the gaps are ali^ m a cohmm
transverse to the conductw tracks

switeh means provided by an ehntomeric member supported
on a rigid support member, said elastomeric member
having at least a pluraUty of conductor strips sufficient to
and positioned to separately bridge the respective gaps of
the supported conductor wgments when the elastomeric
member is positioned agamst the printed circuit board;

support posts supported on the {vinted circuit board foe
supporting and aligning the support member fbr the elas-
tomeric member rebuive to the printed circuit board and
for permitting movement of the elastomeric member in
the same repeataUe pattern time after thne toward and
away from the printed circuit board such as to cause dte
conductor strips to contact the printed circuit board m
essentially the same position thne after tune;

spring biasing means acting between the rigid support mem-
ber for the switeh means and the support posts for nor-
maUy urgmg the elastomeric member mto the printed
circuit board so that the conductor strips ^pgrg the
conductor segments and bridge the gaps to permit electri-
cal connections through the conductor —g"ffnts: and

ctuator means movably supported rebttive to the printed
circuit board and cooperabk with the support member fbr
the ehotomeric member for movmg the ehntomeric mem-
ber against the bias of the spring biaang means away fiom
Reprinted circuit board and away fhim the coodnctor
segments.
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4^76,358

TOUCH PAD INDICATING ARRIVAL DURING
SWIMMING CONTESTS

Cipaccy,Vh Bjma 16/9, Gomh, Itdy

CoMfannlhM of Scr. No. 341, Jan. 2, 1979, ahwionsi. IMi
appBcrten JiL 3, 1980, Scr. No. 165,742

M, CL3 HOIH 1/JS, 3/02

UJS.a 200-82 R 1

1

X. A touch pad fbr swimming competitions for mounting

partially submerged on the finishing wall of a swimming pool

consisting of:

an insulating back plate for mounting adjacent the pool wall,

a striker plate perforated to allow the free flow of water

mounted in front of said back plate,

a firame attached to the back plate for loosely mounting the

striker plate to allow movement of said striker plate

towards said bock plate when touched by a swimmer.

a plurality of conductive strips mounted onto the insulating

bock pkte with said strip bemg formed in sets of three

with the center strip of each set being electrically con-

nected and with the outer pair of each set being electri-

cally connected,

a pluiality of conductive springs welded onto the central

strips shaped as seagull wings to act as resilient spacers

between the striker pUte and the insulating plate and to

act as self cleaning electrical contacts between the center

strq> and the outer pair and,

water proofing means on the strips and qving except in the

contact zones.

a set of wires extending from a first portion of said housing

for connection to an external circuit;

a push-button member extending from a second portion of

said hwwingi

spring disposed between said push-huttoo member and an

internal portion of said housing for keeping said push-but-

ton member extended from said bousing, said push-button

member bang operatively connected with

means for converting linear motion to rotary motion com-

prising a unitary piece having a spiral stem portion and a

driving washer portion, said push-button member includ-

ing an ekmgated insert member forming an elongated

sinral hole adapted to receive said spiral stem portion

during axial linear operation of said unitary piece, and a

stop means for preventing said push-button member and

said insert member from routing during linear axial opera-

tion of said unitary piece, said driving washer portion of

said unitary piece cooperating with

a commutator having rotary movement and means for mak-

ing electrical connection to

a pair of contacts diqxjsed within said housing and con-

nected to said set of wires wherri>y axial motion of said

push-button member causes said conunutotor to have

rotary movement so as to alternately connect and discon-

nect said pair of contacts.

4)476,360

TERMINAL SEAL FOR ELECIRIC SWTTCH
WaHcrC T¥ovw, BraicMon, Fin., assizor to Eita

tka, QsfslMil, Oye
Fllad Dee. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 449,930

Lrt. a^ HOIH 9/04

U.S.a 200-^302.1 7

4^76,359
-

PUSH-BUTTON ELECIRICAL SWITCH WTTH UNITARY
SPIRAL STEM AND WASHER

Wolfton« F. BioBway, McMDe, N.Y., aaaivNr to LevHen Man-
tapaqr, Ine., LUtle Neek, N.Y.

FOad Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 431,965

lat a> HOIH i/00

UJS.a 200-156 8 Oafans

-i»l^

1. An mqnoved push-button electrical switch, comprising:

ahousing;

1. In an electric switch havfaig a boosing comprising a hol-

low molded imulating base closed by<a sealed cover to provide

a switeh compartment, sutionary and movable contacts in said

compartment, and an actuator for actuating the movable

contact into and out of engagement with said stationary

contacts, and holes in said base through which said stationary

contacts are connected to termmals for connecting said switeh

to an external circuit, the improvement comprising:

means sealed to said base and extending through said boles

for connecting said stationary contacts to the respective

terminals, each conqffising:

an electrical connector having an enhu-ged upper end por-

tion which forms a part of or to which said stationary

contact is attached and a reduced cross section shank

portion extending through one of said holes to the corre-

sponding external temunal;

eadi said hole m said base havnig a oorrespondmgly en-

hu-ged iq)per end portion to cloody surround said en-

larged upper end portion of said connector and a corre-

qxmdmgly reduced portion extending down therefrom
through said base to doady accommodate said shank

portion of said connector, and a surfooe between said

entorged and reduced portioos of said hole having a

rounded bump at the lip (rf said reduced portion of said

hole;
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ad the lower mrfiKx of ttid enlarged opper end |x>rtion of
Mid connector bemg provided with an angnhu- undercut
•wftoe eiteading inwardly and upwardly at a predeter-
mhwd angle with the horizontal plane and overlying said
rounded bump for cauang cold flow of said rounded
bump of nid molded insulating bate when laid connector
is clamped tight and secured to said external terminal
ther^ to form a tight seal around said connector.

4^7<i3C2
HIGH FREQUENCY HEATING APPAKATUS
tmmtU, Yamitntw ijii, mi HiroftiNan^ef Japan, aaiffan to Matntfta Eteetrk

trU G»^ Ltd., OmkM, JapM
CiMttaation oTSer. No. 223,14», Jan. 7, 1981, abandoned.
wUch is a coatiantion or Scr. No. NMM, Not. 28, 1978,

aftMdoaed, wUeh is a coatfamatka of Scr. No. «S,1M, May 11,
1976, abaadoaed. Ilia appUcalioa Jaa. 24, 1983, Ser. No.

440,883
OaiaH priority, appUcaitoa Japn^ May 19, 1978, 8040392;

JbL 17, 1975,5048182; JbL 18, 1975, 8048780; Sep. 29, WS,
80.1179n; Oct 27, 1978, 80-129488; No?. 10, 1978, 80-138386

lat a' H08B 6/72
VJS, CL 219-10.55 F m cutm

4^74,361
DISOONNECr CX>NTACr ASSEMBLY

to Tokyo Shfbaara DnU
both of

FDod Aag. 17, 1981, Sar. No. 293,234
riorUy, appUeattai Japn, Aag. 18, 1980, 88-114034

lat a» HOIH 9/Oa 9/41 33/16
U.S.ai80-308 4Claims

1. A disconnect contact assembly comprising:
a tubular insulator having a bottom and an open end; a
grounded shutter plate provided at the open end of said
tubular insulator for closing said open end;

a statioaary arm fixed on said bottom and having a contact
end protruding into said cylindrical insulator along the
axial direction;

an dectric field moderatmg ring surrounded m a radially-

^Moed rdationship by said tubukr insulator and surround-
mg and electrically connected to said stationary arm and
protrudmg for a predetermined distance from said contact
end oi said stationary arm toward said grounded shutter
phrte but which does not extend to the level of the open
end of said tubular insulator to have a sufficient clearance
of insulttion from said grounded shutter plate; and

a movable arm reciprocally movable along said axial diiec-
tioo between one position at which the movable arm
comes into contact with said contact end of said stationary
arm while said grounded shutter pkte is open and another
position at wbkh the movable arm is out of said cylindri-
cal iasutator while said grounded shutter pUte is being
closed wherein said stationary arm and movable arm an
nrrouaded m a radially-spaoed relationship by said elec-
tric field modersttng ring.

1. A high firequency heating apparatus comprising:
a heating cavity for placing therein an object to be heated,

said heating cavity being formed in a subsbmtially cubic
box-like configuration and having a set of horizontal walls
and a set of vertical walls;

an electric wave supplying means for supplying electric
waves of a predetnmined frequency into said heating
cavity, said electric wave supplying means having a high
fi«quency oscillator for produdng said electric wave^

a waveguide mounted on one of said set of horizontal walls
and extending along said wall, said waveguide benig mter-
connected with said heating cavity through an aperture
which is provided at a center portion of said wall and
having dimensions which are smaller than k wavelogth
of said frequency of said electric waves fhm said Ugh
frequency oscillator so as to prevent a loose coupling of
dectric waves between said wav^uide and said h—««««£

cavity when no object is within said upertan;
an electric wave couplmg means provided between said

heating cavity and said waveguide passing through said
qierture and having an insulating material for separating
said dectrical wave coupling means firom said heating
cavity and said waveguide, said coupling means having a
substantially non-symmetric configuration and having a
recdving portion arranged within said waveguide fbr
recdving said dectric waves and having a rotatable radi-
ating L abapei portion arraaged within said heating cav-
ity, said L shaped portion bdng an end portion which
substantially extends along said horizontd wall and n
connected to said recdving portion through said aperture
for radiating said electric waves recdved by said recdv-
ing portion into said heating chamber in a uniform heat
distribution by die periodic variation of an dectric wave
radiation pattern;

a support member for rotatably supporting said dectric
wave coupUng means;

a driving means for rotating said radiating portim of said
dectric wave coupling mean^ and,

a dielectric member disposed between said heating cavity
and said waveguide within said aperture fbr preventing
passage ofunwanted matter from entering said wav^uide
yet allowing passage of said electric waves fhim said
electric >vave coupling means.
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4^74,343

MEIHOD AND DEVICE FOR HEATING BY
MICROWAVE ENERGY

, Villii#y, aad Y^?t Hiariar, IJdfa«B, both or

BHinaMa laaDiam ror miifOfagReK-

aik Vii Takaiaka Hoiikolaa i Stockhola

of Sar. No. 218^39, Doe. 22, 1980,

I Sap. 2, 1983, Sar. No. 828,791

r, ppaeatioa Swodaa, Jaa. 3, 1980, 8000089

lat OJ HOSB 6/70

UJB.a219-10J8A 19

-[jj.i:.-£:ri'.

fi V
1- ^

within said oven cavity between said walls and in spaced

adjacent rdation thereto, conveyor means for continuously

moving thenrnqilastic materid preforms between said applica-

tor {dates, said conveyor means including pallets mounted for

movement along a pMh and each pallet carrying a plurality of

collets having means for retaining therein neck portions of

depending prefonns, a source of radio firequency energy con-

nected to said applicator plates and to said oven walls, said

pallets and said collets bdng formed of metd and befaig sub-

jected to radio firequency energy directed to said api^icator

plates, said system inclodmg an dectricd sUding contact sys-

tem and said pallets being electrically connected throng slid-

nig contacts of said contact system to said walls of said radio

firequency oven cavity.

*dJ.i:."i:i:i:ivi.i:.r.i:."'.i-.x.rx-:s:-r.7:r.r.ri:T::c

1. A device for heating objects by means of microwave

eatrgy, comprisnig a first feed wavegdde with a generator for

the siqi^y of microwave energy to said first waveguide, com-

prismg an additiond second load waveguide, located adjacent

Uie &st wav^uide so that the two waveguides at least along

a certdn distance are paralld and have a partition wall in

common, in which partition wall an elongated coupling aper-

ture meaas is kmtted, said dongatad ooupUng aperture means

having a length, by means ofwhich length a cou^ing ofmicro-

wave energy distribated in the wave propagation direction of

die wavegdites tidces idace from one of said waveguides to the

other oae and that the load wav^uide is dimensioned so that

it when under a no load condition, has a wave phase constant

sufficientiy different firom that of the feed waveguide so that

casentially no energy is coupled firom the fieed waveguide to

the load wav^inde and also, by action of mtended load in the

form ofobjects to be heated in the load wav^uide, to conduct

microwave energy with the same wave phase constant as the

first feed waveguide.

4^74,344

RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING SYSTEM FOR
HEATING IHERMOPLASnC MATERIAL PREFORMS

NJL, aadgaars to Tte Coadaaatol Graap. lac.

FDad Oct 4, 1981, Scr. No. 388,977

Iata'H05B9/M
US.a219-10j81 14

1. A healmg system fisr heating thermoplastic materid pre-

ibrms within aU^ firequency oven cavity to a Mow molding

orientation tenqieratiire, said heating system comprising said

ovea cavity bdag defined in part by transversdy spaced apart

separate electrically condactive walk, a pair of appUcator

plates arranged in a skle4iy-side transversdy spaced rdation

4,474,348

COVER GAS CONTROL OF BONDING BALL
FORMATION

John A. Karti, CTBihaai, and Doaald E.

Mc aasipors to FdrdriM Csassra A
Moaatala View, GaUf

.

FDad Oet 8, im, Ssr. No. 433,448

IatCL3B23Eiy/aO
U.S.a 219-84J2 14
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1. In a method fior fiormmg a ban at the end of lead wire hdd
in a bonding tool of a ban bonding machine for ball bonding of

the lead wire to a die pad an integrated circuit chip including

the steps of substantiaUy enclosing the end of the lead wire in

a shidd, floodmg the shidd and the end of the lead wire witii

a flow of inert cover gas, and dectricany discharging an arc

between the lead wire and die shidd for melting and forming

the ban at the end of the lead wire, the improvement compris-

ing:

generating a flow of hydrogen gas separate firom said inert

cover gas;

mixing the flow ofhydrogen gas with the flow of inert cover

gas at a location upstream firom the shidd a sufficient

distance to permit substantiaUy complete mixing of the

hydrogen and inert cover gas iqx» reaching the shidd;

and contrdlittg die percent by vohime ofhydrogen compris-

ing the cover gas mixture to substantiaUy Himinate oxida-

tion duriag the baD forming process.

4^474,344

CONTROLLED BONDING WIRE BALL FORMATION
Joha A. Karti, Gortaa; DoaaM E. Ooaaaaa, Saeo, aad Mark D.

Dafanr, Portfaad, an orMa., aastpMrs to FdrehOd Camera A
Cbrvn MoBMafai View, Cdif.

FDad Feb. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 443,033

Iata>B23KJy/O0
VACitB-UJn ncum

22. A method for fiorming a bonding baU at the end of lead

wire hdd in the capiUary wire holding tool of a baU bonding

machine including a movable shroud or shidd for substanttany

enclosing the end of die lead wire in the riiroud for flooding

the end of the lead wire with a cover gas during bonding ban

formation comprising:

coupling and applying the positive polarity of a retetivdy

h^ DC voltt«e to the shroud while eonfOag and apply-

ing the correapoading n^ative or ground pc^arity of the
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rditiveiy Ugh DC vohafe to the leKl wife thereby oon.
MitMiag die Icid wire • etthode in an electrinl uc dicoit
and drnviaf an are of electrom from the tq> of the leKl
wire to the •hrood tot initiating a «hff«^g current;

ooopling a capaoilor hi aerie* betwean the relativdy high
DC voltage and the afarood and cJnrging the caiMcitor
with laid chargingcwrent thereby hmiting the dontioo of
the are and chi^png current to a current pulae upon
ooapklion ofchtfging of the capadtor and thereby con-
troffing the profile of the current puhe;

Uniting the amplitude ofttid current pube by interposing an
impedance in the are circuit;

•electing the values of the capacitor and impedance to pro-
vide a time constant for controlling the current pulae

duration and amplitude within selected ranges for npidly
mehing and forming a bonding ball at the tip of the lead
wire without neckii^ of the lead wire of the bonding ball;

initiatmg and terminating the are and charging current by
fint electronic gating means operating at relatively high
v^tage thereby fimher controlling the duration of the
currem pulse charging the capacitor;

controlling the conducting state of the first electronic gating
means by second elec^onic gating means operating at
rdativdy low voltage;

and couplhig the seccmd electronic gating means and first

electronic gatmg means through a voltage isolating oou-
iding thereby isolating and decoupling the rebtively low
voltage from the relatively high voltage.

of said protruding mandrel asaembly to be located within
a particolar tiftie thM is to be welded to said tube sheet,
said protruding mandrel assembly having an exterior wall,
a securing member asaembly mounted upon said protrud-
ing mandrel assembly, said securing member aasemUy
being movable between a retracted poaition and an ex-
tended portion, said extended poaition befaig when said
securing member assembly extends exteriorly ofsaid exte-
rior wall, said retracted poaition being when said securing
member assembly is confined within said protruding man-
drel assembly;

an actuator assembly connected to said securing member
assembly, said actuator assembly bemg manually operable
to move said securing member assembly between said
retracted position and said extended position, with said
securing member assembly in said extended position said
securing member assembly being physically pressed
against the wall of said tube thereby securely fixing in
position said welding head housing in respect to said tube
sheet; and

said securing member assembly enwipri«{in « plurality of
balls, said actuator assembly comprising a sleeve which is

lineally movable within said protrudiiig mandrel assem-
bly, said sleeve including a cam means, said cam means
connecting with said balls, nwvement ofsaid sleeve causes
lineal movement of said balls from said retracted poaition
to said extended position, said sleeve being connected to a
manually turnaMe knob, said sleeve benig dueadably
connected to said welding head homing, rotation (rf said
sleeve by manual turnmg of said knob results in said hneal
movement of said sleeve relative to said wekhng head
housing through said threaded connection, selecting the
amount of tuning of said knob varies the amount of foree
Hid balls exert against the waU of said tube so as to asBore
ti^t engagement with each and every said tube reganUeas
of slight variatioos in die diameters of said tubes.

FINmT FACE TUBE TO TUBE SHEET WELDING
APPARATUS

10219 Briarwood DTn Lea Angsica. CkHf.

FDad No?. 29, 1912, Sar. No. 448,090
iKL a' B23K 9/00

UAa219^-«U A 13
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4^76^361
INNER WALL TUBE DISINTEGRATOR

FM W. GaaMann, Roefcy Rivar;Mb Naalar, Nerth OlMlad,
-' Jare K Ranch, Rocky Rfvar, al af Ohto, MBi^an to

h &K.» Bar VBi^ OUo
ofSsr. Na. 294»707, Feb. 17, IMl,

' Nn?. 12, 1911, Sar. N4k 320^201
lat a' B23P J/02

VS. CL 219-49 V 33

1. A wekfing apparatus ft)r weldmg of a plurality of assem-
bled tubes to the front Ihoe of a tidw sheet conmrifing-

a wuMfaig head houshig having an internal chmber, said
wdding head houshig having a front surftce and a tear

ywjngiMadrdaasembly mounted on said welding bead
housing and protruding from said front surftoe, a portion

1. An inner wall tube disint^ratw comprising, in combina-
tion:

a frame;

support means on said frame adapted to be kmgitudnally
fixed relative to a tube havmg a portion to be disinte-

grated;

mountmg means for mounting a disintegrator fifctrodf
relative to said support meaaa and adapted to have tlK
electrode positioned within the tube; r. , . i

-
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to rehitively insulate said electrode mounting means
from said tube;

means to supfriy diamtegrator currem to said dectrode
mountmg means relative to the tube for disintegrator

arcing between the tube and the dectrode;

drive means to establish motion of die electrode laterally

toward and away from the inner wall of the tube to inter-

mittently draw disintegrator arcs between the electrode

and the inner wall of the tube;

means separate from said drive means to establish feed

movement of the electrode, as the tube waU is disinte-

grated, toward the remaimng portion of the tube wall; and
means for restricting said intermittent motion to a given

transverse path to have the electrode engage the inner

wall of the tube at substantially only one arcuate disinte-

grator area leas than 360* of the inner periphery of the

tiibe.

4^74,30
EDMMETHODOFANDAPPARATUS FOR MACHINING
CAVITIES USING A PLURAUTY OF INDEPENDENTLY

MOVABLE SEGMENTED ELECTRODES
KiyaaU Ineua, Tokyo, Japan, aasi^or to laoua lapai Reaearch

rokohaaa, Japan

FDad Oct 4, 1912, Sar. No. 433,003

prfority, application Japan, Oct «, 1901, 54-140477

Int a' B23P 1/J2

VS.a 219^-49M 11

vcancAt
oaivc
COffTMOL

a 7

1. An EDM method ofmachming the surfiwes ofa cavity in

an electricaUy conductive woriqiiece, the method comprismg
the steps of:

(a) bringing at least partially kto a cavity m an electricaUy

conductive wori^nece an electrode assembly comprising a

plurality of segmentfri electrodes havmg their reqiective

machining suiftces which collectivdy form a contour

corresponding in shqie to said cavity, said segmented

electrodes b^ig supported so as to be generally qmced
apari and movable rdative to each other in said assembly;

and

(b) dectrically energiang said segmented dectrodes individ-

ually with reqwct to said woricpiece while individuaUy

dispbwing said segmented dectiodes, generally indepen-

dently of one amMher, rdative to said woikpiece, dong
respective predetemuned paths of translationd motion,

tbenby permitting dectricd discharges to devdop be-

tween each of said suifwes of the cavity and the macUn-
hig surfsce of each of said anniented dectrodes brought

proximate tlwreto across a fluid-filled machnimg gap

during said individud translationd motion thereof

4^4^70
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SHAPING BEADS OF

WELDED STEEL SECIION
MariynU KaUhara, CUba, Japan, aad^or to SamHoM Matal

Indaatrica, Ltd., Oaaka, Avaa
FBad FM. 11, 1912, Sar. No. 34M12

Iita)B23Ki7/08
US.a 219-78.14 3aaiaa

1. In an qiparatus for producing sted sections by dectric

resistance welding, an tpptnXm for shaping wdd beads cf
wddedsted sections, comprising;

(a) rotataUe bead shaping njXit m a passage of the sted

section formed by welding flange strips to widthwise

edges of a web sfrip, the circumferentid surfaces of the

bead shqnng rdls being adapted to directly contact the

beads formed by the welding;

(b) wd> support guides;

(c) holders for said wd> support guides and said rotataUe

bead sluqnng rolls, sud holders including support blocks

which are provided with guide grooves in which a pair of

« 141

arms are shdably mounted, the rotataUe bead shaping

rolls being attached rotatably to one end of a respective

one of said arms, another end of said arms being iNvotally

attached to the support blocks by pins, at least one bolt

being operativdy urged against tip ends of the arms to

sdectivdy move the rotatable bead shaping rolls relative

to the support blocks so as to position the rotatable bead

shaping rolls such that the ctrcumfiBrentid surfsoes thereof

are ur^ directly against the wdd beads; and

(d) a fnme supporting each of said holden, said hoMen
bemg vertically movable relative to a reqwctive one of

said frames.

4^74,371

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE SEAM WELDING METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Peter Schreibcr, Nidaa, SwIUailand, aasjjiiir to Fad SJL,

swint-Diaiaa, swuacnaM
FDad Jan. 15, 1983, Sar. No. 504,488

ClaiaH priority, application Switnriand. Feb. 15. 1983,

829/83

Int CU B23K J1/06

VS. a. 219^-83 13 CklM
1. An dectricd resistance seam wddmg method in which a

continuous wire dectrode is passed successivdy over a first

electrode red and over a seccmd dectrode red, via a plurality

ofguide and deflection rollers, said wire electrode passing over

said reels in confronting retationship and being pressed to-

gether by said reels, by a predeterminded welding force,

against interposed worlcpieces to be seam welded together, an

dectric current bdng applied which passes from one of said

reds to the other of said reeto dirough said wire dectrode and

said interposed workpieces, said wire dectrode being nwtor

driven for freding the woriqneces throng said reds, the im-

provement comprising utilizing a copper wire as said wire

electrode having a tensile strength at the elastic limit of be-

tween 11 and 13 kg-O'mm' and having a perrcatagf elongation
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ttbiHi ia the nnge of26 and 17% preMbig Mid reels together
by • force of 60 to 70 kg. ttid copper wife bemg subject to a
lenfle men of leas than 10 kg-t/ma^ while passing over and
between said reels, and namtaining said reds at an operating
tcmperatuie of 10* to 30* C. so that a mazininni elongation of
said wife of6% when pasamg over said first reel, and a man-
mam ftvther elongation of said wire of6% when passing over
said second reel, is obtained.

t. An electric resiatanoe seam welding apparatus including a
ftime having edge confronting first and second electrode reels

and as wen as guide and deflection roUers rotatably mounted
thereon, a oootinnous wire electrode arranged for successively

passing over said first reel and then over said second reel via
said guide and deflection rollers, means for driving (me of said

termined siaed croas section smaller than the first cfosa
section of the first sections;

the outer side surboes of the second section forming under-
cut areas between the outer side surftces of adjacent first

sections, the outer side surftoes of the second sections
serving as cleavage surfiwe to remove eicesa material
formed at the peripheral edges ofthe acUacent first section
caosed by deformation of successive firrt sections during
repeated welding operations.

V^^*f^^
1

J '
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M76,373
CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD OF CONTROLLING

ION NTIRIDING APPARATUS
Nidmlaa F. D'Anlonie, Ufarpod, N.Y^ Mripor to WaU^
Itomal Syatams Coiyantien, Shalbjrfilia, tad.

DlfWon of Sar. No. 949^19, Oct 6, 197S, Pat No. 433MS6.
lUs appHortkn Jan. 25, 1M2» Sar. No. 343,643

tat a? B23R 9/00; HOBS 1/02
U.S. CL 219^121 P 4<

^at-ygj" Lnjasstpcir" [^asj—

reds, means for pressing said reds together by a welding force
of 60 to 70 kg for apiriying said force against overlapping
workpiece ends diqxMed between portions of said wire which
pern over said reeb, means for applying an dectric current
which passes from one of said reeb to the other of said reels

through said wire electrode and the interposed workpiece ends
for seaming them together, means for cooling said reels to an
operating temperature in the range of 10* to 30* C, said wire
electrode comprising a copper wire having a tensile strength at

the elastic limit of 11 to 13 kg-f/mm^and a percentage donga-
tion at break in the range of26 to 17%, before passing over said

first red, said driving means rotating said second reel which,
by means of said copper wire, rotates said first reel, whereby
said copper wire between said reeb b subject to a tensile stress

of less than 10 kg-l/mm^.

^t^jjp^trs

4*476,372

SPOT WELDING ELECTRODE
r, S2 N. Main, Oarhalon, Mkh. 46016

FDad Fsh. 4* 1913, Sar. No. 464,033
tat a' R23K 35/02

UJS.a 219-120 11

BvyaiP.

L A spot welding electrode comprising:
a pfanality ofoo-axially spaced first sections, each having a

first predetermined sized croas section;

a frinrality of second sections each integrally and co-axially

formed with and interpoaed between adjacent first sec-

tions, each of the second sections having a second prede-

1. A method ofcontrolling the operation ofa gh>w discharge
apparatus which includes a chamber to recdve a woriqnece,
said chamber containing a low pressure ionizable gas atmo>
sphere and means for establishing a glow discharge with the
workpiece connected as the cathode said method including
the steps of:

providing a series of dectricd reference signab having a
frequency based oa a desired time reltted increase m the
temperature of the woricpiece;

counting the reference signab and generating a cumulative
count signd representative of a cumulative count of said
reference signals;

measuring the woricpiece temperature and generating a
measured temperature signd representative of the mea-
sured woriqnece temperature;

omparing said cumulative count signd and said measured
temperature signd concurrently, and

providing dectricd energy to the glow dbcharge at a levd
reflecting the conqwrison result

4*476,374

ROTARY INDEXING LASER MIRROR APPARATUS
P. Sansae, Mdroaa, Mam„ aariipir to Afco Efarett

I Laboratory, Inc., Emett, Maas.
FUad Jan. 24, 1913, Sar. No. 460,157

tat CU B23K 27/00
VS. CL 219—121 LB 7 fi«*—

1. Indexing apparatus for drcumfierentially indexing a rotary
shaft to a plurdity of predetermined operative radid positions
comprising:

(a) a support tabl^

(b) a baring member carried by saki table;

(c) a main shaft routaUy joumaled and supported in said
bearing member and having first and teooad end portions
extending in opposite directions through said tdrie and
said bearing member,
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(d) a plurality of radidly extending arms each circumferen-

tidly adjusuble carried one above another on the first end

portion of sud main shaft, each arm having a recess at its

end remote from sud shaft;

(e) gripping means carried by each arm for securing each of

sud arms to sud shaft at a different one of sud predeter-

mined radid operative positions;

(0 driving means carried by sud table and coupled to sud

shaft for selectably rotating sud shaft to approximately

4*476*376

DIRECT-CURRENT ARC WELDING MACHINE HAVING
CURRENT CONTROL FOR PREVENTING ARC
EXTINCnON FOLLOWING SHORT aRCUTTS

Tak^H Miaaao; HiraUaa Sagawa, both of AkU; SUgee Uafuri,

Hyogo; Yooichlro Tabata, Hyoga, and Seigo Hiramoto,

Hyofo. dl of Japan, assizors toMill i l ii r DankUBkaabni l

Kdaha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 384,706

dahns priority, application Japan, Jan. 5, 1961, 56-66694

tat a.3 B23K 9/10

VS. CL 219—130Jl 4 ClaiHM

any one ofsud plurality of predetermined operative radid

positions; and

(g) locking means carried by sud table and associated with

each of sud arms for separately engaging the recess of

each of sud arms when in thdr approximate radid opera-

tive position, each sud locking means upon engaging its

associated arm moving sud arm and locking it in its sud

predetermined operative position upon its having been

rotated to its approximate predetermined operative posi-

tion by sud driving means.

4*476,375

PROCESS FOR SELECTIVE CUTTING OF ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVE LAYER BY IRRADUTION OF ENERGY

BEAM
Tsotonin Ogain^ Tokyo, Japan, aadgnor to Fqjitaa Umlted,

Kawasaki, Japan

FDed Mar. 25, 1903, Ser. No. 476,721

CIdms priofMy, appHcatien Japan, Mar. 30, 1902, 57-52100

tat a^ B23K 27/00

VS. CL 219—121 LN 9 dainis

1. A process for selectively cutting an dectricd conductive

layer by irradiation with an energy beam, compriang the steps

of:

(a) depositing a film ofa heat-absorbing materid on a portion

of the dectricd conductive layer to be cut; and

(b) irradiating (he heat absorbing film with the energy beam,

thereby melting and dloying the heat absorbing materid

with the portion of the electricd conductive layer using

the energy of the energy beam tKat » absorbed and trans-

ferred by the heat-absorbing film.

1. A direct current arc welding machine comprising:

a consumable electrode pbced opposite to a workpiece to be

welded;

a power supply for supplying a wdding current between

sud electrode and sud workpiece;

a switching element connected to the output of sud power

supply for controlling the welding current suppHed be-

tween sud consumable electrode and said workpiece

during a first time intervd in which a short circuit occurs

between sud electrode and workpiece and during subse-

quent second and third time intervds during which no

short circuit occurs between sud electrode and work-

piece;

a shorting detection circuit connected between sud consum-

able electrode and said workpiece for detecting any short

circuit therebetween and for generating a first signd dur-

ing a detected short circuit in said first time intervd and

for generating a second signd during said second time

intervd subsequent to said first time intervd;

a base current setting circuit for generating a signd for

supplying a constant base current between sud consum-

able electrode and sud workpiece, sud signd generated

by sud base current setting circuit representing a constant

base current throughout said first, second and third time

intervds;

a shorting current setting circuit connected to said shorting

detection circuit in which, upon recdving said first signd

generates a signd for supplying an increasing current and

upon recdving sud second signd generates a signd for

supplying a decreasing current;

a base current setting circuit for generating a signd for

supplying a constant base current between said consum-

able electrode and said workpiece, said signd generated

by sud base current setting circuit representing a constant

base current throughout sud first, second and third time

interval^

a shorting current setting circuit connected to said shorting

detection circuit in which, upon recdving said first signd

generates a signd for supplying an increasing current and

upon recdvii^ said second signd generates a signd far

supplying a decreasing current;

an adder connected to both said base current setting circuit

and said shorting current setting circuit for forming the

s«n of the outputs of sud base current setting circuit and

aaid shorting current setting circuit; and

a wekling currett control circuit, having an input connected

to the output of said adder, for controlling said switching

element according to a si^ supplied from said adder.

452-227 O.G. -§4-1.1
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M7M77
THERMAL PmvriNG HEAP >- -iv^it

Onin, aai Mdeo TadfMhl, Kjrolt, loth of
I to RohaCoapny LtattU, Kyoto, Japu

r. No. m.00, An. 3V1MU Tkto appUatkM
Dm. 2, 1M3, 8cr. No. 557^29

fUktikmHrm^Stp. «, 19M, 55.124997
IM. CL' H05B //OO

U.S.a.219—21<' . . .^,- ,,y'. ,t., ,r ;,ju, 3 Claim

1. A thennal printing head for use in thermal printing, com-
prising a base of electrically insulating material, a glaze layer
formed as a raised surface on said base and having an elongated
main portion and an extension portion integral with and ex-
tending from one end of said main portion, said extension
portion having less glaze per unit area than said main portion to
relieve surface tension in said glaze layer during formation of
said raise surface adjacent the end of its main body portion, and
•tleast one thermal printing element formed on said main
portion of said glaze layer, said thennal printing element in-
cludiqg a heating layer formed on said main portion of said
glaze layer and a pur of spaced apart electricaUy conductive
layers in contact with said beating layer; and a dummy layer
having an elongated raised surface portion formed on said base
alongside of said main portion of said glaze layer so as to cause
thermal printing paper to be held generally parallel to said base
when such paper contacts said printing element.

M7C378
GLOW PLUG FOR USE IN DIESEL ENGINE

Tom TiUawi, and Koji HatiMdu, both of HipahioMtiayan,*
rifMn to Jidoiha Kfld Co., Ud^ Tokyo, Japo
PDad Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,311

I priority, appHcatkNi Japa^ Apr. 30, 19fl, 56-tf5994
lat a.5 F»Q 7/^2 *• ^ n

U.S.a21»-270 ": ^
..'3 v.-r;

hi

1- ,1.

1. In a glow plug for uae in a diesel engine oomprisiag a first

helical heater, a second helical heater serial connected to said
first helical heater, said second helical heater being made of
material having a larger positive resistance temperature coeffi-
dem than the material ooostitutiag said firtt heUcal heater, and
a sheath covering said first and second heaters and being elec-
trically insulated along said first and second heaters, character-
iied i» that said first and second beaten are separated axially
byanaiial gap G laiier than winding pitches P of the first and
second heaters and electrically connected by a straight connec-

tor m said gap so that said gapG is 1.5 P to 12 P, said first and
second heaters being wound about a guide rod made of insulat-
mg material so as to maintain the axial layout of the fint and
second heaters with said straight connector and gap providing
a thennal impedance to conductive heat flow from said first
helical heater to said second helical heater, and said second
helical heater being made of low cartwn steel containing less
than 0.25% by M^eight of carbon.

•,t. 1

4,476,379
EASILY CLEANED AND SERVICED WAFFLE IRON

Sheidoo AmMbsI, Valeada. Calit, aaaignor to BcUc Gem Waffle
Co., Van Nays, CaHf.

Filed Apr. 14, 1982,S«r. No. 368,386
Ittt a.3 H05B 3/06

UAa.219-524 9Ctai„
^ ^,

1. An easily cleaned and serviced belgian style waffle iron
comprising:

an open bottom base having a cavity accessible through its

open bottom;

an electrical power source subassembly including a pair of
electrically insulated electrical conduit plug receiving
receptacles, an electrically insulated power line conduit
and associated plug for connection to an electrically insu-
lated electrical supply receptacle, electrically insulated
electrical conduit means for electrically connecting said
plug receiving receptacles to said power line conduit and
holding means for removably mounting said receptacles,
power line conduit and electrical conduit means in an
unitary subassembly in said base cavity;

,

a pair of waffle grid providing members each having a waf-
fle grid of heat conductive matmial and means for remov-
ably mounting said members to said base for pivotal move-
ment into and out of a waffle baking position; and

detachable electrically insulated thermostat-electrical con-
duit means for selective engagement and disengagement
with both a plug receiving receptacle of said power
source subassembly and a heating element of at least one
of said waffle grid providing members to selectively place
said heating element in thermally controlled electrical
communication with said power line conduit via said
electrical power source subassembly whereby:

each of said dectrical power source subassembly, waffle
grid providing members and thermostat-electrical conduit
means are individually and collectively removable from
said base for cleaning and for ease of servicing or replace-
ment.

.,'?^; :-&. T
4,476,380

'

CALCULATOR
Lome G. Sampson, 863 E. 166lh St, Sonth Holland, m. 60473

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. N«;337,540
Ittta.2G06Ci/00 -J.

U.8. a. 23S-61 B 3Clatas
1. A calcufaitor having « top. a surface chart on the latter

marked with marginal and diagonal scales usable for nomo-

•.IfM BLBCTRICAL Ul

cenlnrlinc and a WN _
top slot when the potaNar is rotmad to mnieh tht

direction of same, an axial post havhig a head pMlni
both slots and befaig ilidable therein, the axial poit havhi| an

enlargement underneath said top surfKe with a friction uj.a

. 'i-»'a''r ..i

>* ":!fv J-?
•••'"»*

washer, and means bearing on the tolargement from under-

neath to hold said washer in engagement with the under sur-

face of said top along its slot and check the axial post filt>m

lateral movement while mamtaining said post head spaced

kbove skid chart, said pointer being slidKble along said top slot

andVotetable about said post to balance values in said scales in

kee[iing with a desired numerical equation.

;.; 4,476,381

PATIENT TREATMENT METHOD
Martin I. lUMn, 3218 PaoUnc Dr^ Chcfy Ckaie, Md. 20815

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351363

Int a^ G06K 5/00 .

U.S.a 235-375 7

• T.,.;;> f!i

Apr. M, ^H^ lv« Nil 4TMN
/f/W

a^» ISC It f ( 1 M
'.'..;

1. An article which contains a first material of at least one

element, at least one compound or a mixture thereof located at

a predetermined position on said article, and a second material

of at least one element, at least one compound or a mixture

thereof located at a predetermined position on said anicle, said

first material and second material each having a predetermined

size of area of deposition on said article, and said first material

and said second material each having the propeny of emitting

fluorescence X-rays when subjected to an X-ray primary

beam, the wavelength or wavelengths and intensity or intensi-

ties thereof of said first material being a predetermined coded

indication of the location of said second material, and the

wavelength or wavelengths and intensity or intensities thereof

of said second material being a predetermined identification or

verification code.

4,476,383

PHOTO>fErERING DEVICE FOR OBTAINING
EXPOSURE INFORMATION

Tom FUcnhara, laehara, and TakaaU Soegnaa, Sagaadham, both

of Japan, avlgnors to Nippon Kogaka KJL, Tokyo, Japna

Contimiation of Ser. No. 123,209, Feb. 21, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcatioB Jnn. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 3913M

Claina priority, application Japan, Feb. 28, 1979, 54-33019;

Feb. 28, 1979, 54-23020; Feb. 28, 1979, 54-23021; Feb. 28, 1979,

54.24087[U]; Feb. 28, 1979, 54.240881U1

Int a.) GOIJ //44

UAa 250-214 P !•"

,»i. I

L A nwthod fbr the transfier of patient identification to an

identifying means which comprises:

, prawMling a wrist bracelet bearing patient-identifying indicia

) to be worn by said patient, on which bracelet only the

identifying indicia are translucent to ultra-yiote;

providing an ultravi(riet sensitive, label;

brii^iag said label into physical contact with said indicia on

. said bracelet; and

transluminating said indicia onto said label by exposure to

•Itta-violet while said braodet is onaaid patient to repro-

duce said indicia on said label. .>. ;>

15. A photometering device in a camera comprising:

means for photometering an object field through a plurality

.of divided photometering areas to generate a pluraUty of

[
photoelectric outputs respectively corresponding to the

brightness of said plurality of divided photometering

areas, said plurality of (riiotoelectric ou^uts representing

a brightness distribution pattern of the object field;

mens for classifying various brightness distrHMitaoa patterns

into a plurality of categories and determining which one
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S^r.SL'^piL'Snr^tSrJTrL.*- ta^JHS^'i'r^-^ co^p.*^ «*., „r u»tained ffx)ni said photoelectric outputs belongs to; and
means for generating, in dependence upon the determination

result, any one of a first output corresponding to a bright-
ness between the maximum brightness and an average
brightness of the object field, a second output correspond-
ing to said average brightness and a third output corre-
sponding to a brightness between said average brightness
and the minimum brightness of the object field to apply
said generated output to at least one of an exposure con-
trol circuit and an exposure indication circuit.

M7i,3M
METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING A

SPECTRUM OF RADUTION CHARACTERISTICS WTTH
FULL CX)UNTING-LOSS COMPENSATION

Gwwg P. Wotphal, SctaaJdliiHiawt 7, A-U38, Vieaaa, Austria
Filed Aag. 31, 1981, Scr. No. 297,770

Claims priority, applicition AustHa, Sep. 1, 1980, 4401/80
Irt. CLJ miDJ8/00: G81T 1/20

VS.a 2S8-2S2.1 12

greater portion of tfie gamma camera's multiple detecton with

a {i

ifi'-

-Hi

^ y ^

a radiation shield to provide an aperture havmg a greatest
dimension substantially between two and five inches.

. L.

4^76,386
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MATERIAL

ANALYSIS
Alan F. Reid, Hawthorn, a>d MartiB A. M. Zoidcnryk, North

Balwyn, both of Aostnlia, SMigMin to CouMMwcalth Sdca-
tifk and Industrial Rcaetrdi Orguiatkm, AHtnUa

per No. PCT/AU81/00871, { 371 DMc Ju. 28, 1982, § 102(0
Date Jan. 26, 1982, PCT Pri>. No. WO81/03707, PCT P^b.
Date Dec 24, 1981

PCT Filed JuB. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 380^85
Claims priority, appUcatkw ABBtndia, Jn. 11, 1988, PE3998

lilt aJ COIN 2i/22i. 2i/22J
U.S. CL 250-310 42

*' ^."5*°** ofcompensating for counting losses incurred in
the op^tion of a pulse-height analyzer receiving output
pulses of variable recurrence frequency from a radiation detec-
tor and including a memory with a multiplicity of cells selec-
tively addressable l)y respective digitized amplitudes of said
output pulses and loadable with incremental values represent-
ing a count of occurrences of a respective pulse amplitude
during a given observation period.

oonprising the steps of:
'";

''.; '

"*"

'

;'

(a) measuring a busy period which begins with an appear-
ance ofan output pulse of said radiation detector and ends

- with termination of processing of said output pulse by said
analyzer;

(b) extending said busy period by an additional period corre-
sponding to a predetermined rise time of any such output
pulae, at least sone of the busy periods so extended being
separated by intervening gating intervals;

(c) generating a train of test pulses independent of said out-
put pulses partly coinciding with said gating intervals, said
test pulses having a basic frequency exceeding said recur-
rence frequency:

(d) determining a mean frequency of cleared test pulses
coinciding with said gating inteivals;

(e) determining the ratio of said basic fi«quency to said mean
frequency; and

(f) using said ratio as a corrective parameter in evaluating
the counts of said occurrences.

i^miS'

''h-xt

4,47^388
UTILIZING GAMMA CAMERAS FOR UPTAEE STUDIES
AIM M. Wnderikh, Prii«ic Rd., Miller Place. N.Y. 11784
OMriM or Sar. No. 097,168, Nor. 26. 1979, Pat No. 4^348,591.

' rVk mButkm Sep. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 413,767
bt a.) OOIT ///6# :.i

US. CL 298-383 7CWm
1. The method of performing uptake studies with a multiple

1. A method of analysis in which a beam ofenergy is caused
to fall on a spot on the surface of a sample to be analysed and
X-rays then generated at the spot are detected by one or more
detectors to produce first signals representative of the energies
of detected X-rays; comprising making a first count of the
number of said first signals each representative of an energy
within a rebtively broad range of such energies and making a
second count of the number of said first signals each rapresen-
totive of an energy in an associated relatively narrow range of
energies about one particular energy wherein infcmnation
relating to the relative proportion of a particular chemical
element, characterized by production ofX>nys ofsaid paiticu-
lar energy, is obtained in the form of a normalized ratio of said
second count to said first count said normalized ratio being
represented by the value of said second count when said first

count reaches a predetermined value.
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4,476.387

CORONA CHARGING APPARATUS
Harold W. Cobb, Aetna, and Riehurd A. Fotind, HoUliton, both

of Maatn anignon to Delphaz Syitcms, MMacanii, Canada

Coattnaatioa of Scr. No. 237,559, Feb. 24, 1981, Pat No.

4379.969. This application Apr. 11, 1983, S«r. No. 483^05

na portion of the term of this patent SBbacqncnt to Apr. 12,

2000. hat been diaclalawd.

Int a.3 HOIT 19/04

UAa 250-324 M Ctaims

delayed coincidences of cascade pairs of RaC, ThC and

AcA radionuclides after a preset time interval;

determining concentration of naturally occurring isotopes of

radium in said sample of said analyzed substance using the

obtained results by the formula:

9*IU u [-*n^T?37]

1. Apparatus for generating free ions, comprising:

an elongate conductor,

an insulating support for the elongate conductor;

a dielectric member positioned with the elongate conductor

between the insulating support and the dielectric member,

said dielectric member having an outer surface remote

from the elongate conductor;

a conductive grid contacting said outer surface;

varying potential means applied between the elongate con-

ductor and the conductive grid in order to create a glow

discharge,

thereby to generate said free ions.

4,476,388

RADIOMETRIC METHOD FOR DETERMINING
CONCENTRATION OF NATURALLY OCCURRING

ISOTOPES AND DEVICE THEREFOR
SokMnon L. Yakuborkb; Marat E. Kotaan; Vladiala? V. Golnb-

nichy, all of Moaeow, VoMannr E. GcrUng, and Jnry N.

StepnnoT, both of Lcningrnd, all of U.S.SJI., aaatgnon to

Vacaajaay Nanebnotaaiadovatelsky Inititnt MlninhMgo

Syrin, Moaeow, U.SJSJL

FDad Ian. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 341,750

IntCL3G01T7/iO
U.S. CL 250-361 R 2

Att/to-«pr«ttV

where ^
q'*Ro= concentration of a measured isotope of radium

(A =226 or 224 or 223), % of a mass fraction;

€,4=isotope-of-radium concentration unit sensitivity of mea-

suring equipment (A =226 or 224 or 223), pulses per sec-

ond referred to 1% of a mass fraction of a respective

isotope;

^1= number of pulses corresponding to fi-a and a-a cas-

cade pain for a respective radionuclide, which is mea-

sured immediately after said sample is sealed;

<l>2=number of pulses corresponding to /3-a and a-a cas-

cade pairs for a respective radionuclide, which is mea-

sured after a preset time interval following the sealing of

said samplr,

X^=emanation decay constant of a respective radionuclide

for: ^ ,

22'Ra the constant ^Rn= 2.097x lO"* s" •;

22*Ra the constant ThB= 1.809X lO"' s->;

»3Ra the constant 2»'An=0.1768 s"';

T=said preset time interval equal to emanation build-up

time.

4.476,389

EMISSION TYPE COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
APPARATUS

AUUda Ucyna; Nobno Knnano. both of ToeUgl, and

Hldetonw Takaae. Yalta. aU of Japan, aarivMn to Tokyo

ShAanra DenU KabnahfU Kniaha. KawaMki. Japan

Filed Sep. 11, 1981. Ser. No. 301.437

Clalan priority, application Japan, Sap. 17, 1980, 55-129916

Int a» GOIT 1/20

U.S. CL 250-363 S >

1. A radiometric method for determming concentration of

naturally occurring isotopes of radium in a sample of an ana-

lyzed substance comprising the following succesrive steps:

placing the sample of the analyzed substance between two

scintillators separated by a screen and m contact there-

with, and simultaneously sealing sakl sample;

recording by the use of light flashes occurring m said scintil-

lator ionizing a- and /^radiation and /3<i and a-a cascade

pain of delayed coincidences of RaC. ThC and AcA

radionuclides;

measuring twice flows ofa- and /3-particles and /«t and a-a

1. An emission type computed tomography apparatus com-

prising:
.

a detector for producing a signal corresponding to radiation

incident on a detecting surface;

rotating means for rotating said detector in a circle about the

body axis of an organism;

means for interconnecting said detector and said rotating

means so that the detecting surface may have any desired

angle with respect to a tangential line of the motion of said

detector, said interconnecting means including a member

for moving said detector toward and away from said

organwn;
processing means for determining first a fixed diameter of

the circular motion oX said detector orthogonal to the

body axis in accordance with the body width of the organ-

ism and second, an angle of the detecting surface with
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reip«t to nid tnfentkl Kne in acoonlaiice with the
deterawMd diwneler ami the MM of the d«««ing surface
of nid detector inch that a field of the detector includes
the body a» and a center of the field doe* not pass
through the body ana, and for proceaang an output signalmm nid detector over the motion of said detector caused
by said rotating means.

RADUnON DETECTOR HAVING RADUTION SOURCE
POSITION DETECTING MEANS

to Toiqro

UAa250-3SS

F1M M«. 29, IM2, Sw.No. 363^14

Irt. CV OOIT //;* GOIN 21/00

20ClainH

1. A muhwhannel radiation detector comprising a body,
radubon source position detecting means disposed at each end
of the body for detecting the position of a radiation source,
each of said radiation source position detecting means having
at lea^ one positional deviation sensing cell including a group-
ing of three to five electrode plates, said grouping having
•ftemately disposed bias and signal electrode plates, wherein
the cotial electrode plate of said grouping is a bias electrode
plate bavmg a cover layer on both surfaces while piedeter-
nimed ones of the remaining electrode plates of said grouping
have a cover layer on only one surface thereof, said cover
layer of said central electrode plate and said predetermined
ones <|[»«rraaming electrode plates being a material having
* !?'?^ •econdary electron emissive power for the mcident
radMtWB than that of the material of said respective electrode

5-f^L?*^
wherein said electrode pUtes of said groupings are

disposed so that respective cover layers face the exposed sur-
face of the adjacent electrode pbte.

M7Mn
METHOD FOR IMPROVING ACCURACY IN A

NEUTRON DETECTOR
^ ''*'!r'^^ C»rolHo% Tei^ artpor to MobU Ofl
Corperatio^ New Yerk. N.Y.

FIM M«. S, mj, Sar. No. 3S5,435
Irt.a»G01Ti/00

UAaM»-«0
3Clatai.

auHwmt

ing a sutistical distribution display of said theoretical
amplitudes;

plotting a distribution by amplitude ofneutron output ofsaid
neutron detector,

setting a threshold amplitude level for said neutron output
^cfistribution; and

attributing all distribution points below said threshold ampli-
tude level to said gamma-ray mteraction.

4,476^2
PHOTOELECIRON SOURCE FOR USE IN A GAS
CHROMATOGRAPH DETECTOR AND MASS

SPECTROMETER ION SOURCE
Robert A. Young, 9773 Varid Ate,, Chatiworth, CUIf. 91311

Filed Dec 28. 19S1, Scr. No. 334,489

.T o « ^ ^'' ™" ^^/^ ^7/?< 49/m 49/14
UAa.250-»23R

32 chta«

QS^^

1. An ionization source for a mass spectrometer comprising
a substantially cylindrical lamp;
an RF oscUlator coil adjacent the outer wall of said lamp;
a passageway through said lamp;
a substamiaUy cylindrical window in the wall of said pas-
•ageway, said window.being transparent to VUV ionizing
radiation;

a substantiaUy circuhtf electron acceleration grid in said
passageway having a length substantiaUy the same as said
wmdow;

a substantiaUy cylindrical high woiic ftmction photocathode
between said window and said grid, said acceleration grid
being at a positive potential relative t6 said photocathode;

a gas filling between the waU Of said lamp and said waU of
said passageway for generating optical photons when said
RF oscUlator is energized;

means for passing a sample gas through said passageway,
whereby said photons passing through said window Ulu-
minate said photocathode to cause ejection of electrons
into said passageway, said electrons ionizing said sample
gas by electron impact after being accelerated by said
grid; and

means for focusing said ions into said mass spectrometer.

9MW

1. A method for improving the accuracy ofa neutron detec-
tor oompcisiag the steps of:

plotting a (fiittibution by amplitude of gamma-ray interac-
i-f tioa withamd neotroo detector by determining a theoreti-

• cal ampUtade of said gunma-ray interaction and provid-

4,47633
ION IMPLANTATION APPARATUS

Shnnioku Taya, Mito. and MitMi F^Jiwara, Katnta. both of
Japan. aasivMrs to HUacU, Ltd., Tokyo, Japn

Piled May «, 1982, Ser. No. 374,873
Oalnw priority, applkatiM Japn, May 7, 1981, 56^8779

IM. a^ HOU 37/00
UAa250-492J 13Clalw

1. An ion implantation apparatus comprising:
means for generating ions;

dispersing and focusing means for dispersing the ions in
accordance with a difference in their mass number on a
predetermined plane and focusing the dispersed ions of a
predetermined mass number on a predetennined position;

means disposed between said dispersing and focusing means
and said predetermined poiition, for electromagnetically
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,i and repeatedly scanning the dispersed ions of the prede-

termined mass number in a first direction which is substan-

tially orthogonal to said predetermined plane,

a slit member disposed at said predetermined position, for

ION
niKE

^

A. _ ?mnaimT

selectively directing the dispersed and scanned ions ofsaid

predetermined mass number toward a target; and

means for providing reciprocating motion of the target in a

second direction which is substantially orthogonal to the

first direction.

4,476,394

INSERTION CANISTER FOR RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
TRANSPORTATION AND/OR STORAGE CONTAINERS
Erhard Mancr, GritadM^ Rkhard Chriit, Bmchldlbel, and Hart-

nut KroU, Hanan, aU ot Fed. Rep. of GcrmaBy, aarigMit to

TransanUear GmbH, Ham, Fed. Rep. of Gcrauny

FHed Mn>. 27, 081, Scr. No. 248,441

OafaM priority, appUcttfcm Fed. Rep. of GerMny, Mar. 29,

1980,3013310
lat CL3 G21F VOO

U&a2S0-S07.1 ««

tween said at least one drive shaft and said tandem genera-

tor, and

disconnect means associated with said mechanical drive

mechanism for selectively isolating said engine from said

tandem generator when said engine is running, said dis-

connect means comprising:

means for speed adjustment between said engine and said

tandem generator, said speed adjustment means com-

prising a planetary differential having interactive sun

gear, planet gear, planet carrier and ring gear elements

within a planetary diflierential housing for carrying out

said speed adjustment;

< n

•f .Zi«

\ ,jJ!m-*
*^^t ::;-

A-wfc«* 1
^r • , i..A

••^

rf
^^i.« tstf;:ti

JT^1*

.*.

disconnect means including an electric solenoid mounted

to said housing and adapted to actuate pin means for

selectively locking or releasing said ring gear element

by moving said pin into "lock" and "release" positions;

electromechanical switch means for actuating said electric

solenoid and further including logic means for activat-

ing said switch means responsive to abnormal torque of

said mechanical drive system, mechanical overheating

of said power generation system and electrothermal

overheating of said power generation system; and

means for monitoring the position of said ring gear.

4,476,396

LOW.HEAD HYDROELECTRIC GENERATION SYSTEM

Janm D. Calmt, Jr, Jaekaom Mkh., aasiffor to Coanoa-

wealth Aandates lac, Jackaoa, Mkh.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,013

lot a' F03B 13/08; E02B 9/08. 9/04; FOID 25/28

VS.a 290-53 • a«*«

t A transportation or storage container having located

therein a removable insertion canister, said canister having

shafts therein edited to receive radioactive material, espe-

cially for receiving spent fiiel elementt from nuclear reactors,

said canister having a matrix made predominandy of graphite

for modulating neutrons emitted from radioactive material

mixed widi a neutron absorbing material, said neutron absorb-

ing material being made of a pluraUty of bricks.

4,47635
TANDEM-GENERATOR DESIGN FOR AIRCRAFT

MickaelJ. ChMta, Sbcma Oaka, CaUfn MigMr to Lockheed

CorporatkM, Bvtak, CaUf

.

Filed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,783

iBt <X? WOK 7/116

UAa290-6 }^^
I. An aircraft po%ver generation system comprismgm combi-

nation:

an aircraft engine, said engine having at least one dnve shaft;

a tandem generator driven by said at least one drive shaft,

said tandem generator comprising two permanent magnet

AC synchronous generators arranged in a aa^hoMMg;

a mechanical drive mechanism interactively interposed be*

S7^^^
1. A method of hydroelectric generation in riven susceptible

to flood conditions wherein spUlway structure having an open-

ing, a gate and anchor means is located within the river utUiz-

ing a barge having controUed ballast tanks, anchor means, and

supporting a hydroelectric turbine comprising the steps of:

(a) during nonflooding river conditions emptying the baUast

tanks and floating the barge into a spUlway into alignment

with the opening thereof,

(b) flooding the baUast tanks to submerge the barge within

the spUlway opening and engage the spUlway structure
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nd barge anchor means to anchor the barge within the
openng,

(c) ratoig the ipiMway gate to permit water to flow into the
turbme and generate electricity,

(d) removing water from the ballast tanks in the event of
flood conditions to refloat the barge and disengaging the
•pillway structure and barge anchor means, and

(e) removing the refloated barge from the spillway to permit
unrestricted flow thiou^ the spillway.

ENERGY CONVERSION APPARATUS^^ La™, Woodrwd Famhoaae, Stooehnrst Ia, FNe
Aahaa, ar. MayfMd, Em Smwi, EagiaadWW Aag. 5, 1M2, Ser. No. 40S,4O

SlSSr
''***''• ••"***<* U"**^ Ktogdom, Aog. 12, IMl,

iT?"r?V«S?£^'^^"^^ ^^^^^"^ ^^/^- M3C 8/42UA CI. 29m.54
27 Q^jj^j

tlw absence of said first voltage, and for not transmittins
said power when said first voltage is present,

first mi^jidfccOTtactor means adapted to comiect a sec^
of said load devices to a source of electrical power inre^nsc to an electrical signal from said reUy means.

said firet magnetic contactor means including an auxiliary
switch which passes current only when said magnetic
contactor passes current.

"«ni"buc

a second detector means for detecting the operation of said
second electnc load device,

a second magnetic contactor for connecting a third electric
load device to a source of electric power,

1. Apparatus for converting fluid energy into mechanical
energy, said apparatus comprising:

fluid driven means including at least a concave front face, a
convex mr face, a leadmg edge and a trailing edge.

mechaucal drive means.
said Add driven means being operatively connected to said

mechanical drive means.
means for pivoting said fluid driven means about a pivot axis

located m front of the concave front face, and
positioning means for controlling said fluid driven means
which penodically acts to reposition the fluid driven
ni«ns with respect to a flowing medium by pivoting the
nuid driven means about said pivot axis such that thel«ung edge of the fluid driven means becomes a tnulina
edgewith respect to the flowing medium and vice versij
thereby causmg the fluid drive means to adopt an oscillat-mg motion and powering the mechanical drive means.

„^ ^ HOME DEMAND CONTROLLER
William R. Halla% RJ?J). #i, MomwHith, m. 614^2FW Mar. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 473,432

A A . , 7 Clauiis

«i.;:.r.?*?"V" '^ controlling demand for electricity by a
plurahty of electrical load devices comprising
<to»rtormeana ffcff detecting the operation of a first said
«ectri«l load device and for generating a first voltage
hidicatmg said operation.

*

flwt retoy means connected to a source of electrical power
fcr transmmmg said power to a fint magnetic contactor in

a second relay means connected to a source of electric
power and to said second detector for transmitting elec-
tnc power to said second magnetic contactor when sec-
ond electric load is not (q>erating.

said second relay means being in series with said auxUiary
switch whereby said second magnetic conttK:tor is not
activated to transmit power to said third load when either
of said first or second lowls draws electric power, and

wherem said first magnetic contactor means forms a first
series combination with said second load, and said second
magnetic contactor means forms a second series combina-
tion with said third load, and wherein said first and second
series combinations are in parallel.

_. «^C3M
STABILIZED POWER SOURCE PARALLELOPERATION

MaaaUro YoahMa, and MaaaUko Oka, both of Tokyo, Japan.
««8iiors to F^ Electric Cc Ltd., KaMgawa,Sm

Filed Jin. 7, 1983. Ser. No. 502,056
O-toa prlorijr, application JapM^ Jn. 10, 1902, 57.9M78

U.S. CL307—44 3,

•Yi

1. A stabilized power source parallel operation system com-
pnsing a plurality of stabilized power sources connected in
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.^

parallel to one another, each of said power sources producing

an output voltage and an output current, each of said sources

com|Mi8mg:

an error voltage detecting means for comparing a reference

voltage and said output voltage and outputting an error

voltage indicative of a diffierence therebetween;

an output current detecting means for detecting an output

current of said power source and for outputting an detiec-

tion voltage corresponding to the output current thus

detected;

a current adjusting means for adjusting an output current of

said power source so that the detection voltage of said

output current detecting means is equal to the current set

value; and

a common bus means for interconnecting the outputs of said

error voltage detecting means of each of said power

sources, said error voltages thereofbeing combined in said

bus to produce an averaged current set value for setting

each of said current set values of said power sources.

former is automatically prevented from opening as said

power source in said inpvt aide of said relay is connected

to or separated from said relay element side.

447M01
WRITE SnORE GENERATOR POR CLOCK

SYNCHRONIZED MEMORY
Ltai«-Tnl Lin, fliiilliiili, Arte., aarigaar to Motarata, be

m.
FDed Jan. 31, 1983, Sar. No. 442,574

taL a) HOIK 3/86. 5/06

V& CL 307—20 10

4^74,400

TERMINAL APPARATUS AND A RATCH INSERTING
TYPE TEST PLUG FOR A DRAWER TYPE RELAY

ToahUaka Jo; KoriyoaU Han; KokU Mlata, and HIroaU

YaMMto, aU of Hyago, Japn, Mrigaan to MilanMaU

DenU fakiihlkl Kataha, Tokyo, Japan

FDed JnL 30, 1902, Sar. No. 403,300

Cfariw priority, appUeatioa Japan, JnL 30, 1901, 56-119012;

Oct 1, 1901, 56-156753

brt. CL' H02J 13/00: HOIR 13/52

U.S.a 307-147 15

1. A terminal apparatus for a drawer tjiie relay, comprising:

upper and lower terminal boards having at least one plug

inserting port and one inqiection window on a front side

thereof;

terminal pieces arranged on said upper and lower terminal

boards, said terminal pieces being connected to an input

side having a power source and a relay dement side of

saidrehiy;

a plurality of contact pieces having one end fixed to said

terminal pieces, an opposite freead of said contact pieces

having a contact thereon, said (contact pieces being pushed

cpea as an electrode pUte of a plug is inserted and re-

moved from said plug inserting {xnt;

stopping boards installed on said upper and lower terminal

boards for contacting said firee ends of said contact pieces

to limit bending of said free ends;

an iinulation ipd having a thinner center shaft portion and

having one end fitted in a hole on said stopping board of

said lower teminal board and another end supported and

fixed to a lower aide cover of said terminal aRiaratus;

a ounpression spring;

a short bar loosely inserted about said thinner center shaft

portion of sakl insulation rod and supported at an upper

surfKe by said compression spring, said short bar nor-

mally being supported at a lower surface by one of said

contacts on said free end of one of said contact pieces;

said short bar bemg connected to or separated fmn said one

of said oontaets 00 said free end of said one ofsakl contact

pieces with a pndetermined time delay as said electrode

- plate of sakl ping in inserted and removed from sakl frfng

Inifrling p«*» «» **»» » twiniidary afaie of a current trans-

1. A.^uit for generatuig a jriurality of output pulses, each

in response to one of a plurality of input pulses and occurring

at a predetermined period of time thereafter, comprinng:

first means for receiving sakl (riurality of input pulses and

generating therefrom a symmetrical pulse train having a

reduced frequency;

second means coupled to sakl first means for generating a

trigger pulse of a first predetermined duration at every

transitkni of sakl symmetrical pulse train, sakl second

means including first dday means having a delay time
'

corresponding to sakl first predetermined duration;

third means coupled to sakl second means for delaying each

of sakl trigger pulses; and

switching means coupled to said second and third means fbr

receiving therefrom sakl trigger pulses and the delayed

trigger pulses and for generating therefrom sakl pluniity

of output pluses.

tf.

4,476,402

VMOS-FET IMPATT DIODE PULSE RIAS CIRCUIT
WroMdd S. Raat, RljpcrsH, CaliL, aarifaer to IW UnUad

I rapnaantad by the Sacrataiy aftha Naiy,

DX.
FDed Jnn. 1, 1002, Sar. No. 303,910

laL a' H03K 3/26 3/01

U.S.a 307-270 14

1. A Mm circuit for ddivoing high vcrftage and current
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palm of ipecifled duty faction and pabe widths to an IM-
PATT diode to geaente RF pultet, oomprisiag:
an input twitch aervjiig prtearily m an inpoit buffer and to

achieve a proper polarity of an input signal;

voltage translation means coupled to said input switch for
permitting voltage level tiaaalation of said input signal to
a new grooDd lefenncc without distortfaig said input
signal;

• driver circuit coupled to said voltage nanslation means to
amplify said input signal;

a pulse level control circuit coupled to said driver circuit to
regulate the amount of bias voltage applied to said driver

^ cticuit and thereby regukte the magnitude of amplifica-
tion of said driver circuit;

voltage to current converter means coupled to said driver
for pasnng a sufficient voltage and current pulse to said
IMPATT diode;

an IMPATT diode coupled to said voltage to current con-
verter means to generate an RF pulse; and

a protection circuit coupled between said voltage to current
converter means and said input switch to monitor voltage
levels across said converter means and shut off said input
switch when said IMPATT diode shorts out.

M7M04
FLEXIBLE CONDUCTOR FOR SUPPLYING CURRENT
TO A PIVOTALLY MOVABLE ELECTRICAL ELEMENT
Farry A. Rjifc ia, Redwoai Oty, Odit, iliniii to T«don

CorpontiiM, OHlnrerth, GriU
FBai Sap. 23, 1M3, Set. No. 835,236

Iirt. CL3 mSK 33/00
U.S.CL310-27 3Cta|„

M7M03
LOW LEVEL LOGIC TO HIGH LEVEL LOGIC

TRANSLATOR HAVING IMPROVED HIGH STATE
DRIVE

H. AOaa, Mm, Arh., aarignor to Motorola, bc^

FDad Aic 4, llt2, Scr. No. 40S,0U
laL a» H03K 19/092. 17/16, 17/60

UAa3a7-«75 fClaiBis

l.^

1. Level shift circuit having fanproved high current drive for
producing a high level logic output signal in response to re-
ceiving a low level logic input signal inchiding a push-pull
output stage consisting of an faiput and an output transistor
connected as a Darlington ampl^er which is m series with a
lower transistor amplifier, the output of the circuit being taken
at the faiterconnection of the Darlington amplifier and the
lower transistor, the improvement comprising:

current switch means responsive to the logic input signal
being in a first level state for supplying current drive to
the output transistor of the Darlington amplifier; and

transient suppressor circuit means being responsive to the
logic input signal switching from said first level state to a
second level state for sequentially turning off first the
input transistor and then the output transistor of the Dar-
lington ampUfier prior to the lower transistor amplifier
being rendered conductive, said transient suppressor cir-

cuit means being responsive to said logic input signal
switching between said second level sute and said firat

level state to prevent the Darlington amplifier from being
rendered conductive until after the lower transistor ampli-
fier is turned offsuch that power supply current transients
are inhibited as the logic mput signal alternately switches
between level states. '«",i.:ij*.

1. A sector motor for use in ooimection with a lecoidmg
head positicming mechanism, or the tike^ indodiag:

a frame;

an armature mounted on die firame fbr pivotal, oscillatory
movement relative thereto about an axis of rotation; and

a flexible conductor strip for coupling the armature to a
source of electrical control signals, the conductor strip
having a first end portion including terminations con-
nected to the armature and a second end portion including
(i) terminations adapted to be connected to the electrical
signal source and (ii) means fbr attaching the second end
portion to the frame, the portion of the conductor strip

intermediate the end portions being generally U-shaped
and coinciding substantially with the surface of the fnta-

turn of an imaginary right circular cone whose axis inter-

sects and extends substantially perpendicular to the axis of
roution of the armature and whose vertex lies substan-
tially on that axis.

4,47M0S
BEARING COOLING MECHANISM FOR VEHICULAR

AC GENERATOR
KeUeU KoanraaaU, HiMtH, Japn, oripMr to MftiaUsU
DmU Kabusyu laUn, Tokye^ Japn

Filed Dee. 22, 1M2, Scr. No. 482,048
Claims priority, appUeation Japtn, Dec 26, 1981, 56-

19«338[U]

Iirt. CL> H02K P/M
U.S. CL 310—60 R Hi' 1 Qalm

' r..

:«'

1. A bearing coolingmechanism for a vduodar AC genera-
tor comprising a frame, a rotary shaft of a rotor rotatably
mounted to said frame duoo^ a pair of oppoaite bearings, a
pulley and a cooling fan fixedly secured in overiapped relation-
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ship on said rotary shaft at one end thereof protruding firom an

acljacent one of said bearings, an4 a plurality of ventilating

holes eztendnig through portions of said pulley and cooling fan

a4Jaoait to said rotary shaft to be located at predetermined

equal angular intervals about the longitudinal axis of said ro-

taryshaft

GENERATOR
1632-12, Noaniir Oooa Hirooka, SUoiiri-

dd, NagBMHkoi, Jipm
i:.:h .uJVciMtf. 28, 1913, Scr. No. 478,982

1M.CL}HB2S,21/M
U.S.a310-67A •

t • v--'/'4(

li'tr^W. ivi. ,*"v

"-"@ih

with the latter extending acroas said receptacle, and a lead wire

terminal inaenaUe into said receptacle CO as to make electrical

contact with said magnet wire extending acroas said recepu-

cle, wherein the improvement comprises; sakl cofe havint'Ot

least one aperture in one face thereof extending generaBy

parallel to the axial center Hnc of said bore within said core,

said termhial block bearing against said one outer faceoftmd

core and having at least one pin extending therefrom for recep-

tion in said at least one aperture therd>y to restrain said termi-

nal block against translational movement relative to said one

face ofsaid core, said terminal block further having at least one

finger extending from said terminal block in a direction gener-

ally radially inwardly of said core and bearing against said one

face of said core thereby to restrain said terminal block against

tilting out of the plane of said one face of said core.

••s".

4,476,408

HIGH EPnCIENCY, LOW COST PERMANENT MAGNET
AC MACHINE

VenMM B. Houatngsr, BaUatan Lake, N.Y., aarigMr to GcMrd
Eleetric Omfuv, gthawictady, N.Y.

CoMlBnatio»4B-part of Scr. No. 041,864, May 23, 1979,

abndOMd. Thto svpUeatlMi M«y 28, 1982, Scr. No. 381,819

IMLCL^ WOK 21/12

U&a 310-156 2

1. A generator comprinng first and second armatures one of

which is a sutor and the bther of which is a rotor, said first

armature comprising an emf-providing coil wound on one of

the two strai^t components of a cross-shaped 4-pole core,

with a reversal in winding direction at the center of the core,

and the second arinature comprising a permanent-magnet

cylinder suROUttdug said otril, the other of said straight com-

ponents of said core hfvin^ cobctantiaUy no coils wound

thereon. -n ^<' •-

4,476,407

APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR TERMINATING THE
WINDING WIRES OF A DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE
Ei«eM P. HOdcbnadt, ad ThoMi V. OtIersbMk, both of SL

Loris Coorty, Mo., aMigMin to EiMrmi Eketrle Co., St

Mo.
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,646

IM. a' H02K 11/00

U&a 310-71 w
i . &it-r> ,!K t'- . 1 r.'W

1. In a dynamoelectric macUne having a sutor^ the Utter

including a core comprised of a stack of plate-like laminations

of suitable ferromagnetic fliitmal, said core having a central

bote therethrough and a plurality of slots extending generally

radially outwardly of the core, at least one coil made up of a

plurality of turns of magnet wires inserted in said slots thus

constituting the windings of the motor, said winding having a

first and a second end of said magnet wire, a terminal block of

electrically insuUttive material affixed to said core, said termi-

nal block having at least one receptacle therein and a slot on

opposite sides ofsaid receptacle for receiving said magnet wire

1. A permanent magnet synchronous machine for operating

asynchronously during intervals of niitial machine acceleration

at speeds less than synohroooos machine speed and for operat-

ing as a synchrowMis mnchi^ at syadvonous machine tpctda

comprising:

a sutor having a pluralitybfwadiBgs eidted by alternating

current to provide a rotating magnetic field within the

stator, and

a permanent magnet' muMpole rotor mounted within said

sutor for rotation therein, said rotor including:

a rotor core cenfigarad bf a plurahty of unitary disc lami-

nations, each of said huninatioBS having a periphery,

said rotor core having a shaft extending axially through

said laminations;

an electrically conductive winding secured through said

rotor core laminations adjacent to the laminate pcriph-

> ery, said electrically conductive winding securing said

rotor core laminatioM in £soe-to4ace rriatiOBship with

one another, and

a iriurality of magnetic members secured axially tfarou^

said rotor core laminations and extending radiaay about

said rotor shaft widi one end segment of eadi magnetic

member being adjacent to tl|( laarination periphery abd

being separated from the periphery by a section of said

laminations dunensioned so that the magnetic fhix satu-

rates the section during madnne operation, said mag-

netic members polarized such that the sides of the mag-

netic members facing each other have like polarity sud

machine having as many pdes as there are radially

extending magnetic members.
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COILS OP GORELESS MOItMt AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTUUNGTHE SAME

TiteW FkkMi. iMipwa, JipM, MriiMr to OkM Sdko Co^

fBad Oct 2t, 1N2, to. No. 4374SS
I prIwHjr, pBtttioM Japn, Oct 30, IMl, S6.17296S

huLCLiWUKS/OO
VS.a 310-198 3 rhiT

said slip ring ineans and brash means are located, passageway
means from said sealed chamber fbr directing wear debris
generated by the contact between said brush means and sUp
ring means from said sealed chamber and impeller means for
impelling the debris through said passageway means and from
said chamber.

M7M10
EDDV CURRENT COUPLING WITH SLIP RING

CLEANING MECHANISM
JolM H. Wolcott, T912 Itttfe Afa., BrMol, Wia. 53104

FDad Aig. 12, 1983, to. No. 522,447
1ml a> HOIK 13/00

VJS.a 310-228 20

1. A coO fbr me in a coreless motor, said coil comprising a
plurality of successive angularly oflhet wire windings sha^
into a flat circular disc portion with an integral cylindrical
portion at the periphery thereof, eadi of said windings extend-
ing away from a central region of said disc portion over a first

potat on said periphery and onto said cylindrical portion, then
approximately 180* around said cylindrical portion along a
path subitantiaUy paraUel to the plane of said disc portion, then
over a second point on said periphery and back onto said disc
portion, and then from said second point back towards said
central region.

4««7M11
RECTANGULAR THICKNESS SHEAR QUARTZ

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
Maaanoba OkoaU, SoyaaM; SMoaU AkMaa, Sldtana, and
Susomo Ebibara, S^ram, ail of Japam MaipMin to Nihon
DMfO Kogyo Co., Ud^ Tokyo, Japu

CoatiaBation of to. No. 104,910, Dec 18, 1979, abandoacd.
niis applicatfcm Jaa. 21, 1982, to. No. 341,245

Claiott priority, appUcatioB Japtt^ Dec 27, 1978, 53-163250:
Apr. 14, 1979, 54-45559

^
lat a? HOIL 41/08

VS.a 310-361 3 oiyna

1. A thickness shear quartz crystal oscillator comprising a
quartz crystal plate having two n^jor surfaces extending in the
direction of the X axis of the crystal phte, said majw surfiwes
being S mm to 10 mm long and being parallel to an X-Z' phme
defined by the X axis and an imaginary Z' axis inclined to the
Z axis of the crystal plate at 35*08' to 35*16', and the length/-
width ratio of said nuyor surfaces being from 5:1.4 to 10:1.4,

(me of said a$iot surfaces being displaced in die direction of
the Z' axis to thereby cause the side faces of the crystal place
to incline at an angle of 4* to 6*.

, i

4,476,412

SPARKPLUG
MiBorn NisUda; Tadaahl Hsttort, both of OkaaU, aad
Takaaori Yaugiaawa, Chirym aU of Japan, aaaigMn to Nip.
poodeaao Co., Ltd., Kariya md Nippoa Sokeo, Ik., NUrio,
both of, Japaa

FUed Oct 8, 1981, to. No. 309^47
ClaiBM priority, appUcatkn Japan, Oct 10, 1980, 55-142270

Int a^ HOIT 13/02
VS, CL 313-130 13 OahH

1. An eddy current coupling comprising a housing, a rotor
member diqwaed in said boosing and routable about an axis of
rotatioa, iadactor dram means disposed in said housing and
rotatable about an axis of rotation relative to said rotor mem-
ber, ooil means located in said housing for producing an elec-
^^magnctic fidd fior electrnmagnftically coupling said rotor
member and said inductor drum means, and a sUp ring assem-
bly for supplying energy to said coU means, said slip ring
Moibly including a first support member connected to said
rotor member for rotation therewith, slip ring means for ener-
gizing said coil means supported by said first support member
for rotatioa therewith, a second support member supported by
said housing, brush means supported by said second support
member in a position in said housing b which said brush means
condnctively engage with said slip ring means, said first and
second support members defining a sealed chamber in which

. h.

;((•

1. A spark phig inchiding: ^

a plug shell;

a center electrode substantially ca«xial with said pli^ sImU;
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at least one ground electrode connected to said plug shell

and cooperating with sakl center electrode to define a gap;

a first insulating layer surrounding one of said center and

ground electrodes made of a heat-resistant and a high

voltage-resistant material; and

a second insulating layer made of a material having a high

dielectric constant and interposed between said first insu-

lating layer and only the portion of said one electrode

which is directed substantially toward the other electrode

wherein said second insulating layer is completely sur-

rounded by said first insulating layer and said center elec-

trode.

means for connecting said ballast c^Mcitor in series with the

lamp and power source;

4,476,413

ATOMIC SPECTRAL LAMP
Darid S. Gongk, BlaclAnra SoMh, and John V. Sdilvaa, Carne-

gie, bott of Aaalralia, asri^ors to Coamonwcaith Scientific

aad Industrial Rcaearch Orgniation, Antralia

CoatinnatioB ofto. No. 41,463, May 22, 1979,. TUs appUcation

Mar. 13, 1981, to. No. 243<404

• dains priority, appiicatioBAHlrdia, May 22, 1978, PD4468;

Aug. 17, 1978, PD5545
lat a' HOU 19/68

VS. a. 313-550 12

means for reigniting the ionized gas lamp during each posi-

tive and negative half cycle of the alternating current

power source at a time prior to zero crossing.

4^76«415

FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER
llwui O. Kaata, Waakcaha, aai Gerald A. Daaakal, MOwaa-

kee, both of Wis., aaai^ors to Johaaoa Service Company,

Mflwaakce, Wia.

DiTisioa of to. No. 410,085, Aag. 20, 1982,. TUs applicatioa

Dec 6, 1982, to. No. 447,168

lat a^ H02K 41/00

VS.a 318-135 10

1. An atomic spectral lamp ofthe type comprising a predom-

inantly glass envelope in which are disposed spaced electrodes

inclucUng a single anode and a single electron emitter filament

cathode for producing an electrical discharge on application of

a suitable potential diffierence to the electrodes and a substance

that on being heated will yield a vapour of an element which

characterizes the lamp and which is detrimental to the electron

emitting capacity of said cathode wherein said substance is so

positioned that said v^wur flows into the path of said dis-

charge at a position spaced firom said cathode, and wherein

said envelope is provided with structural means so that in

normal operation of the lamp, when said substance is heated

there exists within the envelope a temperature gradient effbc-

tive to ensure that the vapour pressure of the elemental vapour

in the vicinity of the cathode is small relative to the vtpom

pressure of the elemental vapour at said position.

4,476,414

CAPACTTOR BALLAST
Brace D. JfaacTioa, 27375 Coohralv Raaeh Rd^ Valley Ceatcr,

CUif. 92082

FOed Nov. 29, 1982, to. No. 445,444

UlLCLiHOSB 37/00

U.S.a 315-240 15aai»

1. An apparatus for operating an ionized gas lamp ofthe type

having heated filament electrodes from a standard SO or 60 cps

alternating current power source comprising:

a ballast capacitor,

1. A transducer for generating a feedback signal represenu-

tive of the position of a lineariy-movaMe member including:

a signal generating mechanism for providing an electrical

feedback signal reprasentative of the position ofa lineariy-

movable member, said signal generating mechanism in-

cluding a first shaft portion having a first longitudinal

centerline;

a drive mechanism including a shaft member coupled in

driving engagement to said first shaft portion, said drive

mechanism being adapted to be cable connected to one of

a pluraUty of lineariy-raovaMe members having maxi-

mum travel 9pu» different one from the other, saad shaft

member including a shaft longitudinal centerline concen-

tric with said first centerline said centeriines thereby

defining a first axis;

an alignment mechanism coupled intermediate said drive

mechanism and said signal generating mcchawism and

adapted to permit limited movement of sakl first axis with

respect to a reference axis, sakl alignment mechanism
thei^y k*^*"**"! said signal generating mechanism from

misalignment reaction foroea.
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POWER WINDOW CONTROL FOR MOIORVEHlor 5?***"*^.*° **^ *^*~' «** *° P«»^«»« P^o* "Jgnal^^iiwjwK MOTOR VEHICLE U»eretor«ponsive to the motor speed representative signal Md

JwtoU, fcoA of Idiertag, dl of OWo, a«iwK« to Geiwnd
Moton Cor9ontioi^ Detroit, Miek.

Hhd Mv 2. 19t3. Ser. No. 490,314
iirt. a> mnp //2^U&a 318—283 4CbiaH

• 1.

1

'i>U a,,'i*'.i-xji .

the second signal from the speed controller, the control set
controUmg the thyristor valve group in response to said first
signal from the current controller and said pilot signal.

1. Power window control apparatus for a motor vehiclewmdow comprising, in combination:
electric motor means effective during actuation to drive said
wmdow toward a predetermined position;

operator controlled actuation means effective only during
actuation to actuate the electric motor means;

further actuation means responsive to the actuation and
deactivation of the operator controlled actuation means to
lUffltaffl continuing actuation of the electric motor means
Mter said deactivation only if the duration of actuation of
the operator controlled actuation means is between first
and second pndetennined time periods; and

automatic deactivation means effective, when die window
fwchei dw predetermined position, to deactivate the
etecttic motor means and the farther actuation means,
whweby a single operator controlled actuator provides
operatorcwilrol fiw short and long window movements
or automatic window movement cmitrol, baaed on die
duration of operator actuation.

4«47M17
CONTROL ARRANGEMENT FOR A STATIC

OCmVERTER
M**J"""—> Wrnir^ Fed. Rep. orGenHniy, aiaigMir

t»SiMni AUMtMBMhdl, Mnich, Fed. Re^ oTGcnnaBy
-[ Fiii W, 19, MW, Ser. No. 515,in

JOt^^gmltf, appUotion Fed. Rep. of GcroMy, Ang. 13,

1m,CUQ0BB5/00
UAan8-329 3Cta|^
Lin a static converter for controlling aDC motor including

at least one diyristor valve group coupled to die motor, a
control set coupled to the diyristor valve group for controlling
the thynstor valve group, a current controller coupled to the
control set for generating a first signal, said first signal being
supplied to said control set, and a speed controUer adapted to
recave a signal representative of die speed of die motor for
generating a second signal, said second signal being supplied to

2"^ controBer, the improvement comprising pilot sig-a^mm adapted to receive a signal representative of die
speed of die motor, the pilot signal means ftoher being cou-
pled to receive Uie second signalfSrom die speed co«roIler and

4>47M18
WELL PUMP CONTROL SYSTEM

John W. Werner, 4710 59th St, Lrtboek, Tex. 79414
Filed JnL 14, 1902, Scr. No. 390,088

lat CL3 H02P 1/04
UAa318-«2 UCUdm.

mu.

ji.

^

G<_ -X
-S^.. 1<5-

'••1 >-i.\,'-*

9. A well pump comprising:

a stationary member,
a reciprocal member cyclically operable between a first

position and a second position;

a pivotally mounted rocking beam with a first end attaching
to said reciprocating member,

a counterbalanced crank attached to a second end of said
rocking beam;

an electric motor operably connected to said counterbal*
anced crank;

a first means for removing power from said electric motor at
a first selected intermediate point while said reciprocating
member is moving from said first position to said second
position; and

second means for applying power to said electric motor at a
second selected intermediate point while said reciprocat-
ing member is moving from said second poaition to said
first position whereby power is removed horn said elec-
trie motor for greater than halfofeach cycle ofsaid recip-
rocating member.
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M7M19
WINDSHIELD WIPER GCWTROL DEVICE

YoaUald FkkHn, Nagoya; TakiM KmhaiU, Akhi;

on to NippondaMO Co., Ltd„ Ivtya, iafm
FDed May 31, 1983, Scr. No. 499,409

Cfadon priority, appUcatkm Japo, May 31, 1982, 57-92646

IM. a' H02P 1/04, 7/00

U.S.a 318-444 8Claiw

digital input signal and an analog input signal and generates an

analog output signal that is a product including an algdvaic

sign of said digital input signal and said analog input signal, and

an adder having the respective analog output signals of said

two multiplier type digital-analog converters applied to its

inputs.

4,476«421

STEPPER MOTOR EXCITING CIRCUIT
Fi^jio MorigDcU, Kaaapwa, Japan, aaaigBor to F^i Xerox Co^

Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FOed Mar. 3, 1903, Ser. No. 471,611

ClalM priority, application Japan, Mar. 8, 1902, 57-35175

lat OJ H02K 29/04

U.S.a 318-696 9

1. A windshield wiper control device for use on a vehicle

having a compartment with a windshield and a windshield

wiper movable across the. windshidd, comprising:

(a) a li^t-emitting unit adapted to be mounted on the vehi-

cle outside of the compaitment for emitting a ray of elec-

tromagnetic radiation;

(b) a photodetector unit adapted to be mounted on the vehi-

cle within the cmnpartment and having a slit plate for

producing an image of a predetermined pattern with

bright and dark areasm response to exposure to said ray of

electromagnetic radiation through the windshield and an

array of photodetectors for sensing said bright and dark

areas of said image and generating signals indicative of

said bright and dark areas; and

(c) an arithmetic circuit arrangement for computing a con-

trast of the bright and dark areas based on said signals

from said photodetectors and controlling the speed and-

/or period of operation of the windshield wiper based on

said contrast.

4,476«420

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR SYNTHESIZING A
SINUSOIDAL POSITION SIGNAL HAVING A DESIRED

PHASE AND HIGH-RESOLUTION POSITIONING
SYSTEM MAKING USE OF THE CIRCUIT

ARRANGEMENT
Tenio Asakawa, NirasaU, Japan, assignor to Tetanee Co^ Ltd.,

FOed Not. 22, 1902, Scr. No. 443^71

daina priority, application Japa, No?. 26, 1901, 56-190389

M. CL^ G05B 1/01

VS. CL 310-600 13

1. A signal synthesizer circuit comprning two multiplier

type digital-analog converters, each of which is applied with a

1. An exciting circuit for a stepper motor having a plurality

of pairs of exciting coils, one of said pairs being provided for

each of a plurality of phases, comprising:

memory means for storing digital data representing a prede-

termined sequence of activation of said exciting coils;

means for activating said exciting coils in response to outputs

of said memory means;

counter means for addressing said memory means with a

count of a number of pulses of a clock signal applied to

said counter means; and

clock signal generating means for producing at least first and

second sequences of clock pulses in response to a speed

control signal, said first sequence of clock pulses contain-

ing only clock pulses at a frequency such that said stepper

motor can follow all corresponding changes in activation

of said exciting coils and said second sequence of clock

pulses containing at least some bursts of clock pulses at a

frequency suflicientiy high that said stepper motor cannot

follow the corresponding changes in activation of said

exciting coils.

4^76^422

SINGLE PHASE FOUR POLE/SIX POLE MOTOR
Herbert S. KiiachbnnB, AahefiDe, N.C^ aaaigDor to Wcating-

boose Electric Corpn Pittaborgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 11, 1903, Ser. No. 484,020

Int a^ H02P 7/48

VS.a 310-776 26 OafaH

1. A single phase alternating current electric motor compris-

ing:

a main stator winding wound to pass through a plurality of

uniformly spaced slots in a stator and including two identi-

cal coil groups each having three series connected coils

wherein all six coils are approximately equally spaced

around the motor periphery, corresponding coils in each

of said coil groups are spaced 180 mechanical degrees

apart and a first coil in each of said coil groups has a

number of turns which differs from the number of turns of

the other coils;
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two ooil groqM to form ax pdes
' tad

J
j

^1
—"—

-^

meut fior connectnif said two coil gronps to form four poles
for four pole motor operation, wherein one of said coil
groopa has a revened polarity with respect to its connec-
tion for six pde operation.

4|47M23
MOTOR CONTROL APPARATUS WITH MOTOR

STARTS PER TIME PERIOD LIMITER
CaoyT.MaDick, Jr^HnHOk^ad PiMla M. Mayaaid.
WnM.g,fchett ofP^,«rip,r,t,We,tintfKH»eBZS
Uff^ nitiMrgfe, Pa.

FM Apr. 20, ma, Sar. No. 4M,977
IM. CL' H02H 7/08

UAa3lt-«0 ,Ci„„

1. Motor control apparatus for limiting the starts of a motor
to G starts in J time, comprising:

contactor means for being actuated to start a motor;
microprocessor control means interconnected with said

contactor means for actuating said contactor means to
start said motor;

'^ "^^ "••^ interconnected with said microproces-
sor oontriri means for having stored therein said J time;

clock means connected in relationship with said micro-
proceasoi control means for measuring time between
starts of said motor,

second memory means with O-l seriaUy related locations set
aside therein for having stored therein in sequence by said
microprocessor means starting at a first of said G-1 loca-
tioos said time between successive actual starts of said
motor, said time in each memory location being indexed to
the nest location in sequence for O-l successive actual
motor starts until the Oth motor start is attempted in
^^i^ctae said microprocesaor control means compares
the aocumalated time in all G-1 memory locations with
said J time in said first memory means and allows said Oth
start to actuaUy take phwe only if said accumulated time
exceeds J time.

M7M24
VARIABLE SPEED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE

SYSTEM
CahMm Ptfoa Vcrdaa, GaUi; Mripor to Hm Gmctt

Corporatiei^LaaAagric8,CUif. ^^ —

*

FUad May 3, 1M2, Sar. No. 374375
IM. a^ HUP S/40

UAa318-832 7CW„

1. A variable speed motor drive system comprising:
a machine housing;

a main machine mounted within said machine housing, said
main machine including a main stator assembly and a main
rotor assembly;

a main inverted connected to said main stator assembly for
supply electric current at a constant voltage level thereto;

supply means connected to said main inverter fbr supplying
a substantially cmistant dc voltage thereto;

an auxiliary machine mounted within said machine housing,
said auxiliary machine including an auxiliary stator assem-
bly and an auxiliary rotor assembly, said auxiliary rotor
assembly being connected to said main rotor assembly to
permit electric current to flow therd)etween;

an auxiliary inverter connected to said auxiliary stator for
supplying electric current at a variable voltage level
thereto, whereby an electric current is induced in said
auxiliary rotor, said induced current flowing from said
auxiliary rotor assembly to said main rotor assembly to
produce a voltage for line-commutating said main in-
verter; and

means for controlling the speed of said motor drive system
by simultaneously varying the frequency of operation of
said main inverter, the frequency of operation of said
auxihary inverter, and the voltage level of said auxiliary
inverter while maintaining the voltage level of said main
inverter at a constant level.

M7M25
BATTERY CHARGER

Alan Chemotaky, 36 Lake Shore Dr., Rockaway, NJ. 0786C
ami Richard Srti, 30 Cedar La., Smmsomi. NJ. 07876

FOed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 406,113
lat a.} H02J 7/04

U.S.a32fr-39 30aataa

^?S2^
u e4» e«u«ti.

...

**1

TJ

tea

3»

1. A battery charger for charging a battery from a primary
power source having a high, neutral and ground line and hav-
ing between the first and the bitter two lines a peak voltage
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exceeding the maximum battery voltage independently pro-

ducible by said battery, comprising:

output terminals adapted for connection to said battery;

switeh means for periodically coupling said primary power

source to said output terminals to raise its volta^ above

said maximum battery voltage; and

safety means coupled to said power source and operable to

disable said switoh means and prevent charging in re-

sponse to the magnitude of voltajge between said ground

and neutral line exceeding a predetermined safety limit.

4,476,426

ONE-TERMINAL TYPE LEVEL CONTROL CIRCUIT
Satom Klahimoto; Masaham Atsoid, both of Kakogawa, and

YoaUaU Saao, KawaaaU, aU of Japm, aad^ors to Fqiltsn

Ten Liadted, Kobe and FUitaa United, KawaaaU, both of.

FOed Jna. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 38M33
Clafans priority, appUcitioB Japan, Jan. 5, 1981, 5646450

Int a^ H02H 9/04

VJS. a. 323-226 7 Chdna

CONT CPfflMLaED

\ rEQUIPMENT

m

output current is larger than a predetermined value, said

first detection signal disappearing before the next pulse is

applied to said output switohing element;

a second means coupled between said pulse producing

means and said output switoh element for operatively

interrupting the application of said pulse to said output

switohing element;

a third means for applying said first detection signal to said

second means to enable said second means every time said

first detection signal is generated;

H--1

a fourth means for generating a second detection signal

when the rate of occurrence of said first detection signal

exceeds a predetermined rate, and for thereafter continu-

ing to generate said second detection signal irrespective of

said pulse;

a fifth means for applying said second detection signal to said

second means to stop the application of said pulse to said

output switohing element; and

a sixth means for resetting said fourth means to terminate

said second detection signal.

1. A one-terminal type level control circuit operatively

connected to an input circuit having a signal input terminal,

said one-terminal type level control circuit including a signal

source circuit supplying a signal to the signal input terminal of

the input circuit and including a resistor operatively connected

between the signal source circuit and the signal input terminal,

the signal source circuit operatively connectable to a first

power source, for receiving a first operating voltage, and the

input circuit operatively connectable to a second power

source, for receiving a second operating voltage, said one

terminal type level control circuit comprising:

an input terminal operatively connected to the signal input

terminal; and

constant current source means, operatively connected to

said input terminal, for provicUng a constant current char-

acteristic varying in accordance with the value of the first

operating voltage so that said one-terminal type level

control circuit maintains the voltage at the signal input

terminal of the mput circuit within a predetermmed volt-

age range.

4,476,427

PULSE SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUIT HAVING A
PROTECnON CIRCUIT AGAINST OVER-CURRENT

BREAKDOWN
Takaahi Kaneko, and MaaasU Shoji, both of Tokyo, Japan,

aiaigBora to Nippon Elcetric Compaqr Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,754

ClaliM priority, appUcatkM Japan, Jon. 24, 1981, 56-98018

tat OJ G05F 1/10

VS. CL 323-234 13 Claims

1. A pulse signal producing circuit comprising:

a means for producing a pulse;

an output switohing element applied with said pulse and

producing an output current in response to said dpphed

pulse;

a first means for generating a first detection signal when said

4,476,428

POWER SUPPLY DEVICE
Tcrao Iwasawa, and Hitoari ToJOd, both of Tokyo, Japn, at-

signon to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 404,379, Aug. 2, 1982, abandoned,

which is a eoatiantion of Ser. No. 273,427, Jn. 15, 1981,

abandoned. lUa application Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 505,117

CUdns priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jan. 16, 1980, 5543811[U]

tat a^ G05F 3/20

VS, CL 323-314 3

<te ^ ^ ^ /^l^ Om Otr Ow ^

1. In a power supply device having a reference voltage

generator circuit for generating an output therefrom in re-

sponse to a reference voltage, the improvement comprising a

constant-current circuit for generating a constant current to

obtain the reference voltage, a starting circuit for supplying a

starting current to the constant<urrent circuit and for branch-

ing a part of the starting current, and an electronic switoh for

shunting the starting current so as to turn the constant-current

circuk OFF, said starting circuit and said constant-current

circuit having active elements and passive resistive dements,

said switoh having only active elements and being connected

only to active elements of said constant-current circuit and said

starting circuit.
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M7M29
HIGH VOLTAGE BUBBLE MEMORY PULSE

GENEBATOR OUTPUT STAGE
InAUhr, TMpe; Rokwt N. DatMO, M«m, «>d Robert B.
DifiH, Toipt, all of Aril., MrigMin to Motorola, lac,

FDad Aag. 27, 1912, Ser. No. 412,070
lat. a^ GOSF 5/00

U.S.a 323-299 H

1. A monolithic integrated circuit for receiving a high volt-
age and generating therefrom a substantially lower voluge at
a node, comprising:

first means for generating a reference voltage; and
at least one voltage level shifting stage including an output

transiMor having a collector coupled to said high voltage,
an emitter coupled to said node, and having a base, said
output transistor for acting as a BVeto level shifter when

,
the coUector-emitter voltage reaches BVeto where BVceo
is the transistor's collector-emitter breakdown voltage
with an open base, and for providing a predetermined
level shift subMantiaUy less than B\cm>when the collector-
emitter voltage falls to said predetermined level, and for
operating in its active region when its coUector-emitter
voltage is between BVeto and said predetermined level.

4^74,430
NOHKX)NTACrSENSOR FOR DETERMINING MOVING

PLAT STEEL OTRIP SHAPE PROFILE
WaiiS. WHi^ 4134 StoMUy Dr., FUrflaU, Ohio 45014; John

T. VoiaiM, 7027 Dalewood Dr„ MMdletowa, Ohio 45042, aodQan S. Happi, 4492 CoocUight Way, West Cheater, Ohio

Fllad Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 345,791
bt a' GOIR 27/26

VS. CL 324-41 R

tioned m spaced parallei relationship with a major snrfhoe
of the strip;

an electricany conducting shield pUte having a geneiaUy
planar undersurface and a central opening conf^ured to
nestingly accept said active plate such that said active and
shield phte surfaces are substantially cq>lanar;

means for electrically isolating said active and sUeld plates;
an oscUlator producing a high frequency output signal con-

nected to said shield plate for impressing said signal on
said shield plate;

a differential amplifier having a first differential input electri-
cally connected to saidactive pUite and a second differen-
tial iiq>Dt electrically connected to said osdllatOT output
and said shidd plate; and

means for sttbtivcting die output signals fhm said amplifier
and said oscillator to diminate oonumm signals between
said shield and active plates and produce an electrical
output signal representative of the capacitance between
said active plate and the major surfiKe of the strip.

4,474,431
SHIFT REGISTER LATCH CIRCUIT MEANS

CONTAINED IN LSI aRCUTTRY CONFORMING TO
LEVEL SENSITIVE SCAN DESIGN (LSSD) RULES AND
TECHNIQUES AND UTILIZED AT LEAST IN PART FOR

CHECK AND TEST PURPOSES
Arnold Blum, GecUagea, Fed. Rep. of Gcmuy, aaafgaor to

International Bashwas MacMaaa Corpatrtea, Annonk. N.Y.
Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 244,995

Claims priority, applieatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay, Aag. 7.
1980, 3029883 ^ *

lat CL3 GOIR 15/12: H03K 3/284
VJS. CL 324—73 R 5

0^

^^^t^^"-^
-w

I *ff^
—

1. A noo-contact sensor for measuring changes in capaci-
tance between the sensor and a major surfiKe of a moving
electrically conducting strip of indefinite length comprising:
a oentially kicated electrically conducting active plate hav-

ing a generally phmar undenurface configured to be posi-

1. In a functional logic unit for performing at least one
logical function, said functional logic unit includmg shift regis-
ter latch circuit means, said shift register latch circuit means
comprising:

m master bitch circuits, each master latch circuit having an
input and an output, where m is a positive integer;

said m master hitch circuits being interconnected into k
groups of master latch circuits;

n skve latch circuits, each slave latch circuit havmg an mput
and an output, where n is a podtive integer and m=kn;
and

controllable circuit means interconnecting each of said k
groups of master ktch circuits with said n slave latch
circuits for forming any one of k shift registen at a given
instant in time, and wherein each one of said k shift regis-
ters includes a distinct one of said k groups ofmaster latch
circuits interconnected with said n slave ktch circuits,

each one of said k shift registers having n shift register
stages, an input, and an output and where each of said n
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shift register stages is a shift register hitch consisting of a

master latch oircuit and one of said n slave httch circuits.

4,474,432

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Da?ld H. Ol80% Hlllsboro, Orcg^ aasfgaor to Tektronix, Inc.,

Baafcrtoa, Orcg.

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,742

brt. a^ GOIR yj/^a* hou 29/52

U.S. a. 324-121 R 7

1. A waveform measureasent system, comprising:

input means for selectively receiving and storing a tinae-

varying electrical signal and a ground reference potential;

means for providing a waveform display of said signal;

means for selecting a time point along said waveform, an

instantaneous voluge value being associated with said

time point;

means for calcuhiting the voltage difference between said

instantaneous voltage value and said stored ground refer-

ence potential; and

means for providing a readout dtq>lay oH said voltage differ-

ence.

said pni within said cavity while slideably retained

within said top plate bores;

a Upered sharp point on said second end for contacting

said circuit board node points and inspection points

when urged thereupon;

said probe pins

slideably penetrating said top plate bores with said first

end exposed on one side and the second end exposed on

the other for engagement of said ciicoit board points;

(e) a resilient pad disposed within said body cavity contigu-

ous with the first end of said probe pins providing canpli-

ance of said circuit board points when cooipressibly urged

upon the exposed second end of said pins being individu-

ally under the influence of said pad in an oidependent

manner compressibly forcing each pin into autonomous

compliance;

(f) a plurality of signal wires having an electrical insulated

envelope with one end attached through said hole in the

first end of said probe pin and being disposed within said

body cavity for extending the electrical conductivity

therefrom; and,

(g) connector means attached to an external surface of said

body having the other end of said signal wires affixed

thereto for extending the electrical conductivity from said

circuit board through said pins providing means to test

node points and inspection pomts of said circuit board.

4,474,434

NON-DESlRUCnVE TESTING METHOD AND
APPARATUS UTILIZING PHASE MULTIPUCATION

HOLOGRAPHY
H. Dale CoIUm, Rkhlaad; James M. Prince, Keucwtek, and

IVmum J. Davis, RkUaml, aU of Wash., aarignon to Hw
United States of America as r^rcaented by the United States

D^artBMat of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,431

. lot a' GOIR JJ//Z- GOIN 27/72

U.S.a324-233 8Clata»

ELECTRONIC TEST FIXTURE
John K. Logan, 24527 Sflrer Spar Rd., Rancho Pahw Vcrdca,

Odif. 90274

FDad Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,339

Int a» GOIR 7/05

U&a 324-158 P 4<

1. A microelectronic circuit board node point and inspection

pomt continuity testing fixture compriang:

(a) a body having a cavity located therein;

'. <b) a top pl^e having a plurality oi bwes clustered m geo-

metrical array direcdy ali^tied with said cavity and juxU-

positioned with said body;

(c) attitthing means to fasten said top plate to said body for

unitary containment therewith;

(d) a plurality of probe pms having a hole therethrough on

the first end;

a sdid cylindrical body having a first and second end;

a shoulder on said first end having a larger diameter than

the second and a flat terminating surface for cultivating

"-*«*»«»

U=r -^*'
i/i»'

SI]-*' ^V.

v.„... MTITT nii'Tr **)

4. A non-destructive testing apparatus for identifying mter-

nal structural characteristics of an object, comprising:

scanning means for penetrating 4e object by waveform

radiation ftom an excitation signal of constant frequency

and for generatmg an output signal of constant frequency

which varies in phase value as a function of the internal

structural characteristics of the object encountered by the

radiation;

phase multipUer means for multiplying the frequency and

phase values of the output signal by a preselected number;

reference means operatively connected to said scanning

means for producing a reference excitetioo signal by mul-

tiplying the constant frtqaeacy of said scanning means by

said presdected number;

means for detecting phase difTerences between the multi-

plied output signal and the reference excitation signal;

pkitting means for producing a two dimensional fringe pat-

tern of internal structural characteristics of the object by re-

cording a scanned plot of the object as a function of detected

phase differoices between the multiplied output signal and the

reference excitation signal; and

means for reconstructing the fiinge pattern by holographic
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techniques to produce a visual image of the internal struc-
tural characteristics of the object.

4^47^,435
DIGITAL DEMODULATION OF FREQUENCY

MODULATED SIGNALS

, . j
**^ Nw Htfw; Kilkn SImmI, FairflcM, and

Bpfewatf P.Arawal, Shdlon, all ofOmul, aasigMmto Inter-
ntloMi Tdaphow a^ Tdcgrapk Corporatkw. New York,
N.Y.

FIM Mar. 22, 1M2, Scr. No. 3«),735
IM. a^ H03D i/00: H03K 9m

U.S.a32»-M Mdalms

<!&'
'OS

1. A digital frequency modulation (FM) demodulator to
convert an analog FM jignal having a carrier signal compo-
nratand an analog modulation signal component to a digital
representation of said modulation signal component compris-
ing:

fint means responsive to said FM singal and a delayed ver-
sion thereof to produce a pulse duration modulated
(PDM) signal proportional to said modulation signal com-
ponent; and

second means coupled to said first means responsive to said
PDM signal to produce a digital signal representative of
said modulation signal component.

4^7M36
POWER AMPLIFIER

AUo KoliuBl, F^nabaaU, and HIroahi Yanagiay, Tokyo, both
of Japaa, aari^on to Soqr Corporatkw, Tokyo, Jaaan

PCT No. PCr/JP«l/00188, § 371 Date Apr. 2«, 1982, § 102(e)
DMa Apr. 26, 1M2, per Pub. No. WO82/00739, PCT Pub.
Date Mar. 4, 1M2

PCTFOad Aag. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 373,507
I Prtortty, appUcatkM Japam Aog. 27, 1900, 55.118200

lM.a3H03Fi/i«7
UAa33Q-10

jCtafaw

1. A power amplifier having means for generating a pulse
width modulation signal proportional to the amplitude of an
input signal comprising, in combination;
a pair of level shifting means, means supplying said input

signal to each ofsaid level shifting means, a pair of switch-
mg means connected individually to said level shifting
means for switohing output sipials from said pair of level
shifting means in response to said pulse width modulation
signal,

adding means connected to said switohing means for adding
output signals firem said switohing means, wherein the
pulse width modulation signal is amplitude>modulated in
accordance with the level of the input signal,

and a power ampUfying stage connected to receive the
output of said adding means.

'

4,47«,437
SYSTEM FOR DETECTING ABNORMAL CONDHION
OF HIGH FREQUENCY OUTPUT SIGNAL IN TR

POWER LEVEL
YnUaari F^Jiwara, MBaaaUannyaau^ Japu, anignor to HIta-

cbJ De«bl Kabuahfld Eahha. ToSo,Spi^^
Filed Mar. 15, 1982. Scr. No. 358,439

Claims priority, applicMkm Japu, Mar. 28, 1981, 56-39050
bt a> H03G 3/20

UAa33a-138
2Claliiia

OOUPUW
CMCWT

•i.

9o

-Cr^
1. A system for detecting an abnormal condition of a high

frequency output signal in its power level, comprising:
variable gain power amplifier means receiving a high fre-
quency input signal to produce an amplified high fre-
quency output signal therefrom;

negative feedback control loop means connected to said
power amplifier means and for automatically setting the
power level ofsaid amplified high ftvquency output signal
to a desired one of a plurality of predetermined power
levels, said negative feedback control loop means includ-
ing variable attenuator means connected to an output of
said power amplifier means and for attenuating the level
of a high frequency output signal from said amplifier
means with a variable attenuation fiutor, means for select-
ing one of a plurality of attenuation signals respectively
corresponding to said plurality of predetermined power
levels such that said selected attenuation signal corre-
sponds to said desired power level and for applying said
selected attenuation signal to said attenuator means so that
the attenuation factor is set correspondingly to said se-
lected attenuation signal, detector means for converting
an output signal of said attenuator means into a DC signal,
and first comparing means for comparing said DC signal
with a first predetermined reference signal to produce a
difference signal, tiie gain of said power amplifier means
being controlled by said difTerence signal, said variable
attenuation factor being chosen such that said DC signal is

constant in its magnitiide so far as the power level of said
amplified high frequency output signal is maintained at a
set value regardless of which one is selected from said
plurality of predetermined power levels; and

judging means including second comparing means for com-
paring said E>C signal with a second predetermined refer-
ence signal, and output terminal means connected to the
output of said second comparing means to produce an
abnormality signal corresponding to a difference signal of
said second comparing means.

4,47M38
MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT INCLUDING AMPLIFIER WITH

DRIFT COMPENSATION ORCUTr
CMatlaa Caatoo, Gonba-la-Ville, Fhucc, Mri^or to U.S. PtaU*

ipa CorporatloB, New York, N.Y.
Filed Oct 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315,845

Claims priority, appUeatkM Franee, No?. 3, 1980, 80 23468
Iirt. a^ H03F 1/26, 1/34

MS. a. 330-149 11 ctatag
1. A compensated multiplier stage comprising a multiplier

circuit having a first input for receiving an electric si^
comprising an intermittent useful signal V{/ and a spurious
component V^ and a second input for receiving a quantized
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signal \Qi which varies cyclically and in steps with the index

i of the signal Vqi varying from 1 to N, an amplifier having an

output and first and second inputs of opposite sign, said multi-

plier circuit having an output supplying the product signal \Qi
(V(/-h V/>) to the first input of the amplifier, a negative feed-

back circuit coupled between the amplifier output and the

second input of the amplifier, said negative feedback circuit

comprising; a comparator having an input coupled to the

output of the amplifier for comparing the spurious component

V^with a reference signal at recurrent time intervals when the

useful signal V{/ is absent, a counter having first and second

inputs coupled to an output of the ccmiparator and to a clock

circuit, respectively, said counter incrementing or decrement-

ing its count depending on the polarity of the comparator

4,47M4»
CROSS COUPLED AMPLIFIER

Robert M. BcBBctt, Jr^ Ham Lake, Mhn.,

troBk, lac, MlnacapoUa, Min.
FDad Sep. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 305,996

lat a^ H03F 3/45. 1/38

VS.a 330-260

to Med-

i
o'ttlT O

^ '^h,^^
^^0 IK y^

'^^' l~^

output signal and in synchronism with the clock circuit signals

during said recurrent time intervals, a memory having N mem-

ory locations, means coupling the memory between an output

of the counter and an input of a digital-to-analog converter, the

memory storing, for each value of the index i and as a function

of the value of the output signal of the comparator, the digital

value of the feedback signal associated with said index value,

the memory retaining said digital value at least until a new

comparison is made for the same value of the cyclically vary-

ing index i, means connecting an output of the memory to a

third input of the counter, and means coupling an output of the

digital-to-analog converter to the second input of the amplifier

to supply thereto an analog negative feedback signal deter-

mined by said spurious component V^^

M7M39
LEVEL SHIFTING CIRCUIT

Relsoke Sato, Saitaau^ Jivaa, aarigaor to Pkmecr ElcctroBic

CorporatloB, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 26, 1981, Scr. No. 266,785

Clalns priority, appUcatk* Japan, May 26, 1980, 55-69794

Lrt. CL' H83F 3/45: H83G 3/18

U.S.a 330-254 9ClalaM

VI*

1. A level shifting circuit, consisting ofan operational ampli-

fier; a feedback dement provided between an inverting input

of said operational ampUfier and an output thereof; and a con-

stant current source, an output of said constant current source

being connected only to said inverting input ofsaid operatfcmal

ami^ffier, a signal to be level shifted being appHed only to a

noninverting input of said operational amplifier.

1. An improved differential amplifier comprising:

two Darlington transistor pairs;

a constant current circuit and means for connecting it with

said Darlington transistor pairs to form a differential am-

plifier with the two Darlington pairs forming the opposite

sides of said amplifier; and

cross-coupling transistors and means for connecting said

cross-coupling transistors between the opposite sides of

said amplifier to provide complementary positive feed-

back of gain less than one between said sides and to cause

said differential amplifier to have a negative input impe-

dance.

4,476,441

PUSH-PULL POWER AMPUFIER
ZdzUmr GdaynsU, RoacahciMrstr. 30, 8 Maaieh 80, Fed.

Rep. of GcTMay
Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330^102

ClaiBi priority, appUcatloa Fed. Rep. of Cimaay, Dae 23,

1980,3048648

lat CL^ H03F 3/26

VS.a 330-262 8 dafaaa
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1. A reguhtor for a power amplifier with push-pull output

stage, mcluding output transistors, said regulator comprising

sampling means cascaded with said output transistors for sam-

pling their quiescent current, at least two comparators with

inputs connected to said sampling means for sampling quies-

cent current dependent voltage drops across said inputs, means

for supplying reference voluges to said comparators in order

to predetermine the voltages at which said voluge drops are

sampled, and digital storage means coupled to outputt of said

comparators for providing at least one corrective digital signal

to analog storage means connection to outputs of said digital

storage means, said storage means providing at least one cor-

rective analog signal to said output stage with which analog

signal the desired value of quiescent current can be corrected.
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M7M42
AMPLIFlElt WITH PMTOimON CANCELLATION

GflkU Sdn KabvUld KaU^ Jap«
FIM Mv. 34, IftXte. No. 361^03

.:f •
(i r-'M7M43

TRANSKrOR ORCUIT '

HtantU Gmiii, Knnmra, Jiwn, an^wr to Tokyo ShOnn

Chtat priority. appUeatai Jip.. Apr.i"Iwi, 56.50070; Clid>» pri«5S* UScLlTfJS:JJi^'Vi, .^,«
S6.50074; Apr. 3, 1981, 56-50075

lit ai H03F 1/26, 3/26
UjS.a 330-365

U.S.a 330-288

lOClainf " '' ""-••>[ '

.aqi..
UCIafan

eoQi*

«B

Vie

li:i(.

;fT:<

1. Ad afflpUfler comprising:

a fint input terminal to which a fim input signal to be ampli-
fied is applied;

..a fint output terminal from which an amplified first output
signal is derived;

amplification means having a second input terminal and a
second output terminal for amplifying a second input
signal appearing at said second input terminal and produc-
ing at said second output fenkiinal an amplified second
output rigaai therefron. said amplified second output
signal befaig fed to said first dotput terminal; ' " "'•» ; "

distortion detection means for detecting, in aocoitlafice with
.

^
said second input signal and said amplified second output
signal, (fistoftion generated in said amplification meuis
and producing a third output signal therefrom; and

addition means connected between said first input terminal
uid said second input terminal for adding said third output
signal to said first input signal in order to feed the resultant
added signal, which is said second input signal, to said
•econd input terminal of said amplification means; in
which

said dittortiondetection means oompriaes a distortion detec-
tion section and an amplification section,

said distortion detection section comprising first and second
resistor means connected in series with each other be-
tween said second input terminal and said first output
terminal, and third resistor means connected between said
second output terminal and said first output terminal,
whereia a path of said amplificatioa means between said
second input and output terminals and said first, second
and third icnstor raeana constitutes a bridge circuit,

•aid anylification section receiving a fint signal c(Mnponent
which varies non-linearly in accordance with the second

A input signal and appean at the connection point of said
third resistor means and said second output terminal, and
a second signal craiponent which varies linearly in acoor-

.; dance with the second input signal and appean at the
' '"""f^P*"* of said fii«t and second resistor means,

...:, and daqroninating said first signal oompoaent from said
^' •*""** '*°'* component to produce only a dartortion

component ofsaid second output signal as the third output

1. A transistor circuit comprising: '"

a signal input;

a first current mirror circuit including a first transistor hav-
ing a base coupled to said signal input, a collector coupled
to a power source and an emitter, a first PN junction
having a first terminal coupled to the base of said first

transistor, the conductivity type of the first terminal of the
fint PN junction being the same as that of the transistor
base, and a fint resistor having a resistance greater than
zero (short circuit) and less than infinity (open circuit)
coupling a second terminal of said first diode to said emit*
terof said first transistoi^

. ".:)! j ,;),,). r

a second current mirror circuit including a s&ond tramistor
having a base coupled to said emitter ofsaid first transistor
so as to bein Darlington circuit configuration therewith,
a collector coupled to a powier source and an emitter,

«

second PN junction having a first terminal coupled to the
base of said second transistor, the conductivity type of the
fint terminal of the second PN junction being the same as
that of the second transistor base, and a second resistor
having a resistance greater than zero (short circuit) and
less than infinity (open circuit) coupling a second terminal
of said second PN junction to said emitter of said second
transistor, and

a signal output coujrfed to said emitter (rfsaid second transis*
tor. ...'.t.. ,K,^.ff. J'

•> v.a,-

.; .>;;;•. vi.-jn

'x^y

iv '••
/ 4,476/144 ^ .-r.

POWER AMPLIFIERjCIRCUIT
S«eaU Ishii, Tokyo. Japan, aaaignor to Pisnui EleetroBic

CorporatioB, Tokyo. Japan
Filed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,659

ClainH priority. applicatloB JapM, May 6, 1981, 56-67953
Int a.3 H03F 3/30

UA Ct 330-297 u ctaiag
1. A power amplifier circuit comprising:
a cIms a power amplifier (1) having a pair of output ampli-

fying devices (Qi, (J2) reqxmsive to an input for driving a
load (Rl). said output amplifying devices having power
supply terminals (a, b);

a power supply (Eo) connected between said power supply
terminals for producing a voltage; and

a class B power anqiiifier (2) drivable by said input and
having a pair of push-pull oonneeted output amplifying
devices (Q3, Q4) and including respective outputs ooih
aected to said power su|:q>ly terminals, reqNNrtively. and a
pair of amplifying devices (Q$. Qe) for driving said push-
pull connected output amplifying devices, said amplifying
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devices having fint controlled electrodes for driving said

push-pull connected output amplifying devices, and sec- IMPEDANCE MATCHING NETWORK FOR FIELD
EFFECT TRANSISTOR

Ronald E. Blight, Fiawia^aw, Maafc. aaajfar to Raytheou

Contiaaitiau of Ser. No. 298378, A« 25, 198L
Uto appikatiea Aug. 12, 1983, Sar. No. 522,552

lirt. O? HOIP 5/00

U.S.a 333-32 4

ond controlled electrodes directly connected to a com-

mon potential point.

4(476,445

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR RAPID AND
ACCURATE FREQUENCY SYNTONIZATION OF AN

ATOMIC CLOCK
Williaas J. Riley, Jr., Hamfltou, MaHn aaalpior to EG*G, lacn

WeDcaley, MaM.
Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,300

IM. a> H03L 7/26

U.S.a 331-3 18 CUbm

-1>

%<

nrrv

"^"s^

L A method fiE>r syntonmng the frequency of a passive

atcmiic resonator ofan atomic clock with respect to a reference

frequency established by a reference signal, the atomic ck)ck

including input means for supplying a variiA>le firequency inter-

TOgation signal to said resonator, output means for providing

an error signal indicative of the difTerenee between tte fire-

quency of said variable inferrogatidn signtf and the frequency

of said resonator which ehor signal may be used to control the

firequency of said variable interrogatkm signal, and adjustment

means for selectively altering the frequency of sakl r^cmator.

said method comprising the steps of:

'

a. replacing said variable frequency interrogation signal with

a reference interrogatitm rignal having said reference

frequency; and

b. adjusting the frequency of said resonator by using said

error signal to control operation ofsaid adjustment means.

1. An impedance matching network comprising:

a support havmg an alignment opening therein;

a fidd effiect transistor disposed on a surface of the support;

a resistor disposed on said surface of the support and coupled

in shunt with a pair of electrodes in the field effect transis-

tor,

a microwave transmission Une; and

an inductor comprising a length of a wire coiled about a

region, the coiled portion of the wire aligned over the

alignment opening, and having a pair of ends disposed

over the surfiKe, a first end electrically coupled to a first

one of the electrodes of the pair of electrodes of the field

effect transistor and having a second end electrically

coupled to the microwave transmission line.

4^76.447

ADJUSTABLE IHRECIIONAL COUPLER AND POWER
DETECTOR UTILIZING SAME

John K. Lanehaer, Tca^t. Aria., Mrigwir to Motorola, lac
DL

FUad Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,092

laL Ck? HOIP 5/04

MS. CL 333-111 18

'

1. An adjustable directional coupler comprising:
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fint tniimiarion line oomprinig a first transmission line
conductor and groonding means;

a second transmiMton line comprising a vecond transmission
line conductor and grounding means, a coupling portion
of said second transmission line conductor being juxu-
poaed with said first transmission line conductor, bemg
pivotally mounted with respect thereto and being adapted
to vary a couphng distance therebetween with a pivotal
motion; and

turntable means adjacent said first transmission line conduc-
tor for carrying said second transmission line conductor.

M7M48
SWITCHED CAPACITOR HIGH-PASS FILTER

VaOtko R. Snrt, Sprfog Lake Haighta, NJ^ assignor to ATAT
BcU Laborttoriaa, Mnray Hill, NJ.

FIM Sap. 2, I9t2, Ser. No. 414,012
Int. CU H03H 19/Oa 7/4S

U.S.a 333-173 ^Ctataa

stator, a one-piece rotor member comprised of magnetic mate-
rial havmg a portion located adjacent a bore of said stator that
IS magnetired to form a multipole permanent magnet rotor for
the stepper motor, means for rotatably supporting said rotor
an actuator arm formed of magnetic material pivoted to said
rotor member which can be positioned by said stepper motor
to a position to operate a control device when the arm is piv-
oted away from said rotor member, said rotor member having
a magnetized area that operates as a permanent magnet to
attract said arm to said magnetized area, and an electromagnet
for attracting said actuator arm away from said magnetized
area and into engagement with a control device to operate the
same.

4,47M30
ELECIROMAGNEnC SOLENOID RELAY

Samuel J. Brown, Sorth Lyoo, Mkhn aalBior to Eiaex Gronn.
lacn Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Oct 22, 1982, Ser. No. 436,145
latCLiHOlH 51/06. 1/12

U.S. a. 335-196
5ctalns

1- A switched capacitor filter, comprising:
a first capacitor for receiving an input at one side;
a buffer amplifier means having an input port and an output

port;

a first toggle switch means responsive to a switching pulse
train to connect said input port alternately to a reference
potential and to the other side of said first capacitor;

a second capacitor connected at one »de to said buffer
output port; and

a second toggle switch means responsive to a second switch-
ing pdae train to connect the other side of said second
capacitor alternately to a reference potential and to an
output terminal.

4,476,449
SWITCH ACTUATOR FOR A REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
RoMid N. Gray, tad RomU G. Darla, both of Andcfwn, lad.,
Mrifaon to GaMnl MotMt CaiVMVtiaa, Dairoit, Mich.

FHad Apr. 4, 1913, Sar. No. 491,791
bt CL) H91H 9/00

U.S.a 335-131 4CUm

1. An actuator for selectively operating a plurality of cir-
cumferentially spaced control devices located substantially in a
circular amy oonqvising, an electric stepper motor having a

1. An electomagnetic solenoid relay of the type comprising:
a base of insulation material;

a coil bobbm mounted on said base and having a bore extend-
ing axially therethrough;

an electrically energizable coil wound on said bobbin;
a plunger armature guided in the bore of said bobbin for end-

wise reciprocatory motira between an at-rest position and
an actuated positioo upon the energizaticm and deenergiza-
tion of said coil;

a first contact secured to an end of said armature;
ferromagnetic circuit means embracing said coU bobbin for

attraction of said armature to its actuated position in re-
sponse to the energization of said coil;

electrical terminal means;
a second contact electrically connected to said terminal means

for engagement by said first contact upon movement of said
armature to one of its said at-rest and actuated podtiona; and

a resilient quring for urging said armature to its at-rest poaition,
said electromagnetic solenoid riday being further character-
ized by:

said terminal means including discrete terminals, said second
contact being electricany connected to a said terminal,
each said terminal includhig a plate portion and an integral
blade portion extending transvenely firom said phrte por-
tion, said termhial plate portion ofa plurality ofsaid termi-
nals being arranged in stackied relatkmship with one an-
other substantially parallel to and bebig supported by said
base, said stacked relationship "«ctwlmg terminal plate
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portions in at least three successive layers, said terminals

being electrically insulated from one another and the

respective said terminal blade portions extending through

said base and externally of said relay, said terminals in-

cluding first, second, third and fourth terminals each

having a respective said plate portion in one ofsaid at least

three successive layers of plate portions, said resQient

spring being electrically connected to said armature and

to said first terminal, said second contact being electrically

connected to said second terminal, a third contact secured

to the other end of said armature and a fourth contact

eletrically connected to said third terminal for engage-

ment by said third contact upon movement of said arma-

ture to the other ofsaid at-rest and activated positions, and

farther including a second said bobbin mounted on said

base, a second said coil wound on said second bobbin, a

second said plunger armature guided in the bore of said

second bobfadn, second ferromagnetic circuit means em-

bracing said second coil bobbin, a second said resilient

spring for urging said second armature to its at-rest posi-

tion, said second resiUent spring being electrically con-

nected to said second armature and to said fourth terminal,

a fifth contact secured to an end of said second armature,

a sixth contact electrically connected to said second termi-

nal for engagement by said fifth contact upon movement

of said second armature to one of its said at-rest and actu-

ated positions, a seventh contact secured to the other end

of said second armature, and an eigth contact electrically

connected to said third terminal for engagement by said

seventh contact upon movement of said second armature

to the other of its said at-rest and actuated positions,

whereby there is provided a double-pole, double-throw

relay for dynamic breaking.

of said flanged member is coated with a thin film made of

feeble or non-magnetic and wear-resistant material.

4,476,451

SOLENOID ACTUATOR
ScW Koa«i, IwatnU, Japtt, iMfprar to Shoketaa Ktazokn

Kogyo KabosUU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

CoBtinB8tioB-tai-part of Ser. No. 336,185, Dec 31, 1981,

abandoned. lUs appUcatkm May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,655

Claims priority, ap^ication Japan, Jan. 9, 1981, 56-2158[U]

Int. CLi HOIF 7/08

UJS. CL 335—262 8 Claims

4,476,452

MOTOR PROTECTOR
John R. D'EntrcaMMrt, Faboro, Maaa.,

atniBMnts Incorporated, Dallaa, Tcs.

FOad Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,826

lat a.) HOIH 61/02

VS.a 337—102

to TciaB la-

8Claims

1. A thermally responsive electrical circuit protector com-

prising an electrically and thermally conductive housing hav-

faig a bottom wall and upstanding side walls with an open top,

the side walls having free ends formed into a ledge portion, a

lid disposed on the ledge portion with an electrically insnlative

gasket interposed therebetween to electrically separate the

housing from the lid, means to clampingly attach the lid to the

housing, heat responsive electrical switch means disposed in

the housing adq>ted to electrically connect and disconnect the

housing and the lid upon the occurrence of selected thermal

conditions characterized in that the lid comprises first and

second spaced, discrete portions, the first portion mounts a

portion of the switch means and the second portion is farmed

with an elongated portion extending beyond housing to serve

as a terminal and a heater element is provided having two

opposite ends, one end electrically and mechanically con-

nected to the first portion and the other end electrically and

mechanically connected to the second portion.

4,476,453

TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE SWITCH
Walter Htdlweck, Nnreabcri, Fed. Rep. of Gcrasany,

to Thcrmoatat- nad SchaHgerltebaB GmbH A Co., Bad Kia-

siagen. Fed. Rep. at Gcmany
Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,637

Clahas priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, FA. 10,

1982,3204638

lat a^ HOIH 37/26

U.S.a 337-361 13

1. A solenoid actuator comprising a non-magnetic reel-

shaped bobbin wound therearound with an energizing coil, a

magnetic frame disposed to the outside of said bobbin for

forming magnetic flux paths, a magnetic flanged member hav-

ing a cyUndrical portion and a flanged portion with the cylin-

drical portion inserted into the central aperture in said bobbin

for reinforcing the bobbin structure and reducing the magnetic

resistance and a pair of cores inserted directly into the central

aperture in said bobbin that exert electromagnetic force

toward each other upon supply of energizing current to said

coil, the outer circumferential surface of one of the cores

which is made movable being opposed directly with a slight

gap to the inner surface of the cylindrical portion ot said

flanged member and the flanged portion of said flanged mem-
ber being in contact with said magnetic frame, so as to attract

said movable core to the other of the cores by said electromag-

netic force, wherein the inner surface of the cylindrical portion

1. A temperature responsive switch comprising

(a) a bimetal arranged for displacement in respotae to tem-

perature changes;

(b) a dispUK^eaUy arranged setting arm;

(c) a stationary first contact;

(d) a bistable, over-the-center spring mounted on said setting

arm and carrying a second contact cooperating with said

first contact; said bistable spring having a first state in
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wfaidi Mid UstaUe sprrag urges «id second coatact
towards aigigement with said first contact and a second
state in which said bistabie spring urges said second
contact away firom said first contact; said bimetal being
operatively connected with said bistable spring for mov-
ing said bistable spring fitm said first state towards and
faito said second state beyond a dead center position

thereof;

(e) a setting shaft operatively connected with said setting

arm and being rotataMy and axially displaceably sup-
ported for diqilacing said setting arm and said bistable

tpiing between first and second anguUu- limit positions of
said setting shaft; in said first limit position of said setting

shaft said contacts are separated from one another and in

said second Umit position of said setting shaft the highest
temperature vahie is set at which said first and second
contacts separate in response to the displacement of said

bimetal;

(f) a movable stopping plunger cooperating with said bista-

ble spring and having an operative position in which said

bistable spring enten into an abutting relationship with
said stopping plunger prior to reaching said dead center
daring a displacement of said bistable spring in said first

state towards said second state;

(g) a holding spriag cooperating with said stopping plunger
and arranged for assuming first and second positions; in

said first position of said heading tpring said holding
spring maintains said stoping plunger in the operative
pootion thereof, whereby said bistable qiring is prevented
by said stopping plunger from assuming said second state;

in said second position of said hokUng spring said stopping
plunger allows said bistable spring to assume said second
state; and

(h) a cam a£Bzed to said setting shaft for roution therewith;
ipid cam being operatively connected with.said holding

^^ for setting said holdLig spring in said fint or second
position thereof dependent upon an angular position of
said setting shaft; said cam moving said holiUng spring
mto and maintaining said holding spring in the second
position thereof whoi said setting shaft is in an angular
position corresponding to a temperature setting in a high
temperature range.

4«47M54
NEW MAGNETORESISIIVE MATERIALS
A. Abotf, Tmmm, Arii4 Erik Dokhoim, Stanford,

Id noMS K. McGirire, Yorirtowa Heights, N.Y^
to IntWMlhiMl BHiacas MacUaes Corporation.

,N.Y.

niod Jan. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 509,739
brt. a> HOIL 43/08. 43/10

VAa 338-32 R 17

I

»2v. 10^
y
H

Ap= pirp^

1. A device responsive to a magnetic field including in com-
bination:

at least one magnetoresistive element exhibiting a negative
anisotropic magnetoreaistance ^^p || -pi at room
temperature, said magnetoresistive element being com-
prised of a material chosen ftxnn the group consisting of
Ni, Fe, and Co together with Ir, and ferromagnetic alloys

and compounds of Ni, Fe, or Co together with Ir, the
amount of b present being an amount sufficient to cause
negative anisotropic magnetoresistance, and

' a source of current throu^ said element, wherein the mag-

netoresistance of said element changes when said element
is intercepted by said magnetic field.

4«47M8S
TIRE DEFLATION WARNING DEVICE

MaaaAunl Kawakaari, Kobe, Japan, airigBor to SoaytOM Rob*
ber ladastriaa, LtdL, Hyogo, Japn

Filed Dae. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 332,788
Oahns priority, application Japan, Dae 26, 1980, SS-186031

laLOJBSHC 23/00
U.S.a 340-58 3Clataii

1. A tire deflation wamhig device which comprises in com-
bination:

a shielding case tightly mounted in a water and gas tight

manner on a rim ofa wheel having a tubeless tire thereon^
a rocking rod having first and second ends opposite to each

other with an intermediate portion therebetween, said first

and second ends being respectively situated inside said

shiekling case and said tubeless tire, said rocking rod being
pivotable about its intermediate portion in at least one
direction from a neutral position;

a biasing means for holding said rocking rod in said neutral

position; and

means for provkling an indication of the loss of air from said

tire each tiaae said rocking rod is pivoted from «|k1 back to

said neutral position. .u'i •
.

M7MM
COMBINATION OF AN ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTER AND SAMPLING SWITCH
John C. Donogalla, Miaaoori Oty, Toe, asrignor to Texas

Instnimeats Incorporatad, DaUas, Tex.

Filed No?. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,715

iBt a^ H03K 13/02
U.S. CL 340—347 AD 4Clates

^
.jCTi^

1. In a ccmibnuoion of an analog to digital converter having
a comparator means with a first and second terminal for com-
paring signab on the first terminal to agnals on the second
terminal and first and second reference terminal means for

providing a first and second reference signal to the anak)g to

digital converter, an analog input means for receiving an ana-

k}g signal for conversion to a digital signal, a plurality of
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capacitors connected in a capacitor amy each with a first and
secondikle, the first side being connected to a node, the plural-

ity ofcqMciton being connected in anamy arrangement wkh
the first side connected together and to the first terminal for

redistribution of diarge representative of the analog signal,

sampling switch me^ns for obtaining a.digital representation of

the analog signals, die sunpling switch means comprises:

^ a first switch means for selectively connecting and discon-

necting the reference terminal means to the second termi-

nal;

a connected capacitance means for scaling the first switch

means to the second switch means and the capacitor array;

a second switch means for wlectively connecting and dis-

connecting the reference terminal means to the first side of

the capacitor array;

a third switch means for sdectively connecting and discon-

necting each second side of the plurality of c^Mcitors

between the reference terminal means and the analog

input meam^ and

switch oontrd means for controlling the selective connec-

tion and disconnection ofthe first, second and third switch

means by connecting the first and second switch means to

the reference terminal, disconnecting the first and second

switch means from the reference terminal and connecting

the switch third switch means from the reference terminal

means to the analog input means.

4^78,487

ROTARY ENCODER
SUroh Kondo, Sagaaiihara, Japan, aaignor to Alps Electrie COn
tid^ Japi

FOed Feb. 18, 1982, Sar. No. 349,152

CUm priority, appttortion Japan, Feb. 17, 1981, 56-21899

lit O} GOID 5/34: H03D 13/00

USca 340-347 P 9 CWm

1. A rotary encoder for producing output signal having a

variable phase difference, comprising:

a first pkte which is rotatably supported and which is pro-

vided with a reference indicium of alternate non-light-

transmitting and light-transmitting sections arranged at a

predetermined pitch circularly around an axis of rotation

of said pkte;

driving means for rotating said first pUue in a pUne defined

by its surface;

a light source for irradiathig light radiaUy from said l^t
^''

source to said first plate;

• second plate which is provkled with a pair of first and

second indicia, each includfaig at least one light transmit-

ting section, said first and second indicia being arranged

such that when either one of said first and second indicia

is in phase with said reference indicnun, the other is

shifted in fhaat with said reference indicium with respect

^ to the direction of movement of said reference nnlicium.

and that sakl first and second indicia receive sakl light
'

'-'' from said light source through said reference indicia at

' -' diffiering inddenoe angles;

a pair of first and second li^t-reoeiving dements, said first

ligfat-reoeiving element being diqxised to receive sakl

Ught as passed through reference and sakl first indicia, and

sakl second light-recdving dement being disposed .to

recdve said Ufht aa passed through saklTeference and sakl

second nidicia; and

atJUustnig means for adjustng the positkm (rf at least oae of

sakl first and second plates variable with respect to the

other and sakl li^ source such that a ratk> between a

distance firom said ti^t source to sakl first plate and a

distance from saki light source to said second plate is

varied therdiy correspondingly varying the relative phase

of said output signals.

4,478,458

DUALTHRESHOLD DECODER FOR C0NV0LU110NAL
SELF-ORTHOGONAL CODES

Peter M. Ddlard, HlgUaais, NJ., MsigBor to ATAT BeD
Laboratorica, Mnrray HID, NJ.

FUad Jan. 14, 1982, Sar. No. 387354
IM. CL> H03K 13/02

133.a 340-347 DD 5

1. A decoder (10) for convolutkmal self-orthogonal codes

comprismg

a multistage syndrome register (16) for storing a plurality of

parity bits (S47-S0);

a first majority logic circuit (34) responsive to both a prede-

termined selection of parity bits from said plurality of

parity bits and a |riunility of recdved infbnnation bits

(X1-X7) for generating a i^urality of information correc-

tkm bits (C1-C7) which correspond in a one-to-one rela-

tkmship with said plurality of information bits, each infor-

mation bit comprising a first vdue (1) when a first thresh-

old levd is surpassed and a second vdue (0) when sakl

first threshold level is not surpassed, said first majority

logic circuit producing as an output a plurality of cor-

rected mformation bits (X1-X7; and

a second minority logic circuit (26) responsive to the prede-

termined sdectkm of parity bits from the multistage syn-

drome register for generating a friuratity of syndrome

correctkm bits (S1-S7). each syndrome correctk» bit

comprising a first vdue (1) when a second threshokl levd

is surpassed and a second vdue (0) when sakl second

threshold levd is not surpassed, sakl second nuuority k>gk:

circuit producmg as an output a plurality of corrected

syndrome bits (SO which are subsequently apphed as

mputs to sakl mdtistage syndrome register to replace sakl

predetermined sdectkm of syndrome bits.

4,476,489

THEFT DETECnON METHOD AND APPARATtJS IN
WHICH THE DECAY OF A RESONANT CIRCUIT IS

DETECIED
MIekad N. Cooper, FInaUng, a^ Pstar A. Piakalsky, Eaal

Meadow, both of N.Yn aariginn to laogo Corporation,

Hieksvilla, N.Y.

FDad Oct 23, 1981, Sar. No. 314,440

laLCUOmB 13/24

VS.a 340-572 31 CUh
L Apparatus for detecting, m an interrogatkm zone, an
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article of merchandiae on which ia faatened a wafer containing
a ivaonant eiectrical circuit, said apparatus comprising:

means for generating interrogation signals in the form of
short pulses of electromagnetic field energy in said inter-

rogation zone, said pulses being separated by intervals.
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' " M7€u461
OCX:UPANCY MONITOR

iotk C. CaraMa, Rioja 2030, 2000 Roavie, ArgcMiBa
CoirtfaiiiatkMi-i»fart of Scr. No. 54M, Jul 22, I97>,

abandoned. TUa avpliarttoa Aog. 3, 1981, Ser. No, 219,139
OafaM priority, appUeatkn AigeMiM, Jan. 24^ 1978, 270832

Int. Ca.3 G08B 21/00
UAa34a-«7

iciafana

means fbr detecting electromagnetic energy in said interro-

gation zone during the interval following each pulse, and
means for actuating an alarm in response to a predetermined
amount of variation of electromagnetic energy detected
during said intervals.

M7Mtt
SELF-TEST CIRCUIT FOR MULTI-POINT LEVEL

INDICATOR
JaMa V. MotriBgar, Aaatia, Tei^ aaaigBor to Ranaey E^ineer-

tag Coi^a^r, St Paal, Mtai.
Fllad Mar. 27, 1981, Sar. No. 248,074

Im. a^ G08B 29/00
U.S.a340-417 lOCIafais

1-q«£^^
.*.-.<

1. In an apparatus for monitoring the level of material in a
hopper including a sensor means for generating a plurality of
output signals representing the amount of the material at an
aaaociated level in the hopper, and means responsive to the rate

of occurrence of the sensor output signals for generating an
indication of the amount of the material in the hopper, means
for testing the sensor means, comprising: a source of a maxi-
mum reference signal having a value representing the maxi-
mum value of the sensor output signals during ncumal opera-
tion; and means responsive to the sensor output signals and said
niaximum reference signal ft>r generating a failure indication
when the value of the sensor output signals exceeds the value
of said maximum reference signal.

1. An occupancy monitoring system for monitoring occu*
pancy at a [duraUty of locations, comprising reapective detec-
tor means at said locations for detecting occupancy occur-
rences including means generating occupancy detection sig-

nals at the respective locations, recording means to dfect
recording on a storage medium of detection signals for said
location, transmitting means coupled between said detector
means and said recording means for feeding the respective
occupancy detection signals to said recording means to effect
recording on said storage medium, clock means, means con-
necting said clock means to said transmitting means for record-
ing the times of said detection signals on said storage medium
concurrently with the occupancy signals, wherein each said
occupancy signal generator means comprises a transistor pro-
vided with energizing circuit means including a base return
circuit and occupancy switch means connected in said base
return circuit, wherein said recording means is of a type pro-
viding identification pulses, means to verify the number ofsuch
identification pulses, and means to enable the recording means
in accordance with such verification.

4,476,462
USE OF CONTEXT TO SIMPLIFY TWO-DIMENSIONAL

COMPUTER INPUT
Alfred P. FcMmb, CotanMa, Md., aaaigaor to The United

''t^ttf irf ^mrrira as ripwlij hj ihi DniMiilmiHl uf lUalUi
and Hamaa Senrieea, WaahiiialOB, D.C

Filed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,689

lat a3 G09G 1/16
VS. a. 340—711 17 daioig

1. A computer-operated method for minitniwng the number
of keyboard key strokes required at a data entry keyboard to
diq>lay two-dimensional figures at a display controlled by said

computer, which display is sub-divided into multiple two-
dimensionally arrayed grid locations, said fiigures being made
up of plural individual segments to be entered fiom said key-
board and displayed in individual display grid locations, some
of said segments taking the form of alphanumeric characters
having correspmiding keys at said keyboard, others of said
segments taking the form of directional symbols having for-

ward and rearward ends and which, vthea displayed, link

displayed alphanumeric charactov and extend in respective
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horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions on said display,

said metfiod oom|»ising the steps of:

(a) entering into the computer digital signals representing

individoal figure segments actuated in succession at said

keyboard;'

(b) storing within said computer a stored array of entered

characters with locations corresponding to respective grid

locations in said display;

(c) establishing a movable cursor grid location at said dis-

play;

(d) examining each segment entered into said computer to

determine the form of the entered segment;

(e) in response to the entry of a display control character

into said computer, effecting a corresponding display

control fimctimi and moving the cursor grid location as

prescribed by said corresponding control function;

(0 examining in said computer the contents of the present

cursor grid location and

respondmg to the response of said dectrical impedance of
said faceplate coating to said measuring signal for identify-

3 H H HuB El n n nnhhh =
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ing the location along said first direction relative to said

electrode of a capacitive touch of the faceplate.

(1) in response to the presence of a blank in the present

cursor grid location and to entry into said computer of

a figure segment corresponding to an alphanumeric

character to be di^layed, displaying said chiaracter

under computer control at, the present cursor grid loca-

tion;

(2) in response to the presence of a Uank in the present

cursor grid location and to entry into said computer of

., a component which corresponds to a directional sym-

bol: automatically displaying a prescribed figure seg-

ment, other than the entered segment, at the present

cursor grid location under control of the computer;

moving the cursor grid location under computer con-

trol to a new grid location one ^Mce in the direction of

the directional symbol represented by the entered figure

segment; and dteplaying the directional symbol repre-

sented by the entered figure segment at the new cursor

grid location.

4,476,463

DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING UNPATTERNED TOUCH
DETECTION

HcBT H. Ng, CheatBot Hill, Maak, and Btii R. Hattaoy,

Loiidon, Ettfljand, aadgnors to Interaction Syatcav, Inc.,

NcwtoBTllle, Mass.

FDed Ang. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 295,495

IM. a^ G09G 1/00

U.S. CL 340-712 22Clatan

1. In .a touch-responsive display device having a faceplate,

th« improvement comprising

A. M least a first electrode disposed on the faceplate at a

known relative location along at least a first direction,

B. an electrically-conductive coating on said faceplate con-

nected in circuit with said coating and extending continu-

ously therefirom along at least said first direction, said

coating presenting to said first electrode so electrical

impedance responsive to the relative location along said

first direction of a capacitive touch of the faceplate, and

C measuring means for mptAym% an tmpedance-measurmg

signal of selected diaracter to said electrode, and for

4,476,464

ARRANGEMENT FOR REDUCING THE DISPLAY SIZE
OF CHARACTERS STORED IN A CHARACTER STORE
Dowdd S. HoMa, Rdgatc, E^taid, aaiipnr to U.S. PhfUpa

Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 359,640

OataH priority, appUcatioa Uaitad fiaginm, Apr. 10, 1981,

8111380

brt. a^ O09G //22

UJ5.a 340-731 7

1

1. A character generator arrangement for use in a character

diq>lay system for producing character generating data for

causing the display of characters by the system; which arrange-

ment comprises a character store in which is stored informa-

tion pertaining to characters which conform to a format con-

tained within a co-ordinate matrix of discrete character ele-

ments arranged in rows and columns, input addressing means

for addressing the character store with input data for a charac-

ter selected for display, row selection means for producing

row addresses each of which is for selecting, for a read-out

operation from the character store, the information pertaining

to a particular character element row of the matrix, and data

output means for producing in said read-out operation charac-

ter generating dau for Ae character dement(s) in the selected

character elemem row of the selected character; characterized

in that said arrangement further comprises logic control means

iot oontnriling the row selection means in its row selection, in

respect of eadi of ai^urelity of charaoten tobe dis|dayed asa

row of characters on a number of display Unas, such that the

output means produces character generating data form suocea-

sive dement rofws of the character to be d^M*y^ o° n> *1<»^

nate disphiy lines of said number of di4>lay lines, and chacactcr
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generMing ctau for n aoocewve chancter dement n>ws of the
cfaancttr to be displaywl on adjacently intervening diq)Uy
lines of said number of display lines, where n=m or (m±l),
n=p-t and m>p-s, where p is the number of chancter
element rows of the character matrix, and s and t, respectively

and where the character shapes within the character format
are so chosen in relation to the omitted character element rows
s and t that each such omitted row would contain only a single

element or non-adjacent elements along the row, represent

numbers of character element rows to be omitted by which
m<p and n<p, respectively.

MAGNEIXM>PnC UISPIAY GENERATOR
Robot tLAmianrnhm BaMh» CaBi^ ms^mnt Id Utton
SyMWi IM^ BcTcriy Hilta, Odir.

F1MAag.30,19l2,8er.No.412,87g. /;
laLCLiCO9Gi/20

U,S. CL 340—7>3 laCiaina

1. A magneto^tic display generator for disposition in a
beam of electromagnetic radiation comprising, in sequence:

(a) a statioiiary polarizer,

(b) a first and a second magneto-optic display chip to process
information provided from a first and second source re-

spectively;

(c) a rotatable polarization analyzer;

(d) means to rotate said poUuiziuion analyzer relative to said

pohuizer, and

(e) control means operably connected to said first chip,

second chip, and rotating means both to drive and rotate
' ttdd chips and rotating means, respectively; said control
' Ineans including:

,
(1) means to align the polarization axis orientation of said

polarization ai^yzer relative to the poUurization axis of
_.,/iaid.pobuizq- to result in selepted classes of image area

pcvtions relative to said polarization analyzer axis being

within a raqge of relative orientations bounded at each

;, end by the occurrence of substantially equal brightness of
at least any two selected classes of said image area por-
tions,

10 that a predetermined Uerarchal order of brightness of said

image poftions is obtained throughout aaid nuige of relative

axis Ofientatioat' whereby any common boundary and any
bfifhtaeas difference between said image area portions is sub-

stmially eliminated, and information not expHcity present in

Mid'Hnt and second display chip thereby extracted. <

4i47Mtf
DRIVING METHOD OF GAS>D1SGHARGEJ>ISPLAY

i' jj'--,rr : ..>i!<ir' PANEL ......

EinAe MHari^Toksnamv^ YaUo OkawMo, li^iMnma. and
AtiwU Swyoka, Kokabipji, aU of Japo, airiflMfv to Hita-
chi, IM, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 1, 1981, Set. No. 259,472
Claim priority, appUeatioa Japaa, May 9, 19t0. 5540611

lat a^ G09G 3/10
U5.a 340-805 11 Claims
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1. A method at driving a gas-discharge panel having (i) at

least one reset electrode, (ii) first and second electrode groups
for forming N electrode pairs, the electrodes of said first elec-
trode group being wired in a p-phase connection and the elec-
trodes of said second electrode group being wired in an m-
phase connection, p being an integer of 3£p^N and m being
a positive integer not greater then p, and (iii) current limiting

resistor means connected to one of said first and second elec-

trode grotips, comprising the steps of:

(a) applying at least one reset pulM voltage having a maxi-

^^
mup pulse width 6f(m- 1)T/N to said reset electrode at

ttre beginning of each firame of period T, the reset pulse
" voltage having a predetermined value with respect to a

reference value;

(b) successivdy applymg cathode^ puhe voltages with their

pulse widths of (p- 1)T/N to the respective p-phase elec-

I

' trode connections of said first electrode group with a
' phase shift of T/N to each other, Ae cathode pube volt-/ ages having a value smaller than the reference vahir, and

(c) successively applying anode pulse vdtagesr with their

iliaxnnum pube width of (m-iyV/S to the respective

m-phase electrode connections of said second electrode
group with a phase shift ofT/N to each other, the anode
pulse voltages having a value larger than the reference
vahie, said anode and cathode pulse voltage values differ-

ing from said reference value sufficiently to support dis-

charge,

whereby a reset discharge generated by said reset pulse
voltage and the first one of said cathode and anode pulse
voluges an>Ued for each fjrame is successively transferred

by means of said cathode and anode pulse voltages to

display desired information. ,^ ^njo.

•t.

-.«»•.

4>47M«7 *• •
'

RANDOM ENTRY INTERCOMPUTER NETWORK WITH
COLLISION PREVENTION

Cartis G. Tcrwilllser, Barllagam; W. Jawa McKeefery, Loa
Aho Hills; SCO C. San, Sauqrrale, aiid Roger D. Mdca,
Moantain View, all of GaHf,^ aaslgiiuis to Crenemeo Inc.
CaHf.

aao vu ;> FDed Jan. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 386,274' ' ; *<

iat a.> H04Q 9/00
UJS. a. 340-825

J

n: 31 Claim
1. A local interftce circuit having a high impedance moni>

tming mode and a low impedance transmit mode, and adapted
to be connected between a local computer and a pluraUty of
remote monitor-transmit interface circuits and computers
throi^ an inter-computer data transfier system which changes
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in impedance as the momtor-traasmit status of the remote

mterface circuits change, the interface circuit comprising:

higblmpedance monitoring means for monitoring electrical

sipnla in the data transfier system during the monitor

mode; '..'(' '

'

low impedaiMse transmission means for providing transmis-

sion power to drive the data transfer system during the

—-"-HF
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transmit mode for transmission of data-out signals from

the local computer; and

a collision detection circuit responsive to die level of the

transmission drivepower required to transmit the data-out

signals during the transmit mode for detecting changes in

the impedance ofthe data transfer system and aborting the

transmit mode and resetting the monitor mode.

4i476,468

SECURE TRANSACnON CARD AND VERinCATION
SYSTEM

Robert N. Goldma, KaUna, HL, aarignor to Light Signaturea,

iMn Las Aogelca. CaUf

.

CoMinatio»>ta-ptft of Sar. No. 276,282, Job. 22, 1981, Pat No.

4|423,415. Ilta appUcatioa Jaa. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 503,392

brt. a' H04Q 9/00: G06K 7/10

VS. CL 340-825.034 18 Clahn

/3e

^y/'MB

'Id?

1. An authenticatoi^4evice for machine sensing, as for use by

a subject to indicate the prudence of a transaction in the sub-

ject's interest, conq>rising:

a card in a sheet form and including amedium in at least a

certain area thereof for altering an orienution-frequency

property of light in a random variable pattern and accord-

ingly to modulate the orientation-frequency pr<^ieity of a

.( beam of light as said beam scans a path on said predeter-

-" mined area of said medium; and

a machine-readaUe record on said card indicative of said

random variable pattern of said medium over said path on

aaid predetermined area.

4^76«469
MEANS FOR ASSISTING IN LOCATING AN OBJECT

Dafid R. Laadcr. 17 Sttrling Rdn Dryawa, by Gtaagow G63
OBW,Seotlaad

PCT No. PCr/GB81/00243, % 371 Date Jal. 13, 1982, % 102(c)

Date JbL 13, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01780, PCT Pab.

Date May r, 1982

PCT FDed No?. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 403,510

ClafaH priority, appUeatioa United Kiagdo^ Nov. 14, 1980,

8036587

IbL a? H04Q 9/00; H04B 5/04: G08B 21/00

U.S. a. 340-825.49 8 Claim
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1. Locator means for assisting in locating an object, said

means comprising a transmitter-transponder system which

comprises a hand-held searcher device comprising a short-

range signal transmitter powered by an electric cell or battery

in the device and having electronic circuitry for generating an

address signal to be emitted on activation of the transmitter by

switching means mcorporated in the searcher device, and a

locator device comprising a transponder powered by an elec-

tric cell or battery within the locator device and having signal

detector means with electronic circuitry and means for emit-

ting a sound signal in response to a particular address signal

received from the searcher device, characterized in that the

electronic circuitry of the searcher device is such as to gener-

ate an address signal of binary-coded pulse-position-modulated

form, the locator device is of a size wherein the largest dimen-

sion is sutntantially no greater than about SO millimeters and

the electronic circuitry of the transponder is responsive to a

particular pulse-position-modulated binary address signal and

is such as to remain in a passive listening mode, minimizing

current flow from the battery, until the detector means re-

ceives a signal of sufficient strength and having a form to

which its circuitry is adapted to respond, the locator device

emitting its sound signal in the form of a series of tones which

is determined by the form of the address signal to which it is

responsive, thereby identifying the locator device to someone

using the searcher device, and the transponder circuitry is such

as to cause emission of the sound signal after receipt of the

address signal so that the locator signal can be heard after the

transmitted aignal has ceased.

4,476*470

THREE HORN E-PLANE MONOPULSE FEED
Da?id F. Bowbmb, Moorcatowa, NJ^ asaigaor to RCA Corpora*

tiOD, New York, N.Y.

FOed Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,518

iBt a^ HOIQ 21/02, 25/04

U.S. CL 343-778 10 Claim
1. A radio frequency fieed for operation over an operating

range of radio frequencies, comprising:

a horn system including flnt, second and third rectangtilar

horns each dimeasioaed for supporting the fundamental

transverse electric mode and a higher order anti-symmet-

ric mode over said operating range of frequencies, each

horn having a radiation aperture, said radiation apertures

of said horns positioned to form a composite radiation

aperture, said horns being positioned along a line so that
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the E-fields of said fundamental modes in said horns are
aligned coUinearly; and

means for exciting said first, second and third horns in said

fundamental mode and said higher order anti-synunetric

mode over said operating range of frequencies, said horns
being dimensioned such that said excited modes within

said horns provide transverse E-field magnitudes and
phases which are substantially continuous across the tran-

sitions between the radiation apertures of adjacent horns.

M7M71
ANTENNA APPARATUS INCLUDING FREQUENCY

SEPARATOR HAVING WIDE BAND TRANSMISSIONOR
REFLECnON CHARACTERISTICS

Oniro Sato; Sosmni Tanagiwa, and RyakU Iwata, all of Tokyo,

,
Japan, aMignon to Nippon Electric Co„ Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FItod Feb. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 34^18
Oaini priority, applicatioo Japan, Feb. 9, 1981« 56-17831;

Feb. 10, 1981, 56-iril
IM. CL^ HOIQ 19/00

MS. CL 343—779 20 Claims

1. A frequency separator means for use in an antenna appara-

tus, said means comprising,

a plurality of frequency-selective reflecting surface members
for separating electromagnetic waves,

each of said surface members composed of a lattice of con-
ductive material having a periodic pattern, said lattice

exhibiting the effect of an inductive-c^Mcitive circuit

element in a fint relatively low frequency region and
having an inherent resonance frequency at a frequency
higher than said first region, said lattice being shaped to

exhibit substantially equal inductance and ^^ipwc^tanr^'

with respect to obliquely incident TE and TM mode
ekcuouiagnetic waves at said iaberent resonance fre-

quency and said firM region,

ail of said surftoe nwaibtis having substantially equal inher-

ent resonance firequencies, and

said surfiKe members being disposed to have mteractive
resonance at firequencies withm said first region.

4«47M72
BUBBLE REMOVAL IN AN INK UQUID SUPPLY
SYSTEM OF AN INK JET SYSTEM PRINTER

MaaaUko Alba, Nara, aad NaoUro Oka, Onka, both «f Japan,
aasignon to Sharp KaKnfiiilti Kalsha, Oaaka, Japaa

Filed JbL 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,839
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, JaL 31, 1982, 57-134010

lat CV GOID 15/18
MS. CL 346-75 g Claims

1. An ink liquid supply system for an ink jet system printer of
the charge ampUtude controlling type comprising:

an ink Uquid reservoir for containing ink liquid therein;

a supply pump means for supplying the ink liquid from said

ink Uquid reservoir to a printer head;

a beam gutter for collecting ink droplets emitted firom said

printer head but not contributing to the actual printing

operation; and

a combined ink cartridge/bubble removing device con-
nected to receive ink liquid from said beam gutter and to

channel ink Uquid to said ink Uquid reservoir, said com-
bined ink cartridge/bubble removing device including:

a housing having a bottom wall which is provided with an
ink inlet portion communicated to said beam gutter for

introducing the ink Uquid from said beam gutter into the

combined ink cartridge/bubble removing device, and
an ink outlet portion communicated to said ink Uquid
reservoir for supplying the ink Uquid from the com-
bined ink cartridge/bubble removing device to said ink

liquid reservoir;

tray means disposed in said housing near the middle height
in said housing, said tray means having a bottom wall

which is provided with a first opening for introducing

the ink liquid onto the tray means, and a second small

opening for dropping the ink liquid from said tray

means within said housing; and
an ink inlet pipe disposed between said first opening
formed in said bottom wall cX said tray means and said

ink inlet portion formed in said bottom wall of said

housing, said ink inlet pipe being substantially verticaUy

disposed in said housing.

4,476*473

ELECTROSTATIC RECORD IMAGE FORMING
METHOD

Sboji Wako, Kaaagawa, Japan, aMiiMir lb Ft(Ji Xerox Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 342,567
ClaiBM priority, applieatiOB Japaa^ Jan. 27, 1981, 56-10644

lat CI.3 GOID 15/06
MS. a. 346—155 11 dains

1. A multi-stylus electrode assembly for use in electrostatic

recording, said assemMy including a body having a tee to be
directed toward a recordmg paper, a plurality of charging

electrodes arranged in a line along said face and a phtrality of
auxiliary electrodes disposed on either side of said charging

electrodes, the improvement comprising an irouUting material
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covering said auxiliary electrodes which provides a gap hold-

ing and insulating function wherein said insulating material

maintains said charging electrodes apart from said recording

paper.

4^76,474

DOT RECORDING APPARATUS
Takashi Kitamnra, Yokohama, Japan, anignor to Canon Kabn-

shiki Kalsha, Tokyo, Japaa

• FDcd Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,687

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1981, 56-50362;

Apr. 20, 1981, 56-60451

lat 0.3 GOID 15/14

U.S.a 346-160 12 Claims

MAINSCAM4IN6
DIRECTION

Other at a first region laterally adjacent the insulated gate, at

which first region both of the semiconductor layers are doped

to form a source region, the layers contacting one another at a

second region laterally adjacent the insulated gate at a position

remote from the first region, at which second region both of

the semiconductor layers are doped to form a drain region, the

transistor having a first channel region extending between the

source region and the drain region in the first semiconductor

layer below the insulated gate, and a second channel region

extending between the source region and the drain region in

the second semiconductor layer above the insulated gate.

4,476,476

CMOS INPUT AND OUTPUT PROTECnON CIRCUTT
James C Yu, Saa Joae, aad Samaa H. Patel, Snaayfale, both of

Calif., aMlgaors to Natioaal Seadcoodactor Corporatioa,

Santa Cbva, Calif

.

Coatianation of Scr. No. 027,442, Apr. 5, 1979, abaadoaed. This

appUcation Apr. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 249,934

Int. CI.3 HOIL 27/04

MS. a. 357—23.13 6 Claims

5. A dot recording apparatus for recording a dot image,

comprising:

a dot forming member on which dots may be recorded to

form the dot image;

dot forming means for forming one of a first dot and a sec-

ond dot which is different in size from the first dot on said

dot forming member; and

selecting means for selectively causing said dot forming

means to form one of the first dot and the second dot on

said dot forming member on the basis of the degree of

separation of dots in the dot image.

4^76,475

STACKED MOS TRANSISTOR
AbdaDa A. Naca, Ottawa; Haada M. Nagaib, Kaaata; laia D.

CUdcr, aad Albert R. Boothroyd, both of Ncpeaa, aD or Can-

ada, aMigaon to Northern Tcleeom Liarited, Moatreal, Caa-

FUcd No?. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 442,864

lat a^ HOIL 29/78. 27/01 29/04

U.S. 0.387-23.7

30 X as 24 ^K)

50aiBii

i4Je^ r ) ^M—^^li^/v
,

^^ e 34 li 20

1. A transistor havmg first and second semioondoctor layers

separated by an insolated gate, the layers contacting one an-

1. A protective circuit for a CMOS integrated circuit having

an input terminal, a first power supply terminal which is

adapted to be connected to a source of first power supply

potential, and a second power supply terminal which is

adapted to be connected to a source of second power supply

potential, said protective circuit comprising:

(a) a body of semiconductor material of a first conductivity

type forming a substrate;

(b) a first diode having an anode coupled to the circuit input

terminal and a cathode coupled to the first power supply

terminal, said first diode comprising:

(1) a first region extending into said substrate, said first

region being of a second conductivity type opposite to

said first conductivity type; and

(2) a second region extending into said first region, said

second region being of the first conductivity type, but

having a higher degree of conductivity than said sub-

strate;

(c) a second diode having a cathode coupled to the circuit

input terminal and an anode coupled to the second power

supply terminal, said second diode comprising:

(1) a third region extending into said substrate, said third

region being of the second conductivity type; and

(2) a fourth region extending into said third region, said

fourth region being of the first conductivity type, but

having a higher degree of conductivity than said sub-

strate;

(d) a first transistor coupled to the first diode and to the first

power supply terminal, said first transistor being biased

into conduction upon the appUcation of a potential to the

circuit input terminal which is sufficient to forward bias

the first diode, the biasing of the first transistor into con-

duction ud the forward biasing of the first diode causing

current to flow from the drcoit input terminal, said first

transistor comprising:

(1) an emitter region which includes said firtt region;

(2) a base region which includes said substrate; and

(3) a collector region which includes a fifth region of the

second conductivity type extending into the substrate.

452-227 O.G.-84-I4
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said fifth fegkm having a ring-like configunuion which
nuTounds laid fint region; and

(e) a aecood transittor coupled to the second diode and to
the second power supply terminal, said second transistor
being biased into conduction iqxm the application of a
potential to the circuit input terminal which is sufficient to
forward bias the second diode, the biasing of the second
transistor into conduction and the fowaid biasing of the
second diode causing current to flow from the seond
power supply terminal, through the second diode and
through the second transistor to the circuit input terminal,
said second transistor comprising:

(1) an emitter region which includes said fourth region;

(2) a base region which includes said third region; and

'

(3) a collector region which includes said substrate and a
sixth region of the first omductivity type extending into
said substrate to |m>vide an ohmic contact thereto, said
sixth region having a higher degree of conductivity
than said substrate and having a ring-like configuration
which surrounds said third region.

M7M77
GRADED BANDGAP MULTILAYER AVALANCHE
PHOTODETECrOR WITH ENERGY STEP BACKS

Fedarieo G^mbo, Wertfldd; WmhTiea Tsaag, New Providcace,
and Gareth F. WflUoM, Sonit, aU of NJ^ aaaigMm to
ATAT BeO Liboratoriaa, Mornqr Hlll« NJ.

FPed Feb. 23, UI2, Scr. No. 351,511
laL ai HOIL 37/14

U.S.a357-30 Mdaims

insulating layers fonning series connected MOS transis-
tors; and

(d) siUcon resistances connected between adjacent second
conductivity type regions through an insulating layer and
each being positioned over a gate electrode of a MOS
transistor.

(e) a passivation film formed over all the semiconductor
substrate, and wherein said silicon resistances being selec-
tively activatoble by laser beam irradiation so as to de-
crease the resistance thereof.

M7M79
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE WITH OPERATING

VOLTAGE COUPLING REGION
Shozo Saito, Yokohaan, Japn, aari^or to Tokyo SUbrara
DeaU KabosUU Kaiaha, Japoi

»-»-««

Filed Mar. 24, IMl, Ser. No. 247,156
daiais priority, applicatioa Japan, Mar. 31, IMO, 55-40209:

Dec 19, 19M, 55-178941
*

Int a.) HOIL 27/02
UAa357-42 WCIitais

t An avalanche photodetectw c(»nprising a first layer hav-
ing a first conductivity type, a second layer having a second
conductivity type, and disposed intermediate said first Uyer
and said second layer at least one compositionally varying
layer having a composition varying from a low bandgap com-
position to a high bandgap composition, said compositionally
varying layer having an energy band step back after said high
bandgap that asnsts ionization of one type of carrier.

4«47M78
SEMICONDUCTOR READ ONLY MEMORY AND

METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME
HUao SamtM, Ytkakma; l^vaMrl Iwnoto, Tokyo, and
Sikac Takd, BMm, an ofJapa% aMipon to Tokyo Shibaora

itaWU Kdiha, KawaaaU, J^M
FIM Mar. 19, 1901, Sar. No. 345,544

'i*^» •»"*** '•'^ ^-H 1900, 554154552;
M^r 0,1900,8849700

^

lat a» HOIL 29/78. 27/03. 29/04
UAa387-41 SOataa

1. A senrioondoctor read only awmory ctMnpristng:
(a) a semiconductor substrate of a first conductivity type;
(b) a phuality of regwns of a second conductivity type,

opposite to said first conductivity type fbrmed in the
semiooatfdulor subatrate;

(c) a plofaiily of gite electoodes bridging two adjacent sec-
ond ooodoctivity type regions through insukting layers,
said aeoood oondactivily type regions, gate electrodes and

1. A semiconductor device comprising:
a semiconductor substrate ofa first conductivity type having

first and second opposite surfaces;

a semiconductor layer of a second conductivity type oppo-
site to said first conductivity type, said semiconductor
layer formed on said first surface of said substrate;

a plurality of semiccmductor regions spaced apart from one
another in a surface of said semiconductor layer to form
an active device, said plurality of semiconductor regions
including a first semiconductor regkm ofsaid first conduc-
tivity type to which an openting voltage must be coupled
to power said active device;

a power source voltage terminal coupled to said second
surface of said substrate for receiving said operating volt-
age; and

coupUng means for coupling said operating voltage ftom
said power source voltage terminal to said first semicon-
ductor region, said coupling means comprising a second
semiconductor region of said first conductivity type, said
second semiconductor region being formed below and in
contact with said first semiconductor region, said second
semiconductor regira having an impurity concentration
level lower than the impurity concentration level of sakl
first semiconductor region and said second semiconductor
region being formed sufficiently deep into said semicon-
ductor layer wherein said operating voltage an>lied to
said terminal is supplied to said first semiconductor region
dirough said substrate, said seniic(»ductor kyer, and said
second semiconductor region to power said active device
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4,470(400

HIGH WrmSTAND VOLTAGE STRUCTURE OF A
SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

MMon FkM, Tokyo, Japan, anigBOf to Nippon Eleetfk Co.,

Ltd^ Tokyo, Japaa

FBad JaL 30, 1901, Scr. No. 208,450

OaiaH priority, appHcatioa Japaa, JaL 30, 1900, 55-104514

lat CL' HOIL 27/OZ 27/04

VS,a 357-44 7 CbdM

n ,17 n 1$ 17 19 K

i-type layen wherd>y said first and second i-type layers

have a carrier lifetime of r; and

14 e n

1. A semiconductor device comprising:

a semiconductor substrate (11) of one conductivity type;

a semiconductor layer (15) of the other conductivity type;

an isolation region (13, 16) of said one conductivity type

formed as a closed-loop to isolate a portion of said semi-

conductor layer from other portions of said semiconduc-

tor layer, said isolation region penetrating said semicon-

ductor layer to reach said semiconductor substrate;

a fint buried layer (12) of said other conductivity type

formed in the vicinity of the interface between said semi-

conductor substrate and the isolated portion of said semi-

conductor layer;

a second buried layer (^4) of said one conductivity type

formed in the vicinity of the interface between said first

buried layer and said isolated portion of said semiconduc-

tor layer;

a first region (17) of said one conductivity type formed as a

closed-loop to isolate a part of said isolated portion from

other parts of said isolated portion, said first region ex-

tending from the outer surface of said isolated portion to

the interface between said isolated portion and said second

buried region;

a second region (19) of said other conductivity type formed

in said isolated portion between said isolation regioti and

said first region, said second region extending from the

outer surface of said isolated portion to said first buried

region, having an upper portion overlapped with said

isolation region and said first region and having an impu-

rity concentration higher than the impurity concentration

of said semiconductor layer.

erf^rmum

8 region of second conductivity type difTbaed into said sec-

ond i-type layer and having a thickness of W3 which

functions as the cathode of the P-i-n diode.

4y47M82
SIUCIDE CONTACTS FOR CMOS DEVICES

Darid B. Scott, Plaao; Roderick D. Daiiea, Richardson, and

Yee-Chaaag Sea, Plaao, ay ofTexn aaaigaon to Texas laatra-

meats Incorporated, Dallaa, Tex.

Diriakm of Scr. No. 268^01, May 29, 1901, PaL No. 4,374,700.

lUt appUcaHea May 13, 1902, Scr. No. 377,759

lat CL^ HOIL 23/48. 29/04. 29/46. 29/78

VS.a 357-71 8 Clafaaa

4,470,481

LOW-LOSS P-I-N DIODE
leaaka, Tokyo, aad Shigcaori YakashUi, Yokohama,

both of Japan, aarigaors to Tokyo ShIbaAra DeaU Kabuahfkl
g»i«ii«, Japaa

Filed Jaa. 3, 1902, Scr. No. 304,649

daiav priority, appUcatka Japan, Aag. 31, 1901, 56-136773

lat a.3 HOIL 29/72

UAa357-58 5CialB«

1. A P-i-n diode comprismg:

a semiconductor substrate of a first conductivity type which

functions as the node of the P-i-n diode;

a first i-type layer of said first conductivity type formed on

said semiconductor substrate and having a first thickness

Wi:
a second i-type layer of said first conductivity type formed

on the first i-type layer and having a second thickness of

W2;

said second i-type layer having an impunty concentration

lower than that of sakl first i-type layer;

carrier lifetime killer characterized by a small carrier com-

pensation effect being diffused into sakl first and second

1. An integrated circuit buried contact structure comprising:

a silicon substrate;

a thin insuUtor layer, said thin insulator layer exposing

contact regions of said substrate;

a layer of gate-level polysilicon on said insulator layer, said

polysilicon including respective portions adjacent to sakl

respective contact regions of said substrate;

said insulator layer defining a recess beneath said polysilicon

adjacent to said contact area of said substrate, said recess

containing a material comprising high-resistivity polysili-

con; and

a metal sibcide layer which is in contact both with said

contact area of sakl substrate and with sakl gate-level

polysilicon and is continuous therebetween. .

4,476,483

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE HAVING A DOPED
AMORPHOUS SIUCON ADHESIVE LAYER

ETcrhardas P. G. T. va de Vea, Saaaynde, CaBfn and Aatoaiaa

J. M. UUca, NijMgea, Nethcriaada, aaalinon to U.S. PUlips

Corporatkm, New York, N.Y.

FDcd JaL 9, 1901, Scr. No. 281,760

Oahas priority, applicatioa Netherlands, JaL 18, 1900,

8004139
lat OJ HOIL 23/48

UA CL 357-71 8 Oaia*

1. A semiconductor device having a monocrystallme semi-

conductor body with first and second (^>positely-k)cated m^jor

surfaces, which comprises:
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at lent one circuit element formed in said first major surface;

• doped amorphous silicon adhesive layer on said second
major surface and of the same conductivity type at that of
said monocrystalline semiconductor body at said second
m^jor surfacr,

at least one metal layer on said doped amorphous silicon
adhesive layer; and

a carrier bonded to the outermost of said metal layer(s) on
the doped amorphous silicon adhesive layer.

4,47M85
CONSTANT CURRENT BIAS COLOR SWITCH FOR A

BEAM PENETRATION CRT
Michael H. KataBaoaah, PaMldd. Cou^ asdgnor to United

Technologies CorporatioB, Hartfoni, Coon.
Filed May 1, IMl, Ser. No. 259^4
Int a.3 H04N 9/27; HOIJ 25/80

UAa 358-73 loaim

SmSSff ** Hi
-VMV-

J J^ I® .'Y^'i^

^
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4^7M84
TECHNIQUE FOR PROVIDING COMPATIBILITY

BETWEEN HIGH-DEFINniON AND CONVENTIONAL
COLOR TELEVISION

BvlB G. HMkdl, Tbrtm FaDi, NJ., mdgnor to AT4kT BcU
Laboratorias, Mamy HOI, NJ.

Flkd Jn. 24t 1982, Scr. No. 391^3
bt a.3 H04N 9/42

U.S.a388-ll MCIaim.

|-«'H

1. An arrangement for generating a compatible high-defini-
tion television (CHDTV) color picture signal including a
predetermined bandwidth and format, the arrangement com-
prising:

means, responsive to a HDTV composite color picture
signal as generated by HDTV camera color tubes at a firet

line scan rate, for stretching each of at least a first and a
second sequential line signal of the HDTV composite
color picture signal in time by a factor which is a predeter-
mined Sttbmultiple of the first line scan rate to generate
respective line signals which are at the same line scan rate
as that of an associated conventional television system
picture signal;

means, responsive to the at least first and second time
stretched line si^ials fixxn the time stretching means, for

transmitting the first stretched line signal as is in a first

portion of the predetermined bandwidth of the CHDTV
color picture signal and, concurrent therewith, for trans-

mitting the second stretched line signal either one of as is

or as a line differential signal in a second portion of the
predetermined bandwidth of the CHDTV color picture
signal on a vestigial sideband carrier signal which is sepa-
rated from a color subcarrier of the fint line signal by a
ftvqocacy which is substantially equal to that of a base-
band color subcarrier frequency of the associated conven-
tional television system color picture signal.

1. A high voltage color switch for a beam penetration cath-
ode-ray tube for displaying a baseline color in a first color
write period and at least one secondary color in a first color
write period and at least one secondary color in a second cwor
write period, comprising:

high voltage power supply means connectable to said cath-
ode-ray tube to provide a baseline color when applied to
said cathode-ray tube during said first color write period;

transformer means connectable between the output of said
high voltage power supply and said beam penetration
cathode-ray tube;

current means for providing a bias current to said trans-
former during said first color write period;

voltage means for providing a voltage waveform with a
suitable swing to said transformer for changing the volt-
age level to said beam penetration cathode-ray tube to one
or more secondary colors during said second color write
period;

switch means for alternatively connecting said voltage
means and said current means to said transformer during

/ said second color write period and said first color write
period, respectively; and

whereby said current means provides a bias current to said
transformer during said first color write period to drive
the flux level in the core of said transformer to one end of
its dynamic range, and said voltage means provides a
suitable waveform to said transformer during said second
color write period to switch the color displayed by said
beam penetration cathode-ray tube -to said at least one
secondary color.

4,47M86
IMAGE RECORDING SYSTEM UTILIZING A

PLURALITY OF RECORDING UNITS
Naoid Ayata, Machlda; Nobom Koanara, NaraaUno; SeQI

Salto, Yokomika; HidetoaU Sozakt, Toicyo; Kuftaka Oawa,
Tokyo, and Koji Kaznma, Toicyo, all of Japan, Mrignon to
Canon KabaaUld Kaisba, Toiqro, Japan

Filed Dec 7, 1981, Scr. No. 328,240
Cbdms priority, application Japan, Dec 16, 1980, 55-177C54;

Dec 16, 1980, 55.1776S5; Dec 16, 1980, 55*177656; Dec 16,
1980, 55-177657; Dec 16, 1980, 55-177658; Dec 16, 1980,
55-177659; Dec 23, 1980, 55-183128; Dec 27, 1980, 55-186525;
Dec 27, 1900, 55-186526

bt a^ H04N 1/22
VJS. a. 358—78 40

1. An image reccmling system comprising:
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a plundity of recording units fior recording on a plurality of

recording media;

means for setting a recording number; and

means for selecting at least one of said recording units to be

used for recording, accodding to the recording number set

by said recording number setting means.

4,476,487

METHOD AND CIRCUH ARRANGEMENT FOR
PARTIAL ELECTRONIC RETOUCH IN COLOR IMAGE

REPRODUCnON
ifktn KUe, Toelccndorf, and KbuH WcUendorf, Kitieberg, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Dr. -Ing. Rudolf Hell

GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Gomany
PCI No. PCI/DE80/00134, § 371 Date May 4, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 4, 1982, PCI Pub. No. WO82/00903, PCI Pub.

Date Mar. 18, 1982

PCI Filed Sep. 10, 1980, Scr. No. 380,663

Int a.3 G03F 3/08; H04N 1/46

VS. a. 358-80 14 CWma

with said marking means, guiding said marking means

similar to a retouch brush over that part of the color image

to be retouched, said correction area representing the

surface of said retouch brush, said retouch factors (r)

representing the number of the desired retouching steps,

(d) defining a freely selectable weighting factor (w) for each

point of the correction area, said weighting factors (2)

specifying the desired degree of retouching for said color

values (Y, M, C, K) per retouching step as a multiple of

the color increment values (ZkY, AM, AC, AK),

(e) generating correction values (Yr, Mr, Cr, Kr) for each

image point to be retouched in the color image by multi-

plying the color increment values (AY, AM, AC, AK) with

the corresponding retouch factors (r) and weighting fac-

tors (w); and

(0 correcting said color values (Y, M, C, K) of the images

points to be retouched by adding (positive retouching) or

by subtracting (negative retouching) said corresponding

correction values (Yr, Mr, Cr, Kr) in order to obtain

retouched color values (Y'. M', C, K").

4,476,488

CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR CATV ALERT SYSTEM
Richard G. Merrell, Hebron, Dl., aMifBor to Zenith Elcctroaics

Corporation, Glcnriew, DL
Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 478,607

iBt a^ H04N 7/16; H04B 1/16

VS.a 358-86 7
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1. A circuit for controlling the operation of a cable television

alarm device in accordance with an alert signal and an all-clear

signal developed by subscriber apparatus in response to broad-

cast data received over the cable television network, compris-

mg:

1. The method for partial electronic retouching of color

images, in which color agnals obtained by point-by-point and

trichromatic scanning of color originals are digitaized and the

digital color values of the individual color separations are

stored in a storage medium, and in which the stored color

values are corrected by color correction values, so as to obtain

retouched color images, comprising the steps of:

(a) defining color increment values (AY, AM, AC, AK) for

said individual color separations, said color increment

values representing the smallest amount of correction for

said color values (Y, M, C, K) per retouching step,

(b) generating simultaneously the locus-coordinates of a

plurality of image points to be retouched by means of a

corrdinate identification device with a marking means,

such as a coordinate pen, said plurality of image points

representing a correction area displaceable on the color

image by s^ marking means,

(c) during coordinate identification generating a retouch

factor (r) for each image point witltin the correction area

bi-stable means having a first input responsive to the alert

signal for assuming a first state for activating the alarm

device and a second input responsive to the all<lear signal

for assuming a second complementary state for de-activat-

ing the alarm device; and

manually operable singje-pole switch means coupled to the

second input of the bi-stable means, said switch means

being displaceable between a first position for coupling a

first reference potential to the second input of the bi-suble

means for enabling the bi-stable means to assume its first

or second state in response to an alert or an all<lear signal

respectively and a second position for coupling a second

reference potential to the second input of the bi-stable

means for causing the bi-stable means to assume and main-

tain its second state, said switch means being further oper-

able for momentary displacement to its second position for

coupling the second reference potential to the second

input of the bi-stable means for causing the bi-stable means

to assume its second sUtc whereby the switch means is

manually displaceable between two switching positions

for enablmg, disabling and clearing the alarm device.
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4»47Mt9
MICROFINISH MEASUREMENT APPARATUS AND

TECHNIQUE
Gvy P. WdtUck, MMllkM, and G«y G. W^cr, Akiw, both
arOhks rip oii to ImpmUob Tednoloor. Ue^ Akioo.
OUo

Flkd May 20, 1982, Scr. No. 380,090
iBt a^ H04N 7/18

VS.a 3S8—107 10

f^

1. Appantos for detennining the finish of the stuface of a
workpiece, comprising:

a source of illumination;

means for passing the workpiece into proximity with said
source of illumination;

means for generating a digitized image of the workpiece and
storing digitized pixels of said image;

storage means formaintaining data corresponding to various
preselected surface finishes; and

means for comparing said digitized pixels with said data and
detennining from such comparison the finbrii of the sur-
face of the workpiece.

firequency fu, a frequency divider for firequency-dividmg
an output signal frequency of said voltage controlled
oscillator, and a pfaue comparator supplied with one
output signal of said flip-flop and an output signal of said
frequency divider, for comparing phases of these signals
and applying an output error signal to said voltage con-
troUed oscillator to control the oscillation frequency of
said voltage controlled oscillator, and

a counter supplied with another output signal of said flip.
flop which is reset by thisou^t signal, and supplied with
the output signal of the voltage controUed oscillator
within said phase-locked*loop as a clock signal, fbr pro-
ducing a counted output every time the clock signal is

counted for a predetermined counting time T, to supply
this counted output to said flip-flop in order to reset said
flip-flop,

said voltage controlled oscillator within said phase-locked-
loop producing a signal having a frequency Nfjsf.

M76,491
GHOST REDUCTION CIRCUIT FOR TELEVISION

RECEIVER
ToahiMiri Murata; TowMritiD Ivoyaaagi, and Manftaii

Kazomi, aU of YokohaaM, Japan, aMisMn to HUacU, Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

FIM Alt. 9. 1982, Scr. No. 40M(S
Clain» priority, appUcatka Japo, Ai«. 11, 1981, S6-124672

brt. a> H04N 5/21; HOW S/04
VJS, a, 358—187 |( I

HORIZONTAL SCANNING FREQUENCY
MULTIPLYING CIRCUIT

Ka^Ji KaMko, Iwai, Japam aari^or to Victor Company of
Japan, Ltd., Yokohaan, Japan

Fllad Mar. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 359/117CUw priority, applfcation Japan, Mar. 20, 1981, 56-40553
IM. a^ H0«N 5/04

U&a3S8-148 SCtaln,

n Mt

}\^ horizontal scanning firequency multiplying circuit com-
prising:

a flip-flop supplied with a horizontal synchronizing signal
having a horizontal scanning frequency (h, which is set by
this horizontal synchronizing signal;

a phase tocked-loop comprising a voHage controUed oacilla-
tor fbr producing a signal having a firequency Nfiy(N is an
miefer over 1) which is N times the horizontal scanning

1. A ghost reduction circuit apparatus for a television re-
ceiver, comprising:

(a) first wavefcmn conversion means inchiding a jdurality of
first delay elements connected in cascade with one an-
other between an input terminal and an output terminal of
the ^>paratus for a video signal and each first delay de-
ment having a first delay characteristic and a plurality of
first amplifiers connected to the input side of sakl first

delay elements, req)ectively;

(b) second waveform conversion means including a plurality
of second delay elemenu connected in cascade with one
another and each second delay element having a seccmd
delay characteristic and a plurality of second amplifiers
connected to the input side of said second delay elements,
req)ectively;

(c) coupling means for coupling the final end of said second
waveform conversion means to (»e of said first delay
elements of said first wavdbrm conversion fn^mti

(d) ghost detecting means for detecting ghost signal compo-
nents contained in said video signal;

(e) automatic gain control means for controlling the yww of
said first and second amplifiers on the basis of the resuh of
the ghost detection effected by said detecting means so
that a miuor portion of said ghost signal components is

eliminated by said first waveform conversion means whilie
the residual ghost signal components are rfimju^tfd by
said second waveform conversion mean^ and

(0 wherein said first and second amplifiers have inputs con-
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nectad to said output terminal and said mput termmal for

the video signal, respectively, and having outputs con-

nected to input terminals of the associated delay elements,

respectively, said coupling means coupling the output of

the final one of said second cascaded delay elemenU to the

input of selected one of said first delay elements under the

control of said automatic gain control means.

4,478,492

DEVICE FOR LINEARLY GUIDING A SCANNER
Kari-Heinz Math, LoDar, Fed. Rap. of Gcranny, aaripior to

Ernst Lritz Wetziar GnbH, Wctztar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDcd Ang. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 407,487

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcranny, Sep. 5,

1981, 3135180

lat a' H04N 3/02. 3/08

UAa 358-208 13 Oaims

as?*

sensing means to an extent compensating for the optical

horizontal compression of the pictures on said film, and

selecting for television transmission a portion of the time-

expanded signals corresponding to each television line by

t I

providing a controllable ofbet in the beginning of read-

out of video signals of said line and cutting ofT read-out of

said video signals of said line after a predetermined inter-

val after said beginning, said controllable offset being

constant for each picture frame.

9SF-

1. A device for linearly guiding a scanner along a path ex-

tending in a predetermined coordinate direction, said device

comprising two drive means operating in opposing directions

and rigidly connected with each other, one of said drive means

being operatively connected to impart oscillating motion to a

scanner carrier sospeadei on springs and bearing said scanner,

the other drive means being operatively connected to impart

oscUlating motion to a counterweigfat suspended on springs,

the weight of said counterweigfat being substantially equal to

the weight of said scanner carrier plus said scanner; said device

further comprising control means for actuating said drive

means so that the oscillating movements ofsaid scanner carrier

and of said counterweight produced by said drive means are

always in opposing directions, and means for laterally diq>lac-

ing said scanner.

4^78,493

TELEVISION SCANNING OF MOTION nCTURE FILMS
OF DIFFERENT FRAME ASPECT RATIOS

Dieter Poctieh, Obcr^RaMtadt, and Voikcr Maannaa, M8U-

lal, both of Fad. Rep. of Gcrvmy, airiffon to Robert Boach

GabH, StMgart, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmny
FDcd Apr. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 388,935

CfariaM priority, appttcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gtrmur* Apr. 18,

1981, 3115387; May 29, 1981, 3121308

lit (V H04N 3/36

U.S.a 358-214 22aaiaM

1. Method of scanning motion inctures mtended for projec-

tion on a wide screen in order to produce television agaih by

exposing successive frames of said moticm pictures on semicon-

ductor light sensing means and line^equentially reading out

from said sensing means video signals representing said succes-

sive motion picture frames, said method comprising the steps

of: ^ .^

tinyt fxpfifw'w'g video signals derived from the ouqmt of said

4,476,494

APPARATUS FOR CENTERING AND STABILIZING THE
SIZE OF A TARGET IMAGE

Jean Tagayi, 28 A? PrfaMit Kenedy, 75016 Paris (16),

FOed Mar. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 361,553

daiw priority, appUcatioa FraMC, Mar. 30, 1981, 81 06330

im. a.} H04N 5/34. 7/J8

U.S.a 358-222 9aaiaM

SENSOi

I

aaK^5

1. A method for real time stabilization of the image of a

scene in the field of view of an optoelectrical camera, compris-

ing the steps of:

generating a reference frame having an invariable location

with respect to said scene, defined by a set of addresses

representative of predetermined points of said frame, each

said point having predetermined coordinates in said frame,

generating a series of pixels each representative of a particu-

lar point in the field of view of said camera,

determining the coordinates of each said pixel in said frame,

comparing the coordinates of each said pixel in said frame,

and atmgT!"'g said pixels to those of said predetermined

points of said fhune with which there is the best match.
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mediain relative to the other in a second direction tabstn>
v^ M7MM

cU, LM^ Tokytti Jipa
FM Apr. 1, 1M2, Ser. No. 364,540 4^7M97

JiVM, Apr. 3, IML SM9314 IMAGE SCANNING AND RECORDING METHOD
Y^M OiUluMU, Teiqro, nd ToiUtaka Agno, Miaaai^iUvn,

both of Jasaa. antgaon to Fmi Photo FOai Cb^ Ltd.,UjS.a 398-30
brt. a^ He4M I/OO

U^X—0-
IBIB — 0-

Flhd JaL 12, 1)82, Scr. No. 397,444
OaiBM priority. appUcatioa Japan, JaL 17, 1981, 56-112029

lat di H04N 5/3Z 5/14
\3S, a. 358—298 5 r^^

SCO^J-^LOI-W 2.0-8(3.1) -sJaO
-8(1.21-8(0.0)

01 001 001 1 1 001 01 001 0000

000001 1001 1001 1 OOOOOIOOI

1. A mohilevd signal comprewkwi method in which a digi-
tized multilevel ti^ it encoded m respect of ran-iengths,
wherein a code wUch is composed of unit combinations each
of run-length bits nidicative of the run-length at each of the
signal levels and a sin^ continuation bit indicative of transi-
tioa ofsaid signal level is so prepared as to include a virtual run
of zero length when the transition of the signal levels at adja-
cent sampling points deports from a predetermined order, and
polarity of said continuation bit is inverted upon every occur-
rence of said transition of the signal level.

4,476,496

LINEAR MOTOR FACSIMILE MACHINE
Michael R. Ihakr, CTwshhi, Cohl, aniffior to lange Conuna-
akadoaa lacn New Mflfbrd, Con.

FDod Jan. 21, 1982, Sor. No. 390,210
lat a^ H04N 1/04

U.S.a3a8-286 16

TTTTTTTTT.

L An apparatus for dupUcating printed information compris-
ing:

a movable support
means for moving said support in a first direction, said means
comprising at least one electrical coil mounted on said
support and movable therewith and at least one longitudi-
nal member mounted adjacent said electric coil, said lon-
gitudinal member having a plurality of magnetic elements
spaced qwrt along its longitiidina] axis, said electrical coU
and mag^ietic elements bdng ammged so that when said
electrical coil is energized magnetic interaction between
said dectrical ooil and said magnetic elements causes said
support to move along said longitudinal member,

means mounted on said movable support for generating
signals correspondinjg to the information to be duplicated,

storage means for storing said ngnals corresponding to said
infiormation to be duplicated,

»MW mounted on said movable support for forming indicia
on a recording medium corresponding to the signals
stored taisaid storage means, and

maaas fbr movng one of said support and said recording

1. An image scanning and recording method for recording
an image by scanning a photosensitive recording medium witii

a light beam where said image to be recorded comprises a
single X-ray photograph carrying an image ofa certain portion
of a patient's body, which comprises:

designating a plurality of different image regions on said

X-ray photograph where each of said hnage regions com-
prises an area substtutially greater than one pixel and
where said designated image regions each correqKmd to a
predetermined section of said certam portion of the pa-
tient's body;

preprocessing each designated image r^on to establish a
predetermined image processing condition for that region;

scanning the preprocessed X-ray photognq>h to obtain an
electric scanned image signal;

processing each said designated image regionm said electric

scanned image signal in accordance with the said prede-
termined image processing condition established for that

region; and

recording each of the processed designated image regions m
said electric scanned image signal on a photosensitive
recording medium.

4,476,498

DEVIATION DETECTOR FOR FM VIDEO RECORDING
SYSTEM

David A. Sheeaa, ladianapoUs, lad., aorigaor to RCA Corponh
tioa. New Yorit, N.Y.

FOed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,370
lat a.) H03C i/Oi: H04N 5/76; GllB 27/36

MS, a. 358—330 % n.i—
I. A deviation detector for an FM signal modulated by a

video signal, comprising:

measuring means for measuring the average period (rf a
given number of axis crossings of said FM signal to pro-
vide a binary number representetive thereof at a measure-
ment rate proportional to the average frequency of said

FM signal to thereby provide an increased number of
average period measurements as said frequency of said

FM signal increases; and
comparing means for comparing the binary number repre-

sentative of each average period measurement with a
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predetermined number representative of a minimum de-

sired average period to be detected to provide an indicator

rrfSt .V^ II=>

'IEV

» M
.^0^

signal each time the measured average period is less than

or equal to said predetermined number.

4,476,499

VIDEO DISC RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
SYSTEM

HitolU Kaaanam; TooUyoU Aauya; Kazotoyo Ishigaro, and

KcUi ManU, aU of Saitaan, Japan, aMigaors to Unfmial
riootxr Corporation, T(rityo, Japaa

Coathniation of Ser. No. 286,223, JaL 23, 1981, abandoned. This

application Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 486,461

Clahns priority, appUcatioa Japaa, JaL 29, 1980, 55-104714

lat a^ H04N 5/76

U.S.a 358-342 9 Clahu

^ r

,

Souc r

^
J

\

1. A video disc recording and reproducing system compris-

mg:

(a) a video disc for recording frequency-multiplexed video

and audio signals recorded on said video disc in two

channels thereon and control signals including program

signals partly substitutes for a portion ofsaid audio si^ials;

and
(b) a video disc player including:

(i) demodulator circuits for demodulating said video and

audio sipials recorded on said video disc and outputting

said video and audio signals to respective output termi-

nals thereof;

(ii) a central processing unit for demodulating said audio

signal for detecting said control signal recorded on said

video disc from a signal supplied on an output terminal

of one of said demodulators;

(iii) a manually-operated switeh connected to selectively

supply and inhibit supply of said signal supplied on said

output terminal to siQd central processing unit and to a

respective one of said output terminals;

(iv) a memory for storing said control signal, said central

processmg unit controlling said memory to store said

control signal when said central processing unit detects

said control signal and reproducing said video and

audio signals from predetermined locations correspond-

ing to the control signal thus stored in a predetermined

sequence, at a predetermined time and in a predeter-

mined mode;

(v) means for inhibiting the supply of the output from said

audio signal demodulator circuit connected to said

central processing unit to said audio signal output termi-

nals thereof when said central processing unit has de-

tected said control signal; and wherein said video disc

partly records said control signal only in the channel of

said one audio signal, and said video disc player outputs

said audio signal of the other channel instead of said

audio signal of the one channel to said audio signal

output terminals thereof when said central processing

unit has detected said control signal.

4,476,500

TRACKING APPARATUS
Takeaoba Iiaka, Hirakata, and Kobayadd ManaU, Kawaaiahi,

both ofJ^aa, aarigaors to Matsashita ElcctriclBdBMrial Co.,

Ltd., Osaka, Jivaa

FOed Aag. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297,085

Chdns priority, application Japaa, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-121647

lat a^ H04N 5/Z8i

U.S.a 360-10.3 3 dahas

T-

^S^'

1. A tracking apparatus for a video tape recorder having a

closed-loop auto-tracking servo system which enables plural

video heads to be automatically on-track by means of the

mechanical displacement of plural electro-mechanical conver-

sion elements having said plural video heads respectively

mounted thereon, said closed-loop auto-tracking servo system

producing a tracking error signal and including an adder means

for adding a search signal produced by a search signal genera-

tor and said tracking error signal so as to ther^y produce an

on-tracking signal which is suppUed to one of said plural elec-

tro-mechanical conversion elements, said tracking ^paratus

having a control means comprising:

a position discriminating circuit for detecting the polarity of

said (m-tracking signal and for providing an output signal

corresponding thereto;

a sensitivity compensating circuit for converting said output

signal from said position discriminating circuit to a modi-

fied output signal which corresponds to a predetermined

displacement of one said plural electro-mechanical con-

version elements;

a head discriminating circuit for comparing said signal sup-

plied to one of said plural electro-mechanical conversion

elements with another signal which is supplied to another

of said plural electro-mechanical conversion elements and

for providing an output signal in accordance with said

correspondence;

a switeh circuit for supplying said modified output signal

from said senitivity compensating circuit to said adder in

said auto-tracking servo system, said modified output

signal of said sensitivity compensating circuit being added

to said search signal and said tracking error signal by said

added, said on-tracking signal being generated; and

.-5
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• control circuit opentivdy connected to a manually opera-
ble two Mate track-juaping compensating twitch for
controlling laid switch circuit in accordance with said
output signal firom said head discriminating circuit and
said state of said track-jumping compensating switch,
thereby allowing one of said i^ural beads to scan a desired
track.

4«47<fS01
AUDIO SIGNAL RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING
SYSTEM FOR ELIMINATING AUDIO CROSSTALK

AUra Hirola, CUgMdd, ari YoiWhiko Otm YokohaM. both of
Jip•i^ anipon to Victor Coapaqr of Japan, Ltd^ Yoko-

network and a k)w-level sute chain coupled to said fint
combining network;

a second level processing circuit which has a second com-
bining network, and a second signal inverter, a spectral
skewing network and a high-level side chain coupled to
said second combining network;

said low-level side chain including a first filter circuit net-
work, a first variable impedance and a first voltage-cur-
rent converter;

Filed Mar. 9, 19S2, Ser. No. 35MM
OaiiBi priority, apptteatlOB Japm^ Mar. 12, IMl, 56-35569

Iirt. CLi HMN 5/782
VS. CL 360-.19.1 8 Ciains

1. An audio signal recording system in an apparatus using a
pair of rotary heads for recording a video signal onto a record-
ing upe, said rotary heads having gaps of mutually opposite
azimuth angles and alternately recording the video signal on
mutually adjacent tracks which are formed obUquely with
respect to the longitudinal direction of the tape, said video
signal being recorded in uniform increments of a predeter-
mined duration, said audio signal recording system comprising:

delay means for delaying an input audio signal by a predeter-
mined delay time, said predetermined delay time being
equal to said predetermined duration of the video signal;

first muhiidexing means for multiplexing said input audio
signal and a delayed audio output signal of said delay
means, to produce a multiplexed audio signal;

•econd multiplexing means for multiplexing the video signal
and the multiplexed audio signal from said fint mukiplex-
rag means; and

woorting means using one of a pair of rotary heads for
recording only the video signal on the tepe, and means
using the other of said pair of rotary heads for recording
on the tape a multiplexed output signal of said second
multiplexing means, so that the video signal and the multi-
plexed signal containing the video and the multiplexed
audio signals are alternately recorded on the tracks on the
tape.

said high-level side chain including a second filter circuit
network, a second variable impedance and a second volt-
age-current converter and a third voltage-current con-
verter whose characteristics are substantially equal to
each other, and

a control circuit coupled to said third voltage-current con-
verter, said control circuit including means fbr selectively
permitting or inhibiting an operation of said third voltage-
current converter.

4,47<403
METHOD FOR THE RECOGNITION OF AN EDGE OF A

MAGNETIC MEDIUM AND A DEVICE FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD

Erik SoflUell, Olio, Norway, anlgMr to Taadbcrg DMa A/S,
Oslo, Norway

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,492
ClahH priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of GcrMay, Mir. 31,

19S1, 3112886

bt a^ GllB 5/5^ 21/00
VS. CL 360—75 14 <

4^76,502
NOISE REDUCnON SYSIEM

WMnbe; Y«m KoariMni, both of TnlrBiiM: Yo-
ridyirid TridMva, Tokoroawn, aid AUra HacM, Irwa, aU
•r Jipa. MfpMOT to HIImU, Ltd. aid PioMcr Eleetionic

>bo(horTok3fo,Jap«
FDad Aag. 27, 1982, Sm. No. 411,996

tority, appHcitiea Japan. Aag. 28, 1981, 56.134008
IM. a^ GllB 5/45. 5/02

UJ.a36»-68 lOCUw
L A noise reduction system comprising:

ft fint level proceaang circuit which has a &8t combining
network, and a tint signal iaverter, an anti-saturation

11. A method for recognizing an edge of a magnetic tape,
comprising the steps of: providing a read and write unit having
a write head and a read head; moving the tiqw from the write
head toward the read head; energizing the write head for
writing on the tape; moving the read and write heads so as to
approach and cross an edge of the tape; and analyzing for
presence or absence of a read signal from the read head and
comparing this signal to a reference value so as to determine
when the unit has crossed the edge of the tape
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4,476,504

DATA CARTRIDGE TAPE DRIVE ASSEMBLY
Mkhaal P. GeorgM, P.O. Bra 800, Norwood, Mam. 02062

FDad May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 2993S3

lit a' GllB 5/78, 15/00

VS, CL 360-93 8 Oaian

T .
'

2. A cartridge upe drive assembly for receiving a cartridge

containing a magnetic tape, positioning said cartridge in a fixed

operational position, and moving said magnetic tape within

said cartridge, said drive assembly comprising:

A. a baseplate having guide means for facilitating the inser-

tion and positioning ofa data tape cartridge into said drive

assembly.

B. head means for reading from and/or writing on the tape,

said head means mounted on said baseplate;

C. drive means for moving the tape past said head means to

read dau firom or write data on said tape, said drive means

being mounted on said baseplate; and

D. switch means mounted on said base plate for activing the

drive assembly;

said guide means comprising (1) a guide surface having a

first portion parallel to the oppoang surfsce of said base

plate and a second portion angled toward said base plate

and ending with a reference surface perpendicular to said

(qyposing surface of the base plate and (2) bearing surface

means for resiliently urging the cartridge against said

guide surface and for cooperating with said guide surface

and said reference surface to position and positively retain

the cartridge in said drive assembly for mechanical and

electrical interface therewith.

4^76,505

MINUTURE TYPE TAPE CASSETTE
Hindd OJprta, gf-ifc*'') Kiario Ogawa, and HiroyaU

Uaada, both of Yokahaan, aD of Japo^ aaaivmn to Victor

CoBva^r of Japn, Ltdn Yokohaan, Japn
FOed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,106

CUaM priority, appUcatkM Japm^ Jan. 20, 1981, 56-7566

IM. a3 GllB 15/66. 23/08

U.S.a 360-94 8

=• V

1. A miniature type tape cassette which may be used with

either a standard type recording and/or reproducing apparatus

which operates with a standard type tape cassette or with a

different type of recording and/or rqnoducing apparatus

which uses miaiatiire cassettes, sakl miniature type tape cas-

sette ooBiprang:

a cassette case having a size which is smaller than the size of

said standard type tape cassette, and

a tape accommodated within sakl cassette case,

tape cassette adapter means in the external form and size of

a standard type tape casaette,

said miniature type tape casette being independendy load-

able mto said different type ofrecording and/or reproduc-

ing apparatus, and being loaded into said standard type

reconling and/or reproducing apparatus when mounted

in sakl tape cassette adapter having said external form and

size which is substantially equal to tiie form and size of

said standard type tape cassette, sakl miniature type tape

cassette being acconunodated within said tape cassette

adapter from which said tape is drawn out to form s

predetermined tape path,

said tape cassette adiq>ter having tape drawout means which

operatively moves between first and second positions for

drawing the t^ie from the cassette case to form sakl pre-

determined tape path responsive to a movement from said

first position to sakl second position, and hokling means

which operatively moves between locking and unlocking

positions for hokling the miniature type tape cassette

when it is accommodated within said tape cassette adapter

responsive to moving firom said unlocking position to said

locking position, said hokling means assuming said lock-

ing position to prevent a removal of the miniature type

tape cassette from the tape cassette adi^ter when sakl t^w
draw-out means assumes a position other than sakl first

positkn responsive to an operation of sakl tape draw-out

means,

sakl cassette case having a cutout opening which receives

sakl tape draw-out means in sakl first positkn, and a cut-

out part which receives sakl hokling means when sakl

holding means assumes sakl kicking positkn.

4^6,506
CASSETTE HANDLING APPARATUS WTTH IMPROVED

CONTROL ARRANGEMENT
Edwaid R. PrcDeto, Ckkago, DL, and Gardd D. Warden, Eaa-

toft, PtL, atolOMn to Ban A HowaU Company, Ckkago, ID.

FDad Dee. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,472

IiM. a' GllB 15/66

VS,a 360-96,6 18

1. Apparatus for use with a cassette player/recorder com-

prising:

a frame defining a cassette receiving passage and a mounting

plane for the mounting of operative components of a

cassette player/recorder, said cassette receiving passage

dewing cassette receiving dimenskms for the edge load-

ing of a cassette therethrough;

cassette holder/loader means pivotally mounted with re-

spect to said frame for movemeot between an upper load-

ing positxm and a lower cassette transport operative posi-

tkn, sakl casaette hokkr/kiader including a first support

idatfiorm, sakl first support platfionn including two aper-
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turn provided therein fin- alignment with the cassette
habs of a conventional cassette when a cassette is kmded
edgewise into said cassette holder/loader in a predeter-
mined loading position, said cassette holder/loader in-

cluding means for biasing said first su^wrt platform to a
first lower operative position; and

ejector/release control means resp<nsive to a cassette being
loaded mto said cassette holder/loader means for control-
ling the position of said support platform and for selec-
tively ejecting a cassette loaded into said cassette holder/-
loader means, said ejector/release contrd means compris-
mg a first control arm pivotally mounted with respect to
said frame, means for biasing said first control arm toward
a cassette ejecting position, and a second control arm
movable with said first control arm, said second control
arm being disposed with respect to said first support plat-
form so as to engage said first support platform and hold
said first support platform in said upper loading position
when said first control arm is in said cassette ejecting
position, said first control arm being disposed with respect
to said first support platform for engagement by the lead-
ing edge of an inserted cassette, said first and second
control arms being pivoted toward a second release posi-
tion as a cassette is inserted and loaded into said cassette
holder/loader means, said first support platform being
released to move to said lower cassette transport opera-
tive position when said first and second control arms are
pivoted to said second release position and said second
coam)l arm disengages said first support platform, said
•eoond control arm being in engagement with said first

support platform to hold said first and second control
arms in said second release position when said fint sup-
port pUttfbrm is in said lower cassette transport operative
position, said ejector release control means further com-
prising manually operable cgection means for pivoting said
first support platform toward said upper loading position
upon operation of said manually operable ejection means.
Mid first and second control arms being released to pivot
toward said cassette ejecting position as said fint support
platform is pivoted to release said second control arm
from engagement by said first support pUtform, said first

contr^ arm acting against the leading edgeof the cassette
and pivoting to said cassette ejecting position to partially
eject the cassette out said cassette receiving passage, said
fint and second control arms being extending pUnar
portions of a common member.

said base member to be movable in accordance with
movement of said support member,

a resilient member for urging said magnetic head against the
magnetic card; and

a limiting member, mounted on said support member, for
displacing said magnetic head m accordance with the
thickness of the magnetic card sandwiched by said trans-
port roller and said pressing member.

M7C508
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING FLEXIBLE MAGNEnC

DISKS
Sergio Troniano, Calnao, and Carlo VIgnl, Romano^ both of

Italy, aasignon to lag. C OUretti A C, S.pA^ Ima, Italy
Filed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,874

Claims priority, appUcatioB Italy, No?. 14> 1960, 88742 A/80
Irt. CL^ GllB 5/55. 21/08

VS. CL 360-106 4

€^.^

4*476,507
MAGNEnC CARD TRANSPORTING APPARATUS

HinqmU Kolin, Sdtnn, and SUgeUro Kato, CUcUbo, both of
Japn. aarioon toCBMM KaboaUU Kaiaha, Tokyo and

Uvhfld Kaiaha, Saltama, both of, Japan
I of Sar. No. 098,761, No?. 30, 1979, Pat No.

4*358,103, wUch la a coiUaMUon of Sar. No. 872,154* Jan. 25,
197^ abandoMd. lUs appbotion Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No.

339,520
OalBH priority, appUeatioa Japan, Feb. 4* 1977, 52-11281:

Fab. 4, W77, 52-11282; Feb. 4* 1977, 52-11283; Feb. 4* W77,
52.11284; Fab. 4, 1977, 52-11285; Fab. 4, 1977, 5M1286

lit a^ GllB 5/4S. 25/04
UAa 360-104 5 ctaima

1. An apparatus for transporting a magnetic card, compris-
ing:

a transport roller for transporting the magnetic card;
means fbr driving said transport roller,

a base member for supporting said transport roller and said
driving means;

a support member supported by an urging member and
having a predetermmed reference position with respect to
•aid base member,

* P****"* °><>n^»' supported by said support member, for
pfVMing the magnetic card to sakl tran^Mrt roller;—8°***c head having one end m engagement with said
rapport member and anottier end pivotally supported on

1. An apparatus for recording and/or reading information on
a magnetic disk, comprising means for rotating said disk, a
carriage movable radially relative to said disk, a magnetic head
mounted on said carriage, a cylindrical rotatable hub having a
central axis and a cylindrical peripheral surface, means for
defining a cylindrical bore in said routable hub, said cylindri-
cal bore having an axis parallel to the central axis of said rotat-
able hub and being diqiosed eccentrically with respect to said
central axis substantially tangential to said peripheral surface
so as to define a lateral slot in said peripheral surfece, parallel
to said central axis, motor means for sdectively rotating said
cylindrical rotatable hub, two independent flexible strips each
having a first end connectable to said carriage and a second
end connectable to said cylindrical rotatable hub, and means
for individually connectmg the second end ofeach one of said
two independent flexible strips to said cylindrical rotatable
hub, said connecting means comprising two cylmdrical pins
coaxially inserted into said cylindrical bore, each one of said
pins having a locking element cooperative with a correspond-
ing second end of said two flexible strips, so that a portion of
each one of said two flexiUe strips adjacent said second end is

inserted into said cylindrical bore through said htteral slot and
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is wound on one of said two cylmdrical pins inside said cylin-

drical bore.

4*476,509

THIN FILM MAGNETIC HEAD AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Katmo Koniafai; Kaqji Kawaw), both of Yokohaau^ KohJi

Tanva, EUna, and Mitaao Abe, Odawarn, aU of Japan,

aoiffora to HitacU, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FOcd Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,529

Cbdna priority, appUcatton Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56-23006;

Jan. 27, 1982, 57-9989

lat a3 GllB 5/25

UA CL 360-119 W Claiaia

tape member in a run behind said front wall, said tape member

being accessible through said openings of said front wall; a

pressure-pad spring formed as a unitary continuous-surfaced

leaf spring having only two bends therein to define a central

section between said two bends and a leg section extending

from each of said respective bends; a pressure pad secured to

each respective leg section; a support post within said housing

1. A thin fihn magnetic head, comprising a substrate formed

ofa non-magnetic matoial, a fint magnetic thin film formed on

the substrate, a non-magnetic thin film formed on a part of the

first magnetic thin fihn for forming a magnetic head gap, and a

second magnetic thm fihn in contact with the non-magnetic

thin fihn, a fu^t groove formed, in a predetermined region of

the fint magnetic thin fihn, which has a depth reaching the

non-magnetic substrate and is filled with the non-magnetic thin

fihn and the second magnetic thin film,

one portion of the fint magnetic thm film located on one side

of said first groove constituting a main magnetic path for

a half of a magnetic head core, a wall of which constitutes

a surface of the magnetic head gap, while the other por-

tion of the fint magnetic thin fihn located on the other

side of said fint groove constitutes an auxiliary magnetic

path for the other half of said magnetic head core,

the non-magnetic thin film being provided on at least the

surface of the magnetic head gap,

the second magnetic thin film being formed on the first

magnetic thm fihn, and a further groove being formed in

the second magnetic thin film, whose depth at the position

of the magnetic head gap reaches at least the surface of

said one portion of the ftrst magnetic thin film, and

the second magnetic thm film having one portion which is

positioned on said one portion of the first magnetic film

and constitutes an auxiliary magnetic path for the half of

said magnetic core, and the other portion which is posi-

tioned on said other portion of the fint magnetic film

constituting a main magnetic path for the other halfof said

magnetic head core,

whereby the magnetic head gap is formed between opposite

end faces of said mam nugnetic path portions of the two

magnetic thin fihns with the non-maghetic thin fihn being

sandwiched between said opposite end faces.

4,476,510

TAPE CASSETTE
John W. Hoo?er, Hnrttagtoo, Conn., anipior to Dictaphone

Corporation, Rye, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,539

Int a^ GllB 23/02

UA CL 360-132 «^^
1. A thumb-sized tape cassette comprismg a rectangular

housmg havmg a front wall provided with a center and oppo-

site side opemngs therem, said side openmgs bemg positioned

on either side of said center openmg; supply and take-up reels

of a tape member disposed within said housmg, said tape mem-

ber running between said reels; guide means for guiding said

SS ^4

and positioned on one side of said leaf spring to contact said

central section of said leaf spring; and a pair of fulcrum posts

within said housing positioned on the opposite side of said leaf

spring from said support post to contact said central section of

said leaf spring and provide a respective fulcrum for each leg

section, whereby said pressure pads contact said tape member

behind each side opening.

4,476,511

CIRCUTT INTERRUPTER WTTH FRONT PANEL
NUMERIC DISPLAY

Gary F. Salctta, Irwin; Robert T. Ebns, and Joaeph C. Eagel,

both of MonroeriDc, aD of Pa., aasignon to Westinghoose

Electric Corp., PHtsbnrgh. Pa.

Conthinatioa of Ser. No. 374,360, May 3, 1982, abandoned, and

Ser. No. 140,631, Apr. 15, 1980, abuidoned. Tliis application

No?. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 555,424

Int a^ H07H 5/095

UAa 361-96 2Clai«

1. Circuit interrupter apparatus, compriung:

interrupter means for conducting current flow through an

associated electrical circuit and for operating to interrupt

current flow therethrough on command;

sensing and powering means disposed in appn^mate rela-

tionship with said interrupter means for sensing current

flow therethrough, for providing a signal which is related

to said current flow, and for providing operating power

for said apparatus;

storage means for storing a multi-function time<urrem

trippmg characteristic;

electronic means connected to the output of said sensing and

powering means, to said storage means, and to said inter-

rupter means for analyzing electrical parameten of an

associated circuit and for operating said interrupter means

when current flow therethrough exceeds said tiine<ur-

rent trip characteristic, said storage means additionally
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compriiiiig meut for identifymg each function of Mid
muhj-ftnction trip chancteriitic with a aomeric table;

nomeric diaplay meam ioteroonnected with uid electroiuc
means and visible from the exterior of said ^rparatus for
displayhig a substantially instantaneous real-time numeri-
cal representation of said parameten over a period of
time;

memory means for storing a value corresponding to the
value of mtemipter means current flow at which opera-
tion of said mtemipter means was initiated, said numeric
display means being interconnected with said memory
means fbr displaying said stored value; and

means operable upon operation of said mtemipter means for
supplying to said display means the numeric label of the
faytion of said multi-function time-current trip charac-
teristic which was exceeded by current flow through said
interrupter means to cause operation thereof; whereby
nid numeric dispby means displays cause-of-trip informa-
tion.

means Tonamg a joint between each adjacent pair of surge
arrester units forming a galvanic connection between the varis-
tor stacks and the outer nutacei of the electrically insulating
housings, the varistor blocks being distributed such that the

'1
2L

MONITOB DEVICE FOR LASER SYSTEMS
TRANSMIinNG LASER UGHT THROUGH OPTICAL

FIBERS
mi Shtaya TakaMka, both of Oaaka, Ja-

Ho
- —

number of varistor blocks per unit length in the surge arrester
unit nearest said bottom terminal is less than the number of
varistor blocks per unit length in the surge arrester unit nearest
said top terminal.

FDad Jul 1, 1M2. Ser. No. 3H24t
VpUcatiaa Japn, JaL 2, IMl, S6^C25
lit a'mm s/04

U&a 361-103 2 Claims

rfW]

M7CS14
LINE SPACER

C. FM MykkaMB, AMka Conty, Min^ aasigBor to HoMy-
weU be, MianeapoUa, Mink

FDed Aag. 2C, 1M2, Ser. No. 411,926
IM.a>H0SFi/05

U.S.a 361—213 13

1

SS^
SKS"

^ife".::^

kL m

1. A monitor device for a laser system transmitting laser
light through an optical fiber, comprising:
an optical fiber,

heat-sensitive means for producing an output to monitor the
laser system, said means being attached to the exterior of
said fiber at a predetermined, localized area of the fiber,
said area being a small fraction of the total area of said
fiber, and

an abnormality detection circuit receiving an output of said
heat-sensitive element for actuating safety means, said
•^normality detection circuit comprising means for de-
tecting both an abnormal increase and an abnormal de-
crease in kser power, said safety means being actuated for
both oonditioas.

1. A line spacer for a pair of faisulated conductors each
having conductive points projecting laterally beyond the insu-
lation thereof in a common direction at sites qnced therealong,
comprising a block of insulating material having a pair of
laterally spaced grooves extending therealong near opposite
edges thereof and opening to a first surface of the block, said
grooves being deeper than the sum of the conductor diameter
added to the point projection, and means severally accessible
from said oppoate edges for compressively retaining said
conductors against moti(» in said grooves.

4^476313
SURGE ARRESTER

la ASEA Ak-

FBad Dae. 16, 198L Scr. No. 33L217
larty,mUttfdtm Swaiai. Dee. 19, 19M, 8008964

im. a> HQ2H 9/04
US.a361-127 sCUdm

I- A •«>'8e arrester comprising a top tenninal, a bottom
terminal and at least two surge arrester units electrically con-
ofcted in series between said top and bottmn terminals, each
sttdrarge arrester unit comprising an electrically insulating
hoMig with metallic flange means, a phirality of electrically
aeries-oonnacted metal oxide varistor blocks arranged in a
slack in the electrically-insulating housing, said metallic flange

4,476313
ATOMIZATION OF UQUIDS

Roaiyd A. Coffce, Haslessere, Eatfaad, asaipor to Imperial
Chemical IndMtriea PLC, HcrtfortaUre, Eagtaad

DiriaioB of Ser. No. 79,980, Sep. 28, 1979, Pat No. 4456,528,
wUch iaacoirtinaathm-taHpartorSar. No. 812*440, JnL L 1977,
akaaiaMd. TUa appiieatioa Oet 21, 1982, Sar. No. 435,743
Claims priority, appHntkm UaHad Kfa«dom, JuL 15, 1976,

29539/76; Feb. 21, 19n, 7186/77
He portioB of the term of this patairt aabaaqaairt to Oct 26^

1999, has been dlaelalmad.

iMLCL^ BOSS 5/02
V&a 361—226 s rsmhm,

1. A process of spraying a liquid onto a target comprising
supplying said liquid from a source thereof through a passage
to a quray orifice which has a surface of a material having
resistivity below I0'2 ohm.cm adjacent a field intensifying

electrode, said surface being electrically charged and the elec-

trode being at such a potential and so sited rebuive to said
surface that an electrosutic field of such strength is created at
said orifice that the liquid at said orifice is drawn out prepon-
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derantly by electrostatic fmoes substantially without corona to 10 wt % p-nitrobenzoic acid and the balance, ethylene

dttcharge into Ugaments which break up mto electrically glycol.

charged particles which are projected away firom the electrode

and into contact with the taiget

4^76,516

DIELECTRIC FLUID FOR ELECTRICAL CAPAOTORS
Vadoa Shadiglan, IndtaapoUs, lad., aasigBor to Emhart r

triea, Inc IndlaaapeMa, Ui.
FDad Oet 24, 1983, Ser. No. 544»698

lit a' HOIG 4/22

VS.a 361-315 C

4,476,518

THICK FILM ELECTRONIC CRCUTT
MieUyoahi Tsakahara, Soma, JapM, asaivwr to Alps Electric

Con Ltd., Tolcyo, Japan

FUcd Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 372,196

Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Apr. 27, 1981, 5^43734

lat a.3 HOIG 4/38. 1/015

MS.a 361-328 5

\l3b 13c / ^

1. In a thick film electronic cirouit including a plurality of

capacitors, each capacitor comprising: a lower electrode

formed by a conductive material deposited on a surface of an

insulating substrate by thick film techniques; a dielectric layer

formed by a dielectric material deposited on said lower elec-

trode by thick film techniques; an upper electrode formed by a

conductive material deposited on said dielectric layer by thick

fihn techniques; and a protective layer coated over said upper

electrode layer, the improvement wherein the dielectric layers

of each of said capacitors are formed unitarily.

1. In a capacitor, a dielectric fluid comprising isopropyl

biphenyl and an additive of at least 30% by volume of the total

volume of said dielectric fluid of an epoxide 3,4-epoxycy-

clohexylmethyl-3,4 epoxycyclohexane cartwxylate.

4,476,517

ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPAOTOR
E. Jamca Fircaia, WflUaiHtoirB, Mass., aaaigaor to

'

Elcctrie Campany, North Adama, Mass.

FDad Oct 7, 1983, Scr. No. 540,077

IM. CL' HOIG 4/04. 9/00

U.S.a 361-327 4

1. An aluminum electrolytic capacitor comprising a pair of

aluminum electrode foils, at least one ofwhich having a barrier

layer dielectric oxide layer thereon, said foils being contigu-

ously wound with interleaved spacer material and in contact

with a low-resistivity electrolyte consisting essentially of 6 wt

% dinunonium adipate, 3 wt % ammonium formate, 16 wt %
water, 0.025 to 0.3 wt % ammonium dihydrogen phosphate, 1

4^76,519

ANNULAR ILLUMINATION DEVICE

Toihliaia Hayaadia, Hachio^li, Japaa, aaalgaar to

Optical Co., Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FOad Aug. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 406,913

CUas prinrity, appliealim Japan. Aug. 13, 1981, 56.125932

fat a» F21V 7/04

U.S.a362-32 7

1. An annular illumination device comprising a light source

means capable of projecting substantially parallel light rays, a

tubular light transmitter having its entrance end face and its

exit end face both inclined to said light rays and capable of

transmitting said light rays with its inner face reflections, a

light collecting lens arranged so that its front focal point coin-

cides with the exit end face of said tubular light transmitter and

capable ofcoUecting a conical light bundle projected out of the

exit end face of said tubular light transmitter to form an image

of an annular light, and a condenser lens arranged so that itt

fhmt fbcal point c(»ncides with a rear focal point of said light

collectnig lens.
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4t47M30
COMPUTER-CONTROLLED SYNTHETIC WAVEFORM

GENERATOR
Elbirt M. GdlMMrc 21502 St Johi Lc, HntiMtM Bcwh.
GdU: 92646

«iP«ioc«:^

Fltod Feb. 24, 1992, Scr. No. 35M05
1ml CLi H02M J/12

U&a36»-^ ITChlais

oiKtory of the buck-boost tnntfbrraer being oonnected in dr-
cut with the secondary of the main trnsfbrmer and said recti-
fying elements so that the center Ups of said main and buck-
boost transformers are utilized as positive and negative output
terminals for said power supply, means connecting the input of

said main transformer to the input of8«id regulating device and
the output of said regulating device to the primary of said
buck-boost transformer, wherd>y a regulated D.C. power
output is provided by the buck-boost transformer bucking or
boosting the main transformer.

1. A system for converting force into electrical energy of
preaelected character comprising, in combination:

(a) a generator for producing electrical energy of a first
character in response to said force;

(b) charge storage means including a plurality of charge
storage elements;

(c) • fint bus comprising at least one conductor providing an
electrical path between the output of said generator and
said charge storage means;

(d) a second bus comprising at least one conductor in electri-
cal connection to said charge storage means;

(e) a switching Mtworic to control the flow of electrical
energy from said first bus to the charge storage elements
of said charge storage means and to control the flow of
charge from said charge storage elements to said second
bus; and

(0 programmable apparatus to control said switching net-
work comprising, in combination:

(i) a digital computer; and
(ii) input-output means coupled thereto;

said apparatus being programmed to couple said charge
storage elements to said first bus in response to the instan-
taneous value of the output of said generator.

M76,521
PERIN RECTIFIER APPARATUS

PMar mwvicck. 30814 MoraaM, Wama, Mich. 4M93
FUcd Jon. 1. 1983, Scr. No. 500,164

Int a.3 H02M 7/00
UAa36*-101 jChtaa

1. Improvemett m a regulated D.C. power supply having a
conventional main transformer with a center tap secondary
and rectifying elements, the improvement comprising a buck-
booat^ transfbrmer, and a regulating device, said buck-boost
traasfbrmer being of the same type construction as the main
transformer and also having a center tap secondary, the sec-

4^76^22
PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL PROCESSING

CONTROLLER WITH MODE-SELECTABLE ADDRESS
REGISTER SEQUENCING

Kenneth A. Boahaw, Longmnt, Colo^ DvwiB P. RacUey, Boca
Raton, Fla., and MiltOB H. Woodward, BoaMcr, Colo., aarin-
on to latematkMal Basiacci MaeUaea Corporatkn, Anaoak,
N.Y.

FUcd Mar. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 241,902
lat CU G06F 3/Oa 9/21 15/16

U.S.a364-200 o riri-T

1. A peripheral processing controller in a system having a
plurality of peripheral devices processing data directly with a
memory and independently of a central processor, said con-
troller providing access from each peripheral device to the
memory and comprising:

a plurality ofmemory address registers, each register associ-
ated with one of the peripheral devices and assigned an
access mode, defining a memory space addressing se-

quence, and a memory «pact allocation;

said memory address registers being initialized to a starting

address;

means for accessing the memory with the starting address
from a selected one of said memory address registers, said
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accessing means responsive to said access mode for ad-

vancing the access address through memory qwce in the

address sequence controlled by said access mode as the

r. peripheral device associated with the selected register

processes data with the memory;

detection means responsive to the memory space allocation

assigned to the selected memory address register for de-

tecting when a block of memory space allocated to the

peripheral device associated with the selected register has

been consumed by the peripheral device.

4^76^23

FIXED POINT AND FLOATING POINT COMPUTATION
UNITS USING COMMONLY SHARED CONTROL

FIELDS
Robert W. Beaacftaav. Milford, Maia., aarigaor to Data Gca-

cral Corporatioa, Wcitboro, Mass.

Filed Jaa. 11, 1981, Scr. No. 272,507

lat a.3 G06F 9/22

U&a 364-200 7

second data bos means in the SC for connecting MS to the

second data storage device to provide a second record

transfer bus between MS and the seoond dtta storage

device;

a CH program for transferring records between the first and

second data storage devices through MS:

a CP instruction for execution on a CP that designates the

first data storage device and accesses a field in MS desig-

nating the second data storage device for a record trans-
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1. In a data processing system requiring fixed point and

floating point computation operations

an arithmetic computation unit for providmg primarily fixed

point arithmetic computations,

a separate floating point computation unit comprising an

exponent computation unit and a mantissa computation

unit for providing primarily floating point arithmetic

computations,

a single control store means for supplying microinstructions

for controlluig the operations of both said arithmetic

computation unit and said floating point computation unit,

both said arithmetic computation unit and said floating

point computation unit being responsive to a plurality of

commonly shared control fields of each said microinstruc-

tion during their respective operations and said floating

point computation unit being fiirther responsive to at least

one additional control field of each of said microinstruc-

tion during its operation.

4,476,524

PAGE STORAGE CONTROL METHODS AND MEANS
DafidT.Bwwa;DoaW.Raia,bothofPua||biw i|iai>. aadRkfa-

i J. ScbMli, Wappiagon Faila. aU of N.Y., asai^ to

_ hiriaf MacUaca Corporatioa, AraMak, N.Y.

FUcd JaL 2, 1981, Scr. No. 279,907

lat CL' G06F 9/00, 13/00. 13/06

U&a364-200 ^\5^
1. In a data processing system havmg at least a central pro-

cessor (CP), mam storage (MS), achannel processor (CiUano

a storage control means (SQ for connecting MS to the CP and

to the CH, the system characterized by:

first and second data storage devices fior stonng data re-

cords; _

fint data bus means in the SC for connecting MS to the first

data storage device to {wovide a first record transfer data

bos between MS and the first data storage device;

the CH program including channel control words (CCWs)

for controlling a record transfer between MS and the first

data storage device on the first data bus means, and other

CCWs for controlling a record transfer between MS and

the second data storage device on on the second data bus

means;

whereby a three-media page transfer is obtained between the

fint device, MS and the second device in either direction

by means of a signal CH program.

4^6,525
PIPELINE-CONTROLLED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

CAPABLE OF PERFORMING A PLURALTTY OF
INSTRUCTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY

HidcsU IsUi, Tokyo, Japaa, aasigaor to NEC Corporatioa,

Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 292,849

OaiaM priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Aag. 28, 1980, 55-118628

lat a^ G06F 9/3S. 7/00

UAa36«-200 2Claia»

1, A pipeline controlled data processing system for execut-

ing instructions, wherein each instruction is executed in a

plurality of sequential stages with the sequential stages of first

and second consecutive instructions overlapping in time with

one another and wherein the last stage of execution of each

instruction a an execution cycle, each of said instructions

having an address portion, said system including a register

means to be loaded with an execution result in reqxmse to an

instruction, and memory means having a plurality of locations,

said data processing system further comprising:

instruction prefetch means connected to said memory means

for prefetching instructions from said memory means and

decoding said instructions;

first detection means connected to said instruction prefetch

means for detecting that the execution cycle of a first

instruction requires more than one machine cycle to be

performed and for detecting that said first instruction

instructs the generation of a first execution result and the

loading of said first execution result into said register

second detection means connected to said instruction |n«-

fetch means for detecting that a seoond instruction, fol-

lowing said first instruction and prefetched by said in-
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^^^ 'pnwtooooipletkmoftlieeMcu-

tote perlbnMd thaa Mid fim ia«nictk» and instracts theM^g of Hid fint execution result from laid icfisterMM into • kwalioo ofttid nienory means deiisiiated by
sttd tddrass of ssod second instniotion;

control mems rasponiive to imd fint and second detection
mMns for supplying a control signal before the comple-
tion of said first instruction; and

proems to control said processing, said host computer beingd«ptwl to generate input/output commands directed tose^ondwy data Storage means connected to said host computer
via channel means, said secondary dau storage memis coimris.
mg: -^

one or more long-term magnetic data storage means;
control module means for controlling said long-term data

storageraeans;

director means for controlling fiow of data between said
channel means, said control module means and said long,
term data storage means in response to an input/outDut
command; and

solid-state cache memory means for containment of date
antKipated to be the subject of a subsequent input/output
command, said cache memory means bang connected to
Mid director means by first circuit means establishing a
first data path from said long-term date storage means
through said control module means and said director
niMns mto said cache, and by second circuit means estab-
ushing a second dau path from said cache through said
director means to said channel means.

M7M27
SYNCHRONOUS DATA BUS WITH AUTOMAnCALLY

VARIABLE DATA RAIE
John B. Clayton, IV. Northboro, Man„ aMlpor to Dtta Gen.

crai Corporation, Westborough, Miii.
FDed Dec 10, IMl, Sar. No. 329,489

.,« ^ I«.a»G08Fi/(»
VS. a. 364-200 5

,

execution means responsive to said control signal for storing
said first execution result into the location of said memory
means designated by said addren of said second instruc-
tion and simultaneously with the loading of said first

«^f?«*» ««»|tjnto said register means in accordance
with Mid first instruction, to thereby complete the execu-
tion of said first and second instructions at the same time.

4*474,526

B «^55"^'"'™°> MEMORY SUBSYSTEM
P. nwM DodipBorite, Colo., iMllMr to Storngt Technology

f enliiina. Culu.

VIM Nov. 27. 1981, Sar. No. 328,346
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1. A data storage system for use with a host computer, said
ooapMer comprising an arithmetic and logic unit and a main
memory unit for contaiumeut of data to be processed and of

1. In a date processing system including processor means for
processmg said data, main memory means for storing said date,
at least one peripheral device means, and bus system means for
conducting information including main memory wMrrmfa and
said date b^ween said main memory means and said at least
one peripheral device means, said bus system means compris-

bus means, including

a phirality ofaddress/date lines for conducting said infor-
mation,

a clock line for conducting a clock tignfi, ud
a hold line for conducting a bold nignul;

master controller means, tneiiutwig

clock means having an output connected to said dock line
for providii^ a clock signitf having a fixed clock signal
period,

^^
master roister means c<»nected between said address-

/date lines and said main memmy means and responsive
to said clock signal for storing and transfiRring said
information between said address/date lines and said
main memory means in synchnmization with said do^
signal, and

master hold control means having an output connected to
and an input connected from said hold line, and
(a) renmnsive to operation of said main memory means

for providing said hold signal on said hold line during
each said fixed clock signal period whei«in said main
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^ 1 it not ready to reddve said informa-

tion provided on said address/date lines by said pe-

ri|rfieral device means, and

(b) tesponave to and bold signal provided on said hold

line during a said fixed dock signal period by a pe-

ripheral controller means associated with said periph-

eral device means for providing oontrd signals to

said master controller means and said main memory

mf^ii* to i
p^**«w said information stored in said

master register means for transfer to said peripheral

device means on said address/date lines during said

fixed clock signal period; and

said periphaal contrdler means associated with each one of

said peripheral device means, each one of said peripheral

controller means including

peripheral roister means connected between said ad-

dress/date lines and said associated peripheral device

means and responsive to said dock signal on said dock

line for storing and transferring said information be-

tween said addiesa/date lines and said associated pe-

ripheral device means in synchronization with said

dock signal, and

peripheral hold cmitrol means having an input connected

from and an output connected to said hold line, and

(a) responsive to operation of said associated peripheral

device means for providing a hold signal on said hold

line during each said clock signal period wherein said

peripheral device means is not ready to receive said

information provided on said address/date lines by

said master controller means, and

(b) responsive to said hold signal provided on sud hold

line by said master controller means during said fixed

dock signal period fbr providing control signals to

said associated peripheral device means and to said

peripheral controller means to maintam said informa-

tion stored m said peripheral register means for trans-

fer to said master controller means on said address-

/date lines during said fixed clock signal period.

4y476,528

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A
DATA ACCESS IN A DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

Ye*MwMrt—eto;KMioTikeiwmi4toMiMiJ«illof
Tokyo, Jipn, ariffon to Tokyo ShAnn Dsdd KAiMd

;awMdd,Japn
FDed Ang. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 409,862

iority,4pSlentio. JipM, Sap. 2. 1981, 96.138180

lirt.a'G06F/5/40

UACL ***-*« •

storage meant, prior to execution of said date operation

instruction; and

infbrming the date operation instruction of the addren of

said location of the date required thereby, prior to execu-

tion of the date operation instruction.

4,476,529

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A POWER STEERING DEVICE

Kdkhi Naknnn, Karlya; Yatefca Mori, Toyokawa, and Yo>

sUkn laigMS N^oya, aD of Japan, aaalgMn to Toyoda

KoU KabMUU Kaiaha, Kariya, Japan

FDed A« 25, 1982, Scr. No. 411,349

Clalna priority, application Japan, Sep. 16, 1981, 96-145706

lat a' B62D Sm
U.S.a364-4a4 4

1. A method for controllmg date accen in a computer hav-

mg first storage means and second storage means, both for

storing date inquired to execute a program mduding at least

one date operation instruction, comprising the steps of:

transferring date required by said date operation instructoon

from said second storage means to a location in said first

1. A control system for a power steering device having a

steering force transmitting mechanism for transmitting manual

steering force applied to a steering whed to at least one steer-

able whed, said steering force transmitting mechanism includ-

ing a fluid supply end a power cylinder coupled to the fluid

supply for imparting assisting force thereto, said control sys-

tem comprising:

a solenoid valve fluidaUy coupled between said power cyhn-

der and said fluid siq^y, including,

CO a valve chamber and a spool slidably recdved in said

valve chamber without any mechanicd connection

with said steering force transmittittg mechanism for

controlling the supply and exhaust of pressurized fluid

to and from said power cylinder, and

(ii) a pair of solenoids for controlling the sliding move-

ment of said spool;

first and second detecting means for detecting the rotary

angular position of said steering wheel and the vehicle

driving speed so n to output rotary angular position date

and driving speed data, re^)ectivdy;

memory means for storing a plurality of first control values

respectively associated with various vehicle driving

speeds; and

control circuit means connected to said pair of said solenoids

and said memory means and reqwnsive to said rotny

angular position date and said driving q>eed date respec-

tively supplied from said first and second detecting means

for selecting one of said pair of said solenoids and one of

said ^urality of said first control values and for applying

to said selected one of said first pair of said solenoids an

electric current having a value corresponding to said

selected one of said plurality of said first contrd values.

whereby said assisting force generated by said power cylin-

der is controlled in correspondence to said detected vehi-

cle driving speed.
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4^71^530
MIOOOOMPUTER ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM

FOR Aim>MATIC TRANSMISSION OF MOTOR
VEHICLE

C«nlPi«tar, Bois d'Arcy,ndJ«aC Rooiy, Mcwhw, both
or nncc iMiVMn to Regie Nationic da Udnci Rauult
BOBimw BIllMCOPt. F^M

w

Fibd Mtf. 27, IMl, Ser. No. 248,235
priority, appUcatkM FVucc, Apr. 3, IMO, W 07584

., - « ^ ^' ^^^ ^^/^*GW ^/OO
VS. CL 364^424.1 13 ,

tude of the waveform at a time when the sample was
taken;

'^

data memory means for storing the digital sample values-
means for selecting a test to be performed;
niMns for maintaining a cylinder count based upon a sisnal

derived from the engine
means for supplying a signal to the A/D converter means to
mioate sampling of the analog input waveform by theA/D converter means as a function of the test selected and
the cyluider count;

5
ntwnvt

f^mtr

f<^

.4^^s

1. A system for controUing the drive ratio changes in a
motor vehicle automatic transmission having solenoid valves
for changing the drive ratio, said valves being responsive to
their solenoids and the solenoids being responsive to said sys-
tem, the de^ergized condition of said solenoid valves corre-
sponding to the highest drive ratio, said vehicle having a
source of energizing current, said system comprising:
power amplifiers, each connected to the solenoid of a said

solenoid valve for energizing it,

a reset circuit,

programmed microcomputer means connected to said
power amplifiers and to said source for selectively gov-
ernmg the supply of energizing current to said solenoids
through said power amplifiers, said microcomputer means
J»o having reiettnig means connected to said reset circuit
for re-mittalizing the program of said microcomputer
niMM whenever the supply voltage drops to zero or

^JJ«**^
^emwrocomputer supply voltage drops below

the vahie necessary for its proper operation, so that upon
r^mitiafazation of the program of said microcomputer,
said solenoid valves are in their de^ergized condition,
thus asrarmg that the transmission will then be in its high-
est drive ratio when the program begins running.

means for transferring a predetermined number of the digital
sample values represenutive of the input waveform from
the A/D converter means to selected locations in the data
memory means based upon the test selected;

means for selecting a display mode;
means for converting stored digital sample values to disphiy

dato based upon the disphiy mode selected; and
display means for displaying a simulated analog visual repie-

sentation of the magnitude of the input waveform as a
function of time based upon the display data.

M7M31
ENGINE ANALYZER WITH DIGITAL WAVEFORM

DISPLAY

AjIllSrlH^Jl^ ^^^' "^ twignon to Bear
AatoMti?e Scrricc EqidpMat Compny, Mflwaokee. Wis.

Filed D«. 4, 1981, Scr. No. 327,734

.,-«•. ^^^''^^ ^^^^«W iS/20
UAa36*-431.01

22 Claims
1. A test system for testing operation of a selected system or

component of a multicylinder internal combustion engine, the
test system comprisiiig:

moiM forproviding a periodic analog electrical input wave-
form representative of operation of the selected system or
component of the internal combustion engine under a test
oonAtion. the analog input waveform having a period
which vanes with engine speed;

naJog-toKligital (A/D) converter means for sampling the
•Mlog mput waveform periodicaUy and converting each
sample to a digital sample value which represents magni-

M7C,532
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GONTKOLLING THEDUTY CYCLE OF AN OFF^N TYPE VALVE BY
MONITORING THE HISTORY OF THE STATE OF THE

VALVE
Sonmn AldyaM, Kariya; Kenao Ito, OkaaU; Hiroyira Fv
aya, Nagoya; HanAiko Ogiao, Kariya; Yali Hinb»asU.
Aichi, a»l TakaUde Kawaann,M^aU ofJa|«^^
on to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya and Toyota Jidoiha
KogyoKaboihikiKairiia,Toyolm both of, Japan

/5SS?*S!."' ^' ^"' ^^^^ Dec 14, 1979, P«. No.
4j347,570. TUB application Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,349
Claim priority, applicatioa Japu^ Dec 18, 1978, 53-157782

iBt CL' F02M 7/J6, 9/04; F02B 5/02
VJS. CL 364-431.05 3 cu^a

3. Apparatus for controlling the air-fuel ratio supplied to an
internal combustion engine comprising:

an on-off type valve associated with the supplying of air to
said oigine;

memory means for storing indications of the on-ofT condi-
tion ofsaid valve over a predetermined number ofperiods;

means for sensing engine conditions; and
processor means for:

determining a desired duty cycle for said valve in response
to said condition,

determining an actual duty cycle of said valve in response
to said indications stored in said memory means,

turning oflF said valve and repUcing the oldest indication
stored in said memory means with an indication of said
turning oflTwhen said desired duty cycle is less than said
actual duty cycle, and
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turning on said valve and replacing the oldest indication

stored in said memory means wiUi an indication of said

ff" CONTML

(JaawHB^y^iocB

said plurality of sections producing glassware articles of manu-

facture, and a conveyor for carrying said glassware articles of

manufacture from said individual section machine to a lehr, the

improvement comprising non-contact guager means posi-

tioned along said conveyor for measuring said glassware arti-

cles of manufacture while they are in transit on said conveyor

from said individual section machine to said lehr, said gauger

means comprising:

a light-generating means;

a light-detecting means comprinng a plurality of detecton

arranged in an array for signaling the interaction ofenergy

from said bght-generating means with said ^assware

articles of manufacture on said conveyor; and

means for receiving the signals produced by said light-

detecting means and for measuring, based on said signals,

the diameter of said glassware articles of manufacture, the

perpendicularity of an edge of said glassware articles of

manufacture, the variation in the height of portions of said

glassware articles of manufacture, and the roundness of

said glassware articles of manufacture.

4^76,534

FIXED-CYCLE'CONTROLLED FILLING MACHINE
Hemann ScUooer, Bad Krenaach, Fed. Rep. of Gcraaay,

anignor to Sdtz-Wcrkc GmbH, Bad Krenzuch, Fed. Rep. of

GcnnaBy
Filed May 26, 1981, Scr. No. 266,923

Claims priority, apfdicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, May 24,

1980, 3019940
lot a.3 G06F 15/46

VS. a. 364—479 W CWm

21

^«

O ' 13

H

-/- -/-

WW 4l

turning on when said deared duty cycle is not less than

said actual duty cycle.

4,476,533

GLASSWARE GAUGING SYSTEM
Stephen W. Daodt, LongOM^ George W. Gieann, Boidder;

WflUam C. HcmaBsiM, Boolder, and Arthur A. Olien, Boe-

der, aU of Coic iMipon to BaU Corporatioii, Mande, lad.

Filed JuL 8, 1981, Scr. No. 281,467

lat CL3 GOIB n/QO

VS.a 364-473 ^^

atcp*.

mar i» ^ ^
-£2"/ / / '

.SS^'S.

1. In glassware manufacturing apparatus including an indi-

vidual section machine having a plurality of sections, each of

1. An arrangement for controlling a bottle filling machine

having a stationary part, a rotating part provided with filling

elements, each filling element having operatively associated

therewith at least one valve and one signal emitter, the latter

being actuated by the filling material rising in a container

which is briefly pressed onto the respective filling element for

filling purposes, comprising:

a reeistering and storage device which is synchronously

cCTACcted step-for-step with the circulation path of said

rotating part of said filling machine in the manner of a shif^

register, and which has a number of register locations and

storage means which are at least adjustable to the number

of filling elements in circulation;

a sennng device arranged on said rotating part of said filling

machine and provided with feeler elements which re-

spond to breakage of a container to be filled, and enter an

appropriate marking in said registering and storage de-

vice;

a discharge element for discharging containers from said

filling machine;

an ejection device located in the region of said discharge

element which, when actuated, ejects a container from a

row of containers leaving said filling machine;

a counting chain of relays with that number of counting

locations having storage elements which corresponds to

an integral multi|rfe of the number of filling elements in

circulation, increased by the necessary advancing steps

between the arrangement of said sensing device and said

ejection device, said counting chain of relays being con-
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nectedtoiiid regntering and ttonge device for takag
over infoiniatioD; and

• iwHchmg device, aid counting chain of relays being con-
nected to said switdung device for emitting switching
PolMs tatte advudng step spacing between said sensmg
and ejection devices, said switching device serving to
actuate said ejection device.

4«47M38
SYSTEM FOR MONITORING, TRANSMimNG AND
GONDrnONING OP INFORMATION GATHERED AT

SELECTED LOCATIONS
OiMT. LmUh. nnt l$k» Rd^ Lakcwood, Ohio 44Ur7,
mi Rriph J. Thmrmm, 2399 W. Immu RL, BraadYiew

DlfWaiflr8v.N«.4MM. Ja. 1, l979^11isappUeation Jon.
IS, Ml, Stt. No. r3,933
bt a' GOIC 19/16

VACL96t-4M 4i

M'

a digital binary accumuktor connected to said clocking
means for aocomnlating said digital values;

a sine approximation means connected to said accumulator
for converting said digital values to digital representations
of a sine function;

a control means connected to said accumuUtor and to said
sine approximation means, respectively, for altering the
4)proximation value of die output of said sine approxima-
tion means in reqionse to the totid accumulated value
occurring in said accumulator by reducing the signifi-
cance accorded by said approximation means to die fur-
ther increments to the low order bits of said accumulator
to one-half dieir normal value when a combined 45* phase

^ r-=»

—T—
fs^ -'

' ' «
'.

I. An apparatus for processing a plurality of digital pulse
lignals generated by a like plurality of measuring devices
comprising: a corresponding plurality of first resettiriile mem-
ory means electricaUy connected to a corresponding one of
said measoring devices, each said first resettable memory
means being adapted to be actuated to a set condition upon
reception of a digital pulse fhmi its associated measuring de-
vice; a dock adapted to generate a signal having a frequency
equal to or greater dian die product of die number of measur-

es devices ftxm which digital pulses are lecdved and die
"^«pohei«e expected ttom any single measuring device,
* """I* ''"""We memory means; switch means adapted to
•equntially connect and dien disconnect each of said first
MtaUe memory means to said second resettable memory
means at a rate detemuned by said clock; means adapted to
sequentially activate each switch means; means adapted to
reset each said fint resettable memory mean^ and means
adapted to reset said said second resettable memory means
after each of said first resettable memory means has been con-
neetod to and dien disconnected fiom said second resettable
memory means.

value accumuktion ^ipears in said accumulator and by
further altering said ou^t of said sine ^yproximation
means by reducing die value accorded to additional incre-
ment to die output of said accumulator by said sine ap-
proximation means when the accumulated phase value in
said accumulator is 67)*; and

means for reversing said accumulator's modification se-
quence and direction every 90* of accumuUrted phase
value;

means connected to said sine approximation means for con-
verting the output value in said approximation means to a
step wise analog output voltage approximating a sine
wave function.

M7«,837
FIXED FODfT AND FLOATINGFOINT COMPUTATION

UNTTS USING COMMONLY SHARED CONIROL
FIELDS

S. Blaa, Nadck, airiiMca B. Stdn, Maribora, both of—'
to Data GcMral Coivontioa, Wcatbara,

M7MX
DIGITAL SINE WAVE SYNIHESIZING METHOD AND

APPARATUS
Gartwr D. Uam, Jr., RaMgh, NT,, aidpar to

FIM Dae. 17, i9Sl, S«. No. »M99
lit a> GOfP 15/34: G06J 1/00

U8.aM4|-721 A.

1. Appaiatns for generating analog sine wave functions,
compnsmg:
a sooce of digits vahies repreaentive of phase angle incre-

ments;

a docking meaoa connected to said source for docking out
to an accumulator said digital vahies at a fixed docking

FDed Jan. 11, 19tl, Scr. No. 272,777
Int a^ GOCF 7/4S

VJS, CL 364—748 3

,

1. In a data processing system requiring fixed point and
floating point computation operations
an arithmetic computation unit fbr providing fixed point

arithmetic ccMnputations,

a floating point craiputation unit operating mdependendy
and in time synchronism with said aritlunetic oomputatitn
unit comprising an exponent computation unit and a man-
tissa computation unit for providing floating point arith-

metic computations for data words havmg a first or a
second selected number of bits,

a sin^ contrd store means Ux siqiplying nucroinstroctions
for controUing the operations of both said arithmetic
computation unit and said floating point computation unit,

both said compntatimi unita being reqxmsive to a idmality
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of commonly shared control fields of said microinstroc-

tions during their respective operations,

floating point computation unit being fiirther responsive

connected delay elements each having the delay time l/(2f2)

where fzis the highest frequency component ofan input signal,

the first of said series of phnKty of dday dements being

coui^ed to said input terminal, a plurality of tap weight coeffi-

cient means each coupled to a junction between adjacent delay

dements of said series ofdday dements, means for mdtiplying

the input to said tap wdght coefficient means by a predeter-

mined number, an adder for providing the sum of all the out-

puts of said tap weight coeffident means, and an output termi-

nd cou|ried with the output of said adder to provide the output

of the filter, characterized m that

to an additiond control field of sdd microinstructions for

identifying whether said floating pdnt computation unit is

operating on data words of said first or sud second se-

lected number of data bits.

*»
|
IMHD-"jgHD-

4^76,538

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCnON GENERATOR
Barric Gilbart, Forcat Gran, Orcg., airi^or to Analog Defieaa,

InCn Norwood, M«i.
FDed Feb. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 344,544

lat a? G06G 7/22
^

UJS.a364-817 13

Bs:

•«Te,«^?^

'^^5nl»"-'H^^

(a) the duration of the delay of said taps n m/(2f2), where m
is an integer larger dian 2, and l/(2f2) is delay time ofeach

delay element,

(b) a tap weight which is a mdtiplier of said tap wdght

coefficient means is provided by a digitd memory which

stores vdues defined by Bessd f^inction vdoe according

to a position (n) of a tap, a dday time (r) of each dday

dement, dday expansion width (a) and said integer (m),

(c) the dday characteristics of said transversd filter n sinu-

soidal, and

(d) die transfer fimction of die filter as a smear filter is

1. A trigonometric fimction generator for sdectivdy pro-

ducing any of the standard trigonometric functions, compris-

a first sine (cosine) network arranged to receive a first angle «p[ -y-;Sr««K««r) = ^f j/«f
-;J;-J

(-iyttf(-Jimtn)

input signd and to produce a first output signdresponnve >

to the sine (cosine) of die first input angle;

a second sine (cosine) network arranged to recdve a second

angle input signd and to produce a second output ngnd

responsive to the sine (cosine) of the second mput angle;

and

drcdt means mterconnectmg said first and second networics

and including means to produce a composite output signd

therefhmi proportiond to the sine (coanie) of said first

input angle and inversdy proportiond to the snie (cosine)

of said second input angle. "^

etpifmutr)

and

(e) the transfer fimction of the filter as a desmear filter is

4^78^39
TRANSVERSAL TYPE SMEAR-DESMEAR FILTER

MiehHoaU Tamvi, duBaiid, lata of Tokyo, Japan (by Yaad

r); Hideo Kdboyadd, Eawaadd, Japan;
exp

Kiwai, Yokohama,

Dawa Co., Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FDad Mar. 28, 1982, Sar. No. 381,825

CWa» priority, appHealion Japan, JiL 7, 1981, 56.104970

Iita)G08G7/(»
UAa 364-825 » a««ms

1. A transversd type smear-desmear filter comprising an

input temund fior receiving an input signal, a idurality ofseries
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4t47<340
NON'UNEAR FUNCTION GENERA'TOR

JmI R. Cwm, Van It Pwfl, Fhnwe, Mri^w to SNECMA.

RM Majr 24, 1912, Scr. No. 38134
riorlty, ipplkrtiM Fttmn, May 27, IMl, 81 10513

IM. a' OOIR 17/20: GOID 5/16
U&a364-8S1 6CtaiM

1. A potentionwtric system for converting the position of a
moWle element into a voltage C which varies according to a
P»«determined hiw between a predetermined minimum value
Cmin and a maximum vahw Cmax when the mobUe element is
moved from a first to a second position, said system compris-
mg:

• linear potentiometer having a slider which is connected to
said mobile element and said potentiometer outputting a
variable amplitude signal as a function of the position of
•aidsKder;

a ftmctiop generator controlled by the output signal of said
potentiometer whereby said function generator outputs a
ngnal which varies according to a predetermined non-lin-
earftmction of said output signal of said potentiometer;

generator means for outputting a sawtooth signal which
varies between a minimum value and a predetermined
maximum value;

first adder means which receives on a first input said saw-
tooth signal and which receives on a second input the
output of said Auction generator whereby said adderm«M add said signals received on said first and said
second input and outputs a sum signal;

vohage source means outputting a signal representing a
predetermined threshold value;

comparativemeans for comparing said sum signal and said
ngnal representing said predetermined threshold value
and for providing and output,

"^^[fjwcircuit having a first input for receiving said
pndetei milled maxhnum value Cmax and a second input
for receiving said predetermined minimum value Cmin
and for deUvering an output representative of Cmax-C-
min;

•witch means receiving the output of said subractor means
nd providing an output controlled by the output of said
comparator,

•econd adder means receiving on a first input a signal repre-
sentative ofCmin and on a second input the output of said
•witch means; and

an output integrator means outputting the voltage c in the
*"» of• oootiiiuous signal wherein the ampUtude of said
voltage c represents the average value of the signal sup-
plied by said second adder means.

4,47M41
VARIABLE FUNCnON PROGRAMMED SYSTEMGa^W. Boom, and MidMMl J. Codra, both orHoMton, Tex.,

assiffofi to Texas iMtnnwBti Incorporated. Dalln, Tex,
P'jg"' •'Sw. No. 002314, Jan. 12, 1979, Prt. No. 4,32fi,2«.

4^2,675, which is a coMfaraatioa of Ser. No. 420,999, Dec 3,

J^^.'^HSlTt '?** * • <»««Wi«rtl0B of Ser. No. 163^65,
J«L 19, 1971. abaadoMd. lUa appUortion Mar. 17, 1982, Ser.

N0.3S8396
He portioa or the term of this pMent sabaeqneM to Feb. 14,

1995. haa been dtadahned.
lat CLJ GOSF 3/01 3/147. 9/00, 13/00

U.S.a364-900
2CIataia

L.IW IImill II — —

HI
I

^^w^^^^i ^ ^ ^

1. A data processing system implemented in a large<4cale-
integrated semiconductor device employing insuhited gate
field efTect transistors, comprising:

(a) a word-addressable read-only-memory array for storing
fixed instruction words to control the operation of the
system, the read-only-memory array being programmable
in manufacture to provide a variety of different fimctions
for systems made with said device of the same construc-
tion except for the fixed instruction words;

(b) control means connected to the read-only-memory to
receive the instruction words and generate command
signals;

(c) addressing means including a register coupled to said
read-only-memory array for addressing the read-only-
memory array to provide a sequence of instruction words
for operating said system, each address of the register
representing a different instruction word;

(d) data storage means including an amy of read/write
memory cells defining a plurality ofmemory locations for
storing in bit-parallel format a plurality of multi-bit words
of information;

(e) bit-parallel arithmetic-logic means coupled to said con-
trol means to receive command signals and coupled to said
data storage means for receiving multi-bit words fitmj the
data storage means and performing arithmetic and logic
operations on said multi-bit words in accordance with the
command signals to provide resulting outputs;

(0 means coupled to said data storage means and to the
arithmetic-logic means and controlled by command sig-

nals from said control means for inputing selected woids
of said information into the arithmetic-logic means from
defined memory locations m said data storage means and
coupling the resulting outputs from the arithmetic-logic
means to defined locations in the data storage means.
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PRINTING SYSTEM
Peter A. Oen. PcaflaU; Raao J. D'Orteuio, Rochcater. and

CkroijB P. Grow, PHrflaid, aB of N.Y., aasipnn to Xerox

Corponthw, Staaford, GeM.
Filed May 10, 1982. Ser. No. 37M84

Lrt. a^ G06F J//2

U.!a 364-900 OCiatate

1. In a printer having means for encoding incremental areas

across midtiple print widths on a print medium to form printed

characters, apparatus comprising:

means for storing digital signals corresponding to the char-

acters to be printed in a format related to the desired

position of the characters on the print medium,

means for storing a binary signal mapping corresponding to

the printed appearance of a portion of the medium,

wherein one binary condition corresponds to a bhmk

incremental area on said print medium, and a second

binary condition corresponds to a printed incremental

area,

means for formatting said binary signals according to the

printed appearance of successive printed portions and

loading said binary signals into said means for storing the

binary signal mapping, and

interface means coupled to said means for encoding to trans-

mit print control signals corresponding to said binary

signals to cause said means fat encoding to print said

characters.

4,476.543

GONNECnON OF A NUMBER OFWORK STATIONS TO
A SINGLE CONDUCTOR COAXIAL BUS

Matthew M. QoiMNNa, HoUiatoa; FM A. MIrow, Wcatwood,

both ofMnannd Robert M. Troop. Hndaoo. NJL, aaripMfi

to HoMyweU lofbmtioa Syateau Inc. Walthan. Mav.
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431^62

Int a^ G06F 1/00: H04B 3/00

U.S.a 364-900 6
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a high speed link controller coupled to said bus for transmit-

ting data bit signals over said bus; and

a plurality of work stations coupled to said bus for receiving

the data bit signals from said high speed link controller

and transmitting the data bit signals over said bus to said

high speed link controller, the data bit signals being trans-

ferred at a predetermined bit rate and having a predeter-

mined rise time and a predetermined fall time to reduce

reflections on said bus;

said bus having a first predetermined length and having

means for coupling each of said plurality of work stations

to said bus;

said coupling means including a "tee" connector coupled to

said bus and a single conductor coaxial cable having a

second predetermined length coupling said each of said

plurality of work stations to said bus, each of said "tee"

connectors being coupled to said bus being at least a

predetermined distance from an adjacent "tee" connector

further reducing reflections on said bus.

4,476.544

CURRENT'CONTROLLED MAGNETIC DOMAIN
MEMORY

Nolle J. Wiegman, Etedhoren, Netherlands, aaaigaor to U.S.

Phflipa Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 375,151

Claims priority, application Netherlaads, May 11, 1981,

8102284
lit a^ GllC 79/09

U.S. CL 365-19 24

L An interactive terminal data processing system comprises:

a single conductor coaxial bu^

1. A register for propagating cylindrical magnetic domains

having centers and diameters, said register comprising:

a substantially planar magnetizable biyer in which the mag-

netic domains are situated; and

a propagation layer on the magnetizable layer for driving the

magnetic domains in the magnetizable layer, the pn^iaga-

tion layer comprising:

an electrically-conductive conductor pattern having edges

and having a longitudinal axis, said axis defining trajecto-

ries for the magnet domains, said pattern follow^ mean-

dering paths having meander periods; and

a plurality of control elements arranged on the longitudinal

axis of the conductor pattern, two control elements per

meander period, said control elements generating, in oper-

ation, potential wells in the magnetizable layer;

characterized in that:

the conductor pattern comprises a conductor having a width

ofapproximately one domain diameter, and the conductor

pattern has a meander period of approximately four do-

main diameters; and

the control elements generate potential weUs in the magne-

tizable layer, each well covering an area substantially

equal to the area covered by a cross-section through a

magnetic domain in the plane of the magnetizable layer,

said control elements bang arranged to locate the poten-

tial wells to stabilize the centers of the magnetic domains
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t the edges of the oondnctor pettern when there is no
electric current flowing through the conductor pattern.

M7M45
DYNAMIC SEMIOONDUCrOR MEMORY CELL WITH

RANDOM ACCESS AND METHOD FOR ITS
PRODUCnON

WoMkng MWkr, PMihnn. Fed. Re^ of GcrwHy. mimor
toSlMi A lrtisagwinsihefl, Berlin A M-kh. Fed. Re» of

FDed Oct 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315^88

1880,3(M4112
'•••«-«-'--'^«'G«-T.No..24.

unL a» cue woa 11/40
U&a 388-178

tin • dynamic semiconductor memory cell with random
accos (RAM) having a first polysilicon which is insuUued
irom a semiconductor body by a dielectric layer as a memory
electrode for memory regions generated in the semiconductor
body and a second polysilicon plane applied insuUited from the
first polysilicon plane as word Unes, the improvement compris-
mg wherein:

the electric isolating regions between neighboring active
memory cells in the semiconductor body, under the first
polysilicon plane, are generated by implanution of ions to
mcpease the substrate doping on the surftce of said semi-
conductor body whereby field shield insulation regions
are generated by a transistor in the offtute and the mem-
ory regions are rendered self-conducting by said implanta-
tion of ions so that with a voltage at the polysilicon- 1 -elec-
trode of volts, the ftdl operating vohage can be written
into the memory o^adtiuice.

M78348
PROGRAMMABLE ADDRESS BUFFER FOR PARTIAL

PRODUCTS
C Viirinij, Sn Joae, Grilf., anlcMr to FalreUld

I k iMliniii Corp., Moatdn View, Qdlf.
FDed M». 19, 1982, Sw. No. 368,029

.
i^ a» cue 9/ao, 11/34. 29/00

UAa 368-200 lg

1. Apparatus for addressfaig two portions ofa dicutt con-
taining at least ftrar portioas comprising:
an A address input;

a B address mput;
a B address output coupled to the B address input;
a first raverter coupled to the B address input and to a 6

address output;

first switch means coupled to switchably connect only one
of the A and B address faiputs to a first nod^

a second inverter connected to the fint nod^
second switch means coupled to switchably connect one of

the first node or the secmd hiverter to a second node;
an A address output coiq>led to the first nod^ and
an X address output coupled through a tUfd inverter to the
secondnode.

M7«,S47
DRAM WITH INTERLEAVED FOLDED BIT LINES^J^**y^J<*«*«^ J«P«. -*8» 10 F^IHw LliiH

itwli nawBsail. lapan

Filed Dec 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,691CUw priority, appUortion Jipu, Dec 26, 1980, 58-188934
lUL^^HWL 27/04: Give 11/40U& CL 365-205 ^ i

:^

10. A semic(mductor memory device compriMng;
first and second sense amplifiers;

first and second bit lines operativdy connected to said first

sense amplifier;

third and fourth bit hues operativdy connected to said sec-
ond sense amplifier, said first bit line being adjacent to said
third bit line, said second bit line being adjacent to said
fourth bit line, and said second and third bit lines bdng
adjacent to each other,

first through third word lines; and
first through fourth memory cells operativdy connected to

req)ective ones ofsaid bit Imes and said first throu^ third
word lines, each of said first through fourth memory cells
comprise:

a transfer transistor operativdy connected to the reqwctive
one of said bit lines and the respective word line; and

a first capacitor region having disposed therem a storage
cqwcitor operatively connected to said transfer transistor,

said first capacitor regions of said first through fourth
memory cells of adjacem bit lines are shifted and mter-
leaved with respect to each other, where said first capaci-
tor region corresponding with said first bit line is diqwaed
between said second and third word hues, said fint cqwci-
tor region corresponding to said second bit Ime is diqwsed
between said second and third word hues, said firstcqMd-
tor region correspondmg to said third bit line is diqxMed
between said first and second word Unes and said first

capacitor regira corresponding to said fourth bit hne is

disposed between said first and second word Unes.
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DYNAMIC TYPE MOS MEMORY DEVICE
acoustic signals by applying a plurality of correction

factors to said first portion, the resultant corrected first

both of Ja

US.a 365-233

to HIlBdri, Ltd., Tokyo, Japn
Jn. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,0«7

, application Japn, Jna. 24, 1981, 56/96638

IM. a' cue 11/40

3

1. A dynamic type MOS memory device comprising:

a plurality of gate Unes and a plurality of selecting switeh

MOSFETs which are disposed in correspondence with

the respective gate lines:

a control circuit for controlling said plurality of selecting

switoh MOSFETs;
a plurality of resistance means which are disposed between

the respective gate lines and the ground potential and each

of which has a control termind; and

an inverter circuit which recdves timing signals to be ap-

plied to input side electrodes of the respective selecting

switch MOSFETs and which delivers control signds to

the control terminals;

wherein sdd timing signals are brought into a supply voltage

levd substantially in synchronism with completion of an

operation of said control circuit

portion of sdd detected acoustic signds representing said

inddent acoustic pulse produced by sdd transducer.

4,476350

DETERMINATION OF FAR FIELD SIGNATURES, FOR
INSTANCE OF SEISMIC SOURCES

Anted M. ZkAowikl, Twlckaiham, England, and Pad L.

Stoflh, Valley Cottage, N.Y., aadgMirs te The BrHU Na-

thMMl Ofl CwpoiaUen, Great Britain

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,178

OataM priority, appUeation Udted Klngdoa^ Ang. 29, 1980,

8028018

lit a.) GOIV 1/28

U.S.a 367—21 8 dalBH

M764M9
CALIBRATIONMETHODFOR ACOUSTICSCATTERING
MEASUREMENTS USING A SPHERICAL TARGET

Loato R. DragOMtte, Upper Marlbora; Lavcacc J. Fhisdc, Mt
d Sanaa K. Nnvieh, KcHlnglon, dl of Md., aa-

I toHe Udted StdaaofAMricaM repreoeirted by the

Sacntai'j of the Nary, WaaUagloa, DXI.

FDed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,098

Lst CL> H04B 17/00

UAa 3«7—13 6 Caafaia

1. A method for cdibrating acoustic backscattering instru-

mentation comprising the steps of:

positioning a sphere made of high specific acoustic unpe-

dance materid a given distanrf from an acoustic trans-

ducer, said transducer acting as both a source of acoustic

energy and as a detector of acoustic energy;

fnfTg«*«wB sakl transducer such thd said transducer pro-

duces an rnddent acoustic pdsc sdd incktent acoustic

pulse being dvected toward saki q>here;

detecting acoustic signals reflected by sakl qihere using sakl

processing sakl detected acoustic signals in the time domain

to separate sakl detected signals mto a first portion which

represents the response of a rigkl body having the same

size and shape as said sphere and into a second portion

representing the dastic response of sakl sphere; and

correcting the am|riitude ofsdd first portion ofsaid detected

6. A method ofascertaining the for fidd signature ofan amy
of sound source units in a fidd, comprising the steps of:

(a) enq>loying an array of soimd source udts, each of which

is small compared with the wavdength of sound gener-

ated by the umt;

(b) locathig at least one sound pressure detector at a known

distance from the umts of the array, which distance is

small compared with the wavdength of sound generated

by the umts but sufficiendy large for the phase spectra of

the pressure fidds of the units to be independent of azi-

muth and rangr,

(c) locating each source unit at a known distance below the

fidd surfiwe and at a distance from the Add floor suffi-

ciently greater than the distance between the detector and

the source umt for the reflectkm of the soundwave from

the floor to be disregarded;

(d) generating sound pressure waves frtnn more than one of

the sound source unitsd a time which more than one umts

are located d least one wavdength of die towest fre-

quency of significance ^lart; and

(e) deducing by sununation of the indivkhid source umt

signatures detected by the at least one detector the fisr

fidd signature of the array.
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M7MS1
SELECTING OFFSET AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND
VELOCITY TO STACK SEISMOGRAMS WITH HIGH

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
^i!^H. RMhle, D«e«ffll«, T«i, tirigMr to MoM OU
GorpontkM, Nor Y«rk, N.Y.

FM Dm. 31, UM, Scr. No. 221^4
lat CLi GOIV J/36

U.&a3C7-43 jCtata.

ncLO

ar^rsr
or wiocrrr r~~| 109MFtmam

i

fVKvm or ^
«B WLoerrvnR

Mffl TMGB
T '.

t The method of suppressing noise in seismograms repre-
senting the reflection of seismic energy comprising:
ohtwning seismic daU from different reflecting points in the
«wtt ind from detectors each having a different offset
from a conunon source of seismic energy along a line of
exploration;

detecting the signal power of said seismograms as a function
of dtfTerent values of assumed acoustic velocity of the
-earth;

repeating the step of detecting for successive values of seis-
mogram travel time To and offset;

determinmg the maximum signal power for each iterated
value of travel time To and oflRwt;

muting maximum power traces in predetermined offset
ranges having poor signal to noise ratio; and

stacking the seismograms having an offset with a high signal
power for the reflecting point being explored.

M7M52
GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING METHODS

^? ?1.^***^ "* ^'**»» ^- ^^ *«<* ot P«Mca CHy,
OUfc, aari^on to Comco Im^ Ponca CHy, OUa.
DMriM or S«. No. 228,864, Feb. 24, 1972. abndoaed. lUs

mlkatkm Sep. 22, 1975, Ser. No. 615,485

.,- « l«. as GOIV //7dt //iO

j* a. M 4k •>

1. A method of seismic projecting comprising the steps of
pontKMung seismic energy shot points and seismic energy
recavmg pickups in continumg croM patterns at or near the
surftce whereby said shot points are distributed hnearly on anam parallel to the proqwcting direction and regukriy spaced
from one another and said pickups are distributed on a plnraUty

ofspaced lines perpendicular to said axis, and on each line, said
pickups are distributed regularly at an interval equal to a se-
lected integral number ofshot pomt spacmgs, relating said shot
pomts and pickups to a twoKtimensional grid ofseismic energy
reflector points located on a sub-surfiKe reflection stratum in
the form of a quadrature array of refledtor pomts disposed
around each individual intersection of a shot pomt distribution
axis with one of said perpendicuUu- pickup lines such tiut each
of said reflector points in each quadrature array wiU give rise
to a pluraUty of elementary energy paths tiirough a shot point,
uid reflector point and a pickup point, emitting seismic energy
from each shot point and receiving reflected energy at each
pickup, and mixing die pluraUty of energy signals to form a
common depdi point stack for each said reflector point in each
quadrature array.

M76353
METHOD OF DETERMINING THE SIGNATURES OF

ARRAYS OF MARINE SEISMIC SOURCES
ABtoBlM. ZtolkowaU, TwkkeidMim; Ladle Hrtto^ New Mal.

dea; Gregory E. Parkea, Girildferd, all of î *^, and Tor^
AttW Haagiaad, RakUa, Norway, aariviors to Jht British
National OU Corporation, Grant Britidn

Filed May 25. 1982, Ser. No. 381,856

Irt. a^ GOIJ 1/3S, 1/13
VJS.a 367-144 32

,

^"X

1. A method of determining the signature of an array of n
seismic sources, comprising the steps of:

providing an array of n marine seismic sources as the array
of n seismic sources, and providing n hydrophones for
measuring the emitted pressure wav^

actuating the array of n seismic sources;

measuring tiie emitted pressure wave at n independent points
whose positions are known witii reqiect to the array;

processing die measurements so as to produce n equivalent
agnatures of the n sources taking into account the interac-
ti<Mis therebetween, said processing step comprising

forming n simultaneous equations

*"*-*;l,-^"('-^)

where h/(t) is the signal provided by the i th hydrophones,
S, is die sensitivity of die i til hydrophone, a^ is die dis-
tance between die i di hydrophone and die j di seismic
source, c is the speed of sound in water, t is time, and P'j
(t) is die equivalent signatiire of die j di seimic source,
and

solving die n simultaneous equations for P*;(^ where j= 1, 2,
. . . , n; and

providing the signature of die array by superposing die n
equivalent signatures.
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4)476,554

SOUND ACTUATED UGHT SWTTCH
BlaiM M. Siitith, aid ium A. Taylor, both of Bcmrtoo,

Ongi, aaripMin to Joaatkaa Ehroveleh, Ehreorelch Elee-

troalca. New York, N.Y.

CootiaaatioB of Scr. No. 273,5711, Jan. 16, 1981, Pat No.

4)408.308. TUs appUcatioa JaL 21. 1983, Scr. No. 516^23

ne portkM of flw tcniirftUa patoat nbaeqaart to Not. 4, 2000,

Iirt. a' G08B 13/2Z' HOIH 36/(n 35/24; H04Q 1/18

VJS.a 367-197 11

1. A switch connected in series with and between an alter-

nating current power source and a load for actuation of the

load upon receipt of an audible external stimulus comprising:

a direct current power supply connected to said alternating

current power source uid having at least one direct cur-

rent output;

means for sensing said audible external stimulus and produc-

ing a first electrical signal representative of the stimulus at

a first output thereof;

a reset circuit means having a reset circuit input electrically

coupled to the first output for producing a reset signal at

a reset output when the electrical signal at the reset circuit

input exceeds a chosen level;

timing means coupled to the reset output for providing on

and off control signals at a control output, said on control

signal provided during receipt of the reset signal and for a

first period of time after said reset signal ceases, said off

control signal provided thereafter,

said timing means further comprising an electronic oscillator

means for producing an oscillating signal and an elec-

tronic counter coupled to the oscillator means and having

a reset input coupled to the reset output and adapted to

begin a count cycle by counting oscillations of the oscillat-

ing signal starting at a first count upon receipt ofsaid reset

signal, said counter means including means for producing

an on control signal at a counter upon receipt of said reset

rignal and an offcontrol signal after the electrmiic counter

reaches a certain count corresponding to a predetermined

time interval during ^i^ch said reset agoal is not re-

ceived; and

connecting switch means, having a switch input connected

to said contrd output and being responsive to said control

signal, for electrically connecting the ahemating current

power source to the load when the on cmtrol signal is

present.

4,476,555

TRACUNG SERVO APPARATUS FOR AN OPTICAL
INFORMATION REPRODUCING SYSTEM

YoaUro JoicU, Tokyo, and Hfaoahi Oldd, KawaaaU, both of

Japan, aarigaon to Scay Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Coatinaatfoa of Scr. No. 299.537, Sep. 4, 1981, abaadsasJ. lUs

appUcatioa Sep. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 534.931

Oafan priority. appUcatioa Japan, Sep. 12, 1980, 55-126877

lat a.3 GllB 21/10
U.S.CL369—44 lOCtafaas

..A.

1. A tracking control apparatus for an optical information

reproducing system in which a light beam for reading the

information is incident on a signal record surfisce of a record-

ing carrier on which a substantially circular record track is

formed, comprising:

photo-detector means including first and second portions for

detecting said light beam from said recording carrier and

generating respective first and second outputs, and means

for generating from said first and second outputs an infor-

mation signal and a first tracking error signal indicative of

deviations of beam position relative to the center of said

record track, said information signal being the sum of said

first and second outputs and said first tracking error signal

being the difference between said first and second outputs;

tracking control means receiving said first tracking error

signal for controlling the transverse position of said light

beam with req>ect to said center of said record track;

measuring means for generating a digital second tracking

error signal indicative of any eccentricity of said record-

ing carrier during at least one revolution of said recording

carrier, said measuring means including delayed flip-flop

means with a delayed input terminal, a clock input termi-

nal and an output terminal and providing an output signal

at said output terminal, a preset up/down counter having

a clock input terminal, an up/down switching control

terminal and an output terminal and providing an output

signal at said output terminal, said information signal from

said photo^etector means being supplied to said delayed

input terminal of said delayed flip-flop means, said first

tracking error signal from said photoKletector means

being supplied to said clock input terminals of said de-

layed fl^flop means and said up/down counter, said

output rignal of said delayed flip-flop means being sup-

plied to said up/down switching control terminal of said

counter,

memory means receiving said output of said counter for

storing said digital second tracking error signd;

means for converting said digital second tracking error

signal from said memory means to an analog signal; and

means for supplying said analog signal from said means for

converting to said tracking control means to adjust said

beam position in response thereto.
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APPARATUS POR REPRODUCING INPORMATION
FROM A RECORD DISC

iKfmMNttm^Y—iO} YfliMMii Trtgi tll , Fmiiwi;SM-
NOln, Ynkntw i , TmM» RdtHm, F^tama, and Idio8U^ YokohMi, to or Jipn, atriiMn to HHmW, Ud^
Tokyo, JapM

RM Say. 10, 1M2, Scr. No. 429,007
rioritjr, ppMciUoo Jipn, Oct 5, 1901. 56-157499

iML CL^ GllB 25/04

1. An appantos fbr reproducing information from a record
disc having a poor heat-resistant capability, comprising:

turntable means for carrying said record disc for reproduc-
tion of information;

motor means for rotating said turntable means;
means for loading said turntable means with said record disc
and for unloading said turntable means to detach said
record disc from said turntable means; and

means coupled to said loading and unloading means for
causing said motor means to operate to route said tumu-
bk means white said turntable means does not carry said
record disc except when said loading and unloading
means is loading said record disc onto said turntable
means and detaching said record disc therefrom, whereby
the rotation of said tomtabte means causes air within said
reimxlucing q>paratns to be circulated for suppressing a
poasiUe temperature rise of the atmoq)here around said

I

raoord disc white said reproducing apparatus is made
ready for a reproducing operation.

4^470,557

DUPLEX SIGNALING CIRCUrr
Jr.. Momt PliMMl, NJ^

, Morrsjr Hill, NJ.
FDad Aag. 13, 1902, Scr. No. 407^12

lot a^ H04B J/5S
VJB. CL 370-20

AM-S ^i

to ATAT

18

means, including a voltage divito, for biasing a portion- of
said bridge to a predetermined rdierence voltage, and

means for connecting a predetermined portion of said bridge
in series in said biasing means voltage divider.

4,476450
TIME COMPRESSION MULTIPLEX DIGITAL

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Ephraim AiMM, Nepeaa, CoMria, aMivMr to Northen Tetecon

Limited, Moatreol, QuMda
FIted JuL 29, 1902, Scr. No. 402,952

lot a^ H04J 3/06
VS. CL 370—100 4 n«i—

/

1. In a digital transmission sytem, compming?

means for transmitting burst of digital signals of fixed length
at fixed frame intervals, each burst mcluding mitial and
final synchronization bits at the beginning and ending
respectivdy of each burst; and

means for receiving the bursts of digital signals, including
means for establishing frame synchronization:

the improvement comprising in Uie receiving means:
gating means responsive to the absence of frame synchroni-

zation for passing all received signals to the means for
establishing frame synchronization; and reqwnsive to the
presence offrame synchronization for passing only signals

received during a window period which is coextensive
with that of said bursts, the means for establishing frame
synchronization.

1. A duplex signaling circuit comprising
a hybrid oouiding bridge including an input signaling con-

nection and a conjugate output «ign*Hftg connection, said
bridge Amber including a Une circnit connection coupled
through said bridge to receive signals from said input
signaling connection and to send signals to said oatput
signaling ccmnection,

4|47<,559

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND
DATA SIGNALS OVER A DIGITAL CHANNEL

Stephen J. Broiia, Liitegrtoo, aid Ralph W. Wjmtwm, Jr.
Bernards Township, SoBBSfnet Coorty, both oTNJ., I

to ATRTBeO Lahoratorica, Mwny HIB, NJ.
FDed Not. t, 1901, Scr. No. 319,690

Int a> IRMJ i//2.

U.& CL 37&-110.1 13
'LA method for the traasaussion of information in any me
of three modes, said modes being digitally encoded voice
signals, data signals, or a combination of said digitally encoded
voice signals and said dau signals, over a smgle, bidirectional

digital transmission channel interconnecting first and second
customer locatioBS by the steps of

(1) sdecting said information transmission mode,

(2) initiating said transmission.
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(3) providing a unique digital signature for identifying each

of said information modes, and
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4«476,561

DEVICE FOR REMOTELY SUPERVISING OPERATION
OF A BRANCHED DATA-TRANSMISSION NETWORK

Dirk niirhBisi, Lairfi Goom Hackl, Narsmhsra JohaM
riihl^iAsn.rTMimiBi. MirBlflihiin rTaiwlii nn tT

Fad.R«p.e#r—iy,irtpirH»TaKaDiFMf4tGtf»
FiiiBiHniliin Gi*H, Nars^bvi, Fad. Rsp. of

of Scr. No. 134,924, M«. 20, 1900,

nto appUcitiaa M«. 29, 1902, Sar. No. 363,140

ty, appHcilioo Fad. Rep. of GerMay, Apr. 4,

1979,2913402

lat a^ G06F ll/iO

U.S.a 371—25 3

(4) multiplexing said signals and said unique signature for

transmission between said first and second locations.

4^176^560

DUGNOSnC ORCUIT FOR DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Wamn K. Milter, Haywwd; Michael J. Milter, Sm Joaa, and

John M. Birkncr, Sonvrate, aU of CaUf^ aacipMa to Ad-

faMod Mtero DcTteea, Inc SonvTde, Calif. and MoMlithfc

McwMtei, Inc.

FDed Sep. 21, 1902, Scr. No. 420,679

Int a' GOOF WOO
U.S.a 371-15 10
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1. A device for remotely supervising operation of a data

transmission netwc^ whidi contains a plurality of subnet-

works branching from one another, comprising

a plurality of transmitters operatively connected to indivkl-

ual locations in respective sub-networks and each operst-

ing at an assigned characteristic frequency;

means for ry""»fl in consecutive scanning cycles charac-

teristic frequencies of reqwctive transmitters wherd>y all

said characteristic frequencies are scanned during each of

said consecutive scanning cycles;

means connected to said scanning means for interpreting the

scanned responses of respective transmitters as to the

presence or absence of the characteristic frequency

thereof;

means connected to said interpreting means for storing at

separate stwing locations the successive responses inter-

preted in one sranning cycle;

means connected to sakl storing means and to said interpret-

ing means for comparing the responses stored during the

one scanning cycte with reymses interpreted during the

subsequent scanning cyetea; and

means connected to sakl comparing means for signalling

differences between the stored responses and the siriise-

quent responses to determine, according to the storing

locatkns, the operatwnal oonditkms of the siqwrvised

sub-networks.

1. A circuit for the selective mtroductkm and removal of

digital signab into and from a digital signal path comprising

control means,

first mens ccnnected in sakl signal path and reqxmsive to

sakl control means, for selectively holding signals of sakl

path,

second means connected by a first mput-outpot means to

sakl first means and reqwnsive to sakl omitrol means for

selectively holding signals from said first means and re-

leasing signals to said first moans, sakl second means hav-

nig a second mput-ou^Hit means iot selectively accepting

digitsi signals and for sdectively sending digital signals,

whcrAy digital signals may be oiserted into sakl signal path

and removed from sakl signal path through

iapot-outpot means.

4^76,562

METHOD OF ERROR CORRECnON
Sdn, and I«t»o Odaka, both of Tokyo, Ji

to Sony Corpondfca, T0I70, Japmi

CoMinmtion of Sar. No. 203,924, JaL 16, 1901, ahadoMd.
Vpikirthm Sep. 28, 1903, Scr. No. 536,024

CUM pitority, ipplkilhm Japan, JnL 10, 1900, 5M9250;

JaL 23, 1900, 55-100014

Int a> GOOF n/io
UJS.a 371-49 23 CUh

1. A method for use m detectmg and correctuig errors m
received digital data signals formed of data words and error

check words, comprising the stq>s of;
,.,

generating a jrfurality oIL signals representative of error lyii-

drone words by multiply^g a bkwk of received data

signals with a ptfity check matrix;

generating a pluiality of signals representative oferror con-
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stint words firom siid plurality of generated signak repre-
sentative of error syndrome wofds;

determining whether errors eiist in said received digital d«u
signals by checking preselected equalities or inequalities

among said generated signals rqnesentative of error syn-
drome words and said generated signals representative of
error constant words and producing indication tignah
represenutive of the existence of such errors;

sive layers having a brger forbidden band gap. the fint active
layer comprising a p-n junction in said first part and the second
active kyer conq>rising a p-njunction in said second part, each
of which p-n junctions emits one of said radiation beams at a
sufficiently high current, the substrate being connected to a
first electrode, the sectMsd passive Uyer being connected to a
second electrode, and the third passive layer being connected
to a third electrode, characterized in that the third passive
layer is of the second conductivity type and that in one of said
parts of the semiconductor wafer a region is formed locally
which extends from the first major surface through the upper-
most passive hiyer, the adjoining active Uiyer and a part of the
underlying passive layer, the three layers all having the same
conductivity type opposite to that of said region, said region
forming with the remaining part of said adjoining active layer
the first p-njunction extending transversely to said active layer
and to said side surfaces, the second p-n junction extending
parallel to the second major surface and comprising a strip-

shaped active region also extending transversely to the side
surfaces.

generating error pattern signals using said signals representa-
tive of error syndrome words and said signals represenu-
tive of said error constant words for locating any indi-

cated erron in response to said indication signals represen-
tative of the existence of errors and

correcting located errors in the received digital data MgnKif
using said generated error pattern signals.

M7M63
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER HAVING AT LEAST TWO

RADUTION BEAMS, AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURING SAME

LodewUk J. Van RayvM, EMhofM, Netharianda, assignor to
U,S. Phllipa CorponthM, Nmr York, N.Y.

FDad Feb. 25, 1982, Sw. No. 352,502
CUm priortty, agpUorthm NdhcrlandB, Mar. 23, 1981,

8101409

lata' HOIS i/79
U.S. CL 372—

n

13 ri.i—

, 1. A semiconductor laser device for generating at least two
radiation beams which are substantially punOlel to each other,
comprising a semiconductor wafer having a first and a second
myr surface and comprisnig, between said major surfaces and
beside each other, at least a first part and an adjoining second
part, which semiconductor wafer is fiirther bounded by two
substantially parallel reflecting side surfaces extending perpeh-
dicul^y to the direction of the nKiiation beams and comprises
a substrate of a first conductivity type adjoining the second
m^jorrarface, on which substrate are provided successivdy a
first passive layer of the first conductivity type, a first active
^yw

f°<*»
second passive layer, which layers, together with

Ae substrate, extend hi both parts of the semiconductor wafer,
and only hi said second part there is provided on the second
passive layer successively a second active layer and a third
passive layer, each active layer bemg provided between pas-

4,478,5m
GAS EXHAUST NOZZLE FOR ARC FURNACES

Karl BiiUer, Nussbanawn, Switierhuid, aasignor to BBC Brown,
Boveri « Company, Lindled, Baden, Switicrlaad

Filed Ang. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,581
OaiaH priorHy, appttcatka Switicrland, Sep. 1, 1981,

5815/81

tatCa.'F27Di/70
U.S. C3. 373—9 5 rirf—

$1 ti

1. An arc fiimace comprising:

a furnace shell having a top opening;

a removable lid covering said top opning, said lid nicluding
a lid ring and a lid opening;

a flue gas exhaust nozzle having one end positioned adjacent
said Ud opening for exhausting flue gases firom said fur-

nace;

means for lifting and swivelling said lid; and
means for supporting said nozzle on said lid rin^
xKiierein said nozzle inchides guide means for guiding said

nozzle when said lid is lifted and swivelled by said lid

lifting and swivdling means, comprising a stationary ele-

ment, at least one pair of roDers connected to one of said

nozzle and said stationary element, and at least one guide
rafl extending hi the direction ofmovement ofsaid lid, said

guide rail cooperating with said ndlers and bemg fixed to

the other of said nozzle and said stationary element
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4,478^588 4^478,588

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROL OF THE FREQUENCY HOPPING RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTROSLAG REMELTING APPARATUS HAVING PSEUDO-RANDOM CHANNEL

Tnlo V. RMhe?, Sofl^ Lyadiril K. VaDw?, Pwaflt; Ivaka A. SELBCnON
Raiha?!, Sofia; StQ)rwM.Sloyaof,Sofi«DBMflK.Ko8Bt?, °—

'
*" "V "

ii'ilii. Fnilsni. Mrigani in Thi Plaiiual

Sofia, a^Y«rtMG.LM*tv, Sola, aU of Brigwla,aari»nn rnmpaij Llaritei, Ei^jairf

to iMtfMe Pto llilil Ill I Ts chMBlB^a Na MeHUte, FBad Jn. 8, 1982, Sor. No. 388^8
Sofia, Bdgaria OafaM priorHy, appUcatloa UaUoi Ktaftoai, Jn. 19, 1981,

FDod No?. 9, 1982, Sar. No. 440,321 8118954

lat CLi HOSB 7/148 Lrt. O? H04B 7/11- H04J 6/00
U.S.a 373-50 3Caaim U.S.a375-l 9

tO"

a It

2. An q>paratus for controlling an ekctroslag remelting

operation m w^iich an electrode is lowered into a sUg layer

atop a metal to be mounted in an electroslag mounting ftoiace

and an electric current is passed between said electrode and the

fbrnaoe to melt the metal therem, said apparatus comprising:

(a) a secondary wmding connected between said electrode

and said fiirnace for passmg an electroslag remelting cur-

rent therethrough;

(b) a drive operativdy connecttd to said electrode fbr low-

ering the same mto said shig whereby the electroslag

remelted m said f^imaoe proceeds in a no-arc mode when
said electrode is between two Umituig levels of the slag

byer m said ftoiace but arcing occurs when said elec-

trode passes said limiting levels;

(c) a condenser connected across said secondary windmg,

one end of said secondary winding bemg growided;

(d) a separating filter provided with a preamplifier and hav-

mg an input connected between said end ofsaid secondary

, winding and said furnace for detectmg electromagnetic

signab resulting firom the development of arcing at said

electrode;

(e) a differential amplifier and an amplifier connected in

series to an output of said separatmg filter for providmg a

control signal from said electromagnetic signals;

(0 a threshold device connected to said amplifier and re-

sponsive to the passage of said control sijpial through a

Ihnitmg value, a signd strength mdicator being connected

to said threshold device;

(g) a semiconductor trigger circuit connected to said thresh-

old device and a rehiy threshold device, said semiconduc-

tor trigger circuit responding to said threshold device;

(h) a commutator connected to said relay for electronically

switehing the relay signal m dependence upon the lunit

traversed by said electrode; and

(i) a switoh in series with said commutator and acting upon

a drive controller to control said drive and vary the spred

of said dectrode to maintam the same substantially be-

tween said limits.

1. Frequency hopping radio communications apparatus

having selection circuitry for providing in psuedo-random

order a sequence of multi-digit signals identifying n channels

selected from N possible channels comprising a first counter

responsive to clock signals to provide a series of multi-digit

signals identifying each of the N possible channels, electronic

latching means the input of which receives the multi-digit

signals from said first counter and which is arranged to provide

a multi-digit signal at its output corresponding to the multi-

digit signal present at its input each time the latching means is

enabled, a store which is addressed by said multi-digit signals

from said first counter and which is arranged to provide a first

signal whenever said multi-digit signals from said first counter

identify one of the n channels, and a second counter which is

responsive to the first enablmg signals to count the clock pulses

supplied to said first counter and which is arranged on reach-

mg a predetermined value of the count to provide a second

enabling signal to the latching means to latch its output to the

multi-digit signal then present at its input.

4,478,587

ELECTRONIC PROTRACTOR
Roger F. Johnaon, Kmt, Wash., aasi^or to ne Boeing

paay, Seattle, Wash.
FDod Dec 11, 1981, Scr. No. 329,771

IBL a^ G08M 3/14

UJS.a 377—24 8 CUaa

1. Apparatus for measuring the angular deflection of a sur-

face from a reference position comptisingf

enoodmg means for producing a pair of phase qaadrature

452-227 O.G.-84-IS
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gnalt reprawntative ofaigalar deflectkMM^ the aurfiwe
>^<4tntliefdbciioepcMMdi; '^ <>^* -

>'

pwwhig awMt for prncc wiiig taid pirfr of ptuae qu«di»-
ture wlgMh and prodBciagoatpotgiffMJs representative of
the angolar deviation and dtrecdbn of rotation of tlie

sorftoe firom said reference poMdn,
. T ' '

laid proceaing means indoding:
''"*

clodc means for prodocing a clock signal;

signal storage means for storing the value of each of said

quadrature signals at successive clock signals;

lOi^ means for comparing present quadrature signal values
with stored quadrature signal values and predeterminedly
determining the state and direction of suiface rotation in

response thereto; and
display means for converting said processing means pro-
duced Mgnab to a display of the angular deviation of the
surface.

sensing and iigecting steps and before said second transfer-
ring step.

->«»

»n
X-RAY FIELD DEFINING MASK

OgB, Oitewaia, Jap«, aaiinr to Takyo SUbmn

Fllad Not. 10, ltt2, Sar. No. 4iMlS
ippikattai Japn, Jan. 27, 1M2, 57-11207
lat CL3 A<1B 6/00

VS. a. 378-175 8 Qatas

M7MM
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE SUBTRACTOR

Pan! R. Priaea, Footiin VaUay, CaUf., Msignor to Hoghcs
Aiitrafl Company, El Sagaado, CaUf

.

CwillBaal fcinofSar. No. IHfiTf, May 6, 1900, abandoned,
which la a coMlMMioa of Scr. No. 910,034, May 2<, 1978,

baadaMd, which la a eenthnatloa of Sar. No. 723,356, Sep. 15,
197<, rtanionil THa appBcrton Jan. 12. 1981, Sar. No.

223,966

lat CL3 GUC 19/28; HOIL 29/78
UJS.a 377-40 11

• m '

1. In a charge transfer device formed in a semiconductive
substrate havmg an electrical sorftce potential, a charge flow
channel, a floatmg electrode overlying said channel, a sense
well in said surface potential beneath said floating electrode
and a set volta^ source, a method for information signal
subtraction, comprising;

sensing a first eitemal mformation signal corresponding to
an arithmetic minuend; "'- ' «> ^

iqjecting a nunuend signal charge pdbkef representative of
said nunuend signal from said charge mjector into said

channel in response to said first sensing step;

sensing a second external information signal representative
of an arithmetic subtrahend;

uuecting a subtrahend signal charge packet representative of
said subtrahend signal from said charge mjector into said

channel m reqxnse to said second sensing step;

transferring said minuend charge packet into said sense well
after said first iiyection step;

temporarily connecting said set voltage source to said float-

ing electrode and then disconnecting said set voltage
source frcmi said floating electrode after said first transfer-

ring step;

removing said minuend signal charge packet out of said

sense well after said disconnecting step;

tecood transferring said subtrahend charge packet into said

sense well after said removing step; and
mailoring the voltage pMential of said floating dectfode
ft»«Md seooad tmaferring step, wherein said second

~ and i^jectkg steps are perfowiad after aaid first

1. An X-ray field defining mask for a spot fihn device
adapted for use with an X-ray table, said spot film device
having a mask driving means by which said X-ray field defin-
ing mask may be translated between a parked or a fihn loading
and unloading position and a radiographic active position
where an X-ray beam fitmi an X-ray source may impinge on
said mask, comprising:

X-ray transparent ptete means which n transparent to X-rays
for transmitting X-rays; and

X-ray shielding friate means disposed adjacent said tranqiar-
ent plate means and made of an X-ray shielding material

..-i< for blocking the passage of the X-ray beam fircm said
X-ray source to an X-ray fihn thereby to define an X-ray

^ ,
field in conjunction with said transparent pUte means.

M76,570
DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS WITH COMBINED
VOICE SOUND REPRODUCING DEVICE AND VISUAL

DISPLAY
TalsM Ootnka, Tokyo, Japan, airifforfo Gaaio Gonvatcr Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continnation of Ser. No. 253,037, Apr. 10, 1981,. IMs

appiicatioB Ang. 19, 1983, Sar. No. 525,253
riority, appiiealion Japaa, May 12, 1980, 55-«2397

lat CL^ GIOL 1/00
UJS.CL381—51 6ClahB8

-v: < T^' •.

.1 .S3
*

>*K^

1. A voice sound producing electronic data processmg appa-
ratus comprising in combination:

a main body including a keyboard and a centrd processing
unit oooiried to said keyboard;

a sob-body includmg a display device and a vmce sound
ontputting device; said diqihiy device having a visual
dispby surftce and displaying input date keyed in from
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said keyboard and operation tesult date resulting from an

arithmetic operation performed ^y faid central processing

unit; and said voice sound outputthig device having a

loudspeaker which is fixed with said display device such

that said loudspeaker faces in the same direction as said

visual display surface and means coupled to said loud-

speaker and being reapoonveto said input date and opera-

ti, tion reaalt date tor geqera^ said mput date and opara-

-... tion result date as respective voice sounds frxnn said loud-

speaker; and

supporting means for rotatably supporting said sub-body on

said main body, said supporting means including a sup-

. porting column provided on said main body.

tion characteristics, said loud^xaker assembly being

aimed horizontally along the floor,

a pseudcwandom number generator indudii^ a clocked shift

register having a multi|dictty of stages and feedback de-

rived fron at least a pair of said stages;

a plurality of gate means, each operative to combine a re-

spective pair ot signals obtained from difTerent stages of

said shift register therriyy to generate at least three sepa-

rate broadband noise signals, said broadband noise signals

berag incoherently related as to significant frequencies

within the masking spectrum;

for each of said broadband noise signals, a respective filter

4^476,571

AUTOMATIC SOUND VOLUME CONTROL DEVICE
AUo Toknao, aad MaaayaU Kato, both of SaHaau, Japan,

Mrigaora to Pioneer Elcctronie CorporatioB, Saftama, Japan

Fllad Jan. 14y 1982, Sar. No. 387,895

datan priority, appUeatiaa Japaa, Jan. 15, 1981, 56-92893;

Jan. 15, 1981, 56-92894; Jan. 15, 1981, 56^3307

lat Oi H04B 1/16

U.S.a.381—57 MCUdan

ifvc

^>«*

1. In an automatic sound vohmie control device wherein

environmental noise is detected as a noise level signal with a

microphone (M) and a detecting circuit (DET), said noise level

signal oontn^ the gain of a sound ampHfier (VGA) dwt ampli-

fies a sound hiput signal into a sound output li^ialf die im-

provement compnsmg:
a logarithmic amplifier section (LA) for logarithmKaUy

comptessing saki noise level sigMl;

a time constant drcuit (JC) receiving an output of said

L lofaifthaiie amplifier aectkm at aa input tberaoC the gain

:f of the souml aa^ifier being ooatroUed according to an

ooiiMit of said time ooaitaat drcuit; and

means for adjusting the gain of sakl logarithauc anylifier

sectkm for obtaining a aoMiaear ralatknihip between

aid aoiie level lignal and ind sound ouQHit Mgml*

4,478,572
*"-"

PARTmONSYSHM FOROPEN PLAN^FflCS SPACES
noMH R. Homdl, HarMTi. aal Parinr W. Mrfia, Uih«lna,

baft ofMt, Bwipiin ta BeR Hmmk «d Niiiataa lac^

Flli8 Sep. 18, 1981, Sir. Na. aOMN
lit a> HMR i/0» NMI 1/00

UACLSn^TS 10

10. A perlitioa lyitam for opaa plan oflloa apaoai, aid lys-

« ptanSity ofveMoal partitioa panel segoHBts, each segpent

h oomprWngaflatcantralooiaoamtrvetedofahardjdense

material and fooed on each lida with a poroua aound

ahaofhing material, a phuality of said panel segments

mduding at least one qyeaker mountrngHMrture acUacent

floor level;

mounted in each of sakl aperturea, a foudspeaker assembly

provkling essentially similar front and back acoustic radia-

for adjusting the spectrum in accordance with the fre-

quency response characteristic of the loudspeaker aasem-

blies to produce, in the office space adjacent the respec-

tive panel, an acoustic spectrum for speech privacy mask-

ing; and

means for applying each of sakl signds to energize a respec-

tive speaker assembly radiating into each space enck>sed

by sakl panels, so that a phindity of different signals are

radiated into each such space, wberdiy an essentially

uniformly distributed masking fieM is created in each such

space which mj****"'*** perceptible acoustic patterns fai

sakl fidd that cause the pq^txns of said toudspeaker

assemblies to be ^parent
\f

4*476,573

RADIO LINE REMOTE OONIROL SIGNALING
SYSUMi AND METHOD

Haas Dackack, HUiAriB^ Pid. Ripb of Gvawqr. airi^or te

Blaapaakl-WartM OalH, iniiit ilai, Fad. Rap, afC snaaay
FOai Oct 21, 1982, Sar. No. 498,M

OakBi priority, vplieattoa Fad. Rap. ofC—aiqr, No?. 7,

1981,3144289
tata>H04B//OOi;//6

U& CL 488-^8 f CUma
1. Ramole control system havktg a radto transmitioa Unk

OB wUdi a signal comprising program fadbrmatioa and

Wnaiyooatrol UiformatioBiibdng transmitted between a

traantoing atatiat and a receiving statioo on an ultra*

U^ Ikaqueacy carrier,

laid progMm taiformatloa is frequency modulated (PM) o«

uW CSfll6f

a

in awdUary carrier (St klb]f'which is frequency modulated

on said ultra*hi|h frequ^y carrier,

a first cdntrol modulating signal (AR) whkh is ampUtode

modulated (AM) on the auxiliary carrier, and adapted for

effecting recover switgbiag with king rHcto^^
time characteristica, '1

a seoood control modulathig aimal winch isAM ihodalated

on the auxiliary carrier in ue form of a predetermined
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number of bits, fbrmiiig oominand words, which have a
repetition rate such that the command words are short
with rapect to said switching reqwnse time of said long
switdung respoMe time characteristic, said receiving
station compriting a detector for detecting said auxiliary
carrier, a demodtdator coupled to said detector for pro-
viding sakl first and second control modulating agnah, a
data receiver (14) connected to said demodulator to re-
ceive the first and the second control "vyfiilefing signals,
and having means for responding only to tile second of the
control modulating signals comprising

fiers of said first and second transmission lines having a gain
less than Uie couplii^ loas between said first and second trans-
mission Unes.

"'

4^474,575
" 'RADIO TRANSCEIVER
A. Ftake, Goode, uri FMirick J. Hlghton, LnA-

bvg, both of Va^ aarigMra to GcMni Electik ONunv
LyMchborg, Va.

^^^*
Filed Dee. 13, 1M2, Ser. No. 44M43 ^^

Int a> H04B 1/30
UAa 455-74 gcteta.

a memory (15) having a capacity of receiving only said
predetermined number of bits forming said command
words;

and a clock (17) controlling storage of said bits in the mem-
ory, said clock having a repetition rate which is capable of
controlling storage of said number of bits in the memory
during a time less than said switching time, and means
(18a) for blocking storage of information in said memory
for a period of time which exceed said switching reqwnse
tune.

4*476,574
RADIO FREQUENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
UTILIZING RADUUNG TRANSMISSION LINES

Warm C Stravo, Sn Girioa, CaUt, aari«Mr to The United
Stotoi of Amaricam wpraawu i by the United Statoa Dtpart-
stoflTMHI, WaiU^toa, DXl

OmtbmtkmatSm. No. W^U, Sep. 17. IMO, atewloMd. lUa
wMftlsn Aag.13. 1982, Sar. No. 410,785

iaL a' H04B J/Oa 7/00
U.S.a455—55 25

u«:

1. A radio frequency oommnnicating system comprising a
first radiating transmission line having a proximate end and a
distal end, said first transmission line including a unidirectiooal
ami^ifier therein (or anqjhfying a radio frequency signal from
said praxinate end to said distal end of said first transmission
line, a wcond radioing transmisaion line spaced from said first

transmission line having a proximate end and a distal end and
substantially coextensive with said first tiwsmisston line
thereby estabUshtng i given radio frequency coupling loss
between said fadiating transmissiM lines, said second transmis-
sion line nicluding a unidirectional amplifier therein for ampli-
fying a radio firequeocy signal (torn said disud end to said
proximate end of said second transmission line, a radio fre-
2»«cy trananitter coupled to at least one of said first and
second transmisBion Unes by electtomagnetic wave propaga-
tion hi space and a radio frequency receiver coupled to at least
the other of said fint and second transndsBion Unes by dectro-
magnetic wave propagation in space; said unidirectional ampu-

le In a radio transceiver for use m cellular omnmomcation
system having a plurality of selectable transmitting channels
having transmitting frequencies TF spaced by a channel qnc-
ing frequency CSF and a corresponding plurality of selectable
companion receiving channels having receiving frequencies
RF spaced by said channel spacing frequency CSF and sepa-
rated from the companion transmitting channels by a given
frequency substantially greater than said channel spacing fre*

quency, the improvement comprising:

a. input means for said receiving fluencies RF;
b. first means for producing a selected receiving local oacfl-

lator frequency RLOF:
c. a first mixer coupled to said input means and to said first

means and responsive to a selected receiving frequency
RF and said adected receiving local oscillator frequency
RLOF for producing a receiving intermediate frequency
RIF;

d. second means for producing a selected transmitting local
oscillator frequency TLOF;

• e a second mixer Gcmpkd to said first means and to said
' second means and responsive to said selected receiving

local osciUator frequency RLOF and said selected trans-
mitting local oacillator frequency TIX^ fbr produdng a
sdected transmitting fireqoency TF that is a companion to
said selected receiving frequency RF;

f means for preventing the transmitter channel frequency
from introducing undesirable audible beat notes in the
transoetver as a result of drift in the frequency (tf said
KLOF, TLOF or RF oompriiing means coupled to said
first and second means for providing that said selected
receiving local oscillator frequency RLOF and said se-
lected transmitting local oscillator frequencyTLOF have
values such that said receivingrintermediate frequency
RIF which is equal to the diffierence between said recdv'
ing local oscillator frequency RLOF and said selected
receiving frequency RF and a trananitting intnrmnfiatc
frequency TIF which is equal to the diffeivnoe iMween
aaid sdected receivmg frequency RF and said sriected
transmitting frequency TF, are spaced apart by a fre-

quency spacing equal to or greater than one channel qnc-
ing frequency CSF;*-

g. and output means coupled to said first mixer fbr siAstan-
tially rejecting frequencies spaced^ fitonli add receiving
mtermediate frequency RIF by said fineqnency spadng.
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4,47^576

VLF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Myrai S. Wheeler, BattUMre, and Glenn R. Beadi, CdnrnMa,

both of Md., assignors to Westinghonse Electric Corp^ Pitts-

Filed Sep. 30. 1982, Ser. No. 429,359

lat CL3 H04B 1/03; HOIQ 1/22

U.S.CL 455-97 7

^"^^^^

•4

1. A VLF communication system comprising:

(A) a VLF transmitter;

(B) an aerostat;

(Q winch means;

(D) an electromechanical cable connected between said

winch means and said aerostat, when deployed;

(E) said electromechanical cable including a plurality of

electrically conducting members;

(F) a slip ring arrangement including a plurality of slip rin^

in electrical contact with a respective one of said electri-

cally conducting members;

(G) a transformer having primary and secondary windings

with said secondary being in electrical contact with said

slip rings;

(H) means for supplying said primary of said transformer

with electrical energy;

(I) means connecting said transmitter to said slip rings so as

to be in electrical contact with said electrically conduct-

ing members.

4,474,577

RADIO TRANSMTFTER SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION

Uwe Mitnid, SdiVlttar, and Dietor Hdas, Hfldaihda^ both of

Fed. Rep, ofCrnnwy, asdyora to Blanp—kt WeriM GmbH,
HOdeshefan, Fed. Rep, of C iinnany

FOcd Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415^443

adaH priority, appilcatioa Fed. Rap. of Genmay, No?. 12,

1981, 3144943
fat (V H04B 1/04

U.S.a 455-102 9ClaIm8

amplitude modulating the subcarrier frequency signd

wiUi an mformation signd;

third meuis responsive to said second means for generating

an announcement reception frequency signd and a radio

station recognition frequency signd;

a memory coupled to add third means and having stored

therein data representative of

(1) the frequency of the announoement recognition fre-

quency signd;

(2) the frequency of the radio station recognition fre-

quency signd;

(3) the degree of amplitude nKxlulation of the subcarrier

for the announcement recognition frequency signd, and

(4) the degree of amplitude modulation of the subcarrier

for the radio station recognition frequency signd;

sdd memory controlling the third means in accordance with

data therein;

means to provide sdd announcement and radio station rec-

ognition frequency signds to said amplitude modulator as

sdd information signd;

selector switch means connected to and selectively control-

Img the memory to furnish data to the third means and

thereby control the third means to amplitude modulate the

subcarrier in accordance with selected frequencies and

degrees of amplitude modulation; and

means to frequency modulate a carrier frequency signd with

sdd amplitude modulated subcarrier.

4(474,578

DEVICE FOR DETECTING THE OPTIMUM ANODE
LOAD DfPEDANCE OF A TUBE TRANSMTFTER IN A

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION CHAIN
Dadd Gandin, and PhiUppc Le Gars, both of Paria, France,

assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paria, France

Filed No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,435

Claims priority, application France, No?. 27, 1981, 81 22274

Int a' H04B 17/Oa 1/04: H03H 7/38

UJS.a 455-115 4

•n e>r

I

I

-TPPr—

/'A
.J L.

MtV^MI ^W ^^9

J

1. A radio transmission system for transmitting a carrier

frequency signd frequency modulated by an information am-

plitude modulated subcarrier frequency signal, comprising:

first means for supplying a base frequency signal,

second means responave to said first means for generating a

subcarrier frequency signd in a non-audible frequency

band

an amplitude modulator coupled to said second means for

1. A device for detecting the optimum anode load imped-

ence of a transmitter tube in a high frequency transmitting

chain, this transmitting chain comprising besides the tube, a

transmitting antenna, the device comprising a variable imped-

ence matching cell mterposed between the tube and the trans-

mitting antenna, sdd cell detecting said optimum anode load

impedence of sdd tube, by detecting, from an input and an

output voltage of said tube, during the variation of the imped-

ence presented to sdd anode of said tube by said matching cell,

a passing of said anode load impedence through a pre-deter-

mined purdy resistive vdue; sdd cell comprising means for

phase shifting by k(ir/2Xwith k being a positive or negative

uneven integer) the phase difference between said input and

output volta^ of said tiibe, means for mdtiplying by each

other the two voltages thus processed, and means for calculat-

ing the mean vdue of the product thus obtained, and for can-

celling this mean vdue, during the variation of the impedence

matching cdl corresponding to the passing of the anode load

impedence throu^ a purdy resistive vdue.
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ELECTRONIC TUNING RADIO RKEIVER
Hot MmarwU IMi, Mk if Ktkt, mi MmaiakM

AtaU, iB •# 119a, MrifMn to FmMn Tm

intensity distribution bnedon the stored content of the
storage means.

VS. CL 48»-147

nti Oct », 1M2, Str. Na 437,2W .7 AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS TUNING CONTROL
VUcitiMJipn, Oct 29, 1X1,56.173513 APPARATUS FOR A RECEIVER
M.a.iimB17/00 KM4iTa>ikmOora;Oi»iIlwdn.Ooiaid.ndT<MUoN.ka.

TOataM ya"a>Meana,aUorjaptti,aMi0MntoSnyoElcetrleCo^
Ud. nd Tokyo Suyo Electric Co^ Ltd^ both of Tokyo,

! ĤP AKW }-4-f
a

IP AMP
la.

iJaCAL. OtCLLATM H
IC POW PU.

tjSj

t4

OCTECTOK

POWCN AMPg. rvwui mmr

tAn electronic tunmg type radio receiver equipped with a
spectrum analyzer display fimction. comprising:

tuner means responsive to a received radio frequency signal
and radio frequency designating information to provide a
tuner means output signal indicative of the electric field
intensity of said received radio frequency signal;

frequency sweep means for sequentially changing said radio
frequency signal designating information for selectively
receiving different radio frequency signals;

electric field mtensity detecting means, operetively con-
nected to said tuner means, for detecting the electric field
intensity of the tuner means output signal and producing
an analog field intensity signal;

an A/p converter, operatively connected to said electric
field intensity detecting means, for converting the analog
electric field intensity signal fhmi the electric field inten-
sity detecting means into a digital quantity;

key input means for providing key information;
received signal frequency vs. electric field intensity distribu-

tion producing means, operatively connected to said A/D
converter, said frequency sweep means and said key input
means, for operating said frequency sweq> means to se-
quentially change the radio frequency signal designating
information for selectively receiving different radio fre-
quency signals when said key information from said key
input means is provided and for producing a received
signal firequency vs. electric field intensity distribution in
response to both sequentially read out digital outputs from
wd A/D converter during the information changing
operation of said frequency sweep means and radio fre-
quency output dau from said frequency sweep means;

storage means, operatively connected to said received signal
frequency vs. electric fieM intensity distribution produc-

,

ing means, for storing the received signal firequency vs.
electric field intensity distribution; and

disttibution display means, operatively connected to said
received signal frequency vs. electric field intensity distri-
bution producing means and said storage means, for dis-
playing the received signal frequency vs. electric field

Filed Job. 10, IMl, Ser. No. 272,088
Oafans priority, appUcatioB Japui, Jan. 17, 1980, 5542254:

Jan. 17, 1980, 5542255
«'-«»*«^

Int. a^ H03J 7/22
U.S.CL 455-164 U Claim

csh ^ ga ra^
«r «• SI

1. A tuning control iq)paratus of a'recdver having an elec-
tronic tuner for tuning to the broadcast signals of broadcasting
stations, said tuner including high frequency receiving means
with voltage-controUed osciUator means for determining the
tuning frequency of said high frequency receiving means as a
function of a given tuning voltage applied to the voltage-con-
trolled oscUhitor means, said tuning control iq)paratus compris-
ing:

tuning state signal providing means for providing a tuning
state signal representative of the tuning state of the tuner
with respect to a broadcasting station signal;

automatic searching means for dianging the tuning fre-
quency of said high firequency reedving means to search
for and locate a broadcasting statioa signal, said searching
means producing a locate signal when a broadcasting
Station signal is located, said automatic searching means
mcluding a voltage synthesizer means which includes
means responsive to said tunmg state signal for contmu-
ously changing a tuning ventage to be applied to said
voltage-controlled oscilUitor,

phase-locked loop means for holding the tuning frequency of
said high frequency receiving means, said phase-locked
loop means including

firequency dividing means which includes means program-
mable for frequency dividing the frequency of the
ouput fnm said voltage-controlled oscillator means to
generate a divided output signal,

reference signal generating means for generating a refer*
ence signal,

difference signal producing means means for comparing
the divided output signal of said frequency dividing
means and said reference signal, and producing a differ-

ence signal associated with at least me of a frequency
difference and phase difference between said two sig-
nals, and

said voltage synthesizer means niclodes means responsive
to the output of said diffierence signal producing means
for generating a tuning voltage to be ^>plied to said
voltageKx>ntrolled oscillator means;

said frequency dividing means inchides means for counting a
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fiequency of the ngnal firom said voltage-controlled oscil-

lator means for obtahiing frequency data asaociated with a

o fcceiving fieqnoicy being received by said high fire-

quency receiving means,

data converliBg means for converting said frequency data

associated with the reod^^g firequency obtained from

said means for counting into frequency division ratio

data for use in said programmable frequency dividing

means included m said phase-locked loop means when

the broadcasting station signal is located by said auto-

matic searching means;

means for setting the frequency divisioh ratio data for the

receiving fivquency from said data converting means into

said frequency dividing means mcluded in said phase-

locked loop means; and

selecting means for enabling said phase-locked loop means in

place of said automatic searching means in response to the

locate signal produced when the broadcasting station

signal is located by said autonutic searching means.

4^76,581

FM RECEIVER WTTH SUBCARRIER DECODING
cDtcurr

Pclar Bngai, HildeiheiB, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuuay, asaignor to

Blnpakt Wcriu GiAH, HOdahda, Fed. Rep. of GcrMsy
FDed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415«431

CUan priority, appllction Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Not. 3,

1981, 3149468

lit a^ H04B 1/16.' HOSJ 7/20

VS.a 4SS-166 9

demodulator and tuned to a selected first RR frequency

and deriving an RR signal,

said receiver further comprising,

means for preventing lou of reception from a radio station

which is radiating the FM signal including the auxiliary

subcarrier, nwdulated by the first signal (RR). and while

the RR signal modulation degree reduces by preventing

re-tuning of the receiver to a different radio station, in-

cluding

a logic circuit (22, 23) coupled to a tuning stage (2, 3) of the

receiver and couplU to said AR filter means and said first

filter means for selective prevention of station change of

the receiver due to re-tuning of the receiver to a different

radio station, said

logic circuit (22, 23) being logically responriVe to

(a) presence or absence of an RR signal; and

(b) presence of an AR signal to perform said station change

prevention.

4,476,582

MOBILE BROADCAST RECEIVER WTTH CHANNELS
SELECTABLE ACCORDING TO RECEPTION LOCATION
Karl-Peter StraHB, HOdesbeiai, and JMrica KMaaer, Dickhoiacn,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnuusy, aaaipMra to Blaapakt-Wcrkc

GmbH, HOdeabdai, Fed. Rap. of GanHBj
FUad Apr. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 484469

CkiM priority, appikatlon Fed. Rap. of GarMiy, Apr. 17,

1982, 3214155

IM. a^ H03J 7/20; HOW 1/16

VS.a 455-166 10

1. Frequency modulated (FM) receiver to receive FM sig-

nals including audio signals which are frequency modulated on

a carrier and have a band width defining an audio band, and

jiK'^iHitig an auxiliary subcarrier (S7 kHz) which is, selectively,

amplitude modulated (AM) with

(1) a first signal (RR) rqvesenting a radio station or region

signal and indicative that the particular station to which

the receiver is tuned is capable of broadcasting announce-

ments, and

(2) a second signal (AR) which is broadcast when the an-

nouncement is actually being radiated over the audio band

of the FM signal,

and wherein, during modulation of the auxialiary subcarrier

by the second signal (AR), the degree of modulation by

the first signal (RR) is reduced with respect to modulation

by the first sig^ (RR) in the absence of modulation by

the second sipial (AR).

said receiver having

an FM demodulator (5) for demodulatmg the carrier and

deriving the awdhary AM subcarrier and Uie audio signal;

subcarrier filter means (la 11) coupled to theFM demodoU-

tor for passing the auxiliary AM subcarrier and blocking

the audio signal a filtered auxiliary subcarrier signal;

an AM demodulator for demodulating the passed AM sub-

AR filter means (13) tuned to the firequency of the second

signd (AR) coupled to the AM demodulator and deriving

an AR sig^ when it is bemg modulated on the auxiUary

subcarrier;
, ^^^

and fiift fiher means (14, 16. 17, 18) coupled to the AM

1. Mobile radio broadcast receiver for automatically tuning

from one to another of VHP or UHF stations broadcasting a

network program as the receiver is carried, in a vehicle, away

from the service area of the station to which it was most re-

cently tuned, comprising:

tuning means for initially tuning the receiver to a station that

broadcasts a network program, for maintaining reception

of said station until said means are controllably switched

over to tuning another station and thereafter for maintain-

ing said receiver tuned to said other station;

fixed information storage means for storing frequency as-

signments and transmitter location coordinates of stations

receivable by the receiver in their respective service areas

along with identification of networks of which the pro-

grams are broadcast by the stations of which the frequen-

cies and coordinates are stored;

means for reading out of said fixed information storage

means the frequency assignments and location coordmates

stored therem for die stations that broadcast the same

network program as the station in which the receiver is

contemporaneously tuned to receive;

distance discriminating means including distance calculating

and distance comparing means for selecting from the

output of said reading out means the read-out frequency

assignments ofonly those stations ofwhich the transmitter
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locition are at • distaiice firom the transmitter location of
Mid station which the receiver is contemporaneously
tuned to receive, which distance does not exceed a prede-
temiioed maximum distance, and for storing said selected
frequency assignments in a woridng temporary store;

means for comparing the quality of reception of said station

which the receiver is contemporaneously tuned to re-

ceive, successively, with the avaihU>le reception quality of
the sutions of which the frequency assignments are stored
in said working store, and

means, responsive to determination by said comparing
means that reception of a station of which the frequency
assignment is stored in said working store is available with
better quality than reception of said station in which the
receiver is contemporaneously tuned to receive, for
switching over said tuning means so as to tune the receiver
for reception of said station, the reception of which has
been found to be available with better quality.

M7C5M
DIGITAL FREQUENCY LOCE TUNING SYSTEM

CorporatkNi, Hatboro, Pa.

Filed Feb. 8, 1979, Ser. No. KMM
bt a^ MMB 1/16

VJS. CL 455—182
2Ciaini8

mg

ELECTRONIC TRACKING FOR TUNERS
Max W. Matenpaogh, ladiaHvolia, M., aarignor to RCA

Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.
FDcd Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470^74

lot CL^ H04B 1/26
UAa 455-180 13CWIW

ro<

ifi m ' '

cm

MhM^*

,11
'»•« L^

•an
- so w 'r—

•nil I

It

1. In a multiband tuning system for providing an IF signal
from RF signals residing in a signal band, apparatus comprising

filter means for selecting RF signals corresponding to a
selected channel in said band in response to a filter tuning
control signal having a first variation rangr,

mixing means responsive to said selected RF signals and a
local oscillator signal for frequency translating said se-
lected RF signals to develop siud IF signal;

oscillator means for generating said local oscillator signal in

response to an oscillator tuning control signal having a
second variation range for said band, said second range of
variation being substantially less than said first range; and

DC signal translating means including an amplifier having
an input responsive to said oscillator tuning control signal

^ and having at least first and second predetermined gain
transfer characteristics fm' modifying said oaciUatcv tun-
ing control signal and for providing at an output said filter

tuning control signal, and including switch meam for
changing the gain transfer characteristic of said anpli
frxm said first to said second transfer chaiactarMc
response to one of said tuning control signals so as to
derive a pieoewiae-Unear approximation of the other of
said toning control signals.

1. A closed loop digital tuning system, the system compris-
B>

oscillator means responsive to a variable control voltage for
generating an oscillation having a frequency dependent on
the magnitude of said control voltage,

sampling means for sampling the actual output frequency of
said oscillation means for a predetermined interval of time
and for generating a first digital word representing the
actual value of said frequency,

means responsive to incoming channel information for gen-
erating a selected one ofa plurality of address words, each
address word representing a particular operating channel
in a CATV system,

memory means for storing a plurality of second digital
words, each of said second digital words representing any
desired frequency of oscillation for said oscillator means,

means responsive to the address words for retrieving from
said memory means one of said second digital words, the
particular location of said second digital word within said
memory means being identified by said address word
representing a particular operating channel in said CATV
system,

means for storing the second digital word retrieved from
said memory means,

comparator means for comparing the values of said first

digital word with the value of said stored second digital
word, and means responsive to a difference m value be-
tween said first digital word and said stored second digital
word determined by said comparator means for varying
said control voltage for said oscillator means, wheieby
said actual frequency value is changed to said desired
frequency value, wherein there is ftirther included means
responsive to fine tuning information for retrieving a third
digital word fix>m said memory means, means for adding
said third digital word to said second digital word, and
means for applying the sum of said second and third digi<
tal words to said comparator means.

4^76,585
BASEBAND DEMODULATOR FOR FM SIGNALS

Joacph Reed, Staadbrd, Qmb., anivMr to iMcnationl Tde-
pkoM and Tdeiraph GorpontloB, Neir Yeik, N.Y.

FDed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342«442
lntaJHOmi/26

UAa 485-207 13 Gains
4. A demodulator for frequency modulated (FM) signals

local oscillator means for providing first and second signals
in phase quadrature at the center frequency of said FM
signal,

first and second analog mixing means for mixing said FM
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signal respectively with said first and second local oscilla-

tor signals, respective low pass filter means each for filter-

ing a respective one of the outputs of said first and second

mixing means, third and fourth analog mixing means with

said third mixing means having a first input coupled to the

output of said low pass filter means associated with said

first mixing means and with said fourth mixing means

having one input coupled to the output of said low pass

filter means associated with said second mixing means,

variable controlled oscillator (VCO) means having two

outputs carrying third and fourth analog signals in phase

lated signal indicative of the modulation on said FM sig-

nal.

4,474,584

IF SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUIT IN A RECEIVER
Koji Udda, Tokyo, Japan, aarigaor to PkiMcr Elaetroak Cor-

poratkM, Tokyo, Japaa

FDed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 444,147

Oahn priority, appUcatkn Japan, Feb. 5, 1982, 57-17931;

Feb. 18, 1982, 57-24494; Feb. 18, 1982, 57-24495

Int ai H04B 1/26

VS. CL 455—207 8 Claim

^"^ lj^
quadrature with one another and applied to respective

second inputs of said third and fourth mixing means, said

VCO means having a control input for controlling the

frequency thereof, summing means having inputs coupled

to Uie outputs of said third and fourth mixing meam to

provide an analog difierence signal at its output, and

control means coupled between the output of said sum-

ming means and said control input of said VCO means to

cause said summing means to provide an analog demodu-

(»,
,

L*

riLTIH DtTtCTO»r~
DETCCTIM
OUTPUT

1. An IF signal processing circuit in an FM receiver com-

prising: means for converting a reception signal being fre-

quency modulated into a firat IF signal; a band-pass filter

connected to an output of said converting means; means for

detecting an output of said band-pass filter and providing a

detection output; modulation means coupled to said detecting

means for providing a frequency modulation signal in accor-

dance with said detection output; means for producing a sec-

ond IF signal upon mixture of said frequency modulation

signal with said first IF signal; means for mixing said frequency

modulation signal with said second IF signal to provide a

mixed signal having the same frequency as said first IF signal;

and an FM detector for receiving said mixed signal.
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SWIMSUIT 275313

Jacqaelya A. B. Myles, 1427 Nevtoa AfCn DaytoB, Ohio 45406 SKI BOOT
CoatimMthM-la-part of Sar. No. 86,477, Ott. 19, 1979,. This Mariaao Sartor, MoatebeUaaa, Italy, aMi^or to NORDICA

applicatiMi May 4^ 1962, Sar. No. 374312 S.pJL, MoatebeUnaa, Italy

TemofpataBtMycan Filed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 367343
U.S.a.D2—40 >>, ': Claiau priority, applicatioB Italy, Oct 16, 1981, 23250-B/81
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U.S.a D2-276
Tern of poteat 14 yi

27S311
REVERSIBLE GOAT OR THE LIKE

PoiUa M. KiiaNr, 401 2i« St, Brooklyi, N.Y. 1U18
FIM An. «, 1961, S«. No. 290371

T«a«rpal8icl4:
U,S.aD2-44
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27S314
FOLDABLE BOOTJACl

Hwy T. WliriNr, BM. 1, Bob Ul, Skiriiim Wyo.
FIM S«. 29, 1962, S«. No. 4SS34'
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275^16
GOLF BALL POUCH

John A. RobintOB, Jr, 9305 Wfldemere, Detroit. Mich. 48206
Rted Aug. 18, 1W2, Ser. No. 409.261

.t« ^ ^. Temofprtartl4y«irt
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COMBINED CADDY AND ENCLOSURE FOR A VTOEO
RECORDER AND MONITOR

Ste?eB G. Leiseraon, 9190 Mmot Dr., La Men, CUIf. 92041
Piled Jon. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,579

Term of patoit 14 years
VS. a. D3—33
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VENETIAN BLIND AND SHADE COLOR SAMPLER
PACKETT

^""7" A. Keywr, Ptrmius, NJ, a«igBor to Lerolor Lo-
rcntiea. Inc., LywOmnt, NJ.

Filed JfeiL 30^ 1982, S#. No. 393J16
Tcnn of Mint 14 yens ^ '
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CASSETTE TRAY

^SSf'^^°^ '*'**^ ^•^- •»«~' to North AmericM
Philips Corporation, New Torh, N.Y.

Filed Jna. 1, 082, Ser. New 183,420
Tern of pnert 14 years
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275^1
CARRY ON BAG

JaMB Inlsr, Bofota, qpllpMi. asiism to

FDadJaa3» 1982, Ser. Mo. 384,618

Tern of patMt 14 years

UAa D3-71

to Sodcte Dclsey,

27.1,823

ATTACHE CASE
Aadre G. SeyahwTc, Sealis, Frane, I

BoMgay, Fkaace

FOad Jaa 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,104

Oai— whudfy, mpHrartwi Frtace, Dec 17, 1980, 803898

TenaofpataatU;
UA CL D3-76
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275324
DISPLAY STAND

Frtd W. Kates, New York, N.Y., assigBor to ReTlon, Inc New

York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,090

275,822 The portioa of the ton of this patent rabeeqoeat to Jnl. 31,

CARRYING CASE FOR ELECTRICAL MEASURING 1998, hn been disdained.

INSTRUMENTS OR THE LIKE Tern of patent 14 years

KeaBethGatlaiid,Walaier,DafldC.Tedd, Folkestone; Hash R. U.S.CLD6—464
Mvsh, Ctarterbary, aad Stephn J. Masters, Dover, aU of

Eaglaad, assizors to llwm Eni InstruMBts United, Do?er,

Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,697

Cbdw priority, applicatioa Uaited Kingdon, Jaa. 30, 1982,

821004896
Tern of patent 14 years

U&aD3-73
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275,826
RETAINER ACCESSORY FOR A GARMENT HANGER

Dwlglt C Bravi, 1516 N. NicholM St, ArUagtoii, Va. 22205
Filed Oct 1, 1979, Ser. No. 80,419

Tern of potent 14 yean
VS. CL D6-328 ^

278328
ANGLE GEAR DEVICE FOR VENETIAN BLINDS

Hans R. BroliB, MoIfaiJS, Sweden, anigBor to AB PeroM System.
Mnlajo, Sweden

Filed No?. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 32M74
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jon. 18, 1981,

Term of patMt 14 years
U.S. a. D6—580
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27M29 275331

DISPENSERFORINSTANrCOFFEE,TEA,ORTHELKE ELECTRICALCONDUCTOR WIRE FEEDING TUBE FOR
jt^ u fitarir«L Nm Oft* N.Y imtMBf ti 1
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FIRE WALL LEAD>IN

tS2L!Sl5i?5iS^N^^^^ B««tELegeri.s,Nyk8pl-«.amlHa..W.Si.isrt,0«l8.--.
'

^S.^!^::^^^ or S«. No. 148i>53. JnL 29. 1980. botli of Sweden,—Ipinrs to Teielb«aktisbehnst L M Erica.

.i..,Ai^ TMt aariJcathm Inl 77, l*^"*, *^ *'" ^<,<"< son, Stockholm, Swoden""'"^
T*m3mrtmrt 14 yean Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 3113M

II « n D7—52 Oaims priority, appUcation Sweden, Apr. 24, 1981, 81-1031
U.9.VI.V'

Term of potent 14 years

U.S. CL D8—14

.i .'•»

275332

COMBINED LUGGAGE WHEEL MOUNTING PLATE
AND WHEEL ASSEMBLY

BARBBX:UEFORPLAcS^INANOPENINGINA "^S^fSS/^•'^^^'''^
"^^

CABINET, TABLE OR THE LIKE ^^ ^KToctTmi, Ser. No. 307,785

Snsnmu Nalto, awl Kotaio Tanaka, both of Nagoya, Japan,
nieouci.^

assignors to RInnal KabMhOd Kal*a, Akfal, Japan

Filed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,184

Claims priority, application Jnpan, Mnr. 27, 1981, 56-12472 n
Term of patent 14 years ^^y., , . //(

U&aD7-337 '... .-

UA CL D8-375
Term of p^eat 14 years
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275^33

UA a D9-341
^^

'*•*» ''•1» Ser. No. 279454

.,o « ~. T«nnofprt«rtl4y««
; V '' UAa. D9-4I8

275.834

CAN BODY 275337
Mwk N. Slade, Firiogdon. EngUuid. anfgnor to Metal Box „ PACKAGING CONTAINER

Limited, Reading, England Raymond Poelyoorde, New York, N.Y., aasignor to R. G Barry
FUed Oct 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,591

Corporation, Pickerington, Ohio
Oaimt priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 23. 1981 ™^ ^^^ ^' ^^^ Ser. No. 383,328
*"'"' '

Term of patent 14 jmh1000101

U.S. a. D9—355
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D9—418

275338
BOnXiE CAP

,^ „
PACKAGiSS'SnTAINER "^i-^ZiaS^lSd.^-^^

-.«. to B, UDy

Fltod May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377361 UAaD9--435
vmmti^ftm

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.aD9^1S

-«» /««

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 909

275339
CANRESEALER

Robert S. Lotdwr, 21 Lee Afc, Eart WillMoa, N.Y. 11996

FDad Jmk 10, 1982, Ser. No. 307326
^ *^ TcrmofpatcirtM;

U.S.aD9-439

275342
TEMPERATURE LEVEL ALARM

DonM G. Gilbert, 221 Sprtafdale, Derby, KaM. 67037, and Roy
E. HaMlagi, 110 E. 82ad St, Soirth, WkhHa, Kan. 67233

FUed Oct 4, 1982, Ser. No. 432331
Term of pateat 14 yc

U.S.aDlO-106

275340
WALL CLOCK

Cari L. Rhetts, P.O. Box 1381, Santa Monica, CaUf. 90406

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412351

Torn ot pateat 14 yon
U.S.aDlO-6

275343
SIREN

Stnart L. Shareaow, East Northport, N.Y., asrignor to

Secnrity Inc., Mineola, N.Y.

Filed Jaa. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 3413S3
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a DlO-120

FLimmSrER alarm clock dial

AndrewW.Perry,1740^?2SSIS^A.abei-,C*lif.92805;
Wmiam J. Cook, IVmnJgl, ami>y^C^^ of

Richaid W. Henson. 2101 Wfldflower, Brea. Calif. 92621;
Conn."^^^7^,2^^^ SSS^'

Bruce A. Sargemrt, 6191 CerBlem^ Garden Grofe, Calif. >!LV«SUu«lr
92645, mnlFrtakCCamplOB. 14465 CRedhffl Ate Tnstm, nin_iis
Calif. 92680

^^' "* »*«»-"»

FDed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348383

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL DIO—46
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27M4S
CUUSTMAS OBOOIAnON

Ktey An Kdly, PXX B« MUMU UdMr^Ey. 410M Y
ofScr. No. 291,101, Ai«. 7, IMl,. tUt
8c». 2t, Ut3,8cr. Ne. 53^100

TmofpiMntM:
U.S.a Dll—129

»-.,•);

275,S48
ELECnUCAL CX>NNECrOR ASSEMBLY

IJiili RkaM, MilMrltdy, a«i«Nr to rater S^A, Itab
Filed May 28, 19tl, Str. No. 267,793

CUm priority, opplkatiM Italy, Nov. 2S, 19M, 23507B/80
TenaorpatMtMyaan

U.S. 0.013—24

275,846
COMBINED BICYCLE PEDAL AND TOE CLIP

FVaak L. Bochaaaa, Jr., 4812 FHada Dr., Lot Aaseki, Calif.

90065, aad Bob B. Bwhaaaa, 23721 MoaoMBt Caayoa Dr.,
DiaaMMd Bar, CaUf. 91765

Fliad May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,042 275^49

Tc m n.^
T«r»ofpatartl4y«aii IC SOCKET PANEL OR THE LIKE

U.S. O. D12-125 TothiWroSakorai, Tokyo, Japaa,Mrigiior to Yamaldii Electric
Mig. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 356,151
Tern of patoit 14 yean

U.S. a. D13—24

275347
COLLAPSIBLE HANIMSIUP LEVER FOR

MOTORCYCLE AND THE LIKE
Ready L. AdaM, 17514 Aatnaa TMI La., HooitoB, Tex. 77084

Filed Oct 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,813
Tern of pateat 14 yean

UJS. CL D12—179
275350

CONNECTOR CASE
Kick a WilaoB, Uttletea, CMo.,Miper to Protex

lac, DeoTer, Cok>.

FOed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372^46
Tcna of potest 14 yean

U.S. a. D13—24

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 911

275381 375353

CONTROL PANEL FOR A FLUE GASANALYZER TELEPHONE
SYSTEM ' Eric J. Manhail, Loadea, Eaglaad, aarifBor to The Mankall

J. naMiiiii. 9911 BaiiaaM, HMtfiVoa Beach, CaUf. Telephone Corporatioa Liadted, Sidcnp, Eaglaad

92646 'r:y- -Y >. ,.:$*: . . FUed Dec 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333378
' fflM Oct 8rt9n,M«m^ 309388- - CfariM priority, appHcatloa Uatted Kiagdeai, Jal. 2, 1981,

Tem of patairt 14 ymn 1001273

U.S. CL D13—35
'

' ' - ^ -' • Tern of patent 14 yean
U.S. a. D14—53

r53S4
275352 VEHICULAR TWO-WAY RADIO OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

SPEAKER Albert L. Nagele, ^ftllnette, ID., aMigDor to Motorola, lac,

Beraard A. Brinoa, 22417 Mariae, Eait Detroit Mich. 48021 Schaanbnrs, m.

Filed May 24> 1982, Ser. No. 381,013 Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,652

Tem <rf pateat 14 yean Tem of pateat 14 yean

U.S.aD14-35 UAa.D14-68

i^v^
' \tm

]l'
''

'

-Ij^^1!^y|.
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to U Tdephooie

278,855 '278.117
TELEVISION PROJECTOR data TRANSk^OM TEBMnuAt

Mjjj,|-^«*yi^ Tokyo.JM«^«^ Mld«l MoS^ ^ISSS^^'*
™^^

FOed Apr. 29, 1982, S«r. Now 373,130 il^L p-k > iiJ!*«L Ma lisa^

-'^'^'r^ist,^^^''^- ^'^^SS^^-Mi28i.
UAaDi4-79 UAaDi4-ioi

•^""""

275356
DATA TRANSMISSION TERMINALMkW MoraiM, Boench, F^imc, aaigDor to U Telephooie

lodnitridk et CowMrdde Tcik Alcatel, Strasbourg, France
Flkd Feb. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 345,072

ClalM priority, appttcatiov Fhaco, Aug. 12, 1981, 812816
TerBofpateatMyears

U.S.a D14—101
.^i - •i'--t' f-

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 913

275,858

DOUBLE mAPHRAGM PUMP
JaMi K. WOta, Yaeaipo, GaUf., aaripMNT to WiMca

EiViMcriag Co., Caltoa« Calif

.

FOad Jaa. 1, 1982, Sar. No. 383,494

Tarai of patait 14 yaan

UA a. D15—

7

275,860

COMBINED CHUCKER AND BAR MACHINE
Urn R. BrowB, Braesport, a^ Dairid J. raMpaMlW, Horao>

both or N.Y., awigion to Harttige Brolhen, Im^
N.Y.

FOad Mar. 9, 1982, Sar. No. 356^434

T««ofp«aitl4yc
U.S.a D15-130

275361
BEARING RETAINER

DeazO L. Baibar, Rte. 2, Box 130K, CandeDtoa, Mo. 65020

FHad May 15, 1981, Scr. No. 264^10

Ton of patoit 14 years

VS. CL D15-138

275362
DRILL SHAFT HEAD

-,-,-- John N.Kilman, in, airf Phillip L. Myers, both of Stone MooB.

LOADERlSwADAFraRS t^ G^ asrignor. to Brainard-Kilma- DriU Co-p««.,

OfaNil«»,6«hro,Swa*.,aaii^toAktid»hBetBo««, '^•'* ^p^^ oac 9, 1981, Set. No. 328315

^'TaMay20,1982,Ser.No.38038S „^ CL D15^138
^"*""^ '* '*"

ClaiBH priority, appUcathw SiMte, Not. 23, 1981, 81-2718 UAa Pl^rW
^

.

VS.a D15-28
Tern of patent 14 years

^
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"'''''"^"Ti^;^??^yn"?l^ ^ HOLDER TOR cSScARDDOCKK
Lo>it?ill«, aO of Crio^ atti^mto nu n«^. 17, IMl, Sw. 1^322^

M.

U^a D16-30

Mi BmImmMmUm Corpontkw, AfWMk^ N.Y. Claiw priortly. anUMtiM ImIhIaL »«mi' n «* !•«

275364
TYPE FONT

Rocdi Zwtakr, St JakototnaM S7. and Eb Maehr, MiiUcr. 275^66
FrMbcrptraaw 28, botk of MOO St GaUcn, Switzerland STACKABLE DESK TRAY

Filed Aug. «, IfOl, Scr. No. 289,913 SdTrtore L. Sdwrnbre, 2 VaUeyricw Rd^ Liocolii, RJ. 02865
Ctatoi priority, application Switsertand, Feb. 10, 1981,

FOed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,224
DM/000618

U.S. a D18—24
Tern of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S. a. D19-92 Tu. :t£

12 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

A B C D E

F G H I J K

L M N P

Q R S T U
V W X Y Z

a b c d e
f g h

I
J k I

m n p q
r s r u V I

v.... w X y z ,
?

5iV.

i*»i>»:L'. .>>: .,«

12 3 4 8
678 9

4 .;

r-

A B C b'E
F6HIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
a b e d e
fghijkl
m n pq
rst u V I

wxyz,?

37M67
<CHRDiK)U>ES

*?!?y-^f~?'»»V'^»w»''>ri^T"iiPt.l1fca8ill,art
Michael a Pattaraoa, 5710 Rim Ter„ Itepit Ra. 33184RM Apr. 13, 1981, Sar. Nb. 383011

u.s.aDao-43 . . ; i..

.•-•t

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 913

JobaCAke,

275,868 275371

MOUNTING DEVICE TOY VEHICLE
Hdnidott Rd., Grcatwortb, Baa- Peter MaMing, Tlrerton. Fn^wil, and Mdvia Medaick, New

City, N.Y., aarigaon to LJN Toys, Ltd., New Yori(, N.Y.

FfladMivZt. 1981, Ser. No. 266463 FBed Ang. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411^36

IwiU, applltlhw TTnittid fingdnm Mrr V "^ Tem of pntaat 14
;

997742 U.S. CL D21-134
Term of patent 14 yean

UJ5.aD20-43

Yl/

nfi.. 275369

SET OF INSTRUCTIONAL CHESS PIECES

Larry G. Holm, 2296 Sibley St, St Charica, Mo. 63301

FDed No?. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 401366

Term of patent 14 yam
VS,a D21-52

275372
TOY VEHICLE

Maning Peter, Tifcrton, EnglMd, and Meiiln Mednidc New

CHy, N.Y., aiaigBon to LJN Toys, Ltd^ New York, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411338

Term of patent 14 yc

U.S.a D21-134

»» : ,•

> r . ,:t. ...r5378

PUSSLE
Robert L. Kochn, P.O. Bos 96, GorhaH^ m. 62940

FDed Sip. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426344

Tcmi of patent 14 yaan

U.S.a 021-105 ' -?

275373
TOY VEHICLE

Peter Maaaiag, TiTcrton, Engtaad, and MdTte Medaick, New

dty, N.Y., ateiVMn to LJN Toys, Ltd., New York, N.Y.

Faad A« 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411337

Ttete of patent 14:

U.S.a D21-140
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^5^* 275J77
TOY VEHICLE FIREi^PLACE

MdTiB McMek, New Nids Heger, Iffwhrii. Norway.
Oty, N.Y^ mtwun to UN lioy^ Ltd^ N«w Yotfc, N.Y. Jotol, Oslo, Norway

FMAag.2«,19t2,Scr.No.4tM39 HW Apr. 7, 1W2, Sw. N«. 36^40«
CSataM priority, appUeatioa Norway, OcL 8, 1981, C2336

Term of patot 14 yean
U.S.CLD23—97

U.S.a D21—140
14

27M7S
INSECT FEEDING STAHON OR SIMILAR ARTICXE

KeHfe WoodraO; Moortaiarfde, NJ., aMi^or to
CJraaaodd CSoa^aay, Staafcrd, Cobb.

Flkd Apr. «, 1981, Scr. No. 251,6ti9

Tcrai of pateat 14 yean
U.S.a D22—19

f

f

275378
WOOD AND COAL BURNING STOVE

DoBCBB C. SyBie, Chelsea, aad Vaace R. SBdth, Raadolph, both
of Vt., assigaors to Venaoot Castiagi, Ibc, Randolph, Vt

Filed Jaik 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,524
Term ^ pateat 14 yean

VS. a. D23-97 - .

275,879

OIL-FIRED SPACE HEATER AND THE LIKE
Kazaham Nakamara, Naioya, Japo, assigaor to ToyotomI

i Kogyo Con Ltd., AicU, Japaa
378,876 *r^ I '-*..«. ... FOed No?. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 439^488

SOLAR HEATER Cbdms priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Miy 7, UNO, 57*19797
PaalT. Everett, 828 E.Boeae St, #l,SaBta Maria, CkUf. 93454 Term of pateat 14 yean

Filed Jbb. 8, 1981, Scr. No. 271,477 VJS. CL D23—121 . . i ,

Term of pateat 14 yean ^ ' ^

VS.a D23-72

October 9, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 917

275,880

OIL«FIRED SPACE HEATER
^

Nakamara, Nafoya, Japaa, aarf^or to ToyotomI

Kogyo Con Lidn Aiehl, Japaa

FDed Not. S, 1982, Scr. No. 439,491

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, May 7, 1982, 5749798

Term of patort 14 yean

U.S.a D23-121

275,883

OIL*FIRED SPACE HEATER AND THE LIKE
Nakamara, Nasoya, Japaa, assizor to Toyetoari

Kogyo Co., Ltd., AlcU, Japaa

FDed No?. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,118

Claims priority, appileatioa Japaa, May 19, 1982, 57-21793

Term of patent 14;

U.S. CL D23-123

AUll
sn i^>SIIIH

lljllftlhfc^^tl II

II C - ,I.U 1

.
iffiiffiCW^

1

275,881 275384

OIL-FIRED SPACE HEATER ^AN BLADE „_,_
Kazaham Nakuaara, Nagoya, Japu, assigBor to ToyotomI James R. C Bashong. Rl?enide, Calif, amigBor to Haydea,

Kogyo Col. Ltd., Aichi, Japaa '""^ *^'**^?!'* ^ ...^ c^ m. i^^it
Filed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 434,143 Filed Jmu 29, 19M. Sw. No. 344,213

Claims priority, appBcatfcmJapmM Apr. 9, 1982, 57-15397 «,^,« ^'^ ** ""•^ * ''*"

Term of pateat 14 yean VS. O. D23-165

U&a.D23-123

,

mIIIIIIIIII

275J82 275385

OIL-FIRED SPACE HEATER SURGICAL UGATING INSTRUMENT

Kazahara Nakmaara, Nagoya, Japn^ asrigaor to ToyotomI John R. Moatgonwy, Fgifielt
**"*J!"^' *™i

Kogyo Co. Ltd. AkW, Japmi toa; Joae C. Deaiega. Brookfiekl. aU of Coaa. "*.

FOed No?. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,117 Batter, Cohmbas, Ohio, asslffon to Amcrles

Claims priority, appUcatloB Japmi, May 19, 1982, 57-21792 Compmqr, Stemtoid, Coaa. ^^
Term of patent 14 yean FDed Jaa. 29, 1981, Scr. No. 278,296

UAaD23-123 ,,^ ^ ^,^^ Tem of patent 14 yean

VS. CL D24—26

New-

iiiiiiiiimmm
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m-h.lSSSS^'SIi^?'^^^^^ solar gwSShouse

FLFTSrSttSrS^i. * " raed At* 13, 1982, to. fto. 407.74*

US.aD24-31
W.O. «.!#«-»

0iS25

t

278,887

TEAT VALVE ^'

Mark L. Aadcnoa, 100Mdby A?e^ Sprtag ViOey, Wis. 54797,
ad FkadiW.aild, 1307 S(MthforklU.,GMty.Wyo. 82414 ^.^FM Aai. 10, 1881, Scr. No. 291,379 nr^^iSI??.^.,™.

T«niorMtMtl4yctfi DETACHED HOUSE
UAaD24-53 Bj8f« Fogler, H8«8

, Sw«d«, («l«Mr to Ctairic Hw AB,
Gotiwabiirg, Sweden

Filed Aag. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,505
Term 4rf pttart 14 ycin

U.S. CL D25—17

J i^ .1

275,888

PORTABLE OBSERVATORY
Airirew R. Lmw, 1525 E. MHckell, Ariii«loa, Tex. 76010, and
BJmd R. Yoo«, 1809 Vlntafa Dr.. GrMd PriWe, Tc

, ^75391

FD^ Sm. ml tMl. «M> Ma AM to* DETACHED HOUSE
iS-if^SLjT-i^ • BJ*n Fogler, HIW

, Sweden •-««» to Ctartc H» AB.

UAaD25-l
^"""^"J'-" Gotheaborg, Sweden

^
Filed Ai«. 31. 1982. Ser. No. 413.506

Term of potort 14 yens
U.S.CLD25—17 ^

October 9. 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 919

27S392

BUILDING FOR THE SELLING OF ICE CREAM
MiehMl B. Gnmer. 381 GelcheU Ave Gnq«Mw. BL 68080

FDedJmk 7. 1982. 8«. No. 385338 '

TcrmoTpalMtM;
U.S. CL D25-18

r5t895
MECHANICS ADJUSTABLE UGHT

Riekwd C DMmh. 214 N. nhd St., Efflii^w, DL 62401
^< '• FHed M. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386^12

TormoTpMrtU:
U.S.a D26-61

w\%

1:-;

275.893

BUILDING STRUCTURE
JametK Dqpr. 12718 WeMi Ckipd Rd^ Ddlai. Tex. 75234

FDed Aag. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 407,383

TcniorpalartMyean
U.S.a D25-33

275,896

LAMP BASE
John W. Caldwell, Saa Marteo, Qritf., aeriffor to Brown Jordaa

CoBvaay LimUad PartMnUp, D MMrte, Cane

FDed Jnl. 21,

1

9tt,Ser. No. 400.499

Term of potent 14 yean

U.S.a D26-110

275.894

WINDOW WELL PROTECTOR
Joacph A. Sikocald, 3200 W. BnD Valley Rd., McHcniy, DL

^^ ^ D27-51
60050

FDed Mar. 10. 1980. Ser. No. 128353

Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D25-54

275397

APPARATUS FOR FILLING EMPTY aGARETTE TUBES
Gnnter SchMtae, and Knrt Haller, botb of Troariagen, Fed. Rep.

of Germaay, Moignon to EFKA Werke FHti Kieha GmbH,

TnMiagen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351345

Claims priority, appUcatUm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 29,

1981, MR V 585

Term of patent 14 ye
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FlHdfltcr,19M.S«r.Na>45M82 Filed JiL 20, 1M2, to. No. 400,153orpMwtMyMn Claim priority, vpUortiMSwftMrlnd.Mv. 4^ 1912,112287
TcraoTpatMtM:

U.S.a.D32-9

U.S.aD28-3

275,902
BATTERY OPERATED RECORD CLEANER

Yasno YuiMla, and TadaUde Okimo, both of Onka, Japan,
asrignora to MatsosUta Electric Indmtrial Co., Ltd., Onka,

275,899

VITAMIN TABLET OR SIMILAR ARHCLE „„„
Alaa M. Bcydhok, M—pMa, Torn., and Marilyn CookUii, J^

itm^itSi^iy^i^^ Claim, priority, applicatloaJap«^Aag. 13, 1981. 56-35873

U.S.aD28-3
^^

Term of patent 14 yean%JA SA. u^9-a
^^^^ D32-35

275,900
WRIST-BORNE OOSMEnC COMPACT

Donald Specter, 380 Monntain Rd., Union Qty, NJ. 07087
Filed Feb. 23, 1982, to. No. 351,534

TcmofpntentMyean
U.S.a D28-82

275,903

MATERIAL HANDLING CRATE
Denny VasUaih, 9719 • 84 Afc, EdwMton, Albertn, Qmada
(T6E 2E8)

^^
Filed Not. 23, 1981, to. No. 324.226

Claims priority, application Canada, JuL 24, 1981, 244r7-81-6
Term of pntent 14 yean

VS. CL D34--40

v

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 9TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

Note.—Amnged ia aoooidanoe with the first tignifiouit character or word of the none

Cm aeeoidaiioe with city nd tel^Mne directory practice).

A.F-L Appiicaaon Poliuretimcbe Indntriali S.p.A.: See—
Plniiciioci, Ennaano. 4,473,238, Q. 12-I42.()RS.

Abbott Laboratoriet: See—
Hoo. James R.; and Kirlcemo. Curtis L.. 4,476,229, 0. 436-300.000.

Haviv, Fortoaa; Ratqczyk. James D.; and Focher, Francis E.,

4,476,137, a. 424-272.000.

HochienBeier, Roy F.; and ^ring, Thomas O., 4,476,228, Q.
436>S00.000.

Abe, Mitsoo: See—
Konishi, Katsno, Kawano, Kanji; Tamura. Kolyi; and Abe, Mitsno.

4,476,309.0.360-119.000.

Abe, Tmtomu: See—
Horilcoshi, Katsonori; and Abe, Tsutomu, 4.476,023, CI.

210446.000.

Aboaf, Joseph A.; Kloidiotan, Erik; and McOnire, Thomas R.. to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation. New magnetoresistive

materials. 4.476,434, Q. 338-32.00R.

Abrams, Stan: See

Hand. Calvin R. Jr.; Hand. David J.; and Careatti. John A.,

4.473,471,0.110-343.000.

Ackerman, John P.; and Young, John £.. to United States of America,

&iergy. Solid oxide Awl cell having monolithic core. 4,476,198, Q.
429-32.000.

Acometer Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Mclntyre. Frederic S.. 4,476,163, Q. 427-238.000.

Adaciu, Keiichi: See—
Saicnoae, Kd; Ifirano. SUgeo, Ueda, Takehiko; and Adachi.

Keiichi. 4.476.219. Q. 430-341000.

Adair. Paul C; Burkholder, Amy L.; Duda. Homer O.; Wright, Rich*

ard F.; and Stanley, Mary M., to Mead Corporation, The. Non-aque-

ous silver halide diffusion tanaging system. 4,476,213, Q. 430-229.000.

Aduns, Charles W.: See—
Cheringtoo, Floyd £.; Adams, Charles W.; and Schneider, Elrede

F.. 4.473.621. O. 181-212.000.

Adier Cargo Systems Limited: See—
Marom. Hugo, and Adler. Shlomo. 4.473.704. Q. 248-346.000.

Adler. Howard L Material and method for promoting the growth of

anaerobic bwrteria. 4.476.224.a 433-233.000. .

Adler. Shlomo: See—
Marom. Hugo, and Adler. Shlomo. 4.473.704. Q. 248-346.000.

Adna Aktiengasdlachaft: See—
Truninger. Thomas. 4.473.848. 0. 406-113.000.

Adrian. Ftitz; and Daakow, Boris, to Steag Aktiengesdlschaft. MedKxl
and nparatus for openting a voitex bed ftimaoe. 4,473.472, Q.
110-347.000.

Advanced Energy Dynamics: See—
Rich, Stanley R., 4,473.922,a 44-l.OOC

Advanced Micro Devices, lac.: See—
Miller. Wanvi lU Miller. Michwl J.; and Birkner. John M..

M76^3«0la 371-13.000.

Advanoed Solar Systems. See—
Rogers. Mark C; and Oill. Michael. 4.473,337. CL 126438An.

Advanced Technology LaboiatofieB, lac: Se^~
Kdbnan. Oeoiie W.. 4.473476. CL 73-l.ODV.

Aeroquip Corporation; 5iir

Crissy. Charles F.; aad Hobaes, Pud M.. 4^73.833. Q. 41O-126.O0O.

Agano, Toshitaka: Set

OsUkosbi. Yiw vd Agsao. TosUtaka, 4.476,497. Q. 338-298.000.

Agence NatioBale de Vakxisatioa de la Recherche ANVAR: See—
Robert. Jack; aad Aliiea, Jaaa^ 4.476,203. Q. 429-139^X10.

Agency ofladnstrial Sdeaoe aad Technology: Sw—
Nikaanra,Onm^ Ognio, laao, and Kodama, Temo, 4,476,092. 0.

422-4.00&

AUfeaaics isqnnmeBi. inc.: aw
^%lcCorkel. FMklin M„ 4.475.671. a. 222-196.000.

Agnwal. Bgahwati P.: 3it

Chang. Hyokang; Shenoi. Kishan; and Agrawal. Bgahwati P.,

M76,433, CL 329-3aO0O.

AJba, Masdriko, and Oku, Nadnrp, to Sharp Kabnshiki Kaisha. bibble

removal in an iidt fiqnkl sop^y system of an ink jet system printer.

4.476,472, a. 346-73.000.

Ainoya. hfasaynki: See—
Toyoda. Moloya; Ahwya. Masayuki; Kocawa, Kroomi;

Kalagiri. Shigenobo. 4.473.807. a. 333-13.000.

Air PoDution (Equipment) Limited: See— ^,..,. 'X ..

Pi^^Peier IU4j^.933.a 33-287.000. **' ,'

Air Piuducis aad Chendcab. uc.: S**—
Hmrty. William P.; and Schmidt. William P.. 4.473,347. Q
a-nxxo. y .'.ii

lOee, David J.. 4,473,331, a. 6243.00a
:

r.

Aisan Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Katott. Takashi; Hayakawa, Masahani; and Hirosawa. Kkknori.

4,476,067, CL 261-39.0QA.

Aishin Seiki Kabwihikikaisha- See—
Oguma, Tomio, Hirosawa, Kouichiro; and Mitsui, Tsutomu,

4,473,637, Q. 192-0.032.

Ajagu, Chrtotopher O.; Libby, Paul A.; and LaRue, John C, to Univer-

sity of California, The Regents of the. Skin frictioa gage for time-

resolved measurements. 4,473.392, Q. 73-432.00R.

Akada. Mitsno, Masatomi, Tsunehiko, Shimizu. Yasuo, Torii, Shigeru;

and Tanaka. Hideo, to Otsuka Kagaku Yakuhin Kabushiki Kaaha.
Cyclohexadiene derivatives and process for preparing the same.

4,473.992. Q. 204-39.00R.

Akashi, Ooro: Sep—
Mizuna CUaki; and Akashi. Ooro, 4,476,177. Q. 428-2061)00.

Akerhiehn, George J.; and Mandy, Zoltan P.. to Carrier Corporation.

System for draming liquid refrigerant from a suboooler in a vapor

compression refrigeration system. 4,473,334, CI. 62-117.000.

Akermans Verkstad AB: 5e»—
Tordenmalffi. L. Osten, 4.473,333, Q. 60-393.000.

Akimoto, Hiromichi: See—
Yamaguchi, Reiki; Sano, Shinichi; Akimoto, Hiromichi; Higa-

shiizumi, Takao; Yamanaka, Mineo, and Ishihara. Takafaiko,

4,473,333, Q. 128-660.000.

Akiyama, Susumu; Ito, Kenzo; Fukaya, Hiroyasu; Ogiso, Hanihiko;

Hirabayuhi, Ynji; and Kawamura, Takahide, to Nippondenao Co.,

Ltd.; and Toyou Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and

apparatus for controlling the duty cycle of an ofT-on type valve^
monitoring the history of the state of the valve. 4,476^332, CI.

364-431.030.

Akiyama, YosUnori, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Seat occu-

pant restraining sttap of vehicular seat belt arrangement 4,473,746^

CI. 280-808.000.

Akkermaa, Nefl H., to Baker International Corporation. Valve for

subterranean wells. 4,473,399, Q. 166-323.000.

Akuton, Satn^hi' See^
Okazaki, Maamobu; Akutso. SatasU; and Ebihara. Susumu,

4,476.411,0.310-361.000.

Alar Engineering Corporation: See—
White, Harold R.; and Doncer, Alex J., Jr., 4,476,018, G.

210-232.000.

Albenaon, Phflip E; and Deken. Arthur D., to Charles Machine Works,

Inc., The. Mobile machine for subterranean installation of piping and

the like. 4,473,604, Q. 173-83.000.

Albertson. Robert V. Heating aoparatus. 4,473.330, Q. 126-llO.OOB.

Albery, Lewis L. Su^ension roMer support system. 4.473,637, CL
211-46.000.

Alcan International Limited: See—
Yamawaki, Satoshi; Sumhara, Atsushi; Kobayashi. Yasushi; IsUda,

Hifoshi; Kuramasa. Yukio, and Ootdi. Ichisei. 4.473.960, Q.
148-26.000.

Alefdd, Oeorg. Multi-efliBct heat-pomp for heating and coding.

4,473,351, Cr62-476.00a
Alguire. Richard O.: See— ^

Nowisch, Hefaiz R.; and Algnfae. Richard O.. 4,476.019. a
210-232.000.

Allegheny Lodlom Sted Corporatioa: Se»—
Amo. S. Leslie, 4,473,58570. 164-423.000.

Allen. Gordon H.. to Motorcria. Inc. Low level k)gk; toU^ levd k»c
liaiiilalnr having improved hi^ state drive. 4,476.403, CI.

307-475.00a

AUibert En>k)itation: See—
DeooSiek, Didier, 4.475,464, Q. 108-83.000.

Allied Colloids Limited: See—
daike. John B.; and Firth. John F.. 4,476,190. 0. 428-3SO.00a

Allied Corporation: 5ff „^^
Rgiel. Fraaota J.; aad Colbert, Aaron. 4,476,036, a. 252-l71.aoa

AMis-diiahBers Ouipuiaikw: See—
BaUendux. Gerardus M.; and McCormick, Stephen J., 4.473.641,

a. 192-87.1Sa

tieiecki. Geirtd. 4,473.736, 0. 277-3.00ft

McCormick, Stephen J.. 4.475.631. a. 192.4.00A. ^ -

Olan^ DooaM S., 4,475.r6. a. 4l844j00a '" •- '
"

AUoy Surftoes Company. Inc.: See—
BaMi. AHteoU 4.476,244, Q. S0^301.00a

Alaa Ekclrie Co, Ltd.: 5af

, Koad« Shifoh, 4.476,457,d 34O.347.00P.

Tsnkafaara. Mkfaiyosfai. 4.476.518.a 361-328.00a

Altenschopfier, Theodor See—
KittMter, Psw: ^•ki—— , Klans; AlMnacbopte. TlHodar; Han-

i. Btt. Wolf^ aad Soolka, Heinz G., 4,473.663. a
220^.00a

;* - "«
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«d QkMma, MMnknm M7S,424, O
l3-S49.dQa

*;d;h5jniittai ooaade. 4,475,952.a lOiJHMO.

Ijl<"^ Aaqn. TodriyvU; btaigiiro, Kaaitoyo; and
K<^4,47MW.q. 35t.342.000.
w; BraMCTi

miiMiHuli AO. Miithod of ,tmtf)Bt radioactive wHte water
4,y«^ aM2.«2.00ft

^^^'** ,—««-v« wane water.

Aacfcan Piodmiit lac.; Sw

Aaadalii CoiuuiiUua; &»~
TpM^fcfc, 4,47WJ«ka 43O.296.O0a
tea HgBdMt Ctftpiawtion; J^»-

^JJjJJjJp
O-i «• CnftamoB. Edwin C. 4,47MI9» a

,— Sopply Conoratioii:
Hhtur. Rotart A^ KoM, Bnioe R.; and Unm. Joba S. R.

S.; aad Oonnandy. Ray R. Jr.,

*j5««ka 222.1441001

^JSfiM*?* A^ Key, Rotiert

a. 4,475,2991a 4D.59IX)0a.
tfa. be.: A»-

^^ISwOof"
J-J «• CkA, Ridiafd L., 4,475,970; CL

I MywMar Oorpondoa
7<59.

-
. a iffiiiool
CocpbttHoa; Sa>—

2^07.40A.

Anfoai. BartokMneo: <

Neri, Carlo; Boobomo, PhuMo; and AafiML BaTtninnm
4,47W27,a5«M7I.O0a

^^ "nMoneo,

Anic S.p.A.: Sir-.
Nen. Carlo; Buooomo. Pranoo; and Anfoai Buttitna^, .

4,476327, a. 5«M7«.O0a
^^ "noWMO,

^^ ?''''*^Tr'.to Sy«n (U.S.A.) Inc. MypeptidH/chdatiaiamm

Anno, Noboo; Olrai. HaraU; YatMBOlpL KttdyaU: and IfivaniL
Kuio, to Honda Olkcn Kogyo iSSSiiSTpm

* "* 5!*?^**"*«» ^'•l**- M75,I93,a 474.13.00a
Anno, Ndboo: Sta—

Honda, Sboidd; Malaoara. Maaaald; and Anno, Nbbna 4475497
a. 123-I9«!00F.

—»^ «» *««». —«-» *^3,w,
^?^ f5E!5?L*? ?• 'J*^*** ***«»• »o Oentio Rkwche Fte

S.P.A. UltnaoQic dovioe for the mrawiuiiuii of the ddivvy of a
^
Bnid in a ooodait 4,475,406, 0. 73461.29a

^^
Aoki, Keiii: Su

A-iSi'S^ T?^>**'* •«* A**- "^"iM. M75,3«i,a 73.iis.ooa
Aoaana, IfaHnU: Sae—

MaMftMi, AUW
nka, HMne; ,

AoyaoM, Ryiqi, to KaMdd Kaiihn'.
ins fiUnn. 4,476,161, 0. 42M.00a

Appl. Max: Sflf^
Hbrr. Ocrhani; Appl. Max; Voettl. Erfiriad; Stark. Haaa; and

* «v I""^ Oerhaid. 4,475,749. CL 2l5-47.00a
APX Orogp, be: &»-

QeAer, ham R; Harwood. Jon W.; and Hay. OhMon R..
4,475,623. CL 18l-243.00a

^' ^^
'

Arad.Avi:

ii •>.

AMP IniTO5d:|jr*^^^ ^^"^ ^' ^^'^^^ *'^«»

^fc?* **-i'i!«^*>ta>t; Snyder CWr wTJt^
. *?V^T* ^STMeR.. 4,475.7irCl 339.I7.0lil.

^

^^^^^ojfctaA^^ Michad J. 4,475.716,a 339.99.00R.

jKtfkwig^Rlchard A., 4^5J«7, Q. 16.28S.00a

AMSreo bdaalriei booiiporalad: Stt-
'^

Tl&.il[m»'^'
"^ SchwBti, Richaid O. 4,475,463, a

Antral be.: 5^»-

?**JJJj«! "J JjJ^
*»«Pl» A^ M75,932,d SS-lTOOJa

^apik,4>76,53l,a.3644174J0a ^ ^. ^^M-ir

FHl O. to UjBiroyy. inc. Otift oopdiyineriiatian prooaii.

^^'SS&JOot^
'**•* ™*^' •«* A™** '^ 4,475,618,a

4,476,213.a 8S5.S3A)a~ Mara-Aa-
RonaUOi

David &:
••?^

C 4.475,274, a

Arai. YoaUUiD:

'*3£lSo5?
^''^^"^ "**^^ YoAlhiro, 4,476^ a.

AiakawB. KaanUlto: Stt—
Kattuna^Jiakpto; Hiiamatn. Akin; Aiakawa, KanUko; aad
Murakaau, Hiroyaan, 4,475.803.a 354481.000.

'

Ancna, Evaaidaa J, to VarMn «?rl Ii i HoUinf RV. Praoeirini
HM^ornbatantiaUy orpnic material hitodumd prodBcbaad

^ •f**«^*^ SM«««»tly M76k072.a 264^35
"^^

Annum. Syoji; Pokatm. Yaaoihi; and Maanoka, PUto, to TokyoSOura 6add KabuahikikS. MaibodorSrab^^
.f??^'"*? *'** 4»47S.964,a 148.187.00a

"~*'™» ""^

"* jgjgAfimoto, KaKi; and Nakano, Taraynki. 4,475;i59.a

aI!5^. ^"^*^ •«* a^iSly. 4,475.7Ha 292.336.300:
Annoo lac: jar

'%^'^L^!^JU I^*^ ^^^i^ B.; Kiete. RichMd R; and
. _ ^^frp*.'^.^ 4,475398. a. 73.S99.00a

^^
*

Amntrang World bdottiH, be.: 5cr

AJl"2fJ°'?' ^i/^ °f!!ifyi*» *•• 4.476,17s.a 428.i7aooa
Amon. Bphiaim, to Nofthen 'Meoom Uiriiad. Ttaa coniwartun

Amtvr. Oacar &.: aad B—Miii—. TkHrf t "-^-^ ..^ - c_

David R. 4,475,84s.a 404.25.00a

NidP.iA».
Bid. Anthony P.; Mkald, Riehaid W.:^ fi^^mm n^i p
4,«wi^al64.S3a^^^ '""^***'*^'-'
~~

f!^^.ll^ t» HiiMK Qoute be. Ovnrkaad

Koban R, to Uiton _.
»? 4,476,461a 340.7liJOOa

IR ToMHiMiMy for fowm4,«ailar. 4,47J,6I2.

4,47S.706k

be. MasMto^pHe diM>y

susntf^ t; to OMpkuMiiu Oy^Mbthed for

•^ .YMm. mK 10 Ttan Pkk

A'"*r. q«» S>; and Bniilwa^ Thenl I. IMhod and appntv ibr
nttfcti^ kieal variathM in frooad kvd ki the viehdSTTnte
*J??*?I?J?? ?'*'» ^*'5«»44,a 404400a

KawaM HiRNarni; Yamakawi, Kannri; Yaaada. Hraaki: and
Ktoolt^ Tto*iM, 4,478305.a 4463K000l ^^
"ISa&Oa^* «d Ah% l^toOMi. 4,47W23. a
'^wTSo*' "^ >>«*«> K* *«»* 4,47WS7.^d.'

Aiatowa. TwKk^^Ttiam Gbw*—nriiwiii fori

w, Minuru: Sm»

4^411(319, a
MBif 34Mdtarkfakv
nnibr. iMMlSf2. CL

Hjg^gjWiirS «d Andrrwi. John R, 4,47Mia CL

. to Mb Oaa WidBa Oa Barily ola^^ Md Mr.
Iwa 4,416379;a 2194K00a^ ""^ "^ "^

549^ma4274aa»L
' . .,...-., "m tft HpffinMin " ~ "

be. l^wnnMili i aa^JMm. 4,fla,<nn A **«^afli!|m

Aihby. Robert R. to Moora R^lnMi Foam, be. Ptakba
4,475,747.a 28Ml.SaA. ^^ ^^ ^^

Aihenft. ChariH R. 10Moba OB Commtioa. PraeaaMdmm for~ i.4,4HO73.a26«100a

HMatonnn iwl W*IiI?iadI?M^^
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Aaick, John C; Douty, Oeone R; Ooodman. Joaeph R.; Jonaa, Kennit

M.. Jr.; Laadii, Iclba M.; Snyder, Clair W., Jr.; Woratyla. John A.;

and Zdl. Dak R.. to AMP Incorponned. Buwni aytteai for stacked

array of panel boards. 4.475,781, Q. 339.17.0LM.

Ato, Koichi: See—
Hayakawa, Mautodu; Aao, Koichi; Uedaira. Satoni; Odiiai. Yo-

dutaka; Matsiida. Hideki; Hotai. Kaaihide; and Hayadii,

Kazdiiko, 4.475.962, Q. 148.108.000.

Aspiin, Willian A., Sr.. to Rcacve CaMe Dedgn. lac. Aerid cable

intaUation block. 4,475,715. CL 254.134.30R.

Anaf. Oad, to Bronicki. Laden Y.. a part intaratt. Method and means
for lilting water and generating power therefrom. 4.475342, Q.
6044l.60a

Aaaf. Gad, to Sohnat Systems, Ltd. Segregated solar pond. 4,475335,

CL l26-41Si)0a

Aston, Oeoffltey W.; and Smart. Roderick M., to Redbnd Technology
Umited. Apparatus for the heat processing of particdate matcridi.

4,475,936, O. 65-141000.

Asdab S.A.: See—
Hatschek, Rudolf; and Bemau. Werner, 4,475357, Q. 128481.000.

Asxtakx, Stefim, to Linde AktiengeseUschaft Preasure swing adsorp-

tion system using product gas as replacement for purge gas. M7S.930,
a. 55.26.000.

AT&T Bell Laboratories: See—
Bader, Frank R; and Orcen, Martin Ln 4,475,983, Q. 156456.000.

Biolin, Stephen J.; and Wyndrum. Rdph W., Jr., 4,476359, Q.
370-1 la 100.

Cspawo, Federico; Tseng, Won-Tin; and Williams. Oareth F.,

4,476,477, a. 357.30000.

Cottrdl, Jennie L.; and HiU, Deborah J., 4,476349, Q. I79.18.00B.

Dollard, Peter M., 4,476,458, Q. 340.347.0DD.
Orimado, Philip B.; Holt, Vernon R; and Osifchin, Nichdas.

4,475,685, Q. 236-46.00R.

HadwU. Baria O.. 4,476,484, 0. 358.1 1.000.

Jin, Sungbo, 4.475,961, Q. 148.31.550.

KnoedL George. Jr., 4,476,557.a 370-28.000

Saari. Vdkko R.. 4,476,448, Q. 333-173.000.

Atkins, Terranoe J.; Fidd. Martin J.; and Makusy. Andrew J., to Gen-
erd Moton Corpordion. Fuel rail aaMmUy and clip. 4,475,516, Q.
123-470000

Atkinson, Thomas; and Dowd, Thomas R., to Dowd, Thomas R.

Wrench apparatus and bar means for selectivdy applying torque

fbroes to a workplace. 4,475,420, CI. 81.58.300.

Atlantic Richfield Company: See—
Siefeft, Kristine S., 4.476345, G. 502-302.000.

Atsumi. Masaharu:SM—
Kishimoto. Satoru; Ataumi, Masaharu; and Sano, Yoahiaki,

4.476,426. 0. 323.226.000.

Atwood. George R; Cochran. Doudas R; Sedan. Abraham; Burnett,

Charles; Tyree. Phillip O.; and Fletcher. ArchibakI W.. to Duvd
Cmxnation. Cyclic sdutkn mining of borate ores. 4,475,771, Q.
299-4.000.

Aubom, James J., to GTE Laborstories Incorporated. Electrochemicd
cell utilidng a mixture ofphqnhoms oxychloilde and a tow fireedng

solvent as toe dectrdyte. 4,476,204, Q. 429.196.000.

Auergeidhchaft GmbH: See—
Iloht, Wolfgang, 4,476.096. Q. 422.96.000

Augunaa. Algis G.: See—
Arlandos, Alfonsas; and Augunas, Algis G., 4,475,754, Q.

292.336.300.

AuH, Denis W.; and Spires, Dewayne A., to Bell Tdohone Laborato-

ries, incorporated. Battery feed drcnit 4,476,350 CI- 179-70.000.

Aurora Konrad G. Sehdx GmbH k Co.: See—
Schdz, Jonchim; and Thden, Werner, 4,475,687, Q. 237.12.30A.

Aute Oeaellschaft fber autogene, Technik mbH: See—
Lotz. Horst R., 4,475,71970. 26M8.000.

Avoo Everett Research Laboratory, be.: Site—
Saggese. Joaeph P., 4,476,374, Q. 2I9.I2I.0LB.

Aversano. Rdph W.. to Stay Pmh, Inc. Food preservative oompod-
tion. 4.476.112. 0. 424.127.000.

Avery bternatkmd Corporatton: See-
Reed, Charles P.. 4.475.969, Q. 156.152.000.

Avery, William R, to Johns Hopkins Udverdty^The. Low cost

method for prodndng methand diliang OTEC plantships.

4,476349, a. SI8.703!000.

AVM Corporatton: Sar—
Stark. IRindC 4,475,778, 0. 312.33O00R.

Awava, Akira: Se»—
Sdiano, Isao; Miyahara. Shiyoichiro; Yamada. Yoshitsngn; Oka-

zaki, Yntaica; Tokoda. HtfoaU; Awaya. Akira; and Nakano,

Takuo, 4.476.128. G. 424-250.000

Ayata. Naoki; Koomnra. Noboni; Sdto. SeUi; Sazdd. Hidatodu;

Ozawa. Rnnitaka; and Kaanma. Koji. to Canon Kabnshiki Kaiaha.

Image raeording system utiUzing a plurality of raeeeding units.

4.47^,486, CL 358-78AX).
Aygton. Daniel; and Hardy. Marie C. to Sodete Nattonale Elf Aqd-

taine. Biodde composition coaprisin| sdfonium compounds and

organic tin componnds. 4,475.941. CL 71474)00
Aymen, William J., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Blade orientation

gauge. 4.475391. CL 33.174.0IHL

hJi. Innovation Akticbolag: See—
l^dsaon. Bertil; and ifyander, Aamo, 4,475,862.a 414.513J00O.

B.L Incorporated: See
CanoUTQary Tn 4,475/181, Q. I19.5I.00R.

J Dirii; Hacht, OeoK; Sehlafenhafk, Johaan; and SchadI,

Kari. to Te Ka Da Pdten ft Odlleaume Pemmetoeaalagen OntoH.

Device for remotdy supervising operation of a branched dau-trans-
mission networl^ 4.476,561, Q. 371-2S.0G0.

Babcock ft Wilcox Company, The: See—
Moss. William H.; Popid, Lawrence; and Schdb, Thomas J.,

4,475,482. O. 122-379.000.

Bachnuinn, Albert; Wdti, Moritz; and Benz. Gottlieb, to Qdkotoo AG.
Joint of textile materials. 4,476,173, Q. 428-37.000.

Bader, Frank R; and Green, Martin L., to ATftT Bell Laboratories.

Baae metd composite electricd oontnct materid. 4,473,983, CI.

136456.000
Bagus, Brian M.: See—

Bione, Angdo A.; and Bagus, Brian M.. 4,473,430, Q. 84-1.220.

Bailey. William J.; and Taylor, Lynn J., to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Photo-
renctive plastic compodtioo and articles dMradaMe by dtraviolet

radiation and a process for thdr manufacture. 4,476,233, G.
323-125.000.

Bains, Sudarshan S., to Xerox Corporation. Curling/decurling method
and mechanism. 4,475.896, Q. 493-454.000.

Bakd. Izhak, to Geshnri Laboratories Ltd. N-Phosphonomethyldycine
derivatives and herbicidd compositions containing them. 4,473,942,

a 71-86.000

Baker, George R: See—
Daughton, John W.; Lakatos, Andres I.; Brady. Terence W.;

Bryce. James R.; Evanitsky, Eugene S.; and Baker. George R.
4,475,806, a. 3S3-14.00R.

Baker Internatnnd Corporation: See—
Akkerman, NeU H., 4,473,399, a. 166-323.000

Baker, John W.: See-
Houston, James M., Jr.; and Baker, John W.. 4,475.571, a.

137-430000.

Baker, Martin L.; and lacovszzi, Robert A., to Martia Marietta Corpo-
ration. Aluminum, duminum oxide, cromium, goU mirror. 4,473,794,

a. 350-288.000

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.: See—
Brakhage, William L., Jr.; and Cupples, Timothy R.. 4,473,398, G.

166121.000
Balani, Prem M.: See—

DeLong. Arthur, and Balani. Prem M.. 4.473,762. 0. 2964S.00R.

Baku, Alfonso L., to Alloy Sorfooes Company, Inc. Prooem of prepar-

ing catdytic brass. 4,476344. Q. S02-301.00O

Ball Corpcntton: Sar—
Daudt, Stephen W.; Gkason, George W.; licrmansoo. William C;
and Oben. Arthur A., 4,476,333. Q. 364-473.000.

Ballard, Denis G. R; Courtis, Andrew; and Shirley, Ian M., to Imperid
Chemicd Industries Limited. Preparation of aromatic pdymen from
cyck>hexa-3,5Hliene pdymers. 4,476396, Q. 528-481.000.

Bdtendux, Gersrdus M.; and MoConnick, Stephen J., to Allis-Chahn-

en Corporatioo. Double acting hydranlic accumulator for power
shift transmission. 4,473,641, Q. 19247.130.

Bdmer, Charlea. Pneumatic granular or seed applicator. 4,473,819, 0.
366107.000.

Bdtimore Therapeutic Eqdpment Company: See-
Browning, DoaglaBr4,473,406. Q. 73462.120.

Baneiiee. R^m. to BOC Gtoup. Inc.. The. Controlled inerting of

chamber atmoapheres. 4,473393. 0. 34-27.000.

Barda. Henry J.; and Hussain. Sandat, to Ethvl Corporation. High

impact pdyityrene oontdning hdophenoxyaucyhitane flame retar-

dant 4,476367. Q. 524-265.000.

Barda. Henry J.; and Hussain, Saadat. to Ethyl Corporation. Acrykmi-
trile-buta^ene-styrene compodtion oontdning hdopbenoxyattyhi-

lane flame retardant 4.476368. Q. 524-265.006.

Bardy. Andre ; Comet. Michd; Cooraaert. Sabine; Mathiea, Jean-Pad;

Ricbe. Pranooise; and Vald, Michd. to Commissariat a I'Energie

Atomiqoe. Prooess fiw the extemporaneous preparattoa ofan iniecta-

ble fetty add tagged in the om^a podtkm by aseans of radwactive

kdine. 4,476,10670. 424-1.100.

Barmatz, Martin B., to United States of America, Nationd Aeronautics

and Space Administrattoa. Aoowtic aggtomeratton methods and
apparatus. 4,475,921, 0. 23-313.00R.

Barnes, George R: Sei^—
Biich. Steven W.; and Barnca, George R, 4,475,696. 0. 24246.000.

Barnes, James M.: See—
SalAorg, Herbert; Meyborg, Holger, Goyen, Wilhehn; and

Barno^ Jansa M., 4,476353. 0. 521.176.000.

Bamea, John G., to Nudear Power Comnany Limited. Latching de>

vioea and nndear reactors inoorperatwg soch latching devices.

4.476.088, O. 376347.000.

Bairett. Joy M.: Sar—
Coyk. R. T; and Barrett. Joy M., 4,473.682. 0. 228-123.000.

Bartl. James C, to Labd-Aire Inc. Labd appUcdor and method for

labeling the forward feces of articles. 4.4^.978, 0. I56497.00O

Ptoog. Uwe; Wegener. Ingo; Glad, Johann; Erwied, Werner,

Bartnick. Bernhard; and Hofer, Rdner, 4,476X137, O.
252-354.000

Bartolf, George, to Book Eaginaeriag Co., Inc. Electricd connector

apparatua. 4,475,782, 0. 335-I8.00B.

Bartacher, Peter, Mem. Hardd; and Staisch. Dietber, to WABCO
Fahrzengbremsen GmbH. Steering-brake cootrd amngement for a

vehicle brake system. 4.473.773. 0. 3034.00A.

BASF Aktiengaadlschaft: Sea—
Merger, ^ranz; and Nestkr. Gerhard. 4.476.316. 0. 56O024XI0O

Pforr. Gerhard; AepL Max; VedU. Erfiriad; Stark. Hans; and

Paachan. Gerhafd74,475.749. 0. 285-47.000

BASF Wyandotte Corporation: See—
Schmolka. Irvi^ 1174,476.107. 0. 42449.000
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jjQ^^ota N.. Sr. Pubatms iaciaentor hetfth. M75,4M, a.

BnOe, Peter A.: See—
^aorf, Myiwi p.; and Boilc PWer A. 4.475.4W, Q. 99-323.100.
BoMtt. Robert F. Venetiaii blind auenibly. M75,579, Q. I«.|78.00R.
Bettelle Menwral Imtitute; See—

Bwmbwyjj^Otto; and fUlbdrapr. Remhud. 4.47«,IM. a.

BtUtr, Thomn H.; and CaU. Wayne R.. to United States of America.

g»K C«tinuottdy pumping and reMtivating gas pomp. 4,475,349.

Bauer. Hefannt; and Krob. Erwin. to TMC Corporatioa. Safety ski
binding. 4.475,742. a. 280632.000.

"^ ^
Baumann. Hans, to Orobk Co. AktiengeaeUachaft. Movable intermedi-

ate support for a weaving heddle frame. 4.475.574. a. 139-92,000.
Baumann. Hans-Peter, to Sandoz Ltd. Method for obtaimng improved
dyeings on polyamide. 4.47S.92a CI. 8-542.000.

Baumberger. Otto; ud Kalbskopf. Reinhard. to Battelle Memorial

tS^,'^S^/^JS^^ •""•^ °"^ «*»"»« o" • «ub«rate.
4.476^158, CI 427-109.000.

^2%M OOo"
^" ^'*" *'**'''™"* '*" •*'"*• •*"«"• *.*75,254. a.

Bayer Aktienmellichaft: 5^e—

^^l:,y{!!S^ MeheKh, Hins; Meyer. Frank; Kubens, Rolf;
•nd Wmkefanann. Martin. 4.475.847. a. 405-264.000.

^^Jlf^feJ?*"*"' "«""«•»; •«« Habetz. Hubert. 4.476420,
CI. 96(V 103.000.

Sabburg, Herbert; Meyborg. Holger, Goyert WUhelm; and
Barnes. James M., 4,476J53, a. 521-176.000.

Sdnudt. Adolf; and Roes, Enist. 4.476.053, a. 260-192.000.
Baylor Company: See—

Rift Jayanth P, 4,475,636.a 188-296.00a
Bays. David E; and CUtherow. John W.. to Glaxo Gioup Limited. 1,2,42j^«e««»n« wd their pharmaceutical use. 4.476,126. a.

BBC Brown, Boveri A Company. Limited: See—
Buhler, Karl, 4,476.564. CI. 373-9.000.

Beach. Glenn R.: See—

BeaLoS?!^SSl*
' "** ^^^°*^ *' *•*'*•''*• C' 55-97.000.

H^Wf. H«^ L; and Beal. Glenn I., 4,475,689, a. 239^318.000

*?475'«S?a'40HSlo$
"*™'*°* projectabie by fluid pressure.

Bear Automotive Service Eoupmaat Company: See—

Bnudiamp, Robert W., to Date Ocaeral Corporation. Fixed point and

Beck. Richard D. Pipeline servicing tod. 4,475,26a CL 15-104. 12a
, Jr. intravenous tubing clamping device. 4.475,708. CI

Becker. Karl E..

251-6.000.

^^AflOo'
^' '' '"*'*^'"'''" *"^*°« clamping device. 4,475.709. a.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.: See—
^ Schaifr.pMiel H.; and Leytes. Lev J.. 4,476^017, a. 210-94.000.
BedMrom, Rooakl D.; nd Andersun. Chester C. to Hunt-Wesson

j47j27?CL wSsOOOO."*^'
"** iwtelKng a pouring fitment.

Bedoo. Dickinsaa and Company: See—
^ Muller. A. Bromley. 4,47M99. a. 604^.000.
BedBwoyk, Adam, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method for improving
•cowacy ma neutron detector. 4,476,391, a. 250-390.000.

rCL!!Si''c*2LS??' **^ ^' ^ *<«k««U International
Wj^oratwn. SubK:nber loop current regulator. 4,476,351, CI.

Behitegwerke Aktiengesellschaft: &e-
Si*er. Axel. 4.476k23aa 436-507.000.

Beiek, RonaM E: See—

M.Sl!32:?^!i'^ ^^ Rp««id e. 4.475.812. a. 356.32.000.
Bdmrodiky ^vod EnergetKhako|o Mashinostroenia: See-

^'SSS!!:i^J' *»™?v. nS«>W L.; Semenov. Mikhail K.;

SpT4753?7,''d.TsrS^.°^
*= •«* '^^-

Belko, Robert P.: See—
Sprecker, Mark A.; Hanna, Marie R.; TokanewsU. Richard J.

Bell, Chartea A.: See—
Scott, Robert L.; Nejame, Samuel, Jr.; Jacobs. Charles S Jr • and

«... .5^9^^^»5' a- iM-Vs-^ •

Bell, David J.: Si»-
Kranen, Edward W.; Lasarus. Leslie; Bell. David J.- and Chis-

D... J^H?:^ '
'
•*'*•*»• CI 604-67.000!

•

Bell * Howell Company: See—

^'
J*!f*S??* L**o«»orie^ Incorporated: Si»-

Bdk'cL'wSlteS*5r "^"^ ^
•

*^'*'^*^« '^^«»
^Andrim Shekloa. 4,476379. CL 219.524.00a
Bendix Corporation. Tile: Ss^-

Gaiaer. Robert F.. 4.475.338, CL 6O>562.00a
Hendrickaon, Rlchand T. 4.475.444, Q. 91-519.000. ret *-

Jotajog^BJwm A.; and Leung. Chun K., 4.475,511. Q.

Maste«J^ Sara B.; and Fnjawa, Charles S., 4.475,493, a. 123-

Myers, Uwrence R., 4,475,439, CI. 91-170.00R.
Rimkle, Dean E, 4,475,336, Q. 60-545.000.

Benigni, Suxanne: See^
Dornbusch. Arthur H.; Benigni, Sutanne: and PtMx. Ckfcne* b

Jr.. 4.475.837, CI. 401-2I3!Sa^^ ^^"^ *'

B«2)M»i^B2i?i" C.; and Cheney, Jack E. to Schmelzer Corpora-

4iT-3Or000*^
"*" "^ '*"'*"' "*^ M75.858, CI.

Benson, Richard C, to Xerox Corporation. Enhanced paddle wheel
nJ?*^'S?"i?' "^ transporter. 4.475,733, Q. 27I.l£ooa
Benz, Oottneb: Sw

^*T857'0W^
^""^ **°"**' "** "*^ °°**"*' •^^"3.

Bercwerksverband GmbH: See—
o^.P''*''"*; Gunther, and Pitt, Retnhold, 4,475,343. O. 60448.000.
Berdmner Edward J, Jr.; and Thiockmorton. Jerome P.. to Intema-

cTl iSSTSo
Corporation. Coating apparatus. 4,475.478,

BerfieW, Robiert C.. to Shop-Vac Corporation. Shoe attachment for
wet/dry electnc vacuum cleaner. 4,475,265, a. 15-414.000

Berggren. Benny; and Hassler, Yngve, to Stiftelsen Institutet For Mik-
rovagsieknik Vid Tekniska Hogskolan i Stockholm. Method and
device for heating by nucrowave energy. 4,476,363, Q. 2I9.ia55A.

oergham Export GmbH: See—
GoUub, Klaus. 4.476.066. Q. 261-29.000.

Bergwerksverfoand GmbH: See—

^^^ ^°!'*^= Mehesch. Hans; Meyer. Frank; Kubens. Rolf;
»ndWmketaiann, Martin. 4,475.847. a. 405-264.000.

Bemau, Werner: See—

iw."5Slf^\"*''^\^.!P?"^ ^?~'' 4.475.557. Q. 128-681.000.

.h^^S^ 5 • to Umted Stetes of America, Navy. VMOS-FETIMPATT diode pulse Mas circuit 4,476,402, Q. 307-270.000.
Bevacqua, Saverio F.: See—

Ragoneae, Louis J.; Schmitz, Nicholas A.; Bevacqua. Saverio F
and Owyang. King, 4,475,28a a. 29-577.00C

BHS Bayerische Berg-, Hutten-und Salzwerke AktiengeaeUachaft:

n; .u^*^J '-JS*^?^
Md Singer, Hans. 4,475.454, a. I00.229.00A.

Biraw^d. Wolfgang F., to Leviton Manufacturing Company, Inc.

I5Sl59!ci*^.(So^'
with unitery spiral stem and warier.

Bieri, Hans: See—
**

«'^««^S!?^
Riminele. Karl; and Bieri. Hans. 4,475.423. Q.

oJ* 199.000.

BUbrey. Robert A.; Koball. Bnice R.; and Loram. John S. R. to Ameri-

Bindhofr, Eduardo W., to Intrusion-Prepakt Incorporated. Method and
appujtitt for forming cast-in-place structures. 4,476,074, a.
204-35.000.

Biolex Corporation: See—
Bouk, Raymond S^ deceased. 4,476,0ia a. 208-15.000.

Biooe. Angek) A.; and Bagus, Brian M., to Mannon Group, Inc., The.
Oinerentia] sampling circuit for improving signal to noise ratio in an
electronic organ having multiplexed keymg. 4,47S,43a G. 84-1.220.

Bvch Brothers Southern Incorporated: See—
Birch. Steven W.; and Barnes, Georn E, 4.475.696, Q. 242-66.000.

Birch. Steven W.; and Barnes. George E. to Birch Brothen Southern

i^i?^"** ''"*** •*"*"' windmg apparatus. 4.475.696. Q.

Birkner, John M.: See—

Black CUwson Coinpany. The: Sce-

'*2'lMM000^
K.; and Alguire. Richard O.. 4,476,019, a.

Blackston. Michael D.: See—
"^' *.!^X *^ • W«*«<». Michael D.; ZeUch, Michael B.; and

Panelle. John L. B.. 4,475,308, Q. 49-42.000.
Bbckwell. Bemie: See—

"tSjSfa'^^SS*"^
Bemie; and Piccolo. Dominick.

BlackweU, Jennings P., Jr., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Pigmented
composrtions. 4.476.265, CL 524liaeoa

iJ^^tw

Blander, Milton; Wai, CUen M.; and Nagy, Zoltan, to United Stales of

a°2o£64oS^
E««n«t»n ©f tnK« meteb from fly ash. 4,475,993,

Blanquet, Jean-Oaude. to CEM Comnagnie Elactio-Mecanique. Cooi-
ng watCT distributioa system of cooling tower. 4,476,07a CI.
261-151.000.

Blatt. John A.: See—
„_?'"• ^•"°** ^•'' •«* BUtt, John A., 4,475,863, a. 414-589.000.

4,475,863, CI. 414-589.000.
Blra. Jonathan S.; and Stein, James B., to Date General Corporation.
Fixed point and floathig point comnitation units using commonly
shared control fields. 4,476,537, Q. 364-748.000.
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Blaupunkt Werke GmbH: See—
Bragas, Peter, 4,476,581, O. 455-166.000.

Duckeck. Hans, 4.476,573, Q. 455-45.000.

Matzold, Uwe; and Heiss. Dieter. 4.476,577, Q. 455-102.000.

Strauss. Karl-Peter, and Kasser. Jurgen, 4,476.582. a. 455-166.000.

Bley, Robert S.: See—
Brodner, Robert A.; Bley, Robert S.; and Donnandy. Ray H.. Jr..

4.475.898, Q. 604-9.000.

Blight, Ronald E, to Raytheon Company. Impedance matching net*

work for field effect transistor. 4.476,446, CL 333-32.000.

Blizzard, John D.; and Swihart. Terence J., to Dow Coming Corpora-

tion. Coflwositions producing aminoAinctional silicone foams and

coatings. 4.476.188,a 428-332.000.

Bloom Engineering Company. Inc.: See—
Fmke. Harry P.. 4.475.885, G. 431-182.000.

Blum, AmoM, to International Business Machines Corporation. Shift

register latch circuit means contained in LSI circuitry conformmg to

level sensitive scan design (LSSD) rules and techniques and utilized

at least in part for check and test purposes. 4,476,431, Q. 324-73.00R.

BOC Group, Inc.. The: See—
Banerjee. Ratan. 4,475.293, 0. 34-27.000.

BOC Limited: See—
Waldron. Stephen Nonnan. 4.47S.3Sa Q- 62-57.000.

Bodker, James E., Jr. Method and apparatus for raising soitshell craw-

fish. 4.475.48a a. 119-2.000.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—
Buschek. Herbert; Schlumberger. Helmut; and Siedel, Joachim,

4,476,223, Q. 435-188.000.

Poppe, Werner, van Rijekevorsel. Rainer; Ruppender, Uwr. and

MMho. Heinz. 4,476.149, CI. 427-2.000.

Boeing Company. The: See—
Campb^. Dennis R.. 4,475,436, CL 89-1.804.

Cole. James B.. 4,475.702, Q. 244-214.000.

Johnson. Roger F.. 4,476,567. Q. 377-24.000.

Lubowitz. Hyman R.; and Sheppard, Qyde H.. 4.476.184. CL
428-288.00a

McKenna. Patrick M., 4.47S.7S2, Q. 292-2 laOOO.

Mittelstadt. Robert F.; and Stumpf, George R., Jr., 4,475,976, CL
156-286.000.

Webster, Frank R., 4,475,320, Q. 51-288.000.

Bogdan, Mark S.: See-
Stark, Marvin M.; Soelberg, Kenneth B.; Pdzner, Roger B.; and

Bofdan, Mark S., 4,475,370, Q. 72-53.000.

Bohm, Horst: See-
Grimm, Rainer, Bohm, Horst; and Schafer, Peter, 4,475,767, Q.

296-221.00a

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.: See—
Horrall. Thomas R.; and Hirtle, Plriter W., 4,476,572, a.

381-73.000.

Bonnet, Akin: See—
Heymes, Renr, Bonnet, Alain; and Pronine, Didier, 4,476,124, Q.
^4-246.000.

Bonnici, Paul J.; and Denault, Robert P., to London Nuclear Limited.

Process for treatment of oxide films prior to chemical cleaning.

4,476,047, a. 252-626.000.

Book, Rowild J.: See—
Marion, Charies; Book. Ronald J.; Smith. Michael J.; and Wiaoek.

Marian, 4,476,200, 0. 429-56.000.

Boone, Gary W.; and Cochran, Michael J., to Texas Instruments Incor-

porated. Variable function programmed system. 4,476.541. CI.

364-900.000.

Boothroyd. Albert R.: See—
Naem. Abdalla A.; Naguib. Hussein M.; Calder, Iain D.; and Booth-

royd. Albert R.. 4.476.475. CI. 357-23.700.

Borcher, Thomu A., Sr.: See-
Wong, Louis F.; Sterling, Roastain F.; and Borcher, Thomas A.,

Sr.. 4,476,046, O. 252-550.000.

Borer, Werner; Lukacs. Janoa; and Spalinger, Hugo, to Swiss Alumin-

ium Ltd. Process for rounding ofT granular particles of solid material.

4,476.071,a 264-15.000.

Borg-Wamer Corporation: See-
Roberts. Richaid W., 4,475.871. CL 417-222.000.

Underwood. Hert>ert N., 4.475,416, Q. 74-868.00a

Borghif Angek): See—
CoroneUi, Carolina; Borghi, Angelo; Pirali, Giorgio; and Mistrello,

Giovanni. 4,476,1 1 1, 0. 424-1 19.000.

Borisov, Nikolai L.: See—
Vaailiev, Boris P.; Borisov, Nikolai L.; Semenov, Mikhail K.;

Ponomarev, Ivan K.; Tyryshkina, GaUna B.; and Gortwtenko,

Igor v.. 4.475.587, Q. 165-140.000.

Bormann, Gerhard: See-
Neumann, Peter, and Bormann. Oerhafd, 4.476.135, CI.

424-270.000.

Borst, Rodney D.; and Herr. Daniel C. to Plaoon Corporation. Tlier-

moforming of plastic sheet material. 4.475.881. Q. 425-397.000.

Borzoni. Jofai M., to Littelfine. Inc. Clip-in interconnection bus for

multiple fuse holder arrays. 4.475,783, CI. 339-19.000.

Borzoni, John M.: See—
Ohon. Harry W.; and Borzoni. John M.. 4,475,283, Q. 29-720.000.

Bostelnuai. Michael A., to Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Automatic

Inh adjustment for engine compression brake. 4.475.500. CI.

123-321.000.

Bouix. Jean: See—
ViaiM, Jean-Claude; Bouix. Jean; Morabit. Mliamed El; Micheaux.

Dominique; and Dalibard. Gerard. 4,476,206, Q. 429-234.000.

Bouk. Barbara, administratrix: See—
Bouk. Raymond S., deceased. 4,476,0ia Q. 208-15.000.

Bouk, Raymond S., deceased (by Bouk. Baibara, administratrix), to

Biolex CorporatkMi. Catalytic water wash. 4,476,010, CL 208-15.000.

Bourland, Gordon, Jr.; and Price, Howard M.. to LTV Aerospace and
Defense Company. Honeycomb stroctura. 4,475,624, Q. 181-292.00a

Boutonnat, Maurice; and Rose. Gerard, to CdF Chimie S.A. Process for

interrogatioo of a detector of the concentration of combustiti4e gas

and an mipiementing device. 4,475,378. CI. 73-23.000.

Bowman. IHvid F.. to RCA Corporation. Three horn E-plane mono.
pube feed. 4.476.470. Q. 343.778.000.

BradtmoUer, Werner, to Westfalia Separator AG. Method of and appa-

ratus for optimizing the clarified phase and concentration of solids in

a continuous solids.discharge centrifuge. 4,475,897, Q. 494-35.000.

Brady, Terence W.: See—
^ughton, John W.; Lakatos, Andras I.; Brady. Terence W.;

Bryce, James R.; Evanitsky. Eugene S.; and Baker. George E..

4.475.806, CL 355.14.00R.

Bragas, Peter, to Blaupunkt Werke GmbH. FM Receiver with subcar-

rier decoding circuit. 4,476,581. CL 4SS-166.000.

Brakhage. William L.. Jr.; and Cuppies, Timothy R.. to Baker Oil

Tools, Inc. Ball valve actuating mechanism. 4,475.598. C\.

166.321.000.

Brange, Jens J. V.; and Havelund, Svend. to Novo Industri A/S. Stabi-

lized insulin preparations. 4,476.118, Q. 424-178.000.

Brasen, Wallace R.; Gerhardt, Glenn E; and Gregorovich. Basil V., to

Du Pont de Nemours. E I., and Company. Process for making high

solids acrylic dispersion lacquer. 4,476,270, CI. 524-364.000.

Brausfeld. Walter, and Gottling, Hehnut, to WABCO Steuerungstech-

nik GmbH. Multiway valve device. 4,475,572, CL 137-625.230

Breeden. Robert H.. to Vickers. Incorporated. Power transmission.

4,475.442. CL 91-461.000.

Bremer Orthopedics, Inc.: See—
Bremer. Paul W.; Bremer, Ross L.; and Pentecost. P. Levon,

4,475.55a a. 128-303.nOB.

Bremer. Paul W.; Bremer, Ross L.; and Pentecost, P. Levon, to Bremer

Orthopedics, Inc. Halo for stereotaxic applications. 4.475.550. CL
128-3O3.0OB.

Bremer, Ross L.: See—
Bremer, Paul W.; Bremer, Ross L.; and Pentecost, P. Levon.

4,475.55a g. 128-303.00B.

Brenner. Norbert: See

Aminos. Rainer, Brenner. Norbert; Fischer, Jurgen; Paffrath,

Gottfried; and Schroeder. Henrich J., 4,476,048. CI. 252-632.000.

Brennstoffinstitut Freiberg: See—
Smuda, Peter, Weraecke. Rainer. and Werner. Klaus. 4.475,735, a.

277-3.000.

Brew, James K., to Dayco Corporation. Method of nuking a covered

V-belt having reduced coefficient of friction sides. 4.475.968. CI.

156-141.000.

Brewer, Daniel J. Bump gate. 4,475.3la G. 49-131.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—
Takasu. Ryo; and Yazaki, Susumu. 4.475.815, CL 356-385.000.

Brinp. Peter J.; McAloon, Kevin; and Rideal. Graham R., to Imperial

Cbeinical Industries Limited. Delaminated vermiculite coated alumi-

num. 4,476,181, a. 428.220.000.

Brinker, C. Jeffirey; and Reed. Scott T., to United States of America.

Energy. Low temperature process for obtaining thin glass films.

4,476,156. a. 427.82.000.

Brinkmann. Frank A.: See-
Tamer. Walter K.. Jr.; Brinkmann, Frank A.; and Smith. Terry W..

4,475,368, G. 72-10.000.

Brinkmann. Hans; and Pabst, Horst, to Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesell-

schaft Process and apparatus for the production of sheeting having a

color wedge. 4,476,075, G. 264-40.700.

British National Oil Corporation. The: See—
Ziolkowski. Antoni M.; and Stoffiu Paul L., 4.476.55a G.

367-21.000.

Ziolkowski, Antoni M.; Hatton, Leslie; Parkes, Gregory E.; and

Haugland, Tor-Arvid. 4,476,553, G. 367-144.00a

British Petroleum Company p.l.c.. The: See—
Joyner, Richard W.; McCarroU. John J.; and Tennison, Stephen R.,

4.476.250, G. 518-715.000.

Britsch. Heinz: See—
Eckert, Konrad; MuUer, Klaus; Under, Ernst; Polach, Wilbelm;

and Britsch. Heinz, 4,475,524, G. 123-568.000.

Brock, R. Wade, to Healthdyne, Inc. System for providing short-term

event date and kmg-tenn trend data. 4,475,558, G. 128-710.00a

Brodner, Robert A.; Bley, Robert S.; and Donnandy. Ray R, Jr., to

American Hoapital Supply Corporation, a part interest Fetal ven-

tricukMunniotic shunt. 4,475,898, G. 604.9.00a

Brolin, Stephen J.; and Wyndrum. Ralph W., Jr., to ATAT Bell Labora.

tories. Simultaneous transmisskHi of voice and date signals over a

digitel channel. 4,476,559, G. 370.1iaiOa

Bronicki, Lucien Y.: See—
Assaf, Gad, 4.475,342, G. 6M41.600.

Brooks, William R.; and Heinzel, Irving C. Lumbosacral brace.

4.475,543. G. 128-78.000.

Broom. Gilbert R.; and Buckley, Michael K. Casthouse emtsskm con-

trol system. 4,475,720. G. 266-157.000.

Brassard. Andre. Method of chiropractic treatment and shaped bkicks

therefor. 4.475.542, G. 128-69.000.

Brown, Boveri * Ge AG: See—
Repenning. DetleV; and Lindner, Bemd, 4,476,201, G. 429-62.000.

452-227 O.G.-ft4-l6
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Brown. Dsvid T.; Riin, Don W.; and Schnnlz. Richanl J., to Intenu-
bomi BwincH Madunet Coqx>nlion. Pige storage control methods
nd nans. M76.S24. a. 364-200.000L

^^
Brawn. Lewis R.. to Standnri OU Company. The. Method for increas-

ing ofl recovery. M7S,S9a CI. I66-246.O0O.
Brown. Samud J., to Eskx Oroop, Inc. Ekctromagnetic solenoid

relay. 4,47MSa a. 335.196.000.
^^

Browning, Doughs, to Baltimore Therapeutic Eanipment Company.
Torqge measoring device. 4,475,408, 0. 73.M2. 120.

Bruker-Andytische Meastechnik OmbH: See—
Koch. Dieter, and Risler, Wolfgang. 4,475,821, Q. 366-160.000.

Bnnner, Thaothy A., to Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The. Overlay test
systems. 4,475,81 1, a. 355-133.000.

^n-imwo* * ^^*****^ '**' J«nitoriaI supplies. 4,475,660. Q.

Cain. George R.; and Sczerta, Stanley T., to Raymond Kaiser Engi-
neers Inc. Insulatmg charging hole cover. 4,475,989. 0. 202-251.000

Calcavecchio, Peter: See—

^^SSmooT
"^

*
"^ Calcavecchio, pieter, 4,475,594. a.

Calder, Iain D.: See—
Naem. Abdalla A.; Naguib, Hussem M.; CaMer, Iain D.; and Booth-

royd. Albert R.. 4,476,475, Q. 357-23.700.

Brunswick Corporation: &ie—
Kruncos, Francis E, 4*475,407, a. 73-861.530.
Riordan. Hugh E,. 4,475,506, Q. 123-352.000.
Sheaffer, Benjamin L., 4,475,499, a. 123-317.000.

Brrot. WOliaffl M.. to Pilkington Brothers P.L.C. Mixer for mixing
fibres mto a starry. 4.475.817, a. 366-3.000.

Bryoe. James R.: See—
Dughton, John W.; Lakatoa. Andras I.; Brady. Terence W.;

?2!?L^^ ?;i^y!S?*''' ^""^ S
= •^ ^^"' Oeorge E..

4.475.806, a. 355-I4.00R.
Buck Engineering Co., Inc.: See—

Bartolf, Oeo^ 4,475,782. Q. 339-I8.00B.
BuckbaeMean Company: See—

« yf*^: ^^°i "*• 0'««'' Helmut W.. 4.475.78a O. 339-17.00C.
Bucking, Haaa-Walter See—

*'5'';,<^^'U^Sl%J*'^^«'<*^' •«* Schreiber. Manfred.
4.476.03a a. 252-8.800.

Buckley. Michad K.: See-

"IH57OO0"
*' "^ ^«'"«y' Michael K.. 4.475.720. CI.

Bncksy Incoiporated: See—
Eastridge. WiUiam K.. 4.475.627. Q. 182-187.000.

Bucmk. Qiri J.; and Bdck. Ronald E.. to United Sutes of America.

J«^-
Cavity coupled opticd condition sensor. 4,475,812, CI.

Bueher-Ouyer AG: See—
Hartmann, Eduard, 4,475,451, a. 100-107.000.

Buhkr, Karl, to BBC Brown. Boveri A Company. Limited. Gas exhaust
nonle for arc fiimaccs. 4.476,564. a. 373-9.000.

BuijdOHijKard, to Sodete Chimique dca Charbonnages^DdF CHI-

5V^,i7*fl^«*?!??2?^ magnesium and a transition metal.
4.476.288. Q. 526-124.000.

BuUari Edward M.; DiBiasi. Daniel J.; and Feeney, Frank J., to Mobil

SL'43SlS7"b'^3.<SS.
"""^ ' PolyCi^methylstyrene)

rhwuitimu. Franco: Sec

*'5S?!!.?*2^°*"™'*' '««^ «' *'««'• ComeUus, to Robert Bo«:hOmMi Plcssure sensing apparatus. 4.475.402, Q. 73-724.000.
Burkbolder. Amy L.: See—

^l^J^' BwU»oWw. Amy L.; Duda. Homer G.; Wright.

«_ ..
*«I»M^F.; and Stanley, Mary M., 4,476,213. CI. 430-229.000.

Burhngton Industries, Inc.: See—
Reace, D. C, 4,475,6H Q. 242-54.00R.

Burnett, Charles: 5^e—

^^2!??* ^S?T ?:• Cochran. DougUs E; Sedan. Abraham;

f'SfZF^S^^yjSS' "^"P O- •««* Fletcher, Archibdd W..
4,475,771, a. 299-4.000.

Buras^hart D.; and Wessddyk. Albert J., to Generd Electric
Company. Methods for ftbricaling dectricd phase insulatora for
dynamodectnc machmes. 4,476,082, O. 264-288.400.

Bums, Susan L.: See—
Frank. Carl A., 4,475.364, a. 7O.|39.00a

Burr Oak Tool ft Gauge Company: See—
Franks, Uwrencc A., 4,475,695, CI. 242.54.00R.

Biacbek, Herbert; Schlumberwr. Hdmut; and Siedd. Joachim, to
Boehrmger Mannhenn GmbH. Process for the stabilization of aque-

JS-uSoOO*
°''^''**'***^ ****™* '^°" pseudomonas. 4.476,223/0.

Bttshaw. Kenneth A.; Rackley. Darwin P.; and Woodward. Milton H..
to Internaoond Busmess Machines Corporation. Programmable
peripherd processng controller with mode-selectable address reds-
ter sequendng. 4,47«;522, Q. 364-200.000.

^
Business Systems Incorporated B.V.: See—

^i:^^a^J.^' "" ^*»««^'^ M«tinus T.,

Busae, Vernon E.: See—

*'5*?!!'?^?'T" ^•' """^ Vernon E; Wissman, Terry L.: and
Schoch, Daniel A.. 4,475,278, a. 29-434.000. '

"^'-•"~

^. MS59!'a ^SaSSw"
"^^"^ '•^ "• photographic

Bygdnes, Perry A., to Tandon Corporation. Flexible conductor for

JITOHl Cn^TSr a»'
^°^^^ movable dectricd element.

C.G. Bretting Mfg. Co!, Inc.: See-
Trogan,7ohn F. 4.475.73a a. 270-41.000.

Cabot Corporation: S«v—

^^*l"?^ '^^*'"** '" *'*^*.»>. CI. 420-443.000.
cad, John J., to Intemationd Paper Co. Process for pretreating wood

&nf47^3srs*r62S2ss,.'^ " •«• ""•^ ^^ •"-"-

Cdl. Wayne R.: See—
Batier. Thomas H.; and Cdl, Wayne R., 4.475.349. Q. 62-55.500.

Cdvert. James D., Jr., to Commonwedth Associates Inc. Low-head
hydroelectric generation system. 4,476.396, Q. 290-53.000

Cdvin. Larry A. Leader dispenser. 4,475,699, Q. 242-137.100.
Cameron Iron Works, Inc.: See—

^^'SwSiow*"* '' ""* ^"""*' ***^ ^' •*^''*»' CI.

Cameron, Robert S.: See—

^']!?i!^*;™'™ ^' "^ Cameron, Robert S., 4,475,879, a.
425-22.000.

Cammann, Fred W.; Nester, John; and Roach, Jere H., to Cammann

4'S6;ss"S'*2iaffiO''
"^ '™" "^' *"•* *'*"'^'°'

Cammann Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See—

^T^kfj^^/^^ '**'^* '**''"= "^ *<*«'*^ '«« "•• .76,368,

Camp, Floyd E.; and Swartzlander, Amy B., to Wyoming Mmerd
^/?2'2H?"- **ethod of recovering uranium. 4,476,099, CI.
423-10.000. . -. .

w

^iR^l';iiR^"i^ I*iJ°
"**•"» Company, The. Missile launcher.

*f473,436, CI. 07-1.804.

Campbell, James B.: See—

^"l!I^..f^ ^' •"* Campbell. James B.. 4.475.798. Q.
334-114.000.

Cuiipbell. Joseph K. Pipe stress/strain neutrdizer with hydradicdiy
balanced q>hericd element. 4.475,750, a. 285-95.000.

Canadian Patents & Development Limited: See—
Kahn. David A.. 4,475,789, CI. 350-96.150.
L'Abbe. Richard; St. Uurent, Andre M.; Newman. James A.; and
Gdlup, Brum M.. 4.475.248, CI. 2-2.500.

Canon Denshi Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Koike, Hiroyuki; and Kato, Shigehiro, 4,476,507, Q. 360-104.000.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ayata, Naoki; Koumura. Noboni; Sdto, Sdji; Suzuki, Hidetoshi;
(^wa, Kumtaka; and Kazuma, Koji. 4,476.486. a. 358-78.000.

Hashimoto, Kenichiro. 4.475.825. C\. 400-120.000.
Katsuma. Makoto; Hiramatsu. Akira; Arakawa, Kazuhiko; and
Murakami, Hiroyasu. 4,475,803, CI. 354-481.000.

Kinoshita. Takao; and Hosoe. Kazuya. 4.475.800. Q. 354-406.000.
Kitamura. Takadii. 4.476.474. Q. 346-160.000.
Koike. Hiroyuki; and Kato, Shigehiro, 4,476,507, a. 36O-IO4.00O.
Nishikawa, Tatsuo. 4,475,828, CI. 400-146.000.

Canterino, Peter J., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method for forming
strong cross-laminated films. 4,475,971, Q. 156-163.000.

Cantou. Christian, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Mdtiplier circuit in-
c|"»m| Mnplifier with drift compensation drcuit. 4,476,438, O.

^^•fSS. »'*lfn^= ^**^ Won-Tien; and WUIiams, Gareth F., toAT*T Bell Laboratories. Graded bandgap mdtilayer avalanche
pbotodetector with energy step backs. 4,476,477, a. 357-30.000.

Capecchi, Augusto. Touch pad indicating arrivd during swimming
conteste. 4.476.358. CI. 200.52.00R. ^ ^^*

Caprioli, Joseph: 5w—
Sears. Marvin; and Caprioli, Joseph. 4,476.14a 0. 424-283.000.

Caredti, John A.: See—

"m75S?L Cl.^'ldl&SS'''
^"^ '' "^ ^^^ '"^ ^-

Cargo Safe Soe AB: See—
Ericsson, Sven-Olow, 4,475,854, Q. 410-103.000.

Cwteon, SUg. Loudspeaker with wall reflex absorber. 4,475,62a CI.
1o I * I40*(aA/>

Carrera, Armando, to Tenex Corporation. Composite plastic mat and
method of forming same. 4,476,174, CI. 428-58.00a

Carrier Corporation: See—
Alorhielm. George J.; and Mandy, Zoltan P., 4,475,354, Q.

62-1 17.000.

^^*!^;9i^J' *° ®*- incorporated. Identification system. 4,475,481,
CI. 119-51.00R.

Cars A Concepts, Inc.: See—
McKee. Gerald D.. 4,475,766, Q. 296-213.00a

Cuson, Don B., to UOP Inc. Apparatus for hydrogen conservation fai

hydrogen recycle processes. 4,476,094, Q. 422-6l00a
Cwtwright, NeU B. Photographic enlarging easd. 4,475,808, a
Carubia. Jose C. Occupancy monitor. 4,476,461, a. 340-667.000.
Casio Computer Co., Ltd.: See—

Kashio, Toshio, 4,475,431, Q. 84-1.270.
Ootsuka. Tetsuo, 4,476,57a CI. 381-51.000.
Suzuki. Kazuyasu. 4,475,429. CI. 84-1.190.

Castellarin. Silvano. to Fotomec-San Marco S.p.A. Film developing
machine with devices for loading and transferring film supporting
frames. 4.475.799, Q. 354-308.000

fp*» •«•»

Cawley. William E.; and Trapp, Turner J., to Umted Sutes of America,
Energv. Lithium duminate/zirconium materid uaefd in the produc-
tion of tritium. 4,475,948, CI. 75-230.000.
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CdF Chimie S.A.: See—
^ ^_, ,,, _, _, „ _«

Boutonnat, Maurice; and Roae, Gerard, 4,475,378, Q. 73-23.000.

KnizeTlUndall Js «id Cecchi. Joseph U 4,476,100, CI.

423-249.000.

CegieUki. Eugene J.; and WUkins, Robert L. » Cmieron !«» \*^
Inc. Subsea well completion apparatus. 4,475,600, CL 166-344.an.

CEM Compagnie Electro-Mecaniquc: See—
, , . , ,^

Blanquet, Jean-Claude, 4,476,07a Q. 261-151.000.

Centrden Mashinostroitelen Institute: See— ,„.,.- ^ .,
Gdabov, Peter K.; and Makedonski, Born G., 4,475.315, Q. 51-

72.00R.

Centre Nationd de la Recherche Scientifique: See— ^ ^,^ ,^. ^
Imbach, Jean-Louis; and Gossdin, Gilles J. M., 4,47^6,301, a.

536-27.000.

Cemre Regiond De Transfusion Sanguine: See-
Kane, Odile B.; George. Eric; Tromp, Chantd L.; and Goll, Serge,

4,476,221, a. 435-2.000.

Centra Ricerche Fiat S.p.A.: See—
. «. ^«^ ^,

Ansaldi, Ermanno; and Re Fiorenun. Stetano, 4,475,406, CI.

73-861.29a

Centronics Data Computer Corp.: See-
Wood. Harold. 4,475,731, Q. 271-9.000.

Ceraver: See— ^ ^.^ ^, _
Kaczerginski, Alexandre; and Pargamin. Laurent. 4,476,081, a.

264-262.000.

Cerberus AG: See—
Scheidweiler, Andreas, 4,475,390, Q. 73-431.000.

Cerefice, Steven A.: See—
Puskas, Imre; and Cerefice. Steven A.. 4,476.242, a. 502-185.000.

Chambers, Gregory R.; and Tdley, John J., to Generd Electric Com-

pany. Selecmre dkylation of phenol to oK:resol. 4,476,329, CI.

568-804.000.

Champion Spark Plug Co.: See—
Kock. Erhard; and Zidinski. Leo J.. 4.475.447, CI. 98-I15.0SB.

Chang, Clarence D.; Chu, CynthU T. W.; Perkins, Patrick D.; and

Vdyocaik, Ernest W., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Olefins from metha-

nol and/or dimethyl ether. 4,476,338, CI. 585-321000.

Chang, Hyokang; Shenoi, Kishan; and Agrawd, Bgahwati P., to Inter-

nationd Telephone and Telegraph CorponitioiL Didtd itemodula-

tion of frequency modulated signds. 4.476,435, Q. 329-50.000.

Chang, Marguerite S.; and OmdofT, Robert R., to United Sutes of

America, Navy. Syntheab of dimethylmethylene dinitramine.

4,476,322.0.564-109.000.

Chang. Michael. Non-sintered quartt ware and method for producing

the same. 4.476.187. Q. 428-325.000.

Charles Machine Works. Inc.. The: See- ..„.«^ ^
Albertson. Philip E.; and Deken. Arthur D., 4,475,604, Q.

175-85.000.

Chartered Indintries of Singapore Private Limited: See—
Sdlivan, Leray J., 4,475^437, Q. 89-148.000.

Sdlivan, Leray J., 4,475.438, CI. 89.191.00R.
. , „ .

Cheetham, John H., to Paterson Candy Intemationd Limited. Stramer

assembly for granular media filters. 4.476,020, CI. 210-289.000.

Chemicd Handling Equipment Co., Inc.: See-
Norton, Patrick H., 4,475,665, Q. 222-14.000.

Chemische Werke Hds AG: See—
Distddorf, Josef; Hubel, Werner, and Wolf, Elmar. 4.476,054, Q.

26O-239.0OA.

Chemische Werke Huh Aktiengesellschaft: See- ,,„^. _
Kldnloh, Wemer, and Thronberens, Werner, 4,475,985, Q.

162-219.000.

Chemplex Company: See—
Dombro, Robert A., 4,476,243, Q. 502-236.000.

Chen, Michael J.; and Rathke. Jerome W.. to Umted Sutes ofAmenw.
Energy. Methanol production method and system. 4.476,334, CI.

568-902.000.

Poppe, wissUy; and Chen, Yu-Tsd, 4,476.28a CI. 524-606.000.

Chenavier, Gilbert: See— .«.,„, «
Ribas, Jean-Louis; and Chenavier, Gilbert 4,475,303, a.

446-429.000.

Betijamin, Beiuamin C; and Cheney. Jack E., 4,475,858, O.
411-304.000. . .. ,. , ^

Cheng, Dah Y.. to Intemationd Power Technology, Inc. Method and

apparatus for distUlation. 4,476,024. a. 210-500.200.

Cherington, Floyd E.; Adams, Charies W.; and Schneider, Elrede F., to

Lennox Industries, Inc. Sound reduction means for pulsatmg type

furnace. 4,475,621, a. 181-212.000. .„^^,. «
Cheraotsky, Alan; and Satz, Richard. Battery charger. 4,476,425, CI.

320-39.000.
. ^ c ^ M

Chevdier-Bdtd, Jean-Pierre; and Droleu Jean-Pierre, to Societe Na-

tionde de Liamiante. Green molded product containing asbestos

UiUngs suiuble for firing. 4,476,235, CI. 501-1 12.000.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Hsieh, C. Richard, 4,475,925, Q. 48-197.0pR.

Chiang, Robert L.; and Scherzer. Julius, to Harshaw/Filtrol P«tner-

ship. Production of fluid catdytic cracking catdysts. 4.476.239. a.

502-68.000.

Chiba. Hitoshi: See— ^ .. . -- uu
Onaya. Mamoru; Chiba. Hitoshi; and Hosokawa, Toshihiro,

4.475.842. CI. 4O3-37a00O.

Lovnen. Ernest G.; and Goyd. Prashant K.. 4.475J71. CI.

19-105.000.

Chisholm, Donald J.: See—
Kraegen, Edward W.; Lazaivs, Leslir, Bell, David J.; and Chis-

holm, DoMld J., 4.475,901. CI. 604-67.000.

Christ, Richard: See—
Muller. Erhard; Christ, Richard; and Kroll. Hartmut, 4,476.394, CI.

250-507.100.

Christe. Karl O.; and Schack, Carl J., to United Sutes of America, Air

Force. Method for introducing fluorine into an aromatic ring.

4,476,337, Q. 570-148.000.

Christensen, UfTe R.: See—
Jardin, Stephen C; and Christensen, UfTe R., 4.476,085, CI.

376-137.000.

Christie, William C, w Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The. Tire

sidewdl deformation detection techniques. 4,475,384, CI. 73-146.000.

Chu, Cynthia T. W.: See-
Chang, Clarence D.; Chu. Cynthia T. W.; Perkins, Patrick D.; and

Vdyocsik. Ernest W.. 4,476.338, CI. 585-322.000.

Chu, Shaw C; and Spencer, Arthur T., to Mobil Oil Corporation.

Aqueous coatings comprising ionic polymer ester and diluent poly-

mer with reduced monomer residue and method of preparation.

4,476,262, O. 523-412.000.

Chugd Denki Kogyo K.K.: See—
Shibau, Akira, 4,475,991, CI. 204-15.000.

Chum, Helena L.; and Sopher, David W.. to United Sutes of America,

Energy. Separation of certdn carboxylic acids utilizing cation ex-

change membranes. 4,476,025, CI. 210-638.000.

Ciandolo, Alfred D.; and Lines, Ellwood L.. Jr., to Olin Corporation.

Polyurethane foam having cleaning and germicidd activities.

4,476,251,0.521-110.000.

Ciba-Gdgy Corporation: See— ,, ^
Goschke, Richard; Ferrini. Pier G.; and Sdlmann, Alfred.

4,476, 1 32, CI. 424-258.000.

Ham, Nancy M.; and Miyazaki, Teruko, 4,476,292, CI. 528-60.000.

Kviu, Vratistav; and Kaschig, Jurgen, 4.476,305, O. 544-296.000.

Martin, Henry, 4,475,945, O. 7I-1«.000.

Meyer, WUly; and Fory. Wemer, 4.476,321, 0. 564-89.000.

Ciccone, Vincent J.: See— „,.,.. ^
Schmitt, Richard P.; Ciccone, Vincent J.; and Gardiner. William P..

4.476.015, O. 210-93.000.

Cirera, Xavier D.: See— .„.,.« ,^
Andreoli. Romeo R.; and Orera. Xavier D., 4,476,319, CI.

560-62.000.

Clarion Co., Ltd.: See—
Nishimura, Kyoshin, 4,475,751, 0. 285-131.000.

Clark, Richard L.: See— .«.«««
Farrow, Robert I.; and Clarii. Richard L., 4,475,970, O.

156-159.000.

Oarke, John B.; and Firth, John F.. to Allied Colloids Limited. Adhe-

nves for prepasted wdlcoverings. 4,476,190, O. 428-350.000.

Clarke, Oliver L., Ill; and Orrill, William E.. to Olin Corporation. Dud
water chamber bullet trap. 4,475,734, CI. 273-410.000.

^rk#. Willtun C ' St€

Fields, EllB K.; and Clarke. William C, 4,475,597, CI. I66.305.00R.

Oaudius Prters AG: See—
Hilgraf, Peter, 4.475,849, 0. 406- 1 63.000.

Clausing, Don P.; Holmes, Maurice F.; Povio. Raymond A.; and

Rebres, Robert P., to Xerox Corporation. Sheet feeding and separat-

ing apparatus with stack force relief/enhancement. 4,475,732, CI

271-10.000. i > .
Oayton, John B., IV, to Dau Generd Corporation. Synchronous dau

bus with automaticdiy variable dau rate. 4,476.527. CI. 364-200.000.

Cleary, James W., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymer composi-

tions and process. 4,476.284, O. 525-92.000.

Clehmd, Kdth B. Method of making an ore concentrator, and concen-

trator thus made. 4,476,014, CI. 209-434.000.

Oemens, Gerdd W.: See— _
Kennell, Joseph F.; and Oemens, Gerdd W.. 4,475,458, O. 101-

382.0MV.
Clements, Shannon K. Detachable non-conductive pUtfonns for aerul

boom trucks. 4,475,625,0. 182-113.000. ,^ ., ^ ..^
Clift, Roland; Ghadiri, Mojuba; and Cooke, Michad J., to Cod Indus-

try (Patents) Limited. Gas cleaning. 4,475,931, O. 55-77.000.

Oitherow, John W.: See-
Bays, David E.; and Oitherow, John W., 4,476,126, O.

424-248.560.

Cod Industry (Patentt) Limited: See— ....... ^ „. o,,
Clift, RoUnd; Ghadiri, Mojuba; and Cooke, Michad J., 4,475,931,

O. 55-77.000.

McCaflrey, David J. A., 4,476,01 3, O. 209-166.000.

Coates, Fttdrica V. Adjustable diapers with fastenmg means. 4,475,912,

O. 604-385.000.

Cobb, Harold W.; and Fotland, Richard A., w Delphax Systems. Co-

rona charging apparatus. 4,476,387, CI. 250-324.000.

Cochran. Douglas E: See— ^ . ^ e^ au_u
Atwood. George E; Cochran, Douglas E; Sedan, Abraham;

Burnett, Charles; Tyree, PhUlip O.; and Fletcher, Archibdd W..

4,475,771, O. 299-4.000.

Cochran, Michael J: See— .,«... -,
Boone. Gary W.; and Cochran, Michael J., 4.476.541. O.

Cofl'ee. Rondd A., to Imperid Chemicd Industries PLC. Atomization

of liquids. 4.476.515, CI. 361-226.000.

Coker. Guy C: See— ^ . ... . .^
Hardie-Muncy, Darlene A.; Coker, Guy C; and Wauters, Rondd

P., 4,476,145, O. 426-285.000.
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Colbert, Aaron: 5^»—

^ •/*!• ^"^ '' "*• Colbert. Aaron. 4,476.03«. a. 252-171.000.
OMiti. Eufeoe F.. to Kaiwf AcRMfMce * Eleclronici Corporation.

Fteuble tank pufe. 4.475.290, a. 33-I26.70R.
Coh. Jamca ft. to Bodng Coopany. The. Variable camber leading
edfe aHembly for an airfoil. 4.475,702, a. 244-2 14.000.

Colemn, Jamea H.. to Upjohn Company. The. Ptoccm for treating
panic dwmlers. 4.476.134. a. 424*269.000.

^^*^: J^^^' ^ Oreening Donald Co. Ltd. Diahwadier tray.
4,475.656, G. 2 1 1 -4 1 .000.

Cdlins. H. Dale; Prince. Jamca M.; and Davii. Thomas J., to United
States of America, Energy. Non-destructive testing method and
ajpMtw^iiiag phase multiplication holography. 4.476.4H Q.

Colognori. Aldo. Backacnibber and/or backscratcher with removable
nonge element 4.47S.S36. CL 4OI-2O1.00a

CokMcoo. Inc.: Set—

'*'4S5.9iMr?5iiflor*
'^"^ '• "^ ^""^ '^«*'

Ccrtovas, Denny D.; Rutkowski. David J.; and Ver Ploeg. Wendell J., to

n?T,/SS!°'
Company. Fuel efRciency monitor. 4,475,380. Cl.

73-114.000.

Comet. Michel: 5m—
^'': ^^2^ = Comet, Michel; Coomaert, Sabine; Mathieu. Jean-

IS-i lof
P™«»««; •oi Vidal. Michel. 4.476,106, CI.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: Set—
Bardy, Aadre ; Comet, Michel; Coomaert, Sabine; Mathieu, Jean-

SSi lof
'^"»«»«"' •^ V***^ Michel, 4,476.106. Q.

Commonwealth Asaodates Inc.: See—
Calvert. James D.. Jr.. 4,476.396, Q. 290-53.000.

Commooweahh of Australia, The: Si»—
'^??^,^*[!^ ^- Umtw, Leslie; Bell, David J.; and Chis-

holm, Donald J.. 4^75.901. Q. 604-67.000.

^S^T!!?S^**^f^ '**'*™' **««* Orgamiation: See-
Oough. David S.; and SuUivan. John V.. 4,476.413. a. 313-550.000.

250-310000
' ^uiderwyk. Martin A. M.. 4.476,386, Q.

Compagnie EnroMene d'Accumulateurs: See—
Vi^ean-CSaude; Bomj; J«n; Morabit. Mliamed El; Micbeaux,
Dommique; and Dalibard. Gerard, 4.476,206. a. 429-234.000.

Conneil, James J.: Set—
McOrjgr^^Charies W.; and Conneil, James J., 4,476,279. CI.

Conoco Inc.: See—

^36756.00a"***
"

'

"^ ***' °***** ^- **76,552, Q.

CMff^l^EigtThree point suspension device for tractors. 4,475,741,

Contraental Group. Inc., The: Set—

'orilJSS?
^' "** '^™'"»kumar, Suppayan M., 4.476.364.

Qmway. Anthony J.; Conway, Peter B.; and Conway. PhUip J., to
Mentor Corporation. Male condom catheter having adhesive transfer
on roller portioa. 4.475,9ia a. 604-352.000.

^^
Coaway, Peter B.: Set—

Conway. Philip J.: Stt—

^*^5!I?*** ^i?' • ^ ^*«" Production Research Co. Method for

MTsSuWaSSSa ""^ ««»»"»*<«*<» «d »V«ion.

Cooke, Michael J.: Stt—
eg. RohndjOhadiri, Mojtaba; and Cooke. Michael J.. 4,475,931.

^^*rSS:!£^^^'S!i^°'?^' *"**" A- '° *^iO Corporation.men detection method and apparatus in which the decay of a reso-
nant circuit n detected. 4.476.459, Q. 340-572.000.

Coomaett. Sabine: S(v—

'^i' *2^ • ^^S"***
Michel; Coomaert. Sabine; Mathieu, Jean-

ftijlj jRiche, Francoise; and Vidal. Michel. 4.476.106. a.

Cordis Corporation; 5«*—

CoJ[i?ujKff *:' ?r*."*^
Stanley R.. 4.475.56a a. 128-785.000.

«2^ Mi?i:£Ul!IT?L?'°?'«»3«*^'» Foundation, Inc.Use of^N-(6 amtaohejyl>5<hloro-l.naphthalenesulfonamide, N.(6Mnmoteayl)-5<MorD-2-naphthalenesulfrinamide. andN^JTMiin^

M&'?cPS53gf^^ - -«*»- contJaceptives.

^l^;iSii!['^,y*^n''' "*"=
'^'yf^'

''"^ Kubens. Rolf; andWmkdmann, Martin, to Bergwerbverband GmbH; and Bayer Ak-OMtaKlkehaA. Process for consolidation and sealing of geologicalfonmgomand artificial beds of rock, earth, andooaf 4,4lM!rrci

Coronelli, CaroUna; Borghi, Angelo; PiraH, Giorgio; and Mistrello

^^cTyffif(X»
'*'^^^**^ Nonlinear Amctioa generator. 4,476,540.

Costion. Conrad A., to Spreading Machine Bachaaflb. be Drive
pUttbrm for^JV^^^iBm. 4,475,729. a?27S.00a

Cottrell, Jennie L.; and HiU, Deborah J., to AT*T Bdl Liboratoriea.Can message service. 4.476,349. Q. 179.18.00B.
^^ "*

Coulter Electronics Limited: See—
WeHerfors, Hsm. 4,475,41 1, O. 73464.240.

Courtis. Andrew: Stt—

Cousens. DonaM E.: Stt—
Kurtz. John A.; and Cousens. Donald E. 4,476,365, Q. 219-56.220.

TnJ^n^%.?i!!^ ^^"^ ^' •«' ^^°"' Marie D.,
4,476,366, Cl. 219-56.220.

Cousse. Henri: Sler—

'^a^M^Mnro^^**'^
""^ *^ ^'*'^' ^"****' *•'«•<*'•

?*• l"°*?P«i^^ "^ •"PP**" «*«^*«*- M75,547, a. 128-133.000.
Cox. Ronald W.: Ser

—

r< I:'^.r^''!P2y= *^ P>*'
'^o™** ^

'
4.475.959, Q. 148-24.000.

Coyte. R. T.; and Barrett. Joy M.. to United States ofAmerica, Energy.
Process for reducing series resistance of solar cell metal oontoct
systems with a soMering flux etchant. 4.475.682, a. 228-123.000.

CrrtKite. David J; and Parte. Biabeth Y.. to United Stales ofAmerica.
^ i?'.;

*».»*" "nojUfied epoxy adhesive. 4.476,285. Q. 525-113.000.
Crandall, Richard: See—

^«'?™,'ft^'i«JS!"'' ^*^' «' P«»«>»M". Brian,
4,475.795, Cl. 3SO-3S7.000.

Crawford. Ray V.; Pilarski. Regis V.; and Rampf. Robert J., to General
Motors Corporation; and Firestone Tire A Rubber Company. The.

2f?*«.!!)i
^^^ •rrangement for vehicle seats. 4,47SJ69. a.

J9i-3i 1 .000.

Crawley. Phillip J.: Stt—
Pike. Daniel W.: Crawley. Phillip J.; Marshall John L.; and Martin,

Steve A., 4.475.570. Q. 137-218.000.
Cr«n. Peter A.; D'Ortenzio. Remo J.; and Grow. Carolyn P., to Xerox

Corporation. Printing system. 4,476,542, Q. 364*900.00a
Cretex Companies. Inc.. The: See—

n^^):^^!' "^ ^iderson, David E., 4.475.845, Q. 404-25.000.
Crasy, Charles F.; mid Hohnes, Paul M., to Aeroquip Corporation
Cargo control can anchor. 4,475.855, Q. 410-126!000.

Cromemco Inc.: Stt—
TejwilHger. Curtis G.; McKeefery, W. James; Son. Sn C; and

Melen. Roger D. 4.476.467. a. 34D«5!Ma
Cromn. Michael J., to Lockheed Corporation. Tandem-nnerator

design for aircraft. 4,476.395, Q. 2906.000.
-B^neiwor

Cropton, Rupert J., to Richardson-Vicks Inc. Closure means for a
liquid. 4,475.838. Q. 401-270.000.

Crosby Group, Inc.. The: Set—
Patton. Jerry C. 4.475.755, a. 294-82.00R.

Cro»^y..J«*; •«» Wilsoo, David H.. to Maaesty Machines Limited.
Tablettmg machines. 4.475.88a Q. 425-353.000

^^
*^"*^*Sf* ***'X" ^' ^^^' '«»«• M

;
Hair, Michael L.; Lok, Kar P.;

f^vTi*^'. '^•y™'™* W.. to Xerox Corptcnnttion. Dyed siabOized
liquid developer and method for making. 4.476,2ia G. 430-1 14.000

T7MH)oS"
^

'
"* '*'*'^ Industries, Ina Drag bit. 4,475,606, Q.

Cubalchini. Joseph, to Maremont Corporation. Method and apparatus
for pressurizing Huid shock absoiben

—^^*=^

141-349.000.
or springs. 4.475577, a.

Cudnohuftky Sylv«t«r R., to Triple R Hydraulics, Inc. Uthe.
4.475,421. Cl. 82-25.000.

Cuisia. Dionisio G.: Stt—
Sy, Aniu O.; and Cuisia, Dionisio O.. 4.476.029. Q. 2S2-8.90C.

Culbertson. Edwin C: Stt—

^l\h^^ °! "»** Culbertson. Edwin C, 4,476,189. Q.
42O-33O.U00.

Cununins Engine Company, Inc.: Stt—
Bostehnan. Michael A.. 4.475,500. a. 123-321.000.

Cupples. Timothy R.: Set—

iSSK'oOo"^
L.. Jr.; and Cupples. TuMMhy R.. 4.475.598, Q.

Czulak, Jozef; and Spieler. Richard, to David Lavery tt Son Propri-
etary Lunited. Method for the manufacture ofcheese with a sobaian*
tuUy reduced fat content. 4,476.143, Q. 426-40.000.

D.E.P. Systems. Inc.: Stt—
Pohl. Hertiert A, 4,476,004. a. 204-299.00R.

Dages. Charles L.. to Jerrold Electronics Oorporatioa. Digital fre-
qoency lock tuning system. 4,476,584, a. 4SS-m.OOO.

Dm Nippon Toryo Ca. Ltd.: Sit^
Kano. Masafumi; Takahuhi, Terayuki; and IgarasU. Hfaoahi.

4.476.271. a. 524-377.000.
"^^ ^^

Daicel Chemical Industries. Ltd.: Stt—
Okitstt. KiyosU; and Muni, Takaaki. 4,475,998, Q. 204-159.150.

Daimler-Benz Aktiengasellschaft: Ssr—
Faix. Heinz; and Schreiber, Winfried. 4,475.314, Q. 49-374.00a

Dahbard. Gerard: See—
Viala. Jean-Claude; Bouix. Jean; Morabit, Mliamed El; Micheaux.
Dominique; and Dalibard. Gerard. 4,476,206, a. 429-234.000.

Dallavia. Anthony J., Jr.; Van Vleck. Gordon T.; and Traver, Frank J.,
to General Electric Company. Catalyzing emulsion paper release
compositions. 4.476,241, 0/502-156.000.

Dame. Richard E.. to Mna Baffawerinf. Solar collector-skylight
assembly. 4,475.536. CI. liUlSjOoS.

^
Dammig. Werner, and Moller. Heinz, to "LOESCH'Werpackung-

stechnik GmbH * Co KG. Apparatus for supplying chewing gum to
a packaging machine. 4,475,426/0. 83-887.000
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Dana Corporation: See
Cook, Thomas J., Jr.; and Tbomgnrgh. Jay W.. 4,475.737. O.

277-182.00a
Daafon A/S: Set—

Hodle, Zbigniew R.; Nidsen. Ldf. and Jakobsen. Jakob S..

4,473.686. O. 236^.00C.
Daniel. Daniel S.: Sit—

Toner. John L.; Daniel. Drniiel S.; and Gear, Susan M.. 4.476.007.

a. 204417.000.

Dankow. Boris: Stt
Adrian, Fritz; and Daiikow. Boris, 4,475.472, Q. 1 10-347.000.

D'Antonio, Nicholas P.. to Wellmaa Thermal Systems Corporation.
Control system and method of oontnriliag ion nitriding apparatus.

4,476,373, Q. 219-121.00P.

Das. Suryya K.; and Kania, Charles M.. to PPG Industries. Inc. Ther-

mosetting cationic latex compositioiM containing aminoplaM curing

agents. 4.476.286, 0. 525-162.000.

Dsia General Corporation; Sc»—
Beauchamp. Robert W.. 4,476,523, 0. 364-200.000.

Blau. Jonathan S.; and Stein, James B., 4,476,537. Q. 364-748.000.

Clayton. John B.. IV, 4.476,527, 0. 364-200.000.

Dataproducts Cotpoiation; See—
O'Neil. Eugene J.. 4,476.176, 0. 428-195.000.

D'Ath. Philip O. Safety door lock. 4,475.753. 0. 292-268.00a

Daudt, Stephen W.; Owason, George W.; Hermanson, William C; and
C^en, Arthur A., to Ball Corporation. Glassware gauging system.

4.476,333. 0. 364473.00a
Daugbton, John W.; Lakatos, Andras I.; Brady. Terence W.; Bryce,

James R.; Evanitsky. Eugene S.; and Baker, George E.. to Xerox
Qnporation. Copier display panel. 4,475,806, 0. 355-I4.00R.

Davey, Gordon, to National Research Devdopment Corporation. Free

piston heat engines. 4,475,335, 0. 60-520.000.

David Lavery St Son Proprietary Limited: See—
Czulak, Jozef; and Spieler. Richard. 4.476,143, 0. 42MO.00O.

Davids, R(4iert E.; See—
Koester, Harold E; and Davids, Robert E. 4.475,364, O. 133-

8.00R.

Davidson, Robert I., to Ethyl Corporation. Chloroaoetonitrile synthe-

sis. 4.476,039. O. 26(M63.700.

Davies, Kenneth G., to RoUs-Royoe Limited. Gas turbine engine and
shaft. 4,475,869, 0. 416-170.00R.

Davies, Robert E: 3rc
Miller. Ira; Dotson, Roben N.; and Davies. Robert B.. 4.476.429.

a. 323-299.000.

Davies, Roderick D.; See-
Scott. David B.; Daviea. Roderick D.; and See. Yee-Chaung.

4.476,482. O. 357-71.000.

Davis, Jobi W., to Dunlop Limited. Vehicle braking systems.

4.475,774.0.303-112.000.
Davis. Lincoln R.. to NOW Industries, Inc. Encapsulating sealant for

the treatment and preservation of building materials. 4,475.951. O.
106-74.000.

Davis, Ronald G.: See-
Gray. Ronald N.; and Davis. Ronald G., 4,476.449. 0. 333-138.000.

Davis, Steven, to Envirotech Corporation. Liquid-solid separation

utilizing pressure rolls covered with ehatomeric layers. 4,473.433. 0.
10(M18.000.

Davis, Thomas J.: See-
Collins, H. Dale; Prince. James M.; and Davis. Thomas J..

4.476,434, O. 324-233.000.

Davison. Charles F.. to Norwood Marking k Equipment Co., Inc.

Roller maricer. 4.475.437. 0. 101-228.000.

Davy McKee (Poole) Ltd.; Set—
Lawson. Kenneth T; 4.473,422, 0. 83-13.000.

Dayco Corporation: See-
Brew. James K., 4.475.968. 0. 156-141.000.

VitelUro, Frank A.. 4.475.277. O. 29434.000.

Dearborn Chemical Co.: See—
Sy. Anita O.; and Cuiaia. Dionisio O.. 4.476,029. 0. 2524.S0C.

De Biase, Pietrangelo V.: See—
Filho. Antonio V.; and De Biase. Pietrsngdo V.. 4.475,484. O.

123-3.000.

Decoene. Frans J. G. C; and Strubbe. Gilbert J. I., to Sperry Corpora-
tion. Rotary cleanmg mechanism for combines. 4.475.561. O. 130-

27.0OR.

Deconinck, Didier, to AlHbert Exploitation. Expandable table with

pivotal paneb Oaaking removable leaf. 4,475.464, 0. 108-83.000.

Deere tt Company; Srr
Morgan. Thomas J., 4,473433. 0. 409-137.000.

Orlaadea, Nicolae V.; Huaaf, Ray C; Ronsg, Bernard E; and
Wiley. Jack C. 4.475.775^0. 305-28.000.

De Fazio, Joseph, Jr. Case for draftsman. 4,475,650. 0. 206-371.000.

Degussa Aktiengeseilschaft; Set—
Heidsiek. Horst; and Jackel. Gemot, 4,476.09a O. 419-19.000.

Deindoerfer, Fred H.; and Gaagwer. James R.. to International Remote
Imaging Systems, Inc. Method of analyzing the distribution of a

reagent between particles and liquid in a suspension. 4.476,231, O.
436-334A».

DeJager. Everett J., to Xomox Corporation. Fluid valve and method of

maluag same. 4,475.712. 0. 251-214.000.

Deken, Arthur D.: See—
Albertson. Philip E; and Deken, Arthur D., 4,473,604, O.

17S-85.00a

Delalande &A.: See—
Dostert Philippe L.; Lacour. Alam P.; Langiois, Michd; and

StfoUa-BaaedMi, MaiBherita. 4,476,136. ar«t4-272.000.

ddia Valle. Francesco; and Romeo. Aurelio, to Fidia S.p.A. Method for
preparing ganglioside derivativm and use thereof in pharmaceutical
compositions. 4.476.119. 0. 424-180.000.

DeLong. Arthur, and Balani. Prem M.. to U.S. Sealing Co.. Inc. Wheel
chair restraiM system. 4.475,762. 0. 29645.00R.

Delphax Systems: Stt
Cobb. Harold W.; and Fotland. Richard A.. 4.476,387. O.

2SO>324.000.

Denamps, Jean: Stt—
Burkd. Rainer, Denamps, Jean; and Peter. Comdius. 4.475.402. 0.

73-724.000.

Denault, Robert P.; Stt—
Bonnici. Paul J.; and Denault, Robert P., 4,476,047, 0. 252426.000.

Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Maeda. Tetsuro; Ohoka. Susumu; Shtngai. Masafitmi; and Igawa.
Hamo, 4.476.266, O. 524-128.000.

MiyosM, Shigeto; Hanabusa, Kanehisa; and Kagami, Toshio,

4.476,035, O. 25242.540.

Dent. Piwl W., to Marconi Company Linrimd. The. Frequency hopping
radio communications apparatus having pseudo-rsndom chsomel

selection. 4,476.566, O. 375-1.000.

D'Entremont. John R.. to Texn Instruments Incorporated. Motor
protector. 4,476.452. O. 337-102.000.

Dentsply Resesrch k Development Corp.: See-
Webb, Ronald C, 4,475,768. O. 297-283.000.

De Poorter. Adriaan W.: See—
Zaim, Pieter; Jacobs, Bemardus A. J.; and De Poorter, Adriaan W.,

4,476,214, O. 430-270.000.

Desplats, Andre; and Klabunde. Hans, to Societe dite: Tractel. S.A.

Traction apparatus anchored by means of a securing pin. 4,475.717.

O. 254-264.000.

Deutsche Texaco Aktiengeseilschaft: Set—
Neier. Wilhdm; Weters, Werner, Ruckhaber, Rainer; Osterburg,

Gunther. and Ostwald. Wolf J., 4.476.333, O. 568-899.000.

Deutschle. Bruno J., to F. L. Saino Manufacturing Co. Door assembly.

4,475,312, 0. 49-360.000.

Dtbdius. Qruntber. and Pitt, Reinhold, to Bercwerksverbaad GmbH.
Method for the generation of heat using a hcit pump, particulariy for

processes run only at high temperatures. 4.475,343, O. 60448.000.

DiBiasi, Danid J.: See—
Bullard, Edward M.; DiBiasi. Danid J.; and Feeney. Frank J.,

4.476.077, O. 264-53.000.

Dick, Donald E; Stt—
Tjomehoj. David J.; Dick. Donald E; Kiefer, Richard E; and

Smith. Fred L., Ul. 4.475.398, O. 73-599.000.

Dicke. William C, to Singer Company, The. Platen attachment for

in-line sender. 4,475.316. 0. 5I-I70.0n..

Dicke. William C, to Singer Company. The. Paper retainer for a

sanding device. 4.475,317, Cl. SM70.0TL.
Dictaphone Corporation: See-

Hoover. John W., 4.476.5la O. 360-132.000.

Di Drusoo, Giovanni: See—
Mayr, Adolfo; Galli. Paolo; Susa, Emuumo; Di Drusoo, Giovanni;

and Giachetti. Ettore, 4,416.289, O. 526-125.000.

Diehl. Herbert; Pdster. Hdnrich; and Habetz. Hubert, to Bayer Aktien-

geseilschaft. Process for the preparation of fluoroaromatic com-
pounds substituted in the o-pontion. 4.476.32a O. 560-103.000.

Diesd Kiki Company, Ltd.: See—
Hiraiwa, Syozo. 4.475.857, O. 41148.000.

Dietzsch. Kurt; Oess, Hana-Dieter, Kaiele. Wolfgang; Zander, Jo-

achim; and Jeske. Onsttv. to Ford-Werke Aktiengoellschaft Air

gi^ houaing for a heating or air conditiontng device for motor
vehicles. 4,475.445. O. 98-2.050.

Difllipp, Kuri: Set—
Wanke. Johannes; Difflipp, Kurt; and Ruh, Jurgen. 4.47S.4S9. O.

101410.000.

DilBon, Richard R.: Stt—
Henneberg, Helmut H.; and Dillion, Richard R., 4,475,705. O.

248-447.200.

Diner. Gerts; and Kremerova, Liia. Rope bucket elevator. 4,475.647,

o. 198-71 i.ooa

Distddorf, Josef; Hubd. Werner; and Wolf, Ebnar, to Chemiscbe
Werke Hub AG. UretkHone dimer of isophorane diisocyanate and

method of preparation. 4.476,054, Cl. 260-239.00A.

Dr. -Ing. Rudolf Hdl GmbH: Stt—
Klie. Jurgen; and Wdlendorf. Klaus. 4,476,487. O. 358-8a000.

Dr. Johannes Heidenhain GmbH: See—
Nelle, Ouenther, 4,475.289. 0. 33-125.00C.

Dodd, P. David, to Storaae Technok»y Corporation. Cache buffered

memory subsystem. 4.476.526, 0. 364-200.000.

Doll, David W. Spirdly wrapped reverse osmosis membrane cell.

4,476.022, O. 210-21.500.

DoUard. Peter M.. to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Dud threshold decoder
for convolutiond sdf-orthogond codes. 4,476,458, 0. 340-347.0DD.

Dombro. Robert A., to Chemplex Company. Olefln polymerization

catdyst and catidyst smport. 4.476.243, 0. 502-236.000.

Domogdia, John C. to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Combination
of an ansJog to digitd converter and sampling switch. 4,476,456, 0.
340-347.0AD.

Donaldson, Helen: Stt—
Sttten, Harold D., 4,475.276. 0. 29-229.00a

Donoer, Alex J., Jr.: See-
White. Harold R.; and Donoer, Alex J., Jr.. 4,476,018, O.

210-231000.
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Donnenneytr. Denait: S«(u-

**Tf^«2r*^'^4LSSPS«***'**^ ** Donnermeyer. Dewiis,
M7S,401, a. 73-6SS.00a

Donwala, TaanUnal O.: Stt—
RdBhud. RiomU R.; Donwala, Tanankhial O.; and Kerr. Edwin

R.. M7W39. a. 585-379.000.

Dormody, Ray R. Jr.: S(v-

'7^lS'^A'-%1' ****" *= ** DoHMwiy. R«y H., Jr.,

^ 4,475,898, CL 604-9.000.

DomboKh. Arthur H.; Baoi^ Saxaaoe; and Peace, Clarence R., Jr.,

•^u?**^ * Oambte Conpaay, The. RoU-on appUcating package
whh lealinf cap. 4,475,837, a. 401-213.000.

"»'»~'~™» p--«^

Doniar. Peter, to Lmdaaer Dormer Oetellachaft mbH. Equtpoent for

P*"«f«« nma of tubular textile materials. 4,475,417, CI. 26-3.000.

'^^a:^^SSt' *"" '• «- Oiow- C«olyn P..

Doryokufo Kaknoenryo Kaihatsu Jigyodan: Si»—
-,

..'^^Mi""ra; «« F»k«i^ Tomihifo, 4.475,866. Q. 41M 12.000."y?S?!''W* Vi V*»«"'-Ai«" P-; Langloi^ Michel; and Strolin-
Medetti. Margherita. to Delalaade S.A. Aminomethyl-S oxazoli-

«57i5ol**'^
""> therapeutic um thereof. 4.476.136. CI.

Dotaon, Robert N.: 5^«—

^'o'suSwOOO^
****" **

'

** ''*** '^***" ®
•

*'*^^*^'

Doudaa Componeais Corporation: 5«—
Uutz, Donald C, 4,475,744. a. 280-775.000.Py'*'.^***^ * l5!«. "«•»*«• J

: •«» Lai. Joey H.. to HoneyweU

J5^j*JjJ>^
pontiyt electron beam resists. 4,476,217, a.

Dmity, Oeorfe R: S^e—
Aijck, John C; Douty. Ocprge H.; Goodman. Joseph R.; Jones.
K«»it It, Jr.; Lndn. John M.; Snyder, Clair W., Jr.; Woratyla,
J<*n A.; aad Zen, Dale R., 4.475.781. Q. 339.17.0LM.

^STSff^ KoBmkKjke Tabakshbriek-Koffiebranderijn-Theehan-
del B.V.: Sn^
^^lf!S?;/WS ^-,9^."^ ^"^ <**' **'^' Bemaidus O. M..

4^475,355, CL 62-123.000.
Dow Chemical Company, The: See—

Dow Con^ Corporatioo: S««^

"ttsSloSo"
''' "** S*'"''^ Terence J.. 4,476.188. a.

_ NioBi, Randolph O.. 4,476,155, Q. 427-58.000.
Dowd, Thomas R.: &e—

^^!?!S^^^**^ "^ ^^°^' ""»<»«" R-. 4.475.420. a.
11-91.JUD.

Downw. Eric D. Push type curling broom. 4.475,262. Q. I5-210.00R.
Draft Systems, Inc.: See—

^?55S'«^ ^' ^li'Jl?"*"*™^ ''"^ A-; «' Smith. Terry W.,
4.475,368, Q. 72-10.000.

Drajfoaette, Louis R.; Frank, Laurence J.; aad Numrich, Susan K.. to
United States of America. Navy. Cahbratioo method for acouttic
snmrtag measurements using a spherical target. 4.476.549. a.
407-ijAJUu:

Drake, Evelyn N.;apd Cakavecchio. Peter, to Exxon Research A
Engineenng Co. Plugging wellbores. 4.475,594. a. 166-294.000.

Dravo Corporatioa: &»-
Fortes, Fmk, 4,475.987. a. 20^99.000.

^SSLi^i^-Sl ^ taterwtional Business Machines Corporation.

lS!i\iSSf,5^^.ir^ With emitter p«tem on lead

Dresser Industries, Inc.: See—
Crow. Morgaa L., 4,475,606, CL 175-410iM0.

Drolet. Jean-Pierre: See—

^^O^^nSo.'*^***^
•«« Drolet. Jean-Piene. 4.476.235.

'^^'S.^'^ ?*'. KmpP. Gordon G., to Ethyl Corporation. Two
jtap hyinyolysa of carbohydrate to glyoob using sulfide modi-W ruthenium c^yst ioseoond sttge. 4,476.331. Q. 568-861.00a

Dncka*. Hana, to Blaupunkt-Werice GmbH. Radio Unk nmote control•Wa^ 'y»im,md method. 4,476,573. Q. 455-45.000^
Duda. Homer G.: See—

^^Jil-^B^iS'^'*'"' ^y L.; Duda. Homer O.; Wright,

DueakSroSJld A?sS!!^'
""^ **' *-*'^''' °- *^^^-^

"iSnlSoo" °' "* °''*"** °*^ ^•* ^^*'*"' CI

Dufr. James M.: siM>-
CroochCT. Mdvin D.; Duff, James M.; Hair. Michael L.; Lok. Kar

DufoJIifi* D^Si?'™^
W

.
M76.2ia a. 430-114.000

""iSi^hSSS °«-" ^' - ^<'«'- M«k D..

Duftler. Leon. Pompon articles of manuActure for pnckasins decora-
doo aad stationery. 4,476^167. CL 428-4iJ0a

^^'^^ «*«»"

DflguiUJequei, to Produitt Chimiqaes Ugine Kuhfanann. Producing^Moom uranate m spherical particukte form. 4.476,101, CI

Dttlaney. Engime L.: 5^»—
*^^' n^fV^'i ^1!?°^ ^tBntth E.; Heaaens. Otto D.; Mona-"^.wchaid L.; Zoamerman. Shehlon B.; and Dulanev. Eu-

! L.. 4.476.139. Q. 424-283.000.
^'u-oey. cu

Dunlop Limited: See-
Davis. John W.. 4.475.774. Q. 303-112.000.

Dura. J«^ v.. to Retrotec Inc. Nitride etch bath. 4,475.977, a.

Duphar International Research B.V.: See^
^*^^»»e^ioi»«ne» E; and van Dyk, Jan, 4,475,903, a.

604-111.000.

Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company: See—
Bnaen, Wallace R.; Gerhardt. Glenn E; and Gregorovich, Basil

v.. 4,476.270. a. 524-364.000.

Hormadaly. Jacob. 4.476,039, a. 25^S18.000.
Robinson. Ivan M., 4,476.293, Q. 528-76.000.
Rorer. Morris P., 4,475,944, Q. 71-90000.
Waas, Frank F.. 4.475,646. Q. 198-480.000,

Duracell Inc.: Sie—
Markin, Charles; Book, RonaU J.; Smith, Mwhael J.; and Wiaoek.

Marian. 4.476.200. CI. 429-56.000.
Durr. Hetnrich; Haubrich. Lothar; Weber, Wendelin; and Richter,
Hennann. to U.S. Philips Corporation. Matrix printer with magaetic
head adjustment 4.475.826. a. 400-124.000.

"-BncHc

DurreH, Robert R., to United States of America, Navy. Monolithic
multi-point warhead initiator. 4.475,461. a. 102-200.000.

Dusek. Joseph T.: S«r—
Pbeppd. Roger B; and Dusek, Joseph T., 4,476,196, a. 429-32,000.

Duval Corporation: See—
Atwood, George E.; Cochran, Douglas E; Sedan, Abraham;

f'S^F^^V^ "^''P O- "^ Flet**". Archibald W.,
4.475,771, a. 299-4.000.

Du Veraet, Richard B., to Westvaco Corporation. C2l-Dicarboxylic
•gasjhwnates as primary anionic sur&ctants. 4.476.055. a.

Dynamit Nobel AG: See—
Peeten, Hermann. 4,476,306. Q. 544-309.000.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bnnkmann. Hans; and Pabst, Horst, 4,476,075, Q. 264-40.700.

Eariywine. Roscoe T. Chemically treated kindling and process.
4.475.923.0.44-41.000.

^ Pf^xat.

^'itltgn. Ltd.: Sse—
PeUegrom. Leonard A.. 4.475.288. Q. 33-1.0(S.

Fastman Kodak Company: See—
Phillips. Bobby M~4,476,079. a. 264-154.000

430*17000^
A.; and Elwood. James K.. 4.476,207, Q.

^^^'JS^.hiP*''^' ^^•™*' Sj "*• O*"- SwMi M.. 4,476.007,
CI. 204-417.000.

Eastridge. William K., to Bucksy Incorporated. PbrtaUe tree stand-
/camp stool. 4.475.627. Q. 182-187.000

Eaton Corporation: See—
Nidle. Charles. 4.475,578, Q. 152-415.000.
Theurer. Walter C. 4.476.360 Q. 200-302.100.

Eberlem. Hehnut. to Mero-Raumstniktur GmbH ft Co. Wurzburg.
InterMctxm joint for wooden members of trusses particulariv for
•paceframes. 4,475.841. Q. 403-287.000.

p«"»«»«y ror

Ebuiara. Susumu: See—
Okazaki. Masanobu; Akutsu, Satoshi; and EUhan, Susumu.

4.476.411.0.310-361.000.
««»«* owumu,

Eck, Rudi: See—
Hofinann. Heinrich; and Eck, Rudi, 4,475,777, a. 384-572.000.

Eckberg. Richard P., to General Electric Company. Silicone release
coatmn and inhibitors. 4,476,166, Q. 427-387.00O

Eekert. Kowad; Muller. Klaus; Liader. Ernst; Pdach, Wilhehn; and
Bntsch, Hemz, to Robert Boach GmbH. Device for admitting ex-
haust gases and ftiel-air mixtures into the cylinders of an internal
combustion engine. 4,475,524, Q. 123-568.000.

Edwards. Lawrence G.: See-
Howard. Ronald A.; Sarangapani, Srimvasan; and Edwards. Law-

rence G.. 4.476.002, oIoIGm.OOO.
^^

Edwards. Ronald L.: See-
Thatcher. Richard E; Odom, Horace L.; and Edwards. Ronald L..

4.475.562. CI. 1 3 1 - 1 lOOOO.

^4;'^75''ST9.1?0.ar^
"^ "^"^ . aw calender roU.

EGftG. Inc.: See—
Riley. Wilham J.. Jr.. 4.476.445. Q. 331-3.000.

Eggler. James F.; Johnson. Michael R.; and Melvin. Uwrence S., Jr.. to
PBier Inc. Substituted hexahydropynok)(1.2-a]-quinolines, hexahy-
aro-lH-pyrido(1.2-a)-quinolines and pharmaceutical compositions
containing same. 4,476,131, Q. 424-25i00O.

Eheim. Franz; and FkUmann, Wdfgang. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Fuel

Sff^-jy***" ^ internal combustion engines. 4,475,519, a.
123-502.000.

Ehmann, Eduard: See—
Patzachke, Hans-Peter; and Ehmann, Eduard, 4,476,261, CL

523-402XX)0.
Eicher, Fred C; aad Evans, Charles F., to Hillian) Lyons Patem Man-
agement Inc. Dynamic seal arrangement with X-shaped seal.
4.475.738, a. 277.206.00A. ' ^^ ^^^

Eickmann, Karl. HydrauUc arrangement. 4.475.870. G. 417-206.000.
Eiken Kagaku Kabnshiki Kaisha: See—

Ohtani. Mikio; Wada. Hiroshi; and Kosaka. Yuao, 4.476,222, a.
435-14.000.

Einstein, Harry: See—
Grimes. Patrick G.; and Emstein, Harry, 4,475,282, a. 29-623. 100.

Eisenberg, Melvin I. Male urinary devipe and method for applying the
device. 4,475,909, a. 604-349.000.

fV^f"^«
Ekman. KjeU R. Cou|riing device. 4,475,748, CL 28S-3.00O
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Elms, Robert T.: See—
Saletta, Gary F.; Ebns, Robert T.; and Engel. Joseph C, 4.476.51 1.

a. 361-96.000

Eisner. Bertram F.. to Elsaer Engineering Works. Inc. Roll-

apparatus, method and intermediate product 4.475.651.'

206-389.000.

Eisner Eagnieering Works, Inc.: See—
Eisner, Bertnun F., 4,475,651, Q. 206-389.000.

Elwood, James K.: See—
Reczdc James A.; aad Elwood, Jaaies K.. 4.476.207. a.

430-17.000.

Emanuelsson. Jan G.: See—
Helbten, Karl M. E; Emanuelsson. Jan G.; Wahlen. Svante L.; and

Thebrin. Axel I.. 4.476.323. Q. 564-294.000.

Emerson Electric Co.: See—
Hildebrsndt. Eugene F.; end Ottenbach, Thomas V., 4,476.407. Q.

310-71.000.

Emhart Industries. Inc.: See—
Shedigian. Vandos. 4.476,516. G. 361-315.000.

Emile Egger ft Cie SA: See—
Renger. Hagen. 4.475.868. G. 41^213.00A.

Ender. Hans G. Bone-naU. 4.475.545. G. I28-92.0BC.
Endo. Hirohide: See—

FujiMwa. Hiromichi; Endo. Hirohide; and Komatsu, Hitoshi.

4.476.495. G. 358-262.000.

Engel. Joseph C.: See—
Saletta. Gary F.; Elms. Robert T.; and Engel. Joseph C. 4.476.SI 1.

G. 361-96.000.

English Electric Valve Company Limited: See—
Nuon, Ralph D.. 4,475.791, G. 350-127.000.

Engstrom, Thord L: See—
Amtyr. Oscar S.; snd Engstrom. Thord I.. 4.475.844. G. 404-2.000.

Eatwisle. Lester: See—
Munro. Alexander, and Entwisle. Lester. 4,475.693. CL 242-42.000.

Eavirotech Corporatioa: See-
Davis, Steven, 4,475.453. G. 100-118.000.

Epstein, E)avid M.: See—
Herlihy, Walter C; and Epstein, David M.. 4.476.300 G.

536-17.400.

Ericsson. Sven-Olow. to Cargo Safe Soe AB. Lashing device
4,475,854, G. 410-103.000.

Ernest, Michael V.: See-
Kim, Gwan; and Ereest Michael V., 4,476,246. G. 502-304.000.

Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See—
Muth, Karl-Hdnz, 4.476.492, G. 358-208.00O

Ernst Winter ft Sohn GmbH ft Co.: See-
Meyer, Hans-Robert, 4,475,321, G. 51-325.000.

Erwied, Werner: See—
Ploog. Uwe; Wegener. Ingo; Glasl. Johann; Erwied. Werner.

Bartnkk, Bendurd; aad Hofer, Reiner, 4,476,037. CL
252-354.000.

Esselbom. Eberhard; and Fock. Jnrgen. to Th. Goldschmidt AG.
Process for the synthesis of polymers with laterally linked polyoxyal-
kylene chains and their use for the production of polyur^hanes.
4.476,252, G. 521-172.000.

Essex Group. Inc.: See-
Brown, Samuel J.. 4.476.450. G. 33S-196.00O
McOrMor. Charles W.; and ConneU. James J.. 4.476,279. G.

ETA. S.A.. Fabriques d'Ebauches: See—
Muller. Jacques; and Mock. Ehnar. 4.475.822. G. 368-88.000.

Ethyl Corporation: See—
Barda, Henry J.; and Hussain. Saadat, 4,476,267,a 524-265.000.
Barda, Henry J.; and Hussain. Saadat. 4.476.268. G. 524-265.000.
Davidson, Robert I., 4,476,059. G. 260465.700
Dubeck. Mkhael; and Kn^ip. Gordon G.. 4.476,331, G.

568-861.000.

Nakna. Christopher J.. 4.476.332. G. 568-865.000.

Stahfy. G. Patrick; and Stahly. Barbara C. 4.476.315. G.
560-20.000.

Evanitaky. Eugene S.: See—
Daughton. John W.; Lakatos. Andras I.; Brady. Terence W.;

Bryoe. James R.; Evanitsky. Eugene S.; and Baker. George E,
4,475,806, G. 355-14.00R.

Evans, Charles F.: See
Eicher, Fred C; and Evans, Charies F., 4,475,738, G. 277-206.00A.

Evans, Lyie B. Inffante speed power transmission with shiftable gear
plates. 4,475,412, G. 74-1I9.O0O.

Everitt, Defanar K.: See—
Gcridfoib, Adolph E; and Everitt, Dehnar K.. 4,475,304, G.

446465.000.
Exxon Production Research Co.: See—

Cooke, Gaude E. Jr., 4,475,591, G. 166-254.000.

Exxon Research ft Engineering Co.: See-
Drake, Evelyn N.; and Cakavecchio, Peter, 4,475,594, G.

166-294.000.

Grimes, Patrick G.; and Einstein. Harry, 4.475.282. G. 29-623.100.

Mathys. Georges M. K.. 4.476.341. G. 585-512.000.

McCandlish. Larry E; and Turaew. Larissa W.. 4.476.102. G.
423-365.000.

F. L. Saiao Manufiscturing Co.: See—
Deutschle. Bruno J.. 4.475.312. G. 49-360.000.

Fael S.A.: See—
Schreiber, Peter. 4,476.371. G. 219-83.000.

FAG KugeUischer Georg Schafer ft Co.: See—
Hofinann. Heinrich; and Eck, Rudi, 4,475.777, G. 384-572.000.

Fairchild Camera ft Instrument Corp,: See-
Kurtz. J<^ A.; and Cousens. DonaM E. 4.476,365. G. 219-56.220.
Kurtz, John A.; Cousens. Donald E; and Dufour, Mark D..

4,476.366, G. 219-56.220.

Varshney. Raraesh C. 4.476.546, G. 365-200.000.
Faix. Heinz; and Schreiber, Winfried. to Daimler-Bens AktiengesdI-

schaft. Mounting arrangement by means of guide members for a
transparent windowpane. 4,475.314. G. 49-374.000.

FalkxHi, Robert: See-
Williamson. John; and Falloon, Robert, 4.475.433. G. 84-318.000.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hunger, KUus; Ribka. Joachim; Weingarten, Friedrich; and

Rieper. Wolfgang. 4,476,052, G. 260-lSroOO.
Parian. Gerhard, to Kari M. Reich Maschmenfsbrik GmbH. Driving

apparatus for fastener elements. 4.475.680 G. 227-130.000.
Farmatis S.r.l.: See—

Scalesciani, Juan B. A., 4,476,138, G. 424-273.00R.
Farmer, Moses G., to United States of America, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Model mount system for testing flutter.

4.475.385, G. 73-147.000.

Farmer. Thomas E Goose decoy back pack. 4,475,674, G. 224-153.000.
Farrow, Robert I.; and Clark. Richard L., to American Multimedia,

Inc. Aligning means for tape splicer. 4,475,970. G. 156-159.000.
Faughnan, Brian: See—

Leibowitz, Marshall; Crandall. Richard; and Faughnan. Brian,
4.475.795. CI. 350-357.000.

Faunce. Frank R.. to JafT Investment Company. Microoellttlar ceramic
material and process for manufacture thereof. 4,475,892. G.
433-212.000.

Feeney. Frank J.: See—
Bullard. Edward M.; DiBiasi, Daniel J.; and Feeney. Frank J..

4.476,077, G. 264-53.000.

Fehlmsnn, Wolfgang: See—
Eheim, Franz; and Fehlmann. Wolfgang. 4,475.519, G.

123-502.000.

Fddman, Alfred P.. to United States of America. Health and Human
Services. Use of context to simplify two-dimensional computer input.

4.476.462. G. 340-711.000.

Feldmann, Joachim; and Friederichs, Otto, to WABCO Fshrxeug-
bremsen GmbH. Disc brake having wear compensating mechanism.
4.475.632. G. 188-71.400.

Felix. Raymond A., to Suufler Chemical Company. N-
Acylaminomethyl-N<yanomethyl phosphooates. 4.476.063, G.
260-940.000.

Femandez-Laaz. Enrique: See-
Wells, William S.; and Femandez-Lanz, Enrique, 4.475,659, G.

211-55.000.

Ferrini, Pier G.: See—
Goschke, Rkhard; Ferrini, Pier G.; and Salfanann, Alfred,

4,476,132, G. 424-258.000.

Fiberflex Products, Inc.: See—
Rutledge, Woodrow T., Jr.; Rutledge. Russell P.; aad Freeman,
John E., 4,475.404. G. 73-827.000.

Fidia S.p.A.: See—
ddla Valle. Francesco; and Romeo. Aurdk>. 4.476.119. G.

424-180.000.

Field. Martin J.: See-
Atkins. Terrance J.; Field, Martin J.; and Makusij, Andrew J..

4.475.516, G. 123-470.000.

FieMs, ElUs K.; and Clarke, WilUam C, to Standard Oil Company
Gndiana). Low molecular weight olefin polymen and copolymers of
3-butene-l-ol. 4,475,597, G. 166-305.00R.

Figid, Francis J.; and Colbert, Aaron, to Allied Corporation. Quater-
nary l,l,2-trichloro-l,2,2-trifIuoro azeotropic cleaiung composition.
4,476,036, G. 252-171.000.

Fijitsu Limited: See—
Kishimoto, Satoru; Atsumi, Masahani; and Sano. Yoahiaki,

4,476,426, G. 323-226.000.

Filho, Antonio V.; and De Biase, Pietrangdo V. Exhaust manifold for

an internal combustion engine, apparatus for the catalytic tiansforma-
tion of fbel and improved mtemal combustion engine. 4,475,484, G.
123-3.000.

Fink, Hans-Ferdi: See—
Fock, Jurgen; and Fink. Hans-Ferdi. 4.476.038. G. 252-358.000.

Fmk, Herbert; Kniese. Heiner, Suetterlin. Norbot; Mueller. Klaus;
Tikh. Willi; and Siol, Werner, to Rohm GmbH. Method for strength-

ening fibrous articles. 4.476.182, G. 428-265.000.

Finke, Harry P., to Bkwm Engineering Company. Inc. Adjustabk
flame burner. 4.475.885. G. 431-182.000.

Finlayson. Gaude M., to NL Industries. Inc. Printing ink compositions
containing organophiUc clay gellant 4.475.950 G. 106-20.000.

Fino. James R.; and Kirkemo. Curtis L.. to Abbott Laboratories. Substi-

tuted carboxyfluoresceins. 4.476.229. G. 436-500000.
Fuestone Tire ft Rubber Company. The: See-

Crawford, Ray v.; Pilanki, Regis V.; and Rumpf, Robert J..

4.475.769. G. 297-331.000.

HalL James E; aad Schuiz, Donald N.. 4.476,240. G. 502-155.000.
Firth, John F.: See—

Garke. John B.; and Firth. John F., 4,476,190, G. 428-350.000.
Fischer. Artur. Anchoring expansible fastener. 4.475.329. G.

52-704.000.

Fischer, Francis E: See—
Haviv, Fortune; Raujczyk. James D.; and Fischer, Francis E.

4.476.137. G. 424-272.000.
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Fncher. Gerhard; and OivMoc Vatnwlav, to Fnanhofcr-OewIlKliaft
zor Pberdenmg der anfewawhen Fonctiung e.V. Method and apiw-
ratoa for taHng veMcaiar wheeb. 4.473,313, a. 73-146.000.

Fncher, Jnr|en: See—
Anbroa, Ramer Brenner, Norbert; FHcher. Jvrgen; Paffirath.

OoOfHad; and Schroeder. Henrich J., 4,476,048, CI. 23^632.000.
Fiaber, Rabeit E^ to Up-Rifht, Ik:. Scaffold profMiUoa inh. 4,473,61 1.

a. IKM.S00.
Fitch. John L.; and Lyie, W. D.. to MobU Oil Corporatioo. Borehole

fravhoetry tyMera. 4.47SJM. a. 73-l3l.00a
Fliig. Ubich; and Locher, Johanoea, to Robert Boich Oflrt>H. Fuel
meiennt device for fod huactiaa pumpa. 4.473,313. CI. 123-446.000.

Flaim, Tbomaa A^ Strphmi. Olen; and Miller. Edwin J., to Oeneral
Moion Corporation. DiK brake rotor damping. 4.473,634. Q. 188-
218.00A.

Flakk. Efil, to Kva-SpU Limited. Valves. 4,473,324, Q. 32-209.00a

'^ ^l!*?'*"
W.. to Oeneral Electric Company. Method for recogniz-

ing difMreat fteqaeacy dependent Matter mechanimH in non-homo-
geaeooa timea. 4.473.393. Q. 73-399.000.

Flax. Stephen W.; and Olover. Oary H., to Oeneral Electric Company.
Method of dcMrniiiiiiig altnaonk attenuation of tiawe uaing reflec-
tive toBOfrnhic recomtraction. 4.473.396. a. 73-399.000.

Flaa. Stephen W.. to Oeneral Electric Company. Method and meana for
naprovug image in an ultraaonic icanning lyatem. 4.473.400, Q.

Flax, Stephen W.: See—
Riley. Jamea K.; and Flax, Stephen W.. 4,473,397,a 73-399.00a

Ftetcher, Archibdd W.: See-
Atwood. Oeorge E; Cochran, Douglas E; Sedan. Abraham;

Burnett, Charles; Tyree, Phillip O.; and Fletcher, Archibald W.,
4,473.771.a 299-4.00a

Flenry, Oeorae J., Jr. Mnlti-ttaple cartridge for surgical suplers.
4.473.679, CI. 227-19.000.

•— f

FMC Corporation: See
McDonald, J. Barrett; and Fontalbert. Terry V.. 4.476.001. a.

204-228-000.

Weeks, Raymond L.. 4.473,648. Q. 198.830.00a
Fock, Jurgen; and Ftaik, Hana-Ferdi, to Th. Ooldachmidt AG. Compo-

sition for preventing or eUminating foam, especially in aqueous sy>-
tana. 4,476,038. a. 232-338.000.

r-
, -,

Fock, Jurgen: Sw—
Eaadbom. Eberhaid; and Fock, Juraen. 4.476.232, Q. 321172.000.

Pohl. Artur. to Repa Feinstanzwerk OmbH. Seat belt drive device.
4.473.743. CL 28MO4.00O.

Fohl, Artur. to Rep* Feinstanzwerk OmbH. Rotary electrical connec-
tion. 4,473.779. CL 339.3.00M.

Fbiler. Werner, to Oestra KondensataUeiter OmbH k Co. KO. Float
controOed condensate discharge device. 4,473,369, a. 137-194.000.

Fontalbert, Terry V.: 5^e^
McDnmld, J. Barrett; and Fontalbert, Terry V., 4.476,001. a.

204-228.000.

Foran. Michael T.: See—
Sapicua, Richard S.; Slradr, William A.; and Foran, Michael T..

4,476,103, a. 423-41 7.(Ba
Fbrbes, Frank, to Dravo Corporation. Method of and apparatus for the

TiSf-^l.PSSS^Si?!-" *"*^ material and fragmentel solids.
4,473.987. Q. 202-99.000.

Ford, Eric H.. to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Integrated optical
ben expander. 4.473,793, a. 330-171000;

^^
Ford Motor Company: See—

Colovas, Demy D.; Rutkowaki, David J.; and Ver Ploeg. WendeD
J.. 4.473,38a 0.73-1144)00.

Kordomeaoa, Panagiotis I.. 4,476.239. a. 323-400.000.

"^^^IS"Jlf'O' =
Nowicki. Roman M.; and Stickds. Charlea A.,

4,473.936. a 148-3.00a

^% ft?Sj^'*We. Herbert; and Spiegel, Erwin. 4,473,763, Q.
29^2ia000.

Fofd-Werke Aktimgrsflhchaft: See—
Dietzach. Kurt; Oesa. Hans-Dieter, Kniele, Wolfgang: Zander.
Joachim; and Jeake, Onstav, 4,473,443, Q. 98-l03oT

rem, JotnS.; and Oarrick, John R., to Armttroog WorW Industries,

ftS" .SH2?* "<«rials comprising non-woven weba. 4,476.173. Q.
428-170.000.

Forster, Franz, to Lmde Aktienaeseihchaft. Axial piston machine with
suction line impurity trap. 4.473.443, Q. 91-499.000.

Fort^Hans-Jonchua; and Heisig. Rolf, to LeyboM-Heraeus OmbH.

J^SiJci. SSoT"^ "^ """"^ •^'*"' **"*«"

Fory, Werner See—
Mew, Waiy; and Fory. Werner, 4,476,321, Q. 364-89.000.

Foster, Bryan D.; and S^leton, Del O., to Norton Company. Lava-
lory setter. 4,473,887, cT 432-238.000.

v«»v«,y i^y.

Foster. Danid S., to Rnoedler Manufocturers. Inc. Seat suspension
system. 4,473.707. Q. 248-636.000.

»«peiwon

Fotland, Richard A.: See—
Cobj^jJJjjW W.; and Fotland, Richard A.. 4,476,387. Q.

Fbtooec-San Marco S.p.A.: See—
Oatellarin, Silvano. 4,473,799, Q. 334-308.000.

''ssa.'^TiiS.'SKs.t.ssr
'" ««" p-p-— ««»

'''^L?^ to SiBTOdSj Alvia; and Samuels. David, part interest to

TrsminnH Tis

Hista, Jean C, 4,476.087. G. 376-28S.00a

Frank. Arthur J.; and Honda. Keiui. to United States of America.
Energy. Chemical anchoring of organic conducting polymers to
semiconducting surfacea. 4.476.003. Q. 204-290.00R.

Frank. Cari A., to Frank. CUre D.; Frank. OeraM A.; Spisak, Anne:
Palermo, John J.; Parmdee. O. Kendall; and Buma. Susan L. Door-
barring lock apparatus. 4.473,364, Q. 70-139.000.

Frank, Claire D.: See-
Frank, Carl A.. 4,473.364. Q. 70-l39.00a

Frank. OeraM A.: See-
Frank, Cari A.. 4.475.364. Q. 70-139.000.

Frank, Laurence J.: See—
Dragonette. Louia R.; Frank. Laurence J.; and Numrich. Susan R..

4.476.349. Q. 367-l3.00a
Frank * Ockrent Limited: See—

Frank. PWer, 4.473.382. Q. 73-1 16.00a
Frank, Peter, to Frank & Ockrent Limited. Apparatus for monitorina

engines. 4,473,382. Q. 73-1 16.000.

Franke. Earnest A.; and Highton, Frederick J., to Oeneral Electric
Company. Radio transceiver. 4.476.373. Q. 433-76.000.

Franks, Lawrence A., to Burr Oak Tool 4 Oaiue Company. Ftower
assist uncoiler. 4,473,693. Q. 242-34.00R.

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der angewaadten Foiachuag
e.V.: See—

Fischer. Oeriiard; and Orubiaw. Vatroelav. 4,473,383. Q.
73-146.000.

Frazier, Ifanry F.: See—
Ludwig. Allen C; Wolter, Larry W.; and Frazier, Heary F.,

4,473,933. Q. 106-287.24a
Freeman, John E.: See—

Rutledge. Woodrow T, Jr.; Rutledge, RusseU P.; and Fieemaa.
John E.. 4,473,404. Q. 73.827.00a

Fremstad. Gr^ory E. Fillet for picture frame. 4,473,296, Q.
4O-132.00a

Fresia. E James, to Sprague Electric Company. Alumiaum dectiolytic
capacitor. 4,476.317. Q. 361-327.000.

Friederichs, Otto: See—
FeMmann, Joachim; and Friederichs. Otto. 4.473.632, CI.

188-71.400.

Friedman. Robert H.. to Getty OU Company. Method for profile con-
trol and conformance correction. 4.473.393. CL 166.281.09).

Fritz. Hans-Ulrich. System for maaufKturias and mouatias. 4.473.642.
a. 198-343.000.

—» -r,
, *,

Fritzsche, Dodge * Olcott, lac.: See—
WiUis. Brian J.; and Zazula. Teodosy J.. 4,476.04a CL 2S2.S210ni.

Fnichter, Lawrence C. Storage and uidividualized donge coataiaer.
4,473,634, Q. 206-338.000.

Fuchs. Ernst; Rimmele. Karl; and Bieri. Haas, to Mecapec S.A. Shear
for cutting rod-form materiaL 4.473,423. Q. 83.199.000.

Fuderer. Andrija. to Union Carbide Corporation. Selective adsorption
process. 4.473,929, Q. 3S-23.00a

Fujawa, Charles S.: See—
Mastdler. San B.; and Fi^awa, Oiariea S., 4,473.493, CL 123-

179.00B.

Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Yoahida, Masahiro; and Oka. MasaUko. 4,476.399. Q. 307-44.000.

Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakamura. Hiroyuki; Kasai, Yoshiaki; and Ohgami, Masaaki.

4,473,303. a. 123-339.000.

Suzuki. HitosU; aad Hara. Kazuo. 4,475,312, a. 123-44a000.
Fuji Photo Fiha Co.. Ltd.: See—

Horie. Seiji; Nakano. Juiyi; and Sato, Hideo, 4,476,206, O.
430-38.000.

Hoaoi. Noriyuki. 4.476.211. Q. 430-137.00a
Kakimi. Fujio. 4.476.212. Q. 430-137.000.
Kiritani. Masataka; and Asao. Yasuzi, 4.476.153. Q. 427.40.00a
Matsufuji. Akihiro; Umemura. Shizuo; Aoauma, MasttU; Mlyat-

suka. Hajime; aad Kitamoto. TatsiMi. 4.475,946. Q. 754.5AA.
Matsumoto. Hiroahi. 4,475.46a O. I0l-465.00a
Mizuno. ChiaU; and Akaahi. Goro. 4.476.177. Q. 428-206.000.
Nagao, Makoto; Nahara, Akira; aad Afu, Yoahihtro, 4.476,00a CL

2O4-192.0mf.
Ogawa. Masashi; Ishigaki. Kuaio; Nakamura, Taku; aad IwasaU,

Nobuyuki. 4,476^218^0. 430-539.00a
Ohba, Hisao; Oda, Kazutaka; SakaU, Hirokazu; SUrai. Akira; aad

Ohashi, Azioa, 4.476.006, 0. 204-17.000.

Ono, Yoshihira, Nabara. Akin; and Ikeda, Tomoaki, 4,476.195,
428-693.000.

Oshikoshi. Yuji; and Agano, Toshitaka. 4.476.497. 0. 338.298.000.
Sakanoue. Kei; Hirano, ShigBO; Ueda, Takehiko; aad AdacU,

Keiichi. 4,476^19. O. 430-$42.00a
Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd.: See—

Moriguchi. Fujio. 4.476.421. 0. 318496.000.
Moriguchi, Haruhiko; laui. ToaMharu; aad Ohawri. Takashi.

4^476.179. O. 428.216.000.

Wako. Shoji. 4,476.473, 0. 346.135.000.

Fujii. Masahiro: See—
Sakai, Toshio; Matsui. Takehiro; Taaioka, Akira; Koyaaagi, KohU;
Ohkubo. Takaaki; Hori. Toten; Matsoi, Yosfaihiko; KawagisU,
Itsua, Fujii. Masahiro; Yabe, Kdiichi; aad Yamashita, HamUsa.
4.473.609.O 177.21 1.OOa

Fujii, Toshihiko: See—
Tsumaki. Masahiro; Fujii. TosUUko; Kamiya. Hidcaki; SuzuU,

Haruo; and Goto. Yoshihiro, 4,475,462. 0. 105.149.000.
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Pidiatoto. Masaya: See—
Sano, Hiromi; Suzuki. Masatoahi; Fujiaioto, Mauya; Shibata,

MMahiro; Saito. ToaMtaka; and Yamakawa, Mitihiro. 4.476,008.

O.20«42S.00a
Fujimun. Toshio: See—

Nagaiai, Hayadd; Taaigodu. Yodiisada; Otsu. Shiapei; Fujimura.

foddo; aad Shtmiza, Kdzo. 4,476,556, 0. 369.258.000.

Finiao, Maadnko; aad Wakhnaan, Mitaohiro, to Takeda Chemicd
ladustriea, Ltd. Method for protectmgaaiiao group aad restoriag the

same. 4,476,051, 0. 260-1 I2.50R.

Pojirebio KaboaUki Kdsha: See—
Khaura, Tokuauke; Kuroau, Fuado; laoucU. Toahitsagu; aad
Komatsu. Masaaa. 4,476.109, 0. 42445.000.

Pujisawa, Hiromichi; Eado, Hirohide; aad Komatsu. Hitodn. to Hiu.
cU, Ltd. Mdtilevd sigad oompresaioa aietfaod. 4,476^495. O.
358.262.000.

Fl^isawa Pharmaoeoticd Co., Ltd.: See—
Kitaara, YoaUhiko; Nakagnrhi, Osamu; Hemmi, Keni; Yooishi,

Satoahi; Takeao, Hfakkazu; Okada, Satoahi; aad Hashimoto,
Masadii, 4,476,05a O. 260-1 I2.50R.

Fujitia Limited: See—
Miyasaka, Kiyoda, 4.476,547, 0. 36^205.000.
Ogawa, Tsatomu, 4.476,375. 0. 219.12I.0LN.

Fiyitsa Tea Limitad: Sit
Ito. Tatsuo; Hoda. Kazuyuki; aad Mizuao, Masataka, 4.476.579. 0.

455.147.000.

Kishimoto, Satoru; Atsumi, Masaharu; aad Saao, Yoshidd,
4.476,426, 0. 323-226.000.

Fiyiwara. Mitsuru: See—
Kassya, KatsuUko; Mori. Hkietomo; Fujiwan, Mitsuru; aad Mat-

soaaga. Tetauzo. 4,475,878. 0. 418-201.000.

Fvyiwan, Mituo: See—
Taya, Shuaroku; aad Fvijiwan. Mituo, 4,476,393, 0. 250492.200.

Fiyiwara, YuUaari, to Hitachi Deaahi KabosUki Kaisha. System for

detectiag abaormd condition of high fteqaeacy outpat sigad ia its

power levd. 4,476,437, 33O-138.00a
Fdcada, ToBiihiro: Ser^

Kambe. Mitsuru; aad Fukada. Tomihiro. 4,475,866, 0. 415-1 12.000.

Fukae, Yasao, to Niasaa Motor Compaay. Limitad. Orifice of axhaast
gas recircalatioa system. 4.475.525, O. 123-568.000.

Fukami, Tadadu. to Okea Seiko Co., Ltd. Coils of oordess aiotor aad
method of maaufiK^uriag the same. 4.476^409. 0. 310-198.00a

Fnkatau, YasosU: Se»—
Arikami. Syoji; Fukatsu. YasusU; and Masaoka. Fujio, 4,475.964.

O. 148-187.000.

Fukatsu. Yodudd; KurahasU, Takariu; Matsai, Kazama; aad Ito.

HiroU. to Nippoadeaso Co., Ltd. Wiadshidd wiper coatrol device.

4.476.419. 0. 318-4U.O0O.
Fukaya, Hiroyaau: See—

Akiyama, Snsuam; Ito. Keazo; Fukaya, Hiroyaau; Ogiso.
Haruhiko; Hirabayashi, Yuji; aad Kawamura, TakaMde.
4,476.532. O. 364431.050.

Fukuhara, Ton; aad Saegusa, Takashi. to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Pho-
tOBietering device for obtaiaiag expoaare iaformatioa. 4.476.383. 0.
250-214.00P.

Fukuhsima, Naoto: See—
Iwata, Kazaroh; Fukuhdma. Naoto; aad Hidaka, Kuaihiko,

4.475,635, O. 188-282.000.

Fukumura, Keiichi: See—
Sakddbara, Yoddyasu; aad Fukumura, Keiichi, 4.475,485. O.

12341.050.

Fukuoka, Takashi; and Nagao. Yoahiaki. to Kioritz Corporation. Joint-

pipe for caiburetor. 4.475.487. O. 123-73.00V.

Fuller, Timothy J.: See—
Seidd. Martin P.; and Fuller, Toaothy J., 4,476,193. O.

428-531.000.

Fare. Baiban J.: See—
Douglas, Richard B.; Pure. Bariian J.; aad Lai. Juey H.. 4.476,217,O 430-326.000.

FtargaL Henry P.: See—
Veibooai, Oilles M.; Wdsh, Thomas L.; aad Furgal, Heary P.,

4.475.835, O. 401.132.000.

Furukawa, Juaichi; Nakagawa, Yasuhika, Nakai. Meroji; aad Hamd.
Kyngo. to Nissaa Motor Compaay, Liaiited. System for forcefully

igaithig spnyed Aid of a diesd eagine duriag eagiae starting.

4.475,492, O. 123.179.0BO.
Fuse, Mamoni, to Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd. High withstand voltage

structure of a semiconductor integrated circuit. 4,476,48a O.
357-44.000.

Oaertner, Van R., to Monsaato Compaay. Hcrbicidd a.hydroxy pboa-

phoaates. 4.475.943. 0. 7146.000.

Oagliaai, Joha: See^
Long, John V.; aad GagUaai. John. 4,476.254, 0. S2l.l8a000.

Gagne. Robert R.; aad Marrocco. Matthew L., IIL to Maxdem lacor-

porded. Method aad apparatus for separatiag oxygen from a gaseous
mixture. 4.475.994, 0. 204-129.000.

Gahle. HaasJuergea. to ITT Industries. lac. Method of makiag a
moBolithic iatenated circuit comprising at least one pdr of comple-
mentary fidd-eniBCt transistors and at least one bipolar transistor.

4.473J79. O. 29.377.00C.

Gaillard. Rofer: See—
Garcia. Philippe; and Gaillard, Roger, 4,473,889, 0. 433.103.000.

Oaiser. Robert R. to Bendix Corporation, The. Master cylinder.

4.475.338, O. 60-562.000.

Galabov, Peter K.; and Makedondd. Boris O.. to Centrden Madiinoa-
troitelen Institute. Inductor for magnetic abrasive polishing.
4,475.315. O. 5I-72.00R.

^^
Galasso. Francis S.: See—

Vdtri, Richard D.; and Galasso, Frands S., 4,476,164, O
427-249.000.

Vdtri, Richard D.; and Galasso. Francis S.. 4,476,178, O
428-215.000.

Odlemore. Elben M. Computer-controlled synthetic waveform geaer
ator. 4.476,52a O. 36343.000.

Galli. Paolo: See—
Mayr. Adolfo; Galli. Paolo; Susa. Ermanno; Di Drusco, Giovanni;
aad Giachetti. Ettore, 4.476.289, O. 326-123.000.

Gallup, Briaa M.: See—
L'Abbe. Richard; St Laureat. Andre M.; Newmaa, James A.; aad
Gdlup. Brian M.. 4,473.248, O. 2-2.300.

Gangwer, James R.: See—
Demdoerfer, Fred H.; and Gangwer, James R., 4,476.231. O.
436.S34.00a

Garcia. Philippe; and Gaillard. Roger. Speed-increasing device for a
dentd handpiece 4,473.889, O. 433.103.000.

Gardiaer, William P.: See—
Sdnnitt. Richard P.; Occone, Vincent J.; and Gardiner, William P.,

4,476,013, O. 210-93.000.

Garlick, Ronald G.; aad Golman, Roman, to Robertshaw Controb
(Austrdia) Pty. Limited. Mixing vdve. 4,473,684, Q. 236-12.140.

Garrett Corporation. The: See—
Glaser, Jerry; Sirridge. Henry A.; and Ibach. Ernest J.. 4,473,824.

O. 384-306.000.

Kalman. Gabor, 4,476.424, O. 318-832.000.

Oarrick, John R.: See—
Forry. John S.; aad Oarrick, John R., 4,476,173, 0. 428-170.000.

Garvan Reaearch Development Ltd., The: See—
Kramn, Edward W.; Lazarus, LesUe; Bdl, David J.; and CWs-

hoim, Dondd J., 4,473,901, O. 60447.000.
Gasper, Alton J., to Minnesott Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Latex-reinforced polyurethane sewer sealing composition. 4,476,276.

O. 524-50a000.
Gatds. John G., to UOP Inc. Process for deashing primary cod bquids.

4.476,012, O. 208-231.00R.

Gaudin, Danid; and Le Gars, Philippe, to Thomson-CSF. Device for

detecting the optimum anode load impedance of a tiAe transmitter in

a Udi ftwuency transmission chain. 4,476,378, CI. 433-113.000.

Ocer, Susan M.: See-
Toner, John L.; Daniel, Danid S.; and Geer, Susan M., 4.476,007,

O. 204417.000.

Geke, Jurgen: See—
Wilk, Hans-Christoph; and Geke, Jurgen, 4,476.269. O.

324-297.000.

Odardi. Paul J.: See-
MacLeod. Robert B., Jr.; Landry, Vincent E; and Gelardi. Paul J.,

4,475,700. 0. 242-197.000.

Gelkft Dale A., to Procter * Gamble Company, The. Absorbent
devices. 4.475,911, O. 604-367.000.

Generd Acoustics Corpontion: See-
Smith. David A., 4.475,867, O. 415-1 19.00a

Generd Electric Company: See-
Burns, Richard D.; and Wesseldyk, Albert J., 4,476,082, O.

264-288.400.

Chambers, Gregory R.; and Tdley, John J., 4,476,329. d.
568-804.000.

DaUavia, Anthony J., Jr.; Van Vleck, Gordon T.; aad Trever,

Frank J., 4,476J4I. O. 302-136.000.

Eckberg, Richard P.. 4.476.166, 0. 427-387.000.

Flax. Steirfien W.. 4.473.395, O. 73-599.000.

Flax. Stephen W.; and Ofover. Oary H., 4.475.396, 0. 73-399.000

Flax, Stephen W.. 4,473,40a O. 73-631.000.

Franke, Earnest A.; and Highton, Frederick J., 4,476,573, O.
435-76.000.

Hale. Alan A., 4.473,831, 0. 407-113.000.

Honinger, Vernon B., 4,476,406. 0. 310-136.000.

Liu. Nan-I, 4,476.274. O. 324443.000.

Marie Victor, 4,476,294, 0. 328-125.000.

Ragonese, Louis J.; Schmitz, Nicholas A.; Bevaoqua, Saverio P.;

and Owyang, Kmg, 4,47S,28a O. 29-377.00C.

Riley, James K.; and Flax. Stephen W.. 4.473.397, O. 73-599.000.

Roedd, George P., 4,476,291, O. 328-14.000.

Thomson, Benjamin M., 4,473,363, O. 68-23.300.

Vaughn. Howard A., Jr., 4.476.281, O. 324-767.000.

VertMcky. John W., Jr.; and O'Ndl. Eibridge A., Jr., 4.476.309, 0.
548-480.000.

Generd Foods Corporation: See—
Hardie-Muncy, Darlene A.; Coker, Guy C; and Wauters, Ronald

P., 4,476,143, O. 426-283.000.

Shoaf, Myron D.; and Basile, Peter A., 4,473,448, 0. 99-323.100.

Generd Motors Corpontion: See—
Arlauskas, Alfonsas; and Augunas, Algis G., 4.473.754, O.

292-336.300.

Atkins, Terrance J.; Field, Martin J . and Makusij, Andrew J.,

4,473,316, O. 123470.000.

Cnwfbrd. Ray V.; Pihuski. Regis V.; and Rumpf, Robert J..

4,473.769. O. 297-331.000.

FIdm, Thomas A.; Stephens, Glen; and Milter, Edwin J., 4,473,634,

O. I88-2I8.00A.

Gray, Ronald N.; and Davis, Ronald G.. 4,476,449. 0. 333-138.000.

4.S:-227 O.G.-84-I7
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DoaaU J.. M7^06S. aOriflin, Michari D.; and
26l-6S.O0a

KMdtf, Divid R.. M7S,486, 0. I23-S2XI0M.
Licati. Jowph P.; Lefanhoff, Rkhaid N.; and Terkoiki, Frank J..

M7«k4l6^ CL 31»-2S3.00a
Lyalad. Laonard A.. M7S,263. Q. lS-250.l9a
TaOay. Paal E.; and Rochford. Harry T.. M7S.97S. a.

IS6>234.00a

Golay, Kenneth W. Air i

face nuak. M7S^9, Q. 2-«.l
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magnetic attachment for a wdder't

OoMaaiBer. Oeorg, to Schuben * Salaer Ahtiiiiawrihchaft Mas-
WnefcMTWW. achinenMmk. Suction duct for textik "Mtrliinft M7S,269. a. 19-

M).(XMl.

OoMfiub, Adolph £.; and Everitt, Detanar K.. to Gold&ib, Adcriph E.
Toy vehicle qipaiatn* for weiaht pulUng. M7S.304> CL 446465.000.

Goldman, Robert N., to LialM Stgntturei,lac Secure tramaction card
and verifkation lyctem. 4,476,461,d 340423.034.

_ Eric; Tromp, Chantal L.; and QoHi, Serge,
4,476,221.0.435-2.000.

'^

aa. (Mile B.:acone, Eric; Tromp. Chantal L.; and GoO. Serge, Goll. Serge: Ste—
4,476J21.a 435-£000. Kane. Odile B.; George,

OaofflB. J. Aatbooy: See- 4,476,22 1. Q. 435-2.0(

Read, C Lawion; and George, J. Anthony, 4,475,713, a. GoUub, Klaus, to Ber^iam Enort GmbH. Joint amemUy for canig
251-214.00a celb. 4,476,066, a. 26I-»!00a

^^
Gaonm, Michad P. Data cartridge tape drive amemMy. 4,476404, Q. Gofanan, Roman: See—
MMISXX). Qattick, Ronald G.; and Golman, Roman. 4.475,684, Q.

236-12.140.

Goittbnichy, Vladislav V.: See—
Yakubovkh, Sokwion L.; Roiaea, Mant E.; Gohibaichy, Vladii-

Gcmd, kas-Looii; and Le Marchand, Claade, to Soctele Anooyme
DBA. DiK brake iachidi«g a movable amemMy. 4,475,633, Q.
in-73.4S0.

Oeibcr, Jaam E^ Harwood, Jon W.; and Hay. CUaton R., to APX
Orom lac UaiverHl muffler mwrnbly. 4,475,623, CL 181-243.000.

Geihaidt, Glenn E.: See-—
ftaaaa, WaDaca R.; Gcrhardt, Glean E; and Gregorovich, Baril

v., 4^76JJ0l a. 524.364.00a
Garfeart, Roland T., to lEM Ltd. Fireplace unit 4^75,531, Q.

126>l214n0.

Geriiaf. Voldemar E: See-
Y2abovich.

lav v.; Gerling, VoMemar E; aad Slepaaov. Jury N., 4,476,388,
CI. 250-361.OCR.

Gomi, Hirodu, to Tokyo Shibaura DeaU g«t««»»<ln Kaidia. Tnmittor
circuit 4,476,443, CL 33O-288.00a

Gonella. Jacques, to Sigma Tau ladistrie Farmaoeatiche Riunites, p.A.
Thiolic derivatives or erythromycin having therapeutic activity, aad
pharmaceutical compoations containing them. 4^476,120, a.
424-180.000.

L.; Kotsen, Mant E; Golubnichy, Vladit- Goodman, Joseph R.: See—
lav V^ Gcrbg, Vddemar E; and Stepanov, Jury N., 4,476,388,
CL 2SO-361.O0R.

Aiick, John C; Douty, George H.; Goodmaa, Jos^ R.; Jones.
Kennit M., Jr.; Landis, John M.; Snyder, Clair W., Jr.; Wontti^

GarrilMa. Fredcrik H.; aad Jamaen, Daniel J. G., to U.S. PUUps Corpo- John A.; and ZeU, Dak R.. 4,475,781, G. 339.17.0LM.
ratioa. Telephoae wbacribar liae kwpiag circuit 4,476,352, CL 179- Goodyear Tire A Rubber Compaay, The: See—
81.00R.

lefslaar. Normaa G. Roller equipped eartbworktng
4,475,602,a 172-713.00a

'^'-»'»~- ""» iber.

Beta, lahak. 4^75,942.a 7146.000.
Gastn KondaaaatabWter GmbH ft Co. KG: See-

FbOer, Werasr, 4^75,569,a lil-mxtOO,
OtnyOaComumy.See-
^PtMmm, Robert K, 4y475,593, G. 166>28l.00a
Ohadin, Moijtitat See^

cm, Rolaiid; Ghadiii, Mojtaba; aad Cooke, Michael J.. 4,475,931
CL 55-77.000.

GHT, GnaaQsehaft ftaer Hochtemperatuncaktor-Technik mbH: Sm>—

Christie, Wilham C, 4,475,384. Q. 73-146.00a
PttgiUy. Brian W., 4,476,272, 0. 524-3981000.

Goo^ Johan; aad van de Kamp, Headricns H., to Gist-Brocades
N.V. 4-(2-[Bh(hak»heayl)methoxy]-€thyn-a-<iabttituted pbenyl>l-
piperazinealkancri derivatives, proceti for their preparstion and
pharmacentkal preparatiOBS ooatuiiag them. 4.476,129, a.
424-250.000.

GoraaHo. Richard J. Method aad system for prdieating fod. 4^75,523,
a. 123-557.000.

Gofbateako, Igor V.: See—
Vaailiev. Boris P.; Borisov, Nikolai L.; Semeaov, Mikhail K.;
Pbnomarev. Ivan K.; Tyryshkiaa, Galiaa B.; aad Goihateako,
Igor v.. 4.475,587, Q. 165-14a00a

!-494.00a

MoOar-Fraak, UMch; Rentier, Herbert; aad UUrich. ManAed, Gordon, Roger E; and Amin, Saajay I., to Upioha Compaay. The.
4,476,019. CL 376*381.00a

" *

Giachedi, Ettorc: S^»—
Mayr, Addfo; GaOi, Faola. Susa, Ermaaaa. Di Drusco. Giovanni;
aad Oiachetti. Ettore. 4,476,289, a. 526-125.000.

Crystallization of ibuprofea. 4,476,248, CL
Gores, Carolyn C: See-

Gores, Kenneth W.; and Gores, Caroiya C. 4,475,888, G.
_ _ „ 433-42.000.

Aatboay F.; Salkdd, Ridterd' W.; aad Aadersoa, Neal P.. to ^^<>'**> Koneth W.; and Gores, Carolyn C. Aaterioriy joined dental
United Tachaologks Corporatioa. CMiag a metal angle crystal ***Y*- 4.475.888, G. 433-42.000.

artick using a seed crystal aad a hdix. 4^475,582, G. 164-122.200. Ooschke, Richard; Ferrini. Pkr G.; aad SaUmaan, Alfred, to Gba-
Geigy Corporation. AcyhjuiaoUaoae derivatives, aad antialkfgic
prnarations and methods of inhibitiag allergic reactkms usiag them.
4,476,132, G. 424-258.00a -

Oiaaeto, Aagria Method aad apparatus for comjpacting containers.
4,475,449, G. lOIMIOOa

Gtaoa, Richard L., to Seaaoa-AO ladastries, lac. Custodial htch
asseoMy for wiadows aad the like. 4,475,31 1, G. 49-1764)00.

Giddiags, Biaadford E; aad Jorkasky, Richard J., n, to Standard OU
Coopany, The. Metal dodecytbenzeaesulfoaates as processing aids
for pohfcarboaatas. 4,476J75, G. 525-462.000.

Gilbert, Barrie, to Aaalog Devices, Inc. Trigonometric functioo gener-
ator. 4,476^538, G. 36«17J0a

Gilbert. Everett E, to Unitad States ofAmerica, Army. 1,3,5,7-Tetnni-
troxyadamaataae. 4,476^060, G. 26(M66000.

Gill, Michael: Si*—

^«*^*'S*' **^ C; Md Gin, MichaeL 4,475,537, G. 126438.000.
Giuette Company, The: See^

Graner, George P., 4,475,882. G. 431-1 1 1.000.
Girps^hradiail M., to PPG Industries, Inc. Resorciaol-akkhyde resin
composaion for an adhesive system to be appUed to alsas flbeis.
4:474.191,6. 428-378.000.

^^^ '^

Goaselin, Gilks J. M.: Sc*—
IndMch, Jean-Louis; and Gosselin. Gilles J. M., 4,476,301, G.

536-27.000.

Gostic. William J.: See—
Rhemer, Chris C; Hu^iea, Soott E; aad Gostic William J.,

4,475,98a G. 156403.000.
Goto, Kunio: See—

NisUno, Hnoshi; Omao, Fumiichi; Masuko, Tettuo; Goto, Kunio;
and Takahashi. MaMO, 4.476,169. G. 428-34.000.

Goto. YosUhiro: See—
Tsumaki. Masahiro; Fujii, Toahihiko; Kamiya, Kdeaki; Suzuki,

Haruo; and Goto, Yoshihiro, 4.475.462, G. I05-149.00a
Gotoh, Ichisei: Srr

Yamawaki. Satoahi; Sugihara, Atsushi; KobayaaU. Yasashi; Uuda,
Hiroahi; Kuramasu, Yukio; and Gotoh, tcUsei, 4,475,96a G.
148-26.000.Gist-Brocades N V Sir—

G^jg^Jotan; and van de Kamp, Hendrio^ "^aliSST-SN-pm^^
Takaharu, 4,475.739, G. 277.216.00a

424-25a000.

°Si(i5LTl!?£j£?^'^i^ Gotthng. Helmut: Sie-
oSSL^t^&ii^^ ^^ 4,475,824, G. 384-306.000. nSsfcld, Walter, aad Gottling. Hefanut. 4,475,572, G.

"iSSJa!*' £SE' 125*^ 21S: '*te, ^TSt^^"^' Oo»«»^ ^a^ S; aad SulUvan, John V.. to Commonwealth Scientiffcgttg. Bemhard; aad Hofer, Rauer, 4,476^7, G. ,2l ladustrial Research Organization. Atomk spectral kmp.ai i9*.fw.
4,476.413, G. 313-550.000.

Gottlter, Victor H. Workbench with multiple<lamping arrangement
4,475.727. G. 269-88.000.

Govemak, Bernard C, to Peachtree Doors. Inc. Locking arrangeaient
for sliding doors. 4,475,313, G. 49.37a000.

GoyaL Pradiant K.: See—
Lovgrea, Ernest G.; and GoyaL Prashant K., 4,475,271, G.

19-105.000.

Goyert, Wilhefan: See—
Salzburg, Herbert; Meyborg, Holger, Goyert, Wilhehn; and

M., 4,476,253, G. 521-176.000.

GlasBlach, Inc:Sf»—
Nitschke, John S., 4,475,937,a 65-163.000.

GkioGn» Liarited: See—

%,2flSl ^' ** Clitherow. John W., 4,476,126. G
42^248.56a

Gkaaon, George W.: Snr—
Daudt, Stephen W.; Gkaaon. George W.; Hermanson, William C;
and Oben, Arthur A., 4,476,533, G. 364-473.000.

S^JS*""^ ^ Scalfold bracket 4,475,626, G. 18MSO.000.
Gtock. Gaston. Spade. 4,475,757, G. 294-51.000.
Glover, Gary R: Sai^

«-/fe.W" ^ 'JSS °'°^«'' °^ «•• .^5.M6, G. 73-599.000.
GoflT, Wilhc Jr.; and WUhams. Errol R., Jr., to International Business

Barnes, James
Graham, Anne M.: See—

Pesa, Frederick A.; and Graham, Anne M., 4,476,247, G.
%M •-' '"-- • T-.

—
•
•"--*— 502-325.000.

aiacMnsa cofpwaiKm. Cf»cidveiMcring mean for unifonn rib- Gravely, David A., to Pyrocbem. Inc. Burner and iadaerator system
boa tod aad take^ip mechaaam. 4.475.829. G. 400-232.000. for liquid waste. 4.475.466. G. 1 10-238.000.
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. 4,475,661. G.

B.. 4,476,1H G.

Gray, Robert L., Jr.; aad Hokombe, Thomas C to Uaion CaiWde
Corporation. N-Parsffin iaoparaffin separation prooasa using wash of
recyek purge gas. 4,476,345, G. 585-IZaOOa

Gray, Ronald N.; and Davis, Ronald G., to General Motors Corpora-
tioa. Switch actuator for a reawte ooetrol uait 4,476,449, G.
335-138.000.

GrayhOL lac: See—
MitaL Deaais Itl, 4,476^55,a 20O-5.OOA.

Graziaao, Fraak D.; aad Kuzieiaka, Edmuad J., to Material Sdeaces
Corporatioa. Orgsaopolysiknaae ooatiag oompositioas. 4,476,264,
CL 523-4354)0a

—r—
Greca Cross CorporatioB, The; Sar

Wataaate, Ryoao; Kawasuau, Keiichi; Maeda, Shoichi; aad 9ioi,
TakaaU. 4.476,093, G. 422-61.00a

Greea, Jaaies A., 11: See—
Youag. Doaald C; aad Greea, James A.. II, 4,476,113, G.
424-16l.00a

Bader, Fraak E; aad Greea. Martia L., 4.475.983, CL 156656.000.
Greeabaam, Eliaa, to Uaitad Stataa of America, Eaeny. Prooass for

photosyatbeticaDy splittiag water. 4,476,105, CL 423 648JOR.
Greeaiag Donald Co. Ltd.: jcr

Colfier, John D., 4,475,656, CL 21l-41.00a
Grnorovich, Basil V.: See—

Brasea, WaOaoe R.; Gerhardt, Gkaa E; aad Gregorovich, Basil
v., 4,476,27aa 524-364.00a

Grciaer, Max; aad Konrath. Karl, to Robert Bosch GmUi Fiid iiyeo-
tksa pi^ for iatcraal combustion engines. 4,475,521, G.
123-502.000.

GreaL Hdmut W.: 5n
Walter, Leo; and GrenL Helmut W., 4,475,78aa 339-I7.00C

Grieb, Hubert; and Khasmaaa. Wilfried, to MTU Moiorea-Uad Tur-
biaea Uaioa Munehea GmbH. Heat axchaager. 4,475,586. G. 165-
134.0ML

Griffia, Mkdiad D.; aad laminmdf. Doaald J., to Geaeral Motors
CorporstiOB. Progressive throttk pnsitinning system. 4.476.068. G.

^261•65.00a
Griffia, Robert B. Taaiper-iadicatiag rffwtaiitf

2l5-366.00a
Griffith, Jaaies B.: See—

Sanborn, Harold C; aad Griffith. Ji

428-585.00a
Grigoriaa, AlfM N.; Kovakv. Aadrei P.; Latov. Vitaly V.; Makarov.

fnkcriai D.; aad Katrush. Rady V.. to Vsaspiuzay Naachaoia-
skdovatehky lastitat Siateza Bdkov. Apparatus for ooatiauously
disiategratiag cdb of microorgaaisms. 4,476,225. CL 435.287.00a

Grimado, Philip B.; Hdt, Veraoa E; aad OsifcUa, Nidnks. to ATftT
Bell Laboratories. Coatnri system for effideat iatenaitleat operatwn
of buildiag HVAC equipment 4,475,685, G. 23646.00R.

Grimes, Mark W.: Sar—
Beegk, Mark J.; aad Qvam, Mark W., 4,476^51,a 179-77.00a

Grines, Patrick G.; aad EiaskiB. Harry, to Exxoa Research ft Eagi-
neetiag Ca Method of coastructiag aa improved dectroeheBiical
ceU. 4,475.282, G. 29423.100.

Grimm, Raiaer. Bohai. Hont; aad Sdiafer. Peter, to Rockwell-Golde
GmbR SUdiag roof for aatoBMbiks. 4,475,767. G. 296-221.00a

Grob ft Co. Akoieagesellschaft: See—
Baumaaa, Haas. 4,475.574, G. 139-92.00a

Gram, Werner: See^
Hascher-Rekhl. Aata; Kidmch. Haas; aad Gross, Werner.
4.475,69a G. 239-585.000.

Grow, Carolyn P.: See—
Creaa, Pater A.; D'Orteazio, Remo J.; aad Grow, Caroiya P.,

4,476,542, G. 36440a000.
Grubisic Vatroslav: See—

Focher, Geriiard; aad Grubisk, Vatroskv, 4,475,383, G.
73-146.000.

Oraadfoa A/S: See—
Jeaaea, Nids D.; aad Nidsen. Kurt F., 4,475,873, G. 417-422.000.

Oruner, George P., to Gillette Company, The. Gas maatk with aspi-

rated pilot light. 4,475.882. G. 431-111.000.

Grunwald, Werner; and Schmatz. Jurgea, to Robert Bosch GmbH.
Wkk-gq* ignition distributor. 4.475,491, CL 123.146.50A.

Oruppo Lepetit S.p.A.: See—
Coroaelli, Carohaa; Bordu, Aagela, Pinli, Gforgio; aad Mistrdk,

Giovanni. 4,476,111, 07424-119.000.
GTE Laboratories lacocporated: See—

Auborn, Jamea J., 4^476,204, G. 429-196.00a
GTE Products CoiporaiioB: Sar—

Liaag, Aatboay; aad Cox. Roaald W., 4,475,959, G. 148-24X100.

GulczyasU. Zdziskw. Push^ power amplifkr. 4,476,441, G.
33O.26L00a

^^
GulfOa Corp.: Sar—

Yori(, Eari D.; aad Potter. DarrdI D.. 4,475.965, G. 149-21.000.

Guptm. Richard P.: Sar—
Kuhhnann. Ervea J.; Gaptill. Rwhard P.; Jung. Dick Y.; and Zang.
Hyuag K.. 4.476.009. CL 2064.0LE

Ouae. Rolf: See—
Proooli, Johaaa C; Guse. Rdf; aad Tabibi, Sohrab, 4.475,331, CL

57.263A)0.
OyUaad, E Frederick, Jr.: Sir-

PaiOB. R Neil; SUOiag. Joha B.; Saadys, Jeffery P.; aad Gytkad.
E Frederick, Jr., 4,175,722, G. 267.9.00C

H ft H Oliver Corporatioe: See—
Oliver, R Ldtoy, 4,475,859, G. 411.361i)0a

foraa

Toggk actuated bench ckmp. 4,475,728, G.

Haaitoach, Wilkm R., to U.S. PUKps Corporstion. Stowue (

eketric oord. 4.475,649, G. 206^.00a
Habetz, Hubert: Sw—

"^.Sf^SL?*'"**'' ««"»«h; Md Habetz, Hubert, 4,476,320,
G. 560-103.000.

Haddad. Atdiur K.
269-94.00a

Hader, Hdmut Dentd stiailmmii for fixint dentd
4,475,891, G. 433-181.00a

Haeno, Akire: Sw-
Watanabe, Kazuo; Kominami. Yasuo; Tddzawa, Yoahiyuki; and
Haeno. Akirs. 4,476,502, G. 36065.000.

Haertl, Christof, to Siemens AktiengeseDschaft. Hearing aid device to
be won in the ear. 4,47^353, G. I79-I07.0IS.

Haani. Rolf; and Wddner, Pder. to Skmeas Aktkngesdhchaft
Method and circuit arrangement for transmittiag comanraication
sigaals between switching centen of fint and second switching
networics aeerating with different transmission procedures. 4,476,347^
G. 178*3.000.

Haines, Kenneth IL, to Waddmgton ft Duvd Holdmgi Limited. Prem
taps. 4,475,566, G. 137-68.00^1.

Hair, Michad L.: See—
Croodier, Mdvin D.; Duff, James M.; Hair. Mkhad L.; Lok, Kar

P.; and Wong, Raymond W., 4,476,21a G. 430-1 14.000.
Hakugen Ca, Ltd.: Si»—

TakeucU. Kdnosuke, 4,476,171, G. 428-38.000.
Haloon SD Groap, lac. The: See—

Khoobkr, Sargis, 4,476,325, G. 568-479.000.
Pahner, Burton J.; and Poduszny, Joseph V., 4,476,238, G.

502-31.000.

POroeUi. Rkhard V., 4,476^37, G. 5O^31.00a
Hale, Alan A., to Generd Electric Compaay. Inserts for cuttint tools.

4,475,851, G. 407-1 13.000.

Han, Jaaies E; aad Schdz. Doaald N., to Fueatoae Toe ft Rabber
Compaay, The. Catdyst system ooatainiag aa aniomc initiator based
on lithium and phoepfaine oxide modifkr. 4,476J4a G. 503-155.000.

HaU, John B.; Sanden, James M.; and Siano, James N., to Interaatioad
Fkvon ft Fragrances lac Fkvoriag of dUaoeons-flavorBd food-
stafh. 4,476,14770. 426-534.00a

HaUam. WOliam R. Hoeie demaad ooatroOer. 4,476,398, G. 307-39.000.
Halpiae, Joseph C, to Measuremem R ft D Corporation. Doubk wdl
meter prover. 4,475,377, CL 73-3.00a

Ham. Naacy M.; aad Miyazaki, Terako, to Gba-Geigy Corporatioa.
Castabk polyarethaae systems. 4,476,292, G. 52840000.

Hamai, Kyugo: See—
Furukawa, Jumchi; Nakagawa, YasuUko; Nakai, MeroM; nd
Hamd, Kyugo, 4,475,492, G. 123-179.0BG.

Hamataai. Teroo; aad OUbo. Kiyomi. to Toyo Kogyo Co, Ltd. Rear
seat arraageawat for motor vduck aad the hkc 4.475,763, G. 296-
65.00R.

Haaienaesh, Charles L., to Rockwdl laternatioad Corporation. Fric-
tion materid for brake liningB and the like. 4,476,256, G. 523-151000.

Hanabusa. KaneUsa: Ser—
Miyoshi, Shigeto; Hanabusa. Kandusa; and Kagami, Toshw,
4.476.035.0.25242.540.

Haaawa. Masatoshi, to Tokyo Shibaars Dedd Kabushiki Kaisha. Radi-
ation detector haviag radiation source position detecting means.
4.476,390 G. 250-385.000.

Hancock Wflliam L.. to Hoover UmvemL lac Wire spriag mseasUy
for sofi dener msttnmi 4.475,724, 0. 267-103.000.

Hand, Cdvin R, Jr.; Hand, David J.; and Careatti, John A., to Hand,
Cdvin H., Jr.; Hand. David J.; Mulqueen, Herbert, Jr.; and Abrams.
Stan. Bknaassburaer with grate therefor aad method of operation.
4.475.471. G. 1 10-345.000.

Head. David J.: See—
Head. Cdvia R. Jr.; Head, David J.; aad Careatti, Joha A.,
4,475,471,0.110-345.000.

Haaey, Kdth M., to Wafter-Neer Maaufiscturiag Co. lac Gamp aad
insert for damping driffing tubulart 4.475.607. CL 175-421000

Hanna, Marie R.: See—
Sprecker. Marii A.; Hanna, Marie R.; Tokarcewski, Richard J.;

Bdko, Robert P.; WatUns. Hugh; and Vock, Mnftad R.
4,476,042, O. 252-S22.00R.

HaHKn, Pad E; and Ndson, Robert L., to Minnesou Mhu^ md
Manufocturing Company. Dry culture media. 4,476,226, CL
435-299.000.

Hanson, Gary N. laterioddng building blocks and system usint the
same. 4,475,326, O. 52-286X»a

Hare, HOrayoshi; bad. Hirozo; aad Ignchi, Youji, to l^atsariuta Elec-
tric Woita, Ltd. Ekctrk shaver having improved hair disoosd
system. 4,475,285, 0. 30-41 .600.

Hara, Kazuo: jcr
Suzuki. HitosU; aad Hara. Kazao, 4.475.512, G. 123-440000.

Hara. Kuniyoshi: See—
Jo. Todritaka; Hara. Kudyoshi; Miznta. Koichi; and Yamamoto,

HiraaU, 4,476,400 G. 307-147.000.

Harada, Takao; and Yazawa, GuUro, to Ihan Chemicd Industry Co.
Ltd. Process for the preparstioo of 1.3-propuediol bis(p«ainobea.
zoate). 4.476,318, G. 560-50000

Hardea, Eldoa A.; aad McSweeney, Michad A., to Intemationd
Harvcater Co. Variabk width plow system with shim means adjust-
maM. 4,475.601, G. 172-283.000

Hardie-Muacy. Darkae A.; Coker, Guy C; aad Waaters, RoaaM P., to
Gcaard Foods Corporstion. Method for aggtooerating
seadtive materials. 4,476,145, 0. 426-285.000.
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Ay^an, Dnid: and Haidy. Marie C, 4.475,W1,d 7M7.fl0a
HanM, John R.: Siw—

Andkm, RoMid L.; and Hanm. John R.. 4,475,332, a.
(O-329.000.

Harper, taphca 11; and Stahz, Ittfny H.. to Dow Chemical Com-
paay, The. uqaid distributiiig apparatin for a liouid-vapor contact
ootana AAttm.a 261.97.000.

Harria Corporation: Str—
Patel. Vipin N., 4,475,955, Q. I4».|.500.

Harm Onphics Corpontion: Set^

'''ySi;

£

£?
"'*'''*"** 0« «• Herman, John L.. 4,475,425. a.

l3>iQ0.00O.

HarriOInbert to Peannt Reaeareh * Tctting Uba. Inc. Method of
ptodno^ a itorry fitom crap product*. 4,476,148. Q. 426^9.00a

Huri^Rotet S.. to Stent Inc. Radiator cap prate. 4,475,3W. a.

*HfS^5?52? *^ ***^ ^^ **" "^ *«•« P«*e- 4,476.028. Q.
2IO>774.000.

Hanhaw/FBtroi Futaerihip: 5m^
CUanf. Robert L.; and Scherzer. Jnlisa, 4,476,239, Q. 502^68.000.

Hartmann, Ednaid. to Bueher<hiyer AO. Mechanaa for rrlraiatilii

MCHiBf a dnaafe dement to a pnm. 4,475/451. a. 100-IO7.000.
Harwood, Jon W Stt—

°ts'iasz Si-ffisr '" *' •- "•' "«" -^^

?5!rJ2!*^ Monetic valve, in particolar a Ibd iiuectkn valve.
4,475.6901 CL 239-581000.

Haae, YoahiAmu: Sw—
Nakatea. Yaano; Nanmo, SUnicU; Haae, Yodiifiimi; and Gotoh,
Takahara, 4.475,739, Q. 277-216.000.

^^
Haaepwa, Kazutaka: Ste^

M** 5??* '''**'^ Norihita. Kohama. Tokio; Kanehara. Keaji:

SfvJiSU*''*^ "** Haaegawa. Kazntaka. 4.475,388. a.
73>2M.000.

Koamota, Takaahi; Mieno, Todiiyuki; and
J to Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Syatera for controlling

J rnbjrtynchroooos control of nppiementary air. 4,475.505.
a. 123-339.000.

HaahimolD, Kaano: 5^»—
Tamori. MicUtoahi. deceeaed; Kobayaihi. Hideo; Hadumoto.

« ^.'^*«^"«*K«'*^K««w>.M76k539. a. 364^25.000.
HaahuBOto, Kenichiro, to Canon KabaahiU Kaidia. Non-impact print-_ 4^475 125, a. 400-120.000.

YMhfldco; Nakagnchi. Otamn; Hemmi. Keui; Yonithi,
^ T!fe?^"**«* O''***' S«<»W; and Hashimoto,
i. 4.476k0Sa a. 260-1 I2.50R.

HaakeHBarin O.. to ATAT BeO Laboratoriea. Techmque for providing

2?«>f**5lj' jj^-*?f*:***^ «* conventional color televi-
on. 4k476b48<. Q. 358-11.000.

Haider, Yngve Sw-
BergpcB. Benny; and Haider. Yngve. 4,476.363, Q. 219-10.55A.

Haatinp, Om H.. to Tnnaaction Security. Inc. Transaction lecurity
ydoBind modnlar tmnction proccanig center. 4,475.465, a.

"y^.J**"''? J"ico Home Hedth Care Products. Inc. Shower
tranafer bench. 4.475056. a. 4-562.000.

Hatanaka, Kop:S«t—

uJE^?*^.T^ "*• "*«»•* Koji. 4.476.378. a. 219-270.000.

^2I5'v3*S2_^' ^ ^^"9** Corporation. Shock absorbing

tM^!^^ i ^!*°" cd*ietr4.475.267.d 16-288.00a
Hatichek. Rudolf; and Bemau, Werner, to Asulab S.A. Method and
appmtMfor perfbmung blood prearare measurements. 4,475,557, a.

Hatton, Leahe: Sep—

^'S?*^ *^!^ ^j «•»». L«««; f***^ Gregory E.; and

H^JHfjJS^SJ:^ M76.553, a. 367-144.000^

'Mft4aar313!lSao'"'^ "^ ''"^"^ ^''-~^'

Hatvany, Beia R.: Sn^
,j^^iJ[f*'jJJ^S «jJ_H«vany, Bda R.. 4,476.463. Q. 340-712.001

°Si?^!?'?^ift!I?*5!^ ^f*^' ^«**'' Wenddin; and Riditer.
Hermnm. 4.475.826. G. 400-124.001

Haww^Hany L.; and Bed. Olenn L. to R. M. Smith. Inc. Variable
diMon nmo hoaeHud qnyer. 4,475,689, Q. 239.318.00a

Haudand, Tor.Arvid: Stt—
^ZMxrtnU, Antoni M.; Hatton. Lcdie; Parties. Ongory E.; and

u "«*r^Tor.Arvid. 4^76453, a. 367-144.000.
Haumm^olftang: S^ir—

Kto^. Petw; Schumann. Klaus; Altemchopfer, Theodor; Hau-

SBftxm ""^ *** Smolka. Heinz G.. 4.475.663, a.

Havetand. Svaad: Sm—

*5R78«0 ' ^' "** "•^««««». Svend. 4.476.118. Q.

"ll!!^S!!ff:'̂ '?' ^^

^^^'^'ifr
J«»«fc" T.. to Tdedyne Industries.

Inc. High temperature mam flowmeter. 4.475487, CL 73-202.000.

Hay. CUnton R.: See—
Gcfber. Jamea E.; Harwood, Jon W.; and Hay. Ointoo IL,

4.475.623. O. 181-243.000.

Hayakawa, Masaharu: See—
Kaloa. Takadu; Hayakawa, Masaham; and Mroaawa, Kdenori.

4.476.067. a. 261.39.00A.
Hayakawa. Masatoshi; Aio. Koichi; Ueddra. Satoru; Ochiai. Yoahitaka;

Matsuda. Hideki; Hotd. Kazidude; and Hayadii, Kaznhiko. to Sony
Corporation. Anneding method for amorphous magnetic alloy.

4.475.962, Q. 148.|08.dSa
^^

Hayamizu, Toshisada. to Olympus Opticd Co., Ltd. Annukr illununa*
tion device. 4.476.519. Q. 362.32.001

Hayase. Shuzi; and OmsU. Yaiunobu, to Tokyo SUbanra DenU Kabu*
diiki Kaisha. PhotocuraMe nliooo compound composition. 4.476,290,
a. 528-13.000.

Hayashi. Kanhiko: See—
Hayakawa. Masatoshi; Aso. Koichi; Uedaira, Sdoru; Odnai. Yo>

shitaka; Matsuda, Hkldd; Hotd, KazuUde; and Hayadu.
Kazuhiko. 4.475.962. Q. 148.108.001

Hayadiida. Takanori. to Yamaha HataodoU KabodnU Kdaha. Indne-
tion system of four stroke intend combustion enghie. 4,475.509. Q.

Hayatdavoudi. AaadoUah. to Petroleum Instrumentation k Techndogi-
cd Services. Separator sub. 4.475.603, Q. 175-65.001

Heahhdyne, Inc.: S^*—
Brock. R. Wade. 4.475.558. Q. 128-711000.

Heard. Robert A. H.. to Signfix Limited. Tape dkMiitiiia oack.
4.475.652. Q. 20M09.000. ^ —p-™™* P*.-

Hecht, Oeorg: &ie—
Baackmann . Dirk; Hecht, Georg; Schlaaenhaft, Johaan; and
Schndl Kari. 4.476.561. Q. 37l5s.001*^^

^^^
Hegarty. WiUiam P.; and Schmidt, WilUam P., to Air Products and
Chemicds. Inc. ProccM for separating carbon dioxide and sulfor.oon.
tainins gases from .a synthetic fiid production procem ofTgas.
4.475.34770.62-17.001

r y am-

Heiddbach. Gerhard. Retainer element fior a dentd noadiesis.
4.475.891 a. 433-173.000.

I"«ui«-.

HdddA. Hortt; and Jackd. Gemot, to Deguasa Aktiengeadlachaft.
Matend foMewdry and commodities and procem fbr its production.
4,476,091 CI. 419-19.000.

Heibnan, Martin S.: See—
Langer, Alob A.; and Hdbnan, Martin S., 4,475,551, Q. 128.
419.00D.

Heilskov, Jens A. Landing net 4,475,628, Q. 182-198.000.
Heinzel, Irving C: See-

Brooks, William R.; and Hdnzd. Irving C, 4,475,543, Q.
128-78.001

Hdse Manuficturing Ca, Inc.: See—
Hdse. Stanley R.; Blackston. Michad D.; Zdach, Michad B.; and

Panelle. John L. B.. 4.475.308, Q. 49^2.000.
Hdae. Stanley R.; Btackston. Micha* D.; Zddch. Michad B.; and
ParwOe. John L. B.. to Heise Manufhctivmg Co.. Inc.; and Rdatad
Enernr ft Security. Revolving door system. 4.475.308. Q. 49m001

Heidg, Rolf: See—
l^rth. Hans-Joachim; and Heidg, Rolf. 4,475,345, Q. 62-6.000.

Heidwa. Rondd E.; Kiricpatrick. Gregg R.; Newman, Garry P.; and
Stewart James D. Piano lift 4,475,714, Q. 2S449.0ni.

Heiss, Dieter: See—
MatzoM. Uwr, and Heiss, Dieter, 4,476,577, a. 455-102.000.

Hdix Technology Corporatton: See-
Young. Neds O.; Henderson. Robert; and Keraey, Peter J.,

4.475.346, Q. 62-6.000.
'

HeUsten, Kart M. E.; Bmaniiriiaon. Jan O.; Wahlen. Svante L.; and
Thebrin. Axd I. Surface-active quaternary ammonium compounds
for treatinent of textiles and cdlulosic materials. 4.47^^3. Q.
564-294.000.

Hemmi. KeUi: See—
Kitaura. Yoshihiko; Nakaguchi, Oiamu; Hemmi. Kdji; Yooidii.

Satoshi; Takeno. Hidekazu; Okada. Satodu; and Hadumoto.
Masadu. 4.476.051 0. 260-1 12.S0R.

Henderson, Robert: See
YouM. Ndls O.; Henderson. Robert; and Kerney, Peter J..

414^446. a. 62-6.001
Hendrickaoo. Richard T.. to Bendix Corporation, The. Brake apparans.

4.475,444. Q. 91-519.001
^^

Henkd Corporation: See—
O'Lenick. Anthony J.. 4,476,043, Q. 252.544.001
O'Lenick. Anthony J.. 4.476.044, Q. 252-545.001
O'Lenick, Antimny J., 4,476.045, a. 25^S45.001

Henkd Kommanditgesellschall nuf Aktian: See-
Kittscher. Peter. Schumann, Klaus; Ahmachopfier, Theodor; Hau.
mann, Wolfgang; and Smolka, Hdnz G., 4,475,663. O.
220-87.000.

PkMg. Uwe; Wegener. Ingo; Glad, Joharni; Erwied. Werner,
Bartiiick. Bemhard; and Hofer, Rdner. 4,476,037, a.
252^354.000.

WUk, Hans-Christoph; and Geke, Jurgen, 4.476.269. a.
524-297.000.

Heaneberg. Hdmut R; and Dillion, Richard R., to HoneyweH Infonna-
tion Systems Inc. Document hohter fbr display termmd. 4,475,705,
a. 248-447.201

Hennequin, Retras J., to Hunter Dougha Inteivatiend N.V. Mechanism
for a roller Mind. 4,475,581 Q. I6&308.000.

Henricks, Charles G. Procem for drying and curing wire insulation
using heat exchange and apparatus therefor. 4,475,294, G. 34-79.000.
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ElectrohydrauUc set device.
Henriksson, Gorsn; and Lindahl, Sune.

4,475,441, CL 91.387.000.

Hensens, Otto D.: Sar—
Kempf, Augud J.; Wilson, »«»»«*£.; HeMena. Otto D.; Mooa-

^in, Ridiard L.; Zimmerman, Sheldon B.; and Dulaney, Ri-

gene L., 4,476^139, G. 424-283.001

Hendey. AlbertU Jr.: See- « ^ „ ,_ »«— i i,
Tdt, A. Martin; Nevitt, Thomm D.; and Hendey, Afcert L., Jr.,

4,476,01 1, G. 208-1 1 1.000.

Hert)ertaGesdlschdtmitbeschrBedrterHaftung:See-

Patzschke, Hans-Peter, and Ehmann. Eduard. 4,476.261. G.

523-402.001 , .„ ...
Herceg, Joeeph E., to United States of America, Energy- Intnrd

mu^ilding stmctiue for fiid cdl core having paralkl gm flow.

4,476,197, G. 429-32.000.

Hercules Incorporated: See— _ ^ ^ ,„„««»
Schroeder, Richard B., 4,475,811 G. 355-85.000.

Hergeth HolKngsworth GmbH: &e-
.^ .. ,^

liCTgeth, Hubert A., 4,475471 G. »9-81.001

HergetMIubert A., to Hergeth HolUngiworth GmbR Conttol device

for opening fiber bales. 4,475471 G. 19-81.000.

Herlihy, Wdter C; and Epstein, David M., to Repligen Corporation.

N'Oside of the O-^-D gincuronidea of anticholinenk compounds,

and procem fbr preparing die same. 4.476.301 G. 536-17.400.

Herman, John L.: See—
Punater. Dineshchandra G.; and Herman, John L.. 4.475,425, G.

83-701001
Hermann BerstorfT Maschinenbau GmbH: See— .«,..,««

Koch. Klaus; and Syrtma. Gerhard. 4.475.452. G. 100-117.000.

Hermaason, William C: See—
Daudt Stephen W.; Gleason. George W.; Homanon. William C;

and Ohen, Arthur

.

4,476X)87. G.

A.. 4,476,533. G. 364473.001

"*TtoillRcI*i4^ and Herr, Danid C. 4,475,881, G. 425-397.001

""^SSTJiilfriiiid Hem. Stanley R., 4.475,561 G. 128^*5.001

Heye, Guitian C; and Andrews, John H., to Wiwmsin Ahmmi Re-

search Foundation. BiolQgicd treatment of plants. 4,476,111 G.

424-93X101

Heymes. Rene ; and Lutz, Andre , to Roumd Uctaf. AJkylpximes of

7.ainiai>.diiazoly|.ncetamido-cephdaaporanic acids. 4,476,122, G.
424-246.000.

Heymea, Rene; Bonnet, Alain; and Pronine, Didier, to RoomelUclaf.

i.Amin(>4-thiazolyl-2-oxyimino4KeUHnid»hicycloocteiie-aaftioxy-

Be acfcls. 4,476,124, G. 424-246.000. c^ ...^
Hickory, Gordon E., to Norton Company. Active filler fbr grinding

wheds. 4,475.926, G. 51-298.000.

Hidaka, Kunihiko: See—
Iwda. Kazuroh; Fukuhaima, Naoto; and Hklaka, Kunihiko.

4.475,635, G. 188-282.001

IfiaashL Ymdnro: See—
^Lumo, Tadadd; and Higado, Yuichiro, 4,475,804, G. 355-3X)FU.

Higashiizami, Takao: See— . . ,„
^Yimaguchi, Kdki; Sano. Shinichi; Akimoto. Hiromichi; Higa-

ddnrau. TAao; Yamanaka, Mineo; and Idnhara, Takahiko,

4.475,553, G. 128460.000.

Highton. Frederick J.: See— „ ^ . . , < ^« n« /^
^ranke. Earnest A.; and Highton, Frederick J.. 4,476,575, G.

455-76.000.

Hisachi, Megumu, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. VariaMe ratio

rack and pinion steering gear. 4,475,413, G. 74422.000.

HiU^mdt, Eugme F.; and Otterabadi, Thomm V., to Emerson

Electric Co. Apparatus and system fbr terminating the wmding wues

of a dynamodectric madune. 4,476,407, G. 310-71.000.

Hilea, Maurice A. F., to Nationd Reaeareh Devetepmert Corporation.

Eae^ abaofbing p(dyurethane compositions. 4,476458, G.

523-212.000. « .^ . _^ __u^ , .w-
Hilgraf, Peter, to Gaudius Peten AG. Device and «>«j»d.f« ^
lufbrm distribution of a bulk materials stieam. 4,475,849, G.

406-163.000.

^cSdUmiiue L.; mid HiU. Ddiorah J.. 4,476.349, 0. IT^IS.OOB.

Hill. Ernest W. Multi-flex ttibe bending mandrd. 4,475475, G.

72466.000

HiH, Ira D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Mookhojee, Bnya D.; and Wolff,

Robin K., to Internationd Flavors ft Fragrances Inc. Procem for

augmenting or enlmncing the firesh air aroma ofconsumable matends

widi a mixtiue of n-attinds having fitim 6 to IS carixm atoms.

4,476,041, G. 2S^S22.00R.

HilUard Lyons Patent Managemmit Inc.: See- _,, _ .^ -^-„.
Eicher. Fiad C; and Evans, Charia F., 4,475,738, G. 277.20M0A.

Himmebtdn. Kemwlh J., to Merdc ft Co.. Inc. Osmotic drug delivery

system. 4.475.916. G. 6O449O.000.
, „.^ ^ ^^-^ -„-

Kterndstrup. Anders B. Injection device. 4.475.905. G. 604.208.000.

Hindman. darence B.. to Sterting Faucet Co. Hot and odd^xmg
vdve fbr feedmg a shower head, bath nb or the like. 4.475.573. G.

137-625.411

"TS^J&Iht^ Hinaon. Virgfl H.. 4.475.716. CL 254-228.000

Hintz. Curtis M.. to South Parit Corporation. Fldd flow directiond

device. 4.475.691, G. 239.587.000.

Hirabayashi, Ynii: See— ... _.
Akiyama. Susumu; Ito, Kenzo; Fukan, Hiroyasu; (too,

Ibruhiko; Htrabayadii, Yiyi; and Kawamura. Takdnde,

4.476,532. G. 364431.050.

Hird, Kentaro; Matsutani, Shigeru; Makino, Itsua, and Ishiba,

Teruyuki, to Shiaaogi ft Ca, Ltd. Triasolo4,l-benzosazepine*

having CNS activity. 4,476,133. G. 424-269.000.

Hirdwa, Syozo, to Diead Kiki Company, Ltd. Detem Appantas.

4,475,857, G. 41 1-88X100.

Hiramatsa, Akira: See—
Katsuma. Makoto; Hiramatsu, Akira; Arakawa. KazuWko; and

Murakami. Hiroyasu. 4,475,803, G. 354481.000.

Hiramoto. Seigo: See—
Mizuno, Tak^ Segawa, Hirohisa; Ueguri, Shigeo; Tabata, Yooi-

chiro; and Hiramoto, Seigo, 4,476.376. G. 219-130.211

Hirano, Shigeo: See—
g.v..w«- Kd; Hirano, Shigeo; Ueda, Takehiko; and Adachi.

Kdidri, 4,476419, G. 430^2.000.

HiroMwa, Hklenori: See—
Katou, Takashi; Hayakawa, Masaharu; and Hirasawa, Hidenon.

4,476,067, G. 261.39.00A.

Hiroaawa, Kouichiro: See— ^ _,

Oguma, Tomio; HiroMwa, Kouichiro; and Mitsm, Tsutomu,

4,475,637, G. 192-0.052.

Hirota, AUn; and Ota. YosUlnko, to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd.

Audio signd recordmg and/or reproducing system for ehmiaating

audio cromtdk. 4.476.501. G. 360-19.101

Hiroyuki. Jinbo: See—
, .. .. ^

Katsuhiro. Takahashi; Kdichi. Watanabe; Hiroyuki, Jmba, and

Naoto. Hoduhara. 4,475.990, G. 204-2.100.

Hirtle, Parker W.: See— _
Horrall, Thomm R.; and Hirde, Partcer W., 4,476.572, G.

381-73.000.

Hista, Jean C, to Framatome. Reactor boikling.

376-285.000.

Hitachi Deoshi KabusUki Kdaha: Ser^
Fujiwara. Ynkinari. 4.476.437. G. 330-138.000.

Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd.: See^ « ..

Toyoda, Motoya; Ainoya, Mamyuki; Kozawa, Huoomi; and

Katagiri, Shigenobn, 4,475,807, G. 355-15.000.

Hitachi, Lta: See—
Fujittwa, Hiromichi; Endo, Hirohidr, and Komatsu, Hitoshi,

4,476,495. G. 358-262.000. ^ ^ .
Imura. Rya, Ikeda. Tadariii; Ofata. Norio; Takeochi. Teruaki; and

Sttgita. Yutaka. 4.476.152. G. 427-38.000.

Kaduwaya. Mineo; Tanabe. Yoduyuki; Yamada, Kinaaku; and

Tsuruta, Hisato, 4,475418, G. 123-494.000.

Kasuya, Katsuhika, Mori, Hidetomo; Fujiwara, Mitsuru; and Mat-

sanaga, Tetsuzo, 4,475,878, G. 418-201.000.

Konislo, katsua, Kawano. Kaqji; Tamura, Kohji; and Abe, Mitsuo,

4^76,509, G. 360-119.000.

Kuwabara, Takao, 4,475434, G. 60-398.000.

Matsumoto, Tetsurou; and Kadgaya, Kazuhiko, 4.476.548. G.
365-233.000.

Mitiai, Eisuke; Okamoto. Yukia, and Sumioka. Atsushi. 4,476,466,

G. 340-805.000.
_, „

Murata. Toahinori; Kuroyanagi. Tomomitsn; and Kazumi,

Maaafiimi, 4,476,491, G. 358-167.000. „^ „ .,

Nacami, Hayashi; Taniguchi, Yodusada; Otsu, Shinpei; Fujmiura,

ToaUo; and Shimizn, Kdzo, 4,476,556, G 369-258.001

Sato, Eyi, 4,475.874, G. 418-55.000.
. ^ .^ . .,

Suefuii. Kazutaka; Oguni. Kensaku; Kotam. Susuhna; and Tojo,

K^ 4.475.361 d. 62-324.100.

Takeda. Hiroyuki; Kudo, Kunio; Kobayaahi. Izunu; Qia Yohauke;

oSrMittniiki: aad SagiyHna. Sakae. 4.475494. ^73-598.000

Takeuchi. Masata, Okada. Hideo; Okabe, Sigeni; Tobita. Hirodu;

and Tonami. Muaehiko. 4.476.199. G. 429-34.000.

Taya. Shunroku; and Fiyiwara. Mitim. 4.476493. G. 251492.200

Tokinaga. Ddzo; Kobayadii. Teruda; Katori. Akiko; and

Karmwa, Yoahihara. 4.476X105. G. 204403X101

Watanabe. Kazua, Koaunami. Yasuo; Takizawa. Yoahiyuki; and

Haeno. Akira. 4.476,502, G. 36M5.000.

Hitachi SU^ding ft Endnening Co.. Ltd.: See-
SakaiTToshio; Matsui, fakduro; Tanioka. Akira; Koyanagi, Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hori, Tohra; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kcwagidu.

Itsao; Fujii, Masahiro; Yabe, Kohichi; aad Yammhita, Haruhaa,

4,475,609, G. 177-211.000.
. . .. ..

Hlaban, James J., to Kimberty-Gark Corporation. Sanitary napkm with

soft edges. 4,475,913, G. 604-387.000.

Hobbs, Doodd S., to U.S. Philipa Corporation. Arrangement for reduc-

ing the display size of characters stored in a character store

4i476.464ra. 340-731.001

Iti>, Tatsuo; Hoda, Kazuyuki; and Mizuno, Masataka, 4,476479, G.
455-147 000.

Hodges, James L. Artificid snow making. 4,475,688, G. 239-2.00S.

Hoechtt Aktiengeadlachaft: See— . » „
liHtfi*. Hermann; Silbcreisen, Dieter, and Reminger, Hermann.

4,475,979. G. 156-542.000. ^„.^ nx
KabUtz. HansJurgen; and Strametz. Hdmut, 4,476497, G.

528486.000. ^ ^ ^^^ „ ._,
May, Adolf; Bucking. Hans-Walter, and Schreiber, Manfred.

4,476,030, G. 252-8.800. _ ^„ ^„^
Mek Bernhaid; nd L«!«i«"«' •J*'°^' ?JSS^^ ,«l
Millauer, Hans; and Schweitfeger, Werner, 4,476,058, G. 260-

Wkawr, Hartmut; and Pfdiler, Gertmrd, 4,476,302.a 544-198.000.

Hodlken, Rumdl W., to Snyder Generd 9*»*??***v^^'?5f'S?Tf
and heat punq> cAinets with removable cod guards. 4,4754>5, ci.

165-134.00R.
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'lofcl, rtttr: _^

—

gragU^Bernhwd; and Hofer, R«iner, 4.476.037, Q.
Hoffimu-U Hoelie Inc.: 5^*—

AKJjwwIg^ Wenier: md Kybu«, EmiKo. 4.476,308. Q.

si"* "ft5!i* •*^«^0<'' CI 260.1 12.00R
.^g^^^^qby^vyly A., 4,476,036. Q. 2«M04.o6o.

feTQ!S3Kl"lS?l5l^ •*» ''^O KuteMbcher Oeorg Scha-

uSt wT?;if'"*I??"** '*"™»- M75.777Ta 384.5^L«y

bi^r«2.^«H!!SI?12J "S"?*^ •** coocentntioo of com-j,5^P««d v.,»n^om«ned m ^. 4.476.096. Q. 422-96.000.Hoteoabe. Tbomas C: Ste—

°5M-Mo5S. '" ''' *' "**«»*«' *"«»« C.. 4.476,345. a.

^STMJsIWffgSlSW^ for fUed bed fc^^
HoOndKhe Beton Oroep N.V.: Si«>-

jjTjPWJJjewjoj^ 4.476.453. CT337.36l!ooa

HohJ^iJSlSi"^ "**•** '^ "^^ *'*^''«"' C«- 410.126.000.

S21255* '^ biwlMbfc ml. 4,475.906. a.
Honda Oikoi Kogyo KabodiilD Kuiht: Set—

October 9, 1984

"Tin ?S:^*l!!IS*l.'"»J>i|f»15»*?' "«*"• » Fiyi Photo Fifan Co..

i- SSSf!::!!? "^"^ bitfWturic acid or dnotarbituric acid r£
2^.SfS^1?"^ compodtiong and electrophotognpliic hSsmative matenab containuut the eomiiouiMk w rhT«^7«rT.^
•nateriah. 4.476J08. a!43S8!o0O "^ •""•• «*»«™*^

"sSlSLi^;l2J?" P«»» de NeoKHin, E I., and Company.

fSSlToST
™"*™"" oxide^jased renton. 4.476.039. a.

"'S-TlJSa
''**"*" "^ "***^ '^' detKtiai apnea. 4.475.559. Q.

Horrall, Thmaa R.; and Hinle, Pkrker W.. to Bolt Beranek and New-

3S7?0b0 *~" '"^ f<» oP" Pl" office .pSmtWtS; cl:

Hotoe. kazuya: Sw—
KinMhita.Takao: and HoK)e, Kazuya. 4,475,80a a 354.4a6Lam

.n5S5r.;?r4S'^or^^ «S5^ict,oco5s;:
Hoaokawa, Todiihiro: See—

Hotai. Kazuhide: S^fr-

"l^H*^ Jf^***"* A**- *^«**«J Uedain, Sitoni; OcUai Yo.•hitaka; Matsuda. Hkleki; Hotoi. KShSfcdidlS«£l^wil^ 4.475.962, a;i4g.I08!oOO.^^ """"^^^ ^^^'^ H«>v«. Lonnie D., to NL Indutiiea. Inc Method

Howard. Hwry R.. Jr.; and Sarge^ Reinhanl, to Pfizer Inc HetemvK

HotSJ!R22ST''r^^c^^^^^Howard. RonaW A,; Sarantapani. Srinivaian; and Edwnnb. Uwrence

oT^Smor^'^M—1* Md Anno. Nobuo. 4.475.497.

ftSifc^rS.tSJ^ "^^S^ M75.34I. a. 6(MOS.00O.

„ ^4iS55J6,cPiiJSi?35r'
'^"'*^ '*' "^"^ "^'

Honda, Kfqii' ^ir

HondTSfclJ^S: tid^sJS^
'^•"* *'*'*'"^' ° 2O4.290.00R.

HonlSfeS^'!^JSr ^-"-"^ -

an iM,^^7Uin^g^?!Tr,y^ u«CT»i conbaation engine having

..tionofjdole^ M76.3I0ra^3S&0f
^*^ ** ** »*"P"-

'oneywell Inc.: Saa^

^ofliSMSSa'^' '^ ""**" ' ' «« Lai. J»«y H.. 4.476J17.

JmSS^^Z'?^ M76,514. a. 361.213.000.

"oagnyeniafonnation System* Inc.: Set—

»555J5^« ft.; and DilHo., Richard R.. 4,475.705. Q.

"^t^i^&ZiiiJoor' '''«• ^'- T^»«P. Robert M..

Hookawa, YoaUnori: S»t—

Hoover. Lonnie D.: See—

Hoo5?lw!Sj['£!£!r' '"^ ^' *'*'^^^^ CI. 2524.55R.

Hancod^JWrnain Ljj475.724. a. 267-103.000.«2«-5^|*ijA. Wearable p«». 4.475J5I. a. 2-94.000.

^^.aSaiTrmMO ^*** "** ^»-*«^ HaruhiM.

"TTiScSSr *- "'•^-^^^P^O" » «« wSer. 4.475.476. Q.

"S;£5^ *° ^^'^ Reaearch Company. Oaiificatioo pro.

hSl FUSS'S^ ""*^ *'*^'''"' o-w-i'i'sr^
"^

HuaiTJuycTSiu!!^
**""*• ''"'^*"^ M76.I25. Q. 424-246.000.

Hubel, Werner: &e—

^MoSJboA*''
Hubel. Werner; and Wolf. Efanar. 4.476W, Q.

"^f^^SS; "^"If • ?^ ^P'*"* ''"'»»" O
.
to Abbott Laboiato.

IS^.^f!S^2!5?!L°^ unsaturated thyrosne bindingproSMSS
SSoO.ffir^^^'

Po'*'*»tion techniqur45lSS^
"'Sq ^ifH^H^^^ Leif; and Jakobsen. Jakob S., to Danfoss

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—

^iwa fitSsss
*" t'- °««te wuto ,..

Hull, Robert; and Lane. Joaimh A., to Amtrol Inc. Oas-lkniid vari««
separator-ehminator. 4,475.«52. Q. 55^I7o!So

"^'"'^ ''''*"

Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc.: See—
B^uteomJRonahJ D.; and Anderson, Chester C. 4,475J74, Q.

Hunter Douglas inc.: See—

u ^"1?!?^ *«•»«» N., 4,475.706, a. 248.542.000.
Hunter Douglas International RvTW-
H™iJ*?5Eft **?™" '' •^'.MOk a. 160.308.000.HupK Glenn S.: See—

BlllS^StofiS!?*''****^**^ I23.I98.0DB.

Barda, Henry J.; and Hnasain. Saadat. 4,476,267. Q. S24.265.00a

HuJ^ "Sr V 5?. "«>«». SMdat. 4.475268 O. ISSSoSHwniami. Peter, to Mittex Aktienaoellachaft. InstaOatioB fardL
SS^«:f««^of a ttseousd^SgmSJiiinJSSbS£

Hl2l!2f"?i?*2" S' a««id»rtwA475495.™34.8oSoaHutchinson. Mark R.; and Puker. David A AntanvMU ^.^
4.475.764. Q. 296-136.000.

^^ Automobile cover.

"gSSh^^S^' f^
'^^ Motpren-und Turttnen-Unfan Munchen

123!.W.OaA.
" "^^ conbustion engine. 4^75.4H Q.

"'[^ill!?'.^"^ ^ • *** Nederiadse Ctetrale Organiaatie Voor To-
qtepast^atuurwetenschappelik Ondenoek. NontoSSe SttaS^

"l5288!ooa ^^ ** »«*^»«*. Robert A.. 4.475,794. a
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Ibach, Ernest J.: See— _, . ^ <•• at*
Oteer, Jerry; Sirridge. Henry A.; and Ibach, Ernest J.. 4,475,824,

CI. 384.306.000.

Idstein, Hermann; Silbereisen, Dieter, and Reininger, Hermann, to

Hoechst AktiengeseDschaft. Method and apparatus for tnmrfwringa

toner image from moving photocondoctor. 4,475,979. a.
156.542.000.

lEM Ltd.: See—
Qahut, Roland T., 4.475.531. a. 126.121.000.

lesaka, Susumu; and Yakushizi, Shigenoa to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

UbosUki Kaisha. Method of manufiKtttring a glass passivatioa

semiconductor device. 4.476.154. Q. 427-53.100.

lesaka. Susumu; and Yakwhui. Shigenori. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

KabusMki KaWia. Low-loss P-i-a diode. 4.476.481. 0. 357-58.000.

Kano, Masaftmn; Takahashi, Teruyuki; and Igaradii, HiraaM.

4,476,271, a. 524-377.000.

Igawa, Hareo: Se»— ....
Maeda, Tetsuro; Ohoka, Susumu; SMngai. Maaaftnni; and Igawa,

Harao, 4,476,266, a. 524-128.000.

Iguchi. Youji: See— , .. „ .. .<„..« «
Hara, KkoyosM; Imai, Hirozo; and Iguchi. Yonji. 4,475485. a.

30.41.600.

Ihara Chemical Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—
. . ^ .„ ,^,^

Harada. Takao; and Yazawa. Chihiro. 4,476.318. 0. 560-50.000.

lizuka, Takao: See—
Takada. Takuza. and lizuka, Takao, 4,476,084, 0. 264-342.001.

Ikeda,Osamu: See—
Tanaka, Kouii; Ikeda, Oiamu; and Nakayama, YosUo, 4.476.580,

a. 455-161000.

Ikeda, Tadadd: Sw—
Imura, Ryo; Ikeda. Tadashi; Ohta, Noric^ Takeuchi, Teruaki; and

Stt^ Yutaka, 4.476,152, Q. 427-38.000.

Ikeda, TomoaU: See—
Ono, Yoahihiro; Nabara, Akira; and Ikeda, Tomoaki. 4,476,195, Q.

428-695.000.

Ikenberry, Maynard D. HydranUc powered pipe and tubmg straight-

ener. 4,475.373, Q. 72-391000.

Image Communicatioos Inc.: See—
Thaler, Michael R., 4,476,496, Q. 358-286.000.

Harft, Hikovoahi; Imai, Hiroio; and Iguchi, Yoiyi. 4,475.285. O.
3041.600.

Imai. Takeshi; Kdco. Naohiro; Aaano. NObuyuki; Masoda. Shigeo; and

Katsuda, MoriUko. to Sumitomo Electric Industriea, Ltd. Enamded
wires having resistance to overload and process for prodncmg the

same. 4,476^92, Q. 428-391.000.

Imai, Tainotsu: See— „
OUara. Mark J.; and Imai. Tamotsu, 4,476,342, 0. 585-514.000.

Imbnch. Jem-Louis; and Oosselin. Oilles J. M., to Centre National de la

Recherche Scientifknie. OUgonucleotkles, a process for imparmg the

^ytiM. and their appHcation as mediators of die action of mterferon.

4,476,301, a. 536-27.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See—
BaOaid, Denis O. H.; Courtis. Andrew; and Shirley. Ian M..

4.476,296,0.528-481.000.
. « . »

Brigfl^ PMer J.; McAloon. Kevin; and Rideal. Otafaam R.,

4|476,I81, a. 428-220.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See—
Coffee. Ronald A., 4,476,515,a 36l.226.00a

Moriey. John S., 4,476,117. a. 424-177.000. ,. ^ ^ ^
Imura, Ryo; Ikeda. TadasU; Ohta. Noria, Takeuchi, Teradd: and

S«^ Votaka, to KtacU, Ltd. Method fbr productwn of magnetic

bubble memory device. 4.476.152. Q. 427.38.00a

Inaguma, Yoshiharu: See—
Nakamun. Keikdu; Mori. Yutaka; and Inaguma, YoaUhani.

4.476.529,0.364424.000.

Ins. C Olivetti ft C, S.pA.: Ser—
TRNizano. Sergio; and Vumal. Carlo. 4.476.506, 0. 360.106.00a

Ing. Rolf Seifert Electnjnic Firma: See—
Seifcrt, Rolf; and SchBcker. Volker, 4.475,358. a. 62-186.000.

Ingle, Lloyd D.. to Mkromanipulator Co.. Inc.. The. Bonder apparatus.

41475.681. a. 2284.500. „ . , „ ,. . ^.

Inogochi. Kazuhiro; Aaano. Mitsuru; Okamoto. Kumo; and Nakamshi,

Tbmohiko, to Nippon Soken. Inc. Method for producing a oordiente

body. 4,476,236, G. 501-118.000.

Inouchi, Toslritsugn: See— ...,.-...
Kimura, Tokusuke; Knroan, Fumia, Inouchi, ToaUtsugu; and

Komatsu. Maaana. 4,476,109. Q. 424-85.000.

Inoue, Hkiefiinii. to Jidoaha KiU Co.. Ltd. Apouatua for oontroOmg

braking liamd preaaare. 4.475.339, Q. 60.59l.00a

Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated: See—
InoaeTKiyoshi. 4.475.996, CL 204.129.46a

Inooe,Kiyoshi. 4.476.369. a. 2I949.00M. ,^ ...^

Inoue. Kazuo; and Kato, Kentaro. to Honda Giken Kogyo ILsbual^

Kaidia. Exhanat mamfoM device for enginea. 4.475.341. Q.
60405.000.

Inoue, Kiyoahi. to InoueJapex Reaearch Incorporated. Midti^nd
wire dectroeroaion machinfaig method and apparatua. 4,473.99«, Cl.

204-129.460.

Inoue, KiyoaU. to Inoue-Juiax Research Incorporated. EDM Method

of and appanrtus for machining cavities <*«(• Pl«*^^iSi^-
dendy movable segmented electrodes. 4,476.369, 0. 2I9-69.00M.

Inspection Technokiy, Inc.: See— ,«^^-« «
^J^eWich, Gary P.; and Wagner, Gary G.. 4,476.489. Q.

3S8-107.00a

Institute Po Metaknnanle I Technologia Na MetaHlr See—
Rasbev. Tzolo V.; Valkov. Lyudmil K.; Raaheva, Ivanka A.;

Stoyanov, Stoyan M.; Kossev, Danaii K.; and Lambev. Yordan

G., 4.476.565. Q. 37^50.000.

Intensiv-Fiher GmbH A Co. KG: See—
Kordas. Friedel. 4.475.934. Q. 55-302.000.

Interaction Systems. Inc.: See—
Ng. Henry H.; and Hatvany. Beta R.. 4,476.463, Q. 340-711000.

INTERATOM Internationale Atomreaktoibau GmbH: See—
Km, Ktaus. 4.476.086, Q. 376.219.000.

Intermedicat GmbH: See—
Votes, Kari-Friedrich. 4.475.907, Q. 604-322.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Aboaf. Joseph A.; Klokholm, Erik; and McGuire, Thomas R..

4.476,454. Q. 338-32.00R.

Berdinner, Edward J., Jr.; and Throckmorton, Jerome P..

4.475.478,0.118413.000.

Blum. AmoM. 4.476.431. 0. 324-73.00R.

Brown, Davki T.; Rain. Don W.; and Schmalz, Richard J.,

4.476.524. Q. 364-200.000.

Bushaw. Kennedi A.; Rackley, Darwin P.; and Woodward. Milton

H., 4,476.522, Q. 364-200.000.

Drem, John E. 4.475.831. a. 400-279.000.

GoftWillie, Jr.; and Williams, Errol R.. Jr., 4.475,829, Q.
400-232.000.

Holecek. Joseph J.. 4.475.281, 0. 29-603.000.

Jones, Gardner D, Jr.. 4,476.536. Q. 364-721.000.

Lai. Fang^hi J.; and Schuiz, Ronakl N.. 4,475.981 Q. 15^443.000.

Schaefer. John 074.. 4.475.83a O. 400-238.000.

International Ftavon * Fragrances Inc.: See—
. «, .«

Han, John B.; Sanders,Tames M.; and Siana Jane* N.. 4.476,147.

a. 426-534.000.

Hill, Ira D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Mookheijee. Br^ D.; and WolfT.

Robin K., 4v476.041. Q. 252.522.00R.

Sprccker. Mark A.; Hanna. Marie R.; Tokarxewski, Rtthard J.;

Bdko. Robert P.; Watkins, Hugh; and Vock. Manfred H..

4,476,042, a. 252-522.00R.

Intematiooal Game Techaok)gy: See—
Koester, HaroM E.; and Davids. Robert E., 4.475.S64. Q. 133-

8.00R.

International Harvester Co.: See—
Harden, Ekion A.; and McSweeney, Michad A.. 4.475.601, Q.

172-283.000.

International Puer Co.: See-
Cad, JohnT, 4,475.984. Q. 162-76.000.

Intemationd Power Techncrfogy, Inc.: See-
Cheng. Dah Y., 4,476,024. Q. 210-500.200.

Intemationd Remote Imaging Systems, Inc.: See—
Deindoerf^. Fred H.; and Gangwer, James R.. 4.476,231, O.

436-534.000.

Intemationd Tdephone and Telnraph Corporation: See—
Chang. Hyokang: Shenoi. iGsImn; and Agrawd. Bgahwati P..

41476.435. 0329-50.000.

Reed, Joseph. 4.476.585. 0. 455.207.00a

Intex Inc.: See-
White. Roy H.. 4.476.382, O. 235491.000.

Intrusion-Prepakt Incorporated: See—
BindhoCr. Eduardo W.. 4.476.074. 264-35.000.

Inui, Toahihan: See—
Motignchi. Harahiko; Inui. Toahiharu; and Ohmori, Takasfai.

4,476.179. O. 428-216.000.

Invictus Unlhnited. Inc.: See—
. . .„ «„

Amara, Louis J.; Paoletti. Peitro; and Tavana. Benito J., 4.475,952,

O. 106-94.000. ^. ^ .

loanesian. Jury R.; and POpko, Valery V., to Vseaojuzny Nauchnoo-

sledovatdsky Institut Burovoi TekhnikL Turbodrill. 4,475.605, O.

17M07.000.
lohara. Kohichi: See— ^ . ^ ,^ , ^^, ...

Kimura. Akio; Wada. Osamu; lOhara, Kohichi; and Matsui, Michik-

age, 4,475,33a O. 57-245.000.

IrdandTJiick W. Method for coating lenses. 4,476.162, 0. 427-164.000.

Isaka, Takenobu; and Kobayashi Masaaki, to MatsusMtt Electriclndus-

trid Co.. Ltd. Tracking apparatus. 4,476,50a O. 360-ia300.

IsUba, TerayuU: See— ^ . uiw.
Hitai, Kentaro; Matsutani, Shigero; Makmo, Itsno; and IsUba,

Terayuki, 4,476.133, O. 424-269.000.

IsUda, Wroshi: S«»—
Yamawaki. Satoshi; Sudhara, Atsudii: Kobayadii. Yasndujdiida,

Hiiaafai; Kuramaaa. Yukia. and Gotoh, IcUsei, 4.475.96a O.
148-26.000.

laUda. Koji. to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. IF Signd processing

circuit in a recdver. 4.476.586. 0. 455-207.000.

Tfipt**", Kunio: See—
Onen, Masashi; Ishigdo, Kunia, Ndcamnra. Takn; and Iwasaki,

Nobuyuki. 4.476.211. O. 430-539.000.

Ishignro. Kazutoya See—
ICnamara. HitaaU; Amaya, ToaUyuki; Ishiguro, Kazutoya, and

Masdd. Kdji. 4.476.499. O. 358-342,000.

IsUhara. Masirtomo: See—
Komoda, Hirohisa; and Ishihara, Masatomo. 4.476.080. O. 264-

176.00R.

Ishihara, Takahiko: See-
.

Yamaguchi, Kdki; Sano. Shinichi; Akunoto. Hmmiicfai; Hip-

thtirv"'', Tskao; Yamanaka. Mtawa, and Ishihara, Takahiko,

4.475.553. O. 128460.000.
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bhii. Hkleriii. 10 NEC Corpontioa. PipdineKXMtroUed d«ap^^

bhti HyoU Ca. Ltd.. Ste—
"*• JgjgArimoto, Kmo; on) Nakano, Teniyuki. M75459. a.

lahiUCoji; Shnmoto. Takahiko; Maehan, Kcmo: and Honkawa, Yo-

IomIIow
*^ ^"^ perfectiiig pren. 4.475.456^ a.

^ *??f°;n^™°°^ ?^ "* Nakano, Teniyuki, to bhii Hyoki

1 w" '.T^^*™^ cleanrng apfMratu. 4,475,259, a. 15-102.000.

^jTSit!iJ'?!^itSSS^ Corponrtioit Powtt amplifier
CDcnit. 4,476,444, 0. 33(^297.000.

bUkawa. Hid«>: S^v-
Ma^ua, Nobunori; Utada. Noritani; Oda. Taiji: Aihitaka.

f.iuw ""^KSS."** "S"*^ "**»• .7WS7. a. 52652.00a^™ SS2;!^v**?£?"r*T«W»*o. » Wrikawvma-Harinia

SmSi am£7'S5r "''^^ "^ "^"^ '^
""'SS!!?^*^!?^./"'"'** Kibwhiki Kaiiha: St*-

uSStoOO^'^
"** Motomura, Takehika 4,475,468, a.

""teJSif*^
Ueda. Ikno: and Kai. RiUya. to AnU Kaaei Kogyo

i?l?^ ^Pt*" ••** ooaliBf compowtion of partially o«-tod amooeilakMe and magnetic powder. 4,476J57, CL 523-181.000.
uomura, Sufenon: Sir

ToaUo, 4,475,901, CL 123-325.000.
Ito, Hiroki: Skr-

Fokalai. Yodiiaki; Korahaahi. Takmhi; Matnii. Kazuma: and Ito
HiroU. 4,476,419, Q. 318-444.000 ^^ '^«™. «« »«>.

Ito, Kcn»:Sitr—

^IS^.. *^'^ '•?• *«™»5 ''«*•]?. Hiroyam; Ogiio,

Ito, TUayoaU: Sw—
^^^ 5??* """^"^ Nofihito; Kbhama, Tokio; Kanefaara, Kenji;

'"fjly^rff^^^y^lgg ^!jg°^ Maataka. to Fujit«i Ten

ItobjSnM^S^
^^ """^ M76,579, Q. 455-147.000.

'^MfiS.aiSSS.OOa'' »-«^ - *HP««. Yoichi.

"^^_!P*J^ 'o Totjahi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Cyclic polyamino

ITT Induatrio, Inc.: St»-

Iwai, KoOi: Si»-

I ^!!^l!^ ^^ "** '*^ *^«^ M75,963, a. 148-128.000.

i..Is,2^?pr^::r^

'^Sw-IlSS
'**™**' Tugunari; ami Takei. Sakae. 4,476,478.

IwmbU. Nobuynki: S^»-

Iwmwa, Terno; and Tojiki. Hhooi, to Olympu Optical Ca LtdIW npply device. 4,476^428, Q. 323-314000
^^

*ZSIl5S'"** ''??**!!™' '***»: «» HIdaka. KuniUko, to Niman

IwBla. Ryuicht: Sit—
SttMtojTamaiawa, Sunmu; and Iwata, Ryuichi, 4.476,471. Q.

J- 1. Caae Company: Set—
A»Je»gj^Jlonald L.; ami Harms, John R., 4,475.332. a.

y T. Baker fVmifal Company Set—
. . ^"* " ^' M76,172,a 428.38.00a

'Kkai, Oeniot: Ser—

J.cSi^l^JS^'j^P'^ M76,09a a. 419-19.000.

Jacobs, Beraardos A J 5^1

^72R?S^5o3ff" ^- '-^ '-' '^ *"««"•^^^
Jacobs, Charks S.. Jr.: Stt-

*b2l oSlhwfe^^Sfti; i-i^SS** Charles S.. Jr.; «>d"''•^'•'w A., 4,476^095,0. 422-75.000.
Mann A Mlf T ** - -* m <•_
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Jakobaen, Jakob S.: S^v—

James River-Dixie/Northem, Inc.: 5^»—
Tao, Thomas M., 4,476,078. Q. 264-1 19.00a

JaMtaymood J., to Wyommg Minenl Corporation. Proccm for iccov-enng urawum and other base metah. 4,475,772. Q. 299-5Jm
Jankovsky, Fiwitisek. to Sulaer Brotiiers LimitoA Catching meSianism

for a weavmg machine. 4.475,575, Q. 139-439.000^
•««a«usm

Janssen. Daniel J. O.: Set—

^mSiioR'***^
"

•

** ^""^ ^"^ ' °- •'«^«. a.

Japan Storue Battery Limited: Set—

i.«*.^-S!I^ y^****™- K*""**"). M75,374v Q. 72-452.000.
Jardm. Stephen C; and Christensen, Uffe R.. to United States ofAmCT-

'^iSSS^.m^^'"^''^ for tilting and drffting modes.

Jarmin. Davis R.; and Hinson. ViigU H. Height adjustable towor
1 •~"|Sl^"***'y-^^5'7'*'a!254.2SS0L ^^^
*Sb 4«/54^"Si^fe,l^ *'•• *° ^*™»*'^ A/S- Wet-motorpump. 4.473.873, CI. 417-422.000.

Jerrold Electronics Corporation: Ste—

Jesk^^sS.'" *•*'••'**• ° *"''""°

Dietisch, Kurt; Oem, Hans-Dieter. Kniele. Wolfgang; Zander.

JidodJtSE?S,'rSi?^-^'
*'*^''**'' CI. 98-2.0ff*

Inoue. Hidefomi. 4.475.339. Q. 60-591.000.
TakizMva. Toto; and Hatanaka. Koji. 4,476,378,a 219-270000.Jimmon, Bruce D. Capacitor baUast 4,476.414; CL3I5.Maa»Jmjungho to ATiTidl Laboratoifes. Hl^ i«nai2» SS-man-

fSSi.5^ ""Vietically actiiated devices. 4,475,961. Q.

iif'JS:^!^*"J**^ **?"»" M75.379, a. 73-28.000.
Jo. Tostamka; Hara. Knmyoshi: Mizuta, KoioU; and Yamamoto. Hiio-

•hi. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabuihiki KaislTT^rminaiapm

3o^f4Sor' *^ ** '^'* '^ ' '*"'^ *yp* "^y^^^Sa a.
Johns Hopk^ University, The: See—

I u-^^f^' ^•"™» **•• M76J49, a. 518-703.000.

&?I«SSl?!il^
Md Leung, Chun K., to Bemlix CoipontioQ, ITie.

JS^J.STa'SjSa'^ for an int^nal cSSSTigine.

Johnson. Michael R.- Stt—

Johnson Service Company: &•—

*%i355oo!" °' "* °"*"^ °*^ ^' ***'*^*"' C>-

JohnMo, Thomas H., to SheU OU Compmiy. Areae alkylation with akvl

cfSUSSoS^ oxide-tantahTlSSe/oride JS^SmSSS.
Johmon, Th^ H. to SheU OU Company. Olefin oligomerizationwg.^ unujum haUde/oxide-metal oiST'catalysts. SSSTa
John^n^Byron E.; and Napier. Roger P.. to Mobil OQ Corporation.

nK)sphorus acid ntalyst (brpteparation of 3,^dichlo«>S4KlKt-

Joicta, Yoshiro; and Ohb. Hiroab. to Sony Qmontion. Tiackint

Jonathan Ehreiueicfa. Ehrenreich Electraaics: Ste—

JoJ^?S^Jf^ "^'i!?*^"^ ^' H^<^5Ha 367-197.000

^St^ili^"^^!!!!!!^*'**'" ^' «* Troetd. Louis J., Jr., to

JoIS^SSff'^ *fft«*»y cement 4.476.234,a 50149.000

nSiSf^^ '^ • ''' to International Bnsinem Machines Corporation.

2^21.000.'^'*
iynthesiang mediod and apparatus. 4,474536, Q.

Jones. Kermit M.. Jr.: See—

^Swte ^' ^^' ^•SK.'^' 0«««»««>. Jo«i* R-; Jones.Kmut M.. Jr.; Landis.J^ M.; Soyder. Clair Wjit.; Woratyk^
Jotai A.; and ZeU. Dale R.. 4.475.781, Q. 339.17.0LM.

Jonnes, NelMo. to American Polywater Corporation. Method and
apparatus for selectively meteriqg and sptmUng lubricant in a oon-
duir4.475.629. Q. I84-I5.I0O

1««^ luoncam m a oon-

Jorfcasky. Richard J., U: S^s^

MsXiSoo""^^"^ Jo»k»rity. Richard J., n. 4,476^275, Q.

Josephson. Charles B., to PUIlipa PeOolenm Coomaay. Method and
comgoeitwns for acidiihig and fnctvriag wdla. 4,476,033, CL 2S^
8.53

Stephen R.. to
for the

J<^ner, Richard W.; McCmroll. John J.; Md icnnn
British Petroleum Company p.l.c., The. Catalytic

^.^_^ ^.. ,^,,.^ P''"^^^"*^ "**«>• .476050a 518-7I5.O0O

*-"*—' '-•^ >^*^Hans4wia^aadStnmetz.Helm«,toHoechstAktieBB

M7M9?^2a8M0O^ ca.-y« «id«es ftom f^^
Kahushiki Kaisha Aoyama; Stt—

Aoyama. Ryuji. 4.476.168. Q. 428-4.000.

4^475

jlf&JiS^JSSS^.s!^ ""^"^ M75.410 a. 73-863.840

uy.S!TfIl!^h •*^''»2. CL 433-211000
Jakeway. Robert W. Spoon lure. 4.475.302,d 43-41500
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Kabushiki Kaisha Daikin Seisaknsbo: See—
Takeuchi. Hiroshi; and NisUmura. Yoshio, 4,475.640 Q.

192-70.170.

Kabushiki Kaisha Ishida Koki Seisakusho: See—
Naito, Kanfomi. 4.475.606. Q. 177-211.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kavirashi Hamono Center See—
Suto, Tatsuya. 4,475.286. 0. 3047.000

Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: Ser- „ .

Kawakami, Shigoo; Omura. Hiroshi; and Ogawa, Katsumi.

4.475.668, Q. 222-51000.

Takatashi. Eyi; and Iwai. Keiyi. 4.475.963. G. 148-128.000.

KafriifWW Kaisha Nagoya BoU Seisakusho: Sep—
Tani, laamu. 4,475.418. Q. 81.9.50A.

Kaczergfaiski, Aleuwtac; and Pargamin. Laurent, to Cenver. Method

of manufacturing an organic insulator. 4.476.011. Q. 264-261000.

Kaeriyama, Minora: See— ...„,„ »,.
Maeda. Kuniyasa; Kaeriyama. Minora; Matsw. Noboo; Muano,

Masami; Yasuda. Yasushi; and Nakata. Akira, 4.476.303. Q.
544-223.000.

Kagami, Toshio: 5m— „ ......
Miyoshi, Shigeto; Hanabusa, Kanehisa; and Kagami. Toahw,

4.476.035,0.252-62.540 _ .

Kihn, David A., to Canadian Patents 4 Development Limited. Optical

fiber power tap. 4,475,789, a. 350-96.150.

Kai, Rikiya: See—
Ishino, Teiichi; Ueda. Ikuo; and Kai, Rikiya, 4,476,257, Q.

523-181.000

Kaiser AetoaiMce & Electronics Corporation: See—
CoiditzTEugene F., 4.475.290 CI. 33-126.70R.

Kaiser Aluminum * Chemical Corporation: 5w^
Tyler. Gary A.. 4.475.886. a. 432-1 18.000

Kaii, Ooso: See—
OoQO, Katsuyani; and Kaji, Goto, 4,475,490 O. 123-90.520.

Kakihma, Moriyuki, to Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd. Method and

appanti* for shaphig beads of wdded steel section. 4,476,370 G.
219^.160.

Kakii. Toahiaki: 5m—
Tanaka. Chihaya; Iwabuchi, Kazuo; Kakii. TosUaki; and Toda,

Yuichi. 4.475.935. Q. 65-3.410

KaUmi. Pujio, to Fuji Photo Fihn Co., Ltd. Prnantion of electitistato-

gfapUc toner material. 4,476,211 0. 430-137.000.

Kako, Naohiro: 5m—
, . ,^ ^ ^,

Imai, Takeshi; Kako, Naohiro; Asano, Nobuyuki; Masoda, Shigeo;

and Kalaada. Morih&o. 4.476,191 Q. 428-391.000

Kakuda. Mmora: Sm— ^,. ^ ^ . ^.

Kuriyama. Yanhin; Kakuda, Minora; and Nitoh, Shoichi,

4,476,314. a. 549-531.00O

Kalbakopf. Reinhard: 5m—
Baumberger. Otto; and Kalbskopf, Reinhard, 4,476,158. Q.

427-109.000.

Kafanan. Oabor. to Garrett Corporation. The. Variable speed induction

motor drive syttem. 4,476,424, Q. 318-832.000.

Kahnanash, Michael H., to United Technologies Corporation. Constant

current Mas color switch for a beam penetration CRT. 4,476,485, CI.

358-73.000. ^ ^ „ ^.

Kambe, Mitsnru; and Fukada. Tomihiro, to Doryokuro Kakvneniyp

Kaihatsn Jigyodan. Liquid metal mechanical pump. 4,475,866, O.
415-111000.

Kaadya, Hideaki:5e»—
Tsamaki. MasaUro; Fujii. ToshiUko; Kamiya, Hideaki; Suzuki.

Hanio; and Goto. Yoshiluro. 4,475,461 a. 105-149.000.

Kanai. KazuUko; and Sakabe. Yukio, to Murata MannfiKturing Co.,

Ltd. Method of making a ceramic capacitor. 4,475,967, G.
156-89.000.

Kanamaru, Hitoshi; Amaya, Toshiyuki; Iriiiguro, Kazutoyo; and

Maaaki, Keiji. to UniveiMl Pioneer Corporation. Video disc record-

ing and reproducing system. 4/476,499, G. 358-342.000.

Kane, Odile B.; George, Eric; Tromp, Chantal L.; and GoU, Serge, to

centre Regional De Transftwon Sanguine. Protective solution for

preserving functional cells. 4.476.221, G. 435-1000.

Knebo Ltd.: 5m—
Koyama. Hiroaki; and Shimizu. Shigeo, 4,476,277, G. 524-509.000.

Kaneaafochi Kamiku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: 5m- ^
iWada, Vbshihisa; and Tsuge, Kazunon, 4,476,346, G.

136-249.000.

Kanehara, Kenji: 5m— ^ .. „ ,_ „
Kawai, Hiiasi; Tokura, Norihita, Kohama, Tokio; Kanehara, Kenji;

Ito, Takayodn; and Hasegawa, Kazutaka, 4,475,388, G.
73-204.000.

Kanefco, Keiyi, to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Horizontal scaanmg

ftequency multiplying circuit. 4,476,490, CI. 358-148.000.

Kandco, TadasU: 5m—
Moriguchi. Hiioyuki; Shimura, Takeo; Kaneko, Tadashi; Nomori,

Hiroyuki; and Nishiwaki. Akira. 4.476.209. G. 430-95.000.

Kaneko. Takeshi; and Shoji, Masashi. to Nippon Electric Company

Ltd. Pulse sigM processing circuit having a protection circuit against

over-current breakdown. 4.476.427, G. 323-234.000.

Kaaemoto, Joshiro: 5m— „ , ^.

Takenaka. Shimi; Nishida, Takeshi; and Kanemoto. Joshiro,

4.476,335. G. 568-937.000.

Kania. Charles M.: 5m—
Das, Suryya K.; and Kama. Charia M.. 4.476.286, G. 525-162.000.

Kanno, Tadaaki; and Hiffuhi, Yuichiro, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. Fu-

ingwparatus for copying machine or the like. 4,475304, G. 355-

Kaao, Masafuini; Takahasht, Terayuki; and Igarashi, Hiroshi, to Dai

Nippon Toryo Co., Ltd. Aqueous dinenion type thermosetting

coating composition. 4,476,271, G. 524-377.000

Kao Corporation: 5m—
Okumura, Takeo; and Muraoka, Tmtomu, 4,475,261, CL

15-195.000.

Karasawa, Yoshiharo: 5m—
Tokiaaga, Daizo; Kobayashi, Teruaki; Katori, Akiko; and

Karasawa, Yoshiharu. 4.476/105, G. 204-403.000.

Kari M. Reich Maschinenfabrik GoriiH: 5m—
Parian. Gcriiard, 4,475,680, G. 227-130.000.

Kasai, Yoshiaki: 5m—
Nakamura, Hiroyuki; Kasai, Yoshiaki; and Ohgami, Masaaki.

4,475,503, G. 123-339.000.

Kaschig. Jurgen: 5er— ^
K^ta, Vratislav; and Kaschig, Jurgen, 4,476,305, G. 544-296.000.

Kaihio, TosUo, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic musical instra-

ment 4,475,431, G. 84-1.270.

Kashiwaya, Mineo; Tanabe, Yoshiyuki; Yamada, Kinsaku; and Tsurata,

Hisato. to Hitachi, Ltd. Fuel ityection apparatus for internal combus-

tion engines. 4,475,518, G. 123-494.000.

Kasaer, Jurgen: 5m—
Strmos, Karl-Peter, and Kasser, Jurgen, 4.476,581 G. 455-166.000.

Kasuya. Katsuhiko; Mori, Hidetomo; Fujiwara, Mitsuru; and Mat-

suaaga, Tetsuzo, to Hitachi, Ltd. Screw rotor with tooth form pro-

duced by thermal deformation and gear backlash. 4,475,878, G.
418-201.000.

Katiuiri. Shigenobu: 5m—
^yoda. Motoya; Ainoya. Mamyuki; Kozawa, Huoomi; and

Katt^iri. Shigenobu, 4,475.807, G. 355-15.000.

Kato, Hiroyasu; and Yagi, Kenkichi, to Tony Industries, Inc. Ultrsfine

fiber entangled sheet and method of producing the same. 4,476,186,

G. 428-290.000. ^ „_.
Kato, KatsasU; Isomura, Shigenori; Kobayaahi. Akio; and Koado,

Toshio, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Electronic control type Aid nuec-

tion system. 4,475,501, G. 123-325.000.

Kato, Kentaro: 5m—
Inoue, Kazuo; and Kato, Kentaro, 4,475,341, G. 6040S.OOO.

Kato, Masayuki: 5m—
Tokumo, Akia. and Kato, Masayuki. 4.476,571. G. 38I-S7.00O

Kato, Shigehiro: 5ci^—

Koike, Hiroyuki; and Kato. Shigdiiro. 4,476,507, G. 360-104X100
- • " ^K(Katoh, Hdzaburou, to Sankyo MnuActuring Company, Ltd. RoU feed

apparatus. 4,475,678, G. 226-143.000.

Katori, Akiko: 5m—
Tokinaga, Daizo; Kobayashi. Teruaki; Katori. Akika. and

Karasawa. Yoshiharu. 4.476.005, G. 204403.000.

Katott. Takaihi; Hayakawa. Masaharu; and Hirosawa, Hidenon, to

Toyott Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha; and Aiaan Industry Co., Ltd.

D^ice for controlling the operation of a carburetor. 4,476,067, G.

261-39.00A.

Katrush, Rady V.: 5m—
Grigorian. Alfited N.; Kovalev, Andrei P.; Lalov, Vitaly V.; Maka-

TW, Nikolai D.; and Katrush, Rady V., 4,476J2S. G.
435-287.000.

Katsuda, Morihiko: 5m—
. ^^ ^ „.

Imai, Takeshi; Kako, Naohiro; Asano, Nobuyuki; Masuda. Shigeo:

and Katsuda, Morihiko. 4,476,191 G. 428-391.000.

Katsuhiro, Takahashi; Keiichi, Watanabr, Hiroyuki, Jinbo; and Naoio,

Hoshihara, to Matsushitt Electiical Industrial Co., Ltd. Method of

forming lead storage batteries. 4,475,990 G. 204-1 100.

Katsuma, Makoto; Hiramatsu, Akira; Arakawa, Kazuhiko; and

Murakami, Hiroyasu, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Light measuring

device for camera. 4.475,803, G. 354-481.000

Katz, Elena; Ogan, Kenneth L.; and Scott, Raymond P. W.. to Periun-

Ehner Corporation, The. Apparatus useful in identifying a solute.

4,476,026,6.210656.000.

Kausch. Wilbam L., to Minnesota Mining and Manufisctunng Coni-

paay. Negative-acting photoresist composition. 4.476.215. G.

430-281.00O

Kautz, Thomas O.; and Duenkel. Gerald A., to Johnson Service Com-

pany. Feedback transducer. 4.476.415, G. 318-135.000.

Kawagishi, Itauo: 5m—
Sakai, TosUo; Matsui, Takehiro; Tanioka. Akira; Koyanagi. Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hori, Tohru; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kawagisht,

Itsua, Fiuii, MasaUro; Yabe, Kohichi; and Yamashita. Harahisa,

4.475.609. G. 177-211.000.

Kawahara. Katsuyuki: 5m—
Sugishita, Kaneo; and Kawahara, Katsuyuki. 4,475,865, G-

415-36.000

Kawai, Hisasi; Tokura, Norihito; Kohama, Tokio; Kanehara, Ke^ji; ito,

Takayoshi; and Hasegawa, Kazutaka. to Nippon Soken, Inc.; and

Toyota Jidosha Kabusmki Kaisha. Thermal flowmeter with tempera-

ture compenution. 4,475,388, CI. 73-204.000.

Kawai, Kazuo: 5m—
Tamori, Michitoshi, deceased; Kobayashi. HidWjHashmiota

Kazuo; and Kawai, Kazuo. 4,476,539, G. 364425.000

Kawakami, Hirotarou; Yamakawa. Kazumi; Yasuda, Hiroshi; snd

Kitaoka, Teruhiko, to Asahi Corporation. Toy vehicle witii mertu

wheel. 4,475,305, G. 446-463000.
. . . -« ..^

Kawakami, Masafiimi, to Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd. Tire defla-

tion warning device. 4,476,455, CI. 340-58.000. „ ._
Kawakami, Shigezo; Omura, Hiroshi; and Ogawa, »^»«?»' »o Kabu-

shiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho. Metering feeder for hquid. 4,475,668,

G. 222-52.000.
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Kawimim, TakaUde: St»—

JS?Sf "«*«3«H Yuji; nd Kawtmuri TtkaSe.
4,476,332, Q. 36443 1.OSO.

«»«uwic

Kawno, K«iyi: Sw^

Kawanoni, Keachi: Si*—

Kawata, IcUro: S«e—
^"^ Todiiald; Kawata. IcUro; Nakafooe. Kduikr and Mm.

Ml. Koji. 4,475,973.a 156.IR(XXr^^
^"*^' '*' "^

Kuigaya, Kazohiko: S^»—
MajWBKjo^Tetiurou; and Kazisaya, Kazuhiko, 4,476.548, a.

Kanaa. Kojj: 5(»-

^IrSJ?^ ilLtnS'i****^ Saito. Sew Saaiki, HidetMhi;

October 9, 1984

-^:^s!i^'i?£r^r^^'^^^^^^<>sf

f555Jj«ny actaaUe diock fopooaive oiiit 4,475.563. a.

nM«ra t^canniCTBaa. SteUoa B.; and Dulaaey, Eucoie Cto

Keney, PMer J.: Ste—

''^RJSa^^^'Sa^ Rob«t; and lUn-ey. PHer J..

Ktrr, Edwia R.: &»—
'^?'^*'4 KbkO R-; Dorawala, TaaMikfaial O • and Km* i:^»^.

R., 4,476^339, Q. 383.3T9!ooa
™™" "

'
•*• ^^' Edwm

oli SXILiiT^ ^*^ JmWI RoriMki, Edward J., to MoM

*?3iSl?£i° n*IERATOM InternatkMiale Atomreaktorbau OmbH

^'4;s?5.k a°!s?2.ssr
'^"'''^ =^^«^

WwoWar, SauM, to iUoon SD Oitmib, Inc., The. Convenion of

r*fc«-27J-l^!lir* 'H:
•*^'.iw. CI. 73-599.000.Kikknman Coruuialioii: 5w—

*i2d'ftiSL**^Kl^i5H'»«^ ""w^iro: Noda, Fumio;
ri- iSU'*"'??* Yoatahro, 4,476,144, Q. 42M6.000

^^^

^S;J22? !!?t5™^ "'^'^ v., to W. R. Once* Co. Doubly

Kimball Interntioaal, lac.: Stt—
^^'gtigjo". Bffly J.: a»i Macka. Joaeph E. 4,475.428. a.

»"«^y5l«k Corporatioa: &*-
if S?*?* '?" ' • ^^5.9>3. a. 604-387.0001

If^!S! lf"*V?^ 4,475,330, CI. 57-245.00a
'

^•""•.Shgnji; and Kiaiura, Hiroahi, 4,475.617 a IM.2ionn

g*g»~l«e (br nnvao. .imwknaoiTmritra.

Pi*oob. Tltaiht»Nim YoduU. M75.4«7, a. I23.7].ai)v.

^S-IS?^ "^ *^ ^?^ to P«JI PlKW) FOB CO, Ud

Kirkemo, Curtis L.: See—

KirkSSckTSSiK^S^'"^ ^' *'*''^' ^' *^'"«»
HeaWI, Ronald E.; Kirkpatrick. Omg R,; Newman. Oarry F-

uncbbaum. Herbert S., to Wetttnahoaae Electric Com Sm^u •.!»..

KkW™ir2..!L '!f5?
''*'5^ •»«««• M75.367, a. 137-1 laooo.

^f^^^f^^^^'S^^^ MMfharu; aad Sano, Yoahiaki. topS

cefluloawmd pply«iiide fibera. 4,475,918. Q. WmSm!^^
SS!lL?C?Jf^ %^: ^^'^"'^ 'n»o«i«>-. Noda, Fumio; andTateyama. Yoduhiro, to Kikkonaa Corporatioa. Proooa fbrarodu^

^^'i^^*'^ "^y*^ 4,476,144. 0^646.000^*^
Kitamoto, Tatauji: See—

Kitaoka. Tervhiko: See—
1^';»(^if^V&numui Yamakawa. Kaznmi: Yaaoda. Wrothi: and

.r. "^^"^J«™«>*o. .75.305.a 446463.00a ^^
StJ^S^i^^'^iS' ^"5 ""^ »^«*A VoBishi. Sato.

wSS;?^^iSr^'^'!S Alteaachopfcr. Theodor. Haomami.

XiwSTcSlSKow''^'^'**^'*^

Kiyoura. Tadamitsu: See—
Hoada. Tadatoahi; MaMida. Fujio; Ktyoora. Tadamitsu; and

Kl^S^^'^i^^ "^i^^**"**- "». 4.475.717, a. 254-264.000.

^XT4^^.'SSS?0&^
;^^'. ?4??3?!rsxSogr^ '^ °^-"- ">-
KloakA, Werner, aad Throabertas. Werner, to Chemiache Werke

KiS3S?2£T47?3rc["^^^

KiSyffiTTSf^ *•*''•*''• cnsisssr"
'^•^

»

^SK53W3&!43'15». *«^ ^^ - i^ Sydaey J..

Kljnf^bej* Uwe. to Maachiaeafabrik Alfred Schmermud OmbH ft

KSS^^Z%£rZL^JS^S^ •^'•«3. CU9W47Siagjwux.*. P^^Perarectifier apparatus. 4.476.521. Q. 363-lOI4)0a

taJSS^S^^a*''''''^ 4,475.581. a. 164.10a000.

Kloppe, Herbert: &»—

&2lSISia'°^
"''*^

Kluasauan. Wilfried: See—

°w!00il**^
"^ Klussmaaa. Wilfried. 4,475,586. Q. 165-

Knapp. Oofdon O.: 5^e—

5684»lSoO*^
•«* K~PP. a<W0B O.. 4,476^31. Q.

Kniele. Wolfg^: s^e_
Dietach. Kurt; Oess, Hans-Dieter; Kniele, Wolfi
JMchua; aad Jeske, Oustav, 4,475.445. a. 98-2

i^aieae, neiaer: See—
'''SlS*^ "^ST" ."S?^'

Suetterlia. l^orbert; Mueller. Klaus;

KnittZ'^^sSt^' ^'^' ***'*'"^ ° ^'-^^ «»
Ldu Jini-Jca; and Kniftaa. John F, 4,47M2C. a. 56Mnan

I^noedkr Maanftcturers. lac.: See—
Fo«er. Daniel S.. 4.475.707. a. 248-636.000.

Knogo Corporatioa: See—

aSSSn'oS**'
**

'

•"* ''*^^' ^^ ^' *'*^«'*'»' CI.

Knoth. Werner D., to Veba-Olas AG. Cuttiag device for iecti<Mhi«

.rilSr*!^ "'^ 4.475.938, Q. 65-334.000*
^^ "ectiooing

Koball. Aruoe R.: See—

'^iita.^.aS' »™** '^•^ - !-»«». Joha S. H..

Zaader.
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Kobayashi. Akio: See— ^ „ ^
Kato. Katsashi; laomura. Shigeaori; KobayasM. Akio; aad Koado.

Toshio, 4.475.501, 0. 123025.000.

Kobayadu, Hideo: Sf»—
Tamori. MicMtoshi, deceased; Kobayashi. Hideo; HasUnolo.

Kazua, aad Kawai. Kazuo, 4.476.539. a. 36442S.00a

Kobayashi, bami:Ser—
Takeda. Hiroyuki; Kudo, Kuaio; KobayasM, Izumi; QiW; YoJ^jke:

Oda. MitsuynU; aad Sugiyama. Sakae, 4,475,394, CL 73-598.000.

Kobayashi Mnsaaki: Jar^
baka. Takeaobu; aad Kobayaahi Masaaki. 4,476,50a O.

360>ia300.

Kobayashi, Nobuyuki; Itoh, Hiroshi; and Sugiun. Yoichu to Toyota

Jkloaha Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-fad ratio control method aad appara-

tus for an internal combustion engine. 4,475,517, Q. 123489.000.

KobayasM, Teruaki: See—
ToMaaga, Daizo; Kobayashi. Teruaki; Katon, Akiko; aad

Kanaawa, YosMharu, 4,476.005. Q. 20(403.000.

Koba^sM, YasusM: See—
Yamawaki. Satoshi; Sugihara. Atsushi; Kobayashi. YasosM; IsMda,

HiRMM; Kuramasn. Ynkio; and Ootoh. kMsei. 4.475,96^ a.
148-26.000.

Kobayashi. Yoshiro; Kumadaki. Itsumaro; Takahaahi. Masaaki; aad

Yamaachi. TakasM. to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.

Process for produciag 3.3.3-trifluoropropyl substituted pheaol.

4,476.328. Q. 568-775^000.

Koch. Dieter, aad Risler, Wolfgang, to Bniker-Analytiscbe Messtech-

nik OmbH. Mixing chamber. 4.475.821. CL 366>160.00a

Koch, KlMO; aad Syrbius, Oerhard. to Hermann BerstoriT MaacMnen-

bau OmbH. Bart processing machiae. 4.475.452. Q. 100-1 17.00a

Kock, Erhard; aad Zwhaaki. Leo J., to ChaaniiOB Spark Plug Co. Spray

booth apparatus. 4.475.447. a. 98-1 15.0SB.

Kodaan, Hiroyuki, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Phosphate optical glass.

4,476,233, Cf. 50146.000.

Kodama, Tervo: See—
Nakamura. Osamu; Ogiao. laao; aad Kodama. Teruo. 4.476.092, a.
4224.00a

Koeraer, Ootz; Nickel, Friedhdei; Rott. Haas; aad Schmidt, Onater, to

Th. OoMachmidt AG. Method of produdag fiaely divided, stable

oil-ia-water emulsioas of orgaaopcrfysilouaes. 4,476,282. G.
524-837.000.

Koesier. Harold E; aad Davids, Robert E, to latematioaal Game
Teclmotogy. Coin handling apparatus. 4,475,564, Q. 133-8.00R.

Kohama, ToUo: See— „ ^ „ ..

Kawai. Hinsi; Tokura. Norihito; Kohama. Tokia. Kaaduva, Keaji;

Ito, TakayosM; aad Hasegawa. Kazutaka, 4,475,388, Q.
73-204.000.

Koike, Kroyuki; aad Kato. SMgehiro, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha; and

Caaoa DeasM KabnsMki Kaisha. Magaetic card traasportiag appara-

tus. 4.476,507. a. 360-104.000.

Koizumi, Akio; aad Yamagishi, Hiroshi, to Sony Corporation. Power

amplifier. 4,476.436. 0330-10.000.

Kokusai DensMn Denwa Co.. Ltd.: See- _ _
Tamori. Michttoshi. deceased; KobayasM, Hideo; HasMmoto,

Kazuo; aad Kawai. Kazuo. 4.476.539. Q. 364425.00a

Kokusan Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yamamoto. Kazumaaa, 4,473,415, 0. 74-543.000.

Komatsu, Fumito. Generator. 4,476,406, G. 31047.00A.

Komatsu, HitosM: See—
Fttjisawa, Hiromichi; Eado, Hirohidr, aad Koaiatsu. HitosM,

4,476.495, Q. 358-262.000.

Komatsu, Masaaa: See— _
Kimura, Tokusuke; Kuroau. Fumio; laoucM. TosMtsuga; aad

Komatsu, Masaaa, 4,476,109, G. 424-85.000.

KoBiiaami, Yasao: See

—

Watanabe, Kazuo; Kominami. Yasuo; Takizawa, Yoshiyuki; and

Haeno, Akira. 4,476,502, G. 360^5.000.

Komoda, MroMsa; aad IsMhars, Masatomo, to Toyo Seikaa Kaaha

Ltd.; aad Token K<^|yo Co. Ltd. Method and apparatus for produc-

ing a multi-layer laminated resin film. 4,476,080, G. 264-176.00R.

Komon, MasanncM: See
.

Tsunoda, Kazuhiko; Tsurumi, Yasuyuki; and Komon, Masamichi,

4,475.622, G. 181-227.000. ^ .

Koraunaaki, KeiicM. to MitsubisM Denki KabusMM Kaisha. Bearing

cooling mechanism for vehicular A.C. generator. 4.476.405, G.
310^.00R.

Kondo, SMroh, to Alps Electric Co.. Ltd. Rotary encoder. 4,476.457.

G. 340-347.00P.

Koado. Toshio: Sm—
Kato. KatsusM; laomura, Shigeaon; KobayasM, Akio; aad Koado,

Toshio, 4,475.501. G. 123^25.000.

Koaishi. Katsuo; Kawaao. Kaaji; Tamura, Kolyi; aad Abe, Mitsno, to

HitacM. Ltd. TMa fUm magaetic head aad method of aiaaufiK:tunag

the same. 4.476.509. G. 366-119.000.

KoaisMroku Photo ladustry Ca. Ltd.: See—
^ ^ , ^. „

MorigucM. Hiroyuki; Shimura, Takeo; Itmeko. TadMJn,J*^
Hiroyuki; aad NisMwaki, Akira, 4,476J09. G. 43^95.000.

KoBBO, SMgeru. to ScoviO Japaa Kabushiki Kaisha. Button. 4,475,273.

G. 24.ma)0. .
* ^ . ,

Koaomura, Yutaka, to Olympus Optical Ca, Ltd. Eadoacopic televi-

sioe apparatus. 4,475.539. CI. 128-6.000.

Konrath, Karl: See— ^^
Greiner. Max; and Konrath, Karl, 4,473.521. G. 123-501000.

Koomey, lac.: See— _.....««»
Loup. RoaaM L.. 4.475.568, G. 137-116.000.

^ngyi i—tm
, Eldo K., to Santrade Ltd. Retractable rotary cutting tool

M7St852, G. 4O8-73j000.

Kordas, Priedel to Inteasiv-Filter OmbH ft Co. KG. Pressure-gas

ooMMCtioa for duat-ladca gas filters. 4,475,934, G. 55-302.000.

KordooMnos, Paas^iiotis L, to Ford Motor Coospaay. Thermoaetting

coating composition—VL 4,476,259, G. 523400.000.

Korcnberg, Jakob, to York-SMpley, Inc. Fluidized bed reactor utilizmg

a phtte sopport and method of operating the reactor. 4,473.467, CT.

110.245500/
Koaaka, Yuzo: See—

Ohtaai, Mikio; Wada, HirosM; aad Koaaka, Yuzo, 4.476022. G.
435-14.000.

Koao lateraatioaal. Inc.: See—
Keller. William F.; aad Sibley. Richard D.. 4,473,565. G.

137-39.000.

Koasev, Daaail K.: See—
Rashev. Tsolo V.; Valkov, Lyudmil K.; Rasheva, Ivanka A.;

Stoyaaov. Stoyan M.; Kosaev. Danail K.; and Larabev, Yordan

G.. 4.476.565. G. 373-50.000.

Kosagi. Seik to Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Solenoid

actaator. 4.476,451. G. 33^262.000.

Kosuzame, HirosM: See—
Ohaishi, Haruo; Koauzume, HirosM; Suzuki, Yasuo; and Mochida,

Ei, 4,476,127. G. 424-250.000.

Kotam, Swmihisa: See
,

Sueftaji. Kazutaka; Oguni, Kensaku; Kotani, SunriMsa; and Tojo,

Keiui, 4.475.360. cT 62-324. lOa

Kotsen, Marat E: See— _ ..

Yakubovich, Solomon L.; Kotaen, Marat E; Oolubnichy. Vladis-

lav v.; Oerliag. VoMemar E; aad Stepanov, Jury N., 4.476.388.

G. 230-361.0^.

Koumura, Noboni: Ser—
Ayata. Naoki; Koumura. Noboru; Saito, Seui; Suzuki. HidMoaM;

Ozawa. Kuaitaka; aad Kazuma. Koji. 4.476.486, G. 358.78.000.

Koumura, TakasM: See—
Hasegawa, Shumpei; Koumura. TakasM; Mieao. ToaMyuki; aad

Okawa. Kiyoshi. 4.475.503. G. 123-339.000.

Kouao. ShigeyosM; aad Otauhaa. Masakazu. to Amada Company,

Limitedrniiakiag apparatas. 4,473,424, G. 83-349.000.

Kovacs, Bete v.; Nowkki, Romaa M.; aad Stickds, Charles A., to Ford

Motor Compaay. Method of makiag M^ streagth ferritic ductile

iroa parts. 4.473.956. G. 148.3.000.

Kovalev. Aadrd P.: See— ......
Origoriaa. Alfred N.; Kovalev. Aadrei P.; Lalov, Vitaly V.; Make-

fov. Nikotei D.; aad Katrush, Rady V.. 4.476025, CL
435-287i)00.

Koyama, Hiroaki; aad Shimizu, Shigeo. to Kaaebo Ltd. Resin oompoai.

tioo oontaimng granuter or powdery phead-aktehyde resia.

4.476077, G. 5l4-SO9.00a

Koyaaagi, Kohki: See— „ . „ ^,.
Sakai, ToaMa, Matsui, Takduro, Taaioka, AUra; Koyamigi, Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hori, Tohm; Matsui, YosMMko; KawagisM,

Itsuo; Fujii, Masahiro, Yabe, KoMchi; aad YamasMta, HaruMsa,

4,475,609, G. 177-21 1.00a

Kozawa, Hiroomi: See—
Toyoda, Motoya; Aiaoya. Masayuki; Kozawm, Hiroomt; aad

Katagiri, Shigeaobu, 4,475,807, G. 355-15.000.

Kozawa, Yutaka: See—
Mizuao, Saburo, Kozawa, Yutaka; aad Ogata, Toaikaza, 4,475,589,

G. 165-166.000. _ ^ .

Kraegea, Edward W.; Lazarus, Leslie; Bell. David J.; aad Chisboha,

Doaald J., to Oarvaa Research Development Ltd., The, and Com-

monwealth of Australia, The. Apparatus for iaipfoving blood sugar

coatrol ia diabetics. 4,475,901, G. 604-67.000.

Kraftwerk Uaioa Aktiengeaellschaft: See—
Leupen. Hans-Joa^ma, 4.475,710. G. 251-30.000.

Kreider, Caikan See—
Oii. Peter, aad Kreider. Carleea. 4.475.667. G. 222-39.000.

Kiemerova. Liza: See—
Diaer. Gerts; aad Kremerova. Liza, 4,475,647, G. 198-711.000.

Krishaakumar, Snppayaa M.: See—
Prevot, Stephaae C; aad Krishaakumar, Suppayan M., 4.476.364,

G. 219-10.8ia

Krob, Erwin: See—
Bauer. Helmut; and Krob. Erwin. 4.475,742, G. 28(^632.000.

KrolL'Hartmut: See— ,. ^ ^^^ ,^^ ^
Mulkr. Erfaaid; Christ. RkAard; and KroU, Hartmut. 4,476.394, G.

250-507.100.

Knacoa. Fraads E. to Bruaswick Corporation. Temperature compen-

sated flow sensor. 4.475.407, G. 73-861.530.

Kruyt, Jacob A.: See—
Nette, Aart; and Kruyt, Jacob A., 4,475,846, G. 405-17.000.

Kubach, Hans: See—
Hascher-Reichl, Asta; Kubach, Hans; and Gross, Werner.

4,475,69a G. 239-585.000.

Kubeas, Rolf: See—
Corady, Wolfgaag; Mdwach, Haas; Meyer. Fraak; Kubeas. Rolf;

aad Wiakehaaan. Martin, 4.475,847, G. 405-264.000.

Kubota, TakesM: See—
Nakamori, Yutori; Matsumura, TsuyosM; aad Kubota, Takeshi.

4,476,098, G. 422-140.000.
. .„ „. «

Kuchenbrod, Gary W. Portable cooking apparatus. 4,475,328. G.
126.9.0(Hl.

Kudo, Kunio: See—
Takeda, Hiroyuki; Kudo, Kunio; Kobayashi, Izumi; Ojiri, Yohsuke:

Oda, Mitsuyuki; and Sugiyama, Sakae, 4,473,394. CI. 73-598.000.
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Kwh lwi—. Erven J.; Oufnill, RichanI P.; Jung. Dick Y.; nd Zau.
HyimgK.. to TeMoo Inc. Proem hr inproviaf^ hydrocm doii6r

*'lItfSft!S&?5* *«'»^ :— I--* Arthur M., to

I2?5«JW.^'"*^ '"^'^^ "** *** <*^''»H a.

DofMU J.. M76,068. Q.

Koteyah^ YtatWro; KHwdaki, IttuiHro; Takahahi. Masaaki: and
Yanuiclii. Takaahi. 4.47W2*. a. 5««-77lSoa ^^

Kumano. Nobuo: Sw^

Kume, ToyoUko: Siv—

icJ^'*^ "^52?*' ToyoWko. 4.475.997, a. 204.|S8X)0R.
Kmt. Haanc-Pu. to Hpflmann-U Roche Inc. Method for the e«tf»c-
tkM ofname tnterfieron. 4.476.049. a. 260-I t2.00R.

SJ? "y^^PUwrtedSlata of Anerica. National Aeronantica and
gMjAdajatiaioa In«o( didng nadiae and aethod. 4.475.327.

ITnfahalii. TMiaihi. Jjj

""^ftSSi X*5!!^«'^if?f!'*
''•'^ **''^ ««'««•; •«' Ito.

Hiroki, 4.476.419. Q. 311^44.000.
Bin. Yukio: 5»-
^^*^ Satodii; Suahara, Almhi; Kobayahi. Yauthi; Ishida.
HjwhjKuiaaawi, Yukio; and Ootoh. Ichiaai. 4.475.96a Q.

Kufcha Kacakn Ko»o Kabmhiki Kaiaha: Sii»—
Kobayahi, YoaUro; Kumadaki. Itaiunaro: Takahathi, Maiaaki: and
Yia iH rki , Takaihi. 4.476.3H. Q. 568.775loO ^^

SSI!^iI'S5!5J?!!^ **2?*5 •*• Nitoh. Shoichi. to Mit-

MSi4"cf^SS?l.gi: "" •"«*- '*" '»«*-^« *»^ °«^
Kaaaa, Fuaio; Sa—

Kteoa. Tokwukc; Kurmo. nauo; Inoochi, Toahitragu; and
Komatw^Maana. 4.476.109, a. 424-85.000.

Rwoyviagi, Toaoaltiii: 5a
**lffiiiJE*'!f*iS?J«. *^,^1S^ Tomomitiu; and Kazumi.
Maaalbat. 4.476.491. a. 3S8.|67.00a

Kiirti.John A.;awi Cowena. Donald E.. to Fairchikl Camera* Inatru-
~555[^g>ver pa coarol of bonding bdl forination. 4.476.365.

Kwano, Mfoahi: Sm^
^
CrSMSfoSr****^

Hiroahi; and Sugimoto, Ryuichi. 4.476.304.

* lS2ifSf7;^"S \*^"* *?«''^ » MatanrtiiU Electric

ffloSsF
^^ frequency heating apparatua. 4.476.362. a.

'^S**!SJ^M?L£_«i*«'«». Ltd- Method of and ayitem for control-
hng hydranlic turbine. 4.475.334. a. 6O.398.00a

KttflCSlkftt EdBQDd J * &v^»»

°^gjg^J5™*
D.; and Kuziemka. Edmund J.. 4.476.2H O.

Kva-Spil Limited: Saw
Flakk. Eal. 4,475.324.d 52-209.000.

V«;J2l!S'i^"U?2f^ '"'»«"• 'o Qbe^Jeigy Corporation.

^S^*^:!!^3^^?^!?^^^y'^ obtain^ there^ and
prnwatton thereof. 4.476.305. a. 544-296.000.

Kyaader. Aano: S^v—

KybSjSfli^S-!^ ^'*^' ""^ *'*"'"^ ° 414-513.000.

A«ljwujte^ Werner, and Kyburz. Emilio. 4.476.308. CI.

''a2Sk.*SS;*u^.iT^>^ •*• Newmai, Jama A.; and

S2Svf^^*°.i£!lI???!L?»**"»» * Developaau Limited.

lSST^^ST*!.*???' ""^^ 4.475,248, oTlSOO.
^5S^ SZ^^t!^^ ^•t

to S«»fi Antibiotic derivaivet.

SS^lSSS''^^T*!™"u*^ thiaiolyl aubttituenta. phamai^
LJbSiGJtoSlrSi!?*^ ^^"^ 4.476.123. Q. 424.246!ooa^

I .Jtf*^'"^^i*'*^5''7»' CI. 156^97.00a T

^SSSJSS 4*l75.2«.a^5 OOO""*"
''•' Clonre hinge in.

Laoour. Alain P.: See—

'^aSLSSCLh^^'Slf'^ **: l^Wloifc Michd: and

Lai. FS2£[^rt!r«JW?*^ i*I^'^ CI. 424-272.000.

MJS!^r;i!Slii*''^***»'<' N.. to International Bainea

L^S"^^^^^ 4^582rg'1?6^'

Lakatoa. Andra I.: See—

°BSSlJ2"B^iJ '^'<»' Andra I.; Btaly, Terence W.;

JSafiS Mi.?4^r' ^"^ '^- B--. George E.,

Latev. Vhaly V.; See—

rov^NOga, D; and Katniih. Rady V.. 4.4^6025, Q.

Lambcv. Yoidan O.: See—

*sSLL"Snil: w*"?''' ^yjl"*' '^•; *-»*^«' 'vaika A.;

I jmirande, DonaM J.: See—
Griffin. Michael D.; and

261-65.000.

L«»d»^vidR. Mean* for aanating in kxating an object. 4,476*469,

Landia. Arthur M.:S^r—
Kulprathipaiua. Santi; Neual. Richard W.; and Laidk, Arthur M.,

4.475.954. Q. l27-4«.3Qa
Landit. John M.: See—

Aack, John C; Douty. Qcoige H.; Ooodaai. Joaeph R.; Joaei,
Kcnnit M.. Jr.; Landit. John M.) Snyder. CWr wiTlr.; Wontyfai,
John A.; and Zell. Dale R.. 4.475.781, Q. 339.1T.OLM.

Landry. ViaoeM E: Saf—

*•fli?i«^.^.£;•if*y• ^**** E.; ami Oeterdi. Paul J..

4.475.70a a. 242-l97.00a
Lane, Joaeph A.: See—

Hull. Robert; and Lane. Joaeeh A., 4,473.932, Q. 55-170.000.
Langa. AkM A.; and Heibnan. Marim S.. to Miecxydaw Minmiki.
Arrhythmia detection and defibrillation tyitem and method.
4.475,551. a. 128-4I9.00D.

^^
Langhammer. HaaaJutfen, to Kkx:kner-Werke AO. Method and
appwatua for bbricating glad ingota. 4.475.581. Q. 164-IOOXlOO.

Langkm. Michel: S«»—
DmM^ PUKppe L.; Laiour. AUn P.; Laagloii, Michel; and

Sttohn-Bnedetti. Mtfgherita, 4.476.136. a. 424-272.000.
LaRue. John C: Sa—

4,475,392, Q. 73-432.0m.
Uuchner, John K.. to Motorola, Inc. AdjuataMe diiectional coupler
and power detector utilinag tame. 4.476[«»7. a. 333-1 1 1.000.

UvecbUJqpna O. to WaUaa Cuter Conpaiy. The. Oument with
a convertible cuff. 4.475,253, Q. 2-269.00a

''^J^;«5f^ A ^"^ co«v«rrioB apparatua. 4.476^397. a.
29O-54.00a

Uwion. Kenneth T.. to Davy McKee (Poole) Ud. Method of slitting
or edge tnmming strip material. 4.475.4^ Q. 83-13.000.

^*"^}1!S^*^ 5l^9??2S?y' *"*• Abaorptwo reftigeratioa pto-
oeaa. 4,475.352, Q. 62-101.000.

^^"^ ^^-i^J^^^^S^^hJ^ *«^ tbaorption refrigeration
process. 4,475,353, Q. 62-101.000.

Lazarua. Leslie: Sie—
Knegen, Edward W.; Lazarus, LesHe; BeD, David J.; and CUs-

hohn. DonaU J.. 4.475.901. Q. 60427.00o!
Leadon, Leon R: See—

Jadoon, Craig A.; aid Leadon. Leon R., 4.475.63a Q. I87.9.00R
Lecomte, Alan: &e—

Rinck, Jean; and Lecomte. Alam, 4.475.479, Q. 1 1 8-7O7.00O.
LedenKan^obert L Sign boad. 4.475J0a Q. 4040aOOa

w-.V?i?V.**-; ,^^21?'*''*** gun caa and protective apparel.

Le Oars, Philippe: See—

. u^l^i R^:."^^°^ Philippe. 4.476.578. Q. 455-1 I5.00a
Lehnhoff, Richard N.: See—

Licata, Joaeph P.; Lehnhoff, Rkhard N.; and Teikaaki, Prank J..

4.476.416.0.318-283.000.
«-«."«« j..

Leibowitz, Marshall; Crandall. Richard; and Faughnan, Brian, to Tonex

4,475,795, Q. 350-357.000.

Le Marchand, Claude: See—
Gerar^ Jan-Louis; and U Marchand, Claude. 4*475,633, Q.

Lennox Industries. Inc.: See—
Cheringtoo. Floyd E; Adams. Charia W.; and Schneider. Eliede

F., 4,475,621, Q. 181-212.000.
^^

Latz, Thoma P., to MTS Systems Coiporatioii. Devwe to psdoad
loading connections. 4,475,403, Q. 73-798.000.

Lersmacher, Bemhard; and van KoUenburg. Ludovicus W. J., to U.S.
Philips Corporation. Method ofmaking erudbla for flamelea atomic
absorption spectroscopy. 4.476.163, a. 427.249.00a

Lesiecki, Oerahi, to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Bushing seal valve.
4.475.736. Q. 277-3.000.

Lettrich, Jellrey J.: See—
Ross. Norman C; and Lettrich. JefHrey J.. 4.475,949. CL 106-14.350.

Leung. Chun K.: Sa>—
Johnson, Edwin A.; and Leung, Chun K., 4.475.511. Q.

123-436.000.

Leupert. Hans-JoacMm. toJCraflwerk Union Aktiengaellachaft Elec-
tro-hydraulic control actuator for turbine valves. 4.47S,7ia CI
2si-3aooa

Leutz, Donald C, to Dougla Compoocnts Corporation. Teleacoping
steering shaft with a^juated lah. 4,475,744. Q. 280-775.000

Leviton Manufacturing Company. Inc.: See—
Bienwald, Wolfgang F., 4.476459, Q. 200- 1 56.000

Lewis. Hal B. Blowdown apparata and method. 4.475456* a.
62-183.00a

LeyboU-Heraea GmbH: See—
Forth. HanaJoadnm; and Heisig. Rolf. 4.475.345. Q. 62-6.000.

Leytes. Lev J.: See—
StAaril, Daniel H.; and Leytea. Lev J.. 4*476.017. Q. 210-94.000.

Liang. Anthony; and Cox, Ronald W., to OTE Products Corporation
Non-aqueous brazing alloy paste. 4,475,959, Q. 14<-24il00.

Ubby, Paul A.: See—
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Licata. Joaeph P.; Ldmhoff. Richard N.; and TeriuMki, Frank J., to

Ocneral Moton Corpoiution. Power window control for motor

vehicle window. 4.47MI6. 0. 318-283X100

Light Signatura, Inc.: See—
Ooldmai. Robert N.. 4*476*468. a. 340425.034.

Lin. Jiang-Jen; and Kaifton, John F., to Tcaaoo lac. Procea for the

synthesis of ethanol and acetalddiyde uaing cobak compounds with

novel proaotets. 4*476*326. a. 568481000.
Lin. Liaag-Tsai. to Motorola, inc. Wrte arabe generator Ibr clock

synchronind memory. 4,476,401, Q. 307-269.000.

Mtfvd. Carl S.; «Ml Lin. See, 4,476^)62, a. 260-S44.00a

Linddil, Stme: See—
Hewftsaoi, Ooraa; and Lindahl, Sune, 4,475,441, 0. 91-387.000

LiMlauCT Doraier OcaaUachaft mbH: See—
Dormer, PMer, 4,475*417. G. 26-3.00O

Lrade Aktieiitesellschalt: Se»-
' Aamlos, Stefiu. 4,475,930 a. 5S-26Xna

^
fVmta, FrMt, 4,475,443, Q. 91499.000.

Lmocfa cfiM* dcv^"*

Eckert, Konrad; Muller. Klaus; Under, Emat; Polach, Wilhelm;

and Britach. Heinz. 4.47S.S24. Q. 123-568.000.

Under. Oerald S. Univeral measuring attachment Ibr eaophageal

stethoaoopes. 4*475.355. 0. 128470000

ng, Detlev; and Lindner. Bernd. 4.476.201. G. 42942.000.

wood L.. Jr.: See—
Ciandok). AlfM D.; and Lnies. Ellwood L.. Jr.. 4.476.251. G.

521-110.000.

Liastromberg. William J., to Whirlpool Corporation. Ice production

rate selector for ice maker. 4.475.357, G. 62-157.000.

List, Hans. Fuel iiuection pump for internal combustion engina.

4.475.514, G. 123458.000.

Uttdfaae. be.: Sw^—
Borzoni. John M.. 4.475.783. G. 339-19.000.

Oiaon, Harry W.; and Borzoni, John M.. 4.47S4S3. G. 29-720.000.

LMle, Roger O., to Spire Corporation. Fiber optic coupler. 4.475.790

G. 350>96.2ia

Litton ladnstrial Products. Inc.: See—
'

Matig. Ronald J.. 4.475.371. G. 7248.000.

Uttoa Systems. Inc.: See—
Aadenon, Robert R, 4*476.465. G. 340-783.000.

Uu. Nai^L to General Electric Company. Uaea low deasity polyeth-

yloie fanpact modifier for thermoplastic polycsten. 4.476^74, G.
524445.000.

Livhigataa, Waylon A. Apparatus for ultraaooic testing of tiabulw

goods. 4.475.399. G. 73-01000.
Uoyd, Ronald. Ottomy devices. 4.475.908. G. 604-339.000.

Lodier. Johannes: 5ffr

Ffang, Ulrich;sad Locba, Johannes, 4.475413, G. 123446.000.

Lockheed Cocporation: See
Cronfai, Midmel J., 4,476495. G. 2904X100.

"LOESCH".Verpfk«niilfrhmk GmbH A Co KG: See-
Dammig, Werner, and MoUer. Heinz, 4.475,426* G. 83487.000.

Locv. Bernard; and Huang. PuCUh, to USV Pharmaceutical Corpora-

tion. Benzobisoiazinetetrona and anti-allergic uw thereof 4,476.125,

G. 424-246.000.

Loon, John K. Electronic test fixture. 4,476.433. G. 324-158.00P.

LofcTKar P.: See—
Croacher,^^Melvtai D.; DulT. Jama M.; Hair. Michnd L.; Lok. Kar

P.; and Wong. Raymond W.. 4.476.210 G. 430-114.000.

London Nuclew Limited: See^
Bonnki. Paul J.; and Denault, Robert P.. 4.476*047. G. 252426.000.

Long. John V.; and GagUani. John. Low dearity. modified polyimide

foama and methods of making same. 4.476454. G. 521-180.000.

Lonsmin. Victor. Decoration for a novelty. 4.475497. G. 40486.000.

Looa. Hendricns G. Bipolw fog abatement system. 4.475.927. G.
5S-1O000.

Loram. John S. H.: See—
BObtey, Robert A.; KobaB. Bruce R.; and Loram. John S. H.,

4*475.666. G. 222-14.000.

Lorke. Horst: See-
Meet. Benihard; and Lorice. Hotit. 4.476.034. G. 252-49.500.

Loshing. Clement T.; and Thompaoo, Ralph J. System for monitoring,

transmitting and conditioning of infonnation gathered at sdected

locations. 4.476.535. G. 364480.000.

Lotz, Horst K., to Aute Oeallschaft liier antogene Technik mbH.
Flame cutting machine. 4,475,719, G. 26648.000.

Loup, Ronald L.. to Koomey. Inc. Praaure reducing and regulating

valve 4.475.568, G. 137-116.000.

Lovgrea. Ernest G.; and Goyal. Prashant K.. to Gucopee. Procea and

apparatus for producing luiifonn ftttrous wd) at high rate of speed.

4.475471. G. 19-105.000.

LTV Aeroapace and DefimK Company: See—
Bourland, Gordon. Jr.; and Price, Howard M.. 4.475.624. G.

181-291000.

Lubowitz, Hymaii R.; and Sheppard, Gyde H., to Boeing Company.
The. Thermally stable polysuifone compositions for composite stnic-

tures. 4.476.184. G. 428-288.000.

Luca ladustria Public Limited Company: See—
Mowbray. Dorian F.. 4.475.515707123467.000.

Ludwig. Allen C; Wolter. Larry W.; and Frazia. Henry F.. to Soirth-

wett Reaearch Institute. Emulskm and method of making same.

4,475,933, G. 106-287.240

Lukacs. Janoa: 5w—
Bora. Werner; Lukacs. Janos; and Spalinger. Hugo. 4,476Xni, G.

264-15.000.

Lukawich. Joaeph, to Singa Company, The. Cartridge and receptacle
for ua with an electronically controlled appliance. 4,475,784, G.
33943.000

Lummw Ompany, The: See—
Tsao. Utah. 4,476,160 G. 422-144.000.

Lata, Andre : See—
Heymes, Rene ; and Utz, Andre , 4,476.121 G. 424-246X100.

Lydell. Martin G. Transmission. 4,475,495, G. 123-I97.0AB.
Lyle, W. D.: See-

Fitch. John L.; and Lyle, W. D., 4,475,386, G. 73-151.000.

Lystad, Leonard A., to Gneral Moton Corporation. WindsMek) wiper
system. 4,475463, G. 15-250.190.

M.A.N. MascUnenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg Aktiengesellchaft: See—
Muhlratzer, August; Stemnuer, Bruno; and Zeilinger, Hans,

4.475,958, G.T48'6.35a
M.A.N.-Roland Druckmaschinen Aktiengealischaft: See—

Wanke, Joliannes; Difflipp, Kurt; and Ruh, Jurgen, 4,475,459. G.
101410.000

Macho. Heinz: See—
Poppe, Werner, van R^iekevonei. Rainer; Ruppender, Uwe; and
Madio. Heinz. 4.476.149. G. 427-1000.

Mackal, Glenn H. Automatic inflator. 4,475.664, G. 222-5.000.

Macke. Joaeph E: 5cr
Whittington. Billy J.; and Macke, Joseph E., 4,475,428, G.

84-1.OlO
MacLeod, Robert B., Jr.; Landry, Vincent E; and Gelardi, Paul J., to

Shape Inc. Tape cassette dust door latch spring assembly. 4,475,700,

Gr24M97.000.
Maeda, Kuniyasu; Kaeriyama, Minoni; Matani, Nobna, Mizuno,
Maaami; Yasuda. Yasushi; and Nakata. Akira, to Nippon Soda Com-
pany Limited. Thiazoiino-(34-«)-1.3.5-triaziiie-2-one-4-(one or thi-

one) derivatives. 4.476403. G. 544-223.000

Maeda. Shoichi: Ser—
Watanabe. Ryoza. Kawasumi. Keiichi; Maeda, Shoichi; and Shoji,

TakasU. 4,476X)93, G. 42241.000.

Maeda, Tetsuro; Ohoka, Susumu; Shingai, Masafumi; and Igawa,

Hanio. to Deaki Kagaiku Kogyo Kabwhiki Kaisha. Thermoplastic

resin compositions. 4.476,266, G. 524-128.000

Median. Kenso: Ser—
Uhii. Koji; Shinmoto. Takahiko; Madiara, Kenso; and Honkawa.

Yoshinori. 4.475.456, G. 101-144.000.

Madiara, Nobunori; Utada, Norihumi; Oda. Taiji; Aahitaka, Hidetonio;

and Ishikawa, Hideo, to Ube Induatries, Ltd. Procea for producing

polybutadiene rubba with enhanced mechanical strength. 4,476,287,

G. 526-91000.

Mivorette S.A.: Ser—
Ribas. Jean-Louia; and Chenavia. Gilbert. 4.475,303, G.

446429.000.

Makarov. Nikolai D.: See—
Grigorian. Alfred N.; Kovalev. Andrei P.; Lalov, Vitaly V.; Maka-

rov. Nikolai D.; and KatniSh, Rady V.. 4.476,225, G.
43^287.000.

Makedonski, Boris G.: 5a

—

Galabov, Peta K.; and Makedonski. Boris G.. 4.475415. G. 51-

7100R.
Makino. Itsuo: See—

Hirai, Kentaro; Matsutani, Shigeni; Makino, Itsua, and Mnba,
Teniyuki. 4,476,133, G. 424-269.000.

Makino. Tomoatsu: 5tt

Toyama, Koichi; and Makino, Tomoatsu, 4,475.520 G.
123418.000.

Makusij, Andrew J.: Ser—
Atkins. Terrance J.; Field, Martin J.; and Makusij, Andrew J.,

4.475416. G. 123470.000.

Mallick. George T., Jr.; and Maynard, Pamela M., to Westingboua
Electric Corp. Motor control apparata with motor starts per time

period limita. 4,476,423, G. 318-800.000.

Mafanborg, Floyd L.; and Strengowski, Stanley S., to T-Bar Incorpo-

rated. Switohing apparatw employing conductor contracts on s

movrtle elastomeric memba. 4,476,357, G. 200-51.090.

Mandel. Goetz. to Measerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH. Toroidal

pressure vesal of compound material. 4,475,662, G. 220-3.000.

Mandy. Zohan P.: 5a—
Akahidm. George J.; and Mandy, Zoltan P., 4,475454, G.

62-117.000.

Manesty Machina Limited: Ser

—

Croasley, Jack; and WUson, David H., 4,475.880, G. 425-353.000.

Manftoni. Ezio. Method of pasteurizing an edible frozen congealed in

machines provided with gas-compression refrigerating circuit

4.476,146. G. 426-522.000.

Mantel Machine Products, lac.: See-
Mantel. Robert W., 4,475.435. G 86-26.000.

Mantel. Robert W.. to Mantd Machine Products, Inc. In line bullet

feeda. 4.475.435. G. 86-26.000.

Manuftcture De Machina Du Haut-Rhin S.A.: Ser—
Riack. Jean; and Leoomie. Alain, 4,475,479. G. 1 18-707.000.

Manzoni. Stephane Remote-control device for vehicle rearview mir-

ror. 4*475.414, G. 74-501 .OOM.

Marche. Pierre, to U.S. Ptailma Corp. Device for determining the spatial

position of an object M754I4. G. 356-138.000

Marconi Company Liauted. Thr. See—
Dent. Paul W.. 4.476.566. G. 375-1.000.
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Manmont Corpontioa: Sir—
rrtwirlriiii , JoMDh, M7S,S77, Q. 141-349.000.

Marteo^JoMph A.; Klmg. Michael J.; and Roth. Sydney J., to Bear
Autonotivc Service Equpment Company. Eagiiie analyzer wHh
digital wavefonn display. 4,476.331. Q. 364^31.010.

***^
^If^Ti 2.^i?^. 5f22f Company. CopolyeMer-carbonate

reona. 4,476J94, Q. S2t-l2S.00a
Markin, Charlea; Book. Ronald J.; Smith. Michael J.; and Wiacek.

Marian, to Duracdl Inc. Galvanic cell and lealini and insulation
member thefcTor. 4.476.20a CL 429-S6.000.

Marmon Oronp. Inc.. The: 5w—
^ ""^m^*^ li?**«* ^™" **' .7M30. a. S4.1.220.
Mamena. Michael. Protective device for inttiuments raovnted on an
mMrament panel. 4.475.366, Q. 70.258.000.

Muom. Hugo; and Adler. Shkmo. to Adler Cargo SyMems Limited.
Eneaded unit lo«l device. 4,475.704, a. 248.346.000.

MarrocGO, Matthew L.. Ill: S«e—

^^IKOn
*

'
"** **"'***• Matthew L., III. 4,475,994. CI.

Manhall. John L.: Sw-
Pite. Daniel W.; Crawley, PMIltp J.; ManhaU, John L.; and Martin.

Steve A., 4,475,570, a. 137-218.000.
Mardiall, Keith: Sw-

'^?S?,9I9"crwlil.00r^
''"^ '' "^ ^""^ '^"*'

**!^-R25f" ^ "^ **^ *^ movable bristle rows. 4,475,563, a.
132-85.000.

Mtf^ Omrd, to Societe anonyme dite: Tiasmetal Lioael-Dupont.
Device for protectng and covering a nil for fixing the seatt of a
comnwctal aircraft 4.475,701, 0^44-1 18.600l

«« " •

MutnUlaurnd Scharpf, Kurt, to Suddeutsche Kuhlerfabrik Julius

165-7^01
*^° DouWe-tube radiator. 4.475,584. a.

Martin, Hnry, to Oba-Oeigy Corporation Aminoglyoiyloitrile ox-
miino caiboxylic acid esters and thao eaters for the protection ofcrops
agamst n^^ury bv herbicides. 4,475,945, Q. 71-IO5.00a

Maitm Marietta Corpofitioa: Ste—

"^28800o' '
"** ^'"ovai, Robert A., 4.475,794, a.

ScfcwartAjHrg; Fred R.; and Tobey, waham H., 4,475,323, CI.
92-lll.UUII.

Martin, Steve A.: Stt—
PSte, Damd W.; Crawley, Phillip J.; Marshall, John L.; and Martin.

automatic closing

Steve A., 4,475,570^ d. 137.218.00a
Martinek, Thooas W., to Teeaak, Inc

system. 4,475,895, a. 493-259j000.
Maitinrsy Industries Lid.: Sm>—

Labelle, Henri M. R., 4.475,268, Q. 16-355.000.
Mnvel. Cart S.; and Lin. See. to United Sutes of America. Air Foroe
he«tei).l.U2.9.9,iai(k)ctonuoio{2,2h^«ydoph«r bSSd
chloride. 4,476,062, a. 260.544.00B

"^'"^"^"^ "•«*'

Marvin M. Starii Research Foundation: Sf»-

Masaki, Keiji: Stt—
Knamtfu. Ktoshi; Amaya, Toshiyuki; Ishiguro. Kazutoyo; and
^Mjfiki, Keui. 4.476.499. a. 358-341000^^

^^^'
Masata. Nobuo; and Yoahida. Tetsoo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-

mSWoOO*
D««»»»« contact assembly. 4,476,361, a.

Masatomi, Tsunehiko: &»-
Atajda, Mitsuo; Maaatomi. Tsuaehiko; Shimizu, Yasao; ToriL

i4^,SX^^JSri*L "«*«»• M75.992, Q. 204-59.00R.
Maachmenftbrik Alfred Schmermund GmbH ft Co.: Stt—

i^fagwberg. Uwe, 4.475,643, a. 198-347.000.

Matsumoto, Yoshihiro; Takezawa, Kunio;
4,476,528.0.364-206.000 '

"~ **"* *'*"'

Masaey-Fergnaon Inc.: 5^»-
Stanek. Gary C, 4.475,615, Q. 180-160.000.

Maasmann. VoDwr: S(v—

M«SE?^Pi?^jrS *!'««s»»'
yo?«. m76,493, a. 358-214.000.^^J^"i!?* '^"J'**' C»»'"«« S

.
to Bendix Corpotation, The.

SSTlTSSaf"**^
"««'««» ft" • *esel enginr43w393. S.

Masuda, Akira: &»-

%5S7:sf!s.3nsa' "^ '^ ^^^^ t-^-
Masuda, Shigeo: S^e—

'^V^fll^'^.Jilf*^ ^•"•o- Nobuyuki; Masuda. Shigeo:

^.^'^J^lf^^ Morihiko. 4,476,192, Q. 42^39i:00O^
^^

^^ J^'^f^; ^*;JS?^ Shinkichi; Nakano, Teruyuki; and
w J*'S'^ 5'»J«' M75,5ia a. 123-432.000.
Masuko, Tetsno: Si*-.

''"IS^ "*rt^ Op«^ F«5j«^
^ "**JSM*^ M«o. M76,169, a. 428-34.000.
Masaoka. Pqjw: j^ir—

AAuj^Syog^ukatsu, Yasushi; aad Masaoka. Fujio. 4.475.964.

Matej. RooaW J., to Litton Industrial Products. Inc. Testins and
straightening machine. 4,475471. a. 7^68.000

^^
Material Scienocs CocporatioB: Stt—

°^SSi5.SS^
*** '^"**'*** EOmvaa J.. 4.476.2H Q.

Mathieu. Jean-Paul: Stt—
B»dy, Aadre

; Comet, Michel; Coomaert. Sabine; MatMea. Jean-
hall ^gche. Francoise; aad Vidal. Michel. 4.476,I06» Q.

Mathys. Georges M. K.. to Exxon Research A Engineering Co. Batene
dunerization method. 4.476.341, Q. 585-512.000

Matsuda. Fajio: Stt—
Honda, Tadatoshi; Matsada. Fujio; Kiyoura, Tadamitsu: aad

^^
Terada.Kazuhiro. 4.476310 a. 548-508!oSo

"™™^ "*"

Matsuda. Hideki: &»-
Hayakawa. Masatodii; Aso. Koichi; Uedaira. Satoru; Ochiai. Yo-

shitaka; Matsuda. Hideki; Hotai. Kazahide; and Hayashi
Kazahiko. 4.475.962. aiis-lSToOO.

'^^

^!''!f^ X."*^ "** ^^**^ Tsatomu, to Sumitomo Metal ladustries.
Ltd. Method for producing clean gM snip. 4^75.369. Q. 72-38.000.

Matsufuji. Akihiro; Umemura. Shizuo; Aonuma. Manshi; Miyatsaka.
Hajime; and Kitamoto. Tatsi^i. to Fuji Photo Film Co.. LtdL Feno-

T'^^'^J**^^^"? "^y"* ^*** T». V. Cr, Mn, Co, Ni,

lanes. 4.475.946. CI. 75.0.5AA.
Matsui, Kazuhiro: St»—

Sakai. Yasahara; and Mataui. KazaUro, 4.475,374, a. 72-452.000.
Matsui, Kazuma: Sw—

'''i?^
Yoshiski^KuwhMhi, Takashi; Matsui. Kazuma; and Ito.

Hiroki. 4.476.419. CI. 318-444.000.
Matsui. Koji: Stt—

Tanaka. Toshiaki; Kawata. Ichiro; Nakagome, Keisuke: and Mat-
sui. Koji. 4,475.973. Q. 156-184.000!^^

^^
Matsui. Michikage: Stt—

^.^aXfS'gSSSS^ KOI** -d MM,* Mid*.

Matsui. Nobiw: Sw—
Maeda, Kuniyasu; Kaeriyama. Minoni; Matsui. Nobuo; Mizuno,

sJSSmOOo"*'*'
^***""^ "^ '^''^ '^^^ 4.476,303, Q.

Matsui. Takehiro: Stt—

^^J^^' .**"^ Takehiro; Tanioka. Akira; Koyanagi, Kohki;
?""*5' .T*i!^ "ori. Tohru; Matsui. YoshihikoTKawaa^
Itsuo; Fujn. MasaUro; Yabe, Kohichi; and YamasUta. HaruE^
4,475,609,0.177-211.000.

-. ™niiiii.,

Matsui, Yoshihiko: Stt—

^*!f!^JP^' .**•»«*• Takehiro; Tanioka, Akira; Koyanagi. KohU:
phkubo. Takaaki; Hori. Tohru; Matsui. YoshiWkcTKawagiihE

l^'^^**fS'^l!ll*' '^°'***i •«* Yamashita. HariS
4.475.609, CI. 177.211.000.

Matsumoto, Hiroahi, to Fuji Photo Fifan Co., Ltd. Process fbr deseasi-
tizfaig lithographic printing (rfttes. 4,475,460 G. 101-465.000.

Matsumoto, K^nitoshi- Ste—

^^2^* ?!^. JiSS'JSS?**' *^««<»»»; "»«» Ochiai, Hideo,
4,475,616, CI. 180-215.000.

MMsumoto, Kuniyoafai, to Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: and
Sanshin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Overheat preventing system for
utemal combustion engines. 4,475,502, Q. 123-33I.O0nL

Matsumoto, Tetsurou; aad Kazigaya, Kazuh&o, to HittKhi. Ltd. Dy-
nanac type MOS memory de>^. 4.476.548. Q. 365-233.000.

Mattmnoto. Yoshihiro; Takezawa. Kuaio; and Masegi, Ken. to Tokyo
SWbaun Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Method andisp^^

HioOOO***"
"*'*"*'*** "'™**"»*'* •y*«"- .76,528, O.

Matsumura. Toshimi: Stt—

Matsumura, Tsuyodhi: Stt—
Nakamori. Yatori; Mataamara, Tsuyoshi: aad Kabota. Takeshi

4,476^098, a. 42M40.000.
^^^ ^^^

Mgwaa^^Akihiro. Process of prodactng peanat oil. 4,476,057, Q.

Matsanaga, Tetsazo: S^«>—
Kasuya, Katsuhiko; Mori, Hidetomo; Fujiwara, Mitsuru: aad Mat-
wnaga. Tetouzo. 4,475.878. a. 418-201.000

Matsushite Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: Stt—

'*MO-10^30o'*°***
"d Kobayashi MasaaU, 4.476,500 O.

'^lo^
Shigeru; and Yoshimura, HiroAnni, 4,476,362. Q. 219-

Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd.: Stt—
"«' H^oy****' ^°^' "»«>«>: <• liUcW, Yotui. 4*475,285, Q.

3lr41.OU0.

Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co., Ltd.: Stt—
Kattuhiro, Takahashi; Keiichi, Wataaabe; Hiroyuki, Jinbo; and
Naoto, Hoshihara, 4,475,990 a. 204-2.100.

Matsutani, Shigeru: See—
Hirai. Kentiuo; Matautani, Shigeru; MaUno, Itsno; and IsUba.

Teruyuki, 4,476,133, a. 42439.000!^^
^^

Matsuura, Masaaki: Ste—
Honda, Shoichi; Matsuura, Masaaki; and Anno, Nobuo, 4,475,497,
a. 123.198.00F.

Matzold, Uwe; and Heiss, Dieter, to Blaupunkt Werke GmbH. Radio
UvnnuttCT system with special program identification. 4,476*577, Q.
455*102.000.

Maurer, Richard P.: Stt—
"^«ro^ J«a«e« S.; and Maurer. Richard P., 4,476,183, Q.

Maxdem Incorpetated: Stt—

^^S!*;^*^^ ^' «* Morocco. Matthew L.. HI, 4,475,994, Q.
204.129.000.
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May. Adolf; Bucking. Hans-Walter, and Schieiber. ManfM, to Ho-
echst Aktiengeadlschaft. Concentrated softener masteibatches.

4.476,030 a. 252.8.800.

Maynard. Pamela M.: Stt—
Mallick. George T. Jr.; and Maynard. Pamela M.. 4.476,423, a.

318-800000.

Mayr, AdoUb; Galli, Paolo; Sasa, Emaano; Di Drusco, Giovanni; and

Giachetti, Ettore, to Montecatini Edison S.p.A. Catalysts for the

ptriymerization of olefins. 4,476,289, Q. 526-121000.

McAloon, Kevin: See—
Brtegs, Peter J.; McAkxm, Kevin; and Rideai, Graham R.,

4)476,181, a. 428-220.000.

McCafhey, David J. A., to Coal IndnstiY (Patents) Limited. Froth

flotation. 4,476,013, Q. 209-166.000.

McCall, Francis L., to Specified Ceiling Systems. High volume ceiling

type air diffnaer. 4,475,446, Q. 98-40.00D.

McOuidlish. Larry E.; and Turaew, Larissa W., to Exxon Research and
Engmeering Co. Molybdenum oxycarbonitride compositions and

process for preparing the same. 4,476,102, Q. 423-365.000.

McCarroll, John J.: Stt—
Joyner, Richard W.; McCarroll, John J.; and Tennison, Stephen R.,

4,476,250 a. 518-715.000.

McCorkd, Frankim M., to Aggregates Equipment, Inc. Lip vibrator

naloader. 4,475,671, a. 222-196.000.

McCormick, Stephen J., to AUis-Chafaners Corporation. Transmission

brake aad clutch. 4,475,638, G. I92-4.00A.

McCormick, Stnhen J.: Stt—
Ballendux, Gerardus M.; and McCormick, Stephen J., 4,475,641,

a. 192-87.150.

McDonald, J. Barrett; and Fontalbert Terry V., to Nova Rubber Co.;

and FMC Corporation, a part interest Device fior coUectingalkaline

cell liquor firom an electrolytic cdl. 4,476,001, Q. 204-228.000.

McFadden, Arthur: Stt—
Shetty, Bola V.; McFadden, Arthur, and Hofer, Peter, 4,476,311,

a. 548-531.000.

McGloughlin, Denis: Ser—
O'RMan, AlfauM and McGloughlin, Denis, 4.475,327, Q.

52-404.000.

McGraw-Edison Company: Stt—
Wyler, Gary J., 4,475,843, Q. 403-394.000.

McGrnor, Charlea W.; and Connell, James J., to Essex Group, Inc.

High solids THEIC polyester enamds. 4,476,279, Q. 5244O2.O0O.

McGuire, Thomas R.: St^
Aboaf, Joseph A.; Klokholm, Erik; and McGuire, Thomas R.,

4,476,454, G. 338-32.00R.

Mclntyre, Frederic S., to Acumeter Laboratories, Inc. Method of and

apparatus for multi-layer viscous fluid deposition such as fbr the

application of adhesives and die like. 4,476,165, G. 427-258.000.

McKee, Gerald D., to Cars ft Concepts, Inc. Drainage seal for vehicle

having removable roof pands. 4,475,766, G. 296-213.000.

McKeetery, W. JameK Stt—
TerwOUger, Curtis G.; McKeefery, W. James; Sun, Szu C; and

Melen. Roger D.. 4.476.467. G. 340425.500.

McKenna. Patrick M.. to Boeing Company, The. Overhead panel latch.

4.475.752. G. 292.210.000.

McKey. Paul M., to Niagara Blower Co. Increased capacity wet surface

air cooling system. 4.476.065, G. 26I.23.00R.

McQuay Inc.: Stt—
Tsou, John L., 4,475.588, G. 165.159.000.

McSweeney, Michael A.: Ser—
Harden, Eldon A.; and McSweeney, Michael A.. 4,475,601, G.

172.283.000.

Mead Coiporatioii, The: See—'

Adair, Pud C; Burfcholder, Amy L.; Duda, Honer G.; Wright.

Richard F.; and Stanley. Mary M.. 4,476,213, G. 430-229.000.

UUman, John E, 4,475,653, G. 206-497.000.

Mead, Judith W.; Montoya, Orelio J.; Rand, Peter B.; and Willan,

Vernon O., to United States of America, Energy. High temperature

adhesive silicone foam composition, foam generating system aad

method of generating foam. 4,476,159, G. 427.136.000

Measurement RAD Corporation: Stt—
Halpine, Joseph C, 4,475.377, G. 73.3.000

Mewiec S.A.: Stt—
Fuchi=^uchs, Ernst; Rimmele, Kari; and Bieri, Haas, 4,475,423, G.

83.199.000.

Medansky, Roland S. Automobile occupant hoist 4.475,861, G.
414-462.000.

Medical Instrument Dev. Labs., Inc.: Ser—
Wang, Carl C. T., 4,475,904, G. 604.119.000.

Medtronic, Inc.: Stt—
Bennett, Robert M., Jr., 4,476,440, G. 330-260000.

Mees, Bemhard; and Lorke, Horst. to Hoechst Aktiengeadlschaft.

EmuUfiers for metid processing oils. 4,476,034, G. 252-49.500

Mega Engineering: See-
Dame. Richard E.. 4.475,536. G. 126^19.000

Mebeach. Haas: See—
Coraely. Wolfgang; Mehesch, Haas; Meyer, Frank; Kabens, Rolf;

and Winkelmann. Martin. 4,475,847. G. 4O^264.000.

Mehiens. Douglas W. Window sill flower pot support 4.475406, G.
47.39.000.

Mei. Joseph S.: See—
Shaag. Jer-Ya; Mei, Joseph S.; aad Wibon, John S., 4,475,884, G.

431-170.000.

Mdasaer latematioaal B.V.: See-
van Beers. Willem P., 4,475,718, G. 254-371.000.

Melen, Roger D.: See—
TerwilUger, Curtis O.; McKeefery, W. James; Sun, Szu C; and
Mden. Roger D., 4,476,467. G. 340425.500.

Mellors, Geoffrey W., to Union Carbide Corporation. Manganese
dioxide and process for the productioB thereof. 4,476,104, G.
423-605.000.

Melvin, Lawrence S., Jr.: Stt—
Ets)iet, James F.; Johnson, Michael R.; and Mdvin, Lawrence S.,

Jr., 4,476,131, G. 424-258.000.

Menard, Claude J. Pressed cadmium dectrode and method of making
die same. 4,476,205, G. 429.217.000.

Mentor Corporation: See—
Conway, Anthony J.; Conway, Peter B.; and Conway, PWlip J.,

4,475,910 G. 6O4.352.O00.

Merck k Co., Inc.: See—
Himmdstein, Kenneth J., 4,475,916, G. 604-890.000.

Kempf, August J.; Wilson, Kenneth E.; Hensens, Otto D.; Mona*
ghan, Richard L.; Zimmerman, Shddon B.; and Dulaney, Eu-

gene L., 4,476,139, G. 424.283.000.

Portnoff, Joel B., 4,475,914, G. 604-414.000.

Merger, Franz; and Nestler, Gerhard, to BASF AktieMesdbchaft.

Preparation of N-substituted carbamates. 4,476,316, G. 5604)24.000.

Merkle Engineers, Inc.: See—
Meride, Frank P., 4,475.470, G. 110-332.000.

Merkk, Frank P., to Merkle Engineers, Inc. Suspended roof construc-

tion for industiid furnaces. 4,475,470, G. I IO-332.000.

Mero-Raumstruktur GmbH k Co. Wurzbun: Ser—
Eberiein, Hdmut 4,475,841, G. 403-281000. ij

Merrdl, Richard G., to Zenith Electronics Corporation. Control circuit

for CATV alert system. 4,476,488, G. 358-86.000.

Mesaerschmitt.Bolkow.Blohm GmbH: See—
Maadd, Goetz, 4,475,662. G. 220-3.000.

Mettler lastmmente AG: Stt—
Zulliger, Hans-Rudolf, 4,475,409, G. 73462.650.

Meyborg, Holger: See—
Sal^iurg, Herbert; Meyborg, Holger, Goyert Wilbdm; and

Barnes, James M., 4,476,253. G. 521-176.000.

Meyer, Edmond O., to Meyer Trust. Cod derived fiiel compoeition and

method of manufscture. 4,475.924, G. 44-51.000.

Meyer, Frank: See—
Corndy, Wolfgang; Mehesch, Hans; Meyer, Frsnk; Kubens. Rolf;

and Winkelmann. Martin. 4.475.847, G. 405.264.000.

Meyer, Haas.Robert to Ernst Winter k Sohn GmbH * Co. Method of

trueteg of grinding disks. 4,475.321. G. 51.325.000.

Meyer. Harald: See—
Bartscher. Peter, Meyer, Harald; and Staisch, Diether, 4,475.773,

G. 303.6.00A.

Meyer. Leonard S., to Kidde Recreation Products. Inc. Elongated

spring member. 4,475,723, G. 267-47.000.

Meyer Trust: See-
Meyer, Edmond G., 4,475,924, G. 44.51.000.

Meyer, Willy; and Fory, Werner, to Ciba-Oeigy Corporation. O-Sub-

sdtiited ptenylsulfonamides. 4,476,321, G. 564.89.000.

Meynier, Guy, to Societe Anonyme DBA. Rapid.assembly braking

contit)l unit 4,475,337, G. 60-547.100.

Michaud, Horst; Ravding, Hermann; and Seeholzer, Josef, to SKW
Trostberg Aktiengesdlschaft. Stabdized fertilizer solutions.

4,475,939, G. 71-28.000.

Micheaux, Dominique: See—
Viala. Jean-Claudr, Bouix, Jean; Morabit Mliamed El; Micheaux,

Dominique; and Ddibard, Gerard, 4,476,206, G. 429-234.000.

Michigan Standard Alloys: See-
Young. Harland H., 4,475,940, G. 71-34.000.

Micromanipulator Co., Inc., The: See—
Ingle, Lloyd D., 4,475,681, G. 228-4.500.

Mieczyslaw Mirowski: Stt—
Lanaer, Alois A.; and Hedman, Martin S., 4,475,551, G. 128-

419.00D.

Mieao, Toshiyuki: See—
Haaegawa, Shumpei; Koumura, Takashi; Mieno, ToaUyuki; and

Okawa, Kiyoshi, 4,475,505, G. 123.339.000.

MOes, Frsnk N. Protective pad for gun holster. 4,475,675, G.
224-191.000.

Miles Laboratories. Inc.: Sn
Vertioom, Gdles M.; Welsh. Thomas L.; and Furgd, Henry P..

4,475,835, G. 401.132.000

Mditdlo, Jimmy. Apparatus fbr coding a flexible member. 4,475.698.

G. 24246.000.

Mdlauer, Hans; and Schwertfeger, Werner, to Hoechst Aktiengesdl-

schaft Fluorosulfatoperfluorodkanesulfonic add halides. 4,476,058,

G. 26O458.00F.
Mdler, Edwin J.: Stt-

Flaim, Thomas A.; Stephens, Glen; and Mdler, Edwin J., 4,475,634,

G. 188.218.00A.

Mdler, Ira; Dotson, Robert N.; and Davies, Robert B., to Motorola, Inc.

High votttae bubble memory pulse generator output stage. 4,476,429,

G. 323.299.000.

Mdler, Michad J.: Stt—
Mdler, Warrea K.; Mdler, Michael J.; and Birkner. Jolm M..

4,476,560 G. 371.15.000.

Mdler, Warren K.; Mdler, Michael J.; and Birkner, John M.. to Ad-
vanced Micro Devices, Inc.; and Monolithic Memories, lac. Diag-

nostic circuit for digitd systems. 4,476,560, G. 371-15.000.

MdUgaa. Orley J. Solid ftid baraiag stove with exterior rear wdl baffle.

4.4^5.529, G. 126-77.000
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Millifui, Orley J. Solid Awl burning atove with pedoul endated air
intake 4.475.S33.d I2«.279XX)0

^^^^
MUroy, Anthony O.; aD» Woof, Pttcr. Vehicle having pivotaMe wall
pam. MW,761, a. 29641.00a

Milton Roy Coapany: 5^
Munk, Miner N., M75,8I3. a. 356-73.000.

Minani, Shunji; and Kinora, Hiroahi. to Yamaha Hataodoki Kabushiki

KS^-I?** **^ •>*• *»' motorcyclafc 4.475,617, a.
110-219.000.

MiniMry oT iMcmalioaal Trade and IndiMtry: Set—
Nakamnra, Oianiu; Ogino, imo; and Kodama, Teruo, 4,476^092, Q.

422-4.000.

Minaaaota Mining and Manofacturing Company: Set—
Quper, Ahon J., 4,476,276. a7S24.S00.00a
Hanen. Paul E.; and Netaon, Robert L., 4.476.224 a. 435-299.000.
KauKTh. WilUam L.. 4.476.215, Q. 43O-2«1.000.
PMkafd. Thoaua J.. 4.475.619. Q. I8l-137.00a
Ptafound. Keith A.. 4.476.22aa ASO-iWSm.

Mimwaou Valley Ennneering, Inc.: See—
Remes. Scott. 4.47S.34I.XI. 62-55.000.

Miarter Machine Company. The: See—
Schockman. Robert L.; Bume, Vernon E; Wiaaman, Terry L.; and
Schoch. Daniel A., 4.475,278. Q. 29-434.000.

Mirow, Fred A.: See—

Miatrello, Giovanni: 5m—
Corondli, Carolina; Borghi, Angelo; PiraU. Giorgio: and Miatidla
Oiovamii, 4.476.1 1 1. a42iTl9.00a

«»»»i«».

M^pe«» M.. to Orayhill, Inc. Keytaowd MMmUy. 4.476^355. Q.

Mit^ Eiwkr. Okamoto. YmUo; and Sumioka. AlsiMhi, to Hitachi. Ltd

SoSSoO?*'***
^ I»-«'««5l»V diMfUy panel. 4.476^466. d

Mitavbiahi Chemical Induatriei Limited: See—
Wada. Keisuke. 4.476417. G. S6(Mn5.00a

^^^.?S?iHil"'^ Hiroahi; and Sugimoto. Ryuichi. 4.476.304.
CL 511 jn.oog

Mitwbidii Denki lUbiHfaiki KaialM: See-
Jo. ToaUtaka; Hara. Kuniypahi; Mizuta. Koichi; and Yamamoto,

Hiroahi. 4.476.40a Q. 307.|47«0.
-««i«io.

Komuraaaki. KciicM. 4.476.405. Q. 3lfr60.00R

Miyoahi. Shigeio: Hanahw i, Kaaehiaa; and Ka^mi^ Toifaio. to r>-^
Kagaku Kogyo KabwMki Kairia. MagnatilToatf^^
recording media. 4.476.035. a. 252-62.M0. ^^ ««*«

Miziuo. Chiaki; and Akaihi. Goto, to PlUi Photo POm Co.. Lid. Mas-
netic tape havmg a lander tape. M76.Tt7.a 428.206i0db.

^S^^*^y^ ^ Toyota Jidoafaa K^o fUboahfld Kaisha.
theiuiiig
339AA

of an internal

Miiwo. Takak Segawi^ Hirohiaa; ^gnri. SUgeo; Tabata. Yooi-
chiro; and Rnaooto^ Sdgo. 4.476.376. Q. 2l5T30.2ia

Nomura. Manuni. 4.475.631. a. I87-29.00R.
Mitwbiihi Gai Cbaaical Ca. Inc.: See—

''5S5S4,StSl3.S£* »«~™ "' Nh* SbOKhi,

Mitni Eng. ft Shipb^ding: Set—

Mitaui Petrochcm. Ind.: Set—

'*!^SS5i^.!?*^'ftK25"^ Twyodii; and Kubota, Takcahi.
4,476.098. a. 422-l4a000.

Mitsui Toaln Chenicab. Inc.: Set—
HojBda. Tadatoahi; Matmda. Piijio; Kiyoara, Tadamitra; and
^TerBda.Kaiahiro, 4.476,31a al48.50l.000
Takcnaka. Shi^ji; Niriiida. Takedii; and Kanemoto. Joahiro
4,476,335.0.568-937.000.

^^ »^«eqicKo. joaniro.

Mitni, Twtomu: See—

Mitwitoatw Chemkala, Inc.: See—
Sakaw), bao; Mnnihara, ShiyoicUro; Yamada. Yoahitiugu: Oka-

^^S?*ShK^''l?ll**^'jP~V * • '' • *o *»o«i Company.

I475.?^. TstSSSS" '"*™^ ""'^•*""^ '^•-^

^^wT-lSoSa*"
^''*''**" ****^ ""' ^*" •"* printing. 4.475,455. Q.

Mittei Akticngearihchaft: Set—

^ ^^""^ '*^' ^J9». CI. 34.8aooa
Miyahara, Sbyoichiro: See—

Sakno. ba» Miyatera. Shiyoichiro; Yamada, Yodiitansu- Oka-aU. Yutaka; tokoda. HhSTAwalTAkir^^SlilS!
Takuo, 4.476,128. Q. 424.2Sao5a

^^ ^^'
Mtyaima. MmU: Set-

Odjmojjraiuhito; and Miyajima. Hiiaahi. 4.476.354. Q. 179-

^'iSi!!!!!'!!^.'!!'^. ^^^ "*' M«»«n»«. ToaWmi. to Nip-
Jgjmo^., Ltd. Fuel uyection amount control. 4.475.507. O.

Mt nnea. 4.476.547. Q. 365-205.00a
Miyaiwka. H^ima: S^au-

'*S!?1!r.l!tS!°^'i''*""^ S!**™**:
Aonuma, Maaaahi; Miyat-

MiyaiSukuSJSJ!?
*^'**°^' ^'^^ M75.946. Q. 7Va5AA.

''15JSl3?iS3?5^i3^Sr~^ ''-^ -- ***^«^-

Miyaaki. Tcfwko: Si»-

MiySloBkiSd:?!!?*'**^
Teniko. 4.476092. Q. 528-60.000.

' ^?^*>J''^^ Miyaawa. Synkirhi; Nakano. Teruyuki; andManda. Sboji. 4.4H5ia Q. 12*4324)00™^
i^niyuu; ana

Method and apparatua ft*
coobuatioo engine. 4^475.304. 0. 1

Mizuno, Masami:SM'—
Maeda. Kumyaau; Kaeriyama. Minoru; Matsoi. Nobw); Minmo.

sSSoOO ""^ ^*^ Akirn. MtUoTo:
Mizuno. Maiataka: &v—

*'°;.I"f?l^°^ Kaiuyuki; and Mizono. Maiataka. 4.476.579. Q.

Mumo. S^uro; Kozawa, Yutaka; and Ogata. Toiikazu. to TokyoSMwua Dnki Kabudiiki Kaidia. Heat ezchanger device. 4,4754W.
L.i. 103-IM^UUU.

^'™??;.'''*^« Segawa, WroUaa: Vemh. SUgea, Tabata. YooicUto;
and Hiramoto. Sdgo, to Mitsnbiihi Denki Kaboafaiki Kaidia. Diicct-
cncicat arc wdding aaacUne having concnt oontrol for preventing
are extmction following short circuita. 4.476^376. Q. 219.13a2l0r^

Mizumwa Kagaku Ko«yo Kabmhiki Kaiaba: See—
Nithino. Hiroahi; Oteino. Fumiichi; MMuko. Tctauo; Goto. Kuaio;a^ Takahaihi. Miio. 4.476.169. a. 428-34.000.

Mizuta. Koichi: See—
Jo. Toahitaka; Hara. Kuniyoahi; Mizuta. Koichi; and Yanmota

Hiroahi. 4>476.40a Q. 307.|47.00a
^^ i*—~«.

Mobil Oil Corporation: Set—
Aahcraft. Charles R.. 4.476.073. Q. 264.25.0Qa
Bednarezyk. Adam. 4.476,391. Q. 25O^9a00a
BuUard. Edward M.; DiKaai. Dwiel J.; and Feeney. Fhok J..

4.476.077, a. 264-53.000.
^^' '

Canteriao. Peter J.. 4^475.971. Q. 156-163.000.

^^"S^ ^^"^J^ D.; Chu. Cynthia T. W.; Pertias. Patrick D.; and
Valyocsdi. Ernest W.. 4.476,338. a. 585-322.000.

^"L^^ 9 • "*L^P?^'^" '^' .'««,a 523-411000.
Fitch. John L.; and Lyie. W. D.. 4.475.386. Q. 73-151.00a

°?S^.5r* ^' "^ ^*f^' *«•» P' 4,476,064, a.
2WVt7o.0UU.

Kerr. George T.; Plank. Oiarlea J.; and Roainski. Edward J..

4.476.33a a. 568.806.00a
^^ '

Ruehle, William H.. 4.476.551. a. 367-43.000.
Mochida. Ei: Ste—

Ohnishi. Hanio; Koauzume. Hiroahi; Suzuki. Yasuo; and Mochida.
Ei. 4.476.127.a 424.250.000

^^ ««! ami wocnioa.

Mochida Pharmaceutical Ca. Ltd.: See—

°St47?iS!S'tsss.JS:^ '"^ ^-°-' -^ "^"^
Mock, Efanar: Set— ,

fuller. Jacques; and Mock. Ehnar. 4.475.822. Q. 368-88.000.
MoeMenpah Industries, Inc.: Set—

^^^frS'™**" E.i "d Moehlenpah, Waller O.. 4.475^28. Q.
32-693.000.

Moehlenpah. Walter G.: 5^e^
•^^^w.

55i!!f**
^' **^ Moehlenpah. Walter G., 4,475.328, a

92-693.000.

Mogi, Keitaro: See—
Kitafaara. Seiji; Mogi, Keitaro; Shimada. Tboziro; Nbda. Fumio:
and Tateyama. Yoahihiro. 4.476.144. Q. 42646.000.

MoUer. Heinz: See—
Dwunig. Werner, and MoUer. Hemz, 4,475,426. a. 83-887.00a

Monaghan. Richard L.: Ste—
KOTpf. August J.; Wilson. Kenneth E; Henaens. Otto D.; Mona-
ghan. RidianI L.; Zimmerman, Sheldon B.; and Dulaney. Eu-
|ene L.. 4.476, 139. Q. 424-283.000.

»«««y. «•

Moocnef. Jack W.: Stt—
POgvWv^obert P.; and Moncrief, Jack W., 4,475,90a O.

Monoiidiic Memoriea. Inc.: See—
Miller. Warren K.; Miller. Mkhad J.; nd Birkner. John M..
4.476.56a a. 371-15.000.

«™«r. Juan m..

Monsanto Company: See—
Gaertner. Van R., 4.475.943. Q. 71-86.000.

"4SS6.0S0"
^' "** *•««'• Richard P.. 4.476,183, Q.

Montecadni Edison S.p.A.: Ste—
Mayr, Adolfo; CtaUi. Paolo: Susa, Emaaao; Di Druaoo. Oiovaani;
and Giachetti. Ettore. 4.476.289. Q. 526-125.00a

Montoya. Orelio J.: See-
Mead. Judith W.; Montoya. Orelio J.; Rand, PMer B.; and Willan.
Vernon O.. 4.476.159. Q. 427-136.000.

Mookheijee. Brak D.: See—
Hffl. faa D.; trenkle. Robert W.; Mookheijee. Br^ D.; and Wolff.
Robin K.. 4.476.041. a. 252.522.00R. '^ ^ •

Mooradian. Gregory C; and Stotts. Larry E. to United States of
America. Navy. Method for deternjning in aim the ibaorption ooeffi-

35643780a**"
"*** ««»t!»•«»»» tedtniqae. 4,475.816, Q.

Moore Bnaneis Foims, Inc.: See—
Ashby, Robert E, 4,475,747, Q. 282-1 l.SQA.

Morabit, Mliamed El: See—
Vnla, Jean-Claude; Bouix, Jean; Morabit. MlauBed El; Micheaux.
Dominique; and Dahbard, Gerard. 4.476.206. Q. 429-234.000.

Morgan. Robert L. Truck bed extearion attarhaiBal 4|47S.7ia O.
296-26.000. ,,,4^ ,». ^
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Morgan. Thomas J., to Deere ft Company. Rotary tool and guide.

4,475.853. a. 4O9-137.00a

Kasuya, Katsahiko; Mori. Hidetoma. Fqjiwara. Mitsnru; aad Mat-

sunaga. Teiaazo. 4.475.878. Q. 418.201.000.

Mori. Yutaica: Se»—
Nakamura. KeiicM; Mori, Yutaka; and Inaguma. Yoehiharu,

4,476,529, Q. 364424.000.
^ ^,, ,,^ ^

Moriarty, Daniel J. Ventilating system for kitchen stove. 4,475,534, a.
126-299.00D.

Morignchi. Fnjio. to Ftyi Xerox Co.. Ltd. Stepper motor exating

circuit. 4.476.421. Q. 318.696.000.
. ^ .. ^. „ ..

Moriguchi. Haruhika, Inui, Toahiharu; and Ohmoa Takashik to Fiyi

Xm>x Ca, Ltd. Ink donor sheet 4,476,179, Q. 428-216.000.

Moriguchi. Hiroyuki; Shimura. Takeo; Kaneko. TadasU; Nomoa
Hiroyuki; and Nishiwaki, Akira. to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co.,

Ltd. Selenium-antimony alloy electro|4iotographic photoreceptors.

4.476.209. a. 43095.000.

Morimota Shigev. Takahashi. Yoko; Watanabe. Yoshuki; and Omura.

Snjufiimii, to Taidw Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Erythromycin A
derivatives. 4,476,298, Q. 536-7.20a _

Morley, John S., to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC. Doners of

peptide amides. 4,476,117, Q. 424-177.000.

MoTK, Albert I.; aad Simmonds, Robert C, Jr., to USM Corporation.

StencU apparatus. 4,475.477, 0. 118406.000.

Moss, David W. Bowel evacuant and method oT treating constipation.

4,476.121. a. 424-195.000.

MosB. William H.; POpid, Lawrencr, and Scheib. Thomas J., to Bab-

cock ft Wilcox Company. The. Sootblowing optimizatioo. 4.475.482,

a. 122-379.000.

Motomura, Takduko: Set—
lahikawa, Tokihiko; and Motomura, Takehika 4,475,468, a.

110-257.000.

Motorda, Inc.: See—
Alkn. Gordon H., 4,476.403. Q. 307475.000.

Lauchner. John K.. 4.476.447. Q. 333-1 1 1.000.

Lin. Liang-Tsai. 4.476.401, Q. 307-269.000.

Miller, Ira; Dotson, Robert N.; and Davies, Robert B., 4,476,429,

a. 323-299.000.

Motsinger, James V., to Ramsey Engineering Company. Sdf-test cir-

cuhlbr multi-point levd indicator. 4,476.460. Q. 340417.000.

Monzin. Gilbert; Couaae. Henri; and Stenger. Antoine, to Pierre Fabre.

SA. 2'-(Orthochh)robenzoylH'-chloroglycylanOides. 4,476.061, O.
260-501.I7a

. . ^ ^
Mowbray. Dorian F.. to Lucas Industries Pubbc Lnmted Company.

Fud systems for compression ignition engines. 4,475.515, CI.

123467.000.

MTS Systems Corporatioa: Set—
Lentz, Thomas P., 4,475,403, Q. 73-798.000.

MTU Motoren-Und Tuibinen Union Munchen GmbH: Stt—
Grieb, Hubert; and Klussmaan, WOfried, 4,475,586, Ct. 165-

I34.00R.

Hother, Werner, 4,473,494, G. 123-188.00A.

MneOer, Klans: See-
Fink, Herbert; Knieae. Hdner. SuetterUn, Norbert; Madler. Klaus;

TOeh. WilK; aad Siol. Werner. 4.476.182. 0. 428-265.000.

Mueller. Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengeadbchaft. Dynamic semicon-

ductor memory cdl with random acceas and method for its produc-

tion. 4.476.545. Q. 365-178.000.
. ^^ ^ ^,

Muhlratzer. August; Stemmler, Bruno; and Zdlinger, Haas, to M.A.N.

MaacUnenfabrik Augiburg-Nuniberg AktiengeseUchaft. Method for

the maaufacture of deformation resistant oxidic protective layers.

4,475.958. Q. 148-6.350. _
MaBcr. A. Broadey. to Bectoo. Dickinaon and Company. Shunt vdve

aad method of use. 4.475.899. Q. 6044.000.

MuDer. Erfaard; Christ, Richard; and KroU. Hartmut. to Transauklear

GmbH. Insertion canister for radioactive materid transportatioa

aad/or storaae containers. 4,476,394, a. 250-507. 100.

Muller-Frank. Ulrich; Rentier, Herbert; and Ullrich. Manfred, to GHT,
GeaeOschaft foer Hochteaqieraturreaktor-Technik mbH. H^ tem-

perature reactor of modular construction. 4.476.089. a. 376-381.000.

Muller. Jacqoea: aad Mock. Ehnar. to ETA. S.A.. Fabriques d'E-

baaches. Ele^ronic watdi with conductor tracks formed on the

watch glass. 4.475.822. Q. 368-88.000.

Muller. lOaas: See— ^ . ^ ..,..^ ,

Eckert. Konrad; Muller. Klaus; Linder. Ernst; Polach. Wdhelm;

and Britaeh. Hdnz. 4.475.524. a. 123-568.000.

Muller. Siegfried; and SchuHe. Hannut. to Triumph-Adler A.G. for

Buro-und Infonnationstechnik. Device with tension rdief for the

retention of a flat band cable. 4.475,785. 0. 339-75.00P.

Muffign. Gerard M., to Pennwdt Corporation. Dud concentric,

electrically isobted, multi-function rotatable flexible shaft. 4,475,82a

CL 366-142.000.

Mulqueen, Herbert, Jr.: See—
. . ._ »

Hand, Cdvin H., Jr.; Hand, David J.; and Careatti, John A.,

4,475,471,0.110-345.000. ,,_ . ^
Mumford, Ste^ E; and Tobery. Edward W., to Westmghouse

Electric Owp. Low smoke combustor for land baaed combustion

turbines. 4,475,344, a. 60-757.000.
.

Munk, Miner N., to Milton Roy Company. Divertent li^t opticd

systems for liquid chromatography. 4,475.813, Q. 356-73.000.

Munoz. Roberto. Illuminated dopby MwiBbly. 4.475.298. a.
40-546.000.

. _ ^
Munro, Alexander, and Entwisle. Lester, to TBA Industnd Prodnctt

Limited. Method of producing glass fiber product. 4.475.693, Q.
242-42.000.

Murai, Takaaki: See—
Okitstt, Kiyodii; and Murai, Takaaki. 4.475,998. Q. 204-159.150

Murakami, Hiroyasu: Set—
Katsuma, Makoto; Hiramatsu, Akira; Arakawa, Kaiuhiko; and
Murakami, Hiroyasu, 4,475.803. Q. 354-481.000.

Murakami Kaimeido Co., Ltd.: Set—
Nakayama, Kiyoshi; and Muta Tadayoshi, 4,476,356, Q. 200-

6.00A.

Muraoka, Tsutomu: Set—
Okumura, Takeo; and Muraoka, Tsutomu, 4.475,261, CI.

15-195.000.

MuraU Manufocturing Co., Ltd.: See—
Kanai, Kazuhika, and Sakabe. Yukio, 4.475.967. G. 156-89.000.

Murata, Toshinori; Kuroyanagi, Tomomitsu; and Kazumi, Masafumi. to

Hitachi. Ltd. Ghost reductioo circuit for television receiver.

4,476,491, a. 358-167.000.

Muse Music Company, Limited: Ste—
Williamson, John; and Fdloon. Robert, 4,475.433. O. 84-318.000.

Muterspaui^, Max W., to RCA Corporation. Electronic tracking for

tuners. 4,476,583. 0. 455-180.000.

Mirth. Kari-Heinz, to Ernst Leite Wetzlar GmbH. Device for linearly

guidhig a scanner. 4.476.492. O. 358-208.000.

Muto, Rudolph. Fitting for endotracbed tube apparatus and method of

making the fitting. 4.475,548. Q. 128-207.140.

Muta Tadayoahi: See—
Nakayama, Kiyoshi; and Muto, Tadayoshi. 4.476.356, O. 200-

6.00A.

Myers, Lawrence R., to Bendix Corporation. The. Tandem brake

booster. 4,475,439, Q. 9I-I70.00R.

Mykkanen, C. Fred, to Honeywell Inc. Line spacer. 4.476,514. Q.
361-213.000.

Nabara. Akira: See— ^
Ona Yoahihiro; Nabara, Akira; and Ikeda, Tomoaki, 4.476,195. Q.

428-695.000.

Naem, Abddia A.; Naguib, Hussein M.; Cdder. Idn D.; and Booth-

royd, Albert R., to Northern Telecom Limited. Stacked MOS transis-

tor. 4,476,475. CI. 357-23.700.

Nagami, Hayadii; Taniguchi. Yoshisada; Otsu, Shinpei; Fujimura,

^shio; and Shimizu, Keizo, to Hitachi. Ltd. Apparatus for reproduc

ing information from a record diac. 4.476.556. Cl. 369-258.000.

Nagao, Makota. Nahara, Akira; and Arai, Yoahihiro. to Fuji Photo

Rim Co., Ltd. Method of making a magnetic film target for sputter

ing. 4,476.000, Q. 204-I92.00M.

Nagao, Yoaluaki: See—
^ukuoka, Takaahi; and Nagaa Yoshiaki. 4,475.487. Q. I23-73.00V

Nagel. Dietmar: See— , ^
Kennedy, Mdvin; Nagel, Dietmar; and And, Avi, 4.475.618. Q

180-237.000.

Kennedy, Mdvin; Nagd. Dietmar; and Arad. Avi, 4,475,618, Q
180-237.000.

Naguib, Huasdn M.: See— _ , „ ,.

Naem, Abddia A.; Naguib, Huasdn M.; Cdder, Iain D.; and Booth

royd. Albert E. 4.476,475.a 357-23.70a

Naguma Shinichi: See—
Nakaiima. Yaauo; Naguma Shinichi; Haae, Yoahifumi; and Gotoh.

I^kaharu. 4.475.739. Q. 277-216.000.

Nacy. Zohan: See—
blander. MUton; Wai. Chien M.; and Nagy. Zoltan, 4,475,993, a

204^.0QT.
Nahara, Akira: See—

Nagaa Makota, Nahara, Akira; and Arai, Yoahihira 4.476,000O
204-I92.00M.

Ndto, KazuAimi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Ishida Koki Sdiakuaho. Weight

detection circuit for a load cell scale. 4,475.608, 0. 177-211.000.

Nakagawa, Yasuhiko: See—
Pwukawa, Junichi; Nakagawa. Yasuhiko; Nakai, Meroji; and

Hamai, Kyugo. 4,475,491 Q. 123-179.0BG.

Nakagome, Keisuke: See—
Ttaaka, Toshiaki; Kawata. Ichiro; Nakagome, Keisuke; and Mat-

sui. Koji, 4,475,973, Q. 156-184.000.

Nakaguchi, Osamu: Se*— _ .„...„ ...
lutaura, Yoahihiko; Nakaguchi. Osamu; Hemmi, KeUi; Yonishi,

Satoshi; Takeno, Hidekazu; Okada, Satoahi; and Hashimota

Masadii, 4,476,050, O. 260-1 12.50R.

Nakd, Meroji: See— .....
Furukawa, Junichi; Nakagawa, Yasuhiko; Nakai, Merojt; and

Hamai, Kyugo. 4,475^492, Q. 123-179.0BG.

Nakajima. YasooNaguma Shinichi; Hase, Yoahifomi; and Gotoh,

Takaharu, to NissanMotor Company, Limited. Piston ring assembly

for automotive intemd combustion engine. 4,475,739, Q.
277-216.000. ^^ ^

Nakamori, Yutori; Matsumura, Tsuyothi; and Kubota, Takeshi, to

Mitsui Eng. ft Shipbuilding; Mitsui Petrochem. Ind.; and Tokyo

Shibaura Denki K.K. Microwave heated fluidszed bed reactor having

stages. 4,476,098, Q. 422-140000. _ ^. ^ .

Nakamura, Hiroyuki; Kasd, Yoshiaki; and Ohgami, Masaaki. to Fun

Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Engine speed control system. 4.475.503,

a. 123-339.000. ^ ^ _.
Nakamura. Keiichi; Mori, Yutaka; and Inaguma. Yoshtharu, to Toyoda

Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Control system for a power steering device.

4.476.529. 0. 364424.000.
^ _,

Nakamura, Osamu; Ogino, Isao; and Kodama. Terua to Agencyor

Industrid Science and Technology; and Ministry of Interaatioad

Trade aad Industry. Method for adJiMing the humidity of gas to a

constant vdue. 4,476,092. Q. 4224.000

4JS2-227 O.Ci.-K4-IK
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Nakamora, Taku: Set—

Onwt, MwMh i, IdBgiki, Konio; Nakamun, Talni: and Iwasaki
.^^.Jtobimiki. MTWlTa. 430.539.000.

"* '"^ "^ '^*«^'

laonchi, Kiunilriio; Amw, Mitsoni; Okamoto. Kuaio; and

Nakaao, Jm: Sie—

"wSwSl
^^''"^ J"«Ui; md Sato. Hideo. 4,476.208. a.

Nakaao. Takno: ifiiv-

Sakno. baa, Mirahara, SMyokfairo; Yaaada. Yodiitsagu; Oka-

Nakaao. TeniyaU: See—
Aaaka. UrMro; Miyaiawa. SMnkichi; NUcano, TeniyuU: knd

Masiida. Sboji. 4.475,5ia Q. I23.432!000.

*«j^Jg*j:
Arimoto. KaMi; and Nakaao. Teniyuki. 4,475J59, a.

Nakaia. Akiri: &c^
Maeda. KamyaM^ Kjehyama. Miaora; Matiui. Nobuo; Mizuno.

"^iW^^^ftfii** ^***- *«* •o Toyota Jidodia Kogyo Kabu-
•Inki Kaoha. Method aad apfiantui for detectiag poeumatic pfcnure
IB aa nteraal onabustioa eamie. 4.475.381. cTVVl 15.000.

^J™2^52IS!1L"1? MutoTtadayodii. to MunkaaiJ Kaimeido Co..
Ltd. Miita^pontioa electrical twitch. 4,47^356. Q. 200^0aA.

NakayaoM. Yothio: See—
"^

cftimOOO*^ °"°* "** Nakayama, Yodiio. 4.476,580.

'*iR4%rS'5M!S65080
''°'''*"^ P«l«r.tk« of dkaaedi-

Naoto. Hoddhara: 5^v—
Kaawhiro, Takahariu; Kdiohi. Waiaaabe; Hiroyuki. Jinbo; aad
.
Njoto,Itahiha«, 4,475.99a a. 204-2.100.

««.«"
Napier. Rofer P.: See—

Jotajto^ ^Bjrroo R; aad Napier, Roger P.. 4.476.064. CL
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Natiooal RaMaich Dcvelopaieat CorpoiBtioa-
Oavey. Oordoo, 4.475.335, Q. 6(V52aOod.

». J5W!?"~ ^ *'• ^^*^*' a. 523JI2.00a
NatMoal Samooaductor Corpocatioa: See—

w- ^'^,^511^^.:;^ **"* 5"™" "•• M76.476, a. 357.23.13aNai»Uatai SchldflBittei.UMl SchkifioaichiaenAbrik:S^
Raj^ PMer. 4,475.318, Q. 51.237.OCS.

NEC Corpontioa: S^v-
^Um. Hideahi. 4,476,525. Q. 364-200.000.

^^SSk&SmS^SZ^"^
Voor Toetepart-Natuorwetemchap-

Hyadoiaa. BanV W.. 4,475.554. a. 128.664.000.
Neef. Haaa-Pwer. Comterholdiat tool for abKirMag torque while
K.!*«?lll* .*'•'** 4,475,419, a. 8I.13UI00.

SS^«?S?i*!^ ' • !15?"*** Texaco Aktienaeielhchaft.

JSSSs^^'jSSoS" '~*'^ ^^ -""-^ '"^^ ""^
Nejaaie, Samoel, Jr.: 5^»—

^Sii '^S?^ ^' "**•«• Samuel, Jr.; Jacobs, Charles S.. Jr.- aadMl Charles A. 4.476,095. a. 422.75!ooa '"^ »•"•«>

^ST.**" tI?
'^ Johaaaes HeJdeahaia OoibH. Error correctioo

iaS!^J°' P**«W",«»MW»»« ««evice. 4.475J89. a. 33-I25.00C.

Ndaoo, Robert L.: Ste^

JftM27la^78.oS)*^*~ **" »"^ -oao-ethylethers.

Neater. John: See—
Cmajjji^rrf W.; Neater. John; aad Roach. Jere R. 4,476.368.

Nestler. Gerhard: See—

Keii^S^^SSuJ^^*^.°^^ M76J16, a. 560024.000.

MwlutcfSL^'- '^"•^^ '^ "•^««' «««positio«.

lui****** SL"***^ !**• •'*.M«k a- 405.i7.ooa ^^
^III!JII!!?I:5^^1i!'i5"7??^

Oerhaid, to Saaum Ltd. Amiao-2.1.3.
b«ioduadia»le aad 4ieazoudiazole derivatives, their brmtiM
&2'?Soor'*^

oompositioos coalainia, A^Tm^SS'^S
Neuail. Richard W.: See-

KulprathiiMiua. Saati; Neual. Richard W.; aad Laadis. Arthur M
4.47S.954, CL 127-46.300. ^^ ^ '

Nevitt. ThooMa D.: See-

'"MAonra'wKlVoSa^* ""' "^ ""^' "^ ^ • ^' •

NewoMa, C^rry P.: See^

aad Stewart. Jaawa P.. 4.475,714. Q. 254.t9.00H.

I A.; and^'^^ *i*l^ *• L««««. Andre M.; Newmaa. Ji
Gallup. Briaa M.. 4,475J48. Q. 2.2.500!^^

'^?;Ji?"'''."v •«* Hatvaay. Beia R.. to iateractioB Systems, lac.

SStiJmo'**
"* ""P*"*™** *°'*'' detectioB. 4,476,463, O.

NGK Insttlatm. Ltd.: See—
Okamoto. Magoji; aad Okamoto. Norio. 4.475.86a a. 414416.000.

Niagara Blower Co.: See—
McKey. Paul M.. 4.476,065, Q. 261.23.00R.

Nickel. Fnedhefan: See—

'^^rri7?5£'???^ZfJ?!l!^
Rott, Haas; aad Schmidt. Qua-

ter, 4,476,282, CI. 524437.000.

^^inStsoS
^**** CorporatioB. The valve asKmMy. 4,475,578,

Nielsen, Kurt P.: See—

NiebSadftS^ •
*^ ^^'^^ ^'^ ^' •^'•"'- O- 417-422.000.

'*is?^5ra:issrs8r ''^ ^^•^
''aaJSrW6,?55.8.2y58'aS^ '^"'"^ "^ ^'°^
Nihon Dempa Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—

°»4lf'S^36fSr S«o-^ - EWhar.. S«««n«.

Nihon Tokushu Noyaku Seiio K.K.: See—

Nip2i*SteSE'^'?l!S?S;I°^'^
Fuse. Mamoru. 4.476,48a Q. 35744.000.
Kaneko. Takashi; and Stoji. Masashi, 4,476,427, Q. 323-234.000.

343-779000""'****' ^•"""^ "** '^*"^ Ryuichi, 4,476,471. a.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Iwamatsu. Masayuki. 4.476.442. a. 33O.265.00a

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Fukuhara. Tom; and Saegusa. Takashi, 4.476.383, Q. 2SO.2I4.00P
Kodama. Hiroyuki. 4.476,233, Q. 501-46.0001

*^'»*w»'

Onogi, Keiui, 4,475,802. a. 354456.000.

Nippon Piston Ring Co., Ltd.: See—
Sugahua. Eisuke. 4.475,496, Q. I23.I98.0OF.

Nippon Soda Company Limited: &e—
Maeda. Kuniyasu; Kaeriyama, Minoni; Matsui. Nobuo; Mizuaa

sSSooO
Yasushi; aad Nakata. Akira, 4,476Jora

Nippon Soken. Inc.: See—
Inoguchi. Kazuhiro; Aaano. Mitauru; Okamoto. Kuaio- aad

Nakanishi. Toraohiko, 4,476,236, a. SOMlSISa
Kawai. Hisasi; Tokura, Norihito; Kohama. Tokio; Kaaehara. Keaii;

JSmSS""*^ *^ "•"^**' k-S^J^^SSmT?!:

^'^f^ Miaoru; Hattori. Tadaahi; aad Yaaagiuwa. Takaaori
4,476,412.0.313-130.000.

""•»wa. laiaaon.

Nippon Telegraph A Telephone Public Corporatioa: See—
TaoaU Chihaya; Iwabuchi, Kazuo; KaUi. Toshiaki; aad Toda.

Yuichi. 4,475.935.a 65-1410^ ^^ "*
Nippoodeaao Co.. Ltd.: Set—

Akiyama. Susumu; Ito. Kenao; Fukaya. Hiioyasa: Ono

Nishida. Minora; Hattisri. Tadashi; aad Yaaasisawa. Takanori
4,476,412. a. 313-13aOOO.

^^ 'aaagisawa, Takaaon,

Sa^g^YoaUyasu; aad Fukumura. Kdichi. 4,475,485, Q.

Saao, Hiromi; Suzuki. Matatoshi; Fniiawto, Moaya; Shibota.

g-SlJ-,^
Toshitaka; aad Yamakawa. Mitihiii. 4,476308!

T<WJ^^lgichi; and Makiao. Toraoatsu. 4.475.52a Q.

NisWda. Minora; Hattori. Tadashi; aad Yaaagisawa. Takaaori. to Nip.

Slmsooob'^'
*** '^*^ ***** *~- SP^ ?•"«• *'*7Mll

Nishida. Takeshi: See-
Takeaaka. Shiaji; Nishida. Takeshi; aad Kaaemoto. Joahiio.

4,476,335.0.568-937.000. ^^ ^^^ ^^
Nnhikawa. Tatsuo. to Caaon Kabushiki Kaisha. Small priater
4.475.828,0.400.146.000. "^

'^mSTTooo""**"'
*** ^^'''°" *^' '^ Coupler. 4,475,751, O.

NishiOHira. YosUo: &e-
^fS^.J*"**"' "^ Nishimura. YosMo. 4,475.64a O.

192-70.170.

NishiM^HmaM: Ogino. Fttawchi; Masuko. Tetsuo; Goto, Kunio; aad

Jl^iliT*^^**'^^^ Takeda Chemical Industries. Ltd.; and

5S?T476.W."i^St^ ""^ ^""^^-^ •^-
Nishiwaki. Akirs: See—

Morigucln. Hiroyuk^ ShuBun, Takeo; Kaaefco, Tadashi; Nomori.
Hiroyuki; and Nishiwaki. Akira. 4.476,209. O. 430.95.000^^^
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Nissan Motor Compaay, Limited: Ser—
Akiyama, Yoshiaori. 4,475,746, 0. 28O«M.00a
Fukae. Yasuo. 4.475,525.a 123.56S.00a

Furakawa. Junichi; Nakagawa. Yasuhiko; Nakai, Meroji; aad

Hamai. Kyugo, 4.475,492, 0. 123.179.0BO.

Higuchi. Megumu. 4,475,413, 0. 74422.000.

Iwata, Kazuroh; Fukuhsima, Naoto; aad Hidaka, Kuoihika

4,475,635, O. 188.282.00a

NakMBia. Yasuo; Nagumo, Shinichi; Hase. YoshiAnni; aad Ootoh.

Takaharu. 4,475,739. 0. 277-216.00a

Okada, Makoto. 4.475.508. 0. I2342S.00a

Tsumaki. Masahiro; Fiuii. TosMUko; Kamiya. Hideaki; Suzuki,

Haruo; aad Goto, Yoahihiro. 4.475.462, 0. 105-149.000.

Nitoh. Shoichi: See— . ^. . ^.

Kuriyama. Yasuhaa; Kakuda, Miaora; aad Nitoh. Shoichi,

4.476,314, O. 549-531.000.

Nitachke, John S., to Glasstech, lac. Coaveyor controller tor glass

sheet processing equipment 4,475,937. 0. 65.163.000.

Nitto Electric ladustrial Compaay, Ltd.: See-
Taaaka. Toshiaki; Kawata, IcUro; Nakagome, Keisuke; aad Mat*

sui, Koji. 4,475,973. 0. 156-184.000.

Nixon. Ralph D., to EagHsh Electric Valve Compaay Liaiited. Display

arraivemeats. 4,475,^1. 0. 3SO.I27.00a

NL Industries, lac: See—
FmlayaoB, Claude M.. 4.475.9Sa O. 106.20.00a

House. Roy F.; aad Hoover. Looaie D.. 4.476,032, 0. 252-8.55R.

Noda, Fumio: See—
Kitahara, Sdji; Mogi. Keitaro; Shimada, Tbooro; Noda, Fumio;

aad Tateyama. Yoshihiro, 4,476,144, 0. 42646.000.

NogucM, Hideo; Iwamoto, Tugunari; aad Tskei. Sakae. to Tokyo

Shifaon* Oeaki Kabushiki Kaisha. SemicoBductor read oaly memory

aad method oT making the same. 4,476,478, 0. 35741.000.

Nomori, Hiroyuki: See—
Moriguchi, Hiroyuki; Shimura. Takea. Kaneko. Tadashi; Nomon,

Hiroyuki; aad Nishiwaki, Akira, 4,476,209. 0. 430-95.000.

Nomura. Masami, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. AC Elevator

control system. 4,475,631, 0. I87.29.00R.

Nortoen. Haas.E]ov. Spacer for loading pallets. 4.475.703. O.
248.188.100.

Norlia ladnstries. lac.: See—
Starkey. David T.. 4.475.427. 0. 84-l.Oia

Northern Telecom Limited: See—
Araon. Efriuraim. 4.476.SSB. O. 37O.100.00O.

Naem. Abdalla A.; Naguib. Hussein M.; Calder. Iain D.; aad Booth-

royd, Albert R., 4,476,475. 0. 357-23.700.

Norton Company: See— _ .. ._ ^

Foster, Bryan D.; and Stapleton, Del G., 4.475,887, 0. 432-258.000.

Hickory, Gordon E., 4,475,926, 0. 51.298.000.

Jones, Cecil M.; Washburn, Malcolm E; and Trostel, Louis J., Jr.,

4,476,234, O. 501-89.000.

Norton, Patrick H.. to Chemica] Handling Equipment Co., Inc. Air

logic controller and metering pump unit for an apparatus for traaifer-

riag. pumping and metering liquid chemicals. 4,475,665, O.
222-I4.00a

Norwood Marking A Equipment Co., Inc.: See—
Davisoo. Charles F.. 4,475.457, 0. 10l-228.00a

Nova Rubber Co.: Ste—
McDonald. J. Banctt; and Fontalbert, Terry V., 4,476,001, O.

204-228.000.

Novo ladustri A/S: See— _
Braoae, Jeos J. V.; and Havdund. Svead. 4.476.118. O.

424.178.000.

NOW ladnstries, IiK.: See-
Davis. Liacofai R.. 4.475,951, 0. I06.74.00a

Nowicki, Romaa M.: S«e- ^ ^ .

Kovacs, Bela V.; Nowicki. Roman M.; aad Stickeb, Charles A.,

4,475,956, O. 148.3.000.

Nowisch. Heiaz K.; and Alguire. Richard O., to Black Oawaon Com-

pany. The. Pdlet dryer. 4,476.019, O. 210.232.00a

Nuclear Power Company Limited: See—
Banes, Joha G.. 4.476.088. 0. 376.347.000.

Nuairich, Susan K.: See—
Dragonette, Louis R.; Frank. Laurence J.; aad Numnch, Susan K.,

4,476,549, O. 367-13.000.

Ochiai, Hideo: See— ... „.^
Yamazaki, Sho; Matsuaioto, Kazutoshi; aad Ochiai, Hideo,

4,475,616, O. 180-215.000.

Ochiai, Hiromichi. Method of drying and shaping clothing and body-

shapied bag used therefor. 4,475,673, 0. 223*70.000.

Ochiai, Yoshitaka: See—
Hayakawa, Masatoshi; Aso, Koichi; Uedaira, Satoru; Ochiai. Yo.

shitaka; Matsuda, Hideki; Hotai. Kazuhide; and Hayashi,

Kazuhiko, 4,475,962, 0. 148-108.000.

Oda, Kazutaka: See—
Ohba, Hisao; Oda. Kazutaka; Sakaki, Hirokazu; Shirai, Akira; and

Ohashi, Azusa. 4,476,006, 0. 204-17.000.

Oda, Mitsuyuki: See—
. ^.. . „ ^ .

Takeda. Hiroyuki; Kudo. Kunio; Kobayashi. Izumi; Ojm. Yohsukr.

Oda. Mitsuyuki; and Sugiyama. Sakae, 4,475,394, CL 73-598.000.

Oda, Taiji: See—
Madhara. Nobunori; Utada. Norihumi; Oda, Tayi; iUhitaka.

Hidetomo; and Ishikawa. Hideo. 4.476.287. 0. 526-91000.

Odaka, Kentaro: See

—

Soko. Yoichiro; and Odaka. Kentaro. 4.476,562. 0. 371.39.00a

Odashima, Rou, to Yamanu Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kjuiha; and Sanshin

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Lubricating system for an outboard motor.

4.475.488. O. 123.73.0AD.

Odill, Frank J.; and Anderson. David E., to Cretex Companies, Inc.,

The. External manhole chimney seal. 4.47S.84S, O. 404-25.000.

Odom. Horace L.: See-
Thatcher. Richard E.; Odom, Horace L.; and Edwards, Ronakl L..

4,475,562,0. 131-110.000.

Oess, Hans-Dieter: See—
Dietsach, Kurt; Oess. Hans.Dieier, Knide, Wolfgang; Zander,

Joachim; aad Jeske, Gusuv, 4,475,445, 0. 98-2.oyv

Ogan, Kenneth L.: See—
katz. Elena; Ogan, Kenneth L.; and Scott, Raymond P. W.,

4,476,026, O.2ia«S6.000.
Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; aad Umeda, Hiroyuki, to Victor Com-
paay of Japan, Ltd. Miniature type t^pe cassette. 4,476,505, O.
360-94.000.

Ogata, Toaikazu: See—
Mizuao, Saburo; Kozawa, Yutaka; and Ogata, Tosikazu. 4.475.589.

O. 165-166.000.

Ogawa. Katsumi: See—
Kawakami. Shigezo; Omura, Hiroshi; and Ogawa, Katsumi,

4,475,668, O. 222-52.000.

Ogawa, Khnio: See—
Onta, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda. Hiroyuki, 4.476.505. 0.

360-94.000.

Opwa, Masashi; IsUgaki, Kunio; Nakamura, Taku; and Iwasaki.

Nobuyulu, to Fuji Photo Ftbn Co.. Ltd. Silver halide photographic

light-sensitive materials. 4,476.218, O. 430-539.000.

Ogawa, Tsutomu, to Fujitsu Limited. Process for selective cuttina of

electrical conductive layer by irradiatioa of energy beam. 4.476.375,

O. 219.12I.0LN.

Ogiao, Fumiichi: See

—

Nishiao, Hiroshi; Ogino, Fumiichi; Masuko. Tetsuo; Goto. Kunio;

aad Takahashi. Maiao, 4,476,169, 0. 428.34.000.

Ogiao, laao: See—
Nakamura, Osamu; Ogino. Isao; aad Kodama, Terao, 4,476,092, 0.

4224.000.

Ogiso, Haruhiko: See—
Akiyama. Susumu; Ito, Keazo; Fukaya, Hiroyasu; Ogiso,

Haruhiko; Hirabayashi, Yuji; and Kawamura, Takahide,

4,476,532, O. 364431.050.

Ogo, Yoshimasa, to Tokyo SMbaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. X-Ray

field defining mask. 4.476,569. 0. 378-175.000.

Oguma, Tomio; Hiroaawa. Kouichiro; and Mitsui, Tsutomu, to Aishm

Sdki KabusUkikaisha. Automatic clutch control system. 4,475,637,

O. 192-0.052.

Oguni, Keasaku: See— .

Suef^ji, Kazutaka; Oguni, Kensaku; Kotani, Sumihisa; and Tojo,

Keqji, 4,475,36a cT 62-324.100.

Oh, Indong. Acetabular cup positioner and method. 4,475,549, O.
128-303.0(A. _ ^.

O'Hara, Mark J.; and Imai, Tamotsu, to UOP Inc. Preparation of highly

branched chain oligomers. 4,476,342, 0. 585-514.000.

Ohashi, Azusa: See—
Ohba, Hisao; Oda, Kazutaka; Sakaki, Hirokazu; Shirai. Akira; and

Ohashi. Azusa. 4.476.006. 0. 204-17.000.

Ohba, Hisao; Oda. Kazutaka; Sakaki, Hirokazu; Shirai, Akira; and

Ohashi. Azusa, to Fuji Photo Fihn Co., Ltd. Supports for Utho-

gnphic printing plates and process for producing the same. 4,476,006.

O. 204-17.000.

Ohgsmi, Masaaki: See—
Nakmnura. Hiroyuki; Kasai, Yoahiaki; and Ohgami, Masaaki.

4,475,503, O. 123-339.000.

Ohki, Hiroshi: See—
Joichi, YosUro; and Ohki, Hiroshi. 4,476,555, 0. 36944.000.

Ohkubo, Takaaki: See—
. „ ^.

.

Sakai. ToaMo; Matsui, Takehiro; Tanioka, Akira; Koyanagi, Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hori, Tohru; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kawagishi,

Itsuo; Fujii, Masahiro; Yabc, KoMchi; aad Yamashita. Haruhiia.

4.475,609.0.177-211.000.

Ohlmann, Roben C: See— ,.,... ^
Pohle, Richard H.; and Ohbnann. Robert C. 4.476.161. O.

427.162.00a

Ohmori. Takashi: See— ^, ......
Moriguchi. Haruhiko; Inui. Toshiharu; and Ohmon. Takashi.

4.476.179.0.428.216.00a
^ ^.^ ^.

Ohnishi. Haruo; Kosuzume. Hiroshi; Suzuki, Yasuo; and Mochida. Ei,

to Mochida Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 7-Diethylamiao.5-methy|.

thiaiEOlo(S,4.d]pyfinudine and pharmaceuticai oompositioa contain-

ing same. 4,476.127, 0. 424.2Sa000.

Ohoka, Susumu: See—
Maeda, Tetsuro; Ohoka, Susmnu; Shingai. Maaaf^imi; aad Igawa.

Haruo. 4.476,266, 0. 524-128.000.

Ohshima. Takea, aad Ohtani, Shigeki. to Asahi Kaaa Kogyo Kabu^
Kaisha. Process for modifying regenerated oelluloae fiber. 4.475,917,

O. 8-127.000.

Ohta, Norio: See— ...... .. ., ^ j
Imura, Rya. Ikeda, Tadashi; Ohta. Nono; Takeochi. Teniaki; and

Sugita, Yutaka, 4,476,152,0. 427-38.000.

Ohtani. Mikio; Wada, Hiroshi; and Koaaka. Yuzo, to Eikca Kagaku

Kabushiki Kaisha. Test piece for quantitative analysis of substances in

body fluids. 4,476.222. CI. 435-14.000.

Ohtani. Shigeki: See—
OhshimarTakeo; aad Ohtani, Shigeki. 4.475.917. 0. 8-127.000.
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Oaaw*. Kiyo»hi: 5^e-

Hm^wi, Shumpei; Koumura, Takashi: Mieno, Todnyuki: and
Oikawa, KiyodiJ, 4.475.305. Q. 123.339.000.

Qiin. Yohwke: 5^v—

^^llS^a?""^'' '^'**°' '^""'o; Kob«y«rti. Inuni; Ojiri. Yohsuke

rit J**J^y"'"' *" Sugiyama, Sakae. 4.475.3H a. 73-598.000.uu. Mamufco: Ste—

ru. l*"!^ Maiahiio; and Oka, Masahiko. 4.476,399. a. 307^44.000.
Ukaoe. Sigeru: Set—

Takeuchi, Mauto; Okada. Hideo; Okabe, Sigeru; ToWta, Hiroshi;
and Tooairn. Munduko. 4.476,199. a. 429^4.000.

Okada, Hideo: See—

^^T^**^I? °!??* !*i^= °''«*«' S*ie™; Tobita, Hiroshi;"d Tooanu. Munehiko, 4.476, 199. a. 429-34.000.
Okada, Matott), to Nimn Motor Company, Limited. Automotive
^^engie^lmdwbteck. 4.475.508. Q. I2CI25.OOO.

"^"ve

'^'£l!J!i,i^^ffi^**= ^i**«"*^'o?^"^ "«"™' Keiji; Yoniahi.

Ok^iima, Maiakazu: S^v—

83^90?*^'°**' "** O'^Vna. Maiakazu, 4.475,424, CI.

OkanxMo, Kunio: See—

'"3!If*"'..^'*Tv^"^' ^•*»«^ Okamoto, Kunio: and^I«uimln.Tomoliiko, 4.476.236k a. 501-118.000.

^III22:J!%**!!!5? °b««Oi Norio, to NOK IntttUton, Ltd.

M^^JSSjoVltfSSSo*
"*~^"' w.«« ftom iu container.

Okamoto, Norio-.Sm^
Q^^OkMBOtoJJ^and Okamoto, Norio, 4,475,86a 0. 4I4416.000.

^a^SSSSxm*"^' ^"^^ "^ ^"""'^ '^''"*'' *'*'^^*^'

SaS;K*?S5li'.^^?S5'SS?'
""•"^ .^ear ,,««z cry^..

Okaxaki, Yntaka: See-.

*'Sf'^*"^25^ SWyoichiro; Yamada. Yoriiitwigu; Oka-

Oken Seiko Co., Ltd.: See—
Pukami. Tadadii, 4,476.409, a. 310-198.000.

Okmo. Kiyomi: See—

OkiS^l^^^S^ pkmo. Kiyomi. 4,475,763. a. 296-65.00R.

vS?' SSSS^ "** ^"I^ T**"^' to Daicel Chemical Industries.
Ltd. Modified epoxy (meth) acrylate reain and haidenable r^

ok??E3SSI S;!T* *• "~ *'*^'''^' a!»n59j5a

OkuCStiS^Si!!!'
*** ^^ '^•ohiro, 4.476,472. Q. 346-75.000.

a4iS!So^^^^ floodecTscrew compresK)r. 4.475.876.

°4:^3^J-i4flOo"^ Corporation. Surfactant p«duct.

^MSoHOMj-ilOOo"*^*' '^"^'^ ^'^^ f—

•

^oIm.mJoS'^
'

'

*** "*^' Corporation. Surfactant. 4,476.045.

Olin Corporation: Sw—

°52l!?IO.OOO^
°' "^ ^'^ ^''*"~* '-•• ''• '.7W. CI.

^^lOOO? ^' '"' "^ °^'' ^""^ ^' '••^'•^5*' CI

Oben, Arthur A.: See—

^SfvSSJ^Ji ' °J*^^/i?»'«« ^ ;
Hermanson. William C

Oh«. Ti2?S' ^"'.^•' *-*'6,533. a. 364-473.00O.

°'ssf6,?;ra"32£iifSor"' '" ^'^'^°™ "-•»««-« »^«-

OiylK'StSJS l3?gL"*'»^ •*'''2«3. a. 29-720.000.

HayaaU Todiisada, 4,476.519. a. 362-32.000

&Tlffi!!37lr«'<SlS55^^^^^^ ° "^•^•*««

Kooomura. Yutaka, 4,475,539, a. 128-6.000Takamataa
. Takedu, deceased; and Takamatsu. Tokuvuki l«».i

representative, 4,475,540, a. 128-6.000
•W'uy^. 'eg»l

Omura, Hiroshi: Sir—

Omura. Sadafumi: Sw—
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^''^.^•"to^Chiba, Hitoshi; and Hosokawa, ToaUMro, to
Tsubakmioto Chain Compmy. Corrosion lesistaat shaftndbasB
ctampiM device. 4,475,84la. 403-370.000.

»»« «" «»ss

0*NeU. Elbridge A.. Jr.: See-
^sKSo 0o5"

^ '
'' •

"** ^'^'^ ^"^^ ^•' ''' *'*^6'309, a.

O'NeU. Eugene J
.
to Dataproductt Corporation. Mnlti<olofed print-

ing nbboo mk barrier system. 4,476,176, Q. 428-195.000.
Onishi. Yasunobu: See—

r^ "^y^v?*"^;"** **™^'' Y««"»bu, 4,476,290, Q. 528-13.000.

KJS riU^I?':!:.^:'^ ^ *«*^ Tomodti, to Fuji PhotoFUm Co.. Ltd. Magnetic recording medium and process for the
production thereof. 4,476,195, Q. 428-695.000.

^".hSJ^SiH!^ -S?* *^*^" '^?. AppMrtus for determining

Ontario Research Foundation: See—
Wong. Edward W. C. 4.475,972. Q. 156-167.000.

Ooms, Juhus, to Procter A Gamble Company, The. Textile treMmem
compositions. 4,476,031, Q. 252.8.80a

'

Oonaka. Hidemi. to Toyoto Jidosha KabushiU Kaiaha. Pud evapora-
tion gas treatmg device. 4.475,522, Q. 123-52aO0O.

Oono. Katsuyasu; and Kaji, Goao. to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabuahiki
Kaaha. Hydrauhc valve lifter. 4,475,49a a. 123-90.1^

Ootsuks^Tetsuo. to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Data processing appara-

pU;y"?47??7aS' 3^1^ '^'^ devSTS'^JS.

"sX. 4'S&Ta*52SlSS' °^ "* ^^ ^"'»«*- *«^
On, Peter; and Kreider. Carleen, to Seachem A Seaquist Valve Com-

pany. Aerosol assembly for signalling depletion of a preselected

M?r6i7? C?52S9S5r
«»»^^^^*^ » " ^-^ PO-tion.

Oriental Metal MFG. Co., LTD.: See—

^^!j74000*"* "** Yamashita. Masayuki. 4^75,988. a.

Orion-yhtyma Oy: See—
Pekkanen. Timo J., 4,476.1 14, a. 424-164.000.

S^ 't'"'*X : "J?^ R«y C
;
Romig, Bernard E.; and Wiley,

Omdoff. Robert R.: See—

^^loSSoC*"** ^ • "^ °™*^' '^^^ '^^ *'*^W22. a.

Orrill. William E.:Ser-

^^"SSiiaw?
^' "'' "** °^'' ^"'"" ^' *'*'''^34. a.

Oshikoshi. Yuji; and Agano. Toshitaka, to Fuji Photo Fitai Co., Ltd

O^ffiSli: ftr^"*^
"**«'• *'*'*'^' °- ""'»•«»•

°i:^685?S*''23l4iSk.''"~"
^-^ •«• ^^'"^ Nicholas,

Osterburg, Gunther: See—
Neier. Wilhelm; Webers. Werner. Ruckhaber, Rainer. Osterburs.
Gunther; uid Ostwald. Wolf J.. 4,476,333. CI. 568-899^^

Ostlinning. Guntw; Roever. Otto A.; Wintwn. Gunther. and ZUges.
Franz J., to SMS Schloemann Siemag Aktiengesdlschaft. Mediod
and means for removing a die. sealing member and residual metalfrom an indirect extrusion press. 4.475.372. a. 72-255.000.

Ostwald, Wolf J.: See—
Nekr. WUhetoi; Webers, Werner, Ruckhaber, Rainer; Osterburs.

Ota. Yoshihiko: See—
Hirota. Akini; and Ota. Yoshihiko. 4.476,501, Q. 360-19.100.

Utani, Tadashi: See—

Otsu. Shtnpei: See—
Nagami, Hajwhi; Taniguchi, Yoshisada; Otsu, Shinpei; Fujimura,

o, kJ^*?; ^J?T^^ ^'^ 4,476,556, Q. 369-25l!obo.

^««kT.T?l?"ii^^/'?^' "*^: «*0«^ Tadashi, to Nippon

mSSK yuS^^^f"*"^' P'*^*
device of a caiSS!

Ottuka Kagaku Yakuhin Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Alujda, Miuuo; Masatomi. Tsundiiko; Shimizu, Yasuo; Torii.
Shigen^ and Tanaka, Hideo, 4,475.992, Q. 204-59.00R.

Ottersbach, Thomas V.: See—

"'SloSlMO
^**^ ^' "^ 0»<«"**ch, Tliomas V., 4,476,407, Q.

Outokumpu Oy: See—
Andersson, Bengt T.. 4.475.947. Q. 7^92.00a

Owens-Ilknois, Inc.: 5^—
Bailey, William J.; and Taylor, Lynn J., 4,476,255, Q. 523.|25.00a
J«bann. Saleh A., 4,476,170, a. 428-35.000.

Owens. PhUlip M.. to SCM Corporation. Adhesion promoters for
samtary can coatings. 4.476,263, Q. 523-426.000.

Owyang, King: See—
Ragonese. Louis J.; Schmitz, Nicholas A.; Bevacqua, Saverio F •

and Owyang, King, 4,475J80, CI. 29-577.00C
Ozawa. Kunitaka: See—

Ayata, Naoki; Koumura. Noboni; Saito. Sdji; Suzuki, Hidetoshi:

D.U-.
^"^''..'^""'''^ •«* Kazuma, Koji, 4,476,486, Q. 358-78.000.

ranst, norst: >«e

—

Brinkmann. Hans; and Pabst. Horst, 4.476,075, Q. 264-40.700.
Pachovsky. Roman A., to Texaco Canada Inc. In situ recovery process

for heavy oil sands. 4.475.592. Q. 166-272.000.
i""««
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Packard. Thomas J., to Mninesott Mining and **""^f^p8
Com-

pany. Stethoscope with floating diaphragm. 4,475.619, CI.

181-137.000.

Paffrath, Gottfried: See— ^ ^ . -.• .w
Ambros, Rainer. Brenner. Norbert; F«»«^ J'»'?«^„^•**•

Gottfried; and Schroeder. Henrich J.. 4.476.048. CI. 252-632.000.

^cJSi^ChirP: "d P*»el. Roy E.. 4.475.405. Q. 73-861.240.

Palermo. John J.: See— _^.,„,w-.
Frank, Carl A., 4.475,364. Q. 70-139.000

Palmer. Burton J.; and Posluszny. Joseph V.. to Halcon SD Oro ,..

Inc The Separation of tars from carbonylation reaction ini'aures.

4.476,238.0.502-31.000.
. . . v

Pamart, Joel, to Pont-A-Mousson S.A. Induction heated castmg chan-

nel with graphite sleeve. 4.475.721. Q. 266-236.000.

Panicucci, Ermanno. to API. Applicazioni Poliuretaniche Industnali

S.p.A. Process and tooling for production of open top shoes with

resin moulded bottom, and shoes manufactured in that manner.

4.475.258, a. 12-142.0RS.

Pannier, Gerard; and Roumy. Jean C. to Regie Nationale des Usines

Renault. Microcomputer electronic control system for automatic

transmission of motor vehicle. 4.476.530. Q. 364-424.100.

Paoletti, Peitro: See— __ „ . . .«.«.,
Amara, Louis J.; Paoletti, Peitro; and Tavana, Benito J., 4,475,952,

CI 10^94.000.

Papst, Wolfgang A. Well stimulation system. 4,475,596, 0. 166-303.000.

Pargamin, Laurent: See—
Kaczerginski, Alexandre; and Pargamin. Laurent. 4,476,081, Q.

264-262.000.

Pariae and Sons, Inc.: See— _
Schulz, Rainer R., 4,475,264, Q. 15-300.00A.

Park, Elizabeth Y.: See—
Ciabtiee. David J.; and Parii, Dizabeth Y., 4,476,285, Q.

525-113.000.

Pvk-Ohio Industries, Inc.: See—
Strandberg, Donald G., 4,475.839. Q. 403-2.000.

Park, Yong S., to Zenith Electronics Corporation. Color cathode niy

tube screening exposure method and apparatus. 4,475,797, CI.

3S4-I.00O.

Parker, David A.: See- _ .^ ^ .«.,^ «
Hutohinaon, Mark R.; and Parker, David A., 4,475,764, Q.

296-136.000.

Parties, Gr^ory E.: See—
. .. «.^ « » _j

Ziolkowski, Antoni M.; Hatton, Lesbr, Parties, Gregory E.; and

Hau^and, Tor-Arvid, 4,476,553, a. 367-144.000.

Parmelee, G. Kendall: See-
Frank, Carl A., 4,475,364, 0. 70-139.000.

Parselle, John L. B.: See— ... ^ ...... „
Heiae, Stanley R.; BhKkston, Michael D.; Zekich, Michael B.; and

Pandle, John L. B., 4,475,308, CI. 49-42.000.

PUacca, Angelo M.; and Fremont, Emile J., to United Technologies

Corporation. Containment structure. 4.475.864. Q. 415-9.000.

Patel. Suman H.: See—
Yu, James C; and Patel, Suman H., 4,476,476, Q. 357-23.130.

Patel. Vipin N., to Harris Corporation. Method for forming int^rated

circuits bearing polysilicon of reduced resistance. 4,475,955, CI.

148-1.500.

Pateraon Candy Intematioaal Limited: See—
Cheetham, John H., 4,476,02a CI. 210-289.000. ^ „ , ^

Paton, H. Neil; Skilling, John B.; Sandys, Jeffery P.; and Gylland. E.

Frederick, Jr.. to Patoo, H. Neil; and Skilling. John B. Suspension

strut 4,475,722, Q. 267.9.00C
^ ^_,

Patton, Jerry C, to Crosby Group, 1»~, The. Apparatus and method

for assembly-disassembly of a spring loaded hook. 4,475,755, CI.

294-82.00R.

Patton, Stephen M. External fixation apparatus. 4.475,546, Q. 128-

92.00A. .. ^ ^ .. u A
Patzschke. Hans-Peter, and Ehmann, Eduard, to Hertierts Gesellschaft

mit beschraenkter Haftung. Aqueous coating composition. 4,476,261,

a. 523-402.000.
. .. . ^ .

Pauhson, BertU; and Kyander, Aamo, to B.A. Innovation Aktiebolag.

Vehicle for the temporary storage of waste. 4,475,862, Q.

414-513.00a _ .^ ,

Pauhson, Hjalmar. Lifting forti. 4,475,758, Q. 294-67.0AA.

Pawson, Beveriy A., to HofFmann-La Roche Inc. Trifluoromethoxy

analogs of aromatic retinoids. 4,476,056, Q. 260-404.000.

Peabody Develoi^ient Company: See-
Smith. Jimmy B.. 4.475.986. Q. 201-7.000.

Peace, Clarence R., Jr.: See—
Dombusch, Arthur H.; Benigni, Suzanne; and Peace, Clarence R.,

Jr., 4,475,837, Q. 401-213.000.

Peachtree Doors, Inc.: See—
Govemale, Bernard C, 4.475.313. a. 49-370.000.

Peanut Research ft Testing Labs. Inc.: See-
Harris, Hubert, 4,476,148, a. 426^29.000.

Peeters, Hermann, to Dynamit Nobel AG. Method of preparmg 2.4-

dihydroxypyrimidine. 4.476,306, Q. 544-309.000.

Ftkkanen, Timo J., to Orion-yhtyma Oy. Iron-selemum preparation.

4,476.114.0.424-164.000. ^ ^ . ^ __^_,
Pellegrom. Leonard A., to EasaUgn, Ltd. Registry device and method

for using same. 4.475.288, O. 33-l.OOB.

Pelster. Heinrich: See— ^ ^« ,«
Diehl. Hertiert; Pelster. Heinrich; and Habetz. Hubert. 4.476.320.

a. 560-103.000.

Pelzner. Roger B.: See-
Stark, Marvin M.; Soelberg. Kenneth B.; Pelzner, Roger B.; and

Bogdan. Marii S.. 4.475.370. CI. 72-53.000.

Penco, Eugenio: See—
Tomassini. Maurizio; Penco, Eugenia, and TnnquilH, Angek>,

4.475,788. Q. 350-96.200.

Penfound, Keith A., to Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany Spectrally sensitized photothermMraphic materials and prepa-

ration thereof 4.476,22a O. 430-569.000.

Peitiiilly. Brian W.. to Goodyear Tire tt Rubber Company, The. High

clarity, low haze polyesters having reduced infrared heat-up times.

4.476,272, CI. 524-398.000.

Pennwalt Corporation. See-
Mulligan, Gerard M.. 4.475.820. CI. 366-142.000.

Penoza, Frank J.; and Penoza, Thomas F. Split helix router bit.

4.475.850. O. 407-54.000.

Penoza, Thomas F.: See—
Penoza, Frank J.; and Penoza. Thomas F., 4,475,85a O.

407-54.000.

Pentecost, P. Levon: See—
Bremer, Paul W.; Bremer, Ross L.; and Pentecost, P. Levon,

4,475,550, O. 128-3O3.0OB.

Percival, Worth H.; and Wells, David N., to United Snriing AB. Win-

dow for solar receiver for a solar-powered hot gas engine. 4.475.538,

CI. 126439.000

Perini, Fabio. Apparatus and method fbrglueing the outer end of a stick

of wound paper material. 4,475,974, CI. 156-187.000.

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The: See—
Brunner, Tunothy A.. 4,475,811, O. 355-133.000.

Katz, Elena; Onn, Kenneth L.; and Scott, Raymond P. W.,

4,476,026,0.210-656.000.

Perkins, Patrick D.: See— ^ . ^
Chang, Clarence D.; Chu. Cynthia T. W.; Pericins. Patrick D.; and

Valyocsik. Ernest W.. 4.476,338, CI. 585-322.000.

Persons, Charles, II, to Persons-Majestic Manufacturing Co. Adjustable

backrest for cycle type seat. 4.475.77a O. 297-353.000.

Persons-Majestic Manufacturing Co.: See—
Persons, Charies, II, 4,475,770. O. 297-353.000.

Pesa, Frederick A.; and Graham, Anne M.. to Standard Oil Company,

The. Synthesis gas catalyst. 4,476,247, O. 502-325.000.

Peschau, Gerhard: See— , «...
Pforr, Gerhaid; Appl, Max; VoelU, Erfried; Stark. Hans; and

Peschau, Gerhard, 4,475,749. CI. 285-47.000.

Peter. Cornelius: See—
,. ^ ^,, ^^ _

Burkel. Rainer; Denamps. Jean; and Peter, Comehus, 4,475,402. C\.

73-724.000.

Petroleum Instrumenution ft Technological Services: See—
Hayatdavoudi, Asadollah. 4.475.603, O. 175-65.000.

Peyser. Eliot; and Peyser. Miriam. Garment having adjustable sleeve

means. 4.475.252. O. 2-125.000.

Peyser. EUot; and Peyser. Miriam. 4.475,252, CI. 2-125.000.

Pfahler, Gerhard: See— _^ ,^ ^ .^^ ,^ „^
Wiezer, Hartmut; and Pfahler, Gertiard. 4.476.302. 0. 544-198.000.

Pfizer Inc.: See— ^
Andrews. Glenn C. 4.476.312. CI. 549-70.000.

Eggler. James F.; Johnson. Michael R.; and Melvm, Lawrence S.,

Tr. 4.476.131. O. 424-258.000.
, ,«, ^

Howard, Harry R.. Jr.; and Sarges. Reinhard, 4,476,307, C\.

546-201.000.

Pftwr, GertHtfd; AkjI, Max; VoelU. Erfried; Starts, Hans; and P«ehsu.

Gerhard, to BASF Aktiengeselhchaft. Flange coupling. 4,475.749.

a. 285-47.000.

Philip Morris Incorporated: See—
Thatcher. Richard E.; Odom, Horace L.; and Edwards, Ronald L.,

4.475.562. CI. 131-110.000.

PhUUps. Bobby M.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Process for manufac-

tuieof textile yams. 4,476,079, 0. 264-154.000.

PhiUips Petroleum Company: See— .,..«««„
Blackwell, Jennings P, Jr., 4,476,265, O. 524-10.000.

Cleary, James W., 4,476,284, O. 525-92.000.

Josephson, Charles B., 4,476,033, 0. 2524.55C.

Kimble, James B., 4,476,344, O. 585-661.000.

Schirmer, Robert M.; and Thomberry. Wilham E., 4.475,883, O.
431-158.000.

Senatore, Guy, 4,476,273, Q. 524426.000.

Van Pool, Joe; and Potts, Mack F.. 4,476,097, a. 422-112.000.

Phillips, Raynnond M. Wave motion absoiter for water bed mattresses.

4,475,257. Q. 5450.000.

Piccolo, Dominick: See—
. « . ^ ^ . « i.

Netherwood. Shelley; Blackwell. Bernie. and Piccolo. Donunick.

4.476.142. O. 426-3.000.

Pierre Fabre. SA: See— . . . •«- n^,
Mouzin. Gilbert; Cousse. Henri; and Stenger, Antome, 4.476.061.

a. 260-501.170.

Piezo Electric Products, Inc.: See-
Stone, W. Porter, 4,475.823, O. 374-1.000.

Piggin. Peter R., to Air Pollution (Equipment) Limited. FiItCT device

tor removing particulate material from gases. 4,475.933, CI.

55-287.000.

Pike, Daniel W.; Crawley. Phillip J.; Marshall, John L.; "dMartin,

Steve A., to Prier Brass ManufacturingCo. Anti-syphon freezdess

water hydrant. 4.475.570. O. 137-218.(W).

Pilarski. Regis v.: See-
,^ ^_ ,

*
_, ,

Crawford. Ray V.; Pilarski. Regis V.; and Rumpf, Robert J..

4,475,769, CI. 297-331.000.
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Pilkiagtoa Brothen P.L.C.: See—

Bnim. Willinn H.. 4,475.»17, Q. 366-3.000.
Pwoeer ElectnMic Corporation: j^cw

lahida, Koji. 4.476.586. a. 4SS-207.000.
bMi, Sttodii. 4,476,444. a. 330-297.000.
Smo. RdMikc 4,476.439, a. 33O-2S4.000
Tokumo. Akio; and Kato, Mmyuki. 4.476.571. a. 381-57.000.
Wttuabe. Kazuo; KoniMaii. Vasuo; Takizawa, Yoshiyuki and
Haeno, Akira. 4.476.502, a. 360-65.000.

y«i. ana

Pinii, Oioriio: &ifw
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^??~?^~^ B«lh. Angeto; Pirali. Giorgio: and Miitrello.
Oiovaniii, 4.476.111. a. 424-119.000.

Pitt. Reinhold: See—
Dibdius. Ounther. and Pitt, Rdnbold. 4.475,343. a. 60448.000

Pucon Corporatioa: See—

oi.-^rl:*1?I!^ ^ • "^ "*"• ^^'*' ^ • *'*".WI. a. 425-397.000.
Plan-Mli Oy: See—

Rampo. Joma. 4.475,644. a. 198-407.000.
Plank, Charles J.: See—

"2tii!!f ^![?SI?' '^= °'^' '<*^' En»ied, Werner. Bartnick.
BCTnbud; and Hofer, Rainer. to Henkel Konmanditgewllachaft anf

^^Jil^^' "^"y *''**'• *9"~" coocentratet ofa temide^of'** «»lf««« Md uilfonate type. 4,476.037, a. 252-354.00a

iSKLrffi 'Sf'iSrt.^?^ "^^ •*» ^™**^ Stttes of America.
Eneray Sow OMde fad cdl havfag monolithic croM flow core and
manifoMing. 4,476,196, a. 429-32.000.

Poettch, Dieter, and Mawnann. VoJker. to Robert Bo«:h GmbH.

isn?75sra.?5K?roff*"""^ *^*"^""''^ -^^

Pohte. Ric^ "
: ""L9!»'5«»' *«*«t C. to United Sutea of Amer-

^liMia^iif^S^"^"^ • buried Ion, period grating.

PokaMiy. Peter A.: See—

^^MEhoo?**'
^" *** '****'^y* '*'**' ^- .*'M59, a.

Polach, Wilheini: See-

^'!!r'n^fl!/^
Muller. Klaua; Linder, Emit; Polach. WUhdm:

and Bntach. Henz. 4,475,524. a. 123-568.000.
Ponomarev. Ivan K.: See—

V«iliev. Boris P.; Borisov. Nikolai L.; Semenov. Mikhail K.

uSTr475r«7.''d.T67Safe°^ "^ "^ °°'*«^°'

Pont-A-MoiHaon S.A.: See—
PMnart. Joel, 4.475.721. a. 266-236.000.

Pope. Malcoim: Sw—

'*m'75.S,^C1.'7^.6'53Sx)'*'^'^
"** '^-^^^y". Douus.

Popiel, Lawrence: See—

'*M75:S2. a "i-]^ """^^ "*• ^•^''' ^-- ^ •

POpko. Valery V.: See—

'"pSot.OOo'^
*• "** '*°**°* ^"^ ^ • •^'•«5' CI

"TlC^ ***5" **
• •?*' Moficrief. Jack W. Method of peritoneal

Poppe. Waasily; and Chen. Yu-Tsai, to Standard OU Company. Polyam-
ide compiMiiion from mixtures of trimethylbeianethylene diamine.
hMamethylene dianune and diacids. 4.476.280. a. 52^606.000

POppe. Werner; van RijekevorMl. Rainer; Ruppender. Uwr, and Ma-
cho. Hemz, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH^weai for the mxkiT-^twnofjn analysis test strip. 4.476, 149. a. 427-2.000.

^S2':-^1S^^^ "*?*" *P °~"P' *~ • The Separation of tars

pjjjj" dUSS^d^'?'***
niutures. 4.476.237. alw-31.000.

vJH^J^ ? '5^ ?^' ^^" ^ • ^•75.965. CI. 149-21.000.

^: 4"S;3}9!°a.%5Sr* li^orporated Modular protective

'tSSr's;i2.'457?9T4.'<j. a^iso?*"*^' "^•^ •""

oi;JIl2SlI ^r^Jl^.fl**'^' ^*^ C
•
»o American Hoechst

Ojrjoratgi. Copolyester pnmed polyeMer film. 4.476.189. CI.

Poalustny. Joseph V.: See—

'"^S'ilOO?"'
'' "** Po^u^ny. Jo^ph v.. 4.476.238. CI.

'%6S?<J •54l-!llSo^
^'"'^ *~^*"'* '*^"-" ""^"^

Potts. Mack F.: Sw—

povi^'CSJd^.rsjJ^
'•*•' "•• *'*'''°"' <=• "' »2 «»

Claimg^ Don P.; Holmes, Maurice F; Povio, Raymond A. and
Dnn .5?*^ *?•*" '^^ .<'5."2. d 271-10.00? ^^ '

PPG Induatnes, inc.: Sw—
S?*" **nRS.'^.\*^ *""• Ch»l« M., 4,476J86, Q. 525-162 000

»«iS'»2'..'^'^ M.. 4.476.191. a. 428.378.00a
'^'•"««"

^SHJ'oSsU L5!S.^j:::2f^°^ p • «» «" * "*>*«« com-

S: MTSSSs.'^r'&KSor'" *^ "°'^^«' «*'«" "™'«-
Premoat. Emile J.: Sw—

''^SSoda**'"
^

'

"** '*'*™**' ^•"'« ' • M7s,864. a.

Preym. Siephane C; and KitshMkumar. Suppayan M.. to ContinentalGroup. Inc.. The Radio frequency heaiingsmi fir h^md!?-
moptastic material preforms. 4,476,364!ci 2l9!ia8ia ^

Price. Howard M.: See—

*il8l392.(S'**^
''' "^ ^"^ "***~*' ** •

•^'•"^ CI

Prier Brass Manufacturing Co.: See—

Prince. James M.: See—
ColUns. H. Dale: Prince, James M.; and Davis. ThomM J

4.476.434. CI. 324-233.000.
^^^ ^'

Prince, Paul R., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Charge coupled device
subtractor. 4.476.568, CI. 377-60.000.

«~l«» oevice

'*^7oi{»0^
8 Apparatus for dispensing a liquid. 4.475J07, a.

Procter ft Gamble Company, The: See—
Dombusch. Arthur H.; Benigni, Suzanne; and Pteace. Clarence R

Jr.. 4.475.837. Q. 401-211000.
^^ «-iarence k..

Gellert. Dale A., 4,475.911. a. 604-367.000.
Ooms, Julius, 4,476.031, a. 252-8.800.
Wnuk, Andrew J.. 4.476^ 18a Q. 428-220.00a

Produtts Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann: See—
Dugua. Jacques, 4,476,101, CI. 423-253.000.

Promoh. Johmn C; Ouse, Rolf; and TaWbi. Sohrab, to Schubert A
^^ufSIl. ^.w^*"".™"*

machine, especially an open-end spinning
machine, with a pluraTity of spimung unttt and with a maintenamx
device movable along the machine. 4.475,331, CI. 57-263.000

Pronine, Didier: See—
"!fiT^J^ Bonnet, Alain; and Pronine. Didier, 4,476,124, d

424-246.000.
Proto Planning Co.: See—

Pr.Jli^R^''^^ •** *^^ KazuWro, 4.475.374, a. 72-452.000.
Prucher. Bryui P. Spot welding electrode. 4.476,372, Q. 219-120.000.
Pnisak, John J.: See—

Turner, Robert L.; and Pnisak, John J., 4,475.966. Q. 156-73.100.
Punater. Dmeshchandn G.; and Herman. John L.. to Harris Graphics

Corporation. Bhde holding device. 4.475.425. Q. 83-700.000
Punia, David T.; Pope. Malcolm; and Donnermeyer. Dennis, to United

5.?iri'i's^5"a
'~* ""~"^"^ ^•'^'^ ***•»«-

Puraq Company, The: See—
Lazare. Leon. 4.475.352, a. 62-lOl.OOa
Lazare, Leon, 4,475,353. Q. 62-101.000.

Purdue Frederick Company, The: See—

*'a*^54?°53 1

«»*'''''***"• ^'*"^' ** "°'"*'* ^^' *'*^^31I,

PuskM. Imre; and Cerefice, Steven A.; to Standard OU Company (Indi-
ana). Procos for preparing palladium on carbon catalysts for purifica-
tion of crude terephthalic acid. 4,476,242, Q. 502-185.000.

Pyrochem, Inc.: See—
Gravdy. David A.. 4.475.466. Q. 110-238.000.

Quikoton AG: See—

"cf^ST^ro"'
^*"'' ^°"^ *** "*^ Oottlid). 4.476.173.

Qwnones. Mattlww M.; Mirow. Fred A.; and Troup. Robert M.. to
Honeywdl Information Systems Inc. Connection of a number of

"H^^J^f^^ ^ ' ""«•* conductor coaxial bus. 4.476.543. a.
JO4-W0.000.

R. M. Smith. Inc.: Sev—

».k."tU^' *^ ^n"^ J?*^/ °'«2" ' • M75.689. a. 239-318.000.
Rabe. Williu, T^ and Rau. Jim L.. toTRW Inc. Power steering control

apparatus. 4,475,440. Q. 9I-375.00A.
Rackley, Darwin P.: See—

R^Bonese, Louis J.; Schmitz. Nicholas A.; Bevacqua. Saverio F. and
Owyang, King, to General Electric Compmy. Method of making an
mtegrated arcuit mcorporatmg low voltage and high voltage aemi-
conductor devices. 4.475.280. Q. 29-577!oOC.

»i!«^ "mi

Rain. Don W.: S^v—
Brown. David T.; Rain. Don W.; and Schmalz. Richard J

4.476.524. CI. 364-200JX».
^^

'

Raippo. Jorma. to Plan-SeU Oy. Method and apparatus for faedins
lumber. 4.475.644. a. 198-4O7.O0a

-w-™" «r ««ng
Raitto. David A. Key holder. 4.475.367. Q. 7(M56.00R.
Ramsey Engineering Company: See—

Motsinger. James V.. 4,476.460. CI. 340-617.000.
Rand. Peter B.: See-

Mead. Judith W.; Montoya, Ordio J.; Rand. PWer B.; and WHIan,
Vernon O. 4.476.159. a. 427-136.000.

Rando Machine Company: 5^—
Wood, Dennis £.. 4.475,272, Q. 19-106.0(».

..•«^iXf5i!l
**• '° ^y*" Company. Water brake. 4.475.636. a.

188-296.000.

Rashev. Tzolo v.; Valkov, Lyudmil K.; Rasheva. Ivanka A.; Stoyaaov.
Stoyan M.; Koaaev. Danail K.; and Lambev. Yoidan O., to Institute
Po Metaloznante I Technologia Na Metalite. Method and system for
control of the dectroslag remelting. 4.476.565. G. 373-50.000

Rasheva, Ivanka A.: See—
Rashev. Tzolo V.; Valkov. Lyudmil K.; Rasheva, Ivanka A-

G., 4,476,565. CI. 373-5aOOO.

Ratiyczyk. James D.: See—
Haviv, Fortuna; Ratajczyk. James D.; and Fischer. Francis E..

4.476.137. a. 424-272.000.

Rathke. Jerome W.: See-
Chen. Michad J.; and Rathke. Jerome W.. 4,476J34, Q.

568-902.000.

Rau. Jhn L.: See—
Rabe. WUIiam T.; and Rau. Jim L.. 4,475.440. Q. 9I-375.00A.

Raveling. Hermann: See—
Michaud. Horst; Ravding, Hermann; and Seeholzer. Joaef.

4.475.939. Q. 71-28.000.

Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc.: See—
Cam. George R.; and Sczerba. Stanley T.. 4.475.989, Q.

202-251.000.

Raytheon Company: See—
Blight. Ronakl E.. 4,476.446. 0. 333-32.000.

RCA Qnporation: See-
Bowman. David F., 4.476.470. Q. 343-778.000.

Muterspaugh, Max W.. 4.476.583. O. 455-180.000.

SheeanToivid A.. 4.476.498, a. 358-330.000.

Turner, Robert L.; and Prusak, John J.. 4,475,966, Q. 156-73.100.

Rea, wgiiaffl V.. to Ampex Corporation. Metd polishing composition

and process. 4.475.981. Q. 156^36.00a
^ ,_ _

Reading. Kenneth A. L. Shovd adapter for hand tool. 4.475.756. Q.
294-51.000.

Rebres. Robert P.: See^
Clausing. Don P.; Hohnes. Maurice F; Povio. Raymond A.; and

Rebres. Robert P.. 4.475.732, Q. 271-10.000.

Reczek. James A.; and Elwood. James K.. to Eastman Kodak Com-

Kiy.
Photographic produ^ and processes employing novel nondif-

ible cyan dye-releasmg compounds and precursors thereof

4.476.207. a. 430-17.000.

Redland Technology Limited: See—
Aston, GeofTrey W.; and Smart. Roderick M.. 4.475.936. CI.

65-142.000.

Reece. D. C, to Buriington Industries. Inc. Automatic tension control-

ler bdl creel. 4.475.W4, a. 242-54.00R.

Reed. C. Lawaon; and George, J. Anthony, to Xonox Corporation.

One piece top sed for a vdve 4.475.713. Q. 251-214.000.

Reed. Charles F. to Avery Intemationd Corporation. Labd roll manu-

facture. 4.475.969. Q. 156-152.000.

Reed, Joseph, to Intemationd Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.

Baadiand demodulator for FM signds. 4.476.585. CI. 45^2O7.000.

Reed. Raymond E. Andgesic composition and method of treating

subdermd pain. 4.476.115. O. 424-164.000.

Reed, Scott T.: See—
Brinker. C. Jeffrey; and Reed. Scott T.. 4.476,156. Q. 427-82.000.

Reeder. MUton E.; and Moehlenpah. Wdter G.. to Moehlenpah Indus-

tries. Inc. Web member. 4.475,328, Q. 52-693.000.

Re Fiorentin. Stefano: See—
. ... .^ ^

Anaaldi, Ennanna, and Re Fiorentin. Stefano. 4,475.406. CI.

73-861.290.

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See— .,.....««
Pannier. Gerard; and Roumy. Jean C. 4.476.530. a. 364-424.100.

Reichle. Wdter T.. to Union Carbide Corporation. Catalyzed aldol

condensations. 4.476,324. Q. 568-388.000.

Rdd, Alan F.; and Zuiderwyk. Martm A. M.. to Commonwedth Scien-

tific and Industrid Research Organization. Method and apparatus fbr

materid andysu. 4,476,386. 0. 250-310.000.

ReifT. Theodore R. Riapid measurement of colloid osmotic equilibrium

pressure. 4,475.5567a. 128-673.000.

Rdnhard, Russdl R.; Dorawala. Tansukhid G.; and Kerr. Edwm R.. to

Texaco Inc. Dehydnmnation process using a rhodium catdyst

4.476,339. a. 585-379.000.

Rdiiinger. Hermann: See—
Idttdn, Hermann; Silbereisen. Dieter; and Reimnger. Hermann.

4.475.979. Q. 156-542.000.

Rds. Norman I. Bone gripping forceps. 4.475.544. Q. 128-92.0EA.

Rdated Energy & Security: See— .. . . „
Hdse, Stanley R.; Blackston. Michael D.; Zekich. Michael B.; and

Panelle, John L. B.. 4.475.308. a. 49-42.000.

Remes, Scott, to Minnesou Vdley Engineering. Inc. Method and

appwatus for filling cryogenic liquid cylinders. 4.475.348. CI.

M-SS.OOO.

Renger. Hagen. to Emile Egger A Cie SA. Free-fiow-pump. 4.475.868.

a415-213.00A.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: See-

Potts, Kevin T., 4,476,313, Q. 549-213.000.

Repa Feinstanzwerk GmbH: See—
Fohl. Artur. 4,475.745. CI. 280-804.000.

Fohl, Artur. 4.475.779. Q. 339-5.0OM.

Repenning. Detlev; and Lindner. Bemd, to Brown, Boven A Cw AG.
Bectiochemicd storage cell. 4,476.201, a. 429-62.000.

Repliien Corporation: See— _ .. .. ,-«,«««
Herlihy, Wdter C; and Epstein, David M., 4,476,300, Q.

536-17.4O0i

Rescue CaUc Design, Inc.: See—
AspUn. WUIiam A., Sr., 4,475.715, Q. 254-1 34.30R.

Retrotec, Inc.: See—
Dunn. Joseph V., 4.475,977, Q. 156-345.000.

Reutler, Herbert: See— ...... .. , ^
Muller-Frank. Ulrich; Reutler, Herbert; and UUnch, Manfired,

4.476.089. a. 376-381.000.

• Reutlinger. Wolf-Dieter. Method and device for peaitiomng work-

pieces to be balanced. 4.475.393, Q. 73-461000.

Rhdnisch-Westfalisches Elektriziutswerk AG: See—
Ambroa, Rainer, Brenner, Nofbert; Fischer, Jurgen; Paffirath,

Gottfried; and Schroeder, Henrich J., 4,476.048. CT. 252-632.000

Rhemer. Chris C; Hughes. Scott E.; and Gostic. William J., to United

Techncriogies Corporation. Solid state production of multiple single

crystd articles. 4.475.980. Q. 156403X100.

Ribas. Jean-Louis; and Chenavier. Gilbert, to Majorette S.A. Pad for

launching toy vducles onto a track. 4.475.303, Q. 446^29.000

Ribka. Joachim: See-
Hunger. Klaus; Ribka. Joachim; Weingarten. Friedrich; and

Rieper. Wolfgang. 4.476,052, Q. 260-157.000.

Rice. George W.: See— _
Waters, Kenneth R; and Rice, George W., 4.476,552, Q.

367-56.000.

Rich, Stanley R., to Advanced Energy Dynamics. Method of treating

cod for increasing the availability of cod-fired boilers. 4,475,922, CI.

44-l.OOC.

Richardson-Vicks Inc.: See—
Cropton, Rupert J., 4,475,838, a. 401-270.000.

Riche, Francoiae: See—
Bardy, Andre ; Comet, Michel; Coomaert. Sabine; Mathieu. Jean-

Pad; Riche. Francoise; and Vidd, Michel, 4,476,106, a.
424-1.100.

Richter, Hermann: See-
Dun, Heinrich; Haubrich. Lothar; Weber. Wenddin; and Richter.

Hermann. 4.475,826. CI. 400-124.000.

Ricoh Company. Ltd.: See—
Kanno. Tadaaki; and Higashi. Yuichiro, 4,475,804. Q. 355-3.(»a).

Omi, Kyoji. 4,475,805, Q. 355-8.000.

Rided, Graham R.: See—
Briggs, Peter J.; McAkxm, Kevin; and Rided, Graham R..

4.476.I8I. a. 428-220.000.

Rieper. Wolfgang: See— „...,.
Hunger. Klaus; Ribka, Joachim; Wdngarten. Fnednch; and

Rieper, Wolfgang, 4.476.052. Q. 260-157.000.

Riker Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Wade. James J.. 4.476.130. Q. 424-251.000.

Riley. James K.; and Flax. Stephen W., to Generd Electric Company

Method and means for attaining ultrasonic attenuation by vector

sample averaging. 4,475,397, a. 73-599.000.

Riley, William T, Jr., to EGAG, Inc. Methods and apparatus for rapid

and accurate frequency syntoniiation of an atomic clock. 4,476,445,

a. 331-3.000.

Rimmele, Karl: See— ^_, ^,, _
Fuchs. Ernst; Rimmele. Kari; and Bieri. Hans. 4.475,423. Q.

83-199.000. _ ^. ^
Rinck. Jean; and Lecomte, Alain, to Manufacture De Machines Du

Haut-Rhin S.A. Machine for the continuous coating of s body of

revolution. 4.475.479, CI. 118-707.000.

Riordan, Hugh E., to Brunswick Corporation. Programnuble fuel

economy optimizer for an intemd combustion engine. 4,475.506. Q.
123-352.000.

Rider. Wolfgang: See—
Koch, Dieter; and Risler. Wolfgang. 4,475.821. Q. 366-160.000.

Roach. Jere H.: See—
Cammann. Fred W.; Nester. John; and Roach, Jere H.. 4.476,368,

a. 219-69.00V.

Robbins ft Myers, Inc.: See—
Fottghty, Joan S., 4,475,872, Q. 417-315.000.

Robert Boach GmbH: See— » ^ .. , «. ..«, ^
Burkd, Rainer, Denamps, Jean; and Peter, Cornelius, 4,475,402, CI.

73-724.000.

Eckert, Konrad; Muller, Klaus; Linder. Ernst; Polach. Wilhelm;

and Britsch, Heinz. 4.475.524. CI. 123-568.000.

Ehdm. Franz; and Fehlmann, Wolfgang. 4.475.519. Q.

Flaig. Uliich; and Locher. Johannes. 4,475.513. CI. 123-446.000.

Gmner. Max; and Konrath. Karl. 4.475,521, Q. 123-502.000.

GrunwaM, Wemer, and Schmatz, Jurgen, 4,475,491, Q. 123-

l^50A.
Hascher-Reichl, Asta; Kubnch, Hans; and Gross, Wemer.

4,475,690, a. 239-585.000.

Poetsch. Dieter, and Massmann. Volker. 4.476.493. Q. 358-214.000.

Schleupen. Richard. 4.475.526. O. 123-618.010. _ ^ .^^
ZieglerVOertiard; and Thilow. Alfred. 4.475.995. Q. 204-129.200.

Robert, Jack; and Alzien. Jean, to Agence Nationale de Valornation de

U Recherche ANVAR. Lead-acid battery cdls and manufacturmg

proceaa thetwrf. 4.476.203. CI. 429-139.000.

Roberts Display Corporation: See—
Roberts. Kenneths. 4.475.658. a. 211-54.100.

Roberts, Kenneth S., to Robertt DM>Uy Corporation. Spring-loaded

merchandisingdevice. 4,475,658,0.211-54.100.

Roberts, Richard W.. to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Variable displace-

ment compresaor. 4,475,871, Q. 417-222.000.

Robertshaw ControU (Australia) Pty. Limited: See—
Garlick. Ronald G.; and Golman. Roman. 4.475.684. CI.

Robinson. Baniett J. Catdyst delivery system. 4.475.483, CI 1231.00A.

Robinson. Ivan M.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.

Polymeric carbonate dioU of copolyether glycob and polyurethanes

prepared therefrom. 4.476.293. CI. 528-76.000.

Robinson. Tibor: See—
Kisding. Bruno; and Robinson. Tibor. 4.475.918. CI. 8-495.000.

Rochford, Harry T.: See— .,,«.«,. ^
Tdley. Pad E; and Rochford, Harry T., 4.475.975, Q.

156-234.000.
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Rockweil-OoMe OmbH: See—
Orimn. Rainer. Bohra. Hoitt; and Schafer, PWer, 4,475,767, a.

296-22I.O0a
Rockwell Inleraatkmal Corporation: See—

BeegJe, Mark J.; and Orinea. Mark W., 4,476^331, Q. 179-77.000.
Hamemesh. Charles L., 4,476^36, CI. S23-1S2.000.

Roedd, Ocorge F., to General Electric Company. Resins containing
/9-phenylethyl trifiuictional siloxy units and method for making.
4,476,291. a. 528-14.000.

*

Roever, Otto A.: See—
Ostlinning. Ounter; Roever, Otto A.; Wintzen, Ounther, and

Zilges, Franz J., 4,475,372, Q. 72-255.000.
Rogers, Mark C; and Gill, Michael, to Advanced Solar Systems
Nontracking parabolic collector apparatus. 4.475,537, CI.
l26-43t.000.

Rohm Company Limited: See—
Tatsumi, Yutaka; and Taniguchi, Hideo, 4.476,377, a. 219-216.000.

Rohm GmbH: See-
Fink, Herbert; Kniese, Heiner; Suetterlin. Norbert; Mueller, Klaus:

Tilch, WiUi; and Siol, Werner, 4,476,182, a. 428-265.000.
Rolls-Royce Limited: &ip—

Davies, Kenneth G., 4,475.869, Q. 416-170.00R.
Romeo. Aurelio: See—

***'«. X!l!£i-
''"'*'***: "** *****>• Aurelio, 4,476.119. a.

424-180.000.

Romig. Bernard E: See—
Orlandea, Nicolae V.; Huang. Ray C; Romig. Bemanl E.: and

Wiley. Jack C. 4.475.775. a. 305-28.000.
^^

Roos, Ernst: Sur—
Schmidt. Adolf; and Roos. Ernst, 4,476,053, CI. 260-192.000.

Root, John A.; and Scully, Michael J., to AMP Incorporated. T Bar
cover latch. 4,475,786, CI. 339-99.00R.

Rorer, Morris P., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Herbi-
cidal sulfunates. 4,475,944. Q. 71-90.000.

Roaania. Lawrence J.: See—

^?^«.•H'^T*./;•J5S^ Uwrence J.; and Marshall, Keith,
4,475,919, CI. 8-518.000.

Rose, Douglas N., to United Sutes of America, Army. Process of and
apparatus for laser annealing of film-like surface layen of chemical

iSf^mooS**"**
"''*^ carbide and siUcon nitride. 4,476,150, a.

Rose, Gerard: See—
Boutonnat. Maurice, and Rose. Gerard. 4.475.378. O. 73-23.000.

RoM, Wolfgang, to VEB Kombinat Textima. Design arrangement for
knittmg machines. 4,475.362, a. 66-75.200. •"

» '"^

Rosemount Inc.: See—
Corpron. Gary P.; and Pagel. Roy E.. 4,475.405, a. 73-861.240.

Rosenbaum, Robert S.: See—

*^«i5boS''
"' "** *<*"**»^ *«*«rt S., 4,476,108, CI.

Rosinski, Edward J.: See—

''M7^'&.^5i85oSioO^'"
'• "** ''°^' "-"^ ''

Ross, Norman C; and Lettrich, Jeffrey J., to Kimea Corporation. Alkali^ .-. ?5?"
owde^wed coating compositions. 4,475,949, a.

10M4.350.
Roth, Sydney J.: See—

Rott. Hans: See—

''iS^k&'^S'filS^St'
'^'^ ««»= "<• Schmidt, Gm,-

Roumy, Jean C: See—
Panniw, Gerard; and Roumy, Jean C, 4.476,530. a. 364424. 100.

^"r^-in '!^,.^i.^"°~y^" *~ "'«•• P"*^^ «« valve.
4.475,7 1 1 . CI. 25 1 -85.000.

Rouaad Uclaf: See—

jj«y™^^ ; •«« Lutz. Andre . 4.476.122, O. 424-246.000.
Hej^moiJ^; Bonnet, Alain; and Pronine, Didier, 4,476,124, CI.

Roy, Aroon S.: 5^r—
K^. Hartmut; and Roy, Arooa S., 4.476.151,d 427-34.000.

Riuso, Jowph L.; Sonder, Richard; and Schwartz, Wesley W.. to

M-27000
^^"""^ ^*****' lee-throiigh columns. 4.475.322, a.

Rutishauser, Albert. Transport apparatus for Goaveying a perforated

R uTSS'n!?'"*"
"* * '*'"*" <* *« like- 4,475,677, a. 226-74.000.

J., 4,475,3801 CI. 73-1 14.000.
Rutledge, Russell P.: See—

Rutledge. Woodrow T.. Jr.; Rutledge. Rusaell P.; and Freeman.
John E.. 4.475.404, Q. 73-827.00CL

'""•man.

"*

"c'l* Bli!!^'°i2Ll' ''\*"*'^ ^""^ *••: "«« Freeman, John
E., to Fiberflex Products. Ina PuD tester. 4,475,404, Q. 73-827.000

Rutter, Christopher C. Ruid dispenser. 4,475,670, a. 222-83.000
Ryobi Ltd.: See—

Ishu, Koji; Shinmoto, Takahiko; Maehara. Kenso; and Honkawa.
Yoshmon, 4,475,456, Q. 101-144.000.

"™»wm
Saari, Veikko R., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Switched capwitor

high-pass filter. 4,476.448, a. 333-173.000.
«»P«iior

Sadan, Abraham: See—
Atwood, George E.; Cochran. Douglas E.; Sadan, Abraham;

Saegusa, Takashi: See—
Fukuhara, Tom; and Saegusa, Takashi, 4,476,383, a. 250.2I4.00P.

Saggese, Joseph P., to Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc. Rotary
indexing laser mirror appmtus. 4,476.374, Q. 2I9.12I.0LB.

Saidia, Glen W., to Whitney St, Company, Inc. Method ofopen forming
an expanded polyester resin article involving a controlled inductim
period. 4,476,076, Q. 264-45.300.

mowwon

St. Laurent, Andre M.: See—
^'^^ '^'?^iSt- »^««nt. Andre M.; Newman. James A.; and

Gallup, Brian M., 4,475,248, Q. 2-2.500.
Saito. Jimichi; and Kume, Toyohiko, to Nihon Tokushu Noyaku Seizo

|\*^- process for preparing trichloroMrtdein. 4,479,997, Q. 204-

Saito, Seiji: See—
Ay«8, Naoki; Koumura. Noboru; Saito, SeUi; Suzuki, Hidetoshi;
Onvn, Kuaitaka; and Kaznma, Koji, 4,476,486, a. 358-78.000.

Saito, Shozo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Semiconduc-

357-42 000
*'"' oP«™»»n« voltage coupling region. 4,476,479, Q.

""ri^itJ^ifA at3"7.ss:*'
'^^^"^~^^-^^

Saito, Toshitaka: S^r—
Sano, Hiroffii; Suzuki, Masatoshi; Fujimoto, Masaya: Shibata.

JJ'^SSr?;™' To«hitaka; and Yamakawa, Mitihiro, 4,476,008,
CI. 2O4-42S.000.

Sakabe, Yukio: See—

c .. ^^* *U«**o:."!d Sakabe, Yukio, 4,475,967, a. 156-89.000.
S^..

!?•??=..*^^ Takehito; Tanioka, Akiia; Koyanagi. Kohki;
Ohkubo. Takaaki; Hoa Tohni; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kawamilii, Ii^
FuJIHr **«^ro:J«»*. Kohichi; and Yamashita, HaruUsaTto Hitachi
Sbipbuildmg ft Engmeering Co., Ltd. Device for gaumg large load-.— .. .- . ...

4,475,«)9, t37if^n (Jio.

Royal Factories, Incorporated': See—
^ ^PWer, Harvey, 4,475,309, a. 49-55.000.

S'zSli!!^ y '*if°*
treatment method. 4,476,381, a. 235-375.000.

RucUiaoer, Rainer: See—

^'^!^"^^t^?^ ^*"^' *«ckhaber, Rainer; Osterburg,

p uiPS^' *?? °*^* ^o'f J • 4.476,333, Q. 568-89mS^*
SSi^SlSL":^."'^*"!"' ^ Conwration. Selecting oSet a, a

SSS^?y755l':^7'iJS5."*''~^ "^'^ '"^ "»^ "
Ruh, Jurgen: See—

^lOlSlcSSo^
°*"""*' ^^ "** *"•"• "'"«*^ 4,475,459, CI.

Runmf, Roben J.: Sie—

Rupgender, Uwe: See—

'5J5S^'^^"^""*°"..^!^^*"*'-"»<' Schleifinaschinenfabrik.

SSroS. ''^ ""^shafts m grinding machines. 4.475,318, a.

exerted on steel structure or the like. ,,,.«,ww,, w. . , ,-*. , wv
Sakai, Yasuhani; and Matsui. Kazuhiro, to Japan Storage Battery Lim-

ited; ud Proto Planning Co. SmaU press. M75,374, Q. 72-452.000.
Sakaki, Hirokazu: 5^—

Ohte, Hisao; Oda, Kazutaka; Sakaki. Hirokazu; Shirai, Akira; and
Ohashi, Azusa. 4,476,006, Q. 204-17.000.

- "^ "«
Sakakibara, Yoshiyasu; and Fukumura, Keiichi, to Nippondenso Co.,

123-41^°*
«»'«n8 sy«on control apparatus. 4,475,485, a.

Sakano, Isao; Miyahara, Shiyoichiro; Yamada. Yoshitsugn; Okazaki.
Yutaka; Tokuda, Hiroshi; Awaya, AUra; and Nakano. Takoo, to
Mitsuitoatsu Chemicab, Inc. 2-Sub8tituted thiazolyl-piperazine com-
K^S^.P^SP*?!/?' PDEP"**^ **«*>f •"<• utilizations thereof .

4,476,128, CI. 424-250.000.

S**^*^'J^": H«»no. Shi|^; Ueda, Takehiko; and Adachi, Keiichi,

:^%«r9. a"4S5i5bS"^
"-•** ~'" '»''*'*^'^ »«-

Sako, Yoichiro; and Odaka. Kentaro. to Sony Corporation. Method of
error correction. 4,476,562, Q. 371-39.000.

^?*™''^'.Sf9'5*i^' ^ *^™<* Carbide Corporation. Zinc rich coat-
ings. 4,476,260, a. 523-402.000.

Saletta, Gary F.; Elms, Robert T.; and Engd, Joseph C, to Westing-
house Electric Corp. Circuit interrupter with Ih»t panel nuinenc
display. 4,476,511, 6.361-96.000.

*^ ^^
Salhi, Ali: See—

o .. ^^^"t' ^e^nli "d Salhi. Ali, 4,476,123, Q. 424-246.000.
Salkeld, Richard W.: See—

Oiamei, Anthony F.; Salkeld, Richard W.; and Anderson, Neal P.,
4,475,582, Q. 164-122.200.

Sallmann, Alfred: See—
Goschke, Richard; Ferrini, Pier O.; and Salhnann, AlfM.

4,476,132,0.424-258.000.
^^

Salzburg. Herbert; Meyborg, Holger; Ooyert, WUhelm; and Barnes,
James M., to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of

K'12'il?^ 5!ff*SI?^""« *<»•• °f *e anhydro-tetritol series.
4,476,253, Q. 521-176.000.

Samoilov, Constantin; nd Samoilov, Miguel N. Hand-held embitndery
machine. 4,475,473, Cl. 112-80.000.

Samoilov, Migad N.. See—
Samoilov, Constantin; and Samoilov, Miguel N.. 4,475,473. a.

112-80.000.

Sampson, Lome G. Calculator. 4,476.380, Q. 235-61 .OOB.
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Samuds, Alvin: See-
Fox, Irwin, 4,476,027, Q. 210-695.000.

Samuels, David: See^
Fox, Irwin. 4,476,027, a. 2I049S.OOO.

Sanborn, Harold C; and Griffith, James B., to United Technologies

Corporation. Contour forming conical shapes. 4,476,194, CI.

428-585.000.

Sanden Corporation: See—
Sugimoto, Kazuo; and Terauchi, Kiyoshi, 4,475,875, CI. 418-55.000.

Sander, Lothar S., to Amchem Products, Inc. Coating composition.

4,473,957, Q. 148-6.160.

Sanders, James M.: See-
Hall, John B.; Sanders, James M.; and Siano, James N., 4,476,147,

a. 426-534.000.

Sandoz Ltd.: See—
Baumann, Hans-Peter, 4,475,920^ Q. 8-942.000.

Kiaslmg, Bruno; and Robinson, Tibor, 4,475,918, Q. 8-495.000.

Neumann, Peter, and Bormann, Gerhard, 4,476,135, CI.

424-270.000.

Sandys, JefTery P.: See—
Paton, H. NeU; SkilUng, John B.; Sandys, JefTery P.; and Oylland,

E. Frederick, Jr., 4,475,722, Q. 267-9.00C.

Sankyo ManuActuring Company, Ltd.: See—
Katoh, Heizaburou, 4,475,678, Q. 226-143.000.

Sano, Hideki, to Tokyo Shibanra Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Air condi-

tioning apparatus. 4,475,399, Q. 62-272.000.

Sano, Htfoou; Suzuki, Masatoshi; Fujimoto, Masaya; SMbata, Masahiro;

Saito, Toshitaka; and Yamakawa, MKihiro, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.

Oxygen concentration-sensing device and the method of producing

the same. 4.476.008. Q. 204429.000.

Sano, Shinichi: See—
Yamaguchi, Keiki; Sano, Shinichi; Akimoto, Hiromichi; Higa-

shiizumi, Takao; Yamanaka, Mineo; and Ishihara, Takahiko,

4,479,993, Q. l28-66a000.

Sano, Yoshiaki: See—
Kishimoto, Satoru; Atsumi, Masaharu; and Sano, Yoshiaki,

4,476,426, Q. 323-226.000.

Sanofi:See—
Labeeuw, Bernard; and Salhi, Ali, 4,476,123, Q. 424-246.000.

Sanshin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Matsumoto, Kuniyoshi, 4,479,902, 0. l23-331.00a

Odashima, Rou, 4,479,488. G. 123-73.0AD.

Santrade Ltd.: See—
Koppelmann, Eldo K., 4,479,892, a. 408-73.000.

Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Tanaka, Kouji; Ikeda, Osamu; and Nakayama, Yoshio, 4,476,980,

a. 499-164.000.

Sapienza, Richard S.; Slegeir, William A.; and Foran, Michael T., to

United Sutes of Amenca. Energy. Catalytic production of metal

caibonyls from metal oxides. 4,476,103, O. 423-417.000.

Saran^pani, Srinivasan: See-
Howard, Ronald A.; Sarangapani, Srinivasan; and Edwards, Law-

rence G., 4,476,002, O. 204-283.000.

Sarges, Remhard: See-
Howard, Harry R., Jr.; and Sarges, Reinhard, 4,476,307, Q.

946-201.000.

Sato, Eiji. to Hitachi. Ltd. Scroll fluid apparatus with axial sealmg

force. 4,479,874, a. 418-99.000.

Sato, Hideo: See— _
Horie, Seiji; Nakano, Junji; and Sato, Hideo, 4,476,208, O.

430-98.000.

Sato, Ikuro; Tamagawa, Susumu; and Iwata. Ryuichi, to Nippon Elec-

tric Co., Ltd. Antenna apparatus including frequency separator

havintt wide band transmission or reflection characteristics.

4,476,471, a. 343-779.000.

J, Reisuke. to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Level shifting cir-

cuit. 4,476,439, Q. 330-294.000.

Satz. Ridiard: See—
Chemotsky, Alan; and Satz. Richard. 4,476,429, a. 320-39.000.

Savin. Bruce A.; and Savin, Hollis C. Disposable bib. 4,479,290, Cl.

2-49.00R.

Savin, Hollis C: See-
Savin, Bruce A.; and Savin, Hollis C, 4,479.290, 0. 2-49.00R.

Sawicki, Zbigniew-Igor, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Web and sheet

paper feed mechanism for printers. 4,479.833. a. 400-609.000.

Scalociani. Juan B. A., to Farmatis S.r.l. l-Methyl-9-nitn>K2-sub-

stituted)-2H-imidazole derivatives, and use as bactericidal and

protcooacidal agents. 4.476.138, Q. 424.273.00R.

Schack, Carl J.: See-
Christe, Karl O.; and Schack, Carl J., 4,476,337. O. 570-148.000.

Schaefer, John O'N., to International Business Machines Corporation.

Spliceless ribbon structure having leader and trailer and method of

manufacture therefor. 4,475,830, Q. 400-238.000.

Schafer, Peter: See- _,_,. ^
Grimm, Rainer; Bohm, Horst; and Schafer, Peter, 4,479,767, Q.

296-221.000.

ScharfT, Daniel H.; and Leytes, Lev J., to Beckman Instruments, Inc.

Removable synthesis column. 4,476,017, Cl. 210-94.000.

Scharpf, Kurt: See-
Martin. Hans; and Scharpf, Kurt, 4,479,984, Q. 169-76.000.

Scheib, Thomas J.: See—
Moss, William H.; Popid, Lawrence; and Scheib, Thomas J.,

4,479,482, Cl. 122-379.000.

Scheidweikr, Andreas, to Cerberus AG. Smoke detector. 4,479.390, Q.
73-431.000.

Scherzer, Julius: See-
Chiang, Robert L.; and Scherwr, Julius. 4.476.239, a. 502-68.000.

Schirmer, Robert M.; and Thomberry, William E., to Phillips Petro-

leum Company. Pressure control for steam generator. 4,475,883, Cl.

431-158.000.

Schlagenhaft, Johann: See—
Baacknuinn. Dirk; Hecht. Georg; Schlagenhaft, Johann; and

Schnell. Kari, 4,476,561, Q. 371-25.000.

Schleupen, Richard, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Apparatus for generating

a si^ial train dependent on rotary speed. 4,475,526, Q. 123-618.000.

Schlicker, Volker: See—
Seifert. Rolf; and Schlicker. Volker. 4.475,358, Q. 62-186.000.

Schloaser, Hermann, to Seiu-Werke GmbH. Fixed<ycle-controlled

filling machine. 4,476,534, Q. 364479.000.

Schlumberger, Helmut: See—
Buschdi. Herbert; Schlumberger, Helmut; and Siedel, Joachim,

4,476,223, Q. 435-188.000.

Schmalz, Richaid J.: See-
Brown, David T.; Rain, Don W.; and Schmalz, Richard J.,

4,476,524, Q. 364-200.000.

Schmatz, Jurgen: See—
Grunwald, Werner; and Schmatz, Jurgen, 4,475,491, Q. 123-

146.S0A.

Schmelzer Corporation: See-
Benjamin, Benjamin C; and Cheney, Jack E., 4,475,858, Cl.

411-304.000.

Schmidt, Adolf; and Roos, Ernst, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Surface-

active azo compounds. 4,476,053. Cl. 260-192.000.

Schnridt, Gunter: See—
Koemer, Gotz; Nickel, Friedhelm; Rott, Hans; and Schmidt, Gun-

ter, 4,476,282, Q. 524-837.000.

Schmidt, William P.: See—
Hegarty, WUliam P.; and Schmidt, William P., 4,475,347, Q.

62-17.000.

Schmitt, Oervase A.; and Schmitt, Ronald T. Method and apparatus for

connecting boat railmgs. 4,475.840. Q. 403-20.000.

Schmitt, Richard P.; Ciccone, Vincent J.; and Gardiner, William P., to

V. J. Ciccone k Associates. Inc. Multiple element fluid separation

device. 4.476,015, Q. 210-93.000.

Scluttitt, Ronald T.: See—
Schmitt, Gervase A.; and Schmitt, Ronald T., 4,475,840, Q.

403-20.000.

Schmitz, Nicholas A.: See—
Ragonese, Louis J.; Schmitz, Nicholas A.; Bevacqua, Saverio F.;

and Owyang, King, 4,475,280, Q. 29-577.00C.

Schmolka, Irving R., to BASF Wyandotte Corporation. Mouthwash

composition. 4,476,107. Q. 42449.000.

Schneider, EIrede F.: See—
Cherington, Floyd E.; Adams, Charles W.; and Schneider, EIrede

F., 4,475,621, Q. 181-212.000.

Schnell, Kari: See-
Baackmann, Dirk; Hecht, Georg; Schlagenhaft, Johann; and

Schnell, Karl, 4,476,561, Q. 371-25.000.

Schoch, Daniel A.: See—
Schockman, Robert L.; Busse, Vernon E.; Wissman, Terry L.; and

Schoch, Daniel A., 4,475,278. Cl. 29434.000.

Schockman, Robert L.; Busse, Vernon E.; Wissman, Terry L.; and

Schoch, Daniel A., to Minster Machine Company. The. Method of

assembling a mechanica] press having a drop in drive assembly.

4,475,278, Q. 29434.000.

Schreiber, Manfred: See—
May, Adolf; Bucking, Hans-Waher; and Schreiber, Manfred,

4,476,03a a. 252-8.800.

Schfeiber, Peter, to Fael S.A. Electrical resistance seam welding

method and apparatus. 4,476,371, a. 219-83.000.

Schreiber, Winfried: See— _
Faix, Heinz; and Schreiber, Winfried, 4,475,314, a. 49-374.000.

Schroeder, Henrich J.: See— ^-_.
Ambros, Rainer; Brenner. Norbert; Fischer. Jurgen; Paffrath.

Gottfried; and Schroeder, Henrich J.. 4,476,048, Q. 252-632.000.

Schroeder, Richard B., to Hercules Incorporated. Docking sensor

system. 4,475,810, Cl. 355-85.000.

Schubert ft Salzer, AG.: See— ,, ^
PromoU, Johann C; Guse, Rolf; and Tabibi, Sohrab, 4,475,331, Q.

57-263.000.

Schubert ft Salzer Aktiengesellschaft Maschinenfabrik: See—
Goldammer, Georg, 4,475,269, Cl. 19-80.00R.

Schubert, Werner. Device for introducing medical instruments into a

body. 4,475,902, Cl. 604-95.000.

Schulte, Harmut: See— _^
Muller, Siegfried; and Schulte. Harmut, 4,475,785, Q. 339-75.00P.

Schulz, Donald N.: See— ,
Hall, James E.; and Schulr Donald N., 4,476,24a a. 502-155.000.

Schulz, Joachim; and Thelen. Werner, to Aurora Konrad G. Schulz

OmbH ft Co. Device for heating and ventilating large-area vdiicles.

4,475,687, Cl. 237-12.30A.

Schulz, Rainer R., to Parise and Sons, Inc. Dual inlet muffler assembly

for truck hot water vacuum extraction machine. 4,475,264, Q. 15-

300.00A.

Schulz, Ronald N: See- _ _ _,^
Ui. Fang-shi J.; and Schulz, Ronald N., 4.475,982, 0. 196-643.000.

Schumann, Klaus: See— .^ ^ „
Kittscher, Peter; Schumann. Klaus; Altenschopfer, Theodor, Hau-

mann, Wolfgang; and Sraolka, Heinz G., 4,479,663, O.
220-87.000.
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Richard O.. M7S,463, a
Schwartz, Richard O.: See—

TiUy, Lyiui K.; and Schwartz.
IO5-2OS.00O.

Schwartz. Wealey W.: Sn

"TRs.MTci/jl.rS?'
'^*^' "** ''''*^ "^"^ ^ •

Schwartabeig, Fred R.; aad Tobey, WUliam H.. to Martin Marietu
Corporation. Box tnm hoop. 4.475,323, Q. 32-111.000.

SchwamcUld. Jack, to Tanex Medal Products Corporatkn. Levered
Kale with ttfun pufc temion link. 4.475,6ia a. 177-211.000.

Schwertfcgei. Werner: See—
MjUjier^Hant; and Schwertfeger, Werner, 4,476.058, Q. 260-

SCM Corporation: Sw—
Owen^ PhilUp M.. 4.476,263, a. S23-426.00a

Scott^vid B.; Ctaviea. Roderick D.; and See. Yee<aiaung. to Texas

IIStmS? CI 35t3iS?*
*"**** contact, for CMOS devices.

Scott. Raymond P. W.: See—

Scott, RobCTtL.; Nejane. Samuel. Jr.; Jacoba, Charles S.. Jr.; and Bell.
Charles A. nuorometric titrator. 4.476.095. a. 422-75.000.

Scovill Japan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
KoTOO. SWgeru. 4,475473. a. 24-108.000.

Scully. Michael J.: See—

Q.JiS^J'^ ^j f* ^^y* *•***• ^ • *.*75.786, a. 339-99.00R.
Sczerbn. Stanley T.: See—

^%-25h3l
*' "*' ^*^**''*' Stanley T.. 4.475.989. a.

Seachem * Seaquist Valve Compny: See—
Oii. Peter; and Kreider. Carleen. 4.475.667. a. 222-39.000.^ ISSS^f"*!f5!!^ ^"^ ^ ^'^ University. Composition

c-!!l"fJf?^J?L?*'?*»* ^f*****™- M76.140. a. 424.28T00O.
Season-All Induitrica, Inc.: Sai>—

Gibson. Richard L.. 4.475,31 1, a. 49-176.000.
Seaver. Terry R.: Sm^

^iSSc^ "**** ^' *^ ^^*'' ^*^ ^' *'*^*'^- C« 179-

Seweury of State for United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority:

e ^•'JT"' ^^"* L.. 4.475.292, a. 34-10.000.
See. Yee-Chaung: &e—

'%76.%?*a"i57°?riSb.''«^
""' "^ ^ ^«^-*'

Seebolzer, Joaef: 5i»-
Michand. Horst; Raveling. Hermann; and Seeholzer J<Mer
4.475.939.0.71-28.000^ ^^ aeenoizer, Josef,

Segawa, Hiraliisa.- &»—
Mi«tno, TakaH; Sepwa. Hirohisa; Ueguri. Shigeo; Tabata. Vooi-
chuo; and Hiramoto. Seigo. 4.476.376. Q. 219^30.210

S«del, Maittn P.; and Fuller. Timothy J., to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Sttlfbr contatnmg hgnin modified alkaline earth treated pheno-

iA^Sa^nS^m,"^ l-yen of humidity reustant laminates.

Seifert, Rolf; and Schlicker. Volker. to Ing. Rolf Setfert ElectronicP^«^ comttioiier. 4.475.358. Q. 627[86.000.
"«'"»«=

Seitz-Werke OmbH: See—

c . *?*^?^' "«"»«««. M76,534. a. 364479.000.
Selema. Industrie Elettroniche Associate. S.p.A.: See-

<SJS8. a"35056.20r'
^"^^ "** '"^'^ ^'«'

Semenov, MikhaO K.: See—

^iH^lS^f^' ??^' ^^ ^' Seoenov. Mikhail K.;

uSTr4755r7.''dTSTSSS°^ ^= -- '^^O'
^'^S^S^^ "'*"*»^ Petroleum Company. Thermosetting compo-

f^^^^n^ coiyupteddiene polymers having pendam unsiuu-

siST^iST Si*^"" carbonate. 4.476473. Q. 524426.000^ 53S!2£."!?wS2!LHf!fL55"S Bayensche Berg-. Hutten-

4"f75!SrcU^S3S?^'^ "^"^ '"" "«*^« "*^
^•flt^X?^ ***•• '2*1* S

;
and Wilson, John S., to United States of

Shape Inc.: &v-

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—^ Masahiko; and Oku. Naohiro. 4,476.472. Q. 346-75.000.

^iXL^iliriS. hJ^ Brunswick Corporation. Inlet tuning of

Shedigian. Vandqa. to Emhart Industries, Inc. Dielectric fluid for

«^!?^ CN»citor.. 4,476,516. Q. 361-315.000.^S P*^.A ' ^ **^ Corporation, Deviation detector for FM
vKteo recordmg system. 4.476.498. a. 358-330.000

SheU Od Connany: j^v—
Johnson. IVmas H.. 4.476,340i a. 585462.000.

cvJ?*??^ ^^2™* " • •'6.343, a. 585-530.000.
Shenoi. Knhan: See—

'Mfe4"rcri'2wooS
^"^^ "** ^"•'- ^«^**'* *• •

Sbenwd. Oyde R: Sm^

cSJmoOO™"
R.; and Sheppard. Qyde H.. 4.476.184. Q.

October 9, 1984

Shm».in Mjmin B.. toW R. GraceA Co. Process for forming nitronar-
affin. 4.476,336. CI. S68-947.00O

^^ ""^^iw
Shetty^ Bob V.; McFadden. Arthur, and Hofer. Peter, to Purdue

Frederick Company. The. Analgesic 4-cafboxy-pyrro«din.^one
compound. 4.476.31 1. Q. 548-53Tot!^

''«™,xy pyrronom 2-one

^^ '^ ^ ^""^ '^"^ *^<»»» ^^ Method of diffusioncladdmg a Fe^containmg base material for decorative articles and

cTSms 000
?»««>«» ««*• constituents including Ag. 4.475.991.

Shibata. Manhiro: See—

^LSl^^iS!^i!^^i Fu^moto. Masaya; Sfateta.

cSomImoS?'
^°^**'^ "** Yamakawa, Mitihiro. 4.476,008.

Shimada. Thoziro: See—

Shimizu. Ketzo: See—
Nagami. HayasM; Taniguchi. Yoshisada; Otsu. Shinpei; Fujimuia,

e.-
^°^' •«* Stamizu. Kdzo. 4.476,556. Q. 369-2583bo.

Shinuzu. Shigeo: See—
Koyama. Hiroaki; and Shimizu. Shigeo. 4.476^77. a. 524-509.000.

Shunuu, Yasuo: See—
'www.

Akada. Mitsuo; Masatomi. Tsunefaiko; Shimizu. Yasoo: ToriL
Shigeru; and Tanaka. Hideo. 4.475.992. CL 204-59.00R.

Shunura. Takeo: See—
Moriguchi. Hiroyuki; ShuMira. Takeo; Kaneko. TadasU; Nomori.
Huoyub; and Nishiwaki.Aki«, 4,476409, a. 43Mr00O

Shugai, Masalumi: 5^e—
Maeda, Tetsuro; Ohoka. Susumu; Shingai. Masalumi: and loawa.
Hanio. 4.476466. Q. 524-128.000.

"«""™' "» »«««.

Shinmoto, Takahiko: See—
Ishii. Koji; Shinmoto. Takahiko; Maehan. Kenso; and Honkawa.
Yoshmori. 4.475.456. Q. 101-144.000.

"onaawa,

Slunoaki. Satoshi. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.

StSSooo
' '™""'*=*"""« schottky barrier diode. 4,476,157, a.

Shimiogi * Co., Ltd.: &e—
Hini, Kentaro; Matsutani, Shigeru; Makino, Itsuo; and Ishibc

Teruyuki, 4.476.133. Q. 424-269.000.
^

Shirai. Akin: See—
Ohbj. Hisao; Oda. Kazutaka; Sakaki. Hiiokazu; Shirai. Akiia: and

Ohashi. Azusa. 4.476,006. Q. 204-17.000.
^^

Shirley. Ian M.: See—

^•^2!liMy^ ^ • •^ ""««. P«« A., to General Foods Corporation.

Shoji. Masnhi: See—

Bi. *^\T«***' «* Shoji. Masaihi. 4.476.427, Q. 323-234.000.
Snoji, Takashi: See

Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kosugi, Seiji. 4,476.451. CL 335-262.000.

Shop-Vac Corporation: See—
Berfield. Robert C. 4.475.265. Q. 15-414.000.

Siano. James N.: See—

"a 42W34*(»0***^
'"** ^ •

"** *"*°' '"~" ** •
*'*^*''*^'

Sibley, Richard D.: See—

"^ nT-39a»^
F-: «» SiNey. Richard D.. 4.475.565. a.

Siu. Louis. Jr.. to United States of America. Navy.
diffraction grating. 4.475.792. Q. 330-162.170.

Si^. Axel, to Bduingwerke Aktiengesellschafl.
kmetK determination of imiinniocqt«ipi»«ft
436-507.000.

uuwwnqMwe^

Siedel. Joachim: See—

*?^^o?*!?5*?i.^ii^^?*'**'' "*'""*5 md Siedel. Joachim.
*,*fO,l2J, U. 43S- 188.000.

Siefcrt. Kristine S.. to Atlantic Richfield Company. Preparative piooeas

50a-3(KOOO*'"*'
'"*'*'' •"n«inum<ontaining spinels. 4.476.24S. CI.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Haertl. Christof. 4.476.353. Q. ]T9-\mjOOE.
Hagen. Rolf; and Weidner. Peter. 4.476.347. CI. 178-3.000.
KdlCT. Hvtmut; and Roy. Aroon S., 4,476.151. Q. 427-34.000.
Mueller. Wolfgang. 4.476.545. CL 365-178.000.
Sawicki. Zbigniew-Igor. 4,475,833, Q. 400405.000.
Wachs, Walter. 4,475,832, Q. 400496.000.
Zinunermann. Horst, 4.476.417, CI. 318-329.000.

Sigma Tau Indistrie Famiaceutiche Riunites, p.A: See—
Gonella, Jacques. 4.476.120. CI. 424-180.000.

Signfix Limited: See—

^ .w
"^' '^***" A. H.. 4.475.652, CL 206409.000.

Silberenen, Dieter: See—

Sinunonds. Robert C. Jr.: &e—
M^JJ^Albert I.; and Simmonds. Robert C. Jr.. 4.475,477. CI.

Simon. Philip E. Wine preservation system. 4.475.576. a. 141-98.000.

High resolution

Process for the

4,47643a a.
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Singer Company, The: See—
Dicke, William C. 4.475416. a. 51-170.0TL.

Dicke, WUliam C. 4.475.317, Q. 51-170.0TL.

Lukawich. Joseph. 4.475.784. a. 33943.000.

Zylbert. Thsddeus J.. 4.475.475. Q. 1 12-228.000.

Singer, Hans: See— „
Sendl, Ludwig; and Singer, Hans, 4.475.454. Q. 100.229.00A.

Siol, Werner: See— ., .. „.
Fink. Herbert; Knieae. Heiner; Suetterlin, Norbert; Mudier, Klaus;

Tilch. Willi; and Siol, Werner. 4,476.182. CI. 428-265.000.

Sirridge. Henry A.: See—
Glaaer, Jerry; Sirridge, Henry A.; and Ibach, Ernest J., 4,475,824,

a. 384-306.000.

Skilling. John B.: See— __ _ . ^ .. .
Paton, H. NeU; SkiUing. John B.; Sandys. Jeffiery P.; and Oylland.

E. Frederick, Jr.. 4.475.722, d. 267-9.00C.

SKW Trostberg Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Michaud, Horst; Raveling, Hermann; and Seeholzer, Josef,

4,475,939, Q. 71-28.000.

Slegeir, WUliam A.: See—
Sapienza. Richard S.; Slegeir, WUliam A.; and Foran. Michael T.,

4,476,103, a. 423417.000.

Sloane, Glenn L. Holder for a syringe and an ampoule. 4.475.915. CI.

604414.000.
Smart. Roderick M.: See—

Aston. Geoffrey W.; and Smart. Roderick M.. 4.475.936. C\.

6M42.000.
Smith. Blaine M.; and Taylor. James A., to Jonathan Ehrenreich,

Ehrenreich Electronics. Sound actuated light switch. 4,476,554. Q.
367-197.000.

Smith. CecU D. Easy carry-easy access golf marker and tee caddy.

4.475.676. Q. 224-247.000.

Smith, David A., to General Acoustics Corporation. Axial fan and noise

abatement apparatus combination. 4,475,867. CI. 415-119.000.

Smith, Edgar C; and Campbell. James B.. to Three Dimensional Pho-

tography Corporation. The. Camera for stereoscopic photography.

4.475,798,0.354.114.000.

Smith, Fred L.. Ill: See—
Tjomehoj. David J.; Dick, Donald E.; Kiefer, Richard E.; and

Smith. Fred L.. Ill, 4,475.398. Q. 73-599.000.

Smith. Jimmy B.. to Peabody Development Company. Stable activated

carbon process using a moving giate stoker furnace. 4.475.986. Q.
201-7.000.

Smith, Michael J.: See-
Martin, Charles; Book, Ronald J.; Smith, Michael J.; and Wiacek,

Marian. 4.476.200. O. 429-56.000.

Smith, Richard B. Mechanism for positioning workpieces. 4.475.726.

a. 26941.000.

Smith. Terry W.: See-
Tanner. Walter K., Jr.; Brinkmann. Frank A.; and Smith. Terry W..

4.475.368, Q. 72-IO000.

Smithkline Beckman Corporation: See-
Taylor. Dean P.. 4.476.227. Q. 435-317.000.

Smolka, Heinz G.: See—
Kittscher. Peter, Schumann, Klaus; Altenschopfer. Theodor, Hau-

mann, Wolfgang; and Smolka, Heinz G.. 4.475.663. CI.

220-87.000.

SMS Schloemann Siemag Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Ostlinning. Gunter. Roever, Otto A.; Wintzen. Gunther, and

ZUges, Franz J., 4,475.372. Q. 72-255.000.

Smuda. Peter. Wemecke. Rainer; and Werner. Klaus, to BrennstoRin-

stitut Freiberg. System for sealing shafts agsinst solid containing

gaseous media. 4.475.735. a. 277-3.000.

SNECMA' 5ff
Corral'. Jose R.. 4.476.540. Q. 364-851.000

Snyder. Clair W.. Jr.: See—
Asick. John C; Douty. George H.; Goodman. Joseph R.; Jones.

Kermit M.. Jr.; Landis. John M.; Snyder. Clair W.. Jr.; Woratyla.

John A.; and Zell. Dale R., 4.475.781. Q. 339-17.0LM.

Snyder General Corporation: See—
Hoeffken. Russell W., 4.475.585. Q. 165-I34.00R.

Sociedad EsfMnola de Especialidades Farmaco-Terapeuticas S.A.:

See—
Andreoli. Romeo R.; and Cirera. Xavier D.. 4.476.319. CI.

56062.000.

Societe Anonyme DBA: See-
Gerard. Jean-Louis; and Le Marchand. Claude. 4.475.633. O.

188-73.450.

Meynier, Guy. 4.475.337. Q. 60-547.100.

Societe anonyme dite: Tissmetal Lionel-Dupont: See-
Martin. Gerard. 4.475.701. C\. 244-1 18.600.

Societe Chimique des Charbonnages^i^dF CHIMIE: See—
Bujadoux. Karel. 4.476.288. CI. 526-124.000.

Societe dite: Tractel, S.A.: See—
Desplats. Andre; and Klabunde, Hans. 4.475,717. a. 254-264.000.

Societe Nationale de Liamiante: See—
Chevalier-Bultel. Jean-Pierre; and Drolet. Jean-Pierre, 4,476,235.

CI. 501-112.000.

Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine: See—
Ayglon, Daniel; and Hardy, Marie C. 4.475,941. a. 71-67.000.

Soelberg. Kenneth B.: See-
Stark. Marvin M.; Soelberg, Kenneth B.; Pelzner, Roger B.; and

Bogdan. Mark S.. 4.475.370 C\. 72-53.000.

Soldek Limited: See— _, .,, ^
O'Regan. AUan; and McGloughlin, Denis. 4.475.327. Q.

52-404.000.

Solhjell. Erik, to Tandberg DaU A/S. Method for the recognition of an

edge of a magnetic medium and a device for implementatioa of the

method. 4.476.503, Q. 360-73.000.

Solmat Systems. Ltd.: See—
hxui. Gad. 4.475.535. Q. 126415.000.

Sender. Richard: See—
Russo. Joseph L.; Sonder. Richard; and Schwartz. Wesley W..

4.475.322. Q. 52-27.000.

Sony Corporation: See—
Hayakawa, Masatoshi; Aso, Koichi; Uedaira, Satoru; Ochiai, Yo-

shitaka; Matsuda. Hideki; Hotai, Kazuhide; and Hayashi,

Kazuhiko, 4.475.962. G. 148-108.000.

Joichi, Yoshiro; and Ohki, Hiroshi, 4,476,555, Q. 369-M 000

Koizumi. Akio; and Yamagishi, Hiroshi, 4,476.436, CI. 330-10000.

Sako. Yoichiro; and Odaka, Kentaro, 4,476,562, CI. 371-39.000.

Sopher, David W.: See-
Chum, Helena L.; and Sopher, David W., 4,476.025, C\.

210438.000.

South Park Corporation: See—
Hintz, Curtis M., 4.475.691. C\. 239-587.000.

Southwest Research Institute: See—
Ludwig, Allen C; Wolter. Larry W.; and Frazier, Henry F..

4.475.953, Q. 106-287.240.

Souza. Alexander. Rust and scale arrester. 4,476,021, Q. 210-307.000.

Spalinger, Hugo: See-
Bom, Werner; Lukacs, Janos; and Spalinger, Hugo. 4,476.071. CI.

264-15.000.

Specified CeUing Systems: See—
McCall. Francis L.. 4.475.446. Q. 9840.00D.

Spencer. Arthur T.: See—
Chu. Shaw C; and Spencer. Arthur T., 4.476.262. Q. 523412.000.

Sperry Corporation: See—
Decoene. Frans J. G. C; and Strubbe. GUbert J. I.. 4.475.561. Q.

130-27.00R.

Spiegel, Erwin: Set—
Vogt. Hans; Kloppe. Herbert; and Spiegel. Erwin. 4.475.765. Q.

296-210.000.

Spieler. Richard: See—
Czulak. Jozef; and Spieler, Richard, 4,476,143, Q. 42640.000.

Spire Corporation: See—
LitUe, Roger G.. 4,475,790, Q. 350-96.210

Spires, Dewayne A.: See—
Aull, Denis W.; snd Spires, Dewayne A., 4,476,350 Q. 179-70.000.

Spisak, Anne: See-
Frank. Carl A.. 4.475.364. Q. 70-139.000.

Spittle Industries, Inc.: See—
SpitUe. Kevin S.. 4,476.185, Q. 428-290.000.

Spittle, Kevin S., to Spittle Industries, Inc. BlowaUc glass fiber thermal

insulation product. 4.476,185, Q. 428-290.000.

Sprague Electric Company: See—
Fresia. E. James. 4,476.517, Q. 361-327.000.

Sproding Machine Exchange, Inc.: See—
Costigan. Conrad A.. 4.475,729. Q. 270-31.000.

Sprecker, Mark A.; Hanna, Marie R.; Tokarzewski. Richard J.; Beiko,

Robert P.; Watkins. Hugh; and Vock, Manfred H., to International

Flavors A Fragrances Inc. Mono-oxomethyl substituted polyhy-

drodimethanonaphthalene derivatives, ornnoleptic uses thereof and

processes for preparing same. 4,476.042. CI. 2S2-S22.00R.

Spring. Thomas G.: See—
Huchzermeier. Roy F.; and Spring, Thomas G.. 4.476428, Q.

436-500.000.

Square D Company: See—
Russo, Joseph L.; Sonder, Richard; and Schwartz, Wesley W..

4,475,322, Q. 52-27.000.

Stahly, Barbara C: See— ...... ^
Stidily, G. Patrick; and Stahly, Barbara C, 4,476,315. Q.

S6O-2O.000.

Stahly. G. Patrick; and Stahly, Barbara C, to Ethyl Corporation.

Nucleophilic substitution process. 4,476.315, Q. 560-20.000.

Staisch. Diether: See— ^_, __,
Bartacher, Peter; Meyer. Harald; and Staisch, Diether, 4,475,773,

a. 303-6.00A.

Standard Oil Company, The: See-
Brown, Lewis R.. 4.475.590. CI. 166-246.000.

Giddings. Brandford E.; and Joricasky. Richard J., II. 4,476475. Q.
525462.000. . , ^

Pesa. Frederick A.; and Graham. Anne M., 4.476447. Q.
502-325.000.

Poppe. WassUy; and Chen. Yu-Tsai. 4.476.280. Q. 524406.000.

Standard OU Company (Indiana): See—
Fields. Ellis K.; and Clarke. WUliam C. 4.475.597. Q. 166-303.00R.

Puskas, Imre; and Cerefice. Steven A., 4,476.242. O. 502-185.000.

Stephens. James R.. 4.476.295, Q. 528-322.000

Tait. A. Martin; Nevitt. Thomas D.; and Hensley. Albert L.. Jr..

4.476.011.0.208-111.000.

Yorii, Earl D.; and Porter, Darrell D.. 4,475.965. Q. 149-21 000.

Stanek, Gary C, to Massey-Ferguson Inc. Power steenng system.

4.475,615. CI. 180-160.000.

Stanley. Mary M.: See—
. .^ . .. .„ «, ^

Adair. Paul C; Burkholder, Amy L.; Duda. Homer G.; Wright.

Richard F.; and Stanley. Mary M.. 4.476413. Q. 43O.229.0ro.

Stanley Works, The: See—
Suska, Charles R.. 4.475.266. C\. 16-273.0ro.

Stant Inc.: See— ^^
Harris. Robert S.. 4.475.389. CI. 73-304.00R.

Harris. Robert S.. 4.476,028. Q. 210-774.000.
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Stapleton, Del O.: See-

SiMT^TLS^,^ ?' !^^'!S***°^ P*' O- *.<".M7. a. 432-258.000.

Stark. Hans: 5(v—
Pfbrr, OeriMTd; AppI, Max; Voelkl, Erfried; Stark, Hans: and

c ^ Ef«»»«»;P«rhanl. 4.473.749. Q. 283-47.00O.
'"•'"«»'«'

Stwk, Marvm M.; Soelberg. Kenneth B.; Pdzner. Roger B.; and Bog-
dan. Mark S. to Marvin M. Stark ReMtrch Foundation. Devkjefw
treatuigdental cattinfi. 4.475,370. a. 72.53.00a

^^
^S^'^!^'4'ii?^''^^:!!^n^'^ Frequency independentramp feneraior. 4,475,427, CI. 84-1.010.

^*^i^!!!^A^i^ni^^^i.S°^"*^ Single facet wobble free

Stauffer Chemical Company: Sce-
Felix, Raymond A.. 4,476,063, Q. 260-940.000.
Via, Francis A., 4.475,999. Q. 204-159.230.

Suy Fresh, Inc.: 5w—
Avenano. Ralph W.. 4,476,112, Q. 424-127.000.
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Steag Aktiengeselbchafi:'S(v-^

KijUS^ 1
?• "^ P"''o^. Boris, 4,475.472. CI. 110-347.000.

iSSS?' ii ir^^=^T °*J*'' '•"' ^ Duphar InternationalR««rch^B.V. DnponMe hypodermic syringe. 4.475,903. CI.

Stein, James B.: See—

S.enSS.'BSSrsL'^
''*''• "'""" «

'

'^^»'- ^I- 364-748.000.

^"5!7?9^8:cte.35r"""•
"™~= -^ ^""«-' «^

Sten^. Paul O. Comporting machine. 4.475.450, a. 100-100.000.
Mencer, Antoine: See—

cf26(S!l^.*^**'^'
"*""' "^ ^'•"**'' ^'"***~' *'<76.061.

^ISMSboT^ ^^*^ Aktiebolag. Surge arrester. 4.476.513. CI.

Stepanov, Jury N.: See—

^U?5'^^'*T".il*^*i?*"' '^"' E.; Golubnichy. Vladis-

Cl 2»m»|. °"*™' ^'' "^ ^'•P^^' •'"y N., 4.476,388.

Stephens, Olen: See—

'^iImSIoOA.******^
°'*"' ** '^*"*'' "**" ' • '•".6H

*'!5!l?*li?^ ^* ^ Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Poly-imide-

StSIXif'cb'*]!;^-^' M76,295!ci' i28.322.i)(r°"'
"""*

SteriSMStSrSJ!: *•*"•"'• °- '"•«'*'°

^S?f4,ljr««;=c!S.%55Sr"
^-' "^ ^"'"'- '^"'«-« ^ •

Stewart. James D.: See—

"Sf&.^fl?'^ ^•'' '"'•'Patrick, Gregg R.; Newman. Garry F
Stickerc2Srt.:'S^°-

*•*''•'•• Cft54-89.00H. °^ '^••

''MS:9g''a'' i4K:Sg*'
*°«»" ^ = •«' S^'«« O-Hes A.,

^'SSShotafS!!.''"
Mik«>vi««eknik Vid Tekniska Hogskolan i

Stock3^?2"?' "^ 'iy!?' '*^''«^«' .'76,363, Cl. 219-10.55A.

AtoTi F^S^A^KiS Secretary of Sute for United Kingdom

StoSffpjJfT'&jL ''
Separation. 4,475.292, Q. 34-10.000*

^SlMb '^"""' ^' "^ *'*^'' '^'^ L' '.76,550. Cl.

''3Snl^'^47?.82'3:S.?7??^^ '- Self^alibrating

°TI!^T"1*^'**»>' Con»™tion: See-

stotSti^ b'^Sl*'*'^ ° ^^"^
Moong-^regory C; and Stotts, Larry B., 4,475.816. Cl.

Stoyanov, Stoyan M.: See—
R«hev. Tzolp v.; Valkov, Lyudmil K.; Rasheva. Ivanka A

Strunetz, Helmut: See—
K^NitJ^Hans-Jurgen; and Strametz, Helmut, 4,476,297. CI.

^MwSS.StilOOO^"^"^ "^"^^ '-^^ «- «««»«
Strauss, Johannes K.:5^

"^iSl^e^"^ ^' "** ^'""^ '«'»""« K.. 4,475,474, a.

**Mb5J^£liS!^"*'
K«er, Jurgen, to Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH^^^. J5ST.2:*g'4te5of^'' -~«'^ "°

Strengowski, Stanley S.: See—

MSsrfco"^ ^ • "** Strengowski, Stanley S., 4,476.357. Cl.

^'SdMmSo*
^'^"'^ tnick/trailer combination. 4.475.740. Cl.

s!s2i-Biis:?js5Bi?^:" *'*'''*^^ ° »*-''*«n.

^SlSL-SiiliEP* h. ^-'^o"'- A*™" P
; Langlois, Michel andStrohn-Benedetti, Margherita, 4.476.136. 0. 82571000

Stnibbe, Gilbert J. I.: See—

'^nST.'oor'
' °" ^•' "** ^'*^ °"'*" '• '•• •75.561. a.

Struven. Warren C. to United States of America. Energy. Radio fre-

4.1l?^57?nSIS?o5o*^'^
""^"^ radiating^SiisBon linS.

Stuitz. ieflfrey H.: See—

"26r97.Sa**^
"^

• "^ ^^^ '**^y "•' •7«.0M. a.
Stumpf. George R., Jr.: See—

'^*S«86.0t»°^"
^'' "** ^'™"*'^' °*'»* ^' ''•• •^'•'^6' Cl-

Suddeutsche kuhlerfabrik Julius Fr. Behr GmbH A Co. KG- See-
G ^^"' "^' "^ Scharpf. Kurt, 4.475.584, Q. 165-76.000
Suefuji. Kazutaka; Oguni, Kensaku; Kotani. Sumihisa; and Toia Kenn

Suetterlin, Nortwrt: See—
*"

TnV?^n = ^'^'
."S?*'=

Suetterlin, Norbert; Mueller. KUus;

S„».i»« p' ^J"';""f^
Siol. Werner. 4.476,182, a. 428-265.000.

^^9!:S'i2tssssp.^^ •""* ^- ^"•- ^••- -•»"-•
Sugihara, Atsushi: Slee—

^^51!):i?'
^^°^' ^"^"^ ^'*"»^= Kobayashi, Yasushi; Ishida,Hirwjh^uramasu, Yukw; and Gotoh, Ichisei. 4.475,960. o!

^T^w '^r "^. Terauchi. Kiyoshi, to Sanden Corporation.

^^ti^Ta'i'A.f^St^' '»'»-^ ^ bahmce'^weS:

Sugimoto, Ryuichi: See—
^
cr M4^3{'oS"*~'

"'"**''^ "** Sugimoto, Ryuichi. 4.476.304.

Sugino Cycle Industries, Ltd.: See—
Sugino, Yasushi, 4,475,894, a. 474-144.000.

Sugino, Yasushi, to Sugino Cycle Industries, Ltd. Fiwit sprocket wheelhaving Cham guard for bicycles. 4.475.894, a. 474-144!oOO

tt^JhifT"^""!.'^'*'**^ K«8uyuki. to Tokyo Shibaura DenkiKabushiki Kaisha Apparatus for controUing the operation ofa water

JiJi?000 ' '"""'' '"^"'* "** * "**'^ **~'"- •75.865, a
Sugita, Yutaka: See—

Imura, Ryo; Ikeda. Tadashi; Ohta. Norio; Takeuchi, Teniaki: and
Sugita. Yutaka, 4.476.152, a. 427-38.000.

•»«. "w
Sugiura, Yoichi: See—

Sugiyama, Sakae: See—

^i^^^^ ^"^ ^""'o: Kobayashi, Izumi; Ojiri, Yohsuke;

Sulliv^ohnT'Sli^ ^"*''^^^ *'*''''^ °- '^»««»^

«..iii^"^*
°*'1'* ^ =^ Sullivan. John V.. 4.476,413. Q. 313-550.000.

Sulhvan, Leroy J., to Chartered Industries of Singapore PrivatTum-
ited. Sear «;tuator. 4,475.437. Cl. 89-148.000.

^^^
^^ILi!^ ^

'
'^ Chartered Industries of Singapore Private Ltd.

SToST'
•"*°™** °' semi-automatic guns. 4,475,438. Q. 89-

Sulzer Brothers Limited: See—
Jankovsky, Frantisek, 4,475,575, Cl. 139-439.000.

Sumioka, Auushi: See—

'^Cr'iJoSos'oS'''™**^'
^"^' "^ ^"^^ '^»«»**' .76.^66,

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: See—
Imai. Takeshi; Kako. Naohiro; Asano, Nobuyuki; Masuda. Shioeo-
and Katsuda, Morihiko. 4.476,192, Q. 428-39l!oOO

'?5Mb3.S?"''°*''
"** Takenaka, Shinya. 4,476,512, a.

Tanaka, Chihaya; Iwabuchi, Kazuo; Kakii, Toshiaki- and Tod*.
Yuichi. 4.475.935. Q. 65-3.410.

'wniau, ana loda,

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.: See—
Kakihara, Moriyuki. 4.476,370. Cl. 219-78.160
Matsw^ Yukio; and Ueno, Tsutomu, 4.475,369, Q. 72-38.000.Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd.: See—

•
'-• * '»•««.

Kawakami, Masafumi. 4.476.455. Q. 340-58.000.
Sun, Szu C: See—

Terwilliger. CurtB G.; McKeefery. W. James; Sun. Szu C; and
Melen. Roger D. 4,476.467, CI. 340-825loa

lX,£T.Tl!i= "f
T-kenafai. Shinya. to Sumitomo Electric

Industries, Ltd. Momtor device for laser systems transmitting laser
light through optical fibers. 4,476,512, Q. i61-103.000.

Susa, Ermanno: See—
Mayr, Adolfo; Galli. Paolo; Susa, Ermanno; Di Drusco, Giovanni-

c u "5^ °'«=»'e"«' Ettore. 4.476,289. a. 526-125.000.
Suska. CharlK R^, to Stanley Worits, The. Non-handed two knuckle

hinge. 4.475.266. Cl. 16-273.000.
^^^

Suzuki. Hanio: See—
Tsumaki. Masahiro; Fujii, Toshihiko; Kamiya. Hkleaki: Suzuki.Hwuo; and Goto. Yoshihiro. 4,475,462, Q. 105-149.000.

Suzuki, Hidetoshi: See—
Ayata. Naoki; Koumura, Noboni; Saito, SeUi; Suzuki, Hkletoshi-

« ,,>^^*^"™J*'* •»<• Kazuma, Koji, 4,476,486. Q. 358-78.000.'
iuzuki, Hitoshi; and Hara. Kazuo. to Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.

Air-fuel ratio control system. 4,475.512, Cl. 12i440.000
Suzuki. Kazuyasu. to Casio Computer Co.. Ltd. Electromc equipment

with tone generating function. 4.475.429. a. 84-1. 190
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Suzuki. Masatoshi: See— ,, ^^.^
Sana Hiromi; Suzuki. Masatoshi; Fujimoto. Masaya; Stabata.

Masahiro; Saito. Toshitaka; and Yamakawa, Mitihiro. 4.476.008,

Cl. 204425.000.

Suzuki, Yasuo: See— ^ », u j
Ohnishi, Haruo; Kosuzume, Hiroshi; Suzuki, Ywia, and Mochida,

Ei. 4,476.127, a. 424-250.000.

Swanzlander, Amy B: See— « ..«^«o« r^
Camp, Floyd E.; and Swartzlander. Amy B., 4,476,099, a.

423-10.000.

Swihart, Terence J.: See—
Blizzard, John D.; and Swihart, Terence J., 4,476,188, Cl.

428-332.000.

Swisher. James A. Electrical bos lock assembly. 4.475,365, Q.

70-159.000.

Swiss Aluminium Ltd.: See—
, ..^^, ^

Borer, Werner; Lukacs, Janos; and Spalinger, Hugo. 4.476,071, a.
264-15.000. , ^

Sy, Aniu O.; and Cuisia, Dionisio G., to W. R. Grace A Co.; and

Dearborn Chemical Co. High temperature dispersant. 4,476,029, C\.

2S2-8.50C.

Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.: See—
Anik, Shabbir T, 4.476,116, O. 424-177.000.

Syrbius, Gerhard: See—
Koch, Klaus; and SyrWus, Gerhard, 4.475.452. Q. 100-117.000.

T-Bar Incorporated: See—
Malmborg. Floyd L.; and Strengowski, Stanley S., 4,476,357, Cl.

200-51.090.

Tabata, Yooichiro: See— _ ^ ^ ^
Mizuno, Takaji; Segawa, Hirohisa; Ueguri, Shigeo; Tabata, Yooi-

chiro; and Hiramoto, Seigo, 4,476,376, Q. 219-130.210.

Tabibi, Sohrab: See— ^ ^ ^., ,,. ^,
Promoli, Johann C; Guse, Rolf; and Tabibi. Sohrab. 4,475,331, CI.

57-263.000.

Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Morimoto, Shigeo; Takahashi, Yoko; Watanabe, Yoshiaki; and

Omura. Sad^mii, 4,476,298. Q. 536-7.200.

Tait, A. Martin; Nevitt, Thomas D.; and Hensley, Albert L.. Jr., to

Standard Oil Company Ondiana). Caudyst and process for the hy-

drogenitrogenation and hydrocracking of high-nitrogen feeds.

4,476,011,0.208-111.000. . ^ . ..

Takada, Takuzo; and lizuka, Takao, to Yoshino Kogyosho Co., Ltd.

Method of strengthening a neck portion of a bottle-shaped container

of biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate resin. 4,476,084, Q.
264-342.00R.

Takahashi, Eiji; and Iwai, Kenji, to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho.

Method for postweld heat treatment. 4,475,%3, Cl. 148-128.000.

Takahashi, Masaaki: See—
., . ^ ... ». .. ^

Kobayuhi, Yoshiro; Kumadaki, Itsumaro; Takahashi, Masaaki; and

Yamauchi, TakasW, 4,476,328. Cl. 568-775.000.

Takahashi. Masao: See— ^ „
Nishnw, Hiroshi; Ogino. Fumiichi; Masuko. Tetsuo; Goto. Kunio;

and Takahashi. hUmo, 4,476,169, a. 428-34.000.

Takahashi, Teruyuki: See—
, ^. „. ...

Kano, Masafumi; Takahashi, Teruyuki; and Igaradii, Hiroshi,

4,476,271, a. 524-377.000.

Takahashi, Yoko: See— ^ „ u- . •

Morimoto, Shigeo; Takahashi, Yoko; Watanabe, Yoshiaki; and

Omura, Sadafumi, 4.476,298. Q. 536-7.200.

Takamatsu. Masahiro; and Yamada. Masaaki. to Toyou Jidosha Kabu-

shiki Kaisha. Combination meter cover construction. 4,475,614, Cl.

180-90.000. ^ ^ ^. . ,

Takamatsu, Takeshi, deceased; and by Takamatsu, Tokuyuki, legal

repiesenutive, to Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd. Endoscope apparatiis.

4.475.540, a. 128-6.000. ^ .. .. , ,

Takamatsu, Takeshi, deceased; and by Takamatsu, Tokuyuki, legal

represenutive. to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Endoscope apparatus.

4.475.541, a. 128-6.000.

Takamatsu, Tokuyuki, legal represenutive: See—
Takamatsu. Takeshi, deceased; and Takamatsu, Tokuyuki, legal

representative, 4,475,540, a. 128-6.000.

Takamatsu, Takeshi, deceased; and Takamatsu, Tokuyuki, legal

represenutive, 4,475,541, Q. 128-6.000.

Takase, Hidetomo: See— ^ .

Ueyama. Akihkle; Kumano, Nobuo; and Takase, Hidetomo,

4.476.389, O. 2SO-363.00S.

Takasu, Ryo; and Yazaki, Susumu, to Bridgestone Tire Company

Limited. Method and apparatus for measuring width of a selvage

rubber portion extending in transversal direction of a coating sheet.

4,475,815. a. 356-385.000.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See— ..,.^. ^. ,«
Fujino, Masahiko; and Wakimasu, Mitsuhiro, 4,476,051, Cl. 260-

112.50R. ^ „ .

Nishino, Hiroshi; Ogino, Fumiichi; Masuko, Tetsuo; Goto, Kunio;

and Takahashi, Muao, 4.476,169, Cl 428-34.000.

Takeda. Hiioyuki; Kudo, Kunio; Kobayashi, Izumi; Ojiri, Yohsuke;

Oda, Mitsuyuki; and Sugiyama, Sakae, to Hitachi, Ltd. Ultrasonic

method of determining nature of flaws by incremental scanning.

4,475,394, a. 73-598.000.

Tftkci SftkAC* S£€

Noguchi^ Hideo; Iwamoto, Tugunari; and Takei, Sakae, 4,476.478.

a. 357-41.000.
, ^. ^. .

Takenaka, Shinji; Nishida, Takeshi; and Kanemoto, Joshiro, to Miuui

Toatsu Chemicals, Inc. Process for preparing mononitrochkwoben-

zeiie. 4,476,335, Q. 568-937.000.

Takenaka, Shinya: See—
Sunago, Katsuyoshi; and Takenaka, Shinya, 4.476,512, Cl.

361-103.000.

Takeno. Hidekazu: See—
Kiuura, Yoshihiko; Nakaguchi, Osamu; Hemmi, Keiji; Yonishi,

Satoshi; Takeno, Hidekazu; Okada, Satoshi; and HashinKMo.

Masashi. 4,476.050, Cl 260-112 SCR.

Takeuchi. Hiroshi; and Nishimura, Yoshio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Daikin

Seisakusho. Damper disc. 4,475.640, Cl. 192-70.170.

Takeuchi, Keinosuke, to Hakugen Co., Ltd. Fragrance releasing arti-

cles. 4,476,171, CI. 428-38.000.

Takeuchi, Masato; Okada, Hideo; Okabe, Sigeru; Tobita, Hiroshi; and

Tonami, Munehiko, to Hitachi, Ltd. Fused carbonate fuel cell.

4,476,199, a. 429-34.000.

Takeuchi, Teniaki: See—
Imura, Ryo; Ikeda, Tadashi; Ohta, Norio; Takeuchi, Teniaki; and

Sugita, Yutaka, 4,476,152, Q. 427-38.000.

Takezawa, Kunio: See—
Matsumoto, Yoshihiro; Takezawa, Kunio; and Maiegi, Ken.

4,476,528, CI. 364-200.000.

Takizawa, Tozo; and Hatanaka, Koji. to Jidosha Kiki Co., Ltd. Glow
plug for use in diesel engine. 4,476,378, CI. 219-270.000.

Takizawa, Yoshiyuki: See—
Watanabe, Kazuo; Kominami, Yasuo; Takizawa, Yoshiyuki; and

Haeno, Akira, 4,476,502, Cl. 36045.000.

Talley, John J.: See-
Chambers. Gregory R.; and Talley, John J., 4,476,329, G.

568-804.000.

Talley, Paul E.; and Rochford, Harry T., to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Decorating coated aluminum for extrusion encapsulation.

4.475.975. Q. 156-234.000.

Tamagawa, Susumu: See-
Sato. Ikuro; Tamagawa, Susumu; and Iwata, Ryuichi, 4,476,471, Q.

343-779.000.

Tamori, Michitoshi, deceased (by Tamori, Yumi, administrator);

Kobayashi, Hideo; Hashimoto, Kazuo; and Kawai, Kazuo. to Koku-

sai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd Transversal type smear-desmear filter.

4.476,539, Q. 364-825.000.

Tamori. Yumi. administrator: See—
Tamori, Michitoshi. deceased; Kobayashi, Hideo; Hashimoto,

Kazuo; and Kawai, Kazuo. 4,476,539, Cl. 364-825.000.

Tamura, Kohji: See—
Konishi, Katsuo; Kawano, Kaiui; Tamura, Kohji; and Abe, Mitsuo,

4,476,509,0 360-119.000.

Tanabe, Yoshiyuki: See— „. .

Kashiwaya. Mineo; Tanabe, Yoshiyuki; Yamada, Kinsaku; and

TsuniU, Hisato. 4,475.518, CI 123-494.000.

Tanaka, Chihaya; Iwabuchi, Kazuo; Kakii, Toshiaki; and Toda, YuKhi,

to Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation; and

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Joining method to obtain elon-

gated coated optical fiber. 4,475,935, Cl. 65-3.410.

TaniJia, Hideo: Sife— ,, ^ ..

Akada, Mitsuo; Masatomi, Tsunehiko; Shinuzu, Yasuo; Tom.
Shigeni; and Tanaka, Hideo, 4,475.992, Q. 204-59.00R.

Tanaka, Kouji; Ikeda, Osamu; and Nakayama, Yoshio, to Sanyo Elec-

tric Co., Ltd.; and Tokyo Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd Automatic contin-

uous tuning control apparatus for a receiver. 4,476,580, CI.

455-164.000. „ . , ,,
Tanaka, Toshiaki; Kawata, Ichiro; Nakagome, Keisukr, and Matsui,

Koji, to Nino Electric Industrial Company, Ltd. Method for produc-

tion of a fluid separation module. 4,475,973, G. 156-184.000.

Tandberg Dau A/S: See—
Solhjell, Erik. 4.476,503, Cl. 360-75.000.

Tandon Corporation: See—
Bygdnes. Perry A.. 4.476.404. CI. 310-27.000.

Tani. Isamu. to Kabushiki Kaisha Nagoya Boki Seisakusho. Wire «np-

per. 4.475,418, G. 81-9.50A.

Taniguchi, Hideo: See— .., ,„ ^ .,.««.<«»«
Tatsumi, Yutaka; and Taniguchi. Hideo, 4,476.377. G. 219-216.000.

Taniguchi. Yoshisada: See—
Nagami, Hayashi; Taniguchi, Yoshisada; Otsu. Shinpei; Fujimura.

Toihio; and Shimizu, Keizo, 4,476,556. G. 369-258.000.

Tanioka, Akira: See— „ .„,...
Sakai. Todiio; Matsui, Takehiro; Tanioka, Akira; Koyanagi, Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hon, Tohni; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kawagiriii,

Itsuo; Fujii. Masahiro; Yabe, Kohichi; and Yamashita. Haruhisa,

4.475.609. G. 177-211.000, » .^ „,
Tanner, Walter K., Jr.; Brinkmann. Frank A.; and Smith. Terry W., to

Draft Systems. Inc. Method and apparann for restraightening con-

uiner support skiru. 4,475,368, CI. 72-10.000.

Tao, Thomas M., to James River-Dixie/Northem, Inc. Process for

manufacturing embossed nonwoven fibrous productt. 4,476,078. G.
264-119.000. ^ . ^

Tarjan, Peter P.; and Hess, Stanley R., to Cordis Corporation. Tempo-

rary pacing lead assembly. 4.475,560, G. 128-785.000.

Tash. George. Pipe flushing device. 4.475.255. G. 4-256.000.

Tateyama, Yoshihiro: See— v, .. «.
Kitahara. Seiji; Mogi. Keitaro; Shimada, Thonro; Noda, Fumio;

and Tateyama, Yoshihiro, 4.476.144. G 426^.000.

Tattumi. Yutaka; and Taniguchi, Hideo, to Rohm Company Limited.

Thennal printing head. 4.476,377. CI. 219-216.000.

Tausend, Erich, to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen Aktiengeaelbchaft.

Gutch assembly for gear transmission. 4,475,639, Cl. 192-S3.00G.

Tavana, Benito J.: See— „.,....„ «.,
Amara. Louis J.; Paoletti. Peitro; and Tavana, Benito J., 4,475,952.

G. 106-94.000.
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T«w«d«. Vmhihn^ and Tsuge, Kaninori. to KancgiAichi Kaiaku

ImSwOW^^' ^"^ Photovolttic device. 4.476,344, CI.

''•£tSrJ.:ivS.3."ffsi^^ "••"•"• "^ '"•"^^
Taylor, James A.: See—

Smith. Blaine M.,«id Taylor. James A.. 4,476,554, CI. 367-197.000
Taylor, Lynn J.: See—

T«A^L^1'21L' = "^ ^•y'°'' ^y™ '' M76,255. a. 523-125.000.TBA Indttttnal Products Limited: See—
MBnro.Atexander and EntwisJe, Lester, 4,475^

Te K« De Felten A Gudleaume Femmeideanlagen OmbH: See—
^i5Sf"i ?*^%,"**'*' °"'ft Schlagenhaft. Johann: and

Schnell. Kari. 4,476,561. a. 37l!25.000.
Teepak. Inc.: See—

Martinek, Thomas W., 4,475,895, a. 493-259.000.
Tajm Lffiuted: See—

"^'S^tH^S'^S^^JS^ ^"^^ "*• Ma»»»i' Michik-
^ •*. 4,475,330, CI. 57-245.000.
Tektronix, Inc.: See—

^-.,2?**; ^"^ " • .*7M32, a. 324-I21.00R.
Teiedyne Inditttries. Inc.: See—

"7X202000
** ^' "^ ^*^»«»»»>' Jonathan T., 4,475,387. CI.

Telefbnaktiebolapt L M EricHon: See-
Toomingas. niar. 4,475,856, CI. 411-33.000.

Tefanec Co., Ltd.: 5^v—
Aa^wa, Tenio, 4.476.420, a. 318-608.000.

Temoo Home Health Care Products, Inc.: See—
Hatala. John, 4,475.256. a. 4-562.000.

Tenex Corporatioa: Sm^
Cwfer^ Armando, 4,476,174, a. 428-58.000.
•"•OB, SlepoeB R.: See^

Terada, Kazuhiro: Scv—
"°?**\ Tajtatoahi; Matsuda, Fujio; Kiyoura. Tadamitsu and

X—^^"^'^?™^'*'*^*'3'0-CI 548-508.00a
'

Ter^yne. Inc.: See—
Johnsoiu Lennart B.. 4.475,284. CI. 29-739.000.
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TerkoliE1pSif?'2JI?
''"*""*''•• ""y***"' .^5.«75. a. 418-55.000.

TerwiHuer, Curtis O.; McKeefery, W. James; Sun, Szu C; and MelenRojer D., to Cromemco Inc. Random entry intircomputeJi^JJSk

xJT™!.!?".'**
prevention. 4,476.467, CI. 340-825.500.

Tetta Pik International AB: See—

Tea^i?SS ST:St^***^
^°"' *'*^'*"' ^ 206^2*.a)0.

PKhoviky. Roman A.. 4.475.592. Q. 166-272.000.
Texaco Inc.: See—

Kuhlmann. Erven J.; Guptill, Richard P.; Jung, Dick Y and ZansHyung K.. 4,476.009, O. 208-8.0LE.
»• "*^* ' •

•«> ^««.

Blll;i!i!ll!?'i*^ ^o'^^f^* '?•" ^- *'*76.326. CI. 568-W7.000.

* R^7(53ra^85!S^ ^""^ ° = «- ^'^^
Texas Instrumentt Incorpwated: See—

^SSomS. ^' "** ^''""' **^*^ '•• *'*'«'341. a.

D^tremont, John R., 4,476,452. Q. 337-102.000.
Domomlla. John C. 4,476,456, Q. 340.347.0AD.
Ford, Enc H., 4,475,793, Q. 35O.172.000.

'M'7658ra"i57^rsb*"^'' ""' "^ ^ ^-«»-«-
Th. OoMschmidt AG: Sw—

Essejbom, Eberhard; and Fock. Jurgen. 4.476,252. CI. 521-172 000

''S:T47^2.'S.'^45S?^-^
Rott, Han. and Schmidt. Gun-

'J&!i;tSLii.'457l'Sfa^?Si^^ "^ ^"^ -'<"

^2^.. V?***^ E^; Odom. Horace L.; and Edwards. Ronald L toPh|hp Morris Incorpor«ed. Method knd ipifltofS^SJitingtob^co^ture mto lighter and heavier iSSin.. SatsSS^S.
TheMn, Axel'l.:Siv—

Thelen, Werner: Sep—
Schulx, Joachim; and Thelen, Werner. 4.475.687 a 237-12 ma

ThernKWat- und Schaltgeratebau G,Sh» Co.- 'sJL
"^'^^^^

HoUweck, WjJter. 4.476.453. CL 337-361.000.

^'.I ^Hf',£• ^ ^*** Corporation. Terminal seal for electricswitch. 4,476,360, CI. 200-302. lOa
* n™™ i«i lor eiectnc

fem.(W) ^^*^ "'*«' *«* *-»» «»«"»"^ 4,475,355, a!
TMlow, AHM: Sw-

Zi^ler, Gerhard: «nd Thilow, Alfred. 4,475,995, a. 204-129.200.

Thompson, Ralph J.: See—

'iJJSo.oSa**"'
T.; and Thompson, Ralph J., 4.476.535. a.

Thomson, Beiuamin M to General Electric Company. Adjustable dual

niSSSSS^ '' "* "^'''"* M75,363, diSwlloa

ThoSsS: SS.*^^^ """^ *•*''•"*- °- «*•' " «»

^SmTsoS*"
^

'
"** ""w*"**^. W«»«n« E, 4,475,883, CI.

Thomgurgh, Jay W.: See—

^'-182 000*
'' "*'' "^ '"'**™«"8*'' '•y W" M75,737, CI.

Thr« Duneuional Photography Corporwion. The: See-

"stllfSof
^''' "** Campbell, James B., 4.475.798. O.

Throckmorton. Jerome P.: See—

Thronberens. Werner: See—

^tZ^OoT^'' "^ "»«»»»«««». Werner. 4.475.985. Q.

TUch. WUli: See—

'^'SlU*^' "^"i*?' ."S?"=
Suetterlin. Norbert; Mueller. Klaus;

Tm„ T**'^'"';'J^?»'' Werner. 4.476.182.a 428-265.000.

iLr^^'J^' ^ Schwartz. Richard G.. to AMSTED Industries

ioSoSISSS'^ "^ "^ "^ """^ *'^^ 4.475.46rS

Timex Corporation: See—

Timex Mecial Products Corporation: See—
Schwamchild. Jack. 4.475.6ia Q. 177-21 1.000.

^P^^' ^r^,'F^^ R°^ ^' *^"' '"«'»«' E.; and Smith.

Sl^- " ;"• ^. A™«> J«>c- Successive approximation envelooe
detection for estunating the ampUtude of a pluraUty of successivelvoocumng electrical pulses. 4.475.398. Q. 73-599.000.

"^'^^^''^
TMC Corporation: See—

Bauer. Helmut; and Krob. Erwin. 4.475.742, Q. 280^32.000.
Wittmann, Heinz, 4.475,743, Q. 280-632.000.

Tobery, Edward W.: See—

^SSsTOW*'*'*"
^

•

*** ^***^' ^*^ ^- *»*'5'^. CI.

Tobey, WUUam H.: See—

*'52^riSa£*'
^"^ **

• "^ '^'**^' ^"'"" " • *'*^5.323, a.

^'^S!!' ^Tf' f.^?!^ Corporation. Method for high resolution
lithography. 4,476,216, CI. 43O.296.000.

nauiuiion

Tobishi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
^ J*"*?.^** "**• M76.299, a. 536-174.000.
Tobita, Hiroshi: See—

Takeuchi. Masato; Okada, Hideo; Okabe. Sigeru; Tobita. Hiioshi;ami Tonami, Munehiko, 4,476,199. a. 429T34!000. "*
"'™"''

Toda, Ymchi: See—

Tojiki, Hitomi: See—

TojJ'kSTsJS"'
"** ^°^*** "'*°™' *'*'^*28. a. 323-314.000.

Tokan Kogyo Co. Ltd.: See—

*^*??i^n"'"''^ "^ Ishihara. Masatomo. 4.476.080. a. 264-
1 70.00R.

Tokarzewski, Richard J.: See—

*''Sl"' iJl!? \= '^'^ '^™ R- Tokarzewski. Richard J.;

4":'7'?b4?.^'i55:52?ilr
""•'^ "^ ^*''' ^"'^ "••

Tokinaga. Daizo; Kotayashi. Teruaki; Katori, Akiko; and Karasawa.
Yoshiharu. to Hitachi. Ltd. Urease-immobilized ur^ electrode and

T ^J°^J°' Prep^n* »»>e ««». 4.476.005. Q. 204-403.000.
Tokuda. Hiroshi: See—

Sakano. Isao; Miyahara. Shiyoichiro; Yamada. YoshiUugu; Oka-

Tokumo, Akio; and Kato. Masayuki, to Pioneer Electronic Corpora-

38 "-57 00?™'^ «>»«<1 volume control device. 4,476,571, a.

Tokura. Norihito: S^—
^^' ?*?"= "^^^"^ Norihito; Kohama, Tokio; Kanehara. Kenji;

7?204(5S
Hasegawa. Kazutaka. 4.475.388. 6.

Tokyo Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd.: &e—
"^

CWs/^lSooo
"^ ^""""^ *™* Nakayama. Yoshio. 4.476,580.

Tokyo Shibaura Denlii K.K.: See—

Tokyo Shibaura Denki KabushiU Kaisha: See^-

^cf"l4«-f87S»
"'"''"' ^''*^' "^ M-tto'* F»J«o. 4,475,964.

Gomi, Hiroshi. 4,476.443, Q. 330-288.000.
Hanawa, Masatoshi. 4.476.390. Q. 250-385.000.
Hayaae. Shuzi; and Onishi. Yasunobu, 4.476.290. Q. 528-13.000

42753 foT"*^
"^ Yakushizi, Shigenori, 4,476,154, O.
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lesaka, Susumu; and Yakushiji, Shigenori, 4,476,481, 0. 357-58.000.

Masaki, Nobuo; and Yoshida. Tetsuo, 4,476,361, CI. 200-305.000.

Matsumoto, Yoshihira, Takezawa, Kunio; and Maaegi, Ken,

4,476.528, CI. 364-200.000.

Mizuno, Saburo; Kozawa, Yutaka; and Ogata, Tosikazu. 4,475,589,

CI. 165-166.000.

Noguchi. Hideo; Iwamoto, Tugunari; and Takei, Sakae, 4.476.478,

CI. 357-41.000.

Ogo, Yoshimasa, 4,476,569, Q. 378-175.000.

Saito, Shozo, 4,476,479, CI. 357-42.000.

Sano, Hideki, 4,475,359. CI. 62-272.000.

Shinozaki. Satoshi, 4,476.157, CI. 427-84.000.

Sugishita. Kaneo; and Kawahara, Katsuyuki, 4,475,865, CI.

415-36.000.

Uchino, Yasuhito; and Miy^jima, Hiaashi, 4.476.354. a. 179-

189.00R.

Ueyama, Akihide; Kumano, Nobuo; and Takaae, Hidetomo.

4.476.389, Q. 250-363.00S.

Tomassini. Maurizio; Penco, Eugenio; and Tranquilli. Angelo, to Sel-

enia. Industrie Elettroniche Associate. S.p.A. Coupling between laser

and optical fiber. 4,475.788, CI. 350-96.200.

Tonami, Munehiko: See—
Takeuchi, Masato; Okada. Hideo; Okabe. Sigeru; Tobita, Hiroshi;

and Tonami. Munehiko. 4.476.199. Q. 429-34.000.

Toner, John L.; Daniel, Daniel S.; and Geer, Susan M., to Eastman

Kodak Company. Hemispherands and sodium-selective compositions

and electrodes containing same. 4,476,007, Q. 204417.000.

Toomingas, Illar, to Teleronaktiebolaget L M Ericsson. Expansion

screw with an expansion sleeve having an outer cylindrical surface

and regions of greater and lesser wall thickness. 4,475,856, CI.

411-33.000.

Toray Industries, Inc.: See—
Kato, Hiroyasu; and Yagi, Kenkichi, 4,476.186. Q. 428-290.000.

Tordenmalm. L. Osten, to Akermans Verkstad AB. Devices for limiting

the power output of a hydraulic assembly. 4,475,333, Q. 60-395.000.

Torii, Shigeni: See—
Akada, Miuuo; Masatomi, Tsunehiko; Shimizu. Yasuo; Tom,

Shigeru; and Tanaka, Hideo. 4.475.992. a. 204-59.00R.

Toro Company, The: See—
Beihoflbr, Randall A., 4.475.287. CI. 30-276.000.

Toshiba Silicone Co.. Ltd.: See—
Shimizu. Chiyuki, 4,476,278, CI. 524-588.000.

Toyama, Koichi; and Makino, Tomoatsu, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd.

Contactless erroneous ignition prevention type ignition system for

internal combustion engine. 4.475.520. a. 123-618.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Hamatani, Teruo; and Okino, Kiyomi, 4,475,763, a. 296.65.00R.

Toyo Seikan Kaisha Ltd.: See—
Komoda, Hirohisa; and Ishihara, Masatomo, 4,476,080, CI. 264-

176.00R.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakamura, Keiichi; Mori. Yutaka; and Inaguma, Yoshiharu,

4.476.529. CI. 364424.000.

Toyoda, Motoya; Ainoya. Masayuki; Kozawa. Hiroomi; and Katagiri,

Shigenobu, to Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd. Qeaning apparatus for xero-

graphic printing apparatus. 4,475,807, a. 355-15.000.

Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Katou, Takashi; Hayakawa, Masaharu; and Hirosawa. Hidenon.

4.476.067. CI. 261-39.00A.

Kawai. Hisasi; Tokura, Norihito; Kohama, Tokio; Kanehara, Kenji;

Ito, Takayoshi; and Hasegawa, Kazutaka, 4,475,388, CI.

73-204.000.

Kobayashi, Nobuyuki; Itoh. Hiroshi; and Sugiura, Yoichi,

4,475,517, a. 123-489.000.

Oonaka, Hidemi, 4,475.522. a. 123-520.000.

Takamattu. Masahiro; and Yamada, Masaaki, 4,475,614, Q.
180-90.000.

Toyou Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Akiyama, Susumu; Ito, Kenzo; Fukaya, Hiroyasu; Ogiso,

Haruhiko; Hirabayashi, Yuji; and Kawamura, Takahide,

4,476,532, Q. 364431.050.

Mizuno. Kazuyoshi. 4.475.504. CI. 123-339.000.

Nakatomi. Takayoshi; and Aoki, Keiji. 4.475.381. Q. 73-115.000.

Oono. Katsuyasu; and Kaji. Gozo. 4,475.490, Q. 123-90.520.

Tranquilli, Angelo: See—
Tomassini. Maurizio; Penco. Eugenio; and Tranquilli. Angelo.

4,475.788. a. 350-96.200.

Transaction Security. Inc.: See-
Hastings. Otis H.. 4.475.465. CI. 109-2.00a

Transnuklear GmbH: See— _, ,^^ ^
Muller. Erfaard; Christ. Richard; and Kroll. Hartmot. 4.476.394. a.

250-507.100.

Trapp. Turner J.: See—
Cawley. WiUiam E.; and Trapp, Turner J., 4,475,948, a.

75-230.000.

Traver, Frank J.: See— ^ ^ ^
Dallavia, Anthony J., Jr.; Van VIeck, Gordon T.; and Traver.

Frank J.. 4.476.241. Q. 502-156.000.

Trenkle. Robert W.; See— « . ^ .«,.-.
Hill, Ira D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Mookherjee, Braja D.; and Wolff,

Robin K., 4,476,041, CI. 252-522.00R.

Triple R Hydraulics, Inc.: See—
Cudnohufsky, Sylvester R., 4,475,421, 0. 82-25.000.

Triumph-Adler A.G. fur Buro-und Informationstechnik: See—
Muller, Siegfried; and Schulte, Harmul. 4.475.785. CI. 339-75.00P.

Trogan, John F., to C.G. Bretting Mfg. Co.. Inc. Apparatus for folding

and stacking paper productt. 4,475.73a Q. 27041.000.

Tromp, Chantal L.: See-
Kane, Odile B.; George, Eric; Tromp, Chantal L.; and Goll, Serge,

4,476,221, CI. 435-2.000.

Tronzano, Sergio; and Vignal, Carlo, to Ing. C. Olivetti A C, S.p.A.

Apparatus for recording flexible magnetic disks. 4,476,508, CI.

360-106.000.

Trostel, Louis J., Jr.: See-
Jones, Cecil M.; Washburn, Malcolm E.; and Trostel. Louis J.. Jr..

4.476.234, CI. 501-89.000.

Troup, Robert M.: See—
Qwaones, Matthew M.; Mirow, Fred A.; and Troup, Robert M..

4,476,543, Q. 364-900.000.

Truninger, Thomas, to Adna Aktiengesellschaft. Compact vacuum

conveyor apparatus. 4,475,848, Q. 406-1 15.000.

TRW Inc.: See—
Rabe, William T.; and Rau, Jim L., 4.475.44a Q 9I-375.00A.

Tsang, Won-Tien: See—
Capasso, Federico; Tsang. Won-Tien; and Williams. Gareth F..

4.476.477. CI. 357-30.000.

Tsao. Utah, to Lummus Company. The. Fluidized bed system.

4,476.160. CI. 422-144.000.

Tseng. Ching-Ho. Internal combustion engine having an exhaust gas

turbine and fuel preheating using exhaust gas heat and method of

operation thereof. 4.475.340, Q. 60-598.000.

Tsou. John L., to McQuay Inc. Heat exchanger with tiibes fixed at

baffles. 4.475.588. CI. 165- 159.000.

Tsubakimoto Chain Company: See—
Onaya, Mamoru; Chiba, Hitoshi; and Hosokawa, Toshihiro,

4,475,842. CI. 403-370000.

Tsuge. Kazunori: See—
Tawada. Yoshihisa; and Tsuge. Kazunori, 4,476.346. Q.

136-249.000.

Tsukahara, Michiyoshi, to Alps Electric Co.. Ltd. Thick film electronic

circuit. 4.476.518. CI 361-328.000.

Tsumaki. Masahiro; Fujii. Toshihiko; Kamiya. Hideaki; Suzuki. Hanio;

and Goto, Yoshihiro, to Nissan Motor Company. Limited. Tiltable

hanger apparatus. 4.475.462. Q. 105-149.000.

Tsumura. Kenji; and Yamashita. Masayuki. to Oriental Metal MFG.
Co.. LTD. Process for distilling water and distillation apparatus.

4.475.988. CI. 202-174.000.

Tsunoda. Kazuhiko; Tsurumi. Yasuyuki; and Komori. Masamichi. to

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Exhaust system for motor

vehicles. 4.475.622. CI. 181-227.000.

Tsurumi. Yasuyuki: See—
Tsunoda, Kazuhiko; Tsurumi. Yasuyuki; and Komori. Masamichi.

4.475.622. Q. 181-227.000.

Tsuruta, Hisato: See—
Kashiwaya. Mineo; Tanabe, Yoshiyuki; Yamada, Kinsaku; and

Tsuruta. Hisato. 4,475.518, CI. 123494.000.

Tugaye, Jean. Apparatus for centering and stabilizing the size of a target

image. 4.476,494, CI. 358-222.000.

Turaew, Larissa W.: See— _ _
McCandlish, Larry E.; and Turaew, Larissa W., 4,476,102. O.

423-365.000.

Turner, Robert L.; and Prusak. John J., to RCA Corporation. Method

and apparatus for manufacturing video disc caddy. 4.475.966. CI.

156-73.100.

Tyler. Gary A., to Kaiser Aluminum * Chemical Corporation. Lifter

for roury kiln. 4.475.886. CI 432-118.000.

Tyree. Phillip O.: See—
Atwood, George E.; Cochran, Douglas E.; Sedan. Abraham;

Burnett, Charles; Tyree. Phillip O.; and Fletcher. Archibald W..

4.475.771. a. 2994.000.

Tyryshkina. Galina B.: See— ^^.,^ ., „
Vasiliev, Boris P.; Borisov, Nikolai L.; Semenov. Mikhail K.;

Ponomarev, Ivan K.; Tyryshkina. Galina B.; and Gorbatenko.

Igor v., 4.475,587. Q. 165-140.000.

Ube Industries, Ltd.: See—
Maehaia. Nobunori; Utada, Norihumi; Oda. Taiji; Ashitaka,

Hidetomo; and Ishikawa. Hideo. 4.476.287, Q. 526-92.000

Uchino. Yasuhito; and Miyajima, Hisashi. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha. Telephone device. 4.476.354. a. 179-I89.00R.

Ueda. Ikuo: See— ^.
Ishino. Teiichi; Ueda. Ikuo; and Kai. Rikiya. 4.476J57. CI.

523-181.000.

Ueda. Takehiko: See—
Sakanoue. Kei; Hirano, Shigeo; Ueda, Takehiko; and Adachi.

Keiichi. 4,476.219. CI. 430-542.000.

Uedaira, Satoru: See—
Hay^wa. Masatoshi; Aso. Koichi; Uedaira. Satoru; Ochiai. Yo-

shitaka; Matsuda. Hideki; Hotai. Kazuhide; and Hayashi,

Kazuhiko. 4,475.962. Q. 148-108.000.

Ueguri. Shigeo: See— ^
Mizuno. Takiui; Segawa. Hirohisa; Ueguri. Shigeo; Tabata. Yooi-

chiro; and Hiramoto. Seigo, 4.476.376. Q. 219-130.210

Ueno. Tsutomu: See—
Matsuda, Yukio; and Ueno, Tsutomu, 4.475.369, CI 72-38 000.

Ueyama. Akihide. Kumano. Nobuo; and Takase, Hidetomo, to Tokyo

Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Emission type computed tomogra-

phy apparatus. 4.476.389. Q. 250-363.005.

Uyen. Antonius J. M.: See—
van de Ven. Everhardus P. G. T.; and Uijen. Antonius J. M..

4.476.483. Q. 357-71.000.
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forming umc. 4,47S,633. a. Sm97.6oO.
Ullrich, Mantnd: Stt—

**fSf,S^^^^o,^^' "*'**^ •«' U""ch' MMfiwJ.
4,476,089, a. 376-381.000.

Umeda, Hiroyaki: See—

°f2^i?^'•^**' ""^^** '^"**^ Hiroyuki, 4.476.305, CI.
3q(V94.000.

Umemun, SMzuo: Set—
Matwfiiji, Akihiro; Umemnn, Shiiuo; Aonuma, Maaashi; Miyat-

luka, f^jime; and Kiumoto, Tattuji, 4,475.946. Q. 75^.5AA.
Underwood. Herbert N.. to Bora-Wamer Corporation. Continuously

variable trammiMon down shift control. 4,475,416, a. 74-868.000
Union Carbide Corporation: Sw—

Fuderer, Andriia. 4,475,929, a. 55-25.000.

°7Ii S^aSl ^' '' = "** Holco'n'*. Thomas C. 4.476.345. CI.

'•?ss?'c?.°:SLl!ik^fiEssSr"-«- =-«* ''- ^sj^>^'&%t^

Cantou. Christian. 4.476,438. Q, 330-149.000

^iirc^rr?i7?8"2l1:^^^ \ss:&^' ^"«'*'"' "- ^'^'
°
TwSToor"^'' " • "^ '""^ °""' ' ° • 4,476.352. a.

Haarbosch. Willem R.. 4,475.649. CI. 206-328.000.
Hobbs. Donald S.. 4.476,464, CI. 340-73 1.000

^r^!Ti',^l^7^k!S^ ''" Kollenburg. Ludovicus W. J..
.70,163. CI. 427-249.000.

Marche. Pierre, 4,475.814, a. 356-138.000.

^MtUtcf «7'5T*So.'
° "

=
""* "'^' '^"•°"™ ^ •^•'

Van Ruyven. Lodewijk J.. 4.476.563. CI. 372-50.000.
Wiegman. Nehe J.. 4.476,544. CI. 36M9.000.

rence O.. 4.476.002, Q. 204-283.000.
MelkMi, OeofFrey W.. 4,476.104. a. 423-605.000.
Reichle. Walter T.. 4,476.324. a. 568-388.000.
Salensky. George A.. 4,476.26a a. 523-402.000.
Weaner. John A.. 4.476,202, CI 429-94.000.

Union Oil Company of California: See—

^?fe,SK^ *' "** Watanabe, David J.. 4.475.595. a.

^424S61Mo'**
^' "** °"*"' "'''~' '^•' "• '•^^'"' CI

Union SpecUl G.m.b.H: See—

''*Ti-i"r?f?J*'°"
*•• "** *'""* Johannes K.. 4.475.474. CI.

Uniroyal. Inc.: See—
Andersen. Paul G., 4.476,283. Q. 525-53.000.

Umted States of America
Air Force: See—

£f^^ I^' 9' "? .^'^'^ C^ ' • 4.476.337. CI. 570-148.000.

552f2!*''J?^ ^= S^ ^•"' S** 4.476.062. a. 260-544.00B.

"iS'.S?",^!?^ "• ** OWnumn. Robert C. 4.476.161. a.
27-I02.UUU.

Army: Sir—
Gilbert. Everett E.. 4.476.060. a. 260466.000.
Rose. E)ouglas N.. 4.476, 1 50. a. 427- 10.000.

Energy: Sfv—

^i???^'**'" ^' "^ ^*^«' '•*'•" E' 4.476.198. CI.
427"32.UU0.

iS^lS^'h.V'iS^'.'i''y^^' *.*Z5.349. CL_62,55,500. ^^^ '"^L*^.

UnitSr&g^J^S^ "^' '^ ^ •
•^''''«' a 29W5.00R.

*^£439 000"**' "' "*" ^*"'' ^""^ '^- •^'•«8. CI.

United Technologies Corporation: See—

°Ma5i;:cT^^=,i?.sS'
'''''^ ^ = "*• '''«'"«»• ""^ »*•

Kalmanash. Michael H.. 4.476.485. Q. 358-73.000.

ilsS'oOo"*''"
^' ""* P'wnont' Emile J.. 4.475.864. a.

'^:mci f^lSi^. ^ =•= '^ °^' ^"'*«" '••

*42£585 0CO°"
^' "** °""'*' '"^ ^- •'*•"*• CI-

^427-249S(r*
'^' "** °'''^ *'"""* *• *'*^*''**' CL

^428'215'oor*
°'' *"** °*'"**' ''"™^* *• •*^*'"'' CI-

Universal Pioneer Corporation: &*—
Kanamaru. Hitoshi; Amaya, Toshiyuki; Ishiguro. Kazutoyo; and

Masaki. Keiji. 4.476.499. CI. 358-342.000.
•^»«'yo. "»

University of California. The Regents of the: See—

/'W5.f9'2™cr?3%3?^i*'*^'
**•"' ^' "*• ^-^ ^°'" C-

University of Georgia Research Foundation. Inc.: See—
Cormier, Milton J.. 4.476.141. CI. 424-321.000.

Carson. Don B.. 4.476.094. CI. 422-62.000.
Gatsis. John G.. 4.476.012. CI. 208.251.00R.

^"i^S^S. ?S56JOO^'"
^*"^ ^•' "** ^^^ ^'*^" '^•'

O'Hara. Mark J.; and Imai. Tamoteu. 4.476.342, CI. 585-514.000.

Blander JJilton; Wai, Chien M.; and Naijy'.ZoW 4.475.993. CI

5™^' SJ«*'^y: •«' *«* Scott T.. 4.476. 1 56. a. 427-82.000

^^SlnrX'^ ^' •** 'r'W. Turner J.. 4.475.948. a
"SSJJI'S^' '' "^ **"»•«• 'e«»ne W.. 4.476.3H a Up-Right. Inc.: S«-

568-9(n.(»0. ' "^ •
^'

Fisher. Robert E. 4.475.611. CI. 180-6.500.

,"S?*«^SS?* ^' ** Sopher, David W.. 4.476.025. CI ^PJoh" Company. The: See—
/- II !i^. «^ Coleman. James H.. 4.476.134. CI. 424-269.000.

i5%.4Ha3=2«33S)o'"~'
"*= "^ "^^ ^"^ '•

USM'^.?i'rftirl^.!!*''^"'^^''''*'*'^248. a. 562-494.000.

SSf A-I" ?** ^^^ Joy M. 4,475,«2. a. 228-123.000. Morse. Albert I.; and Simmonds. Robert C, Jr., 4.475.477 CIFrank. Arthur J.; and Honda. Keiyi. 4.476.003. Q. 204.290.00R. ' 18-406.000. '
"' ''*"•*"• ^'

Oreenbaum. Dim. 4.476. 105, Q. 423.648.00R. USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See-
t
!!??*••i**7" r^i

•4^*'"7. CI. 429-32.000. Loev. Bernard; and Huang. Fu-Chth, 4476.125 CI 424.2i«(mJ"*?;, Stephen C; and Christensen. Uffc R.. 4.476.085. a. U««d* Norihumi: See- * '

*'*^'^'«'" 424-246.000.

ir It J" jn . . - Maehara. Nobunori; Utada, Norihumi- Oda. Taiii A«hit>ba

^J^SaS" '' "** ^^*^ '''^ ^' •*'*•'<»• Cl. ^ .
Hidetomo: and Ishik.wTHideS^l!7M8?a. SSSlOOO

^
u^i^iZMrUi ^ «_. . -

V. -F. CKxxMie & Associates. Inc.: See—

^5^.*.iTti"iSS'5S:?i:S^'"^ »^ •«'*"^ '1S&^^2?iS^""^' ""• °-^"-'' »"*" '-

'fa.^'ijsr^'^ A. ««, F.™,. Michel v.uSvT„5n?riiL*'"^ ° ^*^^'»'

S«4-I0».00a ^^ •
"'"22, Cl. Ftilips CoTwrilioii. SeniKOnductor device havini • doled amor-

""icfJISTiS^ W^Bot^''™"'''^''""*''*"" ^JSl'lSmo**™"
E. "d «" Wjk, J«i 4.475.903, O.

Dumll Roden R.. 4.475.461, Cl. lOMOOOOO *" ."'^''"'T* 'i'teyici" W. J.: Sn-
-

_
.000.

'^ISSSa^'SSiSS
"•" •'""""^ "^-"^ "• '•

m^tm, iwcwn R., ./9,4ei. CI. IO2-200.000

SsSSroo?
"**^ ^

'

"** **°"^ ^''^ "•• *'*^''«'6. Cl.

Sica. Louis. Jr.. 4.475.792. a. 350-162.170.
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van Rijekevorsel. Rainer: See—
Poppe, Werner, van Rijekevorsel. Rainer. Ruppender. Uwr. and
Macho. Heinz, 4.476,149. Q. 427-2.000.

Van Ruyven. Lodewijk J., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Semiconductor

laser having at least two radiation beams, and method of manufactur-

ing same. 4.476.563, Q. 372-50.000.

Van Vleck. Gordon T.: See-
Dallavia. Anthony J.. Jr.; Van Vleck, Gordon T.; and Traver.

Frank J.. 4.476.241, Q. 502-156.000.

Varshney. Ramesh C, to Fairchild Camera A Instrument Corp. Pro-

grammable address buffer for partial products. 4.476,546. Cl.

365-200.000.

Vasiliev, Boris P.; Boriaov. Nikolai L.; Semenov, Mikhail K.; Ponoma-
rev. Ivan K.; Tyryitakina, Oalina B.; and Gorbatenko. Igor V., to

Belgorodsky Zavod Energeticheskogo Mashinostroenia. Heat ex-

changer. 4.475.587. Q. 165-140.000.

Vau^, Howard A., Jr., to General Electric Company. Silicone resin

coating composition. 4.476.281. Q. 524-767.000.

VEB Kombinat Texthna: See-
Rose, Wolfgang, 4.475.362. 0. 66-75.200.

Veba-Glas AG: See—
Knoth. Werner D.. 4.475.938. Q. 65-334.000.

Veldhoen, Jan H. Assembly for fixing wall iMuiels to a rearwardly

positioned support structure and a method for fixing wall panels to

such support structure by means of this assembly. 4.475.325. Cl.

52-235.000.

Veltri, Richard D.; and Galasao. Francis S., to United Technologies

Corporation. De|X»ition of improved SiC coatings on carbon-base

materials. 4.476.164. Q. 427-249.000.

Veltri. Richard D.; and Galasao. Francis S.. to United Technologies

Corporation. Composite silicon carbide coatings for carbon-carbon

materials. 4.476.178. a. 428-215.000.

Verbicky. John W.. Jr.; and O'Neil. Elbridge A.. Jr.. to General Elec-

tric Qnnpany. Method for making aromatic etherimides. 4,476.309.

Cl. 548-480.d00.

Verboom. Gilles M.; Welsh. Thomas L.; and Furgal. Henry P.. to Miles

Laboratories, Inc. Device for cleaning soil from oven surfaces.

4,475,835. Q. 401-132.000.

Ver Ploeg, WendeU J.: See-
Colovas, Denny D.; Rutkowski. David J.; and Ver Ploeg. Wendell

J., 4.475.380. a. 73-114.000.

Via. Francis A., to StaufTer Chemical Company. Sensitization of

glyoxylate photoinitiators. 4.475.999. Q. 204-159.230.

Viala, Jean-Claude. Bouix. Jean; Morabit. Mliamed El; Micheaux.

Dominiqur. and Dalibard. Gerard, to Compagnie Europeene d'Ac-

cumulateurs. Fiber reinforced grid for a storage cell, and method of

manufacturing it. 4,476,206. Q. 429-234.000.

Viberg. Rolf: See-
Andenaon. Par, and Viberg, Rolf. 4.475.655. Q. 206^24.000.

Vibra-Screw, Inc.: See—
Wahl. Richard C. 4.475.669. Cl. 222-55.000.

Vickers, Incorporated: See—
Breeden, Robert H.. 4.475.442. Cl. 91-461.000.

Victor Company of Japan. Ltd.: See—
Hirota, Akira; and Ota. Yoshihiko. 4.476.501. Q. 360-19.100.

Raneko. Renji. 4.476.490, G. 358-148.000.

Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda, Hiroyuki, 4,476.505. Cl.

360-94.000.

VidaT. Michel: See—
Bardy. Andre ; Comet. Michel; Coomaert. Sabine; Mathieu. Jean-

Paul; Riche. Francoise; and Vidal, Michel. 4.476.106. C\.

424-1.100.

Vignal. Carlo: See—
Tronzano. Sergio; and Vignal. Carlo. 4,476.508, Q. 360-106.000.

Vitellaro. Frank A., to Dayco Corporation. Method of making hose

construction. 4.475.277. Cl. 29-434.000.

Vock. Manfired H.: See-
Sprecker. Mark A.; Hanna. Marie R.; Tokarzewski. Richard J.;

Belko. Robert P.; Watkins. Hugh; and Vock. Manfred H..

4,476.042, Cl. 252-522.00R.

Voelkl. Erfried: See—
Pforr, Gerhard; Appl. Max; Voelkl. Erfried; Stark. Hans; and

Peschau, Gerhard. 4.475.749. O. 285-47.000.

Voges. Karl-Friedrich. to Intermedicat GmbH. Body secretion collect-

ing device with improved liquid conduit connection between con-

tainer and holder. 4.475.907, Cl. 604-322.000.

Vogt. Hans; Kloppe. Herbert; and Spiegel. Erwin. to Ford Motor

Company. Motor vehicle roof of composite material. 4.475.765, Cl.

296-210.000.

Vogt. Kuno J. Resealable closure assembly for a container. 4.475.683.

a. 229-7.00R.

Voisine. John T.: See-
Wright. Wade S.; Voisine. John T.; and Huppi, Glenn S.. 4.476,430.

a. 324-61.00R.

Volktwagenwerk AG: See—
Niemann. Gerhard. 4.475.725. Q. 267-179.000.

von Hagen. Wolf R.; and Strauss. Johannes K., to Union Special

G.m.b.H. Metering device for sewing machines. 4.475.474. Cl.

112-121.260. . _, ^.
von Holdt. John W. Pivot mold assembly method. 4.476.083. Cl.

264-318.000.

Vorstenbosch. Martinus T.: See—
Willemse. Theodonis J. M.; and Vorstenbosch. Martinus T..

4.475.827. Cl. 400-144.200.

Vsesojuzny Nauchnoissledovatelsky Institut Burovoi Tekhniki: See—
loanesian. Jury R.; and Popko. Valery V.. 4.475.605. a.

175-107.000.

Vsesojuzny Nauchnoissledovatelsky Institut Miniralnogo Syria: See—
Yakubovich. Solomon L.; Kotsen, Marat E.; Oolubnichy, Vladis-

lav v.; Gerling. Voldemar E.; and Stepanov, Jury N.. 4,476,388.

a. 250-361.0^.

Vsesojuzny Nauchnoissledovatelsky Institut Sinteza Belkov: See—
Grigorian. Alfred N.; Kovalev, Andrei P.; Lalov. Vitaly V.; Maka-

rov. Nikolai D.; and Katrush. Rady V.. 4.476,225. a.
435-287.000.

Vyzkumny ustav sttvebnich hmot: See—
Zavadil. Milan. 4.475.391. G. 73-432.0PS.

W. R. Grace ft Co.: See—
Kim. Gwan; and Ernest. Michael V., 4,476.246, G. 502-304.000.

Sberwin, Martin B.. 4.476.336. G. 568-947,000.

Sy. AniU O.; and Cuisia, Dionisio G.. 4.476,029, Cl. 252-8.50C.

Waas. Frank F., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Appara-

tus and method for conveying flat members through a processing

unit 4.475.646. Cl. 198-480.t)00.

WABCO Fahrzeugbremsen GmbH: See—
Bartacher. Peter; Meyer. Harald; and Staisch. Diether, 4.475.773.

G. 303-6.00A.

Feldmann. Joachim; and Friederichs, Otto, 4.475.632. Cl,

188-71.400.

WABCO Steuerungstechnik GmbH: See—
Brausfeld, Walter; and Gottling, Helmut. 4,475.572. G.

137-625.230.

Wachs. Walter, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Parallel guide for push-

button switches with multiple buttons. 4.475.832. G. 400-496.000.

Wada, Hiroshi: See— _
Ohtani. Mikio; Wada. Hiroshi; and Kosaka. Yuzo, 4.476.222, G.

435-14.000.

Wada, Keisuke. to Miuubishi Chemical Industries Limited. Process for

the production of methylenedicartwnilates. 4.476.317. G.
56O025.000.

Wada, Osamu: See—
Kifflura, Akio; Wada. Osamu; lohara. Kohichi; and Matsui. Michik-

age. 4,475.330. G. 57-245.000,

Waddington & Duval Holdings Limited: See—
Haines. Kenneth R.. 4,47rS66, Cl. 137-68.00R.

Wade, James J., to Riker Uboratories. Inc. 3-<lH-Tetrazol-5-yl)-4H-

pyrimido(2.1-b]benzoxazol-4-one compounds exhibiting anti-allergic

activity. 4.476.130. G. 424-251.000.

Wagner. Gary G.: See—
WelUich. Gary P.; and Wagner. Gary G.. 4,476.489, Cl.

358-107.000.

Wahl. Richard C. to Vibra-Screw. Inc. Non-flooding belt feeder.

4.475.669. G. 222-55.000.

Wahlen. Svante L.: See—
Hellsten. Karl M. E.; Emanuelsson. Jan G.; Wahlen, Svante L.; and

Thebrin. Axel I., 4.476.323. G. 564-294.000.

Wai. Chien M.: See— , ^
Blander. Milton; Wai. Chien M.; and Nagy. Zoltan. 4,475.993. G.

2O4-64.00T.

Wakabayashi. Hiroshi: See— ^ , ^.

Otsubo. Yoshiaki; Wakabayashi, Hiroshi; and Otani, Tadashi,

4,475,801. G. 354-419.000.

Wakamoto Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Yokota. Kenji; Kusano, Hiroshi; and Sugimoto, Ryuichi, 4.476.304.

Cl. 544-244.000.

Wakimasu. Mitsuhiro: See— . ^. „, ^^
Fujino. Masahiko; and Wakimasu, Mitsuhiro, 4,476,051, Cl. 260-

112.50R.

Wako. Shoji. to Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd. Electrosutic record image form-

ing method. 4,476,473, G. 346-155.000.

Waldron. Stephen Norman, to BOC Limited. Method of making

moulds. 4.475.350. Cl. 62-57.000.

Walker-Neer Manufacturing Co. Inc.: See—
Haney, Keith M.. 4.475.607. Cl, 175-422.000.

Walker. Thomas E. Power operated chair. 4,475.613. Cl. 180-22.000.

Walley. Charles E. Spreader vehicle. 4.475.692. G. 239-662 000

Walter. Leo; and Greul, Helmut W., to Buckbee-Mears Company.

Compliant electrical connector. 4,475.780, Cl. 339-17.00C.

Walti. Moritz: See— ^ .. ^ ^ ^.^ ,_.

Bachmann, Albert; Walti, MoriU; and Benz. Gottlieb, 4,476.173,

G. 428-57.000.

Wang, Carl C T . to Medical Instrument Dev. Labs.. Inc. Fast response

vacuum aspiration collection system. 4,475,904, G. 604-119.000.

Wanke, Johannes: Difflipp. Kurt; and Ruh, Jurgen. to M A.N.-Roland

Druckmaschinen Aktiengesellschaft. Impression cylinder for sheet-

fed rotogravure messes. 4.475.459, Cl. 101-410.000.

Ward. Iri E.. to J. T. Baker Chemical Company. Pellicle compositions

and pellicles thereof for projection printing. 4.476.172. G. 428-38.000

Warden. Gerald D: See- ,^ ^^ ^
Prelletz, Edward R.; and Warden, Gerald D., 4,476.506, G.

360-96.600.

Wamer-Lamberi Company: See—
Netherwood. Shelley; Blackwell, Bemie; and Piccolo. Dominick.

4.476.142. Cl. 426-3.000.

Washburn, Malcolm E.: See—
. .

Jones, Cecil M.; Washburn, Malcolm E.; and Trostel. Louis J.. Jr..

4.476.234. Cl. 501-89.000.
, ^

Wasserman. Philip D.; and Seaver, Terry R.. to Anderson J«cobson.

Inc. Carbon microphone linearization technique. 4.476,348. Cl 179-

2.00C.
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Witambe, Divid J.: Stt—

^SSo3.Sa"
*• "* ^»»-««- D-vid J., 4.475.595. CI.

Akin, to Hitachi, Ltd.; nd PiOMer Bectronic Corporation. Noise
fwluctwo syttem. 4,476.502. Q. 3«(M5AX).

^*'T"™«» "^^^
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Takaahi. toOreen Cro« Coipontiofi. The. Kit for preparing sample
for we m endotoxin tett. 4,476.093. Q. 422-61.000.

*^^^ *
"™»"*

Waianabe. Yodiiaki: Set—
Morimoto, Shimo; TakahasM, Yoko; Watanabe. Yoshiaki; and
Omura. SadaAuni, 4.476J98, a. 536-7.200.

Waten. Kenneth H.; and Rice. Oeorge W.. to Conoco Inc. Geophysical
proHiecting methods. 4.476,552, Cl. 367-56.000.

"~P"y»«"

^f*™^ P«^ R,^^«id Watanabe. David J., to Union OU Company of
California. Method of inhibiting silica diawlntion during inSSon ofs*M« mto a roervoir. 4,475,595. Q. 166-303.000. *

^'^
Watkint, Hugh: See—

^i^' iSi^i *^^ ^' Tokanewski, Richard J.;

4%4j1r25;:52Ja5lS'*
""^ "^ ^«* ^"^ «••

Wauten, Ronald P.: Sw-.

"p?tJ7Sr4V. cr!S2t5:(£S'"'
°"^ ^ = "^ ^'"^ '^°'-'-

^2i.£?Sl^ * ? °«»2P'y R«e«reh A Devetepment Corp. Seat

WeS^«Illd2i"s!!!I?" ""'" M75,768, a. 297^83.000

'^e;5sfb7".'^^^^^^ SS-'SST'
^'~*'"^ "^ •^•""'

Webers. Werner: See—
Newr. Wilhelni: Webers, Werner; Ruckhaber, Rainer; Osterburs

Wrf«2^"Sri; ^.^•S!!!* ^"•'^ • •^^"3. CI. 56«-89SSr^'

''S^W47''5:3£.^f-2S3r''
"^ ""^"^ ''' "^"«'^«

^O^JEmoIoOO
^' *** '^^ ConKWWion. Belt conveyor. 4.475.648,

Wegener, Ingo: See—

"SSnSr^iSSS!?' *•!!?= S!?*' '*'^»"= Erwied. Werner;

fSSJooO^^' "d Hofer. Rainer, 4,476,037. CI.

Weidner, P«er: See—

wJSSS: '^^w^***^'' ''*^' *»*'6.W^ a. 178-3.000.
Weinprten. Fnednch: See—

Hiuger, Klaus; Ribka, JoKhim; Weingarten, Friedrich and

WriSfaU'lE !!!*i'^f
•*'^' '"'* 4,476.487. Q. 358-80.000.

JlJ^l, Cr735Sgr ^'*"'~"' '•*™^ ^P""« •»"»""»

Weltaan Thermal Systems Corporation: See—

Wel£ DlSffi ^&il!!"
''' *'*^*'^^^' ° 219-121.00P.

'^iJiVcSo^ "•• "** ^*"^ ^'^** '*•• *'*".53«. Cl.

'^M75.M9!*a. 2'
i-5'?000"^"-'^ ^"'**"* "^^ ««-*-

Welsh. Thomas L.: See-

''MSS5?S"40*i.i3?o!»'
'''^ "- "" ''"'»^' "«"> »*•

^li2'Mi^J*i;*™!!!Er' °^ °
•
'° '"^^^ Technology.

IstlOlOOD
"««»™«n» ipparatus and technique. 4.476,489/Cl!

Wemecke^ Rainer: See—

^"ttS.OOO^'
^*™*''*' '*^°*^ •«* ^«™"' Kl«». M75.735. Cl.

wSS; kSIs^sJ^"
'^'*""'^ '****" M76.418. a. 318-332.000.

^"ttS.OO?^'
^•™*'** ***»*^ •«* ^eraw. Klau^ 4.475.735. a.

^!^IIll!!li2!?" ^' '° V™°" C«rbide Corporation. T«vo-piece cover-seal

"'**«ewyk, Albert J.: Sm—

^2'S:28?40r*
°' "** ^"""y"^ Albert J.. 4.476.082. Cl.

Westfalia Separator AG: See—
Bradtmollff Werner, 4.475,897. a. 494-35.000.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—
Aymen. William J.. 4,475.291. a. 33-I74.00R.

SUS?"?!!!:.""^.*- *'*'M22. a. 318-776.000.

SEwO^'** ^•' ''
=
** '^•y~^' '^••* M.. 4.476.423. Cl.

"^Swroro**^**" ^ •
"** "^°**^' ^"""^ ^ • '••^5.344. Cl.

*a*36?S?(wi.^'"*
*****" "^

= "^ ^«"' '°«P*' C •
'••^<^51 1.

^MlSS" ** "** ''"""• "^*'~"'y '' *.47«.>93. a.

WetJIJl? a;il^ p"M;i.!Ili^''.i
°'*"" *•• .76.576. a. 455-97.000.

SWi2S^i.!«^*"^ of and system for determining a spectrum

4"f47?SfS.1S:^.?r
""" '"" ~""'^-'«' «^I^«»n.

Westvaco Corporation: See—

Jackson. Craig A.; and Leadon, Leon R.. 4,475.630. a. I87-9.00R.

^^^'•vV^J • "^ ^•'' °'*"" * • "» Westinghouse ElectricCorp. VLF Communication system. 4.476^76. 0/455-97300^
Whirlpool Corporation: See—

-^ «. w. •r^.^^rAiuw.

Linstromberg^ William J.. 4.475457, Q. 62-157.000.
Whitcomb, Jonathan T: See—

"tWW^*" ^
•

"*' ^»««'l'' '«»«»«" T.. 4.475,387. Q.

^*^If:"^* = "^ '^**'' A'e» J
'
J'

.
to Alar Eqgineerins Corao-ration. Field assembled clarifier. 4.476.018. a. 210^5^000^

a 23M9r6ba
Encoding scheme for articles. 4.476.382.

^22-56iaxJ"*"
** "**"'*' **'*•*'»* <•«««*• M75,672, Q.

Whitiiey ft Company. Inc.: S«e—
Saidla, Glen W., 4,476,076. Q. 264-45.300.

Wldttingtoi^ Billy J.; and Macke. Jos»h E. to Knnball International
Inc. Pedal c^rtuie keyer system. 4;4?5.428. a^HSlO '

Wiacek. Marian: See—
Markin. Charles; Book. Ronald J.; Smith. Michael J.; and WiaceLManan. 4.476.200, a. 429-56.000.

««'•.«» wiacek.

I^*™"^ *!!*'* ^ • '° "^ '^''» Corporation. Current-controUed
magnetic domam memory. 4.476.544. 0/365-19.000.

^^'™"~

15^*if^f^^ ""••''?• 0"'»«*. to Hoechst Aktiengeselhchaft.

wS^IVt.^^
'

^.,fferc^JV5."^^^
Beman. E; and

ih.U^.f^^^°P''i.!?**°^ '"""l^ "> "«"kel Kommanditgesell-
schaft auf Aktien. Polymer dinersions or emulsions as temnjrary
surface protectants. 4.476.269. ^1 524-297.000.

«"POwy
Wilkins. Robert L.: See—

^^3M.mo^^
'

'

"^ ^""^ ***" ^' •''•"o^ CI.

Willan, Vermm O.: See—

SoSSSo • *"*'* '^*"' "^ '^fwT.'ci!

WUliam Carter Company. The: See—

u/ 1.^"^ **8^ ° • .7S^S3. CI. 2-269.000.
Willuun P. Young Co.: See—

u/ ..^"""^ ^?!?" **
'
.75.M5. Cl. 198-420.000.

Williams. Errol R.. Jr.: See—

°^^^^ ''• "^ ^""'™' ^™' *•• ''•• •"•»». Cl.

WiUiaiM. Gaieth F.: See—

'^4^rSl5'7-a '*'°"^'"= "^ ^"'^ °^ F-

Williamson. John; and Falloon. Robert, to Muse Music Company,

MOISOOO
' stringed musical instrument. 4,475.433, O.

Willis, Brian J.; and Zazula, Teododi J., to Fritzsche. Dodge A CHcott.
Inc. AromatK musks. 4.476.0«o7a. 252-522.00R

ftMllOTR
^^^^ "'"* **™" ''*** "•""y- .".34. O.

Wilson. David H.: See—

y^aS^iiiitk:::^
"^'"^ "^^^ "•• •*^''»~' «• "-353.000.

^"^ITO OW
^*'' '"*''*' ^

'

*^ ^''*"' •'**'" ^- •"•*'. O.

Wilson. Kenneth E.: See—
Kempf. August J.; Wilson. Kenneth E; Hensens, Otto D.; Mona-
ghan, Richard L.; Zimmerman, Sheldon B.; and Dulaney. Eu-gene L. 4.476.139. O. 424-283.000.

« i^uianey. eu

O 2lS?'oOs'*''^''"''
^^^ *"^^ ' ""*""""« *^««e- ^.^75.759.

Winkelmann. Martin: 5^—
*^^',^V ^°!'*"«' Mehesch. Hans; Meyer. Frank; Kubens. Rolf
and Winkelnunn. Martin. 4,475,847, OL 405-2641000

'

wmtzen, Gunther: See—
Ostlinning, Gunter; Roever, Otto A.; Wintien, Gunther and

u/ S'?**' 'i^^ ^ • .75.372, O. 72-255.000.
^

wirr. Walter. Process for machining a worm-type workpiece with aworm-type tool. 4,475,319. O. 51487.000.
""^V^ wnn a

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation: See—

"424.9355o**"
^' *^ Andrews. John H.. 4.476.1 la O.

Wissman, Terry L.: See—
SchocknaanjRobert L.; Busse. Vernon E.; Wissman. Terry L.; and

Schoch. Daniel A. 4.475.278. Cl. 29-434.000.
"^*-""

SSSlOM^ "* ™^ Corporation. Heel holder. 4.475.743. O.

Wnuk. Andrew J to Procter A Gamble Company, The. Nonblockine
elastomenc polymer blends of ABA block Jopdymer andMhVlene-
vinyl acetate copolymer. 4.476. 1 80. O. 4285a!o00.£V4t;4'!). OL^jriSoOo"''""*

^* "*" "^ ^'•'^ -^•-
Wolf. Elmar: Sw—

°260SJb0A*'^'
""**'• ^*™*'' "^ ^°""' ^"^^ .7W)54. O.

Wolff. Robin k.: See-
Hill Ira D.; Trenkle. Robert W.; Mookherjee. Biaia D and Wolff
Robin K.. 4.476.041. Cl. 252.522.00FL

^ '
"'
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Wolter, Larry W.: See-
Ludwig. Allen C; Wolter. Larry W.; and Frazier. Henry F..

4.475.953, O. 106-287.240.

Wong. Edward W. C, to Ontario Research Foundation. Implantable

material. 4.475.972. O. 156-167.000.

Wong. Louis F.; Sterling. Rosstain F.; and Borcher. Thomas A.. Sr., to

Procterk Gamble Company. The. Buffered alkali earth metal surfac-

tant cakes for dosing dispenser. 4.476.046. 0. 252-550.000.

Wong, Raymond W.: See—
Croucher, Melvin D.; DufT. James M.; Hair, Michael L.; Lok, Kar

P.; and Wong, Raymond W., 4,476.210. 0. 430-114.000.

Wood. Dennis E., to Rando Machine Company. Sliver forming con-

denser. 4,475.272. Cl. 19-106.00R.

Wood. Harold, to Centronics DaU Computer Corp. Programmable,

mechanical system for feeding cut sheet paper to a printer. 4.475.731.

O. 271-9.000.

Woods. Cecil M. Combined heater stool and carrying case. 4*475.532.

Cl. 126-204.000.

Woodward, Milton H.: See—
Budiaw. Kenneth A.; Rackley. Darwin P.; and Woodward. Milton

H., 4.476.522. O. 364-200.000.

Woof. Peter: See—
Milroy. Anthony G.; and Woof. Peter. 4.475.761. 0. 29M1.000.

Woratyla. John A.: See—
Asick. John C; Douty, George H.; Goodman. Joseph R.; Jones,

Kermit M.. Jr.; Landis. John M.; Snyder. Clair W.. Jr.; Woratyla.

John A.; and Zell. Dale R.. 4.475.781. 0. 339-17.0LM.

Wortham. Charles D. Fish attracting device. 4.475.301. O. 4M7.500.

Woznicki, Edward J.; Roaania, Lawrence J.; and Marshall. Keith, to

Colorcon. Inc. Colored medicinal tablet, natiiral color pigment and

method for using the pigment in coloring food, drug and cosmetic

products. 4.475.919. O. 8-518.000.

Wridit, Richard F.: See— ^ „. . ..

Adair. Paul C; Burkholder, Amy L.; Duda, Homer G.; Wright.

Richard F.; and Stanley. Mary M.. 4.476.213, O. 430-229.000.

Wright, Wade S.; Voisine, J<An T.; and Huppi, Glenn S. Non<ontact

sensor for determining moving flat steel strip shape profile. 4.476.430,

O. 324-6I.00R.

Wunderlich. Alan M. Utilizing gamma cameras for uptake studies.

4,476.385. 0. 250-303.000.
, .

Wyder. Manfred, to American Safety Equipment Corporation. Inertia

reel using modular locking mechanism. 4.475.697. Cl. 242-107.40A.

Wyler. Gary J., to McGraw-Edison Company. Apparatus for clamping

cables. 4.475.843. O. 403-394.000.

Wyndrum, Ralph W.. Jr.: See—
Brolin. Stephen J.; and Wyndrum. Ralph W.. Jr.. 4.476.559. O.

370-110.100.

Wyoming Mineral Corporation: See—
Camp, Floyd E.; and Swartzlander. Amy B.. 4.476.099. Cl.

423-10.000.

Jan. Raymond J.. 4.475.772. Cl. 299-5.000.

Xerox Corporation: See^
Bains. Sudarshan S.. 4.475.896. Cl. 493-454.000.

Benson. Richard C. 4.475.733. O. 271-120.000.

Oausing, Don P.; Holmes. Maurice F.; Povio, Raymond A.; and

Rebres. Robert P.. 4.475.732. CI. 271-10.000.

Crean. Peter A.; D'Ortenzio. Remo J.; and Grow, Carolyn P..

4.476.542.0.364-900.000.
. . „

Croucher, Melvin D.; Duff, James M.; Hair, Michael L.; Lok, Kar

P.; and Wong, Raymond W., 4,476,210. Cl. 430-114.000.

Daughton, John W.; Lakatos. Andras I.; Brady. Terence W.;

• Bryce. James R.; Evanitsky. Eugene S.; and Baker. George E..

4.475.806. Cl. 355-14.00R.
'-

Staricweather. Gary K.. 4.475.787. 0. 35O«.400.

Xomox Corporation: See—
DeJager. Everett J. 4.475.712, Cl. 251-214.000.

Reed. C. Lawson; and George, J. Anthony, 4,475,713, O.
251-214.000.

Yabe, Kohichi: See— „ „ u..

Sakai, Toshio; Matsui, Takehiro; Tanioka, Akira; Koyanagi, Kohki;

Ohkubo, Takaaki; Hori, Tohni; Matsui, Yoshihiko; Kawagishi.

Itstto; Fujii, Masahiro; Yabe. Kohichi; and Yamashita. Haruhisa,

4.475,609.0. 177-211.000.

Yagi. Kenkichi: See— „, .., ^ ^« *«««««
Kato. Hiroyasu; and Yagi. Kenkichi. 4.476.186. 0. 428-290.000.

Yakubovich. Solomon L.; Kotsen. Marat E.; Golubnichy, VladisUv V.;

Gerling. Voldemar E.; and Stepanov, Jury N., to Vsesojuzny Nauch-

noissledovatelsky Institut Miniralnogo Syria. Radiometric method

for determining concentration of naturally occurring isotopes and

device therefor. 4.476.388. Cl. 250-361.OOR.

Yakushiji. Shigenori: See— ,..,... ^ ,„ .- «««
lesaka, Susumu; and Yakushiji. Shigenon. 4.476.481. 0. 357-58.000.

Yakushizi. Shigenori: See—
^ ^« ... o,

lesaka. Susumu; and Yakushizi, Shigenon. 4.476.154. Cl.

427-53.100.

^'^Sw%S2vin; and Caprioli, Joseph. 4.476.140. O. 424-283.000.

Yamada. Kinsaku: See—
Kaahiwaya. Mineo; Tanabe, Yoshiyuki; Yamada, Kinsaku; and

Tsuruta. Hisato. 4.475.518. Cl. 123-494.000.

Yamada, Masaaki: See—
Takamatsu. Masahiro; and Yamada, Masaaki. 4,475.614, O.

180-90.000.

Yamada, Yoshitsugu: See—
Sakano, Isao; Miyahara, Shiyoichiro; Yamada, Yoshitsugu; Oka-

zaki, Yutaka; Tokuda. Hiroshi; Awaya, Akira; and Nakano.

Takuo. 4.476.128. Cl. 424-250.000.

Yamagishi. Hiroshi: See— . .. ^ „».»»«»
Koizumi. Akio; and Yamagishi. Hiroshi, 4.476.436, O. 330-10.000

Yamaguchi. Reiki; Sano, Shinichi; Akimoto, Hiromichi; Higashiizumi.

Takao; Yamanaka, Mineo; and Ishihara, Takahiko. to Yokogawa

Hokushin Electric Corporation. Ultrwmic needle housing probe

with continuous locator array. 4,475.553. O. 128-660.000.

Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hayashida. Takanori. 4.475.509, O. 123-432.000.

Matsumoto. Kuniyoshi. 4.475.502. 0. 123-331.000.

Mtnami. Shunji; and Kimura. Hiroshi, 4.475.617. O. 180-219.000.

Yamakawa, Kazumi: See—
Kawakami. Hirotarou; Yamakawa. Kazumi; Yasuda. Hiroshi; and

Kitaoka. TeruWko, 4.475.305. Cl. 446-463.000.

Yamakawa. Mitihiro: See—
Sano, Hiromi; Suzuki. Masatoshi; Fujimoto, Mauya; Shibata,

Masahiro; Saito. Toshitaka; and Yamakawa. Mitihiro. 4,476.008.

Cl. 204-425.000.

Yamama Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Odashima, Rou, 4,475.488. O. 123-73.0AD.

Yamamoto. Hiroshi: See-
So, Toshitaka; Hara, Kuniyoshi; Mizuta, Koichi; and Yamamoto.

Hiroshi. 4.476.400. Cl. 307-147.000.

Yamamoto. Kazumasa. to Kokusan Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha

Outside door handle. 4.475.415. 0. 74-543.000.

Yamamoto. Kuniyuki: See—
Anno. Nobuo; Okui. Haruki; Yamamoto. Kuniyuki; and Miyazaki,

Kunio. 4.475.893. O. 474-13.000.

Yamanaka, Mineo: See—
. ^. ...

Yamaguchi, Reiki; Sano, Shinichi; Akimoto, Huxnnichi; Higa-

shiizumi, Takao; Yamanaka, Mineo; and Ishihara, Takahiko.

4,475,553, O. 128-660.000.

Yamashita, Haruhisa: See—
Sakai. Toshio; Matsui. Takehiro; Tanioka, Akira; Koyanagi. Kohki;

Ohkubo. Takaaki; Hori, Tohru; Matsui, Yoshihika. Kawagishi,

Itsuo; Fujii, Masahiro; Yabe, Kohichi; and Yamashita, Haruhisa.

4.475.609.0.177-211.000.

Yamashita. Masayuki: See—
Tsumura. Kenji; and Yamashita. Masayuki, 4.475.988. Cl.

202-174.000.

Yamauchi. Takashi: See— .« . .. ^ ». i. j
Kobayashi. Yoshiro; Kumadaki. Itsumaro; Takahashi. Masaaki; and

Yamauchi. Takashi. 4.476.328. 0. 568-775.000.

Yamawaki. Satoshi; Sugihara, Atsushi; Kobayashi, Yasushi; Uhida.

Hiroshi; Kuramasu, Yukio; and Gotoh, Ichisei, to Alcan International

Limited. Flux for brazing aluminum and method of employing the

same. 4.475.960. O. 148-26.000.
., ^

Yamazaki. Sho; Matsumoto. Kazutoshi; and Ochiai, Hideo, to Honda

Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Engine cover device for light vehi-

cles. 4.475.616. Cl. 180-215.000.

Yanaginwa, Takanori: See—
. ., .. .

Nishida. Minoru; Hattori. Tadashi; and Yanagisawa, Takanon.

4.476.412. Cl. 313-130.000.

Yasuda, Hiroshi: Sw— „ . „ ,. ^
Kawakami. Hirotarou; Yamakawa. Kazumi; Yasuda. Hiroshi; and

Kitaoka, Teruhiko. 4.475.305. O. 446-463.000.

Yasuda. Yasushi: See-
Maeda. Kuniyasu; Kaeriyama, Minoru; Matsui, Nobuo; Mizuno.

Masami; Yasuda, Yasushi; and Nakata. Akira. 4,476.303, Cl.

544-223.000.

Yazaki. Susumu: See—
Takasu. Ryo; and Yazaki. Susumu. 4,475.815. Cl. 356-385.000.

Yazawa. Chihiro: See—
Haiada. Takao; and Yazawa. Chihiro, 4.476.318, Cl. 560-SO.OOO.

Yokogawa Hokushin Electric Corporation: See—
Yamaguchi. Reiki; Sano. Shmichi; Akimoto, Hiromichi; Hip-

shiizumi. Takao; Yamanaka, Mineo; and Ishihara, Takahiko,

4.475.553. Cl. 128-660.000.

Yokota, Kenji; Kusano, Hiroshi; and Sugimoto, Ryuichi, to Mitsubishi

Chemical Industries Limited; and Wakamoto Pharmaceutical Co.,

Ltd. Process for the purification of ribof1avine-5'-monophosphate.

4.476.304. O. 544-244.000.

Yonishi, Satoshi: See—
Kitaura, Yoshihiko; Nakaguchi. Osamu; Hemmi, Keiji; Yonishi,

Satoshi; Takeno. Hidekazu; Okada, Satoshi; and Hashimoto.

Masashi. 4.476.050. O. 260-1 12.50R.

York. Earl D.; and Porter, Darrell D.. to Standard Oil Company (Indi-

ana) and Gulf Oil Corp. Shale oil explosives. 4.475.965. Cl.

149-21.000.

Yorit-Shipley. Inc.: See—
Korenberg. Jakob. 4.475.467. O. 1 10-245.000.

Yoshida, Masahiro; and Oka, Masahiko. to Fuji Electnc Co. Ltd.

Stabilized power source parallel operation system. 4,476,399. Cl.

307-44.000.

Yodiida, Tetsuo: See—
Masaki. Nobuo; and Yoshida, Teuuo, 4.476.361. CI. 200-305.000.

Yoshihara, Hiroshi. Core belt arrangement of a woman's garment

4.475.552. Cl. 128-531.000.

Yoshimura. Hirofumi: See— ...... ^m^ ,i, ^ i,o
Kusunoki. Shigeru; and Yoshimura. Hirofumi. 4.476.362, O. 219-

10.55F.

Yoshino Kosvosho Co., Ltd.: See— „
TakaS Takuzo; aiid lizuka. Takao. 4,476,084, Cl. 264.342.00R
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Young. DonaM C; and Green, James A., II, to Unioa OU Compttiy of
California. Subilized fumigant conposition compriting an aqueous
solution of ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, carbon disulfide and sulfur
4,476,113, a. 424-161.000.

Young, Harland H.. to Michigan Standard Alloy*. Method of convert-
ing waste dnw to fertiliier. 4,475,94a Q. 71-34.000.

Young, John E.: See—
Ackerman, John P.; and Young, John E., 4,476,198, a. 429-32.000.

Young, Lauren D.; and Cameron, Robert S. Tire repair apraiatus.
4.475,879, Q. 425-22.000.

^^ "Ppw^ius.

Young, Neils O.; Henderson, Robert; and Kemey, Peter J., to Helix
Technology Corporation. Refrigeration system with linear motor
tnmnung of diaplacer movement 4,475,346, Q. 62-6.000.

Young, Robert A. Photoelectron source for use in a gas chromatograph
^tector and mass spectrometer ion source. 4,476,392, CI. 250-

Young, William P., to WUliam P. Young Co. Machine for applying base
cups to bottles. 4,475.645, O. 198-420.000.

fvyt
Yu, Janes C: and Patel, Suman H., to National Semiconductor Corpo-

35723 130
'^* *** *'"*'"" protection circuit. 4,476,476, a.

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Tausend, Erich. 4.475.639. a. 192-53.000.

^!"c ^l?^' '??*^ Beniardus A. J.; and De Poorter, Adriaan W., to
U.S. Philips Corporation. Optical information disk comprising tellu-
num, selenium and antimony. 4,476,214, a. 430-270.000.

ZandCT, Joachim: See—
Dietiach. Kurt; Oess, Hans-Dieter. Kniele, Wolfgang; Zander.
Jo«:him; and Jeske, Gusttv, 4,475,445. a. 98-2.05a

Zang. Hyung K.: See—
Kuhlmann. Erven J^uptaiRichard P.; Jung, Dick Y.; and Zang.
Hyung K, 4,476,009, CI. 208-8.0LE.

ZavadU, Milw, to Vyzkumny usuv suvebnich hmot. Method for
raeasuruig the specific surface of pulverized materials and apparatus
for performing the same. 4,475.391, Q. 73-432.0PS.

Zazula, Teododj J.: See—
_ ...^"J"-J"" i'

*nd Z«ula, Teodosij J., 4,476,040, Q. 252-522.00R.
SSeilinger, Hans: See—

?!«^' r^^Sfi »!jf"'"'*''
^"^: "<* Zeilinger, Hans,

Zekich. Michwl B.: See—
"?*• ^J^y.*^ i

Bl^slato^ Michad D.; Zekkh. Michael B.; and
, .. wfV*"*- ^°^ ^ *•• M75,308, a. 49-4£Sa
Zell, I>ak R.: See—

AsKk, John C ; Douty, George H.; Goodman, Joseph R.; Jones,
Kermit M., Jr.; Landjs, John M.; Snyder, Oair W., Jr.; Wora^
John A.; and ZeU. Dale R., 4,475,781. a. 339.17.0LM.

Zenith Electronics Corporation: See—
Merrell, Richard G., 4,476,488, Q. 358-86.000.
Park, Yong S., 4,475,797, Q. 354-1.000.

'^'[•-Pf*^' •'"'^Thyow, Alfred, to Robert Bosch GmbH.

JJSJSs CI mSm MO
"^"^ ^ "*^''*' *"'' niaterial.

Zielinski, Leo J.: See—
Kock, Erhard; and Zielinski, Leo J., 4,475.447, a. 98-I15.0SB.

Zilges, Franz J.: See—
Ostlinning Gunter; Roever, Otto A.; Wintzen, Gunther; and

ZUges. Franz J., 4,475,372, CI. 72-255.000.
Zimmerman, Sheldon B.: See—

Kempf, August J.; Wilson, Kenneth E.; Hensens, Otto D.; Mona-
ghan, RKhard L.; Zimmerman, Sheldon B.; and Dulanev. Eu-
gene L., 4,476,139. a. 424-283.000.

"u-ncy. Bu-

Zimmermann, Horst, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Control amase-
ment for a sutic converter. 4,476,417, Q. 318-329.000.

Zimmern, Bernard. Globoid worm machine with metal ring in bearnu
housing. 4,475,877, Q. 418-140.000. * ^^

Ziolkowski, Antoni M.; and Stoffa, Paul L., to British National OU
Corporation. The. Determination of far field signatures, for mstance
ofseismic sources. 4.476,550,0.367-21.000.^^

^^
Ziolkowski, Antoni M.; Hatton. Leslie; Parkes, Gregory E; and Haug-

tond. Tor-Arvid, to British National OU Corporation, The. Methodof

i!JS?5JV"^'^,1R*/SiJ"
***" "^y* °f "•ra* ««nw sources.

4.476,553, CI. 367-144.000.
Zuiderwyk, Martin A. M.: See—

'^IsO-SIOOOO
' "** Zuiderwyk, Martin A. M., 4.476,386, Q.

Zulliger, Hans-Rudolf, to Mettler Instrumente AG. Transducer for
dynamometer. 4,475,409. CI. 73-862.650.

Zylbert, Thaddeus J., to Singer Company, The. Gear attaching arrange-
ment for looptaker drive shaft. 4,475,475, Q. 1 12-228.000.

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 9th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

Basily, Basily B.: See— ^
Sansome, Dennis H.; Jones, Gerald M.; and Basily, Basily B.,

Re. 31,698, CI. 73-862.650.

Brown, Omar L.. to Fraze, Ermal C. Tab for easy-open ecology end.

Re. 31,702, O. 220-269.000.

Eckel, Emery L., to Eckel Manufacturing Company, Inc. Back-up

power tongs and method. Re. 31,699, O. 73-862.250.

Eckel Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See-
Eckel Emery L., Re. 31,699, a. 73-862.250.

Fraze, Ermal C: See—
Brown, Omar L., Re. 31,702. O. 220-269.000.

Gomberg, Henry J.; Lewis, John G.; and Powers, John E., to KMS
Fusion, Inc. Radiolytic dissociative gas power conversion cycles.

Re. 31,697, Q. 60-644.100.

Hester, Thomas E., to Litton Systems, Inc. Transformer having novel

- multiple winding and support structure and method of making same.

Re. 31,704, a. 361-399.000.

Jones, Gerald M.: See—
Sansome, Dennis H.; Jones, Gerald M.; and BasUy, BasUy B.,

Re. 31,698, Q. 73-862.650.

Kabushiki Kaisha Sato Kenkyusho: See-
Sato, Yo, Re. 31,701, Q. 156-384.000.

KMS Fusion, Inc.: See—
Gomberg, Henry J.; Lewis, John G.; and Powers, John E.,

Re. 31,697, CI. 60-644.100.

Lewis, John G.: See—
Gomberg, Henry J.; Lewis, John G.; and Powers, John E,

Re. 31,697, Q. 60-644. IW.

Litton Systems, Inc.: See-
Hester, Thomas E., Re. 31.704, CI. 361-399.000.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Sansome, Dennis H.; Jones, Gerald M.; and Basily, Basily B.,

Re. 31,698, CI. 73-862.650.

Partin, Robert M.: See—
Prather, Richard A.; Williams, David L.; Partin, Robert M.; and

Raboum, Warren J., deceased, Re. 31.703, CI. 264-109.000

Powers, John E.: See—
Gomberg, Henry J.; Lewis, John G.; and Powers, John E.,

Re. 31,697. CI. 60-644.100.

Prather, Richard A.; Williams, David L.; Partin, Robert M.; and Ra-

boum, Warren J., deceased (by Rabourn, Hazel L., legal represenu-

tive), to Upjohn Company, The. Process of making particle board

from pyrophosphate treated polyisocyanates. Re. 31,703, Q.
264-109.000.

Raboum, Hazel L., legal represenutive: See—
Prather, Richard A ; Williams, David L.; Partin, Roben M.; and

Raboum, Warren J., deceased. Re. 31,703, CI. 264-109.000.

Raboum, Warren J., deceased: See—
Prather, Richard A.; WUliams, David L.; Partin, Robert M.; and

Raboum, Warren J., deceased. Re. 31,703, O. 264-109.000.

Sansome, Dennis H.; Jones, Gerald M.; and Basily. Basily B., to Na-

tional Research Development Corporation. Load-measuring devices.

Re. 31,^8, CI. 73-862.650.

Sato, Yo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Sato Kenkyusho. Poruble label printing

and applying machine. Re. 31,701, Q. 156-384.000.

Upjohn Company, The: See—
Prather, Richard A.; Williams, David L.; Partin, Robert M.; and

Raboum, Warren J., deceased. Re. 31,703. CI 264-109.000.

WHIiams, David L.: See—
Prather, Richard A.; Williams, David L.; Partin, Robert M.; and

Raboum, Warren J., deceased. Re. 31,703, Q. 264-109.000.

Yamaguchi, Takeyoshi. Cigarette filter. Re. 31,700, CI. 131-341.000.

LIST OF REEXAMINATION PATENTEES
TO WHOM

CERTIFICATES WERE ISSUED

Fairfax Dental Ltd.: See-
Smith, Andrew J.. Bl 4.189.834, Q. 433-225.000.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See-
Lai, Joginder; and Senyek. Michael L.. Bl 4,301,258, Q.

525-334.000.

Jacobsson, Sten A. L.: See—
Rothman. Ulf S. E.; and Jacobsson, Sten A. L.. Bl 4,225,580, a.

424-78.000.

Lai, Joginder; and Senyek, Michael L., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber

Company, The. Cyclic organo carbonate and sulfite coupling agenu

for living polymers of conjugated dienes. Bl 4,301,258. 10-9-84, Q.
525-334.000.

Pharmacia Aktiebolag: See—
Rothman, Ulf S. E.; and Jacobsson, Sten A. L., Bl 4,225.580, Q.

424-78.000.

Rothman, Ulf S. E.; and Jacobsson, Sten A. L., to Pharmacia Ak-

tieboli^. Method for cleansing fluid discharging skin surfaces,

wounds and mucous membranes and means for carrying out the

method. Bl 4.225,580, 10-9-84, Q. 424-78.000.

Schwab, Alfred: See- ^ . . ^ ^
Suh, John T.; Skiles, Jen^ W.; WUliams, Bruce E.; and Schwab,

Alfred, Bl 4,256,761. CI 424-282.000.

Senyek, Michael L.: See— _
Lai, Joginder; and Senyek, Michael L., Bl 4,301,258. Q.

525-334.000.

Skiles, Jerry W.: See- „ . .
Suh, John T.; Skiles, Jerry W.; WUliams. Bnice E.; and Schwab.

Alfred. Bl 4.256.761. CI. 424-282.000.

Smith. Andrew J., to Fairfax Dental Ltd. Dental reinforcing pins.

Bl 4.189.834. 10-9-84. a. 433-225.000

Suh. John T.; SkUes, Jerry W.; Williams, Brace E.; and Schwab. Alfred,

to USV Pharmaceutical Corporation. Antihypertensive amides.

Bl 4,256,761, 10-9-84. Q. 424-282.000.

USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—
Suh. John T.; Skiles. Jerry W.; Williams, Brace E.; and Schwab.

Alfred, Bl 4,256,761, Q. 424-282.000.

Williams, Bruce E.: See—
Suh, John T.; Skiles, Jerry W.; WUliams, Bruce E.; and Schwab.

Alfred, Bl 4,256,761, CI. 424-282.000.
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AB PeniM Syttem: See—

Brolin. Ham R.. 27S,>28, a. D6-S8O.00O.

Ake. John C. Mounting device. 275,S68. I0-9-84, a. D2(M3 000
Aksjeaelikapet JotuI: See—

Heger, Nieb; E., 275,877, C\. D23-97.000.
Aktiebolaget Bofon: See—

Nilaon, Ove, 275.859ra. DIS-28.000.
American Cyanamid Company: See—

Montgomery. John R.; Brumaghim, Milton W.; Deniega. Jow C
and Butter. Reinhart, 275,885. a. D24-26.000.

Woodruff. Keith, 275,875, CL 022-19.000.

^
CnSSS-H^*" '

"^ ^^'**' ^"'^^ ''"*•' ^•'^ 275.887, 10-9-84.

Bartwr. Dendl L. Bearing retainer. 275.861. 10-9-84, CI. D15-138.000

"r5'[i?'S£=.4%''SS5oar"' "^ **•""
'

'^ '"-*"« p««
Berlex luibotatories. Inc.: See—
_. *!WP«^ J«ck W.. 275,833. a. D9-341.000.
Beycbok. Alan M.; and Conklin, Marilyn, to Plough, Inc. Vitamin

taWet or nmlar article. 275.898. 10-9-84, O. D28^?o6o
Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin, Marilyn, to Plough. Inc. Vitamin

tablet or nmlar article. 275,899, 10-9-84, a. D28-3^
Borst. Rodney D., to Seron Manufacturing Company. Packaoina con-

tamer. 275,835, 10-9-84, Q. D9-«15.00a
i^Mgmg con

Bramard-Rifanau Drill Company: See—

"^IsySbo**"
^" "'^ "** ^'^^ '*'"**' ^' '^'•**2. CI D15-

BriMon, Bemwd A. Speaker. 275,852, 10.9-84. a. D 14-35.000

"'SSk"S'5,&8,VfeSSSo^ '^"^ '""^«^

"TSS^JJ^Sfof32'8Soa"
•***^ '" ' ••™*"' ""^ "''"^

Cgnhmed chucker and bar machine. 275.860. 10-9-84. a. D15-

Brown Jordan Company Limited Partnership: See—
Caldwell, John W., 275,896. a. 026-1 10.000

Brumaghim. Milton W.: See—
Montgwnery. John R.; Brumaghim. MUton W.; Oenieoa. Jom Cand Butter. Reinhart, 275^885, a. 024-26.000.

Buchanan. Bob B.: See—

B"*[yjJJ'
''"nk L., Jr.; and Buchanan, Bob B., 275,846. CI. 012-

Buchanan. Friik L., Jr.; and Buchanan, Bob B. Combined bicycle pedal

B ?!?* ^^^ 2^''***' 'O-*-**. CI D12-125.000
"^

oSkfes 000* ** ^ '

'° "*^***°' '~ *'*" "***• ^''•*'*' '^•'•**' c>

Butter, Reinhart: Sw—

Campanelli, Daniel J.: See—

TmoOo"""
*• "** Camp**"*' D««>««« J. 275.860. a. OI5-

Campion, Frank C: 5^v—
Perry, Andrew W.; HenKm, Richard W.; Sargeant, Bruce A andC«npwn Frwk C, 275,841. a. Dlo46.0da ^ ^- "^

Child. Francn W.: See—

^MMO*'
^"^ ^^ "^ ^''**' ''""^ ^

•
2^5.887. Q. D24-

Clanic Hus AB: See—
Fogler. Bjom. 275.890, CI. 025-17.000.

^ T^: BJ**™- 275,891, a. D2S-17.000.
Conklm, Marilyn: See—

bS^K' iS 5!|-= "^ ?i^^ J!*^y"' 275.898. a. 028-3.000.

CoofwSin J .U'r"^ ^'"' "^'r* "5.899. Q. D28-3.000.

!^k^dtL-^7t85:*,S3?a^iSSlS^^^ "^^^"^^
Correa, Alvaro: See—

Cni£n^IvS*S«iiiI?? ^^*^ ^'r?"' "'•***• C« DlO-125.000.

°1S!84^Dl-2wSor'^ ••*** ''*" **"y*^ ''^'*" "'•«'2.

Deniega, Jote C: See—
Mootgwnery. John R.; Brumaghim, Milton W.; Deniega. Joae Cand Butter. Reinhart, 275;88rCl. D24-26.0o6.^^^

*

lS5l5w^ Mechanics adjustable light. 275.895. 10-9-84. a.

^iS.Mb.***^"
' ''*" mountable holder. 275,815, 10.9-84, a. D2-

siff^sEF"riu'tit'sssri4- •''• '°-'^' °- °^'-"«»-

EH SlylS go^mSi.^sj;!!'"'
*"""• "'•«''• °- °"-5>«»-

Roien, Marc A., 275,838, Q. 09-435.000.
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EPCo.. Inc.: See—

^"sToS'
***'^ ^

'
"^ Sheward. Michael L.. 275.886. Q. 024-

Everett. Paul T. Solar heater. 275.876, 10-9-84, CI. 023-72.000

025-17000'
*° ""* ^" Detached house. 275.890, 10-9-84, Q.

'^

D25-I7oS'
'° ^'*****^ ""* ^^ Detached house. 275,891, 10-9-84, a.

''°lS3vro-?5,li.fcii8^*" '^'^"^ ^'-y """••

°S^^""I^1jJ'****t^r*' ^= '^"*' ""gh R: "d Masters,Mephen J., to Thorn Emi Instrumenu Limited. Carrying case for

D^7300o"***"™*
""tnunents or the like. 275,822, IM-84, Q.

°'lK!84*a''D25-^8000**"*
'^' ** *'""* °^ ^ '''^^ "''"^

'^2?5i?^S?84%"SlSS?Sb''°^ ^ ^•"»^'"« '*^«' -^^
Haller. Kurt: See—

Schutze, Gunter, and Haller, Kurt, 275,897, a. D27.51.00a
Hardinge Brothers, Inc.: See—

"TJooOo"*"
**' "^ Campwielli, Daniel J., 275.860, a. DI5.

Hastings. Roy E.: See—

°1o6ax?°"^
°

'
"^ "«"•»- Roy E., 275,842, Q. DIO-

Hawley, Christopher. Hofland, Robert M.; and Simaon. Lowell M.. to
ImCTnational Businas Machines Corporation. Electrophotographic
copier or the like. 275,863, 10-9-84, Q. 016-30.000

•'i'™'

Hayden, Inc.: See—
Bushong, James R. C, 275,884, a. 023-165.000.

orb2?97 w6'°
^'"J**'''"P** '°*"' Fire-place. 275,877, 10-9-84,

Henry, Karen E. Hooded towel. 275,827, 10-9-84, a. D6-608.000
Henson, Richard W.: See—

Perry. Andrew W.; Henson, Richard W.; Sargeant Bruce A • and
Campion, Frank C, 275,841, Q. Olo46!oor^

'

Hofland, Robert M.: See—

"•27&3?i?S;5S)!JSr*'
"^^^ "*' •«* «"««. U,well M.,

"oTi -52000*^
Set of instructional chess pieces. 275.869. 10-9-84, Q.

Innovative Enterprises, Inc.: See—
Starke, John H., 275,829, Q. 07-52.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—

"'2t&3'^S^5S)SM^ ""^^ "*' "^ '*™°-'^" '^ •

'"cTd^THWO
^^^ '"<*"»"«»' *»c. Carry on bag. 275.821, 10.9.84,

Jimenez, Antonio: See—
Baruffa, Olindo; and Jimenez, Antonio, 275,901, O. O32-9.000.

D&W "Reversible coat or the like. 275,811, 10-9-84, a.

Ka^^^Fr^W.. to Revlon. Inc. Display stand. 275,824, 10-9-84, a.

K^^^Fr^W.. to Revlon. Inc. Display stand. 275.825. 10-9-84. a.

*^^' Mary Ann. Christmas decoration. 275,845, 10-9-84, Q. Oil-

KeysCT, William A., to Uvolor Lorentzen, Inc. Venetian blind and
shade color sampler packet. 275,817, 10-9-84, a. 03-30.100.

Kilman, John N^ III; and Myers, PhUlip L., to Brainard-Kilman E>rill
Company. DrUl shaft head. 275,862, 10-9-84, O. 015-138.000.

Koehn, Robert L. Puzzle. 275,870, 10-9-84, Q. D21-1OS.000
Kotkins. Henry L., Jr., to Skyway Luggage Company. Combined
00^375000"'°""'"* *"** **^' ••^""y- 2''''32, 10-9-84,

La Telephonic Industrielle et Commerciale Telic Alcatel: See—
Moraine, Michel, 275,856, C\. OI4-101.000.
Moraine. Michel. 275.857. a. D14-IOI.00O.

Land Industries, Inc.: See—
Iszler. James. 275,821. a. 03-71.000.

^2^88l.1Sr84*b"g25':fSS'
""^ "" ""^'^ *«^^-

'lSS4.^CrDlMlSxr*""""'
^^^ "• ^^»«>'«»" 275.867.

Legerius. Bengt E.; and Siebert. Hans W.. to Telefonaktiebolaget L M^" i?9"s; a.^i?So"*"
'•^'"« ^"'* '" «"^' •«•-

Leiserson. Steven O. Combined caddy and enclosure for a video le-
corder and monitor. 275.818. 10-9-84. Q. 03-33.000

Leisenoo. Steven G. Combined CMidy and enckxure for a video re-
corder and monitar. 275.819, 10-9-84, G. O3'33.00a

Levolor Lorentzen. Inc.: See—
Keyser, William A., 275,817, Q. 03-30. lOaUN Toys. Ltd.: See-
Manning. Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,871, CI. D2I-134.000
Mannmg Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,872, a. 021-134000
Manning, Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,873. a. 021-140000
Manmng. Peter; and Mednick. Melvin. 275.874. Q. 021-140000*

Lutzker, Robert S. Can resealer. 275,839, 10-9-84. a. 09439 000 "
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Maehr Els* Sec
Zwissler. Ruedi; and Maehr, Els, 275,864, a. 018-24.000.

Malpass, Jack W.. to Berlex Laboratories. Inc. Combined medication
dispenser and cassette. 275.833. 10-9-84, CI D9-34I.000.

Manning. Peter; and Mednick, Melvin. to LIN Toys, Ltd. Toy vehicle.

275.871. 10-9-84. CI. 021-134.000.

Manning Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, to LJN Toys, Ltd. Toy vehicle.

275.872, 10-9-84, CI. 021-134.000.

Manning, Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, to UN Toys. Ltd. Toy vehicle.

275.873. 10-9-84. O. D21-140.00a
Manning. Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, to UN Toys, Ltd. Toy vehicle.

275.874, 10-9-84, O. O21-I40.000.

Marsh, Hugh R.: See—
Oatland, Kenneth; Tedd, David C; Marsh, Hugh R.; and Masters,

Stephen J., 275,822. Q. 03-73.000.

Marshall, Eric J., to Marshall Telephone Corporation Limited, The.

Telephone. 275,853, 10-9-84, Q. D14-53.000.

Marshall Telephone Corporation Limited, The: See—
Marshall, Eric J., 27r853. CI. 014-53.000.

Masters, Stephen J.: See—
Oatland, Kenneth; Tedd, David C; Marsh, Hugh R.; and Masters,

Stephen J., 275,822, CI. 03-73.000.

Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamada, Yasuo; and Okuno. Tadahide, 275.902, 0. 032-35.000.

Mednick, Melvin: See-
Manning, Peter, and Mednick, Melvin, 275,871, 0. D21-134.000.

Manning Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,872, d. 021-134.000.

Manning, Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,873, CI. 021-140.000.

Manning, Peter; and Mednick, Melvin, 275,874, CI. 021-140.000.

Meflna S.A.: See—
Baruffa, Olindo; and Jimenez, Antonio, 275,901, G. O32-9.000.

Metal Box Limited: See—
SUde, Mark N., 275,834, G. 09-355.000.

Montgomery, John R.; Brumaghim, Milton W.; Deninu, Joae C; and

Butter, Reinhart, to American Cyanamid Company. Surgical ligating

instrument. 275,885, 10-9-84, CI. 024-26.000.

Moraine, Michel, to La Telephonic Industrielle et Commerciale Telic

Alcatel. Dau transmission terminal. 275,856, 10-9-84. CI. D14-
101.000.

Moraine, Michel, to La Telephonic Industrielle et Commerciale Telic

Alcatel. Dau transmission terminal. 275,857, 10-9-84. CI. D14-
101.000.

Motorola, Inc.: See—
Nagele, Albert L., 275,854, CI. 014-68.000.

Myers, Phillip L.: See—
Kilman. John N., Ill; and Myers, PhiUip L.. 275,862, CI. 015-

138.000.

Myles, Jacquelyn A. B. Swimsuit. 275,810, 10-9-84, a. 02-40.000.

Nagde, Albert L., to Motorola, Inc. Vehicular two-way radio or similar

article. 275,854, 10-9-84, CI. 014-68.000.

Naito, Susumu; and Tanaka, Kotaro, to Rinnai Kabushiki Kaisha.

Barbecue for placement in an opening in a cabinet, Ubie or the like.

275,830, 10-9-84, G. 07-337.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, to Toyotomi Kogyo Co., Ltd. Oil-fired space

beater and the like. 275,879, 10-9-84, CI. 023-121.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, to Toyotomi Kc«yo Co., Ltd. Oil-fired space

heater. 275,880, 10-9-84, CI. 023-121.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, to Toyotomi Kcnyo Col. Ltd. Oil-fired space

heater. 275,881, 10-9-84, G. D23-123.(»).

Nakamura, Kazuharu, to Toyotomi Kogyo Co., Ltd. Oil-fired space

heater. 275,882, 10-9-84, CI. 023-123.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, to Toyotomi K<Myo Co., Ltd. Oil-fired space

heater and the Hke. 275,883, 10-9-84, CI. 023-123.000.

Nelson, Beru K. Solar giceidiouse. 275,889, 10-9-84, G. 025-15.000.

Nilsaon, Ove, to Aktiebolaget Bofors. Loader tooth adapters. 275,859,

10-9-84. G. OI5-28.000.

NORIOCA S.p.A.: See-
Sartor, Mariano, 275,813. G. 02-276.000.

North American Philips Corporation: See-
Young, Michael W.. 275,820, G. 03-35.000.

Okuno, Tadahide: See—
Yamada, Yasua, and Okuno, Tadahide, 275,902, 0. D32-3S.000.

Patterson, Michael H.: See—
Lazzara, Joyce E.; and Patterson, Michael H., 275,867, G. O20-

43.000.

Perry, Andrew W.; Henson, Richard W.; Sargeant, Bruce A.; and

Campion, Frank C. Flurometer. 275.841, 10-9-84, CI. 01046.000.

Plough. Inc-: See—
Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin. Marilyn. 275.898. G. O28-3.000.

Beychok, Alan M.; and Conklin, Marilyn, 275,899, G. O28-3.000.

Poelvoorde, Raymond, to R. G. Barry Corporation. Packaging con-

tainer. 275,837, 10-9-84, G. 09-418.000.

Primary Security Inc.: See—
Sharenow, Stuart L., 275,843, G. 010-120.000.

Protex Industries, Inc.: See-
Wilson, Kirk O., 275,850, CI. 013-24.000.

R. G. Barry Corporation: See—
Poelvoorde, Raymond, 275,837, CI. 09-418.000.

reter S.p.a.: See—
Ricossa. Luigi, 275,848, G. 013-24.000.

Revlon, Inc.: See-
Kates, Fred W., 275,824, G. 06-464.000.

Kates, Fred W.. 275.825. CI. 06-464.000.

Rhetts, Carl L. Wall clock. 275,840. 10-9-84, CI. OI0-6.000.

Rirassa, Luigi, to reter S.p.a. Electrical connector assembly. 275,848,

10-9-84, Cf 013-24.000.

Rinnai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Naito, Susumu; and Tanaka, Kotaro, 275,830, G. 07-337.000.

Robinson, John A., Jr. Golf ball pouch. 275,816, 10-9-84. CI. 02-

400.000.

Rosen, Marc A., to Eli Lilly and Company. BotUe cap. 275.838, 10-9-84.

CI. 09-435.000.

Sakurai. Toshihiro. to Yamaichi Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd. IC Socket

panel or the like. 275.849, 10-9-84, CI. 013-24.000.

Sargeant, Bruce A.: See-
Perry, Andrew W.; Henson, Richard W.; Sargeant, Bruce A.; and

Campion, Frank C, 275341, G. 01046.000.
Sartor, Mariano, to NORIOCA Sp.A. Ski boot. 275,813. 10-9-84. CI.

02-276.000.

Schembre. Salvatore L. Stackable desk tray. 275.866, 10-9-84. CI. OI9-
92.000.

Schutze. Gunter; and Haller, Kurt, to EFKA Werke Fritz Kiehn

GmbH. Apparatus for filling empty cigarette tubes. 275.897. 10-9-84,

a. 027-51.000.

Seron Manufacturing Company: See—
Borst, Rodney D., 275,835, CI. 09-415.000.

Seynhaeve, Andre G., to Societe Oelaey. Attache case. 275,823,

10-9-84. G. 03-76.000.

Sharenow. Stuart L.. to Primary Security Inc. Siren. 275.843, 10-9-84,

CI. 010-120.000.

Sheward, Marvin L.; and Sheward, Michael L., to EPCo., Inc. Pre-

scription dispensing tray. 275,886, 10-9-84, G. 024-31.000.

Sheward, Michael L.: See—
Sheward, Marvin L.; and Sheward, Michael L., 275.886, Q. 024-

31.000.

Siebert, Hans W.: See—
Ugerius, Bengt E.; and Siebert. Ham W.. 275.831, G. O8-I4.000.

Sikorsiu. Joseph A. Window well protector. 275.894. 10-9-84. G. 025-

54.000.

Simron. Lowell M.: See—
Hawley. Christopher; Hofland, Robert M.; and Simson. Lowell M.,

275.863. CI 016-30.000.

Skyway Luggage Company: See—
KotkinsTllenry L., Jr., 275,832, G. 08-375.000.

Slade, Marie N., to Metal Box Limited. Can body. 275,834, 10-9-84, G.
09-355.000.

Smith, Vance R.: See—
Syme, Ouncan C; and Smith, Vance R., 275,878, G. 023-97.000.

Societe Oelsey: See—
Seynhaeve, Andre G., 275,823, G. 03-76.000.

Sony Corporation: See—
Tsuchiya, Masayoshi, 275,855. CI. OI4-79.000.-

Wri
028-82.000.

Spector. Oonald. Wrist-borne cosmetic compact. 275.900, 10-9-84, CI.

Starke, John H., to Innovative Enterprises, Inc. Oispenier for instant

coffee, tea, or the like. 275,829, 10-9-84, CI 07-52.000

Syme, Ouncan C; and Smith, Vance R., to Vermont Castings, Inc.

Wood and coal burning stove. 275,878, 10-9-84, CI. O23-97.(B0.

Tanaka, Kotaro: See—
Naito, Susumu; and Tanaka, Kotaro, 275,830, CI. 07-337.000.

Tedd, Oavid C: See—
Gatland, Kenneth; Tedd, Oavid C; Marsh, Hugh R.; and Masters,

Stephen J.. 275,822, CI. 03-73.000.

Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson: See—
Legerius, Bengt E.; and Siebert, Hans W., 275,831. CI O8-I4000

Thorn Eni Instrumentt Limited: See—
Gatland, Kenneth; Tedd, Oavid C; Marsh, Hugh R.; and Meters,

Stephen J., 275,822, a. 03-73.000.

Timex Corporation: See-
Cook, William J.; and Correa, Alvaro, 275,844, G. 10- 1 25.000.

Toyotomi Kogyo Col. Ltd.: See—
Nakamura. Kazuharu. 275,881, G. 023-123.000.

Toyotomi Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Nakamura, Kazuharu. 275.879, G. 023-121.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, 275,880, G. 023-121.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, 275,882, G. 023-123.000.

Nakamura, Kazuharu, 275,883, G. 023-123.000.

Tsuchiya. Masayoshi, to Sony Corporation. Television projector.

275,855, 10-9-84, CI. 014-79.000.

Vasilash, Oenny. Material handling crate. 275,903, 10-9-84, CI. 034-

40.000.

Vermont Castings, Inc.: See—
Syme, Ouncan C; and Smith, Vance R., 275,878, G. 023-97.000.

Weinbaum, Manin. Pocket for jeans or the like. 275,809, 10-9-84, G.
02-28.000.

Westvaco Corporation: See-
Forbes, Hampton E., Jr., 275,836, CI. 09-418.000.

Wilden, James K., to Wilden Pump * Engineering Co. Double dia-

phragm pump. 275,858, 10-9-84, CI. D 15-7.000.

Wilden Pump k Engineering Co.: See—
Wilden, James iT, 275,858, CI. O15-7.000.

Wilson, Kirk O., to Protex Industries, Inc. Connector case. 275,850,

10-9-84, a. 013-24.000.

Windsor, Henry T. Foldable bootjack. 275,814, 10-9-84. CI. 02-378.200.

Woodruff, Keith, to American Cyanamid Company. Insect feeding

sution or similar article. 275,875, 10-9-84, G. 022-19.000.

Yamada, Yasuo; and Okuno, Tadahide, to Matsushiu Electric Indus-

trial Co., Ltd. Battery operated record cleaner. 275,902. 10-9M, G.
032-35.000.

Yamaichi Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sakurai. Toshihiro. 275.849. G. 013-24.000.

Young. Edward R.: See—
Lauer. Andrew R.; and Young. Edward R.. 275,888. CI. 025-1 000

Young, Michael W., to North American Philips Corporation. Cassette

tray. 275,820, 109-84, CI. 03-35.000.

Zwissler, Ruedi; and Maehr, Els. Type font. 275,864, 109-84, CI. 018-

24.000.



LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
CMTier, Leonard E. Carnation plant. 5.290. 10-9-84, Q. 70.000.
Garabedian, John M. Plum tree. Late Salvador. S.2yi. I0-9-84. a.

38.000.

Yoahida. Eikhi. African violet. 3,292. 10-9-84. CI. 69.000.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 9, 1984

Note.—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

PI 52

CLASS2
4.475,247

4.475048
4.475.249

4.47S.2S0

4,475.251

4.475.252

4,475.233

4,473.234

CLA854
4.475.255

4.475.256

CLASS5
4.475.257

CLASS!
4.475.917

4.475.918

4.475.919

4.475,920

CLASSU
142 RS 4,475.258

CLASSES

U
8

49 R
94
125

269
424

236
362

450

127

493
518
542

102

104.12

193

210 R
250.19

300A
414

273
28S
335

4.475,259

4,475.260

4.475461
4.473.262

4.473.263

4.475.264

4.475.265

CLASSIC
4,475.266

4.475.267

4.475.268

CLASS 19

80R
81

105

106 R

4.475.269

4.475.270

4.475.271

4.475.272

CLASS 23

313 R 4.475.921

CLASS 24

108 4.475.273

CLASS 26

3 4,475.417

CLASS 29

110
229
434

430
577 C

603
623.1

720
739

4.475.275

4.475.276

4.475.277

4.475.278

4.475.274

4.475J79
4.475.280

4.475.281

4.475.282

4.475.283

4.475.284

CLASS 30

41.6

87
276

4,475.285

4.475.286

4.473.287

CLASS 33

1 B 4.475.288

125 C 4.475.289

126.7 R 4.475.290

174 R 4.475.291

CLASS 34

10

27
19
80

4.475.292

4.475.293

4.475J94
4.475.295

CLASS 40

152

486
346
591

600

4.475.296

4,475.297

4,475J98
4.475,299

4,475.300

CLASS 43

17.S 4.475.301

42.5 4.475.302

CLASS 44

IC
41

51

4.475.922

4.475.923

4.475,924

CLASS 47

39 4,475.306

79 4,475.307

CLASS 41

197 R 4,475,925

CLASS 49

42 4,475.308

55 4.475,309

131 4.475.310

176 4,475,311

360 4,475.312

370 4.475.313

374 4.475.314

CLASS SI

72R
170 TL

237 CS
287
288
298
325

27
111

209
235
286
404
693
704

10

20
25
26
77
170
287
302

245
263

4.475.315

4.475.316

4,475.317
4.475.318

4.475,319

4,475,320

4.475,926
4,475.321

CLASS 52

4.475.322

4.475.323

4.473,324

4,475.323

4.475.326

4.475.327

4.475.328

4,475.329

CLASS S5

4.475.927

4.475.928

4,475.929

4.473.930

4.475.931

4.475,932

4,475,933

4.475.934

CLASS 57

4.475430
4.475.331

CLASS 40

329
395
398
520
545
547.1

562
591

598
605
641.6

644.1

648
757

4,475.332

4,475,333

4,475,334

4,475,335

4.473.336

4.475.337

4.475.338

4,475.339

4.475,340

4,475.341

4,475,342

Re.31,697
4,475,343

4.475,344

CLASS 63

6 4,475,345

4,475,346

17 4.475,347

55 4,475.348

55.5 4.475.349

57 4.475.350

63 4.475,351

101 4,475,352

4,475,353

117 4,475,354

123 4.475,355

157 4.475.357

183 4.475.356

186 4.475.358

272 4.475.359

324.1 4.475.360

476 4.475.361

CLASS 65

3.41 4.475.935

142 4.475,936

163

334

4.475.937

4.475.938

CLASS 66

75.2 4,475.362

CLASS 61

23.3 4.475.363

CLASS 70

139 4.475.364

139 4,475.365

258 4.475466
456 R 4.475.367

CLASS 71

28 4.475.939

34 4.473.940

67 4.475.941

86 4.475.942

4.475.943

90 4,473.944

105 4.475.945

CLASS 72

10 4.475.368

38 4.475.369

53 4.475.370

68 4.475.371

255 4.475.372

392 4.475.373

452 4.475.374

466 4,475.375

CLASS 73

IDV
3

23
28
114

115

116

146

147

151

202
204
304R
431

432 PS
432 R
462
598
599

622
631

658
724
798
827
861.24

861.29

861.53

862.12

862.25

862.65

863.84

864.24

4,475,376

4,475,377

4,475,378

4,475.379

4,475,380

4,475,381

4,475.382

4.475.383

4,475.384

4.473.385

4.475.386

4.475.387

4.475.388

4.475.389

4.475490
4,475.391

4,475,392

4,475,393

4,475,394

4,475,395

4,475,396

4,475.397

4.475.398

4.475.399

4,475.400

4,475,401

4,475,402

4,475,403

4,475,404

4,475.405

4,475,406

4,475,407

4,475,408

Re.31,699

Re.31,698
4,475,409

4,475,410

4,475,411

CLASS 74

119 4.475.412

422 4,475.413

501 M 4.475.414

543 4.475.415

868 4,475.416

CLASS 75

0.5 AA 4,475.946

92 4.475.947

230 4.475.948

CLASS SI

9.5 A 4.475.418

13 4.475.419

58.3 4.475.420

CLASS S2

25 4.475.421

CLASS 13

13 4.475.422

199 4.475.423

549 4.475.424
700 4.475.425

887 4.475.426

CLASS 14

1.01

1.19

1.22

1.27

314 N
318
411 R

4.475.427

4,475.428

4,475,429

4,475,430

4,475,431

4,475,432

4,475,433

4,475,434

CLASS 86

26 4,475,435

CLASS «»

1.804 4,475,436

148 4.475,437

191 R 4,475,438

CLASS 91

170 R 4.475,439

375 A 4.475.440

387 4.475.441

461 4.475.442

499 4,475.443

319 4,475.444

CLASS 9S

2.05 4.475.445

40 D 4,475,446

115 SB 4,475,447

CLASS 99

323.1 4,475,448

CLASSm
42 4.475.449

100 4,475,450

107 4,475.451

117 4.475.452

118 4.475.453

229 A 4.475.454

CLASS 101

116 4.475.455

144 4,475.456

228 4,475.457

382 MV 4,475,458

410 4.475,459

465 4,475,460

CLASS 102

200 4,475,461

CLASS 105

149 4,475,462

208 4,475.463

CLASS 106

14.35 4.475.949

20 4.475.950

74 4.475.951

94 4.475.952

287.24 4,475,953

CLASS 1«
83 4,475,464

CLASS 109

2 4,475,465

238
245
257
281

332
345
347

CLASS 110

4.475,466
4,475.467

4,475.468

4,475,469

4,475,470

4,475,471

4.475,472

CLASS 112

80 4,475.473

121.26 4,475.474

228 4,475.475

CLASS 116

210 4.475,476

CLASS 118

406 4,475,477

413
707

4,475,478

4,475,479

CLASS 119

2 4,475,480

51 R 4,475,481

CLASS 122

379 4.475,482

CLASS 123

I A 4,475,483

3 4,475,484

41.05 4,475.485

52 M 4.475.486

73 AD 4.475.488

73 V 4.475.487

90.16 4.475.489

90.52 4.475.490

146.5 A 4.475.491

179 B 4.475.493

179 BO 4.475.492

IN A 4.475.494

197 AB 4.475.495

198 DB 4.475.498

198 P 4.475.496

4.475.497

317 4.475.499

321 4.475.500

325 4.475.501

331 4.475.502

339 4.475.503

4.475.504

4.475.505

352 4.475.506

357 4.475.507

425 4.475.508

432 4.475.509

4.475.510

436 4.475.511

440 - 4.475.512

446 4.475.513

458 4.475.514

467 4,475.515

470 4.475.516

489 4.475.517

494 4.475.518

502 4.475.519

4.475.521

520 4.475.522

557 4.475.523

568 4.475.524

4.475.525

618 4.475.520

4.475.526

CLASS 125

13 R 4.475.527

CLASS 126

9R
77
HOB
121

204
279
299 D
415
419
438
439

4.475.528

4.475.529

4.475.5M
4.475.531

4.475.532

4.475.533

4.475.534

4.475.535

4.475.536

4.475.537

4.475.538

CLASSm
46.3 4.475,954

CLASS 128

69
78

92A
92 BC
92 EA
133

207.14

303 B
303 R
419 D
531

660
664
670

4,475,539

4.475,540

4.475.541

4.475.542

4.475.543

4.475.546

4.475.545

4.475.544

4.475.547

4.475.548

4.475.550
4.475.549

4.475.551

4.475.552

4.475.553

4.475.554

4.475.555

673

681

710
716
785

4.475.556

4.475.557

4.475.558

4.475.559

4.475.560

CLASS 130

27 R 4.475.561

CLASS 131

110 4,475.562

341 Re3l,70O

CLASS 132

85 4.475.563

CLASS 133

8 R 4,475.564

CLASS 136

249 4.476.346

CLASS 137

39

68R
no
116

194

218
430
625.23

625.41

4.475.565

4.475.566

4.475.567

4.475.568

4.475.569

4,475,570

4,475,571

4.475,572

4.475.573

CLASS 199

92 4.475.574

439 4.475.575

CLASS 141

98 4,475.576

349 4.475,577

CLASS 148

1.5

3

6.16

6.35

24
26
31.55

108

128

187

4,475,955

4,475.956

4,475,957

4,475,958

4,475,959

4,475,960

4,475,961

4,475,962

4,475,963

4,475,964

CLASS 149

21 4.475.965

CLASS 152

415 4.475.578

CLASS 156

73.1 4.475.966

89 4,475,967

141 4,475,968

152 4,475,969

159 4,475,970

163 4,475,971

167 4,475,972

184 4,475,973

187 4,475,974

234 4.475,975

286 4.475,976

345 4.475.977

384 Re31,701
497 4,475,978

542 4,475,979

603 4,475,980

636 4.475,981

643 4,475,982

656 4.475.983

CLASS 140

178 R 4.475.579

308 4.475,580

CLASS 142

76 4,475,984

219 4,475,985

CLASS 164

100 4,475,581

1222 4,475,582

423 4,475,583
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76
134 R

140

IS9

166

246
234
272
2tl
294
»3

MSR
321

323
344

2t3
713

6S
IS

107

410
422

m
4,47S4M
4,47S.5tS

4.47S,S«6

4.47$.S«7

4,47S.SM
4.47S,SI9

CLASS 1«
4.475.S90

4.475,»l
4.475.J92

4,47S,S93

4.47S.S94

4,475,599

4,475,596

4.475,597

4,475,598

4.475,599

4,475,600

m
4^475,601

4,475,602

m
4,475,603

4,475,604

4,475.605

4,475,606

4,475,607

CLASSm
211 4,475,601

4.475,609

4,475,610

CLASS 171

3 4,476.347

CLASS

m

2 C 4.476J4*
II

B

4,476^49
70 4,476.350
77 4.476,351
II R 4,476,352

107 E 4,476453
in R 4.476,354

CLASS ISO

6.5 4,475,611
14.2 4,475,612
22 4,475.613
90 4.475.614
160 4,475,615
215 4,475,616
219 4.475,617
237 4.475.618

CLASS Ml
137 4,475,619
146 4.475.620
212 4.475,621
227 4,475.622
243 4.475,623
292 4,475.624

CLASS 1S2

113 4.475.625
150 4,475.626
117 4,475,627
191 4.475,628

CLASS IS4

15.1 4.475.629

CLASS ir
9 R 4.475.630

29 R 4.475.631

CLASS l«
71.4 4.475.632
73.45 4.475,633

218 A 4.475,634
212 4.475.635
296 4.475.636

CLASS m
a052 4.475,637

4 A 4,475.638
53 O 4,475,639
70.17 4,475,640
87.15 4.475.641

CLASS lis

34$ 4,475.642
347 4,475.643
«7 4.475.644
430 4,475,645
410 4,475.646
711 4.475.647
830 4,475.648

CLASS as
5 A 4.476.3SS

6 A 4,476,356
51.09 4,476,357
52 R 4,476,358

156

302.1

305

99
174

251

4.476,359

4,476,360

4,476,361

CLASS 301

4,475.986

CLASS 2S2

4,475,987

4,475.918

4,475.989

II
IS

17

S9R
64T
129

129.2

129.46

158 R
159.15

159.23

192 M
228
283
290R
299R
403
417
425

4.475,990

4.475.991

4,476,006

4,475,992

4,475.993

4.475.994

4.475,995

4.475.996

4.475.997

4.475,998

4^75,999
4,476.000

4.476,001

4,476^002

4.476,003

4,476.004

4,476,005

4.476.007

4.476.008

CLASS 206

328 4,475,649
371 4,475.650
389 4.475,651
409 4.475,652
497 4,475,653
538 4,475,654
624 4.475.6S5

CLASS aoo

8 LE 4.476/»9
IS 4,476,010

111 4,476,011
2SI R 4,476,012

CLASS 309

166

434
4.476,013

4.476^014

CLASS 210

21.5 4.476.022
93 4.476.015
94 4,476.017

198.2 4,476.016
232 4,476,018

4,476,019
289 4,476,020
307 4,476,021
446 4,476.023
500.2 4,476,024
638 4,476,025
656 4,476,026
695 4,476,027
774 4.476.028

CLASS 211

41 4.475.656
46 4,475.657
54.1 4,475,658
55 4,475.659

113 4.475,660

CLASS 21S

366 4.475,661

CLASS 219

lassA
10.55 F
ia8i
56.22

6a2
69M
69V
78.16

83
120

121 LB
121 LN
121 P
1».21
216
270
524

4,476,363

4,476,362

4,476,364

4,476,365

4,476,366

4,476,367

4,476,369

4,476,368

4,476,370

4,476,371

4,476,372

4,476.374

4.476,375

4,476^373

4,476,376

4,476,377

4,476,378

4,476,379

CLASS 220

4.475,662

4,475.663

Re.31.702

3

87
269

CLASS 223

S 4,475,664
14 4,475,665

4,475.666
39 4,475.667

52 4,475.668
59 4,475,669
83 4.475.670

196 4,475,671
561 4.475,672

CLASS 223

70 4^75.673

CLASS 334

153 4,475,674
191 4,475,675
247 4,479.676

CLASS 236

74 4.479.677
143 4,479,678

CLASS 337

19 4.479,679
l» 4,479,680

CLASS 230

4.S 4,479.681
123 4,479.682

CLASS 239

7 R 4.479.683

CLASS 235

61 B 4,476,380
379 4,476.381
491 4,476,382

CLASS 236

12.14 4,475.684
46 R 4,475.685

68 C 4.479.686

CLASS 237

12.3 A 4,479,687

CLASS 239

2 S 4.479,688
318 4.479.689
989 4,479,690
987 4.479,691
662 4,479.692

CLASS 342

42
94R

66
86

107.4 A
137.1

197

4,479,693

4,479,694

4,479,699

4,479,696

4,479,698

4,479,697

4,479.699

4.479,700

CLASS 344

118.6 <479,70l
214 4.479,702

CLASS 340

188.1 4,479.703
346 4,479,704
447.2 4,479,709
942 4,479.706
636 4.479,707

CLASS 290

214 P 4,476.383
292.1 4,476,384
303 4,476,389
310 4,476,386
324 4,476,387
361 R 4,476,388
363 S 4^476489
389 4,476.390
390 4,476,391
423 R 4,476,392
4912 4«476.393
507.1 4,476.394

CLASS 2S1

6 4.475.708

4,475,709
30 4,475.710
•5 4,475,711

214 4,475,712

4,475.713

CLASS 292

8.5 C
8.55 C
8.55 R
8.8

49.5

62.54

171

354
358
518
522 R

544
545

4.476,029

4.476.033

4,476,032

4,476.030

4.476.031

4,476,034

4.476.039

4.476.036

4,476,037

4,476/)38

4,476,039

4,476^0
4,476,041

4,476,042

4,476,043
4.476044

4,476,049
990 4,476.046
626 4.476.047
632 4.476.048

CLASS 294

89 H 4,473.714
134.3 R 4,479.719
220 4,479.716
264 4.479,717
371 4.479,718

CLASS 3«
112 R 4.476.049
III9R 4.476.050

4,476,051
197 4,476,052
192 4.476,093
239 A 4.476.094
400 4,476j099
404 4.476.096
412.2 4,476,097
498 F 4,476.098
465.7 4.476.059
466 4,476,060
901.17 4.476.061

944B 4.476,062
940 4.476,063
976 4.476,064

CLASS 361

23 R 4,476,065
29 4,476,066
39 A 4,476,067
65 4.476,068
97 4,476.069

151 4,476.070

CLASS 364

15

22
25
35
4a7
45.3

53

109

119

154

176 R
262
288.4

318

342 R

4,476,071

4.476.072

4,476.073

4,476.074

4.476.075

4,476,076

4.476,077

Re.31.703

4,476.078

4,476,079

4,476,080

4,476,081

4,476.082

4,476,083

4,476,084

CLASS 366

48 4,475,719
157 4,475,720
236 4,475.721

CLASS 367

9 C 4,475,722
47 4,475.723
103 4.475.724
179 4.475.725

CLASS 3t»

41 4.475.726
88 4.475.727
94 4.475.728

CLASS 270

31 4.475.729
41 4.475.730

CLASS 271

9 4,475.731
10 4.475.732

120 4,475,733

CLASS 273

410 4,475,734

CLASS 277

3 4,479,739

4,479.736
182 4.479,737
206 A 4,479.738
216 4,479,739

CLASS 200

403 4.479,740
482 4.479,741
632 4.479,742

4,479,743
779 4.479,744
804 4,479,749
808 4,479,746

CLASS 202

11.9 A 4.479.747

CLASS 209

3 4,479.748
47 4.479,749
99 4,479,790

131 4,479.791

CLASS 3n
6 4.476,399

93 4,476,396
94 4.476,397

CLASS 292

210 4,479,752
268 4,475,753
336.3 4,47S,7S4

CLASS 3M
51 4.475.756

4.475,757
67 AA 4,475,758
82 R 4.475,755

CLASS 3M
I S 4,475,759

26 4,475,760
61 4,475,761
65 R 4,475,762

4,475,763
136 4,475,764
210 4,475,765
213 4,475,766
221 4,475.767

CLASS 3ST

283 4,475,768
331 4,475,769
353 4.475,770

CLASS 399

4 4,475,771

5 4,475,772

CLASS 303

6 A 4,475,773
112 4.475,774

CLASS 309

28 4.475.775

CLASS 307

39 4.476,398
44 4,476,399
147 4,476,400
269 4,476,401
270 4,476.402
475 4.476.403

CLASS 300

6C 4.475,776

CLASS 310

27 4.476.404
60 R 4.476.405
67 A 4.476.406
71 4,476.407
156 4,476,408
198 4,476,409
228 4,476,410
361 4,476,411

CLASS 312

330 R 4,475,778

CLASS 313

130 4,476,412
550 4,476,413

CLASS 319

240 4,476.414

CLASS 310

135 4,476,415
283 4.476,416
329 4,476.417

4,476,418

4,476,419
608 4.476.420
696 4,476.421
776 4,476.422

4.476.423

4.476.424

CLASS 320

39 4,476.425

332

800
832

CLASS 323

226 4,476,426
234 4,476.427
299 4,476,429
314 4,476.428

CLASS 334

61 R 4,476,430
73 R 4,476,431

121 R 4,476,432
158 P 4,476,433
233 4,476.434

CLASS 339

4.476,435

CLASS 330

4.476,436

4,476.437

4,476,438

SO

10

138
149

254
260
262
265
288
297

4.476.439

4,476,440

4,476.441

4.476,442

4,476,443

4,476.444

CLASS 331

3 4,476.445

CLASS333
32 4,476,446

111 4,476,447
173 4.476.448

CLASS 339

138 4.476.449
196 4,476,450
262 4.476.451

CLASS 337

102 4.476,452
361 4.476.453

CLASS 33S

32 R 4.476.454

CLASS 339

5 M 4,475,779
17 C 4,475,780
17 LM 4,475.781
18 B 4,475,782
19 4,475,783
43 4,475.784
75 P 4>47S,7IS
99 R 4.475.786

CLASS 340

58
347 AD
347 DD
347 P
572

617
667
711

712
731

783

805

825.034

325.49

825.5

4.476,435

4.476,456

4,476,458

4.476,457

4,476,499

4,476,460

4,476,461

4.476,462

4,476,463

4,476,464

4.476,463

4,476,466

4.476,468

4.476,469

4,476,467

CLASS 343

778 4,476.470
779 4.476,471

CLASS 346

75 4.476,472
155 4,476,473
160 4.476,474

CLASS 390

6.4 4,475,787
96.15 4,475.789
96.20 4.475,788
96i2l 4,475.790
127 4.475,791
162.17 4,475,792
172 4,475,793
288 4,475,794
357 4,475.795
525 4.475,796

CLASS 394

I 4,475.797
114 4.475,798
308 4,475,799
406 4.475,800
419 4,475,801
456 4.475,802
481 4,475,803

CLASS 399

3 FU 4.475.804
8 4.475,805

14 R 4.475.806
15 4.475,807
74 4,475.808
84 4,475.809
85 4.475,810
133 4.475JII

CLASS 396

32 4,475,812
73 4.475.813

138 4.475.814
385 4.475.815
437 4.475.816

CLASS 397

23.13 4.476.476
23.7 4.476,47$
30 4,476.477
41 4.476.478
42 4,476,479
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44 4,476,480

91 4,476.481

71 4.476.482

4,476,483

CLASS 390

11 4,476,484

13 4.476.485

n 4,476,486

n 4,476,417

w 4.476,488w 4,476,489

MB 4.476.490

NT 4.476.491

9H 4.476,492

2M 4,476,493» 4.476,494

IB 4.476,495m 4.476.496m 4.476,497

IIB 4.476,498M 4.476.499

CLASS 300

las 4.476,500

19.1 4.476,501

a 4,476,502

n 4,476,503

99 4,476,504

94 4,476.505

96.6 4,476.506

s 4,476.507

4.476.508

lis 4.476,509

131 4.476.SI0

CLASS 361

96 4,476,511

MS 4,476.512m 4,476,513m 4,476,514m 4,476,515

3H 4,476,516m 4.476,517m 4.476,518m Re.31.704

CLASS 362

32 4.476.519

CLASS 363

43 4.476,520

Ml 4,476,521

CLASS 364

200 4,476.522

4.476.523

4.476,524

4.476,525

4,476,526

4,476,527

4,476.528

424 4,476.529

424.1 4.476,530

431.01 4.476,531

431.05 4,476.532

473 4.476.533

499 4.476,534

4IB 4.476,535

131 4.476,536

•m 4,476,537

817 4.476,538

S» 4.476,539

Ml 4,476.540

SOB 4.476.541

4.476.542

4.476.543

CLASS 368

19 4.476.544

lis 4.476,345

MD 4.476.346

MS 4.476.547

233 4.476.548

CLASS 366

3 4.475.817

17 4,475.818m 4.475.819m 4,475,820

MB 4,475.821

CLASS 367

13 4.476.549

21 4.476,550

43 4,476,551

M 4.476.552

144 4.476,553

197 4,476,554

CLASS 360

88 4.475,822

CLASS 3C9

44 4.476,999

298 4,476,996

CLASS 310

28 4.476.557

100 4.476,558

liai 4.476,559

CLASS 371

15 4,476,560

25
39

4,476,561

4,476,562

CLASS 373

50 4.476,563

CLASS 373

9 4.476,564

50 4,476,565

CLASS 374

1 4.475.823

CLASS 379

4.476,566

CLASS 376

137 4.476,085

219 4.476.006

285 4.476.087

347 4.476.068

381 4.476.089

CLASS 377

24 4,476,567

60 4,476,568

CLASS 370

175 4.476.569

CLASS Ml
51 4.476.570

57 4,476.571

73 4.476,572

CLASS 3S4

306 4,475.824

572 4.475.777

CLASS 400

120 4,475.825

124 4.475,826

144.2 4.475,827

146 4.475.828

232 4.475.829

238 4.475.830

279 4.475,831

496 4,475.832

605 4,475,833

CLASS 401

99 4,475.834

132 4,475.835

201 4,475,836

213 4.475,837

270 4.475.838

CLASS 403

2 4,475.839

20 4,475,840

287 4,475,841

370 4.475,842

394 4.475,843

CLASS 404

2 4,475,844

25 4.475,845

CLASS 4M
17 4,475,846

264 4,475,847

CLASS 406

115 4.475,848

163 4,475,849

CLASS 407

54 4.475.850

113 4.475,851

CLASS 4M
73 4.475,852

CLASS 4S9

137 4,475.853

CLASS 410

103 4.475.854

126 4.475.855

CLASS 411

33 4.475.856

88 4.475,857

304 4.475.858

361 4.475.859

CLASS 414

416 4.475.860

462 4.475,861

513

589
4,475J62
4.475,863

CLASS 419

9 4,475.864

36 4,475,865

112 4,475,866

119 4.475,867

213 A 4,475,868

CLASS 416

170 R 4,475.869

CLASS 417

206 4,475,870

222 4,475.871

315 4.475.872

422 4.475.873

CLASS 4U
55 4.475.r4

4,475,875

84 4,475,876

140 4,475.877

201 4.475.878

CLASS 419

19 4.476,090

CLASS 4M
443 4,476.091

CLASS 422

4 4.476,092

61 4,476X>93

62 4.476X194

75 4.476.095

96 4.476,096

112 4,476.097

140 4.476,098

144 4.476,160

CLASS 423

10 4,476,099

249 4,476,100

253 4,476,101

365 4,476,102

417 4,476.103

605 4.476,104

648 R 4,476.105

CLASS 434

I.I

49
50
78
85
93
119

127

161

164

177

178

180

195

246

248.56

250

251

258

269

270
272

273 R
282
283

321

4,476.106

4,476.107

4.476,108

Bl 4.225.580

4,476.109

4,476.110

4,476,111

4.476,112

4,476,113

4,476,114

4,476,115

4,476.116

4,476,117

4,476,118

4,476.119

4,476.120

4,476.121

4,476,122

4,476,123

4,476.124

4,476,125

4.476,126

4,476.127

4,476.128

4,476,129

4,476,130

4,476,131

4,476,132

4,476,133

4,476.134

4,476,135

4,476.136

4,476,137

4,476,138

Bl 4,256,761

4,476.139

4,476,140

4,476.141

CLASS 4»
22 4.475.879

353 4,475,880

397 4,475.881

CLASS 4M
3 4,476,142

40 4,476.143

46 4.476.144

285 4.476.145

522 4,476,146

534 4.476.147

629 4.476.148

CLASS 427

2 4.476.149

10

34

38

40
53.1

58

82
84

109

136

162

164

249

258

387

4.476.150

4.476.151

4.476.152

4.476.153

4.476.154

4.476.155

4.476.156

4.476.157

4.476.158

4.476.159

4.476.161

4.476.162

4.476.163

4.476.164

4,476,165

4,476.166

CLASS 4a
4 4,476,167

4,476,168

34 4.476.169

35 4.476.170

38 4.476.171

4.476.172

57 4.476,173

58 4,476,174

170 4,476.175

195 4.476.176

206 4.476.177

215 4.476.178

216 4,476.179

220 4,476,180

4,476,181

265 4,476,182

286 4,476.183

288 4.476.184

290 4,476.185

4.476,186

325 4.476.187

332 4,476,188

336 4,476.189

350 4,476,190

378 4,476,191

391 4,476,192

531 4,476,193

585 4,476,194

695 4,476.195

CLASS 439

32 4.476,196

4,476.197

4.476,198

34 4,476,199

56 4,476.200

62 4,476J0I

94 4.476,202

139 4,476,203

196 4,476J04
217 4.476,205

234 4.476J06

CLASS 4M
17 4.476J07
58 4,476J08
95 4,476J09
114 4,476JI0
137 4,476^11

4,476,212

229 4,476J13
270 4,476JI4
281 4.476,215

296 4.476,216

326 4.476JI7
539 4,476,218

542 4,476,219

569 4,476,220

CLASS 431

111 4.475.882

158 4.475.883

170 4.475,884

182 4,475,885

CLASS 432

118 4,475,886

258 4,475.887

CLASS 433

42 4.475.888

103 4.475.889

173 4,475,890

181 4,475.891

212 4.475.892

225 Bl 4.189.834

CLASS 439

2 4.476,221

14 4.476.222

188 4.476.223

253 4.476,224

287 4,476,225

299 4,476.226

317 4,476,227

CLASS 436

500 4,476028
4,476.229

507 4.476,230

534 4,476.231

CLASS 446

429 4.479.n3
463 4.479.309

469 4.479.304

CLASS 495

45 4,476.573

99 4.476.574

76 4.476,575

97 4.476,576

102 4.476.577

115 4.476.578

147 4,476.579

164 4.476,580

166 4.476.581

4.476.582

180 4.476.583

182 4.476.5M

207 4.476.585

4.476.586

CLASS 474

!3 4.475.893

144 4.475,894

CLASS 493

259 4,475,895

454 4,479,896

CLASS 494

35 4,475,897

CLASS 901

46 4,476,233

89 4,476,234

112 4,476J35
118 4,476,236

CLASS 902

31 4,476,237

4,476,238

68 4.476,239

155 4,476,240

156 4,476.241

185 4.476,242

236 4,476J43
301 4.476.244

302 4.476.245

304 4,476.246

325 4,476.247

CLASS 918

703 4,476.249

715 4,476.290

CLASS 921

110 4.476J9t
172 4,476.292

176 4,476.293

180 4,476.294

CLASS 923

129 4,476,299

192 4,476,296

181 4,476.257

212 4.476,298

400 4.476.299

402 4.476,260

4.476,261

412 4.476,262

426 4.476.263

439 4.476,264

CLASS 934

10

128

269

297
364
377

398

426
449
900
909

988

602
«06
767
837

4.476.269

4.476.266

4,476.267

4.476,268

4,476,269

4,476.270

4.476.271

4,476.272

4.476.273

4,476.274

4,476,276

4,476,277

4,476,278

4,476J79
4.476.280

4.476,281

4,476.282

462 4,476J79

CLASS 936

92 4,476,287

124 4,476.288

129 4.476,289

CLASS SM
13 4,476.290

14 4.476.291

60 4.476.292

76 4.476J93
129 4.476,294

322 4.476.299

481 4.476.296

486 4.476,297

CLASS 936

7.2 4.476.298

17.4 4,476,300

27 4,476,301

174 4,476.299

CLASS 944

198 4,476,302

223 4,476,303

244 4,476,304

296 4,476.309

309 4,476,306

CLASS 946

201 4.476,307

208 4,476.308

CLASS9M
480 4,476.309

908 4.476.310

531 4.476,311

CLASS 949

70 4.476,312

213 4.476,313

531 4.476.314

CLASS 960

20 4.476,315

50 4.476.318

62 4.476.319

024 4.476,316

025 4,476,317

103 4,476,320

CLASS 962

494 4,476.248

CLASS 964

89 4,476.321

109 4.476,322

294 4,476,323

CLASS 960

388 4,476,324

479 4,476,325

487 4,476.326

671 4.476.327

775 4,476,328

804 4,476.329

806 4,476,330

861 4,476,331

865 4,476,332

899 4,476,333

902 4,476,334

937 4,476,335

947 4,476.336

CLASS 929

93 4.476.283

92 4.476.284

113 4.476J85
162 4.476.286

334 Bl 4.301,258

CLASS 970

148 4.47W37

CLASS 9M
322 4.476.338

379 4,476.339

462 4,476,340

512 4,476.341

514 4,476.342

530 4.476.343

661 4.476.344

820 4,476,345

CLASS 6*4

9 4.475.898

4,475.899

28 4.475.900

67 4.475.901

95 4.475,902

111 4,475.903

119 4.475.904

208 4.475,905

212 4,475.906

322 4.475.907

339 4.475.908

349 4.475.909

392 4.475.910

367 4.475.911

389 4.475.912

387 4.475.913

414 4.475.914

4.475.915

890 4.475.916
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-02-

DJ-
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275,(29

275,(30
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375 275,(32
341 273,(33
335 275,(34

273,(33

275,(36
275,(37

435 275,(3(
439 275,(39
6 273.(40

60S
52

337
14

415
4I(

Dll-
DI2-

DI3—

OI4-

46 27SJ4I
106 27SJ42

275,(43

275,(44
275,(45

275,(46
275.(47

275,(4(
275,(49

275,(S0
273.(31

273.(32

275,(33

273.SS4
79 275,(35

101 275.(36

120
123

129

123

179
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33
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D19—

7
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130
13(
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24
92

D2fr- 43

D21- 52
105

134

275,(37
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275,(59

273,(60
275,(61

275,(62

275,(63

275,(64
275.(65
275.(66

275,(67

27S,(6(

275,(69
275,(70

275,(71

275.(72

D22-
D23-

024-

D2S—

140

19

72
97

121

123

163

26
31

53
1

273,(73

275,(74

273.(75

273,(76
275,(77

275,(7(

275,(79
275.((0
275,((1

275,((2

275,((3

27S.(S4

273,((3

275,(16
273,((7
27S,(((

D26-

D27-
D2(-

D32-

D34-

15

17

l(

33

54
61

110

31

3

(2

9
33

40

27S,S(9

273490
27SJ91
273,(92

275,(93

273,(94

275,(93

273.(96

273.(97

273.(9S

273,(99

273,900

273.901

275.902

273,903

P- 3( 3,291

CLASSinCATION OF PLANTS
69 3,292 70 5,290

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama 1

Aladca 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas S

California 6
Canal Zone 7

Colorado 8

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii IS

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

Louisiana 22

Maine 23

Maryland 24

Massachusetts 2S

Michigan 26

Minnesota 27

Mississippi 28

Missouri 29

Montana 30

Nebraska 31

Nevada 32

New Hampshire 33

New Jersey 34

New Mexico 35

New York 36

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 38

Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 4!

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina 43

South Dakou 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details

as to inventor name, location, etc.)

PATENTS

<
.£

01 : 4,476,148 4,475.915 4.475.772 4.475.664 4,476,174 4.473.916

08 : 4,473.602 4,475.921 4.475.965 4.475.698 4,476,196 21 : 4.473.363

04 : 4.475,306 4.475,925 4,475.987 4,475.728 4,476,197 4,475,466

4,475,739 4.475.927 4,476,003 4.475.770 4,476,198 4,475,706
4.475,771 4.475.959 4,476,025 4.475,794 4,476428 4,475,724

4,476,062 4.475.977 4,476449 4,475,813 4,476429 4,475,738

4.476.115 4,475,978 4,476,522 4,475,980 4,476442 4,475,764

4,476,401 4,475,981 4.476.526 4,476,360 4,476443 4,475,830

4.476,403 4,475,994 4.476,533 13 : 4,475413 4,476445 22 : 4.475,301

4.476.429 4,476,010 09 : 4,475466 4,475,558 4,476464 4,475,480

4.476.447 4,476,014 4,475,352 4,475,571 4,476,280 4.473.603

4.476,454 4,476,017 4.475,353 4,475,716 4,476,295 4.476.039

06 : 4.475.255 4.476.022 4,475.582 4,476,141 4,476,334 4,476,315

4,475.257 4,476,024 4.475.610 15 - : 4,476,021 4,476.342 4.476,332

4.475.267 4,476,063 4,475,661 4,476,468 4.476.331 23 : 4.473.700

4.475474 4,476,113 4,475,688 16 : 4,475,672 4,476,355 4.476.365

4.475.290 4.476,116 4.475.795 4,475,808 4,476,380 4.476.366

4.475.296 4.476,142 4.475.811 17 : 4,475471 4.476,398 24 : 4,473,408

4,475.304 4,476,161 4.475.864 4,475483 4,476,488 4,473,461

4.475,349 4,476,176 4.475.877 4,475497 4,476.506 4,475.536

4.475.366 4,476,184 4,475,952 4,475,410 18 : Re.31,704 4.476,029

4.475.370 4,476.216 4,476.026 4,475,416 4,475436 4.476,246

4.475.392 4,476J31 4,476.112 4,475,430 4,475,389 4.476449
4.475497 4,476439 4.476.131 4,475,457 4,475,428 4,476.255

4.475,446 4,476454 4,476.140 4,475,458 4,475,439 4,476,322

4,475.527 4,476456 4.476.164 4,473,469 4,475,440 4,476.336

4,475.534 4,476485 4.476,178 4.475.470 4,475,444 4,476,381

4,475.549 4,476,337 4,476,183 4.475.528 4,475,493 4,476,382

4,475.555 4,476,348 4,476,194

4.476451
4.475.543 4,475,500 4.476,462

4.475.565 4,476,367 4,475,377 4,475,625 4,476,549

4,475.576 4,476,379 4.476483 4,475485 4,475,720 4.476,576

4,475,595 4,476,392 4.476.307 4,475,597 4,473.892 25 : 4,475453
4,475.611 4,476,395 4.476411 4,475,601 4,475.895 4,475,367

4.475,613 4,476,402 4.476.312 4,475,657 4,475,911 4,475,420

4.475.659 4,476,404 4.476.357 4,475,667 4,475,923 4,475,427

4.475,666 * 4,476,414 4,476.435 4,475,734 4,475,966 4,475,477

4.475,670 4,476.424 4,476.485 4,475,783 4,476,028 4,475,483

4,475.675 4,476,433 4,476,496 4,475.797 4,476,091 4.475,548

4,475.681 4,476,465 4,476,510 4,473.833 4,476474 4,475,556

4.475.683 4,476,467 4,476,585 4,475,839 4,476479 4.475.559

4.475.697 4,476,476 4456,761 4,475,853 4,476494 4.475.660

4,475,711 4,476,483 10 : 4,475.810 4,475,861 4,476.350 4,475,705

4,475.714 4,476,520 4.475.850 4,475,871 4.476,449 4,475.790

4,475.727 4,476,546 4.475.944 4,475,909 4,476,498 4.475,882

4,475,753 4,476,560 4,476.039 4,473,940 4,476,316 4.475.887

4,475,780 4,476,368 4,476.145 4,473,934 4,476.383 4,475.922

4,475,787 4,476,574 4.476493 4.473,993 19 : 4,475.332 4,475,926

4.475,812 08 : 4,475,323 12 : 4.475454 4,476,011 4,475,707 4.475,972

4,475,816 4,475498 4,475498 4,476,012 4,475,775 4,476,095

4.475.824 4,475,478 4,475,365 4,476,018 20 : 4,475,373 4.476,165

4.475,859 4,475,481 4,475,523 4,476.083 4,475,570 4,476404
4,475.867 4,475,676 4,475450 4.476,094 4,475,708 4.476434
4,475.904 4,475,682 4.475.560 4,476,137 4,475.709 4,476,300
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4.47«,374

4,476.387

4,476,443

4,476^446

4,476,432

4,476.463

4,476,304

4,476,317

4.476.323

4,476.327

4,476,337

4,476^343

4,476.372

Re3l,697
4,473.263

4,473,2U
4,473.294

4.473.33S

4,473.337

4,473,310

4.473.421

4.475.442

4.473.311

4.473.331

4.473,368

4,473,613

4,473.634

4,473,643

4,473,663

4,473.693

4.475.744

4.473.734

4.475.766

4.475.769

4.475.833

4.473.858

4.475.863

4.475,956

4,476,082

4.476.107

4.476.150

4.476.155

4.476.188

4.476JM
4.476J59
4.476.292

4.476.331

4.476.372

4.476.396

4.476,450

4,476,521

4,475.281

4.475.287

4.475.308

4,473.348

4.475.403

4.475,405

4,475,498

4,475,530

4,475,612

4,475,619

4,475.629

4.475,691

4,475,905

4,475,910

4,476,130

4,476J05
4,476,215

4,476417

4,476J26
4.476J76
4,476,440

4.476^514

28

29

30

31

32

33

4,475.347

4^473490
4.473.648

4.475.328

4.475.943

4.473.968

4.476.027

4,476.407

4.473.302

4.475.699

4.475.546

4.475.264

4.475.364

4.473J7S
4.473.284

M75423
4,476,076

4,476,364

4,475.236

4,475,277

4,475.282

4,475.293

4.475.364

4.473.379

4.475.448

4.475.463

4.475.475

4.475.594

4.475.669

4.475.685

4.475.782

4,475.784

4^75,820
4,475,836

4,475,899

4,475,951

4,475.937

4,475.961

4,475.971

4,476,036

4,476.040

4,476,041

4,476,042

4,476.043

4,476.044

4,476.043

4,476,049

4,476,036

4,476,060

4,476,064

4,476,083

4,476,100

4,476,102

4,476,108

4,476,147

4,476,160

4,476,238

4,476,260

4,476462
4,476467
4,476468
4,476,324

4,476,323

4.476^330

4.476.338

4.476,423

4.476,448

4,476,438

4,476,470

4,476,477

4,476,484

4,476,357

4,476.559

33

37

39

4,47^136
4,47^159
4,<75447
4,475432
4.473480
4.475422
4.473434
4.473.486

4,473.495

4,473416
4.473444
4.475,579

4.475.618

4,475,626

4,473,647

4,473.634

4.473.729

4.473.731

4,473.732

4.475.733

4,475.778

4.475.798

4.475.806

4.475.896

4.475.982

4.475.984

4.475.999

4.476.007

4.476,009

4.476.016

4,476,019

4.476,065

4,476,068

4,476,073

4,476,077

4.476.103

4.476.121

4.476.123

4.476,139

4,476.166

4.476.167

4.476407
4.476437
4.476441
4,476481
4.476491
4.476^309

4.476^313

4.476429
4.476,339

4.476.345

4,476,359

4.476,373

4,476,383

4.476,408

4.476.459

4,476,524

4,476,542

4,475,336

4,475.578

4.475.627

4.475.628

4.475.696

4.475,831

4.475.970

4.476^183

4.476,422

4,476^336

Re.31.7Q2

4.475.278

4.475.300

4.475.371

4,473.384

^t

40

41

4,475.425

4,473.447

4.475.476

4,475.482

4.473,623

4,475,712

4,473.713

4,473.715

4,473,737

4,475.760

4.475.837

4.475.872

4.475.886

4,475.937

4.475.969

4.473.973

4,473.983

4.476.002

4.476,046

4.476,074

4,476,104

4,476,162

4,476,170

4,476,180

4,476402
4,476413
4,476440
4,476447
4,476438
4,476,263

4,476472
4,476473
4,476,368

4,476,416

4,476,430

4,476,489

4,476,333

4,301438
4,473449
4,475,377

4,475,399

4,473.598

4.475.604

4.475.755

4,475.809

4,475.883

4.476.004

4.476,033

4.476,097

4,476465
4,476473
4.476484
4.476,344

4.476,552

4.475451
4.475460
4.475476
4,475.412

4.475.473

4.473.529

4.475.333

4.473.879

4,476.432

4.476.338

4,476434
4.473465
4.475491
4.475499
4.475.309

4.475,311

4,473,344

4,475,347

4.473451

45

47

48

•4,475.434
- 4.473.450

4,475.463

4,473.467

4.475451
4.473483
4,475.630

4,475.651

4,475.633

4,473.671

4.473.689

4,473.740

4,475.747

4.473.762

4,475,768

4.475.781

4,475,786

4.475.840

4.475.843

4,475,885

4,475,898

4,475,914

4.473.919

4.475.949

4.475.935

4,475,989

4,476,099

4,476,172

4,476,175

4,476,191

4,476,193

4.476427
4,476444
4,476470
4,476486
4.476,423

4.476.311

4,476,384

4,473,852

4,475,932

4,476,134

4,473472
4,473,316

4,475.317

4.473.368

4.475.723

4.476.055

4.476,189

4.475.986

4.476.079

4,476.105

4,476424
Re.31.699

Re.3I.703

4.473410
4.475.340

4.473475
4.475.386

4.473.404

4.475,537

4,473,563

4,475,591

4,475,593

4,475,599

4,475,600

4,475,606

4,475,607

4.475.621

4.475.624

4.475.636

4.473.674

4,475,793

4,473.829

30
51

52
53

33

4,473,900

4,475,950

4,475,953

4.476.032

4.476.069

4.476.326

4.476.340

4,476,343

4.476491
4.476,418

4.476.456

4.476,460

4,476^482

4,476441
4,476451
4.473.449

4,475.433

4.473432
4.473.401

4,473446
4,475.383

4.475.387

4,475.471

4.475438
4,473.562

4,475.679

4.475.694

4.475.726

4.475,792

4,475.884

4.475.912

4,476,015

4.476.575

4.475.367

4.473420
4.475.326

4,473,376

4,475,432

4,473.436

4,475.630

4,475.638

4,475.702

4.475.722

4,475.752

4.473.888

4,475.948

4,475.976

4.476,434

4.476.567

4.475.573

4,476,001

4.473450
4.475493
4.473.396

4.475.400

4,475.407

4.475.435

4.473.499

4,473.506

4,475488
4,475.638

4.475.641

4,475.730

4.475.736

4.475.845

4.475.876

4.475.881

4.475.913

4.476,078

4.476.410

4,476.415

4,476,531

4.475.924

04
06

06

275.812

275.818

275.819
275,840

275,841

275,846
275.851

275,858

275,876

275,884

275,896

5490

08 : 275450
275,863

09 : 273,844

275,885

275,889

10 : 275.836

12 : 275,867

13 : 275,862
17 : 275.854

275.870

5491

DESIGN PATENTS

18

20

21

26

29

275.892

275,894

275,895

275.886

275.827

275.842

275,845

275,816

275,852

275,861

275,869

275.817

275.833

275.875

275.900

275.809

275411
275.820

275,824

275,825

PLANT PATENTS

5492

39

42
44
47

275,829

275,837 48
275,838

275,839

275.843 SO
275.860 51

275410 53
275415 33
275.866

275.898 56

275.899

275.847

275.888

275.893

273.878

275,826

275,832

273,833

275,887

275,814
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Pamt Coopvatka IVMty (PCD IiftmutiM

For informatioii conoeniing the PCT member
oountriet we the notioe appeumg in the Qffkial Gazette

t 1(M2 O.O. 4S on May IS, 1984.

For use of the Enropetn Patent Office as a Searching

Authority for PCT applications filed in the United

State* Reodviag Office, see the notice appearing in the

CMMo/ Gaxettt at 1022 O.O. 32 on Sept 28, 1982.

i>omettic PCT fee* were increaied on Oct 1, 1982 by
a rule change to 37 CFR 1.44S that was published in the

CMfete/ Oaxette at 1021 O.O. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982.

The Search fee for the European Patent Office was
cfrwged as of F^. 14, 1984 and was announced in the

Offidal Gautte at 1039 O.O. 142 on Feb. 21, 1984.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-

sembly effiective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced in the

(MW Gattte at 1037 O.O. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983.

The current schedule of PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee S 123.00

Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

Searching Authority
• No corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 300.00
• Corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 230.00

Euroipcan Patent Office as

Searching Authority
• All cases 620.00

International Fees
Basic fee (first 30 pajKs) 293.00

Basic Supplemental fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national

or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Apr. 13, 1984. Commissioner ofPatents

and Trademarks.

Notfea of MaiBtCBanee Fees Payable

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section

1.362(dX effective Nov. 1, 1984, provides that mainte-

nance fees may be paid without surcharge for a six-

mondi poiod b^innmg 3, 7, and 1 1 years after the date

of issue of patents based on applications filed on or after

Dec. 12, 1980. An additional six-month nace period is

provided bv 33 U.S.C. 41(b) and 37 CFR 1.362(e) for

payment of the maintenance fee with the surcharge set

forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k) or (1). effective Nov. 1, 1984. If

the maintenance fee is not paid in a patent requiring

such payment, the patent wiU expire on the 4th, 8th or

12th anniversary of the grant
Attention is drawn to the patents which were issued

on Oct 13, 1981 for which maintenance fees due at 3

vears and six months may now be paid. The patents

have patent numbers within the followmg ranges:

Ptent Patents 4,773 through 4,777

Utility Patents 4,293,937 throu^ 4,293,226

RoKue Patents based on the above identified patents.

No maintenance fees are required for design patents.

Payments of maintenance fees in patents should be di-

rected to **Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Box M. Fee, Washington, D.C. 20231."

The current amounts of the maintenance fees due at 3

years and six months are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(e) and
(hX which are reproduced below:

37 CFR $1.20 Post-issuance fees

*\€) For m»fat»ming an original or reissue patent, except

a dengn patent based on an application filed on or

aftCTDec. 12, 1980 and before Aug. 27, 1982, in

force beyond 4 years; the fee is due by three years

and six months after the original grant ... $ 200.00"

**(h) For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except

a design or plant patent, based on an application filed

on or after Aug. 27, 1982, in force beyond 4 years;

the fee is due by three years and six months after the

original grant:

By a small entity (§1.9(0) $200.00

By other than a small entity $400.00"

The amounts of the surcharges, effiective Nov. 1,

1984, are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k)-(m), which are

reproduced below:

"(k) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the

6-nionth grace period following the expiration of

three years and six months, seven years and six

months, and eleven yean and six months after the

date of the original grant of a patent based on an q>-

plication filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before

Aug. 27, 1982 $ 100.00"

"(1) Surcharge for paymg a maintenance fee during the

6-month grace period following the expiration of
three years and six months, seven years and six

months, and eleven years and six months after the

date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap-

plication filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982:

By a small entity (§1.9(f)) $ 30.00

By other than a small entity $ 100.00"

"(m) Surcharge for accepting a maintenance fee after ex-

piration of a patent for non-timely payment of a
maintenance fee on a patent based on an application

filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982, where the delay in

{Myment is shown to the satisfaction of the Conunis-

sioner to have been unavoidable $ 300.00"

REISSUE appucahons filed

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue ipplications list-

ed below are open to inspectimi by the general public in the

indicated P.iamining Groups and copies may be obtained by

paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4*307,053, Re. S.N. 499.968, FUed June 1, 1983, CI.

264/163, METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRO
CESSINO COMPRESSIBLE MATERIAL, John W.
Daws, et al.. Owner of Record: Owens-Coming Fiberglas

Corp.. Toledo, Ohio, Attorney or Agent: Ronald G.
Hudgens, Ex. Op.: 147

4^12,387, Re. S.N. 373.614, Filed Jan. 24, 1984, Q.
128/664. TRANSILLUMINATION DIAGNOSITC
METHOD AND APPARATUS, Torsten Andersson, et

al., Owner of Record: ^us Medical Equipment AM,
Stockholm, Sweden, Attorney or Agent: William L.

Mathis, et al., Ex. (3p.: 333

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION FILED

Notioe under 37 CFR l.lUc). The requests for ie>

eiamination listed below are open to inqiection by the gen-

eral p«d>lic in the indicated Bxunining Groups. Copies of the

requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the

fee therefor established in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event omrespondence to the patent owner is not re-
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cdved, this notice will be considered to be constructive
notice to the patent owner and reexamination will pro-
ceed (37 CFR 1.248(aX3) and 1.323(b)).

3,3H4<3, Reexam. No. 90/000,624, Requested: Sept
12, 1984, a. 333/191. MONOLITHIC PIEZOELEC-
TRIC FILTER HAVING MASS LOADED ELEC-
TRODES FOR RESONATION REGIONS ACOUS-
TICALLY COUPLED TOGETHER, William D.
Beaver, et al.. Owner of Record: Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc, Murray Hill, NJ., Attorney or Agent: Sey-
mour E. Hollander, Ex. Gp.: 232, Requester: AT & T
BeU Laboratones, Murray ffiU, NJ.

3^11,282, Reexam. No. 90/000,618, Requested: Sept.
4, 1984, a. 138/113, PRESTRESSED CONDUIT FOR
HEATED FLUIDS, Glen Paul Willhite, et al.. Owner
of Record: Requester, Attorney or Agent: Gerald L.
Floyd, Ex. Gp.: 243, Requester: Conoco, Inc., Ponca
City, Okla.

3,780^2, Reexam. No. 90/000,631, Requested: Sept.
17, 1984, a. 192/0.096, SINGLE CLUTCH AND
THROTTLE LEVER COMBINED WITH A
THROTTLE WARM UP LEVER, Roger B. Whipple,
et al.. Owner of Record: Outboard Marine Corp., Wauke-
gan. III, Attorney or Agent: Robert E. Clemency, Ex.
Gp.: 330, Requester: Owner

3,984^299, Reexam. No. 90/000,626, Requested: Sept
13, 1984, a. 204/188R. PROCESS FOR ELECTRa
DEPOSITING CATIONIC COMPOSITIONS, Robert
D. Jerabek, Owner of Record: PPG Industries, Inc,
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Attorney or Agent: Russell A. Eberly,
Ex. Gp.: 112, Requester: PPG Industries, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

4^027,043, Reexam. No. 90/000,611, Requested: Aug.
22, 1984, CI. 426/69, SOLID ANIMAL FEED SUP-
PLEMENT, Jack J. Schroeder, Owner of Record: Jack
Schroeder, Rolling Hills, Calif. Attorney or Agent: Rob-
ert E. Strauss, Ex. Gp.: 130, Requester: Draald G.
Leavitt, St. Louis, Mo.

4^171,340, Reexam. No. 90/000,63a Requested: Sept
17, 1984, a. 422/036, FUMIGATING APPARATUS
AND METHOD, Akira Nishimura. et al.. Owner of
Record: Earth Chemical Co.. Ltd. Hyogo. Japan, Attor-
ney or Agent: Armstrong, Nikaido, et al., Ex. Qp.: 134,
Requester: Earth Chemical Co., Washington, D.C.

4^7,360, Reexam. No. 90/000,623, Requested: Sept
12, 1984, a. 344/276, RING OPEN NUCLEOSIDE
ANALOGUES, Kelvin K. OgUvie, Owner of Record:
Ens Bio Logicals, Inc. Toronto. Canada, Attorney or
Agent: Fleit Jacobson, et al., Ex. Gp.: 120, Requester:
Howard J. Schaeffer, Raleigh, N.C.

4^39M49, Reexam. No. 90/000,622, Requested: Sept
10, 1984, a. 136/231, CUTTING AJSB SEALING
PROCESS FOR THERMOPLASTIC MATERL\LS,
Dennis R. Tumminia, Owner of Record: Dow Chemical
Ca, Midland Mick, Attorney or Agent: Richard G.
Waterman, Ex. Gp.: 138, Requester: Dow Chemical Co.,
Chicago, ni.

4^1,624, Reexam. No. 90/000,627, Requested: Sept
13, 1984. a. 422/12. BUFFERED SOLUTIONS
WHICH HAVE A REDUCED CORROSIVE NA-
TURE, Charles B. Atwater, Ovner of Record: Syntex
(USA), Inc, Pah Alto, Caltf., Attorney or Agent: Joseph
I. Hirsch, Ex. Gp.: 130, Requester: Brooks, Haidt et al.,

New York, N.Y.

4*411,262, Reexam. No. 90/000,614, Requested: Aug.
23, 1984, a. 128/90, CONSTRUCTIONAL MATERI-
AL, Wulf von Bonin, et al.. Owner of Record: Bayer
Aktiengesellschqfi, Leverkusen. West Germany. Attorney
or Agent: Lawrence S. Pope, Ex. C^.: 336, Requester:
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Pittsburgh. Pa.

4*420,568, Reexam. No. 90/000,617. Requested: Aug.
24, 1984. a. 436/336, FLUORESCENT POLARIZA-
TION IMMUNOASSAY UTILIZING SUBSTI-

TUTED TRIAZINYLAMINOFLUORECENTS,
Chao-Hud Wang, Owner of Record: Abbott Laborato-
ries, Chicago, IlL, Attorney or Agent: Keith V. Rockey,
Ex. Gp.: 120, Requester: Owner

4,448,402, Reexam. No. 90/000,616, Requested: Aug.
31, 1984, a. 81/37.16, POWER TONG AND BACK-
UP TONG ASSEMBLY, Garth M. Farr, et al.. Owner
of Record: Farr Oil Tool. Inc. Houston, Tex.. Attorney
or Agent: Arnold, White ft Durkee, Ex. Gp.: 323, Re-
quester: Eckel Manufacturing Co., Inc., Odessa, Tex.

COMMISSIONER ORDERED REEXAMINATIONS

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The orden for re-

examination listed bdow are open to inqiection by the gen-
eral public in the indicated F.Mmining Group. Copies of the
Orders and other related papen may be obtained by paying
the fee therefor esublished in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed. 37
CFR 1.248(aXS) and l.S2S(b).

4,403,683, Reexam. No. 90/000,621, Ordered: Sept 19,

1984, a. 163/170. HEAT TRANSFER ELEMK^,
Maxwell W. Davidson. Owner of Recoid: United Wire
GRP PLC Edinburrh, Scotland Attorney or Agent:
Nathiel Humphries, Ex. Gp.: 340, Requester: Commis-
sioner Ordered

4,424,786, Reexam. No. 90/000,619, Ordered: Sept 19,

1984, a. 123/338, FUEL SAVING DEVICE, Jan C.
Imbert Owner of Record: Jean C Imbert, Amphoux
France, Attorney or Agent: Samuel Scrivener, Ex. (3p.:

340, Requester: Commissioner Ordered

Tradonark Manual of Fwitiitng Procedure RcTiskn

The Patent and Trademark Office announces publica-
tion of Revision 6 of the Trademait Manual of Examin-
ing Procedure. It is a complete editi(Mi. Distribution to
current subscribers began Sept. 10, 1984. The manual
may be ordered, on a subscription basis, from:

Mr. Michael biMario
Assistant Public Printer

The Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20401

The cost is $24.00. Charges may be made to deposit
accounts if the requestor is an account holder in good
standing at the time the request is received. The deposit
account number should be included with the order.
Checks or money orders should be made payable to the
Commissioner of Patents and Tradmarks.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

Sept 13, 1984.

ErratuB
"All reference to Patent No. 4,380,968 to Arthur B.

Renny of Mich., for 'ART OF EXHIBITING HSH*
appearing in the Official Gazette of Apr. 26, 1983,
should be deleted since the patent actually issued earlier

on Mar. 4, 1980."

U,S. GoverniontjOwned iNVEwnoitt

Notke ofAvailability for Licensing

The inventions listed below are owned by agencies of
the U.S. Government and are available for licen^ng in

the U.S. in accordance with 33 U.S.C. 207 to achieve ex-
peditious commercialization of results of federally funded
research and development. Foreign patents are filed on
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adected inventions to extend market coverage for U.S.
companies and may also be available for licensing.

Technical and licensing information on specific inven-
tions may be obtained by writing to:

Office of Federal Patent Licensing
U.S. Department of Commerce
P.O. Box 1423

Springfield. Va. 221S1

Please cite the number and titie of inventions of inter-

est.

DOUGLAS J. CAMPION,
Office of Federal Patent Licensing

National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Ccmmerce.

Department of Agriculture
SN 6-429,913 (4,464,862). CHEMICAL APPLICA-
TOR.

SN 6-573,748. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TRANSPORTING IMPLEMENTS.

SN 6-625,272. HIDE TRANSFER APPARATUS
AND METHOD.
Department of Health and Human Services

SN 6-329,870 (4,465,769). NON-TRANSFORMED
THYMIDINE KINASELESS CELL LINE AND
ITS USE FOR TESTING TUMORIGENIC PO-
TENTIAL OF GENES.

SN 6-585,111. SYNTHESIS OF PLATINUM (IV)
ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENT.

SN 6-601,314. CARBAMATES OF COLCHICINE
AND THIOCOLCHICINE SUITABLE FOR
TREATMENT OF GOUT AND MURINE MA-
LIGNANCIES.

SN 6-604,136. SUBSTITUTED N-METHYL DERIV-
ATIVES OF MITINDOMIDE.

SN 6-607,160. THERAPY FOR RETINOID PATHa
GENESIS.

SN 6-618,949. RAPID VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
FOR GEL ELECTROPHORESIS.

SN 6-619,325. METHOD AND DEVICE FOR
QUANTITATIVE ENDPOINT DETERMINA-
TION IN MICROFLUOROPHOTOMETRY.

Department of the Air Force
SN 6-370,234. RANGE-ONLY MULTISTATIC RA-
DAR SYSTEM.

SN 6-601,515. RETRO DIRECTIVE RADAR TAR-
GET SIMULATOR BEACON APPARATUS AND
METHOD

SN fr-603,528. PORTABLE, SEQUENTIAL AIR
SAMPLER.

SN 6-610,142. ATMOSPHERIC CONTRAST TRANS-
MITTANCE MONITOR.

SN 6-614,190. X33 CUT QUARTZ FOR TEMPERA-
TURE COMPENSATED SAW DEVICES.

SN 6-615,506. HARNESS FORMATION END-EF-
FECTOR WITH INTERCHANGEABLE TOOL
CAPABILITY.

SN 6-615,612. OPTICAL FLIP-FLOP SYSTEM.
SN 6-617,666. MULTILAYER CERAMIC CAPACI-
TOR.

Department of the Army
SN 6-628,091. OPTICAL HBER SPLICE SLED.
SN 6-628,553. PRECISION CUTTING OF MILLI-
METER WAVE FERRTTE MATEIUALS.

Service by FobUortion

A petition to cancel each of the registrations identified

below having been filed, and the notice of such proceed-
ings sent by certified mail to each registrant at the last

known address having been returned by the Postal Ser-
vice as undeUverable, notice is hereby given that unless
the rc^gistrants listed herein, their assigns or legal repre-
sentatives, shall enter an appearance witltin tmrty days
from the date of this pubUcation, tihe cancelation wiU be
proceeded with as in the case of defsult

Pennington Manufacturing Co., Inc., Columbia, S.C.,
Reg. No. 836,786, for the mark "YALE AND DE-
SIGN", Cane. No. 14,202.

Paintmaster Systems Corp., Johnstown, Pa., Reg. No.
937,799, for the mark "PAINTMASTER", Cane. No.
14,274.

The Walter Brewing Co., Pueblo, Colo., Reg. No.
811,100, for the mark "GOLD LABEL", Cane. No.
14,294.

Albro Packing Co., asagnee, by merger, change of
name and assignment, of The Albro Packing Co., d/b/a
Apco Packing Co., Springboro, Pa., Reg. No. 571,299,
for the mark ^MILL CREEK", Cane. No. 14,372.

Plushbottom £ Peabody Ltd., New York, N.Y., Reg.
No. 1,157,676, for the mark "YESr, Cane. No. 14,379.

ERMA S. BROWN,
Deputy Cleric of the

Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board.

For MARGARET M. LAURENCE.
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

Registration to Practice

The following Ust contains the name of persons wply-
ing for registration to practice before the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. Information tending to aS-

feet the eligibility of any of said applicants on moral,
ethical, or other grounds, should be furnished the Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks on or before Nov.
12, 1984.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Sept. 20, 1984. Director. Office of

Enrollment and IXscipline.

Bahn, Peter R., 253 High Path Rd., Windsor, Conn.
06095

Baird, James F., South Mun St-On the Common. West
Brookfield, Mass. 01585

Cabello, Jesus D., 6819 Escondido, Houston, Tex. 77083
Finnegan, Martha A., 125 Trull La. East, Lowell, Mass.
018«

Harrington, Curt, 11000 Crescent Moon, #102, Hous-
ton, Tex. 77064

Long, Thad G., 3409 S. arookwood Rd., Birmingham,
Ab. 35223

Mingle, John O., 2408 Buena Vista Dr., Manhattan.
Kans. 66502

Porcari, Damian, 597 Bayside, Detroit, Mich. 48217
Schindler, Edwin D., 1523 E. 4th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

11230
Vincent, Lester J., 204 Columbia Hgts., Apt 3-C,

Biooklyn, N.Y. 11201
Wolfeld, Warren S.. 193 Sixth Ave.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

11217

PATENT NOTICES

Certiflcates of Correction for the Week of Oct 16, 1984

4,447,171

4,447,314

4,447,403

4,447,463

4,447,505

4,447,544

4,447,718

4,447,869

4,447,960

4,448,010

4,448,377

4,448,547

4,448,693

4,448,753

4,448,934

4,449,302

4,449,357

4,449,372

4,449,662

4,450,020

4,450,146

4,450,226

4,450,457

4,450,459

4,450,576

4,450,593

4,451,299

4,451,344

4,451,398

4,451,914

4,451,927

4,452,589

4,454,711

4,455,282

4,457,907

4,458,978

4,459,278

Pp. 5,251 4,412,482 4,439,577
Re. 31.616 4,412,511 4,439,864
D. 268,299 4,414,269 4,440,056
D. 272,097 4,415,082 4,440,164
D. 274,086 4,415,864 4,440,192
D. 274,217 4.416.962 4,440.424
D. 274,218 4,417,379 4,440,446
4,028,804 4,417,831 4,440,690
4,175.136 4,418,053 4,440,949
4.236.373 4,418,631 4,441,000
4,278,954 4,419,035 4,441,069
4,280,863 4,421,597 4,441,125
4,311,090 4,423,117 4,441,156
4,314,272 4,426,143 4,441,240
4,328,705 4,426,515 4,441,425

4.332,980 4,427,242 4,441,991

4,338,033 4,429,891 4,442,056
4.338,772 4,430,467 4,442,227
4,347,106 4,430,474 4,442,409
4,349,925 4,431,233 4,442,459
4,352,929 4,433,104 4,442,774

4,355,074 4,433,713 4,442,975

4,357,621 4,434,307 4,443,421

4,362,604 4,434,521 •4,443,505

4,368,876 4,435,072 4,443,550
4,371,752 4,435,481 4,443,659
4,372.810" 4,435,572 4,443,760
4,373,469 4,435,847 4,443,826
4,377.608 4,437,029 4,443,918
4,385,164 4,437,469 4,444,313

4,387,389 4,437,869 4,445,163

4,388,143 4,438,202 4,445,307

4,391,989 4,438,689 4,445,482
4,399.328 4,438,898 4,445,532
4,399,451 4,439,090 4,445,729
4,401,645 4,439,114 4,445,926
4.403,269 4,439,297 4,446,141
4,407,597 4,439,453 4,446,369
4,411,835 4,439,561 4,446,565
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in

Patent Depository Libraries

The following libraries, designated as Patent Deposi- tion contained in patents. With one exception, as noted
tory Libraries, receive current issues of U.S. Patents and in the table following, the collections are organized in

mamtain collections of earlier issued patents. The scope patent number sequence.
of these collections varies from library to library, rang- Facilities for making paper copies from either micro-
ing from patents of only recent years to all or most of film in reader-printers or from the bound volumes in pa-
thepatents issued since 1790. per-to-paper copies are generally provided for a fee.

These patent collections are open to public use and Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
each of the Patent Depository Libraries, m addition, of- among the Patent Depository Libraries and in Uieir
fers the publications of the U.S. Patent Classification hours of service to the public, anyone contemplating use
System (e.g. The Manual of Classification, Index to the of the patents at a particular library is advised to contact
U.S. Patent Qassification, Classification Definitions, that library, in advance, about its collection and hours,
etc.) and provides technical staff assistance in their use so as to avert possible inconvenience,
to aid the public in gaining effective access to infonna-

State Name ofLibrary Telephone Contact
Alabama Auburn University Libraries (205) 8264S00 Ext.21

Birmingham PubUc Library (205) 254-2SSS
Arizona Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State University (602) 965-7140
California Los Angeles Public Library (213) 626-7555 Ext. 273

Sacramento: California State Library (916) 322-4572
San Diego Public Library (619) 236-5813
Sunnyvue: Patent Information Clearinghouse* (408) 738-5580

Colorado Denver Public Library (303) 571-2122
Delaware Newark: University of Delaware (302) 738-2238
Florida Miami-Dade Public Library (305) 579-5001
Georgia Atlanta: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of

Technology (404) 894-4508
Idaho Moscow: University of Idaho Library (208) 885-6235
Illinois Chicago Public Library (312) 269-2865

Sprin^eld: Illinois State Library (217) 782-5430
Indiana IndianMwlis-Marion County Public Library (317) 269-1706
Louisiana Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State

University (504) 388-2570
Maryland College Park: Engineering and Physical Sciences Library,

Umversity of Maryland (301) 454-3037
Massachusetts Boston Public Libraxy (617) 536-5400 Ext. 265
Michigan Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library, University of

Michigan (313) 764-7494
Detroit Public Library (313) 833-1450

Minnesota Minneapolis Public Library ft Information Center (612) 372-6670
Missouri Kansas City: Linda Hall Library (816) 363-4600

St Louis Public Library (314) 241-2288 Ext. 390,

Ext. 39!
Montana Butte: Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology

Library (406) 4964283
Nebraska Uncofai: University of Nebraska-Lincohi, Engineering Library .

.

(402) 472-3411
Nevada Reno: University of Nevada Library (702) 784-6579
New Hampshire Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (603) 862-1777
New Jersey Newark Public Library (201) 733-7815
New Mexico Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library (505) 277-5441
New York Albany: New York State Library (518) 474-5125

Buffalo and Erie County PubUc Library (716) 856-7525 Ext. 267
New York Public Library (The Research Libraries) (212) 930-0850

North Carolina Raleigh: D. H. HiU Library, N.C. State University (919) 737-3280
Ohio Cincinnati ft Hamilton County, PubUc Library of (513) 369-6936

Qeveland PubUc Library (216) 623-2870
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries (614) 422-6286
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library (419) 255-7055 Ext 212

Oklahoma StiUwater: Oklahoma State University Library (405) 624-6546
Pennsylvania Cambridge Springs: AlUance College Library (814) 398-2098

Philadelphia: FrankUn Institute Library (215) 448-1227
Pittsburg: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (412) 622-3138
University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania State University . . (814) 8654861

Rhode Island Providence PubUc Library (401) 521-8726
South CaroUna Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina (803) 792-2372
Tennessee Memphis ft Shelby County Public Library and Information

Center (901) 725-8876
Texas Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas (512) 471-1610

CoUege Station: Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A ft M
Umversity (409) 845-2551

DaUas PubUc Library (214) 7494176
Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University (713) 527-8101 Ext 2587

Utah Salt Lake City: Marriott Library, University of Utah (801) 581-8394
Washington Seattle: Engineering Library. University of Washington (206) 543-0740
Wisconsin Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of

Wisconsin (608) 262-6845
MUwaukee PubUc Library (414) 278-3043

All of the above-Usted Ubraries offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Information System), which
provides direct on-Une access to Patent and Trademark Office data.
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Matter enclosed in heivy brackets I J appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification; matter printed in italics

indicates additions made by reissue.

Re. 31,70S

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING SPUN
YARN

Tothihaiiii MwUnilii, Shigm Japan, aarignor to Murata Kilod
g*Kiifiiflri Kaiiha, Kyoto, Ji^an

Origiiial No. 4,183,202, dated Jan. 15, 1980, Scr. No. 730,349,

Oct 7, 1976. AppUcatioB for rctenc Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No.

339,786

dains priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 4, 1976, 51/23862
Int a^ D02G 3/38; DOIH 5/28. 7/92

VS. a. 57—224 16 daian

security seal, said string fixing means on at least one of said

element and lever defining a plurality of fixing points to

Re. 31,706

DEVICE FOR CLOSING BAGS
Ednardo De Una Castro Neto, Roa Sao Loii Gouaga, 912,

20.000 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

OrigiBal No. 4,175,782, dated No?. 27, 1979, Ser. No. 885,043,

Mar. 9, 1978. Application hu rciarac Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No.

321,835

Int a^ B65D 33/34

VS. a. 292—307 R 12 Claims

1. A device for closing bags comprising:

(a) a lever provided with means for fixing one end of a string

or the like to at least one point along its length and a guide

for the string or the like at a fixed point on tihe lever which
is spaced from a first end thereof;

(b) an element defining an open topped elongated cavity for

the lever and having means for fixing the other end of the

string or the like to at least one point thereof, said element

being provided with string gtiide means disposed substan*

tially axially with respect to the cavity and a support in

said cavity for said first end of the lever so that, on placing

the lever within the cavity, the contact point between said

first end and the support lies between the guide on the

lever and the guide means on said element, defining ap-

proximately a straight line; and
(c) a closure member for closing said top of the cavity with

the lever therein, said closure member and said element

being provided with means permitting their inunobiliza-

tion with respect to each oUier by the application of a

permit the adjustment of the length of the string or the

Uke.

1. The method of producing a spun yam comprising the

steps of passing a staple fiber bundle through pneumatic twist*

ing means, through an untwisting tube and through a false

twisting means in line and in that order with the internal diame-

ter of the untwisting tube being smaller than the internal diam-

eter of the pneumatic twisting means and the false twisting

means to effect ballooning of the fiber bundle between Uie

firont rollers and the untwisting tube and loosening and slipping

of the fibers of the bundle in the pneumatic twisting means.

14. A ^n yam having a uniform direction oftwist comprising:

a plurality offibers, wherein a portion ofat least some ofsaid

fibers are wound about the exterior ofsaid yam, each such

fiber having one end disposed in the interior oftheyam and
the other end exposed on the exterior oftheyam wherein said

exposed other ends extend in a substantially uniform angle

with respect to the axis of the yam.

Re. 31,707

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY
BIASING DEVELOPING ELECTRODE OF
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICE

Sdichi Miyakawa, Nagareyaon, and Tadahiro Eda, Yokohama,
both of Japan, aMignors to Ricoh Company, Ltd^ Tokyo,

Japan

Original No. 4,050,806, dated Sep. 27, 1977, Scr. No. 575,328,

May 7, 1975. AppUcation for reiarac Oct 23, 1980, Scr. No.

199,836

Gaiflu priority, application Japan, May 10, 1974, 49-52010;

Jan. 14, 1974, 4947714
Int a^ G03G 15/JO

VS. a. 355—14 R 22 CUdms

1. A method of electrically biasing a developing electrode

disposed closely adjacent to a photoconductive member of an

electrophotographic device after the photoconductive mem-
ber has been charged and exposed to a light image, comprising

the steps of:

a. automatically sensing with a plurality ofsensors the poten-

tial remaining at a pluraUty of respective portions of the

photoconductive member and automatically selecting the

lowest value of the sensed potential; and

b. automatically applying biasing voltage to the developing

electrode in accordance with the lowest value of the

sensed potential.
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Re 31,708

METHOD OF DEPOSITING ELECTRICALLY
CONDUCTIVE, INFRA'RED REFLECTIVE,

TRANSPARENT CX)ATINGS OF STANNIC OXIDE
Rojr G. Gordon, 22 HigUaad St, Ctmbridge, Mom. 02138
Origiaal No. 4,146,657, dated Mar. 27, 1979, Ser. No. 737,064,

No?. 1, 1976. ApRiicatioD for rdMoe JoL 5, 1963, Ser. No.
510367

lot CLi HOIB 1/08; H05B 3/14
VS.a 427-126J 55 Claims

1. A process for making transparent films of stannic oxide on
a heated substrate using a gaseous mixture initially containing

(1) a first organotin fluorine-bearing compound which is free
of any direct tin-fluorine bond

(2) an oxidizable, tin compound, and
(3) an oxidizing gas said process comprising the steps of:

(a) converting said first organotin fluorine-bearing compo-
nent of said gaseous mixture into a second organotin fluo-
ride gaseous compound having a direct tin-to-fluorine

bond;

(b) immediately oxidizing, in immediate proximity to said

substrate, the second fluoride compound to obtain a fluo-
rine dopant in the gaseous mixture;

(c) and forming a fluorine doped stannic oxide fllm, on said
heated substrate, by simultaneous deposition thereon of
said oxidizable tin compound and said fluorine dopant.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED OCTOBER 16, 1984

niustratknis for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it it not pncticaUe to reproduce the drawing.

8,293

CARNATION PLANT
Laoaard E. Carrier, 1911 Sberidao Rd., Endaitaa, Cklif. 92024

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,116
Inta AOIH 5/00

VS. a. Ph.—71 1 Oaim
1. A new and distinct cultivar of carnation phut designated

Felicia substantially as herein shown and described, character-
ized particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of a
very vigorous and free-breaking pUmt habit, and strong and
straight stems; superior resistance to the soil-borne diseases
such as Fusarium oxysporum and F. roseum and rots such as
damping off, water molds, and the like; large serrated flowers
which open fully without bursting the calyx and causing
"splits"; a distinctive and attractive magenta flower color
which eventually fades evenly and beautifully; and good heat
tolerance which is superior to that of the parent lines and the
variety known as "Sim".

ized particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of a
very vigorous and free-brealcing plant habit, and strong and
straight stems, superior resistance to soil-borne diseases, in-

cluding Fusarium oxy^rum and F. roseum and rots such as
damping oflT, water molds, small, fmely, serrated flowers which
open fully without bursting the calyx and causing "spUts", a
distinctive and attractive magenta flower color which fades
evenly and beautifully, and good heat tolerance which is supe-
rior to that of the parent Unes and the variety known as "Sim".

8,294

CARNATION PLANT
Leonard E. Carrier, 1911 Sheridan Rd^ Endoltas, CUif. 92024

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,115

lot a^ AOIH 5/00
VS. CL Ph.—70 1 aaln

1. A new and distinct cultivar of carnation plant designated
Lady Di substantially as herein shown and decribed, character-

5,295

ROSE PLANT CV. 'ARONANCE*
Herbert C. Swim, and Jack E. Christenaen, both of Ontario,

Calif., aMignors to Armstrong Nurseries, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

FUed Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,497
Int a.3 AOIH 5/00

VS. a. Pit—11 1 ri«i«

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the hybrid tea
class, substantially as herein shown and described, being partic-

ularly characterized in that its large pastel hued flowers are
borne singly on long, strong stems, itt tall, well-branched
bushy habit and Urge deep green foli^e, its large, long pointed
buds that open in a classic spiral form and its vigor and profu-
sion of bloom.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
M7C587

CONVERTIBLE GARMENT
Tom Itoi, 861-11 KooMtnri-dM, KisywadMhi, Onkm Japn

FIM Jan. 4^ 1983, Scr. No. 455«483

Int a^ A41D 1/00
U.S. CL 2—94 10 daiat

r*

1. A convertible article useful as outerwear and as a carrying

bag or knapsack, comprising:

a trunk portion adapted tofit over the torso of the wearer's

body and having sleeves extending therefrom;

laid portion including a ftotA part and a back part;

a neck*receiving opening at the upper part of said trunk

portion for allowing passage of the wearer's head when
said article is worn;

a hood portion about said opening;

first and second fastener tracks extendmg transversely across

said firont and back parts respectively;

said tracks constituting fastening means along with a sUder,

a drawstring at the lower edge of said trunk portion, said

drawstring having ends extending outside said trunk por-

tion;

hook means near the opposite ends of said second fastener

track adapted to receive said ends of said drawstring so
that said article can be carried on the shoulders as a carry'

ing bag or knapsack with the portion of said article above
said fastener tracks in the rest of said trunk portion with
said fastener tracks fastened together with said slider, and

an opening in said trunk portion formed by said lower edge
of said trunk portion.

4,476,588

HAND CARE GLOVE PRODUCT AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Daniel C Long, 14314 Hamilton, RiTcrriew, Mich. 48192
Filed JoL 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,324

Int CL3 A41D 19/02

\}S, a. 2—169 17 Claias

1. A disposable hand care glove product comprising,

first and second glove side elements fabricated ofa relatively

thin plastic film material,

each of said elements having oppositely extending finger

receiving areas and juxtapositioned palm receiving areas,

said side elements being disposed in face-to-face aligned

relationship and being sealingly interconnected to one

another around the entire periplwry thereof so as to define

a pair of glove members arranged in wrist-to-wrist con-
nected relationship,

a hand care product diq>osed interjacent said side elements,

and
separating means permitting convenient separation of said

pair of glove members from one another and simulu-
neously providing access mto the interior of said member
so that a person's hands can be inserted into said members
and thereby have skin contact with said hand care product
disposed therewithin,

said product being produced by the method of:

providing a continuous supply of said first glove product
side element,

applying said hand care product to one side of said first

glove product side element,

providing a continuous supply of said second glove product
side element,

aligning the first and second side elements and arranging said

side elements in face-to-face relationship, and
sealingly interconnecting the first and second elements of

said glove product around the entire periphery thereof so
that said hand care product is self-contained therein.

4,476,589

VENTILATED HAT
RalphC Bargbi, WcrtpoiBt, Iowa, aad Dairld B. Cak, HaaaUton,
m, aHigMn to Dadant A Sons Ik., HaniltOB, DL

Filed No?. 16, 1981, Scr. No. 321^13
iBt a^ A42B 1/18

U.S.a 2—184J 4 Claims

1. In a unitary helmet made entirely of plastic which com-
prises:

a central dome-shaped portion that is convex in an upward
direction,

a brim portion extending outward and downwardly from the

lower periphery of said central dome-shaped portion and
ventilating means located in said dome-shape portion, the

improvement being that said ventilating means comprises
two spaced apart sets of ventilating openings, one set extend-

ing along each side on the central dome-shaped portion of
the helmet,

each set of openings c<Hnprising at least 100 separate open-
ings of generally rectangular configuration, each separate

openmg being disposed in a generally vertical plane,

the individual openings in each set being formed by the

925
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intersection of two generally vertical spaced apart rib

memben with two spaced ai»rt elongated vane members
that extend generally horizontally from the front side of
the helmet back to the rear side of the hehnet, each of said

vanes having a generally planar surface which is inclined

in an outward and downward direction with respect to the

interior of the hehnet so as to faciliate the run-off of rain

that falls on the hehnet,

said generally vertically spaced apart rib members each
having portions that extend between said vane members
over a length that produces openings of a certain size and
diqiosition such that when one locrfu from the side of the

hat toward the nearest set of openings the openings in the

other side of the hat are clearly visible, which is an indica-

tion of the ease with which air can flow through the

interior of the hat,

whereby generally horizontal air flow from the exterior of
the helmet to the interior of the helmet is permitted.

M7C990
ANTIMICROBIAL SURGICAL IMPLANTS

JohB T. ScilM, Stunora, nd Michael J. waUasoa, Radlctt,

both of EaglaMl, awisBon to Natfonal Research Development

CorporatiOB, LoadoB, Eatfand
per No. PCr/GB8L^00058, $ 371 Date No?. 23, 1981, § 102(e)

Drtc No?. 23, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/02667, PCT Pub.
Date Oet 1, 1981

per Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 328,594

Clains priority, appiiortioa Uiit«d Kiagdom, Mar. 27, 1980,

8010362; Apr. 3, 1980, 8011429; Oet 10, 1980, 8032768

laL a^ A61F 1/04

VS. CL 3—1.91 15 Cbims

1. An endoprosthetic implant comprising a permanent im-

plant structure formed of a substantially bioinert structural

material providing permanent mechanical integrity to the

implant, wherein a bioerodible metallic silver component is

deposited to form a surface coating 23 to SOO Angstroms in

thiclmess on said permanent implant structure and provides in

vivo a sustained release of silver ions in a concentration suffi-

cient to provide a localized anti-microbial effect but insuffi-

cient to cause signiflcant damage to connective tissue.

4*476491
LENS IMPLANTS FOR INSERTION IN THE HUMAN

EYE
Eric J. Araott, 11-12 MOford Hooae, 7 Queen Anne St, London
WIN 9FD, Ei^lnid

Filed Aug. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 528,337

Gain priority, application United Kiagdom, Oet 7, 1982,
8228756

lat CL» A61F 1/16, 1/24
U.S. CL 3—13 6 Claims

1. A lens implant for insertion in the posterior chamber of a
human eye after an extra-capsular extraction, said implant
comprising a lens of polymethyl methacrylate and first and
second similar holding loops formed integrally with and pro-
jecting from the periphery of said lens, each of said loops lying

substantially in the plane of said lens and being open-ended
with one end of said loop integral with said lens and the other
end of said loop free, said ends of said loops which are integral

with said lens being substantially diametrically opposite each

other around the periphery of said lens, and each of said loops,

starting from said end which is integral with said lens, includ-

ing a first portion extending substantially radially outwards

from said lens, a sharp bend extending from said first portion,

a second portion extending from said bend, said second portion

being of a curvature such that is follows, but is spaced radially

outwards from, said periphery of said lens, a third portion

which extends from, and is of less curvature than, said second

portion, and a fourth portion which extends from said third

portion and is of a curvature substantially similar to that ofsaid
second portion, the end of said fourth portion remote from said

third portion being free and lying radially outwards of said

second portion of the other of said loops, whereby said two
loops together surround said lens, and said first portion ofeach
of said loops being relatively stiffand the other portions of said
loops being more flexible and resilient so that, in use, when said

implant is to be inserted through an incision into a human eye,

said fourth portion ofeach of said loops can be pressed inwards
into contact with the second portion of the other of said loops,

and both said loops bend in such a way that together they form
a substantially circular ring surrounding said lens, and, after

insertion, said loops spring open again, but the configuration of

an encircUng ring is maintained and said ring tends to adhere to

the underlying posterior lens capsule of said eye.

4,476,592

CONVERTIBLE FURNITURE WITH FORCE
EQUILIBRIUM AND LATCH MECHANISM

George S. Reppas, Hillsborongh, and Gcrrit K. Dmliage, Saa
Francisco, both of Calif., aadgaors to Optimum Space Sys*

terns, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,374

lat a.J A47C 19/06
MS, a. 5—164 B 2 Clainu

1. Convertible furniture comprising a base, a bed frame for

holding bedding, means forming a wall cavity, means for car-

rying the frame at one of its ends for pivotal movement on the

base about a transverse axis between a raised position in which
the frame and bedding are disposed in an upright orientation

within the wall cavity and a lowered position in which the

frame and bedding are disposed in a horizontal orientation, a

October 16, 1984 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 927

utility modale comprising a frame for holding a seat, desk,

credenza, chest or workbench and the like, pivot joint means
forming on each side of the f^imiture a parallelogram connec-

tion between the frames of the bed, the base and utility module
whereby the utility module frame is carried between raised and

lowered position conjointly with movement of the bed frame

between respective raised and lowered positions, with the

points of connection of the pivot joints being established so

that when the frames are away from their raised positions their

combined weight acts as a gravity moment urging the frames

toward their lowered positions, and means for applying a

torque moment on the frames when away from the raised

positions, said torque moment being applied in a sense opposite

the gravity moment with a magnitude which progressively

decreases from a maximum with the bed frame in its lowered

position and a minimum with the bed frame in its raised posi-

tion, with the torque moment substantially cancelling the grav-

ity moment when the bed frame is within an arc of 3S*to SO*

between the raised and lowered positions and with the torque

moment being greater than the gravity moment when the

frames are in their lowered positions creating a positive net

moment urging the frames upwardly, said latch means includ-

ing at least one lock bolt carried at Uie proximal end of the bed

frame together with actuating means for moving the lock bolt

between extended and retracted positions, means for engaging

the lock bolt in its extended position for releasably holding the

bed frame in its raised position, said lock bolt being mounted

for sliding movement transversely of the bed frame, said means

for engaging the bolt comprising a detent opening on the base

of the furniture, said actuating means comprising at least one

actuating rod extendmg along a side of the bed frame, means

for operably interconnecting an end of the actuating rod with

the lock bolt, actuating handle means carried on the distal end

of the bed frame for operating the actuating rod, said handle

means including a first handle mounted on the outerside of the

bed frame and operatively coupled with the actuating rod,

with the first handle being accessible to an operator when the

bed frame is in its lowered position, the handle means further

including a second handle mounted in the inside of the bed

frame and operatively coupled with the actuating rod, with the

second handle being accessible to an operator when the bed

frame is in its raised position.

4^76,594

REVERSIBLE MATTRESS
Arlis D. McLeod, Rte. 2, Box 211, LeakM?ille, MiM. 39451

Filed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,216

lat a.J A47C 27/16 27/15

MS.a 5—464 12

1. A cushion assembly which can be reversed in orientation

to expose support cushions having difTerent stiffnesses, said

cushion assembly comprising

a stiffener member which includes (I) a plurality of section

elements which are positioned in generally abutting side

by side relationship to one another, each section element

defining a first face, an oppositely directed second face,

and side edges, each section member also including an

abutment ridge which extends away from its second face

adjacent each side edge thereof which is abuttable with

the side edge of an adjacent section element, and (2) a

hinge means connected between the first faces of adjacent

section elements so as to flexibly connect said plurality of

section elements together; said abutment ridges on said

section elements being abuttable to prevent the movement
of adjacent section elements such that their second faces

pivot towards one another, and said hinge means con-

nected between said section elements allowing adjacent

section elements to move such that their first faces pivot

toward one another,

a first support cushion connected to said hinge means, said

first support cushion having a unitary structure and a

predetermined stiffness, and

a second support cushion connected to the second faces of

said plurality of section elements, said second support

cushion having a unitary structure and a predetermined

stiffness, the predetermined stiffness of said second sup-

port cushion being greater than the predetermined stiff-

ness of said first support cushion.

4,476,593

TANNING BLANKET
Daa L. Faaselow, White Bear Lake; Saalbrd Cobb, Jr., St
Marys Point ud Roaald E. Bogstea, Spring Lake Park, all

of Miaa., aadgaon to Miaacsota Mining aad Maanfactoring

Company, St Paul, Minn.

Filed Aag. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,353

lat a^ B32B 3/26. 3/30

MS. a. 5—417 7 Claims

4,476,595

MATTRESS FOR USE ON A BED AND SETTEE
Minora Ikcda, Tokyo, Japaa, aarigaor to Fhucc Bed Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japaa

FUed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,284

Claian priority, applieatioa Japaa, Aag. 27, 1981, 56*

126715[U]

Iata.}A47C2i/a#
U.S.a 5—478 9ClaiaM

1. A tanning blanket for reflecting incident solar radiation

toward a person utilizing said blanket, comprising a flexible

substrate including a pluraUty of elongate facets having a

reflective covering thereon, said facets being obUquely ori-

ented to direct incident solar radiation generally toward a focal

axis located a predetermined distance above the blanket and

approximately midway between two opposing outer edges of

the blanket.

mnar

.

3n[

1. A mattress for use on a bed and settee, comprising:

a spring unit including a plurality of compression springs

arranged side by side and connected flat to one another,

said spring unit having upper and lower surfaces;

a resilient cushion disposed on at least one of the upper and

lower surfaces of the spring unit;

a protective layer disposed between the spring unit and the
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cinliion lo as to prevent the cushion from contacting the
q>nng unit, said protective layer being integrally formed
of a synthetic resin and including:

a frame located at the circumference and outside of the
spring unit,

a net stretched within the frame, and
a flange extending substantially vertically ftom the frame

to surround the periphery of the spring unit, said frame
and flange being stifTer than said net so as to render the
peripheral portion of said protective layer less suscepti-
ble to elastic deformation than said net; and

an outer covering for covering the spring unit, cushion and
protective layer.

gaged in said slot through a respective one of said open
ends;

said wall portions each have at least one rib projecting into

said slot and extending parallel to the direction of sliding

of said appendages in said slot, each of said appendages
has grooves in opposing surfaces thereof which receive

AAJ6fS96
COMBINATION TIP WRENCH AND STAND

WflUaa S. Fortna, 29066 CMhbcrt St, MaUbo, Cklff. 90265
FDad Oct 13, 1981, Scr. No. 310,945

laL a? B25F 1/00
VJS. CL 7—138 3 ciafans

said ribs to allow said sliding, and said appendages have
complementarily stepped edge portions which c<mtact
each other when said appendages are received in said slo^
and

releasable locking means locking said appendages in said

slot.

1. A combination tip wrench comprising:

(a) a generally U-shaped metallic member having a top wall
and two side walls, said side walls defining from one end
thereof a first, a second, and a third width of successively
smaller dimensions, the largest width being at said one
end;

(b) said top wall extending only from said second width to
the other end of said member, whereby said first width
forms a first wrench, said top wall forming a first U-
shaped opening substantially coincident with said second
width, and said third width extending from said other end
of said top wall;

(c) a portion extending substantially normal from said top
wall and connecting said side walls, said portion being
disposed adjacent said second U-shaped opening in said
top wall, said portion having a third circular opening
therethfough substantially midway of said portion,
whereby said second width and fint U-shaped opening
form a second wrench, and said second opening and third
width form a third wrench and said circular opening and
third width form a forth wrench; and

(d) a stand including a pair of legs, each leg, when folded,
extending along the outer surface of one of said side walls
and witUn said third width, spring means for retaining
said legs in their folded position and permitting them to be
rotated into an extending position substantially normal to
said side walls, and means to the ends of said legs adjacent
said side walls in the folded position for releasably retain-
ing said legs in the extended position.

M76,598
COMBINATION ARROWHEAD REMOVING AND

MUZZLE>LOADING TOOL
LeR Beauregard, 2496 S. 550 Eait, Booatiftil, Utah 84010

Filed Dec 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334^19
iBt CL^ B25F J/00

VS. CL 7—170 2

T'=r T=r =^T

4^76,597
MOUNTAINEERING IMPLEMENT

GkMccUao Gobbi, Covnayem*, Italy, aariprar to GriTel S.rX,
Covaayear, Italy

FDed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,917
Oaim priority, appUestioB Italy, Oct. 2, 1981, 68276 A/81

lot CL3 B25F 1/00
UJS.a7-.159 4Clatas

1. Mountaineering implement comprising a handle, a tool-
head mounted at one end of the handle and a pair of tools
releasably fixed to said toolhead, wherein:

said toolhead comprises a folded sheet-metal blank including
two spaced-apart wall portions defining between them an
elongate slot open at both ends;

each of said tools has a plate-like appeod^ge slidably en-

1. Apparatus for removing arrowheads lodged in trees or the
like, where the arrowheads include structure at the rear end
thereof for attaching to and detaching fitnn the forward end of
an arrow shaft, said apparatus comprising

an elongate shank, one end of which includes means for

attaching the shank to the attachment structure of the
arrowhead,

weight means disposed on the shank to move therealong,

and

stop means located at or near the other end of the shank to

prevent movement of the weight means therepast,

said weight means being manually moveable along the shank
to apply a striking force against the stop means to thereby

effectuate removal from a tree or the like of an arrowhead
lodged therein to which the i4>paratus is attached,

a tamping rod, a first end of which is attachable to said other

end of the shank, and a second end of which includes a
concave tamping head for placement against a ball to be
inserted into the barrel of a muzzle-loading firearm.

4^476,599

FASTENER ORIENTING, TAPPING AND COLLECTION
SYSTEM

John H. Steward, Bloomfleld Hills, and Harold A. Ladoocenr,
UTOBia, both of Mich., asaipion to MaJtitetawr Corpora-
tkM, Detroit, Mich.

DMsioa of Ser. No. 151,549, May 20, 1980, Pat No. 4,338,694.

lUs appiicatioa JoL 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,410

Int a.3 B23G 1/18. 11/00
VS, CL 10-139 WH 6 ClalM

1. In a machine for orienting, tapping and collecting a group
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of nuts aligned for subsequent delivery to a nut installation

means in installation-ready array, each nut having generally

flat polygonal end faces, a nut bore extending through said end
faces, and flange portions extending from opposite sides of the
nut adjacent one end face, the machine comprising:

(a) first conveyor means for advancing said nuts in end face

to end face array in a longitudinal feed path;

(b) elongated rod means aligned on said feed path receiving

said nut bores including a tapping means forming a female

thread in said nut bores, said rod means rotatably jour-

naled and supported on said feed path by means of the

randomly oriented nuts advancing on said rod means;

(c) nut orienting means successively receiving said randomly

oriented nuts in end face to end face array, said nut orient-

ing means rotating said nuts about the longitudinal axis of

said feed path and orienting said nuts in said array with

said flange portions aligned in parallel planes; and,

(d) collection means collecting said aligned nuts in a second

path transverse to said feed path in side to side abutting

installation-ready array and separating groups of said

aligned nuts for subsequent installation.

4^76,600
ONE-PIECE, WASHABLE AND STERILIZABLE PLASTIC

SHOE
HotBot Sddel, Hamburg, and Wiorich B. Hamnawhinidt
Sdmefeld, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaignors to

NATEC iHtitirt, Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny
DMakM of Ser. No. 171,666, JnL 24, 1980, Pat No. 4,408,401.

This appUartkM Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,226

Claima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemany, JnL 28,

1979,2930807

Int Ci^ A43B 7/08. 7/06; B29F 1/00
VS. CL 12—142 V 9 Claims

1. A method for producing a one-piece, washable and steril-

izable plastic shoe comprising the steps of:

introducing a quantity of a mouldi^le plastic material, in a

fluid state and at an qipropriate temperature, into a mould

comprising a top-half mould and a bottom-half mould

with a correspondingly adapted last located therd)etween

to form an entire shoe,

simultaneously forming lateral ventilating q)enings on the

shoe being shaped in the last during the introducing step

by suitably shaped and arranged pins extending between

the last and the bottom-half mould, and

after the plastic material has hardened, opening the mould

and removing the entire one-piece plastic shoe therefrom.

4^76,601

WASHING APPARATUS
Manhlko Oka, Hikone, Japan, aaaigMr to Dalnippoa

Mannfactariag Co^ Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

FDed Feb. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 463,423

Claimt priority, appUcatfcm Japan, Apr. 17, 1982, 57-64561

lot a^ A46B 13/02
VS. CL 15—21 D 6 Claiflu

1. In an apparatus for washing silicon wafer type articles,

said apparatus comprising a chuck for supporting said article to

be washed thereon, a rotary brush having a weight and mov-
able between a first operational position in which said brush is

forced against said article, and a second inoperative position in

which said brush is spaced from said article, and moving means
for alternately moving said brush between said first operational

position and said second inoperative position, the improvement
wherein, said means for alternately placing said brush between
said first operational and second inoperative positions com-
prises in combination, an elongated arm pivotally attached to a

stationary base at one end thereof, said brush being rouubly
attached to and laterally extending from the other free end of

said arm; adjustable weight means associated with said arm for

counteracting the weight of said brush through said arm to

reduce the amount of pressure exerted by said brush due to the

weight upon said article and to permit said brush to repeatedly

rebound on said article when the brush is in operation in said

first operational position; and operation selecting means for

selectively holding said brush fixed in said operational position

and for selectively disabling said counter-acting weight means

to force said brus^ against said article at a constant pressure.

4,476,602

PORTABLE ELECTRIC SCRUBBER
Richard L. Hara, Ridgdy; Gregory C. Harria, Easton, and

Herman P. Cox, Ridgely, all of Md., aaaigaors to Black it

Decker, Inc., Newark, Del
Filed Aug. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 408,022

lot a.3 A46B 13/02

VS. CL 15—28 15 Claims

1. A portable appliance comprising:

(a) a housing formed of two half-sections secured together

and defining an internal compartment;

(b) a drive motor tupported by said housing in said compart-
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ment and including a motor shaft and a first drive gear

mounted thereon;

(c) a combination gear routably disposed on a shaft parallel

to said motor shaft and including a reducing gear driven

by said first drive gear and a second drive gear coaxially

integrally formed with said reducing gear for rotation at a

speed reduced from that of said first drive gear;

(d) a hollow, tubular output shaft rotatably disposed in an
opening in said housing having one end disposed in said

compartment;

(e) an output gear coaxially secured to the one end of said

output shaft and being driven by said second drive gear;

(0 one-piece gear case means supported by said housing in

said compartment for supporting the shaft of said combi-

nation gear and for rotationally supporting said output

gear in fixed radial relationship to each other and to said

drive motor, the axis ofsaid output shaft being parallel and
proximate to the axis of said motor shaft, and axial move-
ment of said output shaft away from said gear case means
being unrestricted by said gear case means;

(g) means for restricting axial movement of said output shaft

away from said gear case mean^
(h) attachement means integral with the other end of said

output shaft for releasably engaging an attachment for

rotating said attachment with said output shaft;

(i) actuator means manually accessable through an opening
in said housing for electrically connecting said drive

motor to an electrical power source; and

0) one-piece seal means for sealing against liquid passage

between the two halves of said housing, around said out-

put shaft, and through the opening for said actuating

means.

4,476,603

DRAINAGE SEAL FOR SEWAGE SYSTEM
George Lukanewicx, Montreal, Canada, aasfgnor to Shell Can-
ada Limited, Toronto, Canada

Filed Jon. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 504^58
Int. CL^ B08B 9/02

U5. CL 15—104J SN 8 Claims

1. A manhole assembly to provide a liquid seal between two
sections of a sewer comprising a floor, an upstanding periph-
eral wall, an inlet duct extending through said wall, an outlet

duct extending through said wall at a location spaced from said

inlet duct and having a portion located further from said floor

than said inlet duct so as to maintain liquid in said manhole at

a predetermined level sufRcient to cover said inlet duct, and a
guide member to facilitate entry of a cleaning tool into said
inlet duct, said guide member comprising a base projecting
from said inlet duct and a pair of upstanding wings located on
opposite sides of said base to project upwardly to a location
above said predetermined level, said wings and base partially

surrounding said inlet duct such that a cleaning tool inserted

between said wings is guided by said base into said inlet duct.

4,476,604

PRESSURE SENSING DEVICE FOR HOLDING A
TOOTHBRUSH

Larry W. White, 111 W. Clinton, Hobbs, N. Mez. 88240, and
Luis Ingela, Azoaa, Calif., assignors to Larry W. White,
Hobbs, N. Mex.

FUed May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 498,840

lat a.3 A47B 9/04
U.S. CL 15—105 20 Claims

1. A device for indicating that a force being applied by a
toothbrush against teeth exceeds a variable, preset value, com-
prising:

holding means for holding a toothbrush to allow manual
application of force to the toothbrush during toothbrush-

ing to cause pivoting motion of the toothbrush about a
pivot point;

adjustment means for adjustably presetting the amount of
force required to be applied to the toothbrush to cause
said pivoting motion;

sensing means for sensing said pivoting motion when said

preset amount of force is applied to said toothbrush; and
indicator means for indicating when said sensing means

senses said pivoting motion.

4,476,605

ROTARY METAL BRUSH FOR REMOVING
SUBMERGED ANTI-CORROSIVE COVERING AND

METHOD FOR USING THE SAME
Bruno de Sivry, Paris; Guy Hery^ Claude Colas, both of Nantes,
and Jean-Louis Caputi, Paris, all of France, assignors to

Compagnie Francaise des Petroles, Paris, France
Continuation of Ser. No. 297,464, Aug. 28, 1981, abandoned.

This application Jan. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 455,625

Claims priority, application Firance, Sep. 9, 1980, 80 19430

InL a.3 A46B i/06, 13/02
MS. CL 15—179 11 Claims

1. A rotary metal brush for removing an anticorrosion cov-

ering from an immersed metal surface, comprising:

two substantially circular metal plates;

a cylindrical assembly of radial steel wires;

means for axially clamping and compressing said cylindrical

assembly of radial steel wires between said two metal

plates;

the external diameter of said cylindrical assembly of radial

steel wires being greater than the diameter of said metal

plates by no more than 20 mm to provide substantial

strength and rigidity to said steel wires to facilitate said

removal of said anti-corrosion covering;

two discs made of an elastic material, said discs being in-

serted, respectively, between said two metal plates and
said cylindrical assembly of radial steel wires to compress
the radially outer free ends of said steel wires in an axial
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direction of said cylindrical assembly and form a rigid

assembly of steel wires;

said assembly of radial steel wires forming a plurality of
rows, said wires being suggered from one row to the next

4,476,606

WALL-MOUNTED FOLDABLE AIRING OR
CARPET'BEATING STAND

Lars Bjdrkman, and BSije Bang, both of Vij^S, Sweden, assign-

on to PromoTO AB, Vii:^, Sweden
Filed Jon. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 508,022

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Oct 26, 1982, 8206068
Int a.3 A47L W54

U.S. CL 15—268 3 Claims

1. An improved wall-mounted foldable airing and carpet-

beating stand comprising a bar arranged in position of use of
said stand to assume a horizontal position, pivot points at the

outer end of said bar, an attachment bracket secured to said

wall to support the inner end of said bar, and two support legs

pivotally mounted in said pivot points at the outer end of said

bar, the improvement comprising

a horizontal shaft mounted in said attachment bracket, said

bar mounted for pivotal movement about said horizontal

shaft, slits or channel means formed in said attachment
bracket, said horizontal shaft arranged for displacement in

the vertical direction along said slits or channel means
between a lower bar position corresponding to the opera-

tional position of said stand, and an upper bar position, in

which position said bar may be pivoted to a vertical,

non-operational position of said stand.

4,476,607

PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANING DEVICE
Da?id Ross, 1 LooisiaBa Atc Lakebopatcong, NJ. 07849

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,650

Int a^ A47L 9/02
U.S. a. 15—339 11 Claims

10. A vacuum cleaner for cleaning surfaces, comprising a

vacuum blower means for creating a vacuum, a suction tube

and a nozzle assembly, wherein the vacuum created by said

blower means is transmitted by said suction tube to the nozzle

assembly for vacuuming a surface to be cleaned, the improve-

ment comprising said nozzle assembly which comprises:

a tube means enclosing an interior and comprising a first end,

a second end and a series of elongated slots, the first end
of said tube means is open for coupling to said suction tube

of said vacuum cleaner, so that the interior of said tube

means communicates with the vacuum created by said

blower means of said vacuum cleaner,

the elongated slots are formed in a longitudinal direction

along said tube means so that the vacuum created in the

interior of said tube means by said vacuum cleaner com-
municates with a surface to be cleaned, the elongated slots

form a suction plane for drawing material from a surface

to be cleaned into said tube means; and
slide means are interposed between the elongated slots to

raise the suction plane formed by the longitudinal slots

above the plane of the surface to be cleaned, so that an
operator can easily slide said nozzle assembly along a

surface to be cleaned by means of said suction tube in a

side-to-side motion during the vacuuming operation.

4,476,608

APPARATUS FOR REMOVAL OF ASH
lb R. Rasmnssen, Randers, Denmark, assignor to P.lJ^. Teztfles

A/S, Odense, Denmark
FUed Aog. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,474

Int a.3 A47L 9/16
U.S. a. 15—353 5 Clains

ViHi^^lH II 33 J,..»/jV

S2

1. An apparatus for removal of ash and the like from open
fireplaces or ashpans by means of a vacuum cleaner, said appa-

ratus comprising an airtight ash container, an inlet pipe stub for

ash and air and an outlet pipe stub connectable with a suction

source, the container comprising a cylindrical barrel with a

bottom and an easily mountable and dismountable circular

cover carrying the inlet pipe stub and the outlet pipe stub,

wherein the outlet pipe stub is perpendicular to the cover in its

center zone and the inlet pipe stub is positioned in the periph-

eral zone of the cover and inclined toward the center of the

cover to form an angle with the plane of the cover in the range

of from 30 to 85 degrees as indicated by the power of the

suction source.

4,476,609

REUSABLE CASING AND CARRIER FOR USE IN
PRODUCING SAUSAGE

Philip B. Londin, Boolder, Colo., assignor to minote Tool Works
Inc., Chicago, IlL

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,434

Int CL^ A22C 11/00
U.S. CL 17—1 R 6 Claims

3. A carrier for releasably retaining a reusable casing mem-
ber for use in the production of sausage, said casing member
comprising an elongated tubular member and a pair of end caps

slidably supporting axially movable piston means disposed
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whhin opposed ends of said tubular member, said carrier com- M7M11
prising: supporting body means, yoke means for receiving and FIBER FEEDING APPARATUS WITH FIBER LEVELING
locating said casing member relative to said body means, and MEANS
-force imposing means impinging on said piston means to main- Alex J. Keller, Qoter, S.C., and AUva Pinto, Gastmiia, N.C,

assigDon to Automatic Matolal Handling, Inc^ Bcaaoner

aty, N.C.

Continuation-in-part of So*. No. 20734, Not. 17, 1980,

abandoned, which is a ooatianation-in'piirt <rf Stx. No. 190,818,

Sep. 25, 1980, abudoned. This applicatioa Jan. 19, 1982, Ser.

No. 340,635

Int CL^ DOIG 15/40

UJS. CL 19—105 13 Claims

tain a predetermined force against sausage material carried

within said tubular member, said yoke means comprises at least

two axially spaced pairs of arms extending laterally from said

body for embracing said tubular member at axially spaced

locations respectively axially inwardly of said pair of end caps.

4,47M10
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSVERSELY

CUTTING FISH
Wcnwr Wenael, LSbcck, Fed. Rqi. of Germany, assignor to

Nordlaeher Maachlncnban Rod. Baader GmbH and Co. KG,
Libcck, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,795

ClaiaH priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 24,

1981, 3138012

iBLCL^AnC 25/18
U.S. CL 17—55 7 Clafans

3. An apparatus for mechanically processing fish having a

rump defining a longitudinal axis and a tail end including a tail

root and a tail fin by producing unifom tail pieces comprising

at least part of said tidl end, said apparatus comprising trough

conveying means hiiving conveying trough means for convey-

ing said fish transverse to said longitudinal axis in a conveying
direction with the tail fins projecting from a tail side end of said

conveying trough means, at least one cutting means which
covers at least the cross-sectional area of said fish when placed

in said conveying trough means, displacing means for displac-

ing said fish with said tail end leading, and further comprising
abutting means for limiting said displacement of said fish by
catching the same at said tail root, wherein holding means
which grip said fish in the region of said tail are provided next

to said tail side end of said conveying trough means, said hold-

ing means performing an accompanying movement with said

trough conveying means, said accompanying movement being

substantially synchronous with the speed of said trough con-
veying means but diverging from said conveying direction,

and said holding means further being adjustable with respect to

the position and duration of their gripping operation.

1. An apparatus for feeding fibers to textile processing equip-

ment such as a carding machine, said apparatus including an
axially extending rotatable opening roller and a substantially

enclcMed fiber collecting chute means extending generally

downwardly beneath said opening roller, said chute means
having an open upper and extending along and parallel to the

axis of said opening roller to receive fibers as they leave said

opening roller and having a wall extending generally down-
wardly from said open end with a width substantially equal to

said axial extent of said opening roller, the improvement com-
prising:

(a) perforations formed in said chute wall in an area extend-

ing across the width thereof and extending above and
below the normal level of fibers collected in said chute;

and

(b) means for generating a current of air that flows around

the upper portion of said roller and generally tangentially

therefrom toward said perforations to entrain said fibers

leaving said opening roller and to assist in equalizing the

level of fibers collected in said chute across the width

thereof

4,476,612

GRIPPING UNTT
Bjfim G. A. Area, Kallx, Sweden, aaalgnor to Stiflelaen Prodi-

nor, Lulea, Sweden
FOed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,317

OafaBs priority, application Sweden, May 18, 1981, 8103082

Int a^ n6B 11/00

VJS. CL 24—304 11 Oalns
1. A gripping unit which by mechanical contact is adapted to

interact with an object for maintaining a gripping surface

belonging to the gripping unit in a fixed position relative to the

object, said gripping unit comprising at least one gripping

support connected to the at least one gripping element, a sur-

face of the gripping unit facing the object having at least one
hard, gripping element, each gripping element being joined
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directiy to the gripping element support by a metallurgical
atomic bond, the material used for the gripping element sup-
port being selected so as to exhibit considerable elastic rigidity

and having the same or essentially die same modulus of elastic-

4,476,614

METHOD OF ADJUSTING A TWO ROW ROLLING
BEARING HAVING ADJUSTABLE PRESTRESS IN THE

AXIAL DIRECnON
Haas Pittroff, dfceaasd, brtc of Schwdafkrt, Fed. Ray. of
Gcnnany, \ty Inwd Pittrofr, ezecatriz, aaai^or to SKF
KngeilaserfiBbrlkea Gmbh, Schwdnftart, Fed. Rep. orGcrMiy
DiTlaion of Ser. No. 309,415, Oct 7, 1981, alianilnntiil Ilk

appUcatioB Oet 7, 1983, Ser. No. 540,095
ChdBs priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Gcran^r, Oet 9,

1980, 3038112

Int CL^ B21D 53/12
UJS, CL 29—1484 A 2

ity as the material used for the gripping element, the gripping
element support being a plastic deformable material whose
elastic rigidity is at least 30% ofthe rigidity value of the at least

one gripping element of the unit

4^76,613

FACING HEAD
Walter W. Wawrsynlak, 39230 Gary, Mt CIcmeBS, Mich. 48043
DlTlskM of Ser. No. 762,302, Jan. 25, 1977, Pat No. 4,197,040,
which la a coBtinnattoD-l»>ptft of Ser. No. 641,937, Dee. 18,

1975, Pat No. 4,004»332. Thia applicstion Apr. 7, 1980, Ser. No.
138,226

The portion of the term of this patoit sobseqnent to Jan. 25,

1994, has been dtoelalned.

Int CL^ B23B 3/26. 7/00
VS. CL 29—27 C 8 rM^

7. A facing and boring head adapted to be secured to a
spindle for rotation therewith comprising at least one slide

transversely slidably supported on one end of the head, an
actuating member positioned centrally of the head, means
operably between the actuating member and slide for produc-
ing movement of the slide transversely of the head on move-
ment of the actuating member axially of the head and a cutting

tool for facing secured to the slide, means for simultaneously

boring while facing comprising one end of the actuating mem-
ber extending axially beyond the outer end of the head and a

boring tool secured to the one end ofthe actuating member and
means for passing coolant to a workpiece through the facing

head axially of the facing head.

1. A method for assembling a bearing arrangement having
prestress in the axial direction, the bearing arrangement having
a shaft, a housing having a bore, and a pair of first and second
axially spaced rolling bearings, each having inner and outer
rings located between the shaft and the bore of the housing,
said method comprising the steps of axially affixing said first

bearing on said shaft and within said housing, supporting said

bearing arrangement on said shaft in a vertical direction, insert-

ing a spring in said housing, to axially abut stop means therein,

inserting said second bearing on said shaft and in said housing
to engage said spring, inserting inner and outer locating rings

on said shaft and in said housing to abut the inner and outer
rings of said second bearing respectively, axially loading said

inner locating ring downwardly and then fixedly holding said

inner ring of said second bearing and said inner locating ring

on said shaft, then axially preloading said outer locating ring

downwardly, to an extent less than the axial preloading of said

inner locating ring, and then fixedly holding said outer ring of
said second bearing and the outer locating ring in said bore.

4,476,615

TOOL FOR REMOVING AND REAPPLYING RIVETS
John Cook, Rte. 1, Trimble, Tcul 38259

Filed JnL 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,626

Int CL^ B23P 11/00
VS. CL 29—343J4 ^ 20 <

1. A power tool adapted for use with power chisel bits to

remove old rivets and reapply new rivets relative to an associ-

ated riveted element comprising support means for underly-
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tngly contactingly supporting an element adjacent an associ-

ated old rivet in alignment with a punch bit reciprocated by the

power tool, means for removably securing said support means
to the power tool, anvil means carried by said support means
for underlyingly contactingly supporting a new rivet while a

shank thereof is upset by a riveting bit reciprocated by the

power tool, means for slidably connecting said support means
relative to said securing means, and handle means connected to

said support means for manually moving said support means
toward said securing means to bring the support means and the

associated bit into intimate relationship with the associated

rivet

4^76,616
LOCKING RING AND STAPLING SYSTEM

George W. Jemeo, P.O. Box 18233, AsheyiUe, N.C. 28814

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,936

Int a^ B23P n/00
U.S. CL 29-243J6 9 Qaims

4,476,617

BEARING INSTALLAnON TOOL
ThooM L. Kobylarz, Boriiiigtoii, Conn., assignor to The Spencer
TbtUoc Conpuy, Windsor, Conn.

Flkd JuL 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,826

Int a^ B23P 19/04
U.S. CL 29—264 8 Claims

axially elongated shaft having a tapped central opening in its

end. said tool comprising an axially elongated tubular presser

member having a first bore therethrough, a presser plate mem-
ber having an outside diameter not greater than the inside

diameter of an associated portion of said first bore, said presser

plate member having a mounted position wherein it is engaged

with one end of said presser member and a storage position

wherein it is contained within said associated portion of said

first bore, and a coaxial presser surface deflned by one of the

members including said presser member and said presser plate

member for pressing engagement with a shaft bearing to be

installed, and attaching and operating means for securing at

least said presser member to the shaft with said presser surface

engaged with the shaft bearing and moving said presser mem-
ber in axial direction relative to the shaft to move said presser

surface in the direction of the shaft bearing, said attaching and

operating means including a threaded member extending

through said first bore for threadably engaging the shaft within

the tapped opening, a nut threadably engaged with said

threaded member, means for maintaining said presser member
in coaxial alignment with said threaded member including a

pusher plate engaged with the other end of said presser mem-
ber opposite said one end and having a second bore receiving

the extending portion of said threaded member therethrough,

positioning means on said pusher plate and extending into and
substantially complementing the other end portion of said first

bore for maintaining said pusher plate in alignment with said

presser member with said second bore coaxially aligned with

said first bore, and bearing means received on said threaded

member between said nut and said pusher plate for enabling

threadable rotation of said nut on said threaded member and

relative to said pusher plate and said presser member.

S. A staple gun for clinching a locldng ring having free ends

which Ue on differing planes prior to clinching, said gun com-
prising:

a chamber for holding the ring while the ring is in its open
condition; a die connected to said chamber for clinching

the ring; means for forcing the ring from said chamber
through said die and out of said gun; said die including a

feed-through section; said feed-through section being

open on its top, its bottom and its far end but closed on its

opposing sides; said sides each having a groove; each
groove having top, bottom and side surfaces; each side

surface being tapered inwardly in the direction of move-
ment of the staple; the top surface of each groove forming

a different angle with respect to its side surface than said

bottom surface of the same groove.

William B.

55746

4,476,618

CONDUIT SEITING IMPLEMENT
Simonson, Jr., 4232 First A?e., Hibbing, Minn.

FUed Aug. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 410,364

Int a.3 B25B 27/04

U.S. a. 29-272 7Clalms

I. A tool for installing a shaft bearing on an end portion ofan

1. An implement for setting conduit units in end-to-end

stacking relation comprising:

first and second oppositely disposed members resiliently

biased in spaced relation to each other;

cleat means extending from said spaced members for sup-

porting a conduit unit;

toggle means having two stable positions, said toggle means

being in the space between said members and having arms

pivotally joined at one end at a knee and at their other end

at a different one of said members;

means for flexing said toggle means knee from one of said

stable positions to the other; and

means extending from each of said members in mutually

opposite directions for engaging a conduit unit supported

by said cleat means during flexing of said toggle means.
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4,476,619

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INSERTING BAGS
ONTO CARDS

Chirlcs E. Pilner, Somas, Coob., assignor to Ptlmer Systons,

Incorponrted, Somers, Conn.

FUed Job. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 388,712

Int a^ B23P U/00, 21/00: B21D 39/03; B23Q 7/10

\3S. CL 29—429 25 Chdns

1. In a mechanism for mounting end-flanged bags upon a

display card, the latter having a locking tab arrangement com-

prised of at least one lower locking tab that is displaceable

from the plane of the card about a lower hinge portion thereof,

and that has an upper edge portion configured to cooperate

with a lower edge portion of an adjacent card section to en-

gage the bag flange therebetween, the combination compris-

ing: (a) means for supporting the card in a generally upright

position; (b) displacing means for pivoting said tab about said

hinge portion to displace it from said plane outwardly of the

forward face of the card; (c) means for carrying the bag to a

location adjacent the forward face of the supported card with

the bag in a generally horizontal position, said carrying means

having associated means for gripping the bag with the flange

thereof folded downwardly, and being supported for move-

ment at said adjacent location to effect insertion of the flange

into the slot formed behind the displaced tab; and (d) return

means for forcing the tab, with the folded portion of the bag

carried thereupon, back through the plane of the card to par-

tially dispose the folded bag portion therebehind and thereby

engage the bag thereon.

19. In a method for mounting end«flanged bags upon a dis-

play card, the latter having a locking tab arrangement com-

prised of at least one lower locking tab that is displaceable

from the plane of the card about a lower hinge portion thereof,

and that has an upper edge portion configured to cooperate

with a lower edge portion of an adjacent card section to en-

gage the bag flange therebetween, the steps comprising: (1)

disposing such a card in a generally upright position; (2) dis-

placing the tab forwardly from the plane of the card about its

hinge portion to form a slot therebehind; (3) carrying such a

bag to a position proximate the forward face of said card with

the main body portion of the bag in a generally horizontal

position and with the flange thereof folded downwardly; (4)

moving said bag to insert said flange into said slot behind said

tab; and (S) forcing said tab, with the folded portion of said bag

carried thereupon, back thrdOgh the plane of said card to

partially dispose the folded bag portion therebehind and

thereby engage the bag thereon.

4,476,620

METHOD OF MAKING A GALLIUM NTTRIDE
UGHT-EMTTTING DIODE

YosUmasa OhU, Sagsmihara; YoUo Toyoda, Tokyo; Hiroyuki

Kobayashi, Sagsmihara, and Isann Akasaki, Ivkgo, all of

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric lodnstrial Co., Ltd^

OMka, J^NUi

DiTisioo of Ser. No. 199,097, Oet 20, 1960, Pat No. 4,396,929.

This appUcatioB Mar. 31, 1963, Ser. No. 460,794

Claims pimlty, applicatioB Japan, Oct 19, 1979, 54-135641;

Apr. 23, 1980, 54-54518

Int CL^ HOIL 21/20, 33/00

U.S. CL 29—569 L 15 Claims

eiL

21-

9; 92

*'^Sl.-
:?ir

1. A method of manufacturing a light-emitting diode chip,

comprising the steps of:

(a) making rough areas in one surface of a single crystal

substrate in such a manner that at least one rough area is

in a substrate region which will be each diode chip sub-

strate;

(b) growing a conductive gallium nitride layer on said sur-

face of said substrate;

(c) growing a semi-insulating gallium nitride layer un said

conductive gallium nitride layer;

(d) simultaneously growing high conductivity regions in said

semi-insulating gallium nitride layer at positions corre-

sponding to said rough areas in such a manner that each of

said high conductivity regions extends from said conduc-

tive galUum nitride layer to the upper surface of said

semi-insulating galUum nitride layer;

(e) forming first and second electrodes respectively on one

of said high conductivity regions and on said semi-insulat-

ing layer of each diode chip region; and

(0 cutting a Ught-emitting diode wafer, which has been

manufactured in the above steps, to separate each diode

chip from another.

4,476,621

PROCESS FOR MAKING TRANSISTORS WITH DOPED
OXIDE DENSIFICATION

Kenneth C. Bopp, Scottsdale; Judith L. Goodea, Phoenix, and

Narayaa M. Kolkami, Mesa, all of Ariz., assignors to GTE
Commnnications Products Corporation, Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,739

lot C\? HOIL 21/324

U.S. a. 29—571 18 Cbdns

1. In a process for fabricating an integrated circuit in a wafer

substrate having transistors including source and drain regions,

and gate oxide topped with a polycrystalline silicon layer.
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wherein the process includes the steps of producing a protec-

tive layer over transistor elements, a doped silicon oxide layer

over the protective layer, forming contact apertures which
extend through the doped silicon oxide and protective layers

so u to expose source and drain regions, and depositing a
metallic layer in the apertures for providing contacts to the

source and drain regions, the improvement comprising:

heating the doped silicon oxide layer in a high temperature

environment for a duration that is sufficient to cause densi-

fication thereof prior to said step of forming contact aper-

tures therein, and

performing all steps including and after forming the contact

apertures and through depositing the metallic contact

layer at a temperature that is lower than the temperature

which will cause flow of the doped silicon oxide layer.

RECESSED GATE STATIC INDUCTION TRANSISTOR
FABRICATION

Adrian I. Cogu, Wahfaan, MiHn iHiSMir to GTE Laboratories

lac^ Waltham, Maa.
Dhmoa of Ser. No. 334,404, Dec 24, 1961,. This application

Jan. 23, 1984, Ser. No. 873^22
lat a^ HOIL 21/265

VS. CL 29—571 3 Clainu

4,47M23
METHOD OF FABRICATING A BIPOLAR DYNAMIC

MEMORY CELL
BMUh El•Karei^ Milton, Vt, anignor to lotematioaal Bnsincas

Machines CorporatioB, Armonk, N.Y.
DiTiiioD of Ser. No. 87,596, Oet 22, 1979, Ptt. No. 4,309,716.

lUs application JaL 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,377

lat a^ HOIL 21/30Z 21/76
VS. CL 29—576 W 3 Gains

W^^y^/yOJR
9k i^_j^—

'^^

^^
?* 44

1. A method for forming a gate-«>urce structure for a static

induction transistor, said method comprising the steps of:

growing a high resistivity, epitaxial silicon layer on a semi-

conductor substrate;

forming a source layer on said high resistivity epitaxial

silicon layer,

groMong a first silicon dioxide layer over said high resistivity

epitaxial silicon layer,

etching through said first silicon dioxide layer and source

layer and into said high resistivity epitaxial silicon layer to

form recessed grooves, said grooves having a depth of
from one-fifth to one-half of the thickness of said high
resistivity epitaxial silicon layer;

implanting nitrogen into the exposed silicon area at the

bottom of said recessed grooves;

annealing said implanted nitrogen to form a silicon nitride

layer in said bottom of said grooves;

growing a second silicon dioxide layer over the vertical

walls of said recessed grooves;

stripping said silicon nitride from the bottom of said grooves;

doping the bottom of said grooves;

etching to remove said first silicon dioxide layer; and
deponting metal over said structure to form source and gate

electrodes.

1. A method for producing an improved complementrary
transistor memory cell comprising the steps of;

providing a silicon substrate of a first conductivity type,

growing a silicon epitaxial layer of a second conductivity

type on a surface of said substrate,

difhising an emitter and a collector region in said epitaxial

layer to form a pnp transistor,

diffusing an emitter region in said collector region to form a

npn transistor,

the base of said pnp transistor serving as the collector of said
npn transistor and forming an integrated pnp-npn comple-

mentary transistor cell,

reactive ion etching a plurality of channels through said

epitaxial layer and said rectifying junction to expose said

surface of said substrate and forming an island of said

epitaxial layer,

said channel being isolated from said diffused emitter and
collector regions by said epitaxial layer,

said island including a set of said complementary transistors,

growing a silicon oxide coating on the walls of said channel

to form a coating of insulating material on the bottom and
walls of said channels,

reactive ion etching the insulating material from the bottom

of the channel over said substrate to expose said surface,

and

depositing a semiconductor material of the same conductiv-

ity type as said substrate on said exposed surface in said

channel and in contact with coated walls thereby forming

a capacitor for said complementary transistor cell with

said substrate being one plate of said capacitor and said

base of said pnp transistor being the other plate of said

capacitor.
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4,476,624

METHOD FOR MAKING SPIRALLY WOUND CELLS
Gcriuut Kkia, MaMiwstcr, and Michael J. Mitchell, Jr., Lynn-

field, both of Maaa., aarignors to DnraceU Ibc^ Bethel, Conn.
Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,816

Iirt. CL^ HOIM 6/00
VS. CL 29—623.1 3 Claims

1. A method of making a spirally wound cell comprising
winding anode electrode members of said cell around a man-
drel and retaining said mandrel within said cell characterized

in that said method comprises the step of fixedly positioning a
portion of an anode of said cell, which is enclosed between
separating elements, between said mandrel and a compression
element whereby said portion of an anode b compressively
retained therebetween during said winding and wherein the

separating element, between the anode and the mandrel, has an
aperture therein whereby the fixed positioning of said portion

of an anode with said compression element simultaneously

electrically connects the anode to said mandrel through said

aperture.

4,476,625

APPARATUS OF INSERTING WEDGES INTO THE
SLOTS OF A MAGNETIC GORE

Robert W. Bricker, Fort Wayne; Timothy K. Pease, KendalriUe;

Michael G. Pease, Angola, aU of Ind., and Jarris Kirby,

Gal^olia, Ohio, assignors to Pease Machine A Tool, lac^

Hnntertown, Ind.

FOcd Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,684

lot CV H02K 15/10
U.S.a.29—734 18 Claims

slots and including coil side turn feeder blade means for receiv-

ing and guiding a plurality of electrical coils into said slots,

stripper means for moving said coils fitx>m said coil blade means
into said core in positions with side turn portions thereof dis-

posed in said slots, the apparatus comprising: a stationary

circular array of wedge guide blades encircling said coil side

turn feeder blade means and defining there between a plurality

of wedge guide slots having cross-sections complementary to

the cross-section of a coil retaining wedge and disposed in

longitudinal alignment with predeter|iined portions of said

magnetic core slots, a wedge magazine rotatably mounted in

axial alignment with said wedge guide blades and having a
circular array of wedge receiving slots formed in the surface

thereof, said array of wedge receiving slots being congruent
with said wedge guide slots, means for incrementally routing
said magazine into a plurality of positions with said slots dis-

posed in alignment with said wedge guide slots, a plurality of
elongate wedge inserter blades having cross-sections comple-
mentary to said wedge receiving slots, said wedge inserter

blades having one end thereof slidably received in a respective

end portion of said wedge receiving slots distal said wedge
guide blades, the ends of said wedge inserter blades distal said

magazine being fixedly secured to a base member, means
fixedly connecting said base member to said magazine for

conjoint rotation therewith, prime mover means for moving
said wedge inserter blades longitudinally through said wedge
receiving and wedge guide slou to thereby insert wedges
received in said magazine into said magnetic core slots, said

base member being rotatably connected to said prime mover
means, said stripper means being operatively coupled to said

connecting means for movement therewith during a predeter-

mined portion of the movement of said wedge inserter blades.

4,476,626

DEVICE FOR TRANSFERRING LEADLESS
COMPONENTS TO A GIVEN MOUNTING POSITION ON

A CIRCUIT BOARD
Hans GoDbert, Sinn, and Norbert Eafinger, Limborg, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaigaon to U.S. Philips Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,037

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of GcrmaBy, Dec. 23,

1981, 3150945

lat a.3 H05K 3/34
VS. CL 29—740 2 Oaims

1. Apparatus for inserting retaining wedges inta axially

extending slots of a magnetic core having axially extending slot

entrances in communication with said bore in co-operation

with apparatus for inserting coil side turn portions into said

%«^.' ^137 9 13 3

•TT

1. A device for transferring leadless components, in particu-

lar so-called chip-type components, from a carrier tape to a

given mounting position on a circuit board, the components
being supplied by the tape at regular intervals and a punch
feeding each component via a feeding channel in a guiding

bottom to a transfer slide, characterized in that

a suction pick-up is arranged below the punch, which can be
displaced axially and synchronously with the punch,

whilst the component is Aligned between the suction pick-

up and the punch on its way towards the transfer slide in

the feeding channel and is prevented from being separated

from the suction pick-up until the component reaches the

bottom of a slide chamber in the slide, and
said suction pick-up, projecting into a slot of the transfer

slide, after the component has been disposed on the bot-

tom of the slide chamber and after the suction pick-up has
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been lifted off the component, maintains a sub-atmos-

pheric pressure, which further holds the component on
the bottom of the slide chamber until the component has

been transferred by means of the transfer slide into a

position above the mounting position and is lifted out of
the slide chamber by a suction tube.

M7M27
AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLING MACHINE

TaniaU Matumra; Takcdd Aib«; Takaahi Fnknshima;
Manaori NJahinnn; HlroaU Ohtmld, all of Kanagawa; Fi^o
YaboU, Saftana, aad Tonic Knaakabe, Chfba, ail of Japan,
aadgnon to Sony Corporatioii, Tokyo, Japan

FDed Jna. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 391,472
GaiflH priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jan. 24, 1981, 56-

935a7[U]; Jun. 27, 1981, S6-9S936[l}]

Int a' B23P 19/00. 21/00
VS. CL 29—791 11 Claims

1. A machine for automatically assembling equipment com-
posed of parts at least some of which are arranged on a carrier

comprising:

movable table means for supporting said carrier and moving
in two orthogonal directions in a horizontal plane;

tray means supported on said table means for movement
with the latter and adapted to carry elements for use
during said assembling;

mounting surface means extending above said plane of said

movable table means and having first and second mount-
ing surface portions parallel to said two orthogonal direc-

tions, respectively; and
at least one working unit means releasably attached to at

least one of said first and second mounting surface por-
tions of said mounting surface means at a selected one of
a plurality of locations on said first and second mounting
surface portions for selective engagement with said parts

on the carrier and said elements on said tray means upon
respective movements of said table means in assembling
said equipment

4,476,628

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SPREADING WIRES
IN A CABLE AND CONNECTING THE WIRES TO

TERMINALS
Gerald H. Keca, Jr., KcnMnrflle, N.C., aarigaor to AMP Incor-

porated, Harriaborg, Pa.

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,005
bt a.1 HOIR 43/04: B23P 19/00

U.S.a 29-861 18 Claims
1. A method of connecting wires to terminals, the wires

being in copUuar side-by-side parallel relationship in a cable,
the terminals being in cavities in an electrical connector, the
cavities being in side-by-side relationship in a row, the center-
tOKxnter spacing of adjacent wires in the cable being less than
the center-to-center spacing of adjacent cavities in the connec-
tor, the method being characterized in that:

the cable is positioned proximate to the row of cavities in the
connector with the axes of the wires in the cable extending
substantially normally ofthe axes of the cavities and with the

axis of a central wire in the cable substantially intersecting

the axis of a central cavity in the row,
the wires on each side ofthe central wire are spread in opposite

directions laterally of their axis and in the plane of the cable,

the spreading step being carried out by moving relatively a
stack of side-by-side spreading fingers towards and through
the cable, the spreading fingers having convergently tapered
free ends which move between adjacent wires in the cable so
that upon further relative movement of the fingers through
the cable, the wires are spread apart until the center-to-cen-

ter spacing of adjacent wires is equal to the center-to-center

spacing of adjacent cavities and the axes of the individual

wires substantially intersect the axes of the cavities and
the wires are theretdfter connected to the terminals by moving

the wires laterally of their axes, normally of the plane of the
cable and into the cavities.

4. A mass wire insertion apparatus for inserting a plurality of
n wires, where n is at least three, into the wire-receiving cavi-

ties of an electrical connector or the like, the cavities being in

side-by-side relationship in a row, the apparatus being of the
type comprising a connector jig for holding the connector in a
predetermined position and a wire locating jig proximate to the
connector jig for locating the wires in side-by-side spaced-
apart parallel relationship with each wire extending trans-

versely of, and being in alignment with, one of the cavities, the
apparatus being intended for use with wires in a flat cable, the
wires in the cable being in side-by-side coplanar relatioiuhip

with the center-to-center spacing of adjacent wires being less

than the center-to-center spacing of adjacent cavities in the

connector, the apparatus bdng characterized in that:

the wire locating jig comprises a plurality of at least n-1 cable

spreading and wire-locating fingers, the fingers being in

side-by-side relationship in a stack with the axes of the fin-

gers extending transversely of the axes of the wires in a cable

when the cable is located proximate to a connector in the

connector jig with the cable axis extending transversely of
the row of cavities in the coimector, the fingers having
convergently tapered free ends which are proximate to the

cable, adjacent fingers having opposed cable spreading side

surfaces which extend from the free ends,

the fingers and the cable being movable relatively towards and
past each other so that the free ends of the fingers move
completely through the cable until they are between adja-

cent wires in the cable and the side surfaces of the fingers

spread the wires of the cable during movement until the

center-to-center spacing of adjacent wires in the cable is the

same as the center-to-center spacing of adjacent cavities in

the connector and the wires are in alignment with the cavi-

ties, the spread wires being in co-planar relationship with the

wires in the cable whereby, portions ofthe wires ofthe cable
which are in the vicinity of a coimector held in the connec-

tor locating jig are spread apart so that the individual wires

are each located in alignment with one of the cavities in the

connector, and the individual wires can thereafter be moved
laterally of their axes and into the cavities of the connector.
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4^76,629
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING WIRE

HARNESS
YosUtsngn Suzuki, Mlahima; Shogo liznka, Gotenba; Shigeo

K^jiyama, Shiznoka; Keqji Usui, Gotenba; MaaaUro Kobaya-
shi, Sosono; Toahinori Igura, Gotenba; Shigezi Kndo,
Gotenba, and Saaae SaznU, Gotenba, aU of Japan, asaignors
to YazaU Corporation, Tolgro, Japan

FOed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,599
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 20, 1980, 55>163704;

Not. 28, 1980, 55-167804; Nor. 28, 1980, 55-167805; No?. 28,
1980, 55-167806; No?. 28, 1980, 55-167807

Int a.3 HOIR 43/04: B23P 23/00
U.S. CL 29—863 33 Claims

1. A method of automatically producing a wire harness by
use of a plurality of wiring blocks arranged on a workbench at

spacings which conform to an intended design of a wire har-
ness, each wiring block having a wire clamping section, a wire
cutting section and a terminal press attaching section, said wire
cutting section and said terminal press attaching section being
adapted for movement toward and away from said wire clamp-
ing section, said method comprising the steps of

(1) laying an insulated wire from one wiring block to another
wiring block, the wire cutting section and the terminal
press attaching section of each wiring block being inte-

grally assembled and supported on a bed with the wire
clamping section, to ensure that each wire clamping sec-

tion clamps the wire while cutting said wire to leave at

least one piece of insulated wire having a predetermined
length extending on said two wiring blocks;

(2) separating said wire cutting section and terminal press

attaching section from said wire clamping section to de-
fine a predetermined gap therebetween;

(3) peeling an end portion of the laid wire to remove insulat-

ing covering therefrom;

(4) moving said termmal press attaching section to the wire
clamping section and;

(5) attaching a terminal to end portion of the laid wire by
means of a terminal press.

18. An apparatus for producing a wire harness comprising a
workbench slidable along a plurality of stations to travel from
one station to another,

a plurality of wiring blocks arranged on said workbench at

spacings which conform to an intended design of a wire
harness and each having a wire clamping section sup-
ported on a bed, a wire cutting section supported on said

bed, and a terminal attaching section supported on said

bed, said wiring cutting section and said terminal attach-

ing section being iliounted on carrier means movable on
said bed whereby they can be moved toward and away
from the wire clamping section; a wiring head provided
above one of the stations to lay at least one piece of insu-

lated wire between any selected wiring blocks, means
movably supporting said wiring head and operable to

locate said wiring head at a desired position with respect

to said selected blocks, said wire cutting section and termi-

nal attaching section being kept in close contact with the

wire clamping section during said laying of the wire^
a peeling assembly provided in association with another one

of the stations, means mounting said peeling assembly for

movement relative to the terminal chunping section to

face the wire clamping section such that an end portion of
the laid wire is subjected to a peeling operation to remove
insulating covering therefrom, said wire cutting section

and said terminal attaching section being kept away from
the wire clamping section to define a space to receive the

peeling assembly during the peeling operation; and
a terminal press attaching assembly provided in association

with a further one of the stations, means being provided to

move said terminal press atuching assembly relative to

the terminal attaching section.

4,476,630

RAZOR WITH SUDING BLADE COVER
Da?id S. Byrne, Atlantic Highlands, NJ., aasigaor to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Phdna, NJ.

FUed Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,986

Int a? B26B 21/02
MS.a 30—47 3 Claims

\

1. In a disposable wet shaving razor of the type having a
guard bar, a permanently attached cover overlaying the razor
and sUdable relative to the guard bar along a first track defin-

ing a first line of action from a first position in which the

relationship between the cover and the guard bar renders the

razor operable to a second position in which the relationship

between the cover and the guard bar renders the razor inopera-

ble, a mechanism for driving the cover relative to the guard bar
comprising a slidable operating button, a flexible element con-
necting the cover to the button and a second track defming a

second line of action for guiding the bunon so that sliding

motion of the operating button along the second track drives

the cover selectively along the first track to said first and
second positions, said flexible element curving from said first

line of action to said second line of action, said cover, said

flexible element and said operating button being fixed together
to define a unitary assembly and said tracks being substantially

perpendicular to one another.

4,476,631

CUITING MEANS MAGAZINE FOR A STERILE
DOCKING APPARATUS

Joahua Benin, Newaric, DeL, aaaignor to E. I. Da Pont dc Nc-
moon and Company, Wibniagtmi, DcL

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,415

Int CV B23D 21/00
U.S. CL 30—92 13 Claims

1. A cutting means magazine for use in an apf>aratus for

forming a connection between two thermoplastic tubes com-
prising a casing, a stack of disposable cutting means therein,

and spring means urging the stack against a wall of the casing;

said casing having an exit slot for ejection of the uppermost
cutting means of the stack and a cutting means ejector slot for

accommodating an ejector, said slot being centrally located in

the wall against which the stack is urged and having an up-
stream access opening to the cutting means and a downstream
cutting means access opening which has the exit slot as part

thereof; the upstream access opening (a) having an ejector

aUgning surface with a rise of at least about 0.2S mm and a
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slope of up to 45* and (b) being from about S0% to about 100%
of the cutting means thickness; the downstream access opening

being flrom about 10% to about 80% greater than the cutting

means thickness.

first spool and first housmg member when the means for

selectively holding are not holding the first and second

housing members together, and

third releasable abutment means on the second spool and
fourth releasable abutment means on the second housing

member, said third and fourth releasable abutment means
being configurated and positioned to lock together the

second spool and second housing member when the means
for selectively holding are holding the first and second

housing members together, and to allow restrained rela*

tive rotation of the second spool and second housing

member when said means for selectively holding are not

holding the first and second housing members together.

M76,632
MULTIPLE FLAIL HEAD FOR A ROTARY MOWER

Raymond E. Proolz, 5837 Cameo St, Aha Loma, Calif. 91701

Filed JiL 29, 1982, Scr. No. 402,944

laLa.iJmD 35/26
VS. CL 30—276 18 Claims

•«•• n^i JM '*

1. A mower fbr cutting vegetation having at least one cut-

ting flail extending outwardly from a spinning assembly, and
comprising:

means for generating rotary motion,

means for transmitting rotary motion connected with the

means for generating rotary motion, and
a rotattble cutting head connected with the means for gener-

ating rotary motion by the means for transmitting rotary

motion, said cutting head including:

first and second housing members, each having a cylindrical

side portion defining at least one orifice, a central cylindri-

cal portion, a radially extending portion interconnecting

the side portion to the central portion, and a radial abut-

ment surface on the cylindrical side portion opposite from
the radially extending portion, said first and second hous-
ing members being so positioned that their radial abutment
surfaces are in confronting relation to define a chamber
between the first and second housing members,

first and second spools mounted on said central cylindrical

portions in said chamber, each spool having wound
thereon at least one flail for extension through one of said

orifices, and
means to selectively limit relative rotation between the first

spool and the first housing member and between the sec-

ond spool and the second housing member, including
means to selectively hold said first and second housing
members together,

first releasable abutment means on the first spool and second
releasable abutment means on the first housing member,
said first and second releasable abutment means being
configurated and arranged to lock the first spool and first

housing member together when said means for selectively

holding are holding the first and second housing members
together, and to dlow restrained relative rotation of the

4,476,633

PLIERS FOR PUNCHING CARDS OR TICKETS
Heinz Brych, Caspar Oierianstrasse, 5500 Triert, Fed. Rq>. of

Germany
FQcd Dec 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,857

Int a.3 B26F J/36
VS. CL 30—363 13 Claims

1. A pair of pliers for perforating small cards, which pliers

have:

two double-arm levers pivotable about a geometrical trans-

verse axis and end zones which serve for perforating, each

zone having a plane, which pUues are parallel to said

transverse axis and which, in the closed state of the pliers,

are approximately parallel to each other,

at least one punching pin vertically positioned in one plane,

a punch hole corresponding to said punching pin, in the

opposite end zone, which is vertical to the plane thereof;

and the improvement comprising:

two positioning pins in one end zone oriented vertically to

the plane thereof, which pins, measured in one of said two
planes, are at a specific center distance from said trans-

verse axis,

a first coding box provided in one end zone,

a second coding box provided in the other end zone,

said coding boxes contain said punching pin and said punch

hole respectively,

said coding boxes being sufliciently smaller, with respect to

symbol identification, in the direction parallel to said

positioning pins, than the space between said positioning

pins.
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4*476,634

CYLINDER GAUGE
TakcsU Yaninoto, and Mmm Nakahara, both of KawasaU,
Japm, anigaors to Mitntoyo Mfig. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,417
Oaiw priority, appUcatfon Japan, Oct 23, 1981, 56-

157825[U]

lot CI.3 GOIB 3/26, 5/12
VS, CL 33—178 R 6 ClaiBS

1. A cyUnder gauge for measuring holes, including shallow
holes, in workpieces, comprising:

ahead;
a cylinder body extending fixedly upward from said head;
means for securing an iniUcating device to the upper end of

said cyUnder body;

a spindle operatively connected to said indicating device and
axially movable along said cyUnder body;

a measuring element s^dably supported on said head for

axial movement in the radial direction of said spindle, said

measuring element engaging said spindle for mutual axial

movement, the bottom end of said spindle and the inner

end of said measuring element having inclined surfaces at

which said spindle engages said measuring element for

converting an axial movement of said measuring element
into an a:dal movement of said spmdl^

a first biasing means operatively connected to said spindle

for biasing said measuring element in a direction for pro-

jecting from said head and thereby for biasing the outer

end of said measuring element to abut against the inner

wall surface of a hole in a workpiece for measuring such
hole;

a guide member slidably mounted on said head in a direction

parallel to the axis of said measuring element;

a second biasing means for biasing said guide member in a

direction projecting from said head;

the bottom of said hnd being flat and substantially perpen-

dicular to the axis of said cylinder body, said measuring
element being axially slidable in a bore closely adjacent to

the flat bottom of said head and substuitially purallel

thereto, to facilitate measurement of even very shallow

holes in workpieces;

interengaging groove means on said head and guide member
for sOdably guiding said guide member on said head in a
direction substantially parallel to the axis of said measur-

ing element, said guide member protruding from said head
in the same direction as said measuring element, said

measuring element having an outer end portion facing

away fam said head, said guide member having an outer

end portion also facing away from said head, the outer end
portion of said guide member having an outer end surface

extending in a plane substantially perpendicular to the

measuring element axis and substantially parallel to the

spindle axis, the measuring element and guide member
having rest positions in which the outer end portion of

said guide member overlies and protectively covers the

outer end portion of said measuring element
5. A cylinder gauge for measuring holes, including shallow

holes, in a workpiece, comprising:

ahead;

a cylinder body extending fixedly upward from said head;

means for securing an indicating device to the upper end of
said cylinder body;

a spindle operatively connected to said indicating device and
axially movable along said cylinder body;

a measuring element sUdably supported on said head for

axial movement in the radial direction of said spindle, said

measuring element and spindle having coactive means for

converting axial movement of said measuring element into

axial movement of said spindle;

first biasing means for biasing said measuring element axially

outward of said head toward the surface of a hole in a
workpiece to be measured;

a guide member slidable on said head and second biasing

means for urging said guide member away from said head,
said guide member being of generally U-shaped plan

which opens toward said head and has an upstanding
bight portion connecting the outer ends of a pair of spaced
legs, guide means interengaging said legs and head for

slidably guiding said guide member on said head for

movement of said bight portion toward and away from
said head along a direction substantially parallel to the axis

of said measuring element, said legs and bight portion

extending from below the outer end of said measuring
element over the top thereof so as to form a protective

arch around the major part of the circumference of the

outer end portion of the measuring element

4,476,635

METHOD OF DETERMINING LENGTH OF A CONDUIT
HAVING ENDS AT DIFFERENT ELEVATIONS

George V. Hart 9846 Sagadownc La., Hooston, Tex. 77089
Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 352,466

iBt a^ GOIB 3/10
U&a 33—228 4Clains

1. The method for using a combination retractable measur-
ing tape and protractor for determining the incUned distance

from the position of the tool, which is resting at a first point to

an elevated second point not readily reached by the user

thereof in order that such user can accurately fabricate a struc-

tural component for bridging between said first and second
points, comprising the steps of:

positioning the combination tool at said first point and ascer-

taining the horizontal posture thereof in order to faciliute

accurate measurement of the angle of incUnation to the

second point;

withdrawing the measuring tape in horizontal fashion and
extending it to a position diracdy beneath the aforemen-

tioned second point;

measuring the distance from the position of the tool at the

first point to the aforementioned position beneath said

second point;

visually sighting from said tool along said protractor to said

second point, so as to ascertain the angle of incUnation

thereof; and
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retrieving the distance infonnation from point 1 to point 2 by
use of the information achieved through operation of the

combination tool hereabove.

4^7C,6M
BOUNDARY AIR LAYER MODIFICATION STRUCTURE

FOR HEAT TRANSFER ROLL
Fhuk R. GroM, 3926 Woodtfamsh Rd^ Akron, Ohio 44313

ContinnattoB-in-pwt of Ser. No. 200,765, Oct 27, 1980,

badoDcd. Thli ipplicatioa May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,478

lot a.3 F26B 13/08
VS, CL 34—114 13 Claima

eiU *OJMTMtNT
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tubes with the tubes biased toward the shell so that said

free ends tend to move toward the shell;

and a tube positioning element secured to the tube at the free

end in supporting engagement with the inner surface of
the shell adjacent the grooves fixedly positioning the free

end a predetermined distance from the bottom of the

groove.

1. Apparatus for effecting boundary air layer modification
for a heat transfer roll being structurally positioned to receive

a web therearound wherein heat transfer is occasioned be-

tween the web and the roll which comprises
means mounting the heat transfer roll in rotatable joumaled

condition;

means to pass the web around the heat transfer roll forming
a nip at the point of contact of the web with the heat

transfer roll;

wiping means in immediately proximate adjacent relation-

ship with the heat transfer roll as close as possible to the

nip to mechanically squeeze the air boundary layer from
the heat transfer roll as it approaches the nip, such means
also having the web in close proximity thereto and to the
nip to mechanically wipe the boundary layer of air from
the underside of the web immediately adjacent to the nip,

wherein the wiping means is a rotatable squeeze roll ex-

tending the full length thereof arranged in parallel relation

thereto, but of small diameter and positioned immediately
adjacent the nip.

4^76,637
SHEET PAPER DRYING CYLINDER FOR A
CONTINUOUS PAPERMAKING MACHINE

Edgar J. Jivtns, Bdoit, Wis.; Udioo Stedile, and Umberto Bol-

bud, both of Torino, Italy, aasignon to Bdoit Corporation,

BcMtWis.
Filed Jim. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,743

Cbdna priority, application Italy, Jnn. 9, 1981, 67792 A/81
lot a^ F26B 13/08

U.S. CL 34—119 10 dains
1. A steam heated cylindrical dryer drum for continuously

drying a traveling paper web in a papermaking machine com-
prising in combination:

a rotary mounted cylindrical dryer drum having an outer
shell with a smooth outer surface with heads at the ends
defining a steam containing cavity within;

annular ribs on the inner surface of the shell defining axially

spaced grooves in which condensate collects during dry-
ing operation as heat is transferred to a web on the drum
sitfface;

a plurality of elongate collector tubes within the drum each
having a supporting base end and having a condensate
collection free end projecting into a groove and extending
in a generally tangential direction being formed of an
elastically deflectable material;

a condensate collector rigidly supporting the base end of the

4,476,638

FLEXIBLE WOODEN INSOLE AND UNDERLYING
SUPPORT

Florindo Quacquarinl, and Florindo Seferini, both of Via Or*
convallazione, 103, Monte San Ginsto (MC), Italy

Filed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474^27
Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. IS, 1982, 19405/82[U]

Int CL^ A43B J/06. 13/38, 3/12
U.S. a. 36—86 8 Claims

1. A flexible insole to be placed within a shoe, boot or the

like comprising in combination:

a flexible substrate dimensioned to be received within the

shoe,

a plurality of wooden slats having bottom faces fastened to

an upper surface of said substrate, each slat oriented paral*

lei to one another and transverse to the longitudinal axis of

the shoe, and each slat spaced from an adjacent slat,

whereby upper faces ofsaid slats come in direct contact with

the bottom surface of a person's foot wearing the shoe and
said slats can articulate one relative to another to accom>
modate foot flexure while allowing proper thermal aspira-

tion of the foot,

wherein said spaces between adajcent slats is constant for all

slats,

wherein top longitudinal edges of said wooden slats are

provided with a contoured surface whereby articulation

of adjacent slats precludes pinching of the skin of the foot

supported thereon, and

wherein said flexible substrates includes portions thereof

interposed between adjacent side faces of said wooden
slats.
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4^76,639
NO LACE SHOE WITH ADJUSTABLE STRAP

FASTENING MECHANISM
Gary S. Zaccaria, Sandy, Utah, assignor to In?entor'8 Technol*

ogy Corporation, Salt Lake Qty, Utah
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 415,645, Sep. 7, 1982,. This

appUcation Jul. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 517,942

Int CL^ A43B 5/00, 11/00
U.S. a. 36—114 38 Claliin

site sides of said piston and means for controlling fluid flow

through said passages, the means for controlling fluid flow

from one of said chambers to the other of said chambers being

24. An ajustable strap fastening mechanism for securing and
supporting a wearer's foot within a shoe which has an upper,

an insole and an outer sole, comprising:

fastening means for securing the foot within the shoe having

flrst and second members which join in locking engage-

ment; said flrst member being connected to the shoe up-

per;

a pull strap having a connecting end attached to the insole of
the shoe and a fastening end; said second member being

connected to said pull strap proximate to said fastening

end; said pull strap disposed to encircle the wearer's foot

in a wrap-around manner by passing from one side of the

foot over the instep to the opposite side of the foot, then

through the structure of the shoe subtending the foot, and

by exiting the shoe for connecting said flrst and second

members of said fastening means in locking engagement;

and
adjustment means for adjusting the tautness of said pull strap

about the wearer's foot to provide adjustable support to

the arch of the foot.

4,476,640

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING THE FLEX OF SKI AND
THE LIKE BOOTS

Giuseppe Aldlnio, Treriso, and Giorgio Baggio, S. MartlBO Dl

Lnpari, Italy, assignors to Nordica S.pA^ Montebellnna,

Italy

Filed Not. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,370

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Dec 2, 1980, 26385 A/80;

Dec 2, 1980, 23531/80[U]

Int CV A43B 5/04

U.S. a. 36—121 5 Claims

1. A device for controlling the flex of a flrst portion of a ski

boot or the like with respect to a second portion of said ski

boot movable with respect to said first portion, comprising a

cylinder pivoted to one of said portions and a piston slidable in

said cylinder and having a piston rod pivoted to the other of

said portions, said piston dividing said cylinder into two cham-

bers having a fluid therein and means for biasing movement of

said piston in said cylinder, wherein said means comprise fluid

passages between said two chambers of said cylinder at oppo-

separate and independent from the means for controlling fluid

flow from said other of said chambers to said one of said cham-
bers.

4,476,641

STRATA ROCK BUCKET
Paul V. Balllnger, 7630 Westwood, Flndlay, Ohio 45840

Continuation of Ser. No. 251,471, Apr. 6, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation JuL 1, 1983, Ser. No. 510,383

Int Q.3 E02F 3/00. 9/28

U.S. a. 37—118 R 14 ClafaBS

1. An excavating bucket for use with backhoes and similar

machines comprising, in combination, a bucket assembly hav-

ing a top portion, means disposed on said top portion for re-

movably securing said bucket to associated equipment, a first

pair of upper sidewalls disposed substantially but not parallel

to one another, a first pair of lower sidewalls intersecting a

respective one ofeach of said first pair of upper sidewalls along

a first pair of hip lines, said first pair of lower sidewalls extend-

ing from a respective one of each of said first pair of upper

sidewalls away from said top portion and toward one another

at an acute angle, a bottom panel extending between said first

pair of lower sidewalls, a back wall extending between said

bottom panel and said top portion, a second pair of upper

sidewalls extending between a respective one of said first pair

of upper sidewalls and said back wall and disposed substan-

tially but not parallel to one another, a second pair of lower

sidewalls intersecting a respective one of each of said second

pair of upper sidewalls along a second pair of hip lines, said

second pair of lower sidewalls extending between a respective

one of said first pair of lower sidewalls and said back wall, said

first pair of lower sidewalls defining a respective pair of in-

clined leading edges extending from said bottom panel in a

diverging manner generally toward said back wall and said top

portion to said first pair of hip lines, and a plurality of teeth

disposed in mirror-image pairs on said pair of leading edges

and in substantially uniformly spaced-apirt position along the

length of said leading edges between said bottom panel and

said first pair of hip lines, said bucket having its maximum
width at said hip lines, the width of said bucket decreasing in

both upper and lower directions from said hip lines and said

452-228 O.G.-84-2
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bucket having ito most widely spaced pair of said teeth located
substantially at said hip lines.

M7C642
DIGGING TOOTH AND HOLDER ASSEMBLY

ChariM W. HcnpUil, Diueamllic Tcz^ aMignor to Hemphfll
ladntrisa, Ine^ MaMfleld, Tex.

FDed No?. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 445,396
lat aj E02F 9/28

UAa 37-142 R 22 Clainis

(a) a U-shaped handle;

(b) two control levers, pivotally mounted on the U-shaped
handle, one end of each being pivotally moveable from a
first inoperative position distal fixnn the handle to a sec-
ond operative position proximate to the handle;

(c) a U-shaped bail, pivotally mounted on the U-shaped
handle, the bight ofwhich being pivotally moveable fitom
a first inoperative position distal from the handle to a
second operative position proximate to the handle, said
bail adapted to bear against the control levers and move
them from their first positions to their second positions
when the bail is pivoted from its first position to its second
position; and

(d) means for normally biasing the control levers and for
biasing the U-shaped bail to their first positions distal from
the handle;

whereby each control lever may be independently pivoted
from its first to its second position; or both control levers
may be conjointly pivoted by the bail from their first to
their second positions.

1. In a digging apparatus of the type having a digging tooth
removably received within a tooth receiving holder, wherein
tlw holder is affixed to the digging apparatus and includes a
socket formed therewithin within which a shank of the tooth is

removably received, the improvement comprising:

said socket of said holder outwardly opens and rearwardly
Upers to that the socket is progressively reduced in size;

said socket is formed by spaced curved interior wall sur-

faces joined together at spaced locations along the circum-
ference of the spaced wall surfaces to form an arc, the
interior peripheral wall surface of the socket is continuous
when viewed in lateral cross-section;

said tooth includes a cutting head at one end thereof, said
tooth shank rearwardly extends from said cutting head
and is rearwardly tapered complementary respective to
said socket;

said shank is ofannular configuration when viewed in lateral

cross-section; said shank of said tooth is telescopingly
received within said socket of said holder where said
shank is wedgedly held in assembled relationship there-
with.

4,476,644

FIREARM SAFETY WITH ALARM
Jerry R. Laing, 1383 Cal Yomig Rd^ Eugene, Oreg. 97401

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,594
Int a? F41C 27/Oa 17/00

U.S.a42-lA i n«i—

4^76,643
HAND CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MOTORIZED

IMPLEMENTS
Robert M. Hflchey, KHcbeaer, aod Amc L Fon, Noblctoo, both
of Gnada, atrivion to MTD Prodocti United, Kitchener,

9ClaiBi8

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,387
lot a^ EOIH 5/09: G05G 1/04

U.S.a 37—245

1. A control system for a motorized implement comprising:

1. A safety device for a firearm to provide a signal to a
shooter that a firearm safety is off and the firearm is ready to
fire, said device comprising in combination,

a main body member adapted for support by the trigger
guard structiire of the firearm in a manner permitting
limited rectilinear movement of the main body member to
a first position to obstruct trigger operation and move-
ment to a second position to permit normal trigger opera-
tion, and

an alarm system carried by said main body member, said

alarm system including a power source, signal generating
means, switch means in circuit with said power source and
said signal generating means, said switch means closeable
upon said main body member being manually positioned
to said second position permitting normal trigger opera-
tion and energizing said signal generating means indicat-

ing to the shooter that the fireann is ready to fire.

4«476,645

FISHING POLE HOLDER
James Paamann, RR. 4, Box 2, Girard, Kans. 66743

FQed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434^954

Int CL3 AOIK 97/12
U.S. a. 4»—15 7 Claims

1. A fishing rod holder comprising:

stake means for insertion into the ground;
bracket means rigid with said stake and extending upwardly

therefrom;

pivotal arm means coupled with said bracket means for

pivotal movement relative thereto between a cocked
position and a hook setting position;

socket means for receiving an end of said rod, said socket
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means being coupled with said arm means at a point

spaced from the point of coupling of said arm means with
said bracket means to effect generally upward movement
of said socket means to set a fish hook depending from the

rod when said arm means moves from the cocked to the

hook setting position;

a latch plate rigidly mounted on said pivotal arm means and
non-movable therewith;

a latch having a notch therein, said latch being pivotally

coupled with said bracket means for pivotal movement
between a latching position wherein the latch plate is

engaged in said notch to hold said arm means in the

LATCHED

1. A fishing lure comprising:

a spring wire member of resilient material being formed in a

V shape having two legs diverging rearwardly from an

apex providing a connection for the fishing lure;

a trigger member sUdably engaging one of said legs and

being movable back and forth hereon, and having a catch

position engageable with the other leg member,

a fishing hook carried by the other of said legs at an interme-

diate position thereon;

said legs being resiliently compressible toward one another

to provide a contracted profile attractible to a fish;

said trigger member being movable along said one leg ftt>m

a "latched" position with the catch portion thereofengag-

ing said other leg and holding the two legs in their said

contracted profile, to a "released" position disengaging

the other leg and enabling it to spring outwardly; and

means supported on said one leg with the trigger member
and engageable by a fish when swallowing the lure to

move the trigger member backwardly to its said released

position in response to backward pull by the fish;

whereby such backward pull exerted on the lure by the fish

automatically moves the trigger member from the

"latched" position of the "released" position, enabling

said other leg to spring outwardly and automatically set

the fishing hook in the fish's mouth.

4,476,647

JAPANESE BEETLE TRAP
Howard R. Hall, Jr., 1065 W. Briitol Rd., Warminster, Pa.

18974

FDed Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,178

Int a^ AOIM 1/10
U.S. a. 43—122 9 Claims

l-~

cocked position and a release position wherein the notch is

displaced from the latch plate;

canmiing means mounted on said socket means at a location

to engage said latch and push same from the latching

position to the release position by camming action when
said socket means is pulled generally downwardly;

first yieldable means for biasing said latch toward the latch-

ing position; and

second yieldable means for biasing said arm means toward

the hook setting position to effect setting of the hook
when said latch is moved to the release position by said

camming means.

1. A Japanese beetle trap comprising

a top portion,

a cylindrical portion having openings for access of beetles to

the interior and with struts therebetween,

a lower part with a receptacle carried thereby for discharge

of beetles into the receptacle,

a plurality of vertically extending curved baffles mounted on
said struts and having flanges with openings therethrough

for passage of scent to lure the beetles, and

said flanges enclosing a bait receiving space.

4^476,646

FISHING LURE
SteNuu E. Wefanan, 4029 S. LaFayette, Bartooflllc ID. 61607

FUed Jon. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,507

Iirt. a^ AOIK 83/02

VS. a. 43—34 11 Claims

4,476,648

FLOAT ACTIVATED TOY VEHICLE
John MaxiBi, 25 MiU Valley La., North Staarfbrd, Cou. 06903

Filed Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 463,749

Int CL^ A63H 17/00

MS,a 446—166 25 Oalais

f^ It St

1. A device comprising a toy vehicle frame, driven means at

least simulating means for propelling said frame coupled to said

toy vehicle fiame, motor means supported on said frame opera-

tively coupled to said driven means for driving same, reservoir

means carried on said frame having an opening, said reservoir

means being capable of receiving and accumulating a liquid,

switch means supported on said frame and coupled to said

motor means for actuating said motor means, and float means

supported in said reservoir means, said float means being buoy-

antly displaceable by said liquid between a first position where

said switch means is actuated by said float means when at least

a predetermined amount of said liquid is present in said reser-

voir means and a second position where said switch means

remains unactuated when less than said at least predetermined

amount of liquid is present in said reservoir means.
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M76,649
TOY DOLL STROLLER AND FERRIS WHEEL

Jbka V. Zmba, Oikago, m^ aarignor to Marvin GIm8 A Asso-
dataa, CUcago, DL

FDcd Dae. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 451,174
lot a.3 A63H 5m

U.S.a 446-114 20 Claims

J>J0«

1. A stroller comprising:

spaced parallel members forming a frame;

a pair ofground engaging wheels, each mounted for roution
ofa stub shaft extending inwardly from a respective frame
member to form a common axis;

means extending between the frame members below the
common axis to connect the frame members together
proximate the ground engaging wheels;

a pair of spaced side wheels mounted on an axle and carried
by the fhune for rotation with the periphery of the side
wheels spaced from the ground;

a concentric, inwardly disposed drive wheel portion on one
of the ground engaging wheels in direct drive engagement
with the periphery of one of the side wheels;

a plurality of pivot means on the spaced side wheels spaced
at approximately the same distance from the axle and at

approximately equal intervals;

a seat pivotally depending from each of the pivot means
between the spaosd side wheels and passing between the
ground engaging wheels below the common axis during
roution of the spaced side wheels;

the length of the seat depending from the pivot means being
less than the distance between the pivot means and the
axle and less than the distance the side wheel periphery is

spaced fix>m the ground; and
handle means connected to the frame members projecting
upwardly from the ground and outwardly from the frame.

4,474,650

TRIGGER ACTUATED PUPPET
Tor Lokrig, Eaciiio, Calif., aaaignor to iBteryiaual Comraonica-

tiona lac, Los Angeka, Calif.

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 417,675

lot a^ A63H 7/00
U&a446-362 6Claiai8

plurality of articulated limbs and a control therefor, said con-
trol comprising pistol grip means connected to the back of said

figure, said grip means having a plurality of openings therein

for insertion of the fingers of the operator of said puppet, said

grip means further having a plurality of limb control members
pivotally mounted thereon and accessible from said openings,

and flexible members interconnecting said control members
and said limbs whereby movement of said control members at

said openings moves said flexible members thereby moving the
limbs of said figiire, each of said control members including a
first elongated portion extending toward said figure and termi-
nating in a free end, and a second curved portion extending
from said elongated portion away from said figure and integral

with said elongated portion, each of said control members
being pivotally connected to said grip means substantially at

the intersection of said elongated portion and said curved
portion, the curved portions terminating in ends normally
disposed partway in selected ones of said openings in said grip
means for access by the fingers of said operator, and abutment
means on said grip means for limiting the pivotal movement of
said control members, selected ones of said control members
being mounted on one side of said grip means and the remain-
der of said control members being mounted on the other side of
said grip means, said pistol grip means being generally L-
shaped with first grip portion connected to said figure and a
second grip portion, having said openings therein, extending
downwardly from said first grip portion, the elongated por-
tions of said control members extending along said first grip
portion and the curved portions of said control members ex-
tending in said second grip portion to and partway in said

openings, said control members on each side of said grip means
including first and second control members, said first control
members having their elongated and curved portions substan-

tially longer than the elongated and curved portions of said

second control members and overlying the same with the ends
of said curved portions on one side of said grip means extend-
ing into staggered ones of said openings.

4,476,651

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TRANSPORTING
GROWING PLANTS

Geoffrey Dmry, P.O. Box 127, Granite Ave., Canaan, Conn.
06018

FUed Jan. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 461,513

Int a.3 AOIG WOO
U.S. CL 47—65 7 Claims

tt/

1. In a puppet, a figure having a main body portion with a

1. Apparatus for supporting, positioning and transporting

plants in a hydroponic growing system, the apparatus includ-

ing a plurality of elongated troughs, each trough having an
inlet end, an opposite outlet end, a bottom portion, and at least

one longitudinally extending external rib depending from said

bottom portion; means for supporting said troughs m spaced

parallel relation so that the inlet end of each trough is at a first

level and the outlet end is at a second level lower than the first

level; means for delivering a flow of liquid nutrient to the inlet

end of each trough; and means for collecting a flow of liquid

nutrient from the outlet end of each trough, wherem the un-

provement comprises said means for supporting, positioning
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and transporting said troughs in spaced parallel relation includ-

ing:

at least two spaced apart rails extending under the troughs

transversely to the longitudinal axes thereof;

a multiplicity of wheels rotatably mounted on each rail, the

axes of rotation of the wheels perpendicularly intersecting

at spaced intervals a longitudinal axis of the rail such that

part of the rim of each wheel extends above the top of the

rail; and

at least two elongated spacer bars disposed end-to-end on
each rail, each spacer bar having a longitudinal bottom

groove engaged by the rims of a plurality of the wheels,

such that the bar makes rolling contact with the wheels

and is guided thereby along the rail, and at least one up-

right rib extending longitudinally along the top of the bar,

said rib having at least one notch in the upper edge thereof

for transversely receiving the bottom rib of a respective

trough, whereby the spacer bars maintain the troughs in

spaced relation.

4,476,652

DEVICE FOR SUSPENDING A SLIDABLE SEALED
DOOR

Pierre Beauchot, Bhdncoort sor Precy, Fhmce, assignor to

Fermod, France

FUed Jul. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 402,331

Gains priority, appUcation France, Aug. 5, 1981, 81 15209

Int a.3 E05D 75/56

U.S. a. 49—235 9 Claims

1. In a device for suspending a slidable sealed door for a wall

defining a doorway, said device comprising a guide rail having

a cross-section in the general shape of a C for fixing to said wall

and defining two guide surfaces along which surfaces the door

is movable between an opening position and a closing position

relative to said doorway, a first of said guide surfaces having a

notch, door support means mounted on the door, at least one

first rolling or sliding element carried by the door support

means and cooperable with the first guide surface in a first

contact region, at least one pivotal arm connected to the door

and pivotable about a pivot axis substantiaUy parallel to said

guide surfaces, at least one second rolling or sliding element

carried by the at least one pivotal arm, a second of said guide

surfaces cooperating with said at least one second element in a

second contact region, said first element being adapted to enter

said notch when the door is moved to said closing position for

lowering the position of said pivot axis and pivoting said at

least one pivotal arm and thereby displacing the door toward

said waU for compressing sealing means between the door and

said wall; the improvement wherein the at least one pivotal

arm is disposed completely within the C-section rail and said

pivot axis is located above said contact regions in positions of

the door other than said closing position thereof and is located

no lower than said contact regions in said closing position of

the door.

4,476,653

DOOR SILL AND ADJUSTABLE THRESHOLD
Wayne Spcer, Temple, Tex., aad John M. ChnpOc, Box 1008,

Tcnqilc, Tex. 76501, aaaisaors to Joha M. CbnpO^ Temple,

Tex.

FUed Jan. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 456,763

Int a.} E06B 1/70

U.S. a. 49—468 1 Claim

1. A combined door sill and adjustable threshold comprising

an elongate wooden sill having opposite longitudinal edge

portions,

a tread portion inclined upwardly from one longitudinal

edge portion and an elongate upwardly-open groove

adjacent the other longitudinal edge portion, said groove

having laterally spaced side walls and a bottom wall ex-

tending therebetween,

an elongate threshold strip slidably engaging in the groove

and substantially spanning the space between the side

walls of the groove,

a yieldable foam plastic filler with closed ceUs engaged

between the threshold strip and the obottom of the

groove,

said filler occupying the entire space between the bottom of

the threshold strip and the bottom wall of the groove and

extending from side wall to side wall of said groove,

and screw and nut means respectively in the strip and

groove bottom for driving the threshold strip upwardly

and downwardly in the groove,

said threshold strip having outwardly extending overhang-

ing ledges along each side thereof, said ledges overhang-

ing the sill adjacent each side of the groove.

4,476,654

SPLINE GEAR RECIPROCATING LAPPING MACHIE
Berwyn S. Eng, and Earl L. Christian, both of San Diego, Calif.,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

tiie Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,275

Int a.3 B24B 15/06

U.S. a. 51—26 14 Claims

1. An apparatus for rapid, consistent and automatic lapping

of involute and straight internal and external spline gears com-

prising:

a support bed;

a headstock assembly attachable to the support bed which

includes:

a headstock housing;

means supported by the headstock housing for holding a

first cylindrical workpiece in a manner that rotation

may occur about the axis of the workpiece, said first

workpiece being an involute or straight internal or

external spline gear;

means connected to the holding means for indexing the

first cylindrical workpiece by controUably and auto-
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matically rotating it about its axis a preselected rota-
tional distance at each indexing event;

means linked to the holding means for maintaining firmly
the orientation of the ftst workpiece during periods
between indexing; and

means connected to the indexing means for powering said
indexing means;

a tailstock assembly movably attachable to the support bed
which includes:

a tailstock housing;

means supported by the tailstock housing for sustaining a
second cylindrical workpiece with its axis colinear with
the axis of the first cylindrical workpiece, and in a
manner that reciprocating motion along this axis may
occur, said second workpiece being a mating match to
the involute or straight internal or external spline gear
first workpiece whereby the workpieces can be mated
for lapping their gears surfaces;

means connected to the sustaining means for moving the
sustaining means and second workpiece in a linear,

controlled and reciprocating manner along the colinear
axis of the mating first workpiece and second work-
piece;

means in contact with any of the reciprocating elements for
controlling the length of the stroke of the reciprocating
motion of the moving means and the second workpiece;

means connected to the headstock assembly and the tailstock
assembly for timing and coordinating in a preselected
manner the roution of the first workpiece by the indexing
means and the reciprocating motion of the second work-
piece by the moving means; and

means attached to the controlling means for activating or
deactivating the ^>paratus.

4^76,656
METHOD OF DRESSING A PLATED CUBIC BORON

NITRIDE GRINDING WHEEL
Harold P. Bo^cakerk, WortUagtoi, Ohio, aMi^or to General

Electric Company, WortUagton, Ohio
Filed Not. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322^46

brt. a.3 B24B 1/00
UA a. 51-325 3 ciahns

1. A method of dressing a plated grinding wheel made with
a single Uyer of microcrystalline cubic boron nitride grit
which method comprises rotating said grinding wheel and
lightly grinding a cemented metal carbide with several passes
of the grinding wheel before grinding the intended workpiece.

4t47<,655
LINK AND FUGHT ASSEMBLY FOR BLAST

TREATMENT APPARATUS
DoaaM L Aoabngh, Granger, lad., uUgfmr to Wheehdirator-

Frya lac, Miihawaka, lad.

FIM Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,619 4,476,657

lat a^ B2«B 47/02 FKECASJ CONCRETE STRUCTURAL UNITS AND
U.S.a 51—215 E 4 dalms BURIAL VAULTS

Bernard T. Juba, White Bear Lake, and Michael J. V. Gieasea,
Bbdae, both of Mhm., asdgnon to R B. FtUer, St. Panl,
Mian.

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,369
Int a.3 E04H 13/00; B32B 13/00

VJS. CL 52-139 8 Cbdms

1. A link and flight assembly for a blast cabinet conveyor
comprising:

(a) a fli^t having a first element thereof formed of material
which is highly resistant to blast treatment and a backer
bar secured behind the flight;

(b) a pair of links including means for interengaging other
Imks to form a conveyor belt of link and flight assemblies
and means for securing said links to both ends ofsaid flight
only to said backer bar, said securing means including

a mounting plate adapted to be releasably secured to said
backer bar;

a mounting arm connecting said plate to said link,

whereby only said first element of the flight need be formed
of blast resistant material, the links, backer bar and secur-
ing means being formed of lower cost, less blast resistant
materials.

1. A composite structural unit comprising a phutic resinous
sheet, a concrete subunit, and a polychloroprene contact adhe-
sive providing a bond between said sheet and said concrete
prepared by a process comprising:

(a) coating said plastic sheet on one side with a latex adhe-
sive, consisting essentially of a blend of an aqueous emul*
sion of hydrophiUc chloroprene copolymer particles and
an aqueous emulsion of hydrocarbon tackifier resin parti-

cles;

(b) drying said latex adhesive to the touch;

(c) contacting said adhesive with wet, pourable, uncured
concrete; and,

(d) setting and curing said concrete.
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4,476,658

STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEM
Thomas O. Jofaastoac, Laacastor, Pa., assignor to Alcan Alnmi-
anm Corporatioa, derehuid, Ohio

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,328

lat a^ E04C 1/34; E04D 1/34, 1/38
U.S. a.52—395 6 Claims

4,476,659

INSULATED ROOFING SYSTEM WITH SUDABLE
ROOF TO CEILING CLIPS

Wayne H. Player, Rte. 1, Box 964-A, Mesqaite, Tex. 75181
Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,656

The portioa oi the term of this pateat saboeqant to Feb. 16,

2000, has beea disclaimed.

lat a? E04B 1/62
VS. CL 52-404 6ClaiaH

M ««*«,;«

6. A standing seam roof system comprising, in combination

with supporting roof structure,

(a) a plurality of elongated roofing panels each having a

central web and first and second longitudinal flanges

respectively projecting upwardly therefrom along oppo-

site sides of the panel, with the upper portion of each

flange bent inwardly to form a longitudinal leg extending

toward the other flange of the panel in vertically spaced

parallel relation to the web, said panels being disposed on
the roof structure in side-by-side parallel array with the

first flange ofone panel closely adjacent the second flange

of the next panel in the array to constitute therewith a

standing seam;

(b) a plurality of anchoring clips fixedly secured to the roof

structure in spaced relation to each other along each

standing seam, each of said clips including a flat vertical

body mterposed between the first flange of one panel and
the second flange of the next panel at a standing seam, and
first and second upper portions respectively projecting in

opposite directions from the top of said flat body for

respectively overlying and engaging the legs of said last-

mentioned first and second flanges, and

(c) for each standing seam, an elongated, resiliently deform-

able and snap-fittingly mountable cap member of down-
wardly opening C-shaped cross section snap fitted over

the leg of the first flange of one panel and the leg of the

second flange of the next panel at that standing seam to

cover the gap therebetween, above the upper portions of

the anchoring clips at that standing seam;

(d) the leg of each panel flange having an upwardly facing

flat portion parallel to the panel web;

(e) a body of sealant material being interposed between each

of the cap members and the upwardly facing flat portion

of each flange leg over which the cap member is fitted,

along the full length of the cap member,

(f) the leg of the first flange of each panel being formed with

a longitudinal, upwardly concave groove and the first

upper portion of each clip being formed with a down-
wardly convex bead receivable in said groove; and

(g) the leg of the second flange of each panel curving in-

wardly, then upwardly, and then again inwardly to the

flat portion thereof, and the second upper portion of said

clip curving upwardly to a free longitudinal edge for

conformingly overlying the upward curve of the second

flange leg of a panel.

1. A slidable hanger assembly for use in insulatable roofing

structures having interlocking elongated roofmg panels and
interlocking ceiling panels, said roofing and ceiling panels

being connectable by multiplicity of slidable hanger assem-

blies, said slidable hanger assemblies comprising:

a cUp rail having means on its top side for attaching to the

underside of said interlocking roofing panels;

an elongated clip receiving track on the bottom side of said

clip rail; and

an elongated suspension cUp having a first end slidably

engagable in said track of said clip rail and having a sec-

ond end connectable to said ceiling panels, which said

second end is provided with mobility of the slidable en-

gagement of said first end within said track;

whereby said ceiling panels are suspendable from said roof-

ing panels in a manner that allows the relative misalign-

ment of the roofing panels with respect to the ceiling

panels.

4,476,660

MEMBRANE ANCHOR WTTH FLEXURE RESISnNG
REGIONS

Thomas F. Fraacoiitch, 6373 Wiadharp Way, Columbia, Md.
21045

FOed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 417,110

Int CL^ E04B 1/61 n€B 29/00; E04D 3/36
VJS. CL 52—515 6 Claims

n JL.
si^Jb^^^s^^ ^:i

//////,^/>://

1. In a membrane anchor system m which a roof substrate is

covered with a membrane or water impervious material an-

chored by Unear fasteners which penetrate the membrane and

are secured to underlying roof structure, a resilient thin disc-

like body for engaging said membrane having upper and lower

surfaces, said body having an unstressed state and being de-

formable to a stressed state under load imposed by the linear

fastener, and comprising:

(a) a central, substantially planar region,

(b) an opening through said body in said central region for a

Unear fastener,

(c) means defining a downwardly facing cavity above said

membrane outwardly of and surrounding said central

region and said opening, said means in part extending
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above central region thereby defining in the upper surface

a recen above said central region,

(d) means defining a groove in surrounding relationship to

said cavity defining means,

(e) an intermediate region extending outwardly of said

groove and having an outer boumlary. a peripherally

extending flexure zone in said body at said outer bound-
try.

an outer engaging region in surrounding relation to said

flexure zone and located at a level below the bottom
surface of said groove in the unstressed sute of said body,
said outer engaging region engaging said membrane in the
stressed state of said body,

(g) said intermediate region defining therebeneath a mastic
overflow cavity outwardly of said groove, and having a
bending zone at its inner boundary.

(h) said downwardly sloping region having therein radially

extending, upwardly convex regions.

M7C661
CUP LOCKED ROOFING AND SIDING PANELS

WflUam J. Hoofe, m, 1973 Port ProTcnce, Newport Beach,
CaUf. 92660

FOcd Dee. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,193

im. a.3 E04D 1/34
U.8. CL 52 546 26 Chdms

diagonal members interconnecting said upper and lower
chords, the improvement to minimize the size of the upper and
lower chords of the joist girder for a predetermined load com-
prising steel tie means connecting the adjacent ends of the
upper chords of said joist girders, said tie means including a
non-connected zone which affords plastic elongation and de-
formation of portions of said tie means and said tie means being
sized to yield prior to said upper chord yielding and to transfer

a sufficient horizontal force through said tie means to reduce
the chord force said predetermined load causes within said

joist girder, including fastening means for connecting said joist

girders to said support element, said fastening means retaining

said joist girders from separation from said supporting element
but not interfering with plastic elongation of said tie means,
said fastening means affording relative sliding movement be-

tween said support element and said upper chord.

4,476,663

STRUCTURE WITH COMPOSITE MEMBERS
Victor W. Bikales, 7301 Mission Rd., 326A, Shawnee Mission,

Kans. 66208

Filed Aug. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 523,372

Int a.3 E04C 3/30
U.S. a. 52—730 12 Claims

1. A roof covering system including a roofing panel having
decorative elements, and configured for coupUng to similar
roofing panels when installed, comprising:

(a) a unitary panel having a baclcground sheet having a front

edge, a rear edge, a first side edge and a second side edge;
a decorative element means extending from said back-
ground sheet and having first and second ends, said first

end adjacent said firont edge of said sheet and said sec-

ond end adjacent said rear edge of said sheet, said rear

edge of said background sheet extending rearward of
said second end of said decorative element means to

define a nailing flange therebetween coverable, at least

in substantial part, by a similar adjacent panel;

first means for coupUng adjacent said first end;
second means for coupling adjacent said rear edge; and

(b) unitary joining means configured at one end for coopera-
tive engagement with said first means for coupling and
configured at its other end for cooperative engagement
with said second means for coupling;

whereby said panel may be fastened in place through said
naiUng flange and coupled, adjacent both its front and
rear edges, to similar roofing panels in adjacent courses.

4,476,662

JOIST GIRDER BUILDING CONSTRUCnON
JamM M. Fisher, 4401 N. Mnmy Afe., Shorewood, Wis. 53211

Flkd Oct 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315349
lat a' E04B 5/43, 7/00. 1/6B

UA CL 52-693 11 aaimg
1. In a joist girder construction including a support element

for supporting adjacent ends ofjoist girders in which each joist
girder has an upper chord, a lower chord and vertical and

1. In a structure including a plurality of structural members,
the improvement of a composite wood member which com-
prises:

(a) an aligned pair of elongated pieces, each said piece in-

cluding:

(1) a narrow face extending longitudinally in relation to

said piece and having a transverse widUi;

(2) a wide face extending longitudinally in relation to said

piece and positioned in spaced relation to said narrow
face, said wide face having a transverse width greater

than said narrow face transverse width;

(3) a pair of radial faces extending between said narrow
and wide faces;

(4) a transverse cross-sectional configuration substantially

defining a trapezoid with an apex side at said narrow
face and a base side at said wide face;

(5) an arcuate, cross-sectional grain pattern concave with

respect to said narrow face, said narrow face being
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generally in a plane parallel to a tangent of said grain

pattern and having a flat grain pattern thereat;

(6) said wide face being generally in a plane parallel to said

tangent and having a flat grain pattern thereat; and

(7) each of said radial faces being generally in a respective

plane perpendicular to said grain pattern and having a

respective vertical grain pattern thereat;

(b) said pieces being bonded together at said narrow faces at

a plane of intersection between said wide faces with said

wide faces extending substantially parallel to each other;

and

(c) said composite member being substantially symmetrical

about an axis perpendicular to said wide faces.

4,476,664

APPARATUS FOR INTRODUCING STACKS OF PAPER
SHEETS OR THE LIKE INTO CARTONS OR

ANALOGOUS RECEPTACLES
Gerald Kroll; Horst Vogel, and Jiirgen Peter, all of Hamburg,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to E.C.H. Will (GmbH A
Co.), Haraborg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed No?. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,563

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 20,

1960,3043724

Int a^ B65B 39/12. 5/06

VS. a. 53—258 17 Claims

1. Apparatus for introducing stacks of paper sheets or the

like into cartons or analogous receptacles at a filling station,

comprising conveyor means having a stack-supporting surface

and being movable along a predetermined path into and from

the interior of a receptacle at said station; means for delivering

stacks to said conveyor means so that a stack on said conveyor

means enters the receptacle at said station when the conveyor

means completes its movement into such receptacle; and means

for locating stacks on said conveyor means, including an index-

ible carrier adjacent to said path, at least one pair of stack-

engaging elements mounted on said carrier at an angle of

substantially 180 degrees relative to each other and movable

into and from the path of movement of stacks with and relative

to said conveyor means in response to indexing of said carrier,

and means for indexing said carrier, one of said elements ex-

tending into the path of movement of an oncoming stack dur-

ing delivery of such stack onto said conveyor means prior to

indexing of said carrier in a direction to withdraw such one

element from the path ofmovement of the stack on said surface

and before said conveyor means begins to move into the recep-

tacle at said station, the other of said elements extending be-

hind the stack in the receptacle at said station upon completion

of introduction of the stack into the receptacle at said sution so

that said other element prevents the stack from leaving the

receptacle during movement of said conveyor means from the

receptacle at said station.

4,476,665

PACKAGING MACHINE
Manfred Oberdorf, Gevelsberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Maschinenfiabrik Alfi^ Schmermund GmbH ft Co., Ge-

?elsberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,912

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 6,

1980,3046063

Int a^ B65B 19/24

U.S. a. 53—575 5 Claims

1. In apparatus for packaging cigarettes, the apparatus in-

cluding means for forming individual cigarettes into blocks,

the improvement comprising:

wrapping turntable means, said wrapping turntable means
including a turntable having an axis and a plurality of

tubular mandrels supported on the turntable and extend-

ing generally parallel to said axis of the turntable, each of

said mandrels having an insertion end which defines a

plane and a cross-sectional size and shape commensurate
with a cigarette block to be packaged;

means for imparting rotary stepwise motion to said wrap-

ping turntable means, said motion imparting means caus-

ing the rotary position of said turntable means to be incre-

mented in steps equal to the spacing between said man-

drels;

a plurality of slide members, one of said slide members ex-

tending into each of said wrapping turntable means man-

drels from the end opposite to the insertion end thereof,

said slide members having a rest position which defines an

interior mandrel length substantially equal to the length of

the cigarettes being packaged, said slide members being

individually axially movable with respect to said mandrels

for unloading said mandrels;

means for feeding packaging material to said wrapping turn-

table means;

means for feeding cigarette blocks into said mandrels

through said insertion ends thereof and into contact with

said slide members whereby the cigarettes in a mandrel

extend from the slide member to the mandrel insertion end

zs>.

r V

and first ends of the cigarettes will lie generally in said

plane of said mandrel insertion end;

means for folding packaging material over the insertion ends

of and around individual of said mandrels whereby the

folded packaging material will be juxtapositioned to said

cigarette first ends;

guide means for determining said rest position of said slide

members in and adjacent the ends of said mandrels dis-

posed opposite to said insertion ends during the feeding of

cigarette blocks into said mandrels and for maintaining

this positioning during the motion of said turntable means
between a loading position and an unloading position, said

guide means comprising a fixed circular ring which pre-

vents axial movement of said slide members with respect

to their respective mandrels, said ring being interrupted at

the unloading position of said turntable means;

means for engaging said slide members at the unloading

position of said turntable means as determined by the

interruption in said guide means ring, said engaging means

comprising a reciprocal actuator for imparting axial mo-
tion to said slide members to eject the cigarette blocks and

the packaging material which has been folded about the

mandrels from said turntable means as units, the cigarettes

being ejected through said numdrel insertion ends; and
top closing means for closing the tops of the units, said units

being transferred to said top closing means by said slide

members at the unloading position of said turntable.
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M76,M6
MOWING MACHINE

Arjr Tin dcr Ldy, Manlaad, ud Coniells J. G. Bom, Rozen-

bvi, both of Ncthcrlandt, Mdsnon to C Vu der Lely N.V^
Mantaad, Ncthalaiids

Filed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 416,047

Claias priority, appUcitioii Netberiaod*, Sep. 10, 1981,

8104178

lot a' AOID 55/18

U& a. 56-UJ6 11 Ciaiins

1. A mowing maching having an elongated main frame
comprising a plurality of driving units with cutters along the

length thereof, said cutters being rotatable about respective

upwardly extending axes and driving means connected to

rotate the cutters about said axes, each driving unit comprising
a separable housing for a gear system connected to a common
drive shaft for said units, said system including an upwardly
extending rotatable shaft on a gear and at least one cutter unit

mounted on said rotatable shaft together with a hood that is

operatively spaced above the cutters of said cutter unit, said

hood being mounted for rotation over the main shaft with said

cutter unit, said hood composed of resiliently flexible material

and comprising resilient flexible means that is so arranged and
constructed that it yields to pass stones and other objects

which engage such hood or are received between it and said

main frame during the rotation of the cutter unit

4^76,667
CORN nCKUP ATTACHMENT FOR A COMBINE

OooaM Mom, RJL 1, Tallula, 01. 62688

Filed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,426

lot CU AOlO 45/02
VS. CL S6—119 2 Claims

1. In a com pickup attachment for a combine that includes a
wheeled unit embodying a cab, conveyor and a horizontally

dtqwaed transverse auger, a plurality of spaced apart, for-

wardly dispoaed snouts, a vertically disposed back member, a
U-thaped framework including sets of upper parallel brackets
affixed to the upper portion of said back member, horizontally

dispoaed support members connected to said brackets, there

being a plurality of spaced apart openings in said support

members, hollow body pieces telescopically receiving said

support members, securing elements extending through certain

of the openings in said support members and said body pieces,

uprights mounted on one side of the framework, a horizontally

disposed support piece on said uprights, a hydraulic motor
mounted on said support piece, a horizontally disposed bar

mounted on said framework, a plurality ofsets of front and rear

plates mounted on said bar, securing elements for holding said

plates together, a plurality of spaced parallel support elements

affixed to said rear plates, greaseless bearings mounted on said

support elements, a drive-shaft extending through said bear-

ings, a plurality of spaced apart sprocket members mounted on
said drive-shaft, chjeun and sprocket means operatively con-

necting said hydraulic motor and said drive-shaft together,

each com pickup attachment including a hollow tubing

mounted above each snout, side rails affixed to said tubing

providing guide railing, inclined support pieces arranged angu-

larly with respect to said support members, lower brackets

affixed to the lower portion of said back member, braces hav-

ing their lower ends connected to said last named brackets,

there being spaced apart openings in said braces, said braces

being telescopically received in said support pieces, securing

elements extending through said support pieces and through
certain of the openings in said braces, endless chains for travel

in said guide railing, and said last name endless chains have a
plurality of spaced apart fingers thereon, said last named end-

less chains being arranged in engagement with the sprocket

members on said drive-shaft, a leg depending from the interme-

diate portion of said tubing and secured thereto, and an idler

sprocket mounted below said leg and operatively engaging the

endless chain having the pickup fingers thereon.

4,476,668

TILT AND DUMP GRASS COLLECnON BOX AND BOX
LATCH AND DOOR CLOSURE MECHANISM

THEREFOR
Roger D. Reilly, Beaver Dam, Wis., assignor to Deere tt Com*

pany, MoUne, 111.

Filed JuL 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512,097

Int C1.3 AOID 35/2Z 53/06

VS. a. 56-202 18 Gains

1. A lawn debris collection system, comprising:

a support frame adapted for attachment to the rear of a lawn

and garden tractor; said frame including a vertical trans-

verse panel and cantilevered support means extending

rearwardly from the panel; a box mounted to said support

means for pivotal movement about a horizontal transverse

axis between an upright fill position and a rearwardly

tilted dump position; said box having a rear wall formed at
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least in part by a door hinged at its top for swinging be-

tween closed and open positions in response to the box
moving from its fill to its dump position; a latch receptacle

carried by said panel; a box latch member yieldably

mounted on said box for movement between latched

engagement with and disengagement from said receptacle

when the box is in its fill position; a door latch means
mounted on the box for guided movement between a first

position wherein it engages the door and holds it closed

and a second position for permitting the door to swing to

its open position as the box tilts toward its dump position;

a manually operable control lever pivotally mounted on
the box for movement between latch and unlatch position;

a linkage means mounted on the box and including con-

nection mens coupling the linkage means to the control

lever, the box latch member and the door latch means
such that as the control lever is moved from its latch

towards its unlatch position the door latch member will

first move to its second position thereby releasing the door
and then the box latch member will be disengaged from
the receptacle.

4,476,669

TOBACCO COMBINE WITH SELECIIVE CONVEYOR
RAISING

RobCTt W. WilsoB, CharlotteN.C assignor to Powell Mannfac-

taring Conpnjr, lac, Bcuettsrille, S.C
FDed Oct 5, 1982, Ser. No. 432^55

Int a^ AOID 45/16

VS. CL 56—27J 14 CiaiBis

and the forward end ofeach of said longitudinal conveyor

assemblies for supporting the same from said frame against

downward movement below a selected position of adjust-

ment but permitting upward movement above said se-

lected position of adjustment, and

lost motion means operatively connected between said defo-

liator units and the forward end of each of said longitudi-

nal conveyor assembUes for (1) enabling said power oper-

ated means to move said pair of defoliating units vertically

within said operating range without effecting any vertical

movement of the forward end of either of said longitudi-

nal conveyor assemblies and (2) effecting an upward
movement of the forward end of each of said longitudinal

conveyor assemblies above the selected position of adjust-

ment thereof in response to the upward movement of said

defoliator units by said power operated means upwardly

above the predetermined operating range of vertical

movements thereof and by so doing to transfer the support

of the front end of each of said longitudinal conveyor

assemblies from said manually adjustable means to said

lost motion means thereby enabUng said manually adjust-

able means to be manually adjusted while out of support-

ing relation with the forward end of the associated longi-

tudinal conveyor assembly.

1. A tobacco ccnnbine comprising

a frame operable to be moved along a row of tobacco plants

in a tobacco field,

a pair of cooperating power driven mechanical tobacco

defoliating units mounted on said frame for (1) movement
therewith along the row of tobacco plants on opposite

sides ofa predetermined vertical extent of the stalks of the

tobacco plants for removing tobacco leaves attached to

the portion of the stalks within said predetermined verti-

cal extent and (2) vertical movements with respect to said

frame within (a) an operative range for varying said pre-

determined vertical extent of the stalks and (b) above said

operating range for clearance purposes,

power operated means for effecting the vertical movements
of said defoliator units within said operating range and

above,

each of said defoliating units including leaf handling means

for directing the removed tobacco leaves laterally away
from the row of tobacco plants,

a power driven longitudinal conveyor assembly disposed

laterally outwardly fnm each Inf handling means for

receiving leaves directed laterally thereby and moving the

same rearwardly,

manually adjustable means extending between said frame

4,476^70
SPEED^LOWBSG CONVEYING TOOL FOR FRUITS

AND THE LIKE
Nobno Ukai, Yanagawa; NagaUro Kawaoo; Yasnmasa

Tojrotakn, both of Knnuiic and Akin Nakamiira, Otrttawa, all

of Japn, assignors to Tsnkiboahi Kasci KabosUki Kaisha,

Kanmic, Japan

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 502,935

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 28, 1982, 57>234196

Int CL^ AOIG 19/08

VS.a 56-328 R 7

1. A speed-slowing conveying tool for lowering fruit or the

Uke from a high place to a lower place without damage

thereto, said conveying tool comprising a hopper to be posi-

tioned at said high place and tubular conveying means con-

nected at its upper end to the bottom of the hopper and extend-

ing downward toward said lower place, the conveying means

comprising a pair of opposed and spaced-apart main sheets of

rectangular planar shape with vertical edges and a pair of

opposed side sheets of rectangular planar shape with vertical

edges respectively secured to said vertical edges of the main

sheets therd>y to form a tubular structure, the main sheets

possessing elasticity and flexibility and having on the inner

surfaces thereofa large number of distributed elastic projecting

members, the side sheets possessing flexibility and being more

pliable than the main sheets.
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4,476,671 4,476,673
DEVICE FOR THE PARTIAL STRAIGHTENING AND SHACKLE PIN LOCKING CONSTRUCHON
PARALLELIZING OF THE FIBERS OF A THREAD OR Ronald T. Brown, 102 Bruno Ave., Pittsbnrg, Calif. 94565

, .. - u .
THREAD END FUed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474,507

Joaehim Rohncr, and Heinz Znmfeld, both of Monchen-Glad- Int Cl.^ F16G 13/06
bach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to W. Schlafhorst A UJS. CL 59—96 4 Claims
Con Moachen<Gladbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct 28. 1982, Ser. No. 437,252

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 31,

1981, 3143263

Int a' DOIH 15/00
VJS, CL 57—261 16 dainis

1. Device for the partial straightening and parallelizing of
fibers of a thread or thread end in preparation for splicing in a
thread spHcing apparatus, comprising a turbine being drivable

by compressed gas, said turbine including a rotor being accessi-

ble from outside said turbine, said rotor having a central open-
ing formed therein being coaxial with the axis of rotation of
said rotor for receiving a thread or thread end to be untwisted
by rotation of said rotor and withdrawn after untwisting.

4,476,672

AIR NOZZLE FOR FASCUTED YARN SPINNING
Melii Anafaara; Kazoo Sciki, both of Kariya, and Hiroshi Omori,

Aichi, all of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda
Jidoshokki Seisakosho, Aichi, Japan

FUed Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,381
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 15, 1981, 56-200896

Int a.3 DOIH 1/13. 7/898
VS. CL 57—333 6 aaims

ff ' 130

13a 13d ^13 (

1. An air nozzle utilized for fasciated yam spinning and
disposed downstream of a pair of draft rollers, comprising an
inlet and a fiber passage in series, said fiber passage being
provided with at least one jet forwardly inclined to and devi-
ated from the axis of said fiber passage, said inlet having an
opening of a substantially flattened shape along the rotational
axes of said draft rollers, with the cross-sectional size of said
inlet gradually decreasing both in height and width toward
said fiber passage.

1. A shackle pin locking construction for use with a shackle
of a type including a generally U-shaped main body having a
pair of free ends, there being an aligned bore in each of said
free ends and a pin selectively engaging said bores to span an
opening between said free ends, said locking construction
including: a unitary body defining first and second clip mem-
bers, said first clip member having a generally planar central

portion and a pair of parallel portions extending therefrom
which define a generally planar interstice therebetween; said

second clip member including an arcuate portion defining an
interstice lying in a generally coplanar relation relative to the
interstice formed by said first clip member; an angularly dis-

posed neck portion interconnecting said first and second clip

members at substantially a right angle such that the openings to
said interstices in said first and second clip members face in

mutual diverging relation; and means on said second clip mem-
ber to facilitate the spreading of the same; whereby said second
clip member may selectively engage said body adjacent a free

end thereof, and said first cUp member may selectively engage
a portion of said pin to prevent relative movement between
said pin and said body.

2. Shackle pin locking construction as set forth in claim 1, in

combination with said shackle.

4,476,674

POWER GENERATING PLANT EMPLOYING A REHEAT
PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BEDCOMBUSTOR SYSTEM
Paul A. Bennan, Plymouth Meeting, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jun. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,296

Int a^ P02C 6/18
V£. a. 60—39.182 10 Claims

few^'

1. A reheat pressurized Huidized bed combustor system for a
power plant comprising a compressor for pressurizing rela-
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tively clean source air to a predetermined elevated value, a
high pressure gas turbine, a combustor unit having a sorbent
bed and fuel supply means, heat exchanger tube means dis-

posed in heat exchange relation with said combustor bed,

means for directing compressor outlet air to said heat ex-

changer tube means, means for directing heated outlet air from
said heat exchanger tube means to provide the complete driv-

ing gas flow to the high pressure turbine inlet to drive said high
pressure turbine, means for directing at least a part of the

pressurized exhaust air to said combustor unit to be reheated

and to fluidize said bed and suppori fuel combustion therein,

means for cleaning the preheated combustor outlet gas to

provide hot turbine parts protection against degradation other-

wise due to carryover from said combustor unit, a low pressure

turbine, means for generating electric power, means for cou-
pling said high and low pressure turbines in a predetermined

arrangement to drive said generating means and said compres-
sor, means for directing the cleaned and reheated gas to the

low pressure turbine inlet to drive said low pressure turbine,

and means for controlling at least one predetermined variable

to control the operating level of said combustor system.

4,476,676

SECONDARY AIR SUPPLY CONTROL DEVICE FOR
EXHAUST GAS PURIFYING APPARATUS OF

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Yasuo Ikenoya, Kawagoc, and Yoichi IsUda, Niiia, both of

Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo KahMJinci Kaisha,

Tokyo, Jqwui

Filed Jul. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,927
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 15, 1981, 56-110573

Int a.3 P02B 75/10' FOIN 3/22
U.S. a. 60—290 6 Claims

4,476,675

ACCELERATION UMFTER FOR TURBOJET ENGINE
Christian Aurousseau, Dammarie les Lys, and Pierre P. L.

Odeyer, Paris, both of France, assignors to S.NXCAf.A.,

Paris, France

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,662

aaims priority, appUcation France, Mar. 6, 1981, 81 04464
Int a.3 P02C 9/28

VS. a. 60—39J81 1 Claim
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1. An acceleration limiter for turbojets, having at least one
hydraulic accumulator connected to the supply circuit of the

fuel injectors, said accumulator comprising:

a piston which divides the cylinder of said accumulator into

a first chamber which is connected to a point in said

supply circuit of said injectors said point being located just

upstream from said injectors and a second chamber con-

nected to the outlet of the compressor of said turbojet by
a tube which includes an adjustable diaphragm,

an elastic means acting on said piston in a direction tending

to reduce the volume of said first chamber, and

a check-valve inseried between said second chamber of said

accumulator and the outlet of said compressor wherein

said tube connecting said second chamber of said accumu-

lator to the outlet of said compressor has at a point located

between said check-valve and said adjusuble diaphragm

an ofT-take which communicates with the atmosphere

through a second diaphragm.

1. In an apparatus for purifying exhaust gas of an internal

combustion engine, in which a secondary air supply system, is

made to communicate with an exhaust system of the internal

combustion engine so that secondary air may be supplied

during running operation of the internal combustion engine to

said exhaust system thereby to oxidize the unbumed noxious
content in said exhaust system, a secondary air supply control

device comprising:

a vacuum-operated secondary air control valve disposed

midway of said secondary air supply system for control-

ling the flow rate of secondary air to be supplied to said

exhaust system,

control means for controlling said vacuum-operated second-

ary air control valve by intake vacuum during decelera-

tion and choking operation at the time of starting of said

engine so that supply of the secondary air to said exhaust

system is interrupted, said control means including a main
vacuum circuit for producing communication between
said secondary air control valve and the intake system of

said internal combustion engine, an auxiliary vacuum
circuit bypassing said main vacuum circuit; and

a change-over valve interposed between said main vacuum
circuit and said auxiliary vacuum circuit for interchange-

ably opening and closing said main and auxiliary vacuum
circuits in response to an operative condition of the engine

including deceleration and the choking operation.

4,476,677

HYDRAUUC SUPPLY CIRCUIT FOR VEHICLE
STEERING SYSTEM

Richard D. Hanshaw, Peoria, Dl^ assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., DaUas, Tex.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,447

Int CV B62D 5/08; F15B 20/00
VS. a. 60—328 4 daims

1. In an hydraulic supply circuit for a vehicle power steering

system of the type having a steering actuator and control valve

therefor with hydraulic input sump and overflow connections

and in which any pressurized fluid not consumed by the actua-

tor is diverted to the overflow connection, the combination
comprising a positive displacement pump having a sump con-

nection and an output line, a drive therefor, the output line

being connected to the input connection of the steering system,

a gas/oil accumulator having a charging line and a discharging
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line, an unloading valve m the charging line for diverting fluid

firom the charging line to the sump when the accumulator has
been charged to maximum rated pressure, a charge-discharge
valve having charge and discharge passages alternatively open
in respective charge and discharge modes but otherwise
closed, the charge passage being interposed between the over-
flow connection and the accumulator charging line so that in

the charge mode the accumulator is charged by the overflow,
the discharge passage being interposed between the accumula*
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tor discharge Une and the input connection of the steering

system so that in the discharge mode pressurized fluid is sup-

plied from the accumulator to the input connection for main-
taining the steering system in operation while the overflow
connection is blocked, and means including a flow sensing

device in the output line of the pump for maintaining the

chargeKlischarge valve in its charge mode as long as fluid is

pumped at normal rate by the pump but for causing the charge-
discharge valve to switch to its discharge mode for emergency
steering upon interruption of the flow.

M76,678
CONTROL MECHANISM FOR PNEUMATIC

APPARATUS
John L. Hail, Maidenhead, EnglaBd, anignor to PLC Peters

Limitad, Middkaax, Eogtaad

FDad Jan. 2S, 1981, Scr. No. 229,149

CUm priorfty, appUcatioa Uaitcd Kingdon, Jan. 31, 1980,

8003238

Int a» nSB 15/00. 15/26; F16K 31/122
VS.a e»-404 22 Clalns

1. A control mechanism for pneunutic apparatus having a
pistaii-and<ylinder motor coupled between two relatively-

movable parts, said motor having an actuating chamber, and
means for supplying high-pressure air to the actuating chamber
to drive the said parts to a predetermined relative position, the
control mechanism comprising a pilot valve coupled between
said supply means and said actuating chamber and allowing

flow of high-pressure air to said actuating chamber in a normal
mode of operation, an emergency reservoir having a volume
large compared with the fnayim^m volume ofgas in the motor,
means for actuating said pilot valve to an emergency mode in

which it isolates the actuating chamber from said supply means
and connects it to the emergency reservoir, whereby the pres-

sure in the actuating chamber falls to a value such that the
relatively-movable parts are urged towards the predetermined
relative position by a lower force which can be overcome
when the parts are moved by external means, said mechanism
having a source of gas under pressure, a timing reservoir nor-
mally charged with gas under pressure from said source
through a constricted passage to maintain therein a pressure
connected to said pilot valve to hold the pilot valve against a
biasing force in its non-actuated position, and a detector valve,
being engaged and moved by the motor upon detection of an
obstruction to movement of the motor to discharge the tiinifig
reservoir to move the relatively movable parts to a predeter-
mined relative position.

4,476,679

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY WITH HYDRAUUC DRIVE SYSTEM

MasayuU Sato, Tsoddora, Japan, airipior to HitaeU Comtmc-
tion Machinery Co^ Ltd^ Tolcyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 234,177
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 15, 1960, 55-16635

Int a^ F16D 31/02
U.S.a 60—434 5 Gains

1. A hydraulic drive system for civil engineering and con-
struction machinery including at least one hydraulic pump
driven by a prime mover, at least one hydraulic actuator con-
nected to the hydraulic pump, at least one hydraulic cylinder,

the hydraulic actuator and the hydraulic cylinder being
adapted to operate a plurality ofmovtble members, and at least

one other hydraulic pump driven by the prime mover and
connected to the hydraulic cylinder through a directional

control valve to operate an associated movable member, char-

acterized in that the hydraulic drive system comprises:

a hydraulic pump-motor driven by the primer mover;
first conduit means for connect^ the hydraulic pump>
motor to one side of the hydraulic cylinder which moves
a movable member in a direction in which a potential

energy of the movable member increases in magnitude
upon feeding of a pressure medium under pressure there-

into;

second conduit means for connecting a second side of the

hydraulic cylinder to a reservoir; and
means for controlling the hydraulic pump-motor in such a
manner that it functions as a motor driven by the hydrau-

lic cyUnder only when the operator operates the hydraulic

drive system to move the movable member in a direction

in which the potential energy thereof is reduced in magni-

tude, whereby the potential energy of the movable mem-
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ber is utilized to drive the prime mover and thus said

hydraulic pumps, through said hydraulic pump-motor
functioning as a motor.

4^76,680
PRESSURE OVERRIDE CONTROL

FMeric W. PoUman, and Stanley W. Crail, both of Anca, Iowa,
aasignon to Snnditrand Corporation, Rodcbrd, ID.

Filed Aug. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 66,499

Int a^ F04B 49/08; F16H 39/46
VJS. CL 60—444 15 Oaims

S?J^
4^ i
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8. A pressure override control for a hydrostatic transmission

having a variable displacement pump in circuit with a motor
by means oftwo fluid lines, a charge pump for supplying oil to

said circuit and for supplying control oil at a control pressure,

a displacement control for said pump including a pair of servo
motors arranged to act in opposition to each other and a dis-

placement control valve having control pressure and drain

connections and connected to said servo moton for selective-

ly-applying control pressure to one or the other of said servo
motors and connecting the other servo motor to drain compris-
ing, a pair of branch fluid lines connected to said displacement
control valve and one to each of said fluid lines and one to each
of said servo motors, a pair of pressure relief valves connected
one in each of said branch lines and being openable in response
to system pressure in the associated fluid line of said circuit

exceeding a predetermined value for directing oU from the

circuit to the associated servo motor, said displacement control

valve having a first position for nrnint^ining said pump in

stroke at a desired displacement and having a second neutral

position, said displacement control valve having means to

block fluid communication between said servo motors in said

first position and means to place said servo motors in commu-
nication in said neutral position but out ofcommunication with
the control pressure and drain connections.

4,476,681

BALANCE FREE-PISTON HYDRAUUC PUMP
John J. Dineen, deceased, hrte of Dnriuui, NJI. (by Gertmde D.

Dineen, adminiitratriz), assignor to Mechanical Technology

Incorporated, Latham, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,019

Int a^ F02G 1/04

VS. a. 60—486 4 dainis

1. A hydraulic pump for use in association with a four cylin-

der free-piston Stirling engine to provide a power output

thereto, said pump comprising:

at least four displaceable pump pistons disposed in respective

cylinders and symmetrically arranged so as to maintain

pump balance;

synchronizing means which includes hydraulic connection

means between the respective pump piston cylinders

wherd)y hydraulic fluid is pumped through said connect-

ing means due to displacement of the pump pistons in their

cylinders which can be tapped as a source of hydraulic

power, while providing that the pump pistons operate in

pain that are displaced 180* out of phase of each other,

and

said pump pistons and cylinden are formed so as to provide

a low flow/high pressure situation at one point in the

cylinder coupled to the connecting means and a high
flow/low pressure situation at the other point in the cylin-

der coupled to the connecting means with said situations

created by the respective pump pistons reciprocal dis-

placement in respective cylinders, and allows Upping ofT

of either situation as a source of hydraulic power.

4,476,682

TURBOCHARGED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
HAVING AN ALTITUDE COMPENSATED BOOST
CONTROL AND METHOD FOR ITS OPERATION

Charica E. Mclneraey, Roiling Hilla Eatatca, Calif., aaaigaor to

Hie Garrett Corporation, Lea Angdea, Calif.

FUed Jmi. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,983

Int a^ F02B 37/12; F02D 23/00
VS. CL 60—602 12 Cbdns

11. A tuibocharger for an internal combustion engine having

an inlet manifold and an exhaust manifold, said turborcharger

comprising:

a compressor housing having an inlet opening and an outlet

opening, said outlet opening being connected to the inlet

manifold of said engine for supplying charger air to said

engine;

a turbine housing having an inlet opening and a outlet open-

ing and a chamber intermediate said inlet and said outlet

openings forming a bypass conduit therebetween, the inlet

opening of said turbine housing being connected to the

exhaust manifold of said engine for receiving exhaust

gases therefrom;

a compressor wheel mounted on said shaft in said compres-
sor housing between said compressor and outlet openings;

a turbine wheel mounted on said shaft in said turbine housing

between said turbine inlet opening and said turbine outlet

openings;

valve means slidably mounted in an opening in said turbine

housing, said valve means having a head portion and a
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stem portion, said head portion forming selective sealing

means for said bypass conduit; and

an altitude compensating bypass control means including a
source of control fluid, an altitude compensating bleed

valve for varying the pressure of said control fluid, and an
actuator means having a flexible wall means separating

said actuator means into a first and a second chamber, said

wall means attached to said valve means for selectively

moving said valve head portion with respect to said by-

pass conduit, said first chamber being connected to said

source of control pressure and said second chamber being

vented to ambient.

4,476,683

ENERGY EFFICIENT MULTI«STAGE WATER GAS
SmiT REACTION

RasiUal P. Shah, Latham, and Cynthia L. Gleason, Schcnec-

tady, both of N.Y^ iMigiion to General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N.Y.

FOcd Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,363

lot a.3 FOIK n/00
U,S. a. 60—648 17 Oaims

*»?

1. A method of increasing efliciency of energy utilization

comprising:

(a) furnishing reactants to a catalytic reactor such that an
exothermic reaction thereof forms a product gas stream;

(b) passing a heat exchange fluid in heat transfer relationship

with said reactants and successively passing said heat

exchange fluid in heat transfer relationship with at least

said product gas stream to recover thermal energy there-

from by concurrently cooling the product gas stream and
heating the heat exchange fluid; and

(c) converting at least a portion of the recovered thermal

energy to mechanical energy,

wherein the temperature of the product gas stream is above
the pinch point of the heat exchange fluid and the exother-

mic reaction is chosen from the group consisting ofmetha-
nation, ammonia synthesis and catalytic oxidation.

4,476,684

HOT BED POWER
John R. PhiUipa, 911 Maryhufst Dr., Claremont, Calif. 91711

Continaation-hi-part of Ser. No. 442485, No?. 18, 1982,

abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,825

lat a^ FOIK 9/00
U.S. a. 60—689 20 Claims

1. A process for removing heat from the exhaust of a heat
engine comprising:

(a) contacting exhaust vapor of a heat engine with solid

particles at an initial temperature which is cooler than the
temperature of the exhaust vapor for a time sufficient to

cool the exhaust vapor and to heat the solid particles;

(b) simultaneously cooling other solid particles to about the

initial temperature; followed by
(c) contacting exhaust vapor with solid particles previously

cooled to about the initial temperature for a time sufficient

to cool the exhaust vapor and to heat the solid particles;
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(d) simultaneously cooling solid particles, which were previ*

ously heated, to about the initial temperature; and then

(e) continuously repeating steps (a) through (d).

4,476,685

APPARATUS FOR HEATING OR COOLING FLUIDS
James D. Aid, St Petersburg, Fhu, assignor to Extracorporeal

Medical Specialties, Inc., King of Prussia, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 262,162, May 11, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,310

Int. a.3 F25B 21/02
UJS. a. 62—3 19 Oaims

. njinnjTj

1. Apparatus for heating or cooling a liquid, said apparatus

comprising a pair of thermally conductive elements, each of

said elements having first and second thermally conductive

major surfaces, said elements being arranged in spaced apart

relationship with their respective first major surfaces facing

each other so as to define a space therebetween, the second

thermally conductive major surfaces of each of said elements

having in heat conductive contact therewith at least one ther-

moelectric device for heating or cooling, each of said thermo-

electric devices being in contact with a heat sink means, and,

removably disposed in said space, a flexible container means in

which or through which a liquid to be heated or cooled may be
contained or circulated.

4,476,686

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR CHILLING A
PRODUCT

Scott T. Madsen, Burr Ridge, and Ralph E. Johanson, Lombard,
both of ni., assignors to The BOC Groop, Inc., Montrale, NJ.

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,314

Int a.3 F25D i//2

U.S. a. 62—63 12 Chdms
11. The method of chilling a product in a blender device

comprising the steps of introducing said product into a trough

of the blender; introducing liquid CO2 into the product at a

location below the surface of the product to form solid and

gaseous CO2 in the trough; mixing said product with said CO2
by passing said product countercurrent to the direction in

which said CO2 is injected into said trough to chill said product
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with a major portion of said gaseous CO2 rising substantially

along one wall of said trough; and deflecting said major por-

ucoj

tion of gaseous CO2 as the same rises above the trough toward

an exhaust device located above the open top of said trough.

4,476,687

COOLING HEATED METAL SURFACES
Michael T. Conklin, South New Berlin, and Charles F. Mowry,
Rome, both of N.Y., assignors to Fire Out Enterprises Com-
pany, Inc., Sonth New Berlin, N.Y.

Continnation of Ser. No. 382,558, May 27, 1982, abandoned.

This appUcation Mar. 5, 1984, Ser. No. 585,616

Inta.3F25D 77/02

U.S.a 62—64 19 Oaims
1. The process of rapidly cooling heated surfaces compris-

ing,

preparing a concentrate consisting essentially ofone or more
nonionic surfactants having a cloud point of 68' F.-212*

F. and sufficient water to form not greater than 30% by
weight of a concentrate solution of said surfactant,

mixing said concentrate with water to form a solution of said

surfactant not greater than 0.2% by volume of said surfac-

tant,

applying said solution on a heated surface and simulta-

neously cooling said surface at a rapid rate.

by second conduit means for receiving compressed refrigerant

emanating from the compressor, evaporating means disposed

in heat exchange relationship with said condensing means for

effecting the conversion of the compressed refrigerant to a

liquid state, third conduit means for conveying a gaseous fluid

through said evaporating means with said fluid being at •

temperature adequate for effecting said conversion with said

third conduit means being coupled to said reservoir for receiv-

ing liquid refrigerant therefrom, expansion means disposed in

said third conduit means for converting the liquid refrigerant

therein to a gaseous state for providing the gaseous fluid con-

veyed through the evaporating means, reservoir means cou-

pled to said condensing means by fourth conduit means for

receiving the liquid refrigerant from the condensing means,

filter and drying means disposed in said fourth conduit means

for removing acid, moisture, foreign particles and the like, fifth

conduit means coupled to said reservoir for conveying liquid

refrigerant to a point of utilization, and sixth conduit means

coupled to said evaporating means and said first conduit means

for conveying the gaseous fluid from the evaporating means to

the compressor.

4,476,689

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,476,688

REFRIGERANT RECOVERY AND PURinCATION
SYSTEM

Lawrence A. Goddard, P.O. Box 18822, Tampa, Fla. 33679

FUed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 454,424

Int 0.3 F25B 49/00

U.S.a 62—149 5 Claims

1. A refrigerant recovery and purification system for remov-

ing gaseous refrigerant from a disabled refrigeration unit,

cleansing the refrigerant of contaminants, and converting the

gaseous refrigerant to a liquid state for storage or subsequent

return to the refrigeration unit upon repair thereof, said system

comprising a compressor, first conduit means for coupling the

compressor to a refrigerant line in the refrigeration unit, trap

means in the first conduit means for removing oil and impuri-

ties from the gaseous refrigerant prior to reception thereof in

the compressor, condensing means coupled to the compressor

4,476,690

DUAL TEMPERATURE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
Frank M. lanneUi, 5215 Poguc St., Spartanburg, S.C. 29301 •

FUed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 403,142

Int 0.3 F25B 49/00

U.S. O. 62—198 2 Claims

1. A dual temperature refrigeration system comprising:

a compressor unit supplying a flow of refrigerant;

a first evaporator coil having an input end connected to said

compressor for receiving refrigerant therefrom;

acapillary tube connected between said compressor and said

first evaporator coil for causing said refrigerant flowing

through said first evaporator coU to reduce the tempera-

ture of said first evaporator coil and the surrounding

medium to a first predetermined temperature;

a return conduit extending to said compressor unit;

a restrictor tube having one end connected to the output end

of said first evaporator coU;
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• second evaporator coil connected between the other end
of said restrictor tube and said return conduit;

a by'pass conduit extending between said output end of said

first evaporator coil and said return conduit;

switch means provided in said by-pass conduit for selec-

tively opening and closing said by-pass conduit for direct-

ing the main flow of refrigerant from said first evaporator
coil either through said by-pass conduit or said restrictor

tube and said second evaporator coil;

said restrictor tube causing said refirigerant flowing through
said second evaporator coil to reduce the temperature of
said second evaporator coil and the surrounding medium
to a second predetermined temperature lower than said
flnt temperature;

a carbonation tank having water therein;

said second evaporator coil being coiled around said tank for

a condenser connected to the discharge side of the compres*
son

an evaporator connected to the suction side of the compres-
sor;

a decompressor connected between the condenser and evra-
orator; and

a valve which includes a housing having a chamber commu-
nicating with the suction side of the compressor and the
discharge side of the evaporator and first and second
guide ports open to the interior of the chamber, and

a valve piston sUdably received in the chamber and provided
with a first operation plane receiving the pressure of the
suction side of the compressor, a second operation plane
receiving the pressure of the discharge side of the evapo-
rator, a first communication passage for efTecting commu>
nication between the suction side of the compressor and
the discharge side of the evaporator and a second commu-

22

producing an ice bank in said tank when refrigerant is

permitted to flow through said second evaporator coil;

a liquid dispensing coil carried in heat transfer relation with
said first evaporator coil having one end connected to a
source of water and the other end terminating in said
carbonation tank so that water flowing through said liquid
dispensing coil is chilled by said first evaporator coil prior
to said water entering said carbonation tank wherein the
temperature of said chilled water is reduced even further
for enhancing carbonation;

a first thermostat carried adjacent said Uquid dispensing coil
for energizing and opening said switch means when said
temperature ofsaid Uquid coil rises above a predetermined
level; and

a second thermostat carried in said water in said tank for
energizing said compressor unit when said water rises
above a predetermined temperature.

^^H=
-24

nication passage for effecting communication between the
first and second guide ports, the valve, when the suction
side of the compressor has a lower pressure than the
discharge side of the evaporator, sliding to a first position

in which the suction side of the compressor communicates
with the discharge side of the evaporator through the first

communication passage and the first guide port communi-
cates with the second guide port through the second
communication passage; and the valve, when the suction
side of the compressor has a higher pressure than the
discharge side of the evaporator, sliding to a second posi-

tion in which communication between the suction side of
the compressor and the discharge side of the evaporator as
well as between the first and second guide ports are shut
off; and wherein the first and second guide ports are con-
nected between the discharge side of the compressor and
the suction side of the evaporator.

M7C01
REFRIGERATION CYCLE APPARATUS

Mano On, F^ Japu, aarignor to Tokyo SUbuin DenU
KabMUU Kaiiha, KawaaaU, Japan

_ .
nW May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 4M,785

CaiiBM priority, appUcatkM Japan, Job. 4^ 1M2, 57-96040
IM. 0.3 F2SB 41/04

UAa «-217
10 Claima

L A refrigeration cycle apparatus which comprises:
• compreawr,

4,47C6»2
AUTOMOTIVE REF1UGERATI0N SYSTEM

YasoyuU NiaU, Oobo; MmmI Takagi, Kariya, and MasM»
Sakorai, Oobo, aU of Japan, aaaignora to Nippondenso Co.,
Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed JnL 16, 1982, Scr. No. 398,882

Claims priority, application Japan, JoL 17, 1981, 56*112427

lot a^ F25B 1/00
U.S. 0. 62—228

J

8 qaina

1. An automotive refrigeration system comprising:
a variable capacity vane-type refrigerant compressor includ-

ing an intake chamber and a discharge chamber,
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electromagnetic clutch means for drivingly connecting and

disconnecting said compressor to and from an automotive

engine;

means, in said compressor, for varying the displacement of

said compressor, said compressor displacement varying

means comprising at least one unloading port formed in

said compressor and being adapted to release the refriger-

ant being compressed therein and a valve member opera-

tively associated with said unloading port;

a refrigerant evaporator disposed in fluid-flow communca-

tion with said compressor^

sensor means operative to detect a condition related to the

cooling operation of said evaporator;

means for controlling said compressor displacement varying

means; and

electric circuit means operative in response to a signal from

said sensor means to actuate said control means for

mal energy accumulation means wherein a beat exchanger

means and a heat engine means operate in combination to

transfer an amount of thermal energy from fluid flowing from

said controlled volume to fluid flowing to said controlled

volume sufficient to effect the accumulation of thermal energy

inside said controlled volume and thereby cause said fluid to

flow therethrough at an elevated temperature, said heat engine

means deriving operating power from said pressurized fluid

flow and utilizing said fluid as a working fluid in said heat

engine means and causing said fluid to undergo thermody-

namic phase changes to effect heat transfer, said heat ex-

changer means being coupled to said pressurized fluid source

and to said controlled volume and effecting an initial transfer

of heat from fluid flowing from said controlled volume to fluid

thereby varying the displacement of said compressor and

to control the operation of said electromagnetic clutch

means to thereby provide a multi-stage compressor dis-

placement control,

wherein said controlling means comprises a pressure respon-

sive actuator operatively connected to said valve member

and a solenoid valve means adapted to be actuated by said

electric circuit means to control the application of a pres-

sure to said pressure responsive actuator,

wherein said solenoid valve means is provided with a first

port pneumatically connected to said pressure responsive

actuator and third and fourth ports pneumatically respon-

sive to said compressor intake and discharge chambers,

respectively, said solenoid valve means including a sole-

noid-operated valve member movable to selectively com-

municate said first port with said first and third ports.

being supplied to said controlled volume, said heat engine

means being coupled to said heat exchanger means and to said

controlled volume to effect a final transfer of heat from fluid

flowing from said controlled volume to fluid being supplied to

said controlled volume by transferring heat to fluid heated in

said heat exchanger means and flowing therefrom from fluid

cooled in said heat exchanger means and flowing therefrom,

said controlled volume receiving heated fluid from said heat

engine means, said pressurized fluid from said source flowing

through said heat exchanger means in a pressurized sute to

said heat engine means, said pressurized fluid supplying operat-

ing power to said heat engine means by mechanically actuating

said heat engine means and thereby experiencing a pressure

decrease.

4,476,694

ABSORPTION COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM
YoahlfBni Konugi, IbaraU, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459,662

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1982, 57-7578

Int a.3 F25B 15/00

UAa 62-476 10 Claims

4,476,693

THERMAL ENERGY ACCUMULATION
Lomiie G. Johnson, 2923 N. Caaitas Ave., Altadena, Calif. 91001

Filed Mar. 14, 1980, Scr. No. 130,417

Int a^ F25D 9/00

U.S.a 62-402 6 Claims

1. In combination with a pressurized fluid source supplying

fluid flow to a controlled volume for flow therethrous^, Uier-

1. An absorption cooling and heating system comprising:

generating means including a heating source means for heat-
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ing a lolution to came a refrigerant contained in the solu-

tion to evaporate into a refHgerant in a gaseous state and
at the same time produce a poor solution of low refriger-

ant content, a container of a shape in which a liquid level

of a solution contained therein has a horizontal length

greater than a maximum depth of said solution, a poor

solution passage provided in an interior of said container

and extending through the solution, said poor solution

passage having a poor solution take-out port opening at

one end of said container, a rich solution introducing

section opening at the other end of said container for

introducing a rich solution ofhigh refrigerant content into

said container, and a refrigerant gas take-out port for the

refrigerant in a gaseous state obtained by generation from
the solution;

a condenser connected to said refrigerant gas take-out port

of said generating means;

pressure reducing means connected to said condenser;

an evaporator connected to said pressure reducing means;

an abaorber connected to said evaporator and said poor
soultion passage in said generating means;

pump means located between an outlet end of said absorber

and the rich solution introducing section of said generat-

ing means;

a subcooler causing heat exchange to take place between the

refrigerant flowing into said evaporator and the refriger-

ant flowing out the evaporator; and
a heat exchanger means for causing a heat exchange to take

place between the solution flowing into said absorber and
the solution flowing out of said absorber.

M7M95
REFRIGERATOR CONDENSATION APPARATUS

Tim Eppa, P.O. Box MIC, PUQa, Tex. 79065

Filed Dec 15, 1963, Ser. No. 561,688

Int a^ F25B 43/00
VS. CL 62—512 8 Claims

1. An apparatus using reftigeration for separating gases

which liquify and separate at reduced temperatures from natu-

ral gu which reniains gaseous at such reduced temperatures

comprismg;

(a) a 1st inlet means for delivering said gases to be separated;

(b) a pre^ool transfer means connected to said 1st inlet

means for transfering heat firom said gases to be separated

as said gases to be separated are passed therethrough;

(c) a 1st outlet means connected to said pre-cool transfer

means for discharging said gases to be separated;

(d) a 2nd inlet means for delivering gases at reduced temper-
atures;

(e) a flow way means connected to said 2nd inlet means for

receiving said gases at reduced temperature and posi-

tioned about said pre-cool transfer means for said gases at

reduced temperature to be in noncontacting conductive
relationship for the transfer of heat from said gases to be
separated in said pre<ool transfer means;

(0 a 2nd outlet means connected to said flow way means for

discharging said gases;

(g) a chamber means connected in fluid communication with
said 1st outlet means for providing a condensing zone for

condensation of water and other gases which condense
after the transfer of heat from said gases to be separated in

said pre-cool transfer means;

(h) a 3rd outlet means connected to said chamber means for

discharging said gases to be separated;

(i) a 1st discharge port means connected to said chamber
means at a low point therein for removing condensed
liquids from the chamber means;

(j) a super coolant transfer means connected in fluid commu-
nication with said 3rd outlet means for receiving said

gases from said chamber means and for super cooling said

gases while therein;

(k) a 4th outlet means connected to said super coolant trans-

fer means for discharging said super cooled gases;

0) a cooling means for providing super cooled coolant;

(m) a Sth inlet means connected in fluid communication with
said cooling means for receiving said super cooled coolant

from said cooling means;

(n) a super chiller means connected to said Sth inlet means
for receiving and for positioning said super cooled coolant

about said super coolant transfer means for said super

coolant to be in non-contacting conductive relationship

for super cooling said gases by the transfer of heat from
said gases to be separated;

(o) a 6th outlet means for returning said coolant to said

cooling means for recooling said super cooled coolant;

(p) a Sth outlet means connected to said super chiller means
for discharging the super cooled gas;

(q) a process tank means connected in fluid communication
with said Sth outlet means for providing a process zone for

the condensation of any remaining liquids from said gases

at the reduced temperature;

(r) a 7th outlet means connected to said process tank means
for delivering said gases at reduced temperature to said

2nd inlet means; and

(s) a 2nd discharge port means connected to said process

tank means at a low point therein for removing the liquids

from said process tank means.

4,476,696

HOME KNITTING MACHINE
Alfred Gioeckler, Riedisheim, France, assignor to Snperba SJL,

Maihoos, Fhuce
Filed Apr. 5, 1979, Ser. No. 27^75

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 27, 1978, 78 12587

Int. CL^ D04B 7/00. 15/66

liJS. CL 66—75J 13 Claims

•-
: .iT i > .

^

1. A home knitting machine comprising at least one straight

needle bed member, knitting needles received in said needle

bed member, a carriage movable on said needle bed member
for actuating and displacing the needles of said needle bed
member, a programming installation comprising reading means
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which are electrically connected to said carriage for relative

movement with respect to a program card, means for relatively

displacing, from one row to the next, said reading means with

respect to the program card, mechanical means for connecting

said programming installation to said carriage for successive

reading of the rows of the program card by said reading means
in synchronism with the movement of said carriage, said ma-
chine being characterised in that said means for relatively

displacing from one row to the next said reading means relative

to the program card comprises means for adjusting the pitch of

the scanned rows of the program card.

4,476,697

WOUND DRESSING
Ewald SchSfer, Wolfstein, and Harald Jong, Kreimbach, bodi of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Karl Otto Braun KG
ContiBoation of Ser. No. 141,812, Apr. 21, 1980, Pat No.

4,391,106, which is a continoation of Ser. No. 880,150, Feb. 22,

1978, abandoned. This q>plication May 26, 1983, Ser. No.

498,452

Int a.3 D04B 23/08

VJS. CL 66-193 5 Claims

1. A warp knitted fabric for use as a surgical bandage and

dressing comprising four yams arranged in a plurality of wales

and causes including a first yam comprising a basic stitch

consturction (LI) and second, third, and fourth yams bound in

as in-laid threads (L2, L3, L4), said fourth yam consisting of a

thick, roughened binding yam of high volume bound in warp-

wise, said second and third yams consisting of cross filling long

looped, highly twisted yams of sinuous configuration having a

twist of one of the Z-twisting direction and S-twisting direc-

tion, one of said second and third yams being bound in be-

tween two adjaeent wales and the other of said second and

third yams being bound in between three adjacent wales, said

fourth yam having the lap variation:

0.0-2.2.

4,476,698

KEYLESS LOCK
Nicholas Treslo, 1747 N. 79th Ave., Elmwood Park, lU. 60635

FUed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,706

lot a.J E05B 37/14. 37/18

VS. CL 70—25 8 Claims

1. A keyless lock which eliminates the requirement for visual

contact with the lock to eflect disengagement thereofcompris-

ing:

a casing

a shackle with a portion thereof extending into the casing

and having a locking notch formed therein,

at least one locking bar adapted to engage the locking notch

of the shackle to lock the shackle within the casing,

means to release the locking bar from engagement with the

locking notch thereby permitting movement of the

shackle out of the casing formed by;,

a forked member having one end engaging the locking bar to

prevent movement thereof when in the locked position,

a plurality of pins on the forked member opposite the end

engaging the locking bar,

a plurality of ratchet wheels, each ratchet wheel having a

slot formed therein, the ratchet wheels being adapted to

rotate incrementally,

means to position the ratchet wheels in an initial reference

position,

push button means associated with each ratchet wheel, and

being connected to a first pawl which engages and rota-

tionally drives the ratchet wheel from its initial reference

position to an incremented rotated position,

each push-button means having a predetermined numerical

code to increment its respective ratchet wheel to a slot

and pin alignment position,
|

whereby the lock can be opened without visual contact by

pushing each push-button means the predetermined nu-

merical code number to align each slot with its respective

pin on the forked member, and pulling on the shackle

which in turn causes the locking bar to exert a force on the

forked member thereby causing the pins on the forked

member to be forced into and received by the aligned slots

on the ratchet wheel, permitting movement of the locking

bar and releasing the shackle.

4,476,699

LOCKING DEVICE, ESPECIALLY INTENDED TO
PREVENT STEALING OF BOATS PROVIDED WTTH

OUTBOARD MOTORS
Christer Dahlborg, TXby, Sweden, assignor to Cowab AB, TXby,

Sweden

per No. PCT/SE82/00242, § 371 Date Mar. 4, 1983, § 102(c)

DMe Mar. 4, 1983, PCT Pnb. No. WO83/00353, PCT Pab.

Date Feb. 3, 1983

PCT Filed Jul. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 474,590

Claims priority, application Sweden, Jnl. 15, 1981, 8104391

Int a.^ E05B 67/36

VS. CL 70-34 6 Claias

19 K 2* 3SV1

r

I

1. Locking device intended to be mounted on a fuel pipe

nipple (15) providing with bayonet locking pins (16), compris-

ing an elongated external sleeve (1), having at one end an

intemally situated lock (6) and at the other end bayonet lock-

ing grooves (20,21,22,23) corresponding to said bayonet lock-

ing pins, characterized in that the lock (6) has an axially mov-

able locking piston (9) cooperating with an internal sleeve (14),

which is axially displaceable inside the external sleeve (1)

between a retracted, first position (FIG. 2), which permits

relative interconnection and release of the pipe nipple and the
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lockmg device, and an advanced, second position (FIG. 1). in
which the bayonet locking pins (16) are kept securely fixed in
the bayonet locking grooves (22^23).

4*476^700

BOLT LOCK FOR A SLIDING PATIO DOOR
Difid L. Kiag, 8626 S4th PL Wait, MaUhM), Wash. 9827S

FDad Ang. 12, 1M2, Scr. No. 407,653

IM. aj E05B 25/08
VS.a 70—99 2 OriiiT

f'y'^ £7 37 *4.eo /i

^10

31 I '

3t 34

gageable concurrently with respective ones of the magnetic
elements when the magnetic elements occupy their locking

positions, whereby relative movement of the inner and outer
members in said directions is restricted or prevented by en-
gagement of the magnetic elements with the abutment surfaces
except when the magnetic elements occupy their releasing

positions, characterised in that there are in the abutment sur-

faces of the inner member openings corresponding to respec*
tive ones of the magnetic elements and each ofwhich openings
a part of the corresponding magnetic element can enter when
the element is in its releasing position and in that means is

provided for preventing movement of one of said magnetic
elements into the opening corresponding to another of the
magnetic elements.

1. A boh lock for a sliding patio door, comprising, in combi-
nation, a housing comprising a pair of spaced-^MUt, cross-sec-
tionally "L^-sh^jed side members having a lock cylinder
mechanism therewithin, a pair of side firames between said side
members, and a pair of slidable lock bolts, a rotatable sector
gear and a rotatable small gear bemg all located between said
side ftames; a rotatable transverse lock sh«ft between said side
members engaging said locl^ cylinder mechanism, a key-receiv-
ing slot in one end of said lock shaft, said sector gear being
affixed on said lock shaft a transverse shaft between said side
frames, said small gear being affixed on said transverse shaft,

one of said lock bolts having an arcuately curved tooth rack
and also a straight toothed rack along its side edge, said arcu-
ately curved tooth rack engaging said sector gear, said straight

toothed rack being engagable with said small gear, and said
small gear engaging a single, straight toothed rack on the other
said lock bolt

4,476,701

MAGNETIC LOCK AND KEY
LaaUe V. Harriott, Wolnriiaapton, Engfaod, aaafgnor to Lowe
* Fletcher Undted, Walaall, England

per No. PCr/GB81/00178, § 371 Date May 3, 1982, § 102(c)
Date May 3, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/00845, PCT Pnb.
Dtfa Mar. 18, 1982

PCT FDed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 380,679
CUaM priority, appUcattai United Kfaigdom, Sep. 3, 1980,

8028472

Int a.) E05B 47/00
-U.S. CL 7»-276 11

4,476,702

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING AND REGULATING
THE POSITION OF A WIRE END OF A SPIRAL SPRING

IN A COILING MACHINE
Ernst Zingerle, St Gallea, Switierlaad, aari^or to Spohl AG,
St Gallcn, Switierland

Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,668
Claios priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Gcraiany, Apr. 6,

1982, 3212797

Int CL» B21C 51/00: B21F 3/10. 35/02
U.S. CL 72-15 2

1. A lock comprising an nmer member, a hollow outer mem-
ber in which the inner member is mounted and a plurality of
magnetic elements, wherein the inner and outer members
collectively define respective paths to which the magnetic
elements are confined and along which the magnetic elements
can move between respective releasing positions and respec-
tive locking positions, the inner and outer members have, for
each path, respective abutment surfaces facing in opposite
directions transverse to the length of the path and disposed at
opposite sides of the path and said abutment surfaces are en-

1. An apparatus for measuring and regulating the position of
a wire end ofa spiral spring before twisting said end around an
adjacent spring coO, said apparatus being associated with a
machine for producing spiral springs including a coil forming
sution, two twisting stations, and an oudet station, and a trans-

port device having gripping arms for conveying the coiled

springs in succession to the different stations, characterized by:
a reciprocable stop plate (12) mounted at a twisting station (B)
in axial alignment with a coiled spring (3) at said station, said

stop plate being operable to clamp an end coil of the spring

against a stop member (15), a pair of inductive proximity

switches (18, 19) attached to the stop plate for sensing the

position of a wire end (3a) of said end coil and for conveying
one of three possible output measurements to a coumer (21X
and a regulating motor (23) responsive to the counter for

adjusting a tool in the coil forming station which determines
the diameter of the spring.
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4,476,703

EDGE PREFORMING OF METAL PLATE
CaMn C WiUlanaon, Napa, Calif., assignor to Kaiser Steel

(Dehnrarc), Inc., Fontana, Calif.

Continnation of Scr. No. 390,852, Jnn. 22, 1982, abandoned,
which is a dirision of Scr. No. 160,390, Jan. 17, 1980, Pat No.
4,353,235. HiIs application Mar. 21, 1984, Scr. No. 591,887

Int CL3 B21B 1/04
U.S.a 72—130 9 Clahns

^y^yyy^^yy7

11 13 10 13 2 7

1. A process for manufacturing a finned tube having a cir-

cumferentially disposed plurality of internal fins, each fin ex-

tending in the longitudinal direction of the tube and being

discontinuous therealong such that each fin is made up of a

plurality of fin portions, said process comprising the stqjs of:

providing a tube having a plurality of internal fins, each fin

extenc^g in the longitudinal direction of said tube and

being continuous thmalong,
moving said tube through a drawing die so that it undergoes

a diameter reduction associated with a decrease in cross

sectional area of at least thirty percent and so that said fins

are torn into a series of torn portions extending in longitu-

dinal rows along the tube,

said torn portions being produced solely by said diameter

reduction of said tube, and
further drawing the tube so as to longitudinally separate the

torn portions and produce a finned tube having said plu-

rality of fin portions.

4,476,705

AUTOMOBILE BODY DENT PULLER
James S. Meek, 3303 Lodnrood Dr., Chattanooga, Tean. 37415

Filed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,151

Int a? B21D 1/06
U.S. CL 72—478 18 Claims

1. Apparatus for preforming the longitudinal edges of flat

steel plate into a finished pipe of a specified diameter compris-

ing means for roll-forming said plate while said plate is of a
sufficient excess width to provide material to serve as lever

arm means during rolling,

said roll-forming means being positioned for crimping the

plate toward the center thereof commencing at points

spaced ftom said longitudinal edges and correspondiing to

bitter edges of the plate width required for said pipe of
said specUied diameter, said crimping of said edges of said

plate adjacent said points being effected in a direction

toward the center of said pipe to a radius approximating

that required for said finished pipe while leaving a central

area of the pUite between said points essentially flat; and
means for shearing a bent plate along said points to form said

bitter edges.

4,476,704

METHOD FOR PRODUCING FINNED TUBES
Manfkcd Hage, Ulm, and Goiiard Scfaiakodi, Ncn*Ulm, both of

Fed. Rep. of Goviuiy, assignors to Widand*Woltc AG, Ulm,
Fed. Rep. of Goinany

Dfriskm of Ser. No. 328,756, Dec. 8, 1981, Pat No. 4,425,942.

This appUcatkn Mar. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 471,289

Cbdms priority, an>lication Fed. Rep. of Gcraiany, Dec 24,

1980,3048959

Int CL3 B21C 1/00: B21D 53/06
MS, CL 72—276 12 Claims

18. A tool for straightening indentations in sheet metal com-
prising, a pair of rods concentrically mounted about a common
axis, the outer rod being hollow, the inner rod being longer

than the outer rod and extending therethrough, each rod hav-

ing a work engaging arm, each arm being disposed angularly at

substantially the same angle to the axis, said rods being pivot-

able relatively to one another about said axis from a disposition

wherein said arms are superposed one above the other to a

disposition wherein said arms face oppositely to one another,

and means for fastening a pulling force applying means to said

inner rod along said common axis.

4,476,706

REMOTE CALIBRATION SYSTEM
Darid M. Haddca, Loa Altos, and Eric S. Micko, Los Ahos

Hills, both of Calif., aaaignors to Delphian Partners, Sonny-

vale, Calif.

FDed Jan. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 340,074

bt a^ GOIN 27/12

UJ5. CL 73—1 G 10 ClaloH

1. Apparatus for remote calibration of combustible gas mea-

surement apparatus or the like comprising a sealed sensor

transmitter unit and a remotely located control ^>paratus for

said unit, said sensor transmitter unit comprising means for

detecting the presence of combustible gas and for transmitting

an output signal responsive to the concentration thereof to said

remotaly located control apparatus, means for determining

whether said outputsignal is within a predetermined operative

signal range, and for transmitting a sensor fault signal to said

remotely located control apparatus, zero calibration input

channel means for generating and transmitting a zero calibra-

tion initiating signal to said remotely located control apparatus

in re^jonse to an extenudly applied activation signal, span

calibration means for generating and transmitting a span caU-
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bration initiating control signal to said remotely located con-
trol station in response to an externally applied activation

signal, and means for receiving an acknowledgement signal

ftvm said remotely located control station, and said remotely
located control apparatus comprising means for receiving said

TUOTwnia 1 Imp I 1 III

with a first switching frequency proportional to said se-

lected frequency;

sampling means, responsive to said clock signal, for receiv-

ing said analog electrical signal only during sampling
intervals established periodically with a second switching
frequency at least double said first switching frequency
and coordinated therewith so that said sampling intervals

occur when said analog electrical signal has either said

reference value or said pressure-indicative value:

digitizing means, electrically coupled to said sampling
means, for converting the sampled analog electrical signal

to a digital electrical signal during holding intervals estab-

lished between successive ones of said sampling intervals;

and

signal processing means for processing said digital electrical

signal to yield a signal indicative of the flow rate of gas
through said flow head means.

ntmtmtm^cmirmutu tm—t. mi

output signal, zero signal and span signal, means for transmit-

ting an acknowledgement signal to said sensor unit, and means
for storing zero and span response calibration values of said

sensor unit upon initiation of respective zero and span calibra-

tion cycles by said zero calibration means and span calibration

means.

M76,707
GAS FLOW MEASUREMENT WITH DETENTED

CHOPPER VALVE
Hory L. Boms, St Hdcna, and Erik W. Peterson, Calistoga,

bott of CiUf^ anigiion to Bcv Medical Systems, Inc^ River-

•IdcQdif.

FDed Apr. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 366,770

Int CL^ GOIF J/36. 25/00
liJS, CL 73—4 R 19 Claims

1. A gas flow measuring system, comprising:

flow head means for developing a flow-related pressure in

response to a flow of gas;

valving means, having an outlet port and first and second
inlet ports, said first inlet port adapted for receiving a
selected reference pressure, said second inlet port con-
nected to said flow head means to receive said flow-
related pressure therefrom, said valving means being
movable between a first position in which said first inlet

port communicates with said outlet port, and a second
position in which said second inlet port communicates
with said outlet port;

a differential pressure transducer having a first pressure port

adapted for receiving said selected reference pressure and
a second pressure port in fluid communication with said

outlet port, said transducer being adapted to produce an
analog electrical signal having a reference value when
said valving means is in said first position and a pressure-

indicative value when said valving means is in said second
position;

means for generating a clock signal having a selected fre-

quency;

driving means, responsive to said clock signal, for moving
said valving means between said fint and second positions

4,476,708

FLOW CONTROLLER
Kenneth J. Baker, Moraga; Keith E. Bock, Alamo; Irving C

Chase, El Sobrante; Robert B. Fraser, El Cerrito, and CliTe

Miles, Oakland, all of Calif., assignors to Thoratec Laborato*
ries Corporation, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,816

Int CV COIN 3J/00
13JS. a. 73—23 10 Claims

Ctcyr

\
y-''—

1. A flow controller comprising a source of gas to be ana-

lyzed, a vacuum source, a conduit, means for connecting one
end of said conduit to said source of gas, means for connecting

the other end of said conduit to said vacuum source, a duct
means for connecting one end of said duct to said one end of
said conduit, means for connecting the other end of said duct

to said vacuum source, a gas analyzer, means for connecting

said gas analyzer to said one end of said conduit and to said

vacuum source, means for admittng another gas to said conduit

at a predetermined point between said one end of said conduit

and said vacuum source, and means having a Peclet number of

at least 4 incorporated in said conduit between said one end
thereof and said predetermined point.
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4,476,709

KNOCK OETECriNG APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSION ENGINES

Tadadd Hattori, OkazaU; Tadaihi OaU, Ganagori; Kaznhiko

Minra, and Yoahinori Ootsnka, botii of OkaxaU, aU of Japan,

assignors to Nippon Soken, Inc., Niahio, Japan

Filed Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,896

Claims priority, qipUcation Japan, Aug. 18, 1981, 56-129160

Int a? GOIL 23/22

U.S.a.73-35 4 Claims

4,476,710

DETONATION TRANSFER EVALUATION TECHNIQUE
Alan B. 2SBimerBehied, Renton, Wash., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C
Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,369

Int CL3 GOIN 33/22

U.S.a.73—35 5 Claims

1. A detonation transfer evaluation method comprising the

steps of:

mounting a donor explosive component opposite an accep-

tor explosive component so that a gap of a given distance

exists between said components;

selecting at least one penalty barrier;

placing in said gap at least one of said penalty barriers, said

one penalty barrier having a first layer and a second layer

in contact with each other, said acceptor explosive com-

ponent having said second layer of said one penalty bar-

rier in contact therewith at an interface; and

detonating said donor explosive component to send a shock

pulse into said acceptor explosive component through said

one penalty barrier.

4,476,711

COMBINED VIBRATION ANDTEMPERATURE SENSOR
Jeffrey S. Gnttennan, Hihon, N.Y., assignor to General Motors

Coiporation, Detroit Mich.

Filed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,452

Int CL^ GOIM 15/00

MS. a. 73—35 3 Claims

1. A knock detecting apparatus for internal combustion

engines comprising:

knock detecting means for detecting the occurence of

knocking in an engine,

automatic gain control means for processing an output signal

of said knock detecting means to form a background noise

signal having a substantially constant level and a knock

signal;

comparator means responsive to said background noise

signal and said knock signal to determine the presence of

knocking in said engine;

said automatic gain control means having a negative feed-

back loop including frequency selecting means for provid-

ing the gain control of said automatic gain control means

with frequency selectivity,

wherein said automatic gain control means includes voltage

controlled means for effecting said gain control, and

wherein said frequency selecting means comprises a low-

pass filter for connecting an output of said control means

to said voltage controlled means, said filter having a cutoff

frequency lower than knock frequencies.

yiHUTlQW

SIGNAL

1. A combined vibration and temperature sensor for an

internal combustion engine component comprising, in combi-

nation:

a piezoelectric element efTective to generate an output volt-

age when subjected to vibration and having an electrical

impedance varying with temperature, within a predeter-

mined temperature range, in a substantially predetermined

manner at a predetermined electrical frequency, said pi-

ezoelectric element being mechanically and thermally

coupled to the engine component to share the vibrations

and temperature thereof;

an electrical resistor connected in series with the piezoelec-

tric element said resistor having an impedance effective

to produce a predetermined impedance ratio with said

piezoelectric element at a predetermined temperature

within said predetermined temperature range; and

means effective to apply a constant predetermined alternat-

ing electrical voltage across said series connected piezo-

electric element and resistor and separately sense the

voltage generated across the piezoelectric element in

response thereto and the voltage generated thereacross in

response to vibration thereof, whereby die temperature

and vibration of said engine component are sensed.

4,476,712

SAMPLING HIGH PURITY WATER FOR TRACE ION
DETERMINATION

Gerald L. Carlson, Mt Lebanon Township, Allegheny County,

and Warren E. Snider, Elizabeth Township, Allegheny

County, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghonse Electric Corp.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Ang. 6, 1979, Ser. No. 64,319

Int CL^ GOIN 31/08

MS. a. 73-61.1 C 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for collecting and concentrating trace ions

from a pressurized aqueous sample in a sample Une, compris-

ing:

(A) a three-way valve connected to said sample line;

(B) a syringe connected to said three-way valve, whereby

said sample can flow through said three-way valve into

said syringe; and
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(Q t ooooentntor column connected to said three-way
valve whereby nid sample can flow from said syringe

n

i£

^ ^

//
'

c^^mtmr

the bore in the tube and into the interior of said reservoir
normally to have the inner end thereof immersed a first

predetermined distance below the level of the fluid in the
reservoir, when the fluid is at its desired level,

a pair of spaced, temperature sensitive elements mounted on
said stem portion adjacent said inner end thereofnormally
to extend second and third distances, respectively, be-
neath the desired level of fluid in the reservoir, and corre-

sponding, respectively, to low and excessively low levels

of the fluid in said reservoir, and

c^

FUUOR.
LOW OIL

54 43

through said three-way valve into said concentrator col-

umn.

UQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF
HYDROCARBONS

V. AUMmm, Sot Fhndsco, CUif^ iM^Bor to Varian
lae^ Pah) AHo, CUif.

Fllad Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,557

lat a^ COIN 31m
U& CL 73—61.1 C 23 daims

jjJ H^'ltTO.I.- 0*
atntTsm

10. A method for the separation and analyses of parafRns,
olefins, napthenes, and aromatics contained in a hydrocarbon
mixture using chromatographic procedures, the steps compris-
ing:

(a) providing a chromatographic column packed with a
polystyrene/divinyl benzene microparticulate material
having a pore size of less than about 100 A, said material
being slurry packed in a solvent medium;

(b) passing said hydrocarbon mixture through said packed
column using a mobile phase comprising a solvent having
a solvent strength parameter, c*, of less than about 0.1;

(c) eluting the paraffins, olefins, n^>thenes, and aromatics
from said column; and

(d) detecting the presence of said components.

4,476,714

ENGINE OIL LEVEL SENSOR
Lam G. Bvry, aad Willis RicMo, both of Shelby, N.C aMign-
on to Ymtn Controls CorpontfcM, Shelby, N.C

Filed Sep. 21, 1M3, Ser. No. 534^164

lot a^ GOIF W04. 23/22
UJ. CL 7}—118 14 ChdoM

1. A fluid level sensor for a reservoir of the type having
thereon an integral tube, which opens at its inner end on the
reservoir, and at its outer end above the reservoir, comprising
an elongate dipstick removably mounted in said tube, and

having thereon a stem portion projecting slidably through

means including an electrical indicator circuit connected to

said elements and operative to produce a warning gignyl

when the difference in the ambient temperatures sensed by
said two elements exceeds a predetermined value,

said means comprising at least one electrical contact on said

stem portion slidably engagable with said tube for com-
pleting an electrical connection between said elements and
said indicator circuit, when said dipstick is mounted in

said tube, and for interrupting said connection, when said

dipstick is removed from said tube.

4^76,715
MUD METERING TANK MONITORING SYSTEM

Jaek L. Murphy, 14215 Paradise Valley, Hooston, Tex. 77(M9
Filed Mar. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 474,387

lot 0.3 E21B 47/00
U.S. CL 73—151 3

1

ICOMMMIWI—I'LM'h-

•-MaH^i[j^aH]--^'

nrnrHi]
•

1. For use with an oil well drilling derrick having a sheave
on the crown block and a bottom pulley forming a block and
tackle arrangement with a cable supporting a traveling block
adapted to be attached at one end to a pipe string for raising

and lowering the string in a drill casing by a prime mover the

other end of said cable being a dead line and having a weight
indicator connected thereto, a mud metering tank monitoring

system comprising:

(a) a tank having a mud pump and a fluid connection be-

tween said tank and the drill casing,

(b) pipe string counting means connected to be driven by a
sheave in the crown block and to indicate pipe stands

lowered into and removed from the drill casing cnily when
a pipe string is being carried by the traveling blodc,

(c) a pair of vertically spaced apart mud sensors in said mud
metering tank.
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(d) a computer panel connected to receive input signals from
elements (b) and (c),

(e) a display panel having indication means showing barrels

of mud needed, barrels used, mud weight in the tank and
stands pulled connected to receive signals from said com-
puter panel,

(0 recorder means connected to said display panel to keep a

running log of quantities listed in (e) plus date and time of
day, the recorder is energized by the stand counter and
records the above data each time a stand of drill pipe is

removed firom the hole,

(g) and alarm circuit means in circuit with elements (d) and
(e) to compare the actual volume of mud used with the

calculated volume required and to energize an alarm to

the driller should a discrepancy exceed a predetermined

limit.

4,476,716

MEIHODS FOR LOCATING OILOR GAS DEPOSITS
EMPLOYING TEMPERATURE AND/OR GEOTHERMAL

GRADIENT MEASUREMENTS
Lloyd C. Fobs, 14410 Cbidywood Dr., Houston, Tex. 77079

Filed May 26, 1963, Ser. No. 498,279

lot a^ E21B 47/06
U.S. CL 73—154 20 dafans

17. A method for predicting the likelihood of encountering

oil or gas deposits below a location, which method comprises:

determining a first geothermal gradient Gi across a first

depth interval beneath said location;

determining a second geothermal gradient G2 across a sec-

ond depth interval below said first interval; and
comparing the values of Gi and G2, wherein for Gi of

greater value than G2 it is likely than an oil or gas deposit

is present below said second interval.

4,476,717

SCANNING GAUGE APPARATUS
Rkhard F. Mvphy, 15 Bond St, WUnrington, Mass. 01887

FDcd May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,563

Int CL3 B21B J9/7¥

U.S. CL 73—159 2 CUdns

1. In an apparatus for providing the samespot measurement

of moving material having,

first and second transverse scanning gauges each having a

sensor associated therewith disposed along the length of a

moving sheet of material, means for causing said first and

second second scanning gauge sensors to traverse across

said movmg sheet of material at a rate proportional to the

instantaneous line speed of said moving material, and to

reverse the direction of traversing at each edge of said

material, means for delaying the initiation of the scan of

said second gauge sensor until a first predetermined

amount of material has passed under said first gauge,

whereby the same spot of material is positioned under said

first and second transverse gauges at the start of the scans

of their respective sensors, the improvement comprising,

means for delaying the initiation of each scan of said first

gauge sensor until a second predetermined amount of

material has passed below said first gauge, whereby a

sufficient time is provided for said second scanning gauge
sensor to complete its reversing operation in instances

where the line speed of said moving sheet of material has

increased after passage of said material under said first

gauge,

wherein said means for delaying the initiation of the scan of

said first gauge sensor includes a means for measuring the

amount of material passing below the first gauge at the

conclusion of each first gauge scan in a given direction,

and for initiating the first gauge scan in the reverse direc-

tion only after the amount of material passed below the

fu^t gauge equals the product of the time required for

reversal of said first gauge scan direction times the maxi-

mum line speed said material can achieve.

4*476,718

RAIN RATE METER
Vernon G. Pbmk, Mansfield; Stephen D. Crist Burlington, and

Dennis L. LaGraas, Bedford, all of Mass^ assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Air Force, Washington, D.C
Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,754

Int CL^ GOIW 1/14
U.S. CL 73—171 14 Claims

1. A rain rate meter comprising:

a housing having an open top for surface for receiving rain-

fall, said top surface having a funnel-shaped rain directing

element therein, and said funnel-shaped element having an
outlet port centrally located at the bottom thereof;

dispersing means located within said housing and positioned

adjacent the exterior of said outlet port of said funnel-

shaped element for intersecting rain water flowing from
said outlet port in order to substantially eliminate the

adverse effects of the downward momentum of said flow-

ing rain waten
means located withm said housing adjacent said outlet port

for coUecting said falling rain waten
means situated within said rain water collecting means adja-

cent said dispersing means for receiving said falling rain

water and depositing said falling rain water in a gentle and
gradual manner into said collecting means; and

means operably connected to said collecting means for mon-
itoring the weight of said collected rain water over a
preselected period of time;
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whereby accurate determinations of collected rainfall

weight and rainfall rate can be accurately made.

M76,719
UQUm MEASURING DEVICES

Tboott D. Millar, and DoogaM S. M. PhllUpa, both of Hamil*
too. New Zealand, anigiiors to AHI Operations Limited,

Maaukao, New Zealand

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,425
ClainH priority, appUcation New Zealand, May 12, 1981,

197066

lat Cl^ GOIF 1/20
MS.a 73—200 9 Claims

S4 ,«

1. Apparatus for measuring milk flow, said apparatus com-
prising an outer chamber having upper and lower parts and
ranged substantially vertically in use, inlet milk flow directing
means, including a curved surface and an inlet port directed
tangentially to said curved surface, for separating air from
inflowing milk by directing the inflowing milk from said inlet

port into a spinning flow along said curved surface and then
into said outer chamber, a cap closing off the upper part of said

outer chamber, an intermediate tube having upper and lower
open ends, said lower end being positioned in spaced proximity
to said lower part of said outer chamber to provide an opening
between said lower end and said lower part, an electrically

resistive element mounted on said intermediate tube, a further

internal tube having a gap of narrow width and long vertical

length within said intermediate tube such that in use a pool of
milk is maintained on the upstream side of said gap, said resis-

tive element being positioned in said chamber to require the
milk level at the upstream side of said gap to cover the part of
the resistive element according to said milk level in a manner
such that the impedence of the resistive element depends on
said milk level, said impedence providing an indication of the
level of liquid on said upstream side, and data processing means
responsive to the impedence of said resistive element for pro-
viding information selected from indication and recordal of
milk flow rate and milk yield according to the milk level at the
upstream side of said gap.

includes a hole on the side of said chamber facing toward
the fluidflow and output port means which includes two
holes, one on each adjacent side of said chamber and
disposed transversely to said fluidflow;

4^76,720
UNIDIRECnONAL FLUIDFLOW SENSOR SYSTEM

Raoof A. Ismail, Concord, and Jonathan T. Mead, Framingham,
both of Massn anignon to Cambridge Aero InstmmeBts, Inc.,

Billcrica, Man.
Filed Jon. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,950

Int a^ GOIF 1/68, 5/00
U.S. CL 73—202 15 Claims

1. A unidirectional fluidflow sensor system comprising:
a sensing chamber for placement in a fluidflow to be moni-

tored; said chamber including input port means which

/lla

a sensing element in said chamber in the path between said

input and output port means; and
means, responsive to said element, for detecting a change in

flow between said input and output port means.

4,476,721

MULTI-PURPOSE MEASURING DEVICE WITH A
HINGED DISPLAY

Karl Hochreuther, Nuremberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and JSrg
Tragatschnig, Zell am See, Austria, assignors to Metrawatt
GmbH, Nuremberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Aug. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 522,053

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 10,

1982, 3229688

InL a.3 GOID 11/24. 11/30
U.S. a. 73—431 22 Claims

1. Multi-purpose measuring device with a tilting display,

comprising a display assembly with a housing for visually

indicating a measured value of a variable to be analyzed, an

auxiliary assembly with another housing separate from said

display assembly housing for performing measurements, a

hinge interconnecting said housings permitting relative tilting

of said housing in two directions into different places at an

angle relative to each other and into a common plane, and a

carrying strap fastened in vicinity of said hinge, said auxiliary

assembly having dimensions and weight in proportion to said

display assembly causing the center ofgravity of the measuring

device to lie in vicinity of said auxiliary assembly and causing

said auxiliary assembly to hang downward from said carrying

strap with said display assembly disposed above said auxiliary

assembly.
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4,476,722

CONTINUOUSLY MONTTORING AND SELF-CLEANING
UQUm DENSITY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

James E. BentkowsU, Oklahoma Oty, Okla., assignor to Sden-
tiflc Resources, Inc., Oklahoma Gty, Okla.

FUed Sep. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 426,955
Int CL? GOIN 9/06

MS. 0. 73—434 lo Cfadms

4,476,724

AUDIOMETER
Gcrd-Wolfbug GStze, Berlin, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed No?. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,423

Claims priority, appUcatton Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 17,
1981, 3145566

Int CL^ A61B 4/07
MS. CL 73—585 ]9 Claims

1. A system for continuously monitoring and measuring the

actual physical weight or density of a liquid whether the liquid

is in a static state or flowing state comprising a base, a con-
tainer having two ends pivotable thereto and through which
the liquid flows, a wei^t measuring mechanism attached to

said container to measure the weight of the liquid in said con-
tainer and means within said container to avoid build-up of
material inside said container.

4,476,723

DENSITY SENSOR
Paul Byrne, Piano, Tex., assignor to Analog Data Systems,

Dallas, Tex.

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,045

Int a.3 GOIN 9/10
MS. a. 73—453 18 Claims

1. A density sensor, comprising:

afloat;

means for sensing the buoyant force of said float;

means for translating the buoyant force of said float to said

means for sensing; and

means for attenuating high frequency acceleration compo-
nents present in the buoyant force of said float to prevent

them from being translated by said means for translating

to said sensor means.

1. Audiometer to obtain test sounds, or frequency, versus
perceived amplitude in diagrammatic x-y coordinate output
form for testing hearing ofa person for tones, music and speech
having

an output unit (11) in form of a coordinate system in which
amplitude forms one coordinate parameter and sound, or
frequency another coordinate parameter;

means (21) for generating electrical test signals representa-

tive of test sounds or tones;

amplitude control means (15, 16) connected to said test

sound or tone generating means for controlling the ampli-
tude of the output thereof and providing an amplitude
control output signal;

tone control means (17, 18) connected to said test sound or
tone generating means for controlling the nature of the

test sound or frequency of the test tone thereof, and pro-

viding a test sound control output signal;

test person transducer means (TX) transducing the test

sound, or tone signals of the nature of the sound or at the

frequency of the test tone and the level controlled by the

tone control means and the amplitude control means,
respectively;

and test person controlled response means (13, 14) providing
an electrical perception output signal if a predetermined
test sound, or tone has been perceived,

comprising, in accordance with the invention,

an electronic digital matrix control circuit (10) receiving said

amplitude control output signal, said test sound or tone
control output signal and the perception output signal;

and wherein the output unit comprises a liquid crystal dis-

play (LCD) in matrix form (11, 26) connected to and
controlled by said digital matrix control circuit and pro-

viding an output in x-y coordinate form of perceived
amplitude of a respective test sound or frequency at the

instant of reception of the perception output signal.

4,476,725

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE GAUGE
Jacques Chorel; Andri Migeon, both of Chabenil, and Michel

Torregrosa, Valence, all of France, assignors to Crouzet
Paris, France

FUed JuL 19, 1982, Ser. No. 400,118
Oalms priority, appUcation France, Jul. 20, 1981, 8114230

Int CL^ GOIL 7/06. 9/00
MS. a. 73—704 6 Oalms

1. In a differential pressure gauge comprising wherein a

piezoelectric testing body with a vibrating blade is fixed at one
end on a fixed frame and at the other end on one of the arms of
a balance beam, mounted on a pivot axis, transmitting thereto

a force resulting from the difference in pressure (Pr-Pi) exist-
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ing between two distinct chamben, of which at least one is

deformable, and subjected respectively to the pressures of

which the difference is to be measured, the improvement com-

prising the testing body and the balance beam are disposed in

a first rigid chamber, a vacuum in said first chamber, the bal-

ance beam being subjected to the action of a force, resulting

fhnn the deformation of an expansible chamber subjected to

the pressure Pr disposed in a second rigid chamber subjected

to pressure Pj, and an expansible seal element mounted be-

tween said rigid chamben so that it is subjected on one side to

said vacuum and on the other side to said pressure Px, and of

which the effect resulting from the difference in pressure be-

tween said vacuum and pressure Pj is applied along its longitu-

dinal axis passing through the pivot axis of the balance beam.

M7C726
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS EXmBITING LINEAR

PRESSURE OPERATION
ABthony D. Korts, Eagkwood; Joieph R. Mallon, Franklin

Lakes, ud Tbaothy A. Nana, Ridgewood, aU ofNJf^ assign*

on to KaUtc Senkoodactor Prodncts, Inc^ Rldgefield, NJ.
Filed Ang. 19, 19t2, Scr. No. 409,537

lot aj GOIL 9/06

U,S.a 73-708 9Caain8

M7«,727
METHOD OF MATERIALS TESTING

Markm N. Hawk, 6304 N. Askew, KaMM Oty, Mo. 64118,

JaMS P. Lcwta, 7803 Akta Dr., Spring, Tcz. 77060

Filed Aag. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 408,940

bt CL^ COIN 3/2Z 29/04

U.S. CL 73—847 6 Claian

1. A method of measuring the structural strength of a mate-

rial which comprises at least a portion of a structure without

subjecting the entire structure to testing forces, said method
comprising the steps of:

isolating a small segment of said material;

adhesively securing a drive head to said isolated segment;

1. A pressure transducer, comprising:

a first transducer assembly comprising a semiconductor

diaphragm of a circular configuration having a pluraUty of

pressure sensitive resistors located thereon, with said

lesiston relying on the piezoresistive effect to provide a

change in resistance according to the magnitude of force

applied to said diaphragm, of a given nonlinearity

a secxmd transducer assembly comprising a semiconductor

diaphragm of a rectangutor configuration having a plural-

ity of pressure sensitive resistors located thereon, with

said resistors relying on the piezoresistive effect to pro-

vide a change in resistance according to the magnitude of

force applied to said diaphragm, to produce an output

with a nonlinearity opposite to the above said nonlinearity

and means connecting said piezoresistive elements of said

first and second assemblies together to form a composite

transducer with a minimum nonlinearity.

applying a known torque force to said drive head; and

translating said known torque force into a measurement of

said structural strength.

4,476,728

VORTEX FLOW METER
Hidiiro Otaal, Hyogo, Japan, assignor to MItrabishi Denki

Kahushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 409,217

Oaims priority, api^lcation Japan, Ang. 19, 1981, 56-123446

Int. a^ GOIF 1/32

U.S. CL 73-86102 1

1. A vortex flow meter comprising a conduit for the passage

of a fluid therethrough from an upstream end to a downstream

end, vortex generating means disposed in said conduit and

having a surface at the downstream end thereof disposed at

right angles with respect to the axis of said conduit, a plurality

ofposts secured to said surface and protruding therefrom in the

downstream direction and hot wire means comprised of two

wires symmetrically disposed with respect to each other on

said posts under tension in a substantially zigzag fashion and in

spaced relation to said surface for detecting the firequency of

Karman's vortices generated downstream ofsaid vortex gener-

ator means.
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4,476,729
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING GAS VELOCTTY

WUbnr L. Stables, MatoMa; James J. Cookaey, Coknial
Heigbts, and Harry L. Newell, Jr., Ricknond, aU of Va.,
ttsignon to Allied Corporation, Morris Township, Morris
Comrty, NJ.

FUed JuB. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 384,367
lot a.J GOIF 1/41 1/46

UA CL 73-861.61 i Qalm

1. Apparatus for determining the velocity of a gas in a gas
supply duct, comprising:

(a) a flow nozzle having an inlet opening for receiving the
gas and an outlet opening for expelling the gas after it has
been accelerated through a throat connecting the inlet

opening and the outlet opening, the throat narrowing in a
curve from the inlet opening to the outlet opening, the
nozzle being mounted in the duct coaxially and in fluid-

tight relationship therewith, the cross-sectional area of the
duct and the cross-sectional area of the inlet opening being
substantially identical, the cross-sectional area of the out-
let opening being 40 to 60 percent that of the duct:

(b) a pitot tube, comprising an impact tube and a static tube
mounted in parallel through the duct downstream of the
nozzle and both bending upstream toward the nozzle
parallel to the duct axis, the opening of the impact tube
being located in the volume bounded by the cioss-sec-

tioiud area of the outlet opening and a distance of up to

6.2S percent of the duct inside diameter downstream of
the outlet opening, the static tube having a plurality of
apertures in the portion thereof located in the volume
bounded by the cross-sectional area of the outlet opening
and a distance of up to 12.S percent of the duct inside

diameter downstream of the outlet opening; and
(c) a perforated pkte, mounted in the duct perpendicuhu* to

the duct axis a length ofapproximately nine times the duct
inside diameter upstream of the nozzle.

aligned with said flow passages and a second position

displaced therefrom;

an orifice disc removably carried on said carrier;

an access opening through one of said walls aUgned with
said second position;

means sealing around said access opening when said carrier
is in said second position; and

a closure member nonnally covering said access opening;
said orifice meter being characterized in that:

there are interengaging means on said closure member and
said one wall which require at least partial rotation of said
closure member for release thereof;

a valve passageway through said one wall adjacent said
access opening;

a venting passage from said passageway to the exterior of
said body;

the inner end of said passageway forming an equalizing
passage to the interior of said body displaced from said
access opening;

a transfer duct from said access opening to said passageway
intermediate said venting and equalizing passages;

a valve member axially movable in said passageway and
operative in a first position to seal off said venting passage
and open said equaUzing passage, and in a second position

to seal off said equalizing passage and open said venting
passage; and

means on said closure member and said valve member which
are mutually engaged only when said valve member is in

said first position to prevent rotation of said closure mem-
ber.

4,476,730

ORIFICE METER WTTH PRESSURE VENTING AND
EQUALIZING SAFETY DEVICE

Richard S. Branm, Oriada, Califs aarignor to Gro?e Val?c and
RcgnJator Company, Oakland, CaUf.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,621

Lrt. a^ GOIF 1/42
U.S.a 73—861.61 12 Claims

1. An orifice meter comprising:

a body including a pair of walls having aligned circular flow
passages therethrough;

a carrier movable between said walls;

means for moving said carrier between a first position

4,476,731

INJECnON VALVE FOR UQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHIC COLUMN AND SYSTEM

THEREFOR
Andrew R. Charaey, Bellcfoate; Panl W. Kerdiw, Pennsylraala

Fnraacc, and Willian America, State Colk«e, aU (rf Pa.,

asrignors to Scientific System, Inc., State College, Pa.
FDed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,473

brt. a^ GOIN 1/10
MS. CL 73-863.73 9 Oaims

1. An injection valve system for liquid chromatographic
columns comprising a valve body, said valve body having in

axial alignment a cap, a stator, a rotor and an indexing shaft,

said cap comprising a forward end of said stator, said cap
having a plundity of ports each of said ports having a passage-
way in the direction axially of the said sutor and each termi-
nating in a flat portion of the cap, said rotor located internally

of said stator, said rotor being open in the direction of said cap
and said cq> closing said opening when said cap and said sutor
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is assembled, said rotor having an axial concentric bore, a disc

closing off the bore of the rotor at the portion thereof facing

the cap, said disc having a plurality of bores in axial alignment

with the bores of the cap terminating at said flat portion

thereof, said disc having a plurality of conduits mounted on the

portion of the disc that faces the open interior of said rotor,

each of said conduits having one end terminating at one of said

bores of said disc and its other end terminating at one other of

said bores, a stator disc positioned between said cap at the flat

portion thereof and the said disc against the surface opposite to

the one having said conduits, said stator disc having a plurality

member sealingly engaging with the outlet end of said

cavity; and

displacement means attached to said plunger, said displace-

ment means being capable of producing linear displace-

ment of said plunger to thereby withdraw said plunger

from said sealed engagement with said outlet end of said

cavity whereby a jet stream of said mobile phase flows

around the exterior of said plunger and sweeps said sample

from said groove through the exit end of said injector

body.

of axially disposed bores in alignment with the bores of said flat

portion of the cap and the bores of said rotor mounted disc,

means mounted between said rotor and a rearward end of said

stator to retain said stator disc in its position, removable means

for rotating said rotor and said disc carrying said conduits

whereby to alter the bores of the said disc with respect of said

bores of said stator disc during which one preselected conduit

is in operative position, means for further indexing into opera-

tive position a different conduit and taking out of operative

position a flrst selected conduit when said removable means

has been removed.

4,476,733

SAMPLER FOR FEEDING SAMPLES IN GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Wolfgang Chlosta, and Peter Pospisil, both of Uberlingen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bodeueewerk Perkin-Elmer tt

Co., GmbH, Uberlingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,611

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 31,

1981 3130245

Int a.3 GOIN 35/04. 35/06

U.S. a. 73—863.91 7 Claims

4^76,732

SEFTUMLESS JET STRtiM ON-COLUMN INJECTOR
FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY

Fkwk J. Yang, Diinille, Caiifn assigiior to Varian Associates,

Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

FUcd Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,372

lot a.} GOIN 1/10

UJ.a 73-863.73 13 Claims

1. A jet stream on-column injector for injection of a liquid

sample directly onto a chromatographic column, comprising:

an injector body having an interior cavity sealed from ambi-

ent, and having a sample feed line for introducing sample

to a sample groove formed on a surface within said cavity,

and having a mobile phase feed line for introducing a

mobile phase under pressure to the inlet end of said cavity;

a plunger member positioned within said cavity, said plunger

mm—

1. A sampler for sequentially feeding samples from a sample

vessel head space to an inlet of a gas chromatograph; said

sampler comprising:

a flrst beatable sample vessel store having a plurality of

sample positions, said store being adapted for stepwise

advancement and including a rotatably mounted beatable

oven block having a circular array of axial throughbores

around the rotational axis of said block and a stationary

base plate having an aperture alignable with each of said

throughbores at a transfer station;

a second sample vessel store adapted for stepwise advance-

ment;

means for transferring one sample vessel at a time from said

second store to one of said sample positions in said flrst

sample store, said transfer occurring at said transfer sta-

tion;

means for advancing said sample vessel from said transfer

station to a sampling station;

means for causing a needle to penetrate into said head space

of said sample vessel whereby a head space sample can be

transferred to said inlet; and

means for synchronously controlling said flrst store, said

second store, said sample vessel transfer means and said

needle penetration of said sample vessel.
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4,476,734

WET NEEDLE SAMPLER FOR USE WITH A GAS
CHROMATOGRAPH

noBMS M. Banks, Wttarbory, Cobb.; Raymond R. Roekel,

Garrison, N.Y.; Samnel F. Speneer, Daabnry, and John Q.
WaDtCT, Brookfldd Center, both of Conn., assignors to Inter*

national Basiness MncUnes Corporation, Annonk, N.Y.

FDcd Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,900

Int CL^ GOIN 1/14

U.S.a 73-864.16 6

1

T^
m-'

^x

4,476,735

POSITIONING APPARATUS
GiU Ontweil, 2434 Pordne Ave. #17, Los Angdes, Calif. 90064

Filed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 431,480

Int a^ F16H 33/ia 27/Oa 29/00: B23B 29/24

U,S.a74-84R 16

\t.OAO\

1. Incremental positioning apparatus comprising:

a first monber having a first plurality of substantially V
shaped force receiving surfaces of a first predetermined

spacing;

a second member disposed adjacent said first member and

having a second plurality of substantially V shaped force

receiving surfaces ofa second predetermined spacing, said

second predetermined spacing being different from said

first predetermined spacing;

a driving means disposed adjacent said first and second

member;

means for moving said driving means into simultaneous

engagement with said flrst and second V shaped surfaces

for aligning at least one of said second V shaped surfaces

with one of said first V shaped surfaces to intermittently

move a load connected to one of said members to a desired

position.

4,476,736

TRANSMISSION FOR A LAUNDRY MACHINE
Doran D. HershbergCT, Sycanrarc, HI., assignor to General

Electric Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 304,536, Sep. 22, 1981, Pat No. 4,434,546,

which is a diflsion of Ser. No. 077,784, Sep. 21, 1979, Pat No.

4,327,302. This appUeatioB Apr. 22, 1963, Ser. No. 487,923

Int a' n6H 3/22. 37/06

\}S.a 74-341 14

1

1. In an automatic sample handler having a syringe with a

barrel with a needle at one end and a plunger inserted into the

barrel at the other end and also having a port through the body

of the barrel, the method of taking samples comprising:

(a) pumping a solvent into the port through the barrel and

out the needle while the end of the plunger is withdrawn

beyond the port so that the syringe is back flushed of

contaminants and the barrel filled with solvent,

(b) inserting the end of the plunger past the port in the barrel

to expel through the needle solvent introduced by step (a),

and

(c) drawing a liquid sample material up into the barrel

through a needle by partially withdrawing the plunger

firom the barrel after completion of cleaning of the syringe

using steps (a) and (b) to take a sample.

1. A transmission mechanism for a laundry machine, the

transmission mechanism comprising:

a housing having a plurality of wall means defining a cham-

ber therein, said wall means of said plurality thereof in-

cluding a pair of opposite end walls, and a sidewall inter-

posed between said opposite end walls;

a supporting structure seated on one of said opposite end

waUs within said chamber and including a pair of spaced

apart supports disposed generally between said opposite

end walls, respectively;

an input shaft joumaled in said one opposite end wall so as to

extend therethrough into said chamber and including a

first free end adjacent said one opposite end wall within

said chamber, and an input gear on said fvst free end, said

input shaft bdng selectively rotatable unidirectionally and

also so as to oscillate;

a tubular output shaft extending through one of said supports

and joumaled in the other of said opposite end waUs and

the other of said supports, said tubular output shaft includ-

ing a bore therethrough, a second free end extending

through said other opposite end wall exteriorly of said

chamber, and a first output gear on said tubular output

shaft within said chamber and between said one and other

supports;

another output shaft extending through said chamber and

said bore of said tubular output shaft so as to be joumaled

at least in said one opposite end wall and including a third

free end extending exteriorly of said chamber, and a sec-

ond output gear on said another output shaft within said

chamber between said other support and said one opposite

end wall;

a driven shaft and a driving shaft within said chamber ex-

tending through said other support and having opposite

ends thereof joumaled in said one opposite end si^ and

said one support, req>ectively, said driving shaft including

a plurality of splines arranged between said opposite ends

thereof, and a first pinion gear adjacent said one o^xisite

end wall and meshed with said input gear on said mput

shaft, said driven shaft including a second pinioo gear and

a third pinion gear respectively arranged thereon between

4S2-228 O.G.-84-3
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ind

laid one opposite end wall and said other support, said
second pinion gear being meshed with said second output
gear on said another output shaft;

means selectively movable on said driven shaft between at
least a pair ofaxially spaced positions thereon for effecting
the transmission of the rotation of said input shaft to said
tubular output shaft and said another output shaft, respec-
tively, said transmission effecting means including a pair
of interconnected stepped shifting gears, and a splined
bore extending through said stepped shifting gears and
receiving said splines of said plurality thereof on said
driving shaft so as to be both conjointly rotauble there-
with and selectively axially movable thereon between the
positions of said at least pair thereof, the larger of said
stepped shifting gears being meshed with said first output
gear on said tubular output shaft when said stepped shift-

ing gears are in one position of the at least pair thereofand
the smaller of said shifting gears being meshed with said
second output gear on said another shaft when said
stepped shifting gears are in another position of the at least

pair thereof.

M7C738
GEAR-SHIFT MECHANISM FOR POWER

TRANSMISSION UNITS
Shod Haga, and Tadaahi Noaald, both of Toyota, Japan, isrign*
on to Toyota Jidoaha Kaboahiki Kaiaha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,240
aalms priority, appUcMton Japu, Sep. 4, 1981, 56-132185

Lrt. a.J G05G 9/12. 5/10
UAa 74-475 7Cialaia

4|47C,737

ROTARY POWER TRANSMISSION
Alaitair J. Yoog, Korilworth, Eagiand, aaiignor to AutonotiTe
Prodocta pic, Lanriagtoa S^ Eoglaad

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,503
ClaJna priority, appUotioB United Kingdom, Sep. 19, 1981,

8128374

Int a> F16H 3/08
U&a74-358 7Clalni8

1. A rotary power transmission comprising:
an input shaft;

an output shaft;

a first layshaft connected for continuous drive to said output
shaft;

gear trains selectively engageable by dog clutch means
between said input shaft and first layshaft;

a second layshaft connectable by dog clutch means to said
output shaft;

gear trains selectively engageable by dog clutch means
between said input shaft and second layshaft;

a first clutch at one side of the transmission and engageable
to establish driving connection between the input shaft
and output shaft tluvugh one of said gear trains;

a second clutch at the other side of the transmission and
engageable to establish driving connection between the
input shaft and output shaft through one other of said gear
trains;

and a transfer gear train provided between said first and
second layshafts and comprising:

a first gear wheel fast for rotation with one of said first and
second layshafts;

a second idler gear wheel;

and a third gear wheel engageable by dog clutch means with
the other of said first and second lay^afts.

1. In a gear-shift mechanism for a power transmission unit
including input and output shafts supported in parallel to each
other from a housing assembly for said unit, an idler shaft
supported in parallel with said shafts from said housing assem-
bly, driving and driven gears respectively mounted on said
input and output shafts, an idler gear axially slidable on said
idler shaft, a fork shaft slidably supported in parallel with said
idler shaft from said housing assembly and being operatively
connected to a manual shift lever to be selectively shifted from
its neutral position to a forward or reverse position, a detent
mechanism mounted on said housing assembly for selectively
retaining said fork shaft in its neutral and shifted positions
under a resihent load acting thereon, a shift head member
slidable on said fork shaft, a one-way engagement mechanism
for effecting engagement of said shift head member with said
forii shaft in axial movement of said fork shaft to and away
from its reverse position, and a shift arm member pivoted to
the inner wall structure of said housing assembly and linked
with said shift head member, and in which said idler gear is

carried by said shift arm member to be retained in its neutral
position and to be engaged with said driving and driven gears
in the axial movement of said fork shaft to its reverse position;

the improvement wherein one of said shift arm member and
said shift head member is provided with means for effect-
ing disengagement of said idler gear from said driving and
driven gears under a resilient load less than that acting on
said detent mechanism when said shift head member is

shifted away from its reverse position to be retained in its

neutral position, and wherein at least one of said idler
gear, said shift arm member and said shift head member is

arranged to abut against a statioiuuy portion in said hous-
ing assembly.

4,476,739

GEAR-SHIFT MECHANISM FOR POWER
TRANSMISSION UNITS

H^jlne Aral, Alchl; Shoii Haga, and Tadashi NoaU, both of
Toyota, aU of Japan, aaalgDon to Toyota Jidoaha gaJM^hgrf
Kaiaha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Aag. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,280
CUflM priority, appUeatioo Japan, Sep. 4, 1981, 56-132186rU1

iBt a? G05G 9/12. 5/10
U.S.a 74-475 6 ciabna

1. In a gear-shift mechanism for a power transmission unit
including input and output shafts supported in parallel to each
other from a housing assembly for said unit, an idler shaft
supported in parallel with said shafts from said housing assem-
bly, driving and driven gears respectively mounted on said
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input and output shafts, an idler gear axially slidable on said
idler shaft, a fork shaft slidably supported in parallel with said
idler shaft from said housing assembly and being operatively
connected to a manual shift lever to be selectively shifted from
its neutral position to a forward or reverse position, a detent
mechanism mounted on said housing assembly for selectively

retaining said fork shaft in its neutral and shifted positions
under a resilient load acting thereon, a shift head member
slidable on said fork shaft, a one-way engagement mechanism
for effecting engagement of said shift head member with said
fork shaft in axial movement of said fork shaft to and away
from its reverse position, and a shift arm member pivoted to
the inner wall structure of said housing assembly and linked
with said shift head member, and in which said idler gear is

carried by said shift arm member to be retained in its neutral

position and to be engaged with said driving and driven gears
in the axial movement of said fork shaft to its reverse position;

the improvement wherein one of said shift arm member and
said shift head member is provided with means for effect-

ing disengagement of said idler gear firom said driving and
driven gears under a resilient load less than that acting on
said detent mechanism when said shift head member is

shifted away from its reverse position to be retained in its

neutral position and for effecting engagement of said idler

gear with said driving and driven gears under said resilient

load when said shift head member is shifted to its reverse

petition, and wherein at least one of said idler gear, said

shift arm member and said shift head member is arranged

to abut against a stationary portion in said housing assem-
bly.

4,476,740

SHIFT MECHANISM FOR CHANGE-SPEED GEAR
TRANSMISSION

Shniehiro Ida; Shoichi Ooahima; Ichiro Horinchi, aU of Toyota,

and MltsnftaBl NUm, CUryo, all of Japan, aaatgnon to

Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo Kaboahiki Kaiaha and Aiaia SeiU
KaboaUki Kaiaha, both of Aichi, Japoi

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359^70
Claims priority, applieation Japan, Mar. 30, 1981, 5644903

Int 0.3 F16H 57/06

U,S.CL 74-476 4aalBH

gear transmission including a manual gearshift lever arranged
to be selectively shiftable toward forward wpttA-wao and
reverse-ratio positions at the same gate in a gearshift pattern; a
selector shaft mounted within a housing assembly of said gear
transmission for both axial and rotary movement and being
operatively connected to said gearshift lever to be axially

moved in a selecting operation of said gearshift lever toward
said gate and to be rotated in a shifting operation of said gear-

shift lever toward one of said forward q)eed-ratio and reverse-

ratio positions; and a movable member mounted on said selec-

tor shaft for axial and rotary movement with said selector shaft

and having a radial lever arm arranged to be selectively mov-
able for establishing a forward speed-ratio gear train in the
shifting operation of said gearshift lever toward said forward
speed-ratio position and for establishing a reverse-ratio gear
train in the shifting operation of said gearshift lever toward
said reverse-ratio position;

a safety device for said shift mechanism comprising: a radial

projection integral with said movable member; a reverse

restrict pin rotatable and axially slidable within a boss

portion integrally formed with the inner wall ofsaid hous-
ing assembly in parallel with said selector shaft, said re-

strict pin being provided at one end thereof with a re-

cessed portion arranged to be engaged with said radial

projection of said movable member in the shifting opera-

tion of said gearshift lever from said forward speed-ratio

position to said reverse-ratio position across said same
gate to restrict the rotary movement of said radial lever

arm of said movable member; means for positioning said

restrict pin in its assembled position in such a way to allow
axial movement of said restrict pin in a predetermined
distance; and resilient means for biasing said restrict pin

toward said radial projection of said movable member and
toward its assembled position.

4,476,741

TILT TYPE STEERING DEVICE
MiUo Yanagnehl, Takaaaki, Japan, aaai^or to Nippon Seiko

KX, Tfriqro, Japan

FUed Jon. 1, 1982, Sar. No. 383,495

daina priority, applieation Japan, Jan. 9, 1981, 56-87459

lit CL3 B62D 1/18; G05G 5/06
MS.a 74-493 1 Oaia

18
e

..-14

1. In combination with a shift mechanism for a change-speed

1. A tilt type steering device comprising:

an upper shaft having a steering wheel mounted thereon;

a lower shaft connected to a steering gear;

a universal joint connecting said two shafts together,

an upper bracket provided on an upper column rotatably

supporting said upper shaft, said upper bracket having side

plates;

a lower bracket provided on a lower column fitted on said

lower shaft and mounted to a vehicle body portion, said

lower bracket having side plates partiy overU4>ping the

side plates of said upper bracket;

angle limiting means for making said upper bracket tiltable in

a predetermined angle range relative to said lower bracket

about the center line of said universal joint;
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fint biasing means for biasing said upper bracket so that said

upper bracket tilts in a jumped-up tilt limit direction rela-

tive to said lower bracket;

• rod member rotatably and axially movably supported by

the other portion of the side plates ofone ofsaid upper and

lower brackets than said overlapping portion;

• connecting member fixed to said rod member adjacent to

the side plate of the other of said upper and lower brack-

ets, said connecting member having Uierein coupling holes

substantially equal in diameter,

second biasing means for biasing said connecting member
axially of said rod member so that said connecting mem-
ber is urged toward the side plate of said other bracket;

an operating member coupled to said rod member for im-

parting to said rod member rotation and axial movement
against said second biasing means;

selector means provided on said one bracket, said selector

means being provided with a plurality of restraining por-

tions disposed around the center of rotation of said rod

member with a predetermined selected angle therebe-

tween;

an engaging portion provided on one of said rod member
and said operating member and restrained by one of said

restraining portions of said selector means; and

• coupling projection provided on the side plate of said other

bracket adjacent to said connecting member and capable

of fitting in said coupling holes, said coupling projection

being capable of fitting in one of the coupling holes of said

connecting member which corresponds to one of said

restraining portions which restrains said engaging portion

when said operating member is operated to move said rod

member in axial direction and in rotational direction so

that said engaging portion is restrained by one of said

restraining portions;

whereby when said coupling projection fits in one of said

coupling holes and said upper and lower columns are

connected together at an inclination corresponding

thereto, said operating member is operated to move said

rod member aidally against said second biasing means and

withdraw said coupling hole of said connecting member
from said coupling projection, and said upper bracket is

inclined at a jumped-up tUt limit angle relative to said

lower bracket by said first biasing means, whereafter said

operating member is continuedly operated to rotete said

rod member so that said engaging portion is restrained by
any other one of said restraining portions, and then the

steering wheel mounted on said upper shaft is moved up
and down, whereupon said coupling projection fits in any
other one of said coupling holes and said upper and lower

columns are connected together at a different inclination

corresponding thereto.

per No. PCr/AUSl/00061, S 371 Dirtc Jia. S, 1962, § 102(e)

DM* Jao. 8, 1M2, PCT Pah. No. W(Ml/03284, FCT Fob.

DbK No?. 2(, 19tl

per PDad May 19, 1981, Scr. No. 339,444

CUm priority, avpUatlM Autrdia, May 23, 19M, PE3«9«
lat a' 1M2K 21/26: B32B 3/30. 7/04

U& CL 74—551.9 5 ClaiBf

1. A hand grip on the handle portion of sporting equipment,

hand tool or other article generally gripped by hand during

OM, having helically wound onto said handle and affixed

thereto a length of tape with upper and lower surfaces pro-

vided with snbstantidly complementary, longitudinally ex-

tending grooves and ridges such that a portion of one longitu-

dinal edge ofsaid tKpt overhqis a portion of the opposite longi-

tudinal edge thereof, whereby grooves and ridges on the upper
surface of said upe engage complementary ridges and grooves

4y47C742
HANDGRIP

NodR Midgky, 3<1 DairiaMms Rd., Araidale, Victoria 3143,

on the lower surface of said tape, and the grooves and ridges of
the upper surface extend helically around the handle portion.

4,476,743

SELEenVE DRIVING MECHANISM
Ludwig B. Magia, Schiffentadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aadgnw

to Deere A Company, Moliae, HI.

FUed Not. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 438,434

Oaims priority, application Eoropean Pat Oft, Nor. 12,

1981, 81401788.5

Int a.) F16H 37/06. 1/14
U.S. CL 74—665 GB 6 Claims

1. A selective driving mechanism comprising:

an input shaft for drivingly connecting to a power-takeoff

of a vehicle and having a hollow portion with a splined

end;

a driven shaft constantly driven by the input shaft and hav-

ing a hollow portion with 1 q>Uned end;

first and second axially slidable output shafts oriented per-

pendicular with respect to each other and having splhied

parts engageable with the q)Uned ends of the input shaft

and the driven shaft; and

a bell crank lever having first and second arms, each coupled

with a respective one of the first and second output shafts

so that angular displacement of the lever causes axial

movement of the output shafts to couple and uncouple the

output shafts with the input shaft and the driven shaft.

4^76,744
MULTI-SPEED FAN DRIVE APPARATUS

Jaasce W. Chwks, 341 N. Raage Uat Rd., Ckrasel, lad. 46032

Filed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 252,959

lat CL3 F16H 3/74

VS. CL 74-751 r CUav
1. A multi-speed fan drive apparatus which comprises:

first and second sun gears, said second sun gear having more
gear teeth than said first sun gear,

first mounting means for mounting said first and second sun
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gears to a fixed support and independently rotatable about
a common central axis;

a planet gear carrier including at least a first routable planet

gear intermeshed with said first sun gear and at least a

second rotatable phmet gear intermeshed with said second
sun gear,

second mounting means for mounting said planet gear car-

rier rotatable about the central axis;

drive means for rotating said planet gear carrier;

a ring gear assembly including a ring gear intermeshed with

each of the first and second phmet gear^

third mounting means for mounting said ring gear assembly
' with the ring gear rotataUe about the central axis;

a plurality of fan blades

fourth mounting means for mounting said fan blades in driv-

mg connection with said ring gear assembly;

first rotation-limiting means for preventing said first sun gear

from rotating about the central axis in a first direction

relative the fixed support;

second rotation-limiting means for preventing said second

sun gear from rotating about the central axis in a second

direction, opposite the first direction, relative the fixed

support; and

third rotation-limiting means for causing said planet gear

carrier and said ring gear assembly to rotate about the

central axis in unison.

4,476,745

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION HAVING A NEUTRAL COAST AND

IDLE FEATURE
Richard D. Moan, LiToaia, Mich., anignor to Fwd Motor Con*

paay, Dearbora, Mich.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,790

lat. a3 B60K 41/18. 41/16

U.S.a 74-866 3 Clains

1. An automatic transmission control system for a multiple

ratio transmission in an automotive vehicle driveline having an

internal combustion engine;

multiple ratio gearing establishing torque deUvery paths

between the engine and a transmission driven member;

fluid pressure operated clutches and brakes for controlling

the relative motion of the gear elements to establish vari-

ous operating modes, one clutch being adapted to be

engaged to complete a torque delivery path during opera-

tion in serveral forward driving ratios;

a pressure source;

control pressure passages connecting the pressure source

with said clutches and brakes;

shift valves for selectively distributing pressure to said

clutches and brakes to effect ratio changes;

a manual valve in said circuit for controlling distribution of

pressure to said shift valves and to said clutch;

a clutch pressure regulator valve communicating with said

clutch for regulating the magnitude of the pressure acting

on said clutch;

driver controlled valve means for overruling the regulating

action of said clutch pressure regulator valve when the

engine carburetor throttle is advanced;

said control system includes an orifice bypass valve located

between said manual valve and said clutch pressure regu-

lator valve;

^>m>Mwm ,'It^t

said orifice bypass valve including a clutch feed orifice and
a clutch fwd bypass passage in parallel disposition with

respect to said clutch feed orifice; and

said orifice bypass valve including a shiftable valve element

responsive to pressure in said clutch to selectively open
and close said bypass passage in response to control pres-

sure distributed to said clutch when said manual valve is

moved from a neutral position to a clutch engaging posi-

tion.

4,476,746

HYDRAUUC REGULATOR FOR A V-BELT TYPE
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION FOR

VEHICLES
NobnaU MiU, Kariya, and Shoji Yokoyana, AiUo, both of

Japan, aarignors to Alain Wam«' Kaboshiki Kaisha, Ai^o,

Japan

Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,773

Oaiais priority, appiicatiOB Japan, Mar. 28, 1980, 55<40850

Int a' F16H 55/56: B60K 41/12

U.S.a 74-867 5 Claims

~
.•

1. A hydrauUc regulator device in a V-belt type continu-

ously variable transmission for vehicles having an input and an

output pulleys mounted respectively on an input and an output

shaft and having variable effective diameters, and a V-belt

drivingly connected to said input and output pulleys, wherein
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the torque ratio between the input and output shafts is continu-

ously controlled by adjusting said effective diameter of each
pulley by hydraulic pressure; characterized in that said hydrau-

lic regulator device comprises

a hydraulic pressure source,

a regulator valve means for receiving hydraulic pressure

supplied by said hydraulic pressure source and supplying

line pressure,

a throttle valve means, the action of said throttle valve

means depending upon a throttle opening,

a torque ratio valve means, the action of said torque ratio

valve means depending upon the torque ratio between the

input and output shafts,

an exhaust port arranged on said torque ratio valve means,

a primary hydraulic passage inputting the line pressure to

the throttle valve means,

a secondary hydraulic passage connecting the throttle valve

means with the regulator valve means,

a tertiary hydraulic passage connecting the throttle valve

means with the torque ratio valve means through an ori-

fice, wherein said throttle valve means causes throttle

pressure in said secondary hydraulic passage by control-

ling the connection between said primary and secondary

hydraulic passages, and

a feedback fluid passage at least supplying said throttle

pressure to said throttle valve means through an orifice of
said tertiary hydraulic passage, wherein said hydraulic

pressure of the tertiary hydraulic passage is led and con-

trolled to said exhaust port according to the torque ratio,

said regulator valve means is controlled by changing
stepwiaely the throttle pressure, and the resultant step-

wised line pressure depends on the torque ratio.

M76,747
TIMING CONTROL VALVE IN AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION CONTROL APPARATUS

Matind KawaoMto, Ntgoya, Japan, aarignor to Aiain Warner
EabHUU Kaiaha, AkU, Japan

per No. PCr/JP80/00097, § 371 DMc Jan. 9, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 9, 1981

PCT FDad May 8, 1980, Ser. No. 229,568
CUm priority, appUeatloa Japn, May 10, 1979, 54-57735

lat a^ B601 41/16
MS,a 74—80 20 dains

causing said one-way clutch, if any, to be engaged, said timing
control valve (340) comprising:

(a) a spool (347):

(b) a spring (345) biasing said spool (347) in a first direction;

(c) a first chamber (341) having a pressure^pplicable area
Ai to which hydraulic line pressure (PL) may be supplied
to bias said spool (347) in the direction counteracting the
biasing force of said spring (345);

(d) a second chamber (344) having a pressure-applicable area
A2 to which hydraulic pressure (PC2) from said second
friction clutch (C2) may be supplied to bias said spool

(347) in the direction counteracting the biasing force of
said spring (345);

(e) a third chamber (348) for controlling supply and release

of hydraulic pressure for said friction brake (Bi);

(0 a first passage (108) communicating hydraulic line pres-

sure (PL) which is a function of engine speed to said first

chamber (341);

(g) a second passage (122) communicating hydraulic pres-

sure (PC2) from a hydraulic servo of said second friction

clutch (C2) to said second chamber (344); and
(h) a third passage (116) communicating hydraulic pressure

to said third chamber (348) when said spring (345) is not
compressed;

whereby, when it is desired to shift from a higher speed
range to said one shift range:

(i) said spool (347) is initially in a first position in which said

spring (345) is compressed by hydraulic line pressure (PL)
in said first chamber (341) and hydraulic pressure (PC2) in

said second chamber (344) and in which said third passage

(116) is blocked;

(j) release of hydraulic pressure from said hydraulic servo of
said second friction clutch (C2) allows the hydraulic pres-

sure (PC2) in said second chamber (344) to begin gradu-
ally reducing; and

(k) when the hydraulic pressure (PC2) in said second cham-
ber (344) has reduced sufficiently so that the biasing force

of said spring (345) exceeds the combined force exerted on
said spool (347) by the hydraulic pressure in said first (341)
and second (344) chambers, said spool (347) moves to a
second position in which said third passage (116) commu-
nicates with said friction brake (B|), the point at which the

movement of said spool (347) occurs being a function of
the pressure in said first chamber (341) and thus of engine
speed;

1. An automatic transmission control q)paratus of the type in

which a shifting to one shift range is provided essentially by
engaging a first friction clutch (Ci) and a friction brake (Bi) for

efTiectuating engine braking or for aiding in the operation of a
one-way clutch, said automatic transmission control apparatus
including a timing control valve (340) functioning in a manner
such that a shifting from a higher speed shift range to said one
shift range is effectuated by causing said friction brake (Bi) to

be engaged after releasing a second ftiction clutch (C2) which
has been in engagement at said higher speed shift range and

4,476,748

PRESELECT SHIFT CONTROL
Timothy J. Morscheck, Kalamaaoo, Mich., aarignor to Eaton

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Dec. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 331^2

Int. CV B60K 41/10: F16H 3/08. 5/46
US. CL 74—867 9 Clains

f^!.

8. In a powershift, preselect transmission of the type includ-

ing a plurality ofpower paths alternately, connectable between
input and output shafts by an automatic control system opera-

tive to effect preselective engagement of ones of synchronizer
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clutches associated with each of a plurality of forward speed
ratio gears in each path and then operative to effect alternate
engagement of a powershift clutch associated with each path
to complete driving connections between the shafts, the im-
provement comprising:

shift selector means including means moveable between
forward, neutral, and reverse positions;

powershift means operative in rnponse to said shift selector
forward position to effect said alternate engagements
completing said driving connections in response to first

predetermined amounts of increased and decreased output
shaft speeds;

synchro shift means operative at any given time to effect said

preselective engagements of ones of the synchronizer
clutches in each path independent of said shift selector
position, said synchro shift means including means respon-
sive to second predetermined amounts of increased and
decreased output shaft speeds spaced between said first

predetermined amounts to effect said preselective engage-
ments of the synchronizer clutch associated with the next
upshift or downshift ratio gear in a nondrivingly con-
nected path.

4,476,749

AUTOMATIC STUD DRIVER
John A. McKeaa, Fainriew, Pa., aarignor to lltan Tool Con-

paay, FUrriew, Pa.

CoBtinnation of Ser. No. 405,365, Aug. 5, 1982, abndoacd,
wUeh is a cootiBaatioB of Ser. No. 179,444, Ang. 19, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1984, Ser. No. 579,288

lot CL' B25B 19/00
\3S, GL 81—53J 5 Cbdnis

1. A stud driving device comprising:

a cylindrical hollow body having a longitudinal axis, said

body having a stepped inner peripheral surface, an inside

diameter of a first portion of said stepped inner peripheral

surface being greater than an inside diameter of a second
portion of said inner peripheral surface;

a rotatably and reciprocally driven head;

a cylindrical carriage with a peripheral wall, said carriage

being partially inside of said body and being axially sUd-

able and rotatable with respect to said body, said carriage

being rotatably driven by said driven head;

a plurality ofjaws enclosed by said carriage, said jaws hav-

ing a stud gripping means, said plurality of jaws being

arranged in a cylindrical shape of substantially the same
diameter as the inside diameter of the peripheral wall of
said carriage, each of said jaws being provided with a first

groove oriented in a plane generally perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the body, the first groove on one jaw
being adjacent to a similar first groove on another jaw;

means to open and close said jaws on a stud, said plurality of
jaws having an open and a closed position;

a plurality of latching balls held in the peripheral wall ofsaid
carriage in contact with the jaws and one of said first and
second portions of said inner peripheral surface of said

body, said latching balls extending past the inside surface

of said peripheral wall of said carriage when said latching

balls are in contact with said second portion of said inner

peripheral surface of said body, said carriage being axially

slidable from said first portion to said second portion of
said inner peripheral surface of said body with said jaws in

a closed position when said latching balls align with said

fint groove on said jaws;

the improvement comprising a cut on a side edge of each of
said jaws, said cut being oriented generally parallel to said

longitudinal axis of said body and being adjacent a similar

cut on another of said jaws, said pair of cuts defining an
axially oriented second groove between said jaws for

holding one of said latching balls, each cut being of a size

and axial length so that, when one of said latching balls is

located within said second groove, the radially outermost
portion of said ball is located at or within the wall of the
carriage, thereby allowing the carriage to be axially in-

serted within said body and move from said first portion

to said second portion of said stepped inner peripheral

surface of said body with said jaws in the open position.

4,476,750

LATCHING MECHANISM
Janca W. Murphy, 1001 Skylark Dr., Denton, Tex. 76201

Filed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 501,927

Int. a.3 B23P 19/04
\2S. CL 81—300 13 Claims

10. A latching mechanism for use with an internal member
and a pair of relatively movable external members disposed on
opposite sides of said internal member, for latching alternately

one or the other of said external members to said internal

member, comprising

said internal member having a transverse generally cylindri-

cal bore provided with an elongated recess in one wall;

said external members each having a generally cylindrical

hole for selective alignment with said cylindrical bore,

and having the same diameter as said cylindrical bore;

an elongated cylindrical latch pin slidably disposed in said

bore, having an external annular groove intermediate its

ends;

a generally C-shaped circular spring, having a tangential tab,

configured to be disposed in said latch pin annular groove
with its tab projecting therefrom into said longitudinal

recess of said bore for slidable engagement therewith;

and said latch pin having a length to extend into the hole of
one selected external member while remaining clear of the
other external member.

Ocooa-ahi,

4,476,751

MULTIPLE SCREWDRIVER
Yoahiaki Miahima, 68, l-chonc, HigaaUikc

Nara, Japan

FOed Aug. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 5r,732
Int CL' B25G 1/08 I

MS. a. 81—440 5 daias
1. A multiple screwdriver comprises a grip having a support

at one end thereof, a plurality of bits coupled at one end thereof

to said support, said support being formed with as many axial

slits as said bits so as to extend downwardly from its top and
with a center hole communicating with said slits to receive said
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each bit, nid each slit having on its opposing walls a pair of

anal gidde grooves which have a shoulder adjacent to its

upper end, each of said bits being formed at its coupled end

with a oou|ding plate having a slant portion and a straight

portion parallel with the axis of said bit, said coupling plate

being formed on each side thereof with a projection, said

M7C752
MACHINE TOOL WITH A SEPARABLE TRANSMISSION

FOR ITS WORK SPINDLE
fwilirimn, Eacheabaeh, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, aa-

to EMAG MaicUaeaiiBbrik GmbH, Salaeh, Fed. Rep.

of Gcnmjr
FDed Jm. 14, 1M2, Scr. No. 388,141

CUbm priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Jan. 15,

19I1«3U3639
IM. a^ B23B 19/02

VAa 82-28 R
I

9 Clalu

1. In a machine tool, particularly in a lathe, the combination

ofa housing; a rotary tcnrque receiving member installed in and
having a portion extending firomsaid housing; a prime mover;

and a transmission mduding a case removably mounted on said

boosing, an input element mounted m said case and receiving

torque from said prime mover, a rotary first toothed member
removably mounted on said portion of said torque receiving

member externally of said housmg, and a second toothed mem-
ber receiving motion from said input element and meshing
with said fint toothed member, said housnig having means for

locatiiig said case in a predetermined position and said case

having an opening which receives at least a portion of said

locating means and has a diameter greater than said portion of

said torque receiving member.

4,474,783

CUT CORE APPARATUS
Hail L. Li, Paraippaay; John D. MiMon, Rmnoa, and David G.

Carrigan, OalK Ridge, aU ofNJ., aaaigMirs to AlUed Corpora-
tioa, Morris Township, Morris Coanty, NJ.

FDed Aug. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 404,664

lat a^ B26D 1/00
U.S. CL 83—36 5 Claims

coupling plate of said each bit being adapted to fit in said slit

with said projections in said guide grooves, whereby said each
bit is axiaDy slidable along said axial guide grooves and pivot-

able around said projections between its inoperative position

where said bit is folded on the side of said grip and its operative

position where said bit is aligned with said grip and pushed into

said center hole.

1. A method for cutting a magnetic core composed of glassy

metal alloy, comprising the steps of:

(a) mounting said core having at least one portion appointed

to be cut onto a mandrel;

(b) applying to the outside peripheral surface of said core

portion a compressive clamping force directed toward
said surface and normal thereto with a rigid strip, which
extends over the core portion appointed to be cut and is

clamped against said peripheral surface;

(c) positioning said mandrel to locate and fix said core onto

an indexing means;

(d) indexing said mandrel and said core to a preselected fixed

position; and

(e) cutting said core with a cutting means.

4,476,754

AUTOMATIC CABLE MEASURING AND CUTTING
MACHINE

Lncien C. Ducret, 28 Locicwood Dr., Old Greenwich, Conn.

06870

Filed Dec 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,939

lat a^ B23D 45/01- B26D 5/4a 7/18

VS. CL 83-150 1 Claim

1. An automatic cable measuring and cutting machine com-
prising:

means for supplying a continuous length of cable to be cut.
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a circular saw adapted to sever from the continuous length

of cable a predetermined shorter length of cable,

a cable feeding means adapted to receive cable from the

supplying means and traiuport the cable to the saw,

a channeled anvil located adjacent the saw and provided

with a slot to permit passage of the saw blade, a vise

assembly for holding a cable against the anvil,

a slot filler movable into and out of the slot in the anvU,

whereby debris from a cable cutting operation may be

removed from said slot, driving means for actuating the

saw and the cable feeding means, means for causing actua-

tion of the saw, and means for causing actuation of the

cable feeding means.

4,476,756

APPARATUS FOR WORKING LIMP SHEET MATERIAL
ON A CONVEYOR

Dafid R. Pearl, and UwnMe S. WoI1!m», both of Weat Hart-

fiord, Conn., assigaors to Geriier Garaeat Techaoloiy, lac.

Sooth Windsor, Conn.

Filed Apr. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 367,431

Int a^ D06H 7/00

VS. CL 83—422 15

4,476,755

DEVICE AT AUTOMATIC MARKING OF
CONTINUOUSLY ADVANCED TREE STEMS

Jan Erik Hcdin, Alfla, Sweden, aarigaor to OSA AB, Alfla,

FOcd Dec. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 446^72
CUm priority, applicatioB Sweden, Dec. 17, 1981, 8107590

lat a' B27B 1/Oa 7/02

VS.a 83-364 5 Clains

1. A device for preventing/length measuring errors resulting

from accidentally ronaining local ofhhoots tnm a portion of

the butt end of a tree stem continuously advanced, with the

butt end first towards periodically actuated cross-cutting

member for cutting the stem in predetermined length sections,

a measuring instrument positioned downstream of said member

and including a measuring wheel being arranged to roU along

the stem and continuously register the stem length to periodi-

cally emit a cutting impidse to said cross-cutting member for

actuating the same when said length section has been passed

through, a stationary detector, acting horizontally in the trans-

verse direction of the stem path, being provided downstream

of said cross-cutting member to sense the entering of the butt

end and then to emit an actuating agnal to the starting means

for said measuring instrument characterized m that a second

stationary detector is positioned m a spaced relation to the first

stationary detector for acting in parallel therewith, the posi-

tions of the first and second detectors being symmetrical with

respect to the center line ofthe stem path, and their spacing not

fxrff(f"«g a predetermined minimum butt diameter for a stem

classified as saw timber, the first and seomd detectors being

associated to said starting means for the measuring faistrument

such that signals from both detectors are required to actuate

said starting means.

1. A machine for working on limp sheet material comprising:

a conveyor table including an endless, air-permeable con-

veyor belt for moving a layup of limp sheet material

between one end of the table and the other and defining a

woric support surface for holding the sheet material during

movement and working, the table also having a vacuum
chamber generally enveloping the conveyor except for

the portion of the belt defining the support surface on

which the layup of sheet material is held and communicat-

ing with the layup on the support surface of the belt the

vacuum chamber including an enclosure having a bottom

wall disposed under the conveyor, two end walls located

adjacent opposite ends of the conveyor respectively and

joined to Uie bottom wall, two lateral side walls located

adjacent the opposite lateral sides of the conveyor and

joined with the two end walls and the bottom wall, and

two aprons joined to the upper portions of the end walls

respectively and the two lateral side walls adjacent each

end waU to form a closed, rectangular container exposing

the work support surface of the conveyor belt between

the aprons

vacuum generating means connected with the vacuum
chamber for evacuating the chamber and the layup of

sheet material on the support surface of the conveyor belt

and

sealing means between the lateral walls of the vacuum cham-

ber enveloping the conveyor belt and the layup of sheet

material on the belt the sealing means including an air-

impermeable overlay covering the layup and the exposed

portions of the air-permeable conveyor belt between the

layup and an air-impermeable member extending along

each lateral edge of the belt and a sliding seal disposed

between the upper portions of the lateral side walls of the

chamber and the air-impermeable member at the upper

run of the belt to seal the vacuum chamber and at the same

time permit relative movement between the vacuum

chamber and the movable layup and conveyor belt.

IM.,

4*476,757

ADJUSTABLE FEATHERBOARD
Dafid S. Morria, Colombia, Mc, aasfgaor to

DsgrtoOfOUo
FOed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414»134

bt CL^ B26D 7/06

VS.a 83-^446 20

1. For use with a table saw of the type which includes a

substantially flat saw table having at least one groove formed

in its surface and a blade slot extending through the table

adjacent and parallel to said groove, a featherboard compris-

ing:

a body having a plurality of angulariy extending doogated

fingers and at least a first transverse slot formed there-

through;

mounting bolt means positioned in said first slot and having
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a threaded thank, a flared lower end, and means thiead-

edly engaging an upper end of said thank; and
an expansion bar extending beneath said slot and tized to

slidably engage a groove in a saw table and having a first

ekngate bore formed therethrough recdving said fland

4^7«,7M
AUTOMATIC SUTTER SCORER WITH WEB SUPPORT

i^aralMtar, Pa^ assizor to MoUae Machine
f. IDC^ Charry Hill, fij,

Flkd Sap. 4, IMl, Ser. No. 299^54
lit (V B2CD 3/08. J1/00

U.S. CL 83—479 g daiais

1. A bi>level slitter scorer system for operating on a moving
web of mill run corrugated pq)erboard comprising means for

shearing the web transversely into a leading portion and a
trailing portion, means downstream from said shearing means
for selectively guiding the moving web to either the upper
level of a slitter scorer or the lower level of a slitter socrer, a
slitter scorer adjacent said guiding means for receiving a web
therefrom, said slitter scorer having at least one pair of shafts

defining an upper wd> path and at least one pair of shafts

defining a lower web path, at least one pair of tools on each of
said pairs of shafts for operating on a web, an upper support
table downstream from said slitter scorer for supporting a web
traveling ak»g the vpptx web path, a lower support table

down-supporting a web traveling along said lower web path,

means upstream ofthe leading edge of said upper support table

for flattening the center portion of a web tnvelhig on the

upper web path to prevent the web center portion from sag-

ging, means upstream of the leading edge of said lower table

for flattening the center portion of a web traveling on said

lower web path to prevent upward bowing of the web center

portion, means for reciprocating said upper flattening means
relative to the vppa wd> path, means for reciprocating said

lower flattening means rektive to the lower web path, and
actuating means associated with said upper and said lower
flattening means for reciprocating the same as a unit whereby
one flattening means is in an operative position while the other

is in an hioperative position.

4y47<,7S9

PORTABLE CHAINSAW MILLING GUIDE
ATTACHMENT

Stephen E. Adcneck, Box 188, QMtUaiU Core, B.C C^uda
VOP.INO

FDed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 318«432

Int CL' B27B 17/00
UJS. a. 83—S74 1 CUm

end, whereby rotation of said engaging means clamps said

body to said bar and draws said flared end upwardly in

said bore such that said flared end expands said bar trans-

versely against walls of an associated groove to lock said

bar thewagainst

1. A portable chain saw milling guide attachment compris*
mg:
a rigid channel-sh^)ed guide having a flat section with two
downtumed flanges along opposite side edges of said flat

section;

dog teeth formed on the underside of said flat section be-
tween the flanges;

an internally threaded member fixed to the top side of said
flation section extending traverdy to said flanges;

a threaded shaft having one end threadedly engaged in said

internal threaded member;
a U-shaped chunp attached to the other end of said threaded

shaft, said clamp having a serrated backing plate attached
to the inside wall of one leg of the U-shaped clamp and
threaded holes in the opposite leg of the U-shaped chunp;

screws threaded through said threaded hole cooperating
with the backing plate for holding the guide bar ofa chain
saw in the chunp and on the attachment

4^76,700
CUTTING SYSTEM

Charies Block, Nortt Bellmora, and Laoa Miatx, Syoawt, both
oi N.Y., asrignors to Joa^ GaUda Corporation, Hicksrille,

N.Y.

Filed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 468,001

bt CL3 B2a> 5/08
UJS. CL 83—582 8 ClahM

1. A cloth cutting apparatus, in comUnation, comprising;
a stationary lower bhide supported upon a base phttform and

having a first horizontal cuttuig edge,

an upper blade associated with said lower blade having a
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firee end and a connected end and having a second cutting

edge diqMsed at an angle relative to said lower blade,

drive means including pivot means mounted upon said base

platform, said drive means being for mounting said con-

nected end of said upper blade and being vertically mov-

able on and rotationidly movable about said pivot means,

said upper bhKle being vertically movable between upper

and lower positions and simultaneously tangentially rotat-

able about said pivot means between first and second

rotational positions respectively,

wherein in said upper and first rotational positions, said first

and second cutting edges are in cutting contact at a point

at said connected end and said second cutting edge is

spaced above and disposed past a vertical plane extending

fiiom said first cuttmg edge at said free end, and

means for moving said drive means along with said upper

blade between said upper and lower positions, and

means for pressuring said free end portion of said upper

blade against the tangential rotation of said upper blade

during movement of said upper blade between said upper

and first positions and said lower and second positions,

wherd>y the second cutting edge is pressured against the

first cutting edge at the cutting point during the descent of

the second cutting edge from the upper to lower position.

4^76,761
PAPER ROLL SPUTTER ATTACHMENT FOR FORK

LIFT TRUCK
Pany L. Bird, Paaadana, Tex., avigBor to Chanson Intova-

tfonal CnpnaUoB, Stamford, Conn.

FDed Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,762

Iirt.a'B26D5/M. 7/01

VS.a 83-614 7

4,476,762

CUTTING DIE SUPPORTING PLATE APPARATUS
F^aak T. Aadenon, m, 8526 IntcnntloBal Ave Canoga Park,

Calif. 91304, and Darold Kaiaer, 21711 Birch Hill Dr.,

DfauMMd Bar, CaUf. 91765

FUad Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340^33
Int CL^ B26F 1/40

VS.a 83-640 5 Clains

1. In combination with an envelope cutting machine having

a working platform upon which is to be located a stack of sheet

paper, a die support station, said die support station being

movable toward and away firom said workhig platform, a die

support plate connected to said die support station, a cutting

die mounted on said die support pUte, the improvement com-

prising:

magnet holding means included within said die support

plate, said means included within said die support plate,

said magnet holding means for connecting with and sup-

porting said cutting die; and

separation means mounted within said die supporting plate,

said separation means being movable to permit separating

of said cutting die from said die supporting plate in order

to change said cutting die.

1. A paper roll splitter device includmg a supported and

graded blade for attachment to a fork lift type truck, compris-

mg:
generally vertically diqxMcd means to vertically guide and

support including means to be secured to a vertically

movable part of the truck for vertical movement;

generally horizontally disposed means to horizontally guide

and support connected to and vertically guided and sup-

ported by the vertically diqxMed means to vertically

guide and support so as to allow substantially vertical

- movement of the horizontally disposed means to horizon-

tally guide and sun^ort;

a blade connected to the horizcmtally disposed means to

horizontally guide and support so as to allow substantially

horizontal back and forth movement of the bhKle; and

means for supportmg a roll adjacent the bhule secured to the

device.

4*476,763

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Uya, KadoM, and KfaUl Kawamoto, Yahata, both of

to Matsoahita Electric Industrial Co^ Ltd.,

of Ser. No. 138,516, Apr. 9, 1980, Pat No.

4455,559. nto appUcattoa Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,728

OafaM prinrity, appUcatioa Japan, Apr. 12, 1979, 54-44919

tat CL^ GIOF 1/00

US. CL 84—1.03 10 Claims

iStS^*:

,1C»«£ ffllflR SaSTON

1. An electronic musical instrument having a plurality of

musical tone signal generating channels for generating tones

and comprising:
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aa autonttK play means having a memory for controlling

Uw tooe geaeratioo of said plurality of musical tone signal

geaeratiag channels on the basis of automatic play data

recorded in said memory so as to successively and auto-

matically generate musical tones;

a manual play means having a keyboard and other manual
performance controls for controlling the tone generation

of said plurality ofmusical tone signal generating channels
in response to said keyboard and other manual perfor-

mance controls so as to generate musical tones;

and a channel-use assigning means for assigning some of said

plurality of musical tone signal generating channels to

automatic play in accordance with said automatic play

dau and the remainder of said plurality of musical tone
signal generating channels to manual performance;

wherein said some of said plurality of musical tone signal

generating channels assisted to automatic play generate

tone signals during automatic play and said remainder of
said plurality of musical tone signal generating channels
generate tone signal during manual performance;

farther comprising a channel assigner means which, along
with having means for controlling the tone generation,

based on said automatic pUiy data, of the musical tone
signal generating channels assigned for automatic play use
by said automatic play means and controlled by said chan-
nel-use assigning means, also has means which enable the
control of tone generation, based on play data generated
by said manual play means, of the musical tone signal

generating channels assigned for manual play use and
controlled by said channel-use assigning means;

wherein said channel assigner means comprises:

(a) an automatic play channel assigner means for reading and
decoding said automatic play data recorded in said mem-
ory and for outputting pitch data and tone generation
control signals corresponding to said musical tone signal

generating channels assigned for automatic play use and
for outputting said automatic play assigning channel data
which indicates which of the musical tone signal generat-
ing channels are assigned for automatic play use;

(b) a channel-use data generator which, based on assignment
data from said channel-use fifflgning means and said auto-
matic play assigning channel data, outputs channel-use
dau indicating which of said plurality of musical tone
signal generating channels can be used for automatic play;

(c) a manual play channel assigner means which, based on
said play data of said manual play means, outputs tone
generation control signals and pitch data which is assigned
to said plurality of tone signal generating channels other
than those tone signal generating channels indicated as
being for automatic pky by said channel-use data; and

(d) a date supplier means which receives said pitch data and
tone generation control signals outputted from said auto-
matic play channel assigner means and said pitch data and
tone generation control signals outputted from said man-
ual play channel assigner means, and then, in accordance
with said channel-use data, matches said pitch data and
tone generation control signals outputted in accordance
with said plurality of musical tone signal generating chan-
nels used for automatic play frxnn said automatic play
channel assigner means and supplies them to respective

musical tone signal generating channels and matches said

pitch data and tone generation control signals outputted in

accordance with said plurality of musical tone signal

generating channels used for manual play from said man-
ual play channel assigner means and supplies them to
reqiective musical tone signal generating channels.

M76,764
AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE APPARATUS FOR USE
IN COMBINATION WITH A MANUALLY OPERABLE

MUSICAL TONE GENERATING INSTRUMENT
Tctnw NiiUmoto, SUiMka, Japan, anigMr to Nippon GakU
Sdao KaboUU Kaiaha, Sklaoka, Japn

Filed Ang. 19, 1M2, Scr. No. 409,737
Oaims priority, applicatioa Japan, Sep. 4, 1981, 56-138343

Int a.} GIOF 1/00
UAa 84-1.03 s n*i—

•-HBV
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1. An automatic performance apparatus for use in combina-
tion with a manually operable musical tone generating instru-
ment comprising:

a tempo setting circuit for generating a tempo information
signal in response to a manually selected tempo;

a tempo signal generator for generating a tempo signal in
response to said tempo information wgnal ;

automatic performance tone forming circuit means for gen-
erating automatic performance tones in response to said
tempo signal;

reference timing signal generator means responsive to a
signal indicative of said selected tempo for generating
reference timing rignak; um)

tempo controller means responsive to said tempo informa-
tion signal and said reference timing signals for modifying
said tempo information signal as a fimction of the differ-
ence between the number of manual operating events of
said musical tone generating instrument within predeter-
mined time intervals immediately preceding each of said
reference timing signals and the number ofmanual operat-
ing events of the musical tone generating instrument
within predetermined time interval immediately follow-
ing each of said reference timing signals, said modified
tempo information signal controlling the tempo of the
tempo signal generated by the tempo signals generator in
a direction towards the tempo of the manual operating
events of said musical tone generating instrument

4^76,765
ELECTRONIC MUSIC SIGNAL GENERATOR

Hanspeter Hentaachel, Mnaieh, and Hennn Haiadanier,
Rottenegg, both of Fed. Rep. ofGcmaay, anipMn to EaraaO
ElactnMlc GmbH, EeUng, Fad. Rap. oTGcmiBy

FUed May 25, 1983, Sar. No. 498,086
Oaima priority, appUcatioB Fad. Rep. of Gcmny, May 36,

1982, 3219731; Oet 29, 1982, 3240084
Int a^ GIOF 1/00

VJS. a. 84—1JI3 10 CMm^
1. An electronic music signal generator which supplies

music signals to an audio circuit under the control of a time
depenctent signal control circuit, including a clock circuit,

through a melody memory containing a sequential sound signal
program, with an amplitude memory arrangement for storing
discrete digital amplitude values for a period of a complex
wave having a fundamental wave and harmonic waves, which
amplitude values can be read oat at a selectable cycle fre-

quency and after summing are conducted to a digital to analog
converter, characterized in that in the amplitude memory
arrangement along with one amplitude memory for an actual
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sound a second amplitude memory is provided having a mem-
ory content substantially corresponding to that of the first

amplitude memory, in that the second amplitude memory

during the reading out of the actual sound is read out by a

cycle frequency corresponding to the cycle frequency used in

the reading out ofthe previous actual sound, and in that a pulse

length modulator is provided as the digital to analog converter.

4,476,766

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH MEANS
FOR GENERATING ACCOMPANIMENT AND MELODY

SOUNDS WIIH DIFFERENT TONE COLORS
HIroaU Udi, Ttrityo, Jipaa, aMtgaor to Casio Compoter Co^

Ltd., Toitjo, Japn
CootinnatioB of Sar. No. 448^18, Nor. 30, 1982, abandoBed,

wUch is a ooirtimHrtioa of Scr. No. 231,133, Fab. 3, 1981,

abandoned. lUi application Jan. 5, 1984» Scr. No. 568483
Clalan priority, applicatioa Japan, Feb. 4, 1980, 55*12193

Int aj GIOH 1/06. 1/36. 7/00

VS.a 84-1.03 16

.4
SENEIUnNG < SRCmW
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1. An electronic keyboard musical instrument oompri^:
a keyboard having a plurality of performance keys, each of

said performance keys bdng associated with a musical

tone of a given pitch;

memory means for storing successive musical pitch codes in

successive address areas, said successive musical pitch

codes representing a musical piece,

control means coupled to said keyboard and including:

fimction setting means for diving said performance keys

of said keyboard in a plurality of groups as pitch code

readmg instruction keys; and

means coupled to said ftmction setting means for address-

ing said memory means successively in accordance with

operations of said performance keys set as said pitch

code reading instruction keys so as to read out the

successive musical pitch codes from said memory
means;

tone color setting means coupled to said control means for

setting different tone colors for tones to be generated by
the operations of respective groups of pitch code reading

instruction keys; and

tone generating means coupled to said control means and to

said tone color setting means for generating tones having

tone colors set by said tone color setting means, and

pitches of said generated tones being determined by the

read-out successive musical pitch codes, and not by the

pitches of the operated pitch code reading instruction

keys.

4,476,767

KEYBOARD INPUT CODING DEVICE AND MUSICAL
NOTE DISPLAYING DEVICE

Rltaa KatBMrim, Eaa, Japan, aarisnor to Ricoh Watch Co., Ltd.,

AlcU, Jivaa

per No. PCr/JP81/00336, § 371 Date JbL 19, 1982, { 102(a)

Date JbL 19, 1982, PCT Pab. No. WO82/01783, PCT Pub.

Date May 27, 1982

PCT FDed No?. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 403,633

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 20, 1980, 55-162601

Int a? G09B 15/00: GIOF 5/00

U.S.a 84—115 10
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1. An electronic musical instrument comprising a keyboard

means for generating the keyboard signals by means of keying

operation,

a muriod interval code producing means for producing the

musical interval codes based on the keyboard signals from

the said keyboard means,

a detecting means for detecting rise and ftll states of the said

keyboard signals,

a counting means for counting ON and OFF duration of the

said keyboard signals and outputting counting data,

a memory means of data for note-length coding for memo-

rizing predetermined comparing data and triplet discrimi-

nating data,

a note-length discriminating means for receiving said count-

ing data based on signals from the said detecting means

and coding the said counting data according to said com-

paring data in the said memory means and correcting the

data according to the said triplet discriminating dau taken

in sequence and thus providing note-length data for dis-

criminating the note-length of the notes having possibility

of a triplet, and

a controlling means for controlling the said memory means

and note-length discriminating means.

4^76,768

DRUMCTICK
Ward L. WflUa, P.O. Bos 95, Breinigirillc Pa. 18031

FOed Sap. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 419,985

Int O.) GIOD 13/02

VS,a 84—422 S 1 Claia

1. A drumstick of the type used by a musician for playing a

percussion instrument such as a drum being of a unitary don-
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..^d body having a genendly circular cross-section with a
fiiitx>r striking end sharply tapered to a slightly rounded point

and a second end terminating in a plane generally perpendicu*

lar to the longitudinal axis of the dmnstick and intermediate

the first and second ends a portion of the drumstick body being

of reduced diameter and of a concave cylindrical shqx to

facilitate holding of the stick for playing, said reduced diame-
ter portion being spaced from said second end according to the

its being compressed longitudinally between said spring-
anchoring portions.

»-

M7<,770
DEVICE FOR MICRO TUNING PIANOS AND OTHER

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
Nefl S. McGowaa, 45S Rnthcrford kn^ Ljnrihmt, NJ. 07071

Filed JaL 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,413
bt a> GlOG 7/OQr GIOC 3/10

U.S.a84-«58 9Claliin

^
weight of the finished drumstick; between said portion of
reduced diameter and said first end the entire length of the
stick is gradually tqiered to a diameter at the point where the
tip is sharply curved which is less than the largest diameter of
the stick; and between said portion of reduced diameter and
said second end the entire length of the stick is gradually
upered with the second end of the stick having a diameter
smaller than the nwrimum diameter of the stick.

1. A device for micro tuning stringed instruments, compris-
ing, in combination, socket means for removably receiving
pegs of said instruments, bearing surface support means includ-
ing a body having said socket means supported thereby, and
rotating means disposed thereabove, and at least one pair of
radially extending ears routably supporting a bearing support
plate adapted to abut against and be constrained by pegs adja-
cent to the peg being tuned.

4^76,749
KEYBOARD APPARATUS IN ELECTRONIC MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT
SU^Ji KonaBO, Hamamatwi, Japn, aMignor to Nippon GakU
Sdio g«i>—MM Kaiiln, HaMontaa, Ji^aa

Filed Dec. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 444^1
OaSam priority, ipplieatiM Japn, Dec 9, 1981, 56.194944;

Dae. 9, 1981, 54-194945; Dec 9, 1981, 54.182191[U]; May 22,
1982,57 84888

lata^GlOCiZ/i
U.S.a 84-434 24ClaiB8

4,476,771

SELF-FLUSHING PISTION ASSEMBLY FOR SLURRY
PUMP

David T. Kao, Lexiagtoii, Ky., aMignor to Unircnity of Ken*
tacky Research FooadirtkNi, Lcziagtoa, Ky.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 432,411
lot a.3 F15B 21/04: FDIB WOfk F16J 9/QO

U.S.a 92—78 t nrf—

1. A keyboard q^Mratus for an electronic musical instru-

ment, comprising:

keys arriaged on a keyboard frame for vertical pivottd
movement, and

a return qmng for each of said keys for normally imparting
to the bey a returning habit, having one end anchored at a
spring-anchoring portion provided on said key and having
the other end anchored at a spring-anchoring pmtion
provided on said keyboard frame, and wherein:

said return spring is elasticaOy mounted between said key-
board firame and said key in a bockling-deformed state by

I

1. A piston assembly for mounting in a mating cylinder to
form a pump for slurry or the like comprising

a first piston including a first peripheral sealing member,
reciprocating means for driving said first piston for pumping

action within the cylinder,

a second piston adjacent s^ first piston and including a
second peripheral sealing member, said second piston
forming an cadoaed chamber with said first piston and the
adjacent portion of said cylinder,

means for coupling said second piston to said reciprocating
means to provide limited loat motion, and vary the size of
said chamber,

means for injecting flushing liquid into said chamber during
the return stroke (rf* the piston assembly and expansion of
said chamber,

whereby on the power stroke of the piston assembly said

flushing liquid is forced past the second sealmg member
by contraction of said chamber and into the slurry to
remove durry particlea around the perq)hery of said sec-
ond sealing member.
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4^76,772 4y474,773
CAGING SEAL FOR HYDRAUUC ELEVATOR OR THE AIR DIFFUSER ASSEMBLY

UKE Wmmt Fekr, Stainhaia, Fed. Rap. of GerMuiy, HalpMr to
GflnldW.GonnB,CedirHOI,TaL,aadWaltwJ.HcnMnn, SMddaMcha KMhisrittrik JiUm F^. Bchr GmUL StM-
PlmtMdriDe, Pa., aari^on to Cortett Ekralor Manlw- pit. Fad. Rap. of Gamany

•^^JSI*^''™**'*^"^'^ FDad Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,358
FDad No?. 4, 1982, Sar. No. 439,068 Cfadw priority, appUcitioa Fed. Rap. of Gannay, Nor. 12,

IitasF16j;5/;« 1981, 3144899
>-—v. —

UAa 92-168 2 CUaa Im. a' B60H 1/14
UAa 98—2.08 14

1. In a sealing combination for sealing intermediate a cq>
ring of a hydraulic cylinder assembly or the like and a rod
running concentrically therethrough, including:

said rod adapted to move longitudinally of said cylinder

assembly responsive to hydraulic pressure applied to a
piston attached to said rod and traversing interiorly of said
cylinder assembly;

said cylinder assembly including a head disposed peripher-

ally about said rod, and

the cq) ring connected with said head for sealingly encom-
passing said piston rod;

the improvement comprising:

having said c^) ring in two parts, the first part comprising a
stuffing box and a second part comprising a wiper ring

box; said stuffing box being connected with said head,

including an annular space peripherally exteriorly of said

rod; rod and adq)ted to hold seal means peripherally

exteriorly of said rod; said wiper ring box being connected
with said stuffing box, including an annular space periph-

erally exteriorly of said rod and adq>ted to hold at least a
rod wiper peripherally exteriorly of said rod and contigu-

ous said rod;

said seal means including a primary seal disposed peripher-

ally exteriorly of said rod and within said stuffing box;

said rod wiper disposed peripherally exteriorly of said rod

and within said wiper ring box;

said seal means, also, including a secondary seal disposed

peripherally exteriorly of said rod, within said staffing

box, and intermediate said primary seal and said rod

wiper,

bearing means disposed peripherally exteriorly of said rod,

within said stiiffing box, and intermediate said primary

seal and said secondary seal for flgilitating longitudinal

movement ofsaid rod and mMtifinifig said rod centralized

within said boxes; and

stop means diqwaed intermediate said primary seal and

bearing means, and said secondary seal; said stop means
dividing the annular space peripheraUy exteriorly of said

rod in said stuffing box so as to define req)ective annular

chamber spaces for said primary seal and said secondary

seal with an annular space between said primary and

secondary seals; and said stop means being adapted to stop

longitudinal movement of said bearing means to prevent

crushing said secondary seal and prevent rendering said

secondary seal ineffiDctive to form said annular space

between said primary and secondary seals.

1. A compact air difRiser assembly, comprising:

(a) a generally cylindrical housing comprising first and sec-

ond generally planar end surfaces, an intermediate cir-

cumferential surface, three air discharge orifices posi-

tioned sequentially about a periphery of said housing, and
an air intake orifice generally positioned on the first planar

end surface coaxially with the cylindrical housing,

wherein the discharge orifices are arranged along approxi-

mately one-half of the circumference of the housing;

(b) a blower comprising a radial blower wheel positioned

within the housing and operable to force air tluough the

housing; and

(c) a rotatably supported drum coaxially positioned within

and movable relative to the housing, comprising three

openings, wherein the openings are positioned about cir-

cumferential surfiKe of the drum to selectively engage

with the discharge orifices depending upon the angular

position of the drum, wherein the dimensions of the open-

ings correspond to the dimensions of the discharge ori-

fices, and wherein two of the drum openings are located

direcdy adjacent to each other along the circumferential

surftce, whereas the third drum opening is offset by ^>-

proximately 180* with respect to one of the other two
openings.

4,474,774

PORTABLE UNIVERSAL WIND DEFLECTOR
SamnelJ. Ubarto, 429 Parker St; Jaasas Mail, 6981 VeroM St,

both of VeroM, Pa. 15147, and Eugene J. Berardl, 6882 Al-

coan Dr^ Psu Hilla, Pa. 15235

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,506

bt CL^ B60J 1/20

UA CL 98—2.13 7 Claim
1. A portable wind deflector for use in a vehicle window

opening with a window member in an open position and move-
able from said open position to a closed position where said

window member engages a window member receiving means,

said wind deflector capable of providing air currents into a
vehicle interior while being manually poaitionable to deflect

air currents away from the window opening and drawing air

from said vehicle interior, said wind deflector comprised of,

a wind deflecting body having first and second planar por-

tions integrally joined along a line contained by both said

first and said second planar portions to thereby form a
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body with sakl first and second planar portions at an angle

to each other,

said first planar portion extending beyond said line contained

by both said first and said second planar sections, said

extending planar portion having integral therewith means
to direct air currents entering from a horizontal direction

to a downward direction,

said first and said second pbuar portions having separate

first and second window engaging means formed at one

end ofeach of said planar portions, said window engaging

means mechanically coupling said wind deflector to said

window member, at the other end of each of said planar

portions there is provided means to mechanically couple

either of said planar portions to said window member
receiving means, whereby, depending upon which of said

first or said second window engaging means is mechani-
cally coupled to said window member, air currents frmn
wind passing said vehicle will be drawn into said vehicle

or deflected away.

i M7«,775
COFFEE MAKING MACHINE

I L. Dngbcrty, Sbenuu, IlL, aadgnor to BannO*Matic
Corporalioa, Springfield, m.

CMrttentfcMhiii-pfft of Scr. No. 334.879, Dae. 28, 1981, Pat No.
4,413,592. TUa awUcatkm JoL 1, 1983, Scr. No. 509,913

lit a' A47J n/oo
U.8.a 99-299 6 dafana

1. In a cold water, pour*in beverage brewer, including: a
generally C*shaped body providing upper and lower horizon-

tal leg portions interconnected from the underside and topside,

respectively, by an upright leg portion; means for supporting a
removable brewer f^mnel underneath the upper leg portion;

heater means on the lower leg portion for heating and support-

mg a beaker under said brewer f^mnel; an elongated shdlow
cold water basin housed within said upper leg portion; and a
deep hot water tank depending firom said buin and housed
mainly within said upright leg portion; the improvements
wherein said cold water basin and said hot water tank consti-

tute an integral inverted L-shaped receptacle, the bottom of
said cold water basin having an opening therein that mates
with the top opening of said hot water tank, a plate closing off

said mating openings, said plate having a drain opening therein,

a cold water tube depending from the underade of said plate

with the upper end thereof in alignment with said drain open-
ing; said upper leg portion has a top opening and includes a
removable cover therefor which also covers said basin, means
on the top edge of said cold water basin for removably sup-
porting said basin within said top opening, spacer means for

supporting said removable cover above said cold water basin
in spaced ralationship therewith, and an upstanding vent tube
mounted on said plate having a relatively small bore which
provides venting communication between the headspace of
said deep hot water tank and said cold water basin, and said

drain opening in said plate being substantially smaller than the
interior of said cold water tube.

4,474,776

CENTRIFUGE CAGE FOR A COFFEE CENTRIFUGE
Albert Greutert, Sachsehi, and Rnedy Gaaaer, Loeeme, both of

Switzertand, aaaignort to Maxs AG, Sadada, SwHmlaod
Filed Jnn. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 391,820

aalms priority, appilcatioB Fed. Rq^ of Gcnnaiiy, JnL 6,

1981, 3126630

Int a> A47J W22
U.S. CL 99-302 C 17

^^^^

'nm^
1. A centrifuge cage, more particularly for a coffiee centri«

fiige, juice extractor or the like characterised by: a rotatable

bottom member^ 48, 58>, a top member (7, 37, 47) which is

releasably connected to said bottom member and is axially

movable relative to said bottom member to bound a gap be-

tween itself and said bottom member at least one mesh zone

(18, 40, 50, 68) secured to at least one of said members in a
radially outer zone of the periphery of said at least one mem-
ber, and at least one distributor disc which corotates with the

centrifuge cage and is disposed in the plane of the mesh zone.

4.476,777

COUNTERBALANCE DEVICE FOR ROTATABLE SHAFT
LeaUe G. Dotehbara, 7 Da Vcre Gardcaa, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada M5M 3E4
Filed Jaa. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 508,736

Iata'A47Ji7/0#
U.S.a 99—421 H 5 OafaM

1. A counterbalance device for a rotary shaft comprising,

a handle means detachably mounted to one end ofsaid sluift,

said handle means having a securing means operative to

secure said handle means to said shaft and bemg adjustable

to permit said handle means to be rotated with reqiect to

said shaft,

an extension member formed at a rear end of said handle

means,

a bushing member operative to be mounted to said extension

member, said bushing member havnig an adjusting means
operative to secure said bushing member to said extension

member,

at least two aligned openmgs in said bushing member,
a rod member operative to be inserted through said openings

of said bushing member,
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a fastening means in said bushing member operative to se-

cure said rod member on said bushing member,

at least one weight means slidably mounted at selected pos-

tion on said rod member wherd)y to provide countertnl-

ance for uneven weight distribution with respect to the

longitudinal axis of said shaft

1. Apparatus for peeling onions, said ^>paratus comprising:

at least one wheel rotatably mounted on a shaft;

a plurality of radial sockets spaced circumferentiially around

said wheel, each socket fitted with a rotatable onion

holder and each holder fitted with qrike means to impale

an onion on said holder, said holder adqrted to move
between at least two positions, a first position wherein an

onion thereon has its longitudinal axis parallel with said

shaft and a second position 90* thereto with said axis in the

plane of said wheel;

a pair of spaced vpui circular topping and tailing knives

positicned one on each side of said wheel to simulta-

neously top and tail the onion as it passes therd)etween

when the onion holder is in said positicm;

finger means on said holders engageable wiUi a fixed barrier

to rotate said onion holder to said second position;

a pair of qMoed apart circular rotary slitting knives posi-

tioned on each side of said wheel adapted to contact and

slit the skin of said onion by slits extending along the

longitudinal axis of said onion;

fluid means including at least one jet nozzle aligned with the

path of travel of said onion and directed to the slit in the

skin of said onion to loosen said sUt skins from said onion;

stripper means through which said sockets pass for biasing

said onion from said onion holding spikes means; and
a skin removal means for agitating said onion and releasing

said slit skins.

4,476,779

COMPRESSION BUNDLING APPARATUS
Tsatonn Has^ Kogaad, and Tdgo TakahaaU, Kodaira, both

of Japan, aaaigaors to Tczaka Koaaa Kabashiki Kalsha, To-
kyo, Japaa

FDed Sep. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 79,879

ClalBn priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct 3, 1978, 53-

135165[U]

lat a^ B65B WOO
U.S. CL 100—7 / 1 Oafaa

4.476,778

ONION PEELING
Makofan R. Clyma, Htriden Hill, Australia, aaaigBor to Spring

Gully Plcklea Pty, Uadted, Aaatralla

FDed JaL 21, 1980, Scr. No. 170,634

lat CL> A23N WW
U&a 99—516 3

1

5iiCj.:f

1. A compression bundling apparatus comprismg:

a compression means, a bundling means and a conveyor

means connecting said compression means and said bun-

dling means;

said compression means comprising a compression device

having a movable compression plate for compressing

compressible material into a compressed block in a com-
pression space therein;

said conveyor means having therein a reciprocating con-

tainer for receiving said compressed block from said com-
pression device and being within a guide qiace therein,

which guide space directly intersects an outlet of said

compression vpnat and an nilet of said bundling means,

said container adapted to be moved along said guide space

firom said compression space outlet to said inlet of said

bundling means and to be returned when empty;

said bundling means comprising an extruding means and a

band binding means at a bundling qwce in said bundling

means wherein said extruding means comprises a cyUnder
and a push plate, said cylinder adj^rted to push said push

plate against said compressed block in said container to

extrude said block into said bundling space in said band
bundling means, said bundling vptot having a waU portion

and a movable door on the side opposite said push plate,

said wall portion, movable door and push plate each have

a plurality of matching slots for receiving binding band

guides which range through the bundling space and serve

as passages for said bands, after said compressed block b
extruded mto said bundling space, and a bundler ad^>ted

for moving in a vertical direction in relation to said com-
pressed block to guide and move the binding bands

through said bundling space by degrees to vertically bind

said compressed block into a bundle
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CUBE PRESS
,SilmSprfi«,Mi.,

iMn Sihw S|rfi« Md.
FD«d Ok. 21, 1M3, S«. No. 563jnt

UL a> B30B 7/(n 15/04
VJS.a 100-214

to Apollo Optici 4k

12

for moving including metns for importing a predeter-
mined kmgitudinal kinetic energy to said die of a magni-

1. A pren comprising a fint member having a first and
second end walls on opposite sides of said first member, and
side walls on opposite sides of said first member and connected
to and joining the end walls of said first member and leaving

two opposite sides of said first member open, a second member
moveable with ntptet to said first member and having an end
wall poaitiooed within said first member and shqwd and posi-

tioned so that two opposite edges thereof make a sliding fit

with the inside ftoes ofthe side walls of said first member, said

second member having side walls connected to the end wall of
said second member and shaped and arranged so that the inside

fiKes thereof make a sliding fit with the opposite edges of said

first end wall ofsaid first member, the first end wall of said first

member, said end wall of said second member and said side

walls defining a chamber between the end wall of said second
member and the first end wall of said first member, and means
to introduce fluid under pressure into said chamber to cause

said chamber to expand by causing said second member to

move toward the second end wall of said first member.

4«474,7n
APPARATUS FOR STAMPING INDIOAON MATERIALS
Etwmi F. EobocU, Mrago; Edward C Jaeoba, WaMoikta;
Joha M. MiMWa, airiJaMB R. Movoa, both ofPalatfM, aU
or OL, airifBOfi ID AMricn On Gompo^r, GioMwich,

FDod Si^ 30, 1M2, S«. No. 430,761

lot a' B41F 17/00
UJB. CI 101-3 R 24ClabH

1. A maridng system for stamping indicia marks into the

sorftce of thin sheet material, comprising:

a platfbrm having a surfiKo for supporting and tranqwrting

said sheet material thereon, said sheet material being

looaely guided;

a die with a raised marking at one longitudinal end thereof,

said die being mounted for longitudinal motion in a direc-

tion transverse to said platform surfiKe, said marking

fiKing said platform surface

an armature mounted for motion in said transverse direction,

said armature being in coitact with the other longitudinal

end of said die;

means for moving said armature toward said surface from a

standby positioa, said armature driving said die against

said sheet material, said die flying ballistically toward said

material to inelastically deform said material and being
stopped only by said sheet material being pressed against

said platform surfiMe upon impact by said die, said means

tude sufficient, without substantial excess, to provide said

inelastic deformation.

4^7C782
METHOD FOR GLAZING PRINTING AREA IN THICK

PRINTING
KataotoaU Mataaasoto, Kyoto, Japan, aorigaor to Daia^poa

Scvoea Mfi|. Co., Ltd., Japaa
FDed Jaa. 7, 1M2, Ser. No. 385,773

CUaM priority, appUcatlOB Japaa, Jaa. 12, 1981, S6^0C8
lat a^ B41M //0& 7/00

VJS. CL 101—4S0.1 3 CUBS

1. A method for glazing an image formed with a thick de-

posit of viscous oil-based ink on a non-absorbent object

wherein the ink image is initially formed with an uneven sur-

face comprising forming an image with viscous oQ-based ink

on the surface of a plate carried by a first cylinder having a
lipophilic image regira and a lipophobic mm-image r^ion,

trsuferring the ink image from the first cylinder surfi»e di-

rectly to a non-absoibent surface of an object to be printed to

produce a viscous ink image formed by the thick deposit of ink
having an uneven surface, pressing the uneven ink sorftce of
the ink image in the absence otBpplkd heat before the ink has

completely dried with a second cylinder having a smooth
resilient lipc^hobic surfine made of siliocme rubber while

moving the surfisce of the second cylinder in synchronism with

the surfisce of the object to smooth the uneven surftoe, and
then drying the inL
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4,476,783
DEVICE OF SECURING A FILM BEARING INDIOA ON

THE PRINTING ROLL UNDER TENSION
YasaUro TsakaaaU, OaakaaU, Japaa, asaipMM- to Kabohfld

Kaiiha SUako Kfltal SdaakMho, Oaaka, Japaa
FDad Aag. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 527,901

Oalna priority, appllcatioa Japaa, Sap. 1, 1982, 57-132720[U]
hiLCLiR^lF 27/06, 27/12

UJS.a 101-415.1 1 caaim

ment wherein the firing relay is mounted on a disc mobile in

rotation about a shaft, said shaft being borne by a member itself

mobile in rotation about an axis substantially perpendicular to

the shaft of the mobile disc, and said relay being ad^>ted to

ensure alignment of the pyrotechnic chain by rotation of the
disc about the shaft and roution of the member about the axis,

the rotation of the member ensuring alignment of the plane of
the disc with the upstream part and the downstream part of the
pyrotechnic chain, and the roution of the disc ensuring align-

ment of the firing relay with these same elements of the chain.

4,476,785

SABOT PROJECTILE
Dietrich Hoftaaa, Schraaberg, and Udo GOti, 1>«aali«6a, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaany, aasiffors to Maaaer-Warke Obera-
dorf GmbH, Fed. Rap. oTGcrMay

Filed Aag. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,376
OaiaH priority, appllcatioB Fad. Rep. of GarMay, Aag. 8,

1981, 3131540

lat CL' F42B 13/16
VS. CL 102—522 2 rirf—

1. A device of securing a film bearing indicia on the printing
roll under tension, the device comprising:
a first engagerud a second engager provided at each end of

the film, a first receiving means and a second receiving
means provided adjacent to each other on the peripheral
surface of the printing roller, wherein the first receiving
means is ad^ted to receive the first engager of the film
and wherein the second receiving means is wdsptfd to
receive the second engager of the film, the second receiv-
ing means comprising a slotted rod rotatively phiced in an
accommodation groove produced in the printing roll, and
a pinion secured to the terminating end of the rod, a rotor
rotatively provided at one end face of the printing roU, the
rotor having a first tooth zone and a second tooth zone in

its periphery, wherein the first tooth zone is adapted to
engage with the pinion and wherein the second tooth zone
is adapted to engage with a ratchet mechanism provided
in place alongside the periphery of the rotor, and a brake
means for stopping the rotor from rotating in assodatioa
with the rotation of the printing roll.

4*476,784

ANTI-TANK MINE
Jaaa-Pianc Reyaaa, ToaloBaa, Fmcc,
LaCMs-Toaa ArtifleoB, Marat, Fnmet

FDad Jaa. 7, 1982, Sar. No. 385,717

lat aj F24B 23/28
U.S. CL 102—428 10

to Sodele E.

1. A sabot projectfle comprising:

a sabot having a front end face, a smooth ucpend annular
zone extending rearwardly from said front end face and a
circular groove to the rear of said annular zone;

a projectile core retained in said sabot and having a fixmt

end; and

a hood secured to said sabot over said fix»t end of said

projectile core, said hood comprising a shell completely
enclosing said front end of said projectile core and having
a rearwardly and outwardly extending resilient sealing

rim extending around said core and engaged against said

annular zone, said hood including a plurality of axially

extending webs extending outwardly of said shell and
defining axially extending grooves therebetween, each of
said webs and each of said grooves extending axially

rearwardly of said resilient sealing rim and each of said

wd» including a rearwardly inwardly extending nose
clampingly engaged in said circular groove of said sabot

for pressing said resilient sealing rim against said annular
zone.

I. An anti-tank mine having a casing, a pressure plate, a
pyrotechnic firing and fire transmission chain constituted by a
striker, a primer, a firing reby and a firing unit, a useftd explo*

sive charge, and an arming device, and comprising an iayrove-

4,476,786

BALLAST TAMPING MACHINE
Joaef Ttearar, Vlsaaa, Aartrla, aailgawi to Fha
haaaiaai klaaa ladaHrliiiaiiilaiha fl mAJL, VJaaaa, Aaatria

FDad Fab. 10, 1982, Sar. No. 347,434
CUw pitorily, appllcatioa Aaalria, Mar. 9. 1981« 1085/81

lat a>E01B 27/76
U.S.a 104—12 8 fwi—

1. A machine for tamping ballast under a tie to which raib of
a track are fastened, comprising

(a) a frame, and

(b) a tamping tool unit vertically adjustably mounted on the
frame in vertical alignment with a reqwctive one of the
track rails, the unit meinHii^

(1) a tamping tool carrier,

(I) req)ective pain of tanqng tools mounted oo the car-
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rier for pivotal nwvemeot in the direction of the trKk
indepaxlent of each other, the pair* of tamping toob
beiag respectively arranfed on the field side and the

gage ode of the respective track rail for immersion in

the ballast adjacent a pdnt of intersectim of the tie and
ndl where the track is supported on the baUast,

(3) a single hydraulic reciprocating drive connecting the

tamping tools of each pair for pivoting the tamping

tods of the pair independently of each other and asyn-

^MSi
chrononsly towards and away from each other in said

direction,

(4) a single vibrating drive connected to the tamping tools

of each pair for vibrating the tools, and

(5) centering means for the tampuig toob of each pair, the

centering means comprising a separate elastic force-

transmitting element supported on the carrier and bias-

ing a reqiective one of the tamping toob in the direction

of reciprocation thereof

.

4^76,787

RAILWAY SWITCH
K. Edwards, 3807 Shde Rn Dr^ FaDs

FDad Apr. 33, 1M2, Scr. No. 37U83
Lrt. a^ B61J 1/06

UJB.ai04-M

Chorch, Va.

SOaiois

supports carrying the movable switchmg raib mounted on the

fixed support means at qMced mtervab therealong, each mov-
able support being guided for movement transversely with
respect to the direction of length of the movable switching

raib and generally in the plane of these raib, and means en-

gageable with said movable supports for moving each support
through a predetermined range of movement with respect to

the fixed support means transversely with respect to the direc-

tion of length of the movable switching raib and generally in

the plane of said movable switching rails, the range of move-
ment of the movable sappott» progressively increasing from
the movable support adjacent the common track to the mov-
able support adjacent the branch tracks, said means for moving
the movable supports comprising an elongate actuator bar
mounted on the fixed support means for reciprocation along its

axu longitudinally ofthe fixed support means, said actuator bar
having cam means thereon at spaced intervab corresponding
to the spaced intervab of the movable supports, said cam
means bdng engageable with the movable supports on recipro-

cation of the bar for moving the supports through said prede-

termined range of movement, said cam means comprising a
pair of cams associated with each movable support projecting

from the actuator bar on opposite sides of the bar in a plane
parallel to the plane of the movable switching rails, the cams of
each pair being offset with respect to one another longitudi-

nally of the bar, one cam of the pair having a camming surface

engageable with a respective movable support on movement of
the bar in one direction for moving the support to one extreme
of its range of movement, and the other cam of the pair havmg
a camming surface engageable with the support on movement
of the bar in the opposite direction for moving the support to

the opposite extreme of its range of movement

1. A switch fbr a railway system having a common track, a
first branch track constituting an upper branch track, and a
second branch track constituting a lower branch track, each
track comprising a pair of raib with one rail of the pair dis-

posed above the other, said switch comprising fixed support

means between said common and branch tracks, a first pair of
fixed switching rails, constituting an upper pair of fixed switch-

ing raib, on said fixed support means associated with the upper
branch track, a second pair of fixed switching raib, constitut-

mg a lower pair of fixed switching rails, on said fixed support

means associated with the lower branch track, a pair of mov-
able switching raib movable between a rabed position in

which the pair extends between the common track and the

upper pair of fixed switching raib and a lowered position in

which the pair extends between the common track and the

k}wer pair of fixed switching rails, a pluraUty of movable

4,476,7n

HEATED RAILROAD TANK CAR
Rkhard Loefingw, P.O. Box 68, ftaadon, S. Dak. 57005
ContinnatioB-in-part of Scr. No. 385,849, Jan. 7, 1982,. TUs

appUcatkm Dec 30, 1982, Scr. No. 454,537

Int CL^ B61D 5/Oa 27/00: F24H 9/16
U.S. CL 105-451 53

5n>

1. For use in a fluid bding carrying tank having a discharge

duct, a heat exchanger for heating a congeliable bding in said

tank,

said heat exchanger comprising a structure adapted to abut

said discharge duct and having a plurality of longitudi-

nally extending flow passages adapted to receive and

conduct a heated medium,

said structure extending substantially across the entire lower

portion of said tank and being configured and incUned

along longitudinal and transverse axes and defining a low
area to develop gravity drainage,

said heat exchanger having an inlet and an outlet substan*

tially encompassing in heat exchange relationship and

disposed adjacent said discharge duct within the tank.
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4,476,789

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF CHARCOAL

AMhoay CoMtantiM, 59, Zaada Rd., Gooacbeny Hill, Wi
AMtraUa, AHtraUa 4076

FDad Ang. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,516

CUm priority, appUeatkn Anstralia, May 31, 1982, PF4227
IM. a' ClOB 21/20 27/04

VA a, 1.10-229 2

1. A charcoal producing apparatus comprising a combustion

chamber, a heating chamber located above £e combustion

chamber and arranged to receive carbonaceous material, first

passage means interconnecting the combustion chamber and
dischtfge flue means, said first passage means comprising an
annulus surrounding said heating chamber and at least one
axial passage through said heating chamber, second passage

means interconnecting the heating chamber and the combus-
tion chamber, said hating chamber being in communication
with said second passage means through an opening located m
an upper portion of the heating chamber, and said second
passage means also being open to atmosphere and having

means for shutting it off firom the atmosphere, said provisions

of the opening located in the upper portion of the heating

chamber producing self sealing means in that heavier than air

voUtOes given ofT at the end of heating are retained in the

space above the body of carbonaceous material to prevent

combustion thereof during cooling, wherein said seccmd pas-

sage means has no wall in contact with the ambient air, and
wherein a perforated pkte b located at the top of the combus-
tion chamber and below the heating chambo* to ^>read heat

from combustim in the combustion chamber and to reduce

oxidation of a wall of the heating chamber adjacent the com-
bustion chamber.

2. Charcoal producing qyparatus comprising a combustion
chamber, a discharge flue means, a heating chamber located

above the combustion chamber and arranged to receive carbo-

naceous material, firrt passage means extending at least

through the heating chamber and interconnecting the combus-
tion chamber and said discharge flue means, swond passage

means interconnecting the heating chamber and the combus-
tion chamber, said heating chamber being in communication
with said second passage means through an opening located in

an upper portion of tiie heating chamber, and said second

passage means also being open to atmosphere, means for shut-

ting off said second passage means from the atmosphere, a

body of carbonaceous material in the hating chamber,

whereby when the combustible material b pbced in the com-
bustion chamber, the combustible material in the combustion

chamber b burnt producing hot gases which pass through the

first passage means the body of carbonaceous material b
heated sufficiently to cause the carbonaceous material to give

off volatile material, the second passage means being open to

atmosphere initially whereby the volatile material given off b
vented to atmoq>here until die moisture has been substantially

climinatfd, whereupon the second passage means b shut off

from the atmoq)here so that the now combustible volatile

material given off b directed through the second psssage

means from the heating chamber into the combustion chamber
for combustion therein, heating being continued until destruc-

tive distillation of the body of carbonaceous material is sub-

stantially complete at which time heavier than air volatiles

given oft from the body of carbonaceous material are retained

in the heating chamber above the body of carbonaceous mate-
rial and to thereby prevent combustion of the body ofcarbona-
ceous material during cooling, further wherein first passage
means of the apparatus comprises an annulus surroundmg said

heating chamber and at least one axial passage through said

heating chamber.

4y476,790

METHOD OF FEEDING PARTICULATE MATERIAL TO
A FLUIDIZED BED

Richard W. Boric, SoBoa, and Stephen L. Goodsttnc, Wiadaor,

both of Com., assifsors to Combostioa Eagineeriag, lac,

Windsor, Conn.

DirWoB of Scr. No. 279,486, Mar. 20, 1981, abandoned, which b
a coBtfaraatioa-iB-part of Scr. No. 32,437, Apr. 23, 1979,

abudoacd. lUs appiicatiOB Jon. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,857

IM. a> F22B 1/00
VS. CL 110—245 1 CUa

1. A method of feeding additional particulate material into a

fluidized bed of said particulate material established in a cham-
ber above and supported upon a distribution plate having a

plurality of holes formed therein, the bed fluidized by passing

air upWxUy through the distribution pUte into said particular

matoial, comprising the steps of:

a. providing the dutribution plate with fewer or smaller

holes adjacent to the perimeter of the distribution plate,

b. selectively distributing the fluidizing air passing upwardly

through the dutribution plate so as to pass a lesser amount
of the fluidizing air upwardly into the bed through said

fewer or smaller holes therrtiy establishing a turbulent

downflow region within the bed at the periphery thereof;

c. separating the relatively fine particulate material from the

rdatively coarse particulate material in said feed material;

d. projectiog the separated relatively coarse particulate

matoial outwardly into the chamber through an opening

in the wall of the chamber located above the surface of the

fluidized bed;

e. entraining the relatively fine particulate material in a

stream of air, and

f. iqjecting the air stream with the rebtively fine particulate

material entrained therein directiy into the tuibulent

downflow region established within the bed.

4^476,791

HAZARDOUS WASTE STEAM GENERATOR
John M. Cegidski, Jr., Tdsa, OUa., aasigMr to John Zfadc

QMBpany, Tnlsa, Oida.

FDad May 25, 1983, Scr. No. 498,006

bt a> F23G 7/00

VS. CL 110-346 5 CfadaM

1. A method of converting fluids which are or contain prin-

ciple organic hazardous constituents (POHQ into non hazard-

ous constituents comprismg the sequential steps of:
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burning the POHC first cooling products of combustion
fhm said burning by heating a fluid in a heat exchange
tubing by radiant hut ftom said burning to a given tem-

perature for converting said POHC to non-hazardous

constituents;

' 4A1&,T92
FEED-THROUGH FOLDER APPARATUS

George P. Diaeoat, Jr^ aid Jaam D. Grisham, both of Rich-

wmd, Va^ aMifMin to AMF Im^ WUtc Plafaia, N.Y.
CoBti»ntk»-i»«ert of Scr. No. ISO^H Apr. 3, 1981, Pat No.

4.395,963. TUa appUeatkn Jo. 9, 1983, Scr. No. 502,842

Jat a^ D05B 35/02
US.a 112-142 8 Clainw

1. A folder for making Z-type folds in material, comprising

a material supporting surface having an opening extending

longitudmally in the direction of travel of the material to

be folded;

a blade spaced above said sur&ce extending downwardly
mto said opening forming a tongue depressing the material

causing a slack in the material to be folded;

a pair of folder blades extending along opposite sides of said

opening from adjacent said tongue at one end to the

down-stream end of said opening at the other end with

one of said blades positioned to contact the top surface of

the material and the other of said blades positioned to

contact the bottom surface of the material;

said fioUer blades having laterally spaced control edges

adjacent said tongue which cross over one another and are

laterally spaced in a reverse direction at the dow-stream

end of said opening;

said folder blades cooperathig to urge the shick portion of

the material around said control edges and between said

ibMer blades thereby forming a Z-type fold as the material

moves through said folder.

4^78,793

EMBROIDERY MACHINE
Hans Coorads, TSalsvorit; Joaef Htrfhaaas, Gcldera; Haas

Hippei; Habert Hotea, both of Krefeld; Hans Rolanarf, and

Max Schifer, both of Krefdd, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to MaacUnenfabrik Karl Zangs AG, Krefeld, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Not. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 325,620

Oaims priority, application Fed. R^ of Gonuuiy, Dec. 19,

1980, 3047928

Int Qi D05B 55/16
VS. CL 112—221 20

I I

majntaming said given temperature for sufficient residence

time such that substantially all of said POHC is converted;

thence

second cooling said products of combustion and converted

POHC by convection heating a fluid in heat exchange

tubing; and

exhausting the resultant products of combustion.

1. In an embroidery machme having a plurality ofmdividual

embroidery bars, particularly needle and piercer bars on shut-

tle embroidery machmes, which are mounted for axial dis-

placement independently of each other and are aranged along-

side of each other in at least one row, said individual embroi-

dery bars each being adapted to be coupled to a reciprocating
drive element in accordance with a program determined by a

program control by a magnet means, the improvement com-
prising:

at least one said magnet means respectively for operatively

coupUng each said individual embroidery bars to said

reciprocating drive element,

all said magnet means together including:

one common energy line,

one control line connected to said program control,

a plurality of mduction coils of all said magnet means, re-

spectively, connected to a source of oiergy via said com-
mon energy line, e

a plurality of frequency-dependent switching circuit means
jointly connected to said control line,

each of said switching circuit means having its own fire-

quency of reqxmse which differs from others of said

switching circuit means and being operatively connected

with each of said mduction coils, reqwctively,

said program control constituting means for semUng out the

program as a frequency sptctrvm,

said switching circuit means for controlling energization of

correqxmding of said induction coils via said control line

in accordance with the frequency qwctrum sent out by
said program control.
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4^76,794
NEEDLE CLAMP ARRANGEMENT FOR A SEWING

MACHINE
Hdmr HoU, Kariamhe-Dnrlaeh, Fed. Rep. of GcrMMy, «.
dgnor to Doriaa NahMschiM GiAH, Fed. Rep. ofGermany

FDcd May 13, 1983, Scr. No. 49M98
OaJna priority, application Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, Sep. 4,

1982, 8224945[U]
x. -^ ».

im. a' D05B 55/02
VS. a. 112-226 6 Oaims

amount, a reversal lever connected to the first linkage and
movable between at least two positions to move the setting
shaft for reversing the direction ofthe feed motion, and biasing
means engaged with the first linkage for biasing the reversal
lever into one of its two positions, and farther comprising, a
second linkage connected between the reversal lever and the
biasing means for varying an amount of fiiMve ap^tied by the
biasing means on the reversal lever with movement of the
revenal lever.

i ^7J /Till

.

1. A device for holdmg a sewing needle which has a «li«wif

with an arcuate portion and a flat wall portion received in a
cylindrical needle bar which has a longitudinally extending
receiving groove in a flat mterior receiving wall at the mside of
the groove, comprising a k)cking member having a longitudi-
nally extending bridge part, arm means carried by said bridge
part and extending around at least a portion of the circumfer-
ence of said needle bar, an upper arm carried by said bridge
part and extendmg outwardly from said bridge part into the
groove and defining a stop for the top of the needle shank, and
a lower abutment arm extending outwardly from said bridge
portion having an outer edge of arcuate shiqw which engages
around the arcuate portion of said needle shank and acts to
position the flat wall of the shank against the flat wall of said
groove.

4^76,795
REVERSIBLE FEED MECHANISM FOR SEWING

MACHINES
Kvt VoUnr, Wcflcrbnch, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, MBigMM
PfUr ladasli liiaasi hinin GmbH, Fed. R^ of Gcimaay

FDcd Mar. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 473,143
OafaH priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay, Mar.

1982,3209896

1ml CL} D05B 27/22
VS.a 113-316 10

to

18,

4,476,796
UPPER CLOTH FEED IN A SEWING MACHINE

Kort VoUmar, Kaiscrafantcn, Fed. Rep. ofGcmaay,
Pftg Indnatriiimaathlaw GmbH, Fed. Rep. of (

FDcd May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 374,514
OahM priority, application Fed. Rep. of

1981, 3119716

Int CL^ D05B 27/04
VS. CL 112-320

.May 18,

13

1. A setting mechanism for the feed dog ofa sewing machine
having drive means for driving Uie dog to execute a feed
motion, a setting shaft engsged with the drive means and
rotatable to set an amount and directim of the feed motion, a
setting element engaged through a first linkage with the setting

shaft for moving the setting shaft to adjust the feed motion

1. An upper cloth feed device fbr a sewing machine having
a casing comprising:

an upper feed foot having a vertically and horizontally

moving carrier;

first drive means connected to said feed foot carrier for
moving said feed foot carrier in the cloth feed direction by
a selected distance;

a pressor foot having a vertically movable carrier;

second drive means connected to said feed and pressor foot
carrien for raising and lowering said carriers, said second
drive means having a connecting member connecting said

feed and pressor foot carrien with a surface extending
between and across at least one of a first linkage connect-
ing said second drive means with said pressor foot carrier

and a second tinkage connecting said second drive means
to said feed foot carrier,

a firing for biasing said connecting member downwardly to
bias said feed and pressor foot downwardly by selected

forces; and

position adjustment means for interengaging said tpting with
said surfine at selected locations on said surftce for adjust-

ably distributing the biasing force of said ^ring to
fised fbot and pressor foot re^ectivdy.
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APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING A SHIP HULL
MODULE

liTT P. InMf, GiiA^niky proiptkt, 92/2, k?. 1; AMtoly &
AfwMA, aUlM NaUckMjii. 3/21, k?. «7; Efgny A. £•
Mtffv, Um KwpiMkotB, 31/1, kv. 139, mi Akuadr E.

Tvwv, TaOlMkqra ilitn, 6«, k?. 23, aU of Lolapad,

UASJL
per No. PCr/SUtVOOOm, S 371 dm* Jn.22, 19S2, S 102(e)

DM Jn. 22, 19t2, PCT Pab. No. WO81/03474» PCT Pri>.

Date Dk. 10, 19tl

PCT FDidMu 29, 1901, Scr. No. 34M55
CUm prtoritr, ippUatloi U.SJSJU Jm. 4, 1900, 2926009;

Jo. 4^ 1900, 292(011

lit a' B63B 3/Oa 9/00

U.S.a 114-65 R 2 Claims

1. An aijptntus for assembling a ship hull module, compris-

nig a bearhig platform mounting a turnover platform fitted

with a drive to turn it about the horizontal axis and grippos to

hold the sections of the module being assembled; an additional

platform instdled in close proximity to the bearing platform

and to reciprocate m a vertical plane and to rotate about the

verticasl axis ofsymmetry; the bearing platform being provided

vfhh movable bogies to roll on to tlw additional pktform, the

grippers of the turnover platform moving in three mutually

perpendicular directions, the gripped section being movable

along the longitudinal and transverse axes of the turnover

platform, and it can be lifted and lowered with reqiect to the

bearing surftoe of the turnover platform.

L An integral vessel hull and module system for inter-

changeably mounting on a universal vessel hidl different func-

twn specific modules for converting the vessel for use for

sdeetsd operational functions, the universal vessel hull having

a propulsion engine, navigation and module support means,

said system comprising:

(a) a universal hull having an inner hull structure composed
of interior, upright walls extending downwardly fhmi the

deck of the hull to intersect a floor structure near the

bottom of the hull to form an upwardly open well which
occupies a major portion of the width of the vessel and a

major portion of the length of the vessel;

(b) a replaceable, function specific module having an interior

portion configured for a specific operational f^inction of

the vessel and a universal, unitary outer shell which is

downwardly, slidably, snugly receivable within said hull

well, said outer shell having:

upright walls disposed in adjacent, side-by-side relation-

ship with corresponding upright walls of said inner hull

structure when said module is inserted within said hull

well, and

a base portion which rests on the floor structure of said

hull when said module is inserted within said hull well;

(c) guide means associated with said inner hull structure

upright walls and with said module outer shell upright

walls, for automatically aligning said module relative to

said hull when said module is initially being inserted

within said hull for guiding said module relative to said

hull along substantially the entire reUtive movement of

said module and hull during insertion and removal of said

module into and firom said hull and for restraining relative

horizontal movement between said module and said hull,

said guide means being integrated into the construction of

the upright walls of the inner hull structure and the outer

shell at spaced apart locations along the length of said

upright walls; and,

(d) restraining means for restraining relative vertical move-

ment between said module and said hull.

4«476,790

INTEGRATED MULTIPLE PURPOSE UNIVERSAL SHIP
HULL AND REPLACEMENT MODULE SYSTEM

Gtoip S. Bneka, Piwsrton, Wash., aarigaor to CoosoUdatcd

Olyapk Gorponlioa, Sflvwdate, Wash.

VWai Aig. 17, 1902, Sm. No. 400,910

lit a> B63B 3/08

UJB.ail4-77R 34ClaiaH

4^76,799

SAILS
Stephen D. Bandy, 515 Epping Forcit Rd.,

21401

Filed Sep. 29, 1902, Ser. No. 420,304

Int a' B63H 9/06

VS. CL 114—103

Md.

/ "io
lO

1. An unproved jib sail fior a sailing yacht having a luff

region extending between the head and tack ofsakljib sail, said

luff region comprising upper and lower groiqis of triangular

panels of woven ck>th, each of sakl ponds having an apex, a

base, and a trailing edge, each of sakl panels fbrther having

warp threads extending substantially parallel to sakl tndUng

edge, sakl apex of each of sakl paneb of sakl upper group
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convergent at the head of sakl jib sail and sakl apex of each of
sakl panels of sakl lower group convergent at the tack of sakl

jib sail, sakl base of each of said panels being joined along a
common seamlme, sakl seamluie bemg substantially perpendic-

ukr to the luff of said jib sail and passmg nearly through the

locale of resultant wind force on sakl jib sail; wherem sakl

warp threads provkle maximum sail strength along a line ex-

temUng firom the head of said jib sail into a region near the

locale of resultant wind force on sakl jib saU and thence to the

tack of said jib sail thus producing a truss-like structure of

panels transferring the wind load to the head and tack, ther^y
reducing the need for headstay support

4y476300

TILLER CONTROL DEVICE
John W. Gage, 110 JnaviBg Brook Rd^ Unerofl, NJ. 07730

FOed May 14, 1902, Scr. No. 370490
Int a? B63H 25/52

VS. CL 114—172 5 Clakns

1. A tiller control device for controlling the position of a

tiller on a watercraft, comprismg:

a shaft adi4)ted to be attached to one of said tiller and said

watercraft;

a variable pressure brake adapted to operatively engage sakl

shaft for exerting pressure thereon, said brake adapted to

be attached to the other of said tiller and sakl watercraft;

said variable pressure brake comprising:

an outer casing;

and control means for selectively positioning said tiller are

attached to said brake for variably adjusting the amount of

said pressure exerted on said shaft; an axially disposed

cavity withm said outer casing; and

a brake sleeve axially disposed withm a predetemuned por-

tion of sakl cavity m abuttment with at least a portion of

the inner surface of said outer casing, said shaft bemg
disposed within said brake sleeve, said control means

befaig in communication with said brake sleeve and acting

to unpart a radially mward force on said brake sleeve such

that said brake sleeve is forced to bear upon said shaft with

a pressure determined by said control means; said control

means comprising an adjustment bolt threadedly secured

to said outer casing, and a brake shoe disposed between

said brake sleeve and said adjustment bolt, whereby said

radully inward force is applied radially to the axis of said

shaft by said adjustment bolt directly from said brake shoe

to said brake sleeve and may be adjusted by turning said

adjustment bolt, wherd)y sakl shaft may remain fixed

relative to said brake whoi unattended but may be moved
relative to said brake when desired wit! . 3at further a4just-

ment of said control means.

4^76,001

MOORING DEVICE
Dtnk Foato-, and Colin Rkh, bott of Brampton, Canada, aa-

aignors to John T. Hepbom Limited, Miastaaaga, Canada

FDed Sep. 13, 1902, Ser. No. 417^64
Int. 0.3 B63B 2J/50

V&a 114-230 Claims

1. A mooring device for handling anchor line of the type

comprising an upper length of wire rope in series with a lower

length of Cham cable, the mooring device comprising:

asupport firam^

winch means secured to the support frame for hauling and

paying out the wire rope;

windlass means secured to the support fhune for hauling and

paying out the chain cable including a chain wheel having

a hub, a pair of flanges fixed to the hub and whelps for

grasping links of the chain cable between the flanges, the

chain wheel being so positioned relative to the winch

means when the mooring device is located in its operative

position that the anchor line can be hauled substantially

vertically between the flanges of the chain wheel by the

winch means; and,

anchor line retraction means secured to the support frame

for releasably drawing a portion of the anchor line having

a lower portion composed of links of the chain cable from

a substantially vertuial position in which the anchor line

portion extends firom the winch means downwardly be-

tween the flanges of the chain wheel to a retracted posi-

tion in which the lower portion engages the whelps of the

chain wheel whereafter the windlass means can be acti-

vated to rotate the chain wheel thereby hauling the chain

cable upwardly.

4,476,002

ANCHOR
Leodert PoMerraart, La TnrWe, France, and John Caekaon,

Monaco, Monaco, aaaignors to Single Bnoy Moorings, Inc^

Mariy, Swlticrlnd

FDed May 10, 1903, Scr. No. 495,609

OalflH priority, appttcatkni Netheriands, May 17, 1902,

0202026

laL CL3 B63B 21/27

VS.a 114—296 4 OafaM
1. In an anchor for connecting or attaching a buoyant de-

vice, said anchor comprising a first body which is anchored on

the ocean floor, and a second body which is connected to the

buoyant device, said first and seccmd bodies cooperating with

each other such that between said bodies a seded space is

formed within which a pressure can be created which is lower

than the water pressure outsule said bodies; the improvement

in which said first body has a vertical gukle element for the

second body, the guide element being a cylinder open at the
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top and ckMed at the bottom and the second body being a
cylinder wUcb by means of a cucumfeienttaUy extending

•eaHng ridge is guided and sealed within the firet-mentioned
cylinder.

APPARATUS FOR INDICATING TIRE PRESSURE

'TI£-.?*!!Sl^^"^ ^^-^ "'««**» "^^ Dy~«^". Inc..
ijfonit Near.

PDad Jn. 3, 1M3, Sar. No. S00,990
1ml a» B60C 23/02, 23/06: GOIL 19/12: F16K 15/20

U&aiI»-34R
2Clatais

*'AJ?* "*""*" ^^ "* ^»^ a pair of pneumatic tires,
compnsing,

an extemaUy threaded, hoUow spring tube means havins
first and second ends,

a valve body threadably mounted on said first end of said
•pring tube means, having a hoUow inner end which
threadably receives said one end of said spring tube
means, a diaphragm valve means mounted in said valve
body at said one end of said spring tube means to define a
first chamber in said valve body, said valve body having a
first air passageway ftmned therein which communicates
withsaid first chamber, a second air passageway formed
therein which communicates with the interior of one of
****^ Md Mid first air passageway, a third air passage-
way Ibrmed therein which communicates with the inte-
rior of the other of said tires and said first chamber, and a
fourth air passageway formed therein which communi-
cates with said first chamber,

valve means ooonected to said fourth air passageway to
permit air under pressure to be selectively supplied to said
fourth air passageway and said first chamber at times.

"** **p5"»" ^^ "»«MS being movable between first

and second positions, said diq>hragm valve means sealing
said fint air passageway, when in its said first position, to
prevent air communication between said second air pas-
Mfeway and said third air passageway,

• ipring guide slidably mounted in said spring tube means

and havmg a first end adjacent one side of said diaphragm
valve means, said spring guide having an open second«Z

a spring means received in said open second end of said
qning guide,

a spring adjustment screw threadably mounted m said sprine
tube means adjacent said second end for adjustably vary-mg the compression of said spring means,

an elongated disphiy rod having one end secured to said
»P«ng guide and its other end slidably extending through
said spring adjustment screw,

a scale pan means operatively pivotally secured to said
spring tube means at said second end thereof and extend-
mg therefrom,

said display rod having its other end in operative engage-
ment thereof with said scale pan means for causing the
pivotal movement thereof,

said scale pan means having a visual display portion com-
prising a plurality of generally rectangular d^lay seg-
ments positioned in a side-by-side rektionship,

and a scale pan cover threadably mounted on said second
end of said spring tube means enclosing said scale nan
means,

said scale pan cover having a generally rectangular window
formed therein through which said display segments are
visible for indicating the relative position of said dia-
phragm valve means with respect to said first air passage-
w»y,

a display adjustment screw threadably mounted in said
spring tube means at said second end,

a rotatable barrel means mounted on said display adjustment
screw and having its rotational axis disposed transversely
with respect to said display rod.

said scale pan means secured to said barrel means,
said display rod engaging said barrel means to cause said

barrel means and scale pan means to rotate in one direc-
tion, said barrel means being spring biased to yieldably
urge said barrel means to route in a direction opposite to
said one direction.

rotation of said di^>lay adjustment screw causing said barrel
means to be longitudinaUy movably adjusted.

M7M04
PROCESS OF COATING OF PARTICLES.

PARTICULARLY PARTICLES OF MEDICINAL DRUGS.AND APPARATUS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROCESS

Werner Glatt, Binxen, and &wla Grab, Rnnmingen, both of
Fed. Rep. (rf Germany, aarigaon to (aatt Mascfaine»«ad
Apparatebaa AG, Prattehi, SwHaerland

Filed Jan. 28, 1M3, Scr. No. 462,089
Oains priority, appllcatioB SwHicriaad, Jan. 29, 1982,

Int. a^ A23G 3/26
U.S.a 118-19 ITOalais

1. An apparatus for coating particles comprising:
a drum mounted for rotation about an axis, said drum having
a circumferentially extending wall section containing
perforations;

a housing encompassing said drum;
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means for rotating said drum so that particles within the
portion of the drum containing perforations form a layer

in the lower portion of the drum;
means disposed within the drum for spraying coating mate-

rial on the particles;

first chamber means having a portion positioned adjacent the

periphery of the drum and including an opening for intro-

ducing gas through perforations which are substantially

covered by said layer of particles and into the interior of
the drum to thereby dry sprayed particles; and

second chamber means spaced from said first chamber
means and having a portion adjacent the periphery of the

drum, said second chamber means including an opening
for removing gas from the drum through perforations

which are substantially covered by said layer of particles.

4,476,805

APPARATUS FOR COATING ONE SIDE ONLY OF
STEEL STRIP WITH MOLTEN COATING METAL

Sdznn HIgncU, Kitakynshu; Kaznhiro Tano, Nakana; Mlaom
Kanada, and Snsoma Okamoto, both of Kftakyasha, aU of

Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
DiTiaion of Scr. No. 108,154, Dec 28, 1979, Pat No. 4,296,145.

This application May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260^29
Clainis priority, applicatioa Japan, Dec 30, 1978, 53*165280

Int a^ B05C 3/li: C23C 1/02

U.S.a 118—65 16 Chdnis

1. In an apparatus for continuously coating one side only of

a steel strip with a molten coating metal comprising a coating

metal melting pot, a chamber holding a non-oxidizing atmo-

sphere and having a bottom immersed in the molten coating

metal in said pot, an inlet through which a bare strip is supplied

and an outlet through which the strip, coated on one side only,

is discharged, a pair of guide rolls horizontally supported on
the entry and exit sides above the coating metal melting poit in

the chamber, the guide rolls bringing substantially horizontally

bringing the strip close to the coating metal bath, a coating

metal transfer guide having an inlet opening below the surface

of the metal bath and an outlet opening above the bath surface

between said paired guide rolls, and an electromagnetic pump
disposed close to the guide at the entry end therof, extending in

the flow direction of the coating metal, the electromagnetic

pump sends the coating metal from the inlet to the outlet of the

guide producing a shifting magnetic field in the direction of

tiie metal flow, to form a rising stream of the coating metal on
the exit side of the guide outlet so as to come in contact with

the bottom side of the strip, the improvement comprising:

said guide has an overflow box, which has an overflow port

opening upward, on the exit side thereof; and

said overflow port offers less resistance to the coating metal

stream widthwise than lengthwise

4^476,806

WET FILM APPUCATOR
Stephen E. Lobaiewiki, Endieott, and Christian Haggrrnnlller,

Owafo, both of N.Y., aaaigBOft toHw United States of Amer-

ica as repreaantad by the Secretary of the Air Foree, Washing*

toa,D.C
Filed Ang. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,297

lit a3 B05C n/02
U.S.a 118-110 1 Claim

1. An applicator used in applying a fibn of a uniform thick-

ness ofwet material on a flat surface being in a level position of

a workpiece, said applicator comprising:

a metal cylindrical rod, the length of said rod being substan-

tially greater than the diameter of said rod,

a plurality of annularly-shaped protrusions extending from

an external surface of said rod, said protrusions being

positioned on said rod such that said uniform thickness of

said wet material is applied, said protrusion extending

from said rod a predetermined distance equal to about said

uniform thickness, said protrusions being spaced apart by
a substantia] distance in compahsion to said predeter-

mined distance of said protrusions from said rod, and
having a cross section of a truncated isosceles triangle

having sides about 30 degrees from the vertical, said exter-

nal surface of said rod between said protrusions applying

said material in a uniformly thick and flat film on said

workpiece,

a handle for moving said applicator over said flat surface,

and

means for rotatably attaching said rod to said handle.

4,476,807

APPARATUS FOR APPUCATION OF ADDITIVES TO
CIGARETTE FILTER TOW

Janca W. Pryor, WinstoB*Salem, N.C aaaipior to R. J. Rey-
nolds Tobacco Company, Winstoo-Salem, N.C.

FUed Feb. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 468,011

Int a.3 B05B 7/00, 13/06: A24D 1/04

VS.a 118-317 15 Clainis

-«*5^

1. A jet device for applying an additive to a continuous,

multifilunent filter tow in connection with the manufacture of

filter elements therefrom whicn comprises

(a) a jet tube havnig entry and exit ends with an elongated

passageway substantially circular in cross-sectional ihape

extending through the tube said entry and exit ends being

adapted to receive and discharge, respectively, said filter

tow.

(b) a tubular tow entrance member aUgned with and concen-

trically extending a short distance into the entry end of the

jet tube to a termination point and defining an annular

chamber between the tubular tow entrance member and

the wall of the elongated passageway,

(c) means for introducing a gaseous fluid into said annular

chamber and for maintaining a high velocity flow of the

gaseous fluid through thejet device in the direction of said

exit end of the jet tube
(d) orifice means transversely positioned in the elongated

passageway adjacent to the termination point of the tubu-

lar tow entrance member and designed to accommodate
passage therethrough of the gaseous fluid and advancing

filter tow,
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(e) discharge means disposed at the eiit end of the jet tube

and designed to pennit a sudden radially outward move-
ment of the gaseous fluid and filter tow as they emerge
from the exit end of the jet tube,

(0 tow confining means associated with said discharge

means for limiting the radially outward movement of the

filter tow,

(g) primary nozzle means located in said elongated passage-

way downstream of said orifice means and concentrically

positioned with respect to the advancing filter tow so that

the primary nozzle means are circumferentially sur-

rounded by the filter tow, and

(h) means for supplying an additive to said primary nozzle

means for application of the additive to the filter tow.

lector and the flow of rinsing solution through the second
connecting line into the sanitary trap.

DEVICE FOR AUTOMATICALLY RINSING MILiONG
SYSTEMS

ntodor Macrmollcr, and Hdaricfa Greahof, both of Oelde, Fed.

Rap. of GcnDuy, aarigBon to WcstfUla Separator AG,
Odda, Fed. Rep. of GanBuy

FHad Feb. 17, 1M3, Scr. No. 4«7,556

Clalan priority, appUcttkHi Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Mar. 6,

1982,3208197

Iirt. OJ AOIJ 7/00

VS. CL 119—14.18 6 Claims

1. In a milking system having an automatic rinser and a
milking cluster from which milk and rinsing solution is drawn
into a constantly vacuumized milk collector which is upstream
of a constantly vacuumized sanitary trap during milking and
rinsing respectively, a sluice for conveying the milk or the

rinsing solution onward and having a float, an outflow line

connected to the rinser, a vacuum line and a liquid run-ofT line

between the sluice and the milk collector, means forming an
opening to the atmosphere, and two sluice valves activated by
the float upon the entry of liquid into the sluice to close the

formerly open vacuum line and open the formerly closed

opening to the atmosphere, the improvement comprising: a

prelimiiiary-nm line connectmg the rinser and the milking

machine, and a preliminary-run container positioned between
the sluice and the preliminary-run line and communicating
through fint and second connecting lines with the preliminary-

run and the sanitary trap respectively and through a run-ofT

and a third connecting line with the sluice, the preliminary-run

container comprising a first valve mounted in the rubofl* and
which is normally open while the preliminary-run container is

filling and a second valve in the run-ofTwhich is only movable
to an open position when the sluice becomes vacuumized,
thereby effecting the flow of rinsing solution through the third

connecting line into the sluice, and wherein the second valve is

closed in response to a build up of atmospheric pressure in the
sluice, thereby effecting the fiUing of the prelin^nary-run col-

4,474,809

COOLING SYSTEM FOR CATTLECONFINEMENT PENS
Richard E. Bnngv, 5202 E. WaaUogtoa St, Phocoix, Ariz.
85034

Flkd Mar. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 471,194

Iirt. CL3 AOIK 1/00
VS. CL 119—14 2 rui^

1. A cooling system for animal confinement buildings com-
prising:

a plurality ofspacedly mounted fans arranged in the building

above the animals for blowing air over the backs of the

animals confined in the building,

said fans being mounted to oscillate in unison,

a plurality of sprinkler heads connected to a source of water
under pressure mounted in the building, one adjacent each
of the fans for directing water droplets onto the backs of
the animals in the building, and

means for controlling the length of time said sprinkler heads

are spraying droplets of water on the backs of the animals

in a sequential manner in a given relationship to the tem-

perature of the air in the building,

said sprinkler heads being energized to sprinkle large drop-

lets of water approximately one minute approximately

each half hour that the temperature of the air in the bufld-

ing is above a given temperature.

4^74,810
DOG TRAINING DEVICE

Roberto F. Heraa, 2122 NW. 24th St, Miaad, Ffak 33142
Filed May 31, 1983, Scr. No. 499,298

lat a' AOIK 15/00
VS. CL tl9—29 4 Clifan

1. A device for delivering an electric discharge to pets com-
ing into contact with a bait, comprising, in operative combina-

tion:

A. an electrically insulated housing having means for sup-

porting the bait in a laterally outward direction from the

housing so as to be accessible to the pet;

B. circuitry means for generating a high voltage mounted
within said housing, including an output with at least two
poles, and further including self-contained battery means
to supply an electric current to said circuitry means;

C. first electrode means attached to and surrounding the

periphery of said housing and connected to one pole of

said high voltage circuitry means;

D. second electrode means mounted on the top surface of

said housing connecting the other pole of said high volt-

age circuitry means to the bait so that the electric circuit
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between said first and second electrode means may be
closed by the pet as the pet bites the bait

passage of the water through the valve means for control-

lably directing the water in a swirUng movement along the

4>474,811

ADJUSTABLE FEEDER WITH BROOD GATE
Ray E. Swartmdniber, Syracve, lad., aarignor to Chore-TInc

EquipMirt, Inc., Mflford, lad.

FDad Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 428,847

Int CL3 AOIK 5/02
VS. CL 119—52 AF 28 Claian

« a

4y«74312

WATERING CUP
Minriec T. Dabe; Michael W. Hart aad WarmK Hart, an of

Qcadalc CaUfn aMi0Mn toa W. Hart Mfi. Co., GlcBdalc
CdiL

FDed JbL 23, 1982, Scr. No. 401,136

lat a' AOIK 39/02
VS. CL 119—75 23 CUbm

1. In combination for dissipating the thirst of fowl,

a watering cup having a rear wall,

a triggering arm disposed in the cup and mounted for pivotal

movement in accordance with the operation ofthe arm by
the fowl,

valve means extending into the cup and operative between a

normally doaed position and an open position in accor-

dance with the triggering of the triggering arm,

means for channeling water through the valve means in the

(^wn position of the valve means, and

means disposed on the triggering arm and reqxmsive to the

rear wall of the cup to clean the rear wall of the cup as the

water flows to the bottom of the cup.

4,474313
AUTOMATIC LIVESTOCK WATERING TROUGH

Adolf Haigea, BHnnighrim, Fed. Rep. of Gemany, aasigBor to

Sacfia Haigea GmbH A Co^ Fed. Rep. of Gcmany
Filed Mar. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 471,489

Gains priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcrnaay, Mar. 3,

1983, 8205822[U]

lat CLi AOIK 7/05
U.S. CL 119—75 18 daioH

1. A feeder for poultry and the like adapted to receive feed

from a conveyor and to present the feed, alternatively, to

immature poultry and to mature poultry, the feeder compris-

ing, in combination, pan means for retaining and presenting

delivered feed, drop tube means adapted to extend from the

conveyor to a distal end above the pan means, at least one
brood gate opening being defined in the drop tube means
above the distal end, and means for alternatively masking and
exposing the brood gate openmg so as to pennit feed flow,

when the brood gate opening is exposed, firom the conveyor
through an upper interior portion of the drop tube means,

thence out through the brood gate opening, and thence down
the outside of the drop tube means to an outer pan means area

for consumption by relatively immature poultry, and to alter-

natively permit feed flow, when the brood gate opening is

masked, from the conveyor through upper and thence lower

interior portions ofthe drop tube means and past the drop tube

means distal end, the skirt means distal end and pan means
together defining a first feed gate through which feed can pass

to an inner pan means area for oonsomption by relatively

mature poultry.

1. Apparatus for securing an automatic livestock watering

tank to a waU or a standpipe having a radial hole, said auto-

matic livestock watering tank having a rear wall made from a

flexible material and having holdes in said rear wall, compris-

ing:

a metal plate arranged on the inside of the rear wall, said

metal plate having a perpendicular bolt aligned with a first

hole of said automatic livestock watering tank, said bolt

being secured to said metal plate and penetrating said first

hole in said rear wall of said tank and penetrating into one
of said standpipe hole or wall; and

said metal plate further having at least two holes aligned

with an equal number of holes in said automatic livestock

watering tank and through which aligned holes securing

means pass for separably connecting said metal plate to

one of said standpipe or wall.

4,474314
ANIMAL PET MEDICAL COLLAR

Marie Z. MiDcr, 12983 MMdari St, Paeotaa, Calif. 91331
FDcd Mar. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 474»564

lit CL' AOIK 27/00
VS. CL 119-106 4 OaiaH

3. An improved animal pet medical collar, said collar com-
prising, m combination:

(a) a self-supporting, solid foam resilient body having a

peripheral, generally annular wall defining a generally

central tpict, adapted to fit around an animals neck, the
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opposed ends of ttid will collar defining a size adjustment

gap and,

(b) releasably adijustable closing snd locking means secured

to said collar body for securing said opposed wall ends to

each other and thus locking a pet animal in said collar, said

means including spring tensioning means,

(c) wherein said closing and locking means comprises a

drawstring secured to one of said opposed wall ends, said

drawstring bridging said gap, passing through the other of

said wall ends to the outer surface of said body and adjust-

ably releasably locked in place thereagainst by said spring

tensioning means,

(d) wherein said collar body is resilient and generally dough-
nut shaped and wherein the firee end of said drawstring

bears an enlargement which is releasably secured to said

collar body by cinching against one of a plurality of
^Mced walls disposed in a recessed compartment in said

collar body.

M7M1S
CATTLE STANCHION APPARATUS

Tao Alban, Sr„ P.O. Bn 156, Artaria, CaUf. 90701
FDad Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,264

Lrt. a^ AOIK 1/06
U.S. CL 119-147 R 27aaias

1. In cattle stanchion apparatus including a fixed stanchion;

a release stanchion kxated adjacent and sptced from said fixed

stanchion to define a head opening for an animal; and mounting
means mounting said release stanchion for pivotal movement
between an open position in which the upper part of said head
opening is enlarged to enable an animal to place its head
through said head opening, and a closed position in which said

head opening is narrowed to hold the animal's head in said

head opening, said release stanchion tending to fall into said

open position, the improvement comprising:

generally horizontally elongated positioning means includ-

ing coupler means, said positioning means being longitudi-

nally movable between an extended and a retracted posi-

tion, and pivotable about a l<mgitudinal axis to orient said

coupler means between an engage positicm and a non-
engage position;

latching means carried at the upper extremity of said release

stanchion for ^npgiwg said coupler means;

locking means operative to pivot said positioning means

about said longitudinal axis; and

operator means fixed against pivotal movement about said

longitudinal axis and operative to move said positioning

means along said longitudinal aixs between said extended

position and said retracted position for engaging said

latching means and said coupler means in said engage

position and for moving said coupler means in said non-

engage position past said Utching means without engage-

ment thereof whereby said release stanchions are not

moved as a ccmsequence of longitudinal movement of said
positioning means.

4^M16
CTAGED CASCADE FLUIDIZED BED GOMBUSTOR

Joseph N. Cnnoa, 4103 Vun^Kk St, HyattiTflle, Md. 20781;
Darid E. De Uda, S8 Beacon St, Apt No. 2, Bostoo, Masa.
02108; William M. Jackaon, S300 McArthv Bhdn NW.,
Washington, D.C 2001C and JaMB K Porter, P.O. Box
1131, Dairtt Ate., Vineyard Haven, Man. 02568

Fikd Oet 25, 1982, Ser. No. 436,246

brt. a> F22B 1/02
VS, CL 122—4 D 9 Cbfans

1. A fluidized bed combustor characterized by
A. a confining shell iapend inwardly from an intermediate

portion thereof to upper and lower ends thereof,

B. a plurality of vertically separated distributor plates within

said shell of cross-section corresponding to the cross-sec-

tion of the portion of the shell within which they are

located and apertured for gas flow therethrough for main-

taining a fluidized bed of solid materials thereon,

C. means connecting said distributor plates in sequence for

serial flow of solids fix>m one stage to another in vertically

descending direction while said combustor is operating,

D. heat transfer tubes associated with each of at least a
plurality of said stages and positioned for containment

within the fluid bed of its corresponding stage during at

least a portion of the operating time of said combustor for

heat transfer with said bed,

E. means for feeding sorbent material to an upper stage of

said combustor for passage through successive stages in

sequence and dischsrge at a lower stage thereof,

F. means for feeding solid fiiel to an intermediate stage of

said combustor for combustion therein, the spent residue

of said fuel passing to lower stages of said cmnlHistor for

discharge with said sorbent
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4^76317
COMBUSTION AND POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Join E. Uadbcrg, Lafkyctte, CaUf., anigwir to Owen, Wiekcr-
aham A Eridnon, P.C San Friueiaeo, CUIf.

DhUkm of Ser. No. 190,932, Sep. 25, 1980, Pat No. 4^3^17,
wUeh is a diiWoa ofSer. No. 657,747, Feb. 13, 1976, abandoned,
whkh la a contlanation-ia-part of Ser. No. 613^67, Sep. 16,

1975, abandoned, whkh is a continnation-ln'port of Ser. No.
356,589, May 3, 1973, abandoned, wUch is a

coMhnation-ta-part of Ser. No. 227«440, Feb. 18, 1972,

abandoned. lUs appUcation JnL 14, 1983, Ser. No. 513,991

lat QJ F02B 43/08, 51/00: F02D 19/00, 47/00
U.S.CL12»-3 9Clahns

1. A method for providing improved combustion and re-

duced emissions m an internal combustion engine, having a
combustion zone and an exhaust comprising

feeding both fw\ and controlled amounts of steam into said

combustion zone via an ultrasonic generator and subject-

ing it there to ultrasonic treatment

and
m response to engine needs, mcreasing the weight ratio of

said aqueous fl^ to said fuel during engine aocderation.

4,476,818

CONSTANT AIR FEED ALCOHOL DISSOOATION
PROCESS FOR AUTOMOBILES

HacyoHBg Yoon, MeMnmj, Pa., anignor to Conoco Inc.,

CoMfanation-ln-port of Ser. No. 414,744, Sep. 3, 1982, Pat No.

4,425376. TUs appUcation Oet 19, 1983, Ser. No. 543^42
Inta^FIBM ^7/02

UJS.a 123-3 8 CUaH
1. A method offbd treatment and distribution fbr an mternal

combustion engine comprising the sequence of steps as fol-

lows:

(a) heating a catalyst bed reactor to a start-up temperature

using (sthaust gas firom an internal combustion engine

b^ig operated on atomized alcohol; said catalyst bed

comprising a partial combustion catalyst and an alcohol

dissociation catalyst;

(b) vqmrizmg liquid alcohol to form alcohol vqior,

(c) mizing said alcohol wwpat with a fixed flow rate of air to

form a partial combustion mixture, said flow rate being

substantially fixed at about the flow rate required for

adiabatic dissociation of said alcohol vapor at the flow

rate of said alcohol vapor during idling of said internal

combustion engine;

(d) contacting said partial combustion mixture and said

partial combustion catalyst and said dissociation catalyst

to form a hydrogen-rich fuel;

(e) mixing air and said hydrogen rich fuel to form a total

combustion mixturr,

(0 burning said total combustion mixture in sn internal

combustion engine.

4,476319
FUEL ECONOMY DEVICE

Dafid T. Saioboda, 10640 Skagtt Dr., RichBMMd, Brittah Cofan-
Ua, Canada V7E2A2

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473^69
Clatans priortty, application Canada, Mar. 15, 1982, 398383

Int a' F02D 19/00

U.S.a 123-25 C 10

1. An engine system comprising a fuel economy device, the

tat\ economy device comprising a body formed to define an

elongate chunber, the body having at one end an externally

screw threaded neck portion for screwing into a wpuk plug

aperture of an engine, and the body having at its other end an

internally screw threaded vpavatt which communicates with

the chamber and which is Ibr receiving a conventional sparic

plug and an inlet pipe which communicates with the chamber
and which includes a non-return valve provided to facilitate

the introduction of water mto the chamber and to resist the

flow of gas from the chamber, the non-return valve having a

floatmg ball obturator, and the engine system fiirther compris-

ing a water tank couptod to the inlet pipe which includes the

non-return valve, a flow control valve adjustaUe for providing

a predetermined flow of water from the water tank to the

chamber, an ON/OFF valve operative to control the flow of

water to the chunber, and a thermostat reqxmsive to engine

operating temperature for opening the ON/OFF valve when a

predetermined engme opeiating temperature is reached, the

fuel economy device bdng such that it is screwable into the

spark plug aperture of the engme in |riace (rf the conventional

spark plug with the conventional vptA plug then being
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crewed into the internally screw threaded aperture in the ing means, means for carrying exhaust gas from said cylinder

body of the Aiel economy device. to said heat exchange means, and a timed exhaust valve con-

M7C820
ENGINE COMPARTMENT STRUCTURE

John Nixon, 11795 E. Gmd Rircr, Brighton, Mich. 48116

CoatinMtioB-lB«pvt of Scr. No. 281,006, Jul. 6, 1981,

budoncd. lUs aRpUortioa Aog. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,319

lot CLJ POIP 7/10

US.a 123-41.0S 16 Claims

1. For use in conjunction with a vehicle having an engine

compartment having a forward and rearward end and in which

an engine is contained, a device for maintaining the tempera-

ture of the engine compartment between predetermined upper

and lower limits comprising:

means for substantially enclosing said engine in said engine

compartment,

means for recirculating air within the engine compartment

whenever the temperature of the engine compartment is

less than said lower limit,

said enclosing means comprising a shutter assembly posi-

tioned forwardly of the engine, said shutter assembly

being movable between a closed position in which air flow

through said shutter assembly is substantially blocked, and

an open position in which exterior air flows into and

through the engine compartment,

means for variably moving said shutter assembly from its

closed position and towards its open position as said en-

gine compartment temperature increases above said upper

limit and

wherein said shutter assembly lies in a forwardly angled

plane with respect to the vehicle so that, when in its closed

position, said shutter assembly deflects incoming air un-

derneath the vehicle.

4^76,821

ENGINE
C RoWmoo, 100 Hffl Rd., Berkeley, Qdif. 94708, ami

Sotiris Kilrilakta, 33 RoMe Rd., Berkeley, Calif. 94705

FDad Dm. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 449,860

lirt. a' F02B WOO
U.S.a 123-68 8 OataM

1. An engine comprising a cylinder having a head, a piston

reciprocable within said cylinder toward and away from said

head, means defining an antechamber in said head and spaced

from said cylinder, a source of compressed air, means for

conducting compressed air from said source to said antecham-

ber, a timed inlet valve opening into said antechamber for

controlling flow of said compressed air through said conduct-

ing means into said antechamber, a duct having an axis and

opening at one end to said antechamber and at the other end

opening into said cylinder, an injector in said antechamber and

effective while said inlet valve is open for injecting fuel along

said axis into said tube in an axial dkection, a heat exchanger in

heat exchange relationship with said compressed air conduct-

]fc£*#
J-* i

trolling flow of exhaust gas through said carrying means from

said cylinder to said heat exchanger.

4,476,822

HYPOCYCUC ROLLING CONTACT ROCKER ARM AND
PIVOT

Doane J. BooTallet, Ann Arbor, Mich., anignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detnrft, Midi.

Filed May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 496,930

Int a.) F02L im
U.S. CL 123—9041 3

1

3=^.

1. A reciprocating internal combustion engine of the type

having an engine block defining a cylinder with a port, a vidve

located for axial movement in said port and biased to a prede-

termined position, a valve actuator spaced from the valve and

operable to effect reciprocation of the valve, and a valve train

means including a rocker arm in engagement with the valve

and the valve actuator and actuated in rocking movement to

reciprocate said valve against said bias to open and close the

port for engine operation, the improvement comprising:

fulcrum means defining a fixed rocking support intermediate

the length of the rocker arm, said fulcrum means and said

rocker arm defining a pair of cooperating outer and inner

cylindrical bearing surface contours respectively, carry-

ing the reaction forces of rocker arm pivotal movement,

the radius of the outer conformation being substantially

two times the radius of the inner conformation, with the

center of revolution of the outer conformation being

located on the operating axis of said valve, the inner con-

formation of said rocker arm being located such that an

extension thereof will intersect the contact point of said

rocker arm on the axis ofsaid valve at the free end thereof;

restrainer means to anchor the cooperating cylindrical con-

formations for substantially rollhig action in relation to

each other, said restrainer means comprising a retainer pin

means extending outward firom the inner conformation
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and a slot means in the fulcrum means of a size to receive

said pin,

said retainer pin means having opposed semi-cylindrical

surfoces defhied by circles whose centers of revolution are

located on the curved plane of said inner conformation

and each said slot means having inclined straight wall

guide surfaces over which the associated said retainer pin

means slides during rocker arm oscillation,

whereby within the range of rocker arm oscillation said

retainer pin means establishes substantially rolling contact

between the cylindrical surfaces by contact with the guide

surfaces of the recess.

4,476,823

HYDRAUUC VALVE TIMING CONTROL DEVICE FOR
AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jbhi K. WflUuM, 4121 CMCide Rd., SW., Atianta, Ga. 30331

FDed Aog. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,520

Lrt. a.3 FOIL 1/H
U5.a 123—90.12 9 Clains

4,476324
MECHANICAL CONTROL ELEMENT HAVING

WEAR-RESISTANT SURFACE
FMedhebn Rdake, OeUagrath 19, 5630 RoMcMd, and FHcd-
hdn Ende, Jnr StflUog-Str. 6, 5609 Hickwiii^w. both of
Fed. Rep. of G« Jiany

FDed No?. 6, 1981, Scr. No. 318^01
Gains priority, appUcattoB Fed. Rep. of Gcraaay, No?. 26,

1980,3044477

Int a? FOIL 1/1%
U.S.a 123—90J9 9 OafaH

1. A device for controlling the timing of the intake and

exhaust valves of an internal combustion engine, said device

comprising:

(1) separate valve actuator means for opening and closing

each of said intake and exhaust valves;

(2) a pair of actuator pump means connected to each valve

actuator means, for supplying controlled timed pulses of

pressurized fluid under constant static pressure thereto to

open and close respectively said valves;

(3) each of said actuator pump means comprising a piston

slidingly disposed within a cylinder and mounted to peri-

odically engage cam lobe means for depressing said piston

to thereby provide said timed pulse of fluid;

(4) rotating shaft means turned by said engine, each of said

caim lobe means being separately mounted on a planet

gear carrier disposed concentrically about said rotating

shaft mean^

(5) planet gears mounted on said gear carrier and engaging a

sun gear mounted on and turned by said rotating shaft

means, said planet gears also engaging the inner portion of

a ring gear disposed concentrically and outside of said sun

gear, said ring gear engaging on its outer periphery means

for controllably rotating the ring gear to thet^y alter the

position of said cam lobe means mounted thereon relative

to said inston, therd>y to alter the intervals relative to the

rotation of said rotating shaft means at which said cam
lobe means engages said piston and provides pulses of

fluid to said valve actuator means.

1. A mechanical control element formed by the following

process:

casting an iron element in a desired shape,

preheating the iron element to a temperature up to about the

Ms temperature of the iron element to adjust its total

hardness;

partially melting a surface region of the control element; and

subsequently cooling the partially melted surface region to

form a fine-grained, essentiidly ledeburitic structure

which has a mixed crystal structure that is at least partly

martensitic and has a mixed hardness of at least 670 Hv.

3. A method for forming a mechanical control element

comprising the following steps:

casting an iron element in a desired sh^>e;

preheating the iron element to a temperature up to about the

Ms temperature of the iron element to adjust its total

hardness;

partially melting a surfisce region of the control element; and

subsequently cooling the partially melted surface region to

form a fine-grained, essentially ledeburitic structure

which has a mixed crystal structure that is at least partly

martensitic and has a mixed hardness of at least 670 Hv.

4«476325

ENGINE PROTECTIVE APPARATUS WITH REMOTE
OVERRIDE

J. T. Mills, Hoortoa, Tex., awlgaor to Scntind MaanfactoriBg

Coaqpny, Inc., Dosrer, Colo.

CoBtianatioB-ia-part of Scr. No. 296,193, Aig. 25, 1981, Pat
No. 439,785. lUs appUcatioa Jaa. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 501,828

lat a^ F02B 77/06

MS.a 123—198 DB 21 Chdias

MaMTwawT «

1. An qjparatus for controlling the flow of fuel in a fuel

siqjply line of an internal combustion engine in reqxmse to

pressure in the engine's lubricating system and comprising;

(a) a main body having a main fuel passageway therein:

(b) a f^ inlet port and a fuel outlet port, each port commu-
nicating with said main fbd passageway and adq>ted to be

452-228 O.G.-84-4
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oonnected to the ftwl snpidy line ofan tntemal combustion

(c) a lubricant prewurt aenaor for sensing the pressure in the

engine's lubricating system;

(d) a main valve in said main fiiel passageway for controlling

the normal fkm of ftiel between said fuel inlet port and
said ftiel outlet port, said main valve closing when the

lubricant pressure sensor indicates that the pressure in the

engine's lubricating system is below a predetermined
value PI;

(e) a bypass ftiel passageway in said main body, bypassing
that portion of said main ftiel passageway controlled by
said main valve, and operable to allow a predetermined
restricted amount of ftiel to flow from said ftwl inlet port

to said ftiel outlet port;

(0 • normally closed bypass valve selectively blocking said

bypass ftiel passageway; and

(g) a bypass valve actuator remote from said main body and
controlling said bypass valve by a pressurized fluid con-
trol line; lud

wherein said bypass ftid passageway is at least partly outside of
boundaries which define said main ftiel passageway, and
wherein said bypass valve actuator includes a spring-biased

actuating piston operable to place fluid in said control line

under pressure, and said bypass valve is operated by a spring-

biased bypass piston disposed at least partly outside said main
body, and wherein said actuating piston is operable to open
said bypass valve by moving said bypass piston.

M7M26
VANE TYPE ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE Wrm TRANSFER VALVE IN ROTOR

WDliM R. StiijIiM, Reeklon, PL. assizer to WBU— R. and
ZaDa B. SlaphsH 1>«t, Rockfbrd, m.

FDad Ss^ 29, 1M2, Sm. No. 42MS0
tat CL' PUB 33/08

UjS.a U3-235 11

1. A rotary internal combustion engine comprising, a station-

ary casing having endwise aligned first and second inner casing
wan portions of circular cross section and like diameter with
their longitudinal centers aligned along a casing longitudinal

axis, an intermediate wall means between the first and second
tamer casnig wall portions and first and second end wall means
at the outer ends of the first and second inner casing wall

portions, a rotor havtaig first and second outer rotor wall

portions of circular cross section and like diameter respec-

tively disposed mteraally of the first and second uiner casuig

wall portions and mounted for rotation tai a motor direction

about a rotor kmgitudtaial axis eooentric to die casuig longitu-

dinal axis with the first and second outer rotor wall portions

dispoaed generally tangent to the reqiective first and second
tamer casbg wall portions at a castaig tangent location to pro-

vide crescent shaped first and second chambers therebetween,

a staigle first vane means mounted on the rotor for rotation

therewith and fbr sUdtaig movement relative thereto tai a direc-

tioa generaDy radially of the rotor to extend outwardly from
the first outer rotor wall portion and sBdaUy engage the first

ivMrca^gwaD portion, a sni^ second vane means mounted
OB die rotor for rotation therewith and for sliding movement

rebtive thereto tai a direction generally radudly of the rotor to
extend outwardly from the second outer rotor wall portion and
sUdably engage die second tamer castaig wall portiai, the first

and second vane means oo the rotor betaig angularly qwced
^>art about the axis of the rotor at an acute angle with the
second vane means betaig angularly advanced tai the direction
of rotation of the rotor relative to the first vane means, tailet

port means tai the castaig communicattaig with the first cham-
ber, exhaust port means tai the castaig communicating with the
second chamber, said taitake and exhaust ports betaig respec-

tively formed tai said first and second tamer wall castaig portions
at relatively o^iosite sides of the castaig tangent location and
angularly spacied apart about the longitudinal castaig axis at an
acute angle, the rotor havtaig first rotor port means tai the first

outer rotor wall portion at a location on the rotor angukrly
spaced tai said motor direction from said first vane means and
communicattaig with the first chamber and second rotor port
means tai the secrad outer rotor wall portim at a location on
the rotor anguhffly qiaced tai a dtawtion opposite said motor
direction frx>m the second vane means and communicating
with the second chamber, transfer valve means mounted on the

rotor for rotation with the rotor about the rotor longitudinal

axis and for axial rotation relative to the rotor about a valve
axis parallel to the rotor longitudinal axis and spaced radially

outwardly from the rotor longitudinal axis and located angu-
larly taitermediate the first and second vane means on the rotor,

the transfer valve means havtaig a first transfer port adapted to

communicate with the first rotor port and a second transfer

port adapted to communicate with the second rotor port and
transfer passage means connecting the first and second transfer

ports, means for rotating the trarafer valve means relative to

the rotor tai tuned relation with the rotation of the rotor to

communicate the first transfer port with the first rotor port

during one portion of each revolution of the rotor and to

communicate the second transfer port with the second rotor

port during a different portimi of each revolution of the rotor,

and enguie ignition means operated tai timed relation with the

rotation of the rotor for igniting a charge tai the transfer pas-

sage means of the transfer valve means.

4^74,827
PLANT FOR SUPPLYING DIESEL CYCLE ENGINES

WITH DIESEL OIL AND WITH A MIXTURE OF DIESEL
OIL AND GAS

Rabsna BaaagUa, GalUera, and Erie BoOtaa, Bolopa, both of
Italy, aasivMrs to B * b BologBa di BangUa RabcM e BoUiaa
Eiio sjBx„ Botogna, Italy

FDad Jan. 21, 1983, Str. No. 489,965

CUbh priority, appHertion Italy, May 20, 1982, 3249 A/82;
Oet 15, 1982, 3541 A/82

1ai.a?V9XB3/00
U.S. CL 123—274 14 <

1. A plant for siqiplytaig diesd cyde engnies with diesd fbd
or a mixture of diesd and gaseous f^ oomprisuig a device for

intemqyting the travd of an iiueetion punqi control lever, the

control lever being connected to an accelerator, a mixer groiqi
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placed <» a manifold for the taiduction of ata- to the engtaie, the

mixer oon^iristaig two paraOd pipes, the first pipe betaig pro-
vided widi a first throtde valve movable between an open and
closed position, the second tube havtaig a Venturi tube con-
nected to a supply of gaseous ftid and a second throtde valve
movable conttainously and connected to the accelerator, the

pipes betaig jotaidy provided with an air passage area at least

identical to that required for maximum engine air taiductioii,

the first throtde valve betaig controlled by an actuator taidepen-

dendy of the second throtde, the first throtde betaig tai the ftilly

open petition and the second throtde tai the closed position

when the engtaie is to run soldy on diesd fiid and the first

throttle is tai a closed position whoi the engtaie is to run on a
mixture of diesd and gaseous fuel, the second throtde control-

ling the engtaie speed by incrementd qiening of the vdve.

M74,828
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE

IDLING SPEED OF AN ENGINE
NobqroU KobayasU, Toyota, and HiroaU Ito, Nagoya, both of

Japan, aasi^Mn to Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo KabHUU Kaisha,

Toyota, Jtfut
FDed JnL 27, 1981, Scr. No. 287,119

Chdns priority, appttartioB Japan, Jan. 23, 1981, 544141
Int a' F02D 77/70

U.S.a 123-339 14 dalas

1. A method of controlling the idling qieed of an engtaie

havtaig a main taitake passage, a throtde vdve arranged tai the

main intake passage, a bypass passage branched off fixnn the

main intake passage upstream of the throtde vdve and con-

nected to the matai taitake passage downstream of the throtde

vdve, a control vdve arranged tai the bypass passage, and a

stepper motor actuating the control vdve for controlling the

amount of air flowing within the bypass passage, wherdn said

method conqirises the steps of:

comparing the idling speed to upper and lower predeter-

mined Itanits of engtaie speed;

rotating the stepper motor tai a direction wheretai the flow

area of the control vdve is reduced when the idling speed

of the engtaie is greater than said predetermined upper

limit of the idling speed for decreastaig the idling speed

bdow said predetermined upper limit;

rotating the stepper motor tai a direction wheretai the flow

area of the control vdve is taicreased when the idUng

speed of the engine is less than said predetermined lower

Itanit of the idltaig speed for taicreastaig the idling speed

above said predetermined lower limit;

detecting the condition of an autcnnatic transmission;

selecting one set of said u^ier and lower Itanits when the

automatic transmission is tai a neutrd range, and sdecting

a different set when the automatic transmission is tai a

drive range;

measuring the tenqierature of the coolant of the engtaie;

manitaining said upper limit and said lower limit constant

Mfben the temperature of the cooUmt of the engtaie is

greater than a predetermined temperature and
ecreastaig the difference between said upper Umit and said

lower Itanit as the temperature of the coolant of the engtaie

taicreases when the temperature of the coolant of the

engine is less than said predetermined temperature.

M74,829
ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM F6R THE FUEL

QUANTITY OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSnON ENGINE
HAVING SELF-IGNinON

Max Stranbd, Stirttgart, and Wolf Weasel, Oberriexlngsn, both

of Fed. Rep, of GerMny, assiffocs to Robert Beach GmbH,
Stottgvt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Scr. No. 415,214, Sep. 7, 1982, abaadoMd. 1¥te

appUeation Mar. 7, 1984* Ser. No. 584,443

Oahas priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of GeraMny, Dae. 11,

1981, 3149095

Int a^ F02D 31/00
UJS.a 123-357 9

It • nn.u

1. An dectronic control system for regulating the fuel quan-

tity tai an intemd combustion engine havtaig self-ignition and a

final control dement tai accordance with the drivtaig pedd
position, rpm and exhaust gas temperature, compristaig

means for determining the fuel quantity tai dependence on
the driving pedd position and the rpm,

means for providing a predetermined load threshold,

means fbr limiting the function of sdd fuel quantity above

said load threshold, thereby delaying an uicrease tai fuel

quantity, and

means fbr limiting the fuel quantity to said find control

element tai accordance with the exhaust gas temperature.

4^76,830

FUEL INJECnON CONTROL METHOD FOR A
MULTI-CYLINDER INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE,
HAVING A FAIL SAFE FUNCnON FOR ABNORMALITY

IN CYLINDER-DISCRIMINATING MEANS
Smmpd Haaegawa, NUa, and SUgso UascaaU, Saftaasa, both

of Japan, aasivors to Honda Gikcn Kogyo Kabnshiki Kdsha,

Tokyo, Japan

FDed Aag. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 52U44
Oains priority, application Japan, Ai«. 13, 1982, 57-140743

Int a.3 F02D 77/00

U.S. CL 123—479 4 CUw
1. A method for controlling the taijection of fud taito an

taitemd combustion engtaie having a plurality of cylinders,

pistons diqxMed withtai respective ones of ssid cylinders, a

crankshaft to which said pistons are connected, crank angle

position-detecting means for detecting predetermined positions

of said pistons within said reflective ones of said cyltaxlen and

generating pulses as a first signd taidicative of detected prede-

termined positions of said pistons, and cylinder-discriminating

means ad^yted to generate a pulse as a second signd each time

said crankshaft of said engtaie rotates through a predetermined

angle with respect to a predetermined position of one of said

pistons within a particular one of said cyUnders, wherein fiid is

taijected taito said cyUnders tai predetermined sequence starting
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firom a ftiel injection into said particular one of said cylinders,

in synchronisni with pulses successively generated from said

crank angle position-detecting means immediately after gener-

ation of each pube of said cylinder-discriminating means, the

sequence of fuel injections into said cylinders being changed so
as to first effect fiiel injection into said particular one of said

cylinden immediately after generation ofa pulse of said second
sijpial and thereafter effect fuel injections into the other cylin-

ders in said predetermined sequence when one ofsaid cylinders

which corresponds to a first pulse of said first signal is other
than said particular one of said cylinders immediately after

fiid supply amount, said calculation being performed by
multiplying a one-dimensional function of the detected

intake manifold pneumatic pressure by a first weighting

factor;

calculating, in response to said first and second electrical

signals, a second fiiel supply amount, said calculation

being performed by multiplying a two-dimensional func-

tion of the detected intake manifold pneumatic pressure

and of the detected engine running q)eed by a second
weighting factor which is smaller than said first weighting
factor;

calculating a third fuel supply amount by totalling said cal-

culated first fuel supply amount and said calculated sec-

ond fuel supply amount; and
adjusting, depending upon said calculated third fUel supply

amount, the actual fuel supply to the engine.

generation of said pulse of said second signal, the method
comprising the steps of: (1) counting the number of times of
said chan^ng of tte sequence of fuel injections and comparing
the counted number with a predetermined number, (2) regard-
ing said cylinder-discriminating means as abnormal when the

counted number reaches the predetermined number; and (3)
effecting fuel injections into said cylmders in said predeter-

mined sequence in synchronism with pulses of said first signal

alone, irrespective of generation of subsequent pulses of said

second signal, when said cylinder-discriminating means is

regarded as abnormal in said step (2).

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
FUEL SUPPLY OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Toyota, and ToiUaU bobe, Nagoya, both of

I to Toyota Jidoiln KabMhfld Kaiaha, Toyota,

Fllad Mar. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 477,852
Oatea priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Mar. 24, 1962, 57-045547

Int. CL> F02D 5/00
US. CL U9-H80 14 Claims

4,47M32
TIMING CONTROL DEVICE FOR A FUEL INJECTION

PUMP
Kyoichi Fujimori, Higaahlaurtaayana, and Maaami Okaoo,
Kawagoe, both of Japan, anlgmNTs to Diesel KiU Co., Ltd.,

J^an
Filed JoL 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512,407

Claims priority, appUeatloa Japan, JaL 16, 1982, 57-122829

lat a) F02M 59/20
MS. CL 123—502 8 Oaims
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1. A method of controlling the fbel supply of an internal

combustion engine comprising the steps of:

detecting an hitake mimifold pneumatic pressure to produce
a first dectrical signal;

detecting an engine running tpeed to produce a second
electrical signal;

calculating, m response to said first electrical signal, a first

1. A timing control device for a fuel injection pump, which
has a hydraulic type timer for operating a member for adjust-

ing the injection advance of the fuel injection pump of an
internal combustion engine and is arranged in such a manner
that the injection advance is adjusted in accordance with the

duty ratio of a driving pulse signal qjplied to a timing valve of
said hydraulic type timer, said device comprismg:

a first means for producing a first signal indicative of the

rotational speed of said hat\ injection pumi^
a second means for producing a second signal indicative of

the duty ratio of said driving pulse signal necessary for

obtaining the optimum injection advance at each instant in

accordance with the operating conditions of said internal

combustion engine and said fuel injection pump; and
a signal generator for generating said driving pulse signal,

said signal generator being arranged in such a way that the

frequency of said driving pulse signal is controlled in

accordance with said first signal so as not to give rise to

resonation during the operation of said timer and the duty
ratio is controlled in accordance with said second signal
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4,476333
PHASE ANGLE MODIFICATION OF THE TORQUE
AMPLITUDE FOR FUEL DISTRIBUTION CONTROL

SYSTEMS
Edwin A. JohasoD, Claritston, aad Chan K. Leung, Bloonfield

HIDa, both of Mich., aasigiion to The Bendiz Corporation,

SonthfieM, Mich.

FDed Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,835

Int a^ F02B 3/00: F02P 5/04

U.S.a 123—436 22 Clahns

1. An improved fuel distribution system for an internal com-
bustion engine having a fuel control computer generating fuel

signals in response to the operational parameter of the engine,

a fiiel delivery system delivering fuel to the engine in response

to the fuel sig^s, a digital period analyzer generating a torque

amplitude signal and a phase angle signal in response to the

instantaneous rotational velocity of the engine's output mem-
ber, means detecting the fluctuations of the amplitude signal

for generating an amplitude error signal, distribution control

responsive to said amplitude error si^ud for generating a fuel

correction signal, and means for summing the fuel correction

signal with the fuel signal for generating corrected fuel signal

tending to equalize the torque output from all of the engine's

cylinders, the improvement characterized by:

amplitude signal correction means for correcting the ampli-

tude signal for timing errors in response to the phase angle

signal being smaller than a first predetermined value and

larger than a second predetermined value.

4,476334

AIR-FUEL RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM
Kacno Nakaato, Fnehn, Japaa, aaalgaor to FqJI Jakogyo Kabn*

sUU Kalaha, Tokyo and Niann Motor Company, Lladtad,

Yokohaon, both of, Jqau
FDed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,457

Claina priority, appUcatlon Japan, May 29, 1981, 56/82874

Int a^ F02B 3/00

MS. CL 123-440 7 Oaims

said intake passages, a throttle valve in the primary intake

passage, an exhaust passage, an O2 sensor for detecting the

concentration ofa constituent of exhaust gases passing through

said exhaust passage, an on-ofT electromagnetic valve for cor-

recting the air-fiiel ratio of the air-fuel mixture supplied by said

two-barrel carburetor, the improvement which comprises
an electronic control circuit comprising

a closed loop feedback control circuit comprising a compar-

ator for comparing an output signal of said O2 sensor with

a reference value, a proportional and integrating circuit

operatively connected to said comparator, and a driving

circuit means for producing driving pulses for driving said

electromagnetic valve in dependency on a signal fed

thereto, said driving circuit means operatively receiving

and driving said electromagnetic valve in dependency on

an output signal of said proportional and integrating cir-

cuit for controlling the air-fuel ratio to a value approxi-

mate to the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, and

a fixed signal generating circuit means for supplying a rich

air-fuel ratio signal to said driving circuit means,

detecting means comprising a vacuum operated device hav-

ing a diaphragm responsive to the vacuum at said Venturis,

for detecting a condition of operation of said internal

combustion engine and producing a detected signal upon

a predetermined high venturi vacuum,

a throttle valve in said secondary intake passage being opera-

tively connected with said vacuum operated device for

actuating the throttle valve in dependency on said high

venturi vacuum, and

switch means for being operated by said detected signal of

said detecting means for rendering said closed loop feed-

back control circuit inoperative and for operatively feed-

ing said fixed signal to said driving circuit means, whereby

a rich ratio of the air-fuel mixture is suppUed.

4376335
METHOD FOR DELAYING AXIAL MOVEMENT OF A
PUMP PISTON IN A FUEL INJECHON PUMP FOR
COMBUSnON ENGINES, AND FUEL INJECnON

PUMP FOR COMPLETING THE PROCESS
Hebant LaafH*, Stattgart Fed. R^ of Gtsmatcf, taiivm to

Robert Boadi GnbH, Stattgart Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay
FDed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 415354

Qahas priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, No?. 7,

1981, 3144277

lat CL^ F02M 57/01 59/34

MS. CL 123—467 8 Cbdms

1. In an air-fiid ratio control system fbr an tetemal combus-

tion engine having a two-barrel carburetor with primary and

secondary intake passages, primary and seccmdary Venturis in

1. A fuel injection pump for internal combustion engines

having at least one pump piston performing alternating suction

strokes and turns within a cylindrical bore, a suction chamber,

a pump work chamber and at least one injection line connect-

able to said pump work chamber during an injection period of

the turn, said pump work chamber being connectable with said

suction chamber for cut-off of the fuel injection and comple-

tion of the injection period during the turn of said piston pump,

a fuel-filled damping chamber whose volume during a turn of

said pump piston is reduced by the stroke of said pump piston,

at least one throtUing point positioned m a connection between

said damping chamber and said suction chamber, wherrt>y said
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connection is opened no later than upon completion of said

injection period, and wherein said work chamber functions as

said damping chamber facing an axial blind bore in said pump
piston, a throttling pintle extending into said pump work cham-
ber in a coaxial direction to said blind bore, whereby upon
completion of the injection period ofa turn of said pump piston

said bore is opened at its end in the direction of said suction

chamber and no later than upon completion of said injection

period said bore surrounds said throttling pintle between
whose circumference and said blind bore wall said throttling

point is formed.

4y476336

FUEL-INJECTING APPARATUS
Niio EaooMto, CUta, and Ftaniaki MnrayaiiM, Aqjo, both of

Japan, aaigiion to NlppondcBM Co^ LttL, Kariya, Japan
Filed Jan. 5, IMS, Scr. No. 485,827

Gains priority, application Japan, Jan. 11, 1962, 57*2049

IM. a^ FQ2M 59/20
U.S. a. 123—502 4Claini8

1. Fuel-iiyecting apparatus for supplying fuel to an internal

combustion engine at a timing and at a rate adapted for its

operation, said internal combustion engine including cylinders,

a shaft and a first lubricant trap provided at the bottom of said

internal combustion engine to collect lubricant for lubricating

said internal combustion engine and means for supplying the

lubricant held in said first lubricant trap to a fuel-injection

apparatus, said fuel-injecting comprising:

a foci pump adapted to be driven by the internal combustion
engine to inject f\iel into the cylinders of said engine at a
prescribed rate and being provided with a section to be
lubricated by said lubricant;

a fbel-ii^ection timing control device provided between said

lubricant supply means and fbel pump to receive lubricant

from said lubricant supply means for controlling the tim-

ing in which the fuel pump injects fuel in accordance with
the nukgnitude of the lubricant pressure;

a first lubricant passage extending through said lubricant

supply means and fiwl-ii^jection timing control device for

supplying lubricant from said lubricant supply means to

the fiiel-iqjection timing control device;

a second lubricant passage, one end portion of which com-
municates with the fint lubricant passage, and the other

end ofwhich faces the lubricated section of the fuel pump,
for conducting lubricant from said lubricant supply means
to the lubricated section of the f^ pump;

a throttling section formed in the second lubricant passage to

prevent a drop in the pressure of lubricant delivered from
said lubricant supply means even when said lubricant is

siqrplied to the lubricated sectira of the fuel pump,
wherein

said Aiel-injection timing control device controls the timing

in which the Aiel pump injects f^l by changing the rota-

tion angle phase of the shaft of the internal combustion
engine and that of the fuel pump in accordance with the

magnitude of the pressure of lubricant delivered firom the
lubricant supply means, wherein

said fuel pump includes:

a pump shaft rotated by the internal combustion engine,
at least one eccentric cam mounted on said pump shaft,

a Uppet pressed against said eccentric cam to be recipio-

cated by the rotation of said fuel pump shaft,

a pump housing provided with a guide plane allowing fior

the reciprocation of said tappet, wherein
said eccentric cam and tappet are pressed against each

other at the lubricated section of the fbd pump; and,

wherein

said second lubricant passage extends through the pump
housing, and the other end of said lubricant passage is

open to the guide plane of said pump housing.

4,474337
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR FUEL INJECTION

TIMING
Daniel E. Salzgeber, Windsor, Conn., assignor to Staaadyne,

Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec 7, 1982, Scr. No. 447^35 ^
lat a^ F02M 59/20

VS. a. 123—502 23 Clains

1. A method of timing a fiiel injection system of an internal

combustion engine having a fiiel iigection pump driven by the

engine and a fuel injection nozzle for each engine cylinder the

fuel injection pump having fiiel pumping means, synchronized

means, including pump actuating means for periodically actu-

ating the pumping means, synchronized with the internal com-
bustion engine for delivering respective high pressure fiiel

injection pulses to the fuel injection nozzles in succession for

injection of fuel charges into the engine cylinders, the pump
actuating means being shiftable in advance and retard opposite

directions thereof to advance and retard the fbd injection

pulse timing, a hydraulic cylinder, a timing control piston

mechanically connected to the pump actuating means and
shiftable within the hydraulic cylinder in advance and retard

opposite directions thereof for mechanicaUy shifting the pump
actuating means in advance and retard directions thereof re-

spectively, and hydraulic control means for hydraulically

positioning the timing control piston within the hydraulic

cylinder, the method comprising sensing in said hydraulic

cylinder a reaction hydraulic pulse to the actuation of the f^
pumping means by the pump actuating means and generating

an electrical fuel injection pulse timing signal for said reaction

pulse for timing the fuel charge iiyection.
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4.474,838

EXHAUST GAS SUPPRESSOR
PUoBMto, AmgiMtl, Jipn, assipor to Nissia

Jabva IndsMries Co., Ltd^ AMgMaU, Japan
FOsd Ai«. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 524,299

CUw priority, appUeation Japn, Dae. 17, 1982, 57-222459

IM. a^ F02M 23/J4

VS.a 123-554 12 Claiw

1. An exhaust gas suppressor for mtemal combustion en-

gines, comprising a heater in the form of a double tube con-

struction connected downstream ofthe exhaust manifold ofthe

internal combustion engine fbr heating the secondary air by the

heat of exhaust gases in said manifold, a secondary air intro-

ducing tube opening at one end thereof to the atmosphere

thitMigh an air filter and connected at the other end thereof to

one of the air inlets and exhaust ports for secondary air of said

beater, a heated secondary air feed tube connected at one end
thoeof to the other air nilet and to the exhaust port for second-

ary air of said heater and communicating at the other end

thereof with the suction manifold for supplying secondary air

bnted by said heater to a mixture of primary air and fuel

prepared by the carburetor, an eddy generating device dis-

posed in the suction manifold and connected to the other end

of said heated secondary air feed tube for eddying said primary

air-fuel mixture and heated secondary air added Uiereto, and an

air control valve placed between the ends of said secondary air

introducing tube for controlling the amount of heated second-

ary air to be supplied in relation to the amount of said mixed

M74339
FUEL FRE-HEATER

Noran C NiUett, 1203 Lockwood Or., SaUsbvy, Md. 21801

Gnrtinatioa ofScr. No. 194,921, Oct 14, 1980, abndoMd.
lUs appikrtioa Feb. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 347^

laL as FQ2M 31/00

VS. a. 123-857 2 Clain

1. In a li<iuid<ooled engine having a radiator and an engine

block connected thereto by a coolant conduit forming a cool-

ant path, and having a fbel line for conveying fiiel firom a fuel

pomp to said engnw for combustion, the improvement com-
prising:

(a) metallic tube means inserted in said coolant path between

said rsdiator and said engine block so as to cause coolant

to flow through said tube; and

(b) metallic fiiel conduit means insert in said fuel line be-

tween said fuel pump and said engine, said fuel conduit

means having a first end to which the fuel is fed from said

fuel pump and a second end from which the fuel flows to

the Engine;

(c) said fuel conduit means including multiple convolutions

shaped in a generally helical manner disposed around the

outside of said tube means and in direct contact therewith;

and

(d) the last convolution of said helical fiiel tube said second

end extending through said coolant tube so as to be in

direct contact with the coolant in said tube.

EVAPORATION CHAMBER FOR FUEL DELIVERY
SYSTEMS

Xaficr B. Bodaieki, Edison, NJ., and Barbara A. Bodnicki,

cxceotrix, 117 Liriagston A?c Edicoa, NJ. 08817

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 385,071

lat CLi FD2M 31/00
VS. CL 123—557 1 dafaa

nn.ija

1. An improved evaporation chamber for a fiiel system in an

internal combustion engine for vaporizing fuel prior to intro-

duction of the same into the carburetor, by heating the fiiel

with engine exhaust gases, comprising:

an outer hollow housing having an inlet port for receiving

exhaust gases and an output port for discharging said

exhaust gases, with said inlet port positioned above said

outlet port and in an opposite side of said housing to cause

a turbulence of gas flow, with the surface of said outer

housing having a network of heat conducting fins emanat-

ing therefrom into the exhaust gases and exteriorly of the

housing,

an inner hollow housing located in the hollow of said hous-

ing and in thermal contact therewith, said inner housing

containing a stacked array of stainless steel heat conduc-

tive turnings within said hollow to provide a spongelike

mesh array and first and second fiiel injectors coupled to

the top wall of said inner chamber for introducing Uquid

fiiel within the hollow of said inner chamber and output

means formed by and adjoining said bottom wall of said

inner chamber for directing vqmrized fiiel to the carbure-

tor of said engine due to the force of gravity as the liquid

fiiel flows from the top of said inner chamber into said

turnings and out to vaporize and flow to said carburetor

via said output means.

4,474,841

VAPOR INJECTION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Charics E. DMkwofth, 7401 Btocayac BiTdn Miaid, Fla. 33138

FDcd May 31, 1983, Scr. No. 499,459

lat CL3 F02M 31/00

VS.a 123-557 5 CUm
1. A fiiel injection system for a ^lark ignition multicylinder

internal combustion engine having an intake manifold having
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moonted thereon a throttle body venturi including a low speed
metering syttem and a liquid Aiel float bowl supplied with
liquid fbel, said throttle body venturi supplying air to the
mtake valves of each cylinder via said intake manifold, said

tati injection system comprising:

liquid ftiel heating means for generating a supply of fuel

vapors;

pressurizing means driven by said internal combustion en-
gine and connected to said fuel heating means for pressur-

izing said supply of ftol yrapon;

nozzle means in said intake manifold adjacent each of said

intake valves for supplying ftiel v^wrs to each cylinder of
said multicylinder intonal combustion engine;

first valve actuator means responsive to throttle body ven-
turi pressure and connected between said pressurized

supply of fbel vapors and said nozzle means for control-

ling the flow of fiwl vapors to said nozzle means;

4^7M42
INTERGOOLER DAMPER SUPPORT

James F. BeiaaBti, Bhw laiand, OL, aariffor to AUis^aialncn
CorporatkMi, Milwaakee, Wia.

Filed Sep. 20, 1M2, Scr. No. 419,930
Int. CL^ F02B 29/04; F28F 7/00

U.S. CL 123-563 lOCIaima

^

"
\ H

1. An interval combustion engine comprising, an air intake
system including, means defining an inlet passage and a plenum
chamber for receiving air from a supercharger, an air intake
chamber and passages for supplying air to the engine cylinders,
means defining an intercooler core chamber for cooling air
flowing from said plenum chamber to said air intake chamber
including chamber walls intermediate the plenum chamber and
said intake chamber, an intercooler core having a plurality of
cooling fluid conduits extending the length of said core
mounted in said core chamber, support means on the ends of
said intercooler core carrying the end of said core, a plurality
of cooUng fins interleaved between the end supports on said
cooUng fluid conduits, a perforated intermediate support plate
on the center portion of said intercooler core having mating
side surfaces adjacent said core chamber walls, an air deflector
on said support plate aligned with said inlet passage for distrib-

uting air over said intercooler core, damping means on said
core chamber walls engaging said support plate providing an
intermediate support for damping vibrations.
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second valve actuator means responsive to intake manifold
pressure and connected between said pressurized supply
of tue\ vapors and said nozzle means and also connected
between said low speed metering system and said liquid

fuel float bowl for controlling the flow of fiiel vapors to

said nozzle means and controlling the flow of liquid fuel

through the low speed metering system; and
control means connected to each of said first and second

valve actuator means for selectively rendering said first

and second valve actuator means operative or inoperative,

whereby said first and second valve actuator means re-

flectively control the high and low speed injection of fiiel

vapors and when said second valve actuator means is

rendered inoperative by said control means, Uquid fuel is

supplied by said low speed metering system thereby facili-

tating starting and warm up of said internal combustion
engine until sufBcient fiwl vapors are generated by said

liquid tad heating means to permit smooth running of said
engine.

4,476,843

APPARATUS FOR INCREASING THE EFnClENCY OF
CARBURETORS FOR INTERNAL GOMBUSnON

ENGINES
Sergio Pcna-Medina, Calle de Padmea Manx. 32 Lote 10, CoL
San Jer6nimo Lidice, 10400, Mezko City, Moico

FUed Mar. 17, 1963, Ser. No. 476,066
Claims priority, appUeatkm Mexico, Dec 10, 1982, 195571

Int a^ F02M 23/06
VS. a. 123-585 11 Cbdin

1. An apparatus for increasing the efficiency of carburetors
for internal combustion engines, suitable for installation be-
tween the carburetor and the adinission manifold ofan internal
combustion engine, comprising a base having a substantially
uniform thickness; an opening in said base for alignment with
the throats of the carburetor and the admission manifold, in
order to permit the passage of the air-fiiel mixture through said
opening along a predetermined axis towards the admission
manifold; a cavity formed in said base; said cavity having an
opening adapted to receive air from the atmosphere, a pair of
passages bored through said base to communicate said cavity
with the opening of the base; a corresponding pair of tubular
nozzles connected to said passages and extending into said
opening, said tubular nozzles ending in respective openings
whch are radially offset with respect to the axis of the nozzl^
a first perforate plate arranged flush with the upper surface of
said base and covering the total length of said nozzles and the
openings thereof, said perforate plate extending to a point
intermediate the span of said opening of the base; and a second
perforate plate arranged flush with the lower surface of the
base and in a diametrally opposite position to said first perfo-
rate plate, said second perforate pUite extending to a point
intermediate the q>an of said opening, such that between the
free edges of each one of said perforate plates, seen in vertical
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projection, a gi^ will be left to permit the unobstructed pas-

sage of the thus formed mixture of secondary air and air-fuel

mixture towards the mterior of the admission manifold, with

A;--"-;-

T

5 00 C- OOQ: 4oeo
000.0 ^'OO.C7-'CO00<

which a perfectly homogeneous mixture of the original air-f^
mixture with the secondary air is generated, witout appreciable
pressure losses by friction.

<i7.ri

^

1. An apparatus for igniting an internal combustion engine

having a source of electric power, comprising:

a pulse generator connected to said power source for gener-

ating a train of pulses at such a desired pube rate as cqw-
ble of producing a desired number of electric discharges

per one explosion step in each of engine cylinders at the

maximum number of rotations of an engine crank shaft,

a pulse transformer for stepping-up the voltage ofsaid pulses

so as to enable electric (Uscharges of said pulses in a dis-

tributor and in ignition plugs,

a distributor having an insubtion tube securely disposed

radially to a rotor means interlocked with the rotation of

the engine, a feed arm disposed in said insulation tube with

the discharging top end of the arm being situated inside

the radial outermost end of said insulation tube and the

base end of the arm being connected to the secondary

windings of said pulse trauformer and a plurality of sta-

tionary electrodes equal in number corresponding to that

of the cylinders of the engine and arranged circumferen-

tially at equally spaced intervals separated from each

other by an insulating section along an outer circle con-

centric with a circle traced by th^ rotation of the outer-

most end of said insulation tube, aM
ignition plugs each disposed in each of said cylinders and

connected to a different one ofthe stationary electrodes of

said distributor, and

wherein electric discharges of pulses are produced from the

ignition plug in each of said cylinden by the number

corresponding to the pulse rate of said pulses generated

from said pulse generator at the optimum explosion timing

when the evqxvated fuels in each of the cylinders are

compressed to the highest pressure.

ARCHERY BOWSTRING RELEASING DEVICE
LnrreMeC Richard, 116 W. PiM Tree Afc, Ukc Worth, Fla.

33463

FDed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 428,834

lit a^ F41B 5/00
U.S.a 124-35 A 6

4>476344
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR IGNTTING

INTERNAL GOMBUSHON ENGINE
YoUo K^liao, No. 3279-6, Ona, Yokon, Yokon-Mora, CU-
cUbo-Goa, Saitnuhkca, 3M, Japm

FDad Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,305

Lrt. a3 FD2P 1/00. 5/04

MS.a 123-637 6 Claiaa

1. A device adapted to draw back a bowstring on a bow
away from a target and toward an archer using said bow to a

predetermined position holding said bowstring and releasing

said bowstring by finger actuation of the device, comprising:

a rigid shaft having a bifurcated end;

grasping means for manually holding the shaft rotatably

connected at one end opposite the bifurcated end of said

shaft;

a pair of spherically-shaped bowstring impinging members,

each member being located in said bifurcated shaft, the

size and shape of said bifurcated shaft selected so that one
of said pair of q>herically-shaped bowstring impinging

members will locate at one horizontal side of said bifur-

cated shaft and the other of said pair of spherically-shaped

bowstring impinging members will locate at the other

horizontal side of said bifurcated shaft;

impinging member retaining means movably connected to

said shaft, said impinging member retaining means having

a first position for forcing said impinging members firmly

into contact with each other to restrain a bowstring on the

side of said impinging members nearest the archer within

said bifiucated end of said shaft and which is movable to

a second position allowing said impinging members to

separate a sufficient distance to allow a bowstring to pass

between said impinging members; and

a finger-actuated means operatively connected to said im-

pinging member retaining means said finger-actuated

means being pivoted to disengage said impinging means,

member retaining as to permit said retaining means to

move independently from said first pontion to said second

position.

4,476346

ADJUSTABLE ARROW SUPPORT
Koneth D. Carrilie, 19 Gana Dr., Shrewabvy, Maaa. 01545

FOad JnL 27, 1981, Scr. No. 287,370

lat a' F41B 5/00
U.S. CL 124-^1 A 4 CUw

1. Arrow adjusting m>paratus for use with bow, comprising:

(a) a main support,

(b) mounting means for attaching the main support to the

bow so that one end of said support extends rearwardly of

the bow,
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(c) • threaded ipiiidle which extends transvenely through

•aid (me end of the support for rotationel and axial move-
ment relative to said one end, said spindle having an arrow
rest at one end,

(d) a nut threaded on the spindle so that rotation of the nut

causes said spindle to move axially relative to the support,

and

^rj-j ^'^1

(e) locking means for selectively locking said spindle against

rotation rdative to said support while permitting the

spindle to move axiaDy relative to said support,

wherein the said one end of the support is provided with a
slot and wherein said locking means consists of a block
which lies within said slot, said block having an aperture

through which said spindle extends for axial sliding, but

non-rotative, movement relative to said block and clamp-
ing means for clamping the block to the support

ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE DISC GRINDER DRESSER
Elan R. Don, Roaeoc, DL, iHipor to LMoB ladMtriai Prod-

Mti, lM„ Soath BcMt, m.
GoatlmiMio»te-p«t of 8tt. No. mSTJ, No?. 19, IMl, Pat
No. 4yM2,ir. lUi appUcatiOB Sep. 2, 1912, Scr. No. 41M55

lit a' B24B 53/00
UA CL US—11 DP 2 CUbh

1. An adjustable double disc grinder dresser oomprinng:
a dresser arm mounted on a shaft,

a bracket including spaced opposing walls, one of said walls

including

means for supporting one end of said shaft for pivotal

displacement about its axis and for limited pivotal dis-

placement about mutually perpendicular vertical and
horisontal axes, said one supporting means including

a ftoe to ftoe mounted pair of ball bearings, and
spacer means having a width selected to locate the

bearing load centers of said baU bearings cdnddent
on the axis of rotation of said shaft, said mutually

vertical and horizontal axes intenecting at said point

ofooincideoce, and

means for infinitely varying the horizontal location of the
axis of said shaft thnnigh a limited range, and

means for supporting the other end of said shaft for pivotal
displacement about its axis and for limited pivotal dis-

placement about mutually perpendicular vertical and
horizontal axes, said other supporting means including
a face to face mounted pair of ball bearings, and
spacer means having a width selected to locate the bearing

load centers of said ball bearings coincident on the axis

of rotation of said shaft, said mutually vertical and
horizontal axes intersecting at said point ofcomcidence,
and

means for infinitely varying the vertical location of the axis

of said shaft through a limited range, whereby the ends of
the shaft can be shifted relatively horizontally and verti-

cally to align the shaft axis.

4^7MM
COUNTERTOP OVEN

Roger L Protai, Safte 28F, 10 Waterride Pli., New York, N.T.
10010

FUad Oet 18, 1982, Scr. No. 438,143

lat a> A21B 1/00
VS. CL 126—19 M 20 <

1. An oven comprising:

a steel oven housing inchiding a top wall and an oppoted
bottom wall, two oppoaed side walls between the top and
bottom walls and a rear wall joined to the top, bottom and
side walls for defining an oven cavity,

a door openably mounted to the fhmt of said housing for

providing access to the oven cavity;

each of the opposed side walls formed with at least one
cooperating slot firom the firont of the oven housing ex-

tending towards the rear of the oven;

heating means for providing heat to the oven cavity; and
a heating and serving tray formed with heat-resistant han-

dles, said tray adapted to slide into the cooperating slots in

the oven side walls with the handles remaining on the

exterior of the oven housing to facilitate removal of the

heated tray and food thereon after heating and wherein
the heating and serving tray is a substantially rectangular

grill and formed with a metal rod about the perimeter, the

metal rod mounted to the heat-resistant handles in the

front region and the rear sktes of the rod spaced qiart

frcnn the heat-resistant handles wherd)y when said tray is

inserted into the slots, the side wall is positioned between
the rod in the rear section ofthe tray and the heat-resistant

handle.

M78.849
OUTDOOR GRILL BREATHER

Anthony J. Schasidt, 2779 FUriaM Ann Walvloo, Iowa 80702

Filed Jan. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 800,10
Iata>F24Bi/(»

U.S. CL 126—28 R tCUtm
1. A grill breather device for use on an outdoor grOl fior

cooking food having a lower bin for boosing charcoal bri-
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quettes or gas pipes and a hinged lid to cover the bin. compris-
ing:

an arm pivotally connected to said grill and moveable be-
tween a first horizontal position and a second substantially

vertical position.

each of the heat exchangen from the bottom part to the

top part of each heat exchanger.

a plurality of legs attached perpendicuhvly to the arm, the

arm bdng pivoted in a vertical plane inwardly and out-

wardly with respect to the lid of the grill such that one of
the legs engages and props the lid at a selected height

when the arm is in the second position, and a knob secured

to the arm for changing the position of the arm.

4y4763S0
NOISE REDUCING HEAT EXCHANGER ASSEMBLY

FOR A COMBUSTION SYSTEM
Mark A. Piekcrtag, Labanoa, lad., aarifBor to Cknii

tioB, Syracuse, N.Y.

FDad Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,143

lat a' F23D 13/20
VAa 126-lU 3

1. A noise reducing heat exchanger assembly for a combus-
tion system comprising:

a plurality of skle-by-side heat exchangers, each heat ex-

changer having a bottom part with an inshot burner inlet

wherein combustion may occur and a top part for con-

ducting products of combustion away from the bottom
part of the heat exchanger, said inshot burner inlets lo-

cated relative to each other to provide a series of side-by-

skle mshot burner inlets;

an inshot burner spaced firom and facing each inshot burner

nilet openmg to project a combustion flame into each

inshot burner inlet;

an auxiliary port located adjacent to each inshot burner inlet

in the bottom part of each heat exchanger and located

relative to each other to form a series of side-by-side

auxiliary ports;

a chamber interoranecting only the auxiliary ports to allow

acoustical couplmg between the heat exchangers, said

chamber closed off firom ambient to substantially prevent

the escape of products of combustion from the chamber
and to substantially prevent the influx of surroundmg air

through the chamber into the heat exchangers; and

inducer means for drawing products ofcombustion through

4y«76,8Sl

WINmaiX ENERGY SYSTEM
, late of Nyack, N.Y., and Wllhelmlaa B.

Gnmi View 9*W, Nyack, N.Y.
10960

FDad Jaa. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,536

lat a^ F34C 9/00
VS. CL 126—247

fctBft
" " ' • • EEZZ

1. A windmill energy system comprising a windmill, includ-

ing windmill Uades rotatably connected to a drive shaft, in

combination with a compressor pump in an essentially closed

loop system; said compressor including a tubular upper section

having a piston chamber in which a piston is slidably diqjosed,

a lower section forming a control chamber sqiarated from said

piston chamber by said piston; a crankshaft assembly diqxMed
in said control chamber for reciprocating said piston in re-

sponse to rotation of said windmill bUdes, a first and second

passageway each extending through said lower section in

communication with said control chamber, conduit means for

interconnecting said first and second passageway with said

piston chamber through a heat exchange means for forming

said closed loop, and means rotatably connected to said crank-

shaft assembly for opening said first passageway and closing

said second passageway during the piston discharged stroke

and for opening said second passageway and closing said first

passageway during the piston suctioa stroke and Author com-
prising inlet valve means connected to said piston chamber and
exhaust valve means connected to said piston chamber with

said conduit means having a first conduit connected to said

piston chamber through said failet valve means and to said first

passageway and a second conduit connected to said piston

chamber through said exhaust valve means and to said second

passageway through said heat exchange means and a pressure

regulating valve coupling said second conduit to said second

passageway and wherein said means for opening and cloaing

said passageways during consecutive strdces of said piston

conqmses a disk in abutting relationship against said side wall

through «4iich said passageways extend, said disk circumscrib-

ing an arc of greater than 180*.
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M7M82
ADD-ON CATALYTIC DAMPER ASSEMBLY

P. Lm, nd Cljde L. LofM, both of P.O. Box IW,
FUat HOI, Va. 22637

FDod Dm. C, 1912, Scr. No. 447^71
laL aj F23V 15/00: F23L 11/00

VS. a. 126-289 7 Claims

1. A catalytic converter assembly for use in a wood burning

stove and adapted to be disposed between the flue outlet of the
stove and a chimney pipe for the stove, said assembly compris-
ing:

an upper housing member includnig an upper connecting
sleeve for connection to the chimney pipe and an enlarged

housing portion;

a lower housing member including a lower connecting

sleeve for connection to the flue outlet ofthe stove and an
enbrged housing portion which cooperates with the en-

larged housing p(»tion of said upper housing member to

define a housing;

a mounting plate mounted within said housing and seated in

said lower housing member on a support surface defined

by said lower bousing member, said mounting plate in-

cluding a pair of openings formed therein in side by side

relation;

a catalytic converter mounted in registration with one of
said openings so that flue gases passing through that open-
ing pass through the catalytk converter, and

a damper member, comprising a damper plate and an inte-

gral control handle, mounted within said housing and
rotatable between a first position wherein said damper
plate blocks the other opening in said support plate and a
second position wherein said opening is unblocked, the

upper edge ofsaid lower housing member including a pair

of diametrically opposed recesses therein and the out-

board ends of add control handle of said damper member
being seated in the recesses in said lower housing member
such that the control handle is captured between the

upper and lower housing members and supported for

rotation therrtwtween.

SOLAR ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM
C ArtPit. 1S03 DiMH, Sharidan, Wyo. 82801

FOad Sar. 28, 1982, Sar. No. 424^868

lit a' F24S 3/02
U.S.ai26—425 1

t A solar tracking system comprising:

a. solar collector means for receiving radiant energy from
the son said solar collector means comprising a ftce por-

tioo said solar cdlector means receiving maiimnm energy
input when said fine portion is directed directly toward
theson;

b. base means for mounting said solar collector means and
other tracking system components;

c. first pivotal mounting means for mounting said solar

collector means whereby said solar collector means may
be pivotal about a first pivot axis between an easterly and
a westerly orientation to follow the path of the sun;

d. servo-motor means operably attached to said solar collec-

tor means for drivingly rotating said collector means
about said first pivot axis;

e. control means for actuating said servo-motor in a forward
or reverse direction;

f. sun sensing means for sensing the relative position of the
sun with respect to said face portion of said sohu* collector

means operably mounted on said face portion, said sun
sensing means providing electric control signids to said

control means in response to the movement of the sun
whereby said face portion of said collector means is peri-

odically redirected toward the sun;

g. light intensity sensing means operably mounted on said

fiice portion for providing control signals to said control
means at a preselected level of sunlight intensity whereby
said control means actuated said servo-motor to rotate

said solar collector means for an easterly to a westerly
orientation at a predetermined rate independent of the
position of the sun when the intensity of the sunlight is

nnt^-'

below said preselected level, and wherein said control

means actuates said servo-motor in response to signals

from said sun sensing means when the intensity ofsunlight
is above said preselected level;

h. sunset switching means for overriding said sun sensing

means and said light intensity sensing means for providing

a control signal to said control means when said soUv
collector means has rotated to a position corresponding to

the sunset position of the sun wherd)y said control means
actuates said servo-motor to return said solar collector to

a position corresponding to the sunrise positicm of the sun;

whereby said solar collector is positioned at a predeter-

mined sunrise position at the beginning of each solar

day, follows the sun from sunrise to sunset during bright

snUght or cloud cover conditions and returns to the

predetermined sunrise position at sunset;

wherein said sun sensing means comprises a first phototransis-

tor means for generating an electric signal and a shroud
means for enclosing said first phototransistor means;

wherem said shroud means comprises a regular parallel piped
having a first face fixedly positioned on tte fine of said solar

collector means and a second transparent face positioned in

a westeriy facing direction wherein direct sunlight strikes

said first phototransistor means only by passmg through said

tranqMrent westerly oriented fiicr,

wherein said light intensity sensing means comprises a second
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phototransistor means for generating an dectrk signal, the
intensity of which is dependent on the mtensity of sonUght;

wherein said second phototransistor means comprises an en-
closing means having a convex transparent face for receiv-
ing sunlight from a direction generally perpendicular to said
face pcMlion of said solar collector and fitm angles substan-
tially divergent therefrom;

wherein said sohv collector means comprises a paraboUc
trough solar collector,

wherein said parabolic trough sohv collector is operably con-
nected to a solar energy generating unit comprising:
heat medium for energy transfer,

a heat medium surge tank for holding said heat medhmi;
circulation conduit means in communication with said surge

tank for circulating said heat medium;
circulation pump means operably communicating with said

circulated conduit means for circulating said heat medium
therethrough;

preheating means operably positioned about said circulation

conduit means for preheating the heat medium therein

downstream said circulation pump means;
said paraboUc trough collector attached in fluid communica-

tion with said circulation conduit means downstream said

preheating means for fiirther heating said heat medium;
two way temperature control valve means having a first and
second outiet for selectively directing said heat medium
through a recirculation conduit means or a turbine con-
duit means in response to heat medium temperature in

communication with said parabolic trough coUector;

recirculation conduit means in fluid communication with
said a first outiet of said two-way temperatures control
valve means and said ciroulation pump means;

turbine conduit means in fluid communication with said

second outiet of said two-way temperature control valve
means;

pressure control valve means in fluid communication with
said turbine conduit means for providing a constant down-
stream pressure therein;

turbine means for generating electric current operably posi-

tioned in fluid communication with said tuiirine conduit
downstream said pressure control valve;

return line conduit means in fluid communication with said

turbine means and said heat medium surge tank for return-

ing said heat medium to said surge taidc said return line

means being operably connected to said preheater means
for providing heat transfer between said return conduit
means and said ciroulation conduit means.

4^76354
GAS SPRING SOLAR TRACKER

StephenC Baer, AlboqMrqM, N. Mo., aarigaor to ZobwwwIes
Gorporatioa, Albnqoerque, N. Mcx.

FUed No?. 14» 1963, Ser. No. 551,240

Int a^ F24J 3/OZ- F03C 5/00
VS.a 126—425 21 dalnis

the frame, the large cannister having a volume V^ huger
than the volume V5 of the small cannister;

means for shading the cannister nearer to the sun more than

the cannister farther from the sun when the rays of the sun
are not normal to the plane of the cannisters;

a conduit providing fluid communication between the can-

nisten ud having a volume Vc;
a quantity of volatile fluid in the cannisters and conduit

having a Uquid volume V^ defined by the limits

Vs-HVc<ViP<Vi^ so that sufficient solar heating of the

small cannister relative to the large cannister forces aU of
the liquid volatile fluid from the small cannister to purge
it of any foreign gasses; and

a gas spring fluid in the large cannister having a vapor pres-

sure sufficient to force the volatile fluid into the small

cannister in the absence of sunlight so that the frame tilts

toward the small cannister at nightfall and at other times

when sunlight does not strike the small cannister.

4,476,855

SOLAR HEATING DEVICE
Sherwood G. Beafidd, Matthews, N.C aasisBor to Unified

Technologies, Incn Chariotta, N.C
FUed Apr. 15, 1982, Sar. No. 368,902

lA CL^ F24J 3/02
VS.a 126—426 23

ZQt-'

1. Apparatus for tracking the sun comprising:

a pivotable fram^
large and small cannisters located at the respective ends of

1. A solar heating device comprising an open top thin-waUed

receptacle, thermal msulating means formed of a sheet of ex-

panded foam positioned in the bottom of said receptacle, said

foam sheet being relatively rigid and adhesively secured to the

bottom of said thin-walled receptacle to lend rigidity and
strength thereto, a flexible-walled container for a fluid overly-

ing and resting on said thermal insulation means, the walls of
said container comprising opposing fusibly bonded together

sheets of fabric reinforced fluorophutic material impermeable

to vapor, said flexible-walled container having an inlet and an
outiet for a fluid to be heated to flow into and out of said

container, said container also having means defining fluid flow

passages communicatively connecting said inlet and outlet for

the flow therethrough of the fluid to be solar heated, and
transparent cover means on said receptacle and serving as a top

enclosure cover therefor, said transparent cover means overly-

ing said flexible-walled container and being in spaced relation

thereto and serving to define a solar heating chamber overly-

ing said flexible-walled container.

3. A solar heating device comprising an open top receptacle,

thermal insulating means positioned in the bottom of said

receptacle, a flexible-walled container for a fluid overlying and
resting on said thermal insulating means, the walls of said

container comprising opposing interconnected sheets of rein-

forced fluoropbotic material impermeable to vapor and sub-

stantially unaffected by outdoor weathering, said sheets being

finibly bonded together to define a fluid flow passageway
through the container and with an inlet and an outlet for a fluid

to be heated to flow into and out of said container, said sheets

having a reinforcing febric intimately bonded to each sheet to

lend strength and dimensi(»al stability thereto, and transparent

cover means on said receptacle and serving as a top enclosure

cover therefor, said tranqiarent cover means overiying said

flexible-walled container and being in qiaced rdatioo thereto
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and lervtng to define • loUr heating chamber overlying said

flexible-walled container.

M7MM
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A SOLAR
COLLECTOR PANEL ASSEMBLY AND A PANEL

ASSEMBLY PRODUCED THEREBY
Jawtav GMardn, StraOeadorf, Fed. Rep. of GcraMoy, i

to E. OKvda GabH, Straflwdorf. Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuiy

Filed Dee. 29, 1963, Scr. No. Sf6fit»

CUtm priority, ipplicatfcM Fed. Rep. of Geraaay, Jan. 21,

1983,3301158

Iirt. a^ F24J 3/02
UJ5.a 126—447 18 Gain

IT. .. ^ ,I t

^^
':stssses»"NOKON '-^'aB

3

L
=f

1. In a procen for the production of a solar collector panel

assembly comprising a carrier panel of heat<onductive mate-

rial, to serve as solar energy absorption surface means, and a

pipe arrangement of meander-like configuration which is

mounted on the carrier panel in intimate contact therewith,

wherein the pipe arrangement is applied to the carrier panel

such that the wall portion of the pipe arrangement which in the

assembled condition of the panel assembly is towards the car-

rier panel is brought into contact with a joining agent on the

carrier panel, a filling material is introduced into the spaces

defined on the carrier panel by the pipe arrangement, the

intermediate assembly formed by the carrier panel, the pipe

arrangement, the joining agent, and the filling material is dis-

posed between first and second pressure plates with flat sur-

ftoes to cover the intermediate assembly, the pressure plates

are urged towards each other, and heat is applied at least to the

pressure plate which bears against the carrier panel, to cause

the joining agent to melt thereby to form the join between the

pipe arraagemment and the carrier panel, the improvement
that said filling material is introduced in a thickness which is so

much smaller than the height of the highest point of the cross-

section of the pipe arrangement on the carrier panel above the

base surfim thereof that, after the joining agent has melted,

said filling material bean on one side against the carrier panel

and on the other side against the adjacent surface of said adja-

cent pressure plate.

4^7M87
ARM SUPPORT

D. LfriM, 220S NW. 30th PL, Poi^mo Beech, Fta.

FDsd Jn. 14> 1983, Scr. No. 458,035

lit a) A61F WOO
UAa 128-77 5 CUav

1. An arm support for prevention and treatment ofepicondy-

litis (tennis elbow) by providing muscle compression, stabiliza-

tioo, and heat retention ft>r the forearm, said arm support

oompnsmg:
an dongated elastic sleeve having a center Uyer ofneoprene

rubber and tamer and outer layers of flexible fiibric;

I tamer and outer layers each bonded to a different side by
said neoprene rubber layer,

i sleeve shaped and sized to provide overaU compression

for the user's forearm muscles between just above the

user's wrist to just below the user's elbow;

said neoprene rubber layer fior retataung body heat beneath
and withui said neq>rene rubber layer,

at least one elongated ehntic pliable bands attached to said

outer layer of said sleeve;

TT

said bands including uiterengaguig surfaces such that said

bands may be stretched and secured about the user's fore-

arm;

said bonds for providtaig additional adjustable localized

muscle compressi(».

4«47C358

SHOE-FOOT INTERFACE
R. Stephen Cartia, 2828 Lewaoa kn^ IMIas, Tex. 75204

FOed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,4«9

lat a' A61F WOO
U.S. CL 128-80 R 18

1. An orthotic shoe-foot taiterface for wearing on the foot

while wearing a shoe comprising:

a body having shock absofWng areas that selectively cover

both the bony prominences of the foot and the taiserticm

potaits of selected tendons on the foot, said body allowtaig

the toes to move fireely when the shoe is worn over the

taiterface while providtaig a shoe-filling fimction to en-

hance the comfort of the shoe while cushioning the wear-

er's foot; and

a second thicker shock absorinng area selectively diqMsed
to cover the anatomical area adjacent the calcaneal promi-

nence, the tauertion potait of the plantar faada tendon, the

heads of the metatarsal bones and the arch of the foot
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M7M59
FREE ARM SHOULDER SUNG

ElciMNr A. KkMpfsr, aad Katharine A. Fox, both of 7795 W.
120lh Afe., BroomlMd, Colo. 80020

FOed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,057

lat CL' A61F i/04
U.S.a 128-87 B 5 CfadaM

»
L .?.

r-.
i^it \'

I >40

1. A fiee arm shoulder sling consisting of:

a generally rectangular arm encircUng cuff member com-
pristaig a wide strip of eUnticized material havtaig a first

and second cooperating fastentaig means, disposed adja-

cent to ends of the cuff member, and on opposite sides.

a neck loop member disposed adjacent the first of the said

cooperating fintentaig means, and secured on one end to

the top of the cuff member, and
a shoulder loop member secured on one end to the top of the

cuff member and diqiosed adjacent to the second of the
cooperattaig fiutentaig means; wheretai,

the neck loop member and the shoulder loop member com-
prise strips of material which are also provided with a first

and seccmd cooperattaig fastening means disposed adjacent

theta* respective ends and on opposite sides, and
the neck kiop member comprises an elongated strip of mate-

rial whose length is approxtanatdy twice the length of the
shoulder Vxi^ meaiba, and the shouMer loop member
projects (torn the cuffmember at an angle of 90*, whfle the

neck loop member projects from the cuff member at an
angle of other than 90*.

4,478,860

SURGICAL DRAPE
Robert F. CoDfaa, Barriagtoa, DL, aad Amy S. Paal, Waylaad,
Man., aarifMn to He KeadaD Goa^aay, Bostoa, Maas.

FOed Sep. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 418,328

lat a' A61B 19/06
VS,a 128—132 D 13

1. A surgical dnpt, compristaig:

a main sheet of flexible mat^nl having an tamer smfue
ftctaig toward a patient after placement of the dnqie, and
an outer surfiMe facing away firom the patient dter place-

ment cf the dnpt; and

a transparent sheet of flexible material havtaig a pair of op-

posed end edges, a pair of opposed side edges connecttaig

the end edges, first and seorad spaced fold lines generally

aligned widi said side edges aad extendtaig between said

end edges, said first and second fold lines defuiing a cen-

tral panel extendtaig between said first and second fold

lines and a pair of outer panels extendtaig from said central

panel and betaig dta«cted toward each other, said outer

panels having an outer edge defining an opening facing

toward each other to form a pair of opposed pockets, said

transparent sheet havtaig first seal Unes between said outer

panels and central panel, with said first seal Unes extendtaig

between the first and second fold Unes and the outer edges
at a location adjacent said end edges.

4,476,861

INSTRUMENT FOR REMOVAL OF A BONE CEMENT
TUBE IN AN ARTinCLa FEMUR HEAD

REIMPLANTATION
Chriitoa Diankoa, Prianastr. 11„ 4600 Dortannd 1, aad Ger-

hard Radtfce, Noac Soaditr. 2b, 4600 Dortniad 12, both of

Fed.Rep.ofGenBaay
Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 204,196, No?. 5, 1980, rtaadoaad. Ilia

appUcatioa May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,972
Oataas priority, appikatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, No?. 6,

1979, 2944710

lat CL' A61B 17/00
U.S.a 128-303 R 4

IS

1. An taistrument for removing a hoUow bone cement tube

from a cavity tai a bone, said bone cement tube havtaig a gener-

ally annular tubular configuration with a radiaUy umermost
diuneter and a radially outermost diameter, said uutrument
comprising:

a hollow tube having an open operating end and an open
taisertion end ad^ited to be placed within said bone ce-

ment tube, said hoUow tube having a radially outermost

dtauneter which is smaller than said radially tamermost

dtauneter of said bone cement tube to enable passage of

said hoUow tube within and through said bone cement
tube;

male thread means tai said hoUow tube adapted for engage-

ment with female thread means tai said bone cement tube

for affixing said hollow tube with said bone cement tube;

a mandrel extending through the taiterior of said hollow tube

firom said operating end to beyond said taisertion end and
fireely rotatable rehitive to said hoUow tube;

collet means attached to said mandrel at an end thereof

extending beyond said taisertion end of said hollow tube,

said collet means betaig adapted to normally extend radi-

ally no ftirther than the outside diameter of said hollow
tube during taisertion of said hoUow tube taito said bone
cement tube;

said collet means betaig formed with a firustooonical configu-

ration having a larger diameter portion adjacent said

taisertion end of said hollow tube which in the taiseftion

position of said ooUet means extends no fkirther than the

outer diameter of said hoUow tube;

longitudtaial slots formed tai said collet means for enabUng
said coUet means to be radiaUy spread to have said larger

diameter portion extend radially beyond beyond the outer

dtauneter of said hoUow tubr,

taitemal thread means tai said collet means and external

thread means on said mandrel for engagement with said

taitemal thread means;

tsfiered peripheral surface means formed on said larger
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dumeter portion of said collet means adapted to engage
complementary tapered peripheral surface means formed
on said insertion end of said hollow tube to facilitate

spreading action of said collet means when said coUet
means is urged against said insertion end by operation of
said mandrel through interengagement of said external

thread means and said internal tluead means;

said mandrel being operable to urge said collet means against

said insertion end of said hollow tube to radially spread

said collet means beyond the outer diameter of said hol-

low tube in order that said collet means may be brought
into abutment with the inner end of said hoUow bone
cement tube to facilitate removal thereofby manipulation

of said mandrel after said collet means has been inserted

together with said hollow tube through said bone cement
tube to be located on an inner end thereof; and

means for applying to the inner end of said bone cement tube

through the engagement of said spread collet means with
said bone cement tube an outwardly directed force for

facilitating removal of said bone cement tube.

METHOD OF SCLERAL MARKING
Dmid S. C Pw>, 9S High Poiat Dr^ CharcfaTflk, Pa. 18966

DMdon of Scf. No. 213,861, Dec. 8, 1980, abudoned, which ia

a continaatioB of Sar. No. 9,422, Feb. 5, 1979, abandoned. Thia

application Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 428,849

lot CU A61B 17/39

U.8.a 128-303.17 1 Oaim

1. A method of scleral marking comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a hand held apparatus comprising an elongate

cylindrical ajoal electrode having a first end. a tubular

outer electrode coaxially disposed around and electrically

insuhted from said axial electrode, and wherein said first

end of said axial electrode extends beyond an end of said

outer electrode and is upered to a point, said taper begin-

ning at about the end of said outer electrode;

(b) providing means electrically connected to said hand held

q>paratus for applying an electrical power source across

saki axial and outer electrodes; and
(c) activating said electrical power source while touching

said tapered point and the end of said outer electrode to

the sclera to produce repeatable marks on the sclera.

4^76,863

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT FOR ESTABLISHING
CIRCULAR OOLOANASTOMOSES

NOmU N. KiMUiB, Mibya FDcvikaya vihu, 68, k?. 10; Igor

A. Gwkof, lUtn MctaUngo?, 28, kf. 176; Aleid A. Kobo-
plt?, ikotm EMutatov, 68, kv. 47; Akxandr E. SuUmw,
UtH Moloitofykk, 18, korpv 2, kv. 97, and Matvd M.
Mtfa, VmkMfJkafAMf tUtm, 28/2, k?. 412, aU ofMoaeow,
VSJSJL

FDod Mar. 9, 1981, Sar. No. 283,523

1ml a? A61B 17/11

U.S.a 128-305 5 OaiaH
1. A surgical instrument fbr establishing circular coloanas-

tomoaea in a colonic lumen, comprising a cylindrical body
having a mandrel at one end, a rod coa]^y arranged in said

mandrel and having a longitudinal axis, a circular knife at-

tached to said rod, means for moving said rod along its longitu-

dinal axis, a stem having a thrust head axially movable with
respect to said rod, means for establishing circular anastomoses
comprising two members, one said member located on said

mandrel, a plurality of suturing elements attached to said one
member adapted to move with the rod during the course of
establishing circular anastomoses, the other said member lo-

cated on the thrust head, wherein a portion of said circular

anastomosing means located on said mandrel comprises two
rings spaced apart from each other, said plurality of suturing

\.

elements equispaced circumferentially between said rings, said

suturing elements comprising needles, shock absorbing means
accommodated on at least one of said needles, and wherein the

other said member of said circular anastomosing means com-
prises a third ring coupled to the thrust head and adapted to

separate therefhun during the course of anastomosing, both of
the members of said circular anastomosing means being joined

together through said needles m the course of anastomosing

and are adapted to remove in the colonic lumen until complete

necrosis of a compressed colon portion occurs.

M7M64
COMBINED MULTIPLE PUNCH AND SINGLE PUNCH

HAIR TRANSPLANT CUTIING DEVICE
Jinqrr Tezel, 221 Fahnontii Rd^ Scaradda, N.Y. 10583

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,139

IM. a^ A61B 17/32

VS. CL 128-305.1 5 CUn

1. A power driven multiple punch cutting device for making

either single or multiple punches in the scalp ofa patient under-

going a hair transplant operation, comprising

a housing having a plurality of q)ertures in a first wall

thereof and a single aperture in a second wall thereof

opposite to said first wall;

a plurality of shaft members extending through said housing

from said second wall to said first wall and perpendicu-

larly outward from said first wall through said plurality of

apertures;

a single shaft member extending through said housing firom
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said first wall to said second wall and perpendicularly

outward from said second wall through said single aper-

ture;

first means for rotatingly driving said single shaft member
comprising a first bevel gear connected to said power
source and a second bevel gear connected to said single

shaft member and driven by said first bevel gear,

second means for rotatingly driving each of said plurality of

shaft members comprising a first gear train adjacent said

first wall and a second gear train adjacent said second wall

wherein said first and second gear trains comprise a plu-

rality of spur gears, one of which spur gears in said first

gear train is driven by an idler gear and causes rotation of

tiie remainder of the plurality of spur gears which in turn

rotatingly drive said plurality of shaft member^
means for transmitting the driving power from said first

drive means to said second drive means comprising a first

spur gear connected to said single shaft member spaced

fhnn said second bevel member and adjacent said first

wall, and said idler gear adjacent said first wall and driven

by said first spur gear,

a power source for driving said first drive means, whereby

driving of said first drive means by said power source

causes rotation of said single shaft member and simulta-

neous rotation of said plui^ty of shaft members through

said power transmitting means and said second drive

means, respectively; and

cutting heads attached to the free ends of each of said single

shaft member and said plurality of shaft member^
whereby said device is capable of making either simulta-

neous multiple punches through the cutting heads at-

tached to the plurality of rotating shaft members or a

single punch through the cutting head attached to the

single rotating shaft member.

4,476,865

NON-METALUC BIO-COMPATIBLE HEMOSTATIC
CLIPS

Stcphea J. Faflla, Cheitcn Stephen J. Jcwoaiak, DenTfllc, and

WflUam J. ZwaaUa, Cvterat, aD ofNJn tMiVMrs to EtUcon,

iMn SoBarfflla, NJ.
FOad Feb. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 348^9

lit a' A61M 17/12

UJS.a 128-326 4Claiw

1. A hemostatic clip comprisini first and second leg mem-
bers joined at their proximal ends Hy resilient hinge means and

terminating at their distal ends in latch means, each leg member
having an outer surface and a vessel clamping inner surface,

said vessel clamping inner surace being in opponxkm to the

vessel clamping inner surface of the other leg member, the

outer surface of each 1^ member being configured to be ac-

cepted by the jaws of a clq) applier wherby the clip may be

clamped about a vessel, said first leg member terminating at the

distal end thereof in a portion of the latch means, said portion

comprising a deflectable hook member extending from the

inner face of said leg member, said hook member having an

inner surface spaced firom the inner surfKe of said leg member,

said second leg member terminating at the distal end thereof in

a complementary locking portion of the latch means wherry
when said first and second leg members are pivoted about said

hinge means, the distal end of said leg member deflects and

engages the hook member of the first leg member to lock the

clip in a closed position, the vessel clamping surface of said

first leg member having a concave radius of curvature between

the hinge means and the hook member and the vessel clamping

surface of the second leg member having a convex radius of

curvature between the hinge means and its distal end, the

radius of curvature of the vessel clamping surface of said

second leg member t)eing smaller than the radius of curvature

ofthe vessel clamping surface of said first leg member whereby

hook member is urged towards the hinge means when pressure

is placed on the vessel clamping surfaces of the leg members

when the clip is in the closed position to aid in securing the clip

in the closed position.

4,476,866

COMBINED LARGE AND SMALL BORE SYRINGE
Albert K. Chin, San Frandaeo, Calif., aaaigBor to Thomas J.

Fogarty, Palo Alto, Calif.

FDed Aag. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 406,030

Int CL^ A61M 29/02

VS.a 128-344 8 Claims

1. In combination, a dilatation catheter comprising a catheter

portion and a syringe portion having its distal outlet end at-

tached to the proximal inlet end of the catheter portion, said

catheter portion comprising an elongated flexible tube having

an invertible-eversible balloon element attached to and re-

ceived within the distal end thereof, said syringe portion com-

prising a large bore cylinder and a large bore piston fitted

therein and a small bore cylinder and a small bore piston fitted

therein, said large bore cylinder having a distal ouUet end in

communication with said flexible tube, said large bore piston

having said small bore cyUnder formed therein, said small bore

cylinder having a distal outiet end in communication with said

large bore cylinder, the cross-sectional area of the bore of said

large bore cylinder being a plurality of times as great as the

cross-sectional area of the bore of said small bore cylinder

whereby compression of said small bore piston within said

small bore cylinder functions to evert the balloon element

under high pressure and compression of said large bore piston

within said large bore cylinder functions to inflate the balloon

element under a lower pressure for dilatation.

4>4763«7

APPARATUS FOR EFFECTING HYPERTHERMIC
TREATMENT

Leon C Paita, BaitiBore, Md., aaaignw to Rcaearch Agaiut

GaBcer, lie., Jadtaoa, Mlaa.

DhWw of Ser. No. 802,033, May 31, 1977, Pat No. 4,181,132.

lUs appUcitkM Ang. 23, 1979, Ser. No. 68,950

bt CL3 A61F 7/00

VS. CL 128—400 1 Claia

1. Apparatus for providing a constant flow of temperature

controlled liquid into and out of heat exchanger means in heat

exchange relation to a flow of blood through said heat ex-

changer means which forms a part ofa systemic extracorporeal

flow circuit of a human patient for systemically treating the

patient hyperthermically to retard the growth of cancer cells

in the patient, said apparatus comprising

first reservoir means for containing a first body of liquid,

second reservoir means for containing a second body of

liquid.
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for puaqmig Ikjukl firom said fint reservoir

second pomp meus for pampiag liquid firoin said second

Bans for directing a predetermined constant flow of liquid
fipon said pump means into said hou a^fltitiffr means,
cans for maintaining the liquid in said first reservcnr nuf^nf

at a substantially crastant elevated temperature ofapptox-
imately 43' C,

for majntaining the liquid in said second reservoir
means at a substantially constant reduced temperature of
qtpronmately 30* C,

stimulatioo signals thereto comprising means for storing stimu-
lation energy connected to said ou^nit means, means control-
ling the discharge ofsaid energy storing means, means forming
a first charge iMth for said energy storing means and means
forming a seccmd. selectively conductive, charge path for said
energy storing means, said second charge path having a lower
impedance than said first charge path and including means for
selectively rendering said second charge path conductive
independently of the charge of said stimulation energy storing
means and said energy storing means discharge contrcdlmg

4^7M»
PACER ANALYZER

Daniel nhn, Aptoa, Calif; Mripor to
port, Tex.

Conthnatlon of Ser. No. 1SCM2, Jn. S, INO,
PpUcatkm Aig. 31, 1M2, Scr. No. 413,402

Int a' A61N 1/36
VJS, CL 128—419 FT 45

In&,Fk«c-

Thb

\ for varying the amount of liquid firom said first pump
means directed into said liquid flow directing means from

to 100% while proportionately varying the amount of
liquid from said second pump means directed into said
liquid flow directing means firom 100% to 0% and while
maintaining the constant flow as aforesaid, and

means for directing the liquid firom said heat exchanger to
said first and second reservoir means in amount generally
prc^K>rtional to the amount of liqmd firom said first and
second pump means respectively directed into said liquid
flow directing

4y47M68
BODY STIMULATOR OUTPUT aRCUTT

DifU L. HoapaiM, FHdhy, Mlna, aaripor to MedtnMle, Inc,
MhnaapoliB, Minn.

Cimllnliim ofSsr. No. 987424, No?. 4, 1978,. Ufa appUcatlon
Sap. 8, 1980, Ssr. No. 184^777

int CL' A41N 7/itf

U.&a 138-419 PG 5 n«i—

1. A body implantable stimulator of the type having ou^t
means adapted for connection to the body for the delivery of

1. An analyzer apparatus connected to a heart and an im-
plantable pacer for monitoring the operational parameters of
signals generated by the heart and the implantaUe pacer and
for testing the pacing operation of the pacer, said q»paratus
comprising:

a sensing circuit for sensing the operational parameten of
the signals of the heart;

a pacer operating circuit for generating a fimulstcd heart
signal to the implantable pacer and for sensing the opera-
tional parameters of signals of the imidantable pacer,

a heart stimulating circuit for generating stimulation tigwif

to pace said heart;

control means for determining which operational parame-
ters of the heart and pacer signals are monitored and for

selecting parameter values for the signals generated by
said pacer operating circuit and heart stimulating circuit;

enabling processing means for activating said heart stimulat-

ing circuit to pace the heart and monitoring and generat-
ing digital representations of the sensed heart and pacer
signals and the signals generated by the heart stimulating

circuit;

supervising processing means reqmnsive to said control
means for controlling the ^mMwij pmfmmmiw^g means and
for receiving said transmitted digital representations;

said supervising processing means responsive to said en-
abling processing means, for controlling the operation of
the hesot stimulating circuit by transmitting the parameter
values selected by the control means to said enabling
processing means; and

diqday means, reqxmsive to said supervising processing
means, for diqtlaying said digital represenutions and the
parameter values selected by said control means.
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4y474370 4^74,872
FIBER OPTIC Pot PROBE ESOPHAGEAL PROBE WTIH DISPOSABLE COVER

John L PMafWM, ani Raphael V. FItigsrald, both of Palls AlfM R. Pcrlln, HIgkhud Parle, Dl., aasisnor^) The Kendall

Va., awl^nrs to IW Unltad Stales of America as Coapny, Beaton, Mass.

by the DipaHmtal of Haahh and Hnun Sar- Dlriskm of Ser. No. 128,323, Mar. 7, 1980, Pat No. 4,349,031.

D.C lUs appUcatkM May 12, 1982, Scr. No. 379,681

ConUnnaUen-in-part of Ser. No. 36^428, Mar. 30, 1982, IV portion of the term of tUs patent sabesqncnt to Sep. 14,

abandoned. lUs application JaL 7, 1982, Scr. No. 394,055 1999, has been disclainied.

IM. a' A41B 5/00 Int Q.^ A61B 5/02
U.S.a 128-434 14 Gains U.S.a 128-642 7

Hufsmtr On *«ifi*

1. A probe for determining P(^ in the blood or tissue of a

living animal, comprising; an oxygen-porous jacket of a size

sufficiently small to be passed into a blood vessel; a porous dye

support carried within said jacket uid dye support and s^
jacket having sufficiently high permeability to permit the

exposure of individual dye molecules carried therdby to oxy-

gen collision; a non-toxic luminescent dye carried by said

porous dye support said dye being excitable by visible light

having and sufficiently great stability to agmg to permit stor-

age without substantial change of dye charwteristics, and

being oxygen quenching-sensitive; and fiber optic means to

pass excitation light to said dye within said jacket and collect

luminescence therefrom.

1. A device for use m monitoring cervical dilatation during

labor comprising:

an elongated flexible compressible member having a longitu-

dinal axis and benig adapted for positioning between a

fetal presenting part and a cervix; and -c;.

means for measuring the recession of the cervix along^
longitudhial axis of the elongated compressible member
during cervical dilatatira which include pressure detect-

ing means having a plurality of pressure reqxmsive

switches ^oced axially along the member for detecting a

position akng the longitudnial axis of the member at

n^nch pressure is exerted thereon by the fetal presenting

part and the cervix.

4,474,871

MONITORING OF CERVICAL DILATATION DURING
LABOR

Edward H. Hon, Bndbnry, CaHf., aarigaor to American Home
rruoneis uorporanon, nicw xon, n.i.

FDed Apr. 23, 1982, Sar. No. 371,371

lACL^Ma 5/04. 5/10

UJS.ai28-442 9

TOOISTAL
CIDIS

1. An esophageal probe, comprinng:

a disposable housing comprising an elongated sleeve defin-

ing a cavity having a proximal end, a distal end and an

inner surfisce, said housing having a proximal opening

communicating with the cavity;

a permanent monitoring device having an elongated stem

removably receivable through said opening in said sleeve

cavity, said stem having a proximal end, a distal end and

means for monitoring a body function of a patient from

within the sleev^

a pair of spaced electrodes on an outer surface of the sleeve,

means for releasably attaching said monitoring device to said

housing with said stem received in the sleeve cavity; and

means for establishing electrical connection between the

electrodes and the probe monitoring device, wherein the

electrical establishing means comprises a pair of spaced

contacts electrically connected to the electrodes on said

inner surface of the sleeve, and a pair of spaced contacts

on said stem which contact the sleeve contacts when the

monitoring device is attached to the housing.

4,474,873

ULTRASOUND SCANNING SYSTEM FOR SKELETAL
IMAGING

Paal D. Sorenaoa, Bhdne; Dale A. Didoon, Fridkr, Larry A.

McNkhols. and John D. BndaianU, both of Coon Rapida, aO

of Mfaut, asslgaers to Medtronic Inc^ MlnnsapoHs ,
Minn.

FDad Sep. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 415,042

Int a^ A41B 10/00

MS, CL 128-460 10 CUms
1. An ultrasound scanning system for skeletal imaging of a

back comprising:

an amy of ultrasound transducen for generating an ultra-

sound signal, for receiving an ultrasound signal, and for

producing an electrical signal representative of said re-

ceived ultrasound signal;

means for providing a range signal representative of the

distance from each transducer of objects interacting with

said ultrasound signal;

means for producing a position signal representative of each

transducer position on the back;

means responsive to said range signals and said position

signals for difiTerentiating pleural sac and lung tissue firom

skdetal structure;

means for producing a profile showing range as a function of

position;
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means for identifying locations on said profile indicative of
said skeletal structure; and
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4,47M74
ULTRASONIC IMAGING WITH VOLUME FLOW
MEASURING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Jon C. Tacucr, Palo Alto; Donald J. Borch, Los Altos, and
Philip S. Green, Atiwrton, all of Califs aadgnors to SRI
International, Menlo Parte, Calif.

Filed Jon. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,568

Int a.) A61B 10/00
VJS,a 128—463 22 Clainis

H^ft^

IS. In a real-time ultrasonic imaging system having first and
second operating modes under operator control, said system
comprising,

a pulsed real-time B-scan imaging system for periodically

providing video field signals comprising recurrent video
line signals,

pulse echo means including transducer means for recur-

rently beaming pulses of ultrasonic waves across a vessel

through which liquid flows and providing a plurality of
Doppler velocity signals proportional to liquid flow
through the vessel at a plurality of spaced points along a
line extending substantially diunetrically across the ves-

wl.

A-scan line acquisition means responsive to signals from said

B-scan imaging system for acquiring data for display of an
A-scan substantially from along said line extending sub-

stantially diametrinlly across said vessel,

means for generating cursor data for identifying the line

along which Doppler velocity signals are obtained,

visual display means of the cathode ray tube type,

means for communicating B-scan video signals from said

B^can imaging system, cursor data from said cursor data
generating means, and A-scan data from said A-scan ac-

quisition means to said visual display means in the first

operating uKxle of the system for simultaneous display at

said visual display means of a real tune B-scan image, a
cursor, and an A-scan line, and

means for communicating Doppler velocity signals from
said pulse echo means to said visual display means ui the
second operating mode of the system.

4,474375
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING FLOW

MOTIONS IN A FLUID
Gcrt E. Nilsson, FHisaregatan 9, 582 46 LinkSpine Jan T. Ten-

land, Konsistoriegatan lOB, 582 34 LinkSping, and Per A.
5berg, UgglcboTigen 79, 590 60 LJnngibro, aU of Sweden

FUed Oct 23, 1979, Ser. No. 87,685
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Oct 31, 1978, 7811288

Int a.) A61B 5/02
VS. a. 128-666 12 Claims

means utilizing said identified locations for providing a
display representative of said skeletal structure. -f-J~w-rj--*--'><--r^w

Photo- hp-filt«AnpHfi«r Dhridor

doloetor

SMn

1. A method of determining flow motions in a fluid contain-
ing light scattering particles, such as for determining blood
circulation in superficial blood vessels in a tissue, the method
comprising the steps of illuminating the fluid with monochro-
matic light; gathering light scattered by the particles in in the
fluid and any adjacent substantially stationary structures from
two, at least partially separated but mutually adjacent regions

of the illuminated section of the fluid; transmitting the light

gathered firom said two regions separately to two different

photodetectors, these two photodetectors receiving light scat-

tered at least partially from different particles; deriving from
the respective output signal from each of the photodetectors a
respective signal representing the beat firequency components
between light components with different firequencies received

by the respective photodetector; subtracting die two signals so

derived from the output signals of the respective photodetec-
tors from one another; and using the resulting signal firom this

signal subtraction as a measure of flow motions in the fluid.

4*476376
ELECTRONIC SPHYGMOMANOMETER

Taizo UcUyama, Fi^}lnoniiya, Japan, aaaignor to Terano Kabo-
sUld Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400^33
Clainis priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 1, 1981, 56*121039

Int a.3 A61B 5/02
VJS. CL 128—682 6 Cbdns

r-a—1
t^

^

1. An electronic sphygmomanometer which comprises:

an inflatable cuff having transducing means for producing

electrical Korotkoff pulses indicative of KorotkofT tap-

ping sounds, said cuff being inflatable over a pressure
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range including systolic and diastolic pressures to be mea-
sured;

a KorotkofT pulse amplifier which amplifies the KorotkofT

pulses from said transducing means;

a trigger circuit coupled to said KorotkofT pulse amplifier,

which produces an output pulse upon being triggned by
an amplified KorotkofT pulse input thereto from said Ko-
rotkofi" pulse amplifier,

a pressure detector, connected to said cufT, which produces

an output signal indicative of the cuff pressure;

a processor coupled to said trigger circuit and to said pres-

sure detector, which reads in the output signal of said

pressure detector in order to recognize systolic and dia-

stolic pressure; and

gain setting means coupled to said processor for setting a

first gain of said KorotkofT pulse amplifier for recognition

of systolic pressure, and for setting a second gain of said

KorotkofT pulse amplifier for recognition of diastolic

pressure;

wherein said processor includes means for recognizing as the

systolic pressure the cufT pressure which prevails when
said trigger circuit produces at least a second output pulse

within a predetermined time interval and, after the sys-

tolic pressure is recognized, to control said gain setting

means to set the second gain larger than the first gain and

to recognize as the diastolic pressure the cufT pressure

which prevails when an output pulse from said trigger

circuit is not followed by another output pulse within said

time interval.

4^76378
BLOOD VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN RETINAL
CAPILLARIES UTILIZING THE BLUE FIELD

ENTOPTIC PHENOMENON
Charles E. Ri?a, and L. Benno Petrig, both of Myrin Cir^ 51 N.

35th St, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

DlTisioa of Ser. No. 306,699, Sep. 29, 1981, Pat No. 4,425^24.

This appUcation Sep. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 516^85
Int a.3 GOIP 3/S6

VS. CL 128—745 8 dalas

DIGITAL

OOtt^fftlt

1. Apparatus for use in conjunction with an entoptoscope to

determine the speed of leukocytes in retinal capillaries, com-
prising means for producing a visual display which simulates

the appearance of entoptically seen leukocytes, said means for

producing a visual display having selectively adjustable con-

trols for adjusting the speed and number of the simulated

leukocytes.

4»476377

FLUID TEMPERATURE SENSOR
John M. Bariier, Port Hncneme, CaUf., iMignor to Gould Inc^

RiriUng Meadows, m.
FQcd Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,080

Int a^ A61B 5/02

VS. CL 128—736 18 Claiin

1. For use in a flow system such as a cardiovascular flow

measuring system wherem a cold injectate fluid is delivered in

a known amount from a supply through a catheter into a pa-

tient's blood vessel and the resultant change in the temperature

of the patient's blood is sensed to determine the circulatory

blood flow rate, an improved injectate fluid temperature sen-

sor comprising:

a disposable housmg defining a through lumen for conduct-

ing injectate fluid therethrough;

a disposable thermally conductive enclosure hermeticaUy

sedinglyjoined to the housing and projecting transversely

into said lumen to be in heat transfer association with

injectate fluid conducted through said lumen; and

a reusable temperature sensor removably installed in said

enclosure, said sensor providing a signal corresponding

accurately to the temperature of the iigectate fluid con-

ducted tluough said lumen.

4*476,879

APPARATUS FOR AND METHODS OF COLLECTING
URINE FROM LABORATORY ANIMALS

Andri J. Jackson, 3978 Woodhne PL, Alexandria, Va. 22309

Filed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,776

Int CL^ A61B 5/00

VS. CL 128—760 17 Cbdns

4. An apparatus for coUecting urine from a laboratory ani-

mal, the apparatus comprising:

a container of a selectiBd length and width defining a perime-

ter enclosing a selected area, the container having a cham-

ber for accumulating urine as the urine is passed, the

container including a top waU having an opening there-

through and being made of a hard gnaw-resistant material;

a mounting plate for mounting the container on the abdomen
of the animal, the mounting plate having a length and

width defining a perimeter enclosing an area no greater

than, substantially parallel to and within a perimeter de-

fined by the area ofsaid top wall of the container; the plate

having an opening therethrough which opening is aligned

generally with the animal's urethra, and the plate having a

first surface for abutting the abdomen of the animal;

a layer of permanent adhesive on the first surface for secur-

ing the plate to the abdomen of the animal;

a coupling having first and second parts, the first pari being

attached to the mounting plate; the second pari being

attached to the container and bring positioned at a loca-

tion spaced from the perimeter of the container a sufficient

distance to position the container in substantial overlap-
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ping relationihip with the mountiiig plate upon connect-
ing the coupling, whereby the hard container shields the
mounting plate, preventing the animal fixMn chewing the
mounting pkte, and whereby the container can be de-
tached fipom the mounting plate for emptying.

M7MW
APPARATUS FOR SENSING AND INDICATING

VAGINAL MUSCXE GONTRACTION
Da?fd A. Gka, 3315 Fkaadsco Dr„ Newport Beach, CUif.
926M; Barry L. AarowiM, 521 AoKia Atc, CoTOM Dei Mar,
Odif. 92C25, aid Charlaa K. JoMi, 3607 Valk Viata, CUno.

flkd Dm. 3, 1962, Scr. No. 44M75
IM. a' A61B 5/00, 17/42

MS, CL 128—771 5 n«i-T

1. Apparatus for use in exercising or measuring strength of
vaginal muscles comprising
a nexible, hollow tubukr member adapted to be compressed in

response to vaginal muscle contraction,

transducer means responsive to pressure in said tubular mem-
ber for generating an electrical signal with a magnitude that
varies with pressure, said transducer means comprising
a housing,

a partition dividing said housing into first and second cham-
bers,

a light source in oat of said chambers,
a photosensitive resistor in the other of said chambers posi-

tioned to receive Ught transmitted from said source,
an aperture in said partition for transmitting light from said

source to said photosensitive resistor,

means in said housing responsive to pressure in said tubuUv
member for controlling the amount of light received by
nid photosensitive resistor,

said means for cmtrolling the amount of light comprising
a pressure tube in said housing having an end adjacent
•aid aperture, said pressure tube being in fluid communi-
cation with the interior of said tubular member, and a
flexible diaphragm secured to and sealing said end of
said presmre tube and adapted to flex so as to piogres-
dvely block said aperture as pressure in said pressure
tube increases,

said diaphragm flexing being subject to hysteresis and
Ittviag a nonlinear rebtion to pressure, means respon-
sive to the resistance (rf said photosensitive resistor for
generating said electrical signal and for modifying said
electrical signal to comprnute for said hysteresis and
nowllneaiity,

and hKiicator means responsive to the compensated electrical
tignal fbr providing an indication of intensity of muscle
contraction.

M7M81
MICROBIAL DIGESnON OF TOBACCO MATERULS

USING MIXED CULTURES
Lawrence E. Gnwdy, Loiriarilla, Ky^ and Vctmm L. Gdaa,

Georgetown, ladn wrigwra to Brown A WflUoHoa Tobaeeo
Corporatioa, LonkfiUa, Ky.

FUad May 9, 1M3, Ser. No. 493,m
Irt. a» A24B 15/20. 15/24. 15/28

us.ai3i-.3n gchtat
1. A method for digestion oftobacco plant materials employ-

ing a mixed culture of bacteria and fiingi which comprises:
(i) mixing a selected quantity of water slurry of tobacco

material with a selected quantity of pectolytic enzyme
producing microorganisms and a selected quantity of a
cellttlase producing fimgi;

Qi) aerating the mixture, and;

Ciii) removing digested tobacco fh>m the slurry.

•» .

M7M82
TOBACCO SMOKE FILTERS

John A. Lake, Haa^drire, England, airifaor to Brown « Wfl-
liaaHon Tobacco Corporatioa, Lonisfllk, Ky.

Filed Feb. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 46M10
IMLCL^ Aim 3/04

U.S.a 131-336 20

1. In a smoke filter including:

(a) rod-Uke filter plug means of filtration material having a
mouth end;

(b) airflow duct means at the periphery of said filter plug
means; and

(c) means defining an outlet opening of said airflow duct
means at the mouth end of said filter plug means and an
inlet opening spaced firom the mouth end;

the improvement wherein:

(d) said airflow duct means has a region in which said air-

flow duct means has a depth, measured radially of the
filter plug means, which progressively decreases along the
airflow duct means in a direction towards said mouth end
of the filter plug

M76,863
CONTAINER ASSEMBLY

Daniel Diaa. 5376 W. 14ch La., Hlakah, Fla. 33013
mad Sep. 15, 1963, Sar. No. 533390

laLQJAASD 29/00
VS. CL U3—73 9Clate

1. A container assembly ofthe type designed fior the applica-
tion of a predetermined liquid to a person's fingernails, said
ccntainer assembly comprising:
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housing means including a base and an open end diqwaed
opposite to said base, cover means dimensioned and con-
figured to cover said open end, said housing means defin-

ing an interior of predetermined configuration; sponge
material means diqioaed within said housfaig interior and
substantially conforming to said housing interior cmfigu-
ration, a plurality of recesses integrally formed in an ex-

posed surfiice of said qwnge material means, each of said

recesses comprising a dcpreiscd surfisoe diqxMed below
said exposed surftceof said qxnge material means and
configured to receive a fingolip therein; said recesses

include a first cut extending £rom said exposed surfiioe of
said sponge material means down into the interior thereof

to a depth greater than that of said recesses and f^irther

disposed to define a firontmost boundary of said respective

recesses said first cut defining a wall portion diqwsed in

abutting relation to a front edge of sakl recesses and in

separable relation thereto, a separable junction formed
between said waU portion and said front edge of said

recesses; said recesses being structured to pass a fingernail

through said juncticm between said wall portion and said

front edge, wherem each of said recesses comprises a
subatantiaUy concave configuration extending from said

firont edge of each of said recesses, diqwaed beneath the

exposed surface of said sponge material means, to a rear-

most edge disposed ooplsoar with said disposed wurttoe of

said sponge material means, wherd>y liqidd to be applied

is disposed within said housing interior and said qxmge
material means and filled to a level substantially equal to

the bottom of said recess.

upper portion and of the middle assembly, said middle assem-

bly comprising a lower cross member fixed to and adjacent the

ends of said main tubes of said upper portion and an vpper

cross member slidably mounted on said main tubes of said

upper portion, said iq>per member comprising an adjustable

height handle of said crutch assembly, extendable means inter-

connecting said upper and lower cross members; and interlock

means associated with each cross-member for adjustably and

simultaneously joining said upper and lower crutch portions

ROTARY PAYOUT DEVICE FOR RECREATIONAL
MACHINES

Pedro A. Gonalai, Rtaa CarrlA, 33, Hoapltalat da LMngBt
(Baredona), Spafai

FDad Not. 13, 1963, Scr. No. 440,651

CfadoH priority, appUcition Spain, No?. 16, 1961, 36L943[U]
1A a' G07D 9/04

UJS.ai33—4A 4aalaH

)*

I

^'-

^

w

1. Rotary payout device for recreational machines, charac-

terized by the fiict that it comprises a cover, a disk and a casing,

the cover and casing being hM together by six spring-loaded

screws, with the springs in contact with the under sides of the

screw heads and the cover, making the joint between casing

and cover flexible.

Ljtl

ADJUSTABLE CRUTCH
Joaaph L. Stain, 9S51 Old Greek Dr., Ftfrin, Va. 32032

FDad Sep. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 432,093

Int a' A61H S/00

U&a 135-69 6(

1. An adjustable crutch assemUy comprising an iqiper por-

tion, a lower portion and a middle locking, adjustment and

handle assembly mounted on said upper portion, said crutch

assembly being of dual tubular construction with the iq>per

ends of two main tubes of the lower portion being tdesoopi-

caUy fitted into the open lower ends (^ two main tubes of the

together in any one of a plurality of sdected adjusted positions

with respect to each other, and said upper cross member with

respect to said lower cross member and with respect to said

iqpper and lower crutch portions in any one of said selected

adjustable positions; wheTd>y simultaneous operation of said

interconnecting means and of said interlock means permits

either assembly or disassembly of said crutch overall or height

adjustment of said crutch coupled with simultaneous adjust-

ment of the height of said handle in said middle assembly both

in a single action.
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4t47<iSW
AFnXATION OF A PUMP TO A TANK

Toiro NWuMB, Haaioa, aad RaiaM Fdlaaii, Hdalahti, both
of Ftalnd, Mri^on to Kuqrr AB, Karlitad, Sweden

FDed Dec. 6, 1M2, Scr. No. 447,211

OaioH priority, appUcatioa FUaad, Dee. 15, 1961, 814016
lit CL3 FMB 23/00

VS. CL 137—15 20 CUim

17. A method of detaching a centrifugal pump housing from
a tank containing a suspension or a liquid, said tank having an
opening formed in a generally horizontal portion thereof, and
said pump housing including a rotor mounted interiorly

thereof for rotation about an axis generally perpendicular to a
plane defining said opening, said rotor including a portion

thereof extending through the opening into the interior of the

tank, comprising the steps sequentially of:

(a) effecting linear movement of the pump rotor along said

axis to move the rotor to a position wherein no portion

thereof extends into the interior of the tank;

(b) effecting movement of a closing member mounted interi-

orly of the tank so that it moves to a position closing off

the tank opening and substantially prevents passage of
liquid or suspension within the tank through the opening,

the movement of the closing member being controlled

from outside the tank; and

(c) detaching the pump housing from the tank.

4y47Cn7
HYDRAUUC GOVERNOR PRESSURE GENERATOR

K«|Ji Somiya, Niahio, Japan, aMipor to AiaiB Waraer Kabnshlki
KaiaiM, AkU, Japan

FDed Feb. 12, 1M2, Scr. No. 348,310

M. CL^ GOSD IS/08
VJS, CL 137—56 2 dainia

1. A hydraulic governor pressure generator including a
governor body fixedly mounted on a rotational shaft, a gover-

nor valve movably mounted in a cavity of the governor body
in the radial direction with respect to the rotational shaft ac-

cording to centrifugal force acting thereon, an input oil pas-

sage and an output oil passage provided in the valve body
communicating with each other through a clearance between
the inner peripheral wall surface ofsaid governor body and the

outer peripheral wall surface of said governor valve, said
hydraulic governor pressure generator comprising:

at least one pocket provided in each one of said input and
output oil passages and recessed in a direction away from
the rotational center of said rotational shaft, the diameter
thereof being larger than that of said input or output oil

passage, one end thereof being opened in a surface of said
governor body, and

a magnet fixed in each one of said pockets so as to close said
one end thereof, whereby particles of swarf or foreign
material in the working oil in said input and output pas-
sages are collected in said pockets by means of magnetic
forces as well as centrifugal force.

4,476388
OVERPRESSURE VALVE

HelmiH LachnaoB, Eaaoi, and Bemd Lange, Berlin, both of Fed.
Rep. of Gcraumy, aaafgnors to Dr. H. Ilcfnbach GnbH tt

Co., Eaaen and Borsig GnbH, BcrUn, both of. Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FQed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,669
Claims priority, ap^icatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 12,

1981, 3131817

Int a^ GOSD 16/10
VJS. CL 137—102 11 Gains

1. An overpressure^ontrol valve comprising:

a valve housing formed with

a vent port,

a front output chamber,

a back intake chamber adjacent and back of said output
chamber, and

a valve seat lying between said chambers;

a valve body displaceable in said housing forward toward said

valve seat into a closed position on said seat and blocking
flow between said chambers and backward from said valve
seat and into an open position permitting flow between said

chambers, said body having exposed in said chambers at

least one forwardly directed face and at least one back-
wardly directed face, the effective surface area of said for-
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wardly directed face being greater than that of said back-

wardly directed face;

vent valve means connected to said valve body and openable

after said valve body is displaced into said clmed position for

connecting said output chamber to said vent port; and

biasing means for urging said valve body backward into said

open position with a predetermined generally constant bias-

ing force, whereby said valve body moves back against said

biasing means into said closed position when the backwardly

effective pressure on the forward face overcomes both the

force of said biasing means and the pressure on the back face.

4,476,890

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
Hamhiko Kawasaki, Sagamfliara, and Keifi Uahiro, Tokyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Kayaba Kogyo KabnahikI Kaiaha, To-

kyo, Japan

FUed Jon. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,300

Claims priority, application Japan, Jon. 12, 1981, 56*90535;

Jon. 12, 1981, 56-86314[U]

lot CL^ nOL 17/18

VS. a. 137—269 13 Claims

1,8 400 24b 24f 46

4,476,889

CONTROL VALVE AND SWITCH ASSEMBLY
Henry T. Haynes, 6463 S. 32nd W. Ave., Tolsa, Okla. 74123

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Scr. No. 251^95
Int 0.3 G05D 16/20

VS. 0. 137—116J 6 Claims

OTntTMrtii

1. A control valve and switch assembly comprising a hous-

ing, a pressure chamber provided in the housing for directing

fluid for a work operation and in communication with a pres-

sure source and an outlet passage, check valve means inter-

posed between the pressure chamber and the pressure soivce

for precluding back flow of fluid, pressure bore means pro-

vided in the housing and open to the pressure chamber, pri-

mary pressure switch means secured to the housing and open

to the pressure bore, unloader valve means secured to the

housing and open to the outlet passage, return passageway

means provided in the housing in communication between the

unloader valve means and a fluid return line, second pressure

bore means provided in the housing in communication be-

tween the unloader valve means and a fluid return line, second

pressure bore means provided in the housing and open to the

return passageway means, secondary pressure switch means

secured to the housing and open to the second pressure bore

means, said primary pressure switch means being operably

connected between a power supply and a motor starter and

responsive to the pressure in the pressure chamber for alter-

nately opening and closing the operable connection between

the power supply and motor starter, said secondary pressure

switch means bdng operably connected between the motor

starter and a motor driven pump providing said pressure

source and open to the pressure in the return passageway

means downstream of the unloader valve means for alternately

opening and closing the operable connection between the

motor starter and the pump motor, and said unloader valve

being responsive to the pressure in the outlet passage for pro-

viding selective communication between the outlet passage

and the return passageway means for automatically controlling

the pressure within the pressure chamber within predeter-

mined operating limitations.

1. A pressure control valve comprising, in combination:

a housing defming a pressure port and a relief port;

a valve body fixedly accommodated in the housing;

a relief poppet biased to block communication between the

pressure port and the relief port, the relief poppet and the

valve body defining a part of a back pressure chamber, a

first end of the relief poppet communicating with the

pressure port and a second end of the relief poppet com-

municating with the back pressure chamber;

a plug defining a pilot poppet chamber on one side and the

other part of the back pressure chamber on the other side;

a pilot poppet accommodated in the pilot poppet chamber

and biased to block communication between the back

pressure chamber and the relief port, the pilot poppet

being moved when a pressure in the back pressure cham-

ber is above a biasing force to unblock communication

between the back pressure chamber and the relief port;

an anti-void poppet having the valve body sUdable therein,

the valve body being formed with a port for communicat-

ing the pressure port with the relief port through the

anti-void poppet, the anti-void poppet being biased to

unblock communication between the pressure port and

the relief port when the pressure in the presence port is

below a predetermined value;

a relief spring for blocking communication between the

pressure port and the relief port;

an anti-void spring for unblocking communication between

the pressure port and the relief port when the pressure in

the pressure port is below the predetermined value; and

a waved washer neighboring the port of the valve body to

guide the flow of fluid throu^ the port, the anti-void

spring being disposed between the wave-washer and the

valve body.

4,476,891

MULTI-COMPONENT VALVE
Piero Mnlaa, Via Dodecancao 50/6, and Giancarlo Bonissonc,

Piazia Paola Da Nori 7/77, both of Genoa, Italy

FUed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,358

Claims priority, appUcatioa Italy, Mar. 20, 1981, 12475 A/81

lot CL^ F16K 5/06

VS. CL 137—270 5 Claims

1. A convertible valve comprising, a valve body having two

interconnectable body sections assemblable toother into a

valve body, each body section having a cavity for jointly

defming in an assembled condition of the two valve sections an

inner cavity for bousing a rotary valve element therein, each

body section having a nipple portion having a bore there-

through for passage of fluid from one nipple portion to the

other through the valve and for connection to conduits, a
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rotary vilve dement bounble in laid cavity and having an
open<ended tint bore paaitng at an angle through an axis of
rotation of the valve element, the rotary valve element having
an open-ended aeoood bore having an end open to said first

bore, the rotary valve element having an operating spindle

extending therefrom, one of said body sections having an
opening into the cavity thereof for receiving said qrindk ex-

tending therethroagh outwardly of the assembled valve body
fbr selective actuation of the rotary valve element about the

axis of rotation thereof for opening and closing the valve, the

valve sections having complementary surfaces for abutting

each other in an assembled condition of the two valve body
sections, at least a part of each of the complementary surfaces

bong disposed in a common phme passing at an angle through
said axis of rotation of the rotary valve element, one of the
body sections being positionable alternatively in positions with
the nipple portion thereof aligned and in communication with
said first or with said second bore of the rotary valve element,
and means for connecting the two valve sections in an assem>
bled condition in said positions and for disassembly thereof.

4yf7C392
DUAL PURPOSE REFRIGERANT CONNECTOR

HvoU L. Boyea, 1411 N. Yale, T^te, OUa. 74115
FDad St§, 19, 1M3, Scr. No. 533,828

lit a' F28B 4S/00
VS,a 137-322 1

1. A coupling for safely opening a normally closed Schroe-
der or standard service valve which is connected to the refrig-

enmt fluid of a compressor-type idr conditioning system com-
prising:

a body having a coaxial first bore and, forward thereof, a
second bore with an axial communication port of smaller

diameter than said first and second bores therri)etween,

means to connect a source of high pressure refrigerant

fluid to said first bore and means to connect a body of said
valve with said second bore, a first piston in said first bote,
said first piston having an attached rod which extends into

said second bore through said port, means to seat said first

piston on its rod side to a surfiioe that surrounds said first

boce to normally doae said port, spring means biasing said

piston to the seated position, a second pistcm sealed in said
second bore having an opening coaxially Uvger than said
rod to reciprocally receive at least a portion of said rod
therein, means biasing said second piston towards said
means to connect with said valve, means on the forward
end of said second piston to seal with said body which is

a part of said valve prior to said valve being opened and
prior to the movement of said first piston off of said seat
for admittance of said high pressure refrigerant fluid

through said port by the movement ofsaid first piston, and
a stop ring attached to said rod and situated in said secoid
bore to be engaged by said second piston upon movement
of said second piston to move said first piston away from
its seat

4«47<,893

HYDRAUUC FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Hana S^wcfan, Kaant, Fed. Rep. of GcnHmy, Mri^or to

:

MascUneatebrik AG, RsMcheld, Fed. Rep. of

FOed JaL 2, IMl, Scr. No. 279,780
Oafaw priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Gcnnny, JaL 4,

19M, 3025315; Dec 14, 1900, 3047244

lit a^ F14K 31/122
US. a. 137—486 17 (

1. A hydraulic flow control valve comprising

a housing having a bore therein,

a hydraulic inlet channel and a hydraulic outlet channel, each
communicating with said bore in said housing,

valve means mounted in said bore for movement between a
closed position closing communication between said inlet

and outlet channels, and an open position permitting such
communication,

adjustable control means for biasing said valve means toward
one of either its closed or open positions, and including,

(a) constant volume flow restriction means for providing a
constant volume hydraulic flow,

(b) a first line connected downstream of said constant vol-

ume flow restriction means,

(c) adjustable transducer means operatively connected to

said first line for maintaining a selected pressure therein,

(d) an outlet line leading from the downstream side of said

transducer means to an external reservoir,

(e) a second line ocnmected downstream of said constant

volume flow restriction means and parallel to said first

line, said second line leading to said bore in said bousing

and so that the pressure in said second line is adapted to

bias said valve means toward one of either its closed or
open positions,

(0 flow sensor means and pressure sensor means positioned

in said outlet channel, and

(g) feedback means operatively interconnecting each of said

flow sensor means and said pressure sensor means with

said transducer means, and including switch means for

selectively connecting either said flow sensor means or

said pressure sensor means to said feedback means,

whereby the ou^t ci either said flow sensor means or
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said pressure sensor means acts to control the pressure in

said second line and thus positioning of said valve means.

VALVE WITH CIRCULATION TIMER
Robert L. AMar, Irrine, CaUf^ aaaigBor to Smith International,

IM., Newport Beach, Calif.

FOed Jm. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,412

UL CLi F14K 37/00
VS. a. 137—55X7 6 Claim

to Wieoal Corp.,

4^74,895

SHORT GIRDLE
Maiani SUbosawa, Kyoto, Japan,

Kyoto, Japan

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 442,358

CfadoN priority, applkatkM Japan, Aog. 17, 1982, 57-142894

lat a.3 A41C 1/00
VS. CL 128—546 3 OaiBS

1. A short girdle formed of elasticized material comprising:

a front body formed with front leg hole portions located on
opposite sides of a lower edge thereof;

a rear body formed with rear leg hole portions located on
opposite sides of a lower edge thereof;

an abdomen keep cloth member sewed to one of front and

rear side surfaces of the frxmt body and extending down-
wardly from an upper edge of tlw front body toward a

central portion of its lower edge in such a manner that the

wklth thereof is successively reduced; and

a crotch cloth member consecutively extending down-

wardly from the abdomen keep cloth member and con-

nected at one end thereof to a central portion ofthe lower

edge of the rear body, said crotch ctoth member being

formed with inner leg hole portions each k)cated on (»e of
opposite sides thereof;

the lower edge of the front body and side edges of the abdo-

men keep cloth member contiguous with side edges of the

crotch cloth member crossing each other and overlapping

in such a manner that they are able to move relative to

each other.

4,476,896

MANIFOLDS FOR STRUTTED FILM
Henry G. ScUnner, Spartanborg, S.C., aasigBor to W. R. Grace
A Co., Gryofac Di?., Doncaa, S.C

Dirision of Ser. No. 319,761, No?. 9, 1981, Pat No. 4,425,172.

This application Apr. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 488,892

Int <1? B05B 1/14
VS. CL 137—561 A 10

1

5. A valve comprising a housing, a port in said housing, a

piston sleeve movably mounted in said housing, a port in said

piston sleeve, a second sleeve in said housing, a timer mounted
in said second sleeve, said timer comprising a semi-circular

housing section, a chamber bored in said semi-circular section,

a plug for said bore, a groove in the exterior of said section, a

battery, a magnetic switch and a time responsive device in said

chamber, a trigger rod in said groove extending from the end
of said container, a magnet in said groove mounted on said

trigger rod.

1. A manifold for a strutted film having internal flow pas-

sageways comprising, in combination:

a conduit having an internal passageway; and
a strutted film adhesively joiined to and wound about said

conduit at least about 1-1 i revolutions;

wherein the internal passageway of said conduit communi-
cates with said flow passageways through a coupling

orifice having an extenial opening which is sealed by a

patch.

4^76,897
FLOWLINE CONNECTOR SEAL

Charica D. MorriU, BcUalre, Tex., aarigaor to Smith Interna-

tioBal, lacn Newport Beach, CaUf

.

DMakm of Ser. No. 87,747, Oct 24, 1979, ahandonsd, which is

a coBtianatioa-hHpart of Scr. No. 973,895, Dec 28, 1978,

abandoned. lUs appllcatkm JnL 16, 1982, Scr. No. d99fin
latCL^nSL 29/00

VS. CL 137—594 38 OalnM

1. A seal plate for sealingly engaging two opposing fluid Ime
hubs, the hubs each having at least one port with a fluid line

attached thereto and at iMt one of such ports having valve

means therein for closing off the corre^onding fluid line,

compnsmg:
a flangeless disc-like metal body member insertable between
sudi hubs having a diameter larger than its thickness;

fhnd communication means through said body member for

providing fluid cooomunication between the fluid lines of
such hubs;
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means on each face ofnid body member for aealingly engag-

ing each one of the hubs; and

guidance means disposed in said fluid communication means
engageable with such valve means upon insertion of said

body member between such hubs for opening such valve

means and permitting the fluid flow through said fluid

communication means.

4^76,898
MINE-ROOF SUPPORT CONTROL MEANS

Ktfl Kriagcr, Wippcrtd, and GUntbcr Kaachke, Ostrop-
Ranel, both of Fad. Rap. of Gcnuay, aarignon to Hcmami
Haonchddt Maaririnartiibrik GmbH ft Co., Woppertal, Fed.

Rap. of Gcrmaagr

FDad Mar. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 359,940

CUms priority, appUeation Fed. R19. of Gtraaay, Mar. 20,

1981, 3110854

iBt a^ F15B 9/10
U.S.a 137-424.14 4 Oainis

1. Mine-roof support control means comrising:

(a) a main control unit incorporating a pressureHxmtrolled

valve;

(b) a workstage control device connected thereto and com-
prising a 3/2 switching-on valve, a 3/2 switching-ofT

valve and a 3/2 transmitting valve, said 3/2 valves of the

control device being alternately connectable to a high-

pressure fluid line and to a low-pressure fluid return line in

order to convert a pressure pulse into a switching step at

the main control unit and for transmitting an answering

pressure pulse signalling the completion of a workstage
for continuing a sequence of operations;

(c) respective means for actuating the switching-on valve

and the switching-oflf valve, said actuating means each
including a fluid cylinder containing twin operating pis-

ton^

(d) means for actuating the transmitting valve comprising a
fluid cylinder containing one operating piston;

(e) fluid connections on said valves to provide for the return

line to communicate with the switching-on valve and the

transmitting valve in their inoperative positions and with

the switching-off valve in its operating postion; and

(0 fluid connections between the switchiag-on valve, the

switching-ofT valve and the transmitting valve to ensure

that, when a first one of the two actuating pistons of the

switching-on valve is acted on by a pressure pulse, the

switching-on valve communicates with the high pressure

line and leads pressurised fluid to said pressure-controlled

valve in the main control unit which actuates the works-
tage through the opened switching-offvalve to the second
actuating piston of the switching-on valve and to the

actuating piston of the transmitting valve which opens to

transmit the answering pressure pulse.

4,474399
BRAKING MECHANISM FOR A SHED-FORMING

MACHINE
Rudolf Sckwars, Horgen-Znerich, aad Walter KMMr, Himl.
ZMrich, both of SwitaeriaBd, aaaipiors to StaeobU Ltd., Hor-
gen-Znerich, SwitKriand

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,137
ClaiflH priority, application SwitierlaDd, No?. 13, 1981,

7286/81

IM. a? D03D 51/08
UJS. CL 139—1 E 16

I • » S3, s I*
»

M n MHiinJi"

1. In a weaving machine having a drive mechanism, a lifting

unit, a shed-forming mechanism which has a rotatably sup-

ported shaft and has selectively actuable braking means for

resisting rotation of said shaft, first means adapted to drivingly

couple said-drive mechanism of said weaving machine to said

shaft of said shed-forming mechanism, and second means
adapted to drivingly couple said shaft of said shed-forming
mechanism to said lifting unit, the improvement comprising
wherein said braking means includes: a first member which is

axially movably supported on and fixed against rotation rela-

tive to said shaft, and which has a first annular braking surface

thereon coaxial with said shaft; means defining a second annu-
lar braking surface which is coaxial with and fixed against axial

movement with respect to said shaft; means for preventing
rotation of said second annular braking surface about the axis

of said shaft; and actuating means cooperable with said first

member for effecting axial movement of said first member
between two positions in which said first and second annular
braking surfaces are respectively engaging and spaced from
each other.

4,476,900

COMPOSITE HEDDLE ROD
Janea B. Bowen, GreenTille, S.C., aasigDor to Steel Hcddle

Mannfactoring Company, Greoiillle, S.C
FOed Jan. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 343,051

lat a^ D03C 9/06
U.S. CL 139—91 8 Claima

1. In a heddle fiwne having top and bottom frame slats,

heddle rods carried by said frame dats which support heddles
having end slots carried on said heddle rods, the improvement
wherein said heddle rods comprise:

a first elongated metal bar;

a second elongated metal bar laterally spaced fh>m said first

bar and being carried parallel to said first bar;

a non-metaUic inner core interposed between said first and
second bars;

means for securing said first and second metal plates and said
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intermediate non-metallic layer together in a sandwiched
configiiration; and

means connecting said heddle rods to said frame sUts.

4,476,901

APPARATUS FOR DETECIING WEFT YARN IN JET
LOOMS

Tsntonn Salnen, Kanazawa, Jqiaa, assignor to Tsndakoma
Corporation, lahikawa, J^an

Filed Jun. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 507,425
Claims priority, applicatiOD Japan, Jon. 30, 1982, 57-114168

Int. CL^ D03D 51/31
U.S.a 139-370

J

5 Claiffls

i *

passing around elected portions of at least one of said

spiral coil and said stuffer pick, whereby all the elements

constituting the seam are generally in line with the tension

plane through the fabric.

10. A method of producing a seam in a multiple layer paper-

makers fabric comprising the steps of:

determining the place on the fabric where a spiral coil is to

be inserted;

removing a predetermined number of weft yams in each
layer of the fabric at said place;

fraying out the ends of the fabric by removing a predeter-

mined number of weft yams and temporarily leaving a

certain number of weft yarns immediately next to the area

where the spiral is to be inserted;

taking a predetermined number of the warp yams ofa design

repeat, passing them around the spiral, and sewing them
directly into the fabric between the face and back kyen of
the fabric, thereby protecting said warp yam from wear
and eliminating a source of seam failure; and

causing the sewn back warp yams to emerge from exit points

on at least one of the face and back surfaces of the fabric.

1. An apparatus for detecting a weft yam in a loom, compris-
mg:

(a) a feeler head for detecting whether a weft yam has been
inserted in a warp shed at an end of the warp shed and for

generating an electric feeler signal;

(b) a variable-gain amplifier for amplifying said electric

feeler signal; and
(c) an automatic gain control circuit for detecting the level

of an output signal from said variable-gain amplifier and
for feeding an automatic gain control signal proportional

to the detected level back to said variable-gain amplifier to

change the operating point thereof to thereby control said

output signal from said variable-gain amplifier so as to be
sut»tantially constant

4^476,902

IN-LINE PINTLE LOOP SEAM
Willian T. Wcsthead, Waycroat, Ga^ aaaigmir to Scapa Inc.,

WaycnMB,Ga.
FDed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 408,010

iBt 0.3 F16G 3/01 D21F 7/10

\}S,a 139-383 A 13

4,476,903

SHUTTLELESS WEAVING MACHINE
PanI Grnineman, Mierlo, Nctfaeriaads, aaaignor to Roti-te Strake

B.V., Deome, Nedierlaads

Filed Jan. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 339,087

Oaiffls priority, application Switzeriand, Jan. 13, 1981,

196/81

lot CL^ D03D 47/34

U.S.a 139—435 8 OaiBH

3a ^
^z &0

1. A papermakers fabric having two ends joined together by
a seam, said fabric comprising:

a first layer defined by a fint plurality of weft yams;

a second layer defined by a second plurality of weft yams;

a plurality ofwarp yams interwoven with said weft yams to

define a first surface on said first layer and a second sur-

face on said second layer, a select number of said warp
yams extending out of each end of said fabric;

a first spiral coil and a first stuffer pick disposed across said

warp yams at one end of said f^ric; and

said sdect number of warp yams being sewn back directly

into the fabric between said first and second layers after

1. A shuttleless weaving machine, comprising a nozzle for

inserting a weft thread from a stationary yam supply, said

nozzle provided with a mixing tube mounted in alignment with

a guide channel for the weft thread, said machine further

comprising a reed carried by a batten for beating-up the in-

serted weft thread, and a thread holder disposed between the

yam supply and the reed, the thread holder being disposed

directly within the mixing tube wherein the thread holder is an
elastic intermediate piece installed in the mixing tube, said

intermediate piece bdng associated with two oppositely posi-

tioned reciprocable elements which are adapted to be moved
with each other in a head-on fashion.
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M76,904
DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE LENGTH OF A WEFT
Tcino Ito, Eartf, mi SUi«» Oda, Nagoya, both of Japu«
MffMin to KabvUld Kaiiha Toyod* Jldoihokld SdaakiMlio,

KBlya,Japn
FDad Dae. 21« 1M2, Scr. No. 451,739

CUm priority, afpUealioa JapoB, Dee. X, 1981« 56-212723;
Dae. 29, 1981, 56-215115

lit CU D03D 47/36
VS. CL 139-^2 10

1. A device for measoiiig the length of a weft, comprinng a
length mfawiring drum for coilingly winding the weft supplied

from a weft supply bobbin through a weft guide means, a pair

of weft engaging pins mounted substantially within said drum
in aziaUy spaced uptat relation with respect to the axis of said

drum and for retracting and protruding movement through the

periphery ofsaid drum for controlling a winding amount of the
weft onto said drum and a shift of the wound weft towards the
weft drawing-out direction of said drum, a cam m^iwnifiq for

alternately protruding and retracting said weft engaging pins

through the periphery of said drum, and a guide means ar-

ranged between said cam mechanism and said weft engaging
pins, said guide means for controlling said weft engaging pins

so that they move only rectilineariy in their axial directions.

4v476,905
RIBBON CABLE WIRE END FORMING TOOL

I K. Mabn, doar Lake, Iowa, anipor to

tiom New Yarii, N.Y.

nirtlBMlluBofSar. No. 261,046, May 21, 1961
TUa appUealfaa Aag. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 526,509

iML a> B21F 1/00
VS.a 140-105 5

i J '^-

1. A medwd of poaitionally interrdated time-stepped mo-

tions for cutting, stripping, and end-forming an insulated multi-

wire flat workpiece ribbon cable which comprises:

clamping and holding said workpiece ribbon cable while in

a first position; then

end cutting said woitpiece ribbon cable while still in said

first position; and
cutting and holding said insulation at a location back from

said cut end of said workpiece ribbon cable while still in

said first position; then

stripping said cut and held insulation firom said woricpiece

ribbon cable while pulling the stripped wire ends thereof
to a second position between an anvil forming block and a
forming head with a Ime-up plurality of hammer-headed
forming elements; then

aligning an edge one ofsaid multiple wires within said work-
piece ribbon cable under an end one of said plurality of
lined-up hammer-headed forming elements; then

responsively to the width of the individual one said work-
piece ribbon cable subject to said clamping and holding,

said end cutting, said cutting and holding, said stripping,

and said aligning evenly justifying each and all remaining
ones of said lined-up plurality of hammer-headed forming
elements across said width of said individual one said

workpiece ribbon cable in order that each and every one
of said plurality of lined-up hammer-headed forming ele-

ments may be, by said justifying, better proximately juxta-
posed oppositely the multiple wires of said multi-wire flat

workpiece ribbon cable; then

compressively forming said stripped wire ends by pressing

said anvil forming block and said forming head together.

3. An apparatus for cutting, stripping, and forming ones of a
multiplicity of wires at the end of a variable width multicon-

ductor ribbon cable, which apparatus comprises:

a frame means;

fixed and moveable cut knife means carried by fiame means,
said moveable cut knife means being moveable relative to

said support bed and frame means, for cutting across said

worlq)ksoe ribbon cable;

fixed and moveable strip knife means adjacent said cut knife

means and fixed thereto for stripping the insulation from
said multiplicity of wires within said workpiece ribbon

cable in order to produce a multiplicity of wire ends;

form block means attached to said firame means for provid-

ing an anvil surface under said multiplicity of wire ends;

forming head means moveably mounted ons^ frame means
and carrying a plurality of N-(-l justifiable hammer-
headed forming elements over said multiplicity of wire
ends within said woricpiece ribbon cable, said forming
means comprising:

(a) said plurality of N-(-l hammer-headed forming ele-

ments each with a hammer-head on one end disposed

toward said form block means and with a wedge upon
the opposite end, the line of the edge of such wedge
being lined-up approximately parallel to the length of
said woriq>iece ribbon cable as held upon said support

bed mean^
(b) forming head frame means for mahitaining said plural-

ity of N-i-1 hammer-headed forming elements as a
linear seqiirntial array across said multiconductor rib-

bon cable and with the hammer-head of each of each of
* said N-(- 1 hammer-headed forming elements diqxMed

toward said form block means; and
(c) a plurality of N separator kiiife means for wedging

apart by being forced between the wedge ends of said

plurality of N-)-l hammer-headed forming elements

maintained as a linear srqtirntial array, each adjacent

ones of all said plurality of N-h 1 hammer-headed form-

ing elements until all said plurality of N-t- 1 hammer-
haded forming elements do precisely subtend said

variable width of said multiomductor ribbon cable,

thereby justifying said plurality of N-I-1 hammer-
headed forming elements over said mnhiplicity (^wire
ends within said worlqiiece ribbon caUe; and

compressim forming force means connected to said frame
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and said forming head for forcing said forming head
means and said form block means toffsther, therefore since
said form block means are, during said providing, of fixed
position reUitive to said support bed and frame «nfan»
forcing said forming head means together toward said
support bed and frame means with said workpiece ribbon
cable fixedly held thereon, in order to, by said forcing,
form said multiplicity of wire ends within said worioriece
ribbon cable.

4^7<,90(
YIELDING PRESSURE BAR FOR WOOD PLANING

MACHINES
Wflliaa B. Grawftord, aad Briaa D. Barber, both of GfccHboro,
N.C, aarignon to Newman MaeUae CoaqNoy, lac., GracM*
boro, N.C.

Filed Sep. 9, 1963, Ser. No. 530,638
IM. a^ B27C J/00

vs. CL 144—116 5

flie device is mounted, said tread portion and said shoulder
portions and said shonkler portions and said side wall portiou
forming obtuse inner angles, said side wall portiou each being
formed with a coiled portion at its end, and said shoulder
portions each being formed with a metal stop member fbr
hitching a tire chain system thereon.

5. An antiskid device for a tire comprising a side t&tnn^ «
cross chain, a connector, an end link, a hook and a stopper,
wherein said side chain comprises a plurality side Unks each
formed as a two-piece link including two links, one a long link
and the other a short link, which are intend with each other,
said stopper being angled in transverse section and formed
with a transverse web of a width large enough to contact a
lower portion of said end link, and a groove of a width large
enou^ to receive said hook, said cross chain being formed as
a cross link ofbar material, said connector being in the form of
a link on either end and in the form of a rod in its intermediate
portion so that the connector is connected at one end to said
cross link and at the other end to said side linL

1. A wood planer havmg at least one cutterhead and a bot-
tom, a top pressure bar in spaced horizontal relation to said
cutterhead, a board holddown member in advance of said
cutterhead, an adjustable table and assembly having a bed plate
having spaced recesses thereunder mounted thereon for sup-
porting a board to be planed, the improvement comprising a
yielding pressure bar means for automatic cut control mounted
to cooperate with said bed plate, said yielding pressure bar
means having a shaft supported on said adjustable table and
assembly, a bar having at least one member pivotally mounted
on said shaft, said bar member having a rearwaidly projecting
surface for engaging a board in a directed pi^ of travel, said
bar monber having a forwardly projecting abutment, means
for resiliently urging said rearwardly projecting surface up-
wardly against said first pressure bar and said cutterhead for
engaging a board being conveyed through said planer during
planing.

4^76,906
REINFORCEMENT FOR TIRES PRODUCED BY

MOLDING
Jaaa P. Ceaar, Sayat; Jaeqaea Goattabaaris, U Mortayia, aiad
Andre Schneider, St-Hyppolyta, aU ef Fkaaea, Mai^on to
Conpaaie Gcaerale dca rtaiiilmsmiBli MichaUa, ClanMat-
Ferrand, FnuMS
CoatiBaatio»>iB-part of Ser. No. 275,363, Jaa. 19, 1961,

abandOMd. lUa apptteatka Aag. 9, 1963, S«. No. 521,712
OaiaM priority, appUcatioB Flraaea, Jaa. 14, I960, 60 14060

lit a^ B60C 9/00
U.S.a 152-357 A n

4^476,907

ANTISKID DEVICE FOR TIRE
ankhiro Odawara, 49-1, Kaadikarida, Nj^aaawMhiro, Ha-
chiaoeOty, Aoawri-Prefaetaw, Japaa

FDed Dae. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 452,948
Clains priority, appttcatfoa Japaa, Dae. 28, 1961, 56>

193059[U1; J«n. 9. 1982, 57.893[U]

lACUBtOC 27/06
VS. CL 152—179 12

1. A tire produced from at least one liquid or paste material
which solidifies in a tire mold to form the elastomeric material
of the tire, consisting of a crown with two shoulden each
connected to a sidewall terminating in a bead containing at
least one bead ring,

characterized by the fact that it comprises a number of
successive discrete radial hoops which are equaUy spaced
^NUt in the longitudinal direction of the tire, are identical,
connst at least in part of a moldable material, are embed-
ded in the elastomeric material of the tire, are continuous
from one bead to the other and are provided at each of
their ends with a hook within which the bead ring is

arranged, the hook being provided with at least one exten-
sion which extends up to a waU of the tire,

and by the fact that the hoops, which are manuftctured flat,

are bent or curved by bringing the bead rings towards
each other in the axial direction in order to impose upon
the hoopB a meridian trajectory corresponding substan-
tially to the meridian curvature of the core of the tire

mold, each normal sectira ofeach hoop at any given point
(N) on the imposed meridian tn^ectory has a moment of
inertia of flexure satisfying the law

/.-Sxr.xpn
1. An antiskid device for a tire comprising a tread portion, a

pair of shoulder portions and a pair of side wall portions U being the moment of inertia of flexure of the normal
formed of elongated plate material in one piece, said tread aection of each hoop at the given point (N) on the imposed
portion being corrugated in a radial direction ofa tire on which meridiantrqectory of thetiremokl.
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S bang • ooMttnt ooeflicieiit equal to the ratio of the axial

beDding fbfce (P) applied to each flat hoop to the modulus

of dMticity (^ of the material forming the hoop,

Yflbeing the radial distance from the given point (N) on the

impoaed meridian trajectory to the median axis of the flat

hoop,

Ph being the radius of local curvature at the given point (N)

on the impoaed meridian tnyectory.

the action of said coil spring while said winding roll is bemg
continuously rotated in the cloth winding-up direction under

CORD LOCK FOR A VENETIAN BUND LIFT CORD
Joaaph A. Aadcria, CUfloa, NJ^ aad Victor Debs, StatcB Island,

N.Y^ mriwuan to Lcrolor Lomtm, lac, Ljradhurst, NJ.
FUed Jon. 14y 1M2, Scr. No. 388,158

Iirt. OJ EOCB 9/324

UjS. CL 100—178 C 6 Claims

10-

1. A cord lock for a Venetian blind lift cord, comprising: a

housing having a bottom wall for connection to a head channel

of the Venetian blind, two side walls in spaced, substantially

parallel relationship to each other and extending substantially

perpendicularly to said bottom wall, each side wall being

provided with an oblong window, said windows being in

alignment with each other and extending at an acute angle with

respect to said bottom wall, a cam extending in said housing

through said windows and slidably received in said windows,

each side wall also being provided with an elongated slot

extending essentially vertically and at an angle with respect to

said window, said slots being in alignment with each other, and

a cord glide body non-rotatably but slidably mounted in said

slots, said cord lock enabling a Uft cord passed in said housing

over said cord glide body and between said cord gUde body

and said cam to be releasably locked between said body and

cam.

M78,910
ROLL-BUND

Ym4I Sdto, Cuba, Japn, aarigMr to Kaboshfld Kalsha Nl-

cUbd, Tokyo, Japan

FDcd Fab. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 345,367

ClataM priority, appiiartiM Japn, Feb. 10, 1981, 56-1C773;

Mar. 18, 1981, 56^36821

lit CL^ E06B 9/208

UJS. CL 180—291 5 daims
1. A roll-blind comprising a blind cloth, a winding roU for

winding up said blind cloth thereon, a coil spring for con-

stantly rotating said winding roll in its cloth winding-up direc-

tion, a stopper for stopping the rotation of said winding roll

against the action of sidd coil spring at any desired position

where said blind cloth is lowered, and a speed reducing device

for reducing the speed of rotation of said winding roU due to

the action of said coil spring so that the winding-up operation

continues in a smooth and reliable manner.

4^76,911

DIECASTING METHOD FOR PRODUCING CAST
PIECES WHICH ARE LOW IN GAS, PORES AND

OXIDES, AS WELL AS DIECASTING MACHINE FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE METHOD

Edgar Loasack, Bona; Jodwa Spriestersbach, Alfler; Jooef

Baar, and WilfHed Schwab, both of Wdagartea, aU of Fed.

Rep. ofGcnaaay, aaaigaors to MaschlaeaCArfk MBllcr>Weia*

gartea A.Gn Wdagartea, Fed. R^ of Gcmaay
Filed Not. 3, 1981, Scr. No. 317,617

Claims priority, appticatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, No?. 3,

1980,3041340

Iat.a.3B22D27//5
UjS.a.164—65 38 Claims

FI6.1

1. A diecasting process for producing cast pieces from met-

ak or their aUoys by means of a horizontal cold chamber

diecasting machine including a diecasting mold held under a

vacuum, a fill chamber coupled to the diecasting mold, a hold-

ing furnace containing metal melt, a suction pipe partially

immersed in the holding fiimace and coupled to the fill cham-

ber, vacuum means for transporting metal melt from the hold-

ing furnace through the suction pipe into the fill chamber

under a vacuum, a casting piston for moving the metal melt

from the fill chamber into the diecasting mold, and a piston rod

attached to the casting piston for moving the casting piston,

whereby the fiUing of the fill chamber with metal melt consti-

tutes a dosaging phase and during the dosaging phase gases and
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lubricant vapors are developed during entry of the melt into

the fill chamber, said process comprising the steps of:

providing the casting piston with an annular channel and the

piston rod and casting piston with a longitudinal bore
which extends from the piston rod into the casting piston

and there exits mto the annuUu- channel;

connecting the longitudinal bore in the piston rod to a source
ofvacuum for creatmg a vacuum at the annuhu* channel in

the casting piston; and
maintaining a vacuum at the annular channel in the casting

piston so as to cooperate with the vacuum in the mold for

extracting gases and lubricant vapon from the fill cham-
ber.

4^76,912
HOT CHAMBER DIE CASTING MACHINE

John L Harrill, 24201 Oraage Afc^ Pcrris, CUif. 92370
CoatiaBatiOB of Ser. No. 196,319, Oct 14, 1980, abaadoaed.

lUs applicatioa Jaa. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 386,340

lat a^ B22D 17/04

VS. CL 164-316 10 Oahas

1. A hot chamber die casting machine comprising

a pot;

a hollow cyUnder extending horizontally through said pot

and having a first, open end on a first outer side of said pot

and a second,o^ end on a second outer side of said pot;

a nose on the second outer side of said pot in communication
with the second end of said cylinder;

a piston slidably mounted in said cyUnder;

means for moving said piston axially in said cylinder,

means in said cylinder and located between said piston and
said second end with said piston in the retracted position

for charging said cyUnder with material from said pot;

said piston including a charging head, a sealing head and
a rigid connecting member therebetween; and

a reliefport through the wall of said cylinder and in conunu-

nication with the interior of said pot, said reUef port being

positioned between said charging head and said sealing

head when said |»ston is posit^ned for charging said

cylinder.

4,476,913

ARRANGEMENT FOR PRESSURE WELDING OF A
ROLLING BEARING CAGE

Hilmar Leaaer, Ochtdhaaiea; Herbert Dobhaa, Bcrgrhdafeld;

Bcnihard Baacr, Hasrfbrt, aad Araria Olschinsld, Sehweia*

ftnrt, all of Fed. R9. at Gcraaay, aaslpMHrs to SKF Kagd-
lagerfibrikca GadiH, Schweiaftart, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnay

FDcd Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 428,731

OalBH priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnunqr, Oct 23,

1981, 3142047

lat CL? B22D 29/00

VS.a 164-346 10 dafaas

1. In an arrangement for die casting of a rolling bearing cage

having pockets for rolling bodies, in a die casting mold,

wherdn a housing is provided covering a die casting mold, the

housing having guide openings opening in the central plane of

the respective pockets of the die casting mold, main and auxil-

iary sUdes being arranged side by side in each guide opening,

the mam and auxiliary slides having laterally facing supporting

guide surfaces at their inner ends inclined to the central planes.

each auxiliary slide having a lateral bulge on the side thereof

opposite the guide surface, for forming one of the lateral

boundary walls of the pockets with holding projections on
inner and outer edges thereof for the rolling bodies, the im-

provement wherein each main slide is externally operable and
has a recess on the side thereof toward the respective auxiliary

slide, the recess having a radially inner shoulder and a radially

outer shoulder, the auxiliary slide having a holding lug extend-

ing into the recess between said inner shoulder and outer shoul-

der with radial play, the auxiliary slide having a supporting

surface on the side opposite the lug with a radial outer bound-

ary edge, said supporting surface extending along the bound-

ary wall of the respective pocket and being supported on the

wall of the guide opening, the auxiliary slide being pivotable

about said outer boundary edge in the guide opening.

4,476,914

METHOD AND APPARATUS J^R COOLING METAL
STRANDS, MORE PARHCULARLY SLAB AND BILLET

STRANDS
Willi Wroasok, Ditaseldorf, Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, assigaor to

SACK GmbH, DHsseMorf, Fed. Rep. oTGcnuay
Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 187,363, Sep. 15, 1980, abaadoaed. Thh

applicatioa Feb. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 346,142

ClaiBH priority, appUcatioB Fed. R9. of Gcrauay, Sep. 28,

1979,2939322

lat CL^ B22D 11/124

VS. CL 164—444 3 Clahas

1. A device for adjusting the secondary cooling ofa continu-

ous cast strand emerging in a longitudinal path from a continu-

ous casting mold, to compensate for variations in the width of

the strand surfaces comprising:

4S2-228 O.G.-84-S
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(a) a stnuid guide support adjacent to and substantially sur-

rounding said path;

(b) a plurality of coolant spray nozzles positioned to define

spray planes crosaing said path;

(c) elongated spray beams extending substantially parallel to

said longitudinal path and adjacent thereto, said spray

beams including at least one lateral spray beam positioned

at a side of said path and upper and lower spray beams

positioned above and below said path, respectively, and

each of said spray beams forming a common support for a

plurality of said spray nozzles;

(d) pivot bolts on said strand guide support;

(e) a plurality of guide levers, each of said guide levers

pivotally attached to one of said pivot bolts on said strand

guide support and to one of said spray beams, said pivot

bolts having longitudinal axes being substantially trans-

verse to the longitudinal axis of said path;

(0 means associated with said strand guide support and said

lateral spray beam for selectively adjusting and fixing the

pivotal position of said guide lever attached to said lateral

spray beam, whereby the pivotal position determines the

distance of said spray nozzles supported on said lateral

•pray beam from said path, wherein said pivot bolts at-

tached to said guide levers attached to said lateral spray

beam are positioned on said strand guide support at an

angle relative to the strand surface whereby said guide

levers of said at least one lateral spray beam pivot around

said pivot bolts in a plane forming an acute angle with the

plane defined by the nozzles supported by said lateral

•pray beam, and said adjusting means displaces said at

least one lateral spray beam transversely to and longitudi-

nally along said path.

4^476,915

METHOD FOR REGULATING INDIVIDUAL DRIVES OF
AN ARCUATELY SHAPED MULTI-ROLLER

CONTINUOUS STRAND CASTING MACHINE FOR
METAL, PARTICULARLY STEEL

Wcracr Rahmfdd, Stockweg 32, D-4330 Miillicim; AcUm Kn-
boB, An Lerckdrfleld <, D4133 Ncakfrchco-Vhiyii, aad Dieter

Stalldckai, Branwes S«, D-4I00 Didsbarg 46, aU of Fed.

Rep. of Gcrmuy
FDad Mar. 30, IMl, Scr. No. 246,056

Gains priority, applicatloa Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Mar. 22,

1900, 3011137

lot OJ B22D lJ/16

VS. CL 164-M04 4 Claims

][

' .r*-L_

1. A method for continuous metallic casting comprising the

steps of:

(a) separating a starter strand from a cast metallic strand;

(b) continuous casting a metal strand at a speed greater than

0.8 m/min;

(c) passing said cast metallic strand through a strand guide,

said strand guide having an upstream arcuate section and
a downstream linear section separated thereby by a bend-
ing point, both of said sections having pairs of supporting
rollers;

(d) driving the pairs of supporting rollers in said arcuate

section;

(e) producing compressive forces to act upon said cast metal-

lic strand by using the torque of the pairs of supporting

rollers in said linear section to brake the forces created by
said driving pairs of supporting rollers in said arcuate

section;

(0 said compressive forces reaching a maximum at said

bending point; and

(g) the number of pairs of driving rollers in said arcuate

section being at least twice the number of pairs of driving
rollers in said linear section.

4,476,916

METHOD OF CASTING METAL MATRIX COMPOSITE
IN CERAMIC SHELL MOLD

Henry J. Nnsbaum, 109 Diddnsoo La., Wilmington, Del. 19807
Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,091

Int a.3 B22C 1/02; B22D 19/14
VS. CL 164—519 5 Claims

y^O

1. A method for making an investment cast, fiber reinforced

metal matrix composite in a ceramic mold comprising forming

a pattern of the composite, said pattern comprising a fiber

array impregnated with a fiigitive material and provided with

conduits at locations to permit mold evacuation and mold
filling, coating the pattern with a ceramic material that is not

readily wetted by the metal to be cast when the metal is in the

molten state, applying a plurality of additional coatings of a

slurry of ceramic particles to the pattern to form a ceramic

mold around the pattern, each ofsaid coatings being dried after

application, applying a coating of a ceramic sealant, forming a

cavity within the mold by treating the pattern to remove the

fugitive material, said fiber array remaining substantially in

place within the mold cavity, firing the ceramic sealant, heat-

ing the mold to a temperature above the melting point of the

matrix metal, introducing molten metal through a conduit into

the mold cavity while applying a vacuum to the mold cavity

through another conduit, infiltrating the fiber array with the

molten metal, cooling the ceramic mold and removing it from
the cast composite.

4^76,917
METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR CLEANING COOLING

TUBES OF HEAT TRANSFER UNITS
Katsnmoto Otake, Hitachi; MasaUko Miyai, Mito; Takuya

SaaaU, Hitachi; Yanrtwu Makai, Hitachi; SaaUchl Takaha-

Shi, Hitachi, aad Ino Okoochi, Hitachi, aD of Japan, awiga-

ors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tolcyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 279,070

Ciaiais priority, appiicatioB J^aa, Job. 30, 1900, 55-89708

lat CL^ F28G 13/00

VS. CL 165—1 10 ClaiuM

1. In a method of cleaning cooling tubes of a heat transfer
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unit having a steam chamber through which said cooling tubes
extend and into which steam generated in a steam power gen-
erating plant is introduced under a steam pressure so as to
exchange heat with a cooling water flowing through said

cooling pipes, an inlet means for distributing the cooling water
having an inlet temperature to one end of said cooling tubes
and an outlet means for collecting the cooling water having an
outlet temperature from the other end of said cooling tubes, the
method comprising the steps of measuring heat flux which is

transferred through walls of said tubes at selected ones of said

cooling tubes, obtaining data of said steam pressure, said inlet

temperature and said outlet temperature, finding a cleanliness

of said cooling tubes by calculating said data, introducing

cleaning bodies into the cooling water through said inlet means

200

I«

*>"

so as to distribute the cleaning bodies to the cooling tubes to

clean the latter, and collecting the cleaning bodies from the

cooling water through said outlet means, the improvement
comprising dividing said cooling tubes into a plurality of
groups, each of said groups including a plurality ofsaid cooling
tubes having the same trends of cleanliness, said step of select-

ing include selecting one cooling tube from each of said groups
and said step of introducing includes respectively introducing

said cooling bodies into the cooling tubes of said groups with
respective quantities of the cleaning bodies being suitable for

cleaning the cooling tubes of each of said groups in depen-
dence upon a particular degree of cleanliness of said cooling

tubes of each of said groups, whereby larger quantities of said

cleaning bodies are selectively fed to said groups of cooling

tubes having a relatively low cleanliness.

4,476,918

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A
TEMPERATURE-SHIFrED CHEMICAL HEAT PIPE

Arthur S. Kesten, Wcat Hartford, Coaa., anigaor to United

Techaoioeics CorporatioB, Hartford, Coaa.

Filed JuB. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,441

lat CV F28D 15/00

VS. CL 165—1 22 Claiais

-sr

n

A

.1

W7 1CD)»-A(*D) -

T""^ IHZAT SOUtCZI T

1. In a chemical heat pipe employing reversible endother-

mic/exothermic chemical reactions to transfer heat between a

heat source at one temperature and a heat sink at a lower

temperature and including a conduit in heat transfer relation

with a heat source and a heat sink at respective heat source and

heat sink positions along the conduit and a chemical reactant

being endothermically reacted in said conduit at said heat

source position to create a gaseous reaction product, said heat

source reaction product being caused to flow through said

conduit to said heat sink position where it is exothermically

reacted to release heat, said endothermically and exothermi-

cally reacting system having particular reaction equilibria at

temperature and pressure levels associated with the respective

said heat soiuxx and heat sink positions, the method of shifting

the equilibrium at one of said positions to allow reaction to

occur at a different heat source or heat sink temperature while

maintaining substantially the same said pressure levels, com-
prising the steps of:

introducing a diluent to the conduit such that it exists in the

gaseous state at a predetermined one of the heat source

and heat sink positions during the respective reaction

occurring thereat; and
removing a substantial portion of the diluent from the reac-

tant or reaction product downstream of said predeter-

mined one of the heat source and heat sink positions, said

diluent addition and removal being such as to maintain the

pressure at said predetermined one of the heat source and
heat sink positions substantially constant, whereby the

excess moles introduced by the diluent shifts the equilib-

rium in a predetermined direction at said predetermined

one of said heat source and and heat sink positions in order

to allow reaction to occur at a respective different heat

source or heat sink temperature.

14. In a chemical heat pipe employing reversible endother-

mic/exothermic chemical reactions to transfer heat between a

heat source at one temperature and a heat sink at a lower
temperature, said heat pipe including a conduit in heat transfer

relation with a heat source and a heat sink at respective heat

source and heat sink positions along the conduit, a chemical

reactant being endothermically reacted in said conduit at said

heat source position to create a gaseous reaction product, said

reaction product being caused to flow through said conduit to

said heat sink position and being exothermically reacted

thereat to release heat, said endothermically and exothermi-

cally reacting system having particular reaction equilibria at

temperature and pessure levels associated with the respective

said heat source an heat sink positions, the improvement com-
prising:

means for shifting the equilibrium at one of said positions to

allow reaction to occur at a different heat source or heat

sink temperature while maintaining substantially the same
pressure levels, said equilibrium shifting means including

means for introducing a diluent to the conduit such that

said diluent exists in the gaseous state at a predetermined

one of the heat source and heat sink positions during the

respective reaction occurring thereat, whereby the excess

moles introduced by the diluent shifts the reaction equilib-

rium in a predetermined direction at said predetermined

one of the heat source and heat sink positions.

4^76,919
AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS FOR AUTOMOBILES
Ryoaaku AUmoto; YuUo YoiUda, aad Nobuaki Ito, all of Na-

goya, Japaa, asrigaors to MitsaUshi Jukogyo g«h—mm
Kaisha, Tokyo and Churyo Eagiaeeriag Co., Ltd., Nagoya,

both of, Japaa

Filed Dec 2, 1981, Scr. No. 327,168

ClaiflH priority, iwUcatioa Japaa, Dec 12, 1980, 55-

178385[U]

lat CL' F25B 29/00
VS.a 165—28 5 OaiaH

1. An air conditioning apparatus for an automobile having a

compartment, comprising:

means forming an air flow path opening into said compart-

ment and having an upstream end and a downstream end;

an air cooling unit including a compressor and an evaporator

with said evaporator located in the air path adjacent the

iqjstream end of said air flow path for supplying cooled

air,

a heater located within said air flow path downstream from
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•aid evaporator for heating a portion of the cooled air

from nid air cooling unit;

an air mixing damper in said air flow path located between
laid evaporator and said heater for selectively bypassing a
portion of the cooled air from said evqwrator over said
heater and then mtrodncing the mixture of the cooled air

and bypaased heated air into the compartment of the
aotonK^nle;

first means for sensing the temperature outside the compart-
ment of the automobile and second means for sensing the
temperature inside the compartment;

means fbrming a control device for controlling said air

mixing damper baaed on temperatures sensed by said first

and second means mside and outside of the compartment
to keep the inside temperature of the compartment at a
constant temperature;

means for actuating said air mixing damper,
a variable resistor connected operatively to said air mixing

damper, and
a temperature detector for detecting the temperature of said

evaporator or the temperature of the cooled air supplied
therefrom and having an electrical resistance, said means
forming the control device being reqKMisive to the voltage
across said variable resistor and said temperature detector
in series for controlling said compressor based on a signal

fffoportional to the series resistance of said variable rests-

tor and to the resistance of said temperature detector.

4^7C,920
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INTEGRATING
OPERAnON OF A HEAT PUMP AND A SEPARATE

HEATING SOURCE
Aln S. Dradnr, DcwM; Rlehvd D. D'Avcna, lifcrpooi, and

Rfchart
J).

Ja«Wt N. SynMva, aD of N.Y^ asaigMin to

Gvriv CorpanthM) Syncwei N.Y.
FDad JnL 2, 1M2, Sir. No. 3H578

Int. aj F25B 29/00
U.S.ai<B-29 9

«N/-v >.r

1̂ '— 1

3KC
[r*~a'i

*'
g):q.

-^^
=^
^ Q

i*lJE^Sl^

f^di see

1. A control drcoit for mtegrating and separating the opera-
tioo of a heat pump mchiding heating and defix)st modes of
operation and a separate hea^ means, the separate heating

I

means including a circidator for circulating a heating fluid, the

control circuit including a thermostat for sensing heating and
cooling needs and an outdoor thermostat for selecting either

the heat pump or tiie separate heating means for supplying heat

energy to a space to be conditioned which comprises:

a heating lockout relay connected to the control circuit to be
energized when the thermostat senses a cooling need or
when the unit is operated in the defrost mode ofoperation,
said heating lockout relay preventing operation of the

separate heating means when the heat pump is operating
in the heating mode of operation;

a furnace boiler relay connected to be energized in reqionse

to the thermostat sensing a first stage heating need and the

outdoor thermostat selecting furnace boiler operation and
the heating lockout relay not being energized; and

a circulator relay connected to a fan energization switch of
the thermostat for being energized either when the fiir-

nace boUer relay is not energized or when the heating

lockout rehiy is energized such that the circutator rehiy is

energized with the energization of the heat pump and not
energized with the operation of the separate heating

means.

4^7C,921
INSULATING AIR SHEATH FOR BUILDINGS AND THE

LIKE
Lods Stabbolo, Wyondng, Del, assignor to Aire-Wrap, Inc
DcL

Filed Mar. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 363,142

Int a.) F24H 7/00
U.S. CL 165—48 R U <

1. The method of insulating a building structure comprising;

(a) obtaining low grade heat from air or water below the

hard frost line at the location of said building, said low
grade heat being in the temperature range of qiproxi^

mately 45*-65* P.,

(b) heating or cooling air to the temperature range of ap-

proximatdy 4S*-^S* P. by heat exchange with said low
grade heat in a first heat exchange wherein a liquid that

has been circulated below the frost line to collect said low
grade heat is delivered to a first heat exchanger to provide
a first source of heating or cooling to the air circulating

within said heat exchanger, and a second heat exchange
wherein sid low grade heat is transferred to ambient air

that is circulated through a second heat exchanger and
said ambient air is then delivered by conduit means to said

first heat exchanger, thereby providing a second source of
said low grade heat to the air within said first heat ex-

changer, and

(c) drcuUtting said heated or cooled air below and adjacent
the floor ofsaid building, above and adjacent the ceiling of
said building, and within said channels m the walls of said

building, thereby providing an mmi^tittg sheath of air

substantially sumMmding but not entering the useaUe
space within said building.
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4,476,922

FORCED BILATERAL THERMOSIPHON LOOP
Glan M. HdUg, Jr., and Jaaaph M. Gnmidl, both ef P.O.
Bos 2309, SiUibBy, NX. 28144

FDad Oet 26, 1981, Scr. No. 314^628

IM. a^ F28D WOO
U.S.a 165—104J5 6

I:

CXHMSrMI

^
1. A heat exchange system for use in connection with an air

treatment system for commercial buildings and work environ-

ments, which system includes an incoming and exhaust air-

stream; said system comprising:

(a) a heat exchange means placed in heat exchange relation-

ship with each airstream;

(b) a supply conduit and a return conduit connecting each of
said heat exchange mean^

(c) a two-phase working fluid so selected as to change phase
at temperatures below that of the wanner of said air-

streams and above that of the cooler of said airstream;

(d) a pump means in one of said conduits for pumping con-
densed refrigerant from the heat exchanger in the cooler
of said airstream to the heat exchanger in the other air-

stream;

(e) whereby heat is removed firom the wanner of said air-

streams, regardless of whether the two airstreams are

adjacent each other or separated by considerable distance,

and regardless ofwhether there is a difference in elevation

between said airstreams.

4^476,923

FLEXIBLE TUBING PRODUCnON SYSTEM FOR WELL
INSTALLATION

John B. WalUng, 5613 Trdl Lake Dr., Fort Worth, Tex. 76133
Coothnatioa-fai-part of Ser. No. 170,610, JnL 21, 1900, Pat No.
4,336,415. TUa appUcatton Mar. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 359,477

Int a^ E21B 43/00
U.S.a 166-65 R 1

ing enclosing a hydraulic power cyUnder and a produc-
tion cylinder

a hydraulic power pump mounted in said housing having an
inlet port in communication with the power fluid reser-

voir and a discharge port;

a shuttle valve having an inlet port connected to the pomp
discharge port and an outlet port connected m fluid com-
munication with said power cylinder for alternately pres-

surizing and reUeving the power cylinder, said shuttle

valve having a return circulation port in communication
with said reservoir for conveying power fluid out of the

power cylinder as it is relieved;

an electric motor disposed for heat exchange with power
fluid circulated through said reservoir and mechanically
coupled to said hydraulic power pump for driving said

power pump in response to electrical power conducted
downhole from a surface facility;

a length of flexible, composite production tubing extendable
into the well and which can be wound and unwound ixom
a reel, said composite production tubing including a ten-

sion load bearing component for supporting said pump in

the well, a production conduit component coupled to said

production cylinder for conveying formation fluid pro-
duced by said pump, an electrinl power transfer compo-
nent coupled to said motor for supplying operating power
firom an external power source to said motor, and a hy-
draulic supply conduit and a hydraulic return conduit
coupled to the power fluid reservoir for conveying hy-
draulic power fluid to and firom a surface facility; and,

a surface facility including a pump and a heat exchanger
connected in series fluid circuit relation with said supply
and return conduits fbr circulating hydraulic power fluid

through said power fluid reservoir and for transferring

heat from said electric motor, respectively.

4,476,924

GREASE INJECTION CONTROL HEAD HAVING A
SPECIFIC GAS TRAP

Cari E. Winders, Lafsyctte, La., andFM E. WatUns, Hoostoa,
Tex., aaaiffMin to Cameo, laeorporatad, Houston, Tex.

FUed Mar. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 472,827

Inta3E21Bii/08
U.S.a 166-84 9

1. A pumpmg system for producing formation fluid from a

well comprising, in combination:

a submersible pump having a power fluid reservoir, a hous-

1. A gas trap for use with a wireline extending into a well for

trapping gas rising in the well comprising,

an outer body having an upper end and a lower end and
adapted to be inserted into a well with the upper end
adapted to be placed in communication with a grease

lubricator and the lower end adapted to be exposed to

fluids in the well,

an inner housing having a longitudinally extendmg bore for
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coominodatiiig a wireline and podtiooed in tlie body, the

exterior of the housing spaced from the interior of the

body forming a space therebetween, and

at least one passageway extending upwardly from the bore

through the housing to the qwce for diverting rising gas

from the bore,

said housing including means forming an internal chamber

surrounding but spaced from the bore, and

at least one opening extending upwardly from the bore to

the chamber for (Averting rising gas from the bore into the

chamber,

a passageway from the chamber to the space for transmitting

gas from the chamber to the space.

4^76,925

SAND SHIELD FOR BOTTOM HOLE PUMPS
Pope D. Cos, P.O. Box 1182, Dmrlght, OUa. 74030

Contlaaatfcwhto-fft of Sar. No. 422,706, Sep. 24, 1982,

atandoMd. lUa appikatkM Apr. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 488,207

Iirt. a> E21B 43/00

VA CL 146—105.1 1 Oaim

1. For use on the lower end of a string of tubing suspended

in a casing in a borehole in an oil well, an improved apparatus

for reducing the entrance of sand into a bottom hole pump,
comprising:

a seating nipple secured at its upper end to the lower end of

a string of tubing, the seating nipple having an interior

configuration to receive and support a sucker rod actuated

bottom hole pump therein, the seating nipple having inter-

nal threads at the lower end thereof;

a mud anchor having external threads on the upper end
thereof threadably engaging said seating nipple lower

internal threads whereby the mud anchor is secured to the

lower end of said seating nipple and extends coaxially

downwardly therefrom, the mud anchor being tubular

and of internal diameter greater than the external diameter

of a bottom hole pump to be received and supported in

said seating nipple, the mud anchor having perforations

therein through which fluid flows;

spacers affixed in spaced apart relationship to the external

surface of the lower end of said seating nipple;

a tubular sand shield secured at its inner periphery of its

upper end to said spacers affixed to the lower end of said

seating nipple whereby the sand shield extends coaxially

downwardly from said seating nipple, the sand shield

coaxially receiving said mud anchor therein and having an

internal diameter greater than the external diameter of

said mod anchor providing a vertical annular area there-

between, the vertical annular area having an upper por-

tion, the lower end of the sand shield being below the

lowest perforations in said mud anchor whereby fluid

from the well borehole must flow upwardly in said annu-

lar area to enter into said mud anchor and thence into a
pump operated within the mud anchor, the upper end of
said annular area being open between said spacers provid-

ing communication between the upper portion of said

annular area with the interior of said casing for the pas-

sage of gas directly upwardly therethrough.

4,476,926

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MITIGAnON OF
RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD PEAKING IN

CONTROLLED HEAT PROCESSING OF
HYDROCARBONACEOUS FORMATIONS IN SITU

Jack E. Bridges, Park Ridge, and Allen TafloTe, Wilmette, both

of Dl., aadgnors to IIT Rcaearch Institnte, Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,765

lot CL' E21B 36/04, 43/24

U.S. CL 166—248 51 Clains

mMocnitioiwnas
MPCSIT

50

26 m^

1. The method of mitigating the effects of radio frequency

electric field peaking in the earth formations surrounding a

conductor excited by radio frequency energy in the controlled

in situ heat processing ofhydrocarbonaceous earth formations,

wherein radio frequency electromagnetic energy is supplied to

said conductor to produce an electric field within the earth

formations, said method comprising removing a portion of the

earth formations to accommodate insertion of said conductor

at a desired location in the earth formations and to provide a

buffer region between said conductor and said surrounding

earth formations; supporting said conductor at said desired

location in spaced relationship to said surrounding earth for-

mations, said buffer region encompassing all of the electric

field enhancement region around said conductor where the

probability of breakdown in said earth formations over the

period of application of the radio frequency energy would be

above a tolerable level; and filling said buffer region with

dielectric material having an electric field breakdown level

greater than that of the surrounding earth formation medium
such that the probability of breakdown in the buffer region

over the period of application of the radio frequency energy is

tolerable.

26. Structure for mitigating the effects of radio frequency

electric field peaking in the earth formations surrounding a

conductor excited by radio frequency energy for the con-

trolled in situ heat processing of hydrocarbonaceous earth

formations, wherein radio frequency electromagnetic energy is

supplied to the conductor to produce an electric field within

the earth formations, said structure comprising a conductor

having a minimum radius of curvature greater than the radius

at which the enhancement of the electric field at said conduc-

tor exceeds a tolerable level at operating potentials; means for

supporting said conductor at a desired location in the earth

formations in spaced relationship to surrounding earth forma-

tions to provide a buffer region between said conductor and

said surrounding earth formations, said buffer region encom-

passing all of the electric field enhancement region around said

conductor where the probability of breakdown in said earth

formations over the period of application of the radio fre-
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quency energy would be above a tolerable level; and dielectric

material filling said buffer region, said dielectric material hav-
ing an electric field breakdown level greater than that of the
surrounding earth formation medium such that the probability

of breakdown in the buffer region over the period of applica-
tion of the radio frequency energy is tolerable.

4*476,927

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING H2/CO RATIO OF
IN.SrrU COAL gasification PRODUCT GAS

James B. Riggi, MaidsfUle, W. Va^ aaafgnor to MobU OU
Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,148

lat a.3 E21B 43/24
U.S. a. 166—261 1 Claim

1. A method for the in-situ recovery of a synthetic product
gu from a subterranean coal deposit penetrated by at least one
injection well and at least one spaced-apart production well,

said well's being in fluid communication with a substantial

portion of the coal deposit, comprising the steps of:

a. establishing fluid communication passages in the coal

deposit between said injection well and said production
weU;

b. mjecting oxygen and steam into said coal seam via said

injection well to react with said coal and form a product
gas containing carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and carbon
monoxide;

producing said product gas through said production well;

analyzing said product gas to determine the ratio of
H2/CO;

e. separating carbon dioxide from said product gas;

f. mixing said carbon dioxide recovered from said product

gas with the oxygen and steam injected into the coal

deposit via said injection well;

g. controlling the amount ofcarbon dioxide injected into the

coal deposit so that the oxidation reactions therein form a

product gas having a predetermined H2/CO ratio within

the range of l.S to 4.(^ and
h. recovering the product gas having a predetermined

H2/CO ratio.

c.

d.

4^76,928
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SOLVENT

GENERATION AND RECOVERY OF HYDROCARBONS
Willian G. Green, deeeascd, late of Port Chariotte, Fla. (by

Melioa Jones, legal rqiresentatiTe), aaiignor to Dinar Htrid-

lag Corporatioa, Hooston, Tex.

Filed JuL 23, 1982, Scr. No. 401,312

Int CL3 E21B 43/40

U.S.a 166—267 10 Claims

1. In a process for the extraction of a solvent from a liquid

mixture of organic compound recovered from a subterranean

deposit, the steps of retaining in a closed container a quantity

of a liquid mixture or organic compounds recovered from a

subterranean deposit, circulating ambient atmospheric air

through the liquid mixture to vaporize solvent compounds
therein, collecting the vaporized solvent compounch in a

chamber with the closed container, drawing off from the

chamber the vaporized solvent compounds which are adapted
for injection into a subterranean deposit to recover liquid and
solid hydrocarbons, injecting the recovered solvent com-
pounds into a subterranean deposit to recover liquid hydrocar-

bons, and conducting the liquid mixture recovered by the

solvent to the closed container.

4. In an apparatus for the generation of a solvent from a

liquid mixture of organic compounds recovered from a subter-

ranean deposit, a closed container for retaining a quantity of a
liquid mixture of organic compounds and having inlet and

4Pi^^ '\

outlet means for the liquid mixture, there being a chamber
defined in said closed container above the liquid mixture con-

tained therein, a first passage communicating with said cham-
ber through which solvent vapor collected in said chamber can
be drawn off, and means connected to a source of ambient
atmospheric air for circulating ambient atmospheric air within

the liquid mixture in said closed container, said circulating

means comprises a vertically disposed perforated pipe within

said closed container, said pipe having a closed upper end and
a lower end connected to the source of ambient atmospheric

air.

4,476,929

SULFOXIDE COSURFACTANTS IN ENHANCED OIL
RECOVERY PROCESSES

Paul R. Stvp, BartlesfUlc, (Nda., aaaignor to PhilUpa Pctro-

lean Company, Bartkarille, Okla.

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,251

lot a.3 E21B 43/22
U.S. CI. 166—273 8 Clains

5. A process for hydrocarbon recovery from a subterranean

formation comprising:

(a) injecting a surfactant system comprising a hydrocarbon

sulfonate surfactant and a dimethylsulfoxide cosurfactant

and wherein said surfactant is present in an amount of

from about 0.10 to about IS parts by weight and said

cosurfactant is present in an amount from about CIS- IS

parts by weight into said formation via at least one injec-

tion well thereby causing the so-injected system to move
from the injection well towards one or more production

wells thereby displacing the hydrocarbon present in said

subterranean formation, and

(b) thereafter recovering the displaced hydrocaibon from

said subterranean formation.

4*476,930

INHmmON OF SCALE DEPOSTHON FROM STEAM
GENERATION FLUIDS

DarM J. Watanabc, Orange, GaUf., aaaigaor to Uaioa OU Con-
paay of CaUfbraia, Loa Aagdea, Calif.

FUed Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,318

lat CL^ E21B 37/00. 43/12
U.S. a. 166—279 32 Clains

1. A method for treating a fluid stream passing through a

conduit, which fluid stream contains liquid hot water and

which water contains dissolved salts, to inhibit formation of
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scale in the conduit and/or to dissolve scale previously formed,
comprising:

(a) mixing with said fluid stream a treating agent comprising
a water-soluble compound, which provides a nitrogen-

containing cation capable of flashing to become a gas at

high temperatures, selected from the group consisting of
ammonium halides, ammonium salts of inorganic adds,
ammonium salts of organic acids selected from the group
consisttng of mono-, di-, and tri-chloracetic acids, formic
acid, acetic acid, citric acid, tartaric acid, gallic acid,

glyoxylic acid, and benzoic acid, ammonium salts ofalpha
hydroxy organic acids, quaternary ammonium halides,

quaternary ammonium salts of inorganic acids, quaternary

ammonium salts of organic acids, amine hydrochlorides,

amine salts of inorganic acids, amine salts of organic acids,

and amides characterized by the formula:

R—C-N
\
Rj

wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing 1 to

about 8 carbon atoms, and Ri and R2 are the same or
different alkyl groups containing 1 to about 8 carbon
atoms; and

(b) flashing at least a portion of the liquid hot water to steam.

22. A method for treating a well penetrating a reservoir

producing a fluid stream containing liquid hot water, which
water contains dissolved salts, to inhibit formation of a scale in

the reservoir m the immediate vicinity of the well, in the well

itself, and in the fluid handling equipment associated with the
well contacted by the fluid streun, and/or to dissolve scale

previously formed, comprising:

(a) mixing with the fluid stream a treating agent comprinng
a water-soluble compound, which provides a nitrogen-

containing cation capable of flashing to become a gas at

high temperatures, selected firom the group consisting of
ammonium halides, ammonium salts of inorganic acids,

ammonium salts of organic acids selected from the group
consisting of mono-, di-, and tri-chloracetic acids, formic
acid, acetic acid, citric acid, tartaric acid, gallic acid,

glyoxytic acid, and benzoic acid, ammonium salts ofalpha
hydroxy organic acids, quaternary ammonium halides,

quaternary ammonium salts of inorganic acids, quaternary

ammonium salts of organic acids, amine hydrochlorides,

amine salts of inorganic acids, amine salts oforganic acids,

and amides characterized by the formula:

OR.
R-C-N

\
Rj

wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing 1 to

about 8 carbon atoms, and Ri and Rj are the same or
different alkyl groups containing 1 to about 8 carbon
atoms; and

(b) producing the well under conditions at which at least a
portion of the liquid hot water flashes to steam.

WATER CX)^r^K>L well treating SOLUnON AND
METHOD

Jbd L. BoIm, Foney, aad G«n Maaefllat, ArliDgtoo, both of

T«n Mlgiiiii to Hi«h0i Tool Coapny, Howton, Tex.

FDad Sc». 17, 1M2, Scr. No. 419,294

bt a^ E21B 33/138
U5.a 166—294 10 dafans

1. A method of treating an ofl weU formation to lower the

relative permeability of the formation being treated to water,
comprising the steps of:

preflushing the formation with oil containing a surface ac-

tive agent;

injecting a treating solution immediately after the preflush,

said treating solution comprising an amphoteric polymeric
material, a mutual solvent, a surface active agent, and a
liquid carrier; and

overilushing the formation with water.

6. A method of treating a gas well formation to lower the
relative permeability of the formation being treated to water,
comprising the steps of:

preflushing the formation with water containing a surface
active agent;

injecting a treating solution immediately after the preflush,

said treating solution comprising an amphoteric polymeric
material, a mutual solvent, a surface active agent, and a
liquid carrier; and

overflushing the formation with water.

4^76,932
METHOD OF COLD WATER FRACTURING IN

DRAINHOLES
Leonard W. Eowry, PlaBo, Tez„ anignor to Atlantic Richfield

Company, Los Angeica, Calif.

Filed Oct 12, 1962, Scr. No. 493,921

lat a^ E21B 43/24, 43/26
\}S. CL 166—303 4 CUn

1. In a lateral borehole extending firom a vertical borehole, a
method for selectively forming a fracture substantially dis-

placed from said vertical borehole comprising:

injecting a cooUng fluid into the formation surrounding a
selected portion of said Uiteral borehole substantially dis-

placed from said vertical borehole;

injecting a warming fluid into the formation surrounding the

unselected portions of said lateral borehole; and
injecting a fracturing fluid into said lateral borehole at a

pressure sufficient to initiate a fracture in said selected

portion but not in the renuuning portions of said borehole.

4^76,933
LUBRICATOR VALVE APPARATUS

Robert T. Brooks, Aberdeea, Seodaad, laigBor to Baker Ofl

Took, lac, Orspsge, Odit
Filed Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 484^090

Int a^ E21B 34/10
US. CL 166—324 18 CUn

1. An apparatus for installation of drilling, completion,

workover tools, or parts thereof for subsequent use in an oil or
gas well and for control of fluids throu^ a conduit defbed by
said ^paratus, comprising: valve means for control of fluid

transmission throu^ said conduit; a reciprocably shif^e
actuator for said valve means, said actuator bemg shiftable in

one direction to open said valve means and in the opposito
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direction to close said valve means; fluid pressure activatable

means mounted for reciprocable movement adjacent said re-

ciprocably shiftable actuator; means defining a lost motion

connection between said fluid pressure activatable means and
said reciprocably shiftable actuator a fint piston surface on
said fluid pressure activatable means movable in a first cham-
ber and responsive to a first applied control pressure to shift

4,476,934

RETRACTABLE STINGER PURGE VALVE
Albert M. Regan, HmrtiBgton Bodi, Calif., aarignor to Haghes

Tool Company, Homton, Tex.

Filed Aug. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 527,927

lM.a'E21Bi¥/M
U.S. CL 166—368 3 Claims

1. In a subsea weU assembly having a riser connector and

means for mounting the connector to a Christmas tree, both of

which have bores coaxial with each other, the upper end of the

Christmas tree bore being separated from the lower end of the

connector bore by a chamber, the connector having an annulus

passage that also communicates with the chamber, the im-

provement comprising:

a stinger having a tubular body with an upper end adapted to

engage the connector bore in sliding sealing contact, and

a lower end adapted to engage the Christmas tree bore in

sUding sealing contact; and

means for axially moving the stinger with respect to the

connector and the Christmas tree between a flow-through

position in which each end engages its respective bore, to

a purge position in which one of the ends is withdrawn
from its respective bore to allow fluid to be pumped
through the annulus passage, chamber and connector

bore.

4,476,935

SAFETY VALVE APPARATUS AND METHOD
Joseph H. Hyoes, Honston, and Charles D. Morrill, Hnmblc,

both of Tex., assignors to Hydril Company, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,564

Int CL^ E21B 29/00
U.S. CL 166—373 37 Claims

said fluid pressure activatable means in a valve opening direc-

tion; a second piston surface on said fluid pressure activatable

means movable in a second chamber and responsive to a sec-

ond applied control pressure to shift said fluid pressure activat-

able means in a valve closing direction; and means responsive

to the initial movement of said fluid pressure activatable means

in said valve opening direction for opening a fluid passage

around said valve means.

10. A safety valve for controlling the flow in a flow line

comprising,

a punch out tube separate of said flow line,

means for securing said punch out tube in series with the

flow line, and

ram means for ramming the punch out tube, displacing at

least a portion of the punch out tube from the flow path of

the flow line, and sealing the flow line.

14. A punch out tube adapted for pUcement in series with a

flow line comprising,

a bottom cylindrical member having a groove provided in its

top end surface and extending around the circumference

of the top end surface,

a top cylindrical member having a groove provided in its

bottom end surface and extending around the circumfer-

ence of its bottom surface,

a middle cylindrical member having a groove provided in its

bottom end surface and a groove provided in its top end

surface, said grooves in the bottom end surface and top

end surfsce extending around the circumference of the top

and bottom end surfaces,

said top, bottom, and middle cyUndrical members being

stacked whereby the bottom end surface of the middle

cylindrical member abuts the top end surface of the bot-

tom cylindrical member and the bottom end surface of the

top cylindrical member abuts the top end surface of the

middle cylindrical member and the grooves in the abut-

ting surfaces cooperate to form a circumferential channel

in the abutting middle and top members and in the abut-

ting bottom and middle members, and

' means disposed in the resulting channels between the bottom

and middle memben and between the middle and top
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memben for sealing the members against flow through the
tube resulting firom the stacked members,

whereby when the top and bottom membm are fixed and
the middle member is rammed fhmi its side, the middle
member is separated fhnn the bottom and top members.

4y47<,936

JACKING MECHANISM SUPPORTED BY A WELLHEAD
GMffs L Bo]ra4|iafl; Aaahfliii, and Aadraw & Ga^Aell, Saa
M«iM, both of Odif^ aMiffon to Varco iBteniatioBal, Inc^
On^t,GBlif.
CooriwattaiofSir. No. 333,031, Dec. 21, 1961, abamloMd.

lUa appUcitioa Sep. 15, 1M3, Scr. No. 532,802

Iirt. a.3 E21B 19/06
U.S.a 166-383 6Ciaiw

tubular wellhead structure at a location spaced beneath
the rig floor and then at least in part through said wellhead
structure to the earth, without transmission of said forces
through said mast, but while said mast used in driling

remains in said drilling position above the well;

said method including supporting said rotary table from said
wellhead structure through said piston and cylinder mech>
anisms during drilling of the well.

4,476,937

RAPID ACIING TWO STAGE PYROTECHNIC VALVE
FOR FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Edward J. Roiaicdd, Maeonb Ccwnty, Mich., aadgnor to The
United Statea of America as represated by the Secrettvy of
the Army, Washhigton, D.C

Filed Oct 8, 1962, Ser. No. 433,571

lBta>A62C 55/02
U.S. CL 169—26 10 Clafans

1. The method that comprises:

drilling a well utilizing a rig having a mast projecting up-
wardly above the well in a predetermined drilling posi-
tion, and having a rig floor and a rotary table, and utilizing

a drill string suspended by said mast and turned by said
rotary table and extending downwardly along a predeter-
mined axis relative to said mast and tbrough said rig floor
and into the well;

removing said drill string from the rig after completion of
the drDhng operation;

positioning in the well after at least a portion of the drilling

operation has been completed a first length of casing of a
relatively large diameter having a tubuhv wellhead struc-

ture connected thereto and spiked beneath the rig floor;

lowering through said wellhead structure and through said
first length of casing while said mast remains in said dril-

ling position above the well, a string of smaller diameter
casing which, during at least a portion of the lowering
operation, has a weight greater than the load supporting
capacity of said mast used in drilling;

effecting the downward movement of said string of smaller
diameter osing, during at least said portion of the lower-
ing operation when the weight of said casing string ex-
ceeds the capacity of the mast, by actuating a first casing
supporting unit of a jacking mechanism which is accessi-

ble fixnn above the rig floor upwardly and downwardly
rektive to a second casing supporting unit of the jacking
mechanism which is accessible from above the rig floor by
means of a plurality of fluid pressure operated piston and
cylinder mechanisms projecthig downwardly beneath the
level of the rig floor, with the casing string being sup-
ported alternately by the two unite respectively; and

transmitting load forces resulting firom the weight of said
casing string from each of said supporting units down-
wardly beneath the level of said rig floor and to said

1. In a fire suppressant system comprising a pressurized

suppressant container having a discharge opening; a control
valve housing located in close adjacency to tiie container, said

housing defining a first rektively small diameter internal guide
surface, a second relatively Urge diameter internal guide sur-

face, and an interconnecting force-application surface; a hol-

low stepped piston slidably mounted in the valve housing, said

piston having a first small diameter wall slidable on the first

housing guide surface, a second large diameter wall slidable on
the second housing guide surface, and an interconnecting

force-application wall facing the housing force-application

surface; the space between the housing force-application sur-

face and the piston force-iq>plication wall constituting an annu-
lar force cluunber; port means in the small diameter wall of the
piston for enabling pressurized suppressant to flow from the
container discharge opening into the hollow piston; an orifice

in the small diameter wall ofthe piston for enabling some of the
pressurized suppressant within the piston to flow into the

annular force chamber, whereby the piston is normally biased

to a retracted position; a diaphragm mounted in the housing
adjacent one end of the piston to normally prevent flow of
pressurized suppressant out of the space within the piston; said

one end of the piston constituting a knife edge effective to cut

through the diaphragm when the aforementioned annular

force chamber is depressurized; and rapid-acting means for

venting suppressant from the annutor force chamber to depres-

surize same, thereby enabling suppressant within the hollow
piston to move said piston from its retracted position to a
flow-open position in which the knife edge has cut through the

diaphragm.
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4,476,938

AERATING MEANS
Leon A. McKay, 701 Fairfldd dr., Dnn, N.C 28334

CoBtiBMtio»>hHpart of Scr. No. 067,658, Oet 24^ 1979,

abudoMd. His appUcatioB Ang. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 406,281

lit a.3 AOIB 45/02

MS.a 172—22 6 Chdms

a rake portion disposed adjacent the rear edge of the blade

with its tynes generally normal to said blade, said blade

being connected to said handle by,

connecting rods attached to said huidle,

support means mounted on said connecting rods, for pivot-

ally supporting additional garden implements, two pivot-

ally mounted garden implements retained by said support

means, one on each side of the handle, each said support

means being attached to one of said connecting rods by a

pivot pin, said pivot pin being horizontally disposed when
said blade is vertically disposed, wherein said blade in-

cludes an inwardly concave rear surface, said blade hav-

ing a pair of inwardly disposed notches on opposite sides

of said blade, proximate the front edge, each of said

notches being so spaced from said pivot pin and wherein

said support means and said implements are so sized that

when said implements are folded against said blade, a

portion of each of said implements fits into one of said

notches so that said notches provide for implement stow-

age-

1. An improved aerating means comprising: a support vehi-

cle; an open, hollow, box-like presser dcirt reciprocably

mounted on said support vehicle and having a ground engag-

ing presser foot mounted on the lower edge thereof and ex-

trading about its periphery; a comprenable presser pad

mounted on the bottom of said peripheral presser foot and

extending downwardly therefi-om; a carriage reciprocably

mounted within said open, hollow box-like presser skirt and

interiorly of said peripheral presser foot and its associated

peripheral presser pad; a multiplicity of drill means rotatively

mounted on said carriage means interiorly of said presser skirt

and its associated peripheral presser foot and presser pad;

means for reciprocatmg said presser skirt up and down relative

to the earth; means for reciprocating said carriage means up

and down relative to said presser skirt; and means for rota-

tively driving said drill means mounted on said carriage interi-

orly of said presser skirt and its associated peripheral presser

foot and presser pad whereby a highly efficient aerating means

is provided.

4^476,939

MULTI-FUNCnONAL GARDEN TOOL
Gvy E. Wallaoa, Rte. 5, #25 Laiy S La^ CUeo, Calif. 95926

Filed Jnk 20, 1963, Ser. No. 505,890

IM. a3 AOIB 1/20

MS,a 172-374 6 OaiaM

4^76,940

PORTABLE DRILLING APPARATUS
Ronald F. Reichert, Orcm; Steven K. Kragsr, Sah Lake CHy,
and John W. Rhodes, Proro, aU of Utah, aasigMirs to PDR
Maaafaetoriag CorporatioB, Orem, Utah

Filed Apr. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 371,592

iBt CL> E21B 7/12

MS. ex. 173-37 17

1. A multi-ftmctional garden tool comprising:

a handle

a head portion having a blade with front and rear edges, and

'« V-

1. A portable drilling apparatus comprising

a center generally vertically-oriented drilling tower for

carrying a drill assembly,

a first module mounted on and demountable from one side of

the drilling tower and including a first power means for

supplying power to operate the drill assembly,

a second module mountable on and demountable from the

other side of the drilling tower and including a second

power means for supplying power to assist in the opera-

tion of the drill assembly, and

one or more hydrauUc motors mounted on the drilling tower

and a compressor also mounted on the drilling tower and

driven by one of the hydraulic motors, said hydraulic

motors and compressor being coupled to the drill assem-

bly to operate the assembly, and wherein said first power

means comprises an engine, and a hydraulic pump driven

by the engine and coupled to the hydraulic motors, and

wherein said second power means comprises a second

engine and a second hydraulic pump driven by the second

engine and coupled to the hydraulic motors.
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4«47M41
MOTOR-DRIVEN HAND-HELD PERCUSSION TOOL
MnfM Buck, Nirtiiiga; Fnak Miffler, Leinfelden-Editerdiii-
gn n, ud Karl Woucr, LdoMda-Eclrterdiiigeii, all of Fed.
Rep. of Gcmuuqr, nrigDon to Robert Bocch GmbH, Statt-
prt, Fed. Rep. of Gemnajr

Filed Sep. 27, 1M2, Ser. No. 424,993
OaiBS priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of GeroMay, Jan. 29.

1982, 3224176

lot a.) B25D 17/00
UAa 173-117 8 daiois

1. A motor-driven hand-held percussion tool comprising a
housing forming at one end a tool receiver having an axis; a
tool axially guided in the tool receiver and having an inner end;
a percussion piston coaxial with said axis spaced from said
inner end and axially reciprocatable in said housing; motor
driven air cushion striking means cooperating with said percus-
sion piston for reciprocating the latter; an elongated anvil
reciprocatably guided between said inner end of said tool and
said percussion piston and movable to an klle stroke position;
an impact body guided in longitudinal direction of said elon-
gated anvil and having an abutment face impingeable by said
MvU, said housing having rearwardly of said tool receiver, a
portion guiding said impact body; and a rubber-elastic cushion-
ing ring sandwiched between a face of said impact body oppo-
site said abutment face and a corresponding opposite face of
said tool receiver, said cushioning ring having radially in-
wardly a portion elastically surrounding said inner end of said
tool so as to form a sealing ring, and said cushioning ring
having a radially outwardly extending portion having a periph-
eral surfKC radially spaced from said portion of said housing
guiding said impace body, the mass of said impact body being
substantially equal to the mass of said anvil, whereby when
said tool is disengaged from a workpicce, said anvU will be
moved to said idle stroke position in which a rear end of said
anvil will not be contracted by said percussion piston.

4^76,942
VARIABLE SPEED INLET CONTROL VALVE

Robert D. ElUi, OarcoHnt, Qdif., Md^or to Monogram In-
doitrki, lae^ Cahcr City, CUlf.

FDed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,742
lot CL3 B23B 45/04

U.S.ai73-l«9 SCtaiaM

third bores therein, said first bore communicating with the
passageway on the pressurized fluid side, said first bore
having an internal surface of decreasing cross-sectional
diameter from said pressurized fluid side to the non-press-
urized fluid side of said valve, said second bore being a
substantially cylindrical bore concentrically aligned with
said first bore and communicating with the space outside
of the passageway from which the valve is to be operated,
said third bore communicating between the passageway
on the downstream side and said first and second bores
adjacent there junction;

(b) a tapered plug disposed within and conforming to said
tapered first bore and adapted to sealably fit into said first

bore in a first position therein;

said tapered plug having an outer surface of decreasing
cross-sectional diameter from said pressurized fluid side to
said non-pressurized fluid side, said internal surface ofsaid
first bore of decreasing cross-sectional diameter and said
outer surface of said tapered plug providing means for
creating an opening around said plug within said first bore
of increasing volumetric capacity as said operating mem-
ber is operated to move said plug out of mating engage-
ment with said tapered bore thereby providing an increas-
ing amount of fluid flow around said plug proportional to
the amount of depression of said operating, the cross-sec-
tion about the internal surface of said first bore and the
cross-section through the outer wall of said plug when
said first bore and said plug are in said one position being
essentially coincident, said plug having a fourth bore
therethrough which is cylindrical in shape and concentri-
cally aligned with said first and second bores;

(c) an operating member disposed within said fourth and
second bores, said member being adapted to be longitudi-
nally depressed to operate the valve, said member com-
prising a first cyUndrical portion adapted to sealably and
sUdably fit within said second bore and a second cylindri-
cal portion adapted to slide with a clearance fit within said
fourth bore, said operating member being slidably within
said first, second, and fourth bores between closed, idling,

and full-open positions, said operating member including
means for fluid sealing the space between said second
cylindrical portion and said fourth bore when said operat-
ing member is in said closed position, said operating mem-
ber including means for contacting said plug upon reach-
ing said idle position and for carrying said plug longitudi-
nally out of said first bore firom its first position therein in
combination with said operating member as said operating
member is moved between said idle position and said full

open position whereby an opening of increasing volumet-
ric c^Mcity is created in the passageway as said operating
member is moved from said idlmg position to said fiill-

open position thereby providing an increasing amount of
fluid flow around said plug proportional to the extent of
movement of said operating member from its idle position;

and,

(d) bias means operably disposed to urge said operating
member towards said closed position.

4«47<,943

DRILLING EQUIPMENT WITH ADAPTOR FOR
STEERING LONG BOREHOLES

David R. Williams, Derby, England, aasipior to Coal Indnitiy
(Pateata) Limited, London, EaglaBd

Filed Dec 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,469
Oaima priority, application United KingAom, Jan. 23, 1981,

8102054

bt CL} E21B 7/08
U.S. CL 175-61 11 cutm

1. Drilling equipment providing an adaptor for association

f
. ,^ ^ - with a rotary drilling bit mountable on a rotary drill rod for

(a; a DOdy member adapted to be sealably inserted into the forming a borehole, the adaptor comprising a relatively inner
passageway, said body member having first, second, and rotary component drivably connectable to the drill rod and to

1 A variable speed inlet control valve for controlling the
flow of fluid through a paasgeway fhim a source under pres-
sure, said valve comprising
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the drilling bit or drivably connectable to connector compo-
nents enabling the rotary component to be drivably connect-
able to the drill rod and to the drilling bit, a relatively outer
component arranged at least part way around the inner rotary
component, releasable latch means comprising a pivotally

mounted latch provided on the inner component, the releas-

able latch means having two operational modes in the first of
which the inner and outer components are fixedly engaged for

rotary motion and in the second mode of which the inner

4,476,944

METHOD OF PROVIDING A FLUID SEAL IN
DOWNHOLE DRILLING APPARATUS

Herbert W. Beimgraben, Houston, Tez., aiiignor to Baker
International Corporation, Orange, Calif.

DIrision of Ser. No. 023,420, Mar. 23, 1979,. This appUcation

Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,771

Int a? E21B 4/02
VS.a 175-65 2 Clainu

1. A method of well drilling moorporating pressured mud
comprising the steps of:

(1) connecting a drive shaft between a mud-driven motor
and a drill bit;

(2) surrounding a portion of said drive shaft with a tubular

housing defying an annular chamber containing a pair of

axially qiaced face seal housing bearings respectively

cooperating with bearing surfaces on said shaft portion to

absorb thrust forces on said drive shaft;

(3) positioning a spring backed annular piston in one axial

end of said annular chamber to permit expansion of the

volume of said annular chamber^

(4) disputing said annular piston and compressing said

spiing in said housing by filling said chamber with pres-

surized lubricating oil at the surface to maintain a fluid

pressure on the (m1 in said chamber by said q)ring pressed

piston at all times in excess of the mud pressure to prevent
mud flow through said bearing surfaces;

(5) providing a mud passage through said drive shaft to

circumvent the oil filled chamber portions of said housing;

and

(6) connecting the housing to a hollow work string by which
the assemblage is inserted in the well and supplied with
pressured mud.

4,476,945

DRAINHOLD DRILLING
Darid D. Hearn, Richardson, Tez., aasipMr to Adantk Rich-

field Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

FDed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,407

Int CL^ E21B 19/22
V£.a 175—203 3 <

component can rotate relative to the outer component, the

pivotally mounted latch being resiliently biassed into one of the
operatimial modes, and actuatable means for controlUng the

operational mode of the relesable btch means, the actuatable

means comprising a releasing element for urging the pivotally

mounted latch to move against the resilient bias and a pivotally

mounted retaining latch operable to retain the releasing ele-

ment in a position urging the pivotally mounted latch against

the action of its resilient bias.

1. Apparatus for employing a coiled hose into a primary
wellbore and for recovering said hose from said wellbore in a
coiled manner comprising a base means, a support means car-

ried by said base means, a drum means for carrying said hose in

a coiled manner, said drum means being rotatably supported by
said support means, a rigid beam pivotally carried by said

support means and extending away from said drum means so

that said hose passes to or from said drum means along said

beam, a guide means fixed to the end of said beam furthest from
said drum means for guiding said hose from said furthest end of
said beam down into said primary wellbore or out of said

primary wellbore up to said beam, said hose when being em-
ployed or received being under tension and said beam support-

ing said hose being under compression, at least one of said

beam and guide means carrying means adapted to be supported

by a well drilling derrick so that when employing or receiving

said hose the tension force in said hose is essentially matched
by the compression force in said beam and essentially only
vertical extonal forces are applied to said apparatus with the

result that essentially no lateral external forces are applied to

said base means thereby eliminating the need to rigidly fix said

base means to the earth or other support means when said

apparatus is in use.

4,476,946

WEIGHTMEASURING ARRANGEMENT FORCOOKING
APPLIANCE SURFACE UNIT

Peter H. Snd^ Anehorage, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, LonisriUe, Ky.

FDed Not. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,764

Int a^ GOIG 19/52. 3/11, 3/08. 19/00

VS. CL 177—144 11 Claims

1. A weight measuring arrangement for a cooking ^ipliance

having a cooktop with an opening formed therein for receiving

a surface beating unit of the type adapted to carry loads pUiced

thereon for heating, said arrangement comprising:

at least one surface heating unit received in an opening in the

cooktop;

support means for wppoirtiDg said surface unit in the opening
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in the cooktop, said support means comprising three canti-
lever arms mounted aidjacent the opening and extending
beneath said surface unit, said heating unit being sup-
ported from the free end of each of said arms at three
support points, said support points being arranged such
that said weight is equally distributed among said three
points;

transducer means responsive to the flexing of said cantUever
arms and operative to generate an output signal represen-
Utive of the weight of the load carried on said heating
unit; said transducer means comprising strain gage means

for measuring the strain exhibited by each of said arms
when flexed by said weight; said three arms being con-
structed and arranged such that strain sensed for two of
said arms subjected to said weight is substantially identical

and the strain sensed for the tUrd one of said arms is one
half-that of said two arms;

said strain gage means comprismg two sets of two strain

gages, each gage in one set of gages being positioned to

sense the strain of a corresponding one of said two arms
and both gages in the remaining set of gages being ar-

ranged to sense the strain of said third arm.

ELECTRIC CAR AND ROADWAY SYSTEM
Jay D. Ryabmdt, Sn RalMl, GaUf^ aarigMW to Chemn Re-
surah Coapny, Sn Fhodaeo, CaUf

.

FDad Jn. at, IMl, S«r. No. 277,521

IM. CLi BML 9/02
U.S.aiS&-24 Ml

pair of contact means in contact with one of said electrical

conductors and the other of said pair of contact means
contacting the other of said pair of electrical conductor^

means for determining the position of said contact means
with respect to said power strip, and means for moving
said contact means laterally with respect to said vehicle so

as to position each of said contact means on one of said

electrical conductors of said segments;

means onboard said vehicle for applying a signal voltage

through said electrical contact means to said segments as

said vehicle moves from one of said segments to another;

and

voluge-sensing controller means connected in electrical

circuit with each of said feeder means for controlling the

supply ofpower to its respective segments, said controller

means sensing whether a signal voltage is being appUed to

said segment to prevent the supply ofpower thereto when
no signal voltage is applied and said actuator means per-

mitting power to be suppUed to said segment when a
vehicle having said onboard means is present and said

voltage has been applied and thereafter power is being
withdrawn from said segment to said vehicle.

M7e,M8
AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE

MikiUaa Komoto, and Maaatoahi Nakannra, both of Tokyo,
Japan, aaaignon to Mitsai EnghieeriBg 4k Shipboildiog Co„
Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jon. 25, 1M2, Ser. No. 392,068
Claims priority, appUcatfc» Japu, Feb. 27, 1982, 57-31005

lat CL^ B60F 3/00
VS. CL 180—7

J

6 Ciains

1. An electrically powered vehicle transportation system,
comprising:

a roadway having a substantially smooth outer surface;

an electrically powered vehicle including electric propul-
sion means for powering said vehicle;

an electric power strip extoiding longitudinally of said road-
way to be substantially flush therewith, said power strip

divided into a plurahty of dectricaUy isolable segments
that extend a fixed distance along said roadway, said

segments including at least one air of elongated kterally
qwced electrical conductors;

an electrical power supply bus;

electric feeder means connected between said supply bus
and each of said segments of supplying power thereto;

a pair of electrical contact means mounted on said vehicle to

engage said power strip for supplying power to said pro-
puUon means, said contact means being spaced apart a
dtstanoe substantially equal to the lateral spacing of said

pair of electrical conductors of said segments so that said

vehicle may be driven on said roadway with one of said

1. An amphibian vehicle for use in ice-forming water areas

having a vehicle body, and at least a pair of floaters attached to

said vehicle body, each of which floaters consists of a bouyant
cylindrical body having a Upered forward end, and a heUcal
blade fixed to the outer circumferential surface ofsaid cylindri-

cal body including said tapered end, characterized in that the

waterUne of said amphibian vehicle at the front of each of said

floaters is not higher than the centerline thereof, with the

waterline of said amphibian vehicle at the rear of each of said

floaters not higher than 30% of the floater diameter above the

centerline of each of said floaters.

4,476,949

MOTORIZED WHEELCHAIR AND MEANS FOR
STEERING THE SAME

Albert L. Pattoa. 46976 W. Baralcy Rd^ WdUagtoo, Ohio
44090

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 372,964
lat a> B60K J/00

VS. CL 180-65.1 9 Claiffls

1. A motorized wheelchair comprising:

a pivotaUy mounted rear wheel for altering the wheelchair,

a pair of front wheels which transmit driving force for loco-

motion;

a chassis interconnected between said front and rear wheels;
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a power source for effecting locomotion maintained upon
said chassis;

a means for steering having an electro-mechanical activator
and a pivot shaft having attached thereto a plurality of
shaft pivot links, said pivot Unks rotating in unison with
said pivot shaft;

a body fitting over said chassis;

a seat for an occupant; and
wherein said means for steering further comprises:
a pair of microswitches secured upon a first said shaft pivot

link such that activation buttons of said microswitches
face each other;

a steering control pivot link having a switch engagement
plate, the latter being disposed between said facing activa-

tion buttons of said microswitches and wherein rotation of
said steering control pivot Imk efTects activation of one of
two said microswitches;

second and third said shaft pivot links in mechanical linkage
with said electromechanical actuator and wherein said

electromechanical actuator is actuated by either of said

microswitches;

a steering control rod secured to said first shaft pivot link;

and

a joy stick control mechanically linked to said steering con-
trol pivot link.

4^476,950

DRIVE ASSEMBLY FOR VEHICLE WHEEL
Hans-HelBridi Welachof, Rodwibach, Fed. Rep. of Govany,

aaaignor to L9hr A Broovkanp GnbH, Offenbach am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,177

Oaina priority, awUcatkm Fed. R^ of Gcmany, Oct 13,

1981, 3140540

Int CL^ B60K 17/22
VS. CL 180—73J 3 Ciains

»»«

•

'

1. A drive assembly for a motor vehicle wheel having an

independent wheel suspension comprising:

drive means for driving said wheel;

an axially movable universal joint including an inner joint

member in driven engagement with said drive means and

an outer joint member having a generally cyUndrical

extension extending axially beyond said joint toward said

wheel;

an axially fixed universal joint connected in driving engage-

ment between said wheel and said axially movable univer-

sal joint; and

a fluidic shock absorber interposed between said fixed uni-

versal joint and said movable universal joint, said shock
absorber comprising

a cyUndrical member defined by said outer joint member
extension,

a piston member in sliding engagement with said cylindri-

cal member,

a piston rod attached between said piston member and said

inner joint member of said movable universal joint, and
a ball joint interposed between said piston rod and said

inner joint member of said movable universal joint

4,476,951

ENGINE FOR MOTORCYCLES
ToaUftml Ito, Tokoroawa, Japan, aaaigDor to Hoada Motor

Co., Ltd., Tdqro, Japan

FOed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,002

Claims priority, appttcatioa Japan, Oet 13, 1981, 56-162998;

Oct 13, 1981, 56-151691[U]; Oct 29, 1981, 56-173476

lat CL^ B62M 7/OZ- F02N 11/00
VS.a 180-219 14 <

e 30

1. An engine for a motorcycle, comprising:

a crankshaft extending transversely of said motorcycle,

a crankcase accommodating said crankshaft and having an

upper surface;

a mainshaft arranged to be rotatively driven by said crank-

shaft;

a clutch interposed between said crankshaft and said main-

shaft, for selectively allowing transmission of power from

the former to the latter and interrupting same;

a countershaft engaging with said mainshaft;

a transmission case structure accommodating said mainshaft,

said countershaft, and said clutch and having an upper

surface upon which one or more accessories may be ar-

ranged;

said mainshaft being located at a level lower than said crank-

shaft and said countershaft;

a generator arranged on said upper surfaces of said crank-

case and transmission case structure, said generator hav-

ing a drive shaft disposed parallel with said crankshaft;

a starting motor arranged on said upper surfaces of said

crankcase and said transmission case structure, said start-

ing motor having an output shaft disposed parallel with

said crankshaft, said output shaft having one end disposed

adjacent one end of said drive shaft of said generator,

said drive shaft ofsaid generator and said output shaft of said

starting motor extending from said one ends thereof in

opposite directions away from each other;

first power transmitting means drivingly coupling said gen-

erator and said starting motor; and
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wcond power transmitting means drivingly coupling said

generator and said cranlohaft.

6. The engine for a motorcycle as claimed in claim 1, includ-
ing a pair of hangers for fitting said engine to a main frame of
said motorcycle, and wherein one of said hangers is arranged
at one side of said engine at a location close to said generator.

4^7«,9S2
FOUR-WHEEL VEHICLE DRIVE SYSTEM

Kmihiko Suznld, Sagunihara, Japan, aarignor to Nisun Motor
Compaoy, United, Yokohana, Japan

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,726

Gains priority, application Japan, No?. 25, 1981, 56-188939:

Feb. 12, 1M2, 57-20937

lot a^ B60K 17/34, 23/08
U.S. CL 180—247 8 Claims

^-^

r\n

^m'^

1. A four-wheel drive system for a vehicle with first and
second pain of road wheels, comprising
a power unit positioned closer to the first pair of road wheels

than to the second pair of road wheels and having an
output shaft rotatable about an axis in a lateral direction of
the vehicle;

a power transmission gear unit including transmission input
and output shafts each having an axis of rotation in a
lateral direction of the vehicle;

a final reduction gear rotatable about an axis parallel with
the respective axes of roution of the transmission input
and output shafts, the transmission output shaft beiug held
in driving engagement with said final reduction gear;

a main transaxle gear casing having enclosed therein said
transmission gear unit and said final reduction gear;

an auxiliary transaxle gear casing secured to said main trans-

axle gear casing;

a hoUow main power transfer shaft enclosed within the
auxiliary transaxle gear casing and rotatable about an axis

substantially aligned with the axis of rotation of said final

reduction gear;

a low-and-high speed shift gear assembly enclosed within
said auxiliary transaxle gear casing and comprising an
auxiliary power transfer shaft substantially parallel with
said main power transfer shaft, at least two main power
transfer gears routable about axes substantially aligned
with the axis of rotation of said main power transfer shaft,

and at least two auxiliary power transfer gears mounted
on said auxiliary power transfer shaft and rotatable about
axes substantially aligned with the axis of rotation of the
auxiliary power transfer shaft;

a first wheel drive gear unit enclosed within said auxiliary
transaxle gear casing and comprising a differential gear
assembly including an input member rotauble with one of
said main power transfer gears about an axis substantially
aligned with the axis of rotation of said main power trans-
fer shaft and a pair of output members operatively con-

nected to said first pair of road wheels through a pair of
side gear shafts, respectively, at least one of said side gear
shafts axially extending through said hollow main power
transfer shaft;

a second wheel drive gear unit comprising a differential gear
assembly operatively connected to the second pair of road
wheels of the vehicle; and

a right-angle power transfer gear unit enclosed within said
auxiliary transaxle gear casing and operative to transmit
driving power from said auxiliary power transfer shaft to
the differential gear assembly of the second wheel drive
gear unit in a fore-and-aft direction of the vehicle,

said main power transfer gears consisting of a first main
power transfer gear coaxially rotateble on said first main
power transfer shaft and a second main power transfer
gear coaxially roUUble with said input member of said
differential gear assembly and said auxiliary power trans-
fer gears consisting of first and second auxiliary power
transfer gears rotatable with each other on said auxiliary
power transfer gear shaft and held in mesh with the first

and second main power transfer gears, respectively, said
low-and-high speed shift gear assembly fiirther compris-
ing a coupUng member coaxially rotatable with said main
power transfer shaft and axially movable selectively in

one direction into one of the first and second main power
transfer gears and in the other direction into engagement
with the other of the main power transfer gears.

2. A four-wheel drive system as set forth in claim 1, fiirther

comprising two-wheel/four-wheel drive shift clutch means
which comprises a first clutch member rotatable with said
auxiliary power transfer gears, a second clutch member rotat-
able with said auxiliary power transfer shaft, and a third clutch
gear rotauble with one of the first and second clutch members
and axially movable thereon selectively into and out of the
other of the first and second clutch members.

4,476,953

FOUR-WHEEL VEHICLE DRIVE SYSTEM
Kazoyodd HIralwa, Atsogi, Japan, aarignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,814
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 12, 1981, 56-162355

Int. a.) B60K 5/04. 17/34
MS, CL 180—249 10 nri—

"^ \
^

^S- ij 1, " *

1. A four-wheel drive system for a vehicle with first and
second pairs of road wheels, comprising

a power unit liaving an output shaft rotatable about an axis

in a lateral direction of the vehicle;

a power transmission gear unit including transmission input
and output shafts each having an axis of rotation in a
lateral direction of the vehicle;

a final reduction gear rotatable about an axis parallel with
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the respective axes of rotation of the transmission input

and output shafts, the transmission output shaft being held

in driving engagement with said final reduction gear;

a main transaxle gear casing having enclosed therein said

transmission gear unit and said final reduction gear;

an auxiliary transaxle gear casing secured to said main trans-

axle gear casing;

a central differential gear assembly enclosed within said

main transaxle gear casing and including a differential

gear housing coaxially rotatable with said final reduction

gear about the axis of rotation of the final reduction gear

and two output members enclosed within said differential

gear housing and rotatable at different speeds about axes

substantially aligned with the axis of rotation of the differ-

ential gear housing;

a first wheel drive gear unit enclosed within said auxiliary

transaxle gear casing and comprising a differential gear

assembly operatively connected to the first pair of road
wheels of the vehicle and including an input member
rotatable with one of the two output members of the

central differential gear assembly about an axis in a lateral

direction of the vehicle;

intermediate gear means enclosed within said auxiliary trans-

axle gear casing and including an input gear rotatable with

the other of the two output members of the central differ-

ential gear assembly about an axis substantially aligned

with the axis of rotation of the output member of the

central differential gear assembly;

a second wheel drive gear unit comprising a differential gear

assembly operatively connected to the second pair of road

wheels of the vehicle; and

right-angle power transfer gear means enclosed within said

auxiliary transaxle gear casing and operative to transmit

driving power from said intermediate gear means to the

differential gear assembly of the second wheel drive gear

unit in a fore-and-aft direction of the vehicle.

1. A control system for a motor vehicle having a rotary

steering mechanism, a throttle mechanism, and a brake mecha-

nism, said control system comprising:

command means having a first portion disphK^eable in at

least four different directions, and a second portion re-

sponsive to displacement of said first portion m different

ones of said directions providing elec^ical signals indica-

tive of commanded changes in the direction and speed of

said vehicle;

electrically responsive means including a rotary actuator for

causing rotation of said steering mechanism and linear

actuators, including rack and pinion mechanisms, for

actuating said throttle and brake mechanisms; and
signal processing means connected with said second portion

of said command means and said electrically responsive

means, said signal processing means, responsive to received

electrical signals indicative of commanded changes in

vehicle direction, causing said electrically responsive

means to effect rotation of said steering mechanism, and
responsive to received electrical signals indicative of

commanded changes in vehicle speed, causing said electri-

cally responsive means to effect actuation of at least one of

said throttle and brake mechanisms.

4,476,955

ARTICULATED POWERED UFT MACHINES
Jeny A. Carter, 20162 Sprace Afc, SW., Suta Ana, Calif.

92707

FOcd Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,307

Int CL^ E04G 1/00
U.S. CL 182—2 6 Oalns

4,476,954

REMOTE CONTROL FOR MOTOR VEHICLE
Dale R. Johnson, BonldCT, and John A. Cldora, DeuTcr, both of

Colo., assignors to Johiuon Englneerlog Corporation, Bool-

dCTi Colo.

FOed Sep. 22, 1982, Set. No. 421,599

Int a^ B60K 31/00

VS.a 180-433 17 Gains

1. In an articulated lift, in combination:

a base structure;

a boom overlying said base structure and comprising first

and second arms, the inner end of said first arm having

pivotal coimection to the base structure on a first gener-

ally horizontal pivot axis, said second arm overlying said

first arm and having pivotal connection at its inner end to

the outer end of said first arm on a second, generally

horizontal pivot axis;

means for pivoting said second arm relative to said first arm
independently of movement of said first arm such that the

outer end of said second arm is moved arcuately about

said second pivot axis;

means for pivoting said first arm relative to said base such

that the outer end of said first arm and said second arm are

moved arcuately about said first pivot axis;

summing means for finding the algebraic sum of the rotation

of said first and second arm about said first pivot axis

relative to said base and rotation of said second arm about

said second axis relative to said first arm;

counterweight means in the form of a counterweight carried

by said base and movable toward and away from said first

pivot axis; and

means for altering the distance from said counterweight to

said first pivot axis as a function of said algebraic sum in

reqxmse to changes in said algebraic sum.

4^476356

SLIDE FOR FRICnONAL ENGAGEMENT WITH
FLEXIBLE DESCENT LINE

Laroy O. Egar, 2320 N. 33iid St, UghthoMe Point Fla. 33064

FDcd Ang. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 526,671

bt CL^ A62B 1/14. 1/20

MS. CL 182—5 U Gains
1. In a slide for frictional engagement with a flexible Une,

said slide having first and second members for receiving the
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line between them with said second member frictionally en-

gaging the line, the improvement wherein:

one of said members is adjustable with respect to the other to

vary the length of the line which is frictionally engaged by
said second member;

said first member being an outer shell which has a longitudi-

1. A unitary window safety window bars and exterior fire

escape ladder comprising:

(a) inner and outer finme means slidably interfitting along a

cmnmon slide ajus and adapted to fit, when slidably coin-

cident, in a window casing, having sides, sill and lintel, of
a building wall;

(b) a plurality of bars transversely fixed in at least the inner

of said firame means and equally spaced apart along said

slide axis for dual use as safety bars and ladder rungs;

(c) frame mounting means for pivotally securing said frame
means to said window casing sides adjacent the lintel and
to provide handrails for ladder use; and

(d) locking means mounted in said window casing and build-

ing wall for inside locking anyone of said frame means and
bars in ooincidenoe and to said window casing as window
safety bars, and for unlocking said coincident frame means
and bars from said window casing and for outwardly
pivoting said coincident frame means and bars outwardly
clear of the window sill and slidably downward as an
exterior fire escape ladder, easily and safely enterable

from standing position on said sill by grasping said hand-

rails; and

(e) stop bar means, mounted on said inner frame means upper
end and on said outer frame means lower end, adapted to

engage for the prevention of downwardly sliding separa-

tion of said frame means.

4,476,958

SAFETY DEVICE FOR SCAFFOLD
Lawrence Stafltord, 8 Graccmore Stn Albany, N.Y. 12203

Filed Sep. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 415,756

lot a^ E04G 5/M
U.S. a. 182—82 10 CUns

nal passageway therein and being open on opposite sides

of said passageway for passing the l^e into and out of the

sheU;

and said second member extending into said passageway in

the outer shell and being rotatably adjusuble therein to

wind a corresponding length of the line frictionally

around said second member.

4,476,957

UNITARY WINDOW SAFETY BARS AND EXTERIOR
FIRE ESCAPE LADDER

Harry J. Ory, 2812 Painter St, New Orleans, La. 70122
FDcd No?. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 556,729

Int a' E06C 9/10
VJS, CL 182—21 9 Ciaimg

1. A safety system, comprising:

(a) a plurality of anchors secured to a building;

(b) yoke means having a generally U-shaped element config-

ured and dimensioned to be fitted on and secured around
one of said plurality of anchors, said anchors having sup-

port and heads and being disposed vertically at spaced
intervals along the outside surface of the building;

(c) spring means for maintaining said yoke means on said

anchors;

(d) a scaffold; and

(e) lanyard means secured to said yoke means and adapted to

be secured to said scaffold which moves vertically along
the side of the building.

4>476,959

PLATFORM LIFTING DEVICE MOUNTED ON A
MOTOR VEHICLE

Chriitlaa TorteDler, Taremy, Franca, aMtcMir to Manntis,

Fhuce
Filed Jon. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,691

Claims priority, appUcatioB France, Jan. 17, 1981, 81 11945

Int a^ B66B 9/20
U.S. CL 187—9 R 4 Cbdm

1. A platform lifting device mountable on the floor of a

vehicle comprising a mounting plate for mounting on said floor

of said vehicle, a first connecting arm including a first end and
a second end, said first end of said first connecting arm being

pivotably connected to said mounting plate, a second connect-

ing arm including a first end and a second end, said first end of
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said second connecting arm being pivotably connected to said

mounting plate, a bearing arm including a first end and a sec-

ond end, said first end of said bearing arm being pivotably

connected to said second ends of both said first and second

connecting arms at spaced apart locations on said bearing arm,

wherd>y said pivotable connections at said first and second

ends of said first and second connecting arms form a parallelo-

gram, a lever member including a first end and a second end,

said first end of said lever member being pivotably connected

to said second end of said bearing arm, a jack member having

a first end and a second end relatively movable between re-

tracted and extended positions, said first end of said jack mem-
ber being pivotably mounted to said first connecting arm at a

point intermediate of said first and second ends thereof, and

said second end of said jack member being pivotably mounted
to said lever member at a point intermediate of said first and

second ends thereof, a platform fixedly connected to said

second end of said lever member, wherd>y retraction of said

jack member causes said bearing arm to pivot about said pivot-

able connections with said first and second connecting arms at

said first end of said bearing arm, in turn causing said parallelo-

gram to deform in a manner so as to pivot said first and second

connecting arms about said pivotable connections of said first

and second connecting arms with said mounting plate, thereby

lifting said platform.

4^764W0
ADJUSTABLE CHAIN ANCHOR FOR LIFT TRUCKS

William T. Yarria, Mcator, Ohio, iMipior to Townotor Corpo*

ratioB, Mentor, Ohio
Filed Aag. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406^17

Int a^ B66B 9/20

VS.a 187-9 E 8 daian

1. In a mast assembly (11/11') having a fixed upright assem-

bly (12), a movable assembly (15/410 movably mounted on

said fixed upright assembly (12), and a lift system (16) including

a least one chain (17) having opposite ends thereofanchored to

said fixed upright (12) and movable (15/41") assemblies, the

improvement comprising:

means (19) for adjusting the tension in said chain (17) in

response to selective rotation of at least one end of said

chain (17) about a pivot axis (A) including a cam member

(26) pivotally mounted on said fixed upright assembly

(12), an arcuate (33) cam surfiKe formed on said cam
member (26) and having said chain (17) wrapped in bear-

ing relationship thereon, first (30) and tecond (31) circum-

ferentially spaced arms secured on said cam member (26)

to extend radially outwardly therefirom, said chain (1*^

attached to said first arm (30), and adjustment means (34)

for engaging said second arm (31) to selectively pivot said

member (26) about said axis (A), including a bolt (35)

threadably mounted on said fixed upright assembly (12)

and having an end thereof engaging said second arm (31).

4,476,961

PROCESS FOR PERFORMING THE CONSTRUCnON
OF A PARKING GRIP CHOCK FOR A VEHICLE AND

PARKING GRIP CHOCK FOR A VEHICLE
MANUFACTURED FROM SHEET

Picotti Loigi, F^azione di Proragiio, Via Ewopa, 16, 25040

CamigBooe (Brescia), Italy

Filed Dec 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,648

Claims priority, applicatioa Italy, Dec 16, 1981, 68630 A/81
Int CL^ B60T 3/00: B23K 31/00

VJS. a. 188—32 11 Claims
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I. A process for performing the construction of a parking

grip chock (1) for a vehicle, in particular for a truck, the said

chock (1) being made from sheet and being substantially

wedge-shaped, an upper surface (7) of the said chock (1),

opposite to a supporting lower surface of the same, being

suited to cooperate with a wheel of the said vehicle, character-

ized in that it comprises: at least a blanking operation, from a

flat metallic band (12), of a blank (15) having a predetermined

shape and obtained in a single flat piece, and at least a bending

operation, carried out by means of consecutive operations, of

the said blank (15), in order to impart to it a shape substantially

wedged, bent and overiapped edges of the said blank being

mutually joined.

II. A parking grip chock (1) for a vehicle, in particular for

a truck, the said chock (1) being made from sheet and being

substantially wedge-shaped, an upper surface (7) of the said

chock (1), opposite to a supporting lower surface (4) of the

same, being suited to cooperate with a wheel of the said vehi-

cle, characterized in that it is formed from a single blanked and

bent piece (15) having a flat development substantially with the

shape ofan isoseceles trapezoid, a central portion ofwhich (16)

defines the said upper stuface (7) and two synunetrical lateral

portions (18, 19) of which define two lateral walls (5) of the

said chock (1), a first pair of tongues (21) bent at right angle

and obtained integral with the said lateral portions (18, 19)

defining a rear wall (3) of the said chock (1) and a second pair

of tongues (20) bent at right angle and obtained integral with

the said lateral portions (18, 19) defining the said supporting

lower surface (4) of the said chock (1), the said tongues (20, 21)

being mutually secured by means of welding spots.

4,476,962

DISC BRAKE HAVING A SLIDING YOKE
Jeaqoim F. Boflll, Barcdooa, Spain, aaaignor to Bcndiberica

SjL, BarceloBa, Spain

FOed Dec 16, 1982, Scr. No. 450,506

bt CL^ n6D 55/224

U.S.a 188-7L1 7 OaiM
1. A disc brake including a ydce (14) slidingly supported, by

means of at least one axially extending pin (16; 18), onto a

stationary support (10) within which are anchoringly and

slidingly received two friction members (32, 34) adapted to

come into friction engagement with the opposite faces of a

rotating disc (12) upon actuation of actuating means consti-

tuted by at least a brake motor (24, 24', 24") acting directly

onto one (32) of said friction members and indirectly onto the

other (34) of said friction members by reaction through said

sliding yoke (14), said pins (16, 18) extending into bores (46)

formed in axially mating relationship in said stationary suppori
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(10) and in Mid yoke (14). wherein said yoke (14) is in the fonn
oft doMd flrune diipoted aroand said stationary support (10)
and indndci at least one elongated anally extending reinforc-
ing member (tt, CT) arranged ndtally beyond the periphery of
said disc (12) and interconnecting a first part (51) of said yoke
on the side of said brake motor (24) and an opposite second

,1^Mu^

part (S2) of said yoke (14) adapted to urge said other (34)
friction member at a first zone (54) more remote radially out-
wardly than the pressure center (A) of said brake motor, said
other (34) friction member being also urged by said second part
(52) of said yoke at a second zone (5^ less remote radiaUy
outwardly than said pressure center (A) of said brake motor.

said angular movement of said adjuster lever when moved into
engagement therewith, and a thermally responsive body of
shape memory effect material operatively engaging said lock-
ing device to move said locking device into said locking posi-
tion, at least during brake actuation, in reqxmse to a predeter-
mined increase in temperature of the brake to prevent said
angular movement of said adjuster lever.

4,474,964

SEAT-BRAKE INCLUDING LOCKOUT
Donald E. Broana, Uncola, Nebr^ avignor to Ootboard Ma*

riae Corporation, Wankepn, DL
FOed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,054

Int 0.3 F16D 65/14. 55/16
U.S. a. 188—109 7

4,474,943

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTER FOR A SHOE DRUM BRAKE
OrMnphv W. PataMr, BirlnghM, and Rowdd M. Hughes,
Wait Midfamda, both of Engiad, asaignofs to

Fllad Not. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,(43
OaiM priority, application Unitad Kingdom, Dec. 4, 1980,

8039220; Jan. 4» 1981, 8117m
Int a' F14D 51/51 65/38

VAa 188-79J B 5 n.i—
I

1. An automatic adjuster for a shoe drum brake having an
automatically variable length operable, in use, in response to
wear of the brake shoe linings, to maintain a predetermined
maximum shoe to drum clearance, comprising a two-part strut
ratoding between the shoes of the brake, a first strut part
operatively connected to one brake shoe, a second strut part in
theform of an adjuMer lever pivotally mounted on said first

strut part, a projection on said lever operatively connected
with the other brake shoe, rigid toothed means on said first

strut part, means on said adjuster lever operatively engageable
with said toothed means to prevent angidar movement of said
adjuster lever about its pivotal mounting when in the engaged
position, means to facilitate disengsgement of said lever from
•aidtoothed means and angular movement of said lever due to
excessive separation of the brake shoes upon brake actuation as
arwilt of wear of friction linings on the brake shoes, so that
upon release of the brake said lever re-engages said toothed
means in a different position to increase the effective length of
said two-part strut, a movable locking device opersbly engage-
able with said adjuster lever m a locking position to prevent

1. A seat brake for use in a vehicle having a frame, a seat, at
least a portion of said seat being movable with respect to said
frame between a lower position when weight is placed on the
seat and an upper position when weight is removed from the
seat, and a brake selectively engageable to brake said vehicle,
said seat brake comprising means for causing said brake to be
engaged when said portion of said seat moves to said upper
position and for causing said brake to be disengaged when said
portion of said seat moves to said lower position, said means
for causing said brake to be engaged including a vertically
shiftable member having an upper end engageable with said
portion of said seat and a lower end, and a fixed support mem-
ber for supporting said vertically shiftable member for vertical
movement, and means for connecting said lower end of said
vertically shiftable member to said brake and for causing said
brake to be engaged when said vertically shiftable member
moves upwardly and for causing disengagement of said brake
when said vertically shiftable member moves downwardly,
and means for selectively k)cking said brake is disengagement
including a stop member fixed to said vertically shiftable mem-
ber below said fixed support member and movable with said
vertically shiftable member toward and away from said fixed
support member, a locking member including an upper end and
a lower end, and means for supporting said locking member for
pivotal movement between a first position wherein said lock-
ing member is positioned between said stop member and said

fixed support member and wherein said lower end of said
locking member engages said stop member and said upper end
of said locking member engages said fixed support member to
prevent upward movement of said stop member and said verti-

cal member and a second position wherein said stop member
and said vertically shiftable member are fireely movable with
respect to said locking member and said fixed support member.

4,476,965

ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKE WITH CAM RELEASE
Henry M. Brown, Jr., Leicester, and Andrew J. Fkedette, North

Oxford, both of Mass., aasiffMrs to Dana Corporation, To-
ledo, Ohio

FOed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,697

Int a> F16D 65/30
VJS. CL 188—171 2 Clainv

1. In an electromagnetic brake having an axis and including
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an electromagnetic housing assembly, said assembly having an
energizable coil and an armature ring in spaced relatioi^p
therewith along said axis, said brake ftvther including a spring,

said armature ring being biased by said spring in a direction
opposing the energizing forces of said coil thereon, said brake
farther including one set of friction rings and one set of friction

rotors, said sets being axially interleaved and axially moveable
rehitive to each other, said set of friction rings being rotatably

mounted with respect to said electromagnetic housing assem-
bly, said set of friction rotors being rotatably mounted with
rnpect to said assembly, said sets of rings and roton being
urged into engagement with each other along said axis by said

bin of said spring against said armature ring, an axially mov-

and said pressurizing component for transmitting move-
ment of the control lever to said pressurizing component;

said pressurizing component pressurizing said fluid circuit

when said pressurizing component is moved from a neu-

tral position where the control lever is in the first position

to a pressurizing position where the contix>I lever is

moved from the first position toward the second position;

biasing means within said pressurizing cavity in engagement
with said pressurizing component for biasing said pressur-

izing component towards said neutral position; and,

flow restricting means in said fluid circuit for limiting the

velocity of movement of said pressurizing component
from said neutral position to said pressurizing position for

regulating the hydraulic crane hoist operations.

to ToUco Ltd.,

4,476,967

HYDRAUUC DAMPER
Kato Tctno,
Kanagawa, Japan

Contianation of Ser. No. 281,210, JuL 6, 1981, abandoned. lUs
appUeidon Sep. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 535,532

Oafant priority, application Japan, JnL 4, 1980, 55-94929[U];
Jul. 4, 1980, SS-94930[U]

Int a^ n6F 9/44
VS.a 188-319 5 Claias

able Shalt, said armature ring being fixed to a first end of said

axially moveable shaft; an improvement comprising a cam
release device fixed to a second end of said axially moveable
shaft, said cam release device including a torque arm rotatable

relative to said shaft about said axis between two limits of an
arc, whereby said device effects movement of said armature
ring against the bias of said spring, said cam release device
comprising a plurality of balls and ball engaging radially dis-

posed ramps, a cam hub member fixed to said axially moveable
shaft, said ramps being di^Kised in a stamped cam plate, said

plate being rotatable relative to said axially moveable shaft,

said balls being annuhu-ly spaced apart and undisplaceably

seated within sidd cam hub member.

4,476,966

HYDRAUUC CRANE HOIST CONTROL LEVER
VELOCITY UMTTING DEVICE

Wmian R. Bath, and Danny Bc'er, both of 6116 Omntaighani,

Hovtoa, Tex. 77041

FDed May 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,368

Int a' F16F 9/49
VAa 188-280 12

/v

^^6

1. A device for limiting the velocity of movement of a con-
trol lever ofa hydraulic crane hoist from a first position where
the hydraulic crane hoist is stationary to a second position

where the hydraulic crane hoist is moving, comprising:

a housmg formed having a fluid circuit therein;

a pressurizing cavity formed within said fluid circuit and
communicating with the exterior of said housing;

a pressurizing component slidably mounted within said

pressurizing cavity;

linkage means operably connected with the control lever

60 20

1. A hydraulic damper comprising:
a cylinder receiving therein hydraulic liquid;

a piston movable within said cylinder and partitioning the

interior thereof into first and second liquid filled cham-
bers;

a piston rod extending through said first chamber and having

an inner end secured to said piston and an outer end posi-

tioned exteriorly of said cylinder, said piston rod having

an axial bore extending therethrough, said outer end hav-

ing an interior counteibore receiving therein a seal means;

an elongated adjusting rod positioned within said bore in

said piston rod and defining therewith a passage, said

adjusting rod contacting said seal means;

a radial bore in said piston rod connecting said passage to

said first chamber;

an orifice member mounted on said inner end of said piston

rod, said orifice member having therethrough an orifice

connecting said passage to said second chamber
said adjusting rod having an inner end cooperating with said

orifice member to define the size of said orifice;

means, axially adjustably mounted on said outer end of said

piston rod, for moving said adjusting rod axially within

said bore, and thereby adjusting the size of said orifice;

an annular guide positioned within said counterbore di-

recUy, biasingly engaging said seal means, said annular

guide having in an inner circumference thereof an annular

recess cooperating with said seal means to define first and

second axially spaced stops; and

a third stop on said adjusting rod for contact with said first

and second stops to de&ie maximum outer and inner

positions, req)ectively, of said adjusting rod, thereby to

define maximum and minimum sizes, mpectxvtiy, of said
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orifice, and to define a maximum range of possible axial

movement of said adjusting rod with respect to said piston

nxL

EXPANDING SHOE DRUM BRAKE
Jbba A. Urban, Plainwell, and Peter L. Sherrick, Galesburg,

both of Mich^ anignora to Eaton Corporation, Gcreland,
Ohio

Cootinnation of Ser. No. 314,621, Oct 2«, 1981, abandoned.
Thia appUcatfon Dec. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 561,141

Int aJ n6D 51/22
UJ5. a. 188—329 6 Claims

1. An improved cam actuated expanding shoe drum brake
comprising:

a spider member;
a selectively displaceable brake actuation means fixed to said

spider member, said actuation means comprising a rotat-

ablecam,

a pivot structure comprising a single anchor pin having a
headed portion and a shank portion fixed to said spider

member;
a pair of generally arcuate radially outwardly movable brake

shoes pivotably supported on said pivot structure, each of
said brake shoes carrying a cam follower member at one
end thereof engaged by said actuation cam for movement
therewith, said actuation cam having a first position for

allowing said shoes to be radially retracted and a second
position for causing said shoes to be radially expanded;

each of said brake shoes comprising a web structure com-
prising at least one web, said web structure defining a first

and a second generally parallel opposed surfaces, and a
table structure generally perpendicular to said web struc-

ture and carrying friction material on the radially outer
surface thereof, each of said webs provided with a gener-
ally semiarcuate cavity at the other end thereof pivotably
retained on the shank portion of said anchor pin;

the improvement comprising means to locate said web struc-

ture on a predetermined plane relative to said spider in

both the radially retracted and radially expanded positions

thereof, said locating means comprising:

first and second spaced generally flat guide surfaces fixed to

said spider and directly slidably engageable with said first

surface of said web structure, a fixed third generally flat

guide mrhce defined by the shoulder between the headed
and shank portions of said anchor pin, said third guide
surftce spaced from and parallel to said first and second
guide surfines, said third guide surface axially spaced
firom said first and second guide surfaces by a distance
generally equal to spacing between said first and second
sorftces on said web structure and directly slidably en-
gageable with said second surface on said wd> structure,

said third guide muhoe not being on a straight line drawn
from said first to said second guide surftoe, and means

resiliently engaging said second surface of said web struc-

ture and applying a resilient force on said web structure in

the direction towarJ the first surface thereof, said resilient

means engaging said second surface on the opposite side

of said line drawn from said first to said second guide
surface as said third guide surface and comprising with
said guide surfaces the only guide means for said brake
shoes whereby said web structure will be constantly resil-

iently urged into sliding engagement with said first, sec-

ond and third guide surfaces.

4,476,969

DYNAMIC RECOIL DAMPING MECHANISM
Owen W. Dykenu, 23429 Welby Way, Cam^ Park, Ckiif.

91307

FUed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,509

Int CL^ F16F 7/JO: F41F 19/06
VS. a. 188—380 8 Claims

r
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1. A dynamic mechanism for reducing recoil ofa recoil mass
subjected to periodic, unidirectional forces and for condition-

ing and transmitting said forces to a mounting base comprising:

an ancillary mass interposed between said base and said

recoil mass;

relatively soft spring means for reducing the recoil of said

ancillary mass and having a first means for engaging said

base and a second means for engaging said ancillary mass;

relatively stiff spring means interposed between said recoil

mass and said ancillary mass and having a third means for

engaging either said recoil mass or said ancillary mass and
having a fourth means for contacting the other said mass;

means to constrain said ancillary mass to perform periodic

motion along the axis of the recoil force and between said

recoil mass and said base whereby movement of said

recoil mass by the force means and the fnnriniiini ampli-

tude and shock-like character of the recoil force transmit-

ted to said base are all reduced by the dynamic action of
said ancillary mass and springs.

4,476,970

SPEED CHANGE CONTROL APPARATUS AND
METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Hiroahi Ito, Toyota, Japan, aaaignor to Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo
KabnshiU Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

FUed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,928

Claims priority, application Japn, Oct 31, 1980, 55*152181

tat CL^ B60K 41/28
VJS. a. 192-0.052 7 Claina

1. An automatic transmission speed change control for a

vehicle comprising:

(a) a fluid type converter,

(b) a transmission gear connected in series with said con-

verter and comprising a plurality of friction engaging

elements operated during a speed change,

(c) a direct coupled clutch connected in parallel with said

converter,

(d) a solenoid valve for controlling the supply of oil pressure

to said direct coupled clutch to place said clutch in an

engaging position or in a disengaging condition; and >

(e) control means connected to said solenoid valve for deter-

mining the speed of said vehicle, the throttle valve open-
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ing of a carburetor of said vehicle, and the shift position of
said automatic transmission, and for controlling said sole-

noid valve so that said direct coupled clutch is maintained

in an engaging condition until a speed change of said

vehicle, at which time said direct coupled clutch is

changed to a disengaging position until the end of said

speed change when said direct coupled clutch is returned

to an engaging position;

15
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said control means comprising a plurality of timers each

comprising first and second time counters, each of said

timers corresponding to a different speed change, said

first time counters establishing a time interval between
disengagement of said direct coupled clutch and opera-

tion of said friction engaging elements, and said second

time counters establishing a second time interval longer

than said first time interval between disengagement of

said direct coupled clutch and return of said direct-cou-

pled clutch to an engaging position.

1. In a safety device for a passenger transporter system for

the prevention of the wedging in of foreign bodies, with a

switching element, the latter serving to stop the transporter

system when actuated, the switching element to be actuated

within a stationary part of the intake by means of horizontally

moveable comb segments, the improvement comprising

a carrier plate,

means for pivotally mounting said carrier plate about a first

pivot point,

said comb segments are fastened to said carrier plate,

the switching element comprises a switch,

a push rod moveably mounted actuatably adjacent said

switch,

an angle lever and means for pivotally inounting said angle

lever about a second pivot point, said angle lever having

legs angularly disposed relative to each other with respect

to said second pivot point and operatively actuating said

switch via said push rod,

switch rod means operatively engaging said comb segments

and for pivoting said angle lever upon displacement of at

least one of said comb segments,

one of the legs of said angle lever being operatively con-

nected with said push rod,

spring means for biasing said push rod in a direction away
from actuation of said switch and for operatively biasing

said switch rod means so as to operatively engage said

comb segments, said switch rod means upon diq>lacement

of said at least one comb segment for actuating said switch

by the pivoting of said angle lever so as to move said push
rod actuatingly against said switch whereby said switch is

actuated and the passenger transporter system is stopped,

and

means cooperating with said angle lever upon pivotal lifting

of the carrier plate by swinging said carrier plate about

said first pivot point for pivoting said angle lever so as to

move said push rod actuatingly against said switch,

whereby said switch is actuated and the passenger trans-

porter system is stopped.

4,476,972

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TURNING FILLED
CARTONS WITH POSITIVE ASSIST

John W. Bryaon, Loa AHoa, Calif., aaaignor to Kliklok Corpora*

tion, Greenwich, Conn.

FUed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,601

tat a.3 B65G 47/24
U.S. a. 198—415 16 OaiM

4,476,971

SAFETY DEVICE FOR CONVEYANCE SYSTEMS FOR
PEOPLE

nana Sdriineweias, Hattingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignor

to OAK Orenstein A Koppel Aktiengesellachaft, Berlin, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Jm. 1, 1979, Ser. No. 44,422

Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jut 3,

1978,2824452

tat a^ B65G 43/00
VS. a. 198—323 25 Clalma

1. A method of turning a carton with positive assist, the

carton having a top, bottom, leading edge and sides, compris-

ing the steps of,

conveying the carton along a predetermined path and hav-

ing a first axis extending along the longitudinal axis of the

path, turning the carton to provide reorientation with a

second axis of the carton in alignment with the axis of the

path, and

independently engaging the carton along at least one side at

a portion of said one side which is adjacent the leading

edge with a rotating finger having a sweeping action with

a substantially fixed sweep radius and a transverse sweep-

ing component across said path to push the carton so that

said leading edge is shifted transversely during forward

movement, thereby assisting the turn.

4,476,973

AUTOMATIC RECIPROCAL FEED MECHANISM
SheMoB Kcaaler, Chicago, and VaaOioa Strabdia, Des Plainca,

both of m., aaaigBors to Pack-All, tac^ Chkago, m.
Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,437

tat a.3 B65G 25/00

VS. CL 198-744 24 CUaM
1. An apparatus for sequentially advancing a plurality of

articles deposited one at a time on one end ofa feed table across

the feed table to a work sution comprising:

a reciprocating pusher assembly mounted on the feed table

and adapted to engage and advance each article across the
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feed table from the one end when driven forward and to

disengage from the article when driven in reverse;

drive means to reciprocally drive said pusher assembly;

laterally adjustable means movably supporting said pusher
assembly;

selectively adjustable control means operably connected to
said pusher assembly for changing the lateral position of
said pusher assembly via said laterally adjustable means;

said pusher assembly including pushers, whereby the articles

being advanced across said feed table by said pushers are
maintained in an in-line feed mode regardless of the width
of the articles.

M7«,974
CONTINUOUS ARTICLE HANDLING CONVEYOR

Bvnrd G. Bndbory, Chko, Califs aasi^or to Rcxaoid Ik^
BrookficM, Wis.

FDed Oct 19, IMl, Scr. No. 313,005

IaLCLiB68G2S/00
UJB.a 198-832 5 Claims

1. A conveyor, comprising:

a. a supporting structure defining a closed planar path;
b. an eodleas chain assembly ad^)ted to move around said

closed path, including:

I a plurality of links each having a leading section parallel

to the plane of said closed planar path, a trailing section
parallel to the plane of said closed phmar path, and a
downwardly sloping section connecting said leading
section with said trailing section, and an aperture ex-
tending through each lading and trailing section per-
pendicolar to said closed planar path;

ii. a plurality of pallets, each fixedly attached to the top of
said leadhig section of its respective link;

iiL a plurality ofconnecting pins pivotally connecting said
leading sections of said links to the trailing sections of a
preceding link through said ntpective ^lertuies
therein; each of sidd (rins having a self-aligning bearing
means circumscribing a portion thereof and lying
within one of said apertures in said links for aligning one
link with a preceding link, and a cam roller means

fixedly attached to the other end of said pin for trans-

mitting motive force to said endless chain assembly;
c. a cylindrical drive means disposed underneath said endless

chain assembly and having a helical groove about its outer
surface adapted to engage said cam roller means to pro-
vide motive force thereto such that said endless chain
assembly will be moved along said closed planar path, said

helical groove including widened, tapered ends so as to
ensure a smooth lead-in and lead-out of said cam roller as
it enters and leaves said helical groove; and

d. a guide means secured to said supporting structure in the
area of said drive means and adapted to accept the side

thrust imposed on said cam roller means by said cylindri-

cal drive means.

4,476,978

MONORAIL SUSPENDED CONVEYOR SYSTEM
Ncal W. Densmore, Fhuklin, Pa., aastgnw to Joy ManafKtnr*

ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 80,760, Oct 1, 1979, Pat No. 4,339,031.
lUs appUcatioD Dec 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,597

lat a.3 B65G 21/10
U.S. CL 198-864 MClains

1. Traction drive means for moving an elongated material

conveyor along an overhead longitudinally extending rail,

comprising:

(a) a traction drive unit cooperable with said overhead rail

for movement therealong:

(b) elongated substantially rigid force transmitting means
located in the proximity of and extending beyond the
opposite ends of the longitudinal extent of said traction

drive unit, said force transmitting means being connected
to said conveyor for unitary movement; and

(c) Unk means interconnecting each respective opposite end
of said traction drive unit to the one of the respective ends
of said force transmitting means proximite to said respec-

tive traction drive unit end with one of said link means
being in tension when said traction drive unit is driven in

one direction to move said conveyor in said one direction

and with the other one of said link means being in tension

when said traction drive unit is driven in the opposite

direction, the one of said link means not in tension being
incapable of transmitting a driving force.

4,476,976

STENCILLING DEVICE
Dwight Sarith, Harbor City, CaUf^ aarigaor to Marria EDdv,
San Diego, CaUr.

Flkd Apr. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 486,325

tat a^ B65D 25/08: B32B 29/00
VS. CL 206—219 11 daiw

1. A compartment pouch for use in placing a fluid onto the

surface of an object comprising:

at least two sealed compartments formed in said pouch,
a breakaway partition forming a sealing separator between

said compartments,

a first one of said compartments having a surface thereof

stencilled to form an opening.
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removable tape means placed on the stencilled surface, and

a fluid placed in a second one of said compartments,

wherein when said second one of said compartments is

squeezed, the pressure imparted to the fluid therein breaks

the breakaway partition permitting the fluid to enter said

with an information signal within an internal space, and a lid

member for closing the opening of the jacket accommodating

the disc, said lid member comprising:

a lid main body which fits within the opening of said jacket;

a pair ofengaging fingen provided on the right and left sides

of said lid main body, for engaging with corresponding

first depressions formed at the inner part of said jacket;

metal leaf spring arm members respectively fixed to said lid

main body and supporting said engaging fingers at rctpec-

tive tip ends thereof, said metal leaf spring members capa-

ble of being bent miliently along the width direction of

said lid member, said leaf spring arm members having

bases at their respective ends opposite said tip ends; and

said bases having rectangular plane configurations fixed to

said lid main body, said bases having thicknesses smaller

than the thickness of said lid main body,

first one of said compartments, whereby with the tape

means removed from the stencilled surface and the sten-

cilled surface placed against the surface of the object to

receive the fluid the fluid passes through the stencilled

surface onto the surface of the object

'M76,977
CLOSURE INTERLOCK FORWRAPAROUND CARTONS

AND INCLUDING SEPARATOR TABS
Godft) A. ManlBB, BlaareH, N.Y., aMignor to Federal Paper

Board Compaoy, tac MmitYale, SJ.
Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 370,557

tat a^ B65D 65/Oa 75/00

VS. CL 206—434 5 Clains

r
,43.^_-.^:^«5J

.134 ^.143

1% 1,25

1. A closure interlock for a closure panel assembly of a

carton ofthe wrap around type, said closure interlock compris-

ing an inner closure panel and an outer closure panel each

having a free edge, said inner closure panel having struck

therefrom a secondary locking tab carried by a flap with said

secondary locking tab facing said free edge of said inner clo-

sure panel, At displacement of said secondary locking tab and

said flap from said inner closure panel definhig an opening in

said inner closure panel having as a boundary thereof a pri-

mary locking shoulder, and said outer closure panel having a

tenninal (lap portion in part defined by a fold line and in part

by cut line means, said cut line means defining a primary lock-

ing tab carried by said terminal edge flap portion and facing

away fitna said outer closure panel free edge for locking be-

hind said primary locking shoulder, said secondary lockmg tab

being connected to said secondary fl^ by a narrow neck

portion defiidng a secondary shoulder on said inner closure

panel and facing away from said primary locking shoulder, and

a separator tab hinpidly carried by said secondary fl^.

4^76,978

DISC ACCOMMODATING CASE
TakaiU Saito, A^m, Japaa, aaripor to Victor Coovaay of

Japan, Ltd., YokohaaM, Japan

FDcd May 24, 1982, Scr. No. 381,490

CfadflM priority, appUcalioa Japan, Jon. 1, 1981, 56-80735[U]

tat a3 GllB 5/82. 25/04; B65D 85/30

UAa206-444 2aain
1. A disc accommodating case comprising a jacket having an

opening at one end thereof for accommodating a disc recorded

root parts of said metal leaf spring arm memben being fixed

to said bases to constitute engaging arm assemblies to-

gether with said bases,

said engaging arm assemblies being symmetrical to the right

and left with respect to a center plane along bending

directions of said metal leaf spring arm members,

said lid main body comprising second depressions provided

in the vicinity of the right and left ends on the same sur-

face thereof,

said second depressions having rectangular contours corre-

sponding to the rectangular plane configurations of said

bases so that bases of said engaging arm assemblies closely

fit into and become fixed with respect to said second

depressions, and having depths of dimensions such that

said engaging fingers Ue on the same plane as said lid main

body when said bases are fitted into said second depres-

sions.

4,476,979

THERMOPLASTIC BAG PACK
George J. Rcfnaan, Pittaford; Gordon L BeaoH, Macedon;

Janca R. GaTin, Pittaford, and Michael A. Schneider, HUton,

all of N.Y., aaaipMn to Mobfl OO CorporatioB, New York,

N V
Filed No?. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 548,470

iBt CL^ B65D 1/34. 6/04

VS.a 206-554 10 Claims

1. A bag pack comprising a plurality of stacked thermoplas-

tic film bag structures each bag comprising a fix)nt and rear bag

wall and an open mouth portion, said open mouth portion

being characterized by having handles which are integral

extensions of said walls, said handles being located at opposite

ends of said mouth portion, the superimposed lines defined by

said bag mouth opening in its lay-flat position are a series of

compound curves including (a) stress relief curves at opposite

ends of said bag mouth, said stress relief curves opening or

facing in the direction of the handle end of the bag and (b) a

curve intermediate said stress reUef curves in said bag mouth

opening, said curve being at least generally of the same but

opposite amplitude as said stress relief curves; located within
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the area beneath said (b) carve, but above the point of maxi-

mam amplitade of laid (a) carves, is at least one orifice which
serves to accommodate physical suspension of said bag pack

end of the profile also increasing lengthwise along the
trough as at least a portion thereof is descended.

^f*

said orifice being ofsuch a shape and location in said area so as

to leave at least one comparatively narrow web serving to

accommodate tear-off of individual bags, said plurality of bags

being bonded together at said area adjacent to said orifice.

iWl

1. A spiral separator having at least a portion comprising a

helical troagh supported with its helical axis upright for sepa-

rating a pulp of water and minerals flowing there down into

mineral fractions of differing mineral density, said helical

trough having an apwardly facing working stuface, which,
when viewed in vertical cross-section, is non-linear and is

defined by a radial inner end, a radial outer end at a higher
vertical location than said radial inner end and a point of maxi-
mum disphKement between said ends, said point being located
on said sarfiKe at a maximum spacing below a notional straight

line joining said mner and outer ends;

the shape of the working surfiMe profile varying firom place
to place lengthwise along the trough and the distance of
the point of maximum displacement from the radial inner

4,476^1
REJECTION SYSTEM

Hi^ime Yoshida, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to H^jirae Industries

Ltd^ Japan

Filed Apr. 28, 1M2, Ser. No. 372,660
Claims priority, appUcatioB Japu, May 9, 19S1, 56-69623

Int a.3 B07C 5/36
VS. a. 209—566 4 Claims

4,476,900

SPIRAL SEPARATOR
Philip J. Giflind, Ncrang, Avtralia, avignor to Mineral Depos-

ita ufluico, AutraUa
per No. PCr/AU82/00032, § 371 Date No?. 17, 1962, § 102(e)

Date No?. 17, 19S2, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/03187, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 30, 19S2

PCT Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 444,895

CUiM priority, appUcatkm Anstralla, Mar. 18, 1981, PE8046
IM. aj B03B 5/52

13JS. CL 209—489 28 Claims

4
QiO Q

I

'^*"«' .' j. Cemlrol
I ]

CcHltol

1. A product rejection system for use with an inspection

system for rejecting products from a high speed conveyor, said

product inspection system being disposed at a first location on
said high speed conveyor, said product inspection system
being effective for inspecting said products and for generating

a product reject signal in response to a detection of a bad
product, comprising:

means for sensing a first time each of said products enters

said first location and for producing a product inspection

position arrival signal;

first rejection means at a second location spaced a first pre-

determined distance downstream of said first location;

at least a second rejection means at a third location spaced a

second predetermined distance downstream of said sec-

ond location;

each of said rejection means including means for removing a

selected one of said products from said conveyor;

a first timing means responsive to alternate ones of said

product reject signals for producing a first enabling signal

effective for actuating said first rejection means timed to

occur at a second time following said first time, said sec-

ond time occurring in coincidence with said product being

positioned within an influence of said first rejection

means; and

a second timing means responsive to other ones of said

product reject signals for producing a second enabling

signal effective for actuating said second rejection means
timed to occur at a third time following said first time, said

third time occurring in coincidence with said product

being positioned within an influence of said at least a

second rejection means whereby a higher rate of product

removal fit)m said high speed conveyor is achieved by
alternate actuation of at least two rejection means than is

possible with a single rejection means.
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4,476,982

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GRADING ARTICLES
ACCORDING TO THEIR SURFACE COLOR

Paol F. Paddock, Ri?enide; WUliam G. Krage, Fair Oaks, and
Tim D. Conway, Stockton, all of Calif., assignors to Snnkist

Growers, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

Omtinaation-in-part of Ser. No. 249,820, Apr. 1, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcatlon Oct 7, 1982, Ser. No. 433,245

lot a^ WJC5/342
VS. a. 209—582 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for grading the surface color of an article into

one of a plurality of color grades, comprising:

means for measuring the reflectance of the surface of an

article in each of three distinct wavelength bands, to

produce first, second and third reflectance measurements;

means for computing the ratio of the first and second reflec-

tance measurements to produce a first color ratio signal,

and for computing the ratio of the first and third reflec-

tance measurements to produce a second color ratio sig-

nal;

means for selecting one of the two color ratio signals in a

prescribed fashion; and

threshold detector means for comparing the selected color

ratio signal to at least one prescribed threshold, the out-

come of the comparison determining the appropriate

color grade of the article.

first end, said supporting portion including said secone end,

said supporting portion being generally configured as a ring

with a gap therein formed between said second end and said

mounting portion, said gap being of sufficient size to permit

said apertured items to be suspended from said ring by insert-

ing said second end of said member through the aperiured

items, wherein said mounting portion includes a first section

which projects downwardly through a hole in said shelf which

is spaced rearwardly of said price molding edge, and a second

section extending forwardly of said first section along and

above said surface and terminating in said ring, wherein said

first section and said ring are spaced by a distance which is

substantially equal to the spacing between said hole and said

price molding, and said hook being resilient in said common
plane, whereby said hook resiliently engages said shelf be-

tween said first section and said ring.

4^76,963

SUPPORT HOOK AND ASSEMBLY FOR
MERCHANDISING DISPLAY

Jacob Fast, 7561 NW. 9th St, Plantation, Fla. 33317

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358^68
Int a^ A47F 7/00

VS. CL 211—57.1 8 Claims

1. A support hook in combination with an apertured shelf for

supporting apertured items for purposes of display forwardly

of a generally downwardly projecting price molding edge of

said apertured shelf, said shelf having a horizontal article sup-

porting surface with a plurality ofspaced holes defined therein,

said support hook comprising an integral co-pUuar elongated

rod-like member having first and second ends bent in a com-

mon plane to form a supporting portion and a mounting por-

tion securing said member to said shelf with said common
plane verticdly oriented, said supporting portion projecting

forwardly of said shelf, said mounting portion including said

4,476,964

STORAGE RACK
John S. Garrett P.O. Box 72, Ersklnc, Alta, Canada TOG IGO

FUed Feb. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 467,822

Oaiffls priority, awUcatlon Canada, Fdi. 19, 1962, 396610

Int a^ A47F 5/00

VS. CL 211-66 15 Claims

1. A storage rack adapted to be releasably attached to a

ladder having two side rails spaced from one another at a given

transverse spacing and a plurality of rungs, said storage rack

comprising:

(a) two generally parallel elongate members spaced such

that their external clearance is slightly less than the given

transverse spacing of the respective ladder, said parallel

members each having a generally rectangular cross-sec-

tional configuration defined by an outer side surface, an

inner side surface, a rear surface perpendicular to the side

surfaces and a front surface opposed to the rear surface,

said side surfaces being wider than the front and rear

surfaces, so that, when the rack is attached to a respective

ladder, said parallel members extend substantially parallel

to the rails of the ladder, said rear surfaces rest against the

respective rungs, and a part of one outer side surface

protrudes for^imdly beyond the respective rail of the

respective ladder;

(b) attachment means fixedly secured to said part of at least

one outer side surface, for securing to said part a supple-

mentary device;

(c) a tray-like platform member pivotally secured to said two

parallel members so as to pivot between a substantially

vertical and a substantially horizontal position about an

axis which extends generally perpendicularly between

said two parallel members;

(d) hanger means having hook-shaped elements attached to

one end of the parallel members at the rear surfaces

thereof and curved rearwards away from the plane de-

fined by the two rear surftices, said hook-shaped elements

being spaced from the opposite ends of the parallel mem-

bers a distance in excess of the spacing between two adja-

cent rungs of the respective ladder, and,

(e) adjustment means for selectively adjusting the inclination

of the platform member relative to the two parallel mem-
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ben, Mid adjuttment menu including a hook-up means M7<iM6
fixedly secured to one of said parallel members and an EASEL DEVICE FOR DISPLAY SHELF
elongate connecting element fixedly attached at one end E> Moatgonery RoUason, Chattuoogi, Tcu^ nrignor to Adas
thereof to said platform member at a point proximate to
said one parallel member, said elongate connecting mem-
ber being engageable at a point thereof remote from said

one end with said hook-up means, so as to adjust the
inclination of the platform member relative to the two
parallel memben by selectively adjusting the effective

length of said elongate connecting member, whereby the
platform member can be arranged to extend generally

horizontally at different angles of inclination of a ladder
with which the rack is used.

Paper Box Conpaay, Chattaaooga, fcaa.

Filed Oet 1, 1981, Scr. No. 307^429

IatCL3A47Fi/00
U^. CL 211—134 8 CUns

4y47C98S
SCREW AND BOLT TRAY DISPLAYER

Richard A. Norbcrg, aad RomM L. SeUo, both of Rockford, DL,
miwMn to Rocfcliord Prodacta Corporation, Rockford, OL

Filed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264,881

Iata3A97Fi//¥
VS.a 211-126 5 Claims

1. A disphiy tray for attachment to shelving comprising an
integrally formed member defining forward and rear compart-
ments; said rear compartment comprising front, rear and side
walls in the general form of a rectangle; an intermediate parti-

tion between and connecting said forward and rear compart-
ments, said intermediate partition being in the form of an in-

verted channel having a front side and a back side, said for-

ward compartment connected to said rear compartment in

extending depending fashion and comprising front, rear and
side inner walls in the general form ofa rectangle, said forward
compartment rear inner waU being formed by said intermedi-
ate partition fhmt side; said intermediate partition having a
plurality of horizontally spaced vertical slots; said inner front
wall of said forward compartment having a like plurality of
spaced vertical slots generally aligned with the slots in said

intermediate partition; a plurality of dividers disposed in

aligned pain of said slots, wherein said dividen each comprise
a front portion having a contour substantially the same as the
inner contour of said forward compartment and dimensioned
to fit mto aligned pain of said slots in said front wall of said
forward compartment and in said intermediate partition, a back
portion having a contour substantially the same as the inner
contour of said rear compartment, connecting means integral
with said back portion for attaching said back portion to said
rear widl of said rear compartment, and a central portion
connecting said front and back portions, which central portion
defines a notch engageable with said mtermediate partition;

and means integral with said tray for securing said tray to a
shelf.

1. An easel device for a display shelf comprising:
(a) a display shelf member having a pre^ietermined thick-

ness and having a plurality ofpeg-hdes extending through
said thickness of said shelf member, at least some of said
peg-holes being uniformly spaced m a front-to-rear direc-
tion, said display shelf member having a substantially

planar top surface,

(b) a body member having an upper portion and including
downward diverging fhmt and rear support memben
each having front and rear end portions, respectively,

(c) said front lower end portion bang spaced forward of,

and elastically yieldable rehitive to, said rear lower end
portion,

(d) said front lower end portion comprising at least one fixmt
peg element projecting forwardly of said front support
member, and said rear lower end portion comprising at
least one rear peg element,

(e) said peg elements being adapted to depend through said

corresponding front-to-rear spaced peg-holes to hold said

body member in an upright operative position in which
said front support member declines forward from said rear
support member,

(0 a plurality of transverse ribs projecting upward firom the
plane of said top surface, each ofsaid transverse ribs being
spaced a pre-determined distance in front ofa correspond-
ing peg hole through which said fixmt peg element de-
pends, to support the bottom edge of a pluar article

between said fixmt support member and said correspond-
ing transverse rib member while said planar article is

supported in a rearward inclined position on said front

support member.

4,476,987

BOTTLE CAPS
Robert L. Nolan, Astoria, N.Y., assigMV to Mazcap, lac, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 370,041

lat a? B65D 41/16
VS. CL 215-319 8 ClaiiM

SCALE

2. A plastic bottle cq> for a bottle of carbonated beverage
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under pressure said bottle having a neck carrying an outwardly
extending thread, said cap comprising:

atop wall,

an annukr sidewall extending down from said top wall and
having an inwardly extmdhig thread for cooperation with
said neck thread, said sidewall and said top wall meeting at

a comer,
a gasket held below said top wall in a positira to be com-

pressed against said top wall by engagement with the top
of said bottle when the cap is screwed onto said neck,

the improvement wherein
said cap thread has a lower reach in which the thread pitch

is about 7 turns per inch and an upper reach in which the

thread pitch is idwut 8 turns per inch,

the lengths of said reaches and the cap dimensions being

such that said cap fits securely on both a standard

threaded glass carbonated beverage bottle neck having a
thread pitch of 7 tp.i. and a standard photic carbonated
beverage bottie neck having about li thread turns with a
thread pitch of 8 tp.i.

4,476,988

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT CONTAINERS
Nicholas J. Taaaer, Poole, Eogtand, aasigaor toWm Ltd., Parfc-

stoBC, United Kiagdoa
Coatiaaatioii-ia-part of Scr. No. 187,999, Sep. 17, 1980,

abandoned. lUs application Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,427

OaiiBS priority, appUcatioa Uoitad Kiagdon, Sep. 20, 1979,

7932S72; Jan. 13, 1980, 8019371

lat a' B65D 6/34, 57/00. 88/10: F42B 37/02

VS. CL 220-1.5 10

1. A storage and transport container for elongate articles

comprising: a taeaioitx of generally honeycomb section defin-

ing a plurality of elongate recesses, five walls fbrming a paral-

lelqMpedal box with one open side and surrounding said mem-
ber of hcmeyoomb section, spacer memben secured to the

outer fines of said side walls, tie ban secured to said spacer

members, protective hoops enciroling said box and secured to

said tie ban so that each tie bar extends between an adjacent

pair of said hoop^ and a door serving to close and seal said

open side of said box; said spacer memben being of elongate

configuration, each oftop hat section with two fUmges forming
a brim of the top hat section welded to said walls of said box;

said tie ban extending perpendicularly to said elongate spacer

memben and to said hoops, with a nxiddle portion of each of
said tie ban welded to a web of the respective top hat section

spacer member which forms a crown thereofand with the ends

of each tie bar welded to respective ones oftwo acUacent ones

of said hoops.

6. The storage and transport container claimed in claim 1,

wherein said door comprises a panel with sealing means adja-

cent its periphery to engage sakl box adjacent said open ride

thereof, a frameworic located on the exterior fiKC of said panel,

at least one linkage located between and connecting said panel

and said firamework and a plurality of compression qnings

extending between said panel and said fitameworit, said frame-

work being engageable at opposite site sides thereof with said

box such that the force springs presses said panel away firom

said firamework toward said box, said linkage can be aqNuded
to seal said pand around said open side <rf said box, and said

linkage can be contracted to pull said panel outwardly toward

said frameworii to break the seal.

9. A storage and transport container for elongate articles

comprising a member of generally honeycomb section defining

a plurality of elongated recesses, five walls forming a paral-

leUpipedal box surrounding said member of honeycomb sec-

tion, elongated spacer members, each of top hat section with

two base flanges forming a brim of said top hat section qxM-
welded to a wall of said box, said top hat section further com-
prising side flanges secured to said two base flanges and a

crown flange secured to said side flanges; tie ban secured to

said crown flanges of said spacer members, protective hoops
encircling said box and secured to said tie ban, and a door to

close and seal said open side of said box.

4,476,989

PIZZA BOX CARTON
Artfaar Laraca, 1 Pitt PL, Dix Hills, Long Islaad, N.Y. 11746

Filed Dec 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,166

lat a^ B65D 1/24; A45C 11/20
VS. CL 220—4 E 5

9*

1. A carton comprising a pair of mterchangeable, opposed,

closure members, each of sidd closure memben comprising a

rectilinear base and four side walls disposed at the periphery of

said base so as to provide a four-cornered construction being

formed with central reoeptable portion, wherein fint two of

said walls being formed with lip portions and the second two
of said walls being formed with other lip portions, said first

two walls being oppositely disposed and said second two walls

being oppositely disposed, wherein the lip portions of said fint

two walls are more outwardly disposed than the lip portions of

said second two walls, said comen comprise upwardly'extend-

ing lip portions, and wherein said corner portions of one mem-
ber interfit the corner lip portions of the other member, said

comer lip portions of opposed closure memben being in abut-

ment, aiKl wherein said comer lip portions extend upwardly

about one-half the height of the side Up portions; said interfit-

ting ride lip portions and said abutting comer lip portions

forming a step at the line of closure of the memben at each of

the side walls of the carton adjacent the comer, and wherein

one step is more upwardly diqxMed than the other step,

wher^ the two closure memben are interfitted with the lip

portions of said first walls interengaging the other lip portions

of said second two walls of the opposed closure members.

M7W)
SUP AND SKID RESISTANT REEL CARRIER

Robert A. BMiU, Waldwiek, NJ., assigaor to Piartic Red Cor^

poratioB Of Aawrica, Elmwood Park, NJ.
FDcd Apr. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 373,415

lat a' B65D 1/40

VS. CL 220-83 3 CUw
1. A substantially slip and skid resistant container for storing,

carrying, and shipping reeb of motion picture film, videotape,

magnetic tape and the like, said container comprising an open

top box formed of a unitary frieoe of molded plastic mat^ial

having a substantially flat bottom wall and upstanding perq>h-
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enl tide waU, nid bottinn waD being sized and shaped to

receive the flat side ofa reel thereon in sobstantially cmicentric

relation; a separable fitted cover for said open top box formed

of a unitary piece of molded plastic material having a substan-

tially flat top wall shaped to conform to the open top box; and

means for securing said open top box and said cover together,

said open top box and said cover each being formed firom a

polymer blend molding composition comprising from about

7S% to S5% by weight high density polyethylene and fixnn

about 1S% to 2S% by weight of a thermoplastic elastomer

which comprises styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymer,

by weight of the overall composition, whereby said thermo-

plastic elastomer in said polymer blend molding composition

provides a sufficiently high coefficient of friction to said con-

tainer to render said container substantially slip and skid resis-

tant when used on conveyer belts.

RESERVOIR COVER WITH TENSIONED PLATES
Dennis H. Gcrbw, Loa Gatoa, Galif^ aaigDor to Bmte Indus*

tries, Incn San Joae, GaUf.

ContinnatkNi-in-part of Scr. No. 332,972, Dec 21, 1981,
abandoned. Tills appUcatioa Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 425,556

lat aj B65D 88/38
VS. a. 220—219 12 dainu

4^76,991
PRESSURIZABLE CONTAINER HAVING A SAFETY
DEVICE FOR RELEASING EXCESSIVE CONTAINER

PRESSURE
Kort VoigUiender, OfVnbaeh am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
aaaipMr to Sicmcn Aktiengcseilachaft, Berlin and Munich,
Pso* Rep* Oi GtfiBfloy

Filed Mar. 9, 1984, Scr. No. 588,019

Clalma priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 24,

1983, 3310782

lat a' F16K 17/16

VJS, CL 220-89 A 11 Claims

1. A pressurisable container having a pressure release outlet,

a rupturable closure element closing said outlet, a cutting

device arranged to rupture the closure element when a prede-

termined maximum pressure in the container is exceeded, a
rigid retaining device which holds the cutting device in a
position out of engagement with the closure element when the

container pressure is less than the predetermined mMinnim
pressure, and a predetermined weakening provided on the

retaining device which breaks when the predetermined maxi-
mum pressure is exceeded so as to allow the cutting device to

move under the action of the pressure in the container so as to

rupture the closure element, comprising:

(a) the retaining device rigidly connected to the cutting

device;

(b) the cutting device rigidly connected to a first plate; and
(c) the closure element chunped between the first plate and

a second plate to define a rupturable rim of the closure

element to be engaged by a cutting edge of the cutting
device,

wherein the retaining device, the cutting device and the first

plate are arranged on the side of the closure element which
fiwes the interior of the container.

1. A tensioned reservoir cover for placement upon the fluid

surface of an open reservoir comprising:

a. a flexible cover member of substantially fluid impervious
material of sufficient area to cover the sidewalls and bot-

tom of said reservoir when empty;

b. means connecting the perimeter of said cover member to

the perimeter of said reservoir;

c. weighting means positioned with respect to said cover
member at pre-selected positions;

d. a plurality ofcover sump portions formed in said cover by
said weighting means, each of said sump portions being

defined, narrow, elongated and interconnected and hav-

ing generally vertical sidewalls in tension and having a

selected location for all working fill levels of said reser-

voir;

e. a plurality of generally horizontal cover portions formed
in said cover by said weighting means, each of said hori-

zontal cover portions having a selected geometric shape
and positioned at a selected location for all working fill

levels of said reservoir and all of said horizontal cover
portions are in tension in at least two different horizontal

directions of sufficient magnitude to permit workmen to

traverse all portions of said horizontal cover portions for

all working fill levels with said horizontal cover remain-

ing substantially planar in sustaining the weight of the

workmen; and

f said horizontal cover portions are bordered by said reser-

voir perimeter and said sump portions and cover substan-

tially all of the surface of said reservoir for all working
fluid level conditions.

4,474,993

TAMPERPROOF LID
Gerald R. Kroot, Rte. 1, Box 198A, Sawyenrillc Ab. 36776

Filed Oct 6, 1983, Scr. No. 539,414

lat CL3 B65D 17/40

VS. a. 220—ne U claims

1. A tamperproof container closure comprising: a cover

having an outer periphery; tear strip means detachably con-

nected to said cover at said outer periphery thereof to be torn

therefrom when the cover is to be removed from a container,

said tear strip means having an outer edge portion with a

pluraUty of toothed segments attached to and extending along
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said outer edge portion, said toothed segments being formed so

as to extend generally inwardly and upwardly from the loca-

1. A lid latching apparatus comprising:

a housing having a threaded hole concentric about a first

axis;

a lid member releasably secured to the housing;

a lid latching handle for locking the lid member to the hous-

ing and for carrying said housing and lid in one orientation

of the handle, said handle including one leg portion that

overlies the lid and engages the lid when moved to a

locking position and a second leg portion generally nor-

mal to said one portion and positioned adjacent to a hous-

ing side, said second leg portion having an aperture with

a conically tapered side wall, said aperture having a sec-

ond axis parallel to the first axis, said one leg portion

including means which normally ofbets said second axis

out of alignment with said first axis when the handle is

unlocked; and

a handle locking hand screw including a shaft passing

through said aperture including a conical shoulder section

engaged with said conically tapered side wall and a

threaded stud section concentric with said shoulder in

engagement with said threaded hole, said second leg por-

tion being between said shoulder and housing, said shoul-

der when moved parallel to said first axis by further en-

gagement of said stud section m said hole tending to align

the axes placing said one leg portion in said lid locking

position, whereby wedging the handle in phice and secur-

ing the lid mem^to the housing.

4,476,995

BREATHER CAP
Ralph R. Bcllino, Branswidc, and Charks W. McVey, Chardon,

both of Ohio, assignors to Aoerican Indastriea, dcTcland,

Ohio
Filed Oct 20, 1981, Scr. No. 313,191

Int a.3 B65D 51/16
VJS. a 220—371 8 Claiw

tion at which they are attached to said outer edge portion of

the tear strip means.

4,476,994

UD LATCHING APPARATUS
Genrge P. Hope, LancastCT, Pa., and Randy D. Rhodca, Frcncb>

town, NJ., aadgnors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 484,525

Int a^ B65D 45/00

VS. CL 220—318 8 Clainis

1. A breather cap, comprising the combination of:

a top housing including a filter element;

a base secured to said top housing, said base comprising a

throat portion and twist-on connection means formed in

said throat portion, said base and top housing cooperating

to define means for reversibly conducting gaseous fluid

through said cap and through said filter element;

and a sleeve member assembled on said throat portion, said

twist-on connection means comprising finger means ex-

tending radially outwardly of said throat portion and said

sleeve member, and said finger means being formed in said

throat portion and in said sleeve member such that the

ends of said sleeve member in said finger means extend

radially outwardly further than the corresponding parts of

said throat portion in said finger means.

4,476,996

RETAINER AND DISPENSER FOR FOOD CONTAINERS
IN FAST FOOD ESTABLISHMENT

Fhmklia Moore, Jr., 902 McBomey Dr., Lebanon, (Mio 45036,

and OlBton FUtz, 508 Preston Dr., Wayncfrille, Ohio 45068

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 348,350

Int a.3 B65H 1/00

VS. CL 221-61 3

1. A dispenser for folded paperboard open top cups each

including a back panel having a projecting lip portion extend-

ing beyond a front panel to form a scoop for a food product

adapted to be sold in a fast-food estabUshment, said dispenser

comprising a series of spaced vertical wires rigidly connected

by a series of horizontal cross wires to form an open top wire

housing for receiving a stack of the cups arranged in inverted

nested relation, the wires forming a rear surface of the housing

for mounting of the housing on a wall, a pair of vertical stack
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guide wires spaced fonvardly from the rear surface of the

housing to define a finger space between the back panels of the
stack of nested cups and the rear surface of the housing, a pair

of enlarged abutment members secured to the lower end por-
tions of the vertical guide wires, the abutment members being
positioned to form a stop for the projecting Up portion of the
back panel of the lowermost inverted cup in the stack to retain

the stack of cups within the wire housing, and the abutment
memben have front guide surfaces providing for the removal
of the lowermost inverted cup from the stack in response to
manual flexing of the Up portion forwardly around the guide
surfact.

4,47«,997

AUTOMATIC DEVICE TO DISTRIBUTE, ORIENT AND
POSITION AXES ON MACHINES

Marc Lacroix, ViroHay, and Raymond BieuTeno, TUais, both of
France, aaaignon to Regie Nattonale dea Usines Renault,

BoiilogBC*Bfllaiicoart, Flrancc

Filed Jan. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 386,519
Oaiin priority, avpUcatioa Fhuce, Jon. 10, 1981, 81 11434

iBt CL^ B65G 47/24
M&. CL 221—171 6 Claims

1. An apparatus for separating, orienting and positioning
cylindrical axes, each of said axes having a flat on the cyUndri-
cal surface thereof, said apparatus comprising:

a fixed chute having front and side walls and having a bot-
tom opening;

means for supplying a pluratity of said axes to said chute
such that said axes extend in a first direction parallel to
said front wall and in a horizontal plane;

a drawer closing said bottom opening;
guide means inside said chute and fixed to said firont wall,

said guide means having a lower edge verticaUy spaced
firom said drawer by a first distance equal to at least one
axis diameter and less than two axis diameters, whereby
only one row of said axes nuy be positioned adjacent the
bottom of said front waU;

means for moving said drawer in a second direction between
a first and a second position, wherein said second direction
is horizontal and transverse to said first direction, wherein
in said first position a distal end of said drawer is posi-
tioned below said chute and horizontally spaced firom said
front wall by said first distance, and wherein said in sec-
ond position said distal end of said drawer is on a side of
said front wall opposite that of said fint position, whereby
only one of said axes is permitted to faU through said
bottom opening only when said drawer is in said first

position;

first support blades extending in said second direction fix)m
said first position towards said second position, said first

support blades being located at a first location, not includ-
ing the location of said flat, along said first direction,
whereby an axis which has fallen tiirou^ said bottom
opening is supported for rolling movement on said first

support blades as said drawer is moving towards said
second position;

second support blades extending in said second direction

from said first support blades towards said second posi-

tion, one of said second support blades being located at a
second location along said first direction;

push means fixed to said drawer for pushing said axis as said

drawer is moving towards said second position; and
trap means fixed to said distal end of said drawer, said trap

means being horizontally spaced from said push means in

said second direction by approximately one axis diameter,

being spaced from said second support blades by a dis-

tance equal to said diameter of said axis minus the depth of
said flat and being in a third location along said first direc-

tion, whereby rotation ofsaid axis can be prevented by the
cooperation of said flat and said trap means.

4,476,998

SIDE UNLOADING BIN FOR STORING AND
DISCHARGING FREE-FLOWING GRANULAR

MATERIAL
Timotiiy C. Bonerb, and Vincent C. Bonerb, both of P.O. Box

2016, Bufhlo, N.Y. 14219
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,604, Apr. 27, 1961, Pat No.
4,421,250, which is a contiBoation-in-part of Sct. No. 307,089,
Sep. 30, 1981,. Iliia application Mar. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 357,592

Int a? B65D 66/62
U.S. a. 222—61 8 Clainis

1. A side unloading bin for storing and discharging firee-

flowing material, supported on a floor capable of supporting

the weight of the material stored in the bin, the bin comprising:

(a) bin side walls secured to and upstanding frxnn the floor,

(b) discharge means for discharging material through the bin

side wall means at a discharge area near the bottom
thereof,

(c) a flexible, inflatable, generally cup-shaped, slanted top,

double-walled bag having its bottom resting on the floor,

its sides normally adjacent and inside the bin side wall

means, and having a discharge opening therethrough, the

discharge opening located coextensive with the discharge

area in the bin side wall, the top walls of the cup-shaped

bag being attached to the inside of the bin side wall means
in a continuous manner by clamp means from an area

sUghdy above the discharge area on one side of the bin to

a higher level on the other side of the bin,

(d) the waUs of the cup-shaped bag being sealed together to

prevent separation in an area extending from the discharge

opening and flaring outwardly and upwardly to the area

sUghtiy above the discharge opening where the bag is

sealed to the side wall,

(e) means for inflating the bag to cause tlw fkee-flowing

granular material to flow by gravity through the bag
discharge opening.
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4,476,999

AUTOMATED UQUID DISPENSER
Robert A. Bilbrey, Orinda, Calif., aasignor to American Hospital

Supply Corporation, Efanston, 111.

Continnation of Ser. No. 2974^5, Aug. 31, 1981, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 285,516, Jnl. 21, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jan. 12, 1984, Scr. No. 570,277

Int a.3 B67D 5/14

U.S.a 222-75 7 Claims

1. An automated liquid dispenser comprising:

a frame;

at least one demountable precision metering syringe

mounted on the frame;

a motor driven syringe actuator for each metering syringe;

valve means for selectively connecting the cylinder of each

metering syringe to one of a sample probe, reagent reser-

voir, atmosphere or another syringe cylinder;

a valve actuator for selecting the position for each valve;

a sample probe carrying electrical switch means for control-

ling the valve actuator; and

a microprocessor controUed for the syringe and valve actua-

tor programmed in response to a preselected sequence of

operating commands.

1. An apparatus for forming portions of foamed soap lather,

comprising:

a supply container for an aqueous soap solution;

means defining a soq) solution-dosing pump cooperating

with said supply container;

means defining a compressed air-membrane pump cooperat-

ing with said dosing pump;

a single actuation lever for actuating said soap solution-dos-

ing pump and compressed air-membrane pump;

said membrane pump containing a membrane piston;

return spring means cooperating with said membrane piston;

a mixing chamber for forming soap foam cooperating with

said soap solution-dosing pump and said compressed air-

membrane pump; and

said compressed air-membrane pump being structured as a

double-acting membrane pump.

4,477,001

VALVE FOR PRESSURIZED CONTAINER
Karl Galia, Ohningen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaipior to Wella

Aktiaigeaellschaft, Damstiidt Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay
per No. PCr/DE80/00181, § 371 Date Ang. 11, 1981, % 102(e)

Date Aug. 11, 1981, PCT Pri». No. WO81/01696, PCT PiA.

Date Jnn. 25, 1981

per FDcd Dec 5, 1960, Ser. No. 293,207

Clalna priority, appUcation Fed. Rqi. of Germany, Dec 11,

1979,2949666

fart, a.) B65D »/;¥
U.S. a. 222—402.1 16 <

4,477,000

APPARATUS FOR FORMING PORTIONS OF SOAP
FOAM

Sandro Arabian, Vadnz, Liechtenstein, assignor to Eoroptool

Trut, Vadnz, Liedrtentein

Contiaaatioa-in^fart of Ser. No. 142,003, Apr. 21, 1960, Pat No.

4,349,131. lUs appUcation Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 344,541

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 10, 1979,

4367/79; Nov. 18, 1981, 7399/81

Int a? B67D S/42, 5/54

VS.a 222—135 5 daims

1. A valve for pressurized dispensing containers, with a

closing member which is movable towards a valve seat and

engages thereon in its rest position or closing position, charac-

terized by

(a) a bushing (24) fixedly insertable into the container,

(b) a sUding sleeve (12) slidably guided in the bushing which

at its upper end is provided with the valve seat (16) and at

its lower inner end with recesses (18),

(c) a pluraUty of arms (36) each being connected with the

bushing (24) through respective joints (34) and extending

radiaUy therefrom and being guided to the inside through

one of the recesses (18), and

(d) a rod (40) disposed centrically and sUdable within the

bushing (24) and the sUding sleeve (12) and which on its

upper end is provided with the closing member (42) and is

connected at its lower end with the inner radial end of the

arms (36), wherein the joints (34) and the adjacent areas of

the busl^ (24) are elastic in such a manner that the

displacement of the outer ends of the arms (36) in a radi-

aUy outwardly direction, which displacement is produced

by a downward movement of the sUding sleeve sleeve

(12), is reversible.

4,477,002

DISPENSING CAP CONSTRUCTION
Gene Stiill, 5 Oak St, Cheater, NJ. 07930

FOed Ang. 3, 1962, Scr. No. 404,768

lot CL> B67D 5/06

MS.a 222-521 15

1. A compact cam-advance, thread-retract dispensing stop-

4S2-228 O.G.-84-6
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per cap construction of short axial dimension, comprising in
combination:

(a) an elongate tubular body portion having exterior and
interior annular walls, and having a discharge passage
extending through it,

(b) said body portion having a stopper plug disposed in said
passage and projecting from its discharge end,

(c) support means extending between the interior annular
walls of said body portion and the stopper plug, to mount
thebtter,

(d) said body portion having an annular space in its interior
annular wall at its discharge end, said space being dispcMed
between its interior annular wall and the stopper plug, and
having external screw threads on its exterior annular wall,

(e) a screw cap having a top waU, said screw cap being
carried by the tubular body portion and having internal
screw threads for engagement with the external screw
threads of said body portion, and having an annular inte-
rior sealing surface located adjacent said top wall above
said screw threads and disposed radiaUy outward of and
surrounding said body portion,

(0 Mid body portion having an annular sealing bead adjacent
the discharge end, above its exterior screw threads and
shdably engaging and movable axially along said interior
sealing surface of the screw cap when the cap moves
axiaUy on the body portion,

(g) said body portion having an internal curved cam track
constituting a drive ramp, located in the discharge end
pwtoai of its inner annular wall, in the said annular space
thereof, and having its uppermost part extending above
the external screw threads of the body portion and adja-
cent to the top wall of the screw cap when the screw cap
tt screwed down on the body portion, said annular sealing
bead surrounding said cam track,

(h) said screw cap having a cam foUower lug carried by said
top wall and extending into the annular space of said body
portion and engaging the curved cam track thereof, and
having a discharge orifice in its top waU, which is closed
by said stopper plug when the cap is screwed down on the
body portion under the action of said screw threads,

0) the unscrewing movement of the cap causing it to be
forcibly raised axially on the body portion to open the
onfice thereof, under the action of the foUower lug riding
on the curved cam tracL

housing and having a piston and a rod affixed to the
piston, the piston and the rod being sUdeably disposed in
said chamber, and a Huid motor attached to the rod and
arranged for selectively reciprocating the rod and the
piston for selectively discharging said measured quan-
tity from said chamber, and

(3) trigger means connected to said motor means for selec-
tively actuating said motor means for reciprocating the
rod and the piston disposed in said chamber which
selectively causes discharge of said measured quantity
from said chamber;

(b) pump means connected to said gun means and connect-
able to a supply of a substance for selectively feeding to
said gun means said measured quantity from the supply
thereof including at least one pump and a pump motor
connected to the pump for driving same, and tune relay

control means arranged for communication with said gun
means and connected to the pump, responding to a signal
mdicative of said trigger means being released from a
dispensing mode;

(c) flow means connected to said chamber by a discharge
opening and said pump means, placing said gun means and
pump means in communication with one another and with
said supply, the flow means arranged for transmitting the
signal from said gun means, actuating said pump means,
and feeding said gun means said measured quantity from
said supply only when said trigger means is released from
the dispensing mode, and includes connector means for
releasable attachment to a container of said supply, and
cleaning means to which said connector means is attach-
able alternately with attachment to the container of said
supply of substance for periodically cleaning said flow
means.

M77,003
CONDIMENT DISPENSING SYSTEM

Dotft or Cdlfn iiriffon to AntOMted Portfoa CcMtrol Tech-
Mloiy. Ik,, HolUMr. OUf.

FIM Feb. 3, 1M2, Ser. No. 345,288

„ - ^ Irt. a' B«7D 5/02; GOIF 11/00
UAa2a-642 7CW^

1. Apparatus for dispensing condiments, and the like, com-
prising, m combination:

(a) gun means amngeable for dispensing a measured quan-
tity of substance, including in combination,
(1) a housing having a first portion defining a chamber for
reoaving said measured quantity,

(2) motor means mounted in a second portion of said

4,477,004
PARCEL RACK FOR USE ON A VEHICLE SUCH AS A

BICYCLE
GioTaani Barro, ConegUaBO, Italy, Mrignor to FnttiU Barro.
GioTuud E Loigi, S.rX., CoMgUiM, Italy

Filed Not. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,746
Oaiiiis priority, appUcatkw Itdy, No?. 19, 1981, 34051/8irui

Lrt. CL3 BC2J 7/04
VS.CL224~-» 3aaim

1. A parcel rack for use on a vehicle such as a bicycle, said
rack comprising:

a frame structure defining a planar area for supporting par-
cels and the hke, said frame structure comprising a sub-
stantially U-shaped member defined by a pair of laterally
spaced arms having fin» ends joined by means for attach-
ing said frame structure to a fiwne of a vehicle such as a
bicycle and second ends ^aced from said first ends;

a bracing structure fbr bracing said fiwne structure with
respect to the vehicle firame, said bracing structure com-
prising a substantially U-shaped element including a pair
of bar members having first ends connected by a trans-
verse section and second ends for connection to the vehi-
cle firame, said bar members, at positions adjacent said
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transverse section, being bent to form reflective straight

portions which are coplanar, and
attachment means for removably connecting said bracing

structure to said second ends of said arms in a manner such
that said bracing structure may be removed from connec-
tion to said firame structure, such that said bracing struc-

ture may be fixed to said firame structure at varying posi-

tions sfMced generally along said bar members of said

bracing structure, and such that said bracing structure

may be rotated with respect to said frame structure to

extend in varying directions therefirom, said attachment

means comprising a pair of units, each said unit having

therethrouf^ first and second orthogonal holes which
partially intersect each other and a third hole perpendicu-

lar to and intersecting said second hole, said second ends

of said arms of said firame structure having laterally in-

wardly extending shaft sections extending through said

first holes of respective said units, said straight portions of

said bar members of said bradng structure extending

through said second holes of respective said units, such

that said bar members and said units are rotatable with

respect to said firame structure about said shaft sections,

thereby to vary the angular relationship between said

frame structure and said bar members, and such that said

bar members of said bracing structure are axially movable
within said second holes, thereby to vary the relative

positional relationship between said frame structure and

said bar members, and clamping means on each said unit

for fixing the respective said shaft sections and bar mem-
bers at particular angular and positional relationships of

said frame structure and said bar members.

4^77,005

PORTABLE, HAND-MOUNTABLE DEFENSE WEAPON
SYSTEM

Loide Mtftiiies, P.O. Box 34M3, Su Antoaio, Tex. 78233

FDed Jm. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 387,593

lat 0.3 B65D 85/20
UJS.a 224—218 1 Clain

1. A portable, hand-mountable, defense weapon system

comprising:

(a) a flexible carrier means having a singular open pocket

with an opening extending laterally across less than the

full width of a first surface, said first surface above a

second independent surface, said surfaces joined together

along the edges of said surfaces, said surfaces having said

pocket formed therein at a generally middle location

between said surfaces, said first surface having adapted

thereto adjacent one end of said first surface a first portion

of a complimentary fastening means adapted to be releas-

ably engaged with a corresponding second portion of said

complimentary fastening means adapted adjacent an op-

posite end of said second surface, wherein upon engage-

ment of said first portion with said second portion said

system is securely retained in place on a user's hand;

(b) an aerosol container of tear gas propellant having a

cylindrical body portion sized to be securely retained

within said pocket without the aid of any attachment

means during movement of said system, said container

having a cylindrical cap member bdng larger in diameter

than said cylindrical body portion of said container, said

container further having a discharge means in said cap

extending above said opening in said pocket when said

container is disposed within said pocket, said discharge

means further being juxtaposed to the thumb of said hand
such that said thumb may operatively engage said dis-

charge means discharging said gas away from said hand
when said complimentary fastening means is engaged,

securely retaining said system on said hand.

4,477,006

OFFSET PIVOT GUIDING ASSEMBLY
Mark E. Sharp, Oklahoma City, Okht, assignor to Robert L.

FIfie, Vanoonrer, Wash.

FOed Mar. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 471,763

Int a^ B65H 25/26
VS.a 226-18 10 Claims

.-r<?/''-^

10. An offiset pivot displacement-type guiding assembly for

controlling the path of travel of a web comprising

a base frame,

a guide frame overlying said base frame,

said guide frame having lateral frame means supporting a

pair of spaced, parallel guide rollers which are arranged

with their axes extending across the line of travel of said

moving web and which receive the traveling web over the

surface thereof from an entering span at one of said rollers

and an exiting span at said other roller, the span between

said rollers comprising a guide movement span,

a fixed off^ pivot mounted on said base and having a flexi-

ble arm extending laterally from said pivot and secured

adjacent its outer end to said guide frame adjacent to the
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entering span of laid roDen for pivotally supporting said

guide firaine,

a moving pivot assembly disposed adjacent to the exiting

span <rf said rollers,

said moving pivot assembly comprising a laterally extending
support shaft mounted on said base frame for linear move-
ment,

said moving pivot assembly also comprising projection

means integral with said guide firame, a pivot shaft pivot-

ally tappoktd in said projection means and depending
from said projection means,

means securing said pivot shaft to said support shaft

whereby said projection means is restricted to linear

movement, the relative travel between the linear move-
ment thereofand the arc ofsaid fixed pivot being absorbed
by a flexing of said arm,

and actuator means on said bate frame secured to said pivot
shaft for driving said support shaft to provide pivot adjust-

ing movement of said guide fiwne.

4,477,007

STAPLER WITH INTERMEDIATE LATCHING
MECHANISM

Floyd L Foatten, Stflhriter, Mioa^ aarignor to Minnesota Mln-
big and Maaafaetnriag Coapny, Saint Paol, Minn.
Cmrtlanatkm of Se. No. 234,999, Fab. 17, 1981, abandoned.

lUs appUcatkm Oct 11, 1983, Scr. No. 540,112
OaJoM priority, appUcation Sweden, Feb. 22, 1980, 8001387

Int a^ B25C 5/02; A61B 17/04
VS. CL 227^19 2 Claims

ment between an engage position at which said second lug will
engage said first lug to couple said driver with said drive
member when said drive member is closely adjacent said
driver, and a release position with said lugs separated to afford
separation of said driver and said drive member; and cam
means for maintaining said lug in said release position during
movement of said drive member to move said driver from its

load toward its formed position, for moving said lug to its

engage position after said drive member has moved said driver
to its formed position, and for subsequently maintaining said
lug in its engage position as said drive member returns to its

initial position to pull said driver from its formed to its load
position; the improvement wherein said cam means has a notch
for receiving said first lug to provide latching means for stop-
ping movement of the end portion of the driver away from said
anvil at a predetermined intermediate position of said driver
between its load and formed positions only during movement
of said driver from said load position toward said formed
position, at which intermediate position the end portion of the
driver presses the staple against the anvil and end portions of
the staple project from the outlet opening on opposite sides of
said anvil so that the end portions of the staple can be accu-
rately located in skin or other material to be stapled, and can
also be used in the manner of hooks to position such skin or
other material in a desired position prior to bending the staple
closed; and to provide means for producing a distinctive audi-
ble signal upon engagement of said latching means at said
predetermined intermediate position.

1. In a medical stapler comprising a housing having a pas-
sageway extending fhmi an inlet opening to an outlet opening,
said openings and paaageway being adapted to guide a single
staple moved firom the inlet to the outlet opening; means for
bia^ a stack of staples into said inlet opening; an anvil pro-
jecting transverse of said passageway at said outlet opening; a
driver having an end portion adapted to engage one of the
suples and being mounted within said passage for sliding
movement between a load position with the driver spaced from
the inlet opening to afford movement of one of the staples into
the passageway, to a formed position to which the end portion
of said driver pushes said suple along said passageway from
said inlet opening, at which formed position the end portion of
the driver has bent the staple closed around said anvil at said
oudet opening, said driver having a length adapted so that a
portion thereof will be positioned adjacent said inlet opening
during movement of said driver from its load to its formed
position to prevent movement of another of said staples into
said passageway through said inlet opening; drive means in-
cluding a driver member and being activatable to move said
drive member away from an initial position to move said driver
along said passageway, thereby moving one of the sUples from
md mlet opening through said passageway and to said outlet
openmft return means for returning said drive member to its

start position after it has moved said driver to its formed posi-
tion; and oou|rimg means for coupUng said drive member and
said driver together alter said drive member has moved said
driver to said fimned position so that said driver will be moved
back to its load position when said return means tvtums said

^^1^
member to its initial position, said coupUng means com-

prising a first lug fixed to said driver, a second lug; means for
supporting said second lug on said drive member for move-

4,477,008

STAPLER
Kent R. Stnible, Woodbory, Minn., assigBor to Minnesota Min*

ing and Mannfsctnring Company, Saint Paul, Minn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 299,068, Sep. 3, 1981, abandoned. This

applicatioB Not. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 552,025
Int a^ A61B 17/04

VJS.a 227—19 12 Oalms

,10

1. A stapler adapted for joining living tissue, said stapler
comprising an elongate body having front and rear ends, a
guide surface adjacent said front end, and an anvil transversely
centered at said front end projecting at a right angle to said

guide surface; an open staple having a generally planar side
surface and pointed ends; means for mounting said staple on
said body adjacent said anvil with the side surface of said staple

along said guide surface and the pointed ends of said staple

adjacent the front end of said body; a ram having an end sur-

face adapted to engage the edge suiface of said staple opposite
said pointed ends; means mounting said ram on said body for

movement from an open position with the end surface of said

ram spaced from said anvil to afford space for the open staple

therebetween to a closed position to cause the end surface of
said ram to engage and bend said staple closed around said

anvil; only a single toggle joint linkage, said toggle joint link-

age being attached between the rear end of said body and said

ram with the axes of pivotal movement of said toggle joint

Unkage parallel to said guide surface so that said toggle joint

linkage projects firom said body in the open position of said ram
and is manually movable toward said body to move said ram to
its closed position; and means on the side of said body opposite
said toggle joint linkage for affording manual gripping of said
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body during manual movement of said toggle joint linkage

toward said body.

4,477,009

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE REACTIVE PROCESS
Richard M. Walker, 5735 Warrenshire, Bloonfleld, Mich.

48033

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 356,104

lot a.3 B23B 1/20; B23P 6/04

VS. a. 228—119 11 CUUms
1. In a process of segregating worn tungsten carbide tools,

wherein a significant portion of a relatively large plurality of

such tools has been coated with a coating selected from the

group of titanium carbide, titanium nitride, chrome, nitrogen

entity, carbon entity, and aluminum oxide, the improvements

comprising:

preparing a bath of a dilute salt, a metallic portion of the salt

being copper;

placing a large proportion of said plurality of worn tungsten

carbide tools in said bath;

allowing said plurality of tools to react in said bath for a

period of more than five seconds and less than five hour^

draining said tools firom said solution;

and segregating, in batch form, the drained tools;

in the act of segregating, segregating by visual indication

those tools that have a copper reactant on them as a result

of said bath from those that do not.

4,477,010

METHOD OF PRODUCING A METAL TUBE AND
FLANGE ASSEMBLY

Jiirgen DnfVt, Kenilworth, En^and, assignor to Lucas Industries

Trimitfdi Blnnlngfaam, England

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 375,192

Gaiffls priority, application United Kingdom, May 27, 1981,

8116113

lot a^ B23K 31/00

VS. a. 228—138 4 Claims

1. A method of producing a pressure cylinder assembly for

use in an hydraulic master cylinder comprised of a metal tube

and a flat plate-like mounting flange member attached to the

tube, comprising the steps of forming in the flange member a

peripherally closed through opening which includes a part

generally matching the external contour of the tube and being,

when the flange member is unstressed, no larger than the

fnitiimiim external peripheral dimension of the tube at the

position where the flange is attached to the tube, said opening

also including at least one slot extending outwardly firom said

matching part and arranged and dimensioned to permit expan-

sion of said matching part by resilient deformation of the mem-
ber in the region of the slot, expanding said matching part by

resilient deformation of the flange member, passing the tube

through the expanded matching part until Uie member lies at

the position ofattachment, releasing said expanding member to

allow the flange member to resiliently recover at least part of

said deformation to grip the external surface of the tube, and

securing the flange member in position by welding it to the

metal tube.

4,4774)11

CONTINUOUS CLADDING OF ALUMINUM STRIP
Derek T. Austin, Kingston, Canada, assignor to Alcan Interna-

ttonal United, Montreal, Canada
FUed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,502

Int a^ B23K 20/04

VS. CL 228-173 A 12 Oaims

1. A method of continuously cladding aluminum strip, com-
prising

(a) continuously passing a first aluminum strip, and a second

aluminum strip substantially aligned longitudinally with

said first strip ui contact with a major surface thereof,

concurrently through a nip between paired rolls of a

warm-rolling mill for jointly warm-rolling the first and

second strips to bond them together such that said second

strip constitutes a cladding on said first strip major sur-

face, said nip defining a pass line of the mill, while

(b) continuously advancing the first strip to the nip at a first

line speed along a first free path over a first single roll

spaced ahead of the nip with the top of said first roll

disposed above the pass Une of the mill such that said first

strip advances upwardly to said first roll and then down-
wardly to said nip, and while

(c) continuously advancing the second strip to the nip at a

second line speed different from said first line speed along

a second fr«e path

(i) from a locality, ahead of said first roll, at which said

second strip is spaced away from said first strip,

(ii) then around and in contact with a second single roll

spaced between said locality and said first roll and

(iii) thereafter, in smooth continuous contact with and

substantially aligned with said first strip major surface,

over said first roll and into said nip, said second strip

moving longitudinally relative to said first strip while in

contact with said first strip to cause the disruption of

any oxide layers on the contacting surfaces of said first

strip and said second strip to assure bonding.

4,477,012

FOIL INSERT HONEYCOMB SANDWICH BRAZING
PROCESS AND RESULTING STRUCTURE

Charles L. HoUand, Eacoodido, and Dale L. Jemdags, San

Diego, both ofCaUf., assignors to Rohr Industries, Inc., CAula

Vista, Calif.

Filed Dec 13, 1982, Scr. No. 449,149

Int a.} B23K 31/00

VS. CL 228—181 8 Clalns

/r

8. A method of brazing together the interstices between cell

nodes of honeycomb core nmterial and the interstices between
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the cell edges of the honeycomb core and the surface of adja-

cent panels comprising:

(a) placing honeycomb core material having selected cells

which contain annular sections of resilient braze foil mate-
rial that are urged into contact with the cell walls, such
core material being positioned between top and bottom
panels to form a sandwich structure thereby; and

(b) elevating the temperature of said sandwich structure to

cause said braze foil material to melt and flow along the

cell walls into said cell nodes and interstices by capillary

attraction.

M77,013
SEE THROUGH FILE FOLDER

Mehia B. Hcrrim 1156 Mffl Rd. Cir^ Rydal, Pa. 19046
CootbiHrtion of Scr. No. 241,627, Mar. 9, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 7, 19«3, Ser. No. 529,925

lot a^ B65D i7/00
UjS. a. 229—1J R 5 Oaims

1. A file folder consisting essentially of: a rear panel of
relatively stiff opaque paper having an inner surface and an
outer surface; a front panel of transparent plastic material

having imperforate inner and outer surfaces, said front panel

adapted to overlie said rear panel and be substantially co-exten-

sive therewith, with said inner surface of said front panel

adapted to directly abut said inner surface of said rear panel

when said folder is in a closed configuration; a panel margin
having imperforate inner and outer surfaces formed as an
extension of one of said panels through a flexible fold line; and
adhesive means for directly and permanently securing one
surfiKe of said panel margin to one surface of the other one of
said panels so that the inner surfaces of said panels substantially

and proximately overlie each other when said folder is closed
and so that said rear panel and said front panel are disposed
substantially coplanar when said folder is open.

4,477,014

TRIANGULAR CARTON AND OPENING MEANS
THEREFOR

AllcB M. BnmdeBbiugw, ClarkitOD, Ga., aaaigiior to Container
Corpontkm of America, Chicago, DL

Flkd May 4, 1983, Scr. No. 491,583

Int a^ B65D 5/54
MS, CL 229—22 1 n^i

from a unitary blank of foldable sheet material, such as papa-
board, and comprising:

(a) a body member including a generally triangular bottom
wall panel having a rear wall panel and pair of opposed,
converging side wall inner panels foldably joined to the
rear and side edges thereof and to each other and extend-
ing upwardly from said bottom wall panel to form a tray-

like structure;

(b) a cover member including:

(i) a generally triangular top wall panel foldably joined at

its rear edge to an upper edge of said body member rear
wall panel;

(ii) a pair of opposed, converging side wall outer panels
foldably joined to side edges of said top wall panel and
disposed to extend downwardly therefrom in overlying
relation with respective body member side wall inner
panels;

(c) each of said side wall outer panels mcluding a single line

of weakness separating said side wall panel from said top
wall panel and located at the juncture of said outer panel
and said top wall panel and extending generally trans-

versely from the rear of said outer panel toward the front

thereof;

(d) one of said outer panels including an upper pull tab
portionjoined to said top wall panel adjacent the firont end
thereof by a relatively diort fold line and being joined to
said one outer panel by a weakened line of tear extending
downwardly from an upper edge thereof and outwardly
to a free front edge thereof;

(e) said outer panel tab portion providing means to grasp
said cover member and pull it upwardly in a single motion
to separate it from said body member to open the carton
and afford access to the contents thereof.

4,477,015

TWO-PIECE, SELF'LOCKING CONTAINER
Gary D. Lozaon, Whittier, Califs aatignor to Cootaiiier Cdrpo*

ratioD of Amolca, Chicago, 111.

FUed May 19, 1983, Ser. No. 496,051

Int a.3 B65D 5/32. 5/36
U.S. CL 229—23 R 1 Claim

I. A generally triangular carton for holding a single wedge-
shaped piece of pastry or the like, said carton being formed

1. A collapsible, two-piece, self-locking container formed of
foldable sheet material, such as pq)erboard, comprising:

(a) a body member including opposed pairs of fhmt and rear

side walls and end walls foldably joined to each other and
having foldably joined to their lower edges bottom clo-

sure fhq» disposed in partially overlapping, interlocking

engagement with each other to form a bottom wall having

a lock bottom construction;

(b) a separate cover member including:

(i) an inner rear wall panel of substantially the same di-

mensions as and disposed against the inner surface of
said body member rear wall and having interlocking

engagement therewith to reinforce said rear wall and
increase stacking strength of said container;

Oi) an inner bottom wall panel foldably joined to said rear

wall panel and of substantially the same dimensions as

and disposed against the inner surface of said body
member bottom wall to reinforce said bottom wall;
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Qii) a top wan panel foldablyjoined to said rear wall panel

and having firont and side flanges depending ther^rom
to provide a hinged cover for said body member,

(c) said cover member rear wall panel presenting a pair of
slots located adjacent the upper edge thereof and extend-

ing laterally inward therefrom for interlocking engage-

ment with a related pair of slots extending downwardly
fhm the upper edge of said body member rear wall.

4,477,017

LOCK BOTTOM CARTON
George P. WeUager, RobMoadale, Minn^ aarignor to Champioa

brtcraationl CorporatioB, Stamford, Cobb.

CoBtiBBatioB of Ser. No. 461,023, Jan. 26, 1983, abudooed. This

appttcatioB Jan. 30, 1984, Ser. No. 574^7
Int a.3 B65D 5/10

MS. CL 229-39 R 2 ClaiaM

K k5

L#t!^ j^
377 •

4,477,016

CELLULAR DISPLAY STRUCTURE
Lawreaee J. Growney, Pearl Rirer, N.Y., aMignor to Fedcnl
P^er Board Compny, lac, Montndc, NJ.

FOad Mar. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 361,981

lax, a' B65D 5/48
U.S.a 229-28 R 17

1. A disphiy carton having an integral panel thereof cut and

folded to define a one piece cellular separator arrangement

comprising an upstanding front panel, an upstanding upper

rear panel portion, a set of fore and aft like upstanding partition

members directly integrally connected to said front panel and

said upper rear panel portion and sloping upwardly from said

front panel at the same elevation to said rear panel portion, an

upstanding side panel extending forwardly from one end of

said rear panel portion to one end of said front panel, and an

upstanding side panel portion extending forwardly from the

other end of said rear panel portion to a position adjacent the

other end of said fhmt panel; and a first plurality of upstanding

transverse separators extending between said side panel and an
adjacent one of said partition members, a second plurality of
upstanding transverse separators extending between adjacent

ones ofsaid partition members, and a third plurality ofupstand-
ing transverse separators extending between said side panel

portion and an adjacent one of said partition members.
15. A blank for forming a cellular separator arrangement,

said blank including an elongated generally rectangular panel,

plural sets of overlapping sloping cut lines in said panel, all of
said cut lines of each set being parallel with adjacent pairs of

said cut lines each defining a separator, a transverse fold line at

the end of each separator, said plural sets of overl^>ping cut

lines defining at one end of said blatJc panel a side panel, at the

other end of said blank panel a side panel portion, and interme-

diate partition members, longitudinal cut lines in said panel at

first Olds of said side panel portion and said partition members
defining a front panel, and other longitudinal cut lines in said

panel at second ends of said partition members and said side

panel defining a rear panel portion.

1. In a papeiboard carton comprising front, back and side

wall panels foldably connected in series, a bottom wall con-

struction comprising:

(a) an inner bottom wall panel foldably connected to one of

said front and back wall panels along a first fold line and

disposed substantially perpendicular to said one of said

panels, said inner bottom wall panel including a medial

slot having a locking edge disposed parallel to said first

fold Une with opposite ends of said locking edge being

defined by a pair of locking slits;

(b) a pair of intermediate bottom wall panels foldably con-

nected to said side wall panels along second parallel fold

lines, said intermediate bottom wall panels including basal

portions adjacent to said second fold Unes with said basal

portions outwardly overlying said inner botto.-n wall

panel, and said intermediate bottom wall panels each
further including a locking point extending through said

medial slot to inwardly underUe said inner bottom wall

panel, each of said intermediate bottom wall panels having

a notch between said basal portion and said locking point

and said notch defining an edge of each of said intermedi-

ate bottom wall panels which edge is parallel to said sec-

ond fold lines and outwardly adjacent to said locking slits

to allow free access to the latter; and

(c) an outer bottom wall panel foldably connected to the

other of said front and back wall panek along a third fold

line, said outer bottom wall panel overlying said inner

bottom wall panel and said intermediate bottom wall

panels and including a terminal locking tab extending

through said slot to underUe said inner bottom wall panel,

said locking tab having opposed lateral locking points

which extend past said intermediate bottom wall panel

notches and through said locking slits to engage the latter

to lock said bottom wall construction in place.

4«477,018

CONTROL UNTT FOR A HEATING AND/OR AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEM FOR AUTOMOBILES

Gcrtard Rathgebcr, PUeaiag-Laadiham, Fed. Rep. of Gcrnaay,

to Baycriadw Motorcn Wcritc AG, Fed. Rep. of

FUed Dae. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 447,752

OaiBS priority, appUcMtoa Fed. R9. of GcnMuy, Dae. 24,

1981, 3151255

bt CL^ F24F 7/Oa 3/00

MS. CL 236-1 B 9 ClaiaH

1. A control unit for a system for one of heating and air

conditioning a vehicle with first and second heat exchangers

respectively heating different areas of the vehicle interior,

first and second desired value setting means respectively

generating first and second desired value signals,

first and second control elements respectively controlling

said first and second heat exchangers in response to re-

spective first and second desired value signals.
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means for sensing at least a single temperature of the vehicle

interior,

a controller means responsive to said means for sensing and
to said first and second desired value signals for dehiyed
modifying of the thermal output of the first and second

-^ - .. tc Y- ^
-

r*-7 '•
1 * Or

^• /"
1

'^ i ^V

heat exchangers only after receipt of a signal from said

means for sensing representing a change in temperature of
said interior which is not offset by a corresponding change
of at least one of said first and second desired value setting

means.

4,4T7,019

FLUE GAS HEAT RECOVERY APPARATUS FOR A
FORCED AIR HOME HEATING SYSTEM

Johnnie J. BrcMiaeh, 2513 Yorktown Dr^ Bkwmington, DL
61071

FDed Sep. C, 1983, Scr. No. 529,366

lot a^ F28F 1/10: F24B 7/00
VJS, CL 236-10 6 Claims

1. In a fioroed air home heating system of the type which
includa a furnace having a combustion chamber and burner
means in the combustion chamber, a furnace heat exchanger
having a hot gas inlet communicating with the combustion
chamber for receiving hot gases therefrom and a furnace flue
gas outlet, a return air duct means and a heated air duct means
and furnace fan means for blowing air from the return air duct
means past the primary heat exclumger to the heated air duct
means, burner control means for controlling operation of the
burner means, and thermostat means responsive to the temper-
ature of the space to be heated, a heat recovery apparatus
comprising a secondary heat exchange unit extending through
an opening in one side of the return air duct means to extend
crosswise thereof into the path of air flow therethrough, the
secondary heat exchange unit including a secondary flue gas
inlet chamber located at one side of the return air duct means
and having a secondary flue gas inlet therein, the secondary
heat exchange unit having a secondary flue gas outlet chamber
located at said one side of the return air duct means and adja-
cent said secondary flue gas inlet chamber and having second-
ary flue gas outlet therein, a first group of heat exchange tubes
communicating at a first end with a secondary flue gas inlet

chamber and extending crosswise of the return air duct means.

a second group of heat exchange tubes communicating at a first

end with the secondary flue gas outlet chamber and extending
crosswise of the return air duct means at a level above the first

group of heat exchange tubes, means in the secondary heat
exchange unit for passing flue gases from the first group ofheat
exchange tubes to the second group of heat exchange tubes at

locations spaced from said first ends thereof, inlet flue pipe
means connecting the secondary flue gas inlet to the furnace
flue gas outlet of the furnace heat exchanger, induced draft fan
means having a fan inlet connected to the secondary flue gas
outlet of the secondary heat exchange unit and a fan outlet,

outlet flue pipe means connected to the fan outlet, vane means
mounted in Uie outlet flue pipe means for pivotal movement
about an axis crosswise of the outlet flue pipe means between
a closed position extending transverse to the outlet flue pipe
means and an open position, the vane means having means
yieldably biasing it to its closed position substantially blocking
flow through the outlet flue pipe means and the pivot axis of
the vane means being offset fiom the center of its face area
such that it is moved to its open position by the air flow in the
outlet pipe from said induced draft fan when the hitter is oper-
ating, means actuated by the thermostat means for operating
said induced draft fan means, and vane switch means respon-
sive to movement of said vane means to its open position for
operating said burner control means.

4,477,020

VENTILATING AND HEATING APPARATUS AND
HEAT-SENSrnVE UNIT

Gyorgy Makara, Budapest, Hnngary, assignor to Fotober Epa-
letgepeszeti Termekelcet Gyarto Vallahrt, Bodqiest, Hmguy

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Scr. No. 296,349
Claims priority, appUcatioa Hongary, Sep. 16, 1980, 2279/80

Int. a.3 F24F 7/00
U.S. CL 236-49 15 Claims

am, ::^

1. Ventikting and heating apparatus for use in the energy
saving perflation of and in keeping temperature at a desired

value in spaces of high headroom, the apparatus comprising
units for injecting and removing air into/firom the room to be
ventilated and/or heated, at least one air heating unit suitable

for heating the ventilating air, and at least one room heating

unit suitable for heating the room, and wherein individual

power regulator units and sensor units for heat sensing are

assigned to said air heating and room heating units, character-

ized in that the room (1) accommodated ventilating openings

(15) directed to the lower lying sojourn space (la) of the room,
used in summer for injection, in winter for drawing-ofT, as well

as ventilating openings (14) directed to the space outside the

lower lying sojourn space (la), expediently to the space (16)

under the ceiling, used in winter for injection, in summer for

drawing-off; the power regulator unit (5) of each said air heat-

ing units (2) and die power regulator unit (8) ofeach said room
heating unit (7) are connected with an automatic regulator (10)

forcing first the air heating unit (2), afterwards the room heat-

ing unit (7) to decrease their power if the value of heat sensa-

tion indicated by the sensor unit of heat sensation (9) exceeds

during a predetermined time period an adjusted equilibrium
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base value (to); and inversely, forcing first the room heating

unit (7), afterwards the air heating unit (2) to increase their

power if a lower value of heat sensation is indicated during a

predetermined time period.

4,477,021

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A REGULATED HEAT
TRANSFER FROM A PRIMARY STEAM NETWORK TO A

HEAT CONSUMER
Hehnnt BiOz, Kopfirtrasae 5, D-7100 Heilbronn, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
per No. PCr/DE81/00093, § 371 Date Jan. 28, 1982, § 102(c)

Date Jan. 28, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/03680, PCT Pub.

Date Dec. 24, 1981

PCT Filed Jul 19, 1981, Ser. No. 346,036

Claims priority, qiplication Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 19,

1980, 3022795

Int a' F25C 1/1%

U.S.a 237-67 11 Claims

\\ e

4,477,022

POLARIZING AND LATCH ARRANGEMENT FOR AN
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

John R. Shoey, Cariisle, and Dmnid R. Wideaer, Mechanica-

borg, both of Pa^ aadgnora to AMP Incorporated, Harris-

burg, Pa.

FDed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,560

Iirt. CL3 HOIR 11/00, 13/62

U.S. CL 339-59 M 4 Claims

1. An msert-in-housing assembly for an electrical connector

comprising a housing member, and a contact-carrying inseri

member latchably securable therein containing one or more
electrical contact members, characterized in that:

said contact-carrying insert member has an outer section

having integral flexible latching means therearound, and

said insert member has grooves underlying said integral

flexible latching means,

said housing member has an inner section having keying

projections on each of which is located a latching projec-

tion;

1. Apparatus for regulated transfer of heat from a primary

steam network (010-01-012) to a heat consumer (2) having

a secondary heat network or circuit (04, 02);

a heat exchanger (3) connected to the primary steam net-

work and to the secondary network for heat exchange

between steam in the primary network and a heat ex-

change medium in the secondary network;

a regulator valve (4) connected in the primary steam net-

work to control heat consumption requirements by the

consumer,

the steam in the primary network being cooled to the point

of condensation and being suppUed at a predetermined

excess pressure with respect to die pressure in the second-

ary network,

and comprising, m accordance with the invention,

an injector pump (8) having an injector nozzle (7) connected

downstream of the heat exchanger and receiving the

condensate therefrom at said predetermined excess pres-

sure;

the injector pump having its injection intake connected in

the secondary circuit ((M, 02) to heat the secondary me-
dium by flow through the heat exchanger and mixing the

secondary medium in the injector pimip with the conden-

sate in the primary network, while providing energy to

the secondary medium m the secondary circuit for circula-

tion of the secondary medium within the secondary circuit

and through the heat consumer (2) in accordance with a

regulated, predetermined proportion as determined by
said regulator valve (4).

said keying projections correspond with said grooves and

are matably engageable therewith to position said insert

member in said housing member;

said integral flexible latching means is capable of being

flexed by said latching projections into said grooves as

said latching projections move thereover during assembly

of said inseri member into said housing member and there-

after returning to an unflexed condition latchably engag-

ing said latching projections when said inseri member is in

a fully mated condition in said housing;

4,477,023

HOT SPRAY APPARATUS
James T. Gatea, 1611 Kirkley Rd., Colnmbna, Ohio 43221

Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 261,249, May 6, 1981,

abandoned. This application Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,515

Int a^ B05B 7/30

U.S.a 239—340 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for spraying Uquid butter or the like onto food

comprising,

a container with an upper opening for holding the Uquid

butter,

a cap attached in Uquid tight engagement to the upper open-

ing of the container, a hole through the cap communicat-

ing with the atmosphere and the inside of the container to

allow the entrance of air upon the extraction of Uquid

from the container through the cap,

a suction tube extending from the cap to near the bottom of

the container, the upper end of the tube being connected

in fluid tight engagement with the cap within a cylindrical

opening, a cylindrical duct of about 1/32 inch diameter

leading from the cyUndrical opening through the c^) to

the atmosphere, ^
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the cap including a cylinder containing a reciprocable piston

which closes one end of the cylinder, the other end of the

cylinder terminating in a check valve, the check valve

communicating with an outlet duct of about 0.02S inches

diameter and extending perpendicular to the cylindrical

duct, the terminus of the outlet being about 0.080-0.100

inches from the center line of the cylindrical duct and the

surface of the cap extending at an angle from immediately

below the terminus of the outlet duct upwardly to the

center line of the outlet duct, the angular surface of the

cap terminating before reaching the cylindrical duct,

• one way valve being disposed in an opening leading from
the atmosphere to the cylinder,

a spring biased pivouble trigger connected to the end of the
piston outside the cylinder to reciprocate said piston from
a rest position where it is most remote from the check
valve to an end position where it is adjacent the check
valve.

MT7,024
CARBON/CARBON ROCKET MOTOR EXIT CONE

REINFORCEMENT
Peter F. O'DriacoU, Loa Attos; Gerald E. Oowe, Santa Clara,

aad John Berry, Morgu Hill, aU of CiUf^ avignora to The
UiHed Statea of America aa repreaented by tlie Secretuy of
tlM Air Force, WaaUngtOB, D.C

Filed Apr. 5, 1983, Scr. No. 482^75
lot a^ BOH 11/14

U.S.a 239-265.11 3 Claims

4,477,025

HOT NOZZLE
Max GBlabro,Siirenes; Herri Girard, Lea Murcanx, and AlainU Corre, Coarbe?oie, aU of FVancc, aaaignon to Sodete

Nationale Indnstrielle Aeroapatiale, Paria, France
Filed Not. 2, 1978, Ser. No. 957,309

lot a.) BC3H 11/00
MS. CL 239—265J5 2

1. In a carbon-carbon exit cone for a rocket motor, which
cone comprises a densified, carbonized laminate fabricated

from a plurality of plies of phenolic resin-impregnated woven
carbon cloth; which cone has a cylindrical section, a conical
section and a transition section between and integral with said

cylindrical section and said conical section, said cylindrical

section having inside threads for connecting said cone to the
throat piece of said rocket motor, said conical section diverg-
ing outwardly from said transition section; said cone compris-
ing a first layer of cured material surrounding said cylindrical

section, said transition section and a portion of said conical
section, said first layer being fabricated from a plurality of
spiral windings of phenolic resin-impregnated carbon fiber

cloth tape, said cone yet fiirther comprising a second layer of
cured material surrounding said first layer above said cylindri-

cal section and said transition section, said second layer being
fabricated from a plurality of spiral windings of phenolic resin-

impregnated high silica cloth tape; the improvement which
comprises a third layer of cured material surrounding said

second layer above said cylindrical section, said third layer
being fabricated from helically wound epoxy resin-impreg-
nated carbon fiber.

1. A solid propellant jet propulsion unit having a nozzle, said

nozzle comprising a substrate of carbon yam woven three-

dimensionally into a shaped body of revolution and densified

to form a monobloc structure defining at least a convergent
section, a throat, and a divergent section, said body of revolu-

tion being provided with a pair of spaced circumferential

integerally formed ribs projecting outwardly from the exterior

surface thereof, a first thermal insulation ring rigidly con-
nected to and supported by one of said ribs and a second ther-

mal insulation ring rigidly connected to and supported by the

other of said ribs.

4,477,026

BUBBLER HEAD STRUCTURE
James F. Lockwood, Lenexa, Kana^ aaaignor to Inperial Under-

ground Sprinkler Co., Lenexa, Kaos.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430325
Int a^ E03C 1/08

U.S. CL 239—428.5 8 dainu

1. A bubbler head for use in impregnating irrigation water
with air and gently sprinkling the impregnated water over the

ground in a nonerosive fashion; said irrigation water being

pressurized and supplied to the bubbler head through a stand-

pipe; the bubbler haul comprising:

(a) a body having a longitudinal axis therethrough; said body
comprising:
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(1) a cylindrical lower portion having an inner and an

outer surface;

(2) a cylindrical upper portion having an inner and an

outer surface;

(3) a plurality of spacers attaching said upper portion to

said lower portion;

(4) supply connection means positioned on an inner sur-

face of said lower portion and threadably engaging the

standpipe; said connection means comprising an inter-

nally threaded coupling;

(5) a plurality of cylindrical overlq)ping baffle walls com-

prising:

(i) concentric inner and outer baffle walls extending

upwardly from said lower portion inner surface; and

(ii) an intermediate baffle wall concentrically extending

between said inner and outer walls and attached to

said upper portion inner surface;

(6) a cylindrical nipple extending from said upper portion

inner surface;

(7) a circular lip extending outwardly fh>m the intermedi-

ate bafile wall; and

(8) a shield extending from the outer surface of the upper

portion and positioned substantially over the nipple to

prevent foreign objects from becoming lodged therein;

(b) a water passageway comprising:

(1) an entrance to said water passageway comprising a

plurality of centrally located and uniformly spaced

orifices through said lower portion allowing high ve-

locity water flow axially therethrough; said orifices

being parallel to said longitudinal axis and positioned

inwardly of said inner baffle wall; and

(2) a mixing chamber including a serpentine water pas-

sageway between said baffle walls;

(c) a cylindrical air passageway comprising a bore through

said upper portion and through said nipple, said air pas-

sageway communicating with said mixing chamber

whereby travel of water through said mixing chamber

impregnates said water with air; .

(d) a cylindrical aperture concentric with said longitudinal

axis extending through said lower portion;

(e) aspiration means for drawing air through the air passage-

way comprising a selectively adjustable throttling screw

threadably engaging said aperture and having a head

thereon with a first surface for deflecting high velocity

water exiting said orifices; said head adapted for being

contained within said inner baffle wall and of sufficient

diameter for said first surface to extend completely over

said orifices to deflect water exiting said orifices; said

throttling screw head having a second surfice positioned

in facing relation to the air passageway whereby air adja-

cent said second surface is drawn along with the high

velocity deflected water, and

(f) an exit passageway between said lip and said outer baffle

wall for discharging the water and air combination in a

nonerosive fashion;

(g) whereby the pressurized water flows through the con-

nection means, increases velocity through said orifices,

deflects around said throttling screw, draws air through

said nipple and into entrainment, flows over said inner

wall, flows under said intermediate wall, flows out said

exit passageway and sprinkles over the ground in an um-

brdla like fashion.

4,477,027

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY ACTUATABLE VALVE, IN
PARTICULAR A FUEL INJECnON VALVE FOR FUEL

INJECTION SYSTEMS
Heinrieh Kaapp, Leonberg; Rodolf Saner, Bewingwi; Rndolf

Krana, Stnttgart, and Udo Haftacr, Lor^ all of Fed. Rep. of

Germany^ aMignors to Robot Beach GmbH, Stottgut, Fad.

Rep. of Germany
FUcd May 14, 1982, Scr. No. 378,453

Qaims priority, apidication Fed. Rep. of Gcnuay, May 21,

1981, 3120160

Int a.) F02M 51/00

MS.a 239-885 5

1. An electromagnetically actuatable valve, particularly a

fuel injection valve for fiiel injection systems of inte|iial com-
bustion engines, having a valve housing, a core having an end

face, a magnetic winding and an armature, said armature being

firmly connected with a valve element cooperating with a

fixed valve seat and guided parallel to said end face of said core

by a guide diaphragm clamped to said housing on its outer

circumference, and further wherein said guide diaphragm rests

under spring tension on a concentric guide edge of said arma-

ture on the side of said armature oriented toward said valve

seat, said valve element having a tubular section secured at one

end to said armature, said tubular section extending through

said diaphragm free of any contact therewith and including a

spherical end section secured thereto which cooperates with

said valve seat, a guide ring juxtaposed said valve seat includ-

ing a guide opening into which said valve element protrudes,

and said guide opening guides said valve element coaxial rela-

tive to said valve seat

4^77/08
COMMINUTER WTTH GOACTING DISCHARGE

SCREENING DEVICE
John H. Hnghca, 405 N. 18th, ElaM, Waah. 98541

Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,483

Int a' B02C 4/01 13/14

MS.a 241-69 9 CUbm
1. Apparatus for comminuting solids such as rocks and

chunks of wood comprising first means housing and stationar-

ily mounting for rotation an annular series of successively

adjacent elongated, generally cylindrical upright comminut-

ing rolls having article abrading projections on the surfaces

thereof, the series of said rolls defiiiing an open upright gener-

ally tubular comminuting chamber encompassed by the rolls,

drive power means applying drive torque for codirectionally

rotating each of said rolls, said first means providing an open-

ing leading into an upper region of said chunber for introduc-

tion of solids to be comminuted by action of the driven rolls,

causing the solids to tumble against the rolls and each other
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and to undergo orbital swirling motion as a mass within said

chamber, second means forming a bottom for the chamber to

support such soUds in said chamber and including an annular

bousing base member defining a central generally horizontal

orifice in register with said chamber, and a rotative screening

member mounted to turn on an upright axis in superposed

register with said orifice and having a peripheral edge spaced
from the edge of said orifice so as to define dierebetween a size

restriction passage for descending particles comminuted from
such solids by abrasive action on said rolls, said screening
member rotating codirectionally with the swirling motion of
the overlying solids in said chamber.

SHREDDING MACHINE
Dooglas F. GracB, Brisbaac, AnstraUa, aarignor to Rorer-Scott
BoBur Linftad, Briabuc, Amtralia

Flkd May 13, 1982, Scr. No. 377,845
Odw priority, appikatkm AoMnlia, May 15, 1981, PE8895

iBt a' B02C 18/18
\3S, CL 341—101.7 3 daima

restricted inlet to the trunk spaced from the upper shredding
chamber; power means supported in the housing with an out-

put shaft thereof extending into the lower shredding chamber
and having a bore in the end thereof; upper and lower cutting

means fixed to the output shaft, the upper cutting means being
adapted for rotation in the upper shredding chamber and the
lower cutting means being adapted for rotation in the lower
shredding chamber, a disc having a centrally disposed bore
there-through, means fixing said disc to the output shaft of the
motor with said output shaft passing through said bore in said

disc, said disc having spaced diametrically opposed slots

therein, said lower cutting means comprising a body portion
with four arms extending therefrom and constituting cutting
blades, the body portion having a centrally disposed bore
there-through with diametrically opposed slots positioned on
opposite sides of said bore, said bore and said slots in said body
portion being adapted to register with said bore and said slots,

respectively, in said disc, the upper cutting means comprising
a substantially U-shaped member having a bight portion with
limbs of said U-shaped member upstanding therefrom and
diverging from each other, a bore in the bight portion adapted
to register with the bore in said body portion; a saddle clamp
having a central portion positioned across the bight portion
and tongues, which extend transverse to said central portion
and pass through the slots in the body portion and engage in

the slots in the disc, said central portion having a bore there-

through adapted to register with said bore in said bight por-
tion, and a bolt engaged in said bore in the end of the output
shaft so that there can be no relative rotation between the
upper and lower cutting means and the disc secured to said

output shaft; a feed duct in said trunk and extending through
said upper shredding chamber and terminating above the
lower shredding chamber, that portion of the feed duct in the
shredding chamber constituting a shear plate which cooperates
with the upper cutting means to reduce material fed to said

upper shredding chamber, said lower shredding material fed
through said feed duct.

4,477,030

GONE CRUSHERS
Panl R Vifian, and Gregory C. Klot, both of CMar Rapids,

Iowa, aaaignon to Pettiboae Corporatioii, CUcago, DL
Filed Sep. 18, 1980, Scr. No. 188,371

Inta^BOlCi/M
U.S. CL 241—208 17 daina

1. A shredding machine comprising a housing with a lower
shredding chamber located m an upper part of said housing,
the lower chamber being provided with a discharge port com-
municating with a discharge duct from the housing; an up-
wardly extending tiimk mounted on the housing and having a
tnt end and a lower portion spaced below said free end, the
lower portion of said trunk fbrming an upper shredding cham-
ber comrnmiirating with the lower shredding chamber, a feed
hopper located on the fitee end of said trunk and having a

1. In a gyratory crusher having as crushing tools an annular

concave through which material to be crushed is fed and a
cone facing it and supported by a base, and having means for

causing relative gyratory movement between the tools; the

concave being carried by a bowl which is supported by a
support ring carrying the bowl with vertical adjustability for

varying product size, the improvement in which:

the bowl is rigidly locked to the support ring by both a stack

of shims maintained under pressure by spring means, with
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the support ring limiting the relative spring-biased move-
ment of the bowl, and wedge<lamping means maintained

in wedging condition by spring means acting separately

thereon, the spring means maintaining both of their spring

biasings during operation of the crusher independenUy of
hydraulics, and

hydraulic expansion means is provided for overcoming both

spring biasings to release both the shims and the wedge-
clamping means.

adapter surface and interior mantle surface into tight engage-

ment with each other.

4,477,031

APPARATUS FOR READY CONVERSION OF
CRUSHING CAVITY CONHGURATION IN A CONE

CRUSHER
Peter B. Alfmd, OMsUre, Oreg., assignor to Iowa Mannfactor-

hig Company, Cedar Rjqtids, Iowa
ContiooatiOB of Ser. No. 152,788, May 23, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,931

lat a.3 B02C 2/04
U.S.a 241—211 11 Oaiflis

1. In a crusher of the cone type including a gyratory head

having an exterior generally frusto-conical surface coaxial

therewith and uprighUy disposed with upper and lower ends,

the distance along said surface between said ends thereof defin-

ing the slant height of said surface, the head terminating in a

truncated end portion adjacent the upper end of said head

surface, the improvement comprising: a generally frusto-coni-

cal annular mantle adapter for the head having upper and
lower ends, the adapter being disposable upon the head in

coaxial sandwiched relation between said head surface and a

generally frusto-conical annular mande having upper and
lower ends corresponding respectively to said ends of the

adapter, the adapter including an interior generally frusto-

conical surface coaxial therewith having upper and lower

ends, the distance along said interior adapter surface between
said ends thereof defining the slant height of said interior

adapter surface, said ends thereofbeing effective to support the

adapter upon said head surface by face-to-face contact be-

tween said head and adapter surfaces at a plurality of spaced

locations including the upper and lower ends of both surfaces

when the adapter is disposed upon the head as aforesaid, the

adapter also including an exterior generally ftvsto-conical

surface having upper and lower ends, the distance along said

exterior adapter surface between said ends thereof defining the

slant height of said exterior adapter surface, said exterior

adapter surface being coaxial with the adiq>ter adjacent said

lower end thereof effective to support the lower end of the

mantle by face-to-face contact between said exterior adapter

surface and an interior frusto-conical surface disposed adjacent

the lower end of the mantie; lower releasable means operative

between the lower ends of the adapter and the head to force

said head surface and interior adapter surface into tight en-

gagement with each other, and upper releasable means opera-

tive against the upper end of the nuutie to force said exterior

4,477,032

METHOD AN APPARATUS FOR INSERTING THREADS
AND SIMILAR ITEMS INTO A WINDING DEVICE

Peter M. Piyffer, Wiatcrthnr, and Albert Raagg, PflUHlMi, both

of Switxerlaad, aasignors to Ricter MacUne Works, Ltd.,

Wiatcrtirar, Switaarland

per No. PCr/EP81/00169, § 371 D«e Jn. 15, 1982, 9 102(c)

Date Job. 15, 1982, PCT Pab. No. W082/D1S39, PCT Pab.

Date May 13, 1982

per Filed Oet 23, 1981, Scr. No. 395,037

ClahM priority, appiicatioa Switierlaiid, Oct 31, 1980,

8118/80

Int CL3 B65H 54/01 54/20
MS.a 242—18 PW 10 Claiw

1. A method of inserting threads or the like into a winding

device including at least two traversing devices in axial juxta-

position defining a sweep zone, bobbin tubes associated thereto

and each provided with catching means for a related one of

said threads, a bobbin chuck having an exterior end and carry-

ing said bobbin tubes, a thread suction device, and fint thread

guides each associated with a related one of said threads and

being arranged above said winding device, said method, com-
prising the steps of:

taking up each said thread by means of said suction device as

the threads come from said first thread guides;

placing each said thread by means of said suction device

onto a thread guide device arranged above said sweep
zone;

guiding said threads by means of said suction device out»de

said sweep zone defined by said at least two traversing

devices;

placing pivotable second thread guides, which are arranged

below said sweep zone defined by said at least two tra-

versing devices and each of which second thread guides is

associated with a related one of said threads, in an initial

position at said exterior end of said bobbin chuck;

displacing said second thread guides from said initial posi-

tion into a position in front of said catching means while

simultaneously taking up each said thread by a related one

of said second thread guides;

holding said threads in an intermediate position precisely in

front of said catching means;

taking-up all said threads in said catching means; and

winding-up said threads on said bobbin tubes.

4,477,033

ON-LINE WINDING MACHINE
Frank W. Kotnr, Gregory A. Kotiar, both of Mabopac; John F.

Meade, Yooken, and Donald J. Hopko, CarMl, aU of N.Y^

assignors to WfaidtaigB, Inc., Goldeas Bridge, N.Y.

Contianation of Ser. No. 312,286, Oct 15, 1981, abandoaed.

This applicatioB Jnl. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 510,995

Int CL^ B65H 54/02, 54/10

UJS. CL 242—18 A 28 Claiw
1. Winding machine for the winding of flexible material,

comprising:

first and second independently operable spindles mounted
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for rotation about respective tpaced parallel axes in a

machine frame;

first and second mandrels removably mounted respectively

on each of said first and second spindles;

a traverse guide mounted to said machine frame for recipro-

cating movement along an axis parallel to, and spaced

from, said spaced parallel axes;

meaas for independently rotating each of said first and sec-

ond spindles;

means for reciprocating said traverse guide in cooperation

with said means for independently rotating to consecu-

tively wind flexible materiid on said first and second man-
drels;

first transfer means mounted for movement in a first plane

substantially parallel to said spaced parallel axes for en-

gagement of the flexible material from said traverse guide

to one of said first or second mandrels;

second transfer means mounted for movement in a second

plane transverse to said first plane and extending between
said spaced parallel axes for engagement of the flexible

material extending from said traverse guide to one of said

first or second mandrels in cooperation with said first

transfer means;

and

means for controllmg said means for rotating and said means
for reciprocating for winding flexible material onto said

first or second mandrels and for controlling said first and
second transfer means to transfer flexible material from a

completely wound first or second mandrel to the other

mandrel for winding of flexible material thereon.

4,477,034

THREAD CATCHING STRUCTURE
Hdu OiwaU, Wintcrthor, Swlti«fauid, aarignor to Rleter

MicUm Works, Ud^ Wiatcrthnr, SwitzeriaBd

FDad Aag. IS, 1M3, Ser. No. 523,191

lit CL^ B65H 75/28. 75/32

U&a 342-18 PW 20ClalBis

1. A thread catching ring structure for use on a chuck of a
filament winding machine, said ring structure comprising at

least one axially directed projection having an underside facing

radially inwardly and a thread guiding edge, a guide surface

for gukling a thread radially inwardly under the projection and
a clamping element for clamping the thread against the under-
side of the projection, said dement comprising a first portion

securing the element to the structure and a second portion
connected to the first and extending away therefixHn, the sec-

ond portion being pivotable relative to the first portion under
the influence of centrifugal force acting thereon in use to cause
a surface portion to press against the underside of the projec-

tion.

4,477,035

WINDING A PACKAGE OF TAPE
Lawreacc O'Connor, 386 Orerdale St, Winnipeg, Canada

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,558

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Feb. 4, 1982,

8203185

lat a^ B65H 17/02. 54/28
VS. CL 242—67.1 R 15 dains

1. In a method ofbuilding a package oftape wound on a core

comprising forwarding the tape from a supply thereof, guiding

the tape to a winding position on the core, rotating the core to

wrap the Upe around the core and traversing the winding

position across the core to form a package, the improvement
wherein the winding position is intermittently travened to visit

repeatedly during the package build each in turn of a plurality

of separate positions arranged axially of the core, and at each

position is maintained stationary for a period of time to wrap
tape spirally of the core.

4,477,036

MEIHOD OF WINDING STRIP MATERIAL AND
LINING STRIP

John R. Rondo, StrongiTille, Ohio, anignor to The B. F. Good-
rich Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,293

Int a^ B65H 17/OZ 81/00
MS. CL 242-67J 5 Gains

1. A method of winding a tacky sealant strip that has an

upper surface, a lower surface and a pair of side surfaces com-
prising the steps of feeding said sealant strip; feeding an inde-

terminate length liner into abutting contact with said lower

surface of said strip oftacky sealant to form a tape wherein said

liner is of greater width than said strip to extend marginal edge

portions of said liner strip on either side of said longitudinally

extending strip; feeding said strip and said liner as a tape into

contact with the hub ofa flanged rotatable reel with said upper

tacky surface of said strip fed into abutting contact with said

hub; and winding said tape progressively onto said hub to form

a single row with said marginal edges of said liner contacting

one of said side surfaces ofan adjacent sealant strip for spacing
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said windings of said sealant strip to provide spacing between
adjacent side surfaces of said sealant strip.

4,477,037

STRETCH-WRAP FILM DISPENSER
Joseph Goldstein, 1325 Soothwhid Or^ Westlake VUlaae, Calif.
91361

^^
Filed Mar. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 480,099

Int a^ B65H 17/44. 23/06; B44C 7/00
VS. a. 242-^75.4 5 Claims

W lb ]o
^

' ^JytlAyMT^

J "il t«'!fe

1. A single use, throwaway stretch-wrap film dispenser
comprising:

an elongated substantially rigid tubular polymer material

core defining an axis, a roll of stretch-wrap film wound on
said core, said roll ofstretch-wrap film being positioned so
that a portion of said core extends outwardly on each end
past said roll of stretch-wrap film, said core rotating with
said roll of stretch-wrap film;

a polymer material tubular handle rotatably mounted on
each end of said core outboard of said roll of stretch-wrap
film and receiving said core within said handle for manual
grasp around the axis, an outwardly directed radial flange

integrally formed on each said handle, said flanges being
on the ends of said handles toward said roll of stretch-

wrap film;

a brake disc engaged by said flange on each said handle so
that increased axial pressure on said brake discs causes
increased routive drag between said roll of stretch-wrap
film and said handles; and

a screw-threaded tension member extending completely
through said core and interengaging said handles outward
ofsaid core to control axial force on said brake means, said

interengagement comprising a threaded nut positioned in

each of said handles outward of said core and engaging on
said screwthread so that said nuts screw down upon said

screwthread as one of said handles is rotated with respect

to the other of said handles to compress said brake discs.

4,477,038

CUCK DEVICE WITH A LINE SAGGING PREVENTION
MECHANISM FOR A FISHING REEL

ToshlaU Yorlkane, HIrosUna, Japan, assignor to Ryobi Ltd^
Hiroshima, Japan

FPcd Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,034
Claim priority, application Japtt^ Not. 3, 1981,

86/164605[U]

Int a^ AOIK 89/01. 89/02
VS.a 242-84J1 R 4 Claims

(a) a reel body having a plate and a tubular shaft rotaubly
mounted thereon;

(b) a rotor rotatably supported on said tubular shaft and
rotatable in opposite directions;

(c) an anti-reverse mechanism mounted on said plate for
selectively preventing said rotor from rotating in one of
said opposite directions; and

(d) a click device comprising a click gear rotatably mounted
on said tubular shaft for rotation with said rotor, a click
pawl pivotably mounted on said plate for engagement
with said click gear to produce clicks, a switch lever
pivotably mounted on said plate, a brake lever pivoubly
mounted on said plate and engageable with said click
pawl, a first spring connected between said click pawl and
said switch lever for enabling said click pawl to engage
with and disengage from said click gear in response to
actuation of said switch lever, and a second spring con-
nected between said plate and said brake lever for causing
said brake lever to engage said click pawl when said rotor
rotates in said one of opposite directions while said click
pawl engages said click gear, whereby said rotor can be
resisted in its rotation in said one of opposite directions.

4,477,039

VENTED COWL VARIABLE GEOMETRY INLET FOR
AIRCRAFT

Donald G. Boolton, Henry Comity, Tena., and Gerald T. Arcaa-
geli, St Loois Conaty, Mo., aasignors to McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, St Loois, Mo.

Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,648

lot a> B64D 33/02
VS.d 244—53 B 7 Claims

1. In a vented cowl variable geometry air inlet structure for

the body of an aircraft, the improvement comprising:

(a) cowl means on the aircraft body in position to extend
longitudinally along side the body and arranged therewith
for defining an air flow passage having an air inlet pres-

ented to the airstream, said passage being formed with air

escape vent means spaced from said inlet in the direction

of airflow in said cowl means for venting air to the exte-

rior of the passage;

(b) door means carried by said cowl means for selective

movement between a first position moved for closing said

air escape vent means and a second position moved for

opening said air escape vent means; and
(c) said door means and said cowl means defining a con-

tracted throat located downstream beyond the leading

edge of said vent means, and said door means in said

second position effecting a change in the geometry of the

airflow passage whereby said inlet can be started for

supersonic operation of the vented cowl inlet.

1. A spinning reel comprising:

4,477,040

AIRCRAFT WIND ENERGY DEVICE
James J. Karanik, Fannlagrille, N.Y., aasignor to Gnunmaa

Aerospace CorporatioB, Bethpage, N.Y.

CoBtianation of Ser. No. 952,798, Oct 19, 1978, abandoasd.

This appUcatiOB Ang. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 180,763

lit a^ B64D 31/00

VS. CL 244—58 5 daims
1. Aircraft apparatus fbr generating rotating shaft power

firom atmospheric air comprising:

an open ended tower fixed to a leading edge of an aircraft,

said tower including first air inlet means for admitting air
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into said tower along a substantial length thereof, and
means for continually channelling the flow of air entering
said first air inlet means as to create a vortex flow regime
having a low pressure core within said tower;

second air inlet means for admitting air into one end of said
tower; and

-;:^^"

3V

moved through air, the airfoil being connected at one end with
the body of the craft and having an opposite, outer end from
which fluid dynamic vortices emanate due to the mergence of
fluid flows from above and below the foil while the foil is

producing lift, the outer end of the foil projecting spanwise and
having upper and lower surfaces meeting substantially at 180
degrees without concave portions at any spanwise section in

the part of the tip forward of the chord point of maximum
thickness, and aft of the chord point of nmrimnm thickness

turbo machine means interposed within said tower between
said second air inlet means and said low pressure core, said

machine means being adapted to be driven by positive

fluid pressure entering said second air inlet means as aug-
mented by relatively negative fluid pressure in the proxim-
ity of said low pressure core.

MT7,041
HEAD AND NECK RESTRAINT SYSTEM

MidMd Dmuic 9012 BcMy Dr^ Alexandria, Va. 22308
Filed Ang. 19, 1902, Scr. No. 409,684

lot a^ B64D 25/04
VS. CL 244—122 AG 10 dains

1. A method of protecting the posterior neck and cervical

spinal cord from injury when the torso of the user is restrained

with respect to selected points on a fixed structure, when
subjected to sudden deceleration or acceleration forces, by
engaging the chin/forehead of the person's head with portions
of a crash hebnet, and transmitting the reaction forces bearing
on said forehead and chin via said crash hebnet and a flexible

connection having a predetermined degree of stretch, coaxially

along a single Une passing only through the superior nuchal
line on the back of the skull and substantially perpendicular to

the axial Une of the vertebrae^ull in the normal erect posture
of the user, whereby rapid angulation movements of the head
and neck do not occur during sudden forward-deceleration or
upward-acceleration with ejection seat usage.

4^77,042
VORTEX ALLEVUTING WING TIP

Roflcr W. Griiwold, II, Bea Fhuklia Rd^ Old Lyme, Conn.
06371

C«rtianatfcMi-iB-part of Scr. No. 226,191, Jan. 19, 1981,
abudoiMd. lUs appUcatton Jan. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,736

lat 0.3 B64C 23/00
U.S.a 344-199 24Clalin8

24. An aircraft comprising a main body and an airfoil having
upper and lower surfiKes for producing lift when the airfoU is

gradually tapering to a sharply angled edge for vortex precipi-

tation which edge in planform is located effectively no closer
to the main body at the trailing edge of the foil than at the
midchord region to prevent inward migration of the vortex
origins and to reduce the induced drag, the gradual tapering
providing substantially no curvature of the surfaces m the
chordwise direction aft of the chordpoint of maxinnim thick-

ness to correspondingly reduce the differential pressure be-
tween the upper and lower surfaces and reduce the strength of
the vortices produced thereby.

4,477,043

BIODYNAMIC RESISTANT CONTROL STICK
Daniel W. Repperger, Vandalla, Ohio, aasignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Sccaretery of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 449,922

Int a3 B64C 13/04, 13/46
U.S. a. 244—223 5 ChdoH

1. An aircraft control system which comprises:

(a) a pilot operable member pivotally connected to the air>

craft and adapted so that movement thereof causes deflec-

tion of control surfaces of the aircraft;

(b) a force sensor connected to the aircraft for generating a
force signal proportional to a given force acting on Uie

aircraft;

(c) a processor embodying an algorithm capable of translat-

ing said force signal representing said given force acting

on said aircraft into a processed signal representing a
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resistant force correlated with a particular biodynamic

force generated by the aircraft pilot's arm on said pilot

operable member due to said given force on said aircraft,

said processor, upon receiving said force signal from said

force sensor, being capable of performing said translation

and generating said processed signal;

(d) resilient means connected to the aircraft and to said pilot

operable member; and

(e) an actuator connected to the aircraft and to said pilot

operable member by said resilient means, said actuator

being capable of receiving said processed signal and, in

response to said signal, of adjusting said resilient means so

as to impose said resistant force upon said pilot operable

member and null out said biodynamic force acting on said

member induced by the action of said given force on the

aircraft, as exerted through the arm of the aircraft pilot.

4,477,044

ELEVATOR FEEL ACTUATOR
Keiin A. Darcy, ScMk, Wash., and Terence F. H. FaithAill,

Surrey, Eai|aai\ awignnn to The Boeing Company, Seattle,

Waih.
FDed in. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,516

lit a^ B64C 13/46

U.S.a 244-223 2 Claims

*!**

«^"-i
»a

mb

1. An airplane elevator movement feel mechanism compris-

ing: a hydraulic feel unit responsive to elevator control move-

ment, means for varying the reaction of the hydraulic feel unit

to reflect varying aircraft operating conditions, a bias spring

located to directly work against the hydraulic feel unit for

partially counteracting the hydraulic feel unit to all but cancel

out the hydraulic feel unit at the lowest hydraulic feel unit

setting, and a spring means for supplementing the hydraulic

feel units for providkg the feel means in case of an emergency

in the hydraulic feel units.

outlet valves are actuated respectively while the self-

levelling device is in operation;

storing in a controller, daU on a width of electric pulse to

energize the respective valve for moving said uble up-

wardly or downwardly by unit distances on the basis of a

relationship between each of said upward and downward

movement amount of said table and said predetermined

period of time; and

M-

M>y>M>T '
V̂M.VI
DMIVCR

OKILUffO» COMWMWOII

=Bii-riHMICRO-
COMnjTlR

Sntnol

actuating said inlet valve in response to uitermittent applica-

tion of pulses for moving said table upwardly through

increments of unit distance or actuating said outlet valve

in response to intermittent application of pulses for mov-

ing said table downwardly through increments of unit

distance.

4,477,046

APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING A CATHETER
DRAINAGE BAG AND TUBE

Mary E. D. Repp, 8560^ Park U., Dallas, Tex. 75231

Filed No?. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 438,619

Int a^ B65B 67/12

U.S. CL 248—95 1 Claim

4^77,045

METHOD OF CONTROLLING A SELF-LEVELLING
DEVICE

KoUcfai KarMiwa; TakM> Itoh; HoadUto Koiani, aU of

Sagudhara, and Kiido Uckida, YokohaaM, aU of Japan,

aarignon to Siiowa Electric Wire A Qdilc Co., Ltd^ Kamh
aaU, J^an

FOed Oct 20, 1981, Scr. No. 313,210

dains priority, appUcatioB Japu^ Oct 23, 1960, 55-148829;

Oct 9, 1961, 56-161177

lot a3 F16M 13/00

\}S.a 248-1 5 Oaims
1. A method ofcontrolling the level ofa self-levelling device

including a table to be controlled to a predetermined level, an

air spring supporting the table, a sensor for oontactless detec-

tion ofan amount ofdisplacement of the table from a reference

position, an inlet valve for supplying air under pressure to the

air spring through an inlet port therein, and an outlet valve for

diiK?hy«'g'"g air ftom the air spring through an outlet port

therein, said method comprising the steps of:

measuring an upward movement amount and a downward
movement amount of the table which correspond to a

predetermined period of time during which said inlet and

1. A clip for supporting a catheter drainage bag and tube

from a chair comprising:

a body formed of a continuous piece of thermoplastic mate-

rial;

the body including an upper planar elongated arm and a

lower planar elongated arm being joined by a 180* bend

into a parallel, spaced-apart relationship and being sepa-

rated by a gap;

the upper arm including a downwardly-facing planar sur-

face, and the lower arm including an upwardly facing

surface separated by the gap from the upwardly-facing

surface;
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into said tower along a substantial length thereof, and
means for continually channelling the flow of air entering
said first air inlet means as to create a vortex flow regime
having a low pressure core within said tower,

second air inlet means for admitting air into one end of said

tower, and

INCOMING AIRFLOW

moved through air, the airfoil being connected at one end with
the body of the craft and having an opposite, outer end from
which fluid dynamic vortices emanate due to the mergence of
fluid flows from above and below the foil while the foil is

producing lift, the outer end of the foil projecting spanwise and
having upper and lower surfaces meeting substantially at 180
degrees without concave portions at any spanwise section in

the part of the tip forward of the chord point of maximum
thickness, and aft of the chord point of in«»iimiffi thickness

turbo machine means interposed within said tower between
said second air inlet means and said low pressure core, said

machine means being adapted to be driven by po«tive
fluid pressure entering said second air inlet means as aug-
mented by relatively negative fluid pressure in the proxim-
ity of said low pressure core.

4,4T7,041

HEAD AND NECK RESTRAINT SYSTEM
MJchacl Dnuw, 9012 Beatty Dr^ Alexandria, Va. 22308

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,684

lot CV B64D 25/04
VS.a 244—122 AG 10 Oaims

1. A method of protecting the posterior neck and cervical

spinal cord from injury when the torso of the user is restrained

with respect to selected points on a fixed structure, when
subjected to sudden deceleration or acceleration forces, by
engaging the chin/forehead of the person's head with portions

of a crash helmet, and transmitting the reaction forces bearing
on said forehead and chin via said crash hehnet and a flexible

connection having a predetermined degree ofstretch, coaxially

along a single line passing only through the superior nuchal
line on the back of die skull and substantially perpendicular to

the axial line of the vertebrae^kull in the normal erect posture
of the user, whereby njnd angulation movements of the head
and neck do not occur during sudden forward-deceleration or
upward-acceleration with ejection seat usage.

4y477,042

VORTEX ALLEVUTING WING TIP
Roger W. Grtawold, II, Ben Fhoklia Rd^ OM Lyme, Conn.
0«371

CoMtaHrtkM'iB'fart of Scr. No. 226,191, Jan. 19, 1981,

hmdoaed. TUa appUcatkm in. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,736
UL a.} B64C 23/00

UJ5.a 344-199 24 Claims
24 An aircraft comprising a main body and an airfoil having

upper and lower surfaces for producing lift when the airfoil is

gradually tapering to a sharply angled edge for vortex precipi-

tation which edge in planform is located effectively no closer
to the main body at the trailing edge of the foil than at the
midchord region to prevent inward migration of the vortex
origins and to reduce the induced drag, the gradual tapering
providing substantially no curvature of the surfaces in the
chordwise direction aft of the chordpoint of fnaKimnni thick-

ness to correspondingly reduce the differential pressure be-
tween the upper and lower surfaces and reduce the strength of
the vortices produced thereby.

4.477,043

BIODYNAMIC RESISTANT CONTROL SOCK
Daniel W. Repperger, VandaUa, Ohio, aisigiior to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 449,922

Int a.J B64C 13/04. 13/46
VS. CL 244—223 5 Claimi

1. An aircraft control system which comprises:

(a) a pilot operable member pivotally connected to the air-

crd^ and adapted so that movement thereofcauses deflec*

tion of control surfaces of the aircraft;

(b) a force sensor connected to the aircraft for generating a
. force signal proportional to a given force acting on Uie

aircraft;

(c) a processor embodying an algorithm capable of translat-

ing said force signal representing said given force acting

on said aircraft into a processed signal representing a
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resistant force correUted with a particular biodynamic
force generated by the aircraft pilot's arm on said pilot

operable member due to said given force on said aircraft,

said processor, upon receiving said force signal from said

force sensor, being capable of performing said translation

and generating said processed signal;

(d) resilient means connected to the aircraft and to said pilot

operable member; and
(e) an actuator connected to the aircraft and to said pilot

operable member by said resilient means, said actuator

being capable of receiving said processed signal and, in

response to said signal, of adjusting said resilient means so

as to impose said resistant force upon said pilot operable

member and null out said biodynamic force acting on said

member induced by the action of said given force on the

aircraft, as exerted through the arm of the aircraft pilot

4,477,044
ELEVATOR FEEL ACTUATOR

KcTin A. Darcy, Seatdc, Waah., and Terence F. H. Faithftill,

Surrey, England, asaignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle,

Waah.

Filed Jan. 17, 1963, Scr. No. 458,516

Int a3 B64C 13/46

VS,a 244—223 2 Claims

Mb

1. An airplane elevator movement feel mechanism compris-

ing: a hydraulic feel unit responsive to elevator control move-

ment, means for varying the reaction of the hydraulic feel unit

to reflect varying aircraft operating conditions, a bias spring

located to directly work against the hydraulic feel unit for

partially counteracting the hydraulic feel unit to all but cancel

out the hydraulic feel unit at the lowest hydrauUc feel unit

setting, and a spring means for supplementing the hydraulic

feel units for providing the feel means in case of an emergency
in the hydraidic feel units.

4^77,045

METHOD OF CONTROLLING A SELF-LEVELLING
DEVICE

KohichI KarMnra; Takeo Itoh; HonlUto Koizoni, an of

Saganlhara, and Klaio Uchlda, Yokohaau, all of Japan,

aaaignors to Showa Electric Wire A CaUe Co., Ltd., Kawa*

aaU, Japan

Filed Oct 20, 1981, Scr. No. 313,210

Oaims priority, applicatioa Japu, Oct 23, 1900, 55-148829;

Oct 9, 1981, 56-161177

Int 0.3 F16M 13/00

VS.a 248-1 5 Oaims
1. A method ofcontrolling the level ofa self-levelling device

including a table to be controlled to a predetermined level, an

air spring supporting the table, a sensor for contactless detec-

tion ofan amount ofdisplacement of the table from a reference

position, an inlet valve for supplying air under pressure to the

air spring through an inlet port therein, and an outlet valve for

discharging air from the air spring through an outlet port

therein, said method comprising the steps of:

measuring an upward movement amount and a downward
movement amount of the table which correspond to a

predetermined period of time during which said inlet and

outlet valves are actuated respectively while the self-

levelling device is in operation;

storing in a controller, data on a width of electric pulse to

energize the respective valve for moving said table up-

wardly or downwardly by unit distances on the basis of a

relationship between each of said upward and downward
movement amount of said table and said predetermined

period of time; and

s«-

actuating said inlet valve in response to intermittent applica-

tion of pulses for moving said table upwardly through

increments of unit distance or actuating said outlet valve

in response to intermittent application of pulses for mov-
ing said table downwardly through increments of unit

distance.

4,477,046

APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING A CATHETER
DRAINAGE BAG AND TUBE

Mary E. D. Repp, 856045 Park La., Dallas, Tex. 75231

Filed Not. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 438,619

Int 0.3 B65B 67/12

VS.a 248-95 1 Oaim

1. A clip for supporting a catheter drainage bag and tube

from a chair comprising:

a body formed of a continuous piece of thermoplastic mate-

rial;

the body including an upper planar elongated arm and a

lower planar elongated arm being joined by a 180* bend

into a parallel, spaced-apart relationship and being sepa-

rated by a gap;

the upper arm including a downwardly-facing planar sur-

face, and the lower arm including an upwardly facing

surface separated by the gap from the upwardly-facing

surface;
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'*'C^.!SS:n^ir' "'*""-'' '" -•t:i'ir.;fi:^j!^L.'?!J!».J^ p»^ p-^-^ysopportiog a catheter drainage bag;

a pair of lingers extending outwardly firom the body having
oppoaed planar surfaces being separated by a gap for
fictionally engaging at least two sections of a coiled
catheter drainage tube associated with the catheter drain-
agebag; and

a semi-cylindrical tube straightener attached to the upper
arm of the body having a longitudinal axis parallel and
q»aced apart firom the upper arm of the body for maintain-
ing a portion of the catheter drainage tube in a straight and
pwallel relationship with the clip.

supportmg the lower section from the Upper section and coop-

4«4T7,047

MOUNTING MECHANISM FOR FLANGED
ELECTRICAL MODULES AND THE LIKE

Waltar J. PckarsU, Downers Grore, DL, assignor to Allied
Corporatkm, Morris TowaaUp, Morris Coonty, NJ.

FOcd Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,639
lat a^ A47F 5/00

MS.a 248-201 10

erating to resist torsional twisting of the lower section as when
a sheet is torn from a pad secured to the lower section.

4^77,049
CHRISTMAS TREE STAND

John H. Oatis, 3796 Stewart Rd^ EogeM, Oicg. 97402
Filed JoL 26, 1982, Scr. No. 402,128

lat 0.3 A47B 33/12
MS. CL 248—524 2

-Be

1. A mounting clip made of q>nng material and having a
U-shaped clasping portion for engaging the front and rear
surfaces of a support member at an edge of said member,

first and second opposed spring fingers integral with said
clip extending substantiaUy perpendicularly to the outer
surface of that part of said clasping portion which is desig-
nated to abut the firont surface of said support member,
said fingers lying adjacent opposite side edges of said clip
and spaced apart such as to springingly engage inwardly
directed recesses in the longitudinal side surfaces of a
rectanguhu- connector mounting flange when positioned
between said fingers,

and a manuaUy operated releasable clamp member integral
with that extremity of said chp most remote from the edge
of a support member when said clamping portion is en-
gaged thereon for springingly engaging and rdeasably
clamping a portion of the outer upper surface of said
mounting flange adjacent the longitudinal end extremity
thereofwhen said spring fingen are engaged in said reces-
ses whereby said cUp and mounting flange are substan-
tially restrained from movement relative to one another in
all directions.

4,477,048

PAD HOLDER AND DISPLAY
Gardd A. Coawaj, 3133 FUrfln Rd., defdaad, Ohio 44118

FOad Sap. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 303,897
IM. CL^ A47B 23/00

U.S.a 248-^7.1 MCIalnis
1. A flexible pad holder and display comprising an upper

section and a lower section, said upper section including a
downwardly projecting tab having a horizontal lower free
edge and downwardly extending side edges located inwardly
of lateral portions ofthe upper section at respective sides of the
tab, said tab being centrally located between side margins of
said upper section and adapted to be flexed to snap the lower
free edge into a pricing channel in cooperation with the top

1. A Christmas tree stand comprising a base ring, a tree
holder bar having one end connected to said base ring and an
upwardly inclined portion terminating in a downward bend
above the center of said base ring, the opposite end of said bar
having a firee portion extending vertically downwardly from
said bend and having a firee lower end with an upturned point
to secure the end of the tree trunk, a V-shaped bracket
mounted at the ttftx of the V on the upper end of said vertical
portion to receive the tree trunk between the arms ofthe V and
having nail holes in said arms to receive nails to be driven into
the tree trunk in anguhu' relation, said bar being bendable at
said bend by forcefully moving the tree trunk afier the trunk
has been secured by said upturned point and said nails to com-
pensate for a bend in the tree trunk, an inverted U-shaped
support bar having its lower ends connected to said base ring
and having an upper portion connected to said incUned portion
of said tree holder bar adjacent said bend, said upturned point
holding the lower end of said tree trunk above the level of said
base ring and said bars providing an open space therebetween
to receive a water container for the tree within said base ring.

4,477,050

MULTI-DIRECnONAL VIBRATION ATTENUATOR
SEAT

Jamea E. IlKMnpaon; LeoMord E. Sandfik, both of Cedar FaUa,
and Marc A. ElUott, Mnscathw, aU of Iowa, Maigaort to
Deere * Coavaay, MoUae, DL

Filed Dec 24, 1980, Scr. No. 219,900
lat CL3 F16M 13/00

MS. CL 248—636 23 ririm^

1. A multi-directional vibration attentuator seat comprising:
a base assembly;

an intermediate assembly mounted on the base assembly;
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a seat assembly mounted on the intermediate assembly;

means for permitting movement of the intermediate assem-

bly rektive to the base assembly exclusively along a first

axis;

means for permitting movement of the seat assembly relative

to the mtermediate assembly exclusively along a second

axis extending in a different direction from the first axis;

and
means for resiliently biasing the seat assembly into a nominal

position relative to the first axis and the second axis.

4^77,051

FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Anwn Bea-Yehnda, 14924 Greealeaf St, Sheraun Oaks, Calif.

91403

FOcd May 18, 1982, Scr. No. 379,502

lat a» F16K 31/05. 31/145

U.S.a 251-30 ^ UCUdais

1. A valve comprising:

(a) a housing having an inlet and an outlet a flow passage

interconnecting said inlet and said outlet and defining a

longitwUnal axis therein:

(b) a valve seat in said passage, said valve seat defining a

plane which forms an obtuse angle with said longitudinal

axis rdative to the flow direction from said inlet;

(c) a cavity in said housmg in communication with said

diaphragm, with the other side of said diaphragm in fluid

communication with said passage;

(e) control means for varying the fluid pressure in said dia-

phragm control cavity to control Uie position of said

diaphragm, said control means including fluid passages in

said valve housing communicating said control cavity

with said flow passage and means for contrcdiing the flow

of fluid from said control cavity, said diaphragm being

moved outwardly of said control cavity as fluid is intro-

duced into said control cavity, and said diaphragm being

moved inwardly into said control cavity as fluid is passed

from said control cavity;

(0 a flapper closure element pivotally disposed in said hous-

ing and adapted to cooperate with said valve seat to stop

flow through said flow passage when said closure element

abuts said valve seat and to permit flow through said flow

passage when said closure element is spaced from said

valve seat;

(g) means connecting said closure element with said dia-

phragm such that as said diaphragm is displaced inwardly

into said control cavity, said closure element is moved

away from said valve seat by said connecting means and

said diaphragm to permit fluid flow through said flow

passage, and said closure element is moved toward said

valve seat by fluid flowing into said passage from said inlet

as the diaphragm is displaced outwsirdly from said control

cavity to restrict fluid flow through said fluid passage;

and,

(h) means operatively coupled to said diaphragm and said

connecting means to permit movement of said closure

element away from and towards said valve seat indepen-

dently of movement of said closure element by said dia-

phragm in response to fluid pressure within said control

cavity, to provide adjustment of the position of said clo-

sure element in the open mode of the valve and to permit

opening and closing of the valve independently of the

operation of said diaphragm.

4^77,052

GATE VALVE
Karl Kaoblaach, aad Hefairich Helmbach, both of Eaaea, Fed.

Rep. of Gcrnany, aaalgBors to Bergweriurohaad GabH,

Emm, Fed. Rep. of Gcrasaay

Filed Mar. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 476,683

lat a^ F16K 31/12

UAa 251—57 7 dains

» '.»

(d) a moveable diaphragm disposed across said cavity to

define a diq>hragm control cavity on one side of said

1. In a gate valve including a housing with an aperture

forming part of a throughgoing flow path, a hollow valve body

in said housing shifUble between a blocking position aligned

with said aperture and an unblocking position away from said

flow path, and shutter means on said valve body displaceable

in said blocking position into sealing engagement with a seating

surfsce around said aperture by pressure of a fluid confined in

said valve body,

the combination therewith ofa plunger slidably extendmg in

a fluidtight manner into said valve body for coactioo with

the fluid confined therein, said plunger being reciprocable

in mechanically decoupled relationship with said valve

body for driving same from said unblocking position into

said blocking position virtually exclusively through the

intermediary of the confined fluid, said housing being
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provided with stop means for arresting said valve body in

Mid blocking position whereupon a continuing thrust of
said plunger displaces the confined fluid to press said

shutter means into firm contact with said seating surface,

a reverse motion of said plunger enabling withdrawal of
said shutter means from said seating surface prior to re>

traction of said valve body from said blocking position

through the intermediary of the confined fluid.

4,477,054

PREaSION VALVE ASSEMBLY
Hal C. Duby, Palo Alto, and Werner W. Oopke, San Mateo,

both of Califs assignors to Anatros Corporation, San Jose.
Calif.

^^
FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,312

iBt a.J FMK 31/524, 7/16
UAa 251-122 Udatais

4,477,053

SHUT-OFF VALVE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE
EROSIVE FLOW

FMak J. Judnsi, Honston, Tex., sssigBor to General Signal
Corp., Stamford, Cobb.

ContiBoatiOB of Ser. No. 352,492, Feb. 25, 1982, , which is a
dlTliioB of Ser. No. 209,090, Not. 21, 1980,. This applicatioB

Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577,637

iBt CV n6K 1/20
U.S.a 251—86 SdaliBS

jji

1. A shut-off valve for high temperature erosive flow com-
prising,

a body provided with a flow passage through it including an
enlarged internal chamber, the downstream end of the
flow passage projecting into the enlarged internal cham-
ber,

a valve seat having a valve seating portion disposed in the
enlarged internal chamber about and upstream of the
downstream end of the flow passage in the enlarged inter-

nal chamber,

said valve seating portion projecting from the downstream
end of the flow passage and having a tapered outer wall
and a surface extending outwardly from said tapered outer
waU.

a resilient seal secured to said surface extending outwardly
from said Upered outer wall,

a valve member having a seating surface arranged to seat on
the valve seating portion,

the valve member valve seating surface having a tapered
portion engaging the tapered outer wall and another por-
tion extending outwardly engaging said resilient seal
when seating against the valve seating portion,

means disposed in the enlarged internal chamber operable to
rotate the valve member to seat the valve seating surface
thereof against the valve seating portion to close the valve
and to rotate the valve member out of the direct flow
through the flow passage to open the valve,

said last-named means including a rotatably mounted shaft

disposed in the enlarged internal chamber out of the ero-
sive flow path, and

means connecting the valve to the shaft effective so that
rotation of the shaft routes the valve member to open and
close the valve as aforesaid,

whereby, there is an effective shut-off by the valve when
closed and the valve seating portion and the valve seating
surftce are out of the erosive flow path through the valve
when the valve is open.

1. A precision valve assembly comprising a valve means and
a valve seat means aligned therewith, one of said valve means
and valve seat means being mounted on a diaphragm means, at
least one ball positioned between opposed track elements
which comprise a spiral track having a distal end and a proxi-
mal end with respect to a central axis and at least one longitudi-
nal track having a distal end further from said central axis than
a proximal end, the distance between the proximal ends of the
spiral and longitudinal tracks being less than the outer diameter
of the ball when the ball is positioned distally from the central
axis, one of said track elements being mounted on the dia-
phragm means, the ball comprising means for displacing the
track mounted on the diaphragm means and the valve element
mounted thereon in an axial direction when the tracks are
rotated with respect to each other about the central axis and a
ball is moved along the tracks.

4,477,055

VALVE SEAT FOR BALL VALVES
Charles C. Partridge, Houston, Tex., assigBor to ACF Indus-

tries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.
Filed Job. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 509,483

Int a.} n6K 25/00
U.S.a 251—174 14 CbiBis

1. A valve comprising:

a valve body having a valve chamber and fluid flow passages
therethrough;

a valve member mounted in the valve chamber for move-
ment between an open position and a closed position

relative to the fluid flow passages;

an annular valve seat assembly mounted about at least one of
the fluid flow passages adjacent the valve chamber for

sealing against Uie valve member, the valve seat assembly
having inner and outer seat rings relative to the flow
passage, the seat rings being of generally cylindrical form
and arranged in concentric juxtaposed relation to each
other, and a sealing ring mounted therebetween, the outer
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seat ring having a concentric inner groove adjacent an end
of the outer seat ring facing the valve member for mount-
ing of the sealing ring therein, the inner seat ring having

an outer peripheral frusto-conical portion adjacent the

end facing the valve member such that when the two seat

rings slidingly engage each other the frusto-conical por-

tion of the inner seat ring engages and deforms the sealing

ring mounted in the outer seat ring to provide a protruded

annular sealing portion extending beyond the end of the

seat rings which sealingly contacts the exterior surface of
the valve member.

4,477,056

HIGH FORCE-GAIN VALVE
Richard C. Alexins, Orlando, Fla., aasigBor to MartiB Mariettt

CorporatioB, Betlwada, Md.
Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,810

iBt CV F16K 39/04

U.S. a. 251—282 8 GaiBis

said outer wall having an outer face which is intended to be m
contact with the valve element when said element is in the

closed position, the device being further provided with means

for ensuring leak-tightness between the main seat and the valve

body, wherein, in order to decrease the torque and to reduce

the friction forces generated by rotation of the valve element,

said device further comprises at least one auxiliary seat bearing

on said outer face of the outer wall and allowing the closure

structure of the main seat to bear on the valve body when the

valve element is in the closed position, said auxiliary seat being

provided with a convex bearing surface for contact with the

valve-closure structure and being arranged as a means for

guiding the outer wall of the closure structure in a coiling

motion thereof.

1. A high force-gain valve for controlling the flow of fluid

therethrough comprising:

(a) a housing having first and second openings therein, one

of said openings being in fluid communication with a

source of said fluid;

(b) a substantially hollow fluid diverter fixed in position

within said housing and aligned with said second opening

and including elongated slots through a wall thereof;

(c) a gated disposed within said housing closely surrounding

said diverter and having a substantially force balanced

configuration, said gate being hollow, the interior thereof

being in a fluid communication with the interior of said

housing thereby facilitating the force balancing thereof,

said gate further being translatable between open and

closed positions and including a sealing edge sized and

shaped for, when said gate is in said closed position, seat-

ing against the portion of said housing adjacent said sec-

ond opening thereby blocking flow of said fluid there-

through, said diverter being attached to said housing on

the gate side of and spaced from said second opening so as

to provide an unobstructed fluid flow path through said

second opening when said gate is in other than said closed

position, said slots in said diverter being aligned to the

direction of translation of said gate and said gate further

including spokes sized for being received in said slots; and

(d) actuation means for effecting translation and positioning

of said gate between said open and closed positions.

4,477,057

SEALING DEVICE FOR VALVES
Jean FHesi, CIcrmoBt Eb Argmue, Fkwcc, assigBor to Mttkead

AG, Thwwfl, SwitBO'land

FDed Dec 8, 1961, Ser. No. 328,645

Claims priority, applicatioB Fraace, Dec 12, 1980, 80 26371

lat CL3 F16K 1/22

U.S. CL 251—306 17 Claims

1. A sealing device for valves in which provision is made for

a main metiilic valve seat consisting of a resilient annular

closure structure having an outer wall of curled sheet metal.

4,477,058

PLASTIC FENCE
A. J. Lowery, 867 Sandell, White Settlemeat, Tex. 76108

Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 495,049

iBta.3E04H;7/;4
U.S. a. 256-19 5 Claims

1. An improved fence, comprising in combination:

a plurality of posts adapted to be anchored in the ground;

at least two vertically spaced-apari rails extending trans-

versely between the posts;

a plurality of fence boards, each having holes formed

therein; and

fastening means extending through the holes in the fence

boards for fastening the fence boards to the rail;

at least some of the boles being elongated vertical slots

spaced apart sufficiently to allow the fence boards to be

moved vertically with respect to the rails to accommodate

uneven terrain.
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MT7,059
FENCE

KcBMth R. Wlllig, Star Rte^ Bos 85, Eaglctown, Okie 74734
Filed Job. 30, 1982, Set. No. 393,541

lot a.3 EMH 17/J4
\JS,CL256~^ llCtoiiM

1. A fence comprismg:
a poet having an aperture formed therethrough transverse to

its length,

two hollow rails extending into said aperture from opposite
sides of said post with their ends located in said aperture,
and

a hollow connecting member located within said two hollow
rails for connecting together said two ends of said two
hollow rails,

said connecting member having a slit formed through its

wall along its length such that said connecting member
may be compressed to be located within said two hollow
rails,

said connecting member when located within said two hol-
low rails expanding outward against the walls of said two
hollow rails.

M77,060
UNDERWATER CUTTING TOOL

Lan A. MolMcr, One Otakrokagataa 12, 541667, Goteborg,

per No. PCr/EP82/00227, § 371 DMe Jm. 13, 1983, § 102(e)
Data Jn. 13, 1983, PCT Pah. No. WO83/01480, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 28, 1983

PCT FDed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 513,115
dates priority, appikatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 20.

1981, 3141583

lot CL3 B23K 7/00
U.S.a26fr-48 9CIalBi8

X

!• An underwater cutting tool comprising in combination
(a) a hand-held base portion flexibly connected to an oxygen

source;

(b) a thermal lance attached to said hand-held base portion at
one end and having a watertight seal at the opposite cut-
ting end;

(c) said watertight seal formed of an inflammable material;
(d) an igniter unit to ignite and blast off said watertight seal

at said cutting end;

(e) said thermal lance sealed at the end opposite the cutting
end;

(f) said hand-held base portion having means to pierce the
thermal lance at the end opposite the catting end to allow

oxygen to flow into the thermal lance tn a pressure greater
than the surrounding water pressure.

9

4»477,061

STRUT TYPE SUSPENSION
Takayoahi Kawaora; Hiroyara Kan, both ofYokohama, and Yi^i

Kyoi, OiflM, aU of Japan, aarigBors to Niann Motw Com*
pany. Limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,155
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 15, 1981, 56*72169

Int CU F16F 9/54; B60G 11/54
US. a. 267-8 R 2 Claina

^ <0

1. A MacPherson strut type suspension for a motor vehicle
having vehicle wheels and a vehicle body, comprising:
a shock absorber operatively disposed between the vehicle

wheels and the vehicle body, said shock absorber having
a piston rod;

a coil spring disposed in association with said shock absorber
to elastically support the vehicle body;

a core member secured to an end of said piston rod of said

shock absorber, said core member including upper and
lower stop sections which are spaced from each other
generally in the direction of the core member axis, said

core member including a cylindrical section integrally

connecting said upper and lower stop sections and ar-

ranged coaxially with said shock absorber piston rod;

an insulator rubber securely connected between said core
member and the vehicle body, a major portion of said

insulator rubber being secured to said core member cylin-

drical section; and
stop means for restricting the movement of said core mem-

ber in the axial direction of said piston rod of said shock
absorber when an axial movement of said piston rod ex-

ceeds a predetermined distance, said stop means including

a cooperating casing and cover defining therd)etween a
space within which said core member is movably dis-

posed, said casing and cover being rigidly mounted to the

vehicle body, said casing having a portion located oppo-
site to and separate from said core member upper stop
section, said cover having a portion located opposite to

and separate from said core member lower stop section,

and upper and lower eUutic members secured to said core
member upper and lower stop sections, said upper elastic

member being so located as to form an upper clearance
between it and an inner wall surface of said casing, said

lower elastic member being so located as to form a lower
clearance between it and an inner wall surface of said
cover, said upper and lower ehutic memben being inte-

gral with said insulator rubber.
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4^77,062
ADJUSTABLE GAS SPRING SHOCK ABSORBER AND

CONTROL DEVICE
Pad SMUnr, NaperriUe; Mahaih N. Shah, Glendale Heighta,

ad aipoor B. Goder, Decrfidd, aU of DL, aaidgaon to

Miiemout Corporalioa, Canri Straam, DL
FDed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,607

Iirt. a' F16F 9/46

US.a 267—64J8 10

ben towards each other to tighten onto the column, and

to cause the pressure member to swivel relatively to the

1. A control device for a fluid mechanism containing a

variably pressurizable fluid comprising:

a pressurizable vessel;

adsorbent in the vessel, the adsorbency of the adsorbent

being variable with temperature;

adsorbate in the vessel of a type adsorbed by the adsorbent;

means associated with the vessel for providing controlled

variation of the temperature of the adsorbent and adsor-

bate such that the means, adsorbent and adsorbate consti-

tute means for providing a controlled variation of adsorb-

ency and thereby pressure within the vessel; and

means operably connecting the vessel to the fluid mecha-

nism for providing a controlled variation of the pressure

of the fluid in response to the controlled variation of the

pressure within the vessel;

whereby a controlled variation of fluid pressure is provided.

gripping members for locking a workpiece in position on
such a working plane.

4,477,064

DEVICE FOR HOLDING WORK IN MACHINE TOOL
OPERATIONS

Mario DiGinlio, Spectra lodoatrica Corp., 405 Baily Rd., Yea-

don, Pa. 19050

Filed Job. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,700

lot a.3 B25B 1/08

VS. CL 269-231 1 Claim

4,477,063

DEVICE FOR HOLDING A WORKPIECE IN POSITION
DURING A MACHINING OPERATION, ESPECIALLY A

DRILLING OPERATION
Hoiri Mchicr, 18 qui TDait, 69002 Lyon, France

FDed JaL 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,541

ClaiflH priority, appUcatioa Fkwee, JoL 25, 1980, 80 16757

lat Cii B25B 1/00

VS. a. 269-93 15 Claimi

1. A device for locking a workpiece in position on a working

plane, the device comprising:

a column to be mounted to extend perpendicularly from

such a working plane and a locking assembly didably

displaceable along the column, the locldng assembly com-

prising:

two gripping members positioned in opposed relationship on

opposed sides of the column for each gripping member to

partially embrace the column;

a pressure member displaceably connected to the gripping

members to extend therefrom and to be displaceable rela-

tively thereto; and

displacement means, including a cam, operable by means of

a single control lever to displace the two gripping mem-

1. A device for holding work in machine tool operations

comprising a tooling plate, at least one work locator fixed to

the tooling plate and extending outwardly from a face thereof,

chunp means, secived to the tooUng plate and extending out-

wardly from said face at a location spaced from said work
locator, for urging a workpiece tightly against said work loca-

tor, said clamp means comprising a retainer pin having a first

pari extending into a hole in said plate and fixed thereto, and a

second part, having circular cross-sections on a common axis

in planes parallel to said face of the plate, and extending out-

wardly from said face, and a clamp body having a bole fitting

said second part, said clamp body being rotatable about said

common axis and having camming means for contacting the

workpiece and urging the workpiece against the work locator;

wherein the clamp body has a first face lying against said

face of the tooling plate, a second face remote from the

tooling plate and strintantially parallel to said first face,

and means comprising two holes for receiving the pins of

a wrench for tightening the clamp means, the holes ex-

tendmg from said second face toward said first face, said

holes being on opposite sides of the retainer pin; and

wherein said second pari of the retainer pin has a shoulder

lying against said face of the tooling plate, said first part of

the retainer pin is flared outwardly against the wall of said

hole in the plate whereby said retainer pin is securely fixed
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to said plate, and the second part of the retainer pin ex-

tends a short distance beyond the farthest extent of said

clamp body away from said face of the tooling plate;

whereby the body is prevented from interfering with the

flaring of the retainer pin when the retainer pin is secured
to the plate, and the retainer pin is prevented from inter-

fering with the wrench used to tighten the clamp means.

4,477,066

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING OVERLAPPED
SHEETS OF FOLDED PRODUCTS

Rudolf Fischer, Ludwigshafeo^Oggersheim, and Helmut Pusc*
hnerat. Worms, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Albert-Frankenthal AG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 475,577
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 2,

1982,3212350

Int a.3 B65H 39/00
UA a. 270-52 18 Qaims

4,477,065

BELT FEED APPARATUS FOR CLOTH SPREADING
MACHINE

Hoyt L. Smith, and D. Fkank Farrar, Jr., bodi of NashviUe,
Ten., aarignors to Oitters Exchange, Inc., NashriUe, Tenn.

FUed Sep. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 539,608

lot a.) B65H 29/46
M&, CL 270—31 13 Claims

I. In a cloth spreading machine including an elongated
machine frame movable longitudinally reciprocably over a
spreading uble and having opposite ends, a cloth feed appara-
tus, comprising:

(a) standard means on the machine frame adapted to support
a cloth supply roll in a mounted position transversely of
said frame for free rotary movement,

(b) fint belt feeder means comprising a first feeder frame,
(c) said first belt feeder means further comprising a first

endless belt carried on said feeder frame for longitudinal

movement relative to said first feeder frame,

(d) pivot means pivotally mounting said first feeder frame
relative to said standard means for swinging movement of
said first belt toward and away from engagement with a
supply roll in said mounted position,

(e) said first belt having a discharge end for discharging a
web of cloth from said first belt,

(0 second belt feeder means comprising a second feeder
frame below said first feeder frame,

(g) a second endless belt carried on said second feeder frame
for longitudinal movement relative to said second feeder
frame, a portion of said second belt being located verti-

cally below said discharge end of said first belt,

(h) said second belt having a discharge end adjacent one end
of the machine frame for discharging a web of cloth car-
ried by said second belt, from said discharge end of said
second belt,

(i) means biasing said first feed frame toward a cloth supply
roll in mounted position to cause said first belt to engage
the periphery of the cloth supply roll,

(j) drive means to drive said first belt toward its discharge
end and said second belt toward its discharge end.

1. An apparatus for separating folded products being trans-

ported one after the other as a train of such products, compris-
ing a transporter made up of at least one section, holding parts
placed on two sides of said section, means for driving said
holding parts along at the same speed as said products on said
section, said holding parts being designed for gripping edges of
said products on two sides of each product, said edges being
edges of sheets within each said folded product which are
overlapped with each other in said product in a sideways
direction, at least one of said holding parts having a sideways
component of motion for pulling at least one overlapped sheet
gripped thereby out of said product while at least one other
sheet in said product is gripped by said other holding part and
said sheets gripped by the two holding parts are pulled gener-
ally clear of each other, at least said holding part with said

sideways component of motion having moving means walling
in a gripping gap for taking up said edges of said sheets nearest
thereto, said moving means having a surface speed in step with
motion of said products along said section.

4,477,067

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING SHEET
MATERIAL ASSEMBLAGES

James C. Wise, Jackson Springs, N.C, assignor to Harris
Graphics Corporation, Melbourne, Fit.

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,278

Int a.3 B65H S/30
U.S. CL 270—55 22 Gains

1. A method of assembling newspapers having a jacket and
a plurality of inserts in the jacket, said method comprising the

steps of providing a pair of adjacent jacket feeding sutions
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each having a jacket feeding hopper; providing each jacket

feeding hopper with a supply ofjackets identical to each other;

providing a plurality of pairs of adjacent insert feeding stations

each having an insert feeding hopper; providing a plurality of

pairs of pockets for receiving jackets and inserts from the

hoppers at the sutions; providing each pair of insert feeding

hoppers with a supply of inserts identical to each other; select-

ing one of two speeds for moving said pockets below said

stations; moving the pockets sequentially below the stations at

the selected speed; feeding a jacket from one of the hoppers at

the pair ofjacket feeding stations and an insert from one of the

hoppers at each pair of insert feeding stations into one of each

pair of pockets; and feeding a jacket identical to the jacket fed

by the one jacket feeding hopper from the other of the hoppers

at the pair of jacket feeding stations and an insert identical to

the insert fed by the one of each pair of insert feeding hoppers

from the other of the hoppers at each pair of insert feeding

stations into the other of each pair of pockets.

slide bar containing mounts for shafts upon which said set

of rollers are mounted.

4,477,068

AUTOMATIC DUPLEX DOCUMENT FEEDER
Nelson K. Arten Dennis C. Estabrooks, both of Longmont, and

William G. Jackson, Boolder, all of Cole assignors to Inter*

natimial Bnsiness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Jon. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,283

Int a.' B65H 9/06, 9/16. 29/20

U&a 271—186 8 Claims

5. A document feed device for use on a document copier

machine comprising:

a document glass platen whereat documents to be copied are

viewed for a copying operation;

a reference edge along one side of said document glass;

roller means to move said document sheets across said docu-

ment glass platen in a first direction, said roller means

inclined to the direction of travel of said document sheets

to move said sheets into sliding relationship with said

reference edge;

an exit tray to receive said document sheets exited from said

document glass platen;

turnaround guides to receive said document sheets exited

from said document glass platen;

diverter means to selectively divert said document sheets

away from said exit tray and toward said turnaround

guides;

turnaround feed means to move said document sheets

through said turnaround guides and back onto said docu-

ment glass, said document sheets thereby caused to tra-

verse said document glass in a second direction opposite

to said first direction;

roller inclination establishing means for altering said roller

inclination to enable said set of rollers to move said docu-

ment sheets in said second direction without moving said

sheets substantially out of sliding relationship with said

reference edge; and

means for selectively positioning said roller inclination es-

tablishing means to establish a desired inclination of said

set of roUers relative to the direction of sheet travel in-

cluding a slide bar held within a slot in a fixed bracket, said

4,477,069

ELECTRONIC AMUSEMENT CENTER
Qereland B. Cmdgington, Jr., 222 N. Myrtie Ave., MooroTia,

Calif. 91016

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,560

Int a.^ A63J 3/00
U.S. CI. 272—3 8 Claims

jrxrii(i"""'"'^'-'"""ii7rfr=T
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1. An electronic entertainment apparatus including a plural-

ity of consoles, wherein each console includes display means

and controls for operation by at least one participant, means

for providing a singtilar entertainment activity shared by all

participants operating said controls at said consoles within said

electronic entertainment apparatus, wherein other said con-

soles are at least two in number, means for presenting a per-

spective view using said display means at each console,

wherein said perspective view is particular to each respective

participant's viewing position within said singular entertain-

ment activity, means for creating apparent motion of the par-

ticipant through the continuing alteration of said perspective

view, and said apparent motion being manipulated by said

participant using said controls on said console, means for pres-

enting said perspective view at each console wherein said

perspective view ^)pears threcKlimensional and as if said par-

ticipant(s) at each console were moving within said perspec-

tive view, means for representing other said consoles which

are within the perspective view displayed at first said console

as movable objects or figures, means enabUng simultaneous

interaction between participants sharing in said singular enter-

tainment activity when said movable objects or figures appear

within said perspective view at each of said consoles.

4^477,070

FOLD-AWAY REBOUND EXERCISE DEVICE
PanI Appelbanm, Dcnfcr, Colo., asaignor to Jog*«t Inc., Eagle*

wood, Colo.

FUed JnL 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,912

Int CL^ A63B 23/04. 5/18

MS. CL, 272—70 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for in-place jogging which is portable and

adapted for mounting to a wall, comprising:

a. housing structure having spaced apart vertically extend-

ing side walls defining a storage cavity;

b. a trampoline support structure mounting a taut tramping

material and having means for rotatably mounting said

support structure to the lower end portion of said housing

structure wherd)y said support structure and mounting

•
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means have a fold-away position completely within the
confines of the cavity of said housing and whereby said

support structure is routable through 90 degrees to a floor

position, said trampoline support structure comprising a
first support frame that is rotatably mounted at its rear end
to locations near the lower extremities of said housing side
walls, and a second support frame in which said tramping
material is mounted and which is rotatably mounted at its

rear end to locations on said housing side walls that are at

a higher elevation than and rearward of the mounting
locations of said first support frame, and vertically extend-
ing linking arms each having bottom ends pivotally
mounted to the forward end portion of said first support

a first user support comprising a seat slidable along said

track;

foot bracing means for bracing the user's feet;

ground-engaging auxiliary support means for stably support-
ing the apparatus with said frame in an upright position;

a second user s)q>port; and

frame and having top ends each pivotally mounted to the
fbrward end portion of said second support frame;

c. means for locking said su^wrt structure in its fold-away
position; and

d. means for locking said support structure in its floor posi-

tion comprising locking arms that have upper ends pivot-

ally mounted in close proximity to rear end mounting
locations of said second support frame, and lower ends
that are biased to slidably engage said first support frame
as said support structure is moved from its fold-away
position to its floor position, said locking arms extending
forwardly and downwardly and their lower ends making
locking engagement with said firrt support frame when
said support structure is in its floor position.

CX>NVEBTIBLE ROWING EXERCISING APPARATUS
PMw L. Brawi, ChataMlM; PatrickC FHipMrick, aad FMer^

ick W. Llojrd, both of Hariow, aU of Ei«iaad, a«igiion to
BodjtoM Liaitcd, HartfordiUic EBgiaad

FIM Mir. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,189
CUm priority, appttortfam Uaited Kingdom, May 25, 1982,

8215026

UL CL' AC3B 21/Oa 69/06
VS. a. rJl-n 20 Clain»

1. A ground-supported physical exercising apparatus capa-
ble of use m any of a phiraUty of orientations, and adapted to
be selectively used as a rowing machine or for performing
other types of exercises, comprising:

a generally horizontal frame;

at least one pivoted movable lever operatively connected to
said fhune and having a handle adapted to be grasped and
moved by a user's hand;

resistance means operatively coupled to said lever for pro-
viding resistance to the movement of said lever;

a kngitudinal track attached to said frame.

attaching means for firmly attachmg said second user sup-
port to the apparatus adjacent the lower end ofand gener-
ally perpendicular to said upright fivme so that the user
can grasp and move said handle while supported on said

second user support, thereby increasing the range of exer-
cises which can be performed with the q)paratus.

4,477,072

BIMODAL EXERCISE DEVICE
Richard J. Deaooz, 1485 Belmont St, Mandieatcr,NJL 03104

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 421,853

lot CL^ A83B 69/00
VS. CL 272—73 20 (

20. Apparatus for effecting exercise approximating stand-up

pedalling of a bicycle comprising:

an exercise bicycle including a frame, a seat attached to said

frame, a pair of pedals mounted to said frame for rotation

about a common axis, braking means, and means coupled

to said pedals for driving said braking mean^ said driving

means including means for phasing said pedals such that

said pedals are effective to drive said braldng means only

during a predetermined power stroke in which the rela-

tionship between the pedals is other than 180* for a por-

tion of the power stroke, the pedal bearing the power
stroke pressure moving through an angle less than 180*

during the power stroke, the other pedal moving through

an angle greater than 180* during the power stroke, said

pedals being returned to a position corresponding to the

start of the power stroke when unweighted.
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4,477,073

EXERCISE DEVICE FOR BOARDSAILING
Richard K. Koeh, and Pitrida Koch, both of 923 30th St, San

Pedro, Qdif. 90731

CoBtfaiaatioB-in-part of Ser. No. 334,733, Dec 28, 1981,
abtDdoned. lUs applicatkn May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,758

Int a.3 A63B 7/00
VS. CL 272—93 9 Cbdms

1. An exercise device adapted to be secured to a fixed anchor
support for developing the muscles used while boardsailing,

said device comprising: an elongated gripping bar; a first flexi-

ble tension line secured to said bar adjacent the ends thereof; a
second flexible tension line; a tension transmission member
secured to and extendmg between one end of said second
flexible tension line and said first flexible tension line at a
location intermediary of the ends of said first flexible tension

line, said means being adjusuble along the length of said first

flexible tension line; means for securing said second flexible

tension line to a fixed anchor support; and a spring assembly
adapted to be secured to and disposed between said first and
second tension lines, said assembly comprising a length of
elastic shock cord, said length of cord being bent back and
forth upon itselfand about said tension transmission member to

define a first plurality of extended loops adapted to be secured
to said second flexible transmission line and a second plurality

of loops disposed about said tension transmission member and
means for maintaining said loops in said cord.

4,477,074

PORTABLE BARBELL AND DUMBBELL RACK
Donald D. Boshndl, 733 S. Jomb, Men, Ariz. 85204

FIM JoL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,126

Iirt. aj A63B 13/00
VS. CL 272—123 1 daim

4f-^w^^^mr^p
TT

with barbell support surfaces, said support surfaces being

shaped, contoured and dimensioned such that a barbell

may be maintained in position above said support bench;

(d) at least one dumbbell carried by said frame beneath said

bench and including an elongate dumbbell rod

(e) means for maintaining said at least one dumbbell in posi-

tion on said frame beneath said bench such that

(i) said at least one dumbbell rod is generally parallel to

said support bench, and

(ii) said at least one dumbbell rod can be upwardly dis-

placed from said means for maintaining said at least one
dumbbell in position on said frame beneath said bench
and may be removed from beneath said bench,

said means including at least one horizontally disposed

member shaped, contoured and dimensioned to at least

partially engage said at least one dumbbell and prevent

said at least one dumbbell from moving in a direction of
travel generally perpendicukr to the longitudinal axis of
said at least one dumbbell rod; and,

(0 securing means mounted on said frame beneath said elon-

gate support bench and adapted to slidably receive and
secure said elongate bar in position above said dumbbell
rod to prevent said dumbbell from being upwardly dis-

placed.

4,477,075

PLAYER WORN BALL RETRIEVAL/rRAINING DEVICE
J. Frederick L. Ontnaa, 10705 TcaAire Dr., St Louis, Mo.

63123

FOed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,418

iBL 0.3 A63B 69/00
VS. CL 273—26 C 12 Claims

V,

1. Bench press apparatus for assisting an individual in lifting

a baibefl, said bench press apparatus comprising, in combina-
tion,

(a) aflame;

(b) an elongate generally horizontally disposed bench car-

ried on said firame for supporting an individual reclining

on said apparatus

(c) a pair of tpaoed upstanding rods carried and positioned

on said frame such that a portion of said support bench lies

thereinbetween, said rods having upper ends provided

1. A player worn practice/training device for use in the

overhanded throwing of a baseball, softball or football com-
prising a strapless elongated flexible sleeve-like member having

first and second end portions and an intermediate sleeve-like

portion extending therebetween and defining an internal pas-

sageway therein between said first and second end portions,

said first end portion including an opening therethrough, said

elongated member being internally dimensioned to receive

therein adjacent said first end portion a ball to be thrown and
at least the hand of the player gripping such ball, fastening

means associated with said first end portion for removably
securing said device to the arm of the player, said second end
portion being longitudinally spaced from said first end portion

a length sufRcient to permit the ball being gripped within such
member by a pkyer to be released and to move beyond the

pUyer's hand a distance greater than the longitudinal axis of
such ball, said intermediate portion having a Uteral internal

circumference greater than the lateral circumference of such
ball and less than essentially twice the lateral circumference of
a regulation size baseball, regulation size softball, or regulation

size football such that when the player performs an over-

handed throw and releases the ball such ball can fteely and
easily traverse the length of said internal passageway, and
means associated with said second end portion to substantially

close said passageway to facilitate the stopping and retention

of the ball being used therewith when thrown in the device,

said device being constructed substantially entirely of a soft

Ughtweight durable material which is foldable for storage in a
small nace.
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4,477,076

DEFENSIVE REACTION FOOTBALL BLOCKING
DEVICE

RoUa Monco, 97 F!ni Rock M^ Haadai, Con. 06518
Flkd Apr. 16, Ml, Str. No. 254,957

Lrt. aj A63B 69/00
VS. CL 273—55 R 23 daims

1. A footlwU blocking device for training defensive linemen
to react to the snap of a football and to a charging offei^ve
lineman, the device comprising:

at least one blocking dummy;
an elongate ram having said blocking dummy mounted on an
end portion thereof;

a ball object positioned adjacent said blocking dummy; and
means for supporting said elongate ram and said ball object

including pivot means pivotally operable on said elongate
ram and said ball object for simultaneously moving said

ball object rearwardly to simulate the snap of the football
and said blocking dummy forwardly and downwardly
from a set position to a blocking position while maintain-
ing said ram in a generally horizontal position with respect
to said supporting means to simulate a charging offensive
lineman.

4^77,077
FOOTBALL PLACE/FIELD GOAL KldONG DEVICE

Difid H. Fcncboa, 122 Eady Ct, Elyria, Ohio 44035
Flkd Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,234

lot a^ A63B 67/00
VS. CL 273—55 B 3 Claims

section and terminating at one end in a groove type con*
figuration and at the other end in a tongue like configura-
tion, the tongue configuration of said first arm element
being pivotally connected within the groove configura-
tion of said support post, the groove configuration of said

first arm element pivotally connected to the tongue con-
figuration of said second arm element, and said arm ele-

ments having means at said pivotal connections for adjust-

ably retaining the arm members in a selected one of plural

positions; and

(d) a football engaging arm element pivotally secured to one
end of said pair of arm elements, said football engaging
arm element constructed in an X-like configuration in

transverse cross section and terminating at one end in a
tongue for pivotal connection with the groove configiira-

tion of said second arm element and terminating at its

other end in the form of a taper for engaging a football.

4,477,078

GAME APPARATUS
Abraham M. Torgow, 185 E. 206th St, New York, N.Y. 10458
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 23,730, Mar. 26, 1979, Pat No.

4,264,073. lUs appUcation Jan. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 222,667
lot CV A63F 7/30

VS. a. 273—122 A 6 Oaini

1. A football kick training device comprising:
(a) a support base includmg an aperture centrally located

thereon, said aperture having an X-like configuration;
(b) an elongated support post constructed in an X-like con-

figuration in transverse cross section, and terminating at
one end in a groove type configuration and having a
circular aperture on said groove ending;

(c) a first and a second arm element, each arm element con-
structed in an X-like configuration in transverse cross

1. Apparatus, for playing a game, comprising:

(i) an elongated structure with an upper wall extending in

the direction from a first end to a second end and forming

a top playing surface, said upper wall having therein at

least one first opening and a plurality of second openings
all dimensioned to permit passage of a ball rolled along
said playing surface, and an upstanding wall bounding said

top playing surface at least at said second end,

(ii) an elongated ball guiding means disposed below said

playing surface and extending towards said first end, said

guiding means including a chute portion positioned below
said at least one opening and inclined to caute a ball,

dropping onto said chute portion, to roll therealong

towards said first end, said ball guiding means including a
ball support which is resiliently urged to raised position,

said support being adapted to be moved downwardly to a

lowered position by the weight of a ball received thereon,

said ball support being elongated and extending along a

major portion of the length of said chute portion such that

when a ball is received on said support it is moved to

lowered position for a period of time determined by the

ball rolling along the support and passing off an end
thereof,

(iii) switch means associated with said ball support and
arranged to be open when said ball support is not in low-
ered position, and to be closed when said ball support is

not in raised position,

(iv) an indicator coupled for actuation by an electric pow-
ered device, said indicator including indicator rotor ele-

ments rotatable about a common axis and frictionally

drivable one from another,

(v) electrical wiring connecting said switch means and said

electric powered device and terminals for connection to a

current source such that a current circuit is completed to
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said electric powered device when said switch means is

closed by the presence of a ball rolling on said support.

4^77,080
BOARD GAME DEVICE HAVING PLURAL TIERS

Bmcc W. Baker, darksrillc Rd., darkarille, Ohio 45113
FUed Dm. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,064

bt CL^ A63F 3/00
VS.a 273—241 11 cUna

4,477,079

GOLF SWING TRAINING AND PRACTICE DEVICE
Artbnr A. White, P.O. Box 10396, Santa Ana, Calif. 92711

Filed Ang. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,300

lat a.3 A63B 69/36
VS. CL 273—186 R 19 Claimt
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1. A golf swing practice device including means for measur-

ing the speed at which a golfer swings his club through a
measuring zone, said practice device comprising:

at least two optical detectors, the respective optical axes of
which defining opposite ends of the measuring zone, the

first of said optical detectors being activated when the

golfer's club enters the measuring zone and the second of
the optical detectors being activated when the golfer's

^lub exits the measuring zone,

means by which to supply said optical detectors with respec-

tive beams of light,

computational means interfaced with said optical detectors

to measure the elapsed time between the respective activa-

tions thereof, said computational means bdng adapted to

provide an indication of the speed at which the golfer

swings his club through the measuring zone depending
upon said eUpsed time and distance between the optical

axes of said detectors,

display means interfaced with said computational means for

displaying the indication of the measured speed at which
the golfer swings his club through the measuring zone,

switch means interfaced with said computational means by
which a golfer can select a particular speed to achieve

when swinging his club through the measuring zone, and
comparator means by which to compare the golfer's selected

club speed with his measured club speed, so that an indica-

tion can be provided by which to inform the golfer as to

whether or not his metoured club speti has surpassed his

selected club q>eed.

9. A board game device comprising:

a game board having a playing surface, the playing surface
having a center and a perimeter, the playing surface in-

cluding

(a) a plurality of segmented endless paths, the segmented
endless paths each being generally concentric with the
center of the playing surface,

(b) a pluraUty of interconnecting paths interconnecting

adjacent segmented endless paths,

(c) a plurality of center interconnecting paths intercon-

necting the center and the segmented endless path near-

est the center, each ofsuch center interconnecting paths

bearing an identifying indicitun,

(d) a designated start for each set of a plurality of sets of
playing pieces on the segmented endless path nearest

the perimeter of the playing surface,

a plurality of sets of playing pieces, each set bearing a set

identifying indicium for that set corresponding to an indi-

cium of a center interconnecting path,

each set of playing pieces including a playing piece bearing
a first indicium means for movement about a segmented
endless path only in a clockwise direction, a playing piece

bearing a second indicium means for movement about a
segmented endless path only in a counter-clockwise direc-

tion, and a playing piece bearing a third indicium means
for movement about a segmented endless path in either a

clockwise or counter-clockwise direction, and
means for random selection of a number,
a pUying piece of a set placed at a designated start being
advanced about a segmented endless path and between
segmented endless paths via the interconnecting paths, the

playing piece moving along such paths in correspondence
to the permitted movement of such piece and in corre-

spondence to a randomly selected number, the ultimate

crt)ject of the game to advance an entire set of such pieces

to the center via the center interconnecting path for that

set.

4,4774)81

BOARD GAME WITH NUMBER SELECnON DEVICE
Walter R. Craaby, 78 S. WaaUngton A?e., Centercach, N.Y.

11720

FDed Jan. 31, 1983, Sor. No. 462,309
lat CL^ A63F 3/Oa 9/00

VS. CL 273—251 9 r^rf—
1. A board game apparatus, comprising:

(a) a board acting as a playing field and containing on one
side an outline map of the United Sutes of America,

(b) a track winding across the map between New York and
Los Angeles,

(c) a single playing piece for each player to be used in accor-
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dance with the roles of the game in which the piece is

moved along the track,

(d) a plurality of spaces along the track containing indica-

tions of location and instructions to be followed when a

player's playing piece lands on a space containing such

instructions, and

(e) a number selection device to determine the number of

qwces each player moves along the track, comprising:

0) • ftmnelform chute,

(ii) a plurality of moveable, partial barriers positioned in

the chute,

(iii) a plurality of miniature numbered mail bins positioned

below the chute,

which broadhead arrows can be withdrawn without dun-
age to the arrowhead or shaft, wherein said target seg-

ment comprises a foam having a reUtively high density

and said first and second body segments have a relatively

lower density in order to enable the replacable target

segment to withstand the impact of arrows for a longer

period;

(c) Means for releasably retaining said target segment be-

tween said first and second body segments in resistance to

force in one direction caused by the impact of arrows
thereon and to force in the opposite direction caused by
removal of arrows.
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M77,083
SPORTS TRAINING AND PRACTICE DEVICE

Gmory E. Sowarda, 1415 S. Ma^ Carthage, Mo. 64836
Filed JnL 29, 1963, Scr. No. 518^639

lat a^ A63B 71/02

UJ5. a. 273—411 18 dates

Gv) a miniature mail bag,

(v) a plurality of uniformly identified miniature letters,

initially petitioned in the miniature mail bag,

(vi) a single miniature letter having a special identification

which differs firom those in subparagnq)h (v) above and

which is positioned initially in the miniature mail bag
where it is mixed with the letters ofsubparagraph (v) by
shaking the bag, all letters in the bag then bdng emptied

into tlw chute, passed randomly trough the barriers,

and into one of the numbered mail bins, the number of

the bin into which the special letter falls determining a

selected number that is typically used to indicate Uie

number of spaces moved by a player.

MT7,082
ARCHERY TARGET WITH REPLACABLE TARGET

SEGMENT
Lvry G. Melcule, P.O. Box 480, Gnaite Qnarry, N.C 28072,

lad LsM T. PowaO, Rta. 13, Box 52, SaUsbor. N.C 28144

FDad Dec. 6, 1912, Sar. No. 447,432

Iirt. a> F4U i/(V
UJB.a 273-403 11

i^ "

1. A sports training and practice device comprising:

a trampoline having a resilient surface forming a playing

surface

an arm;

means for mounting one end of said arm to the trampoline so

that the other end thereof extends generally outwardly

from the trampoline;

abag;and,

means for mounting the bag upright on the arm in a position

where it can be kicked by a player located on the playing

surface.

4^77,064

VANE STRUCTURE FOR ARROWS
Charlce W. Austin, 4330 NE. 38th St, Dca Moinea, Iowa 50317

Filed Mar. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 473,063

iBt a> F41B im
MS,a 273—423 1 date

7. A three-dimensional archery target simulating the shape

of an animal and having a replacable segment for use with

broadhead arrows and comprising:

(a) First and second body segments, said first body segment

having a shape simulating the forward extremity of an

animal and said second body segment having a shape

simulating the rearward extremity of an animal;

(b) a replacable target segment having a shape correspond-

ing to the centr^ trunk of a oorreqKmding animal for

b^ng matingly and detachably positioned between said

first and second body segments to collectively define the

entire body portion of a corresponding animal; said target

segraeot behig comprised of a lightweight, semi-ri^
tangle-firee ami non-heahng foam material adq>ted for

controlled disintegration fhnn arrow impact and from

1. An arrow vane, comprising:

an elongated base portion, and

an elongated soUd fin integrally formed with and extending

outwardly from said base portion,
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said fin having a corrugated construction and at least one
elongated opening formed therethrough,

said corrugated construction comprising a plurality ofangu-
larly disposed corrugations consisting of intermittent

elongated parallel thick and narrow portions with at least

the thick portion being arcuate in shape,

said corrugations being at a fourth-five degree angle with
respect to said base portion,

said opening having V-shaped edges.

4,477,085

FIRE RESISTANT CONNECnONS EMBODYING HEAT
TRANSFER MEANS

Oarks D. Bridges; Michael A. Karr, Jr., and Bert L. Morrison,
all of HoostoB, Tex., asrignors to Gray Tool, Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 24, 1963, Scr. No. 469,355

im. a' F16J ism
U.S. CL 277—22 9 caahns

1. In a connection for effectuating the establishment of a fire

resistant connection and seal between mating seaUng surfaces,

the connection including a continuous seal ring having a rib

formed thereon and a pair of legs depending from the rib such
that the pair of legs define a cavity therebetween, a first and a
second mating sealing surface, the improvement comprising
heat transfer means cooperatively associated with the connec-
tion, said heat transfer means including a first heat transfer

element and a second heat transfer element, said first heat
transfer element having a configuration complementary to the

configuration of the cavity formed in the continuous seal ring,

said first heat transfer element being supported in the cavity
formed in the continuous seal ring, said second heat transfer

element including a base and a rib upstanding from said base,

said second heat transfer element having a substantially in-

verted T-shaped configuration, said second heat transfer ele-

ment being supported in juxtaposed relation to the continuous
seal ring with said upstanding rib of said second heat transfer

element in engagement with said first heat transfer element and
with said base of said second heat transfer element in engage-
ment with the free ends of the pair of legs of the continuous
seal ring such that said first heat transfer element is operative to

enhance the heat transfer between the continuous seal ring and
the first and second mating sealing surfaces and said second
heat transfer element is operative to enhance the heat transfer

between said first heat transfer element and the first and second
mating sealing surfaces.

4,477,086

SEAL RING WTTH SLIDAB£E INNER ELEMENT
BRIDGING CIRCUMFERENTIAL GAP

Eraest Fcdcr, West HartfM, and Claade E. Thibeaalt, Weth*
ersfield, both of Conn., aastgaors to United Techaologics

Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed No?. 1, 1962, Scr. No. 438,541

lat QL? F16J I5m
U.S. CL 277—26 18 datans

1. A seal ring of the type which is free standing, circumfer-

entially continuous, and ad^)ted to extend between two cir-

cumferentially extending structures, which comprises:

a first circumferentially extending element which has a first

end and a second end spaced circumferentially from the

first end leaving a circumferential g^) O therdwtween,
and

-^ 'm»j

"WTtZl ^

a second element extending across the giq> G which extends
past the first end and is attached to the first element and
which extends past the second end and slidably engages
the first element to form a continuous ring which is capa-
ble of expanding or contracting in response to operative

temperatures, pressure and loads.

4,477,087

SEAL FORMED OUT OF A HARD METAL WTTH A
PLATING OF SOFT METALS

Lcroy V. Sutter, Jr., 6301 Sommcrtlme La., Culver dty, Calif.

90230, and HaroM A. Cameron, 635 W. Baker St., M>103,
Cocta Meaa, Calif. 92626

Filed Jul 20, 1963, Scr. No. 516,123

iBL a^ F16J nm
U.S. CL 277—26 3 Clates

1. An improved seal for use in sealing a gas laser system
which includes:

a. an elongated cylindrical chamber which is formed from a
ceramic material and which has an axis, a first open end
and a flat circular peripheral edge adjacent to said first

open end;

b. a reflector mount which is a circular member having has

a flat surface which is substantially coaxially aligned with

said axis and which is disposed adjacent, but not contigu-

ous, to said flat circular peripheral edge of said elongated

cylindrical chamber; and

c. coupling means for mechanically coupling said fUt surface

of said reflector mount to said first open end of said elon-

gated cylindrical chamber wherein said improved seal is

inserted between said flat surface of said circular member
and said flat circular peripheral edge of said elongated

cylindrical chamber and said coupling means appUes a
compressive force, said improved seal comprising:

a. an annular member having an outer surface and being

formed from titanium which is relatively non-deformable

by said compressive force, said annular member having a
substantially circular cross-section, said annular member
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•bo having a tkn which is disposed orthogonally to said

axis and adjacent to its outer peripheral edge; and

b. a plating c^ gold which is mechanically coupled to said

outer suifMe of said annular member wherein said plating

of gold is deformable by said compressive force so that

said plating of gold forms a seal between said flat surface

of sakl ciicidar member and said flat circular peripheral

edge of said elongated cylindrical member whereby the

coefficient of theraial expansion of titanium forming said

annular member matches the coefficient ofthermal expan-

sion of the ceramic material forming said elongated cylin-

drical chamber.

FACE SEAL MEANS WTTH BACX-UP SEAL
Harrimi R. Picvd, Gmby, Conn^ asrignor to United Technol-

ogtai Coiporatioii, Hartford, Coin.

FIM Dae. 20, 1M2, Scr. No. 451,643

Int CL' PIW 15/36. 15/38

MS. CL 277—83 2 Claims

plurality of substantially identical metallic rings, each said ring

having a pair of opposed sides and a plurality of radially ex-

tending convolutions disposed thereabout defining alternating

ridges and valleys, such that each said convolution defines a

ridge with respect to one said side ofsaid ring and a valley with

respect to the opposed side of Said ring, the distance between
adjacent convolutions on each said ring increasing linearly

with the distance from the center of said ring, and the ampli-

tude of each said convolution being substantially constant

along its entire radial length, said plurality of rings being

fixedly arranged with their respective centers being substan-

tially oolinear and with the ridges on facing sides of adjacent

rings being in abutting relationship along substantially their

entire radial length such that the valleys between adjacent

pairs of abutting ridges define a radially extending cell, a plu-

rality of said abutting ridges being fixedly secured to one
another such that said rings define a tubular honeycomb struc-

ture having radially aligned cells, whereby the attachments of

said ridges to one another are substantially free ofcompression

at the inner portions of said tubular honeycomb structure and
substantially free of tension at the outer portions of said tubular

honeycomb structure.

1. Sealing means for a bearing compartment of a twin spool

gu turbine engine having a seal plate rotating at a first speed,

an annularly ^ped carbon seal having a face bearing against

said seal plate in sealing relationship and rotating at a second
speed relative to said first speed, an annular support means
carrying said carbon seal including first and second annular

membm having an anti-rotational tab allowing axial move-
ment, a concentric sleeve radially spaced fix>m said second

annular member defining therewith an annular cavity, a bel-

lows disposed in said cavity having one end bearing against

said first annular member to load said carbon seal against said

seal plate, a back-up seal disposed between said carbon seal and
said bellows and being located axially and radially outward
flrom said carbon seal and attachment means for connecting

said carbon seal, bellows and back-up seal to one of said %poo]i

fbr imparting rotary motion thereto.

4,477,089

HONEYCOMB SEAL FOR TURBINE ENGINES
Pnl L. Hoffinan, Stratford, and Joseph C Manente, Jr., Mon-

roe, both of Coon., aaaigBon to A?eo Corporation, Stratford,

11

Filed JoL 24, 1982, Scr. No. 401,926

lit a? F16J 15/28. 15/40

U.S.a 277—153

1. A seal for minimizing gas leakage between the rotor and
stator assemblies of a turbine engine, said seal comprising a

4,477,090

PISTON RING ASSEMBLY FOR HYDRAUUC
MECHANISMS, PARTICULARLY SUCH MECHANISMS

FOR VERY HIGH OPERATING PRESSURES
Ing?ar Johanason, StorlyckeviigeB 6, 5*443 00 Lilla Edet, and
Hans A. Sterner, PetenbergnMgea 73, S'442 00 Vineralwrg,

both of Sweden
Filed Jnn. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 501,333

OainM priority, appttcatiOB Sweden, Jun. 4, 1982, 8203485

Int a^ F16J 9/16, 15/44

\}S. CL 277—174 2 ClaiflH

1. A piston ring assembly for a piston which is rigidly con-

nected to an associated piston rod and which during its recip-

rocating motion in a cylinder has its longitudinal axis inclined

through a small angle relative to the center axis of said cyliner,

said piston being intended for use in hydraulic mechanisms

with very high hydraulic fluid pressures such as axial piston

machines, said piston being provided with a peripheral groove

for accommodating a sealing piston ring assembly, said ring

assembly comprising: a plurality of annular and. radially slitted

metal washers each having a cylindrical outer peripheral sur-

face and a thickness relative to the cylinder diameter such that

the width of the radial slit is substantially equal to zero at an

intermediate value of the inclination angle between the longi-

tudinal axis of the piston and the center axis of the cylinder,

and, a piston groove having a depth sufficient to allow free

relative sliding motion between said washers without obstruct-

ing the inclining movements of the piston in the cylinder.
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4^77,091
FIRE RESISTANT CONNECnONS AND U-LKE

SEALING MEANS THEREFOR
Friuk C. Adamek, Pasadena, Tex., assignor to Gray Tool Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 449,356

Int a.} n6J 15/08
VS. CL 277—211 6 Claims

4,477,092

FIRE RESISTANT CONNECnONS AND
DOVETAIL-LKE SEALING MEANS THEREFOR

Robert E. Baah, Honstoa, Tex., aasiVMir to Gray Tod I

HoaatoB,Tex.

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 469,357

Int a.3 F16J 15/08

\3S. a. 277—211 < dafans

1. A connection for effectuating the establishment of a fire

resistant connection and seal between mating sealing surfaces

comprising:

(a) a continuous seal ring including a rib formed thereon

having a first end and a second end, said rib lying in a

plane, said rib having a first enlarged portion formed at

said first end thereof so as to project outwardly to a slight

extent therefrom, said rib further having a second en-

larged portion formed at said second end thereof so as to

project outwardly to a slight extent therefrom, said con-

tinuous seal ring further including a fvst leg depending

from said first end of said rib and a second leg depending

from said second end of said rib, said first leg lying in a

plane extending perpendicular to said plane of said rib,

said second leg lying in a plane extending parallel to said

plane of said first leg and perpendicular to said plane of

said rib, said first leg having a seal lip formed adjacent to

the free end thereof so as to project outwardly therefrom

to a slight extent on the external surface thereof, said seal

lip of said first leg terminating in a planar sealing surface,

said second leg having a seal lip formed adjacent to the

free end thereof so as to project outwardly therefrom to a

slight extent on the external surface thereof, said seal lip of

said second leg terminating in a planar sealing surface;

(b) a first mating sealing surface having a first portion em-

bodying a configuration complementary to the configu-

rartion of said planar sealing surface of said seal lip of said

first leg, said first mating sealing surface further having a

second portion embodying a configuration complemen-

tary to the configuration of said first enlarged portion

formed at said first end of said rib;

(c) a second mating sealing surface having a first portion

embodying a configuration complementary to the config-

uration of said planar sealing surface of said seal lip of said

second leg, said second mating sealing surface further

having a second portion embodying a configuration com-
plementary to the configuration of said second enlarged

portion formed at said second end of said rib; and

(d) said continuous seal ring when positioned relative to said

first and second mating sealing surfaces for purposes of

effectuating the establishment of a fire resistant connec-

tion and seal therewith having said planar sealing surface

of said seal lip of said first leg positioned in sealmg engage-

ment with said first portion of said first mating sealing

surface, said planar sealing surface of said seal lip of said

second leg positioned in sealing engagement with said first

portion of said second mating sealing surface, said first

enlarged portion of said rib engaging said second portion

of said first mating sealing surface, said second enlarged

portion of said rib engaging said second portion of said

second mating sealing surfaces.

Mc

^S0»

1. A connection for effectuating the establishment of a fire

resistant connection and seal between mating sealing surfaces

comprising:

(a) a continuous seal ring including a base having a first face

and a second face, a first seal lip formed integrally with

said base so as to project outwardly to a slight extent from
said first face of said base adjacent to one end of said base,

said first seal lip terminating in a planar sealing surface, a

second seal lip formed integrally with said base so as to

project outwardly to a slight extent from said first face of

said base adjacent to the other end of said base, said sec-

ond seal lip terminating in a planar sealing surface, said

planar sealing surface of said first seal lip and said planar

sealing surface of said second seal lip each lying in the

same plane, a rib formed integrally with said base so as to

project outwardly from said first face of said base at a

location therealong substantially equidistant from said

first seal lip and said second seal lip said rib terminating in

a planar surface at the free end thereof, said rib having a

first tapered side narrowing towards said base, said rib

further having a second tapered side narrowing towards

said base, said first tapered side and said second tapered

side of said rib being operative to provide said rib with a

dovetail-like configuration;

(b) a first mating sealing surface having a first portion em-

bodying a configuration complementary to the configura-

tion of said planar sealing surface of said first seal lip, said

first mating sealing surface further having a second por-

tion embodying a configuration complementary to the

configuration of said first tapered side of said rib;

(c) a second mating sealing surface having a first portion

embodying a configuration complementary to the config-

uration of said planar sealing surface of said second seal

lip, said second mating sealing surface further having a

second portion embodying a configuration complemen-
tary to the configivation of said second tapered side of

said rib; and

(d) said continuous seal ring when positioned relative to said

first and second mating sealing surfaces for purposes of

effectuating the establishment of a fire resistant connec-

tion and seal therewith having said planar sealing surface

of said first seal lip positioned in sealing engagement with

said first portion of said first mating sealing surface, said

planar sealing surface of said second seal lip positioned in

sealing engagement with said first portion of said second

mating seaUng surface, said rib clamped in interposed

relation with said first and second mating sealing surfaces

and with said first tapered side of said rib engaging said

second portion of said first mating sealing surface and said

second tapered side of said rib engaging said second por-

tion of said second mating sealing surface.

452-228 O.G.-84-7
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4y477,093

FIRE RfSISTANT CONNECTIONS AND T-LUE
SEALING MEANS THEREFOR

FkMk C AdMk, PwiriMa, Tesn Mriffor to Gray Tool <

pn^t HoHtoa, To.
FIM Fflk. 24, IM3, Scr. No. 469,358

IML a> FMJ 15/08
VJS, CL 277—211 6 Clains

engaging said second portion of said second mating seal-

ing surface.

1. A connection for effectuating the establishment of a fire

resistant connection and seal between mating sealing surfaces

comprising:

a. a continuous seal ring including a base having a first face

and a second face, a first seal lip formed integrally with

said base so as to project outwardly to a slight extent from
said first face of said base adjacent to one end of said base,

said first seal Up terminating in a planar sealing surface, a
second seal lip formed integrally with said base so as to

project outwardly to a slight extent from said first face of
said base adjacent to the other end of said base, said planar

sealing surftce of said fint seal lip and said planar sealing

surftoe ofsaid second seal lip each lying in the same plane,

a rib formed integrally with said base so as to project

outwardly firom said first face of said base at a location

thereakmg substantially equidistant from said first seal lip

and said second seal lip, said rib having a first face lying in

a plane extending perpendicular to said plane of said pla-

nar sealing surface of said first seal lip and of said planar

sealing surface of said second seal lip, said rib further

having a second face lying in a plane extending parallel to

said plane of said first face of said rib and extending per-

pendicular to said plane of said planar seaUng surface of
said first seal lip and of said planar sealing surface of said

second seal lip;

b. a first mating sealing surface having a first portion em-
bodying a configuration complementary to the configura-

tion of said planar sealing surface of said first seal lip, said

fint mating sealing surface futher having a second portion

embodying a configuration complementary to the config-

uration of said first face of said rib;

c a second mating sealing surface having a first portion

embodying a configuration complementary to the config-

uration of said planar sealing surface of said second seal

lip, said second mating sealing surface fiirther having a

second portion embodying a configuration complemen-
tary to the configuration of said second face of said rib;

d. said continuous seal ring when positioned relative to said

first and second mating sealing surfaces for purposes of
effectuating the establishment of a fire resistant connec-
tion and seal therewith having said planar sealing surface

of said first seal Up positioned in seaUng engagement with
said first portion of said first mating surface, said planar

seaUng surface of said second seal Up positioned in sealing

engagement with said first portion of said second mating
surface, said rib clamped in interposed relation with said

first and second mating seaUng suifaces and with said first

ftoe of said rib engaging said second portion of said first

mating seaUng sur&ce and said second face of said rib

4,477,094

GASKET AND METHOD FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE
AND HIGH PRESSURE APPUCATION

TsotoBu Yamamoto; MaaaaU AaUawa; Kazao Niiidnoto, aad
Yqji Seldgnchi, aU of Yokohana, Japan, aadgnors to NieUas
CorporatioB, T<dqro, Japan

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 261,051

ClaioM priority, appUcatkm Japaa, May 6, 1980, 55-59681;

May 27, 1960, 55-70370

lot Ca.3 F16J IS/U B32B 19/02
VJS.d 277—235 B 6 Claims

/'

1^

12

*,

1. A gasket comprising: a sheet having a composition of40 to

80% by weight of thin flakes of expanded vermicuUte, 1 to

30% by weight of fibers, S to 40% by weight of fine filling

grains, and appropriate amounts ofa binding agent and a vulca-

nizing agent; and a metal plate laminated to said sheet

4,477,095

COLLET ADAPTER
Joaeph W. Atkinson, m, Hwaeheada, N.Y., aarignor to Har-

dinge Brothers, InCn Etaaln, N.Y.

Continuatioa-in-part of Scr. No. 281,098, Jul. 7, 1961,

abandooed. This appUcatioa Dec 21, 1982, Scr. No. 451,776

Iirt. a.3 B23B 31/20
U.S. CL 279—1 A 15 CUnn

;^ \V V V \ V V ^ \ "- V V V V V ^

1. A device for adapting a collet to an oversized spindle on
a machine tool, comprising:

(a) a generally tubular reducer bushing having an external

configuration sized to fit with said oversized spindle and
an internal configuration sized to receive a coUet, said

tubular reducer bushing having a forward end and a rear-

ward end;

(b) said tubular reducer bushing having an annular recess

projecting forwardly firom said tubular bushing rearward
end and said recess having forward and rearward axial

ends;

(c) said forward axial end having an interior annular shoul-

der,

(d) said rearward axial end having interior retaining member
securing means;

(e) a removable interior retaining member engaging said

interior retaining member securing means and forming the

rearward axial end of said annular recess;

(0 a draw tube having means for engaging a coUet and being

positioned at least partially within said reducer bushing,
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said draw tube including a radial projection extending into
said recess;

(g) removable spring means positioned in said recess be-
tween said radial projection and said removable retaining

member for urging said draw tube axiaUy forwardly in

said reducer bushing; and,

(h) means for connecting said draw tube to a collet actuating
device.

4,477,096

SOCKET RETAINER
WUUan K. Wallace, BaraereM, and Dafid A. Giardiao, Deer-

field, both of N.Y., aarignon to Chicago Paeuntk Tmri
Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 404,556

lot CL^ B23G 3/26
U.S. CL 279—97 4 Clains

1. An elastic ring of a substantially homogenous material for

use in maintaining a pin in a hole formed in a socket and a work
drive shaft of a rotary tool which ring is toroidal in shape and
is formed with diametricaUy disposed integral fingers project-

ing inwardly from the inner surface of the ring, said fingers

being arranged to enter the ends of said hole and wherein the
regions circumferentially spaced 90* from the fingers are of
greater cross sectional area than any other cross sectional areas

of the ring so that upon rotation of the rotary tool said fingers

are driven radially inwardly.

said side car wheel member mounted independently of said

side car frame,

said car wheel steering means to steer said side car wheel
member,

said side car steering means adapted to communicate turns of
a forward wheel of said motOTcycle to said side car wheel
so that said side car wbed turns substantially simulta-

neously therewith and in a direction corresponding to the

direction of turn of said forward wheel,

a swing arm member to which said wheel member is rotat-

ably mounted,

said swing arm member including a linear in configuration

nuuor portion disposed in a first position substantiaUy

parallel to the motorcycle when said motorcycle is travel-

ing in a forward direction and disposed oUique to said

first position when said motorcycle is turning,

said swing arm member including a minor portion angularly
disposed to said major portion,

a forward portion of said swept back frame member leading
edge pivotaUy secured to a frame portion of said motorcy-
cle just rearward of a forward wheel of said motorcycle,

a rearward portion of said swept back frame member leading
edge pivotally connected to said angularly disposed swing
arm minor portion,

said swept back frame member leading edge being substan-
tiaUy Unear in configuration and specificaUy disposed to

communicate turning forces appearing at its forwardmost
end just rearwardly of said forward motorcycle wheel to
said swing arm member along its extent so that stresses

^)pearing thereon as a result of said turning are distrib-

uted along said extent,

said stresses appearing on said leading edge being purely
compressional or tensional for only one turn angle in each
direction,

said stresses appearing on said leading edge being a vector
simi of bending and compressional or tensional forces for

all other turn angles,

whereby the swept back design of said leading edge is sub-

jected to reduced bending forces during turning of said

motorcycle.

4,477,097

NON-RIGID MOTORCYCLE SIDECAR CHASSIS WITH
RIGID LOCK DEVICE

A. K. Bobo Hayes, Route 1, Box 190 W^ Homoaaaaa, Fla.

32646

Filed Dec 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453,523

lot a^ B62K 27/02
U.S. CL 280—203 6 ri«fa«

4,477,098

. WHEELCHAIR CONSTRUCTION
Jeffrey P. Mludvaker, Wcadakc Village, Cklif., aaaigBor to

Qaadra Whedehairs, Inc., Weatiakc Village, CUif

.

CoBtianatioD-in-part of Ser. No. 206,346, No?. 13, 1900, Pat
No. 4,351,540. lUa applicatioB May 14, 1982, Scr. No. 378,433

iBt a^ A61G 3/02
U.S.a 280—242 WC 34 Claim

1. A motorcycle and side car assembly, comprising,

a side car frame having a swept back leading edge,

means for pivotaUy mounting said side car frame to a motor-

cycle so that said motorcycle can be tilted relative to its

vertical axis of symmetry independenUy of said side car,

a side car wheel member disposed in lateraUy qwced, axial

aUgnment with a rear wheel of a motorcycle,

32. A wheelchair which is foldable and collapsable for stor-

age and transport and which is openable for use, said wheel-
chair comprising:

(a) a pair of opposed first and second frame sections,

(b) a seat structure connected between said first and second
frame sections and each oqiable of being juxuposed relative
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to one another when the wheelchair is in the folded position,

said seat structure comprising:

(1) a buttocks supporting section connected between the first

and second frane sections and capable of being collapsed

when the wheelchair is in the folded position and ex-

panded when in the opened position, and

(2) a back supporting section connected between the first

and second frame sections and capable of being collapsed

when the wheelchair is in the folded position and ex-

panded when in the opened position,

(c) a first pair of spaced apart connecting rods with each pivot-

ally connected to a lower portion of said first frame section

at spaced apart locations between the front and rear of the

wheelchair, said first pair of connecting rods also being

connected to said seat structure at a pair of spaced apart

poinu general upwardly of the second frame section,

(d) a second pair of spand apart connecting rods pivotally

connected to a lower portion of said second frame section at

spaced apart locations between the front and rear of the

wheelchair, said second pair of connecting rods also being

connected to said seat structure at a pair of points generally

upwardly of said first frame section,

(e) first pivot means for pivotally connecting one of the first

connecting rods to one of the second connecting rods inter-

mediate their upper and lower ends,

(0 second pivot means for pivotally connecting the other rod
of the first pair of connecting rods to the other rod of the

second pair of connecting rods intermediate their upper and
lower ends, whereby said frame sections can be shifted apart

to the opoied position for use and shifted together to the

folded position,

(g) a pair of spaced ap«rt plates with each of said plates on an
individual one of said firame sections,

(h) a plurality of axle receiving openings on each of said spaced
apart plates and the pairs of openings being aligned to re-

ceive rear wheel axles,

(i) a rear wheel axle capable of extending outwardly from the
rear wheel axle openings on each of said plates,

(j) a quick release means associated with said rear wheel axles

to enable quick release and replacement of rear wheels on
said rear wheel axles, such that said axles can be easily re-

moved from one location and replaced in another axle re-

ceiving location on said plates so that the response and
center of gravity and wheel base on said frame can be easily

and quickly altered, said quick release means including a
pushable element associated with said axle such that only
manual pushing of said element is sufficient to cause release

and ultimate removal or insertion ofan axle and a rear wheel
carried thereby,

(k) each of said frame sections comprising forward frame
portions having lower open ends,

0) a first foot support member having a leg adapted for inser-

tion into the lower open end of either of said frame portions,

said first foot support member having an offset leg portion
with an axis offtet from the axis of the leg, and a foot receiv-

ing element operatively connected to said offset portion and
adapted to extend generally horizontally toward the oppo-
site frame section, and

(m) a second foot support member having a leg adapted for

insertion into the lower open ends in either of said frame
portions, said second foot support member having an offset

leg portion with an axis oftet from the axis of the leg of the
second foot support element, and a foot receiving member
operatively connected to said offset portion of said second
foot support member and adapted to extend generally hori-

zontally toward the opposite firame section, said offiwt legs

being arranged so that said foot receiving elements are lo-

cated closer to said seat structure on the wheelchair and
extend toward opposite sides in a first generally horizontal

position when inserted into the open lower ends of the frame
portions in one orientation and are located further away
firom said seat structure and extend toward the opposite sides

in a generally horizontal position when re-oriented 180

degrees and inserted into the lower ends on the opposite
frame sections.

4,477,099

ARTICULATED COACH AIR TRANSFER SYSTEM
Robert R. Luyckz, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,050
Int. a.3 B60D 7/02

UAa 280-421 2 Claims

1. In an articulated coach vehicle of the type having first and
second vehicle sections pivoted together at adjacent ends
thereof for relative rotative movement about a vertical pivot
axis, means for transferring ventilating air from a plenum in the
first vehicle section to a plenum in the second vehicle section,

comprising,

a collection manifold in the first vehicle section having a
plurality of inflow passages connected to the plenum of
the first vehicle section and merging into an outlet proxi-

mate the end of the first vehicle section,

a distribution manifold in the second vehicle section having
an inlet proximate the end of the second vehicle section

and opening to a plurality of outflow passages connected
to the plenum of the second vehicle section,

and a bellows conduit connected between the inlet and
oudet (rf* the respective distribution and collection mani-
folds and extending normal to the vertical pivot axis, said

bellows conduit being symmetrically flexible about the
vertical pivot axis as the vehicle sections pivot relative to

one another to provide minimum displacement of the

bellows conduit.

4,477,100

FIFTH WHEEL COUPLING APPARATUS
Amir Elyakim, 10/9 Hashomron St., Bat Yam, Israel

FUed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,341
Claims priority, appUcation Israel, Dec. 2, 1980, 61613; Nov.

2, 1981, 64182

Int a.3 B62D Si/n
U.S. a. 280—434 14 Claims

1. Fifth wheel coupling apparatus comprising:

a trailer receiving plate mountable on a vehicle chassis and
defining a receiving slot for accepting a trailer pin;

a pin locking mechanism mounted onto said plate and compris-
ing

a generally stationary portion and
a moving portion configured for slidmg engagement with

said trailer pin, said moving portion comprising
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a first sliding element which defines an inclined surface;

and

a second sliding element arranged for engagement with said

inclined surface at a first location therealong during lock-

ing engagement with a trailer pin and at a second location

therealong when not in locking engagement therewith;

and

a second locking mechanism, said second locking mechanism

being operated automatically by said first mentioned locking

mechaitism.

4,477,101

ARRANGEMENT FOR COUPLING AN IMPLEMENT TO
A TRACTOR

Rolf Nilsson, EskUstona, and Nils-Georg LindstrSm, Stora

Snndby, both of Swedm, aasignors to Tnnamatic Handels-

bolag, Eakilstana, Sweden

FUed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 368,061

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Apr. 15, 1981, 8102431

lot a^ B60D 7/00

U.S.a 280-461 A 5 Claim

the upper ends of said coupling beams (36) to provide addi-

tional coupling engagement between said male and female

coupling frames;

(d) engagement and disengagement of said male and female

coupling frames being effected by actuating, from said driv-

er's seat, said hydraulic lift means and an hydraulic operating

cylinder on a top link of said coupling arrangement, the

upper portion of said male coupling frame being inclined

rearwardly to move said guide projection (24) between said

coupling means (36), and into engagement with said opening

(37) upon lifting of said female frame toward said male

frame;

(e) power transmission from said tractor to said implement

being effected between said coupling beams (36) and said

guide beams (22), and between said coupling hooks (35) and

said catch hooks (21).

1. Arrangement for coupling an implement to an hydrauli-

cally operated coupling device on a tractor having a driver's

seat and hydraulic lift means, said arrangement comprising

(a) a male coupling frame attached to said tractor and compris-

ing

(i) two coupling guide beams (22) extending downwardly at

an obtuse angle to one another to form an inverted V open

at the bottom;

(ii) vertical frame members (18) attached to and extending

downwardly from the lower ends of each of said coupling

guide beams (22), and having catch hooks (21) at the

lower ends thereof;

(b) a female couplmg frame attached to said implement and

cooperating with said male coupling frame to form a unit in

coupled position, said female coupling frame comprising

(i) two substantially U-shaped coupling beams (36) extend-

ing downwardly at substantiaUy the same obtuse angle to

one another as said coupling guide beams (22) to form an

inverted V open at the bottom and fitting over said cou-

pling guide beams (22) of said male coupling frame in

coupled position;

(ii) vertical frame members (32) attached to and extending

downwardly from the lower ends of each of said coupling

beams (36), the distance between said frame members (32)

being so selected that said frame members (32) straddle

said guide beams (22) of said male coupling frame in cou-

pled position; and

(iii) a mount (33) provided with a coupling hook (35) at the

lower end of each of said vertical frame members (32) for

engagement with said catch hooks (21), the vertical dis-

tance from the lower edges of said coupling beams (36) to

the lower edges of said coupling hooks (35) being so

selected that, during the coupling operation, said coupling

hooks (35) slide over said catch hooks (21), and that, in

coupled position, said coupling hooks (35) are in firm

contact with said catch hooks (21);

(c) a guide projection (24) from the top of said male coupling

frame which, upon coupling of said male and female cou-

pling frames, extends upwardly through an opening (37) at

4,477,102

CROSS COUNTRY SKI BINDING
Walter Knabel, Farchant, and Werner Messerschmidt, Gar-

miach-Partenkirchen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors

to Maricer-Patentverwertungsgesellschaft, Baar, Switzerland

per No. PCr/EP81/00045, § 371 Date Jan. 7, 1982, § 102(c)

Date Jan. 7, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03127, PCT Pub.

Date Not. 12, 1981

per FUed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 339,435

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 9,

1980, 3017866

Int CL^ A63C 9/16

U.S. a. 280-615 9 Claims

1. A cross country ski binding comprising:

a base plate attachable to a ski, said base plate having for-

ward and rearward end portions, and laterally spaced,

upwardly extending side flanges, with generally aligned

receptacles in the respective flanges;

a tensioning yoke having lateral end portions pivotally

mounted in the respective receptacles, a forwardly dis-

posed crosspiece intermediate said lateral end portions

and arms extending between the respective lateral end

portions and said crosspiece within the confines of said

flanges, said arms being movable between a downward

closed position for engaging the sole of a ski boot and an

upward releasing position, and said arms being biassed

outwardly towards the respective flanges;

cam means engageable by said arma> for urging said arms

toward the upward releasing position; and

locking means for releasably engaging said crosspiece and

locking said arms in the downward closed position.
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4^77,103
CONTINUOUS FORM FOR PRINTER

Ufo Bcrtolttii, Conieo, Itdy, MripMN' to HoMywtU laforma-
tlM Sytlam Im^ WahhM, MMk

Flkd Miv 5. 1M2, Scr. No. 375,170

CUw priority, •ppUottkM Itdy, May 7, IMl, 21S37 A/Sl
lat a' B42D 15/00

VJS, a. 2t»-«2 2

1. Appwttus for latching the end of one member to the end
of another member which has a latching shoulder thereon
fining away from said end, comprising a body connectible to
the end of the one member and adapted to be moved into
telescoping relation with respect to the end of the other mem-
ber, latching means supported by the body, including a carrier
and latches si^ported by the carrier for movement fixnn un-

latched to latched position with respect to the latching shoul-
der, when said body is so telescopicaUy related with respect to
the end of said other member, said body being movable in one
vertical direction with respect to said latchhig means into a
position for holding said latches in latched position, said body
and latching means having means thereon for preventing
movement of said body in the opposite vertical direction and
out of holding position, and thus locking the body in latch
holding position, and said locking means being releasable in
response to rotation of the body to permit the body to be
moved in said opposite vertical direction and out of latch
holding position, whereby the latches are free to move into
unlatched position to permit the apparatus to be moved with
said one member out of telescoping relation with said other
member.

M77,105
COLLET ACTUATED BALL AND SOCKET CONNECTOR
Robert H. Wittman; Da?id E. AdUna, and Arthnr H. T. Chin, aU

of Houston, Tex^ assignors to Haihea Tool Company, Hoaa-
toOfTex.

Continoation of Ser. No. 259,207, Apr. 30, 1901, ahaadooed.
This application May IC, 1904, Scr. No. 611,374

Int a.3 F16L 27/06
VJS. CL 205-18 IS Claim

1. A continuous form for printers suitable for office automa-
tion applications, said form comprising: pre-established sheet
reference marks regularly qiaced along the length ofsaid form,
said marks identifying in said form a sequence of contiguous
sheets, some and not dl of said sheets being preprinted accord-
ing to pre-estabtished sequence criteria with a heading so that
said form is constituted by a series of sheets having equal
lengths, wherein first sheets with said heading follow periodi-
cally, with pre-established frequency, second sheets of a sec-
ond type without said preprinted heading.

M77,104
RELEASABLE LATCHING APPARATUS

Ncfl a AkkerMi, Ktag#ood, Tcx^ aarivrar to AVA Interna-
tionl Corporatioa, HoHtoa, Tex.

Filed Jan. 15, 1901, Scr. No. 225^95
lat a' nCL 21/02

UjS. CL 208—10 20 Clainis

1. A remotely operable collect actuated ball and socket
connector for rigidly interconnecting the ends of two pipes,

comprising:

a ball coupling member adapted for connection at one end
thereof to the end ofone of the pipes and having a free end
thereof that terminates in a ball-shaped portion defining

concentric forward and rearward facing spherical outer
surface portions,

a retaining flange freely disposed about said ball coupling
member and having a spherical internal surface portion
for mating engagement with said rearward facing spheri-
cal outer surface portion of said ball-shiqwd coupling
member, the rearward end portion of said flange having
an inclined shoulder on the rearward edge facing out-
wardly from said ball coupling member,

flange retaining means mounted on said ball coupling mem-
ber for maintaining said retaining flange in initial concen-
tric and rotating mating engagement with said ball-shaped

coupling member,
a socket coupling member including a cylindrical pipe exten-

sion section adapted for connection at one end thereof to
the end of the oUier of the two pipes and having a free end
thereof that terminates in a socket-shaped portion for

accepting the ball-shaped coupling member in general
mating engagement therewith,

a metal sealing ring disposed in an annular recess within said

socket-shaped portion of said socket coupling member for

sealingly mating with said forwardly facing spherical

outer surface portion of said ball coupling member,
collet locking means mounted about the outer periphery of

said socket coupling member and extending axially for-

ward therefrom for permitting insertion of said ball cou-
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pling member and retaining flange into mating engage-
ment with said socket coupling member when said collet

locking means is open, and engaging said inclined shoul-

der of said retaining flange for securing said flange and
mating ball member in said socket member when said

collect locking means is closed to permit a limited degree
of axial misalignment between the two pipes, and

actuating means cooperating with said collet locking means
for applying a predetermined axial force thereto for clos-

ing said collet locking means and multiplying said prede-

termined axial force applied through said collet locking

means and said retaining flange into a known force applied

to said rearwardly facing spherical outer surface portion

of said ball coupling member for further multiplying said

known force and driving said forwardly facing spherical

outer surface portion of said ball coupling member into

contact with said metal sealing ring to cause sealing defor-

mation thereof against said ball coupling member, said

known force applied between said retaining flange and
said rearwardly facing spherical outer surface portion of
said ball member also cooperating with the confident of
friction therebetween for generating frictional forces

sufficient to lock said ball coupling member rigidly into

said socket coupling member for preventing relative mo-
tion therebetween.

M77,106
CONCENTRIC INSULATED TUBING STRING

S. O. Hntehtoon, Bakoafleld, CaUf., aaaignor to Chevron Re-
search Company, San Friudaco, Calif.

ContiaDatlOB of Ser. No. 182^64, Ang. 29, 1900, abandoned.

This application Sep. 30, 1902, Scr. No. 431,072

Int CLi F16L 59/16

VJS,a 205—«7 11 CbdoM

1. In apparatus for conducting hot fluid in a subsurface earth

formation through a well bore penetrating said earth formation

the improvement comprising:

a concentric insulated txMng string includmg,

a prestressed, heat elongated inner tubing for conducting

said hot fluid,

an outer tubing surrounding said inner tubing and establish-

ing an annular volume space between the inside of said

outer tubing and the outside of said inner tubing,

insulating means in said annular volume space,

substantially rigid ring like spacer means positioned along

said apparatus in said annular volume space,

annular end members first secured to the outer surface of

said inner tubing adjacent to the ends thereof and then

secured to the inner surface of said outer tubing adjacent

to the ends thereof at locations along said outer tubing

where said heat elongated inner tubing aligns said end

members,

threads cut into the outer surface of said outer tubing at each

end thereof adjacent to the location where said end mem-

bers are secured to the inner surface of said outer tubing

thus forming individual sections of concentric inner and

outer tubing,

coupling members having internal threads matching said

threads cut into the outer surface of said outer tubing to

permit said individual sections to be joined to form said

apparatus,

and an annular insulating member within said coupling in-

cluding deflector means engaging and enclosing adjacent

ends of said inner tubings.

4,477,107

ROTATING JOINT WTTH SEPARATED BEARINGS AND
SEALS

George R. Fcrgnson, CloTcr, S.C., and William W. Royer, Char-
lotte, N.C aaaigaors to Dnff-Norton Company, Inc^ Char>

FDcd Nov. 27, 1901, Scr. No. 325,214

Int CU Fl€L 39/04
VS. CL 205—134 6 Claims

1. A rotating joint for establishing supply and return fluid

flow connections between stationary piping and a rotating

drum and syphon pipe, said joint comprising:

hollow shaft means for coupling and rotation with said drum
and for encircling said syphon pipe,

Stationary housing means for enclosing one end of said shaf^

means and one end of said syphon pipe and comprising an

elongated housing body,

shaft bearing and seal means mounted within said housing

means for accommodating rotation of said shaft means

relative to said housing means while sealing against fluid

leakage about said shaft means,

syphon pipe bearing and seal means mounted within said

housing means in spaced relation to said shaft bearing and

seal means for mounting said syphon pipe for rotation

relative to said housing means while sealing against fluid

leakage about said syphon pipe,

shaft end flange means for closing one end of said body and

for encircling said shaft means and said syphon pipe diere-

within,

syphon end flange means disposed within said bousing body
for closing the other end of said body, and

said shaft bearing and seal means comprising a seal element

abutting said shaft end flange means and spring means for

biasing said seal means toward sealing engagement and

abutting said syphon end flange means.
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M77,10§ 4,477,109
FLEXIBLE HOSE HAVING AN END CONNECTION CONNECTOR FOR HOSES AND THE LIKE

PnTING Gnenther F. UeoTer, Rockford, DL, anignor to GFK Partner-
LMnard Cwtrllwiii , Morrinflk; Jowph M. OstrowsU, Fair- ship, Rockfbrd, Dl.

tm Hilla, both of Pa^ aad Jooeph H. Bcdson, Jr^ Uwrence- Filed JnL 29, 1981, Scr. No. 288,129
flie, NJ, aaripon to GoodaU Robber Company, Trenton, Int d.' F1«L 17/Oa 47/(10, 21/00. 37/00
NJ. U.S. CL 285-361 11 Claims

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,840 I

Int a.3 n6L 39/02

U.S. CL 285—149 7 Claims

'-L^^

1. A flexible hose having an end connection fitting capable of
withstanding high pressure and high end loads comprising:

a nipple having a front end and a rear end, the front end
being outside the hose and the rear end being inside the

hose,

said nipple having a stop ring attached to its radially outer

periphery and a plurality of protrusions between the stop

ring and the rear end of the nipple,

said stop ring having a front face facing toward the front end
of the nipple and a rear face facing toward the rear end of
the nipple,

a substantially tubular radially inner portion of the hose
made of an elastomer overlying and in contact with the

nipple, abutting the rear face of the stop ring and extend-

ing rearwardly away from the rear end of the nipple,

a plurality of lays of spirally wound reinforcing wire overly-

ing and in contact with said inner portion of the hose and
abutting the rear face of the stop ring,

said lays being part of the hose,

a sleeve having a front end flange abutting the front face of
the stop ring, said sleeve overlying said nipple, spaced
from the nipple and having a roughened radially inner

surface,

said sleeve having a front end facing toward the front end of
the nipple and a rear end facing toward the rear end of the
nipple,

a substantially tubular radially outer portion of the hose
made of an elastomer abutting the rear end of the sleeve

and overlying the reinforcing wire outside of the sleeve,

and

a rigid binder permeating the space between the wires and
lying between and in contact with the radially inner pe-

riphery of the sleeve and the inner portion of the hose,

whereby the connection fitting is firmly attached to the hose
by the inner portion of the hose engaging the nipple, by
the plurality of lays of spirally wound reinforcing wire
pressing toward the plurality of protrusions on the nipple,

by the chemical bonds obtained between the binder and
the reinforcing wire and the binder and the sleeve, by the
binder surrounding at least part of the protrusions of the

nipple, and by the front end flange of the sleeve abutting

tlM front face of the stop ring.

1. A connector for hoses and the like having, in combination,
a first tubular member having an inlet end portion and a first

sealing end portion, a second tubular member having an outlet
end portion and a second sealing end portion opposing said
first sealing end portion, one of said members having a cylin-

drical skirt encircling and projecting axially beyond the sealing
end portion of that member and the other of said members
having a cylindrical sleeve encircling and extending beyond
the sealing end portion of that member, said sleeve telescoping
with said skirt, said members having alined axial passages for

the flow of pressure fluid from said inlet end portion to said

outlet end portion, an axially facing annular sealing surface

formed on the sealing end portion of said second member and
encircling the passage in that member, said surface facing said

inlet end portion of said first member, a cylindrical sealing

element of resilient material carried by the s^ing end portion

of said first member and encircling the passage in that member,
an annular lip formed on said element and opposing said seal-

ing surface around the entire circumference thereof, said lip

being inclined radially inwardly and axially toward said annu-
lar sealing surface to engage and to flex and at least partially

flatten against the surface around the entire circumference
thereof when said sleeve and said skirt are telescoped, said

pressure fluid urging said lip against said sealing surface, and
means for releasably connecting said members with said sleeve
and said skirt telescoped.

M77,110
DOOR HANDLE CUP

Norman L. Smith, Nepean, Canada, aaaignor to Her M^|caty die

Qneen in right of Canada, as repreaoited by the Minister of
National Defence, Ottawa, Canada

Filed Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 459,963
Claims priority, application Canada, May 27, 1962, 403862

Int a.3 E05C 21/02
\3S. CL 292—1 3 Claims

1. A door handle clip for holding a generally circular cross-

sectional door operating lever of the type used to open a ship's

bulkhead door, said clip comprising a plastic body for mount-
ing on a bracket regularly associated with a door frame of the

bulkhead door, said body including one end adapted for abut-

ment against the door frame and the mounting bracket and
another end for extension beyond the mounting bracket to

thereby expose one side of said body to a path of operation of
the door lever, said body further including:

means defining a recess in said one side of said body for

receiving and retaining a portion of the lever, said recess
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defining means having (a) a substantially circular inner

aperture disposed near said other end and sized to accept

said door lever portion therein and (b) an inwardly ta-

pered entrance in communication with said inner aperture,

said entrance having an outer end dimension greater than

the diameter of said inner aperture and an inner end di-

mension, adjacent said inner aperture, less than the diame-

ter of said inner aperture; and

means defining a groove in said one side of the body and

disposed near said one end intermediate said recess defin-

ing means and said one end of said body, said groove

extending substantially parallel to said inner aperture to

establish a flexion arm which is flexibly displaceable be-

tween normal and displaced positions, said groove defin-

ing means for permitting flexion of said flexion arm to said

displaced position to responsively increase said inner end

dimension to permit said operating lever to be received by

said inner aperture by virtue of said increased inner end

dimension, and wherein upon said operating lever being

received in said inner aperture, said flexion arm is flexibly

displaced to said normal position to reestablish said inner

end dimension and to thereby removably retain said oper-

ating lever in said inner recess.

1. A pet waste pickup device comprising:

an elongated tubular member,

a pair ofjaws pivotally connected to a bottom portion of said

tubular member;

actuator means on said tubular member for pivotally open-

ing and closing said jaws to thereby open and close a

mouth of an inverted disposable waste bag positioned

thereon;

plunger means on said tubular member for releasably retain-

ing the inverted disposable bag, said plunger means being

axially movable between an extended position wherein the

bag is positioned folded about the jaws and a retracted

position wherein the bag is extracted from about the jaws

with its mouth being sealed;

release means coupled to said plunger means for releasing

the sealed bag from said plunger means; and

said actuator means including a rod slidably disposed within

said tubular member and terminating at its lower end in a

pair of arms extending below said tubular member, a

scissor-like mechanism interconnecting each arm with a

respective opposing side of said pair of jaws, a sleeve

slidably mounted on said tubular member, and coupling

means for coupling said sleeve to said rod, whereby axi-

ally sliding of said sleeve upwardly and downwardly with

respect to said tubular member causes said scissor-like

mechanism to operate so as to respectively close and open

said jaws.

4,477,112

SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE HANDLING TRAY
Karl A. Schiilke, Nenberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Heraeos Qnarzschmeize GmbH, Hanau, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Continuation of Ser. No. 246,132, Feb. 23, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 486,152

Claims priority, implication Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 30,

1980, 3024751

Int CV B65D 25/28

MS.a 294-16 5 Claiffls

4,477,111

PET WASTE PICKUP DEVICE
Sidney R. Crooks, 385 Hawthorne St, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11225

FUed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,200

Int CL^ AOIK 29/00

MS. a. 294-1 BA 20 Claiiiis

>/) »

1. A semi-conductor substrate handling tray to receive and

hold disk or plate-like semi-conductor substrates comprising

a generally trough-like elongated element of quartz glass

which is open at the top and at the ends, and having a

bottom wall (1) and side walls (2),

said side walls having upper portions extending at right

angles with respect to the bottom wall and essentially

straight inclined connecting portions (4) extending at an

angle ofapproximately 4S* from the bottom wall (1) to the

upper portions and smoothly angularly merging with the

bottom wall and the upper portions, free from sharp cor-

ners;

slots (5) cut into the bottom wall which extend to a depth of

about half the thickness of the bottom wall,

and slits (3) cut into the upper portions of the side walls, said

slits extending from the upper edge of the upper portions

of the side walls up to about one quarter of the distance

between the upper edge of the side walls and the bottom

surface of the bottom wall and terminating above the

inclined connecting portions,

said slots and slits being located at intermediate—with re-

spect to the longitudinal extent of the tray—portions

thereof to receive the disk or plate-like substrates therein

in stacked alignment and to provide for three-point reten-

tion of the substrates in the bottom slot and opposite sides

in said slits in the upper portions of the side walls (2) and

the essentially straight inclined connection portions (4)

leaving space between the walls of the connecting portion

and the edges of the disk, or plate-like semiconductor
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subctntes for longitudinal passage of treatmentgas to
which the substrates are to be exposed;

alignment notches or grooves (() formed in the solid end
portions of the side walls (2) extending in a direction
transverse to the plane of the bottom wall (1>,

transverse holes (7) formed in the solid end portions of the
side walls and extending, in transverse alignment, through
the thicknesses of the side walls to receive a holding or
carrier folic (8) having projecting tines spaced from each
other by the distance of the holes (7) in the respective end
portions of the side walls, and for lifting and supporting
the carrier, while leaving the region of the carrier in

which said sUts (3) and said slots (5) are formed free and
unobstructed.

rake head and free end portions extending generally in one
direction away from said rake head,

means for attaching the rake head to one end of the handle,
and strap means comprised of a closed loop for engaging
around the forearm of a user, said strap means being at-
tached to said handle adjacent the other end thereof.

^r

M77.113
WOOD HANDLING TOOL

Arta F. Ljrboit, Hit. 2, TuMamudk, Pa. 1MS7
niad Jan. l€, 1983, Ser. No. 504,372

brt. CLi BtSG 7/12
VJS,a 294—16

z^^xL^^/S^

7-

7Claims

^

\.

Cf
1. A device for handling a piece of wood and the like com-

prising a rigid rod having a substantially straight central por-
tion and having a first end portion curving upwardly from one
end of said central portion to define a handle, said rod having
a serand end portion curving downwardly from the other end
ofsaid central portion, pointed tooth means on the extreme end
ofMud rod second end portion and directed toward the central
portion of said rod, a gripping member having a loop at one
end thereof loosely encircling said rod central portion to de-
pend freely therefrom, said gripping member having a pair of
legs diverging downwardly from said loop, a pointed tooth on
the end of each of said legs directed substantially towards said
pointed tooth means, said pointed teeth and tooth means being
sufficiently sharp to penetrate into a piece ofwood and thereby
exert a gripping action on a piece of wood positioned between
said tooth means and said gripping member when a lifting
toce is exerted on said handle, means on said rod central

portion for positioning the loop of said gripping member
thereon, said positioning means comprises a transverse rod
element attached to the upper surface of said rod central por-
tion and a plurality of projections spaced therefrom toward
said handle.

4^77,114
ADJUSTABLE RAKE HEAD AND IMPROVED HANDLE

SUPPORT
Howard F. Gallia, Bra 715, Mathewi, Va. 23109

FIM Mqr 12, 1983, Ser. No. 493,829
1ml CLi AOIB 1/20

US.a294-50.6 jClafaisLA system for gathering and removing debris from a
ground surface comprising in combination:

first and second rake means each comprised of an elonsate
handle,

arakehcMl,
a plurality of tines having inner end portion secured to said

said system being characterized in that said rake means are
free of and unattached to and freely moveable with re-
spect to one another,

the means for attaching the rake head to said one end of said
handle comprising pivot means connecting said handle
and rake head for rotational adjustment about an axis
disposed transversely to the lengths of said handle and
rake head.

4,477,115
REAR WINDOW STRUCTURE FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE
VEHICXE AND A WEATHERSTRIP WITH A SPOILER

FIN THEREFOR
Noboru Asakura, Yokohama; Motoo Yaaagawa, ZuU, and
TakatosU Tsngahara, KawasaU, aU of Japan, aasipiors to
Nissan Motor Company, Limited, Japan

FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,633
Claims priority, appUeatioa Japan, Feb. 9, 1981, 56-17890

lat a.) B62D S7/02
U.S.a296-lS 12Clabn

1. An automotive vehicle having an improved rear window
structure, comprising:

a vehicle body having inner and outer panels with edges
joined to establish a rear opening;

a transparent window positioned within said rear opening;
and

a weatherstrip having a main portion engaging both an edge
of said rear opening and circumferentially engaging an
edge of said window, said main portion being integrally
formed with a rear spoiler fin section protruding there-
from to reduce a drag coefficient of the vehicle, said fin

section extending rearwardly along at least one circumfer-
ential edge of the window, said main portion extending
continuously between the fm section and outer panel in
sealing contact with the joined edges of the panels and in
substantially continuous sealing contact with an outer
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surface of the outer panel adjacent the joined edges, said

main portion between the fin and outer panel thereby

establishing a continuous mass to suppori the fin on the

outer panel.

4,477,116

SUN VISOR FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES WITH
MOLDING FOR VISOR BODY COVERING

Lothar Vkrtal, Saarioola, aad Gart Mahler, RadefomwaM,
bodi of Fad. Rep. of Garanay, aailgaors to Gdv. Happidi

GmbH, Fad. Htp. of Gcnaaay
Fllad JuL 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,405

CiaiflH priority, ap^icatioa Fed. R^ of Gcnoany, JaL 22,

1981, 3128853
lnLCLiBfOJ3/02

VS.a 296-97 H 21 Gains

1. A sun visor for a motor vehicle, or the like, comprising:

a relatively flat core having a first side facing a first direc-

tion, a second side facing a second direction generally

opposite the first direction, and a peripheral around the

first and second side^ the core having a peripheral mold-

ing extending around the periphery around the first and

second side^ tlw peripheral molding having opposite

outwardly facing fost and second side surfaces facing

generally in the first and second directions, respectively

and an exposed outer edgejoining the first and second side

surfaces;

covering material extending over the first and second sides

of the core and having first and second peripheral edge

regions for extending to and being secured to the oppoate

first and second side surfaces, respectively, of the periph-

eral molding, therd)y covering over the core up to the

peripheral molding without covering the exposed outer

edge of the peripheral molding.

4,477,117

WHEEL CHAIRS
Artfaar B. HisBi, 32 WUatler Affn Ualey Park, Soatfa Aaitralla,

AaatraUa

per No. PCr/AU80/00095, § 371 Data JaL 22, 1981, 1 102(c)

Date JaL 22, 1981, PCT Pab. No. WO81/01365, PCT Pab.

Date May 28, 1981

per Filed Not. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 287,733

Oains priority, applkatioa AastraUa, No?. 22, 1979,

PE01447
lKL<VM'JC4/28

VS. a. 297—45 3 ClaiBs

1. A foldhig wheel chair comprising:

a pair of spaced parallel main frames each carrying a real

wheel and a fiorward wheel;

a seat and back rest firame vertically slidable relative to the

main flraffle^

a flexible seat and back rest carried by said seat and back rest

firame;

a side firame between each of said main fhunes and said seat

and back rest frame, each said side being vertically slid-

ably mounted on guides on each respective main firame;

cross strut stabilizing means interconnecting a lower portion

of each of the side frames to the seat and back rest frame;

elevating means comiected between said side frames and said

main frames to raise said side frames relative to said main

frames to thus raise said seat and back rest portion relative

to said main frames while maintaining said frames in

spaced parallel relationship, whereupon on folding the

said chair said seat and back rest frame rises relative to the

side frames through cooperating movement of said cross

strut stabilizing means.

4«477,118

RECLINING AND ROCKING OFFICE CHAIR
HaroM P. Rablc, Deerfleld, Mkh., aMtgaor to La-Z-Boy Chair

Co., MoBfOC, Mich.

FOcd Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,204

lat a.3 A47C 1/02

VS. CL 297-85 10 <

.^/

-7

1. An office chair comprising a mobile pedestal-type car-

riage including a vertical column and a horizontal span beam

mounted on top of said column, a chair frame, said chair frame

including a transverse front rail member, said firont rail mem-

ber being formed of metal and of an arch-shq)ed configuration

with a top horizontal web section and with substantially verti-

cal left and right hand downwardly extending side legs, pivot

means between the chair frame and said q)an beam to provide

for rocking movement of said frame about a fixed horizontal

axis, a seat firame, links attached at their upper ends to the seat

frame and at their lower ends to the respective left and right

hand side legs of said fixmt rail member to movably support the

front of said seat frame on said rail member, a leg rest frame,

pantograph linkage mechanism secured to and carrying the

load of said leg rest and operable to move said leg rest frame

between an extended substantially horizontal position and a

retracted substantially vertical position adjacent to said front

rail member, said pantograph linkage mechanism being sup-

ported on said firont rail member, operating means for said

pantogn4>h linkage mechanism including a horizontal rotary

drive shaft journaled at opposite ends on said chair frame and

further including a spring biased toggle mechanism driven by

said drive shaft and resiliently connected at a rear end porticm

to said span beam.
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4,477,119

PLANING MACHINE FOR UNDERGROUND MINING
WITH A CUTTER IN THE TRANSITION RANGE FROM

LONGWALL TO DRIFT, PARTICULARLY FOR A
SIMULTANEOUSLY MINED DRIFT

Got Brmm Erast Bmu, both of EMcn-Heisliigeii, and Wal-
tbont Horwig, Eriwlcu/Hetierath, tU of Fed. Rep. of Gcr-
nttqr, anigMn to Halbidi A Bnui Mascbincnfiibrik GmbH
4k Con Fed. Rep. of Gennaay

Filed Mtf. 26, 1992, Scr. No. 342,381
Claim priority, applicitioo Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Apr. 4,

1901, 3113720

lot a^ E21C 27/34
UAa 29»-34 13 ciaiiM

and, on the other hand, means for attaching this element to
the brake crown and formed of a portion which is Hexible
m the radial direction of the wheel and of portion which

is flexible in the axial direction of the wheel, the radially
flexible portion being adjacent to the axially flexible por-
tion.

1. In a mining apparatus comprising a planing device which
is movable along a longwall to a drift and has a longwall
conveyor extending alongside the longwall deflected into the
drift for the removal of cut away material the improvement
comprising a cutter operable in a transition area between the
longwall and drift including a first bearing shaft rotatably
mounted to the longwall conveyor in the transition area, a
swivel arm having an inner end pivotal to said first bearing
shaft and swingable in a cutting zone between the drift and the
longwall, a second bearing shaft rotatably mounted to said
swivel arm and at an outer end thereof, at least one rotatable
cutting roll connected to said second bearing shaft and rotat-
able therewith at said swivel arm outer end for cutting away
material in the cutting zone, a cutting roll chain engaged be-
tween said first bearing shaft and second bearing shaft to rotate
said cutting roll to cut away material in the cutting zone, a
plane chain movably mounted with respect to the longwall
conveyor and connected to the planing device for moving the
planing device along longwall, and a guide roller connected to
said first bearing shaft for roution therewith, said plane chain
engaged on said guide roller for rotating said guide roller to
route said first bearing shaft.

4,477,121

QUICK RELEASE WHEEL
Michael T. Atldos, 1820 S. 132iid E. PI., Tnlsa, Okia. 74108

FOed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,314
Int a.3 BtiOB 27/02

UAa 301-112 4CtaiBi8

4*477,120
CROWN BRAKE WITH CROWN FASTENED TO THE

WHEEL
Jaeqnca Jamon, Caiaat, Fnact, aarignor to Compagnie Gene-

rale dca EtabUaMBcaU Michelin, Clermont-Ferrand, France
Filed Jan. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 455,303

Ctaima priority, appUcatioB FrtDcc, Jan. 18, 1982, 82 00940
Int a.J F16D 55/12

U.S.a301-4W 3CUdms
1. A crown brake comprising a crown and at least one jaw

having two linings, one arranged radially outwards and the
other radially inwards of the crown, the jaw being rigidly
connected to a vehicle and the crown being rigidly connected
to a wheel and coaxial to it, the wheel having a rim and a wheel
disk, characterized

by the fact that the crown is connected to the wheel disk by
means of n coiuecting pieces (n being equal to or greater
than 3) arranged at the periphery of the crown and spaced
from each other by an angle of 2 ir/n radian referred to
the axis of rotation of the assembly formed by the wheel
and the crown; and

by the fact that each of the connecting pieces comprises at
least one flexible element arranged between, on the one
hand, means for attaching this element to the wheel disk

1. A quick release coupUng for a wheel and axle comprising
an axle having an outer end for receiving a wheel thereon, said
axle having a circumferential ball receiving groove adjacent to
said end, a wheel having a hub with a central opening therein
for receiving said end of said axle, a bushing mounted on the
hub surrounding said central opening for receiving the end of
said axle, means for preventing relative rotational movement of
said wheel and said axle when said axle is received in said
bushing, said bushing having a plurality of ball receiving holes
therein arranged in spaced circumferential relation there-
around for overiying said ball receiving groove when said axle
is in a locked position relative to said wheel, a plurality of balls
received in said ball receiving holes, a locking sleeve slidably
and axially mounted on said bushing, a first spring means for
urging said sleeve towards said wheel, a plunger centrally
mounted within said bushing, a second ^ring means for urging
said plunger against said end of said axle, a stop means for
limiting the axial movement of said sleeve towards said wheel,
said sleeve having an internal cylindrical surface overlying said
balls in said locked position to hold said balls in said ball receiv-
ing groove, said sleeve being provided with an internal ball
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receiving recess of larger diameter than that of said internal

cylindrical surface and located inwardly thereof towards said

wheel, and handle means on said sleeve for manually pulling

said sleeve axially away from said wheel to permit said balls to

drop into said ball receiving recess thereby permitting with-

drawal of said wheel from said axle, said plunger, after said

wheel has been withdrawn from said axle, moving towards

said balls and retaining said balls in said ball receiving recess.

4^77,123

HYDRAUUC BRAKE SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES
Otanr Schniircr, Giftom, Fed. R^ of Geraaay, aarijior to

VolkswagCBwerk AG, Wolfrimrg, Fed. Rep. of Germuy
Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,048

Qaima priority, applicitioB Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Jan. 16,

1982,3201255

lot a^ B60T 8/24. 8/26

VS.a 303—24 R 2 Claima

4,477,122

1IYDRAUUC PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE FOR
AUTOMOBILE BRAKING SYSTEM

Yochlhiro HayaaU^ Kaugawa, Ji^an, aarignor to ToUco
Ltd., Japn

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476^3
Claims primity, applicatioB Japan, Mar. 19, 1982, 57-

39192[U]

lot CL^ B60T 8/26

U.S.a303-6C 4Claiffli

1. A hydraulic pressure control valve for use in a hydraulic

braking system having two independent pressure circuits in an

automotive vehicle, said valve comprising a housing having an

axially extending bore with the opposite end portions thereof

being communicated with respective pressure circuits, a

plunger slidably received in the bore and having on opposite

end portions inclined surface portions formed between large

diameter portions and small diameter portions respectively,

and two pressure proportioning valve mechanisms communi-

cated respectively with opposite end portions of said bore,

each of said valve mechanisms being mounted on the housing

with the axis thereof being perpendicular to the axis of the

bore,

each valve mechanism including a differential pressure pis-

ton, an axial passage formed in the piston widi the end of

the passage nearer the end portion of said bore being

formed to define a valve seat and the other end of said

passage remote from said end portion of the bore being

adapted to be connected to a brake cylinder of a rear

wheel of said vehicle, a valve member cooperating with

said valve seat in response to the displacement of said

piston, and a control member disposed between the valve

member and the plunger, said control member abutting

normally with the large diameter portion thereof and

being connected to said valve member such that when the

control member abuts with the small diameter portion of

said plunger in response to the axial displacement thereof

said control member carries the valve member in the

direction separating from the piston thereby preventing

pressure proportioning function of said valve mechanism.

1. A hydraulic brake system for a vehicle having a longitudi-

nal axis and including first and second rear wheels situated at

opposite sides of said axis, comprising

(a) fu^t and second rear wheel brakes mounted in said first

and second rear wheels, respectively;

(b) first and second brake lines communicating with said first

and second rear wheel brakes, respectively, for supplying

hydraulic fluid under pressure thereto; and

(c) first and second valves in said first and second brake

lines, respectively; said valves together forming a mass

inertia actuated, deceleration and transverse acceleration

controlled braking force distributing device, each said

valve including

(1) a movable valve member controlling, as a function of

its position, the flow of hydrauUc liquid through the

brake line with which the movable valve member is

associated; each movable valve member being displace-

able by deceleration and acceleration forces imparted

thereto as a function of the motion behavior of the

vehicle; and

(2) a guide track guiding the associated movable valve

member with a single degree of freedom of motion;

each guide track sloping downwardly towards the

vehicle rear at an angle a with respect to a horizontal

plane; each guide track inclining away from said axis

outwardly towards the vehicle rear in the direction of

the associated rear wheel brake at an angle /3 which a

vertical projection ofeach guide track onto a horizontal

plane defines with said axis.

4,477,124

SPEED-RESPONSIVE RFTARDER CONTROL SYSTEM
PROVIDING FOR OVERHEAT PREVENTION

Maaahiro Wataudie, Yokohama, Japan, aarignor to Kabnshiki

Kaisha Komatsn Seisaknabo, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 332,735

Oaifltt priority, application Japan, Dec 27, 1980, 55-185053

lot CU BtiOT 8/02

VS. CL 303—100 9 Claims

1. In a motor vehicle equipped with a fluid-actuated re-

tarder, a control system comprising:

(a) speed control means for actuation by a vehicle operator;

(b) a speed setter responsive to the actuation of the speed

control means for putting out a speed setting signal repre-

sentative of a desired speed of the vehicle;

(c) a speed sensor for putting out an actual speed signal

representative of the actual traveling speed of the vehicle;

(d) a temperature sensor for putting out a temperature signal

representative of the temperature of a retarder fluid;

(e) a control circuit connected to input the speed setting

signal from the speed setter, the actual speed signal from

the speed sensor, and the temperature signal from the
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temperature sensor, the control circuit putting out a first

^"^9 Mg^» corresponding to the difTerence between
tbeqwed setting signal and^ actual speed signal, and a
seoood braking signal of smaller magnitude than the first
braking signal;

(0 selector means under the control of the control circuit for
normally permitting the passage therethrough of the first

VEMCLE
mats

braking signal from the control circuit and, in the event of

n
P"'*'^^ change in the temperature of the retarder

fluid as represented by the temperature signal, the second
braking signal from the control circuit; and

(g) a braking force generator responsive to the first or sec-
ond braking signal from the selector means for propor-
tionately generating a braking force for actuation of the
retarder.

being closed and and said outlet valve being opened dur-
uig an antiskid control cycle; and

a pressure fluid source coupled to said reservoir and said
valve arrangement including
a brake pedal controlled wheel brake cylinder actuator
havmg a pressure fluid ouUet coupled to an inlet of said
uilet valve, and

two pumps having a common mechanical drive means, a
first of said two pumps having a suction connection
coupled to said reservoir and a pressure fluid ouUet
coupled to a pressure fluid inlet of said brake pedal
controlled actuator and a second of said two pumps
having a suction connection coupled to an outlet of said
ouUet valve independent of said reservoir and a pres-
sure fluid outlet coupled to said pressure fluid inlet of
said brake pedal controlled actuator.

M77,126
LOCKING DEVICES

^^J'/5^ Worcerter, England, anigiior to Dowty Meco
Limited, Kngi^nj

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,783

.,IS!r ^°^*^' «PPU«tioB United Khigdom, Feb. 26, 1981,
8106116

Int CU n6C 13/Oa 19/52
UAa308-lA

locialms

4«4T7,125
HYDRAUUC BRAKE SYSTEM HAVING AN ANTISKID

SYSTEIWff

^"?J?*^ ^''**^ P**^ P'tfc'n Ladwig Biidecker, both
of Braktetam Mah^ aad Gcorg Obcntdaer, Flta-SoMcn-
fcdm to of Fad. Rep. of GenMy. tirigMrt to nr Indat.
triaa, IM., New York, N.Y.

—— """»•

GoMtantiai of Scr. No. 205,549, Nor. 10, 1980, abudoned.
™»«WBc«ti0B Sep. 17, 1982. Ser. No. 419,685

,JSrSlSf**'' »•*«**«• ''*»• R^. <rf GeriMuiy, Dec 22,
ly«y, 2992221

., - « .^ "^ ^'*" */^^' ^•'/^^UAa 303-116 MChtai.

1. A hydraubc brake system for a motor vehicle comprisina-
an unpreasurized prenure fluid reservoir,
at leaat one whed brake cyUnder,
an aattakid control valve arrangement having a normaUyop« mlet valve with its ouUet coupled to said wheel
brake cyhnder and a normaUy clowd outlet valve with its
inlet coupled to said wheel brake cylinder, said inlet valve

1. A locking device for a member mounted by way of a
bearing on a shaft, which member and shaft are relatively-rota-
table, said locking device including a locking element, which
in Its operative position is engageable with at least one of said
member and said shaft, and ftuther including a heat-sensitive
member which normaUy holds the locking element out of its
operative position and which is disosed close to said bearing
with part at least of said heat-sensitive member lying exteriorly
of the shaft between said relatively-rotatable member and
shaft, means including an inclined surface on one of said mem-
ber and said shaft so that movement of the lockmg device into
Its operative condition to lock said member or shaft, whichever
is rotating, occurs graduaUy. said locking element including a
roUer which is mechanically engageable with both said mem-
ber and said shaft to effect locking.

4,477,127

TAPE PLAYER FOR VEHICLES
Masato Knme, Tokyo, Japan, aaaignor to Clarion Co- Ltd-

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 418,819
Oahu priority, applieatioB Japan, Sep. 21, 1981, 56-149005

Int a^ B62J 9/00
U.S.a312-8 jcwns

1. A tape pbyer for vehicles which comprises:
a upe phiyer set contained in a casing;
an operation board provided on the fixMit f^e of said tape

pbiyer set casing;

cushion members secured on the top and the bottom surfaces
of said tape phyer set, req)ectively;

an inner case for covering said tape player set and its casing;
and
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an outer case receiving therein said tape player set and its

casing and said inner case,

the transparent pane structure is a single pane having one

surface directly exposed in use to the warmer ambient region

outside the cabinet, and an opposed surface in use facing the

colder region inside the cabinet, and having an inftvred reflect-

ing visible light transmitting coating applied to the surface

facing the colder region for reflecting a substantial portion of

infrared radiation incident on said coating from the warmer

region, so as to restrict substantial transmission of infrared

said cushion members being fixed directly to said outer case

in a manner permitting disassembly thereof and said inner

case being fixed to said \xpt player set in a manner permit-

ting disanembly thereof.

4,477,128
,. ..

PARTITION SYSTEM STORAGE UNIT SUPPORTS radiation from the wanner region to the colder region and so

Gene B. Hasbroocfc, Corry, Pfc, anigiior to Hon Indntrici InCn «» to heat the surface of the pane exposed in use to the wanner

MmcatiDe, Iowa

FUed Dec 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329^06

lot a.3 A47B 87/00: n6B 12/00

U.S.a 312-111 17Claini

.N

1. An intermediate support member for disposition between

two storage units arranged in end-to-end alignment with one

another when suspend^ on a vertical panel partition, means

for suspending said support member on such a partition, and

means for attaching the respective adjacent ends of such stor-

age units to said intermediate support member and including

adjustable take-up tension means for transferring tensile forces

between the lower portions of such storage units to form an

integral rigid unit of said storage units and said intermediate

support member when suspendoi on such a partition.

region sufficiently to prevent formation of a visibility-imped-

ing layer thereon by reradiation of the reflected infrared radia-

tion back through the pane toward the warm region and for

transmitting a substantial portion of visible light radiation

incident on said coating, to enable substantially clear visibility

therethrough.

4,477,130

SECURITY CABINET FOR STORAGE OF VALUABLES
James S. FHutz, Roanoke, Va^ aaaignor to Tread Corporation,

Roanoke, Va.

Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,555

Int a.3 E05B 65/06

MS.a 312—219 6 Claims

4,477,129

DISPLAY TYPE REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER CABINET
JaMa J. Hcuey, Giendale, GaUf., tMignor to AadNMy's Mani-

factviag Company, lac, Saa Fcnando, Calif.

DifWoa of Scr. No. 187,558, Sep. 15, 1980, Pat No. 4,382,177.

TUa appttcatkm Jna. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,675

lot CL3 E06B 3/38. 3/40: A47F 3/04

U.S.a 312-116 5 Cialins

1. In a display type refrigerated cabinet having a transparent

viewing area comprising a cabinet body for installation inside

a building and for containing merchandise required to be kept

at least colder than the ambient temperature in the region

surrounding the cabinet, apparatus for maintaining the temper-

ature in the region inside the cabinet at least colder than the

ambient temperature region surrounding the cabinet and in-

cluding transparent pane structure for viewing the contents

inside the cabinet, the improvement wherein at least some of

1. In a cabinet of metal construction and adapted for being

used to protect one's valuables, said cabinet having a hinged

door with a flange positioned along the inner side of the door

and extending generally parallel to the face of the door and

toward the hinged side of the door, the combination therewith

of locking means carried by the cabinet on the side opposite

from the hinged side of the door and cooperating with said

door flange to maintain the cabinet door in locked closed

position, said locking means comprising door flange obstruct-

ing means carried on the inside of the cabinet adjacent the door

flange for contacting the outermost surface of said door flange

so as to prevent outward movement of the door to the open

position, and means operably connected to said door flange

obstructing means for moving the same to the locked and

unlocked positions with respect to the door flange.
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M77,131
ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION BOARD

Jmb Joljr, HmHIm, FkMcc, iMigBor to La Telcmecaniqiie

Flkd May 20, IMO, Ser. No. 152,065
Ctatas priority, mtkatkm Fhucc, May 21, 1979, 79 13713

lat a^ HOIR 4/66, 13/506
U.S.a33»-14R acialmt

respectively facing openings of the said second plurality of
openings when said cover is in closed position, the selector
means of the first plurality each having projecting parts which
pass through respective openings of the second plurality when
the cover is in closed position and push out from the said
respective opening the corresponding cut out portion, while
the selector means of the second plurality each have a flat

surface portion which cooperates with the cut out portion of
the said respective opening of the second plurality for prevent-
ing the said cut out portion from being pushed out of the said
respective opening when the cover is in closed position, the
said conductor positioning and retaining units being of a first

and a second types, the selector means of the first plurality of
the conductor positioning and retaining units of the first type
being positioned facing openings of the said first group and the
selector means of the second plurality of the conductor posi-
tioning and retaining units of the first type being positioned
facing openings of the said second group, while the selector
means of the first plurality of the conductor positioning and
retaining units of the second type are positioned facing the
openings of the said second group and the selector means of
the second plurality of the conductor positioning and retaining
units of the second type are positioned facing the openings of
the said first group.

1. An electrical distribution device, comprising a surface
mounting raceway having a back member adapted to be
mounted on a wall and a front cover, said raceway being
intended to accomodate electrical conductors, longitudinally
arranged within the said raceway and each having a core and
an insulating sheath, said conductors including two phase
conductors and an earthing conductor, a plurality of conduc-
tor positioning and retaining units, lodged within the said
raceway at predetermined positions along the length of said
raceway and a plurality of current feed plugs having conduc-
tive pins adapted to pass through the conductor sheaths and to
enter into contact with the conductor cores, said plugs being of
a first type having a first arrangement of the said conductive
pins which is adapted for feeding an electrical apparatus hav-
ing an earth connection and of a second type having a second
arrangement of the said conductive pins, which is adapted for
feeding an electrical apparatus without any earth connection,
said back member having a U-shaped cross-section with a flat

back surface portion and first and second wing portions respec-
tively having a free longitudinal edge and a connecting longi-
tudinal end portion, a permanent hinge being formed at the said
connecting longitudinal end portion for pivotally connecting
the said cover to the said second wing portion of the back
member, locking means at the said free edge for locking the
cover in closed position, a first plurality of openings being
formed in the said back surface and a second plurality ofopen-
ings being formed in the said cover, the second plurality com-
prising a first group of openings arranged for receiving the
conductive pins having the first arrangement and a second
group of openings arranged for receiving the conductive pins
having the second arrangement, the openings of the said fu^t
and second pluralities respectively having predetermined rela-
tive positions obtained by simultaneous punching of the said
back surface and of the said cover to provide cut out portions
and the openings of the second plurality being closed by said
cut out portions of the cover which have been put back into
the respective openings, each of said conductor positioning
and retaining units comprising a support member having a flat

back surface and a front surface, said flat back surface engag-
ing the said flat back surface portion of the raceway and hav-
ing centering projections which engage into the openings of
the said first pluraUty. first and second pluralities of selector
means being mounted on the said first face of each of the said
conductor positioning and retaining units, said selector means
being located along first, second and third generally parallel
lines along which the two phase conductors and the earthing
conductor are respectively positioned, the said selector means

4,477,132

CONNECTOR FOR TWIN AXIAL CABLE
Jessie L. Moser, Hlghpoint, and John D. West, Walkertown,

both of N.C, asiignors toAMP Incorporated, Harrisborg, Pa.
Filed Oct 6, 1982, Ser. No. 433,064

Int CV HOIR 4/66
MS. a. 339—14 P 5 Claim

1. An electrical connector for terminating flat multiconduc-
tor shielded cable having a drain wire and comprising a metal
sleeve having spring contact fingers extending from a forward
mating end, a locking cap routably mounted on the sleeve to
extend from the mating end surrounding the spring contact
fingers, a generally cylindrical, insulating, terminal-locating
block receivable as a close fit within the sleeve to locate termi-
nals projecting from the mating end within and isolated from
the spring contact fingers and a retention bush attachable to
the rear end of the sleeve to retain the terminal-locating block
in the sleeve, the block being bipartite, each part being gener-
ally hemicyUndrical and being formed with terminal-receiving

recesses at a mating end communicating with a cable-receiving

recess at a rear end across which extends a cable-clamping
means, a drain wire-receiving passageway extending radially

through each part in conununication with the cable receiving
recess, whereby the drain wire may be terminated to the metal
sleeve.
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4^77,133
MINUTURE CAM DRIVEN CONNECTOR FOR A

CIRCUIT BOARD EDGE
Nicola Coiiiio, Harrisburg, Pa., aaignor to AMP Incorporated,

Harrisborg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,291

lot CL^ HOIR 9/09

\3S. CL 339—17 M 18 Claims

a conducting surface in the receptacle for electrically short-

ing together the traces; and

spring means in the receptacle for automatically urging the

traces against the plug connector when the plug connec-

tor is inserted into the opening of the receptacle and for

automatically urging the traces against the conducting

surface when the plug connector is not inserted.

42 24 10

4,477,135

RETAINER FOR PRINTED CIRCUTT BOARDS
StqAen R. Pronto, Streamwood, Dl^ anignor to Motorola, Inc^

Schaonborg, 111.

Filed Dec 16, 1982, Ser. No. 450,572

Int a.3 HOIR 4/66

U.S.a 339—14 R ^ 9 Claims

1. A circuit board edge connector, comprising:

an insulative housing;

conductive post projecting firom said housing;

circuit board having circuit conductors contained thereon,

said circuit board being received by said housing;

spring contact means contained in said housing and being

electrically conductive and adapted for providing electri-

cal communication between corresponding circuit con-

ductors on said circuit board and said conductive posts,

said spring contact means pivotally attached to a contact

holder means;

contact holder means contained in said housing and adapted

for resilient flexure for pivotally moving said spring

contact means into or out of electrical communication

with said conductive posts and said circuit conductors;

and

cam means adjacent to said contact holder means for resil-

iently flexing said contact holder means.

4,477,134

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE PROTECTED
INTEGRATED CIRCUTT MODULE

Allen J. Wright, Cor?allis, Oreg., asrignor to Hewlett-Packard

Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 293,036, Aog. 14, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 576,788

Int a^ HOIR 23/66. 23/70

MS.a 339^17 F 6 dains

^»

1. A retainer for holding a printed circuit board which in-

cludes a forward edge and an adjoining side edge at a comer of

the board, comprising:

retaining means including a channel-shaped member having

two leg portions and a bight portion, for receiving a for-

ward portion of the board adjacent said forward edge on

insertion of the board into the retainer, said bight portion

for locating said side edge of the board and said leg por-

tions for clamping opposite faces of the board;

lead-in means, comprising an outwardly flared lip extending

along one side edge of one of said leg portions generally

perpendicular to said bight portion, for engaging said

forward edge of the board during insertion thereof and

guiding the board into said retaining means; and

locking means for engaging a complementary locking sur-

face on the board to hold the board in located position in

said retaining means after insertion of the board thereinto,

said locking means comprising a resilient extension of the

other of said leg portions extending generally parallel to

said other bight portion.

1. An electrostatic discharge protected integrated circuit

module for use with an electronic device having a plug con-

nector comprising:

an integrated circuit having contact leads;

a receptacle containing the integrated circuit having an

opening for receiving the plug connector of the electronic

device;

flexible circuit means within the receptacle for providing

electrical connections to the integrated circuit, having

conducting traces connected to the contact leads;

4,477,136

TAKEOUT CONNECTOR
J. David Smith, Sngarland, Tex., assignor to Mark Prodocts

Incorporated, Hooston, Tex.

Filed Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,688

Int a.3 HOIR 25/00

MS. CL 339—49 R 2 Qaims
1. A takeout connector for connecting a string of geophones

to a main cable or to a main cable through another takeout

connector comprising a body of elastomeric material having in

side-by-side relationship, fvst and second protruding cylindri-

cal portions, said second portion having a cavity for receiving

the first cylindrical portion of another connector, means car-

ried by one of the cylindrical portions for forming a seal with

the cylindrical portion of another connector with which it is

assembled, a stress member embedded in the body of elasto-

meric material, male plugs and female sockets mounted on the

stress member with a male plug and a female socket positioned

side-by-side in each of the cylindrical sections, said male plugs

and female sockets being fiurther positioned to be in common
parallel planes so that the male plug and female socket in the

cylindrical portion of one cylindrical portion can be electri-
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cally connected to the male plug and female socket of another
takeout connector and the other male plug and female socket

in the other cylindrical portion can be electrically connected to
a cylindrical portion of yet another takeout connector.

M77,137
ZERO INSERnON FORCE CX>NNECFOR FOR FLAT

CABLE
George E. Aycr, Napcrrillc DL, aarignor to Allied Corporation,
Morria TowMhip, Morris Cooty, NJ.

FDad Aag. 23, 1912, Scr. No. 410,678

Lrt. a' HOIR 9/07
U5. CL 339—59 M 2 n«i—

a clamping member for urging said cable against said array
of contacts;

said clamping member defining a clamping surftce, said
clamping surfoce defining a third contoured portion com-
plimentary in configuration to said second contoured
portion;

said connector including holding means for retaining said
clamping member with said clamping surface in fixed
pressured interfitting complimentuy relationship with
said support surface after said cable has been positioned on
said support surface to restrain motion of said cable in the
longitudinal direction of said cable with respect to said
connector by forcing said cable into substantial confor-
mity with said second contoured portion and said third
contoured portion and to effect an electrical connection
between each of said contact members and a correspond-
ingly different conductor of said flat multiconductor flexi-

ble cable;

said positioning means further including at least one cable
notch guide member extending from said support surface
intermediate said first and second lateral edges of said
cable when said cable is supported on said support surface
for engaging a longitudinally-extending notch defined in a
laterally-extending and surface of said cable;

said positioning means including said notch guide means and
being defined by a plurality of openings defined in a hinge
means, said holding means including said hinge means.

4,477,138

CARD BIASING DEVICE FOR CARD EDGE
CONNECTORS

Howard W. Aadrewi, Jr^ Henher* TlBothy B. Bittmaa, Qv-
Hale, and Robert F. Cobaogh, Eliadietbtown, all of Pa., as-

aigMn to AMP Incorporated, Harrisborg, Pa.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 344,170

lrt. as HOIR 13/20
MS. CL 339-«5 26

1. A connector for a flat multiconductor cable, comprising:
a first portion, said first portion defining a support surface

for supporting a predetermined longitudinal portion of
said cable;

said support surfiKe having a first planar portion and a
second contoured portion, said seccmd contoured portion
extending in the lateral direction of said cable when said

cable is supported on said support surftce;

positioning means for positioning said cable upon said sup-
port surftce when said cable is supported on said support
surftce, said positioning means engaging first and second
lateral edges of said cable, said cable having first and
second lateral edges;

an array of electrical contact members retained in said first

portion and protruding from said support surface in

spoced-apart, electrically-insukted reUtion^ to one
another, each said electrical contact member being dis-

posed to be aUgned with a predetermined different con-
duotor of said flat multiconductor flexible cable when said
positioiiing means are engaging said ffarst and second lat-

eral edges of said cable;

56-

•'^

1. A card edge connector (S6) having a card biasing device

(50) at one end of a longitudinal, card-receiving slot (66),

characterized in that the biasing device (50) comprises a pas-

sage (58) located adjacent one end of the card-receiving slot

(66) and having a transverse rear wall (62) sloping obliquely

downwardly towards a near end wall (74) of the connector

(56) and a wedge (52) slideably positioned in the passage (58)
and having a sloping surface (tt) conformably ^ding along
the sl<^g transverse wall (82) of the passage (58) and a verti-

cal surface (86) opposite the sloping surface (82) and facing

into the slot (66) for abutting engagement with a card (16)
which may be inserted into the slot (66) and means (54) for

biasing the wedge (52) upwardly-in the passage (58).
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4^77,139

SHOCK PROOF FUSEHOLDER
Angelo Uraol, St Lools, Mon assigMir to McGnnr«Edison Cob*

piny. Rolling Meadows, ID.

Filed JoL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,679

Int. a^ HOIR 19/24

U.S. CL 339-88 R 6 Claims

1. A connector member adapted to mate with a second

connector member having a plunlity of detent recesses spaced

around at least a portion of its forward mating end comprising:

a barrel having rotatable coupling means thereon for draw-

ing said ocnnector members into mating engagement;

self-locking means associated with said coupling means

activated near the end of the mating engagement of said

connector members for resisting rotation of the coupling

means in the uncoupling direction of rotation thereof;

said self-locking means including a radially resilient locking

ring;

said locking ring being fixed to rotate with said coupling

means; and

said ring having at least one inwardly extending tooth

thereon positioned so that said tooth engages with at least

one of said detent recesses near the end of said mating

engagement.

4,477,141

TRICOUPLER FOR MODULAR WIRING SYSTEMS
Edwin C Hardesty, Perry HaU, Md., assignor to ATAT Tech-

nologisa, lac New York, N.Y.

FDad No?. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 442,931

lat a^ HOIR 25/QO
U.S.a 339-122 R 18

1. A holder for an electric fiise comprising a hollow cylindri-

cal base and a hollow cylindrical head, said head dimensioned

for receipt in said base, said base including a side terminal and

a rear terminal, said side terminal having at least one "U"
shaped finger opening in the direction of the central axis of said

cylindrical base, said finger including a protuberance extend-

ing firom the big^t of said "IT* shaped finger in the direction of

the legs of the U into the interior of said finger, said head

including a conductive bayonet insert, said bayonet insert

including at least one "J" shaped arm which is contoured to lie

within a cyUndrical are, said cylindrical arc having a central

axis coincident with said centrid axis of said cylindrical base,

said *T* shaped arm being dimensioned to be received within

said "IT' shaped finger when said head is inserted into said base

and rotated, said protuberance being positioned to make con-

tinuous electrical contact with said arm when said arm is re-

ceived within said finger.

4,477,140

SELF-LOCKING CONNECTOR
HemoMglldo A. EspirUn, Csrritos, CaUf., assiffor to Interna-

thmal TdephoDe A Tdcpaph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 464,238

lat a^ HOIR wai
U& CL 339-89 M 10 OaiaM

1. A tricoupler for modular wiring systems, said tricoupler

comprising:

a housing which is made of a dielectric material, said housing

including first, second and third modular plug-receiving

cavities; and

a wire-like contact element which is made of a relatively

resilient metallic material and which is mounted in said

housing, said wire-like contact element including one end

portion which extends into said second cavity, another

end portion which extends into said third cavity, and a

loop which extends from the vicinity of said third cavity,

through said first cavity toward said second cavity, and
which is controlled to deflect sufficiently without perma-

nent deformation to develop suitable contact pressure

when engaged by a terminal of a modular plug that is

inserted into said first cavity.

4,477,142

FASTENER
Ra^ M. Cooper, Cknaona, and Warren J. Pegram, Kemers-
fUe, both of N.C., aasigBorB to AMP Incorporated, Harris-

borg, Pa.

FDad Mar. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 480,043

IM. a^ H02B 1/02

U.S.a 339-125 R 3 OafaH

1. A fastener moulded in one piece from resilient insulating

material comprising a body portion having upper and lower

faces, and side faces, the peripheries of which define an enve-

lope extending perpendicularly to the upper and lower faces, a

tubular mounting post dq)eiKling from the lower face and

being formed with a slot extending along a side portion of the

post adjacent a side face so that the post has a transverse cross-
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section of a C-spring, surface portions of the post adjacent each said base board comprising a sheet metal die stamping having

side of the slot and aligned with the envelope being formed an annular inner end portion seating on said body portion and
with upwardly facing latch shoulders located only outside the secured thereto, an outer end p(»tion having lugs received in

envelope.

MT7,143
ORIENTABLE TWISTLOCK RECEPTACLE

Gni D. Taylor, HcMlcniwfllle, N.C^ Miigwr to General Elec-

tric Coopuy, SdNMctady. NX
FDed Dec 3, 1M2, Set. No. 44^06

iBt a^ HOIR 13/642

VS.a 339^126 RS 6 Claima

1. An electrical receptacle of the twistlock type adapted to

receive a photoelectric controller, comprising:

a body portion of insulating material having overreaching

shoulders which together with the body portion define a

disc-like top portion, said body portion being insertable

into an accommodating aperture in a luminaire housing,

through passages in said body portion terminating in arcuate

slots in said top portion, said passages containing terminals

accessible through said slots to male terminals of the

photoelectric controller,

retaining means for resiUendy holding the underside of said

top portion against said housing, and keying protuber-

ances and cooperating cavities in said underside and said

housing normally locking the receptacle in one orientation

but allowing it to be turned to a different orientation when
disengaged by lifting said top portion away from the

housing.

M77,144
FEEDER CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY FOR COAXIAL

CABLE
Chi-Hao Huag, 1, Chen Choog St, Chung Ho Li, Chang Hua

City, Taiwan (500)

Filed Mar. 12, 1M2, Scr. No. 357,797

Int a^ HOIR 17/18

VS.a 339—177 R 6 Clafans

1. Feeder connector assembly for a coaxial cable comprising

a body portion for attachment to a coaxial cable and housing a

contact reed, a terminal board having a pair of terminals and a

base board mounting said terminal bcttrd on said body portion.

matching holes in the terminal board for attaching said termi-

nal board to said base board and an intermediate portion hav-

ing means for mounting a transformer and capacitor on said

base board.

4,477,145

SUNUGHT COLLECTING AND CONCENTRATING
APPARATUS

Kei Mori, 3-16-3-501, Kamlnoge, Setagaya-kn, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jan. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 4«0,847

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 5, 1982, 57-116643

Int a^ G02B S/16
VS. a. 350—96.10 9 Clains

13?/

'2 22
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36
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mi 35
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1. A sunlight collecting and concentrating apparatus com*
prising:

a lens means for collecting sunlight;

a sensor means for detecting the sun's azimuth and altitude;

an optical conductor means to which the sunlight collected

by said lens means is introduced;

a first rotatable shaft for tumably supporting said lens means

together with integrally constructed means thereto;

a support arm for tumably supporting said first rotatable

shaft;

a second rotatable shaft for tumably supporting said supf)ort

arm about an axis perpendicular to the axis of said first

rotatable shaft; and

a capsule, in which all of the above are hermetically sealed;

wherein when the sun's azimuth and altitude are detected

by said sensor means, the turning of said fint and second

rotatable shafts is controlled to cause said lens means to

face the position of the sun so as to introduce the collected

sunlight by said lens means into said optical conductor

means; characterized in that:

a suction pump or blower is provided within said capsule so

as to produce an air current around said sensor means, and
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to effectively maintain the temperature around the sensor
means to a proper level.

9. In a sunlight collecting and concentrating apparatus com-
prising:

a plurality of lenses for collecting sunlight;

a tracking sensor for detecting the sun's azimuth and alti-

tude;

a plurality ofoptical conductor cables oppositely disposed to
respective lenses, into which the sunlight collected by the
lenses are introduced;

a single major optical conductor cable connected to said

plwality of optical cables, into which the sunlight con-
veyed through said plurality ofoptical conductor cables is

introduced;

a first rotatable shaft for tumably supporting lenses together

with the integrally constructed members thereto;

a support arm for tumably supporting said first rotatable

shaft;

a second rotatable shaft for tumably supporting said support

arm about an axis perpendicular to the axis of said fvst

rotatable shaft; and
a transparent capsule, in which all of the above are hermeti-

cally sealed;

wherein when the sun'azimuth and altitude are detected by
said tracking sensor, the turning of said first and second
rotatable shafts is controlled to cause lenses to face the

position of the sun so as to introduce the collected sunlight

by said lenses into said optical conductor cables; the im-

provment comprising:

at the rear side of the space formed by the plurality of lenses

and optical conductor cables, a collecting and reflecting

plate integrally tumable with said first rotatable shaft is

provided and, substantially at the central position of the

concentric circles formed by the plurality of lenses, the

outlet ends of said optical conductor cables are connected

to said single major optical conductor cable with its inlet

end facing to the reflecting surface of said collecting and
reflecting plate; said optical conductor cables being

stripped of their cladding layers at least at portions adja-

cent to said central position, so as to introduce uncaptured
light at the inlet ends of the optical conductor cables into

said cables through the collecting and reflecting plate and
to effectively maintain the temperature around the track-

ing sensor to a proper level.

4^77,146
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE CONNECTOR

Tcny P. Bowen, Etten; Bcnnrd G. Caron, Harrisbnrg; Don^
W. GloTer, Harrisbiirg, md John C. Hoffnr, Harrisbnrg, all of

Pa., awigBorB to AMP Incorponited, Hanriabiirg, Pa.

FDcd Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244^27
Int a^ G02B 7/26

VS. CL 350-96J1 8 Clalnu

NWWh^^A..

:^^^

1. A connector for connecting optical fiber means of fiber

optic cable means in axial alignment comprising:

receptacle means having bore means extending there-

through, said bore means having a substantially constant

diameter surface means therealong;

plug means having nose means, intermediate means and rear

section means, said nose means, said intermediate means

and said rear section means having axial bore means ex-

tending therethrough along which the fiber optic cable

means will extend, said axial bore means along said nose

means having opposed upper and lower profiled fiber-

grasping means for grasping the optical fiber means of the

fiber optic cable means therebetween, said fiber-grasping

means being separated by transverse slot means extending

through said nose means;

said nose means and said intermediate means having a diame-

ter slightly less than said constant diameter surface means
of said bore means of said receptacle means so that said

nose means and said intermediate means with the fiber

optic cable means extending along said axial bore means
and the optical fiber means grasped by said upper and
lower profied fiber-grasping means can be positioned

along said bore means with said nose means disposed

adjacent one another; and

protrusion means on said nose means and engagable with
said surface means of said bore means to radially compress
said fiber-grasping means onto the optical fiber means
therein and axially align them.

4,477,147

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING AN
OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION CABLE

Joseph Wintv, New HaTen, and Midiael J. Pryor, Woodbridge,
both of Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New Ha?eB,
Conn.

CoBtiBiiation-iB-part of Scr. No. 395,443, Jul. 6, 1982, , and Scr.

No. 413,846, Sep. 1, 1982, , which is a continuation-in-part of

Ser. No. 324,242, No?. 23, 1981, abaadoncd. This appUcation

May 24, 1983, Ser. No. 497,639

Int a^ G02B 5/16

VS.a 350—96J3 24 Claims

19. An optical fiber communication cable comprising:

a metal containment tube having an inner periphery;

said tube containig at least one optical fiber, said at least one

optical fiber being spaced from said inner periphery; and

each said fiber being in static compression,

whereby said tube may undergo a tensile force substantially

equal to said static compression without damaging said at

least one fiber.

4*477,148

OPTICAL LOW.PASS FILTER
Sadahiko TsiUi* and AUra T^Jima, both of Kanagawa, Japan,

assignors to Canon Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
FUed May 12, 1982, Scr. No. 377,569

Claims vriortty, ap^lcation Japan, May 13, 1981, 56-

68073[U]

Int aJ G02B 27/Oa 5/04; H04N 5/72

VS. CL 350-286 2 dalBU
1. An optical low-pass filter comprising:

(a) first and second transmission members respectively hav-

ing a stripe micro prism formed on one surface thereof,

said micro prism of the first transmission member having

a shape different from that of the micro prism of the

second transmission member; and

(b) a transmissive layer provided between the micro prism

surface of the first transmission member and the micro
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pram surface of the second transmission member, said

transmisnve layer filling up a space between the first and

second transmission members and consisting of an adhe-

sive having a refractive index different from that of air.

4,477449
RESETTABLE MIRROR ASSEMBLY

Serge Qrwpy, P.O. Boi 383, ColUagwood, Ontario, Canada
I9Y3Z7

Filed Apr. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 485,326

lot a^ G02B 7//« 5/08

VJS. CL 350—288 20 daima

support plate and a mirror having a reflective surface and a
backside and supported by said mirror support plate with said
backside facing thereto, a support casing positioned on one side
of said mirror support plate remote from said mirror, a spheri*
cal mounting member positioned between said mirror unit and
said support casing for clamping said mirror support plate

thereon for pivotal movement around horizontal and vertical

axes, a pair of sockets defined in said mirror support plate in

spaced relation to said spherical mounting member and spaced
a predetermined angle from each other with reelect to said

spherical mounting member, a pair of rod members pivotally

secured first ends thereof in respective said sockets against

rotational and axial displacement relative to said mirror sup>

port plate, said rod members protruding firom said mirror
support plate into said support casing, a pair of drive members

1. A vehicle body side mirror assembly comprising:

a base having a top surface and adapted to be attached to a

vehicle body;

a support arm having a lower end pivotably mounted to said

bate and having an upper end;

a mirror housing having a side siuface pivotably mounted to

said upper end of said support arm;

a mirror mounted to said mirror housing;

cooperating mirror position adjustment indicia at said lower
end of said support arm and on said base and operable to

fodlitate resetting of said support arm by pivoting to a

previously determined position which resets said mirror to

a corresponding previously determined position; and
cooperating mirror angle adjustment indicia at said upper
end ofsi^ support arm and said side surface of said mirror

housing and operable to fsciliute resetting of said mirror

housing by pivoting to a previously determined angle

which resets said mirror to a corresponding previously

determined angle.

rotatably supported inside said support casing and held in

driving engagement with respective end portions of said lod
members inside said support casing, and electric drive means
housed inside said support casing for selectively rotating said

drive members to pivotally adjust said mirror unit about said

spherical mounting member to adjust the angularity of said

mirror unit with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes, the

improvement wherein:

each said rod member is made of an elastic material and
includes an elongated stem in the form of a hollow cylin*

drical member; and

each said drive member is made of a rigid material and
includes means for engaging said stem of a respective said

rod member, while enabling said rod member to easily

deform to disengage from said drive member upon the

application of a large force axially to said rod member.

4,477,150

ELECTRIC REMOTE CONTROL REARVIEW MIRROR
Swum UMud, Nagoya; Nobayald TeraaiaU, Mie; Tonohisa
Kmrako, A^Jo; Otw Sl«iyaaH^ GUa; Yoahio TsiUiiichi,

Eawaaa, aad SUgao Haia, laoyaaM, ail ofJ^an, aarigaors to

KabwUki Kaiiha Tokal Rika Dorid Sdaakoaho, NiaU, Japan

CMrtimiatio»4»fart of Ser. No. 192,599, Sep. 30, 1980, Pat No.
4«3<2,3C2. lUa appUcatioa May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 381,006

CUm priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oet 17, 1979, 54-

144090[U]: Oct 19, 1979, S4-14S0S2[U]

na pOTtioa oftiw tana oftUa patart srtaeqacnt to Dec 7, 1999,

Irt. CL^ G02B 7/J8

UJS. CL 350—289 10 dains
1. In an electric remote control rearview mirror assembly

comprising, in combination, a mirror unit including a mirror

4^477,151

SMECnC UQUm crystal cell with HEAT PULSE
AND LASER

Derek H. Maah, Harlow, Eatfand, aadgaor to riT ladnstrica,

Incn New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 28, 1981, Scr. No. 334«497

lat a? G02F 1/133, 1/137
MS. CL 350-351 16

9. A dispkiy system comprising:

a display cell having two plates defining a space filled with

a layer of liquid material exhibiting a smectic phase,

wherein the surfaces of said plates in contact widi said

layer cause the molecules of said layer adjacent said sur<

fisce to assume a substantially visually clear state that is a
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substantially ordered state when said layer is taken by
slow cooling into a smectic phase fnmi a less-ordered

phase in the absence of an applied electric field,

a flash source for illuminating substantially all of said layer

with a flash of light at a predetermined flux density to

provide said layer with a short duration heat pulse which
causes the illuminated part of said layer to enter the iso-

tropic state and return to a smectic phase sufficiently

rapidly for said layer to assume and retain a light-scatter-

mg disordered molecular arrangement of molecules in the

smectic phase thereby providing a more or less uniform
background, and

means for thereafter writing on said background by travers-

ing a focused laser beam over selected portions thereof,

thereby leaving a visible track over said background.

4*477,152

REDUCnON OF SIGNAL MODULATION CAUSED BY
POLARIZATION IN VISIBLE OPTICAL SCANNING

SYSTEMS
Matthew R. Coawr, Paaadeaa, Md., aaaigaor to The United

States of America as reprcaeatad by the Sccrctarr of the Air

Force, Waahiagtoa, D.C.

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,068

lat a' G02F 1/01: G02B 27/28
U.S.a 350-394 7 <

flO«

1. A method of minimizing the polarization modulation

effect of an optical scanner system which is in earth orbit and
is scanning the earth wherein said system includes a plurality of

optically aligned rotatable flat folding mirrors having incident

angle normals in the same plane, said plurality of rotatable flat

folding mirrors being optically aligned with one another from
closest to an input image beam to fiuthest away from said input

image beam, with said mirrors serially reflecting said image
beam acquired by the scanning of said system in orbit said

method comprising the steps of:

a. rotating the one of said flat folding mirrors optically

aligned furthest away from said input image beam around

its vertical geometric axis, such that the reflecting surface

of said one flat folding mirror is perpendicular to said

image beam impinging thereon; and

b. thereafter, rotating said one flat folding mirror around its

horizontal geometric axis, such that the angle of incidence

of said impinging image beam is of a preselected magni-

tude;

whereby the polarization modulation effect caused by the

scanning of said optical system while in earth oitrit is

minimized.

4,477,153

ULTRAWIDE ANGLE ZOOM OBJECTIVE
Shigeyaki Sada, Tokyo, aad EcUi Ikcaiori, Kaaagawa, both of

Japaa, aarigaors to Caaoa Kabaakiki Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japaa

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,667

OaiflH priority, appUcatkm Japaa, May 20, 1981, 56-76301

lat CL^ G02B 13/04

U.S.a350-426 5aaiaa
1. An ultrawide angle zoom objective having the following

conditions:

two lens components of which the first counting from the

front is of negative power and the second is of positive

power;

an air separation between said first and said second lens

components being made variable to effect zooming,
said first lens component consisting of four lens elements
from front to rear, the first being frontmost and the fourth

being rearmost

the first lens element being a meniscus lens of negative

power convex toward the front

the second lens element being a bi-convex lens.

the third lens element being a bi-concave lens with its rear

surface having a stronger refractive power,
the fourth lens element being a lens of positive power with

its front surface convex toward the front

the absolute value of the radius of curvature of the rear

surface of said second lens being larger than the absolute

value of the radius of curvature of the front surface of said

third lens, and

said first lens element having an aspheric surface.

4,477,154

PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVE
Yasahiaa Sato, Kaaagawa, Japaa, aarigaor to Caaon KaiMMiitiri

Kaislu^ Tfriqro, Japaa

Filed Jaa. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 387,451

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Jaa. 27, 1981, 56-99862

lat a.3 G02B 9/60. 13/18

U.S. a 350-432 2 Claiais

II IB.

1. A photographic objective having the following various

conditions:

having five lens components, in order ftxnn front to rear.

the 1st lens components being a meniscus lens of positive

refractive power convex toward the front

the 2nd lens component being a leas having a negative re-

fractive power,

the 3rd lens component being a meniscus lens of positive

refractive power convex toward the rear,

the 4th lens component being a lens having a positive refrac-

tive power, and

the Sth lens component being a meniscus lens of negative

refractive power convex toward the rear,

said objective satisfying the following conditions:

0.*</f//<0.9

3<(rj+is) / (rs-'ttX^

1.55<(ii3+»u)/2<1.75
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wherdn
fp. the overall focal length of said 1st to said 4th lens

components,

f: the focal length of the entire lens system,

rs and w the radii of curvature of the front and rear lens

surfaces of said 3rd lens component respectively, and

nj and n4: the refractive indices of the glasses of the said

3rd and said 4th lens components respectively.

a single element meniscus lens located in said housing and

configured to simultaneously correct said image for coma

MT7,1S5
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS OF THE PARTIAL FOCUSING

TYPE
Yarahte Sato; HidM Yokota, both of Kanagawa, and Yasuyold

Yamada, Tokyo, all of Japan, aarignors to Canon Kabuahiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 448,807

Oaiffls priority, appUcatkM Japan, Dae. 21, 1981, S6-207680

iBt a> G02B 9/34

U.S.a 350-^469 3 Cbdms

. . .

4,477,156

REFLECTING TELESCOPE WITH CORRECTING LENS
RoUb J. Gcbddm 291 Martin Rd., Saata Chia, Calif. 9S0M, and

Darid Shafer, FairflcM, Cooa., aarignon to Roiin J. Gebdein,

!iola Cii, Calif.

FDad Oct 29, 1981, Scr. No. 316,134

lot a> GQ2B 23/01 17/08

U.S. CL 350—503 11 Claima

1. A reflecting telescope comprising:

a housing;

a parabolic reflecting mirror at one end of said housing for

forming a focused image of light incident on said mirror;

a viewing lens through which a user may view said image;

aberration of said parabolic mirror and for spherical aber-

ration and coma aberration of said viewing lens.

4,477,157

UNIVERSAL REVOLVING STAGE FOR MICROSCOPES
Norbert Gaul, Sobna, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor to Ernst

Leitz Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jon. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,726

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 4,

1981, 8119558[U]

Int a.3 G02B 21/26
U.S. CL 350—532 4 dalin

/ \

1. A photographic objective comprising from front to rear:

a first lens component having a positive refractive power
convex toward the front;

a second lens component having a negative refractive

power;

a third lens component having a positive refractive power;

a fourth lens component having a negative refractive power;

the first lens component moving forward and the second

lens component moviilg rearward, when focusing on a

close-up object, such as to satisfy the following condition:

O.S<|A2/Al|<3.S

in which Al represents an amount ofmovement of the first

lens component while A2 represents an amount of move-
ment of the second lens component

1. A universal revolving stage for microscopes, comprising:

upper and lower glass segments positioned one above the

other;

a lower segment mounting in which the lower glass segment

is mounted, said lower segment mounting having a

threaded portion;

a rotatable adjusting ring surrounding said lower segment

mounting and having a threaded portion which engages

the threaded portion on said lower segment mounting to

cause vertical movement of said lower segment mounting

in response to rotation of said adjusting ring;

an upper segment mounting in which the upper glass seg-

ment is mounted;

means for releasably attaching said upper segment mounting

in a centered position in said lower mounting;

an adjusting means, actuatable from above said lower seg-

ment mounting, for rotating said adjusting ring, whereby
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both said upper and lower segment mountings are ad-

justed in hei^t; and

an adjusting element which is selectively insertable into and

removable from said adjusting means.

4,477,158

LENS SYSTEM FOR VARIABLE REFRACnON
Stephen C. PoUock, 7206 Oak St, Apt 1-SW, RlTer Forest ni.

60305; James M. Griaolano, Jr., c/o Office of Medical Educa-

tion, St Fnuds Hospital, 355 Ridge A?e., ETaastoa, 111.

60202, and Qrabnaa A. Peyman, 535 N. Michigan Atc, Apt
3001, Chicago, Dl. 60611

FOed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,663

Int a' G02B 1/06. 3/12; G02C 7/04. 7/06

U.S. CL 351—169 33 Claims

lamp, both of which are adapted to direct a laser beam and

illumination light to a lesion on a patient's fundus oculi com-

prising:

i. means for producing a laser beam;

U. first fiber means for guiding said laser beam to said opthal-

moscope;

iii. second fiber means for guiding said laser beam to said slit

lamp;

iv. means for switching said laser beam from said laser beam

producing means so as to direct the laser beam to said first

or second fiber, selectively, said switching means includ-

ing a penta prism for refracting and reflecting said laser

beam from said laser beam producing means, and means

for controlling the position of said penta prism so that said

laser beam from said laser beam producing means is selec-

tively directed to said first or second fiber means through

a penta prism;

whereby the treatment of photocoagulation can be suitably

made in accordance with positions of a lesion on the

patient's fundus oculi.

1. A lens system for variable refraction having an optical

zone for refracting light rays, said system comprising a solid

housing that is transparent at least throughout said optical

zone; a single closed chamber within said housing having a

portion spanning the full extent of said optical zone and a

portion outside of said optical zone; a plurality of immiscible

liquids completely filling said chamber, at least two of said

liquids being transparent, said transparent liquids having differ-

ent refractive indices and forming between themselves an

interface that is disposed substantially perpendicular to the

optical axis of said system at all times, said contained liquids

having preselected densities so that tilt of the system relative to

the evth results in interdisplacement of said contained liquids

within said chamber and a change in the contour of said inter-

face in said optical zone so as to produce a change in the

refractive power of said system over a continuous range, the

sole impetus for said interdisplacement being gravitational

force.

4,477,159

PHOTOCOAGULATOR
Katsnyoshi Mizono, Izond, and AUra Ihara, Gamagori, both of

Ji^an, assignors to Nidek Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan

FQed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,593

Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 6, 1980, 55*156207;

Jon. 30, 1981, 56-102691

Int CL^ A61B 3/10

UA a. 351—221 4 Claims

4,477,160

MOTION PICTURE SYSTEM
Douglas Trumbull, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to Sbowscan

Film Corporation, Marina del Rcy, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 885,901, Mar. 13, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 713,658,

Aug. 12, 1976, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser.

No. 626,965, Oct 29, 1975, abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 26,

1982, Scr. No. 412,040

lot a^ G03B 21/32

U.S. a. 352—40 5 Claims

i» f—

•

l_'^r^-
<&o

1. A photocoagulator including an opthalmoscope and a slit

1. A method for producing a motion picture image that

creates a heightened physiological response in observers com-

prising:

exposing a strip of light sensitive film through a camera lens

to form images on individual film frames sf>aced along the

length of the film, at a predetermined constant frame rate;

and

projecting said film strip onto a screen, while advancing said

strip at the same frame rate as the one at which the film

was exposed;

said step of exposing and projecting including creating im-

ages on said film having a resolution of more than 40 line

pairs per milimeter and a frame area of at least 0.36 square

inch;

said step of projecting includes producing an illumination

level greater than 16 foot lamberts on said screen; and

said constant frame rate is from SO frames per second to 72

frames per second, inclusive.
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MT7461
COMPENSATOR SYSTEM FOR DIAPHRAGM

% CONTROL IN A SINGLE*LENS REFLEX CAMERA OF
INTERCHANGEABLE LENS TYPE

MmUto KmrMiU, Tokyo; ZmIcU Oknra, Ichikaw*, and
Fkirio Urawi, Oidya, an ofJipn, airivMin to Anhi Kogikn
Koiro KiAMhIld IiWhi, Tokyo, Japn

FDod Jm. 30, INl, Scr. No. 229,879
OaiM priority, appUcatloi Japn, Jaa. 31, 19M, S5.10978

Iirt. a' G03B 7/085
VS.a 354-448 t Oaiiiu

1. A camera comprising:

a camera body;

• lens assembly insertable into the camera body, the lens
assembly having a displaceable actuator and a diaphragm
adjustable between a maximum aperture value and a mini-
mum aperture value responsive to displacement of the
actuator;

means for generating a first signal representative of the
displacement of the actuator;

means for generating a second signal in the lens assembly,
the signal being selected from a series of fully opened
q)erture values and representative ofan approximate fully
opened aperture value;

means for connecting the second signal to the camera body;
means in the camera body for generating a third signal repie^

sentative of the desired aperture value of the di^)hragm
for correct exposure;

means in the camera body for comparing the sum of the first

and second signals with the third signal;

means in the camera body for displacing the actuator upon
shutter release;

means responsive to the comparing means for arresting the
displacement of the actuator when the sum of the first and
second signals assume a predetermined relationship with
the third signal; and

means in the lens assembly for providing a difference be-
tween the approximate fiilly opened aperture value and
the actual fully opened aperture value as a quantity of
preliminary diq>lacement which takes no part in stopping
down the diaphragm for controlling the Ught quantity.

4,477,142

CAMERAS WITH A FILM LOADING DEVICE FOR
FACniTATING FILM LOADING

ToiUaki MataoMto, Iwrtawo, Japam tmigtor to MiMlta
I KibMhfld Kaiaha, OMka, Japu

FDod Ai«. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 403,998
priority, appUcitloa Japam Aog. 5, 1981, 56-01901;

Sap. 4, 1981, 56.138374

IM. a' G03B 1/24
US.a 384-173.11 19ClaiBis

1. A camera for use with a roll fihn housed in a fihn cartridge
*"** ^?1°8 "iwocket holes in the lengthwise direction, camera
comprising:

a film takemp chamber,
a fUm cartiridge chamber capable of receiving the fihn car-

tridge;

an exposure station having an exposure aperture;
a sprocket having sprocket pawls engageable with sprocket

holes of the fihn withdrawn from the fihn cartridge past

said exposure station fbr transportation of the film toward
said film take-up chamber;

a spool disposed in said fihn take-up chamber and having
means for enabling the winding of a leader portion of the
film around said spool;

a back cover supported for movement between a covering
position where it covers said film take-up chamber, said
fihn cartridge chamber and said exposure station and an
uncovering position where it uncovers said fihn take-up
chamber, said film cartridge chamber and said exposure
station;

an internal cover member supported independently of said

back cover for movement between a covering position
where it covers said film take-up chamber and an uncover-
mg position where it uncovers said film take-up chamber,
said internal cover member, in said covering position,
being capable of contacting the fihn for preventing the
sprocket hole of the fihn having engaged one of said
sprocket pawls from being disengaged therefrom; and

locking means for releasably lockmg said mtemal cover
member in said coverms position, said lockmg means
being interlocked withlud back cover to be disabled for
releasing said internal cover member in response to the
movement of said back cover from said uncovering posi-
tion to said covering position.

4,477,163
FILM TRANSPORTING DEVICE FOR USE IN A

CAMERA
TosUaU Matsnmoto, Ixuniaaiio, and Noboyuki TaoigDcU,
ToodabnyasU, both of Japan, aaripMn to MhioHa OuMra
KaboaUU Kaidn, Osaka, Japtti

Filed Oct 19, 1982, Ser. No. 435,217
OaiBM priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct 20, 1981, 56-

168242tU]

Int a^ G03B 1/18. 17/36
UA CL 354-173.11 28 Clalu

1. A fihn transporting device for use in a camera, compris-
mg:

means for winding-up a fihn loaded m the camera, said
winding-up means including a sprocket which has a plu-
raUty of sprocket teeth and which is rotatable for windmg-
up the fihn with the sprocket teeth being engaged in perfo-
rations of the film;

means for detecting said perforations at a detecting position
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before the sprocket with respect to the direction of wind-

up of the film, said perforation detecting means being

adapted to produce a pulse upon detection of each of said

perforations;

means for counting the number of pulses from said perfora-

tion detecting means;

means for rewinding the film;

means for generating a signal for interruptmg the fUm re-

wind operation of said rewinding means in response to the

number of the pulses counted by said counting means, said

signal generating means being adapted to generate said

signal when the film would be withdrawn from the

sprocket.

4,477,165

DIFFUSION TRANSFER PROCESSOR
CliftiNi L. Spence, Woodbridfe, Va., aad Walter LiHink, Sflm

Spring, Md., aaaigMm to LogEtroidca, Ik., Spriagfleld, Va.

Filed Aug. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 524,052

Int a^ G03D 9/00

VS. a. 354-299 9 OafaH

4,477,164

CAMERA SYSTEM OPERABLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
STORED MEMORY

Maaaaki Nakai, Nara; Maaayoahi Sahara, Scnnan, and

NoboyaU TaalgncU, Tondabayaahi, all of Japan, aasignors to

MhMHa Camera KabnaUki Kaiaha, Osaka, Jivan

Filed Dec. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 448^34

Chdms priority, appUcatioB Japan, Dec. 17, 1981, 56-204972

Int CL3 G03B 17/00

VS.a 354-286 29 Clahns

80-

23. In a camera system operable in accordance with memory

data by means of carrying the memory data from a camera

accessory to a camera body, the camera accesory comprising:

first means for receiving electric power from the camera

body;

second means for receiving a train of clock pulses from the

camera body;

a read-only memory for storing the memory data;

third means for receiving a controlling signal from the cam-

era body;

means for parallelly readmg the memory data from said

read-only memory and for serially ouq>utting the read

memory data in response to the clock pulses, said reading

and ou^tting means including means responsive to the

controlling signal for enabUng the serially outputting

operation during the time that the controUing signal is

being received; and

means for serially transmitting the read memory data toward

the camera body.

26. The camera system according to claim 23, wherem the

camera accessory consists of an exchangeable objective lens.

27. The camera system accordmg to claim 26, wherein said

read-only memory includes data representative of a fully open

aperture size of the exchangeable objective lens.

1. A diffusion transfer processor comprising:

a pair of feed rollers for receiving a print medium and an

exposed image-bearing photographic sheet for printing on

said medium, said rollers positionable to feed said photo-

graphic sheet and said print medium initially in different

directions;

a first developing path having an entrance facing said rollers

and in a direction to receive said photographic sheet, and

an exit; said path extending through a container of activat-

ing solution and having a solid bottom arcuate guide

portion provided with a pluraUty of raised protrusions,

and a pluraUty of flexible vane members supported in

contact with said protrusions and deflectable upon pas-

sage of said fihn sheet along said bottom guide portion,

detection of said vane members providing local agitation

of said developer solution;

a print medium path including an entrance facing said rollers

and in a direction for receiving said print medium, and an

exit coplanar with an exit of said fint developing path;

a pair of Uuninating rollers disposed at said exits for receiv-

ing said print medium and said photographic film sheet

concurrently, said laminating rollers pressing said film

sheet and print medium together as they exit said paths;

and

a moistening roller supported for rotation in a moistening

fluid chamber and in contact with one of said laminating

rollers for moistening said laminating rollers.

4,477,166

DIAZO PRINTER WITH IMPROVED AMMONU
SUPPLY SYSTEM

Roger S. Ftak, HollcoBg, Pa., aaaipior to R. Fudi and Co., Inc.,

Doylertown, Pa.

Filed No?. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 444,492

lat CL3 G03D 7/00

VS. CL 354-300 4 ClaiM

1. Apparatus for producing a controlled rate of supply of

ammonia to the developer chamber of a diazo printer which

includes a variable-speed rotary drive member for moving the

copy paper through the developer chamber of the printer, at a

variable speed, said rotary drive member varying in speed

between a first low range of speeds and a second high range of

speeds, said apparatus comprising:

transducer means responsive to operation of said rotary

drive member for producing a train of electrical pulses

having a repetition rate proportional to the speed of said

rotary drive member;

electronic circuit means responsive to said train of electrical

pulses for producing a control signal indicative of whether

said repetition rate is in a first low range corresponding to

said first low range of speeds of said rotary drive member

or in a second high range corresponding to said second

high range of speeds of said rotary drive member.
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conduit means for supplying a flow of ammonia to said

developer chamber of said last-named means, comprising
electrically-controlled valve means responsive to said

control signal fbr increasing the rate of flow of ammonia

to said developer chamber when said control signal indi-

cates that said repetition rate is in said second high range
and for decreasing said ammonia flow rate when said

control signal indicates that said repetition rate is in said

fint low range.

4,477,1«7

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC FOCUSING
CAMERA

Norlo Ithflonra, OukM, and Ynkio MOd, Sakai, both of Japan,
•ignon to Minolta Cammi KaboaUU Kaiaha, Onka, Japan

FDad No?. IC, 1962, Scr. No. 442,187
CUn priority, appUcation Japu, Nor. 16, IMl, 56-183948

lat CL^ G03B 3/00
VS.a 3S4-400 12 Claims

1. An automatic focusing device in a camera body capable of
being coupled with an objective lens which is mounuble on
the camera body and which has a focusing lens unit movable
along an optical axis of the objective lens by a focusing mecha-
nism for focusing and which further has means for preventing
the focusing lens unit from moving beyond either an infinity

focusing position or its closest focusing position, said auto-
matic focusing device comprising:

means for detecting the focusing condition of the objective

lens relative to an object and producing a defocus signal

indicating at least the defocus direction of the focusing
lens unit with respect to itt in-focus condition;

means for driving the focusing lens unit in a predetermined
direction in response to said defocus signal;

means for transmitting the driving force of said driving
means to the focusing mechanism provided in the objec-
tive lens in order to move the focusing lens unit along the
optical axis for focusing;

means for detecting any overload condition in which the
load for said driving means is increased over a predeter-
mined level to produce an overload signal when the over-
load condition is detected;

means for interrupting the driving force to said driving
means in response to said overioad signal;

means for storing said defocus signal when said overload
condition is detected, and

means for comparing a second defocus signal from said
focusing condition detecting means with said stored defo-
cus signal, whereby, if the second defocus signal is differ-
ent from the stored one. said driving means is actuated for
starting to drive the focusing lens unit in correspondence
with the second defocus signal.

4,477,168

RANGE FINDER
Kazaya Hosoe, Tokyo, Japan, aasignor to Qmon KAnriinrt

Kaiaha, Toicyo, Japan

Filed Aog. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 410,705
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 27, 1981, 56-134754

Int a.} G03B 13/20; GOIC 3/08
VJS. CL 354-403 u Claim

1. An optical deivce, comprising:

light projecting means for projecting light onto an object
whose distance is to be measured;

light receiving means having a plurality of independent light

receiving elements located at separated positions for re-

ceiving light projected by said light projecting means and
reflected by the object and for producing outputs corre-

sponding to the respective positions of said plurality of
light receiving elements;

ratio detection means for detecting a ratio of the outputs of
said light receiving elements, said ratio detecting means
including dividing means; for producing a quotient; and

distance indicating means for indicating a distance to said

object on the basis of said ratio of outputs detected by the
output ratio detection means.

4,477,169

AUTOMATIC FOCUSING CAMERA SYSTEM AND
PHOTOGRAPHING LENS STRUCTURE THEREFOR

Nobuhiko Tend, Tokyo; SakiUi Watandw, Warabi, and HiroaU
Mcgnro, Kawasaki, all of Japan, asdgnors to Nippon Kogako
K.1L, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 396,724
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnl. 14, 1981, 56-109863

Int a^ G03B 7/08
VJS. a. 354-.409 6 Claims

1. A camera having a lens structure with an imaging optical

system and a camera body capable ofaccepting said lens struc-

ture and provided with focus detecting means for generating

detection signals in response to the positional relationship

between the image of an object formed by said imaging optical

system and a predetermined plane and for displaying said

positional relationship on a display, wherein said lens structure

comprises means for adjusting said imaging optical system in

response to said detection signals and flnt and second terminals

for transmitting said detection signals to said adjusting means
when said lens structure is mounted on said camera body,
comprising:
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control means provided on said lens structure and adapted to

produce a control signal;

stopping means provided on said lens structure to terminate

operation of said adjusting means in response to said con-

trol signal and to simultaneously transmit stop signals

(g) an annunciator to be energized in response to the control

signal.

4,477,171

ELECTRONIC FLASH SYSTEM
Maianori Yamada, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabn-

shiki Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed JuL 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,600

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnl. 29, 1981, 56-118633

Int CL^ G03B 15/05

VJS. a. 354—416 4 Claims

through said first and second terminals to said camera

body; and

means provided on said camera body for latching said dis-

play in response to the stop signals transmitted through

said flrst and second terminals.

4,477,170

ANNUNCUTOR FOR FLASH PHOTOGRAPHING
SYSTEM

Masanori Yamada, and Makoto Katsuma, botii of Kanagawa,

Japan, aasignors to Canon Kabnahiki Kaiaha, Tokyo, Jqwn
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,523

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 13, 1981, 56-163631

Int a.3 G03B 15/03. 9/14. 7/08, 17/18

VJS. CL 354—415 8 Claims

6. A flash photographing system comprising:

(a) light emitting means for producing flash light with which

an object to be photographed has to be illuminated;

(b) a shutter having leading and trailing curtains;

(c) trigger means connected to said light emitting means to

trigger the light emitting means when a test-firing of the

system is performed;

(d) shutter driving means for the shutter to run down in a

condition that no slit is formed between the leading cur-

tain and the trailing curtain when in said test firing;

(e) light sensitive means positioned to receive said flash light

reflected from said driven shutter when in said test firing,

the light sensitive means producing an electrical signal

proportional to the incident light;

(0 control signal producing means connected to the light

sensitive means to produce a control signal when the

electrical signal reaches a predetermined value; and

"-^j-

1. A combination of a camera selectively attachable with a

plurality of interchangeable lenses and an electronic flash

device detachable from said camera, comprising:

(a) flash emitting means for emitting light to illuminate an

object to be photographed;

(b) diaphragm means provided in each of said lenses, dy-

namic ranges of at least two of the diaphragm means being

different from each other;

(c) diaphragm control means for controlling an aperture size

of said diaphragm means of the attached lens on the basis

of one of a plurality of aperture value signals to be applied

from the outside of said camera;

(d) means provided in said electronic flash device and for

selectively producing said aperture value signals to be

applied to said diaphragm control means, one of the aper-

ture value signals being out of the dynamic range of at

least one of said lenses;

(e) light sensitive means responsive to the reflected light

from the object after being passed through said diaphragm

means controlled by said diaphragm control means and

for generating a control signal when an amount of the

reflected light has reached a predetermined level; and

(0 light control means for terminatihg emission of the light

from the flash emitting means in response to the control

signal from said light sensitive means.

4,477,172

UGHT MEASURING DEVICE FOR CAMERA
Hideo Yokota, Kanagawa, Jqwn, aasignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jnl. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,337

CUdms priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 8, 1981, 56-124214

Int a.3 G03B 7/099. 17/20: G02B 5/04

V&. a. 354—480 5 Claims

1. A light measuring device for a camera comprising:

(a) light sensitive means for measuring a reflected light from

a shutter surface or a film surface;

(b) a collection lens positioned in front of said light sensitive

means, said collection lens conducting said reflected light

to said light sensitive means;

(c) diffusing means provided with a plurality of difTusing

portions, having different diffusing characteristic and

different light measuring ranges, said diffusing means

being movable so that one of the plurality of diffusing

portions is positioned in front of said light sensitive means,
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whereby one of the difiiisiiig portions which lies in front
of the light sensitive means and said collection lens in

combination conducting said reflected light to said light

sensitive means;

(d) changeover means for replacing one of the diffusing
portions positioned in fhmt ofsaid light sensitive means by
another diffiising portion;

(e) each diffusing portion of said diffusing means being col-
ored, and having its color density and its thickness in a
specific relation so as to minimize changes in the bright-
ness of the light receiving surface of said Ught sensitive
means when the diffusion characteristic is changed;

^'; '^.

(0 switch means comprising a plurality of electric contacts
and a sliding element which contacts one of said electric

contacts, the number of said electric contacts correspond-
ing to the number of said diffusing portions and said elec-

tric contacts being formed integratedly on the corre-

sponding difnision portions; and

(g) indicating means having a plurality of indicating portions
which correspond to said diffusing portions and indicate

light measuring ranges of the corresponding diffusing

portions.

4^77,173
TONER REPLENISHING DEVICE FOR AN
ELECTROSTATIC COPYING APPARATUS

NobaUko Kondta; SUgeo Kojmn; Maaaod Kai; Ichiro Takaha-
aU; Hiraai Sakata, and AtaoaU Kano, aU of Oaaka, Japan,—

I

^on to MUa IndHtrial Coaapany Limited, Oaaka, Japan
Filed Jn. 30, IM2, Scr. No. 393^71

OataM priority, appUcatkm Japoi, Jna. 30, 1901, 56-102944
lat a.3 G03G 15/00

VS. a. 3S5—3 DD 2 Claims

S3 56

1. In a developing device for developing a visible toner
image from an electrostatic latent image on a photosensitive
surface in an electrostatic copying apparatus, said developing
device being of the type including a storage container mount-
ing therein a developing roller and to be positioned with said
developing roller positioned adjacent the photosensitive sur-
face, stirring means for agitating toner within said storage
container and supplying the toner to said developing roller,

and means for replenishing the supply of toner to said storage
container, the improvement wherein said replenishing means
comprises:

an elongated opening in an upper portion of said storage
container at a position generally above said stirring means;

a toner supply box having a supply end with a convexly
downwardly curved bottom portion, an elongated supply
port formed in said bottom portion, a bottom wall extend-
ing from said bottom portion, and a pair of parallel side
walls spaced by said bottom portion and said bottom wall;

a supply roller rotaubly mounted between said side walls in
said bottom portion adjacent said supply port;

said supply box being mounted above said storage container
with said bottom portion of said supply box extending
downwardly through said elongated opening in said upper
portion of said storage container, with said bottom wall of
said supply box extendmg horizontally away from said
developing roller, and with the axis of siud supply roller
being parallel to the axis of said developing roller;

a first pair of sprockets mounted on respective said side walls
at positions adjacent said supply roller to have a common
horizontal axis parallel to said axis of said supply roller;

a second pair of sprockets mounted on respective said side
walls at positions spaced from said supply roller to have a
common horizontal axis parallel to said axis of said supply
roller;

a pair of chains passing around respective said sprockets of
said first and second pairs thereof at positions adjacent
respective said side walls, such that said chains have re-
spective lower runs and upper runs;

a stirring and supply rod fixed between said chains and
having an axis parallel to said axis of said supply roller;

gear transmission means between said supply roller and one
of said first pair of sprockets; and

means for routing said supply roller in a direction of rota-
tion such that said gear transmission means and said
sprockets cause movement of said chains such that said
lower runs move adjacent said bottom wall of said supply
box toward said supply roller, whereby toner in said
supply box is moved by saia rod along said bottom wall to
said supply roller and then is moved by said supply roller

through said supply port and into said storage container,
and such that said upper runs of said chains move away
from said supply roller, whereby toner at an upper portion
of said supply box is agiuted by said rod moving away
from said supply roller.

4,477,174

DEVELOPING DEVICE
Satoahl Haneda; Makoto Tomono, and Maaahiko Itaya, all of

Hachioji, Japan, aaaigaon to KonisUroku Photo Industry
Co., Ltd., Tt^o, Japan

Filed JaL 7, 1982, Ser. No. 396,104
Claims priority, appUcatkM Japmi, Jnl. 27, 1901, 36*116353

1ml CL^ G03G 15/08
VJS, CL 355—3 DD 28 ri«t«f

1. In a two-cycle electrophotographic copying apparatus
comprising:

a rotatable charge retaining member;
a charging device, an exposure mechanism, a developing

device and a transferring device respectively sequentially

arranged about said charge retaining member in the direc-

tion of its rotation for operation during a first operation of
said charge retaining member to form a toner image of an
original, and for cleaning of remaining toner from said

charge retaining member during a second operation of
said charge retaining member to prepare said charge re-

taining member for a next succeeding copying operation;
the improvement wherein:

said developing device comprises a first sleeve arranged
adjacent said charge retaining member for developing an
electrostatic latent image on the surface of said charge
retaining member by means of a developer during said

first operation of said charge retaining member; and
a second sleeve arranged adjacent said first sleeve, said

developing device and said charge retaining member, said

second sleeve supplying said developer from said develop-
ing device to said first sleeve during said first operation of
said charge retaining member and said second sleeve

cleaning remaining toner from the surface of said charge
retaining member during said second operation of said

charge retaining member.

4^77,175
MULTI-FVNCnON REPRODUCnON MACHINE

Chriatophcr SneUing, Penfleld, N.Y., aaaignor to Xerox Corpora-
tion, Stanford, Conn.

Filed Dec 20, 1982, Scr. No. 450,868

lat a' G03G 15/04
VS.a 355-3 R 4 Claims

1. In a reproduction machine selectively operable in a first

mode to produce copies ofimage originals, in a second mode to

convert image originals to image signals, and in a third mode to

produce copies from image signals, said reproduction machine
having a xerographic system for processing images including a
movable photoreceptor, means to charge the photoreceptor
preparatory to imaging, an exposure station where said photo-
receptor is exposed, means for developing images on said

photoreceptor, means for transferring developed images from
said photoreceptor to copy substrate material, and platen

means for supporting image originals, the combination of:

(a) a lens array comprising a preset number of individual lens

elements arrayed in at least one row, said lens elements

cooperating to form at least one Une-like optical path

between said platen means and said photoreceptor for

transmitting images fhnn the image original on said platen

means to said exposure station and said photoreceptor in

said first mode;
(b) an image reading amy having a plurality of image sens-

ing elements;

(c) a first optical element selectively insertable into said

optical path between said reading array and said lens array

to optiosUy couple said reading array with said lens array

for transmitting images from the image original on said

platen means to said reading array in said second mode;

(d) an image writing array having a plurality of individually

controllable exposure elements;

(e) a second optical element selectively insertable into said

optical path between said writing array and said lens array
to optically couple said writing array with said lens array
for transmitting images output by said writing array to
said exposure station and said photoreceptor in said third

mode; and

(0 control means for selectively operating said machine m
one of said first, second, or third modes, said control
means including means for actuating said first and second
optical elements to insert the selected one of said first and
second optical elements into said optical path when oper-
ating said machine in said second and third modes respec-
tively.

4,477,176

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING MULTIPLE IMAGE
SIMPLEX AND DUPLEX COPIES IN A SINGLE PASS

Matthew J. Rnaael, Rochcater, N.Y., aaaisDor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochcater, N.Y.

FUcd Dee. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 566,010
Int CL^ G03G 15/00. 13/16. 13/00. 15/01

VS. CL 355—3 TR g Claims

M-O

i^'

^— ' >
J

1. Reproduction apparatus comprising:

a movable imaging member upon which at least first and
second transferable images are carried;

transfer means for transferring said transferable images from
said imaging member to a copy sheet; and

positioning means operable in synchronism with said mov-
able imaging member and said transfer means (1) in a first

mode for positioning one side of a copy sheet in transfer-

able relationship with said movable member at said trans-

fer means to successively transfer said first and second
transferable images to said one side of said copy sheet and
(2) in a second mode for positioning a copy sheet in trans-

ferable relationship with said movable member at said

transfer means to successively transfer said first and sec-

ond images to respective opposite sides of said copy sheet.

4,477,177

APPARATUS FOR PROJECIING A SCREEN PATTERN
ONTO A PHOTOCONDUCTOR

Piove B. Day, Pittaford, N.Y., aarigaor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochcater, N.Y.

FDcd Feb. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 466,401

Int CL3 G03G 15/00
VS. CL 355—11 7 CWm

1. Apparatus for projecting a screen pattern onto a moving
photoconductor, the apparatus comprising:

a tranqwrent cyUnder having a screen pattern thereon, a
portion of the cyUnder being located adjacent the photo-
conductor;

means for driving the cylinder in synchronism with the

photoconductor,

an elongate light shield positioned inside the cyUnder, the

light shield having a first slot therein near the portion of
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the cylinder located adjacent the photoconductor and a
second slot therein spaced from the first slot;

a Fresnd lens positioned across the first slot in the light

shield;

low-ranked trouble without removing the cause of the de*
tected trouble.

4^77,179
IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS WITH ADJUSTABLE

UGHT SOURCE
Tsuneki Inazaka, MachMa; Manto Iihida, and YoiUhiro

Kawatiiira, both ofKawaaaU, aU ofJapan, assignon to Canon
Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 169,103, Jol. 15, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,956

Claims priority, application Japan, JoL 16, 1979, 54-91172:
Jul. 16, 1979, 54-91174; Jul. 16, 1979, 54-91176

Int a.3 G03G WOO: G03B 27/76
U.S. a. 355—14 E 19 Qaiins

a light source located outside the cylinder; and
means for directing light from the source through the second

slot, the lens and the screen pattern to project an image of
the screen pattern onto the photoconductor.

4,477,178

IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS
Katrashi FnndcU, Yokohama; Yoahlkain Yokomizo, Kawagoe;

Toahto Hoama, Tokyo, and Katmml Murakami, Kawasaki, all

of Japan, aarignors to Canoo Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 4, 1979, Ser. No. 100,236

Cfadns priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1978, 53-151775;
Dec 10, 1978, 53-152818; Dec 29, 1978, 53-165093; Dec. 29,
1978,53-165095

lot a^ G03G 21m
U.S. CL 355—14 R 5 Claims

1. Image forming apparatus comprising a rotatable medium,
means for forming an image on said rotatable medium, means
to transfer the image formed by said image forming means onto
a transfer material, a light source to radiate light over said

rotatable medium, means for radiating light from said light

source over different points of said rotatable medium, first

control means for sequence control of said rotatable medium,
said image forming means and said transfer means, and second
control means responsive to the sequence control of said first

control means for sequence control of on and off of said light

source and its quantity of light.

4,477,180

PHOTOCONDUCTOR ADVANCE SYSTEM FOR
COPIERS AND THE LIKE

Louis A. Bustamante, Longmont, Colo., assignor to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, Annonk, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,205
Int a^ G03G 75/00

U.S. a. 355—14 R 13 Claims

/"

1. An image forming apparatus comprising:

process input means for setting various data for image for-

mation;

process means for forming images on a recording medium
repeatedly in accordance with the data set by said process
input means;

a plurality of ranked detection means for detecting trouble in

said process means;

means for making an indication in response to a detection of
trouble by said detection means; and

means for enabling a cancellation of a said indication of a

^c-

4^'

1. In an electrophotographic machine having a photocon-
ductor web mounted so that a panel thereof establishes an
image area for transferring images to copies, and means for

advancing successive panels of said web into said image area,

the improvement comprising:

means for indicating that said panel in said image area is to be
replaced;
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means for detecting presence ofa run-out interval commenc-
ing with completion of image transfer from said image
area and extending for at least the time for the last copy to

exit the machine; and
means responsive to said indicating means and said detecting

means for actuating said successive panel advancing
means.

4^77,182
PATTERN EXPOSING APPARATUS

AUUro Takanashi, Kokabngi; Norfluaa Hashimoto, Hachioji;

Hisashi Masjima, Higashiyamato, and Shi^i Sugiyama, Kat-
snta, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed JoL 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,880
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1981, 56-107003

Int a.3 G03B 27/52
U.S. a. 355—43 10 OaiM

2?_

4,477,181

DEVICE FOR THE REPETTTIVE COPYING OF
ORIGINALS IN A COPIER

Jnergen Nenmann, Liederbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft, Frankftart am Main, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,214

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gonany, Dec 16,

1981, 3149805

Int a^ G03G 21/QO
MS. a. 355—3 SH 14

1. A device for the repetitive copying of originals in a

copier, comprising:

a pivotable separating guide for the separate discharging of

comparatively small orginals and comparatively large

orighials;

a curved supplementary guide-plate; and

means for pivoting said separating guide between a large

format discharge position, a small format discharge posi-

tion and a repetitive copying position, wherein, in the

repetitive copying positicm, said separating guide forms a

loop compartment with said supplementary guide-plate

for receiving an original being repetitively copied.

1. A pattern exposing apparatus comprising means for pro-

jecting a semiconductor device mask pattern onto a photo-sen-

sitive layer coated on a semiconductor substrate; optical posi-

tioning means including an optical system for pre-aligning a

semiconductor substrate to be exposed next; and means for

projecting an identification mark which is specific to each
semiconductor substrate onto a part of said photo-sensitive

layer, said identification marie projecting means being arranged
to share a part of the optical system of said optical positioning

means.

4«477,183

AUTOMATIC FOCUSING APPARATUS
Yoshio Kawamora, Kootoo; AUhiro Takanashi, KokubuUi;

Toahiei Karosaki, Edogawa; Shiqji Knniyoshi, Snginami;

Sumio Hosaka, Nishitama, and Tsuneo Terasawa, Kokubnqii,

all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,079

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 7, 1981, 56-

181162[U]

lat a.3 G03B 27/52
U.S. CL 355—55 7 Claims

n I

1. An automatic focusing apparatus comprising a base on
which a substrate is placed, detection means for detecting a

pressure of air which is caused to flow out of an interspace

between the substrate and an orifice by spurting the air from

the orifice toward the substrate, reference pressure generation

means for generating a reference pressure which is necessary

for setting a standard distance between the substrate and the

orifice, a pressure transducer which receives pressure signals

from said detection means and said reference pressure genera-

tion means and which converts a pressure difference between

these pressure signals into an electric signal, base drive means
for moving the substrate in paraUel with the orifice on the basis

of the output signal from said pressure transducer, and offset

signal generation means for generating an offset electrical

4S2-228 O.G.-84-8
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agnal which, when superposed on the output electrical signal
from laid preamre transducer, serves to shift the substrate from
the standard distance.

MT7.184
OBSTACLE DETECTION SYSTEM FOR USE IN

VEHICLES
UroiU Eado, Yokomka, Jipaa, avigBor to Niann Motor
Coapny, Uiritad, Yokohaaa, Japan

FDad Jan. 18, IMO, Ser. No. 113,263
Oaiais priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jan. 19, 1979, 544928

Int CLJ GOIB 11/26: CMC 3/08; GOIP 3/36
UAa3S6-14l 48Clainia

4,477,185

OPTICAL IMAGING APPARATUS
Laurent Berger, and Pan! Tigreat, botii of Mcylan, Fhmce,
aadgnon to Enromask, Paris, Prance

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 309,117
Claiau priority, application France, Apr. 16, 1981, 81 07709

Int a.3 GOIB 11/26: GOIC 3/10: G061 7/15. 15/00
U.S.a 356-152 6ClahBS

1. In an obstacle detection system for use in vehicles wherein
decisions based upon predetermined criteria are made with
respect to one or more targets existing on a course to be trav-
eled by the vehicle in a running direction to determine whether
said each target constitutes an obstacle, including: central
dock means for generating high repetition rate clock pulses;
pulse driver means responsive to said clock means for produc-
ing a sequence of drive pulses; laser means including a single
btter responsive to said pulse drive means for emitting a se-

quence of laser pulses; li{^t deflector means responsive to said
clock means and said laser means for deflecting said each laser

pulse in the running direction of the vehicle; transducer means
responsive to each Uuer pulse reflected from the one or more
targets for photoelectrically converting said each returned
laser pulse into an electric pulse signal; and distance informa-
tion means responsive to said clock means and said transducer
means for producing information on distance up to said each
target; the improvement comprising:

means included in said light deflector means for sequentially
deflecting each of said buer pulses into a high scan den-
sity, two-dimensional scanning pattern in the running
direction of the vehicle and also for producing a deflec-

tion information pair corresponding to a direction of said

each laser pulse as deflected; and
ariUunetic logic means reqmisive to said deflection informa-

tion pair for deriving directional information pair repre-
senting a direction of said each target with respect to a
point where the hner pulse is transmitted, and further

responsive to said directional information pair and said

distance information as well as information indicative of
the speed of the vehicle for deriving a running safety

distance up to each target as well as for deriving a mutual
distance between at least two targets and a height of each
target to provide decision data on possibilities <rf(l) coUi-
sion of the vehicle with each target, (2) passing of the
vehicle through a laterally spaced target relative to travel
direction of the vehicle, and (3) passing of the vehicle
nnderatarget

.JB
bMKfik

X*'T- ]r

r:^^^

yX I

""^^-^S^^

1. An imaging apparatus comprising: an optical system for
forming an image of an object, a focusing device, said focusing
device provided with detector means for determining devia-
tions between an actual image surface of the optical system,
said actual image surface having a predetermined position with
respect to said optical system, and a second surface for forming
the image of the object, wherein said focusing device includes
two sets of detector means, each said set having means for
focussing a spot of monochromatic light under a large angle of
incidence onto said actual image surface, a differential light
detector, means for collecting the light reflected by said sec-
ond surface and focusing the reflected light on the differential
light detector positioned so that the image of the spot is cen-
tered on the differential light detector when the actual surface
and the second surface coincide and means for summing differ-

ential signals suppUed by the differential Ught detectors ofboth
sets, said sets being arranged for the light in one of the two sets
of detector means to follow a path coUnear with and in an
opposite direction to the light path of the other ofsaid two sets.

4,477,186

PHOTOMETRIC CUVEITE
Henning L. Carlson, Tlby, Sweden, asrignor to Bifok AB, Sol-

lentuna, Sweden
Filed Feb. 24^ 1982, Ser. No. 351,919

Int CLJ GOIN 21/05. 21/85
U.S. CL 356—246 16

1. Method of optical analysis is an unobstructed flow-
through cuvette wherein the medium is conducted through a
hollow cuvette tube having a tubular wall of transparent mate-
rial, characterized in that light essentially parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cuvette tube is directed obliquely into the
tube through the tube wall adjacent one end of said tube, is

reflected within said tube and travels to the other end of said
tube where it is directed obliquely out through the tube wall to
a detector, the angle of mcidence of the light to the surface of
the tube being selected so that the light is totally reflected after
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entry into the tube against the outer tube wall where said wall
is in contact with the surrounding atmosphere, and that the
light tt supplied essentially uniformly around the circumfer-
ence of the tube.

4,477,187

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SIZING PARTICLES
Donald R. Pettit and Thooas W. Petwson, both of Tucson,

Aris., asdgnon to Uni?«sity Patorts, Inc., Nmiralk, Conn.
Filed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 342,539

Int a.3 GOIB 9/05
MS,a 356-335 19 Oalms

9. A method for sizing particles, comprising the steps of:

directing individual particles through an inspection region;

generating a collimated coherent beam of light;

focusing die beam at the inspection region;

gathering light from the inspection region;

producing electrical signals representative of the gathered
light; and

determining, from said electrical signals, the phase shift of
light scattered from an individual particle passing through
the inspection region, said phase shift being indicative of
the size of the particle passing through the inspection

region.

4,477,188

MONOLITHIC THREE AXIS RING LASER GYROSCOPE
JohnC Stiles, Morris Phdns, and Bo H. G. IJong, Wayne, both

ofNJ., assignors to The Singer Company, Little Falls, NJ.
Filed Apr. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 368,797

Int a^ GOIC 19/64
U.S. a. 356—350 3 Claims

in guadrature and having a common intersection point, the

gyroscope comprising:

a cube body having six faces with three axes respectively

coaxial with said three sensing axes;

a plurality of mirron with each mirror located at the center

of each cube body face;

a plurality of bores formed internally of the body between
each mirror and each of four adjacent mirrors thereby
forming optical cavities therebetween containing lasing

gas;

three mutually orthogonal planes passing through the mir-

rors, each pUne passing through two of said sensing axes

and including an optical cavity enclosing a four-sided

closed beam path orthogonal to the other four-sided beam
paths;

a diagonal passageway filled with lasing gas and located in

the body and having a diagonal axis extending through the

body of the cube and through the intersection point;

at least one cathode affixed to the body and extending out-

wardly from an end point of the diagonal passageway:
torsional spring means having a dither axis and being at-

tached to the body and concentrically receiving the cath-

ode for permitting dithering of the body about the dither

axis;

a pair of anodes located in each beam path;

shortened passageways filled with lasing gas and connecting
the diagonal passageway with each of the beam paths for

commimicating electrical energy from the cathode to the

anodes; and

beam combining means optically communicating with each
beam path for measuring the beat frequency between
counter-routing beams in each path, wherein said diago-
nal axis is disposed close to a Une extending through diag-

onally opposite comers of said cube for ease of manufac-
ture of the diagonal passageway, and wherein each said

shortened passageway has an opening into its respective

four-sided beam path, said opening and its pair of beam
path anodes being disposed so that the opening is midway
between the pair of beam path anodes for forming a sym-
metrical flow path.

4^77,189
PHOTOELECTRIC INCREMENTAL MEASURING

DEVICE
Alftotts Ernst Tranarent Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Johannes Heidenhain GmbH, Trauarent Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,301

Claims priority, aniUcatiott Fed. Rep. of Gomaay, Feb. 12,

1981, 3104972

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 13,

2000, has been dischdned.

Int a^ GOID 5/245
U.S. a. 356-374 5 Claiau

1. A monolithic ring bser gyroscope for detecting inertial

rotation about first and second and third sensing axes diqxMed 1. In an incremental photoelectric measuring device for
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measuring the position of a fint object relative to a second
object; wherein the device comprises a scale having a division
grid and at least first and second reference marks spatially

separated along the grid, each of the reference marks compris-
ing a group of irregularly spaced reference lines; and wherein
the device further comprises a scanning plate having at least

two scanning regions, each having a plurality ofscanning fields

for scanning the scale including a respective reference nuu-k
scanning field, the improvement comprising:

a control track included in the scale, said control track
having at least first and second spatially separated control
regions having optical characteristics differing from a
lemaining portion of the control track;

each of said control regions positioned on the scale in associ-

ation with a respective one of the reference marks, die
aUgnment of the first control region with respect to the
first reference mark differing from the alignment of the
second control region with respect to the second refer-

ence mark;

at least first and second control track reading fields, each
included in a respective one of the scanning regions of the
scanning plate, said control track reading fields positioned
with respect to the refierence mark reading fields such that

for each of the scanning regions simultaneous alignment
between the respective reference mark reading field and
one of the reference marks and between the respective

control track reading field and one of the control regions

is possible only with a respective one of die reference
marks and the associated control region.

MT7,190
MULTICHANNEL SPECTROPHOTOMETER

Mas D. UftOB, Irfioe; Dtrid G. DkkfaMoii, and Willjam A.
Stark, both of Costa Mesa, all of Calif,, assignors to American
Hospital Sapply CorporatioB, Efaastoa, DL

Flkd JnL 20, IMl, Ser. No. 28M41
lat a.} GOIJ 3/50

VS. a. 3S6—418 10 Claims

9. A Multichannel Spectrophotometer, comprising:
a single source of radiant energy;

optical means for forming said single source into a multiplic-

ity of beams of radiant energy;

a first filter wheel adjacent said optical means and having a
multiplicity of filter segments thereon, each filter segment
intercepting one at a time each of said multipUcity of
beams of radiant energy as the filter wheel rotates, each of
said filter segments defining a band of spectral radiant

energy;

means for transmitting each band of spectral radiant energy
received from each filter segment to a measurement sta-

tion;

a multiplicity of measurement stations each having a cuvette
containing a sample to be measured by passing the spectral

radiant energy received from said first filter wheel there-
through;

means for transmitting the radiant energy output received
from each measurement station to a second filter wheel;
and

a second filter wheel identical to said first filter wheel each
filter segment intercepting one at a time each radiant

energy output from said measurement stations, said sec-

ond filter wheel being rotated in aligned synchronism
with said first filter wheel such that a given band of spec-

tral radiant energy transmitted through a given filter of
said first filter wheel is received and transmitted through
the same filter of said second filter wheel.

4,477,191

MIXING HEAD FOR MIXING AT LEAST TWO
FLOWABLE COMPONENTS

Heinrich Ersfeid, and iOans Schnlte, both of Lererkusen, Fed.
Rep. of Gomiany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
LeTerknsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,978
Claims priority, awUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 6,

1982, 3217016

Int a^ B29B 1/04
VJS. CL 366—77 lO n«<«.

1. A mixing head for mixing at least two flowable compo-
nents comprising:

(A) a housing having

(i) a discharge piston guide bore therein,

(ii) a mixing chamber in one section of said discharge

piston guide bore, nozzle openings of injection members
for said flowable components positioned equidistant

around said mixing chamber, said mixing chamber fur-

ther defined as having an oudet opening,

(iii) a choke member guide recess extending perpendicular

to said discharge piston guide bore and transversely

beyond said nozzle openings, and
(iv) an oudet passage coaxial with said discharge piston

guide bore and beyond said choke member guide recess;

(B) a discharge piston sUdably disposed in said discharge

piston guide bore, and slidable tlm>ugh

(i) said mixing chamber,

(ii) said choke member guide recess, and
(iii) said oudet passage; and

(C) a choke member slid^ly disposed in said choke member
guide recess and having

(i) a passage therethrough and
(ii) a section adjacent to said mixing chamber which has a

reduced crosssectional area, said section of reduced
cross-sectional area extending into said mixing chamber
between said nozzle openings but leaving said nozzle

openings clear.
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4,477,192

MAGNETIC STIRRING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Warren J. Booney, Yardley, Pa., assignor to Wanier*Lambert

Company, Morris Plains, NJ.
Filed Jon. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,401

Int a^ BOIF 13/08

VS.a 366-274 18 Claims

located in the standard time zones of the world based on

Greenwich mean time, the illuminatable elements within each

standard time zone being connected together in a common
group and the respective groups being angularly spaced apart

aroimd the spherical body; electric circuit means connected to

the groups of illuminatable elements for energizing whichever

illuminatable element group is disposed in a predetermined

angular position relative to a reference point on the stand; and

timekeeping means for keeping time and for displaying the

local standard time corresponding to that of the standard time

zone associated with the energized illuminatable element

group.

4,477,194

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING THE FUNCnONS OF AN
ELECTRONIC WATCH

Jean^Georges Michel, Nenchatel; Hubert Portmann, Rothea-

burg, and All Schneiter, Nenchatel, all of Switierland, assign-

ors to Ebanches, SJL, Switzerland

Filed Oct 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,775

ClaiBis priority, application Switzcriaad, Dec 6, 1979,

10814/79

Int a.3 G04C 17/00; G04B 19/00

VS. a. 368-69 12 Oaims

1. Magnetic stirring apparatus for stirring the contents of a

container by magnetically moving a stirrer positioned in the

container, comprising subjecting means for continuously and

successively subjecting the stirrer to a plurality of moving
magnetic fields, said magnetic fields include at least one pair of

relatively strong repelling fields and at least one pair of rela-

tively weak repelling fields, whereby the stirrer moves errati-

cally in the container to knead as well as stir the contents

thereof.

4,477,193

TERRESTRIAL GLOBE INCLUDING A WORLD CLOCK
Shoi^i Yasnftika, Giflii, Japan, assignor to Unionelecs Kabnshlki

Kaisha, Gifti, Jivan
FOed Dec 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,527

Gaims priority, application J^aa, Feb. 23, 1982, 57*27895

Int a^ G04B 19/22

VS. CL 368—24 5 Claims

1. A terrestrial globe comprismg: a generally spherical body

having on its outer surface a representation of a world map; a

stand having means mounting the spherical body for manual

rotational displacement about an axis of rotation relative to the

stand; a plurality of energizeable illuminatable elements having

illiuninated and non-illuminated states and being disposed on

the spherical body outer surface at points corresponding to

preselected geographical regions on the world map which are

4i\

53h

.OCT _3^ f~Smk«c^lJ "Li^^S

1. A device for controlling at least one function of an elec-

tronic watch provided with a case, comprising:

at least one friction element, mounted on the watch case,

having at least one ribbed zone which produces mechani-

cal vibrations in said case when said zone is rubbed with

appropriate means by the user of the watch;

an electromechanical transducer which senses said vibra-

tions and supplies an electric signal in response thereto;

and

electronic means for supplying an output signal in response

to said electric signal in order to control said function of

the watch.

4,477,195

ARRANGEMENT OF ANALOG-TYPE ELECTRONIC
WRISTWATCH

Mitsoo Saitoh; Yasno Kamiyama, and Mitsnhiro Mnrata, all of

Tanashi, Japan, assignors to Citizen Watch Company Limited,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,038

Clahns priority, application Japan, Apr. 1, 1980, 55-42110

Int a.J G04C 23/02

VS. a. 368—88 7 Claims

1. An analog-type electronic wristwatch structure compris-

ing;

a main plate made of an insulating materia and having one

side including a first area formed with a cutout, and sec-

ond and third areas;

a wheel train bridge secured to one side of said main plate

above said cutout to form therein a space;

a wheel train mechanism disposed in said space;

a flexible circuit board disposed in the second area of said

main plate and having its lower surface facing said main

plate, said lower surface being provided with a printed

circuit pattern said flexible circuit board carrying elec-
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tromc compooeutt compoied of at least a tune base vibra-
tor and an IC chip;

an dectnwncchanical transducer drive coil disposed in the
third area of said main plate;

a flat battery diqxMed over said wheel train mechanism, said
flexible circuit board and said electromechanical trans-
ducer drive cofl;

„60baSf92 28o,26opo94 28baBc,60o
,26«

.92

the detection of the rotor being in the non-rotated state,

said driving and control means iqiplying a fourth drive

pulse to the stepper motor in re^xmse to said non-rotation

signal, said fourth drive pulse affecting rotation of said

rotor to said rotated position.

CBo "*96 115

4,477,W7

BEARING
BrMC R. Choate, Sangas, Califs assignor to Sargent Indnstries,

Inc^ Los Angeks, Calif.

Difisioa of Ser. No. 256,063, Apr. 21, 1981, Pat No. 4,428,689.
lUs appUcation Jan. 27, 1984, Ser. No. 574,524

lat CL^ F16C 33/04
VJS,a 384—296 3 Oains

|^^='r.
I ^J^'^lH^Ill

t6,i>76»h^ e4 '1*6^09w ^
U3

M Jtf,

a flat battery support member made of a synthetic resin and
fixed to the one side of said main plate to support said flat

battery and to press said flexible circuit board directly to
said main plate in the area where said printed circuit

pattern is formed; and
a battery retaining spring secured to said main plate;

said main plate and said flat battery support member having
recesses for accommodating at least portions of said elec-
tronic components.

4,477,196

ANALOG ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE
Jlro Ito, Siwa, Japan, aaalgnof to KabvUld Kaisha Sowa Seiko-

aha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,649
Oaiw priority, appUcatkM Japan, May 7, 1981, 56-68825:

Fab. 8, 1982, 57-18644

Int a.} G04F 5/00: G04B 19/00
VS.a 368—157 17

1. An analog timepiece, comprising:

oscillator means for generating a periodic time standard
signal;

frequency divider means for receiving and dividing the
periodic time standard signal;

stepper motor means comprising rotor means, stator means
and coil means, said rotor means being rotatable;

driving and control means for applying a drive signal to said
stepper motor means, said driving and control means
applying a drive signal to said stepper motor means that
includes a first drive pulse for rotating said rotor, a second
stabilizing pulse for stabilizing said rotor to affect a posi-

tioning of the rotor in one of a rotated and non-rotated
position, and a third detection pulse, and detection means
for detecting the positioning of said rotor in one of said
rotated and non-rotated positions in response to said de-
tection pulse, said detection means applying a non-rota-
tion signal to said driving and control means in response to

1. In combination,

a movable member made from a relatively hard material,
a bearing liner disposed on a first particular surface of the
movable member in a thin layer and provided with rela-

tively incompressible characteristics and with characteris-
tics of resisting wear and fatigue,

a stationary member made from a relatively harder material
and disposed in frictional relationship with the bearing
liner, and

means disposed on the opposite side of the stationary mem-
ber from the movable member for retaining the stationary

member against the movable member and for inhibiting

any lateral wobble between the stationary and movable
members,

the stationary member being provided with a first flange at

one lateral extremity and the retaining means constituting

a sleeve with a second flange at the opposite lateral ex-
tremity and bearing Uners being attached to one of the
movable member and the first flange at the abutting posi-
tion and to one of the movable member and the second
flange at the abutting position.

4,477,198

MODIFIED RESISTIVE LAYER IN THERMAL
TRANSFER MEDIUM HAVING LUBRICATING

CONTACT GRAPHITE COATING
Patsy A. BoiHds, Lexington; Dafid P. Dann, Danfllle; Rex D.

FathcrgUl, F^wkfort; Hugh T. FIndlay, and Stafford, Donald
W., both of Lexington, aU of Ky., aaaignora to IntematioBal
Business Machines CorporatioB, Amoak, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,554

Int a^ B41J 31/12
VS. CL 400—120 16

1. A transfer medium having a resistive layer to receive
electrical current for generation of heat a hiyer of marking

^
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material meltable by said heat on one side of said resistive

layer, and grapiate powder in minute, normally unmeasurable
amounts coating the surface of said resistive layer opposite said

one side and adhering substantially only by inherent surface

effects between said graphite and Uie suirface of said resistive

layer, said grq>hite coating giving a silver appearance and
providing lubrication and e^ianced electrical current-flow

parameters.

4^77,199
DEVICE FOR INDEXING THE ARM OR CASTING OF A

VEHICLE REARVIEW-MIRROR
Stqphanc Mannni, 1, roe Paitear, Saint-Clande, Friuce (39200)

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,301

Cbdns priority, appUcatioB Frimce, Feb. 6, 1981, 81 02402

Int a.3 F16C 11/00: F16D 1/12

VS. CL 403—93 11 Oains

la 6 7 5

surface, said base surface having a rectangular upper

surface and said base having a first opposing edge and

second opposing edge parallel to one another said respec-

tive edges being formed of the respective opposing edges

of said rectangular surfaces;

(b) first and second flange members integrally connected

respectively to the base member at said first and second

edges respectively, said flange member being directed in a

s?^Mtt jMM

/Sfi/t

plane which is disposed at an angle to the upper surface of

said member;

(c) connecting means on said base member to interconnect

said device to support means independent of said base

member;

(d) rod receptacle means integrally disposed perpendecu-

larly on each of said flange members to receive and hold

the ends of rod members therein.

1. In a device for indexing an arm supporting a rearview

mirror in which one of the ends of said arm is pivotally

mounted on a suppori member and pivots about a first pivot

axis, said support member being adapted to be mounted on a

motor vehicle, the improvement comprising:

a flange member formed of a resilient material and pivotally

mounted on said support member, said flange member
further pivoting about a second pivot axis parallel to said

first pivot axis and spaced a predetermined distance there-

firom;

a partial right circular cylindrical surface on said arm, said

partial tight circular cylindrical surface being disposed

between said first and second pivot axes and curved about
said first pivot axis;

a first and second abutment means extending from said

flange member and each engaging said partial right circu-

lar cylindrical surface;

a recess in said arm, said recess being selectively alignable

with said first abutment means in a first predetermined

angular position of said arm about said first pivot axis; and
a third abutment means extending from said partial right

circular cylindrical surface and selectively engageable

with said second abutment means in said first predeter-

mined angidar position of said arm and in a first range of

angular positions on either side of said first predetermined

angular position such that said third abutment means
cooperates with said second abutment means to resiliently

deflect said flange member when said arm is in said first

range of angular positions and pivots said first abutment

means into said recess in said first predetermined angular

position, said third abutment means thereby inhibiting

rotation of said arm to and from said first predetermined

position.

4,477,200

MULTIPLE PURPOSE PIPE CONNECTING BRACKETS
Flradc J. PeraicUlki, 590 Syhraadale Afc, Oregoa, Ohte 43616

Filed JoL 25, 1983, Ser. No. 517,011

lit a.3 F16D 1/00. 3/00

VS.a 403—174 2 Oains
1. A rod interconnecting device for a frame member com-

prising:

(a) a U-slu4)ed base fhune member, having a flat-bottom

4^77,201
CORNER MEMBER FOR FURNTTURE ASSEMBLY

HidetoaU Yoahiy^ii, Bridgewater, NJ., assignor to Takara

Company, New York, lac^ Somerset NJ.
Ffled Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246^54

Int 0.3 F16B 9/02

VS.a 403—231 5 Oains

1. An extruded corner member of the type suitable for use in

attaching panels comprising:

a longitudinal outer flange comprising a central arcuate

portion and a pair of straight portions each tangentially

joined to one longitudinal edge of said arcuate portion;

a longitudinal web of constant width, said web being con-

nected to a central region of said central arcuate portion;

and

a longitudinal inner flange consisting of two longitudinal

planar portions and connected to said web, said pUmar

portions having a common boundary at said web connec-

tion, whereby each planar portion is substantially parallel

to a respective opposing one of said straight portions of

said outer flange member, to form pockets of substantially

uniform width for receiving said panels, said pair of

straight portions each having their unjoined longitudinal

edge substantially opposite the midpoint of each respec-

tive opposing planar portion, said pair of longitudinal

planar portions each having a longitudinal groove on the

outside face thereof, for strengthening said planar portion,

said groove being used to locate holes to be drilled

therein.
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4^477^2
PIN LOCK

Join G. Price P.O. Box 3197, Mootgoacry, Ala. 36109
FIM Oct 13, 19S3, Scr. No. 541,452

lot a^ B25G i/(Xk F14D l/OO
MS,a 403-316 12 Claims

1. A pin lock comprising:

(a) a shaft portion having a first end and a second end, said
first end including connection means adapted to connect
said first end to one of drive means or driven means;

(b) a receptacle portion having a first end connected to said

shaft portion second end and a second end including
receptacle means adapted to connect said receptacle por-
tion second end to the other of said drive means or driven
means; and

(c) pin means associated with said receptacle portion for

preventing radial movement of said other of said drive
means or driven means with respect to said receptacle
portion, said pin means being solely engageable with
p^pheral portions of said other of said drive means or
driven means said receptacle portion further including a
substantially truncated conical region interposed between
said shaft portion second end and said receptacle means.

4,47733
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR APPLYING

COATINGS TO TRAITIC SURFACES
Alfxudcr LwUtka, 4741 IMebridge Rd. #C-10, WarrensrUle

Hti., Ohio 44128

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 408,484

Int aJ EOlC W20, 19/21
VS. CL 404—111 20 Claims

1. A method ofapplying to a traffic surface a coating compo-
sition consisting of plural ingredients, wherein the method
comprises the steps of:

(a) depositing a plurality of ingredients from a plurality of
individual aupply sources upon a traffic surface to be
coated, with the deposits of ingredients being made in

close proximity to each other to form a deposit mixture;
(b) bringing into contact with the deposit mixture a rotary

stirring tool which includes a disk having depending
blades that are arranged in an array about an axis that

extends substantially normal to the traffic surface, with
the stirring tool having means connecting each of the
blades to the disk so that, when the disk and the blades are
routed about said axis, the blades are permitted to move a
limited amount relatively toward and away from the disk,

and to rock relative to the disk about axes that extend
substantially parallel to the traffic surface;

(c) routing the tool about said axis with the blades being

urged into substantially continuous contact with the traf-

fic surface and with the deposited ingredients to effect a

rapid mixing of the ingredients to a condition of uniform

consistency; and,

(d) applying the mixed ingredients to the traffic surface by
continuing roution of the tool about said axis, with the

blades moving relative to the disk as is needed to conform
their movements to the contour of the traffic surface and
to substantially maintain conUct with the traffic surface.

« 4,477,204

CAST CONCRETE ELEMENT FOR UNDERGROUND
TUBULAR STRUCTURE

darence J. Rohde, 5167 N. Lo?en La. Rd., Milwaukee, Wis.
53225, and Donald J. Farley, 2241 W. Hart Rd., Beloit, Wis.
53511, assignors to Clarence J. Rohde; Donald J. Farley;
Joseph P. Selhulster, all of Wankedta, Wis. and John R.
Hart, Leicestershire, England

Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,457
Int. CU E21D 11/00

VS. a. 405—153 10 Gaims

1. A cast concrete modular element cooperable with other,

similiar elements to comprise a tubular underground installa-

tion such as a duct or a tunnel liner, said element having radi-

ally inner and outer faces curved concentrically to an axis that

extends in opposite directions, having opposite end faces facing

in said directions, and having a well opening to one of said end
faces wherein a rod of a predetermined diameter is receivable

for guiding said element and another similar element into a

predetermined axially adjacent relationship in which said one
end face opposes an end face on said other element, said modu-
lar element being characterized by means for maintaining said

relationship comprising:

A. a plurality of coaxial, telescopingly connected tubular mem-
bers embedded in said element, cooperating to define a
portion of said well that is spaced inwardly from said one
end surface and providing opposing circumferential shoul-

ders that define between them a circumferential radially

inwardly opening groove in said portion of the well,

(1) one of said tubular members having one end that defines

one of said shoulders,

(2) another of said tubular members being in surrounding
relation to said one tubular member and defining a radially

inwardly facing surface of said groove that extends axially

between said shoulders, and

(3) said tubular members having axially oppositely facing

external abutment surfaces whereby they are confined

against axial displacement relative to said element; and
B. an annular securement member

(1) having a radially outer marginal portion in said groove,

confined between said shoulders and surrounded by said

radially inwardly facing surface, and

(2) having radially inwardly projecting teeth

(a) which are resilient to be flexible away from said end
surface and

(b) which, when unflexed, have radially inner edges on a

circle of less than said diameter, to be flexed away from
said end surface by a rod of said diameter inserted into
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the well and to hold the rod against withdrawal from of hexagonal-mesh netting of said gabion are twisted together

the well by engaging it under convergent bias. along portions which extend traverse to said longitudinal axis

4,477,205

APPARATUS FOR CONNECTING UNDERWATER FLOW
LINE HUBS

Charles D. Morrill, Bellaire, Tex., and Michael J. A. Best,

Dnrsley, England, assfgnors to Smith International, loc^

Newport Beach, Calif

.

DiTision of Ser. No. 098,965, Not. 30, 1979, Pat No. 4,371,005,

which is a coiitiniiatioB-io«part of Ser. No. 973^95, Dec. 28,

1978, abandoned. This implication Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No.

429,532

latCUFl€Ll/04
VS. a. 405—169 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for remotely connecting a pair of axially

aligned underwater hubs, comprising

a connector tool,

means for lowering said connector tool through the water to

a position such that said connector tool engages said hubs,

connecting means carried by said connector tool for con-

necting said hubs together,

a protective cover on each hub; and

means supported by said connector tool for removing said

covers from said hubs in response to downward move-

ment of said connector tool.

4«477,206

FLEXIBLE MATTRESS*LIKE ELEMENT USABLE AT
BALLAST FOR IMMOBILIZING AND PROTECTING

UNDERWATER PIPELINES
Andrea Papetti, and Cesare Pedrini, both of Bologna, Italy,

•ssigDors to SJ*«A. OfRciM Maccafnrri gia RaflMie Mac-
caferri A FI^ Bologna, Italy

Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 300,529

Claims priority, application Italy, Sep. 16, 1980, 68424 A/80;

Mar. 5, 1981, 52997/81[U]

lot CU F16L 1/04: E02B 3/12

VS. CL 405—172 22 Claims

1. A flexible mattress-like element usable as ballast for im-

mobilising and protecting underwater pipelines comprising at

least one gabion made from top, bottom, side and end panels of

double-twist hexagonal-mesh wire netting and having an elon-

gated flattened parallelepipied form with a longitudinal axis

and a mixture disposed within said gabion constituted by an

aggregate of stones or pebbles and a sand, filler, and bitumen

based mastic wherein the wires forming at least said top panel

of said gabion whereby the flexibility of the element is en-

hanced when draped over an underwater pipeline.

4^77,207

MARINE RISER BUOYANCY ASSEMBLY
Ame I. Johnson, 7400 34tfa St SonA, Apt 125, St Petenlmrg,

Fla. 33711

FUed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,781

Int a.3 E21B 17/01

VS. a. 405—195 11 Cbdw

1. A buoyancy assembly for mounting on a riser pipe having

service lines extending therealong, the assembly comprising:

(a) discontinuous clamping band means shaped to extend

around the riser pipe normal to its axis and having op-

posed ends and having tightening means for securing said

opposed ends to tighten the clamping band means on the

pipe;

(b) bracket means attached to the band means opposite at

least one service line, and each bracket means having

walls extending outwardly from the band means including

two opposed transverse walls extending in a plane normal

to said axis;

(c) service line supporting means carried by at least one of

said transverse walls of the bracket means and each in-

cluding a supporting cradle and a clamping bar, and in-

cluding securing means to tighten the bar toward the

cradle;

(d) arcuate floution modules shaped to lie against the riser

pipe between the service lines, and having outer surfaces

forming a contour surrounding the riser pipe; and

(e) belt means for securing the modules in the assembly, and

comprising a strap overlying each module and the strap

having a tension bar at each end; a link pivoted to each

bracket means; and tensioning bolt means extending be-

tween the tension bars and the Unks and operative when
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tightened to tension the strap overlying the adjacent mod-
ule.

4^477,208

CHEMICAL ANCHOR CARTRIDGES
Grahn Scott, Sydney, AnrtraUa, anignor to Steetley Industries
Ltd^ AostraUa

FDcd JnL 13, IMl, Scr. No. 283,097
CUbs priority, appUcMon AMtnUa, JoL 15, 1900, PE4532

brt. a.) E21D 21/00: B65D 25/08
UAa 403-261 7 Oakam

inner end of said threads for engagement by said bolt to permit
turning of the entire assembly in a first position and after ap*

proximately the application of 100 ft. lbs. of torque, to disen-

gage from its frictional engagement to permit turning of the

.«

elongated bolt in a second position, said coupling including a
nonthreaded section between the threaded ends, said plug
being disengaged from the threads so as to locate in the non-
threaded section in the second position.

1. A chemical anchor cartridge comprising an outer enve-
lope which is destructable by engagement with a bar or bolt
and including a first longitudinal compartment for containing
one or more components of an adhesive and a second longitu-
dinal compartment for containing one or more other compo-
nents of the adhesive, each end of said cartridge being adapted
to be secured to a respective mating end ofanother cartridge to
enable a plurality of said cartridges to be assembled in end-to-
end relationship outside the drillhole, at least a first end ofeach
cartridge being adapted to be retained on the end of the bar or
rock bolt, said first end portion of each cartridge being of
larger transverse dimension than a second end portion of the
cartridge and including a concavity adapted to receive therein
in mating relationship, the smaller dimensioned second end
portion ofanother cartridge or the end of said bar or rock bolt,

the first end portion of larger transverse dimension being open
and adapted to receive a plug inserted therein to seat within the
cartridge at a predetermined distance ftxnn said first end to
ftmn the concavity, the first and second compartments ending
at a predetermined distance from said first end.

4,477,210

CONVEYOR SYSTEM FOR LOADING SHIPS
LesUe J. Yare, Tyne A Wear, Eagiand, aarignor to Sendair

Intemationai Limited, Washington, Great Britain

per No. PCr/GB82/0002C § 371 Date Sep. 23, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Sep. 23, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/02702, PCT Pnb.
Date Aug. 19, 1982

PCT Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 425,082
Oains priority, appUcation United Kiagdon, Jan. 31, 1981,

8103012

Int a.3 B45G 53/54
MS. CL 406—166 9 CUns

4^77,209
ANCHOR BOLT ASSEMBLY

Edward C HipUaa, Jr., Coraopoiia, aad Fkaak M. Locotos,
BridgeriDc, both of Pa., aaaigBon toH A S Machine * Supply
Qi., lae., Oakdaie, Pa.

FDed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374^15 ^

iBLCV^VD 20/02
U.S.a 405-261 2 daims

1. In an anchor bolt assembly of the type used in mine roofs
and the like where the anchor bolt assembly is positioned in a
drill hole of a rock formation and in which a quick-setting
adhesive secures the assembly to the rock formation, said
assembly including an elongateid reinforcing rod, an elongated
boh and a couplmg intemaUy threaded at each end and con-
necting the rod and bolt, the improvement comprising a cylin-
drical plug of a material which is softer than the coupling, said
plug extruded mto ftictional engagement within the internal
threads of a bolt end of the coupling bore at substantially an

4S

r
1. A pneumatic conveyor system for transporting bulk mate-

rials from shore to ship, said system including a shore-based
hopper for said material, and a sealed pipeline extending from
said hopper to a receiving port m the ship, said pipeUne com-
prising an inlet section incorporating a fixed member, a mov-
able member mounted for universal movement relative to said

fixed member, and a first length of flexible tubing having an
inlet end fixed relative to said fixed member for supply with
material fix}m the hopper and an outlet end secured to said

movable member, the pipeline further comprising a telescopic

length of rigid tubing forming an extension of said first length

of flexible tubing, and a second length of flexible tubing form-
ing a continuation of said telescopic tubing, the outlet end of
said further length of tubing being mounted for universal

movement relative to the outlet end of said rigid telescopic
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tubing and being adapted for location in the receiving port of
the ship.

4^477,211

ROTARY TOOL CUTTING CARTRIDGE
Leonard A. Bricae, 5039 Browndeer La., Raacho Palos Vmlcs,

Calif. 90274

Continnation of Ser. No. 129,904, Mar. 13, 1980, abandoned.

lUa appUcation Feb. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 346,948

Int a^ B23C 5/2a 5/24

U.S. a. 407—7 3 Clains

1. A rotary cutting tool comprising:

a tool head having mounted thereon one of more individu-

ally mounted and removable, self-contained cutting car-

tridges, each cutting cartridge including a stator having a

base portion and a ^indle portion which are adapted to be
fit onto said tool head, and a cutting insert rotatably

mounted on said qnndle portion, said base portion and
said spindle portion serving to rotatably mount said cut-

ting insert on said tool head, said base portion having a
first half of a dovetail junction, said tool head having a
second half of a dovetail junction adapted to receive said

base portion in either of a first or second direction, said

dovetail junction on said base portion having a precut

angular orientation providing said cutting insert with a

preset positive rake when said stator is sUp mounted on
said tool head in said first direction and a preset negative

rake when said stator is slip mounted on said tool head in

said second direction, said spindle portion having a tongue
shaped end, said tool head having a groove, said tongue
shaped end of said spindle portion being seated in said

groove when said cutting cartridge is mounted on said

tool head said tongue and groove being in alignment with

said dovetail junction and means for securing said cutting

cartridge in said tool head.

4^77,212
CUTTING TOOL

Harald Kraft, Ubiagen, Fed. Rep. of Gemany, assigBor to

FeldnMUe AktiengeseUsdnft, Ditaaeldorf, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Ang. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,465

Claims priority, applieatiOB Fed. Rqi. of Gcnaany, Sep. 15,

1981, 3136502

Int a3 B26D 1/00

U.S. CL 407—104 9 Claims

1. A cutting tool, such as a turning tool, comprising a clamp-

ing holder having a recess therein, a cutting bit insertable and
securable within said recess, said cutting bit having a depres-

sion in the surface of said bit facing outwardly from said recess,

a clamping shoe mounted on said clamping holder, a projecting

member located onvand extending outwardly from said clamp-

ing shoe so that said projecting member is arranged within said

depression for securing said cutting bit on said clamping

holder, means for securing said clamping shoe to said clamping

holder, said means including a lifting spring for biasing said

cUmiping shoe outwardly from said clamping holder, said

clamping holder having a first surftce therein containing said

recess and a second surface spaced from said recess with said

second surftce inclined relative to said first surfMe, said

clamping shoe having guide cams thereon disposed laterally

spaced apart and spaced from said projecting member, said

guide cams being engageable with the inclined said second

surface on said clamping holder, means positioned on the

second surface of said clamping holder and engageable be-

tween said guide cams for preventing the turning of said

clamping shoe about said means securing said clamping shoe to

said clamping holder, and said depression having a first surface

and said projecting member having a second surface, said first

and second surfaces disposed in contact when said projecting

member is in engagement with said depression, and said first

and second surfaces being shaped so that said projecting mem-
ber is only in punctiform contact with said depression.

4,477,213

CHUCK KEY HOLDER FOR A POWER TOOL
James W. Nelson, Union Grore, and Ste?en R. Wente, Kenosha,

bodi of Wis., assignors to Snap-on Tools CorporatioB, Keno-

sha, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 254^19, Apr. 16, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530,614

Int CL^ B23B 45/00

U.S.a 408—241 R 3

Tt «•

1. A one-piece integral chuck key holder for removably

attaching a chuck key having an elongated handle part to a

power tool having a handle, said chuck key holder comprising

an elastic sleeve for mounting snugly on the free end of the

power tool handle, an elastic end wall, and means having an

aperture therein, said means being on said sleeve and integral

therewith, said ^)erture being adapted to receive the handle

part of the chuck key and being sized for firictionaUy retaining

same in a stored position while permitting ready removal of the

chuck key for use.
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4^477^14
MACHINE FOR THE PRECISION WORKING OF THE
TOOTH SURFACES ON TOOTHED WORKFIECES

Johau SpMMbMfor, Folag, Fed. Rep. of Germany, awignor to

Carl Harth MaaeUoea- oad ZaharadAibrik GmbH 4k Co.,
Fed. Rep. of Gemaajr

FUed May 26, 1982, Scr. No. 382,327
Oaiav priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 13,

1981, 3123S02

lat a^ B23F 19/06
U.S. CL 409—34 2 Claims

1. A machine for precision working of tooth flanks on a
toothed workpiece rotatably supported in a machine frame by
a routably supported toothed tool, comprising:

frame means;

adjusting carriage means and a swivel plate means for pivot-
ally suspending said adjusting carriage means from said
frame means and for movement about a first axis perpen-
dicular to the axis of rotation of said workpiece, said

adjusting carriage means including a guide carrier pivot-
ally suspended by a horizontally extending bolt from said
swivel plate means, a feed carriage movably mounted on
said guide carrier, circular guide means for pivotally
suspending said rotatably supported toothed tool from
said feed carriage and for rotatable movement about a
second axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation of said
workpiece for purposes of achieving a crossed axes rela-

tionship between said axis of rotation of said workpiece
and the axis of rotation of said tool;

first control means for effecting varying tilting of said feed
carriage about the axis of said bolt; and

second control means for adjusting the angle of inclination
to the horizontal of said axis of said bolt in a vertical

extending plane to alter the inclination of said feed car-
riage about the longitudinal axis of said movement
thereof, said feed carriage being movable in a direction
generally perpendicular to said vertical extending plane
for producing a crowned surface on the teeth of said

workpiece.

4*477,215

BROACHING MACHINE SAFETY
Leonard A. Gabriclc, 24271 Bolan, Warren, Mich. 48089

FPed No?. IC, 1981, Scr. No. 321,574
lat aj B23D 41/08

VS. CL 409-245 11 Oainis
1. A broaching machine simultaneously broaching a plural-

ity of annular work parts comprising a work support table
having a plurality of broach openings therethrough, a verti-

cally movable broach puller below said table, a vertically
movable retriever above said table having a plurality ofbroach
holders, said retriever comprising a support bar having a plu-
rality of vertical retriever openings therethrough in vertical
alignment with said holders, an outer plunger in each of said
retriever openings, resilient means in each of said openings
biaaing said outer plunger downwardly for actuation by a

broach which fails to enter a work part, an elongated rod
above said support bar, a plurality of arms fixed to said rod
having portions overlying said outer plunger, a first limit
switch, and a first switch operating arm fixed to said rod; each
of said outer plungers having a vertical through opening, an
inner plunger in each of said through openings, having its

lower end engageable with the upper end of a broach in its

associated holder, a second elongated rod above said support
bar, a pluraUty of independently pivotal arms carried by said
second rod, first individual resilient means urging each of said
arms independently downwardly into engagement with the top

ends of said inner plungers, a third elongated rod parallel to
said second rod, a plurality of rigidly interconnected arms
pivotal as a unit about said third rod, a trip bar interconnecting
all of said rigidly interconnected arms, each of said indepen-
dently pivotal arms being engageable with said trip bar, a
second limit switch, one of said rigidly interconnected arms
being a second switch operating arm, second resilient means
operatively connected to said second switch operating arm
effective to move it to actuate said second switch, each of said
first resilient means being effective to overcome said second
resilient means if its independently pivotal arm is not engaged
by the upper end of the inner plunger associated therewith.

4,477,216

INFEEO SHUTTLE TABLE FOR VERTICAL BROACH
Charles P. Van De Motter, Steren J. Hamm, and ChriatopherC
Van De Motter, all of Cuyahoga Coonty, CNiio, aarignors to
The Ohio Broach A Machine Company, WiUooghby, Ohio

FUed Jan. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 342,474
Int a.i B23D 37/12. 41/06

U.S. CL 409-257 ( dainia

1. In a broaching machine having a base,

a ram mounted on said base for reciprocating movement in

a vertical path through a downward cutting stroke and an
upward return stroke,

means for mounting a broaching tool on said ram,
a table having a support pUte on its upper surface adapted to
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receive at least one part holding fixture thereon to hold

parts in position for cutting by said tool,

means attached to the lower surface of said table forming a

pivot mounting on said base for said table, said pivot

mounting means including a hinge pin located on an axis

under the edge of said table farthest from said ram path,

and means providing for horizontal movement of said

plate toward and away from said vertical path of said ram,

said plate including means for receiving the fixture in close

proximity to said table, and

means for tilting said table between a cutting position with

said plate horizontal and normal to said ram path and a

loading position with said plate tilted upward and away

from said ram path.

4,477,217

DRILL AND THREAD FORMING SCREW
Jerry Bonacorsi, Rockford, III., aaaignor to Rockford Prodncta

Corporation, Rockford, III.

FUed Jnn. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 269,108

Int a^ F16B 25/00

VS. a. 411—387 4 Claims

1. A drill and thread forming screw comprising: an elon-

gated shank terminating at one end in a head and at the other

tend in a drill point; said shank including a threaded portion

having a mmor diameter and a major diameter; said drill point

defining a segment of a cone having a base and a point wherein

said conical segment is slightly less than one-halfof the original

cone and is defined by a plane parallel to and slightly beyond

the longitudinal axis of the screw and also having a cutting

edge and spaced therefrom an extruding edge, said cutting

edge extending from said other end and terminating at said

base; said base intersecting said shank at said minor diameter,

wherein said screw is adapted to driU and extrude into a sub-

strata up to said minor diameter and then to form female

threads in the substrate.

4,477,218

OFFSET STACKER AND METHOD
Harley F. Bean, Graperine, Tex^ aaaignor to The Mead Corpo>

ration, Dayton, Ohio
FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,801

Int a^ B65H 33/08

VS.a 414-36 15 Clainia

tray means having a substantially horizontal surface and

positioned within said frame;

means for selectively indexing said tray means between said

stacking station and said discharge sution;

paper stop means having a set contacting surface;

means for selectively adjusting said stop means to a jogging

position wherein it is positioned over a portion of said tray

proximate said fixed wall such that said stop means may
contact and hold in a fixed position a set of sheets sup-

ported by said tray, and said set conucting surface is

substantially normal to said horizontal surface and parallel

to said fixed wall thereby spacing a different set of sheets

from said fixed wall, and to a retracted position wherein

said stop means does not contact a set of sheets and is

removed from said stacking station;

means for selectively patting a set of sheets supported by

said tray against said fixed wall when said stop means is

adjusted to said retracted position, and against said stop

means when said stop means is adjusted to said jogging

position; and

means for holding a set of sheets in place against said tray

means, thereby preventing a set from moving relative to a

second set superposed thereto and said tray means, said

holding means including a finger plate having at least one

set engaging tip, a finger plate support slidably mounted to

said support frame, a link arm rotatably mounted at an end

to said finger plate at an end opposite said tip, and rotat-

ably mounted at an opposite end to said support frame, a

first finger cylinder rotatably mounted at an end to said

finger plate proximate said tip, and at an opposite end to

said finger plate support, and a second finger cylinder

rotatably mounted at an end to said link arm at an interme-

diate position, and rotatably mounted at an opposite end to

said support frame.

4,477,219

DISPENSING APPARATUS
Chariea J. Sander, Archbold, Ohio, aaaignor to O.S. Equlpmcat

Inc., Archbold, Ohio

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,377

Int a.3 B65G 59/06

VS.a 414—126 13 Oaina

1. A dispensing apparatus for placing a generally rigid planar

3. An apparatus for ofBset stacking sets of sheets or the lUce, article onto a receiving surface in a predetermined position

comprising: comprising: sleeve means for containing a stack of such arti-

a support frame having an upper stacking station and a lower cles, said sleeve means having an opening at its lower end,

discharge station; clamping means for engaging a portion of such stack of articles

said frame having at least one fixed wall oriented substan- when in an engaged position, said clamping means acting to

tially verticaUy and proximate said stacking station; hold said stack in a stationary position in said sleeve means,
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njd clamping means not acting to hold the lowermost article in
such stack of articles, said clamping means being movable
betweoi the engaged position and a disengaged position, said
clamping means including a clamping arm, said clamping arm
bemg pivotally motmted and positioned adjacent such stack of
articia, and camming means for pivoting said chmping arm
into the engaged position relative to such stack of articles, said
camming means including a cam surface on said clamping arm,
jaw means for supporting such stack of articles, said jaw

means being movable between open and closed positions,

said jaw means when in the open position acting to allow
the lowermost article in such stack to drop onto the re-

ceiving surftce, and
activating means for moving said cUunping means between

the engaged position and the disengaged position and for
moving said jaw means between the open position and the
cloaed position; said activating means including a slide

member operatively connected to a cam roller engagable
with such cam surface on said clamping arm, said slide

member being (:q)eratively connected to said jaw means,
whereby vertical movement of said slide member moves
saidjaw means between said open position and said closed
position and moves said chunping arm between the en-
gaged and disengaged positions.

4^77420
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR UNLOADING
BURDEN FROM A TOW COMPRISED OF BARGES

Edward R Gmnwald, Sr^ McMvny; William P. O'MaUcy,
Pinbargh, aad Roa Rogen, Jr„ Moon Township, Allegheny
Goaty, an of Pa., ariffon to EiTMaoB, AMtamity 4k Green-
wild, CoraofoUa, Pa.

FDad Apr. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 372,944
im. ai BOB IVaO; BCSG 63/02

U5.a 414-139 lOOainu

t. Apparatus to unload the burden from a tow comprised of
breast-tied strings of barges, said qjparatus including:

an access pUtform for removing hard ties from the barges
comprising said tow,

means forming an unloading slip for guiding successive
barges released from said access pUtform to pass normally
in one direction through the slip while connected together
by soft ties,

two serially-arranged unloaden supported above the un-
loading slip at spaced-qjart locations therealong for un-
loading the burden in two layen each by the use of one of
said unloaden firom each barge while normally passing in

only one direction continuously through the slip, the
space between said unloaders bdng suffiient for substan-
tially removing one layer ofburden from one barge before
removing the final second hiyer,

means tot controlling movement ofa barge along said means
for forming an M"*«'*4ing slip, and

means for conveying the burden removed by said unloaders
from said means forming an unloading slip.

4^77021
ARM FOR A PROGRAMME CONTROLLED

MANIPULATOR
MaaaUaa Sega, Tokyo, and AUra KflnwU, KawasaU, both of

Japan, aasigMMa to ToUeo Ltd., Japan
Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,055

aalms priority, apptteation Japn, Jan. 28, 1981, 56/11058
lat a.) B25J 9/(iQ

UAa414-735 ictaiBi

1. A manipulator arm for a programme controlled manipula-
tor comprising:

a base member,
a first rotary actuator supported by the base member, a

flexible arm having one end, and having first, second and
third arm members and a link member, said first arm
member, which defines said one end of said flexible arm,
being fixedly attached at one end thereof to said first

rotary actuator to be rotated about an axis of said base
member by rotation of said first rotary actuator, said
second arm member being swingably coupled at a first

portion thereof to said first arm member, said third aim
member being swingably coupled to a second portion of
the second arm member, said link member being swing-
ably coupled at one end thereof to the other end of said
first arm member, the other end of said link member being
coupled swingably to one end of said third arm member, a
straight line which connects said one end of said link
member with said other end of said link member crossing
a straight line wiiich connects said first portion of said
second arm member with said second portion of said
second arm member,

a second rotary actuator including a stationary member
fixedly mounted on a free end of said flexible arm, and a
rotatable member rotatably mounted on said stationary
member, in which said stationary member co-operating
with said rotatable member to directly produce a rota-
tional force for rotating said rotatable member when
actuating power is supplied to said second rotary actuator,

a tool attached to said rotatable member of said second
rotary actuator,

a third actuator connected to said second arm member for
angularly moving said second arm member about said first

protion of said second arm member relative to said first

arm member,
whereby said manipulator arm is capable of directly rotating

said tool without backlash so that said manipulator arm is

capable of precisely positioning said tool on the free end
of said flexible arm to desired angular positions.

4,477,222

MOUNTING CONSTRUCnON FOR TURBINE VANE
ASSEMBLY

Daniel S. Wolf, North Patau Beach, Ha., aaaignor to Hie United
States of America as represrated by the Secretary of die Air
Force, WasUngton, D.C.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 431,435
Int 0.3 FOID 9/04

U.S.a 415-138 4Ctaiais
1. A turbine vane assembly of a gas turbme engine, com-

prises:

(a) an inner shroud wall;

(b) an outer shroud wall;
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(c) at least one airfoil-shaped vane having opposite ends and

extending between and rigidly connected at its opposite

ends with said inner and outer shroud walls; and

(d) a recessed ledge defined in each said shroud walls along

respective ones of said ends of said vane, each ledge form-

ing a gap between said respective wall and said vane end

extending from a trailing edge pressure side of said vane

along said pressure side to a location approximately mid-

way between said trailing edge and a leading edge of said

pressure side of said vane.

4,477,223

SEALING SYSTEM FOR A TURBOEXPANDER
COMPRESSOR

Clande Gfarooz, Ailc, Tex., aadgnor to Texas Turbine, Incn Azle,

Tex.

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,504

Int a^ FDID 2Sn2
U.S. a. 415—1C9 R 4 Clafans

to Wcsttaad pk,

4,477,224

HEUCOPTER ROTOR
Keanetta Wataoa, Yeoril, E^iaad, aaripnr

Yeoril, Eai^aad

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,338

Chdms priority, applicatioa Uaited nagdon, Sep. 18, 1981,

8128342

lat a^ B64C 27/74

U.S. CL 416—114 9Clafaas

1. A helicopter rotor including a rotor hub adapted for

rotation about an axis, a plurality of generally radially extend-

ing rotor blades supported on said rotor hub, pitch control

means including support means comprising a universal joint

located concentrically of the axis of rotation, said universal

joint including three equi-spaced radially extending pins, a

radially slidable and rotatable bearing having a spherical exter-

nal surface on each pin, and an axially extending track for each

bearing having a circular cross sectional shape for rolling

engagement by the bearing, whereby said pitch control means

is adapted to cause relative axial movement of the bearings in

the respective tracks to achieve both collective and cyclic

pitch changes of the rotor blades.

4,477,225

ELASTOMERIC UNIVERSAL ROTOR HUB
John E Bnrkaai, Media, Pa., aaaigaor to The Boeiag Company,

Seattle, Wash.
Filed Jaa. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 344,105

Iata3B64C27/Ji
U.S.a 416-134 A 11 ClafaBS

1. In a gas processing apparatus having a housing containing

a shaft with a compressor turbine in a compressor chamber on

one end and an expander turbine in an expander chamber on

the other end, bearing means for rotatably supporting the shaft,

and pump means for circulating lubricant through the bearing

means, an improved seal system comprising in combination:

chamber seal means at each end of the housing for reducing

leakage of fluid between the housing and each chamber;

and

a mechanical seal located between the bearing means and

each chamber seal means, having a nonrotating ring car-

ried by the housing and a rotating ring carried by the

shaft, the rings having opposed faces that are biased

toward and engage each other,

the opposed faces of the mechanical seals being in communi-

cation with a drainage chamber in the housing, the drain-

age chamber having drainage means for removing any

lubricant leaked past the mechanical seals and any gas

leaked past the seal means.

91 •

1. An elastomeric universal rotor hub which comprises:

an inner hub having an axis and adapted to be connected to

a rotor shaft for rotation about said axis, said inner hub

including a cylindrical section and radially disposed teeth

extending outwardly from the cylindrical section;

an outer hub coaxial with said inner hub, said outer hub

including a circular ring and radially disposed teeth ex-

tending inwardly from said ring between said inner hub

teeth, respectively;

an elastomeric material interposed between said inner hub

teeth and said outer hub teeth;

an annular flange connected to said inner and outer hubs;

and

a ftirther elastomeric material interposed between the annu-

lar flange and one of said inner and outer hubs, and com-
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prising part of the connection of the annular flange to said
inner and outer hub*.

BALANCE FOR ROTATING MEMBER
Dtettacr E. Cvkm, SckcMctady, N.Y^ aadgnor to Gcocral

Ekctric CiMpay, Schawrtiriy. N.Y.

Flkd MMf 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,739
Lrt. a^ POU) 5/ia 5/32

\5S,a 416-144 21 dains

1. Apparatus for balancing a routing component of the type
having a wheel and a plurality of blade members extending
from said wheel, each of said blade members including a dove-
tail flttable into a dovetail slot in a perimeter of said wheel for
support of said blade member, comprising:

said dovetail slot having a lengdi exceeding a length of said
dovetail;

at least one spacer fittable into said dovetail slot abutting said
dovetail and effective to retain said dovetail in a predeter-
mind longitudinal position in said dovetail slot;

balance slot in said spacer,

saki balance slot being disposed to retain sufficient strength
in said spacer to permit said spacer to resist inertial forces
thereon;

a balance weight fittable into said balance slot; and
meant tot retaining said balance weight in said balance slot.

4^77,2r
KEYING FOR SHRUNK-ON TURBINE WHEELS

Olcg KhdiH, Sche—ctady , N.Y., avigiior to General Electric
Conpny, SdMMctady, N.Y.

FOad JoL «, 1981, Ser. No. 280,674
Int a^ FOID 5/30

U.S.a416-198A 6Claiins

1. A rotor for an axial flow elastic fluid turbine, comprising:
a shaft, centrally mounted for rotation within the turbine and

having an integral circumferential flange, said flange hav-
ing at least one notched keyway formed at only a discrete
peripheral radial and substantially circumferential loca-
tion thereon; and

a plurality ofaxiaUy spaced apart wheels, each wheel affixed
to the shaft by shrink fitting for carrying turbine blading
peripherally affixed to each said wheel, each said wheel
including a radially outer disk portion to which said blad-
ing is affixed and a radially inner hub portion projecting
axiaUy ftom each side of said disk, said hub portion having

at least one axially protruding key disposed at a peripheral
and substantially circumferential location on said hub, said
hub portion having at least one keyway axially notched
into its periphery at a substantially circumferential loca-
tion thereon, said key and keyway being axially oppositely
disposed on opposing axial ends of said hub, said key and
keyway forming a complementary formed keying means
which occupies a discrete arcuate and radial extent along
the circumference of said hub, the radial extent of said
keying means beginning at the hub periphery and not
exceeding one-half the radial extent of said hub portion,
said complementary formed keying means providing for
matingly keying each wheel to adjacent wheels and for
keying an end one of said wheels to said flange to prevent
roution of said plurality of said wheels relative to said
shaft in the event of loosening of the shrink fit.

4,477028
INJECTION MOLDED PROPELLER

Brian J. Dully, Derby; Engene J. Grata, Wichita; Steren E.
Potter, Coaway Springs, and Royal A. Power, WicUta, all of
Kans., aadgBon to The Boeing Company, Sorttle, Waah.

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,556
Int a^ B63H 1/20

U& 0. 416-241 A 4 Qaima

1. An injection molded propeller adapted for mounting on a
drive shaft, the shaft having a plurality of ribs disposed around
the circumference of the shaft, the propeller comprising:
a hub having a bore therethrough;

a plurality of propeller blades, the base of the blades inte-

grally formed and attached to the outer circumference of
the hub; and

a pluraUty of grooves spaced around the inner circumfer-
ence of the hub and along the length thereof, each groove
in the hub ofhtx ftt>m the centerline of each propeller
blade, the bore of the hub adapted for receiving the shaft

therein, the ribs of the shaft indexed and received in and
along the length of the grooves of the hub.

4^477,229

COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY AND MEIHOD OF
ATTACHING A SUCHON MUFFLER THERETO

Tadek M. KropiwaicU, Syracose, and Linda E. ChM, Lirer*
pool, both of N.Y., assignon to Carrier Corporation, Syn-
cose, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,204
Int a.) F04B U/00. 21/00

U.S.a 417—53 9 Claims
1. A compressor assembly comprising:

a central section defining a cylinder chamber,
a cylinder head secured to the central section of the com-

pressor assembly, and defining a suction cavity and a
muffier recess, the suction cavity being in communication
with the cylinder chamber, and the muffier recess includ-

ing a locking portion extending beneath a locking surface
of the cylinder head; and

a suction muffier extending into and secured within the
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muffier recess in pressure engagement with the surfaces of

the cylinder head defming Uie muffier recess, defining a

fluid flow path for conducting vapor into the suction

cavity, and including flange means extending into the

locking portion of the muffier recess, beneath the locking

surface of the cylinder head to limit movement of the

suction muffler away from the cylinder head.

*ULOC
OUTPUT
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ing means with a value corresponding to a response re-

ceived when current passed through the temperature

sensing means, to provide a compensated pressure indica-

tion.

4,477,231

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT VANE TYPE PUMP
Joseph E. Swift 47 Highricw Rd., South Windsor, Conn. 06074

FUed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,104

Int CL? F04B 1/06

MS. a. 417—221 17 Claims

4,477,230

CONTINUOUS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
READOUT FOR SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

Dick L. Knox, and Steven D. Robots, both of Claremore, Okla.,

assigaors to Hughes Tool Company, Hocston, Tex.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,622

Int a^ FD4B 21/00

MS. CL 417-63 6 Claims

1. In a submersible pump system having power cables ex-

tending from an AC power source at the surface to a downhole

motor, an improved means for measuring pressure and temper-

ature in the environment of the motor, comprising in combina-

tion:

a pressure sensing means in the environment of the motor for

providing a voltage change proportional to a change in

pressure;

a temperature sensing means in the environment of the

motor for providing a voltage change proportional to a

change in temperature;

switch means at the surface for alternately applying to the

cables a poaitive interim of positive DC potential and a

negative interim of negative DC potential;

directional means for directing the positive DC potential to

only one of the sensing means and for directing the nega-

tive DC potential to only the other of the sensing means;

sustaining means at the surface for sustaining during the

positive interim a response received during the negative

interim, and sustaining during the negative interim a re-

sponse received during the positive interim; and

temperature compensation means for offsetting a response

received when current passes through the pressure sens-

1. A variable displacement vane type pump comprising:

a stationary structure,

a rotor supported by said stationary structure for rotation

relative thereto about a horizontal rotor axis, said rotor

having a cylindrical radially outwardly facing outer sur-

face concentric with said axis and also having a right-hand

end surface,

said rotor having a recess extending leftwardly from said

rotor right-hand end surface which recess is defined in

part by a radially inwardly facing surface generally sym-

metrical about said axis,

a flow modulating member having a cam portion with right

and left-hand ends located in said rotor recess, said cam

portion having a radially outwardly facing cylindrical

cam surface, concentric about a corresponding cam por-

tion axis, of such diameter that said cam portion fits radi-

ally loosely in said rotor recess,

means supporting said flow modulating member from said

stationary structure so that said cam portion axis is parallel

to said rotor axis and so that said modulating member is

laterally movable relative to said sutionary structure, to

vary the spacing between said rotor axis and said cam

portion axis, between a position at which said cam portion

has a maximum eccentricity relative to said rotor axis and

a position of lesser eccentricity,

means biasing said modulating member relative to said sta-

tionary structure toward said position of maximum eccen-

tricity,

means at both said right and left-hand ends of said cam

portion closing the radial space between said radially

inwardly facing recess surface and said radially outwardly

facing cam surface to define a fluid confming chamber

between said recess surface and said cam surface,

means providing an inlet port and an outlet port in said

stationary structure both communicating with said fluid

confining chamber, said inlet and outlet ports being lo-

cated respectively on opposite sides of the plane of move-

ment of said cam portion axis,

a plurality of vanes carried by said rotor for radial sliding

movement relative to said rotor and engageable at their

inner ends with said cam surface, and

means biasing said vanes radially inwardly relative to said

rotor into engagment with said cam surface,

said vanes extending axiaUy across the full extent of said

fluid confining chamber so as to divide said fluid confining

chamber into a plurality of fluid confining sub-chambers

which move with said rotor and which sub-chambers are
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incraiing in volume as they pass said inlet port and are
decreasing in volume as they pass said outlet port.

HYDRAUUCALLY ACTUAIED RECIPROCATING
PISTON PUMP

JiMi R. Miiyw, 7344 S. AHm Way, Etiglewood, Colo. S0112
FOai Jn. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 456,597

IM. CL' F04Bnm
UAa 417-342 22 Claims

ffi^^
w:

1. A hydrauUcally actuated reciprocating piston pump com-
prising:

a working fluid end including a working fluid piston recipro-
cable in a cylinder assembly, piston rod means intercon-
necting said working fluid piston with a piston of a hy-
draulic power actuator, said actuator piston being dis-

posed in a power actuator cyUnder and dividing said
actuator cyUnder mto first and second opposed fluid

chambers, a sleeve valve disposed in one of said chambers
and adapted to be shifted by said actuator piston from a
first position to a second position, a source of high pres-
sure power hydrauhc fluid, a power fluid distributing
valve operable in respective first and second positions to
supply fluid to and vent fluid fhmi one of said chambers,
and hydraulic circuit means interconnecting said sleeve
valve and said distributing valve and responsive to move-
ment of said sleeve valve to shift said distributing valve
between said positions for causing said actuator piston to
drive said working fluid piston to deliver working fluid

fipom said pump.

.
4»477433

VERTICAL AXIS HERMETIC HEUCAL SCREW
ROTARY COMPRESSOR WTTH DISCHARGE GAS OIL
MIST ELIMINATOR ANI^^UAL TRANSFER TUBE

MANIFOLD FOR SUPPLYINGllOUID REFRIGERANT
AND REFRIGERANT VAPOR TO THE COMPRESSION

AREA
DonM D. Sehacfcr, Fandagtoa, Conn., assignor to Dunham-
BMh, iMn Wart Hartford, Com.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 430,218
lA. a^ F04B 39/06

UjS.a 417-366 6 Claims
1. In a vertical axis hermetic helical screw rotary compres-

sor comprising

a closed, vertical axis, cylmdrical outer enclosure,
an inner cyUndrical casing ofa diameter less than that of said

outer enclosure,

means for coaxially fixedly mounting said inner cylmdrical
casing within said outer enclosure,

transverse wall means separating said inner cyUndrical cas-
ing into upper and lower chambers,

intermeshed helical screw rotors mounted for rotation
within said inner cylindrical casing intermediate of said
transverse wall means about axes parallel to the vertical
axis of said inner cylindrical casing,

vertical shaft means for one of said helical screw rotors
coaxially fixed thereto.

an electrical motor mounted within said upper chamber and
including a concentric rotor and stator, said motor rotor
being fixedly mounted to the end of said vertical shaft
means borne by said one helical screw rotor for driving
said screw rotor,

laterally intersecting vertical axis bores formed within said
inner casing bearing said intermeshed helical screw rotors
and forming therewith a compressor working chamber,

a compressor inlet tube for supplying working fluid to said
compressor, openmg to at least one casing bore and said
compression chamber at the upper end of said helical
screw rotors,

compressor discharge passage means within said inner cas-
ing for directing compressed working fluid exiting from
the lower end of the intermeshed helical screw rotors,
upwardly through said inner casing upper transverse wall
and into said upper chamber bearing said motor means,

an axial gas discharge outlet within the top of said vertical
cylindrical outer enclosure,

working fluid passage means carried by said rotor,
oil within said outer enclosure accumulating within the
bottom thereof, with the lower end of said outer enclosure
functioning as an oil sump, and being subject to the dis-
charge pressure of the working fluid.

means for circulating oil to the rotating parts of said com-
pressor for lubrication thereof, such that some lubricating
oil in mist form is carried by the discharge working fluid

discharging from the compression chamber and passing
upwardly through said electrical drive motor towards the
top of said vertical cylindrical outer enclosure,

an inverted dish type deflector fixedly mounted beneath said
axial discharge outlet, spaced therefrom, and overlying
the upper end of said electrical drive motor,

whereby;

oil entrained in the working fluid in mist or droplet form is

partially coalesced and separated from the working fluid

by centrifugal force due to rotation of the drive motor,
and additional oil is separated from the working fluid by
impingement of the swirUng discharge gas as it is thrown
upwardly from the motor rotor against the bonom surface
of the deflector, such that working fluid at compressor
discharge pressure substantially flee of oil passes about the
periphery of the deflector and exits through the axial gas
discharge outlet,

the improvement comprising:

a non-woven phytic mesh pad mounted to the bottom of the
deflector in the direct impact path of the discharge gas
thrown vertically upwards through said electrical drive
motor by rotor rotation;

whereby, said non-woven plastic mesh fimctions to absorb
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the impact of the oil in droplet form thrown against the

non-woven plastic mesh by the swirling working fluid due

to motor rotor rotation to prevent the oil dn^lets from

shattering into mist form thereby fimctioiiing as a tertiary

oil separator to significantly reduce the oil content of the

gas subsequently discharging through the outlet within

tiie top of the vertical cyUndrical outer enclosure to less

than about 0.S percent by weight

4^77,234

DOUBLE ACTING ENGINE AND PUMP
George K. Roeder, P.O. Bos 4335, Odean, Tex. 79760

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 416,996

iBt a? F04B 47m
U.S.a 417-393 10 Claims

valve section to be abuttingly engaged by the confronting

faces of the adjacent pistons, and thereby alternately

moved from one position of operation to an alternant

position of operation in response to abutting engagement

with said pistons;

said cyUnders, pistons, connecting rod, and valve element

have a common axial centerUnr, the medial length of said

connecting rod which extends through said valve section

can be made a constant diameter to thereby provide maxi-

mum structural integrity;

said valve element is connected to receive a pressure differ-

ential thereacross in response to movement of the control

rod so that the valve element shifts between the recited

alternant positions of operation in response to said control

rod being shifted in response to movement of the connect-

ing rod;

passageway means by which said valve element conducts

power fluid to one of the engine working chambers and

conducts spent power fluid ftxnn the other of said engine

working chambers, and when the pistons engage and shift

the control rod, the valve element shifts to an alternant

position, thereby reversing the relationship of the power

fluid and spent power fluid flowing to the upper and

lower engine working chambers;

and valve means at opposed ends of the pump assembly by

which formation fluid flows to and production fluid flows

ft-om the pump section.

1. In a downhole hydrauUcally actuated pump having an

engine section, a valve section, and pump section coimected

together to form an elongated pump assembly by which power

fluid under relatively high pressure flows downhole into a

borehole to the valve section which conducts the power fluid

into the engme section, thereby reciprocating an engine piston,

while concurrently spent power fluid flows ftxnn the engine,

through the valve section and along a return flow path to the

surface ofthe earth; with there being a formation fluid passage-

way connected to Uie downhole pump so that when the pump
is reciprocated by the engine, formation fluid is forced along

said return path to the surface of the earth; said valve section

is positioned mtermediate an upper and lower cyUnder, there

bdng an upper and lower piston reciprocatingly received

within said upper and lower cyUnder, the upper piston divides

the upper cyUnder into a pump cylinder and an engine cyUn-

der, while the lower piston divides the lower cyUnder into a

pump and engine cyUnder, with the engine working chambers

being adjacent the valve section and the pump working cham-

bers being opposed to one another and located at the extremity

of the pump section, and ftirther including a production valve

assembly located at each extremity of said pump section for

controlUng the flow of formation fluid into and out of the

pomp working cylinders, the improvement comprising:

a connecting rod by which said upper and lower pistons are

rigidly connected to one another, said valve sections

includes a valve element which is reciprocatingly shifted

from one to another of two alternant positions in response

to reciprocation of a control rod from one to another of

two alternate positions; said control rod extends through

said valve section in paraUel relationship respective to said

connecting rod, and includes opposed marginal ends

which extend into the upper and lower engine working

chambers;

•aid control rod is reciprocatingly positioned within the

4,477035

SUBMERGED MOTOR-PUMP UNIT
Aadr£ GOmcr, Aatamy-sou-Bois; Jaeqnes Romand-Monnier,

Dellc and Jean-Pierre U^Jeonc, Bcancoort, aU of Fraacc,

aaalffMm to Alsthom-Atlantlqae, Paris, Fhucc
FUed Mar. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 480,616

Claims priority, application Fruce, Mar. 31, 1982, 82 05500

lot a.} F04B 77/aCt- H02K 5/10. 5/12

UAa 417—414 3 Claims

1. A motor-pump unit for use submerged in a well, the

motor-pump unit comprising: a motor portion, a pump portion,

and a dynamic sealing system, aU interconnected, the motor

portion being located below the pump portion and being fiUed

with a fluid to protect the motor portion from ingress of a

medium which surrounds the motor-pump unit in use, the

pump portion being connected to be driven by the motor

portion so as to pump said surrounding medium, and the dy-

namic sealing system being located between the motor portion

and the pump portion to transmit drive from the motor portion

to the pump portion while preventing mgress of said surround-

ing medium into the motor portion, and wherein the motor

portion includes a flexible compensation tank including a wall

situated at the bottom diereof and in communication with said

fluid in the motor portion, said flexible tank being subjected

both to pressure from the surrounding medium and to a com-

pression force exerted by resiUent compression means acting

between the bottom of the motor portion and said waU of the

flexible tank, thereby ensuring that the fluid inside the motor

portion is at a higher pressure than the surrounding medium so

that any leakage through the dynamic sealing means is out-

wardly ftxnn the motor portion rather than inwardly, the im-

provement wherein said compression means includes a first

spring and a second spring, means disposing said springs such

that the flexible tank is subjected to the sum of their resiUent
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thrusts, and wherein said unit comprises release means for

applying said second spring thrust and to cause said second

CSJk

spring to be released and to relax once its displacement reaches
a predetermined value.

4^77.236
UQUID END CTRUCrURE FOR REaPROCATING

PUMP
Robtrt E. EUtott, 2045 S. HoUd^r HUl Rd^ Midland, Tex.
79703

Filed Apr. 29, 1902, Scr. No. 373,021

lot a^ F04B 21/00, 39/14
VS.a 417—454 9 Claims

1. An improved Uquid end valve structure for a reciprocat-

ing pump in which the pump has a body providing a chamber
and a plunger reciprocating therein, the liquid end comprising:

a liquid end body having a lower Uquid intake port, an upper
exhaust port, and an intermediate plunger port between
the intake and exhaust ports, the liquid end body being
secured to the pump body with the plunger port in com-
munication with the valve chamber, and the liquid end
body being further defined by a vertical cylindrical valve

chamber extending firom the surface of the liquid end
body, the cylindrical axis thereof being perpendicular the

axis of the plunger, the lower end of the valve chamber
communicating with said intake port, and the intermediate
portion communicating with said plunger chamber, the
valve chamber having a reduced internal diameter portion
adjacent the lower end providing a seating ledge, the

liquid end body having two spaced apart threaded align-
ment openings therein;

an intake valve positioned in said valve chamber in engage-
ment with said seating ledge;

a lower tubular seat retainer of external diameter less than
said valve chamber and being slidably received therein,

the lower end of the lower seat retainer engaging said
intake valve and serving to hold it in fixed position, the
lower seat retainer having an opening in the sidewall
thereof in coincidence with said plunger chamber, the
upper end of the lower seat retainer forming an annular
seating surface, and the lower seat retainer having an
alignment opening therein spaced from said first men-
tioned opening;

an exhaust valve received in sealed engagement with said
lower retainer upper end;

an upper tubular seat retainer of external diameter less than
said valve chamber and slidably received therein, the
lower end of the upper retainer engaging said exhaust
valve to hold it in fixed position and having an opening in

the sidewall thereof in coincidence with said outlet port,

and the upper seat retainer having an alignment opening
therein spaced from said first mentioned opening;

means to close the upper end of said valve chamber and to

retain said upper seat retainer in secure engagement with
said upper valve; and

a threaded alignment plugs received in each said liquid end
alignment openings and extending into said seat retainer

alignment openings to insure proper orientation of said

seat retainers.

4,477,237

FABRICATED RECIPROCATING PISTON PUMP
Willian A. GraUc, Box O, Wayne, Okla. 73095

Filed May 10, 1902, Ser. No. 374,690

Iirt. a^ F04B 23/06
U.S.a417—539 22

1. A fabricated reciprocating piston pump comprising:
a power end frame for supporting a rotatable eccentric shaft

including at least two spaced apart eccentrics, said eccen-
trics being connected to respective connecting rods at one
end, said connecting rods being connected at their oppo-
site ends to respective linearly reciprocable crossheads

sUdably mounted on said power end frame;

a fluid end including at least two spaced apart cylinders

having pistons reciprocably disposed therein and con-

nected to respective ones of said crossheads by respective

linearly reciprocable piston rods;

said power end frame including a first pair of spaced apart

parallel metal plate members defining the outside vertical
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sidewalls of a crankcase portion and respective crosshead

support portions, a second pair of parallel metal plate

members spaced apart from each other and from said first

pair of plate members and forming, respectively, opposite

vertical sidewalls of said crosshead support portions;

means interconnecting said first and second pair of plate

members to form a substantially rigid power end frame;

and

means including said second pair of plate members for sup-

port spaced apart bearings for routably supporting' said

eccentric shaft.

portion of the relative orbital movement of said scrolls,

said stepped portion defining an inner end plate portion

extending from said stepped portion toward the center of

the end plate and an outer end plate portion extending

from said stepped portion toward the periphery of the end

plate, said outer end plate portion being deeper than said

inner end plate portion to accommodate said outer wrap

portion therein.

4^77,239

SCROLL TYPE FLUID DISPLACEMENT APPARATUS
. WITH OFFSET WRAPS FOR REDUCED HOUSING

DIAMETER
YiUi Yoihii, Shimonojo, and Maaaham Hiragi. HmUo, both of

Japan, anigDors to Saaden CorporatioB, Gmma, Japan

Filed Oet 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,896

Int a.^ FOIC //OZ 17/06

U.S.a 418—55 3 Claimi

4,477,238

SCROLL TYPE COMPRESSOR WITH WRAP PORTIONS
OF DIFFERENT AXIAL HEIGHTS

Kiyoahi Teranchi, IscsaU, Japan, aasignor to Saaden Corpora-

tion, Gnnnia, Japan

FDcd Feb. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 449,143

iBt a^ F04C 18/02, 23/00

VJS.a 418—5 13 aaim

1. In a scroll type compressor including a housing having a

fluid inlet port and a fluid outlet port, a fixed scroll fixedly

disposed relative to said housing and having a circular end

plate from which a first spiral wrap extends axially into an

operative interior area of said housing, an orbiting scroll hav-

ing a circular end plate from which a second spiral wrap ex-

tends axially, said first and second spiral wraps interfitting at an

angular and radial offset to make a plurality of line contacts to

define at least one pair of sealed-off fluid pockets within said

operative interior area, a driving mechanism operatively con-

nected to said orbiting scroll to effect orbital motion of said

orbiting scroll so that the volume of the fluid pockets changes

during the orbital motion of said orbiting scroll, the improve-

ment comprising:

a transition portion on the spiral wrap of one of said scrolls,

said transition portion defining an inner wrap portion

extending from said transition portion toward the inner

end of the spiral wrap and an outer wrap portion extend-

ing from said transition portion toward the outer end of

the spiral wrap, said outer wrap portion having a greater

axial height than said inner wrap portion; and

a stepped portion on the end plate of the other of said scrolls

in registry with said transition portion during at least a

1. In a scroll type fluid displacement apparatus including a

housing, a fluid inlet port and a fluid outlet port, a fixed scroll

joined with said housing and having a first circular end plate

from which a fmt wrap extends into the interior of said hous-

ing, an orbiting scroll having a second circular end plate from

which a second wrap extends, said first and second wraps

interfitting at an angular and radial offset to make a plurality of

line contacts to define at least one pair of sealed off fluid pock-

ets, a driving mechanism including a drive shaft operatively

connected to said orbiting scroll to effect the orbital motion of

said orbiting scroll at radius Ror, and a rotation preventing

means for preventing the roation of said orbiting scroll so that

the volume of the fluid pockets changes during the orbital

motion of said orbiting scroll, the improvement comprising the

center of said first wrap being radially offset from the center of

said first circular end plate by the distance i Ror, the center of

said second wrap being radially offset from the center of said

second circular end plate by the distance i Ror, said drive shaft

having a center line aUgned with the center line of said housing

and, said drive shaft having a crank portion at its inner end

portion operatively connected to said ortnting scroll at the

center of said second end plate.

4,477,240

ROTOR BEARING LUBRICATING SYSTEM
H. Raaaell Corwia, Montfillc, NJ., aaaignor to Deere A Com-

puy, MoUnc, OL
Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,079

lot a^ FOIC 1/21 21/04: n6C 3/14

MS.a 418-94 3 Claima

1. In a rotary internal combustion engine having a bousing

defining a multi-lobe cavity therein and a rotor of multi-sided

profile supported on an eccentric portion of a routably driven

mainshaft for planetary rotary movement in said cavity and

defining with the housing cavity a plurality of working cham-

bers which successively expand and contract in volumetric size

as the rotor planetates, the eccentric portion being surrounded

by a bearing carried by the rotor, a rotor bearing lubricating

means for said t)earing comprising:
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A. • main supply pasugeway in said mainshaft communicat-
ing with a source of liquid lubricant under pressure;

B. an arcuate channel of at least 180*, but substantially less

than 360*, in length located in the peripheral surface of
said eccentric portion adjacent the inner surface of said
bearing and extending substantially equally on both sides
of the imaginary radial line passing through the point of
the maximum throw of said eccentric; and

of curd between the outlet of the tube and the stop member;
and mobile rings between said plate and said stop member
through which the lower portions of columns of curd respec-
tively drop said rings adapted to move multiple slices of curd
to a transfer station aligned with the molds and means for
transferring the lices to the molds.

C. at least a pair of secondary supply passageways extendmg
radially in said eccentric portion for communicating the
main supply passage with the arcuate channel to supply
liquid lubricant to the latter and for flow from the arcuate
channel into the interstices between the eccentric portion
of the mainshaft and said bearing.

APPARATUS FOR MOLDING CURD FOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF CHEESES OF SMALL SIZE

G«tM P. V. Geoigd, Erroo, uA Marcel A R. Gayonnet,
Clafilk, both of Fhaoa, aMivion to FVomageriea Bel-La
VMh«QidRit,Paria, France

FDtd Oct It, 1979, Ser. No. 86,062
Lrt. a3 B29D 7/18: B29C 1/00

MS,a 435-8S 6

1. An apparatus for intermittently forming multiple discrete
portions of curd which comprises: means for forming columns
of curds by continuous aggiomeration and expulsion of whey
fixnn a plurality of vertical perforated tubes having an inlet and
outlet; a hopper means for feeding a mixture ofcurds and whey
into the inlet of each tube; curd slicing means comprising a
horizontal plate in communication with the outlet ofeach tube
which doaea off the outlet, said horizontal plate being retract-
ably axnmted intermittently to permit the column of curd in
each tube to drop abrupUy by a predetermined height onto a
subjacent stop member, and to slice the corresponding portion

4,477,242
BACKFLOW PREVENTER FOR AN INJECnON

MOLDING MACHINE
Martin Eichlseder, Tettenweis, and Erwlo BflrUe, Bcoediktbca-
wo, both of Fed. R^p. ofGcraiaay, aMignon to Kranaa-Maffei
Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, Fed. Rq». of Gcrmuy

FUed Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,060
Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 4»

1982, 3203762

Int a3 B29F 1/03. 3/02
U.S. a. 425—207 4 n^i-y

1. In an injection molding machine m combination:
an injection cylinder;

a plastifying worm rotatably and axially shiftable in said

cylinder to generate a liquid synthetic resin and displaces
the same in said cylinder in a direction of a downstream
end of said worm; and

a backflow preventer mounted on said end of said worm,
said backflow preventer comprising:

a head converging in said direction and having a shank
extending from said head in the opposite direction, said

worm having an axial bore, said shank being threaded into

said bore and bottomed on a floor thereof,

a pressure ring surrounding said shank and abutting said end
of said worm around said shank with a surface of said

pressure ring turned away from said head,

a blocking ring surrounding said shank and axially shiftable

between said head and said pressure ring while being
guided on an inner wall of said cylinder, said rings having
engaging surfaces adapted to abut upon the displacement
of said worm to drive synthetic resin material from said

cylinder,

means forming a passage between said blocking ring and said

head and effective upon separation of said surfaces to

permit synthetic resin material to flow from said worm to

a part of said cylinder ahead of said head,

a shim received in said axial bore and defining said floor, said

shim bearing upon said worm within said bore, and
a thread connection between said pressure ring and said

shank.
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4^77,243

THERMOFORMING APPARATUS
Han L WaUstte, ChoiriB DeU USi^ 6, CH-1018

1

Switurlaad

CootfaraatloB trf Ser. No. 215,839, Dec. 12, 1980, abudoned,

wUdi is a cootlnintlOB of Ser. No. 920,496, Jon. 29, 1978,

ibndoMd. lUa appUcatkm Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,904

Clalins priority, application Sweden, JnL 15, 1977, 7708234

Int. CL^ B29C 17/04. 17/10

U& CL 425—292 8 Oains

xdh ^-A

^d^
l^—d.

ir//;-///'.'.'//,.

1
^

1. In apparatus for continuous vacuum forming compara-

tively thin-walled articles firom an intermittently moved sheet

of thermoplastic material in a forming station comprising

stamping means having stamping blades attached thereto and

projecting therefrom in the direction of said sheet with their

cutting edges spaced therefrom and means for heating said

blades, said stamping means being disposed on one side of the

sheet and being displaceable from a rest position away from

said sheet to a working position adjacent said sheet, vacuum

forming means on the opposite side of said sheet and compris-

ing at least two vacuum forming dies, each displaceable alter-

nately and successively from a molding location in substantial

regis^ with said sheet in the forming sution to a molded

article discharge location out of registry with said sheet, each

said forming die having a plurality of die molds with flat copla-

nar surfaces substantially parallel to said sheet having formed

therein mold openings facing said sheet when at said molding

location, each mold opening being bounded by a resilient

counter-surface wider than a stamping blade and in substantial

registry therewith when the mold in which it is formed is at

said molding location, said stamping means being arranged so

that, when displaced to the working position and during the

stamping operation, the heated blades thereof engage the sheet

and press it against said counter-surfaces for stamping and

severing said articles firom said sheet before the dies containing

the articles are displaced from the molding location to the

article discharge location, and means for displacing said stamp-

ing means to the working position and for carrying out the

stamping operation with very little stamping force, whereby

the molded articles can be completely severed from said sheet

with said very little stamping force.

an arcuate platr,

first and second arcuate outer members arranged such that

the plate is captured therebetween;

each other member having a cavity therein which opens

toward the plate; and

the plate having a plurality of arcuately spaced groups of

grooves on each major surface thereof extending from an

outer edge thereof to the respective cavities in the outer

members, each group of grooves being spaced apart from

each other a distance greater than the spacing between

individual grooves in each group, and all of the grooves in

each group being directed towards a common line that is

different than the common line associated with the other

groups.

4,477,245

FLAME MONITORING SAFETY, ENERGY AND FUEL
CONSERVATION SYSTEM

Joseph M. GiacUno, Famdngton HOla, Mich., and Marion K.

Keyes, IV, Chagrin Falla, Ohio, aasignors to The Babcock A
WUcox Company, New Orieans, La.

FUed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,697

Int a' F23N 5/00

U.S.a 431—78 8 Claims

*if<f^ L ^,4 n
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4,477,244

TORCH
John R. Nis, Hamilton Townahip, Mover County, and Carroll

D. Spainhonr, Princeton Townahip, Mercer County, both of

NJ., asaigaon to ATAT Technoli^es, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 562,957

lot a3 F27D 3/O0

U.S.a 432-11 14 Claima

1. A flame monitor for a first burner comprising:

a first oscillator for generating a signal at a characteristic

frequency between 60 and 100,000 Hz;

a flame modulator connected to the first burner and to said

first oscillator for modulating the flame at the characteris-

tic frequency;

an electromagnetic signal detector associated with the first

burner for sensing electromagnetic radiation from the

flame;

an electronic bandpass filter connected to the detector for

filtering out all but the electromagnetic signal at the char-

acteristic frequency, which electromagnetic signal in-

creases with increased flame temperature wherein said

bandpass filter comprises a digital filter, said first oscilla-

tor having dual outputs, one for supplying a signal at the

characteristic frequency to said flame modulator and the

other for supplying a signal equal to 2"X f wherein n is an

integer and f equals the characteristic frequency to said

digital fUter;

a level detector connected to said digital filter for determin-

ing the level of the electromagnetic radiation and for

providing a stoichiometric combustion control function

for said first burner corresponding to that level.

1. A torch, comprising:

4,477,246

SILENCER UNTT
Satoahi Hiaaoka, Fi^inomlya; Takashi Matsnaka, Fi^i, and

Toahihiko Saito, Yokohama, aU of Japan, aaaignors to Sazoye

and Snzoye, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 474,978

dalan priority, appUcatlon Japan, Mar. 15, 1982, 57-40604

lat CL^ F23D 13/02

U.S. CL 431—114 8 aain
1. A sUencer unit which is connected to a pulse combustor
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having an air charging pipe and an exhaust pipe and attenuates

noise generated from the pulse combustor, comprising:

a housing including an outer cylinder, an inner cylinder

disposed in the outer cylinder, a first end plate closing one
end of the outer cylinder, and a second end plate closing

the other end of the outer cylinder;

first and second low>frequency sound arresting chambers
defined individually in the inner cylinder for attenuating

the low-frequency components of the noise generated
from the pulse combustor; and

first and second high-firequency sound arresting chambers

defined individually between the outer and inner cylinders
for attenuating the high-frequency components of the
noise generated from the pulse combustor,

the first low- and high-frequency sound arresting chambers
communicating with each other and with the air charging
pipe to form a charging-side silencer for attenuating noise

generated from the charging side of the pulse combustor,
and

the second low- and high-frequency sound arresting cham-
bers communicating with each other and with the exhaust
pipe to form an exhaust-side silencer for attenuating noise

generated from the exhaust side of the pulse combustor.

MT7447
UQUm FUEL BURNING TORCH

Hanio EonaMdu, Fortit Park, 01^ anignor to Beck-Noma
nUMis Incn Forwt Pwk, 01.

FOad Jm. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 388,884

iBt a.3 F23Q 25/00
VS.a 431—146 4 Oains

1. A pole-mounted, fuel-spill-resistant, outdoor torch ar-

rangement for use in coiyunction with a wick for burning
Uquid fuel, comprising:

a container centered on a pole defining an axis extending

substantially vertically in an operating position of the
arrangement, said container including

a main reservoir portion bounding a chamber for the liquid
fuel and having a top and a bottom wall as considered in
the operating position, said top wall having a tubular
upwardly upset portion surrounding a central opening,
said tubuUu- portion of said top wall having a thread-
shaped external formation thereon, and

at least one mounting portion rigid with and extending
downwardly from said bottom wall of said main portion,
said mounting portion having an inner part integral with
said main portion and an outer part surrounding said inner
part and extending downwardly beyond the same to form
a lower pole-receiving recess below said bottom wall as
considered in the operating position;

a substantially cup-shaped closing member separate from
said container and removably mounted on said tubular
portion of said top wall, said closing member having a
wick-supporting portion having a central aperture of a
diameter smaller than that of said central opening for the
passage of the wick therethrough between said chamber
and the exterior of said container, said closing member
having a rim and a flange extending outwardly from said
rim and frictionally engaging said top wall of said main
portion around said tubular portion, said closing member
having a compatibly configurated thread-shaped internal

formation thereon which meshes in fuel-sealing relation-

ship with said external formation of said tubuhu- portion of
said top wall in a fully assembled position of said closing
member with respect to said container, said closing mem-
ber also having an external thread-shaped connecting
portion thereon;

a snuffer cap separate from said container and removably
mounted on said closing member, said snuffer cap having
a sealing portion which sealingly engages over and around
said wick-supporting portion upon assembly thereon, said

snuffer cap having a compatibly configurated internal

thread-shaped connecting portion which engages said

external connecting portion during and upon assembly
with said closing member, said snuffer cap having an
external projection having a free end portion remote from
said sealing portion; and

flexible means for connecting said snuffer cap to said mount-
ing portion of said container, said flexible means including
an elongated flexible element having one end region con-
nected to said snuffer cap at said remote free end portion,

and an opposite end region connected to said mounting
portion in the vicinity of said lower pole-receiving recess

below said bottom wall, said flexible element extending
along a course which lies between said top and bottom
walls of said container upon assembly of said snuffer cap
with said closing member, said flexible element being
suspended vertically downwardly from said mounting
portion to be located next to the pole along the entire

length of the element upon disassembly of said snuflier cap
with said closing member.

4,477,248

OIL BURNER SHUTTER
Robert R. Dnlac, 111 Colder Rd., Lewiston, Me. 04240

FUcd Aug. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 520,335

Int CL^ F23D 11/36
VJS. CL 431—153 5 Cbdan

1. A device ofthe type to close an opening defined in a boiler

through which an oil burner fires, said oil burner being electri-

cally operated and of the type having an air tube, comprising:

means for support of said device positioned around said

opening;

a mounting base having an aperture defined therein aligned

with said opening and means to retain said mounting base
to said boiler by said means for support;

a mounting bracket adapted to be retained on said mounting
base, said mounting bracket further having an aperture
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defined therein aligned with said opening in said boiler,

means to retain said oil burner in alignment with said

opening in said aperture in said mounting bracket and a

shutter slot horizontally defined therein adjacent to said

mounting base;

a substantially rectangular shutter member adapted to be

movably positioned in said shutter slot having an aperture

defined in a portion thereof which in an operation mode is

alignable with said opening and which in a non-operation

mode is horizontally moved away from said opening

which is then blocked by another portion of said shutter,

said shutter adapted in its non-operation mode to seal the

opening in said boiler;

4,477,249

FLAME-PRODUaNG SOUND-EMTITING DEVICE
Zdeoka Rozek; Pare! O. Rniek, and Jiri Pesek, all of 181 Re*

serve St, Boontoii, NJ. 07005

Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Sw. No. 489,793

lot a^ F23D 00/00

VS. a. 431—253 21 Cbdns

s-^.'

fr-v .2

I-

1. A sound-emitting flame-producing device, comprising

a body of combustible material which is Uquid at least when
heated to a predetermined temperature;

elongated wick means extending through said body and

having two ends one of which extends out of said body

and is permeated by a quantity of the combustible material

which reacts with ambient oxygen and is replenished from

said body when lit with attendant production of a flame

that emits a plurality of radiation components of different

wavelengths;

sound-generating means disposed at a location which is

remote from said one end of said wick means and opera-

tive for generating a succession of audible sounds when
activated; and

means for activating said sound-generating means upon

exposure to at least one of said flame radiation compo-
nents.

4,477,250

ASPHALT RECYCLE PLANT AND METHOD
Darid F. Brashears, Oriedo; Emanacl J. Elliott Altaasonte

Springs, and Theodore G. Butler, Orlando, all of Fla., aaaigB-

on to Mechtron International CorporatioD, Orlando, Fla.

Filed Mar. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 473,043

lot a.3 F27D 1/16; EOlC 19/45; B02C 11/08

VS.a 432—3 16 Clalns

means to move said shutter from said position in its operation

mode to its position in its non-operation mode and vice

versa;

a mounting flange attached to said mounting bracket and

surrounding said oil burner's air tube to hold said oil

burner in said device entirely on the opposite side of said

shutter from said opening in said boiler; and

means adapted to be operated by said shutter during move-
ment thereof at predetermined times to turn on said oil

burner when said shutter is in an operation mode with said

aperture aligned with said opening in said boiler and to

turn off said oil burner when said shutter is in a non-opera-

tion mode with said opening in said boiler sealed by a

portion of said shutter.

12. A process of recycling asphalt materials in an asphalt

plant having a dryer producing waste heated gases therefrom

comprising the steps of:

breaking up old asphaltic materials;

feeding said broken up asphaltic materials to a recycle dryer;

directing heated gases from an asphalt plant asphalt dryer

into said recycling dryer;

adding additional heated air to said recycling dryer from an

auxiliary heat source;

heating said old asphaltic materials in said recycUng dryer,

discharging gases from said recycle dryer to an exhaust

system; and

feeding recycled asphalt materials from said dryer.

4,477,251

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CALCINING
PULVERULENT MATERIAL

Panl Coaar, Paris, and Jean-Pierre Henin, La Madeleine, both

of France, aaaipion to Fi?es-Cail Babcock, Paris, Fraocc

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 425,294

Claims priority, applicatioo Fraocc, S^ 28, 1981, 81 18195

lot a^ F27B 7/02

VS. a. 432—106 3 ClaiM
1. An apparatus for the calcination of a solid pulverulent

material, which comprises the combination of

(a) a lower chamber having a bottom,

(b) a grid at the bottom of the lower chamber,

(c) means for delivering a solid fuel to the grid,

(d) means for blowing air into the lower chamber across the

grid to form a fluidized bed of the solid fuel on the grid

and to gasify the solid fuel whereby an ascending current

of gaseous fuel is produced in the lower chamber above

the fluidized bed of soUd fuel,

(e) an upper chamber,

(0 a zone of reduced cross-section interconnecting the lower

chamber and the upper chamber whereby said ascending
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current of gaseous ftiel flows from said lower chamber to M77*253
said upper chamber through said zone of reduced cross- DEVICE FOR QUICX COUPLING OF DENTAL
section, and APPLLiNCE

Hubert Eimaid, GcMaflk, Fhnwc, airivMr to Miero-Mcgi
iB S^ BeaaaeoB, Fhuwe

Filed Jan. 25, 1M2, Ser. No. 392,000
OafaH priority, applkatioB Fnact, Jm. 30, 1901, 81 12998

iBt a^ A61C 1/08
U.S. CL 433-126 3Clalns

(g) means for injecting the pulverulent material together

with an oxidizing gas into Uie upper chamber said means
being constituted by an array of nozzles regularly spaced
about the perimeter of the upper chamber.

4,477,252

FIBER OPTIC SYSTEM FOR DENTAL HANDPIECE
Nathaalel H. Licb, Narbertfa; Albert D. Alderman, Jr^ Sldp-
pMk, and Jama L. Atago, Laudalc, aU of Pa^ assignors to

Vortore Technology, Inc., West Conshohodtcn, Pa.

FDed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,021
lit a^ A61C 1/05, 3/00

VJS. CL 433—29 16 Claims

1. A device for quick coupling and decoupling of a dental

appliance and a supply line comprising, a threaded elongated
adapter threadable onto a dental appliance for quick coupling
and decoupling of the dental applicance and a supply line, a
collar disposed circumferentially of the adapter and having a
truncated segment, a connector fitted on the supply line and
having a tubular ring rotatably mounted on the connector for
receiving the adapter inserted axially therein, the tubular ring

having an opening and configured internally complementary
to the periphery of the collar for entry of the collar internally

of the tubular ring when properly aligned with said opening,
the tubular ring having an internal groove for receiving the
collar when the adapter is inserted into axial position in the
tubular ring and the tubular ring rotated relative to the collar

out of registry with said truncated segment thereof to receive

it in said groove and house it therein releasably coupling the
adapter and the tubular ring and said collar on said adapter
having a resilient portion thereof thicker than the width of said
groove thereby to releasably hold the tubular ring from rotat-

ing relative to the collar.

4,477,254

FOLDABLE MAP WITH PRESENT LOCATION
INDICATOR AND PAPER REINFORCING

Kozotoyo Yokayana, 40-1 Tsnkiaiidai, Kanagmra, Japu
Filed Dee. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 450,755

lot a^ G09B 29/10
VS. CL 434—153 2 Chdmi

1. In a dental handpiece comprising a hollow handle and a
rotatable chuck mounted at one end thereof, the improvement
comprising a fiber optic lighting system within said handle,

said fiber optic lighting system comprising a plurality of light

transmitting fibers, a bulb housing within said handle, said bulb
housing being formed of a heat-resistant plastic having a bulb-

receiving channel therein, a bulb mounted within the channel
of said housing with heat-resistant plastic of said housing inter-

posed between the bulb and the handle, said fibers having one
end terminating adjacent said bulb and the other end terminat-

ing at said end of said handle, whereby light emanating from
said bulb passes through said fibers and to the area adjacent

said end of said handle, and whereby said heat-resistant plastic

reduces heat transfer from said bulb to said handle.

1. A foldable paper map consisting of:

a sheet of paper having a map printed on at least one side

thereof, said sheet of paper having a predetermined num-
ber of cuts made in upper and lower portions thereof;

a paper reinforcer provided transversely along a center line
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of said sheet of paper on another side of said sheet of
paper, said sheet of paper being folded with said paper
reinforcer as the center line from the paper sheet's upper
and lower ends and towards said center line by inwardly
and outwardly folding said paper sheet into equal widths
and by folding right and left ends of said paper sheet into

equal widths;

a cover sheet, said folded paper sheet being attached to said

cover sheet; and
a present location indicator which is slidably coupled to said

cover sheet so that it slides in a vertical direction and
fiirther includes a slidable marker which is horizontally

slidable on said present location indicator.

material, a therapeutically acceptable cross-linking catalyst as

component B, and a microcatheter.

4^77,255
PHARMACEUTICALLY ACCEPTABLE SIUCON

RUBBER AND THERAPEUTICAL SET AND THE USE
THEREOF FOR SURGICAL EMBOLIZATION

Eodl Pisztor, 4, Rik6czi*n, Bndapcit, Hmgary (1072); Iiszl6

Uatr, 4, R6aabcgy*a, Bndaiwit, Hnogaiy (1024); J6acf
Nagy, 46/b TBr6kUUinti*n, Bndapeit, Himgvy (1122), and
Katalin Pilloay nte Becker, 31, VinceUir-n, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1113)

Difision of Ser. No. 235,084, Feb. 17, 1961, Pat No. 4,429,062.

lUs appUcation Dec 1, 1982, Ser. No. 445,691

Claims priority, appUcation Hungary, Feb. 18, 1980, 369/80
Int CL^ A61M 25/00

U.S. CL 604—97 2 Claims

1. A therapeutic set or kit containing a silicon rubber compo-
nent A composed of a linear polysiloxane, a cyclic dialkyl-

polysiloxane and a pharmaceutically acceptable iodo-contain-

ing organosilicium or non-metallic organic X-ray contrast

4,477,256

SURGICAL SPONGE
Win Hirsch, 30 Syl?ia Rd., Plainriew, N.Y. 11803
Continaatioa of Ser. No. 348,037, Feb. 11, 1982, abudooed.

TUs application Mar. 2, 1984, Ser. No. 585^38
Int CL^ A61F 13/00

VS. CL 604—362 11 CUns

1. A surgical sponge of the blunt dissection type comprising
an elongated strip of absorbent material rolled to form an
essentially cylindrical roll with successive overlying layers and
having an outer layer including the tenninal end portion with
the length of the structure being approximately equal to the

width of the strip, a continuous coating of adhesive material

permanently securing at least said outer layer throughout its

width to said roll and a radiation opaque material within said

TOU.
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M77,257
APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR THERMAL
TREATMENT OF ORGANIC CARBONACEOUS

MATERIALS
Edward Koppelman, Eadao, and Robert G. Mnrray, Palo Aho,

both of Califs asdgnon to K-FM/Koppelmaa Patent Licens-

ing Trust, Den?er, Colo.

FDed Dee. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,421

Int a3 ClOF 5/00: B30B 11/00

MS.a 44-30 48 Clainis

/»>/

1. An apparatus for thermal treatment of moist organic

carbonaceous materials containing about 25 percent to about

90 percent by weight moisture under pressure comprising

(a) means defining a preheating chamber having an inlet and

an outlet spaced from said blet,

(b) supply means for introducing a moist organic carbona-

ceous feed material under pressure into said inlet,

(c) means for conveying the feed material through said

preheating chamber from said inlet to said outlet,

(d) means for preheating the feed material in said preheating

chamber to extract water therefrom,

(e) means for separating and draining the extracted water

from said preheating chamber,

(0 means defining a dewatering chamber formed with an

inlet port disposed in communication with said outlet of

said preheating chamber and an outlet port spaced from

said inlet port,

(g) means for conveying and compacting the preheated feed

material through said dewatering chunber to said outlet

pori to extract additional moisture therefrom, forming a

dewatered feed material,

(h) means for separating and draining the extracted water

from said dewatering chamber,

(i) means defining a reaction chamber formed with an entry

port disposed in communication with said outlet port for

receiving the dewatered feed material from said dewater-

ing chamber and a discharge port spaced from said entry

port,

(j) means for heating the feed material in said reaction cham-
ber to an elevated temperature for a period of time suffi-

cient to vaporize at least a portion of the volatile sub-

stances therein to form a gaseous phase and a reaction

product,

(k) means for conveying the feed material through said

reaction chamber and for discharging the reaction prod-

uct through said discharge port,

(1) means for separating and extracting the gaseous phase

firom said reaction chamber, and

(m) means defining a receiving chamber disposed in commu-
nication with said discharge port for receiving the reac-

tion product.

2. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said

moist organic carbonaceous material comprises peat, said pre-

heating chamber comprising a reaction chamber for changing

the physical characteristics of said peat introduced thereto as a

residt of said preheating of said peat in said preheating cham-

ber, said means for preheating tiie peat feed material in said

preheating chamber comprising means for preheating said peat

to a temperature sufficient to cause a change in the physical

characteristics of said peat which enables the moisture content

of the peat conveyed through said dewatering chamber to the

outlet thereof to be substantially reduced to a lower level from

the level of the moisture content of the peat supplied to the

inlet to said dewatering chamber.

31. A process for the thermal treatment of organic carbona-

ceous peat materials under pressure which comprises the steps

of:

(a) introducing a supply of moist carbonaceous peat feed

material to be processed under pressure into a preheating

reaction chamber and preheating the peat feed material to

a temperature of about 300* to about SOO* F. for a period

of time sufficient to cause a change in the physical charac-

teristics of the peat feed material which enables the mois-

ture content of the peat feed material conveyed from said

preheating reaction chamber to be subsequently substan-

tially reduced to a lower level;

(b) introducing the changed preheated peat feed material

under pressure into a dewatering chamber and compact-

ing the changed preheated peat feed material to extract

sufficient water therefrom to reduce the moisture content

of the peat feed material compact therein to said substan-

tially reduced lower level;

(c) separating the dewatered peat feed material from the

water,

(d) introducing the dewatered peat feed material under

pressure into a reaction chamber and heating the intro-

duced peat feed material to a temperature of about 400* to

about 1200* F. under a pressure of about 300 to about 3000

psi for a period of time of about I minute to about I hour

sufficient to vaporize at least a poriion of the volatile

substances therein to form a gaseous phase and a reaction

product;

(e) separating the gaseous phase from the reaction product;

and

(0 thereafter recovering and cooling the reaction product.

4,477,258

DIESEL FUEL COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESS FOR
THEIR PRODUCTION

Andre O. Lqpio, Roaieres^t'Aodre, Bclginm, aaaignor to

Laboflna, S.A., Bmaaels, Bclgiun

Filed Oct 30, 1980, Ser. No. 202,277

lot CL^ ClOL 1/31 1/18

U.S. a. 44—51 10 aains
1. Diesel fuel emulsions of the water-in-oil type comprising

from about ninety-seven to about ninety volume percent of a

mixture comprising a major amount of usual diesel fuel and a

minor amount of at least about five volume percent, based on

the volume of the emulsion, of an aqueous solution of an alco-

hol selected from the group consisting of methanol, ethanol,

and mixtures thereof, and from about three to about ten vol-

ume percent of an emulsifying blend consisting essentially of

sorbitan monooleate and a water soluble, ethoxylated, non-

ionic surfactant, said emulsifying blend having a hydrophilic-

lipophilic balance ranging from about S to 7.
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4,477,259

GRINDING MIXTURE AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
A SLURRY THEREFROM

Jims E. Fkid^ Alfred StatkM, N.Yn MrifMH' to Alfred UniTcr-

tttf RfliMfch FonditfoB, lac, Alfrvd, N.Y.

Omiimutitm-ia-fut Ot Scr. No. 379,183, May 5, 1982, Pat No.
4,441,887, which b a coBtiaaatk»>ia-part of Ser. No. 288,737,

JaL 31, 1981, Pat No. 4^414,666, which is a coirtiaaatioa-in-|wrt

of Scr. No. 88315, Oct 24, 1979, Pat No. 4,282,004, which is a
coiitiBBatioa>tahpart of Scr. No. 957,164, Noy. 2, 1978,

ahaadoasd, wUch is a cootianatioa-ia-part of Scr. No. 790,337,

Apr. 25, 1977, ahandoocd. lUs applicatioa Feb. 22, 1963, Set.

No. 448,459

The portioB of the term of tUs patoit sabseqaeat to Apr. 10,

2001, has beea disdaiaied.

lat a^ ClOL 1/32
VS. CL 44—51 92 Claiois

Oil I • lee

IKCNT MemVC ON BIT COM.

1. A grinding mixture comprising firom about 60 to about 82
volume percent of solid carbonaceous material, from about 18
to about 40 volume percent of carrier liquid, and from about
0.01 to about 4.0 weight percent, by weight of dry solid carbo-
naceous material, of dispersing agent, wherein:

(a) said grinding mixture has a pH of from about 3 to about
12,

(b) said grinding mixture contains at least two consists of
solid carbonaceous material,

(c) from about 2 to about SO weight percent of said solid

carbonaceous material is comprised of carbonaceous par-
ticles with a median particle size of from about 0.03 to
about 40 microns, and

(d) from about 30 to about 98 weight percent of said solid

carbonaceous material is comprised of carbonaceous par-
ticles with a median particle size greater than about 40
microns.

4,477,260

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A CARBONACEOUS
SLURRY

Jaam E. Foak, Alfred Station, N.Y., aarignor to Alfred Univer-
lity Rcaearch Fooadation, lac, Alfred, N.Y.

ConttaiBatioB-iB-part of Scr. No. 375,183, May 5, 1982, Pat No.
4,441,887, which is a coBtiBnatioa*fai>part of Ser. No. 288,737,
JbL 31, 1981, Pat No. 4,416,666, which is a coatinnatioa-in-part

of Scr. No. 088,815, Oct 26, 1979, Pat No. 4,282,006, wUch is

a cootiBnatioa-tai-part of Scr. No. 957,166, Not. 2, 1978,
abaadoned, which ia a coiitiBnatioa*io-part of Ser. No. 790,337,
Apr. 25, 1977, abaadoned. This appUcatioa Aug. 29, 1983, Ser.

No. 527^77
The portion of the term of this pateat soboevieat to Aug. 28,

2001, has beea disdaiaied.

lat a^ ClOL 1/32
VJS, CL 44—51 19 aaims

1. A process for preparing a carbonaceous slurry, compris-
ing the steps of:

(a) providing a grinding mixture comprising from about 60 to
about 82 volume percent of carbonaceous solid material and
from about 18 to about 40 volume percent of carrier liquid;

(b) grinding said grinding mixture for a time sufficient to pro-
duce a carbonaceous slurry which:
1. comprises at least about 3 weight percent (by weight of

said dry carbonaceous solid material) of colloidal particles

of carbonaceous material which are smaller than about 3

microns;

2. comprises fnxn about 60 to about 82 volume percent of
dry carbonaceous solid material and from about 18 to

about 40 volume percent of carrier liquid;

3. has a Brookiield viscosity of less than 3,000 centipoise

when the slurry is tested at a solids content of 60 volume
percent a shear rate of 100 revolutions per minute, and
under ambient temperature and pressure conditions;

I
I ' I'l'i' ^^.T»rp"r*T-T^r- |i|i|i|

I I MiinTOOO

aeoo

'''' *- ''
- ^"I'lM

Oil I n MO
PCKCMT ACOITIVC ON DI«V COM.

1000 E

4. has a yield stress of from about 3 to about 18 Pascal^

3. contains a consist of finely-divided carbonaceous particles

dispersed in said slurry wherein said consist has a specific

surface area of from about 0.8 to about 4.0 square meters

per cubic centimeter and an interstitial porosity of less

than 20 volume percent, and wherein said consist has a
particle size distribution substantially in accordance with

the following formula:

CPFT
100

where i Xj^ 1.0

and where

and where if /> > Di^\

0.0

s 1.0

wherein:

(a) CPFT is the cumulative percent of said solid carbona-

ceous material finer than a certain specified particle size

D, in volume percent;

(b) k is the number of component distributions in the

consist and is at least 1;

(c) Xy is the fractional amount of the component j in the

consist, is less than or equal to 1.0, and the sum of all of
the X/s in the consist is 1.0,

(d) n is the distribution modulus of fraction j and is greater

than about 0.001;

(e) D is the diameter of any particle in the consist and
ranges from about 0.03 to about 1 180 microns;

(0 Ds is the diameter of the smallest particle in fraction j,

as measured at 1% CPFT on a plot ofCPFT versus size

D, is less than Dl, and is greater than 0.03 microns;

(g) Hl is the diameter of the size modulus in fraction j,

measured by sieve size or its equivalent, and is from
about IS to about 1180 microns,

(c) during the grinding of said grinding mixture, adding a total
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of firom about 10 to about 90 weight percent of the optimum
amount of dispersing agent to the grinding mixture by add-

ing at least two separate portions of the dispersing agent at at

least two separate times.

4,477,261

POLYETHER AMINO-AMIDE COMPOSITION AND
MOTOR FUEL COMPOSinON CONTAINING SAME

Rodaey L. Sang, FlshUll, N.Y., aaigBor to Texaco lac, White
PhriocN.Y.

FDcd Oct 11, 1983, Scr. No. 540,588

IM. a' aOL 1/22

MS. CL 44-63 10 Ciains

1. A novel composition represented by the formula:

R-(0-CH2-CH)»,-NH-(R%-X

CH3

in which R is a hydrocarbyl radical having from 6 to 18 carbon

atoms, m is an integer from 2 to 4, R' is a divalent alkylene

radical having from 2 to 3 carbon atoms, n b 1 or 2 and X is a

radical firom the group consistig of:

O
II—C—NH—CHjCHa—NH2,

O
I—C-NH-(CH2—CH2—NHhH.

N CHa

—

C

\
N CH2
\
(CHah—NHj

5. A motor fuel composition containing an efTective carbure-

tor detergent amount of the composition of claim 1.

4,477442
MIXER FOR CUTTING TORCH

David A. Pryor, Denton, Tex., aadgaor to Victor Eqaipmeat

Cooqnny, Dcntni, Tex.

Filed May 16, 1963, Scr. No. 494,882

lat a^ BOIF 5/00

U.S.a48—180R 4ClainH

V 9

b. preheat oxygen valve and possagewa]^

c. fuel gas valve and passageway; and

d. a head having a tip end for having a tip affixed thereto and

having head passageway for cutting oxygen and a head

passageway for a mixture of fuel and oxygen;

the hnprovement comprising:

e. an integral head mixer having within the head an incoming

preheat oxygen passageway and an incoming fuel passage-

way and including:

i. a well into which said preheat oxygen and fuel passage-

ways terminate at their discharge end;

ii. a mixer inserted within said well; said mixer having a

seal intermediate the respective terminations of said

preheat oxygen and fuel passageways so as to form
separate preheat oxygen and fuel annuUr spaces in said

well; and

iii. a holder sealingly holding said mixer within said well

said head having a longitudinally extending mixture passage-

way for said fuel and preheat oxygen mixed together, said

longitudinally extending passageway being connected with a
preheat annular passageway for sealingly receiving said tip

with communication between said prehat passageways there-

within; said longitudinally extending passageway being aligned

with the central longitudinal axis of said well; said mixer hav-

ing a substantially cylindrical, centrally disposed bore aligned

with said longitudinally extending passageway of said head and
having the inlet end of said bore in communication with the

preheat oxygen annular space formed by said seal on said

mixer, said holder and the wall of said weU; said mixer having

a pltuality of diametrally drilled passageways penetrating

laterally therethrough and communicating respectively with

the fuel annular space formed by said seal on said mixer and
wall of said well at the inlet end and at substantially 90* with

respect to said central longitudinal axis of said well and with

said bore on the discharge end, communicating at substantially

90* with respect to said bore; such that a flashback flame front

extinguishes itself without sustained burning at the point of

mixing of the fuel and preheat oxygen and without requiring

expensive heat dissipating means.

4,477,263

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR NEUTRALIZING
STATIC ELECTRIC CHARGES IN SENSTTIVE

MANUFACTURING AREAS
John D. Sharer, 12 Snariac Ct, Omv, S.C. 29710; daade G.

Adidas, P.O. Box 534, Fort Mill, S.C 29715, and Walter

Speagicr, Strehlgane 5, 4105 Bid^Bcakca, Switaertaad

FDcd Jaa. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,531

lat a^ B03C 3/14. 3/41

MS. CL 55-6 16

1. In a torch assembly that includes:

a. cutting oxygen valve and passageway;

1. In a clean enclosure sized so as to be adapted to enclose a
manufacturing area, means for moving an airstream along a

path of travel through said enclosure, the improvement therein

comprising apparatus for concurrently generating both posi-

tive and negative ions in the airstream such that the ions are

able to rapidly neutralize static electricity on objects in or

brought into the area, and comprising

at least one pair of electrodes operatively mounted within

the path of travel of said airstream in said enclosure, with

each of said at least one pair of electrodes being in the

form of elongate bars which are disposed parallel to each
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other, and with the electrodes of each pair being spaced
apart from each other a distance of between about six to

twelve inches in a direction extending transversely to the
direction of the path of travel and having an intervening
airspace therebetween which is free of any electrically

conductive components, and each of said electrodes in>

eluding a plurality of needle-like electrically conductive
projections which extend toward the other electrode of
the pair, and

means for supplying a positive direct current voltage to one
of said electrodes of each pair, and a negative direct cur-
rent voltage to the other of said electrodes of each pair,

with the magnitude of the supplied voltages being suffi-

cient to cause the electrodes to interact and cooperate in

drawing ions from each other, whereby both positive and
negative ions may be concurrently generated and carried

through the enclosure by the moving airstream.

11. A method for delivering air to a sensitive manufacturing
area, and for rapidly neutralizing static electricity on objects in

or brought into the area, and comprising the steps of
moving an airstream between a cooperating pair of elec-

trodes, with the electrodes being in the form of elongate
bars which are disposed parallel to each other and spaced
apart from each other a distance of between about six to

twelve inches in a direction extending transversely to the

direction of the airstream and having an intervening air-

space therebetween which is firee of any electrically con-
ductive components, with each of said electrodes includ-

nig a plurality of needle-like electrically conductive pro-

jections which extend toward the other electrode of the

pair, while

supplying a positive direct current voltage to one of said

electrodes and a negative direct current voltage to the

other of said electrodes, with the magnitude of the sup-

plied voltages being sufficient to cause the electrodes to

interact and cooperate in drawing ions from each other,

and so as to concurrently generate both positive and nega-
tive ions in the airstream, and while

directing the airstream and entrained positive and negative

ions directly to the manufacturing area and without the

use of confining ductwork, to thereby minimize the loss of
ions which would otherwise result from contact with such
ductwork.

MT7,264
PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION PROCESS FOR A
MEDICAL OXYGEN GENERATOR FOR HOME USE

Wilbor C. Iratz, Maeiragic and ShinOi Sircar, Wescoarflle,

both of Pa^ anignon to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.,

AlteBtown, Pa.

Filed Mar. 30, 1983, Scr. No. 480,448

lot a.i BOID 53/04
U.S. CL 55—25 6 Claims

vu^
^

1. In the generation and recovery of high purity oxygen

fix>m an ambient air stream m a system employing a single

adsorption column, the method wMch comprises the succes-

sive steps of:
I

(a) introducing pressurized air into the column containing an
adsorbent bed, said bed comprising in the direction of air

flow thereinto a flrst shallow layer of an adsorbent effec-

tive in removal of water and CO2 followed by a predomi-
nant second layer of an adsorbent selective in sorbing
nitrogen from admixture with oxygen; said bed having
been brought to adsorption pressure prior to said initial air

introduction with a previously obtained product stream of
high oxygen concentration to bring the same form subat-

mospheric to slightly above atmosphere pressure;

(b) continuing said introduction of pressurized air into said

bed without withdrawal of product therefrom until said

bed is brought to a maximum pressure of several atmo-
spheres;

(c) then discontinuing said introduction of pressurized air

and withdrawing from said bed, in the same direction as

that in which the feed air was introduced, a part of the gas
product contained therein and collecting said withdrawn
part in a storage reservoir;

(d) thereafter venting the bed to the atmosphere in a direc-

tion counter to air feed direction, thereby removing a
portion of the contained nitrogen from said second adsor-

bent layer and part of the contained water and CO2 from
said first adsorbent layer;

(e) next evacuating the bed in the same direction as in the

preceding venting step (d) to remove remaining nitrogen,

water and CO2 from the respective adsorbent layer; fol-

lowed by,

(0 restoring the bed to slightly above atmospheric pressure

for repetition of the defined sequence by introducing

therein a portion of the product gas of high oxygen con-
centration from said storage reservoir.

4,477,265

ARGON PURinCATION
Ravi Kumar, Allentown; SYayt^i Shxar, Wescosyille; Thomas R.

White, and Eugene J. Greskotich, both of Allentown, all of

Pa., assignors to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown,

FUed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,643

lat a.3 BOID 53/04
MS. a. 55—26 UOaims

1. The method of purifying a crude argon stream containing

minor amounts of oxygen and nitrogen which comprises the

steps of:

(a) during an adsorption step passing said stream as feed

serially through a flrst bed of adsorbent preferentially

selective in retention of nitrogen and during said adsorp-

tion step passing substantially the entire unadsorbed gase-

ous effluent from said flrst bed directly into and through a

physically separated second adsorbent bed kinetically

October 16, 1984 CHEMICAL

selective in adsorption of oxygen, while recovering from

said second bed the discharged argon product stream of

enhanced purity; then regenerating boUi said beds by;

(b) simultaneously evacuating said flrst and second bed in a

direction counter to step (a); then

(c) while continuing said evacuation of said flrst bed only,

repressuring said second bed in a direction counter to that

of the feed with a portion of the purifled argon product

recovered in step (a); then

(d) repressuring said flrst bed with purifled nitrogen-dep-

leted argon product from a companion flrst bed; then

(e) again subjecting the first bed to step (a);

the foregoing steps being carried out in preset time sequence in

a system comprising a plurality of such flrst beds operated

cyclically in parallel and a lesser plurality of such second beds

operated in parallel, so arranged that the said second beds

undergo in sequence, the steps of (a) receiving crude argon, (b)

evacuation and (c) repressuring, a larger number of cycles

during a given time period than said associated first beds.

i

1167

from the zeolite, the improvement which compi^ses employing

as said zeolite Ca-zeolite X granulate in which at least about

Fndgoi

-AdMfOr Pmiur* Snng tcparam, lachMiotc)

50% of the Na initially present in the zeolite has been replaced

by calcium.

4,477,266

SOLUTE FOCUSING TECHNIQUE FOR ONCOLUMN
INJECnON IN CAPILLARY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
F^ruk J. Yang, Dufille, and John V. Hinahaw, Jr., Martinez,

botii of Calif., assignors to Varian Associates, Inc., Palo Alto,

Odif.

Filed Sep. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 532^21
Int a.3 BOID 15/08

MS. CL 55-67 4 Claims

1. A solute focusing method of introducing a liquid sample

into a gas chromatographic column, said liquid sample com-

prising solute molecules and a solvent, said method comprising

the steps of

providing at the inlet end of said column a flrst temperature

controlled zone,

providing a second temperature controlled zone in said

column substantially adjacent to and downstream from

said first temperature controlled zone,

injecting said sample into said flrst temperature controlled

zone when the temperature of said first temperature con-

trolled zone is Ti, which is below the boiling point (T^) of

said solvent,

maintaining during said injection step the temperature of

said second temperature controlled zone at T3, T3 being

higher than T^ and

mcreasing the temperature of said first temperature con-

trolled zone from Ti to T2, T2 being higher than Ta and

T3 being higher than T2.

4^77,267

MOLECULAR SIEVE ZEOLITE FOR PRODUCING
HYDROGEN BY PRESSURE VARUTION ADSORPTION

TECHNIQUE
Gerhard Reisa, Lererknaen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, assignor to

Bayer Aktiengesdlschafl, Leyakinen, Fed. Rep. of Gomany
FQed Oct 14, 1982, Scr. No. 434,299

Chdns primlty, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 5,

1981, 3143993

Int. a^ BOID 53/04

VS. CL 55-68 7 Oaims

1. In the increase of the hydrogen content of a gas rich in

hydrogen and additionally containing CO, CH4 and CO2 by

contacting the gas with a zeolite which selectively absorbs the

gases other than hydrogen to leave the non-absorbed gas en-

riched in hydrogen, and then desorbing the absorbed gases

4,477,268

MULTI-LAYERED ELECTROSTATIC PARTICLE
COLLECTOR ELECTRODES

Charles G. KaH, 29 Hawthorae Rd^ WflUamatown, Mass. 01267

DMsioa of Ser. No. 227,576, Mar. 26, 1981, Pat No. 4,354,861.

This appUcatioB Ang. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 404,307

IntCL3B03Ci/47
U.S. CL 55—155 2 Claims

1. An electrostatic particle collector having a pair of particle

collecting elements in a spaced parallel relation so as to define

an air flow passage therebetween and a voltage source, one

pole of said source being electrically connected to one of said

elements and the other pole of said source being electrically

connected to said other element so that an electric fiekl is

produced between said elements, said electrostatic particle

collector characterized in that each of said elements comprises:

(a) high conductivity means comprising a pUmar member

having a highly conductive surface;

(b) first insulative support means secured to said high con-

ductivity means, wherein said first insulative support

means comprises a planar layer of insulative nuuteiial

disposed over said planar member and configured, dimen-

sioned and positioned to selectively define at least one

exposed portion on said planar member;

(c) first low conductivity means electrically connected to

said high conductivity means and secured to said first

insulative support means, wherein said first low conduc-

tivity means is disposed over and in contact with said

insulative support means and said exposed portion; and

(d) at least one insulative patch disposed over the portion of

said first low conductivity means diqxMcd over said ex-

posed portion.

452-228 O.G.-84-9
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4,4T7,2«9

CYC3X>NIC SEPARATOR APPARATUS
Sidwy J. LaagUiii, 2411 S. 61st, Apt H4, Temple, Tex. 76501,
od Ralph J. Cfaqrpool, Amdii, Tcz^ aMiffMn to Sidney J.

LaghUa, Rogm, Tex.

INtWm of Ser. No. 9M70, No?. 15, 1979, Ptt. No. 4,268,294.
lUi •ppUcatfcM Sep. 29, 19M, Ser. No. 191,701

Iirt. CL> BOlO 46/04. 50/00
VJS, CL 55—290 1 Oaim

1. A cyclonic separator assembly comprising, in combina-
tion:

a vertical settling chamber for separating relatively dense
fiber product from airborne lint entrained in an effluent air

stream, and a filter assembly coupled to the settling cham-
ber for extracting the entrained lint from the effluent air

stream prior to discharge into the atmosphere and for

reintroducing the recovered lint into the settling chamber,
said filter assembly including a housing forming an air

stream inlet and a lint discharge outlet, both coupled to

the settling chamber, and a clean air outlet; a routable
screen interposed between the air stream inlet and the
clean air outlet whereby the entrained lint is accumulated
on the screen as the effluent air stream flows through the
screen and out of the clean air outlet, and whereby the
accumulated lint deposit is presented to the lint discharge
outlet as the screen turns; a first suction fan having an inlet

coupled to the settling chamber for inducing an upwardly
moving air flow within the settling chamber for entraining

the airborne lint, and having an outlet coupled to the air

stream inlet of said filter assembly for discharging the

entrained airborne lint onto the rotauble screen; and, a
second suction fan having an inlet coupled to the lint

discharge outlet for creating a suction force which re-

moves the accumulated lint deposit from the rotatable

screen as it turns, and having an outlet coupled to the
settling chamber of the separator assembly for discharging
the suctioned lint deposit into the settling chamber.

4>477,270

AIR FILTER
nan Taach, 536 E. Doadee Rd^ Palatine, Dl. 60067

Filed Jul 7, 1983, Ser. No. 432,347

lat a^ BOID 50/00
VS. CL 55—316 8 Claims

1. A filter for purifying air having a plurality of filter stages

comprising:

(a) a frame means having an open center core having oppo-
site open ends,

(b) means for sealing one of said open ends of said center

core,

(c) cage means mounted on said frame within said center
core for holding a granular filter material,

(d) a granular filter material contained within said cage
means,

(e) a first filter blanket, wrapped around the exterior of said

cage means and having a pre^ietermined density,

(0 a second filter blanket having a lesser density covering
said first filter blanket,

(g) an air difAner mounted on said frame at its remaining

open end and having communication with said center

core, and

(h) an air evacuating means within said air difTuser for evac-

23 »

uating air from within said center core through said open
end of said frame means so as to create a vacuum within

said center core which will be filled by filtered air drawn
through said filter elements through a 360* plane.

4,477,271

MODIFIED NOZZLES FOR POLYMER FINISHERS
John M Iwasyk, Wilmington, and Robert D. Sancrbrunn, Sea-

ford, both of Del, assignofs to E. L Dn Pont de Nanoors and
Company, Wilmington, Del
Continnation-in-pttrt of Ser. No. 283^45, Jol. 17, 1981,

abandoned. TUs application May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,744
InL a.3 BOID 45/08

VS. CL 55—416 12 daims

1. In an apparatus for separating entrained matter from a

flowing fluid carrying the entrained matter that includes a

continuous impervious wall forming a passage through which
the entrained matter along with the fluid passes, said passage

having an inlet end and an outlet end and at least one helical

flight having the same twist direction throughout located in

and extending longitudinally of said passage, the improvement
comprising: said passage diverging from said inlet to said outlet

at an angle of from about 3 degrees to about 20 degrees, said

helical flight being tapered to conform to the divergence of
said passage; and a straight cylindrical pipe attached to the

outlet end of said passage, said pipe having a diameter equal to

the diameter of the outlet end of said passage, said pipe con-

taining a straight baffle element interlocking with the helical

flight and oriented about 90 degrees thereto.

4,477,272

FAN FILTER
Oaig E. HoUis, 3520 dcTeland Hghts. Blvd., 115, Lakeland,

Fla. 33803, and Glenn E. HoUii, 3621 Belcher Dr., Tampa,
Fla. 33609

Filed JnL 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,679

Int a^ BOID 46/10
VS. CL 55-471 3 Claims

1. In a fan of the type having fan blades rotatively driven by
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a motor and a protective cage surrounding the fan blades, the

improvement comprising:

a sheet of filter material having a configuration similar to

that of said cage and being mounted about said cage and
motor on the intake side of said fan, said sheet having a

slot extending from its outer periphery so as to permit said

sheet to be inserted about said motor; and means for secur-

sured along the length of the substrate after each succes-

sive increment has been exposed to at least an initial por-

tion of the zone of heat

ing said sheet about the periphery of said cage, said secur-

ing means including a first drawstring disposed about a

portion of the outer periphery of said sheet, a second

drawstring disposed about at least another portion of the

outer periphery of said sheet and a hook connected to the

ends of each drawstring to permit said ends to be con-

nected to a bar of said cage.

4,477,273

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR STRAIGHTENING
AND CONFIGURING A PREFORM TUBE FROM WHICH

UGHTGUIDE FIBER IS DRAWN
Brian Lynch, Norcron, and Fred P. Partus, Marietta, both of

Ga., anignorB to ATAT Technologies, Inc., New Yoik^ N.Y.

Filed Jon. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,561

Int a.3 O03B 23/04

VS.a 65-3.12 32 Claims

1. A method of configuring an elongated glass substrate

firom which lightguide fiber is drawn, said method including

the steps of:

supporting each end of the substrate;

exposing an outer surface of each successive increment of

length of the substrate to a zone of heat having a tempera-

ture profile by causing relative motion between the zone

of heat and the substrate; while

causing rotation of the substrate by turning its supported

ends; and
causing the substrate to have a central longitudinal axis

which is a substantially straight line and to have a prede-

termined configuration along its length by applying forces

in a reproducible manner to successive increments of

length of the substrate during exposure to and in a fixed

relation to the zone of heat, said forces being applied to

each successive increment of length at a distance as mea-

4^77,274 ,

DEVICE FOR DRAWING AN OPTICAL FIBRE
Petms J. Janasen, and Victor A. Tan der Hnbt, both of Eindho-

Ten, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUcd Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 531,973

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 27, 1983,

8302666

Int CL^ O03B 37/025

VS. a. 65—13 7 Claims

1. A device for drawing an optical fibre from a cylindrical

solid preform, which device comprises a heating space having

an inlet channel and an outlet channel in which a conical end

of a preform is heated to the drawing temperature, said device

comprising means to seal the heating space against a gas flow

through the gap between the preform and the wall of the inlet

channel, characterized in that said means comprise at least one

exchangeable flat tlexible disc of a polymeric organosilicon

compound having a refractive index smaller than that of the

preform and a 100% modulus between 0.5 and S MPa, said disc

comprising a central aperture whose diameter is at least 1 mm
smaller than the smallest diameter of the preform to be drawn

into a fibre, at least one exchangeable temperature-resistant

heat-conducting screening being present between the disc or

discs and the heating space, the said screening comprising a

central aperture which can pass the preform without making

mechanical contact and whose diameter is not more than 1 mm
larger than the largest diameter of the preform.

4,477,275

STATION INDICATOR
Harry J. Panlnk, Ocean City, and Otto Zanoer, Vineland, both

of NJ., assignors to Owens-Illinois, Ine., Toledo, Ohio

CoBtinnation of Ser. No. 239,949, Mar. 3, 1981,. This application

Jan. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 457,346

Int a.3 C03B J9/0a 35/26, 35/00

VS. a. 65—158 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for tooling a plurality of articles, said appa-

ratus comprising, /
a stationary frame

a generally circular carousel mounted on said frame for

ratation,

a plurality of tooling fixture means disposed on said carousel

for receiving, holding and releasing said articles,

at least one conveyor assembly located near the periphery of

the carousel and having a path adjacent to the carousel

periphery, the path being spaced from the periphery por-

tion of the carousel and the path including an arcuate path
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portion in which all points of the arcuate path portion are

about the same distance from the carousel periphery,

a plurality of tooling stations for tooling the plurality of
articles, the tooling stations being carried by the conveyor
assembly in a closed path in which a portion of the path is

adjacent to the tooling fixtures,

indicator means for indicating a particular one of said tool-

ing stations that tooled a particular one of said articles as

the particular one article moves past a reference location,

discharge means having the reference location thereon, the

discharge means including an inclined chute having its

upper end located underneath the path of the tooling

fixtures for receiving finished articles from the tooling

fixtures and moving the articles to a discharge end below
and spaced away from the periphery of the carousel,

the indicator means including a plundity of moveable dis-

playable indicia,

there being drive means for revolving the tooling fixtures on
the carousel around the periphery thereof, for moving the
tooUng stations on their closed path adjacent to periphery
of the carousel, and for moving the indicia of the indicator

means, the drive means being so constructed and arranged
that each displayable indicia corresponds to the particular

one of the tooling fixtures which held the particular one
article and to the particular one of the tooling stations

which tooled the particular one article.

M77,276
HETEROCYCLIC PHENYL ETHERS AND THEIR

HERBIODAL USE
Lothar Willns, Unkel; Reinhard Handtc, Hoflwim am Tannos;

Hlfainr MlkkobCTger, Kelkheiai; Klans Bauer, Rodgan; Her-
naBB Bioiager, Eppatein, and Hclmnt Biirstell, FVankfiirt am
Main, all of Fed. R^. of GemuBy, asdgDors to Hoedist
Aktiwigwflhchaft, FVankftut am Main, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,331
Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaoy, Sep. 24,

IMl, 3137996

tat CLi C07D 498/04, 513/04
U.S. CL 71—94 9 Claims

1. A 4-phenoxyalkanecarboxylic acid compound of the for-

mula

wherem
R is halogen, CF3, NO2, CN. (Ci-C4)-alkayl. or (C1-C4)-

alkoxy, and n is to 3;

XisSorO;

Y is O. S, SO, SO2, NH, or N<Ci-C4).alkyI;
Ri is H or (Ci-QHdkyl; and

? ? ? /"^ ? ^ /'
Z 18 -C-OR2. -C-S-R3, -C-N ,-c-N-N ,

Rs R«

II
II-C-NH2. -CN, -CH2OH, -CH2-O-C-R9,

O R4
II /

-CH2-O-C-N
, or -CH2-O-SO2-R10,

R$

wherein

R2is

H,

(Ci-Ci2)-alkyl.

(Ci-Ci2)-alkyl substituted by at least one member selected
from the group consisting of up to 6 halogen atoms,

OH,
CN,
SCN,
(Ci-C6)-alkoxy,

(Ci-C4)-alkylthio,

(Ci-C4)-alkylsulfinyl,

(Ci-C4)-alkylsulfonyl,

(Ci-C6)-alkoxy-(C2-C6>«lkoxy,

ha]ogeno-<Ci-C2)-alkoxy,

methoxyethoxyedioxy,

(Ci-C4>-alkyhunino,

di-(Ci-C4)-alkylamino,

phenyl,

phenoxy,

phenyl or phenoxy mono- or disubstituted by
halogen,

(Ci-QMkyl,
COOR3, or '

-CO-R3,
(C5-C6)-cycloalkyl,

(C5-C6)-cycloalkyl substituted by
halogen or

methyl,

(C3-C6)-alkenyl,

halogeno-(C3-C6)-alkenyl,

(Cs-C6)-cycloalkenyl,

(C3-C4)-alkinyl,

(C3-C4>alkinyl mono- or di-substituted by
(Ci-Q).alkyl,

phenyl, ^
halogen,

'^

(Ci-C2)-alkoxy,

phenyl,

phenyl mono-, di-, or tri-substituted by
(Ci-C4)-alkyl.

(Ci-C4>alkoxy,

halogen,

N02 0r

CF3,

a cation equivalent of organic or inorganic base, or
-N=C(Ri)(R4);

R3is

H.

(Ci-C4)-alkyl,

phenyHCi-C2)-alkyl,

phenyl-(Ci-C2)-alkyl mono- or di-substituted by at least

one member selected from the group consisting of
(Ci-C4)-alkyl and
halogen,

(C3-C6)-alkenyl,

phenyl.
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phenyl mono- or di-substituted by at least one member
selected from the group consisthig of

(Ci-C4)-alkyl and
halogen;

R4 and Rs, taken alone, are the same or different and are

H,
(Ci-C6)-alkyl,

hydroxy-(Ci-C6)-alkyl,

(Cs-C6>cycloalkyl,

phenyl, or

phenyl mono- di-, or tri-substituted by
(Ci-C4)-alkyl,

(Ci-C4)-alkoxy,

halogen, or

CF3.

but R4 and Rs are not both phenyl or substituted phenyl, and if

R4 is H or (Ci-C4)-alkyl, the Rs may be (Ci-C4>alkoxycarbo-

nyl.(Ci-C4).alkyl;

R6 is H or CH3;
R7 is H, CH3 or C2HS;
Rg is H, CH3. C2HS. or phenyl;

R9is
(Ci-C4)-alkyl,

(Ci-C4>'alkyl mono-, di- or trisubstituted by halogen,

cyclopropyl,

(Cs-QMkenyl,
phenyl, or

phenyl mono-substituted by
(Ci-C4)^dkyl,

(Ci-C4>«lkoxy,

halogen,

CF3, or

nitro; and

Riois

(Ci-C4)-alkyl,

phenyl, or

phenyl mono- or di-substituted by
halogen,

CF3,

NO2, or

(Ci-<:4>alkyl.

erably greater than 500* C, but less than the solidification

temperature of the required metal, and at atmospheric

pressure or higher

(c) completing the reaction of point (b) in a cyclone-shaped

reaction zone under the same temperature and pressure

conditions as the primary reaction zone

(d) separating the required metal in the form ofpowder from

the bottom of the cyclone-shaped reaction zone

(e) recovering the reducing metal halide or halides in a cold

trap which operates at a temperature exceeding the dew
point of the halide or halides of the required metal, which

leave without condensing and are fed to recovery.

4,477,278

STEELMAKING PROCESS USING CALCIUM CARBIDE
AS FUEL

Balkishan Agrawal, Oaaining, N.Y., aarignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbury, Conn.

FUed Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 456,113

tat a^ C21C 7/00

U.S. CL 75—51 20 Claims

1. In a process of subsurface pneumatic refining of a steel

melt wherein calcium carbide is oxidized to provide heat to the

melt, the improvement comprising:

(a) providing a bath having dissolved in the melt oxidizable

component(s) in an amount, when oxidized, to provide

sufficient acidic component(s) to flux the products of the

oxidation of calcium carbide provided in the melt in step

(b);

(b) providing calcium carbide to the melt;

(c) providing oxygen to the melt to oxidize said oxidizable

component(8) at a rate such that the time period that the

bath contains both said oxidizable component(s) and cal-

cium carbide provided to the melt in step (b) does not

exceed about S minutes; and

(d) after step (c), providing gaseous oxygen to the melt to

oxidize the calcium carbide to provide heat to the melt.

4^77,277
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING HIGH-PURITY METALS

(^anlidgi D'Ahflla, Rome, and Francesco Rinaldi, Florence,

both of Italy, aasfgnors to Samira Sodeta Azionaria Minero-

Metailnrgica SpA, Rome, Italy

FDed Jul 21, 1983, Ser. No. 506,492

Claims priority, appUcatioa Italy, Jim. 22, 1982, 21977 A/82
tat a? B22F 9/00

U.S.a 75-0.5 B 4Claim8

4,477,279

ANNULAR TUYERE AND METHOD
John D. Nanman, Natrona Heights, Pa., aaaigDor to AUcgbeay
Lodlum Steel Corporatioa, Pittabinrgli, Pa.

Difision of Ser. No. 504,191, Jm. 15, 1983,. This appUcatfon

No?. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 555,114

tat CL^ aiC 7/00

U.S. CL 75-«) 10

1. A process for producing high-purity metals firom their

halides by reducing them with metals in the vapor phase,

comprising:

(a) mixing the reducing metal vapour with one or more
halides of the required metal either outside or within a

primary reaction zone, with possible partial reaction

(b) reacting the reducing metal with the halides of the re-

quired SMtal in a primary reaction zone at a temperature

exceeding the dew point of the reducing metal used, pref-

1. A method for blowing gas into a molten metal bath

through a tuyere for processing the molten metal, said tuyere

including a tube resistant to corrosive attack by molten metal

and slag, and having an annular tip adjacent the molten metal,

the method comprising:

monitoring the molten bath temperature;

providing the tuyere with a tube of less than 0. 100 inch and

an opening of less than 0.062 inch to have the effect to

raise the critical bath temperature at which the tuyere

would begin to melt; and

adjusting the gas flow as a function of the molten bath tem-
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penitore to minhnize gas flow necewary to cool the tuyere
tip.

M77,2»
HEAT RESISTING STEEL

M«M SUw Sdihta Kirihm, both of Hitachi; Mitno
KhIjim, IbvaU; Tahaloihi Yoihioka, and Ryoichi SaiaU«
both of Hitachi, an of Japan, aarigmin to Hitachi, Ltd^ To-

FOad Dae 22, 1982, Scr. No. 452,292
OafaM priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Dae 25, 1981, 56-210950

lat a.^ C22C 38/06
VS. CL 75—124 16

1

r
\

-a

1. A beat resisting steel having substantially whole tempered
martensite structure and exhibiting, when tempered after

quenching at 100* C./h, a lO'-hour creep rupture strength at
600* C. of at least 10 Kg/nun^, said steel consisting essentially

of, by weight, 8 to 13% of Cr, 0.5 to 2% of Mo, 0.02 to 0.5%
of V, 0.02 to 0.15% of Nb, 0.025 to 0.1% of N, 0.05 to 0.25%
ofC, not greater than 0.6% of Si, not greater than 1.5% ofMn,
no greater than 1.5% of Ni, 0.0005 to 0.02% of Al, 0. 1 to 0.5%
ofW and the balance substantially Fe, the ratio W/Al betweenW content and Al content ranging between 20 and 80, and the
Al and N contents being such that a value given by Al (wt
%)/N (wt %) is not greater than 0.5.

4^477,281

CORROSION INHIBrnNG ORGANIC COATINGS
Eva SoaaoB, Raho? Pfam 81, Petaeh Tik?a, brael
CoMinatioB-taHpart of Scr. No. 26731. May 26, 1981,. This

appUcatiOB Oct 15, 1982, Sar. No. 434,489
Oaiw priority, appUcatioa brad, Jan. 1, 1980, 60203

lit a^ O09D 5/08
U.S.a 106—14J4 4 Oain

1. A corrosion inhibiting coating for metal comprising:
candelilla wax;

camauba wax;

nicrocrystalline waxes;

white petrolatum;

anoleoresm hardener;

lanolin; and

a solvent comprising a mixture of kerosene and toluene.

4^77,282
NONPIGMENTED WOOD STAINS

Jalio A. FcrMuadai, Caladon, Canada, aaaigaor to Natioiial

Starch mi Ckmkti Corporatioi^ Bridgewater, NJ.
ContiiaaUo«-ia.part of Scr. No. 325,145, No?. 27, 1981,

' Hd. Ilia appUeation May 13, 1983, Scr. No. 494^237
I priority, appiieaUoB Canda, Jan. 23, 1981, 380452

lit a^ C09K 3/00
VS. a. 106-34 13 CfadBH

1. A gelled nonpigmented wood stain composition compris-
ing:

(a) from 0.1 to 10% by weight of at least one solvent soluble

dye;

(b) at least one cellukwc polymer selected from the group
oooststing of methyl cellulose, ethyl cellulose, hydioxy-

ethyl cellulose, ethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose, hydroxypro-
pyl cellulose, hydroxybutyl methyl cellulose, ethyl hy-
droxypropyl cellulose and methyl hydroxypropyl cellu-

lose in an effective amount ranging from 0.2 to 10% by
weight; and

(c) from 0.5 to 10% by weight of dibenzylidene sorbitol;

(d) the remainder of the composition comprising a suitable

solvent

4,477,283

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
HYDRAULIC CEMENTS

Eddie K. Wilson, Sr., 82»« Dogwood Rd., Gcrauurtown, Tcno.
38138, asaigMM- to Eddie K. Wflsoa, Sr., Memphis, Tcoa.

ContfaiaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 285,452, JaL 21, 1981, Pat No.
4,388,117, which is a conthinatioB-hHpart of Scr. No. 165,500,
JaL 3, 1980, abondooed, which is a contiaaotioa'faHpart of Scr.

No. 947,599, Oct 2, 1978, Pat No. 4,213,791, wUch is a
coothinatioB-fai-part of Ser. No. 690,510, May 27, 1976,

abandoned. This application May 27, 1983, Scr. No. 497,251
Int CL3 C04B 7/46

VS. CL 106—100 16 n.i—

1. A process for producing a hydraulic cement such as

Portland cement said process comprising:

maintaining a melt within a cavity that is Uned with a mate-
rial having substantially the same chemical composition as

the desired cement the melt also having substantially the

same chemical composition as the desired cement
whereby the melt is not adversely affected by the material

that lines the cavity;

introducing appropriate feed materials into the melt below
the upper surface of the melt within the cavity with the

feed materials containing compounds suitably propor-

tioned for the desired cement;

heating the melt within the cavity sufficiently to enable the

feed materials to be in a molten condition and to chemi-
cally combine within the melt the heating being effected

by electrical energy;

withdrawing the melt from the cavity, and
cooling the withdrawn melt to soUdify it into a solid sub-

stance that has the chemical constituency and properties

of the desired cement
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4,477,284

DEMOLITION AGENT FOR DEMOLISHING BRmXE
MATERIALS

Jon Isogai, Omni; Seiichi Nakaya, Itoigawa; Akira Saiton,

Onni; AUo Takahashi, Non, and Isao Yagi, Onni, aU of

Japan, assignors to Denki Kagakn Kogyo Kabnshiki Kaisha,

Tokyo, Japan

FUcd Dec 7, 1982, Scr. No. 447,573

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 12, 1981, 56-200550

Int a.s C04B 7/32. 13/06

VS. CL 106—104 8 Clahns

1. A demolition agent for demolishing brittle materials com-

prising 30 to 90 parts by weight of a soft-burned quick lime

powder having a crystal size of less than 10 microns and a

specific surface area of 1,000 to 5,000 cmVg (Blaine) and 10 to

79 parts by weight of a rapid hardening hydraulic material

comprising amorphous calcium aluminate and calcium sulfate,

and further including, relative to 100 parts by weight of the

mixture of the soft-burned quick lime and the rapid hardening

hydraulic material, 0.5 to 15 parts by weight of a hydration

retarder and 0. 1 to 5 parts by weight ofa water-reducing agent

4,477^85

METHOD FOR TREATING AN OXIDIZABLE SURFACE
FMerick K. Anh, 3301 W. Petty Rd., Mnnde, Ind. 47304

FUed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,207

Int CL^ C23G 1/02

VS. CL 134—3 5 Ctaims

1. A method for treating a surface susceptible of oxidation

which comprises the steps of: rubbing against the surface a

composition which comprises the combination of particulate

abrasive material and a particulate reducing compound se-

lected from the group consisting of ascorbic acid, erythorbic

acid, ascorbate salts, erythorbate salts and mixtures thereof;

and
removing said abrasive material from the surface, said step

of removing comprising rinsing the surface with deoxy-

genated water.

4*477,286

BREAKING OIL-IN-WATER EMULSIONS
Christian Roaonann, LnngenfUd, and WoUfeang RiedeL Diiaael-

dorf, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Henkel

Konunanditgeasllschall anf Aktien, Diiaseldorf-Holthaascn,

Fed. Rep. of Gcrasany

FDed JaL 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,790

Chdms priority, appiioitioo Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, Mar. 6,

1982, 3208130
Int CL^ C23G 1/36: BOID 17/04

VS. CL 134—10 9 daims

9. A process for regenerating an oil-in-water emulsion-con-

taining cleaning composition which comprises the steps of:

(a) adding from 0.5 to SO g/l of 2,4,7,9.tetramethy|.5-decyne-

4,7-diol to an emulsion-containing composition compris-

mg (i) neutral to strongly alkaline cleaning solution, (ii)

emulsified petroleum o^ fixed oils, or bo^ and (iii) fats

to form separate, aqueous and oily phases, said oily phase

containing the 2,4,7,9-tetramethyl-5-decyne-4,7-diol;

(b) separating the oily phase firom the aqueous phase; and

(c) replenishing depleted cleaning solution components in

the aqueous phase.

4,477,287

UQUm REMOVAL DEVICE
DonaldC Knsh, PIcasanton, and Gary A. Hast, Ufemorc, both

of Cklif., aarignors to Kaisw Alnndnnm k Chentfeal Corpora-

tion, OaUand, Calif.

FUed Feb. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 464^818

Int a^ B08B 5/00. 5/04: B21B 45/02

VS. CL 134-15 17 Clains

8. A method of removing a liquid from the surface of a

moving strip comprising the steps of:

(A) Directing the moving strip having liquid on a surface

thereof past and in close proximity to a liquid removing

device disposed across the width of said strip;

(B) Establishing and maintaining across the width of the

surface of the moving strip a partial vacuum through at

least one slotted opening disposed across and adjacent the

moving strip in order to aspirate and remove the bulk of

the liquid on and from the surface of the moving strip;

(C) Next moving the strip past a curtain of a high velocity

gas while directing said gas in the form of a curtain gener-

ally perpendicular to and across the width of the moving

strip's surface so that a substantial portion of the perpen-

dicularly directed gas curtain is redirected upon impact

with the said strip's surface parallel thereto and counter-

current to the movement thereof to remove liquid remain-

ing on the moving surface; and

(D) During passage of said strip from said partial vacuum

area to said curtain of high velocity gas preventing the

formation of eddy currents in the high velocity gas curtain

by establishing a controlled confined gaseous stream and

introducing said stream into the gas of the gas curtain

intermediate said partial vacuum area and said high veloc-

ity gas curtain and maintaining said gaseous stream at a

pressure intermediate the pressure level of the gas in the

partial vacuum area and the pressure level of the gas in the

high velocity gas curtain.

4^477,288

METHOD AND COMPOSTHONS FOR REMOVAL OF
UNDESIRABLE ORGANIC MATTER

Thomas F. KaxniwcBdt Omdeil; Richard Dalina, Edison, and

Arthnr W. Petersen, Chatham Townahip, Union Connty, all of

NJ., aaaignors to Anwrican Cynudd Company, Stanford,

Conn.
Filed No?. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 555,808

Int a.3 BOOB 3/08: C09D 9/00

VS.a 134-19 21 OaiBS

1. A method for facilitating the removal of undesirable

organic matter from a surface which comprises contacting said

organic matter with a substantially loosening effective amount

of a composition comprising (1) at least one compound se-

lected from imidazole, pyrazole, an alkyl or aryl substituted

imidazole, an alkyl or aryl substituted pyrazole, and (2) at least

one glycol phenyl ether in synergistic proportions, for a time

sufficient to effect a substantial loosening of said organic mat-

ter.

4,477,289

METHOD FOR WASHING VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION
LINE INSULATORS

Michael P. Knrtgis, 4651 Sheridan St, HoUywood, Fla. 33021

FDed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,738

Int a^ BOOB 3/02

VS.a 134-34 1 a«i»

1. A method of washing contamination from insulation com-

ponents of energized and non-energized voltage transmission

lines, which comprises:

hovering an ungrounded washing apparatus in an airborne

platform adjacent to said insulating components,
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maneovering an articulating boom assembly of the washing
apparatus into position adjacent to said insulating compo-
nents inside the stand-ofT flashover distances for grounded
objects,

pressurizing washing Huid within said washing apparatus on
said airborne pUtform,

October 16, 1984

tant has a yield stress of at most half that of the substrate,

and rolling the sprayed substrate to strain the substrate by
at most 2% but sufficiently to ensure substantially com*
plete consolidation of the coatant.

spraying said pressurized washing fluid onto said insulation
components from a nozzle mounted on the distal end of
said boom in fluid communication with said washing
apparatus,

regulating the discharge of pressurized washing fluid from
the nozzle of the boom assembly onto the insulation com-
ponents.

4,477,292

IHREE-OTEP AGING TO OBTAIN HIGH STRENGTH
AND CORROSION RESISTANCE IN AL-ZN-MG-CU

ALLOYS
MelTio H. Brown, Rveport, Pa., assignor to Aluminum Com-

pany of America, Pittsborgh, Pa.
Continaation.ia-part of Ser. No. 142,541, Apr. 21, 1960, , which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 410,109, Oct 24, 1973, abuidoned.

This application Oct 15, 1961, Ser. No. 311,552
Int a.» C22F 1/04

UA a. 148-20 13 Claims

4^77,290
CLEANING AND ETCHING PROCESS FOR ALUMINUM

CONTAINERS
^•M^Gtfroll, Lalqrctte Hill, aod James E. Constock, West
Qmtn, both of Pa., aarignors to Pouwalt Corporation,
PUladaiphia. Pa.

FUed Jaik 10, 1963, Ser. No. 454,642
Irt. a» C23F 1/Oa 7/00; C23G 1/14

U.S.ai48-^ 9Ctotas
1. A process for cleaning and etching the surface of an

aluminum container comprising spraying the surface with a
dilute aqueous alkaline solution consisting essentially of from
about 6 to 12 grams per liter of an alkali metal hydroxide and
firom about 3 to 6 grams per liter of a chelating agent at an
elevated temperatiire from about 80* to 130* F. so as to form a
clean, bright surface without desmutting.

6. The process of claim 1 including the steps of forming a
conversion coating on die cleaned and etched surface.

4^77,291
METAL4X>ATING A METALUC SUBSTRATE

AUM R. E. Siagw, Swaoaea, Walea, aarignor to National Re-
aaareh DerdopoMBt CorporatioB, London, England

FDcd Mar. 1, 1984, Ser. No. 585,148
OataH priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 9, 1983,

iBt a^ B05D J/00
U.S. a 148-llJ Q 2 Claims

1. A method of coating a metallic substrate with a metallic
coatimt, wherein Uie coatant metal (or alloy) is one which wets
the lubstrate metal and wherein the substrate metal (or pre-
dominant substrate metal) is one whose oxide is reducible
below its solidus temperature, which solidus temperature must
exceed the liquidus temperature of the coatant metal,

the method comprising:

heating die substrate in a reducing atinosphere until substan-
tially no oxide remains on it,

then, without permitting intervening oxidation, maintaining
the substrate in a reducing or neutral atinosphere at from
0.S to 0.9 of the liquidus temperatiire (in degrees absolute),
and spraying molten coatant thereon to a thickness not
exceeding 150 microns or sequentially spraying two or
more coatings each not exceeding ISO microns,

then, without permitting intervening oxidation, maintaining
the sprayed substate in a reducing or neutral atmosphere
at from 0.S to 0.9 of the liquidus temperature of the coa-
tant, the temperature moreover being such that the coa-

f

8
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1. In a method for heat treating an article comprising a
solution heat treated aluminum alloy of the 7000 series, said
alloy containing aluminum, zinc, magnesium, copper and at
least one element selected from the group consisting of chro-
mium, manganese and zirconium, said method comprising the
steps of

(a) precipitation hardenmg the article at about 17S* to 325*

P.;

(b) heat treating the article by immersing it in a heat treating

medium; and

(c) precipitation hardening die article at about 175* to 325*

F.;

the improvement wherein step (b) is carried out for about 10
minutes to a few hours at a temperature of about 360* to
375* F., said method thereby being suitable for treatment
of articles having greater maximum thickness than meth-
ods in which s^ (b) is carried out at greater than 390* F.

4,477,293

LINK AND WINDSCREEN WIPER MECHANISM
John P. Tiaunis, Sutton Coldfieid, En^aod, aasigBOT to Locaa

Industries Limited, Birmingham, Great Britain

Filed Dec. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 329,038
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec 10, 1980,

8039507

Int a.3 C23C 11/16: F16C 11/05: B60K 1/18
U.S.a 148-31

J

8 dalns
1. A link formed of a configurated strip of non-alloy steel
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having nitrogen diffused through substantially the whole of the

section of the strip, the nitrogen being in solid solution in a

layer-passivating window layer composite of said photo-

cathode structure by a support means.

B-t|
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ferritic matrix, and the strip having at least one integral bush

bearing defined by part of the strip.

4,477,294

METHOD OF FORMING GAAS ON ALj, Gk\., AS
TRANSMISSION MODE PHOTOCATHODEHODE

William A. Gntierrcz, and Herbert L Wilson, both of Wood-

bridge, Va., aaaignon to The United States of Anmica as

reptcawitad Iqr die Secretary of dw Amy, Washington, D.C
Dirisloa of Ser. No. 260,958, May 6, 1961, abandoned. This

application Jon. 22, 1963, Ser. No. 469,632

Int a^HOlL 27/209

U.S. CL 146—171 12 Claims

4y477,295

METHOD FOR FABRICATING CONVEYOR WORMS OR
THE LIKE

Alezaader Kohnhaaaer, Kapfenberg, Anstiria, aaaignor to Vcrd-

nigte Edelftahlwatc AG (VEW), Vienna, Aastria

FDed Aug. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 406,420

Claiffls priority, appUcatioa Anstria, Sep. 4, 1961, 3832/81

Int CL^ B65G 33/08

U.S. CL 146—11.5 Q 6 OaiM
1. A method of fabricating conveyor worms containing a

steel core and a high wear resistant plating comprising the

steps of:

fabricating a compound metal blank by forging or hot roll-

ing a substantidly rod-shaped s^eel core provided with a

snugly bearing sleeve formed c/ high wear resistant plat-

ing material while forming a metallic bond between the

core and the sleeve and while reducing the sleeve diame-

ter by at least 20%;
soft annealing the blank and then forming the worm profile

by a machining operation;

then carrying out a thermal treatment composed of harden-

ing and tempering in order to set the hardness of the

plating material and that of the core material; and

then accomplishing a fmished machining operation to obtain

desired fuial dimensions of the conveyor worm.

4^77,296

METHOD FOR ACTIVATING METAL PARTICLES
Kamaraa M. Nair, East Aaiherst N.Y., aaaignor to E. L Do
Pont de Nemonn and Company, Witanington, DeL

FDcd Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430^71

Int CL3 C23C 1/10; C22C 1/04: B22F 9/00: C22B 11/04

U.S.a 148—6.14 R 8 Claims

1. A method of reproducibly forming a large high sensitivity

negative electron Jfinity infrared transmission mode, single

crystalline GaAs on AlGaAs photocathode structure by hy-

brid epitaxy, the steps of forming said photocathode structure

comprising:

providing and preparing a high quaUty single crystalline

seed crystal by chemiMlly etching a growth surface;

epitaxially growing a lighdy p-doped (O.S-l.Ox 10>^ cm-^)
60-80 micron thick AlyGai-^As passivating window
layer on the chemically etched growth surface of said

single crystalline seed crystal by Uquid phase epitaxy in

which the step is carried out in a ultra high purity hydro-

gen atmosphere where the composition corresponds to a

bandgap greater than 1 .8 eV by adjusing the GaAl compo-

sition of die melt wherein elemental zinc is added to the

melt to provide the p-type dopant;

mechanicdly-chemically poUsing the Uquid phase epitaxi-

ally grown surface of said passivating window layer to

eliminate any surface irregularities and produce a blemish

free specular surface of high optical quality;

growing a high transmission photosensitivity p-doped

(5X 10'^ cm-3) GaAs photoemitting layer of controlled

homogeneous thickness of about one micron onto said

passivating window layer by vapor phase epitaxy tech-

nique using an open tube process with HQ-Oa-AsHj-Hi

as reagents and elemental zinc as the p-type dopant;

activating said GaAs photoemitting layer to a state of nega-

tive electron affinity by heat cleaning in vacuum and

applying monolayers of cesium and oxygen; and

providing a window area and supporting said photoemitting

1. A method for activating the surface of finely divided

particles of conductive metals having a thin surface coating of

oxide of the conductive metal comprising the steps of (a) treat-

ing the surface with an aqueous solution of a reducing agent for

the oxide when the conductive metal is a noble metal and

either a reducing agent for the oxide or an inorganic acid

capable of reacting with the oxide to form a water-soluble salt

of the metal ion when the conductive metal is a base metal, the

reactive component of the aqueous solution being in molar

excess of the oxide, (b) washing the surface of the treated

particles with an aqueous Uquid having a pH of S.S-7.0 until

essentially no change in pH takes place in the wash Uquid, and

(c) drying the surface of the washed particles.

4^77,297

MANUFACTURE OF GEL FREE NTTROCELLULOSE
LACQUERS

Mioa^aioiig Chi, Cumbo-land, Md., assignor to Hercnles Incor-

porated, Wiladngton, DeL
Filed Feb. 28, 1963, Ser. No. 470,845

Int a? 0D6B 45/10

U.S. a. 149—109.6 4 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a gel free nitroceUulose lac-
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quer suitable for crosslinldng in a propellant composition, said
method comprising:

(a) forming a lacquer premix by dispersing nitrocellulose in

polyol polymer in the presence of a liquid, solvent that (i)

has non-flammable vapors, (ii) is miscible with said polyol
polymer and nitrate ester plasticizer, and (iii) is low boil-

ing, said solvent being included in an amount sufficient to

reduce the viscosity of said polyol polymer;
(b) adding to said lacquer premix each explosive nitrate ester

plasticizer, which may be appropriately diluted with said

solvent, to be included in said lacquer,

(c) sparging the results of step (b) with an inert gas for a time
suiTicient to reduce the content of said solvent and water,
if any, respectively, to below about 0.02% by weight and
form said gel free nitrocellulose lacquer.

CABLE SHIELDING METHOD AND APPARATUS
WflUaa D. BokuMM, Jr^ Mkbad D. KlMid, both of Uw-

rcMtTOte, nd Rndy G. Schadder, NoitroM, aU of Ga^
aarivMn to ATftT Technoioeies, lac^ New York, N.Y.
CMrtlaaatkM of Scr. No. 257,67I« Apr. 24, IMl, abuMloocd.

lids appUcatkm Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,405

lot a^ HOIB 13/26
UJS.a 156—94 4 Claims

I

of
1. A method of shielding a cable core comprising the steps

(a) introducing the core and a strip of corrugated metallic

shielding material into a shield forming die with the strip

positioned at least partially about the core;

(b) bringing opposed longitudinal side portions of the corru-
gated strip into a position of mutual adjacency with one
side portion of the strip partially overlaid by the other side

portion and with their corrugations substantially aligned;

(c) coating the one side portion along a portion thereof
which is not overhud by the other side portion with adhe-
sive;

(d) bringing the strip into a position with the other side

portion overlaying and pressed against the adhesive
coated one side portion; ami

(e) advancing the core and strip out of the shield forming
die.

4,477,299

METHOD OF BONDING A FLOOR-COVERING WEB
WITH A BACKING WEB

H«»JowUm FHcdrieh, AMmndd, Fed. Rep. of Gemmy,
to J. F. AdoUr AG, BMkM^I, Fed. Rep. ofGcmmy
FIM M«. S, 19«2, Scr. No. 355,496

priority, appMcatfcw Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, Apr. 4,

1981,3113636
* bt CL^ B32B il/06; G09J 5/06
U.S. CL 156—72 10 CfadM

1. In a method for forming a water permeable floor covering
from a water-permeable sui^»e web and an underlying elastic

backing web; said surface web comprising an upper pile sur-

face sectired on a carrier layer having openings for water
penetration; said surfiKe web also benig partially coated on its

ooderside with a thermoplastic material for bonding to such
etetic backing web which is partially coated on a first area of

its upper surface with a thermoplastic material; said backing
web also having apertures defining a second area which is

water permeable; said method comprising the steps ofsynchro-
nously guiding the surface web underside and the backing web
upper surface along predetermined paths of movement and in

facing relation with a heat source; plasticizing at least a portion

•̂•6 f- *8 -O

of the thermoplastic material disposed on the surface web
underside and the backing web upper surface; urging the sur-

face web underside and the backing web upper surface into

mutual engagemwent whereby plasticized thermoplastic mate-
rial of said backing web surface and said surface web underside
fuse together and said surface covering web and said backing
web are bonded together.

4,477,300

CEMENirnOUS BOARD MANUFACTURE
Thomas A. Pilgrim, EdwaltOB, Entfaad, tHigiKM- to BPB Indoi*

tries Public Liadted Conpaay, Loaikn, Eoglaiid

Filed Apr. 26, 1983, Scr. No. 488,677
aaims priority, application United Kiagdom, Apr. 30, 1982,

8212648

lat a3 B32B 31/12, 31/16
U.S. a. 156—44 9 0.1—

1. A process for the manufacture of cementitioas board
comprising the steps of: depositing a slurry of hydraulic ce-

mentitious material between two
upper and lower facing sheets; causing air trapped in the

slurry to rise as bubbles through the slurry by vibrating

the lower sheet after the slurry has been deposited on it

but before it comes into contact with the upper sheet;

bursting the resulting bubbles at the upper surftce of the
slurry by vibration of the upper sheet when it comes into

contact with the slurry; and forming the slurry between
the sheets to the desired width and thickness before set-

ting.

4. Apparatus for manufacturing cementitious board compris-
ing: means for advancing a lower facing sheet; means for de-
positing hydraulic cementitious slurry on the upper surftce of
such sheet; means for applying an upper fiKing sheet to the

upper surface of the slurry; first vibration means disposed

beneath the lower sheet to vibrate the same at a location be-

tween the slurry deposition means and the zone where the

upper sheet comes into contact with the slurry; second vibra-

tion means disposed above the upper sheet in the said zone to

vibrate the second sheet; and means for forming the slurry

between the two facing sheets to the desired width and thick-

ness before setting.
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4,477,301

PROCESS FOR HOLDINGTOGETHER THE WIRES OF A
PACKAGE BEAD RING FOR TIRES

Manricc Boqjv, and Jen-Loals Chanret, both of dcmoat-Fcr-
rand, France, aMignon to Compagaic GcBcrale des EtabllMC-

WBti MichcUa, QcnaoBt-Fcrnad, Fhocc
Filed May 11, 1983, Scr. No. 493,691

Cbdni priority, appUcatioa FhUNC, May 17, 1982, 82 08751

lat a.) B29H 17/32: B65H 55/00. 81/00: B60C 15/04

U.S.a 156-136 4 Claims

1. A process for numufacturing a package bead ring for tires

having a rectilinear fhistoconical radically inner face and

formed of at least two layers of at least two adjacent wires,

preferably metallic wires, of rectangular cross-section wound
alongside each other from layer to kyer and from wire to wire

on a conical manufacturing form after permanent bending of

the wires by deviated flexion characterized by the fact that

during the winding of the layers of wires a piece of riM>on,

which is formed of a thin flexible support resistant to shear in

the radial direction between two adjacent wires and which is

of a thickness at most equal to 0.S mm and preferably less than

0.3 mm, is interposed at irregular or regular intervals at least

twice per revolution between two consecutive layers of wires,

the support bearing on each of its iaon a layer of a material

which is adherent both to the support and to the wires.

4,477,302

METHOD OF MAKING SHOCK CELLS
Raynoad F. L^aac, Nortii Caatoa, aad wmiaBi T. Caamdas,

Mogadore, both of Ohio, aaaigaors to Tdcdyae ladastrics,

lac., Loa Aagelca, CaUf

.

Dtfisioa of Ser. No. 257,881, Apr. 27, 1981, Pat No. 4,408,931.

lUs appUcatioa Jaa. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 505,430

lat a3 B23P 11/02

U.S.a 156-165 1 CbdB

O^
1. The method ofmaking an energy-absorbing shock cell for

mounting devices on outwardly downwardly slanting legs of

offshore oil rig structures; wherein the shock cell comprises an

assembly of an inner steel pipe member of predetermined

length, an outer steel pipe member free of circumferential

welds having varying lengths from shock cell to shock cell,

and a rubber sleeve vulcanized-bonded to and surrounding a

cylindrical outer surface portion of one end of said inner pipe

member, and post-vulcanized-bonded to and surrounded by a

cylindrical inner surface portion of one end of said outer pipe

member, wherein the inner pipe member projects axially out-

ward of said outer pipe member from the rubber sleeve; and

wherein the sleeve rubber is under extreme compression be-

tween its vulcanized bonds with said pipe members capable of

absorbing energy by deflection of the rubber under compres-

sion when external force is applied to the outer end of the inner

pipe member, the improvement which comprises:

(a) providing a mold assembly having separable upper and

lower mold members each having mold cavity portions

which form an annular circumferentially inwardly open-

ing rubber insert mold cavity trapezoidal-shaped in cross

section with similar conically tapered ends, in which the

mold assembly has a central opening in the upper end of

the upper mold member and in the lower end of the lower

mold member, and in which said lower mold member

central opening has the same diameter as that of an inner

pipe member cylindrical outer surface portion to which a

rubber insert is to be vulcanized-bonded in said mold

assembly cavity;

(b) coating a cylindrical outer surface portion at one end of

an inner pipe member with an adhesive vulcanized-bond-

ing agent;

(c) surrounding said inner pipe member coated surface por-

tion with uncured rubber sufficient to fill said mold cavity;

(d) inserting the other end portion of said inner pipe member

into and through the lower mold cavity central opening to

rest on a bottom plate having a central opening supported

on a pot heater hydraulic ram;

(e) assembling the upper mold member with the lower mold

member to complete the formation of a mold cavity com-

partment formed by said mold assembly inwardly opening

rubber insert cavity and said one inner pipe member end,

and with said uncured rubber contained in said compart-

ment;

(0 clamping said mold assembly and said inner pipe member

in a compartment of said pot heater by said ram against a

pot heater compartment lid;

(g) introducing steam into the pot heater compartment

around the mold assembly and into said inner pipe mem-

ber through said central openings in said upper mold

member and said bottom plate to vulcanize said uncured

rubber and form a rubber insert adhesively vulcanized-

bonded to said inner pipe member therd>y forming a

shock cell subassembly;

(h) removing said subassembly from said mold assembly;

(i) the subassembly molded rubber insert having an outer

diameter greater than the inner diameter ofan outer shock

cell pipe member to be bonded thereto;

(j) coating an adhesive on the cylindrical inner surface por-

tion of one end of an outer pipe member to be bonded to

said rubber insert;

(k) shooting said subassembly rubber insert into the inner

end of an outer pipe member to deform the insert rubber

into a rubber sleeve held under compression between the

end portions of said inner and outer pipe members; and

0) post-vulcanized-bonding said rubber sleeve to said outer

pipe member in a pot beater to produce a shock cell hav-

ing a rubber sleeve under a state of high compression

bonded to and between end portions of said inner and

outer shock cell pipe members;

(m) whereby shock cells having varying lengths of outer

pipe members free of circumferential welds may be nude

without requiring individual molds for each shock cell

outer pipe member length.
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M77,303
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF

SURFACE-PROTECTING ACRYUC HLM
Makoto Oiw, ud KokUro Sogi, both of Tokyo, Japu, anign-
on to MitnUfhi Rajroa Co^ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FDed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,357
Oaims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Feb. 13, 1981, 56-19806;

Feb. 16, 1981, 56-21269; Feb. 17, 1981, 56-22038
Irt. a^ B44C 1/00; B32B 7/00. 7/04. 27/32

UAa 156-230 5 Claims

1. In a process for preparing a laminate polymer article
having an alkyl methacrylate polymer film uniformly lami-
nated on at least one surface of the body of a polymer article
formed from a prepolymer composition containing said pre-
polymer composition in combination with a polymerizable
monomer, a solvent or a mixture thereof, the improvement
comprising:

laminating on the prepolymer composition a composite
acrylic film comprising (i) a carrier film insoluble in the
polymerizable monomer and the solvent and (ii) an alkyl
methacrylate polymer film soluble in or swellable with the
polymerizable monomer and the solvent, said carrier film
and said alkyl methacrylate polymer film being adhered to
each other through an adhesive layer capable of adhering
relatively weakly to the alkyl methacrylate fUm and ad-
hering relatively strongly to the carrier film and incapable
of being dissolved in the polymerizable monomer and the
solvent, so that the alkyl methacrylate polymer film is in
contact with the surface of the prepolymer composition;

polymerizing the prepolymer composition; and then,
peeling the carrier fihn together with the adhesive layer
from the resulting polymer article.

supply of such material to a work piece, the improvement
comprising:

threading said elongated material around a transport roller
for travel thereabout;

depositing a limited area of liquid adhesive to said work
piece;

engaging said elongated material with a portion of said
limited area of said liquid adhesive by movement of said
transport roller into a first position whereby said elon-
gated material is compressed between said roller and said
work piece;

feeding said elongated material beyond said limited area by
providing relative movement of said tool and said work
piece, with said transport roller in a second position
whereby said elongated material is not compressed be-
tween said roller and said work piece; and

separating a length of said elongated material from said
supply of said elongated material.

2. In a tool for applying an elongated materia] from a supply
ofsuch material to a work piece, the improvement comprising:

a transport roller about which said elongated material trav-
els between said roller and said work piece;

means for moving said transport roller into a first position
whereby said elongated material is compressed between
said roller and said work piece and into a second position
whereby said elongated material is not compressed be-
tween said roller and said work piece;

adhesive appUcation means for depositing a limited area of
liquid adhesive to said work piece;

means for engaging said elongated material with a portion of
said limited area of liquid adhesive by movement of said
transport roller into said first position;

means for feeding said elongated material beyond said lim-
ited area with said transport roller in said second position;
and

means for separating a length of said elongated material from
said supply of said elongated material.

4,477,304

APPUCATION TOOL
Karl H. Weatcnnaan, Roond Ro^ Tex., assignor to Interna-

tloiial Bntinws MacUaea Corporatioa, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed JnL 1, 1983, Ser. No. 510,046

Irt. a^ B32B 3l/a 35/00
UAai56-250 SCtai^

4,477,305

LABELER
Paul H. Hamiach, Jr., Franklin, and John D. Mlstyurik, Tipp

City, both of Ohio, aaaigBMs to Monarch Maridng Syitema,
Inc., Dayton, Ohio

FUed Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,344
bt a^ B65C 11/02

U.S. a. 156-384 14 Claims

1. A hand-held labeler adapted to print and apply pressure
sensitive labels releasably secured to a carrier web, comprising:
a housing having a handle, means on the housing for support-
ing a label roll of pressure sensitive labels, means for printing
on labels, the printing means including an electrically select-
able print head having a set of linear printing elements and a
platen roll having an axis of rotation, means for delaminating
printed labels, means for applying printed labels, means for
advancing the carrier web, means defining a path for guiding
the web from the label roll, to between the printing means and
the platen roll, to the delaminating means and to the web
advancing means, the printing elements and the platen roll

in a process for applymg an elongated material from a extending laterally to the path of the carrier web, and means
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for changing the orientation of the set of printing elements and

the platen roll relative to each other to bring the linear printing

elements parallel to the axis of the platen roll.

4,477,306

LAMINATED CORE, APPARATUS AND METHODS
AMa L. Rediser, Zedand, Mich., aarignor to General Electric

Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

DMsioa of Ser. No. 183,176, Sep. 2, 1980,. This application Jul.

28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,466

Int a^ H02K 15/00

VS. CL 156-578 2Claim8

M-.
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adapted to be fused to said workpiece by heat of friction

induced by application of rotative and axial forces applied

to said fastener,

(b) a tool for rotating and applying pressure to said fastener.

(c) means to automatically stop rotation of said fastener

when a predetermined amount of fusion between said

1. Apparatus for applying a hardenable fluid adhesive mate-

rial to at least one preselected peripheral portion of an induc-

tive device laminated magnetic cone, and transferring the fluid

material into the core, the apparatus comprising:

first means for supporting a downwardly flowing beaded

column of the fluid material in at least one preselected

flow path;

second means for moving the first means and thus such flow

path between spaced apart protracted and retracted posi-

tions;

third means for supporting the laminated magnetic core in a

preselected position so that the edges of laminations

therein are oriented transversely with respect to the direc-

tion of flow of the flowing beaided column;

receiving means for receiving fluid flowing from the bottom

of the beaded column; and

supply means for supplying fluid from the receiving means

to die first means and for establishing and maintaining the

downwardly flowing beaded column;

said second means being operable for moving the flow path

to its protracted position while the core is in its prese-

lected position, and for effecting surface to surface en-

gagement of the flowing beaded column and the prese-

lected peripheral portion of the core so that the fluid in the

column flows downwardly across the edges of the trans-

versely disposed core laminations whereby fluid from the

colunui is transferred by capillary action directly from the

flowing column into the core between predetermined ones

of next adjacent core laminations;

said second means being effective for maintaining the first

means and the core in spaced apart relation at all times so

that the preselected peripheral portion of the core is

touched only by the fluid in the beaded column while the

flow path is in its protracted position.

4,477,307

FRICTION WELDED FASTENER SYSTEM
Steven V. Cevlock, Bataria; Fhmds C Pcteraoo, St Omriea,

and Gow S. Kmoa, Elgin, all of III., aaaigaon to Illinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, Dl.

FOed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 446,899

IM. CLJ B23K 27/00: B32B 31/00; G05G 15/00; B29C 27/08

UJS.a 156-580 4 Claima

1. A friction welded fastening system comprising:

(a) a thermoplastic fastener adapted to be fiised to work-

piece, said fastener having, a primary fastening element, a

base carrying said element, said base having a surface

fastener and said workpiece is achieved, said means in-

cluding at least one heat sensitive thermoplastic protru-

sion adjacent the outer perimeter of said surface and at

least one projection on said tool, whereby when said

protrusion reaches a predetermined minimum strength,

said projection causes said protrusion to yield and said

fastener stops rotating.

4,477,308

HETEROEPTTAXY OF MULTICONSTFTUENT
MATERIAL BY MEANS OF A TEMPLATE LAYER

John M. Giboon, Upper Montclair, John M. Poate, Snmrait, and

Raymond T. Tang, Berkeley Heights, all of NJ., assignors to

AT4kT BeU Laboratoriea, Murray HiU, NJ.
Ftted Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,291

Int a^ C30B 23/06

MS.a 156-603 22 Claims

1. A method for producing a heterostructure comprising

epitaxial multiconstituent first material on a substrate compris-

ing a second material, with the second material differing in

chemical composition from the first material, the method com-

prising:

(a) growing on at least a part of the substrate, at a growth

temperature, epitaxial first material comprising material

deposited on the substrate.

Characterized in that the methd further comprises:

(b) depositing, prior to (a), substantially spatially uniformly

on at least the part of the substrate, an effective amount of

matter, to be referred to as template-forming material, the

template-forming material comprising at least one of the

chemical constituents of the first material and differing in

chemical composition from at least the second material,

the substrate being during deposition of the template-

forming material at a deposition temperature that is sub-

stantially lower than a transformation temperature,

whereby the template-forming material deposit is in sub-

stantially disordered form, and

(c) raising, subsequent to (b) but still prior to (a), the temper-

ature of the substrate with the template-forming material

thereon to a transformation temperature, the transforma-

tion temperature being lower than the growth tempera-

ture, whereby a template material is formed on the sub-
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strate, the thus produced compoute forming the substrate
referred to in ().

M77,309
CORRECTION OF GRAVURE PRINTING MEMBERS

EliMta ChudTt Nicolettt GuMO% nd Phillip R. KclfaMr, aU of
I to ChMfleM Elcctroiilcs Limited,

Owtiantloa of Scr. No. 2I0,6d0, No?. 26, IMO, abudoned.
This appUdtioa Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 430,177

daioH priority, application United Kingdoa^ Dee. 11, 1979,
T942707

Int a' B41C 1/00: B44C 1/22
UA CL 156-635 11 claim*

1. A process ofdeepening gravure cells of a gravure printing
surface by etching with an etching composition the base of the
cells to be deepened and thereby effecting positive correction
of the gravure printing surface, characterized in that the pro-
cess comprises depositing into the cells to be deepened a heat
activatable etching composition that is a powder, a liquid or a
paste and that is substantially mert to the cells at the tempera-
ture of deposition, heating the composition to a temperature at
which it etches the cells, and, after the desired correction has
been effected, terminating the etching by washing and/or
cooling the surface, wherein cells which are not to be deep-
ened and which are adjacent to those that are to be deepened
are left unprotected during the process of deepening the cells
which are to be deepened.

oxide of the side wall portion, and an outer layer ofsecond
higher resistivity refractory metal which does not oxidize
as readily as said inner metal, said outer Uyer being coated
over said inner layer,

g. heating said coated substrate at said predetermined tem-
perature to cause said inner kyer to form a refractory
metal semiconductor compound with the source, drain
and gate elements while oxidation of the outer surftce of
said inner layer is prevented by the protective covering of
said outer layer,

h. selectively etching the double layer of refractory metal to
remove the outer layer and to remove portions of the
inner byer from said side wall toyer without removing the
refractory metal semiconductor compound from the
source, drain and gate elements; and

i. forming metal contacts with the source, drain and gate
elements.

MT7,311
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR FABRICATING A

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
Taluahi Mimnra, MacUda; KohU Hfltoaaka, Yokohama, and

Koidchiro Odaai, Sagaadhara, aU of Japan, aaaigDors to
FiUitso Limited, KawaaaU, Japan

Filed Dec 15, 1983, Scr. No. 561,967
Claims priority, applicatiOB Japan, Dec 28, 1982, 57-229708

Lrt. CLJ HOIL 21/306. 7/36: B05D 5/12: C23C 13/08
U.S. CL 156—643 43

4,477310
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING MOS INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT WITH IMPROVED METHOD OF FORMING

REFRACTORY METAL SHJCIDE AREAS
Hce 1. Park, Portland, and Tadanori YamagacU, Hillsboro,

both of Orcg., aarignors to Tektronix, Inc, BeaTcrton, Oreg.
Flkd Aag. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 522,885

Int a' HOIL 21/306. 7/44: C23F 1/02: B05D 5/12
U.S.a 156-643 7 ciaima

_Z^£T^ Tii'^itr^
m~----^

1. Process for manufacturing an integrated circuit including
a plurahty of insulated gate field effect transistors, comprisins
the steps of:

a. forming a monocrystalline semiconductor substrate of P
or N type conductivity with an epitaxial layer thereon of
the same type of conductivity including a channel portion;

b. forming a gate insulation layer of semiconductor oxide on
the channel portion of said epitaxial layer,

c. depositing a gate element of doped semiconductor mate-
rial on said gate insulation byer to form therewith an
insulated gate extending above the surface of the epitaxial
layer;

d. depositing source and drain elements in said channel
portion ofsaid epitaxial layer on opposite sides ofsaid gate
portion, said source and drain having opposite conductiv-
ity to said channel portion;

c depositing a side wall layer of semiconductor oxide on the
sides of the insuUted gate over ends of the gate insulation
and the gate element;

f. coating said source drain and gate elements and said side
wall layer with a double layer of refractory metal includ-
ing an inner layer ofa first low resistivity refractory metal
of 3 ohms per square resistivity or less which when heated
to a predetermined temperature forms a refractory metal
compound with the semiconductor material of the source,
drain and gate elements but not with the semiconductor

14 34 34 35

1. A process for fabricating a semiconductor device, com-
prising the steps of:

etching a part of a semiconductor substrate by hydrogen
plasma in vacuum;

growing a semiconductor layer on the semiconductor sub-
strate at the etched part by molecular beam epitaxy with
unbroken vacuum; and

forming a protective hiyer on the surface of the semiconduc-
tor hiyer with unbroken vacuum.

4,477,312

COMPOSITE FOIL FROM WHICH LAYER AREAS
HAVING METALUC LUSTER ARE TRANSFERRED

ONTO A BASE
Eleonore Ciichy, Aagriwrg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Interiettcr AG
Continuation of Scr. No. 281,287, JaL 7, 1981, abandoned. lUs

application May 31, 1983, Scr. No. 498,668
Ciaima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnuay, JaL 10.

1980,3026236

lat a.3 B41M 3/14: B44C 1/22
U.S. CL 156—656 7 n«i—

1. A method for the production of a composite foU from
which metalUcally lustrous Uiyer areas having an image struc-
ture are to be transferred onto a base and having a carrier
layer, a lacquer layer on the carrier layer, a metal layer on the
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lacquer layer and an adhesive layer on the metal layer which

comprises

(a) applying at least one continuous lacquer layer on the

carrier layer;

(b) applying a continuous metal layer onto the at least one

lacquer layer,

(c) applying a solvent resistant layer onto the metal layer,

said solvent resistant layer being divided into areas which

have the shape of the image structure, leaving areas of the

continuous metal layer and the at least one continuous

which a first layer is to be formed directly on the outer wire in

relation to the curved forming zone, and returning in a second

separate circuit at least a portion of a second fraction collected

at a greater distance from the headbox and mixing it with a

second thick stock to form a second stock of headbox consis-

tency, from which a second layer, superimposed on the first

layer, is to be formed.

BSS

^1 ^'

lacquer layer thertunder uncovered by the solvent resis-

tant layer,

(d) removing said uncovered areas of the continuous metal

layer and the at least one continuous lacquer layer there-

under by treatment with a solvent therefor, and

(e) applymg a continuous adhesive layer onto the image

structure carrying side of the treated composite foil from

step (d), which adhesive layer fills said removed areas

between the image structure and covers said areas and said

image structure.

4^477,313

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A
MULTILAYER PAPER WEB

ADdcrs L AadersMM, HammarS, Sweden, aasigBor to Akticbola-

get Karlstads Mckaalaka Wcricatad, Kariatad, Sweden

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,043

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Dec 3, 1981, 8107215

Int. CL3 D21H 1/OZ' D21F 1/66

VA CL 162—123 10 Claims

4,477,314

METHOD FOR DETERMINING SUGAR
CONCENTRATION

Gerhard Riehter, Erim«en; GOater Loft, Lanf, and Ulridi Geb-

hardt, Langenscndclba^ aD of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasign-

on to Siemos Aktiengescllschaft, Beriin and Mnukh, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed JnL 20, 1983, Scr. No. 515,704

Claims priority, application Fed. R^. of Germany, JaL 30,

1982, 3228551

Int a^ GOIN 27/52

VS. CL 204—1 T 9 Claims

1. An improved method for measuring the sugar content of

a fluid in the presence of interfering foreign substances by

means of an electrocatalytic sugar sensor which includes a test

electrode having a membrane arranged in front of it, said

method including the steps of applying potentiosutically to

said electrode a reactivation potential and a test potential and

measuring and evaluating a current flowing during a test per-

iod with a set time delay to determine sugar content said im-

provement including the step of:

applying a reduction potential for a period of time shorter

than said test period to said test electrode to reduce the

effect of said interfering foreign substances, said reduction

potential being more negative than said test potential and

being ^>plied after the application of said reactivation

potential and prior to the q>plication of said test potential.

1. A method for produdng a multilayer paper web m a

twin-wire former of the kind in which an outer wire and an

inner wire define a curved forming zone to which at least two

different stocks are delivered from a multilayer headbox, and

firenn which forming zone white water first passes out through

the outer wire and then is thrown outwaidly, collected and

substantially returned to the papermaking process, said method

comprising collecting separately as different firections the

white water discharged through the outer wire from a first

portion and at least one succeeding portion of the curved

forming zone returning in a first separate circuit the first

flraction collected nearest the headbox and mixmg it with a fint

thick stock to form a first stock of headbox consistency, from

4,477,315

TRIVALENT CHROMIUM ELECTROLYTE AND
PROCESS EMPLOYING REDUCING AGENTS

Ihaddcaa W. TomasaewsU, Troy, MidL, assizor toOMI later-

natloBal Corporation, Warren, Mich.

Coatiaaatioa-ia-part of Scr. No. 205,406, Nor. 10, 1980, Pat

No. 4,392,922. TUs applicatioa May 12, 1983, Scr. No. 492,302

Int a^ C25D 3/06

VS. CL 204-1

J

M Claims

1. An aqueous acidic trivalent chromium electrolyte con-

taining trivalent chromium ions, a complexing agent for main-

taining the trivalent chromium ions in solution, halide ions,

ammonium ions, hydrogen ions to provide a pH on the acid

side and a reducing agent comprising an ion selected from the

group consisting of scandium, yttrium, lanthanum, titanium,

hafnium, arsenic, selenium, tellurium, cerium, uranium, and

mixtures thereof present in an amount effective to maintain the

concentration of hexavalent chromium ions at a level at which

satisfactory chromium electrodeposits are obtained.

4^77,316

LONG-LIFE INSOLUBLE ELECTRODE AND PROCESS
FOR PREPARING THE SAME

Kango Sakai; Ryoiehl YoaUhara, both of Kitakyaaka; HiroaU

Sakarai, and KatsaUro Miaamida, both of Kawasaki, an of

igBors to Nippoa Stad Cwpuratioa, Tokyo, Japan

Flkd Feb. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 351,302

I priority, applicatioa Japaa, Feb. 23, 1981, 56-25090

lat CL^ B05D 1/08. 3/06: C25B 11/60: CISC 7/02

VS. CL 204-290 F 20 Oatam

1. A long-life insoluble electrode for use in sulfuric add

platnig baths, comprising:

an dectroconductivc corroaion resisting base metal;

at least on metal layer appUed on the surface of said electro-

conductive corrosion resisting base metal, said at least
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one meul layer consisting of at least one metal of the
platinuin group; and,

n alloy layer having a thickness of not more than 1 fun
between said electroconductive, corrosion resisting base

Pt Q2/*m .

metal and said at least one metal layer, said alloy layer
resulting from Uuer beam irradiation which causes diffu-
sion of said platinum group metals from said at least one
metal layer into said electroconductive, corrosion resist-

ing base metal.

chromium ions at a level at which satisfactory chromium
electrodeposits are obtained.

PROCESS FOR FORMING A FERRTTE FILM
Maaanori Abe, Tokyo, and Yntaka Tananra, Yokolnna, both of

Japan, assignon to Denki Kagakn Kooro gaiMMhiw K,ukm
and Mitsnbiahi Oiemical Indiistrics Ud^ both of Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 559,369
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec 15, 1962, 57-219741

Int Ci} C25D 11/02
UAa204-56R 7China

4,477,317

ALUMINUM SUBSTRATES USEFUL FOR
LITHOGRAPHIC PRINHNG PLATES

SiflMn L. Ora, Dobbi Ferry; Eagenc GoMa, Monser, Jen-CU
Hnang, Oninlng, and Alan Wilkea, Brewiter. all of N.Y.,
Mignon to Polychrome Corporation, Yonkcn, N.Y.

Continnation of Scr. No. 332,795, Dec 21, 1981, abandoned, and
a eontinaation-in-part of Ser. No. 129,432, Mar. 11, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continnation of Ser. No. 800,132, May 24,
1977, abandoned. Iliia application Oct 31, 1983, Scr. No.

547 194
Int a.' B41N 3/02; C25D 5/44

U.S.a204-^ SCiaima
1. A method of producing a lithographic printing plate

which comprises:

(a) pumice grainmg the smooth surface of an aluminum
sheet; utilizing a wet slurry containing about 5.5 percent
or more pumice alone or in combination with other abra-
sive materials

(b) cleaning the surface of the resulting pumice grained
aluminum sheet;

(c) electrolytically graining said aluminum surface in an
aqueous electrolyte whose solute consists essentially of
hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, or combinations thereof at
a time period of from about 0. 15 to 2 minutes per square
foot of aluminum surface being treated and at an alternat-
ing current density of from 2 to 100 amps per square
decimeter wherein the electrolyte is maintained at from
about 20 to 80 degrees C;

(d) rinsing said aluminum sheets with water;
(e) drying said aluminum sheet; and
(0 coating said aluminum sheet with a Uthographically suit-

able photosensitive composition.

rc)

lb)

1. A process for forming a ferrite fihn, which is character-
ized in that in an aqueous solution containing at least ferrous
ions as metal ions, ferrous hydroxide ions FeOH+, or FeOH+
and other metal hydroxide ions, are uniformly adsorbed on the
surface of a solid by an interfacial reaction at an interfacial
boundary between the solid and the aqueous solution; and the
adsorbed FeOH+ is oxidized to FeOH2+, whereupon
FeOH2+ and metal hydroxide ions in the aqueous solution
undergo a ferrite crystaUization reaction to deposit a ferrite
layer on the surface of the soUd.

4^77,318
TRIVALENT CHROMIUM ELECTROLYTE AND
PROCESS EMPLOYING METAL ION REDUCING

AGENTS
Thnddcna W. Tomaaiewiki, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to OMI

International Corporation, Warren, Mich.
Continnation-in.part of Scr. No. 205,406, Not. 10, 1980, Pat
No. 4,392,922. Ihis application May 12, 1963, Ser. No. 492,303

Int a^ C25D 3/06
U.S.a204-51 20Claima

1. An aqueous acidic trivalent chromium electrolyte con-
taining trivalent chromium ions, a complexing agent for main-
taining the trivalent chromium ions in solution, halide ions,
ammonium ions, hydrogen ions to provide a pH on the acid
side, and a reducing agent comprising a metal ion selected from
the group consisting of Gold, SUver, Platinum, Palladium,
Rhodium. Iridium, Osmium, Ruthenium, Rhenium, Gallium,
Germanium, Indium, Samarium, Europium, Gadolinium, Ter-
bium, Dysprosium, Hohnium, Erbium, ThuUum, Ytterbium,
Lutetium. Praseodymium and mixtures thereof present in an
amount effective to maintain the concentration of hexavalent

4,477,320

METHOD OF PREPARING ELECTROLYTIC
MANGANESE DIOXIDE

Olen L. Riggs, Jr., Bethany, Okla., aarignor to Kcrr-McGce
Chemical Corporation, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Feb. 27, 1984, Scr. No. 583,779
Int aj C25B 1/00

U.S.a204—96 4Clalni
1. In a method for preparing manganese dioxide by electrol-

ysis of an aqueous solution containing sulfuric acid and manga-
nese sulfate, the improvement which comprises using as a
cathode copper comprised of at least about 99.95 weight
percent of copper, from about 0.001 to about 0.085 weight
percent of silver and up to about 0.003 weight percent of
phosphorous, the weight ratio of phosphorous to silver in said
copper being no more than about 2.0 to 1.0, said cathode hav-
ing a reduced tendency to corrode and undergo build-up of
current inhibiting scale.

4,477,321

SACRinCIAL REINFORCEMENTS IN CATION
EXCHANGE MEMBRANE

Thomas C. Biaaot Newark, Del, and Rainnnd H. SOva, Wbnen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignon to E. L Dn Pont dc NoHMn
and Company, Wilmington, DcL
Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 225,651, Jan. 16, 1961,

abandoned. lUa application Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 339^467
Int a^ C25B 1/34, 1/02. 13/02, 13/08

U.S. a. 204—96 16 CMm^
1. In a process for the continous production of alkali metal

hydroxide which comprises continuously providing an aque-
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ous alkali metal halide solution to the anode compartment ofan
electrolytic cell having an anode, a cathode and a cation

exchange membrane separating the anode and the cathode;

electrolyzing the solution; and continuously removing alkali

metal hydroxide solution, hydrogen, and halogen from the

electrolytic cell, the improvement wherein the cation ex-

change membrane consists essentially of: (a) at least one layer

of fluorinated polymer having side chains containing sulfonyl

and/or carboxyl groups and (b) a reinforcing web embedded in

the fluorinated polymer layer, wherein the entire reinforcing

web is degradable by hypochlorite.

4^77,322
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING HYDROGEN CHLORIDE
Peter C Poller, Berttdey, Calif., aaaignor to Chcfron Reaeareh

Company, San Frimciaeo, Calif.

Filed May 31, 1963, Scr. No. 499,135

Int a.3 C25B 1/22
U.S.a 204—103 3 Claiffls

ELECmOLYTC
GASEOUS PHASE

PROOUCT GkSEOUS HQ

HYOWGEN

neutralizing and oxidizing the separated filtrate to precipi-

tate the remaining Fe^**-,

separating the filtrate from the precipitation stage in a sec-

ond separation stage, and

H>
Or,

on AeM

Sipwtiw | i

^ |
CiT<lllBition |

purifying the separated filtrate from the second separation

stage to electrolysis purity wherein the concentration of
Fe ions is not in excess of 10 mg/1.

UQUO^kS MTERnCE

4,477,324

MAKING METAL EUTECnC FINE WIRE ARRAYS
Harvey E. Cline, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 320,995

Int a^ C25F 3/00: B44C 1/22; B23K 1/04
MS. CL 204—129.1 15

1. An improved process for the production of hydrogen
chloride in an electrolytic cell containing a chloride-containing

liquid electrolyte and a hydrogen-consuming, hydrogen ion-

producing gas anode said gas anode having a gaseous side

which is in contact with said hydrogen and a liquid side which
is in contact with said electrolyte, the improvement comprising
utilizing an anode which is selectively permeable to the move-
ment of chloride ions from said electrolyte into said anode and
substantially impermeable to the movement of hydrogen chlo-

ride into said electrolyte, whereby chloride ions react with

hydrogen ions in said anode and gaseous hydrogen chloride is

Uberated from the gaseous side of said anode, said anode being

made selectively permeable by the incorporation of amino
(—NH2) groups in said anode.

*mf»

4,477,323

METHOD FOR RECOVERING ZINC FROM A SULFIDIC
ZINC SOURCE

Mohanuncd Esna-Aaharl, Bergisch Gladbnch, and Hermann
HObrana, Langofeld, both of Fed. R^. of Germany, aarign-

ors to nSckncr-Hunboldt-Dentz AG, Fed. Rq^. of Germany
FOed Not. 8, 1963, Scr. No. 549,740

Claims priority, apiriication Fed. R^. of Germany, Not. 11,

1962, 3241740

Int a? C25C 1/16

U.S. CL 204—119 11 Cbdnn
1. In a method for processing a sulfidic zinc source which

includes the steps of leaching said source with an electrolysis

cell acid, separating the leaching product into liquor and a

primary leaching residue drying said primary leaching residue

in a drying stage melting the dried leaching residue to produce

a residue and a zinc oxide containing exhaust gas, the improve-

ment which comprises the steps of:

crystallizing out Fe^^ from said liquor as a hydrate Fe-

SO4.XH2O in a crystallization stage,

separating the filtrate from said crystallization stage in a first

separation stage to produce a fUtrate and a residue

1. A method of making arrays of fine metalUc wires compris-

ing the process steps of:

(a) depositing sequentially the components of a binary metal-

lic eutectic alloy system as two overlying thin planar

layers on a substrate to form a preform, the thicknesses of

said layers being determined in accordance with the for-

mula:

n ' Pid - Wi)

where W] equals the weight percent of the first compo-
nent of said eutectic, pi and pi equal the density of the first

and second components of said eutectic, respectively, and

ti and t2 equal the thicknesses of the layers of the fint and
second components, respectively;

(b) creating a molten zone of said components, said molten

zone extending longitudinally in a direction parallel to the

plane of said substrate and extending vertically through

said planar Uyers and being contiguous with at least a

portion of said substrate;

(c) moving said molten zone across at least a portion of said

preform at a substantially uniform rate in a direction per-

pendicular to said longitudinal direction thereby melting

said components of said metallic eutectic alloy at the

leading edge of said zone mixing said components in said

zone and freezing said components at the trailing edge of
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^

aid zone, forming thereby a eutectic thin film of the
eutectic compodtion of said components, said thin film

having an aligned lamellar itructure of two phases, the
thicknen of said thin film being equal to or leas than about
4 microns; and

(d) selectively removing one of said phases to form an array
of fine metallic wires in a substantially parallel spaced-
apart relationship situated on said substrate.

SUN BARRIER COMPOSmON COMPRISING AN
IRRADIATED CROSSUNKED ETHYLENE-VINYL
ACETATE COPOLYMER AND POLYISOBUTYLENE

Vnak G. Oabara, Haaofcr Park, DL, aaaigaor to HoUister
iMorporatad, Libertnille, DL
CnrtiraitfcM-faHptft of Ser. No. 397,1S4» JaL 12, 1982,

•bndoMd. His avplicatioo Not. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 550,020
lat a.) O08F 8/00: C08L 1/00: A61K 9/70: A61F 5/44

VJS.a 204—159.U 9 Claims
1. The method of manufacturing a skin barrier composition,

in the form of a molded shape, comprising:

(a) preparing a homogeneous solid phase mixture by mixing
u solid ingredients an uncrosslinked elastomeric copoly-
mer of ethylene and vinyl acetate (EVA) with polyisobu-

tylene, and at least one water-absorbing particulate hydro-
coUoid or polymer;

(b) forming said mixture into molded shapes applicable to

the skin; and

(c) subjecting said molded shapes to form 0.2 to 8.0 mega-
rads of gamma irradiation to crosslink the EVA polymer.

4^77,326
POLYPHOTOINmATORS AND COMPOSITIONS

THEREOF
Snrad Q. S. Lis, Soath Wiidaor, Coon., aadgnor to Loctite

Corporatloa, Ncwfaisloa, Cou.
Fllad Jn. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 505,588

laLCUCKF2/46
VS. CL 204-199.13 7 daims

1. A UV curable composition comprising a mixture of an
organosiloxane polymer and at least one ethylenically unsatu-

rated free radical polymerizable organic monomer, the organo-
sOoxane polymer including a plurality of photoinitiating units

akmg the chain thereof the units having the formula:

T
1

i-SiOi-

(CH2)3

R'—C—C—R*

R^O O

wherein Rl is alkyl, aryl, alkoxy, substituted alkyl or substi-

tuted aryl; R^ is alkyl, aryl, substituted alkyl or substituted

aryl; and R' and R^ are phenyl or substituted phenyl.

4*477,327

DISCOLORATION RESISTANT, FLEXIBLE, RADUTION
CURABLE COATING COMPOSTHONS

Joaaph C CMMtta, Taylor, Dirid L. Garrett, Jr., Soothlleld,

aad Haak vaa OeM, Detroit, an of Mich., aaaignors to Ford
Motor CoapaiV, Daarborm Mich.

FDod Apr. 19, 1982, S«r. No. 3«9,943

IM. a^ C08G 18/00
V&a 204-199.15 19 daims

1. A coating composition polymerizable by low dosage
ionizing radiation, which comprises an organic resin/monomer
mixture of:

(A) between about 97 and about 3 weight percent alpha-beta

okfinically unsaturated organic resin containing between

about O.S and about S vinyl unsaturadon units per 1000
units molecular weight of said resin, and

(B) between about 3 and about 97 weight percent vinyl

monomers polymerizable with said resin upon exposure to
radiation,

characterized in that said vinyl monomers include N'Vinyl-2>

pyrrolidone in an amount of from about 3 up to about 10
weight percent based on the total weight of (A) and (B) and
that said coating composition is resistant to discoloration in an
acid environment.

4,477,328
OPTICALLY READABLE INFORMATION DISK AND

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SAME
Egbert Broekaema, and Araoldoa A. Smecta, both of Eiodhoren,

Nethcriaiida, aadgnors to U.S. Philipa Corporatloa, New
York, N.Y.

CoBtlnaation of Ser. No. 102,203, Dec 10, 1979, abandoned.
This application Mar. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 354,830

Claims priority, appUcation Netherlands, May 25, 1979,
7904113

Int a.3 C08F 2/50: GllB 23/00 7/26> 7/24
VJS. a. 204-199J3 7 CUdms

nZi/y^

,» ^M

1. A self supported optically readable information disk of
radiation cured synthetic resin having a thickness of about
O.S-3 mm the surface of which disk comprises an optically

readable information track having a relief structure of informa-
tion areas situated alternatively at a higher and lower level and
which disk is formed by the irradiation of a radiation curable

liquid composition having a viscosity of 1000-13,000 cP and
comprising oligomeric acrylates or methacrylates which on
the average per molecule COTaprise between one to four aery-

kte or methacrykte groups and a photoinitiator in a concen-
tration of 0.1 to O.S percent by weight

4,477329
APPARATUS FOR MAINTAINING PEROXIDE

CONCENTRATION
AUaa K. Rogen, Granada Hiila, aad Kcaaeth E. Weber, Pacific

PaliHides, both of Califs aaaigBon to Lockheed Corporatloa,

Barbaak, CaUf

.

Difiaioa of Ser. No. 346,168, Feb. 5, 1982,. TUa appUcatioa Aug.

20, 1982, Scr. No. 410,183

lat a^ GOIN 27/46
VS. CL 137—93 3 Claims

1. An automated system for maintaining the concentration of

hydrogen peroxide within an alkaline peroxide treatment solu-

tion at a value in excess of a predetermined lower limit, said

system comprising:

a treatment tank;

a treatment solution contained within said treatment tank;

means for agitating said solution within said treatment tank

so as to ensure that said solution is relatively homogene-
ous both with respect to chemical composition and with

respect to physical properties;

a first electrode;

a second electrode consisting essentially of pure magnesium
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metal, said first and second electrodes both being at least

partially immersed into said treatment solution within said

treatment tank;

a reservoir containing concentrated hydrogen peroxide
solution;

a remotely controllable valve operativdy interposed be-

i-f—I? % V

tween said reservoir and said treatment tank so as to

control the flow of said concentrated hydrogen peroxide

solution from said reservoir to said tank; and
circuit means for monitoring the voltage across said first and

second electrodes and for generating a control pulse to

open said valve as said voltage decreases to a piredeter-

mined lower threshold voltage.

4,477,330

ELECTROCHEMICAL ELECTRODE DEVICE
Fori H. Nielsen, BroaahoJ, Deaaiark, aaaigaor to Radioaictcr

A/S, Broaahoj, Douaark
FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,178

Oaian priority, appUcatioa Dcamark, OcL 1, 1981, 4363/81
lat CL^ GOIN 27/26

VS.a 204-414 14 CUfln

1. An electrochemical electrode device comprising a tubular

member having a bottom end and an upper end, a sealing

means substantially sealing the bottom end of the tubular mem-
ber, a G9p member closing the upper end of the tubular member
so as to define an inner space therein for containing a liquid or

a gel, said cap member having a passage connecting the inner

space of the tubular member with the outside atmosphere, said

passage having an inner end opening and an outer end opening

said outer end opening being located in the upper surface part

of the cap member, and a closure member being received in a
cavity deifined in the o^) member and intersecting the passage

therein at a point between the inner end opening and the outer

end opening of the passage, the closure member being selec-

tively movable between open and closed positions, whereby
communication between the inner space of the tubular member
and the ambient atmosphere through said passage is estabUshed

and interrupted, respectively.

4,477,331

METHOD FOR RETORTING PARTICULATE SOLIDS
HAVING RECOVERABLE VOLATILE GONSTTTUENTS

IN A ROTATING HORIZONTAL CHAMBER
Lefamd M. Reed, Lorehud; William A. Reed, dadaaati, both of

Ohio, aad Walter C Sacmaa, derclaad, Tcaa., assigBorB to

PEDCo, lac, dadaaati, Ohio
FDcd May 17, 1983, Scr. No. 495,423

lat a^ aOG 1/00: ClOB 53/06
VS. CL 208—8 R 31 Claiaa

1. A method for retorting a feedstock of particulate solids

having recoverable volatile hydrocarbon constitutents com-
prising

introducing said feedstock solids into an elongated chamber
rotating about a substantially horizoital axis having an
inlet and an oudet, said chamber having at the upstream
end a retorting section and a physically separate combus-
tion section at the downstream end, said sections in hori-

zontal series with one another with said feedstock eneter-

ing at said upstream end,

passing said feedstock solids and recycled, hot, spent solids

through said retorting section to provide retorted solids

and volatilized hydrocarbons,

recovering said volatiUzed hydrocarbons free of combustion

section products,

introducing said retorted solids into said combustion section,

combusting said retorted solids by lifting and cascading said

retorted soUds through a moving stream of combustion

supporting gas to form said hot, spent soUds, and,

recycling a portion of said hot spent soUds upstream to said

retorting section.

23. A continuous method for retorting a feedstock of partic-

ulate solids having recoverable volatile hydrocarbon constitu-

tents comprising

introducing said feedstock solids into an elongated chamber
rotating about a substantially horizontal axis having an

inlet and an oudet, said chamber having at the upstream

end a retorting section, a physically separate combustion

section at the downstream end, and a solids cooler/air

preheater section connecting with said combustion sec-

tion, said sections in horizontal series with one another

with said feedstock entering at said upstream end,

passing said feedstock solids and a recycled portion of hot,

spent solids through said retorting section to provide

retorted solids and voUtized hydrocarbons

recovering said volatilized hydrocarbons free ofcombustion

section products,

introducing said retorted soUd into said combustion section,

combusting said retorded solids by lifting and cascading

retorted solids through a moving stream of

preheated air to form hot, spent solid, separating said hot,

spent solids to form said recycled portion of hot, spent

solids and a remaining portion of hot, spent solids,

passmg said remaining portion of hot spent solids to said
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•olids cooler/air preheater section where combustion air

at ambient temperature is heated in countercurrent flow to

said solids thus forming said preheated air stream intro-

duced into the combustion section, and
removing cooled, spent solids from said downstream end of

said elongated chamber.

SOLUBILIZATION OF CARBONACEOUS MATEIUAL
Difid B. Stickler, Carlisle, Mas^ aarigBor to A?co Emctt

Rcaearch Laboratory, lac^ Everett, Maaa.

j

FIM JaL 25, 1M3, Ser. No. 516,519
' iBt CL^ aOG 7/00: ClOB 43/00

UJ. CL 2M—8 R 13 nai«..

1. A method of treating particulate carbonaceous material to
produce a soluble organic fraction comprising:

(a) dispersing particulate carbonaceous material substan-

tially uniformly throughout a carrier gas substantially

transparent to radiant energy;

(b) introducing said particulate carbonaceous material and
carrier gas into and substantially uniformly throughout an
elongated thermal radiator cavity and causing said carbo-
naceous material and carrier gas to flow through said
cavity, said cavity comprising a reactor tube defining a
reaction chamber^

(c) heating said reactor tube to generate high intensity radi-

ant energy directed into said reaction chamber sufficient

to rapidly, selectively increase the temperature of said
particulate material to volatilize volatile constituents of
said particulate material; and

(d) producing said volatilization of said particulate material
while heating said carrier gas to a temperature sufficientiy

less than that of said material whereby substantially all of
said volatilized constituents are rapidly cooled upon leav-
ing the particulate material whereby significant fiirther

chemical reactions and decomposition is prevented while
said volatilized constituents are resident in said reactor
tiibe.

stream (II) comprising a major portion of wax with a
minor portion of entrained oil;

(d) adding a dewaxing solvent to stream (II) generating a
slurry A;

(e) feeding slurry A to a centrifuge thereby separating slurry
A into an oil-solvent stream (III) and a wax-solvent stream
(in

(0 passing the oil-solvent stream (III) to a membrane separa-
tion unit wherein the stream is separated into a recycle
solvent stream and an oil-solvent stream of reduced sol-
vent content (stream V);

(g) passing oil-solvent stream (V) to an oil recovery unit
wherein the stream is separated into a recycle solvent
stream and an oil stream (VI);

(h) passing the wax-solvent stream (IV) of step (e) to a wax
recovery unit wherein the stream is separated into a recy-
cle solvent stream and a recovered wax product stream;

(i) combining wax-oU stream (I) of step (c) with oil stream
(VI) of step (g) and passing the combined stream to a
catalytic dewaxing unit wherein the combined waxy oil
stream, in the presence of hydrogen, is contacted with a
catalyst and has its wax content reduced, thereby generat-
ing a dewaxed oil product stream.

4,477t334
THERMAL CRACKING OF HEAVY HYDROCARBON

OILS
Shimpel Gomi, Tolqro; Tomomltm Takcnchi, Yokohana; Itam

Matsoo, Mataodo; Afasaki Ftyii, Odba; Tom Takatanka,
Yokohama, and Ryaio Watari, Yamato, aO of Japan, aaaign*
ora to F^ OU Cc Ltd.; 1^ Standard Rcaearch Ine. and
Odyoda Oiemical EngiBeering A CooatmctioD Co., Ltd., all

of, Japan

Filed Feb. 24, 19M, Ser. No. 583,183
Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Feb. 28, 1983, 58-32569

Int a.3 aOG 51/02, 9/14
U.S.a 208-75 Udaini

4,477433
DEWAXING BY A COMBINATION

CENTRIFUGE/CATALYTIC PROCESS INCLUDING
SOLVENT DEOnJNG

MahoMMd M. Hafei, Sania, Canda, aarignor to Exxon Re-
aaareh and EagiBccriBg Co^ Ftorhan Park, NJ.
Continaatfcm-in-part of Ser. No. 426,709, Sep. 29, 1982,

abandoned. lUa applieatioa No?. 17, 1963, Ser. No. 552,701
lit a' ClOG 73/01 73/06, 73/28

UA CL 20S-30 8 Claims
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1. A hydrocarbon dewaxing process comprising the steps of:

(a) chiUing the waxy hydrocarbon feed to be dewaxed in die
absence of solvent to crystallize a portion of the hard wax;

(b) introducing the hydrocarbon feed to be dewaxed into a
centrifuge;

(c) oentrifuging the solvent free hydrocarbon feed thereby
generating two streams, stream (I) comprising a major
portion of oil with a minor portion of entrained wax.

1. A process for thermally cracking a heavy hydrocaibon
oil, comprising the steps of:

(a) feeding the heavy hydrocarbon oil into a first thermal
cracking zone for Uiermally cracking the heavy hydrocar-
bon oil and for obtaining a first, thermally cracked prod-
uct;

(b) introducing said first product into a second thermal
cracking zone for thermally cracking said first product
and for obtaining a second, thermally cracked product
and a pitch product, said second cracking zone having a
plurality of cracking reactors which are connected in

series, through which is succenively passed said first

product and to each of which is supplied a gaseous heat
transfer medium to maintain the liquid p^se therein,

including said first product, at a temperature sufBcient for

effecting the thermal cracking and to strip the resulting

distillable, cracked components firom the liquid phase, the
thermal cracking temperature in one reactor being so
controUed as to become higher than that in its adjacent
upstream-side reactor, the distillable cracked components
in respective reactors being removed overhead therefirom
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as said second product, the liquid phase in the down-
stream-end reactor being discharged therefirom for recov-
ery as said pitch product;

(c) separating said second imduct mto a heavy fraction and
a light fkvction;

(d) recovering said light fraction as a light product oil;

(e) mtroducing sakl heavy fhwtion into a third thermal
cracking zone for thermally cracking same and for obtain-

ing a tar-containing product; and
(f) recycling said tar-containing product to at least one of

said reactors of saul second themal cracking zone.

6

4^477,335

SEPARATION OF REGENERATED CATALYST FROM
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

Roger M. Beaalay, Gatiettabarg, Ky^ MiifBor to AaUaad Oil,

lac, AaUand, 1^.

FDed May 17, 1962, Ser. No. 378^78
brt. a3 ClOG 11/00: BOU 37/14: F37B 15/08

U.S.a 206-113 10

w
-^

^^
n

v^
1. A method for regenerating coke-bearing spent catalyst

particles which comprises,

(a) providing a r^eneration zone comprising at least an
upper catalyst r^eneration section separate from a lower
bottom regenerated catalyst collection section,

(b) said upper catalyst regeneration section comprising a
relatively dense fluid mass of catalyst particles therein

being regenerated by combustion of coke with oxygen
containing gas charged beneath said bed and passed up-

wardly therethrough,

(c) passing gaseous products of combustion and particles of
catalyst removed firom an iq)per portion of said relatively

dense fluid mass of catalyst particles downwardly as a

. confined stream through an open ended elongated con-

fined transfer zone, the bottom end thereof being dis-

placed above a collected mass of regenerated catalyst

particles collected in a bottom portion of said collection

section,

(d) withdrawing gaseous products of combustion separated

firom catalyst particles into an annular zone about the

lower bottom opui end periphery of said transfer zone,

(e) withdrawing gaseous products ftom said annular zone by
an ekmgated confined zone communicating with the exte-

rior of said collection secticm,

(f) replacing regenerated catalyst particles withdrawn firom

said upper section with coke bearing catalyst particles,

and

(g) withdrawing regenerated catalyst particles firom col-

lected catalyst in said oollectim section.

4(477,336
ACID DEALUMINATED Y-ZBOLITE AND CRACUNG

PROCESS EMPLOYING THE SAME
JiUh SckerMT, AhMb, CUU; aaripor to Hantev/Flltnil
PMaanUp, Oakland, CUif.

ContlaaatioB of Sar. No. 354,055, Mar. 2, 1962, abandoMd.nb
application JaL 11, 1963, Sar. No. 512,320

IM. a' aOG 11/05, 47/20
U&a206-120 4CUh

1. In the process of catalytically cracking hydrocarbons
undercracking conditions in the presence of a zeolite^ontain-
ing catalyst, the improvement which comprises employing for
the caulytic cracking of hydrocarbons a zeolite composition
consisting of a mixture of dealuminated, rare earth nietal ex-
changed Y-zeolites and nondealuminated rare earth metal
exchanged Y-zeolites and a matrix, wherein the catalyst com-
position contains about 30% by weight of Y-zeoUte mixture,
calculated on tiie vdatile firee basis and wherein the quantity of
the dealuminated Y-zeolite incorporated in the mixture is in the
range of about 10% by weight to about 99% by weight, the
dealuminated Y-zeolite being characterized by a totid silica-to-

alumina (Si02/Al203) molar ratio of more than about 6 and
not more than about 300, a sodium content, eqnessed as NazO
on a volatile-firee basis of less than about 0.3% by weight and
an ao of less than about 24.4 Angstroms.

4(477,337

METHOD FOR REMOVING SOLIDS AND WATER
FROM PETROLEUM CRUDES

Clilfford P. Ronden, EdaMMtan, Canada, and Donald C Boy-
lance, Potoasac, Mdn aaaipofa to Hvky Ofl OpcratioM Ltd.,

Calgvy, Canada
CoMinntioa or Ser. No. 397,935, JbL 13, 1962, abaadoMd. lUs

appiicatkm Aug. 12, 1963, Sar. No. 522,651

Int a' ClOG 33/04
U&a 206-188 10 (

ttan ot.»n i• ooHiiMT mm pmum.

ff^rwrar^.r'"^

auULiK tBomvc

aarmf ib •naiun aMaml

mum

SIS'

ffs&sr

1. The method for reducing to pipeline specifications the

BSftW cmtent of a heavy crude oil having a substantial water
content comprising both firee water and water present as the

diq)erK phase of a stable water-in-oil emulsion as well as a ,

significant content of finely particulate inorganic sobds with a
significant portion of the solids content being inorganic sulfbr

which is soluble m toluene but not in heptane and which is of
a particle size not substantially i^rtfrfing 1 micron, comprising

blending the crude oil with a liquid hydrocarbon diluent in

an amount producing a blended crude oil having an API
gravity of at least 17;

a4jnsting the pH of the blended crude to at least 8;

providing m unifiorm distributioi through the blended crude

ml while the pH of the blended crude oil is at least 8 a
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anaU proportion of at least ant additive selected from the

group ccnaisting of alkali metal, alkaline earth metal and
ammonium hydroralfitei, hydrotulfides and monosuUides,
the amount of the at least one additive being in the range
offrom a few hundredths ofa percent to several percent

of the weight of the blended crude;

heating the blended crude oU at S2*-M*C (12S*-190* F.) for

at least a few minutes;

then separating the treated crude into at least an oil phase

and a water phas^ and

recovering the oil phase as a clean blended crude ofl having

a BSfcW content within pipeline specifications.

4,477338

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING
HIGH-ASH COAL SLURRIES BY FLOTATION,

PARTICULARLY FOR PROCESSING GAS COAL AND
OPEN-BURNING COAL WHICH ARE DHTICULT TO

FLOAT
EaA HaOmH, Dontn, FM. Ra*. of Gcnnay, Msigaor to

iktfnigsisllirhnft, FW. Rep, of <

FIM Mw. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 354,319

loritf, apiHcarton Fod. Rep. of Gerwuiy, Mar. 9,

1981,31(M13

UL CL} B83B 1/00
VA CL 809—5 39 CUas

»-••

»-..

:rT
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- -•»

ATimi

1. A method of processing high-ash coal slurry by flotation

of the slurry in flotation cells, comprising the steps of:

preconditioning the slurry in a {reconditioning tank with
floatation agents and air injection, applying motion to the

slurry, under pressure, for the disaggregation of the solids

or floculent conglomerates due to floculent in the wash
water,

flowing the slurry through a pluraUty of cells in parallel of a
flotation apparatus to separate the slurry into froth and
tails; and

oMitroUing the dwell time of the slurry as it traverses the

cells.

4«477,339

CYCLONE CLASSIFIER
John P. Whaky, 342 FhraDow Afe., Fbcrast, W«h. 98444, and

Cari J. Gad, c/o Unhenal Saaftwdi, Dirtch Harbor, Ak.

FDod Aag. 27, 1982, Sw. No. 412,054
Int.CL>BIMCi/a)

U5.a 20»-22 13
1. A cyck»e>type particle classifier which comprises an

vpper section for forming a particle carrying gas stream into

vortical flow and a lower section for classifying the particles;

a. the upper tectioa being of generally cylindrical configura-

tion and having a gas inlet means and an inner, generally

cylindrical tub baffle means, the entire top portion of the

iq>per section and tub baffle means being dosed;
b. the lower section having coaxial inner and outer portions
of mverted, generally frustro-conical shqw, the outer
portion being solid-walled and the inner portion being
foraminous and having a base of essentially the same
diameter as the upper section and being mounted thereto

in a coaxial end-to-end rektionship;

c. the outer solid-walled portion of the lower section having
a base of essentially the same diameter as the upper sec-

tion, but being diq>laced therefrom to provide an open
gq> therebetween and create an annukr qnce between

the two portions of the lower section, the outer portion

completely enclosing the inner portion except in the area

of the gap; the gap being open to the ambient atmosphere
outside the classifier,

d. the two portions of the lower section having truncated

tips in communication with separate ducts, so that the

annuhu- space between the portions communicates with a
first duct and the interior volume of the inner portion

communicates with a second duct,

e. means for inducing a pressure drop across the classifier so

that during use ambient gas is drawn into the gap;

wherd)y, when in use, the relatively finer particles in the gas

stream wiU pass through the foraminae of the inner portion

into the annular space and will be exhausted through die first

duct and the relatively coarser particles will be retained within

the portion and be odiausted through the second duct

4^77,340
FROTH FLOTATION METHOD FOR RECOVERING
METAL VALUES WITH DIHYDROXY OLEIC ACID

VfltJislaT Petroflch, 1935, W. ScUDer St, CUe^o, ID. 40422
CoBtinnatkM.faHpart of Ser. No. 241,560, Mar. 9, 1981, Pat No.

4^48,114. lUa appUcatloa Sep. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 414,286

bt a' B03D 1/14
VJS. CL 209—166 1 data

1. In concentrating by froth flotation of metallic ores se-

lected fixim the group of iron, manganese, tin, titanium, vana-

dium, and wolfram, which includes the subjecting of said ore
material when finely ground to froth flotation process in the

presence ofdihydroxyoleic acid or its potasshun salt andm the

presence of suUurous acid; the step of adding to the mineral

slurry an amount of the onter from 0.01 to 0.1 kg per ton ofore
treated ofsaid dihydroxyoleic acid, and an amount ofthe order
from 0.02 to 0.2 kg per ton ofore treated ofsulfurous acid; said

additions to aqueous ^tpemou of ore produce a floating froth

iwoduct of said mineral value by cratinous agitation and aera-

tion ofthe aqueous diq)ersion ofore, and separating and recov-

ering the iron, manganese, tin, titaninm, vanadium, wolfram
mineral value as float froth concentrate product
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4^77,341
INJECTOR APPARATUS HAVING A OONSIRICnON IN

A FOLLOWING ADJOINING MIXING PIPE

, both of Pad. Rip. of

Gi«H, Haidaihilim Fad. Rap. of

FDad Nov. 4» 1982, Sir. No. 439,029

CUm priority, ipplicatioa Pod. Rip. of

1981,3144384

lit a' B03D 1/24
VAa 309-170

to J. M. Voith

, No?. 7,

22ClafaDS

^g^gjjjj
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1. An iiyector apparatus fbr a flotation tank, comprising:

a stationary mixmg pipe for aerating suspensicms for the

flotation of soUd matter contained therein and having

ttoein a mixing section and a constricted opening at the

beginning of said mixmg section, said constricted opening

terminating in the direction of flow in an abruptly diverg-

ing radially outward manner toward said mixing pipe, said

mixing pipe having its outlet end portion diverging radi-

ally outwardly similar to a radial difflnor, and
an air siq>ply line means bebg substantially concentrically

diqwaed in said constricted opening and having its outlet

end q>ening disposed a shont distance after said con-

stricted opening in the direction (^ flow.

hXUIN

1. An q>paratu8 for controlling ultrafiltration during hemo-
dialyiis having below mean dialyzer bkwd pressure and above

atmoq>heric pressure sections, said below mean dialyzer blood

pressure section comprising:

a fitsh dialysate supply line and a first portion of a spent

dialysate removal line;

a pair ofmatched positive diq>lacement units each including

valves and mterrelated switching means, the first of said

units being interconnected to said supply line by a mix
point and pressure reducing means; and

a hemodialyzer (or the dialysis and ultrafiltration of Mood
nidudhig inlet and outlet blood ports, an inlet dialysate

port for the entry of ftesh dialysate and sai outlet dialysate

port for the exit of^ent dialyrate; said above atmospheric

pressure section comprising:

a second portion of the q)ent dialysate removal line mter-

connected to said first portion of said spent dialysate

removal line by pressure increasing means;

the second of said positive diq)]acement units being in fluid

communication with the second portion of said tpent

dialysate removal line;

a dialysate drain line in fluid communication with the second
portion of said dialysate removal line; and

ultrafiltnte removal means connected between the second
portion of said tpeat dialysate line and said drain line

adapted to withdraw dialysate from said removal hne and
transfer same to said drain line;

said valves and switching means ad^Med to cause concur-

renUy one of said units to fill with fiesh dialyute as fresh

dialysate b suppUed to said dialyzer while the other unit

fills with ^ent dialysate as spent dialysate is drained and
to alternate fimctions after said valves are reversed.

4^77,343
FILTER BACKWASH MEANS

AUni D. T^ekv, Kwibrook, AMinlla, aaal^or to RIs Irriga-

tion SyslMM Ply. Liaitid, FHiahath, AMtraUa
FDid Dee. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336^7

Int a' B07B 1/00

VS. CL 210—108 13 OaiaM

4^477348
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING
ULTRAFILTRATION DURING HEMODIALYSIS

JohUhi M. AOn, Portindj Ridnrd J. DwUm, Hgnd, both of

Volkw Jwoik, Rodgn^ Fid. Rip. of Gmnny,
I to Bictoa, DieUMoa and Cimpi^r, Parama, NJ.
FDid Aig. 31, 1982, Sir. No. 413,287

Iirt.a'B01Di7/00
UJ5.a 210-87 11

1. Rlter backwash means comprising: means designed, sized

and arranged for effecting backwash of an irrigation system

filter having inlet and outlet pipe*, including:

a pressure actuated dump valve have a housing, a valve seat

in the housing, a dump valve member coK)perable with

the valve seat and pressure actuated means operatively

coupled between the dunq> valve member and housing

and controlling opening or cloong of the dump valve,

a pressure actuated dump control pilot vsJve comprising a

pilot valve housing, having a frilot valve seat an inlet

pressure zone and an outlet pressure zone within the pilot

valve housing, an axially movable valve lifting member
having pressure reqxmsive means dividing said zones

within the pilot valve housing, and a pilot valve member
axially movable within and with nspect to the valve

lifting member and cooperable with said pilot valve seat

conduit means in fluid flow communication between said

outlet pressure zone and said outlet pipe directing hydrau-

lic preasure derived from said outlet pipe agamst said

valve lifting member pressure response means to urge said

valve liftmg member in a closing directioo of said pilot
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vtlve iKMnbg and the vilve Uftnig member alio urgiiig

the vilve lif^ member in nid ckMtng directkxi,

ftvther oondnit meant in fluid flow oommonication between
•aid inlet premare zone and said inlet pipe directing hy-
dianlic prcHore derived firom said inlet pipe against said

valve lifting member to urge said valve lifldng member in

an opening direction of said pilot valve but to urge said

pilot valve member in a dosing direction, a trigger qving
coacting between said valve lifting member and pilot

.
valve mend)er and ofsuch length to be operable to lift said

pilot valve member firom its pilot valve seat only after

initial movement of said valve lifting member in said

opening direction,

and walls defining a vent aperture extending from said pilot

valve seat directing a venting flow of fluid from said inlet

pressure zone upon opening of said pilot valve due to

increase of diflierential between the pressures in the inlet

and outlet pressure zones, said ventfaig flow so reducing

the opening pressure controlling the dump valve tfa^ the

dump valve again doses.

4«477f344
DEVICE FOR CLARPlCAnON OF UQUIDS AND

SEPARATION OF PRECIPITATES
Wltold OlBMwsU; Aadrad Lis; Pkpsi PictiMuk, and Fkands-
Mk S. Tuadk, aO of WarMw, Poland, aasjgwwns to Inslytnt

MschniU PracyiyM, Warsaw, Poland

FDod Not. 3, 1M2, Ssr. No. 431,921

hit, CU BOID 21/00
U&a 210-109 2<

1. In a device for clarification of liquids and separation of
precipitate materials, comprising a frame, a contact chamber
mounted on said frame having a conical shape widening in the

upward direction, a settling tank mounted above said contact

chamber and having means for psssing multiple streams of
fluids therethrough, outflow means mounted above said set-

tling tank for recovery of clarified liquids, a thickening cham-
ber mounted on said frame bdow said contact chamber, the

improvements which are characterized in that said contact

chamber is in the shape of an inverted irregular tapered wall

chamber m the form oT a pyramid, cone, or the like and ar-

ranged with an oblique axis inclined reUtive to the horizontal

at an acute angle, the upper inner edge of said contact chamber
having mounted thereon an adjustable overflow means to

efliectivdy change the base of the oblique shaped contact

chamber to vary the capacity thereof, said settling tank having
a friurality oflamhiar sheets arranged in an assembly fvoviding

multiple flow paths st an oUique angle relative to die horizon-

tal, s^ outflow means indudhig an outlet unit having a plural-

ity of outflow chamber elements, each of which inchides

means for pswing seversl of.said multiple streams of liquid

flowing from beneath through said settling tank, said outflow

elements having in the i^iper portions thereof a oorrespouding

outlet conduit directed upwardly and mounted in an inclined

cover phte mounted above said outlet units, each said outlet

conduit having an upper end terminating in a common hori>

zontal phme above said inclined cover plate, and an overflow

pocket means situated between said settling tank and said

thickening chamber laterally ofbet firom said contact chamber
for collection of clarified liquids including levd sensing means
therein and outflow means provided m said outflow pocket

MT7,345
FILTER SEPARATOR WITH HEA1ER

Emfl Sataga, Jr., Connersfflle, Inl, asBignor to Staat lac. Con*
norsfiile, Ind.

FDed Jan. 10, 1M3, Scr. No. 487,010

bt a.3 BOIN 27/10: BOID 35/18
UJS. CL 210—130 U

I

1. A ftiel-processing assembly oomprisuig a housing having a

fiiel entry port and a fud exit port, a series ofdements disposed

in the housing, the elements induding a heater for heating the

fuel, fud passageway-defining means diqxMod coozially with

the heater to define a fud passageway between the entry port

and the exit port, the fud passageway-defining means at least

partially surrounding the heater, turi>ulence-inducing means
for inducing turbdence in the f^ passageway to promot
contact between the fud and the heater, the turbdence-induc-

ing means being disposed in the fiid passageway and at least

partially surrounding the heater, and fad-processing means for

processing the fuel

4,477,346

METHOD FOR THE REMOVAL OF INTERFERING
SUBSTANCES IN THEOPHYLLINE ASSAYS

Johaane C Dicfciason, and William A. F^, both of Wflaring-

ton, DeL, aasivBors to E. L Dn Pont de Ncmons and Com-
pany, Wfladagton, Dd.

DiiWon of Scr. No. 334»1CS, Dae. 24> 1901, Pat No. 4,440,09.

TUs appUeadoa Apr. 22, 1903, Ser. No. 487,996

Int CL^ BOID 15/00

UJS. CL 210—196J 6 CUms
1. A filled column cpoble of producing a substantially com-

pletdy caffdne-firee Uologicd sample suitable for the measure-

ment of its theophylline content by liquid-liquid extraction

consisting essentiidly of a packing which is

(A) water-insoluble, hydrophobic macrorecticular resin

having a particle size range of 40-300 |Utt and a surface

area range of 300-400 mVg, shuiied in

(B) protic solvent
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4y477,347

PORTABLE WATER PURIFIER
Flmdi W. Syha, 17 Angle Rd^ North Bfllaric%

FDed Jon. 21, 1963, Scr. No. 906^449

lA aj BOID 27/08; C02F 1/28
VAa 210-232

01662

1. A portsble water purifier comprising:

a filter housing member with a top and base, having a fOter

assembly receipt aperture defined therein, sdd filter hav-
ing further:

(a) a knurl portion;

(b) a water chamber receipt member at its top perimeter
(c) a fSter housing cup recdpt member at its base;

(d) sn extemd water receipt dement attachment at its base
within the siea of sud filter housing cup recdpt member;

a cylindricd unfiltered water chamber member having a top
and bottom, sdd bottom having an open end defined

therein adi^tod at its open bottom to be rdeasably at-

tached to said filter housing at sud water chamber recdpt
member;

pump means having a diameter adapted to be smaller than
the diameter ofsud cylindricd unfiltered water chaxvber,

said pump means positioned on the top of said unfiltered

water chamber member adq>ted to pressurize the insides

ofsaid unfiltered water chamber, said punq> means fiirther

including:

a piston;

a pump housing aidapted to contain said piston for recipro-

cating motion therd>y;

a shaft member attached to said piston extendmg to the

outside of said pump housing;

means outside of said pump houang to allow the grasping of
said shaft and the redprocd movement thereof which
movement moves said piston up and down within said

pumphousmg;
adm vdve positioned between said pump housing and said

unfiltered water chamber, wiapted to close the aperture

defined therdwtween on the iq»troke of said pump and to

open sud aperture on the downstrdce of said pump;
a seorad vdve member adjacent and attached to said piston

member adapted to allow air to enter beneath said piston

on the vpKtnkt and to dose on the downstroke so that a
downstrdw causes air to enter said unfiltered water cham-
ber whOe an upstroke scales said unfiltered water chamber
so that no air escapes therefrom and which after severd

pumps of the piston creates an increase of air pressure

within said unfiltered water chamber forcing any fluid

placed therein through said filter assembly and mto said

c^> member;
a cylindricd cup member having an open end defined

therein of a Wee diameter of the top of sud unfiltered

water chamber which ciq> m a storage mode is rdeasably

retained covering said pump means at the top of said

unfiltered water chambo' forming a continuous contigu-

ous outer surfiice with said unfiltered water chamber said

cup adepted to cover and protect said pump means and
which cup member in a use mode is adapted to be re-

moved firom the top of said unfiltered water chamber and
positioned at the base of said filter housing rdeasably

attached to said filter housing cap receipt member,
a filter assembly adapted to be retained in said filter assembly

recdpt aperture adapted for water to pass therethrough
from said unfiltered water chamber to said cup member
upon pressurization of said unfiltered water chamber by
sud pump means;

a cap member having an open end defined therein which cap
member in said storage mode is rdeasably attached to said

filter housing cup recdpt member and which in said use

mode is removed fixm said filter housing to allow ssid ciq>

member to be attached thereto, which cap member can
then be retained by releasably attaching it to the end of
sud cup member said water chamber recdpt member
defined in said fitter housing b an interlock member de-

fined around the iq>per perimeter of said filter housing and
sud unfiltered water chamber further indudes around the

outer perimeter of its open end a plurality of water cham-
ber projection members adapted to mate with said water
chamber receipt member's interlock member being rdeas-

ably attachable thereto, said unfiltered water chamber
fiirther including at least a s^ment of the perimeter of its

upper portion a cup receipt member projection, said cup
member also further including around the inner perimeter

of its open end a cup retention groove adapted to mate
with and be rdeasable from said cup reoeqit member
projection;

a filter base having interlodi projections around its outside

penmeten
support means located m said filter base;

a hydrophilic membrane positioned over said support means;

an activated carbon disk positioned over ssid hydrophilic

membrane
a filter top sandwiching said activated carbon disk, mem-

brane, and support member with said filter base, said filter

top fiirther including means to grasp game; and
said filter assembly further includes means dong the sides of

said filter assembly receipt aperture ad^Med to mate with

the interlock projections on said filter base to allow said

filter assembly to be engaged into said filter assembly

receipt qiertute in said filter homing.

4,477,346

OPEN SEA SKIMMER BARGE
William M. Aycrs, Duncan, OUa.; Ashok K. Mahashwvy, and

J. Young, both of Houston, Tesn aasi^ors to HalUbur-

empuiiy, DuMan, OUa.
CunUnualkuafSsr. No. 161,066, Jua. 19, I960, i

IMS appHcaHsn Mar. IS, 1962, Ssr. No. 356,392

Int CL? E02B 15/04

VS. CL 210—242J 47 <

1. A towed open sea oQ 'f*»"™"'t vessd for itwwwiwg oO
and the like from the sorftce of a body of water, said vessd

compnsmg:
a hull having a bow, a bottom, side walls, a stem having a

substantially borizontd elongate akn extending acnm a

portion thoeof and a deck, said hull inchiding:
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spill suction tunnel means communicating with the elon-

gate slot extending across a portion of the stern of said

hull and exiting said hull at an exit intermediate the bow
and stera thereof, the spill suction tunnel means having
an upper wall having a curvilinear shape along an initial

portion thereof extending from the elongate slot of said

hull to a point intermediate the distance between the

elongate slot and the exit of the spill suction tunnel

means, the curvilinear shape of the upper wall causing
said oil and the like from the surface of said body of
water to buoyantly flow therealong in a substantially

uninterrupted layer when said vessel is positioned to

have the upper wall extending from above the surface

of said body of water to below the surface of said body
of water;

spill suction pump means located in the spill suction tunnel

means for the pumping of the oil and a portion of the

water from said body of water thereinto and the pump-
ing of the water therethrough;

collection tank means communicating with the spill suc-

tion tunnel means, the collection tank means having
movable flap means located in the bottom thereof mov-
able into the spill suction tunnel means to selectively

allow communication between the spill suction tunnel

means and the collection tank means;

induction space header means communicating with the

collection tank means;

induction pump means having the inlet thereof communi-
cating with the induction space header means and the

outlet thereof communicating with said body of water,

the induction pump means pumping water from the

collection tank means to said body of water when said

vessel is skimming the oil and the like from said body of
water; and

secondary oil separation means contained within the col-

lection tank means
whereby said vessel is moved bow first to said oil and the

like on said surface of said body of water and subse-

quently moved stem first through said oil and the like

and a portion of the water from said body of water to

flow into the spill suction tunnel means through the slot

in the stem of said hull, said oil and the like and the

portion of the water from said body of water having the

velocity thereof increased after flowing into the spill

suction tunnel means by the pumping action of the spill

auction pump means, said oil and the like buoyantly
flowing along the upper wall of the spill suction tunnel

means in a substantially uninterrupted layer, said oil and
the like and a portion of the water in the spill suction

tunnel means subsequently flowing into the collection

tank means by moving the movable flap means in the

bottom of the collection tank means into the spill suc-

tion tunnel means wherein said oil and the like is subse-

quently separated in the collection tank means from the

portion of the portion of water flowing into the collec-

tion tank means, the portion of the portion of water
being removed from the collection tank means by being
pumped through said induction header means by the

induction pump means to said body of water.

quently falling onto a conveyer belt passing longitudinally

through the drum, each of said vanes comprising:

retaining blade means extending from said drum;
filtering blade means disposed across from said retaining

blade means and separated by an opening therebetween,

M77,349
METALURIGICAL SLAG FILTERING APPARATUS

Gnido Moflteyne, Bcikenlau 28, 9971 Lembeke, Bclgiam
Filed Feb. 10, 1984, Ser. No. 578317

CUdint priority, appUertfon Lozcmboarg, Feb. 10, 1983,
84642

lat a.3 BOID 33/06
U.S. a. 210-297 14 Claims

1. A filtration apparatus including a rotary drum, said rotary
drum having a foraminous wall along the outside surface
thereof and end walls, said rotary drum having a plurality of
internal vanes for filtering liquid and solid materials, said fil-

tered solid material being conveyed upwardly and subse-

said filtering blade means permitting liquid to pass there-

through; and

deflecting means positioned beneath said filtering blade
means to prevents said separated filtered water from fall-

ing onto the filtered solid material of an adjacent vane.

4,477,350

LIQUID HLTERING APPARATUS
Robert H. Brandt, Bowling Green, and Merlla P. Hoodlebrink,

Bradner, both of Ohio, aaaignors to Brandt A Anodatet, Inc.,

Bowling Green, Ohio
Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 474,783

Inta^BOlD^P/M
U.S. a. 210—387 20 Claini

1. Filtering apparatus comprising a housing having end
openings, means for supporting filter media in said housing
between said end openings, a filter supply roll for supplying

filter media through one end opening to said filter supporting

means, a takeup roll for receiving filter media through the

other end opening from said supporting means, means for

supplying liquid to be filtered to one side of said filter media
supporting means, means for receiving filtered liquid on the

other side of said filter media supporting means, a sealing

member for each of said end openings, each of said sealing

members comprising a backup plate and a resilient layer, a first

transverse supporting bar spaced from one of said backup
plates, a piston rod connected to one of said supporting bar and
said one backup plate, a fluid-operated cylinder receiving said

piston rod and connected to the other of said supporting bar

and said one backup plate, two spaced connecting bars affixed

to spaced portions of said supporting bar and extending along

sides of said housing and beyond the other end opening, means
for movably supporting said connecting bars at the sides ofsaid
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housing, a second transverse supporting bar afTlxed to the

backup plate of the other sealing member and connected to

said connecting bars, first stop means for limiting movement of
said one sealing member away from the one end opening, a

second stop means for limiting movement of said other sealing

member away from the other end opening.

4,477,351

HLTERING APPARATUS
Tomio Kobayashi, No. 5>21-9, Tsukagoshi, Warabi-shi, Saitama-

ken, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 525,975

Int. Q\? BOID M/10
U.S. a. 210—396 7 aaims

sport and off-road internal combustion engine vehicles com-
prising:

a housing formed of a first and second housing segment

defining an inlet, an outlet and a filter element chamber
disposed between said inlet and outlet;

flange means formed on said housing adjacent to said inlet

and outlet for connecting said housing to the fuel line of

the internal combustion engine of the vehicle;

a disposable tubular filter element sized to be received

within said filter chamber and filter fuel flow between said

inlet and outlet; and

means designed, dimensioned, and arranged for providing

quick replacement of and assuring a reliable seal for said

M «4 «

1. A filtering apparatus for continuously separating a sub-

stance such as slurry, sludge or other suspension into a liquid

component and a solid component in such manner that the

solid component is obtained in a semi-dried condition, said

apparatus comprising:

a vessel for receiving the substance to be filtered;

a rotary drum including a cylindrical member having a

plurality ofgrooves defined on its outer peripheral surface

and perforations formed in said grooves, and a filter me-
dium provided on the outer surface of said cylindrical

member, said drum being supported for rotation so that a

portion thereof is immersed into the substance received in

said vessel;

said grooves being regularly and closely disposed to form a

crest portion between each adjacent pair of grooves and

said filter medium being a filter cloth which is stretched

tautly across said crest portions whereby the full area of

the filter cloth can essentially serve as an effective filter

surface;

driving means for rotating said drum;

suction means for reducing the pressure within said drum so

that during the rotational movement of said drum the

liquid component of said substance is drawn into said

drum through the poriion thereof which is immersed into

said substance while the solid component of said substance

continuously accumulates on the filter medium of said

rotating drum and is held as a cake thereon, said suction

means also causing air to pass into said drum through the

portion thereof which is exposed to the atmosphere

whereby the solid component held by the drum can be

obtained as a cake in a more highly-dried condition, the

liquid component and air introduced into said drum being

taken out therefrom; and

scraping means for removing said cake held on the filter

medium of said drum.

4,477,352

FUEL FILTER
Harry J. Pappas, 1224 Cashman Dr., Las Vegu, Nc?. 89102

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,148

Int a.3 BOID 29/14

U.S.a 210-448 11 Claims

1. An improved fuel filter particularly adapted for use on

filter element within said filter chamber under extremely

dirty and hot conditions of extreme vibration, said means
including an annular shoulder formed adjacent said inlet

sized to be received within one end of said filter element to

securely hold said filter element in a parallel orientation to

the axis of said filter chamber and to sealingly engage said

filter element to said first housing segment adjacent to said

inlet to require fuel flow through said inlet to travel

through said filter element prior to flow through said

outlet, means for continuously biasing said filter element

tightly against said annular shoulder and means for remov-

ably mounting said first and second housing segments

together.

4,477,353

METHOD OF RECLAIMING WATER AND COAL FROM
COAL TREATMENT UNDERFLOW BY TWO-STAGE

SEPARATION OF SOLIDS
Leonard Meoer, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to American Mine-

chem Corporation, Coraopolis, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 115,017, Jan. 24, 1980, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 941,055, Sep. 11, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 608,059,

Aug. 27, 1975, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.

540,348, Jan. 13, 1975, abandoned. This application Sep. 25,

1981, Ser. No. 305,441

Int. a.3 B03D 3/00: BOID 21/01

U.S. a. 210-633 20 Claims

"saiF

1. A method of reclaiming water and carbonaceous material

from an aqueous sliury of carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous

particles in which the slurry is at least 60% water by weight,

said method comprising the steps of:
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A. adding a fluid to the aqueous slurry of carbonaceous and
non-carbonaceous particles to form a first mixture, in

which less than 20% of the combined weight of the fluid

and the carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous flne particles

is fluid, said fluid being a light hydrocarbon such that it is

free-flowing and in a liquid state at temperatures below
20* C, and that it is lyophilic to carbonaceous particles

and lyophobic to water and non-carbonaceous particles;

B. agiuting said first mixture to preferentially agglomerate
said carbonaceous particles into discrete agglomerates,

while the non-carbonaceous particles remain substantially

unagglomerated;

C. separating the discrete agglomerates from said first mix-
ture to form a substantially non-carbonaceous slurry;

D. adding a flocculant to said non-carbonaceous slurry to

form a second mixture, said flocculant being lyophobic to

water and lyophilic to non-carbonaceous particles;

E. removing a precipitate and separating water from said

second mixture; and

F. separating flocculated solids from said precipitate to form
a substantially solids-free aqueous solution.

4,477.355

METHOD FOR REMOVING AND RECOVERING
NUTRIENTS FROM WASTEWATER

Lorenzo Liberti, via Auricarro 113/9; Gianfranco Boari, via
Auricarro 113/10, both of 70027 Palo del Colle (BA), and
Roberto Passino, via F. Ferrara 8, 00191 Roma, all of Italy

Filed Mar. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 480,526
Oaims priority, application Italy, Jan. 14, 1983, 47563 A/83

Int. a.J C02F 1/42
U.S. a. 210—665 6 Oaims

(N.K.P ail.)

SELECTIVE

EXCHINSE
»E»OKTED tttVitm
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4,477,354

DESTRUCTION OF POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
DURING SOLVENT DISTILLATION

WiUiain A. Fenler, Pittsfield, Me., assignor to Electric Power
Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,271

Int a.3 C07C 7/10
U.S. a. 210-634 8 Claims

1. A method for removing polychlorinated biphenyl com-
pounds from oil contaminated therewith, comprising the steps
of:

(a) extracting said polychlorinated biphenyl compounds
from said oil with an organic solvent selected from the
group consisting of polyethylene glycol ethers, cyclic
ethers, linear or branched alkanes of less than about 12

carbon atoms, cycloalkanes, and polar organic solvents
having a boiling point less than about 200* C,

(b) separating the solvent extract conuining said poly-
chlorinated biphenyl compounds from the oil phase in step

(aXand
(c) distilling said solvent from said extract in the presence of

an effective amount of a base selected from the hydroxides
and oxides of alkali and alkaline earth metals to destroy
said polychlorinated biphenyl compounds forming a sol-

vent distillate and a distillation residue containing salts and
polychlorinated biphenyl decomposition products and
collecting the solvent distillate for use in step (a).

1. A method for treating wastewater containing at least one
member selected from the group consisting of ammonium,
potassium and phosphate ions at concentrations below about
15 mmol/1 per ion type to recover said ions therefrom, said
method comprising:

(a) passing said wastewater through a cation exchange zeo-
lite resin having affinity for the retention of potassium and
ammonium ions in preference over calcium and magne-
sium ions, to selectively extract potassium and ammonium
ions present therein;

(b) passing the eflluent of step (a) through a strongly basic
anion exchange resin having quaternary ammonium func-
tional groups, to selectively extract phosphate ions present
therein;

(c) regenerating both said cation exchange resin and said

anion exchange resin with neutral aqueous sodium chlo-
ride at a concentration of about 0.6 M to produce eluates

containing the ions extracted in steps (a) and (b);

(d) combining said eluates;

(e) raising the pH of said combined eluates to a value ranging
from about 8.5 to about 9.5 and adding thereto a sufficient

quantity of at least one member selected from the group
consisting of MgCb, MgCOa, MgO, MgS04 and
MgHP04 and to bring the relative amounts of
Mg:NH4:P04 to approximately 1:1:1 on a molar basis and
thereby precipiute MgNH4P04 hydrous salt;

(0 recovering a supernatant from step (e), raising the pH
thereof to a value ranging from about 9.S to about lO.S and
adding thereto a sufficient quantity of at least one member
selected from the group consisting of MgCl2, MgCOa,
MgO, MgS04 and MgHP04 to bring the relative amounts
of Mg:K:P04 to approximately 1 : 1 : 1 on a molar basis and
thereby precipitate MgKP04 hydrous salt; and

(g) recycling supematents from both steps (e) and (0 to step

(c).

4,477,356

EMULSION SEPARATION METHOD AND APPARATUS
Harlow B. Grow, 16530 Chattanooga PI., PMlflc Palisades,

Calif. 90272

FUed Jan. 31, 1979, Ser. No. 7,989

Int. a^BOlD; 7/0«

U.S. a. 210—741 24 aaims
1. A process for separating oil from a water emulsion

thereof, and including;

the first step of oil-water emulsion induction,

the second step of preheating the emulsion to a temperature
below boiling of the water content in the induction emul-
sion.
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the third step of moving the preheated emulsion progres-
sively through an entirely open separating chamber from
an induction end to a discharge end,

the fourth step of recirculating emulsion oil by admixing the
same with the progressively moving emulsion by injection

thereof into the induction end of the separating chamber,
the fifth step of superheating the recirculating emulsion oil

to a temperature above boiling of the water content in the

emulsion moving progressively through the separating

chamber,

the sixth step of discharging product oil from the discharge

end of the separating chamber, and
the seventh step of discharging by-product steam from the

emulsion moving progressively through the separating

chamber.

4,477,358

PRESSURE/BELT HLTER, PARTICULARLY FOR
DEWATERING FINE COAL

Siegfried Heintges, Haltem; Werner Stranss, Bocfanin, and

Hannes S. Horn, Dortmnod, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to K16ckBer>Hnmboldt-Deutz AG, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Mar. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 474,525

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 11,

1982, 3208735; Jan. 25, 1983, 3302326; Feb. 24, 1983, 3306362

lot a.3 BOID 33/02

U.S.a 210—783 21 Claims

1. The method ofdewatering fine coal or the like comprising

the steps of:

supporting a belt horizontally with a noncompressible struc-

ture within a closed cylindrical chamber;
placing a suspension of material on the horizontal surface of

the belt;

pressurizing the upper surface of the belt to force filtrate

through the belt while simultaneously admitting an equal

fluid pressure beneath the belt to balance tfie forces

thereon;

and intermittently opening the chamber and moving the belt

out of the chamber to carry filter material out of the

chamber.

2. A pressure belt filter for dewatering fine coal or the like

comprising in combination:

a horizontal cylindrical housing defining an upper pressure

chamber and a lower support space therein and including

a pair of ends, each of said ends including an opening
therein;

a noncompressible support mounted in said support space;

an intermittently movable filter belt within the chamber
extending through said openings and carried on said non-

compressible support for receiving a suspension of mate-

rial to be filtered with fluid pressure applied to the upper
surface of the material on the belt and filtrate removed
from below the belt;

and movable sealing devices positioned at said openings to

said chamber so that the sealing devices may be moved
from the openings to move the filtered material out of the

chamber.

4 477J57
DETOXmCATION OF SUBSTANCES BY UTILIZATION

OF ULTRASONIC ENERGY
Marcos Sittenfield, Laverock, Pa., assignor to Hazardous Waste
Management, Inc., Woodbridge, Va.

Filed Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,483

lot a.3 BOlJ i/0$

U.S. a. 210—748 8 Claims

1. A method of removing undesirable halogenated aromatic

compounds from a liquid or perverulent solid material which
comprises applying ultrasonic radiation to said material in the

presence of an alkaline agent in admixture with the material,

said alkaline agent being present in the mixture in an amount
that is at least as great as the halogen equivalent of said mate-

rial, and said radiation being appUed in suflicient amount to

cause cavitation in the mixture.

4,477359

PROCESS FOR FRACTIONATING SOUD PARTICLES
SUSPENDED IN A UQUID, IN PARTICULAR FOR

TREATING PAPER-INDUSTRY FIBER SUSPENSIONS
Bernard Perrin, Grenoble; Bernard Bianchin, Scyssinet and

Georges Saoret Grenoble, all of France, assignors to Centre

Technique de Llndostrie dcs Papiers, Cartoos et Celluloses,

Grenoble, France

FUed Jol. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,823

Claims priority, application France, Jol. 25, 1980, 80 16756;

European Pat Off., Jol. 8, 1981, 814201034
lot a.3 BOID 35/20

U.S. a 210—785 1 GaiB

1. A process for fractionating solid particles suspended in a

liquid by passing the suspension through a filtering screen

comprising an elastically deformable, flexible, perforated

sleeve with a layer of suspended solid particles on one surface

of said sleeve, comprising:

moving said suspension in a direction parallel to the longitu-

dinal axis of said filtering screen; and

locally and substantially deforming said sleeve toward said

layer of particles and translating the deformation along

the screen, thereby creating before and after said deforma-

tion, high and low pressure regions respectively which

travel along said sleeve for detaching said particles from

said sleeve, the said deformation of said sleeve being
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generated and said high and low pressure region being

created by moving along the generatrix of said sleeve, in a

direction opposite to the direction of flow of said suspen-

sion, an element disposed outside said sleeve.

4,477,360

METHOD AND COMPOSITIONS FOR FRACTURING
SUBTERRANEAN FORMATIONS

Stephen W. Almond, Dancu, Okla., anignor to HalUburton

Conpaay, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Jun. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 504,033

Int a.3 E21B 43/26
VS. a. 2S2—SM R 20 Claims

1. An aqueous gel comprising:

an aqueous fluid comprising a water-alcohol solution

having from about to 80 percent alcohol by volume;

a gelling agent comprising a solvatable polysaccharide hav-

ing a molecular weight in excess ofabout 100,000 selected

from the group consisting of glucomannans, galactoman-

nans, and derivatives thereof, said gelling agent being

present in an amount of from about 0.2 to about 1.25

percent by weight of said aqueous fluid, and

a retarded crossUnking composition soluble in said aqueous

fluid comprising a zirconium IV salt or chelate and a

polyhydroxyl-containing compound having from about 3

to about 7 carbon atoms, the volumetric ratio of said

zirconium IV salt or chelate to said polyhydroxyl-contain-

ing compound being in the range of 0.01:1 to about 100:1,

said zirconium IV salt or chelate being present in an

amount of at least about O.OOOS percent by weight of said

aqueous gel.

4,477,361

ANTIFUNGAL-ANHBACTERIAL DETERGENTS
CONTAINING CINNAMIC COMPOUNDS

George S. Spcrti, ami Boris Sway, both of Cincinnati, Ohio,

aarigmtn to Spcrti Drag Products, Inc., Erianger, Ky.
Filed Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,346

Int CLJ CllD 9/50. S/4S
VS. a. 252^106 7 Claims

1. An antimicrobial surfactant in the form ofa fatty acid soap

rendered antifungal and antibacterial by the incorporation

therein of an effective amount of a cinnamon compound se-

lected from the group consisting of cinnamic aldehyde, cinna-

mon oil, hydrocinnamaldehyde, and ciimamic acid, and ren-

dered substantive by the incorporation therein of 1 to S percent

by weight of a free fatty acid or of 5 to 45 weight percent of an

emollient.

4,477,362

METHOD FOR PREPARING NTTROGEN- AND
OXYGEN'CONTAINING COMPOSTHONS USEFUL AS

LUBRICANT AND FUEL ADDTTIVES
Thomas F. Steckd, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, assignor to The La-

hrlaol Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio
Filed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 244,946

lot a.3 ClOM J/32
VS. CL 252—51J R 14 Oaims

1. A lubricant composition comprising a major amount ofan
oil of lubricating viscosity and a minor amount of at least one
nitrogen- and oxygen-containing compositions prepared by
reacting, in the presence of an acidic catalyst.

(A) at least one aliphatic hydroxy compound of the formula

RKOH)x wherein R' is an aliphatic hydrocarbon-based

radical and x is an integer which is at least 1, with
(B) at least one (tertiary amino) alkanol.

4,477,363

FREE FATTY ALCOHOL AND BUFFERED ALKAU
EARTH METAL SURFACTANT CAKES FOR OPTIMUM

PERFORMANCE
Louis F. Wong, Mason; Rosstaia F. Sterling, Milford, both of

Ohio, and Thomas A. Borcher, Sr., Melbourne, Ky., assignors

to The Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
FUed Dec 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,469

Int a.3 CllD I7/0a 3/065. 1/12

VS. a. 252—134 36 Claims

1. In conjunction with a toilet tank dosing dispenser, a sub-

stantially stable solid cake comprising from 1% to 15% free

fatty alcohol, from 40% to 90% of an alkali earth metal alkyl

sulfate, 0% to 30% perfume, 0% to 12% of a dye, and 0% to

40% of a compatible water-soluble salt; said cake weighing

from 10 gms to 120 gms and having a density of 0.8 to 1.5, said

cake having a pH of 6 to 10, said cake containing at least 1.5%

of at least one of said perfume or dye.

4,477,364

ACIDIC GLASS CLEANING COMPOSHION
Silverio M. Garcia, Norman, Okla., assignor to Capetrol Inter-

natioaal. Inc., Norman, Okla.

Filed No?. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 549,289

Int a.3 aiD 7/08

VS. a. 252—142 5 Claims

1. An acidic glass cleaning composition comprising from

about 1 to about IS weight percent hydrofluoric acid and from

about 85 to about 99 weight percent of an aqueous acidic

composition having a pH value of less than about I, the aque-

ous acidic composition prepared by the steps of:

(a) mixing from about 20 to about 30 weight percent hydro-

chloric acid with from about 16 to about 26 weight per-

cent phosphoric acid for an effective period of time to

produce a substantially homogeneous acidic mixture;

(b) admixing the substantially homogeneous acidic mixture

into an effective amount of water to provide an aqueous

acidic mixture containing from about 30 to about SO

weight percent water;

(c) admixing from about 5 to about 1 1 weight percent of a

hydroxy carboxylic acid into the aqueous acidic mixture

to produce a hydroxy carboxylic acid containing aqueous

acidic mixture; and

(d) admixing from about 3 to about 7 weight percent of a

dicarboxylic acid into the hydroxy carboxylic acid con-

taining aqueous acidic mixture.

4,477,365

CAUSTIC BASED AQUEOUS CLEANING COMPOSITION
Gilles M. L. Verboom, Bolingbrook; Kometh E. Blizaik, Doltoo,

and Thoous L. Welsh, Downers Gro?e, all of U., assignors to

Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart lad.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 455,946, Jan. 6, 1963,

abandoned. This application Aog. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 5264^52

Int a^ CllD 7/06

VS. CL 252—156 24 Oaims
1. A caustic based, aqueous cleaning composition which

comprises on a weight/weight basis of 100% active material:

(a) 7% to 10% of an alkali metal hydroxide;

(b) 0.1% to 2.0% of a fatty acid substituted betaine, amido

betaine, sulfo betaine, amido sulfo betaine or a mixture

thereof;

(c) 6% to 1 1% of one or a mixture of longchain alpha olefin

sulfonates; and

(d) a hydrotropic agent whose chemical structure and con-

centration are such as, in combination with ingredients (a),

(b), and (c), to provide the cleaning composition with a

viscosity of 200 to 2,000 centipoise at room temperature.
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4,477,366

SILICONE SURFACTANT/ORGANOFUNCnONAL
POLYSILOXANE INTERNAL MOLD RELEASE AGENTS
John R. Robertson, Glenn Mills, Pa., assignor to ICI Americas

Inc., Wilmington, Del.

Filed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,037

Int a.3 C09K 3/00: H05B 33/00
VS. a. 252—182 17 Claims

1. A liquid for use in preparing reaction injected molded
polyurethane or polyurea resins having improved mold release

properties which comprises a polysiloxane mold release agent

which consists essentially of 0.5-20 mol percent of R^R'^i-

0[4-(a+*)]/2 units and from 80-99.5 mol percent of R'VSi-

0(4-c)/2 units where R is an isocyanate reactive organic radi-

cal, a has an average value of from 1-3, R' and R" are both

non-isocyanate reactive organic radicals, b has an average

value of 0-2, a-l-b is from 1-3, and c has an average value of
from 1-3, wherein

the ratio of the total molecular weight to the total number of
isocyanate reactive functional groups in the molecule

ranges from 100-3500,

the combined formula weights of ail isocyanate reactive

organic radicals, R do not exceed 40% of the total molec-

ular weight of said polysiloxane mold release agent,

the combined formula weights of all non-isocyanate reactive

radicals, R'-(-R" together do not exceed 40% of the total

molecular weight of said polysiloxane mold release addi-

tive,

the combined formula weights of all the organic radicals

R-<-R'-|-R" in the molecule together do not exceed 60%
of the total molecular weight of the molecule,

said polysiloxane moid release agent contains an average of
at least two isocyanate reactive functional groups per

molecule,

at least two of the isocyanate reactive functional groups in

each molecule are located on separate organic radicals, R,

attached independently to different silicon atoms in said

polysiloxane,

said isocyanate reactive functional groups (R) are selected

from the group consisting of alcohols, phenols, thiols,

primary or secondary aromatic amines, which contain no
oxygen, and not more than one nitrogen, atoms attached

directly to, in conjugation with, or incorporated within,

the aromatic ring nucleous, and secondary aliphatic

amines wherein at least one of the alkyl carbon atoms,

bonded directly to the nitrogen atom, is not a primary

carbon atom and carboxylic acids,

the molecular weight of said polysiloxane mold release agent

ranges from 1000 and 30,000, and

said polysiloxane mold release agent being substantially

insoluble in said liquid polyisocyanate, and from 1-25

percent based on the weight of said polysiloxane mold
release agent of a liquid silicone surfactant substantially

free of isocyanate reactivity.

4,477,367

CRYSTALLINE ^LAYER LFTHIUM-HYDROXY
ALUMINATES

John L. Burba, III, Aagleton, Tex., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midhud, Mich.

Continaation-in-part of Ser. No. 217,614, Dec. 18, 1980, Pat No.

4,348,295. Thb appUcation Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,613

The portion of the term of this patent snbseqnent to Sep. 7, 1999,

has been disclaimed,

lot a.) BOID 15/04: COID 15/00: C08D 5/20

VS. a. 252-184 9 Claims

1. A process for preparing crystalline 2-layer LiOH.2Al-

(OH)3.nH20, said process comprising

contacting crystalline 2-layer LiX.2Al(OH)3.nH20 with an

aqueous solution of LiOH, or other hydroxide ion source,

at a temperature in the range of about 15* C. to about 70*

C, where X is halide.

thereby exchanging OH~ ions for X~ ions and forming

crystalline 2-layer LiOH.2Al(OH)3.nH20.
3. A process for replacing the X anion of crystalluie 2-layer

LiX.2Al(OH)3.nH20 with a larger anion, X', said process

comprising

reacting the LiX.2Al(OH)3.nH20 with LiOH, or other

hydroxide ion source, at a temperature in the range of
about 0* C. to about 100* C, thereby forming crystalline

2.1ayer LiOH.2Al(OH)3.nH20, and
reacting the so-formed LiOH.2AI(OH)3.nH20 with an acid

or salt form of the larger X' anion, thereby forming crys-

Ulline 2-layer LiX'.2Al(OH)3.nH20.

4. The process of claim 3 where the X anion is at least one of
the group comprising chloride, bromide, and iodide and the X'
anion is at least one of the group comprising NO3-, H2PO4-,
HPO4-2, PO4-3, HCOO-, CCIH2COO-, CCI2HCOO-,
CCL3COO-, CH2CHCOO-, and C6H5O-.

9. The process of claim 3 wherein the LiX.2Al(OH)3.nH20
is supported within the pores of a macroporous beads compris-
ing a copolymer of styrene and divinylbenzene having pendant
amine or quaternary ammonium groups.

4,477,368

COLOR DISPLAY UQUID CRYSTAL COMPOSFHON
Fumiaki Yamanashi; Ynzo Hayashi, both of Iwaki; Mitsvu

Kano, Fomkawa; Yoshiyuki Fqliwara, Iwaki, ami Yoshizo
Tashiro, Fnnikawa, all of Japan, assignors to Alps Electric

Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,326

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 1, 1981, 56-156831

Int a.J C09K 3/34: G02F 1/13

VS. a. 252—299.1 5 Claims

1. A color display liquid crystal mixture useful in phase

transition type negative color liquid crystal display devices

comprising a nematic liquid crystal having positive dielectric

anisotropy, an optically active substance and from 0.4 to 0.9

wt. % of a dichroic dye mixture comprising 60 to 95 wt % of

a dichroic reddish purple diazo dye which is a 1,4-naphthylene

derivative of the structural formula:

NsBN o •R2

wherein Rj represents an alkyl group containing up to 5 carbon

atoms and R2 represents

—

N

\

or

-N-(CH2)<,

in which R and R' each represent a lower alkyl group and n

represents an integer of at least 4, and 40 to 5 wt % of a di-

chroic red diazo dye which is a 1,4-phenylene derivative of the

structural formula:
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R,VO -n-nVO/-n-nVO -R4

wherein R3 represents an alkyl group containing up to S carbon

atoms and R4 represents

or an allcoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively;

—

N

/
i

\

or

-N-(CH2)n

in which R" and R'" each represent a lower alkyl group and n

represents an integer of at least 4.

--OO-O-Q-"'
(VI)

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

or an alkoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively;

^-oo-oo--
(VII)

wherein R represents hydrogen atom or an alkyl group or an

alkoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, but the number of

hydrogen atoms cannot exceed one;

R-/' N W V-R

4,477,3<9

NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE UQUID-CRYSTALLINE
SUBSTANCES CONSISTING OF 4 OR S

SIX-MEMBER-RINGS AND UQUIDCRYSTALLINE
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SAME

Shigeni Saginori, ind Tetsohiko Kojima, both of Kanagawaken,

Japan, asdgaon to Chiaso Corporation, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jan. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 460,071

CUdms priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1982, 57-8291;

Feb. 16, 1982, 57-23438; Mar. 8, 1982, 57-36100; Apr. 1, 1982,

57-54080; Apr. 1, 1982, 57-54081; May 10, 1982, 57-77928; May
20, 1982, 57-85272; Jnl. 2, 1982, 57-115181; Jul. 2, 1982,

57-115182

Int a.J C09K 3/34; G02F 1/13; C07C 13/28, 43/21. 43/215.

43/184. 35/21. 25/18 49/613

VS. a. 252—299.6 20 Claims

1. Compounds selected from the group consisting of

(VIII)

wherein R represents hydrogen atom or an alkyl group or an

alkoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms;

--O-OO-O-O-''
(IX)

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively; and

^OO-O-O-O"'
(X)

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively.

'^-O-OO--'
(ID

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

of 1 to 10 carbon stoms, respectively;

-^-O-O-O-''
(III)

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

or an alkoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively;

av)
R'

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

or an alkoxy group, each of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, respectively;

-O-OQ-O--
(V)

wherein R and R' represent hydrogen atom or an alkyl group

4,477,370

DEFOAMING COMPOSITION
Ronald W. Kavchok, Belle Mead, and Francis J. Boylan, New-

ton, both of N.J., assignors to Drew Chemical Corporation,

Boonton, NJ.
Filed Apr. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 485,215

Int a.3 BOID 19/04

VS. a. 252—321 3 Claims

1. An aqueous, free flowing defoaming composition com-

prising as the primary component a S-30% aqueous hydropho-

bic dispersion of a solid alcohol of 14-28 carbon atoms, a solid

fatty acid of 14-28 carbon atoms, a soap of a solid fatty acid of

14-28 carbon atoms and a nqnionic or anionic surfactant, the

ratio by weight of acid and soap to alcohol being 0.2-0.4:1.0

and 0.1-0.5:1.0, respectively, and the ratio by weight of surfac-

tant to combined alcohol, acid and soap being 0.1-0.4:1.0; and

as the secondary component a dispersion of finely divided

hydrophobic silica or ethylene-bis-stearamide in a water insol-

uble organic liquid, said primary and secondary components

being present in a ratio by weight of the composition of

93-99.5% and 7.0-0.5%, respectively.

3. A method for defoaming a foamable system which com-

prises adding to the system an effective amount of a composi-

tion according to claim 1.
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4,477,371

AQUEOUS DISPERSIBLE DEFOAMERS
Petn* Hnben Franz Winnien Ernst Innertsbernr, all of Bnrg-

hausen, and Jakob Schraidlkofer, Mehring-Od, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Mu-
nich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FHed Jnl. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 518,787
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 23,

1982, 3235256

Int a.3 BOID 19/04; C09K 3/00
VS. a. 252—358 2 Oaims

1. An aqueous dispersible defoamer composition containing

an organopolysiloxane, filler, a dispersant which is at least in

part a surfactant and 2,2,4-trimethyM,3-diisobutyryloxypen-

tane in an amount of from 10 to 90 percent by weight based on
the weight of the organopolysiloxane, filler, dispersant and
2,2,4-trimethyl-l, 3-diisobutyryloxypentane, in which the or-

ganopolysiloxane contains SiC-bonded organic radicals and
SiOC-bonded radicals having at least 6 carbon atoms per radi-

cal which are composed of carbon and hydrogen atoms or
carbon, hydrogen and at least 2 oxygen atoms per radical.

4,477,372

ANIONIC NONIONIC SURFACTANT MIXTURE
Anthony J. O'Lenick, Fairlawn, NJ., assignor to Henkel Corpo-

ration, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,643

Int a.3 CUD 1/18

VS. a. 252—545 26 Oaims
1. A surfactant composition comprising:

(a) from about 40 percent to about 90 percent by weight of

an organic sulfate of sulfonate in the acid form containing

from about 8 to about 22 carbon atoms in the anionic

portion of the molecule; and

(b) a sufficient amount to neutralize component (a) of an
amine selected from the group consisting of:

N,N,N,-tris-(2-hydroxypropyl)amine;

N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N-(2-hydroxybutyl)amine;

N-(2-hydroxybutyl)-N-(3-hydroxy-2-methylpropyl)a-

mine;

N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-N-(butyl)amine;

N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-N-(2-hydroxybutyl)amine; and

2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2',2"-nitrilotriethanol

and mixtures thereof,

(c) from about 10 percent to about 60 percent by weight of
an alkoxylated nonionic surfactant

4,477,373

MOLTEN SALT HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL
PROCESS UTILIZING GAS/LIQUID CONTACT FOR

SALT RECOVERY
LeRoy F. Grantham, Calabasas, and Donald E. McKenzie,
Woodland Hills, both of Calif., assignors to Rockwell Interna-

tional Corporation, El Segnndo, Calif.

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,155

Int a.3 C09K 3/00. 11/04

VS.a 252—626 6 Gaims
1. A process for concentrating a plutonium-containing waste

materiid which comprises:

combusting said plutonium-containing waste material in a

molten salt comprising an alkali metal carbonate;

recovering from said combustion a gaseous product having

a temperature in the range of about 700*- 1000* C. and a

melt containing spent alkali metal carbonate and pluto-

nium oxide;

dissolving said melt to form a slurry containing a mixture of

ash and plutonium oxide in an alkali metal carbonate

solution;

separating said mixture of ash and plutonium oxide from said

slurry;

recovering plutonium values from said mixture;

introducing the solution from which said mixture of ash and

plutonium oxide have been separated into spray contact

with said gaseous product in a spray drying zone;

separating from said spray drying zone a cooled gaseous

product having a temperature in the range of about

50*-250* C, and a solid, flowable product containing

alkali meul carbonate;

separating said solid, flowable product from said cooled
gaseous product; and

recycling said solid, flowable product to said molten salt.

4,477,374

TERNARY INTERCALATION COMPOUND OF A
GRAPHITE WITH A METAL FLUORIDE AND

FLUORINE, A PROCESS FOR PRODUQNG THE SAME,
AND AN ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE MATERIAL
COMPRISING THE TERNARY INTERCALATION

COMPOUND
Nobuatsu Watanabe; Tsuyoshi Naki^ima, both of Kyoto, and
MasayukI Kawaguchi, Wakayama, all of Japan, assignors to

Central Glass Co., Ltd., Ube, Japan

Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,530

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct 3, 1981, 56-157807;

Oct. 3, 1981, 56-157808

Int O.} HOIB 1/02

VS. O. 252—508 11 Claims

e.r(«r^.

mmwTt rumat

1. A ternary intercalation compound of a graphite with a

metal fluoride and fluorine produced by the reaction between

a graphite, a metal fluoride and fluorine and which is repre-

sented by the formula CxF{MFz)y, wherein M is Al or Mg; z is

an integer corresponding to the valence of M; and the relative

values of x and y are determined by the time and temperature

of said reaction between the graphite, the metal fluoride and

fluorine and the crystallinity and c-axial thickness of the graph-

ite.

10. An electrically conductive material which comprises a

ternary intercalation compound of a graphite with a metal

fluoride and fluorine produced by the reaction between a

graphite, a metal fluoride and fluorine and represented by the

formula CxF(MFz)y, wherein M is Al or Mg; z is an integer

corresponding to the valence of M; and the relative values of

4.S3-22K ().(i. X4 10
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X and y are determined by the time and temperature of said

reaction between the graphite, the metal fluoride and fluorine

and the crystalhnity and c-axial thickness of the graphite.

4,477,376

CASTABLE MIXTURE FOR INSULATING SPUCED
HIGH VOLTAGE CABLE

Mar?iB H. Gold, , Fairoaks, Calif.

DiTision of Scr. No. 128,970, Mar. 10, 1980, Pat No. 4,354,053.

This application Nov. 18, 1981, Scr. No. 322,529

lot a^ HOIB 3/22

U.S. CL 252—572 9 Claims

4,477375

CLEANING PRODUCT FOR THE HAIR AND SKIN,
BASED ON ACYUSETHIONATES AND CATIONIC

POLYMERS
> Jean F. Grollier, Paris, France, assignor to L'OREAL, Paris,

France
' Filed Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 461,524

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, Jan. 29, 1982,

83911

Int. a.' aiD 1/12, 1/65. 1/62: A61K 7/06

UJS. a. 252—542 15 Claims

1. A cleaning composition for the hair and skin consisting

essentially of, in combination, in a cosmetically acceptable

medium,

(a) at least one surface-active agent of the formula:

?

-{CH2)r-R"C

HzC

(CH:)/ (III)

1

CR"—CHj—
I

CH2

N

ye
R'

(CH:)/

•(CHj),—R"C CR"-CH2—

H2C CH2\/
N

an)

1-

wherein 1 and t are or 1 and l+t=l, R" denotes

hydrogen or methyl, R'" and R' independently of one

another denote an alkyl group having 1 to 22 carbon

atoms, a hydroxyalkyl group or a lower amidoalkyl

group or R'" and R' together with the nitrogen atom to

which they are attached, denote a heterocycUc group
and Y@ denotes an anion, and

(iii) copolymers containing said units of the formula (III)

or (III') and units derived from acrylamide or from
diacetoneacrylamide.

R—C—O—CHj—CH2-SO3M

wherein R denotes a linear or branched alkyl group and M
denotes on alkali metal or alkaline earth metal or an amine,

and

(b) at least one cationic polymer selected from

(i) cellulose ether derivatives containing quaternary am-

monium groups,

(ii) cyclic polymers containing, as the main constituent of

the chain, units corresponding to the formula (III) or

an):

1. A castable mixture for insulating high voltage cable con-

ductor commprising a liquid polyolefin having addition poly-

mer reactable sites, a particulated solid saturated polyolefln, a

chain extension agent reactable with said polyolefin's reactable

sites, wherein said unsaturated liquid polyolefin is present in

the range of 75% to 40%, by weight;

said particulated saturated polyolefin is present in the range

of 25% to 60% by weight; and

a molecularly equivalent amount of ch&in extension agent to

the liquid polyolefin.

4,477,377

RECOVERY OF CESIUM
Reed M. Izatt; James J. Christensen, both of ProTO, and Ridiard

T. Hawkins, Orem, all of Utah, assignort to Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah

FUed Jun. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 389,402

Int. a.3 G21F 9/04. 9/12

VJS. a. 252—631 8 Claims

1. The process of recovering cesium ions in higher concen-

tration from mixtures thereof with other ions which comprises

(1) establishing a separate aqueous source phase of the ions to

be separated of basic pH, (2) establishing a separate aqueous

recipient phase, (3) establishing a liquid membrane phase con-

taining a macrocyclic calixarene ligand in a liquid membrane

solvent interfacing with the source phase and the recipient

phase, (4) maintaining this interfacial contact for a period of

time long enough to transport a substantial part of the cesium

ions from the source phase to the recipient phase, and (S)

recovering the cesium ions from said recipient phase.
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4,477,378

ESTERS OF SUBSTITUTED
8-HYDROXY-l-PHENYL-2,3,4,5.TETRAHYDRO-lH-3-

BENZAZEPINES
Elijah H. Gold, West Orange, and Wd K. Chang, Livingston,

both of NJ., anignors to Sobering Corp., Kcnilworth, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 118,389, Feb. 5, 1980, Pat No.

4,349,472, which is a continnation of Scr. No. 34,048, Apr. 27,

1979, abandoned. This application Sep. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 416,513

Int a.3 C07D 223/16: A61K 31/55

U.S. a. 260—239 BB 20 Claims

1. Esters of substituted 8-hydroxy-l-phenyl-2,3,4,S-tetrahy-

dro-l-H-3-benzazepines represented by the general formula I

4,477,379

IMIDAZOBENZOTHIADIAZEPINES
Udoros Vlattas, Snnunit, NJ., aMignor to Clba-Geigy Corpora*

tiOB, Ardslcy, N.Y.

Divisioa of Ser. No. 259,261, May 11, 1981, Pat No. 4,391,808,

which is a cootlBnation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,671, Job. 12,

1980, abandoned. This application Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,759

Int a.3 C07D 513/04

US.a 260—243.3 3 ClaiBS

1. A S-diazacycloalkyl-imidazo[2,l-b][l,3,5]benzothiadiaze-

pine compound of the formula

.N

Ph

\ /
N 'I-R2

N«C
^v ^Cmiitm,

/ \
N N—R3
\ /

C,H2,

'OC NCH3

RiCO
11

O

wherein X is chloro, bromo or trifluoromethyl; Ri is branched

or straight chain alkyl of 1 to 20 carbon atoms, unsubstituted-

phenylalkyl wherein the alkyl is branched or straight chain of

1 to 6 carbon atoms, substituted-phenylalkyl wherein the alkyl

is branched or straight chain of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and the

substituents on the phenyl are halogen, straight or branched

chain alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, straight or branched chain

alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, hydroxy, nitro, trifluoromethyl

or cyano, unsubstituted phenyl or substituted phenyl wherein

the substituents are halogen, straight or branched chain alkyl

or 1 to 4 carbon atoms, straight or branched chain alkoxy of 1

to 4 carbon atoms, hydroxy, nitro, trifluoromethyl or cyano,

alkoxyalkyl wherein the alkoxy moiety is straight or branched

chain of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and the alkyl moiety is straight or

branched chain of 1 to 6 atoms, aryloxyalkyl wherein the aryl

moiety is unsubstituted phenyl or substituted phenyl wherein the

substituents on the phenyl are halogen, straight or branched

chain alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, straight or branched chain

alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, hydroxy, nitro, trifluoromethyl

or cyano, and wherein the alkyl moiety is branched or straight

chain with 1 to 6 carbon atoms, aralkoxyalkyl wherein the

aralkoxy moiety is unsubstituted-phenylalkoxy wherein the

alkoxy is branched or straight chain of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or

substituted-phenylalkoxy wherein the alkoxy is branched or

straight chain of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and the substituents on the

phenyl are halogen, straight or branched chain alkyl of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, straight or branched chain alkoxy of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, hydroxy, nitro, trifluoromethyl or cyano and

the alkyl moiety is branched or straight chain of 1 to 6 carbon

atoms, cycloalkylalkyl wherein the cycloalkyl moiety is of4 to

8 carbon atoms and the alkyl moiety is straight or branched

chain of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkoxycarbonylalkyl wherein the

alkoxy moiety is straight or branched chain of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms and the alkyl moiety is straight or branched chain of 1 to

6 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 4 to 8 carbon atoms, cycloalk-

oxyalkyl wherein the cycloalkoxy moiety is of 4 to 8 carbon

atoms and the alkyl moiety is straight or branched chain of 1 to

6 carbon atoms, straight or branched chain alkoxy of 1 to 6

carbon atoms, aralkoxy as defined hereinabove or aryloxy as

defined hereinabove; and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid

addition salts thereof.

wherein each of Ri and R2 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; Ph is

1,2-phenylene, unsubstituted or substituted by one member
selected from lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkylthio,

halogeno, trifluoromethyl, sulfamoyl, mono- or di-lower alkyl-

sulfamoyl; CmHzm is lower alkylene separating both nitrogen

atoms by 2 carbon atoms; Ci^in is lower alkylene separating

both nitrogen atoms by 3 carbon atoms; and R3 is lower alkyl

or lower hydroxyalkyl wherein the hydroxy group is separated

from the nitrogen atom by 2 carbon atoms; the oxides thereof;

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof

4,477,380

OXIDATION PROCESS OF REACIIVE AROMATICS
Wrra REACTIVATION OF THE CATALYST USING

POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE
Ulrich Knips, Kanen*Heercn*Werve; Bertram BohBer, Laaca,

and Roland Heraberg, Castrop-Raoxel, all of Fed. Rep. of

Germany, anignors to Rotgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft Fed.

Rep. of Germany
per No. PCT/EP82/00058, § 371 Date Jul. 23, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jnl. 23, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/03625, PCT Pnb.

Date Oct 28, 1982

per FUed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 403,615

Clainu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 22,

1981, 3115971; Mar. 3, 1982, 3207572

Int a.3 C07C 46/04, 51/265

U.S. CL 260—385 6 Cbdns
1. In a process for the oxidation of reactive aromatic compo-

nents at 70* to 170* C. in solution in a carboxylic acid in the

presence of a cobalt catalyst optionally containing a manga-

nese compoimd and a bromine compound as cocatalyst with

molecular oxygen, the proportional values of the catalyst

component having the following ranges

I.OSX+Y-1-ZSIO.O . (I)

O.ISZ/(X-t-Y)S2.5

0.2SPOT)S20

(2)

(3)

wherein X is the amount by weight of cobalt per SO parts by

weight of reactive aromatic, Y is the amount by weight of

manganese per SO parts by weight of reactive aromatic and Z
is the amount by weight of bromine per SO parts by weight of

reactive aromatics, the improvement comprising treating the

catalyst solution with potassium permanganate at about 80* to

100* C. and removing the water of reaction by distillation

before recycle to the oxidation step.
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4,477,381

TRIAMINOTRIARYLMETHANE COLORANTS
Udo Mtycr, Frukeiithal; Enrin Hahn, Heidelberg, and Jo-

achim Jcne, Schwetzingen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
anignon to BASF AktiengescUschaft, Lndwigshafen, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,358

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 7,

1981, 3108720

Int a.} O09B 11/10
U.S. a. 260—392 5 Claims

1. A mixed triaminotriarylmethane colorant having an upper
limit ofone sulfonic acid group per dye molecule obtainable by
first reacting an aluminum or iron trihalide complex of a

4,4',4"-trihalotriphenylmethyl halide starting material with a
sufficient amount of a metanilic acid, a sulfanilic acid or a

/3-naphthalaminesulfonic acid to give a first product having an
upper limit of one sulfonic acid group per molecule and then

reacting the product and any remaining starting material with
a sufficient amount of one or more anilines to replace all the

unreacted halogen atoms located in the 4-positions of said

product and said remaining starting material.

4,477,384

PREPARATION OF a-SUBSTiTUTED ACRYUC ACIDS
Samuel Serota, Philadelphia, and Warner M. Uofield, Orelaod,

both of Pa., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of Agrieahiffe, Washington,
D.C.

FUed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,084
Int a.J C07D 263/14: C08H 17/36; C07C 69/52. 57/02

MS. a. 260-410.9 R 7 Oains
1. A process for the preparation of a-substituted acrylic

acids, comprising, condensing a carboxylic acid with 2-anuno-
2-methyl propanol, neutralizing the resultant oxazoline reac-
tion mixture, reacting the oxazoline with paraformaldehyde,
heating the resultant intermediate derivatives in the presence
of an azeotrope to obtain the methylene oxazoline derivatives
and hydrolyzing for about I6.S hours the methylene oxazoline
in the presence of a 3-4N mixture of HCI, glacial acetic and
water.

4,477,382

PREPARATION OF CARBOXYUC AOD ANHYDRIDES
Anil B. Goel, Worthington, and Harrey J. Richards, Columbus,

both of Ohio, assignon to Ashland OU, Inc., AsMand, Ky.
Filed Dec. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 451,826

Int a? C07C 51/56
U.S. a. 260-398 14 Claims

1. The process for converting a carboxylic acid having the

formula RCOOH wherein R is a hydrocarbon group having
from 1 to 20 carbon atoms into its anhydride consisting essen-

tially of contacting the carboxylic acid with a catalyst com-
posed of the salt of at least one metal selected from the group
consisting of palladium, cobalt, manganese, chromium, nickel,

copper, rhodium, iron, and thorium at a temperature in the

range of from 120* to 300* C.

13. The process for converting octanoic acid into its anhy-
dride consisting essentially of contacting the acid with a cata-

lyst composed of Pd(OAc)2, Sb(OAc)3 and Cr(OAc)3.H20 at

a temperature in the range of from 120* to 300* C.
14. The process for converting lauric acid into its anhydride

consisting essentially of contacting the acid with a catalyst

composed of Rh2Q3 at a temperature in the range of from 120*

to 300* C.

4,477,385

MANUFACTURE OF HIGHER ARYL ESTERS
Anil B. Goel, Worthington, and Michael E. Pettifbrd, Colombns,

both of Ohio, assignors to Ashland Oil, InCn Ashland, Ky.
FUed Feb. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 463,164

Int a.J C07C 67/04. 67/38
U.S. a. 260-410.9 R 13 dainis

1. An oxidation process for the manufacture of higher aryl

esters comprising contacting the reaction mixture of a higher
aromatic hydrocarbon selected from the group consisting of
naphthalene, anthracene, biphenyl, phenanthrene, fluorene,

and terphenyls, an organic solvent, a carboxylic acid and mo-
lecular oxygen in the liquid phase at a temperature in the range
of from 100' to 300* C. with a catalyst composed of a palla-

dium carboxylate, an antimony carboxylate and a carboxylate
of at least one member selected from the group consisting of
alkali metals and alkaline earth metals.

4,477,386

METHOD FOR PRODUCING OIL FROM RICE
EMBRYO-BUDS

KeiUiro F^ta, 279 Fukulcho, Ono4hi, Hyogo, Japan
FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,267

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 31, 1961, 56-13256

Int CI.3 C09F 5/02: CllB 1/00
U.S. a. 260—412J 4 dainis

1. A method for producing oil from rice embryo-buds com-
prising the ordered steps of:

separating the rice embryo-buds from rice bran; and
pressing the rice embryo-buds in a press at high pressure

while cooling the press whereby said oil is exracted from
the rice embryo-buds at a low temperature.

4,477,383

DI- AND TRIPENTAERYTHRITOL ESTERS OF
ISOSTEARIC ACID

Bract J. Bcinesch, Crescent Springs, Ky.; Nicholas E. Schnur,
aadnnati, and Clarence J. Hnghes, Jr., Camp Dennlson, both
of Ohio, assignors to National DistUlers and Chemical Corpo-
rathn, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 375,058

Int a.3 C09F 5/08
U.S. a. 260-410.6 5 Claims

1. A polyol ether ester having a hydroxyl value less than 10,

flashpoint greater than 500* F. and pour point less than 20* F.

comprising the reaction product of a molar excess of isostearic

acid, obtained as a by-product from the manufacture of poly-
mer fktty acids from naturally occuring unsaturated Cis fatty

ackls, and a polyol ether of pentaerythritol having from 6 to 8

hydroxyl groups and containing at least 8S percent by weight
dipentaerythritol, tripentaerythritol and higher oligomers and
less than 13% by weight monopentaerythritol.

4,477,387

PLATINUMOD COMPLEXES
Yoahinori Kidani, and Masahlde Nojl, both of Nagoya, Japan,

assignors to Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
per No. PCr/JP81/00154, § 371 Date Mar. 2, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Mar. 2, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00145, PCT Pnb.
Date Jan. 21, 1982

PCT Filed Mar. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 355,742

Claims priority, appUcatton Jqian, JnL 5, 1980, 55-92066

Int CI.J C07F 15/00

U.S. CL 260—429 R 9 Gains
1. A platinum(II) complex represented by the general for-

mula:

B.

.ptai);

B *Aa

wherein —B—B— is
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^^^^^(CH2)n-NH2 Rj-CH-NH:

<" (CH2)/

'(CH2)m-NH2 R|—CH—NH2

trialkylsilyl wherein the allcyls have from 1-4 carbon atoms;
and R|6 is lower alkyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

(in which Ri and R2 are the same or different and each is

hydrogen, an alkyl group or an aryl group, and n, m and I are
or is an integer of from 1 to 3), at least one of A| and A2 is

and the other is

coo-
I

HCOH
I

HOCH
I

HCOH
I

HCOH
I

CH2OH

coo-
I

HCOH
I

HOCH
I

HCOH
I

HCOH
I

CH2OH,

C1-, Br-, I-, F-, XCH2COO- (in which X is a halogen
atom), NO3-, SO4- -, H2PO4- or H2O or, when taken to-

gether, Ai and A2 may form a ring together with PtQI), in the

latter case —Ai—A2— being

coo-
I

HCOH
I

HOCH
I

HCOH
I

HCOH
I

CH2OH.

4,477,388

VINYLSTANNYL DERIVATIVES
MIddleton B. Floyd, Jr., Saffern; Charles V. Gnidzinskas,

Upper Nyack, both of N.Y., and Sow-Mel L. Chen, Park
Ridge, NJ., assignon to American Cyanamid Company,
Stamford, Conn.

Continnation-in-ptt1 of Ser. No. 923,296, Jul 10, 1978, which
Is a contlnnation-in-part of Ser. No. 853,941, Not. 22, 1977, Pat
No. 4,233,231. This appUcation Oct 7, 1983, Ser. No. 540,098

Int a.3 C07F 7/22
U.S.a 260—429.7 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

Rl4
I H O—Ri5

Rl4-Sn^
I I

I C«C—CH2—C—CH2—CH2—R|6
H CHa

4,477,389

POLYHALOGENATED PHETWL ISOCYANATE
SYNTHESIS WITH EXCESS PHOSGENE AND EITHER

TRIETHYLAMINE OR TETRAMETHYLUREA
George C. Chen, and Roger M. Rowell, both of Madison, Wis^

assignors to The United States of America as represented by
the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 436,542

Int. a.J 0D7C 118/02
MS. a. 260-453 PH g Qaims

1. A method for preparing a tri-, tetra-, or pentahalogenated
aromatic isocyanate comprising reacting a corresponding
polyhalogenated phenylamine with an excess of phosgene in

the presence of at least about 0.013 mol of tetra Oower alkyl)

urea or about 2 mol of tri Oower alkyl) amine per mol of poly-

halogenated phenylamine.

4,477,390

AMINOMETHYLENEPHOSPHONIC AOD SOLUTIONS
Michel A. O. Ledent Namnr, and Bronislav H. May, OverUse,

both of Belgium, assignors to Monsanto Company, St Louis,

Mo.
FUed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 294,872

Int a.J C07F 9/38
MS. a. 260—502.5 E 16 Claims

1. An aqueous solution comprising an aminomethylenephos-
phonic acid selected from diethylenetriamiiiepenta(methylene-

phosphonic acid), diethylenetriaminetetra(methylenephos-

phonic acid), diethylenetriaminetri(methylenephosphonic

acid) and mixtures thereof and a non-oxidizing mineral acid,

characterized in that said mineral acid is present in an amount
sufficient to inhibit crystallization of said aminomethylene-
phosphonic acid from the sdution, said sufficient amount
comprising an amount of hydrochloric acid which is at least

about 12% by weight of the solution.

4,477,391

AMINO ACID ISOMERS, THEIR PRODUCnON AND
THEIR MEDICINAL USE

James F. CoUins, Flat 7, Langwood, 87 Langley Rd., Watford,

Hertfordshire, England

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 356,036

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Aug. 14, 1981,

8124899

Int a^ C07F 9/38
MS. a. 260—502.5 G 12 Claims

1. A process for the production of a compound of formula (I)

X—R—CH—COOB
I

NHA

(I)

X stands for a phosphonic acid radical,

R stands for an aUcylene, alkenylene, or alkynylene radical

with 3 or more carbon atoms, or a C3 to C7 cycloalkyi

radical, and

A and B independently of each other stand for a hydrogen

atom or an ester group,

or a salt thereof comprising reacting (a) a dibromo compound
of the formula

Br-R-Br (11)

wherein R14 b lower aUcyl having 1-6 carbon atoms; Ris is with a compound of the formula
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o

(R'OhPQM®

(III)

R' stands for an alkyl group,

M® stands for an alkali metal cation,

and heating the resulting compound of the general formula

O
II

(ROhP—R-Br

(IV)

with diethyl acetamidomalonate, and subjecting the resulting

condensation product of the formula

O
N /

(RO)aP—R—

c

(COOC2Hs)3 (V)

NHC-CH3

&

to decarboxylation to give a compound of the formula

O COOH
II I

(HO)2P—R—CH.

NHj

da)

4^77392
VARIABLE VENTURI-TYPE CARBURETOR

NoriUko Nakamura; Takaaki Itoh; Takashi Katou, all of Mis-
Uau; Yoio Ota, Oiirya, and Tothihani Morino, Kuwana, ail

of Japan, aaaignors to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha and
Aiaan Indutry Co., Ltd., both of, Japan

Filed Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,796

Claim priority, application Japan, Dec. 21, 1981, 56-205203

lat a.) F02M 9/06

VJS, CL 261—39 A 6 Claims

9 10 16 r9 3 * 2*/

4 ao

ss
56-
57'

«*«*40«6«3«6:

-51

^58

1. A variable venturi-type carburetor comprising:

an intake passage formed in said carburetor and having an
inner wall;

a casing having therein an interior chamber which extends

perpendicular to said intake passage;

a suction piston movably inserted into said casing and having
a tip face which projects into said intake passage and
defines a venturi portion, said suction piston dividing the

interior chamber of said casing into an atmospheric pres-

sure chamber and a vacuum chamber and having a suction

hole interconnecting said vacuum chamber to said venturi

portion for moving said suction piston in response to a
change in the amount of air flowing within said intake

passage;

a throttle valve arranged in said intake passage located

downstream of said suction piston;

a fuel nozzle arranged on the inner wall of said intake pas-

sage opposite the top face of said suction piston;

a needle mounted on the tip face of said suction piston and
extending through said nozzle, said suction hole being

formed on the tip face of said suction piston at a position

located upstream of said needle;

an air passage interconnecting said vacuum chamber to the

atmosphere;

flrst means arranged in said air passage for controlling the

fluid connection between said vacuum chamber and the

atmosphere in response to a change in the engine tempera-

ture, said first means varying the flow area in said air

passage in response to variations of engine temperature
below a predetermined value and preventing fluid com-
munication between said vacuum chamber and the atmo-
sphere when the engine temperature is above said prede-
termined value; and

second means arranged in said air passage between said

vacuum chamber and said first means for varying the flow
area of said air passage in response to variations in vacuum
generated in said intake passage downstream of said throt-

tle valve, said first means preventing fluid-flow through
said air passage when engine temperature is above said

predetermined value regardless of the vacuum communi-
cated to said second means.

4,477,393

APPARATUS FOR DISSOLUTION OF GASES IN LIQUID
Peter Kos, Ridgefleld, Conn., assignor to Dorr«Oli?er Incorpo-

rated, Stamford, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 938,130, Aug. 30, 1978, abandoned. This

application Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,847

Int. a.} BOIF 3/04
U.S. a. 261—76 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for dissolving gas in a liquid comprising, an
inlet for introducing a liquid stream into said apparatus, means
for injecting a gas into said liquid stream to produce a mixed
gas-liquid stream, a contact chamber arrang«l to receive said

mixed gas-liquid stream for vertically downward flow there-

through, and a connecting veriical downcomer disposed inter-

mediate said inlet and said contact chamber so that, when filled

with the inflowing liquid, the hydrostatic head thereof devel-

ops at least part of the pressure required in said contact cham-
ber, a flow distributor at the upper end of said contact chamber
to assure that a uniform velocity of flow is achieved as mea-
sured along a cross-section of said liquid stream in said cham-
ber, said flow distributor comprising a perforated plate having

a plurality of stub tubes fixed in the plate perforations and
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extending from said plate in a downstream direction, said

contact chamber being of essentially uniform cross-section so
that a substantially constant velocity of said mixed gas-liquid

stream may be maintained therein, gas bubble collecting means
located adjacent the lower end of said conuct chamber to

collect undissolved gas present in said mixed gas-liquid stream

after it traverses said contact chamber, gas recycle means
connecting said gas bubble collecting means to an upstream

location in said liquid stream so that said gas is reinjected into

said liquid stream, said perforated plate and the stub tubes

thereof comprising a gas trap at said ufKtream location into

which said gas recycle means discharges gas collected by said

gas bubble collecting means, and an outlet to permit the treated

liquid stream to exit said apparatus, said contact chamber being

installed in a pit below ground level to utilize the hydrostatic

pressure developed thereby in achieving said elevated pressure

and said pit being water-tight so that the wall of said pit can
serve as a conduit conducting liquid flow to or from said

contact chamber.

4,47734
FLUID CONTACT PANEL

Charles M. Armstrong, Rte. 3, Box 70, Timpson, Tex. 75975,

and Eddie D. Dnke, P.O. Box 296, Tenaha, Tex. 75974

ContiBiiatioihio-pairt of Ser. No. 357,969, Mar. 15, 1982,

abandoned. This application Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,367

Int a^ BOIF 3/04

\}&, a. 261—112 11 Oalni

said conduit for equating an inlet temperature of the liquid

with an inlet temperature of the gas in said inlet conduit

before the liquid and gas reach said chamber;

a first temperature sensor in said inlet downstream of said

heat exchanger for sensing the inlet temperature;

an outlet conduit connected to said housing for a flow of

vaporized liquid plus gas mixture from said housing;

a second temperature sensor in said outlet conduit for sens-

ing an outlet temperature of the mixture;

liquid supply means connected to said feed line for supplying

liquid at a selected liquid flow rate;

gas supply means connected to said inlet conduit for supply-

ing gas at a selected gas flow rate;

1. Fluid contact panels comprising an array of hollow, gen-

erally tubular-shaped substantially uniformly tapered members
of selected length; a plurality of tapered fins spacing said tubu-

lar-shaped members; top connecting means and bottom con-

necting means provided in spaced relationship in selected ones

of said tapered fins and fastener means cooperating with said

top connecting means and said bottom connecting means for

joining selected ones of said panels to each other in stacked

relationship; and end connecting means provided at each end

of each of said panels for joining selected ones of said panels to

each other in end-to-end relationship.

4,477,395

APPARATUS FOR ADMIXING UQUID ANESTHETICS
AND RESPIRATORY GAS

Scato Albania, Gross Schenkenberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Driigerwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 368,388

Chdns priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gerauuiy, Apr. 29,

1981, 3116951

lot a^ BOIF 3/04: A61M 16/(30

U.S. CL 261—131 10 Claims

1. An apparattis for admixing a vaporizable liquid with a gas

comprising:

an insulated housing defining a mixing chamber,

an inlet conduit connected to the housing for a flow ofgas to

said chamber,

a liquid feed line in the inlet conduit for supplying liquid to

said chamber, said feed line including a heat exchanger in

liquid flow setting means connected to said liquid supply

means for controlling said selected liquid flow rate to meet

a nominal value for the liquid flow;

gas flow setting means connected to said gas supply means

for controlling said selected gas flow rate to meet a nomi-

nal value for the gas flow; and

temperature difference circuit means connected to said first

and second temperature sensors and connected to said

liquid flow setting means for measuring a difference be-

tween said inlet and outlet temperatures, which difference

is proportional to a ratio between the concentration of

evaporated liquid and respiratory gas in the mixture to

obtain an actual liquid flow rate for comparison with the

nomina^value for the liquid flow.

4,477,396

COUNTERCURRENT FLOW ABSORBER AND
DESORBER

Willian H. WUUnson, Colnmbos, Ohio, assignor to BatteUc

Deretopmait Corp., Colnmbos, Ohio

Continoatioo of Sw. No. 177,695, Aog. 13, 1980, abaodoncd.

This application Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 328,890

lot CL^ BOIF 3/04

U.S. a. 261—140 R 11 Claims

1. Mass transfer and heat exchange apparatus operable inter-

changeably as an absorber and desorber comprising generally

vertically oriented conduit means for transporting a first fluid,

means defining a chamber enclosing a portion of said conduit

means, said chamber means including means defining a vapor

inlet, first valve means for opening and closing said vapor inlet

means defining a vapor outlet second valve means for opening

and closing said vapor outlet and a vapor present in said cham-

ber means, said first and second valve means being controlled

such that when said first valve means is open when said appara-

tus is operated as an absorber, said second valve means is

closed, and when said second valve means is open when said

apparatus is operated as a desorber, said first valve means is

closed, means for supplying a second fluid to an external sur-

face of said conduit means, said second fluid flowing in a

direction opposite the direction of flow of said first fluid and

being in heat exchange communication with said first fluid

through the wall of said conduit means, and means arranged

along the length of said conduit means for collecting portions
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of said second fluid to provide local accumulations of said

second fluid and a plurality of surfaces for mass transfer to

(d) comparing the time for each revolution with the timer of
predetermined duration, and

occur between said second fluid and said vapor in said cham-
ber means.

METHOD FOR RECYCLING GREENWARE IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF HYDROUS CALCIUM SIUCATE

INSULATION PRODUCTS
Jerry L. Hetaer, Hebron, Ohio, airignor to Owen»Coming

Flberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Filed Sep. 21, 1978, Ser. No. 944^40

lot a^ O04B im
U.S.a 264-37 8 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing low density hydrated cal-

cium silicate heat insulating bodies comprising the steps of:

a. preparing a moldable slurry comprising a water dispersion

of reactive calcareous and siliceous materials;

b. partially gelling the dispersion by heating at a temperature
of approximately 180*-210* F.;

c. molding said partially gelled dispersion and expressing

water therefrom thereby forming rigid greenware articles;

d. removing selected greenware articles for recycling to the

process;

e. curing the remaining greenware articles by heating and
pressurizing; and

f. pulverizing the selected greenware articles from step d and
adding said pulverized greenware to the composition of
step a in a subsequent cycle of the process.

4^7738
YARN MONTTORING PROCESS

I W. Henry, aod Stanley R. Scroggiii, both of Kingqwrt,
Tenn^ anignon to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N.Y.

FDed JnL 6, 1982, Ser. No. 39S,156

Int a^ B29C 17/02
U.S.a 264-^40.1 7 Claims

6. Method ofmoving a roll out ofcontact with a fiber bundle
in response to its developing a slower speed than normal while
being driven by fhctional engagement with said fiber bundle
which comprises

(a) generating an electrical signal at a magnetic reluctance

pick-up as said roll moves past a reference point during
each revolution,

(b) using said electrical signal to set a timer for a predeter-
mined duration,

(c) timing each revolution of the roll by measuring time
lapse between signals.

(e) actuating a mechanism to withdraw said roll from
contact with the work piece if a revolution is longer in

time than the predetermined duration.

4,477499
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING A

FOAM INSULATED WATER HEATER
Robert W. TUton, Oakirille, Canada, assignor to GSW loc,

Toronto, Canada

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,032

Int a.3 B29D 27/04; B28B 7/32
U.S. a. 264-^45J 26 daims

a a

1. A method of manufacturing a water heater having an
internal tank, an intermediate layer of expanded foam and an
outer shell spaced from said intonal tank by said intermediate

layer, comprising

positioning the outer shell about said internal tank to at least

partially form a cavity for said insulative material,

closing said partially formed cavity adjacent one end thereof

by inflating an inflatable device between said shell and
tank to define a boundary for said insulative material,

placing an expandable foam material into said cavity defbied

by said internal tank, said inflatable device and said outer

shell,

waiting for said form material to expand and form said inter-

mediate layer,

deflating said inflatable device and inspecting the area ofsaid

tank and outer shell adjacent the boundary previously formed
by said inflatable device to assure said intermediate layer has

been retained by said inflatable device during the expansion of
said expandable foam material.
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4,477,400

ROTATIONAL MOLDING METHOD USING
POLYOLEHN POWDER COMPOSTHONS

Erik R. Peerlkamp, Bom, Netherlands, assignor to Stamicarbon
B.V., Geleen, Netherlands

Division of Ser. No. 298,253, Aug. 31, 1981, Pat No. 4,440^99.
This application Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577,335

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 30, 1980.
8004958

Int Q\? B29D 27/04
UAa 264-45.7 10 Claims

1. In a rotational molding process for preparing foamed
plastic objects coated with an outer adhering polyolefin layer,

said layer defining an enclosed volume filled with foamed
plastic, including first preparing said polyolefin layer in a
rotational mold, and therei^er introducing a foamable plastic

into the enclosed volume defined by said polyolefin layer and
foaming said plastic therein; the improvement consisting essen-
tially of preparing said polyolefin layer by rotationally mold-
ing:

a polyolefin composition comprising an intimate admixture
ofabout 20% to about 99.5% by weight of a first stabilized

polyolefin powder containing at least 0.01 weight % of a
Stabilizing agent and about 0.5% to about 80% by weight
of a second at most slightly subilized polyolefin powder
having a crystalline melting point which is at least 1* C.
higher than that of said first stabilized polyolefin, and
employing process conditions wherein said second poly-

olefin powder is oxidized, wherein the surface of said

polyolefin layer contacting the wall of said mold consists

substantially of stabilized polyolefin whereas the interior

surface of said polyolefin layer consists substantially of
oxidized polyolefin.

4,477,401

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A DIELECTRIC
Hans J. Hagemann; Siegflried Hiioten; Rolf Wernicke, aU of
Aachen, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Cornelius J. Uomp, and
Willem Noorlaoder, both of Eiodhoyen, Netherlands, assign*

ors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,155

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25,
1981, 3138177

Int a.3 G04B 35/46
U.S. a. 264—61 10 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing ceramic capacitors compris-
ing the steps of:

providing an unsintered capacitor body comprising a ferro-

electric material having a perovskite structure and having
the general formula ABO3;

providing an electrode paste on the capacitor body to form
a composite body, said paste comprising a base or oxide of
a base metal selected from the group consisting of Ni, Cr
or alloys thereof;

sintering the composite body in a reducing atmosphere at a
temperature in the range of from 1320* to 1450* C. to form
a sintered body having a metal electrode thereon;

cooling the sintered body; and then

aftertreating the sintered body by heating it at a temperature
of from 500* to 900* C. for a period of time of from 0.5 to

4 hours in a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere having a partial

oxygen pressure of from 10-^ bar to 0.2 bar, wherein the

temperature, duration, and partial oxygen pressure are

chosen such that there is substantially no oxidation of the

metal electrode.

4,477,402

METHOD OF MAKING SIUCON NTTRIDE
COMPRISING OBJECTS

Andre Ezis, Grosse He, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor Com-
pany, Dearborn, Mich.

PCT No. PCTAJS83/01112, § 371 Date Jul. 19, 1983. § 102(e)
Date Jul. 19, 1983

PCT Filed Jol. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 528,228
lot 0.3 B28B 7/16

U.S.a 264-65 8 Qaims
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1. A method of making heat fused silicon nitride comprising
objects, by the steps of:

(a) containerizing a series of measured powder shots in a

common assembly to be used for both nitriding and heat

fusion steps, the containerization being carried out by:

(i) lining the internal wall of a graphitic sleeve, treated for

inertness, with a refractory metal foil essentially imper-
vious to the migration of carbon ions and having a

thickness of 0.02 inches or less,

(ii) inserting a series of measured shots of a powder mix-
ture of ulicon and oxygen carrying agents into said

lined sleeve, preselected groups of said powder shots

being separated by an inert spacer,

(b) heating said assembly with the shots of powder mixture
therein in a nitriding atmosphere at a temperature below
the melting point of silicon to convert each of said powder
mixture shots to a nitrided silicon body consisting essen-

tially of silicon nitride, 5-17% by weight oxynitrides, and
less than 0.5% by weight unreacted oxygen carrying

agents, said nitrided silicon bodies having less than re-

quired density and a dimension greater than required; and
(c) heating said assembly with the nitrided silicon bodies

therein, with pressure normally associated with hot press-

ing, to a temperature above the melting point of silicon to

heat fuse said silicon nitride and oxynitrides together,

forming a predominantly silicon nitride body of required

dimension and density.

4,477,403

METHOD OF MAKING AN ELECTROCHEMICAL
SENSOR

Harold W. Put, Hnntington Beach, Calif., assignor to Teiedyne

Indnstries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Difision of Ser. No. 498,300, May 26, 1983,. This application

Dec 27, 1983, Ser. No. 565,538

Int a.3 O04B 35/14: GOIN 27/40
U.S. a. 264—104 6 Clains

1. A method of making an electrochemical sensor, compris-

ing the steps of:

providing a housing having a cavity;

providing first and second porous substrates,

locating the first porous substrate in the cavity;

)
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providing flrst and second porous electrodes, each having

electrode connection means;

locating the first porous electrode adjacent the first porous

substrate in the cavity;

providing a powdered liquid formed of a solution of liquid

electrolyte blended with fumed silica in an amount of

silica not less than 25% by weight of the blend;

distributing the powdered liquid over the first porous elec-

trode in the cavity;

compacting the powdered liquid against the first porous

electrode by applying pressure to the powdered liquid;

locating the second porous electrode adjacent the com-
pacted powdered liquid in the cavity;

locating the second porous substrate adjacent the second

porous electrode; and

applying pressure to the second porous substrate to further

compact the powdered liquid between the first and second

porous electrodes.

M77,404
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING GROOVED CHOKE

PLATES FOR ADJUSTABLE CHOKES
Kurt Stoil, LauhaMc 72, D-7300 EHliiigeB, Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

muy, and Haas-Hdarich GUfttli, Seestr. 252, CH-8700 Kiis-

nckt ZH, SwitKriand

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,978

ClaiBH priority, appUcadoa Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, May 14,

1981, 3119090

lat CL^ B29C 1/02

U.S. CL 264—220 3 Claiais

^^""

1. A process for manufacturing a choke plate for an adjust-

able choke mechanism adapted to control the rate of flow of a

fluid, said choke plate having a surface with a groove therein

and said groove having a cross-sectional area which varies

along the length thereof so that various predetermined fluid

flow rates occur at respective locations therealong, comprising

the steps of: machining a groove in a surface of a pattern

workpieoe, said groove having various cross-sectional dimen-

sioiis at respective locations therealong which are smaller than

the dimensions required to achieve said predetermined flow

rates at such locations; thereafter placing said surface of said

pattern workpiece against a surface of a test device having

means for causing fluid to flow through selected portions of

said groove in said pattern workpiece, and then measuring the

fluid flow rates through various portions of said groove; there-

after performing f^u^ier machining of said groove in said

pattern workpiece to increase the cross-sectional dimensions of

said groove along the length thereof; repeating said steps of

placing said pattern workpiece in a test device, measuring fluid

flow rates at various locations in said groove thereof, and

further machining said groove until said measured fluid flow

rates through said groove are in conformity with said predeter-

mined fluid flow rates; thereafter preparing a negative pattern

of said pattern workpiece by electroplating; and thereafter

placing said negative pattern in an injection molding apparatus

so that said negative pattern defines a portion of a mold cavity

thereof, injecting a quantity of a thermoplastic material into

said mold cavity, cooling said quantity of said thermoplastic

material in said mold cavity to form said choke plate, and

removing said thermoplastic material from said mold cavity;

wherein said steps of machining said groove in said pattern

workpiece are carried out by moving a machining tool having

a cutting outline representative of the cross-sectional shape of

said groove about an axis which is arranged at a small angle

with respect to a line normal to said surface of said pattern

workpiece; and including just prior to said step of preparing

said negative pattern a final machining step which includes the

step of increasing said small angle slighdy so as to increase the

cross-sectional area ofsaid groove in said pattern workpiece by

an amount equivalent to the degree of shrinkage of said ther-

moplastic material in said mold cavity during said cooling step. ^

4,477,405

METHOD OF IN-MOLD COATING
Joseph M. Makhlouf, Mars; Gregory J. McCoUnm, Glenshaw,

and Paul R. Kerr, Allison Parit, all of Pa., anignors to PPG
Industries, Inc., Pittsbnrgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 336,226, Dec 31, 1981, Pat No. 4,425,468.

This appUcation Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,397

lat a.3 B29D 9/00: B29C 6/00

MS. a. 264-250 10 Claims

1. A method of providing a molded article with a coating to

eliminate surface defects, which comprises:

(a) placing on the outer surface of said article in a mold a

charge of a curable thermosetting coating composition,

said charge being sufficient to provide on said surface a

coating having a thickness of less than about 20 mils;

(b) applying sufficient pressure to said charge to cause the

coating composition to substantially and uniformly cover

and penetrate said surface, the coating composition, com-

prising a dispersion of the following ingredients in an

ethylenically unsaturated monomer:

(i) a polymerizable ethylenically unsaturated urea-ure-

thane polymer prepared by a process, which comprises:

A. reacting a polyisocyanate, at least a portion of which

is a diisocyanate, with a polyfunctional amine con-

taining primary and/or secondary amino groups in

the presence ofa polyol. at least a portion ofwhich is

a polymeric polyol, free ofethylenic unsaturation and

a diluent wlUch is an ethylenically unsaturated com-

pound free of active hydrogens, tiie equivalent ratio

of isocyanate to active hydrogen in said polyol and

said polyfunctional amine being within the range of

1.1 to 2.0/1 and the equivalent ratio of polyol to

polyfunctional amine being within the range of 0.7S

to 20/1, under conditions sufficient to form an NCO
group-containing polyurea-polyurethane dispersed in

an ethylenically unsaturated compound; followed by

B. reacting the NCO group<ontaining polyurea-pol-

yurethane dispersion with an active hydrogen con-

taining polymerizable ethylenically unsaturated com-

pound under conditions sufficient to react the NCO-
functionality with the active hydrogens thereby

forming the polymerizable ethylenically unsaturated

urea-urethane polymer dispersion;

(ii) a catalyst and

(iii) a mold release agent;

(c) curing said coating composition in said mold under heat
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and pressure to bond said coating composition to said

surface; and

(d) removing said coated article from said mold, providing

said article with a substantially smooth defect-free cross-

linked polyurea-polyurethane based coating bonded to

said surface of said ariicle.

4,477,406

METHOD FOR MOLDING ELONGATED WORKPIECES
Patrick M. Lnchsinger, Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to Deere Jk

Company, Moliae, III.

Difision of Ser. No. 304,510, Sep. 22, 1981, Pat No. 4,431,393.

This appUcation Oet 24, 1983, Ser. No. 544,948

Int a.3 B29C 1/00

U.S. a. 2&l^n$ 5 Claims

MACHINE DIRECnON ORIENTATION OF NYLON
nLM

Brian L. Hetherington, In?erary; Peter H. Gray, and Alistair N.

MoUison, both of Kingrton, all of Canada, assignors to E. I.

Dn Pont de Nemoars and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,823

Oainis priority, appUcation Canada, Feb. 23, 1982, 396859

Int a.3 B29D 7/24; B29G 7/00

VS. a. 264-288.4 5 ClaioH

1. A process wherein essentially unoriented nylon film is

oriented between first and second counter-rotating orientation

rolls, the ratio of the peripheral speed of the second of such

rolls to that of the first of such rolls being between about 1.1

and about S.S, each orientation roll having a nip roU associated

therewith, said nip rolls applying substantially uniform force

across the width of such nip rolls onto the associated orienta-

tion roll, the force applied by each of the nip rolls being in the

range of IS to 4S newtons per centimeter width of nip roll, the

distance between the orientation rolls being in the range of 100

to 20S0 lun, the temperature of the first orientation roll being

held at between 70* and 180* C. and the temperature of the

second orientation roll being held at between tlw temperature

of the first orientation roll and 20* C. below the melting tem-

perature of the nylon film, said nylon film being made from the

group consisting of (a) a homopolymer of hexamethylenedi-

amine adipate, and (b) a copolymer of hexamethylene diamine

adipate and a comonomer selected from the group consisting

of c-caprolactam, 9-aminononanoic acid, 11-aminoundecanoic

acid, I2-aminoduodecanoic acid, and hexamethylene diamine

duodecanedioicate, the content of said hexamethylenediamine

adipate in the copolymer being at least 10% by weight of the

comonomer and hexamethylene diamine adipate prior to poly-

merization, said homopolymer or copolymer having a relative

viscosity between about 40 and 100.

1. In a method of molding an elongated workpiece compris-

ing the steps of:

providing a mold with three generally vertically oriented

quadrants and with a fourth quadrant pivotably mounted
relative to said three vertical quadrants between a mold
open position and a generally vertically oriented mold
closed position,

engaging an end plate with each end of an elongated work-

piece;

locating said workpiece and end plates relative to said fourth

quadrant located in a mold open position, and

moving said fourth quadrant to said mold closed position.

4,477,408

BLOW MOLDING METHOD
Michael J. MichI, Rosedale, and Larry W. English, Terre

Haute, both of Ind., assignors to Hercules Incorporated,

Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 6,367,139, Apr. 9, 1982,

abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,290

Int a.3B29C 77/07

U.S. a. 264—532 2 Claims

1. A blow molding method for forming a chain of hollow,

shaped ariicle bodies of biaxially oriented, normally highly

crystalline thermoplastic material from a tube of said material

in substantially unoriented condition, but at its orientation

temperature, which comprises:

pulling said tube from a first point to a second point, and

pushing beyond said second point that portion of the chain

formed between said two points;

braking the travel of said tube past said first point during at

least part of the time it is being pulled, whereby the part of

said tube between said points becomes stretched;

closing the corresponding mold pieces of a plurality of sta-

tionary blow molds on said stretched part of said tube;

inflating the portions of the stretched part of the tube within

the mold cavities defined by said corresponding mold

pieces to form in each said mold cavity one of said bodies,

and to biaxially orient the material thereof; and

sequentially opening said mold pieces, following said inflat-

ing, to minimize snap-back of said chain.

4,477,409

REINFORCED CONCRETE PRESSURE VESSELS FOR
NUCLEAR REACTOR INSTALLATIONS

Joaef ScbSening, Hanbmecken; Hans-Gcorg Schwicrs, and Paul

Mitterbacber, both of Ketach, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay,

asaignon to Hochtenperator-Reaktorban GmbH, Cologne,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,767

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 14,

1980,3009826
Int a.} G21C 13/04

VS. CL 376-296 16 OaiiH

1. A pressure vessel for a nuclear reactor installation com-

prising a reinforced concrete vessel, at least one open area

located in the wall of said concrete vessel, lining means imme-

diately adjacent the surfaces of said open area for protection of

said surfaces and anchored in the wall of said concrete vessel,

said lining means being directly contacted by the cooling

medium of the nuclear reactor and a space between the con-

crete of said concrete vessel and said lining means which is
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void ofconcrete in at least one particular area, said space being
of a dimension to permit movement of said lining means inde-

said cooling liquid, one of which emerges in the lower part of
said core (7) and the other in said second zone (15), said two
annular spaces furthermore being in communication, in their

upper part, with a zone (24) located in the upper part of said

vessel and filled with inert blanketing gas, in which cooling
device the annular space (19) delimited by said main vessel (3)
and said external shell (16), or external space, is in communica-
tion with said second zone (IS) containing cooled liquid, and
the internal space (20) delimited between the two shells (16, 17)
is in communication, via at least one tube (31, 35), with the
lower part of said core (7), into which said cold liquid is in-

jected, part ofwhich is thus caused to circulate from bottom to
top in the second space (20) before flowing into the external

space (19), at the level of the upper zone (24) of said vessel

occupied by said blanket of gas, and moving down again, by
gravity, to the lower part of said core, remaining in contact
with the internal surface of said main vessel (3) and thus cool-
ing the latter.

pendent of the concrete and to permit directed distribution of
stresses in said lining means.

4,477,410

DEVICE FOR COOLING THE MAIN VESSEL OF A FAST
FISSION NUCLEAR REACTOR

Michel Dcbru, Many, France, assignor to No?atome, Le Plessis

Robinson, France

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,823

Clains priority, appUcation France, Apr. 30, 1981, 81 08638
Int a.3 G21C 15/00

U.S.a 376-404 3 Claims

^y////////??////////////

1. A device for cooUng the main vessel (3) of an integrated-

type fast fission nuclear reactor comprising a vessel with a
symmetry of revolution about a vertical aixs, referred to as the
main vessel, which contains a cooling liquid and inside which
are arranged the reactor core (7), a plurality of pumps for

circulating the cooling liquid, and a plurality of heat exchang-
ers using the cooling liquid as the primary fluid, a partition

(10), with a symmetry of revolution about the axis of the vessel,

arranged at a predetermined height in said vessel (3) and at the

periphery of said core (7), creating in said vessel two separate

zones, a first of said zones (14) containing said core (7) and the
sodium heated in contact therewith, which leaves said first

zone through an inlet for primary fluid in said heat exchangers,
in which the outlet for primary fluid is located in the second of
said zones (15), containing the liquid cooled by said heat ex-

changers, which is carried away by said pumps and injected

into the lower part of said core, and at least two shells compris-
ing outer and inner shells (16, 17) coaxial with said main vessel

(3) and arranged inside the latter over a predetermined height
above said partition (10), creating between them, and between
the shell (16) of larger diameter, or external shell, and said

vessel (3), at least two annular spaces (19, 20) for the passage of

4,477,411

NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS
Edward D. Hindle, St Annes, En^and, assignor to United King-
dom Atomic Energy Authority, London, En^and

FUed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,014
Oaims priority, appUcation United iOngdom, May 29, 1980,

8017597

Int a^ G21C 3/02
MS. CL 376—412 5 Claims

©000
O0O©
©O0O
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1. In an array of rods comprising zirconium alloy sheathed

nuclear fuel pellets, assembled to form an unirradiated fuel

element for a pressurized water reactor and including heUum
gas within each rod, the improvement wherein the helium gas

pressure within each rod differs in the same relative sense from
that of its closest neighboring rods, such that said closest neigh-

boring rods are all either at a higher heUum gas pressure or at

a lower heUum gas pressure than said each rod.

4,477,412

SURFACE-AREA STABILIZATION OF FUMED SIUCA
Maryla B. Gibbs, Baton Rooge, Ia, assignor to The Dow Omi-

ical Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Jan. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 111,746

Int a.} COIB WIS
U.S. a. 422—40 6 Claliiis

1. A method for reducing the surface-area decay of fluoride-

containing fumed sUica during storage, comprising the step of

providing an atmosphere of an inert gas in which the fumed
sUica is disposed, said inert gas having a water vapor content of

about 0.2 grams per kilogram of gas or less.
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4,477,413

UTIUTY CONSERVATION IN HYDROGEN RECYCLE
PROCESSES

Don B. Carson, Mt Prospect Oln assignor to UOP Inc., Des
purines, ni.

FUed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374^57
Int a.3 BOIJ «/0a- ClOG 47/36: GOIN 35/00

U.S.a 422-62 9Clafans

4^77,414
EVAPORATIVE CONTAINER

Takayoshi Mnramoto; SUngi NisUno; TosUynki SasaU, and
Takanori Sasaki, aU of HiroshUna, Japan, aasigaors to Foma-
UUa United, Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,237
CUrims priority, appUcation Japan, May 20, 1981, 56-74830;

May 20, 1981, 56-71915[Ul; May 20, 1981, 56-71916[U]
Int 0.3 A61L 9/02, 9/04

MS.a 422—125 22ClaiiBS
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1. A control system for modifying the flow of hydrogen in a

hydrocarbonaceous conversion apparatus, which apparatus

comprises:

(a) a charge stock stream inlet conduit in mterconnection
with a vaporous hydrocarbon-hydrogen recycle stream

conduit;

(b) a reaction zone for reacting hydrocarbonaceous materi-

als contained within said charge stock stream to a con-

verted hydrocarbon product stream;

(c) a reaction zone effluent conduit having a hydrogen par-

tial pressure sensor therein;

(d) a cooUng zone for cooling said effluent stream to provide
via condensing in liquid hydrocarbon product stream and
at least a portion of said vaporous hydrocarbon-hydrogen
recycle stream;

(e) a cooUng zone effluent conduit in communication with a
gas-liquid separation zone, said gas-Uquid separation zone
effective to exorcise said liquid hydrocarbon product
stream from said vaporous hydrocarbon-hydrogen recy-

cle stream; and

(0 a compressor means having variable output capabiUty in

communication with said separation zone and said recycle

stream conduit of step (a); said control system consisting

of:

(i) means for sensing the partial pressure of hydrogen at a
point downstream of said reaction zone of step (b) in

said reaction zone effluent conduit;

(u) comparison means for comparing said partial pressure

of hydrogen to a previously determined value and de-

veloping a signal correlating thereto;

(ui) transmission means for transmitting said signal of step

(U) to said variable output compressor, and
(iv) regulation means for controUing the quantity of var-

porous hydrocarbon and hydrogen recycled to said

reaction zone via said recycle stream conduit based on
the partial pressure sensed in said step (i).

1. An evaporative apparatus for evaporating a solution in

constant proportion of the solution ingredients comprising:
(a) a container for said solution having a body portion with

an upwardly-extending central neck portion;

(b) support means for supporting an impregnation member
comprising an impregnation member supporting plate

sealingly mountable on the neck portion of the container
to form a fvst enclosed space within the body of the

container;

(c) a closed cylindrical tubular member vertically extending
from said supporting plate and defining a second enclosed

space therewith;

(d) an impregnation member of a liquid-absorbing material

for impregnation with solution to be evaporated disposed
around said cylindrical tubular member,

(e) a capiUary feed tube vertically extending from the bot-

tom of the body portion of the container into the second
enclosed space through a central bore in said supporting

plate for delivering solution in the container to the second
enclosed space;

(0 actuating means for initiating flow of solution through
said feed tube into said second enclosed space by esublish-

ing a pressure differential between said enclosed spaces;

(g) vacuum-breaking passage means for communicating the

atmosphere with the first enclosed space after initiation of

solution flow to maintain solution in the container at

atmospheric pressure during evaporative operation of the

apparatus; and
(h) communication means for communicating solution from

said second enclosed space to said impregnation member
while maintaining the second enclosed space at a pressure

sufflciently reduced below atmospheric pressure to main-

tain flow of solution through the tube during evaporative

operation of the apparatus.

4,477,415

APPARATUS FOR STORING AND PRODUCING
HYDROGEN FROM A SOLID COMPOUND

Jean C. Fecaa, Merigaac, and Jean Morin, Aatony, both of

FhuMC, sssljinn to Commissariat a rEacrgie Atoariqnc,

Paris, Fkaaee

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,714

OaiaH priority, appUcatiOB Firaace, Jaa. 2, 1981, 81 10882

Int a^ COIB 3/50. 3/56

VS. CL 422—164 9 OaiaM
1. An apparatus for the storage and production of hydrogen

comprising:
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a sealed container having hydrogen inlet means and hydro-
gen outlet means;

a metallic support within said container having an outer face

and being of a generally tube-like shape, and having at

least one rib on its outer face;

a solid compound able to selectively fix hydrogen by hydro-
genation and release hydrogen upon heating thereof,

wherein said solid compound is a machineable mass of
compacted powder shaped and positioned to surround
said outer face of said metallic support and mechanically
engages said at least one rib and thereby is mounted on
said support in a fixed position relative thereto;

a filter in said container and surrounding said solid com-
pound;

said solid compound in said fixed position being disposed

intermediate said support and said filter; and
heating means inside said metallic support.

9. An apparatus for the storage and production of hydrogen
comprising:

a sealed container having hydrogen inlet means and hydro-
gen outlet means;

a metallic cylindrical support within said container having
an outer face, and having at least one rib on its outer face;

a solid compound of at least one rare earth and a metal of
group VIII of the periodic system, which is able to fix

hydrogen by hydrogenation and release hydrogen upon
heating thereof, said rib being helical and said solid com-
pound being in the form of a cylindrical mass which is

internally threaded and being positioned to surround said

metallic support to engage said rib on the outer face

thereof;

a filter in said container and surrounding said solid com-
pound; and

heating means inside said metallic support

4,477^16
SALT ROASrriNG OF VANADIUM ORE IN THE

PRESENCE OF CARBON
Joka B. Goddard,Gmd Iiland, N.Y^ aMigmM- to Uakw Carbide

Corporatkm, Dubory, Coon.

FDad Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 42«,641

iirt. a.) coiG i//oa 31/02
U.S. CL 423—47 15 Oatas

1. A process for extracting vanadium values from a vanadi-
um*bearing ore which comprises, in combination:

preparing a finely divided mixture of the vanadium-bearing
ore, a carbonaceous nuterial selected from the group
consisting of charcoal, coke, and nonvolatile carbona-
ceous residues derived from the combustion ofpetroleum,
and an alkali metal salt;

roastiag the mixture so prepared in an oxidizing atmosphere
at an elevated temperature sufficient to oxidize the vanadi-
um-bearing ore and produce water soluble vanadium

values, and for a period of time sufficient to bum off

substantially all of the carbon in the mixture;

water-leaching the roast residue to dissolve the soluble vana>
dium values; and

recovering the soluble vanadium values.

4,477,417

CATALYST FOR REDUCING THE IGNITION
TEMPERATURE OF DIESEL SOOT

Rainer Domcsle, Maiatal; Herbert V^er, Haaan; Edgv
Koberstein, Alzeaan, aad Haas*Dleter PleCka, FMgaicht, all

of Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, aarigaors to Degassa Aktie^eaeU-
achafl, Fraakftut, Fed. R^. of Gonaay

DiTiaioa of Scr. No. 434304, Oct 18, 1982,. lUs applicattoa

Oct 14, 1983, Ser. No. 542,313
Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GmBaay, Oct 21,

1981, 3141713

lat a^ BOID Wi6
U.S. a. 423—213J 4 Cbdns

> •CTMrn n.Tn

,iai-*eTNnnf«.rn

1. A process for the reduction of the ignition temperature of
diesel soot filtered out of the exhaust ofdiesel engines compris-
ing passing the exhaust stream through a filter element, the

filter element being a temperature-resistant inert support onto
which is deposited a catalytically effective amount of silver

vanadate or a mixture of a temperature resistant carrier mate-

rial and a catalytically effective amount of silver vanadate.

4,477,418

PROCESS FOR ADSORPTION
Joieph T. Mullhaapt, WOUaaiiTillc aad Orcn E. Bcrwaldt,

YoHBgstowa, both of N.Y., aaaigaors to Uaioa CarMde Cwpo*
ration, Danbory, Coaa.

Filed Aag. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 525,716

lat a.3 OOIB WOO
U.S. a. 423—219 5 Cfadav

1. In a process for the separation ofoxygen from a gas stream

by adsorption, the improvement comprising using, as the ad-

sorbent, a compound having the formula Mx[M'(CN)6ly
wherein M is an element having an atomic number of 21, 25

to 30, 39, 50, or 57 to 59;

M' is an element having an atomic number from 24 to 27; and
X and y are positive whole numbers such that the sum of the

valence ofM times x plus the valence of [M'(CN)6] times y is

equal to zero.

4,477,419

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF CO2 FROM FLUE
GASES

Roicoe L. Pearce, Lake Jackaoa; Rkhard A. WolcoCt, Aatfctoa,

aad Charles R. Paaley, Lake Jadnoa, aD ofTea., aarigaow to

Hw Dow Cheadcal Conpaay, MMlaad, Mkh.
Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 47M26

lat CL3 BOID 53/34
\S&. CL 423—228 42 Claima

1. In a process for the recovery of carbon dioxide from feed
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gases containing the same and oxygen which may also contain

sulfur compounds, by contacting the gas with a circulating

alkanolamine solution containing copper and treating said

solution rich in CO2 with heat to release the CO2 thereby

producing a lean solution and returning the so treated lean

solution to the contacting step, the improvement which com-

prises

4,477,421

PROCESS FOR THE STABILIZATION OF AQUEOUS
CYANAMIDE SOLUTIONS

Stefaa Weiss, Troatberg. Fed. Rep. of Genaany, asaigaor to

SKW Troatberg Aktiengesellachaft, Troatberg, Fed. Rep. of

Germaay
Filed May 10, 1983, Ser. No. 493,385

Gaiau priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Genaany, May 21,

1982, 3219054

lat a.3 COIC 3/li

U.S. a. 423—275 10 Claims

1. A process for increasing the storage stability ofan aqueous

solution containing 20 to 80% by weight cyanamide, compris-

ing mixing the aqueous cyanamide solution with O.OOS to 0.5%

by weight of divalent magnesium cations, based on the cyana-

mide solution, in the form of at least one inorganic and/or

organic magnesium salt

maintaining an amount of copper in said circulating solution

efTective to inhibit corrosion; and/or degradation of the

solvent

by contacting the circulating solution with at least one of the

following

(1) at least one mechanical filter;

(2) activated carbon bed;

(3) a strong base anion exchange resin; and/or

(4) any combination thereof.

4,477,420

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING, ESPECIALLY IN
MULTIPLE STAGES, ACID COMPONENTS SUCH AS
CO2, HCN AND SPECmCALLY H2S, FROM GASES,
ESPECIALLY FROM COKE OVEN GASES, BY MEANS

OF AMMONU RECIRCULATION SCRUBBING
Hartmat K. Baaer, Eaaea, aad Erast A. W. Otte, Miiheim, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aarigaon to Didier Eagiaeeriag

GaibH, Fed. Rep. of Gcranay
CoatiaaatioB-ia-part of Scr. No. 285^33, JaL 22, 1981,

abaadoBcd. lUa applicatioa JaL 21, 1982, Scr. No. 400,375

Clataa piority, appUcatfcn Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Aag. 12,

1980,3030435

lat a' BOID 53/34

U,S. CL 423-234 11 Clalaia

1. In a process for separating acid components from gases in

multiple stages by ammonia recirculation scrubbing wherein

the ammonia bound to the acid components during scrubbing

is released by a deacidification step to produce an ammonia

condensate, the improvement comprising the steps of:

stripping said anunonia condensate to produce substantially

pure Uquid ammonia, and

recirculating said liquid ammonia to at least one stage of the

scrubbing process.

4,477,422

REDUCING SLURRY VISCOSITY OF KAOLINmC
CLAYS

Michael W. Giaa, 1222 Cbeaaanh Dr., Dahlia, Ga. 31021

Coatianatioa>iB>part of Scr. No. 428,015, Sep. 30, 1982,

abaadoaed, which is a coatianatioB of Ser. No. 327,703, Dec 8,

1981, abaadoaed. This ap^ieatioa Dec. 20, 1982, Scr. No.

451A39
lat a? COIB 33/26. 33/02

U.S. a. 423—327 25 Clains

1. A process of reducing the viscosity ofa raw kaolinitic clay

slurry, said slurry being made from a clay that is contaminated

with degraded illite and has a low shear viscosity of at least

about 1000 centipoises, as determined by TAPPl Procedure

No. T 648 su-72 with the pH of the slurry at the point within

the range of about 6 to 8 at which the slurry exhibits the lowest

low shear viscosity, by

(a) admixing said slurry with a source of cationic potassium

in a ratio of about 1 to 10 pounds of the potassium source

(calculated as cationic potassium) per ton of the clay (dry

weight basis), said potassium source being a water-soluble

potassium compound;

(b) heating the mixture of clay, potassium source and water

to a temperature of about 100* to 300* C. either (i) by

drying the slurry at a temperature ofabout 100* to 300* C,
without calcining the clay, and then reslurrying the clay in

water, or (ii) heating the slurry to a temperature of about

100* to 300* C. without drying or calcining the clay; and

(c) recovering a kaolinitic clay slurry having a low shear

viscosity substantially lower than that of the raw clay

slurry, when measured at the same solids content.

4,477,423

ZEOLITE Y
Robot N. Saadcra, Batoa Roage, La., aaaigaor to Ethyl Corpo*

ratioa, Richaioad, Va.

CoBtiaaatloa>ia*part of Scr. No. 299^85, Sep. 8, 1981,

abaadoaed. This a^Ucatioa Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,478

lat a.3 OOIB 33/28

U.S. a. 423—328 5 ClalBH

1. A method of improving the crystallmity of zeolite Y,

comprising the steps of,

(a) making a water slurry of the zeolite Y to be treated;

(b) adding a sufficient quantity of acid to adjust the pH of the

zeolite Y-water slurry to about 7 to 8;

(c) refluxing the slurry for a sufficient period of time to

substantially increase the crystallinity of the zeolite Y;

(d) separating the solids from the slurry;

(e) drying the solids, and

(0 recovering a zeolite Y product of improved crystallinity.
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4^77^24
CONTINUOUS PREPARATION OF
HYDROXYLAMMONIUM SALTS

Otto*Alfred GnmUuky; Ebmr Fronmicr, both of Ludwigslui'

lea. Fed. Rep. of Gcmany; Gonther Rapp, late of Ludwigsha-

fn. Fed. Rep. of Germany (by Roth E. Rapp, legal representa-

tiTe), and Enrin Thomas, Freinshcim, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
anignon to BASF Aktiengeselbchaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,614

Gaimi priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 28,

1981, 3107702

Int a.} COIB 21/20

VS.a 423-387 1 Claim

1. In a process for the continuous preparation of hydrox-

ylammonium salts by the catalytic reduction of nitric oxide

with hydrogen in a dilute aqueous solution of a mineral acid in

the presence of a suspended noble metal catalyst at an elevated

temperature in from 4 to 8 reaction zones connected in series,

the improvement comprising: continuously monitoring the pH
in the last reaction zone and, in response thereto, adding suffi-

cient fresh aqueous acid to the first reaction zone to maintain

the pH in the last reaction zone between 0.9 and 1.8, whereby
the increased formation of by-products and an excessive con-

tent of mineral acid is avoided in the last reaction zone.

^a

mrmit

^

1. A process for the production of anhydrous hydrofluoric

acid from low-grade sources of fluorine comprising:

(a) reacting a low grade source of fluorine comprised of a

metallic fluoride with sulfuric acid in a reaction zone at a

temperature ranging from about 140* to 220° C. to pro-

duce hydrogen fluoride and hydrated metallic sulfate;

(b) recovering said hydrogen fluoride formed in step (a);

(c) reacting said recovered hydrogen fluoride with a metal-

lic salt of a metal in the form of an aqueous solution

thereof which metal forms slightly soluble or insoluble

fluorides at a temperature ranging from about ambient to

about 120* C. to produce a hydrated metallic fluoride and
a corresponding acid;

(d) recovering said hydrated metallic fluoride from step (c)

as a precipitate and heating said metallic fluoride to a

temperature sufficient to remove bound water;

(e) reacting said dehydrated metallic fluoride from step (d)

with sulfuric acid at a temperature ranging from about 70*

to about 120* C. to produce anhydrous hydrofluoric acid

and a metallic sulfate; and

(0 recovering said anhydrous hydrofluoric acid.

4,477,425

PRODUCnON OF ANHYDROUS HYDROGEN
FLUORIDE FROM LOW-GRADE METALLIC

FLUORIDES AND SULFURIC AOD
William W. Berry, Winter Ha?eB; Robert A. Ashworth, Tampa,
ad Ned B. Sp«ke, Winter Park, all of Fla., assignors to

Florida Progress Corporatioa, St Petersburg, Fla.

Filed Dec. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 561,788

Int Q\? COIB 7/19

MS, a. 423-485 13 Claims

^

4,477,426

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A SULFUR DIOXIDE
CONTAINING GAS STREAM FOR REACHON WITH

COAL
Neil R. Raskin, Livingston, NJ., assignor to Foster Wheeler

Energy Corporation, Livingston, N.J.

Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,078

Int a.} COIB n/04; BOIJ 6/QO
U.S. a. 423—569 7 Qaims

cnwriD

1. In a gas desulfurization process comprising the steps of

(1) contacting flue gases containing sulfur oxides with acti-

vated char so that the sulfur oxides are absorbed in the

porous system of the char and oxidized to sulfuric acid by

the oxygen and water vapor present in the gas stream;

(2) regenerating the saturated char formed in step (1) in a

regeneration zone to decompose the sulfuric acid to sulfur

dixoide and water and form an off-gas containing

20%-30% by volume of sulfur dioxide and 70%-80% by
volume of water;

(3) feeding the ofT-gas formed in step (2) to a reaction zone

containing coal and maintained at an elevated temperature

sufficient to convert the sulfur dioxide in said off-gas to

gaseous elemental sulfur and to partially oxidize the coal,

said reaction zone being located a distance from said

regeneration zone sufficient to require significantly large

sized equipment to feed the off-gas from said regeneration

zone to said reaction zone; the improvement which com-

prises;

(4) removing water from said off-gas formed in step (2)

before it is transported and fed to said reaction zone to

reduce the volume of said off-gas by at least 50% and to

increase the sulfur dioxide concentration in said off-gas to

70-90% by volume;

(5) transporting the off-gas from step (4);

(6) treating the transported off-gas by:

(a) passing said off-gas through the flame of a burner to

raise the temperature of said off-gas to a value sufficient

to permit the conversion of step (3) while increasing the

volume of said off-gas by adding to said off-gas the

combustion gas and water resulting from combustion at

said burner, and by raising its temperature, the in-

creased water being insufficient to permit said conver-

sion, and

(b) mixing steam with the off-gas from step (S) to increase

the water content of said off-gas to a value sufficient to

permit the conversion of step (3) while maintaining the

temperature of said off-gas at a value sufficient to per-

mit said conversion; and

(7) feeding said treated off-gas to said reaction zone.
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4,477*427 "

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ALKAU-POOR
a-ALUMINA FOR CERAMIC PURPOSES

J6aef Mityasi; Gyiirgy Kaptay; Iiszl6 Zaembery, all of

AlmMiizito*fiel8o; Blla Kblctey, Komirom; J6aef T. T6th,

Alffliifflzito-felto; Miria T6th N4e HdmSstrei, AlmMlizito-

felso, and Imre Ptezes, AlmisfSzito-felso, all of Hungary,

assignors to Magyar Aluminiumipari Troeszt Budapest, Hun*

Ffled Nov. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 440,260

Claims priority, appUcatkM Hungary, Nov. 10, 1981, 3358/81

lot CL» COIF 7/30, 7/02

VS. CL 423—628 6 Claims

effective amount, in a phannaceutically acceptable carrier, of

an N^.N^-diacyl derivative of arginine having the formula;

O
n
C(CH2)/W3

NH
I

CHCOOH
I

(CH2)3

NH
I

C=NH
I

NH
I

C(CH2)>CH3

O

wherein y is an integer of from to 28, or a phannaceutically

acceptable salt thereof.

1. Process for the preparation of alkali-poor a-alumina for

ceramic purposes, comprising

(a) activating technical grade aluminum hydroxide by heat-

ing it to a temperature of 500*-600* C,
(b) washing the activated product with alkali-free water

containing calcium ions and having a conductivity not

exceeding 70 pis/cm until the alkali content expressed in

Na20 becomes lower than 0.15% by weight, and

(c) calcinating the same in the presence of a mineralizing

mixture comprising halides and boron compounds.

4,477,429

ORAL COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING N^-ALKYL
DERIVATIVES OF ARGININE

Steven B. SUbering, Plainsboro, and Tibor Sipos, Lebanon, both

of NJ., assignors to Johnson & Johnson Products, Inc., New
Brunswick, NJ.

FUed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 412^31

Int a.3 A61K 7/22: C07C 129/12

VS. a. 424—52 18 Claims

1. N'^^-alkyl derivatives of arginine having the formula:

4,477,428

ORAL COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING Na,N^-DIACYL
DERIVATIVES OF ARGININE

Steven B. SUbering, Plainsboro, and Tibor Sipos, Lebanon, both

of NJ., assignors to Johnson A Johnson Products, Inc., New
Brunswick, NJ.

FUed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 412,041

Int a.J A61K 7/22: C07C 129/12

VS. a. 424—52 23 Claims

1. N'^.N^-diacyl derivatives of arginine having the formula:

(CH2)yCH3

NH
I

CHCOOH
I

(CH2)3

Ml
I

CsNH
I

NH2

O
N
C(CH2)/:H3

NH
I

CHCOOH
I

(CH2)3

NH
I

C^NH
I

NH
I

C(CH2)/3l3

O

where y is an integer of from to 28, and the phannaceutically

acceptable salts thereof.

8. A composition of matter for oral hygiene to inhibit acid

production by microorganisms in the oral cavity comprising an

where y is an integer of from 6 to 29, and the phannaceutically

acceptable salts thereof.

5. A composition of matter for oral hygiene to inhibit acid

production by microorganisms in the oral cavity comprising an

effective amount, in a phannaceutically acceptable carrier, of

an N'^-alkyl derivative of arginine having the formula:

(CH2)/:H3

NH
I

CHCOOH
I

(CH2)3

NH
I

C«NH
I

NH2

wherein y is an integer of from 6 to 29, or a phannaceutically

acceptable salt thereof.
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4,477,430

UQUID BASE MAKEUP COMPOSITION
Lawrence J. Uff, 2402 E. Cheryl, Phoenix, Ariz. 85028
Continaation-in-pa1 of Ser. No. 111,354, Jan. 11, 1980, Pat No.
4,349,535, wUch Is a continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 909,576,
May 25, 1978, Pat No. 4,183,898. lUa application Aug. 3, 1982,

Ser. No. 404,822

The portion of the tern of this patent subsequent to Sep. 14^

1999, has been diaclalawd.

lat CI.) A61K 7/021. 47/00
U.S. CL 424—63 2 Claims

1. A liquid base formulation for multiple makeup uses con-
sisting of about 2.0 to 3.0% cellulous; 0.2 to 0.3% quatemium-
IS; and the balance of the total being water; said percentages
being by weight and based upon the total formulation weight;
said quatemium-lS acting to keep the formulation free from
unwanted bacteria; the pH of the formulation being between
7.0 and 9.S.

ganisms which inhibit the cultivation of the antagonistic fun>

gus.

4,477,431

COSMEnC COMPOSITION CONTAINING HIGH
LEVELS OF POWDER

Robert Soflls, Randolph, and Myron Barchas, Montclair, both
ofNJ., assignors to The Mennen Company, Morrlstown, NJ.

Filed Jan. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 225,005

Int a' A61K 7/34. 7/38, 7/035
VS.a 424-66 9 Claims

1. A viscous, flowable, non-alcoholic, anhydrous cosmetic
composition consisting essentially of, by weight of total prod-
uct, about 35 to about 70% cosmetic powder, about 1 to about
20% inorganic gelling agent, about 1 to about 10% surfactant

selected from the group consisting of nonionic, cationic and
mixtures thereof and about 19 to about 45% cosmetically
acceptable oil.

4^77,432
ORAL IMMUNE GLOBULIN

W. Richard HanUe, Wataint Creek, Calif., assignor to Cotter
Laboratories, Inc., Berkeley, Calif.

Continnation-in>p«rt of Ser. No. 259,758, May 1, 1981,
abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,759

lot a.) A61K 45/00
U.S.a 424—85 3 Claims

1. A method of prevention or treatment of enteric infections

in humans which comprises orally administering to a patient a
composition comprising an oral pharmaceutical composition
having therapeutic effectiveness toward enteric infections

containing in a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier about
5-20% by weight of an orally administerable hepatitis-safe,

human blood fractionation derived immune globulin contain-
ing not less than 70% IgG by weight and about 1-20% by
weight of a carbohydrate and having a pH of about 4-8.

4*477,433

METHOD OF PROTECTING BUSHES, TREES AND LIKE
PLANTS AGAINST ATTACK BY PATHOGENIC FUNGI; A
FUNGICIDE FOR CARRYING OUT THE METHOD; AND

A METHOD OF PRODUCING THE FUNGICIDE
Rolf 6. HnhiMm Bro, Sweden, aasivior to MiUokonsidt Rolf
Haltana AB, Bro, Sweden

FOcd Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,134
Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 19, 1981, 8101113

Int a.J AOIN 63/00: A61K 37/00: C12N 1/14
U.S. CL 424—93 8 Claims

1. A method of protecting plants, bushes and trees against
attack from pathogenic fungi by treating the soU in which the
plant, bush or tree is intended to grow with fungi antagonistic
towards the pathogenic fungus, wherein the improvement
comprises cultivating the antagonistic fungus on a cultivating
substrate comprising compost material obtained by biologi-
cally decomposiug organic compostible material and treating
compostible material at a temperature of at least about 70* C.
over a period of at least about 2 calendar days to kill microor-

4,477,434

MEDICINAL COMPOSITIONS, FOODS AND
BEVERAGES HAVING THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS ON

DISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM AND
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

Reiko Kosaka, 3/27, Hannan<cho 6<honie, Abeno-ka, Osaka-
shi, Osaka-fa, Japan

FUed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,029
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 29, 1982, 57*91794;

Jul. 15, 1982, 57-124237

Int 0.3 A61K 37/48
U.S. CL 424—94 n flrii—

1. A composition comprising 0.5-20% by weight, based on
the total composition, ofan admixture ofpapain and citric acid;

and 99.5-80% by weight, based on the total composition, of an
ingredient selected from the group consisting of food, bever-

age or mixture thereof.

4^77,435
METHOD FOR REGENERATING CORNEAL

EPITHELIUM
Yves Coortois, Gif sor Y?ette; Denis Barritanlt and Y?ca

Pooliquen, both of Paris, aU of FhUMW, aarignwi to Institnt

National de la Sante et de to Recherche Medicale (INSERM),
Paris, Fhuce

Continnation of Ser. No. 265,194, May 19, 1981, abudoaed.
This appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,798

Int a^ A61K 35/12
VS. CL 424—95 4 Claims

1. A method for regenerating wounded or damaged corneal

epithelium, comprising the step of: contacting said epithelium

in vivo with a therapeuticaUy effective amount of an aqueous
salt extract of ocular tissue.

4,477,436

COMPOSmON FOR AND A METHOD OF TREATING
HAIR AND/OR SCALPS

Dorothy (Heave, 33 Chatswortfa Rd^ St Ames-on-Sea, Lanea-

sUrcEagtond
Continnation of Ser. No. 325^66, Nov. 30, 1981, aboidoned.

lUa appUcation Apr. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 484,963

Claima priority, appUcation United Kingdom, F^ 12, 1980,

8038551

Int a> A61K 35/12
VS. CL 424—95 5 CUnn

1. A composition comprising 20 to 40% by weight beefbone
marrow, 10 to 30% by weight castor oil, 1 to 5% by weight

paraffin oil, 20 to 40% by weight rum, 1 to 10% by weight

emulsifying white wax, and 1 to 15% by weight rosemary.
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4,477,437

SUBSTANCES HAVING CARONOSTATIC AND
IMMUNOSTIMULATING ACTIVITY

Kenzo Tamai, Kanazawa; Isamu SaUcawa, Toyama; Takashi

Yasuda, Toyama; Shohachi Murakami, Toyama; Toyoo Ma-
eda, Kanazawa; Hisatsngu Tsuda, Toyama; Hiroahi Sakai,

Takaoka; Masatoshi Sugita, Toyama; Yoshiko Yanuunoto,

Namekawa; Hisashi Minami, and Takako Hori, both of To-

yama, aU of Japan, assignors to Toyama Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,871

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22270;

Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22271; Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22272; Feb. 19, 1981,

56-22273; Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22274; Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22275; Feb.

19, 1981, 56-22276; Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22277

Int a.) A61K 31/715; C08B 37/00

VS. a. 424—116 12 Qaims
1. A TF-210 product having the following properties, or an

alkali metal or an alkaline earth metal salt thereof:

(a) grayish white-light brown powder;

(b) it prohibits the proliferation of Ehrlich ascites tumor,

Ehrlich solid tumor. Sarcoma 180 and B-16 Melanoma of

mouse, and has an immunostimulating activity;

(c) it is insoluble in methanol, ethanol, acetone, benzene,

chloroform, ethyl acetate and diethyl ether;

(d) it has no cleir melting point and decomposes at 160* to

235* C;
(e) its infrared absorption spectrum obtained by a KBr tablet

method has absorption bands at approximately 3600-3200,

2950-2920, 1680-1620, 1550-1510, 1440, 1380, 1240-1220

and 1120-1020 cm- •;

(0 the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of an aqueous solu-

tion of its water-soluble fraction at a pH of 7.0 shows a

strong absorption at the absorption edge, and shows an

absorption peak at approximately 248-265 nm;

(g) it is positive in Molisch reaction, phenolsulfuric acid

reaction, anthrone-sulfuric acid reaction, indole-hydro-

chloric acid reaction and Lowry-Folin's reaction;

(h) has elementary analysis values of C: 40-43% H: 5-7% N:

9-10%; and

(i) the saccharide content of the water-soluble fraction at a

pH of 7 as determined by a phenolsulfuric acid method is

between about 5-25% by weight in terms of glucose, and

the protein content determined by Lowry-Folin's method

is between about 20-50% by weight in terms of bovine

serum albumin.

4,477,439

TREATMENT OF IRRTTATED AND EXCORUTED
AREAS AROUND THE STOMA OF OSTOMY PATIENTS
Gaetano F. D'AleUo, deceased, tote of South Bend, Ind. (by St

Joseph Bank A Trust Co., Executor), assigaor to Walter J.

MonaceUi, St Petersburg, Fla., a part toterest

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,602

Int a.J A61K 33/04. 33/06. 33/30. 33/42

VS. a. 424—162 8 Claims

1. A process for the external treatment of irritated areas of

skin around the stoma of an ostomy patient comprising the

external application of a finely divid«] alkaline earth metal salt

selected from the class consisting of sulfates of barium, cal-

cium, and strontium.

4,477,440

RENIN INHIBITORS CONTAINING AN N-TERMINAL
DISULFIDE CYCLE

Joshua S. Boger, Bryn Mawr, and Daniel F. Veber, Ambler, both

of Pa., assignors to Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.
FUed Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 531,968

Int a.3 A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52

VS. a. 424—177 8 Claims

1. A peptide of the formula:

R2 r3 0)
I I

CH2 (CH2)«"

HO HO
I II IN"o 4ncI»n c-e-f-g

I II r\/ \j\ N\/ \j—B—N C—D—N C T N I
C T

V I II I OHll ^
[

H O H O "

(CH2)«
1

(CH2)m-

1

S

wherein:

A is hydrogen; or

n
Ri-X-C

k

where X is

4,477,438

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE COMPOSITION
George W. WOkockson, deceased, tote of DaUas, Tex. (by Beth

E. WUlcockson, executrix), and Darid C. F. Law, ArUngton,

Texn assignors to SnrgUtos, Inc^ ArUngton, Tex.

FUed No?. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,006

Int CL3 AOIN 59/00: A61K 33/40

U.S. CL 424—130 4 Claims

1. An aqueous disinfecting solution having a buffered pH of

firom 4 to 6.0 and which is not corrosive to surgical instruments

comprising from 4% to 6% by weight hydrogen peroxide,

from 0.1% to 0.3% by weight of an anionic surfactant selected

from the group consisting of sodium lauryl sulfate and sodium

n-decyl diphenylether disulfonate; from 0.1% to 0.3% by

weight of a sarcosinate surfactant selected from the group

consisting of soditmi cocoyl sarcosinate and sodium lauryl

sarcosinatr, 0.1% by weight of a soluble zinc compound se-

lected from the group consisting of zinc sulfate, zinc acetate,

zinc nitrate and zinc gluconate and from 0.1% to 0.3% by

weight of a nitrogen containing cheUting agent selected firom

the group consisting of N-(hydroxyethyl) ethylenediamine

triacetic acid, ethylenediamine tetracetic acid and diethylene-

triamine pentaacetic acid.

—O— ; —O—CH— ; —CH—O— ; or —CM—;

and Ra' and R^' may be the same or different and are hydro-

gen; Y—<CH2)»i—where Y is Ci^alkyl; hydrogen; aryl;

Cs-Tcycloalkyl; or C3.7cycloalkyl or aryl substituted with up

to five members independently selected from the group

consisting of Ci-galkyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, C|.4alk-

oxy, and halo; n is to 5; except that where X is—O—, only

one of Rfl' or R^' is present;

B is absent; glycyl; sarcosyl; or

R'
I

CH2

•N
I

H

A
C-.
II

o

where R' is hydrogen; Cm aUcyl; hydroxy Cm aUcyl; aryl;

aryl substituted with up to three members selected fh>m the
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group consisting of Ci.4alkyl. trifluoromethyl, hydroxy,
Cualkoxy, and; halo; indolyl; 4-imidazolyl; amino C2^
alkyl; guanidyl C2.3 alkyl; or methylthiomethyl;

D is

l^

O

C R8
/ \ /

N
I

H

or

O
N
c

/ \
0R8

N
I

C
H
o

/ where R* is hydrogen or Cioalkyl; or

where Z is —(CH2);^and p is 1 or 2; or —S—

;

E is absent; or

R*

Y-(CH2)r-CH

A
•N C—

.

I II

H O

(3)

where R^ is hydrogen;

—CH—R9,

where R' is hydrogen, CMalkyl, hydroxy, or C3.7cycIoal-
kyl; or —CH2R'0 where R'^is 4-imidazolyl, amino-C2^I-
kyl, 2-, 3- or 4-pyridyl, or guanidyl-C2.3alkyl;

F is absent; glycyl; sarcosyl; or

•N
I

H

R5
I

CH2

A
o

where R* is as defined above;

G is OR; NHR; N(R)2, where each R may be the same or
different and is hydrogen; or Ci^alkyl; or, when E and/or F
are absent, G may be (1) _Y-(CH2)^R7 where Y is—NH— or —O—

; q is to 5; and R' is hydrogen; hydroxy;
Ci^lkyl; C3.7cycloalkyl; aryl; aryl substituted with up to
five members independently selected from the group con-
sisting of Ci.6alkyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, Ci^koxy,
amino, mono- or diCi^lkylamino, and halo; amino; mono-,
di- or tri-Ci^lkylamino; guanidyl; heterocyclic; or hetero-
cyclic substituted with up to five members independently
selected from the group consisting of Ci^kyl, hydroxy,
trifluoromethyl, Ci^koxy, halo, aryl, aryl-Cj^alkyl,
amino, and mono- or di-Ci^kylamino;

where Y is as defined above; r is or 1; and Z is

-(CH2V-CH- (a)

R8

where r' is or 1; and R8 is a defined above; or

-(CH2)/—C- (b)

CH2

where r" is or 1;

R2 is hydrogen; Ci-4alkyl; aryl; aryl substituted with up to
three members selected from the group consisting of Ci^l-
kyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, Ci^koxy, and halo; or indo-
lyl;

R3 is C3^ alkyl; C3.7 cycloalkyl; aryl; or Ca-Tcycloalkyl or aryl
substituted with up to three members selected from the
group consisting of Ci^kyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy,
Ci^koxy, and halo;

R* is hydrogen; or

—CH-R",

'where R" is hydrogen; Cj^kyl; hydroxy; or G^7cycloalkyI;
and R2 is as defined above; and

m is 1 or 2;

m' is I or 2;

m" is 1 to 4; and
wherein all of the asymmetric carbon atoms have an S configu-
ration, except for those in the A, B, D, F, and G substituents,

which may have an S or R configuration; and a phannaceuti-
cally acceptable salt thereof.

(CH2)*"R'

-Y-(CH2)*-CH

m

CH-(CH2)*"'-r2

OH*'

where Y is as defined above; k is or 1; k' is or 1- k" is 1

to 4; k'" is 1 to 4; and ^^ ,

R' and R«7 may be the same or different and have the same UA Q. 424—177
meanmg as R^ above and R«7 may additionally be 1. A peptide of the formula:

4,477,441

RENIN INHIBITORS €X>NTAINING A C-TERMINAL
DISULFIDE CYCLE

Jodiaa S. Roger, Bryn Mawr, and Daniel F. Veber, Ambler, both
of Fa^ assignors to Merck ft Cd„ Ibc^ Railway, NJ.

Filed Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 531,969
Int a.3 A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52

Sdalms
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A—B—B—D—E—

R3

H O ' , H O „5 H
I II

<CH2),
I II

R'
INC i« NC i NF

Y 'nTc' Y n c' YI I A.. II I . I II

a)

I
I ohII r4 I

H O ** H O

(CH2)m

S

(CH2)«-

-S

wherein:

A is hydrogen; or

O

Ra'-X-C

where

X is —O—

;

—O—CH— ; —CH—O— ; or —CH—

;

I I I

and R42' and R^' may be the same or different and are

hydrogen; Y-(CH2)/,- or Y-(CH2V -CH=
CH—(CH2V', where Y is hydrogen; Ci^lkyl; aryl;

C3.7cycloalkyl; or C3.7cycloalkyl or aryl substituted

with up to five members independently selected from

the group consisting of Ci-galkyl, trifluoromethyl, hy-

droxy, Ci^alkoxy, and halo;

p is to S; and p' and p" are independently to 2; except

that where X is—O—, only one of R^' or R*' is present;

B is absent; glycyl; sarcosyl; or

R*
I

CH2

N
I

H

A
c—

where R* is hydrogen; Ci^lkyl; aryl; aryl Ci.4alkyl; or

aryl Ci^lkyl or aryl where the aryl po! tion is substituted

with up to three members selected from the group consist-

ing of Ci^lkyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, Ci^lkoxy,

and halo; or indolyl;

F is hydrogen;

? 11 /
—C—O—R; —C—

N

\

R'

R2
I

CHj

s A
—C—N C

I II

H O

R2

I

CH2

OR; or O
/

—C-N
I

H

A
c
II

O

/
/ \

R'

N

where R and R' are independently hydrogen or Ci^ikyl;

R3 is C3.6 alkyl; C3.7 cycloalkyl; aryl; or Cj.Tcycloalkyl or

aryl substituted with up to three members selected from

the group consisting of Ci^lkyl, trifluoromethyl, hy-

droxy, Ci^lkoxy, and halo;

R^ is hydrogen; or

CH2

A
-N C—

I II

N H O

-CH-R',

A.

where R'is hydrogen; Ci^lkyl; hydroxy; or C3-7cycloal-

kyl; and R^ is as defined above;

R^ is hydrogen;

where R^ is hydrogen; Cm alkyl; hydroxy Cm alkyl;

aryl; aryl substituted with up to three members selected

from the group consisting of Ci^lkyl, trifluoromethyl,

hydroxy, Ci^koxy, and halo; indolyl; 4-imidazolyl;

amino C2.4 alkyl; guanidyl C2.3 alkyl; or methylthi-

omethyl;

D is absent; or

*s.1 /
N

where Z is —{C\{i)q— and q is 1 or 2; or —S—

;

E is absent; or

—CH— R'.

A.

where R* and R' are as defined above; or —(CH2)f—R*.

where r is or 1-4; and R* is heterocyclic; heterocyclic

substituted with up to five members independently se-

lected from the group consisting of Ci.6aikyl, hydroxy,

trifluoromethyl, Ci^lkoxy, halo, aryl, aryl Ci^lkyl,

amino, and mono- or di-Ci^lkylamino; guanidyl C2.3al-

kyl; or amino Ci^lkyl;

m and m' are independently 1 or 2;

n is 1 to 4; and

wherein all of the asymmetric carbon atoms have an S con-

figuration, except for those in the A, B, D, and F substitu-

ents, and at the junction of F, which may have an S or R
configuration; and a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof.
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M77,442
COMPOSITION OF MATTER AND PROCESS

Harvey L Skabick, Oihtcmo, ud Harold E. Renis, Portage,
both of Mich^ aMignon to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo.
Mich.

Conttaraatioa of Scr. No. 66,251, Aug. 9, 1979, abandoned, which
ii a continuation of Ser. No. 968,876, Dec. 12, 1978, Pat No.
4,239,753, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 802,504, Jon. 1,

1977, abandoned, which is a continnation-in*part of Ser. No.
715,663, Aug. 19, 1976, abandoned. This application Not. 5,

1980, Ser. No. 206,311

Int a^ A61K 31/70. 31/71
MS, CL 424-180 18 Claims

1. A process for treating susceptible DNA viral infectious
disease in a human and animal host without exhibiting anti-bac-
terial activity against Escherichia coli which comprises adminis-
tering to the viral host an effective therapeutic amount for the
treatment of susceptible DNA viral infections of a compound
of the formula:

O
I

wherein Ri is a hydroxyl group; a halogen atom; an

—

N

/
i

\

Rs

R6

HN N—CH2CH3

group wherein R5 is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl group
which is unsubstituted or substituted by a hydroxyl group, and
Rfi is a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl group which is unsubsti*
tuted or substituted by a hydroxyl group, an aryl group, an
aralkyl group, a cycloalkyl group having 3-10 carbon atoms, a
—C0(0)«—R7 group wherein m is or 1, and R7 is a lower
alkyl group, an aryl group, an aralkyl group, a furanyl group,
a pyridyl group, or —CH2—R13 group, wherein R13 is a mono-
, di-, or trifluoromethyl group; an —N(CH2)« group wherein n
is an integer of 2-15 and which is unsubstituted or substituted
by an 0x0 group, a hydroxyl group, a lower alkyl group, or a
hydroxy lower alkyl group, an imidazolyl group, a morpholino
group, or a piperazino group each of which is unsubstituted or
substituted by a lower alkyl group, or a —OOCCH2—Rs
group wherein Rg is an

Y-OCH20

^
H

—

N

/

Y—

O

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and lower alkyl of 1 through 4 carbon atoms; Y is selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen, carboxacyl of from 1

through 18 carbon atoms, and phosphono; and Y' is selected
from the group consisting of carboxacyl of from 1 through 18
carbon atoms and hydrogen; and pharmaceutically acceptable
salts thereof, in combination with a pharmaceutical carrier.

4,477,443
TYLOSIN DERIVATIVES, THEIR PREPARATION AND
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

THEM
Hamao Umezawa; Somio Umezawa, both of Tokyo; Tsntomn

Tsachiya, Kanagawa; Tomio Takeochi, Tokyo; Akihiro Ta-
naka, Kanagawa; Hidenori Iwamoto, Saitama, and Shoichi
Sakamoto, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Zaidan Hojin
Biaelbutsn Kagakn Kenkyn Kai (Microbial Chemistry Re-
search Foondation), Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,463
Ctaina priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 9, 1981, 56-107485:

Sep. 29, 1981, 56-154068; No?. 30, 1981, 56-192627
Int 0.3 A61K 31/71: C07H 17/08

UAa 424-180 Ig aaima
1. A tylosin compound represented by the formula

\
Rio

group wherein R9 and Rio, which may be the same or differ-

ent, each is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl group; said R9
and R|o may be combined with each other to form an alkylene
group having 3-7 carbon atoms or a —S—Rn group wherein
Rn is a furanyl group or a pyridyl group; R2 is a hydrogen
atom or a lower alkanoyl group; R3 is a methyl group or a
—CH2CHO group; R4 is a hydrogen atom or a hydroxyl
group; A is 0=,

OH,,

.^^
..o'

H

line ^ is a single bond or a double bond; and line is a
single bond, a double bond, or O; with the proviso that,

when said Ri is a hydroxyl group, said R3 is a methyl group
and R4 is a hydrogen atom, or said line is O; or when
said Ri is a halogen atom, said R3 is a methyl group or said line

is O.

5. A pharmaceutical composition containing a therapeuti-

cally effective amount of a tylosin compound as claimed in

claim 1, in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier.

4,477,444

ANTRACYCLINE GLYCOSIDES, PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSmONS AND METHOD OF USE

Antoniao Snarato; S«gio Poico, both of Milan, and Federico
ArcanKNie, Neniano, all of Italy, assignon to Famitalia
Carlo Erba S.pJ^n Milan, Italy

Continuation-bi-part of Ser. No. 336,705, Jan. 4, 1982,

abandoned. This application Oct 15, 1982, Scr. No. 434^509
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 21, 1981,

81 01792

Int a? A61K 31/70: COTH 15/24
U.S. CL 424—180 6 Clainia

1. An anthracycline glycoside of general formula A:
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(A)

Wherein R is a hydrogen atom or a hydroxy group and its

pharmaceutically acceptable salts.

5. A method of inhibiting the growth of a tumor selected

from the group consisting of P388 ascitic leukemia and trans-

planted Gross leukemia, which comprises administering to a

host afflicted with said tumor an amount of a compound ac-

cording to claim 1 sufficient fo inhibit the growth of said

tumor.

9(10) position and their non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salts when R4 is an amino group, with the proviso

that A and B are not a second bond in the 9(10>-position when

X is =0 and Rs is hydrogen and (a) R2 is methyl and (a) R3 is

—OH and (i) Ri is ethyl or phenyl and R4 is hydrogen or (ii)

Ri is ethyl, propyl, isopropyl, vinyl, allyl, isopropenyl, phenyl,

4-fluorophenyl, methoxyphenyl or thienyl and R4 is ethynyl or

(iii) Ri is propyl, isopropyl, vinyl, allyl, isopropenyl, 4-methox-

yphenyl or thienyl and R4 is methyl and {fi) R3 is acetyl and (i)

Ri is ethyl, vinyl or phenyl and R4 is —OH or (ii) R| is vinyl

and R4 is methyl and (b) R2 is ethyl and R| is vinyl, R3 is —OH
and R4 is hydrogen.

11. An antiglucocorticoid composition comprising an anti-

glucocoriicoidally effective amount of at least one compound

of claim 1 and an inert pharmaceutical carrier.

4,477,445

3-KETO-19-NOR-A4,9-STEROIDS
Daniel PhOIbert U Varenne Saint-Hilaire; Jean G. Tentsch,

Pantin; Gonain Costeronsse, Saint-Maurice, and Roger

Deraedt PariUons-soas-Bois, all of France, assignors to Rooa-

sel Udaf, Paris, France

Filed Feb. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 469,042

Chdms priority, application France, Mar. 1, 1982, 82 03338

Int CV A61K 31/56

U.S.a 424—239 31 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of 3-keto-

19-nor-A^''-steroids of the formula

4,477,446

1-BENZAZEPINES AND THEIR PHARMACEUTICAL
USES

Howard Jones, Ossining, and Stephen M. Cootts, Scarsdale,

both of N.Y., assignors to USV Pharmaccatical Corporation,

Tarrytown, N.Y.

FUed JuL 1, 1983, Scr. No. 509,616

Int CL3 A61K 31/55: ar7D 223/16

U.S. CL 424—244 15 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

wherein Rj is selected from the group consisting of naphthyl,

phenylphenyl, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to 6

carbon atoms optionally containing additional unsaturation,

phenoxy, furyl, cycloalkyl of 3 to 6 carbon atoms, thienyl

optionally substituted with at least one member of the group

consisting of halogen and alkyl and haloalkyl of 1 to 6 carbon

atoms and phenyl optionally substituted with at least one mem-
ber of the group consisting of—OH, halogen,—CF3, alkyl and

alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkenyloxy of 2 to 6 carbon

atoms, phenoxy and alkyldiio of 1 to 6 carbon atoms optionally

oxidized to the sulfoxide or sulfone, R2 is selected from the

group consisting of methyl and ethyl, R3 is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, optionally substituted alkyl of 1

to 6 carbon atoms, optionally substituted alkenyl and alkynyl

of 2 to 6 carbon atoms wherein the optional substituents are at

least one member of the group consisting of alkylamino or

dialkylamino or a halogen, alkylthio, alkoxy and trimethylsilyl.

—OH, acetyl, hydroxyacetyl, carboxyalkoxy of 2 to 4 carbon

atoms optionally esterified or salified and hydroxyalkyl of 1 to

6 carbon atoms optionally esterified, R4 is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, alkylthio and alkoxy of 1 to 12

carbon atoms, trialkylsilyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,—CN, —OH
and alkyl, alkenyl and alkynyl ofup to 12 carbon atoms option-

ally substituted with at least one member of the group consist-

ing of halogen and alkylamino and dialkylamino of 1 to 6 alkyl

carbon atoms, Rs is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and methyl is the a- or /3-position, X is =0 or hy-

droxyimino or alkoxyimino of 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the syn or

anti form and A and B are an epoxy or a second bond in the

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof wherein:

X and Y are independentiy S, NR, or CH-R;

A and B are independentiy halo. OH. OR, CF3 or R; and

R is lower alkyl having 2 to 4 carbon atoms, aryl having 6 to

14 carbon atoms, aralkyl or aminoalkyl wherein the alkyl

groups contain 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

4. An antiallergic composition comprising as the active

ingredient a member of the formula.

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof, wherein:

X and Y are independentiy S, NR or CH-R;

A and B are independentiy halo, OH, OR, CF3 or R; and

R is lower alkyl having 2 to 4 cartxm atoms, aryl having 6 to

14 carbon atoms, aralkyl or aminoalkyl wherein the alkyl

groups contain 1 to 4 carbon atoms in a pharmaceutically

acceptable carrier.
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MT7,447
7-ACYLAMINOCEPHALOSPORANIC ACID

DERIVATIVES
Ikuo Ueda, Toyonaka) Tsutomn Ter^i, Osaka; Takao Takaya,

Kawanishi; Keiji Takai, Nan; Hisashi Takasugi, Osaka;
Fumio Shimojo, and Shigetaka Nishino, both of Kawanishi, all
of Japan, assignors to Figisawa Phamaceutical Co., Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 337,499, Jan. 6, 1982,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 329,861,
Dec. 11, 1981, abandoned. This application Feb. 24, 1982, Ser.

No. 351,858
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 15, 1980,

8040108; Japan, Dec. 23, 1980, 55-183299; United Kingdom,
Dec. 30, 1980, 8041516; Mar. 16, 1981, 8108135

Int a.3 A61K 31/545; C07D 501/22
U.S. a. 424-246 3 Claims

1. Ten-butoxycarbonylmethyl 7.[2-(2-aminothiazol-4.yI).2-

methoxyiminoacctamido]-3-cephein-4-carboxylate (syn iso-
mer).

2. An antimicrobial pharmaceutical composition comprising,
as an active ingredient, an effective amount of the compound
claimed in claim 1 in admixture with pharmaceutically accept-
able carriers.

terial effective amount ofa compound ofclaim 1, in association
with a chemotherapeutically acceptable diluent or carrier.

4(477 449
CERTAIN l,8.NAPHTHYRIDiNE COMPOUNDS USEFUL

AS ANTIBACrERIAL AGENTS
Joseph P. Sanchez, Canton, Mich., assignor to Warner-Lambert
Company, Morris Plains, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 369,689, Apr. 19, 1982,

abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 468^36
Int a.3 A61K 31/435; C07D 471/04

U.S. a. 424-246 9Ciaiin«
1. A compound having the structural formula:

CO2R1

4,477,448

CEPHALOSPORIN DERIVATIVES AND USE AS
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS

Hehnut Hamberger, and Hans Fliri, both of Wien, Austria,
assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 205,198, Not. 10, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 121,953, Feb. 15,
1980, abandoned. This application Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No.

390323
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 16, 1979.

1545/79; Jan. 10, 1980, 174/80
Int a.3 A61K 31/545; C07D 501/56

U.S. a. 424-246
15 Claims

1. Compounds of formula I,

y
11 M 8

R3—C—CO—NH

COOR2

CH2R4

is thiazolidine or thiomorpholine; R is alkyl having from one to
four carbon atoms, vinyl or haloalkyi having from two to four
carbon atoms; Y is hydrogen or fluorine; n is 0, 1, or 2; Ri is

hydrogen, alkyl from one to six carbon atoms or a cation
derived from a pharmaceutically acceptable metal or amine,
and the pharmaceutically acceptable si^ts thereof.

8. A pharmaceutical composition comprising an antibacteri-
ally effective amount of a compound as defined in claim 1 and
the pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof in combination
with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4,477,450
TRIAZOLO [4,3-qPYRIMIDINES SUBSTITUTED BY
NITROGEN-CONTAINING HETEROCYCUC RINGS

James J. Wade, Oakdale, Minn., assignor to Riker Laboratories.
Inc., St Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,837
Int a.3 A61K 31/535. 31/54; C07D 487/04

U.S. a. 424-246 7 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

in which

Ri is hydrogen, alkyl, phenylalkyl, carbalkoxyalkyl, C2-5al-
kanoyl, alkoxy-carbonyl, carboxyalkyl, alkoxyalkyl, hy-
droxyalkyl, cyanoalkyl, or carbamoylalkyl,

R2 is hydrogen, pivaloyloxymethyl or the residue of an
easily splittable ester grouping,

R3 is a 3- or 5-pyrazolyl radical, unsubstituted or mono- or
di-substituted by alkyl, phenyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, carboxy,
carboxyalkyl, carbamoyl, carbamoylalkyl, alkylsulpho-
nyl, azido, C2-5alkanoylamino, Ci^koxycar-
bonylamino, benzylcarbonylamino, hydrazino, C2.salk-
anoylhydrazino, alkylidenhydrazino, phenyldenhy-
drazino, in which the phenyl nucleus is unsubstituted or
substituted by NH2, lower alkoxy or lower alkyl, furyli-
denhydrazino, carbalkoxy or a group RjR^—, in which
Rs and R« are the same or different and are hydrogen or
alkyl, provided that the nitrogen atoms and the 4-position
of the pyrazole nucleus are either unsubstituted or substi-
tuted by alkyl, phenyl, or carbalkoxy,

and R4 is hydrogen, acetoxy, carbamoyloxy or —S—Rh, in
which Rh is a heterocyclic radical,

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.
8. A chemotherapeutic composition comprising an anti-bac-

N N ^

Rg

wherein R3 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; one ofR5 and R7 is the
heterocyclic substituent

—

N

X
\-^

wherein X is oxygen, sulfur, sulfinyl, sulfonyl, methylene,
imido or N-lower alkylimido; when R5 is said heterocyclic

substituent, R7 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; when R7 is said

heterocyclic substituent Rs is hydrogen, lower aUcylthio,

phenyl or lower alkyl; and Rg is hydrogen, phenyl or lower
alkyl; or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof.
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6. A method for obtaining bronchodilation in a mammal,
comprising administering an effective amount of a compound
according to claim 1 to said mammal.

4,477,451

5,6-DIHYDRO-ll-METHYLENEMORPHANTHRIDIN-
6-ONES, THEIR PREPARATION AND DRUGS

CONTAINING THESE COMPOUNDS
Gerd Steiner, Kirchheim; Ludwig Friedrich, Bmehl, and Dieter

Lenke, Lndwigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors

to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 482,004

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 6,

1982, 3212794

lot a.3 C07D 403/06; A61K 31/55

VJS. a. 424—248.54 18 Gaims
1. A S,6-dihydro-ll-methylenemorphanthridin-6-one com-

pound of the formula I

I

4,477,452

COMPOSmON OF MATTER COMPRISING A
LYOPHILIZED PREPARATION OF A PENICILLIN

DERIVATIVE
Bruce E. Haeger, Highland Mills, N.Y., asrignor to American

Cyanamid Company, Stamfdrd, Coan.

Continoatlon-lB-piirt of Ser. No. 247,586, Mar. 26, 1981,

abandoned. This qtpUcatioB May 17, 1982, Sw. No. 379,378

Int CL3 A61K 31/495; A23C 1/06

VS. a. 424—250 2 Claims

1. In a process for freeze-drying an aqueous solution of

6-[2-(4-ethyl-2,3-dioxo-l-piperazine(carboxamido)-2-

phenylacetamido]-3,3-dimethyl-7<oxo-4-thia- 1 -azabicy-

clo[3.2.0]heptane-2-carboxylic acid, sodium salt also known as

sodium piperacillin, by evaporating a frozen aqueous solution

of sodium piperacillin under vacuum from the frozen state to

dryness, the improvement which comprises employing an

aqueous solution of sodium piperacillin at a concentration of

firom about 100 mg/ml to about 13S mg/ml.

4,477,453

OXIME ETHERS OF l-PYRIDYL-3-PENTANONE
Jacques N. Astoin, Paris; Francis Lepage, Creteil, and Jean-

Pierre M. J. Froraantin, Versailles, all of France, assignors to

Univablot Paris, France

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,104

Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 11, 1981, 81 23147

Int a.J A61K 31/50; C07D 401/12

VJS. a. 424—250 9 Claims

1. An oxime ether of the formula I

/
N-0(CH2),-N^

CHj \

R3 (I)

"\
I

/™'
CH—CH2—C—C—CH3

/ \
R2 CH3

R4

H

CH—CO—O—C—R3

where R' and R^ are each hydrogen, halogen, alkyl of 1 to 3

carbon atoms or trifluoromethyl, R^ is aminoalkyl, where alkyl

is of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, and the amine nitrogen atom can be

substituted by 1 or 2 alkyl radicals of 1 to 3 carbon atoms and

can form part of a morpholine ring and R^ is hydrogen, or R^

and R^ together with the carbon to which they are attached

form a 6-membered saturated ring which can be converted to

a bicyclic structure by an intramolecular methylene or bis-

methylene bridge and can contain a further nitrogen atom

which can be substituted by alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, and

its physiologically tolerated addition salts with acids.

15. A therapeutic agent for treating disorders associated

with pathologically increased gastric secretion comprising a

pharmaceutical carrier and an effective amoimt ofa compound
as defined in claim 1 as the active ingredient.

in which

Rl is chosen from a cyclohexyl radical, or a phenyl or benzyl

radical optionally substituted by a halogen atom or by a

straight chain or branched alkyl radical having 1 to 4

carbon atoms,

R2 is a pyridyl radical,

each of R3 and R4t which may be the same or different,

represents a straight chain or branched alkyl radical hav-

ing 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or

R3 and R4 taken togehter represent a pyrrolidino moiety, a

morpholino moiety or a piperazino moiety and

n is an integer of 1 to 4,

or a salt, quaternary ammonium derivative, or possible

stereo-isomer or a mixture thereof of such an oxime ether.

4,477,454

^ARYLTETRAAZAINDENES FOR TREATING CARDUC
INSUFFICIENCY

Rochns Jonas, Darmstadt; Michael Kloft; Haans Wurziger, both

of Darmstadt-Arheilgen; Joergen Harting; Hans J. Enenkel,

both of Darmstadt; Klans-Otto Minck, Ober-Ramstadt and

Haas-Jochen Schliep, Traisa, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

aasignors to Merck Patent Geadlachaft mit Beachrankter

Haftong, Darmstadt Fed. Rep. of Gennany
Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,909

Claims priority, q)plication Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 11,

1983 3217583

Int O.} A61K 31/495; C07D 4%7/O0

VS. a. 424—250 7 Claims

1. A method of treating cardiac insufficiency, comprising

administering a positive inotropic effective amount of a 2-aryl-

tetraazaindene of the formula

N

Ar
N
H

wherein —A— is —N=CH—CH=N— or —CH=N—N=
CH— , Ar is unsubstituted phenyl or phenyl mono-, di- or

tri-substituted by hydroxyl, mercapto, dialkylamino, trifluoro-

methyl and/or —Z—R groups, Z is —O—, —S— or —SO—
and R is alkyl, alkenyl and alkynyl groups each having up to S

C atoms, or a physiologically acceptable salt thereof.
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4^77^S
KALIURETIC COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING TMPPT
JoMph WdMtoek, Phocaixrille, and VirgU D. Wiebdhaus,

Sprtagfldd, both of Pa^ awignon to SmithHinc Beckman
Corporatiom PUladclpUa, Pa.

Filed Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 464^6
Iirt. a.3 A61K 31/505

UAa 424-281 8 Claims
2. The method of producing kaliuresis in a patient in need

thereof comprising administering orally or parenterally to said

patient a nontoxic, kaliuretic quantity of 1,3,7,9-tetramethyl-

pyrimido[5,4.glpteridine.2,4,6,8-(lH,3H,7H,9H)-tetraone.

4,477,456

OCrAHYDRO-4A,7.ETHANO- AND
•ETHENO-BENZOFURO(3,2-e]ISOQUINOLINE

DERIVATIVES HAVING ANALGESIC, NARCOTIC
ANTAGONIST AND ANOREXIGENIC PROPERTIES

Eogelbert Qganek, Kennett Square, Pa., assignor to E. I. Du
Post de NeoMNus and Company, Wihnington, Del.

CoBtinaatioa-iB-part of Ser. No. 280,130, Jul. 2, 1981,
abudoacd. This appUcation Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,137

Int a.' A61K 31/47; C07D 491/08
VS. a. 424->258 11 Claims

1. Compound of the formula:

independently selected from the group consisting of—H,
—CH3 and —CI.

8. Method for the treatment of pain and/or for alleviating

the effect of a narcotic drug and/or for exerting an anorexi-

genie effect in a mammal comprising administering internally

to the mammal an effective analgesic or antagonist or anorexi-

genie amount of a compound of either of claims 1 or 4.

4,477,457

METHOD FOR INDUCING ANOREXIA USING
NALMETRENE

Dewey H. Smith, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Da
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wihnington, Del.

Filed Oct. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,324

Int. a.} A61K 31/485
U.S. a. 424-260 4aaims

1. A method for exerting an anorexigenic effect in a mammal
which comprises orally administering to said mammal an effec-

tive anorexigenic amount of nalmetrene or a pharmaceutically
suitable salt thereof.

4477458
THIAZOLIDINE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR

MUCOLYTIC COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS
Camillo C. Mora, Piacenza, Italy, assignor to Caraillo Coni

S.P.A., Italy

Filed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,776
Oaims priority, application Italy, May 12, 1981, 21654 A/81

Int. a.J A61K 31/425; C07D 277/04
VJS. a. 424—266 10 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

wherein,

R' is selected from the group consisting of—H, Ci-ioalkyl,

-CH2R*.

-C2H4-/ \-R'.

and —CH2)»CN in which n= 1-3;

R: is selected from the group consisting of—H, —OH, C1-2
alkoxy and C2-12 acyloxy of an alkanoic acid;

R^ is selected from the group consisting of—H, Ci-g alkyl,

and -C(OHXR*)R';
a is a single or double bond;

R* is selected from the group consisting of —H, and Ci.g
•Ikyl;

R' is selected from the group consisting of—H, Ci-g alkyl,

Gi-galkenyl, Ci-gcycloalkyl, and —CH2)/fiC6H3 in which
m=0-4 inclusive;

R' is selected from the group consisting of

wherein Q is —CH= or N=, R and Ri are hydrogen, R2 and
R3, which can differ from each other, each represents a hydro-
gen atom, (Ci-C4)-alkyl group, straight or branched, (C2-C4)-

alkenyl, a phenyl or a 2,2,3-trimethyl-cyclopenten-3-ylmethyl

group, a thienyl, furyl, pyrrolidyl, imidazolyl, pyridyl, oxazo-

lyl, thiazolyl or pyrimidinyl moiety, and R4 and Rs are hydro-
gen and X represents a pharmacologically acceptable cation

deriving from an inorganic base or a basic amino acid.

9. A mucolytic pharmaceutical composition characterized in

that it comprises, as an active ingredient, a pharmaceutically

effective amount of any one of the compounds of claims 2-7, in

combination with at least a pharmaceutical vehicle.

—CH=C
\
R9

—C-CH, C3-4 cycloalkyi, phenyl, 2-thienyl, 2-furyl,

2-tetrahydrofuryl, methyl substituted 2-furyl and methyl
substituted 2-tetrahydrofuryl; ^^

,

R' is selected from the group consisting of—H, C1.3 alkyl, VS. CL 424—269
—OCH3, —CI, —Br and —F; and each of R^ and R' is 1. A compound of the formula:

4,477,459

FUNGICIDAL
4-SUBSTITUTED-5-TRIFLUOROMETHYL-3<<l,2-

DICHLORO-2<TANOVINYL THIO)-l,2,4-TRIAZOLES
Edward I. Aoyagi, Petalnma, Calif., assignor to CherroB Re>

search Company, San F^raaciaco, Calif.

Filed Jul. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 518^40
Int a.3 AOIN 43/64; C07D 249/12

12 Claims
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CFi

^>—SCClsCClCSNN

wherein R is lower alkyl or lower alkenyl.

5. A method for controlling fungi which comprises contact-

ing said fungi or their growth environment with a fungicidally

effective amount of the compound of the formula defined in

claim 1.

R and R', equal to or different from each other, represent an

alkyl C1-C4, a halogen atom, an alkoxyl Ci-C4-

4^77,462

FUNGICIDAL
l-MErHYL-3,4-DIHALO-5-ALKYLTHIOPYRAZOLES

Edward I. Aoyagi, Petalnma, Calif., aaaignor to CbcrroB Re-

search Company, San Fraadaco, Calif.

Filed May 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,564

Int CL^ C07D 231/18- AOIN 43/56

VS. a. 424—273 P 12 OaiiM
1. A compound of the formula

4,477,460

TOPICAL TREATMENT OF OCULAR HYPERTENSION
L. DaTid Waterbory, San Mateo, and A. Peter Roszkowski,

Saratoga, both of Calif., assignors to Syntax (U.S.A.) Inc.,

Palo Alto, Calif.

FUed Oct 19, 1982, Ser. No. 435,195

Int a.3 A61K 31/425

VS. CI. 424—270 11 Claims

1. A method for treatment of increased intraocular pressure

in a mammal, which method comprises topical applicaiton to

the eye ofa mammal in need of such treatment ofan acceptable

pharmaceutical ophthalmic composition containing 0.001-1%

wt./vol of a compound chosen from those represented by the

formula:

R4R3NC—|- V-0-CH2—CH-CH2-N

.M
N
I

CHi

S-R'

wherein R' is alkyl having 3 to 6 carbon atoms or benzyl where

the phenyl ring is optionally substituted with 1 to 2 substituents

each independently selected from halogen, cyano, nitro, tribal-

omethyl and lower alkyl; and Y is chloro or bromo.

7. A method for controlling fungi which comprises contact-

ing said fungi or their growth environment with a fungicidally

effective amount of a compound of the formula defined in

claim 1.

I

OH

and their pharmaceutically acceptable, non-toxic salts wherein

Rl and R2 are each independently selected from the group of

hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower cycloalkyi, lower alkenyl,

phenyl optionally substituted, and lower phenylalkyi;

R3 and R4 are each independently selected from the group of

hydrogen, linear or branched alkyl, cycloalkyi, and

phenyl; and

wherein R4R3NC(0) is a substituent on the thiazole ring at

either the 4or - 5- position.

4,477,461

N•ARYL•N•ACYL^AMINO•l>OXAZOLIDINE•^
THIONES HAVING FUNGiaDAL ACnVITY

Loigi Garhttcbelli, Pavia; Fhuco Gozzo, S. Donato Milanese;

Vincenzo Mendillo, Panllo; Carlo GartTa^ia, Cnggiooo;

Ldgi Mirenna, Milan, and Angda Zagni, Peschiera Bor-

romeo, all of Italy, assignors to Montedison S.pA., Milan,

Italy

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,893

Claims priority, application Italy, Oei 1, 1981, 24245 A/81

Int a.J C07D 263/26; AOIN 43/76

VS. a. 424—272 7 Claims

1. A compound of formula:

CH2-0
/ \

CH2 c=s

(D

C—CH2—O—CH3
II

O

wherein

4,477,463

ANTIINFLAMMATORY AND/OR ANALGESIC
l.ALKYL-4,5•DIARYL•^FLUOROALKYL-lH•PYRROLES
Sanl C. Cherkofcky, Wilmington, DeL, aaaignor to E. I. Dn Pont

de Nemoors and Company, Wilmington, DeL
FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,650

Int a.J C07D 207/32; CDID 403/04; A61K 31/44. 31/40

VS. a. 424—274 10 Oaims

1. A compound having the formula:

1* RJ (I)

R5^ N R^

wherein
Rl is methyl or ethyl;

R2 is CF3 or CF2CF3;

R3 is H, methyl, or ethyl; and

R* and R' independently are pyridyl or 4—XQH4— where

X is H, F, CI, Br, R', R*S(0)„, R«0, or R«RN where R^

and R^ independently are methyl or ethyl and n=0 or 2;

provided that:

(1) R* and R* cannot both be 4—FC6H4—

;

(2) R^ and R^ cannot both be CftHs-; and

(3) R* cannot be 4—FC6H4- when R' is 4—CH3OC6H4;
or a pharmaceutically suitable salt of a compound of Formula

a) when R* or R' is pyridyl or 4—R*R'NC6H4—

•

4,477,464

HETERO-BENZAZEPINE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR
PHARMACEUTICAL USE

Joel Slade, Carmel, and Jamca L. Stanton, Oaaining, both of

N.Y., aaaignors to CaM*Geigy Corporation, Ardaley, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,694

Int CLJ A61K 31/55; C07D 513/04

VS. CL 424-275 18 CWma
1. A compound of the formula
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(D

wherein

Ri is hydrogen, lower alkyl, amino-lower alkyl, acylamino-
lower alkyl, aryl, aryl-lower alkyl, cycloalkyl or cycloal-

kyl-lower alkyl;

R2 is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R3 and R4, each independently, represent hydrogen, lower
alkyl, lowr alkoxy, lower alkanoyloxy, hydroxy, halogen
or trifluoromethyl; or R3 and R4 taken together represent
lower alkylenedioxy;

R5 is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R6 and R7 represent independently hydroxy; lower alkoxy;
(amino, mono- or di-lower alkylamino)-substituted lower
alkoxy; carboxy-substituted lower alkoxy; lower alkox-
ycarbonyl-substituted lower alkoxy; aryl-substituted

lower alkoxy; (hydroxy, lower alkanoyloxy or lower
alkoxy)-substituted lower alkoxy; (hydroxy, lower al-

kanoyloxy or lower alkoxy)-substituted lower alkoxyme-
thoxy; bicyclo[2,2, l]-heptyloxycarbonyl-substituted

lower alkoxy; 3-phthalidoxy; (lower alkyl, lower alkoxy,
halo>-substituted 3-phthalidoxy; amino; lower alkylamino;
di-lower alkylamino; pyrrolidino, piperidino or perhy-
droazepino; (amino or acylamino)-substituted lower alkyl-
amino; a-(carboxy or lower alkoxycarbonyl)-substituted
lower alkylamino; aryl-substituted lower alkylamino
which can be substituted on the a-carbon by carboxy or
lower alkoxycarbonyl;

X represents S(0)p, N—Rg or O, in which radicals Rg repre-
sents hydrogen, lower alkyl or aryl, and p represents zero,
one or two; and

wherein the carbocylic ring may also be hexahydro; and
wherein within the above definitions acylamino represents
lower alkanoylamino; lower alkoxycarbonylamino; aryl-

lower alkanoylamino; aryl-lower alkoxycarbonylamino;
or aroylamino in which aroyl represents benzoyl or ben-
zoyl substituted by lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen,
or nicotinoyl; and

wherein within the above definitions aryl represents phenyl
unsubstituted or mono- or di-substituted by lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, lower alkylenedioxy, lower alkanoyloxy,
hydroxy, halogen or trifluoromethyl; and cycloalkyl con-
tains 3 to 8 carbons; or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof.

16. A pharmaceutical composition suitable for oral or paren-
teral administration to mammals for the treatment or preven-
tion of diseases responsive to inhibition of angiotensin-convert-
ing enzyme comprising an effective amount of a compound of
claim 1 in combination with one or more pharmaceutically
acceptable carriers.

where R is hydrogen and lower alkyl; Ri is

9 ?—C-OCH2-C—OR2

where R2 is hydrogen, lower alkyl and benzyl of the formula

-™"-(y

where X is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, halogen,
trifluoromethyl, nitro and amino;

—C—NHC—CH2OH,
lU

where R3 and R4 are the same or different and each is hydro-
gen and lower alkyl;

O
11

—C—OCH2CH2N—R5,

R«

where Rs and R^ are the same or different and each is hydro-
gen and lower alkyl; and the pharmaceutically acceptable
addition salts thereof

11. A method of alleviating pain in a mammal which com-
prising administering to a mammal an effective pain alleviating

amount of the compound of claim 1.

4,477,4<6

ACYLOXY DERIVATIVES OF [PHENYLSULFONYIXOR
SULFINYL)]THIOPHENESULFONAMIDE FOR THE

TOPICAL TREATMENT OF ELEVATED INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE

Kenaedi L. Shcpard, North Wales, Pa^ asrignor to Merck St

Co^ Inc^ Rahway, NJ.
Continuation-iB-part of Ser. No. 49733. May 23, 1983,

abandoned. Iliis application Jnn. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 505,618
Int 0.3 A61K 31/38. 31/40: C07D 333/00

U.S. CL 424—275 13 Claims
1. A compound of structural formula:

4,477,465

SUBSTITUTED 4,10-DIHYDRO-lO^XOTHIENO
BENZOXEPINS

LawrcBcc L. Martin, Lebuon, and Linda L. Sctcscak, Somer-
Tflic, both ofNJ., assigaors to Hoedist-Roassel Pharmaceuti'
cals iMn SosMrriUe, NJ.

Flkd Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,218
lat CLJ A61K 31/38: C07D 495/04

UAa 424-275 20 Claims
1. A 4,l(Mihydro-10-oxothieno benzoxepin derivative hav-

ing the formula

R(0)„CO-

(0)«

J~S.
S02NH2

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, wherein
m is 1 or 2;

n is or 1;

Ris
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(1) Ci.igalkyl, either straight or branched chain,

(2) Ci.ighaloalkyl, wherein halo is chloro, bromo, or

fluoro,

(3) RlR2N-Ci.$alkyl, wherein R> and R2 are indepen-

dently hydrogen or Ci.salkyl, or R' and R^ are joined

together to form a heterocycle selected from piperidi-

nyl, morpholinyl, or pyrrolidinyl,

(4) Ci.jalkoxycarbonyl-Ci.salkyl,

(5) C3^ycloalkyl,

(6) C3^ycloalkyl-Ci.3alkyl,

(7) Ci.3alkyl-C3.6cycloalkyl,

(8) aryl, wherein aryl is a carbocycle or heterocycle se-

lected from phenyl, naphthyl, pyridinyl, furanyl or

thienyl, either unsubstituted or substituted with one or

more of Ci.3alkyl, halo or Ci^alkoxy,

(9) aryI-Ci.3alkyl, either unsubstituted or substituted with

one or more of halo, Ci.3alkyl or C|.3alkoxy,

(10) C2^kenyl,
(ll)C2^1kynyl,

(12) aryl-C2^kenyl,

(13) NR^-piperidinyl, wherein R^ is Ci.3alkyl or C2.sal-

kanoyl, or

(14) Cioalkoxy-Ci.salkyl.

4,477,467

INSECT REPELLENT
KazoBori Nishizawa, Sakora, and Haruya Kato, Funabashi, both

of Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 906,590, May 16, 1978, abandoned.

This appUcation Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,404

Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1977, 52*57934

Int a^ AOIN 37/00. 37/12. 37/18
U.S. Q. 424—317 3 Claims

S OOr

< 0.1 ya I.J It I.J UD X,

Anwnl a) Oggllit «c)d (V

1. An insect repellent having increased resistance to absorp-

tion through the skin, consisting essentially of 1-50% by

weight of N,N-diethyltoluamide as a repellent component, and

an aromatic proton donor selected from the group consisting

of phthalic acid, terephthalic acid, trimellitic acid, pyromellitic

acid, gallic acid, hydroxytrimesic acid, and tannic acid;

wherein the weight in grams of said proton donor relative to

said N,N-diethyltoluamide is O.S to 2.0 times the value of Q
which is calculated from the following equation:

amount of N,N— molecular weight

Q _ diethvltol"«'"''<«' (|y) x of proton donor
* 191.26 X number of proton donor groups

'

in one proton donor molecule.

4,477,468

TREATMENT OF TYPE II HERPES VIRUS WITH
FLURBIPROFEN

Jay W. Heckler, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to The UitJohn

Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,037

The portion of the term of this patent sabseqnent to Sep. 25,

2001, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 A61K 31/19, 31/235
U.S. a. 424—317 2 Claims

1. A process for therapeutic treatment of Herpes Type 11

virus comprising the systemic or topical administration to a

human or animal infected with Herpes Type 11 virus of an

effective antiviral amount of 3-f1uoro-4-phenylhydratropic

acid or alkyl ester of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive,

including isomeric forms thereof, or a pharmacologically ac-

cepuble salt thereof

4,477,469

PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
METHYLSULFONYLMETHANE AND METHODS OF

USE AND PURinCATION
Robert J. Herschler, 3080 NW. Stii St, Camas, Wash. 98607
Division of Ser. No. 71,068, Aug. 30, 1979, Pat. No. 4,296,104.

This appUcation Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,592

Int.a.3 A61Kiy/;7
U.S. a. 424—322 25 Claims

1. A composition suitable for application to tissue and/or
body fluids of a human or other animal subject comprising a

pharmaceutically acceptable composition containing about

one to twenty weight percent methylsulfonylmethane as an

essential active agent, and an amount from about one to twenty
weight percent carbamide effective to enhance the activity of

the methylsulfonylmethane.

4,477,470

METHOD FOR PRODUCING DIURESIS USING
M-AMINO^i-METHYLPHENETHYLAMINE

Francis T. Brennan, Springfield, Pa.; Genevieve F. Sosnowski,

Wilmington, Del., and Joseph Weinstock, Pboenixville, Pa.,

assignors to SmithKline Beckman Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa.

FUed Oct 20, 1983, Ser. No. 543,737

Int a.3 A61K 31/135

VJS. a. 424-330 6 Gaims
1. A method of producing water diuresis or saluresis in a

human or animal patient in need thereof comprising adminis-

tering orally or parenterally to said patient a nontoxic, diuretic

quantity of m-amino-a-methylphenethylamine, an optical iso-

mer thereof or a pharmaceutically acceptable, acid addition

salt thereof

4,477,471

PRESERVATION OF FOODS WITH NON-LACTOSE
FERMENTING STREPTOCOCCUS LACTIS SUBSPEOES

DIACETILACTIS
Carlos F. Gonzalez, Sarasota, Fla., assignor to Microlife Tech-

nics, InCn Sarasota, Fla.

FUed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,724

Int CL? A23C 9/12. 17/00; A23B 4/12: C12N 15/00. 1/00.

1/20: C12R 1/46

U.S. a. 426-43 10 Claims

1. In the method for the preservation of a food by providing

a culture in the food containing lactose which generates a

bacterial spoilage inhibitory substance the improvement which
comprises: providing in the food a modified strain of Strepto-

coccus diacetilactis which is unable to ferment lactose to lactic

acid as a result of the removal of a naturally occurring 41 Mdal
plasmid from a strain of Streptococcus diacetilactis containing

the plasmid, wherein the modified strain produces the inhibi-

tory substance which is equivalent in effectiveness in inhibiting

Pseudomonasjluorescens to the strain with the 41 Mdal plasmid.
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PROCESS FOR PREPARING POWDERED OIL AND FAT
AUro Scto; Mbbm Sdui, lad TtkMU Sddta, aU of Kana^iwa,
Japn, aniffon to NiMia OU Mills, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japu

FIM Jaa. II, 1982, Scr. No. 338,719

Ciaiai priority, Mplkatioa Japn, Jan. 9, 1981, 56-1132

lat a.3 A23L 1/20

U.S. CL 426-M 4 Claims

1. A process for preparing a powdered oil/fat which com-
prises partially hydrolyzing a soybean protein with an acid or

a protease until the solubility of the protein in a S% aqueous

solution of trichloroacetic acid is in the range of about

1S-S0%, to obtain an aqueous solution of protein, adding an

oil/fat to said solution to obtain an O/W emulsion and spray-

drying said emulsion.

4,477,473

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING
FROZEN CONFECTIONS

C DooaM ScbooaoMlca-, Booatoa, and Jonas Bortkevidns, No.
Brmawlck, both ofNJ., aadgnors to General Foods Corpora-

tiom White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 457,326

Int a^ GOIN 33/02: A2SP 1/00; B67D 5/16
U.S. CL 426—231 18 Claims

10. In a method for the production of frozen confections of

the type in which sticks project from a block of frozen confec-

tion material, wherein a plurality of molds having open upper
ends for receiving flowable conifection material are conveyed
along a predetermined path for the formation of said frozen

confections; the improvement comprising feeding a constant

metered volume of said confection material at a constant rate

in a semi-frozen condition from a supply of said confection

material; lowering said nozzle means into said molds; and
conveying metered quantities of the material into dispensing

nozzle means while raising said nozzle means from said molds
as said confection material is dispensed from said nozzle means
into said molds in synchronism with the metered feed rate of
said material to thereby provide a continuous metered flow of
said confection material into said molds during each rising

motion ofsaid nozzle means; whereby the formation of voids in

said material during the filling of said molds is avoided, said

confection material is conveyed through a positive displace-

ment, pressure-responsive metering pump which advances a
metered quantity of smd confection material into said nozzle
means during each rising cycle of said nozzle means.

4,477,474

PROCESS FOR SOLUBIUZING FD AND C RED #3
UNDER ACIDIC CONDITIONS AND COMPOSITION

Joseph J. Saladini, Do?er, Del^ John V. Pamell, III, Larch-
mont, N.Y.; Wayne L. Steensen, Newark, and Harry H.
Topalian, Dotct, both of Del., assignors to General Foods
Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 828,570, Aug. 29, 1977, Pat No.
4,165390. This appUcation Aug. 20, 1979, Ser. No. 67,741

The portion of the term of this patent snbseqnent to Aog. 21,

1996, has been disclaimed.

Int CI.J A23L 1/27, 1/04
U.S. a. 426—250 20 Gaims

1. A particulate dry FD&C Red #3 composition which
when solubilized in an aqueous solution in which the pH is

adjusted to below about 4.S results in a solution which is sub-

stantially cloud-free and precipitate-free comprising:

drying Red #3 on a substrate of gelatin effective to stabilize

the Red #3 when in an aqueous solution and when the pH
of the solution is adjusted to below about 4.S providing a

substantially cloud-free and precipitate-free solution, the

gelatin being allowed to interact with the Red #3 to

subilize the Red #3 prior to adjusting the pH below 4.5.

4,477,475

METHOD FOR COLORING nSH FLESH
Ste?ea J. Fishman, 25 Progress Pkwy., MaryUmd Heights, Mo.
63043

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,626

Int a.J A22C 25/00: A23L 1/27
U.S. a. 426—250 16 Claims

1. A method for coloring fish flesh comprising the steps of:

introducing into said flesh an aqueous solution of a food dye
by injecting said solution into the flesh via an array of a
plurality of hypodermic needles; and

aging the flsh flesh containing said injected dye for a period

of at least about two days, thereby allowing the dye to

diffuse through the flesh and produce a substantially even
hue therethroughout.

4,477,476

METHOD FOR PROCESSING SALMON ROE
PRODUCTS

Takahiko Kagawa, Tokyo, and Yasnhiko Sasamoto, Kanagawa,
both of Japan, assignors to Taiyo Fishery Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Dec 28, 1982, Ser. No. 453^26
Int CV A23L 1/272. 1/325

U.S. a. 426—262 2 Claims

1. A method for processing salmon green egg, that is, previ-

ously untreated salmon roe into a salmon roe product, said

method comprising:

salting said green egg under agitation in a saturated aqueous

solution of salt containing a quantity of nitrite sufficient to

impart a scarlet coloring to said roe product and being

free from any precipitates; drying said salted egg; and

immersing said dried, salted egg under agitation in a satu-

rated aqueous solution of malate containing a quantity of

nitrite sufficient to impart a scarlet coloring to said roe

product and being free from any precipitates.

4,477,477

WINE PRESERVATION DEVICE AND METHOD
William L. Arter, 1214 Margarita, FUlerton, CaUf. 92633

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,779

Int CL^ C12H 1/00: B65B 55/00. 63/00

MS. CL 426—330.4 5 Claims

1. A wine preservation device for utilization in preserving

the wine remaining in an open container having a pouring

opening, comprising the combination of: means for defining a

source of pressurized, inert gas; a valve connected to said

source denning means; a connection to said valve; and an
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adjustable nozzle connected to said source through said con-

nection, said nozzle having mounting means thereon for sup-

porting same on said container, when said device is used with

said container, for locating and supporting said nozzle below
the pouring opening in said container, said mounting means
comprising a plurality of supports projecting in spaced rela-

tionship about the perimeter of said mounting means, said

supports being engaged with the portion of said container

adjacent said pouring opening when in use, thereby providing

spaces between the perimeter surface of said mounting means
and the interior surface of said pouring opening to permit air in

said container between the surface of said remaining wine and

said moimting means to be expelled through said spaces when
said inert gas is introduced through said nozzle into the con-

tainer.

5. A method of preserving the wine remaining in a previ-

ously opened container having a pouring opening, comprising

solids, food particulates, salt, gums, emulsifiers', starch, spices

and flavors, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, and a low level of

chemical preservatives, and mixtures thereof and between

about 0.1 and about l.S percent by weight fumaric acid, based

on total moisture content of the food composition, the com-

bined amounts of fumaric acid and acetic acid being effective

to preserve the salad dressing against microbiological spoilage.

the steps of: inserting a nozzle through said pouring opening

and locating the end of said nozzle in juxtaposition to the

surface of said remaining wine; supporting said nozzle in place

with a mount supported on said container adjacent said pour-

ing opening, said mount comprising a plurality of supports

projecting in spaced relationship about the perimeter of said

mount, said supports being engaged with the portion of said

container adjacent said pouring opening, thereby providing

spaces between the perimeter surface of said mount and the

interior surface of said pouring opening to permit air to pass

therebetween; dispensing a pressurized inert gas through said

nozzle into said container and simultaneotuly venting the

displaced air in said container through said pouring opening;

continuing the flow of said inert gas until it issues from said

poiuing opening; terminating the flow of said inert gas; remov-

ing said nozzle from said container; and closing said pouring

opening with said inert gas deposited in said container.

4,477,479

UQUID DOUGH CONDTHONERS AND DOUGH
PRODUCT CONTAINING SAME

Daniel A. Jenris, Kingsport, Tenn., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 528,751

Int CV A21D 2/14: A23D 5/00

U.S. CL 426-549 6 Claims

1. A dough conditioner which is Uquid at room temperature

comprising about 10 to about 90 weight % of diacetyl tartaric

acid esters of glycerides, about 6 to about 86 weight % of

glycerides, and lUwut 4 to about 12 weight % of a compound
selected from lactic acid and an acyl lactylic acid, wherein the

acyl radical is a fatty acid having 14-22 carbon atoms.

4,477,480

METHOD OF PREPARING A CLEAN FLAVORED
CEREAL STARCH

William C. SddeL Monsert George E. Onnofich, FInsUng, and

Darrcll G. Medcalf, Chappaqna, all of N.Y., assignors to

General Foods Corporation, White Plaina, N.Y.

FUed Jnl. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,755

Int a^ A23L 1/195. 1/187

U.S.a 426-578 16 Claims

1. A process for removing the ofT-taste in cereal starches

comprising the steps of:

(a) dispersing and agitating a sufficient quantity of a cereal

starch in water so as to form a homogenous starch slurry

that is between about 18 and 45%, by weight, starch;

(b) adding an alkali to the slurry so that the slurry pH is no

more than about 2 pH units from the starch's pasting pH;

(c) within about 5 hours of the alkali addition, removing the

alkali liquid from the slurry;

(d) repeatedly washing the starch solids with an aqueous

media, wherein the aqueous media does not substantially

lower the starch pH below a pH of about 1&, and

(e) drying the slurry.

4,477,478

ACID PRESERVATION SYSTEMS FOR FOOD
PRODUCTS

Jeanne E. Tlbcrio, Lodi, and Michael C. Chri^iano, Tenafly,

both of NJ., aadgnon to Thomas J. Upton, Inc., Englcwood

Cliffs, NJ.
FUed Jnn. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 389,978

Int a? A23D 5/00: A23L 1/24. 3/34

MS,a 426-330.6 17 Claims

I. A salad dressing comprising between about 30 and about

60 percent by weight edible oil, between about 20 and about SO

percent by weight moisture, between about 0.89 and about 1.8

percent by weight acetic acid, bised on total moisture content

of the food composition, at least one salad dressing ingredient

selected from the group consisting of egg yolk, buttermilk,

buttermilk solids, dehydrated sour cream, nonfat dry milk

4^77,481

METHOD FOR PRODUCING DRIED CTTRUS PULP
William A. Eiscnhardt Jr^ WorOingtott, Ohio; Fooad Z. Sa-

Iceb, Pleaaantrillc, N.Y.; Randal P. MeKay, Paramna, NJ.,

and Bary L. Zellcr, PlcasantTllle, N.Y., aaaignors to General

Foods CorporatiOB, WUte Plains, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 391,783

Int OJ A23L 2/00: A23B 7/02

MS.a 426-590 8 Claims

1. A method for preparing a dry citrus pulp material com-

prising the step of raising the pH of the wet pulp material to a

pH of at least 4.0, said pH being increased by the addition of a

water-soluble, edible, inorganic basic material and thereafter

freeze drying the pH-adjusted pulp and comminuting the

freeze dried pulp.
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PEANUT FLAVORING COMPATIBLE WITH WATER
BASED FOOD SYSTEMS

F. Lm ATera, Alaneda, CiUf^ mtgnor to Jack W. Kaehn, Sr^
Bornsville, Minn.

DfTtekm of Scr. No. 477,00< Mar. 21, 1M3, abandoned. This

appUcation Jon. 7, 1M3, Scr. No. 502,010

IM. CL3 A23L 1/36. 1/221

U.S. CL 426—«32 16 Claims
1. A hydrophilic peanut flavoring composition that is com-

patible with aqueous food systems which comprises about 40 to

SO wt-% ground peanuts with its peanut oil, about 20 to 25
wt-% of a polyhydroxy alcohol compound, about 14 to 20
wt-% of a sugar, and about 20-2S wt-% water, wherein the

polyhydroxy alcohol compound and the sugar act to increase

the hydrophilicity of the peanut oil.

4^77,483
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE

APPUCATION OF UQUID SUBSTANCES TO
SURFACES OF FRUIT

Philip J. Lcwia, Corona, Calif., aaaignor to Brogdex Company,
Pamona, Calif

.

FUcd Mar. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 478,469

iBt a.3 B05D 1/02
U.S. CL 427—8 19 Claima

1. In an apparatus for applying a liquid substance to the
surfaces of a plurality of discrete objects advanced in variable

quantities along a path of roll means structured to agitate said

objects to augment exposure of surfaces of said objects to be
coated, applicator means for said liquid arranged to spray said

liquid in atomized form in a treating zone generally trans-

versely of the path of travel of the objects, the improvement
comprising in combination:

means for determining the speed of advancement of the
objects along said path;

means for determining the quantity of objects moving pass a
selected place along said path; and

means for correlating the speed of advancement of said

objects and variable quantities of said objects being ad-
vanced to regulate at the treating zone the amount of
liquid discharged from said applicator means to provide
optimum volume of liquid substance for application to the
sensed quantity of objects.

9. A method of controlling the amount of liquid treating

substance applied to a plurality of discrete fruit moving along
a path at a selected rate of speed and in accordance with the
variable quantity of friiit on said path, the application of liquid

substance to the friiit being by more than one nozzle movable
transversely over the path at a selected rate of speed in a spray
zone, comprising the steps of:

sensing the speed of movement of the fhiit along said path;
sensing the quantity of fruit on the path upstream from the

application of the liquid substance at the spray zone;
and correlating the speed of movement of the fruit, sensed

quantity of fruit, the transverse rate of movement of the

nozzles, and the discharge pressure of the nozzles apply-

ing the liquid substance to control and to furnish an opti-

mum effective volume of liquid substance at selected

pressure for the varying quantity of friiit on the path at the

spray zone.

4,477,484

ELECTROLESS PLATING MONITOR
Frank Paoletti, Endwell, and StCTCO A. Schabert, Vestal, botti of

N.Y., assignors to Intematioiial BnsiBess Machines Corpora*
tion, Armonli, N.Y.

FUcd Dec 10, 1982, Scr. No. 448,574

Int a? B05D 1/00: GOIR 27/02
U.S. a. 427—10 9 Chdns
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1. A process for monitoring the progress of electroless plat-

ing of sensitized elements comprising the steps of:

forming a coupon ofinsulative substrate having a plurality of
holes with the hole walls interconnected in a series resis-

tance circuit by conductors such that the hole walls are a
part of said circuit;

sensitizing the walls of said holes with a solution to initiate

the deposit of metal thereon;

immersing said sensitized coupon in an electroless metal

plating bath to deposit metal on said walls; and
measuring the resistance ofsaid circuit as an indication of the
amount of metal plated onto said sensitized hole walls

during said immersion.

4,477,485

PROCESS FOR FORMING AN ELECTRODE OF AN
ORGANIC CELL

Hiromochi Muramatsn, Nagoya; Atsushi Watanabe, Toyokawa,
and Konihiko Hara, Aichi, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon*

denso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Jqian

FUed Jon. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 509,797

Claims priority, application Japan, JoL 12, 1982, 57*120770

Int CL^ B05D 3/06
U.S. CL 427—38 9 Claims

1. A process for forming an electrode of an organic electro-

conductive material for use in an organic cell, in which a thin

film of a metal is formed on the surface of at least a pari of at

least one side of the organic electroconductive material in a

sheet form at such a temperature that no thermal deterioration

occurs in said organic material, and then an atom-interdiffiised

layer is formed at the interface between said thin film and said

electrode by a recoil ion implantation method.
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4^77,486
METHOD OF APPLYING AN OPAQUE SCREENING

AREA
Premakaraa T. Boaz, Uvonia, Mich., aadgnor to Ford Motor
Conpaay, Deaibom, Mich.

CoBtinnatioa*in*part of S«r. No. 356,000, Mar. 8, 1982,
abandoned. lUs appUcation Feb. 16, 1984, Ser. No. 579,300

Int a.3 B05D 3/02. 5/00
U.S. a. 427—54.1 3 Claims

contain no less than fifty percent by weight of granulated
particles having a size of at least 44 microns and no less

than ten percent by weight of fine particles having a size

of no greater than ten microns to act as a sintering aid, said

electrode-adhering particles being produced through
granulation by spray drying fine primary particles;

(c) preparing fluidized electrode-adhering particles by add-

ing an organic binder to said electrode-adhering particles;

(d) applying said fluidized electrode-adhering particles to a

surface of said green nutrix;

1. A method of applying an opaque screening area to a
surface ofa glass sheet characterized in that the method has the
following steps:

applying to the surface of the glass sheet a masking materit..'

which defines the edges of the opaque screening area to be
applied to the glass sheet, said masking material being

nonreactive with the surface of the glass sheet and being

heat decomposable into products which can be removed
from the surface ofthe glass sheet without damage thereto,

said masking material being applied to the surface of the

glass sheet to provide a wide area of masking material

extending away from said defined edges of the opaque
screening area to be applied to the glass sheet;

applying a ceramic-containing material on the areas of the

surface of the glass sheet to which the opaque screening

areas are to be applied, said ceramic-containing material

also coating at least part of said masking material gener-

ally along said portion of said masking material defining

said edges of the opaque screening area, said ceramic
material containing components which are heat fusable to

the surface of the glass sheet to form the opaque screening

area;

heating the glass sheet to (1) decompose said masking mate-
rial so that it and any ceramic material overlying it can be
removed from the surface of the glass sheet without any
damage thereto, and (2) heat fuse said fusable components
of said ceramic material to the surface of the glass sheet

thereby to form the opaque screening area on the surface

of the glass sheet; and
removing said decomposed masking material and any ce-

ramic material overlying the same whereby the opaque
screening material is defined by a sharp edge which had
been defined by said masking material before removal
thereof.

4^77,487

METHOD OF PRODUCING OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION CELLS

Takao Kojima, Nagoya, and Naoto Nagaanma, SeU, botti of

Japan, assignors to NGK Sparic Plog Co., Ltd., Nagoya, Japan
CoBtinurtioB of Ser. No. 262,643, May 11, 1961, abandoned.

This application Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,828

Claims priority, iwUcation Japan, May 14, 1960, 55'63679

IM. a^ GOIN 27/58
U.S. a. 427—123 6 Claims

1. A method for producing an oxygen concentration cell

suitable for exposure to high temperature combustion gases

which comprises the steps of: pi (a) forming a green matrix by
press moldhfig a stabilized or partially stabilized zirconia raw
material powder;

(b) producing electrode-adhering particles made of stabi-

lized or putially stabilized zirconia granulated particles

which have a substantially spherical shape and which

(e) sintering the green matrix and the ^>plied electrode-

adhering particles to form a monolithic matrix having a

plurality of convex portions on the surface of the sintered

matrix;

(0 applying an electrode to the surface of the sintered ma-
trix; and

(g) applying a heat-resistant ceramic protective film to the

electrode.

4,477,488

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING MAGNETIC
RECORDING MEDIUM

Ryi^i Sogita, Hirakata; Kc^}i Kaaai, Neyagawa; Sdahi SMakL
Nishiooadya, and Ken Takahashi, Svita, all of Japan, aasign*

ors to Matsnshita Electric Indostrial Co., Ltd., Kadoau,
Japan

Filed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 473,766

Claiffls priority, applicatioa Japan, Mar. 16, 1962, 57*42043;

Dec. 27, 1982, 57-231543

Int a^ B05D 5/12
MS. a 427—129 4 daiiH

3 VW^f
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1. A method ofmanufacturing a magnetic recording medium
including a high polymer substrate with a magnetic film depos-

ited thereon, with or without intermediate layer(s) therebe-

tween, the magnetic film containing Co-Cr as a host material,

the constituent of Co being in a range of 70-90 weight %,
comprising the steps of:

selecting the polymer substrate to have "a linear expansion

coefficient in the range of l.Ox 10-' to 2.9x 10-VC;
temperature controlling the outer surface of a cylindrical

can to be within the range of lS0*-300* C; and

running the polymer substrate around the temperature con-

trolled can and vapor depositing the magnetic film

thereon during the running.

4S2-228 O.G.-84-II
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MT7,4S9 MT7,491
METHOD OF MAKING MAGNEHC RECORDING ONE-SIDE ZINC HOT DIPPING PROCESS USING AN

MEDIUM ANTI-PLATING AGENT
Ry^li SUnihata, mi Tilpji KitUMto, aU of Kntaki Sato; HisM> Yaranafi; TakaUaa YoiUliara; Yoahtaori

MipMn to F^Ji Pkoto FOai Co^ Ltd^ F^JUa, and Kazaald Kyono, all of CUba, Japaa, aarignon to

I
Japaa Kawaiaki Sted CorporatkNi, Hyogo, Jaina

FIM Sap. 1, 1M2, Sar. No. 413,890 FIM Sep. 23, 1M2, Scr. No. 422,475

r, uppHrartea Japan, Sap. 3, IMl, 56-139095; Claims priority, appUcatkm Japan, No?. 18, 1981, 56-184702

Sep. 4^ 1981, 56-139324 Int CL^ B05D 3/02, 3/12
lat a.) HOIF 10/02 U.S. CL 427—211 5 Claims

US. CL 437—132 3 Claims

1. A method of making a magnetic recording medium by

causing a flow of vapor obtained by evaporating a magnetic

metal deposition material to impinge and deposition on a mov-

ing substtnte at an oblique angle with respect to the moving

substrate, wherein the improvement comprises moving said

substrate so that the incident angle {$) vapor flow with respect

to said substrate continuously changes from the maximum
incident angle (9max) to the minimum incident angle (9min),

and introducing an oxidizing gas in the vicinity of said sub-

strate by use of a gas introducing means extending along the

surface of said moving substrate in the direction perpendicular

to the moving direction thereof and located at a position se-

lected from near the maximum incident angle (dmax) portion

of said vapor flow and near the minimum incident angle (9min)

portion of said vapor flow, during the formation of a thin

ferromagnetic film on said substrate wherein said maximum
incident angle (9max) is in the range between 60* and 90*, and

said minimum incident angle (9min) is in the range between 30*

and 73*.

4,477,490

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT COATING SYSTEM
Irvtag H. Wdabarg, 44 Park La., Park Ridge, DL 60068

FOad Feb. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 470,156

lit a> B05C 1/16: B05D 5/10
U.S. CL 427—136 10 Claims

1. A process for bonding finely divided, particulate in-place

contaminants, such as asbestos fibers to a soil surface layer

upon which the contaminants have precipitated or with which
the contaminants have become admixed, comprising the steps

of: inftasing the contaminated soil surface layer with an aqueous

solution of a soluble sihcate prepolymer and with an inorganic

polyvalent cation catalyst for said silicate prepolymer, allow-

ing said silicate prepolymer to cure and polymerize and to

insolubiUze in-titu in sidd contaminated sdl layer to form a

matrix in which silicate anions in said silicate prepolymer are

chemically bonded with silicate moieties in both the contami-

nated soil layer and the asbestos fibers, said matrix encapsulat-

ing reactive entities in said soil layer which otherwise would
interfere with a sidiaeqaently applied topcoat layer,

and applying an abrasion-resistant and impact-absorbent

topcoat layer of resinous material to the surface of the

infused and bonded soil layer.

•^^^^j

1. A process for producing a one-side zinc hot dipped steel

sheet, comprising the steps of

coating one surface of a steel sheet with an aqueous slurry of

an anti-plating agent, said anti-plating agent containing 9

parts by weight of Ti02, 9 parts by weight of AI2O3, 23

parts by weight of an alkali metal silicate, 1 1 parts by
weight of NaOH, 17 parts by weight of boric acid and 32

parts by weight of MgO,
heating the coated sheet for drying and baking to form an

anti-plating film on one surface of the steel sheet,

immersing the steel sheet with the anti-plating film m a

molten zinc bath to plate the other surface of the steel

sheet with zinc,

rendering the antijplating film wet, and

subjecting the steel sheet to bending, thereby peeling offand
removing the anti-plating film from the steel sheet, char-

acterized in that

the coating and baking of the anti-plating agent are carried

out under conditions meeting the following inequalities:

Xs7S0;
Y^2.27X-20S1.1. and

20^Y^60
wherein X is the baking temperature in *C. and Y is the

thickness of the dry anti-plating film in microns, in order

to prevent entrainment of zinc on the anti-plating film and

to ensure complete removal of the anti-plating film.

4,477,492

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SUPERHCIALLY POROUS
SUPPORTS FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY AND

CATALYSTS
Horatio E. Bergna, and Joaeph J. Kirkland, botfi ofWOadngton,

Del., assignors to E L Da Peat de Ncmonrs and Company,

Wihnington, Del
Filed Apr. 22, 1983, Sar. No. 487,894

lat CL^ B05D 7/00; C02F 1/68

UJS. CL 427—215 13 Claintt

1. A process for preparing superficially porous macroparti-

des comprising

(a) forming a well mixed slurry of core macroparticles,

colloidal inorganic microparticles to coat the macroparti-

cles, and a liquid, said core macroparticles being (1) im-

pervious and stable, (2) regularly shaped and (3) about

S-200 \tm in size and said microparticles being substan-

tially uniform in size and shape and having a size of about

4-1000 nm; the ratio of the weight of the microparticles to

weight of liquid being from about 0.0S to about 0.S and the

ratio of volume of coating microparticles to total volume

of coating microparticles and core macroparticles being

from about 0.003 to idwut 0.7;

(b) atomizing the slurry to form a fine spray using spraying
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conditions suitable to produce droplets of a size greater

than the size of the core macroparticles;

(c) contacting the spray with a drj^ medium at a tempera-
ture of from about 130* C. to about 400* C. to evaporate

the liquid or cooling the spray below the freezing point of

the liquid and drying the resulting frozen particles without

thawing them; and

(d) heating the resulting dried coated macroparticles at a

temperature and for a time sufficient to cause sintering

resulting in about S% to about 30% decrease in surface

area of said dried, coated macroparticles.

4,477,494

PROCESS FOR FORMING RUST RESISTANT TIN OXIDE
COATINGS ON GLASS CONTAINERS

Syed R. Ali-Ziddi, OippaiTille, Pa., assignor to Qaa Contain-

ers CorporatioB, FUkrtoa, CaUf.

FOad JaL 12, 1982, Sar. No. 397,154

bt a^ B05D 5/00. 1/02

U.S. CL 427—255

J

9 daims
1. In a process for the formation of a coating on a glass

container by the formation of a tin oxide coating on the con-

tainers during passage through a tunnel adjacent the forming

machine, wherein t^ bottles are at a temperature of between

about 500*-720* C; the improvement wherein said coating is

rendered rust resistant and the scratch resistance thereof is

enhanced by:

passing dry air through a bath of tin tetrachloride to form a

first fluid stream;

passing dry air through a bath of a phosphorous haUde,

selected fvam the group consisting of phosphorous tri-

chloride or phoqihorous oxychloride, to form a second

fluid stream;

combniing the first and second fluid streams, and intimately

mixing said streams, to form a fluid coating stream com-

prising air containing tin tetrachloride and said phospho-

rous haKr'e in a ratio, by weight, of between 2:1 and 9:1;

combining said fluid coating stream with additiooal air, and

mtrtxlucing said fluid coating stream combined with said

additional air into said tunnel for contact with containers

passing therethrough, whereby said rust resistant, scratch

resistant coating is formed on said containers.

4,477,493

PRODUCnON OF REACnON-BONDED SIUCON
CARBIDE BODIES

Keueth ParUiaoB, Wimd, aad Peter Kouedy, Brooifiton,

both of Engbud, aaaigaort to United Kiagdom Atonic Energy

Aathority, LoodoB, Eaglaad

Filed Apr. 19, 1983, Scr. No. 486,444

Claims priority, appiicatioB United Kingdom, Apr. 30, 1982,

8212640

lat a3 B05D 3/02

U.S.a 427—228 3 ClaiiM

1. In the production of a silicon carbide artefact by siliconis-

ing a green body formed from a coherent mixture of carbon

and silicon carbide powders the improvement comprising

coating the surface of the green body with a paste comprising

finely divided silicon powder and carbon suspended in a vis-

cous medium carbonisable on heating and heating the coated

body first to decompose the viscous medium and leave silicon

and a carbon layer of open cellolse structure extending over

the surface of the body and then, in the presence of molten

silicon, to convert the carbon layer to a silicon carbide skeleton

with open pores through which the molten silicon moves to

accelerate riliconising of the green body.

4,477,495

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREPARING
THERMOPLASTIC COATED WEBS AND PRODUCTS

THEREOF
Michael Ring, Warwick, N.Y., and William K. Kirit, Carey.

N.C aaaignors to latcmatioBal Paper Coaivny, New York,

N.Y.

Filed No?. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 440,412

IBL CL^ B05C 3/02; B05D 3/12

U.S. CL 427—356 52 <

7^
-"y

36. Method of coating a wd>, which comprises the steps of:

(a) moving the web;

(b) applying coating materials to the moving web;

(c) passing the web and coating material into and through a

confined zone; and

(d) restricting the rate at which the coating material on the

web leaves te confined zone whereby said coating mate-

rial accumulates in the confined zone and builds up an

internal hydrostatic pressure which tends to drive it into

the web.

4,477,496
PROCESS FOR PREPARING SIZED GLASS FIBER

ROVING
Balbbadra Das, and L. Dow Moore, both of AlUaoB Pari(, Pa.,

aaaigDors to PPG ladnatrlca. Inc., Pittsbargh, Pa.

DiTiaioB of Ser. No. 363,197, Mar. 29, 1982, Pat No. 4,435,474,

wUch is a diriaion of Ser. No. 273,791, Jan. 15, 1981, Pat No.

4^338,233. lUs applicatiOB Dec 19, 1983, Scr. No. 562,903

lat CL^ B05D 3/02; D02G 3/00

U.S. CL 427—375 2 ClaliH

1. In a process for preparing sized glass fiber roving for use

in preparing sheet molding compound, bulk molding com-

pound or thick molding compound, the Improvement compris-

ing:

(a) treating the glass fibers during their formation with an

aqueous sizing composition comprising:
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(1) a major amount of the solids of the sizing composition

being one or more croo-linkable film forming polymers
compatible with the matrix polymer,

(2) one or more organo-silane coupling agents in an
amount up to 20 weight percent of the solids in the

sizing composition,

(3) interaction product of an amino organo^ane epoxi-

dized polyvinylaceutes, epoxidized polyacrylates, ep-

oxidized polyesters, epoxi(Uzed polyurethane and epox-
idized polyolefins wherein the oth«r comonomer form-
ing the epoxidized polar thermoplastic copolymer is

different from the first comonomer and selected from
vinyl acetate, alkylenes, acrylates, polyester repeating

units and polyurethane repeating units of the monomer
with epoxy fimctionality is in the range of about 2 to

about 12 parts per 100 parts of the copolymer, and
where the epoxy copolymer has a Tg in the range of
- 10* C. to about 70* C. and

(4) a sufficient amount of water to produce an aqueous
sizing composition having a solids content in the range

of about 2 weight percent to about 30 weight percent;

(b) gathering the treated glass fibers into one or more treated

glass fiber strands,

(c) drying the treated glass fiber strand or strands at a tem-

perature above about 100* C. for more than one hour to

remove almost all of the moisture from the strand or
strands,

(d) gathering a plurality of dried glass fiber strands,

(e) beating the plurality of dried glass fiber strands at a
temperature above about 100* C. for a time sufficient to

cause the epoxidized polar thermoplastic polymer to flow
between the strands, and

(0 coUecting the plurality of glass fiber strands into a roving

package.

4v477,497

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING POLYESTER FIBERS
WTTH GOOD ADHESION TO RUBBER

KaiwhIgB Kido, Joyo; SUgao Yamamoto, UJi, and Shigenitsa

Mvaaa, Joyo, aD of Japan, awignors to Unltika United,
Morria Towaaidp, Morris Comrty, NJ.
DiTiskM of Ser. No. 317,666, Nor. 2, 1961,. This application

Aog. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,160

Cfadns priority, appikatkm Japa^ Not. 11, 1980, 55-159021

lit a^ BOSD 3/02
U.S.a 4r-386 7 daims

1. A method of producing polyester fiber with improved
adhesion to rubber comprising

(i) applying to the fiber a finish composition comprising a
lubricant and

(a) about S to SO weight percent of an epoxy compound,
and

(b) about 3 to 30 weight percent of a novolak rerin, and
(ii) heating the fiber at a temperature ofabout ISO* to 2S0*C

for up to several seconds.

(A) 1 mol of hexamethylohnelamine, highly etherified with

a Ci- to C4-alcohol, with

(B) 3 to 6 moles of a thiol of the formula R/-X—SH,
wherein R/is perfluoroalkyl of 4 to 14 carbon atoms and X is

the divalent radical of ethylene or isopropylene, and allowing

compounds (A) and (B) to react over a period of at least about
40 minutes while the reaction temperature is increased to at

least 14S* C

4477 jjg

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF
PERFLUOROALKYL RESIDUE CONTAINING

CONDENSATION PRODUCTS, THE CONDENSATION
PRODUCTS PREPARED ACCORDINGLY, AND THEIR

USE
HaH Dsincr, Ndiiiii

, Ynaa, Mosch, Gcsacrtshansen; Bern-
hard SaadMr, aad WlDy BcrriMim, both of DIedorf, aU of
Fad. Rap. of Ganuny, aarivmrs to Ciba*Gdgy CorporatioD,
ArMay, N.Y.

FDsd Aag. 13, 1982, Sar. No. 408,084
Odm priority, appUcttk* Fed. Rep. of GcrMMy. Aog. 22,

1981, 3133303

bt a> BOSD 3/02
US. CL 437—389.9 8 ft**—

1. A condensation product obtained by mixing

4«477,499

THERMOFORMABLE SIUCONE RESIN COATING
COMPOSITION AND DUAL COMPONENT COATING

SYSTEM FOR POLYCARBONATE
James E. Doia, Hoosick Falls, and Howard A. Vanghn, Jr.,

Schenectady, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric

Company, Waterford, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,457

Int a^ C08K 3/36: C08L 69/00; C08G 77/00
U.S. CL 427—412.1 15 Oafans

1. A thennoformable silicone resin coating composition

comprising a colloidal silica filled thermoset organopolysilox-

ane containing a silylated ultraviolet radiation screening com-
pound and a smaU amount of a Lewis acid compound.

6. A method for providing a thennoformable coating on
polycarbonate substrates which comprises the steps:

(A) applying to a polycarbonate substrate an extensible

primer composition comprising from about O.S to about 10

parts by weight of a thermoplastic acrylic polymer in

about 99.S to about 90 parts by weight of a volatUe sol-

vent, and thereafter

(B) applying a thermoformable silicone resin coating compo-
sition as defined in claim 1.

4,477,500

EYE INSERT FOR TAXIDERMY FORM
Leon T. Powell, Rte. 13, Box 52, Sailsbnry, N.C 28144

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,778

Int CL3 A63H 3/3%
UJS. 0. 428—16 9 ClalBis

K.'io

1. An eye insert for a taxidermy form having a preformed

eye socket, wherein the eye insert and eye socket cooperate to

automatically align the eye insert to an anatomically correct

position and appearance while permitting a narrow range of

adjustment of the insert relative to the socket, said eye insert

comprising:

(a) an artilkial eydwll;

(b) a base which is smaller than the eye socket opening and

into which the eyeball is adapted to be partially set, said

base configured to be positioned within the eye socket of

the taxidermy form; and,

(c) aUgnment means carried by said base and the eye socket

for positioning the base in a predetermined alij^mient in

the eye socket and for permitting the eye insert to be

manuidly adjusted within the eye socket within a narrow

range of adjustment in order to achieve a completely

life-like appearance before being fixed against fiirther

movement
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4^77,501 4,477,503
WELDED CAN AND PROCESS FOR PREPARATION AIR SUPPORTED STRUCTURES HAVING INTERNAL

THEREOF LINERS
ShnqJI KoJIma; Tadahiko Katsora, both of Yokohama; Hiroshi Donate M. FMoU, Mamaroneek, N.Y., assignor to Air Strae-
Ueno, Yokosoka; Kazoo Taira, Tokyo, and Tsoneo Inatani, tores International Inc., Tapput N.Y.
Yokosoka, all of Japan, assignors to Toyo Seikan Kalsha, Filed Ang. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,265
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan i^ q^s £o^ i/qq
Continuation of Ser. No. 225,994, Jon. 19, 1981,. This U.S. CL 428—102 14

appUcation Not. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 443,213
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 18, 1980, 55-3502

Int a? B65D 63/40
U.S.a 428—35 16

1. A coated welded can con^rising a metal can body having
a longitudinal seam formed by U^ping both edges of a can
blank and welding the lapped edges and a coating covering a
metal-exposed face inclusive of the seam,

wherein said coating comprises a laminate comprising (a) a
layer comprised of a copolymer of ethylene with a car-

bonyl group-containing, ethylenically unsaturated mono-
mer or a blend containing said copolymer, (b) a layer of a
heat-resistant resin having a melting point or softening

point higher than that of said copolymer or blend and (c)

a metal film interposed between said two layers, said layer
of the copolymer or blend of the laminate tape being
subjected to corona discharge treatment prior to the appli-

cation to the metal-exposed face, and said laminate bdng
applied to the metal-exposed face in such relation that the
layer (a) of said copolymer or the blend thereof is located
on the metal-exposed face and adheres to said metal-
exposed face by fusion of the layer (a).

4*477,502

PLASTIC SHEET HAVING HIGH GLOSS AND LOW
COEFnOENT OF FRICnON AND METHOD FOR

PRODUCING THE SAME
Eileen F. O'Snllhaa, Rochester, N.Y., aaalgaor to American Ckn
Company, Greenwich, Conn.

DIriskM of Ser. No. 360,388, Mar. 22, 1982, abandoned. This
application Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,117

Int a^ B32B 1/02. 3/30
U.S. a. 428—35 4 Cbdns

1. An air supported structure comprising: a sheet-like flexi-

ble member dimensioned and configured to defme an air sup-
ported structure that is inflatable when disposed upon a surface
on which the air supported structure is to be erected, said

sheet-like member comprising a plurality of flexible panels
joined together along adjacent marginal edge portions which
define flexible seams of said sheet-like member; means for

joining said adjacent marginal edge portions of said plurality of
panels; strips of material disposed on respective flexible seams
of said sheet-Uke member within the air structure, said strips of
material extending along the lengths of said flexible seams and
said strips of material each having a tab portion extending
along the length of said strips of material and freely depending
frxnn said sheet-Uke membo- when the air supported structure

is in an inflated and air-supported condition; Uner panels span-
ning between said tabs, attached to said depending tabs and
depending from said sheet-tike member within the air sup-
ported structure when said sheet-Uke member is in an inflated

and air-supported condition, said liner panels together com-
prising a liner of the air supported structure; and means for

attaching said liner panels to said depending tabs.

4,477,504

UTILIZATION OF PLASnC FILMS TO CONTROL GAS
PRESSURE AND REDUCE FOAM IN CELLULAR FOAM

PRODUCTS
Larry E. Bailey, West Branch, and Edward B. MoreUo, Iowa

City, both of Iowa, aasignors to SheUer-Globe Corporation,
Toledo, Ohio

FHed Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,792

Int CL^ B32B 3/10. 5/20
VJS.a 428—138 24 rMm»

1. A plastic sheet having a high gloss and low coefficient of

friction surface comprising a layer of thermoplastic material

with a smooth surface interrupted by randomly distributed

prominences having an average area of less than 16,000 square

microns, an average height of about S microns, a standard

deviation ofthe height ofthe prominences about the average of
less than 3 microns, and an average frequency of the prominen-

ces over the surface of the sheet of 3,000 per square centimeter,

the prominences being substantiaUy convex and rounded about
their peripheries.

1. A composite substrate and cellular foam product compris-
mg:

a generaUy rigid load supporting member having holes and
openings therein;
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plastic barrier fUm means vacuum bonded over exterior

portions of said load supporting member, said barrier film

means being operative to render said exterior portions of

said load supporting member impervious to reaction prod-

ucts which are generated during formation of said cellular

foam and to define a seal extending across said holes and

openings for inhibiting passage of said reaction products

through said holes and openings to assist in controlling

and maintaining proper foam formation; and

cellular foam means molded over said barrier film means in

a form which is operative to provide a desired final shape

to the product

4^77,505
STRUCTURE FOR ABSORBING ACOUSTIC AND OTHER

WAVE ENERGY
Gtena E. Wannka, Eric, Pa.^ iMipior to Lord Corporation,

Eric, Pa.

FIM Dee. 13, 1M2, Scr. No. 449^79
lat a.i B32B 3/12. 5/18

U.S. CL 428—100 9 Claims

1. A structure for absorbing wave energy comprising the

combination of a wall, oeiUng or floor support member, and a
plurality of wedge^haped elements of sound-absorbing mate-

rial, each of said elements having an essentially flat base por-

tion for initial absorption of wave energy and an oppositely-

diapoaed apex portion affixed to said support member for ab-

sorinng residual wave energy pasnng from said flat base por-

tion, the eieaMnts being arranged in side-by-side relationship

with their base portions in abutting edge-to-edge relationship

outwardly of said support member to form an essentially con-
tiguous planar surface for initial impingement and absorption

of wave energy with the apex portion of each element extend-

ing away from said planar surface on one side thereof to said

support member for trapping residual wave energy which
permeates beyond said contiguous planar surface.

4«477|90(

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING IMPROVED
LAMINATING FILM AND IMPROVED FILM

Jaaaa C Waag, libcrtjrriUc, DL, aari^or to General Binding

CorporatkM, Northbrook, m.
FIM Jan. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 39M74

lat O? B32B 3/00
\}S, CL 428-172 3 CUdms

1. An improved laminating film having one outer film hav-

ing a surface composed of an optically clear, biaxially oriented

polyester resin,

a second outer film having a surftce composed of an ethy-

lene-vinyl acetate copolymer, and

an intermediate film interposled between said first and second
films and bonding the same together, said intermediate

film comprising an ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer
having a higher content of vinyl acetate than said second
outer film,

said second outer film being embossed to create a textured

surface, said laminating film having a residual shrinkage

not greater than 2%.

center and a grnter depth of groove in its portion spaced a
relatively long distance from said geometric center.

4,477,507

GLASS PANE FTTTED WTTH A VARIABLE PROFILE
FRAME

Heinz Knnert, Am Krieler Don 23, 5000 K8hi 41, Fed. Rep. of

Gennany
Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 411,234

ClaiBis priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Aug. 31,

1981, 3134340

iBt CL3 E0(B 7/23. 7/232

U.S. CL 428—188 16 Claims

1. A molding for fitting a glass pane fitted to the fhune
forming a window opening in an automobile body, comprising

a variable profile molding (1, 15, 20, 25, 40) adapted to sur-

round the edge of a glass pane, said molding having a deform-
able segment (6, 17, 22, 41) which, viewed in cross section, lies

outside the periphery of the glass pane (2, 21, 45) and a pair of
spaced legs and a joining surface forming in cross section a
shaped channel within which the outer peripheral edge of the

glass pane is received and said segment being asymetrical in

cross section and including a deformable reinforcing insert

capable of controlled plastic deformation upon the application

of a predetermined external force to controUably vary the

profile of the molding.

4,477,508

EDGE TREATMENT TO PREPARE NON<CIRCULAR
PLASTIC SHEETS FOR COMPRESSION STRETCHING
Robert B. Ran, Canyon Coaatry, Cdif., aaaignor to PPG lodns-

tries. Inc., Pittsborgh, Pa.

FUed Jul. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 515,404

Int a? B32B 23/02: B28B 11/08

U.S. CL 428—192 16 Clainis

1. A plastic sheet blank of non-circular outline having a

geometric center, an upper miyor surface, a lower major sur-

face and an edge siuface interconnecting said miyor surfitces

around the peripheral portion of said blank and having differ-

ent portions spaced different distances from its geometric

center, characterized by a circumferentiaUy extending groove
in said edge surface having a lesser depUi of groove in its

portion spaced a relatively short distance from said geometric

4,477,509

DISPOSABLE LID FOR POTS. PANS AND LIKE
RECEPTACLES

Joacph J. Mott, 4865 Waldca Ia, Kettering, Ohio 45429

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 409,454

lat a.3 B32B 15/08

U.S.a 428—198 9 ClaiM

*^ ,"

4,477,510

DECALCOMANU
Ronald E. Johnaoa, Tfoga, IHl, and Laog^dag Wa, Horaeheada,

N.Yn aarigaort to Condag Glaas Woriu, CoralBi, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,511

lat a' B32B 3/18; B41M 3/11 5/26

VS.a 428-200 5

^ ^SSSI
_^, \-KSm LAYER »

A!Kg«wassawM».CmA.i-iieLeMg layer «
»EB S^x^. y//'y/////////////v/////jf

^M' -SPLIT RMO 24

1. A heat release decal for application to a shaped surface of

an article comprising:

a support web formed ofa disposable stretchable film of low
density polyethylene having a tensile strength of between

about 1000 PSI and 6000 PSI, said wd) being uniformly

stretchable by between about 120% and 1200% and hav-

ing a thickness of about 1.0 mil to 4 mil;

a release layer, deposited on said support web, formed of an

organic wax having a meh pomt between about 40* C. and

70' C;
and at least one design layer deposited on said release layer

as a cohesive film, formed of heat-processable thermoplas-

tic ink having a melt point higher than that of the release

layer,

said thermoplastic ink being formed of a material which,

when heated to near the melt pcant of the release layer,

becomes tacky; has an affinity \kx the surface of the arti-

cle; and remains cohesive, such that when the decal is

heated above the melt point of the release layer, and the

design layer is placed in contact with the article, the

design layer adheres to the article and releases from the

wd);

each of the web, the release layer and the design layer of the

decal being formed of materials which do not migrate into

each other during formation of the decal and upon appli-

cation to the article;

and the release layer and design Uyer each being stretchable

with the web for conforming with the shaped surface of

the article.

4,477,511

METHOD FOR PRODUCING ARTISTIC DESIGNS ON
THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY PLATES AND

PRODUCT
Rkhard E. Haaig, GaHbersburg, Mdn aarigaor to Ronia Gar-

aidd, airer Spring, Md.
FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 418,206

lat a^ B32B 3/18; B05D 1/36
U.S.a 428—201 22 CUbm

1. A disposable lid for pans, pots and other receptacles,

particularly advantageous for use in ovens, comprising a plu-

rality of layers qH thin flexible material, the outer of said layers

being a heat reflective foil and an inner of said layers being a

relatively thin phntic film the body of which, per se, has a

direct bearing contact with and an adherence, at least in part

to said outer layer of foil to form therewith a unitized dieet

structure distinguished by the absence of adhesive and the

absence of a modification of said inner layer, said sheet struc-

ture being adapted to adhere to surface pmtions of the recepta-

cle to which it applies.

1. A decorative artistic article comprising;

a chromatographic plate having a dyestufT design placed

thereon in an irregular pattern by placing a pattern pro-

ducing color source having folds which form a pattern

and solvent reservoir upon said plate and removing said

pattern producing color source and solvent reservoir

when said pattern has developed through the intermixing

of the solvent and the color source to a suitable decorative

or artistic state, and

wherein said solvent reservoir is a liquid absorbent material

which hokls said solvent and said reservoir is sdected

from the group of coffee grinds, with saw dust and cotton.

2. The article of claim 1 further including a protective coat-

ing placed over said chromatographic plate.

4,477,512

FLEXIBILIZED FLAME RETARDANT B-STAGED
EPOXY RESIN PREPREGS AND COMPOSTTE

LAMINATES MADE THEREFROM
Wilbar R. Thootts;FM E. HidanB, m, and George J. Kaigbt,

all of Hanptoa, S.C., aaaigaora to Wcatlagjiouac Electric

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FDcd Apr. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 490,061

lat a.3 B32B 5/06

U.S. CL 428—236 18 ClaiaH

1. A flexibilized, "B"-staged resin impregnated porous sub-

strate, the impregnating resin comprising a mixture of:

A. a broininated epoxy resin, or a mixture of a non-

halogenated epoxy resin and a flame retarding reactive

additive containing bromine and phenolic hydroxyl

groups,

B. an epoxidized oil, wherein the oil is naturally occurring

unsaturated fatty oil, and

C. phenoUc novolac oligomer curing agent having an aver-
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age of over 2.S phenolic hydroxyl groups per oligomeric

unit, where the porous substrate is selected from the group

consisting of cellulodc paper and unwoven fibrous

sheet

M77413
LAMINATE

Hltoahi Koga, Iwakuoi, Japan, aaaivior to Mitsid Petrochemical

Indoitrics, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUad May 21, 1980, Ser. No. 151,833

Cfadms priority, applicatioa Japan, May 28, 1979, 54-

70664[U]

lat a^ B32B 7/0O
U.S.a 428-246 dOaims

L A rigid laminate which comprises a sandwich plate com-
posed of two outer layers of a metal and an inner layer of a

thenm^lastic resin sandwiched in between the outer layers, at

least one exterior surface of the sandwich plate having a fiber

reinforced organic resin layer laminated thereon, said fiber

being in the form of a filament winding

MT7,514
METHOD FOR TREATING CELLULOSIC TEXTILE

FABRICS WITH AQUEOUS EMULSIONS OF
CARBOXYFUNCnONAL SIUGONE FLUIDS

RoMdd P. Gee, MMbad, and Robert E. KaUnowsId, Aabum,
both of Mkk^ aadgnon to Dow Comiog Corporation, Mid-
laadtMlch.

Filed Not. 14^ 1983, Ser. No. 551,756

lot a^ B32B 27/12; B05D 3/02
U.S. a. 428—264 23 Claims

1. A method for improving properties of a cellulosic textile

fabric said method comprising

I. impregnating said cellulosic textile fabric with an aqueous

emulsion, said emulsion comprising a combination of

(A) 0. 1 to 60 percent by weight, based on the total weight of

the emulsion, of a carboxyfunctional silicone fluid having

the general formula

QMe2SiO(Me2SiO)j((MeRSiO)^iMe2Q

wherein in said formula there is O.S to 10 mole percent of

the units (MeRSiO) present, 90 to 99.S mole percent of

(MeiSiO) units present and the total number of units in the

molecule is 30-300,

Me is a methyl radical

R is a carboxyfunctional radical, said carboxyfunctional

radical being selected from the group consisting of
carboxyalkyl radicals and carboxythioalkyl radicals.

Q is selected from the group consisting of R, Me and OH
groups,

X has a value of 27 to 297,

y has a value of 1 to 30,

(B) 0.01 to 10 percent by weight, based on the total weight
of the emulsion, of a nonionic surfactant having an HLB
value of 14.S to 16.7, and

(Q 30 to 99.89 percent by weight, based on the total weight
of the emulsion, of water, and
II. applying a sufficient amount of heat to the impregnated

textile fabric to render the carboxyfunctional silicone

fluid crosslinked.

18. A cellulosic textile fabric treated by the method of claim

4^77,515
WADDING MATERIALS

Yngoro Maanda, Takatauld, and Shlgem Kawaae, Nan, botii of
Japan, assignors to Kandw, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,765

Claims priority, appUcatlon Japan, Oct 29, 1981, 56-174049;

Oct 31, 1981, 56-174793; No?. 6, 1981, 56-178538; Mar. 17,

1982, 57-43384; Mar. 17, 1982, 57-43385

Int a.3 D04H 1/5%
U.S. CL 428—288 36 Claims

1. A wadding material in the form of a plurality of fibrous

masses of entangled fibers each having a diameter in the range

of 10 to SO nun and a density of less than 0.03 g/cm^, said

fibrous masses consisting essentially of a mixture of (I) 100

parts by weight of a blend of (1) 90% to 10% by weight of
staple fibers (A) selected fh)m natural and synthetic fibers

suitable for use in wadding materials, said staple fibers (A)

having a monofilament fineness in the range of 3 to 10 deniers

and a curliness of not less than 15%, and (2) 10% to 90% by
weight of staple fibers (B) made of synthetic polymer suitable

for use in wadding materials having a monofilament fineness in

the range of 0.7 to 4 deniers and a curliness of less than 15%,
the fineness of said staple fibers (B) being less than the fineness

of said staple fibers (A), in which the curliness of said staple

fibers (A) and (B) is equal to (B-A)/Bx 100%, wherein A is

the fiber length trader a load of 2 mg/denier and B is the fiber

length under a load of SO mg/denier; and 01) 2 to 100 parts by
weight per 100 parts by weight of said blend, of low-melting

synthetic fibers suitable for use in wadding materials having a

low-melting synthetic polymer component thereofwhich has a

melting point at least 20* C. lower than the melting points of

said staple fibers (A) and (B), said low-melting synthetic fibers

having a fineness of from 1 to IS deniers.

4,477,516

NON-WOVEN FABRIC OF HOT-MELT ADHESIVE
COMPOSITE FIBERS

Taizo Snglhara, Moriyaauahi; Yasohlko F^imkawa, KosatsuaU,

and Susomu Tomloka, Shigakn, aU of Japan, assignors to

Chlaso Corporation, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jnn. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 508,223

Claims priority, ap^icatkm Japan, Jon. 29, 1982, 57-111967

Int CL^ D02G 3/(Xk D04H 1/04

U.S. CL 428—296 10 Clalffls

1. A non-woven fabric ofhot-melt-adhesive composite fibers

having a weight per unit area of 8 to 30 g/m^ obtained by

(1) forming a fiber aggregate consisting of hot-melt-adhesive

composite fibers of 4 deniers or less, composed of

(a) as a first component a polyethylene resin composition

(C) consisting of

(A) SO to 100% by weight of a straight chain low den-

sity polyethylene (L-LDPE) and

(B) SO to (^% by weij^t ofanother kind ofpolyethylene,

said first component having a density of 0.910 to 0.940

g/cm^ and a ratio of its melt index ailer spinning-

:before spinning of 0.75 or higher, and

(b) as a second component a fiber-formable polymer hav-
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ing a melt point higher than those of either polyethyl-
enes (A) or (B) by 30* C. or more,

the first component constituting at least a part of the fiber

surface of the composite fibers continuously in the longi-

tudinal direction thereof,

(2) subjecting the fiber aggregate to heat treatment at a
temperatiire equal to or higher than the melt point of the
first component of the composite fibers but lower than the

melting point of the second component thereof to stabilize

the shape by hot melt adhesion.

4,477,517

MULTILAYER SHJCONE COATING
Mitiic K. Rnmmel, Secaae, Pa., aaalgnor to E. I. Dn Font de
Ncamnn and Company, Wfladngtmi, Del.

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427^76
iBt a.3 B32B S/lt. 15/08

U.S.a 428-324 11 Claims

1. A coated article comprising a substrate coated with a
coating having at least two layers, which include a primer and
a topcoat the primer being directiy in contact with the sub-

strate and the topcoat being on the side of the primer away
from the substrate, with or without intermediate coats between
the primer and the topcoat

said primer consisting essentially of a silicone resin, a sili-

cone oU and optionally pigments, and
said topcoat consisting essentially of a silicone resin, colloi-

dal silica and a flake pigment selected from metal flake,

mica, and pigment'coated mica.

4,477,518

COATED PAPERS AND CARDBOARDS AND PROCESS
FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

Sanreur Cremona, 4 me Tcreehkora, 33130 Bcglea, and Joel

Pysehnan, 22 me Andre GIde, 33400 Taience, both of Fraaee

Filad Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,182

Claims priority, applkatioo Fhmcc, Oct 8, I960, 80 21464
lot a.) B32B 23/06, 27/10

MS. a. 428—327 17 Claims
1. A paper or cardboard having a cellulose fiber base cov-

ered with at least one compressible coating layer comprising
more than about 1 percent by weight of hollow microspheres

filled with a gas that is inert with respect to the microsphere-

forming material and at least one pigment of less than about 99
percent by weight of the coating.

4,477,519

DUAL COMPONENT COATING SYSTEM
Robot B. Frye, Albany, N.Y., aaslgnor to General Electric

Company, Waterfbrd, N.Y.

FUed Dec 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,448

Int CL3 B32B 5/16. 27/36: B05D 7/00

U.S.a 428—331 20 Oalms
1. An article comprising a solid substrate, at least one surface

of which is coated with

(a) an inner layer consisting of a primer coat comprising

from 2% to 6% polymethyhnethacrylate dissolved in a

mixture of an ether solvent and ketone solvent containing

an ultraviolet light absorbing compound, or a combination

of an ultraviolet light absorbing compound and an ultravi-

olet radiation stabilizing agent effective to increase the

resistance of the coating to ultraviolet radiation; and

(b) an outer layer consisting of a silicone resin coating com-
position comprising a dispersion of colloidal silica in an

aliphatic alcohol-water solution of the partial condensate

ofa silanol of the formula RSi(OH)3, wherein R is selected

from the group consisting of alkyl having from 1 to 3

carbon atoms aiid aryl, wherein at least 70 weight percent

of the silanol is CH3Si(OH)3, said composition containing

10 to SO weight percent solids, said solids consisting essen-

tially of 10 to 70 weight percent colloklal silica and 30 to

90 weight percent of the partial condensate, said composi-

tion further containing an effective amount of an ultravio-

let light absorbing compound which is not the same as that

employed in component (a) and which is matched with

said ultraviolet light absorbing compound of component
(a) so as to effectively extend the service life of the coated

substrate.

11. A process for protecting and extending the service life of
a solid substrate comprising applying and curing on at least one
surface of said soUd substrate

(1) a primer coat comprising from 2% to 6% polymethyl-

meUiacrylate dissolved in a mixture of an ether solvent

and ketone solvent containing an ultraviolet Ught absorb-

ing compound, or a combination of an ultraviolet light

absorbing compound and an ultraviolet radiation stabiliz-

ing agent effective to increase the resistance of the coat to

ultraviolet radiation; and

(2) a silicone resin coating composition comprising a disper-

sion of colloidal silica in an aliphatic alcohol-water solu-

tion of the partial condensate of a silanol of the formula

RSi(OH)3, wherein R is selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and aryl,

wherein at least 70 weight percent of the silanol is

CH3Si(OH)3, said composition containing 10 to SO weight

percent solids, said solids consisting essentially of 10 to 70

weight percent colloidal silica and 30 to 90 wdght percent

of the partial condensate, said composition further con-

taining an effective amount of an ultraviolet light absorb-

ing compound which is not the same as that employed in

component (a) and which is matched with said ultraviolet

light absorbing compound of component (a) so as to effec-

tively extend the service life of the solid substrate.

4,477,520

MAGNEnC RECORDING MEDU HAVING
LUBRICATED CONTACT LAYER

Mftsmi Haasada, Yokohaan; Toahio Knaul, Ckofta, and ShoJI

Ishlda, Hataao, all <rf Japan, aaalgnors to F^jltsa Limited,

PCT No. PCT/JP80/00321, § 371 Date Aug. 12, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Ang. 12, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/01904, PCT Pab.

Date JnL 9, 1981

PCT Filed Dec 23, 1980, Ser. No. 293,626

Cbdms priority, applicatioa Japan, Dec 24, 1979, 54-166949

Int CL^ GllB 5/72

U.S.a 428—336 19 Claima

I. A magnetic recording medium comprising a permanent

substrate and a magnetic recording layer formed on at least one

side of said substrate, said magnetic recording layer comprising

a contact layer which includes a polymer material comprising

as a major component an acryl resin and polyvinyl alkyl ether

in an amount of from 5 to 30% by weight based on the total

weight of said polymer material, said polymer material being

impregnated with a lubricant at least at the external surface of

said magnetic recording layer.

II. A magnetic recording medium, comprising a substrte and

a magnetic recording layer on at least one nde ofsaid substrate

a contact layer formed on each said magnetic recording layer,

each said contact layer being of a polymer material comprising

as a major component an acryl resin and 5 to 30% by weight of

polyvinyl alkyl ether, said polymer material being impregnated

with a lubricant
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4,477,831

UGHT TRANSPARENT BODY OF COEXTRUDED
SYNTHETIC RESIN

ikmnn, Rdahcte; Hetas Vcttar, RoMdorf, and Woif-

j AhmM, Bcaikda, an of Fed. Rep. of Gcrany,
on to R8lH GaUi, DvMtidt, Fod. Rep. of Gcnuay

Filed Apr. 12, 1M2, Ser. No. 3C7,M9
CfariM priority, ipplkoHoB Fed. Rep. of Geraaoy, May 9,

IMl, S113747[U]

lat a^ B32B 27/36
VS. CL 42S-3M 5 Claims

1. A light transparent body comprising a first coextruded
layer, at nx>st 0.1 millimeter thick, of a first extrudable light-

transparent synthetic resin and a second coextruded layer of a
second extruidable light-transparent synthetic resin different

firom said first resin selected from the group consisting of a
polycarbonate resin, polymethybnethacryUte resin and a syn-
thetic copolymcffic resin predcmiinatly comprising methyl
methacrylate, said first and second coextruded layers being
adjacent, said first layer containing distributed homogeneously
therethrough a dyertuff capable of fluorescing in the visible

region under ultraviolet radiation, and said second layer being
free of the dyestufT present in said first layer, whereby said first

layer is detectible and distinguishable fircnn said second layer
when under ultraviolet radiation.

system comprising a fatty acid having fhnn 8 to 2S carbon
atoms and an alkylene-bis-amide having the general for-

mula:

R' R'

\ /
N-R-N

/ \
wherein

R=a divalent alkylene radical of from 2 to 8 carbon
atoms; and

R'=

? ^—C—R2.

wherein R2 is an aliphatic radical havmg from 8 to 2S
carbon atoms,

a halogenated flame retardant and, optionally, antimony triox-

ide.

4,477,522

REINFORCING ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MAKING
THE SAME

Richard W. Sheehn, JohMoa Ctty, Ten., aasifMHr to Sherwood
Raaeafch Corpontioa, Johaaoa City, Tean.

FDed Apr. 11, 1M3, Ser. No. 483,662

IM. a^ D02G 3/00
U.S. CL 438—359 4 Claims

11

IS IS

/
17

15

<7

1. A reinforcing element comprising a bundle of from about
IS to about 100 strands of reinforcing material, said strands
being between about i inch and 2 inches in length, and said
strands in said bundle being generally co-extensive and being
interconnected by entangling said strands with one another in

a limited area intermediate their ends to provide brushes of
substantially unentangled strands on each side of said interme-
diate area.

4,477,524

AQUEOUS SIZING COMPOSITION FOR GLASS FIBERS
FOR USE ON CHOPPED GLASS FIBERS

Daniel G. Browo, Canrieen, and Donald L. Motsinger, Forest
aty, both of N.C, aasignors to PPG Indostrics, Inc^ Pitti-

bnrgh. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 268,541, May 29, 1961, Pat No. 4,394,414.

This application Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,126
Int a^ B32B 9/Oa 25/20

U.S. CL 428—391 23 Claims

4*477,523

FLAME RETARDANT CROSSLINKED POLYOLEFIN
INSULAnON MATERIAL

JaaNB W. Blgp, LcboMm, aid Meifin F. Maringer, Ondanati,
both of OUo, aMiffMn to Nationl Distillers and Chemical
CorporatioB, New Yoric, N.Y.
OwtinatiM of Ser. No. 371,688, Apr. 26, 1982, abandoned.

lUa appUeatioB Sep. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 536,825
He portioa of the term of this patent sabaequent to Sep. 14,

1999, has been diaeUmed.
IM. a» O08K 5/38, 5/09. 3/22; O08L 23/08

VJS, CL 438—389 30 Claims
1. A crosslinkable polymeric composition having improved

flame retardancy comprising:

(a) a copolymer of ethylene and a vinyl ester of a Ci-Q
aliphatic carboxylic add, a Ci-Q alkyl acrylate or Ci-Q
alkyl methacrylate,

(b) from 80 to 400 parts of hydrated inorganic filler per 100
parts of copolymer,

(c) 0.4 to 8 parts of an alkoxysilane per 100 parts ofhydrated
inorganic filler, and

(d) a flame-retardant component containmg a dual lubricant

1. Wet chopped glass fiber strand produced by attenuating

glass fibers from molten cones of glass from a bushing, sizing

t^e glass fibers with an aqueous sizing composition, gathering

the fibers into one or more strands and choiring the glass fiber

strands to produce wet chopped glass fiber strands, THE
IMPROVEMENT COMPRISING:

a. sizing the glass fibers with an aqueous sizing composition

having at least a cationic lubricant, cationic curable silicon

polymer emulsion and amide compound that is water

soluble or dispersible to control the moisture content of

the wet chopped glass fiber strands in the range of at least

about 9 to about 20 weight percent.

4,477,535

GRAFT POLYESTERS AND SIZED TEXTILES
Robert B. Logia, Woodhtfea, Mieh., awigmtr to BASF Wyaa*

dotte Corpontioa, Wyaadotta, Mieh.

DifiriOB of Ser. No. 313,536, Dee. 5, 1980, Pat No. 4,367,308,

wUeh is a diriaioB of Ser. No. 131,763, Feb. 15, 1980, Pat No.

4075,176, wideh is a coatimmtioa of Ser. No. 937,690, Aag. 38,

1978, ahaadoMd. His appiicatioB Oct 31, 1983, Ser. No.

435,785

Hw portioB of the term of this patent saboeqacat to Apr. 31,

1998, has beea diadaiaMd.

lat CL^ D03G 3/00

VS. CL 438-395 5 Claims

1. A sized fiber comprising a synthetic fiber sized with a

cross-linked graft polyester comprising the reaction product of

(A) a polyunsaturated vinyl monomer or mixture of said

monomer with a monovinyl monomer with

(B) an unsaturated polyester which is the reaction product of

(1) at least one dicarboxylic acid reactant selected from

the group consisting of dicarboxylic acids, correspond-

ing dicarboxylic anhydrides, dicarboxylic acid esters,

and their corresponding acyl halides and

(2) at least one polyhydric alcohol comprising (a) a diol or

(b) a mixture of a diol and up to 20 mole percent of a

polyhydric alcohol having a fimctionality greater than 2

based vpon 100 mole percent of said polyhydric alcohol

wherein a mmor effective proportion of said dicarboxylic

acid reactant or said polyhydric alcohol reactant »a,fi-

ethylenically unsaturated.

/ 4^77,536
HIGH STRENGTH ARAMID SPUN YARN

Herbert G. Laatarhach, WOadagtoa, DeL, aarigaor to E. L Da
Peat de Ncaooi aad Coaipaay, Witaaiagtoa, DeL

Filed Jaa. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 389*633

lat a' D03G 3/00

U.S.a438-399 4Claimi

1. A sliver of stretch broken, high strength, high modulus

p<«raniid fibers of which at least S0% of the fiber ends are

fibriUated into at least S fibrils along a temunal length which is

at least SO times as long as the diameter of the unfibrillated

portion of each fiber.

4^477,537

SHAPES FOR SEALING OR JOINING MATERIALS
TOGETHER

Georoe t- Groaaer, Newton, Coaa., aMigaor to Vitta Corpora*

tioa, WOtoa, Conn.

FDed Sep. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 431,653

lit a'am 3/08

vs.a 438-^«01 8 Caaima

1. A flexible brazing composition comprising, as a nutrix, a

tmaor proportion oS an organic polymer as a binder and a

major proportion of a braze aUoy, said composition made and

shq)ed by extrusion.

4^77438
SIUCONE RESIN COATING COMPOSITION

ESPECIALLY SUITED FOR PRIMERLESS ADHESION
TO CAST ACRYUC5

Robert B. F^e, Meaaada, N.Y., aaripor to General Eleetric

Coaipaay, Waterford, N.Y.

DlTisioa of Ser. No. 34,164, Apr. 27, 1979, Pat No. 4,413,088,

wfaieh is a eoBtfaraatioa>iB>part of Seir. No. 964,911, No?. 30,

1978, Pat No. 4,277,287. His appUcatioB Aag. 17, 1963. Ser.

No. 524,091

lat a^ B32B 9/04; B05D 3/02

VS.a 428—412 23 Claims

1. A solid substrate having at least one surface coated with

an aqueous coating composition comprising:

(i) a dispersion of colloidal silica in an aqueous-organic

solvent solution of the partial condensate of a silanol of the

formula RSi(OH)3, wherein R is selected from the group

consisting of alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and

aryl, at least 70 weight percent of the silanol being

CH3Si(OH)3, wherein said organic solvent comprises

aliphatic alcohol and a mixture of water misdble polar

solvents which are aggressive to plastic in an amount
sufficient to etch plastic; and

(ii) a small amount effective to control flow of a polysiloxane

polyether copolymer;

said composition containing 10 to 40 percent solids, said

solids consisting essentially of 10 to 70 weight percent

colloidal silica and 30 to 90 weight percent of the partial

condensate and wherein said compositicm has a pH of

firom 7.1 to about 7.8.

4,477339
•

PHOTOCURABLE POLYFUNCnONAL ACRYUC
COATING AND DECORATIVE ARTICLES COATED

THEREWITH
Richard W. Campbell, Efaasrllle, lad^ aarigaor to GcMral

Bectric Compaay, PitiaBeid, Maas.

FDed Dee. 39, 1963, Ser. No. 566,636

iBt a^ B05D 3/06

VS. CL 438-413 33 Claims

1. An ultraviolet light curable decorative coating composi-

tion for plastic substrates which coating comprises:

(i) fix>m about 0.2S% to about 5% by weight azobisisobutyr-

onitrile;

(ii) at least one ultraviolet light curable cross-linkable poly-

fimctional acrylate monomer represented by the general

formula:

O
n

(H2CKC—C—0)«R

H

wherein n is an integer having a value of from 2 to 4

inclusive, and R is selected from the group consisting of n

valent hydrocarbon residue, n valent substituted hydro-

carbon residue, n valent aliphatic hydrocarbon residue

containing at least one ether linkage, and n valent substi-

tuted aliphatic hydrocarbon residue containing at least

one ether linkage, and

Oii) f^rom about 0.03% to about 3% by weight of a polysilox-

ane-polyether block copolymer, which is represented by

the general formula:

0(R'2SX»«R'2SiC»H2«COO(C^;^)xR"'

R"Si-O(R'2SiO)0R'2SiC^2«COO(C^^)xR"

O(R'2SiO)0R'2SiC»H2«COO(C^2yO)xR"'

where R' and R" are monovalent hytlrocarbon radicals;

R'" is a lower alkyl radical; a has a value of about 2 to

about 40; b has a value of 2 or 3; y has a value of 2 to 4
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inclusive; and x has a value of about S to about ISO, and
optionany, a solvent

8. A method for applsring a decorative outer coating to a
plastic substrate which method comprises:

(i) mixing from about 0.2S to about 5% by weight azobisiso-

butyronitrile, at least one ultraviolet light curable cross-
linkable polyfiinctional acrylate monomer represented by
the general formula:

(H2C=CH-€0-0).R

wherein n is an integer having a value of from 2 to 4
inclusive, and R is selected from the group consisting of n
valent hydrocarbon residue, n valent substituted hydro-
carbon residne, n valent aliidiatic hydrocarbon residue
containing at least one ether linkage, and n valent substi-

tuted aliphatic hydrocarbon residue containing at least

one ether linkage, and from about 0.0S to about 3% by
weight of at least one polysiloxane-polyether block co-
polymer surfactant represented by the general formula:

/
,0(R'2SiO)^'2SiCtH2iCOO(CjH;/))xR"'

R"Si^O(R'2SIO)^'2SiCiH24COO(C^:/)),R"

0(R'2SiO).R'2SiCtH2400O(C^;^)xR"'

wherein R' and R" are monovalent hydrocarbon radicals,

R'" is a lower alkyl radical, a has a value from 2 to about
40, b has a value of 2 or 3, y has a value of from 2 to 4
inclusive, and x hn a value ofabout 5 to about 150, which
polysiloxane-polyether block copolymer may be dissolved
in an optional organic solvent to form a surfactant mix;

Cd) coating said plastic substrate with the mixture to a thick-
ness of from about 0.S to about 1 mil; and

(iii) photocuring the coating, thereby producing a translu-
cent, frost-like, decorative coating.

IS. An article comprising a phutic substrate coated with
about 0.5 mil to about 1 mil ofan ultraviolet light cured coating
composition which coating comprises the photo-reaction prod-
ucts of:

(i) from about 0.25% to about 5% by weight azobisisobutyr-
onitrile;

Cn) from about 0.05% to about 3% by weight a polysiloxane-
polyether block copolymer surfactant, which is repre-
sented by the general formula:

0(R'2SiO)aR'2SiC*H2«COO(C^2yO),R"'

R"Si-0(R'2SiO)^'2SiC»H24COO(C>H^),R '

0(R'2SiO),R'2SiC4H2«COO(C^j;^),R'"

wherem R' and R" are monovalent hydrocarbon radicals,

R'" is lower alkyl radical; a has a value from 2 to about 4(^
b has a value of 2 or 3; y has a value of from 2 to 4 inclu-
sivr, and X has a value ofabout 5 to about 1 50; and option-
ally, an organic solvent for a polysiloxane-polyether block
copolymer surfactant mix; and

(iii) at least one ultraviolet light curable, cross-linkable,

polyfiinctional acrylate monomer represented by the gen-
eral formula:

(H2C=CH-C0-0-)^

wherein nis2,3or4, andRis selected from the group
consisting ofa substituted or unsubstituted n valent hydro-
carbon residue and a substituted or unsubstituted n valent
hydrocarbon residue containing at least one ether linkage.

4^77,530
HEAT-HAROENABLE BINDER MIXTURE

Horst Diefnbacii, Nottdn, and Michad Gdfl, MMartcr, both of
Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, aasivwri to BASF FMwn A Faaera
AG, Hambui, Fed. R^. of Gtrmuy

per No. PCr/DE82/00015, § 371 Date Sep. 23, 1X2, S lOKc)
Date Sep. 23, 1982

>~r
, ^, mw

per Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 425,078
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany. Feb. 4.

1981, 3103642
^'•"—y, ,ep. *,

iBt a.3 B32B 27/38: B05D 3/02
VJS. CL 428—413 26 n«i-T

18. In a substrate coated with a binder mixture, the improve-
ment comprising said binder mixture comprising:
(A) an organic resin having amino groups; and
(B) a cross-linking agent based on an organic compound
which contains at least 2 /S-hydroxyalkyl ester groups.

4,477,531

MAGNETIC STORAGE MEDIUM
Robert KoUcr, Weadias Borithard Nippe, Mnaich; Hdorich

Kober, HoheaschaefUam; Karichriitiaa ScUlfhrtk, Sauer*
lach; Walter Mcekel, Nenas, and Bcrad Qoiriag, Lefcrkaan,
aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignon to AgCi.GeTaert AG,
Lercrknaen, Fed. Rep. of Gomany

Filed JuL 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,238
Claims priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul 15.

1981,3127884

Int a^ GllB 5/68; B32B 27/40
UAa 428-425.9 9Clataii

1. A magnetic storage medium consisting of a non-magnetic
layer support and, applied thereto, at least one magnetisable
layer containing finely particulate magnetic pigments and
polyurethanes as binder, characterised in that the binder con-
sists of from 25 to 100% of a thermoplastic polyurethane

having a hardness of from 80 to 100 Shore A, a tensile
strength of from 30 to 75 MPa and a brealdng elongation
of from 320 to 520% and

substantially free from reactive terminal groups;
obtained by reacting:

(a) a linear polyester of at least one dicarboxylic acid
containing from 2 to 8 carbon atoms and/or hydroxy
carboxylic acid containing from 4 to 6 carbon atoms and
at least one glycol containing from 2 to 12 carbon
atoms, the molecular weight ofthe polyester being from
1200 to 6000. with

(b) at least one diisocyanate, and
(c) a mixture consisting of at least two straight-chain diols

containing from 2 to 20 carbon atoms, and free of bran-
chedchain diols, the molar fraction of the individual
components not exceeding 0.8.

4,477,532

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Seymoor Schmokler, Palatine; John Macboais, Jr., Schaam<

bars, awl Mitsnxo Sdda, Barringtoa, all of m, aMigBtn to
Chemplex Company, RoUing Meadows, III

Continnation.in-pttrt of Ser. No. 313,638, Oct 22, 1981,
abandoned, which ia a diriiion of Ser. No. 178,355, Aug. 15,
1960, abandoned. lUs appUcatioa May 12, 1963, Ser. No.

493798
lat a' B32B 17/ia 15/08; C08L 23/06, 23/10

U.S.a 428--441 28 nri-^
1. A composite structure comprising:

(A) a substrate, and adhered thereto

(B) a modified polyolefin blend consisting essentially of
about 0.1-40 parts by weight in said blend of a non-ebu-
tomeric graft copolymer of about 70-99.999 wt % of a
non-polar ethylene homopolymer or copolymer backbone
having a dendty of at least about 0.915 grafted with about
30-0.001 wt % of at least one grafting monomer compris-
ing at least one polymerizable ethylenically unsaturated
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carboxylic acid or carboxylic acid anhydride for a total of
100% and about 99.9-60 parts by weight ofa substantially

elast(»ner free blending resin mixture of about 25-75 wt.

% of a linear low density polyethylene of a density of
about 0.915 to less than 0.94, having a substantial absence
of long-chain branching and a high degree of shori-chain

branching, and about 75-25 wt. % of a non-elastomeric

polypropylene fbr a total of 100%.
15. A composite structure comprising:

(A) two or more substrates with adjacent pairs adhered
together by

(B) an intervening layer of a modified polyolefin blend con-

sisting essentially of about 0.1-40 parts by weight in said

blend of a non-elastomeric graft copolymer of about
70-99.999 wt % of a non-polar ethylene homopolymer or

copolymer backbone having a density of at least about

0.915 grafted with about 30-0.001 wt. % of at least one
grafting monomer comprising at least one polymerizable

ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid or carboxylic

acid anhydride for a total of 100% and about 99.9-60 parts

by weight of a substantially elastomer-firee blending resin

mixture of about 25-75 wt % of a linear low density

polyethylene of a density of about 0.915 to less than 0.94,

having a substantial absence of long-chain branching and
a high degree of short-chain branching, and about 75-25

wt % of a non-elastomeric polypropylene for a total of
100%.

4,477,533

LAMINATES CONTAINING INORGANIC STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS

Ceefl L. PhflUps, Bon^iton, Eaghud, assignor to Seott Bader
Coaqpaay LfiBited, Northanptoodiire, United Kii«dom

Filed Oct 5, 1982, Ser. No. 432^56
CUflM priority, appUcatioa United Kingdom, Oct 6, 1981,

8130U1; Jan. 18, 1982, 8201280

Int a^ B32B 13/06, 15/08

U&a428-458 4Clalffls

1. A rigid structural composite having a plurality of layers

comprising:

a facing layer of a material selected from a metal and a

thermosetting resin;

an adhesive layer having two faces, one said face bonded to

one face of the facing layer, the said adhesive layer con-

sisting essentially ofa polyester-modified hyraulic cement;

and

a structural rigid cementitious layer bonded to the second of

the two said faces of the adhesive layer and consisting

essentially of inorganic cement;

whereby the cementitious layer and facing layer are strongly

bonded together by the adhesive layer.

4^77,534
AIR-DRYING HIGH-SOLIDS COATING COMPOSITIONS

CONTAINING VINYL OXAZOUNE ESTERS AS
REACnVE DILUENTS

Jos^ A. Antonclli, Rircrtoa, NJ.; Joseph E. McLaaghlia,

Philadelphia, and Clifford H. StroDe, Springfield, both of Pa.,

airignon to E. I. Dn Pont de Nanoon and Conqiaay, Wil-

mington, DcL
Filed Oct 18, 1962, Ser. No. 435,032

Int a^ C08L 25/04. 33/08. 33/10

MS.a 428—461 17 Oainis

1. A high solids coating composition comprising a disper-

sion, in a nonreactive organic solvent

about 90-30% by weight of an air-drying resin having a

backbone of polymerized monomers selected from the

group consisting of alkyl methacrylates, alkyl acrylates,

styrene or mixtures thereof and polymerized hydroxyl-

containing monomers selected from the group consisting

of hydroxyalkyl methacrylates, hydroxyalkylacrylates

and mixtures thereof wherein Hat active hydrogen of at

least one pendant hydroxyl group of the backbone is

replaced by

O

—C—R2,

R2 being the residue of a drying-oil fatty acid, and
about 10-70% by weight of an air-drying vinyl oxazoline

ester as a reactive diluent the ester being selected from at

least one member of the group consisting of

N—C(CH20R')2

R-C—

C

II \
CH2 O—CH2

•ad

N—C(CH20R')2

R—CH=CH—

C

\
O—CH2

whereia

wherein the R's are residues of ethylenically unsaturated

acids and the R''s are residues of long-chain drying-oil

fatty acids.

12. A metallic substrate carrying a cured film of a coating

composition of claim 1.

4^477,535

COATED PAPERS
Alrin R. Sinclair, and Edward H. Cteaaoa, both of Bearer, Pa.,

assignors to Polysar Interaatioaal SJL, Swftaerlaad

Dirision of Ser. No. 279,951, Jul. 2, 1981, Pat No. 4,413,068.

This appUcation May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,713

Int a^ B32B 27/10: B05D 3/02; C08L 9/08

U.S. CL 428-476J 10 CbdaH
1. In a method of manufacturing a coated paper having

enhanced gloss and pick resistance the improvement compris-

ing incorporating into the pulp or the paper coating composi-

tion a latex having a solids content offrom about 40 to about 60

weight percent comprising heterogeneous polymer particles

which have

(a) an initial domain, comprising from about 40 to about 60
percent by volume of the particles, which is a polymer of

a monomer composition comprising:

(i) from about 55 to about 65 parts by weight ofa monovi-
nylidene aromatic monomer,

(ii) from about 45 to about 35 parts by weight of an ali-

phatic C44 conjugated diene monomer; and per 100

parts by weight of the total of said monovinyUdene
aromatic monomer and said aliphatic C4.6 conjugated

diene monomer
(iii) from about 0.5 to about 5 parts by weight of a Cy^

ethylenicaUy unsaturated carboxylic acid, an anhydride

thereof, or mixtiu«s thereof; and

(iv) from about 0.5 to about 5 parts by weight of a C}^
ethylenically unsaturated primary amide or N-methylol

acrylamide; and

(b) a subsequent domain, comprising from about 60 to about

40 percent by volume of the particles, which is a polymer

of a monomer composition comprising:

(i) from about 75 to about 85 parts by weight of a monovi-

nyUdene aromatic monomer,
(ii) from about 25 to about IS parts by weight of an ali-

phatic C4.6 conjugated diene monomer; and per 100

parts by weight of the total of said monovinyUdene

aromatic monomer and said aUphatic C44 conjugated

diene monomer
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(iii) from about 0.S to about S parts by weight of a Cj^
ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid, an anhydride
thereof, or mixtures thereof; and

Ov) from about 0.S to about S parts by weight of a C34
ethylenically unsaturated primary amide or N-methylol
acrylamide.

MT7437
METHOD FOR PRODUCING BURR-FREE BLANKS AND

THE BLANKS PRODUCED THEREBY
Robert Blaae, and John G. Blve, both of FkirfleM, Coui„ as-

si«Mn to Blase Tool and MaanflMtmlig Go„ IiMn Stntfoi^
Omul

Filed Sep. 23, 1M2, Ser. No. 422,357
bt a.) B21D 28/16

U.S. CL 428—S77 10

4y477436
PROCESS FOR PREPARING A MULTILAYER COATING
Howard J. Wright, KanH Oty, Mo^ DmM P. Lcoaaid, Over*
Ind Park, Kaw^ aid Roger A. EtnU, Farmiogtoa Hills,

Mick, aarivMff to Gfanrit AMriea, IiKn Detroit, Mkh.
DlYlakM of Ser. No. 399,307, Mar. 18, 1982, , whkh is a

coMinntk»-ia-p«t ofS«. No. 256,999, Apr. 23, 1981, Pat No.
4^377,641, aid Ser. No. 297,431, Aag. 31, 1981, Pat No.

4^414,397, each is a dhiaioB of Ser. No. 98,115, No?. 27, 1979,
Pat No. 4^290,932. lUs appUcatioa May 11, 1983, Ser. No.

493,420

lat a> B32B 27/30: B09D 3/02
MS, CL 428—922 27 Oalois
L A process for preparing a multilayer coating on a substrate

consisting of at least one base coating containing pigments on
said substrate and at least one transparent top coating on said

base coating with improved pigment settling on storage of said
base coating material, and excellent pigment orientation in said

multilayer coating, comprising:

(1) applying a coating composition as said base coating

consisting essentially of

(a) 10 to 60% by wdght of a fUm-forming synthetic resin;

(b) 40 to 80% by weight of an organic solvent in which
said synthetic resin is soluble;

(c) 2.S to 23% by weight of polymer microparticles hav-
ing ionic or a mixture of polar and ionic groups on their

surfaces and having a diameter of 0.01 to S. microns
prepared by emulsion-polymerizing ethylene-

unsaturated monomers in an aqueous phase, at least one
of said monomers selected from the group consisting of
acT)^ acid, mcthacrylic add, and substituted alkyl

eMers thereof and containing a polar functional group
and at least another of said monomers selected from the

group consisting of an alkyl ester of acrylic acid, an
alkyl ester of methacrylic acid, styreae and methyl
styrene, said another of said monomers free of polar
fbnctional groups and a multi-functi<»al crosslinking

agent present m an amount of S to 70% by weight of the
total weight ofsaid ethylenically unsaturated monomers
and said crosslinking agent, said crosslinking agent
crosslinking said microparticles to a degree that said

poUr and said ionic groups are fixed on the surface of
said microparticles, and subsequently removing water
from said aqueous phase, said microparticles being
msoluble in the solution of said synthetic resin in said

organic solvent, and having said polar and ionic groups
fixed on the surfaces, rearrangement of said polar and
ionic groups into the particle interior being prevented
by the cmaslmking fhni said crosslinking agent; and

(d) 2 to 40 weight percent pigments

(2) applying said tran^iarent top coating on said base coat-
ing; aad

(3) curing (1) and (2) together to form a crosshnked transpar-

ent top coat fifan upon a base coat film.

12. The process of claim 1, wherein said pigments (d) are
metallic pigments.

14 A coated substrate having a multilayer coating thereon
prepared by the process of claim 12.

ncn

^^Emr'
^^^Kfe^-^-^J:m>^

1. A method for manufacturing a burr-free blank from an
elongated sheet of flat metal stock comprising

punching a first ^)erture in one surface of said metal stock,

said first aperture extending only partially through said

stock;

simultaneously forming a lower burnished land portion of
said blank;

punching a second aperture in the opposite surface of said

metal stock, coaxial with said first aperture, said second
aperture extending only partially through said stock, said

second aperture being smaller than said first aperture;

simultaneously forming an upper burnished land portion of
said blank, causing the material of said stock to fracture

between said burnished land portions and recovering said

burr-free blank.

9. A burr-free metal bhmk exhibiting a shiny upper periph-
eral burnished land portion, a rough, fractured intermediate

peripheral portion and a shiny lower peripheral burnished land
portion, said lower land portion having a smaller circumfer-
ence than said upper land portion.

4,477338
PLATINUM UNDERLAYERS AND OVERLAYERS FOR

COATINGS
Robert L. Clarke, Rlva, Mdn aHignor to The United States of
America aa represented by the Secretary of the Nary, Wash-
ington, D.C

FDed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 239,091

Int a^ B32B 0/4
U.S. CL 428-496 6 CUns

1. A composite article ofmanufacture consisting ofa coating
applied to a substrate for use in high temperature, corrosive

environments said coating consisting of:

a platinum type metal underlayer applied to the substrate,

said pUtinum type metal material sdected from the group
consisting of platinum, palladium, iridium, and rhodium;
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an MCrAIY alloy intermediate layer ^)plied to the platinum

type metal underlayer, said MCrAlY aUoy consisting of

chromium, aluminum, at least one element selected from

the group consisting of yttrium and the rare earth ele-

ments, and the balance (M) selected from the group con-

sisting of cobalt, iron, and nickel; and

a platinum type metal overlayer applied to the MCrAlY
intermediate layer, said platinum type metal selected from

the group consisting of platinum, palladium, iridium, and

rhodium, wherein the MCrAlY intermedial layer con-

sists of, by weight, about 20-40% chromium, about

S-1S% aluminum, about 0.1-0.3% yttrium, and the bal-

ance of cobalt.

3. A composite article ofmanufacture consisting of a coating

applied to a substrate for use in high temperature, corrosive

environments said coating consisting of:

a platinum type metal underlayer applied to the substrate,

said platinum type metal material selected from the group

consisting of platinum, palladium, iridium, and rhodium;

an MCrAlY alloy intermediate layer applied to the platinum

type metal underlayer, said MCrAlY alloy consisting of

chromium, aluminum, at least one element selected from

the group consisting of yttrium and the rare earth ele-

ments, and the balance (M) selected from the group con-

sisting of cobalt, iron, and nickel, and

a platinum type metal overlayer applied to the MCrAlY
intermediate layer, said platinum type metal selected from

the group consisting of platinum, pslladium, iridium, and

rhodium, wherein the MCrAlY intermediate layer con-

sists of, by weight, from about 20% to about 33% chro-

mium, from alwut 3% to about 13% aluminum, about

0.1-0.7% yttrium, and the balance of iron.

3. A composite article of manufacture consisting of a coating

appUed to a substrate for use in high temperature, corrosive

environments said coating consisting of:

a platinum type metal underlayer q>plied to the substrate,

said platinum type metal material selected from the group

consisting of platinum, palladium, iridium, and rhodium;

an MCrAlY alloy intermediate layer apfriied to the platinum

type metal underlayer, said MCrAlY alloy consisting of

chromium, aluminum, at least one element selected firom

the group consisting of yttrium and the rare earth ele-

ments, and the balance (M) selected from the group con-

sisting of cobalt, iron, and nickel; and

a platinum type metal overiayer applied to the MCrAlY
intermediate layer, said platmum type metal selected from

the group con^sting of platinum, piilladium, iridium, and

rhodium, wherein iht MCrAlY intermediate layer con-

sists of, by weight, firom about 20.0% to about 43.0%

chromium, firom about 3.0% to about 13% aluminum,

firom about 0.1% to about 0.3% yttrium, and the balance

of nickel.

4,477,539

METAL/GAS FUEL CELL
RdphC Stmthers, 39903 CaDeD Fborte, Sangaa, Calif. 91350

FDed Jan. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 458^35
IM. CL3 HOIM 120/6

VS. CL 429-19 22 dalns
1. A metal gas fuel cell comprising:

(a) an anode chamber, a base anolyte solution in the anode

chamber and an anode plate of metallic fiiel immersed in

die anolyte;

(b) an ion exchange chamber and a base ionolyte solution in

the ion exchange chamber,

(c) a cationic membrane between the anode and ion ex-

change chambers separating the anolyte and ionolyte and

having opposite surfaces in contact with and wetted

thereby;

(d) a cathode plate adjacent the ion exchange chamber re-

mote frxnn the cationic membrane and having one surfiMC

contacting and wetted by the ionolyte and another surfisce

in contact with a cathode fuel gas, said cathode plate is a

hiyered structure including a layer of hydrophyllic mate-

rial in contact with and wetted by the ionolyte, a layer of

gas permeable hydrophobic material in contact with the

gas and a gas and liquid permeable current collector of

inert material with catalytic surfaces within the layer Of

hydrophyllic material;

^ y

(e) an external electric circuit connected with the anode and

cathode plates and conducting electrons from the anode

plate to the cathode plate.

M77,940
METAL-GAS CELL WITH ELECTROLYTE RESERVOIR
Lee E. Miller, Cari Jnetkw, and Denis D. Carr, Jasper, both

ofMon aaaignors to Ea^Picter ladHtrics, Inc^ OBdaBati,

Ohio
FUed Oct 3, 1983, Ser. No. 538,088

Int CL^ HOIM 4/00

U.S.a 429—

r

8 ClaiBS

1. An electrochemical cell including a plurality of positive

and negative plates arranged as a plate stack within a cell

casing, said plates being saturated with a liquid electrolyte,

wherein in cycling use, said plates tend to increase in volume;

said cell further comprising a compressible electrolyte con-

taining reservoir positioned within said casing relative to

said plate stack such that an increase in volume of said

plate stack compresses said reservoir and forces electro-

lyte from said reservoir through passage means to distrib-

ute electrolyte into said plate stack.

4,477,941

SOLID ELECTROLYTE STRUCTURE
Aathoay V. FMoU, Hawthon Wooda, m., aaalpMM- to The

UaHad States of Aaserica as rsprmated by the United States

DcpartBcat of Eaergy, Washington, D.C
Filed Dec 22, 1982, Ser. No. 492,361

Iirt. CL^ HOIM 8/10

U.S.a 429-33 14 Oatas

1. An electrochemical device comprising electrode means

and as a soUd electrolyte structure, a porous elongated layer

having a pair of laterally opposite surfaces and internally com-

posed predominantly of a multipUcity of small, open pores

sized below about 1 x 10* A, the pores forming a plurality of

ion-transfer passages extending laterally between the opposite

surfisoes for transferring oxygen-ions laterally within the layer,
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the layer having an electronic insulating oompontion around
nid pocct oompOMd of a metallic oxide with the formula

T«X«Oe

compress said washers to effect seals between said body
shoulders and said upper edge surftces of said bosses.

4^77,543
ACnVATEABLE BATTERY

Jan M. V. BJ«rUaad« JMrfUia, Sweden, iMignor to U^. Phflipa
CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec IC, 1983, Scr. No. 542,325
Oaims priority, appikatk» Swedes, Dec 30, 1982, 8207499

iBt d} HOIM 6/36
VS. a. 429—115 9 rirf—

wherein T is a transition metal, X is at least one metal selected
fhmi the group connsting of a transition metal, Al, Sn, and an
alkaU metal, and the integers a, b and c represent the number of
atoms to balance the formula, said layer having a density of
about 2-S gm/cc being essentially gas-tight and stable at tem-
peratures above about 200* C i

4^477,542

QUICK RELEASE STORAGE BATTERY CXOSURE
ASSEMBLY

Rfcfcard R. BmwcO, 3154 Stadebaker Rd, Long Beach, Calif.

FOad Dec 12, 1983, Scr. No. 540,374

brt. a^ HOIM 2/12
U&a 40^-87 10

1. In combination with a storage battery having a plurality of
longitudinally qwced, upwardly extending cylindrical bosses
that have upper edge surfaces and define a plurality of inspec-
tion openings, each of said bosses including a pair of lugs that
extend inwardly towards one another and have a pair of cir-

cumfierential spaces therebetween, a quick release closure
assembly for said inspection openings said quick release clo-
sure assembly including:

a. a plurality of generally cylindrical bodies, each of said
bodies having an upper portion and a lower portion that at
their junction define a flat ring shaped body shoulder, a
pair of diametrically opposed cam members that extend
outwardly fhm said lower portion and of such length as
to be capable of being moved downwardly through said
pair of circumferential spaces when said body is in a first

position in one of said inspection openings, said pair of
cam members having oppositely extending inclined upper
edge surfaces;

b. first means for maintaining said generally cylindrical
bodies in such longitudinal spacing that said cylindrical
bodies may be moved concurrently into or out of said
inspection openings when said cylindrical bodies occupy
said first podtion;

c. a plurality of resilient washers that encircle said lower
portions of said cylindrical bodies and abut against said
body shoulders; and

d. second means for concurrently rotating said generally
cylindrical bodies to second positions from said first posi-
tions when said lower portions are in said inspection open-
ing and said cam members at least partially betow said
higs, with said inclined upper edge surfaces slidably en-
gaging said higs to removably interlock therewith and

1. An activateable battery comprising a sleeve, a container of
electrolyte having a bottom provided with a membrane and
being arranged within the sleeve, and one or more cells ar-

ranged in connection with the sleeve characterized in that the
container of electrolyte in a non-activated state is arranged in

an upper end position above a tap situated in the lower region
of the sleeve, which tap is adapted to the inner volume of the
container of electrolyte, and that the container of electrolyte

when actived is pressed down over the tap, the electrolyte

being pressed out of the container of electrolyte and via cell

openings into the cells when the container of electrolyte is

moved down over the tap, and the container of electrolyte

occupying a lower position after its moving down over the tap
said container in its lower end position closes the cell openings.

4,477,544

INTERCELL CONNECTOR FOR LTTHIUM BATTERIES
Alan H. Bmder, Burlington, Maas., aasigMMr to Polaroid Corpo*

ratkM, Canbridge, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 341,194, Jan. 20, 1982, PM. No. 4,429,024.

This appUcation Oct 4, 1983, Ser. No. 539,644
Int. CL^ HOIM 2/20

VJS. CL 429^160 i Claim

^WWWVWWWY"

(\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^'

1. An intercell assembly for lithium batteries, comprising an
electrically insulating frame of thermoplastic material formed
with a cental aperture, a thin sheet of aluminum foil coated on
both sides with a conductive plastic adhesive and adhered on a
first side to a first side ofsaid frame in regions surrounding said

aperture, a first layer of conductive plastic adhered to said
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aluminum foil on a second side opposite said first side, a second

layer of conductive plastic adhered to said frame on a second
side opposite said first side in regions surrounding said aperture

and adhered to said aluminum foil in regions within said aper-

ture, and a thin sheet of metallic lithium adhered to said second

layer of conductive plastic on a side thereof opposite said

aluminum foil.

4,477,545

ISOSTATIC COMPRESSION METHOD FOR
PRODUCING SOLID STATE ELECTROCHEMICAL

CELLS
James R. Akridge, Panna, and Harry Vooriia, Lakcwood, both

of Ohio, aarignwf to Uakm Carbide Corporatitm, Danbory,

Cmm.
FQed Jmi. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 509,133

iBt a.3 HOIM 6/18

VS. CL 429—191 8 Clafau

1. A method for manufacturing solid state electrochemical

cells comprising isostatically compressing at least one cell

preassembly which preassembly comprises a malleable metal

anode selected from the group consisting of alkali metals,

alkaline earth metals, aluminum, copper, silver, lead, and alloys

and mixtures thereof at a pressure ofbetween about 10,000 and

about 100,000 pounds per square inch.

4,477,546

LATTICE FOR A BATTERY ELECTRODE SUBSTRATE
Janet R. Wheeler, Jadt N. Brill, both of JcvUn, and Lee E.

Mma-, Cari Jmctioo, aU of Mo., aasignon to Eagle-Picher

ladnstrles, lac, Ctadnnati, Ohio
FDed Feb. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 463,632

lot a^ HOIM 4/73

U.S.a 429-211 Odafans

1. In a substrate for a battery electrode, said substrate being

in the form ofa reticulated lattice bordered by a perimeter and

having a current conducting tab on a portion of said perimeter,

the improvement wherein said lattice comprises;

first current carrying portions within the perimeter which

are angulated to one another and which converge in

straight lines toward an imaginary point outside the pe-

rimeter of the substrate, and

second current carrying portions within the perimeter and

intersecting the fint current carrying portions and extend-

ing generally perpendicularly thereto at the points of

mtersection,

the lattice thus formed by the first and second portions

defining therein generally rectangular sections which are

of substantially equal area. f

METHOD FOR MAKING COMPLEX LAYER TYPE
UTHOGRAFIC PRINTING PLATE

Jon Yamada; Takao Seaga, and SUgeyoahl SaxaU, all of Ns
kayo, Japan, aaalpMrs to MitsabiaU Paper Mills, Ltd^ To-

kyo, J^aa
FDed Jan. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 455,998

Clahns priority, appHcatioa Japan, Jan. 7, 1982, 57-1322

IM. O.) G03C 3/00: G03G 13/28
VS.a 430-14 8 ClaiM

1. A method for making a complex Uyer type lithographic

printing plate which comprises forming a toner image on an
original printing plate having organic electrophotographic

photosensitive layer by electrophotographic process, said

photosensitive layer being a complex layer type photosensitive

layer which comprises a charge carrier generating layer com-
prising a charge carrier generating substance and a binder

mainly composed of a polyamide resin soluble in alcohol sol-

vent and a high molecular substance having compatibility with
said polyamide resin and having a group soluble in an etching

solution mainly composed of alcohol solvent and/or an alkali

solvent to accelerate dissolution in said etching solution and a
charge carrier transport layer comprising a charge carrier

transport substance and a high molecular substance having a
group soluble in an etching solution mainly composed of alco-

hol solvent and/or alkali solvent and thereafter treating non-

image area other than the toner image area with the etching

solution.

4,477,548

RADUTION-CURABLE OVERCOAT GOMPOSmONS
ANDTONER-IMAGED ELEMENTS CONTAINING SAME
Loads P. Harasta, Rochcatcr, GcraM M. LenJi^ Spcneerport,

and Edward D. Morriaoo, Rochcatcr, all of N.Y^ amigBon to

Eaatmaa Kodak Compaay, Rochcatcr, N.Y.

ContinnatioB of Ser. No. 414,128, Sep. 2, 1982, abandoned. This

appUcalioB Dec 16, 1983, Scr. No. 562,043

lat a^ G03G 5/14. 13/20

VS. CL 430—14 34 CUn
1. An element bearing an electrographically formed image

said element comprising:

(A) a substrate bearing an electrographically-formed toner

image of toner particles, and

(B) an abrasion- and scratch-resistant, crosslinked polymeric

overcoat Uiyer bonded to said toner image-bearing sub-

strate, said overcoat layer having been formed by:

(1) coating said toner image-bearing sustrate with a cur-

able coating composition consisting essentially of (a)

either (i) a mixture of a siloxy-containing polycarbinol

and an acrykted urethane or (ii) a siloxy-containing

acrylated urethane, and (b) a multifunctional acrylate of

theformuk:

Y« Y' o

(CH«C—C—O^i^Y'—Y*

wherein p is an integer from 1 to 3; Y' and Y^ are indepen-

dently hydrogen, halo or alkyl; Y^ is a polyvalent aliphatic,

alicyclic or aromatic group; and Y^ is

hydrogen or

O Y*
N I—O—C-C"

Y'
I

CH,

provided that when p is 1, Y^ is

O Y* Y'

n I I

—O—C—C«CH;
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and

(2) curing said coating to bond it to Mid toner image-bear-
tng mbatrate.

4^77,S49
PHOTORECEPTOR FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY,
METHOD OF FORMING AN ELECTROSTATIC LATENT
IMAGE, AND ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS

YoiUhMa F^ltanU; YoihUd Takd, and Hlnvild Nowiri, aU
of HKhkili, Japn, aaai^an to KMdaUraln Photo IndHtry
Co^Lld^ Japan

FOad Sap. 24^ 1M2, Sar. No. 422,728
Cktaa priarttjr, appHcaHen Japan, Sap. 28, 1981, 56-15197C;

Sap. 28, 1881, 86-181978

IM. a' G03G 13/24
UjS.a 438-84 22

1. A method of forming a latent electrostatic image includ-

ing a step of forming a unifcmn charge layer on the surface of
a photoreceptor comprising a conductive support having suc-

cessively ftmned thereon a photoconductive photosensitive

layer and a photoconductive protective layer, said photosensi-

tive layer being capable of absorbing at least light in a wave-
length range other than that for said protective layer, a step of
hnagewiae exposure to light that is absorbed by said photosen-
sitive layer but not substantially absorbed by said protective

layer, and a step of fiill-ftame exposure to light that is absorbed
by said protective layer but not subatantiaUy absorbed by said

photosensitive layer.

4y477,SSe

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTORECEPTOR WITH
HYDRAZONE

SaQi Horia; MaaayoiU Nagala; Jn^ti Nakaw>, and Hideo Sato,

aO of SaHoM, Japn, aari^on Id F^i Photo Film Co., Ltd^
raaapiia,JapM

DMaloa of Sar. No. 278,748, Jan. 24, 1981, Pat No. 4,403,025.

lUi appHcrtoM May 4, 1983, Sar. No. 49M82
Oataa priority, appUcatton Japan, Jan. 24, 1980, 5545495

Int. a> G03G 5/06
U.8.a 430-89 10

•continued

R«
I

(no

R2

\
/
N—N=CHja:x>-

wherein X represents O, S or >N—R^, R> and R2 each repre-
sents a non-substituted or a substituted straight or branched
chain alkyl group containing from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, a
non-substituted or a substituted straight or branched chain
aralkyl group containing fhnn 7 to 20 carbon atoms, or a
non-substituted or a substituted aryl group, the aryl group
including monovalent residues of monocyclic aromatic rings
and condensed polycyctic aromatic rings having from 2 to 4
rings therein; R^ represents hydrogen, a non-substituted or a
substituted straight or branched chain alkyl group containing
from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, a non*substituted or a substituted
straight or branched chain aralkyl group containing firom 7 to
20 carbon atoms, a straight or a bruched chain alkoxy group
containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, an aryloxy group ccmtain-
ing from 6 to 10 carbon atoms, an acyl group ctmtaining fhmi
2 to 8 carbon atoms, an alkoxycarbonyl group containing flrom

2 to S carbon atoms, a halogen atom, a nitro group, a monoalk-
yfaunino group whose alkyl moiety contains firom 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, a dialkylamino group whose alkyl moiety contains from
1 to 4 carbon atoms, or an amido group containing firom 2 to 8
carbon atoms; and R^ represents a non-substituted or a substi-

tuted straight or branch«l chain alkyl group containing firom 1

to 12 carbon atoms, or a non<«ubstituted or a substituted

straight or branched chain aralkyl group containing firom 1 to
12 carbon atoms.

2. An electropliotogrq>hic photoreceptor as in claim 1,

wherein at least one of the groups represented by R' R2, R^
and R^ has a substituent group, and the substituent group is

selected firom a halogen atom, an alkoxy group, an aryloxy
group, a dialkylamino group, and an alkylthio group.

3. An electrophotographk photoreceptor as in claim 1,

wherein at least one of the groups represented by R^ R2, R^
and R^ is an aryl group which has a substituent group, and the
substituent group is selected firom a halogen atom, an alkoxy
group, an aryloxy group, a dialkylamino group, an alkylthio

group, and an alkyl group.

5. An electrophotognq>hic photoreceptor as in claim 1, 2, or
3, wherein said Ught-sensitive layer is formed of (1) a charge
transport layer containing said hydrazone compound and (2) a
charge generating layer.

WZZlK-^^^^^^
1. An electrophotographic photoreceptor comprising a

conductive support with a light-sensitive layer thereon con-
taining a hydrazone compound represented by formula (III):

N—N—CH

(U)

4,477,551

PHOTOSENSinVE LAYER FOR
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY

AUra FtaaUda, SoUa; YoaUaU Kato, Hirakala, and YasosU
KamezaU, Sakai, aU of Japn, aaripMra to MHA ladostrial

Co., Ltd., Oaaka, Japan
DiTision of Scr. No. 252,161, Apr. 8, 1981, abadooad. lUa

applicatioa May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 498,925

daims priority, applicatioa Japan, Apr. 10, 1980, 85-46268

TV portion vi the term of lUa patent aabaeqoeit to Jon. 14,

2000, haa been dJariaimtd.

Int a' G03G S/Q7
U.S.a 430-133 12 Claim

1. A process for the production of a photosensitive plate for

electrophotography which com|»ises forming a coating com-
position comprising (a) polyvinyl carbazole and (b) 0.0S to 3

parts by weight, per part by weight of polyvinyl carbazole, of
a fused polycycUc aromatic hydrocarbon selected from the

group consisting of phenanthrene, acenaphthylene and pyrene
dissolved in an organic solvent and further comprising (c) a
l^iotocooductive organic pigmoit dispersed therein, coathig

the composition on the surface of a conductive substrate and
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drying the coated composition to form a photosensitive hiyer

having a thickness of 1 to 100 microns.

4,477,552

STABILIZATION OF DIAZO'RESIN SENSTTIZERS
WTTH POLYVINYL PYRIDINE

Peter M. G. Day; John W. Jonca, both of Wantage, and John A.

Sparry, Abingdon, aU ofEniMd, asaignors to Autotype Inter-

national Liadtad, Wantage, England

FOad Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,195

Gains priority, qiplication United Kingdom, Jan. 12, 1982,

8200746

Int a.' G03C 1/60; G03F 7/08; 7/12

U.S. CL 430—175 12 Chdnis

1. In a light-sensitive film-forming composition comprising

in admixture an aqueous dispersion of a water-soluble or water-

dispersible colloid selected firom the group consisting of poly-

vinyl alcohol, gehitin, casein, hydroxyethylcellulose, poly-

acrylamide, polyvinylpyrrolidone, poly(vinyl-acetate), and

copolymer of vinyl-acetate with ethylene present in a fUm-

forming amount, and a water-soluble light-sensitive diazo-resin

condensation product of an aromatic diazonium compound

and a compound containing an active carbonyl group, present

in an amount efiTective to decrease the solubility of the film

upon exposure to light; the improvement in which the compo-

sition contains, as a stabilizer for the diazo-resin condensation

product, a linear polymer of vinyl-pyridine in an amount efiTec-

tive to delay deterioration of said product in the presence of

water.

4,477454

DIFFUSION TRANSFER MATERIAL AND PROCESS
ChristianC Van da Sande, Bdaeie, and Andr« Varhackcn, Mort-

ael, both of, Bdghn, aaal^nn to Aglh<Ge?acft, N.V., Mor^
8el,Belghnn

Filed Oct 26, 1983, Sar. No. 545,434

Oaims priority, application United Kingdoai, No?. 12, 1982,

8232M8
Int a^ G03C 1/40. 7/00. 5/54

UJS. CL 430-223 5 OaiaM
1. A photographic silver halide material comprising a sup-

port carrying at least one alkali-permeable silver halide hydro*

philic colloid emulsion layer which contains therein a quino-

noid compound which is immobile in an alkali-permeable

colloid medium when permeating said medium with an alkaline

aqueous liquid and which contains a dye moiety and a ballast-

ing group, wherein said compound is capable of being reduced

by a silver halide developing agent at a rate slower than that of

image-wise developable silver halide in the photographic ma-

terial and in reduced state is capable of releasing said dye

moiety under alkaline conditions, characterized in that said

qumonoid compound corresponds to the following general

formula:

4,477,883

PHOTOSENSTTIVE COMPOSmONS
Takeshi Yaanaoto; Kiyoahi Goto, and MaaaAnni Udara, aU of

HSao, Japan, aaaignors to Koniahirt^ Photo Industry Co.,

LbL, Tokyo, Japan

Continaation <rf Ser. No. 329,035, Dec 9, 1981, abandoned. This

application Dec. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 566,778

CUm priority, appUcatta Japan, Dae. 17, 1980, 55-178618;

Dae. 17, 1980, 55-178619

Int a^ G03C 1/60. 1/54: G03F 7/08

VS.a 430-192 22 Cbdna
1. A photosensitive composition comprising an admixture of

an o-quinonediazide compound and a binder resin having units

of the formula

wherein:

R' is hydrogen or methyl in the 6- or 7-position (indicated by

an asterisk) on the saturated adjacent ring part of the

quinonoid nucleus,

R' is an alkyl group or an aromatic group,

R'^is hydrogen, an alkyl group or an aryl group, and at least

one of the substituents R' and R"' represents or includes a

ballasting group of sufiRcient size to render said compound

immobile in an alkali-permeable hydrophilic colloid layer

when such layer is permeated with an aqueous alkaline

liquid.

4. A photographic material according to claim 1, comprising

one or more negative working photosensitive silver halide

emulsion layers, a supported receptor layer, and an alkali-

permeable light-reflective o|^ue layer between said emul«on

layer(s) and said supported receptor layer.

whereb Ri is selected firom a hydrogen atom, a hydroxyl

group and an alkyl group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms; R2 is

selected firom a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, an alkyl group

having 1 to 4 carbon atoms and an alkoxy group having 1 to 4

carbon atoms; R3 is selected firom a hydrogen atom, an alkyl

group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, an aryl groiq> and a substi-

tuted aryl group; and when Ri is selected firom a hydrogen

atom or a hydroxyl group, then R4 is selected firom a phenyl

group and a phenyl group substituted with a halogen atom, an

alkyl group, an alkoxy group and a nitro grou|^ and «4ien Ri

is an alkyl group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms then R4 is selected

firom a hydrogen atom, a lower allcyl group having 1 to 4

carbon atoms, an aryl group and a substituted aryl group, the

amount of said o-quinonediazide compound being between 10

and 50% by weight and the amount of said binder resin being

between 1 and 80% by weight based cm the total solid content

of said photosensitive composition.

4,477,555

OPTICAL INFORMATION RECORDING MEDIUM
HidaaU Oba, Yokohaau; Makoto Kanfltane, Chigaaaki;

MaaaaUra UaMhara, Yokohama; Kiyoahi TanOtawa, Yoko*

haasa, and Michihara Abe, Yokohama, aU of Japaa, assignon

to Ricoh Co., Ltd., Tidcyo, Japaa

FDed Jal. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,694

Claian priority, application Japan, Ang. 1, 1981, 56-120935;

Aag. 1, 1981, 56-120936; Ang. 1, 1981, 56-120937; Sep. 8, 1981,

5^140280
Int a.3 G03C 1/76

\}S, CL iao—m 13 Cfadma

1. An optical information recording medium comprising a

substrate and a recording layer superimposed on said substrate,

said recwding layer consisting of a reflective sub-layer and a

light absorptive sub-layer formed on said reflective sub-layer,

said reflective sub-layer containing closely distributed therein
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metal particles having a particle diameter of ISOO Angstroms
or lest and wherein said metal particles occupy firam 60 to 98%
of the area of the surface of said reflective sub-layer, said light

absorptive sub-layer being made of a resin containing particles

of metal compound and a very small amount of metal substan-
tially uniformly dispersed therein, said particles of metal com-

R3 is selected from H. lower alkyl, OH, and alkoxy in which
the alkyl portion is of 1 to 6 carbons;

R4 is aryloxy of 6 carbons substituted with carboxyl, or—(CH2) XCO2H where x=2 to 12, and x=^2 or 3 when
RaisOH.

^'

^,^
pound and metal in said light absorptive sub-layer having a
particle size in the range of from 200 to 2000 Angstroms, the
sum of the amounts of said particles of metal compound and
metal in said light absorptive sub-layer being in the range of
from 1 to 30 volume %, based on the volume of said light

absorptive sub-layer.

ACIDIC aNTTROAROMAnCS AS PHOTOINHIBITORS
OF POLYMERIZAnON IN POSITIVE WORKING FILMS
Thomas E. Dncbcr, and William J. Nebe, both of Wihnington,
DcL, anigaon to E. I. Dn Pont de Nemours and Company,
WUnington, Del.

Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,096
Int a» G03C 2/68. 5/(Xk O07C 79/46

U.S.a 430-281 11 Oainis
1. An acidic o-nitroaromatic compound of the formula

R.^kAcHr^'

4,477457
STENCIL MAKING AND UTILIZATION METHODS.

APPARATUS AND ARTICLES
Gcorg Ranch, Apartado #33, Jocotcpcc, Jalisco, Mexico

Filed Not. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,733
Int a» G03F 7/12

UAa.430-^308
15ClalBis

1. In a method of making a stencil of a desired design with
the aid of first and second individually soluble substances being
hardenable in admixture, the improvement comprising in com-
bination the steps of:

providing a foraminous stencil blank;

impregnating said foraminous stencil blank with the first

substance;

storing the second substance separately from said impreg-
nated stencil blank;

applying the separately stored second substance to the im-
pregnated stencil bhmk in the form of said design for
admixture with the first substance only immediately prior
to a desired selective hardening of the admixed first and
second substances and exposing the stencil to hardening of
the admixed fint and second substances as to render part
of the stencil imperforate; and

exposing the stencil to dissolution of any applied first and
second substances outside of said part so as to render the
stencil perforate outside of said part.

4,477J58
SILVER HALIDE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC

UGHT-SENSmVE MATERIAL
Aldra Ogawa; Ko«> AoU, and Takayoahi Kanio, aU of
Kaaagawa, Japan, aaaignors to FkUi Photo FOm Cb., Ltd.,

^^,

wherein at least on of Ri, R2, R3 or R4 must have a carboxyl
group as indicated bdow;

Ri, R2, alike or different, are selected from alkoxy in which
the alkyl is of 1 to 12 carbons, and -(CH2)XC02H where
x-1 to 12;

Rl and Rj, taken together, are -OCH2O—

,

Filed Apr. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 487,494
Claim priority, appUcatioa Japan, Apr. 28, 1962, 57-72202

Int CL3 G03C 7/16
U.S. CL 430—384 UCIaian

15. A method of forming a color image comprising develop-
ing an imagewise exposed silver halide color photographic
li£^t-sensitive material comprising a support having thereon a
silver halide emulsion layer and a cyan dye forming coupler
represented by the following general formula (I):
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^NHOONH

(1)

RCON

wherein R represents a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl

group, a substituted or unsubstituted aryl group or a substi-

tuted or unsubstituted heterocyclic group; X represents a hy-

drogen atom or a group capable of being released upon an

oxidative coupling reaction with a developing agent; and R'
represents a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl group, a substi-

tuted or unsubstituted aryl group or a substituted or unsubsti-

tuted heterocyclic group; with an alkaline aqueous developing

solution containing a primary aromatic amine developing

agent

4^77,559
PHOTOSENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE COLOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
Masao Iwaararo, Hadioji, and KoUi Knnaahiro, Hiao, both of

Japaa, avigaors to KoaiahirokB Photo ladastry Co^ Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japaa

FDcd Feb. 22, 1963, Ser. No. 468,399

Claini priority, appUeatioB Japan, Feb. 25, 1982, 57-30392

iBt a' G03C 1/46

U.S.a 430-505 8 OaiBn
1. A photosensitive silver halide color photographic material

comprising a support having a first and second surface, said

fint surface having thereon an anti-halation layer, a red-sensi-

tive silver halide emulsion layer, a green-sensitive silver halide

emulnon layer and a blue-sensitive silver halide emulsion layer,

each of said silver halide emulsion layen containing a non-dif-

fiisible coupler, said second surface of the support having

thereon a dye-containing backing layer, wherein said anti-hala-

tion layer contains between 0.18 and 0.2 g/m^ of silver and

wherein the total amount of silver contained in said silver

halide emulsion layers is at least 7.0 g/m^.

4^477,560

UGHT-SENSinVE SILVER HALIDE COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

TakM» Koitabaihi; Kiyoahi YamaaUta, aad Toddftnai lUina, aU

of Hiao, Japan, anigaors to Koabhiroka Photo ladaMry Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Jqaui

Filed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. Na 449,371

CUan priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Dae. 16, 1961, 56-203175

lat a^ G03C 1/46

U.S.a 430-506 10 Claiait

1. A light-sensitive silver halide odor photographic mate-

rial, comprising a color sensitive Uyer containing a plurality of

silver halide emulsion layers, said plurality of emulsion layers

consisting of at least two silver hidide emulsion layers having

different sensitivities to light the layer having the highest

sensitivity containing at least one compound having a non-dif-

Anion type coupler component and a scavenger comp(ment for

reaction with an oxidized product of a color forming develop-

ing agent the amount of said compound bebg 1 to S mole %
per mole of the silver halide in the layer of highest sensitivity

containing said compound.

4,477,561

SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
HiroiU Mea}o, HacUoJi; YoaUkaaa Wataaabc, AktaUm, aad

Noboo Sakamoto, Isakni, aD of Japan, awljinrs to Koai-

Unrira Photo ladartry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

FDcd Feb. 17, 1963, Ser. No. 467,365

aaims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Feb. 19, 1962, 57-26381

lat a? G03C 7/09

U.S.a 430-509 3 Claims

1. A silver halide photogrq>hic material having a wide
latitude for exposure which will not vary greaUy with time

during storage, said material having formed on a support two
or more layers that are sensitive to the lights of substantially

the same spectral region but different in light sensitivity,

wherein at least one of the layers other than the layer having

maximum light sensitivity contains at least 40 mg, per 100 g of

silver, of a water-soluble compound containing an element of
Group Vni of the periodic table which has a molecular weight

of 100 or more and the layer having maximum light sensitivity

contains a water-soluble compound containing an element of

Group VIII of the periodic table with a molecular weight of
100 or more in an amount that does not exceed 40 mg per 100

g of sUver.

4,477,562

DRY STRIP ANTIHALATION LAYER FOR
PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC FILM

Jeanfaie L Zdlo^Peadrcy, Woodbury, Minun assignor to Min-
nesota Mining aad Maaafactariag Coa^aay, St Paal, Mian.

FOed May 24, 1963, Ser. No. 497,573

lat a^ G03C 1/76

U.S.a 430-513 12 Clafavs

1. A photothermographic element comprising

a. at least one photosensitive layer, capNsble of being devel-

oped by heat after image-wise exposure to radiation in the

range of 380 to 800 nm, adhered to one surface of a trans-

parent polymeric support base, and

b. a unitary antihalation Uiyer having a resistance greater

than SOOO ohms per square, adhered to any surface of said

element and dry-strippable therefhnn, said antihalation

layer having a delaminating resistance in the range of 6 to

SO g/cm, a layer strength in g/cm greater than ia delami-

nating resistance, and an optical density of at least 0.1.

4,477,563

SILVER HALIDE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
UGHT-SENSmVE MATERIAL

ScUi IchUima; Kd Sakanoae; HidetosU Kobayadd, aad KeiicU

AdacU, all of Kaaagawa, Japaa, aMigaors to Fall Photo FOm
Co., Ltd., Kaaagawa, Japaa

Coatianatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 358,723, Mar. 16, 1962,

abaadoaed. lUs appUcatioa Aag. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 526,314

Claim priority, apptteatioa Japan, Mar. 16, 1981, 56-37374

lat a.} G03C 7/26

U.S. CL 430—5M 22 Claims

1. A silver halide color photographic light-sensitive material

comprising a support having thereon a silver halide emulsion

layer containing a coupler having, at the coupling active posi-

tion, a group which provides a compound having a develop-

ment ii^biting property when the group is released from the

coupling active position of the coupler upon the color develop-

ment reaction and which is decomposed to a compound which

does not substantially influence the photographic properties

when the compound diffuses into a color developing solution,

the coupler containing no water-soluble group during develop-

ment but becoming water-soluble when dissolved in a devel-

oper and hydrolyzed and the coupler being represented by

general formula 0)

A-L^),Z-L^Y)* <Q

wherein A represents a coupler component; Z represents an

essential portion of a compound having a devdopment inhibit-
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ing function which is bonded to the coupling position of the

coupler directly (when a is 0) ordiroogh a connecting group of
the formuk Li (when a is 1), the portion being represented by
any one of the fimnulae

•continued

H

—

s

N X

N*

N.

-s-< N
N N

N'

N
a

Nr
N'

m

-<I>.

where X represents a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, an alkyl

group, an alkenyl group, an alkanamido group, an alkenamido
group, an alkoxy group, a sulfonamido group, or an aryl group;
Y represents a substituted straight chain or substituted branch
chain alkyl group, a cyclic alkyl group which is unsubstituted

or substituted, an alkenyl group, an aryl group, an aralkyl

group or a heterocyclic group; Li represents

—OCH2—
' —SCHa—

O
H—oc-

—

o

w

o
H

(CH2-)?-N-C-

V

where V represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group having

1 to 10 carbon atoms, W represents a hydrogen atom, a halo-

gen atom, an alkyl group having flrom 1 to 10 carbon atoms, an
alkanamido group having firom 1 to 10 carbon atoms, an alkoxy

group having from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, an alkozycarbonyl

group having from 1 to 10 carbon atoaa, an aryloxycarbonyl

group, an alkanesulfonamido group having firom 1 to 10 carbon
atoms, an aryl group, a carbamoyl grol^>, an N-alkylcarbamoyl

group having from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, a nitro group, a cyano
group, an arylsulfonamido group, a sulfamoyl group, or an
imido group, and c is or an integer of 1 or 2; L2 is a divalent

connecting group containing a chemical bond which is brdcen

in a photographic developing solution, the chemical b<»d
being represented by the formula 1

—COO—, —NHCOO— , —SO2O— , —OCHJCH2SO2—

,

—OCO— or —NHCCO—

;

H HN
O 00

a representsOor 1; and b represents 1 or 2, and when bis 2, the

groups represented by —L2—Y may be the same or different

4^77,564
PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER HALIDE EMULSIONS,

FilOCESS POR PREPARING THE SAME AND THEIR
USE IN COLOR REVERSAL FILMS

Loigi CdloM, and Marco Loiaeono, bodi of AIMMola Mare,
Italy, asBigBon to Ml—aaohi Mtaiag and MamflKtariag
Owpuy, St Paal, MiMk

Filed Apr. 1, 1M2, Scr. No. 3M,2M
bt aj COaC l/Ql 1/46. 7/26

U.S. CL 430—5C7 19Claiw
1. High-sensitivity photographic emulsion consisting of

silver iodo-bromide grains having at least 12% nominal iodide

mole percent dispersed in gelatin characterized by having said

grains including at least three different iodo-bromide phases

having different iodide contents, the most external phase hav-

ing an iodide oratent lower than the nominal iodide o(mtent.

4,477,5«5

METHODFOR PREPARING PHOTOSENSITIVE SILVER
HALIDE EMULSION

Rkhaid S. HtaMhrright, Mdroae, MaMn aariffor to Polaroid

CwrporalioB, Gaaibrldga, Man.
Filed Feb. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 442,804

lilt a' G03C 1/02

MS.a 430-547 17 OafaH
1. A method for forming a photosensitive silver halide emul-

sion wherein the grains are predominanUy tabular grains

which are multiply twinned on the (111) plvne and possess a

mean aspect ratio of at least 10 which comprises inducing

twinning in feedstock silver bromide grains and then growing

said grains in a silver halide solvent solution for a time suffi-

cient to provide said tabular grains and substantially all of said

feedstock grains have disappeared.

10. A inethod for forming a photosensitive silver halide

emulsion wherein the grains are predominanUy tabular grains

which are multiply twinned on Uie (111) plane and possess a

mean aspect ratio of at least 10 which comprises the following

steps, in sequence,

(a) predicting feedstock silver bromide grains at a pAg of

not greater than about 9.7;

(b) adjusting the pAg to between about 9.8 and 11.8 to

niduce twinning on the (111) crystal plane in said grains;

and

(c) growing said grains in a solution ofa silver halide solvent

for a time sufficient to provide said tabular grains and

substantially all of said feedstock grains have dissap-

peared.

4,477,566

^ METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF
CYTOPLASMATIC AND MITOCHONDRIAL
ISOENZYMES OF GLUTAMIOOXALACEHC

TRANSAMINASE IN HUMAN SERUM OR PLASMA
Giorgio Rted, and Giorgio Fcderid, both of RoflM, Italy,

on to Biodato S.pjL, Itoly

FDcd May 25, 1982, Scr. No. 381,777

ClalBH priority, apNkatioB Italy, May 28, 1981, 48565 A/81
lat a^ C12Q 1/51 1/31' C12N 9/99

U.S.a.435—16 JCUav
1. Method for determination of single enzymatic activities of

the cytoplasmatic and mitochondrial isoenzymes of Glutamic

Oxalacitic Transaminase (GOT) in samples ofserum or plasma,

comprising the steps of determining the OCT activity present

in serum or plasma before and after cytoplasmatic isoenzyme

deactivating incubation with L-serin-O-sulphate to obtain in

the first case an enzymatic activity value corresponding to the

totalsum of activity of the two isoenzymes, and in the second

case a value of enzymatic activity corresponding to the activ-

ity of only the mitochondrial enzyme, the activity of cytoplas-

matic isoenzyme being obtained from the difference of the two
above mentioned values.

(2) have the diploid number of chromosomes for the bo-

vine species,

(3) have a generation time of not more than 24 hours,

(4) are capable of producing insulin within the cells, and

(5) do not secrete said produced insulin to the culture

medium; and

extracting insulin from cells of said cell line.

4^77,568

PROCESS POR THE MANUFACTURE OF
CYCLODEXTRIN

Hcadrik Hokac, 1>Marlo; FMcrik S. lapcr,

JaeobT. WUpkcaM, Slddcbarsa, aD of Ncthcrlaada,

to

Dcrintai AVERE BjL, Crnalapa, Nethertaads

FDcd Sep. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 419,800

OaiaH priority, apptteatioa Ncthcrlairia, Sep. 34, 1981,

8104410

bt a.3 CUP 19/18: C12N 9/18

U&a 435-97 4ClaiH
1. A process for producing cyclodextrin from starch in

which an aqueous solution comprising starch is subjected to

the action of the active enzyme, cyclodextrin glycosyltransfe-

rase obtained by cultivation of Bacillus circulans RIV nr. 1 1 1 1 S,

and the resulting reaction product comprising cyclodextrin,

starch degradation products and the active enzyme is subjected

to an ultrafiltration process to effect passage of the formed

cyclodextrin through the membrane employed in said process,

while retaining substantially all of the otiier starch degradation

products and active enzyme, thus permitting more cyclodex-

trin to be formed in the retentate, which will then pass said

membrane; and ooDecting the aqueous solution including said

cyclodextrin.

4*477,569

PENTOSE FERMENTATION WITH SELECTED YEAST
Henry Schaddcr, Ncpcaa; Rysaard Makaaka, Ottawa, both of

Canada; Patrick Y. Waag, Hong Koag, Hoag Kobb Ivu A.

VeUky, and Yai-Kwok Chan, both of Ottawa, Cauda, aariga-

on to GaaadiaB Patorts A DevdopaMit Limited, Ottawa,

FDcd Feb. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 349,905

lat a^ CUP 7/06: CUN 1/16: CUR 1/645

VS. a. 435—161 10

4*477,567

CONTINUOUS BOVINE BETA CELL LINE
George M. Healy, Downsfiew; Aothooy M. Son, WIDowdalc
and HOda G. MaeBMMtec, ThoniUll, all of Caaada, aasivors

to Cnuaiight Laboratories Limited, WOlowdalc Canada

FDcd Dec. 1, 1977, Scr. No. 856,284

Lrt. CLi CUP 21/04: CUN 5/00

U.S.a 435-71 4Clalan

1. A process for the production of insulin, which comprises:

cultivating a continuous beta oeD line as deposited with the

American Type Culture Collection under accession num-
ber ATCC CRL 1407 in a nutrient culture medium fSor a

time sufficient to form insulin in cells of the oeU line,

said cell line being characterized by transformed cells

which:

(1) have a morphology very similar to that of beta odls of

the bovine pancreas,

1. A method of producing ethanol direcdy from a substrate

comprising D-galactose and D-xylose, which comprises:

(a) screening and selecting Pachysolen tanm^Uus having the

identifying characteristics of NRCC-FTXG-1 or mutants

thereof which can ferment at least said two sugan to

ethanol, concurrendy,

(b) moculating a growth-supporting medium containing said

substrate with the selected mutant,

(c) providing access of air or oxygen to the medium at least

for an initial stage,

(d) allowing growth and accumulation of ethanol to occur,

(e) separating the medium firom the yeast cells and recover-

ing ethanol, and

(0 recycling the yeast cells to ferment fresh medium in (b).
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MICROBIAL DEGRADATION OF OBNOXIOUS
ORGANIC WASTES INTO INNOCUGOUS MATERIALS
JoMfh F. Cofanotolo, Gniid bind, N.Y^ RumM H. Otan,
Am Aiftir, Mick^ nd PM«^ VndMbovh, StfMoti, Fta^

MriVMn to Oeddartal Ckorical Corpontioa, Niagwa Falls,

N.Y.

FM Se». 24y IML Scr. No. 309,079

jat a' C12N i/2a 1/oa woo
UJ5.a 43S-2S3 15 CUnt

I. A biologically pure culture of Pieudomonas cepacia var.,

niagarous selected firom the gmup consisting ofATCC 31943,

ATCC 31941, ATCC 31942, ATCC 31940, ATCC 31943,

ATCC 31944, ATCC 31939 and mutanto thereof useful in

decomposing obnoxious halogenated organic wastes to innocu-

ous materials.

II. A biologically pure hybrid plasmid consisting essentially

of pRO 4.7 (having a molecukr weight of approximately 4.7

megadahonsX pRO 31 (having a molecular wdght of q>proxi-

mately 31 megadahonsX and pRO 34 (having a molecular

weight of approximately 34 megadaltons). said pure hybrid

plasmid having the fiirther identifying characteristic of being

capable of replicating the abiUty to express the degradation of
halogenated organic compounds.

4*477,571

CHIMERIC PLASMID6 THAT REPUCATE IN
BACTERU AND YEAST AND MICROORGANISMS

TRANSFORMED THEREWITH
SUng Chaag, HcrcdM, and JaMa H. Marie, Pim>le, both of

Gidif., aniVMrs to CetM Corpontkm, EoMnnrille, CaUf

.

GHrttawdoo-ia-ptft of Scr. No. 232,435, Feb. 9, 198L
•bairioMd. lUs apvUeatkm Feb. 5, 1902, Scr. No. 344,258

Int CLJ C12N 1/20 15/00 1/16. 1/00
MS. CL 438—253 6 Claims

CONI

'MMB

HiMl/SalX

EmNI

1. Chimeric plasmid pVB3.
2. Chimeric plasmid pVBlS.

4v477,572
REMOTE MONITORING OF ESTER FUNCnONAL

FLUIDS
I F. Aaasabcigii , Sr.. New CHy, N.Y., awigwr to Stanffier

FDcd May 20, 1902, Scr. No. 383,361

IM. a' GOIN 27/01 27/04
MS. CL 436—4 11 Claims
L A method of remotely monitoring the degradation of

hydrolyzabie ester contaming functional fluid which com-
prises phidng in said fluid at least one probe containing at least

one corrodible metal sensor, said metal sensor having a stan-

dard electrode potential of less than -0.13 volts, and measur-
ing by electrical means the corrosion of said metal sensor in

said fluid.

4,477,573

SULPHUR GAS GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECIING
Pad M. Taoffea, GoMea, Colo., aaigiior to TexaagnU; Inc.,

Staadiord, CooB.

Coirtiautioa-iB-part of Scr. No. 265,644, May 20, 1901, Pit
No. 4»377,640. Ilia appUeatioB May 20, 1902, Scr. No. 303,020

lot a.} GOIN 33/24. 23/00
MS. CL 436-33 7

i^AAA
•»v

8&^

P JsJ.
V »

xL
V*

A^

I I I

"'^ITii

1. A method of geochemical prospecting for buried sulphur
mineralization which comprises:

(a) collecting at least one soil sample firom a depth beneath
the zone of high plant and organic matter contribution to
the composite soU;

(b) generating carbon dioxide gas from the carbon in the
carbonate fraction of said soil sample; and,

(c) analysing the proportion of carbonate carbon-12 and
carbonate carbon- 13 in said carbon dioxide gas to deter-

mine the presence of buried sulphur mineralization.

4^77,574
METHOD OF TIME-MARKING SEDIMENTATION

PROCESSES
Torstea G. Sihmdcr, Stockhohn, Sweden, asrignor to AB Tcsi,

Sweden
PCr No. PCr/SE81/00369, § 371 Date Aug. 2, 1902, § 102(c)

Date Aug. 2, 1902, PCT Pnb. No. WO02/02250, PCT Pub.
Date JuL 8, 1902

per Filed Dee. 11, 1901, Scr. No. 406,220
dalms priority, application Sweden, Dec. 23, 1900, 0009126

lat a^ GOIN 33/49
MS. CL 436—70 2 daina

1
-\

1. A method of time-marking the end of a reaction period of
certain length in a sedimentation process in which at least two
fractions in a sample containing liquid are to be separated at

least partially according to their specific weights in a tube by
non-centrifiigal sedimentation for a certain period, the method
comprising:

contacting said sample in said tube, prior to sedimentation,

with a plug of hydrophilic substance that has original
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dimensions smaller than the inner diameter of the tube and

a specific weight lying between the specific weights of

said fractions, and Uie plug having a swelling rate related

to its dimensions and substance adjusted for the plug to

absorb liquid during the sedimentation, and thereby to

swell and jam in the tube after a predetermined period of

time corresponding to said certain period, and mark the

separation line between the fractions at the end of said

certain period;

allowing said non-centrifiigal sedimentation to occur; and

reading the position of the plug in said tube in a vertical

direction after said certain period.

4^77,575

PROCESS AND COMPOSmON FOR SEPARATING
PLASMA OR SERUM FROM WHOLE BLOOD

Peter Vogd; Hans-Pctcr Brum, both of Hemabaeh; Dieter

Berger, Vioiibeim, and Wol^ug Werner, Mannheim, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, anigBors to Bochringg Mannheim

GmbH, Maunhdm-Waldhof, Fed. R^ of Gcrouuiy

FUcd Aug. 4, 1901, Scr. No. 209,943

Oaims ^ority, a^catioa Fed. R^. of Gwmany, Aug. 5,

1900,3029579
Int aJ GOIN 1/18. 33/52

MS. CL 436—170 16 Claima

%

^
..*V4a

-v

1. A process for separating plasma or serum from whole

blood, comprising: trickling blood slowly onto a layer of glass

fibers with an average diameter of0.2 to 3fi and a density of 0.

1

to 0.3 g./cm^, the total volume of the plasma or serum to be

separated being at most 30% of the absorption volume of the

glass fiber layer, and collecting the run-through from the glass

fiber layer which is plasma or serum.

enzyme and enzyme-substrate, and then separating the

solid matrix from the solution of enzyme-substrate, and

(g) then measuring the soUd matrix or the solution of en-

zyme-substrate with a pre-established standard to indicate

the amount of antigen which was in the sample added in

(c).

4,477,577

NON-CONTAMINAUNG DIRECr SERUM ASSAY OF
STEROID HORMONES

Robert M. Nakamora, RoUing HOIs Eatatcc; Daniel R. MishcU,

PahM Verdcs Estates, both of Calif., and Paal G. Stompf,

Pafanyra, Pa., aasigBors to UaiTcraity of Soothem Califbmia,

Loc Angeles, Calif

.

Conthraation-tai-part of Scr. No. 130^663, Mar. 17, 1900,

abandoned. TUs applicatiOB Sep. 18, 1901, Scr. No. 303,440

Int CU GOIN 33/56. 33/58

MS.a 436—510 10 Claims

1. In a method for direct serum assay of a target steroid

hormone, employing the counting of a tagged antigen, in

which binding protein competes with an antibody that is added

to the serum sample along with the Ugged antigen for the

target steroid hormone, the improvement comprising:

adding to the serum a synthe^zed compound which does not

exist naturally in the serum being assayed, said component

being non-immuno-reactive with the antibody and having

sufficient competing affinity for binding protein with the

target steroid hormone to release an amount of the target

steroid hormone sufficient to permit accurate quantifica-

tion thereof

4,477,578

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING
ASSAYS

Laoifrton E. Milea, Stanford; Arthur H. Rogers, Jr., Los Altoa,

both of Califn and Charles H. Rogers, DnxbuTt MasSn as-

signor* to Medical A Sdcatiflc lac, Rockfamd, Mass.

Filed Mar. 4, 1902, Scr. No. 354^40

Int a^ GOIN 33/54, 33/56. 35/04. 35/06

MS. CL 436—510 21

4,477,576

ANTIGEN ASSAY METHOD AND KIT
AUcc Dcotoch, New Yoric; Harrcy Brandwefai, Port WaAlngton;

Hcibcrt Ptatt, Great Neck; Dianne M. Hmiter, New RocheUe;

Andrew DnUtaky, AmttyriUc, and Susan M. Dnrham, West-

bury, all of N.Y., assignors to Mex Research Associates,

White Phdas, N.Y.

FOed Jul. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 401,460

Int a^ GOIN 33/54

MS. CL 436-500 28 Chdms

28. A method ofdetermining the concentration ofan antigen

in a sample solution comprising

(a) coating a protein conjugate of said antigen onto a solid

matrix,

(b) independently conjugating an enzyme to a monoclonal

antibody specific for said antigen,

(c) incubating a known quantity of a solution containing the

antibody-enzyme conjugate of (b) with a specified quan-

tity of a sample containing an unknown amount of the

antigen whose content is to be determined,

(d) contacting the coated soUd matrix of (a) with the solution

(c) and incubate so as to effect binding between the anti-

body and antigen, some of the antigen being that from the

sample and some being that on the solid substrate,

(e) removing the soUd matrix from the solution and washing,

(f) unmersing the solid matrix m a solution containing a

known amount of an enzyme-substrate which is acted

upon by the enzyme so as to effect reaction between the

1. A method for determining an analyte which is a member

of a specifically binding pair in a sample fluid, said method

comprising:

introducing into a reaction zone comprising one member of

the specifically binding pair immobilized within the inte-

rior of a receptacle having a single port (a) the sample

fluid by immersing the receptacle port beneath the surface

of the sample fluid and elevating the pressure surrounding

the receptacle and (b) a labelling reagent comprising a

detectable label conjugated to one member of a specifi-

cally binding pair by immersing the receptacle port be-

neath the surface of a solution of said reagent to entrap a
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fixed amount of gas in the receptacle, and elevating the
rarrounding presnire to introduce reagent into the recep-
tacle and compicM the gai until the pressure inside the

receptacle substantially equals the surrounding pressure,

whereby a portion of the Ubelhng reagent becomes bound
to the reaction zone, the extent of said portion being
related to the amount of analyte in the sample fluid;

expelling the mixture of said sample fluid and said labelUng
reagent from the reaction zone by lowering the surround-
ing pressure; and

detecting the amount of bound label

M77,579
ELECTRODE COATING AND COATED ELECTRODES

FIradarick V. Rctm, Hoaewood, HL, iMiffor to Nalco Chcai-
ol CMBpoy, Oak Brook, DL

FIM Apr. 14» 1983, Ser. No. 484,92S
lot a> CMB 35/00

UAa 501—1 6 Claims
1. A coating composition consisting essentially ofin percent-

ages by weight:

a. IS-SO% zinc chloride

b. S-2S% fwwdered alumina

c. 1-10% alkalinity control agent selected from the group
consisting of alkali metal hydroxides and alkaU metal
carbonates

d. baUnce water said composition being free of boron, sUi-

con and phosphorus compounds.

M77,5M
METHOD FOR MAKING GERMANIUM-SIUCATE GEL

GLASS AND ARTICLES
Jaaaa W. FliMlig, Jr„ Ftawood, NJ^ aasignor to ATAT BeU

Laboratortoa, Moiray Hill, NJ.
Flkd Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 42S,ti92

tat a? O03C 3/04. 3/12
MS,a 501-12 4 ctatag

1. A method of making an article comprising a germanium-
containing silicate glass characterized by steps comprising
forming a gel substantially comprising hydrolyzed tetra pen-
tyloxygermane and a hydrolyzed silicon alkoxide, and substan-
tially drying said gel.

4,477,581
HIGH PERMTrnVTTY CERAMIC COMPOSTHONS

Goto Niahk»ka, YiwMm HiroaU Komatso, Takefti, and Yukio
Sakaba, Kyoto, all of Jivan, aarignors to Morata MannfiKtnr*
log Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Fllad Ang. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 519,908
Ctalms priority, appUcatfoa Japn, Aog. 4, 1982, 57/135931

tat a^ OMB 35/46
UAa 501-137 IChta

1. A high permittivity ceramic composition consisting essen-
tially of a main component expressed by the general formula:

(Bsi -xMeJfTii -yMe>X>3

wherein

Me is Ca and/or Sr, Me' is Zr and/or Sn, x and y are respec-
tive mole fractions of Me and Me'. 0.06^x^0.14, and
0.06SyS0.14; and

a secondary component consisting essentially of6S to 90 mot
% of PbTiOa, 1 to 10 mol % of PbsOeaOi i and 1 to 30 mol
% of Bi2Ti207, the content of said secondary component
being S to IS weight percent of the amount of the main
component

4^77,582
REACTIVATION OF STEAM-DEACTIVATED

CATALYSTS
Joaeph N. Miaic. LmrreMarilla, NJ., aarignor to Mobfl OO

CorpocalkM, New York, N.Y.
CiMttaaatkm.iiHpart of Ser. No. 249,584^ Mar. 31, 1981,
•bwdooed. niis appUeatioB Feb. 4» 1983, Ser. No. 463,746

tat a^ BOU 29/38. 29/06: OOG U/05
UA a. 502-26

9Ctatais
1. A process for reactivating a catalyst composition compris-

ing a crystalline zeolite material having a silicon/aluminum
atomic ratio of at least about 3.5, said catalyst composition
having been contacted with steam under conditions sufficient
to deactivate same by removal of aluminum from the zeolite
framework, which comprises the steps of

contacting said steam-deactivated catalyst composition with
an aqueous metal salt solution of firom about 0.0S N to
about S N, said metal selected from the group consisting of
alkaU, alkaline earth and transition metals, at a tempera-
ture of from about 20* C. to about 100* C. for from about
IS minutes to about 240 minutes, and

contacting said metal salt solution contacted catalyst compo-
sition with an aqueous ammonium ion solution of from
about 0.0S N to about S N at a temperature of from about
20* C. to about 100* C. for from about IS minutes to about
240 minutes.

4,477,583

SIUCA-MODIFIED CATALYST AND USE FOR
SELECTIVE PRODUCnON OF PARA-DIALKYL

SUBSTTTUTED BENZE^IES
Paul G. Rodewald, Rocky Hill, NJ., aarignor to MobU OU

CorporatkMi, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jon. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,856

ne portion of the tern of this patent snbaeqacBt to S^. 6, 2000,
has been diaelaioied.

tat a^ BOU 29/28
US. CL 502—71 13 Qaiin

1. A method for preparing a composition comprised of a
crystalline zeolite having deposited thereon a coating of silica

which extensively covers and resides substantially exclusively
on the external surface thereof, which comprises

contacting a crystalline zeolite with an aqueous emulsion of
a silicon-containing compound of a molecular size sub-
stantially incq>able of entering the pores of the zeolite,

said compound having the general formula:

where
R] is hydrogen, fluorine, hydroxy, alkyl, aralkyl, alkaryl or

fluoro-alkyl, the hydrocarbon substituents containing
from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, R2 is selected from the same
group as Ri, other than hydrogen, and other than methyl
if Ri is hydrogen, and n is an integer of at least 10, said
contacting at a temperature of from about 10* C. to about
200* C. for a time sufficient to permit from about 0.S
weight percent to about 30 weight percent siUca to be
deposited on the crystalline zeolite upon heating in an
oxygen-containing atmosphere at a temperature of from
300* C. to about 700* C, and

heating the aqueous emulsion contacted crystalline zeolite in
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an oxygen-containing atmosphere at a temperature of

from about 300* C. to about 700* C. to yield said composi-

tion.

4,477,584

PARA-SELECTIVE ZEOLTTE CATALYSTS TREATED
WTTH NTTROGEN COMPOUNDS

Warren W. KMdiiig, WcMfidd, NJ., aasigMir to MobO OU
CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

Divisioa of Ser. No. 277,485, Jo. 26, 1981, Pat No. 4,370,508.

TUa appUcatkw Ang. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,191

tat a.3 BOU 29/06, 29/28, 27/14

UAa 502-77 9 Clains

1. A process for treating zeolite based catalysts, said cata-

lysts comprising a crystalline zeolite material characterized by

a silica to alumina ratio of at least 12 and a Constraint Index of

from about 1 to 12 catalysts having from about 0.2S% to 2S%

by weight of a modifying oxide selected from magnesium

oxide, phosphorus oxide and mixtures of said oxides, said

process comprising contacting said oxide treated catalyst with

a nitrogen-based treating agent selected from nitrogen dioxide

and ammonia under conditions capable of enhancing the para-

selectivity of said catalyst in the conversion of aromatic com-

pounds to dialkyl-substituted benzene compounds.

4,477,585

PARA-SELECnVE ZEOLTTE CATALYSTS TREATED
WTTH CARBON DIOXIDE

Warren W. Kaedhig, Westfleld, NJ., aaaignor to MobU Ofl

CorporatioB, New Yori(, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 277,484, Jmi. 26, 1981, Pat No. 4,367,359.

This appUcation Ang. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,192

tat a.J BOU 29/06, 29/28, 27/14

UA a. 502-77 9 Clains

1. A process for treating zeolite based catalysts, said cau-

lysts comprising a crystalline zeolite material characterized by

a silica to alumina ratio of at least 12 and a constraint index of

from about 1 to 12 and from about 0.25% to 25% by weight

ofa modifying oxide selected from magnesium oxide, phospho-

rus oxide and mixtures of said oxides, said process comprising

contacting said catalyst with a carbon dioxide treating agent

under conditions capable of enhancing the para-selectivity of

said catalysts in the conversion of aromatic compounds to

dialkyl-substituted benzene compounds.

4,477,586

POLYMERIZATION OF OLEFINS
Max P. MeDaniel, Bartleaville, Okht, aaaipwr to PhilUpa Pe-

troleni Conpaay, Barttcarflle, Okla.

ContiBaatioii-in-part of Ser. No. 412,059, Ang. 27, 1982,

ahwHiftitfil. lUa appUortion Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 464,095

tat a.5 C08F 4/64, 4/68. 4/62

UA CL 502—104 1* Gains

1. A process comprising contacting a first reactant selected

from the group consisting of R2Si(OH)2 and RjSiOH, where R
represents an aryl group having from 6 to about 20 carbon

atoms and a second reactant comprising a halogenated transi-

tion metal compound represented by the formida

M(OR'),X„+i

wherein M represents a tranntion metal selected from the

group consisting of Group IVB, VB and VIB of the Periodic

Table, R' comprises a hydrocarbyl moiety having from 1 to

about 20 carbon atoms, X represents a halogen atom selected

from the group consisting of chlorine, bromine and iodine, v

equals 0, 1, 2 or 3, w equals 1, 2, 3 or 4, and v-l- w-|- 1 equals the

valence of M, to produce a catalyst precursor.

4,477387

SUPPORTED CATALYST FOR POLYMERIZATION OF
OLEFINS

EUiot I. Band, Yonkera, N.Y., aaalgBor to Staaffer Chemical

Company, Wcstport Conn.

Filed Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,627

tat CL^ C08F 4/H 4/68

UA a. 502—111 W Ctaiais

10. A process for preparing a catalyst for polymerizing

olefms comprising the steps of:

(a) reacting in liquid states at least one organometallic com-

pound whose metal comprise members of Groups 1 to III

of the periodic table and in which at least one of the metals

must be magnesium with an alcohol, ROH, where R is an

alkyl, cycloalkyl, or aryhdkyl moiety having 1 to 16 car-

bon atoms, a polysitoxane, and a transition metal haUde to

form a solid;

(b) treating the solid with a transition metal halide to form a

treated solid; and

(c) reacting the treated solid with an electron donor and a

transition metal halide to form the component

4,477,588

POLYOLEFIN POLYMERIZATION PROCESS AND
CATALYST

Gfl R. Hawlcy, Bartiesrille, Okla., assignor to PhilUps Petro-

leum Conpany, BartlestiUe, Okla.

Filed Dec 15, 1982, Ser. No. 449,933

tat CL^ C08F 4/64

UA CL 502—119 " Cl«ta»

1. A catalyst for the polymerization of olefins comprising the

product resulting when reactants comprising

(a) a magnesium dihalide,

(b) 4-phenyl phenol.

(c) ethyl benzoate, and

(d) titanium tetra-n-butoxide

are reacted to form a first catalyst component and said first

catalyst component is reacted with an organoaluminum halide

comprising ethylaluminum sesquichloride and then the solid

product of that reaction is reacted with a mixture of halogen

containing compounds comprising TiCU. HSiCb. and SiCU,

wherein the sum of the volumes of HSiCh and SiCU in the

mixture is about equal to volume of T1CI4 in the mixture.

4,477,589

CATALYSTS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF
EPOXIDES AND PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

SUCH CATALYSTS
Ham Tan der Hnlst; George A. Pogany, and Jan Knyper, aD of

Anstordam, Netherlands, aaaignors to SheU OU Conpany,

Honstoa,Tex.
Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,018

Oaina priority, svpUcation United Kingdon, Mar. 31, 1982,

8209419
tat CL> BOU 31/02

UA CL 502-169 W Clains

1. Compounds according to the general formula:

M»atMHCN)4(A)d#«*i3D*xH20.yLjH,E, (0

wherein M* represenU at least one of Zn(!D. Fe(II), Co(II),

NiOD, Mnai). Cu(II), SnGD or PbOI); M^ represents at least

one of Feqi). Feail). CoOID. CrGID. Mn(II), Mn(III). lr(III),

Rhail). Ruai). V(IV) or V(V); M' represente M> and/or M^;

A. D and E each represent an anion which may be the same or

different; L represents an alcohoL aldehyde, ketone, ether,

ester, amide, nitrile or sulphide or mixtures thereof; a and d are

numbers to satisfy the valency sttte ofM' and M^ in the double

metal cyanide part of the general formula I; b and c are integers

(b>c) which together with a and d provide the electroneutral-

ity of the double metal cyanide part of the general formula I; e

is an mteger satisfying the valency state of M'; n and m are

integers satisfying the electroneutraUty of HE, and
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w is • number between 0.1 and 4;

X is a number up to 20;

y is a number between 0.1 and 6, and
z is a number between 0.1 and S.

4^77i590
SEPARATELY SUPPORTED POLYMETAIXIC

REFORMING CATALYST
Charln T. Krsage, SewcU; Sownithri Kriahnamnrthy, Cherry

HID, aad WflUam D. MOUk, Swedeaboro, aU ofNJ^ aasign-
on to Mobfl Ofl Corporatloo, New York, N.Y.

FUad Aag. 3A, 1M3, Scr. No. 525,778
Int CL^ SOU 21/04. 23/42. 23/46. 23/64

UAa502-334 SCWms
1. A catalyst composition made up of a mixture of two

components one component comprising a minor proportion of
platinum and rhenium on a carbon dioxide treated support and
the second component comprising a minor proportion of irid-
ium and rhenium on a separate carbon dioxide treated support.

4,47733
SHEET PRINTED WITH INVISIBLE INKS,

DEVELOPERS AND ERASURE COMPOUNDS FOR
INVISIBLE INKS

Roderick P. J. Tomlinaon, Glea Wa?ericy, Aostialia, assignor to
Lockley Senrices Pty. Ltd; Graham Charles Barry and Nor-
man John Field, aU of Victoria, Anstnlia, a part hrterest

DiviaioD of Ser. No. M5374, Dec. 4, 1978, Pat No. 4^2r4d6.
Iliis applicatioB Mar. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 353,818

OalBM priority, applicatioa Anstralia, Dec 2, 1977.
PD2656/77;Dec2,1977,PD2655/77

Int Ct3 B41M 3/14. 5/14
U.S.CL346-205 gciains

1. A system of developing an invisible ink and erasing the
resultant developed ink comprising a surface having applied
thereto one or more invisible inks, an applicator fluid including
at least a developer compound and an erasure compound, such
that, on application of the fluid to the surface, the ink initially
become visible and subsequently, after a predetermined per-
iod of time, reassumes an invisible state.

4^77,591
METHOD FOR PREPARING A CATALYST FOR THE

DEHYDRATION OF AN ALKANOLAMINE
Enrique G. Ranirei, Ldw Jaekaos, Tex., aarignor to Hie Dow
Chodcal Company, Midland, Mich.

Coatiiaatioo-ia.fart of Scr. No. 281,611, JnL 9, 1981, Pat No.
4^6,732, which is a division of Scr. No. 167,881, JoL 14, 1980,
Prt. No. 4337,175. lUa applicatioa Jan. 14, 1983, Scr. No.

457,983
Tb» portion of the tern of this patent sobaequent to Jon. 29,

1999, haa been disclaimed.

Int a^ BOlJ 23/20
UAa502-340 WChdms

1. The process ofmaking a catalyst useful for dehydrating an
alkanolamine to form an alkylenimine which comprises dis-
•olving a tantalum or niobium compound in water or in hydro-
fluoric acid, neutralizing the so-formed solution with ammo-
nium hydroxide to precipitate the hydroxide of said metal,
thereafter washing said precipiute and dissolving in an aque-
ous solution ofa lower carboxylic acid to form a solution of the
metal salt of said acid, applying said aqueous metal salt solution
to an inert support to impregnate said support with said metal
salt and heating said impregnated support to calcine said metal
salt to form a catalytic metal oxide on said support.

4^77,992
CATALYST FOR SKELETAL ISOMERIZATION

Arthv W. AMag, Jr., Bartkarillc, Okla., assignor to PhiUips
PMralcoB Coovoy, BartlcaTillc Okla.

DiTiaioB of Scr. No. 443,720, Nor. 22, 1982, Pat No, 4,446,013.
lUs appUcitkm Jan. 23, 1964, Scr. No. 573,163

Irt. a^ BOIJ 21/04. 21/06. 23/06
UAa502-342 lOCIaims

1. A catalyst composition comprising a hydrogel of zinc
titanate and an acidic carrier.

4,477,594
PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF ALIPHATIC

ALCOHOL-CONTAINING MIXTURES
Marvfai L Greene, OradcU, and Abraham P. Gelbein, Morris-

town, both of NJ., assivion to Chem Systems, loc. Tarry,
town, N.Y.

FUed Dec 16, 1982, Ser. No. 450,341
Int a» C07C 27/06. 31/00

VS. a. 518-700 25 a«|Bis
1. A process for the synthesis of mixtures including C2-C9

saturated aliphatic alcohols comprising:
a first stage activation step in which a catalyst comprising

the oxides of copper, zinc, aluminum, potassium and one
or two additional metals selected from the group consist-
ing of chromium, manganese, cerium, cobalt, thorium and
lanthanum is activated by contact with a reducing gas
stream comprising hydrogen and at least one inert gas,
said reducing gas flowing at a space velocity of up to 5000
liters (STP) per hour per kilogram of catalyst whereby
said catalyst is partially activated;

subjecting said partially activated catalyst to a second state
activation step wherein said catalyst is contacted by an
activation gas stream comprising hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, present in a volume ratio in the range of be-
tween 0.5:1 and 4:1, respectively, at a temperature in the
range of between 200* and 450* C. and a pressure in the
range of between 35 and 200 atmospheres, said activation
gas flowing at a space velocity in the range of between
1,000 and 20,000 liters (STP) per hour per kilogram of
catalyst, said second stage activation continuing until at
least 500,000 liters (STP) of activation gas per kilogram of
catalyst contacts said catalyst, whereby said catalyst is

fully activated;

synthesizing a mixture including saturated aliphatic alcohob
by contacting a synthesis gas stream comprising hydrogen
and carbon monoxide present respectively, in a volume
ratio in the range of between 0.5:1 and 4:1, flowing at a
space velocity in the range of between 1,000 and 20,000
liters (STP) with said activated catalyst at a temperature
in the range of between 200* and 450* C. and a pressure in
the range of between 35 and 200 atmospheres.
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4«477,99S

UQUID HYDROCARBON SYNTHESIS USING
SUPPORTED RUTHENIUM CATALYSTS

Rostim J. Madoo, Scotch Plaiaa, NJ., aasigDor to Exxon Re-

search and Engbwcrii^ Co., Florham Park, NJ.
CoMlnnntion of Scr. No. 363,951, Mar. 31, 1962, abandoned,

wUch is a eontinaation of Scr. No. 264,426, May 18, 1981,

abodoncd. This application Apr. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 489,562

Int CLi C07C 1/04

VS. CL 518—715 15 Claims

1. A process for selectively producing paraffins comprising:

(a) first contacting a mixture of Hs and CO for at least 10

hours with a r^uced and supported ruthenium catalyst

said ruthenium catalyst comprising ruthenium on a sup-

port selected from the group consisting of 1102, ZrTi04,

Ti02-carbon, Ti02-Al203, Ti02-Si02, alkaline earth tita-

nates, alkali titanates, rare earth titanates, V2O3, Nb20s,
Ta20s, AI2O3-V2O3, Al203-Nb205, Al203-Ta205, Si02-

V2O3, Si02-Nb205, Si02-Ta205, V203-carbon, Nb205-
carbon, Ta20s-cartaon, alkaline earth Group VB oxides,

alkali-Oroup VB oxides, rare earth-Oroup VB oxides,

Group IVB-Group VB oxides, and mixtures thereof, at

IHscher-Tropsch conditions such that the temperature

ranges firom about 100* to 400* C, the pressure ranges

firom about 0.2 to 10 MPaA, the gas hourly space velocity,

GHSV, ranges from about 100 to 50,000 v/v/hr., and

wherein the ratio of GHSV/pressure is below about

24,000 v/v/hr./MPaA, and at least about a 20% CO
conversion is effected; and

(b) continuing said contacting as in step (a) at a H2/CO
molar ratio from about 0.1 to 4 and thernfter recovering

a hydrocarbon mixture comprising CS-C40 hydrocarbons,

containing CS-C20 paraffins and olefins in a paraffins to

olefins weight ratio of at least about 1.5.

4,477,596

AMPHOTERIC ION EXCHANGER AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Tovo FiUinioto, Nagaoka, Japan, assignor to Toyo Soda Mann-
liMtnring Co., Ltd., Yamagnchi, Japan

Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,311

Clainis priority, application Japan, Oct 30, 1981, 56-173810

Int CL^ BOIJ 43/00

U.S.a521—25 14 Clainis

1. An amphoteric ion exchanger consisting of a macro-

molecular chain A~ having a cation exchange group, a macro-

molecular chain B*** having an anion exchange group and a

macro-molecular chain C having no ion exchimge group, said

chains being linked together into a straight chain in such a

manner that the macro-molecular chains A~ and B'*' are not

adjoining each other; each of said macromolecular chains A~
and B"*" being at least 5% by weight of the amphoteric ion

exchanger and said macromolecular chain C having no ion

exchange group being 30-90% by weight of the amphoteric

ion exchanger, said weights being on an ion exchange group-

firee basis.

4^77,597

HIGHER DENSITY ION EXCHANGE RESINS OF METAL
COMPOUND PRECIPITATED WITHIN PORES

John M. Lcc; WflUaa C Baaaun, both of Lake Jaekaon; Rich-

ard A. Woloott Ricfawood, and John L. Barba, m, Angleton,

aU of To., aarignors to "Ac Dow Chcndcal Conoany, Mid-

land, Mich.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Scr. No. 307,829

Int a' BOU 39/20 41/14

VS. a. 521—28 19 CUan
1. A method for providing a macroporous ion exchange

resin showing reduced upflow bed expansion, said method

comprising depositing within the pores of said resin a substan-

tially insoluble weighting agent thereby preparing a Gomponte

material which has a hig^ apparent density than the apparent

density of the starting resin, wherein the depositing of the

weighting agent into said resm is accomplished by the process

comprising incorporating into the pores of said resin at least

one soluble compound of Zr, Ti, Si, Sn, Pb, Co, Fe, Ni, Cu or

Hg and reacting said soluble compound with a reagent which

converts the soluble compound in-situ in the pores to at least

one insoluble metal or metal compound.

4^477,598

HIGH STRENGTH NYLON BLEND MEMBRANES
Robert E. Keating, Irrinc Califs aasignor to Pnroporc, lac,

Tnstin,CUUf.

Division of Scr. No. 370,340, Apr. 21, 1982, Pat No. 4,450,126.

This appUcation Mar. 2, 1984, Scr. No. 585,563

Int a^ O08J 9/28

VS. CL 521—62 7 Onlna
1. A high void volume integral microporous membrane

formed by the dry phase inversion process consisting essen-

tially of a blend oftwo nylon polymers cast from a formic acid

solution of said polymers, said polymers being in a ratio of

firom about 1:1 to about 9:1 of high molecular weight crystal-

line nylon homopolymer to amorphous nylon multipolymer.

4,477,599

METHOD OF PREPARING A LOW DENSTTY,
NONFLAMMABLE POLYVINYL FOAM COMPOSITION
TakaynU Otan, Nara, and Hlroaokc Kojima, Owaae, both of

Japan, asalgnnrs to Hiroaake Kojima, Japan

Filed Not. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 439,981

Clains priority, application Japan, JnL 5, 1982, 57-117100

Int a^ C08J 9/00

VS.a 521—89 3 dalffls

1. A method of preparing a foamable polyvinyl resin compo-

sition suitable for forming nonflammable foamed products

having compressive strengths greater than 10 kg/cm^ and

densities less than 100 kg/m^, said method comprising the step

of reacting (a) polyvinyl chloride resin; (b) at least 0.05 parts by

weight organic initiator per 1 part by weight of polyvinyl

chloride resin, said organic initiator being selected from the

group consisting of azobisalkylnitrile, azobiscyclohexylcar-

bonitrilc azobisester, phenyUzotriphenyhnethane, phenylazo-

thiophenylether, phenylazophenylaminc azobisbenzoyl, tet-

raalkylterazane, 4,4'-azobis-4-cyano valeric acid, dibenzo-

thiazoledisulfide, metal compound of 2-mercapto benzothiaz-

olc N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazolysulphenamidc tetraalkylthi-

uramdisulfidc and metal derivatives of dialkyldithiocarbamic

acid; (c) 2-100 parts by weight of at least one inorganic filler

per 1 part by weight of polyvinyl chloride resin; and (d) an

effective amount of at least one blowing agent

4^477,600

POLYURETHANE FOAMS HAVING LOW SCORCH
DISCOLORATION

Govld Fcaman, Tcanedc, NJ., aasignor to StaofliH' Chemical

Conqiany, Wca^ort Conn.

FUed Sep. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 535,086

Int CLi COSG 18/14

VS.a 521—108 17 OaiaH

1. A method of making flame retardant polyurethane foams

having improved scorch and surface discoloration properties

by reacting an organic polyol and an organic isocyanate in the

presence of a halogenated phosphoric acid ester flame retar-

dant phenothiazinc end 4,4'-thio-bis-(6-tertiary butyl meta

cresol), wherein the improvement comprises: adding to the

reaction an organophosphite in an amount effective to reduce

scorch and surface discoloration.
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HIGH RESILIENCY MOLDED URETHANE FOAMS
CONTAINING HIGH LEVELS OF GRAFT COPOLYMER

POLYOLS
Dufid R. BMke, Midlaad, Mich^ iMigDor to Dow Conriog

CorporatkM, Midlairi, Mich.

Fitod No?. IC 1983, Scr. No. 552,525

Int a^ OMG 18/14
VS. a. 521—111 14 aiim

1. A composition consisting essentially of
(A) 100 parts by weight of a base polyether polyol selected

ftom the group consisting of
1. a polydher triol containing at least 40 mole percent of
primary hydroxyl groups and having a molecular weight
in the range of 2,000 to 8,000 grams per mole.

2. a graft copolymer polyol, and
3. mixtures thereof;

(B) a sufficient amount of organic polyisocyanate to give from
90 to 120 percent, on a stoichiometric basis, of isocyanate

radicals for each hydroxyl radical in the composition;

(Q a catalytic amount of a catalyst for the production of the
polyureUiane foam;

(D) I to 10 parts by weight of a blowing agent;

(E) a foam stabilizing amount of a blend of polysiloxane-

polyoxyalkylene copolymers consisting essentially of
1. 78 to 97 percent by a weight of a polydimethylsiloxane-

polyoxyalkylene copolymer wherein the polysiloxane
contains no more thui ten silicon atoms and the polysilox-

ane has at least one polyoxyalkylene substituent having
the general formula selected from the group consisting of

-D(OR")«A and

-L-D{OIL")„A wherein

L is an oxygen or a sulftir atom bonded to a carbon atom
of the D radical;

D is a divalent linking radical, containing no more than 8
carbon atoms, selected ftxnn the group consisting of
(a) aUcylene radicals,

(b) radicals composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen, the oxygen atoms being present as ether, ester, or
hydroxy groups, and

(c) radicals composed of carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur

atoms, the sulfur atoms being present as thioether,

thioester, or thiol groups;

R" is composed of propylene radicals and radicals se-

lected from the group consisting of ethylene and butyl-

ene radicals wherein the amount of ethylene and butyl-

ene radicals is to 33 weight percent of the total (OR")
radical;

m has an average value of 1 to 15;

A is a radical selected from the group consisting of the
-OR', OOCR'. and

—OCOR'
H
O

radicals wherein R' is a radical free of aliphatic unsatu-
ration selected from the group consisting of hydrocar-
bons and hydrocarboxy radicals, the A radical contain-
ing a total of less than eleven carbon atoms; and

2. 3 to 22 percent by weight of a polydimethylsiloxane-
polyoxyalkylene copolymer, said copolymer containing at

least 13 percent by weight ofdimethylsUoxane units based
on the weight of the copolymer, wherein the polysiloxane
has at least three polyoxydkylene substituents having the
general formula

-CtOr'lfcA aad

-L-D'(OR"')*A wheiciB

L is an oxygen or sulfur atom bonded to a carbon atoms of
the D' radical;

D' is a divalent linking radical containing from 1 to 30
carbon atoms selected firom the group consisting of
(a) alkylene radicals,

(b) radicals composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
atoms, the oxygen atoms being present as ether, ester,

or hydroxy group, and
(c) radicals composed of carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur

atoms, the sulfiir atoms being present as thioether,

thioester, or thiol groups;

R'" is composed of ethylene radicals and radicals selected
from the group consisting of propylene and butylene
radicals, the amount of ethylene radicals relative to the
other alkylene radicals being such that the ratio of the
carbon atoms to oxygen atoms in the total OR'" block
ranges from 2.3:1 to 2.8:1;

k has an average value fh>m 25 to lOO,

A is a radical selected from the group consisting of the
-OR', OOCR', and

—OCOR'
i

radicals wherein R' is a radical free of aliphatic unsatu-

ration selected from the group cmisisting of hydrocar-
bon and hydrocarboxy radicals, the A radical contain-

ing a total of less than eleven atoms.

M77,«a
NOVEL SYSTEM FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

POLYURETHANES
Tai-MIng Uaag. PUtsbafgh, aad Kdth G. SpMer, Betkd Park,

both of Pa., aarignors to Mobay Cheadeal Corporatkn, Pitli>

burgh. Pa.

Filed JnL 25, 1983, Scr. No. 517,087

Lit a^ C08G 18/14
VJS, CL 521—137 23 Claims

1. A polyurethane product formed by reacting

(a) an isocyanate selected from the group consisting of 4,4'-

diisocyanatodiphenyhnethane, isocyanates based on 4,4'-

diisocyanatodiphenylmethane, and mixtures thereof,

(b) at least one polyether polyol having at least two and no
more than three hydroxyl groups,

(c) from about 5 to about 40 percent by weight based on the

total weight ofcomponents (b) and (c) ofa dispersion ofa
polyurea and/or a pdyhydrazodicartxmamide in an or-

ganic compound containing at least two hydroxyl groups,

and wherein the total solids content of the mixture of

component (b) and component (c) is from about 1 to 8

parts by wei^t, and

(d) from about S to about 15 percent by weight based on the

total weight ofcomponents (b), (c) and (d) ofa compound
selected from the group consisting of ethylene glycol,

1,4-butanediol, and mixtures thereof, in the presence of

(e) a blowing agent, and, optionally catalyst and surfactant,

wherein the amount of component (a) is such that the

isocyanate index is from about 94 to about 105.
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4,477,603

STABLE DISPERSIONS OF POLYMERS IN
POLYFUNCnONAL ACTIVE HYDROGEN

COMPOUNDS AND POLYURETHANES BASED
THEREON

Thomas E. Flak, Midland, Mich., aaajgaor to The Dow r^imicai

Comuy, Midlnd, Mich.

CootioaatioB-iB-part of Scr. No. 447^10, Feb. 17, 1983,

abttdoMd. lUs appUcation Dec 9, 1983, Scr. No. 540,039

lit a^ C08G 18/14. 18/63; 0D8L 75/00

VS.a 521—137 18 daims
1. A stable improved copolymer dispersion which com-

prises:

(A) a polyahl having dispersed therein;

(B) an addition copolymerizate of (1) a monomeric adduct of

(a) an active ^ylenically unsaturated haloformate or

h^oformylthiolate monomer and (b) a monoahl or a po-

lyahl with (2) at least one other ethylenically unsaturated

monomer; or

(Q (1) an addition copolymer of a haloformate or halofor-

mylthiolate monomer with at least one other ethylenically

unsaturated monomer and (2) a monoahl or polyahl; or

(D) a mixture of (B) and (Q; or

(E) a mixture of (B) and/or (Q and a polymer of at least one

other ethyleniolly unsaturated monomer.
17. A polyurethane composition prepared by reacting the

copolymer dispersion of claim 1 with an organic polyisocya-

nate.

4,477,604

POLYURETHANE COMPOSITIONS AND THEIR USE AS
LUTING AGENTS

Ststns J. Oechaie, m, 3907 Hcuy AfCn Philadelphia, Pa. 19129

FDcd Sep. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 419,999

Int a> A61K 6/08

VS. CL 523-116 7 daims
1. A 100% solid luting agent for human beings and other

animals comprising the reaction product of a polyurethane-

forming or poly(urea)urethane-forming prepolymer, a curing

agent and a filler, all ofwhich are pharmaceutically acceptable.

ganosiloxane having a viscosity at 25* C. of at least 0.02

Pa-s,

(B) from 0.5 to 30 parts by weight of an organosilicon com-

pound containing 2 amide groups per molecule,

(C) from to 15 parts by weight of an organosilicon com-

pound containing at least 3 amide, aminoxy or amino

groups per molecule, and

(D) from 1 to 300 parts by weight of calcium cartxmate

which has been treated with a hydrophobicizing agent

selected from the group consisting of cationic surfactants,

nonionic surfactants exhibiting a maximum HLB value of

10, and organosilanes containing at least one silicon-

bonded hydrocarbyl or substituted hydrocarbyl radical,

where the substituent on said substituted hydrocarbyl

radical is selected from the group consisting of amino,

epoxy, acryloxy, and mercapto groups.

4«477,607

THDCOTROPIC CYANOACRYLATE COMPOSITIONS
Alan E. Ltttc, NaagatndL, Com., asrigaor to Loctitc Corpora-

tiMi, Ncwingtoa, Coin.

FDcd Aag. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 528,275

Int CL3 CD8K 9/04, 5/54

VS. CL 523—212 10 ClaiiM

1. In a composition comprising an a-cyanoacrylate ester

monomer and a thixotropic agent, the improvement compris-

ing that said composition is a non-flowable gel. said thixotropic

agent is present in an amount of 12% or less and is a fumed

silica having a surface treated with a trialkoxyalkylsilane and

the said composition has a 2.5 RPM Brookfield viscosity of

about 1 X lO' or greater.

4,477,605

ASBESTOS-FREE FRICnON MATERIALS
Howard S. Oknbo, Ctiaigan Clareacc E. Aibcrtaoo, ^^Oa Park,

and Roger K. Nihcrt, HofbnB Ectatcs, all of m., aasigBora to

Borg-Wamcr CorporatioB, Chicago, DL
FDcd Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,194

IA.CL^CBKP 212/34

VS. CL 523-155 7 Chdns
1. An asbestos-firee, pad-type, friction material having good

friction stability and wear properties consisting essentially of

an inorganic fiber, a binder, from about 5 to about 20 parts of

zinc oxide and from about 5 to about 25 parts of molybdenum

sulfide.

4,477,606

WATER RESISTANT ROOM TEMPERATURE
VULCANIZABLE POLYORGANOSILOXANE

COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR PREPARING
SAME

Miyoji FU(ayau^ Noriyoki SagMuma, both of Ichihara, and

Toahio Sinqram, NaraddM, all of Japan, aHignors to Toray

SOicoac Co., Ud^ Tdgro, Japan

FDcd Oct 17, 1983, Scr. No. 542,859

Clainis priority, appUcatioB Japa^ Oct 19, 1982, 57-183069

IM. a^ O08K 3/26

VS, CL 523-200 30 Claina

1. A room temperature vulcanizable caknum carbonate-

filled polyorganosiioxane composition which is stable in the

absence of moisture, curable in the presence of moisture, and

exhibits water resistance and adhesion during curing, said

composition comprising

(A) 100 parts by weight of a hydroxyl endblocked polyor-

4,477,608

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING GRAPHITE
Fridoiin Biblcr, Marly, Switacrland, aad Adolf Wdsaaiillcr,

Kandcm, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, aaaigBors to Oba-Gcigy

Corporation, Ardslcy, N.Y.

FDcd Aug. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 520,938

Clatan priority, ap^catioa Switicrlaad, Aog. 20, 1982,

4980/82

iBt as O08K 3/04. 9/04

VS.a 523—215 9 OaiaH

1. A composition, which can be processed into moulded

products, which comprises

(a) a thermoplastic high-molecular organic material selected

from the group consisting of polyvinyl chloride, polyeth-

ylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, polycarbonate, poly-

acrylate, Unear polyester, polyether, linear polyurethane

and copolymers thereof,

(b) 0.001 to 3.0% by weight, relative to the high-molecular

organic material, of graphite of a particle diameter of less

thu) 100 microns, and

(c) 0.001 to 10.0% by weight, relative to the high-molecular

organic material, ofone or more organic pigments; polym-

er-soluble dyes; or inorganic pigments selected from the

group consisting of iron oxide, antimony yellow, lead

chromates, molybdenum red, ultramarine blue, cobalt

blue, manganese blue, chromium oxide green, hydrated

chrome oxide green, cobalt green, cadmium sulfide, zinc

sulfide, arsenic disulfide, mercury sulfide, antimony trisul-

fide and cadmium sulfoselenides.
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HYDROSOL COATING COMPOSITIONS HAVING
IMPROVED STABILITY

PUriek F. AlMtto;.Pnd A. Dnci, and Chtflcs A. Soacek, aD of
Ctadnati, OUo, aniffon to LuHNrt CorporatkM, CUfton,
NJ.
Cmrtini«tfcM-iii.pvt of Scr. No. 398,733, JoL 15, 1982,hmdoaad, wUeh is a coatiBiiatk»>iii-part of Scr. No. 254,559,

Apr. 15, 1981, abaadoMd, which ia a contiiiiurtioa of Scr. No.
11C179, Jaik 28, 1980, abodoaed. This appUcatioo JnL 20,

1983, Scr. No. 518,788

lit CL3 O08L 63/10
U.S. CL 523—407 8 Ciaiiiis

1. A hydrocol coating composition comprising
(a) SO-90% of an acrylk;-poly(vinyl acctal) co-resin of
which the acrylic moiety has two or more reactive sites

per polymer chain,

(b) S-SO% of an epoxy resin having on the average 2 or less

than 2 epoxide groups per polymer chain with at least one
hydroxyl group per polymer chain and having an average
molecular weight of 300 to 8,000,

(c) 3-40% of an aminoplast or phenolplast resin or combina-
tion thereof.

100 parts of a substituted acrylafflide<ontainmg synthetic

rubber; and

from about five to 100 parts by weight of lignin, baaed upon
the weight of said synthetic rubber,

wherein said substituted acrylamide^ontaining synthetic

rubber comprises:

from about 40 to 98 percent by weight of a conjugated
diene monomer,

from about 0.S to 40 percent by weight of a monomer
containing a vinyl group copolymerizable with said

conjugated diene monomer; and
from about O.S to IS percent by weight of an N-(alkox-

ymethyl)acrylamide monomer, the weight of each said

monomer component being based upon the total weight
of said substituted acrylamide<ontaining synthetic

rubber; and

wherein said lignin reinforced synthetic rubber is prepared
by coprecipitating a latex blend of said monomers with an
acidified polyvalent metal ion solution so as to provide at

least one equivalent mole of polyvalent metal ion with
two equivalent moles ofsaid N-(alkoxymethyl)acrylamide
monomer bonded to the synthetic rubber latex.

4,477,610

AQUEOUS DISPERSION COMPOSHIONS
Hidekaa laUmnra; YoaUod Kakntani, aad NaoUaa Aoyagi, aU

of SUiMka, Japaa, aaaigaon to AaaU Kaad Kogyo Kaba-
sUU laiaha, Osaka, Japa

FUcd Dec 22, 1981, Scr. No. 333,506
CUiH priority, appUcatiOB Japam Dec. 23, 1980, 55-182669;

Feb. 24, 1981, 56-24854; Feb. 24, 1981, 56-24855

lA a? C08L 63/10
MS,a 523-414 21 Claims

1. An aqueous dispersion composition which is prepared by
uniformly mixing

(A) a mixture of aromatic compounds having epoxy groups
and/or acryloyl or methacryloyl groups, said mixture
containing an average of at least O.S epoxy groups and an
average of firom 0.1 to l.S acryloyl or methacryloyl
groups per molecule, which mixture is prepared by react-

ing an aromatic epoxy resin with at least one of acrylic
acid and methacrylic acid, and

(B) at least one ethylenic monomer, and then polymerizing
the mixture; wherein the epoxy groups remain in said

dispersion composition in an amount sufficient to cause a
cross-linking reaction, wherein the weight ratio of (A) to
(B) is from 90/10 to 10/90.

4,477,613

STABILIZATION OF TACKIFYING RESIN
DISPERSIONS

James M. Enma, JackaoBfille; Kcmieth E. Kr^jca; Kcifo A.
UidtOBcn, both of Lyon Hafcn, aad James E. Hansoi, Pan-
ama aty, all of nil., aaaignors to Sylvacbem Corporation,
Panama Qty, Fla.

FUed Aug. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 519,451

Int. CL3 CD9F 1/00. 7/00
U.S. CL 524—77 33 Claims

1. A stabilized aqueous dispersion of a resinous tackifier

composition which comprises (a) a carboxyl-containing rosm
derived resinous material having an acid value of from SO to

ISO and a softening point of from -25* to ISO' C, said carbox-

yl-containing resinous material containing a counter ion capa-
ble of rendering said resinous material soluble or dispersible in

water, (b) from 0.1% to S% by weight of the total solids ofsaid
tackifier composition of a nonionic or anionic surfactant, and
(c) from 3% to 14% by weight of the total solids of said tacki-

fier composition of an elastomer in the form of a latex.

4,477,611

REINFORCED RUBBER COMPOSITION CONTAINING
GROUND COAL

RklMrd J. Spcrlcy, Troy, Mich., aaaigDor to Uniroyal, loc New
York, N.Y.

FOcd Sep. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 530,163
IM. a» O08K 3/10, 5/01: COM 3/14. 3/30

UJS.a 524-71 5 Claims
1. A wire reinforced rubber composition comprising a mix-

ture of (a) a sulfur vulcanizable rubber and (b) S to 30 parts

ground coal per 100 ports rubber having an average mesh size

of 2S or more and wtdch produces an aqueous slurry with a pH
of less than 7.0, and whrnin a metallic reinforcing member is

embedded in the rubber mixture of (a) and (b).

4,477,612

LIGNIN REINFORCED SYNTHEnC RUBBER
Stophai P. Boataicvia, Akron, Ohfc>, aaaivMr to nc Firestone

Tire * Rnbbcr Coi^aqr, Akraa, Ohk>
FOed Jaa 27, 1983, Scr. No. 461,345

Int a^ C08L 97/00
U.S. CL 524—76 16 Oainis

1. A novel lignin reinforced synthetic rubber comprising:

4,477,614

^[2-HYDROXY•3,5-D^TERT•OC^YLPHENYL]-2H-BEN•
ZOTRIAZOLE STABILIZED COMPOSITIONS

Martin Deztor, BriardifT Manor, and Roland A. E. Winter,
Armonk, both of N.Y., aaaignors to Ciba-Geigy CorporatkM,
Ardaicy, N.Y.

Continuation of Scr. No. 236,466, Feb. 20, 1981, abudoocd,
wUch is a continnation of Scr. No. 068,275, Aug. 20, 1979, Pat
No. 4,283,327, which ia a continnation of Scr. No. 006^1, Jan.

25, 1979, abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 12, 1982, Scr. No.
367,718

The portion of the term of this patent subacqacnt to JnL 14,

1998, haa been diadatmcd.

Int a.3 C08K 5/34
VS. CL 524—91 4 Cfadms

1. A stabilized composition which comprises

(a) a dyed polyamide, which is nylon 6/6, nylon 6 or poly(m-
phenylene isophthalamide), and

(b) from 0. 1 to S% by weight of a compound of the formula
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Ri

N
^

9>TGr

wherein Ri is hydrogen or chloro, and R2 is tert-octyl.

—CH2—CH—CH2—

.

OH

the group —CH2—CH2—(O—CH2—CHi)*— in which a can

be 1-3;

Z represents hydrogen, an alkyl radical having 1 to 18 car-

bon atoms, a group of formula II

4,477,615

POLYPIPERIDINYL STABILIZING AGENTS FOR
POLYMER MATERIALS

Gioacppe Raspanti, and Norboto Fossati, both of Mono, Italy,

assignors to Apital Prodnzioni Indnstriali S.pJt, Milan, Italy

FDcd Apr. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 483,092

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, May 19, 1962, 21346 A/82
lat a.3 COTD 403/14: C08G 73/04. 73/00: C08K 5/34

U.S. CL 524—100 17 Claims

1. Compounds having the general formula I

1
Y-(N-A)«-N

Z (CH2),I
(D

RrCH2
CH3

N—R'

Ri' \ I
CH3

Rl'H2C

m which R and R' can be the same or different, and represent

hydrogen, a straight-chain or branched-chain alkyl radical

having 1 to 12 carbon atoms, an alkenyl radical having 3

to 8 carbon atoms, an aralkyl radical having 7 to 19 carbon

atoms;

Ri and R'l can be the same or different and represent hydro-

gen or methyl;

X and X' can be the same or different and represent oxygen
or the group N—R2 in which R2 represents hydrogen,

straight-chain or branched-chain alkyl having 1 to 12

carbon atoms, a cycloalkyl radical having S to 12 carbon

atoms, an aralkyl radical having 7 to 12 carbon atoms;

n can be 2 to 12;

A represents —(CH2)ii—, in which n has the previously

defined meaning, the group:

CH2—

—CH2

in which R3 and R4 are hydrogen or methyl, the group

--QhO^-^
the group

452-228 O.G.-84-I2

I

(CH2),

NH Rj'CH:
CH3

(ID

R'

V / N \
y

CH3 \ Ri R,'

CH2R1
Rl' I CHs

RrH2C

in which R, R', Ri, R'l, X, X' and n have the previously de-

fined meaning, or a piperidine group of formula III

CH3 CH2R1

R-N

(in)

CHs

m can be equal to zero or 1;

Y, when m is zero, has the same meaning of A; when m is 1,

can have the same meaning ofA or represent the follow-

ing groups

N

T
Rs

—CO—R6—CO; -CO—NH—R7—NH--CO,
—C(X)—R«-OOC—. —H2C—R9-CO-.

in which R5 represents hydrogen, a straight-chain or branched

alkyl radical having 1 to 18 carbon atoms, a cycloalkyl radical

having S to 12 carbon atoms, an alkenyl radical having 3 to 18

carbon atoms, an optionally substituted aralkyl radical, having

7 to 19 carbon atoms, an aryl radical having 6 to 12 carbon

atoms or the

/
Rii

N
\

Rio

O—Rn, S—Rn groups, in which Rn and Riocan be the

same or different and represent hydrogen, a straight-chain

or branched alkyl radical having 1 to 18 carbon atoms, a

cycloalkyl radical havmg S to 12 carbon atoms, an aralkyl

radical having 7 to 12 carbon atoms, an aryl radical having

6 to 12 carbon atoms, Rn and Rio together with the nitro-

gen atom can form a S to 7 membered heteipcyclic ring;

or Rs represents the piperidine group of formula IV
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(IV)

in which R, Ri and X have the previously defined meaning;
R« represents a bivalent alkylene radical having 1 to 8 car-

bon atoms, the phenylene radical;

R? represents a bivalent alkylene radical having 2 to 6 car-

bon atoms, the tolylene radical, the xylene radical;

Rg represents a bivalent alkylene radical having 2 to 8 car-

bon atoms;

R9 represents an alkylene radical having 1 to 2 carbon atoms
or a p-phenylene radical;

p can vary from 2 to 2000.

IS. A method of stabilizing a polymer against the deteriorat-

ing effects of heat, sunlight and oxygen which comprises incor-

porating in the polymer an effective amount of a compound
according to claim 1.

-continued
CH3..CH3 CH3 CH3

Rl—N X X N^Ri

y\ ? CH3? /vCHj CH3 O-C-CH2 JL^C-O CH3 CH3

CH3 CH3 O-C-CH^^^C-0 CH3^ CT3

Rl—N X X N—Riy H
CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3

n

wherein:

Rl is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, —O,
alkyl, hydroxy alkyl and epoxyalkyl having from one to
about eighteen cart)on atoms, acyl having from one to
about eighteen carbon atoms, cycloalkyl having from
three to about eighteen carbon atoms; phenyl; phenalkyl
and alkylphenyl having from seven to about twenty-four
carbon atoms;

R2 is lower alkyl having from one to about six carbon atoms;
and

X is selected from the group consisting of:

4«477,616

TETRA*(2AM-TErRAMErHYL^PIPERIDINYL)-3-
METHYL-Smr-BISCARBOXYLATEy-ETHYL-

CYCLOHEXANE OR
3<TCLOHEXENE-l>DICARBOXYLATES AND

SYNTHETIC RESIN CX)MFOSITIONS CONTAINING
THE SAME

Motoooba Miaagiwa, KoaUgaya; Yntaka Nakahara, Iwatsoki,

and ToiUhiro Shitata, Omiya, all of Japan, assignors to

Adcka Argus Chemical Co^ Ud^ Urawa, Japan
Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,913

Clains priority, appUeation Japan, Mar. 9, 1982, 57-36796
Irt. a^ CO8K 5/34: C07D 401/00

VJS. a. S24—102 36 daims
1. Tetra-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)-3-methyl-S-

(r,2'-biscarboxylate)-ethyl-cycIohexane or 3-cyclohexene-1.2-

dicarboxylates having the formula (I) or (II):

CH3 CH3

y\ ?
CH3 CH3 O—C—CH2

CH3 CH3 o—C—CH

A/ II

Ri—N X

V
CH3 CH3

CH3 CH3

A
X N—Rl

2 Js^^~° CH3 CH3

^ ^C-O CH3^ CH3

S \A
X N-R|

V
CH3 CH3

\ \ /
CH— , C

/ / \

O—CH;

C
/ \

M

o—CH2 CH:-

\ /
and C
/ \

O—CH2

O—CH—CH2-.

4,477,617

MOLDING RESINS BASED ON BLENDS OF ACID
COPOLYMER/HYDROCARBON

POLYOLEFIN/REINFORCING FIBER/WErnNG
AGENT

Charles V. Murphy, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. DnPont
de Nemoors and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed JoL 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,244

Int a.3 COOK 7/14. 3/40. 5/41. 5/09
US. CL 524—136 13 Claims

1. A composition having improved toughness and flexibility

consisting essentially of

(a) from about 5 to about 85 percent by weight of acid copoly-
mer selected from the group consisting of direct copolymers
and graft copolymers wherein,

(A) said direct copolymer is the copolymer of a-olefin hav-
ing the formula R—CH=CH2, where R is a radical se-

lected from the class consisting of hydrogen and alkyl

radicals having from 1 to 8 carbon atoms and a,/3-

ethylenically unsaturated caboxylic acids having from 3 to

8 carbon atoms, the acid moieties being randomly or
nonrandomly distributed in the polymer chain,

(1) the a-olefin content of the copolymer being at least 25
weight percent, based on the a-olefin-acid copolymer,

(2) the unsaturated carboxylic acid content of the copoly-

mer being from about 0.5 to about 50 weight percent,

based on the a-olefin-acid copolymer, and

(3) any other monomer component optionally copolymer-
ized in said copolymer being monoethylenically unsatu-

rated, and

(B) said graft copolymer is obtained by grafting 0.1 to 5

percent by weight of a,/8-unsaturated carboxylic acid

having 3 to 8 carbon atoms or an unsaturated carboxylic
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acid anhydride onto a preformed polyolefin backbone

derived from ethylene or ethylene and C3 to Cg a-olefin,

in which polyolefin backbone any other optionally copo-

lymerized monomer component is monoethylenically

unsaturated,

said direct or graft acid copolymers having from to about 90

percent of the caboxylic acid groups ionized by neutraliza-

tion with metal ions, said ionic copolymers having solid state

properties characteristic of crosslinked polymers and melt-

fabricability properties characteristic of uncrossUnked ther-

moplastic polymers,

(b) from about 10 to about 90 percent by weight of at least one

hydrocarbon polyolefin selected from the group consisting

of linear polymer of a-olefin having the formula

R—C=CH2, where R is a radical selected from the class

consisting of hydrogen and alkyl radicals having from 1 to 8

carbon atoms; copolymer of eUiylene and propylene where

the ethylene content is up to about 20% by weight; linear

copolymer of ethylene with at least one a-olefin comonomer
having from 4 to 10 carbon atoms, where the a-olefin como-

nomer content is from about 2 to about 25 percent by

weight; and low density branched homopolymer of ethyl-

ene;

(c) from about 5 to about 50 percent by weight of at least one

reinforcing fiber selected from the group consisting of glass

fiber and blends of glass fiber and mineral fiber, and

(d) from about 0.05 to about 5.0 percent by weight of at least

one wetting agent selected from the group consisting of

alkanol amides; betaine derivatives; block copolymers com-

prising a series of condensates of ethylene oxide with hydro-

phobic bases formed by condensing propylene oxide with

propylene glycol; ethoxylated compounds comprising alco-

hols, alkyl phenols, amines and aooides; sulfonated deriva-

tives comprising alkyl sulfonates, aryl sulfonates, alkyl-aryl

sulfonates, amine and amide sulfonates, olefin sulfonates,

sulfosuccinates, sulfonated fatty acid esters, sulfonates of

ethoxylated alkyl phenols and of oils and of fatty acids,

naphthalene and sJkyl naphthalene sulfonates, condensed

naphthalene sulfonates, naphthalene and alkyl naphthalene

sulfonates and petroleum sulfonates, and dodecyl and tride-

cyl benzene sulfonates; dodecyl and tridecyl sulfonic acids;

sulfates of alcohols, of ethoxylated alcohols, of ethoxylated

alkyl phenols, of oils, of fatty acids, of fatty esters, alkaryl

sulfates, and sodium, ammonium and amine salts of alcohol

sulfates; phosphate derivatives comprising phosphate esters,

phosphate alcohol ethoxylates, phosphate ether ethoxylates,

phosphate alkyl acids and phosphate alkyl quaternaries;

quaternary surfactants; and liquid polyesters.

4,477,618

AMINOPLAST CURABLE COATING COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING SULFONIC ACID ESTERS AS LATENT

ACID CATALYSTS
Debra L. Singer, PHtaborgh; Gregory J. McCoUnm, Qoishaw;

Roatyslaw Dowboiko, Gibaonla; Roger M. Christenson, Gib-

smiia; Michael M. Chan, Gibaonia, and Wea-Hsoan Chang,

GflMonia, aU of Pi., assignors to PPG Indnstries, lac^ Pitts-

bursh Pa.

FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427«402

Int. CL3 C08F 8/36

U.S. CL 524—157 20 Clains

1. An organic solvent based coating composition having a

total solids content of at least 50 percent and which is spraya-

ble, said coating composition being capable of acid catidyzed

crosslinking, comprising an active hydrogen-containing resin,

a curing agent present externally and/or internally as a part of

the active hydrogen-containing resin, and a catalytic amount of

a non-ionic ester of a sulfonic acid, rei»«sented by the follow-

ing structural formula:

z—s—o—c—

w

U I

O Rl

wherein:

Z is a radical selected from the group consisting of amino
and an organic radical, said organic radical being con-

nected to the sulfur atom by a cartxm atom;

W is —C—R4; or

i.

C3-C20 cycloalkyl; and

Rl is hydrogen, carboalkoxy, C3-C20 alkyl, Q-Cu aryl, or

C3-C20 cycloalkyl;

R2 is hydrogen, carboalkoxy, C3-C20 alkyl. C6-Cig aryl, or

C3-C20 cycloalkyl;

R3 is hydrogen, carboalkoxy, acyloxy, N-alkylcarbamyloxy,

N-arylcarbamyloxy, C3-C20 alkyl, C^-Cisaryl, or C3-C20
cycloalkyl;

R4 is hydrogen, carboalkoxy, acyloxy, N-alkylcarbamyloxy,

N-arylcarbamyloxy, C3-C20 alkyl, Q-Cigaryl, or C3-C20
cycloalkyl, and

Rs is hydrogen, carboalkoxy, acyloxy, N-alkylcarbamyloxy,

N-arylcarbamyloxy, C3-C20 alkyl, C^-Cig aryl, or C3-C20
cycloalkyl.

4^77,619

PREPARATION OF FABRIC FOR BONDING TO
RUBBER

Mary B. Lattimer, Hudson; Carl D. Weber, Copley, and Zbig-

niew R. Hardt, Akron, all of Ohio, assignors to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New Yoric, N.Y.

FOed Oct 8, 1982, 9tt. No. 433,490

Int a.3 COOK 5/06. 5/41

U.S. CL 524—171 15 Claims

1. An adhesive composition for coating a fabric or cord

made from polyester or aramid fibers, in a first of plural baths,

comprising,

an aqueous adhesive dispersion, having a viscosity of less

than 25 cps, of

(a) a solid reversibly blocked polyisocyanate (RBP)
formed by reversibly blocking a polyisocyanate with a

blocking agent capi^le of an addition reaction with it,

said RBP having a majority of primary particles less

than 1 micron m average diameter, and,

(b) a hydrocarbyl disperser consisting essentially of a

surfactant and a dispersing agent having essentially no

surface active properties, said surfactant having plural

aliphatic hydroxyl (OH) groups and less than 20

straight-chsin carbon atoms, said disperser and RBP
particles being present in an amount insufficient to

increase the viscosity of said dispersion by more than

15%,
whereby said RBP is held in suspension in a substantially

homogeneous dispersion with less agitation than is

required to produce a vortex in said dispersion.

4y477,620

POLYIMIDE FILM
DarreU J. Parish, Stootflfille, Ohio, aaaigMW to E L Do PoBt de

Nemoon and Company, WQmingtoa, DeL
Filed Mar. 2, 1984, Ser. No. 585,459

Int CL^ G08K 3/30

MS. CL 524—423 9 Claiais

1. A shaped article comprising a continuous matrix of poly-

imide and 0.1 to 10 weight percent of barium sulfate substan-
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tially homogeneously distnbuted throughout the matrix

wherein the barium sulfate is in finely divided form with an

average particle size of 0.2 to 20 micrometers.

MT7,«21
RUBBER COMPOSITIONS FOR TIRE CONTAINING A

SPECmC CARBON BLACK
Sonora Sato, Tokyo; Maaam Oada, AUgawa, and Mikihiko

IkagBoil, Tokornawa, all of Japan, anignon to Bridgestone

Tire Coopaay Lioytad, Tokyo, Japan
FDad Jao. 13, 1M3, Scr. No. 503,453

CfadM priority, applicatioa Japan, Jon. 25, 1982, 57-108379

lat a^ COOK 3/04: BMC 1/00
\}S.a 524-496 4 Claims

1. A rubber composition for use in tire, comprising 30 to 60
parts by weight, based on 100 parts by weight of diene rubber,

of a carbon black having a nitrogen adsorption value (N2SA)
of 3S to 105 mVg, a DBP absorption value of 140 to 200
ml/100 g, a 24M4DBP absorption value of 60 to 120 ml/100 g
and a ADBP of SO to 1 10 ml/100 g defined by ADBF^DBF
absorption value-24M4DBP absorption value.

4*477,622

CONTACT ADHESIVES
F. Honaa. Sandaraon, WarmiBatar, and Darid R. Gchman,

Haricyfrille, both of Pa., aadgnors to Rohm and Haaa Com-
pany, PhiladelpUa, Pa.

CootiaBatioa of Scr. No. 119,916, Feb. 8, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,083

lit a^ C08L 33/02
U.S.a 524—522 16 CUims

— ~'Y

'
Z\-
tx

-n \
1 A
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t t
t t
t 1

• V 4

1. In an aqueous contact adhesive which dries to an essen-

tially non-tacky sute and adheres only to another dried, non-
tacky layer of the adhesive upon contact, in the form of an
aqueous latex of an addition polymer or polymer mixture at

least predominantly of a,/3-monoethylenicaUy unsaturated

monomen and containing a thickener and crosslinking means,
the improvement in which the molecular weight of the poly-
mer or polymer mixture is widely divergent and has a hetero-

geneity index, the ratio ofMw/Mnof from IS to ISO, a fraction

of from about S% to 70% of the polymer having an Mn of
between about SOO and 100,000 and a fraction of from about
30% to 9S% of the polymer having an Mr of between about
100,000 to at least 2,000,000, the molecular weights being
determined by gel permeation chromatography, and the T^ of
the polymer or polymer mixture is between 10* C. and - 60* C.
said contact adlwsive, when dried to an essentially non-tacky
sute, adheres only to another dried, non-tacky layer of the
adhesive upon contact.

4,477,623

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF POLYMER
DISPERSIONS

Dick A. Pons, Maaaslnia, and Anno Bijker, SiKJkeniaw, both of
Netherlands, asrignors to Symes International B.V., Hock
Van HoUaad, Netherlands

Continnation-in-part of Scr. No. 356,066, Mar. 8, 1982,
abandoned, which is a continoation of Scr. No. 249372, A|v. 1,

1981, abandoned. This application Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No.
461,493

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 2, 1980,
8001928

lat a.3 0D8K 5/49
VJS. CL 524—710 n Claims

1. An aqueous paint composition, comprising at least one
dispersed water-insoluble addition polymer and at least one
alkali-soluble addition polymer, one or more pigments and
conventional additives, wherein
A. said water-insoluble addition polymer is formed by copo-

lymerizing, in water, at least one unsaturated monomer
selected from the group consisting of styrene, acrylates,

methacrylates, vinyl esters, and vinyl chloride,

said addition polymer further including, in an amount
between 0.1 and 5.0 wt. % relative to the total amount
of said unsaturated monomers, at least one monomer
containing a phosphoric acid, sulphonic acid, or carbox-
ylic acid group functioning as emulsifier, and in the
presence of

(i) an effective initiator

(ii) at least one anionic or non-ionic emulsifier, and
(iii) at least one compound containing a polyoxyethyl-

ene chain having between 60 and 400 oxyethylene
units, with said compound selected from the group
consisting of

(a) polyethylene glycok present in an amount be-

tween 0. 1 and 5.0 wt. % relative to the total quan-
tity of said unsaturated monomers, and

(b) ethoxylated anionic and non-ionic emulsifiers

containhig said polyoxyethylene chain,

and

B. said alkali-soluble polymer is a copolymer consisting of
acrylates or methacrylates and unsaturated mono- or
dicarboxylic acid unite, and is present in an amount of
between 1 and 25 wt % relative to the total amount of
said*addition polymers.

4^77,624
HEAT-RESISTANT SYNTHETIC RESIN COMPOSHION
Miaao WaU, Tooin, Japan, aasignor to Showa Electric Wire A

Cable Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 426^33 ^

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 9, 1981, 56-178289;
Dec 3 1981 56-194733

Int a/cOKi 18/34. 18/80; C08K 5/13; C08L 79/08
VJS. CL 524—736 6 Claias

soaowoojBBiwoMoiTooaooimiia) car*

FREOOENCV

1. A heat-resistant synthetic resin composition, which com-
prises (A) 15 to 60% by weight of a film-forming synthetic
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resin soluble in a phenolic solvent and (B) 85 to 40% by weight
ofa phenolic solvent said fUm-forming synthetic resin contain-

ing at least 30% by weight of a polyamide imide resin derived

from substantially equal molar amounts of (a) a tricarboxylic

acid and/or an anhydride thereof containing at least 5 mol %
of citric acid and (b) a diisocyanate and/or a derivative ob-

tained by masking diisocyanate with a phenolic compound.
2. A heat-resistant synthetic resin composition according to

claim 1, wherein the polyamide imide resin is prepared by
reacting (a) a tricarboxylic acid and/or an anhydride thereof

containing at least 5 mol % of citric acid with (b) a diisocya-

nate and/or derivative obtained by masking diisocyanate with

a phenolic compound in (c) a phenolic solvent

s C(7.i3) aralkyl radical, R^ is a C(i.i3) monovalent organic

radical selected from R radicals as previously defined, a is a

whole number equal to to 2 inclusive, and d has a value of

from to 4 inclusive and the remaining valences of Si other

than those satisfied by X can be satisfied by atoms selected

from H, Si, C, O and P, S and transition elemenu Ilia-Vila
and VIII and mixtures thereof.

4*477,625

ONE PACKAGE, STABLE, MOISTURE CURABLE,
ALKOXY-TERMINATED ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE

COMPOSmONS
Thonas P. Lockhart Sdwnectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, Schcacctady, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 481,528

Int OJ G08G 77/04; G08K 3/34; C08L 83/04

VS.a 524-789 13 Claims

1. A substantially anhydrous, room temperature vulcanic

able organc^lysiloxane composition stable under ambient

conditions in the substantial absence of moisture over an ex-

tended period of time and convertible to a substantially acid-

free, tack-free elastomer comprising by weight
(A) an organopolysiloxane wherein the silicon atom at each

polymer chain end is terminated with at least one alkoxy

^radkal,

(B) an cfTective amount of condensation catalyst

(Q firom to 0.1 part per part of the alkoxy terminated

organopolysiloxane of(A) ofa cross-linking polyalkoxysi-

lane of the formula

(R>0)«_aSi,

(D) from 1 X 10-' to 0.10 part per part of the alkoxy termi-

nated organopolysiloxane of an organo nitrogen accelera-

tor selected fhnn the class consisting of di-t-butyle-

thylenediamine and cyclic amidines having at least one

chemically combined units of the formula.

i
I II

«N—C—

,

where the free valences of such unit are satisfied by atoms

selected from carbon, hydrogen, silicon and mixtures

thereof,

(E) a stabilizing amount of a scavenger for hydroxy radicals

selected from

(i) an organic material having at least one alcohol reactive

functional groups which is suitable as a scavenger for

hydroxy radicals and which has a molecular weight in

the range of from about 40 to about 1,000 and consists

essentially of a mixture of chemically combined atoms

selected from C H, N, O, P, S, Q, F, Br and I and

(ii) a silicon containing scavenger for hydroxy radicals

having a molecular weight in tihe range offrom about 47

to about 5000 which contains a functional unit having

the formula,

(iii) and a zeolite,

where X is a hydrolyzable leaving group R' is a C(i.8) aliphatic

organic radical selected firom alkyl radicals, alkylether radi-

cals, alkylester radicals, alkylketone radicals and alkylcyano or

4^77,626
POLYORGANOSILOXANE COMPOSTHONS

Toahio Suzuki, Ynahodainishi, Japan, asrignor to Toray Silicone

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 7, 1984, Ser. No. 587^30
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 25, 1983, 58-50158

lat a.3 C08L 83/04
VJS. CL 524—862 12 Clains

1. A curable thixotropic, liquid polyorganosiloxane compo-
sition comprising the product obtained by mixing

(A) a polyorganosiloxane containing at least two vinyl radi-

cals per molecule and represented by the average unit

formula

RflSiO(4.<iV2'

where at least SO mole % of the radicals represented by R
are methyl, the remainder being selected from the group

consisting of unsubstituted monovalent hydrocarbon radi-

cals other than methyl,alkoxy and substituted monovalent

hydrocarbon radicals where the substituent is selected

from the group consisting of acryloxy, methacryloxy,

chlorine and fluorine, and the value of a is from 1.8 to 2.2,

inclusive;

(B) a polyorganosiloxane containing at least two silicon-

bonded nitrogen atoms per molecule and represented by

the average unit formula

R«'SiO(4^)/2.

where R' is selected from the group consisting of unsubsti-

tuted monovalent hydrocarbon radicals, hydrogen, alk-

oxy, and substituted monovalent hydrocarbon radicals

wherein the substituent is selected from acryloxy, metha-

cryloxy, chlorine, and fluorine, the value of b is from l.S

to 2.5, inclusive, and the molar ratio of silicon-bonded

hydrogen atoms in (B) to vinyl radicals in (A) is from 0.2

to 5, inclusive;

(C) an amount of a platinum-containing catalyst equivalent

to from 0. 1 to 200 parts by weight of platinum per million

parts of combined weight of (A) and (B);

(D) from O.S to SO weight %, based on the combined weight

of (A) and (B), of fine silica powder; and

(E) from O.OS to 10 weight %, based on the combined weight

of ingredients (A) through (D), of a polyorganosiloxane

containing at least O.S weight percent of hydroxyl groups

per molecule and represented by the average unit formida

Rc*SiO(+<)/2.

where the value of c is from 1 .8 to 3.0, R^ is selected from

the group consisting of monovalent hydrocarbon radicals,

methoxy, ethoxy, substituted alkyl radicals wherein the

substituent is, in turn, selected from the group consisting

of chlorine, fluorine, and hydroxyl, and radicals of the

formula

-R»(OC2H4);,(CX:5H«)yOH,

where R^ is alkylene, and the values of x and y are from

to 30, inclusive, with the proviso that the sum of x and y

is at least 1, and that (E) contains a number of silicon-

bonded hydroxyl groups sufficient to provide a total of at

least 0.5 percent by weight of hydroxyl groups per mole-

cule of (E) in combination with any hydroxyl groups

present in R^
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wherein said composition cures to form a gel exhibiting a
penetration of from 8 to SO mm.

GEL IMPACT MODIFIED POLYCARBONATE RESIN
COMPOSITIONS

William R. Haaf, VoorheMTillc; Gim F. Lee, Jr^ Albany, both of
N.Y^aBdGkui D. Cooper, deceaaed, brte of Delmar, NY (by
Roae H. Cooper, executrix), aarignon to General Electric

Coapaay, Mt Vernon, Ind.

Fned Oct 27, 1M3, Ser. No. 545,885

lat CL' C08L 69/00
\3S. CL 525—<7 17 Oaims

1. A thermoplastic molding composition comprising
(a) an aromatic polycarbonate resin having repeating units of

the formula

in which Ri and R^ are independently selected from the
group consisting of hydrogen, Oower) alkyl of from 1 to

about 6 carbon atoms, halogen substituted Oower) alkyl

and phenyl, and n represents the total number ofmonomer
units and is at least about 30 the polycarbonate resin of the
said composition having virtually no o, o, o', o'-tetraalkyl

substituted aromatic units; and
(b) an Izod impact improving effective amount of a gel

material in the form of rubbery particles comprising rub-

ber, rubber grafted alkenyl aromatic resin and occluded
alkenyl aromatic resin, the gel material being substantially

devoid of solvent extractable alkenyl aromatic homopoly-
mer.

4,477,628

COMPOSITION WITH IMPROVED POT LIFE
YaanaU lato, and Hiaao F^imluiwa, both of Kobe, Japan, anign-
on to KaoegafticU Kagakn Kogyo Kaboahild Kaiaha, Osaka,
Japan

CoBtiaBation-iB-part of Ser. No. 306,829, Oct 3, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Aog. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,334
ClaiM priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 3, 1980, 55-139086

Thtt port!on of the tern of this patent sabaeqoent to Feb. 1, 2000,

Int CL^ O08F 8/00
U.S. a. 525—100 6 Claims

I. A composition consisting essentially of a mixture of 0.01

to 10 parts by weight of a hardening catalyst and 100 parts by
weight of a vinyl resin containing at least one silyl radical

coupled with a hydrolytic radical at end groups or in side

chahis of each molecule, said silyl radical represented by the
formula:

ble of polymerization, wherein said one or more vinyl
compounds is selected from the group consisting of
acrylic or methacrylic esters, carboxylic acids, acid anhy-
drides, epoxy compounds, amino compountb, acryloni-

trile, iminolmethacrylate styrene, alpha methyl styrene,
vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate, and vinyl propionate; and

whereiA said hardening catalyst comprises a meic^>tide
organic tin compound having Sn—S bond, or a sulfide

organic tin compound having Sn=S bond, selected from
the group consisting of

(n-C4H9)2Sn(SCH2COO)
(n-C8Hi7)2Sn(SCH2CH2COO)
(n-C8Hi7)2Sn(SCH2COOCH2CH20COCH2S)
(n-C8Hi7)2Sn(SCH2COOCH2CH2CH2CH20COCH2S)
(n-C4H9)2Sn(SCH2COOC8Hi7.to)2
(n-C4H9)2Sn(SCH2COOCi2H25.»)2
(n-C4H9)2Sn(SCH2COOC8Hi7.to)3, and
(n—C8Hi7)2Sn=S;

wherein said carboxyUc acid is selected from the group
consisting of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, itaconic acid,

and fumeric acid; wherein said acid anhydride is maleic
acid anhydride; wherein said epoxy compound is selected

from the group consisting of glycidyl acrylate and glyci-

dyl methacrylate; and wherein said amino compound is

selected from the group consisting of diethylamino ethyl

acrylate, diethylaminoethyl methacrylate, and amino
ethyl vinylether; and wherein said acrylic or methacrylic
ester is selected from the group consisting of methyl acry-
late, methyl methacrylate, ethyl acrylate, ethyl methacry-
late, butyl acrylate, butyl methacrylate, 2-ethylhexyl acry-
late, and 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate;

whereby pot life of said mixture is substantially lengthened.

4,477,629

CYANATE-GONTAINING POLYMERS
Robert E. Hefiier, Jr., Lake Jaekami, Tex., assignor to The Dow

Oiemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed JoL 27, 1983, Ser. No. 517,861
Int a.3 O07C 122/00: C08G 61/02: O08L 65/00. 63/00

U.S. CL 525—113 8 Chdms
1. A composition which comprises

(A) from about 1 to 100 percent by weight (pbw) of a cya-

nate-containing polymer or mixture of cyanate-containing
polymers represented by the formula:

(Ri)3-<i R:

X,—Si CH-

wherein X represents a hydrolytic radical, Ri and R2 represent
hydrogen atom, alkyl, aryl, or aralkyl radicals, any of which
has 1 to 10 carbon atoms, and n is an integer of 1,2 or 3, said

hydrolytic radical being selected from the group consisting of
halogen, alkoxy, acryloxy, ketoximato, amino, acid amide,
aminoxy, mercapto, and alkenyloxy radicals; and

wherein said viny resin containing silyl group is produced by
oopolymerization reaction of one or more vinyl com-
pounds to produce a vinyl resin having a carbon double
bond followed by hydrosilylation reaction with hydrosi-
lane, or copolymerization of said one or more vinyl com-
poimds with silane compound having a double bond capa-

wherein each R, R' and R" is independently hydrogen or
an alkyl group having from 1 to about 4 carbon atoms;

each X is independently an alkyl group having firom 1 to

about 4 carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine; Q is indepen-

dently a group derived from any suitable polymerization

initiator or terminator.

—H, —C- T
or —C—R'

6'6 6
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wherein each aromatic ring may contain any substituent

group as those enumerated in formula I and each R, R' and
R" is defined as in formula I; n has a value from about S to

about 100; n' has a value from zero to about 99; and each

X independently has a value from zero to 4; and

(B) from zero to iUx>ut 99 pbw ofan aromatic polycyanate or

mixture of aromatic polycyanates represented by the

formula:

(Z),' (Z);
"\

(O—CSN)>

e-O—CSN)j,"

wherein each Z is independently H-, an alkyl group hav-

ing from 1 to about 4 carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine;

A is a direct bond, a hydrocarbyl group having from 1 to

about 10 carbon atoms, —S—, —S—S—, —O—

,

O O O Q
n I n I
-S—, —S— , —C— or —O—C—

I

&

y has a value from zero to S when n" has a value of 1; y has

a value from 2 to S when n" has a value of zero; x' has a

value of 5 minus the value of y when n" has a value of 1;

x' has a value of 6 minus the values of y plus y" when n"

has a value of zero; x" has a value of S minus the value of

y"; y" has a value of zero to S; n" has a value of zero to 3;

with the proviso that the sum of y and y" is always at least

two; and

(Q from zero to about 99 pbw of an epoxy resin or mixture

of epoxy resins represented by the formulas:

in

R

H2C—C-H;

O

OH

A)»rf&-0-CH2-C-CHrO-h

(X)x (X), R

?
O O O
R II N—S—, —S— , —C— or —O—C—O—

;

o

each A' is independently a hydrocarbyl group having

from 1 to about 10 carbon atoms; each m has a value of

zero or 1; wherein the pbw of the individual components

is based upon the total weight of components A, B and C.

4,477,630

AROMATIC POLYSULFONE RESIN COMPOSITION
SUITABLE FOR USE IN SELF-LUBRICATING MOLDING

COMPOSITIONS
Temo Saito, Knsatsn; Knnlaki Aaai, TondabayasU; Isann
Nakagawa, Osaka, and Tadayasn Kobayashi, Takatanki, all of

Jqnm, aadgnon to Sumitomo Chonical Company, Limited,

Onka, Japan

Filed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,459

Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Mar. 16, 1982, 57-42282

Int a^ C08L 27/12. 27/1%. 67/00. 81/06
VS. CL 525—133 8 Chdms

1. A resin composition which is excellent in sliding charac-

teristics, consisting essentially of

(1) 30-93% by weight of a thermoplastic aromatic polysul-

fone having a repeating unit represented by the following

structure

SO2—

wherein Y is an oxygen atom, a sulfur atom or a residue of

an aromatic diol;

(2) 2.5-60% by weight of a fluorocarbon polymer selected

from the group consisting of a polytetrafluoroethylene, a

polytetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropropylene copolymer,

a polytrichlorofluoroethylene and a tetrafluoroe-

thyleneperfluoroalkylvinyl ether copolymer, and

(3) 2.5-60% by weight of an oxybenzoyl polyester having a

repeating unit represented by the following structure

-^<A)m-^-0-CH2-C—CH2

(X), (X), o

or

IV

wherein R, X, Z, n', and x are as defined above; m' has a

value of 0.01 to about 10, and each A is independently a

hydrocarbyl group having from 1 to about 10 carixni

atoms, —S—, —S—S—, —O—

,

+^ri:
wherein n is an integer from 3 to 600 and wherein the total

amount of the fluorocarbon polymer (2) and the oxybenz-

oyl polyester (3) is in the range of from 5 to 70% by

weight.

4,477,631

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYOLEFINIC
ELASTOMERIC COMPOSITIONS BY DYNAMIC

VULCANIZAION
Sergio Daaesi; Sergio Forti, and Micheie Manica, all of Forara,

Italy, aaaignors to Montedison S.pA., Milan, Italy

Continnation of Ser. No. 408,691, Aug. 16, 1982, abandoned,

whidi is a continnation of So*. No. 293,247, Ang. 17, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Dec. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 563,174

daian priority, appUcation Italy, Aug. 19, 1980, 24213 Ay^
Int CL^ O08L 61/10

VS. CL 525—133 5 OainH
1. Process for the preparation of plasto-elastomeric composi-

tions, consisting in subjecting to mastication a mix consisting of

20% to 60% by weight of an olefinic polymer, and from 80%
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to 40% by weight of an unsaturated elastomeric terpolymer

consisting of two a-olefinic monomers and of a dienic mono-
mer, in the presence of a cross-linking system free of halogen

donors and comprising:

(a) from 1 to 10 parts by weight, for 100 parts by weight of
said terpolymer, of a non-halogenated phenolic resin of
the following general formula:

kg of polyethylene of an alkyl or alkylaryl monoester of
butenedioic acid having the formulas

0H-CH2-

OH OH OH

Xj—if'^—CHjOH

wherein:

Xi, X2. the same or different, are —CH2— or —CH-
2—O—CH2-- radicals;

R is an alkyl, aryl or alkenyl radical containing from 4 to

16 carbon atoms;

n is an integer comprised between and 6, extremes ex-

cluded; and

(b) a metal compound selected from zinc oxide, magnesium
oxide, iron oxide, titaniiun dioxide, calcium oxide, alumi-

num, silicon and calcitmi carbonate oxides, in a ponderal

ratio with the phenolic resin comprised between 3 and S;

at a temperature sufficient to melt said olefinic polymer and for

a time sufficient for obtaining a homogeneous mixture, and by
then continuing the mastication at a temperature at which
there occun at least a partial cross-linking of the elastomeric

terpolymer.

M77,632
FLAME RETARDANT COPOLYESTER-CARBONATE

COMPOSITIONS
Victor Mark, EnuHTflle, ImL, anigiior to Gcnwal Dectric
Coapny, Mt Votmhi, Ind.

Filed Aug. 1, 1M3, Ser. No. 519,485

Int a^ OML 67/02. 69/00
V& CL 52S—147 19 Claims

1. Hre retardant and substantially non-dripping copolyester-

carbonate compositions consisting essentially of, in admixture
(i) at least one halogen-free sulfur containing copolyester-

carbonate resin comprised of the reaction products of (a)

a carbonate precursor, (b) at least one halogen-free, sulfiir-

free and non polycyclic dihydric phenol, and (c) from
about 1 to about IS mole percent, based on the total

amounts of said dihydric phenol and the thiodiphenol

used, of at least one halogen-free thiodiphenol, and (d) at

least one difunctional carboxylic acid or a reactive deriva-

tive thereof; and
(ii) from about 0.01 to about 1 weight percent, based on the

amount of said copolyester-carbonate resin, of at least one
fluorinated polyolefin.

? ?

4^77,«33
SIMULTANEOUSLY CHLORINATING AND GRAFTING
A CURE SITE ONTO POLYETHYLENE IN AN AQUEOUS

SUSPENSION
Robert L. Dawioii, WOmiagtOB, DeL, aaiignor to E. L DoPont
da NcBoon aad Conpny, WOaiagtoa, DeL

Filed Dm. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 541«523

hiLCLiamV8/46
UjS.a 525-292 9 ClaiBs

1. A process for preparing a curable chlorinated polyethyl-
ene elastomer which comprises mixing finely divided polyeth-
ylene with water sufficient to form an aqueous suspension of
the polyethylene and simultaneously chlorinating the polyeth-
ylene and grafting a cure site onto the polyethylene backbone
by mixing and heating the aqueous suspension containing a free

radical initiator, gaseous chlorine and about 0.1-l.S moles per

R2—C—C—ORi or R2—C—C ORi

R3—C—C-OH HO—C-C-R3

ft ft

or mixtures thereof, where Ri is an alkyl or alkylaryl group
having from about 8-20 carbon atoms and R2 and R3 are hy-
drogen, chlorine or an alkyl group having from about 1-4

carbon atoms to provide a cure site on the resulting chlorinated

polyethylene elastomer.

4,477,634

MODIFIED ACRYLONITRILE POLYMER CONTAINING
SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANES

Charles Linder, RehoTOt; Genhon At!?, Td kfir, Mordechai
Perry, Petach Tikvah, and ReuTen Kotraro, RehoTOt, all of
Israel, assignora to Aligena AG, Basel, Switierbuid

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,656
Claims priority, appUcation Switaerlaad, Mar. 25, 1981,

2030/81

Int a^ O08F 8/34. 8/30
VJS. CL 525—327.1 10 dains

1. A semipermeable membrane of an acrylonitrile polymer
which is either polyacrylonitrile or a copolymer of acryloni-

trile with an ethylenically unsaturated monomer selected from
the group consisting of vinyl acetate, a vinyl ether, vinyl pyri-

dine, vinyl chloride, styrene, butadiene, (meth)acrylic acid or a
(meth)acrylate, maleic anhydride, 2-aminoethyl methacrylate,

an allyl compound, or terpolymers or tetrapolymers based on
acrylonitrile, or mixtures thereof wherein the acrylonitrile

content of the copolymer, terpolymer or terapolymer is at least

5% by weight, said polymer having been chemically modified

by reaction with (a) hydroxylamine and (b) a polyfunctional

ionic colourless cyclic carbonic acid imide halide containing at

least two functional groups capable of reacting with amidoxine
groups, said imide halides being selected from the group con-

sisting of s-triazines containing at least two halogen atoms
bonded to carbon atoms and primary condensation products

thereof, pyrimidines having at least two reactive halogen

atoms, halogen pyrimidine carboxylic acid halides, 2,3-

dihalogenoquinoxaline-, 2,3-dihalogeno-quinazoline or 2,3-

dihalogeno-phthalazinecarboxylic acid halides or sulfonic acid

halides, 2-halogeno benzthiazole- or 2-halogenobenzooxazole-

carboxylic acid halides or sulfonic acid halides and halogeno-6-

pyridazonyl-1-alkanoyl halides and halogeno-6-pyridazonyl-l-

benzoyl halides or a combination of polyfunctional anionic and
cationic cyclic carbonic acid imide halides capable of reacting

with amidoxine groups the cationic compounds being selected

from ammonium dichlorotriazinyl compounds and ammonium
trichloropyrimidyl compounds and the anionic compounds
being selected from dichlorotriazinyl compounds or 2,4,S-tri-

chloropyrimidyl compounds which contain carboxylic or

sulfonic acid groups.

4,477,635

POLYMERIC TRIARYLMETHANE DYES
Snan^it Mitra, Woodbury, Minn., aasignor to MlBBCSota Min*

ing and Mannfactoriag Compuiy, St Paid, Mian.

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,637

Int a.3 C08G 63/08: O07C 15/16; B32B 27/00
VJS. a. 525—437 14 Claiiiis

1. A polymeric aminotriaryhnethane dye having a polyester,

polycarbonate, polyethyleneimine or polyurethane backbone,

said dye comprising repeating units selected from the group

consisting of
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? ?
eCH2^»CH2-N-CH2'(-CH2t»OC-R-CO-,

oxygen, sulfur, or nitrogen or three carbon atoms, one

nitrogen, and one ofoxygen or sulfur in the 1,3-position or

nitrogen in the 1,2- or 1,3-poaition, the 6-atom rings hav-

ing six carbon atoms or five carbon atoms and one nitro-

gen, or four carbon atoms and two nitrogens in the

1,2-1,3-, or 1,4-position or three carbon atoms and three

nitrogens in the 1,3,5-position; and
W is a divalent group selected from the group consisting of

a coordinate bond, —O—, —S—

,

H n
•(•CH2i»CH2—N—CH2-(-CH2*OCO-R—OCO—

,

"xX
—CH2—N—CH2—

,

aad

? 7
•(•CH2^CH2—N—CH2'eCH2^0-C-NH—R-NHCO-,

'XX
wherein R, R^, R3, r4 r9, x, a, and b are as defined below,

and said dye having at least one arylamino unit of the general

formula:

X X
9 II II

•(•CH2^CH:-N-CH2frCH2^0-C-(-Y^r-fR1r-eY^FC-Ofr

'XX.
Arir ^Ar2

(W)f

ze

wherein
a and b are independently zero or an integer of 1 to 3;

X is oxygen or sulfur;

Y is oxygen or —NH—

;

R is a divalent organic group selected from (1) aliphatic

groups having 2 to 12 carbon atoms and up to 2 non-con-

tiguous catenary groups selected from —O—, —S—, and
—NR'—, in whidi R' is a lower alkyl group having one
to four carbon atoms, (2) cyclosliphatic groups having S

12 carbon atoms, and (3) arylene groups having 6 to 12

carbon atoms;

C d, and e are independently zero or one, with the provisos

that when e is zero, then a is zero, and when c is zero or

Y is oxygen, then X is oxygen;

R^ R3, R^ and R' are independently hydrogen, and auxoch-
romic group, a bathochromic group or R^ and R} or R^
and R^together are a benzo group;

Ar' and Ar^are independently aronutic groups having one
or two S- or 64tom rings with conjugated unsaturation,

the S^tom rings having four carbon atoms and one of

o o
II II II

S-, T
o

-C-.

R'
I—N— , and —C— ia which R* is

R« R«

hydrogen or lower alkyl group having one to four atoms
and R' and R' are independently hydrogen or a lower
alkyl group having one to four carbon atoms;

f is zero or one; and

Z@ is an anion.

4,477,636

HOT-MELT ADHESIVE AND METHOD
Soidd Mnroi, No. 651-50, HigMhIbara, Nnmazn-aU, Shizaoka-

ken; SfaigetoaU Seta, No. 3-4, TodoroU 8-ckoBW, Sctagaya-

kn, Tokyo; YoaUo Matnimoto, No. 225, MlzBahiri<dM»,

Nobeoka-aU, MiyaaU-ken; Kolchi Yasoi, No. 2-4901,

Nakagawara-cbo, Nobeoka*«lii, MiyaaU-ken, and KazayoaU
Inannra, No. 3-1, Nakagawara-cbo 2-cbomc Nobeoka<«U,
MiyaaU-ken, all of Japan

CoBttaintioa of Ser. No. 11,648, Feb. 12, 1979, abudoMd. lUs
appUcation Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,699

Gains priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 13, 1978, 53-14122

lot a^ O08L 67/02. 67/06

VS. CL 525—444 33 Claiw
1. A hot-melt adhesive comprising; a self-curing unsaturated

polyester resin having a softening point of 43* to 200* C, one

or more air-drying functional groups, an average polymeriza-

tion degree of 8 or more and one or more double bonds origi-

nating from an a,i3-unsaturated dicarboxyUc acid; and a ther-

moplastic saturated polyester resin, said adhesive being capa-

ble of performing bonding-curing under heat and pressure, and

wherein a vinyl monomer is not contained.

4,477,637

FLAME RETARDANT ALKYLATED POLYCARBONATE
COMPOSmONS

SiTaran Kriahnaa, Moers, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignor to

Mobay Cheadcal Corporatton, Pittaburiji, Pa.

Filed Aog. r, 1980, Ser. No. 181,915

bt a.3 O08G 63/76

VS. CL 525-469 5 daina
1. A flame resistant polycarbonate blend comprising:

(i) a polycarbonate resin characterized by the repeating unit

-."^"^: o
II

.C.

(I)

wherein

X denotes a single bond, an alkylene or an alkyUdene group

having 1 to S carbon atoms, a cydoalkylene or cycloalk-

ylidene radical with S to IS carbon atoms, an ether bond

or a keto bond,

R denotes —CH3, —C2HS or —CH(CH3)2; and

(ii) a sulAir-bearing copolycarbonate, based on the reaction
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product of a carbonic acid derivative and a mixture 6f a
sulfur-free aromatic dipbenol and a sulfur-bearing diphe-
nol selected firom a group consisting of

no-Q-x-Q-m
(Hi). (Ra)ii

(Ri)ii (Il2)ii (R3)ii (lU)ii

xxu

and

(ROi. (R2)ii (R3)/i (R4)«

XXIV
OH

wherein

X is either S, SO, or SOj,

Ri to R4 independently are H, Q, Br and Ci to C4 alkyl, and
n isfromOto 2

said blend characterized in exhibiting flame resistance classi-

fied V-O by the UL-94 test at i" in the absence of any other

flame retardant

MT7,«38
HINDERED PHENOLIC ESTERS OF OLIGOMERIC

GLYCOLS AS CHAIN TERMINATORS FOR POLYVINYL
CHLORIDE POLYMERIZATION

William J. Rdd, New Fairfield, Gooa^ aarignor to Oba-Geigy
Corporation, Arddcy, N.Y.

CoMinMtioo of Scr. No. 280,389, JoL 6, 1981, aboidoBed. Ilils

appUcatioa Apr. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 482,016

htL a}am 2/3S. 2/42
VS.a 526-84 9 Claims

1. In the process for the suspension polymerization of vinyl

chloride monomer which comprises adding the monomer to an
aqueous reaction system containing effective amounts of a
suspending agent and a polymerization initiator, terminating

the polymerization reaction and isolating the polyvinyl chlo-

ride, the improvement which comprises terminating the poly-

merization reaction by the addition to the reaction system at a
point within the range of 70 to 9S% monomer conversion of
2S-SO0O ppm by weight of the vinyl chloride monomer, of a
compound corresponding to the formula

RX+(C4H2*)YjyR7 <n>

wherein

Ris

X is oxygen,

b is an integer firom 2 to 6,

X is an integer from to 6,

d is an integer from 3 to 40,

Y is oxygen,

Rl is alkyl from 1 to 8 carbon atoms,

R7 is hydrogen, lower alkyl or

XXIII
Rs and R6 independently are alkyl firom 1 to 8 carbon atoms.

4,477,639

OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION CATALYST COMPONENT
ANDCOMPOSITION ANDMETHODOF PREPARATION
Robert P. Nielsen, Houston, Tex., avigBor to Shell Ofl Com>

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed May 27, 1983, Scr. No. 499,012

iBt CL' C08F 4/OZ 10/00
VS. CL 526—124 10 daims

1. A polymer-supported constituent for olefin polymeriza-
tion catalysts obtained by:

(a) mixing in organic solution a chlorine<ontaining organic
polymer and a magnesium compound,

(b) removing the organic solvent to form a magnesium-
modified polymer,

(c) reacting the magnesium-modified polymer with a haloge-

nated titanium compound, wherein the chlorine-contain-

ing organic polymer is a poly(vinyl chloride/vinylidene

cUoride) copolymer and the magnesium compound is a
magnesium salt of an aromatic carboxylic acid.

4,477,640

ADDITION POLYMERIZABLE AROMATIC
SULFONIUM SALTS AND POLYMERS THEREOF

Donald L. Schmidt; Thomas C. KUagler, and Ritchie A. Weed-
ing, aU of Midland, Mich., aaaignors to Tlw Dow Chemical
Company, Midhud, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 164,744, Jon. 30, 1980,. This applicatioB

Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,775

Int a^ C08F 228/Oa 220/38
VS. a. 526—256 7 Chdma

1. A polymer of a water-soluble, addition polymerizable

ethylenically unsaturated aromatic sulfonium salt represented

by the formula:

(R^ ZR5(R^_1 ZR3 I

Ar-t^YlF—AriFR

S S

R' R2 R» R2

X© X©

wherein each Ar is individually a cyclic aromatic polyyl, each
R is independently a suitably inert monovalent moiety capable

of existing as a substituent on Ar, each R' and each R^ are

individually suitably inert monovalent organic moieties and/or
each Rl and R^ are collectively a suitably inert divalent or-

ganic moiety which forms a heterocyclic ring with

-r-

each R3 is individually an ethylenically unsaturated monova-
lent organic radical which is capable of undergoing addition

polymerization, each Y is individually a suitably inert divalent

radical capable of bridging aromatic moieties, each Z is indi-

vidually a divalent sulfur or divalent oxygen, each X@ is a

suitably inert anion, a is a positive number corresponding to the
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number of remaining available ring positions on Ar, b is 0, 1 or

2, and c is or 1.

4*477,641

CURABLE SIUCONE COMPOSITION
Yamfi Matnnoto, Nitta, Jipn, aMignor to Toahiba Silicone

COn Ltd., T<^o, Ji^an

Filed Jan. 30, 1984, Ser. No. 574,804

Claims priority, appUcatlOB Japu, Feb. 21, 1983, 58-26284

Int a^ O08G 77/06

VS.a 528—15 11 Claims

1. A curable silicone composition comprising (A) an organo-

polysiloxane having in the molecule at least two alkenyl

groups and at least two alkoxy groups, (B) an organopolysilox-

ane having in the molecule at least two hydro^ atoms

bonded directly to silicon atoms and (C) a catalyst based on
platinum, palladium or rhodium for the addition reaction.

4,477,643

FLUORINATED POLYURETHANES
Teddy M. Keller, Alezaodria, Va., aMignor tone United States

of America as reprcaeatad by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C
Filed Apr. 20, 1984, Ser. No. 602,256

lot a^ G08G 18/38

VS.a 528-70 20 Claims

1. The product of the reaction of a first reactant comprising

a fluorinated tertiary polyfimctional alcohol and a second

reactant comprising an aliphatic or cycloaliphatic diisocyanate

or a biuret derivative of said diisocyanate, said reactants hav-

ing been reacted in the neat state in the presence of a polyure-

thane-forming catalyst.

4,477,648

IMMOBILIZED EPOXY ADVANCEMENT INITIATORS
George A. DooraUaa, Bedford, aad Jooeph W. Haaafla, Fra-

ariaghaw, both of Maas^ asaJgaors to The Dow flwalcal

Conpaay, Midland, Mich.

Filed JbL 21, 1983, Ser. No. 515,824

lat CL3 C08G 59/41 59/61 59/68

VS.a 528-99 9 Oafaaa

1. In a process for reacting at an elevated temperature (a) an

epoxy resin or thioepoxide bearing an average of more than

one vicinal epoxide or thioepoxide group per molecule with (b)

a polyhydric phenol, polyhydric thiophenol, carboxylic acid

or carboxylic acid anhydride, the improvement comprising

conducting the reaction in the presence of sufficient quantity of

(c) a trihydrocarbyl phosphine or quaternary phosphonium

cation which bear on the averge per molecule more than one

moiety corresponding to the formula

(R')»

4,477,642

SELFCROSSLINKING HEAT-HARDENABLE BINDER
Michael Gdst, Miiaiter, and HorM Dieftebach, Nottatai, both of

Fed. Rep. <rf Gcnsaay, aaiigaon to BASF Fkrbea k Faaera

AG, Hamborg, Fed. Rq>. of Gcnaaay
Filed Aug. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 526,071

Ciaimi priority, appUcatkm Fed. R^. of Germany, Sep. 7,

1982, 3233140

lat CU C08G 18/34

U.S.a 528-61 16Clalm8

1. A selfcrosslinking heat-hardenable binder, in particular

for electropaints, which is based on an organic synthetic resin

which contains hydroxyl groups and esterifled carboxyl

groups and which is water-dilutable by partial or complete

acid-neutralization of amino groups present in the resin,

wherein the esterified carboxyl groups are carbalkoxymethyl

ester groups.

ZH

wherein Z is —O— or —S—, R^ at each occurrence is inde-

pendently a moiety essentially inert in this process and w is an

integer from to 4, so as to promote the reaction of (a) with (b)

and.(c).

4,477,646

PIPERAZINOETHYL UREAS
Jfaamy Myers, Sweeny, Tex^ aaaiiBor to The Dow CVmical
Compaay, Midland, Mich.

Filed Aag. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 525,866

lat a^ O08G 59/50: C07D 241/04

VS.a 528-118 17 Claim
1. A compound or mixture ofcompounds represented by the

general formula

CH2—CH2 Z' O CHa—CH2 \

R—

N

N—R—f-NCN N—R-
\ /

I
H \ /

CHj—CHj I CH2—CHj

O
H

•NCNH2
H

wherein R is hydrogen or a hydrocarbyl group having from 1

to about 12 carbon atoms, R' is a divalent hydrocarbyl group

having from 1 to about 12 carbon atoms and n has an average

value of from zero to about 30.

4,477,644

REACnON INJECnON MOLDED POLYURETHANES
EMPLOYING THIAPOLYCYCUC POLYAHLS AS

CHAIN EXTENDERS
Toqja R. Sotton, aad Darid W. Hughes, both ofMidhmd, Midi.,

aarignors to The Dow Chemical Coivaay, MIdlaad, Midk
Filed Aug. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 520,980

Int CL^ C08G 18/14. 18/00

VS.a 528—73 20 Claims

1. A reaction injection molding composition comprising a

non-thiacyclic polyahl, thiapolycyclic polyahl, an organic

polyisocyanate and a urethane catalyst in proportions such

that, upon subjecting the composition to conditions of a reac-

tion injection molding process, a useful reaction injection

molded article is formed.

4,477,647

POLYARYLATE RESIN OF THIODIPHENOLS AND
ISOPHTHAUC ACID OR DERIVATIVES THEREOF

Victor Mark, Efaasrille, and Charles V. Hedgea, Mt Veraoa,

both of Indn aasiffiors to General Electric Convany, Mt
VCTBOBi IBO*

Filed Aag. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 527,743

Int CL^ C08G 63/68

VS. a. 528-176 6 Claims

1. A polyarylate resin exhibiting flame retardancy "consist-

ing essentially of the reaction products of
(i) isophthalic acid or an ester forming reactive derivative

thereof; and

(ii) at least one thiodiphenol.
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4^77,648

HIGH-TEMPERATURE POLYIMIDES PREPARED
FROM

2>BIS-[(2-HALa4-AMINOPHENOXY)-PHENYL]HEXA-
FLUOROPROPANE

Robert J. Joaci, HcmoM Bcaeta, and daiB E. C Oiang,

Rcdoado Beach, both of Odif^ anlgiiors to TRW Inc^

RedoBdo BcMh, Calif

.

Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 483,024

lot a.) G08G imo
UjS. CL 528—185 2 Oaiiiis

1. Polyimide copolymers having groups of the structure:

wherein X is a halogen and n is the number of repeating units

in series.

4^77,649

TWO-STAGE CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR
PREPARATION OF POLYPHENYLENE OXIDES

Db?M p. MoUcy, Schenectady, N.Y., aaalgnor to General Elec-

tric Coapaay, Schenectady, N.Y.

Flkd Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 479,066

lat a^ O08G 65/44

U.S. CL 528—212 26 Ciainis

1. In a process for preparing polyphenylene oxides by the

reaction of oxygen with at least one monohydroxy aromatic

compound in the presence of a catalyst which is a combination

of copper ions, bromide ions and at least one amine, the im-

provement which comprises carrying out said reaction contin-

uously in two stages, the first stage being effected in at least

one tank reactor and the second stage in a reaction system with

limited back-mixing.

4,477,651

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYPHENYLENE
OXIDES

Dwain M. White, Schenectady, and Snsan A. Nye, Feora Bnah,

both of N.Y., asaigaors to Geaoral Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N.Y.

Filed Jon. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 501,477

lat CL^ C08G 6S/44

U.S. a. 528—215 20 Clains

1. The process for forming polyphenylene ether resin com-
prising the steps of:

(a) contacting a 2,6-di-substituted phenolic compound with

an oxygen-containing gas in the presence ofa catalyst, said

catalyst comprising a copper compound, a diamine of the

formula:

R'HN—R2—NHR>

wherein each R' is independently isopropyl, a C4-8 ter-

tiary alkyl or cycloalkyl group having no hydrogens on
the alphacarbon atom and R^ is C2-4 alkylene or C3.7

cycloalkylene; a tertiary amine; a bromine-containing

compound selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen bromide, alkali metal bromides, alkaUne earth metal

bromides, 4-bromophenols and mixtures thereof and an

amount of dimethylamine, said amount of dimethylamine

expressed as the molar ratio of dimethylamine to phenolic

compound being in the range of from about 0.001:1 to

about 0.01:1,

(b) permitting the resulting reaction to proceed for sufficient

time to produce polyphenylene ether of at least about

45,000 molecular weight, and

(c) recovering said polyphenylene ether.

4,477,652

CONDENSATION POLYMERS OFCYCUC DIOLS WITH
ALDEHYDES OR ACETALS OF ALDEHYDES

H. Wayne Hill, Jr., Bartlesrille, Okla., assignor to Phillipa

Petroleum Company, Bartlearille, Okla.

FUed Aug. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 526,577

lat a^ O08G ¥/oa mo
U.S. CL 528—232 24 Claims

1. A process of preparing a condensation polymer by react-

ing effective ratios of:

(A) at least one cycUc diol, with at least one reactant se-

lected from the group consisting of (Bi) diethers and (B2)

aldehydes, employing (D) an acidic catalyst under effec-

tive reaction conditions;

wherein said (A) cyclic diol is selected from the group

consisting of:

4,477,650

PROCESS FOR POLYPHENYLENE OXIDE
PREPARAnON INCLUDING CATALYST PRE-MIXING
DaTid P. MoUey, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Compaay, Schcaectady, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 479,057

lat CL^ CD8G 65/44

U.S. CL 528—215 15 Claims

1. A process for maximizing catalyst activity in the prepara-

tion of a polyphenylene oxide by the reaction of oxygen with

at least one monohydroxy aromatic compound in the presence

of a copper-haJide-amine catalyst in which the amine constitu-

ents comprise at least one secondary alkylene diamine and at

least one tertiary monoamine;

said process comprising initially preparing a homogeneous
blend comprising said monohydoxy aromatic compound
and the catalyst reagents in an inert atmosphere, said

monohydroxy aromatic compound comprising S-60% by
weight of said blend, and subsequently contacting said

blend with oxygen to produce said polyphenylene oxide.

(Ai)
Ri Ri Ri Ri

II II
CH—CH CH—CH

/ \ / \
HO—CH HC—Z—CH C—OH

\ / \ /
CH—CH CH—CH

Rl Rl R> R>

wherein each R' is independently selected from H and CH3; Z
is a single covalent bond,

R2
I

—C-
O
I
•c-

o
I
•S— , or

O
I
•s-

II

o

and each R^ is independently selected from H, CH3, and C2HS;

and
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r2—C C—R2 (A2)

II II

HO—H2C—

C

C-CHa—OH;

O

wherein said (Bi) diether reactant is represented by the

formula:

OR'

, /R'—

C

H OR'

wherein each R' is individually selected from alkyl radicals of

1 to S carbon atoms, and said aldehyde (B2) reactant is selected

firom the group consisting of formaldehyde; polymeric forms

of formaldehyde including cyclic trioxymethylene, cyclic

tetraoxymethylene, and linear a-, /3-, or c-polyoxymethylene;

acetaldehyde; and polymeric forms of acetaldehyde including

paraldehyde and metaldehyde.

14. A condensation polymer prepared by reacting effective

ratios of:

(A) at least one cyclic diol, with at least one reactant se-

lected from the group consisting of (Bi) diethers and (B2)

aldehydes, employing (D) an acidic catalyst under effec-

tive reaction conditions;

wherein said (A) cyclic diol is selected from the group

consisting of:

acetaldehyde; and polymeric forms of acetaldehyde including

paraldehyde and metaldehyde.

r
00 O
II II II

^C^, ^O^, ^S^, ^C^, ^S^, or ^S^;

R> O

and each R^ is independently selected from H, CH3, and CiHs;

and

r2—c c—r2 (A2)

II II

HO—HjC-

C

C—CH2—OH;

O

wherein said (Bi) diether reactant is represented by the

formula:

OR'

R>—

C

H OR'

4«477,653

UNSATURATED HOMO- AND/OR
COPOLYMERIZABLE POLYECTERS

Giiathcr Hegenaaa, aad Karia Miededc, both of Haabarg, Fed.

Rep. of Genaaay, aaaigaors to BASF Farbea A Fasera AG,
Mfiasto- Hiltmp, Fed. Rep. of Genaaay

FUed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,488

Claims priority, applicatiOB Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, Sep. 8,

1982, 3229618

lat a' C08G 69/44. 73/16

U.S.a 528—289 16 Claims

1. An improved unsaturated homo- and/or copolymerizable

linear polyester prepared from diols and at least one unsatu-

rated diculMxylic acid or its derivatives capable of forming

esters, the improvement comprising that the polyesters contain

as component (A), a diol with end-position hydroxy! groups

and an average molecular weight of 700 to 1200; as component
(B), one or more a,/3-unsaturated dicarboxylic acids selected

from the group consisting of maleic acid, fumaric acid, itaconic

acid, citraconic acid, mesaconic acid, aconitic acid, their deriv-

atives or mixtures thereof; and as component (Q, a condensed-

in linear diol with 2 to 6 carbon atoms, where the equivalent

ratio A:B is aout 0.8:1 to 1.2:1 and the equivalent ratio

C:(A-t-B) is from about 0.3:1 to 1:1.

5. The polyester according to claims 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein the

polyesters are modified by nitrogen-containing compounds of

the general formulae:

(A|)
Rl R> R> R>II II
CH—CH CH—CH

/ \ / \
HO—CH HC—Z—CH C—OH

\ / \ /
CH—CH CH—CH

R' R' R» R'

wherein each Rl is independently selected from H and

CH3; Z is a single covalent bond.

f

Rl N—R2—X or X—Rl N—R?

\ / \ /
C C

8 i

wherein Rl is an aliphatic radical in which the two carboxyl

radicals capable of forming anhydrides are 1,2- or 1,3- position;

r2 is an alkyl or aryl radical; and X is an OH or CO2H radical,

wherein optionally the linkage of the hydroxyl groups of the

nitrogen-containing compounds to the hydroxyl groups of the

imsaturated polyester is accomplished by means of di- or triiso-

cyanates.

4,477,654

3-HYDROXYBUTYRATE POLYMERS
Paal A. HolflMS, Middlesbrough; Stephen H. CoUias, Thirsk,

aad Leoaard F. Wriiht Eatfcscllfre, all of Eaglaad, assignors

to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC, Londoa, Eaglaad

CoBtianatiOB-in-part of Ser. No. 319,673, Nor. 9, 1981,

abaadoaed. This applicatioB Jaa. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,407

Claims priority, appUcatioa Uaited Kiagdom, Jul. 7, 1981,

8120991; May 12, 1982, 8213697

lat a.3 O08G 6i/06

U.S.a 528-361 21 Claiais

1. Copolymers having a weight average molecular weight

above 10,000 and containing repeat units

-O.CH(CH3).CH2.CO-

and repeat units

—o.crir2.(cr'rVco-

I

n

wherein each R' is individually selected from alkyl radicals of where n is or an integer and Ri, R^, R', and R^ are each

1 to S carbon atoms, and said aldehyde (B2) reactant is selected selected from hydrocarbon radicals: halo- and hydroxy-sub-

fiom the group consisting of formaldehyde; polymeric forms stituted hydrocarbon radicals; hydroxy radio Is; halogen

of formaldehyde including cyclic trioxymethylene, cyclic atoms; and hydrogen atoms, provided that, where n is 1 and

tetraoxymethylene, and linear a-, /3-, or c-polyoxymethylene; R^ R', and R^ are each hydrogen atoms, Ri is not methyl, said
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repeat units II constituting 0.1 to SO mole % of the total repeat
units in said copolymer.

4«4T7,<5S

MOULDING OF POLY-HYDROXYBUTYRATE
CONTAINING BACTERIAL CELL FRAGMENTS

PhI a. HolaaB, Great Ajrtoa, Eatfaad, aasisnor to Imperial
Cbcakal ladntrka PLC, Gnat Britaia

FDcd Mar. 25, IMS, Scr. No. 479,131
CUbm priority, appiicatioB United Kingdom, Apr. 5, 1982, 82

10004

lat CL> C08G 63/06; C08L 67/04
U.S. CL 528—361 7 Claims

1. A process for the production of a shaped article compris-

ing forming a composition containing (i) at least 30% by
weight of dried cells of a micro-organism containing at least

30% by weight of a iS-hydroxybutyrate polymer containing at

least SO mole % of /3«hydroxybutyrate residues in the polymer
chain, said dried cells having been subjected to a cell wall

breakage process, before or after drying, and (ii) sufficient, if

any, of an extracted /3-hydroxybutyrate polymer containing at

least SO mole % of /3'hydroxybutyrate residues in the polymer
chain, such that the composition has a melt flow time, as herein

defined, of not more than IS minutes, and thereafter forming
said shaped article by melt processing, extrusion or injection

moulding, said composition.

4^77,656
METHOD FOR REMOVING SODIUM SALTS FROM
POLYPHOSPHAZENE POLYMER SOLUTIONS

Trent F. LoBgo, Mayfleld Hdghts; Viapi R. Sagar, Canal FUtoo,
and Mark L. Stayer, SofReM, all of Ohio, assignors to The
Firaatoae Tire A Robber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Jan. 20, 1984, Ser. No. 572,271

iBt a^ C08G 79/04
VJS. CL 528—487 8 daims

1. A method for removing sodium salts from a mixtiu-e of
sodium salts and a solution of a polyphosphazene polymer
represented by the formula:

4,477,«7
PROCESS FOR PREPARING

HYDROXYALKYLCELLULOSE ETHERS
Cari P. Strange, Walken Christopher D. Mesaelt, Baton Ronge,

both of La., and Clark W. Gibaon, Bainbridge, Ga., assignors
to He Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed JbL 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512,086
Int CL^ C08B 11/08. 11/193

VS. a. 536—91 13 Claims
1. The process for preparinq mixed hydroxyalkylcellulose

ethers containing C3 or higher hydroxyalkoxyl substituents,
said process comprising the steps of (a) forming a reaction mass
comprising cellulose and an amount of an alkali metal hydrox-
ide at least sufficient to break up the crystallinity of the cellu-
lose and to catalyze a reaction between cellulose and an alkyl-
ene oxide and (b) continuously adding a C3 or higher alkylene
oxide and an etherifying agent other than an alkylene oxide to
the reaction mass under conditions including an elevated tem-
perature such that the alkylene oxide and the etherifying agent
react with the cellulose to attach ether groups thereto.

4,477,658
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF CEPHAM AND

CEPHEM COMPOUNDS
Riccardo Scartaziini, Allachwil, and Haas Bickcl, Binnlngen,

both of Switierland, assignors to CnM*Gdgy OHporation,
Ardsky, N.Y.

Coatinaation-in-part of Ser. No. 373^19, Jon. 26, 1973,
abandoiwd. This appUcatioa Feb. 5, 1976, Scr. No. 655,663
OaiaH priority, applicatioB Switaeriaad, Jon. 29, 1972,

9787/72; Dec 22, 1972, 18721/72
Irt. CL' am) 501/04; A61K 31/543

VJS, CL 544—16 21 Gains
1. Process for the manufacture of a member selected from

the group consisting of 7/3-aminocepham-3-one-4-carboxylic
acid compounds of the formula

Ri'

\
(D

./
N

i"^
wherein R and R' may be same or different and are selected

from the group consisting of alkyl, substituted alkyl, aryl and
sustituted aryl groups and n is from 20 to S0,000, said mixture
having been formed by reacting in solution a polydichloro-

phosphazene polymer represented by the formula —NPCb)^
wherein n is from 20 to S0,000 with an aldoxide or aryloxide

represented by the formula NaOR or NaOR' wherein R and R'
are defined above; said method comprising the steps of:

(a) treating said mixture with an acid to neutralize any excess
alkoxide or aryloxide;

(b) adding water to the mixture to extract sodium salts there-

from resulting in an at least partial separation of the mix-
ture into a polyphosphazene polymer solution phase and a
brine phase comprising water and sodium salts.

(c) adding from about 0.1 to about 1.0 parts by weight of a
sulfated fatty acid ester of a natural non-petroleum based
oil per 100 parts by weight of polyphosphazen polymer
solution to the mixture to effect a more complete separa-
tion of the polyphosphazene polymer solution phase from
the brine phase; and

(d) separating the polyphosphazene polymer solution phase
from the brine phase.

0«C-R2^,

a 1-oxide thereof, or of a 1-oxide of the 3-hydroxy-3-cephem
form thereof, or of a alkali, alkaline-earth, ammonium or acid-
addition salt of such a compound, wherein Ri' represents a
member selected from the group consisting ofhydrogen and an
amino protective group Ri^* and Ri* represents hydrogen, or
Ri<' and Ri^ together represent a bivalent amino protective
group, and R2^ represents a radical which together with the
carbonyl grouping —C(=0)— forms a protected carboxyl
group, characterised in that a member selected from the group
consisting of a cepham compound of the formula

Ri'
\

OD

N

o \y^ CH3

0=C—R2^

a 1-oxide thereofand a salt ofsuch a compound, is treated with
ozone and the resulting ozonide is split by reduction with an
ozonide reducing agent selected from the group consisting of
catalytically activated hydrogen, a heavy metal or metal alloy
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in the presence of a hydrogen donor, an alkali metal iodide in

the presence of a hydrogen donor, a suitably substituted ethene

compound, a di-lower alkylsulphide, a tri-lower alkylphos-

phiiM, a triarylphosphine, a tri-lower alkylphosphite, a hexa-

lower alkylphosphine acid triamide, or a base of the pyridine

type, and the compound of the formula I, the 1-oxide thereof,

the 1-oxide of the 3-hydroxy-3-cephem form thereof, or alkali;

alkaline-earth, ammonium or acid-addition salt of such com-
pound is separated by chromatography or crystallization.

4,477,659

CEPHALOSPORIN COMPOUND
Joji NisUUdo; EUl Kodama, both of F^ and Mitsnm

Shibokawa, Yokohaau, all of Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei

Kogyo KabnsUki Kalsha, Tokyo, Japan \

Filed Jon. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,937

Claims priority, ap^catioa Japan, Jan. 24, 1981, 56-96503

Int d} GOTD 501/57; A61K 31/545

VJS. a. 544—21 5 Claims

1. A cephalosporin compoimd of the formula (I):

R2OOC CH2
\ /
CH
I

NH
I

Rl

(D

SCH2CONH

COOR3

4,477,660

7-(S)-ACYLAMINOCEPHALOSPORIN SULFONES AND
PROCESS

Da?id A. Hall, Indianapolis, lad., assignor to Eli Lilly and

Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed No?. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 442,077

Int a^ C07D 501/04

VS. CL 544—28 40 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

Rl N

II

o

CH3

CCX>R2

wherein Ri is

a. Ci to C7 alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl, chloromethyl, dichloro-

methyl, 4-carboxybutyl, 4-formylbutyl, 4-substituted car-

boxybutyl, 4-amino-4-carboxybutyl. 4-protected amino-4-

carboxybutyl, or 4-protected amino-4-substituted car-

boxybutyl; or

b. C| to C6 alkoxy, C3 to Q cycloalkoxy, benzyloxy or

substituted benzyloxy, wherein the substituents are one to

three groups chosen from the group consisting of Ci to C4
alkyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy, and chloro; or

c. 1,4-cyclohexadienyl, phenyl or substituted phenyl,

wherein the substituents are one or two groups chosen

from the group consisting of chlorine, bromine, hydroxy,

protected hydroxy, trifluoromethyl, Ci to C4 alkyl, C| to

C4 alkoxy, carboxy, carboxymethyl, hydroxymethyl, ami-

nomethyl, and protected aminomethyl; or

d. an arylidkyl group of the formula

R'-(0)m-CH2-

wherein R' is 1,4-cyclohexadienyl, phenyl or substituted

phenyl as defined above, and m is zero or one; or

e. a substituted arylalkyl group of the formula

Ah V°
Rl N

Y
o

CH3

C00R2

wherein

X is a hydrogen atom, a chlorine atom, a methyl group, a

methoxy group, an acetoxymethyl group or —CH2SHet
wherein Het is a S-membered heterocyclic ring containing

therein 1 to 4 nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur atoms;

Rl, R2 and R3 each independently is a hydrogen atom or a

protective group which can be pharmaceutically hydro-

lyzed; and
R4 is a hydrogen atom or a methoxy group;

and the pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

wherein R" is R' as defined above, 2-thienyl, or 3-thienyl;

W is hydroxy or protected hydroxy, carboxy or protected

carboxy, amino or protected amino; or

f. a heteroarylmethyl group of the formula

R '_CH2-

wherein R'" is 2-thienyl, 3-thienyl, 2-furyl, 3-furyl, 2-

thiazolyl, S-tetrazolyl or 1-tetrazolyl; and

R2 is hydrogen, the conjugate acid of a nitrogen base that has

a pKa between about 9.0 to about 1 l.S, sodium or potassium

ion.

4,477,661

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
4.HYDROXY-3-(HETEROCYCLOCARBAMOYL)-2H-l>

BENZOTHIAZINE-l,l-DIOXIDES
Wolfgang Herrmann, Merzhansea; Wolflram Geibel, Rente, and

Gerhard Satziager, DenzUngen, all of Fed. Rep. of Gennany,

assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, Morris Plains, NJ.
Filed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478,763

Claims priority, applicatimi Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 3,

1982, 3212485

Int as C07D 401/12. 417/12

VS. CL 544-49 9 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the for-

mula

""'"^^^^N^

—NHR2

0^%
in which

Rl is a hydrogen atom or a methyl radical, R2 is thiazole,

pyridine, or thiazole or pyridine substituted by methyl or

methoxy and R3 is a hydrogen or halogen atom or a

methyl radical, or an alkali metal, alkaline earth metal or

amine salt thereof, which comprises carrying out the

following steps in one-pot A:

(i) reacting a corresponding thiazole or pyridine amine with

a haloacetyl halide in boiling ethyl acetate, and
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(ii) reacting the intermediate formed, without isolation, with
sodium benzoic acid sulphimide to afford a compound of
the formula

1 ?

wlMrein

R3 and R2 are as defined above; carrying out the following
steps in one-pot B:

(i) reacting the product from A with 3 to 4 equivalents of
a strongly basic alkali-alcoholate in a dipolar aprotonic
solvent under an atmosphere of a protection gas,

(ii) adding so much acid that about 2 equivalents of base
remain and, if desired,

(iii) reacting the resulting product, without isoUtion, with
dimethyl sulfate to provide a compound of the formula
in which Ri is methyl and, if further desired, converting
the above product, without isolation, by known means
to an alkali metal, alkaline earth metal or amine salt

thereof.

droxyl, alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, mercapto, alkylthio of 1

to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety, phenylthio, sulphamoyl,
carbamoyl, amidino, guanidino, nitro, chloro, bromo, fluoro,
carboxy, a carboxyl salt or a carboxyl ester, alkanoyloxy of 1

to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety or phenylcarbonyl;
which process comprises reacting a compound of the formula
ai):

00

C02R*

wherein R« is hydrogen, a salt moiety, RHU 1 and R2 are as
above defined, and R* is pyrimidinyl, with a compound of the
formula (III):

R'—SH (in)

wherein R3 is as above defined, and thereafter if necessary:
(i) removing any group R«,

(ii) converting the product into a pharmaceutically accept-
able salt or in-vivo hydrolysable ester.

M77,6«
2-SUBSTmJTED THIO CARBAPENEM DERIVATIVES
DbtM F. Corbctt, Rdgate; Pamela Brown ate Davis, Guildford,
and Rogn' J. Poasford, Honhan, all of England, assignon to
Bwcham Group pXc^ England

Filed Feb. 3, 1M2, Scr. No. 345,484
Oaian priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 4, 1981,

8103350

laL a> C07D 4S7/04
U.S.a 544-212 MClains

1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the for-
mula (I):

0)

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or in-vivo hydrolysable
ester thereof wherein R' and R2 are each independently hydro-
gen, alkyl of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, alkenyl of up to 10 carbon
atoms, alkynyl of up to 10 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 6
carbon atoms, cycloalkylalkyl of 3 to 6 carbon atoms in the
cycloalkyl ring and 1 to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety,
alkylcycloalkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety and
3 to 6 carbon atoms in the cycloalkyl ring, phenyl, phenylalkyl
of 1 to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety or phenylalkynyl of
up to 6 carbon atoms in the alkynyl moiety each of which is

unsubstituted or substituted by amino, mono-, di or tri-

alkylamino of 1 to 6 carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety, hy-
droxyl, alkoxyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, mercapto, alkylthio of
1 to 6 carbon atom in the alkyl moiety, phenylthio, sulfamoyl,
amidino, guanidino, nitro, chloro, bromo, fluoro, cyano or
carboxy, or one of R' and R2 is hydrogen and the other is

sulphonato-oxyethyl and R' is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
alkenyl of 2 to 6 carbon atoms, alkynyl of 2 to 6 carbon atoms,
phenyl, phenylalkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety,
alkanoyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, phenylalkanoyl of 1 to 6
carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety, phenylcarbonyl, heterocyc-
lyl of 4 to 7 ring atoms up to 4 of which are selected from the
group consisting of oxygen, sulphur and nitrogen, unsubsti-
tuted or substituted by one or more amino, alkanoylamino of 1

to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety, mono-, di- or tri-

alkylamino of 1 to 6 carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety, hy-

4,477,663

INTERMEDIATES FOR PREPARING SUBSTITUTED
PYRIMIDINONES

BIng L. Lam, King of Pmsaia, and Lcadon N. Pridgea, Andnboa,
both of Pa., aarignmrs to SmithKline Becknan Cwporatioa,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 232,105, Feb. 6, 1981, PM. No. 4^52,933.
lUs appUcation Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 36M43

Int CL3 OTTD 401/06
VJS,a 544-^10 8 Claims

1. A compound of the basic formula:

OH OH

Jv^^CH-liet

N

in which:

R is —OH, —SH or —SCH3; and
het is selected from the group consisting of 2-pyridyl, 3-pyri-

dyl, 4-pyridyl, 2-thiazolyl, 2-oxazolyl, 2-imidazolyl, 2-

pyrimidyl and 2-pyrazyl, said het optionally monosubsti-

tuted by methyl, ethyl, methoxy or ethoxy, or an acid

addition salt thereof with hydrochloric hydriodic, acetic,

hydrobromic, sulfuric, phosphoric, oxalic, formic,

ethanedisulfonic or methanesulfonic acid.
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4,477,664

NOVEL
l-(4-PIPERIDINIOBENZYL)-2>DIOXOPIPERAZINE
DERIVATIVES OR ACID ADDITION SALTS THEREOF
Takako Hori, Toyama; Choaakn Yoahida, Takaoka; Yasno KIba,

Toyana; Rynko Takeao, Toyana; Joji Nakano, Toyama; Jnn
Nitta, Nanekawa; Snariko KlahiBMrto, Toyaan; Shohachi

Manikaaii, Toyama; Hbatmgn Tsoda, Toyaaia, and laamu

Saikawa, Toyama, all ofJapaa, aaaigawi to Toyaaia Cboaical

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Jivaa
DirisiOB of Ser. No. 169,457, JaL 16, 1980,. This appUcation

Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,256

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, JaL 24, 1979, 54^234
lat a^ C07D 401/06, 241/02

U.S.a 544—360 3 Claims

1. A compound represented by the formula:

4,477,667

SPIRO[INDOLINE-3,4'-PIPERIDINE]S AND RELATED
COMPOUNDS

Helen H. Ong, Whippany, NJ., and James A. Profitt, Goshen,

Ind., assignors to Aatoicaa Hoechst Corporation, SoaMfrille,

NJ.
Dirision of Ser. No. 121,824, Feb. 15, 1980, Pat No. 4,307,235,

which is a coatiaBatioB^-part of Ser. No. 936,185, Aag. 23,

1978, Pat No. 4,209,625, which is a coatiauatioa-in-part of Scr.

No. 789,723, Apr. 21, 1977, abaadoaed. This application Dec. 18,

1981, Ser. No. 332,251

The portioa of the term of this pateat sabaeqaeat to Dec 22,

1998, has beea diaclaiawd.

lat a^ C07D 471/10

U.S.a 546-17 . 1 Claim

1. A compound of the formula

C-'-^-H
M

N—R'

\—/

wherein R' is Ci-g alkyl; and a pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salt Uiereof.

4,477,665

SUBSTITUTED ^KETO•l,4-DIAZACYCLOALKANES
J<rim T. Lai, Broadricw Heights, and Pyoag-Nae Soa, Akron,

bodi of Ohio, aaaigaors to The B. F. Goodrich Compaay,

Akron, Ohio
Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 259,861

lat a^ C07D 241/04, 401/12

U.S. CL 544—384 2 dalma
1. The compound which is 2,2-dimethyl-2-(3,3,S,S-tet-

ramethyl-2'Oxo- 1-piperazinyl)ethyl /3-(3,S-di-t-butyl-4-hydrox-

yphenyl pnmionate).

in which R is hydrogen, loweralkyl, cyano, loweralkanoyl,

phenoxycarbonyl, phenylloweralkyl, phenyloweralkanoyl,

ioweralkenyl, cydoalkylloweralkyl in which the cycloalkyl

moiety contains 3 to 8 carbon atoms, benzoyl, carbamoyl,

r V ^(CH2),-

or ethylene glycol ketal of the formula

4,477,666

l-(4-AMINOBENZYL)-2>DIOXOPIPERAZINE
DERIVATIVES, ACID ADDHION SALTS THEREOF AND

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SAME
Takako Hori, Toyama; Choaakn Yoahida, Takaoka; Yaano KOm,

Toyaaia; Rynko Tatoio, Toyama; Joji Nakaao, Toyama; Jna

Nitta, Nanwkawa; Saariko Kishhaoto, Toyama; Shohachi

Mandouai, Toyaaia; Hlaatsagn Tsnda, Toyaau, aad Isamn

Saikawa, Toyaaia, all of Japan, assignors to Toyaaia Chemical

Con Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

Dirisioa of Scr. No. 169,457, JaL 16, 1980, Pat No. 4,436,921.

TUB appUcatioa Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,272

Claims inlority, i^pUcatioa Japaa, JaL 24, 1979, 54^234
lat as C07D 241/04

\3S.a 544-385 3 daims
1. The compound l-n-hexyl-4-[4-(2-propykmuno)benzyl]-

2,3-dioxopiperazine of the formula

CH3 M
CH-NH—/r j\-CH2-N N-n-CeHn

/
CH3

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

I I

o o
\ /

-(CH2),-C-
/ry.

Rl is hydrogen or loweralkyl; Y is

<j:-<^::
R2 and R3 are loweraUcoxycarbonylamino or R^ is loweralkyl

amino and R^ is loweraUcoxycarbonylamino; X is hydrogen,

halogen, loweraUcyl, lowendkoxy or hydroxy; and n is an

integer of 1 to 4 and a physiologically acceptable salt thereof.
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M77,668
PROCESS FOR

5-MErHYL-10,ll-DIHYDRO-5H-DIBENZO[A4)1-
CYCLOHEPTEN-5,10.IMINE

Dmb R. Bender, Hailet; Sudor Kiirady, Moootaiiifide, and
nercn Rothaucr, Clark, aU of NJ^ aasignors to Merck A
COn lac^ Rahwajr, NJ.
CoirtiBWtkM-lB'^art of Ser. No. 966052, Apr. 7, 1982,

•boMloMd. TUs appUcatioa Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,739
lot CL> C07D 471/08

U.S.a546—72 9Claiiiis

Jiii: SliT"
^*!'^ P'^P"***" °^*« ""^o^c compound of (d) reacting 4 with hydrogen in a solvoit ui the presence of

structural formula: , „oble metal catalyst and isolating compound 5.

which comprises the steps of:

(a) reacting a compound of structural formula:

with a methyhnagnesiuffl halide in an ethereal solvent at
-50+ to +50* C. to produce the carbinol of structural
formula 2 and isolating compound 2:

4,477,669

PROCESSES AND INTERMEDUTES USEFUL IN THE
PREPARATION OF FLUTROLINE

Stephen S. MaiMtt, Groton, Conn., aadgnor to Pflier Inc^ New
York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 425,151
Int a.3 OOTD 471/04; A61K 31/445

VJS. CL 546-85 ig claims
1. A process for preparing 2-carbobenzoxy-8-fluoro-S-(p-

fluorophenyl>2,3,4,5-tetrahydro.lH-pyrido[4,3.b]indole,

which comprises the steps of
(a) chlorinating 1, l-di(p-fluorophenyl)urea with a (Ci-C4)a]-

kyl hypochlorite in a step (a) reaction-inert solvent to
form a first intermediate, 3-chloro-l,l-di(p.fluorophenyl-
)urea, in situ;

(b) rearranging the intermediate 3-chlorourea by the action
of an alkali metal (Ci-C3)alkoxide in a step (b) reaction-
inert solvent to form a second intermediate, 2-(Ci-C3)car.
balkoxy-I.I-di(p-fluorophenyl)hydrazine, in situ;

(c) hydrolyzing and decarboxylating the intermediate car-
balkoxyhydrazine with water in the presence of base in a
step (c) reaction-inert solvent to form a third intermediate,

l,I-di(p-fluorophenyl)hydrazine, in situ;

(d) condensing the intermediate l.l-di(p-fluorophenyl)hy-
drazine with N-carbobenzoxy-4-piperidone in the pres-
ence of a strong acid in a step (d) reaction-inert solvent,
and recovering said 2-carbobenzoxy-8-fluoro-S-(p-fluoro-

phenyl>2.3,4,S-tetrahydro- 1 H-pyrido[4,3-b]indole.

(b) reacting 2 with a substituted amine of formuk NH2-R,
and an intermediate strength organic acid in a chlorinated
Ci-salkane at -20 to +50* C. to produce the substituted
amino compound of structural formula 3 and isokting
compound 3:

CH3 NH—

R

wherein R is —OR' wherein R' is hydrogen or Ci.aalkyl,
or R is —NR2r3 wherein R2 and R^ are independently
hydrogen, Ci.jalkyl, C2.3alkanoyl, or benzenoid aioyl, or
R' and R^ taken together represent tetramethylene or
pentamethylene,

(c) reacting 3 with a strong base selected from the group
consisting ofan alkali metal hydride, amide or alkoxide, in
a benzenoid aromatic solvent, dimethylsulfoxide, dimeth-
ylformamide or mixtures thereof at 0* to 190* C„ to pro-
duce the compound of structural formula 4 and isolating
compound 4:

4,477.670

4.ARYLOXY-l,2,3,4.TETRAHYDROISOQUINOLINES
Richard C. Efflaod, BridgewttCT; Larry Davis, Sergeantsfille,
and Joseph T. iOefai, Bridgewater, aU of NJ., assignors to
Hoechst-Roossel PhaniUKenticals loc, Somerrllle, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 235,801, Feb. 19, 1981, Pat No. 4,375,471.
This appUcation Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,139

Int CLJ 0D7D 217/24; A61K 31/47
VJS.d 546-141 ( Claims

1. A 4-aryloxy-l,2,3.4-tetrahydroisoquinoline having the
formula

CO2R4

where Y is hydrogen and alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms; X is

hydrogen, cyano, benzoyl, trifluoromethyl, phenyl, halogen,
alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and
nitro; R is hydrogen and alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms; R4 is

alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and phenyl; and m is an integer of
1 or 2.
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4.477,671

3-ACETOXY OR
BENZYL0XY•^ACE^0XYMETHYL^[^ACE^0XY•2HN•

TERT'BUTYLACETAMIDO)ETHYLlPYRIDINE
INTERMEDIATES

BcriMlcy W. Coe, Gales Ferry, and Stephen S. Massett Groton,

both of CouL, assigBors to Pflier Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 340,172, Jan. 18, 1982, , which is a division

of Ser. No. 232,923, Feb. 9, 1981, abandoned. TUs application

Jnn. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 500,210

Int a' C07D 213/75

VS. CL 546-291 3 Claims

1. A compound of formula

R' is bound in the 4- or S-position,

R and R' are -CH2OH. -CH2CH2OH, -CH2C-
H2OCH2C6H5, -CH2X, -CH2P®(Y)3Xe, -CH2.
P(OXCi.3alkoxy)2 or -CH=CH2,

R" is Ci.ioalkyl,

X is a halogen atom,

X@ is the anion corresponding to X and

Y is phenyl which may be substituted by a Ci-Csalkyl

group,

with the exception of 2,4.bi803-hydroxymethyl)-6-methylpyri-

dine and 2,4-divinyl-6-methylpyridine.

20. 2,4-Bis(hydroxymethyl)-6-methylpyridine according to

claim 17.

CHaCOO,

wherein Y> is benzyl or COCH3.

4,477,672

ALKYLSULFONYLOXY SUBSTITUTED PHENOXY
ALKANOIC ESTERS

Gustavc K. Kohn, Palo Alto, and Joe T. Bamberg, Redwood

CHy, both of Calif., assignors to Zoecon Corporation, Palo

Alto,CUif.

Filed Ang. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405353

Int a» C07D 213/61. 213/62. 213/64

VS. CL 546-294 5 Claims

1. A compound of the following formula:

CH3 O

O—CH—CH—CH2—C—0R2

4,477374

PREPARATION OF DIHYDROTHIAZOLES
Bornardns A. O. Alink, St Lonis, Mo., assignor to Petrolitc

Corporation, St Lonis, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 112306, Jan. 16, 1980, abandoned. This

application Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472332
Int CL^ C07D 233/04

VS. CL 548-146 2 Clains

1. A process of preparing a dihydrothiazole of the formula

R'

)CH H

R N S

I

O—SO2R

wherein,

R is a primary lower alkyl;

R2 is lower aUcyl; and

each of Y and Z is independently selected from hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower haloalkyl, lower alkoxy, lower haloalk-

oxy, bromo, chloro, fluoro, nitro and cyano.

43T7,673

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SUKTITUTED
DIVINYLPYRIDINES AND NOVEL SUBSTITUTED

DIVINYLPYRIDINES
Jibgen Kaschig, Ardsley, N.Yn assignor to Cibn-Geigy Corpora-

tiM, Ardslcy, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458332

Claims priority, application Switzn^and, Jan. 27, 1982,

501/82

Int a^ C07D 213/3a 213/16, 213/26. 213/57

VS. CL 546-344 20

17. A compound of the formula I

(D

H <
which comprises reacting a corresponding reactant of the

formula

H

X'
N N

^C^H H^C-R
r/\ \

where R and R' are selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

cycloalkyl, aryl, aralkyl and alkarylalkyl, with sulfur in stoi-

chiometric amounts at temperatures of from 40*- 160* C. for

1-24 hours.

wherein

4377,675

PROCESS FOR FORMING CERTAIN SUBSTITUTED
PHTHAUMIDINES

Joseph Anerbnch, Brooklyn, and Frederick A. Golec, Jr., Ossi-

ning, both of N.Y., assizors to USV Pharmacentical Corpora-

tion, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Contfaination of Ser. No. 202306, Oct 13, 1980, abandoned.

This application Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415389

Int a.3 C07D 209/4S. 209/00; A61K 31/40

VS. CL 548—480 8 daims

1. The process of making a compound of the formula (1)
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(1)

SO2X

wherein Y and Z are independently hydrogen, halogen, alkyl,
alkoxy, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, alkanoyloxy, or al-

kanoylamino;

X is F, a, or Br; and
R is hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyl, or aryl-alkyl; from a com-
pound of the formula (2)

W

with an acid of the formula HSO3X wherein X is Q, Br,
or F, thereby substituting a group—SO2X onto the meta-
position of the pendant phenyl ring of formula (4); and
then

(b) oxidizing the product of step (a) to form the S-hydroxy
derivative thereof; and

(c) reacting the product of either step (a) or step (b) with a
basic nitrogen compound to convert the—SO2X group to
a —SO2NH2 group.

(2)

wherein Y, Z and R have the meanings given above, compris-
ing:

(a) reacting a compound of formula (2) with a sulfonating
agent which directly substitutes a sulfonic group —SC^X
onto the pendant phenyl ring of formula (2); and then

(b) oxidizing the product ofstep (a) to form the compound of
formuk (1);

wherein the alkyl, alkoxy, alkanoyloxy, alkanoylamino, and
cycloalkyl groups and the alkyl moiety of aryl-alkyl can
each contain up to 10 carbon atoms, and the aryl moieties
of aryl-alkyl are hydrocarbyl groups containing up to 10
carbon atoms.

7. The process of making a compound of the formuki (3)

4,477,676

4-(3-INDOLYL)-2,3•DICHLORO•4-OXO•^BUTENOIC
ACIDS

Nathan N. Oonnse, CiBcimiati, and Pan! J. Schmidt, Sharon-
ille, both of Ohio, asaignon to The Hflton-Daiis Oiemical
Co^ Ondnnati, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 166,209, JuL 7, UM, Pat No. 4^77,689,
which is a division of Ser. No. 058,960, JoL 19, 1979, Pat No.
4J75,121, which is a contiaDttion-ia-part of So*. No. 829,002,

Aug. 30, 1977, abandooed, which is a diviaioB of Ser. No.
651,607, Jan. 22, 1976, Pat No. 4^075,224. lUs appUcatiOB JnL

6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,276
iBt a.3 C07D 209/J8. 209/24

VS.a 548-493 5 cWnt
1. A 4-(l-R.2-Ri.5/6.Y-3.indolyl)-2,3-dichloro-4K)xo.2.

butenoic acid having the formula

(3)

SO2NH2

comprising

(a) reacting a compound of the formula (4)

O a a
II I I

C—C»C—COOH

wherein:

R represents hydrogen, non-tertiary alkyl of one to eight
carbon atoms, alkenyl oftwo to four carbon atoms, benzyl
or benzyl substituted in the benzene ring by one or two of
halo or alkyl of one to three carbon atoms;

Ri represents hydrogen, alkyl of one to three carbon atoms
or phenyl; and

Y represents one or two hydrogen, alkyl of one to three
carbon atoms, alkoxy of one to three carbon atoms, halo
or nitro.
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4,477,6n
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

l-(44»LOROBENZOYL)^METHOXY.2-METHYL^
INDOLEACETOXYACETIC ACID

Kari-Hdu Boltie, Bond, and Haas D. Lehoen, Troiadoff, both

of Fed. Rep. of GcnHOiy, BMigiion to Tropoaiweritc GmbH ft

Co. KG, Cdogne, Fed. Rep. of Genoany
Filed Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,676

aalns priority, appUeatioB Fed. Rep. of Gerauuiy, Fdb. 26,

1982,3206886

loLCU am) 209/28
VS. CL 548—501 5 Clains

1. Process for the preparation of l-(4-chlorobenzoyl)-S -me-

thoxy-2-methyl-3-indoleacetoxyacetic acid (I), characterised

in that indolecarboxylic acid or its derivatives of the general

formula II

s

jl.
R3

wherein

the five carbon ring is a cyclopentane ring or a A^^<yck>-
pentenering;

Y is oxygen or sulfur; and Ri, R2. R3 and R4 are hydrogen or

1 to 3 carbon alkyl groups.

CH2—CO—R' OQ

c«o

in which R' represents the radical

O
II—O—C—OC2H5,

-0-S02-CH3,

—OS02 CH3 and —O—SO2O^
is reacted with compounds of the general formula III

(HI)

HO—CH2—C—O—r2

in which R^ represents hydrogen or ammonium, in the pres-

ence of inert organic solvents in a temperature range from

-WCtoWC.

4^77,679
PRODUCnON OF ALKYL-5-SUBSTmJTED^FUROATE

COMPOUNDS
Dafid V. Petrodne, Saddle River, and John A. Swidiaaky, Jack-

SOB, botii of NJ., aaaigaon to CPC lateraatioBal lac, Ea||e-

wood Clifh, NJ.
Filed Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 471,082

lat CL^ C07D 308/68

VS.a 549—486 3 Oafaaa

1. A process for the production of aIkyl-S-substituted-3-furo-

ate compounds of the general formula

Ri-CHj-IL J

?C—OR2

where Ri is an unsubstituted or substituted aryl which substitu-

ent will not adversely affect the reaction, and R2 is a lower

alkyl having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, which method comprises

(a) reacting a compound of the formula

O
1 II

Rl—CH2—C-CH2—CH2-C-OR2

with an alkyl orthoformate under conditions which favor

production of an enol ether of the formula

4,477,678

SULFUR-CONTAINING FLAVORING AGENTS
Stevoi vaa dea Bosch, Woadnbere Diric K. Ketteaes, Puttea;

Kria B. de Roas, Hoevelakca; Gerbea Sipna, Hoerelakea, aad

Jaa Stoffelaaia, Hoerelakea, all of Nctberiiuida, aaaigaon to

PJ.W. Bdieer B.V., Netfacriaada

DifWoa of Ser. No. 908,492, May 22, 1978, Pat No. 4,380,655,

which is a dividoa of Ser. No. 762,534, Jaa. 26, 1977, Pat No.

4^119,737, which is a coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 531,274, Dec 10,

1974, abaadoaed. This applicatioa Jaa. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 455,619

Oaiaia priority, appliintioa Uaited lOagdoai, Dec 13, 1973,

57908/73

lat a' C07D 333/Oa 311/71- A23L 2/26

VS. CL 549-62 8 daian

1. A chemical compound having the structural formula:

OR3 O
I I

Rl—CH«C—CH2—CH2—C—OR2

where R3 represents the alkyl group of the alkyl orthofor-

mate,

(b) reacting the product of step (a) with sodium methoxide

and an excess of carbon monoxide, to produce an alkyl-2-

formyl-4-alkoxy-5-substituted pent-4-enoate represented

dtj CHOO
I I H

Rl—CH«C—CH2—CH—C—OR2

(c) reacting the product of step (b) with acid.
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4,477,680

3-AMINO-4-HYDROXY(OR
ALKOXY)PHENErHANOLAMINE DERIVATIVES AND

PHARMACOLOGICALLY ACCEPTABLE ACID
ADDITION SALTS THEREOF FOR INCREASING THE
GROWTH RATE AND/OR IMPROVING THE LEAN

MEAT TO FAT RATIO OF WARM-BLOODED ANIMALS
Goto Anto, Titosffllc, NJ^ anisiior to American Cyuuunid
Compuy, Stamford, Coon.

Continaatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 324,878, Dec 2, 1981, Pat No.
4,404,224. lUs appUcatkm Nor. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,49S
Claimi priority, application United Kingdom, Oct 4, 1982,

8228528

Int CLJ CD7C 143/74; A61K 31/18
U.S.a 564-82 3 Claims

1. A compound having the stnictund formula:

CH—CHj—NR1R2

R3

wherein X is NCSOjRgh, and Rgis Ci-Chalky1; R| is hydrogen
or C1-C4 alkyl; R2 is hydrogen, C1-C4 alkyl, benzyl, phen-
ethyl, a-methylphenethyl, or o,a-dimethylphenethyl; R3 is

OH; with the provisos that when R2 is benzyl, phenethyl,
a-methylphenethyl or a,a-dimethylphenethyl, R] of NR1R2 is

hydrogen; and the optically active isomers, and the pharmaco-
logically accepuble acid addition and metal salts thereof.

4,477,682

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
4-HYDROXY.2,4,6-TRIMETHYLCYCLOHEXA-2,5-

DIENE-l*ONE
Tetsoo Tomita, Saknra; Maaahiro Jooo, and Toaiiiald Takata,

both of KanamacU, aU of Japan, aasipion to MitsoUaU Gas
Chemical Company, lac^ T<^o, Japan

Filed Dec 21, 1982, Ser. No. 451,788
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec 28, 1961, 56-211901

Int a^ C07C 45/30
U.S. a. 568—362 35 Oalms

1. A process for producing 4-hydroxy-2,4,6-trimethylcy-

clohexa-2,SKiiene-l-one which comprises 2,4,6-trimethyl-

phenol with reacting hypohalogenous acid or salt thereof in an
aqueous medium or mixed medium of water and at least one
organic solvent selected from the group consisting of nitriles

having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, carboxylic acid esters de-
rived from carboxylic acids having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms
and alcohols having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms, ethers having
from 2 to 8 carbon atoms, nitro compounds having from 1 to 6
carbon atoms, amides having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, nitro-

gen-containing heterocyclic compounds having from 4 to 7
carbon atoms, aliphatic hydrocarbons having from S to 10
carbon atoms, alicyclic hydrocarbons having from S to 10
carbon atoms, aromatic hydrocarbons having from 6 to 12
carbon atoms, halogenated hydrocarbons obtained by haloge-
nation of said hydrocarbons, carbon disulfide, dimethylsulfox-
ide, aliphatic carbonic acid esters having from 3 to 7 carbon
atoms, phosphoric acid esters having from 3 to 9 carbon atoms,
and sulforane under the condition that the weight ratio of
water to 2,4,6-trimethylphenol is at least 10:1.

4,477,681

PHOTOSENSITIVE HYDROXYALKYLPHENONES
Jacrgen GcUhaos, Heppcahcim, and ManfM Kicser, Darm-

stadt, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Merck
Patent GcseUschafl mit BeschrVnkter Haltung, Darmstadt
Fad. Rep. of Germany

Continaation-in-part of Ser. No. 99,792, No?. 26, 1979, Pat No.
4^347,111, wUch is a cootianation of Ser. No. 906,505, May 16,

1978, abandoned. This application Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No.
408,576

ClaiBU priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 17,
1977,2722264

Int a^ C07C 49/213
U.S.a 568-336 10 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Ri CO—C—R4
I

ORs

R2

4,477,683

3-METHYL.l-(2,2,4-AND
2A4-TRIMETHYL-1-CYCLOPENTYLIDENE)

PENT-2-EN-4-ONE AND ISOMERS, AND PERFUME
COMPOSITIONS THEREOF

Joseph A. VirgiUo, Wayne, and Emanuel HcUweil, Fairfield,

both of N.J., assignors to Gitaadan Corponrtion, CUfton, NJ.
FUed May 3, 1962, Ser. No. 374,368

Int a^ 0D7C 49/21
U.S. CL 568—379 5 dainis

1. A compound of the formula

O
II

wherein Ri is hydrogen, phenyl, dialkylamino of 2-4 C-atoms
or alkyl or alkoxy each of up to 18 C-atoms; R2 is hydrogen,
chlorine bromine or alkyl of up to 4 Catoms; R3 and R4 are
the same or different and each is alky] of up to 6 C-atoms; and
Rs i» hydrogen, or alkyl or alkanoyl each of up to 4 C-atoms;
with the proviso that

(a) if Ri and R2 are both hydrogen and R3 and R4 are both
methyl:

Rs is not hydrogen, methyl or acetyl;

(b) if R2 and Rs are both hydrogen and R3 and R4 are both
methyl:

Rl is not methyl, methoxy or phenyl;

(c) If R2 is 2-methyl and Ri and Rs are both hydrogen:
at least one of R3 and R4 is different from methyl;

(d) if R|JI2 and Rs are hydrogen and R4 is ethyl:

R3 is neither methyl nor ethyl.

:CH-CH«C-C-CH2-R4

R3

wherein:

Rl, R2> R3 and R4 represent hydrogen or methyl provided that

Rl is not the same as R2 and
R3 is not the same as R4.

4^77,684
11-DEOXY-lla-ALKYL-PGE COMPOUNDS FROM PGA

COMPOUNDS BY LITHIUM ALKYLATION
Gordon L. Body, Portage, Mich., asaigBOT to The Up|ohn
Company, Kafaunaioo, Mich.

Filed Jnn. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 391,098

Int a.3 C07C 177/00
U.S. CL 568-379 2 Claims

1. An 11-deoxy-lla-alkylprostaglandin E compound of
formula II
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X^^^CH2-Zi-Xi

V'^^l-C-C-R?A II II

Ml L|

wherein Z\ is

(1) cis-CH=CH-CH2-(CH2)r-C(R2)2-.
(2) cis-CH2CH=CH-(CH2)«—CH2-,
(3) trans-(CH2)2-(CH2)r-CH=CH-,
(4) -(CH2)3-(CH2)r-C(R2)2-.
(5) -CH2-0-CH2-(CH2)r-CH2-,
(6) -(CH2)2-0-<CH2)r-CH2-,
(7) -(CH2)3-0-(CH2)r-. or

(8) -(m-Ph)-Z3-(CH2)^.
wherein R2 is hydrogen or fluoro, g is one, two, or three, Z3

is oxa or methylene, and (m—Ph) is inter-meta-phenylene;

wherein Xi is —COR52. wherein R52 is (Ci-C4)alkyl;

wherein Yi is trans—CH=CH—, cis—CH=CH—

,

—CH2CH2—, or —C-C—

;

wherein Li is a—Ky.fi—fU, o—R4:/3—R3. or a mixture of

a—R3:/3—R4 and a—lU:/3—R3 wherein R3 and R4 are

hydrogen, methyl, or fluoro, being the same or different

with the proviso that one ofR3 and R4 is fluoro only when

the other is hydrogen or fluoro and Mi is a—OH:/3—Rs
or o—Rs:b—OH, wherein Rs is hydrogen or methyl or

wherein Li is o—OH:/3—Rs or o—Rs:i8—OH and Mi is

a_H:/8-H;
wherein R7 is

(1) —CmH2in—CH3, wherein m is an integer from one to

5, inclusive,

(2) phenoxy optionally substituted by one, two or three

chloro, fluoro, trifluoromethyl, (Ci-C3)alkyl, ot

(Ci-C3)alkoxy, with the proviso that not more than two

substituents are other than alkyl, with the proviso that

R7 is phenoxy or substituted phenoxy, only when R3

and R4 are hydrogen or methyl, being the same or

different

(3) phenyl, benzyl, phenylethyl, or phenylpropyl option-

ally substituted on the aromatic ring by one, two, or

three chloro, fluoro, trifluoromethyl, (Ci-C3)alkyl, or

(Ci-C3)alkoxy, with the proviso that not more than two

substituents are other than alkyl,

(4) cis-CH=CH-CH2-CH3,
(5) —(CH2)2—CH(OH)-CH3, or

(6) -(CH2)3-CH=C(CH3)2;
wherein —C(Li)—R7 taken together is

(1) (C4-C7)cycloalkyl optionally substituted by one to 3

(Ci-Cs)alkyl;

(2) 2-(2-furyl)ethyl,

(3) 2-(3-thienyl)ethoxy, or

(4) 3-thienyloxymethyl; and

wherein Rt is (Ci-C4)alkyl.

4,477,685

HYDROFORMYLATION PROCESS TO PREPARf
GLYCOLALDEHYDES

Albert S. Chan, St Charles, Mc assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St Lonis, Mo.
FOed Ang. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 409,819

Int CLJ C07C 45/49

U.S. a. 568—462 17 Claims

4. A process for Uie production of glycol aldehyde which

comprises reacting carbon monoxide, hydrogen and formalde-

hyde in a solvent system at elevated temperature of about 70*

to about ISO* C. and elevated pressure in the presence of a

rhodium catalyst effective to produce glycol aldehyde from

such reactants, and having present a triaryl phosphine less

basic than triphenylphosphine and in which there is a strongly

electron-withdrawing group having a Vp'* value of at least 0.4

substituted on an aryl ring of the phosphine.

V

.->
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M77,686
THERMOELECTRIC ELEMENT

Ttkislil Naladina, ChflM, ud Makoto SaaU, Tokyo, both of

, Japu, anlgiion to TDK Corporatioii, Tokyo, Jipn
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,6«9

Cbdm priority, appliaitioD Jipu, Dec. 2, 1961, 56-

178787[U]; Dec. 28. 1981, S6-193302[U]

laLCLiHOiL 35/28
VJS. CL 136-203 9 ddns

isolate the junction member from the sheath when applied to

the measured surface.

M77,688
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS EMPLOYING ZINC

PHOSPHIDE
Allen M. Bamett, Newark; AatiMmy W. Catalaao, Wiladngtoa;

Viknn L. Dalai, Newark, aU of DeL; JaoMi V. Maii, WO-
braham, Maa^ Jobn D. Meakin, Newark, Deln and Robert B.

Hall, Newark, Dd., aarignon to The Univerrity of Delaware,

Newark, DcL
Filed Sep. 22, 1978, Scr. No. 944,971

Inta^HOlLi/ZM
U.S.a 136—258 4 Clafaw

zir^

1. A thermoelectric element for providing electrical energy

through heat transfer comprising:

a thermoelectric elemental body having a P-type semicon-

ductor leg and an N-type semiconductor leg coupled

directly together at one extreme end of said body;

an insulation binder for fixing said P-type semiconductor leg

and said N-type semiconductor leg at another extreme end
of said body,

a mechanical support member of heat transfer material sur-

rounding said insulation binder, for supporting said ele-

mental body and radiating heat from the element, and
at least one terminal coupled with at least one of said semi-

conductor legs, for electrically coupling the element to an

external circuit and radiating heat from the element

4,477,687

THERMOCOUPLE AND METHOD OF MAKING THE
THERMOCOUPLE AND OF MOUNTING THE

THERMOCOUPLE ON A HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE
Philip F. FlaBcy, 425 E. WaaUngtoa, VOla Park, m. 60181

FQcd Jan. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 501,282

Iirt. CL3 HOIL 35/02

VJS.a 136—229 34 Claims

1. A thermocouple assembly for measuring the surface tem-

perature of a fired heat exchanger tube comprising, a cold

junction end having a temperature readout instrument and a

hot junction end having a temperature sensing junction mem-
ber, tihe ends being connected by sheathed thermocouple con-

ductors, said sheathed thermocouple conductors including an

elongated tubular metal sheath, a pair of spaced thermocouple

conductors within said sheath, electrical insulating material

spacing and supporting said conductors within the sheath in

insulating relation from each other and from the sheath, said

hot junction end being defined by a thermojunction tip, said tip

including a face which the conductor ends, insulation and

sheath are substantially coplanar, a junction member against

the face and connected to said conductors and extending firom

the face of said sheath and spaced from the sheath to thermally

1. In a photovoltaic cell of the type comprising, as successive

components in the electrical path throu^pi the device, a first

electrical contact means, a fint semiconductor fiuictioning as

an absorber in ohmic electrical contact with said first contact

means, collector in rectifying electrical contact with said ab-

sorber and forming a junction therewith, and means for electri-

cally contacting said collector, the improvement wherein said

absorber comprises zinc phosphide, said absorber comprising a

thin film of polycrystalline zinc phosphide, said first contact

means comprising a layer of highly conductive metal, a thin

film diffusion barrier being disposed between said metal and

said absorber to prevent said conductive metal from diffusing

into said thin film, and said diffiision barrier being carbon.

4,477,689

CURRENT RELAYING DEVICE USED WITH
SUPERCONDUCTOR APPARATUS

Hiroahi Ogaiahara; Oaatngu Aaai, both of Kobe, and Takaahi

Sato, Kawaniahi, aU of Japan, aaaigaors to MitanUahi Denki

KabaahiU Kaiaha, Japan

FDed JnL 2, 1982, Scr. No. 394,813

ClaiBu priority, aivlicatioo Japan, JoL 2, 1981, 56-l00095[U]

Int. a^ HOIR 4/68; HOIL 39/02

VJS. CL 174-15 CA 2 OaiaH

1. A current relaying device for use with a superconductor

apparatus comprising a current conducting member in the

form of a strip bent into a corrugated shape, a pair of connect-

ing electric conductors in the form of strips connected to both

ends of said current conducting member, an electrically insu-

lating casing surrounding an outer periphery of said current

conducting member, and a pair of electrically insulating frame

members complementary in cross section to and each fixed to

an end portion of said casing for externally supporting said

casing, said current conducting member being supported solely

by engaging an inside surface of said casing and being slideable

lengthwise of said casing to absorb oqMUision and contraction

1287
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of laid superconductor apparatus transmitted to said current
conducting member through one of said strips.

4)477,090

COUPLING UNIT OF TWO MULTILAYER CABLES OF
HIGH'VOLTAGE GENERATOR STATOR WINDING

Pmi Z. NfkMa, oUln Stroitdd, 5, korRv 1« k?. 2, Mom»w;
YaBHh B. Dnllefich, alitn TipuoTi, 29, k?. 681, LcBiograd;
KoHtntfai N. Maslcnnikov, uUtaa Pctokhofa, 138, k?. 87,
Noforibink; Psfd S. Kabuof, oUtn SeriMkaya, 19, korpus
1, kr. 22, Moacow, longtaiitia F. PotekUn, nlitn Staniilav
skogo, 11, kr. 186, Nofoaibink; Lcr A. Zoloto?, bolTar Yana
RaiBiaa, 9, kr. 55, Moacow, Alasaadr L Nikolaky, olitaa

Datadukaya, 14, korpoa 2, k?. 59, Moacow, Tibor M.
NcawBi, alitaa Ehaltarfaakaya, 11, k?. 245, Moacow; Ve-
nJanio S. Tonrtin, alitaa Peronkaya, 8, korpoa 1, kv. 26,
Moacow; Gcnaady A. BcKhaataor, Pokaiky proezd, 4, kor-

p« 2, k?. 33, Moacow, aid Jvy F. Tdeihiiikov, oUtaa Chn-
aofakaya, IL korpH 8, k?. 28, Moacow, aU of VJSSJL

per No. PCr/SU80/00204, § 371 Date Aag. 10, 1982, § 102(e)
DMc Ai«. 10, 1982, per Wb. No. WO82/02123, PCT Pnb.
DMe Jaa. 24v 1982

per Filed Dec 18, 1980, Ser. No. 414,326
ftrt. a.3 H02K 3/24. 3/40: HOIR 9/05

VS,a 174-15 C 1 Oairn

1. A coupling unit of two multilayer, high-voltage cables,

said coupling unit comprising:

cable ends of two multilayer cables which have concentri-
cally arranged conducting layers made as tubes separated
by insulating layers,

jumpers electrically connecting corresponding conducting
layen of the multilayer cables, each insulating layer adja-
cent to thejumpers having an outer, axial face in the shape
of a frustum, each said jumper defined by a pluraUty of
individual elements forming a part of a hollow cylinder
Umited axially by two planes, each said jumper connecting
respective conducting layers of the cable ends and ar-

ranged with respect to one another so that each jumper is

a cylindrical surface having circumferentially spaced slots

between adjacent elements and running parallel to the
jumper axis, the elements of respective jumpers connect-
ing each conducting layer tube being displaced circumfer-
entially with respect to the jumpers connecting the inner-
most conducting layer so that the circumferentially
spaced slots of the jumpers outwardly of said innermost
conducting layer are located radially opposite the jumper
elements of the adjacent jumper, each said jumper carry-
ing an annular insulating bushing said bushings positioned
symmetrically relative to the transverse plane dividing
said jumper into two equal parts and extending axially

relative to the cables,

thin-walled insulating cyUnden secured in said bushings and
arranged concentrically with the jumpers, and similar

thin-walled cyUnders secured in and extending from each
insulating layer of the cable ends,

the opposite ends of the insulating bushings and the outer
ends of the insulating layers, as well as the surfaces of two
adjacent jumpers, the inner conducting layer, the con-
ducting layer tubes, and the conducting layer coupled
thereto, between which said insulating bushings are situ-

ated, form insulation chambers containing the thin-walled
insulating cylinders, adjacent insulating cylinders having
ends in overlapped relationship, whereas the surface of the
outermost jumper and the tube of the external conducting

layer coupled thereto at the surface of the cable end and
the ends of the insulation bushings, as well as the surfaces
of the thin-walled insulating cylinders, form an insulation

cavity, the number of insulating cavities of each cable end
being less by one than the number of insulating layers, and
the insulation cavities of each cable end communicating
with one another and

coding ducts in each cable formed by two adjacent, spaced
concentric tubes electrically connected to one another
and forming one conducting layer, corresponding cooling
ducts of each cable communicating with each other.

4,477,691

HIGH TENSION METAL<XAD INSTALLATION
SUBDIVIDED INTO TIGHT COMPARTMENTS

Aadri Giboolet, Saiot-Egrcre; Georgea Henry, St Martin-Le*
Vinoux, and Jean KlelTer, St Martin D'Herea, aU of France,
assignors to Merlin Gcrin, Grenoble, Prance

FUed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,909
Oaima priority, applicatioa France, Feb. 19, 1982, 82 02910

lat a.3 H02G 5/06
VJS. CL 174—22 C 6 Claims

L

d ^
1. A metal-clad electric installation for a high tension metal*

clad substation, comprising:

a metallic housing containing an insulating gas and having at

least one section connected to an adjacent section by a
pair of connected flanges,

a supporting insulator having an external border interposed

between said connected flanges thereby partitioning said

housing into tight compartments,

aligned openings in said flanges and in said border, and
connecting means passing through said openings for con-

necting said sections,

an electrical conductor placed inside the metallic housing
and supported by said insulator,

at least a pair of slots provided in the interface of said exter-

nal border and one of said flanges so that each slot sur-

rounds one of said aligned openings,

nuts shaped as a small plate for insertion into said slots,

and screws for screwing into said nuts to fix the external

border to the other of said flanges.
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4,477,692

HIGH VOLTAGE TERMINAL BUSHING FOR
ELECnUCAL APPARATUS

Robert H. Brealey, Ezton, Pa^ aaaignor to Goieral Electric

Company, King of Praaaia, Pa.

Filed Jul. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,646

lot a^ HOIB 17/26
VS. CL 174—31 R 8 CUna

4«477,693

MULTIPLY SHIELDED COAXIAL CABLE WITH VERY
LOW TRANSFER IMPEDANCE

Janea A. Krabec, Chicago; John W. Kincaid, Botavia, both of

DL, and Paul B. Miller, Richnond, lad., aaalgnon to Cooper
Indnatrica, Inc^ Hooatoo, Tex.

FDed Dec 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,219

lat a^ HOIB 11/06
VS. CL 174-36 15

1. In a high-voltage terminal bushing,

a tubular shell of electrical insulating material having a pair

of opposed ends and a central passageway extending

between said ends,

an electrical conductor extending between said ends via said

central passageway,

means including a pair ofmetal end caps at the opposite ends

of said insulating shell and at opposite ends of said conduc-

tor for mounting said conductor within said central pas-

sageway,

said conductor having an external surface that is spaced

from the internal surface of said passageway,

grounded structure disposed extenially of said shell at a

location intermediate the ends of the shell, said bushing

being so constructed that said insulating shell is disposed

in all potential electrical breakdown paths between said

grounded structure and the portion of said conductor

within said central passageway,

a thin coating of electrical insulating material covering and

bonded to said external surface of the conductor and

spaced from said internal surface of the passageway by a

cylindrical gap containing gaseous dielectric that is dielec-

trically stressed in the region of said grounded structure

when the bushing is energized,

said coating being located in a position between said end

caps and having a thickness ofat least about 10 mils cover-

ing at least the entire portion of the external surftce of said

conductor that is located in the region of said grounded

structure,

said coating having a sufficient dielectric strength to prevent

any corbna streamers from said conductor from impinging

against said internal surface of said passageway at impulse

voltages up to the rated impulse insulation level required

by industry standards.

the bushing being of such design that without said coating,

impulse voltages beneath said rated impulse insulation

level produce corona streamers from said conductor that

impinge against said internal surface of said passageway.

1. A multiply shielded coaxial cable comprising:

a core having a central conductor and dielectric material

surrounding said conductor;

shielding surrounding said core, said shielding comprising an

inner foil laminate, a braided sleeve, and an outer foil

laminate in radially outward succession, respectively, said

braided sleeve being of conductive material, each of said

foil laminates including at least one conductive layer and
one non-conductive layer, each ofsaid foil laminates being

wrapped so as to define a respective region of overlap, at

least one of said foil laminates being folded back upon
itself so that at least one conductive layer electrically and

physically contacts itself in the respective region of over-

lap, said outer foil laminate being outward of all braided

material of said shielding; and

a protective jacket surrounding said shielding.

4,477,694

THROUGH-FLOOR ELECTRICAL OUTLET FTmNG
John E. Kohant 10 Hepworth PU, Weat Orange, NJ. 07052,

aaaignor to John E. Kohant Weat Orange and Raceway Com-
ponenta. Inc., Nntley, both of, NJ.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,415

Int a^ H02G 3/22

VS. CL 174-48 8 OainH
1. In an electrical insert device for insertion into an opening

formed in a structure and enabUng passage therethrough of

electrical function cables, said insert device including an upper

end. and comprising:

an elongated raceway formed in said insen device for said

passage of cables therethrough,

said cable raceway having an end opening toward said i4>per

end of the insert device,

a flexible tubular intumescent ring section proportioned to

be snugly positioned on said raceway and intumescing

upon exposure to heat, thereupon expanding in different

(hrections and sealing the raceway and cables therein

against heat and smoke, and being resistant to moisture

attack and degradation,

bracket means, to which the service head member is con-

nectable,

locking means positioned on said bracket means, and
means movably positioned in said bracket means and enga-

gable with said locking means for movement of the latter

into locking engagement with the structural opening to

lock the insert device therein.
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laid locking means being of generally Z^haped cross-sec-

tion.

•aid means so movably positioned in said bracket means so
engaging the locking means generally intermediate its

length for said movement thereof.

nurrtvtirt*
SUITtll»l* SUtKt

13. A microprocesaor operated teleconuntmications inter-

face for connection to a telecommunications line to provide
transmission of data between a terminal of an automatic tele-

typewriter switching service and a database, the interface

comprising:

• microprocessing unit (MPU) for centrally controlling the
functioning of the interface;

memory for operating said MPU;
random access memory accessible by said MPU for storing

message information, dialing information, and user identi-

fication information;

a telecommunications modem for converting digital infor-

mation to information for telecommunications transmis-

sion, said telecommunications modem being connected to
said telecommunications line;

means for formating and controlling serial asynchronous
data communications information transmitted between
said user terminal and said MPU;

at least two user-actuatable means for selecting a function of

said interface, one said function selecting means accessing

said MPU to said user terminal to provide for entry and
editing of message information in said random access

memory by said user terminal;

a second said function selecting means actuating said tele-

communications modem to dial said database using said

dialing information stored in said random access memory,
said MPU transmitting user identification stored in said

random access memory to said database, said MPU upon
request by said database transmitting message information

to said database; and
means for signaling that a message is available at said data-

base, said MPU detecting a telephone ring at said telecom-

munications modem, said MPU sensing the amount of
time elapsed since a last ring, said MPU after a predeter-

mined amount of time, actuating said signal means to

thereby signal the user that a message is available at said

database.

MICROPROCESSOR OPERATED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE FOR A

TERMINAL OF AN AUTOMATIC TELETYPEWRITER
SWITCHING SERVICE

Robert J. Back, Fairflcld, Coon^ iMigBor to Electronic Mail
Corporation of Ancrica, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429^76
lit a^ H04L /J/Oa 3/00

us. CL ITS—

3

24 Claims

4,477,«96

CONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR TELEPHONY
Adrlanus W. M. van dm Endu; Job F. P. Tan Mil, and Aloysins

J. Nyniaa, all of Eindhoven, Netherbmda, ass^jnors to U.S.
PhiUps Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,621
Claims priority, appUcatlon Netherlanda, Dec 1, 1980,

8006518

lot Vi? H04M i/Jtf

U.S. a. 179—18 BC 6 daims

.^^^-K^--

'—r-l
^"' '

nt'.iL»^ ^ ^.

1. A conference system for establishing a simultaneous inter*

change of information among a plurality of subscribers com-
prising a conference circuit for ii^ormation signals of the con-

ference, a plurality of connecting circuits, one for connecting

each participant to the conference circuit, each connecting

circuit being formed by an output circuit for transmitting

information from a participant to die conference circuit and an

input circuit for receiving information from the conference

circuit for that participant, the conference circuit being ar-

ranged for receiving information signals from the output cir-

cuit ifeach of the connecting circuits and for applying informa-

tion signak to the input circuit of each of the connecting cir-

cuits, the information signal applied to the input circuit ofeach
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coimecting circuit comprising the algebraic sum of the infor-

mation si^ials received firom the output circuits of each of the
other connecting circuits with a predetermined phase and a
predetermined amplitude ratio, each phase being chosen so
that the matrix which represents the algebraic relationship

between the information signals received from the output
circuits and the information signal applied to each input circuit

is determined by the relationship E-S*S 0, wherein E is the
unity matrix and S* is the transposed, complex conjugate
matrix of S.

4,477697
METHOD AND CIRCUTrRY FOR ENCODING

TELEPHONE RINGING SIGNALS
Thonas H. Jodd, Madlton; MichaelC King, Freehold; Edmnad

T. Klaama', Hobndel, and Martin H. Singer, Fair Hafen, all

of NJ., assignors to AT*T BeU Laboratories, Murray Hill,

NJ.
Filed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443^1

Int a.} H04M 7i/00
U.S. CL 179—84 T 32 Claims

INN I 11

\— mitCTCiEi
' Sana

1. A conununication system including a control unit and a
plurality of station sets connected thereto, each station having
a capal^ty of communication with other stations of the sys-

tem, said system comprising:

means for dividing the active ring interval of an audible

ringing signal into a first and a second segment,'

means for generating during said first segment one of a first

group of encoded audio tone signals each signal of said

first group providing, respectively, different information

of a first type about a received cdl, and
means for generating during said second segment ofone ofa

second group ofencoded audio tone signals each signal of
said second group providing, respectively, different infor-

mation of a second type about said received call.

4,477,698

APPARATUS FOR DETECTING PICK-UP AT A REMOTE
TELEPHONE SET

Alekaaador Szlam, Marietta, and Cheater P. Qninn, Chamblee,

both of Ga., aaslgDors to Mellta Electronics Laba, Inc^ At-

lanta, Ga.

FUed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,711

Int a^ H04M im
U.S. CL 179—90 BD 3 Claims

3. An improved apparatus for detecting audio information

on a telephone line to detect a pick-up condition at a called

party set comprising in combination:

preprocessing means connected to said telephone line for

providing a digital signal in response to said audio infor-

mation, said preprocessing means being responsive to

cause said digital signal to be in a first state when an audio

signal within a predetermined passband is present on said

telephone line, and to be in a second state opposite said

first state when said audio signal with said predetermined

passband is absent fixmi said telephone line,

digital signal processing means connected to said prepro-

cessing means and responsive to said digital signal to

measure and store each duration of each occurrence of a

sequence of occurrences of said first sl^te and said second

state, each of said occurrences being of a duration exceed-

ing a predetermined glitch duration, and to compare each

said duration measured to a previously stored duration of
*«! occurrence of the same state and to provide a pick-up

n

iflij-^

output signal condition in response to a said duration

measured differing from said previously stored duration of
said same sute by at least a predetermined tolerance

value.

4,477,699

MECHANICAL TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER
Yaramltsn Wada, and Isao Yaimannro, bodi of Saitama, Japan,

assignors to Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,702

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24, 1981, 56-

40289[U]

iBt a^ H04R l/2i. 9/06
VS. CL 179—116 14 dalna

1. A mechanical two-way loudspeaker, comprising: a low
frequency diaphragm for reproducing sounds in a low fre-

quency range, a high frequency diaphragm for reproducing

sound in a high frequency range, said high frequency dia-

phragm being arranged coaxially with said low frequency

diaphragm, both of said diaphragms being driven by the same
voice coil, said low frequency di^)hragm being provided with

a flat sound wave radiation surface entirely disposed in an area

radially outward from an area in which said high frequency

diaphragm is diqwsed.

4^77,700
TACIILE MEMBRANE KEYBOARD WITH ELLIPTICAL

TACTILE KEY ELEMENTS
FMerick A. Balaab, Mean, and Mary T. Catoo, Chandler, both

of Aria., aaalgnors to Rogers Corporation, Rogers, Conn.

FUed No?. 14^ 1983, Ser. No. 55M70
Int a^ HOIH 1/00 13/70

VS. CL 200—5 A 11 OalBS
6. A keyboard comprising:

a sheet of base material;

a plurality of tactile elements formed in said sheet of base

material, each of said tactile elemenu being an elliptical

protrusion in said base material asymmetric with respect

to a line or plane of reference;
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first electrically conductive means associated with each

tactile element; and
second electrically conductive means aligned with each of

1. Secondary disconnect plugs for programable circuit

breakers comprising:

A. contact plug means including a plurality of contact pins

fixedly attached to an electric circuit breaker comiMut-

ment or to the breaker to provide electrical connection

between circuit elements within the breaker and a power
source located within the compartment;

B. contact plug receptacle means including a plurahty of
corresponding contact pin holes for receiving said contact

pins floatingly attached to the sidewall of the breaker

compartment or to the sidewall of the breaker by means of
centering pins contained within centering springs which
maintain a cap at an end of said centering pins against a
teacket, said bracket being slibably mounted on said cir-

cuit breaker compartment or said circuit breaker sidewall

by means of slots for mating with said connector plug
means and completing electrkal connection between said

circuit elements and said compartment power supply
when said circuit breaker is in a test position within said

compartment and line and load receivers on a back por-

tion of said circuit breaker are disconnected from associ-

ated line and load plugs within said compartment as well

as when said circuit breaker receivers are in electrical

connection with said compartment plugs.

MT7,702
CLOSURE INDICATOR FOR THE DOOR OF A BALING

PRESS
Albert Goidhaouner, ObtfUagn, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, as-

signor to Firaa Feiawerkteduiik Schleicher A Co., Markdorf,
Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay

Filed Mar. 26, 1M2, Scr. No. 362,4C7

ClaiBH priority, appUcatiOB Fed. Rep. of Ganuy, Mar. 31,

IMl, 3112719

iBt a.3 HOIH 3/16

VS. CL 200-61.62 6 Claims

said tactile elements, said first electrically conductive

means contacting said second electrically conductive

means to complete an electric circuit upon actuation of

each of said tactile elements.

4,477,701

SECONDARY DISCONNECT PLUGS FOR
PROGRAMMABLE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Roger N. CaatOBgny, TcrryTlllc aad Charles L. Jencks, Avon,

both (rf Con., aaigBon to General Electric Company, New
York, N.Y.

FDed No?. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,642

Iirt. a^ HOIH 9/20

VS.a 200-50 AA 10 Oaims

1. A closure indicator in combination with a baling door of

a baling press comprising: at least one switch finger disposed

on the swingable part of said door, which switch finger is

adapted to actuate at least one switching cam of electrical

switch means disposed in said baling press, said switching cam
having control surfaces in the form of a straight surface and a

sector-shaped recess, the former of which is associated with

the closed position of said door; a spring-loaded electrical

switching element situated in Une with said control surfaces of

said cam; and said switch finger engaging or catching said

sector shaped recess of said cam upon said door swinging into

a closed position and actuating said cam.

4«477,703

TRIPPING DEVICE FOR THERMAL RELAYS
Jaime Regnant Strier, Tarraaa, Spain, iMigMr to Agnt, SJL,

Tarraaa, Spain

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 409,963

Claims priority, application Spain, Jon. 14, 1982, 265J04{U]
Int a> HOIH 5/Oa 15/18

VS. CL 200-76 6 Claims

1. A snap action device for use in tripping a thermal rehiy,

said device comprising:

a sliding bar mounted for movement in opposite longitudinal

direction^

a pivotable member having a first end mounted for tilting

movement at a fixed position and a second end articulated

to said bar, such that tilting movement in opposite direc-

tions of said pivotable member at said first end thereof

results in movement of said bar in respective said opposite

longitudinal directions;

first and second fixed contacts positioned at respective posi-

tions spaced longitudinally of said bar,
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first and second movable contacts mounted on.said bar and
movable therewith between a first longitudinal position of
said bar, whereat said first movable contact is in contact
with and closes said first fixed contact and said second
movable contact is spaced from and opens said second
fixed contact, and a second longitudinal position of said

bar, whereat said first movable contact is spaced from and
opens said first fixed contact and said second movable
contact is in contact with and closes said second fixed

contact;

means for urging said first and second movable contacts in

directions toward said first and second fixed contacts,

respectively;

means for biasing said pivotable member to pivot about said

first end thereof in a first direction to move said bar to said

first longitudinal position thereof, said biasing means com-

prising a tension spring having a first end connected to a

mid portion of said pivotable member between said first

and second ends thereof and a second end connected to a

fixed position, said tension spring tilting said pivotable

member in said first direction when said mid portion is

spaced in said first direction from a rectilinear line be-

tween said second end of said tension spring and said first

end of said pivotable member; and
means for stretching said tension spring in a direction to

cause said pivotable member to tilt in a second direction

opposite to said first direction until said mid portion is

spaced in said second direction from said rectil^ear line,

whereat said tension spring then undergoes snap action

and biases said pivotable member about said first end
thereof in said second direction to move said bar to said

second longitudinal position thereof.

4,477,704

POWER SWITCHING DEVICE
TcUiro Mori, Hyogo; SUgmi Masada, Nagoya; HiroyoU
Okado, Nagoya; Masahiro KaUzoe, Nagoya, aad Yqji Sako,

Nagoya, aU of Japan, aaaignon to Mitinbishi DeaU Kaba*
shiU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

FOcd Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 461,362

Clainu iviority, application Japan, Jan. 28, 1982, 5742211;
Mar. 31, 1982, 57-52623; Mar. 31, 1982, 57-52624

Int CL3 HOIH 9/30

VS. CL 200—144 R 10 Oaims

130 .i3b

131'

posed to said fixed contact, said movable contact being

movably mounted for making and breaking contact with
said fixed contact;

a deionizing grid disposed near said fixed and movable con-
tactors, said grid acting to extinguish an electric arc which
is developed when said movable contact moves away
from said fixed contact; and

an arc runner disposed near said fixed contactor and extend-

ing continuously in a direction in which said arc runs for

transferring said arc beyond said fixed contact;

said arc runner being constructed such that a side of said

fixed contact is surrounded by a side of the runner in three

directions including said direction in which the arc runs

toward said deionizing grid,

said arc runner having a portion substantially parallel to said

fixed contact close to but physically separated by an elec-

trically insulating medium from said fixed contact, said

runner having another portion being fixed and connected
to a portion of said fixed contactor located on a side oppo-
site to one on which said arc runs toward said deionizing

grid with regard to said fixed contact; wherein said arc

runner comprises a connecting portion fixed to said fued
contactor and an arc running portion having a horizontal

section and a vertical section forming a continuous surface

along which said arc runs to said deionizing grid, said

vertical section located at an edge of said horizontal sec-

tion remote from said fixed contact, said connecting por-
tion being remote from said arc running portion.

4,477,705

MICROWAVE OVEN POPCORN POPPER. STEAMER
AND ROASTER

Allen M. Danlcy, Eagan, aad Mark L. Steingraber, St Paol,

both of Mimu, aaaignon to Phvtics, lac, St Paul, Minn.
FUed Jun. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 383,695

Int a.3 H05B 6/80; A23L 1/18
VS. CL 219—10.55 E 27 Claims

1. A power switching device comprising:

a fixed contactor provided with a fixed contact;

a movable contactor provided with a movable contact op-

1. A cooking utensil for popping com in a microwave oven
cavity and serving the popped com comprising:

a shallow, generally hollow, lower cooking member defin-

ing a pyramidal-shaped cavity with an open base;

stand means for orienting said lower cooking member in said

microwave oven cavity with said open base being up-

wardly directed for defining an open top pyramidal-

shaped lower heating chamber for retaining and heating

unpopped com kemels, said unpopped com kernels being

gravity biased into apexes defined by the intersections of

the sidewalls of said pyramidal-shaped heating chamber
whereby efficient heating of said unpopped kernels is

facilitated;

a combined cover and serving container;

support means for supporting a combined cover and serving

container about the periphery of said lower cooking mem-
ber,

a handle means for defining a handle disposed at the juncture

of said cover and serving container and said lower cook-

ing member,
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ttid cover and wrving container comprising a deep, gener-

ally boUow, upper member defining a roughly cube-

shaped cavity with one open side, said support means
orienting said cover and serving container relative to said

lower cooking member such that said open side of roughly

cube-shaped cavity communicates with said open top of

said pyramidal-shaped lower heating chamber to define an

upper chamber for receiving and storing popped com
kernels upwardly and away from said heating chamber
whereby scorching of said popped kernels is reduced; and

vent means disposed in said cover and serving container

remote form said handle means for venting said upper

chamber to the atmosphere without heating said handle

means, said vent means comprises a plurality of apertures,

each of the apertures being disposed in a side of said cover

and serving container at the terminus of each one of a

plurality of channels extending from the side opposite to

said open side and down the sides of said cover and serv-

ing container to provide for the use of said cover and
serving container u a serving container while minimizing

the loss of popcorn through said vent means.

4^77,706
COMBINATION MICROWAVE/€X>NVECnON AND

BROILING OVEN
Robert A. MittalatHMit, BaruTille, Mhu^ aaiignor to Control

Data Corporatfam, MlaiMapoiia, Minn.
Filed JoL 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,409

brt. CL3 H05B 6/72
U,S. CL 219—10J5 B 13 Claims

1. A combination microwave/convection/infrared oven
comprising:

a cavity having three walls, a roof and a floor,

a recess formed in said roof, said recess including an entry

port;

microwave generation means;

waveguide means for guiding microwaves from said genera-

tion means to said cavity via said entry port located in the

recess of the roof;

heat-exchanger/fan means rotatably mounted on the interior

roofof said cavity in said recess; the fan means comprising

a substantially circular disk having one or more centrally

located apertures and impeller means for drawing air up
through said one or more central apertures and blowing it

out the periphery of the circular (Usk;

infrared generation means mounted directly below, relative

to said roof, said heat-exchanger/fan means;

blinder means cooperatively mounted on said infrared gen-

eration means for blocking infrared directed in one direc-

tion while allowing propagation in the other direction;

means for changing the orientation of said blinder means
vis-a-vis said exchanger/fan means.

4^77,707
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD HEATING APPARATUS

FOR CURING RESIN/FIBER COMPOSITES IN
CONTINUOUS PULTRUSION PROCESSES

WoBtalk Kim, ClifloB Park, N.Y^ aarignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed No?. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 444»273

lot a^ H05B 9m
U.S. CL 219—10.55 A 10 Claims

CZ]

1. An apparatus, for curing a resin-impregnated Hber work-
piece, said apparatus comprising:

a cavity capable of supporting electromagnetic waves
therein, said cavity having at least one aperture therein

through which said workpiece may be introduced and
removed;

means for generating standing electromagnetic waves within

said cavity, said means including a pair of microwave
enegry generators disposed on substantially opposite sides

of said cavity, said energy generators operating at the

same frequency and configured so as to operate in a phase
shift relationship of approximately 180*.

9. A method for curing a resin-impregnated fiber mass, said

method comprising:

subjecting said mass to a substantially uniform field ofmicro-
wave electromagnetic energy, said uniform field being
provided by a pair of electromagnetic wave-generating

means operating in a phase shift relationship of 180* and at

the same frequency.

4,477,708

APPARATUS FOR PREHEATING THE ENDS OF UPSET
STEEL PIPES

Shigem Sano, Yokoaoka; Katsoml Saknrai, Kawaaaki; Tatsoo

Ono, Yokohama; Kai^i Tsomoka, Kamakara, and Maaara
Watanabe, Yokohama, all of Japan, aasfgaon to Ninon
Kokan KabnahlU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed JnL 14, 1982, Scr. No. 398,812

Chdma priority, appUcatkm Japan, JaL 24. 1981, 56-115388

Int a3 H05B 6/40
U.S. CL 219—10.47 4 Oaims

t

^^ie
m
i is flr<b»ni Ml''; >; H^
lilliljiliilti.^

w-

3 «

'>>)}}>> f}>

1. An apparatus for preheating the ends ofan upset steel pipe

comprising support base blocks for vertically movably sup-

porting the upset steel pipe, at least one pair of induction

heating coils being arranged tSoovt said support base blocks for

simultaneously heating both ends of the upset steel pipe in the

raised position of said suppori base blocks, a carriage movable
for displacing at least one of the coils to a spacing correspond-

ing to the length ofthe steel pipe, and means for axially moving
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said induction heating coils with variable strokes adjusted
relative to the length of the upset portions of the upset steel

pipe wherein said suppori blocks may be raised and lowered
separately and selectively.

faces away from said surface and extends over said opening,
and then electrically welding said foil to said metallic member

4,477,709

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING EDGE
WELDS DURING RESISTANCE SPOT WELDING

Dixon Qefeland, Vienna, Va.; Janes R. Harena, Sterling

Heights; Gregory L. Nagel, Royal Oak, both of Mich^ BasU
A. Decina, Jr^ McLean, Va., and William C. Jeanwhie, Wash-
ington, Mich., assigaors to General Motors Corporatloa,
Detroit, Mich.

FUed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 498,042

Int a^ B23K U/24
U.S. a. 219—109 « Claims

^^
m St f

J!Jnl^J
along a path extending about said opening and inward from the
edge of said foil.

«IT1C^

4^77,711
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PLASMA WELDING
Takao Mihara, Matsnbara; Toshiaki Morichika, Hirakata, and

Shigenori Sonc, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Knbota Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan
Dirision of Scr. No. 251,058, Apr. 6, 1981, Pat No. 4,371,775.

This appUcation Oct. 29, 1981, Scr. No. 316,396
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 23, 1980, 55-54802

Int a.3 B23K 9/00
MS.a 219—Ul PJ 1 daia

1. The method of monitoring a resistance spot weld and
determining whether the weld occurs at the edge of a sheet
comprising the steps of:

measuring the weld resistance as the weld is being made,
analyzing the resistance to detect a parameter representing

the onset of melting,

detecting expulsion time by searching for first and second
points marking the beginning and end of expulsion respec-

tively, the points occurring after the onset of melting

when the rate of resistance change drops below a preset

threshold and then increases above the threshold respec-

tively, and measuring the time between the first and sec-

ond points,

measuring the time between the onset of melting and the end
of expulsion,

searching the rate of resistance change between the first and
second points for an inflection point in the resistance drop,

and

predicting an edge weld when an inflection is present and
the ratio of the expulsion time to the time from the onset

of melting to the end of expulsion exceeds a specified

value.

1. A plasma welding equipment comprising a plasma weld-
ing torch having a cooling water jacket surrounding an elec-

trode and a center gas passage, a detector for sensing the

temperature of the cooling water being provided at an inlet of
the jacket and communicating with means for starting a plasma
arc, and a cooling water circulating passage having a means for

cooling water and a pump being connected to the plasma
welding torch, the means for cooling water being controlled

by the temperature detector to maintain the cooling water at

the said inlet at a predetermined temperature range of more
than 4* C. and less than 18* C, and the means for starting the

plasma are being arranged to start the arc when said predeter-

mined temperature is reached.

4,477,710

METHOD OF FORMING A HIGH TEMPERATURE,
HIGH PRESSURE THIN FOIL SEAL

Gerald A. Zawadzkas, Elizabeth, and Man-Song Chon, Moun-
tainside, both of NJ., assignors to Uai?ersity of Rochester,

Rochester, N.Y.

Continnation of Scr. No. 873,345, Jan. 30, 1978, abandoned. This

appUcatioB Oct 10, 1979, Ser. No. 83,427

Int a.) B23K 11/08
U.S. a. 219—117.1 2 Oaims

1. The method of sealing an opening in a metallic member
with a flimsy metal foil which comprises the steps of applying

in air a stationary film of water over a surface of said metallic

member in which said opening is disposed, then placing said

foil upon said film on said surface across said opening such that

foil is drawn against said surface, supporting said foil with the

aid of a second member disposed on the side of said foil which

4,477,712

ARC-WELDING SEAM-TRACKING APPUCATIONS
EMPLOYING PASSIVE INFRARED SENSORS

Robert D. Lillqalst and Cari M. Poucy, both of Schowctady,
N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 371,708

Int a.3 B23K 9/12
U.S. a. 219—124J4 1 Gala

1. A method for seam-tracking along a workpiece in a mov-
ing arc torch welding operation comprising the steps of:

determining the level of emitted infrared radiation in the

infrared radiation band having wavelengths greater than

about 3 microns, said infrared radiation being determined

for at least two points which are substantially equidistant

from said seam, said points being positioned on opposite

sides of said seam with na/ptd to the direction of travel of
said arc torch;

4.^2 :2K 0.(i.->U-|.^
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comparing, by generating a difference signal, the level of

emitted infrared radiation in said band from said opposite

sides of said seam; and

laterally positioning said arc torch so as to reduce the level

of said difference signal.

4,4T7,714

METHOD OF LEAK PROOF ATTACHMENT OF A
FLANGE-TYPE SHEET METAL ELEMENT IN THE

BORE OF A VALVE TAPPET
Heinot Zom; Karl Spieas, and Weniei Bina, all of Her-

gogenaurach. Fed. Rep. of Germany, asatgnors to INA Wal*
zlager Schaefller KG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 19. 1983, Ser. No. 459,107

Claims priority, appUcaUon Fed. Rep. oi Germany, Feb. 2,

1982,3203439

Int CL^ B21J 1/06: H05B 1/00: B21D 53/00: B21K 29/00
V&a 219-149 3 Claims

4,477,713

STOEWALL-MATCHING ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR WELDING

George E Cook, and A. Michael Wells, both of Nashville, Tenn.,

aarignors to CRC Welding Systems, Inc., NashTille, Tenn.

FUcd Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 397,006

Int. a^ B23K 9/12

VJS. a. 219—124J4 27 Claims

1. In an apparatus for arc welding a joint in a workpiece, said

apparatus including arc cross-^eam moving means for oscillat-

ing an electrode laterally across the joint about a predeter-

mined center reference point between a left extreme and a right

extreme, the improvement comprising: noncontacting means
for sensing the lateral profile of the joint by periodically hold-

ing the electrode vertically stationary while the electrode is

moving laterally across the joint between and including said

extremes of oscillation and for obtaining data representative of

the weld joint lateral profile between said extremes;

means for comparing a first portion of said representative

weld joint lateral profile data to a second portion of said

representative weld joint lateral profile data and for pro-

viding an error signal as a function of the difference be-

tween said first and said second portions; and

means responsive to said error signal for adjusting a welding

parameter.

1. A method of leak proof attachment of the outer edge of a

fiange-type sheet metal element in the bore of a steel cup-

shaped valve tappet acting as a hydraulic play-compensating

element for a combustion engine comprising (a) reducing the

diameter of the bore of the valve tappet in two stepped por-

tions from the open end, the axial spacing of the two stepped

portions being greater than the thickness of the sheet metal

element, (b) placing the outer edge of the sheet metal element

on the innermost stepped portion and simultaneously axially

applying pressure on the outermost stepped portion with an

outer die and on the sheet metal element with a hold-down ram
with said die being electrically insulated from said ram, and (d)

heating by electric resistance with leads connected to the die

and the hold-down ram causing the pressure applied by said

outer die to plastically deform inwardly the outermost stepped

portion thereby capturing the sheet metal element between

said inwardly deformed outermost stepped portion and said

innermost stepped portion.

4,477,715

PTC THERMISTOR CONTROLLED ELECTRIC DIESEL
FUEL HEATER

Lon E. BeU, and William P. Gmber, both of Altadena, CaUf.,

assignors to Technar Incorporated, Arcadia, Calif.

FUed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,337

Int CL^ H05B 1/02: F02M 31/00: F23D 11/44: F24H 1/10

VJS. a. 219—205 3 Claims

1. A fuel heater for diesel fuel comprising electrical resis-
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tance heater means, thermistor means having a positive tem-
perature coefficient of resistance, means for directing an elec-
tric current through the heater means and thermistor means in
series, means directing fuel successively past the thermistor
means and the heater means, the heater means and thermistor
means being in heat exchanging proximity to the fuel, the
heater means including a heater element having openings
through which the fiiel passes, and the thermistor means com-
prising a flat thin disk mounted at the center of the heater
element.

4,477,716
FLOCKED CURLING IRON

Arnold llnlcr, Plantntlon; David FMedson, Miami, both of Fla.,

and Lai Kin, KowIoob, Hong Kong, aaaignora to Windmera
CorponrtioB, Hialeah, Fla.

FOcd Jd. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,169
lat a^ HOSB 1/00: A45D 1/02

VS.a 219-225 3 cUma

1. A hair curling iron comprising:

a heat conductive cyUnder having an exterior surface and a
hoUow center, the exterior surface being flocked;

a handle joined to said cylmder,

a heating element disposed within said hollow center of said

cylinder;

electrical means capable of electrically activating said heat-
ing element when coupled to a source of electrical power;
and

a chunpmg means having a partial cylindrical section having
inner and outer surfaces with said inner surface biased
against said flocked outer surface of said cylinder, and
centered so as to partially wrap around and mate with said

outer surface of said cylinder, said inner surface of said

clamp being flocked and said outer surface of said clamp
being flocked, said clampmg means further comprising:
a projection joined to said clamp which extends from said

partial cylindrical section toward the handle; and
a spring having two ends, the ends respectively engaging

said handle and said projection, said spring being com-
pressed so that said inner surface of said partial cylindri-

cal section is biased against said outer surface of said

cylinder.

4,477,717

FAST START GLOW PLUG
Fhuk T. Walton, Shelbyville, ImL, aaaigiior to Wellman Ther-
mal Systems Corporation, ShelbyTillc, Ind.

Flkd Apr. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 483,365
tot a» F23Q 7/22: P02P 19/00

VS. a. 219—267 7 Claims
1. A glow plug comprising:

an outer metal housing having a wall defining an internal

axially extending bore,

a tubular heater having an external tubukr sheath of metal
with a heated end of the sheath extending outwaidly of
the housing and an opposite internal end within the hous-
ing bore, said sheath being structurally secured and elec-

trically connected to the metal housing, said sheath hav-
ing a closed outer end,

an electrical heating element positioned within the heater
sheath and electrically connected to the tubular sheath

and having a conductor extending outwardly from the

other end of the sheath,

electrical insulating material filling the ^Mce between the
heating element and the sheath, and

an insulative compressible washer member compressed be-
tween the sheath and the conductor to provide a first

interference fit seal to prevent the flow ofgas between the
sheath and conductor and into the interior of the tubular
heater,

the wall defining the axially extending bore includmg an
upper tapered section being of reduced diameter in the
upward direction to compress the insulative compressible

«?
y/**^ *^ 23 /O -* ^ Jba,

Xh.

!Or.^ je 90

washer member as the tubular heater is forced further into
the housing bore and including an upper cylindrical sec-
tion thereabove of a diameter smaller than the inlet side of
the tapered section engaging and compressing the com-
pressible washer member to form a tight second interfer-

ence fit seal between the housing and the tubular sheath to
further upward flow of gas,

an upper end on said sheath compressed by said tapered
section and then by said upper cylindrical section of said

wall and having metal-to-metal contact therewith, said

compressible washer member abutting and extending
radially outwardly across the upper end of said sheath.

4,477,718

INFRARED FURNACE WITH CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT

Norman R. Grain, Hnntington Beach, and Robert P. Hardiaon,
Tnatin, both of Calif., aasigm>rs to Radiant Technology Corpo-
ratioB, Cerritoa, Calif.

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,564
tot a^ F27B 9/06: F27D 11/02

VS. a. 219—388 13

1. An infrared furnace comprising:

an insulated fuing chamber with oppositely disposed side-

walls having a plurality of aligned pairs of holes and
oppositely disposed top and bottom walls, the sidewalls

and top and bottom walls defining a horizontal, elongated
passage from an entrance to an exit;
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« product conveyor extending through the fMssage from the

entrance to the exit;

a pluraUty of infrared lamps disposed in the chamber, the

lamps having end terminals passing through the respective

hole pain to the exterior of the chamber;

first means for introducing a non>reactive gas to the passage;

compartment means enclosing the end terminals of the lamps

on the exterior of the chamber, the compartment means
being sealed against intrusion from the atmosphere outside

the furnace; and

second means for introducing to the compartment means a

non-reactive gas under more pressure than in the passage

to induce flow of said gas through the holes into the firing

chamber.

4,477,719

COUNTING BOARD
Waltv W. Wattcnoo, 31 Vbta Atc. Eztcuioii, Bradford, Pa.

1C701

Filed Dec 30, 1982, Scr. No. 454,532

lot a.3 A63F 1/18

VS.a 235—90 6 Claims

reduced to a diameter less than said Airy disk diameter,

characterized in that:

said variable aperture is formed by a Tixed aperture having a

diameter greater than said Airy disk, together with a filter

medium disposed between said fixed aperture and said

l=-_-'z=Sl

r OCTKTOR ABSOnBCR^^
measurement means, said filter medium having the prop*

erty that the transmissivity ofsaid filter medium is a mono-
tonic function of the intensity of optical radiation imping-

ing thereon, whereby the effective diameter of said aper-

ture automatically varies in size as the optical quality of

said beam varies.

2. In a cribbage board having longitudinally spaced rows of
peg-receiving apertures formed on a top panel, pegs being

inserted into said apertures so as to be selectively adjustable to

extend above the upper surface of said top panel by at least two
different heights, the improvement comprising:

said pegs being formed from magnetically attractive mate-

rial;

a magnetic attraction means attached to said cribbage board
and aligned with said peg-receiving aperture rows such

that said pegs will be maintained by magnetic attractive

forces at any of said selectively adjustable heights above
said upper surface; and

said top panel being connected to a bottom panel and forms
a recess therebetween wherein said magnetic means may
be disposed.

4,477,721

ELECTRO-OPTIC SIGNAL CONVERSION
Terry I. ChappeU, Anawalk, N.Y.; Dieter W. PoU, Adliswil,

Switzerland, and Jerry M. Woodall, Bedford Hills, N.Y.,

aasigDors to International Bosioess Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,955

Int a.3 HOIJ 40/14
VJS. a. 250—211 J 6 Claims

4,477,720

ADAPTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM HAVING AUTOMATIC
FEEDBACK APERTURE CONTROL

JaoNi E. PcvwNi, North Palm Beach, Fla., aadgnor to United

Tcchoologifla Corporatioii, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Dee. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,083

IM. CLi GOU 1/20
VJS, a 250-201 3 Claims

1. An adaptive optical system for controlling an optical

beam conprising:

wavefront adjusting means for controlUng the wavefront of
said beam;

a variable aperture having a variable diameter for control-

ling the diameter of said beam;
measurement and control means responsive to the optical

beam power passing through said variable aperture for

controlling said wavefront adjusting means, in which;
said variable diameter is greater than the diameter of the

Airy disk of said optical beam when said beam is initially

switched on and said variaUe diameter is subsequently

P
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1. A signal conversion structure comprising in combination

a direct bandgap monocrystalline semiconductor body hav-

ing

a photon transparent electrically insulating region with

essentially parallel first and second major surfaces sepa-

rated by a dimension that is less than will attenuate

photon transport,

a first photon conversion means essentially coextensive and

epitaxial with said fvst nugor surface of said insulating

region,

a crystal lattice accommodation region having first and

second major surfaces, said first surface being epitaxial

with and essentially coextensive with said second major

surface of said insulating region, and

a second photon conversion means being essentially coex-

tensive with said second surface of said lattice accommo-
dation means, said second photon conversion means fur-

ther including a plurality of epitaxial photon conversion

segments, each having a photon conversion region oblique

to a photon travel path through said insulating region

from said first photon conversion means.
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4,477,722

MONITORING EQUIPMENT WHICH SWIVELS INTO
AND OUT OF A TRAVELING LINE

HaraM Brandl; Rdnhard Dtric, both of Donawits, and Klaus
Kammerhofer, Leobcn, all of Anrtria, assigiiors to Tocat*

AlpiM Aktieageaellachaft, VicoM, Anatria

FIM Dae. 7, 1981, Scr. No. 32834
Clains priority, applieatioa Anatria, Dae. 14, 1980, 6133/80

Int. CL^ GOIV 9/04
VS,a 250-222.1 5 Claim

a-
J3

i»L_c-5-
29

S

ment being poled such that the incident electric fields

cause corresponding length changes in the piezoelectric

element,

(ii) means for attaching the piezoelectric element to the

first optical fiber such that the length changes of the

piezoelectric member cause a corresponding length

changes of the first optical fiber, whereby the incident

electric fields change the length of the optical path

between the coherent source and the photodetector

means through the first optical fiber which, in turn,

changes the reUitive phase of the coherent light trans-

mitted through the first and second optical fibers in

correspondence to the incident electric field.

1. Monitoring equipment for material being processed as it

moves along a traveUng line having a supply end and a dis-

charge end and including a drive means, said equipment com-
prising opto-electric sensors which are connected to an inter-

preting circuit and to a control unit for the traveling line char-
acterized in that at least one light source is arranged at one end
of the traveUng line for being swivelled into and out of the
travelling line in that at least one photosensitive sensor is ar-

ranged at the other end of the traveling line for being swivelled
into and out of the travelling line, in that the Ught source and
the sensor are connected with a pivotal drive for swivelling

them into and out of the traveling line, m that at least one
additional detector for the material to be processed is arranged
at one end of the traveling line, the sig^s of said detector
being supplied to a control unit which is in connection with
said pivotal drive.

4,477,723

FIBER OPTIC ELECTRIC FIELD SENSOR/PHASE
MODULATOR

Edward F. Carome, Sonth Euclid, Ohio, and CharlM M. Daria,
MeLean, Va^ aaaignon to Optieal Technologiea, Inc., Mc-
Lean, Va., a part interest

Flkd Not. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318^4
Int a^ G02B 5/14

VS. a. 250-227 26 Oaima

1. An antenna system for receiving r.f. electric fields, the

system comprising:

(a) a source of coherent light;

(b) at least a first and a second optical fiber operatively

connected with the coherent light source for transmitting

coherent light therefrom;

(c) photodetector means operatively connected with the

optical fibers for detecting the coherent light transmitted

therethrough; and,

(d) an electric field-responsive sensor operatively connected
with at least the first optical fiber, the sensor including:

(i) an electric field receiving piezoelectric element which
is unshielded by electrodes such that electric fields are

firee to impinge directly thereon, the piezoelectric ele-

4,477,724

PHOTOELECTRIC CONTROL DEVICE
Alan L. Hanner, Plan Ics Onates, Switzerland, aasignor to Bat-

telle Memorial Institute, Carooge, Switzerland

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,109
Claims priority, appUcation European Pat Off., Jul. 6, 1981,

81810273J

Int a^ G02B 5/14
VS.a 250—227 4 OaiaH

1. A photoelectric control device comprising a light source,

a photodetector, a switch actuated by the photodetector, the

on/ofT condition of this switch being dependent on a light

intensity threshold detected by the photodetector, an actuating

element adapted to be displaced between two limit positions, a

first optical fibre rigid with the actuating element, having first

and second ends of which the first end is displaceable laterally

by the said displacement of the actuating element and is bev-

elled obliquely to the direction of the displacement, a second

optical fibre having firat and second ends of which the first end
is adjacent to the first end of the first optical fibre and is bev-

elled at an angle supplementary to the angle at which the first

optical fibre is bevelled, said second ends being disposed to

receive light from the light source and to transmit light to the

photodetector, respectively, said optical fibres and actuating

element being so disposed that in a first limit position of the

actuating element the first ends of the fibres are parallel and in

optical contact and the adjoining end regions of the fibres are

coaxial whereby a light transmission path is esublished from

the light source through the fibres to the photodetector, and in

the other limit position the said first ends are separated

whereby the Ught path is broken and Ught from the source is

reflected laterally at the fvst end of the optical fibre associated

therewith, a window being provided for observation of such

laterally reflected light
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MT7,725
MIOIOBENDING OF OPTICAL FIBERS FOR REMOTE

FORCE MEASUREMENT
ChwiM E. Anwa, Pwiflc PiUndv; Jowpii W. Awtin, Tor-

run; MkhMi K. BwwmU, PMifIc PdiMdcs; Allan R. Jack-

•OB, Lawadak; Stewart D. Pcrfooick, Padfle Palisades, and
Shi-Kay Yao, Aaahsia^ aU of Califs aarignors to TRW Inc^

Radondo Beach, CaUf.

FDcd Aag. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297,050

Int CL^ G02B 5/14

\i&,a 250-231 R 37 Claims

C

30. A mtcrobend transducer for use in detecting a force

acting upon a structure, comprising:

a cable having an optical fiber, a protective sheathing encas-

ing said fiber, and an elongated wire wound spirally about

said flber with predetermined longitudinal spacing be-

tween turns and interposed between said fiber and said

sheathing for inducing a microbend in said fiber in re-

sponse to lateral compression of said cable; and
fbrce responsive means secured to the structure and opera-

bly associated with said cable for laterally compressing
said cable in response to a force acting upon the structure

to cause attenuation of light propagated through said fiber

whereby a portion of the light is transmitted from the fiber

at the microbend.

4,477,726

POSITION MEASURING APPARATUS UTILIZING
FLEXIBLE STEEL BAND CONTAINING GRID

DIVISIONS
AUM Reichi, Steio, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasigDor to Johan-

nes HcidenhaiB GmbH, Trannreat, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,188

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 14,

1980,3038716

Iirt. a^ GOIB i/lO, 11/02
MS. a. 250—237 G 12 Claims

1. An encapsulated electric position measuring apparatus

comprising:

a carrier body;

a flexible covering band supported in place by the carrier

body and lying longitudinally on said carrier body in

sealing contact therewith, said band adapted to conform
to said carrier body to seal portions of the carrier body
from environmental influences, said band defining a mea-
suring scale;

a scanning component adapted to move along the band, at

least a portion of said scanning component being disposed
between the band and the carrier body to scan the measur-
ing scale; and

means for holding the band in position with respect to the
carrier body and the scanning component such that said

band, carrier body, and scanning component cooperate
simultaneously to form a seal against dust and spray in

' order to protect said portions of the carrier body and the

scanning component from environmental influences, and
to protect the entire measuring scale at one side of the

S^-'
band from environmental influences throughout the range

of travel between the scanning component and the band.

4,477,727

BEAM POSmON DETECTION SYSTEM FOR USE IN AN
OPTICAL SCANNING SYSTEM

Mayer Rod, Reseda, Calif., aasigBor to The Singn- Company,
Stamford, Conn.

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,773

Int a.} G02B 27/17: HOIJ 3/14
U.S. a. 250—237 G 9 Ciaimi

SOUMXOF
COUMflCO

SUM

1. In an optical scanning system having a first collimated

beam of radiant energy and scanning means for deflecting said

first beam along a predetermined path transverse to said first

beam, a beam position detection system comprising:

a first lens having a first focal length;

a second lens having a second focal length, said second lens

being positioned such that the optical axes of said first and

second lenses coincide and being further positioned such

that the back focal plane of said first lens and the front

focal plane of said second lens coincide;

means for generating a scanned second collimated beam of

radiant energy moving in synchronism with said first

beam and arranged so that the center of the second beam
scanning means is within the entrance pupil of said first

lens;

a planar grating member positioned between said first and

second lenses a fixed distance from the coincident back

focal plane of said first lens and front focal plane of said

second lens, said planar grating member being substan-

tially perpendicular to said optical axis and having a plu-

rality of equi-spaced parallel linear bars substantially per-

pendicular to the second beam scanning direction;

a pair of radiant energy sensitive elements positioned within
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the image of said first lens entrance pupil as reimaged by
said first and second lenses, said radiant enregy sensitive
elements being on opposite sides of said optical axis rela-
tive to the second beam scanning direction, each of said
radiant energy sensitive elemenu providing a respective
output signal in response to the impingement thereupon of
radiant energy from said second beam; and

means for utilizing the output signals from said radiant en-
ergy sensitive elements to determine the position of said
first beam.

4,477,728

RADUTION DETECTOR
TosUhiro Rifa, Ootawara, Japan, anignor to Tokyo Shibmira
Denki Kabuahiki Kaiaha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,455
Claims priority, appUcation Japm^ Sep. 18, 1980, 5M29464

Int a.3 GOIT 1/185
U.S. a. 250-385 11 Claims

204,202

1. A radiation detector for sensing radiation transmitted
through a subject to be examined comprising:

a body;

a plurality of radiation detection cells arranged side-by-side

along the length of the body for converting radiation
recieved by the respective cells into electrical signals

representative of the radiation absorption properties of the
subject not all of the plurality of radiation detection cells

having identical radiation detection characteristics;

a radiation permeable window formed over the plurality of
radiation detection cells, and

a plurality of filters of radiation absorbing material mounted
on the radiation permeable window, said filters being
aligned with respective radiation detection cells for ad-
justing the intensity of radiation incident on each respec-
tive cell, each respective filter having a radiation absorb-
ing property that standardizes the radiation detection
characteristics of the respective cell with which it is

aligned so that when the detector receives a standard
dosage of radiation, each cell will produce the same elec-

trical signal.

4,477,729

CONTINUOUSLY WPJTING ELECTRON BEAM
STITCHED PATTERN EXPOSURE SYSTEM

Tai-Hon P. Chang, Chappaqua, and Alan D. Wilson, Mt Kisco,

both of N.Y., aarignors to International Bosineas Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Oct 1, 1982, Ser. No. 432,170

Int a.3 HOU 37/304. 37/302
MS, Q. 250-492J n Claims

1. Apparatus for writing a pattern having a size larger than
the maximum writing field of a writing beam, comprising:
means for generating a writing beam which may be posi-

tioned anywhere within a maximum writing field,

pattern data defining a desired pattern to be written which is

larger than said maximum writing field, said pattern data
being partitioned into successive sets of subpattem data,

said successive sets of sul^ttem data defining adjacent
subpattems to be successively written without interrup-

tion, each subpattem having a reference position for the

workpiece associated therewith, any two successive sub-

pattems together being no larger in any dimension than
said maximum writing field;

workpiece position data associated with said pattern data
and defining successive desired positions of a workpiece
with respect to said maximum writing field, said desired
successive workpiece positions being spaced from each
other by distances which are small in comparison with the
size of said subpattems said successive desired workpiece
positions being such that said subpattems to be succes-
sively written wiUiout interruption, when refeivnced to
the workpiece, always lie within said maximum writing
field if the workpiece is positioned at the currentiy desired
workpiece position associated widi the pattern data being

written or at a position in transit to said currently desired

workpiece position from the previously desired work-
piece position;

servo means tending to automatically keep a workpiece at

the desired successive workpiece position;

means for continuously measuring the actual position of the

workpiece;

means for measuring the error between the measured actual

position of the workpiece and the current reference posi-

tion for the workpiece and
means responsive to said measured error for referencing a

subpattem being written with respect to Uie workpiece,
whereby no interruption in pattem writing is required for

workpiece movements.

4,477,730

LASER APPARATUS
Hirokazn Fokuda, Akashi; Koji Shinohara, Kobe; Yoshio

Kawabata, Takasago; Yoahito NishiJima, and Kosaku Yaraa-
moto, both of Kobe, all of Japan, assignors to FaJitsa Limited,

Kawaaaki, Japan

FOed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,060
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 9, 1981, 56-54706;

Jan. 25, 1982, 57-10556

Int a.3 GOlJ 3/10
MS. a. 250-504 R 8 Claims

1. Laser apparatus having cooling means, a cooling stem
supporting member coupled to said cooling means and an
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infiwed laser etement consisting of a lead-chalco^nide semi-

conductor mounted on said cooling stem and emitting an infra-

red beam, said laser apparatus comprising

a visible light emitting semiconductor element mounted on
said cooling stem spaced from said infrared laser element

by a predetermined distance and emitting a visible light

beam fai parallel with and m the same direction as the

mfrared beam emitted by said infrared laser element.

4y477,731

SELF'CLOSING SHIELDED CX>NTAINER FOR USE
WITH RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Jay E. Sarith, PIMabargh, Pa^ aarignor to The United States of
' America as rtprsasntsd by the Department of Energy, Wash'

Filed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,127

iBt a^ G21F 5/00

M&,a 2S0-506.1 5 dafans

1. A container for storage of radioactive material comprising

a container body having a bottom wall, opposed side walls and

opposed front and rear walls defining a receptacle open at its

upper end; and a closure member including a cover, and op-

posed side walls extending from said cover, means for coupling

said closure member and said container body one to the other

to enable said closure member to move between a first position

with said cover substantially closing said receptacle opening

and a second position with said cover displaced from said

opening permitting access to said container body, said cou-

pling means being located relative to said closure member and

said container body to enable the closure member to move
from said first position to said second position absent an ap-

plied force.

4^77,732
SENSOR FOR ACCELERATION

Ebarinrd Maaaar, Ladwigibarg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuiy, as-

sigBor to Robert Boach GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. R^. of Ger<

many
Flkd Jn. IC 1983, Ser. No. 505,007

CfadiM priority, appUcirtioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 26,

1982, 3231800

lax. a^ HOIH 35/14; B60R 21/02; G08B 21/00
U.S. CL 307—9 6 Claiois

^
1. A sensor for detecting acceleration, in particular for trig-

gering passenger protection devices in motor vehicles, com-
prising a spring-restrained inertial mass the deflection of which
is measured with reference to a fixed reference point upon the

action of an acceleration thereon, said mass including a first

photoconductor, one end of which is acted upon by a light

source and the other end of which is located opposite fiirther

ptaotoconductors connected to respective photo detection
means in dependence upon the deflection of said mass, and
means generating a trigger signal in response to said detection
means upon the exceeding of an acceleration threshold value.

4,477,733

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT DUTY CYCLER
CX>NTROL SYSTEM

James R. Herdeman, Minoetonka, Mioa., assignor to Honeywell
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434,992 ^
Int a> H02J i/00 ^

UA CL 307—35 9 Clalns
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1. A method of duty cycle control for several heating

and/or cooling units controllable by respective temperature
sensors, comprising the steps of

:

providing a temperature dependent duty cycle locus for

each of said units characterized by a reference period and
a variable length running time, said running time being
complementary to a variable length shed time;

maintaining status records for each said unit of its run-

ning/shed condition and the expiration of its shed time;

periodically making first and second scanning passes of said

status records;

during said first pass determining for each said unit whether
it is running and if not whether its shed time has expired;

during said first pass starting said units having expired shed
times;

summing shed time percentages based on the shed times of
said units and said reference period to calculate an ideal

number of said units which should be shed at a given
time;

maintaining a sum having an initial value of zero of fraction-

al portions of successively calculated ideal numbers of
said units which should be shed;

maintaining a priority order of rotation of units available to

be shed; and

during said second pass shedding units in accordance with

said priority order of rotation, the number of units shed

being equal to the integral portion of said ideal number
plus the integral portion said sum of fractional portions of

successively calculated ideal numbers.

4,477,734

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR EDDY CURRENT COUPLING
DRIVE FOR ARMOURED FACE CONVEYORS

Robert S. Graham, Wishaw, United KiBgdom, assignor to Ander-

son Strathclyde PLC, Glasgow, Scotland

per No. PCr/GB82/00260, § 371 Date May 12, 1983, § 102(e)

Date May 12, 1983, PCT Pub. No. WO83/01131, PCT Pub.

Date Mar. 31, 1983

PCT Filed Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 495,348

Claims priority, appiicatioa United Kiogdom, Sep. 17, 1981,

8128132

Int a> HOIH 35/06

U.S. CL 307—120 4 Claims

1. A control system for multiple eddy current coupling

drives comprising:

an electrical power supply means including first switching

means actuable to close, in response to a start signal, a
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contact in the circuit of a second switching means, and a

timing means arranged to complete the circuit of the

second switching means for a predetermined period thus

enabling power to be supplied to the several coupling

drives, and thereby energising a retaining relay in each

coupling drive, said retaining relays having contacts being

connected in series in a retaining circuit arranged to retain

the said second switching means after said predetermined

period has elapsed,

electronic control means integral with, or in close proximity

to, each coupling drive and arranged to automatically

initiate an increase of excitation applied to each coupling

drive from an initial zero value to a preset maximum value

over a preset time w^enJSQW^r is applied to each coupling

imisrso iU!!lv''P
KFEKM KFtKICE

drive, said control means including means for inhibiting

the increase in excitation in response to input speed sig-

nals, speed sensing means for monitoring the input and

output speeds of the coupling drive, said input speed being

compared with a predetermined level, said increase in

excitation being inhibited when said input speed falls to

the predetermined level, and

means for de-energising at least one retaining relay in re-

sponse to timing means initiated by an inhibiting signal

such that said at least one relay is de-energised after a

preset time unless an output speed signal indicates that a

conveyor is beginning to accelerate, thus interrupting said

retaining circuit and interrupting power supply to all

couplings.

in series with a first switching transistor connected in

parallel to said load capacitance;

a pre-inverter including a second load transistor connected

in series with a second switching transistor; said second

switching transistor having its gate electrode coupled to

the gate electrode of said first switching transistor;

an enhancement transistor having its source-drain path con-

nected in parallel to the drain-source path of said first load

transistor;

said enhancement transistor and said first and second load

transistors each having its gate electrode coupled to each

other and to the output of said pre-inverter;

said output inverter and said pre-inverter providing a first

part of a total capacitance ratio of said load capacitance to

said input capacitance and the remaining part of said total

iWl ml J i

3

capacitance ratio being provided by a plurality of prestage

inverters connected in series relative to signal flow be-

tween said gate electrode of said second switching transis-

tor and said preceding suge, each of said plurality of

prestage inverters comprising a load transistor connected
in series with a switching transistor and being dimen-

sioned to provide the shortest delay time by keeping the

quotient of the input capacitance of the next following one
of said plurality or presuge inverters in said series and said

width-length ratio of the switching transistor the next

following one of said plurality of presuge inverters con-

stant, said channel width of each of said plurality of pres-

tage inverters increasing at least partially from sUge to

stage in the direction of signal flow according to a second

geometrical progression.

4,477,736

SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICE
INCLUDING MEANS FOR REDUCING THE AMOUNT
OF POTENTIAL VARIATION ON A REFERENCE

VOLTAGE LINE
Yoshiaki OnisU, KokabuiUi, Japan, aasigBor to Hitadii, Ltd^
Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,056

Claiffls priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 7, 1980, 55-155946

lot CL^ H03K 3/013

U.S. CL vn—isn U claims

4V0O

4,477,735

FAST MOS DRIVER STAGE FOR DIGITAL SIGNALS
Wol^ang Gollinger, Gondelflngen, Fed. Rep. of Gcranny, and

Daniel M^mek, WolfipuitieB, France, aas^nors to ITT ladns-

tries, Inc New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,749

Claims priority, application European Pat Off., Dec 20,

1980, 80108079.7; Sep. 8, 1981, 81107047J

Int a^ H031 3/01. 17/693. 17/04

VS. CL 307—270 19 Claian

1. A fast, monolithic integrated driver circuit for digital

signals employing insulated-gate field-effect transistors, said

driver circuit being connected between a relatively large load

capacitance and the output of a preceding stage which can

only be loaded by a comparatively snudl input capacitance of

said drive circuit, said drive circuit comprises:

an output inverter including a first load transistor connected

1. A semiconductor integrated circuit device comprising:

a pair of first and second wirings to which a power-supply

voltage is applied;

an electronic circuit connected between said first wiring and

said second wiring, and to which said power-supply volt-

age is applied via said first and second wirings;

a third wiring to which a reference voltage is applied;

a reference voltage generator to which said power-supply

voltage is applied via said first and second wirings, said

reference voltage generator including means for produc-

ing said reference voltage;
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a first capacitor for a-c coupling said third wiring to said

second wiring; and

a second capacitor for transmitting variations in potential

produced on said first wiring to said third wiring;

wherein when first and second potential variations substan-

tially equal in magnitude and opposite in phase have de-

vek^ respectively on said first and second wirings due
to changes in the operation current of said electronic

circuit, the potential variation supplied to said third wiring
via said first capacitor is substantially cancelled by the

potential variation suppbed to said third wiring via said

second capacitor.

4,477,737

VOLTAGE GENERATOR ORCUTT HAVING
COMPENSATION FOR PROCESS AND TEMPERATURE

VARUTION
Richard W. UtaMr, and Roger A. Whatky, both of Austin, Tex^
•HigBOfB to Motorola, lac^ Schaanbug, DL

Filad JoL 14, 1982, Scr. No. 398,033
ImL CL^ G05F 1/58; H03L 1/04

VS. a. 307—297 5 Oainis

4477 738
LSSD COMPATIBLE CLOCK DRIVER

Daniel J. Konba, Manaasaa, Va^ udvtor to IBM Corporation,
AraoBk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,990
I«t CLi H03K 5/13; GOIR 31/02

U.S.CL307-445 lOCWms

«._J1>^_^
fS> v\n.

3-u

»vi>-^^^^^>-"^—Sir-"

1. A voltage generator, for providing an output voltage
which is reduced a predetermined amount from a supply volt-

age, to electronic circuitry having devices of a predetermined
process type, comprising:

reference voltage means coupled to said supply voltage
comprising a diode-connected device of said predeter-

mined process type having electrical characteristics

which are matched to corresponding electrical character-
istics of said electronic circuitry, for providing a reference
voltage;

reference current means coupled to said supply voltage, for

providing a reference current proportional to said refer-

ence voltage;

current source means having first and second transistors,

said first transistor having a first current electrode cou-
pled to the reference voluge means, and a control elec-

trode connected to a second current electrode thereof for

providing a first current, said second transistor having a
first current electrode coupled to the reference current
means, a control electrode connected to the control elec-

trode of the first transistor, and a second current electrode
for providing a second current;

current mirror means coupled between said current source
means and a second supply voluge, for making the first

current proportional to the second current; and
buffer means having an input coupled to both said reference

voltage and the first current electrode of the first transis-

tor, for providing said output voltage which tracks pro-
cess and temperature variations of the devices of said

electroaic circuitry.

1. A clock driver circuit capable of selectively assuming a
first operational mode for latching at a first and a second cir-

cuit outputs the signal state of two clock waveforms at a first

and a second circuit inputs in normal applications and alter-

nately assuming a second operational mode for transferring

said clock waveforms from said inputs to said outputs, during
testing applications, comprising:

a first NOR gate having a first input connected to said first

circuit input, a second input and an output connected to

said first circuit output;

a second NOR gate having a first input connected to said

second circuit input, a second input and an output con-
nected to said second circuit output;

a first switching device connected between said output of
said first NOR gate and said second input of said second
NOR gate, and having a control terminal connected to a
control input, for selectively applying said output of said

first NOR to said second input of said second NOR;
a second switching device connected between said output of

said second NOR gate and said second input of said first

NOR gate, and having a control terminal connected to

said control input, for selectively applying said output of
said second NOR to said second input of said first NOR;

said first and second switching devices being conductive
when said control input is in a first state, causing said first

and second NOR gates to be cross-coupled and latch said

signal sute of said two clock waveforms in said first oper-

ational mode, said first and second switching devices

being nonconductive when said control input is in a sec-

ond state;

a delay device having an input connected to said control

input and an output connected to said second input of said

first NOR gate and connected to said second input of said

second NOR gate, for conditioning said first NOR gate to

transfer said first clock waveform from said first circuit

input to said first circuit output and for conditioning said

second NOR gate to transfer said second clock waveform
from said second circuit input to said second circuit out-

put when said control input is in said second state selec-

tively causing said second operational mode to occur;

whereby said circuit can be selectively adapted to operate in

either said normal applications or said testing applications.
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4,477,739

MOSFET RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY CHIP
Robert J. Procbsting, Rkhardaon, and Paul R. Schrocder, Dal*

las, both of Tex., aasignors to Moctek Corporatkm, Camril*

ton, Tex.

Continnatioa of Ser. No. 270,765, Jon. 5, 1981, , which ii a

continnation of Scr. No. 970,678, Dec 18, 1978, , which is a

dlTision of Scr. No. 644354, Dec 29, 1975, Pat No. 4,156,938.

This appUcatioa Jul. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 402,395

Int a.3 H03K 19/096. 19/177

VS. a. 307—449 5 Clahn
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terminal operatively connected to an external voltage source,

comprising:

fint and second voltage supply lines connected, respec-

tively, to ground and the external voltage sourer,

a voltage regulator, operatively connected between said first

and said second voltage supply lines, having an output

terminal for providing a regulated potential between

ground and the external voltage source;

a third voltage supply Une operatively connected to the

output terminal of said voltage regulator;

an output buffer circuit operatively connected between said

first and said third voltage supply lines;

an inner gate circuit operatively connected between said

third and said second voltage supply lines; and

input and output level converter circuits connected, respec-

tively, between the input terminal of said emitter<coupled

logic circuit device and said inner gate circuit and be-

tween said inner gate circuit and said output buffer circuit,

the current flowing from said first voltage supply line to

said third voltage supply line through said output buffer

circuit also flowing from said third voltage supply line to

said second voltage supply line through said inner gate

circuit.

1. An integrated circuit chip including a decode circuit

comprising:

at least two input lines to the decode circuit for a corre-

sponding number of binary address signals,

a plurality of decode nodes,

a like plurality of first circuit means for producing a decode

signal on a selected one of the decode nodes in response to

each combination of binary address signals applied to the

input lines,

a like plurality of second circuit means for storing the de-

code signal from each of the decode nodes, each second

circuit means having an output isolatable from the respec-

tive decode node, and

a like plurality of control circuit means for causing the first

and second circuit means to produce a first decode signal

on one of the decode nodes in response to a first set of

address signals applied to the input lines and to store the

decode signal produced therefrom in the respective sec-

ond circuit means, and then to produce a second decode

signal on one of the decode nodes in response to a second

set of address signals applied to the input line.

4,477,741

DYNAMIC OUTPUT IMPEDANCE FOR 3-STATE
DRIVERS

John J. Moacr, Jr., Encx Junction, Vt, asaigDor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Annoak, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,828

Int CL^ H03K 19/094. 19/003. 19/007

VS. a. 307-473 3 Claiais

4,477,740

EMITTER-COUPLED LOGIC CIRCUIT DEVICE
Hiroftami Takeda, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Fqjitsn Lim*

ited, Kawasaki, Japan

nied Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,858

Gafans priority, application Jqian, Mar. 31, 1981, 56-48616

Int 0.3 H03K 19/086. 19/092. 19/20

VS. a. 307-455 6 Chdns
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1. An emitter-coupled logic circuit device having an input

1. A driver circuit comprising:

an input signal means,

first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh field efTect

transistors, each having a drain electrode, a source elec-

trode and a control electrode,

the first transistor having its drain electrode coupled to a

voltage source through a load device, its source electrode

coupled to ground, and its control electrode coupled to

said input signal means,

the second transistor having its control electrode coupled to

said input signal means, its drain electrode coupled to said

voltage source and its source electrode connected to a

capacitive load,

the third transistor in parallel with said second transistor, the

drain electrode of said third transistor coupled to said

voltage source and its source connected to said load, and

its control electrode coupled to the control electrode of

the second transistor through a capacitor and to ground

through a resistor to change the voltage on the control

electrode of said third transistor a preselected time after a

signal is applied thereto,

the fourth transistor having its control electrode connected

to the drain electrode of the first transistor, its drain elec-
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trode coupled to the load, snd hs source connected to

ground,

the fifth tnnststor having its drain electrode connected to
the load, its source electrode connected to ground, and its

control electrode coupled to the control electrode of the
fourth transistor through a capacitor and to ground
through a resistor to change the voltage on the control
electrode of said fifth transistor a preselected time after a
signal is applied thereto,

the control electrodes of said sixth and seventh transistors

being coupled to a disable input, the drain of the sixth

transistor being coupled to the control electrode of said

second transistor, and the drain of said seventh transistor

being coupled to the control electrode of said fourth
transistor and their sources being coupled to ground
whereby turning on of said sixth and seventh transistors

grounds the control electrodes of said second and fourth
transistors thereby isolating said capacitive load.

MT7,742
THREE TERMINAL BIDIRECnONAL DRAIN TO

DRAIN FET CIRCUIT
WOUni J. Janntka, West Allis, Wis^ iMigBor to Eaton Corpo-

ratfcm, Clcnlaiid, Ohio -
Filed Job. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,721

Irt. a^ H03K 17/16. 17/687
UAa 307—571 7 claims

a shaft joumaled in said housing;

a rotor mounted on said shaft in said housing and comprising
a stack of rotor sheets ofa given length, and a rotor short-
circuiting ring at one end of said rotor stack;

a stator surrounding said rotor and comprising a main stator
stack of electrical sheets equal in length to said given
length, a supplementary stack of electrical sheets at said
end ofsaid stator and extended inwardly to flank said ring,
said stacks of said stator being provided with slots receiv-
ing an excitation winding and said slots being extended in
said supplementary stack inwardly to define teeth;

a brake armature mounted by a bearing on said shaft for axial

movement relative to said shaft and prevented from rota-
tion relative to said shaft by said housing, said armature
comprising a cyUndrical portion reaching axially inwardly
of said ring and a further portion juxtaposed with an
axially confronting said teeth whereby the energization of
said coil generates a magnetic field in said stator stacks
and in said ring which acts additively upon said portions
to displace said armature; and

a brake in said housing operatively connected to said arma-
ture for deblocking upon the magnetic attraction of said

armature.

1. A bidirectional FET circuit comprising:
first and second enhancement mode FETs connected drain

to drain in series relation between first and second power
switching terminals, current conduction in one direction
traversing through the series connection of the forward
biased substrate-drain pn junction of said first FET and
the drain-source current path of said second FET, and
current conduction in the opposite direction traversing
through the series connection of the forward biased pn
junction of said second FET and the drain-source current
path of said first reT;

resistance means connected from a common node connect-
ing the FET gates to each of said power switching termi-
nals, to reference said node to the power switching termi-
nal of greater given polarity; and

current source means connected to said node for driving sid
FETs into conduction.

4,477744
PERMANENT MAGNET ROTOR WITH GAPS BETWEEN

THE MAGNET AND THE HUB
Hermann Gerber, MiiBcheBwiler, Switieriaiid, anigiior to Sode-

co-Saia, A.G., Molten, Switierhmd

Filed Aug. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 527,300
Clainis priority, appUcation Switzerland, Sep. 15, 1982,

5461/82

lot a.3 H02K 21/12
U.S. a. 310—156 11 Oains

4,477,743

BRAKE-MOTOR
CowtaMia Apctrei; Victor Nitigns; Elck Demeten Marian

Radiricsco, and Tom Sachelarie, aU of Bvcnresti, Romania,
aariffon to InrtitirtBl De Cercctarc Stiintifica Si Inginerie
Tcctaolofiea Pentni Indostria Dcctrotehaica, Bucharest,
Rooaaia

Filed Jn. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 387,889
lit a? H02K 7/102

UA a 310-77 4 Claims
1. An asynchronous electric motor with braking capabilities,

comprising:

a motor housing;

1. A rotor for a synchronous motor, comprising in combina-
tion

a permanent ring magnet having an inner surface,

a hub including a rotor shaft and having an outer surface,

each surface being formed with a plurality of teeth, the

teeth of one surface being engageable with the teeth of the
other surface, said hub being pressable into said permanent
ring magnet, said teeth being shaped so that the engaged
teeth form a force-locking connection between said ring

magnet when said hub is pressed into said ring magnet, but

gaps remain between said hub and said ring magnet which
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extend along a substantially radial direction, whereby a

connection between said hub and said ring magnet is

established, while said hub and said ring magnet remain
free of being subjected to any tensile stresses along said

substantially radial direction.

electric field to cause breakdown between said rail elec-

trodes,

4,477,745

DISC ROTOR PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR
Gregory F. Lux, 218 School St, Wobom, Mm. 01801

Filed Dec 15, 1983, Ser. No. 561,955

Int a.) H02K 21/12
\}S. q. 310—156 4 Claim

4,477,746

MICROWAVE-TRIGGERED LASER SWITCH
Martin S. Pfltch, Lot Alanoa, N. Mcz., aaaignor to The United

States of AoCTica as r^remited by the Uoitcd Statca Depot-
owot of Energy, WashingtoB, D.C.

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,797

Int CI.3 HOIJ 7/46. 19/80

VS. a. 315-39 9 Claim
1. A switch for switchmg high-power electrical pulses from

a power supply comprising:

a microwave waveguide;

a pair of opposing rail electrodes forming an mtegral part of

said microwave waveguide, said pair of rail electrodes

biased by said power supply such that said power supply

produces an electric field between said pair of rail elec-

trodes near breakdown potential; and

microwave generator means connected to said microwave
waveguide for producing microwave pulses past said pair

of rail electrodes having sufficient energy to distori said

niANSinON SECTON
WWEOUOC 'tlECTMOM

STWXTUW

IrrJfei^Egl^i
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o-mtauM.

whereby said pair of rail electrodes provide a large conduc-

tion area that reduces induction effects of said switch and
minimizes electrode erosion.

4,477,747

LAMP CIRCUIT FOR AUTOMOBILE
KiyosU Wakai; ToaUron Shinodaira, and Yonehani FnkaaUna,

all of Nagano, Japan, assignors to Kabnshlki Kaisha Saakyo
Seild Sdsakosbo, Nagano, Japan

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,780

Claim priority, application Japan, Oct 3, 1981, 56-157957

Int d^ H05B 37/00
VS. CL 315—200 A 10 Claim

1. An improved permanent magnetic generator comprising:

a rotor disk;

a pluraUty of magnets mounted adjacent to one another on
said rotor disk, said magnets adapted to extend beyond
said disk on each side thereof and said magnets being

bevelled at the sides of their tops and bottoms to prevent

overlap of their magnetic fields;

an iimer stator having a first and second side positioned

unmediately under said magnets on each side of said rotor

disk, each side of said inner stator carrying a plurahty of
coils in which current can be induced by movement of

said magnets on said rotor; and

an outer stator positioned immediately above said magnets

concentric to and circumferentially around said magnets

havmg a first set of coils above the magnets on one side of

said rotor disk and a second set of coils above the magnets

on the other side of said rotor disk, said coils adapted so

that a current is induced therein upon rotation of said

magnets.

1. A lamp circuit comprising:

(a) a lamp,

(b) a source of power,

(c) a first transistor connected in series with said lamp and

source of power for providing current to said lamp when
said transistor is in the conducting state,

(d) intermittent on-off control means responsive to an on-off

input signal and connected to an input electrode of said

first transistor for intermittenly turning on and off said

first transistor, and

(e) short circuit detector means for turning off said first

transistor when a short circuit occurs in said lamp, said

shori circuit detector means comprising:

(i) voltage detection means connected in parallel across

said lamp for detecting voltage variations in said lamp,

(ii) switch means connected to said intermittent on-ofT

control means for forcing said latter means to an off

condition, thereby forcing ofTsaid first transistor, when
said switch means is activated,

(iii) switch control means for controlling said switch

means so as not to activate said switch means for a

predetermined period of time after said first transistor is

turned on, connected to said switch means, said voltage

detection means, and said intermittent on-ofT control

means, for providing a control signal under the condi-

tion that said on-ofT input signal is on and said voltage

detection means detects a lamp voltage below a prede-

termined minimum.
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M77,748
SOLID STATE BALLAST

Ckhrta E. Grabta, Giriaad, Tcz^ aMignor to Thomas Industries,

iMn Lmrinrillc ly.

FUcd Oct 7, 1980, Scr. No. 194,783

Im. CL^ G05F 1/00: H05B 37/Oa 39/00, 41/14
VS, a. 315-306 26 Claims

rss!

1. An inverter circuit receiving power from a power source
and generating a high frequency inverter signal for energizing
gaseous discharge lamp circuit means comprising: control
switching means connected in circuit with said power source
and said lamp circuit means; reactive circuit means connected
in circuit with said switching circuit means and said lamp
circuit means for causing current flowing therein to oscillate at
high frequency; driver circuit means for triggering said control
switching means to conduct and thereby generate said high
frequency oscillation in said lamp circuit means; first detector
circuit means responsive to signals in said lamp circuit means
for generating a timing signal in timed relation with said in-

verter signal; a current sensor circuit means for generating a
current sensor signal representative of the magnitude of high
frequency current flowing in said lamp circuit means; and
commutation circuit means responsive to said timing signal and
said current sensor signal for actuating said driver circuit
means to trigger said control switching means in predeter-
mined time relation with said inverter signal to regulate the
high frequency current in said lamp circuit means.

and second terminals for converting the applied voltage into
the current to be supplied during trace periods of the sawtooth
current, the amplifier circuit comprising during retrace periods
of the sawtooth current a resonant circuit coupled to the sec-
ond terminal and including at least said coil, a capacitor, first

and second diodes and a transistor, the second terminal being
connected via a parallel arrangement of the capacitor and the
second diode to one electrode of the first diode and one elec-
trode of said transistor, respectfully, a further electrode ofeach
of said first diode and transistor being connected to said supply
voltage terminal, the junction of the capacitor, the first and
second diodes, and the transistor being connected to the supply
voltage terminal via said transistor said first and second diodes
havmg the same forward direction, said transistor being con-
nected with a forward direction opposite that of said first and
second diodes, said transistor being biased during the retrace
periods of the sawtooth current; the improvements wherein
said amplifier circuit comprises an amplifier having a signal

input, the junction between the capacitor, the first and second
diodes and the transistor being fed-back via a resistor to said
signal input of said amplifier, said signal input further being
coupled to said first-terminal.

4,477,750

MULTI-LEVEL DISK DRIVE MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
Darid W. Collins; John J. Neesa, and Michael C. Stich, aU of

Rochester, Minn., assignors to International Business Ma*
chines Corporation, Armoak, N.Y.

FUed May 17, 1962, Ser. No. 378,968

lat a.3 H02P 1/22
VS.a 318—270 6 Claims

4,477 749
CIRCUIT FOR GENERATING A SAWTOOTH CURRENT

IN A COIL
Peter C. Schmale, Breda, Netfacrfauds, assigDor to U.S. Philips
CorpontiOB, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,231
Claims priority, appUcation Netheriands, Mar. 25, 1982,

8201237

lot a^ HOU 29/7a 29/76
U.S.a 315-397 2 Claims

1. A circuit for generating a uwtooth current in a coil, the
circuit having a first terminal or receiving a sawtooth voluge
and a second terminal coupled to the coil for supplyng the
sawtooth current, a supply voltage terminal, an amplifier cir-
cuit including an amplifier circuit connected between said first

1. In an information storage device including a rotating

information carrying media, a motor for driving the routing
media and a processor unit, a motor drive control for regulat-

ing the rotational speed of the rotating media comprising:

first means for accelerating said information carrying media
to an operating speed and effecting rotational speed regu-

lation within a predetermined range under control of said

processor unit;

digital circuit means for maintaining said information carry-

ing media speed within a predetermined range of rota-

tional velocities, whereby said processor unit is freed to

handle non-motor related matters during no error opera-

tion; and

sensing means for transferring motor drive control to said

first means when an error condition occurs with respect to

speed regulation effected by said digital circuit means.
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4^77,751
MOTOR BRAKE DEVICE

KatsoBd KaMlyBH^ Tokyo, Japan, anigMir to Olympus Optical

Con Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 27, 1981, Scr. No. 257,863

Claims priority, appUeatioa Japaa, May 1, 1980, 55-58401

lot CL^ H02P 1/22
VS. CL 318—280 6 Claims

and fourth transistors are simultaneously turned on, the

first and second terminals of said motor thereby being

short-circuited through the emitter-collector path of said

second and fourth transistors.

a
j

1 A»vj

J™B 20 22
I

I

1
1

1. A motor device for controlling a motor having two termi-

nals, the motor device comprising:

a source of forward and reverse instruction signals, said

forward and reverse instruction signals each having lead-

ing and trailing edges; said forward instruction signal

designating a forward rotation of a motor and said reverse

instruction signal designating a reverse rotation of said

motor;

signal means responsive to a forward instruction signal and
to a reverse instruction signal, for providing a trailing

signal which is generated for a given period of time fol-

lowing the trailing edge of said forward instruction signal

and the trailing edge of said reverse instruction signal;

first gate means coupled to said signal means and being

responsive to said forward instruction signal and to said

trading signal, for providing a first signal which corre-

sponds to the logical OR of said trailing signal and a signal

luving an inverted level of said forward instruction signal;

second gate means coupled to said signal means and being

responsive to said forward instruction signal and to said

trailing signal, for providing a second signal which corre-

sponds to the logical OR of said trailing signal and said

forward instruction signal;

third gate means coupled to said signal means and being

responsive to said reverse instruction signal and to said

trailing signal, for providing a third signal which corre-

sponds to the logical OR of said trailing signal and a signal

having an inverted level of said reverse instruction signal;

fourth gate means coupled to said signal means and being

responsive to said reverse instruction signal and to said

trailing signal, for providing a fourth signal which corre-

sponds to the logical OR of said trailing signal and said

reverse instruction signal;

a first transistor having an emitter-collector path which is

coupled between a first power supply potential and a first

terminal of said motor, and a base wUch receives said first

signal;

a second transistor having an emitter-collector path which is

coupled between a second power supply potential and a

second terminal of said motor, and a base which receives

said second signal;

a third transistor having an emitter-collector path which is

coupled between said first power supply potential and the

second terminal of said motor, and a base which receives

said third signal; and

a fourth transistor having an emitter-collector path which is

coupled between said second power supply potential and

the first terminal of said motor, and a base which receives

said fourth signal;

said second signal having the same logic level as said fourth

signal during said given period of time, so that said second

4,477,752

SPEED CONTROL APPARATUS FOR DC MOTOR
Hinmiitsn Nakano, KataM, and Isao Yoshida, Snita, both of

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd^
Kadoma, Japan

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,420

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 18, 1981, 56-39995

Int a.3 G05B 5/00
VS. a. 318—331 6 Claims

iil.'t
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1. A speed control apparatus for a DC motor comprising:

a bridge circuit to be completed by including as one arm, a

first series circuit comprising a first resistance and said DC
motor, the counter electromotive force of which is pro-

portional to the revolutional speed of said DC motor, and

as the other arm, a second series circuit comprising a

second resistance and a third resistance,

detection terminals comprising a first connection point of

said DC motor and said first resistance, and a second

connection point of said second resistance and said third

resistance, for producing a voltage proportional to the

counter electromotive force of said DC motor,

a differential amplifier for amplifying signal of difference

between a reference voltage and said produced voltage of

said detection terminals,

a current control means for controlling a current supplied to

said bridge circuit by controlling a current control transis-

tor inserted between a feeding terminal of said bridge

circuit and a positive end of a power source, utilizing an

output of said difTerential amplifier,

a first transistor being connected by its emitter to said posi-

tive end of said power source and by its collector to a

constant current circuit,

a second transistor being connected by its emitter to said

positive end of said power source and by its collector to a

constant voltage circuit which produces said reference

voltage,

a third transistor being connected by its emitter to said

positive end of said power source and by its collector to

said differential amplifier, and

said second and third transistors constituting current mirror

transistors with respect to said first transistor.
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M77,753
SAFETY INTERLOCK FOR AN ELECTRIC

POSTnONING SYSTEM
RidiiCT Ratal, BiiU, aad Erich Schneider, Kirchheim, both of

Fad. Rep. of Gcnuny, aMisnors to Robert Boech GmbH,
Stattgvt, Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,351

Claian priority, tpplicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcmnny, Sep. 10,

1981, 3135888

Int a.} G05B 9/02
VJS.a 318—50 6 Claims

1. Safety interlock circuit for an electromechanical position-

ing drive operated by means of an electric motor having termi-

nals connectable selectively to the poles of a d.c. source for

forward and for reverse movement under control by a pair of
transistor switches, said circuit comprising a logic circuit (34)
having inputs connected respectively to the control electrodes

of said transistor, an input connected through diodes respec-

tively to the output electrodes of said transistor, and an output

connected for blocking the operation of said motor in the

absence of a control signal at the control electrodes of either of
said transistors if at the same time the output of at least one of
said transiston is substantially inconsistent with the absence of
control signals.

4,477,754

INTERACTIVE MACHINING SYSTEM
Gerald V. Roch, ladianpolis, lad^ James P. WUes, Clean,

N.Y., aod Chris L. Hadley, Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to

Horco M^ Co. Inc., IwUiiBapolis, lad.

CootiBuitioa of Ser. No. 151,909, May 21, 1980, abandoned,
which te a contiBaation of Ser. No. 702,549, Jul. 6, 1976,

abuidoaed. This application Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,511
Int a^ G05B 19/42

VS.a 318—568 19 Claims

indicative ofthe relative position between the tool and the
workpiece;

an alterable memory operable to retain a control program
and control parameters;

a microprocessor unit coupled to the output of the indicator
means and to the memory and operable to produce control
signals dependent upon said indicator means output and
said control parameters according to said control pro-
gram;

control means for directing said control signals from the
microprocessor unit to appropriate motion-providing
means;

interface means for transferring a control program and con-
trol parameters from an external medium into said alter-

able memory and for recording the control parameter
contents of said memory onto an external medium;

data entry means for loading control parameters into said

memory through externally accessible data inputs inde-

pendently of said interface means; and
display means for displaying control parameters, said con-

trol program being operable to display control parameter
inquiries on the display means, whereby an operator may
load control parameters into said memory through said

data entry means in response to the inquiries, said appara-
tus including means to sequentially display data block
inquiries and to display, in response to the loading of
certain contol parameters into said memory relating to the
data block inquiries, separate displays of additionl control
parameter inquiries relating to information used in the
data block which was the subject of the previous inquiry,

whereby the sequential display of inquiries and direct

loading of control parameters as to an operation can be
used to make the use of the device simpler and more
responsive to the operator.

4,477,755

METHOD OF SUPPRESSING SEEK-EXCTTED
VIBRATION IN A DISK DRIVE OR SIMILAR SERVO

SYSTEM
David W. Rickert, Bonlder, Colo., asrignor to Storage Technol*
ogy Corporation, Lonisrille, Colo.

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,488

Int a.} G05B 5/01. 23/02
VS. a. 318—611 9 Claims

—^ ciacwT

T" ^^^^

1. A programmable microcomputer control apparatus for
controlling the relative motion between a tool and a workpiece
comprising:

indicator means for providing at an output digital signals

1. A disk drive control circuit for use with a disk drive that

includes a rotatable disk and means for writing or reading

information to or from selected locations of said disk, said

write or read means including a mechanical system that selec-

tively positions a head assembly so as to provide access to

selected locations of said disk, said disk drive control circuit

comprising:

an electrical circuit that comprises a model of said mechani-

cal system;

means for exciting said electrical model circuit with a drive

signal representative of the mechanical forces applied to

said mechanical system in order to selectively position

said head assembly, said electrical model circuit being

adapted to provide a response signal that is representative
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of the displacement of said head assembly within said

mechanical system;

alarm means for monitoring said response signal and gener-
ating an alarm signal whenever said response signal ex-
ceeds a predetermined threshold; and

control means responsive to said alarm signal for preventing
the movement of said head assembly for a period of time;

whereby undesirable mechanical resonances associated with
a particular sequence of head assembly positioning cycles

can be stopped by selectively delaying the movement of
said head assembly.

indicating that the motor is in a position where commuta-
tion would result in minimum braking torque; and

4,477,756

STEPPING MOTOR EXCTTING SYSTEM
FiUio Morigochi, Kanagawa, Japan, aasignor to nui Xerox COn

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Filed Dec 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,306

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 4, 1981, 56-194441

lot a.} H02K 29/04
VS, CI. 318—696 10 Claims

1. A stepping motor excitation system for effecting one or
two-phase excitation of excitation coils of a motor in either a
stepwise mode or a linear mode said system comprising:

means for causing excitation currents flowing through said

excitation coils of a stepping motor to have four stepwise

fixed values respectively;

current value setting means for setting said means for caus-

ing excitation currents flowing through each of said exci-

tation coils to one of four stepwise flxed values;

memory means provided with flrst and second storage areas,

wherein said flrst storage area stores information for con-
trolling the current flowing through each of said excita-

tion coils when said motor is to be run in the stepwise

mode, and wherein said second storage area stores infor-

mation for controlling the current flowing through each
of said excitation coils when said motor is to be run in a

linear mode; and

selecting means for selecting one of said storage areas of said

memory means in accordance with a desired mode of

operation of said motor.

-cs-
"=s-

m
control means for generating commutation signals to the

motor during acceleration in response to the flrst position

signals and during deceleration in response to the second
position signals.

4,477,758

STEPPING MOTOR OVERCURRENT DETECnON AND
PROTECTION DEVICE

Mark S. De Biasi, Windsor, Conn., aaaigBor to 11w Snperior
Electric Company, Briitol, Conn.

FUed Jon. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,246

Int a.3 H02K 29/04
VS. Q. 318—696 4 Claims

4,477,757

PHASE COMMUTATOR FOR CLOSED LOOP CONTROL
OF A STEPPING MOTOR

Gaston A. Palombo, Agoora, and Dnng D. Do, Bnrbank, both of

Calif., assignors to Dataproducts Corporation, Woodland
Hills, Calif.

Filed Feb. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,132

Int a.3 H02K 29/04
VS. a. 318—696 21 Claims

1. A commutation circuit for a stepping motor comprising:

first sensor means for providing flrst position signals indicat-

ing that the motor is in a position where commutation
would result in maximum accelerating torque;

second sensor means for providing second position signals

1. An overcurrent detection and protection device for a

stepping motor drive system, the system having means for

controlling the current flow thereto, comprising:

(a) a flrst resistor through which the current flow passes and
across which a voluge drop proportional to the current

flow is developed;

(b) a photon coupled isolator connected in parallel with the

flrst resistor and having an output signal, which output

signal changes level when the voluge drop across the flrst

resistor reaches a predetermined level;

(c) a signal means responsive to the detecting means for

producing a signal to the current controlling means upon
an overcurrent condition, causing the current controlling

means to terminate the overcurrent condition;

(d) delay means for maintaining the signal to the current

controlling means for a predetermined length of time and

subsequently resetting the device to its state existing prior

to the overcurrent condition; and

(e) a second resistor connected in series with the isolator,

which second resistor is adjustable to vary the response

level of the isolator to the voltage drop across the flrst

resistor.
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MT7,759
STEPPING MOTOR UNIT

Yfw GaMo, GraagM, od Picm-Aiidrt Mcister, Biemie, both
ofSwttMrlaad^iMiffon to ETA SJL, Fabriqnes d'Ebandics,

FDed Apr. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 4M,641
Clains priority, appliartioa Switzerland, Apr. 21, 1982,

2411/82

lat. a^ H02K 29/04
VJS,a 318-«96 15 Claims

--/•

1. A motor unit comprising:

a first rotor having a firM axis of rotation and including a first

permanent magnet having a first magnetic axis substan-
tially perpendicular to the first axis of rotation;

a second rotor having a second axis of rotation and including
a second permanent magnet having a second magnetic axis
substantially perpendicular to the second axis of rotation;

means for orienting the first and second magnetic axes along
a first rest axis and a second rest axis respectively, in the
absence of any other influence; and

means for applying to the first magnet and to the second
magnet a first magnetic field in response to a first current
and a second magnetic field in response to a second cur-
rent, the first and second magnetic fields being substan-
tially perpendicular to the first axis of rotation and to the
second axis of rotation and also forming two substantially
symmetrica] obtuse angles with one of the rest axes and
two substantially symmetrical acute angles with the other
rest axis.

4,477,7«
CONTINUOUS POLE AMPLITUDE MODULATED

ELECTRIC MACHINES
Stcphea B. Kaiactio?, Pittibargh, Pa., astigBor to Westing-

hooae Electric Corp., Pittibwgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,431
IM. CL^ H02P 7/48

U.S.a 318-773 9Ciaiai8

a second number of poles between said second set of
terminals;

a plurality of switches for switching said external power
source alternatively between said first and second sets of
terminals; and

means for controlling said switches wherein the time during
which said external power source is successively con-
nected between said first and second sets of terminals is

greater than the period of said external AC power source
and less than the combined magnetization-rotor loop time
constant of the machine, wherein the frequency of the
external AC power source remains constant

4,477,761

METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR MINIMIZING
CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF ONE OR MORE A^

MOTORS DRIVING A VARIABLE LOAD
Horat Wolf, Albershausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Zinser TextlhnascUnen GmbH, Ebersbach/Flls, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Dec. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,998
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec 9,

1981, 3148794

lot a^ H02P 5/40
U.S. a 318-800 24 Claims

8 cumcKT &»%ai

1- An electric machine comprising:
fint and second sets of terminals for connection to an exter-

nal AC power source;

a sutor winding electrically alternatively connected to said
first and second sets of terminals, and wound to form a
first number of poles between said first set of terminals and

1. A method of minimizing current consumption of an elec-

tric motor having a stator connected across a supply circuit

and a rotor entrained by a rotating electromagnetic field gener-
ated in response to an alternating input voltage in said stator,

said rotor being connected to a variable load,

comprising the steps of:

(a) modifying the RMS value of said input voltage by alge-

braically summing therewith a voltage increment of a
given sign;

(b) detecting a resulting current change in said supply circuit

and determining the direction of the detected change;
(c) upon detecting an increased current in step (b), modify-

ing the RMS value of said input voltage by algebraically

summing therewith a voltage increment of a sign opposite
that of step (a);

(d) upon detecting a decreased current due to a voltage

modification according to one of steps (a) and (c), continu-

ing the modification of said RMS value by algebraic sum-
mation therewith of at lease one further voltage increment

of the sign yielding the decreased current until the magni-
tude of the current diminishing in response thereto has

substantially leveled off; and
(e) repeating from time to time a sequence of operations

including at least steps (a), (b) and (d).
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4*477,7«
SERVOMOTOR CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS

THEREFOR
Mitno Knrakakc, Hino, and KeUi Sakamoto, HacUoJi, both of

Japan, asdgnors to Fqjitsn Limited, Kawasaid, Japan
FUed Sep. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 535,341

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 24, 1982, 57-166367

lot a.3 H02P 5/40
MS. CL 318—802 6 CSaims

1. A servomotor control method for a system having a

current drive circuit for driving the servomotor, comprising

the steps of:

(a) detecting the actual rotational velocity of the servomo-

tor;

(b) detecting the actual current flowing into the servomotor,

(c) determining a velocity error based on the difference

between a commanded velocity and the actual rotational

velocity;

(d) generating a current command based on the velocity

error;

(e) determining a current error based on the difference be-

tween the current command and the actual current;

(0 amplifying the actual rotational velocity by a predeter-

mined multiplying factor to produce a velocity compensa-
tion signal;

(g) combining the current error and the velocity compensa-

tion signal to generate a compensated amplitude command
signal; and

(h) controlling the operation of the current drive circuit

based on the compensated amplitude command signal.

4,477,763

METHOD OF CONTROLLING INVERTER AND SYSTEM
THEREFOR

KatsnUro Asano, Toyoake, and Ynzom Tsnnehiro, Kasagai,

both of Japan, assignors to Kabuhi Kaisha Toyota Choo
Kenkynaho, Japan

FUed Jul. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 518,147

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 2, 1982, 57-135023

Int a.3 H02P 7/42

U.S. a. 318—811 20 Claims
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determining a desired magnetic flux as a reference rotary

magnetic flux for an AC motor to be controlled;

detecting an actual magnetic flux of said AC motor;

detecting a deviation between said actual magnetic flux of

said AC motor and said reference rotary magnetic flux;

comparing said deviation with reference values correspond-

ing to a permissible region of said deviation on a vector

plane;

selecting a voltage vector from among the voltage vectors of

said AC motor determined by the ON-OFT pattern of said

switches in said inverter, to maintain said deviation within

said permissible region and hold the actual magnetic flux

of said AC motor within a permissible tolerance with

respect to said desired magnetic flux to smoothly route

said AC motor, the number of said voltage vectors being

defined by 2N, where N is equal to the number of said

switches.

4,477,764

ENERGY GENERATING AND STORAGE SYSTEM FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLE OR THE LIKE

Eanel W. Pollard, 9943 Coddingtoa Way, St Louis, Mo. 63132
Filed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,759

Int CL^ H02J 7/00

U.S. CL 320—42 14 Qaims

1. A method of controlling an inverter having a plurality of

switches comprising the steps of:

14. In an electric vehicle of the type having principal electric

storage battery means as a primary source of direct current

voltage, a variable speed direct current motor and main drive

train driven thereby, and a movable accelerator pedal and

accelerator-responsive controls for varying the amplitude of

electric power to operate said motor at said variable speeds and

power level demands of said vehicle and secondary battery

means and current generating means therefor connected to the

main power train for operating electric accessories of said

vehicle; the improvement comprising an energy recovery and

storage system comprising primary electric current generating

means adapted for charging said principal battery means, cou-

pling means including an auxiliary power train and electric

clutch means adapted to be engaged and disengaged from a

driving coimection between said main and auxiUary power
trains for predetermined operation of said primary generating

means, said secondary battery means providing the main

power source for said electric clutch means, and multiple

switch means responsive to preselected vehicle operating

conditions for completing the circuit between said secondary

battery means and said electric clutch for shifting said primary

generating means between an engaged and power generating

condition and a disengaged inoperative condition.
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4*477,765

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Tlaothy F. Gkaaoo; WUliaa J. Pctanoa, both of Rockford, and
JaBM B. ThoB, FiTMport, all of DL, aadgaon to Soadftrud
Corporatkm, Roddtord, m.

DirWoa of Scr. No. 119,776, Sep. 22, 1980, Pat. No. 4,403,292,

a^ a coatiBMtkM of S«r. No. 43,804, May 30, 1979, aboadoned.
His appUcatioB Sep. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 528,729

lit a? H02P 9/Oa 9/30
vs. CL 322—20

, 5 Claims

r^
IF

[^t^

1. In an electrical generating system with a multi-phase
generator having a field circuit and a source of current for said
fleld circuit, a voltage regulator, comprising:

a source of signal representing average generator phase
output voltage;

means for comparing said average output voltage signal with
a reference and for generating a signal representing a
voltage error;

means for adding said average output voltage signal to said
error signal;

means responsive to the sum of said signals for controlling
the current from said current source to said generator
field; and

means responsive to a generator phase fault for blocking said
average output voltage signal from said adding means.

4. In an electrical generating system with a multi-phase
generator having a field circuit and a source of current for said
field circuit, a voltage regulator, comprising:

a source of signal representing average generator phase
output voltage;

means for comparing said average output voltage signal with
a reference for generating a signal representing a voltage
error;

a circuit responsive to said error signal for controlling the
current to said generator field; and

means responsive to an excessive phase voltage difference
for reducing the gain of the circuit of the voltage error
signal.

4,477,766

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING ELECTRIC
GENERATION FOR VEHICLES

Yoshk) AUta, Chiryn; Takaaori Tcshina, Kariya; Koshi Torii,

Iwakmra, and TosUaori Mamyana, Kariya, aU of Japan,
ssipiors to Nlppondcnso Co., Udn Kariya, Japan

FDcd Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 352,063
Clains priority, appUcatkm Japan, Feb. 26, 1981, 56-27509

Int a^ H02J 7/14. 7/24
U.S.a 322-28 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for controlling electric generation for vehi-
cles for use in an electric generating apparatus for a vehicle
having a battery comprising a generator and an electric gener-
ation display device, said electric generation control apparatus
comprising:

a first comparator circuit for receiving a detection value of
a voltage of sakl battery and a first referenence control
voltage, comparing both input signal voltages with each
other and producing a comparison output signal;

an electric generation display control circuit comprising a

second comparator circuit for receiving a detection value
of an electric generation voltage of said generator and a
second reference control voltage, comparing both input
signal voltages with each other and producing a compari-
son output signal, and a driver circuit having an input
terminal connected to an output terminal of said second
comparator circuit and an output terminal connected to
said electric generation display device for driving said
electric generation display device in response to the com-
parison output signal from said second comparator circuit;

a third comparator circuit for receiving the detection value
of the electric generation voltage of said generator and a
third reference control voltage higher than said second
reference control voltage, comparing both input signal
voltages with each other and producing a comparison
output signal; and

means for driving an exciter circuit connected to an output
terminal of said first comparator circuit and an output
terminal of said third comparator circuit and operating to
drive said exciter circuit only in response to at least one of
the comparison output signal of said first comparator

300'

circuit produced when the detection value of the battery

voltage is lower than the first reference control voltage
and the comparison output signal of said third comparator
circuit produced when the detection value of the electric

generation voltage of said generator is lower than the
third reference control voltage;

whereby the detection value of the electric generation volt-

age of said generator is maintained at the third reference

control voltage and above, thereby prohibiting the opera-
tion of said driver circuit of said electric generation dis-

play control circuit during a continuing electric generat-

ing operation of said generator, and
wherein the output terminal of said driver circuit of said

electric generation display control circuit is connected to

a junction point of said electric generation display device
and an electric load on said vehicle which are connected
in series between a supply source of the battery voltage
and ground, and said driver circuit alternately energizes

and de-energizes said electric generation display device
and said electric load on said vehicle respectively at the
same time.

4,477,767

STATIC EXCITATION SYSTEM
George M. Colzas, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 211,766

Int a.5 H02P 9/3a 11/00
VS. a. 322—59 9 Claims

1. A static excitation system for a dynamoelectric machine
having a rotating field winding producing a rotating magnetic
field and having a stator core with a multiphase set of main
armature windings disposed in slots therein, said excitation

system comprising:

a set of multiphase excitation windings in the form of at least

one electrically conductive bar disposed in at least one slot

in said stator core corresponding to said multiphase set of
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main windings and disposed correspondingly in said slots

so that there is one excitation winding for each main
winding;

an internal multiphase excitation transformer consisting

essentially of multiphase primary and secondary windings

in correspondence with said multiphase excitation wind-
ings, each primary winding being electrically connected

to a corresponding excitation winding, said primary and
said secondary windings of said excitation transformer

4,477,769

CABLE PLEXER FAULT LOCATOR
Janes O. Lowery, Raabnrac, Ala.; O. Leoa Thomas, CarroDtoB,

Ga.; Nathan L Baston, BrcmoM Ga.; Darrell L. Smith, Car*

roUton, Ga.; Walter K. Jilca, Whitesbnrg, Ga., and R. Emory
Stamca, Jr., CarroUton, Ga., aadgaors to Southwire Com-
pany, QuToUtoa, Ga.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,726

Int a^ GOIR 31/12
VS. a. 324—54 26 Claims

4,477,768

LEAKAGE CURRENT DETECTING STRUCTURE
Jnnlchi Hiramoto; Shinya Takenaka, and Katsuyoshi Sonago, aU

of Osaka, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Electric Indnstries,

Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,486

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1981, 56-25094

Int a.3 GOIR 31/02

VS. CL 324—51 9 Claims

1. A leakage current detecting structure comprising:

an electrically conductive inner housing which covers an

internal circuit;

an electrically conductive outer housing provided on an

insulating layer formed onthe outer surface of said inner

housing in a manner such that said outer housing covers

the outer surface of said inner housing through said insu-

lating layer; and

a current detecting circuit included within said inner hous-

ing through which said outer and inner housings are elec-

trically connected to each other, for detecting current

flowing between said inner and outer housings.

being inductively loosely coupled providing leakage reac-

tance for limiting rapid transient current flow from said

electrically conductive bars of said excitation winding;

and

rectifier means electrically connected to receive electrical

power from said secondary windings in proportion to

voltage induced in said excitation windings by said rotat-

ing magnetic field and to provide direct current excitation

for said rotating field winding.

13. The method of identifying cable insulation faults while

plexing multiplex cable comprising the steps of:

(a) supplying lengths of insulated cable;

(b) advancing each insulated cable along a straight path

parallel to predetermined longitudinal axis;

(c) testing said insulated cable for insulation faults while in

said straight path by connecting the conductor of said

insulated cable to ground, passing said insulated cable

through an electrode concentric with said straight path,

applying a high voltage signal to said electrode, esublish-

ing an electro motive force within said electrode, and

detecting changes in said electrical signal caused by flow

ofelectrons from said electro motive fbrce through insula-

tion faults to ground;

(d) rotating each straight path about said longitudinal axis;

(e) plexing each insulated cable around said longitudinal

axis; and

(0 collecting multiplex cable on storage means.

4,477,770

NOISE HELD INTENSTTY MEASURING APPARATUS
Shigeki Tojo, MosasUno, Japan, assignor to Takeda Riken

Kogyo Kabashikikaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 359,137

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 20, 1981, 56-

39780[U]

Int CL^ GOIR 27/00

VS. a. 324-57 N 13 Claims
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1. A noise field intensity measuring apparatus adapted for

enlarging the measuring dynamic range, comprising

a receiver capable of changing its receiving frequency;

at least first and second signal paths respectively having the

input sides thereof connected to the output side of the

receiver;

changeover switching means connected to the output sides

of said signal paths, for selectively taking out output sig-

nals thereof;
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a fint rectifier inserted in series in the first signal path, for
rectifying the output from the receiver,

an AC amplifier inserted in series in the second signal path,
for amplifying with a gain value G the output from the
receiver;

a second rectifier inserted in series in the second signal path
at the output side of the AC amplifier, for rectifying the
amplified output from the AC amplifier;

an attenuator inserted in the second signal path at the stage

following the second rectifier, for attenuating with an
attenuation value equal to said gain value G a signal corre-

sponding to the rectified output from the second rectifier;

low«pass filter means supplied with a signal corresponding to

the rectified output from the one of said first and second
rectifiers selected by said changeover means, to take out
its DC component;

time constant circuit means for converting the output from
the low-pass filter means corresponding to the signal path
selected by said changeover means into a quasi-peak value
detected output;

a ex: logarithmic ampUfier for logarithmically amplifying
the quasi-peak value detected output from the time con-
stant circuit means; and

an indicator supplied with the output from the AC logarith-

mic amplifier to display its magnitude

4,477,771

MICROWAVE DETECnON OF SOOT CONTENT IN A
PARTICULATE TRAP

Looia L. Nagjr, Warren; Darid S. Eddy, Romeo, and Michael J.

O'Roorke, Sterling Heights, all of Mich^ assfgnors to General
Moton CorporatkNi, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jon. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 390,406
Int a.i GOIR 27/04

VJS.a 324-58J C 3 Claims

1. The method of detecting the accumulation of conductive
particulates being collected from diesel engine exhaust gases
on a collection medium formed of dielectric material in a
chamber having the property of a microwave resonance cav-
ity, comprising the steps of:

collecting particulates on the medium in a pattern substan-
tially uniformly dispersed throughout the cavity whereby
the dielectric loading of the cavity increases with increas-

ing conductive particulate content,

exciting the cavity with microwave energy, and
monitoring the response of the cavity to the microwave

energy to sense the effective dielectric constant of the
material within the cavity thereby providing a measure of
the conductive particulate content in the collection me-
dium.

4,477,772

FREQUENCY COMPENSATOR FOR A
CURRENT-COMPARATOR CAPACITANCE BRIDGE

Eddy So, Ottawa, Canada, aasignor to Canadian Patents A
DeTelopment Limited, Ottawa, Canada

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,143
Int. a.3 GOIR n/5Z 27/26

VS. a. 324-59 8 Claims

1. In a current comparator capacitance bridge for measuring
inductance wherein the bridge includes first comparator wind-
ing connected to a reference capacitor and second comparator
winding for connection to the inductance, a method for ren-

dering the bridge insensitive to frequency fluctuations com-
prising:

deriving a compensating current proportional to twice the
change in current through the reference capacitor due to
the frequency fluctuations; and

driving the compensating current through the first compara-
tor windings to produce a current in the first winding
having frequency characteristics similar to those of the
current in the second comparator winding.

to

4,477,773

FREQUENCY MEASURING APPARATUS
Donald L. Margerum, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor

Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass.
FUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,113

Int a^ GOIR 23/14
VS. CL 324—79 R 4 daims

Ci«<»aiiM

1. Apparatus for measuring the frequency of an input signal

having a frequency, f, comprising:

(a) means for feeding the input signal to a pair of separate

signal channels;

(b) means disposed in a first one of the separate signal chan-

nels and responsive to a phase modulating signal and the

input signal for producing a phase modulated signal hav-

ing a phase angle relative to the phase of the input signal

which changes as a function of time;

(c) means, disposed in a second one of the separate signal

channels and fed by the input signal, for shifting the phase
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of the input signal an amount ^=Kf where K is a con-
stant;

(d) means for combining the phase modulated signal and the
phase shifted signal to produce a composite signal having
the input signal as a carrier signal, and as the envelope
thereof, a signal having the frequency of the modulating
signal and a phase angle, relative to the phase modulating
signal, proportional to the phase shift ^ provided by the

phase shifting means;

(e) phase detector means responsive to the composite signal

and the phase modulating signal, for detecting the phase
angle of the envelope of such composite signal relative to

the phase of the phase modulating signal; and

(0 computer means responsive to the detected phase angle

for determining the frequency of the input signal.

4^77,775
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A FAST INTERNAL

LOGIC CHECK OF INTEGRATED CIRCUTTS
Peter Fazekas, Munich, Fed. Rq>. of Germany, aarigaor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Gcnnany

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,764
Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 16,

1981, 3110140

Int a.3 GOIR 31/26; GOIN 23/00
VS. a. 324-158 R n Clains
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4^77,774
ELECTRICALCONTACT DEVICE FOR AN ELECTRONIC

CARD PROCESSING APPARATUS
Michel Reririenx, Versailles, France, assignor to Electronlque

Marcel Dasaaolt Versalllca, Fhuce
Filed Feb. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 237,564

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 28, 1980, 80 04486
Int a.3 GOIR 1/06, 31/02

VS. a. 324—158 P 5 dalns

1. An apparatus for conducting a fast internal logic check of
an integrated circuit with a fixed phase position sequence
cycle, said apparatus comprising:

a means for directing a pulsed electron beam at an integrated

circuit to be checked as a test probe;

a scan generator for selectively changing the position of said

test probe from test location to test location for testing

selected phases of said integrated circuit by generating a
potential contrast signal at the test l(x»tions representing

test values;

a means for receiving said potential contrast signal and
generating a plurality of corresponding test values;

a logic analyzer for evaluating said test values; and
a means for sequentially controlling the positioning of said

electron beam and evaluation of said test values.

4,477,776

APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR FLUX LEAKAGE
TESTING USING TRANSVERSE AND VECTORED

MAGNETIZATION
Edward Spierer, Belle Harbor, N.Y., assignor to Magnetic Anal-

ysis Corporation, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

FUed No?. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,467

Int a^ GOIN 27/72; GOIR 33/12
VS. a. 324—227 8 Claims

1. An electrical contact device for esublishing an electrical

connection between an electronic card having a plurality of
contact terminal areas thereon and an access terminal which
receives said card in a receiving means comprising:

a plurality of contact means, each including at least two
separate conductive members, one of said members form-

ing a sleeve to a remaining elongated member and insu-

lated therefrom;

a support member for said conductive members, each of said

conductive members mounted on said support member for

independent movement relative to the support member in

a direction transverse to the surface of the card received

by said receiving means;

means for independently biasing said conductive members
relative to said support member in a direction transverse

to and toward the surface of said card to bring each of said

two separate conductive members of each of said plurality

of contact means into electrical contact with a terminal

contact area of the card in said receiving means; and
circuit means for passing a current between said conductive

members of each of said plurality of contact means
through a respective of said terminal contact area.

If. *\ n, -

'
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1. Apparatus for providing simultaneous magnetic flux leak-

age detection of transverse and longitudinal flaws in an object

relatively moving longitudinally and routionally with respect

to said apparatus, comprising:

(a) means for producing a transverse magnetic field in said

object;
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(b) means for producing a longitudinal magnetic field inter-

secting a portion of said transverse magnetic field to pro-

duce a vectored magnetic field in a first test region of said

object;

(c) first nugnetic flux sensor means for providing output

signals in response to the presence of leakage flux pro-

duced by transverse flaws subjected to said vectored

magnetic field in said first test region;

(d) second magnetic flux sensor means for providing output

signals in response to the presence of leakage flux pro-

duced by longitudinal flaws in a second test region of said

object subjected to said transverse magnetic field;

(e) fint circuit means responsive to the output signals of said

first magnetic flux sensor means for indicating detected

transverse flaws in said object; and

(0 second circuit means responsive to the output signals of

said second magnetic flux sensor for indicating detected

longitudinal flaws in said object.

4,4T7,777

ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL
Roy E. Gordon, Oxford, England, iHignor to Oxford Research
SyitcnM Lindted, v^^t^

FUed Jon. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 389,064

CUw priority, application United Kingdom, Jon. 19, 1981,

8118949

Int CL^ GOIR 33/08
VS. a. 324—300 11 Claims
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and connected thereto via a platinum collar on the root
end of the membrane;

a heater element in said shell adjacent said membrane for

heating the membrane; and

ionizing and ion collecting means for said gas in the shell.

4,477,779

DUAL CHANNEL GATED PEAK DETECTOR
Robert W. Reed, State College, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,688

Int a.3 H03K 5/00, 17/00, 5/22
\3S. a. 328—151 6 Claims

•*V—mii}

1. A method of determining fats in a non '^C enriched bio-

logical sample, which methods comprises subjecting the sam-
ple to a magnetic field, irradiating the sample with radiofre-

quency electromagnetic radiation, obtaining from the sample
an electrical signal indicative of the radiofrequency absorption

of the sample in the magnetic field at a frequency correspond-

ing to the '^C NMR resonance frequency for the —(CH:)^—
resonance, filtering the signal to exclude components due to

absorption by the sample attributable to carbon atoms other

than those present as the —<CH2)<i— groups and determining

from the intensity of the absorption the fat content of the

sample.

4^77,778

HYDROGEN DETECTOR
Sanncl C Lawrence, Jr. deeeaied, late of Seattle, Wash.; by
JaUa F. Lawrence cxccntrix, 16414 MaplewUd Ave. SW.,
Seattle, Waah. 98166, and Gary M. Lawrenaon, King County,
Waah^ aaaignora to LawroMe Electronies Co. and Julia F.

Lawrence, both of Seattle, Wash., a part interest

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,865

Int a^ GOIN 27/62
UJ5. CL 324 466 5 daims

1. A detector for a given gas, comprising:

a glass vacuum shell having most of its area not permeable as

to said gas;

a pallad ium alloy membrane which is permeable as to said

gas, said membrane being a tubular extension of said shell

1. A dual channel gated peak detector comprising:

two signal channels, each of said signal channels having:

means for generating a gated signal from an input signal;

means for combining said gated signal with a gain control

voltage to produce a constant peak level signal;

means for detecting said constant peak level signal to prO'

vide a peak level voltage; and
means for computing said gain control voltage for each

cycle of said peak level signal such that said peak level

voltage is constant in amplitude,

means for summing said gain control voltages from each of
said signal channels to provide an output voltage inversely

proportional to the amplitudes of said input signals to each

of said signal channels.

4,477,780

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER WITH MULTIPLE
SWITCHABLE OUTPUTS

Dewayne A. Spirca, Plalstow, NJI., aarignor to ATAT Bell

Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,110

Int Ck? H03F 3/26. 1/34: H03G 3/18

U.S. Q. 330—265 7 Clalns

1. An operational amplifier comprising a first pair ofcomple-

mentary type transistors having Uieir emitter-collector paths

connected in series across a source of reference potential, the

emitters of said transistors being connected to each other and
to an output terminal, means for coupling a feedback resistance
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from the output terminal to the input of the amplifier, a second
pair of complementary type transistors being similarly con-
nected across said reference potential, the emitters of said

second pair being connected together and to a second output
termmal, means for coupling a second feedback resistance from
said second output to the input of the amplifier, a pair of resis-

4,477,782

COMPOUND CURRENT MIRROR
Eric J. Swanaon, Rending, Pa., aarignor to ATAT Bell Laborato*

rica, Murray HOI, NJ.
FUed May 13, 1983, Ser. No. 495,063

Inta3H03Fi//tf
tors of predetermined values, each resistor being respectively ^^'^ 330—288 iSCiaian
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connected between the base electrodes of similar type transis-

tors of said first and second pairs, and a pair ofconstant current

sources respectively coupled to the base electrodes of said

second pair of transistors, said second pair of transistors being

reverse biased until the output voltage from said first pair of

transistors equal or exceeds the voltage drop across at least one
of said resistors at which time the second feedback resistance

effectively shunts the first-mentioned feedback resistance.

4,477,781

COMBINED MICROWAVE PARALLEL AMPLIFIER- RF
ATTENUATOR/MODULATOR

Max L. Renas, Jr^ New CarroUton, Md., aadgnor to The United

States ofAmerica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Feb. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 467,430

Int 0.3 H03F 3/60
MS.a 330—286 17 Claims

1. A current amplifying apparatus comprising: at least two
output current transistors, each having a conduction path and
a control electrode, the conduction paths being connected in

series with each other;

means for supplying output current in the current paths of
said output transistors;

bias voltage means including, in association with each of said
output transistors, an input current transistor having a

conduction path and a control electrode, the control elec-

trode of each of said input transistors being coupled to a

point of the input current path and to the control elec-

trode of said output transistor associated therewith, and
means for supplying an input current in the conduction paths

of said input transistors,

said input transistors being devices for which the conduction

path current is substantially proportional to the square of

the minimum required voltage along the conduction path

for operation in the saturated mode, multiplied by a con-

stant factor related to the physical geometry of said input

transistors, and

at least one of said input transistors having a geometry differ-

ent from another of said input transistors, whereby for a

given input current in their conduction paths, said one and
said other input transistors generate different bias voltages

on the control electrodes of the respective said output

transistors associated with them.

4,477,783

TRANSDUCER DEVICE
WUllam E. Glenn, Ft Lauderdale, Fla., aasignor to New York

Institute of Technology, Old Westbnry, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,429

Int a.3 H03H 7/34, 9/13. 9/15

US. a. 333—138 4 Claims

1. A paraUel microwave amplifier comprising:

power-dividing matrix means with N input ports and N
intermediate output ports where N is an integer greater

than 1 for providing N intermediate output sigiuds;

power-combbiing matrix means with N intermediate input

ports and N output ports for accepting N intermediate

input signals;

N amplification channels, interconnecting each of said inter-

mediate output ports with a different one of said interme-

diate input ports, for connecting said power-dividing

matrix with said power-combining nutrix in a back-to-

back configuration, wherein each of said amplification

channels includes a phase-shifler, an attenuator, and an

.amplifier connected in series.

1. An ultrasonic transducer device, comprising:

a plurality of adjacent layers of polarized piezoelectric mate-

rial, each layer having a polarization direction which is
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opposite to the polarization direction of the adjacent
layer;

conductive electrodes disposed on said layers of piezoelec-
tric material such that each layer of piezoelectric material
has electrodes on opposing surfaces thereof, with elec-
trodes being shared between adjacent layers;

a series string of delay means, each including inductive
elements alternating with connecting terminals;

every other electrode being coupled to respective connect-
ing terminals of said series string of delay means, and the
remaining electrodes being coupled to a common termi-
nal;

an input/output terminal coupled to an end of said series

string of delay means, an input or output signal being
applied or received between said input/output terminal
and said common terminal;

the time delay of each delay means being substantially equal
to the ultrasonic wave propagation time through the pi-

ezoelectric material across which the delay means is cou-
pled.

,4T7,785
GENERALIZED DIELECTRIC RESONATOR FILTER

Ali E. Atia, Rockville, Md^ assigiior to Coouniulcation SaM-
Ute CorponrtkM, WasUogtoii, D.C.

Filed Dec 2, 1961, Scr. No. 326,643
Int a^ HOIP 1/203, 7/10

UAa 333-202 % ctata.

>4/4 LINES (SERIES COUPLINGS)

22 40.70

3/I/4LINES (-SHUNT (XHJPLING)
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4,477,784
SURFACE WAVE DISPERSIVE ACOUSTIC DELAY LINE
ChtfiM MaerfeM, and Claude Lardat, both of Paris, Fhuce,
anisBon to Thoasoa-CSF, Paris, France

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,614
CUioM priority, application FVaace, Jan. 15, 1982, 82 00615

lot CL^ H03H 9/44
U.S.a 333-153 2 Claims

1. A surface acoustic wave device for dispersing surface
waves of a speed v operating in a frequency band of f^vi and
finox comprising:

a substrate for supporting surface acoustic waves;
an input transducer means of the multi-electrode oblique

alignment type having variable interval interdigital elec-
trodes for producing acoustic waves;

an output transducer of the multi-electrode oblique align-

ment type having variable interval interdigital electrodes
mounted so that the slope of said input and said output
transducers are equal and are disposed symmetrically
about a point on the Z'—Z axis of said substrate for receiv-
ing said acoustic waves; and

two variable interval slating grating means for reflecting said
acoustic waves and,

wherein the interval between said interdigital electrodes of
said input and output transducers is between (nv/2f;„/«)
and (nv/2fwax) with n being an integer, and the two dis-

persive reflective gratings are slanted and the distance
between said corresponding reflectors are respectively
between (kv/f^nm) and (kv/f,„„) with k being another
integer whose value is different from said value of n.

V4UNE(* SHUNT (XHJPLING)

1. A generalized canonical form filter for electromagnetic
waves, comprising an input, an output and a plurality of dielec-
tric resonators disposed between said input and said output,
said resonators being serially coupled by series couplings of the
same sign, physically adjacent but electrically non-adjacent
resonators being coupled by shunt couplings of arbitrary sign,
wherein said couplings comprise microstrip lines extending
between said resonators, said lines terminating in arcuate por-
tion having a radius originating at the centers of said resona-
tors.

4,477,786

SEMI-COAXIAL CAVITY RESONATOR HLTER
Masahide Tamura, and Koga Dalsoke, both of Samnkawa, Ja>

pan, assignors to Toyo Conunnnication Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Kouza, Japan

per No. PCr/JP82/00026, § 371 Date Sep. 27, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Sep. 27, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/02626, PCT Pub.
Date Aug. 5, 1982

PCT FUed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 432,930
Claims priority, application Japui, Jan. 26, 1981, 56*10563

Int a.J HOIP 1/205. 7/04
U.S. a. 333-207 6 Claims

1. A semi-coaxial cavity resonator filter comprising:

a plurality of semi-coaxial cavity resonators each having an
outer conductor formed in the shape of a tube of a prede-

termined length, an inner conductor provided in said

outer conductor, one end of said inner conductor being
secured to an inner wall of said outer conductor,

a dielectric substrate having a specific dielectric constant

larger than 1 disposed in a gap formed between the other

end of said inner conductor and the adjacent inner wall of
said outer conductor, each side of said dielectric substrate

having an electrode in contact therewith,

electrostatic capacity adjusting means for adjusting the

electrosutic capacity between said electrodes, and
a shielding plate having a coupling window therein, said
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resonators being integrally connected in cascade via said to provide a variable clamping force on said stack so as to tune

shielding plate. the resonating frequency of said resonator body.

4,477,787

DUAL MODE DIRECnONALLY COUPLED BAND
REJECT FILTER APPARATUS

Herbert L. Thai, Jr., Tredyffrin Twp., Chester Co., Pa., assignor

to The United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,159

Int a.3 HOIP 1/208

U.S. a. 333—208 9 Claims

4,477,789

SOLENOID ARMATURE CUSHION
Basil Karlow, Anderson, S.C., assignor to The Singer Company,

Stamford, Conn.

FUed Jol. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 515,827

Int Q.^ HOIF 7/08

U.S. a. 335-257 3ClaiBU

1. A dual mode directionally coupled band reject filter appa-

ratus comprising in combination:

a waveguide housing containing a waveguide therein,

a first cylindrical cavity member mounted to the top of said

waveguide housing, said first cylindrical cavity member

containing a cavity means therein, said cavity means com-

municating with said waveguide through the broadwall of

said waveguide housing, said cavity means being offset

with respect to the centerline of said broadwall of said

waveguide, and,

a second cylindrical cavity member mounted to the top of

said first cylindrical cavity member, said second cylindri-

cal cavity member coaxially aligned with said first cylin-

drical cavity member, said second cylindrical cavity mem-
ber forming a second cavity therein, said second cavity

communicating with said cavity means in said first cylin-

drical cavity means.

4 477 788

DIELECTRIC RESONATOR TUNER AND MECHANICAL
MOUNTING SYSTEM

Jean C. Collinet Georgetown, and Mark V. Slyke, Arlington,

both of Mass., assignors to M/A Com, Inc^ Burlington, Mass.

FUed Feb. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 463,348

Int a.3 HOIP 7/10. 1/203

VS. a. 333—235 11 Claims
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1. In combination with a solenoid having a coil, an armature

movable within a channel with respect to said coil, and a stop

for limiting movement of said armature at one end of its travel,

the improvement comprising means for cushioning the impact

of said armature against said stop including a unitary cushion

element formed of resUient material, said cushion element

being elongated with a head portion at one end and a tail

portion extending from said head portion, said tail portion

being formed with an enlarged region spaced from said head

portion, said stop being formed with a bore therethrough in the

direction of travel of said armature, said head portion and said

enlarged region being larger than said bore, the distance be-

tween said head portion and said enlarged region being sub-

stantially equal to the length of said bore, and the tail portion

other than said enlarged region being smaller than said bore.

4,477,790

ELECTRICAL INDUCTIVE APPARATUS WTTH
COOLING CHANNELS

BertU Moritz, Ludrika, Sweden, assignor to Asea Aktiebolag,

Vijster&s, Sweden
FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,255

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 24, 1981, 8101197

Int a.3 HOIF 27/08. 27/28

VJS. a. 336—60 4 Claims

1. A combined mounting and tuning structure for a dielectric

resonator comprising a base, in a suck on said base a dielectric

resonator body, a resilient body of dielectric material and an

electrical conductor, and means to fasten said stack to said base

with said resilient dielectric between said resonator body and

said electrical conductor, said fastening means being adjustable

1. An electrical inductive apparatus comprising:

a core of magnetic material with at least one leg and several

yokes connected thereto;

at least one winding wound on said core and comprising a

plurality of superimposed turns of sheet-formed electrical-

ly-conducting material;

at least one cooling channel element, defining with a surface
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of at least one of said turns of said winding a plurality of
channels for conducting an insulating fluid, in contact
with a part of said surface from one to the other end face
of the winding, said cooling channel element comprising a
plurality of elongated spacing means disposed in substan-
tially parallel spaced relationship in contact with said
surface, and connecting means joining adjacent spacing
means together, each said connecting means being spaced
from the said surface to define with the latter and the two
spacing means it connects at least some of said plurality of
channels; and

wherein each of said elongated spacing means has a thick-
ness, transverse to the direction of connection of the con-
nected together spacing means, increasing from a central
region of the spacing means towards each of its opposite
ends.

substantially a 45 degree angle with respect to a line
drawn through the centers of the blocks.

4,477,792
MODULAR POWER SYSTEM REACTOR

Tliomas H. Putman, Penn Hills, Pa^ Andrew S. Sweetana, Jr,
Bloomington, and Frederick J. Brown, EUettsWUe, both of
Ind^ assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp„ Pittsburgh,
Ps.

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 344,258
InL a.3 HOIF 27/28

UAa 336-180 4ciains

4,477,791

SPACER BLOCK PATTERN FOR ELECTRICAL
INDUCTIVE APPARATUS

Patrick L. TUel; Clifford F. Lmrry, both ofMoMie, and John G.
DeNecf, New Caitle, aU of lad., aaaignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pittabufgh, Pa.

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,374
Int CL3 HOIF 27/08

U.S.a336-40 Sdaims
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1. A winding assembly for fluid-cooled electrical inductive
apparatus, comprising:

a core-coil assembly including a core leg having an axially
extending core center line and a plurality of stacked pan-
cake coils each having a plurality of conductor turns
disposed about said core leg;

and at least one spacer insulating sheet washer disposed
between adjacent pancake coils, each washer having
upper and lower straight ends, four curved comers, and
two straight leg portions coextensive with corresponding
portions of the pancake coils;

each washer having a plurality of rectangularly shaped
blocks having a geometric center and a longitudinal axis
which extends through said centers, said blocks extending
outwardly from at least one side of its associated washer
and in contact with a pancake coil;

said blocks being disposed in predetermined spaced relation
comprising a plurality of blocks arranged in spaced rows;

said spaced rows being verticaUy oriented in the upper and
lower end portions, horizontally oriented in the two leg
portions, and oriented at substantially a 45 degree angle in
tlie four comer portions,

the rows of each washer all being located with reference to
the core center line, to align the rows throughout the
stack of pancake coils,

the blocks of any one row aU having a like orientation, with
said blocks being oriented with their longitudinal axes at

1. A reactor comprising:

three or more self-supporting generally cylindrical modules
of which each of said modules comprises a conductive
cable helically wound in a plurality of turns about a cen-
terline with means for supporting said turns, said turns
including a number of turns in each of a plurality of planes
perpendicular to said centerline, and said cable has termi-
nal means at each end thereof;

means electrically connecting said terminal means of said
modules so said cables of said modules are electrically in

parallel;

said modules being radially juxtaposed concentrically about
a common centeriine with each having substantially the
same dimensions parallel to said centeriine; and

said modules having varying numbers of said turns with the
radially outermost of said modules having a greater num-
ber of turns than its radially inside adjacent module and
each of the others of said modules that is radially inside
another of said modules having a greater number of said
tums than its radially outside adjacent module for substan-
tial current balance among all of said modules.

4,477,793

ZINC OXIDE NON-LINEAR RESISTOR
Kazuo Mukae; Satoahi Mamyama; Koichi Tsuda, and Ikuo
Nagaaawa, all of Kanagawa, Ja|»an, aaaignors to Fi^i Electric
Co., Ltd. and FVJi Electric Corporate Research and Develop*
meat, Ltd., both of Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Jon. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 509,080
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 30, 1982, 57*113292;

Jun. 30, 1982, 57-113293; Jan. 30, 1982, 57-113294
Int a.3 HOIC 7/10: HOIB 1/08

U.S. a. 338—21 2 Claina
1. A voltage non-linear resistor comprising a sintered body

composed of a main component of zinc oxide, and additives of
(i) a total of 0.08 to 5.0 atomic % of at least one rare earth
element; (ii) 0.1 to 10.0 atomic % of cobalt; (iii) 5x 10"* to
1 X 10-

' atomic % of boron; and (iv) a total of 1 x 10-* to

5 X 10-2 atomic % of at least one component selected from the
group of aluminum, gallium, and indium.
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4,477,794

MAGNETORESISnVE ELEMENT
Nobora Nomura, Kyoto; Kc^li Kanai, Osaka; Nobnyuki

Kamiaaka, Osaka, and Yi^i Omata, Osaka, all of Japan,

anignora to Matsoshita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Oiaka,
Japan

FUed Ang. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406,894

Claina priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 10, 1981, 56-124005;

Dec 11, 1981, 56-198387; Dec 11, 1981, 56-198388

Int a^ GllB 5/30
U.S.a 338—32 R 17 Claims

-61

MAGNETIC FIELD ei

1. A magnetoresistive element comprising a substrate, a

nugnetoresistive film of a ferromagnetic body formed on said

substrate, and at least two electrodes disposed on said mag-

netoresistive element, wherein a linear grating pattern is unidi-

rectionally formed on at least one surface of said magnetoresis-

tive film.

4,477,796

SPATIAL ACQUISTnON FLASH BEACON
Wayne A. Kearsley, 15 Rangeway Rd., Mont Vernon, N.H.
03057

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,968

Int a.} B60Q 1/00

U.S. a. 340—105 7 Claims

1. A rotary electric component comprising:

(a) an insulating substrate having a hole adapted to receive a

rotary shaft;

(b) a resistor mounted on said insulating substrate surround-

ing said hole;

(c) a pair of electrodes mounted on said insulating substrate

and connected to said resistor at respective ends thereof;

(d) a pair of terminals mounted on said insulating substrate

and connected to said electrodes, respectively;

(e) a shaft routably mounted in said hole and having a mov-

able contact held in sliding contact with said resistor;

(0 a cover mounted on said shaft to lie over at least portions

of said insulating substrate and said terminals, said cover

covering said movable contact and having a skirt spaced

from said insulating substrate by a gap to clear said termi-

nals; and

(g) means including a separate body of synthetic resin

mounted on said insulating substrate and having a portion

forming a dust wall covering said g^>.

rr^
5^

^-r-
J* 1

r
J

.~&r.

1. A method of operating a light beacon for improved atten-

tion gathering and better spatial acquisition ease comprising:

(a) Discharging a first light flash of between 50 microsec-

onds and 10 milliseconds duration at a first energy level;

(b) discharging a bunt of at least four light flashes, each

having less than one fourth the energy of said first light

flash, following said first light flash and terminating at

least 100 milliseconds after the beginning of said first light

flash; and,

(c) repeating the above first light flash and the above burst at

an established rate.

4,477,795

ROTARY ELECTRIC COMPONENT
Shoichi Henmi; Junichi Imnra, and Isao Moriya, aU of Miyagi,

Japan, assignors to Alps Electric Co., Ltd., Ttricyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,385

daima priority, apportion Japan, Feb. 16, 1982, 56-20460[U]

lot a.) HOIC 10/32

U.S.a 338-163 6 Claims

4,477,797

DATA INPUT DEVICE FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICE
Tadahiko Nakagiri, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Citizen

Watch Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 328,986

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 12, 1980, 55-175614;

Dec. 12, 1980, 55-175615; Dec. 12, 1980, 55-175621; Dec. 26,

1980, 55-184079; Dee. 26, 1980, 55-184080; Dec. 26, 1980,

55-184081; Dec. 26, 1980, 55-184082; Jan. 13, 1981, 56-3496

Int a.3 G08C 9/00

U.S. 0. 34(V-365 S 5 Claims

y-2»

1. A data input device for inputting data in the form of

patterns to an electronic device, comprising:

an array of sensor elements arranged in predetermined fued

positions, each of said sensor elements being individuaUy

actuatable for generating an electrical signal, said input-

ting of data being performed for each of said pattems by

manually tracing out a combination of connecting lines

between pairs of said sensor elements, said combination of

connecting lines representing the shape of said input pat-

tern, with a plurality of said sensor elements being succes-

sively actuated in the course of tracing out said combina-

tion of connecting lines;

connecting line discrimination circuit means responsive to
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uid electrical signals firom said sensor elements for gener-
ating output signals corresponding to pairs of said sensor
elements for which successive actuations occur during
tracing out of said input pattern, said output signals

thereby corresponding to said connecting lines of said
input pattern;

input memory means responsive to said output signals from
said connecting line recognition circuit means, for storing
data corresponding to said combination of connecting
lines representing said input pattern;

pattern memory circuit means having data stored therein
representing a plurality of said patterns in the form of a
plurality of combinations of said connecting lines; and

comparator circuit means for comparing the contents of said
input memory means with the contents of said pattern
memory means upon completion of inputting said input
pattern, for thereby detecting coincidence between said
input pattern and one of said patterns stored in said pattern
memory circuit means, and responsive to said detection
for generating data identifying said input pattern, said
pattern identifying data being transferred to said elec-
tronic device;

in which each of said combinations of connecting lines rep-
resenting a pattern stored in said pattern memory means
comprises a partial set of coiuiecting lines selected out of
the total number of connecting lines by which said stored
pattern is represented when stored in said first memory
means through actuation of said sensor elements, said
partial set of connecting lines being the minimiini combi-
nation of connecting lines which wUl uniquely define said
store pattern in relation to all other input patterns stored in

said pattern memory means, when comparison between
the contents of said input memory means and pattern
memory means is performed;

in which said comparator circuit means is operative to se-

quentially compare said input pattern represented by the
contents of said input memory means with each of said
plurality of patterns represented by the contents of said
pattern memory means, for thereby recognizing said input
pattern; and

in which said comparator circuit means peiforms said se-

quential comparison beginning with a pattern stored in

aid pattern memory means comprising a set of said con-
necting lines which overlaps a maximum number of other
ones of said patterns stored in said pattern memory means.

4«477 798
FIRE ALARM CONTROL SYSTEM

Ben Sml, Mootrcd, and Doug Hartley, DoUard des Onneanx,
both of Quiada, iMiffon to SvGard Security Systems Ltd.,
MooBt Royal, Caaada

Flkd Apr. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 372,069
IM. CL3 G06B 23/00

VS. CL 340-527 10 Claims

means and operated thereby to activate a remote alarm means
after a predetermined time delay, a manual two-position switch
movable to a silence position from its normal position within
said time delay to disable said local and remote alarm means
and movable back to its normal position to cut off power to
said detection devices and electronic switch means to unlatch
both said local and remote alarm means, and further manually
operable switch means to instantaneously reactivate said dis-
abled local and remote alarm means when said two-position
switch is in said nonnal position.

4,477,799
SECURITY APPARATUS WITH ALARM SEARCH AND

VERIFICATION CAPABILITY
Joseph D. Rocd, Lanadale, and Stephen E. Crook, Hortham,

both of Pa., aasignors to General Instmnient Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,302
Int a.3 G08B 1/Oa 26/00

UA CL 340-533 3 Oaimi
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1. A security apparatus for transmitting alarm messages over
a cable communication system, said cable communication
system coupled to a headend alarm processor including means
for generating first and second search commands, and means
for transmitting said first and second search commands over
said cable communication system, said security apparatus hav-
ing an address associated therewith, said security apparatus
comprising:

means responsive to said first search command received
over said cable communication system for generating a
reply message response if a specified bit in said address of
said security apparatus matches a specified address bit in

said first search command, and said security apparatus
detects an alarm condition, and said security apparatus has
not previously generated a reply message response to a
previous first search command; and

means responsive to said second search command received
over said cable communication system for generating a
reply message response if a specified bit in said address of
said security apparatus matches a specified address bit in

said second search conrniand, and said security i^jparatus

detects an alarm condition, and said security apparatus has

previously generated a reply message response to a previ-

ous first or second search command.

1. A fire alarm control system comprising electronic switch
means responsive to an increase input current signal generated
by one or more alarm detection devices, local alarm means
connected to said electronic switch means to indicate an alarm
state, a delay tuner circuit connected to said electronic switch

4,477,800

SECURITY SYSTEM
Thomas E. O'Brien, Waminster, Pa., assignor to General In-

stnnnent CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,304

Int. a? G08B l/OO. 26/00
MS. a. 340—533 2 Claims

1. A subscriber security apparatus for use in a cable commu-
nication system having a headend alarm processor for provid-
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means responsive to said polling messages modulating said
first radio frequency signal for providing polling return
messages modulating said second radio frequency signal;

and
means responsive to an alarm condition for providing an
alarm message essentially when said alarm condition is

first detected, said alarm message modulating said third

radio frequency signal.

4,477,801

SEED MONITOR APPARATUS HARNESS ADAPTER
FOR A CONVERTIBLE PLANTER

Edward L. Robinson, Jr., Napenllle, and Augnstyn M. Gcsior,

Clarendon Hills, both of U., assignors to Intematioiial Har>
ester Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,070

Int. a.3 G08B 21/00
MS. a. 340-484 4 Oaims

1. In a multi-row planter having a plurality of seed dispenser

equipped row units, a portion of said plurality of units being
operatively disconnectable from said planter, a remaining
portion of said row units being operative, a plurality of seed
detecting circuit means respectively associated with the dis-

pensers of the plurality of row units, readout display means,
logic circuit means coupled between said plurality of seed
detecting circuit means and said readout display means and
responsive to output signals from said seed detecting circuit

means for energizing said readout display means to identify

which of said plurality of dispensers is operating improperiy,

wherein the improvement comprises: a quick attachable

adapter, usable when said portion of said dispenser equipped
row units are disconnected, that is insertable between said

plurality of seed detecting circuit means and said logic circuit

means and connecting the seed detecting circuit means associ-

ated with said remaining portion of said row units to said logic

4,477302
ADDRESS GENERATOR FOR GENERATING

ADDRESSES TO READ OUT DATA FROM A MEMORY
ALONG ANGULARLY DISPOSED PARALLEL UNES

Chris J. Walter, Columbia, Md., and Gerald A. Bmaun, Boca
Raton, Fla., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Southfleld,
Mich.

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,723

lot a.} G09G 1/16
MS. a. 340-727 15 Claims

or

Ifi&ltSS*

1. An Address generator for generating addresses enabling a

memory device, having memory elements arranged along

orthogonal rows and columns to store data and to output

stored data in a predetermined sequence in response to X and
Y starting addresses and first and second incremental X and Y
correction values received from a computer characterized in

that such address generator comprises:

first means for repetitively adding the first incremental Y
correction value to the X stxuiing address to generate a

row corrected X starting address having a value equal to

said X starting address plus N times said first incremental

Y value where N is the row number
second means for repetitively adding the first incremental X

correction value to itself to generate a first address correc-

tion having a value equal to M times the first incremental

X correction value where M is the column number;
third means for summing said row corrected X starting

address with said first X address correction to generate X
addresses;

fourth means for repetitively adding the second incremental

Y correction value to said Y starting address to generate a

row corrected Y starting address having a value equal to

the Y starting address plus N times the second incremental

Y correction value where N is the row number;
fifth means for repetitively adding the second incremental X

correction value to itself to generate a second address

correction having a value equal to M times incremental X
correction value where M is the column number; and

sixth means for summing said line corrected Y address with

said second address correction to generate Y addresses.
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calibration box on the graphical display and a second switch to"TUrcHAOTRBro^raDOlNSITY actuate a calibraUon spot on the graphic display, said calibra.

Rktard J. Comd, HaadltiM, Mms^ aaiigiior to Hewlett-PM- r.=^<* x- ,-

kwd Camftmy, Pdo AHo, Calif.

FDed No?. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 317,090

Int CLi G09G J/16
VS.a 340-722 SCbdms ^
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tion spot being within the calibration box whenever the graphi-
cal display is in calibration.

1. In apparatus for displaying an analog wave on the face of
a cathode ray tube in which the electron beam is nuule to scan
parallel lines in succession separated by a given interval, a
circuit comprising

means for generating a ramp voltage waveform that in-

creases during each scanned line from a value that is less

than the minimum expected value of the analog signal to a
value that is greater than its maximum expected value,

an input to which an analog signal to be displayed may be
applied,

fint comparison means coupled to said input and to said

means for generating a ramp waveform for producing a
first signal whenever the amplitude of the ramp waveform
is greater than the amplitude of the analog signal,

means for providing delay coupled to said input, said means
being capable of providing a delay that is the same as or
different from a whole multiple of said given interval,

second comparison means coupled to the output of said

means for providing delay and to said means for generat-
ing a ramp waveform for producing a second signal when-
ever the amplitude of the ramp waveform is greater than
the amplitude of the delayed analog signal, and

means responsive to said first and second signals for produc-
ing a signal that can change the intensity of the beam of
the cathode ray tube between the times when said first and
second signals occur.

4,477,805

MATRIX ADDRESSING OF DISPLAY DEVICES
Kenneth A. M. Arton, Harlow, and George H. S. Rokoa, Bish<qM

Stortford, bodi of En^aad, asitgnorB to Intematioiial Stan*
dard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jon. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,327
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 19, 1980,

8020074

Int a.3 G09G 3/S6
VJS. a. 340-784 12 Claims

X

4,477304
ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT FOR PROVIDING AN

ABNORMAL TRANSIENT DISPLAY SYSTEM TOR
NUCLEAR REACTOR OPERATION

Robert C. Roberta, Lynchburg, Va., aarignor to The Babcock A
Wilcox Company, New Orleana, La.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,751

Int a.J G07G 1/02
U5.a 340-747 3 Claims

1. An electrical circuit for sampling and displaying data on a
display device comprising memory means having a static

graphical display stored therein including a calibration box,
means for monitoring a plurality of data inputs, and means for

transferring said static graphical display to a display device,
said transferring means further including means for sampling
said dau inputs and transferring said data to the display device
for display on the graphicl display and means for calibrating
said graphical display to insure the accuracy thereof including
a first switch to actuate the memory means to display the

1. A method of operating a matrix array display device
having a set of electrode elements arranged in a matrix array
on one side of a layer of display medium and a counter-elec-
trode on the other, wherein each electrode element of the
array is repetitively addressed via the gate of a semiconductor
device accessed on a coordinate basis via row conductors,
wherein the electrode elements of a row are simultaneously
accessed and different rows are repetitively strobed so that

they are sequentially accessed and the matrix elements thereby
repetitively refreshed, wherein regions of the layer of display

medium between the counter-electrode and selected electrode

elements are rendered visually distinguishable from regions of
the layer between the counter-electrode and the remaining
electrode elements by the establishment of an r.m.s. potential

difference exceeding a threshold value between the counter-

electrode and the selected electrode elements while substan-

tially no potential difference is maintained between the coun-
ter-electrode and the remaining electrode elements, wherein
the potential difference between the counter-electrode and the

selected electrode elements is periodically reversed by switch-

ing the potential of the counter-electrode between two levels

and by subsequently switching the potentials of the selected

electrode elements on accessing of the respective rows in

substantial antiphase between substantially the same two lev-

els, wherein said switching occurs at a repetition frequency
providing a plurality of addressings of each electrode element
within the duration of each potential level of the counter-elec-
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trode, and wherein only immediately each time the counter-
electrode potential is switched all of the electrode elements of
all rows are first simultaneously set to the same potential as the
counter-electrode potential and thereafter normal strobing of
the electrode elements is resumed.

4,477,806

MISCHIEF PREVENTIVE ELECTRONIC LOCK DEVICE
Hamo Mochida, Yokohama; KeUchi Shimizn, Tokyo, and

Hirotoihi Nanazue, Yokohama, all of Japan, aaaignon to
Niasan Motor Company, Limited, Kanagawa and Koknaaa
Kiniokn Kogyo Co. Ltd., Tokyo, both of, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,236
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 2, 1981, 56-156098

Int a.) H04Q 9/00: E05B 49/00
VS. a. 340-825.32 18 aaims

1. In an electric lock device including a lock mechanism, a
push-button input unit for entry ofan input code, a memory for

storing a preset code which can be read out in response to
input ofsaid input code, a comparator for comparing said input
code with said preset code to produce a drive signal for actuat-

ing said lock mechanism to either of a locking and an unlock-
ing position when said input code and said preset code match,
a mischief preventive system comprising:

a counter for counting occurrences of all input pushbutton
keystrokes via said input unit and producing a counter
signal when the number of said occurrences reaches a
predetermined value, and

disabling means, associated with said input unit and respon-
sive to said counter signal, for disabling said input unit to

disable further input occurrences therefrom for a prede-
termined period of time, said disabling means operable
after expiration of said predetermined period of time for

permitting a given number ofoccurrences of input via said

input unit after said input unit is once disabled.

4,477,807

RADIO PAGER WTTH DISPLAY DEVICE
Takeshi Naki^Jima, and Takaahi Ohyagi, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon ESectric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jon. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,140

daims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 10, 1981, 5649789
Int a^ G08B 5/22

VS.a 340—825.44 12 Claims
1. A radio pager comprising:

means for receiving and demodulating a carrier wave modu-
lated with a selective calling signal and a message signal to

provide demodulated selective calling and message sig-

nals;

means for detecting from said demodulated selective calling

signal a selective calling signal assigned to said radio pager
to provide a detected signal;

means responsive to said detected signal for delivering an
aleri signal;

first memory means for storing said demodulated message
signal;

second memory means for respectively storing a plurality of
message signals from said first memory means;

first display means for displaying one of said message signals

stored in said second memory means; and
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means for comparing the message signal stored in said first

memory means with said plurality of message signals

stored in said second memory means and transferring said

message signal from said first memory means to said sec-

ond memory means when all of said message signals

stored in said second memory means differ from said

message signal in said first memory means.

4^77,808
RADIO PAGING RECEIVER HAVING STORED

MESSAGE PROTECnON MEANS
Yoshio Ichikawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,867
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 1, 1982, 57-13343
Int a.3 H04Q 7/Oa- H04M 11/00: G08B 5/22: H04B 1/16
VS. a. 340-825.44 IQ Claims

1. A radio paging receiver comprising:

means for receiving and demodulating a carrier wave modu-
lated with paging and message signals to provide demodu-
lated paging and message signals;

means for detecting, out of said demodulated paging signals,

the paging signal assigned to said radio paging receiver to

provide a detection signal;

meahs responsive to said detection signal for generating an
aleri signal;

first memory means for storing a plurality of said demodu-
lated message signals;

second memory means for preventing from erasure and
storing at least one of the message signals stored in said

first memory means;

display means for displaying at least one of the message
signals stored in said first and second memory means; and

display control means connected to said first and second
memory means and said display means for selectively

providing said display means with at least one of the

message signals stored in said first and second memory
means.

4.52-228 O.C.-H4-I4
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METHOD FOR RANDOM-ACCESS RADIO-FREQUENCY
DATA COMMUNICATIONS

So^ K. Bow, Kupor, India, anigM>r to General Electric

Coapuy, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,533

lat a.} H04B 3/6a 17/00; H04Q 7/00

VS. CL 340-825J4 34 Claims
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1. A method for random-access data communications from
and to a central controller, to and from at least one of a plural-

ity of remote stations, comprising the steps of:

providing at least one radio-frequency channel having the

bandwidth thereof allocated into at a message channel
portion and an acknowledgement channel portion;

transmitting data between at least one of the remote stations

and the central controller on the message channel portion;

acknowledging receipt of data at the central controller by a

signal sent on the acknowledgment channel portion to at

least the remote sution transmitting the data;

normally operating the system to require each remote sution
to report unchanged status to the central controller;

determining, at a particular remote station, that a change of
status has occurred;

requesting use by the particular remote station of the mes-
sage channel portion to transmit changed-status data to

the central controller;

recognizing an alert sute at the central controller responsive

to the received changed-status request;

transmitting from the central controller to the requesting

remote station authorization for transmittal of a changed-
status message; and

transmitting the changed-status message to the central con-
troller after receipt of the authorizing message.

4,477310
CAPACITY TYPE ROTATION DETECTING APPARATUS
Hiroaki Tanaka, and Sliigeynki Akita, both of Okazaki, Japan,

aadgnon to Nippon Soken, Inc., Nishio, Japan
FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413^98

Claim priority, application Japan, Sep. 7, 1981, 56-139732

Int a.3 G08C 19/W
VS. a. 340-870J7 7 Claims

1. A capacity type rotation detecting apparatus comprising:

a first plate having a plurality of electrode pieces of a first

input electrode and a plurality of electrode pieces of a
second input electrode arranged along a circumference at

respective equally given intervals and contiguously inter-

nrnhed, said first input electrode pieces forming a first

input reference angular position detection electrode com-
prising a set of said first input electrode pieces selected at

respective different intervals and further forming a first

input rotational angle detection electrode comprising a set

of said first input electrode pieces other than said first

input reference angular position detection electrode
pieces, and said second input electrode pieces forming a
second input reference angular position detection elec-

trode comprising a set of said second input electrode
pieces each thereof being positioned adjacent to one of
said first input reference angular position detection elec-

trode pieces on one side thereof and further forming a
second input rotational angle detection electrode compris-
ing a set of said second input electrode pieces other than
said second input reference angular position detection

electrode pieces,

a second plate having output reference angular position

detection electrode means arranged to face said first and
second input reference angular position detection elec-

trodes and output rotational angle detection electrode

means arranged to face said first and second input rota-

tional angle detection electrodes;

a first periodic signal supply circuit for supplying periodic

signals of opposite phase to said first and second input

reference angular position detection electrodes;

a second periodic signal supply circuit for supplying peri-

odic signals, which are ofopposite phase to each other and
have a repetition period different from that of said peri-

odic signals supplied to said first and second input refer-

ence angular position detection electrodes, to said first and
second input rotational angle detection electrodes;

a reference angular position signal generating circuit for

generating a reference angular position signal in response

to signals generated at said output reference angular posi-

tion detection electrode means when said second plate is

rotated relative to said first plate;

a rotational angle signal generating circuit for generating a

rotational angle signal in response to signals generated at

said output rotational angle detection electrode means;

and

signal transmitting means for transmitting signals between
said second plate and said first plate which is fixed.

4,477311
AUTOMATIC MDS LEVEL ANALYZER

Edward CoUina, IV, Monte Sereno, Calif., aasignor to California

Mierowave, Inc., Snnnyrale, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 54^89, JoL 2, 1979, abandoned.

This appUcation Ang. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,775

Int CU GOIS 7/40

VS. a. 343—17.7 13 Claims

1. An analyzer for evaluating the low signal level detecting

capabilities of a receiver responsive to receiver driving pulses

to develop noisy signal pulses and which generates noise dur-

ing quiescent periods, compriang:

pulse generator means for generating a series of receiver

driving pulses having amplitudes determined by a pulse

generator control signal, which is coupled into an input of

the receiver under test;

level controller means for a first comparison of

the instantaneous amplitude of the noise generated at an

output of said receiver and the level of a threshold signal
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during a series of first sample periods, each during one of
said quiescent periods,

thereby adjusting the level of said threshold signal such that

during each one of said first sample periods the average
period during which the instantaneous amplitude of said

noise exceeds said threshold signal is a predetermined
portion of said first sample periods, and for a second
comparison of

the instantaneous amplitude of the noisy signal pulses gener-
ated at the output ofsaid receiver and said threshold signal

plished by said tuning network, operably connected to

said receiving means and said tuning network.

j
I

tiwY
|
!t=M=& mS>a i 4>

during a series of second sample periods, each during a
noisy signal pulse,

thereby generating said pulse generator control signal to

maintain the amplitude of each one of said receiver driv-

ing pulses at a level such that the average period during
which the instantaneous amplitude of said noisy signal

pulses exceeds said threshold signal is a predetermined
portion of said one of said second sample periods; and

display means for indicating the amplitude of said receiver

driving pulses to provide an indication of the low signal

level detecting capabilities of said receiver.

4377312
SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING SYSTEM

Belmont Rriabee, Jr., and Charles E. Swedblom, both of Ridgecr-

eit, CalifM aarignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C
FUed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268303

Int a^ GOIS 5/02
VS. CL 343—417 18 Claims

4,477313
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA SYSTEM HAVING
NONGONDUCnVELY COUPLED FEEDLINE

Michael A. Weiaa, Nederland, Colo., aasignor to BaU Corpora-
tion, Mnneie, Ind.

Filed Ang. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,079

Int a^ HOIQ 1/S8
VS. CL 343—700 MS 23 ri^i^

1. A microstrip antenna system comprising:

an electrically conductive reference surface,

a layer of electrically conductive microstrip radiator struc-

ture disposed above said reference surface by a first prede-

termined distance less than one-tenth wavelength at the

intended antenna operating frequency, said radiator struc-

ture including at least one conductively isolated two di-

mensional conductive area having a resonant dimension of
substantially one-half wavelength at said operating fre-

quency; and

a layer of electrically conductive microstrip feedline struc-

ture disposed intermediate said reference surface and said

layer of radiator structure, said feedline structure includ-

ing at least one predetermined coupling location posi-

tioned an odd integer number of one-fourth wavelength(s)
from an effective r.f. short circuit to the underlying refer-

ence surface thus causing a concentration of electromag-
netic fields to occur at the coupling location which is also

disposed proximate to a prKletermined corresponding
feedpoint region of said radiator structure such that the

concentrated electromagnetic fields operate to noncon-
ductively couple r.f. energy to/from said radiator struc-

ture from/to said feedline structure.

1. A circuit tor use in a signal acquisition and tracking sys-

tem in a known frequency range with a signal ofknown modu-
lation characteristics comprising:

means for receiving electromagnetic signals originating

omnidirectionally in azimuth with respect to a predeter-

mined location and from within a narrow beflum width

which is of variable elevation:

a tuning network varying the frequency received over said

frequency range operably connected to said receiving

means; and

means for controlling the variation in elevation of said re-

ceiving means sensitivity and for simultaneously and se-

lectively controlling the frequency variation accom-

4377314
DUAL MODE RADIO FREQUENCY-INFRARED

FREQUENCY SYSTEM
Charles T. Bnimbangh, Fnllerton; Robert L. Pittenger, Orange,

and Robert M. Klees, Costa Mesa, aU of Calif., asaignors to

The United States of America as represented by the Secretary

of the Air Force, Washington, D.C
Filed Ang. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,096

Int a^ HOIQ S/14. 21/28. 19/18
VS.a 343-725 7 Claims

1. A dual mode radio frequency-infrared frequency seeker

system, comprising:

a. means for seeking, sensing, radiating and absorbing radio

frequency energy, wherein this means is mounted on a

gimbal means and includes a radio frequency antenna
having a surface; and

b. means for seeking, sensing, reflecting, and focusing infra-

red frequency energy, wherein this means is also mounted
on said gimbal means and includes a Cassegrain infrared
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ftequency optical subsystem having a primary mirror with
a surface, and wherein this means is operably associated
with and is in coaxial relationship with said means for
seeking, sensing, radiating and absorbing radio frequency
energy;

and wherein said surface ofsaid radio frequency antenna and
said surface of said primary mirror are the same surface

parabolic antenna, and characterized in that the antenna is a
target tracking radar antenna with a covered reflector mirror
and the lattice structure is contained in the reflector aperture
covering.

M77316
CORRUGATED ANTENNA FEED HORN WITH MEANS

FOR RADUTION PATTERN CONTROL
Oiiiig F. Cho, TiUonga, CaUf„ asrignor to IntematioiMl Tele-

phone A Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 398,061

Int a.3 HOIQ 13/02
UAa343-786 gchims

• •

and form a surface common to both said means, said
surface common to both said means defining a strip line

transmission assembly, said strip line assembly including a
firont ground plane and a rear ground plane and being
configured in a parabolic shape and having a stip transmis-
sion line disposed between said front ground plane and
said rear ground plane.

£fiUINE

4^77,815
RADOME FOR GENERATING CIRCULAR POLARIZED

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
Anton Bronner, Wangen, and Klans Ricakamp, Soecklng, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignora to Siemens Aktiengesell-
•ckafi, Berlin ft Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 28U14
Clalna priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 17,

1980,3027093

Int a? HOIQ W24
U.S.a343-756 SCIaims

1. A re-polarization device for generating circularly polar-
ized electro-magnetic waves by using a layered lattice struc-
ture which respectively consists of a plurality of conductors
extending in the form of meander lines, of line rectangle combi-
nations which are mounted in front of a radiation aperture of a
parabolic mirror which radiates signals with E-vectors which
are not parallel to each other and are distorted across the
surface and said radiation comprising linearly polarized elec-
tro-magnetic waves which have cross-polarization compo-
nents over the aperture which are not parallel to each other
characterized in that the longitudinal direction of said meander
lines (4) of the lattice structure (3) mounted in front of the
radiation aperiure (1) are at all locations oriented such that
they extend in longitudinal directions which are inclined at 45*
relative to the E-vector (2) at each location of the E-vector
field of the incident wave to be re-polarized so as to converi
said E-vector field into circular polarization, characterized
that said polarization device is used as an aperture cover of a

1. An electromagnetic horn antenna comprising: a rectangu-
lar waveguide: a hollow body having a predetermined E plane
flare angle and having a throat connecting to said rectangular
waveguide, said body having a first pair of opposing fiared
internal walls and a second pair of parallel internal walls; a
plurality of uniformly spaced corrugations in said first pair of
walls, said throat having flared uncomigated portions adjacent
corrugations in each of said first pair of walls, dividing lines

between said uncomigated portions and said corrugations
defining a transition plane normal to the axis of said body, said
corrugations having their elongated dimensions extending
substantially perpendicular to said E plane and substantially
from the outer extremity of said horn over a predetermined
dimension L measured along each of said first walls toward
said throat to the intersection of said transition plane, said
transition plane having an E plane width of b, such that
sin - '(0.8\/b) is less than the E plane flare angle 9 of said horn.

4,477,817
SWITCHING aRCUIT INCLUDING PIN DIODES FOR

IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Wendell G. Anderson, Moorestown, NJ., aaaignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,280

Int CL3 HOIQ im
U.S. a. 343—861 6 Clalnia

iiirr^S.
1. In a system for matching the impedance of an antenna to
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the impedence presented by one of a transmitter or a receiver,

said system including a variable impedance matching network
coupling said transmitter or receiver to said antenna, said

network having a plurality of reactive elements adapted to be
switched into or out of said network, the apparatus comprising:

a hollow conductive tube having a plurality of spaced, heli-

cally wound sections, each wound section corresponding
to one of said reactive elements of said plurality, said tube
hiiving a plurality of openings therein;

a voltage supply means for providing first and second D.C.
voltage levels on first and second insulated conductors,
said first and second conductors being located within said

conductive tube and being accessible through said open-
ings in said tube;

each one of said plurality of wound sections having associ-

ated therewith a corresponding switching circuit, each
switching circuit comprising:

a pair of PIN diodes connected in series and oppositely

poled across the corresponding wound section;

a first biasing means for coupling one said D.C. voltage

levels from within said tube through an opening to the

junction between the series connected PIN diodes for

reverse biasing said PIN diodes and thereby placing a

relatively large impedance across said corresponding
wound section;

a second biasing means for selectively coupling the other

of said D.C. voltage levels from within said tube

through an opening to said junction between the series

connected diodes for selectively forward biasing said

PIN diodes thereby selectively placing a relatively low
impendece across said corresponding wound section;

said second biasing means including a light responsive

element whereby said second biasing means couples
said other D.C. voluge level upon the application of
light energy to said light responsive element;

means for selectively generating light energy; and
means for coupling said selectively generated light energy to

individual ones of said light responsive elements in said

plurality of switching circuits for selectively switching

individual ones of said plurality of reactive elements cor-

responding to said wound sections into and out of said

impedance matching network.

4,477,818

DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM FOR AN ELECTRONIC
ARRAY

David L. Malviek, Newbury Parit, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,364

Int a.} HOIQ 1/34. 1/08
U.S. a. 343—881 8 Claims

a plurality of hinge supports secured to the bottom of said

central unit;

a lower arm pivotably attached at one end to one of said

hinge supports and at the other end to the lower portion of
one of said staves; and

spring means interacting between said lower arm and said

hinge support for both automatically routing said lower
arm from a stowed position to a deployed position and for

translating said lower arm so that said stave is locked in

said deployed position.

4,477319
OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIUM

Michael H. Lee, San Joac; Aare Oaton, and Harold Wieder,
both of Saratoga, all of Calif., assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Arraonk, N.Y.

FUed Jnn. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,319

Int a^ GOID 15/34
U.S.a 346—76 L 6 Claims

2. An optical storage medium having a predetermined sur-

face profile including a substrate carrying a first and a second
discrete layer of different materials which, upon marking with
an energy beam, endothermically form a marked area having
optical properties difiierent from the optical properties of the

unmarked areas, the improvement comprising:

said first layer consisting of a metal;

said second layer consisting of a metal or a semiconductor;

and

said medium, after marking with said energy beam to form
an alloy or mixture, having a surface profile substantially

the same as said predetermined surface profile.

4,477320
METHOD OF DRIVING A THERMAL HEAD

Haruhiko Morignchi, and Toahibara Inni, both of Kanagawa,
Japan, asaignon to Fqji Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Not. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 440,061

CUdnis priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 6, 1981, 56>177132

Int CL^ GOID 15/10

MS.a 346—76 PH 5 Oainis

Hc^n

—

n—

n

-r£H^fe-75-f

SCOUEIKCR

1. A deployment mechanism for a circular electronic array 1. A method of driving a thermal head in which serial pic-

having a plurality of staves comprising: ture data to be recorded on one line is inputted to a shift regis-

an upper arm pivotably attached at one end to the side of a ter which produces parallel picture data corresponding to said

central unit and at the other end to the upper portion of input series picture dau to drive heating elements of a thermal

one of said staves; head by said parallel picture data, said method comprising the
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steps of; inputting serial picture data into said shift register

together with a distinguishment data element added in front of
said serial picture data, determining a time frame when a pre-

determined amount of picture data to be simultaneously re-

corded have been inputted to said shift register on the basis of
timing when said distinguishment data is produced from an
output terminal through which said serial picture data is out-

putted and, driving said thermal head while inhibiting the
further input of serial picture data into said shift register during
said time frame.

M77322
GRAPHIC RECORDER

Thomas Looma, Lafiqrette, and Alan Rnthcrftord, CoMord, both
of Calif., aisigBon to Nlcolet Zeta, Coocoid, CUff.

CoBtinnation of Scr. No. 192,820, Oct. 1, 1980, abndoaed. This
appiicatioa Aog. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,890

Int CL> GOID 15/28
US. a. 346-136 3 OMim

4,477321
UGHT MODULATING APPARATUS

Masaaoba Yanuunoto, Yokohama, and Nobuhiko Umezu, Chiba,
both of Japan, anignon to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,070
Clains priority, appUcatioo Japan, Oct 8, 1981, 56-160711

Int CV GOID 15/14: GllB 7/00
UAa 346-108 20 Claims

I 1

1

1- A light modulating apparatus for use with a recording
means for recording an information signal on a recording
medium comprising:

Acousto^ptic modulating means including transducer
means for providing an acoustic signal in response to a
first electrical signal and light diffracting means for modu-
lating said light emission in response to said acoustic signal
so as to provide a modulated light emission for acting on
said medium;

an information signal source for providing an information
signal;

oscillator means for producing a high frequency carrier

signal;

signal modulating means for modulating said carrier signal
by said information signal and providing therefrom said
first electrical signal to said transducer means;

detecting means for continuously detecting a portion of said
modulated light emission and producing in response
thereto a second electrical signal;

peak-holding means connected to said detecting means and
actuable by said information signal for holding substan-
tially a peak value of said second electrical signal;

comparator means for comparing said peak value of said
second electrical signal with a reference signal and pro-
viding a corresponding error signal; and

amplitude modulating means for controlling the amplitude
of said high frequency carrier signal in accordance with
said error signal.

1. A graphic recorder for providing visually perceptible
information on a web of flexible wide sheet material compris-
ing: a pair of rolls with flexible wide material wrapped thereon
and extending therebetween; drum means intermediate said
pair of rolls having said sheet material partially wrapped
thereon for moving said sheet material in at least one longitudi-

nal direction from one roll to the other, a pair of wells for
accommodating respective loops of said sheet material formed
between each roll and said drum means; drive means con-
nected to said drum means for controllably rotating said drum
means to move said sheet material; head meansjuxtaposed with
said drum means and movable in a transverse direction coinci-
dent with the rotary axis of said drum means for graphically
recording on said sheet material; vacuum means connected to
both said wells for maintaining a vacuum tending to pull said
loops into said wells; means for cross-coupling the ambient
vacuums in both said wells and responsive to a sudden move-
ment of said drum means, which tends to increase pressure in

one of said wells and decrease pressure in the other of said

wells, to tend to equalize such vacuums in said wells; first and
second means for controllably driving said rolls in a common
direction; sensing means located in each of said wells electri-

cally coupled to said first and second roll driving means for

maintaining said loops within a predetermined range of move-
ment within said wells by increasing or decreasing the speeds
of said roll driving means; means for sensing the rotary veloc-

ity of said drum means and causing said first and second roll

driving means to rotate said rolls as a direct function of said

velocity of said drum means; said wells including a pair of
inner panels adjacent said drum means forming a center cham-
ber, said panels having ribs formed on the surfaces of the panels

adapted to be engaged by the sheet material, said vacuum
means including a vacuum chamber connected to said center

chamber and vacuum pump means connected to said vacuum
chamber, said means for cross-coupling the wells including

lateral passages at the bottom of said wells adjacent said vac-
uum chamber.
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4,477323
INK JET RECORDING APPARATUS

YolUi Matrafl^i; Shigeo Toguo, and Hiroo IchihasU, aU of
Tokyo, Japan, aadgnon to Canon k^jhmIiIH Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Fned Dec. 11, 1981, Scr. No. 330,017
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 27, 1980, 55-188867;

Dec 27, 1980, 55-188868; Dec 27, 1980, 55-188869; Dec 27,
1980, 55-188870; Dec 27, 1980, 55-188871

Int a^ GOID 15/18
U.S. a. 346—140 R 9 Claims

the two regions with the bandgap of the first region con-

tinuously decreasing in a direction away from the junction

and the second region having a significantly wider band-
gap and a lower dopant impurity concentration at the

junction than the first region.

1. Ink jet recording apparatus of the full line type which
comprises: a plurality of ink jet head units each comprising:

a multi-array orifice ink jet head for effecting recording at a
predetermined position;

semiconductor means for driving said ink jet head to project
a liquid droplet on demand from each orifice; and

multi-layered wiring means for supplying electric signals to
said semiconductor means;

a plurality of reservoirs for storing ink to be fed to said ink
jet heads, each said reservoir Ixing for feeding ink to a
respective one of said ink jet head units; and

a common supporting member for supporting said ink jet

head units and said reservoirs, said ink jet head units and
reservoirs each being disposed on said common support-
ing member so that the relative position between them is

maintained during operation of said apparatus.

4,477324
LIGHT EMnriNG DEVICE FOR OPTICAL SWITCHING
Bnlnsa V. Dntt Parsippany, NJ., assigBor to ATAT BeU Labo-

ratories, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,773

Iirt. a^ HOIL 33/00
U.S. a. 357—17 7 Claims

^

V^
1. A semiconductor light emitting device comprising:

a first region comprising a mixed crystal III-V semiconduc-
tor having a first conductivity type and a graded bandgap;
and

a second region comprising a mixed crystal III-V semicon-

ductor having an opposite conductivity type adjacent to

said first region thereby forming a heterojunction between

4,477325
ELECTRICALLY PROGRAMMABLE AND ERASABLE

MEMORY CELL
Giora Yaron; Ying K. Shnm; Ury Priel, all of Cupertino; Jaya-

simha S. Prasad, Sunnyrale, and Mark S. Ebel, Santa CUira,
all of Calif., assignors to National Semiconductor Corpora-
tion, Santa Clara, Calif.

FUed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,700
Int a.3 HOIL 29/78. 27/02, 29/06. 29/04

UJS. a. 357—233 lO Claims

1. A floating gate storage device for use with an electrically

programmable and electrically erasable memory cell compris-

ing:

a semiconductor substrate of one conductivity type;

first source and drain surface regions of the c^posite conduc-
tivity type on said substrate;

a fu^t channel region connecting said first source and drain

surface regions;

a conductive floating gate insulated from all of the regions

and having a first portion overlying said first channel

region and a second portion overlapping at least one of
said first source and drain regions in an overlap region

wherein the first portion of the floating gate is connected
to the second portion of the floating gate by separated

dual paths disposed on opposite sides of the first channel

region;

a tunnel region inside said overlap region having borders

which are interior to and displaced from the borders of
said overlap region;

a condutive control gate overlapping and insulated from said

floating gate;

second source and drain surface regions of the opposite

conductivity type on said substrate;

a second channel region connecting said second source and
drain surface regions; and

select gate means overlaying and insulated from said second
channel region.
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4«477,826

ARRANGEMENT FOR AUGNING AND ATTACHING A
SHIM TO A SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENT

NiekolM R. Oiejr, CUppofen, Eiwlnd, aMigDor to Wotiiig-
hiMM Bnkt A SipMl Co. Ltd^ EogliBd

PCT No. PCT/GB80/00113, § 371 DMc Mar. 4, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Feb. 24, 1981, PCT Pab. No. WO81/00172, PCT Pib.
Date Jan. 22, 1981

PCT FQed Jnl. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 243,904
Cbdan priority, appUcatkm United Kingdom, Jul. 4, 1979,

7923223

Int a.3 HOIL 23/48. 29/40, 23/42
VS. CL 357—48 7 Claims

having an inner free end, each support lead being con-
nected at an outer end to an inner free end of an arm;

a U-shaped support bar extending between each adjacent
pair of support leads, the support bar including spaced
parallel leg portions each connected at an outer end by a
lead support portion, the lead support portions being

1. A semiconductor device assembly comprising a semicon-
ductor element having an end face formed with a surface
region and a plurality of alignment marks, an electrode to be
electrically connected with the surface region, a contact mem-
ber connected with the electrode and positioned adjacent to
the end face of the semiconductor element, means for urging
the contact member towards the semiconductor element, and a
shim interposed between the contact member and the semicon-
ductor element, said shim including a plurality of alignment
means formed therein in positions corresponding to the align-

ment marks on the semiconductor element so that the shim
may be aligned with the surface region of the semiconductor
element, said alignment means comprising an aperture formed
in the shim and a land extending at least partly across the
aperture, and attachment means applied to the lands in the
aperture for attaching the shim to the semiconductor element.

parallel to related side and transverse members, the leg
portions each being connected at an inner end to a support
lead at a position intermediate the ends of the support
leads; and

a plurality of leads extending from each lead support portion
inwards towards the chip pad, the leads having inner ends
adjacent to but spaced from the chip pad.

4,477,828

MICROORCUTT PACKAGE AND SEALING METHOD
Jeremy D. Scherer, Shore Acres Rd, Sooth Dartnonth, Mass.

02748

Filed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,792
iBt CL^ AOIL 39/01 23/28. 23/30. 23/02

U.S. a. 357—80 10 Claim

4,477327
LEAD FRAME FOR LEADED SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP

CARRIERS
John C Walker, Kanata, and Maiflred Thnnun, Nepean, both of

assignors to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal,

CoMianatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 230,758, Feb. 2, 1981,
baadooed. lids application Ang. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 526,600

Int a^ HOIL 23/48. 29/44. 23/28
UA CL 357—70 11 Claims

1. A lead frame for leaded semiconductor chip carriers, said

lead frame comprising:

two parallel spaced apart side members;
a plurality of parallel transverse members extending between
and normal to the side members and connected thereto to

define a plurality of areas spaced along the lead frame;

a rectangular chip pad positioned centrally in each area, the
chip pad having sides parallel to the side members and the
transverse members;

a support lead extending from each comer of the chip pad to
a junction of a side member and a transverse member,
each of the junctions including a cantilever arm extending
firom one of said side members and said transverse mem-
bers, substantially normal thereto, each cantilever arm

1. A hermetically sealed microcircuit comprising:
a microcircuit package having a cavity for receiving a mi-

crocircuit, and a continuous perimeter sealing surface

surrounding said cavity;

a microcircuit in said cavity, said microcircuit having a
plurality of circuit connections extending from said pack-
age;

a three layer hermetic seal for said microcircuit, said seal

comprising

a first layer of a first material encapsulating said microcir-

cuit said first layer having an irregular outer boundary;
a second layer ofa second material adhering to and cover-

ing said irregular outer boundary of said first layer, said

second layer having an irregular outer boundary; and
a third layer of a third material adhering to and covering

said irregular outer boundary of said second layer, said

third layer having an irregular outer boundary, and said
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thini layer covering said continuous perimeter sealins
surface and fused to said surface.

^««,.^ 4^77329

^nJS!2°'' OBTAINING MULTIZONE IMAGES OFOBJECTS AND MULTIZONE SYSTEM THEREFORYu LZiman; Vladimir A. Kottsov; Jury M. Chesnokor, Boris
S. Donae?; Alexei N. Drokhanov; Kla?dia A. Kraosh, and

?2S?V^- "f^T?!'? -'Moscow. U.SAR., assignors to
usUtnt Kosmiehcskikh Issledo?aay Akademii Naok SSSR.
Moscow, U.S.SJL

^
PUsd Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 295,133

., « « ""*• ^-^ ^^^ '/^^' 7/^* G06K 9/46. 9/76UAa 358-1
, ctata

means for the selection of a map picture and a defined
symbol;

a picture generator for transforming into a video signal the
symbol generative data which is supplied from said mem-
ory;

-KEVtOMO

1. A method of obtaining multizone images of objects com-
pnsmg the steps of uninterruptedly optically scanning an ob-
ject whose image is to be obtained and simultaneously forming
a radiant fiux from each portion of said object corresponding
to an instantaneously scanned field of view, and forming the
image of the object converting said image of said object into
an image of a spatial-frequency spectrum conveying informa-
tion on spatial structure of the object separating into zones
said spatial frequency spectrum and detecting and measuring
the varying intensity of radiant flux corresponding to the vari-
ous zones and integrating the radiant flux in each zone in
real-time, while converting the image of said object into a
spatial-frequency spectrum dividing the first-mentioned radi-
ant flux and converting the image of said object into an image
of an electromagnetic spectrum, separating into zones said
electromagnetic spectrum and detecting and measuring the
varymg spectral radiant intensity of radiant flux corresponding
to the various last-mentioned zones and integrating the radiant
flux in each last-mentioned zone in real time, developing
thereby corresponding spatial and multispectral video signals
synchronized with the scanning of said field of view, and
coding the spatial video signals with different colors in accor-
dance with the corresponding multispectral video signals so as
to form a color representation of the spatial and multispectral
content of the object.

a video muer having video signal inputs which are con-
nected to outputs of the video disc player and the picture
generator and having mixing means for overlaying RGB-
romponents of symbol video signals with priority onto
RGB-components of map video signals such that the
symbol picture non-transparently covers the map picture;
and means for displaying the so combined video signal.

4,477331
COLOR GAIN CONTROL ORCUTT

Nobakan Hosoya, Nara, Japan, aasignor to Sanyo Electric Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

PCTNo. PCT/JP81/00229, § 371 Date May 10, 1982, § 102(e)
Date May 10, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/01110. PCT Pnb
Date Apr. 1, 1982

PCT PUed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 380,723 —
Claims priority, appUcation Japaa, Sep. 11, 1980, 55-127581

Int a^ H04N 9/535. 9/49
UAa358-27 4ctai»
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4,477330
PICTURE DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT

Nils T. Undman; Lars H. Fraasson, and CkrI C. Pott aU of
Jkrfiaia, Sweden, assignors to U.S. PhUips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,082
Ctaims priority, appUcation Sweden, Oct 14, 1981, 8106091

Int a.3 H04N 9/02
VS. a. 358-1 « Claims

1. An arrangement for the display of individually selectable
map pictures as background information combined with over-
lay information comprising selectable predefined and/or oper-
ator generated symbols, characterized in that said arrangement
comprise:

a video disc player with a video disc carrying said map
pictures and having means for repeated playback of a
selected map picture;

a computer having a memory storing map access informa-
tion of each map picture and storing symbol generative
data of said predefined symbols, and an operator input

1. A color gain control circuit characterized in that a manual
gain control, the bias of which is controllable by a manipulat-
able voltage, and an automatic gain control, the bias of which
IS automatically controllable by an ACC signal, are connected
m cascade between a power source and a constant current
source with the automatic gain control positioned upstream of
the manual gain control with respect to the power source.

4,477332
SOUD-STATE COLOR IMAGE PICKUP DEVICE N

Yasuo Takemura, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibanra
Denki Kabnshiki Kaisha, Kawaaaki, Japan

FUed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,144
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 10, 1981, 56-88250

Int a.J H04N 9/07
UAa358-44 7ciaim

1. A solid-sute color image pickup device comprising:
a semiconductor substrate;

a photosensor array formed on the substrate having a plural-
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ity of photosenson arranged in horizontal rows and verti-

cal rows, each photosensor generating a charge upon
receipt of an image;

vertical transfer means, positioned adjacent each vertical

row of photosensors, for receiving the charges generated

by the adjacent photosensors and transferring the charges

along the vertical row to a line transfer means;

a line transfer means, positioned adjacent one end of each
vertical row of photosenson for receiving the charges

transferred by the vertical transfer means, and transferring

them to an output terminal formed on the substrate; and

a color filter array having a plurality of separate filter ele-

ments arranged in horizontal and vertical rows, compris-
ing white (W), yellow (Ye), green (G) and cyan (Cy) filter

elements, each of said elements corresponding to a respec-

tive photosensor;

said horizontal rows of filter elements comprising:

a first pair of identical horizontal rows comprising white
elements; and

a second pair of identical horizontal rows, positioned adja-

cent the first pair, comprising yellow elements, wherein
each of said white filter elements of the first pair is ar-

ranged in the same vertical row with a yellow filter ele-

ment of the second pair.

MT7333
METHOD OF CX)LOR CONVERSION WITH IMPROVED

INTERPOLATION
DiTfd A. Clark, Strcamwood; David C. Strong, Lynwood, and
TboBMS Q. White, H, Chicago, aU of m^ assignors to R. R.
Dooocllcy A Sons Cmapany, Chicago, IlL

CoatianatiOB of Scr. No. 292,293, Aug. 12, 1981, abandoned.
This application Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 489,151

lot CL^ G03F 3/08
VJS. a. 358—80 15 Claims
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1. In the conversion of a color image from one color space to

another color space including the steps of providing a three
dimensional input signal representing the color of a pixel of
said image in said one space and providing a memory with a
finite number of three dimensional addresses representing
colors in said one space, said memory having at each address
output signals representing the corresponding color in said
other space, an improved method of interpolating to determine
the output signals for pixel color input signals between two
memory addresses, comprising:

determining the base output signals for the base memory
address next below said input signals;

determining the high, mid and low valued input signal com-
ponents representing the difference between the pixel
color input signal and the base memory address below the
input signal;

determining additional signals for memory addresses next
above said input signals in accordance with said high, mid
and low valued input difference signal components;

interpolating between output signals for the memory ad-
dresses below and above the input signal in accordance
with the low valued input difference signal component to

establish a first output signal increment from said base
output signals;

interpolating between output signals for the memory ad-
dresses below and above the input signal in the plane of
the mid and high input difference signals in accordance
with the excess of the mid valued input difference signal

component over the low valued input difference signal

component to establish a second output signal increment
from said base output signals;

interpolating between output signals representing memory
addresses below and above the input signal along the axis

of the high valued input difference signal component in

accordance with the excess of the high valued input differ-

ence signal component over the mid valued input differ-

ence signal components to establish a third output signal

increment from said base output signals; and
summing the base output signals with said first, second and

third output signal increments to generate output signals

representing the color of said pixel in said other color
space.

4,477,834

SCAN CONVERSION CIRCUIT
David A. Beaumont, and Michael A. King, both of Camberley,

England, asdgnon to The Marcooi Company Limited, United
Kingdom

Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,610
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, May 29, 1981,

8116450

Int a^ H04N S/33
VS. a. 358—113 8 Claims

1. A scan conversion circuit for generating scanning signals

for a cathode ray tube (C.R.T.) display from timing informa-

tion and output signals generated by a two-dimensional array

of detector elements scanned over a field of view in a serial

parallel mode, said scan conversion circuit comprising:

(a) a timing generator for receiving timing information from
said scanned array,

(b) a serial (X)^eflection circuit linked to said timing gener-

ator for supplying an X-deflection signal to said C.R.T.
display,

(c) a parallel (Y)-deflection circuit linked to said timing

generator for supplying a Y-deflection signal to said

C.R.T. display, and
(d) means synchronized by said timing generator for supply-

ing a brightness modulation signal to said C.R.T. display.
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(D wherein said serial (XVdefiection circuit comprises
means for generating a repeating waveform,
(i) which waveform oscillates about a steadily increas-

ing mean value, and
dl) said parallel (Y>deflection circuit comprises means

for generating a substantially triangular stepped wave-
form,

(i) having at least two periods per repeating unit of said
repeating waveform for producing a scan pattern
which is a high-speed trace of the pattern of said
detector element array repeated a multiplicity of
times within each serial scan of said array.

4^77336
SYSTEM FOR CONVERTING IMAGE INFORMATION

INTO ELECTRICAL SIGNALS
Marian J. P. Ve^laM, HefawMd, Netberiaadt. aaisMr to Oo^

Nederlaad B.V., VmIo, Nctherlaadi
^^

Filed Aag. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,318

81^5* ^'^'^^ M^UcatioB Nethcrlaads, Aag. 24, 1981,

U.S. CL 358—293
lat a^ H04N I/I2

15CiaiaH

IS,

4,477335
CHARGE TRANSFER PHOTOSENSITIVE DEVICE

Jean L. Berger, and Pierrick Descnre, both of Paris, F^aacc.
anignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, Fraoce

FUed Mar. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 356^40
Claims priority, applicatioB France, Mar. 13, 1981, 81 05136

lat as H04N i/;J, 9/07
UAa 358-213 24 Claims

1. Charge transfer photosensitive device adapted to receive
a light image and emitting electrical signals of analysis of this
unage, wherein said device comprises:
a plurality of elementary photosensitive zones, arranged on

the same semi-conductor substrate on N lines and M col-
umns, said zones being insulated from one another, in said
zones electrical charges being created depending upon the
light received, each of the elementary zones comprising a
MOS capacitance forming a first zone for collecting the
charges, comprising a single grid common to all capaci-
tances of the same line, and a second zone for collecting
the charges, electrically coupled to the capacitance;

connecting and controlling means, delivering parallel-wise
the electrical charges created in the M photosensitive
zones of the same line, and this successively for the N
lines, said means comprising a plurality of reading diodes,
arranged in columns between the elementary photosensi-
tive zones, in order that each receives successively on
order the charges of two elementary zones, belonging to
two difierent lines;

means forming a charge screen, arranged between each
photosensitive zone and the connecting means, said screen
means presenting a plurality of grids, brought to a con-
stant voltage and arranged in columns between reading
diodes and the photosensitive zones;

a memory of M points, called line memory, successively
receiving the charges accumulated by each line, from
connecting and controlling means;

a shift register, receiving parallel-wise the contents of the
line memory and delivering successively an electrical
signal forming the image analysis signal.

1. In a system for converting information on an original into
electrical signals, comprising means for scanning the original
Imewise by a light beam focussed to a spot directed onto and
moved along a line on the original, detector means for detect-
ing and for issuing electrical signals in response to light of said
beam refiected by the original and means for transmitting such
reflected light to said detector means, said light transmitting
means mcluding a transparent entry surface extending longitu-
dmally of a said line to be scanned by said beam, two confront-
mg, parallel specular surfaces which extend from the entry
suifaM to the detector means and are substantially parallel to
said line, and two side surfaces which border laterally the
region bounded by the entry surfisce, said parallel specular
surfaces and the detector means, the improvement which com-
prises that said side surfaces in the vicinity of said entry surface
are substantially perpendicular to a line connecting the ends of
said line to be scanned and are made specular at least near said
entry surface.

4,477,837
VIDEO SIGNAL RECORDING-REPRODUCING

APPARATUS
Seigo Asada, Morignchi, Japan, assipior to Matsashita Dectric

ladastrial Co^ Ltd., Kadoma, Japaa
Filed Dec 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,276

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 19, 1900, 55-180683
lat a.} H04N 9/491

VS. a. 358-310 4 ctai^
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1. An image recording-reproducing apparatus comprising:
means for modulating a first carrier wave of a first frequency
(q by a chrominance signal component Q to produce a
first modulated signal;

means for modulating a second carrier wave of a second
frequency f/ by a chrominance signal component I to
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produce a second modulated signal, said second frequency

f/ being higher than said first firequency fg;

said first and second modulated si^uUs forming part of an

image signal;

means for superimposing said first and second modulated

signals on one another;

first means for recording said superimposed first and second

modulated signals on a recording medium;

means for reproducing recorded fint and second modulated

signals;

means for frequency converting said reproduced first modu-
lated signal with a third carrier wave of a higher fre-

quency f3 wherein said higher frequency fj is separated

fixmi the sum of the frequencies of said first and second

carrier waves by more than a frequency band width of a

demodulated signal of said third carrier wave.

4,4T7,838

TANGENTIAL ERROR SIGNAL GENERATOR IN PAL
TYPE VIDEO DISC PLAYER

Tom Aldyama, Tokoroawa, Japan, anignor to Univeraal Pio*

nccr CorporatioB, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec 17, 1981, Scr. No. 331,880

ClaJm priority, appUcatkm Japan, Dec 18, 1980, 55-

182298[U]

lot CU H04N 9/44

VS,a 358—322 6 Clainis

16

aSwT GEN I

PICK-UP

'DEVICE

1. A video disc player in which a video disc of PAL type is

rotated in the vicinity of a pick-up device which reads a modu-
lated color video si^pnal from a target track on said video disc

by means of an information reading spot, which comprises:

tracking servo means for controlling the position of said

information reading spot with respect to said target track

in accordance with a tracking error signal and a tangential

error signal;

jump control means for controlling jumping operation by
applying a jump command signal to said tracking servo

means thereby to cause said information reading spot to

jump from one target track to a required track in order to

change the reading sequence of said modulated color

video signal;

demodulating means for demodulating the read modulated

color video signal;

a separator for separating a time-base control synchronous

signal from the demodulated color video signal;

a reference signal generator for generating reference peri-

odic signal;

a phase comparator for producing a phase error signal repre-

sentative of a phase difference between said time-base

synchronous signal and said reference periodic signal;

a sample hold circuit for sampling said phase error signal at

a sampling timing and for holding the sampled value

during the holding period so as to produce said tangential

error signal; and

a phase correction means for correcting the phase of the

demodulated color video signal in accordance with a

position of said required track with respect to the position

of said information reading spot, wherein said phase cor-

rection means is adapted to shift the level of said tangen-

tial error signal in accordance with the position of said

required track.

4,477,839

COLOR VIDEO SIGNAL REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Hiroyuki Sugiyama, Isehara, Japan, assignor to Victor Company

of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,637

Claims priority, qipUcation Japan, Jan. 26, 1981, 56-9921

Int a.3 H04N 5/76

U.S. a. 358—326 6 Claims

1. A color video signal reproducing apparatus comprising:

reproducing means having a jitter compensation mechanism
for reproducing a color video signal from a recording

medium;

frequency converter means responsive to said reproducing

means for frequency-converting the color video signal

reproduced from said recording medium;
voltage controlled oscillator means;

means responsive to an output of said voltage controlled

oscillator for producing a frequency convening signal,

said frequency converiing signal being supplied to said

frequency converter means;

horizontal synchronizing signal separation means responsive

to said reproducing means for separating a horizontal

synchronizing signal from said reproduced color video

signal;

phase comparing means jointly responsive to said horizontal

synchronizing signal separation means and to said voltage

controlled oscillator means for comparing the phases of

said separated horizontal synchronizing signal and the

output of said voltage controlled oscillator, said phase

comparing means having an output phase error signal

which is supplied to said voltage controlled oscillator to

control the oscillation frequency thereof, and said output

phase error signal being supplied to said jitter compensa-

tion mechanism to cause it to perform a jitter compensa-

tion;

carrier chrominance signal separation means responsive to

said frequency convener means for separating a carrier

chrominance signal from said reproduced color video

signal;

luminance signal separation means responsive to said repro-

ducing means for separating a luminance signal from said

reproduced color video signal;

demodulating circuit means responsive to said carrier chro-

minance signal separation means for demodulating said

color video signal to provide two color difference signals,

said demodulating circuit means including an oscillator

for supplying a frequency signal to a demodulating means,

and a control circuit means for controlling the oscillation

frequency of said oscillator in response to a jitter compo-

nent in said carrier chrominance signal;

reference signal producing means for producing a reference

signal having a predetermined frequency;

phase shifting circuit means for shifting the phase of a signal

from said reference signal producing means by 180 de-

grees;

switching circuit means for switching the signals from said

reference signal producing means and said phase shifting
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cirucit means in response to every one horizontal scanning

period in the output of the voltage controlled oscillator;

modulating circuit means responsive to said reference signal

producing means and said switching circuit means for

respectively modulating the reference signal and the sig-

nal from said switching circuit means by the color differ-

ence signals obtained from said demodulating circuit

means; and

color video signal obtaining means responsive to said modu-
lating circuit means and to said luminance signal separat-

ing means for obtaining a color video signal by adding the

output of said modulating circuit and said separated lumi-

nance signal.

4,477,840

VIDEO RECORDER
Hans^iirgen Klnth, Garbaen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, aaalgnor to

Lloentia Patent-Verwaltnngs-GmbH, Frankftirt am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,083

Galois primlty, qtplicatlon Fed. Rep. of Gcnmuy, Apr. 6,

1981, 3113862; May 30, 1961, 3121600

Int a^ H04N 9/493. 7/04
VS. a. 358—330 18 Claims
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1. In a video tape recorder for recording a television signal

composed ofa picture carrier which has been frequency modu-
lated with a video luminance signal, a chrominance subcarrier

which has been modulated with a chrominance signal, and a

plurality of frequency separated audio carrier signals each

composed of an audio carrier which has been frequency modu-
lated with a respective audio signal along a recording track,

and for playing such a signal, the improvement comprising a

recorder portion including means for reducing the audio car-

rier signals in frequency by difference formation of the televi-

sion signal audio carrier signals with a stabilized reference

frequency signal, and for recording the reduced .frequency

audio carrier signals with their original frequency separation in

a frequency band located, in the recorded signal, essentially

between the frequency spectrum of the modulated chromi-

nance subcarrier and a location in the frequency spectrum of

the modulated picture carrier, and a playl»ck portion includ-

ing means for returning the reduced frequency audio carrier

signals to their original frequency levels by sum formation with

the reference frequency signal.

4,477341
VIDEO PLAYER WITH CAPTION GENERATOR '

HAVING CHARACTER BACKGROUND PROVISIONS
Thomas Y. Chen, Eait Bnmswick, and Walter G. Gibaon,

Princeton, both of NJ., aaslgnors to RCA Corporation, New
Yorii, N.Y.

FUed Oct 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,192

ht a.3 H04N 5/76
VS. a. 358 335 9 Clain

1. A video player for providing an RF output signal for

reception by a television receiver, comprising:

signal recovery means for providing a composite video
signal of a given bandwidth;

character generator means for providing caption video sig-

nal having a bandwidth greater than said given bandwidth
and a caption background signal;

low pass filter means coupled to said generator means for

limiting the bandwidth of said caption video signal to a

predetermined value, said filter means having a character-

istic delay;

circuit means coupled to said generator means for extending

said background signal for a predetermined time subse-

quent to each occurence thereof, said predetermined time

corresponding to a multiple of said characteristic delay;

switch means responsive to the extended background signal

for combining the composite video signal with the band-

width limited caption video signal in interleaved fashion

to form a resultant signal;

RF modulator means responsive to said resultant signal for

providing a modulated radio frequency output signal on a

selected television channel; and
said bandwidth of said low pass filter means and the value of

said predetermined time of said circuit means being se-

lected so as to reduce visibility of cross color effects and
effectively center the caption and background signals

when captions are viewed on said television receiver.

4,477,842

DATA REPRODUCING aRCUIT
Keqji Kaneko, Iwal, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,247

Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 20, 1981, 56*59437;

Apr. 30, 1981, 56-65810

Int G.3 H04N 5/76
VS. CL 358—336 7 Claims

1. A data reproducing circuit comprising:
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modulated dau rignal supplying means for supplying a mod-
ulated data signal including a framing code representing a
series of data signals;

clock signal detecting and reproducing means supplied with
said demodulated data signal, for detecting and reproduc-
ing a clock signal;

data signal demodulating means supplied with said modu-
lated data signal, for demodulating said data signal;

memory means for reading in and reading out a data signal

demodulated by said data signal demodulating means;
framing code detecting means for detecting a framing code

within a signal read in by said memory means;
instruction signal producing means responsive to the detec-

tion of said framing code by said framing code detecting
means, for producing a signal for instructing read-out
from said memory means; and

dropout detecting means for detecting dropout within said

modulated data signal supplied thereto and producing a
detected output, so that said instruction signal producing
means does not produce said instruction signal.

4^77,843
SYSTEM FOR STILL OR SLOW-MOTION

REPRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PICTURES
Hino Ki^lc and Kano TatiagMhi, both of Yokohama, Japan,
MrifBon to Victor Compuy of Japan, Ltd„ Yokohama,
Japan

ContinaatioB of Str. No. 8M33, Oct 26, 1979, abandoned. This
appliortioa Dm. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 326,700

Claina priority, appUcathw Japn, Oct 27, 1978, 53-132273
Int a^ H04N 5/76, 5/78

U.S.a 358-342 9aainis

1. A system for reproducing still or slow-motion television

pictures responsive to reproduced signals from a rotary re-

cording medium, said rotary recording medium having a video
signal recorded on a spiral main track with flrst and second
reference signals recorded on a subtrack, said subtrack being
formed between successive track turns of the main track and
having only one of the first and second reference signals re-

corded on a per one track turn basis, the first and second
reference signals being interchanged with each other on each
successive track turn, a third reference signal being recorded at

a position where the first and second reference signals inter-

change the sides of the main track on which they are recorded,
a plurality of fields of the video signal being recorded on the
rotary recording medium in each one track turn of the main
track, each field of the plurality of fields of the video signal
being preceded by a vertical synchronizing signal, said third
reference signal being recorded on the rotary recording me-
dium along with one of said vertical synchronizing signals in
each track turn, said reproducing system comprising:

operating part means comprising a plurality of control but-
tons for selecting a desired mode of operation, the mode of
operation including at least a normal reproduction mode
and a special reproduction mode, said normal reproduc-

tion mode being a mode in which the recorded signals are
reproduced from the rotary recordmg medium at a rate of
picture motion which is the same as the rate at which the
signals were originally recorded, said special reproduction
mode being a mode in which the recorded signals are
reproduced from the rotary recording medium at a rate of
picture motion which is different from the rate at which
the signals were originally recorded, said operating part
means producing a predetermined mode selection signal in

response to a manipulation of a predetermined control
button among said plurality of control buttons;

reproducing means including a reproducing element for
scanning over the tracks on the rotary recording medium
to pick up the recorded signals;

first separating means for separating the first through third
reference signals from si^^s which are reproduced by
said reproducing means, and for separately producing the
first through third reference signals and the video signals
within the reproduced signals;

second separating means for separating the vertical synchro-
nizing signal from the video signal which is produced
from said first separating means;

control pulse generating means for generating a plurality of
control pulses in response to the mode selection signal
from said operating part means, the third reference signal

which is separated in said first separating means, and the
vertical synchronizing signal which is separated in said
second separating means;

tracking control signal forming means for forming a tracking
control signal in response to the fint and second reference
signals which are separated in said first separating means
and a control pulse from said control pulse generating
means;

tracking control means responsive to the tracking control
signal from said tracking control signal forming means for

controlling the tracking of said reproducing element, said

tracking control means controlling said reproducing ele-

ment to repeatedly scan over the same track turn a plural-

ity of times during the special reproduction mode;
switching means responsive to a control pulse from said

control pulse generating means, said video signal being
supplied from said first separating means to said switching
means;

memory means for selectively storing at least one field of
video signal among the plurality of fields of video signal in

one track turn of the main track which are supplied

thereto from said second separating means, said memory
means selectively reading one stored field of the video
signal and supplying the read out video signal to said

switching means; and
signal processing means connected to said switching means

for processing the video signal read out from said memory
means to produce a television signal for driving a televi-

sion receiver,

said control pulse generating means enabling said switchmg
means to pass the video signal from said first separating

means to said signal processing means in the normal repro-

duction mode, and generating a control pulse which
causes said switching means to pass the read-out signal

from said memory means in response to a special repro-

duction mode selection signal,

said memory means comprising a memory control part a
memory part, and a signal processing part,

said control pulse generating means generating control

pulses which cause said memory control part to selec-

tively supply at least one field of video signal in one track

turn of the main track to said memory part for storage,

said control pulse generating means generating control

pulses which cause said memory control part to selec-

tively read out one stored field of the video signal from
the memory part in response to the special reproduction

mode selection signal from said operating part, said con-
trol pulses which cause said selective read-out from said

memory part being generated only after said control pulse
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generating means receives the third reference signal from
said first separating means after having received the spe-
cial reproduction mode selection signal,

said signal processing part processing said one field of the
video signal read out from said memory part into a pro-
cessed video signal in which two interlaced fields are
made up from the same one field of the video signal, and
supplying the processed video signal to said switching
means.

4,477,844

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING A DIGITAL AUDIO
SIGNAL IN A TRACK WITH A VIDEO SIGNAL

KeiUi Nakano, Ebina; Yokihiko Machida, SeU, and Kentaro
Odaka, Kawasaki, all of Japan, asrignora to Sony Corpora-
tion, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,144
Oaims priority, appUeation Japan, Feb. 10, 1981, 56-18651

lot a.3 H04N 5/782
U.S. a. 360-8 13 ciains

1. Apparatus for recording an information signal comprised
of a video signal and an audio signal in a plurality of tracks on
a record medium, comprising:

means for converting said audio signal into digital form, said
means for converting including means for sampling said
audio signal at a predetermined frequency to produce
successive digitized samples of said audio signal;

means for compressing said digitized audio signal; and
means for recording said compressed digitized audio signal

and said video signal in said plurality of tracks, each of
said plurality of tracks being divided into a leading track
section, a central track section and a trailing track section,
wherein said means for recording records alternate said
samples of said digitized audio signal in said leading track
section and the remaining said samples of said digitized
audio signal in said trailing track section and said video
signal in said central section of each track.

4,477,845

DYNAMIC SKEW CORRECnON FOR MULTICHANNEL
ANALOG RECORDING

Chvence E. Mortlock, Media; Joseph A. Brady, Norristowa,
and Marrin Shapiro, Wamrinster, all of Pa., assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretory of
the Navy, WasUngton, D.C.

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,899

Int a.3 GllB 5/43. 5/02
U.S. CI. 360—26 6 Claims

1. A apparatus for dynamic skew correction of multi-chan-
nel analog recorded and played back information comprising:
means for generating a carrier frequency signal amplitude
modulated by a lower frequency modulation signal having
predetermined characterists comprising predetermined

. frequency and phase relationships with the carrier signals

and the modulation signals being derived from a common
source and are frequency and phase related, the predeter-

mined frequency and phase relationships permitting pre-

determination of the time relationship of zero crossing

points of the derived individual lower frequency modula-
tion signals,

means for recording the amplitude modulated carrier signal

on at least two of a plurality of channels simultaneously

with the recording on the respective channels of the ana-
log information,

means for deriving the recorded amplitude modulated car-

rier signals and the lower frequency modulation signals

from the plurality of channels simultaneously with the
respective played back analog information.

SK,,-

^l-Z

?JB»uSw *"*"

means for comparing the predetermined characteristics of
the derived signals for determing skew errors, and

means for time displacing the played back information for

correcting skew errors between the various channels.

4,477,846

SENSITIVE AMPLIFIER HAVING A HIGH VOLTAGE
SWITCH

Peter E. Cottrell, Eaaez Jmctioa; John E. Gcrsbach, and Wilbur
D. Pricer, both of Burlington, aU of Vt, assignors to Interna-
tional Borincss Machines Corporation, Armonk. N.Y.

FUed Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,403

Int a^ GllB 5/09. 5/02
MS.a 360—46 13 Oaims

m;
;•'

H"
•C5>- J

i" -1:1- "r

1. An amplifier comprising;

first and second transistors, each including a base, collector

and emitter,

a device having first and second FN junctions serially ar-

ranged and connected between the emitters of said first

and second transistors,

means including a current source for selectively providing a

bias action to said device at a common point between said*

first and second junctions,

means for applying complementary input signals to the bases

of said first and second transistors, and
load means including output terminals connected to the

collectors of said first and second transistors.
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4^77347
TELEVISION SIGNAL DISC DRIVE RECORDER

Howard W. Kirisht, COO Mttioaia Dr^ Foster Qty, Calif. 94404,

aad Edwia W. Ea^fimg, 80 Dartmouth, San Carkw, Calif.

M070
CootiBBation of Scr. No. 763,795, Jan. 28, 1977,. This

appUartioa Job. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 48^57
lat a^ GllB 15/04; H04N 5/78

VJS. CL 360—40 18 Claims

1. In a disc drive magnetic recording and reproducing appa-
ratus having removable rotatable disc means and wherein said

disc means have a multiplicity of separate tracks upon which
recording and reproducing can be performed, apparatus for

conditionally permitting selected recording operations to
thereby minimize the probability of unwanted destruction of
recorded information by an operator, said apparatus compris-
ing:

means independent of said disc means for storing track ad-
dress information, bulk and working track address identifi-

cation information, and status information indicating

whether information is recorded on each of said tracks;

means associated with said storing means for classifying one
plurality of said multiplicity of tracks as bulk tracks and
another plurality of said multiplicity of tracks as working
tracks;

means associated with said storing means for identifying

tracks which have information recorded thereon and
which are therefore occupied;

means responsive to the working and bulk track identifica-

tion information and to said recorded status information
for prohibiting recording on an occupied bulk track unless
an enabling signal is received, and for permitting record-
ing on any one of said multiplicity of tracks that is unoccu-
pied and on an occupied working track without receiving
an enabling signal;

controlling means for selecting the tracks upon which said

recording and reproducing is to be performed and for
providing said enabling si^al to said recording prohibit-

ing means to thereby permit recording on an occupied
bulk track.

and the data stream, and effecting playback of the audio mes-
sage and indicating whether said playback is an authentic

representation ofsaid original audio message, said system being
characterised in that said first data stream is representative of
the periodic instantaneous content of a parameter of said origi-

nal audio message signals, a comparison is made between said

Q^^p-c

mami / tnacu

first data stream and a second data stream generated in said

reproducer and representative of the periodic instantaneous

content of said parameter of said reproduced audio mesage
signals, and as indication is provided from said comparison as
to whether said reproduced audio message is an authentic

reproduction of said original audio message.

4,477,849 I

MAGNETIC DISC DRIVE HEAD AUGNMENT SYSTEM
James K. Berger, Malibu, Calif., asrignor to Pioneer Magnetics,

Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,358

Int. a.3 GllB 5/58, 21/10
VS. a. 360—77 6 Claims

4,477^48
VERIFICATION OF RECORDED MESSAGES

Ian McWUrter, and Richard B. Morgan, both of Homsby,
Anatralia, anignors to McWUrter Holdings Pty. Limited,
Homaby, Anatralia

per No. PCr/AU81/00190, § 371 Date Ang. 10, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 10, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/02111, PCT Pub.
DMc Jnn. 24, 1982

PCT Filed Dec 16, 1981, Scr. No. 414,533
CUdna priority, application Anatralia, Dec 16, 1980, PE6962;

Fab. 13, 1981, PE7608; Feb. 23, 1981, PE7711; Apr. 15, 1981,
PE8458; May 27, 1981, PE9043; JnL 10, 1981, PE9699; Aug. 18,

1981,PE0309

Int a.J GllB 15/04, 15/02, 5/43
MS, CL 360-60 19 Claims

1. A recording/reproduction system for recording in a re-

corder and on a record medium analogue signals representive
of an original audio message and a first data stream, and for
reproducing subsequently in a reproducer and from said re-
cord medium the signals representative of the audio message

1. In a disc drive which includes a plurality of read/write

magnetic heads and a servo magnetic head mounted for simul-

taneous movement by an actuator in response to a servo signal

from the servo head, and in which the positions of the read/-

write heads are individually adjustable with respect to the

servo head, a system for indicating any misalignment of the

individual read/write heads as the particular head produces a
cyclic position signal in response to position signals pre-

recorded on alignment tracks of an alignment disc, each cycle

of said cyclic position signal having a first segment with posi-

tive and negative peak amplitudes and a second segment with

positive and negative peak amplitudes, the positive and nega-

tive peak amplitudes of said first and second segments being

equal when the particular head is in registry with the corre-

sponding alignment track, and the positive and negative peak
amplitudes of one or the other segments decreasing when the

particular head moves out of registry with the alignment rack

to one side or the other thereof; said system including balanced

gating circuitry having four output circuits for respectively
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producing four gating signals respectively timed to occur in

time coincidence with respective ones of the positive and
negative peak amplitudes of said fu^t and second segments; a

balanced input circuit connected to the particular head and
including first and second outputs respectively applying the

cyclic position signal and its complement to said gating cir-

cuitry to cause said gating circuitry to cause said gating cir-

cuitry to produce said four gating signals at the respective

output circuits thereof; peak detector circuitry including four

peak detector circuits respectively connected to said four

output circuits of said gating circuitry to be individually gated

by respective ones of said four gating signals, means connect-

ing two of said peak detector circuits to the first output of said

balanced input circuit and further means connecting the other

two of said peak detector circuits to the second output of said

balanced input circuit, said four peak detector circuits collec-

tively detecting the positive and negative peak amplitudes of

each of the two segments of each cycle of said position signal

and providing four analog outputs corresponding thereto; and
output circuitry connected to the outputs of said four peak

detector circuits in said peak detector circuitry for producing

an analog output signal having an amplitude corresponding to

the difference between the algebraic sum of the positive and

negative peak amplitudes of the first segment and the algebraic

sum of the positive and negative peak amplitudes of the second

segment.

4,477350
ADAPTER FOR A MINUTURE TYPE TAPE CASSETTE
Hamki Ogata, Sagamihara; Kimio Ogawa, and Hiroynki
Umcda, both of Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Victor

Company of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Jqnn
FOed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,105

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 20, 1981, 56>7566

Int. C1.3 GllB 15/66

U.S.CL360—94 UOaina

1. An adapter for a miniature type tape cassette having an

external form and size smaller than those of a standard type

tape cassette, said miniature type tape cassette being used with

a recording and/or reproducing apparatus of a type different

from a standard type recording and/or reproducing apparatus

primarily designed for performing recording and/or reproduc-

tion with said standard type tape cassette, said adapter com-
prising:

an adapter case having an external form and size substan-

tially equal to those of said standard type tape cassette;

an accommodating part for accommodating said miniature

type tape cassette; and

tape draw-out means provided within said adapter case, for

drawing a tape out of said miniature type tape cassette so

as to form a predetermined tape path within said adapter

case.

4,477,851

MAGNETIC DATA STORAGE AND DRIVE APPARATUS
Warren L. Dalzicl, Monte Sereno; Charles D. Flanigan, San

Joae, and John J. Lynott, Los Gatos, all of Califs aMignors to

Microtek Storage Corporation, San Jose, Calif.

Filed Jnn. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,048

Int a.3 GllB 5/008. 23/02; G03B 1/56- B65H 17/46

VS. Q. 360-95 10 Claims

1. Data storage and drive apparatus comprising:

cartridge means containing a length of magnetic recording

tape disposed upon a supply reel and having a ferrule

means attached to the lead end of the tape, said cartridge

means having first capture means for releaseably holding

said ferrule means in a first position relative to said car-

tridge means; and

drive means including

second capture mean reloseably holding a pin means in a

second position relative to said drive means,

magnetic read/write means,

guide means defining a tape path extending from a take-up

position passed said read/write means to said second

position,

take-up means disposed at said take-up position and hav-

ing a strip of leader material one end of which is at-

tached to said take-up means and the other end of which

has a ferrule engaging pin means affixed thereto, said

strip being threaded around said guide means with said

pin means being held in said second position by said

second capture means,

carrier means for receiving said cartridge means and car-

rying it between a cartridge load/unload position and a

tape wind/unwind position wherein said first capture

means is aligned with said second capture means such

that said ferrule means is caused to engage said pin

means as said carrier means is moved into said wind/un-

wind position thereby forming a slug means coupling

said leader to said tape, and

control means for causing said take-up means to retract said

strip and to take-up the tape attached thereto by said slug

means by pulling it along said tape path, and for causing

data to be read from or recorded on said upe as it is drawn

passed said read/write means.
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4^77352
MAGNETO-OPTICAL RECORDING AND

REPRODUCING SYSTEM
CliicU Ota, FMn; Nobatike iMunora, Tokyo, and SUnsoke
Tanks, rmahaia, all of Japaa, aadpion to Kokasai Dea-
ikia Donra rahaiblkl Kaiaka, Tokyo, Japaa

FDad Mar. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 358,040
CUiBi priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Mar. 28, 1981, 5645760

lat a.} GllB S/32
U,S.a 360-114 Mdaims

>
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1. A magnetoofrtical recording and rq)roducing system for
recording information on a recording medium made of a mag-
netOK)ptical recording material comprising; an optical system
for applying a plurality of light beams on said recording me-
dium for radiating the recording medium with incident radia-
tion at a plurality of irradiated positions;

drive means for driving the optical system and the recording
medium relatively to each other for shifting positions on
the recording medium irradiated by said light beams;
mode magnetic field generating means disposed for gener-
ating coercive fields of different coercive values applied
to laid recording medium forwardly and rearwardly of
some of said irradiated positions; photo-detecting means
for detecting reflected light from said medium; control
means for effectively controlling said optical system, said
drive means, said mode magnetic field generating means
and said photo-detecting means for effecting selectively

recording-reproducing concurrently or reproducing-eras-
ing concurrently or erasing-recording of said information
of said recording medium.

4,477353
MULTITRACK MAGNEHC HEAD

Jaam U. Lcadtc, Del Mar, Calif., anigaor to Eastman Kodak
Coavaay, Rocbesto', N.Y.

FOad Apr. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 254,249
lat a.i GllB S/12

U.S.a 360-125 16 Claims

33a

1. An integrated magnetic head structure comprising
(a) a semiconductor substrate,

(b) a film ofmagnetic material deposited on said substrate for
use in processing magnetic si^ials with respect to a mag-
netic recording medium, and

(c) regions of impurity dopants within said substrate, and

conductive means overlying said regions to form there-

with electronic components, said electronic components
being electrically cooperative with said film of magnetic
material to effect recording and/or playback of said sig-

nals on and/or from said recording medium, whereby
magnetic and electronic components associated with said

magnetic head structure are provided in common associa-
tion with the same substrate.

4,477354
PORTECnVE RELAY WTTH SECOND HARMONIC

SUPPRESSION
Mas^i Usui, and Akiyoshi Hoama, both of Hyogo, Japan,

assignors to Mitsobishi Deaki if»i«iiTii»H iCai«iiB, Tcdcyo,
Japaa

FUed Jan. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 501,085
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jaa. 23, 1982, 57*109205:

Jan. 23, 1982, 57-109206

lat a.3 H02H 7/045
U.S.a 361-36 8ClaiBis

1. A protective relay with second harmonic suppression
comprising:

a ratio differential element for comparing the amount of a
differential current with the amount of a suppression
current and producing an output signal when the amount
of said differential current is greater than a predetermined
value;

a second-harmonic detection element for detecting a second
harmonic component in said differential current and pro-
ducing an output signal when the content proportion of
the second harmonic component is higher than a predeter-
mined value;

a monostable multivibrator circuit operating in response to
any amount of said differential current in excess of the
predetermined value and producing an output signal for a
preset period of time;

a first logic curcuit receptive of, as two inputs thereto, both
the output of said monostable multivibrator circuit and the
output of said second-harmonic detection element, and
producing an output signal therefrom when said two
inputs are received simultaneously;

a timing circuit for clocking the output duration of said

second-harmonic detection element and producing a sig-

nal when said output duration reaches a predetermined
period of time;

a second logic circuit receptive of, as two inputs thereto,

both the output of said timing circuit and the output of
said first logic circuit, and producing a second-harmonic
suppression signal therefrom when at least one of said two
inputs is received; and

a third logic circuit receptive of, as two inputs thereto, both
the second-harmonic suppression signal of said second
logic circuit and the output of said ratio differential ele-

ment, and serving to suppress the output of said ratio

differential element when said second-harmonic sui^res-
sion signal is received.
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4^477355

PROTECTING SYSTEM FOR TRANSMISSION LINES
Kdao NakayaaM, Hitachi, aad Kaiao Sco, Tobkai, both of

Japaa, aadgaors to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Jal. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 396^76

Clains priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Jal. 10, 1981, 56*108633

lat a^ H02H 9/04

U.S.a 361-54 4 daims

and second switches, and the condition of the recloser

relay throughout a reclose cycle comprised of the relay

, *
*^»-^»

y

12^

1. A transmission line protecting system for protecting trans-

mission lines which each have first terminals at one end and

second terminals at another end, said system comprising:

protecting relay devices connected with the first and second

terminals of the transmission lines;

breakers coupled to said first and second terminals of said

transmission lines for breaking fault currents along said

transmission lines in response to commands from said

protecting relay devices;

grounding switches connected with the first and second

terminals of said transmission lines; and

a transmission circuit for transmitting the open and closed

states of said breakers and said grounding switches at the

first and second terminals of the transmission lines,

wherein said system further includes means for only closing

said grounding switches of a transmission line after it is

confirmed through said transmission circuit that the

breakers at the first and second terminals of the transmis-

sion line are opened when one or more of said transmis-

sion lines are faulted.

reclosures which are to occur, and during which reclosure

of the recloser relay is attempted.

4377357
PRINTED CIRCUIT FUSE

Aagas M. Crocker, Mcalo Park, CaUf^ assigBor to GTE Net-

work Systems Corporatioa, Phocaix, Ariz.

FUed Dec 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453345
lat a^ H02H 9/06

U.S. a. 361—119 6

TOcormN "^

4,477,856

RELAY SPARE CmCUIT FOR A RECLOSER RELAY
Robert P. DcPny, Cherry HUl, NJ., assigaor to General Elec-

tric Company, Kiag of Prassia, Pa.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,718

lat a.3 H02H i/04. 3/06

MS. a. 361—72 15 Ctaims

1. A relay spare circuit for a recloser relay, comprising:

(a) a first plurality of switches for developing a first series of

signals defining which of a plurality of available relay

reclosures are to occur;

(b) a second plurality of switches for developing a second

series of signals defining which of the plurality of available

relay reclosures are to be accompanied by the occurrence

of a relay spare; and

(c) logic means for receiving the first and second series of

signals and for developing a relay spare output signal for

causing the relay spare to occur in accordance with the

relay reclosures and relay spares selected using the first

11 22A

4. Apparatus comprising:

a printed circuit board,

first and second line conductors printed on said board with

one ends thereof spaced apart to form a gap therebetween

that presents an open circuit in series in the lines, said first

line having the other end thereof electrically connected to

electrical equipment, said one end of said first Une having

a pad thereon with an edge thereof defining the gap and a

width and surface area that are greater than thofe of said

one end of said second line;

a solder bridge electrically connected between said pad and

the adjacent one end of said second line with a minimum

amount of solder on the pad; and

a surge arrestor on said circuit board and proximate said pad

and solder bridge and electrically connected between one

of said first and second lines and one of a third line and a

ground reference potential, said surge arrestor breaking

down and conducting for a voltage on said first and sec-

ond lines which is greater than a prescribed voltage for

bypassing current on said lines through the surge arrestor,

with the surge arrestor being heated by the bypassed line

current, whereby a high voluge condition that is gener-

ally sustained on the line for greater than a prescribed net

time interval heats the surge arrestor sufficiently to melt

the solder bridge whereby the melted solder is drawn up

onto the pad and away from the gap for presenting an

open circuit in said first and second lines which interrupts

line current and thereby protects the electrical equipment.
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4»477,S58 4.477,M0
SELFHEALING CX>NDENSER ELECTRODEARRAY

"SI!li*S5'V?3I££^p!iI^D•^*??'^ ^o"" D. Wuon, Raldsli, and Charles J. Cain, GreeoTiUe,^^ iS!iS^tI^S!?\f STIS" ^^ *•' ^•^•' ^«"»" *«*^^ *^"««>«' Company, Greenfille,
rata mar. #, I9S9, scr. No. 472,109 n.C.

•*2SS5^' application Eoropcaa Pat Off, Mar. «, 1982, Filed Sep. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 533,182
W1017W.4

I„j^ CI 3 C^^ yp/y^ g^jjj ^7/^^

,.^^^^^
1. In a wlfhealing condenser, especially for alternating cur-

rent and high current application comprising at least two
dielectric foils at least one of which is provided with a vapor-
deposited coating of a metal, said coating terminating short of
one edge of the coated foil and running to an opposite edge of
the coated foil, the improvement wherein said coating consists
of an aluminum-zinc alloy, the aluminum concentration in said
alloy it at least 80% by weight at the side of said coating
adjacent the coated foil and is at most 20% by weight at the
surface of said coating remote from the coated foil, the alumi-
num concentration in said coating being substantially 3 to 40%
by weight

4,477,899

ROTARY ELECTRIC COMPONENT
YuUblro AncU, Sabae, Japan, aadgnor to Morata Manufactur-

log Co., Ltd, Japan

Filed Sep. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 533,548
Clalna priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 22, 1982, 57-165711

Int a^ HOIG 5/06
v&am-^m scwma

•d 8b

1. In combination with an electrode array of the type in
which a plurality of electrodes are deposited on one surface of
a carrier plate symmetrically about a center electrode, which
in turn is deposited on the same surface of said carrier plate,
and in which it is desired to electrically connect said center
electrode with a contact point outside said electrode array
without disrupting the detected signal at said center electrode,
the improvement comprising:

(a) at least one conductive strip deposited on said one surface
of said carrier plate and extending from said center elec-
trode between two adjacent ones of said plurality of elec-
trodes to said outside point; and

(b) other conductive strips of the same size and shape as said
one conductive strip also deposited on said one surface of
said carrier plate and extending from said center electrode
between each adjacent ones of the remaining electrodes.

4,477,861

WATTHOUR METER WITH TAMPER RESISTANT SEAL
Thomas M. Byrd, Jr., Cary, N.C, and Khalil F. AboiUaonde,

Monroe?iUe, Pa., assignors to Westinghonse Electric Corp,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Oct 14, 1982, Ser. No. 434,199

Int a.3 H02B 9/00
U.S. a. 361—371 6 Claims

1. A rotary electric component which comprises:
a support structure made of synthetic resin, at least one first

elongated electric terminal member made of electrocon-
ductive material and having one end positioned exteriorly
of the support structure for the electric connection with
an external circuit element, a rotor, and a second elon-
gated electric terminal member made of electroconduc-
tive material and having one end positioned exteriorly of
the support structure for the electric connection with an
external circuit element, said first and second terminal
members being partially embedded in the support struc-

ture with at least one portion the other ends of said first

and second terminal members located generally adjacent
to each other, said second terminal member being formed
at the side of its other end into a tubular shaft for the
support of the rotor for rotation thereabout, said shaft

having a closed end at the tip thereof, said closed end of
the shaft being, after the rotor has been mounted thereon
for rotation thereabout relative to the support structure,

rivetted so as to expand radially outwards to hold the
rotor in position.

1. A watthour meter container comprising:

a base assembly supporting a watthour meter movement and
including circularly arcuate, circumferentially spaced,
attachment lugs extending radially at the outer periphery
thereof, which lugs have forward and rear side radial

surfaces;

a cup-sha^ cover including a closed forward end and ^n
open rear end, and including a circular mounting flange
extending radially outward at the rear open end, with a
rear radial side surface mating with the front radial side
surface of the attachment lugs, and including a locking rim
carrying tabs rotationally attaching and locking the cover
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to the attachment lugs to enclose the watthour meter

movement within a protective container;

the base and the rim comprising substantially aligned aper-

ture means; and

sealing means securing the base and cover body in place and

including a wire and a deformable body, the wire extend-

ing through the aperture means with opposite end por-

tions of the wire being embedded within the body;

whereby rotation of either of the base assembly or the cup-

shaped cover with respect to the other causes breakage of

the sealing means.

4,477363

WORK-UGHT
Alfred Wall, Am Knraarm 7, D • 7830 Emmendiagen, Fed. Rep.

of Gcrmaay
FUed Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,810

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, F^. 25,

1982, 8205219[U]

Int a» F21V 9/16

U.S.a 362-84 16

1

4^77362
BACKPLANE CONNECTOR

Ronua Y. Gonzales, Andorer, Mass, assignor to Gould Inc,

Rolling Meadows, III.

FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,644

Int a.3 H05K 7/10

U.S.a 361-393 12 Claims

1. A backplane connecting system comprising a plurality of

identically constructed backplane connector units, each being

in electronic interengagement with adjacent connector units

and mating electronic engagement with electronic modules

mounted therewith, each of said backplane connector units

comprising

A. a single independent self-supporting, unitary structure

incorporating

a. two side surfaces, and

b. a module receiving surface interposed between said two

side surfaces;

B. a tongue portion

a. extending outwardly from one of said side surfaces, and

b. incorporating a first set of contact means arrayed

therein;

C. a groove portion

a. formed in the second of said side surfaces,

b. each groove portion receiving therewithin the tongue

portion of an identically constructed separate, adjacent

backplane connector unit and

c. incorporating a second set of contact means arrayed

therein and in cooperative, positive, removable contact

with the first set of contact means in the tongue portion

of the identically constructed, separate, adjacent back-

plane connector unit; and

D. module receiving contacts mounted to said module re-

ceiving surface and positioned for mating electronic inter-

engagement with a module to be mounted thereto,

whereby a backplane connecting system is achieved which a

plurality of identical independent self-supporting backplane

connectors directly, matingly electronically interengage with

each other in an easUy achieved "plug and socket" manner,

while also being capable of electronic interengagement with a

plurality of modules mounted to a particular connector for

carrying the desired electronic signals between the module and

its associated controUed equipment

1. A work light comprising a housing, a gas discharge lamp

positioned inside a portion of said housing, a power supply

cable connected to said housing, means defming a compart-

ment which is an extension of said portion of said housing, and

a smoothing choke and a rectifier including a voltage multi-

plier circuit mounted in said compartment.

4,477,864

LAMP ASSEMBLY
Panl D. Van Dnyn, and Jerry J. Johnson, Sr, both of Aadcrsoa,

Ind, asrignors to General Moton Corporation, Detroit Mich.

FUed Jol. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 398,671

Int a^ F21V i/OZ n/04
U.S.a 362-311 2 Claims

1. A lamp assembly adapted to be mounted in an opening in

a support panel for directing a beam of light emanating from a

light bulb towards an object said light bulb being supported in

a lamp socket having one part of a connector means, said lamp

assembly including a body portion having a closed end and an

open end, said open end adapted to receive said lamp socket

and being formed with the other part of said connector means

for cooperation with said one part so as to fixedly secure said

lamp socket to said body portion and locate said light bulb

adjacent said closed end of said body portion; a collar inte-

grally formed with and extending radially from said body

portion and being located substantially midway between said

closed end and said open end thereof; a pair of spring arms

integrally formed on said body portion at diametrically op-

posed points thereof, each of said spring arms having one end

thereof connected to said body portion adjacent said open end

and having the other end extending towards said closed end

and terminating at said collar, said spring arms adapted to

cooperate with said collar for maintaining said lamp assembly

in said opening in said support panel, and a cover made of a

plastic material and secured to said collar, said cover compris-

ing a dome portion integrally formed with a radially extending
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S!I?.^Jl.«.!;S^*."^ "d fonfiguration with the size packaged with the plate deuched from the column and with

SS^5r^1^3llS;X'«rh'^^^^^^ *' "^^ •" « nested comiition. and to enable the plate to
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cause said beam of light emanating from said light bulb to b«
'^''^"^"'8 "«"*"y o^wardly from the plate, the arms accom-

directed towards said object.

4,477365
MOUNTING DEVICE FOR UGHTING DEVICE TOR

BICYCLE
Sadahani Tsuyima, Onka, Japan, assignor to Tsayana Manu-

ftKtviBg Conpuy, Ltd^ Japui
FDcd Oct 19, 1983, Ser. No. 543,498

im. a.J F21V 21/00
VJS,CLm-996 4aMim

1. A mounting member for releasably holding a device for a
bicycle comprising:

a base having a horizontally fixed portion and a pair of
vertical portions extending from opposing sides of the
horizontally fixed portion, each vertical portion having an
elongated bearing slot, the bearing slots being in opposed
relation, the base being adapted to be fixed to the bottom
of the device, the base including an upright member fixed
between the vertical portions, the upright member con-
taining a through hole,

a slidable shaft member bridged between the bearing slots of
the vertical portions of the base, the slidable shaft member
being freely movable in a longitudinal direction,

a slider having a threaded hole and end portions, the end
portions cooperating with the sUdable shaft member so
that the slider is held perpendicular to and between the
vertical portions,

an adjustment screw inserted into the through hole of the
upright member on the base so that its end may be adjust-
ably engaged with the threaded hole of the slider, and the
adjustment screw having a head at its opposite end,

a first fastening arm having one end which is inserted be-
tween the head of the adjustment screw and the through
hole of the upright member on the

a second fastening arm having one end rotatably fixed on the
slidable shaft member and first fastening arm, and

one touch engaging means for detachably fastening the first

and second fastening arms to secure the device upon a
bicycle

modating wiring with the wiring extending through the col-
umn to below the plate and out to and up through the lower
ends of the inner end portions of the arms, and a housing
attachable to the plate for enclosing wiring below the plate.

4,477,867

CORE SATURATION CONTROL CIRCUIT
John Pellegrino, Quincy, Mass., assignor to Data Geoeral Cor*

poration, Westboro, Mass.
Continuation of Ser. No. 297,376, Aug. 28, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Dec. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 564,590
lot a.3 H02M 3/335

VS. CL 363—26 ( Claims

»fcw mmm

4,477366

CHANDELIERS
Claries D. Goralnilc, St Louis County, Mo^ asrignor to Vogue

LightiBg, iBCn St Loois, Mo.
Filed Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No. 545,685

IM. CL^ F31M 3/18
UAa362-427 22Claiais

1. A chandelier comprising a tubular center column, a circu-
lar arm supporting plate attached to the lower end of the
column, a plurality of arms mounted on the plate, each arm
being a metal tubular arm having a downwardly extending
inner end portion attached at its lower end to the plate, an
outwardly extending intermediate portion and an upwardly
extending outer end portion carrying a lamp socket, the attach-
ment of each arm to the plate and the attachment of the plate
to the column being such as to enable the chandelier to be

1. A pulse width modulated power supply comprising:
means for receiving a reference voltage;

means for amplifying the error between said reference volt*
age and the output voltage of said power supply;

means for repetitively generating a ramp voltage;

means for comparing said ramp voltage with said amplified
error voltage;

transformer means;

a first transistor connected such that current flowing
through said first transistor will flow through the primary
winding of said transformer means in a first direction;

a second transistor connected such that current flowing
through said second transistor will flow through the pri-

mary winding of said transformer means in a second direc-
tion;

gate means connected between the output of said comparing
means and said transistors;

means for alternately enabling portions of said gate means
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such that the output of said comparison means is supplied

to only one of said transistors at a time; and

means for comparing the rate of increase of the current in

said primary winding with the rate of increase of said

ramp voltage and providing a voltage to said comparing

means if the rate of increase of the current in said primary

winding exceeds the rate of increase of said ramp voltage,

said voltage from said comparing means being added to

said ramp voltage, whereby the on-time of each of said

transistors is related to the current in said primary winding

while said transistor is on, whereby each of said transistors

carries a substantially equal peak current

4377369
PULSED APERTURE FOR AN ELECTROSTATIC INK

JET SYSTEM
Robert E. Rndd, lU, Maywood, NJ., assignor to Borroughs

Corporatioa, Detroit Mich.

Filed Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489303
Int a^ GOID 15/16

VJS. a. 346-140 R 16 Claims

a .a
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4,477368

HIGH FREQUENCY SERIES RESONANT DC*DC
CONVERTER

Robert L. SteigerwaM, Scotia, N.Y., asrignor to General Electric

Company, Sdienectady, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,760

Int a^ H02P 13/22

VS. CL 363-a_^

i, !

8Claims

1. A resonant dc-dc converter comprising:

a current input inverter having gate turn off switch means

capable of blocking reverse current, said inverter being

supplied by an external dc power source and said inverter

supplying square waves of current;

a resonant circuit having an inductor connected in series

with a capacitor, the output of said inverter being avail-

able across said inductor;

rectifier means coupled across said inductor to rectify the

sinusoidal voltage across said inductor to provide a dc

output voltage; and

control means for controlling the dc output voltage by

varying the frequency at which said gate turn-off switch

means operate, said control means having comparison

means for comparing a commanded output voltage to the

actual output voltage to develop an error signal, a voltage

controlled oscillator coupled to switch means, and limit

means for providing a lagging load to said inverter by

limiting the error voltage supplied to said voltage con-

trolled oscillator so that the switching frequency of the

switch means is at or above the damped resonant fre-

quency of the resonant circuit to reduce switching losses.

1. An ink jet printing system responsive to a video signal

input waveform, said system comprising:

an ink jet nozzle;

means for supplying a liquid imaging material to said nozzle;

a conductive platen, positioned in spaced relationship to and

opposite the exit oriface of said nozzle;

a recording member interposed between said platen and said

nozzle;

a conductive plate having an aperture, said plate positioned

in spaced relation between said recording member and

said nozzle;

first means, responsive to said video signal input waveform,

for producing and applying a first potential waveform
between said plate and said platen; and

second means, responsive to said video signal input wave-

form, for producing and applying a second potential

waveform between said nozzle and said platen.

4,477370

DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM MONITOR HAVtNG A
PREDETERMINED OUTPUT UNDER FAULT

CONDITIONS
Mark G. Krans, Churchill Borough, Pa., assignor to Westing-

boose Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382336
lot a^ G06F 11/00

VS. a. 364—186 10 Claims

1. A control system monitor comprising:

means for generating a first sequence of data words, said

data words being representative of the operating status of

a system being monitored;

means for producing a second sequence of data words;

a comparator for comparing data words of said first se-

quence of data words with data words of said second

sequence of data words wherein corresponding data

words in said first and second sequence of data words are
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presented to said comparator during successive time inter-

vals, said successsive time intervals overlapping for a
preselected time;

said comparator producing a first logic level output when
said dau words being compared agree and a second logic

level output when said data words being compared dis-

agree; and

means for producing a predetermined output condition
when the output of said comparator fails to oscillate be-
tween said first and second logic levels in a prescribed
manner.

MT7,«71
GLOBAL OPERATION COORDINATION METHOD AND

CIRCUIT
KcsUaar WilliuB M„ Autiii, Tei^ Miignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Sctaaimbarg, ni.

CoBtiniiatkNi-iB«pvt of S«r. No. 324,183, No?. 23, 1981,. This
applicatioa Dec. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,050

lot a.3 G06F WOO
U,S.a364-200 2Clain8

negating said OPERATE signal in response to an asser-
tion of either of said ALL and ANY signals; and

in all of said operating units, in response to the negation of
said OPERATE signal by said selected one ofsud operat-
ing units, actively negating said ALL signal if said ALL
signal is not then being actively negated by said respective
operating unit, and terminating the active assertion of said
ANY signal if said ANY signal is then being actively
asserted by said respective operating unit;

whereby the asserting of said OPERATE signal indicates that
all of said operating units are to perform said respective tasks,

the asserting of said ANY signal indicates that said exception
condition occured during the performance by at least one of
said operating units ofsaid respective tasks, and the asserting of
said ALL signal indicates that said exception condition failed
to occur during the performance by all of said operating units
of said respective tasks.

1. A method for coordinating the parallel operation of a
plurality of operating units in response to an assertion of a
command signal to a selected one of said operating units, each
of which performs a respective task which may be subject to
the occurance of an exception condition during the perfor-
mance thereof, comprising the steps of:

passively negating an OPERATE signal so that said OPER-
ATE signal will be negated whenever said OPERATE
signal is not being actively asserted;

passively asserting an ALL signal so that said ALL signal
will be asserted whenever said ALL signal is not being
actively negated;

passively negating an ANY signal so that said ANY signal
will be negated whenever said any signal is not being
actively asserted;

in all of said operating units, in response to the negation of
said OPERATE signal, actively negating said ALL sig-

nal;

m said selected one of said operating units, detecting said
command signal and, in response to detecting said com-
mand signal, asserting said OPERATE signal to all of said
operating units;

in all of said operating units including said selected operating
unit, in response to the assertion of said OPERATE sig-

nal:
*

initiating the performance of said respective task;

continuing to actively negate said ALL signal while per-
forming said respective task; and

upon performing said task, either actively asserting said

ANY signal in response to the occurance of said excep-
tion condition during the performance of said respec-
tive task, or terminating the negation of said ALL signal

in response to the failure of said exception condition to
occur during the performance of said respective task;

in said selected one of said operating units, either providing
a first response to an assertion of said ALL signal or a
second response to an assertion of said ANY signal, and

4,477,872

DECODE HISTORY TABLE FOR CONDITIONAL
BRANCH INSTRUCnONS

Jacques J. Loaq, Palo Alto, CaUf.; Gnmr^ S. Rao, Yorktown
Heights, and Howard E. Sachar, New Paltz, both of N.Y.,
asaignora to lotemational Busiaesi Machines Corporation,
Annonk, N.Y.

FOed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,561

lat CL^ G06F 9m
U.S. a. 364—200 4 Oainia

KCNt
OWITIOUL
lUKI

1. In a computing machine, apparatus for predicting the
outcome of conditional branch instructions, the combination
comprising:

an address queue in which the addresses of cdmtitional
branch instructions that have been successfully decoded'
but have not finished being executed are stored;

an address and history table in which at least a portion of the
addresses of conditional branch instructions are stored,

including at least one stored history bit associated with
each of said conditional branch instructions which is

indicative of whether or not the previous executions of the
associated conditional branch instruction resulted in a
branch being taken;

an instruction address register in which the address of a
given conditional branch instruction is stored during the
instruction decode cycle, wherein said address contains a
match portion and a read portion, including means for

transferring said address of said given conditional branch
instruction to said address queue, and applying said read
portion to said address and history table for reading out
said at least a portion of the address of said given condi-
tional branch instruction and its associated said at least one
history bit;

a compare network which has the match portion of the
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address of said given conditional branch instruction ap-

plied to a first input thereof from said instruction address

register, and which has said at least a portion of the ad-

dress of said given conditional branch instruction read out

from said address and history table applied to a second
-" input thereof, with said compare network having a

MATCH output and a NO MATCH output, which pro-

vide a gating signal at the respective outputs when the

address information applied to said first and second inputs

does and does not match, respectively;

a combinational circuit to which said at least one history bit

read out of said address and history table is applied, with

said combinational circuit providing a one bit binary out-

put signal which indicates that execution of said condi-

tional branch instruction will result in a branch being

taken or not taken when in a first binary state or a second

binary state, respectively; and

first means for indicating the probable outcome of said given

conditional branch instruction based on the one binary

output signal from said combinational circuit whenever

there is a gating output signal provided at the MATCH
output of said compare network.

4,477,873

CHANNEL MONTFOR FOR CONNECHON TO
CHANNELLINES

Edgar L. McCarley, Glendale, Ariz„ asrignor to International

Telephone A Telegraph Corporation, New Yorit, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,254

lot a.3 G06F 11/34

U.S. Q. 364—200 6 Claims

1. Apparatus coupled to the I/O channel between a digital

computer and a locally attached remote device for monitoring,

in real time, the activities of said channel, said channel includ-

ing a plurality of data and command lines comprising:

first means for selecting which of said lines are to be moni-

tored;

second means coupled to said first means to determine the

period of the signals on said selected lines;

and third means including a memory for recording said

signals on said selected lines if the period of all the signals

on said selected lines is greater than a first predetermined

period.

4,477,874

CARDOPERATED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE
COMPONENTS

Hiroshi Iknta, Okazaki, and Takaaki Kato, Toyohashi, both of

Japan, assignon to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

FUed No?. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,572

Gains priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 25, 1980, 55-165462

Int. a.3 B60R 25/04, 25/10- G06F 15/20

U.S. a. 364—424 4 Claims

3. A control system for a vehicle having a plurality of actua-

tors including a mirror actuator and a seat actuator and a

plurality of lock-controlled units including a lock-controlled

engine and a lock-controlled trunk lid, comprising:

a first card bearing personal data items of a vehicle owner
indicating a seat position and a mirror position and secu-

rity data items for authoriting the vehicle owner to unlock

said lock-controlled units;

a second card bearing personal data items of a user other

than said vehicle owner indicating a seat position and a

mirror position and security data items for authorizing the

user to unlock said engine and unauthorizing the user to

unlock said trunk Ud;

a card reader for receiving said cards one at a time to detect

the data items from a said received card; and

ne. I

a controller for providing seat position and mirror position

control signals to said seat and mirror actuators respec-

tively in response to the detected personal data items and

checking the detected engine and trunk-lid security data

items against stored engine and trunk-lid authorize data

items to detect a match therebetween and unlocking said

engine and trunk lid when the detected engine and trunk-

lid security data items match the stored authorize data

items and keeping said trunk lid locked when the detected

trunk-lid security data item mismatches the stored autho-

rize data item.

4,477,875

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR EXHAUST GAS-DRIVEN
SUPERCHARGER USED IN VEHICLE ENGINE

Satoshi Suzuki, and Hiroynki Ando, both of Katsnta, Japaa,

assignon to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 267,723

Gaims priority, application Japaa, May 28, 1980, 55-70154

Int G.3 P02B 37/12: F02D 23/02

U.S. G. 364—431.08 21 Gains
1. A system for controlling an exhaust gas-driven super-

charger used in an internal combustion engine for an automo-

tive vehicle including a turbine disposed in an exhaust gas

passage of the engine to be driven by the stream of exhaust

gases discharged from the combustion chambers of said engine

into said exhaust gas passage, a supercharging compressor

disposed in an intake air passage of said engine to be driven by

said turbine, an exhaust gas bypass passage connecting between

selected portions of said exhaust gas passage upstream and

downstream of said turbine, and an exhaust bypass valve dis-

posed midway of said exhaust gas bypass passage for regulat-

ing the quantity of exhaust gases flowing through said exhaust

gas bypass passage, said control system comprising a plurality

of electrical signal generating means for generating electrical

signals indicative of the operating condition of said engine,

knocking signal generating means for sensing the presence or

absence of knocking in said engine and generating an electrical

signal indicative of occurrence of knocking when knocking is

present, control circuit means including memory means for

storing a series of basic data of the controlled opening of said

exhaust bypass valve corresponding to various operating con-

ditions of said engine, said control circuit means reading out

from said memory means a basic data of the controlled opening
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of «Md exhaust bypus valve on the basis of the electrical sig-
nal generated from said electrical signal generating means

il?
*"** '"**'^8 "Sn*! generating means senses occur-

rojce of knocking and generates the electrical signal indicative
of occurrence of knocking, modifying the read-out basic data
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signal indicative of the attitude desired for the aircraft in
said control axis in response to said actual attitude signal,
for providing an attitude error signal indicative of the
difference between said attitude reference signal and said
actual attitude signal, and for providing to said actuator
means an attitude command signal indicative of a desired
change in aircraft attitude in response to said attitude error
signal;

characterized by said signal processing means comprising
means for providing said attitude reference signal in a
manner to synchronize said attitude reference signal with
said actual attitude signal at a first rate in response to the
initial provision of said trim release signal and for a period
of time thereafter, and for providing said attitude refer-
ence signal in a numner to synchronize said attitude refer-
ence signal with said actual attitude signal at a second rate
at least an order of magnitude faster than said first rate in
response to the provision of said trim release signal after
expiration of said period of time.

of the controlled opening thereby generating a corresponding
digital output signal so as to provide a modified supercharged
air pressure at which knocking does not occur, and actuator
means for actuating said exhaust bypass valve in response to
the digital signal applied from said control circuit means.

DUAL RESPONSE AIRCRAFT REFERENCE
SYNCHRONIZATION

StwtC. Wright, MOSori; Dob L. Aduna, Fairfield; WiUiam C.
Fbeto, Mooroe, aad David J. Venclla, Guilford, aU of
CMB^aMipora to Uaitcd Techaologifla Corponrtioa, Hart-
lord, COOB.

FUcd Mar. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 248,768
lat aJ G06F 15/30; B64C 13/18; G05D 1/08UAa364-M4 5Ctoi^

4,477377
COORDINATE DETERMINING DEVICE

KohicU Nakanura, and Yoahlyoki Morita, both of Tokyo, Ja-
pwi, aaaignon to Seiko Instruments A Electronics Ltd., To-
kyo, Japan

FUed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,290
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jnl. 10, 1980, 55-94357

Int a.3 G08C 21/00; G06F 13/20
UAa364-571 sctaims

iijs^y^
1. A system for positioning attitude-controlling aerodynamic

surfaces of an aircraft, comprising:
attitude means for providing an actual attitude signal indica-

tive of the actual attitude of the aircraft in a control axis
thereof;

trim release means selectively operable by the pilot of the
aircraft to provide a trim release signal;

actuator means responsive to a command input signal ap-
plied thereto for positioning sud aerodynamic surfaces-
and

signal processing means, responsive to said attitude means
and said trim release means for providing, during the
pretence of said trim release signal, an attitude reference

1. A coordinate determining device comprising: a tablet
having a plurality of sensing lines disposed thereon and spaced
from each other; a coordinate indicator having a coil and being
movable and inclinable relative to the tablet for indicating a
coordinate on the tablet; means for generating an alternating
magnetic field from the coil to induce electromotive voltages
within the sensing lines; means for detecting the induced elec-
tromotive voltage generated from each of the sensing lines by
scanning them in turn; and arithmetic control means for com-
puting the position of the coordinate indicator by detecting the
maximum voltage value of the detection signals generated in
the sensing lines and the voltage values of the detection signals
of the sensing lines neighboring the sensing line which gener-
ates the maximum voltage value detection signal, said arithme-
tic control means including means for detecting the secondary
peak voltoge values of the voltages within sensing lines remote
from the sensing line having the maximum voltage value, and
means to compensate for an error of the computed position
caused by an inclination of the coordinate indicator relative to
the tablet by using the detected secondary peak voltage values
of the voltages within sensing lines remote from the sensing
line having the maximum voltage value.
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4,477,878

DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM WITH
NON-TUMBLED OUTPUT

StepiieB N. Cope, Famboroagh, EogUuid, aagignor to Solartron

Electronic Group Limited, Fambonwgh, Eagiand

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,258

Claims priority, application United Kiogdon, Sep. 19, 1980,

8030333

lat a^ G06F 13/31

\3JS.d 364—726 8 Claims
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1. Apparatus for performing the discrete Fourier transform

comprising:

a data memory for storing data relating to groups of old

points to be transformed and data relating to groups of

new points which have been transformed;

means coupled to the data memory for performing, in each

of a succession of levels of transform, elementary discrete

Fourier transforms on said groups of old points, thereby to

form said groups of new points; and

data memory addressing means coupled to the data memory
including:

an address memory for storing address values;

first means for storing the number N of points to be trans-

formed for each level;

second means for storing the number m of groups of

points;

further addressing means for repeatedly addressing se-

quences of locations in said address memory to read out

said address values; and

address generating means responsive to said first and

second storing means and to the output of said address

memory for generating a predetermined series of ad-

dresses for reading out said old points from the data

memory and writing back said new points into the data

memory, wherein said series of addresses is non-sequen-

tial for at least one of said reading out and writing back

operations performed on said points.

third register means connected to supply signals to and
receive signals from said arithmetic logic circuit means,

said second register means and said third register means have
the contents thereof offset by a portion of the length of the

signals supplied thereto,

circuit means connected from said first register means to said

second register means to supply signals to an end of the

signal extant in said second register means.

BLOCK ntGUHOr*
rmnmeo ehwomcnt

shifter means connected to receive signals from said arithme-

tic logic circuit means and to supply signals to each of said

first, second and third register means,

said shifter means operative to selectively shift the signals

supplied thereto either to the left or to the right, and
control means connected to said shifter means to control the

operation thereof.

4,477380

METHOD FOR COMBINING PROGRAM DISKETTES IN
AN INTERACTIVE TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM

Hira Adnni; Willian C. Caaon, and Gerald E. Hayes, all of

Austin, Tex., assignors to IntematioBal Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,083

Int a.3 G06F 1/00

VS.a 364-900 13 dains
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4,477379

FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR ARCHTTECTURE
WHICH PERFORMS SQUARE ROOT BY HARDWARE
WUmm T. C WoBg, Iniae, CaUfn anigBor to Sperry Corpora-

tiOB, New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,557

iBt CU G06F 7/332

VS. CL 364—752 16 daims
1. A floating point processor (FPP) architecture which

permits square root operations, comprising,

first register means for storing a signal to be operated upon,

arithmetic logic circuit means,

second register means connected to supply signals to and

receive signals from said arithmetic logic circuit means,

1. In an operator controlled interactive text processing sys-

tem having a keyl>oard, display device, and a diskette drive for

interactively entering programs into said system from a plural-

ity of program source diskettes that are inserted individually

into said diskette drive, said system performing test processing

tasks that are selected by said operator interactively from

menus which are displayed by said system to said operator

from portions of said entered programs where said operator is

required to insert said plurality of program source diskettes

individually into said diskette drive whenever the desired text

processing task to be performed by said operator requires a set

of text processing task programs stored on different said pro-

gram source diskettes, the method of combining a selected said

set of said text processing task programs initially stored on said
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ptunlity of dUTerent program source diskettes onto one desti-

nation diskette to avoid said operator inserting and removing
said plurality of program source diskettes into and from said

diskette drive each time said operator controls said system to
execute said set of selected text processing task programs, said

method comprising the steps of entering into said system a
"combine" program and executing said combine program to

cause said system to combine on said one destination diskette

text processing task programs from each of said separate pro-
gram source diskettes that are selected in accordance with
selection data that is entered into said system interactively by
said operator in response to displayed menus which are entered

into said system as part of said "combine" program and which
display identifiable options corresponding to said text process-
ing programs to be transferred to said destination diskette,

entering said selected data into said system when said menus
are displayed, and transferring to said destination diskette each
said program identified to said system by said selection data.

4,477,882

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK FOR
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

Gary L. Scfaomacher, MayficM Heights; Odo J. Stmger, Cha*
grin Falls, and Ronald E. Sehnltz, WUIooghby, all of Ohio,
assigiiors to Allen-n-adley Conpany, Milwanlne, Wis.

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 352,014
iBt a.3 G06F i/Oa 15/16

MS. a. 364-900 8 dalms

4,477J81
METHOD OF RETRIEVING AND EDITING

DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION
NoboUsa Kobayashi, Katsota; Kii^i Mori, Kawasaki; Hirokazu

Ibara, MacUda, and Katnaki Ikeda, KaaUwa, aU of Japan,
aasignon to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,193
Cbdna priority, appllcatioa Japu, Dec. 10, 1980, S5-173260

lot CL^ G06F 15/16
U.S. a. 364-900 MOaims

*"
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1. A method of retrieving and editing distributed informa-
tion, in which one of a plurality of equipment units connected
to a common signal transmission line issues a retrieval request
to retrieve data information distributed among and stored in

respective files of the other equipment units and to edit said
distributed data information, comprising the steps of:

sending a retrieval request message from said one equipment
unit to said common signal transmission line, said retrieval

request message containing retrieval information neces-
sary to retrieve said distributed data information;

receiving said retrieval request message by each of said

equipment units storing therein said distributed data infor-

nution, through said common signal transmission line, and
retrieving a file of said each equipment unit on the basis of
said retrieval information to retrieve said distributed dau
information;

sending data information retrieved in at least a first one of
said equipment units storing therein said distributed dau
uiformation to said common signal transmission line; and

receiving said data information detected in said first equip-
ment unit, from said common signal transmission line, in at

least two of said equipment units which store therein said
distributed data information, wherein said at least two
equipment units edit said received data information from
said first equipment unit together with dau information
retrieved in said two equipment units and wherein said at

least two equipment units send the edited daU information
to said common signal transmission line.

1. A programmable controller for connection to other pro-
grammable controllers in a network through a serial daU link,
the programmable controller comprising:
a processor for repeatedly executmg a stored control pro-
gram to examine the sute of sensing devices connected to
the programmable controller and to operate output de-
vices connected to the programmable controller;

I/O image Uble means coupled to the processor for storing
dau indicative of the sUte of all sensing devices and out-
put devices connected to the programmable controller;

dau uble storage means coupled to the processor for storing
I/O image Uble daU from each of the other programma-
ble controllers in the network;

transmit means coupled to the processor and the I/O image
Uble means for periodically sending the stored I/O image
uble data through said serial daU link to other program-
mable controllers in the network;

receive means coupled to the serial daU link for receiving
I/O image Uble daU from other programmable control-
lers in the network, the receive means being operable to
momentarily interrupt the execution of the control pro-
gram by said processor and to store the received I/O
image Uble dau in said daU Uble; and

wherein the processor is operable during the execution of
the control program to examine the sute of the dau Uble
and to thereby determine the sUte of sensing devices and
output devices connected to other programmable control-
lers in the network.

4,477,883

ELECTRICALLY ERASABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ
ONLY MEMORY

Masashi Wada, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shlbaora
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,912
Claiffls priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 27, 1981, 56*26911

Int a.3 GllC 11/40
US. a. 365—185 14 Claims

1. An electrically erasable and programmable read only
memory device comprising:

a semiconductive substrate of one conductivity type;

a plurality of memory cells arranged on said substrate in a
matrix form, each memory cell comprising; first and sec-

ond diffusion layers which are formed on said substrate to
have a conductivity type opposite to that of said substrate,

and which define a channel region therebetween, and a
floating gate insulated from said substrate;

first control electrode layers capacitively and commonly
coupled to floating gates of a first group of said plurality
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ofmemory cells which are included in each array of a first

number of cell arrays aligned in a first direction of said

memory cell matrix, said first control electrode layers

being insulated from said substrate;

second control electrode layers capacitively and commonly
coupled to floating gates of a second group of said plural-

ity of memory cells which are included in each array of a

second number of cell arrays aligned in a second direction

that intersects said first direction of said memory cell

matrix substantially at right angles, said second control

electrode layers being insulated from said substrate and
said first control electrode layers;

third electrode layers each ofwhich is commonly coupled to
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the first diffusion layers of said memory cells included in

the corresponding one of said first number of cell arrays

and which are electrically separated from said substrate

and insulated from said floating gates and said first and
second electrode layers, said third electrode layers being

capactivively and commonly coupled to said floating

gates of said memory cells included in each of said first

number of cell arrays; and
means, electrically connected to said first, second and third

electrode layers, for controlling the level of a voluge
applied to said first, second and third electrode layers so as

to selectively charge or discharge carriers only in or from
the floating gate ofan arbitrary memory cell of said matrix

memory cells.

4,477,884

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY WTTH IMPROVED DATA
PROGRAMMING TIME

HIroshi Iwahashi, Yokohama, and Masamlchi Asano, Tokyo,

both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibanra Denki Kabnshiki

Kaiffha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,822

Oaims priority, qipUcation Japan, Oct 15, 1980, 55-143947;

Oct 15, 1980, 55-143948; Oct 15, 1980, 55-143949

Int a.3 GllC 7/00

U.S. a. 365—189 9 Claims

1. A semiconductor memory comprising:

a memory array with a plurality of semiconductor memory
cells arranged in a matrix form having column lines and

row lines, and 1 or more bit outputs, a plurality of column
lines being associated with each bit output;

column and row decoders responsive to address signals to

select a memory cell associated with each of the bit out-

puts;

dau input circuit means for writing daU into a memory cell

which is associated with each of the bit outputs and se-

lected by said column and row decoders;

a program voluge source; and

a plurality of switching transistors connecting, when en-

abled, said plurality of column lines to said program volt-

age source, said switching transistors being grouped into

first transistors and second transistors, said first transistors

being enabled by a first gate signal and said second transis-

tors being enabled by a second gate signal, so that a plural-

ity of memory cells is simultaneously programmed for

program testing, said plurality of memory cells being

BBT-
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t^
connected to column lines to which a program voluge is

appUed and to one row line selected by said row decoder.

4,477,885

CURRENT DUMP CIRCUTT FOR BIPOLAR RANDOM
ACCESS MEMORIES

Kenneth P. Sharp, Palo Alto, CaUf., assignor to FairchUd Cam-
era A Instmmeat Corporation, Mountain, Calif.

FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,145

Int a.3 GllC 7/02. 8/00
MS. CI. 365—204 8 Claims

1. A RAM current dump circuit for rapidly discharging a

row of memory ceUs connected between top and bottom word
lines upon deselection of the row by a word line driver, said

dump circuit comprising:

(a) word line switch means, responsive to signals from said

word line driver, coupled to said top word line for selec-

tively applying a voluge thereto;

(b) current sensing means, coupled between said word line

switch means and a \cc source, for sensing changes in

current through said word line switch means and produc-

ing a first voluge level when current is flowing through

said switch means and a second voluge level when sub-

stantially no current is flowing through said switch means;

and

(c) current steering means, operatively associated with said

current sensing means, for steering a dump current to said

bottom word line in response to said second voluge level

and away from said bottom word line in response to said

first voluge level.
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MT73t6
SENSE/RESTORE CnCUIT FOR DYNAMIC RANDOM

ACCESS MEMORY
AlcsndcrC An, L« AHos, Odif^ MrigMM' to FairddM dmera
A iMlmat CorporatkMi, Moutain View, CtUf.

FOtd Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 352,M7
IM. CL' GllC WOO
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1. In an integrated circuit memory device wherein a capaci-
tive storge memory cell having a first terminal and a second
terminal is coupled at said first terminal through a transfer gate
to a bit line, the improvement for recharging said memory cell,

comprising:

decoupling means coupled to said transfer gate for decou-
pling said first terminal from said bit line, said decoupling
means including a word line voltage source for varying
the magnitude of a charge on a word line connected to
said transfer gate to thereby control the conduction of said
transfer gate; and

setting means coupled to said second terminal for setting a
volUge level at said second terminal independently of said
bit line alternatively to a first voltage level for recharging
said memory cell during a restoration cycle, and to a
second voltage level for reference during a read cycle,
said memory cell being solely dependent for refreshing on
said setting means voltage level during said restoration
cycle.

transducer in said outer case and said body is substantially

equal to the density of said liquid.

4,477,888

MICROWAVE SYSTEM FOR PARHCLE AND SHOCK
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN A GEOLOGICAL TYPE

MATERIAL
George Nagumo, Park Forrcrt, HI.; Donald A. Miller, Lyme,

Conn., and Pan! Liebemian, Torrance, dUf., anignors to The
United States of America as represnted by tiie Secretary of
the Amy, Washington, D.C.

FUed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,500
Int a.3 GOIV 1/16: GOIS 9/56

U.S. CL 347—152 n Claims

4,477,887

LOW NOISE MOUNTING FOR ACCELEROMETER
USED IN MARINE CABLE

Albert J. Berni, Houston, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil Company,
Honston,Tex.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,430
Int a? GOIV 1/38

UAa 367—20 11 Claims

J M M
1. A microwave system for measuring particle and shock

velocity in a medium, comprising:

(a) a waveguide for embedding in a medium;
(b) microwave transmission means for coupling microwave

signals at a preselected frequency to said waveguide;
(c) a dielectric, disposed within said waveguide, having

mechanical properties substantially matched with the

mechanical properties of the medium;
(d) a flexible element connected to one end of said wave-

guide for reflecting microwaves thereby providing a
standing wave in the dielectric responsive to movement of
said flexible element; and

(e) a receiver responsive to said standing wave for determine
ing the amount of movement of said standing wav&

<-» 7> IB '-»

1. A seismic streamer cable for use in marine seismic surveys,
said cable comprising:

a flexible tubular member, said tubular member being filled

with a liquid;

a plurality of stress members positioned in said flexible tubu-
lar member;

an acceleration-responsive transducer, said acceleration
responsive transducer being potted in an outer case and
adapted to measure the vertical component of accelera-
tion independent of its orientation; and

a body having an aperture therein for containing said outer
case, said body being made of a material such that the
density of the combination of said acceleration responsive

4,477,889

RECORDING MEDU SELECTING MECHANISM
Haruyoshi Miyako, Nagano, Japan, assignor to ic«ImmMH Kai-

sha Sankyo Seiki Seisakasho, Naguo, Japan
FUed Jan. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 458,801

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 18, 1982, 57-4856
Int 0,3 GllB 17/22, 23/00, 5/011 5/016

U.S. CL 369—35 n Claims

1. A recording media selecting mechanism, comprising:
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a rotary board (1) rotatably supported about an vertical axis

(19) and having a recording media mounting portion;

means (17, 17^ 18) for rotating said rotary bcwrd;

a vertically movable selector plate (2) having selector rods
(2a) which pass through holes (la) formed in said record-

ing media mounting portion of said rotary board, a gear
portion {lb) being formed at an outer circumferential

periphery of said selector plate, said gear portion being
rotatable coaxially with said rotary board;

rotatable recording media selector means (46);

a transmission gear (42) which is rotated by rotation of said

rotatable recording media selector means, rotation of said

transmission gear causing said selector plate to rotate;

one of either said selector plate and said transmission gear
having increased thickness wherein said selector plate and
said transmission gear are arranged such that they are

engaged with each other as said selector plate moes verti-

cally at least before said selector rods have passed through
said holes of said rotary board and are not engaged with
each other when said rotary board rotates.

4,477,890

MAPPING DISC DEFECT DETECTOR
Donald G. Mooncy, Orange, and Lodwig CeshkoTsky, Fountain

Valley, both of CaUfn assignors to Discovision Associates,

Costa Mesa, Calif.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,740

Int a.3 H04N 5/76: GOIN 21/32; GllB 27/36
U.S. CL 369—53 5 Claiais

« ~' "^

1. Apparatus for generating a map of detectable characteris-

tics of a rotatable disc, comprising:

a scanning signal display device;

detecting means for examining a small fraction of the disc at

a time, said detecting means generating a first electrical

signal coupled to the intensity input of said scanning signal

display device, said signal being representative of a de-

tected characteristic of the disc in the fraction of the disc

being examined;

scanning means for moving the disc relative to said detecting

means such that said detecting means examines the disc in

a spiral pattern, said scanning means including a spindle

for holding the disc, means for rotating said spindle, and

means for translating said spindle relative to said detecting

means;

pulse generator means for generating a rotation pulse signal

each complete rotation of said spindle;

variable si^ial means for generating a translation signal

which varies in accordance with the translational position

of said spindle; and

function generator means coupled to said pulse generator

means and to said variable signal means for generating a

first sinusoidal output signal and a second sinusoidal out-

put signal, each at a frequency proportional to the fre-

quency of said rotational pulse signal and each having an
ampUtude proportional to the value of said translation

signal, said signals differing in phase by 90*. said first and
said second sinusoidal output signals being coupled to said

scanning signal display device such that the trace of said

device follows a spiral pattern corresponding to the posi-

tion of said detecting means relative to the disc.

4,477,891

MULTI-BANDWIDTH OPTICAL PLAYBACK
APPARATUS HAVING MINIMUM BASEBAND

DISTORTION
Istvan Gorog, Princeton, NJ., assignor to RCA Corporatioo,

New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,595

Int CL^ GllB 7/00
VS. a. 369—109 4 Claims

f^
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1. In an optical playback system for recovering dau from a

disc-shaped storage medium, said data being recorded on a

surface of said storage medium along the length of a spiral

information track and including data recorded within a first

given band of low frequencies and data recorded within a

second given band of high frequencies, said information track

having a succession of undulations representative of said data

along the length thereof, said undulations having a first given

range of spatial wavelengths corresponding to said first given

band of frequencies and having a second given range of spatial

wavelengths corresponding to said second given band of fre-

quencies, and apparatus comprising:

a first light source, said light source emitting a first beam of

radiation of a first given wavelength;

a second light source, said light source emitting a second

beam of radiation of a second given wavelength, said

second given wavelength being shorter than said first

given wavelength;

means for combining said first and second beams of radiation

to form a single beam path extending from said combining

means to said surface of said record medium;
an objective lens, positioned in said single beam path, for

focusing said beams of radiation to respective spots on said

information track;

first means, responsive to the interaction of the light spot

formed from said second beam and the undulations of said

first given band of low frequencies, for developing signals

representative of said data recorded in said first given

band;

second means, responsive to the interaction of the light spot

formed from said first beam and the undulations of said

second given band of high frequencies, for developing

signals represenutive of said data recorded in said second

given band;

means for directing said first beam such that said first beam
is incident on said second means for developing and for
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directing said second beam such that said second beam is

incident on said first means for developing; and
means, responsive to said first and second means for devel-

oping signals, for providing signals representative of said

data recorded on said surface of said storage medium.

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICE HAVING A
PYRAMID SHAPED TIP FOR RECORDING VIDEO

INFORMATION ON A SUBSTRATE
Soitiro ToaiiM, lad MasayoaU NiaUkawa, both of Machida,

Japan, awigiion to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Fitod Jul 13, 1982, Scr. No. 397,89S

Int a^ GllB 3/44; HMR 17/04
MS, CL 30»—132 10 Claims

supporting means for rotatably supporting said outer move-
able member;

first detecting means for detecting the position of said inner
moveable member relative to said outer moveable mem-
ber and providing a corresponding output signal;

second detecting means for detecting the position of said
outer moveable member and providing a corresponding
output signal;

control means operating to compare said output signal from
said second detecting means with said output signal from
said first detecting means for producing a drive signal;

drive means for driving said outer moveable member to
track movement of said inner moveable member in accor-

* ,1

10 8 12 S

1. In a record system for recording information in the form
of surface variations in a record medium, a surface acoustic

wave device comprising:

a support having a pyramidal-shaped tip on one end thereof,

said support having a longitudinal axis, said pyramidal-
shaped tip including a plurality of polygon surfaces meet-
ing at the apex of said pyramidal shape, said polygon
surfaces being capable of supporting the propagation of
surface acoustic waves;

a first fan-shaped electrode formed on a first surface of said

plurality of polygon surfaces, said first fan-shaped elec-

trode being coupled to a signal source and being provided
for launching surface acoustic waves on said first surface,

said surface acoustic waves launched from said first fan-

shaped electrode in a first direction being focused at said

apex;

a second fan-shaped electrode formed on a second surface of
said plurality of polygon surfaces, said second fan-shaped

electrode being coupled to said signal source and being
provided for launching surface acoustic waves on said

second surface, said surface acoustic waves launched from
said second fan-shaped electrode in a second direction

being focused at said apex; and
a cutting stylus positioned on said apex, said cutting stylus

exhibiting vibratory motion in a direction parallel to said

longitudhial axis in response to said suiface acoustic

waves focused at said apex.

M77393
TONE ARM DEVICE

JnaicU Yoildo, Saitana, Japan, aHigiior to Pioneer ElcctrtNuc
Corporatioa, Tokyo, Japan

CmrtiaaatkNi of Scr. No. 173,249, JoL 29, 19S0, abandoned. TUa
applicatioB Aog. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 411,382

Claioa priority, application Japu, Jul. 30, 1979, 54-97932

brt. CL^ GllB 3/10
MS, CL 309-344 8 Claims

1. A tone arm device for a record turntable comprising:
a tone arm tube having means for receiving a stylus at one
end thereof;

an inner moveable member rotatably supporting said tone
arm tube for rotation about horizontal and vertical axes;

an outer moveable member freely moveable relative to said

mncr memben

dance with said drive signal produced by said control

means;

lifting means for rotating said tone arm tube about said

horizontal axis to raise said one end of said tone arm tube
and lower the opposite end thereof; and

tone arm tube support means carried by said outer moveable
member on the opposite side of said inner moveable mem-
ber from said lifting means and having means for engaging
said tone arm tube whereby upon rotation of said tone arm
tube into engagement with said support means, manual
rotation of said tone arm tube about said vertical axis in

both directions will directly rotate said outer moveable
member with said inner moveable member.

4,477394
PROTECTIVE CARTRIDGE FOR DISC RECORD

Stanley P. Qunnaa, Cherry HiU, NJ., assignor to RCA Corpo*
ration. New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 406,883

Int CV GllB 25/04
MS, a. 369—270 10 Oainis

1. In a system for recovering or recording information sig-

nals, said information signals being recovered or recorded on a
disc record, said system including rotatable support means for
rotatably supporting said record, an apparatus comprising:

a cartridge having a chamber for enclosing said disc record;
said cartridge also having a cavity, a surface of said cavity

having a conical shape; and
magnetic holding means for magnetically holding said disc
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record against said rotatable rai^ort means, a surftce of signals from being present simultaneously; and wherein cross-
sakl magnetic holding means having a conical shape, said

conical shape of said magnetic hoklkg means being com-
plementary to the conical shape of saki cavity, said mag-
netic holding means being located within said cavity ami
arranged to move axially with respect to said disc record,

said magnetic holding means being retained within said

cavity by said cavity surface having a conical shape.

4,477,895

SYNCHRONIZED PROTECTION SWITCHING
ARRANGEMENT

Pad W. CMper, JaMS W. Toy. botk of Mclbonnic; Fkcd J.

Orlando, Jr., West Mdboanw, aad Ronald R. Giri, Md-
bovBC, all of Fla^ asrifaors to Harris CorpontiOB, Mel-
boarM, Fla.

Continnatioa of Scr. No. 146,340, May 2, 1980, abandoned. lUs
applicatloa No?. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 319,999

lat a' H04B 1/74

MS, CL 370—16 22 Clains
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1. For use in a communication system having first and sec-

ond data links over which data si^ials may be conveyed to a
receiving date output port, an arrangement for controlling the

connection of one of said fint and second data links to said

receiving data output port in place of the other of said first and
second data links comprising first and second controlled

switching circuits, each having first and second inputs coufded
to said fint and second data links and an output coupled to said

output port, each of said controlled switching circuits includ-

ing:

first means for selectively providing a signal coi4)ling path

for signals applied to one of said fost and second inputs to

said output port;

second means, coupled to the signal coupling path providing

by said first means, for delaying signals applied to said one
of said first and second inputs

third means for comparing Uie timing relationship between
data signals qipearing at said output port and signals

delayed by said second mean^ and
fourth means, respcmsive to an output of said third means,

for controlling the selective provision of a signal coupling

path fbr signals applied to one of said first and second

inputs to s^ output port

4^477,896

SINGLE-WIRE DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
HAVING BIDIRECnONAL DATA SYNCHRONIZAHQN,

AND D.C POWER FOR REMOTE UNTTS
Eric M. Akcr, 34 Lodge Rd., Newton, Mass. 02165

FDcd Oct 2, 1981, Scr. No. 307,786

Int a' H04B 1/56

MS,a 37»-24 15 OaiaH
1. The method of communicating in one direction m the

form ofcurrent modulated signals and in the opposite direction

in the form of voltage modulated signals and wherein cross-

talk between signals is minimized by preventmg changes in die

talk b further minimized by fixing the rate ofchange of voltage

per unit time, dv/iir within a predetermined range such that the

current induced by dv/i^^is much less than the amplitude of the
current moduktions.

4,477,897

LINEAR TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXED
CONFERENCER

Michad S. Lane, CoUs Neck, NJ., asslfMir to AT*T BcD
Laboratories, Mvray HiU, NJ.

Filed Jna. 24^ 1982, Scr. No. 391,697

lat CL^ H04M 3/56
MS, CL 370-62 8 date

1. A circuit for accepting message samples at an input, said

message samples arriving in time slots within a frame, said

circuit comprising

means for sdectivdy summing said message samples from

groups of said time slots,

first storage means having a (durality of memory locations

for storing each sud summed message sampla accepted

during a first time frame and for siq>plying said stored

summation during a next second time fraine,

second storage means having a plurality of memory loca-

tions for storing each said sunimed message samples ac-

cepted during said next second time frame and for supply-

ing said stored summation during a next third time friune,

means for sdectivdy fetching from said first or second

storage means priorly stored summed message samples,

wherein said message summing means mdudes means for

combining message samples received with respect to any

time sk)t of a group of time slots widi said fetdwd priorly

stored summed message samples respective to said group,

means for recoginizmg during each fiwne the first occurring

thne slot in each of said groups of time slots, and

4.52-33K O.G.-iU-I.S
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oontroiled by uid recognizing meins for controlling
•ad itorsfe of nid rammed menage samples.

M77,8fe
PKOCESS FOR DETERMINING ACTIVE CHANNEL

OONnGURAHONS IN A MULTIPLEX
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM AND A SYSTEM FOR

IMPLEMENTING SAID PROCESS
I Oote-Naaj, Jmb Las PiM, F^nce, asrivMT to Interna-I AtriMBi MmUmb Cotpontia% AiMiik, N.Y.

FDad Apr. IS, 1M2, Sar. No. 3tfM00
jriaritj, appUoMiaB Evopan Pat Off., Apr. 30,

IMl, I14300U
hd, a> HOW S/00

VJS, CL 370—10 5 Clainu

the plurality of terminals received from said time division

multq>lex Ibie is converted into a plurality of units of a
packet and allocating, before or behind the packet on the

g» "^

mv

1. A multiplex data tmnsmluion system for connecting a first

plurality of data transmitters each exclusively to one of a sec-

ond plurality of data receivers via a single multiplex channel
comprising:

fint means for receiving data signals from each of the data
transmitters and adaptively multiplexing the data signals

onto the single multiplex channel as a function of the
number and identity of the active dau transmitters,

second means responsive to the transmissi<Mi requirements of
the first piurality ofdata transmitters for selecting a prede-
termined one of m channel allocations depending on the
received requirements,

third means associated with each data transmitter for storing

a predetermined coded character,

fourth means for concurrently transmitting for a predeter-
mined time equal to the time required to transmit the
predetermined character at the ktwest speed allocated on
the channel, the said predetermined stored character asso-

ciated with each active data transmitter each at a rate

corresponding to the channel allocation selected by the
said second means to provide a unique composite signal,

and

fifth means at said data receivers for decoding at least a
portion ofthe unique composite signal which identifies the
channel allocation and for distributing subsequent infor-

mational content received from the multiplex channel in

accordance therewith to the second plurality of dau re-

oeiven.

packet multiplex line, a qwdfic packet containing infor-

mation regarding the sequence of the terminals relating to
said packet on said time division multiplex line.

4,477,900

SUCCESSIVE FRAME DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER WITH
INCREASED CHANNEL CAPACITY

Elliot L. Gmeobcrg, Weat New York, NJ., anigMW to Bitwd-
Com, lacorponrted, Wcat New York, NJ.

Coatinaatio»-in-part of Ser. No. 145,348, Apr. 30, 1980, Pat. No.
4,339,818. This appttcatioB Jon. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,231
The portion of dw tans of tUa patent sobaeqaeat to JnL 13,

1999, has been diadaiMd.
bt CL3 H04J 3/18

VJS. CL 370—112 16 Cbdns

4yf77,899

DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM WITH TIME
DIVISION/PACKET TRANSFORMATION FUNCnON

Tafcao Kato, Yokohaasa, and Tataw Takaanra, Kaamkora, both
of Japaa, aarivMn to HHaeU, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDad Apr. 18, 1982, Sar. No. 3«,«61
OaiaH priority, appHcatfoa Japan, Apr. 17, 1981, 56-S7217

lat a^ HB4J 3/00
MS, CL 370—94 6 fi««—

1. A digital data transmisaton system comprising:
a tfane division multiplex hnr,

a packet multiplex line; and
a transmuhiplexer connected between the time division

multiplex Une and the packet multiplex line, said transmul-
tiplexer recdvmg daU on said time division multiplex line

in which data fiv a phvality of terminals is serially and
pcriodiGally allocated every predetermined number of bits

in a predetermined sequence of the terminals, delivering

out data OB said packet muhi|riex Kne in which tiie dau for

1. A digital communications system comprising a plurality of
input channels for carrying mformation signals, means associ-

ated with each niput channel for serially encoding the infimna-
tion rignah into a sequence of multibit digital words, timing
means, controUing each of the encoding means, for ordering
the bit position ofeach multibit digital word such that a piede-
termined bit in each word is presented at different times to
outputs ofeach of the encoding means, first means for convert-
ing the multibft digital words from each ofthe encoding means
into multibit digital code words, means for multiplying each bit

of each code word with a different analog voltage, means for

summing the multiplied different analog voltages, second
means for converting the summed analog voltage into trans-

mission code words, means for ordering the transmission code
words into a plurahty of successive transmission frames and
means for transmitting the successive transmission frames over
a communications highway to a remote locaticm.

4^477,901

DIRECTIVE DUGNOSnCS
Eiirard C Brabaad, Paafieid, aad Fkaak R. Walah, Wcbater,

both of N.Y., aaaigBors to Xarox Carporalioa, StanfM,
Conn.

Filed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,783

lat CL> GOCF 11/22
UJS. CL 371—15 14 <T«i-t

1. In a machine having a plurality of rabsystems, each of the
subsystems being divided into a plurality of processing events,
die processing evenU being a sequence of operations related to
specific hardware components in the subsyMem for controlling
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machine <^)eration, a controller, and a control panel for use in

machuie diagnostics, a method of diagnosing operation of the
machine comprising the steps of:

oontinuoualy monitoring each completed processing event
in each subsystem,

recognizing a machine malf^mction m any of the rabsystems,

_^

idientifying the particular rabsystem manifesting the mal-
ftoction,

respondnig to the machine malfimction and
imticating the completed processing events in the particular

rabsystem up to the point of malfonction in the rabsystem
in response to the machme malfimction.

4»477,9Q2

TESTING METHOD FOR ASSURING AC
PERFORMANCE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE RANDOM

LOGIC DESIGNS USING LOW SPEED TESTER
Praa Pari, Maaaaaaa, and Yogi K. Pari, Vicaaa, both of Va.,

mH^an to IBM CorporatkM, AraHwk, N.Y.
FDad Jaa. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389^20
lat CL' G08F U/QQ: GOIR 3l/2»

UJS. CL 371—25 8 nrii—

1. A method for fimctionally testing high performance ran-

dom logic having a first periodic cycle time, with a tester

havmg a second periodic cycle time which is longer than said

first cycle time, said random logic including a combinatorial

logic networic having a testmg input connected to the output of
said tester and a feedback mput, and an output, said random
logic fimher mcluding a master latch havfaig a dau mput
connected to said output of said combinatorial logic netwcnlc,

a first enabling clock input and a daU output, said random
logic fiirther nicludnig a slave latch having a daU input con-
nected to aakl dau output of said master httch, a second en-

abling clock inpot and a result output connected to the n4>ut of
said tester and connected to said feedbadc input of said combi-
natorial logic network, said first enablmg clock input having a
first input waveform thereat with a first up level duration

which does not overiq> with a second up level duration of a
second input waveform at said second enablmg clock input, the
trailing edge of said first waveform preceding the beginidng
edge of said second waveform by at least a first delay and the
trailing edge of said second wavdTorm preceding the beginning
edge of said first waveform by at least a second dehiy, the
method comprising the steps of:

increasing the duration between said trailing edge of said

second wavefiDrm and said beginning edge of said first

waveform to be a constant value plus said second delay so
that the sum of said first and said second up level durations
and said first and said second delays and said constant
value are at least as long as said tester periodic cycle time,

during a first testing phaa^
periodically inputting test daU to said testing input of said

combinatorial logic network from said tester and periodi-

cally outputtmg test result dau from said result output to
said tester, with said second periodic cycle time during
said first testing phase to test said master Utch;

increasing the duration between said trailing edge of said

first waveform and said beginning edge of said second
waveform to be said constant value plus said first deUy,
during a second testing phaae;

periodically inputting test dau to said testing input of said

combinatorial logic networic firom said tester and periodi-

cally outputting test result dau from said result output to

said tester, with sakl second periodic cycle time during
said second testing phaae to teat said slave latch and said

combinatcmal logic network;
wherd>y a tester with a relatively slow cycle time can test

high performance random logic with a relativdy faster

cycle time.

4,477,903

ERROR GORRECnON METHOD FOR THE TRANSFER
OF BLOCKS OF DATA BTTS, A DEVICE FOR

PREFORMING SUCH A METHOD, A DECODER FOR
USE WITH SUCH A METHOD, AND A DEVICE

COMPRISING SUCH A DECODER
Koraalia A. Sehoahamcr iBBBdak, aad LodewUk B. Vriaa, both of
Eiadhona, Netberiaada, aaai^Mn to U.S. PhlUpa Corpora-
tkM, New York, N.Y.

FDad Jaa. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 393,940
Oatan priority, appUeatioa Netberiaada, Jaa. 21, 1982,

8200207

lat a' G06F ll/lO
\}&. CL 371—37 15

1. An error correction method for the transfer of word-wise
daU comprismg the steps of:

a. receiving a first number of dau words in a first error

encoder in order to add thereto a first series of parity
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words on the iMsb of a first geoentor matrix of a first

word correction code;

b. delaying said first numbers ofdau words and first series of
parity words by delay times which are all different within
each first number and associated first series in order to
interleave said words so as to form as many second num-
bers of words;

c. receiving said second number of words in a second error
encoder in order to add thereto a second series of parity

words on the basis of a second generator matrix of a
second word correction code so as to form a third number
of words;

d. word-by-word modulation of said serially linked third
numbers of words in order to form channel words which
satisfy, by way of added redundancy, predetermined
upper limits and lower Umits for the admissible intervals

between directly successive signal transitions, said chan-
nel words being pair-wise separated by merging bits

which also uti^ said upper limits and lower limits in

conjunction therewith;

e. demodulation of the channel words and merging bits after

the transfer in order to reconstruct said third number of
words 04>,

f. reproducing and, if possible and necessary, correcting said

second numben of words (50) on the basis of the second
parity check matrix associated with the second generator
matrix;

g. de-interieaving (52) said second numbers of words, fol-

lowed by the reproducing and, if possible and necessary,
correcting of said f!rst numbers of data words for a user

(54) on the basis of the first parity check matrix associated
with the first generator matrix; characterized in that

h. during the donodulation a fint flag bit is added to the
word of said third number ofwords wluch is formed from
an irrecognizable channel word, a second flag bit being
added (114) to each word of the relevant second number
of words during reproduction of a said second number of
words on the basis of the second parity check matrix,
under the control of an excessive number of first flag bits

(114) within a said third number, in order to indicate the
relevant second number of wcwds as being generally unre-
liable.

4^77,M4
PARITY GENERATION/DETECTION LOGIC CIRCUIT

FROM TRANSFER GATES
Lac T. nonrad, SaiM Pad, Miu., aMiffor to Sperry Corpora-

tiom New York, N.Y.

FUod Mar. 8, 1M2, Ser. No. 3553M
lit a.) G04F U/10

U,S.a 371-49 4ClaiM

I «
«

t 2 \* t ^ * * * ^ * t •

1. A circuit apparatus for the generation of the togical parity

resultant between two binary suted (0 or 1) signals (A and B)
each of which is received b^ said circuit apparatus in both
normal (A, B) and mverted (A, 6) form, said parity generating
circuit comprising:

first transfer gate means
fbr receiving said inverted fbrm of said second (S), said

normal form of said firstjignal (A), and said inverted
Uxm of said first signal (A), and

for gating said inverted form of said second signal (6) to
an output port of said first transfier gate means only
when said first binary stated signal (A) is of binary state

1, else

for presenting high impedance on said output port of said

first transfer gate means if said first binary stated signal

(A) is not of binary state 1;

second transfer gate means
for receiving said normal form of sakl second signal (BX

said inverted form of said first signal (A), and said nor-

mal form of said first signal (A), and
for gating said normal form of said second signal (B) to an

output port of said second transfer gate means only
when said first binary stated signal (A) is of binary state

0, else

for presenting high impedance on said output port of said

second transfer gate means if said first binary stated

signal (A) is not of binary state O, and
wired-GR interconnection means for electrically connecting

said output port of said first transfer gate means and said

output port of said second transfer gate means;
whereby the logical function produced at said output port of

said first transfer gate means electrically connected to said

output port of said second transfer gate means is the exclu-

sive OR, or odd parity in normal form (ODD), or even
parity in inverted form (EVEN) between said two binary
stated signals (A and B).

4«477,905

SHORT PULSE LASER
Harold E. Sweeney, Modo Park, Calif., assignor to GTE Prod-

ucts CorporatioB, Stamftord, Conn.
FUed Oct 5, 1M2, Ser. No. 432,847

lit a.3 HOIS 3/10
U.S. CL 372—25 4 dainis

^^ ^' n }
ti *? ^ ^*

1. In a laser system comprising a Uuing medium, means to

pump said medium to produce a hoer beam, reflective means
spaced from opposite ends of said medium defining the laser

cavity, a (^-switch and a polarization analyzer and an electro-

optical cavity dump crystal disposed in said cavity, said crystal

having an electrode thereon, and means to apply a voltage to

said electrode, the improvement of means to discharge said

voltage across said crystal to change the polarization of said

laser beam and cause said analyzer to direct said beam as an
output pulse from said cavity, comprising

a semiconductor body adjacent to said crystal and having an
electrode connected to sakl crystal electrode,

sakl body electrode having first and second parts separated

by a gap, and

a negative-pulse means causing sakl crystal and said analyzer

to direct part ofsaid output beam against said semiconduc-
tor body at sakl gap to generate electrons in sakl semicon-

doctor body and electrically connect saxi electrode parts

together to r^eneratively accelerate discharge of sakl

voltage across said crystal and produce a narrow output
pulse.
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4^477,906

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POPULATION
INVERSION

William E. Caae, ArUagtoa, Tex^ assizor to LTV
and Defense CoBpaay, Dallas, Tex.

FDad Apr. 20, 1902, Ser. No. 370,174

lit a) HOIS 3/091. 3/16

U.S.a 372—41 43

f

first bore and said optical laser radiatkm is generated

substantially entirely in said first bore.

T-7;
r^'"^
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1. A method for population inversion comprising:

supporting a plurality of electrons in a bounded volume,

each of the electrons located at a site and having at least

four energy levels, the energy levels including a ground

level and first and second excited state levels, with sub-

stantially equal energy spacing between the ground level

and the first excited state level and between the first and

second excited state levels, and having energy transfer

effected between electrons on neighboring sites; and

pumping the electrons firom one of the excited state energy

levels on a first site to the highest energy level at the first

site, such that subsequent decay of the excitation provides

emission of photons and such that energy truisferred

between the first ate and a second site induces a popula-

tion of the excited state levels at the first and second sites.

4^477,907

LOW POWER ARGON-ION GAS LASER
WOUaai H. McMahan, Salt Lake City, Utah, aaaigBor to AMri-

can Laaer CorpoiatkM, Salt Lake City, Utah

FDed May 3, 1902, Ser. No. 374^72
lit a^ HOIS 3/03

U.S.a.372-«4 lOClains

4^77,900

COLD CATHODE CONSTRUCHON
ha«, and /oacph B. Laatofka, both of Sonayfale,

CaUfn aaaiffMMrs to Speetra-Physks, Ibc^ San Jooe, Calif.

FDed Mar. 12, 1902, Ser. No. 357,501

Int. CL^ HOIS 3/02

U.S.a 372-08 1

\ '5, jr. XT,

"<^y^^ ti.

1. An axially elongated, cokl cathode gas laser of the kind in

which ionized species are accelerated against a cathode to eject

electrons from the cathode for producing a gas discharge

within a gas discharge confinement tube which has an end

positioned adjacent the cathode, said gas laser comprising,

an axially elongated outer tube filled with a gas mixture and

end mirrors associated with the outer tube for providing a

resonant cavity,

a single anode at one end of the tube,

a single, axially compact cathode at the other end of the tube

and spaced from the anode by an axial distance substan-

tially greater than the axial length of the cathode,

said cathode having a first opening for a bore tube and a

second opening for enabling a laser beam to pass through

the cathode to a reflecting mirror of the laser,

a gas discharge confinement bore tube extending between

the anode and the cathode and having one end projecting

through the first opening m the cathode,

electrical field means effective to drive ionized species

against the cathode to eject electrons from the cathode

and to produce a Ught emitting gas discharge within said

bore tube,

said cathode having active surface means constructed for

balancing the trapping rate and the releasing rate of gas

particles in the ouhode to maintain a substantially con-

stant gas pressure during the operating life of the gas laser,

said active surface means comprising a substantially spher-

ically shaped active surface which forms a substantially

reentrant cavity about the end of the gas discharge bore

tube and wherein the shape of the active surface is

matched to the position of the bore tube end and to the

two openings in the cathode to provide a substantially

uniform distributkm of current density over the active

surface during the operation of the gas laser.

1. A gas kser, comprising:

(a) an active gaseous medium;

(b) exdtatkm means for exciting said active medium to pro-

duce (^Mical hoer radiation; and

(c) an optical resonator confining said active medium, sakl

optical resonator mcluding optkal means for effecting

multiple reflections of optical hoer radiation through said

medium as a beam having a predetermined envelope, sakl

resonator forming a |riasma gwde structure having a

plasma guide tube with a first bore of selected diameter,

said plasma guide structure having m axial aUgnment with

and as a continuatwn of sakl first bore, a second bore of

greater diameter than sakl first bore, the optical properties

of sakl beam and the geometrical properties of sakl bores

in conjunction with the current densities established

within said bores bemg such that the portion of said beam

envelope oociq)ying said first bore substantially fiUs said

4^77,909

UNSTABLE OPTICAL RESONATOR WITH
CANCELLING EDGE WAVES

TheodoreC Sahi; Martin E. Saythcrs, both of Albaqncrqae, N.

Mcx^ and Gregory C Dcate, Bethel, Cou., aaigBors to The

United Stataa of Anscrka as reprsaeatsd by the Secretary of

the Air Foree, WasUf^ton, D.C
FDed Mar. 2, 1902, S*. No. 353,901

Int CL^ HOIS i/OS

U.S.a 372-95 8 OaiaH

1. In an unstable optical resonator having an optical axis, an

output mirror with an internal surface, and a virtual geometric

point source at a location along said optk:al axis, the improve-

ment within sakl unstable optical resonator comprising means

in the form of a structural discontinuity incorporated on sakl
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internal mrfiKe of nid output mimn- for cuuing interfering
edge waves travelling from said output mirror toward said

continuously to exhaust Amies from the respective sites

alternately.

virtual geometric point source to be cancelled as they ap-
proach said virtual geometric point source.

4,477^10
FUMES CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC ARC

FURNACES
NUhawan, Wlrtl».8alai^ and EageM D. Schahen-
'"now, both of N.C aasi^ora to Ihe Bahasoa

Wtaatm-Sakm, N.C
FOad Ayr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,912

lit a.) F27D 17/00
MS. CL 373—9 9 fi.i—

1. For a ftimace having a first support, a tiltable, topK:harge-
able furnace vessel mounted on said first support, means for
charging said fiimaoe vessel at a charging site adjacent said
fiimace, said fiimace having a upping site adjacent said fur-
nace, means for tapping said furnace at said tapping site, a
second support contiguous with said first support, means
adapted to overlie said second support at said tapping site for
collecting melted and refined metals from said ftimace vessel,
and fiimace controls for said charging means and said tapping
means, a fimes control system comprising:

(a) a housing covering the top and sides of said furnace in
sealing engagement with said first and second supports,
and ad^)ted to entirely enclose said fiimace and collecting
means, said housing having an upper area defining a clear
space overlying said ftuvace;

(b) a first exhaust means having an inlet in said clear space
proximate the upper area of said housing and having a first

control damper associated therewith; .

(c) a second exhaust means having an inlet within the hous-
ing adjacent to said tapping site and having a second
control damper associated therewith;

(d) a common discharge means connected to said first and
second exhaust means; and

(e) control means coupled to said furnace controls and inter-

connecting said first and second control dampers to open
said first exhaust means and throttle said second exhaust
means during charging and to throttle said first exhaust
means and open said second exhaust means during tap-
ping, whereby said common discharge means may operate

4,477,911

INTEGRAL HEAT PIPE-ELECTRODE
Daniel J. Radd, Grccaabvg, Pa., aaripor to Wcathishoase

Electric Corp., Pittabngh, Pa.

Flkd Dae. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 448,151
int a^ HOSE i/tfa 3m

MS. CL 373—38 n

1. An electrode for conducting electrical energy to heat a
molten material bath, and heat pipe cooling means forming a
part of said electrode, said electrode comprising:

an elongated copper body having one lower end thereof
adapted to be immersed in said molten bath, and the other
upper end of said elongated copper body adi^ted to
project above said molten bath;

an axially extending and elongated aperture provided in said
elongated copper body and terminating within said cop*
per body proximate said one lower end of said copper
body, said aperture being sealed proximate said other
upper end of said copper body, and a filling within said
aperture comprising heat-tranafer substance;

a vapor-deposited thin metallic layer which is non-reactive
with said heat-transfer substance carried on all copper
surfaces of said aperture, and a non-reactive metallic mesh
extending within said aperture to act as a capiUary for said

heat-transfer substance during operation of said electrode
and

cooling means comprising a water-cooled jacket positioned
proximate the upper portion of said copper body to re-

move heat from said heat-transfer substance during elec-

trode operati(m, with the cooled heat-transfa substance
then being ccnveyed by said non-reactive capiUary metal-
lic mesh to the lower end of said copper body to effect a
continuous cooling thereof during electrode operation.

4,477,912

CORRELATION DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
1 w "rnril fmnantnira. Md . aasinam lu Ailii HimuUi
CorporatioB, AaMpolla, Md.

Filed Feb. 12, 1982. Ser. No. 348,425
IM. a' H04K 1/04

M&. CL 375-1 31 nri—
15. An encoding system for transmitting digital code data

comprising:

means for receiving k-t»t data words;
means for generating fixmi a received k-bit dau word, a

selected one of a plurality oi n-bit pseudorandom code
sequences which is assigned to said received k-l»t data
word and for adding to said selected pseudorandom code
sequence at least one additional binary bit to produce a
pseudorandcnn code word which contains an even number
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ofdata bits, halfofwhich are ofones and halfofwhich are
zeros; and

means for tansmitting said pseudorandom code word at a
predetermined chipping frequency to a receiver.

4,477,913

AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER APPARATUS
MaaaUro Koya, Loa Angeka, Calif.; NarinicU Maada, Ta-

cUkawa, Japan; Kohei laUaka, HacUoJI, Japan; Kaahiko
Takaoka, Tdtyo, Jipn; YoaUro Kdnvyo, Kodidra, Japan,

aad YasoUn KHa, Hachietli, Japan, Msiffon to HltacU, Ltd.

and HitacU DcmU Eabohfld Kaiaha, both of Tokyo, Japa
FDad Apr. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 368,664

Clafana priority, appUeatioa Japa^ Apr. 17, 1981, 56-57141

IM. a> H84B mi
U.S.a 375—13 7 Oalns

2

1. An automatic equalizer ^>paratus comprising:

a circuit for detecting from a received signal the number of

the carrier-band lines in a transmission line, said received

signal having passed through said transmission line;

a fixed equalizer; and

a control circuit for controlling an operation as to whether

said fixed equalizer is connected in front of a receiving

MODEM or not, on the basis ofan output signal from said

circuit for detecting the number of carrier-band lines.

4,477,914

ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER
JaoMa A. Mnrray, SawbridgeworO, and Da?id Nynan, New

Baroet, both of England, aaalgaon to International Standard

Eieetric Corporatkm, New York, N.Y.

FDad Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,835

ClahBS priority, i^^ication United Ungdon, Feb. 10, 1981,

8104087

IM. a^ H04B 3/14

U.S.a 375-14 4 dahns
1. An adaptive delay equalizer for use in the reception of

mtelligence conveyed as pulses in pulse-modulation form com-

prising:

means for receiving said pulses, means for delaying each of

said pulses; means for equalizing said pulses by reducing

the delayed pulse in amplitude by a variable amount and

subtracting the reduced delayed pulse from the unreduced

undelayed pulse, so that the amount of the time dday and

the amount of the amplitude reduction is such that any
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distortion present at the trailing edge of the pulse is sub-

stantially reduced or eliminated.

4,477,915

DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Joaqdi H. Peters, Ebidhofan, Nctheriaada, aaaigaor to UjS.

PUlipa CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,085

Cbdns priority, applicatioB Netherlands, Oct 13, 1982,

8203950

iBt a^ H03K 13/22

VS.a 375-30 6 OafaH

1. A differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) transmis-

sion system comprising a transmitter and a receiver,

A. the transmitter comprising:

al. means for generating an information signal to be trans-

mitted;

a2. a DPCM encoding arrangement comprising:

aal. a difference producer to which there are applied via

a first input the information signal to be transmitted and

via a second input a first prediction signal for generating

a difference signal;

aa2. a quantizing arrangement to which the difierence

signal is applied and which produces a quantized differ-

ence signal;

aa3. a first prediction circuit for generating the fint pre-

diction signal and having an input to which the quan-

tized difTerence signal is applied, also having an output

coupled to the second input of the difTerence producer;

a3. a channel encoding circuit for converting the quantized

difference signal into a digital channel signal;

B. the receiver comprising:

bl. a channel decoding circuit for converting the rereoeived

digital channel signal into a decoded channel signal;

b2. a DPCM decoding arrangement comprising:

bbl. a sum producer to which the decoded channd signal

is appUed via a first input and a second prediction signal

via a second input;

bb2. a second prediction circuit fbr generating the second

prediction signal and having an input to which the
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decoded channel agnal k apfdied, alio haviitg an output

coupled to the lecond input of the sum producer;

b3. means for processing the sum signal produced by the sum
producer, characterized in that the DPCM encoding and

decoding arrangements each further comprise:

CI. a non-linear network having an input and an output, the

quantized difference signal or the decoded channel signal,

respectively, being applied to said input and this network

performing a non-linear processing operation on the instan-

taneous value of the signal applied thereto;

C2. an auxiliary prediction circuit for generating an auxiliary

prediction signal for generating an auxiliary prediction sig-

nal and having an input and an output, the input being con-

nected to the output of the non-linear network;

C3. means for adding the auxiliary prediction signal to the

quantized difference signal applied to the first prediction

circuit and to the decoded channel signal q>plied to the

second prediction circuit, respectively.

M77,916
TRANSMTTTER FOR ANGLE-MODULATED SIGNALS
Kab-So* Ckwi, Ebadtefoi, Ncthcrlndi, atrilMr to U,S.

PIdlipi Coryontfo^ New York, N.Y.

FIM Mm, 11, 1M2, Scr. No. 357,245

Claim priority, appHcatioa Nethcrianda, Apr. 1, 1961,

8101611

ha. a) H03K 25/49

VS. a, 375-40 3

1

jpnujmms . at nnm
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1. In a transmitter for angle-modulated signals having an

input for synchronous binary signals, a premodulation filter

connected to said input, and a frequency modulation arrange-

ment connected to the output of the filter and serving to pro-

vide, in response to an input signal voltage, and output signal at

a frequency which linearly depends on the amplitude of said

input signal vcrftage; the improvement wherein die premodula-

tion filter has a pulse response h(t) in accordance with the

expression:

*(0-l(0 - ? oiitWf - "T) + j(r + nTfi,

wherein g(t) is the pulse response of a Gaussian low-pass filter.

T is a delay time equal to the duration of a binary signal ele-

ment and n is an integer.

4,477,917

DIGITAL DISDROMETER
Denis P. DoncOy, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., aarignor to Siena

GoOeti, LoideniOle, N.Y.

FIM Mar. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 247,940

IM. CV GOIN 27/00
U.S. CL 377—11 * 10 CSaims

1. A disdrometer fior measuring the size of moving electri-

cally conductive Uqnid drops comprising;
a i^urality of sensing wires of preselected thickness arranged

in a premeasured, equally spaced-apart, parallel relation-

ship with one another in a plane transverse to the path of

the moving dropa, each wire being maintained at an elec-

tric potential difference with respect to its adjacent wires;

and

circuit means for counting the number of adjacent wires

whose potential momentarily changes when electrically

connected to one another by a passmg drop, thereby the

numbers counted by said circuit means is used to mathe-

matically determine, within predetermined limits, the size

range of the drop connecting the wires.

4,477,918

MULTIPLE SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS WITH RIPPLE
READ

Ste?e J. Noaao, Soaiaraet, NJ.; Stanley S. Brakl, Altdena, and
Keayon E. B. McGdre, San Diego, both of Calif., aarignors to

RCA Corporation, New Yoric, N.Y.

Filed Oct 13, 1961, Ser. No. 310,854

Int a> H03K 21/34, 21/16
UJS. CL 377—37 4 Claiiu

SSf f^ ^s^

1. A system for reading out the contents of multiple counters

onto the leads of a common bus comprising:

a plurality of first to Mth synchronous binary counters with

each counter having N correqxmding stages, each having

an output terminal on which appears the contents of said

stage, an input terminal, and a clock pulse input terminal,

with each stage responsive to a clock pulse supplied to its

clock pulse input terminal to transfer Uie signal logic level

on its input terminal to its output terminal and with the

output terminals of the correq»nding stages of Mth
counter comprising said common bus;

clock pulse generating means for supplying clock pulses

simidtaneously to all of said clock input terminals;

means for generating a switching pulse;

switching means responsive to said switching pulse for con-

necting said output terminal of each stage simultaneously

and in parallel to the input terminal of the correqxmding

stage of the next adjacent counter in said ring of counters

and including the connections of the output terminals of

the corresponding stages of the Mth binary counter to the

input terminals of the corresponding stages oi said first

synchronous binary counter.
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4,477,919
RANGE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR COUNTER TO BE

USED IN A FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
Jaiae A. Boma, Hialeah, and RnbcB J. Gounlei, Miami, both

of Fla., aHignon to Motorola, lac, SchauAvg, m.
FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 251,572

Int a^ H03K 21/36
U.S. CL 377—47 g ri«iiM

1. A range control circuit for a counter counting regularly

occurring pulses comprising:

counting means containing a plurality of stages being re-

sponsive to a source of regularly occurring pulses;

memory means containing a counter state and information

indicative of a range change; and
external programming means responsive to information in

said memory means indicative ofa range change to enable

predetermined stages of said counter, thereby changing its

range and allowing said counter to reach a state that is

outside of the range of the maximum value storable in said

memory means for {Hesetting said counting means.

4^77,920
VARIABLE RESOLUTION COUNTER

Richard A. Nygaaid, Jr., Cokmdo Spriiw, Colo,

Hewlctt-Paekard Conva^r, Palo AHo, CaUf

.

FUad Fab. 24, 1962, Scr. No. 352,473

lat a3 H03K 21/34. 21/36
MS.a 377—52

to

4Claian

lUCI-

IMA«K«»I>

gtfCTWH ^eOWITER
JESL

WT

4,477,921

X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY SOURCE TUBE
Anthony J. Arariai, Bedford, and Wallace S. Krdaana, Maiden,

both ofMaasn aaaipMrs to Spire CorporatioB, Bedford, Maaa.
Filed No?, r, 1961, Ser. No. 325,286

Int CL^ G21K 5/00
\3S. CL 378—34 9 0,1—

1. A variaUe resolution counter for counting events indi-

cated by an input signal, comprising:

presoder means for providing a iriurality of scaled signals in

response to said input signal;

counter means for incrementing a value in response to a first

signal, and fw providing a second signal indicative of a

preselected set of the most significant digits of said value;

count ou^t means, for providing a count out signal to

permit S8nq>ling of said value; and

selector means connected to the prescaler means and the

counter means, for selecting said first signal from one of
the plurality of scaled signals, in response to said second

signal.

1. In an X-ray lithography source tube of the type compris-
ing an electron beam source and a target for generating X-rays,
wherein the electron beam source is a ring-shaped shielded
cathode and the target is a water-cooled inverted cone: the

improvement in which said target is in the form of a composite
target cone comprising at least an X-ray generating layer and
a water-interface layer; wherein said water-interface layer

includes a layer of high thermal conductivity material covered
at said water-interface layer by a layer of high corrosion resis-

tance material; and wherein said layer of high thermal conduc-
tivity material is formed ofcopper and said layer ofhigh corro-

sion resistance material is fbrraed of palladium.

4,477,922

TOMOGRAPHIC X-RAY APPARATUS FOR THE
PRODUCnON OF TRANSVERSE LAYER IMAGES

Reiner Uebetrnth, Eriangen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignor to

SicMM AMcngeaellachaft, Berlin * Mnaidi, Fed. Rep. of
Gcrauuiy

CoMfanation of Scr. No. 053,243, Jan. 29, 1979, , which is a
coMianation of Scr. No. 775,452, Mar. 8, 1977, Pat No.

4,174,481. TUs application Nor. 12, 1961, Scr. No. 320,737
CUaa priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gennay, Mar. 31,

1974,2413809

The portion of the terai of this patent SBbacqncat to Nor. 13,

1994, has bcca diadahacd.

lat a' G03B 41/16
MS. CL 378—20 8 dafaas

1. The method of aligning a patient with respect to tomo-
graphic x-ray apparatus which includes an x-ray tomographic
scanner apparatus for scanning a patient transverse layer from
successive anguhr positions about said layer so as to provide a
computer constructed tomographic image thereof, said

method comprising:

(a) moving a patient longitudinally relative to the scanner
qyparatus w^e the scanner apparatus is restricted to a
single rdationship sudi that the patient is scanned from
the single angular reUtionship only but at successive lon-

gitudinal positions ofbet from each other longitudinaOy of
the patient and

(b) storing respective sets of readings from the scanner appa-
ratus for the successive longitudinal positions thereby to
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provide the data for • graphic display wherein the sets of means when the mean image brightness varies to a predeter-™*^ y.."*^ ^.*yow|^ »»« of yrymg visual mined extent, and characteriwd by a computer means fbr the

^^S^SSSnT.i^^SS^Sii^:^^ detennination of the contrast mecUum^dSdtyftom the m«!

X?.ssaj-^sSets^ ra^rt^.sr'^^"^'-'-

HUHMlMRm

MT7,924
AM STEREO DETECTOR

EniMt F. Ooae, Fort Wayne, Indn aHigBor to Magnafoz Coo*
suner Etoetronica Goivtty, New York. N.Y.

Food Doc 2S, IMl, Ser. No. 338,090
Int as H04H 5/00

VS.CLMl—lS 4aaiB»

positioning of the patient relative to the tomographic
x-ray apparatus for the purpose of a subsequent scanning
not restricted to the limited angukr relationship but relat-

ing to a transverse hiyer having greatly restricted longitu-
dinal extent

4^77,923
X-RAY DUGNOSnC SYSTEM FOR ANGIOGRAPHIC

RADIOGRAPHS
d HawJiiigBa Goriaeh, Er-

koth of Fod. Ra^ or GwMay, MBlpMm to

IMiildi,Fod.R«p.of
FUad 8s^ », 1M2, Ssr. Ntt. 428,315
torily, ippHcrtion Fed. Rap. of GcnM^r. Feb. 3,

19t2, 3303094

lau a.) G03B 41/J6
UJB. a. 371—99 6 rM^

..^ Tiki

m J-

^_LQ5=a^

L An x-ray diagnostic system (or angiographic radiognqdis,
comprising a patient support, an x-ray tube , arranged on one
side of the support, an x-ray Ugh voltage generator supplying
said x-ny tube, an x-ray ims^ intensifer, arranged on the other
side of the support, a televisioo chain connected with the x-ray
image intensifier, a control loop for controUing the mean
brightness, and a syringe for contrast medium injection, char-
acterind by a time measuring means, cqMble of being started
by the syringe, an evaluation unit ooqiled with the time mea-
suring means and operable for «gMn"fg the time measuring

1. In an AM stereo receiver suitable for receiving an
AM/PM modulated RF carrier frequency which also includes
a S Hz subaudible tone which is FM modulated on top of (he
RF carrier when said RF carrier carries a stereo broadcast and
which receiver provides an AM/PM intermediate firequency
and includes a standard AM detector which receives said
AM/PM modulated intermediate frequency and provides a
1-l-r signal; an AM stereo detector which also receives said
AM/PM modulated intermediate frequency and provides an
1— r signal, said AM stereo detector comprising:

means for receiving and limiting the amplitude of said
AM/PM modulated signal to eliminate said amplitude
modulation therefrom and provide a signal having PM
(phase modulation) only;

a FM quadrature detector for receiving said TM signal, and
recovering PM informatiott m the same manner as FM
information from said Umited PM signal representative of
a 1— r signal;

means for integrating said PM signal recovered from said

Umited signal to obtain a true PM signal;

means for sampUng said output from said integrator and
determining if a S Hz signal is present therewith, and
providing a control signal indicative of the presence of
said S Hz signal on a stereo broadcast, wherein said means
for sampUng comprises a S Hz band pass filter, means for
squaring the wave shape of said S Hz filtered signal, and a
missing pulse detected for providing said control signal
when said S Hz squared signal occurs at a selected rate;

a squelch gate for receiving said 1-r signal from said mte-
grator and for receiving said control signal, and for allow-
ing said l-r signal to pass through said squelch gate in

response to said control signal indicating a stereo broad-
cast; and

means for receiving and vectorially combhung said l+r
signals and said l-r signals to provide a 21 or L signal and
a 2r or R signal representative of two channels in a stereo

AM broadcast

MT7,92S
CLIPPED SPEECH-LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING

SPEECH PROCS8BOR
JaaNsM. Amy, Wichita, and EhMr A. Hoycr, Bel Aire, both

of Kansn aasifBors to NCR Corporttioil, Daytom Ohio
Filed Dec 11, 1901, Sar. Nc 329,776

lBt.CL3GlOL//a0
U^CL381—43 . . 4CUm

1. An apparatus for matching a presently spoken tpeech
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utterance with a corresponding one of a desired plurality of
previously spoken speech utterances comprising:

signal quantizing means having an output terminal, and an
input terminal for receiving imalog input signals represent-

ing qwken speech utterances including a desired plurality

of previously spoken speech utterances and a presently

spoken speech utterance, said signal quantizing means
quantizing said analog input signal on its input terminal

into a binary value on its output terminal;

sampling means having an output, and an input connected to

the output terminal of said sigjul quantizing means, said

sampling means periodically sampling the bmary value on
the output terminal of said quantizing means and placing

on its output said binary vdue in a string of binary bits

having a predetermined number of bits;

buffer means having an output and an input connected to

the output of said sampling means, said buffering means
storing each complete string of binary bits appearing on

the output of said sampling means m a sequential fashion

throughout the duration of said analog input signal on the

input terminal of said quantizing means such that the

number of said strings for a particular one of said spoken

speech utterances is dependent upon the duration of said

analog input signal;

analyzing means having a storage interconnect an output

and an input connected to the output of said buffer means,

said uialyzing means determining autocorrelation func-

tions of each of said strings of binary bits of said spoken

speech utterances stored in said buffer means, determining

linear predictive coefficients of said autocorrelation func-

tions for each of said spoken speech utterances, and plac-

uig said linear predictive coefficients on the output of said

aiulyzing means;

storage means connected to the storage interconnect of said

analyzing means, said storage means successively storing

said linear predictive coefficients and identifying data for

each of said denred plurality of previously spoken speech

utterances; and
said analyzing means further including means calcukting

distance measures between the linear predictive coeffici-

ents of said presently spoken speech utterance and the

Unear predictive coefficients of selected ones of said de-

sired plurality of previously spoken speech utterances

stored in said storage means, means finding the minimum
values of said distance measures, and means for placing on
the output of said analyzing means, the identifying data

stored for the previously spoken speech utterance corre-

sponding to said minimum values of said distance mea-
sures, thereby matching said presently spoken speech

utterance with a corresponding one of said desired plural-

ity of previously spoken speech utterances.

4,477,926

PROCESS FOR INSPECTING AND AUTOMATICALLY
SORTING OBJECTS SHOWING PATTERNS WITH
CONSTANT DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES AND

APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT SAID PROCESS
Ciande J. A. Linger, Paris, and GiaeleC Lodecro, Eny, both of

Franee, aasignors to International Bushiras MacUnsa Corpo-

ration, Annonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec 14, 1901, Ser. No. 330,411

Cbdns priority, application Evopeaa Pat Off., Dae 18,

1980, 80430033J
The portion of the term of this patent sal

Int CL^ G06K 9/36

U.S.a382-8

to No?. 6, 2001,

16

1. A process for inspecting and automatically sorting objects

showing patterns provided with constant dimensional toler-

ances, of the type including the comparison of image I^^of a

reference object with image I«m of an object to be inspected,

wherein image Uxa being able to show geometrical defects

with respect to the reference object said process characterized

in that it includes the following steps:

Step 1, processing images I/^and Um to provide electronic

binaiy images lREF»od Iexa, respectively,

Step 2, defining a structuring element B for each image point

of the said electronic binary image and ad^>ted to the

dimensional tolerances of the said object to be inspected

and the construction of the electronic images iREPmax and

Iref miH which consist in image \ref expanded and

eroded respectively by structuring element B,

Step 3, forming the images of the "spreading" or "U»k" type

defects by respectively carrying out the following logic

operations:

WREFmox OR \exA EXC. OR iREFmaxluA

WREPmmOK IeXjH EXC OR \exa md

Step 4, analyzing the defects with respect to a reject crite-

rion which defines a maximum allowed size for the de-

fects.
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275,904

BRASSIERE
Jcnme M. Martiiii, Brooklym N.Y., awigBor to

Foods CorporatkNi, Wiaito»5alcni, N.C
Filed Job. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,775

Tern of pitat 14 yeort

U.S.a D2—24

275,906

BRASSIERE
Flufia Di TuUlo, New York, N.Y.

Foods Corporatkm, Wlastoa-Solea, N.C
Filed Jn. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,843

Tera <rf petaat 14 jrcars

U.S.a D2—24

to CoMtriidated

275,907

BRASSIERE
Jadt Locndo, Bayoaae, N.J., esrignc

Corporatkw, WiMto»-Salea, N.C
Filed Job. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,845

Tem of patnt 14 years

VS.a D2-24

to CouoUdated Foods

275,905

BRASSIERE
Jad( Locasdo, Bayone, NJ^ ssslgar

CorporatkM, Wiii8toii*Saleai, N.C
Filed Job. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,842

Tem of patent 14 years

V&a D2~24

to CoBsolidated Foods

275,908

BRASSIERE
M. Martini, Brooklym N.Y,

Foods Corporatioa, WiBSto»-Salea^ N.C
FUed Jn. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,777

Tem of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D2—24

to Consolidated

1371
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275,909 r . i7«oii

w^. S?'^'^*™ ''^^"^^^^ ^^^ BACK REST LUGGAGE CAW

UAaD3-l3
^•™""«"*»*y"" 'PUedJM. 11, 19«2.Ser. No. 338,49$

Tern of patent 14 yean
U.S.C1.D3—76

275,912

CHILD'S BED
Lawrence P. Hydrusko, 1635 Manitoba Dr., and Henry Har?ey,

1133 Bennington Dr., botli of Snnnyrale, Calif. 94087
FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 339,989

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D6—388

r5,910
PURSE

Otto K. Sdiiauael, Scottadale, Arit, aoignor to AMBA Mar^
keting Systems, Inc., Plioenix, Ariz.

"^iLVSn^Ii^ir'^^ ,_ ARWS^^ BENCHoipneni 14 years
Anlytiie M. Mulligan, Box 98, WiMsburg, Ohio 44690

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,360
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.CLD6—301

U.S.aD3-48
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275,914

SEAT MODULE
Robwt P. Gcnia, 11 E. 22iBd St, New York, N.Y. 10010

FDed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354^732

Tent of patent 14 yean
U.S.a.D6-357

"- 275,917

GARMENT HANGER SUPPORT
Rnediger Eiahom, Katonak, N.Y., assignor to Coats A

Inc., Stamford, Conn.

FUed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,762

Term of patcat 14

U.S. CL D6-.567

275,915

WALL MOUNTED RECORD RACK
Christer O. Giirdsby, Ulricedalsgarden, S-21228 Malmd , Swe-

den

Filed Jan. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 161,640

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec 21, 1979, 79*2800

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.aD6-569

275,918

BIN FOR STORAGE RACK
William D. Taylor, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to Rnbbennaid

Incorporated, Wooster, Ohio
FUed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,241

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D6—510

275,916

MEMORIAL CONTAINER
Joie A. Brandel, 4898 Lacy H La., Christmas, Fla. 32709

FUed Ang. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,284

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.CLD6-436

275,919

SETTEE FRAME OR THE LIKE
Keith D. Crabtree, Van Bnren, Ark., assignor to Fort Smith

Chair Company, Fort Smith, Ark.

FUed Aug. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 182,420

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D6-370
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275,920 275,922
DISPLAY RACK MODULE BOWL

Wolf-Dictrkft ItaMcke, Mwhaw Wag C, 3410 Nerthcta, RonM D. Wdl, UahrcnHy Otr, Mo^
Fed. Rep. <rf GcnMuqr caa laporttag Cto., St Loiito, Mo.

CoatlnatioB-i»ftftorSer.Nb.38,723,Mayl4,1979,PatNo. FIMJm. 7, 1912, Sw. No. 3M,028
Dm. 2M,210. TUnVpHcatkM Feb. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 344»784 Tenn of patort 14 yem
ClaiflH priority, appbartioa Fed. Rep. of Geraajr, Jm. 10, U.S. CL D7—

1

1979, MR 47

Term of patent 14 yean
VS, CL D6-510

toSwlMAaMri-

r5,921
DRAWER DIVIDER

WllUaa W. Ward, Ciaytoa, N.C aarignor to Southern Ckie,

iBCn RaMgh, N.C
Filed JbL 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400^51

Tern of pateat 14 yean
UJS. CL D6--510

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1375

275,923 275,924
MEAT MOLD OR SIMILAR ARTICLE BEVERAGE DISPENSER

Stcphea H. WiBMer, Weat Poiat, Ncbr., OMifBor to WiBBMr*! Hevachel E. Aadiewi, Jr., 6325 Saatcrae Dr^ Jaduoarille, Fla.

Meat Prodacta, Inc., West Point, Nebr. 32210
FDed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,7C3 Filed Jaa. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 385,453

Tern of patent 14 yean Tera of pateat 14 yean
VS.a D7—43 u&a D7-301

M

o
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275,925 275,M7
MICROWAVE EGG COOKER BASE COMBINED BURNER UNTT AND VESSEL SUPPORT

Robert F. Boww, BvUagtiM, Md Wajrw I. Poltoek, ArltagtiM, Mtag K. Chn, M Floor, 58 HMg To Rd^ Kwn Tooa, Kow-
botk of Mmi., MrigMn to Raytheon Compuy, Lezfe^toi^ loon, Hong Kong
Mm. Filed Oct K, IMl, Ser. No. 311,M0

FDed Jnn. 7, 19«2, Ser. No. 3M,149 Claims priority, application United Kiagdon, JnL 7, 1981.

1

Tcra of patent 14 yean 001332
UA a. D7-357 Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. a. D7--407

275,926

COMBINED HOLDER AND OPENER FOR AN
EXPRESSO COFFEEMAKER OR THE LIKE

Oecar M. Corona, 5667 NW. 195tli Tcr., Miami, Fla. 33055
FDed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,427

Term of patcat 14 yean
UJS.a D7-399

275,928

LEVERED SHOVEL UNTT
Daniel R. LoPresti, 233 St Panl St, Burlington, Vt 05401

FOed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416,114

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D8—10

-1*

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1377

275,929

BURNING OBJECT HANDLING DEVICE
Eadle J. Atkinson, P.O. Bos 705, LoyaUon, Calit 96118

FOed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,720

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D8-14

275,932

SCREW DRIVER HANDLE
Hans Himbert Broauna, aad Bengt Palmgren, Salt|}5badea,

Swedea, assignors to AB Bahco Verktyg, Eakoping, Sweden
FDed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,091

Claims priority, appUcatioa Swedea, Oct 19, 1981, 81-2358;

Oct 19, 1981, 81-2359

Term of pateat 14 years

U.S. a. D8—83

275,930

PAINTING IMPLEMENT
pump Sheppard, 93 Sandalwood Dr., Box 1100, Cotnit Mass.
02635

FDed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,125

Term of patent 14

;

VS.a D8-16

275,933

CONTAINER MODULE
AlanC Topor, and Nora 1. Topor, both of 3838 MaiasaU, West-

lake Vaiage, Calif. 91361

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,027

U.S.aD9-300
Tom of patent 14 years

275,931

TOOL AND SOLDER STATION
Marvin Kober, Spring Valley, N.Y., assignor to OX Machine
and Tool Corp., New Yoric, N.Y.

FDed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358^92
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D8-71

275,934 '

BOTTLE
Dale R. Wassergord, Kansas City, M04 Dale E. Fahastrom, aad

Archie G. Dmmmond, Jr., birth of Chicago, DL, assignors to

Realez Corporation, Kaasas City, Mo.
Filed Jna. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,160

Term irf patent 14 yc

U.S. a. D9~376
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275,938
TROPHY HAVING A VERTICAL TIME DISPLAY

, RJL-1, Bos 453, NB,

275,935

CHIL])>SAFE ACnJATOR FOR PRESSURIZED
CONTAINER Inqr N.

RtkwtE.CHta,RadM,Wii^«il9ortoS.CJdhMMASom LKO
iMn RadM, Wii. Filed Sep. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 535,081
DHWoaorSw.No.23378,Mar.28,1979,,whkhiia Tcm of patcat 14 yont

caallaulkm4mttrt of Scr. No. 788,750, Apr. 11, 19n,. lUi UjS. CL Dll—131
ppUcatioa Jn. 10, 1982, Str. No. 387,088

Tcm of pttort 14 yean ^^
U.S.aD9—448 f^

EOA

1

275,936

PORTABLE SMOKE DETECTOR
WiiUani P. Cojrcr, 47 Yorktowa Rd., East BnoHwick, NJ.
08818 275,939

FDed Jaa. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 274,510 SLED
Tcm of patcat 14 years STca O. WUJe, Sagfigea 1, 791 51 Falaa, Swedea

UAa D10-108 Filed Oct 28, 1981, Scr. No. 315,707

Term of patnt 14 years

U.S. CL D12—11

r5,937
SCORING MACHINE FOR PLAYING THE CARD GAME

OF GIN
Marria Ledcrana, 5071 Soatk Syraeaac, Dearer, Colo. 80237

FDed Sep. 8, 1981, Scr. No. 300,063

Terai of patcat 14 years

U.S. CL DlO-46.1

275,940

MODEL RACING CAR
Martia B. OgilTie, Wyaioadhaai, Eaglaad, assigaor to Teaai

Lotas lateraatioBal lindted, Norfolk, Eaglaad
FDed Aag. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 408,935

Ciaiais priority, appUcatloa Uaited Klagdoai, Feb. 17, 1982,
1,005,168

Tern of pateat 14 years

U.S. CL D12-88

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1379

2754M1 275,944

^. ^^^I"g ^_ INSTRUMENT PANEL FOR A MOTORCYCLEHMeaU NbUo, Sattaan; Hiraski KojilBHi, Tokyo, aad Makoto MaaMra Ito, SkOd, Japaa, Msioor to Hoada Gikca Koayo
YamaeU, SaUaaM, aO of Japaa, assifBors to Bridgectoae KabaaUU Kaiska, Tokyo, lapn ^^
Tire Coapaay Uaited, Tokyo, Japaa FDed Ai«. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,827

FDed Apr. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 372,263 QalM priority, appUeatkia Japaa. Feb. 22. 1982. 57-7264
Cbdatt priority, appHcatkia Japaa, Oct 27, 1981, 5647507 ^^^m^lJSlAyw

Ter« of patcat 14 years U.S.aD12~192
U.S.aD12-147 „g

,

275,942

TIRE FOR A VEHICLE WHEEL
HisasU Sklraskoji, Kobe, Japaa, assizor to Daatop Uaiitad,

Filed JaL 9, 1982, Scr. No. 398,120
OaiBM prtority, appUcatioa Japaa, Jaa. 13, 1982, 57-1015

To* of pateat 14 years

U.S. CL D12—147

r5,943
AUTOMOBILE TURN SIGNAL LEVER WTTH SPEED

CONTROL BUTTONS
Holt HIekiBaa; Neal G. Skidds, aad Mark L. Skew, aU of Fort
Wortk, Tdn assigaors to Spedlic Cririee Sjisisiai, lac, Fortk
Wortk,Tez.

FDed Apr. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 365368
To* of pateat 14 years

U.S.a D12-174
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^'••<* 27S,M9HJCTWC GENERATOR FLUORESCENT LAMP ADAPTER WITH INTEGRAL
mmfi EkMB, Tokyo, Japw, imiiiiui to Yamaha liatndold DIFFUSER STUD
KaboihiU Kaiiha, Iwala, Japaa Unuui U. VaUL Diamnd Bar. CkUf mIhiihi tn ij>h«. «#

road JaL 23. 19t2,S«. No. 401,360 America.^d^7S£^S.^^ "^ ^^^ "^

CUM priority, affUcalloa Japaa, Jaa. 27, 1982, 57-3271 Filed Dec 14, 1981, S«. No. 330,857

fTcnn««_i
'''"•'P«««Wy«" Term of pateat 14 years

VS.a D13—

1

UA CL D13-25

r5,947
CONNECTOR HOUSING

Yarahara Moriai, Sozaka; Yoahio Ito, Ydtkaiehi, aad Atsoshi
Sakataai, Matraaaka, all ofJapaa, aadgaors to Tokai Electric
Wire Co., Ltdn YokkakU, Japan

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 352,458
ClalBH priority, appUcatkm Japan, Aag. 31, 1981, 56-38420

Term <rf patent 14 yean
U.S.a D13—24

If-?

275,950

TELEPHONE
Eric J. Marshall, 5 Carlton Gardens, London SWl, England

FUed Dec 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,563
Claims priority, i^iMkatlon United Kinndom, Jon. A, 1981.

1000804

Term of pateat 14 years
U.S. CL D14—53

a:c

^^=ff

mm

^-j

275,948

FLUORESCENT LAMP ADAPTOR BASE
Usman U. Vakn, Diamond Bar, CaUf^ assignor to Lights of

America, lac, CHy of ladastry, Qdlf.
Filed Not. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,264

Term of pateat 14 years
U.S.a D13-25 I 275,951

'

TELEPHONE CRADLE OR SIMILAR ARHCLE
Terrance N. Taylor, Cary, IIL, assigBor to Motorola Inc.,

Schanmbnrg,m.
Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,453

Tom of pattat 14 years
U.S. CL D14—60

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1381

^ 275,952 275,955
TELEVISION RECEIVER CABINET DATA TRANSMISSION TERMINAL

Mdrina Boldt, dicsiSBd, hte of GIsfiew, Dl; hy Mdria W. Michel Moraine, Boerach, FknMe, assignor to La Telephonic
Boidt, CUM, Palatine, m.; Darid P. Onboff, North Bar- IndnstrieDe et Commerdale Tdk Akatel, StrasbovB, France
riagtoMlL, and W«yne J. Frimek, Palatine, nUansigaors to FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,389
Zenith Raik>Gorpontkm,Gleariew,IlL Ctaims priority, application France, Oct 22, 1981, 81 3637

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 353,277 Term of pateat 14 years
Term of pateat 14 years VS. Q. D14-106

U.S.a D14-82

275,953

TELEVISION RECEIVER CABINET
MeMn H. BoMt, deceased, late of Gleariew, DL; by Melrin W.
BoUt, ezeentor, Patatiae, DL; Darid P. Chnboir, N. Barring-

ton, DL; Arnold Goldman, Clarendon HOls, m., and Wayne J.

Fhmek, Patattam, DL, assizors to Zeaith Radio Corporation,

Gknrlew, DL
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,303

Term of patent 14 years

VS. CL D14-82

\

275,954 .

VOICE AND DATA TELEPHONE SET
'

J. Scott GIbaon, Ottawa, Canada, aasipior to Mitel Corporation, 275,956
Kanata, Gaaada HOUSING FOR PORTABLE DATA ENTRY TERMINAL

FDed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,608 Darid W. Calp, Hantington Beach, CaUf., assipwr to MSI Data
aaims priority, application Cannda, Sep. 11, 1981, 11-09-81-2 Corporation, Costa Mesa, CUif.

,_ ^

Term of pateat 14 years FDed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,930
UAaD14-101 Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D14—114
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TfSJfSl 27SJS9
COMBINATION V-BLADE PLOW AND FERTILIZER haCsSmCHE

FM Afajr r, IMZ, Scr. No. 382,770 <«« priority, .pHlartioB Bdsim, Oct 7, 1981, 2891.01416
Tcrai of patcat 14 jt$n

VS. a. D16—26VS, CL DIS—11
Tcmof 14

1J9. y y BENE Sill

y

/
^

>/ ^/^
-^/ /
^^

/ 7^ /
> r /'

>^
\r ^'

275,960

ELECTRONIC COPYING MACHINE
Yohsoh Matnakm Yokoham, ud ShigeU Yanrtui, KmUwi,

both of Japan, assigiion to Tokyo Shibaora DeaU KabufUU

Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 373,622
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. CL D16—31

^^^'^ 27SM1
PORTABLE ICE PLANT «.„ rl^^r.^ Aoe™,

D^«^gjj.Ca«HlK.C-lf.a...^toI^

FIMJiL 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,047 11^^!!!!?!,°?^"
"""^^"^ * '"** lacorporrted.

UAaD15-80
'^""'"^"''^ Di^Woa ofW. No. 346,967, Feb. 8, 1982, Pat No. 273,794.^^^^^,-m,

IWsapplicatloa Mar. 5, 1984, Ser. No. 886,385
Tern of pateirt 14 yean

U.S. CL D16—112

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1383

275,962 275,965

GUITAR CARTRIDGE FOR A NON-IMPACT PRINTER
D. IIarlel^ 2006 Weeidalt Dr., HaMriiie, Ala. 35801 Mario BeUlBl, Mfl«, Italy, wri^nr to Ii*. C Olivetti * C,

FlledJBB.1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,737 S.pJL, Taria, Italy

TeraiofpateatMyean Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 346,757

U.S.aD17—18 TcraiorpatMtl4:
U.S.a D18—22

275,963

HEADSrrOCK FOR GUTTAR
Daaiel J. Sailth, Ftallertoa, CaUf^ ani^or to CBS lac^ New

York, N.Y.

FDed Jaa. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,324

Tena of pateat 14 yean
U&aD17—20

275,966

TAPE LAMINATING AND DISPENSING DEVICE
WilUaa R. Womll, Hopkte, Miaa., aMlpwr to Kray lac, St

Paal, Miaa.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,014

Tern of pateat 14 yean
U.S.a D19-49

275,964

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
Mario BeUiai, MUaa, Italy, asrigaor to lag. C OlhettI ft C,

S.pjL, Taria, Italy

FDed Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,600

Claini priority, appUcatioa Italy, Feb. 25, 1982, 52964/82[U]

Tem of pateat 14 yean
U.S.a D18-8

275,967

PEN AND PENCIL DESK SET
George G. Moraao, Jr., 4110 SharoakaoU Ct, Ctadaaati, Ohio

45241

FOed Mar. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 359,287

Tem (rf pateat 14 yean

U.S.aD19-75
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275,M8 275,970

DESK TRAY ILLUMINABLE DISPLAY CASE
Di?idBMle,YdlowSprtati,Ohio,aMf9ortoVinalIaf!onBa- JaMS B. Bowcn, Trin, Okb^ Mripor to H ai H
tlM iMttate, Ucn Xciria, Okio tkmt, Inc^ Tain, OUa.

FItod May 3, 1M2, Scr. No. 374,091 Filed Dw. 31, 1981, Scr. No. 334,078
TaraofpatMrtMyian Tcm of pataat 14

U.S. CL Dl»-75 VJS. CL D4-470

r5,9C9
ILLUMINABLE DISPLAY CASE

JaaNt B. Bowm, Talaa, OUa., anignor to H and H Proaw
tkNH, lac Tain, OUa.

FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Scr. No. 336,079 „_ „.
Teno of pateot 14 yean 275,971

VS a D6—470 HAND-HELD TYPE ELECTRONIC GAME HOUSING
Goapei Yokoi, Kyoto, Japaa, awipior to Niotoido Co., Ltd.,

Kyoto, Japaa

Filed JaL 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394^299

OaiaH priority, applicatioo Japaa, Apr. 2, 1982, 57-14250

Term of potest 14 yean
VS. CL D21—13

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFHCE 138S

to EtabliMeawati

275,972 275,974
COMBINED MIRROR ANDRANDOM SELECTOR FOR A BATH TOY

NUMBERGAME Marc RlToUct, Oyouua, Fkaocc,

Marie T. Bahkr, 221 W. 82ad St, New Yori^ N.Y. 10024 Feroaad Berchet, Oyonu, Fhowe
FDed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,579 Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 362,123

Tcroi of potest 14 yean Claian priority, applicatioa Fraace, Sep. 29, 1981, 81 3315
U.S. CL D21—37 Tern of potent 14 yean

UJ5.a D21-59

275,975

ROCKING TOY
Dafid J. Oguko, Bafhlo, N.Y., aniiBor to Hw Qoaker Oats

Cooipaay, Qiicago, DL
FDed Jaa. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 461,641

Tcm of patort 14 yean
U.S. CL D21-«

Kjy

275,973 275,976

COMBINED HOLDER FOR DRAWING TOY AND DOLL _i™^I?^„ . ^ «..^
Sj^^j^ Tercea E. WUliaan, 39 Flaaiiago Rd., Rodiport, Tex. 78382

Joacpli A. Mariao, P.O. Box 306, S. Rylaod Rd., Whitelioasc ^^^ JJ»- 12, 1982, Scr. No. 396,918

NJ 08888 Term of patcat 14 yean

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,250 U&a D21-86

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D21—59
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27WT7
CUBE PUZZLE

T. Boom, 4482 StaipMa Ct, rwiiMii, Ga. 30144
FDtd No?. S, 1M2, Sm. No. 439^t

VAa 021—107

275,900

AUTOMAnC TEE*UP APPARATUS
ToikiUko Ok, 134 Ntfiihl 2-eiMNM. lUtoh^ Tokyo, Ja

FIM M. 11, 1979, Ser. No. 54,714

TcmofpetwtMyflm
VJS. a. 021—200

275,978
COMBINEO TOY MOTORCYCLE AND RIDER 275,901

**?? !TT?lI!rLy*^ ^^"^ ™**™' ^'^ ^^'•*^' GOLF PUTTER HEAD

ai'SlJilld^J^'"*'**'^^"'^ CloffaR.Oiick»,«327M«to.Pidllai Dr., Long Beach, Crilf.

™^
?SJ'J!5l?I['..'*"*

**''^ Piled May 3, 1902, Ser. No. 374,288

U£CLD2i ^••''•^»*y«» Term of patent 14 yeanVS. a. 021-134 U^, CL 021-219

275,902

^ j?5^ PUSHER DEVICE FOR BOWLING BALL
EXERCISE DEVICE Aatooa Hetfiigen, 4442 New York Ave., U Ocaoenta. CUif

.

G. Ebchen, Sr, «1 NE. l«7th PL, Portland, Ores. 9U14
^

•^'^ «^ . .
Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,428

FMJbL 1,1902, Ser. No. 394,421 Tera of patent 14 yean
Tera of patent 14 yean U.S. €1. 021—233

U.S.a 021—191

October 16, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1387

275,903

FISHING REEL
and TakeiU Skohqii, both of i

to RyoU Uarited, FMM^ Japan
OMdon of Ser. No. 340,055, Jan. 10, 1902,. TUi application

Jan. 10, 1904, Ser. No. 571,705

Clainis priority, application Japan, JaL 31, 1901, 56^101; U.S.a 023-29
JbL 31, 1901, 56^102; Sep. 1, 1901, 56-38807

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a 022-25

275300
TRIP LEVER Fm A WA1ER CLOSET

Henry M. Stnin, Jr., Neehanlc, NJ., aarisMir to

Standard lac. New York, N.Y.

FDed Jan. 1, 1902, Ser. No. 303,915

TermafpateiMM

275,904

FUEL TANK CAP ADAPTOR RING 275,907
James R. Shaw, Amaganaett, N.Y., anigaor to Shaw Aero Oe- COAL CONTAINER

ices, Inc East Hampton, N.Y. William B. Sehlcgel, RJ>. #2, Box #94, Cranbary, NJ. 005U
Division of Ser. No. 310,424, No?. 5, 1901,. Iliis appUcation Filed Jon. 22, 1901, Ser. No. 274,411

Dec. 15, 1903, Ser. No. 561,932 Term of patent 14 yean
Term of patent 14 yean U.S.a 023-130 S

U.S.a 023-1

275,905

HANDLE SET FOR A SANTTARY FimNG OR SIMILAR
ARTICLE

Henry M. Stairs, Jr., Neshanie, NJ., and James E. Ndmann,
LonisfOle, Ky., assigBon to American Standard Inc., New
Yorii, N.Y. 275.908

™**
i"* **J?5L?r'^'**'

^•'•*** CEILING AIR DIFFUSER OR THE LIKE

.le #^ n't* _ Termofpntentl4yean Robert W. Walker, Lofdand, Colo., asBigaor to Walker Mann-
UA CL D23-29 Ihctnring Company, Fort Collins, Colo.

FDed Feb. 22, 1902, Ser. No. 350,880

Term of pntert 14 yean
U.S.a 023-115

m ^BS
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Tf5^t9 27SJ93PrnUVENqUS KglTOING CASSETTE UNIVERSAL PAOFIER CASE
l«-fL^!!S!?U^ """'^*"^^^'^**^ K«*n:« A. Ryim «d G«gDfy F. R,!^ bolfc of 77 Erie St.

""^^^*ti^'^*^* nWNto. 29. 1982. S«.N,K 363.309TmorpMBtMycm Tem of prtart 14 y«n
U.S.aD24-^7U.S.aD24—

8

275,996 278,997
BUILDING BLOCK BUILDING BLOCK

John N.Rmias, 33 SE. Fourth St, Boca Raton. FU. 33432, and John N. RoHiai, 33 SE. Fovth St, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432, and
Cecily M. Oarit, 565 Parii Ave.. New Yori^ N.Y. 10021 Cecily M. Clark. 565 Pwk Ate^ New York, N.Y. 10021

FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,066 FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 428,067
Term of patent 14 yean Term of pntart 14

U.S.aD25-89 U.S.aD25-91

FiG. I

n$.i

INTRAVENOUS METERING CASSETTE
P. RoMnaon, Piano, Tex., aarignor to Quest Medical.

Incn Carrollton, Tex.

FDed Ang. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 525.287
Tera of patent 14 yean

UjS.aD24-8

FK.S

ICE FISHING SHELTER
Gary L. Harrington. In?er Grove Hdi^ Minn..
A H Sporti Enterpriaee, St Lonis Park. Minn.

Filed Sep. 27. 1982, Ser. No. 423.550
T«mi of patent 14 yean

U.S. CL D25~16

toG

275,998

BUILDING BLOCK
John N. RaHias, 33 SE. Fonrth St. Boca Raton. Fla. 33432, and

Cecily M. Clark, 565 Park Ave., New York. N.Y. 10021

FDed Sep. 29. 1982. Ser. No. 428,068

Tern of patoit 14 yean
U.S.a D25-89

275,991

INTRAVENOUS METERING CASSETTE
P. RoUnion. Piano, Tex., aariffior to Mike Laborato-

ries, Incn EMryrille. Calif.

FDed Ang. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 525,288
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D24-8

275,995

BUILDING BLOCK
John N. Rassias. 33 SE. Fonrth St. Boca Rnton. Fin. 33432.

1

CecUy M. CSari^ 565 Paric An., New Yori^ N.Y. 10021
FDed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,065

Term of potent 14 yean
U.S. a. D25—89

275,992
DENTAL AMALGAM CONDENSOR TIP OR THE LKE
Steven G. Detach. 4146 Bryan St, Onanside. CUif. 92054

FDed Feb. 11, 1982. Ser. No. 347,774
. TermofpmentUyean

U.S. CL D24—10

I I

4.53-23K O.G.-84-I6
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LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 16TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

NoTC—Amnged in aooordaiioe with the first significant chancter or word of the
Cm aooordanoe with city and telephone directory practioe).

Aaronson, Barry L.: See—
Oiem, David A; Aaronson. Barry L.; and Jonea. Charles K.,

4.476,SW. a. 128-778.000.

ABTed:S^c^
SOander, Tortten O., 4.477.S74, Q. 436-70.000.

Abe, Maaanori; and Tamaura, Yutaka, to Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kahu-
shiU Kaisha; and Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd. Process for
r<mning a ferrite fifan. 4.477,319, Q. 204-S6.00R.

Abe, Michiham: See—
Oba, Hdeaki; Kunikane, Makoto; Umehara, MasaaUra; Tanikawa,

Kiyoahi; and Abe, Michihani. 4.477,SSS, Q. 430-273.000.
Aboajaoode, Khalil F.: See—

Byrd, Thomas M., Jr.; and Aboujaoade, KhaUl F, 4^477.861, Q.
361-371.000.

ACF Industries, Incorporated: See—
Partridge, Charles C, 4,477.033. 0. 2Sl-174.00a

AdacU, Kenchi: See—
Ichijima, Sdji; Sakanoue, Kei; Kobayashi, Hkletoahi; and Adachi,

Keiichi, 4,477.363,C 430-344.000.

Adamek, Frank C, to Gray Tool Company. Fire resistant connections
and U-like sealing means therefor. 4,477.091. a. 277-21 1.00a

Adamdc Frank C. to Gray Tool Company. Fire resistant connections
and T-like sealing means therefor. 4,477,093, CI. 277-21 1.000.

Adams, Don L.: See-
Wright, Stuart C; Adams, Don L.; Fischer, William C; and Ver-

zdla, David J., 4,477.876. Q. 364434.000.
Ad^ Argus Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See—

Minagawa, Motonobu; Nakahara, Yutaka; and Shibata, Toshihiro,
4,4^,616, a. 324-102.000.

Ademeck, Stoiien E Portable chainuw milling guide attachment
4,476,739,0.83-374.000.

Adkins, Claude O.: See—
Shaver. Jdm D.; Adkins, Claude O.; and Spengler, Walter,

4,477,263. Q. 33-6.000.

Adkins, David E.: See—
Wittman, Robert H.; Adkins. David E; and Chin. Arthur H. T.,

4,477.103, a. 283-18.000.

Advani, Hira; Cason. William C; and Hayes, OeraM E, to International

Business Machines Corporation. Method for combining program
diskettes m an mteractive text processing system. 4,477,880, Q.
364-900.000.

Agfa-Oevaert AO: See—
KoUer, Robert; Ntppe. Burkhard; Kober, Hdnrich; Schilffaith,

Karichristian; Meckel, Walter, and Qdrhig, Bemd. 4,477,331. Q.
428423.900.

Agfa-Oevaert. N.V.: See-
Van de Sande, Christian C; and Verhedcea. Andre, 4,477,334, Q.

430-223.00a
Agrawal, Balkishan, to Union Caibide Corporatioa. Steelmaking pro-

cess using calcium carbide as fbeL 4,477^78, CL 73-31.000.

Agut, SA.: See—
Reguant Soler. Jaime, 4,477.703, CI. 200-76.000.

AHI (derations Limited: See—
Miliar, Thomas D.; and Phillips, DougaM S. M., 4,476,719, Q.

73-200.000.

Aiba, Takeshi: See—
Matsnura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takeshi; Nishnnura,

Masanoii; Ohtsidd, Hiroshi; Yabuki. Fujio; and Kusakabe,
Tomio, 4,476.627, Q. 29-791.000.

Aid, James D., to Extmcorporeal Medical Specialties, Inc. Apparatus
for heating or coding fluids. 4,476.683. CL 62-3.000.

Air Products and Cheimcals, Inc.: See—
Kratz, Wilbur C; and Sircar, Shivaji, 4,477464, Q. 33-23.000.

Kumar, Ravi; Sircar, Shivaji; White, Thomas R.; and Oreskovich,
Eugene J., 4.477,263, Q. 33-26.000.

Air Structures International Inc.: See—
FnuoU, Donato M., 4,477,303, Q. 428-102.00a

Aire-Wrap, Inc.: See—
StiAbok), Louis. 4,476,921, Q. 16348.00R.

Aisan Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Nakamura, Norihiko; Itoh, Takaaki; Katou, Takeshi; Ota. Yozo;
and Morino, Toshiharu. 4,477.392. Q. 261-39.00A.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Ida, Shuichiro; Ooshima, Shoichi; Horiuchi, Ichiro; and Nishu,

MitsuAmii, 4,476,740, Q. 74476.000.
Aisin Warner Kabushiki Kaisha: See-

Kawamoto, Mutsumi, 4.476.747. Q. 74-869.00a
Miki, Nobuaki; and Yokoyama, Shoji, 4,476.746, Q. 74-867.000.

Sumiya, Koji, 4.476,887, Q. 137-36.00a
Akasaki, isamu:See—

Ohki. Yoshimasa; Toyoda, Yukio; Kobayashi. Hiroyuki; and
Akasaki. Isamu, 4.476.620. Q. 29-369.00L.

Aker. Eric M. Single-wire data transmission system having bidirectioaal

data synchronization, and D.C power for remote units. 4,477,896. Q.
370-24.000.

Akhnoto, Ryosaku; Yoshida, Ynkia, and Ito, Nobuaki, to Mitsubishi
Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; and Churyo Engineering Co., Ltd. Air
conditioning apparatus for automobiles. 4,476,919, 0. 163-28.000.

Akita, Shigeyuki: See
Tanaka, Hiroaki; and Akita, Shigeyuki, 4,477,8ia d. 340470.370.

Akita, YosUo; Teshima, Takawni; Torii, Koahi: and Maruyama, To-
shinori, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. /^iptnsm tor controlling deetric
generation for vehicles. 4,477,766, C3. 322-28.000.

Akiyama, Tom, to Univosal Pioneer Corporation. Tangential error
signal generator in PAL type video disc player. 4,477,838, Q.
338-322.000.

Akkerman, Neil H., to AVA Intematioaal CorporatiOB. RdeasaUe
latching apparatus. 4,477,104, Q. 283-18.000.

Akridge, James R.; and Vourlis, Harry, to Union Caibide Cwporation.
Isostatic compression method for producing s(riid state dectrochemi-
cal cells. 4,477.343. Q. 429-191.000.

Aktidmlaget Karlstads Mekaniska Werkstad: See—
Anderason, Anders I., 4,477.313, CL 162-123i)00.

Alago. James L.: See—
Lieb. Nathanid H.; Alderman, Albert D., Jr.; and Alago, James L..

4,477.232. Q. 433-29.000.

Albarda, Scato, to Dragerwerk Aktiengesdlschaft Apparatus for

admining liquid anesthetics and respiratory gas. 4,477,393, Q.
261-131.000.

Albers, Teo, Sr. Cattle standiion apparatus. 4,476,813, Q. 1 19-147.00R.
Albert-Frankenthd AO: See—

Fischer, Rudolf; and Puschnerat, Hdmut, 4,477.066. Q. 270-32.000.

Albertson, Clarence E: See—
Okubo. Howard S.; Albertson, Clarence E; and Nibert, Roger K.,

4,477,603, a. 323-133.000.

Alcan Aluminum Corporation: See—
Johnstone, Thomas O., 4.476,638, CI. 32-39S.00a

Alcan Intemationd Limited: See-
Austin. Derek T., 4,477,011, Q. 228-173.00A.

AMag, Arthur W., Jr., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Catdyst for

skdetd isomerization. 4,477,392, Q. 302-342.000.

Akler, Robert L., to Smith International. Inc. Vdve with circulatioD

timer. 4.476.894, Q. 137-332.700.

Alderman. Albert D., Jr.: See—
Udb, Nathanid H.; Alderman. Albert D., Jr.; and Alago. James L.,

4,477,232, Q. 433-29.000.

AMinio, Giuseppe; and Baggio, Giorgio, to Nordica S.p.A. Device for

cootrollmg the flex of ski and the like boots. 4.476,64a a. 36-121.000.

Alexin, Ridiard C, to Martin Marietta Corporatioo. High force-gain

vdve. 4.477,036, Q. 231-282.000.

Alford, Peter B., to Iowa Manufacturing Conqiany. Apparatus for

ready conversion of crushing cavity oonfiguratioB in a cone cnnher.
4.477,031, a. 241-211.000.

Alfted University Research Foundation. Inc.: See
Funk. James E, 4.477,239, Q. 44-31.000.

Funk, James E, 4,477.260, Q. 44-31.000.

Alfiredaon, Thomas V., to Varian Associates, Inc. Liqdd chromato-
graphic separation of hydrocarbons. 4,476,713, CI. 73-61. IOC.

Ali-Zaidi, Syed R., to Glass Containen Corporation. Process for form-
ing rust resistant tin oxide coatings on glass containers. 4,477,494, Q.
427-233.300.

Aligena AG: See—
Linder, Charles; Aviv, Gershon; Perry, Mordechai; and Kotraro,
Reuven, 4,477,634, Q. 325-327. lOa

Alink, Bemardus A. C, to Petrolite Corporatioa. F^^eparation of dihy-
drothiazoles. 4,477,674, Q. S48-146XX)0.

Allan, Jonathan M.; Burton, Richard J.; and Jurock, Volker, to Becton,
Dickinson and Company. Apparatus and method for controlling

dtrafUtration during heinodidyns. 4,477,342, CI. 210-87.000.

Allegheny Ludlum Sted Corporation: See—
Nauman, J<du D., 4,477,279, Q. 7340.000.

Allen-Bradley Company: See-
Schumacher, Gary L.; Struger, Odo J.; and Schdtz, Ronald E,

4,477,882, Q. 364.900.00a
Allied Corporation: See

Ayer, George E, 4,477.137, Q. 339-39.00M.
Li, Hsin L.; Misson, J<^ D.; and Carrigan, David O., 4*476,733,

CI. 83-36.000.

Pdczarski, Wdter J., 4,477.047, Q. 248-201 .000.

Stables, Wilbur L.; Cooksey, James J.; and Newell, Harry L., Jr.,

4,476,729, Q. 73-861.6ia
Allis-Chahnen Corporatioa: See—

Bdsanti, James F., 4,476,842. CL 123-363.000.
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Almond, Stcphoi W., to HaUiburtoa ConfMay. Method and oompoai-
tkm fbr ftnctaringmbtemneu fonnationt. 4,4T7,3tiO, Q. 232-8.S3R.

Alpa Electric Ca. Ltd.: Sar—
Hcani. Sboidhi: Imara, Jonichi; and Moriya, bao, 4,477,79S. a.

33S-1«3.000.

YanaaaiU, nniaki; HayaaU. Yuao; Kaao, Mtouni: Ptajiwara,
Yoahiyiild; and TaaUro, Yoahizo. 4.477,368. a. 232-299. 100.

Atatbom<Atlantiqiie: Sf*—
Oilmcr. Andre ; Romand-Monnier. Jaoquea; and Leieune, Jean-

Pierre, 4,477,233, Q. 417^14.00a
Alaninuoi Coouay of America: Sf»—

Brown, Mdvia R. 4^77,292, CL l4S-2a00a
Alnocto, PMrick P.; Draea, Pkal A.; and Soooek. Charles A., to Inmont

Corpoiatioa. Hydraaol coating compodtiottt having improved ttabil-

ity. 4^477,609, CL 523-4O7.00a
William: St»—

Charaey, Andrew R.; Kercher. Panl W.; and America, William,
4,476^731,a 73463.73a

KnbKdd. Edward P.; Jaoota, Edward C; Masciale, J(^ M.; and
Monroe, Jamae 1L, 4^476^781.d 10I-3.00R.

O^oUivan. EOeen P.. 4.477,302, CL 428.33.00a
American Cyanamid Coonny: See—

Anto, Goto, 4,477,680, Q. 364-81000.
Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; Oradzintkaa, Charles V.; and Chen,
Sow-Md L., 4,477,388. 0. 260429.700.

Haeger. Brace E., 4,477,432. CL 424-230.000.
Kaaniercak, Tbomaa P.; DaKna, Richard; and Petersen. Arthur
W., 4,477,288, 0. 134-19.000.

American Hoechtt Corporation: See—
Ctag, Hdea H.; andProfltt. Jamei A.. 4,477,667, a. 346-17.000.

American Home Piudncts Corporation: See
Hon. Edward H.. 4,476.871, Q. I28442.00a

American Hoapital Supply Corporation: See—
WSbrty. Robert A.. 4,476,999, Q. 222-73.000.
LiMon. Max D.; Diddoon. David O.; and Starlu William A.,

4,477,19a CL 336^18.000.

BeOino, Ralph R.; and McVey, Charies W.. 4.476,993, Q.
220-37 1.OOa

American Laaer Corporation: See—
McMahan, William H., 4.477,907, Q. 372-64.000.

American Minechem Corporation: See—
MeaKT, Leonard. 4,477,333, Q. 2t(M33.O0O.

AMFInc.:5^»-
Diacoot. Ocorge P., Jr.; and Orisham. James D., 4,476,792, a.

112-141000.

AMP Incorporated: Sw—
Andrews, Howard W., Jr.; BiOman, Tmothy B.; and Cobansh.
Robert P., 4,477,138, Q. 339-63.000.

Bowen. Terry P.; Caroo. Bernard O.; Olover, Douglas W.; and
Hoflfer, John C, 4,477,146, CL 33096.2ia ^^

CoojMTjRalph M.; and Pegram, Warren J., 4,477.142, a. 339-
123.00R.

Cosmo, Nicola. 4,477,133, Q. 339-I7.0OM.
Kees. Gerald H^ Jr.. 4,476,628. 0. 29461.000.
Moser, Jasaie L; and West. John D., 4.477.132, Q. 339-14.00?.

*2fL/f*" *•• "*' ^"•«»«. DooiW R.. 4,477.022, Q. 339-
39.00M.

Amdiara. MoK Seild. Kanio; and Ooiori. Hiroshi, to KabushiU
Toyoda JktoihoUd Sdsakoaha Air noczle for fasctated yam spin-
nmg. 4,476,672, Q. 37-333.000.

*^

Analog Data Systems: See—
Byrne, Pud. 4,476,723,a 73.433.00a

Anatroe Corporstion: Sep—

. P?^' tU C; and Chnke, Werner W., 4.477.034. a. 231-122.000.
AndCTk Joaeph A.; and Debs. Victor, to Levolor Lorentzen. Inc. Cord

lock for a Venetian Mind lift cord. 4,476,909. a. 16O-178.00C.
Anderson. Prank T., m and Kaiaer, Daroid. Catting die supporting

plate apparatus. 4,476,762, a. 83-640.000.
w~.

•
Anderson Strathclyde PLC: See—

Graham, Robert S.. 4,477,734, Q. 307-120.000.
Anderson. Wenddl O., to RCA Corporstion. Switching circuit includ-

ing pin diodes for hnpedance matching. 4,477,817, 0. 343461.000.
Andaason. Anders I., to Aktiebolaget Karbtads Mekaniska Werkstad.
Memod and ipparatus for prodocing a multilayer paper web.
4.477,313, a. I62.|23.00a

Ando, Hiroynki: See
Suzuki. SatosU; and Ando, Hirwuki, 4,477.873. a. 364-431.080.

Ai^rewB, Howard W., Jr.; BOfanan. Tfanothy B.; and Cobaugh. Robert
P.. to AMP Inoqrporsted. Card biasing device for card edge connec-
tors. 4.477, 138. CL 33943.000.

Ansbaugh. Donald I., to Wheelabrator-Prye Inc. Link and flight assem-
bly for Mast treatment apparstus. 4,476,633, a. 31.2l3.0l£r

Anthony's Mannftcturing Conmany, be.: See—
Hcaney, James J.. 4.477,129. CI. 312.1 16.00a

Antoodli. Josnh A.; McLaughlin, Joseph E.; and Strolle. Qiffofd H.,
toPn Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Air-drying highnwlids
coating compoaittons contaming vinyl osazoline esters as reactive
diluents. 4,477.334. Q. 428461.000.

Anzenberger. Joseph P., Sr.. to Sttuffer Chemical Company. Remote
monitormg of ester ftmctknal fluids. 4.477.372. O. 436-6.000.

Aoki. Koio: Ser—
Ofswa. Akira; Aoki, Kozo; and Kamio, Takayoshi. 4.477,338. CI.

430-384.000.

Aoyagi. Edward L, to Chevron Research Company. Pungicidal 4-sab-
stituted-3-trifluoroaiethy|.3'<1.2.dichkMO-2-cyanovinyl thio)-l,2.4-
triazoles. 4.477.439. a. 424-269.000.

Aoyagi. Edward I., to Chevron Reaearch Company. Pungicidal I-
methyl-3.4Klihak>-3-alkylthiopyra«>les. 4.477.46270. 424.273.00P.

Aoyam. Naohisa:S«r—
Ishimurs, Hidduzu; Kakutani, Yoahimi; and Aoyagi. Naohisa.
4,477,6ia a. 523414.00a

Apetrei, Constantin; Nitigus. Vk:tor. Demeter, EIek; Radulescu, Ma-
rian; and Sachetarie. Toma. to Institutul De Cercetaiv Stiintifica Si
Inginerie Technologica Pentru Industria Electrotehnica. Brake-
motor. 4,477,743, Q. 310-77.000.

Apital Produzioni Industriali S.pA.: See—
Raspanti. Giuseppe; and Possati. Nofberto, 4.477.613. Q.

324-100.000.

Apollo Optics ft Kinematics. Inc.: See—
Bunch. Jesse C, 4,476,78a Q. 100.214.00a

Appelbaum. Paul, to Jog-et. Inc. PoM^iway rAound exercise device.
4.477.070. a. 272-7a000.

Arsbian, Sandro, to Europtool Trust Apparatus for forming portions of
soap foam. 4,477,000, 6. 222-133.000^ ^ *^

Aral, Hajime; Han, Shozi; and Noz^ Tadashi. to Toyota Jidosba
Kabushiki KaiAa. Gear-shift mechanism for power tnmsmission
units. 4,476,739, Q. 74473.000.

«»««««,

Arbogast. Clayton C. Solar energy recovery system. 4,476,833, Q.
126423.000.

Arcamooe, Federico: See—
Suarato. Antonino; Pence, Sergio; and Arcamone, Pederico,

4,477,444,0.424-180.000.
^^

Aicangeli, Gerald T.: See—
Boulton, Donald G.; and Arcangeli. Gerald T., 4,477.039, G.

244-S3.00B.

Aren, Bjorn G. A., to Stiftelaen Prodtnor. Grippmg unit 4.476,612. Q.
24-304.000.

Arinc Research Corporation: See—
Russell. James L.. 4.477.912. Q. 375-1.000.

Armini. Anthony J.; and Rreisman. Wallace S.. to Spire Corporation.
X-Ray Uth^raphy source tube. 4,477,921, Q. 378-34.000.

Armstrong. Claries M.; and Duke. Eddie D. Plud contact panel.
4.477.394, Q. 261-1 12.000

*^
Arnold, Wolfgang: See—

Lehmann. Jurgen; Vetter. Heinz; and ArnoM. Wolfgang. 4,477.321,
a. 428-336.000. ' "

Amott Eric J. Lens implants for insertion in the human eye. 4,476,391,

Arter, Nelson K.; Estabrooks, Dennis C; and Jackson, William G., to
International Business Machhies Corporation. Automatic duplex
document feeder. 4.477.068, 0. 271-186.000.

Arter, William L. Wine preservation device and method. 4,477,477, 0.
426-330.400.

Arton, Kenneth A. M.; and Rokos, George H. S., to International
Standard Electric Corporation. Matrix addrening ofdispby devices.
4,477.805.0.340-784.000.

Aaada. Seigo. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Video signal
recording-reproducing apparatus. 4.477.837. 0. 338-310.000.

Asahi Kasei Kon« Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishimura, Ifidekazu; Kakutani. Yoshuni; and Aoyagi, Naohisa.
4.477.6ia O. 523414.000.

Nishikido. Joii; Kodama. Eiji; and Shibukawa. Mitsuru. 4.477,659,
0.544-21.000.

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kawasaki. Masahiro; Okura. Zenichi; and Urano, Pumio, 4,477,161.
0.354448.000.

Asai. Kuniald: See—
Saito, Tenio; Asai, Kuniaki; Nakagawa, Isamu; and Kobayashi,
Tadayasu. 4.477.630 O. 525.133.fib0.

Asai, Osatsugu: See—
0|nahara. Hiroahi; Asai, Osatsugu; and Sato, Takashi. 4,477,689.
O. 174-15.0CA.

Asakura, Noboru; Yanagawa, Motoo; and Tsugahara. Takatoshi, to
Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Rear window structure for an
automotive vehicle and a weatherstrip with a nofler fin therefbr.
4.477,115, O. 296-l.OOS.

Asano. Katsuhiro; and Tsundiiro, Yuzuru, to Kabushi Kaisha Toyota
Chuo Kenkyusho. Method of controlling inverter and system thete*
for. 4,477.763.0. 318411.000.

Asano. Masamichi: See—
Iwahashi. Hiroshi; and Asano, Masamichi. 4,477,884, CL

365-189.000.

Asato, Goro, to American Cyanamid Company. 3-Amino4.hydroxy(or
alkoxy)phenethanolamine derivatives ud pharmacologically accept-
able acid addition salts thereof for nicreasing the growth rate and/or
improving the lean meat to ft ratio of warm-blooded animals.
4.477.680, O. 564-82.000.

Asawa. Charles K.; Austin. Joseph W.; Barnoski. Michael R.; Jackson.
Allan R.; Personick. Stewart D.; and Yao. Shi-Kay. to TRW Inc.
Microbending of optical fiben for remote force measurement
4.477.725. O. 250.231.OMl.

Asea Aktiefoolag: See—
Moritz, BertiL 4,477,790, O. 33640.000.

Ashizawa, Masaaki: See—
Yamamoto, Tsutomo; Ashizawa, Masaaki; Nishimoto, Kazuo; and

Sekiguchi, Yuji, 4.477.094. O. 277.235.00B.
Ashland Oil, Inc.: See—

BensUy, Roger M., 4.477.335. O. 208-113.000.
GoeL Anil B.; and Rkharda. Harvey J.. 4.477.382. 0. 260-398.000
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GoeL Anil B.; and Pfettiford. Michael E. 4,477,383, CL 260-
410.90R.

Ashwoith. Robert A.: See-
Berry, Wimam W.; Ashworth. Robert A.; and Spake, Ned B.,

4.477,423, O. 423483.000.
Astoin, JaoqiMS N.; Lepage, Praacis; and Pramantin, Jean-Piene M. J.,

to Univablot Oiime ethers of l-pyridyl.3.pentanone. 4,477,453, O.
424-230.000.

ATAT Bdl Laboratories: See—
Dutt, Bulusu v., 4,477,824, 0. 337.17.000
Fleming. James W., Jr., 4.477.380 O. 301.11000.
Gibson. John M.; Poate. J6bn M.; and Tmg, Raymond T.,

4,477,308. CL 136403.000.
Jodd. Thomas H.; King. Michael C; Klemmer, Edmund T.; and

Sniger, Martin R. 4,477.697, 0. 17944.00T.
Laae, Michael S., 4.477.897,a 37042.000.
Spires, Dewayae A., 4,477,780 O. 330-263.000.

Swanson. Eric J.. 4.477,782, 0. 330-288.000
AT&T Technologies, Inc.: See—

Bohannon, William D., Jr.; Kinard. Michael D.; and Schneider,
Randy G., 4,477,298, 0. 156-54.000.

Hardesty. Edwin C, 4,477,141, 0. 339.122.00R.
Lynch, Brian; and Partus, Fred P., 4,477,273, 0. 63.3.120.

Nis, John R.; and Spainhour. Carrdl D., 4.477,244, 0. 432.1 1.000.

Atia, Ali E, to Communications Satdlite Corporation. Generalized
dielectric resonator filter. 4,477,783, CL 333-201000.

Atkins, Michael T. Quick release wfaeeL 4,477,121, 0. 301-112.000.
Atkinon, Joseph W., IIL to Hardinge Brothers, Inc. Collet adapter.

4,477,093, O. 279.I.00A.
Athmtic Richfidd Company: See-

Emery, Leonard W.. 4.476,932, 0. 166-303.000.

Heam, DavU D., 4,476,943, 0. 173.203.000.

Atlas Paper Box Cooqiany: See-
Robinson. E Montgomery, 4,476,986, 0. 211-134.000

Au, Alexander C, to Pairchild Camera A Instrument Corporation.
Sense/restore circuit for dynamic random acoen memory. 4,477,886,
O. 365-222.000.

Auerbach, Joa^ and Gdec, Prederidc A., Jr., to USV Pharmaoeuti.
cal Corporation. Prooeas for forming certain substituted phthalimi-
dines. 4,477,675. 0. 548480.000.

Auh, Frederick K. Method for treating an oxidizaUe surface. 4,477,285,
O. 134-3.000.

Auronsaeau. Christian; and Odeyer, Pierre P. L., to S.N.ECM.A.
Acceleration Umiter for turbojet engine. 4,476,675, O. 60-39.281.

Austin, Charles W. Vane structure for arrows. 4,477,084, O.
273423.000.

Austin. Derek T.. to Alcan International Limited. Continuous chKkling
of aluminum strip. 4,477,011, 0. 228-173.00A.

Austin, Joseph W.: See—
Asawa, Charles K.; Austin, Joserii W.; Barnoski. Michael K.;

Jackson. Allan R.; Personick, Stewart D.; and Yao. SU-Kay,
4,477,723, 0. 2SO-231.00R.

Automated Portkm Control Technology, Inc.: See-
Baker, Forrest E; and Sullivan, Norman D., 4.477,003, O.

222-642.000.

Automatic Material Handling. Inc.: See^
Keller, Alex J.; and Pinto, AUva. 4,476,61 1, 0. I9-103.00O

Automotive Products pic: See-
Young, Alastair J.. 4,476,737, 0. 74-338.000

Autotype International Limited: See-
Day. Peter M. G.; Jones, John W.; and Sperry, John A., 4,477,352,
O. 430-173.000.

AVA International Corporation: See—
Akkaman. Neil R. 4,477.1M, O. 285-18.000.

Hoffinan. Paul L.; and Manente, Joseph C, Jr., 4,477.089, O.
277-153.000.

Avoo Everett Research Laboratory, Inc.: See—
Stwkler, David B.. 4,477,332. 0. 2084.00R.

Avera, P. Lee. to Kuehn. Jack W., Sr. Peanut flavoring compatible with
water based food systems. 4,477,482. O. 426432!0OD.

Averbukh. Anatoly B.: See—
Ivanov. Jury P.; Averbukh. Anatdy B.; Evstafiev, Evgeny A.; and

Tarasov, Akxaadr E, 4,476,797, 0. 1 1445.00R.
Avery. James M.; and Hoyer, Ehner A., to NCR Corporation. Clipped
^eech'boear predictive coding speech processor. 4,477.925, O.
38143.000.

Aviv, Gershoo: See—
Under, Charley Aviv. Gersbon; Perry, Mordechai; and Kotraro,
Reuven. 4,477.634, 0. 323.327.100.

Ayer. George E. to Allied Corporatioa. Zero inaertion force connector
for flat caUe. 4,477.137, 0. 339.39.00M.

Ayers. William M.; Mdieshwary, Ashok K.; and Young. Peter J., to
Halliburtaa Company. Open sea skimmer barge. 4,477348, O.
210-242.300

Azuchi. Yttkihtro. to Muratt Manufocturing Co.. Ltd. Rotary dectric
comment 4,477.839, 0. 361-278.000

B & b Bologna di Basaglia Rubens e BoUina Ezio s.n.c.: See—
BaaagUa. Rubens; and BoUina. Ezio. 4,476,827, 0. 123-276.000.

B. P. Goodrich Comiiany, The: 5irr

Lai. John T.; and Son. Pyong-Nae. 4,477.663. 0. 344-384.000.

Lattimer. Mary B.; Weber, Cari D.; and Hardt, Zbigniew R.,

4,477.619. CL 324-171.000
Rundo, John R.. 4,477.036, 0. 24247.200.

Baboock * Wilcox Company, The: &»—
GiachhM, Joseph M.; and Keyes, Marion A., IV. 4.477.243, O.

431.78.000.

Roberts, Robert C, 4.477,804, O. 340-747.000.
Babler, Fridolin; and WeissmuUer, Adolf, to Oba-Geigy Corporation.
Compositions containing graphite. 4.477.608. O. 323-215.000.

Backus. George S., to Consolidated Olympic Corporation. Integrated
multiple purpose universal ship hull and replacement module system.
4.476,798. Cni4-77.00R.

Badrinski, John D.: See—
Soreiison, Paul D.; Dickson, Dak A.; McNicbols, Larry A.; and

Badzinski, John D., 4,476,873, 0. 128-660.000.

Baer, Stephen C, to Zomeworks Corporation. Gas spring solar tracker.
4,476,854, O. 126425.000.

Baggio, Giorgio: See—
Aklinio, Giuseppe; and Baggio, Giorgm, 4,476,640 O. 36-121.000.

Bahnsoo Company, The: See—
Niihawan, Pramodh; and Schaltenbrand, Eugene D., 4,477,910 O.

373-9.000.

Bailey, Larry E; and Morello. Edward B., to Sheller-Globe Corpora-
tion. Utilization of phMic films to control gas pressure and reduce
foam in cellular foam productt. 4.477,504. 0. 428-138.000.

Baker. Bruce W. Board game device having plural tiers. 4.477.080 O.
273-241.000.

Baker. Forrest E; and Sullivan. Norman D., to Automated Portion
Control Technology, Inc. Condiment dispensing system. 4,477,003,
CL 222-642.000.

Baker International Corporation: See—
Beimgraben, Herbert W., 4,476,944, 0. 17545.000.

Baker, Kenneth J.; Buck. Keith E; Chase. Irving C; Fraser, Robert B.;

and Miles, Oive, to Thorstec Laboratories Corporation. Flow con-
troller. 4,476,708, O. 73-23.000.

Baker Oil Tools, hie.: See-
Brooks, Robert T., 4,476,933, O. 166-324.000.

Balash, Frederick A.; and Caton, Mary T., to Rogers Corporation.
Tactile membrane keyboard with elliptical tactile key elements.
4,477,700, CL 20O-5.0OA.

Ball Corporation: See-
Weiss, Midiad A., 4,477.813, CL 343-700.0MS.

BalUnger, Paul V. Strata rock bucket 4,476,641, 0. 37.118.00R.
Balz, Hdmut Method and apparatus for a regulated heat transfer from

a primary steam network to a beat consumer. 4,477/ni, CL
23747.000.

Bamberg, Joe T.: See—
Kohn, Gustave K.; and Bamberg. Joe T., 4,477,672, O.

546-294.000.

Band, EUiot I., to StaufTer Chemicd Company. Supported catalyst for
pdymerization of olefins. 4,477,587, O. 502-1 11.000.

Bandy, Stephen D. Sails. 4,476,799, O. 114-103.000.

Bang. Boije:See—
Bjorianan. Lars; and Bang, Boije, 4,476.606. 0. 15-268X100.

Banks. Thomas M.; Ruckel. Rayinond R.; Spencer. Samud P.; and
Walker. John Q., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Wet needle samirier for use with a gas chromatograph. 4,476,734. CL
73-864.160.

Barabanov. Stanislav D.: See—
Ziman. Yan L.; Kotlaov. Vladimir A.; Cbesnokov. Jury M.;
Dunaev. Boris S.; Drokhanov. Alexa N.; Kraush, Klavdia A.;
and Barabanov. Stanislav D., 4.477.829. O. 358-1.000.

Barber. Brian D.: See—
Crawford. William B.; and Barber. Brian D.. 4,476^906, O.

144-116.000.

Barchas. Myron: 5fff

Suftis. Robert; and Barehas. Myron. 4.477.431. 0. 424-66.000.
Barker. John M., to Gould Inc. Fluid temperature sensor. 4.476,877, CL

128-736.00O
Barmag Banner MaschinenAbrik AG: See—

Schwdm, Hans, 4,476,893, O. 137-486.000
Barnett Allen M.; Catalano, Anthony W.; Dalai. Vikram L.; Masi,
James V.; Meakin, Ic»m D.; and Hall, Robert B., to University of
Delaware. The. Photovoltaic cells employing zinc pbosi^iide.

4.477,688. O. 136-258.000.

Barnoaki, Michad K.: See—
Asawa. Charles K.; Austin, Josnh W.; Banoaki, Michad K.;

Jackson. Allan R.; Personick, Stewart D.; and Yao, Shi-Kay,
4,477,725, O. 25O-231.0OR.

Banitault Denis: See—
Courtois, Yves; Barritault Denis; and Pouliquen, Yves, 4,477,435,
O. 424-95.000.

Barro, Giovanni, to FrateDi Barro, Giovanni E Luigi, S.r.L. Pared rack
for use on a vehicle such as a bicycle. 4,477,004, 0. 224-39.000.

Barry, Graham Charles: See—
tomlmson, Roderick P. J., 4,477,593, O. 346-205.000.

Barry, Leon G.; and Rieman, Willis, to Paaco Controls Corporation.
Engine oil levd sensor. 4,476,714. 0. 73-1 18.000.

Basa^ Rtibens; and Bdlina, Ezio, to B A b Bologna di °—-gPtii

Rubens e Bdlina Ezio s.n.c. Plam for supplying diesd cyde (
—^-

with diesd oil and with a mixture of dioid ofl and gaa. 4
~

123-276.000.

BASF Aktienoeadlachaft: See-
GrnasMniry, Otto-Alfted; Prommer, Ebnar, Rapp. Guntber. and
Thomas. Erwin. 4.477,424, CL 423-387.000.

Mayer. Udo; Hahn, Erwin; and Jesse, Joachim, 4,477381. CL
260-392.000.

Steiaer. Gerd; Friedridi. Ludwig; and Leake. Dieter, 4.477,451, CL
424.248.340.

,827. CL
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AO: ictS^iSte—
Hont. M77.643, 0. S2S-61.000. Boffll. J<Mqiiiiii F.. 4.476.962, Q. 188-71.1(ia

tad Miedeck, Kam, 4*477.633, d. Bendix Corpontioa, The: St*—
"inMi. Johano. Edwin A.; and Leimc, Chin K.. 4,476,133. Q.

BASF FMm it FkMra AO: la 123-436.000.

DMMHh. Hont; aid Odm, Wdbad, iATI^X, CL 42t-413A10. Waher, Chra J.; and BramiD, OenU A^ 4,477,802,a 34O.727.O0a
BASFWyaBdoacCocporaliOKSi*- Beafidd. Sherwood P.. to Uaified Technologka, Inc. Sotor hertag

Lofia, Robert B^ 4,477423. 0. 42S-39S.00a device. 4,476.833, Q. 126426.000.
BBdi,RobeftAntoPlaiticRMlConoratiOBOrAaierica.Slipandikid Benin, Jcehna, to Dn Pont de Nemoun. E I., aad Coamaoy. Cnttng

: red cmier. 4.476.990^ CL 22043.00a means magazine for a iterile doddag maantat. 4,476^631, O.
iL:Sa»— 30-92.00a

Lowcry, laoMB O.; ThnaMi, O. Leoa; Bartoa. Nathan L; Smith, Benoit, Gofdon L.: Ste—
Dana! 1^ JOaa. Wallar K.; and Stanea. R. Emory, Jr., Rdmann. Oeorge J.; Benoit, Oordon L.; Oavia, Jaawa R.; and
4^77,769.a 324-S4.00a Schneider. Afidiad A.. 4.476^979, CL 206>3S4.Q0a

Bath, llOlliaaiR.: and Be'cr, Danny. HydranHc crane hoiit control lever Benalay, Roger M.. to Aahhod 00, Inc. Sepaiattoa of regeaerated

I
device. 4,476.966. CL 188-28a00a
Bt Corp.: 5tt

a, 4,477,396. CL 26I.140.00R.
Battdk MaBMTid laatitate: Sf»—

Haner, Aka U 4,477,724,a 230'227.00a
Battte, David R^ to Dow Cocnhig Coiporetioa. Hidi renUency

aiolded wntbaa* Ibaaa onataining high ievda of grvl copolymer
polyob. 4^477,601,a S2l*lll.00a

j Dobhan, Hertert; Baaer, Berahard; and Oiachew-
iU, Ante, 4v476.913, CL 164.34<i00a

Baaer, Haitmot K.; and Otte, Eimt A. W. to DkUk Eagiaeering
OmbH. Prooeai for

catdyit from comboatiaB prodocts. 4,477,333, CL 208-1 13.00a
Bentkowtki, James B., to Sdeatifie Reaooroei, lac Coathnoudy

monitoring and sflfrleaiinig hqoid demtty measuieiueat syatem.
4,476.722. Q. 73434.000.

Beiardi, Bogeae J.: St«—
Liberto. Samod J.; Mdi. Jamea; aad Becardi. Eageae J., 4,476^774,
a. 98-2.13a

Berger, Dieter See—
Vogd, Peter, Braaa, Haaa-Peter; Berger, Dieter, aad Werner.
Wolfgang, 4,477,373, CL 436-17a00a

Berger. James K., to Pioneer Magartica, lac Magaetic diK drive head
afigament syatem. 4,477,849. a360>77i)0a

foe»,fo' qwithtg. especially m muhipfe Mgea. acal Berger, Jean L.; and Deacare. Pierrick, to Thoniao»<SF. Chaige
tssa^aa COj. HCN aadspeoficdly HAJrom gases, tnufer photoaensitive device. 4.477.833.a 338-213.000.

''^'Z.^oSif'^^g^^^X^^ Berger, Uurent; and Tigreat, Paul, to EuromasL Opticd hnagiag
4477.420L CL 423-234.000. .X^.*.*.,. aatt ib< r<ri<i:.i«4nm "^ "^scnibbiag. 4,477,42a CL 423-234.00a

WOlaia, Lothar, Haadte, Reaihard; MiUeaberger, Hifanar. Bauer,
Klaas; Bieriager, Hernaaa; aad Bnrrtdl, Hdnnt, 4.477.276, CI.

71-94.00a
wahamCzS^r—

Lee, Joha M.; Baanaa, WflUam C; Woloott, Richaid A.; and
Bnba, John U m. 4.477.397, a. 321-28.000.

Hdns; aad Ocrlach, HaatJurgea, to Siemeas AktieageaeU-
schaft X-ray diagnoatir system fbr aagiogiaphic radiographs.

4,477,923, CL 378^.00a
Bear, Joaef: Sei^

Loasack, Edgar. Sprieatersbaeh, Jochea; Baor, Josef; and Sdiwab.
WiUHed. 4:476.911. CL 164-63.000.

Bayer Aklitiiiittt'H^'hift' Sit
Ersfdd, fldari^Tvid Schdte. Klans. 4.477.191, CL 366-77.000.

RdSB. Geriiard, 4,477,267, CL 33-68X)00.

Bayeriache Motoran Wcrfce AO: See—
Rathgeber, Ocrfaaid, 4,477.018, Q. 236.1.00B.

apparatus. 4,477.183. Q. 3S6>13100a
Beiyia, Horado E.; and Kirkland, Joaq>h J., (p Da Pont de Nemours,

E. L. and Company. Proocaa for preparing superfiddly poroos tm-
ports for chromatography and cMdysts. 4.477.492, CI. 427-213.000.

Bergsten, RonaU E.: See—
Fanaeiow, Dan L.; Cobb, Sanfbid, Jr.; aad Bergsten, Ronald E.,

4.476.393, Q. 3-417.000.
ngrgunirfcaiK^hM^ GmbH: Set

Knoblauch. Karl; and Hdmbach, Hdarich, 4,477,032, Q.
231-37.000.

Berman, Paul A., to Westinghouae Electric Corp. Power generating
l^ant employing a reheat pressurized floidized bed oombostor system.

4,476.674, Q. 60-39.182.

Bernheim, Willy: See—
Deiner, Hus; Moech, Franz; Sandner, Bemhard; and Bernhdm,

Willy, 4.477.498, Q. 427-389.900.

Bemi, Albert J., to Shdl Oil Compaay. Low aoiae mouatmg for accd'

__ _^ ^ ,..«„ , , „. ^ ^„^. w...
erometer used in mariae cable. 4,477,887. CI. 367-2aOQa

Hariey'p., to Mead GDrpmStm^The. Ofbet stadwr aad method. "*^J5Sl?tLaDriscoll, Peter F.; Crowe, OeraM E; aad Berry, John, 4,477,024.

CL 239-263.lia
Berry, WiUiam W.; Ashworth, Robert A.; and Spake, Ned B., to Florida
Progrem Coqioiratioa. Prodaction of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride

from low-grside metallic fluoridea and samnie add. 4,477,423, CI.

423-483.000.

Bertolazzi, Ugo, to Honeywell Infbrmatioa Systems lac Coatiauous
form fbr printer. 4.477,103, Q. 28342.00a

Berwaldt. Oren E.: See—
Mullhaupt, Joseph T.; and BerwaUt, Oren E., 4,477,418, CL

423-219.000.

Beat, Michad J. A.: See—
Morrill, Charles D.; and Best, Michad J. A., 4^77,203, Q.

4O3-169.00O.

Bezchastnov, Oennady A.: See—
Nikitin, Pavd Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Masknnikov. Koastaatm

N.; Kabanov, Pavd S.; Potekhm. Koostaatin F.; Zolotov. Lev
A.; Nikobky. Alexandr I.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Turutia. Veaiamin
S.; Bezchastnov, Oennady A.; and Tdeduikov. Jury F.,

4.477,69a a. 174-15.00C
Bianchin, Bernard: See—

Perrin, Bernard; Bianchin, Bernard; and Saaret, Oeorges,
4.477,339. CL 210-783.000.

toNatiOBdDiMillenaadCheaiicdCorporBtioaDi^udtripeataery- Bickd. Haaa: Set^
thritol esters of iaoslearie add. 4,477483, CL 26(Mia600. Scartarrini. Riccardo; aad Bickd, Hans, 4,477,638, Q. 344-16.000.

DiimgraNn, Herbert W.. to Baker Interaationd Corporation. Method Bienvenu. Raymond: See—
ofptovkling a (hid sad hi downholedrillhigapparBtns. 4.476.944, a. Lacroix. Marc; and Bienvenu, Raymond, 4,476,997, Q.
17S-63.00a 221-171.000.

Bdart Jaan; Kircher, Dieter, Budeeker, Ladwig; and Oberstdner. Bieringer, Hermann: See—
Ocorg, to nr ladastxies, lac HyriraaUc brake system having an Wilbns, Lothar, Haadte. Rdnhaid; MiMeaberger. Hihnar, Baaer.
aatisldd mum. 4,477,123. 0. 303-1 16.00a Kkus; Bieringer, Hermann; and BursteU, H&ut, 4.477^76, Q.

BeO, Lon E.; aad Oraber, WUUam P., to Technar Incorporated. PTC 71-94X)0a
thermistor ooatroDed deetric diead Aid heater. 4,477.713, CL BifokAB:Ste^
219.2OS.00a Cariaoa, Heaamg L., 4,477,186. Q. 336.24&000.

BeUno, Ralph R.; aad McVey, Charles W., to American Industries. Biggs, James W.; and Marhiger, Mdvm F., to Nationd Distillers and
Breather cap. 4,476^993, CL 220'371XX)a Chemicd Corporation. Flame retardantcroaslmkedpolyolcfininsula-

Bdoit CorporitiaB: Ste- tioo materid. 4,477,323, CL 428.389.00a
Jnatas, Edaar J.; StedOe. Udfaw; and BoOani. UnAerto. 4,476^637, Bihn. Danid. to Intennedics, lac. Pacer andyier. 4.476,869, Q. 128-
a. 34-ir9.00a 419.0PT.

4.477418, a. 414-36i00a
Bear Medicd Systeais, Inc: See—

Bnraa. Heary L.; aad PeterKm, Erik W., 4,476,707. CL 734.00R.
Beaachot. Pierre, to Pennod. Device fbr saspeadhig a slidaUe sealed

door. 4,476,632. Q. 49.233.00a
Beaamoat, DavU A.; aad Khig, Michad A., to Marconi Company

Uaiiled, The. Seaa coaversioa drcait 4,477.834, Q. 338-1 13.000.
Beauregard, LA. OombiaatiOB arrowhead reawviag aad muzzle-loed-
mg tooL 4.476498, Q. 7.17a00a

Beck-Nbma DUaais lac: See—
Kaaaaaaka, Harno, 4,477447. CL 431.146.00a

Bectoa, Dickaiaoa aad Coaipaay: See—
AOaa, Joaathaa M.; Burtoa, Richard J.; aad Jurock, Volker,

4,477442, CL 21O47.00a
I Joaaph n., Jr.: See-^

'tflhaam , Leonard; Ostrowski, Joseph M.; and Bedaon, Joaeph
R, Jr., 4,477,108, CL 28S.|49.00a
lan Oroup pj.c: See

Corbett, David R; BrowB aee Davis, Pamda; aad Poasfbtd. Roger
J., 4,477,662, OL 344.21100a

Be'er, Daaay: See—
Bath, WWtm R.; and Be'er. Danny, 4.476,966, CL 188.280.000.

Brace J.^ Schnw, NicholM E.; and Hn^ea. Clarence J., Jr.,

I F., to AIIi»Oiabaen Corporatioo. Interoooler damper Bijker. Anno: See—
sapaott 4,476^841. CL 123.363.00a Pons. Dick A.; and Byker. Anno, 4,477,623, CL 324-7ia00a

Bea-Yefaada, Aviam. Flow ooatral vdve. 4.477,031, CL 231-30.000. Bikalea, Victor W. Structure with oompoaite members. 4,476.663, O.
Bender, Deaa It; Karady.Saador. aad Rothaaaer. Theresa, to Merck A 32-73a00a
Co., lac Piocem fbr 3-aiethyl-iail.dihydR>-3H-dibenzo(a,d]- Bilbrey. Robert A., to American Honitd Supply Corporation. Auto-
cydohep(ea-3,l04Bmc 4,477.668, G. 346.71000. mated Ucpnd dispenser. 4,476,999, Q. 222-7SA)0.
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BUhaaa, Timothy B.: S^e— BoppJLeaaeth C; Ooodea, Jadith L.; aad Kdkarai, Naravaa MmJo
Aadrews. Howvd W., Jr.; BUbaan, Tuaothy B.; aad Cobaugh, OTE Commuakatioas Prodacts Corpontioa^oceas »f

ma^
Robert F., 4,477,138, Q. 33943.000. traariaton with doped oade deaarfkatioa. 4,476,621. CL 29.S71.aoa

Mm, Weazd: Scc^ Boicher. Thomas A^ Sr.: See—
Zon, Hdfflut; Spiesa, Kari; and Bma, Wenal, 4.477,714, Q. Wong, I^ F:

»«»!j»«',?22f^
*'• "^ ^onAa. Thomas A.,

219.149il0a Sr., 4,477463, CL 2SM34AX).

Bkidata S.pA.: 5^»- Borg-Warner Corporation: See— „ . v«,. -
Rkxi, Oiorgio; and Federid, Ok>fgio. 4,477466, Q. 43S.I6.00a ^'"JSl 52*J?'S:;^S^[2?*

Clarenoe E; and NIbert, Roger K.,

Bird. Ftefrv L.. to Chamnkia lateraatioad Corporatioa. Piper roU 4,477,003, u. 3Z3-199ami. ^ . . . .^

ritiSZliS^fto^m!^^ Borio, Rkhml W, «d Opodgae,^l^^^'J^^SS'S^.^
BiBJot,ThomaaC;aadSava,RdmmidH,toDBPdatdeNemoui».E "??%,^**S*?? *i?iS^ particulate materid to a flmdind

I., aad Compaay. Sacrifidd wtaforcemeats hi catioa eachaage mem- ,^V?''^°J*^'f5J p.^^ , .^ Mnt««j»^ f»c ttm^
hnae. 4477^21 CI 204-98000 Borras, Jame A.; aad Ooazalex, Ri^bea J., to Motorola, Inc. Raage

BjortM /« M v: to U.S. PUhps Corpontioa. Activated)le bet- ff»i,S^,^JJ^ to be uaed m a f^«iuency syathedier.

te5!M77,S43,a.429.1IS.00a J^'^^'^S^H^^-^-
Bjorkmaa, Lars; aad Baag. Bone, to Promovo AB. Wall-aiouated ootm »n6H: see—

^ ^« m« « im im mt^ffidS or canletSeating stand. 4,476,606. CL 13-268.000. „ Lachmann. Hdmut; and Lange. Bernd, 4.476.888, Q. 137-lOIOOa

Bl^sk A Dm^c? Iik.' &r BortkevKius, Jonas: see—

HantwdiidL.; Harris. Ongory Cj aad Coi. Henaaa P.. Sctaonaute. C Dondd; and Bortkevidus, Jonas, 4.477.473, Q.

meee-iSta^S:!^^^^"^ Bose, Seiyay K.. tii Oenerd Electric Compaay. Method for random-ao.

Btase, Robert; aad Btase, Joha 0, 4,477,337. CL 428-377.000. coa r^fi«|ueacy data commuaicatioas. 4.4T7.809, a
"&'ss'&3id"'iff»^ ^^^aE^tstficSirii^-k?^^

^^^^^i^^^,^
'o«» 0-. -M77437, CL 428-377.000. B<g^j^^ O^gd^^-^^^SS^^'^^ ^Sft

''t^Tl^aui.l^
Kemidh R; aad Wdd. Thomas

eotS£S*&hS;".T Firestone Tire * Rubber Comojay. Tl.e.

"'SSH^il^S^or^^^'^^ Bo^SiiSJSJpT^f^^

^^.3S%?.o5S3ba°'-*^ «- '^^' Bo^i^B -geelH^^K^^

"***gS:ijpS?LlR^trid. Patrick C^^ ^S'*'^ ""^ ""^ "*** *^'''"*' °

^^^JS^, Berger, D^, a- Werner. W^^i^^^^
Boda.^Sfy'ffiS^

*'^''°"°'
BcSie! iSSJdlL Dud p«poae refrigereat co««tor. 4,476,892, a

BSiWJbtaE., 4,477423, a. 416-134.00A. _ iJSH^S^lSee-
Darcy, Kevia A.; ami FdtWbD, Tere»« F. R, 4,477,044, Q. ^^J^i,2Sr^, aad Boylan. Fnnds J.. 4.477,37a Q.

244-223.00a i^r^ on
Dufiy, Brian J.; Oratz, Eugene J.; Potter, Steven E.; and Power, g-^y^ rvjnddC- See-
RoyalA.. 4.477428. 041^241 OOA.

. ^KSsTSflid pTead Boylance, Dondd C. 4,477437. CL
Bofin, Joaouim F., to Beadiberica S.A. Disc brake havmg a shdmg

208-18800a
^^^

yoke. 4,476,962, a. 188-71.100. .,
. ^ ^ . . . BPB laduatriea Public Limited Compeay: Si*—

Boger, Jodiua S.; and Vd)er, Damd R, to Merek * Co.. toc-JKemn ^^^SS^^bSlmA^SS^
nihibitofs contammg an n-termmd dwdfide cycle. 4.477,44a CI-

Biabud, Edward C; and Walsh. Frank It. to Xerox Corporation.
424-177.000. ..,...«, • . Directive '*-Tr''mri^ 4,477,901, Q. 371-13.000.

Boger, Joshua S.; and Vebw, Danid F., to Merck ft Co., Inc. Rem
gradbury, Bernaid O.. to Rexnord Inc. Continuous article handling

inhibiton contammg a C-teradnd disulfhie cycle 4,477,441, Q.
conveyor. 4,476,974. CL 198-832.000.

424-177.000. _ ^ Brady. Joseph A.: See—
Bohannon, William D., Jr.; Kinard, Michad D.; and Schneider. Randy

iSioitlociL Clarence E; Brady. Joaeph A.; and Shapiro, Marvin,

O., to ATAT Technologies. Inc. Cable shidding method and appan- 4,477.843, a. 360-26.000.
tua. 4.477498, O. 136-34.000. BrandoAurger, Allen M., to Container Corporation of America. Tri.

Bohmer, Bertramr See— angular carton and openmg means therefor. 4,477,014. Q. 229-22.00a

Ki^ Ulrich; Bohmer. Bertram; and Herzberg, Roland. 4.477480. Bnndl. Herald; Dole. Reheard; and Kammerhofier, Klaas. to voeat-

C3. 260-383.000. Aleiae Aktieageadbchaft. Moaitoriag eqdpmeat which swivds into

Boles. Jod L.; and MandUas, Oene, to Hughes Tool Coaipaay. Wmct udout of a tnvdmg Ime. 4,477,722,a 230-222.100.

control wdl treatmg solution and method. 4,476,931, CL 166-294.000. B„„^t 4 Aaaodates, Inc: See—
Bdlani, Umberto: See— ,. Brandt, Robert R; and Hoodkbrink, Merlin P.. 4,4774Sa CI.

Justus. Edgar J.; Stedile. Udino; and BoUani. Umberto. 4.476.637. 21O.387.00a
a. 34-1 19:000. Brandt, Robert R; and Hcodlebrink, Mertfai P.. to Brandt4 Asaodalea,

BoDfaia, Edo: See- . _^ Inc Liqdd fOtRhit apparatua. 4,4774Sa CL 2IO.387.O0a

Basagha, Rubens; and BoUina, Edo. 4.476.827. Q. 123-276.000. Bnndwdn, HarveyiSee-
Bohze, iCarl-Heaiz; and Ldmen. Hans D., to Tropoowcrke OnriiH * Deutsch, Alice; Brandwdn, Harvey; Piatt, Heriiert; Huntn,

Ca KO. Process for the peeparathm of H4<hk)robenzoyl>3- Dianne M.; Dubitaky. Andrew; and Durham, Susan M.,

methoxy-2-niethyl-3-indoleacetoxyacetic add. 4,477,677, Q. 4,477,376,a 436.S0aO0O. _
348-301.000. Bradieers, Davkl F.; Elliott, Emaaud J.; aad Butler. Theodore O.. to

Bom, Coradis J. O.: Ste— Mechtroa Intenationd Coraoralioo. Aaphdt recycle plant and

van der Ldy, Ary; and Bom, Corndis J. O., 4,476,666, Q. method. 4,4774Sa a. 432-3.00a

36-13.600. BrmweO, Richard R. Qdck rdeaae storage battery cloaure meembly.

Boaacofd, Jerry, to Rockford Products Corpontioo. DriU aad thread 4.477.342, Q. 429-87.000.

formmg screw. 4,477417, G. 41 l-387.00a Braun, Ernst: See— ^ . .^ . .- ^
Bonerb. tfanothy C; and Bonerb, Vfaicent C Side unloadmg bia for Braun, Oert; Braun, Ernst; and Herwig. Wdthorat, 4,477,119, a.

storing and discharging free-flowing granular eaateriaL 4,47^998, a. 299-34.00a „-_w*b
222^.000. Braun, Oert; Braun, Ernst; and Herwig. Wdthorat, to Halbach* Braun

Bonerb. Vincent C: See— Maschinenfiteik OmbH k Co. P&ning machine for uadergroud

Bonerb, Tunothy C; and Bonerb, Vincent C, 4,476,998, Q. aunaig with a cutter in the transitian range fnea haywdl to diW,

222-61.000. particulariy for a simdtaneoudy mined drift 4,477,119. CI.

Boniasone, oianorio: See— 299.34X1)0.

Mules, Piero; and BonissoncOiancario. 4.476.891. a. 137.27a0f)0. Braua. Haas;Peter: See-
, «,„.

Booney. Warren J., to Warner.Lambert Company. Magnetic stirrmg Vogd,, Peter; Briu^ Hus-Petv; Boger, Dieter, and Wenier.

appiatus and method. 4.477.192. a. 366.274X)00. Wolfgang. 4,477,375.0. 436-1TaOpa „._^
.

BoS^dteTDuane J, to Oenirel Motors Corpontion. Hypocydic Brealw. RcfartR. to Ct«rel B«tticC^
rolBngcon««t «cker arm and pivot. 4,476,822, Q. 123.9a4ia nd busUng for dectricd apparatus. 4,477,692,a r74.31XI0R.
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Brdtbach, loiuiiiie J. Five at heat raoovwy tpfMntut for forced air

; lyMcm. 4.477^19. Q. 236>iaOI».
iiT.:SM, Pmdi t.; SooiowBld, Ocnevkve P.; and Wdnatock, Jowph.

to SantfaKliiie ilrckiiiaii Corporation. Method for producing diurew
unig OMHnino^-aiethylplieaetliylamtne. MT7,470, a. 424-33a000.

Bridwr, Robert W.; Phm, nnodit K.; Peaae. MichMl O.; and Kiiby,
Jarvis, to Paaae Machine k Tool, Inc. Apparatoa of insertinf wedges
into the ikNa of a magnetic core. 4.47«,d2S. CL 29-734.000.

Bridget Charica D.; Karr, Michael A., Jr.; and Morriion, Bert L., to
Gray Tool. Pire raairtint connectiooa embodying heat traufer

4,477,0SS.a 277.2100a
Bridna, Jack E; and Taflove, AOen, to nT Reaearch Institute. Method
and apparatti for mitigation of radio frequency electric field pealdng
in controlled heat prof»ming of hydrocarbooaoeous formations in

situ. 4.476.926, CL I66>24<;00a

Bridgestone Tire Conmany Limited: Saa—
Sato, Snsnmu; Omii. Maseru; and Ikegami, Mikihiko, 4,477,(2 1, CI.

S24'496.00a

Brieae, Leonard A. Rotary tool cutting cartridge. 4,477,211, Q.
4O7.7.00a

Brigham Young Univernty: Set—
Izatt, Reed M.; ChriMensen, James J.; and Hawkins, Richard T,

4,477.377, CL 232-631.000.

Brill, Jack N.: Sti—
Wheeler, James IL; BriD, Jack N.; and Miller. Lee E. 4,477,346, Q.

429-21 1.00a

Oruenberg. BUot L., 4.477.90a O. 370-112.000.

Broekaema, Eabut; and Smeeta. AmoMus A., to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tioo. OptkaOy readable information disk and method of manufactur-

^ing same. 4.477J2«, Q. 204-139.230.

Lewis, n^ J., 4.477,483. CL 427-8.000.

Brokl, Stanley S.: Saa—
Nosaen, Steve J.; BroU, Stanley S.; and McOuire. Kenyoo E. B..

4^77,918. a. 377-37.00a
BronaB, DonaU E., to Outboard Marine Corporation. Seat-brake

inchiding kxkout 4,476.964, Q. 188-109.000.

Brooks, Robert T., to Baker Oil Tools, Inc. Lubricator valve apparatus.
4^76.933, a. l66-324A)a

Brown, Daniel O.; and Motnnger. DonaU L.. to PPO Industries. Inc.

Aqueous siting composition for gla« fibers for use on chooped ^us
nba%. AAnsU, CL 428-391.00a

Brown, Praderick J.: Sw
Putman, Thomas R; Sweetana. Andrew S., Jr.; and Brown, Fred-

erick J., 4.477.792, Q. 336-180.000.

Brown, Henry M., Jr.; and Fradette. Andrew J., to Dana Corporation.
Electromagnetic brake with cam releaae. 4.476.96S, a. 188-171.000.

Brown, Melvin H.. to Aluminum Company of America. Three-step
aging to obtain high strength and corrosion resistance in Al-Zn-Mg-
Oi Hktyt. AATI^m,d 148-20.000.

Brown nee Davis. Pamda: Ser—
Cotbett. David P.; Brown nee Davis. Pamela; and Ponsford, Roger

J.. 4,477.662, Q. 544.21100a
Brown, Peter L.; Pitzpatrick. Patrick C; and Lloyd. Frederick W., to
Bodytone Limited. Convertible rowing eiercising apparatus.
4,477.071. a. 272-7100a

Brown, RonaU T. Siackle pin kxking construction. 4.476.673, d.
S9-86.000.

Brown ft Williamson Tobacco Corporation: S«e—
Oravdy. Lawrence E.; and Geiss, Vernon L., 4.476,881. a.

131-3O8.00a

Luke, John A.. 4.476.882, Q. 131-336.00a
Atan Hn to Polarokl Corporation. Intercell connector for

hthinm batteries. 4.477,344. Q. 429-160.000.

Brucger, Hana, drcwsed. and Brugaer, Wilhehnina B.. Administratrix.
WSidmill energy system. 4.476.M1. a. 126-247.000.

Bruner. Wilheluna B., Administratrix: &»—
Brugger, Hana, deceased; and Brugger, Wilhehnina B.. Administra-

tiur4.476.8Sl, a. 126-247.000.

Brumbaugh. ChariesT; Pittenger. Robert L.;and Klees. Robert M.. to
United Stittea of America, Air Force. Dual nude radio frequency-
infrared frequency system. 4,477,814. Q. 343-725.000.

Brumm, Ocrald A.: S^»—
Walter. Chris J.; and Brumm. OeraU A., 4.477,802, a. 340-727.000.

Brumm, Richard S., to Orove Valve and Repdator Company. Orifice
meter with pressure venting and equalizing safety device. 4,476.730,
CL 73-861.6ia

Brunner. Anton; and Rieskamp. Klaus, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Radome for generatfaig circukr polarized electromagnetic waves.
4,477,815. a. 343-736w00O.

Brych, Heinz. Pliers for punching cards or tickets. 4.476.633. CI.
3O>363.000.

Bryaon, John W., to Kliklok Corporation. Mediod and apparatus for
tivning filled cartons with positive asaist 4.476.972, CL 198-413.000.

Buck. Keidi E: See-
Baker. Kenneth J.; Buck. Keith E; Chase. Irving C; Fraser. Robert

B.; and MOea. CUve. 4.476.708. a. 73-23.000.

Buck, ManfM; Muller. Frank; and Wanner, Karl, to Robert Bosch
OmbH. Motor-driven hand-heM percussion tool. 4.476.941, CI.
173-117.000.

Buck. Robert J., to Electronic MaH Corporation of America. Micro-
procassor operated telecommunications interfwe for a terminal of an
automatic teletypewriter switching service. 4,477.695, CI. 178-3.000.

Budecker, Ludwig: See—
Belart, Juan; Kircher. Dieter; Budecker, Ludwig; and Obersteiner.
Georg. 4.477.125. Q. 303-1 16.000.

Budnicki, Barbara A., executrix: Sc»—
Budnicki, Xavier B.; and BudnicU, Barbara A., executrix,

4.476.84a a. 123-557.000.

Budnicki, Xavier B.; and Budnicki, Barbara A., executrix. Evaporation
chamber for fiid delivery systems. 4,476,84a CL 123-557.000.

Bunch, Jesse C, to Apotto Optics ft Khtrmatics, Inc. Cube press.

4,476,78a a. 100-214.00a
Bundy, Gordon L., to Upjcdm Company. The. 11-Deoxy-lla-alkyl-
PGE compounds from PGA ""fnrfflnwh by lithium dkylation.
4.477,684, Q. 568-379.000.

Buager, Richard E Coohng system for cattle confinement pens.
4,476.809.0.119-16.000.

Bunn-O-MMic Corporatioii: See—
Daugherty. Donald L.. 4.476,775. Q. 99-295.000.

Burba. John L.. Ill, to Dow Chen^ Conmaw, The. Crystalline
2-laycr Htiiium^ydroxy aluminates. 4,477.367. Q. 2S2-184.00a

Burba, John L.. HI: See-
Lee, John M.; Bauman, William C; Woloott, Richard A.; and

Burba. John L.. ID, 4,477.597. Q. 521-28.00a
Burch. Donald J.: See—

Taenzer, Jon C; Burch, Doiiald J.; and Green, Philip S.. 4,476.874.
a. 128-663.00a

Burgin, Ralph C; and Cale, Davkl a. to Dadant* Sons Inc. Ventikted
hat 4.476^589. Q. 2-l84.50a

Burkam, John E, to Boeing Company. The. Elastomeric univenal
rotor hub. 4.477.225. a7416-134!00A.

Burke Industries, Inc.: See—
Geriier. Dennis R. 4,476.992. Q. 220-219.000.

Burkle. Erwin: See
Eichbeder. Martin; and Burkle. Erwin. 4.477,242. Q. 425-207.000.

Bums. Henry L.; and Peteraon, Erik W., to Bear Medical Systems, Inc.
Gas flow measurement with detented chopper valve. 4,476^707, Q.
73-4.00R.

^^
Burroughs Corporation: See—

Rudd. Robert E, m, 4,477.869, Q. 346-I40.00R.
Burstell, Hehnut: See—

Willms. Lothar; Handte, Reinhard; MiMenberger. Hifanar. Bauer.
Kkus; Bieringer, Hermann; and BursteU. Hdmut, 4^477.276^ CL
71-94.000.

Burton, Richard J.: See-
Allan, Jonathan M.; Burton. Richard J.; and Jurock, Volker.

4.477.342, Q. 2IO47.000.
Bush, Robert E, to Gray Tool Company. Fire reaistant connections and

dovetail-like sealing means thodbr. 4,477,092, Q. 277-21 1.00a
BushneU, Donald D. Portable barbeU and dumbbeU rack. 4,477,074. Q.

272-123.000.

Bustamante, Louis A., to Intematianal Businem Machines Corporation.
Photoconductor advance system for copien and the like. 4.477,18a
a. 35S-14.0ML

Butier. Theodore G.: See—
Brashears, David P.; Elliott, Emanud J.; and Buder, Tbeodcwe O.,

4,477.25a a. 432-3.000.

Byrd, Thomas M., Jr.; and Aboujaoude, Khalil P., to Westin^ouse
Electric Corp. Watthour meter witii tamper resistant seal. 4.477,861.
a. 361-371.000.

Byrne, David S., to Wamer-Lamberi Company. Razor with sUding
blade cover. 4,476.630. Q. 3047.000.

Byrne. Paul, to Analog DaU Systems. Density sensor. 4.476,723, Q.
73-453.000.

C Van der Lely N.V.: See—
van der Lely. Ary; and Bom. Cornelis J. G., 4.476.666. G.

56-13.600.

Cacarda, Jaroslav. to E Cacarda GmbH. Procesa for tiie nroduction of
a solar collector panel assembly and a pud assembly produced
thereby. 4.476.856. CL 126447.000

Cain, Charles J.: See—
Wason. Thomas D.; and Cain. Charles J.. 4,477,86a CI.

361-306.000.

Cain Encoder Company: See—
Wason. Thomas D.; and Cain. Charles J., 4,477,86a CI-

361-306.000.

Calabro, Max; Girard, Herve ; and Le Corre, Alain, to Sodete Na-
tionale Industiidle Aerospatiale. Hot nozzle. 4,477,025. CL
239-265.350.

Gale, David B.: See—
Bittpn, Ralph C; and Cde, David B.. 4,476.589. 0. 2-184.500

California Microwave, Inc.: See-
Collins, Edward. IV, 4,477.811. Q. 343-17.700.

Callis. Howard F. Adjustable rake head and improved handle support
4,477,114, a. 294-S0.60O

Cambridge Aero Instruments, Inc.: 5rir

Ismad. Raouf A.; and Mead. Jonadian T, 4.476.720 0. 73-202.000.
Cameo, Incorporated: See-

Winders. Cari E; and Watkins, Fred E, 4.476.924. Q. 166-84.000.

Cameron, Harold A.: See—
Sutter, Leroy V.. Jr.; and Cameron. HaroM A.. 4.477.087. Q.

277-26.000.

Camillo Corvi S.p.A.: See-
Mora, Camillo C, 4.477.458. Q. 424-266.000.

Campbell. Andrew B.: See—
Boyadjiefr. George I.; and Campbell. Andrew B.. 4.476.936. Q.

166-383.000.
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CampbeU. Rkhard W., to General Eledric Company. Photocnrable
polyftmctiond acrylic coating and decorative articles coated there-
witii. 4,477,529, Q. 428412.000.

Onada. Her Majesty die Queen in right of. as repreaented by die
Mmister of National Defence: See—

Sniidi, Noman L., 4.477.110 O. 292-1.000.

Canadian Patents ft Development Limited: See—
Schneider, Henry; Maleszka. Ryazard; Wang. Patrick Y.; Veliky.

Ivan A.; and Chan. Yui-Kwok, 4,477.569. a. 435-161.000.
So. Eddy, 4.477,772.a 324-59.000.

Cannon, Joa^ N.; De Lucia, Davki E; Jackson. WUliam M.; and
Porter. James H. Su«ed cascade flddized bed combustor. 4.476.816.
a. 1224.00D.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha:See—
Furuichi, Katsushi; Yokomizo, Yoshikazu; Honma, Toahio; and
Murakami, Katsumi. 4,477.178. G. 35M4.00R.

Hoaoe, Kazuya, 4.477.168. G. 354403.000.
Inuzuka, Tsundd; IsUda. Masato; and Kawatsura. Yoshihiro.

4.477.179, G. 35S-14.00E
Matsuftiji, Yolui; Togano, Shigeo; and Ichihashi, Hiroo. 4,477,823,
G. 346-140.0QR.

Sato. Yasuhisa. 4,477.154, G. 350432.000.
Sato. Yasuhisa; Yokotii, Hideo; and Yamada. Yasuyuki. 4.477.155.
G. 350469.000.

Suda. Shigeyuki; and Ikemori. Kdji. 4,477,153. G. 350426.000.
Tsiui. Sadahika. and Ti^jima, Akira. 4.477.148, G. 350-286.000.

Yamada, Masanori; and Katsuma, Makoto, 4,477.170, G.
354415.000.

Yamada, Masanori, 4.477.171. G. 354416.000.
Yokota, Hkleo. 4.477.172. G. 354480.000.

Cantwdl, Gill. Positioning apparatin. 4.476.735, G. 74-84.00R.
Capetrol InternationaL Inc.: See—

Garcia, SOverio M.. 4,477.364. G. 252-142.000.

Caputi. Jean-Louis: See—
de Sivry. Bruno; Herve. Guy; Colas. Claude; and Caputi, Jean-

Louis. 4.476.605. G. 15-179.000.

Cari Hurdi MascUnen- und Zahnradfabrik GmbH ft Co.: See—
Spensberger, Johann. 4.477.214. G. 409-34.000

Carlson, Gerald L.; and Smder. Warren E. to Westinghouse Electric

Corp. .Sampling high purity water for trace ion determination.
4.476.712. a. 73-6TTOC

Carlson, Henning L., to Bifok AB. Photometric cuvette. 4.477.186, G.
356-246.000.

Carome. Edward P.; and Davis. Charles M., to Opticd Technologies,
Inc.. a part interest Fiber optic electric fidd sensor/phase modulator.
4.477.723. G. 250-227.000.

Caron, Bernard G.: See—
Bowen. Terry P.; Caron. Bernard G.; Gtover. Douglas W.; and

HofTer, John C. 4.477.146. G. 350-96.210
Carr. Dennis D.: Set

Miller. Lee E; and Carr. Dennis D.. 4,477.540 G. 429-27.000.

Carreno, Diether E. to General Electric Company. Balance for rout-
ing member. 4.477,226. CL 416-144.000.

Carrier Corporatbn: See—
Dnicker. Alan S.; D'Aversa, Richard D.; and Jeffers. Richard D..

4^76,92a CL 165-29.000.

Kropiwmcki. Tadek M.; and Cross. Linda E. 4.477,229. G.
417-53.000

Pickering, Merit A.. 4.476.850, G. 126-1 12.00a
Carrigan. Davkl G.: See—

U. Hstn L.; Misson, John D.; and Carrigan, Davki G.. 4,476,753,

G. 83-36.000.

CarroU. Jamea W.; and Comstock, James E, to Pennwdt Corporation.
Geaning and etching process for aluminum containers. 4.477.290, G.
148-6.000.

Carson, Don B.. to VOP Inc. Utihty oonaervation in hydrogen recycle

firm f11 4.477.413. G. 422-6I00O
Carter. Jerry A. Articulated powered lift machines. 4.476.955. G.

182-2.000.

CarviOe, Kennedi D. Adjustable arrow support 4,476,846, G. 124-

41.00A.
Case, Wauam E, to LTV Aerospace and Defense Company. Mediod
and apparatiis for population inversion. 4.477,906, G. 372-41.000.

Casio Computer Co., Ltd.: See—
Ishii, Hiroshi, 4,476.766, G. 84-1.030.

Casoo, William C.: See—
Advani. Hire; Cason. William C; and Hayea, Gcrdd E, 4.477,880,

G. 364-900.000.

Casper. Paul W.; Toy. James W.; Orbmdo. Fred J.. Jr.; and Giri. Rondd
R.. to Harris Corporation. Synchronized protection switching ar-

rangement 4,477.895. G. 370-16.000.

Cassette, Joseph C; Ganett, Davkl L.. Jr.; and van Gene, Henk, to
Ford Motor Company. Disocdoration resistant flexible, radiation

curable coating compoaitions. 4.477.327. G. 204-139.190.

Castelbaum. Leonard; Ostrowski. Joamh M.; and Bedaon, Joaeph H.,

Jr., to Goodall Rubber Company. Flexible hoae having an end con-
nection fitting. 4.477.108. G. 285-149.000.

Castonguay, Roger N.; and Jencks, Charies L., to Genersl Electric

Company. Secondary disconnect plugs for progrsmnuMe circuit

breakers. 4,477,701, G. 200-50.0AA.
Catalano. Anthony W.: See—

Bamett AUen M.; Catalano. Andiony W.; Ddal. Vikram L.; Masi.
James V.; Meakm. John D.; and Hdl. Robert B., 4.477,688, G.
136-258.000.

Caton, Mary T: See—
Balash, Frederick A.; and Caton, Mary T, 4,477,700 G. 200-

5.00A.

Cearlock. Steven V.; Peterson, Francis C; and Kunos, Gene S., to
Illinois Tool Works Inc. Friction weMed fsstener system. 4,477.307,
G. 156-580.000.

Cegidski, John M.. Jr.. to John Zink Company. Hazardous waste steam
generator. 4,476,791, G. 110-346.000.

CeUone, Lui0; and Loiacono. Marco, to Minneaou Mining and Menu-
fectiu4ng Company. Photographk silver haUde emulsions, process
for preparing die same and their use in color reversd films. 4,477,564,
G. 43O-56rO0O.

Centrd Glass Co., Ltd.: See—
Watanabe, Nobuatsu; Nakajima, Tsuyoshi; and Kawaguchi,
Mauvuki. 4,477,374, G. 252-508.000.

Centre Technique de L'Industiie des Papiers, Cartons et Cdluloaes:
See—

Perrin, Bernard; Bianchin, Bernard; and Sauret Georges,
4,477,359, G. 210-785.000.

Cesar, Jean P.; Gouttebessia, Jacques; and Schneider, Andre, to Compa-
nie Generate des Etablissements Michelin. Rdnfuroement for tira
produced by moMing. 4,476.908, G. 152-357.00A.

Ceshkovsky, Ludwig: See—
Mooney, Donald G.; and Ceshkovsky, Ludwig, 4,477,890 G.

369-53.000.

Cents Corporation: See-
Chang, Shing; and Meade, James H., 4,477,571, G. 435-253.000.

Chanurion Intemationd Corporatkn: See—
Bird, Perry L., 4,476.761. G. 83-614.000.

WeWnger, George P, 4.477,017, G. 229-39.00R.
Chan, Albert S., to Monsanto Company. Hydroformytetion process to

prepare olycolddehydes. 4,477.615, G. 568462.000.
Chan, Yui-Kwok: See—

Schndder, Henry; Mdeszka. Ryssard; Wang, Patrick Y.; Veliky.
Ivan A.; and Chan. Yui-Kwok. 4,477.569. G. 435-161.000.

Chang. Glenn E C: See-
Jones, Robert J.; and Chang, Otenn E C. 4.477,648, G.

528-185.000.

Chang, Shing; and Meade, James H., to Cetus Corporation. Chimeric
plasauds that replicate in bacteria and yeast and microorganismi
transformed dierewidi. 4.477.571. G. 435-253.000.

Chang. Td-Hon P.; and Wilson, Alan D., to Intemationd Business
Medlines Corporation. Continuously writing electron beam stitched
pattern expoaure system. 4,477,729, G. 250492.200.

Chang, Wd K.: See—
OoM, Eliiah H.; and Chang. Wd K.. 4.477,378, G. 260-239.0BB.

Chan^ Wen-Hsuan: See—
Singer. Debra L.; McCoUum, Grnory J.; Dowbenko, Roatyslaw;

Giristenson. Roger M.; Chau, Michad M.; and Chang, Wen-
Hsuan. 4,477,618, G. 524-157.000.

ChappeU, Terry I.; PoU, Dieter W.; and Woodall. Jerry M.. to Intema-
tiond Business Machines Corporation. Electro-optic signd conver-
sion. 4,477.721, G. 250-211.001.

Chaniey. Andrew R.; Kercher, Pad W.; and America. William, to
Sdentiflc Systems, Inc. Iiuection vdve for Uquid ^uoaMognfiac
column and system therefor. 4,476,731, G. 73-863.730

Charvet Jean-Louis: See—
Bouiu, Maurice; and Charvet Jean-Louis. 4.477.301, G.

1S6-136.00O
Chaae. Irving C: See—

Baker. I&nnedi J.; Buck, Kddi E; Chase. Irving C; Fraser. Robert
B.; and Mitea. Give, 4,476,708, G. 73-23.000

Chau. Mkhad M.: See-
Singer, Debra L.; McCoUum. Gragory J.; Dowbenko, Roatyslaw;

Giristenson. Roger M.; Chau. Michael M.; and Chang, Wen-
Hsuan. 4,477.618, G 324-157.000.

Chem Systems, Inc.: See-
Greene, Marvin L; and Gelbdn. Abraham P., 4,477.594, G.

518-700.000.

Chemplex Compeny: See—
Schmukler. Seymour, Macbonis. John, Jr.; and Shkia. Mitsuzo,

4.477.532, G. 428441.000.
Chen, George C; and RowdL Roger M., to United States of America.

Agricdture. Polyhdogenated phenyl isocyanate synthesis with ex-
cess phosgene and dther triethylamine or tetramediylurea. 4,477.389.
G. 26O4^3.0PH.

Chen. Sow-Md L.: See-
Floyd. Mkldleton B., Jr.; Gruddnskas, Charles V.; and Chen,
Sow-Md L.. 4,477.388, G. 260429.700.

Chen. Thomas Y.; and Gibaoo, Wdter G., to RCA Corporation. Video
player with captkm generator having character background provi^
sions. 4.477,841. G. 358-335.000.

Cherkoftky, Sad C. to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company.
Antiinflammatoiy and/or analgesic l-alkyl4.5-diaryl-2-fiuorodkyl-
IH-pyrrotes. 4,477,463, G. 424-274.000.

Chesnokov, Jury M.: See—
Ziman, Yen L.; Kottsov, Vbdimir A.; Chesnokov, Jury M.;
Dunaev. Boris S.; Drokhanov, Atexd N.; Kraush, Klavdia A.;
and Bardwnov, Stanidav D.. 4,477,829. G. 358-lA».

Chevron Researeh Company: See—
Aoyagi. Edward I., 4.477,459. G. 424-269.000.

Aoyagi, Edward I., 4,477,462, G. 424-273.00P.
Fdter, Peter C, 4,477,322, G. 204-103.000.

Hutchison, S. O., 4,477,106. G. 28547.000.
Rynbrandt Jay D., 4.476.947. G. 180-2.100.
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Chi, Mnm^hong, to Hercuia Inoorportted. ManulKtuK of gel fice
nitraoeUiiloM iMmen. M77.297, CL I49-109.M0.

CUcaco Pnaunatic Tool Comptny: Sf»—
Wallwe, WiDim K.; and Oivdiiio, David A., M77,096. a.

279-97.00a

Oiiii, Albert K., to Fogaity, Thomas J. Combined larae and smaO bon
•yrinae. 4.476,866, ari2S-344.00a

Chm, Arthur R T.: Sar—
Wittman, Robert H.; Adktna, David E; and Chin. Arthur H. T..

4.477,103. a. 2SS-lt.OOO.

Chimo Corporation; Si*—
Sogihan. Taiio; Pnnikawa, YasuUko; and Tomioka, Snsumu,

4.477.316, a. 42S-296.000.

Stigimori. Shigeru; and Kojhna. Tetiuhiko, 4,477.369. a.
232-299.600.

Chiyoda Chemical Engineeriiw k Coutvaetkm Co.. Ltd.: Ste—
Oomi. Shimpei; Takeocfii. TomomitMi; Mattuo. Itaru; Fujii,

Maaaki; Takaiauka, Ton; and Watari. Ryuzo. 4,477.334, a.
20«-73.00a

ChkMta, Wolfgang; and Poipial. Peter, to Bodeueewerk Perkin-Elmer
* Ca. OmbH. Sample for feeding nmples in gaa chromatography.
4.476,733. a 7346$.9ia

Cho. Ching F.. to International Telephone k Telegraph Corporation.
Cormgated antenna fieed bom with meant for radiation pattern
controT 4.477.816. 0. 343-786.000.

Choate. Bruce R.. to Sargent Industries, Inc. Bearing. 4,477,197. Q.
384-296.000.

Cholat-Namy, Jean, to International Business Machines Corporation.
Process for determining active channel configurations in a multiplex
communicatioiis system and a system for implementing said process.
4.477.898,a 370*)l000.

Chore-Tnne Equipmett. Inc.: See—
Swartzendniber. Ray E. 4.476.811, Q. 119-310AF.

Cbofd. Jacques; Migeoo. Andre ; and Torregrosa, Michel, to Crouzet.
Diffierential pressure gauge. 4,476,723. CL 73-704.000.

Chou, Mau-Soog: Sf»—
Zawadikas, Oerakl A.; and Chou, Mau-Song. 4,477,710^ CL

219-1 17.10a

Christemea. Jamea J.: See—
Uatt, Reed M.; Christeasen. Jamea J.; and Hawkias, Richard T..

4,477.377. CL 232-631.000.

Christeaaoo. Roger M.: Sas^
Sinaer. Debn L.; McCollum. Gregory J.; Dowbenko, Raatysbw;

Oiristensoa, Roger M.; Chan, Michad M.; and Ouug. Wen-
Hsuan, 4,477.618. Q. 324.137.00a

Chrisliaa. Eari L.: &»-
Eag, Berwyn S.; and Christian, Earl L.. 4.476.6S4, Q. 51-26.000.

Cho, Simon L.; OoidB. Eugsae; Huang. Jen-Chi; and Wilkea, Alan, to
Polychioaw CorporMioe. Alumhium substretes useftil for litho-
graphic printing plates. 4,477.317. CL 204-33A)0.

Chady. Ehbeita; Oamaoa. Nicolette; and KeUner. PUlhp R.. to Cios-
nald Eloouuaius limilad Correctkm of gravure printing members.
4.477.309. CL 136^S.00a

Onag. Kah-Scag, to U.S. PUhpa Corporation. Transmitter for angle-
odalBluJ simalB. 4,477.916^a 37340.000.

Chunk, John M.: Set—
Speer. Wayne; and Chapik. John M.. 4,476,633. Q. 49-468.000.

Chnryo ragiaetrlng Ca. Ltd.: See—
AUmoto. RyoMku; Yoahida. Yukio; and Ito. Nobuald. 4,476.919.
CL 163-2100a

ObaOeigy CotMntioa: Sa^-
BaUer, FndoHa; aod Weiaamnller. Adolf. 4.477,608, a.

323-213AX).
Dsinti. Haaa; Mosch. Franz; Saadner. Benhard; and Bemhetm.
Wmy. 4^77.498. CL 427-389.900.

Dener. Martia; aad Whiter. Roland A. E, 4,477.614. CL
324>91.000:

.-»-.-»

Kwiig. Jurgea. 4.477.673. Q. 346-344.000.
Reid, WiDiaa J.. 4.477.638. Q. 326-84.00a
SrattaiTini. Rkcardo; aad Bickd. Hans. 4,477.638. Q. 344-16.000.
Shde. Jdd; and Stantoa. Jamea L.. 4,477.464. 0. 424-273:000.
VlattM. Udofoa. 4.477^79, Q. 260-243.30a

Qdqn, Jbha A.: S^».>
Dak R.; aad Ciciora, John A.. 4.476.934. a. 180-333.000.

Bagdbttt. to Dn Foat de Ncaaonrs. E L. aad Caaqiany.
liydn>4A,7-ethaao- aad •etheao4Mazofiiro[3.2-e]isoqninoline

dehvatives having analgwic, narcotic antagonist and anorezisenic
pfojwtieB. 4,4TU36,a 424-238.000. ',

CiriranM), Michael C: &»—
'tJkaio, hum E; aad Gtigliano, Michael C. 4,477.478. a.

426-330.600.

Citiien Watch Company Limiled: See—
Ndodii Tadafiko. 4,477.797.a 340-363.00S.
Saitoh. MitsDo; Kniyama. Yaauoi and Murata. Mitsuhiro,

4,477.193. a. 368-8S.00a
Cnpkc, Wencr W.: 5>r

Dttiby, Hal C; aadChipke, Wener W.. 4,477,054. CL 231-122.000.
Clarioa Cot, Ltd.: See-^

Rume. Maaato. 4,477,ir, Q. 312-8.0Qa
Clark. David A.; Straa% David C; aad While, Thomas Q.. U. to R. R.
Doeaelky * Soaa Compaay. Method of color oonversioa with
improved iaterpolatiaa. 4.477J33. CL 338-80j00a

Clarke. Robert L.. to Uailed StateaofAJOMrica, hbvy. Platinum under-
layenaad overlayers for coatiagB. 4^77^38. CL 42t-656J0O0.

OaypooLRalphJ.;
i*ii|^lin,

See—

..,«,»«^**y '' "^ ClaypooL Ralph J.. 4.477^69. a.
55-290.000.

Cleveland. Dixon; Havens. James R.; Nagel. Gregory L.; Decina. Basil
A., Jr.; and Jenuwine, WQBam C, to General Motors Corporation.
Method and apparatus for detecting edge welds during resistance
spot welding. 4,477.709. Q. 219-109.000.

CUae. Harvey E. to Gcaeral Electric Company. Makmg metal eutectic
fine wire arrays. 4,477.324, Q. 204.129.10a

Oose. Ernest F.. to Magnavox Consumer Electronics Company. AM
Stereo detector. 4.477.924, Q. 381-I3.0qa

aurman. Stanley P.. toRCA CorporatioB. Protective cartridge for disc
record. 4.477.8H Q. 369-270.000.

Qyma. Malcobn R., to Spring Gully Pickles Pty, Limited. Onion
peeling. 4.476.778. CL 99-316.000.

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited: See—
Williams. David R.. 4,476^943. Q. 173-61.00a

Cobaugh. Robert F.: See—
Andrews. Howard W., Jr.; BiUman, Tunothy B.; and Cobaugh.

Robert F., 4.477.138. Q. 339-63.000.
Cobb, Sanford. Jr.: See—

Fanaelow. Dan L.; Cobb. Sanford. Jr.; and Bergsten. Ronald E,
4.476,593. Q. 5-417.000.

Cobum, Robert E, to Molins Machfaie Company, Inc. Automatic slitter
scorer with web sin»ort 4.476,758, Q. 83-479.000.

Cogan, Adrian I., to GTE Laboratories lac. Receaaied gate stttic indue-
two transistor fabrication. 4,476.622. 0. 29-371.000,

Colaruotolo. Josn^ F.; Oben. Ronald H.; and Vandeabergh. Peter A..
to Occidental Chemical Corporation. Microbial degradation of ob-
noxious organic wastes into innocucous materials. 4.477,570. a.
435-253.000.

Colas. Oaude: See—
de Sivry. Bruno; Herve. Guy; Colas. Claude; and Caputi. Jean-

Louis, 4,476.605. a. 15-179.000.

CoUinet. Jean C; and Slyke, Mark V., to M/A Com. Inc. Didectric
resonator tuner and mechanical mounting system. 4,477,788, Q.
333.235.00a

Collins, DavM W.; Neesz. John J.; and Stich. Michad C, to Interna-
tiond Business Madiines Corporation. Mnhi-levd disk drive motor
need control. 4.477.75a Q. 318-270.000.

Co&ins. Edward. IV. to California Microwave. Inc. Automatic MDS
levd andyzer. 4.477.811. Q. 343-17.700.

ColUns, James F. Amino acid isomers, thdr production aad tbdr medic-
ind use. 4.477.391. Q. 260-50I50G.

Collins. Robert P.; and Paul. Amy S.. to Kenddl Company. The.
Surgicd drape. 4.476.86a O. 128-132.00D.

CoUiitt. Stephen R: See—
Hohnes. Paul A.; CoUins. Stephen H.; aad Wright. Leonard F..

4,477,654, Q. 328-361.000.

Combustioo Engineering, Inc.: See—
Borio, Richard W.; and Goodstine, Stephen L., 4,476,79a a.

1 10-243.000.

Comer, Matthew R., to United States ofAmerica, Air Force. Reduction
ofsignd modulation caused by polarization hi visible optfod scanning
systems. 4,477,152, Q. 350-394.000.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Pecan. Jeui C; aad Morin. Jean. 4.477.415. Q. 42M6i.00a

Communications SatelHte Corporatioa: See—
Atia. Ali E. 4.477.785. Q. 333-201000.

Compagnie Francsiae des Petrolea: Set—mpai
de!Sivry, Bruno; Herve. Guy; Colas, Claude; aad Capoti. Jeaa-

Louis, 4,476,605, CL 15-179.00a
Compagnie Oenerale des Etablissements Michdin: See—

Boujtt, Maurice; and Charvet. Jean-Louis. 4.477.301. Q.
156-136.00a

Jamon. Jacques. 4.477.12a Q. 3O1-6.00W.
Companie Generate des Btahlissfmrms Michdin: St»-

Cesar, Jean P.; Gouttebesais. Jacques; and Schneider. Andre.
4.476,908. CL 1S^357.0QA.

Comstock. James E: See—
Carroll. James W.; and Comstock. James E, 4.477.29a Q.

148-6.000.

CoaUin. Michad T.; and Mowry. Chartes P.. to Fire Out Enterprises
Company. Inc. Coohng heated metd surftces. 4,476,687, Q.
62-64.000.

Connaught Laboratories Limited: Sar—
Hedy, George M.; Sun, Anthony M.; aad MacBMcine, Hilda O..

4,477.567. Q. 435-7 l.OOa
Conoco Inc.: See—

Yooo, Heeyoung. 4,476,818. CL 123-3.00a
Conrad. Richard J., to Hewlett-^Fackard Company. Sttipchart recorder

intensity enhancement 4,477.803. Q. 340-mOOO. .

Conrads. Hans; Hoffinans. Joaef; Hqmek Hana; Hovca. Hubert; Ro-
lausd; Haas: aad Schafor. Mai. to MascUaenftbrik Karl Zaags AG.
Embroidery machme. 4,476*^793.a 112-221.00a

ConaoUdated Olyaipic Corporatioa: See—
Backus. GKKgeS., 4,476^798. a. 114-77.0(Htr>

Coostantiae. Anthoay. Method of and apparatus for the production of
charood. 4.476.789. CL l.lO-229.00a

Container Corporation of America: Set—
Brandenburger. AUen M.. 4,477.014, Q. 229-22.00a
Lozaun. Gary D.. 4.477.015. Q. 229-23.Q0IL

Control Dau Conxxation: Ssf—
Mittdsteadt. Robert A.. 4.477.706.a 2194i33B.

Conway. Gerald A. Pad holder and display. 4.477.048. Q. 248-447.100.
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Conway. Tnn D.: Sar—
Pfeddock. Paul F.; Knge. William G.; and Conway. Tan D.,

4,476,982. Q. 209-582^.
Cook. George E; and Wells. A. Michad. to CRC Wdding Systems,

Inc. Sidewall-matchhtg adaptive control system for wdding.
4,477,713.0.219-124.340.

Cook. John. Tool fDr removing and reapplying rivets. 4.476.615, Q.
29-243.540.

«-t^'-»

Cooksey, James J.: S«ir<-

Stables, WUbur L.; Cooksey, James J.; aad Newdl. Hany L.. Jr..

4.476.729. Q. 73-861.6ia
Cooper. Glean D.. deceased: See—

Haaf. William R; Lee. Gim P.. Jr.; and Cooper. Gtenn D.. de-
ceased. 4.477.627. G. 525-67.000.

Cooper Industries. Inc.: 5cr
Knbec, James A.; Kmcaid, John W.; aad Miller. Pad B.. 4.477.693.

a. 174-36.000.

Cooper. Rdph M.; and PMram. Warren J., to AMP Incorporated.
Fastener. 4.477.142. 0. 339-125.00R.

Cooper. Rose H.. executrix: See—
Haaf. William R.; Lee, Gim F^ Jr.; and Cooper. Glenn D.. de-

ceased. 4.477.627.d 323-67.000.

Cqpe. Stephen N.. to Sdartron Electronic Group Limited. Discrete
Fourier transform with non-tumUed output M77.878. Q.
364-726.000.

Corbett, David P.; Brown nee Davis, Pamela; and Ponsford. Roger J.,

to Beecham Group p.Lc. 2-Substituted thio carbapenem derivatives.

4.477.662, CL 344-212.000.

Corbett Elevator Manufocturing Co., Inc.: See—
Gorman, Gerald W.; and Herrmann, Wdter J., 4,476.772. CI.

92-168.000.

Corning Ghns Works: See—
Johnson. Ronald E; and Wu. Lung-mmg, 4.477,310. Q.

428-200.000.

Corwin. H. Russell, to Deere ft Company. Rotor bearing lubricating

system. 4.477.24a CI. 418-94.000.

Cosar. Paul; and Henin, Jean-Pierre, to Fives-Cail Baboock. Process
and apparatus for calcining pdverulent materid. 4,477.251, CI.

432-106.000.

Cosmo, hTicola. to AMP Incorporated. Miniature cam driven oonnect<M'
for a circuit board edae. 4.477.133. CL 339-17.00M.

Costerousse. Germain: Mr—
PhiUbert. Daniak Tentsch, Jean G.; Costerousse. Germain; and

Deraedt, RMer. 4.477,445. 0. 424-239.000.

Cottrell, Peter E; Oersbach. John E; and Pricer, Wilbur D., to Interna-
tiond Business Machines Corporation. Sensitive amplifier having a
high voltage switch. 4,477.846. Q. 360^.000.

Cotzas. George M., to Generd Electric Company. Static exdtation
system. 4,477.767. CL 322-59.000.

Courtois. Yves; Barritauh. Denis; and Pouliquen. Yves, to Institut

Nationd de la Sante et de la Recherche Medicde ONSERM).
Method for regenerating corned epithelium. 4.477.435. CI.
424-95.000.

Contts. Stephen M.: See—
Jones. Howard; and Coutta. Stephen M.. 4,477.446. Q. 424-244.000.

Cowab AB:Sm—
Dahlborg. Christer. 4.476.699. Q. 70-34.000.

Cox. Herman P.: See—
Hum. Richard L.; Harris, Gregory C; and Cox, Herman P.,

4.476.602, a. 15-28.000.

Cox. Pope D. Sand ihidd for bottom bote pumps. 4.476,925. Q.
166-101100.

CPC Internationd Inc.: See—
Petrocme, David V.; aad Swidfanky, John A., 4,477,679, O.

549-486.000.

Cram, Norman R.; and Hardison. Robert P., to Radiant Technology
Corporation. Infrared ftmace with controlled environment.
4.477.718. a. 219-388.000.

Crawford, William B.; and Barber, Brian D.. to Newman Machine
Company, Inc. Yielding pressure bar for wood daning machines.
4,476,906.0. 144-1 16!000.

CRC Welding Systems. Inc.: See-
Cook, Georae E; and Wells, A. Michad, 4,477,713. Q.

219-124.345.

Cremona, Sauveur, and Pyiefanan, Jod. Coated papers and cardboards
and process for their manufacture. 4,477,518. CI. 428-327.000.

Crespy. Serge. Resettable mirror assembly. 4.477.149, Q. 350-288.000.

Crist, Stephen D.: See—
Plank. Vernon G.; Crist, Stephen D.; and LaGroaa, Dennis L.,

4.476.718, a. 73-171.000.

Crocker, Angus M., to GTE Network Systems Corporation. Printed
circuit fine. 4,477.857, a. 361-119.000.

Crook, Stephen E: See—
Rocci. Joseph D.; and Crook, Stephen E. 4.477.799, Q.

340-533.000.

Crooks. James W. Mdti-speed fan drive apparatus. 4,476,744, CI.

74-751.00a
Crooks. Sidney R. Pet waste pickup device. 4.477.1 1 1. Q. 294-l.OBA.
Crosby. Walter R. Board game with number sdection device. 4.477.081,

a. 273-231.000.

Crasfidd Electronics Limited: Sw—
Chudy, Elzbdta; Gamson. Nicolette; and KeUner. Phillip R.,

4.477.309. CI. 156-635.00a
Cross. Linda E: See—

Rropiwnicki, Tadek M.; and Croas, Linda E. 4.477,229, Q.
417-53.000.

Crounse. Nathan N.; and Sehmkft, Pad J., to Hilton-Davis Chemied
Co.. The. 4<3-Iadolyl)-23.dichkM»4-oio-2-buteaoic adds.
4.477.676. Q. 548-493.000.

Crouzet: Ser—
Chord, Jacques; Migeon. Andre ; and Torregrosa. Midid,

4,476,725. CI. 73-7O4!000.

Crowe. Gerald E: Sar—
O'DriscoU. Peter P.; Crowe, Gerald E; and Berry, John. 4,477,024,

a. 239-265.iia
Crudgington, Cleveland B., Jr. Electronic amuaement center. 4.477.069.

a.272-3.000.
CmU. Stanley W.: See—

PoUman, Frederic W.; and CruU, Stantey W., 4,476,68a Q-
60-444.000.

Cuckswi, John: See—
Poldervaart, Leendert; fend Cuckson. John. 4,476^02, CL

114-296.000.

Cue, Berkdey W.; and Maiaett SteiAen S., to Pfizer Inc. 3-Aoetoxy or
benzyloxy-2-*cetoxymethyl-6-{l-aoetoxy-2-(N-tert-

butylacetamido)ethyl]pyridine intermediates. 4.477,671, CI.
546-291.000.

Cummins, William T.: Sar—
LMaac, Raymond P.; and Cummins, William T.. 4.477.302. Q.

156-165.000.

Curtis. R Stephen. Shoe-foot interface. 4.476.858. Q. 128-80i)0R.
Cutter Labonitories, Inc.:Ser—

HanUe, W. Richard. 4.477,432, Q. 424-85.000.

Cutters P'rhsiigf. Inc.: 5sir

Smith. Hoyt L.; and Pwrar, D. Frank. Jr., 4.477,065, Q. 270-31.000.

Czichy. Eteonore, to Intertetier AG. Composite foil from which layer
areas having metallic luster are transferred onto a baae. 4,477412, 0.
156456.000.

Dadant k Sons Inc.: See—
Burgin, Ralph C; and Cde, David B., 4,476,589, Q. 2-184.500.

Dahlborg, Christer, to Cowab AB. Locking device, espedaUy intended
to prevent stealing of boau provided with outboard motors.
4,476,699, Q. 70-34.000.

Dainippoo Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd.: See—
Matsumoto, Katsutoshi. 4,476,782, Q. 101-450.100.

Oka, Masahiko, 4,476,601, Q. 15-21.00D.
Daisuke. Koga: See—

Tamura, MasaUde; and Daisuke, Koga, 4.477,786, Q. 333-207.000.
Dald, Vikram L.: See—

Barnett Allen M.; Catdano, Anthony W.; DalaL Vikram L.; Masi,
Jamea V.; Meakin. John D.; and HaU. Robert B., 4,477,688. Q.
136-258.000.

D'Alelio, Gaetano P., deceased (by St Joseph Bank k Trust Co.,
Executor), to Monacelli, Wdter J., a part interest Treatment of
irritated and excoriated areas around the stoma of ostomy patienu.

4,477,439, Q. 424-162.000.

D'Altilia, Giaduigi; and Rinaldi. Francesco, to Samim Societt Azio-
naria Minero-MetaDurgica SpA. Process for producing high-purity

meads. 4.477.277, Q. 75^50B.
Dalzid, Warren L.; Planigan, Charles D.; and Lynott John J., to

Microtek Storage Corporation. Magnetic daU storage and drive
apparatus. 4,477,851. CL 360-95.000.

Dana Corporation: Sar—
Brown, Henry M., Jr.; and Predette, Andrew J., 4,476,9^5, Q.

188-171.000.

Danby, Hd C; and Ciupke. Werner W., to Anatros Corporation.
Precision vdve assembly. 4.477.054, a. 251-122.000.

Danesi. Sergio; Porti. Sergio; and Manica, Michele, to Montedison
S.p.A. Process for preparing polyolefinic dastomeric compoaitioos
by dynamic vulcaniraion. 4,477,631. CI. 525-133.000.

Danilevich, Yanush B.: See—
NiUtm, Pavd Z.; DanOevich. Yanush B.; Madennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavd S.; Potekhin. Konstantin P.; Zolotov, Lev
A.; Nikohky, Alexandr I.; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Turutin, Veniamin
S.; Becchastnov, Gennady A.; and Tdezhnikov, Jury P..

4,477,69a a. I74.I5.00C.

Danley. Allen M.; and Steingraber, Mark L., to Plastics, Inc. Micro-
wave oven popcorn popper, steamer and roaster. 4,477,705, CI.

219-ia55E.
Darcy, Kevin A.; and Faithftill, Terence P. H., to Boeing Company,

The. Elevator fed actuator. 4,477,044, Q. 244-223.00a
Das, Balbhadra; and Moore, L. Dow. to PPG Industries, Inc. Procem

for preparing sized glass fiber roving. 4,477,496, Q. 427-375.000.

Data uenerd Corporation: See—
PeUegrino, John, 4,477,867, Q. 363-26.000.

Datnroducts Corporation: 5t€
Mombo, Gaston A.; and Do, Dung D., 4,477.757. Q. 318-696.000

Daugherty, Donald L., to Bunn-O-Matic Corporation. Coffee makiiu
machine. 4,476,775, Q. 99-295.000.

D'Aveisa, Richard D.: Sii»—
Drucker, Alan S.; D'Averse, Richard D.; and Jeffers, Richard D.,

4,476.92a CI. 165-29.000.

Davis. Charles M.: See—
Carome, Edward P.; and Davis, Charles M., 4,477,723, Q.

250-227.000.

Davis, John H. Christinas tree stand. 4,477,049, O. 248-524.000.

Davis, Larry: See—
Effland, Richard C; Davis. Larry; and Kldn. Joaeph T.. 4.477.67a
a. 546-141.000.

Dawson, Robert L., to Du Pont de Nemours. E I., and Company.
Simdtaneously chlorinating and mafting a cure site onto polykhyl-
ene in an aqueous suspension. 4,477,633, Q. 523-292.000.
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Day, Peter M. O^ Joaes, Joha W.; and Sperry. John A., to Autotype
Inlcniatioiial United. Stabiliatiaa of diaao^ain teantizers with
polyvinyl pyridtne. 4.477,332. a. 43O-l7S.00a

Day. Pieroe B., to Eattman Kodak Company. Apparatus for projecting
a tcracB patten onto a pbolooonductor. 4.477,177. CI. 333-1 1.000.

De Biari, Mark S.. to Supoior Electric Coopany, The. Stqwing motor
overcorreat detection and protection device. 4,477.738, a.
318496.000.

Debru, Michel, to Novatome. Device for cooling the main venel of a
tet (hrion nuclear reactor. 4,477,4ia Q. 376-404.000.

Debt. Victor Si»—
Anderle. Joaeph A.; and Deba. Victor. 4.476,909, Q. 160-178.00C.

Decina, Baal A.. Jr.: Sw—
Cleveland, Dixoa; Havens, James R.; Nagel, Gregory L.; Decina.
Baal A., Jr.; and Jenuwine, William C, 4,477,709, a.
219-109.000.

Deaoux. Richard J. Bimodal exercise device. 4.477.072. Q. 272-73.000.
Deere ft Company: 5fr

Corwin. liRnaseO. 4,477,24a Q. 418-94.000.

Luchsiuer, Patrick M.. 4,477,406, a. 264-273.000.
Magin, Ludwig B.. 4.476,743. CI. 74-663.0OB.
ReiQy. Roger D.. 4.476,668, Q. 36-2OI00O.
Thompson. James E.; Saadvik, Leoaard E.; aad Elliott. Marc A..

4.477.0Sa a. 248436.000.
Degussa AktieageaeUschaft: Sf»—

Domesle. Rainer. Volkcr. Herbert; Kobersteta, Edgar aad Pletka.
Haas-Dieter. 4.477.417, a. 423-213.200.

Deiaer. Haas; Moach, Franz; Saadaer. Berahard; and Bemheim. Willy,
to Oba-Odgy Corporation. Process for the production of perfluoro-
aOcyl residne oontatniag coadeasation products, die condensation
products prepared aooordiagly, aad their use. 4,477,498, a.
427-389.900.

DelpUaa Partaers: Set—
Haddea, David M.; aad Micko. Eric S., 4.476.706. a. 73-l.OOG.

De Loda. David E: Set—
CaaaoB. Joaeph N.; De Lucia, David E.; Jackson. William M.; and

Porter. James H., 4,476.816, Q. 122-4.00D.
Demeter. Elek: Stt—

Apetrei, Coostaatin; Nitigus, Victor; Demeter. Ekk; Radulescu.
Mariaa; aad Sachelarie, Toma, 4.477.743, a. 310-77.000.

DeNeef, Joha O.: See—
TUd, Patrick L.; Lawry. CHfford P.; and DeNeef, John C.

4.477,791, a. 33640.000.
Denki Kacaku Kogyo KabuaUki Kaisha: See-

Abe, Maaaaon; aad Tamaura, Yntaka, 4,477,319, G. 2O4-36.00R.
Isogai. Jua; Nakaya, Seiichi; Saitou, Akira; Takahaahi. Akio; and

Yagi. Isao, 4,477,284, Q. 106-104.000.
Deasmore, Neal W., to Joy MaaufiKturiag Company. Monorail sus-
pended conveyor system. 4,476,973, Q. 198-864.000.

Dente, Ornmry C: See—
Salvi, llwodore C; Smithers. Martin E.; and Dente, Gregory C,

4,477,909, a. 372-93.000.
«"y^.

DePuy, Robert P., to General Electric Company. Relay spare circuit
for a recloser relay. 4,477,856, a. 361-72.0007

Deraedt, Roger S«*—
PUIibert. Daniel; Teutach. Jean G.; Costerousse. Germain; and

Deraedt, Roger, 4.477.443, Q. 424-239.000.
de Roas. Kris B.: Sir-

van den Boach, Steven; Kettenes, Dirk K.; de Ross, Kris B.; Sipma,
Gerben; and StofTelsma, Jan, 4,477,678, Q. 349-62.000.

Deacure. Pierrick:Sw—

. -?*^' '•" ^^ •«* D«o««. Pierrick. 4,477.835, Q. 358-213.000.
de Sivry, Bruno; Herve. Guy; Colas. Claude; and Caputi. Jean-Louis, to
Compagnie Fraacaise des Petroles. Rotary metal brush for removing
submeifed anti-corrosive covering and method for using the same.
4.476.6«ra 13-179.00a

*

Deutsch, Alice; Braadwein. Harvey: Piatt. Herbert; Hunter. Dianne M.;
Dttbitsky. Andrew; and Durham. Susan M.. to Mex Research Associ-
ates. Antigen asny method and kit 4,477.376. Q. 436-300.000.

Dexter, Martin; aad Wiater, Rolaad A. E, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
2-(2-Hydroxy-3,3-di-teft-octylpheayl}-2H-beazotriazole stabilized
compositions. 4,477,614, Q. 324-91.000.

Diaooat. George P.. Jr.; and Grishaai, James D., to AMF Inc. Feed-
through foMer apparatus. 4.476.792. CL 112-142.000.

Diaz. Daniel. Coataiaer assembly. 4,476,883. Q. 132-73.000.
Dickiasoe. David G.: See—

Liston, Max D.; Dickinson, David G.; and Stark, William A..
4,477,19a a. 336-418.000.

Dickinson, Johanne C; and Frey, William A., to Du POot de Nemours,
E. I., and Company. Method for the removal of interfering substances
in theophylline assays. 4,477,346, Q. 210.198.200.

Dickson. Dale A.: See—
Sorenson, Paul D.; Dickson. Dale A.; McNichols. Larry A.; and

Badzinski. John D.. 4,476^873, Q. 128-660.000.
Didier Engineering GmbH: See—

Bauer, Haitmut K.; and Otte. Ernst A. W.. 4.477.42a a.
423-234.000.

Diefenbach, Horst; and Geist, Michael, to BASF Farken A Faaem AG.
Heat-hardenaMe binder mixture. 4,477,33a CI. 428-413.000.

Diefenbach, Horst: See—

r^ *^...*lf*^*J •«* D*fcnb«»>. Horst, 4,477,642, Q. 32841.000.
Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd.: See—
^Fiyimori. Kyoichi; aad Okaao. Masami. 4,476,832, Q. 123-302.000
DiOiubo^ Mwio. Device for hoMiag work in machine tool operations

4*477,064, a. 269-231.000.

Dimakos, Christos; and Radtke. Gerhard. Instrument for fcmoval oTa
bone cemeat tube in an artificial femur head reanplaatation.
4,476,861, CI. 128-3O3.0OR.

«»i«-i««on.

Dimar Hokling Corporation: See—
Green, Wdliam G., deoeaaed. 4,476.928, Q. 166-267.000.

Dineen, Gertrude D.. administratrix: See—
Dineen. John J., deceased, 4,476,681, Q. 60486.000.

Dineen, John J., deceased (by Dbieen, Gertrude D., administiatrix), to
Mechanical Technology Incorporated. Balance firee-piston hydraulic
pump. 4,476,681. a. 6(M86.000.

^^ 7«-»w

Discovision Associates: S^e—
Mooney. DonaM G.; and Ceshkovsky. Ludwig. 4,477,89a Q.

369-33.000.

Do, Dung D.: See—
Palombo, Gaston A.; and Do. Dung D.. 4.477,737. G. 318-696.000.

Dobhan. Herbert: See—
Leuner. Hilmar; Dobhan. Herbert; Bauer. BemhanL and Olachew-

ski. Armin. 4.476.913, G. 164-346.000.
Dr. H. TiefenbMh GmbH & Co.: See—

Lachmann. Hehnut; and Lange. Bemd, 4,476,888, G. 137-102.000.
Doin, James E.; and Vaughn, Howard A., Jr., to General Electric
Company. Tbennoformable silicone resin coating compoaition and
dual component coating system for polycarbonate. 4*477,499. O.

Dole, Reialiard: See—
Brandl. HaraU; Dote. Reiahard; aad Kammerhofer. Klaus.

4.477.722. G. 230-222.100.

Domesle. Rainer, Volker, Herbert; Koberstein, Edgar, and Pletka,
Hans-Dieter, to D^ussa Aktiengeaellachaft. Catalyst fbr reducing
the ignition temperature of diesel soot 4.477.417. G. 423-213.200.

DonneUy, Denis P., to Siena College. Di^ diadrometer. 4,477,917.
G. 377-11.000.

Doorakian. George A.; and Hanafin. Joaeph W.. to Dow Chemical
Company. The. Immobilized epoxy advancement initiators.
4.477.643, G. 32^99.000.

Dorflinger, Hans-Dieter: See—
Schweiss, Peter, and Dorflinger, Hans-Dieter, 4,477,341, G.

209-170.000.

Dorina Nahmaschinen GmbH: See—
HoU, Hehnar, 4,476.794. G. 112-226.000.

Dorr-Oliver Incorporated: See—
Ko^ Peter. 4.477.393. G. 261-76.000.

Dow Chemical Company, The: See—
Buiba. John L.. In. 4,477,367, G. 232-184.000.
Doorakian. George A.; and Hanafin. Joaeph W., 4,477,645, G.

328-99.000.

Fisk, Thomas E., 4,477.603. G. 321-137.000.
Gibbs. Marylu B., 4,477,412. CL 4224a000.
Hefner, Robert E., Jr., 4,477,629, G. 523-113.000.
Lee, John M.; Bauman, William C; Wolcott Richard A.; and

Burba, John L., HI, 4,477,597, G. 321-28.000.
Myers, Jimmy. 4,477.646. G. 328-118.000.
Pearce. Roscoe L.; Wolcott Richard A.; and Pauley, Charles It,

4,477,419. CI. 423-228.000.
Ramirez. Enrique G.. 4.477.391. G. 302-340.000.
Schmidt Donald L.; Klingler. Thomas C; and Wessling. Ritchie

A.. 4.477,64a G. 326-236.00a
Strange. Cari P.; Mesaelt Christopher D.; and Gibson. Clark W..

4.477,637. G. 336-91.000.

Sutton. Tonja R.; and Hu^ies. David W., 4,477,644, G. 328-73.00a
Dow Coming Corporation: See—

Battice. David R., 4,477.601, G. 321-lll.OOa
Gee. Ronald P.; and Kalinowski. Robert E. 4,477,514, G.

428-264.000.

Dowbenko. Rostyslaw: See-
Singer. Debra L.; McCoUum. Gregory J.; Dowbenko, Rostyslaw;

Christenson. Roger M.; Chau, Midiad M.; and Chang, Wen-
Hsuan. 4.477.618. G. 524-157.000.

Dowty Meco Limited: See-
Price, Derek T.. 4.477.126. G. 308-l.OOA.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Albarda. Scato. 4.477,395, G. 261-131.000.

Drees, Paul A.: See—
Aluotto, Patrick F.; Drees, Paul A.; and Soucek. Charles A.,

4,477,609, G. 523407.00a
Dresser Industries, Inc.: See—

Hanshaw, Richard D., 4,476,677. G. 60-328.000.
Drew Chemical Corporation: See—

Kavchok. Ronald W.; and Boylan. Francis J.. 4.477.370, G.
252-321.000.

Drexhage, Oerrit K.: See—
Reppas, George S.; and Drexhage, Gerrit K., 4,476.592, G. 5-

I64.00B.

Drokhanov, Alexei N.: See—
Ziman. Yan L.; Kottsov. Vladhnir A.; Chesnokov. Jury M.;
Dunaev. Boris S.; Drokhanov, Alexei N.; Kraush, Klavdia A.;
and Barabanov, Stanislav D., 4.477.829, G. 35M.OOO.

Dnicker, Alan S.; D'Aversa. Richard D.; and Jeffers, Richard D.. to
Carrier Corporation. Method and apparatus for integrating operation
of a heat pump and a separate heating source. M76.^ G.
163-29.000.

Drury, Geoffrey. Apparatus and method for transportins srowins
plants. 4.476.651, CI. 4745.000.

t- o •• e

Dual Dynamics, Inc.: See—
Malec, Jerry P., 4,476,803, CI. 116.34.00R.
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Dube, Maurice T.; Hart Mwhael W.; and Hart Warren H., to H. W.
Hart M^. Co. Watering cup. 4,476,812, G. 119-73.000.

Dubitsky, Andrew: See—
Deutsch. Alice; Brandwein. Harvey; Piatt Herbert; Hunter.
Dianne M.; Dubitsky. Andrew; and Durham. Susan M.,
4,477,576, G. 436-500.000.

Duckworth, Charles E. Vapor iiyection system for internal combustion
engine. 4,476,841, G. 123-557.000.

Ducret Lucien C. Automatic cable measuring and cutting machine.
4,476,754, G. 83-150.000.

Dueber, Thomas E.; and Nebe, William J., to Du Pont de Nemours, E
I., and Company. Acidic o-nitroaromatics as photoinhibiton of
polymerization in positive working films. 4,477,556, G. 43O>281.000.

DufT-Norton Company, Inc.: See—
Fenuson. George R.; and Royer, William W.. 4.477,107. G.

285-134.000.

Duflt. Jurgen, to Lucas Industries Limited. Method of producing a
metal tube and flange assembly. 4,477,0ia G. 228-138.000.

Duffy, Brian J.; Gratz. Eugene J.; Potter, Steven E; aad Power, Royal
A., to Boeing Company, The. Iiyection molded propeller. 4,477,228,
G.41«4rS)A.

K I-
, . .

Duke. Eddie D.: See-
Armstrong, Charles M.; and Duke, Eddie D., 4.477,394, G.

261-112.000.

Dulac Robert R. Oil burner shutter. 4,477.248, G. 431-153.O0a
Dulina, Richard: See—

Kazmierczak, Thomas F.; Dulina, Richard; and Petersen. Arthur
W., 4.477.288, G. 134-19.000.

Dunaev. Boris S.: See—
Znnan. Yan L.; Kottsov, Vladimir A.; Chesnokov, Jury M.;
Dunaev, Boris S.; Drokhanov, Alexei N.; Kraush. Klavdia A.;
and Barabanov, Stanislav D.. 4,477,829, G. 358-1.000.

Dunham-Bush. Inc.: See—
Schaefer, Donald D.. 4,477.233, G. 417-366.00a

Dunn, David P.: See—
BowMs, Patsy A.; Dunn, David P.; Fathergill, Rex D.; Findlay,
Hugh T.; and Stafford, Donald W., 4,477,198, G. 400-120.000.

Dunn, Elman R., to Litton Industrial Products, Inc. Adjustable double
disc grinder dresser. 4,476.847. G. 125-1 l.ODF.

Dunne. Michael. Head and neck restraint system. 4.477.041. CL 244-
I22.0AG.

Du Pont de Nemours. E I., and Company: See—
Antonelli, Joseph A.; McLaughlin, Joseph E; and Strolle, Gifford

H.. 4,477,334, G. 428461.000.
Benin. Joshua, 4,476,631. G. 30-92.000.

Bergna, Horado E; and Kirkland, Joseph J., 4,477.492. G.
427-215.000.

Bissot Thomas C; and Silva. Raimund H.. 4,477,321, G.
204-98.000.

Chericofsky, Saul C, 4,477,463, G. 424-274.000.

Gganek. Engelbert 4.477.456, G. 424-258.000.
Dawson. Robert L.. 4.477,633, G. 52^292.000.
Dickinson, Johanne C; and Frey, WUliam A., 4.477,346, G.

210-198.200.

Dueber, Thomas E; and Nebe, WUliam J., 4,477.556. G.
430-281.000.

Hetherington, Brian L.; Gray, Peter R; and MoUison, Alistair N.,

4,477,407, G. 264-288.400.

Iwasyk, John M; and Sauerbrunn, Robert D., 4,477,271, G.
55416.000.

Uuterbach, Herbert G., 4,477,526, G. 428-399.000.
Murphy, Charles V., 4,477,617, G. 524-136.00a
Nair, Kumaran M., 4,477,296, G. 1484. 14R.
Parish. Darrell J., 4,477,620, CL 524423.000.
RummeL Mitzie K., 4,477,517, G. 428-324.000.
Smith, Dewey H., Jr., 4,477,457, G. 424-260.000.

Duracell Inc.: See-
Klein, Geriiart and Mitohell, Michael J., Jr.. 4.476.624. G.

29423.100.

Duriiam. Susan M.: See—
Deutsch. Alicr, Brandwein. Harvey; Piatt Herbert; Hunter,
Dianne M.; Dubitsky, Andrew; and Durham, Susan M.,
4,477,576, G. 436-500.000.

Dutchbum, Lolie G. Counterbalance device for routable shaft
4,476,7n, G. 99421.00H.

Dutt Bttlusu v., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Light emitting device for
optical switching. 4,477,824, G. 357-17.000.

Dykema, Owen wTDynamic recoil damping mechanism. 4,476,969, G.
188-380.000.

E.C.R WiU (GmbH A Co.): See-
KrolL Gerald; Vogel, Horst; and Peter, Jurgen. 4,476,664, G.

53-258.00a

E Cacarda GmbH: See—
Cacarda, Jaroslav, 4,476,836, G. 126447.000.

Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.: See—
Miller, Lee E; and Carr, Dennis D., 4,477,540, G. 429-27.000.

Wheeler, James R.; Brill, Jack N.; and Miller, Lee E, 4,477,546, CI.

429-211.000.

Eastman Kodak Company: See-
Day, Pierce B., 4,477,177, G. 355-11.000.

Harasta, Louis P.; Lozyk, Gerald M.; and Morrison, Edward D.,
4,477,548, G. 430-14.000.

Henry, James W.; and Scroggin, Stanley R., 4,477,398, G.
26440 100

Jervis, Daniel A., 4,477,479, G. 426-549.000.

Lemke, James U., 4,477,853, G. 360-125.000.

RusseL Matthew J., 4,477,176, G. 35S-3.0TR.
Eaton Corporation: See—

Janutka, William J.. 4,477,742. G. 307-571.000.

Morscheck. Timothy J., 4,476,748, G. 74-867.00a
Urban, John A.; and Sherrick, Peter L., 4,476,968, G. 188-329.000.

Eavenson, Auchmuty & Greenwald: See—
Greenwakl, Edward H., Sr.; O'Malley, William P.; and Rogers,

Ross, Jr.. 4,477,22a G. 414-139.000.

Ebauches, S.A.: See-
Michel, Jean-Georges; Portmann, Hubert; and Schneiter, Ali,

4,477,194, G. 368-69.000.

Ebel, Mark S.: See—
Yaron, Giora; Shum. Ying K.; Priel, Ury; Prasad. Jayasimha S.; and

Ebel, Marie S., 4,477.825. G. 357-23.500.

Eddy, David S.: See—
Nagy, Louis L.; Eddy, David S.; and OHourke, Michael J.,

4,477,771, Q. 324-58.50C.
Edwanb, Lawrence K. Railway switch. 4,476,787, G. 104-96.000.
Effland, Richard C; Davis. Larry; and Klein. Joaei^ T., to Hoechst-

Rouasel Pharmaceuticals Inc. 4-Aryloxy-lj,3,4-tetrahydnMoquino-
lines. 4,477.670, CL 546-141.000.

Eger, Leroy O. Slide for frictional engagement with flexibk descent
line. 4,476,956, G. 182-5.000.

Eichlseder, Martin; and Burkle, Erwin. to Krauss-Maffei Aktiengesell-
schaft. Backflow preventer fbr an injection molding machine.
4,477,242, G. 425-207.000.

Eisenhardt WiUiam A., Jr.; Saleeb, Fouad Z.; McKay, Raadal P.; and
Zeller, Bary L., to General Foods Corporation. Method for produc-
ing dried citrus pulp. 4,477,481, G. 426-590.000.

Electric Power Research Institute: See—
Fessler, WUliam A., 4,477,354, G. 210434.000.

Electronic MaU Corporation of America: See-
Buck, Robert J., 4,477,695, G. 178-3.000.

Electronique Marcd Daasauh: See—
Revirieux, Michel, 4,477,774. G. 324.158.00P.

Eli LUly and Company: See—
HaU, David A., 4,477,66a G. 544-28.000.

El-Kareh, Badih, to International Bunneas Machines Corporation.
Method of fisbricating a bipolar dynamic memory oeU. 4,476,623, G.
29-576.00W.

Elkin, Robert D., to Monogram Industries, Inc. Variable speed inlet

control valve. 4,476,942, G. 173-169.000.

Elkins, Marvin: See-
Smith, Dwight 4,476,976, G. 206-219.000.

Elliott Emanuel J.: See—
Brashears. David F.; Elliott Emanud J.; and Butler, Theodore G.,

4,477,230. CI. 432-3.000.

Elliott Marc A.: See-
Thompson, James E; SandvUu Leonard E; and EUiott Marc A.,

4,477,030, G. 248436.000.

Elliott Robert E Liquid end structure for reciprocating pump.
4,477036, G. 417454.000.

Elyakim, Amir. Fifth wheel coupling apparatus. 4.477.lOa G.
280434.000.

EMAG Maachinenfabrik GmbH: See—
Hessbruggen, Norbert 4,476,752, G. 82-28.00R.

Effide. Friedbelm: See—
Reinke. Friedhelm; and Emde. Friedhdm. 4,476,824, G.

123-90.390.

Emery, Leonard W., to Atlantic Richfield Company. Method of cold
water fracturing in drainhoies. 4,476,932, G. 166-303.000.

Endo, Hiroshi. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Obstacle detection

system for use in vehicles. 4.477.184, G. 356-141.000.

Enenkel. Hans J.: See-
Jonas, Rochus; Kloft, Michael; Wurziger. Hanns; Harting, Juergen;
EnenkeL Hans J.; Minck, Klaus-Otto; and Schliep, Hans-Jochen,
4,477,454, G. 424-250.000.

Eng, Berwyn S.; and Christian, Earl L., to United States of America,
Navy. Spline gear reciprocating lapping machie. 4,476,654, G.
51-26.000.

Engberg, Edvrin W.: See-
Knight Howard W.; and Engberg. Edwin W.. 4,477,847, G.

36040.000.
Fjigljfh, Larry W.: See—

Michl, Michael J.; and English, Larry W.. 4,477,408, G.
264-532.000.

Eaomoto, Nizo; and Murayama, Fumiaki, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.
Fuel-injecting apparatus. 4,476,836, G. 123-502.000.

Epps, Tun. Refrigerator condensation apparatus. 4,476,693, CL
62-512.000.

Emt Alfons, to Johannes Heidenhain GmbH. Photodectric increoien-
tal measuring device. 4,477.189, G. 356-374.000.

Emsi Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See-
Gaul, Norbert 4,477.157, CI. 350-532.000.

Ersfdd, Heinrich; and Schulte, Klaus, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Mixing head for mixing at least two flowabie components. 4,477,191,
G. 366-77.000.

Esna-Ashari, Mohammed; and HUbrans, Hermann, to KJockner-Hum-
boldt-Deutz AG. Method for recovering zinc from a sulfidic zinc
source. 4,477,323. G. 204-119.000.

Esptritu, HermenegUdo A., to International Telephone tt Telegraph
Corporation. Self-locking connector. 4,477,140, G. 339-89.0(M:

Esubrooks, Dennis C: See—
Arter, Nelson K.; Estabrooks, Dennis C; and Jackson, WUliam G..

4,477.068, G. 27l-186.00a
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ETA SA., Fabriqum dfEbtimehm:
Ooeria. Yvo; and MeiMer, Piene-Aiidfe , M77,7S9, Q.
3IS496.00a

PthwtHii Inc.: 5tf
pyOi, Sttftm J.; kmvmak, Stcpim J.; aod Zwaln. WiOiam J.,

M76^MS,a l2S-32&00a >
•

Ethyl CorpoMlion: Si*—
Sudm, Robert N.. M77.423. 0. 423-328.(XUi

EtKO, Roger A.: Sw
Wriflit. Howud J.; Leoowd, Devid P.; end EtieU. Roger A..

4.477,336. g. 42».522.000.

Eufiager. Nbrbcrt: Sw
Oanbert, Km; aad Enfinfer. Norbert, 4^76.626. Q. 29^740.000.

Earomaik: Sw—
Berger, LMrent; and Tigrett. Piul, 4^477.183, a. 336-132.000.

Enraplool Tiwt: 5^
AFibian. Sindio, 4v477.00a Q. 22M33.00a

Eiirorii Electroaic OabH: Sec^
Hatachel. Ifanpeter; and Hainzloiaier, Hennann. 4.476,763. Q.
M>1.03a

Euvrafd. Hubert, to Micro-Mega SJi. Device for qnicic ooupling of
dental appliance. 4.477033. 07433-126.000.

Evan, Jaaea M.; Knuca, Kenneth E.; Ukkenen. Kdjo A.; and Hansen,
E.. to Sylvadwai Corporation. Stabilization of tackifying resin

-_^ 4^77.613, a. 5i4-77.000.
Evatafiev, Evgeny A.: Ser—

Ivanov. Jvy P.; Avetbokh, Anatoly B.; Evatafiev, Evgeny A.; and
Tanaov, Alenndr R, 4*476,797. Q. 1 I4-63.00R.

Extnoorporeal Medical Spedahies, Inc.: Set-
Aid, Jaoei D.. 4,476,683. 0. 6M000.

Exxon Research and rnjinoriiig Ca: Set—
Hafex. Mahmoud M.. 4»477j33. 0. 208-3a000l
Madon, Roatan J.. 4*477.393. Q. 318-713.000.

Eat. Andre, to Fbrd Motor Company. Method ofmaking silicon nitride
comprising objects. 4*477.402, Q. 264-63.000.

Failla, Stephen J.; Jewosiak, Stephen J.; and Zwaskis, William J., to
Ethioon, Inc. Non-metalUc. bio-compatible hemostatic clips.

4,476*863, Q. 128-326.00a
*^

FaircUld Camera * Instrameat Corporatioa: See—
An, Alexander C. 4,477,886, Q. 363-222.000.
Sharp. Keneth P.. 4,477.883. Q. 36»-2O4.00a

FaithftaO, Tacnoe P. H.: See—
Darcy, Kevin A.; and PaithfUl. Terence P. H., 4,477,044. a.

244-223.00a

^'S^' °?* '"' ^^**'^ Sanftwd, Jr.; and Bergsten. Ronald £.. to
Minnsaota Mining and Mannftcturing Company. Tannins blanket
4,476,393, a7MT7.00a

-um«w o«i*ei.

Parley, Donald J.: See—

*^,.^^!!^ ^^ "^ ''•^y- '^*«»" '• M77,204, a.
403-133.000.

Pamytaha Carlo Etba S.pA.: Sf»-
Snaiwo, Antonino; Pcnco, Sergio; and Aicamone. Fedwico,

4*477,444,a 424-18OXJ0O. TT
Parrar, D. Prank. Jr.: See—

South. Hoyt L.; and Parrar, D. Prank. Jr.. 4.477.063, Q. 270-31.000.
Pasco Controb Corporation: See—
_ Bwry, Leon P.; and Rieman. Willis, 4,476,714, Q. 73-1 1 8.000.

M76S83;a?lM7'^
"^ "^"'' '" •neich«Kii«ng dispUy.

FtehergOl, Rex D.: Si»-
BowMs, Patsy A.; Donn, David P.; Pathergill. Rex D.; Fmdlay.
^HnjdiT.; aad StafIbnl,Donak!W.. 4,477,198, a. 400-120.000

F*«dns, Peter, to Siemens AktiengeseUschaft Method and apparatus

S^ ^5^**™^ '°»* *'**'' <" integrated circuits. 4,477.775, Q.
324-1S8.00R.

Pecan, Jean C; and Morin, Jean, to Commissariat a I'Eaergie Ato-
miqae. Apparatus for storing and producing hydrogen ftxMn a solid
compooKL 4.477.413. Q. 422.164.Q0a

Peder. Ernest; and TUbeaoh. Oande E.. to United Techmriogies Cor-
poration. Seal ring with slidable inner element bridging circmnfeien-
tial gap. 4.477.03*a 277-26.000.

"^
Pederal Paper Board Company. Inc.: See—

Orowney, Uwreace /., 4*477,016, Q. 22O.28.00R.
Manixxa. OueMb A., 4,476*977, a. 206434.000.

Pederid. Giorgio: 5^»—
Ricci, Giorgio; and Pederici. Giorgio, 4,477,366, Q. 433-16.000.

P^. W^oer, to Soeddentache Knehlerihbrik Julius Pr. Behr GmbH.
Air difhser assembly. 4*476,773, 0. 98-2.080.

Peinwerktecfamk SchUcfaer ft Co.. Plrma: See—
Goldhammer, Albert, 4,477.702, Q. 20041.620.

Krsft. Harald, 4,477412, Q. 407-104.000.
PeOman, HamoiSee

Niskanen. Toivo; and PeOman. Raimo. 4,476,886, Q. 137-13.000.
P^rgaaon. Georie R.; ami Rover, William W., to Duff-Norton Com-

pany, Inc. Rotating joint with separated beatings and seals. 4.477.107.
a. 285-134.000.

•«!». «iiie«fc»,*^Mu/.

BeawdKN, Pienc 4*476,632, CL 49-233.00a
Fmandez, Julio A., to National Starch and Chemical Corporation.
NonpigmantMl wood stains. 4,477^82, Q. 106-34.00a

'^^S^ ?!^^ PbotbaU place/field goal kicking device. 4,477,077,
CL 273-S5.00B.

PrnmaB. Ocfiid, to Staoffer Chemical Company. Polyuiethane foams
having tow acoidi discoloration. 4.477.60a G. S21-1O8.00O.

Pussier. waUam A., to Electric Power Reaeaich bstitute. ucnracDon
ofPg«*Jo™>«tod biphenyh daring solvent distillation. 4.477,334* C^

Pidd. Norman John: See—
Tomlinaoa. Roderick P. J., 4*477.593. Q. 346.20S.Q0a

Fife, Robert L.: See—
Sharp, Mark R, 4.477,006, Q. 226-18.000.

Fmdlay. Hugh T.: See—
BowMs. Patsy A.; Dam. David P.; Rtthergill, Rex D.; Pindlw,
Hugh T.; and Stafford. Donald W.. 4*477.m. 0. 400-120.000:

Fmney. Philip P. Thermocouple and method of making the diermo-

SSS!6S'<?SSX»**'™°^
Fue Out Enterprises Company. Inc.: See—

Conklin. Midiad T; and Mowry, Charles P., 4*476,687. Q.
62-64.000.

Firestone Tire * Robber Company. The: See—
Boutsicaris. Stnben P.. 4*477.612. Q. 324-76.000.

^^SPiJlSfi^'*"' Viipi R-: and Stayer. Marie L.. 4.477,636,
a. 328-487.000.

Fischer. Rudolf; and Puschnerat. Hehnut, to Albert-Frankenthal AG.
Apparatus for separating overlapped sheett of foMed products.
4,477;066. a. 27O-32.O0Dr

p««bi«..

Fischer. William C: See—
Wright. Stuart C; Adams. Don L.; Fncber. William C; and Ver-

zdla. David J.. 4.477.876. Q. 364434.000.
Fisher, James M. Joist girder building construction. 4.476.662. Q

32-693.000.

Fishman, Steven J. Method for coloring fish flesh. 4.477.473. Q.
426-230.000.

Fisk. Thomas R. to Dow Chemical Conqwny. The. StaUe dispersions
of polymers in polyfunctional active hydrogen compounds and poly-
urethanes baaed thereon. 4.477.603. Q. 321-137.000.

Fitzgerald. Raphad V.: See-
Peterson. John I.; and Fitzgerdd, Raphad V., 4,476,87a CL

Fitzpatrick. Patrick C: See-
Brown. Peter L.; Fitzpatrick. Patrick C; and Uoyd, Frederick W.,

4,477,071, a. 272-72!000.

Fives-Cail Babcock: See—
Cosar, Paul; and Henin. Jean-Pierre, 4,477.231. Q. 432-106.000.

Flanigan. Charles D.: See—
Dslziel. Warren L.; Flanigan. Charles D.; and Lynott. John J..

4,477.851. a. 3«)-95!00a
Fleming. James W., Jr., to ATftT Bell Laboratories. Method for mak-
mg germanium-silicate gd ^ass and articles. 4.477.58a Q.
501-12.000.

Fliri, Hans: See—
Hamberger, Hdmut; and Fliri, Hans, 4,477,448,d 424-246.000.

Florida Prtu^ess Corporation: See-
Berry. William W.; Ashworth. Robert A.; and Spdce. Ned B..
4.477,425.0.423485.000.

Floyd. Middleton B.. Jr.; Grudanakas. Charies V.; and Chen, Sow-Md
L., to American Cyanamid Conmany. Vinylstannyl derivatives.
4.477,388.0.260429.700.

r-r * /

Fogarty, Thomas J.: See-
Chin. Albert R.. 4.476.866. CL 128-344.000.

Poller. Peter C, to Chevron Reaearch Company. Process for producins
hydrogen chloride. 4.477.322, O. 204.103!000.

Pons. Lloyd C. Methods for locating oil or gas deposits employing
temperature and/or geothermd gncUent measurements. 4.476,716*
O. 73-154.000.

Ford Motor Company: See—
Boaz. Premakaran T. 4.477.486. O. 427-54.100.
Cassatta. Jos»h C; Garrett, David L., Jr.; and van Oene, Henk.

4.477,327.0.204-159.150.
^^

Ezn. Andre. 4.477.402. O. 264-65.000.
Moan. Richard D.. 4.476.745. O. 74-866.000.

Fors. Ame I.: See—
Hilcbey, Robert M.; and Fors. Ame I., 4.476,643, 0. 37-245.000.

Forti. Sergio: See—
Danesi. Senpo; Forti, Sergio; and Manica. Michele. 4.477.631, O.

525-133.000.

Fortune, William S. Combination tip wrench and stand. 4,476,596, O.
7-138.000.

Foslien, Floyd L.. to Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing Company.
Sturier with intermediate latching mechanism. 4i477,007, O.
227-19.000.

Foasati, Norberto: See—
Rananti. Giuseppe; and Fossati. Nort)erto. 4.477,613, CL

524-100.000.

Foster. Derek; and Rich, Colin, to John T. Hepburn Limited. Moorins
device. 4.476.801, O. 1 14-230.000.

^
Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation: See-

Raskin. Ndl R.. 4.477.426. O. 423-569.000.
Fox, Katharine A.: See—

Kloepfier, Eleanor A.; and Fox. Katharine A., 4,476,859, O. 128-
87.00B.

Fraioli. Anthony V.. to United States of America. Energy. Solid dec-
trolyte structure. 4.477.541, O. 429-33.000.

Fraioli. Donato M.. to Air Structures Intemationd Inc. Air supported
structures having intenul liners. 4,477,503, O. 428-102.000.

France Bed Co., Ltd.: See—
Ikeda, Minoru, 4,476,595, O, 5478.000.

Francovitch. Thomas P. Membrane anchor with flexure resisting re-
gions. 4,476,66a O. 52-515.000.
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Pransson. Lan H.: See—
Undman, Nib T; Pranaaon. Lars H.; and Pott, Cart C, 4,477,830,
O. 358-1.000.

Frantz, James S., to Ttead Corporation. Security cabinet for storage of
vduabies. 4,477,13a O. 312-219.000.

Franz Plasser Bahnbaumaschinen-IndustriMeseOschaft in.b.H.: See—
Theurer, Joaef, 4,476,786, 0. 104-12.00a

Fraser, Robert B.: See-
Baker. Kenneth J.; Buck, Kdth R; Chase, Irving C; Fr«er, Robert

B.; and Miles. Oive. 4.476,708, O. 73-23.00a
Pntdli Barro, Giovanni E Luigi, S.r.L.: See-

Bum, Giovanni, 4,477,004, 0. 224-39.000.
Fredette, Andrew J.: S^e—

Brown. Henry M.. Jr.; and Fredette, Andrew J., 4,476,965, O.
188-171.000.

Prey, William A.: See—
Diddnson. Johanne C; and Prey, William A., 4,477,346, O.

210-198.200.

Priedrich. Hans-Joachim, to J. P. Adolff AG. Method of bonding a
floor-covering web with a backing web. 4,477,299, CL 156-71000.

Priedridi, Ludwig: See—
Stdner. Gerd; Priedrich. Ludwig; and Lenke. Dieter. 4,477.451. 0.

424-248.340.

Priedson, David: See—
Thder, Amdd; Priedson. David; and Kin. Lai. 4.477.716. O.

219-223.000.

Prieas. Jean, to Matkemi AG. Sealing device for vdves. 4.477.057. 0.
251-306.000.

FriAee, Bdmont, Jr.; and Swedblom, Charles R, to United States of
America, Navy. Signd acquisition and tracking system. 4,477.8 1 2, 0.
343417.000.

Promageries Bd-La Vache Qui Rit: See—
Georgd. Gaston P. V.; and Guyonnet. Marod A. R.. 4.477.241. 0.

425-85.000.

Promantin. Jean-Pierre M. J.: See—
Astoin, Jacqoes N.; Lepage, Francis; and Promantin. Jean-Pierre
M. J., 4,477.453, O. «J250.00a

Prommer, Elmar See—
Grosskinsky, Otto-AUired: Prommer, Efanar; Rapp, Gunther, and
Thomas, Erwin. 4,477,424, 0. 423-387.000.

Prye, Robert B., to Generd Electtic Company. Dud component coat-
ing system. 4,477,519. 0. 428-331.000.

Prye. Robert B.. to Generd Electric Company. Silicone resin coating
composition especially suited fior primerless adhesion to cast acrylics.
4.477.528, O. 428412.000.

Fuji Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Mukae. Kazno; Maruyama, Satoshi; Tsuda. Koichi; and Nagasawa.

Orao. 4.477.793. 0. 338-21.000.
^^

Fuji Electric Catponxe Researeh and Devdopment. Ltd.: See—
Mukae. Kazuo; Maruyama. Satoshi; Tsuda. Koichi; aad Nagasawa.

Brno, 4.477.793, CL 338-21 .000.
^^

Fuji Jukogyo KabusUki Kaisha: See—
Nakazato, Kazuo, 4,476.834, 0. 123440.000.

Fuji Oil Co.. Ltd.: See—
Gomi. Shimpd; Takeuchi. Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itam; Fujii,

Masdd; Takatsnka, Torn; and Watari. Ryuzo. 4.477.334. O.
208-75.000.

Fuji Photo Fdm Co.. Ltd.: See—
Horie. Seyi; Nagata. Masayoshi; Nakano. Junji; and Sato, Hideo,
4.477,55a CL 430-59.000.

Ichiiima. Sdji; Sakanoue. Kd; Kobayashi Hidetoshi; aad Adachi,
Kdichi, 4.477,563, O. 430-544.000.

Ogawa, Akira; AoU. Kozo; aad Kamio, TakayoaU, 4.477,558. CL
430-384.000.

Yanai. Akio; Shirahata. Ryuji; and Kitamoto. Tatsuji. 4.477.489. 0.
427-132.000.

Fufi Standard Research Inc.: See—
Gomi, SUmpei; Takenchi. Tomomitsu; Matsoo. Itaru; Fujii.

Maadd; Takatsnka. Ton; and Watari. Ryuzo. 4.477.334, O.
208-75.000.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—
MorigttcU. Piuio. 4,477,756, 0. 318-696.000.
Moriguchi, Hamhiko; and Inui, Toshiharu. 4,477.82a O. 346-

76.0PH.
Fujii. MasaU: See—

Gomi. SUmpei; Takeuchi. Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itaru; Fujii,

Masdd; Takatsuka. Tom; and Watari. Ryuzo, 4,477,334, O.
208-75.000.

Pujimdd, Yoshihide; Takd, Yoahidd; and Nomori, Hiroyuki, to Koni-
ihiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Photoreceptor for dectrophotogra-
phy, method of forming an dectrostatic httent image, and dectropho-
tograiAic proceas. 4,477,549, 0. 430-54.000.

Fujimori, Kyoichi; and Okano, Masami, to Diead Kiki Co., Ltd. Tuning
contrd device for a Aid injection pump. 4,476,832, O. 123-502.000.

Pujimoto, Temo, to Toyo Soda ManufiKturing Co., Ltd. Amphoteric
ion exdianger aad method ofmaking same. 4,477,596, CL 521.23.000.

Pujisawa Phannaceuticd Co., Ltd.: See—
Ueda. Ikuo; Tenji, Tsutomu; Takaya, Takao; Takai, Kdji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Pumia, and Nishino, Shigetaka,
4,477,447, O. 424-246.000.

^^
Fttjita, Kenjiro. Method for peodudng oil from rice embryo^wds.

4,477,386. 0. 26(M11200.
Fi^^ Yoshinori: See—

Sato, Kuaidd; Yasunaga. Ifisao; YoshiharB. TakaUaa; Pujita, Yo-
sUnori; and Kyono, Kaznaki, 4,477,491, 0. 427-21 1.00a

Fujitsu Limited: See—
Pukuda, Hirokazu; Shniohara. Koji; Kawabata. Yoshio; Nishijima,

Yoshito; and Yamamoto, Kosaku. 4,477,730, 0. 2SO-S04.00R.
Hamada, Mitsuni; Kumai, Toshio; and IsUda, Shop, 4.477,520, 0.

428-336.000.

Kurakake. Mhsuo; and Sakamoto. Kdji. 4,477,762, 0. 318-802.000.
Mimura. Takashi; Hikosaka. Kohlo; aad Odaai, Kouichiio,
4,477,311,0. 156^3.000.

Takeda, Hirofiimi, 4,477,740, O. 307455.000.
Pujiwara, Yoshiydd: See—

Yamanashi, Fumiaki; Hayashi, Yuzo; Kano, Mitsuru; Pujiwara,
Yoshiyuki; and Tashiro, Yoshizo, 4,477,368, O. 252-299.100.

'

Pukayama, Miyoji; Suganuma, Noriyuki; and Sarayama, Toshio, to
Tony Silicone Co., Ltd. Water resistant room temperature vdcaniz-
able polyorganosiloxane compositions and method for preparing
same. 4,477,606, O. 523-200.000.

k r- .

Pukuda, Hirokazu; Shinohara, Koji; Kawabata, Yoshio; Nishijima,
Yoshito; and Yamamoto, Kosaku, to Fujitsu Limited. Laser appara-
tus. 4,477,73a CL 250.504.00R.

^^
Pukumoto, Masafimii, to Niasin Jabara Industries Co., Ltd. Exhaust gas

suppressor. 4,476,838, O. 123-556.000.

Fukushima, Takashi: See—
Matsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba. Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; T^ahimura,

Masanori; Ohtsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe,
Tomio, 4,476,627, O. 29-791.000.

Fukushima, Yondtara: See—
Wakai. Kiyoshi; Shimodaira, Toshirou; and Fukushima, Yoneham,

4,477,747, O. 315-200.00A.
Fdtz, Clinton: See-

Moore, Franklin, Jr.; and Fdtz, Clinton, 4,476,996. O. 221-61.000.
Fumakilla Limited: See—

Muramoto, Takayoshi; Nishino, Shingi; Sasaki, Toshiyuki; and
Sasdd. Takanori. 4.477.414, O. 422-125.000.

Funk, James R, to Alfred University Research Foundation. Inc. Grind-
ing mixture and proceas for preparing a slurry therefrom. 4,477,259,
O. 44-51.000.

Funk, James R, to Alfred University Research Foundation, Inc. Pro-
cess for preparing a carbonaceous slurry. 4,477,260, 0. 44-51.000.

Funk, Roger S., to R. Funk aad Co., Inc. E>iazo printer with improved
ammonia supply system. 4,477,166, O. 354-300.000.

Furuichi, Katsushi; Yokomizo, Yoshikazu; Honma, Toshio; and
Murakami, Katsumi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Image fbrming
apparatus. 4,477,178, O. 355-14.00R.

Furukawa, Hisao: See—
Kato, Yaaushi; and Furukawa, Hisao, 4,477,628. O. 525-100.000.

Punikawa, Yasuhiko: See—
Sugihara, Taizo; Furukawa, Yasuhiko; and Tomioka, Susumu,

4,477,516, O. 428-296.000.

Fushida, Akira; Kato, YoaUdd; and Kamezdd, Yasushi, to MHA
Indnstrid Co., Ltd. Photoaensitive layer for dectropbotography.
4,477,551, O. 430-133.000.

Putober Epuletgepeazeti Termekeket Gyarto Vallalat: See—
Makara, Gyorgy, 4,477,02a O. 23649.000.

Gabride, Leonard A. Broaching machine safety. 4,477,215, O.
409-245.000.

Gage, John W. Tiller contrtri device. 4,476,80a O. 114-172.000.
GaOa, Kart, to Wella AktiengeseUschaft Vdve for pressurized con-

tdnCT. 4,477,001, O. 222-402.100.

Gamewdl, Joseph M.: See—
Heilig, Glenn M., Jr.; aod Gamewdl, Joaqih M., 4,476*922, O.

165-104.250.
^^

Gamson, Nicolette: See
Chudy, EUbdU; Gamson, Nicolettr, and Kettner, Phillip R.,

4,477,309, O. 156-635.000.

GaravagUa, Carlo: See—
Gariaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Mendillo, Vincenzo; Oanvag-

lia. Carlo; Mirenna. Luigi; and Zagni, Angela, 4,477,461, O.
424-272.000.

Garcia, Silverio M., to Capetrd IntemationaL Inc. Acidic glass clean-
ing composition. 4,477,364, O. 252-142.000.

GariascheDi, Lmgi; Gozzo, Frsnco; Mendillo, Vincenzo; Garavaglia,
Caria, Mirenna. Luigi; and Zagni, Angda, to Montedison S.p.A.
N-Aryl-N.acyl-3-amiao-l,3-ozazolidiae-2-tliJones having fltngiddd
activity. 4,477,461, 0. 424-272.000.

Gamicki, Ronia: See
Hanig, Richard R, 4*477,511, O. 428-201.000.

Garrett Corporation, The: See—
Mclnerney, Charles R, 4,476,682, O. 60402.000.

Garrett, David L., Jr.: See—
Cassatta, Joseph C; Garrett, David L., Jr.; and van Oene, Henk,

4,477,327, O. 204-159.150.

Garrett, John S. Storage rack. 4,476,984, 0. 211-86.000.

Gasser, Ruedy: See—
Grentert, Albert; and Gasser, Roedy, 4,476,776, O. 99-30I00C

Gates, James T. Hot spray apparatus. 4,477,023, CL 239-34aO0a
Gad, Cari J.: See—

Whaley, John P.; and Gad, Cari J., 4,477,339, 0. 209-2100a
Gad, Norbert, to Ernst Ldtt Wetzlar GmbR Uaivecsd revolving

stage for mictoacopes. 4,477.157, 0. 330>332.00a
Gavin, James R.: See—

Rdmann. George J.; Benoit, Gordon L.; Gavin. Jmms R.; and
Schneider, Mfchad A., 4,476.979. CL 206-55441X1

Gebeldn. Rolin J.; and Shafer. David, to Gcbddn. Roiin J. Reflecting
telescope with correcting lew. 4.477.156. 0. 33O-SO3.O0a
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Ocbhaidt. Ulrich: S^»—
Ricbltr, Oerbard; Luft, Oanter, aad Ocbhardt. Ulfich. M77^14,

Ca. KM-LOOT.
Ocbr. Hamidi OnbH: Sw—

VicrtcirLoditf; and Mahkr. Ocrt. M77,I16, CL 296-97.(»H.
Oce, RoMld P.; aad Kalnowaki, Robert E., to Dow Corning Corpora-

tioa. Method for traatrng celluloric teitik ftbrics with aqueous
eniuUom of carboiyflnctiona] nliooae fluida. 4.477,514, a.
42«-264.00O.

Ckfalhana. Juergen; aad Kieaer, Manfred, to Merck Patent OcwUachaft
mit Beachraakter Haftnag. Photoaeaative hydroxyalkylphoBones.
4,477,M1,a S<S-336A».

Oefanaa, David R.: Sar—
Saaderaon, P. Thonaa.; aad Oduaaa. David R., 4.477,622, a.

S24-S22.00a

Oeibd. Woiftam: &»-
Hemaaaa, Wolfgaag; OeAel, Wolfram; aad Satzinger, Gerhaid,

4,477,661, a. 54459.00a
Ociaa, Veraon L.: Stt—

Oravdy, Lawicaoe E.; aad OciM, Vernon L., 4,476,881, a.
131-308.000.

Ociit, Michael; aad Diefinbach, Hont, to BASF Farben A Faaem AG.
Selfcroaalinkiiig bett-hardenable binder. 4.477,642, Q. S28-61.000.

Ociat, MidutdTSto—
DiefenbKdi, Hortt; aad Oeiit, Michael. 4,477,33a a. 428-413.000.

Oelbeia, Abraham P.: See—
Oreeae. Marvin I.; aad Oelbeia, Abraham P.. 4.477,394. a.

318-700.000.

Oeaeral Binding Corporation: See—
Wang, Jamea C. 4,477.306. a. 428-172.000.

Oeaeral Electric Compaay: See—
Boae. Saaiay K.. 4.477.809, Q. 340-823.340.
Boveakerl. HaroM P.. 4.476,636, Q. 31-323.000.
Bfcaley. Robert H., 4,477,692. G. 174-31.00R.
Campbdl. Richard W.. 4,477,329, Q. 428-412.000.
Carreao, Diether E, 4,477,226, Q. 416-144.000.
Caatonguay, Roger N.; and Jencks. Charles L., 4,477.701. a.

20(V3O.0AA.
dine. Harvey E., 4,477,324, Q. 204-129.100.
Cotxaa. Oeorge M.. 4,477,767, Q. 322-39.000.
DePny, Robert P., 4,477,836, Q. 361-72.000.
Doin. Jamea E; and Van|^ Howard A., Jr., 4,477,499, O.
427-411100.

^^
Frye. Robert B.. 4.477,319. Q. 428-331.000.
Frye, Robert B., 4,477.328, a. 428-412.000.
Haaf, WiOiam R.; Lee. Otm F., Jr.; and Cooper, Olenn D., de-

oeaaed. 4.477.627. Q. 525-67.000.

Henhberger. Doran D.. 4.476,736. Q. 74-341.000.
Kim. WoBtaik, 4.477.T07. Q. 219-10.55A.
Uate, Olep, 4,477.227. Q. 416-198.00A.
LillquiM, Robert D.; aad Penney. Cari M.. 4.477.712. Q.

219-124.34a
Lockhart. Thomas P.. 4.477,623, Q. 324-789.000.
Mark, Vfctor, 4,477,632, Q. 525-147.000.
Merit, Victor, aad Hete Charles V., 4,477,647, Q. 528-176.000.
MoUey, David P., 4,477;649, Q. 528-212.000.
Mobiey. David P., 4.477.65a O. 528-215.000.
Rediger, Alvia L., 4,477,306. CL 156-578.000.

^..MS?^ ^'^ "^ Oleason, Cynthia L.. 4.476.683, a.
60448.000.

Smith. Peter H., 4,476.946, Q. 177-144000.
Steigerwald. Robert L.. 4,477,868, Q. 363-28.000.
Taylor, Cari D.. 4.477.143. G. 339-126.(MlS.
While, Dwaia M.; aad Nye. Soaaa A.. 4.477.651. Q. 528-215.000.

Ocaeral Foods Corporation: See—
Eiaenhardt. WiOian A., Jr.; Saleeb. Fooad Z.; McKay, Randal P.;
and Zeller. Bary L.. 4.477.481. Q. 426-590000.

Saladini. Joaeph J.; PameO. John V.. ni; Steenaen. Wayne L.; and
Topahan. Harry R. 4.477.474, Q. 426-250.000.

Schooamaker, C Donakl; aad Bortkevidoa, Jonas, 4,477,473, a.
426-231.000.

Seidd. WiDiam C; Orocovich. Oeorge E; and Medcalf. Danell
O, 4,477,48aa 426-578.000

General Instrument Corporation: See—
0%ien. Thomas E, 4,477,80a O. 34O-533.000.
Rood, Josnh D.; aad Crook, Stephen E. 4,477,799, Q.

34O-533.00O.

Geaerd Motors Corporation: See—
BonvaUet, Doaae J.. 4.476,822, CL 123-90410
Clevdaad. Dixoa; Haveaa. James R.; NageL Gregory L.; Decina.

Basil A., Jr.; aad Jeauwiae, William C, 4,477,709, a.
219U109.000.

Guttermaa. Jeffrey S., 4.476,711, Q. 73-35.000.
Lnyckx. Robert R., 4,477,099, Q. 280421.000.
Nagy. Louis L.; Eddy, David S.; aad O'Rourice. Mkhael J.,

M77,771.a 324.58.50C.
Vaa Doya, Pad D.; aad Johnaon, Jerry J., Sr., 4,477,864, a.

362-311.000
Geaerd Signd Corp.: See—

Jmhtai, Frank J.. 4,477,053, Q. 251-86.000.
Gwnd, Gaston P. V.; and Guyonnet, Marcd A. R., to Fromageries
Bd-La Vache Qui Rit Apparatus for moUing curd for the manufac-^We of chenea of small we. 4,477J41, 07425-85.000.

Getber, Dennia H, to Burke Industries, lac. Reservoir cover with
teasnned plates. 4,476,992, O. 220-219.000.

Gerber Oaiment Technology, Inc.: See—
Peari, David It; and Wotftoa. Uwrenee S., 4,476.756, Q.

83-422.000.

Gerber. Hermann, to Sodeco-Saia, A.O. Permanent magnet rotor with
gaps between the magnet and the hub. 4,477.744. Q. 310-156.000.

Oeriach, Hana-Jur|ea: See—
Banmann. Hemz; and GeriMh. Haas-Jurgea. 4,477,923, d

Gerabach, John E: See—
CottreU, Peter E.; Gersbach. Joha E; aad Pricer. Wilbur D..

4,477,846, CL 36(M6.00a
Gesior, Auguatyn M.: See—

Robinaon. Edward L., Jr.; and Gesior. Augustyn M.. 4.477.801, Q.

GFK Partnership: See—
Kkuver. Guenther F., 4,477,109, Q. 285-361.000.

Giachino, Joaeph M.; and Keyes. Marion A., IV, to Babcodc ft Wilcox
Company, The. Flame monitoring safety, energy and Aid conserva-
tion system. 4,477.245, Q. 431-78.000

Giardino, David A.: See—
WaUace, William K.; and Giardino, David A., 4,477,096, CL

279-97.000.

Gibbs, Marylu B., to Dow Chemicd Company, The. Surfrce-area
stabilization of fumed silica. 4,477,412, CI. 422-40.000.

Giboulet. Andre
; Henry, Georges; and KiefTer, Jean, to Merlin Gerin.

High tension metd-clad installation subdivided into tight commrt-
ments. 4.477.691. a. 174.22.00C.

Gibson. Clark W.: See-
Strange. Carl P.; Messdt. Christopher D.; and Gibson, dark W..

4.477,657. Q. 536-91.000.

Gibson, John M.; Poate, John M.; and Tung, Raymond T., to ATAT
Bell Laboratories. Heteroepitaxy of miuticonstituent materid by
means of a temi^te layer. 4,477,308, Q. 156-603.000.

Gibson. Wdter G.: See-
Chen, Thomas Y.; and Gibson, Wdter G., 4.477.841. Q.

358-335.000.

Giem. David A.; Aaronaon. Barry L.; and Jones, Charles K. Apparatus
for sensing and indicating vagmd muacle contraction. 4,476,880, CI.
128-778.000.

Giesaen, Michael J. V.: See—
Juba, Bernard T.; and Giesaen. Michad J. V., 4,476.637. CL

32-139.000.

Gifiard, Philip J., to Minerd Deposits Limited. Spird separator.
4,476,98a a. 209459.000.

Gihner, Andre
; Romand-Monnier, Jacques; aad Lejeune. Jean-Pierre,

to Alsthom-Atlantique. Submerged motor-pump unit 4,477.235. CI.
417-414.000.

• .*' .

Ginn, Michad W. Reducing slurry viscosity of kaolinitic clays.
4,477,422, a. 423-327.000.

Girard. Herve : See—
Calabro. Max; Girard. Herve ; aad U Corre, Alain. 4.477,025. Q.

239-265.350.
^^

Giri, RonaM R.: See-
Casper, Pad W.; Toy. James W.; Orbmdo. Fred J.. Jr.; and Giri,

Ronald R.. 4,477,895, CI. 370-16.000.
Giroux, Claude, to Texas Turbine, Inc. Sesling system for a turboex-

pander compressor. 4.477,223, Q. 415-169.01%.
Givaudan Corporation: See—

Virgilio, Joseph A.; and HeUweil, Emanuel, 4,477,683, C
368-379.000.

Glass Containers Corporation: See—
Ali-Zaidi, Syed R.. 4.477.494. Q. 427-255.300.

Glasurit America, Inc.: See-
Wright. Howard J.; Leonard. David P.; and EtzdL Roger A..

4.477.536. Q. 428-522.000.
Glatt Maschinen-und Apparatebau AG: See—

Glatt. Werner, and Grab, Erwin, 4,476,804, Q. 118-19.000
Glatt. Werner; and Grab, Erwin. to Glatt Maschinen-und Apparatebau
AG. Process of coating of particles, particularly particles of medid-
nd drugs, and apparatus for implemenution ofthe process. 4,476,804,
a. 118-19.000.

Glattli. Hans-Hdnrich: See—
SUM, Kurt; and Glattli, Hans-Hdnrich. 4,477,404. Q. 264-220.000

Gleason. Cynthia L.: See-
Shah. Rasikld P.; and Gleason. Cynthia L.. 4.476.683. Q.

60-648.000.

Gleason. Edward H.: See-
Sinclair, Alvin R.; and Gleason, Edward H., 4,477,535, a.
428476.300.

Gleave, Dorothy. Composition for and a method of treating hair and/or
scalps. 4,477,436, Q. 424-95.000.

Glenn, William E, to New Yoric Institute of Technology. Transducer
device. 4,477,783, Q. 333-138.000.

Glennon, Timothy F.; Peterson. William J.; and Thorn. James B., to
Sundstrand Corporation. Voltage reguldor. 4,477,765. G.
322-20.000.

Gloeckler, Alfred, to Superba SA. Home knitting machine. 4,476,696,
G. 66-73.200.

Glover, Douglas W.: See—
Bowen, Terry P.; Caron, Bernard G.; Glover, Douglas W.; and

Hoffer, John C. 4.477.146, G. 3S0-96J1O
Gobbt, Gioacchino, to Grivel S.r.l. Mountaineering implement.

4,476,597, CI. 7-159.000.

Goddard, John B., to Union Carbide Corporation. Sdt roasting of
vanadium ore in the presence of carbon. 4,477.416. G. 423-67!O0O.

Goddard, Lawrence A. Refrigerant recovery and purification system
4,476,688. G. 62-149.000.

OoeL Anil B.; and Richards. Harvey J., to Ashland Oil, Inc. Prepara-

tion of carboxylic acid anhydrides. 4,477,382, G. 26O-398.000.

God. Anil B.; and Pettiford. Michad E. to Ashland Oil. Inc. Manufic-
tnre ofU^ aryl esters. 4.477,385, G. 260410.90R.

GoM, Elyah H.; and Chang, Wd K., to Sobering Corp. Esters of
substituted 8-hydroxy-l-phenyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-IH-3-benzaze-

pines. 4,477,378, G. 260-239.0BB.

Gold, Marvin H. CastaUe mixture fw insulating sptioed high voltage

cable. 4,477.376, G. 252-572.000.

GoMa, Eugene: Ser—
Chu, Snaon L.; Goida, Eugene, Huang, Jen-Chi; and Wilkes. Alan.

4,477.317. G. 204-33.000.

Goldhammer, Albert, to Feinwerktechnik Schldcher A Co., Ftrma.

Gosure indteator for the door of a bding press. 4,477,702, G.
20041.62a

G<ddstein, Joaeph. Stretch-wrap film dispenser. 4.477,037. G.
242-75.400.

Golec. Frederick A., Jr.: See—
Auerbach, Joseph; aad Golec, Frederick A., Jr., 4,477,675, G.

548-480.000.

GoUinger, Wolfgang; and Mlyndi, DanieL to ITT Industries, Inc. Fast

MOS driver Mge for digitd signals. 4,477,735, G. 307-270.000.

Oomi, SMmpei; Tueuchi. Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itaru; Fujii. Masaki;

TakatMika. Torn; and Watari. Ryuzo. to Fuji Oil Co., Ltd.; Fuji

Standard Research Inc.; and Chiyoda Chemicd Engineering ft Con-
struction Co., Ltd. Tlwrmd cracking of heavy hydrocarbon oils.

4,477,334, G. 208-75.000.

Gonzdes, Roman Y., to Godd Inc. Backplane connector. 4,477,862, G.
361-393.000.

Gonzdez, Carlos F., to Microlife Technics, Inc. Preservation of foods

with non-lactose fermenting Streptococcus Lactis subspecies diaeetilae-

tis. 4,477,471, G. 42643.000.

Gonzdez, Pedro A. Rotary payout device for recreationd machines.

4,476,884. G. 133-4.00A.

Gonzdez. Ruben J.: See—
Borras. Jaime A.; and Gonzdez, Ruben J., 4,477,919, G.

37747.000.

Goodall Rubber Company: See—
Castdbaum, Leonard; Ostrowski, Joaeph M.; aad Bedson, Joseph

H., Jr., 4,477,108, G. 285-149.000.

Oooden, Judith L.: See—
Bopp, Kenneth C; Oooden, Judith L.; and Kulkami, Narayan M.,

4.476.621. G. 29-571.000.

Goodstine. Stephen L.: See—
Borio, Richard W.; aad Goodstine. Stephen L.. 4.476,790, G.

110-245.000.

Ooralnik, Charies D., to Vogue Lighting, Inc. Chandeliers. 4,477,866,

G. 362427.000.

Gordon, Roy E, to Oxford Research Systems Limited. Andysis of

biologicd materid. 4,477,777, G. 324-300.000.

Gorman, Gerdd W.; and Herrmann, Wdter J., to Corbett Elevator

Manufacturing Co., Inc. Caging sed for hydradic elevator or the

like. 4,476,772. G. 92-168.000.

Gorog. Istvan. to RCA Corporation. Mdti-bandwidth opticd playback

apparatus having minimum baseband distortion. 4,477,891, G.
369-109.000.

Goto, Kiyoshi: See—
Yamamoto, Takeshi; Goto, Kiyoshi; and Uehara, Masafomi,

4,477,553, G. 430-192.000.

Gotz, Udo: See—
Hoflinan, Dietrich; and Gotz, Udo, 4,476,785, G. 102-522.000.

Gotze, Gerd-Wolfgang, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Audiometer.

4,476,724, G. IZ-SKMO.
Gould Inc.: See—

Baricer, John M., 4,476,877, G. 128-736.000.

Gonzdes, Roman Y., 4,477,862, G. 361-393.000.

Gouttebessis, Jacques: See-
Cesar, Jean P.; Gouttd>es8is, Jacques; and Schneider, Andre,

4,476,908, G. 152-357.00A.

Oozzo, Franco: See—
Gariaschdli, Luigi; Oozzo, Franco; Mendillo, Vincenzo; Ganvag-

lia. Carlo; Mirenna, Ldgi; and Zagd, Angela, 4,477,461, G.
424-272.000.

Grab, Erwin: See—
Glatt, Werner, and Grab, Erwin, 4,476,804, G. 118-19.000.

Orable, William A. Fabricated redprocattng piston pump. 4,477.237.

G. 417-539.000.

Graham, Robert S., to Anderson Strathclyde PLC. Control system for

eddy current coupling drive for armouied face conveyors. 4,477,734,

G. 307-120.000.

Grantham, LeRoy F.; and McKenzie, Dondd E, to Rockwell Intema-

tiond Corporation. Molten sdt hazardous waste dispoid process

utilizing gaa/liquid contact for sdt recovery. 4,477,373, G.
252-626.000.

Gratz, Eugene J.: See-
Duffy, Brian J.; Gratz, Eugene J.; Potter, Steven E; and Power,

Royd A., 4,477,228, G. 416-241.WA.
Oravdy, Lawrence E.; and Geiss, Vernon L., to Brown ft Williamson

Tobacco Corporation. Microbid digestion of tobacco materids using

mixed cdtures. 4,476,881, G. 131-308.000.

Gray, Peter H.: See—
Hetherington, Brian L.; Gray, Peter H.; and Mollison, Alistdr N.,

4,477,407. G. 264-288.400.

Gray Tod: See-
Bridges. Charles D.; Karr. Michad A.. Jr.; aad Morriaoa. Bert L..

4,477,085, G. 277-22.000.

Gray Tool Company: See—
Adamek, Frank C, 4,477,091, G. 277-211.000.

Adamdc Frank C, 4,477,093, CI. 277-211.000.

Bush, Robert E, 4,477,092, G. 277-211.000.

Green, Douglas F., to Rover-Scott Bonnar Limited. Shredding ma-
chine. 4,477,029, G. 241-101.700.

Green, Philip S.: See—
Taeazer. Jon C; Burch. Donald J.; and Green. Philip S., 4.476,874,

G. 128-663.000.

Green. William O.. deceased (by Jones. Melissa, 1^ repreaentativeX

to Dimar Holding Corporation. Method and apparatus for solvent

generation and recovery of hydrocarbons. 4,476,928, G. 166-267.000.

Greene, Marvin I.; and Gelbehi, Abraham P., to Cbem Systems, Inc. x

Process for the synthesis of aliphatic dcobol-containing mixtures.

4,477,594, G. 518-700.000.

Greenwdd, Edward H., Sr.; O'Mdley, William P.; and Rogers, Ross,

Jr., to Eavenaon, Auchmuty ft Greenwdd. Method and apparatus for

unloading burden from a tow comprised of barges. 4,477,22a G.
414-139.000.

Oreshof, Heinrich: See—
MeermoUer, Theodor, and Oreshof, Heinrich, 4,476,808, G.

119-14.180.

Oreskovich, Eugene J.: See-
Kumar, Ravi; Sircar, Shivaji; White, Thomas R.; and Oreskovich,

Eugene J., 4,477,265, G. 55-26.000.

Oreutert, Albert; and Gasaer, Ruedy, to Maxs AG. Centrifuge cage for

a coffee centrifuge. 4,476,776, G. 99-302.00C.

Grisham, James D.: See—
Diacont. George P.. Jr.; and Grisham, James D., 4,476,792, G.

112-142.000.

Grisolano, James M., Jr.: See-
Pollock, Stephen C; Grisolano, James M., Jr.; and Peyman, Ghol-
man A., 4,477,158. G. 351-169.000.

Oriswold, Roger W., II. Vortex alleviating wing tip. 4,477.042. G.
244-199.000.

Orivd S.r.l.: See—
Gobbi, Gioacchino, 4,476,597, G. 7-159.000.

Orollier, Jean F., to L'OREAL. Cleaning product fbr the hdr and skin,

bMed on acylisethionates and csstionx; polymers. 4,477,375, G.
25^542.000.

Oroner, George J., to VitU Corporation. Shapes for sealing or joining

materials toother. 4,477,527, CI. 428-401.000.

Gross, Frank R. Boundary air layer modification structure for heat

transfer roU. 4,476,636, G. 34-114.000.

Orosskinsky, Otto-Alfired; Frommer, Elmar, Rapp, Ounther, and

Thomas, Erwin, to BASF Aktiengeadlschaft Contmuous prepara-

tion of hydroxylammomum sdts. 4,477,424, G. 423-387.000.

Grove Vdve and Regulator Company: See—
Bnmm, Richard S., 4,476,730, CI. 73-861.610 '^

Grow, Harlow B. Emulsion separation method and apparatus.

4,477,356, G. 210-741.000.

Growney, Lawrence J., to Federd Paper Board Company, Inc. Cellu-

lar d^lay structure. 4,477,016, G. 229-28.00R.

Grubba, Cdvin E., to Thomas Industries, Inc. Solid sttte ballast.

4,477,748, G. 315-306.000.

Gniber, William P.: See-
Bell, Lon E; and Gruber, WilUam P., 4,477.715. G. 219-205.000.

Gruddnskaa, Charles V.: See-
Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; Grudzinskaa, Charles V.; and Chen,

Sow-Md L., 4,477,388, G. 260429.700

Grueaberg, EUiot L., to BroadCom, lacorporated. Successive frame

digitd mdtiplexer with increased channd capadty. 4,477.900 G.
370-1 12.000.

Grumman Aeroapace Corporation: See— ^
Karanik. James J.. 4.477.04a G. 244-58.000. ^

OSW Inc.: See—
Tilton. Robert W., 4,477,399, G. 26445.200.

GTE Commumcations Products Corporation: See—
Bopp. Kenneth C; Oooden. Judith L.; and Kulkami, Narayan M.,

4,476,621, G. 29-571.000.

GTE Laboratories Inc.: See-
Conn. Adrian I., 4,476,622, CI. 29-571.000.

GTE Network Systems Corporation: See-
Crocker, Angus M., 4,477,857, G. 361-119.000

GTE Products Corporation: See-
Sweeney, Harold E, 4,477,905, G. 372-25.000.

Guerin, Yves; and Meister, Pierre-Andre , to ETA S.A., Fabriques

d'Ebauches. Stepping motor unit. 4,477,759, G. 318-696.000.

Gumbert Hans; and Eufinger, Noibert, to U.S. Philips Corporatioa.

Device for transferring teadless components to a given nmunting

position on a circdt board. 4,476,626, G. 29-740.000.

Ounneman, Pad, to Ruti-te Strake B.V. Shuttldess weaving machine.

4,476,903, G. 139435.000.

Ouskov, Igor A.: See—
Kanshin, Nikold N.; Ouskov, Igor A.; Konoplev, Alexd A.; Sach-

kov, Alexandr E; and Mats, Matvd M., 4,476,863, G.
128-305.000.

Gutierrez, William A.; and Wilson, Herbert L., to Udted Sutes of

America, Army. Method of forming GaAs on Al^Oai^^As transmis-

sion mode photocathodehode. 4,477,294, G. 148-171.000.

Outterman, Jeffrey S., to Generd Motors Corporation. Combined

vibration and temperature sensor. 4,476,711, G. 73-3S.000.
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Ovyoaaeta Mirad A. R.: Set

°!S?S!r SSf***
** ^'' "** o«y<»«. mmcci a. r.. 4Art.24i. ci.

425-13.000.

Onzder, Shapoor B.: Sur—
Smeltser, Pkul; Slab, Mdmh N.; and Ouzder, Shapoor B
4.477,0M. a. 267.64.Ma ' ^^^

'

H. B. Fnller: Sw-

'iSlMOOO*'
^' "** °**'**°' *"**^' ' ^' *'*^''*"' ^

HAS MacUae A Supply Co.. Inc.: Ste—

"%!??i.%!;^ ^' ''' "^ Locott*. Fnak M., 4^77,209, Q.
409*261.000.

H. W. Hart Mill. Co.: Set—

"vSmrS >Ti,?Si"^
*^ «- H« w.™ „..

Haaf. WiOiui R.; Lee. Oim F.. Jr.; and Cooper. Olenn D.. deceased (by
Cooper. Roae H.. executrixX to Oeneral Electric Company. Gel

sSSmS'^'^
l»lyc«*ooate rewi compoiitions. 4,477,627. a.

Haddn, David M.; and Micko, Eric S.. to Delphian PartnetB. Remote
caUbration iy«em. 4.476.706, a. 73-1.000.

^^
Hadley, Chris L.: See-

*??'»?SS5^^^ ^"°** **
• "^ "«"*>• ^^*^ L., 4.477,754.

***•*'> ^^ E.. to American Cyanamid Company. Composition of

r^SJT^^fiJ^"*^ preparation ofa penicillin derivative.
4.477.452, Q. 424-250.000.

Hafiez, Mahmood M.. to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Dewax-
mg by a combination centrifiige/catalytic process indudins solvent
deoiMng. 4.477,333, a. 208-30500.

-B«g oiveni

Halher, Udo: 5^»-

4,477,027, a. 239-585.000.

Hap. Shod; and Nozaki. Tadaahi, to Toyoto Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha.

°2?lJrS»
'°*^"™™ '*" P'""*' transmission units. 4,476^738. CI.

Haga. Sboa:Set—

^wUlJffi^
"'**' *'"°' "**' ^°"*^ Tadashi. 4.476.739. CL

Hage, Manfred; and Schinkoth, Gerhard, to Wieland-Werke AG
Method for producing finned tubes. 4.476,704, CL 72-276.00a

^**?^%I!i= l™*^ Siegfried; Wernicke. Rolf; Klomp, Cornel-
ius J.; and NooriMider. Willem. to U.S. Philips Corporation Method
of manuf)Ktunng a dielectric. 4.477,401. Q. 264-61.000.

Haggenmiller. Christiaa: &»—

oluMiooS*^ ^' "^ "•«««°i"«'' Christian. 4.476.806.

Hafaa, Erwin: Ser-

**?JSfi«V^ "'^ ^'"^ "*• ^*"*' Jo^Wm. 4.477.381, CI.
2M^392.000.

Haiges, Adolf, to Suevia Haiges GmbH A Ca Automatic livestock
watering trough. 4,476.813. Q. 1 19.75.00a

^^ uvesrocx

Hamzhnaier, Hermann: Set
Hoitochel. Hanspeter, and Haindmaier, Hermann, 4,476,765, a.

Hajime Industries Ltd.: Set—

» J^*?*^ "*j*™*' M76,981, a. 209-566.000.
Halbach A Braun Maschinenfabrik GmbH ft Co See—^^^^ ^"'"'' ^™^ "^ Herwig. Wslthorst, 4.477,119, a.

Hall,D^ A., to Eli LiUy and Company. 7.(S)-Acylaniinocephalo«po-
raiwlfones and process. 4,477,66a a. 544.28.00). ^^ '^

2!n 7T?r* ^' m i*?S^ ?*^ *^- M76.647. Q. 43-122.000.
Mall, John L.. to PLC Peters Limited. Control mechanism for poeu-
matic apparatus. 4.476.678, a. 6(MO4.00O.

"^
Hall, Robert B.: Ste—

""T***" ^^^^iP*^^' Anthony W.; Dalai. Vikram L.; Masi.

{•J»
V^eakm, John D.; and Hall. Robert B., 4,477.688. Q.

Halliburton Company: Set—
Ahnond, Stephen W., 4,477.360. a. 252-8.55R.

Hraada. Mittuni; Kumai. Toshio; and Ishida, Sboji, to Fujitsu Limited.

rJ;*???f,7S21[°"' "*•" '"^^ lubricated contact layer. 4,477,52a
CI. 42e-3JO.0U0.

Hamberger, Helmut; and Fliri, Hans, to Sandoz Ltd. Cephalosporin

Sl^246.000
"**"*'» "tiraicroW*! agents. 4.477.448. CI.

Huniach, Paul H.. Jr.; and Mistyurik, John D.. to Monarch Marking
Systems, Inc. Ubeier. 4.477.305, a. 156-384.000.

Hamm, Steven J.: See—
Vm De Motter. Charles P.; Hamm. Steven J.; and Van De Motter.

Christopher C. 4,477,216. O. 409-257.000.
Hammerschmidt, Winrich B.: Set—

**I^'^?J!IS?"*^ •** H»n«nerschmidt, Winrich B.. 4.476.600. Q.
1Z-I42.U0V.

Hanafin, Joseph W.: See—
Doojikttj^George A.; and Hanafin, Joseph W.. 4.477.645. CI.

Handle. Reiniiard: S^e—
Wfflms. Uthar. Handte. Reinhard; Mildenberger, Hilmar; Bauer,

?r^iJ2*™*"' """"nnj "d Burstell, Hebnut. 4.477.276. CI.
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Haned^ Satoshi; Tomono, Makoto; and Itaya. Maaahika to Koni-shuiokuaoto Industry Co., Ltd. Developing de%S!4377;i7Sa.

Hanig, Richaid E,. to Oamicki. Ronia. Method fbr prodocina artistic

oSSl o£
«'»««»«o«^»>y plates and product4r477,5I I,

Hansen, James E.: See—
Evans. James M.; Knyca. Kenneth E.; Ukkooen, Keiio A • and
^Han«,. James E. 4.477.613.a 524-77.00a^^'^

Hanshaw. Rjcl»rd D.. to Dresser Industries, Inc. Hydraulic supply
circuit for vehicle steering system. 4.476.677. Q. 60-328.00a

Hara. Kunihiko: Sto—

^S^S'-S^ owT^iS^iwSf**™**' ^^"'^ «* ««. Kunihiko.
4.477.485. CI. 427-38.000.

Hara, Shigeo: See—
Usanu, Susumu; Teranishi. Nobuyuki; Kuwako. Tomofaisa: Suai-

35S28?oS
^^"^^ ^"•^ "^ "^ Shigeo, -MinTlsaCL

"^!^ ^^^^;:k'^^' °?^ **- •«* Morrison, Edward D., toEMtman Kodak Company. Radution-curable overcoat compositions

430-14*00?'™^ «•«»">» containing same 4,477.JwT a.

HardMty. Edwin C. to AT*T Technologies. Inc. Tricoupler for
modular winng systems. 4,477.141. a. 339-122.00R.

^3S,«2.^^M ODo"
^^''°'**°^^°^ *™«»»« f"*"""-

Haniinge Brothm. Inc.: See—
Atkinson, Joseph W., III. 4.477,095. Q. 279.1.00A.

Hardiaon, Robert P.: See—

^2i9l388°o5cr"
*' *"** "•"•»<»"• R<*ert P., 4,477,718. Q.

Hardt. Zbi^aiew R.: See—

"rv2;.^7fei?S'TS^25i7S'^
'"^"^ "«^«^^^'

Hams Corporation: See—
Qttper, Paul W.; Toy, James W.; Orlando, Fred J, Jr.; and Oiri.
Ronald R., 4,477,895, CI. 370-16.000.

- .
«» vnn.

Harm Gru>hics Corporation: See—
Wise, James C, 4,477,067, CL 27O-55.00a

Hams, Gregory C: See—

"m765^. felSoET"
°"*°'^ ""''' "^ ^^^ ""~- ^-

Harshaw/Filtrol Partnership: See—
Scherzer. Julius. 4.477,336, Q. 208.12aOOO.

Hart, George V. Method of determining length of a conduit havins
ends at different elevations. 4*476.635. Q. 33.228.000.

Hart, John R.: See—

*^*;<HSIf~* '•' •"* *'"'*y' ^on*"** J- M77.204. Q.
409- 1 33.000,

Hart. Michael W.: See—
Dube. Maurice T.; Hart. Michael W.; and Hart. Wanea H

4.476.812, a. 119-75.000.
««n, wanen n..

Hart, Warren H.: See—
Dube, Maurice T.; Hart, Mkhael W.; and Hart, Wancn H
4.476,812,0.119-73.000.

nwi. wanea n.,

Harting. Juergen: See—
JoMs, Rochus; Klofl, Michael; Wurziger, Hanns; Harting, Juergen:

Hartley, Doug: See—

u ^'w^ and Hartley. Doug, 4,477.798. a. 34O.527.00a

^^,.i^ * "°* chamber die casting machine. 4.476.912, Q.
Io4-31o.000.

Hasbrouck. Gene B., to Hon Industries Inc. Partition system storase
unit supports. 4,477,128, a. 312.111.000.

^^

'^l ^""°°"^ "** Takahashi, Teigo. to Tezuka Kosan Kabushiki
Kaisha. Compression bundling apparatus. 4,476,779, Q. 100-7.000.

™!*«*^»-, .Sh*"?"?"; and Umesaki. Shigeo. to Honda Oikea Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Fuel injection control method for a multi-cylinder
internal combustion engine, having a fail safe function for abnormal-
ity m cyhnder-discriminating means. 4,476,83a Q. 123-479.000

Hashunoto, Norikazu: See—
Takanashi, Akihiro; Hashimoto, Norikazu; Maejima. Hisashi: and

Sugiyama, Shuji. 4,477.182. CL 355-43.000.
™—«^ ««•

Hatton, Tadashi; Ozaki, Tadashi; Miura, Kazuhiko; and Ootsuka, Yo-
shinon. to Nippon Soken. Inc. Knock detecting apparatus for internal
combusion engines. 4.476.709. a. 73-35.000.

Havens. James R.: See—
aeveland, Dixon; Havens, James R.; Nagel. Gregory L.; Decina,

f^tn^i^''' "** Jenuwine, WUIiam C, 4.477.709. Q.
2 1 7* 109.000.

""A^^^, '^i f^^i^"^ '•"" ^ ^*«* °f nuiterials testing.

Hawkins, Richard T: See—
Izatt. Reed M.; Christensen, James J.; and Hawkins, Richard T

.

4,477.377. CL 252-631.000.
~c«ni i.,

Hawley, Gil R., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polyolefin polymeri-
zation process and catalyst. 4,477,588, Q. 502-1 I9.00a

Hayashi, Yuzo; See—
Yamanashi, Fumiaki; Hayashi, Yuzo; Kano, Mitsuni; Fujiwara.

Yoshiyuki; and Tashiro, Yoshizo. 4,477,368, Q. 252-299jf00
Hayashida, Yoshihiro, to Tokico Ltd. Hyc^aulic pressure control valve

for automobile braking system. 4,477,122, a. 3O3.6.00C
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Hayes, A. K. Bobo. Non.rigid motorcycle sidecar chassis with rigid

lock device. 4.477,097. Q. 280-203.000.

Hayes, OeraM E: Set—
Advani. Htra; Cason, William C; and Hayes. Gerald E. 4,477,880,a 364.900.000.

Haynes. Henry T. Control valve and switch assembly. 4.476,889. CI.

137-116.300.

Hazardous Waste Management. Inc.: See—
SittenfieM, Marcus. 4.477.357. Q. 210-748.000.

Healy, George M.; Sun, Anthony M.; and Macmorine, Hilda G.. to

Connaught Laboratories Limited. Continuous bovine beta cell line.

4.477,567. Q. 435-71.000.

Heaney. James J., to Anthony's Manufacturing Company, Inc. Display

type refrigerator/freezer cabinet 4,477,129, CI. 312-116.000.

Heam, David D., to Atlantic Richfield Company. DrainhoU drilling.

4,476,945. Q. 175-203.000.

Heckler, Jay W., to Upjohn Company. The. Treatment oftype II herpes
vims with flurbiprofen. 4,477,468, Q. 424-317.000.

Hedges, Charles V.: See—
Mttk, Victor, aad Hedges. Charles V.. 4.477.647. Q. 528-176.000.

Hedtn, Jan Erik, to OSA AB. Device at automatic marking of continu-

ously advanced tree steals. 4,476,755. CI. 83-364.000.

Hefioer, Robert E, Jr.. to Dow Choaical Company. The. Cyaaate<on-
taiaiag polymers. 4,477.629. Q. 525-113.000.

H^emana, Ounther; and Miedeck, Karin, to BASF Farben k Fasem
AG. Unsaturated homo- and/or copolymerizable polyesters.

4.477.653, Q. 528-289.000.

Heilig. Glenn M., Jr.; and Gamewell. Joseph M. Forced bilateral ther-

mosiphon loop. 4.476.922, Q. 16M04.250.
Heilwdl, Emanuel: See—

Virgilio, Joseph A.; and Heilweil, Emanuel, 4,477,683, CI.

568-379.000.

Heimbach, Heiaiich: 5cf
Kaoblanch. Karl; aad Heimbech. Heinrich. 4.477.052, a.

251-57.000.

Heiataes, Siegfried; Strauss, Weraer, aad Horn, Hannes S., to Kkxkn-
er-Rumbeldt-Deutz AG. Pressure/belt filter, particularly for dewa-
teriag fiae ooal. 4^477.338. Q. 210-783.000.

Hrilmann, Kari. to RuhrkoUe Aktieagesellschaft. Method aad appara-

tus Cor processiag high-ash coal slurries by flotation, particularly for

processing gas coal aad open.buraing ooal which are difficult to float.

4.477.338, CL 209.5.000.

Helaer, Jerry L., to Oweas-Coraiag Fiberghn Corporatioa. Method for

recydiag greeaware ia the maaufacture of hydrous calcium silicate

iasulatioBprodttCts. 4,477,397. G. 264.37.000.

Hemphill. Charles W., to Hemphill ladustries. Inc. Digging tooth and
holder asseoriily. 4,476.642. Q. 37.142.00R.

Hemphill Industries, Inc.: See—
Hemphill, Charles W., 4,476.642. Q. 37.142.00R.

Heaia. Jeaa-Pient: See—
Cosar. Paul; aad Heaia. Jeaa-Pierre. 4.477,251. Q. 432*106.000.

Heakd Corporatioa: Se»—
O'Leaick. Aathony J., 4,477,372, Q. 252-545.000.

Heakel Kommaaditgesellschaft auf Aktiea: See—
Rossaiaaa, Christiaa; aad Riedel. Wolfgaag. 4.477.286, CL

134-10.000.

Heaiai, Shoichi; Imura. Juaichi; and Moriya. Isao. to Alps Electric Co.,

Ltd. Rotary electric component 4.477.795. Q. 338-163.000.

Heory. Georges: See—
Otboulet Andre ; Henry. Georges; and KiefTer, Jean, 4,477,691, CI.

174-22.00C
Henry, Janes W.; and Scroggin, Stanley R., to Fjstmsn Kodak Com-

pany. Yarn mooitoriag process. 4,477,398, CI. 264-40.100.

Healzachd, Haaapeter; aad Haiazlmaier, Hermann, to Euroail Elec-

troaic GmbH. Electroaic muaic signal generator. 4,476,765, CI.

84-1.030.

Heraeus Quatzschmeize GmbH: See—
Schulke, Kari A.. 4,477.112, Q. 294-16XXX).

Heras, Roberto F. Dog training device. 4,476.8la CI. 1 19-29.000.

Hercules Incorporated: See—
Chi, Minn-Shong, 4.477.297, Q. 149-109.600.

MichL Michael J.; and English. Larry W., 4.477.408, Q.
264-532.000.

Herdemaa, James R.. to Hoaeywell lac. Temperature depeadeat duty
cycler control systinn. 4.477.733, G. 307-35.000.

Hermaaa Hemscheidt Masduaeafabrik GmbH ft Co.: See—
Krieger, Karl; aad Kuschke. Guather, 4,476,898, G. 137-624.140.

Herria, Melvia B. See throng file folder. 4,477,013, G. 229-1.50R.

Herriott, Ledie V., to Lowe ft Fletcher Limited. Magaetic lock and
key. 4,476,701, G. 70-276.000.

Hemnaan, Walter J.: See—
Gormaa, Gerald W.; aad Herrmann, Walter J., 4,476,772, G.

92.168.000.

Hernaaaa. Wolfgaag; GeibeL Wolfram; and Satzinger, Gerhard, to

Waraer.LambCTt Compaay. Process for the preparation of 4.

hydroxy.3Kheterocyclocatbaffloyl).2H. 1.2.benzothiazine. 1 . 1 -diox.

ides. 4.477.661. G. 544-49.000.

Herschler. Robert J. Preparations containing methylsulfonylmethane

aad methods of use aad purification. 4.477,469. G. 424-322.000.

Herriiberger. Doran D.. to General Electric Compaay. Traasmission

for a lauadry machine. 4.476,736. G. 74.341.000.

Herve, Guy: Set—
de Sivry. Bnina, Herve. Guy; Colas. Gaudr, aad Caputi, Jeaa.

Louis, 4,476.605. G. 15.179.000.

Herwig. Walthorst: See—
Braun, Gert; Braun, Ernst; and Herwig, Walthorst 4.477.119, G.

299.34.000.

Herzberg, Roland: See—
Knips, Ulrich; Bohmer, Bertram; and Herzberg, Roland. 4,477,380,

G. 260-385.000.

Hessbruggen, Norbert to EMAG MaschinenfiMk GmbR Machine
tool with a seiMvable transmission for its work spindle. 4,476.752. G.
82.28.00R.

Hetherington, Brian L.; Gray, Peter H.; and Mollison, Alistair N., to Du
Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Machine directioa oiientation

of nylon fihn. 4,477,407, CI. 264-288.400.

Hewlett-Psckard Company: See—
Coani, Richard 374,477,803, G. 340-722.000.

Nygaard, Ridiard A., Jr., 4,477,920, G. 377-52X100.

Wn^ Allen J., 4,477,134, G. 33917.0(ff'.

Hickman, Fred E, III: See—
Thomas, Wilbur R.; Hickman, Fred E, III; and Knight George J.,

4,477,512, G. 42^236.000.

Higgs. Arthur B. Wheel chairs. 4.477.117. G. 297-45.00a

Higuchi, Seizun; Tano, Kazuhiro; Kamada. Minom; and Okamoto,
Susumu, to Nippon Steel Corporation. Apparatus for coatingone side

only of steel strip with molten ooatug metal. 4,476.805. G.
118-63.000.

Hikosaka, Kohki: See-
Mimura, Takashi; Hikosaka, Kohki; and Odani. Kouichiro,

4,477,311, CI. 156-643.000.

Hilbrans, Hermann: See—
Esna-Ashari, Mohaaimed; and Hilbrans. Hermann. 4.477.323. G.

204-119.000.

Hikhey. Robert M.; and Fors, Ame I., to MTD Products Limited.

Hand control system for motorized implements. 4.476.643, G.
37-245.000.

Hill. H. Wayne, Jr., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Condensation
polymers of cyclic diols with aldehydes or aoetals of aldehydes.

4,477,652, G. 528-232.000.

Hilton-Davis Chemical Co., The: See—
Crounae, Nathan N.; and Schmidt Paul J.. 4.477.676. G.

548-493.000.

Himmelwright Richard S., to Polaroid Corporation. Method for pre-

pariag photosensitive silver halide emulsion. 4,477.363, CL
430-367.000.

Hindle. Edward D., to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.

Nuclear reactor fuel elements. 4.477,411, G. 376-412.000.

Hinshaw, John V., Jr.: See-
Yang, Frank J.; and Hinshaw, John V., Jr., 4.477,266, G. 33-67.000.

Hipkins, Edward C, Jr.; and Locotos, Frank M., to H ft S Machine ft

Supply Co., Inc. Anchor bolt assembly. 4,477,209, CI. 405-261.000.

Hippel, Hms: See—
Coarads. Hans; Hoffmans. Josef; Hippel, Hans; Hoven, Hubert;

Rolaussf, Hans; and Schafer, Max, 4,476,793, G. 112-221.000.

Hiraga, Masaharu: See—
Yoshii, Yuji; and Hiraga, Masaharu, 4,477,239, G. 418-53.000.

Hiraiwa, Kazuyoshi, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Four-wheel
vehicle drive system. 4,476,933, G. 180-249.000.

Hiramoto, Junichi; Takenaka. Shinya; and Suaago, Katauyoahi, to

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Leakage current detecting struc-

ture. 4,477,768, G. 324-51.000.

Hirosuke Kojima: See—
Otsu, Takayuki; and Kojima, Hirosuke. 4,477,599, G. 521-89.000.

Hirsch, Win. Surgical sponge. 4,477,236, G. 604-362.000.

Hisaoka, Satoshi; Matsuzaka. Takashi; and Saito, Toshihiko. to Suzuye
and Suzuye. Silencer unit 4,477,246, G. 431-114.000.

Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.: See—
Sato, Masayuki, 4,476,679, G. 60434.000.

Hitachi Denshi Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kqya, Masahiro; Maeda, Narimichi; Ishizuka, Kohei; Takaoka.

Kazuhiko; Kokuryo. Yoshiro; and Kita, Yasuhiro, 4,477,913, G.
375-13.000.

Hitachi, Ltd.: See—
Kato, Takao; and Takemura, Tetsuo, 4,477,899, CL 370^.000.
Kawamura, Yoshio; Takanashi, Akihiro; Kurosaki, Toshiei;

KuniyosM, Shinji; Hosaka, Sumio; and TeraMwa, Tsuneo,

4,477,183, G. 355-55.000.

Kobayatdti, Nobuhisa; Mori. Kiiui; Ihara. Hirokazu; and Ikeda,

Katuaki, 4,477,881, CI. 364-900.000.

Koya, Masahiro; Maeda, Narimichi; Ishizuka, Kohei; Takaoka.
Kazuhiko; Kokuryo. Yoshiro; and Kita. Yasuhiro, 4,477.913, G.
375-13.000.

Kunugi, Yoshifumi, 4,476,694, G. 62-476.000.

Nakayama, Keizo; and Seo, Kazuo, 4,477,855, G. 361-54.000.

Onishi, Yoshiaki, 4.477,736. CI. 307-297.000.

Otake, Katsumoto; Miyai, Masahiko; Sasaki. Takuya; Mukai.
Yasuteru; Takahashi, Sankichi; and Okouchi, Isao, 4,476,917. CL
165-1.000.

Shiga. Masao; Kirihara. Seishin; Kuriyama. Mitsuo; Yoshioka,

fSatoshi; and Sasaki, Ryoichi, 4.477,2Sa CL 75-124.00a

Suzuki. Satoshi; and Ando, Hiroynki. 4.477.875. G. 364431.08a
Takanashi, Akihiro; Hashimoto, Norikazu; Maejima, Hisashi; aad

Sugiyama, Shuji, 4,477.182, G. 355-43.000.

Hochreutner, Karl; and Tragatschnig, Jorg, to Metrawatt GmbH.
Multi-purpose measuring device with a hinged display. 4,476,721. CI.

73-43 l.OOa
Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH: See—

Schoening, Josef; Schwiers. Hans-Oeorg; and Mitteibacher. Paul,

4,477,409. a. 376-296.000.
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«.,.. . . M77,18I. a. 355-3.0SH.
WObm. I^thar. Huidte, Ranhard; MiMenberger, Hilmar; Bauer
n^JMennger, Hennaiui; and Bumdl. Helnut. 4.477J76, a.

HoedM-RooMel PhamMocuticab Inc.: See—
E^iidjRfchjdC; Davis. Larry; aad Kkin. Joaeph T.. 4.477.670.

**SS!275O0O*^
L.; and Selescak. Linda L.. 4,477.463. Q.

Hoffier. JohB C: See—
Bow«. Terry P.; Caron. Bernard O.; Olover, Douglas W.; and„_Hoffer. John C, 4,477.146. a. 350-96.210.

»«
•

«»

"?S^S Pi^*^."** O*^ Udo. to Mauser-Werke Obemdorf
OmbH. Sabot projectile. 4.476.785. a. 102-522.000.

"°^™'°"
Hoffinan. Pad L.; and Manente, Joaeph C. Jr., to Avco Corporation.
Honeycombjed for tarbme engines. 4,477,089, a. 277.153!o0O.

Hofflnaiis. Joaef: See—
C<»r«lsjtoa; Hoffiuns. Joaef. Hippei. Hans; Hoven. Hubert;

Hnir./,?^:^ "^Jf^- *^ M76.793. a. 112-221.000.

"^SSi!*'*"^'!!?*' '^*'«^S.: and Wupkema. Jacob T., to Proef-
KMoii vpor AirdappelverwerkMig.TNO en Cooperatieve Verkoo-
pen Predokoeveremging van Aardqjpefaneel en Derivaten AVERE
435-97000*"

manuftcture of cyclodextrin. 4,477,568, a.

HoU, H^Bar. to Dorina Nahmaachinen OmbH. Needle clamp arrange-

«'^*J^?^*?» ">«*««• M76.794. a. 1 12-226.000.
Holland. Chartes L.; and Jennings. Dale L., to Rohr Industries. Inc. FoU

M^.O^ffSatSSof
'»«*-«''««-«' """ti-* «™cture.

"5M71oiff
^' *** """^ °'*™* ^ '''" '"**' •^.272, a.

HoUis. Olenn E.: See—

»c£Sl.SS,^sS^°^ ^' *'*'"'^'^ ^ '*^'' °~

« .°*^ ''"^ °' .^.325. a. 204-159.120.
Holmes. PaulAj Collins. Stephen H.; and Wright, Leonard F., to

4^1S?6H 0^36^05?^^ 3-Hydroxybutyrate polyme,,.

"^f5^!]f^ A-*° taiperial Chemical Indnstries PLC. Moulding of

a mKSSSm*'''*^
«»*«™^ bKterial ceU fragments. 4,4T7!655.

"IT:??!!!!!!?!-^ ^'?*^."°*^ ftoductt corporation. Monitor

nSf^iSS^b^^S^ * "*" M76.871. 5. 128-642.000.

i..J?TS?*^°«^ •• ***77.128. a. 312-111.000.
Honda Oiken Ko«o KabosUki Kaisha: &»-

l3579b00
""'**' *^ Umesaki, Shigeo, 4,476,830, a.

HonSss&'srLSSS?' ''^'^ '•''*•*'*• ° «^^«»
Ito, ToshiftaBi. 4.476,951. a. 180-219.000.

Hooevwdllac.: S^t^

EI *'*!«f^ '"»« R-. M77,733, a. 307-35.000.
Honeywell Infofmatloa SyMems Inc.: See—

Benotei, UgOj 4.477,103, a. 283-62.000.
Homna. AUyosU: j^v—

HonSjrSSJ&li"**^
Akiyoshi. 4,477,854. a. 361-36.000.

Foreiclii. Kattnahi; Yokomizo. Yoshikazu; Honma. Toshio; and

"^SsrOoT
"' "** "*«"*•**, Merlin P., 4,477.35a Q.

"aI'^52S«loSa '
™ ^^ '**'^ "*'** ** "**"^ P*"* M76.661,

Hm^ Oeorge P.; and Rliodcs. Randy D.. to RCA Corporation. Lid,,lgj^3yj«jM76.994. a. 220-318.000.
"^"^ '"*'

"^^JS ''JPI! .^i Ko**". OfWry A.; Meade, John F.; and
u W? °2J»S '• .77,033. Cr242-18:00>r^

'

^SklSHS J2?^ ^5?2!!!!L*^>' ^«»: Takeno. Ryuko;

^2aJI?*S JS?^ *5??ili'^^' y*^ Takeno. Ryuko;

TSfmS^^T^S'lS!'''™*^ *""*?; Murakami, Sbohachi.'

LS^^lfSSSSJ^n?f?fS^ '^"' 'o Toy*" Chemical Co.
iiS"

•7J~;^»5«^0-2,3Htoxopi^^ derivatives, acid addi-

51385.000?*^
''™**" producing same. 4.477.666. a.

Hon, Takako: 5^*—

^#k '^f^Jf**^ '«»; "*^«»««*«' Takashi; Munkami,
Shohadu; Maeda. Toyoo; Tsoda. HisatsuguTsakai, HiroshL-S««a. MaaatosU; Yamamolo. YosUko; R&Tl&asKd

.
Hon, Takako. 4,477.437. Q. 424-116.000

^^ ^^
|IZSl*Si^«f^,*!f'B2!^^ J"* •«« Sato. Hideo, to Fujirnoto Film Co.. Ltd. Electrophotographic photoraceotor with hv.
«tawoe. 4.477.55ad 430.59Soa^^

poworecepior witn ny-

Horiocbi. IcUio: 5^»-

Horn, Hanncs &: See—

Hosaka, Sumio: 5^r—
Kawamur^ Yoshio; Takanashi. Akihiro; KurosaU. Toshiei;

j4T7Sr-a'fe5Ssr* '"^^ "^ ^"~-- ^^
"a^5S?a» ^^'~" K^Jn""^ K«i««* R«»ge finder. 4.477.168.

Hosoya. Nobukaru, to Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd. Color gain control
circuit. 4,477,831, CI. 358-27.000.

*^ wniroi

Hoven, Hubert: See—
Coandi. Hans; Hoffmans. Joaef; Hippei. Hans; Hoven. Hubert

Rolaussf. Hms; u,d Schafer, Max, 4,476.793^0. 1 12^21 (mHoyer, Elmer A.: See—
**•«««.

Avery^James M.; and Hoyer. Bmer A.. 4.477.925. Q. 381-43.000

•fJS; .^r*'!?^,
'^****' connector assembly for coaxial cable.

4.477,144. a. 339-177.00R.
*««•« caoie.

Huang, Jen-Chi: See—

"^^,^'151^3.0^'""^ '"-^^ "^^"^ '^•"•

"l'T^****^;^T^''"^ Innert'be'gw. Erast; and Schmidlkofer,

Hughes, Clarence J., Jr.: See—
Bdmesch. Bruce J.; Schnur, Nicholas E; and Hughes. Clarence J

Jr.. 4,477,383. Q. 26(Mia600.
*^ '-«rence j,.

Hughes. David W.: See—
Sutton, ToiuaR.; and Hughes, David W., 4,477.644. Q. 528-73.000.

""v)£r4,47%2"8; a^ffiOW"* '^'^ ***"»• «"«>*-»^
Hughes, Ronald M.: See—

'*1T"79 »B^'***'
^ • "^ "''*'*^ ^"^'* ^- •^^9«3. a.

Hughes Tool Company: See-
Boles, J^l L.; and MancUlas, Gene, 4,476,931. Q. 166-294.000

Hultman, Rolf O., to Miliokonsult Rolf Hultman AB. Method of pro-
?*'*^ '^^^ '"? "^ •*« P"*"** •«•«« •tt«ck by pathogemc
fungi; a fungicide for carrying out the method; and a method ofproducmg the fungicide. 4,477,433, Q. 424-91000.

Hunten, Siegfried: Se«—

"!§!^T' "^J; Hunten, Siegfried; Wernicke, Rolf; Klomp.

Hun.er^^'?ii::'Si!l~''^'
"^"^ *'*^'^'' °- ^**^'«^'

Deutsch, Alice; Brandwein. Harvey; Piatt. Herbert; Hunter,

4°S^?76.'5:^.JSSS.?bo.''~^^
•«* ^'-»' ^"" *«••

Hurco Mfg. Co. Inc.: See—

Hum. Richard L.; Hwris, Gregory C; and Cox, Hennan P., to Black ft

H.2^ «i' JSLZ?'*^^ ^*^ icnibber. 4,476.602. Q. 15-28.000.
Husky Od Operations Ltd.: Sec^

'^'SSsOTO*^
**' "** *»y>*n«' D«»»W C, 4.477.337. CL

Hust, Gary A.: See—

H„.5l^ ^^f**! S^*"** "'2*' °^ d^-
.77.287. a. 134-15.000.

Hutchison, S. O., to Chevron Research Company. Concentric inaulatal
tubmg string. 4,477.106, Q. 285-47.0007^

w«««hiic msuiawo

Hydril Company: See—

"'16&73 WO*"
**• "^ ****"*"• ^^'"*' "^^ •^''•35, CL

Hynes, Joaeph H.; and Morrill, Charles D., to Hydril Comiianv. Safety

,
''•'y,? S'P^'if "<* "**«'• .7M35, a. 166-373!oSo!^ ^
M^8 MO^

temperature refrigeration system. 4.476.69a Q.

Ichihashi, Hiroo: See—
^•g^jYoJgrrogano, Shigeo; and Ichihashi. Hiroo, 4,477,823,

Ichijima. Sdji; Sakanoue, Kei; Kobayashi. Hidetoshi; and Adachi.
Kenchi, to Fuji Photo Fihn Co.. Ltd. SUver haUde color photo-^phic light-sensitive material. 4.477,563. a. 430-544.000.

Ichikawa, Yoshio^ to Nippon Electric Ca, Ltd^Radio paging receiver

0/340-825.440.
haying stored message protection means. 4.477.808,

ICI Americas Inc.: See—
Robertton. John R., 4,477,366, O. 252-182.000.

Ida, Shmchiro; Ooshima, Shoichi; Horiuchi, Ichiro; and Nishu. Mit-

^^u^1°^'^^ '^°«y° Kabushiki Kaisha; and Aisin SeiU
Kabushiki Kaisha. Shift mechanism fw change-need sear transmis-
sion. 4,476.74a O. 74476.00a

vo«»«pBeo gear iransmis-

Igura, Toshinori: See—
Suzuki Yoshitsugu; liaika. Shogo; Kiyiyama. Shigeo; Usui. Kenji;

Kobayarfu, Masahiro; Igura. Toshinori; Kudo, Shigezi; and
Suzuki, Sanae. 4.476.629. O. 29-863.000.

^^
Ihara, Akira: 5^e—

Mizuno, Katsuyoshi; and Ihan, Akin. 4,477.159. CL 351-221.000.
Ihara, Hirokazu: See—

K^yasU. N^uhisa; Mori. Kinji; Ihan. Hirokazu; and Ikeda.
Katuaki, 4.477,881. 0. 364-90a00O.

^^ ^^
Iijima, Toshifumi: See—

''tSS&.SIS-SSSSa*^
Kiyoriri; «d luima. Toshifumi.

ITT Resiearch Institute: See—
Bridges, Jack E.; and Tafiove, Allen, 4,476,926, 0. 166-248.000.
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lizuka, Shogo: See—
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Sboga. Kajiyama. Shigeo; Usui. Kenji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura, Toshinori; Kudo, Shigezi; and
Suzuki, Sanae, 4,476,629, 0. 29-863.000.

Ikeda, Katuaki: Sir—
Kobayashi. Nobufaisa; Mori, Kinji; Ihara, Hirokazu; and Ikeda,

Katuaki, 4,477,881, O. 364-900.000.

Ikeda, Minoru, to France Bed Co., Ltd Mattress fin use on a bed and
settee. 4,476,595, 0. 5-478.000.

Ikegami, Mikihiko: See-
Sato, Susumu; Onda, Masaru; and Ikegami, Mikihiko. 4.477.621. 0.

524-496.000.

Ikemori. Keiji: See—
Suda. Shigeyuki; and Ikemori. Keyi, 4,477,153, 0. 350426.000.

Ikenoya, Yasuo; and Ishida, Yoicfai, to Honda Giken Kogyo KjAwshiki
Kanha. Secondary air supply control device for exhaust gas purifying
appantus of internal combustion engines. 4,476,676. 0. 60-290.000.

Dnita. Hiroshi; and Kato. Takaaki. to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd. Card-
operated control system for vehicle components. 4.477.874. O.
364424.000.

Illinois Tool Works Inc.: See—
Ceariock. Steven V.; Peterson. Francis C; and Kunos. Gene S..

4.477.307. O. 156-580.000.

Loudin. Philip B.. 4,476.609. 0. 17-l.OOR.

Imamura. Kazuyoshi: See—
Muroi. Soichi; Seta. Shigetoshi; Matsumoto. Yoshio; Yasui, Koichi;
and Imamura. Kazuyoshi. 4,477.636. 0. 525-444.000.

Imamura. Nobutake: See—
Ota, Chuichi; Imamura, Nobutake. and Tanaka. Shinsuke,

4,477,852,0.360-114.000.
Imatani, Tsuneo: See—

Kojima, Shunji; Katsnn, Tadahiko; Ueno, HirosU; Taira, Kazuo;
and Imatani, Tsuneo. 4.477.501. O. 428-35.000.

Imperial Chemical Indnstries PLC: See—
Hotanes. Paul A.; Collins. Stephen H.; and Wright, Leonard F.,

4,477,654, O. 528-361.000.

Hotanes, Paul A.. 4,477,655, 0. 528-361.00a
Imperial Underground Sprhikkr Co.: See—

Lockwood. James P., 4.477.026. 0. 239-428.500.

Imura, Junichi: See—
Henmi. Shoichi; Imura. Junichi; and Moriya. Isao. 4.477.795. O.

338-163.000.

INA Walzlager Schaeffler KG: See—
Zom. ndmut; Spiess. Karl; and Bina. Wenzel. 4,477.714. O.

219-149.000.

Ingels. Luis: See-
White. Larry W.; and Ingels. Luis. 4.476.604, 0. 15-105.000.

Inmont Corporation: See—
Aluotto, Patrick F.; Drees. Paul A.; and Soucek. Charles A.,

4.477.609. O. 523-407.000.

Innertsberger. Ernst: See
Huber. Peter. Wimmer. Franz; bmertaberger. Ernst; and Schmidl-

kofer. Jakob. 4.477.371. 0. 252-358.000.

Institut Komicheskikh Issledovany Akademii Nauk SSSR: See—
Ziman, Yan L.; Kottsov, Vladimir A.; Chesnokov, Jury M.;
Dnnaev. Boris S.; Drokhanov. Alexei N.; Kransh, Klavdia A.;

and Barabanov, StanisUv D., 4,477,829, O. 358-1.000.

Institut Natioaal de U Sante et de la Recherche Medicate (INSERM):
See—
Coortois, Yves; Barritault, Denis; and Pouliquen, Yves. 4.477.435.

O. 424-95.000.

Institutul De Cercetare Stiintifica Si Inginerie Technologica Pentru
Industria Electrotehnica: See—
Apetrei. Constantin^itigus, Victor, Demeter. Elek; Radulescu,

Marian; and Sach&rie. Toma. 4.477.743. CI. 310-77.000.

Instytut Mechanild Precj^jnej: See—
Olszewski. Witoki; Lis. Andrzej; Pietraszek. Pawel; and Tuznik,

Franciszek S.. 4.477,344, CI. 210-109.000.

Interletter AG: See
Czichy, Eleonore, 4.477.312. CL 156-656.000.

Intermedics. Inc.: See--

Bihn. DanieL 4,476,869. 0. 128419.0PT.
International Business Machines Corpontion: See—

Advani, Hira; Cason. William C; and Hayes. Gerald E. 4.477.880.

O. 364-900.000.

Arter. Nelson K.; Estabrooks. Dennis C; and Jackson. William G..

4,477,068. O. 271-186.000.

Banks. Thomas M.; RuckeL Raymond R.; Spencer. Samuel F.; and
Walker. John Q.. 4.476.734. O. 73-864.160.

Bowlds. Patsy A.; Dunn, David P.; Fathergill, Rex D.; Fmdlay,
Hugh T; and StafTord, DonaU W., 4.477.198. 0. 400-12a000.

Bustamante. Louis A.. 4,477.18a O. 35M4.00R.
Chang. Tai-Hon P.; and Wilson, Alan D., 4,477,729, O.
250491200.

ChappeO, Terry L; Pohl, Dieter W.; and WoodaU, Jerry M.,
4,477,721,0.250-211.001.

Chdat-Namy, Jean, 4,477,898, 0. 37040.000.
Collins. David W.; Neesz. 3c»m J^ and Stich. Michael C. 4.477.750.

O. 318-270.000.

CottreU. Peter E.; Gersbach, John E.; and Pricer, Wilbur D.,

4,477,846, O. 36046.000.

El-Kareh, Badih, 4,476,623. O. 29-576.00W.

Kouba, Daniel J., 4,477,738, 0. 307445.000.

Lee, Michael H.; Onton, Aarr, and Wieder, Harokl. 4.477.819. 0.
346-76.00L.

. Claude J. A.; and Lodoero. Oisde C. 4.477.926, O.
312-8.000.

Losq, Jacques J.; Rao, Gurunu S.; and Sachar, Howard E.,

4,477,872, O. 364-200.000.

Moaer. John J.. Jr.. 4,477,741, O. 307473.000.
Paoletti, Fnmk; and Schubert, Steven A., 4,477.484, 0. 427-iaOOO.
Puri. Prem; and Puri, Yogi K.. 4.477.902, O. 371-25.000.

Westermann, Kari H., 4.477.304, O. 156-250.000.

Intematiooal Harvester Co.: See-
Robinson. Edward L.. Jr.; and Geaior. Augustyn M.. 4,477.801. 0.

340484.000.

International Paper Company: See-
Ring. Michael; and Kirk. William K.. 4.477.495, 0. 427-356.000.

International Standard Electric Corporation: See—
Arton. Kenneth A. M.; and Rokos, George H. S., 4,477,805, O.

340-784.000.

Mumy. James A.; and Nyman. David. 4.477.914. O. 375-14.000.

International Tdephone ft Telegraph Corporation: See—
Cho. Ching F., 4,477,816. CT 343-786.000.

Espiritu. HennenegUdo A., 4,477,14a O. 339-89.00M.
McCariey. Edgar L.. 4,477,873, O. 364-200.00a

Intervisual Communications Inc.: See—
Lokvig. Tor. 4.476,65a O. 446-362.000.

Inui, Tosl&aru: See—
Moriguchi, Haruhiko; and Inui, Toshiharu, 4,477,820, O. 346-

76.0PH.
Inuzuka, Tsuneki; Ishida, Masato; and Kawatsura, Yoshihiro. to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha. Image forming apparatus with adjustable li^t
source. 4.477.179. OTSW-U-OOE.

Inventor's Technology Corporation: See—
Zaccaria. Gary §., 4,476,639, O. 36-114.00a

Iowa Manufacturing Company: See—
Alford, Peter B., 4,477,031, O. 241-211.000.

Ishida, Masato: See—
Inuzuka, Tsundd; Ishida, Masato; and Kawatsura, Yoshihiro,

4,477,179. a. 355.14.00E.

Ishida, Shoji: See—
Hamada, Mitsuru; Kumai, Toshio; and bhida. Shoji, 4.477.52a O.

428-336.000.

Ishida, Yoichi: See—
Ikenoya, Yasuo; and Ishida. Yoichi. 4,476,676, 0. 60-290.000.

Ishii, Hiroahi, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic musical instru-

ment with means for generating arcmnnaniment and melody sounds
with different tone ccrtors. 4.476.766. CI. 84-1.030.

Ishikawa. Norio; and Miki. Yukio. to Minoitt Camera Kabushiki Kai-
sha. Protective device for automatic focusing camera. 4.477,167, O.
354400.000.

Ishimura, Hidekazu; Kakutani, Yoshimi; and Aoyagi, Naohisa, to Asahi
Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Aqueous dispersion compositions.

4.477.6ia O. 523414.000.
Ishizuka. Kohei: See—

Koya. Masahiro; Maeda, Narimichi; Ishizuka, Kohei Takaoka,
Kazuhiko; Kokuryo, Yoshiro; and Kita, Yasuhiro, 4,477,913, 0.
375-13.000.

Ismail, Raouf A.; and Mead, Jonathan T., to Cambridge Aero Instru-

ments, Inc. Unidirectional fluidflow sensor system. 4,476,72a O.
73-202.000.

laobe, Toshiaki: See—
Shinoda, Kazuo; aad Isobe, Toshiaki, 4.476.831, O. 123-480.00a

Isogai. Jun; Nakaya. Seiichi; Saitou, Akira; Takahashi, Akio; and Yagi,

uao. to Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Demolition agent
for demoUshing bnttle materials. 4.477J84, O. 106-104.000.

luya, Masahiko: See—
Haneda, Satoshi; Tomono, Makoto; and luya, Masahiko, 4,477,174,

O. 35S-3.0DD.
Ito, Hiroshi, to Toyott Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Speed chanM

control apparatus and method for automatic transmission. 4,476,970,

O. 192-0.(»2.

Ito. Hiroahi: See—
Kobayashi. Nobuyuki; and Ito, Hiroshi. 4.476.828, 0. 123-339.000.

Ito. Jiro. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha, AnakM electronic time-

piece 4.477.196. O. 368-157.000.

Ito, Nobuaki: See—
Akimoto, Ryosaku; Yoahida. Yukia, and Ito, Nobuaki, 4.476.919.

O. 165-28.000.

Ito, Tetsuo; and Oda, Shingo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidothokki

Seisakuabo. Device for measuring the length of a weft 4.476.904, 0.
139452.000.

Ito. Toshifumi. to Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Engine for motorcycles.

4.476.951. O. 180-219.000.

Itoh. Takaaki: See—
Nakamura, Norihiko; Itoh. Takaaki; Kaiou. Takashi; Ota, Yozo;
and Morino, Toahiharu, 4,477,392. 0. 261-39.00A.

Itoh, Takeo: See—
Karasawa, Kohichi; Itoh, Takeo; Koizumi, Humihito, and Uchida,

Kimio, 4,477,045, O. 248-1.000.

Itoi, Tom. Convertible garment. 4,476,587, O. 2-94.000.

ITT Industries, Inc.: Scr-^

Belart, Juan; Kircher. E>ieter; Budecker. Ludwig; and Obersteiner,
Georg, 4,477,125. O. 303-116.000.

GoUinger. Wolfgang; and Mlynek, Daniel, 4,477,735. O.
307-270.000.

Mash. Derek H.. 4,477,151, O. 350-351.000.

Ivanov, Jury P.; Averbukh, Anatoly B.; Evstafiev, Evgeny A.; and
Tarasov, Alexandr E. Apparatus for assembling a ship hull module.
4.476.797. 0.1I445.00R.
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IwihMki. Hiroihi; aad Aauo, MManuchi. to Tokyo Stubaiin Denki
KabuUki KaUit. Semicoaductor memory with improved dau
proyMmaim tinM. M77.8S4, CL 365-189.000.

Iwamolo. Hkieaofi: Ser—
Umenwa, Hmao; Umesawa, Sumio; Tsuchiya, Ttutomu; Takeu-

dti, Tonio; Taaaka, Akano; Iwamoto, Hideoori; and Sakamoto,
Shwdn. 4.477.443, Q. 424-180000.

Iwamuro. Maaao; aad Kumashiro. Keqji, to Konitliiroku Photo Indus-

try Ca. Ltd. Pbotoaensitive silver halide color photographic materi-

als. 4.477.SS9. CL 430-SOS.OOa
Iwasyk, John M; and Sauerbmnn, Robert D., to Du Pont de Nemours,

E. I., and Company. Modified nozzles for polymer finishers.

4*477.271, CL 93416.000
Izatt, Reed M.; Christensen, Janes J.; and Hawkins, Richard T., to

Brigiiam Yovng University. Recovery of cesium. 4,477,377, CI.
232-631.000.

J. F.AdoUrAO:Sl»-
Friedrich. Hans-Joachim. 4,477.299, Q. 136-72.000.

J. M. Voith OmbH: See—
Schweisi. Peier, and Dorfliager, Hans-Oieter. 4.477.341. CI.

209-170.000
Jackson, Allan R: See—

Asawa. Charles K.; Austin. Joseph W.; Bamoski. Michael K.;
Jackson. Allan R; Personick. Stewart D.; and Yao. Shi-Kay.
4.477.72S, a. 23O-231.0OR

Jackson. Andre J. Apparatus for and methods of collecting urine from
laboratory animals. 4.476.879. Q. 128-760.000.

Jackson. William O.: 5i»—
Arter. Ndson K.; Estabrooks, Dennis C; and Jackson, William C,

4,477,068. a. 271-186.000.

Jackson. William M.: See—
Cannon, Joseph N.; De Lucia, David E; Jackson, William M.; and

Porter, James H., 4,476,816, Q. 122-4.00D.
Jacobs, Edward C: See—

Kubacki, Edward F.; Jacobs, Edward C; Masciale, John M.; and
Monroe, James R, 4,476,781, Q. 101-3.00R.

Jamon, Jacques, to Compagnie Oenerale des Etablissements Michelin.
Crown brake with crown tetened to the wheeL 4,477,120 CI- 301-
6.00W.

Jaadrasi, Frank J., to General Signal Corp. Shut-off valve for high
iCDiperatnra erosive flow. 4,477,033, Q. 231-86.000.

JaHsn, Pctfus J.; and van der Hnlst, Victor A., to U.S. Philips Corpo-
ndoa. Device for dfawing an optical fibre. 4.477,274, Q. 63-13.000.

Janutka. William J., to Eaton Corporation. Three terminal bidirectional
draia to drsin FET circoit 4,477,742, a. 307-371.000.

Jefllns, Richard D.: Ser—
Drucker. Alan S.; D'Aversa. Richard D.; and Jeffeis. Richard D.,

4.476.920a 163-29.000.

Jeacka. Charles L.: See—
Castonguay, Roger N.; and Jencks, Charles L., 4,477,701. a.
200-SOQAA.

Jcanings. Dale L.: Ser—
HoOaad. Charles L.; and Jennings. Dale L.. 4.477,012. Q.

228-181.000
Jcasea, Oeocfe W. Locking ring and supling system. 4.476.616, CL

29-243.360

Jenuwine, William C: See-
Cleveland, Dixon; Havens, James R.; Nagel, Gregory L.; Decina,

Basil A., Jr.; aad Jenuwine, WUliam C, 4,477.709, CL
219-109.000.

Jervis, Daniel A., to Eastman Kodak Company. Liquid dough condi-
tioners aad dough product containing same. 4,477,479, O.
426-349.000.

Jesse, Joachim: Ser—
Mayer, Udo; Hahn, Erwin; and Jesse, Joachim, 4,477.381, CL

260-392.000.

Jewusiak, Stephen J.: See
Failla, Stephen J.; Jewusiak, Stephen J.; and Zwaskis, William J.,

4,476,863, Q. 128-326.000.

JOes, Walter K.: See-
Lowery, James O.; Thomas, O. Leon; Baston, Nathan I.; Smith,
Danell L.; JUes, Walter K.; and Stames, R. Emory, Jr..

4.477.769, Q. 324-34.000.

Jog-ct. Inc.: Ser—
Appelbaum, Paul, 4,477,070 Q. 272-70.000.

Johannes Heidenhain GmbH: See—
Ernst. Allbas, 4.477,189, Q. 336-374.000.

Reichi. Alfred. 4.477,726, a. 230-237.000.
JohansoB, Ralph E.: See

Madsen. Scott T.; and Johanson, Ralph E., 4,476,686, CL 62-63.000.
Johansson. Ingvar; and Sterner, Hans A. Piston ring assembly for
hydrauUc mechanisms, particularly such mechanisms for very high
operating pressures. 4,477.090 Q. 277-174.000.

John T. Hepibum Limited: See-
Foster. Derek; and Rich. Colin. 4.476.801. CL 114-230.000.

John Zink Company: See—
Cegiehki, John M., Jr., 4,476,791, a. 110-346.000.

Johnson, Ante I. Marine riser buoyancy assembly. 4,477.207, CI.

403-193.000.

Johnson. Dale R.; and Ciciora. John A., to Johnson Engineering Corpo-
ration. Remote control for motor vehicle. 4.476.934, Q. 180-333.000.

Johnson. Edwin A.; and Leung, Chun K., to Bendix Corporation. The.
Phase angle modification of the torque amplitude for fuel distribution

control syttens. 4.476,833, O. 123-436.000.

Johnson Engineering Corporation: See-
Johnson. Dale R.; and Ciciora. John A.. 4.476.934. a. 180-333.000.

Johnson. Jerry J.. Sr.: See—
Vaa Duyn. Paul D.; aad Johnson. Jerry J.. Sr., 4,477,864, CL

362-311.000.

Johnson ft Johnson Products, Inc.: Sar—
Silbering. Steven B.; and S^poa. Hbor. 4.477.428, CL 424-SlOOO
Silbering. Steven B.; and Stpoa, llbor. 4.477.429. CL 424-32.000.

Johnson. Lonnie G. Thermal caerfy accumulatioa 4,476,693. d.
62-402.000.

Johnson. Ronald E.; and Wu, Lung-mtng. to Coming Glass Works.
Decalcomania. 4.477.310 CL 428-200000.

Johnstone. Thomas O., to Alcan Aluminum Corporation. Standing
seam roof system. 4,476,638, CI. 32-393.000.

Joly, Jean, to La Telemecanique Electrique. Electric distribution board.
4.477.131. a. 339-14.00R.

Jonas. Rochus; Kl<^ Michael; Wurziger. Hanns; Harting, Juergen;
Enenkel. Hans J.; Minck. Klaus-Otto; and Schliep. Hans-Joches, to
Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit Beschrankter Haftung. 2-Aryltet-
raazaindenes for treating cardiac insufficiency. 4,477,434, O.
424-230.000.

Jones. Charles K.: Ser—
Giem. David A.; Aaronson, Barry L.; and Jones, Charies K.,

4.476.880 a. 128-778.000.

Jones. Howard; and Coutts, Stephen M., to USV Pharmaceutical Cor-
poration. 1-Benzazepines and their pharmaceutical uses. 4,477.446,
a. 424-244.000.

Jones. John W.: See—
Day. Peter M. G.; Jones. John W.; and Sperry, John A., 4,477,352,
a. 430-173.000.

Jones, Melissa. I^al representative: Ser—
Green. William G.. deceased. 4.476.928, a. 166-267.000.

Jones. Robert J.; and Chang. Glenn E. C. to TRW Inc. Ifigh-tempera-
ture polyimides prepared from 2.2-bis-[(2-halo44aiinopheaoxy)-
phenyl]hexafluoropropaae. 4.477.648. O. 528-185.000.

Jono. Masahiro: See—
Tomita. Tetsua. Jono, MasaUro; aad Takata, TosUaki. 4,477,682.
a. 368-362.000.

Joseph Galkin Corporation: Ser—
Block, Charles; and Mintz, Leon, 4,476,760 Q. 83-582.000

Joy Manufacturing Company: Srr—
Densmore, Neal W., 4,476,975, O. I98-864.00O

Juba, Bernard T.; and Giessen, Michad J. V., to H. a Fuller. Precast
concrete structural units and burial vaults. 4,476.657. CL 52-139.000.

Judd. Thomas H.; King, Michael C; Kkmmer. Edmund T.; aad Singer.
Martin H.. to ATftT Bell Laboratories. Method aad circuitry for
encoding telephone ringing signals. 4,477,697, CI. 179-84.00T.

Jung, Harald: Ser—
Schafer, Ewaki; and Jung, Harald. 4.476,697. 0. 66-193.000.

Jurock, Volker: See—
Allan. Jonathan M.; Burton. Richard J.; and Jurock, Volker.

4,477,342, Q. 210-87.000.

Justus, Edgar J.; Stedile, Udino; and BoUani. Umberto. to Beloit Corpo-
ration. Sheet paper drying cylinder for a continuous papermakmg
machine. 4.476.637. a. 34-119.000.

K-Fuel/Koppehnan Patent Licensing Trust: See—
Koppebnan. Edward; and Murray, Robert G.. 4.477.257. CI.

44-30.000.

Kabanov, Pavel S.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavel S.; Potekhin. Konstantin F.; ZokMov. Lev
A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Turutin, Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov, Gennady A.; and Tekzhnikov. Jury F..

4,477,690 a. 174-15.00C.
Kabushi Kaisha Toyota Chuo Kenkyusho: See—

Asano, Katsuhiro; and Tsunehiro. Yuzuru, 4.477.763. CI.

318-811.000.

KabushOu Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Watanabe. Masahiro, 4,477,124, Q. 303-IOOOOO

Kabushiki Kaisha Nichibd: Sre^
Saito, Yasuii, 4,476,910 d. 160-291.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Sankyo Seiki Seisakusho: See—
Miyako, Haruyoshi, 4,477,889. Q. 369-35.000.

Wakai. Kiyoslu; Shimodaira. Toshirou; and Fukushima, Yoneharu.
4.477.747. Q. 313-200.00A.

Kabushiki Kaisha Shinko Kikai Seisakusho: See—
Tsukasaki. Yasuhito. 4.476.783. Q. 101-41S.10O

Kabushiki Kaidia Suwa Seikodia: Ser—
Ito, Jiro, 4,477,196, CL 368-157.000

Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Des 'J Seisakusho: Ser—
Usami, Susumu; Teranisin, Ncbuyaki; Ruwako, TomoUsa; Sum-
yama, Ikuo; Tsujiuchi, Yoahio; aad Hara, SWgeo, 4,477,150, CI.

330-289.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki Seisakusho: Ser—
Anahara, Mdji; Seiki, Kazuo; and Omori. Hiroshi. 4.476.672, Q.

57-333.000.

Ito. Tetsuo; and Oda, Shingo, 4,476.904. CI. 139-451000.
Kaeding. Warren W., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Para-selective zeolite

catalysts treated with nitrogen compounds. 4.477.564. Q. 302-77.000.

Kaeding. Warren W., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Para-selective zeolite

catalysts treated with carbon dioxide. 4.477.585. Q. 502-77.000.

Kagawa. Takahiko; and Sasamoto, Yasuhiko. to Taiyo Rshery Co.,

Ltd. Method for processing salmon roe products. 4.477.476. O.
426-262.000.

Kai, Masami: See

—

Kozuka. Nobuhiko; Koyama. Shigeo; Kai, Masaaii; Takahashi.
Ichiro; Sakata. Hiromi; aad Kaao. Atsushi, M77,I73. CI. 355-

3.0DD.
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Kaiser Aluminum ft Chemical Corporation: See—
Kush. Donald C; and Hust. Gary A., 4,477^7. Q. 134-15.000.

Kaiser. Darold: See—
Andeiaon, Frank T.. Ill; aad Kaiser, Darold. 4.476,762. Q.

83-640000.

Kaiser Sted (Ddaware). Inc.: See-
Williamson. Cdvin C. 4.476.703, Q. 72-130.000.

Kjuino, Yukio. Method of and apparatus for igniting intemd combus-
tion engine. 4,476.844, a. 123-637.000.

Kiyiyama, Shigeo: Ser—
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Shogo; Kajiyama, Shigeo; Usui, Kenji;
KobayasU, Masahiro; Igura, ToaUnori; Kudo, Shigezi; and
Suzuki. Sanaa. 4.476.629. Q. 29-863.000

Kakizoe. Masahiro: See-
Mori, Tdjiro; Masuda. SUgeru; Okado. Hiroyuki; Kakizoe,

Masahiro; and Sako. Yuji. 4.477,704. CL 200-144.00R.
Kakutani. Yoahbii:Se(^

Ishimura, Hidekazu; Kakutani. Yoahimi; and Aoyagi. Naohisa,
4,477,610a 523-414.000.

Kaliaowski. Robert E.: See^
Gee. Ronald P.; and Kalinowdd. Robert E., 4,477.514. Q.

428-264.000.

Kdt, Charies G. Multi-kyered electrostatic particle collector elec-

trodes. 4,477.268. CL 55-155.000.

Kamada. Minoni:Ser—
Higuchi. Seiznn; Tano. Kazuhiro; Kamada. Minora; and Okamoto,
Susumu. 4.476.805. Q. 118-63.000.

Kamezaki. Yasushi: Ser—
Fushida, AUra; Kato. Yoahidd; and Kamezaki. Yasushi. 4.477.351.

CL 430-133.000.

Kaminaka, Nobuyuki: See-
Nomura. Noboru; Kanu, Kenji; Kaminaka, Nobuyuki; and Omata,

Yuji. 4.477.794. CI. 338-32.0OR
Kamio. Takayodu: See—

Ogawa, AUra; Aoki. Kozo; and Kamio. Takayoshi, 4,477,558, d.
430-384.000.

Kamiyama, Yasuo: See—
Sutoh, Miuuo; Kamiyama, Yasuo; aad Murata, Mitsuhiro.

4,477.195. CL 368-88.000

Kammcrhofer. Klaus: See—
Brandl. Harald; Dole, Rdnhard; and Kammerfaofer, Klaus,

4,477,722. Q. 230-222.100.

Kamyr AB:Sar—
Niduuea. T«vo; and Fdlman. Raimo. 4,476,886, Q. 137-15.000.

Kan, Hiroyasu: Ser—
Kawaura, Takayoshi; Kan, Hiroyasu; and Kyoi, Yuji, 4,477.061, Q.
267-8.00R

Kand, Kenji: See-
Nomura, Nobora; Kand, Keiyi; Kaminaka, Nobuyuki; and Omata,

Yuji. 4.477.794, Q. 338-32.00R.

Sngita, Ryuji; Kanai, Kenji; Sasaki, Seishi; and Takahashi, Ken,
4,477,488, Q. 427-129.000.

Kaaayama, Katsumi, to Olympus Opticd Co., Ltd. Motor brake device.

4,477,751, a. 318-280.000.

Kaaebo, Ltd.: See—
Masuda, Yugoro; and Kawase, Shigeru, 4,477,515, Q. 428-288.000.

Kanegaftacfai Kagdni Krayo Kabodiiki Kaisha: See—
Kato, Yasushi; and f^nikawa, Hiaao, 4,477,628, a. 523-100.000.

Kaneko, Kenji, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Dau reproducing
circuit 4,477.842, a. 338-336.000.

Kano, Atsuhi: Ser—
Kozuka, Nobuhiko; Koyama, Shigeo; Kai. Masami; Takahashi,

Ichiro; Sakata. Hiromi; and Kano, Atsushi, 4,477,173, CI. 333-

3.0DD.
Kano, MitSttra:See—

Yamanashi, Fumiaki; Hayashi, Yuzo; Kano, Mitsuru; Fujiwara,
Yoshiyuki; and Tashiro, Yodiizo, 4,477,368, Q. 232-299.100.

Kanshin, Nikofau N.; Guskov, Igor A.; Konoplev, Alexd A.; Sachkov,
Alexandr E.; and Mats, Matvd M. Surgicd instrument for establish-

ing circular coloanastomoaes. 4,476,863, CI. 128-303.000.

Kao, David T, to University of Kentucky Research Foundation. Self-

flushing piston assembly for durry pump. 4,476,771, CL 92-78.000.

Kao So^> Co., Ltd.: Ser—
Nishizawa. Kazunori; and Kato. Haraya. 4.477.467. a.

424-317.000.

Kaper. Frederik S.: See—
Hokse, Hendrik; Kaper. Frederik S.; and Wiipkema. Jacob T.,

4,477.368, Q. 435-97.000

Kaptay, Gyorgy: See—
Matyasi. Jozaef; Kaptty, Gyorgy; Zsembery, Lasdo ; Kokeny,

Bela; Tolh, Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homoetrei, Maria; and Penzes,

Ipire. 4,477,427, a. 423-628.000.

Karady, Sandor: See—
., Bender, Dean R; Karady, Sandor; and Rothauser, Theresa,

'
4,477,668, Q. 346-72.000.

Karanik. James J., to Grumman Aerospace Corporation. Aircraft wind
energy device. 4,477,040, Q. 244-38.000.

Karasawa, Kohichi; Itoh, Takeo; Koizumi, Humihito; and Uchida,
Khnio, to Showa Electric Wire ft Cable Co., Ltd. Method of control-
ling a self-levenina device. 4.477.045. CL 248-1.000.

Kari Otto Braun KG: See—
Schafer. Ewald; and Jung, Hardd, 4,476,697, Q. 66-193.000.

Kark>w, BadL to Singer Company. The. Solenoid armature cushion.

4.477.789. Q. 335-257.000.

Karr, Michael A., Jr.: See-
Bridges, Charles D.; Karr, Michad A., Jr.; aad Morrison, Bert L.,

4,477,083, a. 277-22.000.

Kaschig, Jurgen, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Process for the prnara-
tkm of subnituted divinylpyridines and novd substituted divinylpyri-

dines. 4,477,673, Q. 346-344.000.

Kato, Haniya: See—
Nishizawa, Kazunori; and Kato. Haraya, 4,477,467, Q.

424-317.000.

Kato, Takaaki: See—
Ikuta. Hiroshi; and Kato. Takaaki. 4,477,874, CI. 364-424.000

Kato, Takao; and Takemura, Tetsuo, to Hitachi, Ltd. Digitd datt
transmission system with time division/packet transformatioo func-

tion. 4,477,899, CI. 370-94.000.

Kato, Yasushi; and Furukawa, Hisao, to Kanegafiichi Kagaku Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Composition with improved pot life. 4,477,628, CI.

325-100.000.

Kato, Yoshiaki: See—
Fushida, Akira; Kato, Yoshiaki; and Kamezaki, Yasushi. 4.477.551.

a. 43O-133.000.

Katou. Takeshi: Ser—
Nakamura, Norihika, Itoh, Takaaki; Katou, TakasU; Ota, Yozo;
and Morino, Toshiharu, 4,477,392, Q. 26I-39.0QA.

Katsuma, Makoto: See—
Yamada, Masanori; and Katsuma. Makoto, 4,477,170, Q.

354-413.000.

Katsuoka. Ritsu, to Ricoh Watch Co., Ltd. Keyboard input coding
device and mudcd note displaying device. 4,476,767, Q. 84-1 15.000.

Katsura, Tadahiko: See—
Kojima, Shunji; Katsura, Tadahiko; Ueno, Hiroshi; Taira, Kazuo;
and Imatani, Tsuneo, 4,477,301, Q. 428-35.000.

Kavchok, Rondd W.; and Boylan, Francis J., to Drew Chemicd Cor-
poration. Defoaming composition. 4,477,370, Q. 232-321.000.

Kawabata, Yoshio: See—
Fukuda, Hirokazu; Shinohara, Koji; Kawabata, Yoshio; Nishijima,

Yoshito; and Yamamoto, Kosaku, 4,477,730 CI. 2SO-S04.00R
Kawaguchi. Mauyuki: See—

Watanabe. Nobuatsu; Nakuma. Tsuyoshi; aad Kawagudn.
Masayuki, 4.477.374. Q. 2S2-Sm.00O

Kawamoto, Kinji: See—
Uya, Maseru; and Kawamoto, Kinji, 4,476,763, Q. 84-1.030.

Kawamoto, Mutsumi, to Aisin Warner Kabushiki Kaisha. Timing
control vdve in automatic transmission control apparatus. 4,476,747,

a. 74-869.000.

Kawamura, Yoshio; Takanashi, Akihiro; Kurosaki, Toshiei; Kuniyoshi,
Shinji; Hosaka, Sumio; and Tersaawa, Tsuneo, to Hitachi, Ltd. Auto-
matic focusing apparatus. 4,477,183, CI. 355-55.000.

Kawano, NagaUro: See—
Ukd, Nobuo; Kawano, Nagahiro; Toyofiiku. Yasumasa; and
Nakamura, Akira, 4,476,670 CI 56-328.00R

Kawasaki, Haruhiko; and Ushiro, Keiji, to Kayaba Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Pressure control vdve. 4,476,890, Q. 137-269.000.

Kawasaki. Masahiro; Okura, Zenichi; and Urano, Fumio, to Asahi
Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Compensator system for dis-

phragm control in a single-lens reflex camera of interchangeable lens

type. 4.477,161, Q. 354-448.000.

Kawasaki Sted Corporation: Ser—
Sato, Kuniaki; Yasunaga. Hisao; Yoahihara. Takahisa; Fujita, Yo-

shinori; and Kyopo, Kazuaki, 4,477,491, Q. 427-211.000.

Kawase, Shigera: See—
Masuda, Yugoro; and Kawase, Shigeru, 4,477,515, a. 428-288.000.

Kawatsura, Yoshihiro: See—
Inuzuka, Tsuneki; Ishida, Masato; and Kawatsura, Yoshihiro,

4,477,179. CI. 355-14.0(«.

Kawaura, Takayoshi; Kan, Hiroyasu; and Kyoi, Yuji, to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited. Strat type suspension. 4,477,061, Q. 267-8.00R.

Kayaba Kogyo Kabushilci Kaisha: See

—

Kawasaki, Harahiko; and Uduro, Kdji, 4,476,890, CL 137-269.000.

Kazmierczak, Thomas F.; Dulina, Richard; and Petersen, Arthur W.. to

American Cyanamid Company. Method and compodtions for re-

movd of undesiiable organic matter. 4,477,288, CI. 134-19.000.

Kearsley, Wayne A. Spatid acquisition flaaii beacon. 4,477,796. Q.
340- 105.000.

Kees, Gerald H., Jr., to AMP Incorporated. Apparatus and method for

spreading wires is a cable and connecting the wires to terminds.
4,476,628, CI. 29-861.000.

Keller, Alex J.; and Pinto, Akiva, to Automatic Materid Handling. Inc.

Fiber feeding apparatus with fiber leveling meaas. 4,476.611, C\.

19-105.000

Keller, Teddy M., to United States of America, Navy. Flnorinated
polyurethanes. 4,477,643, CL 528-70.000.

Kellner, PhUlip R.: See—
Chudy, Elzbdta; Gamson, Nicolette; and Kellner, Phillip R.,

4,477,309, CL 136^5.000.
Kenddl Company, The: See-

Collins, Robert F.; and Pad, Amy S., 4,476,860 a. 128-1 32.0(H>.

Perlin, Alfred R, 4.476,872, Q. 128-642iX)0.

Kennedy, Peter: See-
Parkinson, Kenneth; and Kennedy, Peter, 4,477,493, Q.

427-228.000.

Kercher, Paul W.: See— )

Chamey, Andrew R.; Kercher, Paul W.; and America, William,
4,476,731, CI. 73-863.730.

Kerr-McGe« Chemicd Corporation: See—
Riggs, Olen L., Jr., 4,477,320, CI. 204-96.000.

i
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Klee*. Jtobert M.: See—
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r. Robert L.; and Klees, Robert

Kerr, FmI R.: See—

**fS?!L*5?li*?Ji^2S*™' O^'tonr y. "Id Kerr. PMil R., Bnunbra^ dnrles T.; . „
- ..*^V/!!S^9:^i?^^. . „._^. M.. 4.4^814, a. 343.725.wiu.
KaMMTWflliM M. «p Mptewl^ toe, qigbel operitioo coordiBtioii Won. Oerhttt; «,d Mhchell. MWimI J.. Jr.. toI^^

apperMKlbreteiiipcntare^hiftedchenkalhett pipe. 4,476,91s. a. Kleiner, Walter Sm^
l<5.1.0aX ^ , . ^ ... Schwm, Rudolf; and Kleiner, Walter, 4,476,899, Q. 139.1.00E.

Robert E. to Pttropore, toe High itreogtli nylon Mend mem- Kleninier,Edm«idT.:Sie- .

w. ut-lwib.

idr^cS" '^***^"°" '«"• """"^ "•: ""^ M«»»^ C.; Kknuner. Edmund T.; and
'.°?^/ ^Tr ^ ,^_. „ Snger. Martin H.. 4,477,697, Q. I79.84.00T.

vaaden Boach, «even; Kctlenea, DjA K.; de Rom, Krit B.; Sipma. Kkuver. Ooenther F., to OFK Partnenhip. Connector tot hoKi and
^ O5rb«;a«l§50<fctana. Jan, 4.477,678.a 549^000. *^ the Bke, 4,477,109. Q. 285-36l!ooa^^

^^^
Kcyet. Marion A.. IV: See- KlikkA Corpoittion: See—

°*f5!^JS*'* **•• "*• '^*5*^ **•«» ^' *^' M77J45, a. Brymi. John W., 4.476,972, Q. 198-415.00a

ra.^
y*'^*^ Klin|ler, Tbomat C: See-

Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jon; KaUnioto. Suadko; Murakami. Shoha- Klockner-HumboMt-Deute AO- See—

2!lJlnSfe """W^ "** Saikawa. bamn. 4.477,664. Q. Ena-Adiari. Mohammed; and Hilbnns. Hermann. 4,477.323. CLo^^MUMMt. 204- 1 19.000.

"SiIS^«\«l!?^ ^^MSJ^tlf**;^^'^ 5r^' "«*"»ff^ Sigrfiried; Strauai. Werner, and Horn. Hannea S..Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jnn; Kiahmoto, Snmiko; Murakami. Shoha- 4.477^58. CI 210-783.000. "-««• *.

g« Twda. HiHtaufu; and Saikawa. bamu. 4.477.666. Q. Kloepfcr. Eleanor A; and Fo«. Katharine A. Free arm shoulder iling.

wiA ^^^r^ «_. ^ 4.476,859, a. 128-87.00B.
uiBerwrng.

Kidam, Yoahmon; and Noji. Maiafaide, to Otwka Chemical Co., Ltd. Hoft, Michael: See—

r2£"SiP,S!!?''***
4,477,387. Q. 260429.00R. Jona^ Rochua; Kloft. Michael; Wurziger. Hamit; Harting. Juergen;

''•'MS5;;Hen,y.a«,r,e.«-Kieffer.Je«..4.477.69,.a. ^^^'^Jil^^'''''''^''^^^
u ^£P«-^ *"°^ CoraeUut J.: See-

0i»2i« - ICi-e.. M^fted. 4,4„.6.,. a. ^feiPS/f,SSSW?3SSX?Sg?a*1S.ia
r»«.w^K!!r£^ *""** *^*f **' CJeneral Electric Company. Keyhig for thrunkKmKincm, Aon: See— turbine wheds. 4,477J27 CI 41^198 dOA •«•-«•

riJ^Rj2t^rwiS*Sffii^S^ """*• H«»-J"Vn. to lixntia Paten't-Verwaltungi^JmbH. VideoKm, Woi^^ Qqieral Electric Company. Electromagnetic field recorder. 4,477,84^ Q. 358-330.000. —•— ~«
Igggg-yPy^ '^. ^S^aL**!?^?^-???!""*** » oootinuott. Knabd, Walter, and Menerachmidt. Werner, to Maricer-Patentverwer-

iriS^fTSZ^**^ ***^'^' °- ^**"*°"^ tung«ge«lhchaft. Croas country ski binding. 4,477.102, a.Ktu,lM:See— 280415.000. . , •, -w

^fftrMtSS"*
*''*«*»»• °*^ and Kin. Lai. 4.477.716. a. Knapp. Heinrich; Sauer, Rudolf; Krauss. Rudolf; and Hatoer. Udo, to

rn-«L MWu-in . c-^ ^'^^ ^°^^ °"*»"- Electromagneticdly actuatable valve, in par-

iS»n!^'ivTn;frT; I V ^ m^ V ^ » . « .- .
txMlar a fiiel injection valve for fiid abjection syrtems. 4,477,027, a."qMW'W". WUham D., Jr.; Kinard. Michael D.; and Schneider, 239-585.000. ^^ . . ,

«

R«ndyq..4.477J98.a. 156.54.00a Knight. Oeoige J: &e-
Kincaid, John W.: See—

KnlMC. James A.; Kincaid. John W.; and Miller, Paul E. 4,477,693.a 174.36.00a
Kn«^Dwmi L. Boh lock for a sliding patio door. 4.476,70a Q.

Micfaael A.: See—

». ..,Vw5'^ ^^ •** ""«•• *"**^ ^ 4.477.834. Q.
358-1 13.00a

KfaifcMichariC:Sk»-
Judd. ThooM H.; King. Michael C; Klemmer, Edmund T.; and

Singer, Martin R. 4j77,697,a 179-84.00T.
Km)o, Msao; and Tataugochi. Kazuo. to Victor Coomany of Japan,

Lid. SyMam for still or slow-motion reproduction of televisioo Die-
tws. 4.477443.a 358-342.aoa

Kbit. Oregory C: Sa»—
Vifian, Paul R.; and Kint, Gregory C, 4,477,03a CL 241-208.000.

Kiiby^Jvvia:
Bricfcer.-^^ *<*«» W-; PWie, Tnnothy K.; Pease, Michael O.; and

Kitby, Jarvis, 4,476^625, Q. 29-734.000.
Kircher. DtMen dh«^

Bdart, Juan; lUicher, Dieter; Bodecker, Lndwig; and Obenteiner.
Oeor^ 4*477,125,a 303-1 16L00a

Thomas, Wilbur R.; Hickman, Fred E, IH; and Knight, George J.,

4,477,512,0.428-236.000.
^^

Kni^t. Howard W.; and Engberg, Edwin W. Tdeviaioo signal disc
drive recorder. 4,477,84770736^60.000.

^^
Knipa, Ulrich; Bohmer, Bertram; and Herdierg. Roland, to Rutger-
swerke Aktiengeaellachaft. Oiidation process of reactive aromatics
with reactivation of the catalyst using potassium fWTiMiiMMt»
4,477.38a a. 26O.385.00a

^^ !•«»»»•«-«.

Knoblauch, Karl; and Hdmbach, Heinrich, to Bergwerfcsverband
GmbH. Gate valve. 4,477,052, Q. 251.57.00a

Knox, Dick L.; and Roberts, Steven D.. to Hughes Tool Company.
Cootinuoaspressure and temperature readout for submerriUe pumps.
4,477.23a d. 417-63.000.

Kobayashi, Hidetoshi: See—
Ichuima. Sdji; Sakanoue, Kei; Kobayashi. HidetosU; and AdacM.

Keiichi. 4.477,563. Q. 430-544.000.
Kobayadii. Hiroyuki: See—

Ohki, Yoahmiaaa; Toyoda, Yukia, Kobayashi. Ifiroyuki; and
Akasaki. Isamu. 4.476.62a Q. 29.569.00L.

Kobayashi, MasaUro: See-
Suzuki. Yoshteign; Bzuka. Sbogo; K^yama. Shigeo; Usui. Ke^ji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura. ToaUnori; Kudo. SUgeii; and

ISiLJ^j.*— c-:.!..- ir . .«^ « .. .
^""'^ S"»^ 4,476,629. Q. 29-863.00a

2!STiJSS^^^^J^^^SS!\*^?^.^^S!^*'*'*^ Kobayashi. Nobuhiia; Mori. Kiiui;Ihara,Hirokazu; and lkeda.K«tuaki,

ri* wnifc!?t''Sl!~^****^***^'^^^'''^*~* to Hitachi. Ltd Method ofTetffeving and editing distrflStafor^mn, wtmam k.: Jiar tion. 4477 881 G 364-900000

n^Kf* iSSSf^ Si'"* ^'"^ ^' .77.495. a. 427-356.000. Kobayashi. Nobliyuid; and Ito. Hiroshi. to Toyota Jklosha Kc

^^tinSl^^. «^ ri^t^ I ..I AA-r,^ ^ Kabushilu Kaisha. Method and apparatus for controlling the

TR^tilSSr^ ^' ** *«•''«*• *»«?•> J-. 4,477,492, Q. need of an engine. 4,476.828, Q. «3.339.00a
a7-215.(Ba ^^ Kobayashi, Tadayasu: See—

IttmL-^SS^'^H^ rs^-v. ra^ ^ -r^ ... ^JP' '^^'^'' ^^ KumaU; Nakanwa, Isamu; and Kobayashi,

^SitISTL iS^ ^^^SSSL!^ ^S^iJ^'^: ^r^°' Tadayasu, 4,477,63a CL 525-133!8oa

SnSi*'SSLJI? !Sift22:*™^ **''?^5?i?.*"5i|-
K<*«y«»»>. Tooio. Filtering apparatus. 4.477,351, CL 210-396.000.

^wwm ™"'"'*^ "** Saikawa. Isamu. 4.477,664. Q. Kober. Heinrich: See-

th^TS^ v<«i.M. nw«-w- ra- V » .. ... K^. Robert; Nippe, Burichard; Kober. Heinrich; SchOffkrth.

- l2i»i?fe MSftJPteSS^I^t ^r?L^*^' Ir^' I^lchristian; Meckel Waher; and Quiring. Bemd. 4.477,53170!muao. Joji; Nitta. Jan; Kiahimota Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha- 428-425.900. ^ —^

&iS!m "'"•^ •«* Saikawa. Isamu. 4.477.666. O. Koberstein. Edgar: S«e-

wit^ «• •• - Domesle, Rainer, VoOcer, Herbert; Koberstein, Edgar, and Pletka,

xJTtSLSlZ »- ^ ...... . Hans-Dieter, 4,477.417, CL 423-213.200. ^^
I^L!£?rSiiIrvJS;i!^;rS^^ Kobylarz, Thomas L.. to Spencer Turbine Company, The. BearingMhOn^Kokvyo, Yoahvo; and Kita, Yasuhiro. 4,477,913, CL instalUtion tool. 4,476,617, 0. 29-264.000.
37>134wa Koch, Patricia: See—

^^'^'yS^lS^Sni!^ »«.K .«! ^•^- ^ ^« ^ ^« .-« ^ ^^'^ Richard K.; and Koch, Patricia, 4,477,073, O. 272-93.000.

SllSSo^^^^^^^^^ ^ • • '^ Koch. Richard K; and Koch. PMrida. Exercise device for boardsailing.

ruaa.Li. — -' • «.„ 4.477,073. Q. 272-93.000.
KilrflsMs. SatiriK Sw^ Kodama. Eiji: See-

tSSatt* •
J"*""*** Sotiris, 4.476.821. O. Nishikido, Joji; Kodama, Eiji; and Shibnkawa. Mitsuru, 4,477,659,•*"'•'**'• 0. 544-21.000.

•<?^
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Koga, Hitoshi, to Mitsui Petrochemical Industries, Ltd. laminate.

4,477,513, 0. 428-246.000.

K<^iaut, John E, to Kohant, John E; and Raceway Components, Inc.

Through-floor electrical outlet Stthig. 4,477,694, 0. 174-48.000.

Kohler, Robert; Nippe. Bnrkhard; Kober. Heinrich; Schilffarth.

Karlchristian; Meckd, Walter, and Quiring. Bend, to A^-Gevaert
AG. Magnetic storage medium. 4.477,531. 0. 428-425.900.

Kohn, GuMave K.; and Bamberg, Joe T., to Zoecon Corporation.

Alkylsulfonyloxy substituted phenoxy alkanoic eaters. 4.477.672. O.
546-294.000.

Kohnhanser. Alexander, to Vereinigte Edelstahlwerke AG (VEW).
Method for fiibricating conveyor worms or the like. 4.477.295, O.
148-1 1.S0Q.

Koitabashi. Takeo; Yamashita. Kiyoshi; and lyima. Toshifami, to Koni-
shiroku Photo fadustry Ca. Ltd. Light-sensitive silver halide color

photc^raphic material. 4,477,560. 0. 430-506.000.

Koizumi. Humihito: See—
Karasawa, Kohichi; Itoh, Takeo; Koizumi, Humihitt^ and Uchida,

Kimio. 4.477.045. CL 248-1.000.

Kojima, Hirosnke: Srr

Otsu. Takayuki; and Kojima. Hirosuke, 4,477,599, 0. 521-89.000.

Kojima, Shunji; Katsura, Tadahiko; Ueno, Hiroshi; Taira, Kazuo; and
Imatani. Tsuneo, to Toyo Seikan Kaisha, Ltd. Welded can and pro-

cess for preparation thereof. 4,477,501, 0. 428-3S.00a

Kojima. Takao; and Naganuma. Naoto. to NGK Spark PlugCo., Ltd.

Method of producing oxygen concentration cells. 4,477.487, O.
427-123.000.

Kojima, Tetsuhiko: See—
Sugimori, Shigeru; and Kojima, Tetsuhiko, 4*477,369, O.

252-299.600.

Kokeny, Bda: See—
Matyasi, Jozsef; Kaptty, Gyorgy; 2^sembery, Laszlo ; Kokeny,

Bela; Toth. Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei. Maria; and Penzes.

Imre. 4.477,427, O. 423-628.000.

Kokuryo, YosUro: See—
Koya, Masahiro; Maeda, Narimichi; Ishizuka, Kohei; Takaoka,

KazuUko; Kokuryo, Yoshiro; and Kite, Yasidiiro, 4,477,913, 0.
375-13.000.

Kdcusai Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ota, Chuichi; Imamura, Nobutak^ and Tanaka, Shinsukr,

4,477,852.0.360-114.000.

Kokosan Kinzoku Kogyo Co. Ltd.: Sef—
Mochida, Hamo; Shimizu. Keiichi; and Namazue, Hirotoshi.

4.477.806. O. 340-825.320.

Komatsu. Hiroshi: See—
NisUoka, Goto; Komatsu. Hiroshi; and Sakabe, Yukio, 4,477,581,

O. 501-137.000.

Komoto, MikJhisa; and Nakamura, Masatoshi, to Mitsui Engineering A
Shipbuildmg Co., Ltd. Amphibian vehicle. 4,476,948, 0. 180-7.200.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Pojimaki, YoaUhide; Takei, Yoshiaki; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,

4,477,549,a 430-54.000.

Haneda, Satoshi; Tomono, Makoto; and Itaya, Masahiko, 4,477,174,

O. 3S5-3.0DD.
Iwamuro, Masao; and Kumashiro, Kenji, 4,477,559, O.

430-505.000.

Koitabashi, Takeo; Yamashita. Kiyoshi; and lijima. Toshifomi,

4.477.560, O. 430-506.000.

Meqjo. Hiroshi; Watanabe. Yoshikazu; and Sakamoto, Nobuo,
4.477.561. O. 430-509.000.

Yamamoto. Takeshi; Goto. Kiyoshi; and Uehara. Masafnmi,

4.477.553. O. 430-192.000.

Konoplev. Alexd A.: See—
KansUn, Nikolai N.; Guskov. Igor A.; Konoplev. Alexei A.; Sach-

kov. Alexandr E; and Mats, Matvei M., 4,476,863, O.
128-305.000.

Koppdman, Edward; and Murray, Robert G.. to K-Fuel/Koppelman
Patent I .ionising Trust Apparatus and wooeas for thermal treatment

of organic carbonaceous materials. 4,477,257, CL 44-30.000.

Kos, Peter, to Dorr-(Miver Incorporated. Apparatus for dissolution of

gaaes in liquid. 4,477,393, O. 261-76.000.

Kosaka, Reiko. Medicinal composttioos, foods and beverages having

theraiwntic effbcts on diseases of circulatory system and digestive

system. 4,477,434. 0. 424-94.000.

Kotraro. Reuven: See—
Linder. Charles; Aviv. Gershon; Perry, Mordechai; and Kotraro,

Reuven, 4,477,634, 0. 525-327.100.

Kottsov, Vladimir A.: See—
Zinnn, Yan L.; Kottsov, Vladimir A.; Cheanokov, Jury M.;

Dunwv, Boris S.; Drokhanov, Alexei N.; Krauih, Klavdia A.;

and Barabanov, Stanislav D., 4,477,829, O. 358-1.000.

Kotzur, Frank W.; Kotzur, Gregory A.; Meade, John F.; and Hopko,
Donald J., to Windings, Inc. CHi-line winding machine. 4,477,033, 0.
24M8.00A.

Kotzur, Gregory A.: See—
Kotzur, Frank W.; Kotzur, Gregory A.; Meade, John F.; and
Hopko, Donald J., 4,477,033, CL 242-18.00A.

Kouba, Daniel J., to btemational Business Machines Corporation.

LSSD Compatible dock driver. 4,477,738, O. 307-445.000.

Koya, Masahiro; Maeda. Narimichi; Ishizuka. Kohei; Takaoka,

KazuMko; Kokuryo, Yoshiro; and Kita. Yasuhiro. to Hitachi. Ltd.;

and Hitachi DensU Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatic equalizer appara-

tus. 4.477.913. CL 375-13.aoa

Koyama. Kiigeo: See—
Kozuka, Nobuhiko; Koyama, Shigeo; Kai, Masami; Takshashi.

Ichiro; Sakata, Hiromi; and Kano, Atsushi, 4,477,173, O. 355-

3.0DD.
Kozuka, Nobuhiko; Koyama, Shigeo; Kai, Mttami; Takahashi, Ichiro;

SakMa, Hiromi; and Kano, Attushi. to Miu Industrial Company
Limited. Toner replenishing device for an electrostatic copying

apparatus. 4.477,173, O. 3S5-3.0DD.
Krabec James A.; Kincaid, John W.; and Miller, Paul B., to Cooper

Industries, Inc. Multiply shidded coaxial cable with very low transfer

impedance. 4,477,693, O. 174-36.000.

Kraft, Harald, to Feldmuhle Aktiengesellschaft. Cutting tool. 4,477,212,

O. 407-104.000.

Krage, William G.: See—
Paddock, Paul P.; Krage, William G.; and Conway, Tim D.,

4.476,982, O. 209-582^.
Knuca, Kenneth E: See-

Evans, James M.; Krajca, Kenneth E; Ukkooen.<jKdjo A.; and
Hansen. James E, 4,477,613, O. 524-77.000.

Kratz, Wilbur C; and Sircar, Shivaji, to Air Products and Chemicals,

Inc. Pressure swing adsorption process for a medical oxygen genera-

tor for home use. 4,477,264. O. 5^25.000.

Kraus, Mark G., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Digital control system

monitor having a predetermined outout under fault conditions.

4,477,87a O. 364-186.000.

Kraosh, Klavdia A.: See—
Ziman, Yan L.; Kottsov, Vladimir A.; Chesnokov, Jury M.;

Dunaev, Boris S.; Drokhanov, Alexd N.; Kraush, Klavdia A.;

and Barabanov, StanisUv D.. 4,477,829, O. 358-1.000.

Krauss-Maffd Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Eichlseder, Martin; and Burkle, Erwin, 4,477,242, 0. 425-207.000.

Krauss, Rudolf: See—
Knapp, Heinrich; Sauer, Rudolf; Krauss, Rudolf; and Hafner, Udo,

4,477,027, O. 239-585.000.

Krdsman, Wallace S.: See—
Armini, Anthony J.; and Kreisman, WaUaoe S., 4,477,921, O.

378-34.000.

Kresge, Charies T.; Krishnamurthy, Sowmithri; and McHde, William

D., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Separatdy supported polymetallic

reforming catdyst 4,477,590. O. 502-334.000.

Kri^er, Karl; and Kuschke, Gunther. to Hermann Hemscheidt Mas-
chmenfiBbrik GmbH ft Co. Mine-roof support control means.

4.476.898. O. 137-624.140.

Krishnamurthy. Sowmithri: See—
Kresge. Charles T.; Krishnamurthy, Sowmithri; and McHde.
ymm D., 4,477,590, O. 502-334.000.

Kiishnan, Sivaram, to Mobay Chemicd Corporation. Flame retardant

alkylated polycarbonate compositions. 4,477.637, CI. 525-469.000.

KroU, Gerald; Vogd, Horst; and Peter, Jurgen, to E.C.H. WUl (GmbH
A Co.). Apparatus for introducing stacks of paper sheets or the like

into cartons or analogous receptacles. 4,476,664, CI. 53-258.000.

Kropiwnicki, Tadek M.; and Cross, Linda E, to Carrier Corporation.

Compressor assembly and method of attaching a suction muffler

thereto. 4,477^29, 0. 417-53.000.

Krout, Gerdd R. Tamperproof lid. 4,476,993, O. 220-276.000.

Kmger, Steven K.: See—
Rdchert, Rondd P.; Kmger, Steven K.; and Rhodes, John W.,

4,476,940, O. 173-37.000.

Kubacki, Edward F.; Jacobs, Edward C; Mascide, John M.; and

Monroe, James R., to American Can Company. Apparatus for stamp-

ing indicia on materials. 4,476,781, O. I01-3.00R.

Kubon, Achim: See—
Rahmfdd, Werner, Kubon, Achim; and Stalleicken, Dieter,

4,476,915, O. 164-484.000.

Kubou Ltd.: See—
Mihara, Takao; Morichika, Toshiaki; and Sooe, Shigenori,

4,477,711, O. 219-121.0PJ.

Kudo, Kazushige; Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Murase, SUgemitsu, to

Udtika Limited. Method ofmanufacturing polyester fibers with good
adhedon to rubber. 4,477,497, 0. 427-386.000.

Kudo, Shigeo: See-
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Shogo; K^iyama, Shigeo; Usui, Kenji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura, Toslunori; Kudo, Shiged; and
Suzuki, Sanae, 4,476.629, O. 29-863.000.

Kuehn. Jack W.. Sr.: See-
Avera, F. Lee, 4,477,482, Q. 426432.000.

Kulite Seiniconductor Products, Inc.: See-
Kurtz, Anthony D.; Mallon. Joseph R.; and Nunn, Timothy A.,

4,476,726, O. 73-708.000.

Kulkami. Narayan M.: See—
Bopp. Kenneth C; Gooden. Judith L.; and Kulkami. Narayan M..

4,476.621, O. 29-571.000.

Kumai, TosUo: Sir—
Hamada, Mitsuru; Kumai, Toshio; and Ishida, Shoji. 4,477.520, 0.

428-336.000.

Kumano. Shii^p. to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Keyboard
apparatus in electronic musicd instrument 4,476,769, 0. 84-434.000.

Kumar, Ravi; Sircar, Shivaji; White, Thomas R.; and Greskovich,

Eugene J., to Air Productt and Chemicals. Inc. Argon purifkation.

4.477.265. O. 55-26.000.

Kumasaka. Hamo. to Beck-Noma Dlinob Inc. Liquid fiid burning

torch. 4.477.247. 0. 431-146.000.

Kumashiro. Keim: See—
Iwamuro. Masao; and Kumashiro. Kaui. 4.477.559. CL

430-305.000.
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Knae, Manto. to Ckrian Co^ Ltd. Tape player for vehicles 4,477. 127.
a. 3124.0Qa

Knnert. Heittz. Olaaa pane fitted with a variabk ptxifile frame.
4^477.307. CL 42S-18S.0Ca

Oba, Hideaki; Knaikaiie, Makoto; Umdian, MaaaaUra; Tanikawa,
KiyoaU; aad Abe, Michiharn. 4^77,SSS. CL 430-273.000.

Kmuyoahi, Sbinj^•.Stt—

Kawamn. Yoahio; TakanaaU. AkJUro; Kmnaki, Toaliiei;

Kuiyoahi, Shiiyi; Hoaaka, Somio; and Teraaawa, Tsuneo.
4»477.ll3.CL3SS-SS.00a

Knnoa, Ocae S.: Sai>—
Ceariock. Steven V.; Petenon. Fkaads C; aad Knnoa, Gene S..

4.477407,a iS6>saaoQa
Knnugi, Yoaliifiinit, to Hitadii, Ltd. Abaorption codins and heating

tyttem. 4.476,694, Q. 62-476.000.

Kunkake, Mitmo; and Sakamoto, Keyi, to Ftajitsa Limited. Servomo-
tor ooatrol method and appaitus therefor. 4,477,7tt, Q.
31S4OLO0a

Knrijnoaa, Mitmo: Stt—
SUia. Mano; Kirihara, Seiihin; Kuriyama, Mitrao; Yoahioka.
TakatoaU; and SaaaU. Ryoidu. 4,477.28a O. 7S.124.000.

Kuroaaki, Toafaiei: Sw—
Kawamura, YoaUo; TakanaaU, AUUio; Kuroaaki, Toahiei;

Koniyoahi, SUnii; Hoaaka, Somio; and Teraaawa. Tauaeo.
4,477.183,0.355-55.000.

Kurtgii, Michael P. Method for waahing voltase traaamiaaioa line

inaolatofk 4,477489, 0. 134-34.000.

Kurtz, Anthony D.; MaUon, Joaeph R.; and Nunn. Timothy A., to
Kulite Semiconductor Product!, Inc. Prearare tranaducert exhibiting
linear pruauit operation. 4,476,726^ CI. 73-708.000.

Kuaakabe, Tomio: Stt—
Mataoura, Tamiaki; Aiba, TakeaU; PukuaUma, Takaahi; Niahimura,

Maianori; Ohtanki. Hiroahi; YabnU, Pnjio; and Kuaakabe,
Tomio, 4,476,627, Q. 29-791.000.

Knachke, Onnther Sw—
Krieger, Karl; and Kuachke, Ounther, 4.476.898, Q. 137-624.140.

Koah, Donald C; and Huat, Oary A., to KaiMr Ahuninum A Chemical
Corporation. Liquid removal device. 4,477487, a. 134-15.000.

Kuwako, Tomohiia: See—
Uiami, Suaomu; Teraniahi, Noboyuki; Kuwako, Tomohiaa; Sugi-
vama, Deqo; Trajiuchi. Yoahio; and Hara, SUgeo. 4,477,150, CI.
35O-289.000.

Kuyper, Jan: See—
van der Hubt. Harm; PMany, George A.; and Kuyper. Jan.

4,477489, a. 502-169.000.

Kuznetaov, Stephen B., to Weathighouie Electric Corp. Continuoua
pole amphtude modulated electric macUnea. 4.477,760. Q.

Kyoi.Yi|ji:S^
Kawaara. TakayoaU; Kan, Hiroyaan; and Kyoi, Yuji, 4,477,061, a.

267-8.00R.
Kyoao, KanaU: &»—

Sato, Kuniaki; Yaaanan, Hiiao; Yoahihara, Takahiaa; Fujita. Yo-
•hiaori; aad Kyaao,Kazuki. 4,477,491, Q. 427-211.000:

La Tfltmecaaique Electrique: See—
Joly, Jeaa. 4.477.131, G. 339^14.00R.

L^Z-Bow Chair Ca: Sw—
Robfe. Harold P., 4,477.118. CL 297-85.000

Labofiaa. &A.: Sm^
Lepain. Andre O.. 4,477458. Q. 44-51.000.

f jrhmann, Hefanut; and Lange, Bemd, to Dr. H. Tiefenbach GmbH A
Ca; aad Bonig Ombli Overpreaaure valve. 4.476,888, Q.
I37-10I00O

Lacroia, Marc; and Bienvenu, Raymond, to Regie Nationale des Uiinea
Renault Automatic device to diatribnte, orient and podtiao axea on
macUaea. 4,476.997, CI. 221-171.000

Laditka, Aleiaader. Appaiatua aad method for applying coatinga to
traffic iurfccea.4,4774M, a. 404-111.000

Ladooceur, Harold A.: Set

Steward, John K; and Ladouceur, Harold A., 4,476,599. Q. 10-
139.0WK

LaGroaa, Daaaia L.: Sw—
Plank. Vernon G.; Criat, Stephen D.; and LaGroaa, Dennia L..

4,476,718, a. 73-171.000.

Lai. John T.; and Son. Pyoag-Nae. to B. F. Goodrich Company. The.
Subatituted 2-keto-1.4-diazacycloalkanea. 4.477.665. CL 544-384.000

Laing. Jerrv R. Firearm ufety with alann. 4,476.644. 0. 42-l.OOA.
Lam, Bing L.; and Pridgen. Lendon N.. to SmtthKliae Beckmaa Corpo-

ration. Intermediatea for preparing nbatitttted pyrimidinones.
4.477,663. CL 544-3ia00O

Lane, Michael S., to AT&T BeO Laboratoriea. Linear time division
muhi^exed oonferencer. 4,477,897, CI. 37042.000.

Lange, Bend: Sw^
I jchmann, Hefanut; and Lange, Bemd, 4,476,888. Q. 137-102.000.

1 rardat. Claude: Sw
MaerfUd. Charlea; and Lardat, Claude. 4.477,784, a. 333-153.000.

Lanen, Arthur. Pizia box carton. 4,476,989, CL 22O4.00E.
Lastovka, Joaeph B.: See—

SImui, Stinan-Chur; and Lastovka, Joaeph B., 4,477,908. Q.

Lattuner. Mary B.; Weber, Cari D.; and Hardt. Zbigniew R., to B. F.
Goodrich Company, The. Preparation of fkbric for bonding to rub-
ber. 4,477,6197CL 524-171.000.

Laufer. Hefanut, to Robert Boach GmbH. Method for ddaying axial
movement of a pump piston in a fuel injection pump for combustion

engines, and fiid injection pump for ««—p>«*W die
4,476,835, CL 123-467.000

Laughlin, Sidney J.; aad Oaypooi. Ratoh J., to LanghUa. Sidaey J.
Cyclonic separator apparatus. 4,4774^. CL 55-290X100

Lautettech. Hetbeit G., to Dn Poat de Ndaoun. B. L, aad Compaay.W^ strength aramU spua yam. 4.477.526, CL 428-399.000
Law, David C F.: Sw—

WiDcockaoa, George W.. deceased; and Law, David C P..
4,477,438, O. 424-130000

Lawrence Electtonics Ca: Sw— r

Lawrence, Sanmd C. Jr. deceaied, Lawrence executrix. JuUa P.;
aad Uwreaaoa. Gary M., 4,477,778. Q. 324-466.00O

Lawrence executrix, Julia P.: Sw—
Lawrence. Samud C. Jr. deceased, Lawreaoe executrix, JuUa P.:
and Uwrenaoa. Gary M.. 4,477,778, 0. 324-466.000

Lawrence. JuUa P.: Sw—
Lawrence. Samuel C, Jr. deceased; Lawrence executrix, Julia P.;
and Uwrenaon. Gary M.. 4.477.778, CL 324-466.000

Lawrence. Samuel C, Jr. deoeaaed; by Lawrence executrix. Julia P.;
and Lawrenson. Gary M.. to Lawrence Electronica Ca; aad Law-
reace. Julia P.. a part intereat Hydrogen detector. 4.477.778, CL
324-466.000.

Lawreaaon. Gary M.: See-
Lawrence. Samuel C. Jr. deceased; Lawrence executrix, Julia P.;
and Lawrenaon, Gary M., 4,477,778.a 324-466.000.

Lawry, Clifford P.: See—
ThieL Patrick L.; Uwry, Oifford P.; aad DtNed, Joha O..

4,477,791, a. 33^0.000.
Lazar, Laszlo : See—

Pasztor, Emil; Lazar, Laszlo ; Nagy, Jozaef; and Palloay nee
Becker, Katalin. 4.477455. Q. 604-97.000.

Leblanc Raymond P.; and Cummins, William T., to Teledyne Indua-
triea. Inc. Method of making shock cells. 4.477.302, Q. 156-165.000.

Le Corre. Alain: See—
Calabro. Max; Girard. Herve ; and Le Corre, Abun. 4.477.025. Q.

239-265.350.

Ledent, Michel A. O.; and May. Bronialav H.. to Monaaato Compaay.
Aniinomethylenepbospbonic acid solutioas. 4.477.39Qi Q. 260-
502.30E.

Lee. Gim P., Jr.: See—
Haaf, William R.; Lee, Gim P., Jr.; and Cooper, Glenn D., de-

ceased, 4,477.627, Q. 525-67.000
Lee. John M.; Bauman. William C; Wokott, Richard A.; and Burba.
John L., Ill, to Dow Chemical Company, The. lOgher denaity ion
exchange resins of metal compound precipltatad within porea.
4,477,597, Q. 521-28.000.

Lee, Jonathan P.; and Logue, Qyde L. Add-on catalytic damper assem-
bly. 4,476,852, Q. 126-289.000.

Lee, Michael H.; Onton. Aare; and Wieder, Harold, to International
Business Machines Corporation. Optical recording medium.
4,477,819, a. 346-76.00L.

I ^thmann, Jurgen; Vetter, Heinz; and AmoM, Wolfgang, to Rohm
GmbH. Li^t transparent body of coextruded syn&tic resin.

4.477,521, 07428-336.000
Lehnen, Hans D.: See—

Bohze. Kari-Hdnz; aad Ldmea. Haas D., 4,477,677. O.
S48-501.00O

Lgeune, Jean-Pierre: See—
Gilmer, Andre ; Romand-Monnier, Jaoquea; and Leieune, Jean-

Pierre, 4,477435, O. 417^14.000.
Lemke. James U., to Eastman Kodak Company. Multitrack —»Krr^-

head. 4,477,853, O. 360-125.000
Lenke, Dieter Sw—

Steiner. Gerd; Priedrich. Ludwig; and Lenke. Dieter. 4,477.451. 0.
424-248.54a

Leonard, David P.: See-
Wright. Howard J.; Leonard, David P.; and EtzeU. Roger A.,

4,477,536, CL 428-522.000.
Lepage, Francis: See—

Astoin. Jacques N.; Lepage, Francis; and Promantin, Jean-Pierre
M. J.. 4,477,453, CL 424-250.000

Lepain, Andre O., to Labofina, S.A. Diead fod compoaitions and
prooeas for their production. 4.477458, CL 44-51.000

Leszyk. Gerald M.: Sw^
Harasta. Louis P.; Leszyk, Gerald M.; and Morriaon, Edward D..

4.477.548. O. 430-14.000.

Leuner, Hibnar, Dobhan. Hobert; Bauer, Berahard; and Olachewski,
Armin. to SKP KugeDagerbbriken GmbR Arrangement for prea-
sure welding of a nriling bearing cage. 4,476.913. 0. 164-346.000.

Leung, Chun K.: See—
Jfrimson. Edwin A.; and Leung, Chun K.. 4.476.833. O.

123-436.000
Levine, Norman D. Arm support 4.476,857. 0. 128-77.000.

Levolor Lorentzen. Inc.: Sw—
Anderle. Joaeph A.; and Deba, Victor, 4.476.909. 0. 160-178.00C

Lewis. James P.: Sw—
Hawk. Marion N.; and Lewis. James P.. 4.476,727, 0. 73-847.000.

Lewis, Philip J., to Brogdex Company. Apparatus and method for
controlling the application of liquid substances to surfaces of fruit
4,477,483, CL 427-8.000.

Li, Hain L.; Misaoo, John D.; and Carrigan, David G., to Allied Corpo-
ration. Cut core apparatus. 4,476,753, 0. 83-36.000,

Liang, Tai-Mmg; and Spitler, Kdth G.. to Mobay Chemicd Corpora-
tion. Novd system for the productioa ofpoiynrethaaea. 4,477,602, 0.
521-137.000.
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Liberti, Lorenzo; Boari. Gianfranco; and Passina Roberto. Method for
removing and recovering nutrients from wastewater. 4,477,355, O.
IIMMJOCO.

Liberto. Samud J.; Meli, Jamea; and Berardi, Eugene J. Portable uni-

versd wmd deflector. 4v476.774. 0. 98-2.130.

Licentia Pateat-VerwdtuagsOmbH: See—
Kluth. Hans^luigen, 4.477.84a O. 358-33aOOO.

Ueb, Nathanid H.; AUermaa. Albert D.. Jr.; and Alago. Jamea L.. to
Venture Techndo». Inc. Fiber optic system for dentd handpiece.
4,477452. O. 433-29.000.

Lieberman, PBttl:Sar—
Naguma George; Miller, Donald A.; and Lieberman, Pad.

4,477.888, CL 1167.151000.

Liebetnith, Rdaer, to Siemeas Aktiengesdiachaft Tomogr^nc x-ray

apnaratua Ibr the production oftransverse layer iaiages. 4.477.922, 0.

Lifir, Lawreace J. Liquid base makeup composition. 4,477,430, CL
424-63.000.

Lillquist Robert D.; and Penney. Carl M., to Generd Electric Com-
pany. Arc-welding seam-tracking applications employing passive

mf^ared sensors. 4,477.712, 0. 219-124.340.

Lin, Samud Q. S., to Loctite Corporation. Polyphotoinitiators and
compoaitions thereof. 4,477,326, 0. 204-159.130

Lindberg, John E.. to Owen, Wickcraham A Ericksoo. P.C Combus-
tion and pollution control system. 4.476.817. 0. 123-3.000.

Linder, Charlea; Aviv, Gershon; Peny. Mordechai; and Kotnuo.
Reavea, td AUgena AG. Modified acrylonitrile polymer containing
semipermeable membranea. 4,477.634, 0. 525-327.100.

Lindman, Nib T.; Pranaaon, Lan H.; and Pott Cari C. to U.S. PhjUp
Corporation. Picture diq>lay arrangement 4.477,830, O. 358-1X00.

Lindsbrom, Nib-Gcorg: Sw—
Nilaaon, Rolf; and Lindstrom. Nils<}eorg, 4,477,101, O. 280-

461.00A.
IfflfiHdi Warner M.: Sw—

Serota, Samuel; and Linfidd, Warner M.. 4.477,384, O. 260-

410.90R.

Linger, Claude J. A.; and Locicera Giaele C. to Intemationd Business

Machines Corporatioo. Process for inspecting and autonutically

sorting objects showing pattenu with constant dimensioad toler-

aaces aad apparatua for carryiag out said prooeas. 4,477,926, O.
38^8.O0O.

Lis, Andrzej:Sw—
Olszewski, WitoM; Lis, Andrzej; Pietraazek, Pawel; and Tuznik,

Pranciszdc S., 4,477.344, O. 210-109.000.

Lisriuk, Wdter: See—
Spence, Clifton L.; and Liasiuk. Wdter. 4,477.165. 0. 354-299.000.

Liston. Max D.; Dickinson. David O.; and Stark, William A., to Ameri-
can HoHiitd Supdy Corporation. Mdtichannd spectrophotometer.
4.477.190 O. 356418.000.

Litke. Alan E.. to Loctite Cornoratioo. Thixotropic cyanoacrylate
compositions. 4.477,607, 0. 523-212.000.

Litton Industrid Products, Inc.: See-
Dunn. Efanan R., 4.476.847. 0. 125-1 l.ODP.

Ljung. Bo R G.: Sar-
nies, John C; and Ljung. Bo H. G.. 4.477.188, O. 356-350.000.

Lloyd. Frederick W.: Sw-
Brown. Peter L.; Fitzpatrick, Patrick C; and Uoyd. Frederick W..

4,477.071. O. 272-72^00.

Locicero. Giaele C: Sw—
Linger, Claude J. A.; and Lodoero. Giaele C. 4,477.926. O.

382-8.00O
Lockhart Thomas P.. to Generd Electric Company. One package,

stable, moisture curable, alkoxy-terminated orgaiiopolysiloxane com-
podtions. 4.477.625, O. 524-789.000.

Lockheed Corporation: Sec
Rogers. Aliaa K.; and Weber. Kenneth E.. 4,477429. O.

137-93.000.

Lockley Services Pty. Ltd.: Sw
TomUnson, Roderick P. J., 4,477,593. O. 346-203.000.

Lockwood, James P., to Imperid Underground Sprinkler Ca Bubbler
head structure. 4.477.026. 0. 239-428.500.

Locotos. Prank M.: See—
HMthis. Edward C. Jr.; and Locotoa. Frank M.. 4,477.209, O.

405-261.000.

Loctite Corporation: Sar—
Lin. Samuel Q. S., 4,477,326, 0. 204-159.130.

Litke. Alan E. 4.477.607. 0. 523-212.000.

Loevinger, Richard. Heated railroad tank car. 4,476,788, O.
105451.000.

LogEtronics, Inc.: See—
Spence, Clifton L.; and Lisduk, Wdter. 4,477,165,a 354-299.000.

Login, Robert B., to BASF Wyandotte Corporation. Graft polyesten
and sized textiles. 4,477,525, 0. 428-395.000.

Ix>gue, Oyde L.: 5ff
Lee, Jonathan P.; and Logue. Oyde L.. 4,476,852, 0. 126-289.000.

Lohr k Brompkamp GmbH: See—
Wdschof. Hana-Hdnrich. 4.476.950, 0. I80-73.30O

Loiacona Marco: See—
Cellone. Ldgi; and Loiacono. Maroa 4.477.564, CL 430-567.000.

Lokvig, Tor, to Intervisud Communirations Inc. Trigger actuated
puppet 4,476,65a O. 446-362.000.

Long, Danid C. Hand care glove product and method trf' making same.

4,476,588, O. M69.000.
Longa Trent P.; Sagar, Vispi R.; and Suyer, Mark L.. to Firestone

Tire ft Rubber Company. The. Method for removing aodium sdtt
from polyphoaphazene polymer solutkms. 4,477,656, 0. 528-487.000.

Lord Corporation: See
Wamaka. Glenn E.. 4.477,505, 0. 428-I60.00O

L*OREAL' Stt
GroUier. Jean P.. 4,477,375, 0. 252-S42.00O

Loaq, Jacques J.; Raa Ourunu S.; and Sachar, Howard E.. to Intema-
tiond Business Machines Corporation. Decode history table for

conditiond branch instructions. 4,477,872, O. 364-200000
Lossack, Edgar; Sprieatersbach , Jochen; Baur, Joaef; and Schwab,

Wilfried, to Maschinenfabrik MuUer-Weingartea A.G. Diecasting
method for producing cast pieces which are low in gas, pores and
oxides, as wdl as ditrasting machine for implementing the method.
4.476.911. O. 16«-65An.

Loiidin, Philip B.. to Illinois Tool Works Lac Reusable casing and
carrier for use in producing sausage. 4,476,609, O. 17-I.OOR.

Lowe A Fletcher Lunited: Sw—
Herriott Lealie V., 4,476,701, 0. 70-276.000.

Lowery, A. J. Plastic fince. 4,477,058, O. 256-19.000.

Lowery, Jaaies O.; Thoouts, O. Leon; Batton, Nathan I.; Smith, Darrell

L.; Jilea. Wdter K.; and Stames, R. Emory, Jr., to Southwire Com-
pany. Cable ptexer fadt locator. 4,477,769, O. 324-54.000.

Lozaun, Gary D., to Container Corporation of America. Two-piece,
self-locking cootdner. 4.477,01 5, O. 229.23.00R.

LTV Aerospace and Defense Company: Sw—
Case, WiUiam E., 4,477,906, O. 37241.000.

Lubniewski, Stephen E.; and Haggenmiller, Chriatiaa, to United Statrs

of America, Air Force. Wet film applicator. 4,476,806, O.
118-110.000.

Lubrizol Corporation, The: Ser—
Steckd. Thomas F.. 4,477,362, O. 252-51.5(»L

Lucas Industries Limited: Sw—
DufR, Jurgen, 4,477,0ia O. 228-138.000.

Pdmer, Oristopher W.; and Hughes, Ronald M., 4,476,963, O.
188-79.50B.

Timmis, John P., 4,477.293, O. 148-31.500

Luchsinger, Patrick M., to Deere ft Company. Method for molding
dou^ woricpiecaa. 4,477,406, 0. 264-275.000.

Lufk, Ounter: Sw—
Richter, Gerhard; Luft, Ounter, and Gd>hardt Ulrich. 4,477,314,

O. 204-l.OOT.

Luigi, Picotti. Process for performing the construction of a parking grip

chock for a vehicle and parking grip chock for a vehicle manufac-
tured from dieet 4,476,961, 0. 188-32.000

Lukaazewicz, George, to Shell Canada Limited. Drainage aed for

sewage system. 4,476,603, O. 15-104.3SN.

Luke, J6bn A., to Brown ft Williamaon Tobacco Corporation. Tobacco
smoke filters. 4,476,882, 0. 131-336.000.

Luoma, Thomas; and Rutherford, Alan, to Nicolet Zeta. Graphic
recorder. 4,477,822, 0. 346-136.000.

Lux, Gregory P. Disc rotor permanent magnet generator. 4,477,743, CI.

310-156!000.

Luyckx, Robert R., to Generd Motors Corporation. Articulated coach
air transfer system. 4,477,099, O. 280421.000.

Lybolt Arden F. Wood handling tool. 4,477,113, CI. 294-16.000.

Lynch, Brian; and Partus, Fred P., to ATftT Technologies, Inc.

Method of and apparatus for straightening and configuring a prieform

tube from which lightguide fiber is drswn. 4,477473, O. 65-3.120.

Lynott John J.: See—
DdzieL Warren L.; Planigan. Charies D.; and Lynott John J..

4.477.851, O. 360-95.000

M/A Com, Inc.: Sw—
CoUinet Jean C; and Slyke, Mark V.. 4,477,788, O. 333-233.000.

Maben, Duane K., to Sperry Coiporation. Ribbon cable wire end
forming tool. 4,476,905, O. 140-IM.OOO.

Machida, Yukihiko: Sw-
Nakima Kenji; Machida, Yukihiko; and Odaka, Kentara 4,477,844,

O. 360-8.000.

Machonia, John, Jr.: Ser—
Schmukler, Seymour, Machonia, John, Jr.; aad Shida, Mitsuza

4,477,532. O. 428-441.000.

Macmorine. Hilda G.: Sw—
Hedy, George M.; Sun, Anthony M.; and Macmorine, Hilda G.,

4,477,567, O. 435-71.000.

Madon, Roatam J., to Exxon Reaearch and Engineering Co. Liquid
hydrocarbon synthesis using supported ruthenium catdysts.

4,477,595, CL 518-713.000.

Madsen, Soott T.; and Johanson, Rdph £., to BOC Group, Inc., The.
Methods and apparatus for chiUing a product 4,476,686, O.
62-63.000.

Maeda, Narimichi: See—
Koya, Maaahiro; Maeda. Narimichi; Ishiiuka. Kohd; Takaoka,

Kazuhiko; Kokarya Yoahiro; aad Kita, Yasuhira 4,477.913. 0.
37M3.000.

Maeda, Toyoo: See—
Tamai. Kenzo; Saikawa, laamu; Yasuda. Takashi; Murakami,

Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatau^ Sakai, HirosU;
Sugita, Masatoahi; Yaauunota Yoshiko; Mmami, Hisashi; and
Hon. Takaka 4,477,437, O. 424-1 16.000

Maejima. Hisashi: Sw—
Takanaahi, Akihiro; Haahimota Norikazu; Maejima, Hiaashi; and

Sugiyama. Shi^i. 4.477.182. 0. 355-43.000.

Maerfdd. Charlea; and Lardat Claude, to Thoraaon-CSP. Surfooe
wave dispersive acoustic dday line. 4,477,784, CL 333-153.000

Magin, Ludwig B., to Deer^ ft Company. Selective driving mechanism.
4.476,743, O. 74-665.0GB.

Magnavox Consumer Electronics Company: See—
Ooae, Ernest P., 4,477,924, O. 38 11 3.000.
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MafBetic Aaalym Corpontioa: St*—
Spierer. Edwiid. 4,4T7,77«. Q. 324.227.000.

Magyar AJummiumipari Troeut: See—

**S>?*J*?^' '^•P<»y> Owrgy; Zwmbery, Lank) ; Kokeny.
Bda; Totli. Jboef T.; Toth Nee HomoMrei. Maria; aad FMzes,
Imie. M77,427. Q. 42W28.00a

^^ ^^
MalMhwary. Atbok K.: See-

Aytn, WilUaa M.; Maheshwary. Aahok K.; and Young, Peter J..

4,47744«. a. 210.241300.
^

Mahler, Oeit: See
Vlertel. Lothar; and Mahler. Oert, 4,477,1 Id, a. 296.97.00H.

Makara, Oyorgy, to Futober Epuletgepesseti Termekeket Oyarto

Y^S^^^?^i^S^ ''••*^» tpparatm and heat^wntitive unit.
4^477,020, a. 236.49.00a

Makhkmf, Joaeph M.; McCoUum, Oicgory J.; and Keir. Pkul R.. to
PPO Industries. Inc. Method of m-mold coating. 4,477,403. Q.
264.23a000.

^^
Malcc Jerry P., to Dual Dynamics. Inc. Apparatus for j-M'^tipg tire

pressure. 4,476.103. a 1I6.34.00R.
^

Malescka, Rysiard: Si«—
Schneider. Hennr. Malesika. Rystard; Wang, Patrick Y.; Veliky.

Ivan A.; and Chan. Yui-Kwok, 4.477.569. Q. 435-161.000.
Mallon, Joseph R.: See—

'^"?S<^^yJ?iift£?°' '***P'' ^' •«• Nunn, Tnnothy A..
4,476.726, Q. 73-708.000.

Malvick. David L.. to United States of America, Navy. Deployment
mechanism for an electronic array. 4,477,818, a. 343-881.000.

Mancillas, Oene: Sw—
Boles. Joel L.; and Mancillas, Oene, 4,476,931. a. 166-294.000.

Manente, Joseph C, Jr.: See—

"^S^, tX^ ^•' "** M«»«n«e. J«ei* C, Jr., 4,477,089, Q.
277-153.000.

Manica, Michde: 5(v-

^nftsjSff*'
^°^ ^"^' "** *****• ****''*'*' •*^'«'. CI

Manizza, Oudfb A., to Federal Paper Board Compuiy. Inc. Qosure

ManutikSce—
TorteOier, Christian, 4,476,959, Q. 187-9.00R.

Manzoni, Stephane. Device for indexing the arm or casting of a vehicle
rearview-mirror. 4,477,199, Q. 403-93.000.

Marconi Company Lfanited. The: See—

"^JfPf^n^^ ^' "** •""«• ^•c''*" A., 4,477,8H a.
358-113.000.

Maremont Corporation: Sn^

Marmjier, Mdvin F.: See—

"fesWoS
^

*
"** Maringer, Mdvin F., 4,477,523, CI.

Mark Products Incorporated: See—
Smith, J. David. 4,477,136, Q. 339.49.00R.

Mark, Victor, to General Electric Company. Flame retaidant oopolyes-
tw<jrtoiiate compositiotts. 4.477.632, Q. 525-147.000.

MtA^ Victor, and Hedges. Charles V., to General Electric Company.
Polyanrlate resm of thiodiphenols and iiophthalic acid or derivatives
thereof. 4.477.647. Q. 528-176.000.

Marker-Patentverwcrtungigeaellschaft: See—

'^28S615«0l*^'
"** Messerschmidt, Werner, 4,477,102. a.

Martin, Uwrence L.; and Setescak, Linda L., to Hoechst-Roussel

"•""J**?^.,?*- Substituted 4,iadihydro.iao«othieno ben-
zoxepms. 4,477,465, a. 424-275.000.

Martin Marietta Corporation: &»—
Alexius, Richard C. 4,477.056. a. 251-282.000.

^M?a5':a'2M3lSSb.'^"^^ •^"" **^ '^
Maruysma, Satoshi: Sw—

Mukae, Kano; Maruyama, Satoshi; Tsuda, Koichi; and Nagasawa,
Ikuo, 4.477,793, a. 338-21.000.

-g^iw^

Maruyama, Toshinori: See—
Aldta, Yoshio; Teshima, Takanori; Torii, Koshi: and Maruyama.

Todiinori, 4,477,766, a. 322-28.000. ^^ >«n«y«ii«,

Marvin Glass k Associates: See—
Zaruba. John V., 4,476,649, a. 446-1 14.000.

Maschinenfabrik Alfred Schmermund GmbH k Co.: See—
Oberdorf, Manfted, 4.476.665, CL 53-575.00a

Maschmenftbrik Karl Zangs AG: See—
OwadsJIms; Hofteam. Josef; Hippd, Hans; Hoven. Hubert;

iki-^w^S^V*!?^ snd Schafer, Max. 4,476,793, a. 112-221.000.
Maschmen&bnk Muller-Weingarten A.G.: See—

^^^S^itl^Ki^^l^ff'^**^^ '«*«^ 8^' J«ef; •»«» Schwab,
WUfhed. 4,476.911, a. 164-65.000.

MascMie, John M.: See—
Knbacki. Edward F.; Jacobs. Edward C; Masciale. John M.; and

^ .
M°°roe. James R.. 4,476,781. a. lOl-SOOR.

MMh, Derek H., to ITT Industries, Inc. Smectic liquid crystal cell with
heat pulse and laser. 4.477,151. a. 350-351.000

Masi. James V.: Sar—
Barnett, Allen M.;CataIano, Anthony W.; Dalai. Vikram L.; Masi.

136S8 oba**^ •
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Maslennikov, Konstantin N.: See—
NButiii, Pavd Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavel &; PoteUun, Konstantin F.; Zoiotov. Lev
A.; NikoUcy, Alexandr I.; Nemeni, TIbor M.; Turadn, Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov, Gemiady A.; and Telezhnikov, Jury F..
4,477,69a a. 174-15.00C

««»™«»v, jury r..

Moaett, Stq>hen S., to Pfizer Inc. Proccmi and intermediates uaeAil in
^e^eparation of OutroUne. 4,477,669, Q. 546-85.000.

Massett, StefMien S.: See
C^Bterkdey W.; and Massett, Stephen S.. 4*477.671, Q.

Masuda, Shigeru: &»—
Mori. Teijiro; Masuda, Shigeru; Okado, Hiroyuki: Kakizoe.

Masahiro; and Sako. Yiw, 4,477,704, Q. 200.144:OOR.
~*"***

Masuda, Yugoro; and Kawase. Shigeru, to Kanebo. Ltd. Wadding
materials. 4,477.515, Q. 428-288.000.

~—""^ «««*
Matkemi AG: &e—

Friess, Jean, 4,477,057, Q. 251-306.000.
Mats, Matvei M.: See—

Kanshin, Nikdai N.; Guskov, Igor A.; Konoplev, Alexei A.; Snch-

!^^«^,S^f^ ^= "•*• **^ **«*^ M., 4,476,863, Q.
128-305.000.

Matsufiiji, Yolui; Togano, Shigeo; and Ichihashi, Hiroo. to Canon
IWwshki Kaisha. Ink jet recording apparatus. 4,477,823, a. 346-

Matsumoto. Katsutoshi. to Dainippon Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd. Method of
glazing printing area in thick printing. 4,476,7h, Q. 10MS0.100.

Matsumoto. Toshiaki. to Minolta Camera KabushiU Kaisha. Cameras
with a film loading device for facilititfing fUm loading. 4,477,162, Q.

Matsumoto, Toshiaki; and Taniguchi, Nobuyuki, to Minolta Camera
Kabushiki Kaisha. Fifan Transporting device fbr use in a camera.
4,477,163, a. 354-173.1ia

^^ "* »• . i»Dera.

Matsumoto, Yasuji. to Toshiba Silicone Co.. Ltd. Curable sUicone
composition. 4.477.641. Q. 528-15.000.

Matsumoto. Yoshio: See—
Muroi. Soichi; Seta. Shigetoshi; Matsumoto. Yoshio; Yasui, Koichi:
and Imamura, Kazuyoshi, 4,477,636, Q. 525-444.000.

Matsuo. Itaru: See—
Gomi. Shimpei; Takeuchi. Tomomitsu; Matsuo. Itam; Fujii,
MwakijTakatsuka, Torn; and Watari. Ryuzo. 4,477,334. 6.
208-75.000.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Asada. Seigo. 4.477.837. CL 358-3ia000.
Nakano. Hiromitsu; and YoaUda, Isao. 4,477.752, CL 318-331.000.
Nomura, Noboru; Kanai, Kenji; Kaminaka, Nobuyuki; and Omata.

Yuji, 4,477,7H a. 338-m!(WC
^^

Ohki, Yoshunasa; Toyoda, Yukio; Kobayashi, Hiroyuki; and
Akasaki, Isamu, 4,476,620, a. 29-569.00L:

Sugita, Ryuji; Kanai, KeaJK Sasaki, SeUd; and TakahasU. Ken.
4,477,488, Q. 427-129.000.

^^ -"-"u. i«ii.

Uya, Masaru; and Kawamoto, Kiqji, 4,476,763, Q. 84-1.030.
Matouura, Tamiaki; Alba. Takeshi; Fukushnna, Takashi; Nishimura.

Masanori; CNitsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fuiio; and Kusakabe, Tomio, toSo^ Coiporation. Automatic assembling machine. 4,476,627, Q.
*V*7t 1 .000.

Matsuzaka, Takashi: See—
Hisaoka, Satoshi; Matsuzaka, Takashi; and Saito, Toshihiko.
4.477,246,0.431-114.000.

«»™i««.

MatyMi, Jozsef; KapUv, Gyoigy; Zsembery, Laszlo ; Kokeny, Beh^
Toth. Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei, Kfaria; and Penzes, Inue, to
Magyar Aluminiumipari Troeszt. Process for the preparation of

!5?!!2^ a-alumina for ceramic purposes. 4,477,427, Q.
423-628.000.

Mauser-Werke Obemdorf GmbH: See—
Hoffiman, Dietrich; and Gotz, Udo, 4,476,785. CI. 102-522.000.

Mausner. Eberhard. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Sensor for acceleration.

Maxcap, Inc.: See—
Nolan. Robert L.. 4.476,987. Q. 215-319.000.

Maxffli. John. Float activated toy vehicle. 4.476.648, Q. 446-166.000.
Maxs AG:5^e—

Greutert, Albert; and Gasser, Ruedy, 4,476,776, Q. 99-302.00C.
May, Bnmislav H.: See—

Ledent, Michel A. O.; and May, BronisUv H., 4,477,390, Q. 260-
S02.50E.

Mayer. James R. Hydnulically actuated reciprocating piston pump.

Mayer. Udo; Hahn. Erwin; and Jesse. Joachmi, to BASF Aktiengeaell-
schaft. Tnaminotriaryhnethane colorants. 4.477.381. Q. 260.3n.000.

McCarley. Edgar L., to International Telephone k Telegraph Corpora-
tion. Channel monitor for connection to channel lines. 4,477,873. Q.
364-200.000.

McCollum, Gregory J.: See—
Makhlouf. Joseph M.; McCoUum, Gregory J.; and Kerr, Paul R.,

4,477.405,01.264-250.000.
Singer, Debra L.; McCoUum. GrMory J.; Dowbenko, Rostyslaw;
Chnstenson, Roger M.; Chau, Michael M.; and Chang, Wen-
Hsuan. 4,477,618. a. 524-157.000.

McDaniel, Max P., to Phillips Petroleum Company. P(riymerization of
olefins. 4.477.586, CI. 502-104.000.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: Sf»—
Boulton, Donald G.; and Arcangeli, Gerald T., 4,477,039, Q.

244-S3.00B.
McGowan, Neil S. Device for micro tuning pianos and other strinoed

instruments. 4,476.77a CI. 84-458.000^
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McOraw-Edison Company: See—
Umi. Angeio. 4,477.139, 0. 339-88.00R.

McOnire, Kenyon E. B.: See—
Noiaa^ Steve J.jBrokl, Stanley S.; and McGuire, Kenyon E. B.,

4,477,918, CI. 377-37.00a
McHale, WnUam D.: See-

Kresfe. Charles T.; Kriahnamutthy, Sowmithri; and McHale,
William D., 4,477.59aa 50^334.00a

Mclnemey, Charles E, to Garrett Corpontioa, The. Tutbocharged
mtemal combustion engine havhig an altitude «^^^llp^tff ^^n^ boost
oootrol and method for its operation. 4,476,682, Q. 6040100a

McKay. Leon A. Aerating means. 4.476.938. Q. 172-2100a
McKay, Randal P.: See—

Eisenhardt, William A., Jr.; Saleeb. Fonad Z.; McKay, Randal P.;
and ZeOer, Bary L., 4,477,481, Q. 426-590.000.

McKean, John A., to Titan Tool Company. Automatic stud driver.
4,476,749, Q. 81-53.200

McKenzie. Donald E: See—
Grantham. LeRoy F.; and McKenzie, Donald E., 4,477,373, Q.

252-626.000.

McKenzie. Larry O.; and Powdl. Leon T. Archery target with leplac-
able target segment 4.477.082, Q. 273-403.000

McLaughun. Jose|rfi E.: See—
Antonelli, Joseph A.; McLaughlin. Joaefrfi E.; and StroUe. CUfTord

H., 4,477,534, Q. 428-461.000.
McLeod, Ariis D. Revera'ble mattress. 4,476,594, Q. 5-464.000.
McMahan, William H., to American Laser Corporation. Low power

argon-ion gas laser. 4,477.907, Q. 372-64.000.
McNchols. Lvry A.: See-

Sorenson, Paul D.; Dickson, Dale A.; McNichols, Larry A.; and
Badzinski, John D., 4,476,873,a 128-660.000

McVey, Charles W.: See—
BeOhio. Ralph R.; and McVey, Charies W., 4,476,995, Q.

22(^371.000.

McWhirter Holdings Pty. Limited: See—
McWhirter. Ian; and Morgan. Richard B.. 4,477,848, Q.

360.60.000.

McWhirter, Ian; and Monan, Richard B., to McWhirter Holdings Pty.
Limited. Verification ofrecorded messages. 4,477,848. CL 36040000.

Mead Corporatioa. The: See-
Bean, Hariey F., 4,477,218, Q. 414.36.000.

Mead, Jonathan T.: See—
Ismaa. Raouf A.; and Mead. Jonathan T.. 4,476,720 CI. 73-202.000.

Meade. James R: See—
Chang. Shing; and Meade, James H., 4,477,571, Q. 435-253.000.

Meade, John F.: See—
Kotzur, Frank W.; Kotzur, Gregory A.; Meade. John F.; and
Hopko, Donald J., 4.477,033, CL 242-18.0QA.

Meakin, John D.: See—
Barnett. Allen M.; Catalano, Anthony W.; Dalai. Vikram L.; Masi.
James V.; Meakin. John D.; and Hall. Robert B.. 4,477.688, Q.
136-258.000

Mechanical Technology Incorporated: See—
Dineen. John J., deceased. 4.476,681. Q. 60486.000

Mechtroo International Corporation: See—
Brashears, David F.; Elliott. Emannd J.; and Butler. Theodore G..
4.477.250 CL 432-3.000.

MeckeL Walter Sc»-
Kohler. Robert; Nippe, Burichard; Kober. Heinrich; Schilfhrth.

Karichristian; MeckeL Walter, and Quiring. Bemd. 4.477.531, Q.

Medcalf, Darrdl 6.: 5^*-
SeideL William C; Orozovich, George E; and Medcalf, Darrdl

G., 4.477,480 O- 426-578.000.
Medical k Scientific Inc.: 5^»—

Miles, Laughton E; Rogers, Arthur H., Jr.; and Rogers, Charies
H., 4,477,578, Q. 436-518.000.

Medtronic lac: See—
Sorenson, Paul D.; Dickson, Dale A.; McNichols, Larry A.; and

Badzinski, John D., 4,476,873, Q. 128460.000.
Thompson, David L., 4,476,868, a. 128.419.0PG.

Medc James S. Automobile body dent puller. 4,476,705, Q. 72-478.000.
MeermoUer. Theodor, and Greshof, Heinrich, to Westfalia Soarator
AG. Device for automatically rinsing milking systems. 4,476,8W, Q.
.119-14.180.

Meguro, Hiroshi: See—
Terui, Nobuhiko; Watanabe, Sakuji; and Meguro, Hiroshi,

4,477.169, a. 354409.000.
Mehier, Henri. Device for holding a workpieoe in position during a
machining operatioa, especially a drillmg operation. 4,477,063, Q.
269-93.000

Meister. Pierre-Andre : See—
Guerin, Yves; and Meister, Pierre-Andre , 4.477.759. CI.
318496.000

Meli. James: See—
Liberto. Samuel J.; Mdi. James; and Berardi, Eugene J.. 4.476.774,a 98-2.130.

^^
Melitt Electronics Labs, Inc.: See—

Szlam, Aleksander, and Quinn, Chester P., 4,477,698, Q. 179-
90.0BD.

Mendilk), Vinoenzo: See—
GarlascheOi. Luigi; Gozzo. Frsnco; Mendillo. Vincenzo; Garavag-

lia. Carlo; Mirenna. Luigi; and Zagni, Angela, 4,477,461, Q.
424-272.000.

^^ —•—

Mono, Hiroshi; Watanabe, Yoshikazu; and Sakamoto, Nobw), to Kooi-
shirokn Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Sflver halide photographic material.
4.477.561. a. 430-509.000

Mennen Company. The: See—
SufRs. Robert; and Barchas. Myron, 4,477,431. Q. 42446.000

Merck k Ca. Inc.: Seiu-
Bender. Dean R.; Karady. Sandor; and Rothanser. Theresa.

4.477.668, Q. 546-72.000.

Boger, Joshua S.; and Veber, Daniel F.. 4.477,440 Q. 424-177.000.
Boger, Joshua S.; and Veber, Daniel F.. 4,477,441, Q. 424-177.000.
Shnard, Kenneth L., 4.477.466. Q. 424-275.000

Merek Patent Gesdbchaft mit Beschrsnkter Hafhmg: See—
Gehlhaus, Juergen; and Kieser. Manfred. 4,477,681. Q.

568-336.000.

Jonas. Rochus; Kloft, Michael; Wurziger, Hanns; Halting. Juergen;
Enenkel. Hans J.; Minck, KUusOtto; and Schliep, Hans-Jocben.
4,477,4H a. 424-250.000.

Merlin Gerin: See—
Giboulet, Andre ; Henry, Georges; and Kieffer, Jean, 4.477,691, Q.

174-22.00C.

Messelt, Christopher D.: See-
Strange, Cari P.; Messdt, Christopher D.; and Gibson, Clark W.,

41477,657, Q. 536-91.000.

Messer, Leonard, to American Minechem Corporatioa. Method of
reclaiming water and coal from coal treatment underflow by two-
stage separation of solids. 4,477,353, Q. 210433.000.

Messerschmidt, Werner See—
Knabd, Walter, and Messerschmidt. Werner. 4,477.102. Q.

280415.000.
Metrawatt GmbH: Sf»—

Hochrenther. Kari; and Tragatachnig. Jorg. 4.476.721. Q.
73-431.000.

Mex Research Associates: See—
Deutsch. Alice; Brandwein. Harvey; Piatt, Herbert; Hunter,
Dianne M.; Dubitsky. Andrew; and Durham. Susan M..
4,477.576, Q. 436-500.000.

MHA Industrial Co., Ltd.: S««^
Fushida. Akira; Kato, Yoshiaki; and Karaezaki, Yasushi, 4,477.551,
a. 430-133.000.

Miate. Joaeph N.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Reactivation of steam-
deactivated catalysts. 4.477.582. 0. 502-26.000.

Michel, Jean-Georges; Portmann, Hubert; and Schneiter, Ali, toB»Bches, S.A. Device for controlling the f^mctions of an electronic
watch. 4,477,194. Q. 368-69.000.

MkhL Michael J.; and English. Larry W., to Hercules Incorporated.
Blow molding method. 4,477,408, CI. 264-532.000.

Micko, Eric S.: See—
Hadden, David M.; and Micko, Eric S., 4,476,706. Q. 73-l.OOG.

Micro-Mega S.A.: See—
Euvrard. Hubert, 4,477,253, Q. 433-126.000.

MicroUfe Technics, Inc.: See-
Gonzalez, Carlos F., 4,477,471, Q. 426-43.000.

Microtek Storage Corporation: See—
DalzieL Warren L.; Flanigan, Charles D.; and Lynott, John J..

4.477.851. a. 360.95!00O^
Midjd^. Noel H. Hand grip. 4,476.742. Q. 74-551.900.

Hnmnann. Gunther, and Miedeck, Karin, 4,477,653, Q.

Migeon, Andre : See—
ChoreL Jacques; Migeon, Andre ; and Torregrosa, Michel.

4,476,725, CI. 73-701.000.

Mihara, Takao; Morichika, Toshiaki; and Sone, Shigenori, to Kubou
Ltd. Method and apparatus for plasnu welding. 4,477,711, Q. 219-
121.0PJ.

Miki, Nobuaki; and Yokoyama, Shoji, to Aisin Warner Kibushiki
Kaisha. Hydraulic regulator for a V-belt type continuously variable
transmisaion for vehicles. 4,476,746, Q. 74467.000.

Miki, Yukio: Sm^
Ishikawa, Norio; and Miki. Yukio. 4.477.167. a. 354-400.000.

Mildenberger, Hilmar: See—
WiUms. Lothar, Handte. Reinhard; MiMenberger. Hihnar; Bauer.

Klaus; Bieringer. Hermann; and Burstell. Helmut. 4.477.276, Q.
71-94.000.

Miles, Clive: See-
Baker, Kenneth J.; Buck, Keith E.; Chase, Irving C; Fraaer, Robert

B.; and Miles, Qive, 4,476.708, a. 73-23.000.
Miles Laboratories. Inc.: See—

Verboom. Gilles M. L.; BKznik, Kenneth E; and Welsh. Thomsa
L.. 4.477.365. Q. 252-156.000.

MUes. Laughton E; Rogers, Arthur H., Jr.; and Rogers, Charles H., to
Medical k Scientific Inc. Method and apparatus for pofonning
assays. 4,477,578, a. 436-518.000.

Miliokonsult Rolf Hultman AB: See—
Huhman, Rolf C, 4,477,433, Q. 424-93.000.

Millar, Thomas D.; snd PhiUms, Dougald S. M., to AHI Operations
Limited. Liquid measuring devices. 4,476,719, Q. 73-200.000.

Miller, Donald A.: See—
Naginno, Geo^e; Miller, Donald A.; and Lieberman, Paul.

4,477,888. a. 367-151000.
Miller, Lee E; and Carr. Dennis D.. to Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.

Metal-gas cell with electrolyte reservoir. 4,477.540, Q. 429-27.000.

Wheeler, James R.; Brill. Jack N.; and MiUer, Lee E. 4.477.546. Q.
429-211.000

Miller. Marie Z. Animal pet medical collar. 4.476.814. Q. 1 19-106.000.
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Milkr. PmiI B.: Siv—
KnbM. Jaom A.; Kiacaid. John W.; and MUler. Paul a. 4,477,693.
CL 174-36.00a

Mills, J. T., to Soitinel Manufiwturing Conpany, Inc. Engine protec-
tive apnntiia with lanote override. 4^76^823. Q. 123.198.(A>B.

Minura, Takadii; Kkoaaka, Kohld; and Odani. Kouichiro, to Fiyitw
Larilad. PracaH and upaiatoi for Cibricating a leniicaaductor
device. 4,47731 1, CL 1M443.000.

Minaiawa. Moloaoba; Nakahara. Yotaka; and ShAata. Toduhiro. to
Adeka Aifua Chemical Ca. Ltd. TetraK24.6.6-tetnunethyl-4-
piperidtnyl).34Mthyi-S<r2'-hiMaftx»ylate)-cthyl-cycloheiane or
>«ycloheicne-l,2-dka(boiylatcs and tyothetic redn coeuioaitions
contaUns tbe Moe. 4^477,616, Q. S24.1OIO0a

Minami, Hitaahi:Si»—
Tamai» Keas>; Saikawa, Inmo; Yasuda, Takaahi; Murakami.

Sbohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tnda, Hiaatwgu; Sakai. Hinwhi;
Sngita, Mantoahi; Yaaamoto, Yoahiko; maaau, HitMhi; and
Hon. Takako, 4,477.437, Q. 424-1 16.000.

Minemida, KataohinK&e—
Sakai, Kaago; Yoshihara, Ryoichi; Sakurai, Hiroahi; and Minamida,

Katsohiro, 4,477,316, Q. 204-29aOOF.
Miack. KlaoaOtlo: Sh^

Jonaa, Rochus; Kloft, Michael; Wunifer, Hannt; Harting, Juergen;
Eaaidul. Hans J.: Miack. KkaaOtto; and SchUep, Hans-Jochen.
4.477,434. O. 424-23 .00a

MUlWU ^JCOOSttk Ll^Bw0d* Sf9^^
Oifhrd. Philip J.. 4,476,910, CL 2094S9.00a

Minaebraker, Jeftcy P.. to Quadra Wheekhain, Inc. Whedchair
oooatnictioo. 4,477,098, CL 280-242.0WC.

Minaeaota Mining and ManuActuring Company: S«»—
Cdloae. Luigi; and Loiacono. Maroo, 4,477,364, CL 43O-367.00a
FauMtow, Dan L.; Cobb, Sanford. Jr.; and Bernten. Ronald E,

4,476,393,a 3-417.000.

Foalica. Floyd L.. 4.477,007. Q. 227-19.000.

Mitia. Snanuit, 4.477.633. Q. 323^7XXXX
Strabie. Kent R.. 4.477.008. Q. 227-19.00a
Zeiler-Pendrey. Jeaniae I., 4,477,362. CL 430-313.000.

Miaoha Canera Kaboihiki Kaiaha: Sw-
lahikawa, Nona, and Miki. Yukio, 4.477,167, a. 334-4OaO00.
MattoBOto. Todaaki, 4.477.162, Q. 334-173. 1 10.

MataoBOto. Toahiaki; and Taaigachi, Nobuyuki. 4^77.163. Q.
334-173. 1 la

Nakd, Maadd; Sahara, Matayodii; and Taniguchi. Nobuyuki.
4.477.164. a. 334-286.000.

Block, Chartoa; and Mintz. Leon. 4,476.76a CL 83-382.00a
eana, Laigi:St»—
OariaacheOi, Luigi; Goczo, Franco; MendiUo, Vincenzo; Garavag-

lia. Carlo; Mirenna, Luigi; and Zagni, Angela, 4,477,461, Q.
424-272.000.

Miihdl, Danid R.: Set—
Nakamura. Robert M.; MidieU. Danid R^ and Stumpf. Paul G..

4.477,377, Q. 436-310.000.

Miihinia. Yadudd. Multiple icrewdriver. 4,476^731. CL 81-440.000.
Miaaon, John D.: Stt—

Li, Hdn L.; Miaon. John D.; and Carrigan, David G., 4,476.733,
CL83-36.00a

Miitynrik. John D.: S»e—
Haauach. Paul H.. Jr.; and Mistyurik. John D.. 4^477,303, a.

136-384.000.

Mka Induatfid Comeany Limited: See—
Koeuka. Nobuhiko; Koyama. Shigeo; Kai, Maaami; Takahadii.

Ichiro; Sakata. Hiroaa; and Kaaa Auudu. 4,477,173, CL 333-
3.0DD.

MitcheU. Michad J., Jr.: See—
Klda. Qcrfaart; and Mitchdl. Mkhad J., Jr.. 4,476,624, a.

29-623.lOa
Mitra, Soiarajit, to Minneaota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Polvmeric triarybnethane dyea. 4,4f7.633. a. 323-437^.
Mitaanahi Owniral ladnatries Ltd.: See—

Abe. Maaaaori; aad Tamaura. Yutaka. 4,477419, a. 2O4-S6.00R.
Miiaabiahi Deaki Kaboduki Kaiiha: Sm>—

Mori, Tcgiro; Masoda. Shigeni; Okado. Hiroyuki; Kddzoe,
Mamhiro; and Sako. Yuji. 4.477.704. Q. 200-144.001.

Ogaaahara. Hiroahi; Aiai. Oiatsugu; aad Sato, Takaahi. 4,477.689,
ai74-13.0CA.

Otani, WcUro. 4.476.728. CL 73-861.220.

Utoi. Maa^i; and Honma, AUyoahi. 4^77,834, Q. 361-36.00a
MitwiNahi Oaa Chemicd Company, lac: See—

Tomita. Tetano; Jono. Manhiro; aad Takata. Toahiaki, 4.477.682.
CL 368-362X100.

hCtaabidd Jokogyo Kabudiiki Kaiaha: See-
Akimoto, Ryoaaku; Yoduda. YuUo; and Ito. Nobuaki. 4,476.919.
a. 163-28.000.

Mitaobidii Paper MOb. Ltd.: See—
Yaaada. Jen; Senga. Takao; aad Suzuki. Shigeyoahi. 4,477.347. CL

43(^14AX).
Mitaabishi Rayon Co.. Ltd.: See—

Ohe. klakato; aad Sogi. KoicUro. 4.477.303. CL 136-230.000.
ni Engineering * Shipbuilding Ca. Ltd.: See—
KooKNo. MiUhiia; aad Nakamura. M

Mitterfoacher. Paul: See—
Schoening, Joaef; Schwiers. Hans-Oeorg; aad Mitterbecher. Pad.

4.477.409. a. 376-296.000.

Mitutoyo Mfg. Co.. Ltd.: See—
Yamamoto. Takedu; and Nakahara, Maiao. 4,476.634, Q. 33-

178.00R.

Mima, Karahiko: See—
Hattori. Tadaihi; Oiaki, Tadaahi; Miura. Kazuhika. and Ootsuka,

Yodiinori. 4,476.709. Q. 73-33.00a
Miyai, MaaaUko: 5ae^—

Otake. Katsnmoto; Miyai. Maiahiko; Suaki, Takuya; Mukai.
Yasutera; Takahadu. Sankichi; and Okouchi. laao. 4,476.917, 0.
163-1.000.

Miyako, Haruyoahi, to Kabudiiki Kaiaha Sankyo Sdki Sdaakuaho.
Recording media selecting mfohaniwi 4,477,889, Q. 369-33.00a

Mizuno, Katauyoahi; and Ihira. Akira. to Nidek Co.. Ltd. Photoooagn-
lator. 4.477.159. Q. 331-221.000.

Mlynek. Danid: See—
GoUinger. Wolfgang; and Mlyaek. Danid. 4,477.733. CL

3O7-27O.000.

Moan. Richard D.. to Ford Motor Company. Control tyitem for an
automatic tranrnniMion having a neutrd coast and i^ fieature.

4.476.743. CI. 74-866.000.

Mobay Cbonicd Corpontion: See—
Rrishnan. Sivaram. 4.477.637. Q. 323-469.000.

Liang, Tai-Ming; and Spitkr. Kdth O.. 4.477.602, CL S21-i37.00a
Mobil Oil Corporation: See—

Kaeding, Warren W.. 4,477.384. CL 3O2-77.00a
Kaeding. Warren W.. 4,477.383. G. 302-77.00a
Kresge. Charlea T.; Krishnamurthy. Sowmithri; and McHale.
^^Ikm D.. 4.477,3901 CL SO^334.00O.

Miale. Joanh N.. 4.477.382. Q. 3O2-26.00a
Rdmann. George J.; Benoit, Gordon L.; Gavin. Jamea It; and

Schneider. Michad A.. 4.476.979. Q. 206-334.00a
Riggs. James B.. 4.476.927. Q. 166-261.00a
Rodewdd. Paul G., 4,477.383. Q. 302-71.000.

MoMey. David P.. to Generd Electric Company. Two^tage continu-
ous process for preparation of polypbenyiene ozidea. 4,477,649, CL
S28-212.00a

Mobky. Davkl P.. to Generd Electric Company. Process for polyphen-
ylene oxide preparation including catdyit pre-mixmg. 4,477.(130, CI.
528-215.000.

Mochida. Hanio; Shimizu. Keiichi; and Namazue, HirotoaU, to hTissan

Motor Company, Limited; and Kokusan Kinzoku Kooo Co. Ltd.
Mischief preventive electronic lock device. 4.477,806. CI.
340425.320.

Molinder. Lais A. Underwater cutting tool. 4.477.06a a. 26fr48.00a
Molina Machine Company, Inc.: See—

Cobum, Robert B.. 4,476.758. Q. 83-479.000.

MoUison. Alistair N.: See—
Hetherington, Brian L.; Gray, Peter H.; and MolUaon, Alistair N.,

4,477.407. a. 264-288.400.

Monacelli. Wdter J.: See—
D'Aklio. Gaetano F.. deceaaed, 4,477,439, CL 424-162.000.

Monaco, Robin. Defensive reaction football blocking device. 4,477,076,
a. 273-55.0OR.

Monarch Marking Systems, Inc.: See—
Hamiach. Paul K, Jr.; aad Mistyurik. John D.. 4.477.303, Q.

156-384.000.

Monogram Industries, Inc.: See—
EUdn. Robert D.. 4.476,942. Q. 173-169.000.

Monroe, James R.: See—
Kubacki. Edward F.; Jacobs, Edward C; Masdale. John M.; aad
Monroe, James R., 4,476.781. Q. 101-3.00R.

Monsanto Company: See-
Chan. Albert S.. 4.477.685, Q. 568-462.00a
Ledent, Michd A. O.; and May, Bronidav R, 4,477,39a CL 260-

502.S(e.

Montediaon S.p.A.: See—
Danesi, Sergio; Foiti, Sergio; and Manica, MKhde, 4,477,631, CL

525-133.000.

Garlaschdli, Ldgi; Gozzo, Franco; Mendillo, Vincenzo; Garavag-
lia. Carlo; Mirenna, Lidgi; and Zagni. Angda, 4,477.461. G.
424-272.000.

Monteyne. Guda Metdurigicd slag filtering apparatus. 4,477,349. CL
210-297.000.

Mooney. Donakl G.; and Ceshkovsky, Ludwi& to Discovision Assod-
atea. Mapping disc defect detector. 4.477.8W, CI. 369-33.000.

Moore. Fnmkhn. Jr.; and Ftahz, Clinton. Retainer and dispenser for
food containers in bst food establishment 4,476,996, 0. Ul-61.00a

Moore. L. Dow: See-
Das. Balbhadra; and Mooft. L. Dow. 4,477,496, G. 427-373.000.

Mora, Camillo C, to Camillo Corvi S.p.A. Thiazolidine derivativea and
their mucolytic ooouaoaitions and methods. 4,477,438, G.
424-266.00a

MoreHo, Edward B.: See—
Bailey, Larry E.; and

428-138.00).

Morgan. Richard B.: See—

Mordlo, Edward B.. 4,477,304. G.

.^,^ Maaatodii. 4,476,948, G.
180-7.200.

Mitsui Petrochemicd Industries, Ltd.: See—
Koga, Hitoahi. 4,477,313, CL 42S-246.00a

Mittalsteadt, Robert A., to Control Data Corporation. Combinatioa
mkrowave/convectioa aad broiUng ovca. 4,477,706, G. 2194X338.

McWhirter, Ian; and Morgan, Rtchard B.. 4,477,848, CL
36O«).000.

Mori, Kei Sunlight collecting and coooentratiiig apparatoa. 4,477,143,
G. 330-96.lOa

Mori. Kinji:Sar—
Kobayadu. Nobuhisa; Mori. KMt Ihara, Htrokazu; aad Ikeda.
Katudd. 4,477,881, G. 364-90000).
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Mdn, TeUiro; Maauda, Shiaeru; Okado, Hiroyuki; Kakiioe, MmaUro;
aad Sako, Yuji, to MitsttbUii Denki Kabushiki Kaidub ^wer switch-
ing device. 4,477,704. CL 20O-144w0OR.

MoiKhika. Todiiaki: Sie^
Mihara. Takao; Morichika, Todiidd; and Sone, Shigenori.

4,477,71 1, CL 219-121.0PJ.
^^

Moriguchi. Fiyio, to Fiui Xerox Co., Ltd. Stepping motor exdtins
systeat 4,477,736, G.Tl8-69400a

^^
Morignchi, Hamhiko; and Inui. Toshiharu. to Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd.
Method of driving a tbermd head. 4,477,82a G. 346-76.0PH.

Moria, Jeaa: 5af
Fecaa, Jean C; and Morin. Jean, 4,477,413,a 42M64.000.

Marino. Toahiharu: Sc»—
Nakamura. NoriUko; Itoh. Takaaki; Katou. Takaahi; Ota. Yozo;
aad Moriao. Toahiharu, 4,477^92,a 261-39X)0A.

Mocita, Yoshiyuki: See—
Nakamura, Kohichi; and Morita. Yoshiyuki, 4.477.877. G.

364-371.000.

Moritz, BertiL to Aaea AktieboUg. Electricd inductive apparatus with
ocoUna channels. 4,477,79a CL 33640000.

^^
Moriya, uao: Sea—

Heami, Shoichi; Imura. JunkU; and Moriya, Isao, 4.477.793. G.
338-163.000.

MorriU. Charies D.. to Smith InternationaL Inc. Flowline connector
sed. 4,476,897, CL 137-394.000.

Morrill. Charlea D.; and Best. Michad J. A., to Smith IntenationaL Inc.
Apparatus for connecting underwater flow line hubs. 4,477.203, G.

MorriU. Chariea D.: See—
Hynes, Josmh H.; and MorriU, Charles D.. 4.476.933. G.

166-373.000.

Morris, Davkl S., to Shopamith, Inc. Adjustable feathertnard.
4,476^737, CL 83-446.000

Monisoa, Bert L.: See
Bridges, Chariea D.; Karr, Mkhad A., Jr.; and Morrison. Bert L..

4,477^083, G. 277-22.000.

Morrison, Edward D.: See—
Harasta, Louis P.; Lcszyk, GersU M.; and Morriaon. Edward D.,

4,477,348. G. 430-14.000.

Motadieck, Tfaaothy J., to Eaton Corporation. Presdect shift control.
4,476,748, G. 74M7.000.

Mortkck, Clarence E.; Brady, Joae|rfi A.; and Shapiro, Marvin, to
United Statea of America, Navy. Dynamk dww correction for
multichannd analog reconttng. 4,477,843, G. 360-26.000.

Moadi. Franz: See—
Detner, Hans; Mosch. Franz; Saadaer. Bernhard; and Bemhdm,
WiUy, 4,477,498,a 427-389.900.

Moaer, Jessk L.; and West. John D., to AMP Incorporated. Connector
for twin axkl cabk. 4,477.132, G. 339-14.00P.

Moaer, John J.. Jr.. to Internationd Budnem Machines Corporation.
Dyaamk output impedaaoe for 3-«tate drivers. 4.477,741. G.
307-473.000.

Moaa. Doaakl. Com pkkvp attachmeat for « oombiae. 4.476.667, G.
36-1 19.000

Moatek Corporation: Sec
ProdMtmg. Robert J.; and Schroeder, Paul R., 4.477,739. G.

307-449.000.

Motorola, Inc.: 5it
Boms, Jdme A.; aad Goazdez, Ruben J.. 4,477.919. G.

377-47.000

Kcdikar WaUam M.. 4,477.871. G. 364-200.000
Pronto. Stephen R.. 4.477.133, G. 339-14.0QR.
Uhaer. Rkhard W.; aad Whatky. Roger A^ 4,477,737. G.

3O7-297.00O
Mdtsinger. Donald L.: 5w

Brown. Danid G.; and Motdnger. Donakl L.. 4.477.524. G.
428-391.000

Mott, Joseph J. Diapoaabk Ud for pots, pans sod like raceptacks.
4,477,309. G. 428-198.000

Mowry, Charles F.: See—
Conklin. Mkhad T; and Mowry. Chariea P., 4,476,687. G.

62-64A)0.
MTD Prodnoli Limited: See^—

Hikhey. Robert M.; and Fors. Arae L. 4.476,643, G. 37-243.000.
Mukae, Knuo; Maruyaau. Satoshi; Tsnda, KokU; aad Nagasawa.

Ikuo. to Fuji Electric Co.. Ltd.; aad Fuji Electrk Corporate Re-
aeaich aad Development, Ltd. Zinc oxide non-Unear resistor.

4.477.793, G. 338-21.000.

Mukai, Yasntcni: 5w
Otake, Katsnmoto; Miyai, Masahib^ Saaaki, Takuya; Mukai.

Yasnteru; Takahadii. Sankkhi; and Okouchi, Isao, 4.476,917. G.
163-1.00O

Mnlas, Piefo; and Bonissone, Giancark. Multi-component vdve.
4,476.891, G. 137-270.000.

Muller, Prnk: See-
Back, Manfred; MuDer, Frank; and Wanner. Kari. 4,476,941, G.

173-117.000

MuUhanpt, Joseph T.; and BerwaUt. Oren E., to UnioQ Caibkk Corpo-
ration. Proceas for adsorption. 4,477.418, G. 423-219.000

Mnltiftstener Corporation: See-
Steward. J(dm H.; and Ladouceur. HaroU A.. 4.476.399. G. 10-

139.0WH.
Murakami, Katsumi: See—

Fnruichi, Katsushi; Yokomizo, Yoshikazu; Honma. Toshio; and
MurdtamI, Katsumi, 4,477.178. CL 3S3-14.00R.

Murakami. Siohachi: See—
Hori. Takako; Yoahida. Choaaku; Kiba. Yasuo; Takeno. Ryuko;
Nakaao, Joji; Nitta. Jua; Kishinioto, Sumiko; Murakami, Sboha-
chi; Tsuda. Hisataugu; aad Saikawa. Isamu. 4.477,664. G.
344-360.000

Hori, Takako; Yoahkla, Choaaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeao. Ryuko;
Nakaao. Joji; Nitta. Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murdcami, Sboha-
chi; Tsuda. Hisataugu; and Saikawa. Isamu, 4,477.666. G.
344-385.000.

Tamai. Kcnio; Saikawa. Isamu; Yasuda, Takeshi; Murakami,
Shohachi; Maeda. Toy90; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakm, Hiroshi;
Sugita, MaaatosU; Yamamoto, Yoahiko; Mmami. Hiaashi; and
Hon. Takako. 4.477.437, CL 424-116.000.

Mursmatstt, Hiromochi; Watanabe, Atsushi; and Hara, Kunihiko, to
Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Process for forming an dectrode of an or-
ganic ceU. 4,477,485, G. 427-38.000.

Munmoto, Takavoshi; Niahino, SUnd; Sasaki, Toahiyuki; and Sasaki,
Takaaori, to Pumakilh Limited. Evaporative ooatainer. 4,477,414.
G. 422-125.000.

Muraae, Shigemitsu: See—
Kudo, Kazushige; Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Murase, Shigemitsu,

4,477.497. G. 427-386.000
Murata ManuActuring Ca, Ltd.: See—

Azuchi. Yukihiro. 4.477.859, G. 361-278.000.
Niduoka. Goro; Komatsu, Hiroshi; and Sakabe. Yukio. 4.477.581.a 501-137.000.

Murata. MitsuUro: See—
Sdtoh, Mitsua. Kamiyama, Yasuo; snd Murata. Mitsuhiro.

4.477,195. G. 368-88.000.

Murayama. Fumiaki: See—
Enomoto. Nizo; and Murayama. Fumiaki. 4,476,836, G

123-501000.

Muroi, Soichi; Seta. Shigetoshi; Matsumoto. Yoshio; Yasui. Kokhi;and
Imamura. Kazuyoahi Hot-mdt adhedve and method. 4,477.636, G
525-444.000.

Murphy, Charles V.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company
Molding resins baaed oo bkndt of add oopolymer/hydrocarixNi
polyokfin/rdnforcing fiber/wetting agent. 4,477,617. G
524-136.000.

Murphy. Jack L. Mud metering tank monitoring system. 4,476.715. G
73-lSl.OOO

Muririiy. James W. Latching mechanism. 4,476.750, G. 81-300.000.
Murphy, Rkhard P. Scanning gauge apparatus. 4,476,717. G

73-159.000.

Murray, James A.; and Nyman, David, to Internationd Standard Eke
trie Corporation. Adaptive equalizer. 4,477,914. CL 375-14.000.

Murray. Robert G.: See—
Koppdman. Edward; and Murray. Robert G.. 4.477.257. G

44-30000.
Myers. Jimmy, to Dow Chemicd Company, The. Piperazinoethyl

ureas. 4,477,646, G. 528-118.000.

Naganuma, Naoto: See—
Kojima, Takao; and Naganuma. Naoto. 4,477,487, G. 427-123.000.

Nagauwa, Ikuo: See—
Mukae, Kazuo; Maruyama, Satoahi; Tsuda. Koichi; aad Nagasawa.

Ikuo, 4,477.793, CL 338-21.000.
^^

Nagata, Masa^roahi: See—
Horie, Seui; Nagata, Masayoahi; Nakaao, Juiui; and Sato, Hideo,

4,477,550. G. 430-59.000.

NageL Gregory L.: See—
Ckvdand, Dixon; Havens, James R.; Nagd, Gregory L.; Decina,

Badl A., Jr.; and Jenuwiae. William C, 4.477,709, G.
219-109.000.

Nuumo, George; Miller. Donakl A.; and Lieberman, Paul, to United
States of America, Anny. Microwave system for partick and shock
vdocitv meuurement in a geologicd type materid. 4,477,888, G.
367-152.000.

Nagy, Jozsef: See—
Pasztor, Emil; Lazar, Laszk ; Nanr. Jozaef; and Pallosy nee

Becker, Katalin. 4,477.255. G. 60^.000.
Nagy, Louis L.; Eddy, David S.; and OHourke, Mkhad J., to Generd
htoton Corporatkn. Microwave detection of soot content in a par-
tkdate trap. 4,477,771, G. 324-58.50C.

Nair, Kumarsn M.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I., and Company.
Method for activatiqg metd particks. 4.477.296. CL 148-6. 14R.

Nakagawa, Isamu: See—
Sdto, Teruo; Aaai. Kuniaki; Nakagawa, Isamu; and Kobayashi,
Tadayasu, 4,477.630 G. 523-133.S)0.

Nakagiri. Tadahiko. to Citizen Watch Company Limited. Dau input
device for ekctronk device. 4.477.797. G. 34O-365.00S.

Nakahara. Masao: See^
Yamamoto. Takeahi; and Nakahara. Masao. 4.476.634. G. 33-

178.00R.

Nakahara. Yutaka: Sea—
Minamwa, Motonobu; Nakahara. Yutaka; and Shibata. Toshihiro,

41477,616, G. 524-102.000.

Nakd. Maaaaki; Sahara. Masayoahi; and Taniguchi. Nobuyuki, to
Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Camera system operabk in accor-
dance with stored memory. 4,477,164. G. 354-286.000

Nakajima. Takaahi; and Suaiki. Makoto, to TDK Corporatioo. Tber-
modectric dement. 4.477,686. G. 136-203.000.

Nakajima, Takeahi; and Ohyagi, Takeshi, to Nippon Electric Ca. Ltd.
Radk pager with dispby device. 4.477,807. G. 340425.440.

Nakanma, Tsuyoshi: See—
Watanabe, Nobuatsu; Nakajima, Tsuyoshi; and Kawaguchi,
Masayuki. 4,477,374, G. 252-30ijOOO ,
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Nakanura, AkimSee—
Ukai, Nobuo; Kawuo, Nagahiio; ToyoAiku. Yasumasa; and
Nakanmn. Akin. 4.47M70. Q. S6-328.0nt

Nakamnra, Kotafchi; and Merita, Yoahiyvki, to Seiko Instruments St

Electronics Ltd. Cooidinate determining device. 4,477.877, CL
364-371.000.

Nakamnra, Mautoahi: Ste—
Komoto. Mikifaiaa; and Nakamnra. Masatoshi, 4,476,948, CI.

180-7.200.

Nakamnra, NoriUko; Itoh, Takaaki; Katou, Takashi; Ota, Yozo; and
Moriao, Toshfliar«, to Toyota JidoaUa Kabnahiki Kanha; and Aisan
Indostry Co., Ltd. VatiMe veaturi-type caiboretor. 4.477,392, CI.

26I-39.00A.

Nakamnra. Robert M.; Midiell. Daniel R.; and Stumpf, Paul G., to
Univeivty of Sootbem Califimua. Non-contaminating direct serum
assay of steroid hormones. 4,477.577. Q. 436-510.000.

Nakano. Hiromitsa; and Yosbida, laao, to Matsudiita Electric Industrial

Co., Ltd. Speed oontrol appuatos for DC motor. 4,477.752, O.
318-331.000.

Nakano, Jon: Sw—
Hori, takako; Yoshida, Cbosaku; Kiba, Yasoo; Takeno. Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha
chi; Tsoda. Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamo, 4.477,664, Ci
544-36a000.

Hon, Takako; YosUda, Cbosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano. Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha
chi; Tsoda. Hisatsufn; and Saikawa, Isamu. 4,477.666, Q.
544-385.000.

Nakano. Juqji: Set—
Horie, Sqji; Nagata, Masayosbi; Nakano. Jui^i; and Sato. Hideo,

4,477,550. a. 430-59.000.

Nakano, Keqji; Machida, Yukihiko: and Odaka, Kentaro. to Sony
Cofporatkm. Appanrtus for reconfang a digital audio signal in a track
with a video siful. 4.477.844. 073604^.

Nakaya, Seiichi: see—
Isogai, Jun; Nakaya. Seiichi; Saitou. Akira; Takahashi, Akio; and

Yagi. IsK). 4.477.284, Q. 106-104.000.

Nakayama. Keizo; and Seo, Kazuo. to Wtachi, Ltd. Protecting system
for transmission lines. 4.477.855. CI. 361-54.000.

Nakazato. Kazuo, to Piqi Jukovyo Kabnsfaiki Kaisha; and Nissan Motor
Coimaiy, Limited. Air-foel ratio control system. 4,476.834. a.

Naloo Chemical Company: See
Reven, Frederick V., 4.477,579, a. 501-1.000.

Namazne, I&otoshi: See
MocUda, Haruo; SUmizu, Keiichi; and Namaztte, Hirotoshi,

4,477.806. a. 340-825.320.

NATEC Institnt: See—
Stadd, Hartmut; and HammerschmkJt, Winrich B.. 4.476,600, a.

12-142.00V.

National DistiOen and Chemical Corporation: See—
Behnesch. Bruce J.; Schnur, Nicholas E.; and Hughes, Clarence J.,

Jr., 4^477,383, Q. 26(M10.600.
Bins. James W.; and Maringer. Melvia F. 4.477.523, a.
Q8-389.000.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Scales, John T.; and Wilkinson, Michael J., 4.476.590, a. 3-1.910.

Steaer. AMtcd R. E.. 4.477.291. Q. 148-1 1.50Q.
National Semicoaductor Corporation: See—

Yaroe. Gwra; Shum, Ying K.; Priel, Ury; Prasad, Jayasimha S.; and
Ebd, Mark S., 4.4771815. Q. 357-23.500.

National Starch and Chemical Corporation: See—
Fernandez, Juho A., 4,477.282, Q. 106-34.000.

Nauman, John D., to Alledieny Ludhnn Steel Corporation. Anaukr
tayere and method. 4,477;279. a. 75-60.000.

NCR CorporatioB: Ser—
Avery. James M.; and Hoyer, Ehner A.. 4.477,925. a. 381-43.000.

Nebe. Wiffiam J.: See-
Dueber. Thomas E.; and Nebe. William J., 4,477,556. a.

430-281.000.

Neesz, John J.: See
ColUas. David W.; Neesz, John J.; and Stkh, Michael C. 4.477.750,
a. 318-270.00a

Ndson. James W.; and Wente. Steven R., to Snapon Tools Corpora-
tion. Chuck k^ holder for a power tool. 4.477^13, Q. 4O8-241.00R.

Nemeni, Tibor M.: See—
NiUtin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov. Pavd &; PotekUn, Konstantin P.; 2tolotov, Lev
A.; Nikohky, Aksandr L; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Tuiutin, Veniamin
S.; Bezchastaov, Gennady A.; and Telezhnikov. Jury F..

4,477,690, a. 174-15.00C.
Neumann, Juergen, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Device for the

repetitive copying of originab in a copier. 4,477,181, Q. 355-3.0SH.
New York Institute of Technology: See—

Glenn. WOUam E.. 4,477,783, Q. 333-138.000.
Newell, Harry L., Jr.: Set—

SiMes. Wllbor L.; Cookaey, James J.; and NeweU. Harry L., Jr.,

4,476,729, Q. 73-861.6ia
Newman Machme Company, Inc.: See—

Crawford, William B.; and Batber. Man D., 4,476,906. Q.
144-116.000.

NGK Snrk Phig Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ko,paia, Takao; aad Naganuma, Naoto, 4.477,487, Q. 427-123.000.

Nibert, Roger K.: See
Okubo. Howard S.; Albertson. Clarence E.; and Uibax, Roger K.,

4,477,605,a 523-l55.00a

NIMett. Norman C. Fuel pre-heater. 4.476.839. Q. 123-5S7.00a
Nichias Corporation: See—

Yamamoto. Tsutomu; AsUzawa, Masaaki; NisUmoto, Kazuo; and
Sekiguchi. Yuji. 4.477.094. a. 277.235.00B.

Nicolet Zeta: See—
Luoma. Thomas; and Rutherford. Alan, 4.477.822, Q. 346-136.000.

ffidek Co.. Ltd.: See-
Mizuno. Katsuyoshi; and Ihara, Akira, 4,477,159, Q. 351-221.000.

Nielsen, Povl H., to Radiometer A/S. Electrochemical electrode de-
vice. 4.477,330. a. 204414.000.

Nielsen. Robert P.. to Shell Oil Company. Olefin polymerization cata-
lyst component and compoaition aad method of preparation.
4.477.639, CI. 526-124.000.

Nijhawan. Pramodh; and Schaltenbrand. Eugene D.. to Bahnaon Com-
pany. The. Fumes control system for electric arc furnaces. 4.477.910,
a. 373-9.000.

Nijman. Aloysius J.: See-
yea den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; van MO, Job P. P.; aad Nijmaa,

Aloysius J., 4.477.696. Q. I79.18.0BC
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov. Konstantm N.;
Kabanov. Pavel S.; Potddiin. Konstantin P.; ZokMov, Lev A.; Nikol-
sky, Aleiandr I.; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Turutin, Vemamin S.; Bezchast-
nov. Gennady A.; and Telezhnikov, Jury F. Coupling unit of two
multikyer cables ofhigh-voltage generator stator winding. 4.477.690.
a. 174-1 5.00C.

Nikolsky. Alexandr I.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; DanOevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstaatm

N.; Kabanov, Pavel S.; Potdchin. Konstantin F.; ZokMov, Lev
A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Nemeni. llbor M.; Turutfai. Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov. Gennady A.; and Tdezhnikov. Jury P..

4.477,690, a. 174-lS.OOC
Nilsson, Gert E.; Tenland, Jan T.; and Obcrg. Per A. Method and

apparatus for measuring flow motions in a fluid. 4.476,875. Q.
128-666.000.

Nilsson, Rolf; and Lindstrom, Nils-Oeorg. to Tunamatic Haaddsbolag.
Arrangement for coupling an unplement to a tractor. 4^477,101,d
28&461.0QA.

Nippe. Burkhard: See—
Kohler, Robert; Nippe, Burkhard; Kober, Heinrich; SchiUEmh,

Karichristian; Meckel. Walter, and Quiring. Bernd. 4.477431, CL
428-425.900.

Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ichikawa. Yoshio. 4.477.808. Q. 340>82S.44a
Nakajima, Takeshi; and Ohyagi. Takashi, 4.477.807, Q.

340-825.440.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kumano, Shinji. 4.476.769. O. 84-434.000.

Nishimoto. Tetsuo. 4.476.764. Q. 84-1.030.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Terui, Nobohiko; Watanabe. Sakini; and Mtmuo, Hiroshi,

4.477.169, a. 354409.000.
Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Sano. Shigeru; Sakurai, Katsumi; Ono. Tatsuo; Tsumoka. Kanji;
and Watanabe. Masaru. 4,477,708, O. 219-10.670.

Nippon Seiko K.K.: See—
Yamaguchi. Mikio. 4.476.741, Q. 74-493.000.

Nippon Soken, Inc.: Set—
Hattori, Tadashi; Ozaki, Tadashi; Miura, Kazuhiko; aad Ootsuka,

Yoshinori, 4.476.709, Q. 73-35.000.

Tanaka, Hiroaki; and Akita. Shigeyuki. 4,477,810. CL 340470.370.
Nippon Steel Corporation: See—

Higuchi, Seizun; Taao, KazuUro; Kamada, Miaoru; and Okamoto,
Susumu. 4,476.805. Q. 118-65.000.

Sakai. Kango; Yoshihara, Ryoichi; Sakurai, Hiroshi; and Minamkla,
Katsuhiro, 4.477.316. CL 204.290.00F.

Nippondenao Co., Ltd.: See—
Akita, Yoshio; Teshima, Takanori; Torii, Koshi; and Maruyama,

Toshinori. 4,477,766, Q. 322-28.000.

Enomoto, Nizo; and Murayama, Fumiaki, 4,476.836. CI.

123-502.000.

Ikuta, Hiroshi; and Kato, Takaaki. 4.477.874, CL 364424.000. .

Muramatsu, Hiromochi; Watanabe, Atsnshi; and Hara. Kuaihiko.
4.477.485, CL 427-38.000.

Nishi, Yasuyuki; Takagi. Masasi; and Sakurai. Masao. 4.476.692, Q.
62-228.50a

Nis. John R.; and Spamhour. Cam^ D.. to ATAT Technologies. Inc.

Torch. 4.477.244. Q. 432-11.000.

Nishi. Yasuyuki; Takagi, Masasi; and Sakurai, Masao. to Nippoadeaso
Co., Ltd. Automotive refrigeration system. 4.476,6!^ CI. 62-228.500.

Nishijima, Yoshito: See—
Fukuda, Hirokazu; Shinohara, Koji; Kawabata, Yoahk); hnshnima.

Yoshito; and Yamamoto, Kosaku. 4,477.730i O. 250-504.00R.
Nishikawa. Masayoshi: See—

Toaiau. Soitiro; and Nishikawa. Masayoshi, 4.477,892, CI.

369-132.000.

Nishikido, Joji; Kodama, E^i; and Shibukawa, Mitsuru. to Asahi Kasei
Kogyc Kahushiki Kaisha. Cephaloqwrin compound. 4.477.659. CI.

544-21.000.

Ntshimoto. Kazuo: See—
Yamamoto, Tsutomu; Ashizawa. Masaaki; Nishimoto. Kazuo; and

Sekiguchi. Yuji. 4.477.094. Q. 277-235.00B.

Nishimoto. Tetsuo. to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Auto-
matic performance appwatus for use fai combination with a manually
operable musical tone generating instrument. 4.476.764, CI. 84-1.030.
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Nishimura, Masanori: See—
Matsuura. Tamiaki; Aiba. Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Ohtsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe.
Tomio. 4,476,627, Q. 29-791.000.

Nishino, Shigetaka: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya, Takao; Takai, Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shigetaka,
4,477.447. CI. 424-246.000.

Nishino, Shingi: See—
Muramoto, Takayoshi; Nishino, Shingi; Sasaki. Toshiyuki; and

Sasaki, Takanori, 4,477,414. CI. 422-125.000.
Nishioka, Goro; Komatsu, Hiroshi; and Sakabe, Yukio, to Murau

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. High permittivity ceramic compositions.
4,477.581, a. 501-137.000.

Nishizawa, Kazunori; and Kato. Haruya, to Kao Soap Co., Ltd. Insect
repellent 4,477.467, a. 424-317.000.

Nishu. Mitsufumi: See—
Ida. Shuichiro; Ooshima, Shoichi; Horiuchi, Ichiro; and Nishu,

Mitsufumi, 4.476.740. CI. 74476.000.
Niskanen, Toivo; and Fellman, Raimo, to Kamyr AB. Affixation of a
pump to a tank. 4.476,886. CI. 137-13.000.

Nissan Motor Company. Limited: See—
Aaakura, Noboru; Yanagawa, Motoo; and Tsugahara. Takatoshi,

4.477.115. a. 296-1.OOS.
Endo. Hiroshi, 4,477,184, CI. 356-141.000.

Hiraiwa, Kazuyoshi. 4,476,933, a. 180-249.000.

Kawaura, Takayoshi; Kan, Hiroyasu; and Kyoi. Yuji, 4.477.061, CI.

267-8.00R.

Mochida, Haruo; Shimizu, Keiichi; and Namazue, Hirotoshi,
4.477.806. CI. 340-825.320.

Nakazato. Kazuo. 4.476.834, a. 123440.000.
Suzuki. Kunihiko, 4,476,932, Q. 180-247.000.

Nissin Jaban Industries Co., Ltd.: See—
Fukumoto. Masafumi. 4,476.838, CI. 123-336.000.

Nissin Oil Mills, Ltd.: See—
Seto. Akiro; Sakai, Muneo; and Sakita, Takashi, 4,477,472. a.

426-98.000.

Nitigus, Victor: See—
Apetrd, Conslantin; Nitigus, Victor; Demeter. EIek; Radulescu,

Marian; and Sachelarie, Toma, 4.477.743. Q. 310-77.000.
Nitta. Jun: See—

Hori, Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu. 4.477,664, CI.
544-360.000.

Hori. Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba. Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano. Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa. Isamu, 4.477,666, CI.
344-385.000.

Nixon, John. Engine compartment structure. 4.476.820. CI. 12341.030.
Noji. Masahide: See—

Kidani. Yoshinori; and Noji, Masahide, 4,477.387, a. 260429.00R.
Nolan, Robert L.. to Maxcap. Inc. Bottle caps. 4,476,987, CI.

213-319.000.

Nomori. Hiroyuki: See—
Fujimaki, Yoshihide; Takei. Yoshiaki; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,

4.477.349. Q. 430-34.000.

Nomura. Noboru; Kanai. Kenji; Kaminaka. Nobuyuki; and Omau,
Yuji. to Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Magnetoresistive
element. 4.477,794. a. 338-32.00R.

Noorlander, Willem: See—
Hagemann. Hans J.; Hunten, Siegfried; Wernicke, Rolf; Klomp,

Cornelius J.; and Noorhmder. Willem. 4.477.401, CI. 264-61.000.
Norberg, Richard A.; and Selin. Ronald L., to Rockford Products

Corporation. Screw and bolt tray displayer. 4.476.983, CI.
211-126.000.

Nordka S.p.A.: 5e»—
Aldinio, Giuseppe; and Baggio. Giorgio. 4,476,640. Q. 36-121.000.

Nordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader GmbH and Co. KG: See—
Wenzel. Werner, 4,476.610, Q. 17-35.000.

Northern Telecom' Limited: See—
Walker, John C; and Thumm, Manfred, 4,477.827. Q. 357-70.000.

Nossen. Steve J.; Brokl, Stanley S.; and McGuire, Kenyon E. B., to
RCA Corporation. Multiple synchronous counters with ripple read.
4.477.918. CI. 377-37.000.

Novatome: See—
Debru. Michel, 4.477.410, CI. 376404.000.

Nozaki, Tadashi: See—
Arai. Hajime; Haga. Shozi; and Nozaki. Tadashi, 4,476,739. CI.

74473.000.

Hi^ Shozi; and Nozaki, Tadashi, 4,476.738. CI. 74473.000.
Nunn. Timothy A.: See—

Kurtz, Anthony D.; Mallon, Joseph R.; and Nunn, Timothy A.,
4,476,726, CI. 73-708.000.

Nusbaum. Henry J. Method of casting metal matrix composite in ce-
ramic shell mold. 4.476.916. CI. 164-319.000.

Nye, Susan A.: See-
White, Dwain M.; and Nye, Susan A.. 4,477,631, CI. 328-213.000.

Nygaard. Rkhard A.. Jr., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Variable
resolution counter. 4.477.920. Q. 377-52.000.

Nyman, David: See-
Murray. James A.; and Nyman, David, 4,477.914. a. 375-14.000.

OAK Orenstein & Koppel Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Schoneweiss. Klaus. 4,476,971, CI. 198-323.000.

O.S. Equipment Inc.: See—
Sauder, Charles J., 4.477.219. CI. 414-126.000.

Oba, Hideaki; Kunikane, Makoto; Umehara, Masaakira; Tanikawa.
Kiyoshi; and Abe, Michiharu, to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Optical information

recording medium. 4,477.555. CI. 430-273.000.

Oberdorf, Manfred, to Maschinenfabrik Alfred Schmermund GmbH &
Co. Packaging machine. 4,476,663. CI. 33-373.000.

Oberg. Per A.: See—
Nilsson, Gert E.; Tenland, Jan T.; and Oberg, Per A., 4,476.875, CI.

128-666.000.

Obersteiner, Georg: See—
Belart, Juan; Kircher, Dieter; Budecker, Ludwig; and Obersteiner,

Georg, 4,477,123. CI. 303-1 16.000.

O'Brien, Thomas E., to General Instrument Corporation. Security

system. 4,477,800, CI. 340-333.000.

Occidental Chemical Corporation: See—
Colaruotolo, Joseph F.; Olsen, Ronald H.; and Vandenbergh, Peter

A., 4,477,570 CI. 435-233.000.

Oce-Nederiand B.V.: See—
Vetjens, Marinus J. P.. 4,477,836. CI. 338-293.000.

O'Connor. Lawrence. Winding a package of tape. 4,477,033, CI. 242-

67.I0R.

Oda, Shingo: See—
Ito, Tetsuo: and Oda. Shingo. 4,476,904. CI. 139432.000.

Odaka, Kentaro: See—
Nakano, Kenji; Machida, Yukihiko; and Odaka, Kentaro, 4,477,844,

a. 360-8.000.

Odani, Kouichiro: See

—

Mimura, Takashi; Hikosaka, Kohki; and Odani, Kouichiro,
4,477,311, CI. 156-643.000.

Odawara, Chuichiro. Antiskid device for tire. 4,476.907, CI.
152-179.000.

Odeyer, Pierre P. L.: See—
Aurousseau. Christian; and Odeyer, Pierre P. L., 4.476,673, d.

60-39.281.

O'Driscoll, Peter F.; Crowe, Gerak) £.; and Berry. John, to United
Suies of America, Air Force. Carbon/cartxMi rocket motor exit cone
reinforcement. 4,477,024, CI. 239-265 110

Oechsle, Sixtus J., III. Polyurethane compositions and their use as luting
agents. 4,477,604, CI. 323-1 16.000.

Ogasahara, Hiroshi; Asai, Osatsugu; and Sato, Takashi, to Mitsubishi
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Current relaying device used with super-
conductor apparatus. 4,477,689, CI. 174-15.0CA.

Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda, Hiroyuki, to Victor Com-
pany of Japan, Ltd. Adapter for a miniature type upe cassette.

4.477,850, CI. 360-94.000.

Ogawa, Akira; Aoki, Kozo; and Kamio, Takayoshi, to Fuji Photo Film
Co., Ltd. Silver halide color photographic light-sensitive material.

4,477.558, CI. 430-384.000.

Ogawa. Kimio: See-
Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda, Hiroyuki, 4,477,830, Q.

360-94.000.

Ohe, Makoto; and Sugi, Koichiro, to Mitsubishi Rayon Co.. Ltd. Pro-
cess for preparation of surface-protecting acrylic film. 4,477,303, CI.

136-230.000.

Ohio Broach ft Machine Company, The: See-
Van De Motter, Charles P.; Hamm, Steven J.; and Van De Motter,

Christopher C, 4,477.216. Q. 409-237.000.

Ohki, Yoshimasa; Toyoda, Yukio; Kobayashi, Hiroyuki; and Akasaki,
Isamu, to Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Method of making
a gallium nitride light-emitting diode. 4,476.620, CI. 29-369.00L.

Ohuuki, Hiroshi: See—
Matsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Ohttuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe,
Tomio, 4,476,627, CI. 29-791.000.

Ohyagi, Takashi: See—
Nakajima, Takeshi; and Ohyagi, Takashi, 4,477,807. Q.

340-823.440.

Oka. Masahiko, to Datnippon Screen Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Washing
apparatus. 4,476,601, CI. 13-2I.00D.

Okado, Hiroyuki: See-
Mori, Teijiro; Masuda, Shigeru; Okado, Hiroyuki; Kakizoe,

Masahiro; and Sako, Yuji, 4,477,704, CI. 200-I44.00R.
Okamoto, Susumu: See—

Higuchi, Seizun; Tano. Kazuhiro; .Kamada, Minora; and Okamoto,
Susumu, 4,476.805. CI. 1 18-65.000.

Okano, Masami: See—
Fuiimori. Kyoichi; and Okano, Masami, 4,476.832, Q. 123-502X100.

Okouchi. Isao: See—
Otake. Kauurooto; Miyai, Masahiko; Sasaki, Takuya; Mukai,

Yasuteru; Takahashi, Sankichi; and Okouchi, Isao, 4,476.917. CI.
165-1.000.

Okubo, Howard S.; Albertson, Clarence E.; and Nibert, Roger K.. to
Borg-Warner Corporation. Asbestos-free friction materials.

4.477.605, CI. 523-155.000.

Okura. Zenichi: See-
Kawasaki. Masahiro; Okura, Zenichi; and Urano, Fumio, 4,477.161.

CI. 334448.000.
O'Lenick. Anthony J., to Henkel Corporation. Anionic nonionic surfac-

tant mixture. 4,477,372, CI. 252-545.000.

Oley, Nicholas R., to Westingbouse Brake ft Signal Co. Ltd. Arrange-
ment for aligning and attaching a shim to a semiconductor element.
4.477.826. CT 337-68.000.

Olin Corporation: See-
Winter, Joseph; and Pryor, Mkhael J., 4.477.147. Q. 350-96.230.

Olschewski, Armin: See—
Leuner, Hilmar; Dobhan. Herbert; Bauer, Bemhard; and Olschew-

ski, Armin, 4,476,913, CI. 164-346.000.
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Olten, Ronald H.. See—
Colaniotolo, Joseph F.; Olsen, Ronald H.; and Vandenbergh, Peter

A.. 4.477.570. CI. 435-253.000.
Olszewski. Witold; Lis, Andrzej; Pietraszek, Pawel; and Tuznik. Fran-

ciszek S., to Instytut Mechaniki Precyzyjnej. Device for clarification
of liquids and separation of precipiUtes. 4.477.344, CI. 210-109.000.

Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See—
Kanayama, Katsumi. 4.477,751. CI. 318-280.000.

O'Malley, William P.: See—
Oreenwald. Edward H., St.; O'Malley. William P.; and Rogers,

Ross, Jr.. 4,477.220. CI. 414-139.000.

Omata, Yuji: 5m—
Nomura, Noboni; Kanai. Kenji; Kaminaka, Nobuyuki: and Omata,

Yuji. 4.477.794. CI. 338-32.00R.
OMI International Corporation: See—

Tomaszewski, Thaddeus W., 4.477,315. CI. 204-1.500.
Tomaszewski. Thaddeus W.. 4,477.318. CI. 204-51.000.

Omori. Hiroshi: See—
Anahara, Meiji; Seiki, Kazuo; and Omori, Hiroshi, 4.476.672, CI.

57-333.000.

Onda, Masaru: See—
Sato. Susumu; Onda, Masaru; and Ikegami, Mikihiko, 4,477,621, CI.

524-496.000.

Ong, Helen H.; and Profitt, James A., to American Hoechst Corpora-
tion. Spiro[indoline-3,4'-piperidine1s and related compounds.
4,477,667, CI. 546-17.000.

Onishi. Yoshiaki. to Hitachi, Ltd. Semiconductor integrated circuit
device including means for reducing the amount of potential variation
on a reference voluge line. 4.477.736, CI. 307-297.000.

Ono. Tatsuo: See—
Sane, Shigeru; Sakurai, Kauumi; Ono, Tatsuo; Tsunioka, Kanji;
and Watanabe, Masaru, 4,477,708. CI. 219-10.670.

Onton, Aare: See-
Lee, Michael H.; Onton, Aare; and Wieder, Harold. 4,477.819, CI.

346.76.00L.

Ooshima, Shokhi: See—
Ida, Shuichiro; Ooahima, Shoichi; Horiuchi, Ichiro; and Nishu,

Mittufumi, 4,476,740, Q. 74-476.000.
Ootsuka, Yothinori: See—

Hattori, Tadashi; Ozaki, Tadashi; Miura. Kazuhiko; and Oottuka,
Yoihinori, 4.476,709, a. 73-35.000.

Optical Technologies, Inc.: See—
Carome, Edward P.; and Davis, Charles M., 4,477,723, CI.

250-227.000.

Optimum Space Systems: See—
Reppas, George S.; and Drexhage, Oerrit K., 4,476.592, a. 5-

164.00B.

Orlando, Fred J., Jr.: See-
Casper, Paul W.; Toy, James W.; Orlando, Fred J., Jr.; and Giri,
Ronald R., 4,477,895, Q. 370-16.000.

O'Rourke. Michael J.: See—
Nagy, Loutt L.; Eddy, David S.; and O'Rourke, Michael J.,

4,477.771. a. 324.58.50C.
Orozovich. George E.: See—

Seidel, William C; Orozovich, George E.; and Medcalf, Darrell
G., 4,477,480. CI. 426-578.000.

Ory, Harry J. Unitary window safety bars and exterior fire escape
ladder. 4.476.957, Q. 182-21.000.

^^^
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Hcdin. Jan Erik, 4,476,755. Q. 83-364.000.
Ortwra, Frank G., to Hollister Incorporated. Skin barrier composition

oompriting an irradiated crosslinked ethylene-vinyl acetate copoly-
mer and pdyisobutylene. 4,477,325, Q. 204-159.120.

Oitrowski, Joaeph M.: See—
Castelbaum, Leonard; Ostrowski, Joseph M.; and Bedson, Joseph

H., Jr., 4,477, 108, CI. 285-149.000.
O'Sullivan. Eileen F., to American Can Company. Plastic sheet having

high gloM and low coefikient of friction and method for producins
the same. 4,477.502, a. 428-35.000.

Oswald, Heinz, to Rieter Machine Works, Ltd. Thread catching struc-
ture. 4,477,034, a. 242-18.0PW.

Ota. Chuichi; Imamura, Nobutake; and Tanaka, Shinsuke, to Kokusai
Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha. Magneto-optical recording and
reproducing system. 4,477,852, CI. 360-114.000.

Ota, Yozo: See—
Nakamura, Norihiko; Itoh, Takaaki; Katou, Takashi; Ota, Yozo;
and Morino, Toshiharu, 4.477.392, Q. 261-39.00A.

Otake, Katsumoto; Miyai, Maiahiko; Soaki, Takuya; Mukai, Yasuteni;
Takahaahi, Sankichi; and Okouchi, laao, to Hitachi. Ltd. Method of
and system for cleaning cooling tubes ofheat transfer units. 4,476,917,
a. 165-1.000.

Otani, Hichiro, to Mittubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Vortex flow
meter. 4,476,728, a. 73-861.220.

Ottu. Takayuki; and Ko,jima. Hiroauke. to Hirosuke Kojima. Method of
preparing a low density, nonflammable polyvinyl foam composition.
4,4T7,599, a. 521-89.000.

•-
' /
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Otauka Chemical Co., Ltd.: Set—

Kidani, YosUnori: and Noji, Masahide, 4.477.387. CI. 26a429.00R.
Otte, Ernst A. W.: See—

Bauer. Hartmut K.; and Otte, Ernst A. W., 4,477,420, CI.
423-234.000.

Outboard Marine Corporation: See—
Broman, Donald E., 4.476,964, CI. 188-109.000.

Outman, J. Frederich L. Player worn ball retrieval/trainins device.
4,477.075, a. 273.26.00C

*

Owen, Wickersham ft Erickson, P.C: See—
Lindberg. John E., 4.476,817, CI. 123-3.000.

Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation: See—
Helser, Jerry L., 4,477,397, CI. 264-37.000.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See—
Pauluk, Harry J.; and Zauner. Otto. 4,477,275, Q. 65-158.000.

Oxford Research Systems Limited: See-
Gordon. Roy E.. 4.477.777. CI. 324-300.000.

Ozaki, Tadashi: See—
Hattori. Tadashi; Ozaki, Tadashi; Miura. Kazuhiko; and Ootsuka,

Yoshinori, 4.476,709. CI. 73-35.000.

Ozu, Masao, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Refrigeration
cycle apparatus. 4.476.691. CI. 62-217.000.

P.F.W. Beheer B.V.: See-
van den Bosch. Steven; Kettenes, Dirk K.; de Ross, Kris B.; Sipma,
Gerben; and Stoffelsma, Jan, 4,477,678, CI. 549-62.000.

P.I.A. Textiles A/S: See—
Rasmussen, lb R., 4,476,608. CI. 15-353.000.

Paarmann. James. Fishing pole holder. 4,476,645, CI. 43-15.000.
Pack-All. Inc.: See—

Kessler. Sheldon; and Strubulis, Vasilios, 4,476,973, CI.
198-744.000.

Paddock, Paul F.; Krage. William G.; and Conway, Tim D., to Sunkist
Growers, Inc. Method and apparatus for grading articles accordina
to their surface color. 4,476,982. CI. 209-582.000.

Pallosy nee Becker, Katalin: See—
Pasztor, Emil; Lazar, Laszio ; Nagy. Jozsef; and Pallosy nee

Becker. Katalin. 4.477.255. CI. 604-97.000.
Palmer. Charles E., to Palmer Systems, Incorporated. Method and

apparatus for inserting bags onto cards. 4.476,619. CI. 29-429.000.
Palmer. Christopher W.; and Hughes, Ronald M.. to Lucas Industries

Limited. Automatic adjuster for a shoe drum brake. 4,476.963. CI.
I88-79.50B.

Palmer Systems, Incorporated: See

—

Palmer, Charles E., 4.476.619, CI. 29-429.000.
Palombo. Gaston A.; and Do. Dung D., to Dataproducts Corporation.

Phase commutator for closed loop control of a stepping motor.
4.477.757, CI. 31 8-6%.000.

Pao. David S. C. Method of scleral marking. 4.476,862, Q. 128-303.170.
Paoletti, Frank; and Schubert, Steven A., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Electroless plating monitor. 4,477,484, Q.
427-10.000.

Papetti, Andrea; and Pedrini, Cesare, to S.P.A. Officine Maccaferri gia
RafTaele Maccaferri ft Figli. Flexible mattress-like element usable at
ballast for immobilizing and protecting underwater pipelines.
4.477.206, a. 405-172.000.

Pappas, Harry J. Fuel filter. 4,477,352, Q. 210-448.000.
Parish. Darrell J., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Poly-

imide film. 4,477,620, CI. 524-423.000.

Park, Hee K.; and Yamaguchi, Tadanori. to Tektronix, Inc. Process for
manufacturing MOS integrated circuit with improved method of
forming refractory metal silicide areas. 4.477.310, CI. 156-643.000.

Parkinson. Kenneth; and Kennedy, Peter, to United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority. Production of reaction-bonded silicon carbide
bodies. 4.477,493. CI. 427-228.000.

Parks, Leon C. to Research Against Cancer, Inc. Apparatus for effect.
ing hyperthermic treatinent. 4,476,867, Q. 128-400.000.

Pamell. John V., Ill: See—
Saladini. Joseph J.; Pamell, John V.. Ill; Steensen, Wayne L.; and

Topalian. Harry H.. 4,477,474. CI. 426-250.000.
Partridge. Charles C, to ACF Industries, Incorporated. Valve seat for
baU valves. 4,477,055. CI. 251-174.000.

Partus, Fred P.: See-
Lynch, Brian; and Partus, Fred P., 4,477,273, Q. 65-3.120.

Passino, Roberto: See—
Liberti. Lorenzo; Boari, Oianfiranco; and Passino, Roberto,

4.477.355. CI. 210-665.000.

Pasztor. Emil; Lazar, Laszio ; Nagy, Jozsef; and Pallosy nee Becker,
Katalin. Pharmaceutically acceptable silicon rubber and therapeutical
set and the use thereof for surgical embolization. 4,4774SS, Q.
604-97.000.

Patton, Albert L. Motorized wheelchair and means for steering the
same. 4,476.949. CI. 180-65.100.

Paul. Amy S.: See-
Collins, Robert F.; and Paul, Amy S., 4,476,860, CI. 128.132.00D.

Pauley, Charles R.: See—
Pearce, Roscoe L.; Wolcott, Richard A.; and Pauley, Charles R.,

4,477.419. CI. 423-228.000.
Pauluk, Harry J.; and Zauner, Otto, to Owens.IUinois, Inc. Station

indicator. 4,477,275, Q. 65-158.000.

PDR Manufacturing Corporation: See

—

Reichert, Ronald F.; Kruger. Steven K.; and Rhodes, John W.,
4.476,940, a. 173-37.000.

Pearce, Roscoe L.; Wolcott. Richard A.; and Pauley, Charles R., to
Dow Chemical Company. The. Process for the recovery ofCOj firom
flue gases. 4,477,419. CI. 423-228.000.

Pearl, David R.; and Wolfson, Lawrence S., to Gerber Garment Tech-
nology, Inc. Apparatus for working limp sheet material on a con-
veyor. 4,476,756, CI. 83-422.000.

Pearson, James E., to United Technologies Corporation. Adaptive
optical system having automatic feedback aperture control.
4,477,720, CI. 250-201.000.

Pease Machine ft Tool, Inc.: See—
Bricker, Robert W.; Pease, Timothy K.; Pease, Michael G.: and

Kirby, Jarvis. 4,476,625. Q. 29-734.000.
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Pease. Michael G.: See—
Bricker. Robert W.; Pease, Timothy K.; Pease. Michael G.; and

Kirby, Jarvis. 4.476,625. CI. 29-734.000.
Pease, Timothy K.: See—

Bricker, Robert W.; Pease, Timothy K.; Pease, Michael G.; and
Kirby, Jarvis, 4,476,625, CI. 29-734.000.

PEDCo, Inc.: See-
Reed. Leland M.; Reed. William A.; and Saeman, Walter C,

4.477,331. CI. 208-8.00R.
Pedrini. Cesare: See—

Papetti, Andrea; and Pedrini. Cesare, 4,477,206, CI. 405-172.000.
Peerlkamp. Erik R., to Stamicarbon B.V. RoUtional molding method

using polyolefin powder compositions. 4,477,400, a. 264-45.700.
Pegram, Warren J.: See-

Cooper, Ralph M.; and Pegram, Warren J., 4,477,142, a. 339-
125.00R.

Pelczarski, Walter J., to Allied Corporation. Mounting mechanism for
flanged electrical modules and the like. 4,477,047, Q. 248-201.000.

Pellegrino, John, to Dau General Corporation. Core saturation control
circuit. 4.477,867, CI. 363-26.000.

Pfena-Medina, Sergio. Apparatus for increasing the efficiency of carbu-
retors for internal combustion engines. 4,476.843, CI. 123-585.000.

Penco, Sergio: See—
Suarato, Antonino; Penco, Sergio; and Arcamone, Federico,

4,477,444, Q. 424-180.000.

Penney, Carl M.: See—
Lillquist, Robert D.; and Penney, Carl M., 4,477,712, CI.

219-124.340.

Pennwalt Corporation: See-
Carroll, James W.; and Comstock, James E., 4,477,290, a.

148-6.000.

Penzes, Imre: See—
Matyasi, Jozsef; Kaptay, Gyorgy; Zsembery, Laszio ; Kokeny,

Bela; Toth. Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei, Maria; and Penzes,
Imre, 4.477,427, CI. 423-628.000.

Perlin, Alfred R., to Kendall Company, The. Esophageal probe with
disposable cover. 4,476,872, CI. 128-642.000.

Perrin, Bernard; Bianchin, Bernard; and Sauret, Georges, to Centre
Technique de L'Industrie des Papiers, Cartons et Celluloses. Process
for fractionating solid particles suspended in a liquid, in particular for
treating paper-industry fiber suspensions. 4,477,359, CI. 210-785.000.

Perry, Mordechai: See-
Under, Charles; Aviv, Gershon; Perry, Mordechai; and Kotraro.
Reuven. 4,477,634, Q. 525-327.100.

Persichillo, Frank J. Multiple purpose pipe connecting brackett.
4,477,200, a. 403-174.000.

Penonick, Stewart D.: See—
Asawa, Charles K.; Austin, Joseph W.; Bamoski, Michael K.;

Jackson, Allan R.; Personick, Stewart D.; and Yao, Shi-Kay,
4.477,725, Q. 250-23 l.OOR.

Pesek, Jiri: See—
Ruzek, Zdenka; Ruzek, Pavel O.; and Pesek, Jiri, 4,477,249, Q.

431-253.000.

Peter, Jurgen: See—
KroU, Gerald; Vogel, Horst; and Peter, Jurgen, 4.476,664, CI.

53-258.000.

Peters, Joseph H., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Differential pulse code
modulation transmission system. 4,477,915, CI. 375-30.000.

Petersen, Arthur W.: See—
Kazmierczak, Thomas F.; Dulina, Richard; and Petersen, Arthur
W., 4,477,288, a. 134-19.000.

Peterson. Erik W.: See-
Bums, Henry L.; and Peterson, Erik W., 4,476,707, a. 73-4.00R.

Pfeterson, Francis C: See—
Cearlock, Steven V.; Peterson, Francis C; and Kunos, Gene S.,

4,477,307, CI. 156-580.000.

Peterson, John I.; and Fitzgerald, Raphael V., to United Sutes of
America, Health and Human Services. Fiber optic Pni probe.
4,476,870, a. 128-634.000.

Peterson, Thomas W.: See—
Pettit, Donald R.; and Peterson, Thomas W., 4,477,187. a.

356-335.000.

Peterson, William J.: See—
Glennon. Timothy F.; Peterson, William J.; and Thom. James B.,

4.477,765. CI. 322-20.000.

Petrig, L. Benno: See—
Riva, Charles E.; and Petrig. L. Benno. 4,476,878, CI. 128-745.000.

Petrocine, David V.; and Swidinsky, John A., to CPC International Inc.

Production of alkyl-5-substituted-3-furoate compounds. 4,477,679, Q.
549-486.000.

Petrolite Corporation: See—
Alink, Bemardus A. O.. 4,477,674, Q. 548-146.000.

Petrovich, Vojislav. Froth floution method for recovering metal values
with dihydroxy oleic acid. 4,477,340, Q. 209-166.000.

Pettibone Corporation: See—
Vifian, Paul R.; and Kint, Gregory C, 4,477,030, Q. 241-208.000.

Pettiford, Michael E: See—
Goel. Ami B.; and Pettiford, Michael E., 4,477,385, Q. 260-

410.90R.
Pettit, Donald R.; and Peterson, Thomas W., to University Patents, Inc.

Apparatus and method for sizing particles. 4,477,187, CI. 356-335.000.

Peyman, Gholman A.: See—
Pollock, Stephen C; Grisolano, James M., Jr.; and Peyman. Ghol-
man A., 4,477.158, Q. 351-169.000.

PfafT Industriemaschinen GmbH: See—
VoUmar. Kurt. 4.476.79S. Q. 112-316.000.

Vollmar. Kurt. 4.476,796. Q. 112-320.000.
Pfizer Inc.: See-

Cue. Berkeley W.; and Maasett, Stephen S.. 4,477,671, a.
546-291.000.

Massett, Stephen S.. 4.477,669, Q. 546-85.000.
Pfyffer, Peter M.; and Ruegg, Albert, to Rieter Machine Works, Ltd.
Method an apparatus for inserting threads and similar items into a
winding device. 4,477,032, CI. 242-1 8.0PW.

Philibert, Daniel; Teutsch, Jean G.; Costerousse, Germain; and Dera-
edt, Roger, to Roussel Udaf. 3-Keto-19-nor-M.9-8teroids. 4.477.445.
a. 424-239.000.

Phillips, Cecil L.. to Scott Bader Company Limited. Laminates contain-
ing inorganic structural materials. 4,477,533. CI. 428-458.000.

Philli|», Dougald S. M.: See-
Millar, Thomas D.; and Phillips. Dougald S. M., 4,476.719. Q.

73-200.000.

Phillips. John R. Hot bed power. 4.476,684, Q. 60-689.000.
Phillips Petroleum Company: See—

Aldag, Arthur W., Jr., 4,477,592. CI. 502-342.000.
Hawley, Gil R.. 4.477,588, Q. 502-1 19.000.

Hill, H. Wayne, Jr., 4,477,652, CI. 528-232.000.
McDaniel, Max P.. 4,477.586, CI. 502-104.000.
Supp, Paul R., 4,476,929, Q. 166-273.000.

Picard, Harrison R., to United Technologies Corporation. Face seal
means with back-up seal. 4,477,088, CI. 277-83.000.

Pickering, Mark A., to Carrier Corporation. Noise reducing heat ex-
changer assembly for a combustion system. 4,476,850, CI.
126-112.000.

Pietraszek, Pawel: See—
Olszewski, Witold; Lis, Andrzej; Pietraszek, Pawel; and Tuznik,

Franciszek S., 4.477,344, CI. 210-109.000.
Pijselman, Joel: See-

Cremona, Sauveur; and Pijselman, Joel. 4,477,518, Q. 428-327.000.
Pilgrim, Thomas A., to BPB Industries Public Limited Company.

Cementitious board manufacture. 4.477,300. CI. 156-44.000.
Piltch, Martin S.. to United Sutes of America, Energy. Microwave-

triggered laser switch. 4,477.746, Q. 315-39.000.
Pinto, Akiva: See-

Keller, Alex J.; and Pinto, Akiva, 4,476.611. Q. 19-105.000.
Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—

Wada, Yasumitsu; and Yamamuro. Isao. 4.477,699, C\. 179-116.000.
Yoshio, Junichi, 4.477,893, CI. 369-244.000.

Pioneer Magnetics, Inc.: See—
Berger, James K., 4,477,849, CI. 360-77.000.

Pittenger, Robert L.: See-
Brumbaugh. Charles T.; Pittenger, Robert L.; and Klees, Robert

M., 4,477,814. CI. 343-725.000.

Pittroff, Hans, to SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH. Method of adjusting
a two row rolling bearing having adjustable prestress in the axial
direction. 4,476,614, a. 29-I48.40A.

Plank, Vemon G.; Crist. Stephen D.; and LaGross, Dennis L., to United
Sutes of America, Air Force. Rain rate meter. 4,476,718, Q,
73-171.000.

Plastic Reel Corporation Of America: See—
Basili, Robert A.. 4,476.990, Q. 220-83.000.

Plastics, Inc.: See—
Danley, Allen M.; and Steingraber. Mark L., 4.477.705, CI. 219-

10.55E.

Piatt, Herbert: See—
Deutsch. Alice; Brandwein. Harvey; Piatt, Herbert; Hunter,
Dianne M.; Dubitsky, Andrew; and Durham, Susan M..
4,477,576. Q. 436-500.000.

Player, Wayne H. Insulated roofing system with slidable roof to ceiling
clips. 4,476.659, Q. 52-404.000.

PLC Peters Limited: See-
Hall, John L., 4,476,678, CI. 60-404.000.

Pletka, Hans-Dieter: See—
Domesle, Rainer; Volker, Herbert; Koberstein. Edgar; and Pletka,

Hans-Dieter, 4.477.417, CI. 423-213.200.

Poate. John M.: See-
Gibson. John M.; Poate, John M.; and Tung. Raymond T.,

4,477,308. CI. 156-603.000.

Pogany, George A.: See-
van der Hulst. Harm; Pogany. George A.; and Kuyper, Jan,

4,477,589, CI. 502-169.000.

Pohl, Dieter W.: See—
Chappell, Terry I.; Pohl, Dieter W.; and Woodall, Jerry M.,

4,477,721, CI. 250-21 l.OOJ.

Polaroid Corporation: See—
Bruder, Alan H., 4,477,544. CI. 429-160.000.

Himmelwright, Richard S., 4,477,565, CI. 430-567.000.

Poldervaart, Leendert; and Cuckson, John, to Single Buoy Moorings,
Inc. Anchor. 4,476,802, Q. 114-296.000.

Pollard, Earsel W. Energy generating and storage system for electric

vehicle or the like. 4,477,764, CI. 320-62.000.

PoUman, Frederic W.; and Crull, Stanley W., to Sundstrand Corpora-
tion. Pressure override control. 4,476,680, CI. 60-444.000.

Pollock, Stephen C; Grisolano, James M., Jr.; and Peyman, Gholman
A. Lens system for variable refraction. 4,477.158, Q. 351-169.000.

Polychrome Coiporation: See—
Chu, Simon L.; Golda, Eugene; Huang, Jen-Chi; and Wilkes, Alan,

4,477,317. CI. 204-33.000.

Polysar International S.A.: See-
Sinclair, Alvin R.; and Gleason, Edward H., 4,477,535. Q.

428-476.300.
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Pont, Dick A.; and Bijker, Anno, to Syrncs International B.V. Process
for the preparation ofpolymer dispersions. 4,477,623. Q. S24-7 10.000.

Poosford, Roaer J.: See—
Corbett, David P.; Brown nee Davis, Pamela; and Ponsford, Roger

J., 4,477,662, Q. S44-212.000.

Porter, James H.: See—
Cannon, Joseph N.; De Lucia, David E.; Jackson, William M.; and

Porter, James H., 4,476,816, Q. 122-4.00D.

Portmann, Hubert: See
Michel, Jean-Oeorges; Portmann, Hubert; and Schneiter, Ali,

4,477,194, a. 368-69.000.

Pospisil, Peter: See
Chkata, Wolfjpng; and PospisU, P«er, 4,476,733, a. 73-863.910.

Potekhin, Konstantin P.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavel S.; Potekhin, Konstantin F.; Zolotov, Lev
A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Tunitin, Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov, Gennady A.; and Telezhnikov, Jury F.,

4,477,690, a. 174.15.00C
Pott, Carl C: See—

Lindman, Nils T.; Fransson, Lars H.; and Pott, Carl C, 4,477,830,

a. 3S8- 1.000.

Potter, Steven E.: See-
Duffy, Brian J.; Oratz, Eugene J.; Potter, Steven E.; and Power,
Royal A., 4,477,228, O. 416-241.OOA.

Pouliquen, Yves: See—
Courtois, Yves; Barrittult, Denis; and Pouliquen, Yves, 4,477,433,

a. 424-95.000.

Powell. Leon T. Eye insert for taxidermy form. 4,477,500, CI.
428-16.000.

Powell Leon T.: See—
McKenzie, Larry O.; and Powell, Leon T., 4,477,082, a.

273-403.000.

Powell Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See-
Wilson, Robert W., 4,476,669, CI. 56-27.500.

Power, Royal A.: See-
Duffy, Brian J.; Oratz, Eugene J.; Potter, Steven E.; and Power,
Royal A., 4,477,228, Q. 416-241.OOA.

PPG Industries, Inc.: See-
Brown, Daniel G.; and Motsinger, Donald L., 4,477,524, Q.

428-391.000.

Das, Balbhadra; and Moore, L. Dow. 4,477,496, CI. 427-375.000.
Makhlouf, Joseph M.; McCollum, Gregory J.; and Kerr, Paul R.,

4,477,405, a. 264-250.000.

Rau, Robert B., 4,477,508, O. 428-192.000.
Singer, Debra L.; McCoUum, Gregory J.; Dowbenko, Rostyslaw;

Christenson, Roger M.; Chau, Michael M.; and Chang, Wen-
Hsuan, 4,477,618, Q. 524-157.000.

Prasad, Jayasimha S.: See—
Yaron, Giora; Shum, Ying K.; Priel. Ury; Prasad, Jayasimha S.; and

Ebel, Mark S., 4,477,825. a. 357-23.500.

Price, Derek T., to Dowty Meco Limited. Locking devices. 4,477,126,
a. 308-l.OOA.

Price, John G. Pin lock. 4,477,202, Q. 403-316.000.
Pricer, Wilbur D.: See—

Cottrell, Peter E.; Gersbach. John E; and Pricer. WUbur D..
4,477,846. Q. 360-46.000.

Pridgen, Lendon N.: See-
Lam, Bing L.; and Pridgen, Lendon N., 4,477,663, d. 544-310.000.

Priel, Dry: See—
Yaron, Giora; Shum. Ying K.; Priel, Ury; Prasad, Jayasimha S.; and
Ebel Mark S., 4,477,825, a. 357-23.500.

Procter A Gamble Company, The: See-
Wong, Louis F.; Sterling, Rosstain F.; and Borcher, Thomas A.,

Sr., 4,477.363. CI. 252-134.000.
Proebsting, Robert J.; and Schroeder, Paul R., to Mostek Corporation.
MOSFET Random access memory chip. 4.477,739. CI. 307-449.000.

Proefsution voor Aardappelverwerking-TNO en Cooperatieve Ver-
koopen Produktievereniging van Aardappelmeel en Derivaten
AVERE B.A.: See—
Hokse, Hendrik; Kaper, Frederik S.; and Wijpkema, Jacob T.

4,477.568, Q. 435-97.000.

Profitt, James A.: See—
Ong. Helen H.; and Profitt, James A., 4,477.667, a. 546-17.000.

Promovo AB: See—
Bjorkman, Lars; and Bang, Borje, 4,476,606, Q. 15-268.000.

Pronto, Stephen R., to Motorola, Inc. Retainer for printed circuit
boards. 4,477,135, Q. 339.I4.00R.

Protas, Roger I. Countertop oven. 4,476,848, a. 126-19.00M.
Prottlx, Raymond E Multiple flail head for a rotary mower. 4.476.632.

CI. 30-276.000.

Pryor. David A., to Victor Equipment Company. Mixer for cutting
torch. 4.477,262, G. 48-18o!oOO.

Pryor, James W., to R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Apparatus for
application of additives to cigarette filter tow. 4,476.807. a.
118-317.000.

Pryor, Michael J.: See—
Winter. Joseph; and Pryor, Michael J.. 4.477,147, Q. 350-96.230.

Pujii^Pre™; "wJ Furi, Yogi K., to International Business Machines
Corporation. Testing method for assuring AC performance of high
performance random logic designs using low speed tester. 4,477,902,
CI. 371-25.000.

Puri. Yogi K.: See—
Puri. Prem; and Puri, Yogi K., 4,477,902, a. 371-25.000.

Puropore, Inc.: See—
Resting, Robert E, 4,477,598, CI. 521-62.000.

Puschnerat, Helmut: See-
Fischer, Rudolf; and Puschnerat, Hefanut, 4.477,066, a. 270-52.000.

Pust, Harold W., to Teledyne Industries, Inc. Method of making an
electrochemical sensor. 4,477,403. Q. 264-104.000.

Putman, Thomas H.; Sweetana, Andrew S., Jr.; and Brown, Frederick
J., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Modular power system reactor.
4,477,792. CI. 336-180.000.

Quacquarini. Florindo; and Severini, Florindo. Flexible wooden insole
and underlying support. 4,476,638, CI. 36-86.000.

Quadra Wheelchairs, Inc.: See—
Minnebraker. Jeffrey P.. 4,477,098. Q. 280-242.0WC.

Quinn, Chester P.: See—
Szlam, Aleksander; and Quinn, Chester P., 4,477,698, CI. 179-
90.0BD.

Quiring, Bemd: See—
Kohler. Robert; Nippe, Burkhard; Kober. Heinrich; Schilffarth,

Karlchristian; Meckel. Walter; and Quiring, Bemd, 4,477,531, CI.
428-425.900.

R. Funk and Co., Inc.: See-
Funk. Roger S.. 4,477,166, CI. 354-300.000.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company: See—
Pryor, James W., 4,476.807. CI. 118-317.000.

R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company: See-
Clark, David A.; Strong, David C; and White, Thomas Q., II,

4,477,833, CI. 358-80.000.

Raceway Components, Inc.: See— ;-

Kohaut, John E, 4,477,694. O. 174-48.000.

Racki, Daniel J., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Integral heat pipe-
electrode. 4,477.91 1, CI. 373-36.000.

Radiant Technology Corporation: See—
Grain, Norman R.; and Hardison. Robert P., 4,477,718, Q.

219-388.000.

Radiometer A/S: See-
Nielsen, Povl H., 4,477,330, CI. 204-414.000.

Radtke, Gerhard: See—
Dimakos, Christos; and Radtke, Gerhard. 4.476.861. CI. 128-

303.00R.

Radulescu. Marian: See—
Apetrei. Constantin; Nitigus. Victor; Demeter. EIek; Radulescu,

Marian; and Sachelarie, Toma, 4,477,743, CI. 310-77.000.
Rahmfeld, Werner; Kubon, Achim; and Stalleicken, Dieter. Method for

regulating individual drives of an arcuately shaped multi-roller con-
tinuous strand casting machine for metal, particularly steel. 4.476.915.
CI. 164-484.000.

Ramirez, Enrique G., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method for
preparing a catalyst for the dehydration of an alkanohunine.
4,477.591. CI. 502-340.000.

Rao, Gururaj S.: See—
Losq. Jacques J.; Rao, Gururaj S.; and Sachar, Howard E,

4.477,872, CI. 364-200.000.

Rapp, Gunther: See—
Grosskinsky. Otto-Alfred; Frommer, Ehnar; Rapp, Gunther; and
Thomas, Erwin, 4.477.424, CI. 423-387.000.

Raskin. Neil R., to Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation. Process for
preparing a sulfur dioxide containing gas stream for reaction with
coal. 4.477.426. Q. 423-569.000.

Rasmussen. lb R., to P.I.A. Textiles A/S. Apparatus for removal of ash.
4.476.608. CI. 1^353.000.

Ra^wnti, Giuseppe; and Fossati. Norberto. to Apital Produzioni Indus-
tnali S.p.A. Polypiperidinyl stabilizing agents for polymer materials.

4.477,615. CI. 524-100.000.

Rathgefoer, Gerhard, to Bayerische Motoren Werke AG. Control unit
for a beating and/or air conditioning system for automobiles.
4,477.018, CI. 236-l.OOB.

Ratzel, Rudiger; and Schneider, Erich, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Safety
interlock for an electric positioning system. 4.477.753. CI.

318-563.000.

Rau, Robert B., to PPG Industries, Inc. Edge treatment to prepare
non-circular plastic sheets for compression stretching. 4,477,308, CI.
428-192.000.

Rauch, Georg. Stencil making and utilization methods, apparatus and
articles. 4,477,557, CI. 430-308.000.

Raytheon Company: See—
Margerum. Donald L., 4,477,773, Q. 324.79.00R.

RCA Corporation: See-
Anderson, Wendell G., 4,477.817, O. 343-861.000.

Chen, Thomas Y.; and Gibson, Walter G.. 4,477,841, a.
358-335.000.

Qurman. Stanley P., 4,477,894, a. 369-270.000.

Gorog, Istvan, 4,477,891, Q. 369-109.000.

Hope, George P.; and Rhodes, Randy D., 4,476,994, a.
220-318.000.

Nossen, Steve J.; Brokl, Stanley S.; and McOuire. Kenyon E B.,

4,477,918. a. 377-37.000.

Tosima, Soitiro; and Nishikawa. Masayoshi. 4.477.892, O.
369-132.000.

Rediger. Alvin L.. to General Electric Company. Ijminated core.
apparatus and methods. 4.477.306. CI. 156-578.000.

Reed. Leiand M.; Reed, William A.; and Saeman, Walter C, to
PEDCo, Inc. Method for retorting particulate solids having recover-
able volatile constituents in a rotating horizontal chamber. 4.477,331,

CI. 208-8 OOR.
Reed, Robert W., to United Sutes of America, Navy. Dual channel

gated peak detector. 4,477,779, Q. 328-151.000.
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Reed, William A.: See-
Reed, Leiand M.; Reed, William A.; and Saeman, Walter C.

4,477,331, CI. 208-8.00R.
Regan, Albert M., to Hughes Tool Company. Retracuble stinger purge

valve. 4,476,934, Q. 166-368.000.
ana

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—
Lacroix, Marc; and Bienvenu, Raymond, 4,476,997, a.

221-171.000.

Reguant Soler, Jaime, to Agut, S.A. Tripping device for thermal relays.
4,477,703,0.200-76.000.

Reichert, Ronald F.; Kruger, Steven K.; and Rhodes. John W.. to PDR
Manufacturing Corporation. Portable drilling apparatus. 4.476,940.
CI. 173-37.000.

e ft—

Reichi, Alfred, to Johannes Heidenhain GmbH. Position measuring
apparatus utilizing flexible steel band containing grid divisions.
4,477,726, a. 250-237.000.

Reid, William J., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Hindered phenolic esters
of oligomeric glycols as chain terminators for polyvinyl chloride
polymerization. 4,477,638, Q. 526-84.000.

Reilly, Roger D., to Deere A Company. Tilt and dump grass collection
box and box latch and door closure mechanism therefor. 4,476,668.
CI. 56-202.000.

Reimann. George J.; Benoit, Gordon L.; Gavin, James R.; and Schnei-
der, Michael A., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Thermoplastic bag pack.
4,476,979, CI. 206-554.000.

Reinke, Friedhelm; and Emde, Friedhelm. Mechanical control element
having wear-resistant surface. 4,476,824, a. 123-90.390.

Reiss. Gerhard, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Molecular sieve zeolite for
producing hydrogen by pressure variation adsorption techi^ue.
4.477,267, a. 55-68.000.

Renis, Harold E: See—
Skulnick, Harvey I.; and Renis, Harold E, 4,477,442, Q.

424-180.000.

Repp, MaryE D. Apparatus for supporting a catheter drainage bag and
tube. 4,477,046. d. 248-95.000.

Reppas, George S.; and Drexhage. Gerrit K., to Optimum Space Sys-
tems. Convertible furniture with force equilibrium and latch mecha-
nism. 4.476.592. O. 5-164.00B.

Repperger. Daniel W., to United States of America, Air Force. Biody-
namic resistant control stick. 4,477,043, Q. 244-223.000.

Research Against Cancer, Inc.: See-
Parks, Leon C, 4,476,867, Cl. 128-400.000.

Reuss, Max L.. Jr.. to United Stttes of America, Navy. Combined
microwave parallel amplifier- RF attenuator/modulator. 4,477,781,
a. 330-286.000.

Reven, Frederick V., to Nalco Chemical Company. Dectrode coating
and coated electrodes. 4,477,579, Q. 501-1.000.

Revirieux, Michel, to Electronique Marcel I^raault. Electrical contact
device for an electronic card processing apparatus. 4,477,774, Q.
324-158.00P.

Rexnord Inc.: See-
Bradbury, Bernard O., 4,476.974. Q. 198-832.000.

Reynes. Jean-Pierre, to Societe E LaCroix-Tous Artifices. Anti-tank
mine. 4.476,784. Q. 102-428.000.

Rhodes, John W.: See—
Reichert, Ronald F.; Kruger, Steven K.; and Rhodes, John W..

4.476.940. a. 173-37.000:

Rhodes, Randy D.: See-
Hope, George P.; and Rhodes, Randy D., 4,476,994, Q.

220-318.000.

Ricci, Gi<>rgio; and Federici, Giorgio, to BiodaU S.p.A. Method for
determination of cytoplasmatic and mitochondrial isoenzymes of
Jlutamic-oxalacetic transaminase in human serum or planna.
,477,566, a. 435-16.000.

Rich, Colin: See-
Foster. Derdc; and Rich. Colin, 4,476,801. Q. 114-230.000.

Richards, Harvey J.: See
Goel. Anil B.; and Richards, Harvey J., 4,477,382, Cl. 260-398.000.

Richter, Gerhard; Luft. Gunter; and Gebhardt, Ulrich, to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft Method for determining sugar concentration.
4,477,314,0.204.1.001.

Rickard, Lawrence C. Archery bowstring releasing device. 4.476.845.
Cl. 124-35.00A.

Rickert, David W.. to Storage Technology Corporation. Method of
suppressing seek-excited vibration in a disk drive or similar servo
system. 4.477,755, Q. 318-611.000.

Ricoh Co., Ltd.: See—
Oba, Hideaki; Kunikane, Makoto; Umehara. Masaakira; Tanikawa,

Kiyoshi; and Abe, Michiharu. 4.477.555. Cl. 430-273.000.
Ricoh Watch Co.. Ltd.: See—

Katsuoka, Ritsu, 4,476,767, Q. 84-115.000.
Riedel, Wolfgang: See—

Rossmann, Christian; and Riedel, Wolfgang, 4,477,286, Q.
134-10.000.

Rieman, Willis: See-
Barry, Leon G.; and Rieman, Willis, 4,476,714, Q. 73-118.000.

Rieskamp, Klaus: See—
Brunner. Anton; and Rieskamp, Klaus, 4.477,813, Q. 343-736.000.

Rieter Machine Works, Ltd.: See-
Oswald. Heinz, 4,477,034, Q. 242-18.0PW.
Phrffer, Peter M.; and Ruegg, Albert, 4,477,032, Q. 242-18.0PW.

Rifii, Toshihiro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Radiation
detector. 4,477,728, Q. 230-385.000.

Riggs. James B., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method for controUmg
I^CO ratio of in-situ coal gasification product gas. 4.476.927. O.
166.261.000.

Riggs, Olen L., Jr., to Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation. Method of
preparing electrolytic manganese dioxide. 4,477.320. Q. 204-96.000.

Riker Laboratories. Inc.: See-
Wade. James J.. 4.477.430. Q. 424.246.000.

Rinaldi, Francesco: See—
D'Altilia. Gianluigi; and Rinaldi, Francesco. 4,477,277, Q. 73-

0.30B.

Ring, Michael; and Kirk. William K., to International Paper Company.
Method and apparatus for preparing thermoplastic coated webs and
products thereof 4.477,495. Cl. 427-356.000.

Ris Irrigation Systems Pty. Limited: See-
Tucker. Alfred D.. 4.477.343. Q. 210-108.000.

Riva. Charles E; and Petrig. L. Benno. Blood velocity measurement in

retinal capillaries utilizing the blue field entoptic phenomenon.
4,476.878. a. 128-745.000.

Robert Bosch GmbH: See-
Buck. Manfivd; Muller. Frank; and Wanner, Karl, 4,476.941. Q.

173-117.000.

Gotze. Gerd-Wolfgang, 4,476,724. Q. 73-585.000.

Knapp, Heinrich; Sauer, Rudolf; Krauss, Rudolf; and Hafher, Udo,
4,477,027, a. 239-585.000.

Laufer, Helmut, 4,476,835, Cl. 123-467.000.

Mausner. Eberhard, 4.477.732. Q. 307-9.000.

Ratzel. Rudiger; and Schneider, Erich, 4,477,753, Q. 318-563.000.
Straubel, Max; and Wesael, Wolf, 4,476.829, Q. 123-357.000.

Roberts, Robert C, to Babcock ft Wilcox Company, The. Electrical
circuit for providing an abnormal transient display system for nuclear
reactor operation. 4,477,804, a. 340-747.000.

Roberts, Steven D.: See—
Knox, Dick L.; and Roberts, Steven D., 4,477,230. Q. 417-63.000.

Robertson, John R., to ICI Americas Inc. Silicone surfactant/or-
ganofimctional polysiloxane internal moM release agents. 4,477,366,
a. 252-182.000.

Robinson, E Montgomery, to Atlas Paper Box Company. Easel device
for dispUy shelf 4.476,986, Q. 211-134.000.

Robinson, Edward L., Jr.; and Gesior, Augustyn M., to International
Harvester Co. Seed monitor apparatus harness adapter for a convert-
ible planter. 4,477,801. Q. 340-684.000.

Robinson, Thomas C; and Kitrilakis, Sotiris. Engine. 4,476,821, Q.
123-68.000.

Rocci, Joseph D.; and Crook, Stephen E, to General Instrument Cor-
poration. Security apparatus with alarm search and verification

capability. 4,477.799. Q. 340-533.000.

Roch. Gerald V.; Wiles. James P.; and Hadley. Chris L.. to Hurco Mfg.
Co. Inc. Interactive machining system. 4.477,754, Cl. 318-568.000.

Rockford Producu Corporation: See—
Bonacorsi, Jerry, 4,477,217, Q. 411-387.000.

Norberg, Richard A.; and Selin, Ronald L., 4,476,985. Q.
211-126.000.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Grantham, LeRoy F.; and McKenzie, Donald E, 4,477,373, Q.

252-626.000.

Rodewald, Paul G., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Silica-modified catalyst

and use for selective production of para-dialkyi substituted benzenes.
4,477,583, Q. 502-71.000.

Roeder, George K. Double acting engine and pump. 4,477,234, Cl.
417-393.000.

Rogers, Aliu K.; and Weber. Kenneth E, to Lockheed Corporation.
Apparatus for maintaining peroxide concentration. 4,477,329, Q.
137-93.000.

Rogers, Arthur H., Jr.: See—
Miles, Laughton E; Rogers. Arthur H., Jr.; and Rogers, Charles

H., 4,477,578, Q. 436-518.000.

Rogers, Charles H.: See-
Miles, Laughton E; Rogers. Arthur H.. Jr.; and Rogers. Charles

H.. 4.477.578, Q. 436-518.000.

Rogers Corporation; See—
Balash, Frederick A.; and Caton, Mary T., 4,477,700, a. 200-

5.00A.

Rogers, Ross. Jr.: See—
Greenwald. Edward H.. Sr.; O'Malley, William P.; and Rogers.

Ross. Jr., 4,477,220, Q. 414-139.000.

Rohde, Clarence J.; and Farley, Donald J., to Rohde, Clarence J.;

Farley, Donald J.; Selhulster, Joseph P.; and Hart, John R. Cast
concrete element for underground tubular structure. 4,477,204, Q.
403-153.000.

Rohm GmbH: See—
Lehmann. Jurgen; Vetter, Heinz; and Arnold. Wolfgang. 4.477.521.

Cl. 428-336.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
Sanderson. F. Thomas.; and Gehman. David R.. 4.477.622, CL

524-522.000.

Rohner, Joachim; and Zumfeld, Heinz, to W. Schlafliorst ft Co. Device
for the partial straightening and parallelizing of the fibers of a thread
or thread end. 4,476,67l7ci. 57-261.000.

Rcdir Industries, Inc.: See—
Holland, Charles L.; and Jennings, Dale L., 4,477,012, Q.

228-181.000.

Rokos, George H. S.: See— .*"

Arton, Kenneth A. M.; and Rokos, George R S., 4,477.803, Q.
340-784.000.

Rolausrf, Hans: See—
Conrads, Hans; Hoffmans, Josef; Hippel, Hans; Hoven, Hubert;

RoUussf, Hans; and Schafer. Max, 4.476.793. Q. 112-221.000.
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Romand-Monnier. Jaoguet: 5w—
Oilmer, Andre ; Romand-Monnier, Jacques; and Lejeune, Jean-

Pierre, 4,477435, a. 417^14.000.
Ronden, Cliffbrd P.; and Boylance, Donald C, to Husky Oil Operations

Ltd. Method for removing solids and water from petroleum crudes.

4.477.337. Q. 208-188.000.

Ron, David. Portable vacuum cleaning device. 4,476,607, CI.

lS-339.00a

Roaimann, Chritttan; and Riedel, Wolfgang, to Henkel Kommandit-
gesellachaft auf Aktien. Breaking oil-in-water emulsions. 4,477,286,

CI. 134-10.000.

Roazkowski, A. Peter: See
Waterbury, L. David; and Roszkowski, A. Peter, 4,477,460, CI.

424-270.000.

Rothauaer, Theresa: See-
Bender, Dean R.; Karady, Sandor; and Rothauaer. Theresa,

4,477,668. Q. S46-72.000.

Rousael Uclaf: See—
Philibert, Daniel; Teutsch, Jean C; Costerousse, Germain; and

Deraedt. Roger, 4,477,443, Q. 424-239.000.

Rover-Scott Bonnar Limited: See-
Green, Douglas F., 4,477,029, CI. 241-101.700.

Rowell, RoMr M.: See—

chi; Tsuda. HisaUugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477.664. CI.
544-360.000.

Hon, Takako; Yoshida. Chosaku; Kiba. Yasuo; Takeno. Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta. Jun; Kishimolo, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu. 4.477.666. CI.
544-385.000.

Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Vasuda, Takashi; Murakami.
Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi;
Sugita, Masatoshi; Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami, Hisashi; and
Hori, Takako, 4,477.437, CI. 424-116.000.

Sainen, Tsutomu, to Tsudakoma Corporation. Apparatus for detecting
weft yam in jet looms. 4,476,901, CI. 139-370.200.

St. Joseph Bank & Trust Co., Executor: See—
D'Alelio. Gaetano F., deceased, 4,477,439, CI. 424-162.000.

Saito, Takashi, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Disc accomntodating
case. 4.476,978. CI. 206-444.000.

Saito, Teruo; Asai, Kuniaki; Nakagawa, Isamu; and Kobayashi,
Tadayasu, to Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited. Aromatic
polysulfone resin composition suitable for use in self-lubricating
molding compositions. 4,477,630. CI. 525-133.000.

Saito, Toshihiko: See—
Hisaoka, Satoshi; Matsuzaka. Takashi; and Saito, Toshihiko,

4,477.246, CI. 431-114.000.
Chen, George C; and Rowell, Roger M., 4,477,389, CI. 260- Saito, Yasuji, to Kabushiki Kaisha Nichibei. Roll-blind. 4.476.910. CI.

453.0PH. 160-291.000.
Royer. William W.: See— Saitoh, Mitsuo; Kamiyama, Yasuo; and Murata, Mitsuhiro, to Citizen

Ferguson, George R.; and Royer, William W., 4,477,107, CI. Watch Company Limited. Arrangement of analog-type electronic
285-134.000. wristwatch. 4,477,195, CI. 368-88.000.

Rozniecki, Edward J., to United Sutes of America, Army. Rapid acting Saitou, Akira: See-
two stage pyrotechnic valve for fixed fire extinguishers. 4,476,937. CI. Isogai. Jun; Nakaya, Seiichi; Saitou, Akira; Takahashi, Akio; and
169-26.000. Yagi. Isao, 4,477.284. CI. 106-104.000.

Ruble, Harold P., to La-Z-Boy Chair Co. Reclining and rocking ofTice Sakabe, Yukio: See-
chair. 4,477,1 18, a. 297-85.000. Nishioka, Goro; Komatsu, Hiroshi; and Sakabe, Yukio, 4,477,581,

Ruckel, Raymond R.: See— CI. 501-137.000.
Banks, Thomas M.; Ruckel, Raymond R.; Spencer, Samuel F.; and Sakai, Hiroshi: See-
Walker, John Q, 4,476,734, Q. 73-864.160. Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa. Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,

Rud, Mayer, to Singer Company, The. Beain position detection system Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisateu^; Sakai, Hiroshi;
for use in an optical scanning system. 4,477,727. CI. 2SO-237.00G.

Rudd, Robert E., lU, to Burroughs Corporation. Pulsed aperture for an
electrotUtic ink jet system. 4,477.869. CI. 346-I40.00R.

Ruegg, Albert: See—
P^rfrer, Peter M.; and Ruegg. Albert, 4,477.032. CI. 242-I8.0PW.

Ruhrkohle Aktiengesellichaft: See—
Hellmann, Karl. 4,477.338. CI. 209-5.000.

Rummel. Mitzie K.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Multilayer silicone coating. 4,477,517. CI. 428-324.000.

Rundo. John R.. to B. F. Goodrich Comoany. The. Method of winding
strip material and lining strip. 4.477.0J6. CI. 242-67.200

Russel. Matthew J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Apparatus for pro-
ducing multiple image simplex and duplex copies in a single pass.

4.477.176. a. 355-3^R.
Rusaell. James L.. to Arinc Research Corporation. Correlation dau
communications system. 4.477,912. CI. 375-1.000.

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Sugita, Masatoshi; Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami. Hisashi; and
Hori. Takako, 4,477,437, CI. 424-116.000.

Sakai, Kango; Yoshihara, Ryoichi; Sakurai. Hiroshi; and Minamida,
Katsuhiro, to Nippon Steel Corporation. Long-life insoluble elec-
trode and process for preparing the same. 4.477.316, CI. 204-290.00F.

Sakai. Muneo: See

—

Seto. Akiro; Sakai. Muneo; and Sakita, Takashi, 4,477,472, Q.
426-98.000.

Sakamoto, Keiji: See—
Kurakake, Mitsuo; and Sakamoto, Keiji, 4,477.762, CI. 318-8O2.O0a

Sakamoto, Nobuo: See

—

Menjo, Hiroshi; Watanabe, Yoshikazu; and Sakamoto, Nobuo,
4.477.561, CI. 430-509.000.

Sakamoto, Shuichi: See

—

Umezawa, Hamao; Umezawa, Sumio; Tsuchiya, Tsutomu; Takeu-
chi, Tomio; Tanaka, Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto,

^ ^ Shuichi. 4,477,443, CI. 424-180.000.
Kni|n, Ulrich; Bohmer, Bertram; and Herzberg, Roland, 4,477,380, Sakanoue, Kei: See—

- . S"-
26O-385.000. Ichijima, Seiji; Sakanoue, Kei; Kobayashi, Hidetoshi; and Adachi,

Rutherford. Alan: See— Keiichi. 4.477.563. CI. 430-544.000.
Luoma. Thomaa; and Rutherford. Alan. 4.477.822, CI. 346-136.000. Sakata, Hiromi: See—

Ruti-te Strake B.V.: See— Kozuka, Nobuhiko; Koyama, Shigeo; Kai, Masami; Takahashi,
Gunneman, Paul, 4,476,903, CI. 139-435.000. Ichiro; Sakata, Hiromi; and Kano, Ateushi, 4,477,173, CI. 355-

Ruzek, Pavel O.: See— 3.0DD.
Ruzek, Zdenka; Ruzek, Pavel O.; and Peaek, Jiri, 4,477,249, CI. Sakiu, Takashi: See—

431-253.000.

Ruzek, Zdenka; Ruzek, Pavel O.; and Pesek, Jiri. Flame-producing
sound-emitting device. 4,477,249, CI. 431-253.000.

Rynbrandt, Jay D., to Chevron Research Company. Electric car and
roadway system. 4,476,947, CI. 180-2.100.

Ryobi Ltd.: See—
Yorikane, Toshiaki, 4,477.038. CI. 242-84.2 IR.

S.N.E.C.M.A.: See—
Aurousaeau, Christian; and Odeyer. Pierre P. L.. 4.476.675, CI.

60-39.281.

Sachar. Howard E.: See—

Seto. Akiro; Sakai. Muneo; and Sakita, Takashi, 4,477,472, CI.
426-98.000.

Sako. Yuji: See-
Mori. Teijiro; Masuda. Shigeru; Okado. Hiroyuki; Kakizoe,

Masahiro; and Sako, Yuji, 4,477,704, CI. 200-I44.00R.
Sakurai, Hiroshi: See

—

Sakai, Kango; Yoshihara, Ryoichi; Sakurai. Hiroshi; and Minamida,
Katsuhiro, 4,477,316. CI. 2O4-29O.00F.

Sakurai. Katsumi: See

—

Sano. Shigeru; Sakurai, Katsumi; Ono, Tatsuo; Tsunioka, Kanji;
and Watanabe, Masaru, 4,477,708, CI. 219-10.670.

LoM, JiKQues J.; Rao. Gururaj S.; and Sachar. Howard E.. Sakurai. Masao: See—
- .

.M77j872, CI. 364-200.000. Nishi, Yasuyuki; Takagi, Masasi; and Sakurai, Masao, 4.476.692, Q.
Sachelane, Toma: See— 62-228.500.

Apetrei, Constantin; Nitigus, Victor; Demeter, Elek; Radulescu, Saladini, Joseph J.; Pamell, John V.. Ill; Steensen, Wayne L.; and
Marian; and Sachelarie, Toma, 4,477,743, CI. 310-77.000. Topalian, Harry H., to General Foods Corporation. Process for

Sachkov, Alexandr E.: See— solubilizing FD and C Red #3 under acidic conditions and composi-
Kanshm, Nikolai N.; Guskov, Igor A.; Konoplev, Alexei A.; Sach- tion. 4,477.474, CI. 426-2SO.00O.

kov, Alexandr E.; and Mats, Matvei M., 4,476,863, CI. Saleeb, Fouad Z.: See—
- -^•i*"^°9? Eisenhardt, WUIiam A., Jr.; Saleeb. Fouad Z.; McKay. Randal P.;
SACK GmbH: See— and Zeller. Bary L.. 4.477.481. Q. 426-590.000.

Wroaaok, Willi. 4.476.914, a. 164444.000. Salvi, Theodore C; Smithers, Martin E.; and Dente, Gregory C, to
Saeman, Walter C.

:
See— United Sutes of America, Air Force. UnsUble optical resonator with

Reed, Leland M.; Reed, William A.; and Saeman, Walter C, cancelling edge waves. 4,477,909, a. 372-95.000.
4,477,331, CI. 2O8-8.00R. Salzgeber, Daniel E., to Stanadyne, Inc. Method and system for fbel

Sagar, Vapi R.; See— injection timing. 4,476,837, CI. 123-502.000.
Longo, Trent F^ Sagar, Vispi R.; and SUyer, Mark L., 4,477,656, Samim SocieU Azionaria Minero-Metallurgica SpA: See—
a. 528-487.000. D'Altilia, Gianluigi; and Rinaldi, Francesco, 4,477,277, a. 75-

Sahara, Masavoahi: See— 0.50B.

'^^,\'Jz?^''-.?**""'~5?"*'y°**''=
"*• Taniguchi, Nobuyuki, Sanchez, Joseph P., to Warner-Lambert Company. Certain 1,8-naph-

4,477,164, CI. 354-286.000. thyridine compounds useful as antibacterial agents. 4,477,449, CI.
Saikawa. Isamu: See— 424-246.000.

Hori, Takako; Yoshida. Chosaku; Kiba. Ymuo; Takeno. Ryuko; Sanden Corporation: See—
Nakano. Joji; Nitta. Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha- Terauchi, Kiyoshi, 4,477,238, CI. 418-5.000.
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Yoshii, Yuji; and Hiraga, Masaharu, 4,477,239, CI. 418-55.000.
Sanders, Robert N., to Ethyl Corporation. Zeolite Y. 4,477,423, CI.

423-328.000.

Sanderson, F. Thomas.; and Gehman, David R., to Rohm and Haas
Company. ConUcI adhesives. 4,477,622, CI. 524-522.000.

Sandner, Bemhard: See—
Deiner, Hans; Mosch, Franz; Sandner, Bemhard; and Bemheim,

Willy, 4,477,498, CI. 427-389.900.
Sandoz Ltd.: See—

Hamberger, Helmut; and Fliri, Hans, 4,477,448, CI. 424-246.000.
Sandvik, Leonard E.: See-

Thompson, James E.; Sandvik, Leonard E.; and Elliott, Marc A.,
4,477,050, CI. 248-636.000.

Sano, Shigeru; Sakurai, Katsumi; Ono, Tatsuo; Tsuruoka, Kanji; and
Watanabe, Masaru, to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus
for preheating the ends of upset steel pipes. 4,477,708, CI. 219-10.670.

Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Hosoya, Nobukazu, 4,477,831, CI. 358-27.000.

Sargent Industries, Inc.: See—
Choate, Bruce R., 4,477,197, CI. 384-296.000.

Saruyama, Toshio: See—
Fukayama, Miyoji; Suganuma, Noriyuki; and Saruyama, Toshio,

4,477,606, CI. 523-200.000.
Sasaki, Ryoichi: See—

Shiga, Masao; Kirihara, Seishin; Kuriyama, MiUuo; Yoshioka,
Takatoshi; and Sasaki, Ryoichi, 4,477,280, CI. 75-124.000.

Sasaki, Seishi: See—
Sugita, Ryuji; Kanai, Kenji; Sasaki, Seishi; and Takahashi, Ken,

4,477,488, Q. 427-129.000.

Sasaki, Takanori: See—
Muramoto, Takayoshi; Nishino, Shingi; Sasaki, Toshiyuki; and

Sasaki, Takanori, 4,477,414, CI. 422-125.000.
Sasaki, Takuya: See—

Otake, Katsumoto; Miyai. Masahiko; Sasaki. Takuya; Mukai.
Yasuteru; Takahashi. Sankichi; and Okouchi. Isao. 4,476,917. CI.
165-1.000.

Sasaki. Toshiyuki: See—
Muramoto. Takayoshi; Nishino. Shingi; Sasaki, Toshiyuki; and

Sasaki, Takanori, 4.477,414. a. 422-125.000.
Sasamoto, Yasuhiko: See—

Kagawa, Takahiko; and Sasamoto, Yasuhiko. 4,477,476, CI.
426-262.000.

Sasson, Ezra. Corrosion inhibiting organic coatings. 4,477,281, CI.
106-14.340.

Sato, Hideo: See—
Hone, Seiji; Nagata. Masayoshi; Nakano, Junji; and Sato, Hideo,

4,477,550, a. 430-59.000.

Sato, Kuniaki; Yasunaga, Hisao; Yoshihara, Takahisa; Fujita, Yoshinori;
and Kyono, Kazuaki, to Kawasaki Steel Corporation. One-side zinc
hot dipping process using an anti-plating agent. 4,477,491, CI.

Sato, Masayuki, to Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. Civil
engineering and construction machinery with hydraulic drive system.
4,476,679.0.60434.000.

Sato. Susumu; Onda. Masaru; and Ikegami, Mikihiko, to Bridgestone
Tire Company Limited. Rubber compositions for tire containing a
specific carbon black. 4,477,621, Q. 524-496.000.

Sato, Takashi: See—
Ogasahara, Hiroshi; Asai, Osatsugu; and Sato, Takashi, 4,477,689,

CI. 174-15.0CA.
Sato, Yasuhisa, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Photographic objective.

4.477.154, CI. 350432.000.
Sato, Yasuhisa; Yokota, Hideo; and Yamada, Yasuyuki, to Canon Kabu-

shiki Kaisha. Photographic lens of the partial focusine tyue.
4.477.155, CI. 350-469.000.

"^

Satzinger, Gerhard: See-
Herrmann, Wolfgang; Geibel. Wolfhun; and Satzinger, Gerhard,

4,477,661. CI. 544-49.000.

Sauder. Charles J., to O.S. Equipment Inc. Dispensing apparatus.
4,477,219,0.414-126.000.

-^ t yy«

Sauer, Rudolf: See—
Knaro, Heinrich; Sauer. Rudolf; Krauss, Rudolf; and Hafiner. Udo.

4,477,027, a. 239-585.000.

Sauerbrunn, Robert D.: See—
Iwasyk, John M; and Sauerbrunn, Robert D., 4,477,271, Q.

55416.000.
Saul, Ben; and Hartley, Doug, to Sur-Gard Security Systems Ltd. Fiie
Alarm control system. 4,477.798. Q. 340-527.000.

Sauret, Georges: See—
Perrin. Bernard; Bianchin. Bernard; and Sauret, Georges,

4.477.359, a. 210-785.000.

Scales, John T.; and Wilkinson, Michael J., to National Research Devel-
opment Corporation. Antimicrobial surgical implants. 4,476,590, CI.

Sc^ Inc.: See—
Westhead. WUIiam T.. 4.476.902. CI. 139.383.00A.

Snrtazzini. Riccardo; and Bickel. Hans, to Gba-Geigy Corporation.
Process for the preparation of cepham and cephem compounds.
4.477,658.0.544-16.000.

k i~

Schaefer. Donald D., to Dunham-Bush. Inc. Vertical axis hermetic
helical screw rotary compressor with discharge gas oil mist elimina-
tor and dual transfer tube manifold for supplying liquid refrigerant
and refrigerant vapor to the compression area. 4.477,233, CI.
417-366.000.

Schafer. Ewald; and Jung. Harald, to Karl Otto Braun KG. Wound
dressing. 4.476.697. CI. 66-193.000.

Schafer, Max: See—
Conrads, Hans; HofTmans, Josef; Hippel, Hans; Hoven, Hubert;

Rolaussf, Hans; and Schafer, Max, 4,476,793, CI. 112-221.000.
Schaltenbrand, Eugene D.: See—

Nijhawan, Pramodh; and Schaltenbrand, Eugene D., 4,477,910, CI.
373-9.000.

Scherer, Jeremy D. Microcircuit package and sealing method.
4.477,828, CI. 357-80.000.

Schering Corp.: See-
Gold, Elijah H.; and Chang, Wei K., 4.477,378, CI. 260-239 OBB.

Scherzer, Julius, to Harshaw/Filtrol Partnership. Acid dealuminaied
Y-zeolite and cracking process employing the same. 4,477.336. CI.
208-120000.

SchilfTarth. Karlchristian: See—
Kohler. Robert; Nippe. Burkhard; Kober. Heinrich; SchilfTarth.

Karlchnstian; Meckel. Walter; and Quiring. Bemd. 4.477.531. CI.
428425.900.

Schinkoth. Gerhard: See—
Hage. Manfred; and Schinkoth, Gerhard, 4,476,704, CI. 72-276.000.

Schirmer. Henry G., to W. R. Grace & Co., Cryovac Div. Manifolds
for strutted film. 4.476,896, CI. 1 37-561.OOA.

Schliep. Hans-Jochen: See-
Jonas. Rochus; Kloft, Michael; Wurziger. Hanns; Harting, Juergen;

Enenkel. Hans J.; Minck, KlausOtto; and Schliep. Hans-Jochen,
4,477,454, CI. 424-250.000.

Schmale. Peter C.. to U.S. Philips Corporation. Circuit for generating a
sawtooth current in a coil. 4.477.749. O. 315-397.000.

Schmidlkofer. Jakob: See—
Huber. Peter; Wimmer. Franz; Innertsberger. Ernst; and Schmidl-

kofer. Jakob. 4.477.371. CI. 252-358.000.
Schmidt, Anthony J. Outdoor grill breather. 4,476,849, CI. 126-25.00R.
Schmidt, Donald L.; Klingler, Thomas C; and Wessling, Ritchie A., to
Dow Chemical Company, The. Addition polymerizable aromatic
salfonium salts and polymers thereof. 4,477,640, CI. 526-256.000

Schmidt, Paul J.: See—
Crounse, Nathan N.; and Schmidt, Paul J., 4,477,676, CI.

548493.000.
Schmukler, Seymour; Machonis, John, Jr.; and Shida, MiUuzo, to
Chemplex Company. Composite structures. 4.477.532, C\.

Schneider, Andre: See-
Cesar, Jean P.; Gouttebessis, Jacques; and Schneider, Andre,

4,476,908, CI. 152-357.00A.
Schneider. Erich: See—

Ratzel. Rudiger; and Schneider. Erich. 4.477.753. CI. 318-563.000.
Schneider, Henry; Maleszka. Ryszard; Wang, Patrick Y.; Veliky, Ivan

A.; and Chan, Yui-Kwok, to Canadian Patents & Development
Limited. Pentose fermenUtion with selected yeast. 4,477,569, CI.
435-161.000.

Schneider, Michael A.: See—
Reimann, George J.; Benoit, Gordon L.; Gavin, James R.; and

Schneider, Michael A., 4,476,979, CI. 206-554.000.
Schneider, Randy G.: See—

Bohannon, William D., Jr.; Kinard, Michael D.; and Schneider,
Randy G., 4,477.298. Q. 156-54.000.

Schneiter, Ali: See-
Michel, Jean-Georges; Portmann, Hubert; and Schneiter, Ali,

4,477.194, a. 368-69.000.

Schnur, Nicholas E.: See—
Beimesch, Bruce J.; Schnur, NichoUs E.; and Hughes, Qarence J.,

Jr., 4,477,383, Q. 260410600.
Schnurer, Otmar, to Volkswagenwerk AG. Hydraulic brake system for

vehicles. 4,477,123, CI. 303-24.00R
Schoening, Josef; Schwiers, Hans-Georg; and Mitterbacher, Paul, to
Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH. Reinforced concrete pressure
vessels for nuclear reactor installations. 4,477,409, CI. 376-296.000.

Schoneweiss, Klaus, to OAK Orenstein A Koppel Aktiengesellschaft.
Safety device for conveyance systems for people. 4,476,971, d.
198-323.000.

Schoonmaker, C. Donald; and Bortkevicius, Jonas, to General Foods
Corporation. Apparatus and method for producing frozen confec-
tions. 4,477.473, CI. 426-23 1 .000.

Schouhamer Immink, Komelis A.; and Vries, Lodewijk B., to U.S.
Philips Corporation. Error correction method for the transfer of
blocks ofdau bits, a device for preforming such a method, a decoder
for uae with such a method, and a device comprising such a decoder.
4.477,903, CI. 371-37.000.

Schroeder, Paul R.: See—
Proebating, Robert J.; and Schroeder. Paul R.. 4,477,739. a.

307-449.000.

Schubert, Steven A.: See—
Paoletti. Frank; and Schubert. Steven A.. 4.477.484. Q. 427-10000.

Schulke. Karl A., to Heraeus Quarzschmeize GmbH. Semiconductor
substrate handling tray. 4,477,112. CI. 294-16.000.

Schulte, Klaus: See—
Ersfeld, Heinrich; and Schulte, Klaus, 4,477,191, Q. 366-77.000.

Schultz, Ronald E.: See-
Schumacher, Gary L.; Struger, Odo J.; and Schultz, Ronald E.,

4,477,882, Q. 364-900.000.

Schumacher, Gary L.; Struger, Odo J.; and Schultz, Ronald E.. to
Allen-Bradley Company. Communications network for programma-
ble controllers. 4,477,882. Q. 364-900.000.

Schwab, Wilfried: See—
Lotsack, Edgar; Spriestersbach, Jochen; Baur, Josef; and Schwab,

WUfried, 4,476,911, Q. 164-65.000.
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Schwarz, Rudolf; and Kleiner, Waiter, to Staeubli Ltd. Braking mecha-
nism for a shed-forming machine. 4,476,899, CI. 139-l.OOE.

Schweiss, Peter, and Dorflinger, Hant-Dieter, to J. M. Voith GmbH.
Injector apparatus having a constriction in a following adjoining
mixing pipe. 4.477,341, CI. 209-170.000.

Schwelm, Hans, to Barinag Barmer Maschinenfabrik AO. Hydraulic
now control valve. 4,476.893, Q. 137-486.000.

Schwien, Hans-Georg: See—
Schoening, Joaef; Schwiers, Hans-Georg; and MittertMcher, Paul,

4.477.409. a. 376-296.000.

Scientific Resources, Inc.: See—
Bentkowski, James E., 4,476,722, CI. 73-434.000.

Scientifk; Systems, Inc.: See—
Chamey, Andrew R.; Kercher, Paul W.; and America, William,

4,476,731, a. 73-863.730.

Scott Bader Company Limited: See—
Phillips, Cecil L., 4.477.S33, G. 428-4S8.000.

Scott, Graham, to Steetley Industries Ltd. Chemical anchor cartridges.

4.477.208. a. 40S-261.000.

Scroggin. Stanley R.: 5w—
Henry, James W.; and Scroggin, Stanley R., 4,477,398, CI.

264-40.100.

Sega, Masahisa; and Kikuchi, Akira, to Tokico Ltd. Arm for a pro-

iramme controlled manipulator. 4,477,221, CI. 4I4-73S.000.

Seidel, Hartmut; and Hammerschmidt, Winrich B., to NATEC Institut.

One-piece, washable and sterilizable plastic shoe. 4,476,600, CI.

I2-142.00V.

Seidel. William C; Orozovich. George E.; and Medcalf. Darrell G.. to

General Foods Corporation. MetlMd of preparing a clean flavored
cereal starch. 4.477.480. Q. 426-S78.000.

Seiki, Kazuo: See—
Anahara, Meui; Seiki, Kazuo; and Omori, Hiioahi. 4.476,672, CI.

S7-333.000.

Seiko Instnimentt it Electronics Ltd.: See—
Nakamura. Kohichi; and Morita. Yoshiyuki, 4.477,877. CI.

364-571.000.

Sekiguchi. Yuji: See—
Yamamoto, Tsutomu; Ashizawa, Masaaki; Nishimoto. Kazuo; and

Sekiguchi, Yuji. 4,477.094. G. 277-23S.00B.
Selhulster, Joseph P.: See

Rohde, Clarence J.; and Farley, Donald J., 4,477.204, CI.

40S-1S3.000.

Selin, RonaM L.: See—
Norberg, Richard A.; and Selin. Ronald L.. 4,476.983, G.

211-126.000.

Sendair International Limited: See—
Yare, Leslie J., 4,477,210, G. 406-166.000.

Senm, Takao: See—
Yamada, Jun; Senga, Takao; and Suzuki, Shigeyoshi. 4,477.547, G.

430-14.000.

Sentinel Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See—
MUls. J. T., 4,476.825, G. 123-198.0DB.

Seo, Kazuo: See
Nakayama, Keizo; and Seo, Kazuo, 4,477,855, CI. 361-54.000.

Serota. Samuel; and Linfield, Warner M., to United Sutes of America,
Agriculture. Preparation of a-substituted acrylic acids. 4,477,384, CI.

260UlO.9OR.

Seta, Shigetoshi: See—
Muroi, Soichi; Seta, Shigetoahi; Matsumoto. Yoshio; Yasui. Koichi;
and Imamura, Kazuyodii, 4,477.636. CI. 525-444.000.

Seteacak, Linda L.: See
Martin, Lawrence L.; and Seteacak, Linda L.. 4.477,465. G.

424-275.000.

Seto, Akiro; Sakai, Muneo; and Sakita, Takashi, to Nissin Oil Mills, Ltd.
Procesa for preparing powdered oil and fat. 4.477.472. CI. 426-98.000.

Sevenni, Flonndo: See
Quaoquarini, Florindo; and Severini, Florindo, 4.476,638, G.
3^000.

Shafer, David: See—
Gcbelein, Rolin J.; and Shafer, David, 4,477,156, CI. 35O-S03.000.

Shah, Mabesh N.: See—
Smeltzer, Paul; Shah, Mahesh N.; and Guzder. Shapoor B.,

4,477,062. G. 267-64.280.

Shah, RMiklal P.; and Gleason, Cynthia L., to General Electric Com-
pany. Energy efficient multi-stage water gas shift reaction. 4,476,683,
G. 60-648.000.

Shapiro, Marvin: See—
Mortlock. Clarence E.; Brady, Joseph A.; and Shapiro, Marvin,

4,477,845, G. 360-26.000.

Sharp, Kenneth P., to Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corporation.
Current dump circuit for bipolar random access memories. 4,477,883,
G. 365-204.000.

Sharp, Mark E., to Fife, Robert L. Offtet pivot guiding assembly.
4.477,006, G. 226-18.000.

Shaver, John D.; Adkins, Claude G.; and Spengler, Walter. Apparatus
and method for neutralizing stttic electric charges in sensitive manu-
facturing areas. 4,477,263, CI. 55-6.000.

Sheehan, Richard W., to Sherwood Research Corporation. Reinforcing
element and method of making the same. 4,477.522, G. 428-359.000.

Shell <^
fl
««Hf Limited: See—

Lukaszewicz, George, 4,476,603. G. 15-104.3SN.
Shell Oil Company: See—

Bemi, Albert J., 4.477,887. G. 367-20.000.

Nieben, Robert P., 4,477,639, G. 526-124.000.

van der Hulst, Harm; Pogany, George A.; and Kuyper, Jan,
4,477,589. CI. 502-169.000.

Sheller-Globe Corporation: See

—

Bailey, Larry E.; and Morelk), Edward B., 4,477,504, G.
428-138.000.

Sheng, Shinan-Chur; and Lastovka, Joseph B., to Spectra-Physics, Inc.
Cold cathode construction. 4,477.908, G. 372-88.000.

Shepard, Kenneth L., to Merck A Co., Inc. Acyloxy derivatives of
[phenylsulfonyKor sulfinyl)]thiophenesulfonamide for the topical
treatment ofelevated intraocular pressure. 4,477,466, G. 424-275.000.

Sherrick, Peter L.: See-
Urban, John A.; and Sherrick, Peter L., 4,476,968, G. 188-329.000.

Sherwood Research Corporation: See—
Sheehan, Richard W., 4,477,522, G. 428-359.000.

Shibata, Toshihiro: See—
Minagawa, Motonobu; Nakahara, Yutaka; and Shibata. Toshihiro,

4,477,616, G. 524-102.000.

Shibukawa, Miteuni: See—
Nishikido, Joji; Kodama, Eiji; and Shibukawa, Mitsuru, 4,477,659,

CI. 544-21.000.

Shibusawa, Masaru, to Wacoal Corp. Short girdle. 4,476.893, G.
128-546.000.

Shida, Mitsuzo: See—
Schmukler, Seymour, Machonis, John, Jr.; and Shida, Mitsuzo,

4,477.532, CI. 428-441.000.

Shiga, Masao; Kirihara, Seishin; Kuriyama, Mitsuo; Yoshioka, Takato-
shi; and Sasaki. Ryoichi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Heat resisting sted.
4,477.280, G. 75-124.000.

Shimizu, Keiichi: See—
Mochida, Hanio; Shimizu, Keiichi; and Namazue, HirotosM,

4,477,806, CI. 340-823.320.

Shimodaira, Toshirou: See—
Wakai, Kiyoshi; Shimodaira, Toshirou; and Fukushima, Yoneharu,

4,477,747, CI. 315.200.00A.
Shimojo, Fumio: See—

Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya, Takao; Takai, Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shigettka,
4,477,447, CI. 424-246.000.

Shinoda, Kazuo; and Isobe, Toshiaki, to ToyoU Jidosha Kabushiki
Kaisha. Method and apparatus for controlling the fiiel supply of an
internal combustion engine. 4,476,831, G. 123'480.000;

Shinohara, Koji: See

—

j
Fukuda, Hirokazu; Shinohara, Koji; Kawabata, Yoshio; Nishijima,

Yoshito; and Yamamoto, Kosaku, 4,477,730, G. 2S0>504.00R.
Shirahata, Ryuji: See—

Yanai, Akio; Shirahata, Ryuji; and Kitamoto. Tatsuii, 4,477,489, G.
427-132.000.

Shopsmith, Inc.: See—
Morris, David S., 4,476,757, G. 83-446.000.

Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.: See—
Karasawa, Kohichi; Itoh, Takeo; Koizumi, Humihito; and Uchida,

Kimio, 4,477,045, G. 248-1.000.

Waki, Misao, 4,477,624, CI. 524-736.000.

Showscan Film Corporation: See—
Trumbull, Douglas, 4,477,160, G. 352-40.000.

Shuey, John R.; and Widener, Donald R., to AMP Incorporated.
Polarizing and latch arrangement for an electrical connector.
4.477,022, CI. 339.59.00M.

Shum, Ying K.: See—
Yaron. Giora; Shum, Ying K.; Priel, Ury; Prasad, Jayaaimha S.; and

Ebel, Mark S., 4,477,825, CI. 357-23.500.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Baumann, Heinz; and Gerlach, Hans-Jurgen, 4,477,923, G.

378-95.000.

Brunner, Anton; and Rieskamp, Klaus, 4,477,815, G. 343-736.000.

Fazekas, Peter, 4,477,775, CI. 324-158.00R.
Liebetruth, Reiner, 4,477,922, G. 378-20.000.

Richter, Gerhard; Luft, Gunter, and Gebhardt, Ulrich, 4,477,314,
CI. 204- LOOT.

Voigtlaender, Kurt, 4,476,991, G. 220-89.00A.
Siena College: See-

Donnelly, Denis P., 4,477,917, CI. 377-11.000.

Silander, Torsten G., to AB Tesi. Method of time-marking sedimenta-
tion processes. 4,477,574, CI. 436-70.000.

Silbering, Steven B.; and Sipos, Tibor, to Johnwn & Johnson Products,
Inc. Oral compositions comprising N',N^-diacyl derivatives of
arginine. 4,477,428, CI. 424-52.000.

Silbering, Steven B.; and Sipos, Tibor, to Johnson A Johnson Products,
Inc. Oral compositions comprising N"-alkyl derivatives of arginine.

4,477,429, CI. 424-52.000.

Silva, Raimund H.: See—
Bissot, Thomas C; and Silva, Raimund H., 4,477,321, G.

204-98.000.

Simonson, William B., Jr. Conduit setting implement 4,476,618, G.
29-272.000.

Sinclair, Alvin R.; and Gleason, Edward H., to Polysar International

S.A. Coated papers. 4,477,535, G. 428-476.300.

Singer, Alfred R. E., to National Research Developnient Corporation.
Metal-coating a metallic substrate. 4,477,291, G. 148-1 1.50Q.

Singer Company, The: See—
Karlow, Basil, 4.477,789. CI. 335-257.000.

Rud, Mayer, 4,477,727, CI. 250-237.000.
Stiles, John C; and Ljung, Bo H. G., 4,477,188. G. 336-330.000.

Singer, Debra L.; McCoUum, Gregory J.; Etowbenko, Rottyslaw;
Christenson, Ro^r M.; Chau, Michael M.; and Chang, Wen-Hsoan,
to PPG Industries, Inc. Aminoplast curable coating compositions

< I

|i

'

containing sulfonic acid esters as latent acid catalysts. 4,477,618, G.
324-157.000.

Singer, Martin H.: See—
Judd, Thomas H.; King, Michael C; Klemmer, Edmund T; and

Singer, Martin H., 4,477,697, G. 179-84.00T.
Single Buoy Moorings, Inc.: See—

Poldervaart, Leendert; and Cuckson, John, 4,476,802, G.
114-296.000.

Sipma, Gerben: See

—

van den Bosch, Steven; Kettenes, Dirk K.; de Ross, Kris B.; Sipma,
Gerben; and StofTelsma, Jan, 4,477,678, CI. 549-62.000.

Sipos, Tibor: See—
Silbering, Steven B.; and Sipos, Tibor. 4.477,428, G. 424-52.000.

Silbering, Steven B.; and Sipos, Tibor, 4,477,429, CI. 424-52.000.

Sircar, Shivaji: See—
Kratz, Wilbur C; and Sircar. Shiviyi, 4,477,264, G. 55-25.000.

Kumar, Ravi; Sircar, Shivaji; White, Thomas R.; and Greskovich,
Eugene J., 4,477,265, G. 55-26.000.

Sittenfield, Marcus, to Hazardous Waste Management, Inc. Detoxifica-

tion of substances by utilization of ultrasonic eneigy. 4,477,357, CI.

210-748.000.

SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH: See—
Leuner, Hilmar, Dobhan, Herbert; Bauer, Bemhard; and Olschew-

ski, Armin, 4,476,913, G. 164-346.000.

Pittrofr, Hans, 4,476,614, G. 29-148.40A.
Skulnick, Harvey I.; and Renis, Harold E., to Upjohn Company, The.
Composition of matter and process. 4,477,442, G. 424-180.000.

SKW Trostberg Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Weiss, Stefan, 4,477,421, G. 423-275.000.

Slade, Joel; and Stanton, James L., to Gba-Geigy Corporation. Hetero-
benzazepine derivatives and their pharmaceutical use. 4,477,464, CI.

424-275.000.

Slyke, Mark V.: See-
CoUinet, Jean C; and Slyke, Mark V., 4,477,788, G. 333-235.000.

Smeets, Amoldus A.: See—
'Broeksema, Egbert; and Smeets, Amoldus A., 4,477,328, G.

204-159.230.

Smeltzer, Paul; Shah, Mahesh N.; and Guzder, Shapoor B., to Mare-
mont Corporation. Adjustable gas spring shock absorber and control

device. 4,477,062, CI. 267-64.280.

Smith, Darrell L.: See—
Lowery, James O.; Thomas, O. Leon; Baston. Nathan I.; Smith.

Darrell L.; Jiles. Walter K.; and Stames, R. Emory, Jr.,

4,477,769, G. 324-54.000.

Smith, Dewey H., Jr., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Method for inducing anorexia using nalmetrene. 4,477,457, CI.

424-260.000.

Smith, Dwight, to Elkins, Marvin. Stencilling device. 4,476,976, G.
206-219.000.

Smith, Hoyt L.; and Farrar, D. Frank, Jr., to Cutters Exchange, Inc.

Belt feed apparatus for cloth spreading machine. 4,477,M5, G.
270-31.000.

Smith International, Inc.: See-
Alder, Robert L., 4,476,894, G. 137-552.700.

Morrill, Charles D., 4,476,897, G. 137-594.000.

Morrill, Charles D.; and Best, Michael J. A., 4,477,203, G.
403-169.000.

Smith, J. David, to Mark Products Incorporated. Takeout connector.

4,477,136, G.339-49.00R.
Smith, Jay E., to United States of America, Energy. Self<losing

shielded container for use with radioactive materials. 4,477,731, CI
230-306.100.

Smith, Norman L., to Canada, Her Majesty the Queen in right of, as

represented by the Minister of National Defence. Door handle clip.

4,477,110, CI. 292-1.000.

Smith, Peter H., to General Electric Company. Weight measuring
arrangement for cooking appliance surface unit. 4,476,946, CI.

177-144.000.

Smithers, Martin E.: See—
Salvi, Theodore C; Smithers, Martin E; and Dente, Gregory C,

4,477,909, CI. 372-93.000.

SmithKline Beckman Corporation: See—
Brennan, Francis T.; Sosnowski, Genevieve F.; and Weinstock,

Joseph, 4,477,470, G. 424-330.000.

Lam, Bing L.; and Pridgen, Lendon N., 4,477,663, G. 344-310.000.

Weinstock, Joseph; and Wiebelhaus, Virgil D., 4,477,455, G.
424-251.000.

Snap-on Tools Corporation: See-
Nelson, James W.; and Wente, Steven R., 4,477,213, CI. 408-

241.00R.

Snelling, Christopher, to Xerox Corporation. Multi-function reproduc-
tion machine. 4,477,175, G. 355-3.00R.

Snider, Warren E.: See-
Carlson, Gerald L.; and Snider, Warren E., 4,476,712, G. 73-

61. IOC.

So, Eddy, to Canadian Patents ft Development Limited. Frequency
compensator for a current-comparator caiMcitance bridge. 4,477,772,

G. 324-59.000.

S.P.A. Officine Maccaferri gia Raffaele Maccaferri ft Figli: See—
Papetti, Andrea; and Pedrini, Cesare, 4,477,206, G. 405-172.000.

Societe E. LaCroix-Tous Artifices: See—
Reynes, Jean-Pierre, 4,476,784, G. 102-428.000.

Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale: See—
Calabro, Max; Girard, Herve ; and Le Corre, Alain, 4,477,023, G.

239-263.350.

Sodeco-Saia, A.G.: See—
Gabtx. Hermann, 4,477,744, G. 310-156.000.

Solartron Electronic Group Limited: See-
Cope, Stephen N., 4,477,878, G. 364-726.000.

Son, Pyong-Nae: See-
Lai, John T.; and Son, Pyong-Nae, 4,477,665, G. 544-384.000.

Sone, Shigenori: See—
Mihan, Takao; Morichika, Toshiaki; and Sone, Shigenori,

4,477.711, a.219-121.0PJ.
Sony Corporation: See—

Matsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,
Masanori; Ohtsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe,
Tomio, 4,476,627, CI. 29-791.000.

Nakano, Kenji; Machida, Yukihiko; and Odaka, Kentaro, 4,477,844,

CI. 360-8.000.

Yamamoto, Masanobu; and Umezu, Nobuhiko. 4.477.821. G.
346-108.000.

Sorenson, Paul D.; Dickson, Dale A.; McNichob, Larry A.; and Bad-
zinski, John D., to Medtronic, Inc. Ultrasound scanning system for

skeletal imaging. 4,476,873, G. 128-660.000.

Sosnowski. Genevieve F.: See—
Brennan. Francis T.; Sosnowski. Genevieve F.; and Weinstock,

Joseph, 4,477,470, CI. 424-330.000.

Soucek, Charles A.: See—
Aluotto, Patrick F.; Drees, Paul A.; and Soucek, Charles A.,

4,477,609, G. 523-407.000.

Southwire Company: See—
Lowery, James O.; Thomas, O. Leon; Baston, Nathan I.; Smith,

Darrell L.; Jiles, Walter K.; and Stames, R. Emory. Jr..

4,477,769. CI. 324-54.000.

Sowards. Gregory E. Sportt training and practice device. 4,477.083. G.
273-411.000.

Spainhour. Carroll D.: See—
Nis, John R.; and Spainhour, Carroll D., 4,477,244, G. 432-1 1.000.

Spake, Ned B.: See-
Berry, William W.; Ashworth, Robert A.; and Spake, Ned B.,

4,477,425, CI. 423-485.000.

Spectra-Physics, Inc.: See—
Sheng, Shinan-Chur; and Lastovka, Joseph B., 4,477,908, G.

372-88.000.

Speer, Wayne; and Chupik, John M., to Chupik, John M. Door sill and
adjustable threshold. 4,476,653, G. 49-468.000.

Spence, Gifton L.; and Lissiuk, Walter, to LogEtronics, Inc. Diffusion

transfer processor. 4.477.165. G. 354-299.000.

Spencer, Samuel F.: See-
Banks, Thomas M.; Ruckel, Raymond R.; Spencer, Samuel F.; and

Walker, John Q.. 4,476,734, CI. 73-864.160.

Spencer Turbine Company, The: See—
Kobylarz, Thomu L., 4,476,617, G. 29-264.000.

Spengler, Walter: See-
Shaver, John D.; Adkins, Claude G.; and Spengler, Walter,

4,477,263, CI. 55-6.000.

Spensberger, Johann, to Carl Hurth Maschinen- und Zahnradfabrik
GmbH ft Co. Machine for the precision working of the tooth surfaces

on toothed workpieces. 4,477,214, G. 409-34.000.

Sperley, Richard J., to Uniroyal, Inc. Reinforced rubber composition
containing ground coal. 4,477,611, G. 524-71.000.

Sperry Corporation: See—
Maben, Duane K., 4,476,905, G. 140-105.000.

Thorsrud, Lee T., 4,477,904, G. 371-49.000.

Wong, Wilson T. C, 4,477,879, G. 364-752.000.

Sperry, John A.: See-
Day, Peter M. G.; Jones, John W.; and Sperry, John A., 4,477,552,

G. 430-175.000.

Sperti Drug Products, Inc.: See—
Sperti. George S.; and Sway, Boris, 4.477.361. G. 252-106.000.

Sperti, George S.; and Sway, Boris, to Sperti Drug Products, Inc.

Antiftuigal-antibacterial detergents containing ciimamic compounds.
4,477,361, G. 252-106.000.

Spierer, Edward, to Magnetic Analysis Corporation. Apparatus and
process for flux leakage testing using transvene and vectored mag-
netization. 4,477,776, G. 324-227.000.

Spiess, Karl: See—
Zom, Helmut; Spiess, Karl; and Bina, Wenzel, 4,477,714, G.

219-149.000.

Spire Corporation: See—
Armini, Anthony J.; and Kreisman, Wallace S., 4,477,921, G.

378-34.000.

Spires, Dewayne A., to ATftT Bell Laboratories. G^ierational amplifier

with multiple switchable outputs. 4,477,780, G. 330-265.000.

Spitler, Keith G.: See-
Liang. Tai-Ming; and SpiUer, Keith G., 4,477,602, G. 521-137.000.

Spriestersbach, Jochien: See—
Lossack, Edgar, Spriestersbach, Jochen; Baur, Josef; and Schwab,

WUfried, 4,476,911, G. 164-65.000.

Spring Gully Pickles Pty, Limited: See—
Gyma, Malcolm R., 4,476,778, G. 99-516.000.

Spuhl AG: See—
Zangerle, Emst, 4,476,702, G. 72-15.000.

SRI International: See—
Taenzer, Jon C; Burch, Donald J.; and Green, Philip S., 4,476,874.

G. 128-663.000.

Stables, Wilbur L.; Cooksey, James J.; and Newell, Harry L., Jr., to

Allied Corporation. Apparatus for measuring gas velocity. 4,476,729,

G. 73-861.610.
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Sueubli Ltd.: See—
Schwin, Rudolf; and Kleiner. Walter, 4,476.899, Q. 139-l.OOE.

StafTord, Donald W.. See—
Bowlds, Patsy A.; Dunn, David P.; Fathergill, Rex D.; Findlay,
Hugh T.; and StafTord, Donald W.. 4,477,198, CI. 400-120.000.

Stafford, Lawrence. Safety device for tcafTold. 4,476.9S8. CI.
182-82.000.

Stalleicken, Dieter: See—
Rahmfeld, Werner; Kubon, Achim; and Stalleicken, E>ieter,

4.476,915. CI. 164-484.000.

Stamicarbon B.V.: See—
Peerlkamp, Erik R., 4.477.40a a. 26443.700.

Stanadyne. Inc.: See^
Salzgeber. Daniel E.. 4.476.837. a. 123-502.000.

Stant Inc.: See—
Szlaga, EmU. Jr.. 4,477,345. Q. 210-130.000.

Stanton. James L.: See—
Slade. Joel; and Stanton. James L., 4,477.464, a. 424-275.000.

Supp, Paul R., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Sulfoxide cosurfactants
in enhanced oil recovery processes. 4,476,929. a. 166-273.000.

Stark. William A.: See-
Liston. Max D.; Dickinson, David G.; and Stark, William A.,
4,477,19a a. 356418.000.

Stames, R. Emory, Jr.: See—
Lowery, James O.; Thomas, O. Leon; Baston. Nathan I.; Smith,
Dunll L.; Jiles. Walter K.; and Stames. R. Emory. Jr.,

4,477,769.0.324-54.000.
SttufTer Chemical Company: See—

Anzenberger, Joseph F.. Sr.. 4,477,572, CI. 436-6.000.
Band. Elliot I.. 4.477.587, CI. 502-111.000.
Fesman, Gerald. 4.477.600. CI. 521-108.000.

Suyer. Mark L.: See—
Longo, Trent F.; Sagar. Vispi R.; and Suyer, Mark L.. 4.477.656,
CI 528-487.000.

Steckel, Thomas F., to Lubrizol Corporation, The. Method for prepar-
ing nitrogen- and oxygen-containing compositions useful as lubricant
and fiiel additives. 4,477,362, Q. 252-51.50R.

Stedile, Udino: See—
Justus, Edgar J.; Stedile. Udino; and BoUani. Umberto, 4.476,637.

CI. 34-119.000.

Steel Heddle Manufacturing Company: See—
Bowen. James B.. 4.476.900, Q. 139-91.000.

Steensen. Wayne L.: See—
Saladini. Joseph J.; Pamell. John V., Ill; Steensen, Wayne L.; and

Topalian, Harry H., 4.477,474. CI. 426-250.000.
Steetky Industries Ltd.: See-

Scon, Graham. 4.477.208. Q. 40^261.000.
Steigerwald, Robert L.. to General Electric Company. High frequency

series resonant dc-dc converter. 4,477.868. CI. 363-28.000.
Stein. Joseph L. Adjustable crutch. 4.476.885. Q. 135-69.000.
Steiner. Gerd; Friedrich, Ludwig; and Lenke. Dieter, to BASF Aktien-

geselhchaft. 5,6-Dihydro-ll-methylenemorphanthridin-6-ones, their
preparation and drugs containing these compounds. 4,477,451, CI.
424-248.540.

Steiner. Hdger. to Steiner KG. Selfhealing condenser. 4.477.858. CI.
361-273.000.

Steiner KG: S«v—
Steiner, Holger, 4.477.858, Q. 361-273.000.

Steingraber, Mark L.: See—
Danley, Allen M.; and Steingraber, Mark L., 4,477,705, CI. 219-

Stephens. William R.. to William R. and Zella B. Stephens Trust. Vane
type rotary internal combustion engine with transfer valve in rotor.
4,476.826. a. 123-235.000.

Sterlmg. Rosstain F.: See—
Wong, Louis F.; Sterling. Rosstain F.; and Borcher. Thomas A..

Sr.. 4,477,363, a. 252-134.000.
•««>««.

Sterner, Hans A.: See—
Johusson, Ingvar, and Sterner, Hans A., 4,477,090, Q.

277-174.000.

Steward, John H.; and Ladouceur, Harold A., to Multifastener Corpo-
ration. Fastener orienting, tapping and collection system. 4.476.599,
a. 10-139.0WH.

Stich, Michael C: See—
Collins, David W.; Neesz, John J.; and Stich, Michael C, 4,477,750,

CI. 318-270.000.

Stickler, David B., to Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc. Solubili-
zation of carbonaceous material. 4,477,332, CI. 208-8.00R.

Stiftelsen Prodinor See-
Arm, Bjom G. A., 4.476.612, Q. 24-304.000.

Stilo. John C; and Ljung, Bo H. G., to Singer Company. The. Mono-
lithic three axis ring laser gyroscope. 4,477,188. Cl. 356-350.000.

StofTelsma, Jan: See—
van den Bo«:h, Steven; Kettenes, Dirk K.; de Ross. Kris B.; Sipma.
Cerben; and StofTelsma, Jan, 4,477,678, a. 549-62,000.

Stoil, Kurt; and Glattli, Hans-Heinrich. Process for producing grooved
choke plates for adjustable chokes. 4,477,404, Q. 264-220.000.

Storage Technology Corporatioa: See—
Rickert, David W., 4,477.755, Q. 318-611.000.

^*2!I«*'^*
**

• Messelt, Christopher D.; and Gibson, Clark W.. to
Dow Chemical Coinpany. The. Process for preparing hydroxyalkyl-
cellulose ethers. ^77,657, a. 536-91.000.

'^ "^ • ' ' '

Straubel. Max; and Wtessei, Wolf, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Electronic
control system for the fuel quantity of an internal combustion engine
having self-ignition. 4,476,829, Q. 123-357.000.

Strauss, Werner: See—
Heintges. Siegfried; Strauss, Werner, and Horn, Hannes S.,

4,477,358, CI. 210-783.000.

StroUe, ClifToid H.: See—
Antonelli, Joseph A.; McLaughlin, Joseph E.; and StioUe, ClifTofd
H. 4,477.534. Cl. 428-461.000.

«=."«•

Strong, David C: See—
Clark. David A.; Strong, David C; and White, Thomas O.. II.

4.477.833.0.358-80.000.
^

Struble. Kent R., to MinnesoU Mining and Manufacturins Comoanv
Stapler. 4.477,008. Cl. 227-19.000.

b t-ay

Strubulis, Vasilios: See—
Kessler, Sheldon; and Strubulis, Vasilios, 4,476.973, Cl.

Stniger, Odo J.: See-
Schumacher, Gary L.; Struger, Odo J.; and Schultz, Ronald E.,

4,477,882, Cl. 364-900.000.

Struthers, Ralph C. Metal/gas fuel oell. 4,477,539, Cl. 429-19.000.
Stubbolo, Louis, to Aire-Wrap, Inc. Insulating air sheath for buildinss
and the like. 4.476.921. Q. 165-48.00R.

^^
Stall, Gene. Dispensing cap construction. 4,477,002, Cl. 222-521.000.
Stumpf, Paul G.: See—

Nakamura, Robert M.; Mishell, Daniel R.; and Stumpf, Paul O..
4.477.577, Cl. 436-510.000.

Suarato, Antonino; Penco, Sergio; and Arcamone. Federico, to Farmi-
talia Carlo Erba S.p.A. Antracydine glycosides, pharmaceutical
compositions and method of use. 4,477,444, Cl. 424-180.000.

Suda, Shigeyuki; and Ikemori, Keni. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Ultra-
wide angle zoom objective. 4.477.153. Cl. 350-426.000.

Sueddeutsche Kuehlerfabrik Julius Fr. Behr GmbH: See—
Fehr. Werner. 4.476.773, Q. 98-2.080.

Suevia Haiges GmbH ft Co.: See—
Haiges, Adolf. 4.476,813. Cl. 119-75.000.

Suffis. Robert; and Barchas, Myron, to Mennen Company. The. Cos-
metic composition containing high levels of powder. 4,477,431, Q.
424-66.000.

Suganuma, Noriyuki: See—
Fukayama, Miyoji; Suganuma. Noriyuki; and Saruyama. Toshio,

4,477.606,0.523-200.000.
Sugi, Koichiro: See—

Ohe. Makoto; and Sugi, Koichiro, 4,477,303, O. 156-230.000.
Sugihara, Taizo; Furukawa, Yasuhiko; and Tomioka, Susumu, to Chisso

Corporation. Non-woven fabric of hot-melt adhesive composite
fibers. 4,477,516, Cl. 428-296.000.

Sugimori, Shigeru; and Kojima, Tetsuhiko, to Chisso Corporation. New
high temperature liquid-crystalline substances consisting of 4 or 5
six-member-rings and liquid-crystalline compositions containinc
same. 4,477,369, Cl. 252-299.600.

Sugita, Masatoshi: See—
Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa. Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,

Shohachi; Maeda. Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisattugu; Sakai. Hiioshi;
Sugita. Masatoshi; Yamamoto. Yoshiko; Mmami. Hisashi: and
Hori. Takako. 4,477.437. O. 424-116.000.

Sugita, Ryuji; Kanai, Kenji; Sasaki. Seishi; and Takahashi, Ken. to
Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Method of manufacturing a
magnetic recording medium. 4.477.488. 0. 427-129.000.

Sugiyama. Hiroyuki. to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Color video
signal reproducing apparatus. 4.477,839, O. 358-326.000.

Sugiyama, Ikuo: See—
Usami, Susumu; Teranishi. Nobuyuki; Kuwako. Tomohisa; Sugi-
yama. Ikuo; Tsujiuchi, Yoshio; and Hara, Shigeo, 4,477.150, O.
350-289.000.

-^
, . ,

Sugiyama, Shuji: See—
Takanashi. Akihiro; Hashimoto, Norikazu; Maejima, Hisashi; and

Sugiyama. Shuji. 4.477.182, O. 355-43.000.
Sullivan. Norman D.: See-

Baker. Forrest E.; and Sullivan, Norman D., 4,477,003, O.
222-642.000.

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: See

—

Saito, Teruo; Asai, KunuJci; Nakagawa, Isamu; and Kobayashi,
Tadayasu. 4,477.630. O. 525-1337500.

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: See—
Hiramoto, Junichi; Takenaka, ShLiya; and Sunago. KatsuyosU,

4.477,768, Cl. 324-51.000.

Sumiya. Koji. to Aisin Warner Kabushiki Kaisha. Hydraulic governor
pressure generator. 4.476,887, O. 137-56.000.

Sun, Anthony M.: See—
Healy, George M.; Sun, Anthony M.; and Macmorine. Hilda O.,

4,477.567. Cl. 435-71.000.

Sunago. Katsuyoshi: See—
Hiramoto. Junichi; Takenaka, Shinya; and Sunago. Katsuyoshi.
4,477,768.0.324-51.000.

Sundstrand Corporation: See—
Glennon, Timothy F.; Peterson, William J.; and Thom, James B.,

4.477.765. CI. 322-20.000.

PoUman. Frederic W.; and Crull. Stanley W., 4,476,680, O.
60-444.000.

Sung. Rodney L., to Texaco Inc. Polyether amino-amide composition
and motor fuel composition containing same. 4,477,261, 0. 44-63.000.

Sunkist Growers, Inc.: See-
Paddock. Paul F.; Krage. William O.; and Conway, Tim D.,

4,476.982. O. 209-582300.
Superba S.A.: 5^—

Gloeckler. Alfred. 4.476.696. O. 66-75.200.
Superior Electric Company, The: See—

De Biasi. Marii S.. 4.477.758, O. 318-696.000.
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Sur-Gard Security Systems Ltd.: See-
Saul. Ben; and Hartley. Doug. 4.477.798. O. 340-527.000.

Surgikos, Inc.: See—
Willcockson. George W.. deceased; and Law. David C. F..

4,477.438, O. 424-130.000.

Sutter, Leroy V.. Jr.; and Cameron, Harold A. Seal formed out of a
hard metal with a plating of soft metals. 4,477,087, Cl. 277-26.000.

Sutton, Tonja R.; and Hughes, David W.. to Dow Chemical Company,
The. Reaction injection molded polyurethanes employing thiapoly-
cydic polyahls as chain extenders. 4,477,644, Cl. 528-73.000.

Suzuki, Kunihiko, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Four-wheel
vehicle drive system. 4,476,952, Cl. 180-247.000.

Suzuki, Makoto: See—
Nakajnna, Takashi; and Suzuki, Makoto, 4,477,686, Cl. 136-203.000.

Suzuki, Sanae: See-
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka. Shogo; Kajiyama. Shigeo; Usui. Kenji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura, Toshinori; Kudo, Shigezi; and
Suzuki, Sanae, 4,476,629, C. 29-863.000.

Suzuki, Satoshi; and Ando, Hiroyuki, to Hitachi, Ltd. Control system
for exhaust gas-driven supercharger used in vehicle engine. 4,477,875,
O. 364431.080.

Suzuki, Shigeyoshi: See—
Yamada, Jun; Senga, Takao; and Suzuki, Shigeyoshi, 4,477,547, Cl.

430- 14.000.

Suzuki, Toshio, to Toray Silicone Co., Ltd. Polyorganosiloxane compo-
sitions. 4,477,626, O. 524-862.000.

Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Shogo; Kajiyama, Shigeo; Usui, Kenji;
Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura, Toshinori; Kudo, Shigezi; and Suzuki,
Sanae, to Yazaki Corporation. Method and apparatus for producing
wire harness. 4,476,629, Cl. 29-863.000.

Suzuye and Suzuye: See—
Hisaoka, Satoshi; Matsuzaka, Takashi; and Saito, Toshihiko,
4,477,246,0.431-114.000.

Swanson, Eric J., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Compound current
mirror. 4,477,782, Cl. 330-288.000.

Swartzendruber, Ray E., to Chore-Time Equipment, Inc. Adjusuble
feeder with brood gate. 4.476.811. Cl. 119-52.0AF.

Sway. Boris: See—
Sperti. George S.; and Sway, Boris, 4,477,361, O. 252-106.000.

Swedblom, Charles E.: See—
Frisbee, Belmont, Jr.; and Swedblom. Charles E.. 4.477.812. Cl.

343-417.000.

Sweeney. Harold E.. to GTE Producte Corporation. Short pulse laser.

4.477.905. Cl. 372-25.000.

Sweetana. Andrew S.. Jr.: See—
Putman. Thomas H.; Sweetana, Andrew S., Jr.; and Brown, Fred-

erick J., 4,477,792, O. 336-180.000.

Swidinsky, John A.: See—
Petrocine, David V.; and Swidinsky, John A., 4,477,679, Cl.

549-486.000.

Swift, Joseph E. Variable displacement vane type pump. 4.477.231. 0.
417-221.000.

Sylva, Francis W. Portable water purifier. 4.477,347. Cl. 210-232.000.
Sylvachem Corporation: See-

Evans, James M.; Krajca, Kenneth E.; Ukkonen, Keijo A.; and
Hansen, James E., 4,477,613, Cl. 524-77.000.

Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.: See—
Waterbury, L. David; and Roszkowski. A. Peter. 4.477.460, Cl.

424-270.000.

Symes International B.V.: See—
Pons, Dick A.; and Bijker, Anno, 4,477,623, Cl. 524-710.000.

Szlaga, Emil, Jr., to Stant Inc. Filter separator with heater. 4,477.345.
Cl. 210-130.000.

Szlam. Aleksander; and Quinn. Chester P.. to Meliu Electronics Labs,
Inc. Apparatus for detecting pick-up at a remote telephone set.

4,477,698, Cl. I79-90.0BD.
Szloboda, David T. Fuel economy device. 4,476,819, Cl. 123-25.00C.
Taenzer, Jon C; Burch, Donald J.; and Green, Philip S., to SRI Interna-

tional. Ultrasonic imaging with volume flow measuring method and
X«ratus. 4,476,874, Cl. 128-663.000.

ve, Allen: See-
Bridges, Jack E.; and Taflove, Allen, 4,476,926, O. 166-248.000.

Taira, Kazuo: See—
Kojima, Shunji; Katsura. Tadahiko; Ueno, Hiroshi; Taira. Kazuo;
and Imatani. Tsuneo. 4.477.501. O. 428-35.000.

Taiyo Fishery Co., Ltd.: See—
Kagawa, Takahiko; and Sasamoto, Yasuhiko, 4,477,476, O.

426-262.000.

Tajima, Akira: See—
Tsuji, Sadahiko; and Tajima. Akira, 4.477,148. Cl. 350-286.000.

Takap, Masasi: See—
Nishi, Yasuyuki; Takagi, Masasi; and Sakurai, Masao, 4.476,692, 0.

62-228.500.

Takahashi, Akio: See—
Isogai, Jun; Nakaya, Seiichi; Saitou, Akira; Takahashi, Akio; and

Yagi, Isao, 4.477.284, O. 106-104.000.

Takahashi, Ichiro: See—
Kozuka, Nobuhiko; Koyama. Shigeo; Kai, Masami; Takahashi.

Ichiro; Sakata. Hiromi; and Kano, Atsushi. 4,477.173. Cl. 355-
3.0DD.

Takahashi, Ken: See—
Sugita, Ryuji; Kanai. Kenji; Sasaki. Seishi; and Takahashi, Ken,

4,477,488. Cl. 427-129.000.

Takahashi. Sankichi: See—
Otake, Katsumoto; Miyai, Masahiko; Sasaki, Takuya; Mukai,

Yasuteru; Takahashi, Sankichi; and Okouchi. Isao, 4,476,917, Cl.
1 65- 1.000.

Takahashi, Teigo: See—
Hasebe, Tsutomu; and Takahashi. Teigo. 4,476.779, Cl. 100-7.000.

Takai, Keiji: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya, Takao; Takai. Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shisetaka,
4,477,447, Cl. 424-246.000.

Takanashi, Akihiro; Hashimoto, Norikazu; Maejima, Hisashi; and Sugi-
yama, Shuji, to Hitachi. Ltd. Pattern exposing apparatus. 4.477.182,
Cl. 355-43.000.

•- e p»~

Takanashi, Akihiro: See—
Kawamura. Yoshio; Takanashi, Akihiro; Kurosaki, Toshiei;

Kuniyoshi, Shinji; Hosaka. Sumio; and Terasawa, Tsuneo,
4.477,183,0.355-55.000.

Takaoka, Kazuhiko: See—
Koya. Masahiro; Maeda. Narimichi Ishizuka, Kohei; Takaoka,

Kazuhiko; Kokuryo, Yoshiro; and Kita. Yasuhiro. 4.477.913. Cl.
375-13.000.

Takara Company, New York. Inc.: See—
Yoshiyuji, Hidetoshi. 4,477.201, Cl. 403-231.000.

Takasugi, Hisashi: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya, Takao; Takai, Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shigetaka,
4,477.447, Cl. 424-246.000.

Takata, Toshiaki: See—
Tomita, Tetsuo; Jono. Masahiro; and Takata, Toshiaki, 4,477,682,

Cl. 568-362.000.

Takatsuka, Torn: See—
Gomi, Shimpei; Takeuchi, Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itani; Fujii,

Masaki; Takatsuka, Torn; and Watari. Ryuzo, 4,477,334, Cl.
208-75.000.

Takaya, Takao: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya. Takao; Takai, Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shigeuka,
4,477,447. Cl. 424-246.000.

Takeda, Hirofumi, to Fujitsu Limited. Emitter-coupled logic circuit
device. 4,477,740, Cl. 307-455.000.

Takeda Riken Kogyo Kabushikikaisha: See—
Tojo, Shigeki. 4.477,770. Cl. 324-57.00N.

Takei, Yoshiaki: See—
Fujimaki. Yoshihide; Takei. Yoshiaki; and Nomori. Hiroyuki.

4.477.549, CI. 430-54.000.

Takemura. Tetsuo: See—
Kato. Takao; and Takemura, Tetsuo, 4,477,899, Cl. 370-94.000.

Takemura. Yasuo, to Tokyo Shibaura E>enki Kabushiki Kaisha. Solid-
sute color image pickup device N. 4.477.832. O. 358-44.000.

Takenaka. Shinya: See—
Hiramoto, Junichi; Takenaka. Shinya; and Sunago, Katsuyoshi,

4.477,768,0.324-51.000.
Takeno. Ryuko: See—

Hori. Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano. Joji; Nitu, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu. 4.477,664, Cl.
544-360.000.

Hori, Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa. Isamu. 4,477,666, CI.
544-385.000.

Takeuchi, Tomio: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Umezawa. Sumio; Tsuchiya. Tsutomu; Takeu-

chi, Tomio; Tanaka, Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto.
Shuichi. 4,477,443. CI. 424-180.000.

Takeuchi, Tomomitsu: See—
Gomi, Shimpei; Takeuchi, Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itaru; Fujii,

Masaki; Takatsuka, Torn; and Wauri, Ryuzo, 4,477,334, Cl.
208-75.000.

Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda. Takashi; Murakami, Shohachi;
Maeda. Toyoo; Tsuda. Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi; Sugita, Masatoshi;
Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami, Hisashi; and Hori. Takako, to Toyama
Chemical Co., Ltd. Substances having carcinosutic and immunos-
timulating activity. 4,477.437. O. 424-116.000.

Tamaura. Yutaka: See-
Abe. Masanori; and Tamaura. Yutaka. 4.477.319, O. 2O4-56.00R.

Tamura. Masahide; and Daisuke. Koga. to Toyo Communication
Equipment Co.. Ltd. Semi-coaxial cavity resonator filter. 4.477.786.
Cl. 333-207.000.

Tanaka. Akihiro: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Umezawa. Sumio; Tsuchiya. Tsutomu; Takeu-

chi. Tomio; Tanaka. Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto,
Shuichi. 4.477,443. Cl. 424-180.000.

Tanaka. Hiroaki; and Akita. Shigeyuki, to Nippon Soken, Inc. Capacity
type roution detecting apparatus. 4,477,810, CI. 340-870.370.

Taiiaka, Shinsuke: See-
Ota, Chuichi; Imamura, Nobutake; and Tanaka, Shinsuke,

4,477,852,0.360-114.000.
Taniguchi, Nobuyuki: See—

Matsumoto, Toshiaki; and Taniguchi, Nobuyuki, 4,477,163, O.
354-173.110.

Nakai, Masaaki; Sahara. Masayoshi; and Taniguchi. Nobuyuki.
4,477,164, CI. 354-286.000.

Tanikawa, Kiyoshi: See—
Oba, Hideaki; Kunikane, Makoto; Umehara, Masaakira; Tanikawa,

Kiyoshi; and Abe, Michiharu. 4.477.555. CI. 430-273.000.
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Tanner, Nicholas J., to Wes Ltd. Storage and transport containers.
4,476.988, CI. 220-1.500.

Tano, Kazuhiro; See—
Higuchi, Seizun; Tano, Kazuhiro; Kamada, Minoni; and Okamoto.
Susumu. 4,476,805, CI. 118-65.000.

Tarasov. Alexandr E.: See—
Ivanov, Jury P.; Averbukh, Anatoly B.; Evstafiev, Evgeny A.; and
Taraaov, Aleundr E., 4,476,797, CI. 114-65.00R.

Tashiro, Yoshizo: See—
Yamanashi, Fumiaki; Hayashi, Yuzo; Kano, Mitsuni; Fujiwara,

Yoihiyuki; and Tashiro, Yoshizo, 4,477,368, O. 252-299.100.
Tatsuguchi, Kazuo: See—

Kinjo, Hiaao; and Tatsuguchi, Kazuo, 4,477,843, a. 358-342.000.
Tauch, Franz. Air filter. 4,477,270, CI. 55-316.000.
Taufen, Paul M, to Texasgulf, Inc. Sulphur gas geochemical prospect-

ing. 4.477,573. CI. 436-33.000. y y^
Taylor, Carl D., to General Electric Company. Orienuble twistlock

receptacle. 4,477,143, a. 339-126.0RS.
TDK Corporation: See—

Nakajima, Takashi; and Suzuki. Makoto. 4,477.686. CI. 136-203.000.
Technar Incorporated: See—

Bell, Lon E.; and Gruber, William P.. 4,477,715, CI. 219-205.000.
Tektronix. Inc.: See—

Park, Hee K.; and Yamaguchi. Tadanori, 4.477.310, CI.
156-643.000.

Teledyne Industries. Inc.: See—
Lebianc, Raymond F.; and Cummins, William T., 4.477,302. CI.

156-165.000.

Pust. Harold W.. 4.477.403. a. 264-104.000.
Telezhnikov. Jury F.: See—

Nikitin. Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin
N.; Kabanov. Pavel S.; Potekhin. Konstantin F.; Zolotov, Lev
A.; Nikolsky. Alexandr I.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Turutin, Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov, Oennady A.; and Telezhnikov, Jury F..

4.477.690. CI. 174.15.0OC.
Tenland, Jan T.: S^—

Nihion, Gert E.; Tenland, Jan T.; and Oberg. Per A., 4,476,875, CI.
128-666.000.

Teraji, Tsutomu: See—
Oeda. Ikuo; Teraji. Tsutomu; Takaya. Takao; Takai. Keiji;

Takasugi, Hisashi; Shimojo. Fumio; and Nishino. Shigetaka,
4.477.447. a. 424-246.000.

Teranishi. Nobuyuki: See—
Usami. Susumu; Teranishi. Nobuyuki; Kuwako. Tomohisa; Sugi-
yama, Ikuo; Tsujiuchi. Yoshio; and Hara. Shigeo. 4.477.150. a.
350-289.000.

Terasawa, Tsuneo: See—
Kawamura, Yoahio; Takanashi. Akihiro; Kurosaki. Toshiei;

Kuniyothi, Shi^ji; Hoiaka, Sumio; and Terasawa. Tsuneo,
4,477,183, a. 3SS-SS.000.

Terauchi, Kiyoriii, to Sanden Corporation. Scroll type compressor with
wrap portions of different axial heights. 4.477.238. Q. 418-S.OOO.

Terui. Nobuhiko; Watanabe, Sakuji; and Meguro. Hiroshi. to Nippon
Kogaku K.K. Automatic focusing camera system and photographing
lens structure therefor. 4,477. 169, Q. 354409.000.

Terumo Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Uchiyama. Taizo. 4,476,876, Q. 128-682.000.

Teshima, Takanori: See—
Akita. Yoahio; Teshima, Takanori; Torii. Koshi; and Maruyama,

Toshinori, 4,477,766, Q. 322-28.000.

Tetsuo, Kato, to Tokico Ltd. Hydraulic damper. 4.476,967. CI.
188-319.00a

Teutsch, Jean G.: Sit—
Philibert, Daniel; Teutsch. Jean G.; Costerousse. Germain; and

Deraedt, Roger. 4.477.445. CI. 424-239.000.
Texaco Inc.: Set—

Stmg. Rodney L.. 4,477.261. a. 44-63.000.
Texaa Turbine, Inc.: See—

Giroux. Claude. 4,477,223. Q. 4IM69.00R.
Texasgulf, Iik.: See—

Taofien, Paul M., 4.477.573, a. 436-33.000.
Tezel, Jirayr. Combined multiple punch and single punch hair trans-

plant cutting device. 4,476.864. O. 128-305. IW.
Tezuka Kosan Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—

Haaebe, Tsutomu; and Takahashi, Teigo, 4.476.779. a. 100-7.000.
Thai. Herbert L., Jr.. to United States of America, Air Force. Dual
mode directionally coupled band reject filter apparatus. 4.477.787. a.
333-208.000.

Thaler, Arnold; Friedson, David; and Kin, Lai, to Windmete Corpora-
tion. Flocked curUng iron. 4,477,716, CI. 219-225.000.

Tbeurer, Joaef, to Franz Plaaaer Bahnbaumaachinen-lndustriegesell-
•chaft m.b.H. Ballast tamping machine. 4,476.786. Q. 104-12.000.

Thibeault. Claude E.: See—
Feder. Ernest; and TMbeault, Claude E.. 4.477,086, a. 277-26.000.

Thiel, Patrick L.; Lawry. Qiflbrd F.; and DeNeef. John G.. to Westing-
house Electric Corp. Spacer block pattern for electrical inductive
apparatus. 4.477.791. O. 336-60.000.

Thom. James B.: See—
Glennon. Timothy F.; Peterson, William J.; and Thom, James B..

4,477,765, Q. 322-20.000.
Thomas, Erwin: See—

Groaskinsky, Otto-Alfired; Frommer, Ehnar, Rapp, Gunther; and
Thomas. Erwin. 4,477.424. Q. 423-387.000.

Thomaa Indostries. Inc.: See—
Grubba. Calvin E., 4.477.748. Q. 315-306.000.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.: See—
Tiberio, Jeanne E.; and Cirigliano, Michael C, 4,477,478, O.

426-330.600.

Thomas, O. Leon: See—
Lowery, James O.; Thomas, O. Leon; Baston, Nathan I.; Smith,

Darrell L.; Jiles, Walter K.; and Stames, R. Emory, Jr.,

4.477.769, CI. 324-54.000.

Thomas, Wilbur R.; Hickman, Fred E., Ill; and Knight. George J., to
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Flexibilized flame reUrdant B-staged
epoxy resin prepregs and composite laminates made therefrom.
4,477,512, CI. 428-236.000.

Thompson, David L., to Medtronic, Inc. Body stimulator output cir-
cuit. 4,476.868. CI. 128-419.0PG.

Thompson, James E.; Sandvik. Leonard E.; and Elliott, Marc A., to
Deere & Company. Multi-directional vibration attenuator seat.
4,477,050, CI. 248-636.000.

Thomson-CSF: See—
Berger. Jean L.; and Descure. Pierrick, 4,477,835, CI. 358-213.000.
Maerfeld, Charles; and Lardat, Claude, 4,477,784, CI. 333-153.000.

Thoratec Laboratories Corporation: See-
Baker, Kenneth J.; Buck, Keith E.; Chase, Irving C; Fraser, Robert

B.; and Miles. Clive. 4,476,708, CI. 73-23.000.

Thorsnid, Lee T., to Sperry Corporation. Parity generation/detection
logic circuit from transfer gates. 4,477,904, CI. 37M9.000.

Thumm, Manfred: See

—

Walker, John C; and Thumm, Manfred. 4.477.827. CI. 357-70.000.
Tiberio. Jeanne E.; and Cirigliano. Michael C, to Thomas J. Lipton,

Inc. Acid preservation systems for food producU. 4,477.478. CI.
426-330.600.

Tigreat, Paul: See—
Berger, Laurent; and Tigreat, Paul, 4,477.185. Q. 356-152.000.

Tilton, Robert W., to GSW Inc. Method and apparatus for manufactur-
ing a foam insulated water heater. 4,477,399, CI. 264-45.200.

Timmis, John P., to Lucas Industries Limited. Link and windscreen
wiper mechanism. 4,477,293, CI. 148-31.500.

Titan Tool Company: See

—

McKean. John A., 4,476,749. Q. 81-53.200.

Togano, Shigeo: See—
Matsufuji, Yohji; Togano, Shigeo; and Ichihashi, Hiroo. 4.477.823,

CI. 346-140.00R.
Tojo. Shigeki. to Takeda Riken Kogyo Kabushikikaisha. Noise field

intensity measuring apparatus. 4.477.770. Q. 324-57.00N.
Tokico Ltd.: See—

Hayashida. Yoshihiro. 4.477.122, CI. 3O3-6.00C.
Sega, Masahisa; and Kikuchi, Akira, 4,477,221. a. 414-735.000.
Tetsuo, Kato, 4,476.%7. CI. 188-319.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Iwahashi, Hiroshi; and Asano. Masamichi. 4.477,884, a.

365-189.000.

Ozu. Masao, 4,476,691, a. 62-217.000.

Rifu, Toshihiro, 4,477,728, CI. 250-385.000.

Takemura, Yasuo, 4,477,832. CI. 358-44.000.

Wada, Masashi, 4.477.883. Q. 365-185.000.

Tomaszewski, Thaddeus W., to OMI Internationa] Corporation. Triva-
lent chromium electrolyte and process employing reducing agents.
4.477.315. CI. 204-1.500.

Tomaszewski. Thaddeus W., to OMI International Corporation. Triva-
lent chromium electrolyte and process employing metal ion reducing
agents. 4.477,318. CI. 204-51.000.

Tomioka, Susumu: See

—

Sugihara. Taizo; Furukawa, Yasuhiko; and Tomioka. Susumu,
4,477,516, CI. 428-296.000.

Tomita. Tetsuo; Jono. Masahiro; and Takata, Toshiaki. to Mitsubishi
Gas Chemical Company. Inc. Process for producing 4-hydroxy-2.4,6-
trimethylcyclohexa-2.5-diene-l-one. 4,477,682, CI. 568-362.000.

Tomlinson, Roderick P. J., to Lockley Services Pty. Ltd.; Barry, Gra-
ham Charles; and Field, Norman John, a part interest. Sheet printed
with invisible inks, developers and erasure compounds for invisible

inks. 4,477,593, a. 346-205.000.

Tomono, Makoto: See—
Haneda. Satoshi; Tomono, Makoto; and Itaya, Masahiko. 4,477,174,
a. 355-3.0DD.

Topalian. Harry H.: See—
Saladini, Joseph J.; Pamell, John V., Ill; Steensen, Wayne L.; and

Topalian, Harry H., 4,477.474, Q. 426-250.000.
Toray Silicone Co., Ltd.: See—

Fukayama, Miyoji; Suganuma, Noriyuki; and Saruyama, Toshio,
4,477,606, CI. 523-200.000.

Suzuki, Toshio, 4,477,626, CI. 524-862.000.

Torgow, Abraham M. Game apparatus. 4,477.078, Q. 273-122.00A.
Torii, Koshi: See

—

Akita, Yoshio; Teshima. Takanori; Torii, Koahi; and Maruyama,
Toshinori, 4.477,766, Q. 322-28.000.

Torregrosa, Michel: See—
Chord, Jacques; Migeon, Andre ; and Torregrosa. Michel,

4,476,725, CI. 73-704.000.

Tortellier, Christian, to Manutis. Platform lifting device mounted on a
motor vehicle. 4,476,959, CI. 187-9.00R.

Toshiba Silicone Co., Ltd.: See—
Matsumoto, Yasuji, 4,477,641, Q. 528-15.000.

Tosima. Soitiro; and Nishikawa. Masayoshi. to RCA Corporation.
Surface acoustic wave device having a pyramid shaped tip for re-

cording video information on a substrate. 4,477,892, CI. 369-132.000.
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Toth. JozsefT.:See—
Matyasi, Jozsef; KapUy, Gyorgy; Zsembery, Laszlo ; Kokeny,

Bela; Toth. Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei, Maria; and Penzes,
Imre, 4,477.427. CI. 423-628.000.

Toth Nee Homostrei. Maria: See—
Matyasi, Jozsef; KapUy, Gyorgy; Zsembery, Laszlo ; Kokeny,

Bela; Toth, Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei, Maria; and Penzes,
Imre, 4,477.427, CI. 423-628.000.

Towmotor Corporation: See—
Yarns, William T., 4,476,960. CI. I87-9.00E.

Toy. James W.: See-
Casper. Paul W.; Toy. James W.; Orlando. Fred J.. Jr.; and Giri.
Ronald R.. 4.477.895. CI. 370-16.000.

Toyama Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Hori. Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba. Yasuo; Takeno. Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta. Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami. Shoha-
chi; Tsuda. Hisauugu; and Saikawa, Isamu. 4.477.664. CI.
544-360.000.

Hori. Takako; Yoshida. Chosaku; Kiba. Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitu, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisateugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477,666, CI.
544-385.000.

Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,
Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi;
Sugita, Masatoshi; Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami, Hisashi; and
Hori, Takako, 4,477,437, CI. 424-116.000.

Toyo Communication Equipment Co., Ltd.: See—
Tamura, Masahide; and Daisuke, Koga, 4.477.786. a. 333-207.000.

Toyo Seikan Kaisha, Ltd.: See—
Kojima, Shunji; Katsura. Tadahiko; Ueno. Hiroshi; Taira, Kazuo;
and Imauni. Tsuneo. 4.477.501. CI. 428-35.000.

Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.: See—
Fujimoto. Tenio. 4.477.596. Q. 521-25.000.

Toyoda. Yukio: See—
Ohki, Yoshimasa; Toyoda, Yukio; Kobayashi, Hiroyuki; and

Akasaki, Isamu, 4,476,620, CI. 29-569.00L.
Toyofuku, Yasumasa: See—

Ukai, Nobuo; Kawano, Nagahiro; Toyofuku, Yasumasa; and
Nakamura, Akira, 4.476,670, Q. S6-328.00R.

Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Arai. H^ime; Haga, Shozi; and Nozaki. Tadashi. 4.476.739. CI.

74-475.000.

Haga. Shozi; and Nozaki. Tadashi. 4.476.738. Q. 74-475.000.

Ndcamura, Norihiko; Itoh. Takaaki; Katou. Takashi; Ota. Yozo;
and Morino. Toshiharu. 4.477.392. CI. 261-39.00A.

Shinoda, Kazuo; and Isobe, Toshiaki. 4,476,831, CI. 123-480.000.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Ida, Shuichiro; Ooshima, Shoichi; Horiuchi, Ichiro; and Nishu,

Mitsufumi, 4.476.740. CI. 74-476.000.

Ito. Hiroshi, 4,476,970, Q. 192-0.052.

Kobayashi, Nobuyuki; and Ito. Hiroshi, 4,476,828, CI. 123-339.000.

Tragatschnig. Jorg: See—
Hochrfeuther. Karl; and Tragatschnig. Jorg, 4,476.721, Q.

73-431.000.

Tread Corporation: See—
Frantz, James S., 4,477.130. CI. 312-219.000.

Treslo. Nicholas. Keyless lock. 4.476.698. CI. 70-25.000.

Troponwerke GmbH ft Co. KG: See—
Boltze, Karl-Heinz; and Lehnen. Hans D.. 4.477,677, d.

548-501.000.

Trumbull. Douglas, to Showscan Film Corporation. Motion picture
system. 4.477.160. CI. 352-40.000.

TRW Inc.: See—
Asawa. Charles K.; Austin, Josmh W.; Bamoski. Michael K.;

Jackson, Allan R.; Personick, Stewart D.; and Yao, Shi-Kay,
4.477.725. a. 250-23 1.00R.

Jones. Robert J.; and Chang. Glenn E. C. 4,477,648. O.
S28-185.O0O.

Tsuchiya, Tsutomu: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Umezawa, Sumio; Tsuchiya, Tsutomu; Takeu-

chi. Tomio; Tanaka, Akihiro; Iwamoto. Hidenori; and Sakamoto.
Shuichi, 4,477.443. Q. 424-180.000.

Tsuda, Hisatsugu: See—
Hori. Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno. Ryuko;
Nakano. Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477,664, CI.

544-360.000.

Hori, Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi;- Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477,666, Q.
544-385.000.

Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,
Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi;

Sugita, Masatoshi; Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami, Hisashi; and
Hori, Takako, 4,477,437, CI. 424-116.000.

Tsuda. Koichi: See—
Mukae, Kazuo; Maruyama. Satoshi; Tsuda, Koichi; and Nagaaawa,

Ikuo, 4,477.793. CI. 338-21.000.

Tsudakoma Corporation: See—
Sainen. Tsutomu, 4,476,901, CI. 139-370.200.

Tsugahara, Takatoshi: See—
Asakura, Noboru; Yanagawa. Motoo; and Tsugahara, Takatoshi.

4,477,115, a. 296-l.OOS.

Tsuji, Sadahiko; and Tiyima, Akira, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Opti-

cal low-pass filter. 4,477,148. Q. 350-286.000.

Tsujiuchi. Yoshio: See—
Usami. Susumu; Teranishi. Nobuyuki; Kuwako. Tomohisa; Sugi-
yama. Ikuo; Tsujiuchi. Yoshio; and Hara. Shigeo. 4.477.150. CI.

350-289.000.

Tsukasaki, Yasuhiro. to Kabushiki Kaisha Shinko Kikai Seisakusho.
Device of securing a film bearing indicia on the printing roll under
tension. 4.476,783, a. 101-415.100.

Tsukihoshi Kasei Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ukai, Nobuo; Kawano, Nagahiro; Toyofiiku. Yasumaai^ and
Nakamura, Akira. 4.476.670. Q. S6-328.00R.

Tsunehiro. Yuzuni: See—
Asano. Katsuhiro; and Tsunehiro. Yuzuru. 4.477.763. Q.

318-811.000.

Tsunioka. Kanji: See—
Sano. Shigeni; Sakurai. Katsumi; Ono, Tatsuo; Tsunioka. Kanji;
and Watanabe. Masaru, 4,477,708, CI. 219-10.670.

Tsuyama Manufacturing Company, Ltd.: See—
Tsuyama, Sadaharu, 4,477,865, Q. 362-396.000.

Tsuyama, Sadaharu, to Tsuyama Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
Mounting device for lighting device for bicycle. 4,477,865, CI.
362-396.000.

Tucker, Alfred D., to Ris Irrigation Systems Pty. Limited. Filter back-
wash means. 4,477,343, G. 210-108.000.

Tunamatic Handelsbolag: See—
Nilsson, Rolf; and Lindstrom. Nils-Georg. 4,477,101, CI. 280-

461.OOA.
Tung, Raymond T.: See-

Gibson, John M.; Poate, John M.; and Tung, Raymond T.,
4,477,308, CI. 156403.000.

Turutin, Veniamin S.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavel S.; Potekhin, Konstantin F.; Zolotov, Lev
A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Turutin. Veniamin
S.; Bezchastnov. Gennady A.; and Telezhnikov. Jury F..

4.477.690. a. 174-15.00C.
Tuznik. Franciszek S.: See—

Olszewski, Witold; Lis, Andrzej; Pietraszek. Pawel; and Tuznik,
Franciszek S.. 4,477,344, Q. 210-109.000.

Uchida, Kimio: See—
Karauwa, Kohichi; Itoh, Takeo; Koizumi, Humihito; and Uchida,

Kimio, 4,477,045, Q. 248-1.000.

Uchiyama, Taizo, to Terumo Kabushiki Kaisha. Bectronic sphygmo-
manometer. 4,476,876, CI. 128-682.000.

Ueda, Ikuo; Teraji, Tsutomu; Takaya. Takao; Takai, Keiji; Takasugi.
Hisashi; Shimojo, Fumio; and Nishino, Shigetaka. to Fujisawa Phar-
maceutical Co.. Ltd. 7-Acylaminocephalon)oranic acid derivatives.

4.477.447. Q. 424-246.000.

Uehara. Masafumi: See—
Yamamoto. Takeshi; Goto. Kiyoshi; and Uehara, Masafumi,

4,477.553. Q. 430-192.000.

Ueno. Hiroshi: See—
Kojima. Shunji; Katsura, Tadahiko; Ueno. Hiroshi; Taira, Kazuo;
and Imatani, Tsuneo, 4,477,501, Q. 428-35.000.

Ukai, Nobuo; Kawano, Nagahiro; Toyofuku, Yasumasa; and
Nakamura, Akira, to Tsukihoshi Kasei Kabushiki Kaisha. Speed-
slowing conveying tool for fruits and the like. 4,476,670, CI. 56-

328.00R.
Ukkonen, Keijo A.: See-

Evans. James M.; Krajca. Kenneth E.; Ukkonen. Keijo A.; and
Hansen. James E.. 4.477,613, Q. 524-77.000.

Ulmer. Richard W.; and Whatley, Roger A., to Motorola, Inc. Voltage
generator circuit having compensation for process and temperature
variation. 4,477,737, CI. 307-297.000.

Umeda, Hiroyuki: See-
Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda. Hiroyuki. 4.477.850. CI.

360-94.000.

Umehara. Masaakira: See—
Oba, Hideaki; Kunikane. Makoto; Umehara. Masaakira; Tanikawa,

Kiyoshi; and Abe. Michiharu. 4.477.555. Q. 430-273.000.

Umesaki. Shigeo: See—
Hasegawa. Shumpei; and Umesaki. Shigeo. 4.476.830. G.

123-479.000.

Umezawa. Hamao; Umezawa, Sumio; Tsuchiya. Tsutomu; Takeuchi.
Tomio; Tanaka. Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto, Shui-
chi, to Zaidan Hojin Biselbutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai (Microbial
Chemistry Research Foundation). Tylosin derivatives, their prnara-
tion and pharmaceutical compositions containing them. 4,477.443, G.
424-180.000.

Umezawa. Sumio: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Umezawa. Sumio; Tsuchiya. Tsutomu; Takeu-

chi, Tomio; Tanaka, Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto,
Shuichi, 4,477,443, CI. 424-180.000.

Umezu. Nobuhiko: See

—

Yamamoto. Masanobu; and Umezu, Nobuhiko, 4,477,821, G.
346-103.000.

Unified Technologies. Inc.: See—
Benfield. Sherwood G.. 4.476,855. G. 126-426.000.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Agrawal, Balkishan. 4,477,278, G. 75-51.000.

Akridge. James R.; and Vourlis, Harry. 4.477.545. G. 429-191.000.

Goddard. John B.. 4.477.416. G. 423-67.000.

Mullhaupt. Joseph T.; and Berwaldt, Oren E.. 4.477.418, G.
423-219.000.

Union Oil Company of California: See—
Watanabe. David J.. 4.476.930, G. 166-279.00a
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Unkmelecs Kaboshiki Kaisha: See—
Yasufuku. Shouji, 4,477.193, Q. 368-24.000.

Uniroyal, Inc.: See—
Sperley, Richard J.. 4,477.61 1, Q. S24-71.000.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: See—
Hindle. Edward D.. 4,477.411, Q. 376-412.000.

Parkimon, Kenneth; and Kennedy, Peter, 4.477.493, CI.
427-228.000.

United States of America
Agriculture: See—
Chen. George C; and Rowell. Roger M., 4,477,389, G. 260-
453.0PH.

Serota, Samuel; and Linfield. Warner M., 4,477,384, CI. 260-
410.90R.

Air Force: See—
Brumbaugh. Charles T.; Pittenger, Robert L.; and Klees. Robert

M., 4,477,814, Q. 343-725.000.

Comer, Matthew R., 4,477,132. CI. 3SO-394.000.
Lubniewski, Stephen E; and Haggenmiller. Christian. 4,476,806,
a. 118-110.000.

O'Driscoll, Peter F.; Crowe, Gerald E.; and Berry, John,
4,477,024.0.239-263.110.

Plank. Vernon G.; Crist, Stephen D.; and LaGross, Dennis L.,

4.476,718, CI. 73-171.000.

Repperger, Daniel W., 4.477.043, CI. 244-223.000.

Salvi. llieodore C; Smithers, Martin E.; and Dente. Gregory C.
4,477.909, CI. 372-93.000.

Thai, Herbert L., Jr., 4,477,787, CI. 333-208.000.
Wolf, Daniel S., 4,477,222. CI. 415-138.000.

Zimmerschied, Alan B.. 4,476,710, CI. 73-33.000.

Army: See—
Gutierrez, William A.; and Wilson, Herbert L., 4,477,294, CI.

148-171.000.

Nagumo, George; Miller, Donald A.; and Lieberman, Paul,
4,477,888, CI. 367-132.000.

-Rozniecki, Edward J., 4,476,937, Q. 169-26.000.

Energy: See—
Fraioli, Anthony V., 4,477,341, Q. 429-33.000.
Piltch, Martin S., 4,477,746, CI. 315-39.000.

Smith, Jay E., 4,477,731. CI. 250-506.100.

Health and Human Services: See—
Peterson, John I.; and Fiugerald. Raphael V.. 4,476,870, CI.

128-634.000.

Navy: See-
Clarke. Robert L., 4,477,538, CI. 428-656.000.
Eng, Berwyn S.; and Christian, Earl L., 4,476,654, Q. 51-26.000.
Frisbee, Belmont. Jr.; and Swedblom, Charles E., 4,477,812, CI.

343-417.000.

Keller, Teddy M., 4,477,643. CI. 528-70.000.

Malvick, David L., 4,477,818, CI. 343-881.000.
Mortlock, Clarence E.; Brady, Joseph A.; and Shapiro, Marvin,

4,477,845, Q. 360-26.000.

Reed, Robert W., 4,477,779. CI. 328-151.000.
Reuss. Max L.. Jr.. 4.477.781. Q. 330-286.000.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Bjorklund. Jan M. V.. 4,477.543. Q. 429-115.000.
Broeksema, Egbert; and Smeets, Amoldus A., 4,477,328, Q.

204-159.230.

Chung, Kah-Seng, 4,477,916, Q. 375-60.000.

Gumbert, Hans; and Eufinger, Norbert, 4,476,626, CI. 29-740.000.
Hagemann. Hans J.; Hunten, Siegfried; Wernicke, Rolf; Klomp,

Cornelius J.; and Noorlander. Willem, 4,477,401, CI. 264-61.000.
Janssen. Petnis J.; and van der Hulst, Victor A., 4,477,274, CI.

65-13.000.

Lindman, Nils T.; Fransson, Lars H.; and Pott, C^l C, 4,477,830,
CI. 358-1.000.

~p.
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Peters. Joseph H., 4,477,915, Q. 375-30.000.
Schmale, Peter C, 4,477,749, a. 315-397.000.
Schouhamer Immink, Komelis A.; and Vries, Lodewijk B.,

4,477,903, CI. 371-37.000.

van den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; van Mil, Job F. P.; and Niiman,
Aloysius J., 4,477,696, CI. 179.18.0BC.

United Technologies Corporation: See—
Feder, Ernest; and Thibeault, Qaude E., 4,477,086, Q. 277-26.000.
Kesten, Arthur S.. 4,476,918, a. 165-1.000.
Pearson, James E., 4.477.720. CI. 250-201.000.
Picard. Harrison R.. 4.477.088. CI. 277-83.000.
Wright. Stuart C; Adams. Don L.; Fischer. William C; and Ver-

zella, David J., 4,477,876, CI. 364-434.000.
Unitika Limited: See-

Kudo, Kazushige; Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Murase, Shigemitsu.
4,477,497, Q. 427-386.000.

Univablot: See—
Astoin, Jacques N.; Lepage, Francis; and Fromantin, Jean-Pierre
M. J.. 4.477,453, Q. 424-250.000.

Universal Pioneer Corporation: See—
Akiyama, Tom, 4,477,838, Q. 358-322.000.

University of Delaware, The: See—
Bamett, Allen M.; Catalano, Anthony W.; Dalai, Vikram L.; Masi,
James V.; Meakin, John D.; and Hall, Robert B., 4,477,688, CI.
136-258.000.

University of Kentucky Research Foundation: See—
Kao, David T., 4,476,771, Q. 92-78.000.

University of Rochester: See—
Zawadzkas, Gerald A.; and Chou, Mau-Song, 4,477,710, C\.

219.117.100.

University of Southern California: See—
Nakamura, Robert M.; Mishell, Daniel R.; and Stumpf, Paul G..

4,477,577, CI. 436-510.000.

University Patents, Inc.: See—
Pettit, Donald R.; and Peterson, Thomas W., 4,477,187, Q.

356-335.000.

UOP Inc.: See-
Carson, Don B., 4,477,413, Q. 422-62.000.

Upjohn Company, The: See—
Bundy, Gordon L., 4,477,684, Q. 568-379.000.
Heckler, Jay W., 4,477,468, CI. 424-317.000.
Skulnick, Harvey I.; and Renis, Harold E., 4,477,442, Q.

424-180.000.

Urani, Angelo, to McGraw-Edison Company. Shock proof fiiseholder.
4,477,139, CI. 339-88.00R.

Urano, Fumio: See-
Kawasaki, Masahiro; Okura, Zenichi; and Urano, Fumio, 4,477,161.
a. 354^8.000.

Urban, John A.; and Sherrick, Peter L., to Eaton Corporation. Expand-
ing shoe drum brake. 4,476,968, CI. 188-329.000.

Usami, Susumu; Teranishi, Nobuyuki; Kuwako, Tomohisa; Sugiyama,
Ikuo; Tsujiuchi, Yoshio; and Hara, Shigeo, to Kabushiki Kaisha
Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho. Electric remote control rearview
mirror. 4,477,150, CI. 350-289.000.

Ushiro, Keiji: See-
Kawasaki, Haruhiko; and Ushiro, Keiji, 4,476,890, a. 137-269.000.

Usui, Kenji: See—
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Shogo; Kajiyama, Shigeo; Usui, Kenji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura, Toshinori; Kudo. Shigezi; and
Suzuki, Sanae, 4,476,629, CI. 29-863.000.

Usui. Masaji; and Honma, Akiyoshi, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Portective relay with second harmonic suppression.
4.477,854, CI. 361-36.000.

USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—
Auerbach, Joseph; and Golec, Frederick A., Jr., 4,477,675, CI.

548-480.000.

Jones. Howard; and Coutts, Stephen M., 4,477,446, CI. 424-244.000.
Uya, Masaru; and Kawamoto, Kinji, to MatsushiU Electric Industrial

Co., Ltd. Electronic musical instrument. 4,476.763, CI. 84-1.030.
Van De Mottcr, Charles P.; Hamm, Steven J.; and Van De Motter,

Christopher C, to Ohio Broach & Machine Company, The. Infeed
shuttle table for vertical broach. 4,477,216, CI. 409-257.000.

Van De Motter, Christopher C: See-
Van De Motter, Charles P.; Hamm, Steven J.; and Van De Motter.

Christopher C, 4,477,216, Q. 409-257.000.
Vandenbergh, Peter A.: See—

Colaruotolo, Joseph F.; Olsen, Ronald H.; and Vandenbergh, Peter
A., 4,477,570, CI. 435-253.000.

van den Bosch, Steven; Kettenes, Dirk K.; de Ross, Kris B.; Sipma,
Gerben; and Stoffelsma, Jan, to P.F.W. Beheer B.V. Sulfiir-contain-
ing flavoring agente. 4,477,678, CI. 549-62.000.

van den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; van Mil, Job F. P.; and Nijman,
Aloysius J., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Conference system for
telephony. 4,477,696, CI. 179-18.0BC.

van der Hulst, Harm; Pogany, George A.; and Kuyper, Jan, to Shell Oil
Company. Catalysts for the polymerization of epoxides and process
for the preparation of such catalysts. 4,477,589, CI. 502-169.000.

van der Hulst, Victor A.: See—
Janssen, Petrus J.; and van der Hulst, Victor A., 4,477,274, Q.

65-13.000.

van der Leiy, Ary; and Bom, Cornells J. O., to C. Van der Lely N.V.
Mowing machine. 4,476,666, CI. 56-13.600.

Van de Sande, Christian C; and Verhecken, Andre, to Agfa-Oevaert,
N.V. Diffusion transfer material and process. 4,477,554, CI.
430-223.000.

Van Dnyn, Paul D.; and Johnson, Jerry J., Sr., to General Motors
Corporation. Lamp assembly. 4,477.864, CI. 362-311.000.

van Mil, Job F. P.: Sec-
van den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; van Mil, Job F. P.; and Nijman,

Aloysius J., 4,477,696. CI. 179-18.0BC.
van Oene, Henk: See—

Cassatta, Joseph C; Garrett, David L., Jr.; and van Oene, Henk,
4,477,327, CI. 204-159.150.

Varco International, Inc.: See—
Boyadjieff, George I.; and Campbell, Andrew B., 4,476,936, Q.

166-383.000.

Varian Associates, Inc.: See

—

Alfredson, Thomas V., 4,476,713, Q. 73-61. IOC.
Yang. Frank J., 4,476,732, CI. 73-863.730.

Yang, Frank J.; and Hinshaw, John V., Jr., 4,477,266, Q. 55-67.000.
Vaughn, Howard A., Jr.: See—

Doin, James E.; and Vaughn, Howard A., Jr., 4,477,499, CI.
427-412.100.

Veber, Daniel F.: See—
Boger, Joshua S.; and Veber, Daniel F., 4,477,440, Q. 424-177.000.
Boger, Joshua S.; and Veber, Daniel F., 4,477,441, Q. 424-177.000.

Veliky, Ivan A.: See-
Schneider, Henry; Maleszka, Ryszard; Wang. Patrick Y.; Veliky,

Ivan A.; and Chan, Yui-Kwok, 4,477,569, CI. 435-161.000.
Venture Technology, Inc.: See—

Lieb, Nathaniel H.; Alderman, Albert D., Jr.; and Ahgo, James L.,

4,477,252, Q. 433-29.000.

Verboom, Gilles M. L.; Bliznik, Kenneth E.; and Welsh, Thomas L., to
Miles Laboratories, Inc. Caustic based aqueous cleaning composition.
4,477,365, CI. 252-156.000.
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Vereinigte Edelstahlwerke AG (VEW): See—
Kohnhauser, Alexander, 4,477,295, CI. 148-1 1.50Q.

Verhecken, Andre: See-
Van de Sande, Christian C; and Verhecken, Andre, 4,477,534, Q.

430-223.000.

Verzella, David J.: See-
Wright, Stuart C; Adams, Don L.; Fischer, William C; and Ver-

zella, David J., 4,477,876, CI. 364-434.000.
Vetjens, Marinus J. P., to Oce-Nederland B.V. System for converting
image information into electrical signals. 4,477,836, Q. 358-293.000.

Vetter, Heinz: See—
Lehmann, Jurgen; Vetter, Heinz; and Arnold, Wolfgang, 4,477,521,

CI. 428-336.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See— •

Kaneko, Kenji, 4,477,842, CI. 358-336.000.
Kinjo, Hisao; and Tatsuguchi, Kazuo, 4,477,843, Q. 358-342.000.
Ogata, Haruki; Ogawa, Kimio; and Umeda, Hiroyuki. 4,477,830, CI.

360-94.000.

Saito, Takashi, 4,476,978, Q. 206-444.000.
Sugiyama, Hiroyuki, 4,477,839, CI. 358-326.000.

Victor Equipment Company: See—
Pryor, David A.. 4,477,262, CI. 48-180.000.

Viertel, Lothar; and Mahler, Gert, to Gebr. Happich GmbH. Sun visor
for automotive vehicles with molding for visor body covering.
4,477,116, CI. 296-97.00H.

Vifian, Paul R.; and Kint, Gregory C, to Pettibone Corporation. Cone
crushers. 4,477,030, CI. 241-208.000.

Virgilio, Joseph A.; and Heilweil, Emanuel, to Givaudan Corporation.
3-Methy1- 1 •{2,3,4-and 2,4,4-trimethyl- 1-cyclopentylidene) pent-2-en-
4-one and isomers, and perfume compositions thoeof. 4,477,683, CI.
568-379.000.

Vitta Corporation: See—
Grosner, George J., 4,477,527, a. 428-401.000.

Vlattas, Isidores, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Imidazobenzothiadiaze-
pines. 4,477,379, Q. 260-243.300.

voest-Alpine Aktiengesellschait: See—
Brandl, Harald; Dole, Reinhard; and Kammerhofer, Klaus,

4,477,722, Q. 250-222.100.
Vogel, Horst: See—

Kroll, Gerald; Vogel, Horst; and Peter. Jurgen, 4,476,664, Q.
53-258.000.

Vogel, Peter; Braun, Hans-Peter; Berger, Dieter; and Werner, Wolf-
gang, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. Process and composition for
separating plasma or serum from whole blood. 4,477,575, G.
436-170.000.

Vogue Lighting, Inc.: See—
Goralnik, Charles D., 4,477,866, Q. 362-427.000.

Voigtiaender, Kurt, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Pressurizable con-
tainer having a safety device for releasing excessive container pres-
sure. 4,476,991, a. 220-89.00A.

Volker, Herbert: See—
Domesle, Rainer; Volker, Herbert; Kobentein, Edgar, and Pletka,

Hans-Dieter, 4,477,417, Q. 423-213.200.
Volkswagenwerk AG: See—

Schnurer, Otmar, 4,477,123, Q. 303-24.00R.
VoUmar, Kurt, to PfafT Industriemaschinen GmbH. Revernble feed
mechanism for sewing machines. 4,476,795, Q. 112-316.000.

Vollmar, Kurt, to PfafT Industriemaschinen GmbH. Upper cloth feed in
a sewing machine. 4,476,796, O. 112-320.000.

Vourlis, Harry: See—
Akridge, James R.; and Vourlis, Harry, 4,477,545, Q. 429-191.000.

Vries, Lodewijk B.: See—
Schouhamer Immink, Komelis A.; and Vries, Lodewijk B.,

4,477,903, a. 371-37.000.
W. R. Grace & Co., Cryovac Div.: See—

Schirmer, Henry G., 4,476,896, Q. 137-S61.00A.
W. Schlafhorst St. Co.: See—

Rohner, Joachim; and Zumfeld, Heinz, 4,476,671, CI. 37-261.000.
Wacker-Chemie GmbH: See—

Huber, Peter; Wimmer, Franz; Innertsberger, Ernst; and Schmidl-
kofer, Jakob, 4,477,371, Q. 252-358.000.

Wacoal Corp.: See—
Shibusawa, Masaru, 4,476,895, a. 128-546.000.

Wada, Masashi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Electri-

cally erasable programmable read only memory. 4,477,883, CI.
363-183.000.

Wada, Yasumitsu; and Yamamuro, Isao, to Pioneer Electronic Corpora-
tion. Mechanical two-way loudspeaker. 4,477,699, a. 179-116.000.

Wade, James J., to Riker Laboratories, Inc. Triazolo [4,3<]pyrimidines
substituted by nitrogen-containing heterocyclic rings. 4,477,430, CI.
424-246.000.

Wakai, Kiyoshi; Shimodaira, Toshirou; and Fukushima, Yoneharu, to
Kabushiki Kanha Sankyo Seiki Seisakusho. Lamp circuit for automo-
bUe. 4,477,747, Q. 313-20O.0OA.

Waki, Misao, to Showa Electric Wire ft Cable Co., Ltd. Heat-resistant
synthetic resin composition. 4,477,624, Q. 524-736.000.

Walker, John C; and Thumm, Manfired, to Northern Telecom Limited.
Lead frame for leaded semiconductor chip carriers. 4,477,827, G.
357-70.000.

Walker, John Q.: See—
Banks, Thomas M.; Ruckel, Raymond R.; Spencer, Samuel F.; and

Walker, John Q., 4,476,734, CI. 73-864.160.

Walker, Richard M. Tungsten carbide reactive process. 4,477,009, CI.
228-119.000.

Wallace, Gary E. Multi-functional garden tool. 4,476.939, CI.
172-374.000.

Wallace, William K.; and Giardhio, David A., to Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company. Socket retainer. 4,477,096, G. 279-97.000.

Walling, John B. Flexible tubing production system for well installa-

tion. 4,476,923, G. 166-65.00R.
Wallsten, Hans I. Thermoforming apparatus. 4,477,243, G. 425-292.000.
Walsh, Frank R.: See—

Braband, Edward C; and Walsh, Frank R., 4,477,901, CI.
371-15.000.

Walter, Chris J.; and Brumm, Gerald A., to Bendix Corporation, The.
Address generator for generating addresses to read out dau from a
memory along angularly disposed parallel lines. 4.477,802, CI.

340-727.000.

Walton, Frank T., to Wellman Thermal Systems Corporation. Fast start

glow plug. 4.477,717, G. 219-267.000.
Walz, Alfred. Work-light. 4,477,863, G. 362-84.000.
Wang, James C, to Goieral Binding Corporation. Method and appara-

tus for making improved laminating film and improved film.

4,477,506, CI. 428-172.000.

Wang, Patrick Y.: See-
Schneider, Henry; Maleszka, Ryszard; Wang, Patrick Y.; Veliky,

Ivan A.; and Chan, Yui-Kwok, 4,477.569, G. 435-161.000.
Wanner. Karl: See-

Buck. Manfred; Muller. Frank; and Wanner, Karl, 4,476,941, G.
173-117.000.

Wamaka, Glenn E., to Lord Corporation. Structure for absorbing
acoustic and other wave energy. 4,477,505, G. 428-160.000.

Warner-Lambert Company: See—
Bonney, Warren J., 4.477,192, G. 366-274.000.
Byrne, David S., 4,476,630, CI. 30-47.000.

Herrmann, Wolfgang; Geibel, Wolfram; and Satzinger, Gerhard,
4,477,661, a. 344-49.000.

Sanchez, Joseph P., 4,477,449, G. 424-246.000.
Wason, Thomas D.; and Cain, Charles J., to Cain Encoder Company.

Electrode array. 4,477,860, G. 361-306.000.

Watanabe, Atsushi: See—
Muramatsu, Hiromochi; Watanabe, Atsushi; and Hara, Kunihiko,

4,477,485, G. 427-38.000.

Watanabe, David J., to Union Oil Company of California. Inhibition of
scale deposition from steam generation fluids. 4,476,930, CI.

166-279.000.

Watanabe, Masahiro, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Speed-
responsive retarder control system providing for overheat preven-
tion. 4,477,124, G. 303-100.000.

Watanabe, Masaru: See—
Sano, Shigeni; Sakurai, Katsumi; Ono, Tatsuo; Tsuruoka, Kanji;
and Watanabe, Masaru, 4,477,708, CI. 219-10.670.

Watanabe, Nobuatsu; Nakajima, Tsuyoshi; and Kawaguchi, Masayuki,
to Central Glass Co., Ltd. Ternary intercalation compound of a
graphite with a metal fluoride and fluorine, a process for producing
the same, and an electrically conductive material comprising the
ternary intercalation compound. 4,477,374, G. 252-508.000.

Watanabe, Sakuji: See—
Terui, Nobuhiko; Watanabe, Sakuji; and Meguro, Hiroahi,

4,477,169, CI. 354-409.000.

Watanabe, Yoshikazu: See—
Meajo, Hiroshi; Watanabe, Yoshikazu; and Sakamoto, Nobuo,

4,477.561, CI. 430-509.000.

Watari, Ryuzo: See—
Gomi, Shimpei; Takeuchi, Tomomitsu; Matsuo, Itaru; Fujii,

Masaki; Takatsuka, Torn; and Watari, Ryuzo, 4,477,334, G.
208-75.000.

Waterbury, L. David; and Roszkowski, A. Peter, to Syntex (U.S.A.)
Inc. Topical treatment of ocular hypertension. 4,477,460, CI.

424-270.000.

Watkins, Fred E.: See-
Winders, Carl E.; and Watkins, Fred E., 4,476,924, G. 166-84.000.

Watson, Kenneth, to Westland pk. Helicopter rotor. 4,477.224, G.
416-114.000.

Wattenon, Walter W. Counting board. 4,477,719, G. 235-90.000.
Wawrzyniak, Walter W. Facing head. 4,476,613, G. 29-27.00C.
Weber, Carl D.: See—

Lattimer, Mary B.; Weber, Carl D.; and Hardt, Zbigniew R.,

4,477,619, a. 524-171.000.

Weber, Kenneth E.: See-
Rogers, Alisa K.; and Weber, Kenneth E., 4,477.329, G.

137-93.000.

Webinger, George P., to Champion International Corporation. Lock
bottom carton. 4,477,017, G. 229-39.00R.

Weiman, Stephan E. Fishing lure. 4.476.646. G. 43-34.000.

Weinstock, Joseph; and Wiebelhaus, Virgil D., to SmithKIine Beckman
Corporation. Kaliuretic compositions containing TMPPT. 4,477,455,
a. 424-251.000.

Weinstock, Joseph: See—
Brennan, Francis T.; Sosnowski, Genevieve F.; and Weinstock,

Joseph, 4,477,470, G. 424-330.000.

Weisberg, Irving H. Asbestos abatement coating system. 4,477,490, CI.
427-136.000.

Weiss, Michael A., to Ball Corporation. Microstrip antenna system
having nonconductively coupled feedline. 4,477,813, CI. 343-

700.0MS.
Weiss, Stefan, to SKW Trostberg Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the

stabilization of aqueous cyanamide solutions. 4,477,421, CI.
423-275.000.

Weissmuller, Adolf: See—
BaUer, Fridolin; and Weissmuller, Adolf, 4,477.608. G.

323-213.000.
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Wdb AktiengeMlhchaft: See—
Oaiia. Karl. 4,477.001, 0. 222-402.100.

Wdlinan Thermal Syctems Corporation: See—
Walton, Fnmk T., 4,477,717. CI. 2I9-267.000.

Welb. A. Michael: See-
Cook, Oeorae E.; and Wells, A. Michael. 4,477,713, CI.

219.124.340:

Wehchof, Hana>Heinrich. to LohrA Brompkamp GmbH. Drive aswm-
biy for vehicle wheel. 4,476.9Sa CI. 180-73.300.

Welsh, Thomas L.: See—
Verboom, Oilles M. L.; Bliznik. Kenneth E.; and Welsh, Thomas

L.. 4,477.365. Q. 252-156.000.

Wente, Steven R.: See—
Nelson, James W.; and Wente. Steven R., 4.477.213. CI. 408-

241.OOR.
Wentel, Werner, to Nordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader GmbH and
Co. KG. Method and apparatus for transversely cutting Tish.

4.476.610. a. 17-55.000.

Werner, Wolfgang: See—
V(Mel, Peter, Braun. Hans-Peter; Berger, Dieter; and Werner,
Wolfgang. 4,477,575, Q. 436-170.000.

Wernicke. Rolf S«v-
Hagemann, Hans J.; Hunten. Siegfried; Wernicke. Rolf; Klomp,

Cornelius J.; and Noorlander. Willem. 4.477.401. CI. 264-61.000.
Wes Ltd.: See—

Tanner. Nicholas J., 4.476,988, CI. 220-1.500.

Wessel. Wolf: See-
Straubel. Max; and Wessel. Wolf. 4.476.829. a. 123-357.000.

Wessling, Ritchie A.: See—
Schmidt, Donald L.; Klingler. Thomas C; and Wessling. Ritchie

A.. 4.477.640. CI. 526-256.000.

West, John D.: See—
Moser. Jessie L.; and West. John D.. 4,477.132, CI. 339-14.00P.

Westermann, Karl H., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Application tool. 4,477,304, CI. 156-250.000.

Wemalia Separator AG; See—
Meermoller, Theodor; and Greshof, Heinrich, 4.476.808. CI.

119-14.180.

Westhead. William T.. to Scapa Inc. In-line pintle loop seam. 4.476.902,
a. 139.383.00A.

Westtnghouse Brake k Signal Co. Ltd.: See—
Oley, Nicholas R., 4,477,826, CI. 357-68.000.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—
Berman, Paul A.. 4.476.674. a. 60-39.182.

Byrd, Thomas M., Jr.; and Aboujaoude. Khalil F.. 4.477,861, CI.
361-371.000.

Carlson, Gerald L.; and Snider, Warren E., 4,476,712, CI. 73-
61. IOC.

Kraus, Mark G.. 4,477,870, CI. 364-186.000.

Kuznetaov, Stephen B., 4.477,760, CI. 318-773.000.
Putman, Thomas H.; Sweetana, Andrew S.. Jr.; and Brown, Fred-

erick J., 4,477,792, O. 336-180.000.

Racki. Daniel J., 4.477.911. CI. 373-36.000.

Thiel, Patrick L.; Lawry. Clifford F.; and DeNeef. John G.,
4,477.791. a. 336^.000.

Thomas, Wilbur R.; Hickman. Fred E. Ill; and Knight, George J.,

4,477,512, CI. 428-236.000.
Westland pic: See-

Watson. Kenneth. 4,477,224. Q. 416-114.000.
Whaley. John P.; and Gaul, Cart J. Cyclone classifier. 4.477,339, CI.

209-22.000.

Whatley, Roger A.: See—
Ulmer, Richard W.; and Whatley. Roger A., 4,477,737, CI.

307-297.000.

Wheelabntor-Frye Inc.: 5^e—
Ansbaugh, Donald I.. 4.476.655, CI. 5I-21S.00E.

Wheeler. James R.; Brill. Jack N.; and Miller, Lee E., to Eagle-Picher
Industries, Inc. Lattice for a battery electrode substrate. 4,477,546. CI.
429-211.000.

White. Arthur A. Golf swing training and practice device. 4,477,079,
CI. 273-186.00R.

White, Dwain M.; and Nye, Susan A., to General Electric Company.
Process for preparing polyphenylene oxides. 4,477,651, CI.
528-215.000.

White, Larry W.; and Ingels, Luis, to White, Larry W. Pressure sensing
device for holding a toothbrush. 4.476,604, CI. 15-105.000.

White. Thomas Q.. II: See-
Clark. David A.; Strong. David C; and White. Thomas Q.. II.

4.477.833. CI. 358-80.000.

White. Thomas R.: See-
Kumar, Ravi; Sircar. Shivaji; White. Thomas R.; and Greskovich,
Euaene J.. 4.477,265. CI. 55-26.000.

Widener. Donald R.: See—
Shuey. John R.; and Widener. Donald R., 4,477.022, CI. 339-

59.00M.
Wiebelhaus, Virgil D.: See—

Weinstock, Joseph; and Wiebelhaus. Virgil D.. 4,477.455. a.
424-251.000.

Wieder. Harold: See-
Lee. Michael H.; Onton, Aarr, and Wieder, Harold. 4,477,819. CI.

346-76.00L.
Wieland-Werke AG: See—

Hage. Manfred; and Schinkoth, Gerhard, 4,476,704, a. 72-276.000.
Wypkema. Jacob T.: See—

Hokse, Hendrik; Kaper. Frederik S.; and Wijpkema, Jacob T..
4,477,568, CI. 435-97.000.

Wiles, James P.: See—
Roch. Gerald V.; Wiles, James P.; and Hadley, Chris L.. 4.477,754,

CI. 318-568.000.

Wilkes, Alan: See—
Chu, Simon L.; Golda, Eugene; Huang, Jen-Chi; and Wilkes, Alan,

4,477,317, CI. 204-33.000.

Wilkinson, Michael J.: See—
Scales, John T.; and Wilkinson. Michael J., 4,476,590, CI. 3-1.910

Wilkinson. William H.. to Battelle Development Corp. Countercurrent
now absorber and desorber. 4,477,396, CI. 26I-140.00R.

Willcockson, Beth E., executrix: See—
Willcockson. George W., decea.sed; and Law, David C. F.,

4,477,438. CI. 424-130.000.

Willcockson, George W.. deceased (by Willcockson, Beth E.. execu-
trix); and Law, David C. P., to Surgikos. Inc. Hydrogen peroxide
composition. 4,477.438. CI. 424-130.000.

William R. and Zella B. Stephens Trust: See-
Stephens. William R., 4,476.826. CI. 123-235.000.

Williams, David R., to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited. Drilling equip-
ment with adaptor for steering long boreholes. 4,476.943. CI.
175-61.000.

Williams, John K. Hydraulic valve timing control device for an internal
combustion engine. 4,476,823, CI. 123-90.120.

Williamson, Calvin C, to Kaiser Steel (Delaware), Inc. Edge preform-
ing of meul plate. 4,476,703, CI. 72- 1 30.000.

Willis, Kenneth R. Fence. 4,477,059, CI. 256-65.000.
Willis, Ward L. Drumstick. 4,476,768, CI. 84-422.00S.
Willms, Lothar; Handte, Reinhard; Mildenberger, Hilmar; Bauer.

Klaus; Bicringer, Hermann; and Burstell, Helmut, to Hoechst Aktien-
gesellschaft. Heterocyclic phenyl ethers and their herbicidal use.
4,477,276, CI. 71-94.000.

Wilson, Alan D.: See-
Chang, Tai-Hon P.; and Wilson, Alan D.. 4.477.729, a.

250-492.200.

Wilson, Eddie K., Sr., to Wilson, Eddie K., Sr. Process and apparatus
for producing hydraulic cements. 4,477,283, CI. 106-100.000.

Wilson, Herbert L.: See-
Gutierrez, William A.; and Wilson, Herbert L., 4.477,294, C\.

148-171.000.

Wilson, Robert W., to Powell Manufacturing Company. Inc. Tobacco
combine with selective conveyor raising. 4,476.669. CI. 56-27.500.

Wimmer, Franz: See—
Huber, Peter; Wimmer, Franz; Innertsberger, Ernst; and Schmidl-

kofer, Jakob. 4.477.371. CI. 252-358.000.
Winders. Carl E.; and Watkins, Fred E.. to Cameo. Incorporated.
Grease injection control head having a specific gas trap. 4.476.924,
CI. 166-84.000.

Windings. Inc.: See

—

Kotzur. Frank W.; Kotzur, Gregory A.; Meade, John F.; and
Hopko, Donald J., 4,477,033, O. 242-I8.00A.

Windmere Corporation: See-
Thaler, Arnold; Friedson. David; and Kin. Lai. 4,477,716, Q.

219-225.000.

Winter, Joseph; and Pryor, Michael J., to Olin Corporation. Method
and apparatus for assembling an optical fiber communication cable.
4,477,147, CI. 350-96.230.

Winter, Roland A. E.: See-
Dexter, Martin; and Winter, Robnd A. E., 4.477,614, a.

524-91.000.

Wise, James C, to Harris Graphics Corporation. Method and apparatus
for assembling sheet material assemblages. 4,477,067, CI. 270-55.000.

Wittman, Robert H.; Adkins, David E.; and Chin, Arthur H. T., to
Hughes Tool Company. Collet actuated ball and socket connector.
4,477,105, CI. 285-18.000.

Wolcott, Richard A.: See-
Lee, John M.; Bauman, William C; Wolcott, Richard A.; and

Burba, John L., IH, 4,477,597. CI. 521-28.000.

Pearce, Roscoe L.; Wolcott, Richard A.; and Pauley, Charles R.,
4,477,419. CI. 423-228.000.

Wolf, Daniel S., to United Sutes of America, Air Force. Mounting
construction for turbine vane assembly. 4,477,222. CI. 415-138.000.

Wolf, Horst, to Zinser Textilmaschinen GmbH. Method of and system
for minimizing current consumption of one or more A-C motors
driving a variable load. 4,477,761, CI. 318-800.000.

Wolfson, Lawrence S.: See-
Pearl, David R.; and Wolfson, Lawrence S., 4,476,756, a.

83-422.000.

Wong, Louis F.; Steriing, Rosstain F.; and Borcher, Thomas A., Sr., to
Procter & Gamble Company, The. Free fatty alcohol and buffered
alkali earth metal surfactant cakes for optimum performance.
4,477,363, CI. 252-134.000.

Wong, Wilson T. C, to Sperry Corporation. Floating point processor
architecture which performs square root by hardware. 4,477,879, CI.
364-752.000.

Woodall, Jerry M.: See—
Chappell, Terry I.; Pohl, Dieter W.; and Woodall. Jerry M.,

4,477,721, CI. 250-2 11.OOJ.

Wright, Allen J., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Electrostatic discharge
protected integrated circuit module. 4,477,134, CI. 339-17.00F.

Wright, Howard J.; Leonard, David P.; and Etzell, Roger A., to Glasu-
rit America, Inc. Process for preparing a multilayer coating.
4,477,536, CI. 428-522.000.

Wright, Leonard F.: See-
Holmes, Paul A.; Collins. Stephen H.; and Wright, Leonard F..

4.477.654, Q. 528-361.000.
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Wright, Stuart C; Adams, Don L.; Fischer, William C; and Verzella,

David J., to United Technologies Corporation. Dual response aircraft

reference synchronization. 4,477,876, CI. 364-434.000.

Wrossok, Willi, to SACK GmbH. Method and apparatus for cooling
metal strands, more particulariy slab and billet strands. 4,476,914, CI.

164-444.000.

Wu, Lung-ming: See

—

Johnson, Ronald E.; and Wu, Lung-ming, 4,477,510, CI.

428-200.000.

Wurziger, Hanns: See-
Jonas, Rochus; Kloft, Michael; Wurziger, Hanns; Harting, Juergen;

Enenkel, Hans J.; ^ffinck, Klaus-Otto; and Schliep, Hans-Jochen,
4.477,454, CI. 424-250.000.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Braband. Edward C; and Walsh. Frank R.. 4,477,901, CI.

371-15.000.

Snelling, Christopher, 4,477,175, CI. 355-3.00R.

Yabuki, Fujio: See—
Matsuura, Tamiaki; Aiba, Takeshi; Fukushima, Takashi; Nishimura,

Masanori; Ohtsuki, Hiroshi; Yabuki, Fujio; and Kusakabe,
Tomio, 4,476,627, CI. 29-791.000.

Vagi, Isao: See—
Isogai, Jun; Nakaya, Seiichi; Saitou, AKira; Takahashi, Akio; and

Vagi, Isao, 4,477,284, CI. 106-104.000.

Yamada. Jun; Senga, Takao; and Suzuki, Shigeyoshi, to Mitsubishi

Paper Mills, Ltd. Method for making complex layer type lithografic

printing plate. 4,477,547, CI. 430-14.000.

Yamada, Masanori; and Katsuma, Makoto, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.

Annunciator for flash photographing system. 4,477,170, CI.

3S4m5.000.
Yamada, Masanori, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic flash sys-

tem. 4,477,171, a. 354-416.000.

Yamada, Yasuyuki: See-
Sato, Yasuhisa; Yokota. Hideo; and Yamada, Yasuyuki. 4.477.155.

CI. 350-469.000.

Yamaguchi, Mikio, to Nippon Seiko K.K. Tilt type steering device.

4,476,741, CI. 74-493.000.

Yamaguchi, Tadanori: See-
Park, Hee K.; and Yamaguchi, Tadanori, 4,477.310, Q.

156-643.000.

Yamamoto. Kosaku: See—
Fukuda. Hirokazu; Shinohara. Koji; Kawabata. Yoshio; Nishijima,

Yoshito; and Yamamoto. Kosaku, 4.477,730, CI. 250-504.00R.

Yamamoto, Masanobu; and Umezu, Nobuhiko, to Sony Corporation.

Light modulating apparatus. 4,477,821, CI. 346-108.000.

Yamamoto, Shigeo: See-
Kudo, Kazushige; Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Murase, Shigemitsu,

4,477,497, CI. 427-386.000.

Yamamoto. Takeshi; and Nakahara, Masao. to Mitutoyo Mfg. Co.. Ltd.

Cylinder gauge. 4.476.634, a. 33-178.00R.

Yamamoto. Takeshi; Goto, Kiyoshi; and Uehara, Masafiimi. to Koni-
shiroku Photo Industry Co.. Ltd. Photosensitive compositions.

4.477.553. Q. 430-192.000.

Yamamoto. Tsutomu; Ashizawa. Masaaki; Nishimoto. Kazuo; and
Sekiguchi. Yuji. to Nichias Corporation. Gasket and method for

high-temperature and high pressure application. 4,477,094. CI. 277-

235.00B.

Yamamoto, Yoshiko: See—
Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,

Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi;

Sugita, Masatoshi; Yanuunoto, Yoshiko; Minami. Hisashi; and
Mori. Takako. 4,477,437. CI. 424-116.000.

Yamamuro. Isao: See—
Wada, Yasumitsu; and Yamamuro. Isao, 4,477,699, CI. 179-116.000.

Yamanashi, Fumiaki; Hayashi. Yuzo; Kano. Mitsuru; Fujiwara, Yo-
shiyuki; and Tashiro, Yoshizo, to Alps Electric Co., Ltd. Color
display liquid crystal composition. 4,477.368. CI. 252-299.100.

Yamashita, Kiyoshi: See—
Koitabashi. Takea. Yamashita, Kiyoshi; and lijima. Toshifumi,

4.477.560. a. 430-506.000.

Yanagawa, Motoo: See—
Asakura, Noboru; Yanagawa, Motoo; and Tsugahara, Takatoshi,

4,477.115. a. 296-1.OOS.

Yanai. Akio; Shirahata, Ryuji; and Kitamoto, Tatsuji, to Fuji Photo
Film Co., Ltd. Method of making magnetic recording medium.
4,477,489, Q. 427-132.000.

Yang, Frank J., to Varian Associates. Inc. Septumless jet stream on-

column injector for chromatography. 4.476.732. CI. 73-863.730.

Yang. Frank J.; and Hinriiaw. John V., Jr.. to Varian Associates, Inc.

Solute focusing technique for on-column injection in capillary gas

chromatography. 4,477.266. Q. 55-67.000.

Yao. Shi-Kay: See—
Asawa, Charles K.; Austin, Joseph W.; Bamoski. Michael K.;

Jackson, Allan R.; Personick, Stewart D.; and Yao. Shi-Kay.

4,477.725. CI. 250-231.OOR.
Yare. Leslie J., to Sendair International Limited. Conveyor system for

loading ships. 4,477,210. Q. 406-166.000.

Yaron, Oiora; Shum. Ying K.; Priel, Ury; Prasad, Jayasimha S.; and
Ebel, Mark S., to National Semiconductor Corporation. Electrically

progranmiable and erasable memory cell. 4,477,825, CI. 357-23.500.

Yarris, William T., to Towmotor Corporation. Adjustable chain anchor
for lift trucks. 4,476,960, CI. 187-9.00E.

Yasuda, Takashi: See—
Tamai, Kenzo; Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Murakami,

Shohachi; Maeda, Toyoo; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; Sakai, Hiroshi;

Sugita, Masatoshi; Yamamoto, Yoshiko; Minami, Hisashi; and
Hon, Takako, 4.477,437, CI. 424-1 16.000.

Yasufuku, Shouji. to Unionelecs Kabushiki Kaisha. Terrestrial globe

including a world clock. 4.477.193. CI. 368-24.000.

Yasui. Koichi: See—
Muroi, Soichi; Seta, Shigetoshi; Matsumoto, Yoshio; Yasui, Koichi;

and Imamura, Kazuyoshi, 4,477.636, CI. 525-444.000.

Yasunaga, Hisao: See-
Sato, Kuniaki; Yasunaga, Hisao; Yoshihara, Takahisa; Fujita, Yo-

shinori; and Kyono. Kazuaki, 4,477,491, CI. 427-211.000.

Yazaki Corporation: See-
Suzuki, Yoshitsugu; lizuka, Shogo; Kajiyama, Shigeo; Usui, Kenji;

Kobayashi, Masahiro; Igura. Toshinori; Kudo, Shigezt; and
Suzuki, Sanae, 4,476,629, CI. 29-863.000.

Yokayama, Kozutoyo. Foldable map with present location indicator

and paper reinforcing. 4,477,254, CI. 434-153.000.

Yokomizo, Yoshikazu: See—
Furuichi, Katsushi; Yokomizo, Yoshikazu; Honma, Toshio; and
Murakami, Katsumi, 4,477,178, CI. 3SS-14.00R.

Yokota, Hideo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Light measuring device for

camera. 4,477,172, CI. 354-480.000.

Yokota, Hideo: See-
Sato, Yasuhisa; Yokota, Hideo; and Yamada, Yasuyuki, 4,477.155,

CI. 350-469.000.

Yokoyama, Shoji: See—
Miki, Nobuaki; and Yokoyama, Shoji, 4,476,746, CI. 74-867.000.

Yoon, Heeyoung, to Conoco Inc. Constant air feed alcohol dissociation

process for automobiles. 4,476.818. CI. 123-3.000.

Yorikane, Toshiaki, to Ryobi Ltd. Click device with a line sagging
prevention mechanism for a fishing reel. 4,477,038, CI. 242-84.21R.

Yoshida, Chosaku: See—
Hori, Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477,664, CI.

544-360.000.

Hori, Takako; Yoshida, Chosaku; Kiba, Yasuo; Takeno, Ryuko;
Nakano, Joji; Nitta, Jun; Kishimoto, Sumiko; Murakami, Shoha-
chi; Tsuda, Hisatsugu; and Saikawa, Isamu, 4,477,666, CI.

544-385.000.

Yoshida, Hajime, to Hajime Industries Ltd. Rejection system. 4,476,981.

a. 209-566.000.

Yoshida, Isao: See

—

Nakano, Hiromiteu; and Yoshida, Isao, 4,477,752. CI. 318-331.000.

Yoshida, Yukio: See—
Akimoto, Ryosaku; Yoshida, Yukio; and Ito, Nobuaki, 4,476,919,

CI. 165-28.000.

Yoshihara, Ryoichi: See—
Sakai, Kango; Yoshihara, Ryoichi; Sakurai, Hiroshi; and Minamida,

Katsuhiro, 4,477,316, CI. 204-290.00F.

Yoshihara, Takahisa: See-
Sato, Kuniaki; Yasunaga, Hisao; Yoshihara, Takahisa; Fujita, Yo-

shinori; and Kyono, Kazuaki, 4,477,491, CI. 427-211.000.

Yoshii, Yuji; and Hiraga, Masaharu, to Sanden Corporation. Scroll type

fluid displacement apparatus with offset wraps for reduced housing

diameter. 4,477,239, a. 418-55.000.

Yoshio, Junichi, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Tone arm device.

4,477,893, CI. 369-244.000.

Yoshioka, Takatoshi: See—
Shiga, Masao; Kirihara, Seishin; Kuriyama, Mitsuo; Yoshioka,
lUatoshi; and Sasaki, Ryoichi, 4,477,280, CI. 75-124.000.

Yoshiyuji, Hidetoshi, to Takara Company, New York, Inc. Comer
member for fiimiture assembly. 4,477,201, CI. 403-231.000.

Young, Alastair J., to Automotive Productt pic. Rotary power trans-

mission. 4,476,737, CI. 74-358.000.

Young, Peter J.: See—
Ayers, William M.; Maheshwary, Ashok K.; and Young, Peter J.,

4,477,348, CI. 210-242.300.

Zaccaria, Gary S., to Inventor's Technology Corporation. No lace shoe

with adjustable strap fastening mechanism. 4,476,639, CI. 36-1 14.000.

Zagni. Angela: See—
Qarlaschelli. Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Mendillo, Vincenzo; Garavag-

lia. Carlo; Mirenna. Luigi; and Zagni, Angela. 4.477.461. CI.

424-272.000.

Zaidan Hojin Biselbutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai (Microbial Chemistry
Research Foundation): See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Umezawa. Sumio; Tsuchiya, Tsutomu; Takeu-

chi. Tomio; Tanaka. Akihiro; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Sakamoto,
Shuichi, 4,477,443, Q. 424-180.000.

Zangerle, Ernst, to Spuhl AG. Apparatus for measuring and regulating

the position of a wire end of a spiral spring in a coiling machine.

4.476.702, a. 72-15.000.

Zaruba, John V.. to Marvin Glass ft Associates. Toy doll stroller and
ferris wheel. 4,476,649, CI. 446-114.000.

Zauner, Otto: See—
Pauluk. Harry J.; and Zauner, Otto, 4,477,275, CI. 65-158.000

Zawadzkas. Gerald A.; and Chou, Mau-Song, to University of Roches-

ter. Method of forming a high temperature, high pressure thin foil

seal. 4.477.710. CI. 219-117.100.

Zeller, Bary L.: See—
Eisenhardt, William A., Jr.; Saleeb, Fouad Z.; McKay, Randal P.;

and Zeller, Bary L., 4,477,481, CI. 426-590.000.

Zeller-Pendrey, Jeanine I., to Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing
Company. Dry strip antihalation layer for photothermographic film.

4,477,562, CI. 430-513.000.

Ziman, Yan L.; Kottsov, Vladimir A.; Chesnokov, Jury M.; Dunaev,
Boris S.; Drokhanov, Alexei N.; Kraush, Klavdia A.; and Barabanov,
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SunisUv D., to Institut Kosmicheskikh Issiedovany Akademii Nauk
SSSR. Method of obtaining multizone images of objects and multi-

zone system therefor. 4,477.829. G. 3S8- 1.000.

Zimmerschied, Alan B., to United States of America, Air Force. Deto-

nation transfer evaluation technique. 4,476,710, CI. 73-33.000.

Zinser Textilmaschinen GmbH: See-
Wolf, Horst, 4,477,761, CI. 318-800.000.

Zoecon Corporation: 5m—
Kohn, Ousuve K.; and Bamberg, Joe T., 4.477.672, CI.

546-294.000.

Zolotov, Lev A.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Danilevich, Yanush B.; Maslennikov, Konstantin

N.; Kabanov, Pavel S.; Potekhin, Konstantin F.; Zolotov, Lev
A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr L; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Turutin. Veniamin

S.; Bezchastnov. Gennady A.; and Telezhnikov. Jury F.,
4.477.690. CI. 174.I5.00C.

Zomeworks Corporation: See—
Baer. Stephen C, 4,476,854. CI. 126-425.000.

Zom. Helmut; Spiess, Karl; and Bina, Wenzel, to INA Walzlager
Schaeffler KG. Method of leak proof attachment of a flange-type
sheet metal element in the bore of a valve Uppet. 4,477,714. CI.
219-149.000.

KK- -. . ,

Zsembery, Laszlo : See—
Matyasi, Jozsef; KapUy, Gyorgy; Zsembery, Laszlo ; Kokeny,

Bela; Toth, Jozsef T.; Toth Nee Homostrei, Maria; and Penzes,
Imre, 4,477.427. Q. 423-628.000.

Zumfeld, Heinz: See—
Rohner, Joachim; and Zumfeld, Heinz, 4,476,671, 0. 57-261.000.

Zwaskis, William J.: See-
Failla, Stephen J.; Jewusiak, Stephen J.; and Zwaskis, William J..

4,476,865, CI. 128-326.000.

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 16TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

Note —Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

De Lima Castro Neto, Eduardo. Device for closing bags. Re. 31,706,
CI. 292-307.00R.

Eda, Tadahiro: See—
Miyakawa, Seiichi; and Eda, Tadahiro, Re. 31,707, CI. 355-14.00R.

Gordon, Roy G. Method of depositing electrically conductive, infra-
red reflective, transparent coatings of stannic oxide. Re. 31,708, CI.
427-126.200.

Miyakawa, Seiichi; and Eda, Tadahiro, to Ricoh Company, Ltd.

Method and apparatus for electrically biasing developing electrode of
electrophotographic device. Re. 31,707, CI. 355-I4.00R.

Morihashi, Toshihumi, to Murau Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and
apparatus for producing spun yam. Re. 31,705, CI. 57-224.000.

Murata Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Morihashi, Toshihumi, Re. 31,705, CI. 57-224.000.

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—
Miyakawa. Seiichi; and Eda, Tadahiro, Re. 31,707, 0. 355-14.00R.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
AB Bahco Verktyg: See—

Himbert, Hans; and Palmgren, Bengt, 275,932, CI. D8-83.000.
Adell, Robert, to U.S. Product Development Company. Door edge

guard. 275,945, 10-16-84, CI. D12-190.000.
AMBA Marketing Systems, Inc.: See—

Schimmel, Otto K., 275,910, CI. D3-48.000.
American Standard Inc.: See-

Stairs, Henry M., Jr.; and Neimann, James E., 275,985, a. D23-
29.000.

Stairs, Henry M., Jr., 275,986, CI. D23-29.000.
Andrews, Herschel E., Jr. Beverage dispenser. 275,924, 10-16-84, CI.

D7-301.000.

Arad, Avi: See-
Kennedy, Melvin; Nagel, Dietmar; and Arad, Avi, 275,978, CI.

D21-134.000.
Atkinson, Emile J. Burning object handling device. 275,929, 10-16-84,

CI. D8-14.000.
Bahier, Marie T. Combined mirror and random selector for a number
game. 275,972, 10-16-84, CI. D21-37.000.

Battle, David, to Visual Information Institute, Inc. Desk tray. 275,968,
10-16-84, CI. DI9-75.000.

Bausch & Lomb Incorporated: See—
Markovitz, Aaron M.; and Ramp, Robert H., 275,961, Q. D16-

112.000.

Bellini, Mario, to Ing. C. Olivetti ft C, S.p.A. Electronic calculator.

275,964, 10-16-84, CI. D18-8.000.
Bellini, Mario, to Ing. C. Olivetti ft C, S.p.A. Cartridge for a non-

impact printer. 275,965, 10-16-84, Q. D18-22.000.
Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; by Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; and Franek, Wayne J., to Zenith Radio Corporation.
Television receiver cabinet. 275,952, 10-16-84, CI. D14-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; by Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; Goldman, Arnold; and Franek, Wayne J., to Zenith Radio
Corporation. Television receiver cabinet. 275,953, 10-16-84, Q.
D14-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin W., executor: See—
Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,952, CI. D14-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; Goldman, Arnold; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,953, CI.

D14-82.000.
Boone, Bruce T. Cube puzzle. 275,977, 10-16-84, CI. D21-107.000.
Bowen, Robert F.; and Pollack, Wayne I., to Raytheon Company.
Microwave egg cooker base. 275,925, 10-16-84, Q. D7-357.000.

Bowers, James B., to H and H Promotions, Inc. Illuminable display

case. 275,969, 10-16-84, Q. D6-470.000.
Bowers, James B., to H and H Promotions, Inc. Illuminable display

case. 275,970, 10-16-84, Q. D6470.000.
Brandel, Jene A. Memorial container. 275,916, 10-16-84, CI. D6-
. 436.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—
Nishio, Hideaki; Kojima, Hiroshi; and Yamauchi, Makoto, 275,941,

CI. D12-147.000.
Bums, Daniel E., to Demco Inc. Portable ice plant. 275,958, 10-16-84,

CI. D15-80.000.

CBS Inc.: See-
Smith, Daniel J., 275,963, CI. D17-20.000.

Chan, Ming K. Combined bumer unit and vessel support. 275,927,
10-16-84, a. D7-4O7.000.

ChubofT, David P.: See—
Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,952, Q. D14-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor; ChubofT,
David P.; Goldman, Amold; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,953, CI.

D14-82.000.

Ciganko, David J., to Quaker Oats Company, The. Rocking toy.
275,975, 10-16-84. CI. D21-66.000. ,

Clark, Cecily M,: See— V
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 275,995, Q. D25-89.000.
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 275,996, CI. D25-89.000.
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 275,997, CI. D25-91.000.
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 275,998, CI. D25-89.00a

Coats ft Clark, Inc.: See—
Einhora, Ruediger, 275,917, CI. D6-567.000.

Consolidated Foods Corporation: See—
Di Tullio, Flavia, 275,906, CI. D2-24.000.
Locascio, Jack, 275,905, Q. D2-24.000.
Locascio, Jack, 275,907, Q. D2-24.000.
Martini, Jeanne M., 275,904, CI. D2-24.000.
Martini, Jeanne M., 275,908, CI. D2-24.000.

Corba, Robert E., to S. C. Johnson ft Son, Inc. Child-safe actuator for
pressurized container. 275,935, 10-16-84, CI. D9-448.000.

Corona, Oscar M. Combined holder and opener for an expresso cofTee-
maker or the like. 275,926, 10-16-84, CI. D7-399.000.

Coyer, William F. Portable smoke detector. 275,936, 10-16-84, CI.

DlO-106.000.
Crabtree, Keith D., to Fort Smith Chair Company. Settee frame or the

like. 275,919, 10-16-84, CI. E>6-370.000.

Culp, David W., to MSI Dau Corporation. Housing for portable dau
entry terminal. 275,956, 10-16-84, CI. D14-1 14.000.

Darda Inc.: See-
Kennedy, Melvin; Nagel, Dietmar; and Arad, Avi, 275,978, CI.

D21-134.000.
Demco Inc.: See

—

Bums, Daniel E., 275,958, CI. D15-80.000.
Detsch, Steven G. Dental amalgam condensor tip or the like. 275,992,

10-16-84, CI. D24-10.000.

Di Tullio, Flavia, to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere.

275,906, 10-16-84, CI. D2-24.000.
Drummond, Archie G., Jr.: See—

Wassergord, Dale R.; Fahnstrom, Dale E.; and Drummond, Archie
G., Jr., 275,934, CI. D9-376.000

Duclos, Clovis R. Golf putter head. 275,981, 10-16-84, CI. D21-219.000.
Dunlop Limited: See—

Shirashoji, Hisashi, 275,942, CI. D12-147.000.
Einhom, Ruediger, to Coats ft Clark, Inc. Garment hanger support.

275,917, 10-16-84, CI. D6-567.000.
Eischen, Clement G., Sr. Exercise device. 275,979, 10-16-84, Q. D21-

191.000.

Ekuan, Kenji, to Yamaha Hateudoki Kabushiki Kaisha. Electric genera-
tor. 275,946, 10-16-84, CI. D13-1.000.

Etablissemente Femand Berchet: See—
Rivollet, Marc, 275,974, CI. D2 1-59.000.

Fahnstrom, Dale E.: See—
Wassergord, Dale R.; Fahnstrom, Dale E.; and Drummond, Archie

G., Jr., 275,934, CI. D9-376.000.
Fort Smith Chair Company: See—

Crabtree, Keith D., 275,919, CI. D6-370.000.
Franek, Wayne J.: See—

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor, ChubofT,
David P.; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,952, O. D14-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor, ChubofT,
David P.; Goldman, Amold; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,953, CI.

D14-82.000.
G ft H Sports Enterprises: See-

Harrington, Gary L., 275,994, CI. D25-16.000.
Gardsby, Christer O. Wall mounted record rack. 275,915, 10-16-84, Q.

D6-569.000.

Gersin, Robert P. Seat module. 275,914, 10-16-84, a. D6-357.000.
Gevers, Hubert F. Microfiche. 275,959, 10-16-84, CI. D16-26.000.
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OibKm, J. Scott, to Mitel Corponition. Voice and dau telephone set.

275,954. 10.16-84, Q. 014-101.000.
Ooktman, Arnold: See—

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor, OiubofT,
David P.; Goldman. Arnold; and Franek, Wayne J., 275,953, CI.
D 14-82.000.

H and H Promotions, Inc.: See-
Bowers, James B., 275.969. Q. D6470.000.
Bowers, James B., 275,970. CI. D6-470.000.

Hannecke, Wolf-Dietrich. Display rack module. 275.920. 10-16-84, CI
D6-5 10.000.

Harlen, Charles D. Guitar. 275,962, 10-16-84, a. D17-I8.000.
Harrington, Gary L., to G ft H Spons Enterprises. Ice fishing shelter.

275.994. 10-16-84. Q. D25-16.000.
Harvey, Henry: See—

Hydrusko. Uwrence P.; and Harvey, Henry, 275,912, a. D6.
388.000.

Hasuike. Makio. to Poltrona Frau S.p.A. Luggage case. 275 911
10-16-84. CI. D3-76.000.

Heijligers. Antoon. Pusher device for bowling ball. 275.982, 10-16-84.
CI. D2 1-233.000.

Hickman, Holt; Shields, Neal G.; and Shaw. Mark L., to Specific Cruise
Systems, Inc. Automobile turn signal lever with speed control but-
tons. 275.943. 10-16-84. CI. D12-174.000.

Himbert. Hans; and Palmgren, Bengt, to AB Bahco Verktys. Screw
driver handle. 275,932, 1W6-84, CI. D8.83.000.

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ito, Mamoru, 275,944, a. D 12- 192.000.

Hydrusko. Lawrence P.; and Harvey. Henry. ChOd's bed. 275.912.
10-16-84. a. D6-388.000.

Ing. C. Olivetti ft C. S.p.A.: See-
Bellini, Mario, 275.964. Q. D 18-8.000.

Bellini. Mario, 275,965, CI. 018-22.000.
Ito. Mamoru, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Instrument

panel for a motorcycle. 275.944. 10-16-84. CI. 012-192.000.
Ito. Yoshio: See—

Moriai. Yasuharu; Ito. Yoshio; and Sakatani. Atsushi. 275,947. CI.
013-24.000.

Kennedy. Melvin; Nagel, Dietmar; and Arad, Avi, to Oarda Inc. Com-
bined toy motorcycle and rider. 275,978, 10-16.84, CI. D21-134.000.

Kober, Marvin, to O.K. Machine and Tool Corp. Tool and solder
sution. 275.931, 10-16-84. a. 08-71.000.

Kojima, Hiroshi: See—
Nishio, Hideaki; Kojima, Hiroshi; and Yamauchi, Makoto. 275,941.

CI. 012-147.000.
Kroy Inc.: See-

Worrell. William R.. 275.966. CI. 019-69.000.
La Telephonie Industrielle et Commerciale Telic Alcatel: See-

Moraine, Michel. 275,955, CI. D 14- 106.000.
Lederman, Marvin. Scoring machine for playing the card game of sin

275,937, 10-16-84. CI. OKM6. 100.

g«neoigin.

Lightt of America, Inc.: See-
Vakil, Usman U., 275.948. a. 013-25.000.
Vakil. Usman U., 275,949. CI. 013-25.000.

Locascio, Jack, to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere. 275,905
10-16.84, CI. 02-24.000.

Locascio, Jack, to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere. 275.907
10.16.84, CI. 02-24.000.

LoPresti, Daniel R. Levered shovel unit. 275.928. 10-16-84. CI 08-
10.000.

Marino. Joseph A. Combined holder for drawing toy and doll stand
275.973.10-16.84,0.021-59.000.

«oii siana.

Markovitz. Aaron M.; and Ramp. Robert H., to Bausch ft Lomb Incor-
porated. Pair of sunglasses. 275.961. 10-16.84, CI. 016-112.000.

Marshall. Eric J. Telephone. 275,950. 10.16-84. CI. 014-53.000.

^!I?i''i.
Jeanne M., to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere.

275.904. 10-16-84, CI. 02-24.000.
Martini, Jeanne M., to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere

275,908. 10.16-84. CI. 02-24.000.
Matsuzaka. Yohzoh; and Yasutani. Shigeki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic copying machine. 275,960. 10-16-84, CI
016-31.000.

Miles Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Robinson, Thomas P.. 275.991. CI. O24-8.000.

Mitel Corporation: See-
Gibson, J. Scott, 275.954, CI. OI4-101.000.

Moraine. Michel, to La Telephonie Industrielle et Commerciale Telic
Alcatel. Dau transmission terminal. 275,955, 10-16-84, CI. 014-
106.000.

^?r?!!°..'.^'8e O . Jr. Pen and pencil desk set. 275.967, 10.16.84, CI.
019-75.000.

^?.?"* ^"suharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, to Tokai Electric
Wire Co., Ltd. Connector housing. 275.947. 10-16-84. CI. 013-24.000.

Motorola Inc.: See-
Taylor, Terrance N.. 275.951. Q. 014-60.000.

MSI Dau Corporation: See—
Culp, David W., 275,956, Q. 014-114.000.

MulligM, Ardythe M. Artist's easel bench. 275,913. 10-16.84. CI. 06-

Nagel, Dietmar: See-
Kennedy, Melvin; Nagel, Dietmar; and. Arad, Avi, 275,978. Q.

021-134.000.
Neimann, James E.: See—

Stairs^enry M.. Jr.; and Neimann, James E.. 275,985. a. 023-
29.000.

Nintendo Co.. Ltd.: See—
Yokoi. Gunpei. 275,971, Q. 021-13.000.

Nishio. Hideaki; Kojima. Hiroshi; and Yamauchi, Makoto, to Bridge-
«one Tire Company Limited. Vehicle tire. 275,941, 10-16-84, CI.

O.K. Machine and Tool Corp.: See—
Kober. Marvin, 275.931. CI. 08-71.000.

Ogilvie. Martin B.. to Team Lotus International Limited. Model racins
car. 275.940. 10.16-84, a. DI2-88.000.

*

Om, Toshihiko. Automatic tee-up apparatus. 275,980, 10-16-84, Q.

Palm^vn. Bengt: See—
Himbert, Hans; and Palmgren, Bengt, 275.932, Q. D8-83.000

Pollack. Wayne I.: See—
Bowen. Robert F.; and Pollack, Wayne I., 275,925, a. D7-357.000.

Poltrona Frau S.p.A.: See—
Hasuike. Makio. 275,911, Q. D3-76.000.

Quaker Oats Company, The: See—
Ciganko, David J.. 275.975, CI. 021-66.000.

Quest Medical, Inc.: See-
Robinson, Thomas P., 275,989, CI. D24-8.000.
Robinson. Thomas P.. 275.990, CI. D24-8.000.

Ramp. Robert H.: See—
Markovitz, Aaron M.; and Ramp, Robert H., 275,961. Q. D16-

*w!l6-84°Cl. D25-?9**0(»'"'''
^^'^ ^ ®""'""* "*''• "'"''''

'^Itsi^CI. D25-'8?0W^"'''
^^'^ ^ "'^*"* "*''• "^'^'

Rassias, John N.; and Qark. Cecily M. Building block. 275,997.
10-16-84, CI. 025-91.000.

Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M. Building block. 275,998,

Raytheon Company: See—
Bowen, Robert F.; and Pollack, Wayne I., 275,925, Q. 07-357.000.

Realex Corporation: See—
Wassergord, Dale R.; Fahnstrom, Dale E.; and Drummond, Archie

G., Jr.. 275.934. CI. 09-376.000.
Rivollet, Marc, to Eublissements Femand Berchet. Bath toy. 275.974.

10-16-84. CI. 021-59.000.
Robinson, Thomas P;, to Quest Medical. Inc. Intravenous metering

cassette. 275.989. 10-16-84, CI. O24-8.000.
Robinson, Thomas P., to Quest Medical, Inc. Intravenous metering

cassette. 275.990. 10-16-84. CI. 024-8.000.
Robinson, Thomas P.. to Miles Laboratories, Inc. Intravenous meterins

cassette. 275.991. 10-16-84. CI. 024-8.000.
Rubbermaid Incorporated: See-

Taylor, William D., 275,918, CI. 06-510.000.
Ryan. Gregory F.: See-

Ryan. Kathryn A.; and Ryan, Gregory F., 275,993, a. D2447.000.
Ryan, Kathryn A.; and Ryan. Gregory F. Univerad pacifier case

275.993, 10-16-84. CI. 024-47.000.
Ryobi Limited: See-

Sakamoto. Masakazu; and Shohoji, Takeshi, 275,983, a. D22-
25.000.

S. C. Johnson ft Son, Inc.: See—
Corba. Robert E.. 275,935, CI. D9-448.000.

Sakamoto. Masakazu; and Shohoji, Takeshi, to Ryobi Limited. Fishing
reel. 275.983. 10-16-84. CI. 022-25.000.

Sakatani, Atsushi: See—
Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito. Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, 275,947, CI.

013-24.000.

Schimmel, Otto K., to AMBA Marketing Systems, Inc. Purse. 275.910.
10-16-84. CI. 03-48.000.

Schlegel. William B. Coal container. 275,987, 10-16-84, a. D23-
138.00S.

Shaw Aero Devices, Inc.: See-
Shaw, James R., 275.984. CI. D23-1.000.

Shaw. James R.. to Shaw Aero Devices, Inc. Fuel tank cap adaptor
ring. 275,984, 10-16-84. CI. D23-1.000.

Shaw, Mark L.: See—
Hickman. Holt; Shields, Neal G.; and Shaw, Mark L., 275.943. a.

012-174.000.

Sheppard. Phillip. Painting implement. 275.930. 10-16-84. CI. 08-
16.000.

Shields, Neal G.: See—
Hickman. Holt; Shields, Neal O.; and Shaw, Mark L., 275,943, Q.

DI2-174.000.
Shirashoji. Hisashi. to Dunlop Limited. Tire for a vehicle wheel.

275.942. 10-16-84. CI. 012-147.000.
Shohoji, Takeshi: See-

Sakamoto, Masakazu; and Shohoji, Takeshi. 275,983, Q. D22-
25.000.

Smith. Daniel J., to CBS Inc. Headstock for guitar. 275,963, 10-16-84,
CI. D17-2O.00O.

Sonier, Iroy N. Trophy having a vertical time display. 275,938.
10-16-84. CI. 011-131.000.

Southern Case. Inc.: See—
Ward. WUliam W.. 275.921. Q. 06-510.000.

Specific Cruise Systems, Inc.: See—
Hickman, Holt; Shields, Neal G.; and Shaw, Mark L., 275.943, a.

012-174.000.
Spiegelman, Kathleen Y. Combined totebag and back rest. 275,909,

10-16-84,0.03-43.000.
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Stairs, Henry M., Jr.; and Neimann, James E.. to American Standard
Inc. Handle set for a sanitary fitting or similar article. 275,985,
10-16-84. O. 023-29.000.

Stairs, Henry M.. Jr., to American Standard Inc. Trip lever for a water
closet. 275,986. 10-16-84. CI. 023-29.000.

Sterrett, Richard L. Combination V-blade plow and fertilizer spreader.
275,957, 10-16-84. CI. D15-1 1.000.

Swiss American Importing Co.: See-
Weil. Ronald D.. 275.922. CI. O7-1.000.

Taylor. Terrance N.. to Motorola Inc. Telephone cradle or similar
article. 275.951. 10-16-84. CI. 014-60.000.

Taylor. William O.. to Rubbermaid Incorporated. Bin for storage rack.
275.918. 10-16-84. O. 06-510.000.

Team Lotus International Limited: See—
Ogilvie. Martin B.. 275.940. O. 012-88.000.

Tokai Electric Wire Co.. Ltd.: See—
Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito. Yoshio; and Sakatani. Atsushi. 275,947, CI.

013-24.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Matsuzaka, Yohzoh; and Yasutani. Shigeki. 275,960. O. DI6.

31.000.

Topor, Alan C; and Topor. Nora I. Container module. 275,933,
10-16.84, O. 09-300.000.

Topor. Nora I.: See—
Topor. Alan C; and Topor. Nora I.. 275,933, 0. D9-300.000.

U.S. Product Development Company: See—
Adell. Robert, 275,945, CI. 012-190.000.

Vakil, Usman U.. to Lights of America, Inc. Fluorescent lamp adaptor
base. 275.948. 10-16-84. CI. 013-25.000.

Vakil. Usman U.. to Lights of America, Inc. Fluorescent lamp adapter
with integral diffuser stud. 275,949, 10-16-84. CI. 013-25.000.

Visual Information Institute. Inc.: See—
BatUe, David. 275,968, CI. 019-75.000.

Walker Manufacturing Company: See-
Walker. Robert W., 275,988, O. 023-1 15.000.

Walker, Robert W., to Walker Manufacturing Company. Ceiling air
diffuser or the like. 275,988, 10-16-84, O. 023- 11 5.000.

Ward, William W., to Southern Case, Inc. Drawer divider. 275.921.
10-16-84, O. D6-510.000.

Wassergord, Dale R.; Fahnstrom. Dale E.; and Drununond, Archie G..
Jr.. to Realex Corporation. Bottle. 275,934, 10-16-84, CI. D9-376.000.

Weil, Ronald O.. to Swiss American Importing Co. Bowl. 275.922.
10-16-84. CI. O7-1.000.

WUje, Sven O. Sled. 275,939, 10-16-84, O. 012-11.000.
Williams, Teresa E. Aerial toy. 275,976, 10-16-84, O. 021-86.000.
Wimmer. Stephen H., to Wimmer's Meat Products. Inc. Meat mold or

similar article. 275.923. 10-16-84. O. 07-43.000.
Wimmer's Meat Products. Inc.: See—

Wimmer. Stephen H., 275,^3. CI. 07-43.000.
Worrell. William R.. to Kroy Inc. Tape laminating and dispensing

device. 275.966. 10-16-84. O. 019-69.000.
Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ekuan. Kenji, 275,946, O. O13-1.000.
Yamauchi, Makoto: See—

Nishio, Hideaki; Kojima. Hiroshi; and Yamauchi, Makoto. 275.941,
CI. 012-147.000.

Yasutani. Shigeki: See—
Mauuzaka. Yohzoh; and Yasutani. Shigeki, 275.960. O. D16-

31.000.

Yokoi. Gunpei. to Nintendo Co., Ltd. Hand-held type electronic game
housing. 275.971, 10-16-84, O. 021-13.000.

Zenith Radio Corporation: See—
Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt. Melvin W., executor; Chuboff.
David P.; and Franek. Wayne J.. 275.952, O. 014-82.000.

Boldt, Melvin H., deceased; Boldt, Melvin W., executor, ChubofT.
David P.; Goldman, Arnold; and Franek, Wayne J., 275.953. O.
D14-82.00a

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Armstrong Nurseries. Inc.: See-

Swim. Herbert C; and Christensen, Jack E.. 5.295. O. 11.000.

Carrier. Leonard E. Camatibn Plant. 5.293. 10-16-84. O. 71.000.
Carrier. Leonard E. Carnation plant. 5.294. 10.16-84. CI. 70.000.

Christensen, Jack E.: See-
Swim. Herbert C; and Christensen. Jack E.. 5.295, O. 1 1.000.

Swim. Herbert C; and Christensen, Jack E.. to Armstrong Nurseries,
Inc. Rose plant cv. 'Aronance'. 5.295. 10-16.84. O. 11.000.
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Note.—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLASS2
94 4.476,587
169 4,476,588
184.5 4.476.589

CLASS3
1.91 4,476,590

13 4,476.591

CLASS5
164 B 4.476.592
417 4.476.593
464 4,476,594
478 4,476.595

CLASS?
138 4.476,596
159 4,476,597
170 4,476,598

CLASSIC
139 WH 4.476.599

CLASS 12

142 V 4,476.600

CLASS IS

21 D 4.476,601

28 4,476,602
104.3 SN 4,476,603
105 4,476,604
179 4,476,605
268 4,476,606
339 4.476,607
353 4,476,608

CLASS 17

I R 4,476,609

55 4.476,610

CLASS 19

105 4,476,611

CLASS 24

304 4,476,612

CLASS 29

27 C 4,476,613
148.4 A 4,476,614
243.54 4,476,615
243.56 4,476,616

264 4,476,617

272 4,476,618
429 4.476,619
569 L 4.476.620
571 4.476.621

4.476,622

576 W 4,476,623
623.1 4,476,624
734 4.476.625
740 4.476.626
791 4.476.627
861 4.476.628

863 4.476.629

CLASS 30

47 4.476.630
92 4.476,631

276 4,476,632

363 4,476,633

CLASS 33

178 R 4,476,634
228 4.476,635

CLASS 34

114 4,476,636
119 4,476,637

CLASS 36

86 4,476,638
114 4,476,639

121 4,476,640

CLASS 37

118 R 4.476.641

142 R 4.476,642
245 4,476,643

CLASS 42

1 A 4,476,644

CLASS 43

15 4,476.645

34 4.476.646

122 4.476.647

CLASS 44

30 4.477.257

51 4.477.258

4.477,259

4.477,260
63 4,477.261

CLASS 47

65 4.476,651

CLASS 48

180 4,477,262

CLASS 49

235 4,476.652

468 4.476.653

CLASS 51

26 4.476,654

215 E 4,476,655

325 4.476,656

CLASS S2

139 4,476,657
395 4,476.658
404 4,476,659

515 4.476.660
546 4.476.66!

693 4.476.662
7.W 4.476,663

CLASS 53

258 4,476,664
575 4.476.665

CLASS 55

6
25
26
67

68

155

290
316
416
471

4.477.263

4.477,264

4,477,265

4,477.266

4.477,267

4.477.268

4.477,269

4.477,270

4,477,27!

4,477,272

CLASS 56

13.6 4,476,666
27.5 4.476.669
119 4.476.667

202 4.476.668

328 R 4.476,670

CLASS 57

224 Re.3!.705
261 4.476.67!

333 4.476.672

CLASS 59

86 4.476.673

CLASS 60

39.182 4,476,674

39.281 4.476,675
290 4.476.676
328 4.476.677
404 4.476.678
434 4.476.679
444 4.476.680
486 4.476,681

602 4,476,682
648 4,476,683
689 4.476.684

CLASS 62

3 4,476,685
63 4.476,686
64 4.476,687
149 4.476.688

198 4,476.690
217 4,476.69!

228.5 4,476.692
402 4.476.693
476 4.476,694

512 4,476,695

CLASS 65

3.12 4.477.273

13 4.477,274

158 4.477.275

CLASS 66

75.2 4.476,696
193 4,476.697

CLASS 70

25 4,476.698
34 4.476.699
99 4,476.700

276 4.476.70!

CLASS 71

94 4.477.276

CLASS 72

15 4.476.702
130 4.476.703
276 4,476,704
478 4.476.705

CLASS 73

IG
4R

23
35

6!.!C

118

151

154

159

!7!

200
202
43!
434
453
585
704
708
847
861.22

861.6!

863.73

863.91

864.16

4.476.706

4.476.707

4.476.708

4.476.709

4.476.710

4.476.71

1

4.476,712

4.476.713

4.476.714

4.476.715

4,476.716

4.476.717

4.476.718

4.476.719

4.476.720

4,476.721

4,476.722

4.476.723

4.476.724

4.476.725

4,476.726

4,476.727

4.476.728

4.476.729

4.476.730

4.476,731

4,476,732

4,476.733

4.476.734

CLASS 74

84R
341

358
475

476
493
551.9

665 GB
751

866
867

869

4.476.735

4.476,736

4.476.737

4.476.738

4.476,739

4.476.740

4,476.741

4,476,742

4,476,743

4.476.744

4,476.745

4.476.746

4,476,748

4,476,747

CLASS 75

0.5 B 4,477,277

51 4,477.278

60 4.477.279

124 4.477,280

CLASS 81

53.2 4.476.749
300 4.476.750
440 4.476.751

CLASS 82

28 R 4.476.752

CLASS 83

36 4.476.753
150 4.476.754

364 4,476,755
422 4,476,756
446 4.476,757
479 4,476.758
574 4,476.759

582 4.476.760

614 4,476,761

640 4,476.762

CLASS 84

1.03 4,476.763

115

422 S
434
458

78

168

4.476.764

4.476.765

4.476.766

4.476.767

4.476.768

4.476.769

4.476,770

CLASS 92

4.476.771

4.476.772

CLASS 98

2.08 4.476.773
2.13 4.476.774

CLASS 99

295 4.476.775
302 C 4.476.776

42! H 4.476.777
516 4,476.778

CLASS .10

4.476,789

CLASS 100

4.476.779

4.476.780

229

7

214

CLASS 101

3 R 4.476,78!

415.1 4.471.783
450.1 4.476.782

CLASS 102

428
522

4.476.784

4.476.785

CLASS 104

12

%
4.476.786

4.476.787

CLASS 105

451 4.476.788

CLASS 106

14.34 4.477.281

34 4.477.282

100 4.477.283
104 4,477,284

CLASS 110

245
346

4.476.790

4.476.791

CLASS 112

142 4.476.792

221 4,476,793

226 4,476,794

316 4,476,795

320 4.476,7%

CLASS 114

65 R 4,476.797
77 R 4.476.798

103 4,476.799

172 4.476,800

230 4,476,801

296 4.476,802

CLASS 116

34 R 4.476,803

CLASS 118

19 4.476,804

65 4,476,805
no 4,476,806
317 4.476,807

CLASS 119

14.18 4,476.808

16 4,476,809

29 4,476,810

52 AF 4,476,811
75 4,476.812

4.476.813
106 4,476.814
147 R 4.476.815

CLASS 122

4 D 4,476,816

CLASS 123

3 4,476.817

4.476.818

25 C 4,476,819

41.05

68
90 12

90 39

9041
198 DB
235
276
339
357

4.36

440
467
479
480
502

556
557

563
585
637

4.476.820

4.476.821

4.476.82.1

4.476.824

4.476.822

4.476,825

4.476.826

4,476.827

4,476.828

4,476,829

4,476,83.1

4,476,834

4,476.835

4.476,830

4,476,831

4,476,832

4,476.836

4,476,837

4.476.838

4,476,839

4,476.840

4,476,841

4,476.842

4,476,843

4.476.844

CLASS 124

35 A 4.476,845

4! A 4.476.846

CLASS 125

1 1 DF 4,476.847

CLASS 126

19 M 4.476.848
25 R 4,476.849

112 4,476,850

247 4,476,851

289 4,476,852

425 4,476,85.1

4,476,854
426 4,476.855
447 4.476.856

CLASS 128

77

80R
87 B

132 D
303 R
303.17

305

305.1

326
344
400
419 PG
419 PT
546

634
642

660
663
666
682
736
745
760
778

4.476.857

4.476.858

4,476,859

4,476,860

4,476.861

4,476,862

4,476,863

4,476,864

4,476,865

4,476,866

4,476.867

4.476.868

4.476.869

4.476,895

4.476,870

4,476,871

4,476,872

4,476,873

4,476,874

4,476,875

4,476,876

4,476,877

4.476.878

4.476,879

4,476,880

CLASS 131

4,476,881

4,476.882

308

336

CLASS 132

73 4.476.883

CLASS 133

4 A 4,476.884

CLASS 134

3 4.477.285

10 4,477,286

15 4,477,287

19 4,477.288
34 4,477.289

CLASS 135

69 4,476.885

CLASS 136

203 4,477,686
229 4,477,687

258 4.477.688

a.ASS137
15

56
93
102

1 16 3

269
270
322

486
552.7

561 A
594

624 14

4.476.886

4.476.887

4,477,329

4,476.888

4,476,889

4,476.890

4,476,891

4,476,892

4.476.893

4,476,894

4,476,896

4,476.897

4.476.898

a^SS139
1 E 4.476.899

91 4.476.900

370.2 4.476,901

383 A 4.476.902

435 4.476.903

452 4.476.904

CLASS 140

4,476.905105

CLASS 144

116 4.476,906

CLASS 148

6
6t4R
1I.5Q

20
31.5

171

4.477.290

4.477.296

4.477.291

4.477.295

4.477.292

4.477.293

4.477.294

CLASS 149

109.6 4,477.297

CLASS 152

179

357 A
4.476.907

4.476,908

CLASS 156

44
54

72

136

165

230

250
384

578

580
603
635
643

656

'.*' '.J

4,477.3

4.47V
4.47t3

4.477.300

4.477,298

4,477.299

4,477.301

4.477.302

'.303

L304
(305

4.477.306

4.477.307

4.477.308

4.477.309

4.477.310

4.477.311

4.477.312

CLASS 160

178 C 4,476,909
291 4,476,910

CLASS 162

123 4.477,313

CLASS 164

65 4.476,91

1

316 4.476,912
346 4,476,913
444 4,476,914
484 4,476,915
519 4,476,916

CLASS 165

1 4.476.917

4.476.918
28 4,476.919

29 4,476,920
48 R 4,476,921

104.25 4.476.922

CLASS 166

65 R 4,476,923
84 4,476,924

105.1

248

261

267

4,476,925

4,476,926

4,476,927

4,476,928

PI 53
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4.47«i.02<»

4.476,9.W

4,47(1.4.11

4.476.9.t2

4.476.9.V1

4,476.4M
4.476.<>35

4.476.936

CLASS 169

4.476.937

CIJ<SS 172

22 4.476.9.38

374 4.476.939

CLASS 173

.37 4.476,940

117 4.476.941

169 4.476.942

273
279
294
303

324
36H
373
383

26

a.ASS 174

ISC
ISCA
22 C
31 R
36
48

4,477.690

4,477,689

4,477.691

4,477,692

4,477.693

4,477,694

CLASS m
61 4.476,943

65 4,476.944

203 4,476,94S

CLASS 177

144 4.476,946

CLASS 171

3 4.477.695

CLASS

m

18 BC 4,477,6%
84 T 4,477,697

90 BD 4,477,698

1 16 4,477.699

CLASS IM
2.1

7.2

65.1

73.3

219
247

249
333

4.476,947

4,476,948

4.476.949

4,476.950

4,476,951

4,476.952

4.476.953

4.476.954

CLASS lt2

2 4,476.955

5 4.476.956

21 4.476,957

82 4.476,958

CLASS 187

9B 4.476.960

9R 4.476.959

CLASS 188

32 4,476.961

7I.I 4.476.962
79.5 B 4,476,963

109 4.476.964
171 4.476.965

280 4,476,966

319 4.476,967

329 4.476.968

380 4.476.969

CLASS 192

0.052 4.476.970

CLASS 198

323 4,476.971

415 4.476.972
744 4.476.973

832 4.476,974

864 4.476.975

CLASS 200

SA 4.477.700

SOAA 4,477,701

61.62 4.477,702
76 4,477,703
144 R 4,477,704

CLASS 204

IT 4.477.314

I.S 4.477.315

33 4.477,317

51 4,477,318

56R 4.477.319

96 4.477.320
98 4.477.321

103 4.477.322
119 4,477,323
129.1 4,477,324
159.12 4,477,325

159.13 4.477,326
159.15 4,477.327

159.23 4.477.328

290 F
414

4,477,316

4,477.3.10

a.ASS206
219 4.476.976
4.14 4.476.977

444 4.476.978

554 4.476.979

CLASS 208

8R

30
75

113

120

188

5

22

166

170

459
566
582

4.477.331

4.477.332

4.477.333

4.477.334

4.477.335

4.477.3.16

4.477.337

CLASS 209

4.477.338

4.477.339

4.477.340

4.477..14I

4,476.980

4.476.981

4.476.982

CLASS 210

87

108

109

130
198.2

232

242.3

297

387

3%
448
633
634
665
741

748
783

785

57.1

86
126
134

4.477,342

4,477,.143

4,477,344

4,477,345

4.477,346

4.477.347

4.477,348

4.477,349

4.477.350

4.477.351

4.477,352

4,477.353

4.477.354

4.477.355

4.477.356

4.477.357

4.477.358

4.477,359

CLASS 211

4,476,983

4.476.984

4.476.985

4.476.986

CLASS 215

319 4,476.987

CLASS 219

055 B
10.55 A
10.55 E
10.67

109

117.1

121 PJ
124.34

149

205
225
267
388

CLASS
1.5

4E
83

89A
219
276
318
371

CLASS
6!

171

CLASS
61

75

135
402.1

521

642

39
218

18

19

119

138

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

4.477.706

4,477,707

4,477.705

4.477.708

4.477.709

4.477.710

4.477.711

4.477.712

4,477,713

4,477.714

4.477.715

4,477,716

4,477.717

4.477.718

220

4.476.988

4,476,989

4,476,990

4,476,991

4,476,992

4.476.993

4,476,994

4,476,995

221

4,476.996

4,476.997

222

4,476,998

4,476,999

4,477,000

4,477,001

4.477.002

4,477X»3

224

4.477.004

4.477,005

226

4.477,006

227

4.477,007

4,477,008

228

4,477,009

4,477,010

173 A
181

4.477.011

4.477.012

CLASS 229

1.5 R 4.477.013

22 4.477.014

23 R 4,477.015

28 R 4.477.016
39 R 4.477.017

CIASS23S
90 4,477,719

CLASS 236

1 B 4.477.018

10 4.477.019
49 4.477.020

CLASS 237

4.477.02167

CLASS 239

265.11 4.477.024

265.35 4.477.025
340 4.477.023
428.5 4.477.026
585 4.477.027

CLASS 241

69 4.477.028
101.7 4,477,029
20fc 4.477,030
211 4,477,031

CLASS 242

ISA
18 PW

67.1 R
67.2

75.4

84.21 R

4,477,033

4.477.032

4.477,034

4,477.035

4,477.036

4.477,037

4,477,038

CLASS 244

53 B
58

122 AC
199

223

4.477.039

4.477.040

4,477,041

4.477,042

4.477.043

4.477.044

CLASS 248

1

95
201

447.1

524
636

4.477,045

4,477,046

4,477,047

4,477,048

4,477,049

4,477,050

CLASS 2S0

201

211 J

222.1

227

231 R
237 G

385
492.2

504R
506.1

4,477,720

4,477,721

4,477,722

4.477,723

4,477.724

4.477.725

4.477.726

4,477.727

4.477,728

4,477,729

4.477,730

4,477,731

CLASS 251

30
57

86
122

174

282
306

4.477,051

4,477.052

4.477,053

4,477.054

4.477,055

4.477.056

4.477.057

CLASS 252

8.55 R
51.5 R

106
134

142

156

182

184

299.1

299.6

321

358

508

542
545
572

626
631

4.477.360

4.477.362

4,477.361

4.477,363

4,477,364

4,477,365

4,477,366

4,477,367

4.477.368

4.477.369

4.477.370

4,477.371

4.477.374

4.477.375

4,477.372

4,477,376

4,477,373

4,477,377

CLASS 256

19

6S
4.477,058

4.477.059

CLASS 260

239 BB 4,477.378
243.3 4.477.379

385 4.477,380

392 4,477.381

.198 4,477.382

4106 4,477.383

4109 R 4.477.384

4.477.385

412.2 4.477.386

429 R 4,477,387
4297 4,477,388

453 PH 4,477.389

502.5 E 4.477.390

502.5 G 4.477.391

CLASS 261

39 A 4.477.392

76 4.477..193

112 4.477.394

131 4.477.395

140 R 4,477,396

CLASS 264

37

40.1

45.2

45.7

61

65
104

220
250
275

288.4

532

4.477,397

4,477.398

4,477.399

4,477.400

4.477,401

4.477.402

4.477,403

4.477.404

4.477,405

4.477.406

4.477,407

4,477,408

CLASS 266

48 4,477,060

CLASS 267

8 R 4,477.061

64.28 4,477,062

CLASS 269

93 4.477,063

231 4,477,064

CLASS 270

31 4.477.065

52 4.477.066
55 4.477.067

CLASS 271

186 4.477.068

CLASS 272

3

70
72

73

93
123

4.477.069

4.477.070

4.477.071

4,477.072

4.477.073

4.477.074

CLASS 273

26 C
55 B
55 R

122 A
186 R
241

251

403
411

423

22
26

83
153

174

211

235 B

4.477.075

4.477.077

4.477.076

4.477.078

4.477.079

4.477.080

4.477.081

4.477.082

4.477,083

4,477,084

CLASS 277

4,477.085

4.477.086

4.477.087

4.477.088

4.477.089

4.477.090

4,477,091

4.477,092

4.477.093

4.477.094

CLASS 279

1 A 4.477.095

97 4.477.096

CLASS 280

203
242 WC
421
434
461 A
615

4,477,097

4.477,098

4.477.099

4,477,100

4.477.101

4.477.102

CLASS 283

62 4.477.103

CLASS 285

4,477,104

4.477,105

4.477,106

4.477.107

4.477.108

4.477.109

18

47
134

149

361

CLASS 292

I 4,477,110
307 R Re. 3 1,706

CLASS 294

I BA 4,477.111
16 4,477,112

4,477,113
50.6 4,477.114

a.ASS296
IS 4.477,115

97 H 4,477,116

CIASS291
45 4,477,117
85 4,477,118

CLASS 299

34 4,477,119

CLASS 301

6 W 4,477.120
112 4,477,121

a.ASS303
6 4,477,122

24 R 4,477,123

100 4.477.124

116 4.477.125

CLASS 307

9 4.477.732

35 4.477.733

120 4,477,734

270 4.477,735

297 4,477,736

4,477,737

445 4,477,738
449 4,477,739

455 4,477,740

473 4,477,741

571 4.477.742

CLASS 308

1 A 4,477,126

CLASS 310

77 4.477,743

156 4,477,744

4,477,745

CLASS 312

8 4,477,127

111 4.477,128

116 4.477,129

219 4,477,130

CLASS 315

39 4,477,746

200 A 4,477,747

306 4,477,748

397 4,477,749

CLASS 318

270 4.477.750

280 4,477.751

331 4.477.752

563 4,477,753

568 4,477,754

611 4.477.755

o9o 4,477.756

4.477,757

4,477,758

4,477,759

773 4,477,760

800 4,477,761

802 4.477,762

811 4,477.763

CLASS 320

62 4.477,764

CLASS 322

20 4,477,765

28 4,477,766

59 4,477,767

CLASS 324

4,477,768

4,477,769
4,477,770

4,477,771

4.477.772

4,477.773

4,477,774

4,477.775

4.477,776

4,477.777

4,477,778

51

54
57 N
58.5

59
79R

158 P
158 R
227
300
466

CLASS 328

151 4.477,779

CLASS 330

265 4,477,780

286 4,477,781

288 4,477,782

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS PI 55

1.18

153

202
207

208
235

257

a.ASS333
4,477,783

4,477.784

4,477,785

4.477,786

4,477,787

4,477,788

CLASS 335

4,477.789

CLASS 336

60 4.477,790

4,477.791

180 4.477,792

aj^SS338
21 4,477.793
32 R 4,477,794

163 4,477,795

a.ASS339
14 P
14 R

17 F
17 M
49 R
59 M

65
88 R
89 M

122 R
125 R
126 RS
177 R

4,477,132

4,477,131

4,477,135

4.477,134

4.477.133

4.477.136

4.477.022

4.477,137

4.477.138

4,477,139

4,477,140

4,477,141

4.477,142

4,477.143

4.477.144

CLASS 340

105

365 S
527

533

684
722
727
747
784
825.32

825.44

825.54

870.37

4.477.796

4,477.797

4,477.798

4,477.799

4,477,800

4,477,801

4,477,803

4.477.802

4.477.804

4.477.805

4.477.806

4.477.807

4.477,808

4.477.809

4.477.810

CLASS 343

17.7

417
700 MS
725

756
786

861

881

4.477.811

4.477.812

4.477.813

4.477,814

4,477,815

4,477,816

4,477.817

4.477.818

CLASS 34«

76 L
76 PH

108

136

140 R

205

4.477,819

4,477,820

4,477,821

4,477,822

4,477,823

4,477.869

4,477,593

CLASS 350

96.10

96.21

96.23

286
288
289
351

394
426
432
469
503
532

4,477,145

4,477,146

4,477,147

4,477,148

4,477.149

4.477.150

4.477.151

4,477,152

4,477,153

4,477,154

4,477,155

4,477,156

4.477,157

CLASS 351

169 4,477,158

221 4.477,159

CLASS 352

40 4,477,160

CLASS 354

173.11 4,477,162

4,477.163

286 4,477.164

299 4,477.165

300 4.477.166

400 4.477.167

403 4.477.168

409 4,477,169

415 4,477,170

416 4,477,171

44K
480

4.477.161

4.477.172

a.ASS 355

3DD

3R
3SH
3TR

11

14 E
14 R

43
55

4,477.173

4.477.174

4,477.175

4,477,181

4.477,176

4.477,177

4.477.179

Re.31,707

4,477.178

4.477.180

4.477.182

4,477.183

a.ASS 356

4,477,184

4,477,185

4,477,186

4,477,187

4.477,188

4.477,189

4.477,190

141

152

246
3.15

350
374

418

a.ASS 357

17 4.477,824

23.5 4.477.825

68 4.477.826
70 4.477.827

80 4.477.828

CLASS 358

4.477,829

4,477.830

4.477.831

4.477.832

4.477.833

4.477.834

4.477.835

4.477.836

4.477.837

4.477,838

4.477.839

4.477.840

4.477,841

4,477,842

4,477,843

CLASS 360

4,477,844

4,477,845

4,477,846

4,477,847

4,477,848

4,477,849

4,477,850

4,477,851

4,477,852

4,477,853

CLASS 361

4,477,854

4,477,855

4,477,856

4,477,857

4,477,858

4,477,859

4,477,860

4,477,861

4,477,862

1

27
44
80
113

213
293
310
322

326
330
335
336
342

8

26
46
60

77

94
95

114

123

36
54

72
119

273
278

306
371

393

CLASS 362

84 4,477,863

311 4,477,864

396 4,477,865

427 4,477,866

CLASS 363

26 4,477,867

28 4,477,868

CL>iSS364

186 4,477,870

200 4,477,871

4,477,872

4,477,873

424 4,477,874

431.08 4,477.875

434 4,477.876

571 4.477.877

726 4.477.878

752 4.477.879

900 4.477,880

4.477,881

4,477,882

CLASS 365

185 4,477,883

189 4.477,884

204 4,477,885

222

9

36

1

13

14

30
60

296

404
412

11

37

47

52

20
34

95

15

43

8

296

120

93

174

231

316

111

153

169

172

195

261

4.477.886

a.ASS366

77 4,477.191

274 4,477,192

CLASS 367

20 4,477,887

152 4,477,888

CLASS 368

24 4.477.193

69 4,477,194

88 4,477.195

157 4,477.196

a.ASS3<9

35 4.477,889

53 4,477,890

109 4,477,891

132 4.477.892

244 4.477,893

270 4.477.894

CLASS 370

16 4.477.895

24 4.477,896

62 4.477,897

80 4,477,898

94 4,477,899

112 4,477,900

CLASS 371

15 4,477,901

25 4,477,902

37 4,477,903

49 4,477,904

CLASS 372

25 4,477.905

41 4.477,906

64 4.477.907

88 4,477,908

95 4,477,909

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

373

4,477.910

4,477.911

375

4.477.912

4.477.913

4.477.914

4.477.915

4.477.916

376

4.477.409

4.477.410

4.477.41

1

377

4,477,917

4,477,918

4,477,919

4,477,920

378

4,477,922

4,477.921

4.477.923

381

4.477.924

4.477.925

382

4.477.926

384

4.477.197

400

4.477.198

403

4.477.199

4.477,200

4,477,201

4,477,202

404

4,477.203

405

4.477.204

4.477.205

4,477.206

4,477.207

4,477,208

4,477,209

CLASS 406

166 4,477.210

CLASS 407

7 4.477,211

104 4,477,212

CLASS 408

241 R 4,477.213

CLASS 409

34 4,477.214

245 4,477,215

257 4,477.216

CLASS 411

387 4.477,217

CLASS 414

36 4.477,218

126 4,477,219

139 4,477,220

735 4,477,221

CLASS 415

138 4.477.222
169 R 4,477.223

CLASS 416

1 14 4.477.224

134 A 4.477,225

144 4,477.226

198 A 4.477.227

241 A 4.477.228

CLASS 417

53 4,477,229

63 4.477.230

221 4.477.231

342 4,477.232

366 4,477.233

393 4,477.234

414 4.477.235

454 4.477,236

539 4,477.237

CLASS 418

5 4.477.238

55 4.477.239

94 4,477.240

40
62
125

164

CLASS 422

4.477.412

4.477.413

4.477.414

4.477.415

CLASS 423

67

213.2

219
228
234
275
327
328
387

485
569

628

4,477,416

4,477,417

4,477,418

4,477,419

4.477,420

4.477.421

4.477.422

4,477.423

4,477,424

4.477,425

4,477.426

4,477.427

CLASS 424

52

63
66
85
93
94
95

116

130

162

177

180

239
244
246

248.54

250

251

258
260

4.477.428

4.477.429

4.477.430

4.477.431

4,477,432

4,477.433

4.477.434

4.477.435

4.477.436

4.477.437

4.477.438

4.477,439

4,477,440

4,477,441

4,477,442

4,477,443

4,477,444

4,477,445

4,477,446

4,477,447

4,477,448

4,477,449

4,477,450

4,477,451

4,477.452

4.477.453

4.477.454

4.477.455

4.477.456

4.477.457

266 4.477.458

269 4,477.459

270 4.477.460

272 4.477.461

273 P 4.477.462

274 4.477.463

275 4.477.464

4.477.465

4.477.466

317 4.477.467

4.477.468

322 4.477.469

330 4,477,470

CLASS 425

85 4.477.241

207 4.477.242

292 4,477.243

CLASS 426

43
98

231

250

262
330.4

330.6

549

578
590

632

19

27

33

87

115

160

4,477,471

4.477.472

4.477,473

4,477.474

4,477.475

4.477.476

4.477,477

4.477.478

4.477.479

4.477,480

4.477.481

4,477.482

CLASS 4r
8

10

38

54.1

123

126.2

129

132

136

211

215

228
255.3

356
375

386
389.9

412.1

4.477,483

4.477.484

4.477.485

4.477,486

4,477,487

Re. 3 1,708

4.477,488

4.477.489

4.477,490

4.477.491

4.477.492

4.477.493

4.477.494

4.477.495

4.477.4%
4.477,497

4.477.498

4.477.499

CLASS 428

16

35

102

138

160

172

188

192

198

200
201

236
246
264

288
2%
324

327

331

336

359
389

391

395

399

401

412

413
425.9

441

458
461

476.3

522
577

656

4.477.500

4.477.501

4.477.502

4,477.503

4,477.504

4.477,505

4.477,506

4.477,507

4,477,508

4,477,509

4,477,510

4,477,511

4,477.512

4.477.513

4,477.514

4.477.515

4.477.516

4,477.517

4.477,518

4.477.519

4,477.520

4,477,521

4,477,522

4,477.523

4,477,524

4,477,525

4,477,526

4.477,527

4,477,528

4.477,529

4,477,530

4,477,531

4,477,532

4,477,533

4,477,534

4,477,535

4.477.536

4.477.537

4.477.538

CLASS 429

4,477.539

4,477,540

4,477,541

4,477,542

4,477,543

4,477,544

191

211

14

54

59

133

175

192

223
273

281

308

384

505

506
509

513

544

567

78

114

146

153

253

3

11

106

29

126

153

16

71

97

161

253

6
33

70

170

500
510

518

4.477,545

4,477.546

CLASS 430

4.477.547

4.477.548

4.477,549

4.477,550

4,477,551

4.477,552

4,477,553

4.477.554

4.477.555

4.477.556

4.477.557

4.477.558

4.477,559

4.477.560

4.477,561

4.477,562

4.477,563

4.477,564

4,477,565

CLASS 431

4.477.245

4.477.246

4.477,247

4.477.248

4,477.249

CLASS 432

4.477.250

4.477.244

4.477.251

CLASS 433

4,477.252

4.477.253

CLASS 434

4.477.254

CLASS 435

4,477,566

4.477,567

4.477,568

4.477,569

4,477.570

4.477.571

CLASS 436

4,477.572

4.477,573

4.477.574

4,477.575

4,477,576

4,477,577

4,477.578

CLASS 446

1 14 4,476.649

166 4,476,648

362 4.476,650

CLASS 501

1 4,477.579

12 4.477.580

137 4.477.581

CLASS 502

4.477.582

4,477.583

4.477,584

4,477,585

4.477,586

4.477,587

4.477,588

4.477.589

4.477,590

4.477.591

4.477.592

26
71

77

104

111

119

169

334
340
342

CLASS 518

700 4.477.594

715 4.477.595

CLASS 521

25 4.477.5%
28 4,477.597

62 4.477.598

89 4.477,599

108 4.477,600

111 4.477.601

137 4.477,602

4,477.603

CLASS 523

116 4,477,604

155 4,477,605

200 4,477,606

212 4,477.607

215
407
414

71

76
77

91

100
102

136
157

171

423
4%
522
710
736
789
862

4,477,608

4.477,609

4,477,610

CLASS 534

4,477,611

4,477,612

4.477.613

4,477,614

4,477.615

4.477,616

4,477.617

4.477,618

4,477,619

4,477.620

4.477.621

4.477.622

4.477.623

4,477,624

4.477,625

4.477,626

CLASS 525

67 4,477.627

100 4,477.628

113 4,477.629

133 4.477.630

4.477.631

147 4.477.632

292 4.477.633
327.1 4.477.634

437 4.477.635

444 4.477.636

469 4,477,637

CLASS 536

84 4,477,638

124 4,477,639

256 4.477,640

CLASS 528

15 4.477.641

61 4,477.642

70 4.477.643
73 4,477.644

99 4,477,645

118 4,477.646

176 4,477.647

185 4,477,648

212 4,477,649

215 4,477,650

4.477,651

232 4.477,652

289 4.477,653

361 4,477,654

4,477,655

487 4,477,656

CLASS 536

91 4,477.657

CLASS 544

4,477.658

4.477,659

4,477,660

4,477.661

4,477,662

4,477,663

4,477,664

4,477,665

4,477.666

16

21

28

49
212
310
360
384
385

CLASS 546

17 4,477.667

72 4,477,668

85 4.477.669
141 4,477.670

291 4.477.671

294 4.477.672
344 4.477.673

CLASS 548

146 4.477.674

480
493

501

4.477,675

4.477,676

4,477,677

CLASS 549

62 4,477.678

486 4.477.679

CLASS 564

82 4.477.680

CLASS 568

336 4,477,681

362 4,477.682

379 4,477,683

4,477,684

462 4,477.685

CLASS 604

97 4.477.255

362 4.477.256



PI 56 CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS
D2-

D3—

24 275.904 275,920
275.905 275,921
275.906 567 275.917
275.907 569 275.915
275.901 D7- I 275,922

43 275,909 43 275.923
48 275,910 301 275.924
76 275.911 357 275.925

301 275.913 399 275,926
357 275,914 407 275,927
370 275.919 D8- 10 275,928
388 275,912 14 275,929
436 275,916 16 275,930
470 275.969 71 275,931

275,970 83 275,932
510 275.918 I D9- 300 275.933

376 275,934 D14~ 53
448 275,935 60

DIO- 46.1

106
275,937
275.936

82

Oll— 131 275.938 101
D12- 11 275,939 106

88 275,940 114
147 275,941

275.942
D15— 11

80
174 275.943 DI6- 26
190 275.945 31
192 275.944 112

D13— 1 275,946 D17— 18
24 275,947 20
25 275,948 D18- 8

275,949 i 22

275.950
275,951

275.952

275,953

275,954
275,955

275.956
275,957
275,958
275,959

275,960
275,961

275,962
275,963

275,964
275.965

D19— 69
75

D2I- 13

37
59

66
86
107
134
191

208
219
233
25D22-

275.966

275,967
275,968

275,971

275.972

275,973

275.974

275,975

275,976
275,977

275,978
275,979

275,980
275,981

275,982
275.983

D23- 1

29

115

138 S
D24- 8

D2S—

10

47
16

89

91

275.984

275.985

275.986

275.988

275,987

275,989

275,990

275,991

275,992

275,993

275,994

275.995

275,996

275,998

275.997

CLASSinCATION OF PLANTS
R- 11 5,295 70 5,294 71 5,293

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama 1

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas S

California 6

Canal 2U)ne 7

Colorado 8

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii IS

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

Louisiana 22

Maine 23

Maryland 24

Massachusetts 25

Michigan 26

Minnesota 27

Mississippi 28

Missouri 29

Montana 30

Nebraska 31

Nevada 32

New Hampshire 33

New Jersey 34

New Mexico 35

New York 36

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 38

Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina ., 45

South Dakota 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(Pinx number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details

as to inventor name, location, etc.)

PATENTS

6 : 4,477,819 4,476,976 4.477.727 4.477.326 4.476.902 4,476,811

01 : 4.476.993 4,476,982 4.477.757 4.477.393 4.477.014 4,476.850

4.477.202 4.476.992 4.477.773 4.477.527 4.477.273 4,477.285

4.477.769 4.476.999 4.477.811 4.477.537 4.477.298 4.477.345

04 : 4.476.621 . 4.477.003 4.477.812 4,477.607 4.477,422 4,477,408

4.476.809 4.477.012 4.477.814 4,477.638 4,477.698 4,477,439

4.477.074 4.477.015 4.477.816 4.477.669 17 : 4,476.646 4,477,529

4.477.187 4.477.024 4.477.818 4.477.695 4.476.649 4,477,632

4,477.430 4.477.037 4.477.822 4,477,701 4,476,667 4,477,647

4,477,700 4.477.051 4.477.825 4,477,758 4,476.677 4,477,660

4,477.873 4.477.054 4.477.847 4,477,876 4.476.686 4,477,717

06 : 4,476.592 4.477.069 4.477.849 10 : 4,476,631 4.476,698 4,477,754

4,476.596 4.477.073 4.477.851 4,476,916 4,476,736 4,477,791

4,476.632 4.477.079 4.477.853 4,476,921 4.476,775 4,477,864

4.476.650 4.477.087 4.477.857 4.477.271 4,476,781 4,477.924

4,476.654 4.4T7.098 4.477.872 4.477.321 4,476,826 19 : 4,476.389

4,476.661 4.477.106 4.477.879 4,477.346 4.476.842 4,476,680

4,476.673 4.477.129 4.477.885 4.477.457 4.476.847 4.476,849

4.476.682 4.477.140 4.477.886 4,477.463 4.476.860 4,476,905

4,476.684 4.477.156 4,477,890 4.477.474 4.476.872 4.477,030

4,476.693 4.477,160 4,477,905 4.477,492 4,476,926 4,477,050

4.476.703 4,477.190 4,477.908 . 4,477,526 4,476.973 4,477.084

4,476,706 4,477.197 4.477.913 4,477,556 4.476.985 4,477.406

4,476,707 4.477.211
08 4.476.609

4,476,859

4,476.954

4,477.068

4,477.070
4.477.180

4.477.232

4.477.573

4.477.755

4.477.813

4.477.920

4,477.617 4.477.019 4,477.504

4,476,708 4.477.257 4.477.633 4,477.047 20 : 4,476,645
; 4,476,713 4.477.266 4.477,671 4.477.062 4,476,663

4.476.730 4.477.287 4.477.688 4.477.109 4,477,026

4.476,732 4.477.322 12 : 4.476.685 4.477.135 4,477,228

4.476.735 4,477.329 4.476.688 4.477.137 4,477,925

4.476.762 4,477.336 4,476,810 4.477.158 21 : 4,476,771

4.476,812 4,477.356 ^ 4,476.841 4.477,217 4,476,881

4.476.814 4.477.373 4.476,845 4,477,247 4,476,946

4.476.815 4.477.376 4.476.857 4.477,270 4,477.198
-

4.476.817 4.477.403 4.476.883 4.4T7.307 4,477.335

4,476.821 4.477.432 4.476.928 4.477.325 4.477.383

4.476.866 4.477,459 09 4.476.617 4.476.956 4.477,340 22 : 4.476.924

4.476,869 4.477.460 4,476.619 4,476.983 4.477.365 4.476.957

4.476.871 4,477.462 4,476.648 4.477.056 4.477,413 4.477,412

4.476.874 4.477.477 4,476,651 4,477,097 4,477.490 4,477.423

4.476,877 4.477,482 4.476.734 4,477,207 4,477.506 4.477.657

4.476.880 4.477.483 4,476.754 4.477.222 4.477.532 23 : 4.477.248

4.476.894 4.477.508 4.476.756 4.477.250 4.477.541 4.477.354

4.476.912 4,477.539 4.476.790 4.477.272 4.477.579 24 : 4.476.602

4.476.930 4.477,542 4.476.837 4.477,289 4.477,605 4.476.660

4,476.934 4.477,571 4.476.918 4.477.425 4.477,687 4.476.780

4,476,936 4.477.577 4.477.042 4.477,471 4.477,693 4.476.799

4,476,939 4,477.578 4.477.076 4.477,613 4,477.765 4.476.816

4.476,942 4,477,598 4,477.086 4,477,716 4.477JOl 4.476.839

4.476.947 4,477,648 4,477,088 4,477.720 4.477,833 4.476.867

4.476.955 4.477.672 4,477.089 4.477.783 4,477.888 4.477.141

4,476,969 4.477.715 4.477.147 4.477.895 18 : 4,476.625 4.477.152

4,476.972 4,477.718 4.477.231 4.477.919 4,476,655 4.477.297

_ 4.476,974 *,477.725 4,477,233 13 : 4,476,823 4,476,744 4,477,511

PI 57
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26

27

28
29

4,477,538

4.477,781

4,477,785

4,477.802

4.477.912

Re.3 1.708

4.476.622

4.476.624

4.476,717

4.476,718

4,476.720

4.476.846

4.476,965

4.477.268

4,477,332

4,477,347

4,477,544

4,477,565

4,477.645

4.477,745

4,477.788

4,477.803

4.477.828

4,477,862

4,477,867

4,477,896

4,477,92!

4,476,588

4,476,599

4,476,613

4.476,745

4,476,748

4,476,820

4.476.822

4,476,833

4,476,937

4,476,968

4,477,009

4,477,099

4,477,118

4,477,215

4,477,245

4.477.306

4.477.315

4.477,318

4,477.327

4,477,402

4,477,442

4,477,449

4,477.468

4,477,486

4,477,514

4,477.525

4,477,601

4,477,603

4,477.61

1

4,477.640

4,477.644

4,477.684

4.477.771

4.476,593

4,476.618

4.476,657

4,476,868

4,476,873

4,477,007

4,477.008

4.477.017

4.477,450

4,477,562

4,477.635

4,477,705

4,477,706

4.477.733

4,477,750

4,477,904

4,476,594

4.476,727

4,476,757

4,477,075

4,477,083

4,477.139

4.477.475

4.477,536

4,477,540

31

32

33

35

36

4.477.546
4.477.674

4.477.685

4.477.764

4.477.866

4,476,803

4.476,964

4.477,352

4.476,681

4.477.072

4.477,780

4,477.796

4.476,607

4.476.630

4.476.726

4.476.753

4.476,770

4.476.800

4,476.840

4.476.865

4.476.909

4.476.990

4.4n.002
4.477.188

4.477,201

4.477,240

4,477.244

4.477,249

4,477.275

4.477.288

4.477,308

4.477.370

4,477.372

4.477.378

4,477,379

4,477,426

4,477,428

4,477,429

4,477,431

4,477,465

4,477,473

4,477,478

4,477,534

4,477.580

4,477,582

4,477.583

4,477,584

4,477,585

4.477,590

4,477,594

4,477,595

4,477.600

4,477,667

4.477.668

4,477,670

4.477.679

4,477,680

4,477.683

4,477.694

4,477,697

4,477,710

4,477,817

4,477,824

4,477,841

4.477.856

4,477,869

4.477.891

4,477.894

4,477,897

4.477.900

4,477,918

4.476,604

4,476,854

4,477,746

4,477,909

4.476,683

4,476,687

4,476,711

4,476,760

4,476,806

4,476,848

4,476,851

4,476,864

4,476,920

01 : 275,962
04 : 275,910
05 : 275,919
06 : 275,909

275,912
08 :

275,929 12 :

275,933

275,948

275,949

275,956

275,958

275,963

275,981

275,982

275,992

275,937

275,988

275,916

275,924

275,926

275,995

275,9%
275,997

275.998

37

39

4.476.958

4.476.977

4.476.979

4,476,987

4.476,989

4.476,998

4.477.016

4,477.033

4.477,040

4.477.078

4.477.081

4,477.095

4.477.096

4.477.111

4.477.175

4.477.176

4.477.177

4,477.226

4,477,227

4,477,229

4,477,256

4,477,259

4,477,260

4,477.261

4,477,278

4.477,296

4,477,317

4,477.324

4,477,388

4,477,416

4,477,418

4,477,446

4.477.452

4,477,464

4,477,480

4,477,484

4.477.495

4,477,499

4,477.502

4,477,503

4,477,519

4,477.528

4,477,548

4,477,570

4,477,572

4,477,576

4,477,587

4,477,614

4,477,625

4,477,627

4,477,649

4,477,650

4,477,651

4,477,673

4,477,675

4,477,707

4,477,712

4,477,721

4,477,729

4,477,767

4,477,776

4,477,868

4,477,901

4,477,917

4,476,616

4,476,628

4,476,669

4,476,714

4,476,807

4,476,855

4,476,906

4,476,922

4,476,938

4,477,067

4,477,082

4,477,132

4,477,142

4,477,143

4,477,500

4,477,524

4,477,860

4,477,861

4,477,910

4,476,636

40

41

42

4,476.641

4.476.656

4,476.949

4,476.960

4,476.995

4,476.996

4,477,023

4,477,036

4.477,043

4.477,048

4.477.077

4,477.080

4.477.200

4.477.203

4.477.216

4.477,219

4.477.302

4.477.305

4.477.331

4.477,350

4,477,361

4,477,362

4,477,363

4,477,382

4,477,385

4,477,3%
4.477,397

4.477.481

4,477,509

4,477,523

4,477.545

4.477,609

4,477,612

4,477,619

4,477,620

4,477,656

4,477.665

4,477,676

4.477,723

4.477,882

4,476,722

4.476.791

4.476,889

4,476,892

4,476,925

4,476,929

4,477,006

4,477,059

4,477,121

4,477,230

4,477,237

4,477,320

4,477,348

4,477,360

4,477,364

4,477,586

4,477,588

4,477,592

4,477,652

4,476,644

4,477,031

4,477,049

4,477,134

4,477,310

4,477,342

4,476,647

4,476,658

4,476,674

4,476,712

4,476,731

4,476,749

4,476,758

4,476,768

4,476,774

4,476,818

4,476,862

4,476,878

4,476.975

4,476,994

4,477,013

4,477,022

4,477,064

4,477,108

4,477.113

45

46
47

48

4.477.128

4,477.133

4,477.138

4.477,146

4.477,166

4.477.192

4,477.209

4.477.220

4.477.225

4,477.252

4.477.264

4,477.265

4.477.279

4,477.290

4.477.292

4.477.353

4.477.357

4.477.366

4.477.384

4.477.405

4.477.440

4,477,441

4.477.455

4.477.456

4,477,466

4,477,470

4,477,494

4,477,496

4,477,505

4,477.510

4,477,517

4.477.535

4.477.602

4.477.604

4,477,618

4,477,622

4,477,663

4,477,692

4,477,719

4.477.731

4.477.760

4.477.779

4.477.782

4.477,787

4.477,792

4.477,799

4.477,800

4.477.845

4.477.870

4.477,911

4.476.611

4,476.690

4.476.8%
4.476.900

4.477.107

4.477.263

4.477.512

4.477.789

4.476.788

4.476.615

4,476,705

4,476,986

4,477,039

4,477,065

4,477,283

4.477,398

4.477.479

4.477,522

4.477.713

4,476.635

4,476,642

4,476.653

4,476.659

4.476.695

4.476.715

4.476.716

4.476.723

4.476.750

4.476.761

4,476.772

4,476,825

4,476,858

4.476,897

4.476.923

49

SO

SI

S3

54
55

56

4,476.931

4.476,932

4,476,935

4,476,944

4,476,945

4,476,966

4,477.005

4,477,046

4.477,053

4,477.055

4.477.058

4,477.085

4.477,091

4,477.092

4.477.093

4.477.104

4.477.105

4.477,136

4,477,205

4,477,218

4,477,223

.4.477,234
4.477,236

4,477,262

4,477.269

4.477.304

4.477.367

4.477,394

4.477.419

4.477,438

4,477,591

4,477,597

4,477.629.

4,477,639

4.477.646

4.477.737

4,477.739

4,477,748

4.477.871

4.477.880

4.477.887

4.477.906

4.476.598

4.476.639

4.476.940

4.477.377

4.477.907

4.476.623

4.477.741

4.477.846

4.476.729

4.476.787

4.476.792

4.476.852

4.476.870

4.476.879

4.476.885

4.477.041

4,477,114

4,477,130

4,477,165

4,477,294

4,477,643

4,477,709

4,477,738

4,477,804

4,477,902

4,476,700

4.476.710

4,476,798

4,477.028

4,477.044

4.477.339

4,477,469

4,477,778

4,476,927

4,476,637

4,476.662

4.476.668

4,477.204

4.477,213

4,477.389

4.477,742

4.476.853

DESIGN PATENTS
13

17

20
25

26
27

29

275.977 31 : 275,923 275.914 275.968
275,951

275,952

275,953

34 : 275,905

275,907

275,936

275.917

275.931

275,%1

40 : 275.969

275.970

275,957 275,973 275,972
41 275.979

275.925 275,985 275.975
48 : 275.943

275.930 275,986 275.978 275.976
275.945 275,987 275.984 275.989
275.966 275,993 37 : 275.921 275.990
275,994 36 : 275,904 39 : 275.913 275.991
275,922 275.906 275.918 SO : 275.928
275,934 275,908 27S.%7 55 : 275.935

06 5.293

PLANT PATENTS
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

PatMrt CoopcntiMi Treaty (PCr> laformatlM

For information concerning the PCT member
countries tee the notice appearing in the Official Gazette
at 10*2 O.O. 45 on May 1571984
For use of the European Patent OflRce as a Searching

Authority for PCT applications filed in the United

a rule change to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published in the
Omcial Cautte at 1021 O.O. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982.

The Search fee for the European Patent Office was
changed as of Feb. 14, 1984 and was announced in the
Qffleial Gaxett* at 1039 O.O. 142 on Feb. 21, 1984.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced in the
Qffldal Gaum at 1037 O.O. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983.
The currem schedule of PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee S 125.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

Searching Authority
• No corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 500.00
• Corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 250.00
European Patent Office as

Searching Authority
• AU cases 620.00

International Fees
Basic fee (first 30 paces) . . . ; 295.00
Basic Supplemental fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national

or r^ional office) 70.00

OERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF, -

Apr. 13, 1984. Commissioner c/Puunts
and Trademarks.

Notfea of MaiMuMe Fees PayaUc

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section
1.362(d), effective Nov. 1, 1984, provides that mainte-
nance fees may be yuA without surcharge for a six-

month period beginnmg 3, 7, and 11 yean after the date
of issue of patents based on u>plications filed on or after

Dec. 12, 1980. An additional six-month grace period is

provided bv 35 U.S.C 41(b) and 37 CFR 1.362(e) for
payment of the maintenance fee with the surcharge set

forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k) or (1), effective Nov. 1, 1984. If
the maintenance fee is not paid in a patent requiring
such payment, the patent will expire on the 4th, 8th or
12th anniversary of the grant
Attention is drawn to the patents which were issued

on Oct 20, 1981 for which maintenance fees due at 3
years and six months may now be paid. The patents
nave patent numbers within the followmg ranges:

Plant Patents 4,778 through 4,780
Utility Patents 4,295,227 through 4,296,496
Reissue Patents based on the above identified patents.

No maintenance fees are iiequired for det^ patents.

Payments of mahitenance fees in patents w>uld be di-

rected to Tiommissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Box M. Fee, Washington, D.C 20231."

The current amounts of the maintenance fees due at 3
yean and six months are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(e) aiad

(hX which are reproduced below:

37 CFR {1.20 Post-issuance fees

"(e) For maintaining an original or reissue patent except
a desim patent based on an qyplication filed on or
after Dec. 12, 1980 and before Aug. 27, 1982, in
force beyond 4 vears; the fee is due by three yean
and six months after the original grant . . . S 200.00"

"(h) For maintaining an original or reissue patent except
a design or plant patent, baaed on an application filed
on or after Aug. 27, 1982, in force beyond 4 years;
the fee is due by three years ai^ six months dfter the
original grant:

By a smaU entity (§1.9(0) $200.00
By other than a small entity S40a00"

The amounts of the surcharges, effective Nov. 1,

1984, are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(kHm), which are
reproduced below:

"(k) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-nK)nth grace period following the expiration of
three yean and six months, seven yean and six

months, and eleven yean and rix months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap-
plication filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before
Aug. 27, 1982 $ 100.00"

"0) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-month grace period following Uie expiration of
three yean and six months, seven yean and six

months, and eleven yean and six months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ^h
Elication filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982:
ly a smaU entity ({1.9(f)) $ 50.00
By other than a small entity S 100.00"

"(m) Surcharge for accepting a maintenance fee after ex-
piration of a patent for mn-timely payment of a
maintenance fee on a patent based on an application
filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982, where the delay in
payment is shown to the 8atisfecti(» of the Commis-
sioner to have been unavindable S 500.00^

REISSUE APPUCATIONS FILED

Notioe nader 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reiaae appUcstkma list-

ed bdow are open to inqyection by the genenl public in the
indicated RMmining OroiqM and oopiet may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4»29M74, Re. S.N. 619,365, Filed June 11, 1984, a
210/238, MULTIPLE FILTER VESSEL, Donald A.
Sillers, Jr., Owner of Record: Peerless MamifiKturing
Ca. Dallas. Tex.. Attorney or Agent: D. Carl Richards,
et al., Ex. Gp.: 136

4^20,612, Re. S.N. 586,373, Filed Mar. 5, 1984, d
52/396, END BLOCK, Ernest H. Jeffries, Jr., Owner of
Record: Reseo Products, Inc., Norristown, Pa., Atttnney
or Agent: Arthur H. Seidel, et al., Ex. Op.: 354

4^34,392, Re. S.N. 619,835, Filed June 12, 1984, a.
52/157, MODULAR SCREW ANCHOR HAVINO
LEAD POINT NON-INTEORAL WITH HELK
PLATE, Edward Dziedzic, Owner of Record: A. R
Chance Co., Centralia, Ma, Attorney or Agent: Ofxrdon
D. Schmidt et al., Ex. Op.: 356

4^340,208, Re. S.N. 619,536, Filed June 11, 1984, a.
266/220, REFRACTORY PIECE PERMEABLE TO
OASES, Pierre Vayisiere, et al.. Owner of Record:
Insttiut de Recherches de la Siderurgie Franeaise, Saint-
German-en-Laye, France, Attorney or Agent: Arthur F.
Dionne, et al., Ex. Op.: Ill

/
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.,fS.WL^- SN. 596,29a FUed Apr. 3, 19M, Q.
424/241, SPIRONOLACTONE-CONTAININO COM-
POSITION AND USE THEREOF, German Shapiro.
Owner of Record: Inventor, Attorney or Agent: Harold
Wegner, et al., Ex. Gp.: 123

431,69S, Re. S.N. 619,778, Filed June 11, 1984, Q.
204/286, COATED METAL ANODE FOR THE
ELECTROLYTIC RECOVERY OF METALS.
Konrad Koziol, et al., Owner of Record: Conradty
GmbH A Ca, Rothenback, Dex, Attorney or Agent:
John B. Young, et al., Ex. Op.: 1 12

REQUESTS FOB REEXAMINATION FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The reqnetts for re-

eiainiaation lilted bdow are open to inipectioa by the fco-
era! public in the indicated Rwinining Groups. Copies of the
reqnctti and related papen may be obtained by paying the
fee therefor establisbed in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination wiU proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aX5) and l.S2SQ>)).

No PnUicatlon TUs lane.

QnaUficitfcna for Admiaaion to the ExudnatioB
for Regiatntion to Practice Before the

Patort and Tradaaark Office

37 CFR 1.341(c) provides in pertinent part, **No per-
son will be admitted to practice and registered unless he
shall . . . establish to the satisfaction orthe Commission-
er that he is of good moral character and good repute
and *** possessed of the legal and scientific and techni-
cal qualifications necessary to enable him to render ^>-
plicants for patents valuable service ***. In order that
the Commissioner may determine whether the person
*** has the qualifications specified, satisfoctory proof of
good moral character and repute, and of sufRcient basic
training in scientific and technical matters must be sub-
mitted •••."

All persons requesting application forms are routinely
furnished with a circuhv entitled "General Requirements
For Admission To The Examination For Registration
To Practice Before The Patent and TrademaA Office".
The circular contains a list of the subjects in which a
person must have a bachelor's degree or the equivalency
thereof in scientific and technical tndning to meet regis-

tration qualifications. It is strongly recommended that
perscms who do not have a bachelor's degree in one of
those subiects comply with the instructions in the para-
gru>h foUowina the list to show their scientific and
technical qualifications. If it is intended to rely on
counes in computer science, no more than 3 semester
hours of courses in conq>uter programming will be ac-
c^yted as providing part of the required basic training in

scientific and technical matters. Computer science
courses oriented away firom the jriiysical sciences or en-
gineoing, e.g., toward accounting or business, will not
be accented as providing any of the requisite basic train-

ins in scientific and technical matters.

Many applications for admission to an examination are
filed on or just prior to the announced dosins date for

doing so, and these implications are frequently
disi^jroved because the person does not funuah a satis-

ftctory showing of his or her qualifications. For in-

stance, persons with a bi^helor's degree in a subject oth-
er than one of those listed in the circular frequently do
not f(Hlow mstructions in the drcubr and do not furnish

both their transcripts and official course descriptions.

Other persons list charges brought against them requir-

ing ftaither showings to overcome doubts raised by the
chargea about their character and reputation. Still others
who failed one section of the examination three times do

not famish a satisfoctory showing of sufficient additional
le0d training to pass the examination.
The Office or Enrollment and Discipline evaluates

each u)plication for admission to the examination on an
individual basis as soon as practical after receipt in that
office. Thereafter, notification is promptly mailed to
each person whose application has been dkumoved.
The Office of Personnel Management (OFM — for-

merly Civil Service Commission), which administers the
examination, requires that it receive correct dau from
the Patent and Trademark Office identifying the locale
of the examination and the number of persons to be test-
ed well ahead of the examination date. To afford ade-
quate time to present a satitfactory supplemental ^wwing to

Sin admission to the examination for which application is

ing made, it is recommended that all persons file their
applications early, pn^ferably at least two months before the
closing date.

All supplemental showings of qualifications and all u>>
!>licatioiis filed after the announced closing date to ^^y
6r admission to an examination will be considered only
in connection with the person's admission to the next
succeeding examination. Admission to an examination
given on a narticular date is available only to persons
who have filed a completed application form, a S7S.00
admission fee, and a satisfactory showing of quaUfica-
tions on or before the closing date for qiplying for ad-
mission to the examination. Examinations are given in
Apr. and Oct each year, and the respective closing
dates for applying for admission to the examinations are
the precedmg Jan. 31 and July 31.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Sept 18, 1984. Director ofEnrollment

and IXscipline

Dbpakimbnt OT Defdhsi
DepartaNit of the Na?y

AfaftabOity for Uccnaing

The inventions listed below are assigned to the United
States Government as represented by the Secretary of
the Navy and are made available for licensing by the
Department of the Navy.
Copies of patents cited are available from the Com-

missioner of Patents and Trademaits, Washington. D.C.
20231. for $1.00 each. Requests for copies of patents
must include the patent number.

Copies of patent plications cited are available from
the National Techmcal Information Service (NTIS),
S28S Port Royal Rd., Spri^i^field, Va. 22161. Requests
for copies of |Mtent appbcations must mclude the patent
application scaial number. Qaims are ddeted from pa-
tent application copies sold to avoid premature disclo-

sure.

For further information contact:

Dr. A. C. Williams
Staff Patent Adviser
Oflke of Naval Research (Code 305)
Ballston Tower No. 1

Arlington, Va. 22217
Telephone No. 202-6964003

Federal Register U.S. Department of the Navy, Di-
rector, Navy Patent Pro^un/Patent Counsel for the
Navy. Arlington, Va. 22217

Patent apfriication 248,932. Booster for Missile Fun.
Fded Mar. 30, 1981.

Patent application 276,856. Penetrator Interface Adapter
Concept Filed June 24, 1981.

Patent application 317,040. Standardized Compact Mod-
uhtf BoUer. Filed Nov. 2, 1981.

Patent ^q[>lication 319,153. Directional Data Stabiliza-

tion System. Filed Nov. 6, 1981.

Patent appUcation 320,999. Optical Fiber Gyroaoope
with (3x3) Directional Coupler. FUed Nov. 13, 1981.
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Patent application 351,799. Nickel-Base Superalloy Hav-
ing Improved Heat Treatment Range. Filed Feb. 24,
1982.

Patent application 333,677. Fiber Optic Rotation-Sensing
GyroKope with (3x2) Coupler. Filed Mar. 1, 1982.

Patent application 354,260. Unsymmetrical Polynitro-
carbonates and Symmetrical 1,3-BIS (HALO-AND
NTTROALKYL CARBONYLDIOXY>2,2-DINI-
TROPROPANES and Methods of Preparation. Filed
Mar. 3. 1982.

Patent application 354,261. Unsymmetrical Polynitro-
carbonates and Symmetrical 1,3-BIS (HALO-AND
NTTROALKYL CARBONYLDIOXY>2,2-DINI-
TROPROPANES and Methods of Preparation. Filed
Mar. 3. 1982.

Patent application 373,943. Sonobuoy Float Inflation &
Depth Selection Initiators. Filed May 3, 1982.

Patent application 375,141. Roller Bearing Hot Box Sen-
sor. FQed May 5, 1982.

Patent application 387,133. Holographic Moment Gener-
ator. Pfled June la 1982.

Patent application 390,160. A Novel Method for the
Preparation of CF3NF2. FUed June 21, 1982.

Patent applicatioo 392,854. On Block Surface Roughness
TeMing Device for Transparent Substrates. Filed June
28,1982.

Patent application 395,546. One-Side Transducer Lead
Connection. Filed July 6, 1982.

Patent application 395,557. Gated Fiber Optic Transmis-
sion. Fued July 6, 1982.

Patent application 403,822. Aerodynamic Housing. Filed
July 30, 1982.

Patent application 412,616. Automatic Centering Servo
Actuator. Fded Aug. 30, 1982.

Patent application 418,894. Fluorocarbon-Metal Com-
posites for Surable Airfield Funway Markings. Filed
Sept. 16, 1982.

Patent application 432,610. Environmental Crack Arrest-
ment Qmaposition. Filed Oct 4, 1981

Patent application 434,645. Microstrip Fed Frequency
Independent Antenna. Filed Oct. 15, 1982.

Patent application 437,086. Preparation of Water-Dis-
placing Paint Filed Oct. 27, 1982.

Patent application 442,497. Fiber-Optic System for Mea-
suring Electric Fields. Filed Nov. 18, 1982.

Patent application 445,321. Windowleas Non-Resonant
Optacoustic CeU. Filed Nov. 26, 1982.

Patent application 445,401. OU Nebulizer. Filed Nov. 30,
1982.

Patent application 446,284. Wave Powered Buoy Gener-
ator. Filed Dec. 2, 1982.

Patent application 446,292. Real-Tune Ultra-High Reso-
lution Image Projection DispUv Using Laser Ad-
dressed Liquid Crystal Light Valve. Filed Dec. 2,

1982.

Patent application 446,295. Printed Circuit Card Hybrid
Fiber Optic Connector. Filed Dec. 2, 1982.

Patent application 453,068. Device for Underwater
Cryogenic Cutting. Filed Dec. 27, 1981

Patent umlication 455,438. Computer Hardware Execu-
tive Fifed Jan. 3, 1983.

Patent application 458,597. Electrodeposition of Refrac-
tory Metal Carbide(s). FUed Jan. 17. 1983.

Patent application 462,641 Inflatable Bottom Construc-
tion for Inflatable Boat Filed Jan. 31, 1983.

Patent plication 463,097. Reprodudble Standard for
Aligning Rber Optic Coimecton Which Employ
Graded Refractive Index Rod Lenses. Filed Feb. 1
1983.

Patent application 471,083. Ion Implanted Dopants for
Ternary Ompounds. Filed Mar. 1, 1983.

Patent application 471,098. Low Resistance Ohmic Con-
tact Filed Mar. 1, 1983.

Patent aoplication 471,909. Optical Inspection Device.
FUed Mar. 3, 1983.

Patent appUcation 471,940. Method of Reducing Biolu-
minescence Effects Created by Objects Moving
Through Seawater. FUed Mar. 3. 1983.

Patent application 478,592. Elevator/Hatch OmtroUer
Phttform LeveUng Logic with Safety Features. Fded
Mar. 24, 1983.

Patent appUcation 479,372. Automatic Character Recog-
nition System. FUed Mar. 28, 1983.

Patent arolication 481,173. Integrated Hydrophone Pr
eampUner Telemetry Assembly. FUed Apr. 1, 1983.

Patent appUcation 481,213. A New Guidance Law to
Improve the Accuracy of Tactical MissUes. FUed Apr.
1, 1983.

Patent application 481,520. ShaUow Depth Lead Weight
Ejection Circuit. FUed Apr. 1, 1983.

Patent application 481,532. Pseudo-Random Noise Gen-
erator Calibration for Acoustic Hydrophones. Fried
Apr. 1, 1983.

Patent appUcation 482,692. A Precision Fathometer In-
terface Adaptor. FUed Apr. 6, 1983.

Patent appUcation 483,988. Constant Beamwidth Fre-
quency Independent Acoustic Antenna. FUed Apr. 11,
1983.

Patent appUcation 484,346. Recovery of FragUe Layers
Produced on Substrates by Chemical Vapor Deposi-
tion. FUed Apr. 11 1983.

Patent appUcation 484,764. Optical Ffben Having a Flu-
oride Glass Claddmg and Method of Making. FUed
Apr. 14, 1983.

Patent q)plication 484,810. Picosecond Broadband Cars
Probe Using the Picosecond Continuum. I^ed Apr.
14, 1983.

Patent qmUcation 488,924. Real-Tune Fourier Trans-
former Using One Acousto-Optical CeU. FUed Apr.
27, 1983.

Patent application 488,930. Real Tune Fourier Trans-
former Using One Acousto-Optical CeU. Ffkd Apr.
27, 1983.

Patent appUcation 490,706. Video/Digital Data
Multiplexer. FUed May 2, 1983.

Patent appUcation 490,827. Air Bag Restraint System.
FUed May 2, 1983.

Patent appUcation 490,891. Surface Sealing of Ceramic
Coating. FUed May 1 1983.

Patent appUcation 490,892. Broadband Unpolarited
Light Source. FUed May 2, 1983.

Patent appUcation 490,994. Method for Predicting the
Performance of Cathode Material. Fded May 11983.

Patent appUcation 490,996. Microminiature Gas Chro-
matograph Direct Insertion Probe for Man Spectrom-
eters. Filed May 3, 1983.

Patent appUcation 491,504. Retro-Reflective Alignment
Techmque for Fiber Optical Connectors. Rled May 4,

1983.

Patent appUcation 491,686. Integrated High-Gain Active
Radar Augmentor. Fded May 5, 1983.

Patent appUcation 492,088. Conversion of Prostaglandin
Analog into a Bicarbonate Insoluble Ofigomenc Mix-
tures. Fded May 6, 1983.

Patent appUcation 491988. Worksystems Package Auto-
matic Tool Interchange. Rled May 9, 1983.

Patent appUcation 493,461. Air Conditioning System
with Ev^wrative CooUng Apparatus. FUed May 11,

1983.

Patent appUcation 493,481 An Electronic Phase Shifter

Having a Constant Magnitude Output FUed May 11,

1983.
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Patent appUcation 493,831. Doppler Tolerant Binary
Phase Coded Pulse Compression System. FUed May
11 1983.

Patent umUcation 493,860. Diurnal Effects Simulator.
FUed May 11 1983.

Patent ^)pUcation 494,156. An Impact Switch for Guid-
ed ProjectUes. FUed May 13, 1983.

Patent indication 495,028. Polychromatic llme-Inte-

B
sting Optical Processor for High-Speed Ambuguity
ocessing. Fded May 16, 1983.

Patent appUcation 495,188. FUght Simulator with Dual
Probe Multi-Sensor Simuhdtion. FUed May 16, 1983.

Patent aroUcation 495,215. A Method for Sea Surface
High Frequency Radar Cross-Section Estimation Us-
ing Doppler Spectral Properties. FUed May 16, 1983.

Patent appUcation 498,337. Personal Alpha Contamma-
tion Sunulator and Detector. FUed May 26, 1983.

Patent appUcation 499,576. An Apparatus for Scannmg a
Rotating Gyroscope. FUed May 31, 1983.

Patent appUcation 499,710. Novel ElectricaUy Conduc-
tive Polymers. FUed May 31, 1983.

Patent appUcation 499,716. Yaw StabUization for Air-
craft Ejection Seats. FUed May 31, 1983.

Patent appUcation 499,978. Tumable Gyro-Klystron.
FUed June 1, 1983.

Patent appUcation 500,127. Radiative Opacity and Emis-
sivity Measuring Device. FUed June 1, 1983.

Patent appUcation 500,724. Process for Fabricating

Cryogemc Targets. FUed June 3, 1983.

Patent appUcation 500,725. Device for CryogenicaUy
Fabricating Source Material for Plasma X-Ray Lasers.

FUed June 3, 1983.

Patent appUcation 501030. Thermo Electric Valve.
FUed June 8, 1983.

Patent i^pUcation 501797. Universal Microcomputer for

Individual Sensors. FUed June 9, 1983.

Patent appUcation 503,010. Electrical Connector for

Sonobouys. FUed June 10, 1983.

Patent appUcation 503,913. Optical Sensmg Devices.
FUed June 13, 1983.

Patent appUcation 503,977. A Frequency Independent
Constant Beamwidth Lens Antenna. FUed June 13,

1983.

Patent q>pUcation 504,331. Optical Matrix-Matrix Multi-

Jlier Based on Outer Products Decomposition. FUed
une 14, 1983.

Patent appUcation 504,907. Expendable Underwater
Acoustic Projector. FUed June 16, 1983.

Patent appUcation 504,994. Method of Laser Welding.
Fded June 16, 1983.

Patent appUcation 505,569. AmpUtude and Phase Modu-
lation in Fin Lmes: Electricu Tuning. FUed June 17,

1983.

Patent appUcation 505,570. Twm-Aperture Phased Ar-
ray Lens Antenna. FUed June 17, 1983.

Patent appUcation 505,584. Shielding Apparatus for Mi-
crowave Thawing. FUed June 20, 1983.

Patent appUcation 505,589. Dera Ocean Wide Band
Acoustic Baffle. FUed June 20, 1983.

Patent appUcation 506,090. Method of Mass Spectrome-
try. FUed June 20, 1983.

Patent appUcation 506,169. Apparatus for Heating Con-
tamed Liquid. FUed June 20, 1983.

Patent appUcation 506,945. Pulse Compression Sidelobe

Suppressor. FUed June 21 1983.

Patent appUcation 507,258. Gyromagnetron AmpUfier.
FUed June 23, 1983.

Patent appUcation 508,649. Frequency Domain NonLin-
ear Signal Processmg Apparatus and Method for Dis-

crimination Agamst Non-Gaussian Interference. FUed
June 28, 1983.

Patent appUcMion 508,691 Blood Substitute and Method
of Making. FUed June 28, 1983.

Patent wpUcation 508,774. Preparaticm of Simple Nitro-
mium Sislts. FUed June 29, 1983.

Patent appUcation 508,789. RecrystaUization of Hex-
anitrostilbene from Dimethylsulfoxide and Menthanol.
FUed June 29, 1983.

Patent appUcation 510,131. A Free Nuclear Precession.
FUed July 1, 1983.

Patent appUcation 510,535. An Apparatus for Demodu-
latmg Gyroscope Position Information. Fded July 5,

1983.

Patent appUcation 510,851. A Portable Infrared Spectro-
photometer. FUed July 5, 1983.

Patent appUcation 511,351. Expendable Infrared Source
and Method Therefor. FUed July 6, 1983.

Patent appUcation 512,045. PaUndromic Polyphase Code
Expander-Compressor. FUed July 8, 1983.

Patent ^pUcation 513,195. A Method for Forming High
Superconduction Tc Niobium Nitride FUm at Ambi-
ent Temperatures. FUed July 12, 1983.

Patent appUcation 514,739. An Apparatus and Method
for Remotely Detecting the Presence of Chemical
Warfare Nerve Agents in an Air-Released Thermal
Qottd. FUed July 19, 1983.

Patent appUcation 521,798. ElectronicaUy Conductive
Polymer Compositions. FUed Aug. 10, 1983.

Patent apidication 524,186. SmaU Arms Ammunition
Loading System. FUed Aug. 17, 1983.

Patent appUcation 524,828. Multi-Level Renst Tech-
nique for Lithography on Ceramic Substrates. FUed
Aug. 19, 1983.

Patent appUcation 525,340. Forced Entry/Ballistic Resis-

tant Laminar Materials System. FUed Aug. 21 1983.

Patent appUcation 526,252. A Piezoelectric Polymer Hy-
drophone. FUed Aug. 25, 1983.

Patent appUcation 527,529. Sidelobe CanceUer with
Adaptive Antenna Subarraying Using a Weighted
Butier Matrix. FUed Aug. 29, 1983.

Patent application 527,626. Complex Cavity Gyrotron.
FUed Aug. 29. 1983.

Patent appUcation 525,340. Forced Entry and BaUistic

Resistant Laminar Structure. FUed Aug. 21 1983.

Patent appUcation 527,066. E-Plane Hybrid Divider.

FUed Aug. 29, 1983.

Patent appUcation 528,386. Manchester Decoder Clock
MultipUer. FUed Sept 1, 1983.

Patent wpUcation 528,905. Hybrid Seal. FUed Sept 1
1983.

Patent appUcation 529,788. Preparation of Hard Magnet-
ic AUoys of a Transition Metal and Lanthanide. FUed
Sept 6, 1983.

Patent u)pUcation 531,387. Low Temperature Deposi-
tion of^Nickel FUms. FUed Sept 12. 1983.

Patent appUcation 531,794. Fiber Optic Bundle Towed
Array. FUed Sept 13, 1983.

Patent appUcation 532.122. High Speed Semi-Conductor
Transistor. FUed Sept. 14. 1983.

Patent appUcation 531938. Method for the Deposition
of High-QuaUty Smgle Crystal Epitaxial Fdms of
Iron. FUed Sept. 16, 1983.

Patent appUcation 533,334. Fluid Responsive Rotor
Generator. FUed Sept 19, 1983.

Patent appUcation 534,477. Novel Antistatic Packaging
Materials. FUed Sept. 21. 1983.

Patent rapUcation 535,085. Range Doppler Coupling
Magnifier. FUed Sept. 23. 1983.

Patent application 535.488. Induced-Signal Capacitance
Effect FUed Sept 26, 1983.

Patent appUcation 537.474. An Active Circulator
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C^mstnn Traveling Wave Amplifier. FUed Sept. 29.

P«art application 537,752. Signal ProoesMr for Remote
Optical Interferometric Semon. Filed Sept 30, 1983.

PMnt application 538,298. Accumulation-Mode in
a530« d.47A» Field Effect Transistor. Filed Oct 3,
1983.

Pitent application 538,300. Nfetbod for Preparing Semi-
Insalatin£ in 0.53Oa 0.47As Epitaxial Layers. Filed

Pitent application 538,461. Fabrication of Semiconduc-
tor Devices in RecrystaUized Semiconductor Films on
Electro-Optic Substrates. Filed Oct 3, 1983.

Patent application 539,214. Front-End Processor for
Narrowband Transmission. Filed Oct. 5. 1983.

Patent application 539,503. Franmble Fly Through Dia-

1983.

iw»» |/|>ui.«uwu jj^,^vj. rnuuDie riy inrougn LWa-
phragm for Missile Launch Canister. Filed Oct. 6.
1983.

Patent application 542,314. Portable Surfacing Machine
for Boiler Manhole. Filed Oct 14, 1983.

Patent application 542,926. Metal Oxide Remover and
Method of Using. FUed Oct 18, 1983.

Patent application 543,680. Frequency Multiplex System
Using Injection Locking of Multiple Laser Diodes.
Filed Oct 20, 1983.

Patent application 546,252. Passivation of Steel with
Aqueous Amine Solution. Filed Oct 28, 1983.

Patent application 546,253. Automatic Vacuum Recycla-
ble System for Chemical-Thermo Cleaning of Ship
Tanks and Bilges. Filed Oct 28, 1983.

Patent application 547,273. Fiber Optic Lever Towed
Array. Filed Oct 31, 1983.

Patent application 547,511. RF Components and Net-
works m Shaped Dielectrics. Filed Oct 31, 1983.

Pttoit application 546,757. Intenated Optical Signal-
Ptocesiing Devices Using Dtflfraction of Light by
Magnetostatic Waves. FUed Oct 28, 1983.

Pttent appUcation 548.541. Flexible Electro<%emical
Heater. FUed Nov. 3, 1983.

Patent application 552,513. Mass Spectrometer for the
Analysis of Consecutive Ion Dissociations. Filed Nov.
16, 1983.

Patent application 554,664. In Situ Generation of
Deoontaminants. Filed Nov. 23, 1983.

Patent application 558,070. Multiplexed Digital
Correlator. FUed Dec. 5, 1983.

ntfent application 558,744. In-Line Optical Fiber
Polarizer. FUed Dec. 7, 1983.

Patent appUcation 559,557. Low Temperature Chemical
V^K>r Deposition System for Depositing SUicon Di-
oxide. FUed Dec. 8, 1983.

Patent ap^ication 559,576. Microprocessor Based Pro-
vnmmable Frequency Controller for Frequency A^e
Radar. Filed Dec. 8, 1983.

Pttent application 56a472. Pohuization-fiidependent
Switch with Coupler Spacing Optimized for Low
Voltiige Operation. Fded Dec. 12, 1983.

Patent application 561,843. In-Sitii Machine for Refur-
bishing a Bore in a Workpiece. FUed Dec. 15, 1983.

Patent application 561,866. Polarization Preserving Sin-
gle Mode Fiber Coupler. FUed Dec. 16, 1983.

Patent application 563,435. Fluorinated Polyesters. FUed
Dec. 26, 1983.

Patent application 564,583. Method and Apparatiis for
Deteetmg Snglet State Resonance Fluorescence.
FUedDec. 22, 1983.

Fttent application 566^08a Chemical Vapor Deposition
and Reactive DifAttion of Boron on BeryUium. FUed**—

27, 1983.

Patent application 567,594. Semi-Conductor Laser End
Facet Coatings for Use in Solid or Liquid Environ-
ment FUed Jan. 3, 1984.

Patent application 568,962. Fluoroamine Curing Agent
for Fluoroepoxy Resins. FUed Jan. 6, 1984.

Patent application 568,975. Telemetry Receiver Having
Remote Tuning CapabUity. FUed Jan. 6, 1984.

Patent application 569,685. Efficient Adaptive FUter
Bank. FUed Jan. 10, 1984.

Patent application 569.686. Resonant Photon Pumping
Mechanisms for a Plasma X-Ray Laser. FUed Jan. la
1984.

Patent application 571,004. Submarime Precision Bubble.
Fded Jan. 16, 1984.

Patent appUcation 571,402. Oxidizing Reduced Ceram-
ics. FUed Jan. 17, 1984.

Patoit application 571,414. DemounUri>le Coaxial Bec-tn^ Connector for In-Line Amplifiers FUed Jan. 17,

Patent appUcation 573,904. Dual Electrochemical Sys-
tem. Fifed Jan. 26, 1984.

'

Patent application 574,322. A Method to Increase the

foS?
°' ^'^^ *>''•" Infrared (IR) Fiber. FUed Jan. 27,

Patent appUcation 575.608. Factored Matehed FFT Ra-
dar Doppler Processor. Filed Jan. 31, 1984.

Patent application 576,834. Multi Dimensional InsUute-
neous Optical Signal Processor. FUed Feb. 3, 1984.

Patent application 577,100. Mechanical Relocker for
Locking Bolts. FUed Feb. 6, 1984.

Pstent application 578,738. Interferometric Fiber Optic
Hydrophone Winding Machine. FUed Feb. 9, 1984.

Patent application 583.536. Spectrum Analyzer and
Analysis Method for Measuring Power and Wave-
length of Electromagnetic Radiation. FUed Feb. 24.
1984.

Patent application 583.560. Furnace Transient Anneal
Process and Apparatus. FUed Feb. 27. 1984.

Patent application 583.562. A Method for Determining
the Magnitude of Earth's Gravity. Fded Feb. 27,

Patent application 589,913. Fast Turn-On Osmium Coat-
ed Cathode. FUed Mar. 15, 1984.

Patent application 597.892. Portable Smoke Generator.
FUed Apr. 9. 1984.

Patent application 602.256. Fluorinated Polyurethanes.
Fded Apr. 20. 1984.

Patent application 603.382. Microwave Frequency Di-
vider. Fded Apr. 24. 1984.

Patent ^iplication 603.874. Organic Semiconductor Va-
por Sensing Method. Fded Apr. 25. 1984.

Patent application 605.966. A Photochemical Method
for the Separation of Mixtures of Xenon and Krynton.
Fded May 1. 1984.

*^

Patent application 611.577. Smoke Generator. Fded May
18. 1984.

'

Patent 4.215,686. PCL Fabric/IHhn Lammate. Hied
Apr. 6, 1979. Patented Aug. 5. 1980.

Patent 4.263.835. Sonobuoy Launcher System. Rled
Feb. 28. 1979. Patented Apr. 28, 1981.

Patent 4,309.307. Gas Mixtiires for Gas-Fdled Radiation
Detectors. FUed Mar. 28. 1980, Patented Jan. 5, 1982.

Patent 4,314,307. Electro-Mechanical Sensor Power Up
Circuit Fded May 5, 1980, Patented Feb. 2, 1982.

Patent 4.337,527. Acoustic Doppler Detector. FUed
Sept 29. 1982. Patented June 29. 1982.

Patent 4.349,824. Around-A-Mast Quadrifilar Mictostrip
Antenna. FUed Oct. 1, 198a Patented Sept 14, 1982.

Patent 4,353.120. Low-Frequency Sound Souce for
Towed Array Condition Appraiser System (TACAS).
FUed Apr. 2, 1981. Patented Oct 5. 1982.

Patent 4.355.368. Adaptive Correlator. Fded Oct 6»
198a Patented OctTw. 1982.

Patent 4,356,296. Fluorinated Diacrylic Esten and Poly-

mers Therefrom. FUed Feb. 25, 1981, Patented Oct 26.
1982.

Patent 4,356,883. EUipiticized Rubber Acoustical Lens
Providing Balanced Astigmatism. FUed Sept 21. 1981.
Patented Nov. 2. 1982.

Patent 4.359.543. Water-Disphu:ing Paint. FUed July 30.

1981, Patented Nov. 16, 1982.

Patent 4,359,917. Portable On-Site Turning Apparatus.
FUed June 2a 198a Patented Nov. 23, 1982.

Patent 4,360,928. Non-Interfering On-Line Receiver Test
System. FUed Apr. la 1974, ^tented Nov. 23, 1982.

Patent 4,365,159. Lithium-6 FoU Neutron Detector.
Fded Nov. 3, 1980, Patented Dec. 21, 1982.

Patent 4,369,413. Integrated Dual Taper Waveguide Ex-
pansion Joint FUed Fd>. 3, 1981, Patented Jan. 18,

mi.
Patent 4,372,032. Normally Off INP Field Effect Tran-

sistor Making Process. FUed Mar. 30, 1981, Patented
Feb. 8, 1983.

Patent 4,372,359. Method for Ded[oyment of a Towed
Array from a Swath Ship. Fded Apr. 30. 1981.

Patented Feb. 8. 1983.

Patent 4.372,508. Dynamic KickpUte Deployment Sys-
tem. FUed Mar. 16, 1981, Patented Feb. 8, 1983.

Patent 4,374,186. Polymer Packaged CeU in a Sack.
Fded Apr. 29, 1981, Patented F^. 15, 1983.

Patent 4,375,429. Photodichroic Crysttds. FUed Nov. 10.

1977, Patented Mar. 1, 1983.

Patent 4,375,451. In-Sitii Leach Measuring System. FUed
Aug. 13, 1981, Patented Mar. 1, 1983.

Patent 4,375,620. Pseudo-Atmospheric Noise Generator
with Control of Temporal Characteristics. FUed Dec.
15, 1980, Patented Mar. 1, 1983.

Patent 4,375,692. Least Squares Lattice Decision Feed-
back EquaUzer. FUed Apr. 30, 1981, Patented Mar. 1,

1983.

Patent 4,376,248. Fiber Optical Magnetic Field Sensor
Using Magnetrostrictive Material. rUed Mar. 6, 1981,

Patented Mar. 8, 1983.

patent 4,377,403. Method of Fabricating a Fused Singe-
Mode Fiber Bidirectional Coupler. FUed Sept 29,

1980, Patented Mar. 22, 1983.

Patent 4,378,497. Optical Fiber Magnetic Field Sensor
with Thermal and Acoustic Isolation. FUed Mar. 6.

1981, Patented Mar. 29, 1983.

Patent 4,379,295. Low Sidelobe Pulse Compressor. Fded
Feb. 3, 1981. Patented Apr. 5, 1983.

Patent 4,379,534. Cargo Lift System. FUed Mar. 2, 1981,

Pntented Apr. 12, 1983.

Patent 4,379,979. ControUed Porosity Sheet for Therm-
ionic Dispenser Cathode and Method of Manufacture.
Fded Feb. 6, 1981, Patented Apr. 12, 1983.

Patent 4,379,994. Feed-Foward Amplifier. FUed Mar.
16, 1981, Patented Apr. 12, 1983.

Patent 4,379,998. Acoustic Degenerate Four-Wave Mix-
ing Phase^Coiyugate Reflector. FUed June 25, 1981,

Patented Apr. 12, 1983.

Patent 4,380,697. Internal Tube Welding Apparatiis.

Fded June 29, 1981, Patented Apr. 19, 1983.

Patent 4,380,774. High-Performance Bi-Polar Micro-
wave Transistor. Fited Dec. 19, 1980, Patented Apr.
19. 1983.

Patent 4,38a931. Apparatus and Method for Quantite-

tive Nondestructive Wire Testing. FUed Apr. 23,

1981, Patented Apr. 26, 1983.

Patent 4,381,148. Po%ver Meter fot High Energy Lasen.
FUed Mar. 23, 1981, Patented Apr. 26, 1983.

Patent 4,381,428. Adaptive Quantizer for Acoustic Bina-

ry Informati(»i Transmission. FUed May 11, 1981,

Patented Apr. 26, 1983.

Patent 4,383,247. Gain-Step Companding Analog to

Digital Converter. FUed June 25, 1981, Patented May
la 1983.

Patent 4,383.258. Time Encoded Spatial Display. FUed
July 14. 1980, Patented May la 1983.

Patent 4.383.312. Multiplex System Tester. FUed Nov.
28. 1980. Patented May la 1983.

Patent 4.383.395. In-Place Routing Grinding Machine.
FUed June 19, 1981. Patented May 17, 1983.

Patent 4.383,736. Pressure Formed Fiber Optic Connec-
tor. Fded Nov. 24, 1980. Patented May 17, 1983.

Patent 4.384.254. OscUlator/Driver Circuit for Fluxgate
Magnetometer. Fded June 6, 1980, Patented May 17

1981

Patent 4.384,291. Efficient Low-Sidelobe Pulse Com
pression. FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Patented May 17, 1983.

Patent 4,386.321. Device for Economizing Data Band
width. FUed June 2, 1981, Patented May 31. 1983.

Patent 4.386,913. Psuedo-Random Noise Generated Tar
get Simulator. FUed May 26, 1981, Patented June 7,

1983.

Patent 4,387,010. Method of Separating Light Isotopes
LUce 15N from Natural Abundant Gases. FUed May
29. 1980, Patented June 7, 1983.

Patent 4,387,208. New Polymers as Carriers for Transi-
tion MeUds. FUed Dec. 21. 1981, Patented June 7.

1983.

Patent 4.387.352. Transducer Array Crossover Network.
FUed Mar. 3, 1980, Patented June 7. 1983.

Patent 4,387.353. Active Waveguide Coupler for Surface
Acoustic Waves. FUed Sept 12, 1977, Patented June
7, 1983.

Patent 4,387,451. Low Frequency Nonresonant Acoustic
Projector. FUed June 3, 1981, Patented June 7, 1983.

Patent 4,387,896. Mono-Element Combined Supercritical

High Lift AirfoU. FUed Ftb. 25, 1981, Patented June
14, 1983.

Patent 4,388,126. Multi-Component Propellent Charges.
Fded Sept 22, 1980, Patented June 14, 1983.

Patent 4,388,588. Flush Mountable Plasma Density Pro-
file Probe Device. FUed Mar. 9. 1981, Patented June
14, 1983.

Patent 4,388,711. Optimum Flow Noise CanceUing Hy-
drophone Module, med July 28, 1981, Patented June
14, 1983.

Patent 4,388,869. Rotating Rod Warhead. FUed Mar. 22.

1967. Patented June 21, 1983.

Patent 4.388,870. Bowed PeUet Pack Warhead. Fded
June 26, 1968, Patented June 21, 1983.

Patent 4,389,028. Flat Trajectory Projective. FUed Jan.

14, 1976, Patented June 21, 1983.

Patent 4,389,265. Breakdown of Solid PropeUants and
Explosives, Recovery of Nitramines. Filed July 16,

1981, Patented June 21, 1983.

Patent 4,389.590. System for Recording Waveforms Us-
ing Spatial Dispersion. Fded Aug. 26, 1981, Patented

June 21. 1983.

Patent 4.389.618. Adaptive Feed-Foward System. FUed
Apr. 15. 1981. Patented June 21. 1983.

Patent 4.39a076. Int^ated Wheelchair and Ambulator.
Fded Jan. 26. 1981. Patented June 28, 1983.

Patent 4.39a881. Real-Data Digital-Real-Weight-Cancel-

er. FUed June 9. 1982, Patented June 28, 1983.

Patent 4,391.474. Thrust Shaft Seal with SUdably
Mounted Bearing Sleeve. FUed Feb. 26, 1981,

Patented July 5, 1983.

Patent 4,391,651. Improved Ion-Implanted GaAs Fet
FUed Oct. 15, 1981. Patented July 5, 1983.

Patent 4.392,241. Digital Interftce System. Fded Nov.
30. 1981, PatentedJuly 5, 1983.

Patent 4.392.410. Ultrasonic Loading of Extrudable Plas-
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tic Beaded Expkwves. Filed July 2, 1981, Patented July
12. 1983.

Patent 4,392,443. Electro-Pneumatic-Hydraulic System
Complex. FUed Feb. 20, 1981. Patented July 12, 1983.

Patent 4,393.330. Rapid Detection for Subterranean
Tunnels. Filed May 18, 1981, Patented July 12, 1983.

Patent 4,393,369. Hoatins-Point A/D and D/A Con-
verter. FUed Mar. 16, 1981, Patented July 12, 1983.

Patent 4,393.483. A Test Set for Directional Command
Active Sonobuoy System (DICASS). Filed Aug. 7,

1981. Patented July 12. 1983.

Patent 4.394.101. Height Adjustable Cargo Container
Locking Mechanism. Filed Jan. 19. 1981. Patented
July 19. 1983.

Patent 4.394,197. Cook-OfT Resistant Booster Explosive.
Filed May 19, 1981, Patented July 19, 1983.

Patent 4,394,624. ChanneUzed Feed-Forward System.
FUed Aug. 7, 1981. Patented July 19. 1983.

Patent 4.394.744. Real-Time Amplitude Histogram Shap-
er. FUed Feb. 12, 1981. Patented July 19. 1983.

Patent 4.394.780. BaUoon CoUector/Director Sunsub-
satcom Concept FUed Mar. 2, 1981. Patented July 19.

1983.

Patent 4,393.093. Optical System for Infrared Tracking.
FUed May 20, 1981. Patented July 26. 1983.

Patent 4,393,773. Apparatus for Identifying Coded Infor-

mation without Internal Qock Synchronization. FUed
May 26, 1981, Patented July 26, 1983.

Patent 4,393,963. Low Drag Underwater Vehicle Uti-

Uzing Boundary Layer Suction. FUed Dec. 23, 1980.

Patented Aug. 2. 1983.

Patent 4.396,033. Electrohydrodynamic Inductively
Pumped Heat Pipe. FUed Jan. 19, 1981, Patented Aug.
2, 1983.

Patent 4,396,093. Lift Line Tension Limiter. FUed Sept.

8. 1981, Patented Aug. 2, 1983.

Patent 4,396,730. Process for Synthesizing SUylated
Polyakenamers. FUed May 26, 1981, Patented Aug. 2,

Patent 4,396,802. Aswixs Remote Speaker and Handset
Set. FUed May 28, 1981, Patented Aug. 2, 1983.

Patent 4,396,867. Inductive Intense Beam Source. FUed
July 21, 1981. Patented Aug. 2, 1983.

Patent 4,397,029. Least Squares Adaptive Lattice Equal-
izer. FUed Feb. 17, 1981. Patented Aug. 2, 1983.

Patent 4,397,233. Anchor Holding Caracity Augmenta-
tion Syston. FUed June 13, 1981, Patented Aug. 9.

1983.

Patent 4,397,823. Anchor Holding Caracity Augmenta-
tion System. FUed June 13, 1981, Patented Aug. 9,

1983.

Patent 4,398,197. Digital Sidelobe CanceUer with Real
Weights. FUed Sept. 11, 1981, Patented Aug. 9, 1983.

Patent 4,398,963. Non-AIloyd Heterojunction Ohmic
Contacts. FUed Nov. 19, 1980, Patented Aug. 16,

1983.

Patent 4,399,011. Method of Hydroaen-Deuterium Iso-

tope Separation Using VibrattonaUy Sensitized Reac-
tion of Methane. FUed Jan. 3, 1981, Patented Aug. 16,

1983.

Patent 4,399,322. Low Loss Buoyant Coaxial Cable.
FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Patented Aug. 16. 1983.

Patent 4,399,364. Fiber Optic System for Transmission
of Video Signals by Pulse-Frequency-Modulation.
FUed Feb. 19, 1980, Patented Aug. 16, 1983.

Patent 4,400.803. Wide Swath Precision Echo Sounder.
FUed May 23. 1981, Patented Aug. 23, 1983.

Patent 4,400,804. Driver for High Power Sonar Systems.
FUed Sept 14, 1981, PatentedAug. 23, 1983.

Patent 4,401,988. Coupled MultUayer Microstrip Anten-
na. Fded Aug. 28, 1981. Patented Aug. 30, 1983.

Patent 4,402,069. Acoustic Envelope Having Minimal
Vibration and Flow Induced Noises. FU^ June 3,

1981. Patented Aug. 30. 1983.

Patent 4.402.370. Triple Minimum Dispersion Wave>
lengths for a High NA Single-Mode Step-Index Fiber.
FUed Apr. 13, 1981. Patented Sept 6. 1983.

Patent 4.402.770. Hard Magnetic AUoys of a Transition
Metal and Lanthanide. I^ed Sept 23, 1981, Patented
Sept 6, 1983.

Patent 4.403.218. Portable Instrumentation Telemetry
Device. FUed Aug. 19, 1981. Patented Sept 6, 1983.

Patent 4,404.362. Low Sidelobe Linear FM Chirp Sys-
tem. FUed Aug. 23. 1980. Patented Sept 13, 1983.

Patent 4.404,666. Quick Deployment Vehicle. FUed June
2. 1981. Patented Sept 13. 1983.

Patent 4.403,198. Extended Fiber Optic Sensor Using Bi-
refringent Fibers. FUed Aug. 23, 1981, PatentedSept
20, 1983.

Patent 4,403,237. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Device.
FUed Feb. 4, 1981, Patented Sept 20. 1983.

Patent 4,403,983. Guidance Computer. FUed Oct 22,
1963. Patented Sept 20. 1983.

Patent 4.406,020. MUlimeter Wave Printed Circuit Mix-
er. FUed July 29, 1981. Patented Sept 20. 1983.

Patent 4,406.039. Electrical Connection. FUed Apr. 22,
1981. Patented Sept 27. 1983.

Patent 4.406,631. Flotation Device. FUed Sept 3, 1981,
Patented Sept 27. 1983.

Patent 4,406,763. Method of Separation of Carbon Iso*

topes. FUed Apr. 3, 1981. Patented Sept 27, 1983.

Patent 4,408,284. Signal Processing System. FUed Jan.

19, 1981, Patented Oct 4, 1983.

Patent 4,408,329. Laser Device with Intra-Resonator
Harmonic Generator. FUed Dec. 4, 1978, Patented
Oct. 4, 1983.

Patent 4,408,882. Optical Gyroscope with Time Depen-
dent Wavelength. FUed July 2, 1981, Patented Oct
11, 1983.

Patent 4,409,043. Amorphous Transition Metal-Lantha-
nide AUoys. FUed Oct. 23, 1981, Patented Oct. 11,

1983.

Patent 4,409,262. Fabrication of Submicron-Wide Lines
with Shadow Depositions. FUed Feb. 1, 1982,
Patented Oct. 11, 1983.

Patent 4,409,297. Composite Superconductors. FUed
May 14, 1981, Patented Oct 11, 1983.

Patent 4,409,382. Synthesis and Pol)rmerization of
Phthalonitrile Monomers Containing Multiple
Phenoxy and Sulfone Linkages, ^ed Jan. 7, 1982,
Patented Oct 11, 1983.

Patent 4,409,608. Recessed Interdigited Integrated Ca-
pacitor and Method Therefor. FUed Apr. 28, 1981,

Patented Oct 11, 1983.

Patent 4,410,012. RadiaUy Compliant Acoustic Line Ar>
ray Hose. FUed Oct. 20, 1980, Patented Oct 18, 1983.

Patent 4,410,476. Method for Making RadiaUy Compli-
ant Line Array Hose. FUed Nov. 27, 1981, Patented
Oct 18, 1983.

Patent 4,410,833. Solid State Magnetron. FUed June 2,

1981, Patented Oct 18, 1983.

Patent 4,410,903. Heterojunction-Diode Transistor Ebs
Amplifier. FUed Feb. 2, 1981, Patented Oct 18, 1983.

Patent 4,410,923. Ground Fault Detector and Shutdown
System. FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Patented Oct 18, 1983.

Patent 4,411,172. Variable Speed Reducing and Torque
Transmitting System. Fded Feb. 20, 1981, Patented
Oct 25, 1983.

Patent 4,411,384. Heat Driven Heat Pump Using Paired
Ammoniated Salts. FUed Aug. 29, 1980, Patented Oct.
23. 1983.

Patent 4,412,148. A PZT Composite and a Fabrication
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Method Thereof. FUed Apr. 24, 1981, Patented Oct. 23,

1983.

Patent 4,413,239. Field Effect Transistor Circuit for

Modulator and Demodulator Applications. FUed June
22, 1981, Patented Nov. 1, 1983.

Patent 4,414,076. Low Resistance Ohmic Contact FUed
Mar. 1, 1983, Patented Nov. 8, 1983.

Patent 4,414,738. Optical Lithographic Technique for

Fabricating Submicron-Sized Josephson Microbridges.

FUed Feb. 2, 1981, Patented Nov. 13, 1983.

Patent 4,413,163. Integral Elastomeric/Graphite Dynam-
ic Face Seal. FUed Dec. 2, 1982, Patented Nov. 13,

1983.

Patent 4,415,867. Hybrid Coupled Microstrip Amplifier.

FUed May 22, 1981, Patented Nov. 13, 1983.

Patent 4,416,013. Distributed Feedback Laser Em-
floying the Stark Effect FUed Nov. 30, 1981,

atented Nov. 15, 1983.

Patent 4,416,542. Nightime/Daytime Diffuse Attenua-

tion Coefficient Device for Seawater. FUed June 15,

1981, Patented Nov. 22, 1983.

Patent 4,418,306. Directional Data StabUization System.

FUed Nov. 6, 1981, Patented Nov. 29, 1983.

Patent 4,418,404. Single Sideband Acoustic Telemetry.

FUed Oct. 1, 1981, Patented Nov. 29, 1983.

Patent 4,419,155. Method for Preparing Ternary Mix-

tures of Ethylenediamine Dinitrate, Ammonium Ni-

trate and Potassium Nitrate. FUed Apr. 29, 1983,

Patented Dec. 6, 1983.

Patent 4,419,532. Thermovoltaic Power Source. FUed
July 30, 1982, Patented Dec. 6, 1983.

Patent 4,419,630. Phase Demodulator. FUed May 5,

1981, Patented Dec. 6, 1983.

Patent 4,419,635. Slot-Line Reverse-Phased Hybrid Ring
Coupler. FUed Sept 24, 1981, Patented Dec. 6, 1983.

Patent 4,420,258. Dual Input Gyroscope. FUed Oct 23,

1981, Patented Dec. 13, 1983.

Patent 4.420,259. Double Coupled Dual Input Rate Sen-

sor. FUed Oct 23. 1981. Patented Dec. 13. 1983.

Patent 4.421.393. Visual Field Perimeter and Psychomo-
tor Tracking Performance Measuring Apparatus.

FUed Aprr27, 1981, Patented Dec. 20, 1983.

Patent 4,421.713. Tokamak Plasma Heating with Intense

Pulsed Ion Beams. FUed Mar. 25. 1981. Patented Dec.

20. 1983.

Patent 4,422,013. MPD Intense Beam Pulse. FUed July

21, 1981, Patented Dec. 20, 1983.

Patent 4,426,268. Method for Forming Hi^ ^HP^*
conducting Niobium Nitride Film at Ambient Tem-
perature. FUed July 12, 1983. Patented Jan. 17, 1984.

Patent 4,426,706. Molecular Exdmer Gas UV Pre-

ionized Transverse Discharge Laser Tube Assembly.

FUed Dec. 16, 1981, Patented Jan. 17, 1984.

Patent 4,427,263. Pressure Insensitive Optical Fiber.

FUed Apr. 23, 1981, Patented Jan. 24, 1984.

Patent 4,428,073. Underwater Depth Telemetry. FUed
Nov. 2, 1981, Patented Jan. 24, 1984.

Patent 4,429,290. Flexi-Bend Corrugated Waveguide.

FUed Oct. 29, 1979, Patented Jan. 31, 1984.

Patent 4,430,170. Electrodeposition of Refractory Metal

Carbides. FUed Jan. 17, 1983, Patented Feb. 7, 1984.

Patent 4,430.704. Programmable Bootstrap Loading Sys-

tem. FUed Jan. 21, 1980, Patented Feb. 7, 1984.

Patent 4,431.342. Pivoting Pipe Layer. FUed Dec. 2,

1982, Patented Feb. 14, 1984.

Patent 4,432,079. Synchronous/Asynchronous Indepen-

dent Single SiddMnd Acoustic Telemetry. FUed Nov.

2, 1981, Patented Feb. 14, 1984.

Patent 4,432,080. Subwavelength Mon(»ole Underwater

Sound Radiator. FUed Oct 1, 1981, Patented F^. 14,

1984.

Patent 4,432,816. Pyrotechnic Composition for Cutting

Torch. FUed Nov. 9, 1982. Patented Feb. 21, 1984.

Patent 4,433,314. MUlimeter Wave Suspended Substrate

Multiplexer. FUed Jan. 21, 1982, Patented Feb. 21.

1984.

Patent 4,433.633. ControUed Gas Generator System.

FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Patented Feb. 28, 1984.

Patent 4,433,737. Water Jet Sediment Probe. FUed Mar.

25, 1982, Patented Feb. 28, 1984.

Patent 4,436,425. Signal Waveform Detector Using Syn-

thetic FM Demodulation. FUed Mar. 29, 1982,

Patented Mar. 13, 1984.

Patent 4,437,628. Position and Restraint System for

Aircrewman. FUed June 29, 1979, Patented Mar. 20,

1984.

Patent 4,438,203. Apparatus for Determination of Lubri-

cant StabUity. Filed June 14, 1982, Patented Mar. 20,

1984.

Patent 4,438,517. Interferometrically Tuned Laser Reso-
nator. FUed Nov. 28, 1980, Patented Mar. 20, 1984.

Patent 4,439,269. Contamination-Free Interfaces Uti-

lizing a ZNO Contact Insulator. FUed Sept 30, 1982,

Patented Mar. 27, 1984.

Patent 4,439,770. Cascaded Adaptive Loops. FUed June

23, 1976, Patented Mar. 27, 1984.

Patent 4,440,498. Optical Fiber Gyroscope with (3x3)
Directional Coupler. FUed Nov. 13. 1981.

PatentedApr. 3, 1984.

Patent 4,441,173. Very Low Frequency Hydrophone
Calibration. FUed Mar. 17, 1982, Patented Apr. 3,

1984.

Patent 4,441,237. Inhomogenouse Anisotropic Kinetic

Energy Penetration. FUed Apr. 1, 1980, Patented Apr.

10, 1984.

Patent 4,442,350. A Sensitive Fiber Optic Sensor. FUed
Aug. 17, 1981, Patented Apr. 10, 1984.

Patent 4,443,765. A Digital Multi-Tapped Delay Line

with Automatic Time Domain Programming. FUed
Sept 18, 1981, Patented Apr. 17. 1984.

Patent 4,444,085. Pneumatic Launcher System. FUed
Jan. 25, 1982, Patented Apr. 24, 1984.

Patent 4,444,425. Cylindrical Object Recovery Device.

FUed Sept 2, 1981, Patented Apr. 24, 1984.

Patent 4,445,207. Frequency Independent Acoustic An-
tenna. FUed Apr. 4, 1977, Patented Apr. 24, 1984.

Patent 4,445,361. System for Detection of Transducer

Defects. FUed Sept 30, 1982, Patented May 1, 1984.

Patent 4,445,719. Release mechanism for a Cylindrical

Object Recovery Device. FUed Sept. 2, 1981,

Patented May 1, 1984.

Patent 4,445,780. Fiber Optic Roution-Sensing Gyro-

scope with 3X2 Coupler. FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Patented

May 1, 1984.

Patent 4,446,363. Target for OpticaUy Activated Seekers

and Trackers. FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Patented May 1,

1984.

Patent 4,446,543. Optical Resonator Single-Mode Fiber.

FUed July 7, 1979, Patented May 1, 1984.

Patent 4,446,544. SmaU Diameter, Low Frequency

Multimode Hydrophone. FUed Nov. 30, 1981,

Patented May 1, 1984.

Patent 4,447,117. Gated Fiber Optic Transmission. FUed
July 6, 1982, Patented May 8, 1984.

Patent 4,447,272. Method for Fabricating MNOS Struc-

tures UtUizing Hydrogen Ion Implantation. FUed Nov.

22. 1982. Patented May 8. 1984.

Patent 4,447.776. Pulse Driver for Flux Gate Magnetom-
eter. FUed Apr. 24. 1981. Patented May 8. 1984.

Patent 4,448.569. Lift SUna Emplacement Device. FUed
June 22, 1981. Patented May 15. 1984.
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Patent 4,449,068. Sonar Compeantion Transformer.
Filed Sept 22, 1983, Patented May IS. 1984.

Patent 4,449,211. Low-Drag Body Conformal Acoustic
Array. FJed July 6, 1982. Patented May 15, 1984.

Patent 4,430,041. Chemical Etching of Transformed
Structure (GETS). FUed June 21. r982. Patented May
22, 1984.

Patent 4,430.444. Stepped Frequency Radar Target Im-
aging. Fded May 29, 1981, Patented May 22, 1984.

Patent 4,452,039. Expendable Infrared Source and Meth-
od Therefor. Filed July 6, 1983, Patented June 6,
1984.

Patent 4,453,426. Pivotal Mono Wing Cruise Missile
with Wing Draloyment and Fastener Mechanism.
FUed Apr. 29, 1982, Patented June 12, 1984.

Patent 4,455,961. Overboarding Fixture. Filed June 25,
1982, Patented June 26, 1984.

Patent 4,458,250. 360-Degree Scanning Antenna. Filed
June 5, 1981, Patented July 3, 1984.

Patent 4,459,547. A Method and Apparatus for Precise
Measurement of Long-Term Stabuity of Photo-Detec-
tors. FUed May 1, 1981, Patented July 10, 1984.

PATENT NOTICES

Certificates of CorrectioB for the Week of Oct 23, 1984

Re. 31,436 4,425,346 4,447.541 4,453,031

Re. 31,596 4,425,399 4.447.636 4,453,194

D. 271,906 4.425,429 4.447.730 4,453,298

4,145,380 4,425,661 4,448,412 4,453,497

4,216,409 4,426,073 4,448,718 4.453,882

4,272,463 4,426,363 4,448,721 4,453,886

4.313,734 4,426,470 4,448,726 4,453,984

4.315.970 4,428,991 4,448,922 4,454,019

4.338,752 4,429,584 4,448,939 4,454,089

4.352.648 4,429,794 4,449,037 4,454,228

4.359.687 4.430,208 4,449,115 4,454,280

4.372,312 4,430,340 4,449,276 4,454,356

4.386,169 4,431,299 4.449.490 4,454,492

4,387,603 4,431,517 4.449.552 4,454,577

4,388.428 4,433,226 4.449.567 4,454,628

4.388.437 4,434,830 4.449.606 4,455.008

4.391.889 4,435,280 4.449.660 4,455.037

4.395,498 4,436,651 4.449.667 4,455,165

4,397,504 4,437,299 4.449.802 4,455,169

4,403.838 4,438,771 4.449.877 4,455,224

4,404.086 4,439,256 4.449.977 4,455,263

4,404,636 4.439.268 4.450,053 4,455,271

4,406.438 4,439,557 4.450,161 4,455,622

4,407,033 4,439,760 4.450.187 4,455,886

4,407,912 4,440.031 4,450.201 4,456,295

4,407,997 4,441,709 4.450,205 4,456,353

4,408.620 4,441,990 4.450,387 4,456.420

4,4ia327 4,442.089 4,450,399 4.456,624

4,411,530 4,442.932 4,450,421 4,456,906

4,411,767 4.443.381 4.450,433 4,456,931

4,413^1 4,443,579 4.450.558 4,457,364

4,414,210 4,443.593 4.450.737 4,457,606

4,419,533 4,443,912 4.450.848 4,457,748

4,420,201 4,444,998 4.450.953 4,458,046

4,420,467 4,445.076 4.450.963 4,458,126

4,420,985 4,445,192 4.451,127 4,459.119

4,421,494 4,445,538 4.451,237 4.460363
4,421,530 4,445,867 4.451.332 4,460,443

4,421,779 4,446,037 4.451.429 4,460.445

4,422,859 4,446,223 4.451.531 4,460,750

4,422.950 4.446.230 4.451.687 4.461.182

4,423.842 4,446,279 4.451.954 4.461.657

4.423.911 4,447.112 4.451.978 4,466.105

4.424.847 4,447.507 4.452,129

Disclatacrs

4.133.817.—GerAan/ttf / Lourens, Rand Park Ridge
Extn 1 and Johannes M. Koekemoer, Pretoria, both of
South Africa. 1 1-OXA-PROSTAOLANDIN ANA-
LOGS. Patent dated Jan. 9, 1979. Disclaimer filed

July 23, 1984, by the assignee, Hoffmann-La Roehe.
Inc

Hereby enten this disclaimer to claims 1 and 2 of said

patent

4,185,376.—it/cAan/ Johnstone. Brookfield, WU. UN-
MANNED MACHINING CENTER WITH TOOL
CHECKING. Patent dated Jan. 29. 1980. Disclaimed
filed Aug. 27, 1984, by the assignee, Kearney A
TnekerCorp.

Hereby enten this disclaimer to claims 6 and 7 of said

patent

DedkatiMi

4,005,037.—fWtt Mietzseh; Dietrich Hardu both of Co-
tognr, Voiker Serini. Krefield; Herbert Bartl
Odenthal-Hahnenberg; Hugo Vemaleken, Krefeld, aU
of Germany. POLYCARBONATE-POLYVINYL
CHLORIDE MOULDING COMPOUNDS. Patent

dated Jan. 25, 1977. Dedication filed Aug. 27, 1984,

by the assignee, Bayer Aktiengesellscht^fi

Hereby dedicates to the public the entire term of said

patent
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in

Patent Depository Libraries

The following libraries, designated as Patent Deposi- tion contained in patents. With one exception, as noted
tory Libraries, receive current issues of U.S. Patents and in the table following, the collections are organized in
maintain collections of earlier issued patents. The scope patent number sequence.
of these collections varies from library to library, rang- Facilities for making paper copies from either micro-
ing from patents of only recent years to all or most of film in reader-printers or from the bound volumes in pa-
thepatents issued since 1790. per-to-paper copies are generally provided for a fee.

V***? P*^* collections are open to public use and Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
each of the Patent Depository Libraries, in addition, of- among the Patent Depository Libraries and in their
fen the publications of the U.S. Patent Classification hours of service to the public, anyone contemplating use
SvMem (e.g. The Manual of Gassification, Index to the of the patents at a particular library is advised to contact
U.S. Patent Classification, Classification Definitions, that library, in advance, about its collection and hours,
etc.) and provides technical staff assistance in their use so as to avert possible inconvenience,
to aid the public in gaining effective access to informa-

State Name 0/Library Telmhone Contact
Alabama Auburn Umversity Libraries (205) 8264S00 Ext21

Birmingham Public Library (205) 254>25S5
Arizona Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State University (602) 965-7140
CaUfomia Los Angeles Public Library (213) 626-7555 Ext 273

Sacramento: California State Library (916) 322-4572
San Diego Public Library (619) 236-5813
Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse* (408) 738-5580

Colorado Denver Public Library (303) 571-2122
Delaware Newark: University of Delaware (302) 738-2238
Florida Miami-Dade Public Library (305) 579-5001
Georgia AtlanU: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of

.Technology (404) 894-4508
Idaho Moscow: Umversity of Idaho Library (208) 885-6235
Illinois Chicago Public Library (312) 269-2865

Sprin^eld: Illinois State Library (217) 782-5430
Indiana Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library (317) 269-1706
Louisiami Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana Sute

University (504) 388-2570
Maryland Colle^ Park: Engineering and Physical Sciencos Library,

^^ ^ „ Umversity of Maryland (301) 454-3037
Manachusetts Boston Public Library (617) 536-5400 Ext. 265
Michigan Ann Arbor: Engineermg Transportation Library, University of

Michipn (313) 764-7494

R?*^* PV.W'£tl!*"^ (313) 833-1450
Minnesou Minneapolis Pubhc Library & Information Center (612) 372-6670
Missouri Kansas Qty: Linda HaU Library (816) 363-4600

St Louis Public Library (314) 241-2288 Ext. 390,

Ert. 391
Montana Butte: Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology

^ . . , .^'^»r^, •.••.••; (406) 496-4283
Nebraska Lmcohi: Umversity of Nebraska-Lincohi, Engineering Library .

.

(402) 472-3411
Nevada Reno: University of Nevada Library (702) 784-6579
New Hampshire Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (603) 862-1777
New Jersey Newark Public Library (201) 733-7815
New Mexico Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library (505) 277-5441
New York Albany: New York State Library (518) 474-5125

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library (716) 856-7525 Ext. 267

^, ^
New York Public Library (The Research Ubraries) (212) 930-0850

North Carohna Raleigh: D. H. HUl Library, N.C. State University (919) 737-3280
Ohio Cincinnati A Hamilton County, Public Library of (513) 369-6936

Cleveland Public Library (216) 623-2870
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries (614) 422-6286
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library (419) 255-7055 Ext 212

Oklahoma Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library (405) 624-6546
Pennsylvania Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library (814) 398-2098

Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library (215) 448-1227
Pittsburg: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (412) 622-3138
University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania Sute University .

.

(814) 865-4861
Rhode Island Providence Public Library (401) 521-8726
South Carolina Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina (803) 792-2372
Tennessee Memphis ft Shelby County Public Library and Information

Center (901) 725-8876
Texia Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas (512) 471-1610

Colle^ Station: Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A ft M v

Umversity (409) 845-2551
Dallas Public Library (214) 749-4176
Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University (713) 527-8101 Ext 2587

Utah Salt Lake Qty: Marriott Library, University of Utah (801) 581-8394
Washington Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington (206) 543-0740
Wisconsin Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of

Wisconsin (608) 262-6845
Milwaukee Public Library (414) 278-3043

All of the above-listed libraries offer CASSIS (Gassification And Search Support Information System), which
provides direct on-line access to Patent and Trademark Office data.

'Collection organized by ivbject matter.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Aniftant CoauniariOBcr

JAMES E. DENNY, Deputy Aniftant Commissioiicr

CONDrnON OF PATENT APPUCATIONS AS OF September 1, 19M

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS Actual Filing Date of Oldest

New Case Awaiting Actioa

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL METALLURGICAL, INORGANIC PETROLEUM AND ELECTRICAL CHEMISTRY.
AND ENGINEERING, GROUP 110-D. E. TALBERT. Director 6-25-82

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY. GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN, Director 9-29-82

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 130-
R. F. WHITE, Director 12-09-82

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY. PLASTICS. COATING. PHOTOGRAPHY. STOCK MATERIALS AND
COMPOSITIONS. GROUP 150-J. O. THOMAS. Director 6-19-80

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-B. R. GRAY. Director . 6-18-74

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 220-K. L. CAGE, Director 2-23-84

INFORMATION PROCESSING. STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-E LEVY. Director 1M4-81
RECEPTACLES. CLEANING. WINDING. AND MEASURING. GROUP 240-G. M. FORLENZA. Director 10-13-82

ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. GROUP 250-S. S. MATTHEWS. Director 5-09-80

COMMUNICATIONS. MEASURING, TESTING AND LAMP/DISCHARGE GROUP. GROUP 260-
S. G. KUNIN, Director 7-06-81

DESIGN. GROUP 290-K. L. CAGE, Director 2-22-82

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDU. GROUP 310-(Vacint) 3-12-82

MATERIAL SHAPING. ARTICLE MANUFACTURING AND TOOLS. GROUP 320-S. N. ZAHARNA. Director 5-18-82

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND HUSBANDRY PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION,
GROUP 330-R. E AEGERTER, Director 6<»-82

SOLAR, HEAT, POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING DEVICES, GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING, Director .

.

11-30^1

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, PETROLEUM AND MINING ENGINEERING, GROUP 350-
A. L. SMITH, Director -,

»0*-M

EzpiiatkM of petwts: The patents within the range of nombert indicated below expire during September 1984. except those which

may have had Odr terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 253. Other pMents. issued after the dates of the

range of numbers indicated below, may have expired before the full term of 17 years for die same reasons, or have lapsed under the

Gjvisions of 35 U.S.C 151. ^, ^ ,„««wr , ,^^ ^« .

tents Numben 3,339.206 to 3.344,432. mclusive

Plant Patents Numbers 2,764 to 2,769 inclusive
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of these collections varies from library to library, rang-
ing from patents of only recent years to all or most of
the patents issued since 1790.

These patent collections are open to public use and
each of the Patent Depository Libraries, in addition, of-

fers the publications of the U.S. Patent Classification

System (e.g. The Manual of Classification, Index to the
U.S. Patent Classification, Classification Definitions,

etc.) and provides technical staff assistance in their use
to aid the public in gaining effective access to informa-

Facilities for making paper copies from either micro-
film in reader-printers or from the bound volumes in pa-
per-to-paper copies are generally provided for a fee.

Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
among the Patent Depository Libraries and in their
hours of service to the public, anyone contemplating use
of the patents at a particular library is advised to contact
that library, in advance, about its collection and hours,
so as to avert possible inconvenience.

State

Alabama

Arizona
California

Colorado
Delaware
Florida

Georgia

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Louisiana

Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Missouri

Montana

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina
Tennessee

Texas

Utah
Washington
Wisconsin

Name ofLibrary
Auburn University Libraries

Birmingham Public Library
Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State University
Los Angeles Public Library
Sacramento: California State Library
San Diego Public Library
Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse*
Denver Public Library
Newark: University of Delaware
Miami-Dade Public Library

,

Atlanta: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of
Technology

,

Moscow: University of Idaho Library
,

Chicago Public Library
,

Sprin^eld: Illinois State Library
Indianispolis-Marion County Public Library

,

Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State
University

,

Cdlege Park: Engineering and Physical Sciences Library,
Univenity of Maryland

,

Boston Public Library
,

Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library, University of
Michigan

,

Detroit Public Library
Minneapolis Public Library & Information Center
Kansas City: Linda Hall Library
St. Louis Public Library

Butte: Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology
Library

Lincoln: University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Engineering Library . .

Reno: University of Nevada Library
Durham: University of New Hamp^e Library
Newark Public Library
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library
Albany: New York State Library
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library
New York Public Library (The Research Libraries)
Raleigh: D. H. Hill Library, N.C. State University
Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of
Qeveland Public Library
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library
Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Librvy
Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library
Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library
Pittsburg: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania State University . .

Providence Public Library
Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina
Memphis & Shelby County Public Library and Information

Center
Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas
College Station: Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A ft M

University

Dallas Public Library
Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University
Salt Lake City: Marriott Library, University of Utah
Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington
Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of

Wisconsin
Milwaukee Public Library

Telephorte Contact
(20S) 82MS00 Ext.21

(205) 2S4-2SSS

(602) 965-7140

(213) 626-7555 Ext 273
(916) 322-4572

(619) 236-5813

(408) 738-5580

(303) 571-2122

(302) 738-2238

(305) 579-5001

(404) 894-4508

(208) 885-6235

(312) 269-2865

(217) 782-5430

(317) 269-1706

(504) 388-2570

(301) 454-3037

(617) 536-5400 Ext 265

(313) 764-7494

(313) 833-1450

(612) 372-6670

(816) 363-4600

(314) 241-2288 Ext 390,

Ext. 391

(406) 4964283
(402)472-3411

(702) 784-6579

(603) 862-1777

(201) 733-7815

(505) 277-5441

(518) 474-5125

(716) 856-7525 Ext 267
(212) 930^)850

(919) 737-3280

(513) 369-6936

(216) 623-2870

(614) 422-6286

(419) 255-7055 Ext 212
(405) 624-6546

(814) 398-2098

(215) 448-1227

(412) 622-3138

(814) 865-4861

(401) 521-8726

(803) 792-2372

(901) 725-8876

(512) 471-1610

(409) 845-2551

(214) 749-4176

(713) 527-8101 Ext. 2587
(801) 581-8394

(206) 543-0740

(608) 262-6845

(414) 278-3043

All of the above-listed libraries offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Information System), which
provides direct on-line access to Patoit and Trademark Office data.

•Collection orguixed by subject natter.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Assistant Commissioner

JAMES E. DENNY, Deputy Aasistaat ConmissloBer

CONDITION OF PATENT APPUCATIONS AS OF September 1, 1984

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS Actual Piling Date of Oldest

New Case Awaiting Actioo

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL METALLURGICAL, INORGANIC, PETROLEUM AND ELECTRICAL CHEMISTRY.
AND ENGINEERING, GROUP 110—D. E. TALBERT, Director 6-25-82

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN, Director 9-29-82

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. GROUP 130-
R. F. WHITE, Director •• 12-09-82

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY. PLASTICS, COATING, PHOTOGRAPHY, STOCK MATERIALS AND
COMPOSITIONS. GROUP 150-J. O. THOMAS. Director 6-19-80

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS. PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-B. R. GRAY. Director .

6-18-74

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 220-K. L. CAGE Director 2-23-84

INFORMATION PROCESSING. STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-E LEVY. Director 1M4-81

RECEPTACLES. CLEANING. WINDING. AND MEASURING. GROUP 240-G. M. FORLENZA. Director 10-13-82

ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. GROUP 250-S. S. MATTHEWS. Director 5-09-80

COMMUNICATIONS. MEASURING. TESTING AND LAMP/DISCHARGE GROUP. GROUP 260-

S. G. KUNIN. Director '-OJ-Jl
DESIGN. GROUP 290-K. L. CAGE Director 2-22-82

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA. GROUP 310-(Vacant) .

.

..... ... . .. .. ..
.
....••• •••••• Mii?

MATERIAL SHAPING. ARTICLE MANUFACTURING AND TOOLS. GROUP 320-S. N. ZAHARNA, Director 5-18-82

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND HUSBANDRY PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION.
GROUP 330—R. E AEGERTER, Director 608-82

SOLAR, HEAT. POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING DEVICES. GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING. Director . 11-30-81

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS. PETROLEUM AND MINING ENGINEERING. GROUP 350-

A. L. SMITH. Director 6^'*-"

Ezpintioa of pateits: The patents within the range of numbers indicated below expire during September 1984. except tboae which

may have had their terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 253. Other patents, issued after the dates of the

range of numbers indicated below, may have expired before the full term of 17 yean for the same reasons, or have l^ned under the

Kjvisions of 35 U.S.C. 151. ^, ^ ,,,«-«*. ttAAA-,-*- i
•

tents Numbers 3.339.206 to 3.344,432. mciusive

Plant Patents
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Numbers 2,764 to 2,769 inclusive
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REEXAMINATIONS
OCTOBER 23, 1984

Matter enclosed in hetvy brackets [ ] appean in the patent but forms no part oTthis reexamination specification; matter printed in italics indicates

additions made by reexamination.

Bl 4^206,095 (264di)

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PARTICULATE RESOLES
FROM AQUEOUS DISPERSION

John Wynstra. SomoiUle, ud Sidney J. Schnlti, Cruford,

botfi of NJt Miigiion to Union Carbide Corporation, New
Yorit, N.Y.

Reextnination Request No. 90/000,321, Jan. 24, 1983.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,206,09S, issued Jun.

3, 19M, Ser. No. 971,960, Dec. 21, 1978.

Continuation of Ser. No. 776,881, Mar. 14, 1977, aliandoned,

wliicii is a continuation-in*part of Ser. No. 672,075, Mar. 30,

1976, abandoned.

Int a.J COOL im, 5/00

\3S. a. 528—137

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claims 31-35 is confirmed.

Claims 2, 5-9, 11. 13. 14, 16, 19 and 20 are cancelled.

Claims 1, 12, 27 and 28 are determined to be patentable as

amended:

aaims 3, 4, 10, 15, 17, 18. 21-26, 29 and 30, dependent on an

amended claim, are determined to be patentable.

1. A process for producing a particulate solid, heat-reactive,

substantially water-insoluble resole having a maximum particle

size ofabout 500 microns, a plateflow at J25* C ofat least about

18 mm., and that does not sinter on aging for at least 12 hours

under a force of 100 pounds per square foot at 32* C. which

process [comprises] consists essentially of the steps of:

(a) reacting formaldehyde, a phenol that is a trifunctional or

tetrafunctional phenol or mixtures thereof, and an effec-

tive amount of an amine compound selected solely from

the group consisting of hexamethylenetetramine. [a com-

pound containing amino hydrogen,] ammonia, and mix-

tures thereof, in an aqueous medium in the presence of an

efTective amount of a protective colloid that exhibits pro-

tective colloid properties, and is selected from the group

consisting ofgum arable and partially hydrolyzed polyvinyl

alcohol, at a temperature within the range of from about

70* C. to about 100* C, for a period of time sufficient to

produce a particulate solid, heat-reactive, substantially

water-insoluble, thermosetting resole that is dispersed in

said aqueous medium but is separable therefrom in partic-

ulate form at the completion of the reaction whereupon

the reaction mixture is cooled to a temperature below

about 40* C; and

(b) recovering said resole from said aqueous dispersion.

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claim 1 is determined to be patentable as amended:

Claims 2-12, dependent on an amended claim, are deter-

mined to be patentable.

1. Apparatus for separating the pulp from the skin of fruit,

such as tomatoes, which are supplied to the apparatus, com-

prising

carrying means comprising a rotatably driven wheel rotatably

[rotatively driven and rotatively] mounted to said sup-

port frame;

gripping means, comprising mutually opposed members

traveling around an endless continuously circular path

defined by said wheel, supported by said wheel [carrying

means] and interposed between supplied fruit and said

wheel [carrying means], said members [gripping

means] comprising resiliently deflectable and substan-

tially continuous flange means [members] formed from a

resilient synthetic resin and having a generally V-shaped

cross section extending radially outwardly ofthe periphery of

Bl 4)355,572 (265tlO

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING THE PULP FROM THE
SUN OF FRUIT SUCH AS TOMATOES

Jesus A. Sflfcslrini, Meadoaa, ArgeutiBa, assigBor to IMDEC
SJLL., Meidoa, ArgeMtua

Reexaaiaation Request No. 90/000,459, Oct 12, 1963.

ReexaariMrtioB Certificate ftor Patent No. 4,355,572, issued Oct

26, 1962, Ser. No. 253,373, Apr. 13, 1961.

lut CLi A23N 7/00

U&a 99-516

said wheel [extending toward one another in the direction

toward said carrying means], whereby is formed a trough

for the gripping support of said supplied fruit by gripping

the outer surface of the skin of each said supplied fruit on

opposite sides of a plane extending through said fruit and

for transporting said fruit along a first predetermined

portion of said continuously circular path extending be-

tween a fruit receiving position and a pulp discharge

position;

means positioned generally adjacent said gripping and trans-

porting means, between said receiving position and said

pulp discharge position, for producing a cut through a

portion of said fruit skin remote from said gripping and

transporting means and in a plane generally through the

stem axis of the fruit;

means operatively mounted to said support frame and posi-

tioned adjacent said pulp discharge position for cooperat-

ing with the centrifugal force imparted by transport of the

fruit around said continuously circular path for urging said

pulp away from said gripping and transporting means

through said cut in said akin while retaining said skin

gripped thereby, whereby the pulp naay be separated from

the skin.
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Bl 4^77,886 (266th)

LINE TENSIONER
Stcirw T. Golden, 822 Teagnc Dr^ Santa Paala, Calif. 93060

Reexamination Reqneit No. 90/000,513, Mar. 22, 1964.
Reexamination Certiflcate for Patent No. 4,377,886, issned Mar.

29, 1963, Scr. No. 152,062, May 20, 1980.

lat a.3 B65H 77/00
U.S. a 24—71.1

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claim 1 is determined to be patentable as amended:

Claims 2-5, dependent on an amended claim, are determined
to be patentable.

1. A tensioning device for a flexible tension member such as
a line comprising:

a body including a pair ofsheave means, each [comprisingj
having a rod and flange means, the rods being parallel to

one another and spaced to permit a line to pass therebe-
tween [, and the flange means being spaced from the

bodyj; and

a bracket carried by the body and projecting therefrom in a
direction generally perpendicular to the plane containing
the axes of said rods, including means forming a pivotal

attachment point for tension means, said point being
spaced from the plane and the pivotal axis being parallel to
the rod axes[.J,

the body being adapted to be rotated approximately 180" about
an axis parallel to said rod axes between loose and tensioned
conditions ofthe line, the line when in loose condition passing
between said rods generally rectilinearly and when tensioned

forming a figure 8 configuration around said rods, whereby
the effective length ofthe line is shortened by at least twice the
distance between said rods between loose and tensioned condi-
tions.

REISSUES

OCTOBER 23, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ 1 appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reisrae specification; matter printed in italics

indicates additions made by reissue.

Re. 31,709

IGNTnON SYSTEMS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES

Eric H. Ford, London, England, aaaigaor to Lomenltion United,

London, E^igland

Origiaal No. 3,961,282, dated Sep. 21, 1976, Ser. No. 321,660,

Jan. 8, 1973. Application for rdarae Sep. 18, 1980, Ser. No.

168,624

Int a» F02F 5/04

UAa 123-416 W Clataw

Re. 31,710

PERSONALIZED ON-LINE PRINTING AND INSERTING
MAGAZINE BINDING MACHINE

Dale H. Jackson, Plattsbur^ N.Y., avignor to Harris Corpora-

tion, CleTeland, Ohio

Original No. 4,149,711, dated Apr. 17, 1979, Ser. No. 865,944,

Dec. 30, 1977. Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 810,051, Jnn.

27, 1977, abandoned. AppUcation for reisrae Feb. 26, 1960,

Scr. No. 124,779

lot a^ B65H 5/30

U5. a. 270—57 22 Claims

r1

^

s

c:^

1. An electronic device for controlling the advance and

retard of the ignition timing of an internal combustion engine

in accordance with engine requirements, including means for

generating a first series of square-wave voltage pulses in syn-

chronism with the engine revolutions to provide a series of

alternate first and second voltage levels; means for generating

a second series of square-wave voltage pulses also in synchro-

nism with the engine revolutions and at a fixed multiple of the

fint series of square-wave voluge pulses, so that the frequency

of the second series of voltage pulses is greatly in excess of the

frequency of the first series of voltage pulses; means for count-

ing a predetermined number of the second series of voltage

pulses from a [predetermined] point [in relation to the first

series of voltage pulses,] at which the logic level of the first

series ofpulses changes to the fint voltage level, the number of

said pulses counted depending on the engine requirements;

means for producing an output at the first voltage level from

said counting means after said count has been completed;

means for detecting the presence of both an output at the first

voltage level from the first pulse generating means[,] and an

output at the first level from the counting means [in order to

initiate] and, upon such occurrence, initiating the productioii of

a spark and causing^rk duration to begin for the combustion

of the fuel, the outputsfrom both the counting means and thefirst

pulse generating means remaining at the first voltage level until

the logic level of the first pulse generating means changes to a

second voltage level at a given engine crankshaft position and

causes termination of^rk duration; and means for continu-

ously varying the count of the counting means, so as to ad-

vance and retard the ignition timing in accordance with the

requirements of the engine.

1. Apparatus for collating preprinted signatures and at least

one card comprising

a station for processing preprinted signatures and cards,

conveyor means for moving preprinted signatures and cards

past said processing station,

said conveyor means having a series of chain spaces each of

which is adapted to receive either a printed signature or a

card,

signature feeding means for feeding preprinted signatures

into said chain spaces,

card feeding means for feeding cards into said chain spaces,

control means for controlling said signature feeding means

and said card feeding means to withold a signatiire from

and feed a card to one chain space and feed a signature to

another chain space, and

means located downstream of said processing stetion for

positioning a card that moved through said processing

station from said one chain space into said another chain

space having a signature located therein.

22. A methodfi*r collatingpreprinted signatures and at least one

card comprising the steps of

providing a single linear series of consecutive spaces each

adapted to receive a signature or a card.

moving said consecutive spaces in a single path,

withholding a signaturefrom andfeeding a card to one ofsaid

consecutive spaces and feeding a signature to another differ-

ent consecutive space.

processing said signatures or said cards while they are moving in

said single path, and

positioning a cardfrom said one ofsaid consecutive spaces into

said another different consecutive space containing a signa-

ture.
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Re. 31,711

VARIABLE DELIVERY HYDRAUUC PUMP
TalMiU HortaeU, IbwaU, JgpM, iMiiMr toIMUn Kogyo Co.,

Ltd., Ontai, Japn
OrliiMl No. 4,072,4«2, dated Feb. 7, 1978, Ser. No. 700,993,

Joa. 29, 1976. ArvUcatfcw fbr reimeMv. 16, 1979, Ser. No.
21,42S

CkdM prioritjr, apflkatfcM Japn, JaL 4» 1975, S0/»2871;
Mar. 15, 1976^ 51/28488; Apr. d, 1976, 51/38904

fat a' F04B 1/26
U.S.a 417-222 MOaiBis

12. In a variable delhery hydraulic pump including a housing
having a suction and a discharge conduit, a variable control ele-

ment movable between maximum and minimum displacement
positions corresponding, respectively, to a maximum and a mini-
mum fluid discharge amount, a pumping means associated with
xUd variable control element and controlled thereby to vary the

fluid discharge amount of said pumping means between said
maximum and minimum amount, the improvement comprising:
a biasing means for constantly urging said variable control

element toward said maximum displacementposition, a bore.

a pilotplunger and a controlplunger slidably disposed in said
bore with one end ofsaid controlplunger in operative engage-
ment with said variable control element for adjusting said
displacement position thereoffrom said maximum to said
minimum against the urging ofsaid biasing means, saidpilot
plunger being slidable with one end thereof in engagement
with the other end of said control plunger through a stroke

distance to thereby move, engaged with said control plunger,
said variable control elementfrom said maximum displace-

ment position to an intermediate displacement position be-
tween said maximum and minimum positions, to vary said

fluid discharge amount from said maximum amount to a
medium amount, said controlplunger being slidable through
a stroke distance to move said variable control elementfrom
said intermediate displacement position to said minimum
dis^acement position to vary said fluid discharge amount
from said medium amount to said minimum amount,

means fbr controlling the sliding movement of said pilot and
control plungers includingfirst and second ^ool valves each
dimmed fi)r axial movement in a ^ool chamber, said first

spool vahe being movable independently cf the position of
saidpihtplunger, each spool chamber having one end thereof
in fluid communkation with said discharge conduit of said
pumping means, so that said spool valves will be exposed to

thefluid discharge pressure qfsaidpumping means, first and
second push members disposed at Uie other ends ofsaidfirst
and second spool chambers for engaging the ends, reflec-

tively, of said first and second spool vaha for urging said

^ool valves against the fluid discharge pressure from said

discharge conduit, saidfirst and secondplush members exert-

ing different biasing forces on said respective spool valves so

that said ^nol valves will each be caused to move against said

re^ective push members in response to different fluid dis-

charge pressures, a first control conduitfor establishingfliud
communication from a point intermediate the said ends of
said first spool chamber, and thereby from said discharge

conduit when said first spool valve is moved past said pt^nt
towards its said other md, to the other end of said pilot

plunger in said bore when said fluid discharge pressure ex-
ceeds a medium level to overcome the biasing force of said
first push member, a seamd control eondtutfor establishing

fluid communicationfrom a point intermadiate the said ends

of said second ^ool chamber, and thereby from said dis-

charge conduit when said second ^ool vahe is moved past
saidpoint in said second ^)ool chamber toward its said other
end to a point in said bore between said pilot and control

plungers ¥^en saidfluid discharge pressure exceeds a maxi-
mum level to overcome the biasingforce ofsaid secondpush
member, the biasingforce ofsaidflrst and secondpush mem-
bers being such that said ^ool valves will be moved thereby to

close offsaidfirst and second control conduitsfrom saidfiuid
discharge conduit n^en saidfiuid discharge pressure is lower
than said medium level whereby said biasing means will move
said variable control element to its said maximum di^lace-
ment position to cause saidpumping means to discharge said
maximum amount offluid.

Re. 31,712

BIOCHEMICAL AVIDIN-BIOTIN MULTIPLE-LAYER
SYSTEM

Roger W. Gicae, 56 OaUaad Ave., Qaiaey, Maw. 02170
Origiaal No. 4,282,287, dated Ang. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 114,898,

Jan. 24, 1980. Coatlaaation of Ser. No. 374105, May 3, 1982,.
AppUcation fbr reinae Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 532,037

lat a^ B32B 5/16, 9/00
U.S. a. 428—407 28 Claims
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1. A process ofmodifying the surface properties ofa surface,

which process comprises:

applying alternative, monomolecular, successive layers of
first and and second materials to a surface to be modified,

the first material comprising avidin and the second mate-
rial comprising a [noncovalent,! biotin-modified exten-

der, one of the materials reacted to the surface, and, there-

after, at least one additional layer of each of Uie first and
second materials alternated, secured and noncovalently

reacted to the underlying byer, to provide a surface with
the first or second material as the top sur&ce layer

thereon.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED OCTOBER 23, 1984

IHustnitioin for plant patents are omally in color and therefore h is not practicable to rqiroduce the drawing.

5,296

VARIETY OF APRICOT TREE
FMerick H. Heowaway, 8895 Winters Rd^ Wbrten, Cklif.

99Q9a

FUed JbL 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,763

U.S.a Plt-39 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of apricot tree substantially as

described and illustrated which is characterized by large sized,

early ripening, freestone fruit whose stones are not commensu-
rate with the size of the fruit, and wherein the tree of said

variety is large and spreading; the leaves of which are large,

ovate, acutely pointed and dark green with red globose glands;

further characterized by medium pointed buds that produce

large white flowers sli^tly ahead of Royal.

and illustrated, and identified by the characteristics enumer-

ated above.

5,297

PEACH TREE, BERENDA SUN
Thomas O. Chamberiia, Sr., Visalia, Califs aaaigBor to H. P.

Metiier A Sons, loe., Del Rey, CaUf.

Filed Jan. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 462,991

iBt a^ AOIH 5/03

VS. CL Ph.-43 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of peach tree substantially as

illustrated and described and which is characterized by its

freestone fruit having a dark red color with bright yellow flesh

ofvery firm and crisp character with a bright red rim bounding

the pit cavity and by its skin which is tough and tenacious to

the flesh, and ripening about July 22 through July 24.

5,299

AVOCADO TREE-'WHITSELL'
Robert H. Whitsell, Rifenide, Calif., aarifBor to The Regents of

the Unifenity of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Feb. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 467,627

Int a^ AOIH 5/03

VJS. CL Ph.—44 1 Claim

1. The new and distinct variety of avocado tree herein de-

scribed and illustrated and identified by the characteristics

enumerated above.

5,300

STRAWBERRY PLANT—'JOE RETTER'
Harold A. Johnson Jr., WataoBfille, Calif., aasigBor to Driaeoll

Strawberry Amodates, Inc., Watsooiille, CaUf

.

Filed Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,541

lot a^ AOIH 5/03

VS.a Plt-48 1 Claim

1. The new and distinct strawberry plant herein described

5,301

STRAWBERRY PLANT—THE CROWN*
Harold A. Johnson, Jr., Wataoarille, Calif., assignor to DriacoU

Strawberry Aaaodates, lac^ WatsoBTllle, Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,407

Int a.} AOIH 5/03

VS. a. Plt-49 1 Claim

1. The new and distinct strawberry plant herein described

and illustrated, and identified by the characteristics enumer-

ated above.

5402
CREPE MYRTLE

David E. Chopin, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Chopia A
Wright, Baton Rouge, La.

Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 354,952

lat a^ AOIH 5/00

VS.a Pit—54 1 ClataB

1. A new distinct variety of Lagerstoemia indica plant sub-

stantially as shown and described, characterized by the distinc-

tive pink color, its height up to 10-20 inches, substantially no

vertical growth at full maturity, and a weeping growth habit at

full maturity.

5,298

AVOCADO TREE—'GWEN*
BerdKM O. Bergh, Rtrerdde, Calif., aadgnor to The Regents of

the UniTenity of Callfbmia, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Feb. 17, 1963, Ser. No. 467,613

lot a^ AOIH 5/03

VS. CL. Ph.—44 1 Chdm
1. The new and distinct verity of avocado tree herein de-

scribed and illustrated and identified by the characteristics

enumerated above.

5,303

MINIATURE CARNATION
Aagdo J. SIri, Saa Fhmdaeo, Calif., aasigaor to Siri Brothers

Noncry, Inc., East Palo Aho, Calif.

Filed Jal. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,114

lat a.i AOIH 5/00

VS. a. Plt-70 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct verity of nuniature carnation phut,

substantially as herein shown and described.

5,304

MINUTURE CARNATION
Angelo J. SIri, Saa Francisco, Calif., aasigaor to Siri Brothers

Nancry, Inc., East Palo AHo, Calif.

Filed JnL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,117

lat a^ AOIH 5/00

VS. a. Pit—70 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of miniature carnation plant

substantially as herein shown and described.

5,305

MINUTURE CARNATION
Angelo J. Siri, Saa FMadsco, CaUf., aaslgBor to Sfri

Narsery, lac^ E«t Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Jal. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 397,118

lat a^ AOIH 5/00

VS. CL PH.—70 1

1. A new and distinct variety of miniature carnation pburt,

substantially as herein shown and described.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL

BASEBALL GLOVE PROTECTIVE HELMET
Noba]roiUTsiAotmOnka,ndIchloMindw,KawuisU,both Stig MattMon, KvWMbMbrak, Sw«i«, ipnr to FHMla

of Japa,aHifMnloMisnoCorporatkM,Onkt, Japu FHtU AB, G«fk, SwtiM
Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,666 FDed Oct 26, 19t3, Ser. No. 545,708

CtataM priority, apptteitkMJapu, Feb. 8, 1982, 57-16916[U] Claiw priority, appUcatfaM Swedes, Nov. 1, 1982, 8206205
b/L a' A410 13/10 brt. a' A63B 1/08

U.S.a.2—19 6aaim U.S.a2—425 SCIaim

1. An improved baseball glove comprising:

a plurality of finger sheaths, each of said sheaths including a

face member with first and second edges, two rear mem-
bers each having first and second edges, means for joining

said first edge of said face member to said first edge ofone

of said rear members, means for joining said second edge

of said face member to said first edge of said other rear

member the improvement comprising means for joining

said second edges of said rear memben to each other, said

means for joining said second edges of said rear members
to each other comprises an reinforcing strip overlapping

onto said rear members, the second edges of said rear

members being spaced from to each other and said elastic

reinforcing strip being secured to the rear members along

said second edges.

4,477,928

ELASTIC WITH EMBEDDED PULL CORD
Paol Graff, Eaciao, Calif., anigBor to N.FJL Corp^

Maaa.

Filed Apr. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 483,367

Iirt. as A41D 1/14

U.S.CL 2-221 18 Claims

1. An elastic band comprising:

(A) an elongated web of material comprising interconnected

elastic threads generally oriented in a longitudinal direc-

tion, said web being elastic in its longitudinal direction;

and

(B) a pull cord extending in said longitudinal direction along

a portion of said web, said cord being in the place of one

of said elastic threads and having a length greater than the

length in said longitudinal direction of said portira of said

web in its unstretched condition, said pull cord being

bunched at spaced intervals to allow said cord to be

grasped and partially pulled out of said portion of said

wd>.

1. A one-piece protective hehnet, particularly a hehnet for

ice-hockey and bandy players, which includes pivotally con-

nected front and back integral parts which are arranged to be

swung to different positions relative to one another and to be

locked in said positions, so as to alter the size of said helmet,

wherein the front part of the helmet forms the taajot part

thereof and is provided with ear guards and means for attach-

ing a chin stnp, while the back part forms the minor part of the

helmet and has the form of a basin-shaped neck guard which

can be swung as a flap relative to the front part, about a sub-

stantially horizontal integral hinge means at the top of said

neck guard; and the front and back parts are provided with

mutu^y co-acting portions which, when the back part of the

helmet is swung towards the front part thereof to Morten the

distance between said parts and, thus, to shorten the length of

said hehnet, also cause the width of the hehnet to be altered to

a corresponding extent

4,477,930

NATURAL TISSUE HEAT VALVE AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Robert P. Tottea; Gail S. Tottea, both of Dcarw, Colo., and

Mary A. WOaoB, San Joae, Qdif., aarivMNTi to Mitral Medicd
lateraatlonl, lac. Wheat Ridfe, Colo.

FDed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,553

lat a.3 A61P 1/22

VS. CL 3-1

J

18

1. In a prosthetic heart valve wherein an annular stent hav-

ing a base at an iqjstream end and upright posts at spaced

circumferential intervals around the downstream end of said

stent, the improvement comprising:

a one-piece fabric cover in the form of a tube having inner
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and outer concentric folds with said stent inserted be-

tween said folds such that said posts are disposed at the

juncture of said folds, a first inverted seam in said fabric

cover along said downstream end of said stent, and a base

team joining said folds circumferentially along said up-

stream end;

a suture ring anchored to said base; and

a tissue valve member circumscribing said stent and said

outer fold.

4,477,931

INTRAOCULAR LENS WITH FLEXIBLE C-SHAPED
SUPPORTS

Charles D. Kelrnan, 269Gmd Ccatral Pkwy., Floral Park, N.Y.
11005

FDed Mar. 21, 1963, Scr. No. 477,020

bt CU A61F 1/J6. 1/24

U,S. a. 3—13 10 Claims

ISa

bowl, a lower portion which fits into the bowl and having

a back which carries a rail;

the clamp including a first section which carries a track and

a second section extending rearwardly from the first sec-

tion;

the second section being received in the space between the

M
/ 9
H V »•

1

\ FF^

1. An intraocular lens with flexible support suitable for use as

an artifical lens in the interior of a human eye, said eye interior

having first and second groove portions extending peripherally

at lower and upper portions of the eye when viewed in cross-

section and having an iris disposed anteriorly of said groove
portions, said lens comprising a light-focusing lens body, posi-

tion fixation means extending from said lens body and compris-

ing first and second support portions extending generally

around substantially the entire periphery of said lens body,

each of said first and second support portions being generally

'*C* shaped with the respective inner concave edges of the

support portions facing each other and the outer generally

convex edge ofeach of the support portions comprising at least

one protruding contact point for seating each of the respective

support portions in said first groove portion of the eye, said

first and second support portions being resilientiy deformable,

in response to a force applied thereto prior to seating of the

lens in the eye, and being capable of spontaneously returning

toward substantially their undeformed condition upon removal

of said applied force for seating said lens in the eye, said lens

also comprising a stabilizing portion extending in a direction

outwardly of said lens body toward said second groove por-

tion of tbie eye without being seated therein.

4,477,932

RAISED SUPERIMPOSED TOILET SEAT AND
SECURING CLAMP

Theodore Leooaky, FairfleM, NJ„ anigBor to Maddak, Inc.,

Peqiianiiock, NJ.
FIM Feb. 10, 1984, Scr. Na 578,849

IM. a.J A47K 13/06, 13/12

MS. CL 4—239 9 Claims

1. For use with a toilet of the type having a bowl, seat means,

means coupling the seat means to the toilet so that the seat

means can be lifted relative to the bowl, with a space being

provided between the coupling means and the toilet when said

seat means is lifted, in combination, a raised seat superimposed

on the toilet and a clamp for securing said raised superimposed

seat to the toilet, characterized by:

the raised seat including an upper portion which rests on the

coupling means and the toilet so as to be captured therein,

and the track of the first section engaging in sliding fit

relation with the rail on the back of the raised seat; and

the first and second sections of the clamp thereby being in

cooperative relation with the raised superimposed seat

and the toilet, respectively, to secure said seat to said

toilet.

4,477,933

TOILET SEAT CLOSURE
Franklin J. Leckie, 110 Parkdale Dr., GrecBTiUe, S.C 29611

FUed May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 497,054

Int a.3 A47K 13/00

U.S. CL 4—253 3 Claims

1. A device for ensuring that a toilet seat cover extendmg

over a seat ofa XcnitX is in a lowered or closed position relative

to the seat when said toilet is not being used comprising:

said toilet including,

(i) a bowl;

(ii) a water tank carried adjacent a rear potion of said bowl,
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said tank having a front vertically extending wall with a

tank cover extending thereover;

(iii) said seat being carried on said bowl;

(iv) a hinge connection securing said toilet seat cover to a

rear portion of said bowl permitting said cover to be

pivoted thereabout for raising and lowering said cover;

a coiled spring extending forwardly from said water tank for

contacting said cover prior to said cover reaching a

straight-up vertically extending position so that said cover

must be manually held in the raised position; and

means for hanging said coiled spring on said water tank.

a drain conduit connected to the wash basin;

a drain opening in said floor outside the shower stall; and

a drain opening in said floor within the shower stall; and

a trap;

the base also including a receptacle positioned underneath

the floor but above the deck, the receptacle being ar-

ranged to receive water flowing downwardly through

both drain (^)enings and through said conduit and to

conduct water from said drain openings and said conduit

toward said trap.

4,477,934

MODULAR BATHROOM INSTALLATION
Arttinr R Salmincn, Waynesboro, Va., assignor to Hopeman

Brotiwrs, Inc., Waynesboro, Va.

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 478,388

Int f^? A47K 4/00

MS.a 4-663 9 Claims

4,477,935

MATTRESS SUPPORT SYSTEM
Gordon D. Griffin, 4594 Victoria Or., Profo, Utah 84601

FUed Jan. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 338,040

lot a^ A47C 23/06

MS. a. 5—241 4 Claiou

1. A mattress suppori system comprising

a plurality of spaced apart, parallel elongate air springs,

each of said air springs including

an elongate air filled, air impervious bladder,

a fabric sleeve surrounding said bladder and having multi-

ple pockets extending over a longitudinal centerline at

the outer surface of the sleeve, said pockets comprising

means on the air spring for receiving and supporting

ends of said slats; and

a plurality of slats extending between adjacent ones of the

elongate air springs with each end of each slat extending

into a pocket.

4,477,936

MULTIPURPOSE BICYCLE TOOL
Jerome L. Weston, 3134 Eastern Pkwy., BaMwla, N.Y. 11510

FUed Jan. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 457,932

Int CL^ B25F 1/00: B25B 13/10

MS. a. 7—139 S Clatas

«?. /c

1. A modular bathroom installation on a deck comprising:

means providing an enclosure having vertical side walls, an

entrance opening, and a base supporting said vertical side

walls from the deck, the base including means providing a

floor for said enclosure;

means within said enclosure defining a shower stall;

barrier means preventing the flow of water from the part of

the floor within the shower stall to the part of the floor

outside the shower stall;

a wash basin within said enclosure, but outside the shower

stall;

means for supplying water to the wash basin and. to the

shower stall;

1. A multipurpose bicycle tool having, in combination, a tire

iron for dislodging a tire from the rim of a wheel, and a wrench

for adjustment of brakes and hardware attachments of a bicy*

cle frame, said multipurpose bicycle tool comprising:

an elongated handle member including an arcuate portion, a

middle portion and an end portion having a flared edge,

said end portion being adapted for slidable insertioo be-

tween the bicycle rim and the tire, so that rotation of the
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tool about the rim effects difiodgeineiit ofthe tire from the
rim;

• wrench extending from the arcuate portion of the handle
member, said wrench being disposed in a direction which
is angularly ofhet relative to the pUuie ofthe handle mem-
ber, so that when the wrench is employed for adjustment
of the brakes and hardware of the Ucycle frame, the
handle member is disposed outwardly of the bicycle
frame, enabling unobstructed movement of the handle
member relative to the bicycle frame; and

tire iron securing means for securing the bicycle tool in fixed
relation relative to the bicycle wheel when the bicycle
tool is used as a tire iron, said securing means including a
groove positioned in the wrench, the groove being
adapted for securing the bicycle tool to a spoke of the
wheel.

which are of polypropylene or polyester, a backnig layer of
foamed synthetic plastics material and a knitted or woven
fabric sandwiched between the foamed plastics material and

oT
1.4

12

^^KfiaetsiiUi^tEapcKHXj

'10

the needle bonded polypropylene or polyester, and applying
heat to the exposed face of said needle bonded polypropylene
or polyester to form hard iteasive nodides.

f4T7,M7
COMBINED PLIERS, CLAMP AND WRENCH

Jaaaa Coetrilo, 414 E. Sidth St, Corry, Pa. 14407
FDsd May 27, 1943, Sar. No. 494,854
Int a^ B25F 1/04; B25B WS2

U.S. CL 7—139 3 n«im.

4,477,939

REMOVABLE SLUDGE CLEANER FOR TANKS
Harold R. White, New Lcwn, and Ales J. DoMir, Piloe

Heights, both of m, aasignori to Afav Eagfaieerlag Cbrpora-
tioa, Mokena, m.

FUed Jan. 27, 1983, Sar. No. 441,654
Int CL3 BOID 21/24; F32B 37/4%

U.S. CL 15—244J u i

1. A wrench comprising a first member having a first jaw at
one end and a first hand grip at the other end. a second jaw
between the ends of the first member slidably mounted on said
first member for linear movement toward and away from the
first jaw, a second member having at one end a first pivot to
said secondjaw and having a second hand grip at its other end,
a toggle Unk eattending frrai an adjusuble abutment between
the ends of the first member to a second pivot on the second
member, said toggle link and said second member forming a
toggle between said abutment and said second jaw for moving
said second jaw toward said first jaw as the hand grips are
squeeied, a workpiece supporting surface on said first member,
a chain having one end anchored to the first member and its

other end extending over a woricpiece on said surface, and
means for transferring force from said second jaw to the other
end of the chain for tightening the chain against said work-
piece.

4^77,938
MATERIAL WHICH HAS ABRASIVE PROPERTIES AND

METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Saasnal RogM, 504 Bowenralc, Beach Rd., Cape Town, Ckpe

Provtace, Sooth Africa

^ Flai Si^ 29, 1982, Sar. No. 427,711

UaHsd KtagdoiB, Feb. 18, 1982,

1. A portable sucti<m cleaner for tanks which comprises a
first frame sized for resting on top of a tank to be cleaned,
tracks <mi said first frame, a bridge riding on said tracks, a drive
screw having one end secured to said bridge, a nut actuator
secured to said first frame driving said screw to reciprocate the
bridge along the length ofsaid tracks, a suction pump, an outiet
for said pump for discharging out of the tank to be cleaned, an
inlet to said pump having a plurality ofbranches, a second rigid
frame fitting freely in an upright position on the bottom of the
tank to be cleaned to stand erect in the tank when not con>
nected to said first frame, a plurality of suction heads fixedly
mounted on the bottom of said second frame, means releasably
connecting the second fiwne to the bridge on the first frame to
suspend the second frame in its upright position in the taw^ for
travel with the bridge, a pipe connecting each suction head
with a separate branch of said inlet to the pump, and a separate
valve for each pipe controlling flow from the suction heads to
the pump.

Lrt. a> A47L WIO: B24D 11/02; B32B 7/00
UAa 15-118 7

1. A method of manufiKturing a material which has abrasive

properties which method comprises ftbricating a composite
structure comprising a needle bonded fiibric the fibres of

4^477,940

HEAVY DUTY WIPER ARM
Terry M. Will, ValparataD, Ind., airipor tona i

paay <rf Indiana, Gaqr, Ind.

FHad Ang. 18, 1983, S«. No. SH379
IM. a) B4Q6 l/U

US. a. 15—250J5 9<

1. A windshield wiper arm assembly comprising;

a mounting head;

an outer arm section pivotally connected to the mounting
head;
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means on the outer end of the outer arm section adapted to

support a wiper bhid^
lever means having one end pivotally sunnrted on the outer

arm section and having the other end defining a pivot;

a link pivotally mounted on one end to the mounting head

and pivotally connected on its other end to the pivot on
said lever means; and

a tenrion qiring connected at one end to a midportion of the

outer arm section and connected at its other end to said

pivot on said lever means;

whereby the spring biases the outer arm section about the

mounting hod and toward the windshield.

4^77,941

SPRING LOADED LUGGAGE CASE HINGE
Jaaws S. GrcOi Aorora, CdOn asaigaor to Saanonltc Corpora-

tkm, Dcaver, Cirio.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,043

Int a? E05D 11/06

MS,a 16-289 1 Claln

f

te

....^R
^ -li

meshing and in abutment when the case halves are in the

open position, said spring ther^y serving as a positive

limit stop, said spring exerting at a predetermined constant

force throughout movement of the luggage case halves

from the closed position to a predetermined midway posi-

tion, and between the predetermined midway position and

the open position the spring exerts another constant force;

and

one of the case halves includes a pair of spaced upstanding

walls, one at each side of the leaf spring.

4,477,942

POULTRY BREAST DE-BONING MACHINE AND
PROCESSING METHOD

Eageae G. Martin, New Hdlaad, and Dale M. RIaacr, Den?er,

both of Pa., asrigaors to Victor F. WeaTcr, Inc., New Holland,

Pa.

FUed May 12, 1983, Sar. No. 493,934

Int a^ A22C 21/00

U&ai7—11 lOOabna

1. Luggage hinge for interconnecting first and second op-

posed edges of first and second luggage case halves, respec-

tively, such that the case halves may pivot about the opposed

edged between a closed position and an open position, com-

prising;

a first hinge part affixed to the fint opposed edge of the first

case half having on one end a plurality of teeth with

intervening grooves facing the second oppmed edge of

the second case half, said teeth and grooves being elongate

and extendmg along generally pardlel to the first oppowd
edge,

a second hinge part affixed to the second opposed edge of

the second case halfhaving on one end a plurality of teeth

with intervening grooves which are dimensioned to mesh

consecutively with the teeth and intervening grooves of

the first hinge part;

only a first to^ of one of said first and second case halves

mesUng and in abutment with a first groove of another of

said first and second case halves when the case halves are

closed on each other, and consecutive meshing and abut-

ment of other teeth and grooves occurring as the case

halves are opening and therdby moving said hinge parts

along a curved path, wherein only one tooth and one

groove are meshing and in abutment at a time;

at least one generally C-shaped leaf spring having a central

concave portion and with its ends secured to the first and

second hfaige parts on an end opposite to said one end to

reaifientiy urge the hnige parts together, said first tooth

and sakl first groove bdng spaced and in abutment with

the central concave portion of the qning to provide two

spaced stops with only a last tooth of said one of said case

halves and a last groove of said another of said case halves

1. A poultry breast de-boning machine powered by an ad-

justable speed drive motor connectably through a gear box

adapted to intercommunicate by means of a chain sprocket

drive train the transmittal and imparting of variably set rotary

motion from said drive motor to a turntable drive shaft to in

torn impart an adjust^ly set rotary displacement motion speed

to an elevated horizontally disposed planar tumtaUe having

assembled thereto at regularly repeating arcuately spaced

radial intervals a plurality of mechanically identical processing

stations respectively adapted to receive by manually fed place-

ment and support thereupon fw arcuately displaced combined

step-wise accom|rfishment of manual and mechanical breast

de-boning processing operations a succession of forward bilat-

eral poultry carcass sections at said adjustably set rotary dis-

placement motion speed, said machine comprising in combina-

tion:

a. a sui^ri firame having interconnected vertical and hori-

zontal members,

b. an infoed station location and a delivery sution location

respectively positioned at opposite radially disposed ends

of said planar turntable,

c. a corresponding plurality of upward projecting truncated

cone mandrel means respectively assembled one each

upon outwardly projecting support means in turn respec-

tively assembled one each at said regukrly repe«tiag

arcuatdy spaced radial intervals of said horizontally dis-

posed planar turntable and describing respectively said

plurality ofmechanically identical processing stations, and
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I. a comtponding plurality of clamping jaws respectively

asaembled in a one each upward and outward projecting
spatially related bilateral relationship set starting position

relative to said upward projecting truncated cone numdrel
means and operable by a first cam means to pivotally cycle
simultaneously outward and downward operationally
relative to said upward projecting truncated cone mandrel
means during arcuately displaced rotary transit of said

elevated horizontally disposed planar turntable at said

adjustably set roUuy displacement motion speed from the
infeed sution location to the delivery station location of
said machine and thereafter pivotally cycle simulta-
neously upward and inward to said upward and outward
projecting spatially related bilateral starting position upon
completed arcuately displaced roUiry transit return
thereof upon said elevated horizontally disposed planar
turntable to said infeed station location therefor.

4^77,943
BIVALVE SHELLFISH OPENING KNIFE

Robert J. Gnnh, Jr^ 3015 19th St, Metairie, La. 70002
Filed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,294

iBt a.J A22C 29/04; A47G 21/06
VS. a. 17—75 3 Oafam

a predetermined speed over a given plane to penetrate into
a surface layer of a fiber bale in said plane for removal of
fiber therefrom;

at least one compression means disposed upstream of said

fiber removal element relative to a direction of movement

thereof for compressing the surface layer of a bale m said

plane; and

at least one advancing means near said compression means
for extending into the surface layer of a bale in said plane
with a given depth of penetration to advance the fiber

material thereof towards said fiber removal element.

1. A bivalve shellfish opening knife comprising:
(a) an elongated handle means having oppositely disposed

ends for hand grasping therebetween;
(b) a straight blade means extending downwardly and for-

wardly, and having a free pointed end for forced insertion
between said shellfish bivalve shells by, and in line witii, a
user's operating forearm, wrist and hand, and having
oppositely disposed and spaced apart sharp edges that in

side to side rotation is for opening said bivalve shells, and
m forward and rearward motion for cutting said shellfish

free firom said shells; and
(c) connecting means integral with said blade means for

fixing said blade means to said handle means, with said

blade means being linearly offset forward from said handle
means and aligned with said user's operating forearm,
wrist and hand, and with both offaet and alignment being
in a common vertical plane for the linear application of all

insertion force to penetrate between said shells of said

shellfish, and for the increased leverage and efficiency

resulting therefrom.

4,477,944

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR OPENING A FIBER
BALE

Rolf Binder, Raetendiea, aad Duriel Haaaelmann, Wioterthur,
both of SwitKriand, aMigBon to Ricter Machine Works, Ltd.,

WiMcrthur, SwItKriaHd

FDed JaL 14^ 1902, Sar. No. 390,185
Claims priority, appUcatloa Switzeriaiid, JaL 15, 1981,

4424/81

IM. a.) DOIG 13/00
vs.a 19—80 R 13 Clalais

1. An apparatus for opening at least one fiber bale compris-
ing

a fiber removal element mounted for to and fro movement at

4,477,945

DRAWING FRAMES
Louis Vignon, Geneva, and Alf Sch<^per, Meyrin, both of Swit-

zerland, assignora to Heberlein HhqMno SA, VemlefGeneva,
Switzerland

Filed Aug. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 409,292
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemany, Aug. 24,

1981, 3133438

Int a^ B45H 54/80
VS. a. 19—236 6 nrim^

1. A drawing frame compriang: a machine frame defining
two can filling stations, two can removal stations with lateral

outlets and a k)cation for empty cans; a double draw head
having devices for filHng cans at the two filling station^ each
filling station bemg associated with a respective draw head;
means for automatically replacing filled cans at the filling

station with empty cans by rectilinear movement in the oppo-
site direction to the working direction of the draw heads and
for simultaneously, in the saipe rectinlear direction, moving the

filled cans from the filling stations the the removal stations

from which they can be expelled laterally from the machine
frame; and control and drive apparatus for the drawing frame,

the draw head, the can replacing means and the control and
drive ^paratus being disposed in the machine frame with the

control and drive a|^>aratus in line with the filling and removal
stations whereby the grand plan of the machine is at least

roughly rectangular in tbape.
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4^77,946

DEVICE FOR RECEIVING AND nXING A FLOWER
Reinald Mafli, Urdorf, Switserland, aaaignor to MAFAG AG ftar

FefauMchaaik, Urdorf, Switaerland

Filed Dec. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 450,383

Claims priority, appUcation Switiarland, Feb. 4, 1982, 671/82

Int a.} A45F 5/08

VS.a 24-5 3 Claims

intermediate flange and integral connection providing a

resilient hinge of said lever to said body,

a gripping surface on said body opposite the lower end of

said lever for engaging one side of said second end of said

string, said lever having its lower end opposite said grip-

ping surface and normally positioned to engage the side of

said second end of the string opposite said one side and to

be pivoted by said secrad end of the string against said

gripping surface to grip said string by force exerted by

said string in one direction on said one end of said lever to

thereby prevent movement of said string relative to said

body in said one direction,

and means for pivoting said lever away from said gripping

surface to permit intentional movement of said string

relative to said body in said one direction.

4,477,948

DEAD-END MESSENGER WIRE HOLDER
baac Sachi, 1240 RIdgewood Dr., ChoBNdey, U?al, QMbac,

Canada H7W1U
Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,387

lat a.} F16G 11/00

VS. a. 24-115 R IS

1. A fastening device to which a flower may be secured by

a tape and which device may be pinned onto an article, said

device comprising a body means including a head portion and

an elongated shaft portion having a surface for supporting the

flower stem, a safety pin fixed to said head portion, said safety

pin comprising a first leg having a straight portion and an end

portion bent relative to said straight portion, said head portion

having a groove extending along the width thereof for receiv-

ing said straight portion of said first leg of said safety pin and

having a slit at one end of said groove for receiving said end

portion of said first leg, a plurality of projections extending

into said groove for retaining said straight portion of said first

leg therein to thereby hold said safety pin to said head, said

elongated shaft portion being adapted to have a tape encircling

it and a flower stem on it and said elongated shaft portion

comprinng a plurality of transverse ribs on the surface thereof

that is opposite to the surface that supports the stem for pre-

venting a tape that secures the flower stem to said elongated

shsit portion from sliding therealong.

4^77,947

DRAWSTRING FASTENER
WUIian J. Lyons, 9650 Mark Rd., Eric, Pa. 16509

Filed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 437,283

lot CL3 F16G 11/14

VS, CL 24-115 F 4aains

'LJL^'

1. A device for holding a cable suspended from a support

said cable having an aerial support wire connected therealong

for supporting same, said device comprising an open-ended

tubular member having an inlet end and an outiet end for

receiving said cable and suppori wire therethrough with an

ehd portion of said support wire extending beyond said outlet

end and separated from said cable, abutment means disposed

adjacent said outiet end and substantially along the longitudi-

nal axis of said tubular member for enabling said wire end

portion to be bent adjacent said outiet end so as to extend

exteriorly of said member in a direction towards said inlet end,

wire retention means mtegral with said tubular member for

enabling said wire end portion to be further bent and thereby

secured to said tubular member and means for connecting said

tubular member to said suppori such that said tubular member

lies at a predetermined distance from said support wherd>y

said cable is indirectiy held by said device via said aerial sup-

pori having said end portion thereof secured to said tubular

member.

1. A fastener for releasably securing first and second ends of

a drawstring for hoods or caps ofchildren's clothing or the like

comprising first and second parts, a detachable tension resist-

ing connection between said parts, said first part being fixed to

said first end, said second part having a molded plastic body

with integral upper, lower and intermediate flanges widi

aligned openmgs in the flanges providing a way for receiving

said sec(Hid end of the drawstring,

a lever having its upper and lower ends adjacent saxi upper

and lower flanges and having its intermediate portion with

an integral connection to said intermediate flange, said

4,477,949

BELT BUCKLE CONSTRUCTION
Airtboay S. Calabfo, 51 Arbor Dr., Pi priiaaca , RL 02908

FUed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,741

lot CL^ A44B 11/Oa 11/20

VS. a. 24-180 "
1. A belt buckle for use with a belt strap having a first and a

second end witii said first end having at least one hole extend-

ing tiierethrough and said second end having a plurality of

longitiidinally spaced holes extending therethrough, said

buckle comprising separate base and top memben positively

interoonnectable with each other, said base member having a

generally rectangular planar pUte including opposite generdly

flat upper and lower surfaces, said {date including as opentag

therethrough and wall portions at least including a rear end

wall upstanding about said plate so as to form a seat for the

terminal portion of said strap first end with said first end ^«t-
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tiagMfclrew end will wbereljy Mid fim end tenniiidportkw 44T7JS1
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end hole, «U bockle top member including a generaUy planar
*—

.JTSL

body having a pin downwardly extending fixmi the lower
surface thereof, said pin having means for engaging said base
member plate adjacent said opening therethrough whereby
said base and top members are positively positioned relative to
each other, said top member farther having a tongue rear-
wardly extending from for hingedly engaging said base mem-
ber base wall whereby when said base and top members are
Interconnected said pin extends through said aligned holes sa
as to position and clamp said belt strap ends therein.

4^77,950

CLOSURE
E. Ctek, aid Ewdd A. Kmp, both of Chicago, DL,— to Vwim CvhMt Owpontioa, Old Ridgcbwy,

FOad No?. 29, 19t2, Scr. No. 444,979
IM. CL' B6SD 63/Oa 77/JO

manmnmtLim

U.&a24-30JP KClaiaM

1. Apparatus for spinning viscose rayon, comprising means
forming an acid bath having enclosure means arranged for
trapping and collecting any gases emanating ftom said bath,
means for feeding an acid solution to said bath, a pluraUty of
fiber-forming jet means disposed subatantially along beneath
the surface of said acid bath, means for forcing aqueous xan-
thated alkaU ceUulose in liquid form into said jet means and
through said jet means into said bath, means for ni»infmi.fg ,
low gas level in said acid bath, take-up means located within
said enclosure means above said acid bath for taking up the
resulting fibers in an upward direction within said enclosure
means, means for delivering freshly spun fiber to a stretch bath,
said stretch bath having means for reducing turbulence and
controlling the How of liquid relative to the direction of fiber
travel, and take-up means associated with said stretch bath for
removing the fiber firom said ai^wratus.

I. A closure comprising an elongated, pliable, resilient strip,
having a first end, and leader end, two longitudinal edges
between the first end and the leader end, and a longitudinal axis
extending between the longitudinal edges; said strip having in
a first zone on each longitudinal edge at least one projection
defined by an edge portion obliq«e to the longitudinal axis and
an abutment edfe portion mtersccting the oblique edge por-
tion, aaid oblique and abutment edge portions on eachkm^
dinal edge being respectively tiansvcnely aligned opposite the
edge portions of the opposite longitudinal edge relative to the
loBgitndhial axis so as to cooperatively form at least one ar-
row-head shape with the obhqoe edge portions converging
towards the leader and; said strip having an aperture intennedi-
ate the first end and the first aone, and said strip having at least
one pair of substantiaOy kmgitadinaUy extending sUts, wherein
each of the sUts of said pair is transversely aligned relative to
the other sKt of said pair and on opposite sides of the longitudi-
nal axis, such that a portion of at least one sUt of said pair
Oflifes a portion ofthe strip to provide a locking action when
the leader end and at least one opposing pair of abutment edge
Porbons are pasnd through the aperture and the strip is sub-
jected to an ekmgatira load.

4,477,982

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL ELECTRODES AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

Robert J. Orcaceui, Foraal; John U. Dnials, Jr., and GcraM E.
Roberta, both of Lynchbvg, aU of Va., Mripon to
Eleetric Coavaqr, Lyaehbvg, Va.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481^34
lat CL3 HOIL 41/10

UJS. a. 29^2538 3
1. A method for providing electrodes on a piezoelectric

crystal ccnnprising:

a. depositing an aluminum baseplate on said crystal in a
relatively high vacuum on at least a portion of a first

surfine of said crystal;

b. depositing a nickd plating on said aluminam base|date
before said aluminum basqriate is exposed to an active
atmosphere and whUe said relatively high vacuum is main-
tained;

c. removing said crystal, with sakl aluminum and nickel
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platings, firom said vacuum and connecting leads to said the inner surface (4) of ** - said jacket, and with each cyUndri-

nickel plating; cal end part (8) being a rly adiustaUe on a corresponding
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eccentric shaft (4) projecting axially and eccentrically from the

corresponding end of the inner shaft (3).

fMTU csyniecmrak

d. and depositing a firequency plating selected from silver or

gold on said nickel plating in a relatively high vacuum.

4,477,983

WOUND CAPACITOR END CONNECnONS AND
METHOD OF OBTAINING SAME

Edward M. Lobo, New Bedford, and Donald F. Hurter, Ware-

ham, bodi of Maas.

Filed Jul 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,924

Int a' HOIG 7/Oa 1/14

VS.a 29-25.42 3 Cfadns

4,4n,9S8

METHOD OF PRODUCING A LINED STRUCTURE
Janes R. Bedwn Edward L. RaynMMd, both of Honstoa, Tex.,

and Da?id W. Cameron, WOlowdalc Canada, aaslffors to

CaaNron Iron Works, lacn Houston, Tex.

Contiaaatkm-ln-part of Ser. No. 138^74, Apr. 10, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcatkm Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,055

Int CL^ B21D 53/00: B21K 29/00: B23P 15/26

VS. a. 29—157.1 R 11

1. A method of attachmg an electrically conductive lead to

an end of a tightly wound capacitor section having electrode

windings exposed to said end, the method comprising: masking

said end of the capacitor section to expose only a predeter-

mined portion, spraying a first thin layer of liquefied conduc-

tive metal onto said predeternuned portion, allowing said first

conductive metal layer to solidify, positiontng an electrically

conductive terminal immediately adjacent to sakl first solid

conductive metal Uiyer, securing sakl conductive terminal to

sakl first solid metal layer, spraying a second kyer of liquefied

conductive metal onto sakl predetermined portkm superposed

onto sakl first layer and sakl conductive terminal, and aUowing

sakl second layer of conductive metal to soUdify.

4^77,964

PRESSURE ROLLERS WTTH LONGITUDINAL AXIS OF
VARIABLE SHAPE

Bwne MoMnatto, MontnHo Dera» Italy, awigner toComponanH

Grafid S.rJ., IWa, Italy

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 449,525

OataM priority, appHcatlon Italy, Mar. 3, 1982, ^239 A/82

Inta3B21B/i/a2
VS. a. 29-116 AD 4 Oatans

1. A pressure roller having an axis of variable shape, in

wiadh an outer cylindrical jacket (2) is arranged coaxially on

an inner shaft (3) with the shaft dynamically interlinked with

the central part of the inner surface (4) of the sakl jacket (2) and

provkled in turn with two cylindrical end parts (8) received by

the shaft (3) and dynamically interlinked each with one end of

1. The method of lining a body having a plurality of inter-

secting cavities including the steps of

nickel plating the walls of said cavities,

securing and sealing a thin hollow metal sealed structure

within the intersecting body cavities in spaced relation to

the walls of the cavities to provide an interconnected

sealed space between sakl structure and the walls of said

cavities with at least a portion of the thin hollow metal

sealed structure blocking the intersecting body cavities,

filling said interconnected sealed space with metal powder,

evacuating gas from said interconnected sealed space,

subjecting the body with the sealed structiue and metal

powder therein to a temperature of approximatdy 2100*

F. and a pressure of ^proximately 13,000 psi for a period

of approximately two hours, to consdidate the metal

powder into a dense uniform interconnected lining in sakl

cavities,

cooling the lined body, and

machining the lined cavities to the desired dimensions and to

remove the portion of the thin hoUow metal sealed struc-

ture blocking communication between the body cavities.

4^477,954

PISTON-REMOVING APPARATUS
Ray W. Mefford, P.O. Box 1142, PoweU, Wyo. 82435

Contlnnatkw-ia-part of Ser. No. 359,242, Mar. 18, 1982,

abandoned, nis applkatkm Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,730

Int a.) B23P 19/04

VS. CL 29-252 5 CWm
1. Piston-removing apparatus including a frame portxM, a

piston-supporting portk>n. and an actuating portion; said frame

portion including an elongated base sectkm, ssid elongated

base section having a generally rectangular configuratian, an

end plate member extending from adjacent one end ofsaid base
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tectkm and subttantially perpendicular thereto; said piston-

supporting portion including an upstanding plate member
disposed along the length of said base section intermediate the
ends thereof, said upstanding plate member extending from
said base section in the same direction as said end member, said
upstanding member being substantially perpendicular to said
base section and substantially parallel to said end member,
connector plate sections extending between and joining said
end member and said upstanding member, said connector
sections being spaced from said base section, said upstanding
member including a circular central opening therethrough, a
channel of lesser size than said central opening connecting said
central opening with the periphery of said upstanding member
at a point remote firom said base section, a cylindrical piston-

aligning member removably engageable with said central
opening in said upstanding member, said piston-aligning mem-
ber including a sleeve section and a flange section, said flange

section being disposed adjacent one end of said sleeve section.

replacing the desired looper or loopers from the module, in-

serting a fastening member in the hole created by the drilling

and the openings in at least the replaced loopers, and securing
the fastening member in said drilled hole and openings.

1

4,477,958

MULTISHELL INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
TARGET

James R. Holland, Bntler, and Robert M. Del Vecchio, Vander-
grift, both of Pa^ assignon to The United States ofAmerica as
represented by the United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C

Filed Jon. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,286
Int a.3 B23P l7/(Xk G21B l/QO

U.S. a. 29-423 6 Claims

said sleeve section having an outside diameter slightly smaller
than said central opening for insertion therein, said flange
section being of a size larger than said central opening, said

flange section bearing against the side of said upstanding mem-
ber closer to said end member, a bore through said piston-

aligning member, said bore having a diameter slightly larger
than the diameter of a piston rod, a rod support section extend-
ing from said base section adjacent the end thereof remote
firom said end member, said support section including a cradle
section at the free end thereof aligned with said central open-
ing in said upstanding member; said actuating portion includ-
ing expandable jack means with a base, said jack means being
positioned between said end member and said upstanding
member, said jack means having its base affixed to said end
member and being spaced from said upstanding member;
whereby inserting a piston rod through said central opening in

said piston-aligning member with a piston thereon disposed
toward said jack means and actuating of said jack means forces
said piston rod from said piston.

4^77,987
METHOD TO REPLACE LOOPER ELEMENTS

Bfljr E. Imw,J^tCfua, Ga^ aari^or to Millikcn Research
Coryovalioa, ^j^rtanhBii, S.C

Filed JoL 10, 1983, Ser. No. 45M28
iBt a^ B22D 19/10

U.S.a 2»-««0108 2 ri.imy

30>

34'

^26

1. A method to remove and replace individual loopers of a
tuffaig machine from a cast metal module containing a plurality

of loopers having aligned openings therein containing cast

metal comprising the steps of: drilhng a hole transversely of
the module to remove the metal in said openings therefrom to

release the nuUvidual loopers m the module, removing and

1. A method for producing a multishell inertial confinement
fusion target, comprising the following steps:

preforming a fuel pellet having preselected outside dimen-
sions;

forming a pair of hollow half shells of sacrificial material

having inner dimensions greater than the maximum out-

side dimensions of the fuel pellet;

concentrically locating the fuel pellet within the two half

shells by a network of fibers within each half shell, the

ends of the fibers projecting outwardly beyond the outer

surface of each half shell;

joining the half shells to one another to enclose the fiiel

pellet;

smoothing the outer surface of the joint between the joined

half shells;

coating the joined half shells with a self-supportive porous
cover, the outer ends of said fiber supports being imbed-
ded therein;

removing the sacrificial material comprising the joined half

shells and depositing a gas-impervious coating over the

porous cover.

4^77,959
METHOD AND DEVICES FOR CONSTRUCTING A
SHACKLED CONVEYOR BELT FROM HEUCAL

ELEMENTS
Manfred Bomecke, Wettringea, Fed. Rep. of Gcrauny, and
Swen Nyman, Tyringe, Sweden, aaripon to Jiirgens Mas-
eUMBbaa GmbH A Co. KGn Eandettea, Fed. Rep. of Gsr-

per No. PCr/EP82/00042, § 371 Data Not. 8, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Nov. 8, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/03097, PCT Pab.
Date Sep. 16, 1982

PCT Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 444,505
Claims priority, apptteatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, Jan. 3,

1981, 3108522

lat a^ B23P W04, 11/02, 19/01 21/00
MS, CL 29—433 23 ClaiM

1. Method for manufacturing a shackled craveyor belt from
premade helical elements having ahemately a left handed
thread and a right handed thread, wherein the spires of adja-

cent helical elements are alternately poshed into each other
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and a connecting wire is fed through each channel formed by

the interlaced spires of adjacent helical elements, characterized

in that

(a) pushing two each individual helical elements towards

each other in their longitudinal direction at an angle to

each other by means of a feeding air flow,

(b) parallelly deflecting the two helical elements in the area

of their joining by alternating interlacing of their spires so

as to form a joined pair of helical elements,

(c) pushing a front end of the joined pair of helical elements

in a feeding direction by means of a feeding air flow at an

acute angle to an associated end section of an end posi-

tioned helical element of the prepqred shackled conveyor

belt,

(d) progressively pushing the spires of one of the two helical

elements of the pair of helical elements from its end over

and maintaining the mixture under constant stirring and at

a temperature of approximately 140* F.,

continuing said stirring until said fertilizer is mixed in said

water,

adding to said mixture a measured amount of gel and con-

tinuing said stirring until said fertilizer is suspended in said

mixture,

adding to said mixture a measured amount of floe and allow-

ing said floe to heat in said mixture under continual stir-

ring until lumps are eliminated,

adding to said mixture a measured amount of calcium salt

under continued stirring, and

pouring said mixture from said mixing pot into said mold

within one minute after said calcium salt is mixed.

the width of the shackled conveyor belt between the

opposing spires of the end positioned helical element of

the shackled conveyor belt,

(e) inserting one connecting wire into each of two channels

one of which is formed by the helical elements of the pair

of helical elements, and another ofwhich is formed by one

of the helical elements and the end positioned helical

element of the shackled conveyor belt.

7. Method in accordance with claim 1, characterized in that

during the pushing of the spires of the one helical element of

the pair of helical elements into the spires of the end positioned

helical element of the shackled conveyor belt, the latter is

pushed against the adjacent helical element of the shackled

conveyor belt and the helical element of the pair of helical

elements remote therefrom is supported until the engagement

of the associated spires of its other helical element at all sides

which are not facing the same.

4^77,960

METHOD FOR MAKING FERTILIZER CARTRIDGE
Philip B. Kaapp, 40 Rcyaoi Rd., Lyabrook, N.Y. 11563

DifiskM of Ser. No. 144^51, Apr. 29, 1980, Pat No. 4,340,179.

This appUeatkM No?. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,242

iBt a^ B29C 5/00: B29D 31/00

U.S.a 29—458 3 Clains

1. A method for manufacturing a cartridge for use with a

lawn and garden feed apparatus in which said cartridge com-

prises a stable solid body of water insoluble but permeable

hydrophilic gel containing a suspension of plant support rea-

gent, and having a through longitudinal bore through which a

stream of water is directed, into which water minute amounts

of plant support reagents are released, said method comprising

the steps of:

providing a mold,

adding a measured quantity of fertilizer, trace elements and

Dowdl to a measured amount of water in a mixing pot

4,477,961

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A MEASURING
CAPILLARY

Tjeerd fan Breast SmaUenbnrg, Krimpen a/d Dssel, Nether-

lands, assignor to TJeba Holding BY, Netherhuids

FUed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 408,033

Clains priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 17, 1981,

8103839

lot a^ B23P 25/00: D03D 49/46

UAa 29-458 5 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a measuring capillary which

comprises: forming, in each of a number of substantially plate-

shaped parts, a recess having such a shape that, when said

plate-shaped parts are superposed, the recesses formed therein

together define a capillary; coating the walls of the recesses

and surface portions of the plates directlly adjacent thereto

with a substancr, superposing the plate-shaped parts so that the

recesses formed therein together define a cafrillary; and con-

necting the plate-sh^ied parts to each other.

4S2-229 O.G.-84-2
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4«477,M2
PROCESS FOR AND STRUCTURE OF HIGH DENSITY
VLSI dRCUTTS, HAVING SELF-AUGNED GATES AND
CONTACTS FOR FET DEVICES AND CONDUCTING

LINES
Gordoa C God^Jahi^ Jr^ Snta Am, Gdif^ MisMr to Rock-
wdl lattmtioul Corpontioa, El Stgndo, Calif.

DMiiM or Str. No. 909JM, Miy 26, 1978, PM. No. 4,277381.
His wntkaOam Jil. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 397,050

Lrt. a' HOIL 21/225. 21/441
U.8. CL 29—571 ^ ri«iT

4^77,9(3
METHOD OF FABRICATION OF A LOW CAPACTTANCE

SELF-AUGNED SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRODE
STRUCTURE

Adrio L Cogu, WaHhaa^ Man., iMigMr toGTE LiAoratorics
Incorporated, Walthaai, Maia.

DtTiiioB of Scr. No. 219,473, Dec 23, 1900, abodoMd. TUi
appUcatioa Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 4C7,406

lat a? HOIL 29/46. 29/76
VS. Clr 29—871 4 rfai—

mm^^2

1. In a process for providing self-aligned gate, source and
drain contacts to corresponding regions of a FET device struc-

ture formed on an exposed surface area of a substrate having
first defined field oxide regions, said FET device having a gate
structure including a dielectric layer on the exposed sufrace
area of the substrate covered by a poiysilicon gate electrode,

the improvement comprising:
applying a layer of doped poiysilicon having doping ions

therein over the field oxide regions, the exposed surface

area of the substrate, and the gate poiysilicon electrode,

applying a layer of silicon nitride over the doped poiysilicon

layer,

delineating, using a single mask, sUicon nitride outlined
contact areas over the gates, sources, and drains of the
FETs

selectively removing portions of the silicon nitride layer to

expose the poiysilicon layer while retaining said silicon

nitride outlined contact areas overlying the doped
poiysilicon layer portions which are juxtaposed on the
source, drain and gate regions of the FET device to pro-

tect the said juxtaposed poiysilicon layer portions,

subjecting the structure to a thermal oxidation process to

convert the exposed poiysilicon layer to silicon dioxide
and thereby produce cross-over silicon dioxide regions

separating the gate structure of the FET device from the
poiysilicon layer portions juxtaposed on the source and
drain regions of the FET device, and

subjecting the structure to a selective material removal
process which removes nitride material without materi-

aUy affecting non-nitride material, to remove the silicon

nitride outlined contact areas and expose the underlying
surface of the protected poiysilicon portions, said exposed
poiysilicon surfaces affording self-aligned electrical

contact areas for each of the source, drain and gate re-

gions of the FET device.

10-

L

m'
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1. A method for forming self-aligned gate and source elec-
trodes in a sutic induction transistor while avoiding the re-
quirement for precision mask alignment and mask to mask
registration, said method comprising the steps of:

growing a first oxide layer over a high resistivity epitaxial
silicon layer on a semiconductor H«fer,

masking and opening gate and source windows in said first

oxide layer said gate windows m the form of elongated
strips with an enlarged portion at one end thereof;

masking and depositing a protective silicon nitride layer in

said source window and not in said gate window;
doping said high resistivity epitaxial silicon layer through

said gate window thereby forming said gate electrode;
placing said wafer in an epitaxial reactor in which a low

resistivity silicon layer of the same conductivity type as
said gate electrode is grown over said wafer, said low
resistivity silicon layer growing as a monocrystalline
region over in the form of elongated strips with an en-
larged portion at each end over said gate electrode and as
a polycrystalline region over said first oxide layer and said
silicon nitride layer,

exposing said wafer to a first etching solution which re-
moves said polycrystalline region but which has little

effect on said monocrystalline region;

growing a second oxide layer on said wafer under low tem-
perature, high-pressure conditions;

exposing said wafer to a second etching solution which
removes said silicon nitride layer from said source win-
dow without affecting said oxide layers;

doping said high resistivity epitaxial silicon layer through
said source window thereby forming said source elec-
trode;

masking and opening a gate contact window through said
second oxide layer to said enUvged portion of said mono-
crystalline r^ion; and

masking and depositing metal over said gate cmitact win-
dow and said source electrode for making electrical

contact to said source and gate electrodes.

4,477,964

METHOD OF MAKING P-I-N PHOTODIODES
Aland K. CUa, Berkeley Hdghta, tmk BdMi V. DM, Panip-

pmqr, both of NJ., aaaitMn to AT*T Bdl Labontoitaa,
Mvnqr Hill, NJ.

Diiiaioa of Ser. No. 402,921, JnL 29, 1982, Pat No. 4,443^09,
wUch is a coMiMntloa of Ser. No. 154^46, May 28, 1980,. Uto

application Oct 3, 1983, Ser. No. 538,182

bt a^ HOIL 29/161, 29/90. 27/14
U.S. CL 29-572 8 n«i—

1. A method of fabricating a photodiode (10) having a de-
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pleted i-type active region (16) of a predetermined thickness

bounded by a p-i type first junction (15) and an i-n second

junction (17), comprising the steps of:

diffusing an acceptor into a low-doped n~-type semiconduc-

tor boidy (12) so as to form an anomalous diffusion profile

(FIG. 3) of net impurity concentration venus depth

therein, said profile including upper and lower monotoni-

cally decreasing segments (Via and b) connected by an

upwardly concave segment (Vic),

controlling the conditions of said diffusing step so that the

XtvX

m craa ua ni

carrier concentration of said body (VII) is below that

corresponding to said concave segment, thereby forming

said first junction (15) at approximately the depth of said

concave segment and said second junction (17) at a depth

corresponding to the intersection of said lower segment

(VIb) and the carrier concentration of said body, and

maintaining the difference in carrier concentration between

that of said concave segment and that of said body so that

said junctions are formed at depths separated by a distance

essentially equal to said predetermined thickness of said

active region.

4^77,965

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING A MONOUTHIC
INTEGRATED SOLID-STATE CIRCUTT COMPRISING
AT LEAST ONE BIPOLAR PLANAR TRANSISTOR

Lothar BkNBfeld, FMbvg-HocMorf, Fed. Rep. of Gcmay,
aaipor to TTT IirtHtrica, Im., New York, N.Y.

Fllad A« 3, 1982, Scr. No. 404,931

CUm priority, application European Pat Offn Ai«. 8, 1981,

81 106214.0

brt. a' HOIL 21/26. 21/225

VS. CL 29-576 B 17

1. In a process for manufacturing a monolithic integrated

solid state circuit ctHnprising at least one bipolar planar transis-

tor having an emitter region on one side of a semiconducting

substrate bordering a base region which is diffused into a

collector region, the steps comprising:

inserting and diffiising dopants for said collector region into

said surface side within said collector area by a masked

implantation;

forming an oxidation masking layer portion over an emitter

area;

depositing a photoresist mask defining a base area;

ion imfdanting a first dose ofdoping ions ofa first conductiv-

ity type at a first accelerating energy such that said photo-

resist mask is penetrated but not said oxidation masking

layer portion;

ion implanting a second dose of doping ions of said first

conductivity type at a second accelerating energy suffi-

cient to penetrate said photoresist mask and said ondation

masking layer portion at a second dosing, said second

dosing being small relative to said first dosr,

remaining said photoresist mask;

covering said base area outside said emitter area with an etch

masking layer which is resistant to the etchings of material

of said oxidation masking layer portions;

etching to remove said oxidation masking layer,

implanting dopings of the conductivity type of said emitter

region;

carrying out base area diffusion and emitter area diffusion by

activating the dopings of the base area and emitter area;

and

wherein the order of said two ion implanting steps may be

interchanged.

4y477,966

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR WINDING AND
INSERTING COILS IN SLOTS OF STATOR OR ROTOR

LAMINATION ASSEMBLIES OF ELECTRICAL
MACHINES

Reinlwrd Napicraki, NiddattJ, Fed. Rep. of GerMy, aaaignor

to SlatoaMl^Siobc MaacUncnfabrik GmbH, Nieoafoorfslo-

cm. Fed. Rep. of Gcnnny
FDed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,794

Ctaian priority, application Fed. Rep. of GcnBany, Apr. 9,

1981, 3114407

IM. a' H021 15/06

VS.a 29-596 20

1. Method of winding and inserting coils in skNs of a stator

or rotor lamination assembly, the coils being producaMe on a

former and transferable by means of a transfer tool onto an

insertion tool for introducing said coils into said slots, said

transfer tool comprising annularly arranged parallel bars, and

said insertion tool comprising corre^wnding annularly ar-

ranged parallel insertion blades, cover strip blades, and an

axially movable insertion ram, wherein in said method said ban

of said transfer tool are caused to abut with the radially internal

side of said insertion blades of said insertion tool during at leaat

a part of the insertim operation, and are moved tofether with

said ram.
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4y477,967

METHOD FOR MAKING THE STATOR FOR ELECTRIC
MOTOR

Swma Yaboostai, Tojroia; Skogo Uzmra, OkflaU, and
Npboydd HayaiU, Nagoya, aU of Japaa, aaaigaon to Nip-

pnadiMO Co., Ltd, Kariya, Japaa
CoBtimatfoa of Scr. No. 284,950, JbL 20, 1981, abaadoned. This

appUcatkM Aag. 23, 1983, Scr. No. S25,792
ClaiBH priority, applicatton Japaa, JoL 24^ 1980, 55-

1055<1[U]

lat a' H02K 15/02
U.S. CL 29—996 7 Claims

4c wmSSk

feature is adjacent a conductive area on the first surface inter-
sected by the sensing line, the improvement comprising the
steps of:

(a) during the feature^lepositing step, depositing a layer of
the insulating material on the conductive area in a barrier
area thereon lying along the sensing line and extending
away from the initial location of the first edge;

(b) depositing a layer of conductive material within the
boundaries of the barrier area on the insulating material
and extending into and contacting the conductive area
electrically only between the sensing line and the initial

location of the first edge; and
(c) attaching the continuity tester between the conductive

layer within the barrier area and the conductive area.

4,477,969
DEVICE FOR INSERTING CONTACTS ON A SUPPORT

i CARD
Aimi CidMud,Velizy,Eraiice,aiiigDortoSoeictcConatelSJi.,

Rongis, France

Filed Jnn. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,514
Oaina priority, application Fkance, JoL 3, 1981, 81 13367

Int 0.3 HOIK ii/Qd: H05K i/iO
UA a. 29—739 3 ctaims

1. A method for making a pole of an electric motor, the
stator comprising a cylindrical yoke and a pole core adapted to
be secured to said yoke and having a pole piece which is

curved in conformance to the curvature of the inner wall of
said yoke, comprising the steps of:

(a) placing a sheet ofan insulator on one surface ofa conduc-
tor having a rectangular cross-section, the width of said
sheet being greater than the width of said conductor, and
forming said conductor and insulator into a coil of several
turns so that said insulator is positioned between succes-
sive turns of conductors;

(b) folding all the oversized portions of said insulator of said
turns;

(c) cementing the folded portions together,

(d) mounting said coil on said pole core; and
(e) securing said pole core to said yoke so that said folded

portions are held under pressure exerted thereto by the
yoke and said pole piece.

4^77,968
METHOD FOR USING A MACHINING SENSOR

Alan G. Kracka, Minactonka; Toan P. Tran, Bloomington, and
Baat G. Keel, Prior Lake, all of Minn., aarignors to Magnetic
Peripharala Inc., Edina, Minn.

FUad Sap. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 430,193

Int a^ GllB 5/42
U.S. CL 29-603 2 Claims

1. A device for inserting on a card for supporting a hybrid
circuit or printed circuit, contacts connected together so as to
form an assembly and each comprising, at one of their ends, a
clip element oriented perpendicularly to the planes of the
contacts and adapted to engage on the support card, said de-
vice comprising an elongate fixed card support, a frame which
is mobile in a longitudinal direction of the support and on
which are mounted in elastically mobile manner two rollers

forming guide rollers for the contact assemblies, the clip ele-

ments of the contacts being at the level of a card on this sup-
port, a jack for displacing this frame, and means for alternately
connecting the contact assemblies with the fixed support and
with the mobile frame.

4,477,970

P.C BOARD MOUNTING MEIHOD FOR SURFACE
MOUNTED COMPONENTS

Robert P. Alexander, SchanmborB Robert J. Pichia, Westches*
ter, and Stephen F. Daukscfa, Schanmborg, all of HI., aarignon
to Motorola, Inc., Schanmbnrg, lU.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,380

Int a^ HOSK 3/iO
U.S. CL 29-837 5 n.i-T

1. In a method comprising the steps of depositing with a
mask a feature formed of insulating material on a first surface
of a machinable prism, machining a first edge of the first sur-
face from an initial location toward a sensing line, and finally

monitoring the output of a continuity tester, wherein said
sensing line has a preselected spacing from the feature, said 1. A method for preparing a printed circuit board for surface
tint edge is substantiaUy paraUel to the sensing line, and said mounted components mounted in a component body hole in
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the printed circuit board and having leads extending parallel to

conductive lead contacts on the printed circuit board surface,

the method comprising the steps of:

providing a printed circuit board having at least one body

hole with a top surface for mounting said component;

metal lining said body hole to defme a metal lined aperture;

metalizing said printed circuit board to define said conduc-

tive lead contacts;

positioning said conductive lead contacts into at least one

hole such that at least one of said conductive lead contacts

extends to the edge of and into said body hole; and

blanking a component body hold portion of the metal lined

aperture such that the metal lining is cut away to provide

isolated conductive lead contacts that extend to the edge

of the component body hole.

4,477,972

TOOL FOR USE IN STRIPPING SHINGLES
Vincent M. Testa, Jr., Wakefield, Maaa., aaaignor to Vinal

Realty Trust Wakefield, Maaa.

Filed Jnn. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,975

Int a.' A47L 15/02

UAa 30-172 8 Claims

••

4,477,971

lONTOPHORETIC ELECTRODE STRUCTURE
Stephen C. Jacobaen, Salt Lake Qtr. Richard D. Lnntz, Mur-

ray, and Barry K. Hanofer, Salt Lake Qty, aU of Utah, as-

signors to Motion ControL Inc., Salt Lake aty, Utah

Dirision of Ser. No. 319,074, No?. 6, 1981, Pat No. 4,419,092.

This appUcation Sep. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 536,304

Int a.} HOIR 45/02

U.S. a. 29-877 1 Claim

1. A method of producing % bioelectrode comprising the

steps of

placing a hollow conduit with a resilient plug fitted in the

top thereof onto a mold whose upper surface is generally

dome shaped, the lower end of the conduit including a

blocking element which prevents a needle from passing all

the way through the conduit, said conduit including open-

ings which allow ion-containing solution to flow there-

through from the conduit,

placing a piece ofvacuum formable material over the hollow

conduit plug and mold,

vacuum forming the material to the shape of the mold with

the hollow condit and plug thereon,

removing the material and hollow conduit and plug from the

mold,

attaching a conductive element to the material so that a first

portion of the element is exposed to the area underneath

the materia] and a second portion is exposed to the area

above the material,

placing a cover of resilient material over the second portion

of the conductive element with one end of an electrical

conductor sandwiched between the cover and second

portion,

joining a membrane to the perimeter of the material to define

an interior compartment between the membrane and the

material, said membrane being adapted to allow the migra-

tion of ions therethrough when an ion-containing solution

in the interior compartment is subjected to an electric

field, and

placing a protective cover over the underneath sides of the

material and membrane.

1. A tool for use in removing asphalt and wood shingles

from a roof, said tool comprising a foot plate the front portion

of which is flat and includes a transverse series of triangular

teeth the points and notches between them rounded and an

upwardly inclined rear portion, the junction of said portions

establishing a transverse fulcrum and a handle of substantial

length secured to the rear portion of said foot plate and to the

flat front portion adjacent the series of teeth and said handle

extending upwardly and rearwardly thereof with the handle

and the flat front portion of said foot plate defming an included

angle of approximately 135*.

4,477,973

THREE DIMENSIONAL GRAPHICS TABLET
Darid L. Daries, Guilford, Conn., assignor to Micro Control

Systena, Inc., Vernon, Conn.

Filed Jnl. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 397,976

Int a.} GOIB 7/05

UAa 33-1 CC 3 Oainis

1. A three-dimensional graphics tablet comprising:

a support;

a contacting tip element; and

an articulated arm assembly connecting said contacting tip

element to said support, said arm assembly comprising a

first link element routably connected to said support for

rotation about a first axis, a second link element rotatably

connected to said first link element for roution about a

second axis, said second link element having two sections

interconnected for relative rotation about a third axis, and

a third link element rotatobly connected to said second

link element for rotation about a fourth axis, and further

including first second, third and fourth potentiometers for

measuring the angles of rotation about the first second,

third and fourth axes respectively and for producing elec-

trical signals responsive to said routions, whereby said
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«^ collectively detennme the coordiiuites of said tip ^ having . focu. at. near or beyond the ftee end of said^^^^
operator member, and

4,477,974
DEVICE FOR CHECKING BILLS OF CURRENCY TO
DETECT BILLS WHICH ARE STUCK TOGETHER

E. Stanley Kwwbcl, 4202 GtauMNrc A?e; Bdttaorc, Md. 21206
Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,3«

IM. CL^ GOIB S/38
U.S.a33-lMR ISOainw

1. A device for checking bilb of currency to detect bills that
are stuck together, comprising:

(a) a base having a substantially flat lower face for support-
ing said device on a flat surface;

(b) said base being made of a heavy material to anchor said
device in place when in use;

(c) said base including a first means providing a first gauging
surface;

(d) a second means including a second gauging surface over-
lying at least a portion of said first gauging surftce;

(e) spacer means disposed between said first and second
gauging surfaces, said spacer means having a height at
least equal to the thickness of a single bUl of currency and
less than the thickness of two bills of currency;

(0 a third means substantially centrally positioned in said
base aligned with and cooperating with said spacer means
and securing said second means to said base and positively
fixing and locking said second gauging surface in parallel
placed relationship to said first gauging surface whereby
•aid first and second gauging surfaces are maintained
•paced apart a distance equal to said spacer means height;
and. said first gauging surface being considerably greater
m surface area than said second gauging surface so that
•aid bills of currency can be rested on and stably sup-
ported thereby during the gauging operation: and,

(g) said secOTd means having a beveled peripheral edge
portion extending from said second gauging surface for
faciliuting insertion of a bill of currency between said
gauging surfaces whereby only a single bill of currency
can be passed between said gauging surfaces and bills
which are stuck together are detected by the inability to
be pasaed between said gauging surfaces.

4,477,975

ADJUSTABLE REMOTE CENTER COMPLIANCE
DEVICE

ThoMi L. De Faaio, Watertown, aai Dairid E. Whitney, Ar-
Uagtoa, both of Maak, aari^on to The Charke Stark Driver

FDad May 22, 1901, Scr. No. 264,187
IM. ai GOIB 5/2S

UAa33-169C aOOaim.
1. An adjustable RCC device having an adjustable remote

center of compliaace comprising:
a support member,
an operator member interomnected with said support mem-

ber,

a mounting member spaced from said support member;
a plurality of radial members extendmg between and at-

tached to said support member and said mounting member

means for moving at least a portion of said radial members
toward and away from said operator member to shift the
focus of said radial members.

4,477,976

CONTACT SENSOR
Sigem Sonkl, F^ittaa, Japan, aaa^aor to

ladnstries Ltd., KawvaU, Japan
Filed Dec 29, 1983, Ser. No. 966,700

immn^'^"^*
*"*"*****" ^*'*"' "***• ^* ^^^

lot 0.3 GOIB 7/00
U.S.a33-169R joataa

Koroda Predaton

57.

L A contact sensor ccnnprising:

a housing having an opening,

a movable probe having a hollow connector, a stylus fixed at
one end of the connector and extended from the opening
of the housing, and a flange provided at the other end of
the connector with a supporting member,

a first electric contact provided <m a center of the supporting
member of the flange,

a fiilcrum member provided inside of the housing freely to
support the flange,

a bridge member provided under the flange through the
hollow portion of the connector,

a second electiic ccmtact provided on a center of the Mdge
member to oontact with the first electric contact,

a spring member provided in the housing to pres^ the flange
against the fulcrum for positioning the flange at a stable
position relative to the bousing, and

a detector provided on the housing to detect electric signals
arisen due to separation and contact of both the electric

contacts.
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4,477,977

METHOD AND APPARATUS INVOLVING THE
MEASUREMENT OF BORES

Richard W. LoaigMa, Brighton; George J. Kirby, Albtoo, and

Chaiiaa F. Mariano, Fraaiingham, all of Maaa., aaaifaors to

Foater-Miller, Inc., WaUham, Maaa.

Fnad Oct 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,555

brt. a.i GOIB 5/12

VS. CL 33-178 R 18

1

1. An apparatus for determining a nominal internal dimen-

sion, said apparatus comprising:

(a) expander means nzed to be received within a bore whose

nominal diameter is to be determined, said expander

means constrained for limited longitudinal movement,

said expander means including fluid-filled movable en-

gagement means;

(b) drive means associated with said expander means for

forcing the fluid into said engagement means and moving

said engagement means in a substantially transverse direc-

tion into contact with the side of the bore whose nominal

diameter is to be determined; and

(c) measurement means associated with said drive means for

providing an indication of the displaced fluid volume

required to move said expander means into full contact

with the side of the bore, the fluid displacement volume

related to the nominal diameter of the bore.

away firom a gagmg position having a fixed predetermined

relation to said jig;

a probe having a longitudinal axis and an end portion cen-

tered on said axis and tapering from a diameter larger than

said locating hole to an end substantially smaller than said

locating hole;

means for coupling the probe to said frame for movement

with respect thereto in two dimensions defining a plane

perpendicular to the longitudmal axis of the probe, said

probe being mounted such that the longitudinal axis

thereof is approximately parallel to a center axis of said

locating hole when said frame is in said gaging position;

means for resUiently urging the probe toward a first position

with respect to the firame wherein the Upered end of the

probe is extended from said coupling means; and

means for sensing a distance moved by the longitudinal axis

of the probe in each of said two dimensions from a refer-

ence axis corresponding to said preselected position of the

axis of the locating hole when the frame is in the gaging

position, said gaging position being predetermined such

that the upered end of the probe will fiiUy seat in a prop-

erly positioned locating hole of a workpiece when the

workpiece is supported with the datum point of the work-

piece in registry with the jig.

4,477,979

GUN SIGHT
Wflliam R Orca, Rd. 1, Box 71, NorthflcM, Vt 05663

FOad Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 457,561

lat a> F41G 1/28

UAa 33-257 4

4,477,978

DIMENSION MEASURING APPARATUS
Lann, Toyota, Japan, aarifBor to Toyota Jidoaha Kabn-

ihild Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

FDad Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,610

OaiBM priority, application Japan, Oct 1, 1982, 57*150025

lat a' GOIB 7/Oa 7/31

VJS.a 33-180 AT 9 Oaims

1. Apparatua for measuring the deviaticm of an axis of a

locating hole in a surface of a woricpiece being fabricated on a

production line firom a preaelcted position with respect to a

datum position on the wwkpiece that is spaced from said

locating hole, without removing the workpiece from the pro-

duction line, the apparatus conqmsing

a jig iMOvided oa the production Une for registering with

•aid datum point on the woriipiece;

means for supporting the workpiece in a fixed predeter-

mined position relative to said jig when the jig is in regis-

try with said datum ptwit;

afrune;

means for supporting the firame for movement toward and

1. In an adjustable gun sight, having a sight firame for mount-

ing on a gun barrel, said sight frame having spaced opposed

cylindrical frame ends with an upwardly facing cut out con-

cave frame portion extending therebetween in longitudinal

alignment therewith, a routable cyUndrically shaped sight pin

supported by said firame ends, the sight pin having a centrally

located eccentrically mounted sight surface between its ends,

means for rotatably adjusting said sight pin, and click means

for mfiwt*iniiig the sight pin in an eccentricall adjusted posi-

tion, said sight pin having a collar adjacent to one end which

collar is coactable with a shoulder on the corresponding tubu-

lar frame end to prohibit axial disengagement from the firame

of the sight pin, the other of the opposed tubular frame ends

having inside threads, and an acUustable plug engaged in

threaded assembly with the threads of the said other tubular

firame end for hcMing the sight pin against axial dislodgement
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relative to the sight frame and for enabling the sight surface to

be adjusubly moved longitudinally of the frame, and spring
means biasing the sight pin longitudinally toward said plug to
provide a spring loaded adjusted position.

4*477,900

AUGNMENT STRUT FOR WALL STRUCTURES
Christopher E. Jukas, VancooTer, Canada, aaafgnor to Mod-Lok

lodnstricf Ltd^ Vaaconrer, Canada
FUad May 6, 1983, Scr. No. 492,170

Iirt. CL^ GOIC 15/JO
VJS.a 33-404 3 Clafaw

1. An alignment strut for prefabricated wall assemblies com-
prising a U-shaped beam structure having upper and lower legs
of different lengths; the upper leg having an aperture adjacent
its free end and a downwardly extending flange at its free end
for engaging the upper portion of a margin of a wall assembly
and the lower of said legs having a transverse portion engage-
able with the side of said wall assembly.

4,477,901

DYNAMIC DRYING SIMULATOR
Lawmca W. Chan, New Oty, N.Y., aaaignor to Royal E.

Bright, Ntw York, N.Y.

FUad Joa. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,387
lat a.} F2fiB 3/20

VS. CL 34—•! 20 Oaims

fabric runs, moving a first dryer into contact with a first sur-
face of said test sheet and pressing a second and opposite
surface of said test sheet against one of said dryer fabric runs,
removing said first dryer from said test sheet, engaging said
test sheet second surface with a second dryer and forcing said
first surface of said test sheet against the other of said dryer
fabric runs, removing said second dryer from said test sheet,
and removing said test sheet for inspection.

4,477,982

MICROCONTROLLER.BASED DRYER CONTROL
Corran D. Cotton, Newton, Iowa, assignor to The Maytag Com>

pany, Newton, Iowa

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 423,671
Int a? F26B 21/06

UAa.34—48 18Claima

1. A control for a fabric drying machine, comprising: selec-

tion means operable for initiating a fabric drying cycle includ-
ing a dryness sensing operation; control means including mi-
crocontroller means having a plurahty of terminals and opera-
ble for controlling said fabric drying cycle as initiated by said
selection means; power supply means for energizing said con-
trol means; sensor means engageable with wet fabrics for com-
pleting an electrical current path therethrough; circuit means
in circuit with said sensor means and said microcontroller
means, said circuit means being operable for changing one of
said terminals from a first to a second voltage state responsive
to completion of said electrical current path and indicative of
a dryness condition of said fabrics of less than a predetermined
dryness; and counting means associated with said microcon-
troller means for accumulating a count of said changes in

voltage state, said microcontroller means operable for initiat-

ing termination of said fabric drying cycle when said changes
in voltage state fail to accumulate to at least a predetermined
number in a predetermined sensing time period.

1. A method of simulating the drying action for the purpose
of optimizing the operation of a dryer section of a paper ma-
chine, said method comprising the provision of two adjacent
runs of dryer fabric, placing a test sheet between said dryer

4,477,983

METHOD OF VENTILATING CYLINDER POCKETS IN A
CYLINDER DRYER AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING

OUT THE METHOD
Kari-Hago Anderasoa, and Nils Zinn, both of Vii^ , Sweden,

assignors to Flakt Aktieboiag, Naeka, Sweden
Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,463

OaiBB priority, appiicatioD Sweden, Oet 23, 1980, 8007440
iBt a.i F26B JS/08

VS, CL 34—114 2 f^««—
1. Apparatus for ventilating cyUnder pockets in a cylinder

dryer including a plurahty of heated cyUnders about which a
web-like material is taken in zig-zag mode, an endless Fourdri-
nier wire and return rolls positioned to press the material
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against certain of the heated cylinder surfaces, cyUnder pock-

ets being formed between the cyUnders, web and wire when
the latter relinquishes contact with the web along a separation

line at a cylinder surface, to pass over an intermediate return

roll arranged between the cylinders, and to make contact once
again with the web along a closing line at the next consecutive

cylinder circumference, the separation effected by relinquish-

ing contact in part producing spontaneous flow into the pocket

through said wire and the closing action effected by making
contact once agam in part producing spontaneous flow out

from the pocket, said ii^ow being normally greater than said

outflow to produce an air current transverse to the web and
exhausting beyond the edge of the web, siud apparatus includ-

ing at least one blowing box disposed adjacent said separation

line outside the cylinder pocket extending over the width of

the wire, and provided with blowing orifices placed between

said intermediate return roll and the said separation line where

the wire relinquishes contact with the web, and barrier means

on said blowing box comprising a lip of yielding material

connected to the blowing box projecting outwardly therefrom

with its free edge engaging against the peripheral surface of

said intermediate return roU along its generatrix, at least some
of the blowing orifices of the blowing box being directed such

that drying air is caused to flow towards the wire in a direction

forming an acute angle to, and in a direction substantially

counter to the direction of travel of the wire, the flow through

said orifices cooperating with said barrier means to create a

reduction in pressure between said separation line and said

intermediate return roll to reduce the spontaneous flow into

the pocket relative to the spontaneous flow out from the

pocket and thereby reduce the air current transverse to the

web exhausting beyond the edge of the web, said barrier means

also preventing an interface layer of wet air around the inter-

mediate return roll periphery from being introduced into the

cyhnder pocket on rotation of the roll.

first and second duct, immediately radially outward of the

said central chamber, are connected to communicate with

each other and in turn connected to communicate in se-

quential order with the fourth radially outward duct; the

said central chamber is connected to communicate with

the third radially outward duct; paths of communication

established are separate and distinct from each other,

a first and second stack means; the said first stack means is

connected across the input of the said first duct and the

input to the said central chamber thereby afford a selec-

tive communication by the input of the said first duct

means either with the outside or with the input to the said

central chamber; the said second stack means is connected

to the unattached end of the said third duct to continue the

conununication of the said central chamber with the out-

side,

a burner means is mounted in the said central chamber,

a first and second blower means; the first blower means

mounted in the said first stack means to pull air through

the said first, second and fourth ducts in reverse sequential

order and to push the air pulled either outside or into the

said central chamber as determined by the first stack

means; the said second blower means coimected in the

said second stack means to pull air from the said central

chamber through the said third duct and push the air

pulled outside,

a conveyor means mounted to introduce material to the

input end of the said first duct,

a recycle auger means mounted to return material from the

output of the said fourth duct to the said conveyor means,

a material movement means consisting of a deflecting and

lifting means attached to the inner walls ofeach of the said

first, second and fourth ducts which in combination with

the unified rotation of the said ducts moves material a

plurality of passes back and forth the length of the dryer,

wherein the evaporation of moisture of the material progres-

sing through the dryer is absorbed by the counter circulat-

ing airstream directiy proportioned to the amount of heat

applied.

4,477,984

MULTI PURPOSE THREE PASS DRUM DRYER
Harfcy Wenger, Holland, Mich., aMigiior to WilfM

Sdinidt, Grand Ra^ds, MidL, a part interest

Filed Oct 30, 1980, Scr. No. 202,113

lat CVna 17/32

MS, CL 34-128 7

O.

1. A rotary drum dryer comprised of

a i^urality of concentric cylinders mounted for rotation

about a horizontal axis defining,

a central chamber and a plurality of concentric ducts; the

4,477,988

SANITARY SANDALS
Cbca Yaaa-Hsiaiw, No. 300 Choa^laB Rd., Lai-Qea I

Taipei Hataa, Taiwaa

Filed Jan. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 384,733

Iata3A43B;//2
U.S.a 36-lU 4

1. A one-piece sandal made firom a flat sheet of relatively soft

resilient material, comprising a sandal body and a fastener, said

body having a toe portion and a bed portion, said fasteaar

haviag a front portion imcrlinked with a rear portion, said rear

portion being integraBy attached with said toe portion, the

distal end of said fastener terminating in a belt, a groove

molded transversely in the bottom of said body substantially

midway between said toe and heel portions, a pair of crevices

initiated from the outer periphery of the body and extending

through the thickness of said body, each crevice being slantad

inwardly toward the toe portion and disposed at the extremity

of the groove, whereby siud body and fastener are formed into
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• Modal by bending the fiutener over the top of the body and (5) withdrawing a sample of gas from the sampling volume
inaerting the heel portion through the rear portion to enable by means of a probe incorporated in the sampler, and

^O f3

V»-i V

(6) passing the sample through a gas sensor to establish

whether signal gas is present or absent

.^"

U

i*.:

4«477,M7
SPILL SHEET STRUCTURE ON LOADER BUCKET

Gary L. SteckldB, San Antonio, Tesn aadgnor to Deere k
Conpaay, MoUne, DL

Filed No?. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,358

lat a^ E02Fmi
MS, a. 37—118 R 6 ri«fa—

the placement of the belt into said groove and the placement of
portions of the rear portion into said crevices.

4,477,986

METHOD OF, AND APPARATUS FOR, DETECTING
LEAKS

PMw E. G. MirahaU, StntfM'Oa*A?oa; Ftaadt R. Piper,
Evwhaa, and John F. WUaon, Thonibwy, all of EogiaBd,
•arifaeva to BL TachMtogy Uiritad, Ei«iaiid

PCT No. PCT/GB82/00139, § 371 Date Dae. 14, 1982, § 102(e)
Data Dae. 14, 1982, PCT Pah. No. WO82/03917, PCT Pab.
Data No?. 11, 1982

PCT FDad May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 454,039
CUw priority, applicatioB UaHad Kiigdoai, May 8, 1981,

8114329

tat a^ GOIN V20
U.S. CL 73-^0.7 5 daioH

1. A method of detecting the presence of a leakage path
leading to the surface of a fabrication comprising the steps of:

(1) poaitioning a duouded sampler above at least part of a

sorfeoe of a fabrication;

(2) providing a sample of signal gas to the end remote from
the sorftce of a leakage path leading to the surface;

(3) eatabliahing an air curtain between the sampler and the

sorftoe by an outflow of air from the sampler, the curtain

serving with the sampler and the surfiwe to define a sam-
pling volume;

(4) adjusting the relative axial positions of members which
deffaw the air curtain to stabilize the air curtain and to

maintain the gas preMure in the sampling volume at a level

such that gas adjacent the surface passes to the samplei^

1. A spill sheet for a bucket having a rear upwardly and
forwardly extending bucket wall terminating in an upper trans>

verse horizontal edge, comprising: a main pUte structure ex*

tending the full width of the bucket, including a central section

having opposite transverse open ends and end sections extend-
ing outwardly respectively of said ends of said central section,

said central section being composed of a U-shaped forward
portion having front and rear spaced apart wall portionsjoined
by a transverse bight portion with said front wall portion

having a lower edge fixed to the bucket rear wall at its edge
and extending upwardly and forwardly generally in the phme
of the rear wall to the bucket, said rear wall portion extending
downwardly from the bight portion to join with a vertical

portion, the latter having its lower edge fixed to the rear sur-

face of the rear wall spacedly downwardly and rearwardly of
the upper edge of the rear wall, said end sections having verti-

cal portions in outward continuations req)ectively of the verti-

cal portion of the central section, and horizontal portions

extending forwardly from the vertical portion to front hori-

zontal edges fued to the bucket rear wall at its said upper edge;
and a pair of filler plates sh^Bod to conform to the open ends of
the central section and being fixed to the plate structure for

closing said open ends.
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4,477,988

MODULAR SNOW BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Paol-Eogtee VoU, 1738 Prindpala St, St-Mare daa Carriires,

Canada (GOA 4B0)

Cootinaation-ia-part of Ser. No. 391,517, Jan. 24, 1982,

abaadooed. TUt applicatioa No?. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 552^13
tat a.3 EOIH 5/09

U.S.a 37—250 4 Clahns

against said helical edge portion and a radially outer edge

portion which outwardly projects from said helical edge por-

tion and which is laterally curved relative to said inner portion

towards said axial direction, said teeth being closely arranged

relative to each other along said helical edge portion, pivot

means pivotally connecting each of the scarifying teeth to said

helical edge portion, and a shearabie element holding each

scarifying tooth in (^lerative position and located radially

outwardly of said pivot means, said shearabie element shear-

able upon impact of the corresponding tooth with an ot»tacle

with die latter retractively pivoting relative to said helical

edge portion to a retracted position laterally overiapping the

next trailing tooth, each of said teeth including a leading edge

and a trailing edge relative to said one direction of rotation,

said leading edge and said trailing edge being wedged shape

transversely of the tooth and in complementary direction

relative one to the other to thereby permit said lateral overlap-

ping movement of said tooth over the next trailing tooth.

4'

1. A modular snow-blower assembly designed to be attached

to the front end of a tractor or other similar vehicle and com-

prising a rear motor module and a firont snow-blowing module,

said rear motor module including a frame for supporting a

motor, operating independendy of said motor vehicle, said

front snow-blowing module comprising a housing, helical

blades rotatably mounted in said housing and a blower rout-

ably mounted in the rear section of said housing, said blower

adapted to evacuate the snow through an outiet duct, coupling

means carried by the respective modules to readily and selec-

tively couple and uncouple the modules relative one to the

other, and a drive train for transmitting the power from the

motor in the motor module to the helical blades and blower of

the snow-blowing module and including first and second shaft

portions respectively located in the rear and front modules,

and means to couple and uncouple said first and second shaft

portions concurrentiy with relative coupling and uncoupling

of said housing and frame.

1. A scarifying snowblower bUKle assembly comprising a

helicoid auger having an axis definmg an operatively horizon-

tal rotation axis and having an outer helical edge portion, said

auger, upon rotation in one direction, moving the material

engaged thereby in an axial direction along said axis towards

one end of said auger, and scarifying teeth fixed to said helical

edge portion serially along the latter, each tooth having a

substantially flat radully inner porticm which is secured flat

4^77,990
PICTURE FRAME

Charles W. Baehanan, Scottidale, Ariz.,

Somborger, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOad Jaa. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 384,219

tat Q.3 G09F 1/12: A47G //Otf

U.S.a 40-155

to WOUaai

13

4477,989

SNOWBLOWER AND SCARIFYING AUGER ASSEMBLY
THEREFOR

Raii4 Vaehoa, 318A St RapiMa St, VallcyflcM, Gamida J4T
3A6

FDad Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503342
ClaiiM priority, appUcatioB Canda, Mar. 4, 1983, 422938

tat a^ EOIH im
U.S.a 37-252 1 CUai

1. A picture frame comprising:

A. a plurality of edge members each having an aperture

proximate each end thereof:

B. a plurality of comer members for coupling said plurality

of edge members together to form said frame, each of said

comer members comprising:

1. first and second channels perpendicular to each other

for receiving therein ends of adjacent edge members;

and

2. an internally threaded projection within each of said

channels for passing through said ^lertures to secure

said adjacent edge memben to one of said comer mem-
bers; and

C. screw means for threadably engaging said internally

threaded projection from a second direction opposite said

first direction.

4,477,991

FRAME FOR TRANSPARENCY FILM
Nolan A. Drcritd^ Soath Eastoa, aad LawraMc E. Graai,

BarUngtoo, both of MaM., aaaigBora to Polaroid Corpoiatlaa,

Caariiridgei Maaa.

Filed Dee. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,087

tat a^ G09F I/IO

U.S.a 40-158 B 14 CbdM
1. A unitary frame for mounting a film transparency having

a given width defined by spaced parallel sides, a leading end,

and a trailing end. said frame comprising:

first and second framemembers integrally connected to each

other for movement between a fihn transparency loading

position and an operative position wherein said frame
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members are adapted to enclose and support a film trans-
parency;

said first frame member includes means defining a recessed
portion having a width substantially equal to the width of
the transparency, an aperture, and a border surrounding
said aperture, said border including spaced parallel sides
having a maximum width therebetween substantially
equal to the width of the film transparency, said parallel

sides being adapted to support the pvallel sides of the film
transparency, said first frame member further includes a
pair of longitudinally extending flanges having a length
substantially less than that of said parallel sides of said
border, said flanges further extend toward each other
from opposite sides of said recessed portion and are
spaced above said parallel sides of said border so as to

1. Apparatus for use in association with baiting hooks at-

tached by leaders to longline for deep sea fishing comprising:
(a) a receptacle for holding a plurality of pieces of bait;

(b) a bait kmgliae separator means disposed adjacent the
receptacle and extending substantially from one end of the
receptacle to the other, the separator having therein a slot

extending substantially from one end of the separator to

the other;

(c) longline guide means for directing the longline along the
side of the separator opposite the receptacle so that the
leaders attaching hooks to the longline extend through the
slot while the hooks at the ends of the leaders removed
from the longline pass through the receptacle; and

(d) a bait catching receptacle located in line with the bait

receptacle on the end opposite the end of the bait recepta*
cle proximate to the hook holder, the bait catching recep-
tacle having therein a slotted separator extension aligned
with the separator associated with the bait receptacle.

4,477,993

nSHNET
James D. Woermbke, 304 lad Atc^ SW^ Glen Bnmie. Md.

21061

FUed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,566
Int a.3 AOIK 77/00

VS. a. 43-11 9 ctaiBig

define therewith a pair of open-ended guides having a
maximum lateral spacing therebetween substantially equal
to the given width of the fUm transparency, whereby
during end-wise insertion of a film transparency, its lead-
ing end may engage portions of said parallel sides of said
border which extend forwardly of said open-ended reces-
ses and thereafter be directed dong said parallel sides into
the open end of each of said guides thereby locating the
transparency in alignment with said aperture; and

said second frame member includes a section having an
aperture therein, said section being adapted to be received
within said recessed portion of said fint frame member,
with said apertures located in alignment when said first

and second frame memben are in said operative position,
ther^y substantially enclosing the transparency.

4,477,992

APPARATUS FOR BAITING LONGLINE FISHING GEAR
Cvtis E. Ua§, 22340 • 132 Ave., Maple Ridge, B.C., Canada,
iid Robert J. Roe, Richnood, Canada, aarignors to Cutis E.
Laag, Vancoarer, Canada

FUed Feb. t, 1982, Ser. No. 346,901

,
appUcatioo Canada, Apr. 10, 1981, 375164
lat a.3 AOIK 97/00

VS, CL 43-4 8 dains

1. A fish net or the like having a removable cover compris*
ing:

(a) a loop frame structure, i

(b) a handle on said loop frame, I

(c) a net attached to said loop frame,

(d) a flexible, elastic cover having means for providing a first

extended position substantially completely covering said
net and loop frame and means wherein said cover is

adapted to be movable to a second position wherein said
cover is slidably retracted and contracted for uncovering
said net and loop frame and being located adjacent to and
substantially surrounding said handle.

4,477,994

ARTinCUL FISHING LURES
Stanton J. Ericksoa, 1259 TaU Pine TralL Golf Breen, Fla.
32561

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,342

lat a.3 AOIK 85/00
VJS. a. 43—42.44 8 n«t—

1. An artificial fishing lure comprising

an elongated body member of buoyant material having a
generally fish shape with a forward end and a rearward
end, the forward end having a front face inclined fnm a
leading edge at an angle of 40* to SS* to the longitudinal

axis of the lure, the front face having means for attach-

ment to a line, and the rearward end having an extreme
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rearward end being adapted for the attachment of a flexi-

ble tail portion,

one or more hooks projecting upward from the dorsal sur-

face of the body member and mounted external to the

body member by inserting a shaft portion of each hook

through a length of a hollow, flexible tube-shaped article

approximately equal to the length of the shaft portion,

passing a metal strap through an eye at the terminal end of

the shaft portion and securing the ends of the metal strap

to the body member to permit limited movement indepen-

dent of movement of the body member but stabilizing the

hooks to maintain the upward projection, and

a weighted element attached to the underside of the forward

portion of the body member.

ing a different density, said replaceable weight being

lodged in said chamber for retention of said fishing line by

pressure of said weight on said ribs wherein the buoyancy

of said device is affected.

4,477,995

LINE-MEASURING FISHING BOBBER
Larry L. Fenn, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor to Fean-Niemana,

Inc., Lancaster, Ohio

FUed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,060

Int a^ AOIK 93/00

VJS. a. 43-43.11 « Claims

4,477,997

ELEVATED WIRE SUPPORTED RODENT TRAP
Kie Bnmgamer, 4230 Myrtle A?e., Long Beach, Calif. 90807

Filed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,920

lat CL^ AOIM 23/30

VS. a. 43—58 1 CUdm

1. A line-measuring fishing bobber comprising:

(a) a housing;

(b) a rotative shaft extending into the housing;

(c) a line-engaging pulley secured to the shaft externally to

the housing;

(d) an indicia-bearing gauge disposed within the housing and

provided with a detent;

(e) means disposed withm the housing in communication

with the shaft and the gauge for driving said gauge in

reduced proportion to the movement of the pulley; and

(f) a manually positionable index mounted on the housing

and engagable with the detent for relatively nonimpeding

movement therewith as the gauge is driven in one direc-

tion and disengagable as said gauge is driven in the oppo-

site direction.

4,477,996

VARIABLE WEIGHT CASTING DEVICE
Richard Walter, 2951 Holiday Dr., Morgan Hill, Calif. 95037

Filed Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,175

tat CLi AOIK 91/00

VS.a 43-43.14 9 Oains

1. A variable weight casting device comprising,

a buoyant body having a longitudinal central bore defining a

chamber, said chamber having openings to the front and

back ends of said body for insertion of a fishing line there-

through, said bore having internal ribs extending radially

inward in the inner wall of said chamber, and

a replaceable weight selected from weights with each hav-

1. The combination with a rodent trap of the type that in-

cludes a rectangular rigid base that has top and bottom sur-

faces, a spring loaded assembly mounted on said top surface for

ensnaring a rodent, said assembly including a movable trigger

on which bait may be placed to entice a rodent to move said

trigger from a first to a second position, said trigger when

moved to said second position either by a rodent nibbling on

said bait or walking over said trigger actuating said assembly to

ensnare the rodent causing said actuation, and a mounting for

said rodent trap on an elevated wire on which a rodent may

walk, said mounting including:

a. an elongate rigid strip permanently secured to said bottom

surface;

b. a socket that extends downwardly from said strip;

c. a pair of longitudinally spaced legs that depend from said

strip and are located on opposite sides of said socket and

latmlly spaced from the latter; and

d. a pole of substantial weight and length removably

mounted in said socket, said pole serving the dual function

of allowing said trap to be elevated to above said wire and

then lowered relative to said wire for a longitudinal por-

tion of said strip to lest on said wire with said socket and

legs disposed on opposite sides of said wire, with the

weight of said pole preventing said trap pivoting trans-

versely relative to said wire, and said pole permitting said

trap to be disengaged from said wire and lowered to the

ground after a rodent has been ensnared in said tnp by

moving said trigger to said second position.
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4,477,998

FANTASTIC WALL-CLIMBING TOY
Yn-Loat Yom No. 16 TIm Shto Rd^ FiMg Ymb Qty 420
Trickni, Tahm

FM Mqr 31, 1983, Sw. No. 499,454
LM. a> A63H IJ/04

VJS, a. 446-177 1

with each other for extension and contraction along the
longitudinal direction of said toy vehicle;

a rear body of said toy vehicle mounted on said rear chassb
fortum^ upside down and reversmg firont and rear faces
to assume different outer iqipearances for top and rear
faces and for bottom and firemt faces, respectively, said
rear body being formed with guide grooves at both side
faces thereof for engagement with guide pms mounted on
said rear chassis, and said rear body being capable ofbeing
moved along the entire length of said guide grooves and
being turned upside down at the extremeties of said
grooves about said guide pins; and

a seat member mounted generally centrally on said rear
chassis for moving vertically and horizontally relative to
said rear chassis.

1. A wall climbing toy comprising:

an outer body, having front and rear ends,

a drive mechanism disposed within said body, said drive
mechanism comprising:

an endless belt having an upper flight and a lower flight,

a plurality of suction disks mounted on said belt for con-
tacting a surface,

a drive motor,

speed reducing gear means drivingly interconnecting said
motor and said endless belt for rotating said belt to bring
said suction disks into contact with a surface at a front
end of said lower flight when said body is driven for-

wardly, and to pull said suction disks from the surface at
a rear end of said lower flight, and

a pluraUty of wires connecting said belt with each of said
suction disks, said wires each having a first end fixed to
said belt and a second end fixed to an associated disk at
an edge thereof which first arrives at said rear end of
said lower flight as the latter moves rearwardly, to puU
said rear edge upwardly in response to upward travel of
said first end of said wire, each said wire bending its

associated disc toward an orienution confronting the
surface as such disk approaches contact with the surface
at said front end of said lower flight to promote adher-
ence with the surface.

4*478,000
PROCESS FOR STIMULATING ASEXUAL

PROPAGATION OF SIMMONDSIA CHINENSIS TISSUE
Zachary S. Wochok, Maachester, Mo., and Ckrolyn J. Stais,

DaTto, Calif., assignors to Plant RcMNvcct Imtitnte, Salt
Lake Qty, Utah

Continuation-iB-part of Ser. No. 230,014, Jan. 30, 1981,
abaadoncd. lUs appUcatioa D«^ 2, 1982, Ser. No. 444,378

lat (X} AOIG 1/00
U.S.a47-58 MCbdni

4y»77,999

TRANSFORMABLE TOY VEHICLE
Aldaorl Harlmi; SUaicU AoU, aad TakcUn NakayaaM, an of
Tokyo, Japan, aMipon to KabaridU Kalaha BANDAL To-
kyo, Jipaa

FDad Sep. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 528,476
OaiM priertty, appUcatioa Japan, Mar. 10, 1983, 58-39901

lat a> A43H lJ/10
UAa444-470 ICUdma

1. A process for initiating mass propagation of plant tissue
from undifferentiated Simmondsia ehenensis plant tissue com-
prising the steps of, sterilization of the donor tissue; pretreat-
ment of said tissue with a solution containing a cytokinin that
is N6-benzyladenine; placing and culturing said treated tissue
on a first culture medium appropriate to support aad promote
tissue growth under appropriate c(»ditions oftemperature and
light; further culturing the tissue on a second culture medium
compatible with the pretreatment step to promote additional
tissue growth and shoot development; separating the devel-
oped tissue into individual shoots; placing and culturing said
shoots on a shoot multipUcation medium; separating the multi-
plied shoots into individual shoots for development on a root
initiation medium into plantlets; and transplanting the plantlets
into a soil mix.

1. A transformable toy vehicle comprising:
a chassis comprising front and rear chassis slidably engaged

4,478,001

PROTECTIVE ENTRANCEWAY
Taaai N. Hogaa, Oriaado, aad Jaam A. Woods, Wiatcr Park,

both of FfaL, aarigaon to Martia Marietta Corporatioa, Be-
theada,Md.

Filed Jaa. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,571

lat a.^ EOCB 7/00
VS. a, 4»-37 7 rirf^

1. For use in c(»nection with a shelter means, a novel com-
pound door hinged about an essentially vertically diqMsed
hinge Une, said compound door being usable in one mode as an
ordinary door, and in another mode as part of a protective
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entranceway, a platform normally serving as a portion of the

exterior of said door, and c^Mtble of being lowered at the

option of the user fitom an essentially vertical position, into an

keeper when indexed adapted for receiving a standard

lock or the Uke therethrough.

4,478,003

INTERIOR INSULATING WINDOW SYSTEM
Deaais E. Fktt 1301 E. SOfcr Lake, Tacsoa, Ariz. 84713

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,635

lat a.3 E05B 65/03

VS.a 49-63 2 Claias

essentially horizontal position such that it can serve as a walk-

way, and a canopy for utilization as a closed entranceway over

said pktform at such time as said platform has been lowered

into the essentially horizontal position.

4,478,002

INTERIOR SECURITY WINDOW PANEL
noana A. EagUih, OklahoaM City, Okla^ airigaor to laterior

Sccarlty Corp., OklahoBM Qty, (Nda.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,347

lBta3E06Bi/M
U.S. CL 49-57 2

1. An interior security window panel for receipt mside the

frame of a window and adjacent thereto to prevent unlawful

entrance through the window, the panel comprising:

a removable panel frame having a first and second side

member adjacent to the sides of the window frame and an

upper and lower member adjacent the top and bottom of

the window frame, the frame members attached to cross

members, the cross memben disposed in a spaced relation-

ship to each other, the spacing small enough to prevent

human entrance therethrough;

a '*U" shqwd channel adapted for attachment to die inside

top of the window frame, the "U** shaped channel receiv-

ing the upper member of the panel frame therein whqi the

panel frame is disused inside the window frame, and

a **L" shaped lock pin having a vertical arm adapted for

receipt through an aperture in the lower member of the

panel frame and into an aperture in the window firame, the

pin further having an upper horizontal arm with an aper-

ture therethrough, the aperture indexed with an aperture

m a lock keeper extending outwardly from the first side of

the member, the aperture in the lock pin and the took

1. A storm window assembly comprising:

a U-shaped track for mounting on a window sill into which

a window may be slidably positioned including a base, at

least fint and second sidewalls extending perpendicularly

from said base to form at least one channel, and a layer of

adhesive material coupled to the underside of said base for

seeming said track to said window sill; and

at least two individual overlapping windows which ride in

said U-shaped track, each of said overlapping windows

including:

a pane of glass,

a frame around said pane of ghus including first and second

vertical members, each of said vertical memben having a

notched channel into which said pane of glass is posi-

tioned, said first vertical member having weather-strip-

ping means extending the vertical height of said first

vertical member for operably engaging one of said track

sidewalls, said second vertical member having weather-

stripping means extending the vertical height of said sec-

ond vertical member for operably engaging the weather-

stripping means in a confronting vertical member of the

overlapping window to create a seal between said over-

lapping windows when in the closed position, each of said

weather-stripping means which engages the other of said

weather-stripping means to create said seal being posi-

tioned on the side of itt respective overlapping window

that is closest to the other overlapping window, one of

said first and second vertical memben being equipped

with handle means for opening and closing said window

assembly, and

sleeve means positioned between said notched channel and

said pane of ghus for operably securing said pane, the

notches in said notched channel securely positioning said

sleeve means therein.

4,478,004

WINDOW LIFTER AND DOOR LOCKING DEVICE
MaiccI Aadrd-Akzaadra, aad Haai Prohadta, both of Bletifb-

cte*Biariagsa, Fed. Rep. of GcTMay, aMiport to nr ladaa-

trica, lac. New York, N.Y.

FDed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,225

ClaiiH priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of GeraMay, Mar. 25,

1982, 3111633

lat a.) B65J 1/08; E05F 15/00

VS. CL 40-72 3 OalaM

1. A combination power window and power door locking

device for use in an automotive vehicle door comprising, in

combination:

a reversible electric motor,

means for mounting said motor internally of sakl door.
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first means for coupling said motor to a movable window
pane holder within said door to move said holder between
first and second end positions;

second means for coupling said motor to a movable exten-
sion of a door locking mechanism within said door which
is activated to lock and unlock said door;

means for selectively applying external power to said motor;
means cooperating with said first and second means and

responsive to the position of said holder for engaging and
activating said door locking mechanism when said holder
is in one of its end positions;

wherein said motor is routably mounted in said door and
resiliently urged toward an angular stop position until said

holder is in said one of its end positions whereupon contin-

ued application of said external power to said motor ro-

second side edges for closely conforming to the configura*
tion of the opening in the cabinet,

a pair of co-axial pintles extending outwardly from the re-

spective ones of said side edges adjacent the rear edge
thereof,

a pair of cutouts each disposed adjacent and parallel to a
respective one of said side edges, each of said cutouts
intersecting said rear edge and extending a substantial

disunce beyond said respective pintle toward said front

edge such that said respective pintle projects from a resil*

ient finger formed between said cutout and said respective
side edge, whereby said pintles may be resiliently biased
toward each other to permit placement of said enclosure
in the opening in the cabinet and subsequently move resil-

iently outwardly to engage bores provided in the cabinet,
latch means integral with and disposed on said front edge,
and

a cutout within said planar panel disposed adjacent and
parallel to said front edge and extending a substantial
distance beyond said latch means toward each of said side
edges such that said latch means is provided on a rela-

tively thin resilient strip extending along the front of said
panel, whereby said latch means may be resiliently biased
toward said rear edge to permit said front edge of said
closure to enter the opening in the cabinet and subse-
quently move resiliently forward to lock said closure in
the opening.

tates said motor away from said stop position to activate

said door locking mechanism;
wherein said second means includes:

an input element connected to said motor, an output element
connected to said extension of said door locking mecha-
nism and a disengaging clutch connecting said input ele-

ment to said output element; and,

wherein said door locking mechanism includes an actuating
member connected to said output element for manually
locking and unlocking said door when a predetermined
force is applied to said actuating member; and

wherein said disengaging clutch disconnects said output
element from said input element when the force transmit-

ted through said disengaging exceeds said predetermined
fbrce.

4,478,006

SUDING DOOR FRAME CORNER LOCK
Leonard E. Johaaon, Jr., Etkhart, Ind^ aarignor to L. E. John-

son, Inc Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Aug. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 522,469
Int a.3 E05D 13/02

U.S. CI. 49-410 8 Claima

r»

4(478,005

REMOVABLE INTEGRALLY MOLDED CLOSURE
Gkn R. MmidaeheBk, Utlea, N.Y., aarignor to General Electric
GMpny, New York, N.Y.

FIM Dae. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,062

lot a.} E05C 19/02
U.S. a 49-388 4Claims

1. In a sliding door assembly including a fhmie having ad-
joining frame members, a panel member peripherally enclosed
by said frame members, means associated with said frame for
mounting said door assembly within a door opening for sliding

movement over said door opening, the improvement compris-
ing a removable lock associated with said frame for securing
two of said adjoining frame members together, said lock in-

cluding engagement parts overiying and engaging said adjoin-
ing frame members at a frame comer to prevent lateral separa-
tion of the frame members from the panel member, said lock
further including locking tabs and an associated pivotal actua-

, . , - tor part shiftable between a lock position in which said locking
1. A Closure for an opemng m a cabmet, said closure com- ubs are extended and a release position in which the locking

pnsmg: ^g^ ^^ retracted, said actuator part being in its lock position
a substantially planar panel having front, rear, and first and with said locking tabs engaging said adjoining frame member
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to prevent lifting separation of said engagement parts from the

adjoining frame members.

4,478,007

TOOL POSITIONING DEVICE FOR MACHINING THE
EDGES OF SHEET OR PLATE MATERIALS

Franco BaTelloni, Appiano Gentila, Italy, assignor to Z. Bavel-

loni S.PA., Bregnano, Italy

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,748

Claims priority, application Italy, Apr. 14, 1981, 21486/81[U]

Int CV B24B 17/00

VS. Q. 51—100 R 3 Claims

4,478,008

THERMALLY STABILIZED DOUBLE DISC GRINDING
MACHINE

EbBU R. Dniin, Roacoe, DL, aaaignor to Litton lodnstrial Prod*

seta, Ibc^ Wayoeaboro, Pa.

Filed Not. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,883

Int a' B24B 7/00. 55/00. 41/01 41/04

\}S.a 51—111 R 3 Claima

1. A double disc grinding machine comprising

first and second stock removal assemblies, each including

a wheelhead assembly including

base means for slidably supporting said wheelhead assembly,

fhune means for supporting said first and second stock re-

moval assemblies including

front and rear wall means, each having a vertically extend-

ing opening defined therein, a top portion above said

opening and a bottom portion below said opening,

said top portion of said front wall means including a tensile

bolster and said top portion of said rear wall means includ-

ing a tensile bolster,

means including one of said tensile bolsters for defming a

first liquid container,

means including said other one of said tensile bolsters for

defming a second liquid container.

means including said bottom portions for defining a third

liquid container,

each of said containers having inlet and outlet means,

conduit means for connecting the outlet port means of said

third container to said inlet port means of said first and

second containers and for connecting said outlet port

means of said first and second containers and said inlet

port means of said third container, said conduit means

including a fluid recirculating pump.

1. A device for angularly positioning a tool head for machin-

ing the edges of sheet or plate workpiece materials, wherein

the machine comprises supporting means for routably sup-

porting the tool head about a first axis in use extending trans-

verse to the plane of the workpiece, driving means for control-

lably imparting angular movements to said tool head and

wherein said device comprises a swivelling tracer member

having its own axis of rotation in use extending transverse to

the plane of said workpiece and about which said swivelling

tracer member is adapted to swivel, said tracer member having

two spaced apart tracer points movably engaging simulta-

neously in use the edge of the workpiece to be machined, said

tracer points being arranged in fixed position on said tracer

member thereby to cause in use angular displacement of said

tracer member bodily therewith depending on the curvattire

profile of the edge of said workpiece against which said tracer

points engage, the device further comprising an actuating

membef responsive to the angular displacement of said tracer

member and control means for said driving means to controlla-

bly actuate said driving means for imparting controllable angu-

lar displacement to said tool head depending on the curvature

profile against which said tracer points engage.

4,478,009

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MACHINE
TOOLS

Daniel M. Rokarina, 3873 9th ST., and Darid H. Arnold, 1711

Gilmore, both of Winona, Mian. 55987

FUed May 9, 1978, Ser. No. 904,210

Int a.3 H02P 7/5& B23Q 5/10: B24B 51/00

U.S. a. 51—165.8 2 Claim

:^L
«

1. Ii^^ automatic control system for a machine tool of the

type having a rotary tool, an electrical drive motor therefor

and a mechanical feed mechanism for incrementally varying

the distance between such rotary tool and a workpiece, includ-

ing an alternating current singlephase feed motor having an

output shaft connected to such mechanical induction mecha-

nism to drive same, means for comparing an electrical signal

proportional to the load current in such electrical drive motor

with a selectable reference signal, and means responsive to the

output of said comparing means for controlling the application

of an unconditioned alternating line current source to said feed

motor, such that it turns, in a forward or reverse direction or

stops, to control in an incremental manner the distance be-

tween such rotary tool and the workpiece so as to minimize the

output of said comparing means, wherein said comparing

means comprise a current sensor for sensing drive motor load
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current, a convenkm circuit for converting said sensed current
into a voltage signal proportional thereto, a summing amplifier
which sums said voltage signal with said selecuble reference
signal to determine whether or not said alternating current
feed motor will be incrementally driven, and a comparator
which determines the direction said feed motor will be incre-
mentally driven.

4,47S,010

IN-LINE SANDER
WOUan C Dicke, Eastey, S.C„ anignor to The Singer Com-

pany, Stanford, Conn.

FUed No?. 29, 1983, Scr. No. S55,240

bt a.) BMB 23/04
U.S. a. 51—170 TL 3 Claims

portion for attachment to said platen, a pair of legs extend-
ing from said base portion to a free end contiguous said

housing for attachment thereto, said legs having a flexibil-

ity implemented by a low moment of inertia in the direc-

tion of said linear path, said legs further having a rigidity

implemented by a high moment of inertia in a direction

transverse to said linear path; and,

means carried by said drive shaft and connected with said

supporting means for influencing motion of said support
means in said linear path.

4,478,011

HAND SANDER
Richard H. Ruaaell, Farmington, Conn., aarignor to Norton Co.,

Worcester, Mass.
Continaation of Ser. No. 289,448, Aug. 3, 1961, ibudoncd. This

appUcation Dec 1, 1983, Scr. No. 357,384
lat a.3 B24B 77/00

U.S. CL 51—360 5 n.i«Mi

1. An in-line sander for moving sand paper in a linear path,
said sander being adapted to be held in the palm of a hand for
urging a work surface, said sander comprising:

a housing;

a rotating electric motor supported by said housing, said
motor having a output shah parallel to a plane including
said linear path;

a drive shaft rotatably supported by said housing substan-
tially parallel to said linear path;

a gear transmission connecting said motor output shaft and
said drive shaft for actuating said drive shaft;

a platen;

means on "^id platen for retaining a strip of sand paper
affixed thereto;

means supported by said housing and constrained to move in

a linear path for supporting said platen with said sand
paper in a position urging against said work supporting
surface, said supporting means including a platen support
fashioned from a resilient material and including a base

1. A sander including a pusher element and a supply means
for holding a strip of coat«l abrasive, which abrasive strip has
front and back sides, and from which a fi«sh length of the strip

may be drawn from time to time and held on the sander to
expose the front side thereof for abrading an object and the
used portion of the strip may be stored, said sander comprising
a cassette having a pair of storage chamber means forming
respectively a supply chamber and a take-up chamber for

receiving said coated abrasive strip, said supply chamber hold-
ing the strip before the strip has been used and said take-up
chamber serving for storing the strip after it has been used for

abrading said object, said cassette having a thin rigid bearing
means including a working surface, said working surface hav-
ing front and back sides and said working surface extending
lengthwise between said supply chamber which is at one end of
the bearing means and said take-up chamber which is at the
other end thereof, said bearing means being formed integrally

with said pair of storage chamber means, each of said storage
chamber means having means defining an opening through
which said fresh strip may be drawn from said supply chamber
and laid over said working surface and through which said

used portion may be moved respectively into said storage

chamber means, means to hold the back side of said withdrawn
strip in contact with the firont side of said wmking surface,

means integral with the back side of said working surface to

removably attach said cassette to said pusher, said attaching

means including a pair ofsliding track means integral with said

pusher, a pair of cooperating sliding track means integral with
said bearing means on the back side of said working surface,

and each of the respective cooperating tracks of said pairs of
sliding track means being disposed in spaced apart relation

along to the back side of the length of said working surface,

with one of said pair of track means respectively bemg posi-

tioned next to each of said storage chamber means at the oppo-
site ends of the bearing means.
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4,478,0U

CABLING SYSTEM FOR AN INFLATABLE BUILDING
Douto M. FMoli, Manarooeck, N.Y., aarignor to Air Stmc-

tarei latenntioaal, lac^ Tappn, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 20, 1962, Scr. No. 420,105

lot a' E04B 1/34

U.S.a 52—2 10 aaini

1. A cabling system for reinforcement of an inflatable build-

ing structure comprising a latticework of crisscrossed cables

arranged to extend over the entire building with substantially

all of the cables which meet a lower peripheral edge of the

structure being arranged diagonally at a uniform angle of

substantially less than ninety degrees to that edge and with

substantially all of said cables which meet a lower peripheral

edge being paired with the meeting an opposite diagonally

extending cable at said peripheral edge, the members ofeach of

said pairs of diagonally opposite extending cables being formed

from one continuous cable extending down on one diagonal to

the edge and turning back up on the other diagonal, anchoring

means to hold said continuous cable at the turn between diago-

nals, said anchoring means comprising a sheave arranged to

permit an adjustment in length between the associated diagonal

cables wherem one diagonal cable becomes longer and the

other diagonal cable becomes shorter.

laterally projecting flanges along the upper edge of said stem

portion, L-shaped glazing stops secured to said rafter stem

portions below said cap portions thereof to abut inclined lower

edge portions of the glazed panel, horizontally extending pur-

lin means between said raften, said purlin means comprising a

lower division bar having lower opposed flanged portions and

defining a flat lower surface, said lower division bar flanged

portions having end portions received on adjacent support

surfaces of said channel defining rafters, each lower division

bar further including at least one upwardly projecting flange,

said purlin means further comprising an upper division bar

secured to the lower bar and having flanged portions which

cooperate with said flanged portions of said lower division bar

to receive the glazed panel therebetween, at least one horizon-

tally extending top ndl having vertically qMced lands to abut

an existing wall or the like, said top rail defining an elongated

opening of channel shape to receive the upper ends of said

rafters, and stop ridge means between said rafters and in said

top rail channel, said stop ridge means comprising a lower stop

ridge bar of L-shape wiUi one flange facing upwardly, said one

flange having end portions received on adjacent glazing sup-

port surfaces of said channel defining rafters, said L-shaped

lower stop ridge bar having another flange secured to said top

rail at the inner boundry of said channel shaped opening

thereof.

1. A sloped glazing structure adapted to support glazed

panels and comprising an elongated horizontally extending sill

defining a dpending channel in its lower surface to receive a

wall structure, said sill including a generally flat horizontally

extending upper surface, said sill including an edge portion

projecting beyond said depending channel to form at least a

part of external gutter means for the sloped structure, rafters

perpendicular said sill and sloping upwardly from said sill

upper surface at an angle of at least 30 degrees thereto, each

said rafter having a generally inverted T-shaped cross sectional

shape such that laterally projecting lower portions of said

T-shaped rafter define channels on either side of a vertically

extending stem portion of said T-shape, each rafter channel

defining portion having a support surface, each rafter stem

portion farther including an integral cap portion defined by

4^78,014

TELESCOPIC BOOM WITH ANGLED CORNER
CONSTRUCnON

Darwin N. Pooek, Cedar Rapids, and Thomas J. Voikmann,

Hiawatha, both of Iowa, anignora to FMC CorporatioB, Chi-

cago, DL
Filed Dec 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,0(0

bt a^ E04H 12/34

U.S. a. 52—115 13 Claims

4,478,013

SLOPED GLAZING STRUCTURE
Joha B. Tavuo, 28 Edgcwood Dr., Torriogton, Conn. 06790

FOcd JoL 9, 1962, Scr. No. 396,620

bt a' E04B 7/02

U.S. CL 52-92 7 Claims

1. An apparatus for maintaining telescopic boom sections

having inner and outer ends in alignment relative to a vertical

plane when loaded and subjected to a side force comprising:

means in a large cross-sectioned boom section defining upper

angle comer plates having parallel inner and outer planar

surfaces converging upwardly and inwardly at the same angle

relative to a central vertical plane containing the longitudinal

axis of said large boom section, means in said large cross-sec-

tioned boom section defining lower angle comer plates having

parallel inner and outer planar surfaces converging inwardly

and downwardly at the same angle relative to said central

plane, first bearing means secured to the inner end of a smaller

cross-sectioned boom section in position to movably engage

only said inner planar surfaces of said upper angle comer plates

of said large cross-sectioned boom section, means in said

smaller boom section defining lower angled comer plates

having parallel inner and outer planar surfaces converging

inwardly and downwardly at the same angle relative to said

plane, and second bearing means secured to the inner surface
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of said lower corner plates of said large boom section near its

outer end in position to movably engage only said outer planar
surfaces of said lower angle comer plates of said smaller boom
section.

1. In a cable stringing arrangement for securing to a drilling

mast and drawworks elevator for pivoting the drilling mast
and drawworks elevator from a reclined position to an erect
position in relation to a substructure support on which they are
pivotally secured by reeling in a cable on a rotatable drum on
the drawworks elevator, which cable extends from a traveling
block in the drilling mast, over the drilling mast crown block,
to the drum on the drawworks elevator, and wherein hook
means are suspended by the traveling block, and wherein
frame means between the drilling mast and drawworks eleva-
tor are secured to and extend upwardly from the substructure
support, the invention comprising continuous cable sling

means having one end connected to the drilling mast with the
other cable end connected to the drawworks elevator and
supported therebetween by sheave means mounted on each the
frame means, drilling mast and hook means whereby reeling in

the cable on the drawworks drum moves the drilling mast
traveling block toward the drilling mast crown block which
actuates the continuous cable sling means to erect the drilling

mast and then the drawworks elevator.

4,478,016

DOOR JAMB LEVELER
Emert R. AUen, 1131 Viae St, Jonoboro, Ark. 72401

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,429

iBt a.3 E04D 14/00
MS, a. 52—126.1 4 Claims

1. A device for leveling a door jamb, comprising:

a planar central spacer member having a threaded aperture
at each end and a Up portion of relatively thin vertical

dimension located at each outer end of said spacer mem-
ber; a bolt member threadedly received in each of said

apertures, each bolt having knob means at the upper end
for use in rotating said bolt; means attached to said spacer
member for indicating the level condition of said spacer
member; and a pair of anchor base plates located adjacent
to and aligned with the lip portion of the respective ends
of said spacer member, each base plate having a planar
base member and a vertical member extending upwardly
therefrom, said vertical member having a shape which
conforms to the interior configuration of a side portion of
the door jamb, and wherein said vertical member of each

base plate has a central portion which extends over the lip

portion on the respective end of said spacer member, the

4,478,015

CABLE SLING ARRANGEMENT FOR PIVOTING A
DRILLING MAST AND DRAWWORKS ELEVATOR TO A
RAISED OR RECLINED POSITION IN RELATION TO A
SUBSTRUCTURE SUPPORT AND METHOD OF CABLE

SUNG STRING UP
Larry K. Lawrence, 11219 Chanpion Woods Dr., Houston, Tex.

77375, and John J. Grisaffl, 8005 Longridge, Houston, Tex.
77055

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 414,968

Int a.3 E04H 12/34
U.S. CL 52—120 15 Claims

lower edge of said central portion being raised above the
respective lip portion.

4,478,017

FLOORING PROTECnON SYSTEM
William R. Brown, 2521 E. 35th, Spokane, Wash. 99203, and

Baxter Brown, Box 1313, Coeur d'Alcne, Id. 83814
FUed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,721

Int a^ E06B 7/14

11 ClaimsU.S. a. 52—209

1. A flooring protection system for sealing along the surface

of a floor near a window, door or other source of liquid, and
for supporting floor covering in an attractive and protected

position removed from the liquid, comprising:

a barrier piece positioned along the floor and including

means to form a liquid-tight seal therewith; said barrier

piece having an upstanding flange to act as a dam to any
liquid collected nearby; and

a cover piece supported by said barrier piece; and cover
piece having an inclined ramp extending downwardly to

the floor opposite from the source of liquid for stabilizing

the upstanding flange of the barrier piece and supporting

superjacent floor covering;

whereby liquid is contained on one side of the flooring

protection system to protect the floor and floor covering

from the destructive action of the liquid.
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4,478,018

THERMAL BREAK EXTERIOR INSULATED WALL
FRAMING SYSTEM

John F. Hohud, 1704 Danby Rd., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

FUed Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,590

Int Q\? E04B 2/O0

U.S. a. 52—220 4 Claims

adapted to mate with each other to form a full mortise to

receive a tenon of said pilaster; and

1. A thermal break insulated wall comprising:

a. insulating means for creating a thermal-break, comprising

top, bottom, and a plurality of side edges, and two planar

surfaces separated by a thickness of insulating material,

said thickness determining the insulation value of the wall;

b. two horizontal channel elements, defming the top and

bottom of the wall, each channel element having a sub-

stantially "U" shaped cross-section with a horizontal

surface and two vertical side surfaces meeting at right

angles, the horizontal surface of each channel being of

suitable dimensions to encompass the thickness of the

insulating means between the vertical surfaces;

c. a plurality of metal stud means linearly disposed along the

channel elements, each comprising two vertical half-studs

placed on opposite sides of the insulating means, the insu-

lating means forming a thermal-break between the vertical

half-studs;

d. means for fastening the vertical half-studs of the stud

means to the vertical side surfaces of the channel elements,

comprising rivet means engagably inserted through holes

in the ends of the vertical half-studs and the vertical side

surfaces of the channel elements;

e. surfacing means for covering the wall comprising sheet

means for creating a solid surface disposed parallel to the

planar surfaces of the insulating means, creating air gaps

between the surfacing means and the insulating means;

and means for fastening the sheet means to the vertical

half-studs, and to the vertical side surfaces of the channel

elements;

f. tie means for fastening the vertical half-studs of each stud

means together, compressing the insulating means firmly

between the vertical half-studs.

^ -7

each pilaster having serrations, and said floor mount having

corresponding serrations whereby the serrations on said

pilaster meet with the floor mount serrations.

4,478,020

WINDOW REVEAL MOLDING
Norman C Jackson, IJ?onia, Mich., assignor to The Standard

Products Company, CleTelaad, Ohio

FUed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,846

Int as E04C 2/3%, 5/07

U.S. a. 52—309.13 19 Claims

4,478,019

STRUCTURAL FOAM PARTITIONS
WOliun A. Thompson, Jr., Toms RiTcr, NJ., assignor to Gen-

eral Partitions Mfg. Corp., Erie, Pa.

FUed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,633

Int CI.3 E04B 2/00

UA a. 52-239 4 Clainis

1. An enclosure formed of structural foam panels, molded

pilasters having tenons and a floor mount comprising

a pair of identical symmetrically molded panel halves each

formed from the same mold, each panel half having a first

and second section divided by an axis of symmetry, each

panel formed by routing one of said panel halves 180*

about its axis of synunetry,

molded-in first and second mortise halves for said first and

second sections respectively, each first mortise half being

equally spaced from said axis of synunetry as each second

mortise half, said first and second mortise halves being

1. An elongated molding having a head portion and a moimt-

ing portion, said mounting portion having a hollow interior

enclosed by resUient walls and being generally diamond-

shaped in cross-section, each of said resilient walls comprising

a pair of side walls connected to said head portion and diverg-

ing outwardly therefrom and a biasing wall with each opposite

lateral edge connected to a divergent lateral edge of one of said

side waUs, one of said pair of side walls having a greater height

than the other of said pair.

4,478,021

CONSTRUCnON MATERIAL, A MODULAR,
PRE-INSULATED AND FURRED STRUCTURAL

MASONRY BUILDING BLOCK
Gary J. Person, 105 Arlenc Dr., North VcrsaUks, Pa. 15137

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,958

Int a.3 E04B 2/00

MS.a 52-375 5 Oalnis

1. A basic unit for use in a modular building sytem, said unit

comprising:

(a) a masonry element having facing panels joined back to

back by perpendicularly extending reinforcing panels, said

facing and reinforcing panels forming a square box config-
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untion enclosing void spaces which are open at either

end;

(b) an insulation element attached to at least one face panel,

said insulation element having greater horizontal and
vertical dimensions than the facing panel to which it is

attached, whereby the insulation panel will extend beyond
the facing panel in both the horizontal and vertical direc-

4^78,022
INSULATION SYSTEM AND METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR RETAINING SAME
HmM C WiUdnoo, Mcdfbrd; Charlet C Pease, Vinccatowm
•ad KcTin Wall, Medford Lakes, aU ofNJ^ aadgnon to KSM
Fastsniog Systcsn loe^ Moorsstown, NJ.

Filed May 18, 1982, Scr. No. 379,312

iBt a.} E04B 1/38
\}S, CL 52—509 6 Qaims

4,478,023

1. An insulation system for insulating metallic walled struc-

tures such as furnaces, kilns and the like comprising:

a plurality of elongate end weldable metallic studs welded to

the metallic wall of the structure in a predetermined array
and upstanding from the metallic waU;

at least one insulation blanket impaled over the studs and
against the metallic wall;

a plurality of modular insulation blocks having side walls

adapted to be positioned in contact with one another

between adjacent studs;

an elongate relatively thin block retaining pin;

interlocking means permitting the block retaining fnn to

pierce the side walls of adjacent insulation blocks while

interlocking with the stud; and
wherein the interlocking means includes an aperture in the

stud and a cooperating deformation in the pin.

UNIVERSAL FOUR FLAP OPENER
Michael L. Bceker, Akron, Ohio, anigMir to FIggie Interna'

tional, Inc., Wfllonghby, Ohio
Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,238

„.,«., ,-, "»»*• Ct* MSB 4S/49
MS. CL 53—382 16 dains

tions to cover joints of the modular building system and to

block the movement of moisture into said joints;

(c) a vapor barrier on one surface of the insulation element,

and

(d) a furring element entrapped between the facing panel and
the insulation element, said furring providing a series of
attachment zones on at least one face of the modular
building system.

1. A flap opener, comprising:

an input conveyor;

a pair of vacuum-actuated side flap openers positioned along
said conveyor;

a side flap spreader positioned along said conveyor after said

vacuum-actuated side flap openers;

a pair of brushes in common driven interconnection, rotat-

ably maintained above said conveyor beyond said

spreader, said brushes adapted for opening engagement
with front and rear flaps of a container; and

wherein said brushes rotate about parallel axes, in opposite

directions, said brushes being driven by a common shaft in

adjustable spaced relationship with req)ect to each other,

at least one of said brushes being connected to an adjust-

able hub on said shaft via a crank arm.

4^78,021
STACK HANDLING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Andrew H. Vedvik, Poynette, and Myron J. Mcrdler, Monona,
both of Wis., assignors to Oscar Mayer Foods Corp., Madi*
son. Wis.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 306,461
Int a^ B65B 5/06. 39/02, 39/12

MS. CL 53-^73 22 <

1. A method for transferring stacks of sliced food products

from a loading station to a cavity in a container, the method
employing an apparatus having a gripper assembly with at least

a pair of pick-up Angers for receiving a stack between the

fingers and a guide finger of a length greater than the pick-up

fingers, the method comprising:

moving the gripper assembly to adjacent the load station;

spreading the pick-up fingers and guide finger sufficiently to

receive a stack by the fingers;

positioning a stack between the pick-up fingers;

closing the pick-up fingers and guide finger to retain the

stack;

moving the gripper assembly to a position above the cavity;

towering the gripper assembly acUacent the container until

the guide finger extends at least partially into the con-

tainer;

spreading the pick-up fingers, while precluding spreading of
the guide finger, to release the stack into the cavity.
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4,478,025 4v478,026
VACUUM PACKING DEVICE GANG REEL MOWER

Gregory P. Scaalaa, 821 Pine Stn San Fraadsco, Calif. 94108 Da^id L. Mullet, HsMlon; RayaMtad J. RUliag, Mooadridge, and

Filed Aag. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297^40 Ebaer D. VoCh, Newtoa, aU of Kav., assignors to Ekoeg
lat a' B65B 31/00 ladostrics, lac, Ham.

U.S.a53—512 IClafan FUed Jan. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 500^80

lat a> AOID 35/24
MS. a. 56—7 6 dalBis

s

1. A system for vacuum packing perishable materials in

open-ended bags constructed of gas-impermeable material,

comprising

a chamber of gas-impervious material, said chamber having

an access opening of substantial dimension;

an open-ended bag of gas-impermeable material within said

chamber, said bag being at least partially filled with a

perishable material;

opposable clamp means adjacent to an open filling end of

said bag and positioned exteriorly adjacent to said end of

the bag on opposite sides thereof, said clamp means being

positioned to hold said gas-impermeable material of said

bags substantially flat m the area adjacent to said filling

end; said clamp means being in the form of a plurality of

flat, elongated prongs permanently adjoined at one end by

hinge means, whereby at the unhinged end ofa first prong

a locking means is attached adapted to securely interlock

with the unhinged end ofa second prong, thereby holding

said clamp means in a dosed position;

an enclosure for said access opening of said chamber con-

structed of gas-impermeable material;

sealing means between said enclosure and said chamber,

means to evacuate the interior of said chamber, whereby

gases may be withdrawn from the interior of said chamber

and firom within the interior of said bag and from within

the interstices of said perishable materials;

means to break the vacuum within said chamber by rapidly

introducing atmospheric air pressure into said chamber to

thereby bring said opposable clamp means together to

retain the vacuum within said bag, said clamp means being

provided with deformable strip material upon opposable

surfaces thereof, said deformable strip material serving to

facilitate movement of gases from within said bag at such

a time as the chamber is being evacuated but operable to

quickly compress the gas impermeable material ofsaid bag

adjacent said filling end of the bag to retain said vacuum

within said bag whqi said chamber is opened to atmo-

spheric air pressure.

1. A gang reel mower comprising:

a. a generally horizontal frame having means for supporting

it for movement over the ground in spaced relation there-

above,

b. a plurality of reel-type mower heads disposed in horizon-

tally spaced apart relation beneath said frame, so as to be

supported on the ground and to cut grass when moved
forwardly thereover,

c. castering means connecting each of said mower heads to

said frame for pivotal motion about a vertical axis dis-

posed forwardly of said head, whereby each head moves
accurately forwardly even when the mower is negotiating

a turn,

d. means operable to drive said mower heads, and

e. power means operable when actuated to elevate said

mower heads relative to said frame to a transport position

out of contact with and well above ground level, said

power means including means whereby it is rendered

additionally operable, as it elevates each of said mower
heads, to move said mower head to a central portion of its

castering motion, and to substantially lock it against fur-

ther castering motion.

4,478,027

MOWER-CONDITIONER
Fraas J. G. CDs Coeae, aad Adriaaas Naaktgeborsa, both of

Zsddgrai, Rdgiaai, assigaors to Sperry Corporatioa, New
Hollaad,Pa.

Filed May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 374,590

Clalais priority, appUcatloa Ualted Kingdom, May 8, 1981,

8114061

lat CL» AOID 55/18. 57/30. 82/00

MS.a 56-164 25 ClatM
1. A mower-conditioner comprising:

a frame;

a pair of rotary members on said frame for rotation about

generally vertical axes at a first rotational speed, each said

rotary member having at least one rotary cutter unit asso-

ciated therewith, each said rotary cutter unit being rout-

able at a second rotational speed to sever standing crop

material;

first and second sets of stationary tines mounted on said

frame and corresponding, respectively, to said rotary

members, said sets of stationary tines being angxilarly

disposed with respect to each other between said rotary

members; and

first and second sets of rotating tines mounted, respectively.
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for rotation with said rotary members, each set of rotating

tines being arranged to cooperate with both said first and

second sets of stationary tines when passing between said

rotary members to condition severed crop material there-

between, said rotating tines also being operable to engage

crop material upon being severed by said rotary cutter

units, carry the severed crop between the rotary members
to condition the severed crop upon cooperation with said

stationary tines and disengage the severed and condi-

tioned crop material rearwardly of said rotary members.

4,478,028

DEMOUNTABLE LAWN EDGER/MOWER
COMBINATION

GtrtiMO L. Dawaon, Jr^ 3984 Callahan Dr^ Memphis, Tenn.
38127

FOcd Feb. 2, 1984, Sw. No. 576,367

fait, a^ AOIG 3/06
VS. a. 56—16.9 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for edging and mowing lawns, said apparatus
comprising:

(a) a rotary lawn mower including a housing having a gener-

ally horizontal platform member, a motor mounted on
said platform member and having a first drive shaft and a

second drive shaft, and a generally horizontal mower
blade rotatably coupled to said first drive shaft and lo-

cated beneath said platform member;
(b) a rotary lawn edger including an elongated body member

having first and second ends, an edger shaft member
rotaubly attached to said first end of said body member of
said edger, and a generally vertical edger blade member
rotatably coupled to said edger shaft and located beside

said housing of said mower;
(c) attachment means for demountably attaching said second
end of said body member of said edger to said housing of
said mower;

(d) an intermediate shaft rotatably supported on said housing
of said mower;

(e) a first speed increaser drive means for causing said inter-

mediate shaft to rotate at a speed faster than said second
drive shaft of said motor of said mower, said first speed
increases drive means including positive drive means for

positively coupling said intermediate shaft and said second
drive shaft of said motor of said mower; and

(0 a second speed increaser drive means for causing said

edger shaft to route at a speed faster^than said intermedi-
ate shaft, said second speed increaser^ve means includ-
ing slippable drive means for slippingly coupling said

edger shaft and said intermediate shaft

4,478,029

MOWER BLADE SPINDLE ASSEMBLY
James W. Moore, Beaver Dam, and Lee J. Wanie, Horieon, both

of Wis., assignors to Deere A Coa|Muiy, MoUiie, HL
Filed Jon. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,973

fait a.3 AOID 55/18
VS. a. 56—17.5 3 n«if

1. In a rotary mower drive assembly including a vertical

shaft joumalled for rotation in a bearing housing with a drive
pulley being mounted on the shaft above the housing and a hub
being fixed to the shaft below the housing, and a mower blade
being held in tight frictional engagement with a bottom surface
of the hub by a blade mounting bold extending through the

blade and threadedly received in a threaded bore section ex-

tending axially into a lower end of the shaft, an improved
spindle assembly comprised of the shaft and hub, comprising:

said shaft having a threaded exterior located adjacent said

lower end; said hub having a threaded central bore received on
said threaded exterior of the shaft; said shaft including a ta-

pered thread relief section commencing at an upper end of the
threaded exterior thereof; said central bore of said hub includ-

ing a Upered end portion received on and shaped complemen-
tary to the thread relief section; a bore extending axially into

the lower end of the shaft and said threaded bore section

forming a sole threaded portion of the last-mentioned bote and
being located in the shaft entirely above the threaded exterior

of the shaft and within the bearing housing.

4,478,030

MACHINE FOR CUTIING FORAGE PLANTS
Robert E. J. Dmais, U Roche/S/Yon, and Danlen M. M.

Barbeaa, Cocx, both of Finuice, aaigBon to HcHtOB Coipon*
tion, HcastoD, Kaas.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,723

Claims priority, application Fhuce, Oct 20, 1980, 80 22398
lat CL3 AOID 45/02

VS. a. 56-60 4 dains
1. In a forage harvester having a rotary crop cutter and

apparatus for feeding crop materids into the cutter at a prede-

termined rate of speed relative to the rotational speed of the

cutter whereby to sever the materials into small fragments of
predictable length, the improvement comprising:

a plurality of circumferentially spaced knives having outer-

most cutting edges that describe a cylindrical extremity of
the cutter during rotation thereof; and

a plurality of fragmenting bars, one bar for each of said

knives, interspersed between said cutting edges of the

knives and each having a generally radially outwardly
projecting, crop-engaging portion terminating in an outer-
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most serrated margin located inwardly adjacent said cy-

lindrical extremity and presenting a series of rasping teeth,

each of said margins having blunt, leading crop-impacting

surfaces for fracturing crop materials by impact blows as

the materials are projected into the cutter by said feeding

appantas.

said feeding apparatus including structure separate from said

cutter and fragmenting bars and spaced forwardly of said

crop cutter in the direction of travel of said harvester, for

engaging and gripping said materials during cutting and

fragmenting thereof by said cutter and fragmenting bars

respectively.

track one behind the other in tandem, to track one behind and

offset laterally to the left of the other, and to track one behind

and offset laterally to the right of the other, comprising an

arched longitudinal main frame member having front and rear

ends, front hitch means on the front end of said arched longitu-

dinal main frame member for pivotally supporting the front

end of said longitudinal member entirely on said vehicle, an

arched transverse frame member rigidly connected to and

supporting the rear end of said longitudinal main frame mem-
ber, a pair of dirigible ground engaging wheels connected to

and supporting opposite ends of said arched transverse frame

member, tie rod means connected to said pair of dirigible

wheels for maintaining parallel relationship of said wheels, a

first hitch element means connected to and extending rear-

wardly from the front end of said longitudinal main frame

member for pivotally connecting a first implement to said hitch

under the arch of said longitudinal main frame member
whereby said longitudinal main frame member may swing over

top of said first implement, a second hitch element means

connected to and extending rearwardly from the rear end of

4,478,031

LAWNMOWERS WITH ROTATABLE CUTriNG BLADES
Elnar Wolf, Wlncmbourg, France, aaaignor to Ootils Wolf,

Sirl, WisMmbonrg, France

FUcd Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 404,972

Claims priority, application Frimce, Aug. 5, 1981, 81 15489

fait a.) AOID 53/06

VS.a 56-202 1 Claim

1. In a lawnmower with rotating cutting blades, a central

handle, a collection receptacle, a hook on the central handle, a

metal bail on the collection receptacle that engages the hook,

and a pivotal grass deflector, the improvement in which the

central handle has a base in the form of a yoke comprised by

two spaced cylindrical coaxial portions, the deflector being

pivot^y mounted on said portions, the upper end of the han-

dle being of triangular shape and having a raised cross piece

and lateral risers connected to one end of a central sleeve on

which is fixed said hook and whose other end is connected to

said base, said lateral risers being inclined toward each other in

the direction of said crosspiece, the deflector being of blow

molded high density polyethylene having on its lower surface

a downwardly interrupted profile adapted to deflect cut grass

towaid the ground when said receptacle is not used.

4,478,032

DUAL IMPLEMENT HITCH
William B. fattkaep, Rte. 4, Box 15, Colpepcr, Va. 22701

Filed in. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,674

fait CU AOID 7/Oa 78/04: B60D 1/14

VS.a 56-377 17 Claims

1. A dual implement hitch for side delivery hay rakes and

other implements, whereby two implements, each having its

own wheel supported frame may be towed by a single vehicle

and selectively positioned by operation of a control means to

said longitudinal main frame member for pivotally connecting

a second implement to said hitch, and wheel offset control

means for selectively positioning said wheels to one of: a posi-

tion parallel with said longitudinal main frame member causing

said second implement to track in tandem with said first imple-

ment, a left offset position wherein the second implement

tracks to the left of the first implement and a right offset posi-

tion wherein the second implement tracks to the right of the

first implement, said arched transverse frame member compris-

ing a transverse top central member having opposite ends, and

a pair of depending legs rigidly joined to and depending from

the opposite ends of said transverse top central member, said

legs having lower extremities remote from said transverse top

central member, and each of the depending legs of said pair of

legs having means for dirigibly connecting one of said dirigible

ground engaging wheels thereto adjacent the lower extremity

thereof, said transverse top central member being elevated by

said legs and by said ground engaging wheels above the

ground by a height sufficient for passage of a windrow of hay

thereunder without interference, and said tie rod means being

elevated at least as high as said transverse top central member.

4,478,033

GARDENING TOOL
Dale R. Konyn, and WayM T. Zielkc, both of 2929 Bloc Jay

Tom, Delray Beach, Fla. 33444

Filed Dec 30, 1983, Ser. No. 567,412

fait a^ AOID 7/00

VS.a 56—400.06 7 Claim

1. A gardening tool comprising:

an elongated straight handle having a longitudinal axis;

a rake head attached to one end of said handle, said rake

head having a plurality of elongated tines extending longi-

tudinally beyond said one end of the handle at a first
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obtuse angle to said longitudinal axis of the handle, said

tines tenninating away from the handle in transverse teeth

which are located completely on one side of the handle,

said rake head being subatantially symmetrical on opposite

sides of a longitudinal axis extending at said first obtuse
angle to the longitudinal axis of the handle;

and a hoe head operatively connected to the opposite end of
said handle and extending longitudinally beyond said

opposite end of the handle at a second obtuse angle to said

longitudinal axis of the handle, said hoe head being sub-

stantially symmetrical about a longitudinal axis extending
at said second obtuse angle to the longitudinal axis of the

handle, said hoe head away from the handle presenting a
blade extending laterally on opposite sides of its longitudi-

nal axis and positioned completely on one side of the

handle;

said axes of the rake head and the hoe head being offset from
each other rotationally about the longitudinal axis of the

handle by an acute angle substantially greater than zero
and substantially less than 90 degrees whereby (a) to

position substantially the entire hoe head on the opposite

side of the handle from the body of a person holding the

handle with the rake head teeth in raking position on the

ground at one side of the person, and (b) to position the

rake head teeth on the opposite side of the handle from the

body of a penon holding the handle with the hoe head
blade in hoeing position on the ground at said one side of
the person.

4«47S,034

LOCK MECHANISM FOR WIRE STRANDING MACHINE
L. WOUaM, Rom, N.Y., Mi^or to M.G,S. Mfig. Im^

N.Y.

FOod Jo. 10, 1N3, Scr. No. 503,188

ImL ai 007B 7/06
UACL87—S8J4 COatas

1. In a wire stranding machine including a rotatable tube, a
cradle non-rotatably mounted within the tube, and a spool
having a support shaft routably mounted in the cradle, the

cradle being in the form of an open rectangular frame having

spaced side rails, the side rails having opposed grooves for

receiving the ends of the spool shaft; the hnprovement com*
prising a lock mechanism for releasable securing the ends of

the spool shaft in the cradle side rail grooves, the lock mecha-
nism having for each end of the spool shaft a generally sector

shaped locking member movable into and out of a position

overlying the shaft end, and detent means engageable with the

arcuate surface of the locking member to releasably hold the

member in its shaft overlying position.

4,478,035

BROKEN END PIECING UP APPARATUS FOR RING
SPINNING FRAMES

Roberto E. Pou, Rooda GcBcnl Mitrt, 105,4*, V , Barcelona

(6), Spain

FUed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 358^03
Ciains priority, appUcMion Spdn, Mar. 21, 1981, 500590

lat. a^ DOIH 15/00
VS. CL 57—242 7 diliiii

ic:^

1. A broken end piecing*up apparatus for a ring spinning

frame having a plurality of roving packages and a plurality of
spindles for yam with a drafting syttem between said packages

and said spindles and means to rotate the q)indles to wind the

yam on the spindles, said apparatus comprising means to move
the apparatus along the ring spinning frame, means to detect

the absence of yam between said drafting system and a said

spindle, means for stopping and positioning the apparatus in

registry with said spindle, an endless belt, spaced pulleys about
which said belt is trained, a member carried by the apparatus

and on which the pulleys are mounted for rotation, means to

move the member toward and away from said spindle tlierd)y

selectively to bring said belt into and out of contact with said

spindle between said pulleys, means to circulate said endless

belt in contact with said spindle between said pulleys first to

stop and then to reverse the direction of rotation of the qnndle
to an unwinding direction, means for grasping the broken end
ofyam from the spindle, and means for uniting said broken end
with an end of yam from said drafting system.

4,478,036

METHOD, APPARATUS AND INTERMITTENTLY
TEXTURED YARN

Edgar H. PUtMn, Spartartvg, S.C anitMr to MflUkca Re-

search CorporatkM, Sportaabwg, S.C
FUed Feb. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 468,469

lat CL> D02G l/Ol 3/34
VS. a. 57—283 12 CUtm

1. Method to produce a false twisted, continuous mnltifila*

ment synthetic yam comprising the steps of: supplying a con-

tinuous multifilament yam firom a sup^y padcage through a

heater to a false twisting device, intermittently and randomly

varying the supply of yam to the ftJae twisting device, driving
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the false twist device at a speed to produce a twist multiple

between 250 and 4S0 in the multifilament yam, allowing the

yam to be set after false twisting and taking up the false twisted

yam.

4,478,038

ELECTRONIC FUEL CONTROL WTTH MANUAL
TRAINING MODE

George D. Ckoppar, Newingloa, aid Anthooy J. Gortile, Watar*

bvy, both of Coiun aMi8Mn to Chaadler Eraaa, lac. Wait
Hartford, Cona.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,139

lat a^ FQ2C 9/28

VS. a. 60-39.02 SOatas

ih ^!

v«

l"^ ~^tc
^*"""''

l-ei-Bv SK:

4,478,037

TWISTING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Stuley BMkcr, 5 Ir?ii« Rd., Wabn, Mm. 02168

FUed JaL 16, 1962, Scr. No. 399,ir
lat a' D02G 1/04; DOIH 7/92

U.S.a 57-284 24ClaiBii

/c

/a/

XZ

'i*

'#!-;;
2«

34-

29w
1. In a method of producing a stretch yam of thermo-plastic

polymer fUaments where the yam is moved along a path fhm
a san>ly, through a heating zone, a cooling zone and a false

twisting zone, the improvement comprising:

q)plying twist to the moving yam in the false twisting zone

by wrapping the yam about pin means having a longitudi-

nal axis and which intersects the yam path at an angle

greater than 90* and less than 100* as measured between

the longitudinal axis of the pin on the side of the pin

ac^acent to the area where the yam leaves the pin means

and the path of the yam downstream of the pin means.

1. A method of controlling the rate of delivery of fuel to a

gas turbine engine, the engine having a fuel control which

includes a metering valve having a flow control member
therein, the fuel control further having a metering valve flow

control member actuator, said method comprising the steps of:

generating a command signal commensurate with a fuel flow

delivery rate which corresponds to a manually selected

engine operating condition;

generating a metering valve actuator control signal as a

function of said command signal and a plurality of moni-

tored engine operating parameters in a normal control

mode and automatically positioning the metering valve

flow control member via its actuator in accordance with

said control signal;

selectively positioning the metering valve flow control

member as a direct function of the manually selected

engine operating cooditim in a manual backup mode of

operation;

substituting said conunand signal for said generated actuator

control signal to automatically position the metering valve

flow control member as a fiinction of the manually se-

lected engine operating condition in a training OKxie of

operation; and

limiting said command signal to a value which will maintain

the fuel flow rate at a level which will not exceed the safe

operating limit of monitored engine operating parameters

in the training mode of operation.

4*478,039

UTILIZATION OF COAL IN A COMBINED CYCLE
POWERPLANT

Joka J. Horgaa, WetkerrfWd, Coaa., anlpor to Ualted Tceh-

atriogica Corporatkia, Hartford, Coaa.

Coatiaaatioa of Scr. No. 220,543, Doc 29, 1960, i

lids applicatioa Jaa. 6, 1983, Scr. No. 501«591

lat a) F02C 3/28

VS. CL 60-a9il2 3 <

1. A method for producing power from coal in a combined

cycle powerplant using a gas turbine engine formed of a com-

pressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine connected to a

power output device, using a steam turbine engine including a

boiler and a steam turbine connected to a power output device

and using an auxiliary combustor, comprising the stqis of:

feedmg coal having a total heating value Qr into a partial

gasifier;

convCTting the coal into combustible fluids and combustible
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char in the partial gasifier such that the amount of com-
bustible fluids produced has a heating value which lies in

a range of sixty to eighty percent (60-80%) of the total

heating value Q/ and the amount of char produced has a

heating value Qehar equal to a percentage of the heating

value of the coal fed into the partial gasifier;

burning the combustile fluids with the oxygen containing

working medium gas of the gas turbine engine in the

combustion chamber of the engine to produce a high

temperature working medium gas;

expanding the working medium gases through the turbine of

the gas turbine engine to power the output device of the

gas turbine engine;

exhausting the working medium gas expanded through the

turbine into the auxiliary combustor to provide oxygen

and an amount of heat Q« to the auxiliary combustor;

burning all of the char from the partial gasifier in an auxiliary

combustor using the oxygen and the heat Q« from the

exhausted working medium gases to produce a high tem-

perature gas;

"•JrS^ "1.

transferring an amount of heat from the high temperature

gas of the auxiliary combustor to the working medium
fluid in the boiler of the steam turbine engine to raise

steam, the amount of heat being equal to the summation of

a first amount of heat Q^which is less than Qe, iQw<Qe)
and a second amount of heat Q^/such that the amount of
heat (Qv4-Q») transferred to the working medium fluid in

the boiler maximizes the efficiency of the combined cycle

through supplementary firing;

expanding the working medium fluid through the turbine of
the steam engine to power the output device of the steam
turbine engine;

wherein the amount of char produced has a heating value

QcAa^ equal to the amount of heat Q^^ransferred from the high

temperature gas of the auxiliary combustor to the working
medium fluid in the boiler of the steam turbine engine to raise

steam (QcAar=Q{^; wnerein the coal is consumed to produce
energy and the turbine is isolated by the auxiliary combustor
from harmful particulates produced by burning the char.

4^78,040
DUAL AREA NOZZLE ACTUATING MECHANICAL

ACTUATION SYSTEM
Dell A. Johason, Niblcy, Utah, anignor to Thiokol Corporation,

Chicago, m.
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,609

IM. a^ F02K 9/12

U.8. CL 60—225 5 Claims

1. An automatic mechanical actuation system for a mechani-

cally restrained supporting strut that is biased for endwise
movement in a first direction by the pressure in a chamber as

appUed to a first end of said strut, comprising,

means providing a bore having an internal shoulder formed
therem,

a circular row of ball bearings in said bore, one side of said

row of ball bearings being supported by said shoulder in

said bore,

said strut having a second end that extends into said bore and
having a circular groove formed thereon which accom-
modates said circular row of ball bearings,

ball retainer ring means in said bore surrounding said sup-

porting strut and supporting the other side of said circular

row of ball bearings therein, said ball retainer ring means
having by-pass vent means,

compression spring means in said bore in engagement with
the ball retainer ring means therein, and

a retainer cap in said bore compressing said compression
spring means to bias said ball retainer ring means to hold
said circular row of ball bearings therein in the groove in

said supporting strut, said retainer cap having vent means
exposed to the pressure in the chamber, the by-pass vent

means of said ball retainer ring means providing a much
smaller orifice than the orifice of the vent means of said

retainer cap, whereby

—-*e

the space in said bore occupied by said compression spring

means forms a first pressure cavity in which the pressure

responds rapidly to changes in the pressure in the cham-
ber, and the space in said bore between said ball retainer

ring and the shoulder therein forms a second pressure

cavity that is in communication through said smaller

orifice by-pass vent means with the first pressure cavity so

that the response of the pressure in the second pressure

cavity to a change in the pressure in the chamber is sub-

stantially slower than that of the first pressure cavity, and
as a result upon decrease in the pressure in the chamber a

pressure differential is created on the opposite sides of the

ball retainer ring means in said bore that moves said ball

retainer ring means to release the circular row of ball-

bearings from the groove in the supporting strut thereby

to allow residual pressure in the chamber to move said

supporting strut endwise in said first direction.

4,478,041

HYDRAUUC MOTOR CONTROL
Frederic W. Polhnan, Ames, Iowa, assignor to Sundstrand Cor-

poration, Rockford, lU.

Filed Ang. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,640

lot a.3 F16H 39/46

VJS. CL 60-444 17 CUdms
1. A control for a variable displacement motor operable in

either direction of rotation and having a movable member for

setting motor displacement, positioning means including a

servo member connected to said movable member for nor-

mally urging said movable member to a first position to set

maximum motor displacement and for moving said movable
member from said first position in response to a variable con-
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trol signal, and means including a signal-setting valve operable
in either direction of fluid flow through the motor and respon-
sive to the rate of fluid flow therethrough for establishing said

variable control signal generally proportional to said rate of
fluid flow and which is applied to said member-positioning

means.

4,478,042

CYLINDER LINER-REGENERATOR UNTT FOR A HOT
GAS ENGINE

Stefu Lorant, Oxie, Sweden, assignor to United Stirling AB,
Mafano, Sweden

FUed Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,849

brt. a' F02G 1/04

VJS. CL 60—526 8 Claims

4,478,043

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF
AN HYDRAUUC ASSIST TURBOCHARGER

Robert J. KobafasU, Raneho Palos Vordcs, and Joe L. Byrne,

Torraaec, botk of Calif., assignon to The Garrett Corpora*

tioB, loi Angeles, Calif

Difision of Ser. No. 340,342, Jan. 18, 1982, Pat No. 4,444,014.

This application Nov. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 555,115

lot CL3 F02B 37/10

VS. CL 60-608 19 Claims

1. In a turbocharged engine system including an hydraulic

turbine assist turbocharger having an exhaust gas driven tur-

bine for supplementally driving the compressor, a method of

controlling the supply of hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic tur-

bine for rotatably driving the hydraulic turbine, comprising the

steps of:

providing a plurality of hydraulic flow outputs from a plu-

rality of pumping elements; and
movably positioning a control valve in response to at least

one engine operating parameter for coupling the flow

outputs to the hydraulic turbine during one condition of
engine operation for maximum supplemental driving of
the compressor, and for serially and progressively discon-

necting the flow outputs of the pumping elements from
the hydraulic turbine one at a time in response to changes
in the parameter indicative of a reduced requirement for

supplemental driving of the compressor.

4,478,044

INFLATABLE POUCH AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

David J. Magid, Doylestown, Pa., assignor to Eaviro-Spray

Systems, Inc., Montgoneryrille, Pa.

Filed Attg. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,256

Int a^ B65D 5/42

VJS. a. 60-721 25 Claims

1. A cylinder liner-regenerator unit for a hot gas engine of
the type in which each cylinder is surrounded by a regenerator

having a ring shaped cross section said regenerator being

adapted to axially abut a gas cooler also having a ring shaped

cross section and surrounding the respective cylinder,

characterised in that said unit comprises a cylinder liner axial

segment having two cylindrical wall elements of substan-

tially equal length and interconnected near their ends, said

elements being coaxially arranged and spaced from each

other so as to leave a gap between them, the outer one of

said wall elements being radially adjacent a surrounding

regenerator having an axial length which is substantially

shorter than the axial extension of said gap.

^

1. An expandable, gas-tight pouch comprising:

first and second flexible, juxtaposed wall means to be spread

apart by inflation of the pouch;

carrier means within the pouch and comprising a plurality of

recesses to hold quantities ofgas-forming chemical materi-

als, a first one of the recesses holding a first one of the

chemical materials, said first material comprising a water

solution;

a rupturable, impermeable sheet sealed liquid-tight to the

carrier means around the perimeter of the first recess to

hold the first material therein until the sheet is ruptured;

a second one of the recesses holding a second one of the

chemical materials;

a sheet of water-soluble material sealed to the carrier means
around the perimeter of the second recess to retain the

second chemical material therein, the water-soluble mate-

rial being dissolved through in a predetermined time after

being contacted by the first material, the materials in the
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fint and Moond reoe«es entering into a first reaction,

when admiud, to form a tint quantity of gas in the pouch;

an additional one of the recesses holding an additional quan-

tity of at least one of the gas-forming chemical materials to

form an additional quantity of gas within the pouch when
admixed with the remainder of the material fh>m the first

reaction;

a third sheet ofimpermeable material releasably sealed to the

carrier means around the perimeter of the additional re-

oeaa to retain the additional quantity therein;

a first permanent seal between the first juxtaposed wall

means and the third sheet; and

a second permanent seal between the second juxuposed wall

means and the carrier means to peel the third sheet and the

carrier means apart to open the additional recess when the

juxtaposed wall means spreads i^wrt a predetermined

distance.

1. In combination: a combustor having therein a hot gas

recirculation zone; means for supplying a liquid fuel to said

combustor; and means for supplying combustion air to said

combustor, said fuel supplying means comprising a fuel atom-

izer including a rouuble cup, a hollow shaft, bearings support-

ing said shaft and cup for rotation about an axis generally

coincident with the longitudinal axis of the combustor, means

for rotating said shaft and said cup to spread into a thin fihn on
the inner surfiwe of the cup a liquid ftiel supplied thereto and to

then eject said fbel from the downstream edge of said cup as an

annulus composed of fine droplets of controlled size, and

means extending through said hollow shaft for delivering fuel

to said atomizer, said combination fiirther comprising means
for preventing fud from backing up through the passage be-

tween said ftiel delivering means and said shaft and consequen-

tially adversely affecting said bearings, said last-mentioned

means comprising air passage means communicating with the

interior of the hollow shaft at a location iqistream from the

rotatable cup through which buffer air can flow from the

combustor into said shaft to reduce the pressure differential

therebetween, and means in said rotatable cup for reducing the

velocity of the buffer air flowing through said shaft to keep

said air fh>m disturbing the film of fiiel formed on said rotat-

able cup and/or to keep said air from penetrating to said recir-

culation zone and thereby interfering with the combustion

4*478,046

CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATOR
Hidetanl Saito, Osak« MuMhlro HayaAi« Kyoto; Hlwhi

MItaal, Osaka; Hironn Isaka, and Mannao Aadoh, both of
Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to Shianda Corponrtioa,

Kyoto, Japan

FUed Apr. 19, 1M3, Scr. No. 48^07
Clains priority, appUcatioa Japu, Apr. 22, 1982, 57-<8489;

Apr. 22, 1982, 57-48490; Jan. 29, 1983, 58-13204

lat a^ F25B 9/00
VS. a. 62—

«

17

4^478,045

GOMBUSIORS AND GAS TURBINE ENGINES
EMPLOYING SAME

Jack flkakkiea, San Dtago, CaUf., aari^or to Solar Turbinca

iMarporatad, San Dlat0» ChUf

.

Cwtlaaallo-I^fart of Sar. No. 128,199, Mar. 7, 1980, Pat No.
4,343447. Ills appikatkm Feb. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 352,531

lit CLi F02C 7/22; F23R 3/20
VS. a. 40-737 13

1. A cryogenic refrigerator comprising: a rotor in the form
of an elongated generally cylindrical member rotatable about
an axis; an expander comprising a casing surrounding a first

portion of said rotor so as to form an expander chamber about

said first rotor portion within said casing, said chamber being

sealed against the adjacent space, and means associated with

said first rotor portion and said casing inner wall for dividing

said expander chamber into a plurality of compartments which
vary in volume and relative position in said casing as said rotor

rotates about said axis; a regenerator associated with a second

portion of said rotor adjacent said first rotor portion and hav-

ing a low-temperature and a high-temperature end and being

capable of passing fluid between said ends, said low-tempera-

ture end being disposed adjacent said expander compartments
for fluid communication between said regenerator and said

expander compartments; and means associated with said high-

temperature end of said regenerator for supplying compressed
gas to, and receiving expanded gas from said e^Muder com-
partments through said regenerator, whereby said compressed
gas introduced successively into said expander compartments
expands adiabatically as said compartinents successively in-

crease in volume.

4^78,047
ENERGY EFFICIENT GLASS DOOR MERCHANDISER
Fayet F. Ibrahhn, NOaa, Mkh., aaifaor to lyicr RafrigentiM

Corporation, NOca, Mich.

Continuation of Sar. No. 145,712, May 1, 1980, Pat No.
4,325,227, which ia a coMimHrtioiHla-part of Scr. No. 25,473,

Mar. 30, 1979, Pat No. 4,245,482, wUeh is a
contiaaatio^Ja-part of Scr.>k». 58,914, JaL 19, 1979, Pat No.

4,242,882, whieh ia a cnrtinHttkM-infart of Scr. No. 1014M9,

Dee. 7, 1979, Pat No. 4,245,090, and Sar. No. 124,544, F^ 25,

1980, Pat No. 4,389352. This appUattkm Feb. 14, 1982, Scr.

No. 349,323

The portion of the term of this pataM nbaaqacM to Apr. 20,

1999, has been dlarlalawd.
Int CV F25D 21/12

VJS. a. 42-82 41 ClalBH

1. A glass door refrigerated display case comprising:

a cabinet having top, bottom, rear and front walls and an
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interior display ^Mce, with an accen opening in said front

wall for enabling access into said interior dispUy space;

at least one glass door covering said access opening in said

front wall, said door being movable into an open position

for enabling access to products in said interior display

space;

a refrigeration air conduit extending along said top, bottom
and rear walls and having an outlet opening and an inlet

opening at opposing ends thereof, said outlet opening and
said inlet opening being arranged so that air leaving said

outlet opening will be directed toward and received by
said inlet opening so as to form a refrigerated air curtain

across said front opening along a path inside of said door;

refrigeration means including an evaporator coil arranged

within said refrigeration air conduit for refrigerating air

circulated through said refrigeration air conduit during

a refrigeration cycle of operation;

first air circulating means for circulating air through said

refrigeration air conduit; and,

a secondary air conduit extending at least partially around

said refrigeration air conduit and having an outlet opening

adjacent to said outlet opening of said refrigeration air

4,478,048

AIR SENSING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIR
CONDITIONERS

RayaMMd L. Dills, Lonisflllc Ky^ aasignor to General Electric

Company, Looisrille, Ky.

Filed Mar. 5, 1984, Ser. No. 584,051

lat a^ F24F 7/00: F25B 49/00
VS. a. 42—124 4 OaiaH

44

conduit for directing air across said access opening along

a path inside of said glass door so as to form a secondary

air curtain.

29. A method of operating a glass door refrigerated diq>lay

case having a cabinet with an access opening in its front wall

for enabling access into an interior display space within the

cabinet, at least one glass door covering die access opening,

such glass door bemg movable into an open position for en-

abling access to products within the interior d^lay space and

having two glass members mounted within a frame with a

space between such glass members, a refrigeration air conduit

extending along the cabinet with an outlet opening and an inlet

opening arranged at opposing ends of the access opening, the

method comprising the steps of:

circulating air through the refrigeration air conduit with

such air being emitted from the ouUet opening, directed

across the access opening and received back into the inlet

opening during a refrigeration cycle of operation;

refrigerating the air circulated through the refrigeration air

conduit during a refrigeration cycle of operation; and,

circulating ambient air through the glass door outside the

glass members so as to minimize any accumulation of

condensation within the glass door.

. 1. In a unitary air conditioning unit for conditioning the air

in an enclosure including a housing, a partition within said

housing dividing said housing into interior and exterior cham-

bers, an outdoor heat exchanger arranged in said exterior

chamber adjacent an outiet in said housing, an indoor heat

exchanger arranged in said interior chamber, a fan motor

arranged in said portion including a fan means in a said exterior

chamber for circulating outdoor air through said external

chamber, and a fan means in said interior chamber for circulat-

ing enclosure air through said chambers; reversing means for

electrically changing rotational direction of air flow through

said chambers; a vent opening in said partition, a damper in-

cluding electrically operated means for moving said damper

between a closed and open position for allowing an exchange

of air between said chamben; an air sensing system in said air

conditioning unit comprising:

sensing means located in said housing for sensing the level of

humidity and concentration of gases in the air circulating

said enclosure, having a first condition for generating

electrical signals having values indicative of the level of

humidity in said circulating enclosure air contacting said

sensing means, and a second condition for generating

electrical signals having values indicative ofa first le^el of

concentrations of gases in the circulating enclosure air,

and a third condition for generating electrical signals

having values indicative ofa second level of concentration

of gases in said circulating enclosure air; and

decision means operable in said first condition for causing

said electrically operated damper means for moving said

damper to an open position and for causing said reversing

means to set rouuional direction of said fan motor so that

said fan means are operable for introducing outdoor air to

said interior chamber to be mixed with said enclosure air,

decision means operaUe in said second condition for causing

said reversing means to set rotational direction of said fan

motor so that said fn means are operable for exhausting

enclosure air into said circulating outdoor air, and

decision means operable in said third condition including

warning means operable when the level of concentration

of gases in the circulating enclosure air is greater than the

correction capability of the system;

warning means operative for producing user discernable

signal when the level of concentration of gases in the

circulating enclosure air increases above a predetermined

level.
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interior display qMce, with an accen opening in said front

wall for enabling access into said interior display space;

at least one glass door covering said access opening in said

front wall, said door being movable into an open position

for enabling access to products in said interior display

space;

a refrigeration air conduit extending along said top, bottom
and rear walls and having an outlet opening and an inlet

opening at opposing ends thereof, said outlet opening and
said inlet opening being arranged so that air leaving said

outlet opening will be directed toward and received by
said inlet opening so as to form a refrigerated air curtain

across said front opening along a path inside of said door;

refrigeration means including an evaporator coil arranged

within said refrigeration air conduit for refrigerating air

drcukted through said refrigeration air conduit during

a refrigeration cycle of operation;

first air circulating means for circulating air through said

refrigeration air conduit; and,

a secondary air conduit extending at least partially around

said refrigeration air conduit and having an outlet opening

adjacent to said outlet opening of said refrigeration air

4^478,048

AIR SENSING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIR
CONDITIONERS

RajfMiid L. Dills, LoiriSTillc Ky^ mIvkn' to GcMral Ekctrk
Cmnpany, LonisfiUe, Ky.

Filed Mar. S, 19M, Ser. No. 584,051

lat CL^ F24F 7/00; F25B 49/00
VJS. a. €1—126 4 CMm

•*e

conduit for directing air across said access opening along

a path inside of said glass door so as to form a secondary

air curtain.

29. A method of operating a glass door refrigerated display

case having a cabinet with an access opening in its front wall

for enabling access into an interior display space within the

cabinet, at least one glass door covering the access opening,

such glass door being movable into an open position for en-

abling access to products within the interior display space and

having two glass members mounted within a frame with a

space between such glass members, a refrigeration air conduit

extending along the cabinet with an outlet (^lening and an inlet

opening arranged at opposing ends of the access opening, the

niethod comprising the steps of:

circulating air through the refrigeration air conduit with

such air being emitted from the outlet opening, directed

across the access opening and received back into the inlet

opening during a refrigeration cycle of operation;

refrigerating the air circulated through the refrigeration air

conduit during a refrigeration cycle of operation; and,

circulating ambient air through the glass door outside the

glass members so as to minimi?* any accumulation of

' condensation within the glass door.

1. In a unitary air conditioning unit for conditioning the air

in an enclosure including a housing, a partition within said

housing dividing said housing into interior and exterior cham-

bers, an outdoor heat exchanger arranged in said exterior

chamber adjacent an outlet in said housing, an indoor heat

exchanger arranged in said interior chamber, a fan motor

arranged in said portion including a fan means in a said exterior

chamber for circulating outdoor air through said external

chamber, and a fan means in said interior chamber for circulat-

ing enclosure air through said chambers; reversing means for

electrically changing rotational direction of air flow through

said chambers; a vent opening in said partition, a damper in-

cluding electrically operated means for moving said damper

between a closed and open position for allowing an exchange

of air between said chambers; an air sensing system in said air

conditioning unit comprising:

sensing means located in said housing for sensing the level of

humidity and concentration of gases in the air circulating

said enclosure, having a first condition for generating

electrical signals having values indicative of the level of

humidity in said circulating enclosure air contacting said

sensing means, and a second condition for generating

electrical signals having values indicative of a first level of

concentrations of gases in the circulating enclosure air,

and a third condition for generating electrical signals

having values indicative ofa second level ofconcentration

of gases in said circulating enclosure air; and

decision means operable in said first condition for causing

said electrically operated damper means for moving said

damper to an open position and for causing said reversing

means to set rotational direction of said fan motor so that

said fan means are operable for introducing outdoor air to

said interior chamber to be mixed with said enclosure air;

decision means operaUe in said second condition for causing

said reversing means to set rotational direction of said fan

motor so that said fan means are operable for exhausting

enclosure air into said circulating outdoor air, and

decision means operable in said third condition including

warning means operable when the level of concentration

of gases in the circulating enclosure air is greater than the

correction c^Mbility of the system;

warning means operative for producing user discemable

signal when the level of concentration of gases in the

circulating enclosure air increases above a predetermined

level.
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4,478,049

AIR-CONDrnONING CONTROL FOR A MOTOR
VEHICLE

TMMMori Fukoi, Kariya, nd Onmo Egochi, Kuwana, both of

Japaa, aadgBon to Nippondeoso Co^ Ui^ Kariya, Japaa

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,611

daimt priority, appUcathm Japan, Sep. IS, 1981, S6-145475;

Apr. 13, 1982, 5742193; Jul. 30, 1982, 57-134371

lot CU B60H 1/24; F24F 7/06

U5. a. 42—179 11 Claime

I
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uctftrf

outlet pressure therefrom and compressor suction pressure

acting in opposition for reducing the high side inlet oil pressure

fO>*lt<tf

1. An air conditioning system for use with a motor vehicle,

comprising:

(a) an air-conditioning unit arranged to control the tempera-

ture of air in the compartment of said motor vehicle by

either introducing external air on recirculating internal air

in said compartment;

(b) switching means for switching the airflow led to said

air-conditioning unit so that one of said external and inter-

nal air is led to said air-conditioning unit in accordance

with a control signal;

(c) means for producing an output signal indicative of the

concentration of a gas component included in said exter-

nal air which may be led into said vehicle compartment;

and

(d) controlling means responsive to said output signal for

producing said control signal so that said switching means

is controlled such that said internal air is led to said air-

conditioning unit when said level of said output signal is

equal to or greater than a predetermined value, said con-

troUini means being arranged to change said predeter-

raiAad value in accordance with the number of times of

dfteetiag that said level is greater than or equal to said

predt^rmised value and the number of times of detecting

that % predetermined period of time has lapsed after said

Ifye^ becomes below said predetermined value.

4,478,090
' OIL SEPARATION FOR REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
LaoMTd J. DICarki, Marylart Hcislrta; Roiaod A. Area, St

«di Rebert O. Nertoa, Chaatarfleld, aU of Mo.,

I to Hmpaan Coiporatioii, Bridgetoo, Mo.

FBad Not. 19, 1982, Sar. No. 442,967

lit CU F28B 31/Oa 43/02

U.S.a 42-193 15 OiiaM

1. An oil separation system for a refrigeration system having

compressor, condenser-receiver and evaporator means, com-

prising an oil separator unit disposed in the refrigerant gas

discharge line between said compressor means and said con-

denser-receiver means, said oil separator unit having a receiv-

ing chamber constructed and arranged to receive the refriger-

ant gu discharge fixnn said compressor means and seiwrate oil

therefrom by centriAigal vortex action, means for precipiuting

vaporous separated oil into liquid form, oil reservoir means for

storing liquid oil, and oil delivery means connecting said oil

reservoir to said compressor means including oil level control

means responsive to the compressor oil level and pressure

differential valve means including means responsive to oil

to a preselected low side pressure differential for regulating oil

delivery to said oil level control means.

4,478,051

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM
Fayez F. Ibrahim, Nika, Mich., aarignor to Tyler RefrigeratioB

Corporatkm, NUea, Mich.

FUed May 4, 1983, Ser. No. 492,486

iBt a3 F25B 41/00: G05D 23/00

VS, a. 62—212 36 CUdma

J-
-<^I55
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1. A refrigeration control system for a refrigeration system

including a refHgerated display case with a primary air conduit

having an air outlet opening and an air inlet opening, an evapo-

rator coil arranged within the primary air conduit fbr refriger-

ating air passing through such conduit, and an expansion valve

coupled to the inlet end of the evaporator coO, said refrigera-

tion control system comprising:

a pressure sensing means arranged at the refrigerant dis-

charge line from the evaporator coil fior lenaag the pres-

sure (P) of the refrigerant within such discharge line;

means for determining the saturation temperature (Jmt) of

the refrigerant from the measurement of pressure P;

means for setting a level of superheat (T^) desired within

the refrigerant discharged from the evaporator coil and

setting a desired temperature (Jtmi) for such discharge

refrigerant by

a second temperature sensing means arranged adjacent to

the refrigerant discharge line firom the evaporator coil for

measuring the temperature (T2) of the refrigerant dis-

charged from the evaporator coil;

comparator means for comparing temperature T2 with tem-

perature Tiwr and providing an output comparison signal

ifT2<T2»i;and,

control means receiving the output comparison signal and
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providing an output control signal for controlling opera-

tion of the refrigeration system for maintaining tempera-

ture T2 equal to or above temperature T2jm.

6. A refrigeration control system for a refrigeration system

including a refrigerated display case with a primary air conduit

having an air outlet opening and an air inlet opening, an evapo-

rator coil arranged within the primary air coiiduit for refriger-

ating air passing through such conduit, and an expansion valve

coupled to the inlet end of the evaporator coil, said refrigera-

tion control system comprising:

first temperature sensing means arranged at the air discharge

side of the evaporator coil for sensing the temperature

(Ti) of the air diat has passed over the evaporator coil;

a second temperature sensing means arranged adjacent to

the refrigerant discharge end of the evaporator coil for

measuring the temperature (T2) of the refrigerant dis-

charged from the evaporator coil;

comparator means for comparing temperature T| with tem-

perature T2 to determine if temperature Ti is greater than

temperature T2 by a preselected temperature differential;

means for setting a desired temperature differential between

temperature Ti and temperature T2 for maintaining tem-

perature Ti sufliciently above temperature T2 to assure

that the refrigerant discharged from the evaporator coil is

above its saturation temperature; and,

control means to provide an output control signal for con-

trolling operation of the refrigeration system for maintain-

ing temperature Ti sufficiently above temperature T2 by

at least the set temperature differential.

4,478,053

AIR-CONDITIONING MACHINE
Noboyuki Yaoo, Hirakata; Takoro Kotera, Kawaniahi; Akira

Aoki, Neyagawa, and Toahfo Utagawa, Hirakata, ail of Japan,

awignors to Toyota Jidoaha Kabasklki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Apr. 5, 1983. Ser. No. 482,170

Cfadns priority, applieation Japan, Apr. 5, 1982, 57-56348

lat a^ F25D 23/12; F25B 29/00

VS. a. 62—262 10 Claims

4^78,052

FOOD STORAGE RECEPTACLE FOR USE IN
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE

Robert A. McDowell, 1920 N. 48th Atc, HoUywood, Fla. 33021

Filed Sep. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 535,222

iBt a^ B60H 3/04

VS.a 62—244 14 Clafans

1. A beverage can storage receptacle for use in the passenger

compartment of an automotive vehicle comprising:

a housing having a hollow interior;

can support members in said housing for holding individual

beverage cans substantially horizontal;

said housing having a cover which is displaceable to expose

the interior of the housing for removal of the cans;

and hanger means on the back of said housing for hanging

the housing on the inside of the passenger compartment of

the vehicle;

said housing having an air inlet for connection to an air vent

in the passenger compartment and having air outlet means

for venting air from its interior,

said can support members being spaced apart horizontally

akmg said housing;

and each ofsaid can support members presenting an upward-

ly-facing recess shaped and dimensioned to snugly receive

the side wall of a beverage can.

I IS 9 17 20 22

1. An air-conditioning machine, comprising

a. a casing having therein first, second, and third compart-

ments, respectively defming an indoor air circulation

passage, an outdoor air circulation passage and a ventila-

tion passage between said indoor air circulation passage

and said outdoor air circulation passage;

b. an indoor heat exchanger adjacent said indoor air circula-

tion passage, and first air drawing means, in said indoor air

circulation passage, for drawing indoor air through said

indoor heat exchanger and circulating the indoor air

through said indoor air circulation passage;

c. an outdoor air heat exchanger adjacent said outdoor air

circulation passage, and second air drawing means in said

outdoor air circulation passage, for drawing outdoor air

through said outdoor air heat exchanger and circulating

the outdoor air through said outdoor air circulation pas-

sage;

d. a central heat exchanger of the opposite air flow type

disposed in said ventilation passage between said indoor

and outdoor circulation passages having first and second

openings on opposite sides thereof providing, when open,

fluid communication therethrough between said indoor

and outdoor air circulation passages, and third and fourth

openings on opposite sides of said central heat exchanger

providing, when open, fluid conununication therethrough

between said indoor and outdoor air circulation passages;

and

means, including dampers for opening and closing at leut

one each of said first and second openings and of said third

and fourth openings, on opposite sides of sakl central heat

exchanger,

said ventilation passage including an indoor air exhaust

passage in fluid communication at one end thereof with

said third opening along a first path through said central

heat exchanger, and an outdoor air supply passage in fluid

communication at one end thereof with said second open-

ing along a second path through said central heat ex-

changer, said fint and second paths extending through

said central heat exchanger in heat exchanging relation to

one another.

4J52-229 O.G.-M-3
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4^78,054
HEUCAL SCREW ROTARY COMPRESSOR FOR AIR
CONDinONING SYSTEM HAVING IMPROVED OIL

MANAGEMENT
DiTid N. SInw, UnioiiTillc nd CUfllDrd T. Bnlkley, Glaiton-

bvy, both of Cowin Miigaon to DboImiihBiisIi, Inc., West
Hwlfbfd, CoBB.

Flkd JbI. 12, IM3, Scr. No. 513,182

lilt a.i F25B 27/00
VS. CL 42—323.4 S Claim

aitrnmn.

k,.

port to the sump for causing said sump to be at discharge
pressure during normal operation of the compressor, and

second oi] drain passage means leading from the recess to the
sump, and

a ball check valve within said second oil drain passage means
for permitting oil and liquid refrigerant draining back to
the compressor upon shut down of the refrigeration sys-

tem from said evaporator to drain from the recess into the
oil sump but preventing reverse flow;

whereby, during compressor shut down, the refrigerant may
freely condense and be totally absorbed in the oil and fill

said sump without liquid flooding of the intermeshed
helical screw rotors and hydraulic locking of the rotors to
prevent damage to the clutch means or engine upon com-
pressor start up,

and wherein, during start up. the slide valve recess is cut off
from the oil sump to prevent refrigerant blow by from the
discharge port side of the compressor through the first oil

drain passage means to the sump and from the sump via

said second oil drain passage means to the suction port of
said compressor.

8. In combination, a closed loop refrigeration system for an
engine driven motor vehicle, said clowd loop refrigeration

system comprising:

a helical screw rotary compressor,

a condenser,

an evaporator,

conduit means connecting said compressor, said condenser
and said evaporator in a closed loop series refrigeration

circuit, in that order, and an expansion valve means within
said conduit means upstream of said evaporator,

said compressor comprising a housing including intersecting

parallel bores, intermeshed helical screw rotors mounted
for roution within said bores, said rotors including inte-

gral shafts,

"- anti friction bearing pack assemblies carried by said housing,

about said shafts for routably supporting said intermeshed
helical screw rotors for rotation about the shaft axes,

a recess underlying said rotors and open to said rotors,

a slide valve slidably mounted in said recess,

said housing defining a low pressure suction port open to

said intermeshed helical screw rotors at one end of said

roton and a high pressure discharge port at the opposite
end of said rotors,

said slide valve being slidably mounted in said recess for

selectively closing off the recen at an end proximate to

said suction port,

a mass of refirigerut provided within said closed loop sys-

tem,

an oil sump bearing a mass of oil, and defined by said housing
underlying the intermeshed helical screw rotors and the

slide viUve.

means for supplying oil under pressure to said bearings for

lubrication of the bearing,

such that oil lubricating the bearings adjacent to the suction

port tends to move into the compressor area under pres-

sure differential between the discharge port and the suc-

tion port,

said vdiicle comprising an internal combustion engine,

clutch means mechanically connecting said engine to one of
said rotor shafts for driving said intermeshed helical screw
rotors about their axes,

the improvement comprising:

said sump being ofa capacity ofat least the volume of the oil

required for lubrication of the compressor and the mass of
refrigerant when in liquid form,

said compressor further comprising first gravity flow oil

drain passage means operatively connecting the discharge

4,478,055

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING HEAT
PUMP PERFORMANCE BY CONTROLLING

DISCHARGE OF INDOOR FAN THERMAL ENERGY
Alan S. Dmcker, Dewitt, N.Y., issigiior to Carrier Corpwatioa,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,382

Int a^ F25B 13/00
VJS. a. 62—324.1 5 Clains

3. An air conditioning system for heating and cooling a space
including a refrigeration circuit having an indoor heat ex-

changer, an outdoor heat exchanger and a compressor, said

indoor heat exchaiiger being mounted within a casing defining

a portion ofan air flow path to the space to be conditioned and
a fan for circulating air to the enclosure which comprises:

a fan motor mounted at least partially within the casing

within the air flow path of the air circulated to the space
to be conditioned and connected to power the fan to

circulate air between the indoor heat exchanger and the

space to be conditioned;

control means for selectively operating the refrigeration

circuit to either absorb thennal energy at the indoor heat

exchanger from the air circulated to the space to be condi-

tioned when cooling is desired or for dischargmg thermal

energy to the air circulated to the space to be conditioned

from the indoor heat exchanger when heating is desired;

air flow routing means for routing the air circidated to the

space in heat exchange relation with the fan motor absorb-

ing thermal energy therefrom when heating is desired and
for routing the air circulated to the space to bypass the fan

motor when cooling is desired; and
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a cover means for encasing the fan motor within the casing

to divert the air flow within the casing to substantially

reduce the transfer of thermal energy from the fan motor

to the air circulated to the space to be conditioned when
cooling is desired.

endless structure disposed in said bousing including carries for

solid adsorbent of a coolant and connection members spacing

4^78,056 f

ECONOMIZER CONTROL ASSEMBLY FOR
REGULATING THE VOLUME FLOW OF OUTDOOR

AMBIENT AIR
Donald D. Midneb, Jr^ Manchoter, Tenn., assignor to Carrier

Corporation, Syracose, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427^404

Urt. a.} F25B 25/00

VS, a. 62-332 6 daiaa

1. An air conditioning unit having a refrigeration circuit for

transferring heat energy between air being circulated through

the unit to a space to be conditioned and another fluid which

comprises:

an economizer including a fhune defining a horizontal,

downwardly facing opening for an air flow path for al-

lowing outdoor ambient air to enter the air conditioning

unit;

a sliding non-rotating door assembly for selectively covering

at least a portion of the opening defined by the frame to

regulate the flow of outdoor ambient air through the

economizer said sliding non-rotating door assembly hori-

zontally sUdable into said economizer; and

means for displacing the door assembly relative to the fhune

defining the opening including a reversing motor, a shaft

connected to the motor for rotational displacement about

the shaft's longitudinal axis, and at least one rod connect-

ing the shaft to the door, said at least one rod including a

longitudinally extending aperture therein having interior

surfaces in engagement with a first flat planar portion of

said shaft wherein the rod may be rotated by and about the

shaft while being di^laced transversely relative to the

shaft to slide said door between positions.

^^

said carriers apart from each other, said carrien being movable

one after the other through said chambers of said housing.

4,478,058

TAKE DOWN MECHANISM FOR FLAT KNITTING
MACHINES

GBntfacr Kamwicr, St Johann-Ohaastcttcn, and Ernst Goiter,

Rcatiintsn, botfi of Fed. Rep. of Garmany, assijion to H.
StoU GmbH A Co., RcntUngen, Fed. Rep. of Garsnny

Flted Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478,998

Clains priority, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Gannany, May 8,

1982, 3217395

Int a? D04B 7/04

U.S.a66-149R 8aaiaM

1. A take<)own mechanism for flat knitting maclunes com-

prising a fabric take-down roller which cooperates with a press

roller and is divided into a plurality of coaxial component

roller sections with profiled surfaces, characterised by the fact

that all the component roller sections (14.1 . . . 14.x) are

mounted for unidirectional rotation on a common shaft (16)

which is normally held sutionary, and each roller section (14.1

. . . 14x) can be coupled separately and selectively with a

driving means (17/18).

4^78,057

CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING AN ADSORPTION
REFRIGERATION PLANT, ESPECIALLY FOR

OPERATION BY WASTE HEAT OF COMBUSTION
ENGINES OR THE LIKE

Hclaint Loti, Gingsn, Fed. Rep. ofGcmnny, nsaignor to T

Siemens Hansgeraetc GmbH, Stattgart, Fed. Rep. of Gar-

Filed Aug. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 521,707

OaiaH priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 9,

1982,3229646
Int a' F25B 17/08

VS. CL 62-480 14 Claiw

1. Continuously operating adsorption reMgeration plant,

comprising a gas-tight housing having at least one expeller

chamber and at least one adsorption chamber disposed therein

sequentially following each other in a closed loop, sealing

gates disposed between said chambers for preventing an unin-

hibited exchange ofgaseous coolant between said chambers, an

4,478,059

ADDITIVE DISPENSER SYSTEM FOR CLOTHES
WASHING APPLUNCE

Roy K. Yatas, Lonisfilte, Ky., aHipor to Gcnml Eteetrie

Coa^any, Looisfilte, Ky.

FDed Sep. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 530,908

hiL a? OOeP 39/02

vs. a. 68-17 A 9 OnlM
1. An additive diq)ensing system for a clothes washing appli-

ance of the vertical axis type, comprising:

an imperforate outer tub for retaining washing liquid;

a basket mounted in the tub for containing clothes to be

washed having a perforate side wall and a bottom wall

including liquid circulating openings, said bottom wall

doping downwardly from an upper position adjacent said

vertical axis to a lower portion adjacent said side wall;

an agitator mounted in said basket on said vertical axis for

rotation with said basket;

drive means for efliectin; a relatively low rotational speed
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otcOlation of aaid agiutor during a washing action of said

clothes and a high spin speed rotation ofsaid basket during

spin extraction action;

said agitator including housing means in the form of a hol-

low imperforate centerpost defining a conduit extending

through said hollow centerpost between an open upper
end to an open lower end adjacent the bottom wall of said

basket;

an additive dispensing means arranged in the open upper end
of said hollow imperforate centerpost including a passage-

way arranged for introducing treating agent through said

hollow imperforate centerpost to a position on the bottom
wall of said basket inwardly of said liquid circulating

openings;

additive diverting means including a body portion posi-

tioned on at least a portion of said sloping bottom wall of
aaid basket having liquid diverting openings aligned with
said liquid circulating openings in said bottom wall of said

basket for conducting additive therethrough into said

outer tub to thereby cause said additive to mix with said

washing liquid retained in said outer tub.

and is propellable about its longitudinal axis and has laundry
compartments which are substantially separated from each
other with respect to said washing liquid, each ofsaid compart-
ments being connected to an adjacent laundry compartment by
a countercurrent conduit and laundry items being transported
from one ofsaid compartments to the next, whereby during the
transporting of the laundry items from one laundry compart-
ment to the next one a partial current of liquid supplied to the
laundry compartment located adjacent the discharge end of
the washing drum is conducted in countercurrent to the laun-
dry supplied batchwise at said loading end of the drum, said
laundry traversing the laundry compartments cyclically and
consecutively through the washing machme, said liquid coun-
tercurrent being a part ofa liquid fed into the washing machine
at the discharge end of the drum via a feed conduit, said drum
further including a rinsing zone located at the discharge end
and a loading and soaking zone located at the loading end, and
said washing machine further comprising a soaking conduit
through which the remainder of the Uquid supplied at the drum
discharge end which is not conducted via said countercurrent
conduit is to be conducted from said rinsing zone located at the
drum discharge end to said loading and soaking zone located at

the loading end of the washing drum, each of said countercur-
rent conduits being provided with a shut-off means which can
be selectively opened and closed; each of the washing com-
partments moreover being connected via a conduit section
having a correspondingly controllable shut-ofT means to a joint
connective conduit which in each case is provided between
said conduit sections of two adjacent compartments with a
correspondingly controllable shut-off means; and a program-
controlled control installation connected to the shut-off means
for opening and/or closing in such a manner that the counter-
current Uquid is to be conducted around at least one of said

washing compartments and no liquid enters another washing
compartment from this bypassed washing compartment.

4*478,061

CYLINDER LOCK
Brian F. Prcddey, Miranda, Anitralia, anifaor to Tiboola Pty.

Limited, New South Walea, Anatralia

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 362,797
Claims priority, application Auatralia, Mar. 30, 1981,

PE8207; Jul. 8, 1981, PE9648
lat a.3 EOSB 27/06

MS. a. 70—358 9 Cbdna

4,478,060

CONTINUOUS WASHING MACHINE
HalB GrvMwald, Brcacn, Fad. Rap. of Germany, aad0M>r to

Fiiafhaidl * Fontar KG, BraoMn, Fed. Rep. of Gcranny
per No. PCT/DE80/00183, § 371 Data Aog. 5, 1981, $ 102(c)

Data ka%, 5, 1981

per FUad Dae. 6, 1980, Scr. No. 293,208
Cfadm priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GcnMuy, Dec. 7,

1979,2949228

bta)D06FJ//aO
U.S.a 68—27 6

1. A continuous washing machine for the washing oflaundry
batches of, for example, white and colored laundry items,

comprising a washing drum which has a longitudinal axis, a
loading end and a discharge end, and contains a washing liquid

yi^'

1. A barrel for a cylinder lock, said barrel comprising a
generally cylindrical barrel body having end faces, a keyway
formed in said barrel body and extending longitudinally in-

wardly from one end face, a plurality of guide bores formed in

the barrel body and extending outwardly from said keyway so

as to communicate therewith, a single lock pin slidably re-

ceived within each said bores and retained therein so as to be
movable longitudinally thereof from a position projecting into

said keyway to a retracted position, with each pin bemg pre-

vented from rotation about the longitudinal axis of the bore,

said bores being grouped in two sets with the bores of each set

being aligned longitudinally so that the two sets are ranged in

a space generally parallel co-extensive relationship, two side
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bar slots formed in opposite sides of the body so as to extend

longitudinally thereof, said body further having a passage

extending from each bore so that the passages are arranged in

two sets with each set of passages terminating at a particular

side bar slot, the recesses ofeach pin being selectively alignable

with the passage extending from the bore of the respective pin,

and wherein said barrel further includes a side bar slidably

located in each slot so as to be movable from a radially outer

locking position to a radially inner release position, and each

said side bar has a plurality of projections which are located in

said passages and extend therethrough so as to be selectively

locatable within the recesses of the pins to enable movement of

the side bars to said release position.

said axis and means for controlling the rolls in accordance with

exerted magnetic force.

4,478,062

STRIP SHAPE MEASURING ROLL
Panl F« Huzyak, Salem, Ohio, aarignor to E. W. Bllaa Conpaay,

Uttn Salem, Ohio

FQcd Sep. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 413,863

iBt CL3 B21B 37/06

U.S. a. 72—17 2 ClafaBS

4,478,063

HOT-ROLLING MILL AND METHOD
John C Dnkc Hickory, N.C, aaaigBor to Sonthwire Compoy,

CarroDton, Ga.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Scr. No. 332,052

lat a.3 B21B 27/10

U.S. a. 72—42 12 ClaiiBS

1. A method of hot rolling non-ferrous metals in a rolling

mill having a plurality of tandem roll stands each supporting

work rolls comprising the steps of:

providing nonpolar conversion coating working surfaces on

said work rolls of said roll stands containing products of

corrosion selected from a group comprising phosphates,

chormates, oxides and combinations thereof;

applying nonpolar naphtenic mineral oil lubricant to said

nonpolar working surfaces; and

hot rolling said metal while chemically and physically re-

taining said lubricant on said conversion coated nonpolar

working surfaces.

1. In a system for controlling the forces exerted on a metal

strip as it is being pulled by a coiler between work rolls in a

given path extending between the work rolls and said coiler,

said system including an elongated shape sensing roll extending

generally perpendicular to said path between said work rolls

and said coiler with a lower side opposite to said path; means

for passing said strip over said sensing roll at a preselected

wrap angle whereby the tension in said strip between said

work rolls and said coiler causes a corresponding applied force

between said strip and said sensing roll in a direction toward

said lower side; said sensing roll including a plurality of axially

spaced elements each having a routable ring with an outer

surface rotatable about a common axis with said outer surfaces

being aligned when said rings are in their normal positions and

with each ring surface adapted to engage said strip at the side

of said roll opposite to said lower side, feed back means devel-

opmg a signal for each of said axially spaced elements, said

signals having magnitudes indicative of displacement of each

ring from its normal position with respect to said common axis;

and, means responsive to said signals for controlling said work

rolls to control the forces exerted on said strip, the improve-

ment comprising: each of said axially spaced elements of said

sensing roll being an independent, active magnetic bearing

having an inner generally fixed element for supporting one of

said rotatable rings, each of said fixed elements having mag-

netic elements adjacent said lower side only for pulling one of

said rings in a direction opposite to the direction ofsaid appUed

force; each of said magnetic bearings having (a) means for

preventing engagement between said fixed element and said

rotatable rings and (b) means for sensing the spacing between

said fixed elements and said rotataMe ring of each bearing;

means for linearizing said displacement indicative signal to

generate a corrective signal indicative of the applied force

between said fixed element and said rotatable ring of each

bearing; means for magnetically supporting said ring by a

variable magnetic force exerted in a direction toward said strip

in accordance with the magnitude of said corrective signal

wherry said rings of each of said magnetic bearings are held

in said normal positkm with said outer surfaces conoeotric with

4,478,064

MODinCATIONS TO A COOPERATIVE ROLLING
SYSTEM FOR INCREASING MAXIMUM ATTAINABLE

REDUenON PER PASS
WOliam L. Brennemaa, Gbcahire, Conn., aasignor to OUn Corpo-

ration, New Haven, Conn.

FOed Mar. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 355,090

lat CL3 B21B 1/21 29/00. 37/08. 31/32

VA CL 72-232 19

1. A process for rolUng metal or metal alloy material and

increasing the ma^i'wv"* reduction in material thickness obtain-

able per pass, said process comprising:

providing a rolling mill having a pluraUty of rolls forming a

plurality of roll bites through which said material passes,

at least one of said rolls forming two of said roll bites with

at least two adjacent one of said rolls;

passing said material through said mill in a serpentine ar-

rangement;

4>plying a compressive force of predetermined magnitude

to said rolls to create a separating force having a desired

magnitude and obtain a reduction in said material thick-

ness at each of said roll bites; and

subjecting said material to increasing separating forces as

said material passes from an entry one of said roll bites to

an exit one of said roll bites while maintaining the magni-

tude of said compressive force substantially constant, said

subjecting step comprising reducing the magnitude of said

separating force applied to said material at at least one of

said roll bites by creating a reducing force having a de-

sired magnitude at said at least one roll bite.
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CONTINUOUS ROlASS^SlL WITH CROSSED IST^tS::;ttLfS o^Sd^iJltrf^tCTANDSFORTHEPRODUCnONOFSEAMLESSTUBES ^ displacement of the

ffMw i l i Goda, PMtdlo, nd Ccnre Gidlctti, S. Felice di ^
Sepitc, both of Italy, wivMn to hum ImMccati Sutens- -, 1 ,-

taccUo S#jL, BnMla, Italy ^^"^ '

FOad Jaa. 10, 1912, Scr. No. 3r7,256

Clalw priority, appUcathM Italy, Joa. 11, IMl, 22255 A/91
lBtaiB21Bi//a8

VS.a 72-239 7

material in the bottom section into the area of the peripheral
rim and unifonn compression thereof in this area.

1. A continuotis rolling mill of the crossed stand type for the
production of seamless tubes comprising: a plurality of succes*
sive rolling stands inclined alternately to the rolling axis, in

which each stand mcludes an upper working roll, a lower
working roll and reqwctive roll chocks for said rolls which
together form a unit; means for displacing each said unit indi-

vidually at least in a direction parallel to the axes of rotation of
the rolb; means for the guided displacement of the said unit in

the said direction between its position within the rolling stand
and a position completely outside the stand; rails extending
parallel to the rolling direciton at the sides of the rolling mill;

at least one carriage for each said unit movable on said rails and
provided with a Ioad<arrying platform which can be tipped
about a horizontal axis parallel to the rolling axis from a hori-

zontal position to an inclined position parallel to the direction

of displacement of the said unit into and out from the stand;

and means for the releasable locking of the said unit on said

load-carrying platform.

4,478,007

GAS COMPOSITION SENSOR
Minora Ohta; Etaio Yasiida, both of OkaaU; Toorio
Kawakaml, Nishio, and YoichI KotaMhl, Aiehi, aU of Japan,
aaaigMm to Nippon Sokea, lac^ NlaUo, Japan

Filed JbL 23, 1981, Ser. No. 28C346
Oaims priority, applicatioB Japoa, JaL 28, 1980, 55-104049

lat a> COIN 27/12
VJS. CL 73—23 5 n«i—

4^78,066
METHOD OF MAKING A THIN-WALLED BEARING

BUSHING
Anaia Otachewild, SehwciaftDl; Hcnuaa Hctterich, Heldcn-
lUd, and Peter HorUag. Malahcrg. aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcr-
anay, anipon to SKF Katellaterfhbrikea GnbH, Scfawda-
tet, Fed. Rep. of Geraaay

Divirioa or Sar. No. 218,520, Dae. 22, 1980, Pat No. 4,377313.
TUi appHcatioa Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,129

OalM priority, appUeatiOB Fed. Rep. of Gcran^r, Dec. 22,
1979,2952092

ImL a^ KID 22/00
VA CL 72—358 2 rimtm^

L A deep drawing method for making a thimwalled bearing
boshing from a flat drcular member comprising a cylindrical

sleeve section and a bottom section closing one end of the
sleeve section having an outer peripheral rim at the juncture of
the sleeve and bottom sections of small cro« sectimal radius
consisting of the steps of cold pressing the bottom section and
deep drawing the sleeve section in a single press stroke in the
bore of a generally cytindrical die by a drawing ram engaging
in the bore of the die and a cooperating counter ram positioned
at the open end of the die confronting the bottom section, and
simuhaaeously impressing an annular groove in one face of the

1. In a gas compositicm sensor including a gas sensor element
for providing an electric resistance value corresponding to the
composition ofan exhaust gas to be sensed, a pair ofelectrodes
for detecting said electric resistance value and a ceramic body
holding said gas sensor element therein and including a pair of
holes formed therethrough and receiving said pair of elec-

trodes to extend therethrough, the improvement wherein at

least one layer of a dense material subMantially impervious to
the exhaust gas is formed on said electrodes and on contacting
portions between said electrodes and said gas sensor element,

whereby said contacting portions and said electrodes are cov-
ered with said layer, therd>y to be isdated from the exhaust
gas and prevented from contacting thereto.
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4,478,068

INTERNAL COMBUSnON ENGINE KNOCK SENSING
METHOD AND SYSTEM

JSrg Bonitz, Miihlacken Robert Eataunaaa, Benningra; Ro-

chai Kaab, Korawesthein; Bernhard Miller, Stattfait; Sleg-

IHcd Rohde, Schwieberdlagen; Herbert Schraaun, Stattgart,

and Walter Vien, DUagen, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, as-

sipMn to Robert Boach GmbH, Stattgnt, Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

BHuqr

FUed Aag. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,629

Clafan priority, a^licatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaany, Sep. 17,

1981, 3137016

ItLCL^ COIL 23/22

VS. a. 73-35 17

COMWUM

cuw inClfEVIID

a subterrain plane directly below said section of the

Earth's surface; and

^^

1. Method of recognizing the nature of the combustion

process in operation of an internal combustion (IQ engine,

including knocking operation, comprising the steps of

generating a combustion-related signal;

deriving from the combustion-related signal a derived com-

bustion related ngnal in digital form;

generating a reference signal in digital form;

comparing the combustion-related signal and the reference

signal to obtain an output ngnal representative of the

nature of the combustion process,

and wherein

the step of generating the reference signal includes digitally

filtering the derived digital combustion signal by passing

the combustion signal through a digital low pass filter,

the step of comparing the signals comprises comparing the

digitally filtered combustion-related signal with the actual

combustion-related signal;

and wherein the step of generating the reference signal

includes the step ofmodifying the filtering fimction of the

digital filter by a factor k, said factor k being a weighting

factor which varies on an engine operating parameter

comprising at least one of:

engine speed;

engine loading;

knocking, or non-knocking operation of the engine.

means for measuring the flow of air to said section to therd)y

obtain a measurement of the flow of air from said section

of the Earth's surface to said subterrain pUuie.

4^78,070

VACUUM PACKAGE TESTER AND METHOD
Eari W. CUflbrd, Gctzrilk; Joha M. Pvhach, Aahcnt, aad

Peter S. Sorce, Toaawaada, all of N.Y., anigBon to IW Are

Coivoratkm, Bryaa, Ohio

FUed No?. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,566

lat a.3 GOIM 3/34

vs.a.n-^ji 17

«^J0«i5{^««S!%9«50«5«SS9S55!fi^

4^78,069

PLOW RESiyi'lVITY INSTRUMENT IN THE EARTH
AOaa J. Zaekcrwar, Newport Newi, Va., asripNT to Tie Uaitcd

States of Aawrica aa lepranatad by the Adarialatrator of the

NatioHd Acroaaatics aad Space AdariaiitratloB, WaAiagton,

Dx:.

FDod Jaa. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 508,372

Iata)G01N75/(»
U5.a73r38 6aaiw

3. Apparatus for measuring the air flow resistivity on the

Earth's surface comprising:

means for subjecting a section of the Earth's surfiMe to an air

pressure;

means for venting to the atmosphere a cross-sectional area of

1. Apparatus for providmg data by which the internal pres-

sure of residual gas in a flexiUe-wall vacuum package exposed

to a known external pressure may be calcuteted, comprising:

a container having a removable enclosure, said container

being partially filled with a liquid;

a package-to-be-tested completely submerged m said liquid;

a vacuum pump operativdy arranged to selectively reduced

the pressure acting on the surface of said liquid;

a first indicator for nidicatmg when the volume occupied by

said package has increased by a first known volume,

a second indicator for indicating when the volume occupied

by said package has increased by a second known volume;

and

at least one pressure indicator operatively arranged to indi-

cate the respective pressures acting on the muhtx of said

liquid when the volume occupied by said package has

increased by said first and second known vohmes;

whereby the internal pressure of residual gas in said paduge

when exposed to a known external pressure may be calca-
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lated u a ftuiction of said external pressure, said known
volumes and said indicated pressures.

4^478,071

VISCOSIMETER OPERATING CONTINUOUSLY
ESPECIALLY AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

Didicr LecMbeox, Chilly Maarfa; Janet Leacc, Saiat-Leo-La
Forct, tad Rdaod Preehacr, Pan, all of France, assignors to

Sodctc NatfcNMlc Elf Aqattaiac, Coarbcroie, France
FUed Dec 21, 1982, Scr. No. 451,750

Oaims priority, applicatioa Fhuce, Dec 29, 1981, 8124382
lat a> GOIN 11/04

VS. CL 073—55 9 Claims

produces an impulse which is converted by the transducer to
an ultrasonic wave which is directed towards the layer and the
dispersion and a second ultrasonic wave is reflected back by
the interface between the layer and the dispmion to the ultia>
sonic receiver and passed to the gated peak detector which
measures the peak amplitude of the echo from the layer disper-
sion interface, the peak amplitude then being converted by the
signal conditioning and display circuits to produce a display of
the peak amplitude, the solids content, or the peak amplitude
and the solids content of the dispersion.

4.478,073
METHOD FOR DETERMINING PARTICLE SIZE

AND/OR DISTRIBUTION
Richard M. Holsworth, Wcatlake, and Tlieodore Profder, Ohn-

sted Falls, both of Ohio, assignors to SCM Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 460,731

lat a' GOIN 15/04
U.S.CL73-4L4 UChdnit

1. Viscosimeter designed for continuous operation, compris-
ing a meuuring capillary in which the liquid phase whose
viscosity is measured, undergoes a loss of pressure, the measur-
ing capillary consisting of a tube having a length of several
meters, wound around itself in the form of a helix having a
diameter ofat least 10 cm, the internal diameter of the said tube
being substantially between 0.20 and 0.30 mm, and means of
meuuring the said loss of pressure said measuring means com-
prising two pressure senson positioned at the entry and at the
exit of the said capillary, for differential measurement of the
kMS of pressure in the capillary.

/«

4,478,072

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS DISPERSED IN A

UQUm
Harold T. Brown, Ralslip, Eaghmd, aasipior to The British

PMrokoB Coapny pJxn Loadoo, Engbud
FUad Sap. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 430,477

OMtm priority, appUcMioa United iCiBgdoai, Oct 9, 1981,
8130639

lot a' GOIN 15/06, 29/00
U.8. CL 73—41 R 5 Oainu

'tmrz> \

1. A method for analysis of the size and/or distribution of
particles emanating from a mother liquid by sedimentation in a
rotating disc centrifuge which comprises Uie steps of forming
externally of said disc a liquid spin medium containing at least

two miscible liquids of different densities in substantially in-

completely mixed condition whereby a density gradient b
established within said spin medium, thereafter injecting said

externally formed spin medium into said disc while spinning
said disc at a predetermined speed, and followed by injecting a
mother liquid containing particles the size and/or distribution

of which are to be determined into said disc centrifuge while
spinning at said predetermined speed and measuring by centrif-

ugal sedimentation the partice size and/or distribution of the
particles in said mother Uquid.

4,478,074

AUTOMOTIVE AIR FLOW RATE METERING SYSTEM
Shunichi Wada, Hyogo, Ji^an, aaaignor to MitmUiU DcaU

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aog. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406335

Clains priority, application Japui, Ang. 11, 1981, 56/126970
Int a> GOIF 1/32

U.S. CL 73—118J 2 ri«h-

rvLsa
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1. Apparatus for the determination of the concentration of
solid particles dispersed in a liquid medium which apparatus
comprises in combination (a) an ultraaonic pulser, (b) an ultra-
sonic receiver, (c) a gated peak detector, (d) signal condition-
ing and display circaits and (e) an ultrasonic transducer assem-
bly inclodhig a layer of known impedance far contacting the
dispersion, the arrangement being such that in use the pulser

1. An air flow measuring device for an internal combustion
engine, comprising:

means (2) for generating vortices positioned within an intake

air passage (1) of said combustion engine,
two heater wires (3, 4) positioned downstream ofsaid vortex

generating means;
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two amplifying and biasing circuits (11, 12) connected sepa- a pair of thin film heat sensors suspended in air and disposed

rately to said heater wires for maintaining said heater on opposite sides of the heater,

wires at a constant temperature whereby a control voltage and

(Vi, V2) is output firom each of said two amplifying and

biasing circuits;

differencing means (19) for obtaining a difference signal (V3)

of said two control voltages whereby the frequency of

said difference signal measures the generation rate of said

vortices and thereby the instantaneous air flow; and

summing means (24, 25, 26) for obtaining a sum signal (Vs)

of said control voltages whereby said sum signal measures

the average air flow.

'////
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4,478,075

AIR FLOW METER
YosUshlge Oyama, Katsota; Hiroshi Knroiwa, Hitadd, and

Yntaka Nishimora, Kibnta, all ofJapan, Mrignors to Hitadii,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec 14, 1982, Ser. No. 449,617

Ctains priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 18, 1981, 56*203536

Int a^ GOIF 5/00, 1/22

UAa 73-118J 14 Claims

means for operating the thin film heater at a constant tem-

perature above ambient temperature under both flow and

no-flow conditions.

4,478,077

FLOW SENSOR
ndlip J. Bohrer, and Robert G. Johnson, both of Minneapolis,

Mina., assignors to Honeywell Inc, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,538

Int CL^ GOIF 1/68

U&a 73-204 15 Claims

7-7^

///////y ///////yyy//////////

1. An air flow meter for an internal combustion engine

comprising means forming a main passage for intake air pro-

vided between an air cleaner and said internal combustion

engine, a venturi structure provided in said main passage, a

by-pass passage formed with an inlet positioned in said main

passage so as to permit a part of the air flowing in said main

passage to enter the by-pass passage and having at the portion

of said main passage which corresponds to the narrowest

portion of said venturi structure an outlet from which the air

flows out into said main passage, a flow rate detector provided

in said by-pass passage to determine the flow rate of the air

flowmg therein, and compensating means connected to said

by-pass passage between a first position located between said

flow rate detector and said outlet of said by-pass passage and a

second position on the downstream side of said venturi struc-

ture for controlling the flow rate of the air flowing from the

inlet of said by-pass passage toward said flow rate detector

during one portion of the cycle of said internal combustion

engine in accordance with the flow rate of air flowing back-

ward from said internal combustion engine toward said air

cleaner during another portion of the cycle of said internal

combustion engine.

4,478,076

FLOW SENSOR
PUUp J. Bohrer, MioMapoUs, Mint,

lac MiraeapoUs, Min. ^
FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,537

iBt a' GOIF 7/68

U.S.a 73-204

1. A flow sensor, comprising;

a thin fihn heater suspended in air,

to HoDcywell

1. A flow sensor, comprising:

a thin film heater,

a pair of thin fihn sensors;

a semiconductor body with a depression therein;

and

means connecting the heater and the sensors to the body and

bridging the depression so that at least a major portion of

the heater and the sensors are out of contact with the body

and with the sensors disposed on opposite sides of the

heater, the means connecting comprising two thin film

members bridging the depression, each member compris-

ing one sensor and a portion of the heater.

4,478,078

DIRECT GEARLESS DRIVE MECHANISM FOR AN
INTERNAL GATE ROTARY VANE FLUID METER

Irwin A. Hieka, Radnor, and George W. Schneider, Jr., Hooting-

don Valley, both of Pa., aastgnon to Hm Singer Coa^any,

Staaiford, Conn.

FUed May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,634

Int CL> GOIF i/08

UAa73-253 ^
O^

1. In an internal gate rotary vane fluid meter, the combma-

tion ofa rotor adapted to be mounted for roution about an axis

within said meter, said rotor having an end plate and a plurality

of vanes fixed on the rotor end plate, a pocketed gate adapted

to be mounted to rotate within the meter about an axis spaced

from said rotor rotational axis, said gate having a periphery

provided with a plurality of pockeu therein for reception of

the rotor vanes, the number of gate pockets being equal to the

number of rotor vanes, said gate having a plurality of wdis

extendmg radially outward between adjacent pockets, a plural-

ity of discs mounted for rotation on said rotor end plate each in

a recess provided therefor, said discs being equally spaced

angularly around the center line of the axis of roution of the

rotor at equal radii thoefrom and with axes of rotation parallel
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to the axis of rotation of the rotor, each of said discs having a
rotational shaft and said rotor including a plurality of bearing
means each adjacent one of said recesses for rotatably receiv-
ing respective ones of said disc shafts, each of said discs being
substantially flush with the sur&ce of said rotor end plate, and
means for coupting each of said webs to a respective one of
said discs at a point remote ftom the axis of rotation of said

drive train for gate rotation from the rotor, the outer diameter
of said gate being the maximum possible which stiU aUows the
crescent to have an arc about the rotor axis which is sufficient
to enclose the radial centerlines of any adjacent pair of rotor
vanes, wherein said body is coupled to piping having a center-
hne and said inlet and ouUet passages terminate at said piping
on said centerline. said passages being curved fh)m the renec-
tive one of the inlet and ouUet so as to perpendicularly inter-
sect the rotor vanes when the vanes are sealing against the
respective ends of the crescent so as to seal the arcuate chan-
nel.

4^78,080
DEWPOINT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR NEAR

SATURATION GONDITIONS
Oarlea W. Brace, Las Chwei, N. Mo^ MigMr to The United

States of Aawrica as rcprcwMcd by the Seeratny of the
Amy, WasUagtoo, D.C

FOed Job. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 508,688
iBt CLi GOIN 25/66

U.S.a73-335
lOCtataa

,-3B

FUOW
SWITCH

discs, said coupling means including a bushing in each of said
discs and a pin fixedly attached to each of said webs and
adapted to rotaubly fit within a respective bushing, the dis-
tance between the axis of roution of each of said discs and the
point of coupling to iu respective web being equal to the
distance between the axis of roution of said gate and the axis
of rotation of said rotor.

U1I.^*U1.UP<I
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4,478,079
I7>nERNAL GATE ROTARY VANE FLUID METER WITH

CONTOURED INLET AND OUTLET PASSAGES
IrwiB A. Hicks, Radnor, and Dtfld F. Kee, Glcnside, both of
Pn^ iHigBon to The Singer Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 13, 1983, Scr. No. 494,209
lot CL^ GOIF 3/08

UAa73-253
4Ctatait

3^
lit fUNUM

TICNirMO&

MIT

DCW PQMT /

1. A system for measuring dewpoint temperature compris-
ing:

means for measuring the dewpoint temperature of air deliv-
ered to an inlet thereof;

plenum means for containing water therein and saturating
the air contained therein while at ambient temperature;

first flow switching means connected in a first position
thereof between the plenum means and the measuring
means for directing the saturated air to the measuring
means for determining the dewpoint thereof; and

ambient air inlet means connected to a second position of the
flow switching means for selectively directing ambient air
to the measuring means for determining the dewpoint
thereof;

wherein determination of the dewpoint temperatures of the
ambient and saturated air are determinative of the rehitive
humidity of the ambient air.

1. In a fluid meter, the combination of a body having an inlet
pwsage and an oudet passage, a crescent shaped member
withm the body defining therewith an arcuate channel commu-
mcatmg at opposite ends with said passages, respectively, said
bodyand said crescent also defining an offset circular cavity
mtersecting the channel between the inlet and outlet passages,
a rotor mounted on the body for rotation about an axis within
the arcuate channel and the offset cavity, said rotor having an
end plate and at least three vanes fixed on the rotor end pUte,
said vanes being adapted to move by fluid pressure through
said arcuate channel and through said portion of said cavity, a
^te mounted on the body for rotation about an axis paraUel to
the rotor axis within said offiwt cavity, said gate having a
periphery provided with pockets therein for reception of the
rotorvanes. the number of gate pockets not exceeding the
number of rotor vanes, said gate having webs extending radi-
ally outward from a central hub between adjacent pockets,
means for coupling said rotor to said gate to synchronize the
passage of rotor vanes through gate pockeu without the vanes
contacting the gate webs, said coupling means providing a

4^78,081
WHEEL ADAPTERS FOR TRUING AND BALANCING

TIRES
Aabrey E. Greene, Eilaville, Ga^ aaiaor to Anemac Inc.

EilaTille,Ga.
^

Filed Oet 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,853
IM. a? GOIM 1/06

1. An assembly for truing and/or balancing a tire compris-
ing:

a backing plate including an integral, centrally located tuba-
lar extension extending from said backing pkte in axial
alignment therewith,

an adapter that fits over said tubular extension coaxial there-
with,

said adapter including a set pattern of apertures therein,
said set pattern of apertures in said adapter plate is formed

with the apertures equi-anguhvly spaced reUtive to each
other with their centers being on the circumference of a
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circle with the center of the circle coinciding with the axis

of said adapter plate with apertures on circles of increased

radius angularly spaced from an adjacent circle of aper-

tures of lesser radius,

filter circuit, and a comparator circuit comparing the output

signals from said first and second rectifier circuiu.

4,478,083

PLANE RECONSTRUCnON ULTRASOUND
TOMOGRAPHY DEVICE

Dieter Hanler, Uttenrenth, and Elmar Trantcnberg, Foertb-

Stakeln, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens

AktiengeseUschaft, Berlin and Mnnich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FOed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,437

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, Jan. 30,

1982,3224453
Int a? GOIN 29/00

VS.a 73-«0 >3 Claims

spacer means separating said adapter from said backing

plate,

and means for securing said adapter on said tubular exten-

sion of said backing plate.

4,478,082

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING
RUBBING IN A ROTARY MACHINE

IcUya Sato; Takao Yoacyama; TsagoaU Koga; Kazoo IkeacU,

and Kataokani Hisano, aU of Hitachi, Japan, aasiffMn to

HHacU, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aag. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,949

OaiaH priority, applieatioa Japan, Aog. 26, 1981, 56-132799

IM. a) GOIH 1/00: GOIM 13/00

VACUnsn 4Claim

1. An apparatus for detecting the occurrence of rubbing in a

rotary machine, comprising a rotary machine, at least one

acoustic sensor installed on at least one of the rotor part and

the stator part of the rotary machine for sensing an acoustic

signal generated due to the occurrence of rubbing in the rotary

machine, detector means for detecting the output signal from

said acoustic sensor, means for fetching a frequency compo-

nent having a frequency substantiaUy equal to the roution

frequency of the rotary machine from the output signal from

said detector means, display means for displaying the output

signal from said fetching means, and abnormal metal-to-metol

contact detecting means for detecting the occurrence of abnor-

mal metal-to-metal contact at said bearing, said display means

including a rubbing display unit displaying the output signal

from said rubbing detecting means and an abnormal metal-to-

metal contact display unit displaying the output signal from

said abnormal metal-to-metal contact detecting means,

wherein said rubbing detecting means includes a variable band-

pass filter circuit fetching said frequency component from the

output signal from said detector means and a first rectifier

circuit rectifying the output signal from said variable band-pass

filter circuit, and said abnormal metal-to-metal contact detect-

ing means includes a low-frequency band-pass filter circuit

receiving the output signal from said detector means, a second

rectifier circuit rectifying the output signal from said band-pass

1. An ultrasound tomography device having an ultrasowid

transmitting/receiving system for line scanning of an object to

be exanuned from different angular directions about an axis of

roution, said transmitting/receiving system comprising, in

combination;

(a) ultrasound transducer means for line scanning an object

to be examined from different angular directions about

said axis of roution and at different tiliting angles with

respect to a coronal-plane of said object to be examined;

(b) adjusuble forcusing means, associated with said trans-

ducer means, for focusing said transducer means at vari-

ous object depths in coronal-like scanning planes;

(c) adjusuble positioning means, asociated with said trans-

ducer means, for adjusting the tilting angles of the respec-

tive transmitting/receiving lobes of said transducer

means; and

(d) time gate circuit means, coupled to said transducer

means, for acquiring signal dau received by said trans-

ducer means from different depths in successive time

periods in coordination with the tilting angle of said trans-

ducer means,
.

whereby said focusing depths, said tilting angles and said time

gated signal acquisition are controlled to provide a coronal like

scannmg plane of the object to be examined.

4^78,084

ULTRASOUND TOMOGRAPHY DEVICE

Dieter Hanler, Uttenrenth, and Elmar Tranteaberg, Fnerth-

Staddn, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaignors to Siemens

AkUmmscllsfhaft. Beriin and Monich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,438

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Jan. 30,

1982, 3224412 _
Int CL^ GOIN 29/00

VS. CL 73-620 « Claims

1. An ultrasound tomography device for line scanning an

object to be examined from different angular directions which

comprises in combination:

a sagittal scanner having an ultrasound converter and bemg

routably mounted so that the direction of said ultrasound

converter results in a fan-like expanding trananitting-

/receiving direction which allows the acquisition of nu-

merous luie scan views of the object to be examined along

the different ultrasound directions;

translational means for moving said sagittal scanner about
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Mid object to be examined; said traiulational means being
operative as to not interfere with said rotaubility of said
sagittaJ scanner;

a time gate circuit for acquiring section by section signal
data, during successive time intervals, from said ultra-
sound converter; and

4t478.086
LOAD FRAME C3M)SSHEAO CONSTRUCTION

Martin M. Gram, St Louis Park, Mimu misiior to MT«
System. Qwporatlon, Eden Pndrie,Mta;.

^^ ^^
Filed Jan. 7, 1983, S«r. No. 456,504

•Tc ^ « lat as COIN i/(W
UAa.7J-78I ,ga^

computer means for receiving said signal data and for com-
bining said signal data in a data conversion routine for the
generation of a tomography image of a coronal plane of
the object to be examined.

4^78,085
ULTRASOUND DUGNOSIS APPARATUS

HfawW SmU, Ootawara, Japn, aarignor to Tokyo SUbanraDnU KaboUU Kaisha, Japoi
"-»*«>

FIM Aug. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 408,276
Oalma priority, application Japan, Aug. 18, 1981, 56-129529

lot a^ COIN 29m
UAa73-<25

jClata.

1. An ultrasonic diagnosb apparatus comprising:
transducer means, comprising a linear array of transducer
elements sequentially disposed in a direction for directing
pulses of ultrasonic energy in the form of a beam into an
object and receiving echoes of said pulses to convert said
echoes to electrical signals, the thickness of said trans-
ducer elements increasing from transducer elements at a
central portion of said array to transducer elements
toward both edges in said direction, the frequency of said
ultrasomc energy radiated by each of said transducer
elements being inversely related to the thickness of each
of said transducer elements;

means for energizing said transducer; and
filter means for selectively filtering said electrical signals to

pass frequency componento of said electrical signals asso-
ciated with selected frequencies of said ultrasonic energy
and not pass other frequency components ofsaid electrical
Bgnals, the arrangement of said elemenu of said trans-
duow means and said filter means cooperating to cause the
width of said ultrasonic beam at the outlet of said trans-
ducer means to vary with the selected frequency compo-
nents of said electrical signals passed by said filter means

1. A load fiwne crosshead member for use with a load frame
mcluding a base, at least two upright support columns extend-
mg from the base for supporting the crosshead member and
first and second means for retaining a test specimen between
the crosshead member and such base during a testing cycle
along a generally centered loading axis parallel to the upright
supports, the improvement comprising:

a measuring section in the crosshead member defined by a
plurality of spaced apart openings extending through the
crosshead member and arranged laterally symmetricaUy
rdative to the loading axis, the openings on each lateral
side of the loading axis comprising two openings verti-
caUy spaced and formed by a web section fonned sufB-
ciently thin to be stressed to a measurable level when a test
specimen held in the load frame is loaded;

means for measuring stress positioned on the measuring
webs; and

clamping means located at each end of the crosshead mem-
ber for clamping the crosshead to the upright supports.

4,478,087
KOMiN^ VORTEX STREET FLOW METER

YMhiaU Aaayana, Hlncji, Japu, antgnor to MitiaMAi DoAi
KabMhiU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japu^^

"--"-^

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Set. No. 420,295
Irt. CLJ GOIF im

U.S. a. 73-861.22 lOCUdM
1. A Kirmin's vortex street flow meter comprising:
a condiiit means, the upstream end of said conduit means

being a pair of upstream conduits having the upstream
ends spaced from each other laterally of the conduit
means for receiving a fluid to be measured thereinto, the
downstream end of said conduit means being a single
downstream conduit into which said upstream conduits
merge, the walls of said upstream conduits forming a
vortex generating portion between said upstream condnita
at the junction where said upstream conduits merge into
said single downstream conduit, and

a detector in said single downstream conduit and spaced
downstream of said vortex generating portion for detect-
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ing the frequency at which vortices of a Kirmin's vortex

street are generated downstream of said vortex generating

.iO

4*478,089

TRI-AXIAL FORCE TRANSDUCER FOR A
MANIPULATOR GRIPPER

Henry E. AfOcs, Pompuw BcMh; Jane A. Gregorr, Hngo A.

Paniaridi, both of Boca Raton, and Henry E. Wattenbargcr,

Lake Worth, aU of Fla., asaignon to Intenuttioaal Bwincaa

MaeUaci Corporation, Amonk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 393,259

fat a^ GOIL i/l6

MS.a 73-862.04 H

portion for use in determining the flow qieed or flow rate

of the fluid.

M /

^ \ 12/
<y\ »m7n

4,478,088

FLOWMETER SYSTEM WTTH ULTRASONIC ENERGY
IMPROVEMENT IN EQUILIBRATION

Robert S. Lofehmd, West Cofina, Calif., assignor to The PerUn-

Ebner Corporation, Norwalk, Coon.

Coatlniation of Scr. No. 224,785, Jan. 13, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 451,910

Int a' GOIF 1/66

U& CL 73-861J8 8 Chdns

TS

'VtS,

Imb *
I

' •WBfra
•atri'jmM tI cJSSSm

1. A flowmeter system comprising, in combination,

transducer means for transmitting acoustic compression

waves upstream for a selected time period and down-

stream for a selected time period in a fluid flowing in a

path; the transmission of said upstream and downstream

compression waves occurs immediately following one

another

circuit means for measuring the phase difTerence between

the transducer means in the fluid flow path of the acoustic

compression waves transmitted upstream the measure-

ment of said phase difference occurring during the trans-

mission of said upstream compression waves but only near

the end of said time period and circuit means for measur-

ing the phase difTerence between said transducer means in

the fluid flow path of the acoustic compression waves

transmitted downstream the measurement of said phase

difference occurring during the transmission of said up-

stream compression waves but only near the end of said

time period;

the measurement of said phase difTerences occumng near

the end of the time period so that the acoustic energy of

the transmitted compression waves is allowed to equili-

brate,

circuit means for producing a diflierence signal dependent on

the difference between the two phase differences, the

magnitude and sign of which being directly related to the

instantaneous fluid flow rate and its direction; and

circuit means for automatically adjusting the frequency of

the acoustic compression waves to a frequency where a

fixed wavelength distance, in the fluid flow medium,

occurs across the path of the transducer means.

1. A multi-degree of freedom force sensor for measuring

forces applied to gripper fingen in a manipulator or the like

when grasping an object therebetween comprising:

a pair of force sensor units each rigidly connected at a first

end to a respective finger and at a second end to a drive

member for the gripper fmgers;

a plurality of parallel beam structures contained in each of

said force sensor units, each parallel beam structure com-

prising a pair of spaced parallel flexure members, a gap,

and end walls defining said pp, each of said pair of spaced

parallel flexure members bridging said gap between said

end walls in each of said parallel beam structures and

oriented so that the axes perpendicular to the parallel

planes of the parallel flexure members are orthogonal to

one another;

a radiused surface section located at both ends and on the

facing surfaces of said parallel flexure members where

they join said walls in said parallel beam structures of said

force sensor units to move the maximum flexure points

away from said walls and extend them over a wider area

thereby lessening material flexure fatigue; and

a plurality of electric circuits, two pairs of strain gages

connected in each of said electric circuits with each gage

ofeach pair located at a predetermined opposite maximum

flexure point on the surface of each flexure member oppo-

site fh>m the radiused surface section of each flexure

member of said paraUel beam structures so as to measure

the flexure of the flexure member at the predetermined

flexure points, which flexure is indicative of the force

vector along the axis perpendicular to said parallel flexure

members.

4,478,090

DYNAMOMETER CONTROLLERS
Robert A. McFariand, 640 Sarralc, Vcatara. Calif. 93003

Filed May 17, 1982, Scr. No. 378,817

Int a^ GOa 3/016

VS. CL 73-862.09 ^ dainis

1. A controller circuit for a dynamometers comprising a

plurality of pick-ups, said circuit comprising noise suppression

means between each pick-up and other portions of the circuit,

said noise suppression means comprising a voltage comparator,

means to feed a signal from each said pick-up to said voltage

comparator as one of the input signals to said voltage compara-

tor, a hysterisis feedback loop to cause the output of said volt-
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ge comiMntor to be another inpot to said voltage compare,
tor, and a transistor buffer to output the output signal of said

CK m

\

noM
i^-

•«o

"^
15

movably mounted cot roll arbor and a fixed drive roll
therefor;

(b) means for moving the levers about the pivot stud to
separate the forwardly extending body portions of said
levers to lift the cot roll arbor away from the drive roll
when inserted therebetween;

(c) strain gauge means secured to the forwardly extending
portion of said first lever and adapted to sense flexure
thereof as a change in electrical resistance; and

(d) means connected to said strain gauge means for translat-
ing changes in electrical resistance to weighting force on
the textile cot roll.

voltage comparator to other portions of said dynamometer
controller circuit.

4,478,091
LOAD MONITORING ARRANGEMENT FOR A VEHICLE

AXLE
John S. Porrestor, Halesowen, Eogland, assignor to Lucas In-

dostrks, BimJnghan, England
Filed Ang. 11, 1982, Scr. No. 407,174

Claim priority, appUcatton United Kingdom, Ana. 18, 1981.
8U8120; Mar. 27, 1962, 8209083

«-««» •* •» «»i.

Itt. CL^ GOIL 5/00
U.S.a73-8C2J4 9Ctoia„

5,6 5|b Sr A3 ^Z Si 52 51 ^0 A\

^ 4,478,093

DYNAMOMETER HAVING A BENDING BEAM
Jean-Claode VafaMUer, Paris, Fhuce, assignor to Testnt

Aeqoitas, Paris, Prance

Filed Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,447
Clainis priority, application Prance, Mar. 9, 1962, 82 03920

Int a^ GOIL 1/2Z' HOIC JO/10
VS. a. 73—8C2.6S 15

1. A load monitoring arrangement for a vehicle axle com-
prising a bolt which in use is fixedly mounted on a vehicle body
and serves to connect said vehicle body with a resilient suspen-
sion part, wherein said bolt has a hoUow therein, an insert
disposed in the hoUow of said bolt so as to be in intimate
contact with said bolt, and a transducer provided on said insert
so as to monitor the effect of loading forces acting on said bolt,
said transducer being disposed within said bolt.

1. A dynamometer comprising a testing member having a
bending beam which has a built-in end and which is elastically
deformable in bending under the unfluence ofa forceQ applied
to its opposite end;

sensing means for detecting the deformation of the beam;
said sensing means comprising four rows of windings of

prestressed gauge wire attached upon anchorage zones
defined in the material of the beam;

the windings having their principal strands directed approxi-
mately perpendicularly to said force Q and remaining in
close contact with the beam in the bending zone;

two of the rows of windings having their principal strands
arranged along the tensioned fibres of the beam, the other
two rows of windings having their principal strands ar-
ranged along the compressed fibres of the beam;

the four rows of windings forming an electrical bridge as-
sembly.

4^78,092
TEXTILE ROLL-WEIGHT GAUGE

'•S^i/^*^ "^ ^*''***"*^ ""^ ^«"»«' to Armstrong
World Indnstrics, lac, Lancaster, Pa.

FIM Peb. 22, 1963, Scr. No. 468,857
Int a^ GOIL 5/00

UAa73-8«JS ^Oainis

1. A gauge for measuring the weighting force on a textile cot
roll comprising:

(a) first and second pivoted levers mounted on a transvene
pivot stud, said levers having shaped body portions ex-
tending forwardly and rearwardly of said pivot, said for-
wardly extending portions of said levers having end por-
tions adapted to be niserted in an opening between a

4,478,094

UQUm SAMPLE HANDLING SYSTEM
Kari Salonaa, Jeaacn Roy Merrill, Oriaria; Richard Leath, El

Cerrito; Timothy Wennberg, and Joseph Widnnas, both ofSte ^

Prandsco, aU of Calif., assignors to Cetos Corporation. Ea-
eryrille, CUif.

i~.-«v-,

ContinBation-fai.part of Ser. No. 459,973, Jan. 21, 1963,
abandoned. lUs application May 5, 1963, Scr. No. 489466

Int CL' GOIN 35/06
VS. CL 73—86332 25 nri^

1. A machine for automatically transferring at least a portion
of liquid sample from one or more liquid-contanung recepta-
cles to one or more other receptacles, comprising:
a head assembly transhiUble between upper and lower posi-

tions along a vertical axis;

means for moving said head assembly along said vertical
axi^

a plunger assembly mounted on said head assembly for
movement therewith, said plunger assembly including a
row of pipettes having depending ends for receiving tips,

a row of plungers respectively disposed within said pi-
pettes, and means for moving said plungers within said
pipettes to vary their internal volumes;

tip ejector means mounted on said head assembly for remov-
ing tips disposed on said depending ends of said pipettes;

a uble mounted beneath said head for translation akmg a
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horizontal axis, said table having work sutions spaced

along said axis for respectively accommodating a tray

having pipette tip-receiving receptacles and one or more

trays providing said liquid-containing receptacles and

other receptacles;

means for moving said table along said horizontal axis to

place any selected one of the receptacles in registry with

said pipettes; and

so as to provide a passageway between the first and sec-

ond needles,

pressurizing the sample within the vial by supplying pressur-.

ized fluid through said passageway between the needles,

connecting a first conduit to the interior of the first needle,

withdrawing a positively-controlled amount of the sample

under pressure in the vial by exerting a controlled suction

on the first conduit, and

blocking the flow of the fluid sample back to the sample vial

while injecting the sample from the first conduit into a

sample-using device, such as, for example, a liquid chro-

matograph.

means for controlling each of said moving means for said

head assembly, plungers and table and said tip ejector

means to effect transfer of liquid between the liquid-con-

taining receptacles and the other receptacles and to re-

place tips on the ends of said pipettes with other tips

disposed in at least some of the pipette tip-receiving recep-

tacles between predetermined liquid transfer steps.

4,478,095

AUTOSAMPLER MECHANISM
Martin P. T. Bradley, Cupertino; Leslie A. MOlcr, San Jocc;

nooas J. McQdl, Prenont, and Duaac L. Middlebosbcr,

Sn Jose, all of Cklif., assignors to Spectra-Physics, Inc., San

JoacCklif.

PDcd Mar. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 24M10
Int CL3 GOIN 35/04, 35/06

VS. CL 73-864J1 13

4,478,096

SHIELDED SNIPPING DEVICE
Wolfgang K. Heiland, Trcrose, and Paul Magidnan, Warring-

ton, both of Pa., assignors to The United States of America as

rcprascatcd by the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,

D.C.

FDed Jnn. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 509,091

Int a^ GOIN 1/24

VS. CL 73-864.73 1 Claim

I—'

13. A method of withdrawing a fluid sample from a sample

vial of the kmd which has a septum sealmg one end of the vial,

said method comprising,

piercing the septum with a first needle and unertmg the first

needle within the body of the fluid sample within the vial

piercing the septum with a second needle which has an inner

diameter larger than the outer diameter of the first needle

1. A device for detecting contraband in closed luggage

comprising

(a) a handle provided with a bore and having two ports, each

ofwhich is connected to a passageway providing access to

said bore;

(b) a body, the upper pari of which fits into the bore in the

handle, said body being provided with a bore, a multitude

of axial holes to allow passage of gas through the body,

and an orifice, said orifice providing access ftxMn the bore

to one of the passageways in the handle;

(c) a spool valve movably located in the bore of the body

and having two sets of radial holes for alignment with the

orifice in the body when the spool valve is in either oftwo

positions and two orifices, each orifice providing a pas-

sageway to one of the two sets of radial holes; and

(d) a lower section consisting essentially of two half heads, a

shield air guide and bearing and a nozzle with an extension

tube, said lower section being threaded on to the body and

said nozzle and extension tube being provided with means

for moving axially withm the lower section and the body.
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4,478,097

PUSHBUTFON TUNER
YoiUo TaMka, Sdtnn, Japu, anigMir to dirioa Co^ Ltd.,
Tokyo, JapM

FIM Fob. U, 1981, Sor. No. 233,999
Oalm priority, •ppUortkNi Joru, Feb. 15, 1980, 55-

17135(U]; Mar. 6, 1980, 55-27326

bt aJ H03J S/a- G05G 1/02
U.S.a74-10J3 7CtaliM

1. A pushbutton tuner comprising:
button slide memben each provided with a push button;
memory slides each adapted to be set in a position corre-

sponding to a desired tuning firequency by a manual tuning
operation;

settkg memben each having a guide slot;

a chassis having openings each for rotatably receiving the
respective setting member;

link members each engageable with said memory slide;
setting arm memben each pivotally connected to the respec-

tive button slide an engageable with the guide opening of
the link member and the guide slot of the setting member;
and

slide memben each interlocked with the respective button
slide for releasably locking said setting member.

4^78,098
PUSHBinrON TUNER

YanUn Nisidfanr« YoiUo Tanaka; RyoicU Hasnmi, aU of
Sdtaon, and TakaaU Koinad, Toda, aU of Japan, assignors
to ClarioB Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUod Mar. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 243,639
Irt. a» H03J 1/Oa 5/12; F16D 27/10

UAa74-10J3 lOdataa

memory slide disposed over the baseplate so as to be
displaced by the operating members;

a coU unit including a plurality of tuning coils, a plurality of
cores provided in relation to the corresponding tuning
coils, respectively, and a moving member responsive to
the displacement of the memory slide for inserting and
drawing the cores into and out of the corresponding coils,
said coil unit being fitted to said baseplate of the base unit;

an arm unit including a top plate, a plurality of button sides
each having a push button fitted tiiereto, respectively, and
disposed on the top plate, and a frequency control mem-
ber provided on each of the button slides and adapted to
act on at least one of said operating memben upon depres-
sion of a push button;

a clutch unit wherein a manual rotating shaft is provided,
and the rotation of the rotating shaft is conveyed to the
memory slide through the clutch mechanism and the
clutch mechanism is opened upon depressing of the button
slide, said arm unit and said clutch unit being arranged on
the baseplate of the base unit; and

a dial pointer mechanism pivotally supported on the top
plate of the arm unit, said pointer mechanism being inter-
locked with the memory slide, said dial pointer mecha-
nism including a T-shaped member, control rods con-
nected to opposite ends of tiie T-shaped member, respec-
tively, one end ofeach of said control rods being pivotally
connected to the top plate, and one of said rods being
interlocked with the memory slide.

4,478,099

DRIVING GEAR
Peter Hess, Coborg; Gnnter MiiUii«, Gmb a. Font, and Ger-

hard Sdrast, Wddhaaaen, aU of Fed. Rep. ofGcnnany, asrign-
on to MetaUwerfc Max Braoe GabH A Co.

Filed Dec 23, 1980, Ser. No. 219,944
ClaiBis priority, appUeatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcmny, Ja. 4.

1980,3000199
—iv. •-* -^

IM. CL^ F16H 37/00
UAa 74—11 17 riri^^

1. Driving gear comprising a supporting plate, a wheel
rotatably mounted on said supporting plate, said wheel having
a rim thereon with teeth formed in the inwardly facing surface
of said rim, a drivable pinion mounted on said supporting plata
with said pinion disposed in meshed engagement with said
teeth formed in said wheel, wherein the improvement com-
prises a housing enclosing said wheel, said housing attached to
said supporting plate, entrainment surfaces on the outer cir-

cumferential periphery of said wheel spaced closely inwardly
from said housing, and an elongated power tiike-ofT member
extending into said housing and disposed within said housing in
engagement with said entrainment surfaces with said power

• hM. unit hw.i.«i;— . k-J—1
.^ . .. ,

takeK)fr member supported against said housing opposite the

memben each pivotally supported on the baseplate, and with said entrainment suriaces.
^^

1. A pushbutton tuner comprising;
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4*478,100

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Albert P. Sfredda, 2106 Iris PI., Bethlehen, Pa. 18018

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,353

Im. a^ F16H 13/02. 13/10. 1/28
MS. CL 74-206 8Chdns

1. An automatic transmission comprising; a housing fixedly

supporting an annular raceway, a wheel having inner concen-

tric raceway means, said wheel disposed within said annular

raceway and having rolling contact therewith, a drive shaft

disposed concentrically to said annular raceway and rotatably

supported by said housing, a radially moveable drive member
connected to said drive i^Jsift and engaging the inner raceway
means of said wheel, means for maintaining the engagement
between said drive member and said inner raceway means
upon rotation of said drive member, whereby rotation of said

drive shaft will cause said drive member to impart radial driv-

ing impulses to the inner raceway means of said wheel, roller

means supported for planetary rotation about Uie axis of said

drive shaft, said roller means engaging the inner raceway
means of said wheel, means for maintaining the engagement
between said roller means and said inner raceway means, an

output shaft axially aligned with said drive shaft and rotatably

supported by said housing, coupling means for connecting said

wheel to said output shaft, whereby the wheel torque is trans-

mitted to said output shaft by the coupling means.

4,478,101

MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION APPARATUS
Antams J. Rann, 3142 W. 42ad PL, Chicago, DL 60632

ContiBaation of Scr. No. 174,083, JaL 31, 1980, abandoned,

i^ich is a coBthroatioB of S«. No. 875,962, F^ 8, 1978,

abandoned. This appUeatkn Apr. 29, 19n, Ser. No. 489,720

Int CL' F16H 3/08. 1/06. 1/12, 3/22

\}&.a 74-328 7

1

«<L/

1. Mechanical transmission apparatus for coupling drivingly

a source of mechanical power to a load, comprising:

a housing;

first and second shaft means mounted in said housing;

a gear train including a plurality of gean mounted on said

first and second shaft means, said gear train including a

first set of axially aligned gean arranged in pain of fixedly

connected together gears, and a second set of axially

aligned gean arranged in pain of fixedly connected to-

gether gears, each pair of said first set of gean intermesh-

ing with corresponding pain of said second set of axially

aligned gean to form a gear train, one of said pain of

gean being freely rotatable on said fint shaft means, each

one of the pain ofgean including a large gear and a small

gear, each one of said large gean having substantially the

same number of teeth and each one of said small gean
having substantially the same number of teeth, certain

ones of said gean on one of said shaft means being adapted

to serve as speed shift gean;

means for coupling the source of power to one of said pain
of gean of said gear train;

means for coupUng power drivingly to the load; and
a single shifting member movably mounted directiy on one

of said first and second shaft means for conveying power
selectively from the source of power via said gear train

through a selected one of said speed shift gean of said gear

train to one of said shaft means to cause it to be driven at

a selected one of a pluraUty ofspeeds and thus to cause the

load to be driven at a selected one of a plurality of speeds,

whereby power is transmitted from the source through

said gear train to the load.

4,478,102

TILT DRIVE FOR METALLURGICAL VESSELS
Wllhclffl Ackemann, Eaaen, and Karibeinz LangUtz, Mnlheim,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gwanny, aaafgaon to MaanesDaan
Aktioigeaellaehafl, Dnaiddorf, Fed. Rqi. of Germany

FDed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,741

Claims prknity, application Fed. Rep. of Gcraiaay, Apr. 18,

1981, 3115821

IM. ai F16H 37/00. 33/18. 37/06: C21C 5/50

MS. CL 74-410 4 <

1. A torque-equalizing and locking mechanism for pinion

gean for a tilt drive tot a metallurgical vessel, wherein said tilt

drive comprises:

(a) a large sprocket gear, non-rotatively mounted to the

rocker pin of a metallurgical vessel, said sprocket gear

being housed in a casing;

(b) at least two pinion gean for rotating said sprocket gear,

rocker pin and vessel;

(c) a separate reduction gear mechanism for driving each of

said pinion gean;

(d) said reduction gear mechanisms comprising at least one

reduction gear rotatable about a shaft; and

(e) a separate drive motor for selectively driving each of said

reduction gear mechansims; wherein said torque-equaliz-

ing and pinon gear locking mechanism comprises:

(0 a lever arm having two ends, one end of which is rotat-

ably secured to each of said shafts;

(g) said lever arms being of adjustable effective length;

(h) a torque-equalizer bar connecting the other ends ofa pair
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of said lever arms, said bar being pivotable about said

other ends of said lever arms;

(i) said bar serving to transmit and thereby equalize torque

between said pabed levers connected to the shafts of said

reduction gear mechanisms; and

0) said bar bdng Airther provided with a locking mechanism
for pinion gears, comprising a longitudinal extension of
said bar as a piston and a cylinder secured to said casing,

said piston and cylinder acting as a straight sliding mecha-

4^78,103
WORM GEAR MECHANISM

JtMa M. BaUnda, ladiaBapoUa, Ind^ anigiior to ATAT BcU
Laboratories, Mvny Hill, NJ.

Filed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. K6M2
UL a» FWH 1/16, 1/20. 1/18, 27/02

MS,a 74—425 IS Clains

4«47S,104

LEVER MECHANISM
C Pan, Baladl Coanaoa, aad Derek J. Smith, Cvrd-

wwtk, both of Biiiaad, aaivMrfl to MaMey-Fergasoa Scr-

ikm N.V., Caracao, Netheriaadi Aatillca

Filed Majr 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,215

OaiaN priority, appUcatioB Uaitad Ktagdoai, May 14, 1981,

8114786

fat a' G8SG U/OO, 1/00: F18H 21/44
UAa 74—479 6 ClaiaH

able, a lever pivotally mounted on the support about a pivot
axis which is also translationally moveable, a pin on the lever,

a rack on the operating member, and a bias means acting to

translationally move the lever on its axis away fh>m the rack to
hold the pin and rack disengaged when the lever is released,

the operating member being displaceable in a given direction

relative to the support by translational movement of the lever

on its moveable axis against the bias to bring the pin and rack
into engagement followed by pivotting of the lever relative to

the support with the pin and rack engaged.

4,478,105

HYDRAUUC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE V-BELT TRANSMISSION

WITH HYDRODYNAMIC TRANSMISSION UNIT
Sigeaki Yanumiuro, Zoshi; HinqraU Hiraao; YoiUro

Morimoto, both of Yokoaaka, and YosUkaaa Tauka, YiA<h
hama, all of Japan, aaaigaors to Nioaa Motor Coaqpay,
Liarited, Yokohaaia, Japaa

FOed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,487
daiaa priority, applicatioB Japaa, Mar. 28, 1981, 5644748;

Mar. 28, 1981, 5644750
lat a.J F16H 47/00, 37/00: n6D 35/00, 21/04

U.S.a.74—730 14

1

1. A worm and worm gear mechanism comprising a worm
element fixedly mounted idong and routable about its longitu-

dinal axis, said worm element having a helical thread formed
thereon, a gear element having gear teeth mesliutig with said

helical thread and also having a helical thread formed thereon,

said gear element having its axis at an angle with said axis of
said worm element, and fixed engagement means for engaging
said helical thread of said gear element whereby movement
along its axis is caused when said gear element is routed.

1. A lever mechanism including an operating member, a
sapport rdative to which said operating member is displace-

1. A continuously variable V*belt transmission comprising:

a continuously variable V-belt transmission unit having a

drive shaft and a driven shaft;

a hydrodynamic transmission unit having a pump impeller

and a turbine runner drivingly connected to the drive

shaft of the continuously variable V-belt transmission unit,

said hydrodynamic transmission unit having a lock-up

mode of operation in which said hydrodynamic transmis-

sion is locked;

the continuously variable V-belt transmission unit having a

V-belt running over a drive and a driven pulley, each
having a cylinder chamber and two conical discs, one
conical disc ofthe driven pulley being secured to the drive

shaft, one conical disc of the driven pulley being secured

to the driven shaft, the other conioil disc of the drive

pulley being controllably movably in an axial direction of

the drive shaft in response to fluid pressure in the cylinder

chamber thereof, the other o(»ical disc of the driven

pulley being controllably movabte m an axial direction of

the driven shaft in response to fluid pressure in the cylin-

der chamber thereof;

means responsive to said hydrodynamic transmission unit

operating in said lock-up mode for producing a signal

indicative of the hydrodynamic transmission unit being in

said lock-up mode of operation;

pumping means for pumping fluid; and

line pressure regulator valve means for regulating the fluid

supplied by said pumping means in response to said signal

to provide a line pressure which varies in response to the

hydrodynamic transmission unit qierating m said lock-up

mode.
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4,478,106

MULTI-GEAR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SHIFTABLE
UNDERLOAD

Friedridi Schreiaer, Kehlea, Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aasipMr to

Zaharadfhbrik Friedrichshafea, AG., Friedrichshalea, Fed.

Rqi. of Gcnaaay
FOed Jaa. 25, 1981, Scr. No. 277,976

ClaiaH priority, apiMiotioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, JaL 1,

1980 3024862

lat a.3 F16H 37/00, 3/01 57/10

U.S.a 74—740 8 Clains

i!

7
4

4-SKEO
couPteR

SPcecL

u

1. A gear-shifting mechanism enabling the establishment of a

multiplicity of different speed ratios between an input shaft and

an output shaft, comprising:

a first power train connecting said input shaft with said

output shaft and including two cascaded ratio<hanging

couplers, one of said couplers being shiftable amoung m
different speed ratios, the other of said couplers being

shiftable amoung n different speed ratios enabling the

selective establishment of n groups ofm speed ratios each

for a total of m.n different overdl speed ratios; and

a second power train bypassing said cascaded couplers, said

second power train including a further coupler having at

least two selectively effective speed ratios which is nor-

mally disengaged and is engageable to interconnect said

shafts during simultaneous deactivation of said cascaded

couplers, preparatorily to a shifting between two adjoin-

ing groups of m speed ratios, to establish an intermediate

speed ratio lying between the two closest overall speed

ratios of said adjoining groups.

4^78,107

SUCnON CAP FOR AN AUTOMATIC GEARBOX
Michel Baaaaec, Vilkjaif, Fraaee, asrigaor to Regie Natioaale

dcs Usiacs Rcaaalt

Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 79,922, Sep. 28, 1979, abaadoacd. This

application Oct 13, 1981, Scr. No. 310,831

Oains priority, applicatioa France, Oct 12, 1978, 78 29190

lat a^ B60K 23/00: FOIB 9/02

VS.a 74-863 9 Oaiais

member a suction chamber connectable to the intake

manifold,

a push-rod having one end secured to said diaphragm and

extending into said intermediate chamber of said housing,

which is separated from said suction chamber by said

diaphragm and communicates with atmosphere,

a spring in said intermediate chamber, resting on said radi-

ally inwardly extending portion of said housing and being

operatively connected between the push-rod and said

radially extending portion, said spring acting on the push-

rod in a direction opposite to that of the suction in the

suction chamber,

a sealing bellows retained at one end by said housing and at

the oUier end by said push-rod for defining said intermedi-

ate chamber along with said housing and said diaphragm,

the outer surface of said housing being threaded for mount-

ing the cap in the gearlwx and for adjusting the cap by
rotation,

means for maintaining the housing in any required adjust-

ment position,

an outer part of the housing extending axially in regularly

spaced claws forming an inner cylinder,

said cover comprising a cylindrical part which penetrates

into said inner cylinder and has ajdal outer corrugations

with regularly spaced portions located between the said

daws,

a retaining ring housed in a mating outer circumferential

groove provided in the said claws and said corrugations

and securing said cover to said housing,

the peripheral part of said diaphragm being kept pressed on

the housing by means of the said cylindrical part of the

cover.

4,478,108

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR OIL PRESSURE
OPERATED TYPE TRANSMISSION FOR VEHICLE

Sadaaori Nishinnra, aad Masakaxa Maesoao, both of Oadya,

Japaa, aasigaors to Hoada Giken Kogyo Kaboshiki Kaidu,

Tokyo, Japaa

FOed JaL 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,220

daims priority, appUcatioB Japaa, JuL 17, 1981, 56-110866

lat a^ B60K 41/08

VS.a 74-866 5 Clains

7. A suction cap for the control of pressure regulation in an

automatic gearbox for an engine having an intake manifold

where suction is developed, comprising:

a housing with a cover member, said housing being gener-

ally cylindrical and having a radially inwardly extending

portion and having an intermediate chamber,

a diaphragm having a peripheral part retained by said cover

member on said housing and definmg with said cover

1. A control apparatus for a vehicle of the type having an oil

pressure source, an engine and a transmission having at least

two transmission trains including a high speed transmission

train and a low speed transmission train, said low speed trans-

mission train including a one-way clutch means wherein said

low speed, transmission train is selectively disengaged during

the operation of said high speed transmission train, each of said

transmission trains having an oil pressure operated clutch

means therein, said control ^>paratus comprising creep-pre-

venting hydraulic circuit means having a first passage connect-

ing the source and the low speed clutch means, a second pas-

sage connecting the source and the high speed clutch means, a

shift valve for opening and closing the second passage in ac-

cordance with the vehicle speed, a third paisige connecting
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the oorce and the ihift valve, and a control valve for opening
the third passage under an engine idling condition at the time

the vehicle stops, so that the source is selectively coupled to

said high and low speed clutch means and the creep-preventing

hydraulic circuit means for operating said high speed clutch

means in response to the idling of the vehicle engine when the

vdncle is stopped, such that said creep-preventing hydraulic

circuit means engages said high and low speed clutch means of
said high and low speed transmission trains, whereby said

one-way clutch is disengaged; and wherein, when the vehicle

starts accelerating, said creep-preventing hydraulic circuit

means operates to disengage said high speed clutch means,
whereby said one-way clutch is engaged to transmit power
from the engine through said low speed transmission train.

M7S,109
TWIN LEVER CONTROL ASSEMBLY

Jwob Kobdt, 6110 Oik St, Vucoarcr, British Colombia,
CnadaVCM2W2

FDcd Say. 28, IMl, Scr. No. 3<W,1C7

iBt a> G05G 5/08; n6H 57/06
MS, CL 74—878 14 Claims

resiUent fed for the first lever, when the first lever is

rotated,

(e) the second end of the interlocking shaft and the socket
adapted to receive the second end therein being shaped so
as to produce essentially no camming effect on the inter-

locking shaft when a rotational force is applied to the
second member, so that there is essentially no tendency
for the shaft to move axially when a rotational force is

applied to the second lever,

(0 the first and second ends being spaced apart so that when
the first end cooperates with one socket on the first con-
necting member, the second lever can be rotated, and

» when the second end cooperates with the socket of the

second connecting member, the first lever can be rotated.

4,478,110

INSULATION STRIPPING APPARATUS
Hans Undin, Akersberga, and Ham Wiener, llby, both of

Sweden, assignors to C. A. Weidmiiller GmbH A Cb^ Det-
mold. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,205

ClafaBs priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gonany, Dec 14,

1981, 3149426

iBt a^ H02G 1/12
U.S. CL 81—9J1 17 Claims

>w}>»*>w}m>y>}//.

1. A twin lever assembly for controlling two functions, the
assembly having a body and first and second levers mounted
for rotation relative to the body about respective lever axes for

controlling a clutch/gearbox unit and engine speed respec-
tively, the first and second levers having respective first and
second connecting members adapted to rotate therewith and to
cooperate with transmission means connected so as to control
the fiinctions, the body having a support member interposed
between the two coimecting members and having an opening
therein, the assembly being fiirther characterized by:

(a) an interlocking shaft fitted in the opening of the support
member for movement relative thereto between the con-
necting members, the shaft having first and second ends,

and a length greater than the spacing between opposed
bees of the connecting members,

(b) a spring cooperating with the interlocking shaft to urge
the first end of the interlocking sh^ towards the first

connecting member,
(c) the first and second connecting members having sockets

adapted to receive the first and second ends respectively

of the shaft therein, the first connecting member having a
phvality of sockets tberem disposed on an arc centered on
the respective lever axis,

(d) the first end of the interlocking shaft and the sockets
adapted to receive the first end therein being shaped so as
to produce a camming effect on the mteriockhig shaft
when the first oonnectmg member rotates, which tends to
fimoe the shaft axially against spring force to {wodoce a

1. Apparatus for stripping insulation firom electrical conduc-
tors having a circular cross-section, comprising a stationary

stand, a rotor member including a circular base plate and
mounted on said stand for rotation about an axis; means for

rotating the rotor member about said axis relative to said stand;

a support member mounted on said rotor member for rotation

therewith and arranged to support a conductor from which an
insulation layer is to be striniied in general alignment with said

axis; means for cutting insulation and comprising an operative

knife edge portion and engagement means; means arranged on
said rotor member for movably mounting said insulation cut-

ting means, means for actuating said mounting means and
arranged to engage said engagement means; a carrier for said

actuating means, said actuating means affecting via said engag-

ing means and upon rotation of said rotor member said knife

edge portion so as to impart it a radial inward movement,
wherein said carrier comprises a pair of circular guiding

grooves formed in said stand concentrically with the axis of

said base plate, one of said circular grooves being spaced radi-

ally outwwdly frcHn the other circular groove and a connect-

ing groove extending between and interconnecting the said

two circular grooves, said knife mounting means including an

arm secured in pivotal relationship to said rotor member, and
a sleeve slidably mounted on said arm, said engagement means
being attached to said sleeve and extending therefirom into

engagement with said actuating means.
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4*478,111

SUSPENSION OF ADJUSTABLE PIPE SPINNER
LmvKMe E. Wdls, Anheta; Boris KaMHicr; PrcMoB R. Fos,

both of Fonrtafai Valley, aO of Calif., aad Jcny A. GUI,
Spring, To^ aarignoiB to Vireo latcrMtkmal, loc, Omge,
CUif.

FDed Aug. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 376,748

lot CL' B25B /i/50
US.a 81—87.19 19

1

1. A pipe qnnner comprising:
a plurality of rollers engageable with a pipe at different

locations about its periphery and adq>ted to grip and spin

the pipe;

two body memben having portions receivable at different

aides of said pipe and each carrying at least one of said

rollers;

two pivotal connections mounting said body members for

swinging movement about two spaced axes respectively

between a closed position in which the rollers grip and
drive a pipe and an open position releasing the pipe;

an adjustable connection having a portion extendUng be-

tween said pivotal connections, said adjustable connection

being operable to shift said pivotal axes toward and away
fhmi one another to differently spaced relative positions

to grip and drive different sizes of pipe;

powmd means for swinging said body members about said

axes and between open and closed positions in differently

^Mced conditions of said axe^ and
support means adapted for connection to and support by a

suspending element and having portions which extoid

toward said two axes respectively and which suspend said

body memben and pivotal connections at essentially the

locations of said two pivotal axes in any of said differently

qMced rehitive positions of the axes without transmission

ofthe suspension force through said portion of the adjust-

able connection which extends between said pivotal con-

nections.

4,478,112

FASTENER FEEDER
AirthoBy D. Modtoa, 305 MeibovM, CotamUa, Mo. 65201

FDed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,237

Lrt. a> B25B 25/02
U.S. CL 81—87J7 19 Oaiaa

1. A feeder to supply rotary applied fasteners to a tool hav-

ing an elongated, rotatable fasteno- applying shaft equipped
with a fastener driving tip, said feeder comprismg:
an elongated fiutener supply magazine configured to receive

a plurality of fasteners therein with the fasteners oriented

in a direction different firom the axis of rotation of said

shaft;

guide means communicating with the magazine to conduct

each fastener m sequence into a position aligned axially of

said shaft and beyond said tip, the guide means including

mnns fbr releasably holdmg the fasteners in said position

and structure defudng a pathway of predetermined size

extendmg from the magazine to said position;

a holder for each fastener, each holder being configured to

engage its respective fastener to releasably retain the

fsstener in the holder and the holders having at least one

uniform dimension fitting complementally within the

pathway wherd>y to enhance a uniform movement of the

fasteners through the guide means;
qmng means in the magazine and disposed to bias the fasten-

en to move to said position; and

means on the feeder for mounting the latter to the tool, said

mounting means including structure to permit reUtive

movement between the feeder and the tool in the direction

of the shaft axis whereby pushing the tool with the feeder

engaging an object moves the tip relative to a fastener to

engage the tip with the fastener to rouubly install the

latter.

4*478,113

TOOL FOR AIDING IN THREAD CONNECTING A
SPARK PLUG OR OTHER OBJECT IN PLACE

Herwig M. Bcraeiacr, 7521 Peppcrtree Dr., Stockton, CaUf.

95207

Filed May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 373^88
Int. a^ B23B 13/52

U&a 81-«4 3

1. A device for aiding in properly connecting the threaded

end segment of a spark plug or similar object into a comple-

mentary threaded opening provided by an engine block or like

opening when direct visual access is limited and the spari( plug

or similar object cannot be installed by hand, said device com-
prising a tubuUr member including a back end section and
flexible fhmt end section having an opened end which is

slightly smaller than the unthreaded body of said spark plug or

similar object but sufficiently flexible or resilient for foroeably

receiving said unthreaded body such that its threaded segment

extends outwardly therefrom; a rigid tubular sleeve shorter in

length than said tubular member positioned concentrically

around said member in a close fitting but slidable fashion, said

sleeve being slidably movable along said tubukr member be-

tween a fint position entirely rearwardly of the front end

section of said tubular member, wherd>y to allow the un-

threaded body of said qvark plug or like <^ject to be inserted

therein and a second position such that at least a portion of the

sleeve is disposed around the front end section of said tubular

member, whereby to hold the unthreaded body of said spark

plug or like object within the front end segment of said tublar
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member; and handle comiected with the tMck end section of

aid tobokr member for rotating the latter about its longitudi-

nal axi^ said tubular member including an intermediate section

which is sufficiently rigid such that the entire tubular member
can be rotated at said handle means to loosely connect the

threaded segment of said spark plug or like object into said

complementary threaded opening in a properly threaded fash-

ion but incapable ofapplying sufRcient torque to the spailc plug

of like object to place the threaded segment of the latter into

said opening in a way which would strip or otherwise damage

the threads of either the object ot opening.

4,478,114

WIIENC3I WITH OVERCENTER LINKAGE
AMo ArtM, 3 Looi Lim, Sudthtowm N.Y. 11787

FDad Sc^ 29, 1982, Ser. No. 42M72
IM. a> B28B 13/26. 7/12

UAa 81-363 4aaiaH

1. A wrench comprising:

a housing with a jaw fixed at one end thereof;

a handle having two portions with a pin therebetween and

extending hnide said housing and movable with respect to

said housing;

a second jaw slidably mounted within said housing, said

housing being structured for guiding said second jaw
towards said fixed jaw for gripping an object, said second

jaw having a slot therein in which said pin is disposed;

each of said jaws having surfaces configured for mating with

said object upon contact with said object;

overoenter linkage means coupled between said housing and

said second jaw for urging said second jaw towards said

fixed jaw, a portion of said linkage means comprising a

portion ofsaid handle for actuation ofa gripping action by
aid jaws toward a locked position of said overcenter

linkage means;

a lever having a cam, said lever being disposed within said

housing for rotation alongside said overcenter linkage

means, said cam being effective in at least one position of

rotation of said lever to allow said overcenter linkage

means to reach a locked position, a pivot point of said

linkage means being moved from said locked position by
said cam upon rotation of said lever for release of a force

exerted by said jaws against said object; and

a spring connecting said second jaw and a portion of said

housing disposed away from said second jaw for separat-

ing said jaws upon displacement of said linkage means
from said locked position by said cam and upon movement
of said pin to raise said handle, said cam being effective in

at least a second position of rotation to prevent said over-

center linkage means from reaching said locked position

upon movement of said handle rebtive to said housing for

actuation of a gripping action by said jaws, wherein said

spring is in engagement with said cam for holding said

cun in pieferred positions of rotation.

4,478,115

TAMFER'RESISTANT FASTENER KEY
J. EDia, Springfield, Pa^ larivnr to SoMhee, Ine,,

CoMordrille, Pi.

FIM Jan. 18, 1984, Ser. No. 871,695

lat a.i B2SB 15/00
VJS, CL 81—436 3 CUm

1. A key for applying torque to a tamper>resistant fastener,

said fastener having a shank and a head, said head having three

sockets of circular cross section, namely, an upper socket, a

lower socket, and an intermediate socket, said sockets having

progressively smaller diameters, the lower socket having the

smallest diameter, said upper and lower sockets each being

concentric with said shank, said intermediate socket being

eccentric with said shank, said key comprising:

a. a flat insertable portion having an integrally connected

upper portion, intermediate portion and lower portion;

b. said upper and lower insertable portions of said key hav-

ing req)ectively the largest anid smallest widths, said

widths corresponding to the diameters of the upper and
lower sockets of said fasteners;

c. said upper and lower insertable portions of said key hav-

ing a common center axis;

d. said intermediate insertable portion of said key having a

width corresponding to the diameter of said intermediate

socket;

e. said intermediate insertable portion having a center axis

which is off-set ftom the axis of said upper and lower

insertable portions.

4,478,116

BELT DRIVE FOR MACHINE FOR RESURFACING
VEHICLE BRAKE DISCS

Robert L. FUkr, RUnelander, Wis^ aMifBor to Williai J.

Kopecko and Joa^h O. Dnchae, both of RUncindcr, Wii,,

part intertat to each

Filed Sep. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 413,756

Int CV B23B 5/02

U.S.CL82—4A 4(

1. Apparatus for automatically driving a brake disc refinish-

ing tool for refinishing vehicle brake discs while said discs are

on said vehicle, and said vehicle has caliper mounting brackets,
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said apparatus comprising, a frame having means detachably
connectable to the caliper mounting brackets adjacent to a
brake disc, a tool carriage movably mounted on said ftwne and
carrying a pair of took engageable with opposite faces of said
brake disc, a lead screw routably mounted on said frame and
threadedly received in said carriage to drive said carriage upon
rotation of said screw, means mounted on said screw to manu-
ally rotate said screw to position said carriage relative to said

brake disc, a first pulley fixedly mounted on said lead screw, a
motor having a power output shaft, means pivotally mounting
said motor on said frame, a second pulley fixedly mounted on
said output shaft of said motor, a belt trained around said first

and second pulleys for transmitting power from said motor to

said screw, spring means for biasing said motor away from said

frame so as to tighten said belt, and releasable locking means
for locking said motor to said frame in a position where said

belt is loose.

4,478,117

SLANT BED FOR CHUCKER MACHINE
I?an R. Brown, Brecaport, and Terrcaee M. Shedian, Ebnlra,

both of N.Y., aarigaort to Hardiage Brothers, Inc., Ebnira,

N.Y.

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,488

Int a^ B23B 17/00

13& CL 82-^2 2 CUrns

headstock portion bottom is furthest fixxn said longitudi-

nal center axis and said one of said two of said three point

suspension means adjacent said way portion bottom front

edge is closest to said longitudinal center axis;

(n) said way portion includes means imbedded in said bed
way portion for mounting a plurality of pain of cooperat-
ing ways including a first pair of cooperating ways
mounted above a second pair of cooperating ways;

(o) said bed including three cylindrical torque tubes extend-

ing the length of said bed imbedded in said cementitious

material; and

(p) said cylindrical torque tubes including one larger than

the others.

4,478,118

METHOD FOR RECOVERING THE CONTENTS OF
FILLED PHARMACEUTICAL CAPSULES

Roy W. Ugbtncr, Kanaas aty, Mc, aaaipMr to Markn
torica. Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

FDad Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,158

brt. a^ B26D 3/16. 7/06

VS.a 83-24 1

1. A bed for a machine tool having a tool element engagable
with a workpiece, comprising:

(a) said bed formed of cementitious material and including a
way portion and a headstock portion integral therewi^;

(b) said way portion including a front, a rear, a bottom and
atop;

(c) said headstock portion including a front, a rear, a bottom
and a top;

(d) said way portion bottom having front and rear edges;

(e) said headrtock portion bottom having front uid rear

edges;

(0 said way portion bottom having a longitudinal center axis

substantially equidistant from said way portion bottom
firont and rear edges;

(g) three point taspataon means projecting from said bed;

(h) two of said three point suspension means being posi-

tioned on said way portion bottom, one of said two adja-

cent said way portion bottom fhmt edge and the other one
of said two adjacent said way portion bottom rear edgr,

0) the other one of said three point suspension means b^ig
positioned on said headstock portion bottom adjacent said

firont edge thereof;

(j) said other one of said two of said three point suspension

means is adjacent said way portion bottom rear edge

intermediate the other two of said three point suspension

means;

(k) said three point suspension means are equally spaced

longitudinally ofsaid way portion longitudinal center axi^

0) a substantial portion of said way portion being inclined at

between SS* degrees and 65* degrees to the horizontal;

(m) each of said three point suspension means is positioned a

difliearent distance from said longitudinal center axis

whereby said one suspension means positioned en said

1. A method for recovering the contents ofcqisules contain-

ing pharmaceutical product comprising the steps of:

supporting a c^Mule in a support means with the axis of said

cq»ule in the vertical direction;

cutting the supported capenle transverse to said axis to cre-

ate an (q)ening for egress of said pharmaceutical product;

ejecting nod c^Mule from the support means after cutting;

said cutting of said cqssule and said ejecting of said capsule

occur at a cutting station and an ejecting statioa, respec*

tivdy;

moving said support means to said cutting station whereat

said cutting occurs and moving said support means to said

ejecting station whereat said ejecting occurs;

and controlling said moving of said support means so that

said capsule remains in the vertical direction and so that

said capsule remains in essentially the same position in said

support means when said support means is moved from

said cutting to said ejecting station.
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4^178,119

ADAPTIVE CaSTROL FOR A DIVIDING SHEAR
a LVMI, Wmtawfilk, N.Yn Mipor to BctUehem

DtfWoa of S«r. No. aC2,0r, Mqr 11, 1981, Pat No. 4,361,063,

wfekh ii wt lBMtliw of Sw. No. 37,553, Maj 9, 1979,

biiioaii. lUs applieirttai St^. r, 1982, Ser. No. 424*724

IM. a* mCD 5/20: G05B 79/20

UAa83-^ ICUm

shear from ovenhooting or Mcillatnig about the home
poshioa

4^78,120

METAL-SAWING MACHINE
Tadahiro Sngimoto, AawgatalrMd, Japan

SdU Coopaay Liadtad, Onka, Japan

FIM No?. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 441,271

Int a^ B23D 53/04

VS.a 83-71

to DaHo

SCUan

1. A method of controlling a dividing shear which cuts a

moving workpiece during one or more shear operating cycles,

each operating cycle starting and ending at a home position

and having a cutthig position therebetween, the method which
comprises:

(a) establishing each operating cycle duration and the quan-

tity of the cycles required to make a desired number of

cuts into the moving workpiece based on cutting order

data;

G>) generating a dividing shear velocity feedback signal

during each operating cycle;

(c) generating a dividing shear position signal as one of a
plurality of tachometer pulse counts during each operat-

ing cycle;

(d) determining a variable characteristic shear velocity refer-

ence signal during each operating cycle in response to

cutting order data, the shear velocity feedback signal and
the shear position signal, the variable characteristic shear

velocity reference signal starting as a Unear function with

time and converting to a nonlinear Amotion with time at a

predetermined shear position in each operating cycle, the

nonlinear variable characteristic shear velocity reference

signal (X3) being calculated according to the equation:

X3 -0. 1 S(4096-/QS)-I- lO.O-fi/HMm-POS)+32]

where
POSsshear position from home position measured in

tachometer pulse counts; and
/9sadaptive parameter selected in the range from
0S/3S 192 based upon shear position; and

(e) driving the dividing shear through the required number
ofshear operating cycles under control of the shear veloc-

ity feedback signal and the variable characteristic shear

velocity reference signal such that during each cutting

cycle the shear operates according to the following se-

quence of acceleration and deceleration:

(i) a first linear acceleration firom zero velocity at the

home position to a velocity at the cutting position equal

to that of the moving workpiece, followed by;

Cu) a second linear acoeteration for a preset period of time,
followed by;

Oii) a first linear deceleration for a preset period of time,

followed by;

Ov) a second nonlinear deceleration during which the

velocity and acceleration of the shear are caused to

equal zero at the home position, thereby preventing the

1. A metal-sawing machine for cutting a work in a rocking

motion of the saw blade, which machine comprises:

a guide frame vertically movable with respect to a work
placed on the bed;

a vise for holding said work, said vise including a fixed jaw
and a movable jaw;

a saw carrier including a pair of saw wheels on which an

endless saw blade is carried so as to run in a loop around

said wheels;

a first means for enabUng said saw carrier to rock in a cutting

plane in which said saw blade cuts said work;

a second means for measuring the amount of said rocking

motion of said saw carrier;

a third means for measuring the heigh{ of said guide frame or

said saw carrier;

an input unit for inputting the shape and size of said work;

and

an arithmetic for calculating the turning points at which said

saw blade turns the directions of its rocking motion,

thereby ensuring that the rocking range of said saw bbule

changes in accordance with the shape and size of the

work.

4,478421

DIGITAL FEED SYSTEM
F^aak Ritter, BaltiBMNra, and Robmbo Balordi, Mfllara, both of

Md., aasigBon to Maryfamd Cap GorporatkM, Owfaigi Mill,

Md.
Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379^76

lBta'B26D5/iO
U.S. CL 83—209 12 <

^^ ^

1. A system for feeding sheet stock and making blanks ther^

from comprising:
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blanking means including a blanking punch and die for

punching blanks from said sheet stock;

sensor means for developing a blanking signal indicative of

operation of said blanking mean^
a stepping motor,

sheet stock drive means driven by said stepping motor for

feeding said sheet stock to said blanking means;

translator means for providing necessary drive pulses to said

stepping motor, said translator means fiuther producing a

control output indicative of each said drive pulses; and

counter means for monitoring the length of feed of said sheet

stock by decrementing a count contained therein and for

generating a stop motor signal a predetermined distance

greater than zero before a desired feed length is reached,

said predetermined distance allowing the stepper motor to

decelerate to a stop at said desired feed length, said count

bemg selected to represent said desired feed length minus

said predetermined distancr,

disable means being set by receipt of said stop motor signal

for initiating a deceleration of said stepping motor by said

translator,

time delay means responsive to said sensor means for pro-

ducing a blank completion signal a predetermined time

after receipt of said blanking signal, said predetermined

time being sufficient to allow said blanking means to com-

plete punching a said bhmk;

said blank completion signal resetting said counter means to

said count and ftvther resetting said disable means to

enable said translator and restart said stepper motor,

said translator starting said stepper motor in response to

resetting of said disable means.

4,478,123

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WTTH TONE GENERATING
FUNCnON

ToaUfaad Hoahli, Tokyo, Japaa, aaaigBor to Gario

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Coatiaaatkn of Scr. No. 330,009, Dae. 11, 1981,

TUs appikatioB Sep. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 534,396

OaiaH priority, applkatioB Jafaa, Dae. 23, 1980, 55-181352

lat CL3 GIOH 1/41 7/00

U.S.a 84-1.03 5 OahM

4^78,122

PUNCH HEAD FOR A PUNCH PRESS
Jaaai R. Hnatar, Chaddi Ford, Pa^ aMtfaor to Tht Warner tt

Swaaey Conpaay, QerclaDd, Ohio

Filed JbL 26, 1982, Scr. No. 401,448

lat. a' B26D 5/08

U.S.a 83-549 7

1. Electronic equipment having a rhythm sound generating

function, comprising:

memory means for storing a plurality of rhythm pattern data

item^

a keyboard provided at a key input section, for speafying

note dau at a performance mode;

mode changing means provided at said key input section for

changing the mode of said keyboard from said perfor-

mance mode to a rhythm specifying mode;

means for enabling said keyboard to specify, upon operation

of said keyboard, a rhyUmi pattern dau item among said

plurality of rhythm pattern data items at said rhythm

q)ecifying mode;

readK>ut control means coupled to said memory means for

readmg out said specified rhythm pattern data item from

said memory means responsive to operation of said key-

board; and

rhythm sound generating means coupled to said memory

means for generating a rhythm sound according to said

specified rhythm pattern dau item read out firom said

memory means.

^^

4^78,134

SOUND ASPECT GENERATING APPARATUS FOR AN
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

IWm> Kfkaasoto, Oaaka, Japan, aari^ar to Rolaad GoiFon>

tioa, Osaka, Japaa

FOad Mar. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 478,735

ipplkalkNi Japan, JaL 27, 1982, 57-131805

lat a' GIOH 7/00

U.S.a 84-1.19 6

1. A punch press comprisiBg a punchnig head OO) including

a driven crankshaft (42). an upper tool support (92) for sup-

porting a phirality of punches (32), a lower tool support (94)

fbr supporting dies (34) which are associated with the punches

(32X an interposer (50) disposed between the crankshaft (42)

and the punch (32) for reciprocating the punch (32) as the

crankshaft (42) rotates, a clutch (46) for connecting the crank-

shaft to a drive when energized, a worioheet positioning sys-

tem (20) for relative positioning of a woApkct (14) and the

pundiing head (30), said press characterized by:

the eccentric of said crankshaft (42) causes the punch (32) to

be fUly withdrawn within the upper tool support (92) for

more than 90 degreea of crankshaft (42) rotation. 1. A sound upeet generating apparatus for an dectronic
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moncal instrument, wherein • sound aspect is composed of a

phnlity of parameters and a musical tone signal is produced
based on such composed sound aspect, comprising: parameter

settiag means for setting a plurality of parameters each consti-

tuting at least two kinds of sound aspects, sound aspect desig-

nating means for designating at least two kinds of sound as-

pects represented by said plurality of parameters set by said

parameter setting means, arbitrary sound aspect designating

means for designating an arbitrary point between said at least

two kinds of sound aspects designated by said sound aspect

designating means, derivative evaluating means for evaluating

a doivative of each of said parameten between said at least

two kinds of sound aspects designated by said sound aspect

designating means, parameter evaluating means for evaluating

a parameter fbr the interpolation of said arbitrary point desig-

nated by said arbitrary sound aspect designating means based
on said derivative evaluated by said derivative evaluating

means, and sound aspect providing means for providing a
sound aspect based on the parameters evaluated by said param-
eter evaluating means.

4^78,125

PIANO SOUND BOARD
Doariago H. RodrigMS, Afda. Goawui Blanco Ota Combo, Los

lii aiaa El Paraiao, Caracas, Vcnciacla

FDad No?. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 441,788

lat a) GIOC i/Oi
U3.a 84-212 6 Claims

1. A piano sound board comprising an upper bridge a plural-

ity oflower bridges each set at an an^e to the upper bridge and
in a common plane therewith, the extensions of said lower
bridges coinciding at one end of said upper bridge, a plurality

of strings arranged in a number ofgroups corresponding to the
number of lower bridges, the strings in each group being se-

cured at one end to the upper bridge and at the other end to the
respective lower bridge corresponding to said grouping, said

strtags extendfflg at right angles to said upper bridge, the
longest of said strings in each group defining with the upper
bridge and the corresponding lower bridge at least a portion of
a ri^ triangle, the remaining strings in each group being
arranged pandlel thereto at regular intervals.

4^78,126
CHAMBER FOR CONTAINING EXPLOSIONS,

DEFLAGRATIONSOR DETONATION ANDMETHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

Da Hotaahnd, RSnMnHlgen 4, Karlskoga, Swedca S^l
47, and Johny OUaoa, Poatlada 8403 Kllsta, Karlskop^
8wata(S4n33)

FDad Sap. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 423^39
CUbh priorfty, appikatkM Sweden Sep. 22, 1981, 8105585

lat a^ F42B W02
UJ. CL 84—1 B 13 Claims

1. An unproved chamber for containing the effects of explo-
sions, deflagrations or detonations occurring within the cham-
ber, said chamber comprising:

an essentially cylindrical mantle having a longitudinal axis,

first and second opposite ends and an inner wall;

first and second essentially circukr disks welded at their

respective circumferences to said inner wall at locations

spaiced inwardly from said first and second opposite ends;

a first plurahty of stifTenmg phites affixed on edge to the

outer surface ofsaid fint circular disk and extended in said

longitudinal direction;

a second plurality of stiffening plates affixed on edge to the

outer surface of said second circular disk and extended in

said longitudinal direction;

^'ff

a third plurality of stiffening plates affixed on edge to the

outer surface ofsaid first circular disk and extended in said

longitudinal direction and at traverse angles to said first

plurality of stiffening plates; and
a fourth plurality of stiffening plates affixed on edge to the

outer surface of said second circular disk and extended in

said longitudinal direction and at traverse angles to said

second plurality of stiffening plates.

4,478,127

BOMB SADDLE INTERFACE MODULE
George N. Heaaiags; Larry F. Braner, and RayflMnd H. DeHar-

roid, all of Rldgeotst, Calif., aniviors to The United States

of Anerka as repreaeated by the Secretary of the Na?y,
Washington, D.C

FUcd Sep. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 422,045

fat a.3 B44D 1/04: F42C 5/QO, 15/12
VS. a. 89—U D 11

1

1. A bomb saddle interface module comprising:
an assembly housing having a topside recess;

a generator housing attached to said assembly housing:

a means for producing electrical power operably mounted
within said generator housing;

a wind duct hou«ng attached to said assembly housing and
to said generator housing;

an arming wirr,

a retaining pin;

a link flexibly attached to said assembly housing in said

topside recess and engaging said arming wire and said

retaining pin; and

a bnyard having one end engaging said link.
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4,478,128

PROJECTILE CARRIER FOR UQUID PROPELLANT
GUN

WflUaai L. Black, CUna Lake, Califs and Keaaeth L Moore,

SflTCf Spring, Md., anigaon to The United States of America

as represented by the Secretnry of the Navy, WasUngtoa,

D.C
FDcd May 11, 1981, Scr. No. 262,351

fat a' F41F 1/04: F42B 5/16. 5/36

U.S. CL 89—7 9 Claims

3-»»

1. An improved round for use in a liquid propellant gun

comprising:

a projectile; and

an at4>reviated carrier including

a body having an open front end dimensioned to provide

frictional engagement with said projectile for receiving

said projectile and a rear end;

a plurality of injection ports located about a drciunfer-

ence, said ports communicating to an expandable vol-

ume between said body rear end and said projectile;

sealing means for preventing the escape of propellent to a

breech, located between said injection ports and said

rear end of said body;

an extractor groove located proximally to said rear end

between said sealing means and said rear end;

a primer cavity located in said rear end of said body;

a primer flash hole formed in said body, located between

said primer cavity and said expandable volume for

communicating therd)etween; and

ignition means for igniting liquid propellant located

within said primer cavity.

4^78,129

APPARATUS FOR THE EXACT POSHTON FEEDBACK
OF A DOUBLE-ACTTNG POWER PISTON IN A

HYDRAUUC POWER CYLINDER
Hdna D. Hamca, Dfirca-E^tat; Jocef Lothmann, Laagoirche,

and Lndwig Waltfaer, DitrcB-Niederaa, aU of Fed. Rep. of

Gcnaaay, aarigamv to Zinuiarmann A Jansea GmbH, Dttro,

Fed. Rep. of Gennaay
Filed Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 249,925

Oafans priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 18,

1980,3014432

fat a.3 FOIB 25/26

U.S.a 91—1 2 Ciainia

acting power piston in a hydraulic power cylinder subject to

extreme environmental conditions especially high tempera*

tures comprising: a double-acting detecting follower cylinder

having a displacement volume equivalent to that of said power

cylinder; a detecting piston in said detecting cylinder; an elec-

trical detection means for detecting and indicating the position

of said detecting piston; a first fluid conduit connecting the

working space on one side of said power piston to said detect-

ing cylinder on one side of said detecting piston; a second

conduit connected to the spaces in said cylinder on the other

sides of said pistons; a fluid pump; a fluid reservoir; a control

valve operatively connected in said second conduit to selec-

tively connect s^ spaces on the other sides of said pistons to

said pump, and to said reservoir; a first and second pressure

limiting switch operatively connected in said first and second

conduits, respectively, to prevent transfer of pressure through

said conduits which exceeds a predetermined value; a fluid

passage through each piston interconnecting the spaces in each

respective cylinder on opposite sides of the piston; valve means

in each passage to control the flow of fluid therethrough; a

pressure measuring device operatively connected to each pres-

sure limiting switch to indicate the pressure in said conduits; a

signal converter operatively connected to each of said pressure

measuring devices to convert the pressure values to corre-

sponding electrical signals; and a function computer opera-

tively connected to said signal converters for controlling the

position of said power piston in accordance with a pre-set

value.

4,478,130

ARRANGEMENT FOR SLIPPER CAVTTATION EROSION
CONTROL AND IMPACT REDUCTION

Kenneth L Brcaaer, and Joaeph F. WoUsddager, both of Rodt-

ford, DL, aarigaors to Saadatraad Corporatfoa, Rockford, OL
Filed Mar. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,478

fat a^ FOIB 13/04

U.S.a.91-6J 4(

fiv^J

L An qiparatus for the exact position feedback of a double-

1. A slipper and swashplate for use in piston type hydraulic

apparatus, the combination including:

said s^iwhplate having a surface upon which said sUpper

interfaces, said sUpper mounted for movement along said

swashplate surface,

a high fluid pressure source and a low fluid pressure source

deUvered alternately to and through openings in said

slipper and said swsshplate,

said swashplate including a pair of vent passages, each of

said vent passages having one end thereof opening at said

swashplate surface and said slipper-swashplate interface

and the other end of said vent passage opening to an

environment in which the ambient pressure is lower than

either of said fluid pressure sources to thereby allow en-

ergy dissipation and provide reduced cavitation erosion

and load impact effects at said slipper-swashplate inter-

fine,

said swashplate having high and low pressure interface

regions as a consequence of said alternate delivery of said

high and low pressure fluid,
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•aid vent pouge openings being located at the entrance end
of each of said interftce regions.

4«47t,131

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC DOOR CONTROL APPARATUS
IwitolhMaMi; Kari-Hdu Hmm, Gehrdem

Meyw, iliiilMhaiiH , and WoUjpag Gadat, HaM>-
?ar, aD of Fad. Ray. ofGcnMay, artjiora to WABCO Fahr*
aaosbmMa GadilL Haaorer, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Fllad AMg. 24, IMl, Set. No. 295,393
Oaiw priority, appUcitioB Fad. Rep. of Geranny, Ang. 29,

1980,3032514

Irt. a» F15B 11/15. 13/044. 15/20
MS, CL 91-354 1 Claim

1. An electro-pneumatic door control apparatus for use on
public vehicles for effecting reversal of door movement in the
event of an obstruction in the path of movement of the door,
said door control apparatus comprising:

(a) fluid pressure operable cylinder means operatively con-
nected to a vehicle door for alternatively effecting open-
ing and closing movements thereof, said cylinder means
further comprising a pair of door-operating cylinders,

each containing a pair of opposing chambers and a piston;

(b) solenoid-operated door valve means for reversing the
fluid pressure supplied to said cylinder mean^

(c) solenoid-operated supply valve means for alternatively

effecting supply and release of fluid pressure to said door
valve in response to respective first electrical signal or
second electrical signal;

(d) electronic means connected to said solenoid-operated
supply valve means for transmitting such first electrical

signal to said solenoid-operated supply valve means for

effecting operation thereof to supply fluid pressure to said

solenoid-operated door means in response to an operator
input, and for transmitting such second electrical signal to

said solenoid-operated supply valve in response to sensing
a door obstruction during a door-opening operation, said

electronic means flirther having a signal decoder, a door
position flip-flop device connected with said signal de-
coder for storing the respective door position, a monitor-
ing logic device connected to said signal decoder and said

door position flip-flop device, a control logic device con-
nected to said sijpial decoder and said door position flip-

flop and said monitoring logic device, and a valve sole-

noid control device connected to said control logic device
without output end stages for transmitting electrical en-
ergy to said solenoid-operated door valve to properly
connect the direction of fluid pressure to effect door
opening or dosing, and said electronic means having an
iakt connected to the push button and two inlets con-
nected to the reversing switches;

(e) a manually operable electric push button for manually
efliecting energization of said door valve;

(f) a manually operaMe emergency valve device to provide
manual venting of said cylinders;

(g) a pair of reversing switches for evaluating the differential

press«ire in the cylinder chambers, therd)y sensing ob-
structions on opening and dosing;

(h) a pair of limit switches for determining respective end
positions of door closed and open positions; and

(i) said dectronic means having suppressfaig means for sup-
pressing a reversing signal transmitted to inlets of said
dectronic means connected to reversnig switches by a
control logic device when an operator-initiated door
command exists at such inlet connected to said electric

push button.

4^78,132
ROTARY MOTOR

Emah Y. Braddock, Boi 182, GotagaUa Oty, lad. 44725
Filed Jaa. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 505,042

lat a> FOIB 13/06
MS. CL 91—485 7

Mf /t

1. A motor comprising: a hollow, generally cylindrical sta-

tionary housing, a rotating housing joumaled for rotation

about a fixed axis in said stationary housing, a plurality of
cylinders in said routing housing, said cylinders extending
radially outwardly with respect to said axis, a piston recipro-

cally recdved m each said cylmder, a cam member fixedly

mounted in said stationary housing and including a cam surface

eccentric with respect to said axis and having at least one
straight cam surface portion disposed at an inclined angle with
respect to movement of said cylinders, the outer ends of said

cylinders extending radidly outwardly beyond said cam sur-

face for all rotational positions of said housing, cam follower
means fixedly secured to said pistons intermediate the ends
thereof and operativdy engaging said cam surftce, inlet port

means operativdy connected between a source of pressurized

fluid and said cylinders for synchronously, sequentially apply-
ing pressurized fluid to said cylinders as each said cylinder

moves into registry with the proximal first portion of said cam
surface portion, exhaust port means communicating between
said cylinders and the exterior of said motor for synchro-
nously, sequentially exhausting pressurized fluid from said

cylinders as each said cyUnder moves into proximity with the

distd second portion of said cam surftce portion, said pistons

and said cam follower means bdng limited in movement be-

tween the opposite ends of the respective cylinders, said ex-

haust port means including dongated slots formed in the axi-

ally opposite walls of said cylinders, said slots communicating
between the interior of said cylinders and the interior of said

stationary housing, each said piston having a top surftce por-

tion, said top surface portion being disposed radially inwardly
with respect to the radially inwardly diq)0sed ends of said slots

when said cyUnder is in registry with the proximd portion of
said cam surface portion and being radially disphned out-

wardly beyond said slot ends when said cylinders are in regis-

try with distd portion of said cam surface portion, respec-

tivdy.
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4^178,133

ARRANGEMENT ON MEMBERS WHICH OSCILLATE
OR PIVOT

Kari Eickanaa, 2120 laAfld, HayamaaMcM,

said movement in said concentration and direction of said

load by preventing di^>lacenient of said pocket out ofsaid

concentration and direction of said load.

Oiatiaaatioa-i»partorSar.No.745,221,Fab.3,1977,PatNo. 4,478,134

4^193,334, which la a eoatiaaatioa4a-part of Sar. No. 528,344, SWASH PLATE TYPE HYDRAUUC DEVICE
No?. 29, 1974, Pat No. 4,037,523. lUaappUcatioaJaa. 7, 1980, EiieUi«lawahafa,Tokoroaawa,aadKoieUDtada,F^4iad,both

U&a 91-488

Ser. No. 110,080

lat a^ FOIB 13/06

I to Hoada Gikaa Kogyo KabaiUki Kaiaha,

Tokyo, Ji^aa

FOad No?. 2, 1981, Sar. No. 317,310

dataa priority, apptteatfcm Japaa, Oet 31, 1900, 55-153014

lat a> FOIB 13/04

MS. CL 91-488 5

1. An arrangement to reduce firiction in device which in-

dudes at least two bodies, two members and at least two faces,

wherein said faces slide dong each other under a pivoting load;

wherein one of said bodies contains a space fbr the reception

of at least a portion ofme of said members;

wherein one of said members is provided with a bed to bear

thereon a pivot portion of the other of said members;

wherein sdd members pivot relative to each other in dter>

nating opposite directions when one of sud members is

borne insaid bed of the said other of sud member^
wherein one ofsdd members does a movement in sdd space

wherry it slides with it outer face dong a req)ective wall

face of a wall which borders said space,

wherein sdd bodies mdude retainmg portions located on

opposite ends of sdd members to limit the extent of said

movement,
wherein at least one of sdd bodies forms paralld retaining-

walls on two opposite sides of one of said members;

wherein at least one pocket is provided in one of said mem-
bers and open toward sdd wall f&oti

wherein one ofsdd members is provided with a first passage

nieans commumcated to a chamber with fluid under pres-

sure and a second passage means communicating with sdd

pocket;

wherein a third passage means is provided m the other of

said members for communication with said first passage

means and dtemating communication and discommunica-

tion with said second passage means during said pivoting

of said member^
wherein at least <me of said bed has an inner recess of a

non-circular cross-section;

wherein sdd recess is open toward the other of said mem-
bers;

wherein an dement of a cross-section which is at least par-

tidly complementary to said cross section ofsaid recess, is

attached to one of sdd members and extends mto said

non-circular cross section recess of the other ofsaid mem-

bers;

wherein said passages supply at least periodically fluid into

said pocket, serve to maintain fluid and pressure in sdd

pocket and to carry at least a portion of the load of sdd

member on said wall face;

wherdn said pocket is located in the direction of the load of

the respective member onto said wall fac^

wherein said movement indudes an oscillation with a stroke

under load and another stroke under less load;

wherein said movement is present dong the concentration of

said load of the respective member onto said wall face;

and;

wherdn said recess and said element serve to maintain an

equd direction of said members relative to each other

wheidjy they «»«««*«" said direction ofsaid load and keep

1. A swash plate type hydraulic device comprising a frame;

a rotary shaft rotatably supported on said ftame; a cylinder

block mounted on said roUry shaft for rotation therewith, a

plurality of cylinder bores bebg formed in said cylinder block

and arranged in a circular pattern around the axis of rotation of

said cylinder block; a plurality of plungers slidably fitted in

said cylinder bores fbr reciprocating movement so as to define

therein hydraulic chambers, said hydraulic chamben being

sdectivdy placed into conununicatioB with a low pressure

hydraulic passage when sdd plunger is in a suction stroke and

into communication with a high pressure hydraulic passage

when sdd plunger is in an exhaust stroke; a swash plate

mounted on said frame in an inclined manner with respect to

sdd rotary shaft in opposing relation to sdd plungers; an annu-

lar shoe bdng in abutting engagement with said swash plate for

relative rotation, said shoe having a slide surfine opposed to

sdd swash plate, said sUde surface being formed with a plural-

ity of hydraulic pockets in communication with said hydraulic

chambers in said plungers via hydradic passages;

a plurality of connecting rods operativdy connecting sdd

shoe and said plungers, said hydraulic passages which

conununicate sdd hydraulic pockets with said hydraulic

chambers being formed in and extending through said

plungers, said connecting rods and said shoe; and a pair of

synchronous gears respectivdy fixedly secured to said

cylinder block and said shoe in meshing engagement with

each other for synchronized rotation of said block and

said shoe.

4,478,135

ROTATING CYLINDER CONTINUOUS EXTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Emett F. Irwia, 430 Oiaagswood Dr., Dwsdia, Fla. 33528

DWalea of Sar. No. 202,944, No?. 3, 1980, akaadoasd . which Is

acaaUaaatiea^a-partefSar. No. 358,190, Mar. 15, 1982, Pat

No. 4,413,484. lUs appUcatioa 8i^ 27, 1982, Sar. No. 424,394

lat a' F02G 3/00

MS.a 91-492 7 Oataa

1. A rotating cylinder continuous extemd combustion en-

gine, comprising, a non-rotatable cylindricd in configuration
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ftme membly having a longitudinally dopoted axis of sym-
metry,

a rotatably mounted rotor means,

laid rotor means eccentrically disfmsed relative to the longi-

tudinal axis of symmetry of said fiame means.

a firtt and second bank of axially spaced cylinder heads

disposed in radial relation to said axis of symmetry,
a first and second bank of complementally formed pistons,

each piston mounted in a different one of said cylinder

heads,

a pair of rotatably mounted, longitudinally spaced circular

band memben disposed at opposite ends of said frame
assembly and having a rotational axis coincident with said

finme axis of symmetry, said circular bands abutting and
rotating conjointly with associated ones of said cylinder

said rotor mounted to, for conjoint rotation with, said rotat-

able circular band members,
a pair of non*rotatably mountied, lognitudinally spaced cir«

cular band members disposed at opposite ends of said

ftame aswmbly longitudinally outward of and adjacent to

said rotatably mounted circular bands,

a plurality of substantially longitudinally disposed channel
means, each channel means formed in a dtfferent one of
said first and second banks of cylinder heads and extend-

t«f^'»«i tUL

tivdy disposed in different ones of said grooves and urged
outwardly thereofby said bias means so that said rings and
vanes make sliding omtact with said rotating circular

bands, respectively,

said rings and vanes collectively defining therebetween a
plurality of fluid-tight volumes from which said fluid

under pressure cannot taapt, said prevention of fluid loss

increasing the efficiency of said engine.

4«478,136

ELECTROHYDRAUUC CONTROL ARRANGEMENT
FOR HYDROSTATIC MACHINE

JoacUm Heiser, Stuttgart; VoUomt LcatMr, FMoliheiai; Ee-
kard Schrttenbcrg, StMtwt, aid Dictar Wdile, Urach, an of
Fed. Rep. of Gctm^t, million to Robert Boich GakH,
Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of GanMUiy

Filed Aag. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 409,094
Clains priority, appUcatkn Fed. Rep. of Ganwqr, Ai«. 21,

1981, 3133110; Apr. 18, 1982, 32139S8
brt. O} F04B 1/30: F18B 9/m 13/16

U.S. 0.91—506 12

ing through an adjacent portion ofan associated rotatable

circular band,

a plurality of port means formed in both of said non-rotata-

ble circular bands, and extending completely there-

through so that transient alignment of said rotating chan-
nels and said non-rotating ports attendant operation of the
engine provides valving means for controlling the opera-
tion of the engine,

said non-rotatable circular bands having sealing means on
the mterior fKes, respectivdy, thereof, to inhibit leakage
of fluid under pressure when said rotating chaimels are in

aHgnment with the imperforate portions of said non-rota-

table circular bands and to separate the angularly adjacent

rotating channels of each bank from each other,

said respective mterior fines of said non-rotatable circular

band members having first and second concentric grooves
of annular configuration formed therein.

Slid grooves having predetmmned. different diameters so
that a first groove of greater predetermined diameter lies

radially outward of a second groove,
said respective interior ftcei fiirther having a plurality of

radially disposed grooves of predetermined depth greater
than the depths ofsaid ooooentric grooves formed therein,

a phuality of annular sealing rings,

a phuaUty of radial sealing vanes,

a phirality of bias means,
Hid nmniar sealing rings and radial sealing vanes respec-

1. An dectrohydranlic control arrangement for a hydro*

static machine communicating with at least one U^ pressure

conduit and having a displacing dement with a stn^ deter<

mined by a control member movable between a (durality of
positions, the arrangement comprising

at least one pressure-actuated regulating piston arranged to

adjust the control member,
at least one proportionally operating electro magnet;
centering spring means;

a valve slider through which a pressure medium acts upon
said reguhiting piston arranged so that said proportitmally

operating nugnet acts upcm said valve dider and said

centering spring means holds said vdve slider in a oentrd
position, said vdve slider being withdrawable to a neutrd
position in response to adjusting the macUne by a feed-

back signd coming from the control member in corre-

sp(mdence with an input deetric signal, said vdve slider

having two sides arranged so that one ofsaid sides b acted

upon by a constant pressure, whereas the other of said

sides is acted upon by a variable pressure depending on a
podtira of the control member;

means for acting upon said side of said vdve slider with a
constant pressure, and

means for acting upon said other side of said vdve slider

with a variable pressure dependmg on a positim of the

control member.
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4^78,137
HYDRAUUC BRAKE ACTUATOR

R. Clark, Milford, MidL, MriVMNT to RoekweD
DOMi itOiponiMM, I'luawi^f ra.

FDed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 487^34
IM. a' FOIB 7/20; F16J 15/18

U.S.a92-0 7

4,478,138

SUPPLEMENTAL COOLING SYSTEM
Pad L. Vcadltti, St Odr Shorca, aid HanMM S. Bayer, Wad

BkNMrfldd, both of Mich^ aadgaors to WiMardre, lacn

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,899

lat ai F34F 13/00

US. CL 98-33 R 3

1. A hydradic brake actuator for a wedge type brake com-

prising:

a tubular structure extending from a housing ofsdd brake to

include an extended end ofa stem ofa wedge ofsaid brake

therein;

a primary cylinder mounted on sdd tubular structure;

a primary piston mounted for seded movement within sakl

primary cylinder and having rod means extending from a

first side thereof into said tubular structure to be operably

connected to said extended end of said stem;

biasing means acting on a second side of said primary piston

and capable of moving said primary piston toward a first

podtion within said primary cylinder for actuation of said

brake;

piping means secured to said primary cylinder to be capable

of benig joined to a primary hydraulic control system for

selective introduction of primary hydradic fluid to said

primary cylinder d sdd first side of said primary piston to

cause movement thereof in opposition to said biasing

means to a second podtion withhi said primary cylinder to

prevent said actuation of said brake by said biasing means;

means for preventing a loss of said primary hydraulic Add
from said primary cylinder through an anndar space

between an interior surface of sdd tubdar structure and

an exterior surface of sdd rod means;

nid means for preventing said loss of said primary hydraulic

fluid including a floating sed carrier surrounding sdd rod

means and supporting a sealing means extending inwardly

to make sealing contact with said exterior surfiKC of said

rod means and means for preventing passage of said pri-

mary hydraulic fluid between said floating sed carrier and

sakl interior surface of said tubular structure; and

sakl means for preventing passage of sakl primary hydraulic

fldd between said floating sed carrier and sdd interior

surftce of sakl tubular structure including a mechanicd

ftce sed disposed between an inwardly extending carrier

retaining ring mounted at an end of sakl tubular structure

toward sakl primary cylinder and an end of sakl floating

sed carrier adjacent sdd primary cylinder.

1. A cooling system for circulating ambient air through an

enclosure comprising:

an intake system means for drawing cool air from a source of

ambient air into an enclosurr,

an exhaust system means for drawing warm air from the

enclosure to exhaust the warm air into the source of ambi-

ent air,

first and second vdve units being mounted in sdd intake

system means and sakl exhaust system means respectively,

said first and second vdve units each comprising a hous-

ing having an idet port for recdving air into the housing

on one end, an outlet port on another end for allowing air

to leave the housing, first and second vdve elements,

being moveable between an (^)en position and a closed

positkm wherein air flow through the housing is blocked

in two qwced locations, sdd first vdve element being

disposed ckMer to the idet port than sakl second vdve

dement, sakl first and second vdve elements when closed

forming an inwilat^ng air pocket within the housing; and

means for driving sakl first and second vdve elements be-

tween the open and ctosed positions; and

first blower means mounted adjacent the idet port of the

intake vdve means for btowing warm air toward sakl first

vdve dement when in the closed position to prevent the

fomung of condensation thereon, and second btower

means mounted adjacent the outlet port of the exhaust

vdve udt for blowing warm air toward sdd second vdve

element when in the closed position to prevent the form-

faig of condensation thereon.

4,478,139

BEVERAGE MAKING MACHINE
Joha D. Ztancmaa, Spriagfleld, DL, aadgaor to

Matk Corporadoa, Spriagfldd, m.
FDed Jaa. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 482,139

lat a^ A47J 31/00

VS. CL 99-280 S

1. Beverage brewing apparatus capable of operating dther

automatically or by cold water pour-in and comprising, in

combinatkm, a cold water basin provided with both a drain

opening and a fill opening through which a batch ofcold water

may be poured or dumped, a cold water inlet line for supplying

cokl water to sdd basin from a pressurized water supply, vdve

means in sakl cold water mlet line for opening and closing sakl

line, means for opening and ckxing said vdve means to either

aUow cokl water to flow through sakl coM water idet line and

into said basin or prevent cold water from flowing throng

sakl line, timer means operativdy associated with sakl vdve

means for closing said vdve means a predetermined time inter-

vd after each opening thereof thereby aUowing a predeter-
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mined quantity of cold water to flow to said basin each time
•aid valve means is opened, a hot water tank under said basin.

means tor heating water in said tank, a cold water tube having
its upper inlet end connected to said drain opening and having
its lower outlet end disposed in the lower portion of said hot
water tank whereby cold water in said basin empties by gravity

:l-.^

into the lower portion of said hot water tank, a hot water spray

head, a siphon tube interconnecting said spray head with a hot

water outlet opening adjacent the top of said hot water tank

whereby hot water displaced by cold water entering the lower
portion of said tank flows through said siphon tube to said

spray head through which it discharges, and means for sup-

porting a brewing funnel beneath said spray head.

4*478,140

FRYER WITH OIL CIRCULATION AND CONVEYOR
Robirt F. BaDock, P.O. Bos 454» Omym, Ga. 30207

FUad Ai«. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 404^1
lit a> A47J 37/J2

VS. CL 9>-^04 8 CfadnM

1. A fryer wherein food to be cooked is placed in cooking oil

heated to a cooking temperature, said fryer including a gener-

ally •emi'cylindncal tank for receiving a quantity of oil, a drain

for discharging said oil, said drain extending along the bottom
of said tank, and a manifold for supplying said oil to said t*nt

parallel to said drain and above said bottom, a hub concentric
with said tank and mduding a plurality of perforate shelves

extending outwardly from said hub for defining pockets be-

tween adjacent shelves, the centerline of said hub being above
the level of oil in said tank, said shelves being arranged to be
along a chord at such angle that food lifted from said tank by
a shelf will slide off the shelf when the shelf is above the tank
wall, means for rotating said hub so that food will be dis-

charged at the front of said fryer, and substantially imperforate
side plates fixed to said hub, said side plates being concentric
with said hub and extending generally to the bottom of said

tank and enclosing the sides of said shelves, said centerline of
aid hub being parallel to said drain and said manifold so that

oil moves genmlly in a direction parallel to the direction of
motion of food through said tank.

4^78,141
APPARATUS FOR HEAT TREATMENT

Ste»>Erte Sfsnaaon, AagaihotaB, and Gwtaf A.
Vikca, both of Sweden, aarigKW to FHgoacandia Coatmeling
AB, Helsiagborg, Sweden

Filed Feb. 22, 1963, Ser. No. 448,290
OaioM priority, appUeation Sweden, Mar. 1, 1982, 82012S8

Int a' A23B 7/00: A23N J2/00: F26B 3/00. 21/06
VJS. a. 99--476 8 nrfmy

1. Apparatus for treatment, such as freezing, of products
such as food in the form ofa bed of solid particles, said appara-
tus comprising a container having a perforated bottom for the
product bed and through which gas is adapted to flow to the
product bed in a direction generally upward and at a velocity

sufficient to fluidize the product bed, said apparatus including
at least one fan for causing gas to flow beneath said container

and through the product bed via said perforated bottom and
including a heat exchanger and a by-pass conduit, said by-pass
conduit being positioned to divert gas firom beneath said perfo-

rated bottom that would otherwise flow therethrough, said

bypass conduit being provided with damper means which
operates repetitively to raise and lower the gas pressure be-

neath the perforatMl bottom to cause the gas through the
product bed to pulsate, said fan said heat exchanger being
positioned relative to said container and said by-pass conduit in

flow passage means for causing substantially all the gas flowing
through each of said container and said conduit to pass
through both said heat exchanger and said fan.

4^78,142
BALLOON-PRINTING APPARATUS WTIH

SILK-SCREEN
Christoa Santorineoa, 5443 Woodbvy An, Mmrtrcal,
H3T 1S6

FUed Jan. 13, 1964, Scr. No. 571,381

Int a3 B41F J7/00
VJS. CL 101—35 10

1. An q)paratus for printing balloons comprising a support-

ing frame, an endless conveyor means mov^ly supported by
said frame, a plurality of balloon neck-reoeiving nipples and a
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like number of balloon-positioning members carried by said 4|478444

conveyor means in spaced-apart position therealong, said bal- CAP PRINTING SYauBni ^^
loon-positiomng memben including a ring movable with re- Fenito A. Mafcwf, P.O.

"J^*!;iJ52?IT;< .JJ^ m.
speet to said nipple between a retracted position and an ex- ^^?r!!S*"?tS:»^̂ f*^ ^STVaiT'jir nZ^^mum
te^ed outward position, said ring adapted to surround the ^^^^^ ™« ""^T^y^^?^'
neck of a balloon attached to said nipple and stretch said neck "*• ** ""'*' ' '**

when said ring is in extended position, so as to steady said

balloon with respect to said nipple, means for moving said

conveyor means step by step in a closed path with said nipples

and balloon-positioning members successively stopping at a

plurality of spaced-apart functional station, a first one of said

stations allowing attaching a deflated balloon to said nipple,

means at a second station to inflate the balloon, means at a third

station to extend the balloon-positioning member to operative

position, a silk-acreen printing press mounted at a fourth station

and means to cause the niflated balloon to be printed by said

press, means at succeeding fifth stations to cause the drying of

the ink printed on the balloon, means at a sixth station to re-

tract the balloon-positioning member and means at a seventh

station to detach the printed balloon from said nipple.

65

4,478,143

PRINTER
Woif^ai HcadriMldt, Ulm, and Gertard NoHc, Ncn-Ubn-

Offcrtanien, both of Fed. Rep. of Gcmny, aariswira to

AkUengeseilsefadt, Dnewsldorf, Fed. Rep. of

FDcd Feb. 5, 1979, Scr. No. 9,927

brt. as B41J ;5/0& W16. WW
vs.a 101-93.05 11

1. A printer for printing on a sheet and including feeding and

advancing means acting on the sheet for placing it in the range

of a transversely movable printmg head, coopoating with a

platen, there being a cutter disposed downstream from the

printing head and an ejection device downstream from the

cutter, the advancing means including motor drive and first

friction drive means subject to stop and go control, the im-

provement comprising:

the ejection device including second friction-driven means

arranged downstream from the cutter for engagement ofa

side of the sheet that faces the platen, further including

spring-biased, smooth-surface idler roller means disposed

adjacent to the second friction drive means, also down-

stream fhm the cutter, and facing a side of the sheet that

faces the head; and

control means for controlling the first and second friction

drive means, so that, just prior to cutting, the second

friction drive means of the ejection device stops after the

first friction drive means of the advancing means has

stopped.

1. An improved apparatus for silk screen printing on curved

flexible panels ofbaadMll caps and like curved flexible objects,

said apparatus comprinng:

a curved printing platform for supporting a panel of a cap

thereon, said platform defining a predetermined curva-

ture;

-

movable cap shaping means associated with said platform

fbr causing a flexible panel of a cap supported by said

platform to take a curvature conforming to said curvature

of said platform;

a flexible silk screening printing screen;

resilient means for biasing said printing screen to take a flat

configuration;

means for transferring ink through said printing screen to

said flexible panel supported on said printing platform;

and

screen shaping means for overcoming the bias of said resil-

ient means and for temporarily causing said silk screening

printing screen to take a curved configuration defining a

curvature which cooperates with the curvature of said

platform to enhance the trsnsfer of ink to the panel.

2. A method of silk screen printing on curved flexible panels

of basdMll caps and hke curved flexible objects, said method

comprising the steps of:

stretching silk screening material across a resilient, normally

flat border;

attaching the screening material to the resilient border to

form an integrated, resilient, normally flat screen member,

preparing the screening material with a design while the

material is attached to the flat border,

determining a curvature suited to printing on a curved sur-

face;

forming a curved platfbrm which comprises the determined

curvaturr,

supporting a curved flexible panel of a cap on the platform;

causing the curved flexible panel on the platform to take a

curvature conforming to the platform curvature;

causing the int^rated screen member to take a curved con-

figuration defining a curvature which cooperates with the

curvature of the platform;

holding the curved screen member over the panel on the

platform;

transferring ink through the curved printing screen of the

screen member to the flexible panel; and

returning the resilient screen member to its normally flat

state.

452-229 0.0.-M-4
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M7M48 4,478,147MEmOD OF COUPLING INK ROLLER CARTRIDGE TRI-ROTOR SAFE AND ARM DEVICE
USING PIVOTABLE COVER GMrge N. HcniiW Lwry F. BmNr, nd RkteondK Niek-

Jo>i D.RflHyflt,IlppChy.OMo,iiri^ortoMoMrcfcMtfk. lM,aUorRid8Mrfit,CUit,Mri«MntDneUaH«dSMiior
tat njiliM, iMn DaytiM, OUo AMricaMrapKMBtodbythcSeeratanrortkeNsTy.WMh-

DifWMorS«.No.349,497,F«b.l7,lM2,PatNo.M33,ff24. ta|toB,D.C
His ipplkitiiM Oct 3, 1M3, Scr. No. 53M48 Flkd Feb. 3, IM3, Scr. No. 463,171

.
I^ CLJ B41F 1/40 Irt. a' F42C 75/oa 9/oa lim

U.S.a 101*208 ICtatan U.S.a 102-285 9ClafaM

1. Method of coupling an ink cartridge to a carrier which
supports the ink cartridge, comprising the steps of: providing a
removable cartridge having a first membier for rotatably

mounting an ink roller and a rotary second member for cover-
ing the ink roller, positioning the first member against a carrier,

and manually pivoting the second mcsnber to a position in

which the carrier is c^>tive between the first and second mem-
bers to couple the cartridge to the carrier.

4,478,146

INK ROLLER SUPPORT WITH PIVOTABLE COVER
Joha D. MirtyvO^ Tipp dtjr, Ohio, MsivMr to MoMfch Mark-

tat SyitMM, lac, DiytoB, Ohio
UMigM officr. No. 349,497, Feb. 17, 1902, Pat No. 4,433,624.

TUa appUcatioB Oct 3, 19t3, Ser. No. 838,716

lat a.) B41F 1/40
U.S.a 101*208 24 Ctaims

1. An mk cartridge adapted to be connected to a carrier, the

ink cartridge comprismg; a cover defining a chamber and
having an open position and a closed position, the cover in-

cluding at least two relatively movable cover members, the
cover members being movable between open and closed posi-

tions retative to each other, an ink roller rotatably mounted in

the chamber, the ink roller being capable of inking a printing

member when the cover is in the open position, and means
provkling a gap between the cover members when the cover is

ta the open pocitkm to enable a carrier to be received in the g^)
and coupled to the ink cartridge.

1. A safe and arm device for use m an ordnance item having
means for generating control and detonation signals, said safe

and arm device comprising:

a casing;

a detonator mounted in said casing and responsive to an
external detonation signal;

an output wheel mounted in sakl casing for rotation about a
first axis between safe and armed positions, and having an
explosive output lead having first and second ends, a first

peripheral means for engaging, means for latching, and a
first detent slot;

a first detent mounted in said casing and positioned for

selective engagement of said first detent slot in said output
wheel thereby defining said safe position of said output
wheel, said safe position of said output wheel being fiir-

ther defined by said first end of said explosive output lead

being spaced from said detonator,

a driven wheel mounted in sakl casing for rotatkn about a
second axis parallel with and spaced from said first axis,

said second axis being located to intersect a line which
intersects said first axis and passes through sakl means for

latching if said output wheel is in sakl safe positkm, sakl

driven wheel having second peripheral means for engag-
ing selectively positionable for engagement with sakl first

peripheral means for engaging, first lateral means for

engaging, and a second detent slot located adjacent sakl

second peripheral means for engagnig for selectively

, receiving said means for latching;

a second detent mounted in said casing and positioned for

selective engagement with sakl second detent slot in said

driven wheel, thereby definmg a safe position of sakl

driven wheel;

a driver wheel mounted in said casmg for coaxial rotatkm
with sakl driven wheel, sakl driver wheel having third

peripheral means for engaging positkmable for engage-
ment with sakl first peripheral means for engagmg, second
lateral means for engaging coacting with said first laleral

means for engaging to intermittently transfer rotational

motion from said driver wheel to said driven whosl, and a
third detent slot located adjacent sakl third peripheral

means for engaging for selectively receiving said means
for latching;

a third detent mounted in said casing and positkmed for

selective engagement of said third detent slot in said

driver wheel thereby defining a safe positkm ofsakl driver
wheel; and

a reversible driver attached to said driver wheel, sakl revers-

ible driver imparting rotatkm to said driver wheel m
reqxmse to an external control signal;

sakl safe positkni of sakl output wheel bemg ftnther defined

by said first peripheral means for engagmg being posi-
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tkmed out of engagement with sakl second and third

peripheral means for engaging and said means for latching

being out ofengagement with sakl second and third detent

slots; and

sakl armed positkm of sakl output wheel being defined by

sakl first end of said expkwve ouQmt lead being pon-

tkmed actjacent sakl detonator, sakl means for hitching

betag positioned away from sakl second axis, and sakl first

peripheral means for engaging being positkned m engage-

ment with said second and third peripheral means for

engaging.

4«478,ia

MISSILE DELIVERED EXPLOSIVE SOUND SYSTEM
Albert Applibiaai, SOm Sprtag; Albert S. wm, Dslbiisdit

Samel A. Haavhicr* F^aak C McLeaa, both of Sflm

Sfriac Syhaa Wolf, Hyattifflk; CM R. PctcfMm; Harry J.

Gaaaa, both orSOm Sprtat, aad JohaC Hctalcr, Laard, an

of Md., Mrivwn to The Uaitad States of Aacrieai

sarted bjr the Seerctary of the Navy, Washtattoa, DXX
FOed Dec 30, 1963, Set. No. 334,669

lat as F42B 27/00

US.ai02-«0 io<

1. An underwater communication system capable of missile

delivery for releasing eqplosive charges in timed sequence

comprismg;

a main power supply,

decelerometer means,

separatkm switch means for electrically mteiuounecthig and

energiang said decderometer means and said main power

supply iqwn receipt (rf an arming signal fixmi sakl missile,

thermal battery means,

means coupled to sakl decderometer means for deploying a

parachute and for energizing said thermd battery means,

timer means for rdeasmg sakl expkjsive charges m a prede-

termmed sequence, and

means cou|ried to said thermd battery means for energiang

said thner means.

filter connected to sakl preamplifier, a buffer ami^ifier

connected to sdd band-pass filter, and two paralld selec-

tive filters connected to sdd buffer amplifier and having

outputs with togic levd for processing in sakl digitd logic

part;

sakl digitd k)gic part connected to sakl anak)g pressure

wave reodver,

dud driver stages connected to sakl digitd logic part; and

first and second discharge circuits connected in paralld, sakl

first discharge circuit connected to the dud driver stages

(K 1

and to a detonator and a voltage supply and suitable for

sdectivdy igniting the detonator and the second dis-

charge circuit for short circuiting the voltage supply, and

wherem sakl digitd logic part activates sakl first and

second discharge circuits in successive time intervals (ti,

t2, t3) depending on sakl means producing two frequency

and time corrdated input signals; and

sakl two paralld selective filters comprise in their filter

channel in each case m series connection a filter element,

an emitter follower and a Schmitt-trigger.

4,478,180

CARTRIDGE WITH ELASTIC PUSHER CUP
WiOhaa M. Sayler, Bradihaw, and Jeha M. Hayaar, Towaoa,

both of Md., airitBon to lie UaHad SMas ef AaMrica as

by the Secretary of the Any, Washtattoa, DXX
FDed Jaa. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 487334

Iata)F42BVa2
U&a 102-^430 1

4^478,149

UNDERWATER DETONATING DEVICE
Badotata, MeerbMch; Haas W. Ui^sr, Kiddd; Mi-

chad Giathcr, DIetff KaHbdtaer, both of DaeMsMorf, aD of

Fed. Rep. of GcrMay, aad Hcadrlk Vddhoea, OferQae,

Bdstam, Mrisaors to RhdaawtaD GabIL, Dastoddorf, FM.

B^B. of Gv^^nr
DMdoa or Ser. No. 190,420, Sep. 24, 1900, PaL No. 4,369,709.

lUi ifplkatlea Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,248

CUM priority, ippBcatfea FW. Rap. of Gemaay, Sep. 29,

1979, 2939711; Sep. 29, 1979, 2939700

lBLa>F42C 75/40

U&a 102-426 7Caata*

1. Control system for sound actuatkn dt ignitwn devices,

nt

.J.J

a digitd togic part;

producing two frequency and time correlated mput

aa anatog pressure wave recover comprising a hydrophone,

a preamplifier connected to sdd hydrofriioiie, a band-pass

1. In an improved 40 mm ammunition cartridge comprising:

a case induding a bore, said bore havmg an interior surface

provkled with a groove,

a tubular ciq) sed disposed m sakl bore, sakl cap sed havmg

an outer tubular section and an inner tubular section coo-
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nected by • tingle ninalar (<M lection circumscribing an
am, nid inner tubular section having a sidewall and a
doted end,

mid outer tubular section having an open end including an
exterior annular flange ditposed in said annular groove,
taid doted end increasing in thickneat towards the center
at an angle of about 7* from the juncture with said side-
wall,

means for locking said flange in said groove to anchor and
seal said cup in said borr,

a 40mm projectile inserted in said circumscribed area of said
annular fold, and

propellant gas generating composition disposed adjacent
said open end of said cup seal,

said cup teal bemg made of elattic material capable of ex-
panding without rupture to contain the generated gas, and
of contracting on reduction in volume of said gases on
cooling for removal from a gun after firing said propellent
composition.

wheels roll along the at least one rail and as said first

magnetic whed rolls along in contact with a railroad bed,
(e) a stripper means mounted to said structure,

(0 a storage means mounted to said frame structure adjacent
said stripper means and wherein said first magnetic wheel
is operative to rotate and pick up metallic parts as said

machine is moved along a railroad bed, said stripper

1. A pretture hull penetrator for rocket motors comprising:
a rocket motor have a pretture hull with inner and outer

turftcet;

a matt of thermite materid having a predetermined shape to
conform to a selected area of the inner surface of said
rocket motor pretture hull;

an igniter compound in contact with said mass of thermite
materid and sud inner surface; and

a layer of insulating materid overlying said mass of thermite
materid, said igniter mix, and adhoing to sdd inner sur-
face.

M78,152
RAIUIOAD SCRAP nCK UP MACHINE

Jeta D. HoOey, Mertfomry, AfaL, aati^or to HoUcy Engi-
Mvtag CM^aay, Im,, MoMpmcry, Afak

Filed Dae. 2, 1912, Scr. No. 44M13
lit a> B61F 19/06

U.8.a 104-279 22Cldnt
1. A railroad scrap pick up machine for picking up loose

metallic parts dong a raihoad bed comprising:
(a) a fiwne structure defining a front, a back, and first and

second sides of the machine,
(b) at least two wheeli on taid firtt tide of taid frame struc-

ture for rolling movement dong at least a first rail on a
railroad bed,

(c) a firtt magnetic wheel rotatably disposed at said second
side and mounted to a support beam extending aciots to
said tint side, said support beam being secured at a first

tide pivot point fbr pivoting in a plane trantvene to sud
fint and second sido,

(d) supporting means for keeping said second side of said
f^ame ttmcture above the rulroad bed at said at least two

4^78,151
PRESSURE VESSEL PENETRATOR

RomM F. Vcttar; Howard W. Gcrrlth, Jr., and Lawrence F.
Ltadak, dl of Ridgacrcit, Calif., aaaisBon to The Udted
Stataa ofAacrki at reprcaented by the Secretary of the Na?y,
WaaUagtoB, D.C

Filed Fab. 2S, 1963, Scr. No. 470,«71

lit CL' F42B 4J/00
UjS. CL 102—Ml 18 nrif

means is <q)erative to remove metallic parts from said first

magnetic wheel and deposit the metaUic parts on sdd
storage means, and said first magnetic wheel follows peaks
and troughs in a railroad bed by moving up and down
with sdd support beam pivoting about sdd first side pivot
point and without causing up and down movements of
sdd frame structure.

4,478,153

RESILIENT STEERING CONTROL ASSEMBLY
Wdter S. Eggert, Jr., 26 Morcdon Rd„ Hotiaglon Vdley, Pa.

19006

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 352,793
Int a' B61F 3/08, 5/38, 5/32

U.S.a 105-168 8 Cbin

1. In combination with first and tecond vertically dispoted
structurd bodies responsive to different appUed forces to pro-
duce rektive movement therebetween,

a coupling assembly diq>osed between sdd first and second
bodies comprising:

(a) means for fixedly mounting sdd coupling assembly to
sdd first body;

(b) means for movably mounting sdd coupling assembly to
sdd second body;

(c) relativdy low friction means disposed between one of
said bodies and sdd coupling assembly;

(d) said coupUng assembly further comprising an elastomeric
member to absorb energy and to permit limited movement
between said first and second structurd bodies when
relativdy low differentid forces are applied ther^ and to
permit relativdy free movement between taid firtt and
second structurd bodies when relativdy high differentid

forces are appUed thereto;

(e) said coupling assembly further comprising an outer metd
plate member and an inner metd insert member dispoted
within and spaced fr(«i sdd outer metd plate member
with said elastomeric member being dispoted therdw-
tween;and

(0 said outer metd induding extending portiont around taid

inner metallic intert member to rettrict taid elaitoraeric

member therd)etween.
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4,478,154

PEDESTAL LINER FOR RAILWAY VEHICLE AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

HoMT N. HoMen, Jackion Coorty, N.C; DoMdd L. Kleykaav.

WatUagton Townthlp, MoMgonery Coonty, Ohio; WUlian
F. Moort, Cherokee ViUage, Ark., and JaUea C. Mathico,

WayMtTillc, N.C aatipMm to Dayeo Corporation, Dayton,

Ohio

OMtfaiaation-in<fBrt of Ser. No. 167,292, Jd. 10, 1980, Pat No.

4^13,384. TUt appUcatkn Dec 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,629

The portion of the term of tUt patent tobieqnent to Fdb. 2, 1999,

4^78,155

RAILWAY CONTAINER AND CAR
Lawrence Cena, NaperHllc, and Ted D. Maaon, Glen EDyn, both

of DL, aatignort to Atchiaon, Topdui and Santa Fe Raflway

Company, Chicago, DL
FUed Dec 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,448

Int a.J B60P 7/13: B61D 3/14: B61F 1/14: B65D 88/32

U.S. a. 105—355 33 daimt

U.S.a 105-225
bt CL^ B61F 5/32

20ChdBt

1. In a pedestd liner for a railway vehicle wherein sdd

vehicle comprises: pedestd trucks comprising pairs of pedestd

legs; a joumd box disposed between each associated pair of

pedestd legs; each joumd box having a verticdly disposed

phmar guide surface and a pair of spaced verticdly diqx»ed

parallel side surfaces disposed on opposite sides of said guide

surface; sdd pedestd liner being roughly U-shaped and com-

prising: a bight and a pair of paralld legs and being adapted to

be disposed between an associated pedestd leg andjoumd box

and fastened to the associated pedestd leg; a roughly U-shq)ed

metd support comprising the main structurd portion of sdd

liner, sdd metd support also having a bight and a pair of

paralld legs; antifriction polymeric materid for sdd parallel

legs of sdd liner supported by sdd metd support and ad^>ted

to engage sdd side surfaces; and antifriction polymeric mate-

rid for sdd bight of sdd liner supported by said metd support

and adapted to engage sdd gdde surface; sdd antifriction

polymeric materid being dtra high molecular wdght poly-

meric materid; the improvement in which, sdd antifriction

polymeric materid for at least one of said parallel legs of sdd

liner comprises an insert comprised of said antifriction poly-

meric materid and being carried by sdd metd support, sdd

insert having a roughly parallel member which has an outer

portion disposed outwardly of and parallel to one ofsdd pard-

lei legs ofsdd support with sdd outer portion being adapted to

engage the respective tdd side surface, said parallel member

comprising sdd antifriction polymeric materid for sdd one

paralld leg of sdd liner, sdd one parallel leg of sdd support

having an opening therethrough adjacent sdd bight of said

support and recdving sdd insert therein, sdd insert having

holding means extending beyond the edges of sdd opening for

cooperating with said support to hold said insert in said open-

ing.

1. A container configured to be transported on a rdlway car

of the type having a centrd, longitudindly extending spine

supported at each end by a respective truck, sdd container

comprising:

a housing comprising a peripherd wdl, a bottom section

secured to a lower edge of the wdl, and a top section

secured to an upper edge of the wall; and

means for releasably anchoring the container to the car to

position the container with respect to the car;

sdd bottom section defining a raised elongated centrd sec-

tion, shaped to overlie the spine of the car when the hous-

ing is positioned on the car, and a pair of longitudinally

extencUng skirts, one on each side of the centrd section,

positioned to extend dongside and below the spine be-

tween the trucks when the bousing is positioned on the

car;

sdd top section defining a centrd ridge positioned over the

centrd section of the bottom section such that the top

section defines a contour which corresponds to that of the

bottom section to faciUute stacking of the housing;

said skirts forming a cargo-carrying portion of the container,

sdd bottom section shaped to clear the spine such that the

container can be lowered onto and lifted off of the railway

car.

29. The combination ofa railway car and container compris-

ing:

a railway car comprising:

a centtd spine extending in a longitudind direction;

a pair of trucks, each mounted to support a respective end

of the spine each truck comprising at least two wheels

mounted on an adr, sdd ades being substantidly copla-

nar, and

a pair of bolsters, each secured to the spine near a respec-

tive tmck, sdd bolster including two spaced pedestals,

each positioned on a respective side of the spine at a

point lower than an upper surface of the spinr, a cargo

container comprising:

a peripherd wall having a lower edge and an upper edge;

a bottom section secured to the lower edge of the periph-

erd wall, sdd bottom <«ection defining a longitudinally

extending centrd section above and adjacent the spine

and a pair of downwardly extending, cargo carrying

skirts, each skirt positioned adjacent a respective side of

the spine between the trucks;

a top section secured to the upper edge of the peri|rfierd

wall, sdd top section defining a raised centrd ridge

having a contour corresponding to that of the bottom

section; and

four anchor members, each mounted at a respective lower

end portion of a respective one of the skirts adjacent a

respective one of the pedestals; and

means for rdeatably fastening each of the anchor members
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to the retpective pedestal to wcnre the container to the

car,

bottom section shaped to clear the spine such that the

container can be lowered onto and lifted offof the railway
car.

M7I,1S6
NECTABLE LOAD CARRIEX

^aO AndarMom LBddakBpiafs, SwedM, Msi«Mr to AlliihUval

ABt T^nnba, Sweden
FDad Jon. 22, Ut2, Ssr. No. 3903S4

riorftjr, appUottioa Swadcm Jo. 23, IMl, 8103945
lACLi BUD 21/02

VS.a 108-S3.1 8 dains

solid fuel particles that exceed iweset specifications for fineness
and for returning the rejected oversize particles to the pulver-
izer means for further pulverization, burner means fior firing

therewithin pnqwriy sized solid fUel particles, and means ea-

taUishing a fluid flow path for a stream ofhot gases and fbr the
pulverized soUd fuel particles from the pulverizer means to the
classifier means and from the classifier means to the burner
means, the improvement comprising classifier means consisting
of a chmifying elbow, said classifying elbow includmg a sec-

tion ofduct having a first bifurcation and a second bifiucation,

said first bifurcation being connected to the pulverizer means
for recirculating the oversize solid ftiel particles back to the
pulverizer means for further pulverization therewithin along

1. A nestable load carrier comprising an open-top box mem-
ber with a bottom and side walls, for transporting and furnish-

ing objects placed on said bottom, the carrier comprising also
a frame coniiected to said bottom and having descending walls
terminating in a lower edge surfine which is substantially

planar and continuous, with two similar opposed recesses in

said dfscending walls, said recesses extending from said lower
edge surftoe sidxtantiaUy up to said bottom and being dimen-
sioned for hisertion therein of at least one movable load-sup-
porting member below said bottom, said firame also having two
similar opposed wnidows in said descending walls spaced
laterally from said recesses and dimensioned for msertion
therein of at least one movable load-supporting member below
said bottom, said descending walls deftaing an inner circumfer-
ence of the frame which is greater than the outer circumfer-
ence of said side walls, whereby the f^ame is adapted to tde-
scopically receive the box member of an identical load carrier,

and upwardly-facing first shoulder means located on the outer
wall ofthe load carrier at a level no lower than the upper edges
ofsaid windows, said inner circumference exceeding said outer
circumference at least through a height (torn said lower edge
surfine which corresponds to the dittance from said first shoul-
der means to the upper edge of said side wtih, said first shoul-
der means beinjg operable to abut the lower edge surface of an
identical superjacent load carrier into which said box member
is teleso^ncally received, said descending walls forming lat-

eral retaining means for substantial embracing and holding
together merchandise protrudhig into the firame and on which
said bottom rests, said distance from the shoulder means to the
upper edge of the side walls being no greater thu the distance
fiom the lower edges of said windows to said lower edge
surf^ of the frame.

with a recirculation to the pulverizer means of a portion of
stream of hot gases that enters said classifying elbow, said

second bifurcation being connected to the burner means for

conveying thereto those solid fuel particles that satisfy the
preset specifications for fineness along with the remainder of
stream of hot gases that enters said classifying elbow, and said

classifying elbow further including defiector blade means
mounted for movement relative to said section of duct, said

deflector blade means being operative to effect the separation

of the solid fuel particles received in said classifying elbow into

those solid fuel particles that satisfy the preset qwcificatxnis

for fineness and those solid fuel particles that exceed the preset

specifications for fineness.

4,478,188

CONDENSING FURNACES
Robert W. Sarith, Ontario, CBMria, inifBor to ElMrafl Saiamh
Ltdn Dowasfiew, Canada

Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 490,221
OalnM priority, appiicatioa United Kinidom Oct 28, 1982,

8230760

1A a) F33J 15/00
U.S. CL 110-215 8(

4^478,157

MILL RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
L. Mvto, HeaewMd, W^ awlgaui to

_) lacn WIndnr, Onn.
DIflaiaa of &». No. 443,587, No?. 18, 1982,. His application

Dae. 23, 1981, Sar. No. 584,880

hLCLinSKl/OO
UJB. CL 11^-108 « n.i—

1. In a direct fired system operative for purposes ofdfecting
flie pulverization and subsequent firing of solid ftiels, said
direct fired system hicluding pulverizer means for pulverizing
solid tad material, classifier mens for rejecting pulverized 1. A condensing furnace, o(»nprising:
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a burner means fbr producing hot gaseous products ofcom-
bustion,

blower means for moving air through the ftamace,

beat exchanger means for transferring heat fhnn said hot

gaseous products of combustion to said air,

fin tube condensing means through which the hot gaseous

products of combustion are ducted, and past which said

airflows,

and means for spraying water into the hot gaseous products

ofcombustion iq»tream of the fin tube condensing means,

so that the sprayied water droplets mix intimately with the

hot gaseous products of combustion and are vqwrized

thereby, who^ a portion of the combined water vapor

and gaseous products of combustion can condense in the

condensing means to create a liquid condensate of which

the pH is closer to neutral than would have been the case

in the absence of the qvayed water.

4,478,159

APPARATUS FOR PLANTING SEEDS AND THE LIKE
RKfmnai Mdgon, P.O. Bos 443, Codtaga, Calif. 93210

CortmMtiM of Scr. No. 305,956, Sep. 28, 1981, abaMhwed. lUs
application Sep. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 534,668

IM. a' AOIC 5/05

US.a 111-52 9 CUoH

predetermined direction of travd, each of the planting

heads being arranged fbr forming a depression in earth

being traversed as the respective one ofthe planting heads

is moved in the predetermined direction of travel and in

engagement with the earth.

4,478,160

PATTERN SEWING MACHINE
KoUeU Ohiiwa, AieU, Japa^ artganr to MItartiaU Dsaki

KabaaUld Kaiska, Tokyo, Japan

FDad Oet 14, 1982, Scr. No. 434,284

OalM priority, applieatkM Japan, Oet 14, 1981, 56-1638r

Int. CL^ D05B 21/00

US.a 112-121.12 12

1. Apparatus for sunultaneously planting seeds in a plurality

of adjacent beds of earth separated by substantially parallel

fbrrows, the apparatus comprising, m combination:

(a) a main finlinr,

(b) attachment means for mounting the main firame on a

vehicle for movement with the vehicle over beds of earth

diqxjaed along a path in a predetermined direction of

travel substantially parallel to furrows associated with the

beds of earth;

(c) a subfiame having an axle and an upper portion;

(d) mounting means for attaching the subfitame on the main

fitame with the axle of the subfirame being oriented sub-

stantially hOTizontally and transversely of the predeter-

mined direction of travel;

(e) a plurality of arms mounted on the axle of the subfirame

for mdcpodent pivotal movement about the axle thereof

in individual, spaced. snbstantiaUy parallel, planes substan-

tiaUy normal to the associated axle, each of the arms

having a horizontal portion pivotally mounted on the axle

and a vertical portion di^osed in right angular rebition to

the horizontal portion, the horizontal portim of at least

one of the arms being ofa length greater than the horizon-

tal portion of at least one of the other of the arms; and

(f) a plursJhy of planting heads each having a forward por-

tion and a rearward portion relative to the predetermined

direction of travci each ofthe planting heads being borne

by a vertical portion ofa respective one ofthe arms associ-

ated with the suMrame, attachment ofeach ofthe planting

heads to the subframe being at a point remote firom the

horizontal portion of the associated arm and in trailing

relation to the axle of the subframe with respect to the

1. A pattern sewing machme, oomprisbg:

a cloth feeding mechanism driven by at least one first motor;

a sewing machine mechanism having a needle and driven by

a second motor,

memory means fbr storing control data, said control data

including pattern data for determining a direction and

amount of rotaticn of said first motor,

temporary stop instruction means for providing a first in-

struction fbr stopping said sewing machine mechanism

during sewing;

minute movement instruction means for providing a second

mstruction for moving said cloth feeding mechanism

while said sewing machine mechanism is stopped; and

a control circuit for reading said conrol data and fbr syn-

chronously driving said doth feeding mechanism and said

sewing machine mechanism in accordance with said con-

trol data, said control circuit comprising: a first control

element responsive to said first instruction for stopping

said sewing machine mechanism with said needle at a

predetermined position, and for stopping said cloth feed-

ing mechanism; and a second control element responsive

to said second oistruction for minutely moving said doth

fieeding mechanism in accordance with said pattern data

firom a positioo where said doth feeding mechanism has

been stopped to a desired position, and for thereafter

driving said sewing machine mechanum and cloth feeding

mechanism in accordance with said control data.

4y478,161

SWITCHING DEVICE OF A DOUBLE-FUNCnON
SEWING MACHINE

Hanyi; Nobera fssnp, bath ofTokyo; Raishi Noawta,

and YoaUkan Ebato, Tokyo, all of Japan, aasi^

on to Jaanase Sowing MachiM Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

FDad Jm. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 489A22
OataH priority, iWUcHkm Japa^ Jan. 38. 1982, 57-9994

lit a? D06B 1/14

US.a 112-155 3 CUaM
1. In a double-f^mction sewing machme having a Vxk stitch
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forming mechanim and an overlock stitch forming mecha-
nism, a rotatable flywheel and a machine frune, a switching
device for switching the sewing machine for lock stitching or
overlock stitchmg comprising a flywheel shaft rotatably sup-
ported in the machme frame; a switchmg key slidably displac^
able with respect to said flywheel shaft lengthwise thereof and
having an end connected to the flywheel and rotatable inte-

grally with said flywheel shaft; a belt wheel bush secured to
the flywheel shaft; a first belt wheel routable by a driving
source and operatively connected to said belt wheel bush for

rotation thereof; a second belt wheel operatively connected to
the overlock stitch mechanism by a belt and rotatably sup-

ported on said belt wheel bush; a lock stitching upper shaft

hook beak and needle guard means having a free end; said

needle guard means being attached by screw means to said

hook body and supporting screw means for said fi«e end in said

hook body and having means for securing said supporting

screw means against undesired rotation, said hook body having
a hub for receiving said supporting screw means, said support-

mg screw means received m a threaded hole m said hook body
and having a head, said free end of said curved portion of said

needle guard means resting against said head, said needle guard
means being pretensioned so that said fiee end rests constantly

against said head when said supporting screw means is turned
to vary the position of said needle guard means with respect to

said beak, said free end and said contact surface being dis-

placed upon turning said supporting screw means to provide
substantial clearance between a needle and said beak, said

means for securing said supporting screw m«ans comprising a
coating for preventing seliT-tuming of said supporting screw
means when the sewing machine' is in operation, said hook
remaining in the sewing machine when adjusting the position

of said guard means relative to said beak by turning said sup-

porting screw means; said needle guard contacting said needle
in a most close vicinity of the hook beak.

4,478,1(3

DUAL EXPOSURE HOT WIRE CUTTER
John H. Keeton, P.O. Box 296, GanpbellifiUc Ky. 43718

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 426,145

Int a^ DOSB 65/06
VS. a, in—in u cuns

connected to the lock stitching mechanism, said upper shaft
bong rotatable in the machine frame and arranged coaxial with
said flywheel shaft; said switching key being selectively en-
gageable with said belt wheel bush and with said lock stitchhig

upper shaft to connect said belt wheel bush to said lock stitch-

mg upper shaft or with said belt wheel bush and with said

second belt wheel to connect said belt wheel bush to said

second belt wheel; and a switching pawl engageable with said

second belt wheel and slidably guided with respect to the
machine frame so m to enaMe the flywheel to be operated
between a first position m which the beh wheel bush and the
lock stitching vcpfta shaft are connected by said switching key
and a second position in which said beh wheel bush and said

second beh wheel are connected by said switchmg key.

M78,162
NEEDLE GUARD OF A SEWING MACHINE

Gerfend Bi«w«ikr, Bialefcid, Fed. Rep. of Genuny, aMignor
to lochi Adlar AG, BickfUd, Fed. Rep. of GerMny

FDod Jo. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 384,583
Otkm priority, ppHcitlon Fed. Rep. of Gcmay, Jan. 6,

1981, 3122613; Apr. 3, 1982, 3212543

IM. Q) DeSB 55/06, 57/06
U&a 112-227 4 Chdns

'/S

3. An arrangement in a sewing machine, comprising: a dou-
ble kwkstitch book with a rotatably mounted hook body, a

1. A cutting assembly for cuttmg thread, comprising:
a guide block having a bottom surface for movement of

cloth therepast in a direction A;
means defining a narrow channel in said guide block substan-

tially parallel to said direction A, said channel being open
at said bottom surface, and having a trailing end and a
leading end spaced from each other in the direction A;

means defining a vacuum cut-thread removal passageway in

said block at said channd leading end, and m operative

communication with said channel, said passageway elon-

gated in a dimension intersecting said channel;

a wire portion ofelectrically conductive material adapted to

be connected to a source of e.m.f.; and
means for mounting said wire portion in said channel, spaced
from the channel top, so that said wire extends in said

channel generally perpendicuUv to said direction A adja-

cent, but ^Mced from, the mtersection of said channel and
said vacuum passageway, out of the primary flow of air

into the vacuum passageway.

8. A cutting assembly for cutting thread conprising:

a guide block having a bottom surface for movement of
cloth therepast in a direction A;

means defining a narrow channel in said guide block substan-

tially paraUd to said directibn A, said channel being open
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at said bottom surface, and having a trailing end and a

leadhig end qweed firom each other in the direction A;

means ddRning a vacuum cut-thread removal passageway in

said block at said channel leading end, and in operative

communication with said channel, said passageway elon-

gated m a dimension intersecting said channel;

means defining a notch in said block adjacent, but spaced

from, said channel leadmg end and said vacuum passage-

way, said notch including an open bottom and end;

a wire (tf electrically c(»ductive material adapted to be

connected to a source of e.m.f.; and

means for mounting said wire in said notch and sakl channel

so that thread in said notch or said channel can be brought

into contact with said wire, and severed thereby.

tanker, a pluraUty of narrow baUast tanks generally following

the contours of the ship's sides and of the main longitudinal and

transverse bulkheads, to form a grid pattern of rectangular or

square vertical hollow cells with straight smooth sides of a

height generally reachmg from the ship's bottom up to half of

the cargo space height, wherein each individual cell contains

I I

4,478,164

WIND*PROPELLED CRAFT
Michael J. MoMV, 14 Lodge Way, Shepperton, Mlddleaex

TW17 ORZ, En^nd
Filed JnL 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,947

IM. a> B63H 9/04; B63B 39/00

U.S.a 114-39 13 CUbs
therewithin a segregation partition in the form of diaphragm

means, cargo space of the hull being divided into a plurality of

individual cargo spaces, and wherein the narrow ballast tanks

also extend crosswise and lengthwise through individual cargo

spaces to further subdivide such cargo spaces into smaller

individual cargo spaces.

4,478,166

BOAT
Goone C Soranaen, 9812 17th Atc. SW., Seattle, Wash. 98106

FDed Dec. 22, 1980, Scr. No. 219,338

IM. a' B63B 1/20

UAa 114-290 2 Cfadns

10. A wind-propeDed craft comprising:

(a) a hull and a pair of unstayed masts mounted on the hull

to pivot about an axis lyingm an approximately horizontal

plane,

(b) said pair ofmasts being pivotal between a first position in

which one mast extends substantially vertically and the

other extends generally at right angles thereto away from

the hull and a second position m which the rebtive config-

uration of the masts is reversed,

(c) each mast including a sail structure selected fhmi the

group consistmg of sails and aerofoils wherd>y a first sail

structure can be trimmed to the wmd to provide forward

propulsion while the other sail structure sunultaneously

provides upward Uft tending to counteract rolhng or

heeling force applied to the hdl by wind impingmg on the

first sidl structure, and

(d) means for connecting the masts at an angle with respect

to each other with cross-struts located at the leading and

trailing edges of said sail structures.

4,478,165

BALLAST-CARGO GRID SYSTEM FOR TANKERS
Patrick J. Strain, 27 Taaglewood Dr., Ncpcan, Ontario, Canada

(K2H6PS)
Coitfanntion-fah>part of Scr. No. 234,135, Feb. 13, 1981,

abndoMd. His application Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,665

ClaiM priority, application Canada, Apr. 11, 1980. 347444

Int a>B63B 25/72

U&a 114-74 R 6aafans

1. A ballast-cargo grid system for a tanker or the like com-

prismg, withm the length of the cargo space of the hull of the

1. A boat capable of supportfaig an outboard motor having a

propeller and a cavitation plate comprising at least one tran-

som to support the motor, a skeg aligned under the center of

the transom and extending forward over at least a portion of

the boat's length, and hulls arranged substantially parallel to

the skeg, extending downwardly from the transom's bottom

and defhiing with the skeg and transom two channels along the

boat's bottom wherein:

(a) the skeg is symmetrical about the longitudinal centerline

of the boat and has a substantially trapezoidal cross-sec-

tion having only three, substantially planar, wetted sur-

faces, the surfaces forming a base and two sides of the

skeg, each surface being substantially a single plane lack-

ing discontinuities, wherein the area of the trapezoidal

skeg uni^rmly increases as the skeg runs aftward so that

at its aft end, the skeg sustantially shields the propeller to

reduce caviution. the aft end of the skeg extends down-

wardly firom the bottom of the transom to a depth corre-

sponding approximately to that of the cavitation plate of

the motor supported fiom the transom, and the base of the

skeg defines as additional planing surface for the boat; and

(b) the channels substantially uniformly decrease in cross-

secticmal area to increase the apparent water pressure and

velocity in each channel, resulthig in an increase in Uft of

the boat's stem and a further reduction in cavitation of the

propeller, wherein the area of each channel uniformly

decreases by about 20% from the area at its reference inlet

for each foot of travel aftward, and wherein the hulls

extend downwardly at least as faru the depth reached by

the aft end of the skeg.
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COUPLING SYSTEM FOR A MULTIPLE SECTIONED
BOAT

Ktfli G. Hvt, 3S OeiH Aw^ Hvwkh Port, Maw. 02646

FIM May 4, 1981, Scr. No. 260,314

IM. a' B63B 7/04

UJ.a 114-352 1 aain

1. A lyitem for joining together at least two independently
buoyant boat hull lections to form a tingular vessel, said first

and second boat hull sections each having a hull panel and an
interfiKe bulkhead which flushly mates with a corresponding
interfiMe bulkhead in an adjacent hull section to be attached,

the system for joining said boat hull sections comprising:

at least one threaded tetening means which is mountable
through the upper areas of said first and second interface

bulkheads for positive clamping together of said first and
second bulkheads above the waterline, said first and sec-

ond interfKe bulkheads having alignable passages which
are coaxial when the first and second hull sections are

joined and receive the fastening means;
at least one rigid elongated pin which resists flection along

the interface, said rigid elongated pin being anchored near
the waterline, and being mounted through said first bulk-

head and embedded in a rigid watertight block flrmly and
directly attached to the bulkhead and the hull panel it

adjoins; said second bulkhead having a watertight re-

cessed socket with a closed end securely embedded in a
rigid watertight casing, said socket firmly and directly

tetened to the bulkhead it adjoins, and said casing being
firmly and directly ftstened to the bulkhead and the hull

panel it adijoins; said socket being dimensioned to corre-

qiondingly engage in a ready and snug manner and said

elongated pin.

4,478,160

DOOR BRACE AND ALARM DEVICE
Rotart C WtaOMT, 3337 SW. 7th St, Oeala, Fla. 33674

FDod JaL 23, 1982, Scr. No. 401,230
lit a' GOOD J3/08

UAa 116-82 4

I te

an alarm means for producing a warning sound when the
door is moved relative to the generally horizontal flooi^

a shaft means positionable at an angle from a generally verti-

cal door to a generally horizontal floor for providing
resistance to attempted movement of said door and for

providing support for said alarm means, said shaft means
having two ends, said shaft means including a horizontal

connection means connected to said ends for ooaneetion
to said door and said floor,

said alarm means including a triggermg means for triggering

said alarm means;

said alarm means connected to said shaft means to position

said triggering means for producing a warning sound
when the door is moved relative to the generally horizon-
tal floor in opposition to the resistance supplied by said

shaft means;

said alarm means comprise an alarm housing means and a
sound emitting means;

said alarm housing means connected to said shaft means fior

providing support to the sound emitting means in juxtapo-
sition to said door,

said sound emitting means connected to said alarm housing
means in juxtaposition to said door for providing a sound
upon movement of said door in opposition to the resis-

tance provided by said shaft means;
said alarm houing means includes an adjustable alarm re-

tainer means and a shaft retention means;
said alarm housing means providmg threaded cooperation

with said alarm retainer means for generally lateral, hori-

zontal adjustment and support of said sound emitting
means in juxtaposition with said door;

said alarm housing means rotatably connected to said shaft

means, said alarm housing means impinges against said

shaft means in a generally horizontal position;

said alarm retainer means connected to said alarm housing
means in threaded cooperation providing support and
generally lateral, horizontal adjustment for said sound
emitting means in juxtaposition with said door, said alarm
retainer means connected to said sound emitting means;

said shaft retention means connected to said alarm housing
means for connecting to and retaining said alarm housing
means in a storage position generally parallel to said shaft

means.

4,478,169

MARKING DEVICE FOR FIRE HYDRANT OR THE LIKE
Keuseth D. Shreflor, 967 Lander Rd^ MqffleM Vilfa«a, OUo
44143

Flkd Job 13, 1983, Scr. No. 803,568

Iirt. CL3 G09F 17/00: F16M 13/02
U.S.ail6—209 9

I. A door brace alarm apparatus, comprising;

1. A marking device for a fire hydrant or the like compris-
ing, means for mounting the device on the hydrant, elongated
stem means connected to said mounting means and projecting

a {redetermined distance upwardly firom said mounting means,
and means providing for pivoting of said stem means relative

to said mounting means whereby said stem means can be
moved from an upwardly extending position to a lowered
position and below the plane of the opeMtmg nut of the hy-
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drant, and wherein said mounting means comprises a generally

L^hqie, in side elevation, bracket having means on the hori-

zontal teg of the bracket for attaching the marking device to

the hydrant, and said stem means on the lower end thereof has

an inverted generally U-ahaped, in side elevation, bracket

secured thereto and encmnpassing a portion of the upwardly

extending leg of said L^haped bracket, said upwardly extend-

ing teg biving an elongated verticaUy extending slot therein

and said inverted U-s^ped bracket having a pin extending

transversely thereof through said slot, said U-shaped bracket,

said slot and said pin comprising said pivoting means, said pin

bang disposed adjacent the lower ends of the arms of the

U-shaped bracket, and said upwardly extending leg having a

shoulder projection on each side thereof at the vppex end

thereof comprising restraining means, which in conjunction

with said pin extending through said slot adjacent the lower

end of said U-shaped bracket prevents pivotal movement of

said stem means with respect to said mounting bracket in said

upwardly extendmg position ofsaid stem means and unless said

inverted U-shaped bracket and attached stem is moved up-

wardly relative to said slot so as to clear said shoulder projec-

tions at the upper end of said upwardly extending leg where-

upon said inverted U-shaped bracket and attached stem can

then be pivoted retetive to said mounting bracket to move said

stem means angularly with reqwct to said mounting bracket

and below the plane of the operating nut on a hydrant

4,478,170

SPRAY GRAINER
WflUaa G. Bridgea, AthcM, nd CMg A. Footer, Oenlairi,

both of Ten., aarigaori to Oltai GorponthM, New H8?c%

f. spray grained product particte outlet means for removing

the product partietes firom the drum.

4^478,171

VARUBLY DISPLACEABLE SPRAY NOZZLES
WOliHi G. BrMisa, AtlMH, mi CM8 A. Foolor, Qafslaad,

both or Ten., aarigaors to OUa CorponUoa, New Havoa.

FOad JaL 5, 1983, Scr. No. 510491

lat a' B05B /J/00

UJ.a 118-64 19

FDod Sep. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 528,811

lat a.1 B05B 15/00

U.S.a 118-64 41

1. In an elongate, hollow drum having an arcuate Ulterior for

forming spray gr^ned particles, the particles accumuteting in a

bed at the bottmn of the drum, the drum being rotatably

mounted on support means and luving a first end and an op-

posing seccmd end, the first end and ORMsing second end lying

along the longitudmal axis of the drun, the drum being rotat-

able about the longitudinal axis, comprising in combination:

a. fbed inlet means adUacent the first end for feeding seed

particles and product fines into the drum;

b. qiraying means positioned within the drum adjacent the

first end for spraying the slurry in a predetermined slurry

spray pattern thereby defining at least one spraying zone

within the drum intermediate the first end and the oppos-

ing seo(md end;

c. drying means fior introducing a heated gas into the drum

for drying the spray grained particles;

d. deflector means extending only in the at least one spraymg

zone to deflect fUling seed partietes, product fines and

wpny grained partietes overlying the spraying means and

tlierd)y defining the upper limit <rf the spraying zone;

e at least one drying zone intermediate the spraying zone

and the opposing second end when spray grained parti-

etes fUl in a sobatantiaUy uaintermpted downward path

through the heated gas; and

1. In an elongate, hollow drum having an arcuate interior for

forming spray gniiMd particles, the particles being sprayed by

a liquid slurry white falling in a cascade, the sprayed partietes

accumuteting in a bed at the bottom of the dram, the drum

bong rotatably mounted on siq>port means and having a first

end and an opposing second ad, the first end and opposing

second end lying along the lon^tudinal axis of the drum, the

drum being rotatabte about the longitudinal axis, cooqvising in

combination:

a. feed intet means for feedmg said partietes and product

fines into the first end of the drum;

b. lopport means positioned at teast partially within the

QfUIDl

c. spraying means supported by the support means for spray-

ing the shvry in a predetermined durry spray dispovon

pattern therd>y defhiing at least one qnying zone within

the dram intermediate the first end and the opposing

second end, the spraying means bong a(|justaMe at teast in

a first direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

drum and in a second direction transverse to the kmgitodi-

nal axis of the dram;

d. drying means for introducing a heated gas into the drum

for drying the spray grained particles;

e at teast one drying zone intermediate the spraying zone

and the opposing second end where ^ray grahied parti-

cles Ml in a downward path through the heated gas; and

f. spray grained product particte outlet means adjacent the

first end of the drum for removing the iffoduct particles

from the drum.

4|478472

CHANGEABLE UQUID RESERVOIR AND STIRRER
APPARATUS

Marie E. Hcrtater, Bcrta GoMly, Pa., assizor to RCA •

ntta,NcwYorit,N.Y.
FDod Dae. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 560,390

Iata)B0BC//a2
U.S.a 118-612 3

1. A changeabte liquid reservoir and stirrer apparatus for

providing liquid to a liquid applicator comprising:

a reservoir for holding a supply of liquid;

a hdlow dram rotatably supported in said reservoir, includ-

ing a plurality of liquid stirring baffles arranged on the

inside surfMe of said drum, said dram inchiding a shaft

having a first coupling member in the proziaaity of eadi

end;

fbr rotating said shaft, said means for rotating inchid-
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inga woond oooplnig member fbr engagmg ooe of said

fint ooaplmg memben whereby said shaft is selectively

eogageable from either end;

a base member for supporting said reservoir in the proximity

of said liquid appUcator, said base member including a
plurality of guiide means symmetricaUy diqwaed with
reqwct to bodi ends of the shaft;

Al'l^rrr ^
a plurality of holding members arranged to receive said

guide means wherry said base member is receivable by
said holding members in either of two directions; and

biasing means for biasing one of said first coupling members
into engagement with said second coupling member
wherdyy said drum is rotatable in said lk|uid and said

bafOes stir said liquid.

METHOD AND AFPAKATUS FOR SENSING AND
CONTROLLING THE INTENSITY OF ENERGY IN A

DEPOSmON SYSTEM
DoiUsr, IMam Ldn, Miek, aarifaor to EMigy Coih
DericM, IK^ Tnf, Mich.

FDad Apr. 18, 1983, Sar. No. 488,138

bt a) C33C 13/08
U.S. CL 118—688 3

1. In a plasma glow discharge deposition apparatus which is

adapted to deposit a layer of semiconductor material upon a
substrate, said ^)paratus including: at least one vacuum cham-
ber, reaction gases adapted for introduction into said chamber,
an electrode operatively disposed within said chamber in

spaced relation to said subatrMe; a power supply coupled to

said electrode for providing electromagnetic energy to the
electrode so as to (!) form a plaama for decomposing the reac-

tion gases in a decomposition region which is formed between
the electrode and the substrate, and (2) deposit the layer of
semiconductor material onto die subMrate; the improvement
comprising in combination:

a photosensor operatively disposed to (1) receive illumina-

tion emanating frnn the phwma and (2) generate an output
signal correlataUe with the intensity of the illumination;

a reforeace signal source independent of the {rfiotosensor,

said source adapted to provide a presdected reference
signal, whereby said reference signal is independent of the
mteaaity of illumination from die plasma;

comparator means adapted to compare the output signal of
' the photosensor with the reference signal and generate a

control signal indicative of the diiferenoe between said
ou^t and reference signals, and

power supply control means adi^jtad to (1) receive die con*
trol uffui and (2) adjust die intensity of power delivered
by the power supply in response to the control signal,

whereby the electromagnetic energy actually delivered to
the plasnu from the electrode may be maintanied at a
preselected levd.

4,478474
VACUUM COATING VESSEL WITH MOVABLE

SHUTTER PLATE
Martial Ranger, Gieoeeatar, Camria, Mrtgnnr to Qmndin Pa-

uefewpman uautad, Ottawa, Canda
Filed Fab. 15, lM4y Ser. No. 580029

Fab. 25, 1983, 422458

U.S. a. 118—718
bt a^ C23C 13/08

•-U"

1. A vacuum coating vessel, comprising:
(a) a casing having a vacuum costing compartment and a
vapour source compartment, the casing having an oudet
for connection to a vacuum source, the vacuum coating

compartment having access means thereto for at least one
article to be vacuum coated therein, the vapour source
compartment having access means thereto for placement
of vapour source means therein,

(b) a partition, in the casing, separating the vacuum coating

compartment from the vapour source compartment, the

partition having vapour inlet port means for vapour from
the vqwur source means for, in operation, delivering

vapour from the vapour source means in the vapoat
source compartment to the said at least one article in the

vapour coating compartment,

(c) a shutter plate in the vapour source compartment and
adjacent Hk partition, the shutter plate having corre-

sponding vapour port means to the said v^wur ndet port

means and *0'-ring seal groove means adjacent the parti-

tion and bounding at least one closed portion of the shut-

ter plate so that

0) when the shutter plate is in an open position the yvpoar
port means is aligiMd with the vapour inlet port means in

the partition, for the passage of vapour through the va-

pour inlet port means while masking, from the vupoat, the

side of the partition adjacent the shutter plate, and
(ii) when the shutter plate is in a closed position the ty-ring

seal groove means is aligned with the vapour inlet port

means in the partition, for closing the v^wur inlet port

means,

(d) at least one *0'-ring seal in the 'C-ring seal groove means
for sealing the closed portion of the shutter plate to the

partition in the open and in the closed positions,

(e) bearing means slidably mounting oppowd edge portions

of the shutter plate in the v^mur source conqiartment, for

fint disengaging the said at least one 'O'-ring seal from the

partition, by moving the shutter plate away from the

partition, then guiding the shutter {date from the open to

the closed position, and then reengaging the said at least

one 'C-ring seal with the partition, and vice versa, and

(0 means for moving the shutter {date from the open position

to the closed position, and vice versa.
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JohaFIahar,

4,478,175

REARING UNIT
, Northwich, airi Darfd Hoimaa, Nantwich, bodi of

aasignon to BP Natrition (UK) Limited, Essex,

Continnadon of Ser. No. 338,296, Jan. 11, 1982,. TUs
application No?. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 550,982

CUBS priority, appUeadon United Kbisdom, Jan. 14, 1981,

8101044; Jan. 30, 1981, 8120157; Aug. 21, 1981, 8125548
lat a^ AOIK 1/02

VS. CL 119—16 7 Clafan

•^

A3

l^t

r

•^
"j~' :«6

^9

w
sK:

i»

S2

1. A rearing unit, suitable for piglets, comprising:
a pen having a perforated floor;

a liquid feeding device in said pen having at least one artific-

i^ nipple;

a multi-walled nest box adjacent said pen, said nest box
having side walls, a top wall and a floor and having an
opening in a side wall thereof permitting passage of an
animal between the nest box ami the pen, said top wall

forming an openable roof;

a heater connected with said nest box for mMtififiing a

minimum temperature within said nest box;

a thermostat having a temperature sensor positioned in said

nest box adjacent to said opening in said side wall and
connected to said heater for controlling said heater and
thereby controlling the temperature in said nest box; and

a solids feed device in one of said pen and said nest box and
accessible to an animal in said one of said pen and said nest

box.

4^78,176
SPRAYING APPARATUS

laa W. JaaNS, 50 Hcanaa St, Cambridge, New Zealand

FOed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,433

Clafan priority, appUeadoa United Bogdom, Sep. 22, 1981,

8128560

UL OJ AOIK 29/00
VS. CL 119—159 2 ClafaBS

^.

1. Apparatus for qiraying animals comprising a race, having

sides and a base inchiding a waflEway, maaM of entry to and

exit from the race, qnaying neaas wMrin dw noa arraagad to

disperse treatment sohidon failo dw iMerion oftfM iMa, a flrst

pair of inwardly extendhig guide rails moomed on opposite

walls of the race in the region of the lower portion of the sides

of the race, a second pair of inwardly directed guide rails

mounted on opposite walls of the sides of the apparatus below
the said first pair of guide rails, each pair of guide rails extend-

ing substantially throughout the length of the sides of the

apparatus and the second pair of guide rails extending mto the

interiors of the apparatus to a greater extent than the first pair

ofguide rails such that the accessible width of the race near the

feet of the animal passing through the race is less than the

accessible width of the race near the body of such animal, each

of said guide rails at each side of the race supporting an elon-

gate retaining panel comprising a shield with mounting brack-

ets extending vertically between one of the guide rails forming

said first pair of guide rails and one of the guide rails forming

said second pair of guide rails and from one side of the shield,

such being ad^>ted to be engaged over the guide rails and
locking means, at least equal in length to said mounting brack-

ets, for temporarily locking the mounting brackets with re-

q)ect to the guide rails, the arrangement being such that the

gap between the guide rails u taken up by said retaining panel

to prevent small animals from stepping or falling between the

guide rails of the race.

4^78,177
INTERNAL COMBUSnON ENGINE

Joaeph M. VaMeapfaio, 5023 Golf dob Pkwy., Oriaado, Fla.

Coadnuadon-bi-part of Ser. No. 164,038, Jan. 30, 1980,

abandoned. This applicadon Dec. 13, 1982, Sar. No. 449,517

bt a.3 F02B 43/08

VS. CL 123-1 A 8

1. An improvement in internal combustion engines charac-

terized by:

an intoiud combustion engine having fiiel feed means for

feeding a hydrocarbon fiiel-air mixture to at least one

combustion chamber, said engine having an ignition sys-

tem and an exhaust system for feeding exhaust gases from

said internal combustion engine and a cooling system for

cooling said engine;

ammonia storage means for storing ammonia in proximity to

said internal combustion enginr,

ammonia feed means for feeding ammonia from said ammo-
nia storage means to said engine combustion chamber

with said fuel-air mixture charge;

means coupled to said ammonia feed means between said

ammonia storage means and said internal combustion

engine for '<«n~'*f**"g said ammonia into hydrogen and

nitrogen and fieeding said gas to said engine with the

hydrocarbon fiid-air mixture, whereby ammonia is fed

into a combustion chamber substantially dissociated;

feed control valve means connected to said ammonia fbed

means for varying rate of feed of said ammonia to said

combustion chamber responsive to operatmg conditions

of said internal combustion engine;

means to oontrcri the hydrocarbon fiiel-air mixture of said

internal oonbostion engine so as to be leaned bdow a

normal hydrocarbon f^-air operating range when am-
is being dissociated and fed from said ammonia

I by said ammonia feed means to said internal

! in aocofdance with said rate of feed of

said
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nm to twitch uid intemal combustion engine to said
Bonnal hydrocvbon ftiel-air operating range in reqjonse
to Slid aauBooia diaociation means having insufficient

heat to diModate the ammonia; and
earn to advance the ignition system spark upon the hydro-
carbon air-fliel bemg leaned by said engine control means
and to retard the ignition systiem spark upon said hydro-
carbon aiT'ftiel being switched to said normal hydrocar-
bon ftiel«r operating range.

M7I,178
PRESSinaZATTON DEVICE FOR THE COOLING

SYSTEM OF A HEAT ENGINE
toRauuHVeU-

FOad May U, 1983, Scr. No. 493314
rkrlty, appHcallw FhMC, JaL 8, 1982, 82 11977

IM. a) FOIP 11/Ol B85D 51/16
UAaU8-llj81 4

t A piararization device for the cooling system of a heat
engine, said cooling system comprising an enclosure fed by a
souroeofgas under pressure in which cooling liquid circulates,
said pressurization device comprising:

(a) a chamber connected to the source of gas under pressure;
(b) a first pressure reUef valve disposed between said cham-

ber and the atmosphere, said first pressure relief valve
having a first cahbration value (Ti) and being oriented so
as to vent the pressure in said chamber to atmosphere
when it exceeds a predetemuned value (Po+Ti);

(c) a second pressure reUef valve disposed between said
chamber and the enclosure, said second pressure relief
vjve having a second cahbration value (T2) and being
oriented so as to vent the pressure in said enclosure to said
chamber when it exceeds the pressure in said chamber
and

(d) a first depression valve diqwsed between said chamber
and the enclosure, said first depression valve having a
third cahbraton value (T3) and being oriented so as to vent
the pressure m said chamber to the enclosure when it

exceeds the pressure hi the enclosure.

D.

4y«78,179

RADIAL PISTON ENGINES
toMorriaoa

FDad Dae. 7. 1988, Ser. No. S58331
lirt. a^ FD2R 57/08

UAai23—44B 9ClafaM
1. la oonbinatioa:

tatkmary fhoie means,
a statioaary son gear (» the fhmw means,
• rotor pivoted about the axis of the sun gear.
the rotor earryhig three crankshafts at substantially 120*

hitervals, each having an eccentric portion,
fbrea^ crankshaft a cyUnder m the rotor, a piston mounted

for redptPcatioB hi each cyhnder, and a connecting rod
fton the piston to the eccentric portion of the crankshaft,

each crankshaft being fixed to rotate with a respective plane-
tary gear, all planetary gears meshing with the sun gear

and having the same pitoh diameter as the sun gear,
whereby any point on the pitch circle of a phuietary gear
describes a cardioid as the planetary gear routes around
the sun gear once,

the crankshaft eccentricity being substantially i of the pitch
radius of a phmetary gear,

said eccentric portion of each crankshaft having roller
means rotatable about the same axis as the connection
between the connecting rod and the eccentric portion,

a ring member having an intemal surface surrounding and
contacting all of the roller means simultaneously, the ring
member being free to route about its own axis,

fuel metering means for providmg a combustible mixture for
thecyUnders,

V.-

ignitira means to ignite the combustible mixture m each
cylinder,

three valves for admitting the combustible mixture to each
cyUnder, each valve having a valve shaft and a valve head
at one end of the shaft, the shaft reciprocating in a bore of
the rotary frame, the bore being substantially radially

arranged with respect to the rotor axis, the shaft having at
its end remote frcm the valve head a roller fKfaptfd to
contact said internal surface of the ring member over a
fraction ot each rotor revolution, thereby to depress the
valve for the admission of said combustible mixture,

and porting means for exhausting products of combustion
from each cyUnder.
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4^478,180

CRANKCHAMBER PRECOMPRESSION TYPE
TWO-CYCLE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Tctano Fujikawa, Kobe, and Toahfydd Takada, MIU, both of

to Kawasaki Jokogyo KahMhlU Kalsha,

FVed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 448,780

Clafan priority, appUcatioo Japan, Feb. 19, 1982, S7-28386

lit a' F02B 33/04. 33/14
U.S.a 123-59 BS Idahn

a plurality of glow plugs provided in combustion chamben
of said engine;

a first electric path for connecting said battery and said glow
plugs through a switch;

a second electric path which is connected to said first eiectic

path in parallel, for connecting said battery and said glow
plugs through a voltage dropping circuit of which opera-

tion starts when said first electric path is cut off and stops

when the engine temperature reaches a predetermined

temperature;

» is
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1. A crankchamber precompression type two^ycle faitemal

combustion engine comprismg:

cylinder assemblies of an even number consisting of at least

one pair of cylinder assemblies having working cycles

with 180 phase deference, each cylinder assembly com-
prising:

a stepped cylinder constituted by a minor diameter cyUnder

portion and a major diameter cylinder portion;

a stepped piston received in said stepped cylinder and consti-

tuted by a minor diameter piston portion and a major

diameter piston portion, said minor diameter and n^jor

diameter piston portions being in sliding engagement with

the minor diameter and the major diameter cyUnder por-

tions of said stepped cylinder respectively;

a sub>intake chamber defined between the major diameter

portion of said cylinder and the minor diameter portion of

said piston, sakl sub-intake chamber being connected to an

auxiliary carburetor and an auxiliary scavenging nozzle

oriented toward a combustion chamber of the other asso-

ciated cyUnder assembly; and

a crankchunber connected to said major diameter portion of

said cylinder, and connected to a main carburetor and a

scavenging passageway oriented toward a combustion

chambCT of said cylinder assembljr,

wherem the improvonent resides in that the auxiliary carbu-

reton and the main carburetors are set befbrdiand in such

a manner that the former form a mixture of tuA of high

quaUty and air and the latter from a mixture of fiid oflow
quaUty and air, and said sub-mtake chamber is in commu-
nication with said scavenging nozzle of the associated

cyUnder through a passage ^ving only a check valve

mounted therem.

4^78,181

AFTER GLOW CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ENGINE
TeUaro KfloMU, AkU; Masaaori Kato, Kariya; MaaaUko Kato;

Kaxrtaka Kato, both of OkaxaU, aad Toatfo Knaoi, Karfya,

aU of Japn, aaigaon to Nippon Sokea, lae^ NiaUo and

NippoaiwBO Co., Ltd^ Kariya, both of; Japn
FDad Oet 27, 1982, Scr. No. 437,171

CUw priority, appUeaUoa Japan, Oet 27, 1981, 56-171804;

Sap. 21, 1982, 57-165n2
IM. a> F02N 17/00

U.S.a 123-148 A 16CUaM
1. An after glow control system for qiplying a voltage to

glow plugs installed in an engine of a vehide, comprising:

a bMery mounted on said vehiclr,

said volUge dropping circuit being composed of a switching

means provided between said battery and said glow plugs,

a switching control circuit for controUing the opening and
closing period of said switch and a set voltage generating

circuit for generating a set voltage;

said switching control circuit being composed of an output

feedback circuit for feedbacking said output voltage of

said voltage dropping circuit, and a comparator for com-
paring said feed-backed output voltage with said set volt-

age to apply an electric signal to said switoh.

4^78,182

HEUCALLY-SHAPED INTAKE PORTOFAN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

KiyoaU NakaaisU; Takeshi Okamara; Mattnai Kaiida; TakaaU
Kotaai, aU of Snaoao, aad TokaU laoae, MiaUan, aU of

Japan, aaaigBon to Toyou JIdoaha KabaaUU Kaiaha, AicU,

Japan

FOcd May 2, 1983, Scr. No. 490,339

Oaims priority, ^pUcatioB Jivaa, May 11, 1982, 57<877477;

Jul 21, 1982, 57-105470

lat a' F02F 1/42

MS.a 123-188 M 20

1

1. An intake device of an internal combustion engine com-

prising:

an intake valve having a valve stem;

an axially extending intake port passage having an inlet

opening at one end thereof and having an outlet opening

at the other end thereof, said intake port passage having a

substantiaUy cyUndricaUy extending dreumferential wall

which circumferentially extends about sakl valve stem, a

first skle wall which extends between sakl inlet opening
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and said circumferential waD along an axis of said intake
port paauge, a second side wall which extends between
said inlet opening and said circumferential wall along the
axis of said intake port passage and is arranged to face said
first side wall, an upper wall which extends between said
inlet opening and said drcumferential wall along the axis
of said intake port passage, and a bottom waU which
extends between said inlet opening and said circumferen-
tial wall along the axis of sakl intake port passage;

a separating wall projecting downward from said upper wall
and spaced from said bottom wall, said separating wall
extending along the axis of said inUUce port passage and
being spaced from said circumferential wall for defining a
helical portion having a helix terminating portion between
said separating wall and said circumferential wall, said
separating wall being qnced from said first side wall for
defining dierebetween an inlet passage portion tangen-
tiaUy connected to said helical portion, said separating
waUboDg spaced from said second side wall for defining
therebetween a bypass passage which interconnecting said
inlet passage portion to said heUx terminating portion;

a normally closed rotiuy valve arranged in said bypass pas-
sage and having a thin plate-shaped valve body which
extends between said upper wall and said bottom wall for
controlling the flow area of said bypass passage, said
bottom wall having a groove formed thereon, said valve
body having a lower end which is located in said groove-
and

an actuating means for actuating said rotary valve in re-
done to the change in the operating condition of the
engine to open said rotary valve when the engine is oper-
ating at a high speed under a heavy load.

4.478,183

IDLING SPEED CONTROL FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

WoUlpag Mlaeh, WicU; Adolf Vnfttg, Neoaa, and Manfred
Haufag, Kaant, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcrmny, anignors to
Rob«t Boaeh GmbH, SMtgwt. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FMOct 25, 1M2, Scr. No. 434,399
Oaim priority, aptlkrtim Fed. Rap. of Germany, Oct 24.

lMl,31433tt
/."«.-«»,

IM. CL> FQ2M 3/00
UJS.a 123-339 13

. -3v-

1. Apparatus for controlling, especially in idling, the speed
pf * v«j'»cular internal combustion engine having a throttie
^ooed in an engine intake duct for controlling the engine
speed, and an accelerator control for said throttie actuatable by
a vehicle driver, comprising:

ni««for producing a signal representative of actiial engine
•pwd,

means for producing a reference idling speed signal;
means for comparing said actual engine speed signal with

said refierence idling speed signal to produce a first error

means for modifying said first error signal by blocking out
*By Pyw" thereof oorresponding to deviation of actual
speed from said refiereDoe idling qwed which is equal to or

less than a predetermined extent of deviation and dieieby
providmg a first modified error gn.i.

means for modifying said first modified error signal by add-
ing at least one other signal thereto inchiding a signal
proportional to said signal representative ofengme speed,
and thereby producing a second modified error signal;

means including a proportional amplifier of unsymmetrical
amplification with respect to error signal sign for process-
ing said first modified error signal;

means including an integrator of unsymmetrical characteris-
tics witii respect to error signal sign for processing said
second modified error signal;

means for adding together the process signal respectively
produced by said processing means and tiiereby produc-
ing a throttie position reference signal;

a displaceable stop for said dirottie for defining a condition
of said dirotde when said accelerator control is not actu-
ated.

means for producing a signal representative of the actiial
position of said displaceable stop;

means for producing a Uirottie actiiation signal when said
dirotde is actiiated so as to remove it from said displace-
able stop;

means for comparing said signal representative of actiial
position of said displaceable stop witii said position refer-
ence signal provided by said means for adding die signals
produced by said processing means, and tbenby produc-
ing a final error signal;

means for disphunng said stop in accordance with said final

error signal;

means for disabling said displacing means resprasive to said
throttie switch signal, and

means for disabling said means for processing said first modi-
fied error signal in response to said dirotde switch signal.

6. Method of controlling, especially in idling, the speed of a
vehicular internal combustion engine having a throttie dis-
posed in an engine intake duct, for controlling engine tpeed,
and an accelerator control for said throttle actuatable by a
vehicle driver, said metixxl being automatically operated by
means of a displaceable stop for adjusting the idling setting of
said throttie during particular conditions of operation of said
engine, said method comprising the steps of:

comparing a signal repreaenutive of actual engme speed
(Uji) with a reference idUng speed signal (Uw) to produce
a first error signal;

modifying said first error signal by blocking out any portion
diereof corresponding to deviation of actual speed from
said reference idUng speed which is equal to or less than a
predetermined extent of deviation to provide a first modi-
fied error signal;

modifying said first modified error signal by adding a further
contribution thereto including at least a lagnp] propor-
tional to said signal representative of engine speed to
produce a second modified error signal;

processing said first modified error signal by a proportional
amplifier of unsymmetrical amplification with reqiect to
error signal sign;

processing said second modified error signal by an integrator
ampUfier of unsymmetrical characteristic with reqwct to
error signal sign;

adding die processed first and second modified first error
signals to produce a reference position signal (Lj) for said

disphneable stop; and
comparing a signal (Lj) representittive of actual position of

said displaceable stop with said reference position signal

(Lj) to produce a final error signal, and
dispbcing said stop in accordance with said final error sig-

nal.
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4^78,184
SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES
Yoahio SUMda, AicU. aad AUra Eno, Oobm both of Japu,
•arignon to Nippon Sokaa, lac, NiaUo, Japn

FUed Fab. 10, 1983, Sar. No. 465.4S9
CbdoM priority, appUeatiM Japan. Fab. 15, 1982, 57-23479

lat a^ B40K 31/00: F02D Jl/JO
VJS.a 123-352 9 fi«i—

4,478,185

AIR-FUEL RATIO AND IGNITION TIMING
REGULATION BY DETECTING ENGINE RUNNING

CONDITION
HMeU ObayaaU, Okanki; Tokio KohaaM, Ntahio; HIsaai
Kawai, Toyahaihi; Toahfkaaa laa, Aicki; Daiaaka Sawada,
and TakartI ShigsimalsH, both of Saaoao, aH of Japaa. awi^-
ors to Nippoa Sokes, lac, NiaUo and Toyota Jidoaha Kabn-
aUU Yalika, Toyota, both of, Japaa

Filed Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,753
Ciahas priority, appttcatioa Japaa, Apr. 12, 1982, 57-59758

lat a.3 F02D S/Oa- FD2B S/02
VJS. CL 123—419 11

1. A q)eed control system for an automotive vehicle driven
by a prime mover under control of control means for control-

ling the fuel supply into said engine, the control system com-
prising:

first means for producing a speed signal indicative of the

actual speed of the vehicle;

second means for producing a command signal indicative of
a desired speed of the vehicle;

third means for calculating a first difference between values

of the command and speed signals and for producing a
first differential signal indicative of the calculated first

difference;

fourth means for calculating a second difference between
values of the preceding and following speed signals and
for producing a second differential signal indicative of an
absolute value of the calculated second difference and a
sign signal indicative of one of positive and negative signs

of the calculated second difference;

fiftii means for adjusting the value of the first differential

signal in accordance with the absolute value of the second
differential signal in relation to the sign of the sign signal

and for producing a correction signal indicative of the

adjusted value of the first differential signal;

sixth means responsive to the correction signal for produc-
ing a control signal in relation to the sign of the sign signal;

and

actuator means for actuating said control means in response

to the control signal;

wherein the improvement comprises means for adjusting the

absolute value ofthe second difTerential signal to a smaller

value when the sign of the sign signal changes within a
duration defined by the preceding and following speed

signals, and wherein said fifUi means is arranged to adjust

the value of the first differential signal in accordance with

the adjusted smaller value of the second differential signal

in rektion to the sign of the sign signal and to produce a

correction signal indicative of the adjusted value of the

first difTerential signal.
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1. A method for regulating an air-fnel ratio and an ignition

timing in an internal combustion engine by detecting the en-

gine running conditions, calculating a control output signal

based on the detected engine running conditions, and control-

ling the air-fuel ratio of the engine and the ignition timing of
the engine using the calculated output signal, said method
comprising the steps of:

carrying out a calcuhition, using the signals of senson for

detecting engine running conditions, to produce a signal

5(12) for controlling the amount of the fiiel so as to attain

a lean air-fiiel ratio which does not cause any combustion
variations;

obtaining a read-out basic advance angle value 9t(\) on the

basis of the detected engine running conditions;

obtaining an interpolated basic advance value 9«(1I) on the

basis of the obtained read-out basic advance angle value

Wl):
obtaining a read-out advance angle correction value A9(l)
on the basis of the detected engine running conditions;

obtaining an interpolated advance angle correction value A9
on the basis of the obtained read-out advance angle cor-

rection value A9(l);

obtaining an ignition timing value on the basis of the de-

tected engine running conditions and the fiiel amount for at-

taining a lean air-fuel ratio; and

producing an ignition timing signal representing the ignition

timing corresponding to the lean air-fud ratio.
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M7S,186
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE WITH ESTTERNALLY SUPPLIED IGNTHON

Mr, GcrUagea; Btnku4 Bom , Komtal, and Peter

kfcwIiitwilipiB, all of Fed. Rep. of GenMuqr, tm-

1 10 Robvt BoMh GabH, SMtgtft, Fed. Rep. of G«r-

Filed MMf 12, 19S2, Ser. No. 377,4a9

CUtm priority, appUatioa Fed. Rep. of Germiqr, May 23,
IMl, 3120607

tata>F02Dii/aO
U.S.a 123-^136 14i

1. In • control lystem for externally ignited, internal com-
bustion engines, having an intake tube, a throttle valve
mounted in the intake tube, a controllable bypass around the
throttle valve, and a fuel metering system, the improvement
comprising:

an adjusting device for adjusting the opening cross section of
the bypass;

control signal generating means connected to the adjusting
device for generating a control signal applied to the ad-
justing device for adjusting the bypass opening; means for
generating a load signal dependent on air flow via said
throttle valve and applying said signal to said control
generating means, and

ftiel quantity signal generating means forming part of the
fliel metering system connected to receive the control
signal from the control signal generating means, said fuel

quantity signal generating means producing a fuel meter-
ing signal dependent on load and rpm which signal is

infhienced by said control signal firom said control signal

generator.

a fuel reservoir;

a cylmder ddining a fiiel pressure chamber, an inlet passage
providing communication between said reservoir and said
pressure chamber, and a friurality of dischaige ports ttch
providing communication between said chamber and a
different one of the engine's power cylinders;

a iiiel distribution plunger mounted in said cylinder for
rotary and reciprocating motion in response to rotation of
an engine's drive shaft coupled thereto, said plunger defin>
ing suction passages for periodically providing communi-
cation between the chamber and said inlet passage and
discharge passage means for sequentially registering with
said discharge ports to provide communication between
said pressure chamber and said discharge ports, said
plunger further defining an overflow passage providing
communication between said pressure chamber and said
reservoir; and

control valve means for automatically closing said overflow
passage during certain engine operating conditions, and
for selectively opening said overflow passage during other
engine operating conditions in synchro^sm with said
registration between said discharge passage means and
only predetermined ones of said discharge ports; said
control valve means comprising a control sleeve mounted
for reciprocating and pivotal movement on said plunger
and defining radial passage means for selective registra-
tion with said overflow passage, a pivotal coupling for
selectively controlling the rotational position of said
sleeve relative to said plunger, and an axial coupling for
selectively controlling the relative axial positions thereof.

4^78,188
ADJUSTABLE HYDRAUUCALLY OPERATED STOP

Fnaz EhelB, Strttgart, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuniy, Mri^or to
Robert Booch GmbH« Stottgart, Fed. Rep. ofGcnnay

FUed Mar. 2C 1982, Ser. No. 362,373
OaiaM pfiority, application Fed. Rep. of Goaaay, Mar. 28,

1981, 3111944

Int a' FfOM 41/00
VJS. a. 123—450 12

4*478,187

DISTRIBUTION TYPE FUEL INJECHON APPARATUS
KeUeU YaiMda, HignhlMlnyam, Japan, aarigMr to Diesel
KIU Co, Ltd., Japan

FDad May 13, 1982, Sar. No. 377,812
Int a^ FD2M 39/24; FQ2D J7/00

VAa 123-449 9 nmtm^

3 1

L An internal combustion engine distributive tod injection
apparatus comprising:

1. An adjustable hydraulically operated stop comprising a
housing for pulsed loading, in particular fw a metering piston
ofa fuel metering apparatus, said metering apparatus provided
with a supply chamber of said piston wherein said hydraulic
stop encompasses a stop body which is movably supported in

a distributor and arranged to determine the stroke length ofthe
metering iMston associated therewith, said stop body also being^

movably supported with tesptct to an adjusting member and
subjected to a hydraulic fluid in winch said hydraulic fluid also

surrounds said adjusting member, such that pressure fluctua-

tions acting upon the hydraulic fluid are cancelled out with
respect to said adjusting member, wherd>y the position thereof
is unaffected, said adjusting member for said stop body being a
sheath provided with a shMth wall and a bore Inving a cham-
ber-like enlargement, an opening in said sheath wall arranged
to discharge into said bore, said sheath fiirther being displace-

ably guided in an adjusting direction on a rod-like means at-

tached to said housing and mgaging said bore, said rod-like

means arranged to protrude as &r as said chamber-like enlarge-
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ment, said sheath further arranged to cooperate with a stop 4,478,190

body slidably arranged relative to said sheath whereby said FUEL INJECTION TIMING CONTROL IN
stop body sealingly engages said sheath bore and protrudes ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED ENGINE
into sakl chamber-like enlargement Taiyo Kawai, SasoM>, Japan, aaaipMN- to Toyota JMooha Ka-

boshU Kalaha, Toyota, Japan

FUed No?. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,366

Claim priority, appilcatloa Japan, Jnl. 14, 1982, 57-121182

4^71^119 Int a^ FD2D 5/00 5/02; F02B 3/00

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
Ifor Fane, Craaniprd, Eagfand, aarignor to

U.S.a 123-478 11

FUed Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No. 545,672

CUm priority, ippUeation Uaitod Kingdom, Dae. 8, 1982,

IM. a' F02M 39/00. 59/02

VS,a 123—M7 7

.#^
.-«
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1. A fiiel injection system for an internal combustion engine

of the compression ignition type comprising an injection noz-

zle having a fbel inlet and a fiiel injection pump having a high

pressure outlet connected to the ftol inlet of the nozzle by a

pipeline, the nozzle incorporating a resiliently loaded fiiel

pressure actuated valve member which is lifted fit>m a seating

to allow f^l flow through an outlet of the nozzle when fuel

under pressure is supplied to the nozzle of the pump, valve

means disposed in or adjacent the outlet of the pump, said

valve means comprising a chamber, a fiiel inlet from the pump
at one end of the chamber, a first valve member having seat

means which in the closed position of the valve member closes

said inlet fint resilient means biasing said first valve member
to the closed position, a second valve member movable in said

chamber, seomd renlient means biasing said second valve

member into contact with a seating which is defined in said

chamber downstream of said inlet passage means controlled

by said first valve member and which is opened after a prede-

termined movement ofthe first valve member away from said

inlet, said passage means when opened allowing fiiel flow from

said inlet to an outlet firom the chamber by way of said second

valve member, an opening in said second valve member and a

resiliently biased valve element controlling said opening, said

opening communicating with an absorinng chamber defined by

said first valve member, said valve members being positioned

so that during the initial supply of fiiel through said inlet the

first valve member will engage the second valve member

beftwe movement of the valve memben is halted by a lift stop

and during closure of the valve means the first valve member

will continue to move under the action of its resilient loading

after the second valve member has contacted the seating, the

continued movement of the first valve member causing a re-

doced fiiel pressure in said absorbing chamber, any pressure

wave fh»n the nozzle lifting said valve emement ami being

abaoriwd in said absorinng chamber.
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1. An apparatus for controlling a fuel injection starting

timing for an electronically controlled engine, comprising:

a plurality of vortex controlled air intake combustion cham-
bers;

means for injecting fuel into an intake path from a fuel injec-

tor controlled by a basic injection timing;

means for calculating an intermediate timing signal as a

function of rotational speed of the engine and fuel injec-

tion pulse time in the fuel injector, and

means for combining the intermediate timing signal with said

basic injection timing to establish the fuel injection start-

ing timing individually for each of said combustion cham-

bers.

4,478,191

AIR-FUEL RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSmON ENGINES

Kcaii KinoaUta; YnUhMc Nilad, both of Kariya, and MasaUro
UraahWani, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Nippondenao

Co., Ltd., Kariya and Toyota JMoaha KabosUki Kaisha,

Toyota, both of, Japan

FUed Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,140

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1982, 57-6236

Int a^ F02M 51/00

VS. a. 123—489 4 Claiau

1. An air-fuel ratio control system for an engine, comprising:

an oxygen sensor for detecting an air-fuel ratio of the engine;

a heavy load detector for detecting a heavy load condition

of the engine;

an electric actuator for adjusting the air-fuel ratio; and

an electronic control unit for applying a drive signal to said

electric actuator in response to ngnals firom said oxygen

sensor and said heavy load detector,

said electronic control unit including means, responsive to

the agnal of said oxygen sensor, for changing the value of

an air-fiiel ratio compensation signal, means, responsive to

the signal of said heavy load detector, for detecting the

lapse of a predetermined time beginning from the time

when the heavy load condition is detected, means for

holding the value of the air-fiiel ratio compensation signal

to a first predetermined value preceding the detection of

the heavy load condition when the lapse of the predeter-
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mined time is not detected, and means for changing the

value of the air*fiid ratio compensation signal to a second
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predetermined value to enrich the air-fuel ratio when the
lapse of the predetermined time is detected.

4y478,192

AIR-FUEL RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Kcoai KinoaUta; YnUUde Niini, both of Kariya; Masddro
UraUdaai, Toyota, aod Hidcni Ohnaka, Snsooo, aU of Ja-
pan, aadgaors to Nippoodeoao Co^ Ltd^ Kariya and Toyota
Jidoaha KabashiU Kalaha, Toyota, both of, Japan

Filed Jan. 20, 1M3, Ser. No. 459,493
Cfadna priority, application Japan, Jan. 21, 1982, 57-7873

lat a.3 F02M 51/00
U.S.a 123-489 4Clalm8
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enrich the air-fuel ratio regardless of the signal of said
oxygen sensor before the hipae of the first time interval,
means reqxnise to the signal of said oxygen sensor, for
generating the drive signal to regulate the air-iiiel ratio
from the time when the first time interval is lapsed to the
time when the second time interval is lapsed, and means
for generating the drive signal for enriching the air-fiiel

ratio regardless of the signal from said oxygen sensor after
the lapse of said second time interval.

4. In an air-fuel ratio control system for engines, comprising
air-fiiel ratio control means, a circuit for driving said air-fiiel

ratio control means and a control circuit for controlling said
drive circuit, said air-fiiel ratio control means being subjected
to feedback control; the improvement further comprising:

a heavy load detection switch providing a detection signal
when a heavy load condition exists,

a first timer circuit for producing an output of a first prede-
termined logic value in response to the detection signal,

said output being restored to a second predetermined
logic value after the lapse of a first predetermined time
interval from the time when the heavy load condition is

detected,

a second timer circuit for producing an output of said first

predetermined logic value after the lapse of a second
predetermined time interval from the time when the
heavy load condition is detected in response to said load
detection signal,

a first gate circuit for producing the logic product of the
outputs of said first timer circuit and said second timer
circuit, and

a second gate circuit for applying the logic product of the
outputs of said first gate circuit and said control circuit to

said drive circuit.

4«478,193

CONNECTOR DEVICE FOR USE IN AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hamo Watanabe, OkaaU, Japan, aaaignor to Toyota Jidoaha
KabnahiU Kaiaha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Jan. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 440,989
Claims priority, appUcattoo Japan, Feb. 18, 1982, 57-23629

Int. 0.3 F02M 7/16
U.S. CL 123—489 4Claims

F?0 g

1. An air-fiiel ratio control system for an engine, comprising:
an oxygen sensor for detecting an air-fiiel ratio of said en-

gine;

heavy load detector means for detecting a heavy load condi-
tion of the engine,

an electric actuator for regulating the air-fuel ratio; and
an electronic control unit for ^>plying a drive signal to said

electric actuator in response to signals from said oxygen
sensor and said heavy load detector means;

said control unit includhig means, responsive to the signal of
said heavy load detector, for detecting the lapnc of a first

time interval beginning firom a time when the heavy load
condition is detected md the lapse of a second time inter-
val beginning from the time when thie heavy load condi-
tion is detected, means for generating the drive signal to

1. A connector device for use in an internal combustion
engine having a power source, a fad injectw, an oxygen con-
centration detector detecting the components of exhaust gas,

and an electronic control unit calculating a basic fiid injection

time period and calculating a correction value of the basic fiiel
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injection time period on the bases of an output signal of the
oxygen concentration detector for producing a control signal

indicating an actual fuel iAJection time period of the ftiel injec-

tor, said electronic control unit having a nonvolatile memory
for storing the mean value of the correction value therein, and
an output for outputting voltage correqxmding to the correc-
tion value, said connector device comprising:

an output terminal connected the output of the electronic

control unit and outputting the voltage corresponding to

the correction value;

a power input terminal connected to the nonvolatile mem-
ory for applying an electric power to the nonvolatile

memory;
a power supply terminal connected to the power source;

a connector body firmly supporting said output terminal,

said power input termhial and said power supply terminal;

a cap removably fitted onto said connector body and cover-
ing said output terminal, said power input terminal, and
said power supply terminal; and

a connecting term^ firmly supported by said cap and
being connectable to said power input terminal and said

power supply terminal for connecting said nonvolatile

memory to the power source when said cap is fitted onto
said connector body.

4,478,194

FUEL SUPPLY CONTROL METHOD FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES IMMEDUTELY AFTER

CRANKING
AUUro Yamato, ShOd; AUhiko Koike, Urawa; TakeUko

Hoairtttwa, and NobatoaU Mamyana, both of Yokohama, all

of Japan, aadgnors to Honda Motor Co^ Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aog. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 524^898

dains priority, appUcattoa Japaa, Aag. 25, 1982, 57-147234

lot a^ FmD 5/02

\JJS.a 123-^491 4 dains

10
A* talks ta IW

reoeumr

1. A method ofelectronically controlling the quantity of fiiel

being supplied to an internal combustion engine in synchro-

nism with generation of pulses of a predetermined control

signal, in response to a fiiel increment having a value thereof

gradually decreasing after termination of cranking of said

engine, the method comprising the steps of: (1) determining

whether or not said engine is in a cranking state; (2) setting an

initial value of said fiiel increment, which corresponds to a

product obtained by multiplying the value of a fiiel increasing

coefficient having a value thereof decreasing as the tempera-

ture of said engine increases by the value of a coefficient being

a fiinction of the temperature of said engine, immediately upon
determination that said engine has left said cranking stat^ (3)

subsequently decreasing said set initial value of said fiiel incre-

ment upon generation of each pulse of said predetermined

control sigtul until the thus decreased incremental value be-

comes equal to a value at which no substantial increase takes

place in the fuel quantity being supplied to said engine.

^^78,195
FUEL INJECnON PUMP FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSnON ENGINES
Ridiard Dorenkanp, Stuttgart; Wcfver Faapcl, Gcriiagea; Ger-

hard Geyer, Munich, and Erich Jlger, Korb, all of Fed. Rep.
ofGcmaay, aaaigaors to Robert Boach GbAH, Stattgart, Fed.

Rep. of Gonaay
FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,803

Ciains priority, appUcatioa Fed. R^. of Gcmaay, May 27,

1981, 3121108

lat a.) FD2M 59/2a 59/32
VS.a 123-502 2

1

33 S5' ^49 ^36 ^1

1. A fiiel injection pump for internal combustion engines

having a cam drive effecting the supply movement of at least

one pump piston, said cam drive having a relatively routable

portion supported in a pump housing for adjustment of injec-

tion onset, an adjuster piston cooperating with said cam drive

and subjected to the rpm-dependent pressure of a supply pump
counter to the force of two restoring springs, characterized in

that said springs have different spring constants, that a com-

mon spring support plate is disposed between said two restor-

ing springs, one of said last named springs being supported on

said adjuster piston and the other of said springs being sup-

ported on said housing,

said common spring support plate fiirther includes a radial

guide means and that the path oftravel ofsaid radial guide

means is limited in one direction by a stop means disposed

on said guide means,

said adjuster piston executes a predetermined stroke and said

spring support plate is displaceable in the same direction

by a coupler means engaging said adjuster piston after

having executed said predetermined stroke,

said guide means fiirther includes a shaft means which pro-

trudes through a bore in the common spring support plate

and is connected with said pump housing,

said shaft is provided with saiid stop means and one of said

springs having a greater initial force than the other being

disposed between said spring support plate and said hous-

ing, and the other of said springs having a greater stifhess

than said one of said springs.
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4*47»4*6 M7«,197
FUEL INJECTION PUMP FOR INTERNAL FUEL SUPPLY APPARATUS FOR A DIESEL ENGINE

COMBUSTION ENGINES SdiU YMitera, Yokonkm nd KalMto YmmiwM. Y«I»>
K«l E. Hrihw, ad WoUjpis KBUcr, bolk of Colore Fed. hoM, bolk of Japn, Mri^on to NiMOi Motor Tnmm
lU^ of G«any, Mri^on to KMickMr^Hnboidt-Dntz Japu '

Akilwpiinirhift, Cologit, F<d. Itep. of GcnMiy Flkd Sep. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 42M28
CoottoMtkB of Str. No. 19^2, Mg. 12. 1979, Prt. No. CUn priority, opplkatkM Japn, Oet 12, 1961, S6-ld0933
4^30M39. ins ipplktfcwi Aag. 11, 1981, Scr. No. 292,031 lit CL> F02M 59/00CUm priority, appUartkMFod. Rep. of Gcrwuy, Mar. 10, U.S. CL 123—514 7(

197l,2n033S
lit portloa of the t«B of tUi palHrt nbwqocat to JaL 5, 1999,

h« ben diedaiBed.

lat a? F02M 59/10
UjS.a 123-804 4ClaiM

1. A fbd i^jectiou pomp for intenuJ combustion engines

having a nechanically operable camshaft which can generate

injection procedure independently ofengine speed, comprising
in combination:

a cam mounted on said canshaft and arranged to impart a
constant lift or stnAe;

a pump piston arranged to carry out differently developed
lift or stroke inspito of constant lift or said cam as well as

including a piston rod and actuable independently of
pump drive speed in response to the motion of said cam so

that the stroke of said piston is partially utilized for the

delivery of ftiel, the fbel delivery volume being controlla-

ble by varying the overall effective stroke of said pump
piston;

control means for changing velocity of the overall eflTective

piston stroke according to the angular attitude of said

cam, said pump piston being movable in a pump cylinder

chamber, said pump piston having exterior control edges
which cooperate with said pump cylinder chamber for

limiting the stroke of said pump piston, and including a
bousing wherein said control means includes;

a cam follower roller, said roller being movable in response

to rotation of said cam and in contact therewith;

means for rotatably mounting said cam follower roller,

power transmission means for transmission of motive power
to said pump piston, said power transmission means hav-
ing a first end operatively connected to said pump piston

and a second end adUustably connected to said housing,

said power transmission means including at least a cam
lever drive unit operatively associated therewith;

a fbst guide means having parallel sides for guiding said

shaft means for said cam follower roller;

a connecting rod having first and second ends, whereby said

first end of said connecting rod is secured to said first

guide means;

a second swingable guide means for controlling movement
of said connecting rod; and

link meau secured to the second end of said connecting rod
for displacing said other end of said connecting rod in

conformity with the number ofrevolutions ofthe ccnnbus-
non engine.

>ll

niU. TMK

1. A fuel supply apparatus for a diesel engine, comprising:

(a) a fuel tanlc;

(b) a fuel injection pump having an inlet and an overflow
outlet;

(c) a fuel feed line connecting the fuel tank to the inlet of the
fuel injection pump;

(d) a fuel feed pump disposed in the fiiel feed line to supply
fuel from the fuel tank to the fuel injection pump;

(e) a fuel filter disposed along the fuel feed line;

(0 a main fuel return line connecting the overflow outlet of
the fuel injection pump to the fbel tank;

(g) an auxiliary fuel return line connecting the overflow
outlet of the fuel injection pump to the fiiel feed line at a
position upstream of the fiiel filter;

(h) a control valve disposed in the auxiliary fiiel return line

to selectively block the latter, and

0) means for driving the control valve in response to the

temperature of fuel in the fiiel filter so that the control

valve will block the auxiliary fiiel return line only when
the temperature of fiiel in the fiid filter is higher than a
preset ^ue;

0) the fiiel filter comprising a housing formed with a cham-
ber connected along the fiiel feed line and the auxiliary

fiiel return line, the driving means being disposed m the

chamber to nspood to the temperature of fiiel in the

chambenand
(k) means for diverting the fiiel from the auxiliary fiiel return

line away from the driving means when the control valve

opens the auxiliary fiiel return line so that the driving

means does not respond solely to the temperature of fiid

from the auxiliary fiiel return line.
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M7S,198
FUEL TREATING APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
Larry C Brahn, P.O. Box 994* Spriogfield, Oreg. 97477

ContiaBation-in-part of Ser. No. 373,517, Apr. 30, 1982,

abndoiMmii appHcatioB Feb. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 44MS0
brt. CL' F02M 31/00

VS.a 123-548 2 Clains

"'-
ffTTTT' 7>1TfTH

4^478,199

METHOD OF CONTROLLING EXHAUST-GAS
RECIRCULATION IN INTERNAL COMBUSnON

ENGINE
Shin Naraaaka, Yono; Kaxao Otsaka, HigasUkame, mt U»

Kiahida, Tokyo, aU ofJapaa, aaajgaora to Hoada Gikea Kogyo

KabaaUU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,645

daioH priority, appiieatioB Japaa, Mar. 19, 1982, 57<43800

brt. a.) F02M 25/06

VS.a 123-571 < OaiaM

i aax T

1. Fuel treating apparatus for internal combustion engines of

the type having fiiel feed means with an outlet and arranged to

feed fiiel to an intake manifold and also having an exhaust

manifbld, said fiiel treating apparatiB comprising

(a) air-fiiel mixing means arranged to be mounted between

the fiiel feed means of an engine and an intake manifold,

(b) said air-fiiel mixing means comprising a housmg having

an inlet arranged to be connected to the fiiel feed means

and an outlet arranged to be connected to the intake mani-

fold.

(c) said hou^ having a straight path therethrough for

passage of fiiel and air from fiiel feed means of an engine

to an intake manifold,

(d) said path having an outer defining surface provided with

a qntal groove and ridges confining said groove to de-

velop a swirling motion through said path to subject the

fiid and air to centrifiigal action for atomizing the fiiel and

air,

(e) said path <^«ung through the vppet end of said housing

with a portion of its spiral groove projecting laterally into

said p^ on one side and a portion of its qnral groove

providing a recess <» the opposito side to efficiently initi-

ate said swirling motion,

(f) the said path being unobstructed in its area between the

groove sorfiKO,

(g) said path being of a cross sectional area arranged to be

less than the cross sectional area of the outlet of fiiel feed

means to provide increased velocity through said spiral

path for increasing the mixing time and turbulence of fiiel

and air and expansion of the fiid and air mixture,

(h) said outer defining surfoce of said path, which consists of

said S|Mral groove and confining ridges, including a rough-

ened sand type like finish to increase the agitotion and

atomization of the fuel mixture,

0) and an outer casing on said housing providing circulation

ofa beating medium to ofibet the refrigeration effect ofthe

expanding mixture.

i,"jw^ " jniwri

1. A method of controlling the recirculation of exhaust gases

in an internal combustion engine provided with an exhaust-gas

recirculation system by which the exhaust gases emitted from

the exhaust manifold are partially recirculated into the intake

manifold of the engine, comprising

cutting off the recirculation of exhaust gases to the intake

manifold of the engine when the engine is being wanned

up,

recirculating exhaust gases to the intake manifold of the

engine at a rate variable in a predetermined required

exhaust-gas recirculation ratio to the rate at which air is

circulated to the intake manifold of the engine after the

engine is warmed up, and

recirculating exhaust gases to the intake manifold of the

engine with a reduced exhaust-gas recirculation ratio

lower than said required exhaust-gas recirculation ratio

during a transient period of time intervening the condi-

tions in which the engine is being warmed up and the

conditions in which the engine has been warmed up.

4,478,200

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE CAPABLE OF SUPPLYING

ELECnUC POWER TO AUXILIARY UNIT
Akira NivaaUasa, KawMaU, and TadaaUge Koado, Tfricyo, both

of Japaa, aaai^ors to Kiorlta CmpoiatloB, Japan

FDed Dec 21, 1982, Scr. No. 451,660

ippUeatioB Japaa, Dec 29, 1981, 56.211509

lat a^ FD2P 3/06

VS. CL 123-605 3 Claim

1. An electronic ignition system of the c^Mcitor discharge

type fSor an internal combustion engine comprising:

a magneto generator including substantially a single generat-

ing coil for generating an alternating electromagnetic

force in synchronism with the rotation of said engine;

an electronic ignition circuit including a capacitor con-

nected to said single generating coil and charged by a

half-wave of one polarity of said alternating electromag-

netic force, and an ignition controlling thyristor in re-

sponse to an ignition signal generated in an ignition signal

generating coil for controlling the discharge of said capac-
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hor to flow • discharge current through a primary wind-
oig of an ignition coil;

an electrical load circuit adapted to be connected to said

generating coU in parallel with said electronic ignition

circuit; and
a change over circuit connected between said generating

-I v

coil and said electronic ignition circuit and between said

generating coil and said electrical load circuit, said change
over circuit detecting that said capacitor of said electronic

ignition circuit is charged at a predetermined level and
changing over the supply of said alternating electromag-

netic force generated by said generating coil from said

capacitor to said electric load circuit.

4,478,201

ENHANCED SPKUL ENERGY DISTRIBUTORLESS
IGNITION SYSTEM (A)

Joaaph R. Adk, BkMNidlald HiUa, Mkh^ a«i0ior to Fold Motor
Comoqr, Dctfbon, Midk

DhrWoa of Scr. No. 450,932, Dee. 20, 1902,. This appUcatioa

Feb. 23, 1M4» Sar. No. 583,063

IM. a' F02P 3/04
VS.a 12»-«20 2

•^eni

|»j l
-ijacvi

1. A distributorless ignition system with increased spark
energy including:

a first ignition cofl having a first primary winding and a first

secondary winding including a first split secondary center
tap;

a second ignition cofl having a second primary winding and
a second secondary winding including a second split sec-

ondary center tap;

a first ignition module coupled to said first primary winding;

a second ignition module coupled to said second primary
winding;

a first supplementary spark energy module coupled to said

first split secondary tap;

a second supplementary spark energy module coupled to

said second split seocmdary up;
a first pair of spark plugs coupled to said first secondary
winding and

a second pair of spark plugs coupled to said second second-

ary winding.

4,478002
FORCE MULTIPLYING ARCHERY BOW

Jeffrey J. Anderson, P.O. Box 11, Potlsnfflle, NJ. 07979
Filed Jn. 25, 1981, Scr. No. 277,2r

lat CL^ F41B 5/00
VS. CL 124—23 R 3 CUas

I

1. An archery bow for propelling an arrow comprising a
handle section having a pair of oppositely outwardly project-

ing limbs, each limb having a free end, and a drawstring having
two ends adapted for propelling an arrow, which ends are

respectively connected to the free ends of said limbs, the com-
bination including:

(a) a means for force multiplication mounted on the bow
separate from said drawstring and connected between said

resUient limbs for exerting flexing force on said limbs

independently of the drawstring in response to drawing
movement of the drawstring;

(b) triggering means for releasing said flexing force firom said

limbs when flexed, whereby the fiilly reactive force ofsaid
flexed limbs is transferred from the force multiplying

means directly to the drawstring;

(c) a second string having two ends connected at each end at

points of attachment to said limbs, said second string

extending between said limbs, said second string having an
effective length, each end of said second string respec-

tively being connected to respective ones of said limbs at

a location on said respective ones of said limbs between
the location ofattachment of said force multiplying means
to said respective ones of said limbs and respective ones of
said points of attachment of respective ones of said two
ends of drawstring to said limbs; said means for force

multiplication including a lever pivotally mounted to said

handle section; said lever having a first moment arm and a
second moment arm; said first moment arm being greater

in length than said second moment arm; a means fw con-
necting said drawstring to said first moment arm, such that

drawing ofsaid drawstring causes movement ofsaid lever;

a means for connecting said second moment arm to said

second string, such that movement ofsaid seomd moment
arm causes a force to be exerted upon a portion of said

second string; said effective string length being the linear

distance between the points of attachment of said second
string to said limbs; and (d) means for shortening the

effective length of said second string between said points

of attachment of said second string to said limbs, said

means for shortening the effective length being connected
to said second moment arm so as to be displaoMl thereby,

said means for shortening being connected to said draw-
string such that displacement of said drawstring in a pre-

determined direction causes displacement of said lever m
a predetermined direction causing movement of said sec-

ond moment arm in turn causing displacement ofa prede-

termined portion of said second string so as to shorten the
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dfective Imgth of said second string which thereby ere- rod having an anvfl portion at a second end of the rod, said
ates inward tension of said limbs.

4,478,203

COMPOUND BOW CABLE AND BOWSTRING
ATTACHMENT MEANS

Gerald G. Hayes, GaioesTflle, Fla., assignor to Kidde RacreittloB

Pradoets, Inc., Nortfabrook, DL
FDed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 467,194

Int a> F41B 5/00
VS. a. 124—24 R 14 nrf—

1. In a compound bow having a pair of limbs attached to a
handle section, an eccentrically mounted cam attached to each
limb and provided with a continuous periphery, a track in said

periphery, a bowstring and a pair of tension cables spanning
the bow limbs, the improvement comprising: each said cam
including main and secondary lobes of Hwfiigiifir configuration

spaced apart to define an elongated throat therebetween
formed by opposed portions of said cam periphery, a bow-
string anchor member transversely inseitable wiUun said

throat, means on the periphery of said throat formed by the

(^)po8ed portions restraining said inserted anchor member
fhni d^lacement from said throat radially along a path which
lies within the plane .of said cam, said tension cables each
having a terminal cam segment, said bowstring having oppo-
site end segments, means joining one said tension cable cam
segment to one said anchor member, and anchor member
means permitting the removable connection of one said bow-
string end segment to said anchor member when said anchor
member is remote fhm said cam throat whereby, when said

tension cable cam segment and bowstring end segment are

respectively joined and connected to said anchor member and
said anchor member subsequently transversely inserted into

said throat, said bowstring and tension cables are precluded
from independent planar diq>lacement relative to said cam.

4,478,204

SYSTEM OF A BOW STABILIZER AND AN EMBEDDED
ARROW HEAD REMOVER

Joaeph A. Kocsaa, 10743 PUladelpUa Rd^ White Manh, Md.
21162

FDed Jan. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 462,226

lirt. €1} F41B 5/00

VS. a. 124—89 5 ClaiM
1. In a system for stablizing a bow and for withdrawing

embedded arrow points of the type having screw threads for

attadmient to arrow shafts, said system including a rod, a bow
stabUization weight on the rod with the rod providing a mo-
ment arm for the weight when the weight is mounted to a bow,
means for mounting the rod to a bow, and mtemal screw
threads at a first end of the rod for attaching the rod to screw

threads of an arrow point; the improvement comprising: said

weight being slidable in position on the rod between the means
for mounting and the anvil portion for varying the moment
arm of said weight when the rod is mounted on a bow, and said

weight being slidable on the rod for hammering on said anvil

portion for withdrawing an embedded arrow point when the
rod is attached to an embedded arrow point by said screw
threads.

4,478,205

DUAL ADJUSTABLE GAS INTAKE ASSEMBLY
Walter Kodol, AMioeh, HL, assizor to Modern HoBN ProdMts

Corp., Antloch, 01.

Filed Not. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 548,723

brt. a.} F24B 3/00
VS.a 126-25 R 19

1. A dual adjustable gas intake tube assembly for a gas

burner element comprising:

a first tubular member defining at least one lateral ^xmire;
an air r^nlator member sUdaUy received by said tubidar

member at one end thereof to controUably cover said

lateral aperture;

an opening defined by said tubular member at one end fbr

receiving a gas supply means;

a second tubular member in telescoping relationship with

said first tubular member at the other end;

a third tubular member in telescoping relationship with said

second tubular member at an end opposite said first tubu-

lar member,

means operatively associated with said third tubular member
at an end opposite said second tubular member for connec-

tion with a gas burner element; and

first and second adjustable securing means operatively asso-

ciated with said first and second tubular members and said
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•eoond and thifd tabular memben to adjustably secure
said respective tubular members in a fixed position.

If. A dual adjustable gas intake tube assembly fn- a gas
burner element comprising:

a first tubular member defining at least one lateral apertuir,
an air regulator member slidably received by said tubular
member at one end thereof to controllably cover said
lateral aperture;

an opening defined by said tubular member at one end for
receiving a gas supply means;

a second tubular member in telescoping relationship with
said first tubular member at the other end;

a third tubular member in telescoping relationship with said
second tubular member at an end opposite said fint tubu-
lar member;

means operatively associated with said third tubuhv member
at an end opposite said second tubular member for oMinec-
tion with a gn burner element; and

adjwtable securing means operatively associated with said
second and third tubular memben to adjustably secure
said reqwctive tubular members in a fixed position.

4^71,206
FURNACE HAVnW WATER VAPOR-CONDENSING

SECONDARY HEAT EXCHANGER
Heapik Ahu, Ctatarfleld, M<s aMfpor to brtertbcrm Inc, St
LiMla,Mo.

Rhd Jaik 5, lM4y Scr. No. 5CM82
lirt. a' F34H 3m

UAa 126-99 A I f!iri—

manifold into said first set of beat exchanger tubes are partly
cooled therein without producing substantial condensate and
whereby further cooling of such gases on fiow through said
second set of heat exchanger tubes and thence through said
downflow means to the collector manifold produces conden-
sate which drains to and thence out of the collector manifold.

4^7M07
FURNACE

Lewis Walker, 3090 Sixth St Soirth, and Tbons A. Taylor.
9794 W. KL Avcn both of KalaMuo, Mick. 49009

Filed Jan. 14, 1902, Scr. No. 389,250
lirt. a^ F24D 9m

U.S.ai26—101 4,

n ««~t

^'-\t^.m

1. A furnace comprising:

an elongate, cylindrical, horizontally-disposed combustion
chamber in combination with blower means fior creating a
forced draft therein, in which said fiimace is provided
with a water jacket surrounding and m heat aMJiaggf
with said combustion chamber and has heat trusfer means
comprising a plurality ofsets (rfaxially-di^osed fire-tubes
m heat exchuige retotion with water, and in which said
furnace is further provkied with gas directing means fbr
directing a flow of combustkn gases fhni saki oombus-
tkm chamber through sakl sets of fire-tubes in successkn,
and with water directing means whereby cdd water is

introduced and relatively hot water is withdrawn after

passing in heat exchange with said sets of fire-tubes, at
least one set of sakl fire-tubes being within the confines of
sakl water jacket

1. For use in a fiinace of the type which burns fiiel yielding
water vapor as a product ofoombustkm, and kicluding a cash-
ing havkif a substantially vertical path portion for air to whkh
h«t is to be exchangrd, a irater vapor-condensing heat ex-
changer comprising a hot gas manifbid extnding substantially
hofiaoBtally ak»g one side of such vertical path portkm, a
collector manifokl extending substantially parallel thereto
ak»g a skle ofsuch path portkm at a tower devatkm, a fint set
of finned heat exchange tubes havmg mlet ends connected to
and extending perpendicular to and at an Inward sk)pe from
the hot gas manifbkl and across such air path portkm, a second
set of finned heat exchange tubes connected in flow oommuni-
catioa with sakl first set and extending sk)pingly downward
substantially parallel thereto and reversingly across such air
path portion to outlet ends at a tower level than sakl mlet ends
of the first set of beat exchanger tidies, downflow means con-
necting die outlet ends of sakl second set of tubes to sakl col-
lector manifoM, and means to bent oombttsttoo gases firom sakl
coOector manifbkl and to ponnit the dram ofcondensate diere-
flpom, whereby hot oombotioo gases passing ftom sakl hot gas

4^178,208

FIREPLACE OONSTRUCnON
Jay R. Pfiha, RJ>. #3, Rm 211, WaaUi^aa, NJ. 07882"

orSar.No.3994S8,M«.17,1982,.nii
Jan. 23, 1M4» S«. No. S72341
lat a> Fa4B 7/00

U.S. a. 129—121 n rfcrf—

1. A fireplace construction, comprising a first stacked plural-

ity of courses (^modular prismatic btocks hud upon a base to
define an open-fironted firebox r^ton ofopposed sklewaDs and
a rear wall contiguous thereto, lintel means spauung the open
front at an upper course of sakl btocks and constituting with
dw btocks of sakl upper course die peripheral enctosure ofa
generally rectanguhv openmg for upward conduct of firebox-

exhaust products of combustion, said openmg having an don-
gate dimenston m die wpuk direction of die Imtel and a leaser

dimenston transverse to the etongate dimension; and a second
stacked plurality of courses of modular btoda lakl upon the
lintel and upon upper-course btocks of sakl peri|Aeral enckv
sure, die blocks of sakl second plurality comprishig (I) U-
shqwd end btodcs wherein an upstanding central body con-
nects upstandmg arms which are qiaoed to qian substantiaay

the transverse dimensiott of the opening, and (2) flat upstand-
ing spacer btocks of thickness substantially mfti^hing the thick-

ness of sakl arms, die inner-wall sorfiKe of the central body
stoping from a rdativdy narrow tower surtee <rfdie body to
a rdativdy wkie upper sorftoe of die body, and die widdi
diffierence between sakl upper and tower surftoes of die body
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bdng sobatimtiaUy one half of die tongitiidhial extent of sakl
spacer btocks; whereby die first course of die second stacked
plurality may comprise one of said end btocks at each of die
re^ective ends of the rectangular opening, with die am» of
sakl end btocks extending toward each other in partid tongitu-
dind register with kmgitndind wrgifif of the rectangular
opening, and first like pluralities of spacer btocks hi tongitiidi-

nd end-to«id abutment widi each odier and widi die re^ec-

secttond configurattoo defined by a bottom flange addled fbr

mounting aganat sakl supporting surftce by tsstenen, a top

flange protruding bterally from the opposite skks of a center

w^ of the cross secttoo, the portton of the top fhmge protrud-

ing internally within the coOeetor towards one another provkl-

ing a shelf fbr mounting of an outer glazing light amy on sakl

collector, the portton of sakl top flange protruding laterally

outwardly externally of sakl collector providing a mounting
suiftce fbr surrounding weather-proof flashing, a fdurahty of
cap strips secured to the upper e^ges of sakl beams and jambs
in superimposed relation to said outer glazing and surrounding
flasUng to damp the same against die top flanges ofsdd ^eams
and jambs, sakl beams and sakl end jamb each having an inter-

mediate flange probvding laterally firom the center web

tive arms of the two end btocks; and fiuther wherdiy the

second course of the second stacked plurality may be similarly

constituted ofopposed end btocks having their respective arms
connected by end-to<nd arrays of second like pluralities of
qiaoer btocks, each second plurality comprising one less spacer

Mock than each first plurality, so that the sloping inner-wall

surftces of the end blocks of the respective courses may con-
joindy define a smgle mwanUy convergent surface.

4^78,209
RADIANT ENERGY COLLECTOR HAVING

PLASMA-1EXTURED POLYIMIDE EXPOSED SURFACE
C Richari Ganlari, Anaaroek Dr., SoaMn, N.Y. 10S89

FOed Jaa. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 393,992

lBta3F24Ji/a2
U5. CL 126—417 32 Claim

1. A radiant energy collector fabricated from a substrate

coated on at least a portton of the surface thereof exposed to

ndunt energy with polyimkle which has been surfaoe-textur-

ized to impart to sakl coated substrate high absorption and tow
emissivity for radiant energy, the surface ofthe substrate oppo-
site that exposed to the radiant energy being in contact with a
WOTkingflukL

thereof faiteriorty of sakl collector to form a sbdf mtermeduite
said top and bottom flanges of said beams and jamb for sup-

porting an inner glazing lite array thereon, sdd beams and end
jamb each ftmher having a pair of longitudinally extending

hook flanges qwced btterally firom one another and protruding

fixm the interior skle of sakl center web in the space between
sakl mtermediate flange and the interior portton of sakl top

flange, a plurality of retainer channels of generally C-shaped

cross-secttond configuration having a pair of fitee end edges

engaged respectivdy with sakl hook flanges and surmounting

the adjacent edges of sakl inner glazing lite array to clamp the

same against sakl intermediate flanges of sakl beams and end
jamb, and a bbck body mounted in the wptot between sakl

inner glazing lite array and sakl bottom flanges of said beams
and jambs.

4|478,210

SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
I M. Siaradrid, 208 Coaatiy dab Dr., PataMkay, Midk

49770

FOed Apr. 19, 1979, Ssr. No. 30,381

lBtasF24Di/a2
UJB.a 126-^19 SlCUnM
t A solar collector constroctton adqited to be mounted to a

supporting surfiwe mchned at any angle from verticd to hcni-

zontd comprising a sQl beam adqited to extend horizontally

along the supporthig surfine and at least a head beam adapted

to extend panlld to sakl sill beam and adapted fi» mounting to

sakl supporting surfiwe so as to form an opposite side wall of

sakl solar collector, an end jamb extending perpendicularly to

said head and siD beams to define one end wall of sakl solar

odlector, a manifidd turnaround jamb extending perpendicu-

larly between sakl sill and head beams and qiaoed tongitudi-

naUy of the collects firom sakl end jamb to define an opposite

end wall of sakl cdkctor, sakl beams and jambs each compris-

ing an duminum extruston havmg a generally I-shaped cross-

4^78,211

SELF-PUMPING SOLAR HEAUNG SYSTEM WITH
GEYSER PUMPING ACTION

EMon L. Hdnss, 106 Albsita La, FagMi, Orsg. 97404, ad
Ralph E Bartera, 4840 Haavlm Rd., La Canada, Gdit
91911

FDed Jaa. 18, 1982, Ssr. No. 389,630

lat a' F24J 3/01' F38D WOO
MS.a 126—433 2 CUm

1. A self pumping heating system fbr eqnsure to a heat

source, said system comprising,

a collector induding an inlet manifbld and a header, a multi-

tude of inclined riser tubes for exposure to the heat source

and in communicatton with sakl inlet iMfiifaid and said

header, said header reodving liquid and vapor discharged

from said riser tubes and separating same by gravity,

a vi^or condenser vessd disposed adjacent sakl heider,

vapor passageways communicating said header with said

vapor condenser,

a discharge conduit passing downwardly firom sakl header,

sakl discharge conduit m upstream communication with

the towennost portton ofsakl header to receive a gravitat-

mg liqnkl ftow therefrom,

heat exchanger means tocated betow sakl collector and

recdving heated Uqdd firom sakl discharge conduit

a return conduit carrying Uqud cooled in the heat exchanger

means in iqwtream communicatton with said beat ex-
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chanter mens and in downstream conmranication with
the inlet manifold ofthe collector, a segment ofsaid return
conduit bemg said vapor condenser vessel wherein the
cooled liquid normally being of a temperature lower than
the riser tube discharged vapor serves to condense the
vapor into condensate to provide a header vapor pressure
conducive to a geyser pumping action in said riser tubes,

said return conduit carrying a merged flow of said con-
densate and the heat exchanger cooled liquid to said inlet

manifold, said pumping action lifting liquid from the riser
tubes and hence causing a difference in liquid levels be-
tween the liquid level in the riser tubes and the higher
liquid level m the discharge conduit whereby liquid will
circuhte through the system because of a gravity imbal-
ance, and

a liquid medium of a volume to substantially occupy the
system components at opmting temperatures with the
exception of said header with fluid vapor occupying the
remainder of the system.

4y47I^U
ADAPTER FOR COUPLING A CAMERA WITH AN

ENDOSCOPE
Sham AsBMi, Sattaan, Japmi, aasiffBor to F^ Photo Optical

Cobf frrt I SaltHHt JaHBi
FDad Oct 22, 1982, Sar. No. 43C061

priority, appUotfoa Japn, Oct 22, 1981. 56-
lf7482(U]

iBt a' AtflB 1/06

trol circuits with an endoscope having an ocular section, said

camera being of the type having camera control circuits

adapted to receive electric power through an endoscope to
which the camera is coupled, and said endoscope having no
function of electric power-transmission to a camera which is

coupled thereto, said adapter comprising;
first means for detachably couplnig the adapter to the endo-
scope at the ocular section of the endoscope;

second means for detachably coupling the adapter to the
camera; and

electric power output terminals disposed in said second
means for electrically connecting die control circuits of
said comara to an electric power source separate from said
endoscope, whereby said camera control circuits can
receive electric power.

4,478,213

THERAPEUnC UMB MANIPULATOR
Donald E. Redding, Box 831, Port Orford, Oicg. 974»

FUed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 410,025
Int CL^ A61H 1/02

MS.a 128-25 R 1 Claim

LAa for d's'plfng a having electrical con-

1. A therapeutic limb manipulating apparatus for exercismg
either the legs or arms of a patient, comprising

(a) a longitudinal body member having front and rear por>
tions longitudinally adjustable with each other for varying
the length of said body member,

(b) front support means on said body member,
(c) attaching means on the rear portion of said body member
arranged to be associated with rear support means c^Mble
of positioning said body member in selected positions

depending on its use as a leg manipulator or arm manipula-
tor,

(d) crank means on said rear portion of the body member
having opposite pedals spaced 180 degrees wpui,

(e) motor means on said body member operatively con-
nected to said crank means for rotating the latter,

(0 each of said pedals having pivot connection to said crank
means and also having opposite surfaces,

(g) strap means for attaching the feet and hands to said

surfaces,

(h) one of said surfaces having a heel rest for supporting the
feet for use of the iqtparatus as a leg manq>uUtor and the
other surfiKe comprising a hand engaging surface for

supporting the hands for use of the q>paiatus as an arm
manipulator wherd>y upon adjusting the body member
and length for securing the hands or feet on said pedals
and upon sdective association with a rear support means,
the feet or arms ofa patient who is positioned adjacent the
apparatus are exerdaed by operation of said motor means,

0) a standard mounted on this rear portion of said body
member for adjustment kmgitwynally along the latter,

0) and strap means on said standard having opposite ends
terminatmg in loops arranged to loop ttoimd the knee
portions ofa patient's Iqgs and provide siq>port fbr the legs
as the legs we being manipul^ed by said crank member,
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(k) said strap means being supported on said standard for

lateral reciprocal movement as said limbs are manipulated

in alternating relation,

(1) said standard being adjustable in height for adjustment to

a patient.

4.478,214

MEDICAL BOOT APPARATUS, AND METHODS OF
CONSTRUCIING AND UTILIZING SAME

William D. LoMNrt, 2M09 Spring La., Mt OeaMas, Mich.

48043

FDad Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,498

Int a^ A61B 79/00

U.S. CL 128-149 15

1. A medical boot apparatus, comprising:

a substantially boot-sh^jcd main body portion fabricated of

a substantially flexible shape-retentive material;

said main body portion having an upper front opening ex-

tending downwardly to a substantially open toe portion;

the sole portion of said main body portion including a for-

wardmost portion extending beyond said open toe por-

tion;

means for selectively fastening said upper front opening m a

closed position;

a raised heel cord portion formed along an inner rear surface

of said main body portion so as to support the back of a

bedridden patient's leg when it u positioned in said main

body portion such that the patient's heel is elevated with

no pressure exerted thereag^mst; and

first fluid cushioning means provided on said raised heel

cord portion for cushioning the back leg portion of said

patient supported by said raised heel cord portion.

in the user's month by his or her teeth, said outer end portion

adapted to extend between and beyond the user's Kps so as to

project at least partially out of said oral cavity, an open mesh
relatively densely padwd heat exchange element di^xwed in

the flowpath of said body and actmg as a moisture trap for

exhaled air leaving said device and such that air entering said

device is preheated and/or controlled in volume thereby, said

inner end portion being straight and comprising substantially

half of said tubular body, said outer end portion being curved

and comprising substantially the other halfof said tubular body
whereby said tubular body can be easily maintained between a

first position of at least partially to a second position of almost

completely in the user's mouth and utilized as the only means

by which air enters and exits the user's oral cavity 1 said heat

exchange element disposed in said body such that it overiapa

substantial portions of said inner and outer end portions

wherein aU of said heat exchange element within said body is

positioned in said oral cavity in said second use position and a

substantial portion of the hnt exchange element is in said oral

cavity in said first position such that said element is addition-

ally heated by conduction by its position in said oral cavity in

said first and second positions.

4.478,216

PORTABLE AIR FILTRATION DEVICE
Hubert G. DnkowsU, North Vaneonnr,

H.GJ>. Enterpriaes Ltd^ Vi

FUed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 368,024

CUan priority, application Canada, Apr. 6, 1982, 400573

brt. a' A62B 7/10

U.S.a 128-204J1 i 3

4.478,215

BREATHING DEVICE
RajBMMd J. Hadon, 4 Wfldflowcr Rd., Barriaglon, RJ. 02806

Filed JnL 26, 1982, Scr. No. 40M97
IM. CL3 A61M 15/00

U.S.a 128-201.13 8 OaiaH

32 ao

1. A breathing device for use by runners, joggers, and the

like for prriieating and/or controllmg the volume of air enter-

ing the user's oral cavity through the breathing process, said

device comprising an elongated hollow generally tubular body
defining a flowpitth theredirough having o^MMite inner and

outer ad portions terminating in open inner and outer ends,

said inner end portion having a rdativdy thick wall construc-

tion witii reqwct to said outer end portion and an oblong

crosa-aection so as to fiKilitate gripping said inner end portion

1. A portable breathing assist comprising:

an external housing,

an internal scroll housing within the external housing, the

scroll housing comprising a central plate mounted in said

external housing and having a central inlet for air and a

cup-like member having a tangential outlet for air

mounted to said central plate concentrically with said

central inlet, said tangential outiet extending through said

external housing as well, breathing tube means connected

tosaidoudet;

a radial impeller rotatably mounted within the scroll housing

for moving air from said inlet to said ouUet,

an electrical motor within said external housing but outside

said scroll housing and having means connected to said

impeller for rotating the same,

the external housing defining at least one opening. *

filter means mounted over said at least one opening for

filtering all air passing therethrough;

air manifold means within said external housing, the air

manifokl defining a passageway for air from said at least

one opening to said central inlet, along which air can

travel without encountering said electrical motor, said air

manifold means having a first pmtion of rectangular cross-

section comprised of said inner plate having said central

mlet therethroagh, two substantially parallel side plates
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coBMCtedpwpendkiilirlytOMidiiiiierplHettidanonter
plate mbitHitMny panlld with aakl nmer plate and coo-

oected to nid tide {dates, nid air maaifbld means having

a seoond portioo comprised of oondoit means fluidicaUy

connectint said at least one openmg to said fint portion,

the said motor being located on the other side of the

cop-like member from the inner plate.

LASER SURGICAL APPARATUS
LUihima; AUo EsBMdi, Koknba^li; Daiao

HMhktIi; CUaU SUabo, MHaka; HideyaU Horia-

to HitMU, Udn Tokyo, Japn
FOad Mar. 18, 1M2, Sar. No. 3SS,213

rforily, appHcartsB htm Mw. M, IMl, H^ftXi;
Oct 21, Iftl, 96-1SS478

lA CL* AtflB 17/36

UJB.ai2l-3l».l U

1. A laser surgical apparatus comprising a laser oscillator

operable to oscillate for producing a laser beam, an optical

path connected to the laser oscillator for transmission of the

bser beam and a hand piece connected to the optical path for

irradiation of the laser beam onto an object, said hand piece

being provided with vibration supply means for appUcatioa of
a vibration to said hand piece and including a piezoelectric

transducer and vibration inducer means connected to said

piezoelectric transducer, said vibration inducer means includ-

faig a first vibration inducer for conversion of the vibration

mode of said transducer and a seoond vibration inducer for

transmission of a vibration from said first vibration inducer.

UGATING CUP AND APPUESt INSTRUMENT
THEREPOR WITH CLIP ENGAGING ESCAPEMENT

Rokart W. Morfcia, LsbamM, NJ., aaaifBor to EtUcon, Inc.,

Hiisi I His, U.l.

FDod Fab. 2C 19t2, Scr. No. 352^35
Lrt. a' A61B 17/12

UAa Ui-328 20

11. In a ligatfaig dip comprisbjg first and second legs joined
at their proximal ends by a resilient hinge and terminatnig at

their distal ends in latch means for holdmg the clip latch closed
when the clip legs are squeezed togetiber, each leg having a
veaad dampfaiig inner bee in opporition to a vessel clamping
inner Ihce of the other leg, the improvement characterized in

that-

said dip mdudcs a base extendfaig along the length of said

fint leg firom the distal end of said first leg for only a
poftioa of the length of the dip, said base terminating

short of the resilient hinge wherdyy said resilient hinge
extends rearwardly beyond said base to define an open
recess adjacent the rearward end of said base bdow said

hinge, said base fiirther includmg (1) a front engaging fine

and (2) guide means for each being engaged by portions of
an instrument that may be used to q)ply said cl^, said

guide means induding a channd on each side of said dip
that is defined along the length of the base.

14. A sdssoTB-type medical instrument for repeatedly apply-

ing a plurality of ligating dips seriatim about tissue wherein
each said dip is initially provided in an open state and wherem
each said clip comprises first and second legs joined at their

proximal ends by a resilient hinge and qiaced apart at their

distal ends with said legs having latch means at said distal ends
for holding said clip closed in clamping engagement about said

tissue when said legs are squeezed tog^ier, each said clip

including a base extending along a portion of said first leg and
including means for being guided and retained by, and for

supporting said dip in, said instrument; each said clip also

including engagement means associated with said base for

being engaged by said instrument, said instrument comprising:

first and second handles mounted together for pivotal move-
ment about a pivot axis, each said handle extendmg for-

wardly beyond the pivot axis to form a clip closmg jaw,
said jaws having onwsing clip engaging ftces;

said first handle including a guideway for recdving a plural-

ity of said open clips in a single row with the cl^ ar-

ranged in end-to-end relationship with the distal end of
said first leg of one clip abuttiniB the hinge of the next

forwardly adjacent clip, said first handle including dip
retaining means along said guideway for engaging said

clip base to retain said clip in sliding engagement within

said first handle in said guideway;

means for moving said row of cl^ forwardly akmg said

guideway to said jaw^
an escapement means at said first handle jaw for engagjng

said clip engagement means to prevent the passage of the
front cUp therepast until the jaws have latched the (rout

clip closed and for accommodating movement of the front

clip therepast after the jaws have latched the frtmt d^
closed;

rod means extendhig rearwardly from said esoqiement
means along said first handle for being operated to move
said escapement; and

operating means carried by said second handle for operating

said rod means wherd>y, (1) when said first and second
handles are moved ^Mrt a sufficient amount, said tacwpe-

meni positions said fixmt clip in the regi<» ofsaidjaws and
prevents discharge ofthe front clip from the jaws and, (2)

after said first and second handles are moved toward one
another to latch the front clip closed and before said

handles are again moved i^Mrt said sufficient amount, said

esaq)ement means permits discharge of said closed front

dip from said jaws while preventing positioning in said

jaws of the next rearwardly adyacent dip.

M78,219
TEMPORARY MICROVASCULAR OCCLUDER

Rodney A. Roorlo, 163 Esaex St, Bangor, Me. 04401, and
Maand D^Jofuy, 2S73 Widdlald Rd^ West BhNMllaid,

Mich. 48033
Filed Mar. 24, 19t2, Sar. No. 3614>6

Int a^ A41B 17/12

US.a 128-325 4 OaiM
1. A microvascular occluder comprising a basemtegral with

a stem, said stem comprising a pair of compressible, non-mfla-

taUe, tubular arms projecting in proximate, normally^liver-

gent relationship from said base for capturing a blood vessd
immediatdy at said base and extending transversely between
said arms, each of said arms comprising a normally-soft, tubu-

lar element, one of said arms being shorter than tte othisr and
having a free end; said arms having a rounded contour-flexflril-

ity and pliability for providing gentle contact with a blood
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vessd being compressed and causmg minimal endothelia dam-
age to said blood vessd when it is being compressed; and cuff

means comprising a sleeve on said otter arm and normally

captured thereon and slidable over said free end of said one
arm and over both said arms in unison for gradually and pro-

gressively compressing said arms onto the captured transverse

blood vosd between said cuff means and said base for gradu-

ally and softly applying pressure to said transverse blood vessd

with minimal degree of endothelid damage and occluding the

fe^:^"
passage of blood therethrough, said other arm having stop

means thereon for capturing Uie cuff means thereon, said base

comprising a flat element integral with adjacent ends of said

arms and sealing them off thernt, said base extending laterally

of said adjacent ends of said arms and maintaining said arms in

the normal divergent rebtionship when said occluder is being

applied on a said blood vessel and providing means for ban-

(Ukg said occluder and providing means for supporting said

ocduder in an qierative position.

1. A cartridge for housing a plurality of ligating clips and

ad^>ted for removable engagement with a drive mechanism,

said cartridge includmg:

a fixed rack adapted for removable engagement with said

drive mechanism, and a moving rack adapted for short

stroke redprocating motion Icmgitudinally along said

fixed radc and positioned in GoaSroating relationship to

feeding means of said drive mechanism;

a short stroke motion cq>ture pin on said movmg radc

adq>ted for engagement with a portion of said drive

mechanism;

said fixed rack including a transversdy extending flange

adapted to snap mto said drive mechanism to hoU said

fixed rack in position;

said fixed rack mcluding first and second side walls and a

base arranged to define a generally U-shqied qtace there-

between;

each of said first and seoond side walls of said fixed rack

having a firee edge frwing said movmg rack;

said fixed radc baae nidw^ a plurality of pairs of ratchet

ffaigers projecting into said U-shqwd qMoe and extending

longitndhially along said fixed radc bsise;

the <q»per periphery ofsaid fixed rack side walls eadiindud-

hig a rail along t^nch said moving rack may reciprocate

said moving rack inchidmg a base extendmg generally longi-

tudinally of said fixed rack and two side walls extending

fixm said moving rack base to define the general U-shaped

space, a plurality of pairs of ratchet fingers projecting into

said U-riuped space and extending longitudinally dong
said moving rack;

said moving rack side walls induding inwardly projecting

portions engaging said fixed rack side wall rails.

to

4«478,221

INSTRUMENT FOR USE IN SURGERY
VoOnr Hdas, TattUagsa, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

Joaef Hdas Mediaiatechnik GmbH, Fed. Rap. of

FUed Job. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,933

Oafans priority, ap^iortion Fad. Rep. of Germany, JnL 4,

1981,3124578

Int CL^ A41B 17/04

VJS.a 128-334 R 19

4^478,220

UGATING CLIP CARTRIDGE
John Di Giofand, Irfinglon; Stcren Failla,

Haebocher, New BnHwkk; John S. Pedlkk, Butler; John R.

Mcngea, Woodbrldge, and Lech PraasynaU, Spotawood, aU of

NJ., asaipMrs to Ethfcon, lacn SomerfiDe, NJ.
FUed Feb. 5, 1982, Sar. No. 345,974

Int CLi A41B 17/12- B25C 5/02 5/06

VAa 128-324 9 <

1. An instrument for use in surgery, and in particualr micro-

surgery, for performing suturing, comprising:

a pair of elongate clamping members secured one to the

other for ptvotd movement abut a pivot point one in

relation to the other between an open position, wherein

facing inner surfaces ofeach membcar are angularly spaced

one firom the other, and a damping position, wherein said

facing inner surCsces of each menAwr are brought into

substantially paralld abutment one with the other to

cbunpingly hold an article therebetween, at least one of

said members including an dongate recess formed along

an inner surflwe axis, said inner surfaces extending along

said members on a first side of said pivoed on at least one

of said chunping limbs, said cutting means being relativdy

movable between a retracted position within said elongate

recess and an extended position projecting beyond a

clamp member tip portion.

4^78,222

ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSING APPARATUS WITH IN
SITU CALIBRATION

Gcrrit Koah« Vrisa, and Plot Bergfld, Esachsis . both of

to Cordis Enrapa N.V.,

Filed Mar. 10, 1981, Sar. No. 242,351

r, appUcaUoa Nethariaads, Mar. 10, 1980,

IM. as A41B 5/00

US.a 128-432 14<

1. A chemically sensitive probe fbr taking meaiurtniuit of

the chemicd properties ofbidogicd fluids in vivo with in vivo

recalibration, comprising

a closed tube having a wall with a fixed opening to admit

fluid to be tested,

an dectrochemicd sensor assembly affixed to the inside wall
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of laid tube ooveriog nid opening to define therewith a

tensing chamber, and

15 %
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M7U23
THREE DIMENSIONAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH

DoiVtai R. AOor, 17190 E. Wanw Ave^ Detraft, Mich. 4SZ24
FDcd Dae. C, 1982, Ser. No. 447,155

laL a' GOCK 15/20
VJS, CL Ui 999 S Oahu

1. Means fat the non*invasive real time three^limensional

analysts of the electrical activity of a patient's organ compris-
ing:

a first set of paired electrodes, a first preamplification means
for developing a first modiUated electrical signal charac-

teristic of the plane through the organ represented by said

first electrodes based on the electrical signals received

fixMn said first electrodes;

a second set of paired electrodes, a second preampUfication

means for developing a second modulated electrical signal

characteristic of the plane through the organ represented

by said second electrodes based on the electrical signals

received from said second electrodes;

a third set of paired electrodes, a third preamplification

means for developing a third modulated electrical signal

characteristic of the plane throu^ the organ represented

by said third electrodes based on the electrical signals

received firom said third electrodes;

signal means for modifying and amplifying said first, second,

and third modulated dectrical signals; and
means for receiving said first, second, and third amfdified

modulated signab and analyzing said signals in a threeKli-

mensional ooordhiate system based on the phase differ-

between said signals.

AAnau
ARTIFACT DETECTOR FOR HEARTBEAT RATE

MEASURING SYSTEM
WUber H. Bailey, Lewadia, GaUf^ aaslpoi to Ounine Labora-

tories, Incn San Diego, GaUf.

FUed No?. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,782

Int. a' A61B 5/04
VS. CL 128—706 H

fi » a

means defining an nifiision channel in said tube for flooding

said sensor assembly with a known fluid for calibration

during which the fluid to be tested is temporarily expelled

through said opening.
1. Apparatus for monitoring an EKO signal and estimating

heartbeat rate, comprising:

first and second electrodes adapted to contact a patient and
transmit an EKG signal indicative of heartbeat activity;

heart rate means, connected to the first and second elec-

trodes, for monitoring the EKG signal and estimating

heartbeat rate;

artifact detection means for monitoring the EKO signal to

detect the occurrence of heartbeat artifacts therein and for

producing a corresponding inhibit signal; and
means for inhibiting the heart rate means in response to the

inhibit signal, whereby the estimate of heartbeat rate is

substantially unaffected by the occurrence of heartbeat

artifacts.

4y478,225

HEART MONTTOR FOR HORSES
John G. Ewtag, 1515 GkuMre Rd^ Greeley, Colo. 80(31

Filed Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,321

Int a' A61B 5/04
VS. CL 128—706 20 Clains

1. A heart monitor for measuring the heart rate of a horse

during training and other active periods cwnprising:

(a) saddle means mountaUe on a horse for supporting a rider,

(b) girth means operaUy attachable to said saddle means for

securing said saddle means to a horse;

(c) electrode means openMy mounted on said girth means
for providing touching electrical contact with the body of

a hOTse mounted with said saddle means for detecting

voltage changes on the skin surface of the horse and pro-

viding an electrical signal in response thereto;

(d) signal processing circuitry means for processing said

electrical signal from said electrode mean^
(e) display means for recdvmg said processed signal and

generating a human readable diq>lay indicating the heart

rate of a hoiae mounted with smd saddle means; and

(0 power supply means for providing electrical energy to

operate said signal processing drcuitry means and said

dis|riay I
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4,478,226

SELF-PROPELLED HARVESTER THRESHER WITH
AXIAL PRODUCT FLOW

Franz Tophinke, Harsewinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to CLAAS OHG, Harsewinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,806

ChUms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 8,

1981, 3139933

Int. a.J AOIF 7/06. 12/00
VS. a. 130—27 T 8 Claims

stripped by the intersecting bars along the region of the

point of intersection and an edge of the elliptical opening.

4,478,228

TOBACCO SMOKING PIPE
RenI A. Chister, 20702-177 El Toro Rd., El Toro, Calif. 92630

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,470

Int a.J A24F 1/26. 3/02
U.S. a. 131—180 6 Claims

1. A self-propelled harvester thresher with an axial product

flow, comprising a housing having an axis, a product inlet

opening and a product outlet opening; an inclined conveyor
transporting the product to said product inlet opening; and two
axially extending rotors which form together with said housing

an annular chamber extending between said product inlet

opening and said product outlet opening and having a separat-

ing zone, said rotors extending parallel to one another and
being offset relative to one another in an axial direction so as to

form by said ofTset a product receiving stage and a product

discharging stage.

4,478,227

LEAF STRIPPING MECHANISM
Charles W. McKinney, 363 Main St., and Brittain H. McKIn-

ney, Hogan Rd., both of Gordonsrille, Tenn. 38563

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,920

Int a.3 AOID 45/16

VS. a. 130—30 R 4 Qaims

1. A tobacco stripper for removing leaves from a tobacco

stalk comprising:

abase;

a plate having an elliptical opening attached to said base;

crop pulling means rearward of said plate for pulling the

tobacco stalks through said opening;

means for varying the size of said opening, said size varying

means comprising first and second scrapper bars pivotally

attached at one of their ends to said plate on opposite sides

of the opening, the bars intersecting at a point substan-

tially along the vertical centerline of said opening;

means for urging the ends opposite said attached ends of said

scrapper bars relative to one another so as to move the

point of intersection substantially along said centerline,

thus varying the size of the opening so as to accommodate
diflerent size tobacco crops; the tobacco leavings being

1. A tobacco smoking pipe having a smoking chamber for

receiving a plug of tobacco to be smoked and a pipe stem
connected to said smoking chamber so that tobacco smoke can
be drawn therethrough to the mouth of the smoker, said pipe

comprising:

tobacco magazine means communicating with said smoking
chamber for storing a supply of tobacco to be smoked,

means by which to move an amount of tobacco from the

supply thereof in said magazine into said smoking cham-
ber,

tobacco cutting and transporting means having at least one
side wall and a cutting and transporting surface formed at

an end of said side wall to define an interior, said cutting

and transporting means being dimensioned to travel

through said smoking chamber in orer to cause said cut-

ting and transporting end surface to both cut ofTa plug of

the tobacco that has been moved from said magazine into

said cutting chamber and transport said tobacco plug to a

location in said smoking chamber that is separated from

the location of the connection of said pipe stem to said

smoking chamber, said cutting and transporting end sur-

face having at least one smoke intake port extending there-

through through which tobacco smoke can be drawn, and

a plug member removably positioned at the interior of said

cutting and transporting means and associated therewith

to establish a space at the interior of said cutting and

transporting means, said space extending at least between

the smoke intake port of said cutting and transporting end

surface and the connection of said pipe stem to said smok-

ing chamber, so that burning tobacco ash that is drawn
through said intake port from the tobacco plug can be

retained in said space until said plug member is removed
from the interior of said cutting and transporting means in

order to permit the removal of the burnt tobacco ash and

the cleaning of said cutting and transporting means inte-

rior.

4,478,229

SMOKE nLTERS
John A. Luke, Hampshire, England, assignor to Brown A Wil-

liamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisrille, Ky.

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,309

Int on? A24F 3/04

VS. a. 131—336 18 Claims

17. In a smoke filter comprising:

(a) rod-like filter plug means of filtration material having a

mouth end and a distal end;

(b) a plurality of airflow ducts equiangularly spaced around

452-22«* 0.(i.-X4-5
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said niter plug means and each extending along said Alter

plug means from a flrst end open at said mouth end of said

filter plug means to a second end open at the periphery of

said filter plug means, said second end of each airflow

duct being spaced from said mouth end of the filter plug

means;

(c) air impervious wrapping means enwrapping said filter

plug means and having a radially inwardly facing surface

contiguous therewith; and

(d) means defining first ventilation perforations of said wrap-

ping means overlying said second ends of said airflow

ducts;

the improvement comprising:

(e) means defining second ventilation perforations overlying

said filter plug means and remote from said airflow ducts

thereof, said second ventilation perforations being effec-

tive to permit the ingress of a second stream of ambient air

directly into the interior of said filter plug means indepen-

dently of said ingress of the first stream of ambient air into

said airflow ducts; and

(0 means defining a plurality of longitudinally extending

surface grooves to said filter plug means; whereby said

wrapping means radially inwardly facing surface contigu-

ous to said filter plug partly defines said airflow ducts and
said surface grooves of the filter plug means also partly

define said airflow ducts. I

4,478,230

UGHTER FORMING AN EXTINGUISHING ASH-TRAY
Ytcs Manlic 12, me Hemn, Pirit, France

Contiauation-in-part of Scr. No. 095,477, No?. 19, 1979,

abudoncd, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 815,540, Jul. 14,

1977, abandoned. Thia appUcation Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No.
329,893

ClainH priority, application France, Jul. 22, 1976, 76 22391;
Apr. 20, 1977, 77 11850

Int a.3 A24F 19/10
UAa 131-234 8 Claims

1. A lighter with an ash-receiving chamber, comprising:

a body made of a synthetic material and including a fuel

storage chamber;

fuel igniting means attached to said body;

container means including a portion of said body and defin-

ing an open-ended ash-receiving chamber having a bottom
wall and side walls;

extinguishing means coupled to said container means;
a hinged cover pivotally attached to said container means
and movable between an open position in which said

extinguishing means is exposed to allow the crushing of
the burning end of a cigar or cigarette against said extin-

guishing means, and a closed position in which said cover
seals said chamber to smother the ashes and prevent the

spilling out thereof;

closure means for normally retaining said cover in said

closed position;

manually engagable handle means for defeating said closure

means and allowing said cover to move from said closed

position to said open position;

wherein said cover is pivotable about a point proximate its

center and wherein said closure means includes a recess

and an engagable resilient protrusion, one of said recess

and said protrusion being located on one end of said cover
and the other of said recess and said protrusion being

located at a corresponding position on said container

means, and wherein said handle means is located on said

cover at a point on said cover remote from the pivot point.

4,478,231

APPARATUS FOR SEVERING aGARETTE RODS OR
THEUKE

Willy Rudszinat, Daasendorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaignor to

Hauni-Werke Kiirber & Co. KG., Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,567

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 9,

1980, 3025968

Int a.3 A24B 5/28
U.S. a. 131—84 C 20 Claims

1. Apparatus for subdividing an axially conveyed rod which
contains a filler of fibrous material of the like into diecrete

rod-like sections, comprising a hollow carrier rotatable about

at least one predetermined axis; an elongated flexible band-like

knife including a convoluted portion installed in the interior of

and supported by said carrier and a leader extending from said

convoluted portion, said carrier having an opening through

which the leader of said knife extends outwardly and said

leader being arranged to sever the rod in response to rotation

of said carrier, said knife having an elongated marginal portion

which constitutes a cutting edge and that part of said cutting

edge which is provided on said leader being arranged to sever

the rod in response to rotation of said carrier; feeding means

for rotating said convoluted portion in a direction to unwind

the knife and to thereby advance fresh parts of said cutting

edge through and beyond said opening; and means for remov-

ing material from said leader at the rate at which said feeding

means rotates said convoluted portion.
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4,478,232 4,478,234

NAIL POLISHER COLLAPSIBLE FRAME FOR PORTABLE SHELTERS
Micji Yasuda, Kashiwara, Japan, asaignor to Nihon Keiki Co^ Anthony V. Bester, 1825 3rd Are. South, Minncapolia, Minn.

Ltd^ Osaka, Japan 55404

FUed Not. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 553,364 Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 373,657

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 19, 1982, 57-204240 Int. CV A45F 1/04 ^
Int a.i A45D 29/05 U.S. Q. 135—98 5 Gaims

U.S. a. 132—73.6 3 Gaims

i» iiMj^.ioA ii aa a m

1. A nail polisher comprising:

a case body having therein a single motor;

a cover provided on the case body in a manner to be ope-

ned/closed with its rear end as the center of such motion;

a polishing cylinder formed with a polishing layer on its

inner surface, said cylinder being at the front portion of

the case body in a manner to be rotated by the single

motor;

a finger tip inserting space formed between the front end of

the case body and the front end of the case;

filing plates which are driven to reciprocate horizontally

above the finger tip inserting space, and

transmission shafts which reciprocate the filing plates

through a converting mechanism, said filing plates and

transmission shafts being provided in the cover so that the

transmission shafts connect to the single motor when thCy

cover is closed.
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4,478,233

DENTAL HOLDER
Dn?id E. Wilkinson, 38338 Glcnricw Dr., Fremont Calif. 94536

Filed Apr. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 460,156

Int G.3 A45D 44/18

VJS. a. 132-84 D 10 Gaims

i-«n

1. A collapsible frame for a portable shelter comprising,

an upper supporting ring,

a plurality of bent elements respectively defining planes

disposed generally radially of said upper ring and having

their upper ends pivotally connected in circumferentially

spaced relation around said upper supporting ring,

a lower supporting ring disposed below said upper ring,

a plur^ity of control links respectively lying generally in the

nplans defined by said legs and extending between the

/ lower ring and intermediate portions of the leg elements

and pivotally connecting said ring and said intermediate

leg portions,

an elongated upstanding member having its lower end fixed

to the lower ring and slidably extending upwardly

through the upper ring to provide a stabilizing slide be-

tween the upper and lower rings during erection and

collapsing of the frame leg elements,

stop means limiting the upper movement of said upstanding

member in erected position, and

wherein both of said support rings are formed from a pair of

opposed disc elements having cross pivot elements formed

from partially cut away material of said discs to provide

the pivot connection with the upper ends of the legs and

the inner ends of the control links, respectively.

1. A dental holder comprising a rear wall, a midsection and

a front wall having an upper portion and a lower portion, said

rear wall being adapted to bear against a flat support surface

for affixing thereto; said midsection connecting said rear wall

to said front wall; said front wall being provided with an aper-

ture and a pivotably mounted flap comprising an opening

adapted for passageway and support of a toothbrush.

4,478,235

METHOD FOR REGENERATING HYDRAUUC
SYSTEMS

Charles C. Chapin, Woodbridge; James H. Conley, Fredericks-

burg, both of Va., and Robert G. Jamison, Glen Bnmic, Md.,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 364,119

Int G.3 B08B 7/04

VJS. G. 137—15 12 Gaims
1. A method of cleaning and of replacing the hydraulic fluid

existing in a hydraulic system, comprising the steps of:

a. initially opening the hydraulic system and generating at

least a subsuntial partial depletion of the fluid by selective

means in association therewith, then closing the system;

b. thereafter introducing into said system a density modifier

fluid for a first hydraulic fluid contained within said sys-

tem;

c. then agitating the introduced density modifier fluid and

the remaining existing hydraulic fluid so as to form a

homogenous mixture thereof;

d. temporarily opening the hydraulic system, and

e. then introducing a second hydraulic fluid into said hy-

draulic system, said second hydraulic fluid having a den-

sity greater than said mixture of said density modifier fluid
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and said first hydraulic fluid, whereby said hydraulic

system is filled with said second hydraulic fluid while

muXiaJi

^ -^-A^ •

STVS tnrt

displacing said mixture of said first hydrauHc fluid and

density modifier from said hydraulic system.

4,478,236

DISCONNECTOR FOR HYDRAULIC ORCUTTS
Bernard Neuzeret; Jean Richard, and Jean-Francois Comeau, all

of Saonc et Loire, France, assignors to Soda, SA^ France

FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,748

Clainu priority, application European Pat Off., Jan. 26, 1982,

26/01/1982

Int a^ FIOL 17/04; G05D 7/01

U.S.a 137—107 4 Claims

1. A hydraulic disconnecting apparatus for interposition

between an in-flow circuit and an out-flow circuit comprising:

A hollow body having an in-flow conduit and an out-flow

conduit co-axial therewith about a flow axis, said conduits

being adapted to be connected respectively to and be-

tween said in-flow circuit and said out-flow circuit and to

flow a liquid under a fluid pressure therebetween and
having an intermediate chamber interposed therebetween,*

said hollow body fiirther having a cover member, an

intermediate roof, and a floor, said floor comprising a

bottom boundry of said intermediate chamber and having
a first discharge aperture therethrough along a discharge

axis orthogonal to said flow axis, said first discharge aper-

ture when open communicating said intermediate cham-
ber with the atmosphere, said cover member and said

intermediate roof defining a membrane chamber therebe-

tween intersecting said discharge axis, and said intermedi-

ate roof having an annular wall depending downwards
from said membrane chamber along and about said dis-

charge axis and further having roof opening means spaced

radially outboard of said annular wall, said annular wall

defining an atmospheric chamber and having a second

discharge aperture about said discharge axis, said second

discharge aperture when open communicating said atmo-

spheric chamber and said intermediate chamber;

an automatic primary spring valve and an automatic second-

ary spring valve located along said flow axis on opposite

sides of said discharge axis respectively in said in-flow

connection conduit and said out-flow conduit;

membrane means vertically movable along said discharge

axis and sealingly secured between said cover member and

said intermediate roof to divide said membrane chamber

into a pressure chamber communicating with said in-flow

conduit and a lower chamber communicating with said

intermediate chamber through said roof opening means;

and

discharge valve means comprising spring means and a tubu-

lar member having a lower end and an upper end extend-

ing respectively through said first and second discharge

apertures to permanently communicate said atmospheric

chamber with the atmosphere, said tubular member fur-

ther having first and second sealing elements spaced axi-

ally along said tubular member on opposite sides of said

flow axis and adapted to respectively close said first and
second discharge apertures, said first sealing element

closing said first discharge aperture in a direction with

said fluid pressure in said intermediate chamber and said

second sealing element closing second discharge aperture

in a direction against said fluid pressure, said tubular mem-
ber having arms means extending radially outwards and
upwards about said annular wall and through said roof

opening means, said arm means being affixed to said mem-
brane means, whereby said spring means normally urge

said membrane means and said tubular member affixed

thereto upwards along said discharge axis to open said

first and second discharge apertures.

4,478,237

PRESSURE MODULATING AND REDUCING VALVE
William W. Blake, Kewanee, and Alan R. Coutant, Chillicotiie,

both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 410,739, Aug. 23, 1982,

abandoned. This application Jul. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,259

Int. Q.3 G05D 16/10

VS. a. 137—116.3 17 Clainu

i«
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1. A pressure modulating and reducing valve (10) for com-

municating pressurized fluid from a source (11) to a load cham-

ber (12) at a modulated rate of pressure rise and at a reduced

pressure, comprising:

a housing (18) including a body (19) having a bore (23)

therein and an inlet port (24), a load port (26) and a drain

port (27) axially spaced from one another and being in

communication with the bore (23), and a retainer (21)

connected to the body (18) at one end of the bore (23);

a sleeve member (46) slidably positioned in said bore (23) of

said body (19) and having a bore (47) therein and first and

second passages (48,49) communicating the bore (47) of

the sleeve member (46) with the inlet port (24) and the

load port (26) respectively;

an end wall (51) connected to the sleeve member (46) at one

end of the bore (47) of the sleeve member (46);
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a pressure reducing valve spool (61) slidably positioned in

the bore (47) of the sleeve member (46) for relative move-
ment therebetween;

resilient means (76) for resisting movement of the pressure

reducing valve spool (61) toward the retainer (21);

a reaction chamber (81) between the pressure reducing valve

spool (61) and the end wall (51);

means (82) for communicating the load port (26) with the

reaction chamber (81); and
means (103) for selectively moving the sleeve member (46)

relative to the pressure reducing valve spool (61) and the

body (19) at a modulated rate so that the fluid pressure in

the reaction chamber (81) and the load port (26) increases

and reacts against the pressure reducing valve spool (61)

moving it against the resilient means (76) to establish a

pressure proportional to the movement of the sleeve mem-
ber.

4*478,238

CONDENSATE REMOVAL DEVICE
James W. Maddox, Newport News, and Da?id D. Berger, Alex-

andria, both of Va., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the United States Department of Energy,

Washington, D.C.

FUed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,766

Int. a.J HCT 1/34

VJS. a. 137-171 3 Claims

./•

1. In a device for removing condensate from a vapor conduit

in a pressurized vapor system containing a working fluid,

which device comprises a rigid, stationary orifice in unit with

a cylindrical strainer, said cylindrical strainer being positioned:

a. upstream of said orifice for preventing passage of particles

larger than said orifice,

b. generally off the axis of said vapor conduit,

c. with its longitudinal axis generally transverse to that of

said vapor conduit and arranged such that said fluid enters

the sides of said cylindrical strainer and exits the end,

the improvement wherein:

said unit comprises a body and a separable cap, said cylin-

drical strainer being rigidly attached at one end to said

cap;

said body contains a working fluid inlet passage, a tubulate

orifice plate support attached at one end to said body,

an annular chaimber surrounding and concentric with

said tubulate orifice plate support, and a working fluid

outlet passage;

the distal end of said strainer is seated in fluid sealing

relationship with said body proximate the base of said

tubulate orifice plate support when said cap is attached

in fluid sealing relationship to said body, said cap and

cylindrical strainer thereby dividing said annular cham-

ber into an outer chamber bounded by said body, said

strainer and said cap and an inner chamber bounded by

said strainer, said tubulate orifice plate support, said

orifice plate and said cap;

said orifice plate is rigidly attached to the distal end of said

tubulate orifice plate support and concentric therewith;

said orifice plate contains an orifice concentric therewith;

said tubulate orifice plate support is of such length that

said orifice is positioned proximate the end of said cylin-

drical strainer which is remoter from said vapor conduit

such that erosion of said body under said orifice by fluid

flowing through the orifice is minimized, and such that

said orifice is positioned out of a direct line from any of

the openings in said strainer;

and said outer chamber is in direct flow communication

with said inlet passage and said inner chamber is in flow

communication through said orifice with said outlet

passage.

4,478,239

FUEL TANK LID
Aldra Nagishima, 1-12, Higashiffionzen-2-chome, Kawasaki-kn,

Kawaaaki-shi, Japan

FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,154

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 7, 1981, 56-100231[U]

lot a.3 B65D 83/14

VS. a. 137—209 2 Claims

1. A fuel tank lid comprising a manually operable air pressur-

izing pump for pressurizing the air in a fuel tank thereby to

improve the start up characteristic or to eliminate any trouble

due to shortage of fuel in a small-sized internal combustion

engine for driving machines for various works, said air pressur-

izing pump including an inner lid, a discharge vent valve fitting

to a discharge vent hole formed in the bottom of said inner lid,

and a piston slidably received in an internal cavity of said inner

lid, said piston having an end projecting to the outside of the

tank lid and an internal cavity being communicated with the

exterior of said tank through a filter and a suction vent valve

which are secured in said piston by a piston spring.

4,478,240

AIR PILOT VALVE CONTROLLER
WUUam D. Tanner, 3154 E. 26di, Tulsa, Okla. 74114

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 373,973

Int a.3 F16K 43/Oa 31/122

VS. a. 137—315 SClains

1. In combination with a hydraulic valve having a reciprocal

spool member, a fluid actuated control device comprising

spring urged coupler bolt means secured directly to the spool

member, an independent reciprocal piston having rod means

operably and releasably engaged to the coupler bolt means for

reciprocation thereof, end cap means secured to the valve for
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encasing the coupler bolt means and supporting the piston rod
means a piston operator housing encasing the reciprocal piston

and at least a portion of the piston rod means, upon installation

said piston housing being secured to the end cap through an
opening in the end cap through rotation of said piston housing
in one direction for engaging the at least other portion of the

piston rod means to the coupler bolt means, upon removal of
the operator housing from the end cap said operator housing is

rotated in an opposite direction to first disengage the at least

other piston rod means portion from the coupler bolt means
within the end cap so that the operator housing, the reciprocal

piston and the piston rod means can be removed from the end
cap as a single unit without disturbing the other components of
the hydraulic valve, the spring urged coupler bolt means in-

cludes helical spring means surrounding at least a portion of
the coupler bolt means, and a pair of spaced oppositely dis-

posed spring retainer cup means cooperating with the end cap
means for limiting the movement of the coupler bolt in oppo-
site reciprocal directions.

4,478,242

nNGER-ACTUATED PUSH-PULL SLIDEABLE
DISPENSING VALVE

Curtis J. Bond, Worthington, Ohio, assignor to Liqni-Box Cor*
poration, Worthington, Ohio

FUed Aug. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,330

iBt a.J n6K 35/00
U.S. a. 137—383 8 Gainu

4,478,241

SOLENOID ACTUATED VALVE BLOCKS FOR
GLASSWARE FORMING MACHINES

Luis Cardenas-Franco; Enrique Veaaey-Men^ndcz, and Jorge
Alfredo Hercdia-De-La-Pu, all of Monterrey, Mexico, as-

signors to Vitro-Tec Fideiconiso, Monterrey, Mexico
Filed Dec 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,918

Oaims priority, application Mexico, Dec. 16, 1980, 185295
lat a.} F16K 49/00

U.S. a. 137—340 8 Claims

1. A solenoid actuated valve block for glassware forming
machines, which comprises the combination of a metal block
provided with an inner longitudinal operational air manifold; a
plurality of valve chambers arranged in a staggered array and
opening towards a lower surface of said metal block at one of
their ends and towards said operational air manifold at the

other one of their ends; a plurality of cartridge valves arranged
within said valve chambers, each chamber having a duct for

operational air individually connected with a pneumatic opera-
tive line of the machine and an exhaust duct arranged at 90*

thereto and opening to the atmosphere; a plate cover attached
to said lower surface of said metal block to cover said valve
chambers, said plate being provided with a plurality of manual
pilot push buttons which are situated under each one of said
valve chambers at one of the ends and having a pushing rod
which is coupled to one end of a plunger of each cartridge
valve for manual operation thereof; a plurality of solenoids
arranged through bores provided in an upper face of said metal
block and crossing said operational air manifold, said solenoids
having a piston coupled with the opposite end of the plunger of
each cartridge valve for actuation thereof; and a closed cham-
ber on the upper face of said metal block and housing all the
solenoids to form a cooling manifold therefor.

1. A valve assembly comprising a guide portion and a valve
sleeve closed at its outer end and open at its inner end telescop-

ing slideably therein; said guide sleeve having a radially-

directed dispensing outlet movable axially-outwardly beyond
the guide portion to open dispensing position from closed
sealed position within the guide portion, a tamper-proof seal

strip connected between the guide portion and the valve sleeve

to prevent outward movement of the valve sleeve without
breaking the seal strip, and means for keying the valve sleeve

and guide portion together to permit sliding movement of the

valve sleeve but to normally prevent rotative movement of the
valve sleeve in the guide portion without the application of
sufficient torque force to the valve sleeve to overcome the

keying means so that the valve sleeve will rotate and break the

seal strip; said keying means comprising a longitudinally ex-

tending keying groove in the outer surface of the wall of the

valve sleeve, and a radially extending flexible key carried by
the guide portion and extending into the groove, said groove
extending only partially radially through said valve sleeve

wall.

4,478,243

VALVE ASSEMBLY
Robert W. King, Sidney, Ohio, assignor to Copeland Corpora-

tion, Sidney, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 430,322, Sep. 30, 1982, Pat No. 4,445,534,

which is a division of Ser. No. 219,849, Dec. 23, 1980, Pat No.
4,368,755, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 971,309, Dec. 20,

1978, abandoned. This application Dec. 22, 1983, Ser. No.
564,283

Int CV F16K 15/08
MS. a. 137—512.1 29 daima

Aft

,t»-^,i, M» 2J5

1. An improved pressure responsive valve assembly com-
prising:
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a valve plate having an inner surface in part deHning a com-
pression chamber;

a discharge valve seat opening extending through said valve

plate, said valve seat opening being defined by an out-

wardly diverging conical sidewall;

a frusto conical discharge valve member disposed within

said opening and having a peripheral edge surface of

conical configuration adapted to sealingly engage said

sidewall of said valve seat opening,

said conical peripheral edge surface of said discharge

valve member having an included angle when un-

stressed which is greater than the included angle of said

conical sidewall of said valve seat opening; and

means defining an opening through said discharge valve

member, and sealing means sealingly engaging the side-

wall of said opening in said valve member when said

discharge valve member is in a closed position so as to

prevent fluid flow through said discharge valve seat open-

ing, said sealing means and discharge valve member being

movable relative to one another to allow additional dis-

charge fluid flow when said discharge valve member is in

an open position.

28. A discharge valve assembly for use in a gas compressor

having a valve plate equipped with an inner surface in part

deflning a compression chamber, a discharge pori extending

through said valve plate and defining a valve seat diverging

outwardly from said inner surface, said discharge valve assem-

bly including a first valve element having an outwardly diverg-

ing first seating surface and a coaxial port extending there-

through, said coaxial port defining by a second seating surface

diverging outwardly from said inner surface and adapted to

engage a second valve element, said first and second valve

elements being composed of a relatively compliant material

and being capable of distorting to conform to said valve seat

and said second seating surface, respectively, with an inner

surface of said first and second valve elements lying substan-

tially in the plane of said inner surface of said valve plate when
the discharge valve assembly is closed, said distortion resulting

in a reactive force tending to unseat said first and second valve

elements.

4,478,244

MUD SAVER VALVE
WilUam R. Garrett P.O. Box 671, Coldapring, Tex. 77331

Filed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 455,809

Int a.) F16K 15/00

U.S. a. 137—515 1 Claim

(a) a housing having a flow-through opening longitudinally

aligned with the bore opening of the drill pipe assembly;

(b) a butterfly disc pivotally mounted across said opening;

(c) a rotating axis for pivotally mounting said disc, at least

one end of which extends through the side wall of said

housing to form an axis extension;

(d) spring means mounted to said axis extension for provid-

ing biasing torque for operating said disc closed, opposing

operating pressure through said flow-through opening

causing excess biasing torque to be required for operating

said disc open;

(e) a drive pivot arm connected to said axis extension, said

spring means being mounted to axis extension via said

drive pivot &rm;

(0 the second end of said rotating axis extending through the

housing side wall to form a second axis extension, and

including a second drive pivot arm connected to said

second axis extension, and second spring means mounted

to said second drive pivot arm for providing additional

biasing pressure for operating said disc closed, opposing

operating pressure through said flow-through opening in

excess of said biasing pressure provided by said first-

named spring means and said second spring means being

required for operating said disc open;

(g) said housing including a first side pocket for accommo-
dating said first-named drive pivot arm in said first-named

spring means and a second side pocket for accommodating

said second drive pivot arm and said second spring means;

(h) said spring partially laterally moving with the opening of

said disc and the rotation of said first-named drive pivot

arm and said second drive pivot arm; and

(i) a stop included in said first side pocket for limiting the

lateral movement of said first-named spring, thereby pro-

viding more lateral movement of said second spring than

said first-named spring with the opening of said butterfly

disc and providing torque to said axis to substantially

prevent fretting of said butterfly disc while in the open

position.

4,478,245

ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLABLE VALVE ASSEMBLY
Bernd Bender, Uch, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Vickera,

Incorporated, Troy, Mich.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,513

Gainis priority, application European Pat Off., Sep. 2, 1981,

81106845 1

Int a^ n6K 37/00. 31/40

MS. a. 137—554 10 Claims

OEk.

1. A mud saver valve for being received into a tubular drill

pipe subassembly, comprising:

1. An electrically controllable valve assembly including:

a displaceable piston as the member to be adjusted,

a pilot valve for controlling the position of the piston, and

an electronic controller for controlling the pilot valve,

wherein
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a first force producing means is provided to act on one area
of said diq>laceable piston,

a second force producing means is provided to act on an
opposing area of said displaceable piston, said second
force being produced at least partly hydraulically by
pressure in a control chamber;

wherein said pilot valve comprises:

a restrictor means array for a bleed flow from a main deliv-

ery line to a tank line,

a spool for adjusting the restrictor means array, and
an electrically actuable control member for adjusting the

position of said spool of said pilot valve;

wherein said restrictor means array includes:

a first variable restrictor means disposed between a branch
duct of a main delivery line and a control line connecting
said control chamber and said pilot valve, and

a second variable restrictor means disposed between said

control line and a low-pressure chamber, the low pressure

urging said spool in the direction of return movement
thereof, and

a third, permanently effective fixed restrictor means be-

tween said low-pressure chamber and said tank line.

4,478046
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROPORTIONING OF

FUEL USAGE BY A FLUID FUELED APPARATUS
DmuwU Shcrrod, 327 Alkadale St, Baltinore, Md. 21229

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,513

Iirt. a^ n6K iJ/OQ; F17D 1/04
U,S. CL 137—337 19 Claims

1. a fluid proportioning system for use with a fluid fueled

apparatus and a plurality of discrete fluid supplies comprising:

• manifold having a plurality of inputs and an output adapted
to be in communication with the fluid input of said fluid

fueled apparatus;

a plurality of fluid pressure measuring and fluid pressure
varying means each having an input and an output, said

outputs of each of said plurality of fluid pressure varying
means being in communication with one of said inputs of
said manifold, each of said fluid pressure measuring and
fluid pressure varying means inputs being in comunication
with one of said discrete fluid supplies; and

a plurality of simultaneously operable valve means, each of
said valve means being operably connected to and in

communication with one of said fluid supplies, said plural-

ity of valve means being either simultaneously opened or
simultaneously closed for selectively isolating said fluid

supplies fixnn each other.

4,478047
FLUID COUPLING FOR HOLLOW ROTARY MEMBER
F^ni Alber, PlattlsMw 12, Wien 23, Austria

Filed Jan. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 34234
CUoM priority, applkatloo Austria, Jan. 26, 1981, 324/81

lot a.} E03B 7/00
U.S. a. 137—380 5 aaims

1. In combination, a hoUow rotary member provided with a
shaft having a bore communicating with the interior of said

member, and a stationary coupling sleeve coaxially surround*

ing said shaft with annular clearance, said sleeve beng inter-

nally provided with a plurality of elastomeric sealing rings

engaging said shaft and bounding at least one compartment
within said clearance communicating with said bore through a

lateral port of said shaft and further communicating with an

external conduit carrying a temperature-controlling fluid cir-

culated through said member by way of said bore, said shaft

having a free end constituted by an integral extremity of re-

duced cross-sectional area and limited axial length with a

noncircular outline formed from convex sections merging
smoothly and without peripheral discontinuities into one an-

other, the maximum distance of said sections from the shaft

axis beng at most equal to the radius of said shaft, said extrem-
ity being joined to adjacent shaft portions by rounded transi-

tion zones enabling said sealing rings to be safely fitted onto the

shaft from said free end during assembly.

4,478048

ROTARY VALVE
Donald L. DeVall, 1082 Charles Ave., and Hu D. DeVaU, Rte. 1,

Box 362-A, both of Morgantown, W. Va. 26505
Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459,475

int a.3 n5B nm2
U.S. a. 137—624.13 12 Claims

1. A rotary valve including a housing, said housing having a

center section and an end section attached to each end of said

center section, seal means located between the ends of said

center section and said end sections, a shaft extending axially

through said center section into said end sections, bearing

means in each of said end sections rotatably supporting an end
of said shaft, said center section and said end sections cooperat-

ing with said shaft to define a pair of individual chambers
within said housing, a cylindrical rotor having opposed sub-

stantially parallel faced located in each individual chamber,

said rotors being fixed to said shaft for rotation with said shaft

relative to said housing, a continuous groove formed in the

periphery of each of said rotors, a plurality of radially and
angularly spaced arcuate slots formed in each face of each of
said rotors, a plurality of passages formed in each of said ro-

tors, said passages intersecting said arcuate slots and said con-

tinuous groove to connect arcuate slots with other arcuate

slots and with said continuous groove, passageways formed in

said end sections, said passageways having a first end opening
into one of said individual chambers and selectively aligned

with arcuate slots in said rotors when said rotors rotate with
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said shaft and a second end opening out of said housing, a

plurality of ports formed in said center section of said housing

extending between one of said individual chambers and the

exterior of said housing, and drive means connected to an end

of said shaft to rotate said shaft and said rotors to move said

arcuate slots into and out of alignment with the first ends of

said passageways formed in said housing end sections.

4,478050

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
Wolfgang Lakasczyk, and Roland Ewald, both of Lohr an Main,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Mannesmann Rexroth

GmbH, Lohr am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,938

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 9,

1981, 3114437

Int CL^ F15B W044
U5. a. 137-625.65 17 Claims

4,478049

FLUID CONTROL VALVE
Gary A. Fleischmann, Sheboygan, WIs^ assignor to Kohler Co.,

Kohler, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 311,519, Oct 15, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577,722

Int a^ F16K 11/06

U.S.a 137-625.4 2 Claims

1. A fluid proportioning valve, comprising:

a housing having a mixing chamber therein, first and second

valve seats in the bottom of the mixing chamber that are

laterally spaced from one another to provide inlet open-

ings communicating with said chamber, and an outlet

opening exiting from said chamber;

a valve member in said chamber having a lower sealing

surface in slideable contact with said valve seats, porting

means controlling the flow of water from said inlet open-

ings to said outlet opening, and an aperture which is open

at the upper surface of the valve member;

said porting means comprising a kidney shaped hole in the

bottom of said valve member, a transverse passage

through said valve member, and a recess cut along the

back bottom edge of said valve member, whereby upoiw

appropriate positioning of the valve member, fluid may

pass through said kidney shaped hole, through said trans-

verse passage, and past said recess to reach the outlet;

a bearing member mounted over said valve member which

has an axial bore; and

an actuator having an upper stem section rototobly and

axially movable in said bore and a lower cam section

slideably extending into said valve member aperture,

whereby axial movement of the stem section causes the

cam to contact a wall of said aperture, thereby causing the

valve member to slide laterally over said valve seats to

control fluid volume, and rotation of said stem section

causes said valve member to route, thereby controlling

the proportion of fluid entering from each inlet opening.

10. A pressure control valve construction comprising a

valve body having an inlet port adapted for connection to a

pressure source, a pair of working ports adapted for connec-

tion to respective loads and a pair of outlet ports connected to

a reservoir, control spool means movably mounted in said

body and including lands for respectively controlling commu-

nication between said inlet port and respective ones of said

working ports and between said working ports and said outlet

ports, said control spool means comprising a control spool

having opposite ends and blind bores respectively in said ends,

sensing spools respectively movably mounted in said blind

bores to define spaces between the bottoms of said blind bores

and said sensing spools, said control spool having respective

openings connecting said spaces with respective working

ports, and actuator means for applying an actuating force to at

least one of said sensing spools for moving the same and the

control spool therewith, said actuator means comprising a

proportional solenoid connected to apply the actuating force

to said one sensing spool in response to a control current sup-

plied to the solenoid, said one sensing spool in turn applying

the actuating force to the control spool which automatically

adjusts itself to provide and maintain a predetermined working

pressure for the valve.

4,478051

ORinCE FimNG SEAL ASSEMBLY
Ruben Sanchez, Katy, and R. M. McEver, Jr., Houston, botii of

Tex., assignors to Daniel Indnstries, Inc., Houston, Tex.

FUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,429

Int a.3 F16L 55/10

U.S. a. 138—44 15 Claims

1. In an orifice fitting mechanism for use in controlled meter-

ing of fluids and having a body structure defining a flow pas-

sage and opposed spaced sealing surfaces surrounding said

flow passages, forming a continuous conduit and supporting an

apertured orifice plate in the flow passage, the improvement

comprising:

(a) a pair of internal seal rings cooperating to define a plate

receptacle within which said orifice plate is positioned

said internal seal rings each defining peripheral locking

means;

(b) external locking means surrounding said internal seal

rings and retaining said internal seal rings in assembly;

(c) first seal means for esublishing sealed relation between

said internal seal rings and said orifice plate;

(d) second seal means for esublishing sealed relation be-
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^ si^ciurc, ana o„j material is characterized by high tensUe strength and
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(e) each of said internal seal rings being formed to define
pressure relief passage means extending from said plate
receptacle to an outer portion of said internal seal rings.

4,478^2
DEVICE FOR ENCLOSING OBJECTS

Robert H. McLoogiiUii, Highworth, Nr. Swindon, England,
•nigBor to Raychcn Ltd^ United Kingdom ^

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 344,269
Claim priority, appUcatioB United Kingdom, Feb. 5, 1981, - ...,.

8103625 nexibihty; and, inner pipe supporting means for providing
Int CI.J F16L 55/00; HOIB 17/00 support to said inner pipe, said means disposed between said

U.S. a. 138—140 24 Claims
'""^'^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ °"^^'' P'P^-

4,478,254
DEVICE FOR ACTUATING SHEDDING MOTION

SEARCHING AND SLOW SPEED OPERAHON ON A ^^*^

LOOM
Michel Beaudoux, Didenheim, and Jean*Pierre Vnillet, Mul-

house, both of France, assignors to Societe Alsacienne De
Constructions Mecanniques De Mulhouse, Mulhouse, France

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,254
Int. a.} D03D 51/08

U.S. a 139-1 E ( Claims

10. A dimensionally-recoverable device for enclosing at
least part of an elongate object, the device having closure
portions that can be retained together by means of a closure
arrangement which comprises a closure element located on
each closure portion, the closure element on each closure
portion being engageable with the closure element on the other
closure portion, and a retaining element for retaining the clo-
sure elements in engagement, the closure elements and retain-
mg element being arranged so that the retaining element can be
twisted about the closure elements to lock the closure elements
together.

*dV

4,478,253
EROSION RESISTANT ELBOW FOR SOLIDS

CONVEYANCE
James W. Everett, New Stanton, Pa., aarignor to KRW Energy

Systems Inc., Houston, Tex.

FUed Apr. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 483,404
Int a.3 F16L 9/04. 55/00

UA a 138-140 sciMim
1. An elbow for use in particulate material conveyancing

comprising: an outer pipe having a radius of curvature R; an
inner pipe having an internal radius r, a radius of curvature R,
and concentric with and internal to said outer pipe, said inner
pipe comprising an outer layer comprised of a first material
and an inner layer comprised of a second material; wherein
said first material is characterized by high erosion resistance

1. In a loom having a main shaft adapted to be rotatably
driven, a dobby, and first connecting means for operatively
connecting said main shaft to said dobby, the improvement for
controlling both shedding motion searching and slow speed
operation wherein: said first connecting means comprises a
pulley routably mounted on said main shaft; a key slot in one
face of said pulley; a keyway in said shaft positioned to register
with said key slot; at least one key slidably arranged in said
keyway to releasably engage in said key slot to interiock said
pulley with said shaft; resilient means adapted to urge said key
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into engagement in said key slot; means adapted to disengage joining the main rail to said other weaving shaft for providing

said key from said key slot; an auxiliary gear-motor; second normal conjoint travel thereof and being flexible to prevent

connecting means operatively connecting said gear-motor to

said dobby; clutch means operatively associated with said "i *^>>

second connecting means to connect said gear-motor to said

dobby; detector means operatively associated with said key

and said gear-motor to detect the position of said key %ith

respect to said key slot and to control said gear-motor in re-

sponse thereto; so that said gear-motor drives said dobby alone

when said key is disengaged from said key slot and drives said

dobby and loom together in unison at slow speed when both

said key and clutch means are respectively engaged and said

main shaft is not driven.

4,478,255

DEVICES FOR CUTTING PILE THREADS IN A LOOM
FOR WEAVING VELVET IN A DOUBLE LAYER

Yves JuiUard, Mulhouse, France, assignor to Societe Alsacienne

de Construction de Materiel Textile, France

Filed May 12, 1983, Ser. No. 493,979

Gaims priority, application France, May 26, 1982, 82 09115

1 1 « n 1M_ii '"*" ^' ^^^ ^^^^^
11 aalmi ™P*"f« °^ **'<* connection means due to high inertial forces at

V^. U. ia»—ii
jjjgj^ speeds of travel of said main rail and said weaving shafts.

^-^^ rm

4,478,257

DEVICE FOR REGULATING THE TENSION OF WARP
THREADS IN A WEAVING LOOM

Y?es JuiUard, Mulhouse, France, assignor to Societe Alsacienne

de Construction de Materiel Textile, France

Filed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,411

Qairas priority, application France, Dec. 23, 1981, 81 24098

Int. a? D03D 49/06

UAa 139—110 15 Claims

1. A device for cutting pile threads in a loom for weaving

velvet in a double layer and comprising a table for supporting

the bottom layer, a rule for retaining the top layer, a rule-rein-

forcement bar fixed at both ends in a manner which permits

height adjustment on two vertical side members rigidly fixed

to the frame of the loom, and a pile cutting member which

produces action opposite to the space formed between the

table and the rule, wherein said rule is suspended from the

reinforcement bar and is anchored solely to its reinforcement

bar at two points which are distant from the ends of said rule,

and wherein no means are provided for attaching the ends of

said rule to the vertical side members aforesaid.

<>'s'vk^yCl's'l^^\'s\v

201

^^s'^In^^^^^

4,478,256

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A SELVAGE PROVIDED
WTTH A CROSSWEAVE

Heinz Klocker, Borken, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Gebr.

Klocker (Klocker Bros.), Fed. Rep. of Germany

nied Jan. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 457,889

Int a.J D03C 11/Oa 7/06

U.S. a. 139-54 8 Qaims

1. Apparatus for producing a selvage provided with a cross-

weave, comprising two reciprocally movable weaving shafts, a

needle holder on one of said weaving shafts, a main rail with a

diagonal slit on the other of said weaving shafts, a header rail

movably supported adjacent the main rail for limited travel,

said header rail having a diagonal slit which overlaps the

diagonal slit in the main rail and elastic connection means

1. An assisted mechanical control device for actuating a

controlled element in dependence on the displacements of a

movable sensing element, especially in order to actuate the

regulating element of the speed-changing unit of a warp-beam

let-off motion of a weaving loom in accordance with the dis-

placements of the balance for measuring the tension of the

warp threads, wherein said device comprises:

a bar of substantial length which is displaced in reciprocat-

ing motion substantially in the direction of its length by

means of a driving power source;

a jamming member adapted to slide and to be selectively

jammed against said bar according to the position of said

member with respect to said bar;

a first coupling system for connecting the sensing element to

said jamming member in order to modify the position of

said member with respect to said bar as a function of the

displacements of the sensing element;

and a second coupling system for connecting said jamming

member to the controlled element, the driving power
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required for displacement of said controlled element being side edges and a base connecting said two side edges, said base
supplied by said driving power source. edge being provided for beatincuD the w«.ft thr^-H .«h ..jhedge being provided for beating-up the weft thread and said

4,478,258

WARP STOP MOTION DEVICE OF A WEAVING
MACHINE

Bcmhard Koch, Horgenberg, Switzerland, assignor to Grob A
Co. AktiengesellKhaft, Horgen, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 29. 1982, Ser. No. 424,654
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 11.

1981, 3149219

Int. CL' D03D 51/30
UAa 139-358 2 Claims

• '

1. In a weaving machine having a warp stop motion device
which includes upper and lower vertically aligned supports for
respectively supporting contact bars and guide bars lying
perpendicular thereto, drop wires guided on said contact bars
and between adjacent pairs of said guide bars, warp ends ex-
tending parallel to upper supports and through eyelets pro-
vided in said drop wires, a longitudinal beam which functions
as a structure on which the supports are mounted, said beam
lying perpendicular to said supports and parallel to said bars,
said beam also functions as a contact support for the warp ends,
the improvement wherein said beam comprises a hollow body
having along one side a horizontally extending dovetailed
portion to which one of said supports is cantilever mounted by
means of cooperating clamps, said beam further having along
its upper side a vertically extending crimped portion about
which a wear resistant element is removably mounted entirely
between opposite ends of said beam, said element solely defin-
ing said contact support and being of a material having a hard-
ness greater than the hardness of the material of the beam.

two side edges being disposed generally perpendicularly to the
longitudinal direction of the lower of said arms.

4,478,260
WIRE BASKET, APPARATUS AND METHOD

Manfred Eichler, Ancaster, Canada, assignor to Braun Nursery
Limited, Mount Hope, Canada

Division of Ser. No. 293,607, Aug. 17, 1981, Pat No. 4,403,447.
This application Jul. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 515,687

lot a.3 B21F 3/00
U.S. a. 140-92.1 11 Claims

<^>^ ^:)

4,478,259

REED FOR JET WEAVING MACHINES
Rolf Hooegger, Domten, Switzerland, assignor to Ruti Machin-

ery Works, Ltd., Ruti, Switzerland

FQed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,559
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 5, 1981,

1466/81

Int a.J D03D 47/30
U.S. a. 139-435 4 CM^

1. A reed dent for beating up a weft thread for jet weaving
machines, said reed dent having a recess on a forward edge and
disposed interiorly within the warp shed during weft insertion
and arranged fofgtfldmg^weft thread, the reed dent including
two arms which are mutually inclined and which include an
angle of less than 180* on the forward edge of the reed dent,
said recess is U-shaped and is formed by two generally parallel

1. A method ofmaking a tubular wire grid from a continuous
length of wire, comprising:

laying the wire continuously in back and forth bights on a
mandrel, while supporting the wire at the ends of said
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bights, thereby forming a tubular cage consisting of a

continuous wire strand,

helically coiling the wire across said bights thereby forming

a continuous helical wrap,

joining the wire at the crossing points of the wrap and the

bights, and

removing the mandrel.

7. A collapsible mandrel for use in making a tubular wire

grid consisting of a continuous length of wire, comprising:

a central shaft defining a longitudinal axis,

a hub member mounted on said shaft adjacent one end

thereof,

a plurality of radial arms pivotally connected at one end to

said hub member for pivotal movement in radial planes

toward and away from said shaft, the arms being circum-

ferentially spaced around the shaft,

a first set of circumferentially spaced wire-receiving guide

members mounted on said hub member,

a second set of circumferentially spaced wire-receiving

guide members mounted on said arms, each of said second

set of guide members being mounted on a respective one

of said arms at the end remote from said one end, said

guide members being adapted to support a wire laid

thereon in back and forth bights,

a plurality of wire engaging pegs mounted on each arm, said

pegs being adapted to support a wire helically coiled

about said arms,

a sleeve member slidably mounted on said shaft,

means for selectively locking the sleeve member to the shaft,

and

linkage means interconnecting the sleeve member with said

arms for expanding and collapsing the mandrel in response

to sliding movement of the sleeve member on said shaft.

(d) mechanically positioning a nozzle into fluid communica-

tion with the straw;

(e) mechanically peristaltically pumping semen through said

nozzle into the straw; and

(0 removing the filled straw using a straw holder suitable for

ejecting the semen within the straw into the ovaduct of an

animal, wherein the filling of the straw with semen and

removal of the filled straw do not necessiute the touching

of the straw by an operator. <

4,478,262

APPARATUS FOR HLLING PORTIONS OF LOOSE
MATERIAL INTO PACKAGING CONTAINERS

Hugo Auer, Schwaz/Tirol, Austria, assignor to Robert Bosch

GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,739

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 24,

1981, 3142221; Mar. 19, 1982, 3210102 >

Int a.3 B65B 1/04

U.S. a. 141—114 11 Claims

*•««

4,478,261

APPARATUS FOR FILLING ARTinCIAL
INSEMINATION STRAWS WITH SEMEN

Bertrand Cassoo, Saint Symphorien les Bruylres; Robert Cas*

sou, and Maurice Casson, both of Rue Q^menceau, 61300

L'Aigle, aU of France

FOed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,357

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 20, 1981, 81 03353;

Sep. 21, 1981, 81 17806

Int a^ B65B 3/04

UAa 141-2 12 Claims

6e 6

1. An apparatus for filling measured portions of loose mate-

rial in packaging containers, comprising a measuring apparatus

for pouring out the measured product portions in increments

and having a substantially vertical filling pipe leading to a

packaging container, a rapidly-moving conveyor belt (30)

leading to the filling pipe (12) disposed beneath the measuring

apparatus (22), and means adjacent the measuring apparatus

(51, 53, 55) for sequentially transferring the pieces (a) of a

single measured product portion (m) contained in the measur-

ing apparatus to the conveyor belt, beginning with those pieces

which are located in the measuring apparatus closest to the

filling pipe.

4,478,263

LOG SPLTITER

James L. Johnston, P.O. Box 1209, El Granada, Calif. 94018

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,946

Int a^ B27L 7/00

VS. a. 144-3 K < Claims

12. A method for filling a straw with semen, comprising the

following steps:

(a) placing the straw in a straw dispenser;

(b) transferring the straw from said straw dispenser to a

peripheral slot in a substantially cylindrical drum;

(c) mechanically rotating said drum about its longitudinal

axis to advance said slot and the straw from a dispensing

position proximate to said straw dispenser to a filling

position angularly displaced therefrom; 1. A wood processing machine comprising
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u endless conveyor adapted to receive logs to be cut into
log segments;

switch means to stop the endless conveyor when a log has
been positioned to be cut into log segments;

a trough receiving a log to be cut from the conveyor, said
trough including, spaced apart fingers forming a portion
of a log supporting surface of the trough;

saw means arranged to simultaneously provide a plurality of
cuts through a log in the trough and to move between said
fingers, whereby a plurality of log segments are formed in
the trough;

a receiving chamber;
means for pivoting said fingers to simultaneously discharge

said plurality of cut log segments from the trough to the
receiving chamber with said log segments in axially
aligned relationship in the receiving chamber;

a log segment splitter aligned with the receiving chamber;
and

ram means aligned with the receiving chamber and the log
segment splitter, whereby operation of the ram means will
force the log segments sequentially through the log seg-
ment splitter.

5. A splitter chamber for wood processing machines includ-
ing

top, bottom and side walls an open entrance end and an open
discharge end;

a plurality of pain of parallel spaced apart cutter knives
fixed within the top, bottom and side walls, and with
cutting edges of the knives of each succeeding pair of
knives being further spaced apart from the knives of the
preceding pair and extending transverse to, immediately
behind the preceeding pair to form a grid pattern when
viewed from the entrance and discharge ends, whereby
cutting edges of each succeeding pair of knives are se-
quentially engaged by an end of a log segment forced
through the splitter chamber from the entrance end to the
discharge end.

4,478,264

MORTISING APPARATUS
Ctond T. Miller, aad Urry W. MlUer, both of Statesville, N.C^
Mipran to McKaight'Millcr ConiMuy, Inc^ Statesville,
N.C

Filed Aug. 11, 1962, Scr. No. 407,258
Int a^ B27F 5/02

VS. CL 144-83 ,3 ctaims

necting said drive shaft in driven relation with said driving
motor, and drive connection means operatively associating
said drive shaft in driving relation respectively with said
threaded shaft and with said bit means for simultaneously
rotating each thereof upon rotation of said drive shaft to cause
said reciprocation means to reciprocate longitudinally along
said threaded shaft while causing said bit means to rotate in
said reciprocation means, said drive connection means includ-
ing first means driven by said drive shaft for rotating said
threaded shaft and second means driven by said drive shaft for
rotating said bit means and said second driven means including
idler means reciprocably translatable with said reciprocation
means for maintaining uniform driven association between said
drive shaft and said bit means throughout reciprocation
thereof, thereby for cutting longitudinal slots with said bit
means.

4,478,265
REUSABLE INSULATING JACKET FOR BEVERAGE

CONTAINERS
David DeMarco, Austin, Tex„ assignor to Cool*Zip Inc„ Austin,

Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 305,893, Sep. 25, 1981„ This
appUcation Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,259

Int C1.3 B65D 23/08
U.S.a 150-52 R 12 Claims

13. A compact poruble mortising head adapted to be selec-
tively mounted in driven association with a driving motor of a
woodworking machine or the like for cuning longitudinal slotsm a work piece, comprising a substantially enclosed frame, a
longitudinal, threaded shaft rouubly joumaled in said frame,
means threadedly mounted on said shaft for longitudinal recip-
rocation therealong upon roution thereof, bit means for cut-
ting said work piece rototably joumaled in and extending
outwardly of said frame from said reciprocation means about
an axis transverse to said threaded shaft, a drive shaft rotatably
joumaled in said fhune, mounting means for operatively con-

1. A reusable insulating jacket for beverage containers,
comprising:

a housing having a cylindrical side wall of flexible insulating
material formed about an axis and defining a cylindrical
cavity therein for receiving a beverage container;

an elongated slit formed in said side wall extending the entire
height of said side wall, said slit being defined between
edges of said side wall; openable, elongated fastener means
attached to said side wall edges for selectively opening
and closing said slit to faciliute insertion and removal of a
beverage container into and from said cavity; and

a bottom plate of flexible insulating material fixed to a bot-
tom end of said side wall, said bottom plate having a
substantially circular portion with a periphery bounded by
said side wall and a radial extension projecting from said
periphery of said circular portion, said radial extension
being fixed to and between said edges of said side wall.

4,478,266

COMPOSITE TREAD HAVING GOOD TRACHON AND
REDUCED ROLLING RESISTANCE UPON WEAR

Robert M. Pierson, Hudson; Edward J. Haas, Stow, and Edward
C. Montgomery, Cuyahoga Falls, all of Ohio, assignors to The
Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

FUed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,286
Int a.J B60C Jl/Oa 1/00

UAa 152-209 R iQ Claims
1. A tread for a tire, comprising: at least a high hysteresis

component having an ASTM DIO 54-45 rebound value of from
about 30 to about 50 and at least a low hysteresis component
having an ASTM DIO 54-45 rebound value of from about 50 to
about 80, said low hysteresis component being predominant in
Uie radially outermost tread surface, said high hysteresis com-
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ponent being predominant in the radially inner portions of said

tread, said high hysteresis component having a geometric

configuration in said tread so that throughout wear of said

tread from the radially outermost portion to the radially inner-

most portion of said tread, gradually more of said high hystere-

sis component is exposed throughout said tread.

6. A tire having a tread thereon, the tread comprising:

at least one low rolling resistant material and at least one

frictional material, said materials forming separate do-

mains in said tread and being contiguously contacted with

4,478,268

DOOR STRUCTURE
Qcnn R. Palmer, Copper CUfT, Canada, assignor to Copper Cliff

Door Mannfhctnring (1980) Limited, Barric, Canada

Cootinnation of Ser. No. 220,719, Dec 29, 1980, abandoned.

TUs appUcation Apr. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 481,277

Int d^ E06B 9/20

VS. a. 160—310 14 Clains

each other such that said low rolling resistant material

predominates in the radial outermost tread surface, the

amount of said frictional material gradually increasing

throughout the radially inward direction of said tread

from the radially outermost portion to the radially inner-

most portion of said tread, whereby gradually more of

said frictional material is exposed throughout wear of said

tread, and said frictional material having an ASTM DIO
54-45 rebound number of from about SO to about 30, and

said low rolling resistant material having an ASTM DIO
54-45 rebound number of from about 50 to about 80.

4,478,267

DOOR HINGING ASSEMBLY FOR SLIDING GLASS
DOOR STRUCTURE

Raymond E. Smiley, 12 Yeger Rd., Cranbory, NJ. 08512

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,855

Int a^ E06B 3/32

VS. a. 160—97 10 Ctains

^
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1. Apparatus for hingedly mounting a screen door to a slid-

ing glass door structure wherein said structure comprises a

frame including at least one guide track and first and second

glass door panels, said first panel slidable along said one track,

said second panel fixed relative to said frame parallel to said

track when operative, said apparatus comprising in combina-

tion:

means adapted for attachment to said screen door and to said

second door panel for permitting said screen door to pivot

relative to said second door panel between a first position

abutting said frame and a second position removed there-

from; and

means for substantially sealing any gap between said second

door panel and said screen door when said screen door is

in said first position.

1. A damage-minimizing door comprising:

a flexible curtain having an upper end and a lower end and

side edges;

a curtain winding mechanism;

said upper end of said curtain being secured to said winding

mechanism for moving said curtain upwards and down-

wards;

a pair of parallel spaced apart guide channels, said side edges

of said curtain being movable in said guide channels, being

sealingly engageable therewith under at least atmospheric

pressure and being releasable therefrom at a predeter-

mined impact force on said curtain; and,

a rigid bar secured adjacent the lower end of said curtain,

said rigid bar being releasably secured to said curtain and

releasing therefrom at said predetermined impact force.

4,478,269

FURAN RESIN COATED AGGREGATE
Denis W. Akoterg, Hnntiey, 01., assignor to QO Chemicals,

Inc., Chicago, Dl.

FUed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,354

lot a^ B22C 1/22

VS. a. 164—21 10 Claims

I. A method for forming a free-flowing, thermosetuble

composition comprising the steps of:

a. heating a solid particulate material to a temperature of

300* F. or less;

b. admixing phenolic novolak resin with furfural to yield a

liquid furfural-phenolic novolak resin blend;

c. mixing the liquid fiirfural-phenolic novolak resin blend

and an amine catalyst onto the heated solid particulate

material;

d. allowing the liquid furfural-phenolic novolak resin blend

on the solid particulate material to react in the presence of

the amine catalyst for 1 to 3 minutes to form a reacted

mixture;

e. adding a low-boiling hydrocarbon solvent to the reacted

mixture; and,

f. continuing mixing until the reacted mixture becomes a

theromsettable, free-flowing solid particulate material,

said free-flowing solid material being flowable, non-

sticky, and thermosettable upon application of heat.
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M78,270
APPARATUS FOR CASTING LOW-DENSITY ALLOYS

Hynaa RoMnttul, Fort Ue, SJ^ and Harry W. Hammond,
TUtoB, N.H^ anignon to Interiake, Inc^ Oak Brook, 111.

Filed Apr. 1, IMl, Scr. No. 250,010
Int aj B22D 18/06

VS.a 164-254 2 Oaims

1. Apparatus for casting of metals into a gas-permeable mold
having an inlet, said apparatus comprising a resevoir vessel for
accommodating therein a charge of molten metal and having
an outlet, closure means cooperating with said vessel for pro-
viding a substantially gas-tight closure thereof, housing means
forming a substantially gas-tight chamber for accommodating
the associated mold therein and having an inlet opening, cou-
pling means providing communication between said vessel
outlet and the mold inlet for passage of molten metal from said
vessel into the mold through said inlet opening in said housing
means, said coupling means including an outlet nozzle fixedly
secured to said resevoir vessel and extending through said inlet
opening in said housing means, first collar means disposed in
surrounding relationship with said outlet nozzle and coupled
thereto, second collar means fixedly secured to said housing
means in gas-tight relationship therewith around the entire
perimeter of said inlet opening, attachment means fixedly
securing said first and second collars together and providing a
gu-tight seal therebetween, and a gasket disposed between
said first collar means and the mold in surrounding relationship
with said outlet nozzle within said chamber for effecting a
substantially gas-tight seal between said first collar means and
said mold, mounting means disposed in said chamber and
cooperating with said housing means resiliently to urge the
mold against said gasket for compression thereof to insure
formation of a substantially gas-tight coupling between said
vessel and the mold inlet, and pressure control means coupled
to said vessel and to said chamber to vary the pressures in each
for establishing in said vessel a pressure greater than the pres-
sure in said chamber for urging the molten metal through said
coupling means and into the mold inlet.

4,478,271

GUIDE APPARATUS FOR A RIGID STARTING BAR
CarkM R. Na?arro, and Joai M. Mallto Fuentes, botk of Barce-

lona, Spain, assignors to Concast Scnice Union AG, Ziiricb,
Switzerland

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 355^92
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 12, 1981.

1689/81

Int aj B22D 11/08
UAa 164-426 10 Claims

10. A continuous casting installation comprising:
a continuous casting mold;
means defining an arc-shaped secondary cooling zone opera-

tively associated with said continuous casting mold and
through which a correspondingly arc-shaped rigid start-
ing bar having a tail-end and a head can be introduced
from the secondary cooling zone with its head leading
mto the continuous casting mold in a fint direction and
withdrawn therefrom in a reverse direction;

a withdrawal and straightening unit equipped with at least

one drive roll for selectively driving and straightening a
cast strand or for driving the starting bar in said first

direction as well as in said reverse direction;
said at least one drive roll of said withdrawal and straighten-

ing unit defining a first transport device for the startinc
bar;

*

a second transport device serving for moving the starting
bar into a rest position after departure from the with-
drawal and straightening unit in which said head of the
starting bar is located at a predetermined spaced relation-
ship from said first transport device;

said second transport device comprising a holder arm;
said holder arm having opposed ends and being suspended at
one of its ends substantially at a center of curvature of said
arc-shaped secondary cooling zone;

a force-applying source for pivotobly driving said holder
arm about said center of curvature;

said holder arm being equipped at its other end with a con-
nection device for the releasable connection of said start-

ing bar predominantly in the region of said tail-end thereof
with the holder arm; and

said holder arm being structured to be pivotable selectively

into any one of (i) a rest position retaining the tail-end of
the starting bar in connection with said connection device
and the head of the starting bar in said predetermined
spaced relationship from said first transport device, (ii) a
substantially horizontal coupling position serving for

selectively coupling and decoupling the starting bar pre-
dominantly in said region of said tail-end thereof and the
connection device and for placing the head of the starting

bar on a side of the first transport device which is situated

closer to said continuous casting mold, and (iii) an approx-
imately vertical maintenance position providing access to
the guide means for the cast strand.

4,478,272

METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS CASTING OF STEEL
STRANDS, ESPEQALLY SLABS

Jan Lipton, Wadenswil, Switzerland, assignor to Concast AG,
Ziirich, Switzerland

Filed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,729
Oaims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Oct 30, 1980,

8071/80

Int a.3 B22D 27/02
VS. a. 164-454 5 Gaims

1. A method of continuously casing strands formed of steel,

especially steel slabs, comprising the steps of:

continuously casting molten metal in a continuous casting

mold to form a continuously cast strand having a liquid

core;

withdrawing the continuously cast strand from the continu-
ous casting mold;

stirring the liquid core of the continuously cast strand at the
region of the continuous casting mold by the action of
electromagnetic forces; and
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altering the electromagnetic forces in the same sense and in

correspondence to the changes in the magnitude of the

strand withdrawal speed.

4,478,273

STIRRING METAL IN A CONTINUOUS CASTING MOLD
Bcrtil Hanas, Vister&s, Sweden, assignor to ASEA Aktiebolag,

Viister&s, Sweden
Continnation of Ser. No. 226,547, Jan. 21, 1981, abandoned. This

application May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 495,007

Gaims priority, application Sweden, Jan. 31, 1980, 8000756

Int G.3 B22D 27/02

VS.a 164—468 1 Claim

vehicle and a processor for generating reference temperature

data for said air conditioner in response to said reference tem-

perature and storing the data in said memory during and after

the operation of the vehicle engine, one or more sensors for

generating auxiliary data representing the operating conditions

of said air conditioner, and a second digital computer having a

processor powered by said storage battery via an engine oper-

ating key switch and coupled to be responsive to said auxiliary

data from said sensors and to said stored reference temperature

data from said memory for controlling said air conditioner in

accordance with said reference temperature data and said

auxiliary data immediately following the operation of said key

switch.

1. A method for stirring molten metal while in a continuous

casting mold into the top of which is cast molten metal which

continuously travels downwardly while solidifying at the

surface of the mold at a location below the mold's top so as to

form a strand containing unsolidified metal continuously trav-

eling from the mold's bottom; said method comprising immers-

ing a solid metal electrode directly in the molten metal being

cast into the top of said mold and slidingly contacting said

strand traveling from the mold's bottom with a second solid

metal electrode, and applying DC electric current to said

electrodes so as to cause the unsolidified metal in the mold to

stir with a vertical flow throughout the height of the mold.

4,478,275

ABRASION RESISTANT HEAT PIPE
Donald M. Ernst Leola, Pa., assignor to Thermacore, Inc.,

Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Jul. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 516,631

Int G.J F28D 15/00: F28F 19/06

VS. G. 165—133 15 Claims

1. An abrasion and permeation resistant heat pipe compris-

ing:

a casing constructed from material selected to approximate

the thermal expansion rate of materials to be coated upon

it;

a first layer coated directly onto the casing exterior surface

comprising a mixture including aluminum and chromium;

and

a second layer coated onto the first layer comprising a stabi-

lized oxide selected from the group comprising aluminum,

zirconium and yttrium.

4,478,274

SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A VEHICLE-MOUNTED
AIR CONDITIONER

Masanori Naganoma, Kariya; Yoshiham Kato, Toyohashi; At-

sanori Saito; YoshimichI Hara, both of Kariya, and Katsuaki

Matsnshima, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Nippondenso

Co., Ltd^ Kariya and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kaboshiki Kai-

sha, Toyota, both of

nicd Oct 16, 1981, Scr. No. 312,323

Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct 17, 1980, 55-145962

Int G.3 F25B 29/00

VS. G. 165—12 23 Claims

1. A system for controlling an air conditioner mounted in an

engine-powered roadway vehicle, comprising means for set-

ting a reference temperature, a first digital computer having a

memory directly coupled to a storage battery mounted in said

4,478J76
HEAT-EXCHANGER PARTICULARLY USEFUL FOR
LOW TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS, AND METHOD

AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING SAME
Ralph L. Rosenbaum, 17 Hashalom St, Ra'anana, and Ami S.

Brener, 21 Rambam St, Givatiem, Tel Aviv, both of Israel

Filed Oct 28, 1981, Ser. No. 316,067

Gaims priority, application Israel, Nov. 12, 1980, 61466

Int a' F28F 13/18. 21/08

VS. G. 165—164 9 Gaims

1. A step-type heat-exchanger particulariy useful for low

temperature applications, comprising:

a housing including a thermally-conductive member parti-

tioning its interior into a first chamber and a second cham-

ber;

a sintered spongy layer of fine thermally-conductive parti-

cles bonded to each of two opposite sides of the thermally-

conductive member so as to be exposed along a free face,

opposite to its bonded face, for direct contact with a

heat-exchange fluid when introduced into each of the two

chambers, said housing defining, with the exposed free

face of each of said sintered spongy layers, an open flow

channel through each of said chambers;

first fluid inlet and outlet means for inletting and outletting a

first heat-exchange fluid with respect to said first chamber

to flow along said open channel therethru and in direct
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contact with said exposed free face of the sintered spongy
layer therein; and

second fluid inlet and outlet means for inletting and outlet-

ting a second heat-exchange fluid with respect to said

second chamber to flow along said open channel therethru
and in direct contact with said exposed free face of the
sintered spongy layer therein;

said thermally-conductive member being of circular shape,
and each of the sintered spongy layers being of substan-

tially annular configuration and including a barrier be-
tween the inlet and outlet of the respective chamber to
direct the respective heat-exchange fluid from the inlet to

pass over the sintered spongy layer to the outlet of the
respective chamber;

each of said sintered spongy layers being bonded within a
substantially annular recess formed in the respective face
of the thermally-conductive member, and having a thick-

ness less than the height of the recess to deflne said open
flow channel for the respective heat-exchange fluid;

said sintered spongy layers having sufficiently high conduc-
tivity and sufficiently large exposed faces in the open
channels of the two chambers such that there is no signifi-

cant temperature gradient between the inlet and outlet

means of each of the two chambers.

HEAT EXCHANGER HAVING UNIFORM SURFACE
TEMPERATURE AND IMPROVED STRUCTURAL

STRENGTH
Irwin R. FHcdmu, La Crosse; Harry D. Fouat, Winona, and

Alan G. Bntt, U Crosfc, aU of Wis^ aasignore to The Trane
Conpuy, La Croiae, Wis.

Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 392,812
iBt a.3 F28F 3/02

UAa I«5-185 11 ciainw

4,478,278

SPACER FOR DEEP WELLS
George D. Kicin, Thorsby, Canada, assignor to Texaco Canada

Resources Ltd., Calgary, Canada
Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,534

Int a.3 E21B 43/00
U.S.a 166-105 7 Qaims

9

9

1. A heat exchanger comprising a top plate and a bottom
plate disposed in substantially parallel spaced relation, said
plates being of substantially equal length and width dimen-
sions; one of said plates having an outer surface the tempera-
ture of which is controlled for substantial uniformity thereover
by a fluid flowing through said heat exchanger, said one plate
being adapted for disposition adjacent an object to be tempera-
ture controlled for transferring heat between the object and
said fluid flowing through the heat exchanger, a frame dis-

posed between said plates near the peripheries thereof, said
frame including frame memben affixed to said bottom plate
and extending upwardly therefrom to define a chamben a fin
pad disposed within said chamber, said fin pad being a gener-
ally corrugated structure closed to fluid flow and having
ridges disposed along the major longitudinal fin direction of
said fin pad adapted for transferring heat primarily in a first

direction in the heat exchanger, said fin pad being in contact
with said bottom plate and with a plate disposed above said
chamber and supported by said members, said fin pad being
supportive of said plates defining said chamber; fluid flow
means disposed between said top plate and said fin pad for
providing a confined path for fluid to flow through said heat
exchanger, said path having a major circuit flow direction
transferring heat primarily in a second direction in said heat
exchanger, said first and second directions of primary heat
transfer being in mutual perpendicular relation; and inlet and
outlet openings in said fluid flow means.

1. In combination with a deep well having an axis and a
casing therein and employing a submersible electrically driven
pump having an outlet downhole, tubing connected to said
pump outlet for delivering pumped fluid to the surface, and
electrical cable for supplying energy to drive said pump, the
improvement comprising

spacer means for holding said cable out of contact with said

casing and said tubing while said pump is lowered into

said well,

said cable having an uneven exterior surface,

said spacer means comprising means for clamping onto said

cable to prevent relative movement between said spacer
means and said cable,

said clamping means having a complementary uneven inte-

rior surface, and

longitudinal passage means through said spacer means for

permitting said tubing to pass freely there through.

4 478,279
RETRIEVABLE INSIDE BlOWOUT PREVENTER VALVE

APPARATUS
Joseph Puntar, Los Angeles, and B. J. Parham, Ventura, both of

Caiif., assignors to Hydril Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,862
Int a.3 E21B 3i/m. 34/06

UA a. 166-121 5 Claims
1. A retrievable inside blowout preventer valve apparatus

adapted to be operably installed in a bore of a tubular

receiver sub mounted in a drill string for providing a positive

closure against upward fluid flow in the bore of the receiver
sub while enabling passage of the normal downward flow of
drilling fluid in the bore of the drill string, including:

a valve body movable through the bore of a drill string to

and from the bore of the receiver sub mounted in the drill

string, said valve body having a fluid flow passage
formed therethrough for communicating the bore of the
receiver sub above and below said valve body;

means mounted with said valve body for closing said fluid

flow passage upon upward fluid flow in the bore of the
drill pipe and for enabling a downard flow through said
fluid flow passage and the bore of the drill pipe;

means carried by said valve body for sealing said valve
body with the receiver sub for blocking leakage of well
fluid therebetween to direct the flow of fluid through the
bore of the receiver sub through said fluid passage;
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means mounted with said valve body for releasably securing

said valve body with the receiver sub to hold said valve

body against undesired upward movement during flow

control operation of said valve assembly, said means for

securing releasable to enable upward retrieving move*
ment of said valve body from the receiver sub through

the bore of the drill pipe when desired;

said means for releasably securing including a plurality of

securing elements movably disposed in said valve body
for radial movement to and from an expanded securing

position for engaging a downwardly facing annular shoul-

der formed in the bore of the receiver sub to block

upwardly movement of said valve body from the receiver

sub and a contracted released position to enable desired

movement of said valve body through the bore of the

drill string;

said valve body having a conical locking surface, said

(b) ii\jecting substantially pure oxygen into said steam gener-

ator under pressure via said injection well which contacts

the pressurized hydrocarbon fuel-in-water emulsion

thereby effecting spontaneous combustion of said hydro-

plurality of securing elements operably engaging said

conical locking surface for maintaining said plurality of

securing elemenu in the radially expanded securing posi-

tion, said securing elements capable of being movable
radially inwardly to the contracted released position

when said conical locking surface moves relative to said

securing elements;

each of said securing elements having a first end a second

end, each of said securing elements connected at said first

end to said slip ring to enable the radial movement of

each of said second ends to and from the expanded
securing position and the contracted release position; and

spring means mounted with said valve body for urging said

slip ring to position said securing elements relative to said

conical locking surface to enable radial inward movement
of said securing elements to the contracted released

position.

4,478,280

STEAM DRIVE OIL RECOVERY METHOD UTILIZING A
DOWNHOLE STEAM GENERATOR

Daniel N. Hopkins, Dallas, and Earl S. Snayely, Arlington, both

of Tex., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continaation>in*part of Ser. No. 488,514, Apr. 25, 1983,. This

appUcation Jon. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 508,705

Int a.3 E21B 43/24, 43/243

VS. a. 166—260 15 Claims
1. In a method of recovering viscous oil from a subterranean,

permeable, viscous oil-containing formation, said formation

being penetrated by at least one injection well and at least one
spaced-apan production well, said wells in fluid communica-

tion with a substantial portion of the formation, comprising:

(a) injecting a stable hydrocarbon fuel-in-water emulsion

under pressure into a downhole steam generator in said

injection well;

-<?vrT+^^- TT"^
carbon fuel in the steam generator to generate a mixture of
steam and combustion gases that pass through the forma-

tion, displacing oil and reducing the oil's viscosity; and

(c) recovering fluids including oil from the formation via the

production well.

4,478,281

PROCESS FOR EXTRACTING OIL FROM A
SUBTERRANEAN RESERVOIR

Dieter Balzer, and Kurt Kosswig, both of Marl, Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Chemlscbe Werke Huels, A.G., Marl,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,427

Gaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 10,

1980, 3033926

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 3, 2001,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.i E21B 43/22

VJS. a. 166-274 9 Claims

1. A process for recovering extensively emulsion-free crude

oil from a subterranean deposit of medium or high salinity,

comprising injecting into an injection well therein, a tenside

solution or dispersion in formation water comprising 1-20 wt

% of a mixture of 10-90 wt % of ethoxylates of the formula

R-(OCH2CH2)nOH

and 90-10 wt % of carboxymethylated ethoxylates of the

formula:

R-{OCH2CH2)«-OCH2-COOM

wherein

R is a hydrocarbon aliphatic group of 4-20 carbon atoms or

a mono- or dialkylphenyl group of 1-14 carbon atoms in

the alkyl group,

is 3-30, and

M is an alkali or alkaline earth metal ion or ammonium,

wherein the tenside is selected so that the phase inversion

temperature of the system:crude oil/formation water/ten-

side, lies 0*-10* C. above the deposit temperature and

recovering said extensively emulsion-free crude oil from

said deposit.

4,478,282

HEIGHT CONTROL TECHNIQUE IN HYDRAUUC
FRACTURING TREATMENTS

Kenneth G. Nolte, and Michael B. Smltii, botii of Tnlsa, Okla.,

assignors to The Standard Oil Company, Chicago, IlL

FUed Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,369

Int a^ E21B 43/267

VS.a 166-281 3 OaiM
1. A method of hydraulically fracturing an underground

formation penetrated by a wellbore, comprising;

(a) injecting a fracturing fluid pad into the formation under
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conditions of sufficient rate and pressure to create a frac-

ture in the formation;

(b) injecting into the formation a nonproppant fluid stage

comprising a transport fluid and a flow block material, the

flow block material comprises sand and silica flour with a

particle size distribution comprising sand of 10-20, 20-40,

and 100 mesh and silica flour of 200 mesh; and
(c) injecting a proppant laden fluid slurry into the formation.

4,478,283

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING WATERFLOOD
PERFORMANCE IN HETEROGENEOUS

CLAY-SENSmVE FORMATIONS
Robert D. Sydansk, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Marathon Oil
Conpany, Findlay, Ohio

Filed Jul. 1, 1983, Ser. No. S10,126

Int a.^ E21B 33/138
VS,a 166-292 12 Claims

«b«litir ItdMctioB n. Ml CI, lBi«cw4

1. A process for reducing the permeability of at least one
relatively highly permeable zone in a far wellbore environment
of a clay-sensitive subterranean formation penetrated by a
wellbore in fluid communication therewith, said formation
containing a saline connate water and having said at least one
relatively highly permeable zone and at least one relatively less

permeable zone, the process comprising the steps of:

(a) injecting a polyvalent cation solution less saline than said
connate water via said wellbore into a near wellbore
environment of said formation containing a flrst water-
sensitive clay;

(b) contacting said flrst clay with said polyvalent cation
solution in said near wellbore environment of said forma-
tion for a time sufficient to transform said polyvalent
cation solution into a monovalent cation solution;

(c) displacing said monovalent cation solution from said near
wellbore environment into said at least one relatively
highly permeable zone of said far wellbore environment;
and

(d) conucting a second water-sensitive clay with said mono-
valent cation solution in said at least one relatively highly
permeable zone of said far wellbore environment to re-
duce the permeability of said at least one relatively highly
permeable zone.

4,478,284

JAR TOOL
Wayne R. Tomm, Calgary, and Cart Ring, MiUorville, both of
Canada, assignors to Bralome Resonrces Limited, Alberta,

Canada

FUed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352^33
Int a.3 E21B 31/113

VS. a. 166—297 2 daiins
1. A jar tool for use in a drill string, said tool comprising: a

mandrell adapted for connection to a flrst piece of drill pipe at

one end of said tool; a housing surrounding a substantial por-
tion of said mandrell and adapted for connection to a second
piece of drill pipe at the opposite end of said tool; a first and
second pair ofabutment faces between said mandrell and hous-
ing defining the extended and retracted positions of said jar
tool, respectively; an annular chamber between said mandrell
and housing adapted to hold hydraulic fluid, said chamber
being deflned by a flrst portion having a flrst area, a second
portion having a second area relatively larger than said flrst

area, and a transition zone between said first and second por-

tions; a piston assembly movable within said annular chamber
from a first position within said first portion wherein fluid flow
from one side of said piston to the other is substantially re-

stricted to a second position within said second portion

wherein said fluid flow is substantially unrestricted; a metering
passageway in said piston assembly operable to allow passage
of hydraulic fluid through said piston assembly; an actuator

movable relative to said piston and having a stroke distance

defined at one end by the retracted position of said jar tool, at

an intermediate distance from said one end by an abutment
position against said piston and at the opposite end by the

.fmfa _

extended position of said jar tool; spring means within said jar

tool having a first end abutting said piston and a second end
abutting said jar tool, said spring means being operable to

allow piston movement relative to said second end of said

spring means from said first position to said second position

and to return said piston from said second position to said first

position, a first pressure relief valve in said metering passage-

way and a second pressure relief valve positioned parallel with
said first pressure relief valve, said first and second pressure

relief valves being operable to define the minimum pressure to

allow said piston assembly to move from said first position and
to define the maximum pressure within the hydraulic fluid of
said jar tool, respectively.

4,478,285

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVAL OF
DOWNHOLE WELL DEBRIS

Donald B. CaldweU, Norman, Okla., assignor to MAS Mfg.
Corp., Norman, Okla.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,369

Int a.3 E21B 31/08. 37/00
U.S. a. 166—311 37 Claims

1. An apparatus for removing downhole well debris, com-
prising:

an elongate string extendable into a well, said string connect-
able to a source of reciprocatory and rotary motion;

a debris retaining portion, located in said string, including an
outlet and an inlet capable of selective communiation with
said well, said inlet including a debris retaining check
valve;

a downhole pump portion located in said string in fluid

communication with the outlet of said debris retaining

portion, said pump portion including a cylinder, a piston
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and a piston rod, said piston retained for reciprocation
within said cylinder and keyed to said cylinder,

an upper portion of said string in fluid communication with
said pump portion and connectable to said source of recip-

rocatory and rotary motion on one end and to said piston
rod on the other end, said piston keyed to said cylinder to
communicate the rotary motion of said und^r portion to
said debris retaining portion;

said piston rod and piston head including an internal pas-
»geway establishing fluid communication between said
upper portion and said debris retaining portion through
said pump portion;

a check valve located at the end of said passageway atop said

pump portion; and
a check valve arranged to permit flow through said passage-
way from said pump portion to said upper portion and to

prevent flow in the reverse direction.

the axis of the aperture being parallel to the axis of the

flow passage;

equalizing valve means extending through said aperture and

longitudinally shiftable from a first position to a second

position in which an equalizing flow path through the

flapper valve head is opened; and

means on the equalizing valve means for engaging the actua-

24. A method for removing solid and liquid downhole well

debris including caustic liquid or heavy water comprising the

steps of:

lowering a string into a well until the inlet end of such string

is in proximity to said debris;

reciprocating a portion of said string to pump said debris

into said string;

separating the solid debris from the liquid debris;

collecting said solid debris in a lower chamber;

passing said liquid debris through the interior of a recipro-

cating piston having a piston head and rod;

collecting said liquid in a chamber connected to the upper

end of said piston rod;

removing said debris from said well; and
withdrawing said string from the well and replacing said

chamber with a ported sub.

4,478,286

EQUALIZING VALVE FOR SUBTERRANEAN WELLS
Douglas H. Fineberg, Broken Arrow, Okla., assignor to Baker

Oil Tools, Inc., Orange, Calif.

FUed Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 466,248

Int a.i E21B 34/12
VS. a. 166—324 14 Oaims

1. A valve positionable within a subterranean well compris-
ing:

a valve housing deflning an annular valve seat surrounding a

main fluid flow passage;

a shiftable flapper valve head movable to a closed position

extending across the main fluid flow passage and sealably

engaging the valve seat;

an actuator shiftable mounted within the housing;

means for moving the actuator longitudinally to shift the

flapper valve head to open the main fluid flow passage;

an aperture adjacent the periphery of the flapper valve head
extending longitudinally through the flapper valve head.

tor prior to engagement between said actuator and said

flapper valve head, said actuator shifting the equalizing

valve to said second position to equalize fluid pressure

above and below said flapper valve head, the actuator

engaging the flapper valve head upon additional longitu-

dinal movement thereof for opening the main fluid flow

passage, when the equalizing valve means is in the open
position.

4,478,287

WELL CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS
Joseph H. Hynes, Houston, and Hubert L. Elkins, Kingwood,

both of Tex., assignors to Hydril Company, Los Angeles,

Calif.

FUed Jan. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 461,645

lot a.i E21B 7/12

VS. a. 166—341 17 Claims

1. Well apparatus adapted for use with a floating drilling

vessel and for connection to the structural casing string in a

well bore established beneath, the seabed during installation of

conductor casing in the well comprising,

a first wellhead connected to the structural casing string,

a first connector means for connecting a first conduit to the

first wellhead,

an annular blowout preventer connected to the first conduit
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providing flow path between the bore of the wellhead

and the bore of the annular blowout preventer when the

blowout preventer is normally open,

a spool connected to the top of the blowout preventer,

stripper means connected to the top of the spool for strip-

ping conductor casing into the well, and

a marine riser system means connected to the top of the

stripper means and extending to the drilling vessel.

4,478,288

APPARATUS WITH AN>aJLUS SAFETY VALVE FOR
THROUGH TUBING INJECTION AND METHOD OF USE
Michael L. Bowycr, Aberdeen, Scotland, assignor to Baker

Intcmatioaal Corporation, Orange, Calif.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Scr. No. 307,835

lot a.3 E21B 43/00, 34/10
UAa 166-372 15 Oalnis
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1. An apparatus for use in injecting material through an inner

conduit to the formation in a subterranean well, such as the

injection of gas to provide artifical lift to the formation, with
fluids being produced through the annulus between the inner

conduit and an existing outer conduit, such as a production
tubing string, which has an external source of control fluid

associated therewith, said apparatus comprising:

nipple means incorporable in said inner conduit and insert-

able within the outer conduit, said nipple means for estab-

lishing communication with said external control fluid line

associated with the outer conduit, and extending to the
well surface, means for establishing sealing integrity at a
position between said inner conduit and said outer con-
duit, bypass ports on opposite sides of said sealing means,
and means for positioning said nipple means relative to

said outer conduit to establish control fluid communica-
tion and sealing integrity between said inner and outer
conduits;

annulus safety valve means mountable on said nipple means
relative to said outer conduit to establish control fluid

communication and sealing integrity between said inner
and outer conduits;

annulus safety valve means mountable on said nipple means
and movable from a flrst position closing the annulus
between said inner and outer conduits to a second position
opening said annulus when subjected to control fluid

pressure;

tubing safety valve means mountable on said nipple means
_ and movable from a first position closing said inner con-

duit to a second position opening said inner conduit when
subjected to control fluid pressure; and

an axially extending control line extending within said annu-
lus between said annulus safety valve means and said

tubing safety valve means attachable to said nipple means
and communicable through said nipple means with said

external control fluid pressure line and communicable
with said annulus safety valve and said tubing safety
valve.

11. A method of injecting a material, such as gas to provide
artificial lift to the formation of a subterranean well, through a
production tubing string extending to the formation and hav-
ing an external control fluid pressure line associated therewith,

and producing fluids through the production string while
maintaining control over the flow in said production tubing,

comprising the steps of:

inserting a workover tubing string through the production

string, the workover string having a nipple incorporated

therein for establishing communication with the external

control fluid pressure line, and axially spaced ports ex-

tending therethrough;

sealing the annulus between the workover tubing string and
the production tubing string at a position between said

axially spaced ports;

positioning an annulus safety valve on the interior of said

workover tubing string having an axially extending bypass

between said axially spaced ports and a mandrel movable
in said bypass to close said bypass, and opening at least one
of said ports in response to control fluid pressure;

injecting said material through the workover tubing string to

cause produced fluids to flow upward in the annulus

between the workover tubing string and the production

tubing string; and

increasing the control fluid pressure in said external control

pressure line acting on said mandrel to open said ports to

permit said produced fluids to flow to the surface of the

subterranean well.

4,478,289

SIDE MOUNTED SOIL RIPPING MECHANISM
Clayton L. Enix, Pearcy, Ark., assignor to Weyerhaenser Com-

pany, Tacoma, Wash.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,550, Mar. 23, 1981,
abandoned. This application Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,528

Int. a.3 AOIB 13/08, 63/102
U.S. a. 172—136 5 Clainu

1
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1. A soil ripper suitable for mounting on a crawler-type

tractor which comprises in combination:

a. a generally U-shaped frame means having longitudinal

arm portions and a transverse portion, said frame means
adapted for being pivotally mounted on the tractor in the

position normally occupied by a blade and its supporting

blade arms;

b. rigid ripper subframes longitudinally hinged to each arm
portion so as to permit limited lateral motion of the sub-

frames, each subframe containing means for holding a

ripper teeth and control means for determining the posi-

tion and attitude of the tooth, so that when in ripping

position the teeth will be positioned outside the tracks and
between the fore and afl axles of the tractor; and

c. torque resisting rigid strut means associated with the

subframes, said strut means adapted to act between the

subframes and the tractor frame in order to resist lateral

forces experienced by the ripper teeth during operation.
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4,478,290

ANTI'BUCKLING DEVICE FOR MINE-ROOF BOLTING
MACHINES

WilUan G. Ortfawein, P.O. Box 3332, Carbondale, lU. 62901
Contionation-in-part of Ser. No. 296,369, Ang. 26, 1981, Pat
No. 4,371,040, which is a diTision of Ser. No. 020,117, Mar. 13,

1979, Pat No. 4,328,872. This appUcation Sep. 27, 1982, Ser.

No. 424,446

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 11,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a^ B23Q 15/00: F21C 5/16
U.S. CI. 173—11 ? 8 ChUms

1. An apparatus for use with an underground mine roof-bolt-

ing machine having a torque motor, a pinning rod held for

rotation by said torque motor, and controllable means for

applying an upward thrust on said torque motor for inserting

said pinning rod into a mine roof, said apparatus comprising:

a source for projecting a beam of radiation;

detector means for detecting said beam and producing an
output signal in response thereto;

wherein one of said source and said detector means is

mounted stationary with respect to said torque motor and
the other of said source and detector means is mounted for

upward movement with said torque motor; and
thrust control means connected to receive the output of said

detector means and connected to said controlli^le means
for controlling the amount of upward thrust exerted by
said controllable means in response to the level of said

output signal.

4,478091

DRILLING RIG
Ernest M. Fotroa, Rosser, Canada, aasignor to Canadian Drilling

Eqofpment Ltd., Calgary, Canada
FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,064

Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Jan. 8, 1982, 393809
lot a.) E21C 5/06

\3S. CL 173—147 3 Clains

1. A driUing rig comprising:

a mast,

(b) a top drive adapted to he moved vertically along the

mast,

(c) a hydrauUc cylinder having one end linked to the bottom
of the mast, and having its other end extending toward the

top of the mast parallel to the axis of the mast,

(d) a Ufting pulley rotatably fixed to the other end of the

hydraulic cylinder,

(e) Ufting chain means having one end fixed to the top drive

passing over the lifting pulley and having its other end
linked to the bottom of the mast,

whereby upon extension of the hydraulic cyUnder, the lifting

pulley rises, causing the chain to lift the top drive, said

other end of the chain exerting tension against the bottom
of the mast and said one end of the hydraulic cylinder

exerting pressure against the bottom of the mast, the lift-

ing force thus being exerted against the bottom of the

mast, and

fiirther comprising:

(0 a first pulley rotatably fixed to said other end of the

hydrauUc cylinder,

(g) a second pulley rotatably fixed to the top of the mast.

(h) a third pulley rouubly fixed to the bottom of the mast,

(i) a cable having one end fixed to the top of the mast, pass-

ing under the first pulley, passing over the second pulley,

passing under the third pulley, and having its other end

fixed to the top drive, whereby upon contraction of the

hydraulic cylinder, the cable is pulled downward by the

first pulley, the cable pulling the top drive downward, the

hydraulic cylinder further drawing down the lifting pul-

ley, allowing the top drive to draw down the lifting chain

means.

4,478,292

PIPE GRIPPING APPARATUS WITH INTERLOCKING
PLATES

Benton F. Baugh, Houston, Tex.; Gerard J-M. Lax, Ift, and
Jean-Panl Ribeyre, Vert Saint Denis, both of France, assign-

on to Schluraberger Technology Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,421

Int a.J B23Q 5/027, 5/033

U.S. a. 173—149 12 Claims

-**»

1. In a pipe handling apparatus having a body with a central

opening arranged to receive a tubular member and including a

plurality of toothed circumferentially spaced slip assemblies

movable between outer positions disengaged from the tubular

member and inner positions engaged therewith, the improve-

ment comprising a plurality of interlocking plate members

respectively secured to the slip assemblies and cooperable

when said slip assemblies are moved to said inner positions to

interlock with adjacent plate members to prevent relative

vertical movement between slip assemblies so as to assure

uniform engagement of the teeth on said slip assemblies with

the tubular member.
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HAMMER DRILL OR CHIPPING HAMMER
Walter Wcflcmmum, Schauwald; Nikolans FHck, Sduuu, both

of LtechtenfteiB, and Peter Hlrt, Cniis«Prc»>Celigny, Swit-

lerland, migBon to Hflti AktiengefeUscliaft, Schaan, Liech-

tcosteiii

Filed Jan. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,411

Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germaoy, Jon. 10,

1981, 3122979

lot CL^ B25D 17/00

VJS. CL 173—162 R 6 Claims

1. A hammer drill or chipping hammer comprising a housing

having a front end and a rear end and an axis extending in the

front end-rear end direction, a handle mounted on the rear end
of said housing, wherein the improvement comprises means for

supporting said handle on the rear end of said housing so that

said handle is movably displaceable relative to said housing in

the front end-rear end direction, said handle supporting means
including first spring, and means for adding weight to said

housing and said means for adding weight being movably
displaceable in the front end-rear end direction, the weight of
said housing is in the range of eight to twelve times that of the

weight of said means for adding weight, said means for adding

weight comprises a plurality of weighted members and a sec-

ond spring individually supporting each of said weighted mem-
bers, said means for adding weight comprises an absorber

housing positioned on the outside of said housing and having a

front end and a rear end, said absorber housing includes guide

cylinders therein extending parallel to the front end-rear end
direction of said housing and spaced outwardly from said

housing, one said weighted member reciprocates within each
of said guide cylinders, each said weighted member being a

piston-like member with at least one axially extending part of
said piston-like member disposed in sliding contact with the

inside surface of said guide cylinder within which it is located,

and said absorber housing having pressure equalization lines

interconnecting said guide cylinders to equalize pressure cre-

ated within said guide cylinders as said weighted members
reciprocated.

4^478,294

POSITIVE FIRE INDICATOR SYSTEM
QrrO R. Suniicr, Houston, Tax^ asaignor to Halliburton Com-
puy, Duncan, Okla.

FUed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459,291

Int a.3 E21B 43/116
VJS. CL 175-4J6 21 Claims

1. A method for positively detecting the firing of all of a

string of series sequentially connected well perforating guns in

a well borehole, comprising the steps of:

coimecting a string of well perforating guns together with a
primer cord in series sequential filtng order and placing

said string of guns in a well borehole located opposite a

formation interval to be perforated;

interrupting said primer cord between the ultimate gun in

said string and the penultimate gun in said string with a

time delay fuse having a predetermined value of time
delay;

firing said string of series sequentially connected perforating

guns in series relationship by detonating said primer cord

from an end thereof opposite from said ultimate gun

thereby detonating said perforating gims sequentially

along said string from said opposite end gun through said

penultimate gun and then detonating said delay fuse and

said ultimate gun after a time delay introduced by said

time delay fuse;

detecting at the surface of the earth vibratory energy propa-

gated thereto by the detonation of said string of perforat-

ing guns and recording representations of said vibratory

energy on a record medium as a function of time.

4,478,295

TUNED SUPPORT FOR CUTTING ELEMENTS IN A
DRAG BIT

Robert F. Evans, 631 Honeywood La., La Habra, Calif. 90631

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214^16, Dec. 8, 1980,. This

application Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422^92
Int a.3 E21B 10/00

VJS. CL 175—56 10 Clafms

1. In a rotary drag drill bit having a plurality of cutting

elements, the plurality of cutting elements divided into a plu-

rality of separate groups of at least one cutting element in each

group, the drill bit having a body portion adapted to be con-

nected to a drill string, at least one sleeve member connected to

the body portion and positioned generally coaxially about a

rotational axis of said bit, each sleeve member connected at one

axial end thereof to the body portion, the sleeve member ex-

tending from the one axial eiid thereof to the other axial end

thereof, each sleeve member divided into a plurality of ribbon

portions separated by adjacent slots formed through the sleeve

member and extending from the other axial end toward the one

axial end, the cutting elements of each group connected to a

ribbon portion at the other axial end of the sleeve member, and

an improvement in combination therewith wherein:

each ribbon portion has resilient and spring-like characteris-

tics to resiliently yield under the influence of shock loads
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and to vibrate at a predetermined natural harmonic fre-

quency when excited, and

at least one ribbon portion is operatively structured to create

a natural harmonic vibrational frequency thereof which is

substantially different than the natural harmonic vibra-

tional frequency of any other ribbon portion.

4,478,296

DRILL BTT HAVING MULTIPLE DRILL ROD IMPACT
MEMBERS

Charles D. Rlchman, Jr^ P.O. Box 229, Woodstown, NJ. 08098

Filed Dec 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,097

Int a.} E21B 4/06. 6/00

VS. a. 175-92 13 Clalais

cylindrical side wall and an angularly oriented supporting

surface with a disc-shaped element bonded thereon com-

prising a sintered carbide disc having a cutting surface

comprising polycrystalline diamond, and heat conducting

means support«l on said cutting element and operable to

conduct beat away from said disc-shaped elements during

use, said heat conducting means comprising a core of soft

heat conductive metal disposed within said stud at a loca-

tion spaced inwardly from said stud side wall, said core

including a projecting portion projecting beyond an end

of said stud located opposite said supporting surface and

being spaced inwardly from said stud side wall.

4,478,298

DRILL BIT STUD AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Lewis W. Hake; Charles F. Huff, and J. Wayne MiUer, aU of

Midland, Tex., assignors to Petroleum Concepts, Inc^ Mid-

land, Tex.

Filed Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,137

Int a^ E21B 10/46

VS. a. 175—329 9 Claims

1. A drill bit for use in drilling a subterranean bore hole in a

formation comprising:

housing means defining a longitudinal axis and having a cap

plate adapted to be coupled to a drill pipe so as to enable

rotation of said housing means about its said longitudinal

axis,

said housing means including a base block, and means inter-

connecting said cap plate and said base block in fixed

longitudinally spaced relation,

a movable drill rod holder plate disposed between said cap

plate and said base block in generally longitudinal align-

ment therewith and being movable longitudinally of said

housing means,

a plurality of elongated and advanceable drill rod impact

members having first ends secured to said holder plate so

as to be movable therewith, said drill rod impact members

extending generally parallel to said longitudinal axis of

said housing means and having cooperative relation with

said base block so as to be maintained in said parallel

relation during movement of said holder plate, said drill

rod impact members having working ends extending out-

wardly from said base block so as to establish exposed

chipping and crushing surfaces when subjected to longitu-

dinal reciprocating movement during rotation of said

housing means about its longitudinal axis, said drill rod

impact members progressively longitudinally advancing

for movement of said drill impact members for the expo-

sure of additional chipping and crushing surfaces below

said base block as said working ends under go wear.

4,478,297

DRILL BIT HAVING CUTTING ELEMENTS WITH HEAT
REMOVAL CORES

Robert P. Radtke, Klagwood, Tex., assignor to Strata Bit Corpo-

ration, Houston, Tex.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,988

Int a.3 E21B 10/46

VS. CL 175-329 4 Claims

3. A drill bit cutting element comprising:

a cylindrical supporting stud of sintered carbide having a

5. A cutting implement comprising:

a. a cutter disc, which is

(i) circular,

(ii) having a flat back, and including

(iii) a polycrystalline diamond compact which is a poly-

crystalline diamond wafer on a tungsten carbide sub-

strate,

b. a stud,

c. a flat faced area on the stud, and

d. the flat back of the cutter disc which is bonded to the flat

faced area, and

e. a ring around the cutter disc attached to the flat faced

area.

4,478,299

ROCK BIT OONCTRUCnON
Dennis D. E. Dorosz, Victoria, Canada, assignor to Tread Rock

BH Alberta, Ltd., Victoria, Canada

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,282

Int a.J E21B 10/ia 10/22

VS.a 175-369 13 Claims

1. A rotary earth boring drill bit, comprising:

(a) a body structure adapted for threaded connection to a

string of drill stem, said body structure defining a plurality

of depending cutter supporting legs;

(b) spindle means being formed integrally with each of said

depending legs and extending transversely therefrom, said

spindle means defining bearing retainer head means at the
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!iir«!*^"!!i'*^
**'*^^' * '***^^'** diameter cylindrical weighed material moving thereover and for providing con-

die means with said cutter supporting leg;

(c) rotary cutter means defining external cutter teeth and
forming an internal spindle and bushing receptacle and
further forming internal locking groove means and a lock
insertion opening in communication with said internal
locking groove means, said rotary cutter means also defin-
ing a circular planar surface having a circular seal groove
therein, said spindle and bushing receptacle being defined
in part by a cylindrical internal surface in intersecting
relation with said circular planar surface;

(d) segmented bushing means being positioned about said
cylindrical bearing surface means and being received
within said spindle and bushing receptacle such that the
outer periphery of said segmented bushing means is in

mating engagement with said cylindrical internal surface
of said rotary cutter means, said segmented bushing means
defining annular external locking groove means in registry

llolk lie II llo ad-9
I. / i

material and which paths direct the liquid in the direction of
weighed material movement.

with said internal locking groove means within said cutter
means, one end of said segmented bushing means forming
a projecting rim portion extending axially beyond said
circular thrust shoulder and said circular planar surface
and engaging the respective one of said cutter support legs
and maintaining said circular planar surface in spaced
relation with said cutter support leg, said segmented bush-
ing means further forming a circular abutment portion
having abutting engagement with said circular thrust
shoulder,

(e) locking means being positioned about said segmented
bushing means and securing said rotary cutter means in

locked assembly with said segmented bushing means, such
that said rotary cutter means and segmented bushing
means are rotatably mounted on said spindle means; and

(0 a circular seal element extending axially from said circu-
lar seal groove and esublishing sealing engagement with
the respective one of said cutter support legs, compression
of said circular seal element being limited by said axially

extending projecting rim portion of said segmented bush-
ing means.

4,478J01
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE FILLING OF

WEIGH PANS
John M. Cochran, Jr., and Ronald N. Gefcland, both of Green-

ville, S.C., assignors to Frontier Electronics, Inc., Greeniille,
S.C

Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 450,105
Int a.3 GOIG 19/22. 13/18. 23/02

U.S. a. 177-70 4Cltini»

4,478,300

DEVICE FOR PREVENTING CTICKING OF WEIGHED
MATERIAL

Yothiharu Mikami, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaiaha
Ishlda Koki Seisaknsho, Kyoto, Japan

FOcd Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,622
Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 9, 1981, 56-

134716{U1; Oct. 6, 1981, 56-148938[U]
Int a.J GOIG 13/00. 21/00. 23/00

UA CL 177-59 10 Claims
1. A device for preventing sticking of comparatively viscous

weighed material in an automatic weighing apparatus having
one or more material transferring sections including a trough,
a hopper and a collecting chute, said device comprising mate-
rial handling means, interposed between the weighed material
and an inner surface of at least a portion of one of said material
transferring sections, for reducing the area of contact with the

1. An apparatus for selecting between mechanical and elec-

trical modes of controlling the flow of fibers being fed by
motor driven feed lift apron from a plurality of hoppers to a
plurality of weigh pans for producing a predetermined blend of
fibers, a balance arm assembly for mechanically setting a pre-

determined weight of fibers to be fed from a respective hopper
to a respective weigh pan and a load cell for electrically moni-
toring the respective dumps of fibers from said weigh pans
onto a conveyor, said apparatus comprising:

means for deactivating said balance arm assembly;

means connected to said load cells for generating an electri-

cal signal corresponding to the actual weight of fibers

being fed into said weigh pans;

means for setting a desired weight of fibers for each weigh
pan and generating electrical signals representing the

desired weight of fibers to be deposited on each cycle into

said weigh pans:

a comparator means for comparing said signals correspond-
ing to the actual weight of fibers in a weigh pan with said

signal representing said desired weight of fibers for said

weigh pan and generating a control signal responsive

thereto; and

means for supplying said control signal to said motor driven
feed lift apron for filling said weigh pan with fibers until

the actual weight of fibers deposited in a respective weigh
pan equals the desired weight of fibers for said weigh pan.
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4,478,302

EGG WEIGHING MEANS
Tbomas O. Niederer, and Lee H. Niederer, both of HtnTllIe,

NJ., anignon to Otto Niederer Sons, Inc., Pennington, NJ.
FUed Oct 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,427

Int a.3 GOIG 19/00: AOIK 43/OS: B65G 47/22

U.S.a 177—145 16 Claims
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1. An egg weighing means, particularly usable for high

speed weighing of moving eggs, which eggs are being carried

by an egg conveying means, said egg weighing means compris-

ing:

(a) an egg lifting means longitudinally oriented along a

conveying line of the egg conveying means and positioned

to selectively extend upwardly to vertically lift a moving

egg out of engagement with respect to the egg conveying

means;

(b) a delivery means positioned directly adjacent to said egg

lifting means and adapted to receive a moving egg there-

from and support the egg above the egg conveying means;

(c) a weighing platform positioned adjacent to said delivery

means to receive moving eggs therefrom for weighing;

(d) a weighing means connected to said weighing platform

to sense downward weight exerted on said weighing

platform by an egg moving thereon;

(e) an egg urging means located along the path of egg travel

adjacent said weighing platform to urge the moving egg

to continue to move along said weighing platform in the

direction of movement of the egg conveying means with-

out contacting the egg conveying means; and

(0 a removal means positioned adjacent to said egg weighing

platform to receive an egg therefrom and return it to the

egg conveying means.

response to a vertically downwardly directed force ap-

plied to said platform member,

said force transmitting means including a string system com-

prising at least two laterally spaced-apart parallel strings

stressed substantially uniformly in tension whenever a

vertically downwardly directed force is applied to said

platform member, the tension force applied to said string

system being related in a known manner to the magnitude

of the vertical force applied to said platform member, and

means coupled to said string system for causing said string

system to vibrate at its natund frequency and for detecting

said natural frequency and producing an output signal

related thereto and to the magnitude of the vertical force

applied to said platform member.

4,478,304

COMPRESSED AIR POWER ENGINE
Tony M. Delano, Rte. 4, Box 363, AmariUo, Tex. 79115

per No. PCr/US80/01049, § 371 Date Aug. 14, 1980, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 14, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00615, PCT Pnb.

Date Mar. 4, 1982

PCT FUed Aug. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 261,122

Int a.^ B60K 9/00

MS. a. 180-165 12 Claina
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4,478,303

WEIGHING SCALE
Robert L. Boylcs, 4C Hwittfe Sonnd, Milford, Conn. 06460

Filed May 26, 1982, Scr. No. 382,155

Int a^ GOIG 3/14

U.S. a. 177—210 FP 19 Claims

1. A weighing scale apparatus comprising:

a generally horizontal base member,

a generally horizontal platform member over-lying said base

member in vertically spaced-apart relationship therewith,

force transmitting means interposed between said base and

platform members for transmitting force therebetween in

1. A vehicle comprising a rigid frame firmly attached to and

supporting a passenger compartment drive wheels attached to

said frame, an air tank assembly and an engine supported on

said frame,

said tank assembly comprising a high pressure main tank

sub-assembly and a recovery tank sub-assembly, said tank

assembly and engine forming an engine system,

said engine comprising a rigid casing, a crankshaft and a

camshaft in engine casing bearings therefor on said casing,

said casing having formed therein a plurality of like cylin-

drical chambers, a piston movable in each of said cylindri-

cal chambers which piston forms a smooth slidable fit

with a wall of each such chambers, each piston rouubly

attached to the crankshaft by a linkage, said camshaft

actuating a valve timing mechanism, each cylinder having
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u exhaust valve, a fint engine exhaust conduit extending
from said exhaust valve to the inlet of a turbine and a
second conduit extending from openings near the lower
portion of the wall of each cylinder to the inlet of the
turbine,

said turbine operatively connected to an air compressor
through a tint air compressor clutch, a compressor intake
conduit providing a feed conduit for air into said compres-
sor and a compressor outlet conduit from said compressor
to a first recovery tank,

laid main tank sub-assembly comprising a plurality of main
high-pressure tanks each of which is connected to a main
tank conduit, said main tank conduit connected to a main
tank control valve, said main tank control valve con-
nected to a main tuik pressure regulator, said main tank
outlet pressure regulator connected to a pressure control
tank, a pressure sensitive switch in said pressure control
tank and connected to said main tank outlet control valve,
on outlet of said pressure control tank connected to a
manifold inlet line, said manifold inlet line connected to a
manifold, an accelerator control valve connected to said
manifold inlet line, said manifold connected to said engine
cylindrical chambers,

an outlet valve connected to said first recovery tank, a re-
covery tank outlet conduit operatively connected to said
recovery tank outlet valve, a pressure sensor with an input
connected to the interior of said recovery tank, an output
of said pressure sensor connected to said main control
valve and to said outlet valve of said recovery tank,, said
outlet conduit of said recovery tank connected to said
pressure control tank.

9. Process of driving a vehicle by the steps of
(a) passing high pressure air from a first chamber at high

pressure past a regulator valve to a second chamber at a
lower pressure and passing air from said second chamber
to a movable engine element in an engine casing therefor
in an engine and driving said engine element therewith
and driving ground engaging wheels of said vehicle by
said engine, and concurrently

(b) patting exhaust air from said engine casing to a turbine,
sensing the speed of motion of said engine element and
connecting a compressor to said turbine in response to said
sensing of speed of motion of said engine element, com-
pressing air by said compressor and passing said com-
pressed air to storage in a third chamber,

(c) sensing the prenure of said compressed air in said third
chamber and in said second chamber and, responsive to
the pressure in said third chamber exceeding the pressure
in said second chamber, patting air from said third cham-
ber to said second chamber and stopping passage of air
from said first chamber to said second chamber.

tioned inwardly from their associated driven rear wheel
toward said central longitudinal frame member;

first and second control arms pivotally connected between
their respective collar member and said central longitudi-
nal frame member forward of said central driven shaft;

first and second resiUent members having the function of
vertical control rods are connected between their respec-

tive collar members and said central frame member at a
location inward from said universal joints thereby forming
an acute angle relative to said driven axles;

whereby said axle shafts are pivotable vertically against the
resilience of said resilient members and are substantially
fixed in position horizontally with respect to said central
longitudinal frame member.

4,478,306

RADIATOR MOUNTING MECHANISM
Tomoyuki Tagami, Saitama, Japan, assignor to Honda Giken
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed JuB. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,203
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 3, 1981, 56-103262

Int a.3 B60K J1/04
UA a. 180-229 5 Claims

4,478,305
REAR SUSPENSION FOR A THREE WHEEL VEHICLE
Lee R, Martiii, H, 3945 N. Bonita St., Spring VaUey. Calif.
92077

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,643
lot a.) B62D 6J/06

UAa 180-215 gaalrns
1. An improved suspension for rear wheels of a motor driven

vehicle having a single steerable front wheel and two driven
rear wheels, said front wheel being carried by a central longi-
tudinally extending frame member comprising:
a central driven shaft rotatably connected to said central

ftame member;
a first and second axle shaft the distal ends of each shaft

being directly connected to one of said two driven rear
wheels;

a first and second universal joint each one of which is con-
nected between the end opposite said distal end of one of
said fint and second axle shafts and opposite ends of said
central driven shaft;

first and second collar members each surrounding one of
said axle shafts for relative rotation therewith and posi-

1. A radiator mounting mechanism for a motorcycle, said
motorcycle having a frame, a water-cooled engine, and a radia-
tor connected to said engine through a tube to cool said engine,
said radiator having a plurality of positions relative to said
frame, said mounting mechanism comprising adjusting means
for selectively placing said radiator in said plurality of posi-
tions relative to said frame; wherein said adjusting means
comprises a guide means for guiding the movement of said
radiator to any one of said plurality of positions, and a fixing
means to fix the position of said radiator at any one of said
plurality of positions; and wherein said frame includes an
obliquely extending head pipe, a main pipe extending along
travel direction of said motorcycle and having a front end
integrally fixed to said head pipe, a down tube having an upper
end integrally fixed to said head pipe, and a pipe extending
between said main pipe and said down tube, and wherein said
guide means comprises an upper linear member fixed to and
extending between said main pipe and said down tube, and a
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lower linear member fixed to and extending between said pipe port member in either the operative or inoperative position of

and said down tube. the armrest, and means for operating said second locking

4^478,307

CONTROL HANDLE LOCKUP
Ronald C. Natike, and Maurice Bee, both of Bnrlington, Iowa,

•siigiiora to J. I. Case Company, Radne, Wis.

FUed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,371

Int a^ B60K 26/00: G05G 5/06. 11/00

VS.a 180-273 14 Claims

1. A control lever and lockup arrangement for a vehicle

having a vehicle body, and seat means positioned on said body

for receiving an operator, comprising:

control lever means mounted on said body for a bi-axial

movement about first and second generally perpendicular

axes, said lever means being movable about said first axis

from a neutral position to an operative position, and mov-

able about said second axis from said neutral position to

another operative position; and

lever lockup means operatively associated with said seat

means movably mounted on said vehicle body for move-

ment from a first position to a second position attendant to

the operator being seated in said seat means, said lockup

means being operatively associated with said control lever

means whereby in said second position of said lockup

means said lever means is retained from moving from said

neutral position into either of said operative positions.

flt2

means including ^ handle mounted near the top end of the

column.

4,478,309

SPEAKER EQUIPPED WITH DIAPHRAGM FILLED
WITH FOAMED RESIN

Shinicfahro Kawamura, and TakaUko Iriouyiri, both of Yoko*

hama, Japan, assipors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,242

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 19, 1981, 56*93880

Int a? GIOK 13/00

VS.a 181—167 19 daiiH

4,478,308

INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE HAVING AN ADJUSTABLE
AND PIVOTAL ARMREST

Lambertns G. M. Khunen, Ond BeUerland, Netherlands, as-

signor to De Rotterdanscbe Droogdok MIJ B.V., Schiedam,

Netheriands

FUed Feb. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 465,332

Claims priority, appUcation Netiierhuids, Feb. 17, 1962,

8200614
Iirt. a.3 B60N 1/06

VS. a. 180-326 10 Claims

1. An industrial vehicle comprising a frame, a driver seat

supported by said fhune and provided with at least one armrest

mounted on an upwardly-extending supporting column to-

gether with control means for controlling the vehicle, said

column being mounted on a generaUy upright support member

for adjustment lengthwise of said suppori member, first lock-

ing means for locking said column in a desired height position

with respect to said support member, means mounting said

support member for pivoting about a pivot axis located near

the lower end of said support member and extending crottwise

of the seat whereby by pivoting said support member the

armrest can be moved out of an operative position towards the

rear side of the driver seat into an inoperative position and vice

versa, second locking means for selectively locking said sup-

1. A speaker having a diaphragm filled with foamed resin,

comprising:

a cylindrical type voice coil bobbin wound around with a

voice coil on the periphery;

said diaphragm, being connected with said voice coil bob-

bin;

a foamed resin body of substantially low density located on

the firont surface of said diaphragm; and

a thin sheet, of sufficiently high flexural rigidity such that

damage or indenution of the foamed resin body can be

avoided and the diaphragm achieves high rigidity, secured

to the surface of said foamed resin body, said thin sheet

having a flexural rigidity of 0.002-0.2 N-m and being

impermeable to air.

4,478,310

UNIVERSAL HEAT SHIELD
DonaM P. Harter, Ottawa Lake, Mich^ assignor to APX Group,

Incn Toledo, Ohio

FUed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478^49

Int a.' FOIN 7/18

VS. CL 181-241 « Clatas

1. An adjustable heat shield for an exhaust system part, said

shield being adjustable for attachment to exhaust system parts

of difierent lengths and contours, said shield comprising:

a pluraUty of elongated sheets of metal each of which includes

a plurality of angidarly aUgned planar members, with each

pair of adjacent planar members intersecting along a crease

line which extends generally parallel to the longitudinal axis

of said sheet, the angular alignment of said planar members

about the respective crease lines being adjusuble, at least

one of said planar members of each said sheet including one
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or more slots aligned parallel to said crease line, with the
slots in each sheet being spaced equidistant from the respec-
tive crease line such that when said sheets are placed in face
to face overlapping relationship, the slots of one said sheet
will be at least partly in register with the slots of adjacent
sheets;

fastening means for extending through said slots to adjustably
secure said sheets in overtopping face to face relationship;

means for supporting said sheet in spaced relationship with
respect to said exhaust system part; and

means for removably mounting said shield on said exhaust
system part, whereby said sheets may be slidably moved
with respect to one another parallel to said crease lines to
adjust the length of said shield, and whereby the angular
alignment between the planar members of each said sheet
can be adjusted to change the contour of said shield.

M7M11
SAFETY HARNESS FOR HUNTERS

Jeffrey J. Andenon, P.O. Box 527, ChcMer, NJ. 07930
Filed /Log. 3, 1981, Scr. No. 289,820

Int. a^ A62B 35/00
UAa 182-3 7 Claims

1. A harness for selective use as a seat or safety belt by a
hunter perched in an elevated position or for dragging a load
on the ground while walking, comprising:

(a) a single length of flexible webbing provided at one end
with means for detachably connecting in an adjustable
manner a first portion of said webbing selectively around
a fixed support or around a load to be dragged, said fixed
support or said load can be of differing girth;

(b) the length of said webbing being sufficient to permit a
second portion of the webbing to completely encircle a
portion of a hunter's body twice and to allow a remaining
portion of the webbing to position said connecting means
spaced ftt>m the hunter's body; and

(c) snubbing means comprising two relatively movable ele-
ments for coacting in frictional locking engagement with
said webbing and with each other to adjust the length of
the body encircling portion; one of the two elements of
said snubbing means comprising a member having an
opening defined by opposing margins disposed parallel to
each other in a direction transverse to said webbing and of
sufficient size to permit a doubled over portion of said
webbing to be inserted through said opening from one side
of the opening to define a loop projecting from the other
side of the opening, the other said two elements being
ring-shaped and including an elongated member inserted
transversely through said projecting loop and having a

width sufficient to prevent said last mentioned member
being pulled through said opening.

4,478,312
SYSTEM AND PORTABLE CAGE FOR SERVICING

POWER TRANSMISSION LINES
Michael P. Knrtgis, 4651 Sheridan St, HoUywood, Fla. 33021

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,595
iBt a.3 E04G 3/10

UA a. 182-142 3 Claim.

>*

1. A skip adapted to be lifted by a lifting means onto a plural-
ity of suspended wires, said skid being adapted to be supported
by said plurality of said suspended wires, said skid comprising:
one or more basket means for holding and supporting men or

materia], a cross frame rigidly and supportingly attached
to each of said one or more basket means, said cross frame
comprising a plurality of skids, each skid of said plurality

of said skids being adapted to locate over and partially

around one wire each of said plurality of wires if said skid
were lowered onto said plurality of wires, a harness means
for lifting said skid, said harness means being attached to
said cross frame, said harness means being adapted to be
attached to said lifting means, whereby said lifting means
is effective to lift said skid by said harness means above
said plurality of suspended wires and lower said skid onto
said plurality of suspended wires, each said skid located
over and partially around one wire of said plurality of
suspended wires so as to support said skid, and whereby
said skid hangs from said wires, and wherein various wires
of said plurality of suspended wires lie in a plurality of
horizontal planes, and various of said skids are located in

different horizontal planes, said different horizontal planes
selected so that said skids are effective to mount said skip
to said plurality of suspended wires.

4,478,313

SPRING POWERED PRIME MOVER
HIroahi Wakase, Tokyo, Japan, atflgnor to Takara Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, JaiMU

FUed Dec 29, 1980, Scr. No. 220,566
Ctaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 27, 1979, 54*

182943[U]

Int a? F03G 1/00: A63H 29/04. 31/00
MS. a. 185-39 8 Claims

1. A spring wound prime mover capable of use in toys and
the like comprising:

a housing member including a first and second shell member,
an intermediate plate member that divides the shell mem-
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bers, and a pair of mounting posts that extend from one
shell member to the other, one of the shell members has a

circuitous cavity with a plurality of recessed positions, the

housing shell members are formed from plastic and are

held together through the interaction of solely the shell

members and the intermediate plate;

an output shaft rotatably mounted to the housing member;
a spring member capable of selectively storing and releasing

energy to drive the output shaft mounted in the circuitous

cavity and being removably anchored to a recessed por-

tion;

a gear train assembly connected to the spring member and

the output shaft and capable of providing a first and a

second gear ratio including a first gear movably mounted

to be automatically forced into engagement when driven

by an external force to provide a first gear ratio for mov-
ing the spring member for storing energy and to be auto-

matically forced out ofengagement when the spring mem-
ber drives the output shaft and a second gear movably

mounted to be automatically forced into engagement

when the spring member drives the output shaft to pro-

vide a second gear ratio and to be automatically forced

out of engagement when the gear train assembly is driven

by an external force for moving the spring member to

store energy.

1. A material handling vehicle to protect the operator from

the potentially explosive or flammable materials being han-

dled, comprising:

(a) a mobile frame having a plurality of wheels at least some
of which are steerable;

(b) an operator compariment mounted on the mobile frame

from which the operator controls the vehicle;

(c) lifting means at least partially movably mounted to the

frame, at least a portion of the lifting means engaging the

materials being handled;

(d) at least partially transparent shield means having oppos-

ing first and second surfaces for protecting the operator,

the shield means being detachably mounted to and mov-

able with the lifting means interpositioned between the

operator compartment and the portion of the lifting means

engaging the materials being handled;

(e) coupling means connected to the shield means for cou-

pling the shield means to the lifting means and having at

least a first fastening plate fastened to the opposing first

surface and at least a second fastening plate fastened to the

opposing second surface; and said coupling means further

having

(0 a plurality of generally parallel, spaced apart retaining

brackets fixedly fastened to the at least first fastening plate

and extending to the at least second fastening plate to

provide support for means to attach the shield means to

the lifting means.

4,478,315

APPARATUS FOR OPERATING AN AC POWER
ELEVATOR

Maaami Nomura, Nagoya, Japan, aasignor to Mitsubiahi Denki

Kabushikl Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Not. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 440,350

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 16, 1981, 56*183208

Int CL? B66B 5/02

U.S. Q. 187—29 R 12 ClaloH

4,478,314

SAFETY SHIELD
Earl C. Dorman, Sulphur, La., assignor to Olin Corporation,

New Haven, Conn.

Ffied Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,472

iBt a.i B66B 9/20

U.S. a. 187—9 R 12 Claims

1. An apparatus for operating an AC powered elevator,

comprising:

a rectifier the input of which is connectable to an external

AC power source for rectifying the output of the AC
power source into a DC voltage;

a capacitor connected to the output side of said rectifier for

smoothing the output of said rectifier;

an inverier connected to said capacitor for converting the

DC output smoothed by said capacitor into AC power

having aVariable frequecy;

an AC motor driven by the AC power output of said in-

verter for actuating the cage of the elevator;

an elevator control means having a start and stop device

which is connectable to the external AC power source for

controlling the starting and the stopping of the cage of the

elevator and a speed controller for producing a speed

command signal for controlling the enablement and the

disablement of said inverter,

a power interruption detecting circuit for detecting the

interruption of the external AC power source; and

an emergency operating circuit connected to said capacitor

and said elevator control means by the operation of said

power interruption detecting circuit for driving said ele-

vator control means by the electric power of said capaci-

tor.
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M7M16 4,478^17

_ SLACX ADJUSTER FOR A DISC BRAKE SLACK ADJUSTER FOR A DISC BRAKE
Donald J. Daridwii, Troy, Mlch^ anignor to RockweU lotema- David D. Sheill, Fannington HUla, Mich^ assignor to Rockwell

tional Corporation, Pittsborgh, Pa. International Corporation, Pittsborgh, Pa.
Filed Apr. II, 1983, Ser. No. 484,025 Filed Apr. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 484,026

Int CL' F16D 65/56 Int CL^ F16D 65/56
U.S. CL 188-71.9 4 Claims U.S.a 188-71.9 7CIalins

.'0 68.1 78

1. A slack adjuster for a disc brake of the type which in-

cludes a disc mounted for rotation about an axle, a brake hous-
ing mounted on said axle in alignment with a friction surface of
said disc, a non-rotatable braking piston mounted in said hous-
ing for axial movement toward and away from said friction

surface of said disc, brake actuation means mounted on said

housing, a powershaft mounted within said housing co-axially

aligned Mdth said piston and capable of selective rotation by
said brake actuation means, said powershaft having worm gear
teeth thereon engaged with a powershaft nut within said hous-
ing which said powershaft nut is prevented from routing and
capable of axial movement directly corresponding to said

selective rotation ofsaid powershaft, said powershaft nut being
operably connected to said piston to produce said axial move-
ment thereof toward and away from said friction surface of
said disc, said slack adjuster being utilized to maintain a run-
ning clearance between said piston and said friction surface of
said disc at a predetermined maximum distance when said

brake actuation means is not being actuated, said slack adjuster
comprising:

an adjusting sleeve threadably coupled to said piston and
being capable of rotation relative to said piston to adjust

the axial position of said piston relative thereto, said ad-
justing sleeve being rotated in a first direction causing said

piston to be adjusted toward said disc;

means for biasing said adjusting sleeve away from said disc

to cause a rearward end thereof remote from said disc to
be maintained in contact with a forward end of said

powershaft nut to produce said axial movement thereof
corresponding with said axial movement of said power-
shaft nut;

a clearance sensing ring mounted about said adjusting sleeve
for said axial movement therewith;

camming means between said clearance sensing ring and said

housing, said camming means causing said clearance sens-

ing ring to rotate in said first direction when said axial

movement of said adjusting sleeve toward said disc ex-
ceeds said predetermined maximum distance and in a
second direction opposite from said first direction when
said axial movement of said adjusting sleeve away from
said disc exceeds said predetermined maximum distance;

and

clutch means between said clearance sensing ring and said
adjusting sleeve producing corresponding rotation of said

adjusting sleeve in said first direction until said piston
contacu said friction surface of said disc to provide a
braking force thereto and preventing corresponding rota-

tion of said adjusting sleeve in said second direction.

1. A slack adjuster for a disc brake of the type which hi-

eludes a disc mounted for rotation about an axle, a brake hous*
ing mounted on said axle in alignment with a friction surface of
said disc, a non-rotatable braking piston mounted in said hous-
ing for axial movement toward and away from said friction

surface of said disc, brake actuation means mounted on said
housing, a powershaft mounted within said housing co-axially

aligned with said piston and capable of selective rotation by
said brake actuation means, said powershaft having worm gear
teeth thereon engaged with a powershaft nut within said hous-
ing which said powershaft nut is prevented from rotating and
capable of axial movement directly corresponding to said

selective rotation of said powershaft, said powershaft nut being
operably connected to said piston to produce said axial move-
ment thereof toward and away from said friction surface of
said disc, said powershaft being rotated in a first direction

during actuation of said brake actuation means to move said

piston toward said disc and in a second direction to move said

piston away from said disc, and said slack adjuster being uti-

lized to maintain a running clearance between said piston and
said friction surface of said disc at a predetermined maximum
distance when said brake actuation means is not being actu*

ated, said slack adjuster comprising:

an adjusting sleeve threadably coupled to said piston and
capable of rotation relative to said piston to adjust an axial

position of said piston relative thereto, said adjusting

sleeve being rotated in said first direction causing said

piston to be adjusted toward said disc;

means for biasing said adjusting sleeve away from said disc

to cause a rearward end thereof remote from said disc to

be maintained in contact with a forward end of said

powershaft nut;

means for preventing rotation of said adjusting sleeve in said

second direction;

lost motion means between said powershaft and said adjust-

ing sleeve, said lost motion means allowing rotation ofsaid
powershaft without corresponding rotation of said adjust-

ing sleeve when said piston moves toward said disc less

than said predetermined maximum distance and with
corresponding rotation of said adjusting sleeve when said

piston moves toward said disc in excess of said predeter-

mined maximum distance; and
force limiting clutch means associated with said lost motion
means preventing said corresponding rotation of said

adjusting sleeve when said piston contacts said friction

surface of said disc to provide a braking force thereto and
when said powershaft rotates in said second direction.
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4,478,318

VEHICLE BRAKE SYSTEM
Ronald D. Hayden, Eastlake, Ohio, aaaignor to Euclid, Inc.,

CIcTeland, Ohio

FUed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,131

Int a.3 F16D 55/lS: B60T 11/10. 15/46; F15B 13/042

U.S.a 188—72.4 9 Claims

-«
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1. For a brake system having brake assemblies actuated by a

piston that includes first and second brake applying effective

pressure areas and a brake release effective pressure area, an

improved brake control system, comprising:

(a) a source of pressurized fluid;

(b) first and second conduit means in fluid communication

with said first and second brake applying effective pres-

sure areas;

(c) a third conduit means in fluid communication with said

brake release efiective pressure area;

(d) control valve means including a valve body and a condi-

tion responsive valve element movably disposed within

said valve body for movement between two positions,

operative to control the communication of pressurized

fluid to said third supply conduit; and,

(e) said valve body further defining a passage means for

communicating said first conduit means with said third

conduit means in response to one sensed condition, and

operative to conununicate said third conduit means with a

discharge means defined by said valve body in response to

a second sensed condition.

4,478,319

SPRING-APPLIED BRAKE UNIT FOR RAILWAY
VEHICLE WTTH MANUAL RELEASE ARRANGEMENT
Enrico Casalone, and Dario Barberia, both of Turin, Italy, as-

signon to WABCO Westinghouse Compagnia Freni S.pAn
Tnrin, Italy

FOed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,777

Int a' F16J 1/10

MS.a 188-170 10 Claims

1. A brake actuator for railway vehicles comprising:

452-229 O.G.-84-6

(a) a first cylinder;

(b) a primary piston operably disposed in said first cylinder

and subject to fluid pressure supplied thereto to effect

operation of said primary piston in a brake application

direction;

(c) a second cylinder;

(d) a secondary piston operably disposed in said second

cylinder;

(e) an actuator spring acting on said secondary piston to

effect operation thereof in a brake application direction;

(0 actuator rod means operable in response to said operation

of either said primary and said secondary pistons in said

brake application direction to produce braking on the

vehicle, said actuator rod means comprising an actuator

rod and means for adjusting the length of said actuator

rod, said adjusting means including:

(i) a screw-threaded, non-rotatable nut member having an

externally projecting portion on which brake means

may be mounted; and

(ii) a screw-threaded spindle threadedly engageable with

said nut member; and

(g) means for normally locking said spindle against rotation

to provide joint axial displacement of said spindle and said

nut member in said brake application direction in response

to said operation of either said primary piston and said

secondary piston, said locking means being manually

releasable to permit rotetion of said spindle under the axial

force of said actuator spring acting through said second-

ary piston during operation thereof, whereby said rotation

of said spindle is in such sense as to decrease the length of

said actuator rod.

4,478,320

OVERLOAD-RESPONSIVE CLUTCH APPARATUS FOR
SELECnVE CONNECTION OF TWO DRIVE SHAFTS TO

A SINGLE DRIVEN SHAFT
Kiyokazu Baba, Komatsu, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Komatsn Seisakuaho, Tokyo7 Japan

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,797

Chdms priority, application Japan, Oct 12, 1981, 56-

150018[U]

Int CL^ F16D 7/O0. 21/02

U.S. a. 192—48.91 • 4 Claims

<^

1. Overload-responsive cluteh apparatus comprising:

(a) a driven sh^;
(b) a first rotor rotetably mounted on the driven shaft and

locked against axial displacement relative to same;

(c) a first drive shaft coupled to the first rotor in driving

relationship;

(d) a piston mounted on the driven shaft for joint roution

therewith and for sliding movement in the axial direction

thereof, the piston having one end held opposite to the

first rotor;

(e) a first clutch for connecting and disconnecting the first

rotor and the piston, the first clutch being adapted to
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disengage automatically when the torque being transmit-
ted from the first rotor to the piston exceeds a predeter-
mined Umit;

(0 • second rotor disposed opposite to another end of the
piston in coaxial relationship;

(g) a second drive shaft coupled to the second rotor in driv-
ing relationship;

(h) a second clutch for connecting the second rotor to the
piston when the latter is declutched from the flrst rotor;

(i) means defining first and second opposed fluid chambers
for urging the piston in opposite axial directions relative to

the driven shaft; and

0) a fluid control ciruit for normally holding the first fluid

chamber supplied with a fluid under pressure in order to

hold the piston connected to the first rotor via the first

clutch and for allowing the piston to be displaced away
and declutched from the first rotor when the torque being
transmitted from the first rotor to the piston exceeds the
predetermined limit, the fluid control circuit being further
adapted to deliver the pressurized fluid into the second
fluid chamber in order to move the piston into engage-
ment with the second rotor via the second clutch.

M78,321
SYNCHRONIZER MECHANISM

PhlUp N. De Fhuwo, and Henry F. Jones, Jr^ both of Schenec*
tady, N.Yn anigiion to Maney-Fergmoo Scnices N.V^
CoracM, Nctlwriaods AatiUes

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 341,034

lot a^ Fl€D 23/06
as.a 192—53 E 6 Claims

«,'*-f

1. A synchronizer mechanism capable of selectively con-
necting either of two gears to a shaft upon which they are
rotatably mounted, the synchronizer mechanism comprising a
sliding sleeve interconnected with said shaft for rotation there-
with, the sliding sleeve having a plurality of apertures, a pair of
synchronizer rings which are rigidly joined together by at least

two blocker pins extending through certain of said apenures,
and at least two spring assemblies extending through other of
said apertures, said synchronizer mechanism being character-
ized by each of said spring assemblies comprising a generally
rectangular spring housing disposed between said pair of syn-
chronizer rings, an elongated base plate, and spring means
disposed between the base plate and a portion of the spring
housing, said pair of synchronizer rings being provided with
opposed recesses which unroutably receive opposed ends of
the base plate, said spring means including a pair of elongated
opposed leaf springs, the ends of which are in contact with
each other, and a midportion of each of the leaf springs being
in contact with an intermediate surface of either the base plate
or the spring housing, and in which each of said spring hous-
ings has a base portion and opposed sides extending away from

the base portion at generally right angles, the associated base
plate and spring means being disposed between said opposed
sides.

4,478422
LOCKUP CLUTCH CONTROL SYSTEM

David K. Carlson, Dearborn; William G. Bomia, and William J.

Haley, both of Sterling Heights, aU of Mich„ assignors to
Borg-Warner Corporation, Chicago, U.

Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 257,292
Int. a^ B60K 41/28

U.S. a. 192—0.055 13 Claims
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1. An electronic control system for regulating engagement
and release of a lockup clutch for a hydrodynamic device
connected in a vehicle drive drain of a vehicle which includes

a brake pedal, which control system comprises:

pickup means for providing an input signal varying as a
function of vehicle speed;

first means for establishing a first threshold signal level,

which first means is adjustable to regulate the vehicle

speed at which the clutch is locked up;

comparison means, connected to receive the input and first

threshold signals, operable when the input signal exceeds
the first threshold signal to provide an output signal;

actuating means, coupled between the comparison means
and the lockup clutch, for engaging the lockup clutch

when the output signal is present;

an override circuit, connected to effect clutch release when
the vehicle brake pedal is depressed, without waiting for

the vehicle speed to decrease to the threshold signal level

set by the first means; and
second means, coupled to the first means, for establishing a

second threshold signal level, lower than the first thresh-

old signal level, after the clutch is locked up so that the
clutch is released at a vehicle speed lower than the speed
at which the clutch is locked up, which second means is

adjustable to regulate the vehicle speed at which the

clutch is released.

4,478,323

HYDRODYNAMIC CLUTCH WITH TORSIONAL
VIBRATION DAMPING

Helmut Weissenberger, Tbeilheim, Fed. R^ of Germany, as-
signor to Fichtel A Sachs AG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,369

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 7,

1981, 3104307

Int a.3 n6H 45/02; FlO) 3/14
U.S. a. 192—3.3 4 Claims

1. A hydrodynamic clutch, such as a hydrodynamic torque
converter, including a pump wheel impeller and a turbine

impellar rotatable about a conunon axis and clutch means for
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mechanically coupling said pump wheel impeller and said

turbine impeller, said clutch means comprising:

a clutch-engaging countersurface and a clutch actuating

device on said pump wheel impeller,

an annular friction disc on said turbine impeller,

said clutch actuating device operating to bring said friction

disc and said countersurface into frictional contact with

each other to engage said clutch means;

a pair of guide discs rotatively affixed with each other and

with said turbine impeller;

an axially extending flange on one of said guide discs defin-

ing a radially outwardly directed guide surface;

an annular flange member engaged between said pair of

guide discs arranged to be routable relative thereto, said

annular flange having a radially inwardly directed annular

shoulder which is located radially outwardly of and

which is radially guided on said radially outwardly di-

rected guide surface defined by said axially extending

flange;

gear means comprising interengaging gear teeth formed on

said annular flange member and said annular friction disc

to effect torque transmission therebetween whereby

torque transmission between said turbine impeller and said

pump wheel impeller may be effected when said clutch

means is engaged, said friction disc being supported

through said gear means on said annular flange member so

as to be routively fixed by axially displaceable relative

thereto; and

spring means engaged between said annular flange member

and said guide discs for damping torsional vibrations upon

application thereto of forces generated as a result of rela-

tive rotative movement between said annular flange mem-

ber and said guide discs;

said annular flange member and said guide discs being

formed with circumferentially aligned windows through

which said spring means extend and in which said spring

means are held in torque transmitting engagement there-

between to effect said torsional vibration damping.

4,478,324

RESILIENT DRIVE MEANS FOR A CLUTCH
William H. Sink, Aabam, Ind., assignor to Dana Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio

FDed Apr. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 368,265

lat a^ F16D 13/32, 13/68

\}S. a. 192—70.17 8 CialBS

1. Driving means for a clutch device comprising:

a drive member having a circular flange, said circular flange

containing at least one aperture;

a driven member;

an engaging plate means rotauble with and axially moveable

relative to the drive and driven members, said engaging

plate means having an outer periphery containing at least

one slot;

resilient member connected to said circular flange, said

resilient member extending between said circular flange

and said outer periphery of said plate engaging means, one

end of said resilient member containing a pin that extends

from said resilient member, said pin disposed for extending

mto and securely engaging said aperture in said circular

flange, said resilient member being secured to said circukr

flange by said pin. said end of said resilient member adja-

cent said pin being in contact with said circular flange,

said portion of said resilient member being adjacent a

drive block and being in contact with said engaging plate

means, said end of said resilient member spaced opposite

said pin being in contact with said circular flange,

whereby said resilient member reduces torsional and tum-

bling induced rattle in said clutch device; and

said drive block being positioned on said resilient member
said block disposed for engaging said slot in said engaging

plate means whereby said drive block drivingly connects

said engaging plate means to said drive member.

4,478,325

SELF-ADJUSTING BEARING
Richard T. Dagiel, ElkgroTe Village, DL, assignor to Aetna

Bairing Company, Chicago, DL
FDed May 1, 1981, Scr. No. 259,505

Int CLJ F16D 23/14: F16C 19/10

U.S.a 192-98 10 Claims

1. A clutch bearing assembly comprising: a carrier sleeve; a

bearing arrangement having a first race means for engagement

with a plurality of clutch fingers, a second race means, and a

plurality of bearing elements disposed between said first and

second race means; a carrier plate adapted for attachment to an

actuator for shifting the bearing arrangement axially toward

the clutch fingers; and mounting means for maintaining the

said carrier plate and the bearing arrangement in assembly on

said carrier sleeve, said mounting means permitting the carrier

plate and the bearing arrangement to move radially relative to

said carrier sleeve, while also permitting said bearing arrange-

ment to move radially relative to said carrier plate with said

mounting means maintaining the carrier plate and bearing

arrangement in the assembled condition; such that any coaxial

misalignment between the clutch fingers and the carrier sleeve

may be acconunodated by movement of the bearing arrange-

ment relative to the carrier sleeve and tfie carrier plate, and

also relative movement of the carrier plate relative to said
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carrier sleeve when the first race means of the bearing arrange-

ment is brought into engagement with said clutch fmgers.

4,478,326

CLUTCH PLATE
Gerhard Rotter, Obenatbacb, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Lak Lamellcn and Kopplungsbau GmbH, Biihl, Fed. Rep.
of Goniany

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,623
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 29,

1981, 3121375

lat a^ F16D i/7¥
VJS, a. 192-106J 15 Qaims

tures from a first position inside a storage container having a
pivotally mounted bottom to a second position spaced from
said container for forming an imbricated stream, said apparatus
comprising:

(a) supporting framework;

(b) a signature directing arcuate chute configured to receive
signatures in a vertical direction and direct them in an
arcuate path toward a horizontal path of travel; said chute
having an elongated slot formed in one arcuate wall
thereof;

(c) an elongated extensible support arm pivotally mounted
on said frame so that the outer end thereof can be ex-
tended into said signature directing chute and moved
through the arcuate length thereof;

(d) means to extend said extensible support arm into said

arcuate chute to receive and change the position of said
stack and to withdraw said outer end of said arm after said

stack has been moved; and
(e) means to pivot said extensible support arm to change the

position of said stack and to return said arm to said first

position.

4,478,328

AUTOMATIC HIDE PROCESSING APPARATUS
Wolfgang K. HeUand, Trevose, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,945
Int a.3 B65G 37/00

VJS. a. 198—479 3 Oalnii

1. A clutch plate, particularly for use in clutches for automo-
tive vehicles, comprising a rotatable hub having two spaced-
apart cheeks; a friction lining carrier interposed between and
routable within limits relative to said cheeks; energy storing
means interposed between said hub and said carrier to yielda-
bly oppose angular movements between the carrier and said
cheeks; a first friction generating unit interposed in the path of
transmission of torque between said hub and said carrier and
located intermediate said cheeks; and a second friction generat-
ing unit interposed in the path of transmission of torque be-
tween said carrier and said hub and located between said
cheeks, said second unit comprising an axially resilient compo-
nent and a friction generating component, said components
being disposed at the opposite sides of said carrier and being in
direct engagement with one another, at least one of said com-
ponents extending through said carrier and said resilient com-
ponent reacting, at least indirectly, against said hub.

4,478,327

NEWSPAPER CONTAINER UNLOADING APPARATUS
Pad D. Siniscal, HoUls; J. Paige Bcnzing, Milford, both of

N.H., and Louis G. Matte, Lowell, Mass., assignors to Rock-
well International Corporatioa, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FHcd May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,541

Int aj B65G n/20
VS. a. 193-40 3 Claims

1. An apparatus for loading cattlehidesand other like materi-
als onto carrier bars, comprising a multiplicity of carrier and
clamping means, each of which has a pair of locking clamps
and a carrier bar, processing means for transporting said car-

rier and clamp means, for actuating the locking clamps, and for

clamping a hide to a carrier bar, and means for conveying a
hide to be loaded onto a carrier bar and for holding a carrier

bar in position to be loaded, said conveying means having
means for traverse movement and for being raised and lowered
so that when the conveying means is in a forward position

about one-half of the hide is run-in over the carrier bar and
when the conveying means moves to a rearward position the
rest of the hide is draped over the bar and the conveying means
is then lowered to release the carrier bar, said apparatus being
provided with means for coordinating the action of the carrier

1. Apparatus for transportmg a stack of newspaper signa- and clamping means with the processing and conveying means.

4,478,329

TRANSFER APPARATUS FOR PALLETS AND SIMILAR
PIECE GOODS

Ulrich Heiz, Siiriswil, Switzerland, assignor to Inventio AG,
Hergiswil, Switzerland

FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 368,911

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 5, 1981,

2901/81

Int. a.3 B65G 37/00 21/10

UA a. 198—574 3 Qaims

7777777.'^///A///?///////A7777777777.

1. In a transfer apparatus for loads, especially pallets and

similar piece goods, between a stationary chain conveyor and

a conveyor device having a conveyor track extending perpen-

dicular to the direction of conveyance of said stationary chain

conveyor, wherein the load transfer is accomplished by means

of a rail-bound displacement carriage which can be moved

within a predetermined limited extent upon its support, the

improvement which comprises:

said conveyor device including a transport vehicle;

said rail-bound displacement carriage being arranged to be

displaceable upon said transport vehicle of said conveyor

device;

said displacement carriage having a conveyor element^ ar-

ranged to be movable at approximately the same convey-

ing plane as chains of said stationary chain conveyor and

between neighboring conveyor chains of said stationary

chain conveyor;

said conveyor element of said displacement carriage com-

prises a chain conveyor;

chain drive means arranged upon said displacement carriage^

said chain drive means driving conveyor chains of said chain

conveyor of said displacement carriage; and

a brake-blocking device arranged upon said transport vehi-

cle; and

said brake-blocking device selectively alternately establish-

ing a rigid blocking connection between said transport

vehicle and said displacement carriage and between said

transport vehicle and said conveyor chains of said chain

conveyor, respectively.

4,478,330

VERSATILE POCKET-SIZE CONTAINER
Ching H. Lin, 13 F., No. 137, Sec. 2 Nanking E. Rd., Taipei,

Taiwan

Filed Sep. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 536,280

Int a.J A45C 11/00; B65D «5/i«- G06F 15/02

UA a. 206-38 5 Claims

1. A versatile pocket-size container comprising:

an upper body having a tope measure, a mirror, an address

pad, a note pad, a screw driver, an electronic game, a

multi-purpose tool, a ruler, a lamp and a fragrant sub-

stance;

a lower body hinged together with said upper body, said

lower body having a radio, a watch, a compass, an elec-

tronic calculator, a thermometer, a picture frame, a comb,

an earpick, a world time chart, a number of needles, a reel

of threads, a pen and a cigarette lighter; and

a cover hinged together with said lower body, said cover

having a pair of clips by means of which a calendar, a

conversion toble and namecards are fixed in position.

4,478331

CONTAINER FOR PRINTEIMnRCUIT BOARDS
Jean-Pierre Ruin, Vaucresson, France, assignor to Jean-Qande

Robin, Vaucresson, France

FUed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,513

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 9, 1981, 81 13496

Int a.3 B65D 73/00: B23Q 3/02

U.S. a. 206—334, lOOairas

1. A container for the storage for rectangular printed-circuit

boards, comprising:

a rectangular prismatic box having an open side;

a plurality of rectangular plates insertoble into said box

through said open side; and

spacing means inside said box engageable by said plates for

holding same substantially parallel to one another and to a

pair of walls of said box, each of said plates being provided

on at least one surface with a pair of guide tracks extend-

ing substantially parallel to a diagonal of the respective

plate and with two sliders per guide track displaceable

therealong over a major part of said surface for retaining

a printed-circuit board therebetween with edges parallel

to those of said plates by engagement of each board edge

with a respective slider, said guide tracks being through-

going slots, each of said sliders including a stem traversing

an associated slot, a clip on said stem engageable with an

edge of a printed-circuit board, and locking means for

immobilizing said clip in a sleeted position along the asso-

ciated slot, said stem having a head bearing upon a plate

surface opposite said clip, said locking means comprising

a lever pivotoble on said stem and cammingly engageable

with said clip for clamping the respective plate between

said clip and said head, said clip having a grooved face

confronting a plate surface provided with pointed teeth

receivable in the grooves of said face, said teeth being

arrayed along mutually perpendicular lines parallel to the

sides of said plate.
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M7M33
SPONGE ARRAYING AND DISPOSAL RECEPTACLE

K. Joyce WlMtidlkr. Cobb Cooaty, Gtu, awigMr to MJ).
ladHtriM, IM^ Northbrook, DL

CoMiautkM of Sv. No. 195,44W, Oct 9, IMO,. This appUcation
Mtf. 8, 1M2, Scr. No. 355,348

IM. a^ BC5D 83/10
US.a206-^l 13ClaiiM

1. A receptacle for soiled surgical sponges which comprises:
a transparent bag; at least two chutes; a projection which is

connected to each chute, each projection being attached to the
bag; a means connected to each chute for detachably mounting
the chute with the bag suspended in an open position between
the chutes; and sponge supporting means comprising a plural-
ity of prongs which extend generally upwardly from each
chute and in a direction away from the front edge thereof, said
supporting means receiving a plurality ofsponges in an array in
which each sponge extends over the front edge of one of the
chutes and downwardly into the bag, so that only a small
portion ofeach sponge is retained outside of the confines of the
open bag while the sponges are being arrayed and counted and
the bulk of each of the sponges is readily observable visually
for itt blood content

M78433
NEEDLECRAFT CASE WITH EXTENDER

Lorraiae E. Dalbo, aod EmilJ. Dalbo, both of Atlaota, Ga.,
MigaorB to Dal-Onft, loc, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 464,957
lat a^ B65D 85/24

UAaa»-380 . SCIaiiM

I. A storage case, for needlecraft materials and the like, said
storage case comprising a backing sheet, a first hinge in said
backmg sheet for defining a first end section selectively fold-
able along said first hinge, a second hinge in said backing sheet
for defining a second end section selectively foldable along
said second hinge, said first hinge and said second hinge being
parallel to each other and spaced apart so that a center section
IS defined between said first hinge and said second hinge, said
first end section, said second end section and said center sec-

tion being of generally equal width, a plurality of pockets
carried by said backing sheet so that all pockets of said plural-
ity of pockets are enclosed when said first end section and said
second end section are folded over said center section one
pocket of said plurality of pockets being located at the lower
edge ofsaid backing sheet and having an upper edge above said
lower edge of said backing sheet, a first flap fixed to said
backing sheet above said one pocket and extending towards
and terminating adjacent to said upper edge of said one pocket
so that an elongate object can be received within said one
pocket and extend therefrom to be covered by said first flap, a
second flap fixed to said backing sheet adjacent to the upper
edge of said backing sheet above said first flap and aligned with
said first flap and terminating above said first flap so that an
elongate object can be received within said one pocket and
extend over and beyond said first flap and be covered by said
second flap.

4,478334
SLEEVE STYLE BEVERAGE PACKAGE

Earl J. Graser, Monroe, La., assignor to Manville Serrice Cor-
poration, Den?er, Cdo.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362^09
Int Q.3 B65D 5/H

U.S. a. 206-427 4aaliiis

1. A sleeve-style beverage package, comprising:
(a) a bottom panel;

(b) a pair of side panels hingedly attached to opposite sides
of the bottom panel;

(c) a pair ofoverlapping outer and inner top panels hingedly
attached to opposite sides of the side panels;

(d) end flaps hingedly attached to opposite sides of the side
panels;

(e) top and bottom glue flaps hingedly attached to opposite
sides of the top and bottom panels;

(0 adhesive means, formed on the top and bottom glue flaps,

for adhesively securing the end flaps to the glue flaps to
enclose the ends of the package;

(g) primary top panel locking means formed on the overlap-
ping top panels to lock the top panels together the primary
top panel locking means comprising a plurality of male
tabs on the outer top panel and a plurality of female tab
receiving slots on the inner top panel; and

(h) handle means, formed in each overlapping top panel, the
handle means comprising an elongated opening in the
outer top panel designed for receipt of four fingers and an
opening in the inner panel designed for receipt ofa thumb,
said finger opening and said thumb opening being adjacent
and defining therebetween a double layered handle sec-

tion and said finger opening and said thumb opening each
having a handle tab hingedly secured thereto adjacent said

double layered handle section to be folded down along the
double layered handle section when fingers and a thumb
are inserted into said finger and thumb openings and said

handle means further comprising in part secondary top
panel locking means to secondarily lock the top panels
together, said secondary top panel locking means com-
prising a secondary male locking tab on said outer top
panel which overlays the thumb opening and is inserted
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into the thumb opening when a thumb is inserted into the bottom wall portion at one end defining a container cavity, and

thumb opening.

4,478,335

FLOPPY DISKETTE STORAGE CONTAINER AND
DISPLAY DEVICE

^'Z^J^/^'^^ !;i^/"""/" r""^!^^S chine being operable over a range of operating speeds and
both of Calif., assignors to Inno^atiTe Concepts, Inc^ San :. * r- e r

Jose, Calif.
compnsmg:

an opening at the other end, and a formed flange portion at the

other end surrounding the opening for subsequent association

with a can closure member; the machine being adapted for

testing the can body member for defects including pin holes in

the sidewall portion and the bottom wall portion, and un-

wanted deformation and cracks in the flange portion, the ma-

Filed Jon. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 502,188

lot a.3 B65D 85/30

U.S. a. 206-444 15aaiins

,.»

4. A storage and display unit for floppy diskettes and the like

comprising:

means forming a generally rectangularly shaped base recep-

tacle having an open top, a bottom and upwardly extend-

ing front, back and sidewalls, first pivot apertures near the

top rear part of said side walls and first and second cam-

stops each of which includes an upper surface and front

and rear sides, each said cam-stop being mounted on the

interior of said bottom adjacent one of said side walls;

cover means having an outer surface for providing a top

surface for closing said open top of said base receptacle

when in a closed condition and having an inner surface,

said cover means having downwardly extending side

walls each having an inner and outer surface, said side

walls including first pivot pins on said outer surface

thereof for pivotally mounting in said first pivot apertures,

and second pivot apertures located at the top, rear portion

of said side walls;

support means for providing a substantially flat upper sup-

port surface for disk storage or use, said support means

having upwardly extending side walls in which second

pivot pins are provided at an upper, rear location of an

outer surface thereof, said second pivot pins being inserted

in said second pivot apertures, said upwardly extending

side walls providing the sides of a diskette storage con-

tainer and the upper support surface and inner surface of

said cover means providing, respectively, the bottom and

top of said container, the support means also including a

rear surface extending upwardly from said support means

and at an angle therewith, said rear surface providing

support for the diskettes when the storage unit is open for

display, the front end being open for insertion or removal,

of selected diskettes; and

camming means for engagement with said upper surface of

said cam-stops, said camming means being adapted for

attachment to said support means.

4,478,336

VARIABLE TEST AIR APPARATUS
Roger A. Thoapson, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Adolph Coors

CoBpuy, Golden, Colo.

FUed No?. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 441,433

Int CL3 B07C 5/10

UAa 209-588 48 Claims

1. A variable speed machine for continuous testing of one

piece can body members having a sidewall portion, and a

frame and housing means for supporting and housing the

machine components;

horizontally extending rotatable shaft means rotatably sup-

ported by said frame and housing means and providing a

central axis of rotation;

motor means for causing continuous rotation of said rotat-

able shaft means;

can body member transfer wheel means mounted on said

shaft means for rotation therewith and for carrying can

body members in a circular path thereabout;

a plurality of pocket means circumferentially spaced about

the outer periphery of said transfer wheel means for re-

ceiving a can body member in each pocket means and for

transferring each can body member along said circular

path during a portion of each revolution of said transfer

wheel means;

in-feed means mounted on said frame and housing means for

loading one can body member in each of said pocket

-r* 1-7 >• »

means during each revolution of said transfer wheel

means;

light applying means for applying light to the exterior sur-

faces of each can body member in each of said pocket

means, the light applying means being non-rouubly

mounted relative to said transfer wheel means and located

to provide a continuous light zone during each revolution

of said transfer wheel means;

discharge chute means for receiving defective can body

members from said transfer wheel means during each

revolution of said transfer wheel means;

unloading chute means for receiving non-defective can body

members from said transfer wheel means during each

revolution of said transfer wheel means;

extendable and retractable means mounted on said shaft

means for roution therewith and being associated with

each of said pocket means for axially moving a can body

member in each of said pocket means between a first

retracted position and a second extended position during a

portion of each revolution of said transfer wheel means;

releasable holding means associated with each of said ex-

tendable and retractable means for abutting and releasable

holding engagement with the bottom wall portion of a can

body member in each of said pocket means during a por-

tion of each revolution of said transfer wheel means;

sealing means mounted on said shaft means for rotation

therewith and being associated with each of said pocket
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means and each of said extendable and retractable means
for sealable engagement with the flange portion of non-

defective can body members carried in each of said pocket

means and releasably held by said holding means, the

holding means, being operative to effect holding engage-

ment with the bottom wall of said can body member and
the extendable and retractable means being operative from
the first retracted position to the second extended position

to effect sealable engagement of the flange portion ofeach
can body member with the associated sealing means prior

to movement ofeach can body member to said light zone;

light detection means non-rotatably mounted relative to said

transfer wheel means and being located for successive

axial alignment with each of said pocket means and the

opening in the can body member carried thereby opposite

said sealing means in the light zone for receiving light only
from said light applying means through the can body
member and between the flange portion and the sealing

means and for generating a control signal upon receipt of
light therefrom;

said extendable and retractable means being operative from
the second extended position to the first retracted position

to retract each can body member from sealable association

with said sealing means after movement beyond said light

detection means prior to reaching said discharge chute

means during each revolution of said transfer wheel
means;

defective can body member release control means eflfective

in response to said control signal from said light detection

means for releasing each defective can body member
before reaching said discharge chute means during each
revolution of said transfer wheel means;

non-defective can member release control means effective as

each non-defective can body member approaches said

unloading chute means for releasing each non-defective

can body member and for enabling discharge of non-
defective can body members into said unloading chute
means during each revolution of said transfer wheel
means;

pressurization means associated with each of said sealing

means for applying pressurized air to said sealing means
for obtaining minimal sealing area engagement between
said sealing means and the flange portion of said can body
members and for applying pressurized air through the

opening to the interior of said can body member to out-

wardly flex the side wall portion and the bottom wall

portion to enhance the passage of light through openings
therein;

first passage means connected to a source of pressurized air

for supplying pressurized air;

second passage means coimected to each of said sealing

means and connectable to said flrst passage means when
each associated sealing means and pocket means are lo-

cated in said light zone for pressurizing said sealing means
and a can body member associated therewith in the light

zone and prior to movement mto axial alignment with said

light detection means;

rotational speed monitoring means for monitoring the speed
of said rotatable shaft means and providing a speed moni-
tor signal;

processing means for receiving and processing said speed
monitor signal and providing a processed control signal in

response thereto for actuating control valve means; and
control valve means operably connected in fluid communi-

cation with said first passage means and said second pas-

sage means for controlling the pressure of air provided to

said sealing means responsive to changes in speed of said

rotatable shaft means.

4,478,337

AlXrUSTABLE SHELVING UNIT
Paul Flnm« University Qty, Mo„ aarignor to Panl Flam Ideas,

loc^ St Louis, Mo.
FUed Jon. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,462

Int. a^ A47F 7/(10

MS. CL 211—49 D 19 Claims

^

1. An adjustable shelving unit for merchandising products
arranged in rows, said unit being adapted to be positioned on a
sloping surface to serve as a gravity feed product dispensing
system comprising first and second relatively movable mem-
bers each being formed having a similar number of spaced
parallel adjacent channels extending thereacross in one direc-
tion and each having end wall means formed extending across
one end thereof to form an end wall for the channels thereon,
said channels including bottom wall portions and spaced up-
standing side wall portions extending across said first and
second members to form separators between the adjacent
channels, the upstanding side wall portions on said second
member having cross-sectional shapes adaptable for slidably

receiving and engaging the upstanding side wall portions on
said first member to enable said first and second members to be
arranged in telescoping relationship with each other, said

plurality ofadjacent channels associated with said first member
being in alignment with said plurality of adjacent channels
associated with said second member when said members are
engaged to form continuations thereof whereby said first and
second members can be moved relative to each other to
achieve a desired length for said channels, at least one product
supporting track member positioned in and extending along the
channels in each of said first and second members to engage
and support products positioned thereon, the product support-
ing track members on said second member extending beyond
one end of the channels formed therein to overlap portions of
the respective product supporting track members on said first

member.

4,478,338

DISPLAY DEVICE OF THE TYPE HAVING RACKS
ARRANGED IN SHINGLED FASHION

Louis J. Crosslen, Grafton, Wis., assignor to Frank Mayer 9t

Associates, Inc., Grafton, Wis.

FUed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,396

Int. a^ A47F 7/00
U.S. a. 211—490 4 Claims

1. A point of purchase merchandise display device compris-
ing a cabinet that has laterally spaced upright and parallel side

walls, and a plurality of merchandise supporting racks, each
having top and bottom ends and extending laterally across said

cabinet substantially from one to the other of its side walls,

each said rack comprising a rear wall and laterally opposite
side wall portions that project forwardly from said rear wall
and are flatwise inwardly adjacent to said side walls of the
cabinet, and each said rack being movable to and from a dis-

play position in the cabinet in which its rear wall extends in a
near vertical but downwardly and forwardly inclined direc>

tion, said racks when in their display positions being disposed
one behind the other and at elevations such that their several

bottom ends are stepped downwardly and rearwardly to have

merchandise in the bottom portion of every rack accessible for

forward removal therefrom, said display device being charac-

terized by:

A. each of said side walls of the cabinet having in its surface

that opposes the other a groove for each of said racks,

each said groove extending in said direction and the two

grooves for each rack being opposite and opening toward

one another;

B. a pair of coaxial pins on each rack, each projecting later-

ally outwardly from one of said side wall portions of the

rack, said pins being slideably received in said grooves for

the rack and each said pin being located near the top of the

rack and forwardly adjacent to said rear wall of the rack;

and

C. a pair of brackets for each rack, one for each side of the

rack, each said bracket having

such recess means, said one leg being bifurcated and having a

recessed outer edge portion adapted to snap-fit over such

Z9
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detent, and the other of said legs being engageable with mount-

ing means on such vertical surface.

- V

4,478,340

SWING BEARING QUICK REMOVAL SYSTEM
Pierre C. Delago, Alton, Minn., asdgaor to American Hoist A

Derrick Company, St Paul, Minn.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,073

Int a.} B66C 21/%4

U.S. a. 212—253 3 Oairas

(1) an attachment portion secured to the side wall of the

cabinet at its side of the rack,

(2) a back supporting portion projecting laterally in-

wardly from the cabinet side wall to which the bracket

is secured, rearwardly adjacent to the bottom of the

groove for its rack, and against which the back wall of

its rack is engageable, and

(3) a hook-like clip portion which projects forward and

upward from said back supporting portion and which is

engageable with a bottom edge portion of the rear wall

of the rack to cooperate with the pins and said back

supporting portion in maintaining the rack in its display

position, the rack being disengageable from said clip

portion by lifting and forward motion of its bottom end

so that the rack can be lowered to a stocking position in

which its pins are near its brackets and the clip portions

of its brackets engage the rear surface of its rear wall.

4,478,339

OFnCE ACCESSORY SYSTEM FOR USE ON BOTH
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SURFACES

Francis V. Herr, Kenmore; Thomas B. WalUet WiUiamsiille,

both of N.Y.; James G. Hansen, Winnetka; Theodore J.

Hasler, Chicago, both of lU.; Valentin Bell, East Aurora;

Harold E. Donlon, Grand Island, both of N.Y., and Ken E.

Christian, HarrietsvUle, Canada, assignors to McDonald

Products Corporation, BufftUo, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,259

Int a.J A47F i/l4

UA a. 211-126 11 Claims

1. A support hook for interfitting with office accessories

having recess means with a detent therein for snap-fit engage-

ment with said hook for mounting such accessories in a vertical

orientation on a vertical surface, said hook comprising angu-

larly related legs, one of said legs being adapted for insertion in

1. Iii a crane having an upper works rotatably supported on

a vertical axis on a lower works by an anti-friction bearing

having inner and outer races, a quick removal and assembly

structure, said structure including:

an upper mounting ring and a lower mounting ring;

one of said mounting rings being integrally mounted with

respect to a first of said works, the other ring being con-

centrically and integrally mounted with respect to a first

of said bearing races, and a second of said bearing races

being integrally mounted with respect to a second of said

works;

said upper mounting ring having a solid toroidal portion and

a plurality of teeth extending away from the toroidal

portion, each tooth having a radially outwardly opening

horizontal slot therein;

said lower mounting ring having a solid toroidal portion and

a plurality of teeth extending away from the toroidal

portion, each tooth having a radially outwardly opening

horizonul slot therein;

said upper and lower mounting rings being so shaped and

said upper and lower teeth being of configuration so that

the upper and lower ring teeth nest with each other and

the upper ring is supported on the lower ring when said

upper works is assembled to the lower works;

the slots in the upper and lower teeth together defuiing a
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horizontal retaining ring groove in said teeth when said

works are so assembled;

a retaining ring constituted as a plurality of retaining ring

segments of conflguration to fit into said upper and lower
ring teeth defined retaining ring groove to prevent rela-

tive movement of said upper and lower mounting rings

with respect to each other,

releasable retaining ring securing means operative on every
adjacent pair of end portions of all of the retaining ring

segmenu to draw said segments toward each other and
simultaneously radially inwardly into said retaining ring
groove; and

positive ring segment release means operable to forceably
completely withdraw each retaining ring segment radially

outwardly from said retaining ring groove when said

retaining ring securing means has been released.

4,478^2
STERILIZABLE CONTAINER WITH INNER CLOSURE

AND COLLAPSE-RESISTANT COVER
Glean L. Slater, Ingleside; Gerhard H. WeOcr, Sooth Barring-

ton; Robert Tnroff, Wheeling, and Lawrence Kitteman, Anti-
och, all of m^ assignors to Baxter TraTcnol Laboratories,
Inc^ Deerfield, 111., by said Slater, TorofT and Kitterman

Filed Jul. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 513,593
Int a.3 B65D 1/02

VJS. a. 215-32 32 Oaiais

4^78,341
TAMPER-RESISTANT CONTAINER

Amri Raaguwamy, 13 Eaitem Dr., Uttletoo, N.C. 27850
Filed Ang. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 521,419

Int aj B65D 8/06
U.S.a 215-12 R 5 Claims

1. An access system for a tamper-proof package comprising:
a double walled container, with both the inner and outer

walls of said double walled container being continuous
subsequent to the filling of said container;

a port for filling said container, which port is permanently
sealed subsequent to the filling;

a layer of compliant tamper-indicating material filling the
volume between said inner and outer walls,

an outer access wall section located on said outer wall, the
area of said outer access wall section being defined by
means permitting reduced resistance to removal of said
outer access wall section from said outer wall;

a shutter mounted in a grooved track between said outer
wall and said inner wall, said shutter further being located
between said outer access wall section and said inner wall
with a layer of said compliant tamper-indicating material
between said shutter and said outer access wall section
and a layer of said compliant tamper-indicating material
between said shutter and said inner wall, said shutter being
moveable in said groove track so as to be removed from
the area between said outer access wall section and said
inner wall;

an inner access wall section located on said inner wall, the
area of said inner access wall section being defined by
means permitting reduced resistance to removal of said
inner access wall section from said inner wall.

1. In a one-piece, hermetically sealed plastic container hav-
ing a body portion, a neck portion, a cover portion closing the
neck portion and a line of weakness defined between the neck
portion and the cover portion to permit separation of said
cover portion from said neck portion, the improvement com-
prising, in combination:

a separately formed inner closure carried by and removable
with said cover portion, said inner closure being disposed
to seal said neck portion below said line of weakness to
prevent the container contents from entering the area of
said line of weakness during shipping, storing and han-
dling of the container.

4478J43
TAMPER-INDICATING CLOSURE

Efrem M. Ostrowsky, Highland Park, 111., assignor to Ethyl
Molded Products Company, Richmond, Va.

FUed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,096
Int. a.3 BC5D 41/34

VS. a. 215—252 21 Claims

1. An integrally-formed tamper-indicating thermoplastic
closure for fitment to a container having a threaded neck
portion and an outwardly extending annular flange adjacent to
and beneath the threaded neck portion, said tamper-indicating
closure comprising:

a. a top wall;

b. an annular sidewall downwardly depending from said top
wall, said sidewall having about its inside surface a closure
thread for cooperation with said container thread to
achieve fitment of said closure to said container;

c. an annular tamper-indicating band connected to the lower
portion of said annular sidewall by way of an annular
frangible area, said annular tamper-indicating band hav-
ing.

(i) an annular upper portion depending downwardly from
said annular frangible area;

(ii) a circumferentially flexible annular lower portion
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comprising a plurality of spaced apart tabs with each

tab connected to its neighboring tab by way ofa flexible

web, and

(iii) an annular intermediate portion which provides an

annular hinge to hingedly connect said annular upper

portion and said annular lower portion one to the other

whereby said annular lower portion can be folded in-

wardly and upwardly to position said tabs in a position

of interference with said container annular flange when

said closure is fitted to said container.

a supply gas duct to be connected to said outlet valve and

extending from said top closure;

an exhaust gas duct opening from said top closure;

!^F-K

4,478,344

HAND CARRYING BASKET
Houston Rehrig, 4010 E. 26 St, Los Angeles, Calif. 90023

FUed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,933

lot a.) B65D 21/04

VS. a. 220-83 6 Claims

-ifc^
a seal ring positioned between said rim and said wall; and

releasable means for securing said rim and wall together in

sealed relationship.

\
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4,478346

ICE-HOLDING AND GAME-ADAPTABLE INSERT CUP
FOR DRINKING CONTAINER

Gary W. Spong, Vallcjo, Calif., asrignor to Antonio Valentiao

Pannntti, San Jose, Calif., a part interest

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,558

Int a.i A47G 19/22; B65D 90/04

VS. a. 220-90J 4 Gains

1. An integrally-formed plastic basket including a bottom

wall and a plurality of outwardly tapering side walls defining

an opening, each of said side wdls comprising:

V a corrugated cross-member having first panels lying gener-

ally inward of a centerline of said corrugated cross-mem-

ber and including first slots and second panels lying gener-

ally outward of the centerline of said corrugated cross-

member and including second slots;

an unslotted, substantially planar upper cross-member con-

tacting the upper edge of said corrugated cross-member

and forming a top edge of said second slots, said second

slots having no bottom edge; and

an unslotted, substantially planar lower cross-member con-

tacting the bottom edge of said corrugated cross-member

and forming a bottom edge of said first slots, said first slots

having no top edge.

4,478,345

SELF-CONTAINED CONTAINMENT FOR GAS
CYLINDER

William J. Edinger, Basin #3, CUpper Yacht Harbor, Sausalito,

Calif. 94965

Filed Jon. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 508,116

Int a^ B65D %/22, 25/20: n6J 13/02

VS.a 220-85 P 3 Claims

1. A containment for a gas cylinder in use as a supply of gas

to an appliance, with an outlet valve at one end of said cylin-

der, comprising:

an annular, generally coaxial wall on said one end of said

cylinder surrounding said outlet valve;

a weldment securing said wall to said cylinder and sealing

completely around and between said wall and cylinder;

a circular top closure with a depending annular rim adapted

to seal on and around said annular wall;

1. A drinking container assembly comprising;

a cup-shaped drinking container having a bottom, an integral

cylindrical side wall, and an open top for holding a drink-

ing beverage, said side wall comprising a layer of a single

thickness, having an upper rim, and being thin enough at

said upper rim area thereof to fit partially into the mouth

of a person such that said person can easily and comfort-

ably drink from said container;

an insert cup for said drinking container, said insert cup

being cup-shaped and sized to fit in an upper portion of

said drinking container,

said insert cup being capable of holding a temperature-

altered solid body,

said insert cup having at least one opening for allowing the

beverage in said container to pass through said insert

when said assembly is inverted, said opening of said insert

cup being large enough to allow said beverage to pass

therethrough at a sufficient rate for regular human bever-

age drinking,

said insert cup having means for holding itself at an upper

portion of said container when said insert cup is placed

into said container so as to hold said insert cup above the

beverage in said container,

said insert cup having a cylindrical side wall, the diameter of
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which is slightly less than the diameter of said side wall of
said container so that when said insert cup is nested into

said container, said side wall of said insert cup will lie

adjacent said side wall of said container, said side wall of
said insert cup having a plurality of folds therein which
permit said insert cup to be inverted, the bottom of the

inside of said insert cup having a solid projectile body
attached thereto and extending into the interior of said

faisert cup, whereby said insert cup may be inverted for

use as a shuttlecock; and

a lid for said container, said lid being shaped and sized to fit

across the top of, around the rim of, and partially down
the outside of said container, said lid also being shaped so
as to be self-retentive around said rim area of said con-
tainer so as to captivate said insert cup when said insert

cup is nested in said container and said container is in-

verted, said lid having an opening therein for allowing a
person to drink therethrough when said lid is in position

on said container.

4,478J47
UNITARY END CLOSURE AND SEAL SHIELD MEMBER

FOR VACUUM INTERRUPTER
Sidney J. Cherry, Ehnira, and Richard A. White, Horseheads,

both of N.Y., asiignon to Westinghoase Electric Corp^ Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 228,040

Int a.} HOIH 33/66
U.S.a 200-144 B 4 Claims

1. An improved vacuum circuit interrupter in which a cylin-
drical envelope is hermetically sealed by end members to
maintain a vacuum within the sealed envelope, with a fixed

support rod sealed through one end member and supporting a
fixed contact within the envelope, and a movable support rod
sealed to one end ofa bellows seal member the other end of the
bellows seal member sealed to the end member with the sup-
port rod passing through the opposed end member and sup-
porting a movable contact within the envelope, with a central

cylmdrical arcing shield disposed within the envelope about
the contacts, and arcing end shields extending from the respec-
tive end members, the improvement wherein the end member
at the fixed support rod end comprises a first unitary end
closure and arcing end shield comprising a first cylindrical
portion of a diameter equal to the envelope diameter, one end
of the first cylindrical portion sealed to one end surface of the
cylindrical envelope, with the other end of the first cylindrical
portion being continued in a radially inwardly directed trans-
verse portion continued in a second cyhndrical portion of a
diameter less than the cylindrical envelope and greater than
the diameter of the central cylindrical arcing shield, the second
cylindrical portion includes a radially inwardly extending base
portion fitted within the cylindrical envelope, the base portion
is sealed to the fixed support rod.

4,478,348

CHILD RESISTANT CONTAINERS
Norman Cook, Wirral, England, assignor to LcTer Brothers
Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,108
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Sep. 1, 1981.

8126443
'

InL a.3 B65D ¥5/00
U.S. a. 220-318 4 oaim

1. A container suitable for and containing detergent liquid or
powder provided with a lid and a carrying strap, the length of
the carrying strap being adjustable between a carrying length
and a securing length at which it is in tension over the lid or
part thereof to secure the lid on the container.

4,478,349

INSULATED DISH AND LID FOR MICROWAVE
COOKING

Walter K. Havertand, Jr., and Patricia L. Haverland, both of
Livermore, Calif., assignors to Mirro Corporation, Manito*
woe. Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 2,875, Jan. 12, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 220,192

Int a.3 B65D 25/18: H05B 6/64: A47J 27/00
MS. a 220-410 5 Gaims

^ J)

4
1

l^K

1. A microwave cooking vessel comprising:

an outer container having a plastic floor and plastic walls;

an upper rim forming the upper periphery of said outer
container, said upper rim being beveled;

at least one handle extending outwardly from said outer
container at a point below said upper rim;

an inner container having a plastic floor and plastic walls;

a flange extending outwardly from and circumscribing the
upper periphery of said inner container, said flange includ-
ing a groove having a shape corresponding to said rim;

said rim frictionally engaging said groove so that said inner
container is removably supported within said outer con-
tainer to define a fluid containing cavity between the floor
and walls of said inner container and the floor and walls of
said outer container; and

said groove and said upper rim cooperating by relative

movement therebetween to provide valve means for al-

lowing fluid to escape from said cavity whereby said
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groove defining flange moves upwardly to disengage said

upper rim from said groove when said fluid containing

cavity is heated, and said groove defining flange moves

downwardly to sealingly engage said upper rim when said

cavity is cooled.

4,478,351

COMPOUND PACKING CONTAINER
YoaUhiro Honuna, Urawa, Japan, aaiigDor to Hokkai Can Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed No?. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 440,527

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 11, 1981, 56-

166966[U]

Int a.3 B65D 90/04

MS. a. 220-462 1 Ctaim

4,478,350

SPHERICAL CONTAINER OR CHAMBER
Johnny Ohlison, Karlakoga, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Bofors, Bofors, Sweden

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,344

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Sep. 26, 1980, 8006726

Int a.3 B65D 90/OZ «;/02

U.S. a. 220-436 5 Caaims

FIG 2

1. An improved substantially spherical container or chamber

for confining the increase in pressure and the fragments pro-

duced by explosion, deflagration or detonation of explosive

substances, said container comprising:

an outer substantially spherical container shell dimensioned

for absorbing said increase in pressure;

an inner, substantially spherical container shell dimensioned

for withstanding said fragments;

first means, comprising a shock absorbent plastic layer posi-

tioned between said inner and outer container shells, for

preventing rigid interconnection between said inner and

outer container sheUs, there being no point of connection

between said container shells which would force said

inner container shell to vibrate in phase with said outer

container shell and attain critical values;

at least one opening through said inner and outer shells and

said layer; and

at least one door for said at least one opening, said door

comprising:

an outer door shell also dimensioned for absorbing said

increase in pressure;

an inner door shell also dimensioned for withstanding said

fragments;

second means, comprising a shock absorbent plastic layer

positioned between said inner and outer door shells, for

preventing rigid interconnection between said inner and

outer door shells, there being no point of connection

between said door shells which would force said inner

door shell to vibrate in phase with said outer door shell

and attain critical values;

third means, extending between said at least one door and

said outer container shell, for locking said outer door shell

to said outer container shell; and

fourth means, extending between said at least one door and

said inner container shell, for locking said inner door shell

to said inner container shell while preventing said inner

shells from vibrating in phase with said outer shells.

•al

1. A compound packing container consisting of an outer

casing made of a paper material having a series of adjacent

first, second, third and fourth side panels arranged to be

formed into a tubular drum portion, first, second, third and

fourth upper flaps and first, second, third and fourth lower

flaaps which extend respectively upwards and downwards

from said first, second, third and fourth side panels through an

upper horizontal fold and a lower horizontal fold, a pair of

opposite vertical folds in the vertical center portions of the first

side panel, the first upper flap and the first lower flap and in the

vertical center portions of the third side panel, the third upper

flap and the third lower flap, the outer casing being formed

into a tubular shape by connecting both ends of the series of the

side panels such that the tubular shape may be folded and

unfolded into a flat tubular condition and an expanded open

square tubular condition, respectively, at the opposite vertical

folds; and a flat, inner bag member made of a rectangular

waterproof sheet arranged to be contained in the outer casing

having front and rear sheet portions, opposite side edges ex-

tending along on the whole length of the opposite vertical

folds of the outer casing, a closed bottom edge and an open top

edge having an opening defined by the front and rear sheet

portions, both sides of an intermediate portion of the inner bag

member being adhered to the inner surfaces of the side panels

of the outer casing, both surfaces of each of both comer por-

tions around the comers on both ends of the bottom edge being

adhered respectively to the first and third lower flaps at each

of two triangular adhesion regions on the first and third lower

flaps having apexes at the lower ends of the vertical folds of the

outer casing, and the opposite side edges of the inner bag

member having adhered sealed portions inwardly bent and

being adhered at their bent surface portions to the inner sur-

faces along on the vertical folds of the outer casing in its flat

tubular condition.

4,478,352

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT COMPONENT HANDLER
SINGULATION APPARATUS

Arlon J. Amondson, St Paul, and Robert J. Wurscher, Shore-

iew, both of Minn., assignors to Micro Component Technol-

ogy, Inc., Shoreview, Minn.

FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,892

Int a.3 B65H 3/24. 7/14: B07C 5/02

MS. a. 221—13 " Claims

1. Apparatus for consecutively feeding semi-conductor com-

ponent carrier unite to the test site of a handler, which site

electronically interfaces with a tester, said apparatus compris-

ing:
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(•) a track having a surface along which carrier units move
to a bottom end thereof;

(b) a conveyor for transferring carrier units from said bot-
tom end of said track to the test site, said conveyor having
a sution positionable laterally adjacent said bottom end;

(c) an elongated, reciprocally movable pusher bar for urging
a carrier unit at said bottom end of said track into said
station;

(d) a bell crank having first and second intersecting arms and
being disposed for pivoting generally about an intersec-

tion of said arms, one end of said pusher bar being pivot-
ally attached to a first of said arms at a location spaced
from a point about which said bell crank pivots; and

(e) a solenoid having a telescoping shaft and being opera-
tively initiatable by an electronic signal to retract said
shaft, said shaft having a remote end pivotally attached to
a second of said arms at a location spaced from said point
about which said bell crank pivots;

(0 wherein, as said shaft telescopes, said bell crank pivots to
actuate said pusher bar to urge a carrier at said bottom end
of said track into said station.

vend delivery means energized for a full cycle of operation
even if dunng a particular vend cycle the one of said plurality
of means associated with the respective selected vend delivery
means operable to prevent the further energizing of the se-
lected vend delivery means operates thereby indicating that
the supply of the product associated with such selected vend
delivery means has become exhausted, said other means in-
cluding a plurality of switch means each associated with a
respective vend delivery means and operating under control
thereof to cycle between two conditions during a complete
operating cycle of the energized vend delivery means, meansm said common circuit means operatively connected to all of
said switch means and responsive to the operation of any of
said switch means to effect maintenance of energization of the
energized vend delivery means for a fiill cycle of its operation.

4,478,354
MELTBLOWN MiCROFIBER WIPER PACKAGE.

DISPENSING SYSTEM THEREFOR
Patrick J. Notheis, Marietta, Ga., assigiior to Kimberly-Clark

Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,660
Int. a^ A47K 10/20

VS.a 221-34 2 aaims

4,478,383

VENDOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Joaaph L. LemMar, St Lonia, Mo„ aaaignor to H. R. Electron-

ica Company, St Louis, Mo.
Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,938

Iirt. a» G07F 5/22
UAa 221-14 ,4 cudm

•lu
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1. In a vend control system having means to accept and
accumulate amounts of credit entered by a customer, a plural-
ity of vend delivery means each having a product associated
therewith and being selectively energizable to vend such prod-
uct, and selection means actuatable by the customer to select a
particular product from among the products that are available
to be vended, the improvement comprising common circuit
means assoaated with all of the vend delivery means and the
selection means, a plurality of means each associated with a
rwpective vend delivery means and operable when the supply
of products to be vended under control of the respective vend
delivery means becomes exhausted during a particular vend
cycle to prevent the energizing during future vend cycles of
said respective vend delivery means but not of others of said
vend delivery means, and other means to maintain the selected

1. A combination carton and shipping package for shipping,
storing and dispensing in pop-up fashion a series of folded
meltblown microfiber material wipers therefrom, the surface
of said wipers exhibiting a substantially high abrasion resis-
tance characteristic between abutting surfaces which occurs in
said folded sute, said package comprising:

a. a pair of interfolded meltblown microfiber wiper webs
disposed in zig-zag configuration in a storage compart-
ment of said package as a stack of wipers; each of said
webs being comprised of a plurality of folded wipers
serially connected by transverse perforation teeth to form
a substantially continuous web, each of said folded wipers
being transversely folded into a plurality of zip-zag folds
forming a first half-size segment, at least one intermediate
full-size segment, and a second half-size segment; said
perforation teeth being disposed between the second half-
size segment of a leading wiper and the first half-size
segment of a trailing wiper; said interfolded webs compris-
ing a first web superposed over and physically adhered to
a second web of said pair of web«, said first web being
offset from said second web in a manner whereby the
leading wiper of said second web lags the leading wiper of
said first web; wherein said first and second interfolded
webs have pattern imprinte thereon formed from a pattern
and anvil roll imprinting means; wherein said pattern roll
surface of said first web is superposed upon said pattern

roll surface of said second web; and wherein said pattern

roll surface has a slightly greater imprint depth than the

imprint of an anvil roll surface providing larger standoff

indentations on the pattern roll side than if the depth of

imprint was equal to the anvil roll imprint, reducing the

coefficient of friction between the webs when the first and

second webs are interfolded; and

I. dispensing means for initiating breakage of the perforated

teeth connecting said wipers in each of said continuous

webs; said dispensing means including means for opposing

physical adherence of said first web to the surface of said

second web; the transverse perforation teeth of said first

web being disposed midway between the transverse perfo-

ration teeth of the second web and vice versa; said dis-

pensing means permitting the consumer to start the lead-

ing wiper of the first web being dispensed with his fingers;

said dispensing means being responsive to physical force

exerted on said leading wiper in said stack of wipers dur-

ing the occurrence of removing said leading wiper from

said stack.

flange is adapted to be sealed to the flexible bag wall around

the hole with the flange extending radially outwardly from the

first tubular wall, the first tubular wall having an outer end

closed by an elastically flexible diaphragm having a dispensing

hole and inwardly from the diaphragm having an internal

shoulder facing away from the diaphragm; a second integral

part comprising a valve head positioned so as to close the

4,478,355

SOFT DESSERT DISPENSING ARRANGEMENT
Leif Hooman, Oyster Bay, N.Y., assignor to Medetec Indus-

tries, Inc Locust VaUey, N.Y.

FHed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,217

Int Cl.» B67D 5/08; G04C 23/38

VJS. a. 222-54 • Claims
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diaphragm's hole and mounted by spokes extending radially

from the valve head to a ring encircling the outer ends of the

spokes and with the ring seating on the shoulder of the first

tubular wall; and a third integral pari comprising a second

tubular wall fitting inside of the first tubular wall and having

one end seating on the ring of the second integral part and itt

other end closed by an elastically collapsible dome centrally

having a normally open hole.

4,478,357

CITRUS FRUIT JUICE DISPENSING APPARATUS
WiUian K. Jenkins, Hazelwood, Mo., assignor to Moltiplcs

Company, Inc., St Louis, Mo.
FUed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,872

Int a^ B67D 5/56

MS.a 222-135 4 Claims

1. A soft desseri dispensing arrangement comprising:

a. dispenser means, responsive to manual actuation by an

operator, for dispensing soft dessert over a given time

period, including a timer for measuring the given time

period, said timer comprising an electrical timing circuit

which is responsive to a resistance value to determine a

measured time period; and

b. compensator means coupled to said timer for adjusting the

given time period to compensate for changes in the dis-

pensing operation to provide for the dispensing of a sub-

stantially constant quantity of dessert by adjustment of the

given time period, said compensator means including

means for changing the resistance applied to said electrical

timing circuit, and said compensator means also including

a timer means for timing the duration since the last vend-

ing operation of soft dessert and being responsive thereto

for changing the resistance applied to said electrical tim-

ing circuit

4,478,356

FLEXIBLE-BAG SELF-CLOSING METERING
DISPENSING VALVE

Stanley L. Roggenborg, Jr., Staten Island, N.Y., and Robert H.

Laaowe, Franklin Lakes, N.J., assignors to Essex Chemical

Corporation, Clifton, NJ.
FUed Jon. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391^46

Int a.3 B65D 35/22: B05B U/04

MS. CI. 212—9^ ' Claims

1. A self-closing dispensing valve for a flexible bag contain-

ing a fluid product and having a wall in which a dispensing

hole is formed; said valve having a first integral part compris-

ing a first tubular wall having a flange at one end and which

»7^

fi
L 1

1. Apparatus for reconstituting citrus fruit juice concentrate

with water and dispensing the reconstituted citrus fruit juice

into a cup comprising a refrigeration chamber for holding a

container of concentrate at a temperature somewhat above its

freezing temperature, e.g. 35*-40' F., the chamber having

means for continuous circulation of cold cartxmate water

therethrough for refrigeration, the container having an outlet

for the concentrate and an inlet for air under pressure for

pressurizing the concentrate, dispensing valve means having a

mixing nozzle extending downwardly therefrom, a passage for

flow of concentrate to the nozzle and a passage for flow of
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witer to the nozzle, the flow of concentrate being controlled
by the air pressure, means for regulating the pressure of up
water supplied to the nozzle to control the flow of water to the
nozzle, said mixing nozzle comprising a tubular body for entry
of concentrate and water at the upper end thereof and exit of
concentrate mixed with water at the lower end thereof, said
body having a central hub at the lower end thereof and spokes
extending between the hub and the peripheral wall of said
body with the openings between the spokes providing for exit
of mixed concentrate and water, said body having an upwardly
facing internal annular shoulder intermediate its upper and
lower ends, a stem extendmg up from the hub and secured at its

lower end in the hub, a relatively thin flat mixing member of
circular scalloped outline bearing at its periphery on said
shoulder and having a central opening receiving the stem, the
scaUoped outline providing openings through said member
between the stem and the peripheral wall of the body for flow
of concentrate and water, means on the stem above said mixing
member holding it on the shoulder, said stem having a head at
its upper end ofsmall diameter than the internal diameter of the
body at its upper end, said head having a recess therein, the
pasuge for flow of water discharging it into the nozzle be-
tween the head and the peripheral wall of the body, the pas-
uge for concentrate discharging it down into the recess in said
head for dispersion of the concentrate radially outwardly and
mixing thereof with the water.

exerted for causing ultimate fluid delivery through the
outlet-opening; and

E. a rim type shoulder surrounding and attached to the
spindle remotely trailwardly of said yieldable seat, said
shoulder being co-longitudinal with said visual indicator
means and being normally-directionally offset from the
spmdle whereby a finite-gap exists between said shoulder
and said visually indicated wall means, whereby mainte-
nance of manual pressure exerted against the visually
indicated wall means contacts the rim type shoulder caus-
ing it and the spindle to move so as to thereby overcome
the yieldable seat to permit fluid flow past the spindle
leadward-length and thence ultimately through the cap
means outlet-opening.

4,478^59
METHOD OF FORMING AND INSERTING COLLAR

STAYS
WUIIam O. MitcheU; Walter W. Fhwt, and C. Ray Hamilton, aU

of VIdalia, Ga., assignors to Oxford Industries, Inc^ Vidalia,
Ga.

Division of Ser. No. 945,214, Sep. 25, 1978, Pat No. 4,223,815.
This application Jul. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 165,747
Int a.3 A41D 27/74- A41H 37/00, 43/00

\3S.a 223-002
5 a,^

4,478J58
DISPENSING CLOSURE MECHANISM FOR
RESnjENTLY SQUEEZABLE RECEPTACLES

Gerdd F. Laatry, 2002 A?e. G., CooocU BlnfCi, Iowa 51501
ContiBoation'io-part of Ser. No. 399,268, Jul. 19, 1982,

•bMdoBwL This appUcation Mar. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 475,749
Int a^ B65D 37/00

UAa 222-213 20 Oaims

13. In combination with an elongate receptacle for fluid and
that mcludes resiliendy deflectable wall means surrounding a
longitudinally extending central-axis and includes as its two
longitudinal separated terminii a leadward open-neck sur-
rounding and a trailward closed bottomwall intersecting said
central-axis, a removably secured dispensing closure mecha-
nism for the receptacle open-neck and comprising:
A. cap means provided with a leadward outlet-opening for

fluid delivery and surrounding said central-axis and being
removably secured to the receptacle open-neck;

B. an elongate spindle extending along said central-axis, said
spindle length including:

i. a lead-end located trailwardly of and providing the
spindle nearest proximity to the cap means outlet-open-
ing,

ii. a leadward-length located trailwardly of said lead-end
and being surrounded by the receptacle open-neck, and

ni. a trailward-length located trailwardly of said lead-
ward-length and terminating at the spindle trail-end;C a yieldable seat for the spindle and located in surrounding

relationship to the spindle nearer to the lead-end than to
the trail-end thereof;

D. said receptacle deflectable wall means between said
receptacle terminii being provided with visual indicator
means to indicate where manual pressure is to be correctly

1. A method offorming collar stays and inserting collar stays
into partially completed shirt collars having at least two outer
plies of materia] forming a pair of generally triangular stay-
receiving pointed portions, comprising the steps of moving a
length of continuous collar stay material along its length from
a supply along a path, and while in the path the steps of cutting
the material into collar stay segments, applying a spot of adhe-
sive to a predetermined portion of each of the segments, mov-
ing alternate ones of the segments to a position adjacent one
portion of a collar template having a pair of pointed end por-
tions and moving the other alternate ones of the segments to a
position adjacent the other portion of the collar template,
moving the segments along the surface of the template with the
adhesive facing away from the template until the segments
each overiie the pointed end portions of the template, placing
the stoy-receiving pointed portions of the collar over the
pointed end portions of the template, pressing the collar
against the adhesive on the segments to cause the segments to
adhere to the collar, and removing the collar with its segments
from the template.

4,478,360

PRESS FEEDER
Stephen Patkos, R.R. #1, CampbeUville, Ontario, Canada LOP
IBO

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,691
Int. a.3 B65H 17/36

UA a. 225-163 26 Claims
11. A feeder having a carriage mounted for reciprocal move-

ment along an axis to move material along the axis, and a clamp
moveable with said carriage and comprising a pair of clamp
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members each having a jaw mounted thereon and being move-

able relative to one another to move said jaws into gripping

engagement with said material, an actuator acting between said

clamping members to transmit forces directly therebetween

and motor means operable on said actuator to cause displace-

U 200

the underlying stringers as the same are continuously

moved by said conveyor.

4,478,362

STAPLER CARTRIDGE WITH ANGULARLY DISPOSED
STAPLE GUIDE TRACK PORTIONS

Floyd L. Foslien, Stillwater, Minn., assignor to Minnesota Min-

ing and Manufacturing Company, Saint Paul, Minn.

FUed May 7, 1980, Ser. No. 147,480

Int a? B25C 5/08. 5/11; A61B 17/04

VJS. a. 227—19 15 aalms

ment of said actuator and induce relative movement between

said clamping members, whereby forces generated by said

jaws gripping said material are transmitted between said

clamping members through said actuator to minimise forces

acting on said motor means.

4,478,361

AUTOMATIC NAILING APPARATUS
Gordon W. McElhannon, P.O. Box 309, Foreman, Ark. 71836

FUed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,052

Int CV B27F 7/02; B23P 19/00

VS.a 227-7 11 Claims

1. An automatic nailing apparatus for naUing transverse

board slats to spaced parallel board stringers, comprising:

an elongated frame having parallel, longitudinally-extending

guide means for directing stringers along spaced-apart

parallel paths;

a transversely-extending member elevated above said frame;

a stringer magazine mounted on said frame adjacent each of

said guide means, for holding in a vertical stack a plurality

of board stringers;

means for ejecting from each stringer magazine a lowermost

one of a vertical stack of stringers therein, to place a

stringer in each of said guide means;

a slat magazine mounted on said frame, for holding in .a

vertical stock a plurality of board slats;

means for ejecting from said slat magazine a lowermost one

of a vertical stock therein, to place a transversely-extend-

ing slat onto a plurality of stringers located in said guide

means;

a conveyor carried in said frame, for continuously advanc-

ing as a unit a transversely-extending slat and a plurality of

underlying stringers;

nailing means mounted on said transverse member, for auto-

matically nailing a transversely-extending slat to each of

said stringers; and

nailing control means for sensing that a slat is in position

beneath said nailing means, and actuating said nailing

means, thereby driving a naU through the slat into each of

1. A stapler cartridge comprising:

a plurality of generally U-shaped staples' each having a cen-

tral portion and a leg projecting from each end of said

central portion;

means for defining a track having an end and comprising

surfaces spaced to guide opposite sides of the central

portion of said staples along said track and restrict relative

displacement of the central portions of said staples trans-

verse of said track, said track comprising portions dis-

posed with respect to each other at an included angle of

less than 180 degrees and an arcuate portion between said

portions which is arcuate about an axis parallel to said

surfaces, and having said staples disposed along its length

with their legs projecting generally normally away from

said track on the side opposite said included angle with the

staples along said arcuate portion being disposed with

their legs projecting generally normally away from the

axis of said arcuate portion; and

means for biasing the central portions of said staples along

said track toward said end comprising a flexible follower

plate having a width and thickness similar to the width

and thickness of the central portions of said staples, having

one end in contact with one of said staples and being

flexible about an axis transverse of its width to allow it to

move around said arcuate portion to press said staples

toward said end.

4,478,363

METHOD OF PRODUCTION OF COMPOSITE BILLET
FOR FUEL CLADDING TUBE

Hiromichi Imabashi; Shigeo Turuoka; Keiichi Kuniya, aU of

Hitachi; Tomio lizoka, and Akin Kawahara, both of Ibaraki,

aU of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,297

Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 15, 1980, 55*50747;

Apr. 15, 1980, 55-50748

Int a.3 B21D 39/04

U.S. a. 228—131 9 Claims

1. A method of producing a composite billet for a nuclear

fuel cladding tube, comprising the steps of:

preparing a hollow outer billet of a nuclear fuel cladding

material and a hollow inner billet of an outer diameter

smaller than the inner diameter of the hoUow outer billet;

inserting the hollow inner billet in the hollow outer billet;

inserting in the hollow inner billet a resilient member longer

than the inner billet and disposed so that the end portions

of said resilient member are protruded axially outwardly

from both ends of the inner billet;

inserting said outer and inner bUlets and said resilient mem-
ber into a die; and

applying a pressure to the resilient member in the axial
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direction of the billets to force the inner billet against the
outer billet to form a pressure bonding between an inner
surface of the outer billet and an outer surface of the inner
billet while preventing the resilient member from leaking

that might otherwise be caused by a change in the axial

length of the inner billet, whereby a uniform bonding can
be obtained through the entire interface between said

inner and outer billets.

4,478,364

METHOD OF MOUNTING AND CLEANING
ELECTRICAL SLIDE SWITCH OF FLUSH THROUGH

DESIGN
Albert F. Ditiig, HofhiiaB Estate*, DIh aisigiior to RE-AL, Inc^
WhecUas, m.

Dfriiion of Ser. No. 205,584, No?. 7, 1980, Pat No. 4,3tfM5L
TUs application Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,771

lilt a^ B23K 35/24
MS,a 228-201 2 Claims

1. A method for mounting an electrical slide switch on a
printed circuit board having apertures formed therein by
means of a wave soldering process, said electrical sUde switch
having a housing with a pair of electrical leads with overlying
contact areas positioned therein, said electrical leads having a
leg portion protruding beneath said housing to form electrical

tenninals corresponding to said circuit board apertures, and a
pair of spaced side supports supporting the sUde actuator of
said switch, said side supports having an open area communi-
cating with the contact areas of said electrical leads and ex-
tending through said housing, said method comprising:

positioning the electrical tenninals of the slide switch in the
corresponding apertures of the circuit board so that said

terminals will protrude beyond the foil side of said circuit

board;

passing said protruding terminals and foil side of said circuit

board through a means for preparing said terminals and
foil for soldering;

bringing said terminals and foil into contact with a flow
solder wave thereby depositing solder between said termi-
nals and their surrounding foil areas;

cooling said solder so as to establish an electrical connection
between said terminals and their surrounding foil areas
and fix said switch on said circuit board;

cleaning said switch and circuit board by passing a solvent
over said switch and circuit board, through the open areas
of said switch side supports and between the contact areas
of said electrical leads;

inserting a protective material between said electrical lead

contact areas prior to passing said circuit board through
the soldering preparing means; and

removing said protective material through the open areas

formed in said switch housing after cleaning said switch
and circuit board.

4,478,365
WATER VALVE WITH HEAT TRANSFER SOCKET

Kirk B. Peloza, Glen EUyn, DL, aaiigDor to Eaton Corporation,
Oeyeland, Ohio

Continnation of Ser. No. 219,644, Dec 24, 1980, abandoned.
nils application May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 494,694

Int CI.3 B60H 1/00: F28F 27/00
MS. a. 236-38 7 Claims

1. A fluid valve, said valve comprising:

(a) plastic housing means, said housing means uicluding

structure defining,

(i) a fluid inlet,

(ii) a fluid outlet,

(iii) a fluid chamber communicating with said inlet and
said outlet,

(b) valve means disposed in said fluid chamber and movable
between an open and closed position for valving fluid

flow to said outlet in response to a varying condition

(c) socket means formed of metal and received in an opening
in the wall of said chamber, said socket means including;

(i) structure defining a heat accepting surface portion in

contact with fluid flowing through said fluid chamber,
said socket means defining a bore having heat transmit-

ting surfaces therein,

(ii) an annular recess having received therein a portion of
the plastic material of said housing for preventing re-

moval of said socket means;

(iii) locking surface means engaging said chamber wall

and operable for preventing rotation of said socket

means in said opening with respect to said wall;

(d) seal means operable to prevent fluid passage between
said socket means and said housing means;

(e) temperature sensing means disposed at least partially in

said bore and operatively receiving heat from said heat

transmitting surfaces, said temperature sensing means
being adapted for electrical connection to means for selec-

tive control thereo; and

(0 said valve means including a valve member spaced
closely adjacent said heat accepting surface portion, said

valve member including a fluid deflecting surface portion

operable when said valve means is in said open position to

deflect a portion of the flow through said chamber to

create a vortex for effecting rapid heat transfer between
the fluid and said socket means.
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4,478,366

VENTILATION SYSTEM FOR REDUONG THE
HUMIDITY IN AN ATHC OR ROOF CAVITY SPACE

Donald L. Coddens, 60189 FeUows St, Sooth Bend, Ind. 46614,

and Panl D. Van BeUe, 1507 Sooth 13th St, NOes, Mich.

49120

FUed Jol. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 513,626

Int a.3 F24F 3/14

MS. a. 236-44 A 3 Qalms

formed between said primary plate and said orifice plate,

rolling of said disc causing pressure fluctuations to be

superimposed on a base pressure within each chamber.

4,478,368

HIGH VELOCITY PARTICULATE CONTAINING FLUID
JET APPARATUS AND PROCESS

Gene G. Yie, Aubom, Wash., assignor to Fluidyne Corporation,

Aobom, Wash.

FUed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,437

Int a.J B05B 7/14: B24C 5/04

MS. a. 239—430 23 Claims

1. A ventilation system in a home including living quarters

and roof cavity space separated by a ceiling, said ventilation

system including a vent between said roof cavity space and

ambient outside air, a register in said ceiling between said

living quarters and said roof cavity space, the improvement

wherein the ventilation system includes a fan unit, said fan unit

having a housing, said housing mounted in said ceiling in com-

munication between said roof cavity space and said Hying

quarters and including a motor operated fan mounted within

said housing and humidity detecting switch means for activat-

ing the fan when the humidity level in said roof cavity space

reaches a predetermined point and deactivating the fan when

the humidity level reaches a lower predetermined point, said

fan constituting means for drawing outside air into said roof

cavity space through said vent and drawing air from said living

quarters into said roof cavity space through said register

whereby said outside and living quarters air is mixed and ex-

pelled into said living quarters.

4,478,367

SHOWER PULSATOR
Sigordor G. Petorsson, Mississauga, Canada, assignor to Waltec

Inc., Cambridge, Canada

FUed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,028

Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Dec. 10, 1981, 391946

Int Q.3 B05B 1/08. 3/16

MS. a. 239—381 8 Qaims

1. A nozzle apparatus for producing a fluid jet stream com-

prising solid particulates, said apparatus comprising: a central

pressurized fluid chamber capable of withstanding a pressure

between about 10,000 to about 60,000 psi; pressurized fluid

supply means capable of supplying fluid at a pressure between

about 10,000 to about 60,000 psi and fluid inlet means to one

end of said pressurized fluid chamber; fluid orifice means hav-

ing a plurality of outlets forming at the other end of said cham-

ber pressurized multiple fluid streams symmetrical to a central

axis and the central portion of said multiple fluid streams hav-

ing a volume of reduced pressure; solids particulate supply

means and solids inlet means comprising multiple orifices

positioned at an angle to said central axis and peripheral to said

fluid orifice means providing said solids passing through said

solids inlet means movement at an angle to and in the direction

of and mixing with said multiple fluid streams forming said

fluid jet; and a flow shaping nozzle having a upered converg-

ing through passage shaped and positioned for said fluid jet

stream comprising solid particulates to pass through the throat

of said flow shaping nozzle, said throat being substantially at

the periphery of said fluid jet stream comprising solid particu-

lates.

1. A pulsating spray head for attachment to a source of fluid

under pressure, comprising:

a housing having an inlet and an outlet,

a hollow annular body portion mounted in said housing and

also having an inlet and an outlet,

a flat primary plate having a plurality of perforations ar-

ranged in radially extending rows and which closes the

outlet of said body portion,

a pulse disc being retained within said body portion and

having a conical face resting on said primary plate, fluid

flow through said body portion causing said conical face

of said disc to roll around on said primary plate and se-

quentially block the perforations in the primary plate

whereby pressure fluctuations are caused in fluid exiting

the head via the perforations in the primary plate, and

an orifice plate being secured in spaced relation to said

primary plate whereby at least one pressure chamber is

4,478,369

APPARATUS FOR SPREADING GRANULAR MATERIAL
Hubert B. Von Holten, Lafayette, lad., assignor to Hawk Eye,

Inc., Lafayette, Ind.

FUed Feb. 1, 1983. Ser. No. 462,884

Int a^ AOIC 15/00

MS. a. 239-664 6 Claims

5. A material distributing apparatus including a wheeled

receptacle for said material having a rearwardly directed out-

let, a pair of material dispensing troughs, said troughs extend-

ing laterally of said vehicle body and in opposite directions

from beneath said discharge chute, with overiapping inner

ends, pivoted connections between said vehicle body and said

troughs for the upward and inward swinging of said troughs

into positions of non-use, said troughs being of open frame

construction, an endless sprocket chain operatively mounted

lengthwise and within each trough, a pair of triangular trough

bottom portions, with their bases at opposite ends of the trough

and sized to have a slot therebetween, said portions being
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within the confines of each trough directly beneath the bottom
run of said chain therein, said chain being operated so that the
bottom run is conveyed from a point at about the centerline of
said vehicle body to a point at about the outer end of said

said central stream of liquid coating material emitted from
said nozzle tip of said nozzle,

said atomizing gas being emitted from a uniformly dimen-
sioned annular oriflce surrounding said nozzle tip and
defined by the exterior surface of said nozzle tip and an
interior bore surface of said air cap,

said air cap being supported by said spray device and being
positionably located relative to said nozzle by interference
press-fit engagement of an internal cylindrical diameter
portion of said air cap with a mating outside diameter
portion of said nozzle as as to positively align the center
axis of said nozzle tip on the axis of said air cap bore
surface to provide uniform atomizing gas flow around said
nozzle tip for producing a finely atomized uniform spray
pattern of said coating material emitted from said nozzle
tip.

trough whereby material dropping onto the conveyor chain is

moved outward as said material falls through said slot in a
substanially uniform manner from about the centerline of said
vehicle body to a point at about the outer extremity of each of
said troughs.

4,478,371

FUEL GRINDING APPARATUS
Robert M. WiUiams, Ladue, Mo., assignor to Williams Patent

Crusher and Pulyerizer Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,586

Int a.3 B02C 23/24
U.S. 0.241-18 3 Claims

4,478,370

AIR ATOMIZING NOZZLE ASSEMBLY
Donald R. Hastings, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to Nordson Corpora*

tion, Amherst, Ohio
FUed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,103

Int a.3 B05B 5/02
U.S.a 239-707 20 Galms

/-j- »T

1. In a system for the coating of articles with a liquid coating
material supplied from a pressurized bulk coating source
wherein said liquid coating material is emitted from a coating
material spray device in the form of an atomized spray pro-
duced by impacting a central stream of liquid coating material
under pressure with a pressurized gas stream encircling said
central liquid stream and wherein the articles to be coated are
spaced from said spray device, the combination comprising:

a source of liquid coating material under pressure;
a source of pressurized atomizing gas;

a material spray device having a liquid conduit with flow
control means therein adapted to be connected to said
source of pressurized liquid coating material, and having a
gas conduit therein adapted to be connected to said source
of pressurized atomizing gas; and

a spray coating nozzle assembly which is substantially con-
structed of nonconductive plastic material comprising

a nozzle connected at its rear end to said spray device and
having a flow passage communicating with said liquid
conduit, said nozzle having a nozzle tip through which
said liquid coating material is emitted in a central stream,

an air cap communicating with said atomizing gas conduit
through which gas is ejected for impinging and atomizing

1. A method of operating a fuel grinding apparatus indepen-
dently of the rate at which fuel arrives at the grinding appara-
tus which includes:

(a) feeding the fuel into a grinder and a classifier;

(b) classifying the fuel to a substantially uniform particle
size;

(c) supplying air into the grinder to create a fluid bed of fuel,

and for moving the ground fuel to a boiler at a substan-
tially constant air to fuel ratio;

(d) sensing a differential pressure across the fluid bed;
(e) and varying the grinder and classifier at speeds to main-

tain the differential pressure across the fluid bed at a pre-

determined value and to maintain the substantially con-
stant air to fuel ratio while grinding the fuel independently
of the rate of arrival of the fuel into the grinder.

4,478,372

BYPASS FEED APPARATUS
Malcolm M. Paterson, Lee, N.H., and Dennis H. Plowell, Low

ell, Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass.
Filed Mar. 15, 1979, Ser. No. 20,556

Int a.J B02C 25/00
U.S. a. 241—35 22 Claims

1. A material handling system comprising first and second
processing devices, first feeder material transporting means for
normally moving material thereon from a first source to said

first device, second feeder material transporting means for

normally moving material thereon from a second source to
said second device, detection means for detecting when one of
said devices is inoperative, and operative means operable in

response to said detection means for automatically moving the
first feeder material transporting means to a position where
material thereon is moved to the second device when said first
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device is inoperative and for moving the second feeder mate- substantially coincides with said intersection of said ec-

rial transporting means to a position where material thereon is centric axis and said longitudinal axis.

O::^ 4,478,374

CHIP THICKNESS SEPARATOR
Joseph A. Lapointe, deceased, late of Pointe Claire, Canada, and

by Jane Lapointe, executrix, 233 Springdale A?e., Pointe

Oaire, Canada

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 360,827

Int a.3 B02C 7/(»

U.S. a. 241—26U 9 Claims

moved to the first device when said second device is inopera-

tive.

4,478,373

CONICAL CRUSHER
John A. Gieschen, West Allis, Wis., assignor to Rexnord Inc.,

Brookfleld, Wis.

Filed Oct 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,509

Int a.3 B02C 2/04

U.S.a 241-206 27 Claims

1. An apparatus for crushing materials, comprising:

(a) a frame structure including a hub member having a verti-

cal bore;

(b) a stationary support member having a central longitudi-

nal axis, and having an upper portion and a lower portion,

said lower portion being positioned within said bore and

secured to said hub;

(c) a cylindrical eccentric mounted around said stationary

support member for eccentric rotation therearound, said

eccentric having an axis which intersects said longitudinal

axis;

(d) means for rotating said eccentric about said support

member;

(e) a head assembly having a cylindrical ggcentric follower

mounted on said eccentric for eccentric rotational move-

ment about said support member, and including a lower

crusher surface, and an upper spherical bearing member

fixed to the underside of said head assembly;

(0 a bowl assembly mounted for adjustable movement rela-

tive to said frame, said bowl assembly having an upper

crusher surface spaced an adjustable predetermined dis-

tance from said lower surface under static conditions; and

(g) a spherical bearing seat supported by rigidly fixed to said

upper portion of said support member, and holding and

supporting said upper spherical bearing member, said

spherical bearing seat having a center of curvature which

f o
[

1. A device for separating discrete pieces of material having

a thickness defined by the spacing between two major surfaces

such as wood chips by thickness comprising, a housing, a disc

rotatable on an axis of rotation in said housing; an axial inlet to

said disc through said housing, means to feed said material

through said inlet, a face of said disc cooperating with an

operating face on said housing to define a passage between said

housing and said disc, said passage terminating in an annular

outlet adjacent to periphery of said disc, said outlet having a

height determining maximum thickness of material that may

pass therethrough, orienting bars on said face of said disc

facing said inlet and extending from said axis, of rotation radi-

ally outward beyond said inlet by a distance sufficient to accel-

erate material entering adjacent the outer periphery of said

inlet to a radial velocity leaving said bars approaching the

radial velocity leaving said bars of material entering adjacent

said axis, a fustro conical orienting surface extending radially

outward from the radial extremities of said orienting bars by a

distance sufficient to permit said material to be oriented with

one of said major surfaces against said orienting surface and in

a position to intercept material moving radially from said

orienting bars, said orienting surface and the operating face of

said housing defining a tapering portion of said passage nar-

rowing towards said outlet.

4,478,375

CONVEYING DEVICE FOR CONTINUOUS THREADS
Alberto G. Sarfati, Busto Arsizio; Massimiliano Bianchi, Milan,

and Merate Rira, Pagnana di Merate, all of Italy, assignors to

Sobrevin Soci^t^ de brevets indnstriels-Etablissment Vaduz,

Liechtenstein

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287429

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 19,

1980, 3031260

Int a.' B65H 51/20

U.S. a. 242—47.01 11 aaims
1. In a conveying device for continuous threads comprising

an accumulator receiving several thread windings, the thread

running tangentially to the accumulator and the thread being

removed therefrom in the axial direction and a regulation

device coordinated to the accumulator for regulating the

thread feed from time to time only until reaching a ceruin

number of thread windings on the accumulator, the regulation

device comprising a sensing device sensing the thread wind-

ings on the accumulator, a brake mechanism for stopping the

threld feed, a continuously running drive, a power take-off
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axle carrying a thread winding part adapted to cooperate with
the accumulator, and a coupling mechanism connecting or
disconnecting said continuously running drive to or from,
respectively, said power take-off axle, the improvement com-
prising

a two-part housing,

the coupling mechanism comprising an annular magnet
arranged flxed in position concentrically to an axis of the

accumulator, the annular magnet having a winding con-
nected to a voltage source and to the sensing device for

operating the coupling mechanism, and wherein the two-

aa

part housing encloses the annular magnet for concentrat-

ing magnetic field lines of the magnet,

said two-part housing including a rotating housing part and
a stationary housing part, said rotating housing part being

rotatably mounted and connected permanently with the

continuously running drive and forming a slot with re-

spect to the stationary housing part, the width of the slot

peripherally varying in uniform distribution, and
a first ring made of electrically conducting material project-

ing into the slot, the ring being jointly rotatably connected
with the power take-off axle.

M7M76
METHOD OF WINDING MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
MonU SdtagneU; ShinicU Satoh; Seiji Kiochi, and Hiroshi

ChftaiMM, all of Odawara, Japan, assignora to Fi^i Photo
Flloi Co^ Ltd^ Japan

Filed Dec 29, 1982, Scr. No. 454,273

Claina priority, application Japan, Jan. 13, 1982, 57-3972

Int a^ B65H 59/38; G03B 1/02; GllB J5/J3
VJS. CL 242—191 3 Claims

second winding frame and at the end of which the running
speed of the tape is to be changed.

1. A method of winding a predetermined length of Upe fed

out from a Hrst winding frame onto a second winding frame in

which the running speed of the tape is changed in at least two
steps, comprising the steps of: generating, concurrently with
the beginning of each winding cycle, a train of pulses, the
number of which is proportional to the number of routions of
one of the winding frames, and changing the running speed of
the Upe when the number of pulses in the pulse train reaches
a predetermined value corresponding to the time period during
which a predetermined length of the tape is wound up onto the

4,478,377

AIRCRAFT
James Fletcher, Preston, and Michael S. Wooding, Lytham St

Anne's, both of England, assignors to British Aerospace Pub*
lie Limited Company, London, England

FUed Dec 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,137
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Dec 22, 1980,

8041042

Int a.3 B64D 33/04
VJS. a. 244—12.5 10 Claims

1. An aircraft having

(i) a central fuselage portion

(ii) a pair of wing portions projecting one from each side

thereof

(iii) a pair of intermediate portions each connecting a respec-

tive wing portion to a side of the fuselage portion

(iv) a jet propulsion powerplant housed within said body
portion for generating propulsion fluid

(v) a pair ofjet propulsion outlet means for receiving propul-

sion fluid from said powerplant and for exhausting it

through respective outlet apertures,

each intermediate portion being of generally aerofoil longitudi-

nal section and formed of upper and lower surfaces each con-
cave with respect to respective generally longitudinal axes so

as to blend smoothly with the wing and the fuselage portion,

the upper and lower surfaces diverging rearwardly from a
leading edge region to a region ofmaximum thickness, each jet

propulsion outlet means being arranged rearwardly of a re-

spective intermediate portion adjacent and between said fuse-

lage portion and the rearward region of the associated wing
portion and being shaped to lie substantially within a rearward

projection of the region of maximum thickness of the interme-

diate region.

4,478,378

AIRCRAFT WITH JET PROPULSION
Alfredo Capuani, Torino, Italy, assignor to Aeritalia>Societa

Aerospaziale Italiana>per Aaioni, Tnrin, Italy

Filed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 434,073

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Oct 15, 1981, 68334 A/81:
Mar. 30, 1982, 67415 A/82

Int a.^ B64C 21/04; B64D 27/18
U.S. CL 244—12J 13 Claims

1. An aircraft having a wing and jet propulsion means for

directing jets over the top surface of the wing to provide

additional lift as a result of the supercirculation over the wing
wherein said jets have a flattened and widened configuration

above the top surface of the wing comprising nozzles on said

jet propulsion means from which the jets emerge being located

substantially in longitudinal correspondence with the leading

edge of the wing and being vertically spaced above said wing
and two longitudinal surfaces projecting from said top surface

of the wing and being spaced from each other by a distance

substantially corresponding to the width of said jets over the

wing to define a single active surface portion of said top sur-

face of said wing and to form a single surface ejector system

having a primary fluid consisting of the jets and a secondary
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fluid consisting of the relative air flow over said active surface

of the wing, wherein successive zones of expansion, mixing,

and recompression of said ejector system are defined by said

single active surface and said jets are directed closely adjacent

to the trailing edge of the wing so that the jets are deflected

downwardly immediately downstream of the wing by virtue of

the Coanda effect

1. An unmanned, remotely piloted aircraft comprising:

a main body symmetrical about a vertical axis comprising

three separable, vertically stacked body sections;

the uppermost one of said body sections including means to

enclose and support a propulsive engine;

a propulsive engine contained within and supported by said

uppermost body section;

a fuel tank in said uppermost body section arranged to later-

ally surround at least a major portion of said engine;

the intermediate one of said body sections including means

to support a gear box connectable with said engine, a pair

of vertically arranged counterrotating propeller hubs and

propeller blades secured thereto, and pitch control means

for the propeller blades;

a centrally located gear box enclosed within said intermedi-

ate one of said body sections and supported by said means

to enclose and support said gear box;

a pair of vertically spaced counterrotating propeller hubs

connected together for being jointly driven by said engine

through said gear box enclosed within and supported by

the intermediate body section;

variable pitch propeller blades secured to said hub through a

rigid connection arranged to permit the pitch of the pro-

pellers to be changed;

pitch control means enclosed by and supported by said'

intermediate body section connected to the propeller

blades and arranged to control the pitch of all the propel-

ler blades simultaneously in a collective and/or differen-

tial sense;

the lowermost one of said body sections including means for

containing and supponing a payload of known mass;

a payload of known mass containoi within and supported by

said lowermost body section;

said propeller hubs located substantially in the horizontal

plane including the center of mass of the aircraft with said

payload.

4,478,380

WING TIP VORTICES SUPPRESSOR
Jamet F. Frakes, P.O. Box 1025, Keenc, Tex. 76059

FUed Dec. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,456

Int a.^ B64C 21/02. 23/00

VS.a 244—199 4 Claims

4,478,379

UNMANNED REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT
John P. Kerr, Hudson Heighta, Canada, assignor to Canadair

Lifldted, Montreal, Canada

Continnation of Ser. No. 267,865, May 28, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Oct 27, 1983, Ser. No. 545,609

Int a.3 B64C 27/10

VS. a. 244—17.11 6 Claims

1. A wing tip vortices suppressor which comprises:

a scoop passing through the wing, with an inlet and an outlet

located near the wing tip;

the inlet being located in the lower surface of the wing,

adjacent the leading edge, to entrain high pressure air

during flight;

the outlet being located in the upper surface of the wing,

adjacent the trailing edge, to discharge air from the inlet;

a wing tip fence positioned outboard said inlet and outlet;

the fence and the scoop cooperating to suppress the vortices

and reduce the pressure dtfTerential at the trailing edge of

the wing tip.

4,478,381

PIPE CLAMP
PhUippe Pittion, Sanenage; Guy Andre, Seyssiaet-Pariset; Ge-

rald Sooillard, ScyniBct-Pariset; Jean-Louis J'espere, Seyssi-

net'Pariset and Bernard Houte, Eybens, aU of France, assign-

ors to A. Raymond, Lorrach, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jnn. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,490

Clains priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnl. 4,

1981, 3126488

Int a.J F16L 3/24

VS. CL 248—71 2 Claims

18 13

1. An elastic clamp for a pipe or the like comprising: a lower

yoke, means for anchoring the lower yoke to a fixed surface, a

cooperating upper yoke, the pipe being securely held between

the yokes when the yokes are locked together in a positive

manner, a hinge-band pivotally connecting one end of the

upper yoke to one end of the lower yoke, mutually engaging
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locking hooks on the opposite ends of the yokes from the

hinge-band for locking the yokes together, at least two arcuate

beaks on the hinged end of one of the yokes that curve in-

wardly with respect to and over the hinge-band, the beaks
being adjacent to the outer edges of the one yoke leaving a
recess therebetween, the surface of the arcs of the outer edges
of the beaks being a continuation of the surface of the inside

wall of the one yoke, cooperating recesses for the beaks in the

other yoke being open on their outer sides and having upper
and lower walls with a radius ofcurvature similar to the curva-
ture of the beaks, the beaks substantially filling the cooperating
recesses when the clamp is closed, the beaks being located on
the upper yoke of the clamp and the cooperating recesses being
located in the lower yoke clamp, and locking catches on the
outer ends of the beaks, and cooperating catch surfaces at the
opposite ends of the cooperating recesses from the ends
through which the beaks are inserted, the catches of the beaks
engaging the catch surfaces simultaneously with engagement
of the locking hooks when the clamp is closed.

flat plate disposed in said internal space to extend through an
elongate slot bored in said seat-frame side member and an
aligned elongate slot bored in said slide-rail upper member,
said stopper being formed with socket means in a substantially
middle portion thereof and being also formed with a plurality
of engaging lugs in its bottom portion, actuating means includ-
ing means extending into said socket means of said stopper for
causing vertical movement of said stopper, and a slide-rail

lower member disposed beneath said slide-rail upper member
to permit sliding movement of said slide-rail upper member
relative thereto, said slide-rail lower member being formed of
a single integral plate being generally I-shaped in cross-section,

94-v,

4,478,382

PIVOTAL MOUNTING SYSTEM
John A. Carrier, Chilwell, England, assignor to Plessey Over-

seas Limited, Ilford, England

FUed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,829
Gainis priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 21, 1981,

8125681

Int a.3 F16M 11/10
UA a. 248-185 TQaims

both free ends of upper arms of the I-shaped plate being
rounded so that the slide-rail upper member snugly engages the
free ends without play for sliding movement and with a space
being formed between the central area of the upper arms of the
I-shaped plate and the slide-rail upper member for receiving a
lubricant therein, and said slide-rail lower member being
formed with slots in a central portion of said upper arms to

receive said engaging lugs of said stopper member, whereby
said stopper is moved vertically by said actuating means to

move said engaging lugs of said stopper into and from engage-
ment with said slots of said slide-rail lower member to release-

ably lock said seat frame in any desired position and to permit
longitudinal displacement of said seat frame when desired.

1. A mounting system for a relatively heavy article, said
system comprising:

a base member, pivot means and a mounting member, said

mounting member being pivoted by said pivot means on
said base member, said pivot means being located substan-
tially in alignment with the centre of gravity of an article

to be received on said mounting member, a bracket
formed on said base member in a position remote from said
pivot means and defining a slot, a lever, extending from
said mounting member such that its end is adjacent to said

bracket and engages said slots formed in said bracket, said

bracket friction means located between said end of said
lever and said slot whereby said mounting member can
pivot on said pivot means and is retained in a predeter-
mined position by said friction means.

4,478,384

FASTENING DEVICE
Rolf Julseth, Bokfinkyn. 14, 1620 Gressrik, Norway

Filed Jun. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,701

Int a.3 A47F 7/14
U.S. a. 248—467

4,478J83
SEAT FRAME WITH AN INTEGRALLY BUILT-IN SLIDE

RAIL MECHANISM
Munehani Urai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tachikawa Spring

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,911

Int a.J F16M 13/00
UAa 248-429 2aaims

1. A seat frame with an integrally built-in slide-rail mecha-
nism comprising a seat frame structure formed by integrally
combining a seat-frame side member and a member corre-
sponding to a slide-rail upper member to define an internal
space of closed section therein, a stopper formed as an integral

9Claim8

1. A fastening device for temporarily securing sheet material

such as paper, cardboard or the like to a substantially rigid

surface, comprising:

a sheet of resilient plastic material normally having a sub-

stantially planar configuration and having a tendency to

return to said planar configuration upon release of a dis-

torting force,

adhesive means, comprising an area of adhesive material on
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one face of said sheet, for securing said sheet to a substan-

tially rigid surface,

means, comprising a frictional pad secured to said face at a

location spaced from said adhesive means, for clamping

the sheet material to be held against said substantially rigid

surface under the action of the resilience of said sheet of

resilient plastic material.

at least two layers of foil, which are partly joined to form a

plurality of interconnected mould cavities with a common

4,478,385

CLIMBING FORMS
Josef Maier, Schwimmbadstr. 3, D-7611 Steinach, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Continnation of Ser. No. 373,532, Apr. 30, 1982, abandoned.

This appUcation Sep. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 536,822

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 2,

1981, 3117409

Int a.3 E04B 11/22

MS. a. 249—20 14 Claims

S**

4 478J86
BAG FOR USE IN THE SHAPING OF LIQUID FOOD
PRODUCTS OF STIMULANTS, AND A METHOD AND
AN APPARATUS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF

THE BAG
Henrik Mikkelscn, Naerum, Denmark, assignor to Jan Folkmar,

Denmark
Filed Aug. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 528,158

Claims priority, application Denmark, Sep. 10, 1982, 4061/82

Int a.^ B29C 7/00; B29D 3/00

U.S. a. 249—83 « Claims

1. A bag for use in the shaping of liquid food products, the

food products to be adhered to a plurality of sticks, compris-

ing:

inlet, said parily joined layers defining means for securing

the sticks at a desired position in the mould cavities.

4,478,387

VALVE CONSTRUCTION
Pieter M. Postema, Ond-Beiierland, Netherlands, assignor tom Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,725

Int a.3 n6K 47/10

U5. a. 251—121 1 Claim

1. Climbing forms for use in the erection of structures, such

as concrete walls, having arcuate sides, comprising at least one

platform; a frame supporiing said platform and arranged to be

separably supported by the structure which is being erected; a

boarding disposed at a level above said platform and having a

side at least substantially complementary to the arcuate side of

the structure being erected; means for moving said boarding

between an advanced position in which said side of the board-

ing is adjacent to the arcuate side of the structure being erected

and a retracted position in which said side of the boarding and

the arcuate side of such structure define an arcuate passage

accessible to the occupants of the platform; and guide means

for said moving means, said moving means being movable with

said boarding relative to said guide means and relative to said

platform between said advanced and retracted positions.

1. A valve construction for use in a hydraulic shock absorber

including a piston provided with liquid passages debouching

on a seat face and a valve operatively coupled to close the

liquid passages, comprising two annular damping members

arranged between the piston and the valve, each damping

member being provided with a plurality of damping passages

extending parallel to the axis of the valve construction,

wherein the damping passages in the damping members are slot

shaped, said slots extending over a part of a concentric circle,

whereby adjustment of the damping characteristic occurs by

relative rotation of both damping members and wherein each

damping member is provided with an axially projecting cam

co-extensive with its radially facing outer peripheral edge

which engages a corresponding selected one of a plurality of

recesses provided along the radially facing outer peripheral

edge of the other damping member.
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M''8»3W equalizing cylinden to a predetermined value said force tran«.
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fSS Not" 1 1982. Ser No 438 OM
''^""'**"* *' '*"' ^'^^ ""^"^^^ ^^^ engagement means which

!.;. nV?,|?\V?i '
"« ^P~^ *P»« *»^ transverse direction, at least one mem-

U^ CL 2Sl-am
^

-. p... *>«' movable relative to said frame in a longitudinal direction of**»*—<w» « u«iw the apparatus and having at least two portions spaced apart in
said transverse direction to which said anchor point engage-
ment means are respectively engaged, said member portions
are movable relative to each other in said longitudinal direc-
tion, and said equalizing cylinders are attached to said frame
and disposed to engage said respective member portions to
transmit the force from said frame to said respective member
portions for movement thereof in said longitudinal direction
relative to said frame and to each other.

1. In a plug valve for controlling fluid flow therethrough,
said valve having, an outer housing, a flow passage extending
through said housing and including an inlet and an outlet
interconnected by a bore disposed therebetween, said bore
having a central axis disposed substantially perpendicular to
said flow passage, a plastic sleeve disposed within said housing
and lining said bore, said sleeve having a pair of aligned ports
therein at diametrically opposed locations each deflned by
annular edge surface means, said ports being aligned with said
inlet and outlet to enable fluid flow through said passage, a
rouuble plug disposed within said sleeve, said plug having an
opening therethrough which is adapted to be aligned in and out
of registry with said inlet and outlet in accordance with rota-
tion of said plug relative to said sleeve and housing, and means
holding said sleeve against rotation relative to said housing, the
improvement wherein said holding means comprises, remov-
able lip insert means of roughly annular outiine disposed
against one of said edge surface means and against said hous-
ing, said lip insert means serving the multiple purpose of pro-
tecting said one edge surface means against impingement by
fluid flowing through said flow passage, holding said sleeve
against said roution, preventing cold flow or extrusion of parts
of said plastic sleeve in said flow passage, and providing
smooth uninterrupted flow of said fluid through said flow

M78,390
FLUID-OPERATED APPARATUS FOR HANDLING AND

LIFTING LOADS
Donn C. Knight, Madison Heights; Robert J. Kish, Flint, and

Albert D. Fox, Novi, aU of Mich., assignors to D. W. Zimmer-
man Mfg., Inc., Madison Heists, Nfich.

Continaation-in-|Murt of Scr. No. 351,943, Feb. 24, 1982,. This
application Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,927

Int a.) B66D 1/48. 1/08
U.S. a. 254-270 19 Claims

4,478,389

JACKING APPARATUS ADJUSTABLE FOR
AUGNMENT VARUTIONS

MichMl J. LtGloc, New Orleaas, and Nico deBocr. Kcnner,
both of Ia, assignors to McDemott Incorporated, New Or-
lsus,La.

Filed Dee. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,860
Int a^ B66F 1/04

\}S.a 254-108 19 aaims

1. A jacking apparatus comprising means for generating
force for application against at least two anchor points which
•re spaced apart in a transverse direction of the apparatus for
movement of a load, force transmission means including at
least two equalizing cylinders for tiwismitting the generated
force through fluid in said equalizing cylinders to the anchor
points, and means for limiting the fluid pressure in each of said

1. Load-handling apparatus comprising a fluid-operated
hoist having a chamber and a piston, elongate means moved by
said piston and extending from said hoist for urging a load in

one direction when fluid pressure applied to the chamber
exceeds a particular value and for being urged ,by the load in

another direction when the pressure applied to the chamber is

less than a particular valve, a pilot fluid-controlled regulator
for applying fluid pressure to said chamber in response to pilot

fluid pressure applied to said regulator, a load-responsive pilot

fluid regulator for supplying pilot fluid to said pilot fluid-con-

trolled regulator for increasing pressure of pilot fluid to said
pilot fluid-controlled regulator when the load is heavier than a
load that was previously carried by said elongate means and
for decreasing the pressure of pilot fluid to said pilot fluid-con-

trolled regulator when the load is lighter than a load that was
previously carried by said elongate means, and a manually-
operated, fluid-control valve for supplying fluid to said hoist

chamber independentiy of said load-responsive pilot fluid

regulator and said pilot fluid-controlled regulator.

4,478,391

FENCE PROTECTOR
Nicltolas C. KoTach, 708 NW. 40tli Tcr., Kaasn Oty, Mo.
64116

FUed Aug. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,484

Int a.3 E04H.;7/a6
U.S. a. 256—1 3 Claims

1. A device for use in conjunction with a fence, said fence
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being of the type that extends substantially to the ground, said

device comprising:

a plurality of polygonal sections adapted to be disposed in

end to end relationship,

each of said sections presenting first and second inclined

surfaces disposed in opposed intersecting planes,

said surfaces being separated by a trough portion extending

the length of said section.

36a.

^^^^^^7^/77^:^!^^^^^^:^777^^^^77^

said trough portion being of generally u-shaped configura-

tion and adapted to be placed between said fence and the

ground, there being a plurality of holes along the bottom

of the u,

one end of each of said sections presenting a tongue portion

adapted to be placed beneath the opposite end of an adja-

cent section; and

means for holding said sections together while accomodat-

ing limited movement of the sections for thermal expan-

sion and contraction.

4,47832
METHOD FOR ntEVENTING THE INCLUSION OF
SLAG INTO THE MOLTEN STEEL TAPED FROM A

CONVERTER
Koiehiro Fuzii, Kore, Japan, assignor to Nisshin Steel Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo and Korosaki Refiractorics Co., Ltd., Foknoka, both of,

Japan

Difision of Ser. No. 278,117, Jon. 29, 1981, Pat No. 4,431,169.

This appUcatioa May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,616

Claims primity, qiplication J^an, JnL 5, 1980, 55*92049; Jul.

10, 1980, 55-94634

Int CL3 C21B 5/46

MS. CL 266-44 10 Claims

molten slag to flow out of the up hole while precluding

the slag floating on the surface of the molten steel from

being whirled into the molten steel flowing through the

tap hole,

(0 maintaining said stopper in a generally vertical dispo-

sition irrespective of the tilted position of said converter,

(g) maintaining said stopper at said first height above the

inside opening of said tap hole irrespective of the tilting of

said converter,

(h) utilizing a spherically configured end portion on said

stopper and thereby providing a first space between said

stopper and the inside opening of said tap hole which first

space is maintained constant irrespective of the tilted

position of said converter,

(i) flowing a constant flow-out of said molten steel into said

tap hole through said first space,

(j) preventing whirling of slag into the molten steel flow by

maintaining said first space, and

(k) lowering said stopper when the molten slag is about to

flow out through said tap hole upon completion of the

tapping of the molten steel to prevent* said molten slag

from flowing out of the up hole.

4,478,393

APPARATUS FOR THERMAL LONGITUDINAL
PARTING OF RECTANGULAR METAL PLATE BARS, IN

PARTICULAR OF CUT-TO-LENGTH
CONTINUOUS-CASTING PLATE SLABS

Gerhard Komma, Dinslaken, and Dietmar Lohse, Wesel, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Mannesmann^Demag AG,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
DiTision of Ser. No. 159,583, Jun. 16, 1980,. This qipUcation

Oct 7, 1983, Ser. No. 540,175

Claims priority, ap^cation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jon. 16,

1979, 2924365

Int a.3 B23K 7/00

MS. a. 266—49 13 Claims

^:i^

1. A method for preventing the inclusion of slag into molten

steel Upped from a up hole of a converter comprising the

following steps:

(a) pivotally suspending an elongated stopper as a pendulum

from a supporting arm,

(b) iflunersing said stopper in the molten steel in said con-

verter,

(c) lowering said stopper temporarily to close said up hole

when the depth of said molten steel has reached a first

level, utilizing said step of temporarily lowering said

stopper to provide a frame of reference for determining

how high to lift said stopper above said Up hole to achieve

a first height,

(d) lifting said stopper to said first height above the inside

opening of said Up hole in said converter,

(e) selecting said first height as the height which allows the

3 o o

1. An apparatus for cutting a rectangular metal slab, which

comprises

(a) a conveying means for supporting and conveying said

metal slab,

(b) a thermal cutting machine mounted above said convey-

ing means, and arranged to cut the metal slab being con-

veyed by said conveying means,
' (c) carriage means associated with said cutting machine,

(d) said carriage means being arranged and configured to

move said cutting machine in a direction transverse to the

direction said metal slab is being conveyed,

(e) sensing means arranged to sense the locations of the outer

edges of said metal slab,

(0 means to operate said carriage means in accordance with

a predetermined relation to said sensed location of the

outer edges, and

(g) a second thermal cutting machine mounted above said

conveying means in a longitudinally spaced relation to

said first cutting machine,

(h) each of said cutting machines being operable to partially

cut said slab a predetermined length in the longitudinal

direction.
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APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARATION OF LEADFROM A
SULFIDIC CONCENTRATE

ObiTl A. AahoncB, Fori; Rolf E. Malmstrdm, Helsinki; Esko O.
Ncnnct, Torko, and Tipio K. Tnominen, Espoo, all of Finland,

aadgnort to Outoknmpn Oy, Helsiaki, Finland

DiTidon of Scr. No. 254,211, Apr. 15, 1981, Pat No. 4,391,632.

TUs appUcation May 16, 1983, Scr. No. 494,787

Gainu priority, application Finland, Apr. 16, 1980, 801214
Int a.3 F27B 3/16

liJS. CL 266—162 3 Claims

ous, uninterrupted surface between said first and second
side blocks,

means positioned at said lower edge portions of said first and
second side blocks for receiving said particulate refrac-

tory material so that when said particulate refractory is

compacted said first and second side blocks are inter-

locked, and

said first and second side blocks being interlocked by said
base defining a trough having opposed upstanding side
walls formed by said first and second side blocks joined by
a floor formed by said base.

1. A flash smelting furnace for the separation of lead from a
sulfidic concentrate, comprising a lower furnace having a
substantially circular cross-section; a vertically oriented reac-

tion shaft connected to the lower furnace at the lower end of
the reaction shaft so that non-gaseous products of reaction in

the reaction shaft settle on a floor of the lower furnace; means
for feeding a finely-divided lead concentrate, a silicate-high

slag^g binding agent, and air or oxygen-enriched air into said

reaction shaf^ to react therein; a rising shaft rising generally

vertically from said lower furnace, said rising shaft being
spaced and separated from said reaction shaft; means for dis-

charging a melt from the lower furnace; means for removing
gas via said rising shaft; and pipe means for feeding additional

slagging binding agent into the lower furnace beneath the
rising shaft.

4,478,396

ELASTIC SUPPORT STRUCTURE OF WHEEL
SUSPENSION MECHANISM

Takayoshi Kawaura, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed Aug. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 404,868
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 9, 1981, 56-161759

Int a.3 B60G 11/52
VJS.a 267—8 R 4 Claims

47 « »

4,478,395

REFRACTORY RUNNER
Harry R. Dudro, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa., and Frank E. Morris,

Portsmouth, Ohio, assignors to BMI, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,216

Int a.J F27D S/14
VJS,a 266-196 11 Claims

1. A refractory runner construction comprising,

a first side block and a second side block,

said first and second side blocks being fabricated of refrac-

tory material,

said first and second side blocks being positioned in substan-

tially upstanding, spaced apart relation,

said first and second side blocks each having a lower edge
portion,

a base extending between and abutting said lower edge
portions of said first and second side blocks, said base
being formed by a layer of particulate refractory material

compacted to a preselected thickness to form a continu-

1. An elastic support structure for a wheel suspension mech-
anism of a wheeled vehicle having a body structure and a

tire-and-wheel assembly suspended from the vehicle body
structure by the wheel suspension mechanism, comprising

a first rigid member to be subjected to shocks and vibrations

produced in the tire-and-wheel assembly,

a second rigid member to which shocks and vibrations may
be transmitted from the first rigid member,

the first and second rigid members being movable with
respect to each other when the first rigid member is sub-

jected to the shocks and vibrations produced in the tire-

and-wheel assembly,

an elastic member composed of at least two segments con-

structed independently of each other in at least one plane

substantially parallel with the direction in which the first

and second rigid members are to be displaced with respect

to each other, said segments being contructed of the same
material and being substantially similar in geometry, said

elastic member consisting of first and second portions

which are elastically deformable to different degrees, the

first portion being elastically deformable when said first

and second rigid members are forced to move toward
each other and the second portion being elastically de-

formable when the first and second rigid members are

forced to move away from each other, said first portion of

the elastic member being less elastically deformable than

the second portion of the elastic member, and

a third rigid member secured to said second rigid member
and intervening between said first and second portions of

said elastic member, the first and second portions of the

elastic member being in part spaced apart from each other

by and across said third rigid member and in part integral

with each other around said third rigid member.
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4,47837 ture and stitching same, and an engager disposed in the path of
WORKPIECE SUPPORT STRUCTURE movement of the signature, when the signature has moved

William M. Kmcger, 2027 N. 81st St, Omaha, Nebr. 68134
FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,760

Int a.3 B25B 1/10
VS.a 269-170 26 Gaims

""

1. A workpiece support structure, comprising,

a pair of elongated beams having forward and rearward

ends,

first and second leg structures connected to said beams in

longitudinally spaced-apart relation for supporting said

beams in clearance relation above a support surface,

said first leg structure being positioned forwardly of said

second leg structure, and each leg structure including an

elongated frame means extended transversely between
said beams,

first clamp means mounted on said first leg structure,

a first transversely extended guide member connected to

said first clamp means for rearward movement toward
said second leg structure in response to application of said

first clamp means,

a second clamp means axially movably mounted on said

beams, and

a second transversely extended guide member connected to

said second clamp means for longitudinal movement
therewith relative to said beams,

said second clamp means being releasably applicable to resist

rearward movement whereby a workpiece engaged be-

tween said first and second guide members may be
clamped therebetween upon application of said first clamp
means, and

each leg structure including a pair of legs pivotally con-

nected to said frame means for movement between storage

positions generally parallel to said frame means and work-
ing positions extended downwardly from said frame

means.

4,478,398

SYSTEM FOR ROUTING A SIGNATURE FOR
STITCHING USING A LIFT FINGER

Walter J. Stobb, Pittstown, NJ., assignor to Stobb, Inc., Clin-

ton, NJ.
Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,980

Int a^ B42B 1/02

VS. a. 270—53 6 Claims

1. A system for routing a signature for stitching, comprising

a raceway for moving a signature with its folded sheets draped

downwardly and with said raceway having a terminal end, a

lift finger upwardly movably disposed adjacent said terminal

end and having a length insertable between the folded sheets

for lifting the signature upwardly by its fold, said lift finger

being mounted on a support movable upwardly and horizon-

tally, a rotary stitcher located in the horizontal path of move-

ment of said support and said lift finger for receiving the signa-

beyond said stitcher, for removing the signature from said lift

finger.

4,47839
INSERTING SYSTEM FOR NEWSPAPERS

George A. Morin, P.O. Box 826, Anrora, Colo. 80010, and
Raymond H. Richardson, 66 WaTcrly Atc^ Claredon Hills,

Dl. 60514

Continuation of Scr. No. 185,236, Sep. 8, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 399,011

Int G.^ B65H 5/30
VS. G. 270—55 12 Claims

1. An apparatus for feeding printed inserts sequentially into

newspaper jackets as the jackets are fed along a predetermined

path at high speed from an upstream location to a downstream
location, said apparatus comprising:

a hopper at said upstream location for supplying said inserts

and having a preadjusted, stationary gate providing an
opening of a size through which the inserts sequentially

may be fed only one at a time;

a high speed continuously movable endless perforated con-

veyor belt extending from within said hopper at said

upstream location past said gate to a discharge point at

said downstream location to selectively move inserts from
said hopper and to said discharge point and into the news-
paper jackets;

a pressure plenum mounted on a side of said belt opposite

said hopper and just upstream of and immediately adja-

cent to said gate and having openings in communication
with a first portion of said belt perforations;

means for supplying air under pressure to said pressure

plenum to cause air to be blown through said first portion

of belt perforations to hold the leading edge of the closest

insert off of said belt at said gate to prevent feeding of the

inserts;

a vacuum plenum mounted downstream of said pressure

plenum and said gate and having openings in communica-
tion with said first portion of belt perforations and with a
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second portion of said belt perforations downstream of
said gate;

means for drawing a vacuum through said vacuum plenum
to cause air drawn through said first and second portion of
beh perforations to pull the leading edge of the closest

insert against said belt to accelerate it to the speed of said

belt and move it through said gate to said discharge point

and into a newspaper jacket;

a plurality of first relatively short longitudinally extending
channels spaced laterally below said belt and located
entirely below said hopper;

means supplying air pressure to said first channels;

a longitudinal row of perforations in said belt each having an
open area aligned to pass over each of said first channels,

respectively;

a plurality ofsecond relatively long longitudinally extending
channels spaced laterally below said belt and extending
from a point below said hopper to a point downstream of
said hopper;

means drawing a vacuum through each of said second chan-
nels; and

said belt perforations comprising a plurality of longitudinal

valve slots in said belt aUgned to pass over each of said

second channels respectively for selectively applying a
vacuum to the lowermost insert in said hopper each time
said valve slots respectively pass over said second chan-
nels, said slots each having a length proportional to the

time required to feed an insert and said slots each being
spaced from each other in accordance with the desired
feed rate of successive inserts.

reached a first given height and starting the conveyer when the
stack diminishes to a second given height.

M78,400
ENVELOPE FEEDER FOR A DUPUCATING PRESS

P. CoouBcn, Mdroae Park, 01^ aadgnor to Suburban
Dnplicator Repair, Inc^ Franklin Park, lU.

FIM May 19, 1982, Scr. No. 379,732

Iirt. CV WSH 5/22
VS. a. 271—3.1 15 Claims

1. An envelope feeder for a duplicating press having a suc-
tion envelope feeder, said feeder comprising an input end
where envelopes are stored in stacked relation and an output
end where envelopes are stacked to be fed by the suction
feeder into the press, a magazine at the input end for receiving
a supply suck ofenvelopes and a magazine at the outlet end for
storing a feed stack of envelopes in alignment with the suction
feeder, a conveyer for removing envelopes from the bottom of
the supply stack and conveying them to the feed stack and
defining the bottoms for both of said magazines, said conveyer
having an upwardly inclined path between the magazines such
that the envelopes are fed to the bottom of the feed stack,

metering means at the magazine at the input end for feeding
one envelope at a time from the supply stack to the feed stack,

and means at the output end magazine for detecting the height
of the feed stack and stopping the conveyer when the stack has

Tokyo

4,478,401

APPARATUS FOR FEEDING SHEETS
Kooihlro Shibuya, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to
Shnwora Denki KahiMiiiM Kaisha, Japan

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,087
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 19, 1981, 56^109

Int a^ B65H 3/32
VS. a. 271—22 12 Claims

1. An apparatus for feeding sheets, comprising:
a sheet storage box which stores and supports a stack of

sheets, said stack of sheets being moveable between a
feeding position and a non-feeding position in the sheet
storage box;

housing means defining an insertion port through which the
sheet storage box is inserted into the housing in an insert-

ing direction which traverses a line extending from the
feeding position to the non-feeding position, said storage
box being removeably maintained in an inserted position

at said insertion port;

biasing means provided in said sheet storage box, for biasing

the stack of sheets in a direction from the non-feeding
position toward the feeding position to bias the stack of
sheets into the feeding position;

sheet feeding means provided in the housing, for engaging
the uppermost sheet brought to the feeding position by
said biasing means in order to feed the uppermost sheet in

said sheet storage box to the housing, said sheet feeding
means including at least one sheet feeding roller in a fixed

position; and

isolating means for moving the stack of sheets from the
feeding position to the non-feeding position in response to

said sheet storage box being inserted, in the inserting

direction, into the insertion port of said housing and for
moving the stack of sheets from the non-feeding position

to the feeding position when said storage box is moved
into said inserted position, wherein said isolating means
includes engaging means for moving the sheets from the
feeding position to the non-feeding position against the
biasing force of said biasing means in response to said

sheet storage box being inserted into the housing.

4,478,402

NIP DRIVE FOR SHEET FEEDING APPARATUS
James L. Kane, Rochester, N.V., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,290

Int a.) B65H 3/08
VS. a. 271—100 10 Oaims

1. Apparatus for feeding sheets seriatim along a travel path,

said apparatus comprising:

rotary means, mounted on one side of such path for rotation

about an axis extending transversely across such path, for

delivering a sheet into such path;

means for defining a sheet drive nip with said rotary deliver-

ing means, said nip defining means including a plurality of
rollers, means for independently supporting said rollers on
the other side of such path, and means for adjustably
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urging said rollers independently into continuous engage-

ment with said rotary delivering means; and

flexible drive means, operatively coupled to said plurality of

rollers, for driving said rollers to advance sheets along

such path.

1. Apparatus for forming a stack from a succession of sheets

with adjacent portions of the stack each containing a desired

number of sheets and being offiMt with respect to each other

comprising support means on which a stack is formed, feeding

means for feeding sheets in succession in a first direction onto

said support means, said feeding means including backboard

means for arresting the lengthwise motion of said sheets, first

moving means for moving at least one of said feeding means

and said support means relative to the other in said first direc-

tion and then in an opposite direction at intervals correspond-

ing to the times taken to form successive portions of said stack

so that at least the leading and trailing edges of each portion of

said stack are displaced from alignment with the correspond-

ing edges of an adjacent portion, and means for moving the

suppori means downwards as the stack grows so that the top of

the stack remains at the approximate elevation of said back-

board means.

4,478,404

PNEUMATIC EXTENSION BOTTOM STACKING
GcraM M. AvaToso, Maeedoo, N.Y., asrignor to Xerox Corpo*

ratkm, Stanford, Conn.

FDcd Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,071

Int CU B45H 31/08

VS.a ri—212 9 dains
1. A bottom sheet stacking ^)paratus, comprising:

a sheet tray adapted to receive a stack of sheets, said tray

including front, rear and side wall means which form an

air tight seal around the stack of sheets, said rear wall

serving as a registration means for incoming sheets into

the tray;

feed belt means for forwarding sheets into said trey;

positive air pressure means located at the rear of the sheet

stack for levitating the sheet stack by air flow while the

sheets are inserted beneath the stack;

groove means in the bottom of said tray, said groove means
being adapted to extend a major portion of the distance

between said front wall and said rear wall means; and

4,478,403

SHEET STACKING APPARATUS
Graham A. B. Byrt, Thrissell Works, Easton Rd., Bristol, BS5
OHE, JT-ngt^H

POT No. PCr/GB80/00102, § 371 Date Feb. 13, 1981, § 102(c)

Date Feb. 9, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO80/02831, PCT Pnb.

Date Dec 24, 1980

PCT Filed Jon. 13, 1980, Scr. No. 237,162

Claims priority, ap^icatiov United Kingdom, Jon. 13, 1979,

7920581

Int CU B65H 29/34
VS.a 271—189 13 Claims

vacuum means connected to a vacuum port located immedi-
ately before said front wall and within said groove means,

said vacuum means being adapted to hold incoming sheets

on said belt means until the sheets are completely in regis-

tration against said rear wall and since the incoming sheets

will then cover said positive pressure means they are

automatically levitated above said belt means.

4,478,403

POSITION CONTROL FOR RECYCLED ORIGINALS IN
A COPYING APPARATUS

Bastiaaa B. B. Eertink, Gmbbcnvorst, and Arie Leppink, Vodo,
both of Netherlands, assignors to Oci-Nederlaad B.V., Vealo,

Nethcriands

FUcd Jnl. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,090

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jnl. 21, 1981,

8103440

Int a^ B65H 7/10

VS.a 271—227 8 Claims

f 1 5 4 i ( ri
o 00 o;ooo o

1. In a position control system for a copying apparatus cq>a-

ble of producing multiple copies of an original fed thereinto

and including transport means for passing the original through

a transport path into a copying path and means for returning

the original to the transport path for another pass into the

copying path, said system including detecting means for sens-

ing positions of the original in the transport path and correc-

tion means for displacing the original to a desired position in

the transport path when the original is sensed to be away from

such position, the improvement wherein said system comprises

position reference means settable during a first pass of an origi-

nal through the transport path to a certain control condition

representing the then existent position of the original and

control means operable during a subsequent pass of the original

through the transport path for controlling the correction

means by coaction of the position inference means and said

detecting means.
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said detecting means comprising at least one detector for

sensing locations of a side edge of an original in the trans-

port path, said position reference means comprising means
for displacing said at least one detector in a direction

transverse to the direction of travel of said side edge and
means operable during a said first pass of an original to

activate said displacing means and cause it while the origi-

nal is travelling to position and then hold a said detector at

a certain location thereof corresponding to the then exis-

tent location of said side edge.

4,478,406

APPARATUS FOR SORTING PHOTOCOPIES
R. Oark DoBois, Fairfield, Coon., assignor to Gradco Systems,

Inc^ Santa Ana, Calif.

FUed Jon. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,795

Int a.3 B65H 39/11
U.S. CL 271—293 7 Claims

frame located so as to surround the inner frame, said first shaft

being retained on retaining members secured to a support base,

said outer frame being so connected, through a second shaft

extending in a direction perpendicular to that of the first shaft,

to the inner frame as to be swingable in the one of the first and
second swingable directions different from the swingable di-

rections of the inner frame, said outer frame being supported
by operational means for swinging the frame means; said steer-

>~^

1. In a sheet-sorter

a plurality of sheet-receiving trays,

a pair of trunnions on each tray one trunnion projecting
from each side of the tray,

a pair of rotatable drum-cams, each in operative juxtaposi-

tion to a trunnion and spacing the trays from one another,
a spiral slot in each cam for receiving the trunnions,

a routable shaft for each cam,
each cam having a central hole to receive one of said shafts,

said shaft and said hole being non-circular whereby said

cams are rotatable by said shafts and slide longitudinally

on said shafts,

means for rotating said shafts to cause said trunnions to be
successively received in said spiral slots in said cams to

move said cams longitudinally along said shafts to succes-
sively form a gap between adjacent trays at opposite ends
of said cams.

4,478,407

MONITOR GAME MACHINE
Katsiild Kfanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Sigma, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 436,992

Oaimi priority, application Japan, No?. 24, 1981, 56-

174297[U]

Int a.3 A63G 31/14. 31/16
VJS, CL 272—18 2 Claims

1. A monitor game machine comprising: a cock-pit or driver
cabin where a player is to be seated, a monitor disposed at the
front of said cock-pit; firame means for supporting the cock-pit
swingably backward and forward, and right and left; and a
steering device operable by the player in response to pictures

displayed on the monitor, said frame means having an inner
frame which is supported swingably, on a first shaft extending
in a direction, said shaft, by being oriented in said direction,

supporting said inner frame so that said inner frame is swing-
able either in first backward and forward swingable directions
or in second right and left swingable directions and an outer

ing device being tumable right and left about its axis, and
swingable along its axis backward and forward, the turn of the
steering device causing the outer frame to incline right and left

through the operational means, the backward and forward

shifts of the steering device causing the inner frame to incline

backward and forward through the operational means which
comprises two cylinders connected at left and right sides of the

outer frame and being operated independent of each other in

response to the steering of the steering device.

4,478,408

HAND AND FOREARM PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR THE
INTERCEPTION OF THRUSTS IN MARTIAL ARTS

Gcorg F. Briickner, HohenzoUemdanun 174, D*1000 Berlin 31,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,611

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec 22,

1980,3048467

Int a^ A63B 69/34
U.S. a. 272—76 5 Claims

1. Hand and forearm protective device for the passive inter-

ception of thrusts in mariial arts, comprising a polyurethane-

integral foam cushion for an all-around covering of at least the
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hand and forearm area of a person, said cushion having a
substantiaUy parallelepipedal elonga^ basic body having

open ends and a central continuous channel extended axiaUy

therethrough between said open ends for receiving the hand
and forearm, said cushion having, in vicinity of an end third of
said channel, a crosspiece integral with said basic body project-

ing from one side of said channel diagonaUy into the cross

section thereofand a gripping trough formed in said crosspiece

lateraUy adjoining said channel for holding said cushion with
the hand, said channel being substantiaUy straight and one of
said open ends exposing the fingers of the person within the

basic body to view from outside said one end.

4,478«409

SWING CHAIN
ThomasC Ends, 2657 CloTC Sn DIeiD, CiUf. 92016, and Den

R. Cvbom P.O. Bra 896, La Jolla, CfeUf. 92038

Filed JnL 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395^486

Int a> A63G 9/00

VS.a m-9S 8 Clalnii

other seat tube so that an end segment thereof extends

from the opposite end of the seat; and

D. means for connecting the firee end ofeich said segment to

the other said suspension means at a location spaced from

the adjacent end of the seat so that said oonnected-

4^78,410

FLEXIBLE SWING SEAT
WOliiB H. Zie^, Jr., Bedford, Pa., aMignor to Brown Gronp

Racrartkmal Pradaets, Incn Bedford, Pn.

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,792

Int a' A63G 9/00

VS. CL 272-85 8 OilM
1. An improved swing comprising

A. a flexible strap-IUce seat composed of

(1) generaUy flat main body, and

(2) a pair of resUient tubes formed integraUy with the main

body at the ondeiside thereofwhich tubes extend along

tlw firont and rear edges of said main body;

B. first long, thin, flexible suspension means extending

through one seat tube so that an end segment of said means

extends frrai one end of the seat;

C. second similar saspenaon means extending through the

together segments and suspension means define flexible

triangular hangers at the opposite ends of the seat which

maintain said seat in a substantially level condition

whereby the seat occupant is supported on top of both

said suspension means between the hangers.

1. A hanging chair adapted to be suspended from an over-

head structure, said chair comprising:

a generaUy rectangular seat support frame comprising a pair

of elongated generaUy parallel side raUs connected to-

gether at a front and a back end thereofby front and back

cross members,

a generaUy horizontal seat panel secured to and extending

between said side raUs,

a back rest frame including a pair of generally parallel side

members pivotaUy connected to the side rails of said seat

support ftiune intermediate the ends thereof and biased to

a position extending upwardly therefhmi,

a back support panel secured to and extending between said

side members,

cable means connected to said side rails for connecting to

overhead support means for vapportiag said chair,

said side raUs including arms integral therewith and extend-

ing downwardly and backwardly at the firont end thereof,

and

said firont cross member is displaced aft and below the for-

wardmost portion of said seat support and connected

between saiid arms.

4,478,411

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR EXERCISING THE
ABDUCTOR OR ADDUCTOR MUSCLES

Dan D. Baldwin, Independence, Va., assignor to Nantflas

5ClalnM

Sporti/Medkil ladnstrka, Inc^ Lake Helen, Fla.

Filed Feb. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 238,454

Int a^ A63B 21/06

VS.a 272-118

1. A method of exercising abductor or adductor muscles of

the leg and comprising the steps of supporting the body of an

exercising person for rotation of the right and left legs for

movement away from and toward one another and about an

axis extending through the corresponding hip joints, whUe
restricting movement of the legs to equiangular bUateral rota-

tion away from and toward one another and thereby facilitat-

ing balanced exercise of right and left legs, whUe imposing on

the legs a force resisting movement of the legs in at lent one of

the directions of away from and toward the other leg, and

whUe varying the amount of resisting force imposed in prede-

termined relationship to movement of the legs away from and

toward one another during each exercising movement of the

legs.

2. Appatatus for exerciang abductor or adductor muscles of

the leg and comprising:

torso supporting means for supporting a user's upper body,

4S2-229 O.G.-84-7
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right and left leg support means for supporting a user's

corresponding right and left legs,

means mounting said right and left leg support means for

rotation relative to said torso supporting means and about
an axis extending through the corresponding hip joinu of
the user,

resistance means operatively connected to said mounting
means for imposing on said right and left leg support
means a variable force resisting movement of said right

and left leg support means in at least one of directions of
away from and toward the user's other leg, said resistance

means including variable radius cam means for progres-
sively changing the amount of force imposed in predeter-
mined relationship to the various positions of movement
of said right and left leg support means away from and
toward the user's other leg,

linking means operatively connecting said right and left leg

supports for restricting movement thereof to equiangular
bilateral roution away from and toward one another and
thereby facilitating balanced exercise of the right and left

legs of the user and
selection means interposed in said operative connection
between said resistance means and said mounting means
and being operable by the user for selectively applying
said resistance force during either outward or inward
equiangular bilateral movement of said right and left leg
support means.

M7M13
EXEROSE DEVICE AND CONTROL VALVE THEREFOR
ArtlNv M. Muir, 207 Vn Dona Dr^ Natrona Heights, Pa.

ISOtt

FIM May 26, 1982, Scr. No. 382,136
Iirt. a> A63B 2l/(Xk F16K 5/10

U,S. CL 272—130 21 Claina

1. An exoercising device having a base, spaced brackets
connected to and extending upwardly from said base; spaced
arms connected at one end to the upper ends of said brackets;
an operating arm pivotally connected to the other ends of said
spaced arms; a handle connected to said operating arm; a
hydraulic system including a cylinder connected to the upper
ends of said brackets and said one end of said spaced arms, a
piston within said cylinder, a piston rod connected between
said piston and said operating arm; and a control valve forming
a part of said hydraulic system, said control valve having:
A. a casing with a cylindrical bora and a plurality of passages

extending from said bore to the outside of said casing, said
I connected into said hydraulic system;

B. a cylindrical valve rotor located within said cylindrical

bore of said casing and having

(a) an upper chamber,

(b) a lower chamber,

(c) an orifice connecting said upper chamber with said
lower chamber,

(d) means in said upper chamber to vary the amount of
flow through said upper chamber,

(e) a plurality of ports formed in said rotor to permit flow
between said chambers and at least one of said plurality

of passages in said casing,

(0 a check in one of said chambers of said rotor, and
(g) means biasing said check in a closed position to pre-

vent flow through one of said plurality of ports formed
in said rotor in one direction and to permit flow through
said port in the opposite direction; and

C. means for rotating said rotor relative to said casing to

selectively align ports in said rotor with passages in said

casing to permit flow in said hydraulic system through
said control valve.

4,478,413

TORSION TYPE EXERCISE DEVICE
John T. Siwttia, 145 Saaford Dr., Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

FUed Sep. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 160,836

Int. a.> A63B 21/00
U.S.a 272—134 s Claina

1 iL-rfCl
Tff

1
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J

1. An exercise device comprising:

(a) a support housing;

(b) a shaft having a longitudinal axis and mounted to said

support housing for rotation and for a limited amount of
longitudinal movement in opposite directions;

(c) a pulley freely rouuble on said shaft;

(d) a torsion spring concentric with said shaft and fixed at

one end to said support housing, the torsion of said spring

being increased or decreased upon rotation of said spring

about the longitudinal axis thereof;

(e) a coupling element located on said shaft axially adjacent
said pulley and fixed to said shaft for rotation therewith
and for longitudinal movement therewith, said coupling
element being fixed to the other end of said torsion spring;

(0 said coupling element and said pulley having cooperating
formations thereon for holding said coupling element and
pulley in locking engagement upon relative movement of
said coupling element and pulley axially toward each
other into engagement thereby preventing relative rota-

tion therebetween, said formations being arranged at

spaced locations circumferentially about said shaft and in

alignment such that said coupling element and pulley are

engageable at various selectable relative rotational posi*

tions, said pulley and coupling element being disengage-

able upon relative outward axial movement thereof;

(g) a cable fixed at one end to said pulley wound therearound

and having a hand grip at the other end thereof whereby
as the user pulls said cable by means of said grip to with-

draw said cable said torsion spring provides resistance

thereto and when the user releases said grip said torsion

spring retracu said cable, said cable having means opera-

tively associated therewith for limiting the extent of
movement of said caUe and pulley during retraction so as
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to maintain a predetermined amount of tension applied to

said pulley by said torsion spring;

(h) whereby when said shaft is moved a small distance in one
longitudinal direction said coupling element and pulley

are disengaged and said shaft can be routed free of said

pulley to change the torsion in said spring whereupon
longitudinal movement of said shaft in the opposite direc-

tion returns said coupling element and pulley into locking

engagement and the changed torsion of said spring is

applied to said pulley.

4^78,414

ELASTIC ANKLE AND KNEE EXERCISER
LtwrtMC MoDoy, 8449 26Sth St, Floral Park, N.Y. 11001

FDed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,088

Iirt. a.) A63B 21/00

UAa 272-134 Idiim

4,478,415

ENCAPSULATED BASKETBALL BACKBOARD
Dale A. Shaffer, LdMooa; John W. Kay, and Mantee H. Baa-

qafa^ both of Fhukfort, all of lad^ aaaigaors to Hanwsoa
MaaofMtwtaig Co., Inc^ Fmkfiort, Ind.

FDed JaL 13, 1982, Scr. No. 397,827

Iirt. a> A63BWW
U.S.a 273—1J R 10 ClalBi

1. A basketball backboard comprising:

(a) a substrate core member formed of a substantially flat

rigid material of generally rectangular configuration hav-

ing corresponding front and rear surfaces and peripheral

edges therebetween, the rear surface being covered with a

layer of paint;

(b) a rigid plastic shell member having a first portion dimen-

sioned to cover the firont surface of the substrate member
and including peripheral edge portions integrally formed

with and extending generally orthogonally ftom the first

portion a distance equal to the thickness of the core to

contact and cover the peripheral edges of the substrate

without overlapping the rear surface; and

(c) adhesive means for fastening the plastic shell member to

the substrate member, the plastic shell and painted rear

surface tending to retard penetration of moisture into the

core.

6. The basketball backboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein

said plastic shell member is premolded.

4,478,416

TENNIS RACQUET WITH OFFSET, 0VAI/«HAPED
HEAD

Carlo GIbello, Corso Vlttorlo Eouuraelc 5, Torlao, Italy

Filod Sep. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 414,172

Oatas priority, appikadoa Italy, Sep. 4, 1981, 53S8L^1[U]
brt. a^ A63B 49/(a

UJS.ar3-73C 8<

1. An exercise device for knees and anlkes wherein a user sits

on a chair while performing exercises, said device being attach-

able to the back of a chair and comprises:

(a) a first str^) comprising two adjacent str^) members
joined to each other over a substantial length of each of

said strap members, each of said strap memben having a

loop formed at one end thereof, said loop being joined to

each other at substantially 90*, each one of said two adja-

cent strap members having end extension that extends

through the loop at its opposite end and causes the fint

strap to a form a noose for a user's limb,

(b) an elastic member attached to each end of said exten-

sions,

(c) a second strap for wrapping around a chair, the ends of

the second strap being attached to the ends of said elastic

members, and (d) adjustable means in said second strap to

remove sbwk therein when a user is performing an exer-

cise.

1. A tennis racket constituted by a frame with:

a strung head which is substantidly oval and has a major axis

and a minor axis perpendicular to each other and intersect*

ing at a geometric centre of the head, the head ha>'ing two

opposed ends on its migor axis, and

a straight shaft having an end part remote ftxMn said head

which is formed as a hand grip, the shaft and the hand grip

having a common longitudinal axis passing substantially

through said geometric centre of the head;

wherein the said longitudinal axis of said shaft and hand grip

forms respective complementary angles of between 40*

and SO* with the said major axis and with the said minor

axis whereby upon gripping the racket for a normal

ground stroke the major axis of said head will be angled

upwardly.
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M7M1T
HOLDER FOR GAME PIECES

T. SkamM-Dttm, 11115 Chriitophcr Atc^ loglcwood,
CUif. 90303

Fikd Apr. 1, 1903, S«. No. 40M74
Lrt. a^ A63F 1/ia 9/20

VJS, a. 273—ISO 3 Claims

1. A game piece holder aawmbly to be rested upon a planar
wpport and comprising a multiplicity of flat game pieces each
having an indicia face with game indicia thereon and an oppo-
site plain face, a strip of first contact engaging material on said
flat plain face, a planar holder plate, at least one strip of a
second contact engaging material on an obverse face of said
holder plate adapted to receive the first contact engaging
nuterial strip of each of said game pieces to hold the pieces to
the obverse face of the holder plate, said plate having opposite
holder plate upper and lower edges; an oblong hand grip with
a long axis between first and second ends of said oblong hand
grip, means fixing said hand grip to the reverse face of said
holder plate, said hand grip being secured to said reverse plate
tee such that the long axis thereof is parallel to the plane of the
plate and is at an acute angle to said holder plate lower edge,
a first end of said oblong hand grip being adjacent said holder
plate lower edge, in position to rest upon said planar support.

MTI^IS
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SLIDING ELEMENT PUZZLE
BoUanlB F. Sbcrman, Jr., (329 Mori St, McLean, Va. 22101

Fikd Feb. 2, 1902, Ser. No. 345,051

laL ai A63F 9/08
VS, CL 273—153 S 2 Clains

2. A three-dimensional sliding element puzzle comprising
a spherical center support including means forming at least

eight crossing tracks wherein each track forms a complete
^ circle m the support and includes a pair of outer lips

extending toward each other to define a narrow outer slot
and an inner enlarged sliding path,

a plurality of at least fourteen outer members in a cuboctahe-
dron arrangement wherein six of the outer members have

foces which are square-like and the other eight outer
members have faces which are equilateral-triangle-like,

one of the outer members being fixed on the support and
the other outer members being slidable on the support,

legs mounted on the slidable outer memben and extending
through the narrow slot of the corresponding tracks,

disk-like feet mounted on inner ends of the respective legs

for sliding in the inner sliding paths and for being engaged
by inner surfaces of the lips to slidingly retain the slidable

members on the support,

said outer members forming a shell completely enclosing the
spherical support, and

said outer members when in one relative position defining at

least four pairs of hemispherical shells wherein one hemi-
spherical shell of each pair of the pairs of hemispherical
shells is rotatable relative to the corresponding other
hemispherical shell.

4,478,419

FOOTBALL TYPE BOARD GAME
Richard D. Maiers, Box 340, R.D. #1, Haxlctoo, Pa. 18201

FUed Jun. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 389,397

Iata.3A63Fi/00
U.S. CL 273—259 (Claim

1. Oame apparatus for playing a game between two oppo-
nents, comprising: a playing surface having a plurality of two
different sets of spaces and a network of routeways, said two
different sets of spaces comprising: a first set of spaces ar-

ranged in an array ofnon touching rows and columns, a second
set of spaces located betwten said spaces of said first set, said

second set of spaces having the borden of four of said second
set of spaces located diagonally between said columfis of said

first set of spaces, all said spaces being available resting areas

for playing pieces, and
each said second set space having three separate resting area

means, one central resting area means located and marked
directly in the center of said second set of spaces so as to

enable a landing place for playing pieces and two second-
ary resting area means located and marked on opposite
sides of said central resting area means so as ta enable
c^tured playing pieces to remain stationed and usable on
said playing surface, and

said network of routeways connecting said first set of spaces
to each other vertically between said rows, horizontally

between said columns and diagonally one said row up one
said colunui to the right and one said row up one said

column to the left, said vertical routeways dividing in half

said second set of spaces so as to enable passage through
said second set of spaces located between said rows, said

horizontal routeways dividing in half said seoimd set of
^Mces so as to enable passage through said secrad set of
spaces located between said columns, said diagonal route-

ways being longest in length, crisscrossing each other

perpendicuUu-ly and passing along the borders of four of
said second set of spaces so as to enable passage through
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with a forward face of said head.

said four bordering spaces located diagonally between flange formed on a forward end ofsaid steel shaft for abutment

said columns, and

unique opposing sets of playing pieces being difTerent in men
and power than each other, one set using said playing

surface means so as to enable advancement of certain

playing pieces, with the opposing set using said playing

surface means so as to enible capturing of the opposing

set

4^78,420

SOCCER TRAINING AND PRACnCE DEVICE
Gregory E. Sowards, 1415 S. Maple, Carthage, Mo. 64836

FUed Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472,072

Int a^ A63B 69/00

VS.a 273-411 20 Clalni

ti V,

4y478«422

GOLF PRACnCING AID
VerwM F. Blaaehard, 30765 Rhcf ChNriag, BirBingham, Mich.

48010

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,598

Int a^ A63B 69/36

VS. CL 273-187 R 7

1. A soccer training and practice device comprising:

a trampoline having a resilient surface forming a playing

surface;

ball-rebounding means in communication with the playing

surface, the ball-rebounding means having a bottom, a

backwall at the rear of the bottom, and two sidewalls, one

on each side of the bottom and defining an open front

communicating with the playing surface, the bottom being

inclined with respect to the playing surface so that a ball

propelled into the ball-rebounding means from the playing

surface has a tendency to return thereto.

4,478,421

DART BODY WITH A SPINNING HEAD
John A. MiehaUcka, and John N. MIchaUcka, both of 249

WUtehaU Rd., Sooth, Garden Qty, N.Y. 11530

FUed Oct 17, 1963, Ser. No. 542«417

Int a.} A63B 65/02

VS.a 273-420 1 Claim

1. A dart structure, comprising, in combination, a metal,

frusto conically-shaped main body, a plastic tail member adja-

cent a rear end of said main body, said tail member being

rearwardly tapered, a plurality of transverse cross slots

through a rear portion of said tail member, stabilizing fins

being secured in said cross slots, a forwardly extending shank

formed integrally with a forward end of said main body and a

circular, enlarged head formed on a forward end ofsaid shank,

a plurality of annular grooves around said head, and a steel

shaft affixed at its rear portion within a longitudinal bore

through a front portion ofsaid tail member and a front portion

of said steel shaft extending axially through said main body,

said shaft being freely and rotaubly received in a longitudinal

bore through said main body, and a diametrically enlarged

^^9'

1. A practice aid for a golfer comprising a length of cord

having a plurality of segments including:

a base segment having graduations at intervals of a first

preselected length, the base segment being of sufficient

length to allow a golfer to take his stance adjacent thereto,

first and second anchoring means fixedly secured at each end

respectively of the base segment the Tmx and second

anchoring means each having an eyelet adapted to receive

the shank portion of a golf tee;

a reference segment fixedly secured at its first end to the

second anchoring means, the reference segment having

graduations at intervals of a second preselected length, the

second length being greater than the first length;

third anchoring means fixedly secured at the second end of

the reference segment the third anchoring means having

an eyelet adapted to receive the shank portion of a golf

tee;

a foot gauge segment fixedly secured at its first end to the

third anchoring means, the foot gauge segment having

graduations at intervals of a first preselected length; and

fourth anchoring means fixedly secured at the second end of

the foot gauge segment the fourth anchoring means hav-

ing an eyelet adapted to receive the shank portion ofa golf

tee;

whereby, the golf aid device may be secured to the ground

to form a configuration resembling a right triangle defin-

ing an area to place a golf ball therein, the reference seg-

ment being the hypotenuse of the right triangle so formed.

4,478,423

OIL SEAL AND UNITIZED SEAL CARRIER FOR
RECIPROCATING SHAFT

TiaMthy A. Hielaand, and Panl A. Moore, both of Draean,

Oklan anlgMm to HaUlbwioa Coapaay, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Apr. 18, 1964, Ser. No. (0M35
Int ai ¥IU 15/18

VS.a 277-59 5 Cbdaw

1. In combination, an improved seal carrier assembly and

improved wiper seal for use therewith in sealing the high

pressure fluid end of a reciprocating plunger pump, wherein:

the improved seal carrier assembly comprises:

a unitized seal carrier comprising an annular, elongated

cylindrical member having on the interior thereof, a first

annular recess and second annular recess located within

the first annular recess and, on the exterior thereof, a first

annular recess having, in turn, a plurality of apertures

extending therefrom to the interior of the cylindrical
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member and a plurality of apertures extending from the
exterior of the cylindrical member to the second annular
recen located within the first annular recess located on
the interior of the cylindrical member; and

the improved wiper seal comprises:

10.
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1. A ferrofluid seal apparatus which comprises:
(a) a magnet means adapted to surround a shaft element to be

sealed and to provide poles of opposite polarity;

(b) first and second pole pieces, each having a one and an-
other end, one end of each pole piece in a magnetic*flux
relationship with the one and the other ends, respectively,
of the magnetic means, the other end of each pole piece
extending into a noncontacting relationship with the sur-

face of the shaft element, to define a first and a second
radial gap, the first and second radial gaps having different

dimensions, the first and second pole pieces having projec-
tions which extend toward each other, to define an inter-

stage gap and an annular cavity therebetween, the inter-

stage gap having a dimension different from the first or
second radial gap;

(c) ferrofiuid retained in the first and second radial gaps and
the interstage gap, by the magnetic flux of the magnetic
means, to form a single 0-ring ferrofluid seal about the
surface of the shaft element which separates a fint region
on one side and a second region on the other side of the
ferrofluid seal;

(d) a passageway means extending into the annuUu- cavity
and to a third region; and

(e) the single ferrofluid seal having therein three or more
areas of different magnetic-flux density, whereby, subject
to the pressure in each of the said regions, the ferrofluid

seal acts as a two-way ferrofluid valve which controls the
flow of gas between the said regions.

4,478,428

FIFTH WHEEL PLATE
John M. Beako, 1439 RInr Dr„ Mnuter, bd. 46321

Filed Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,583

fat a.) B82D 5S/08
VJS.a 280-433 2 Claims

an annular, circular elastomeric member having a rim por-
tion and an inwardly projecting rib portion extending
inwardly from the rim portion located substantially in the
center thereof.

4,478,424

FERROFLUID SEAL APPARATUS AND METHOD
KoMlp lUl. Merrlouek, NJL, aMigBor to Ferrofluidla Corpo-

rathm, Naahn, NM.
Filed in, 27, 1984, Sir. No. 574,359

Int. a» ncj j5/4a 15/54
UA CL 277—80 20 Claims

1. A fifth wheel top plate including a king pin opening in the
general form of an open ended slot having a rounded rear
portion defining a closed end of the slot and parallel side leg
portions with squared ends defining opposite sides of the slot,

an insert piece for the top plate comprising a shoe having a
rounded rear and parallel side legs with square ends fitted into
said slot and welded to the top plate flush with top and bottom
surfaces of the plate, said shoe comprising a lining for the inner
surfaces of the rear and side leg portions of said slot, said shoe
having a rectangular cross section, said top plate chamfered
around the top edge of said slot, and weld metal in the groove
formed by the chamfer integrally securing said shoe within the
slot entirely around said rounded rear portion along said side
leg portions and at said squared ends.

4,478,426

SKI SAFETY BINDING
Georg Sebeck, Leonberg, Fed. R^. of Germany, asrignor to
Gew GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,625
Claims priority, applicatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, JoL 27,

1981, 3129536

lat a.3 A63C 9/08
VJS.a 280-625 8 Claims

1. A ski safety binding for mounting on a ski, the ski safety
binding comprising a housing having a central longitudinal
axis; sole clamp means provided at said housing for locating a
ski boot longitudinally and transversely relative to the ski; first

and second abutment surfaces provided on said housing on
respective sides of said central longitudinal axis, each of said
fust and second abutment surfaces having a respective region
extending in a direction generally transverse to said central
longitudinal axis and being obliquely inclined rehitive thereto;
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third and fourth abutment surfaces provided on said sole clamp

means, said third and fourth abutment surfaces respectively

facing and cooperating with said regions of said first and sec-

ond abutment surfaces and having respective lightly convexly

rounded regions which are also generally obliquely inclined

relative to said central longitudinal axis; a vertical pivot axle

extending through said sole clamp means; a transverse wall in

said housing, said transverse wall having an aperture therein

and first and second skies; a draw rod having first and second

ends, said draw rod being connected by said first end to said

vertical pivot axle on said first side of said transverse wall and

extending through said aperture in said transverse wall; and

spring means on said second skle of said transverse wall, said

spring means acting on said second end of said draw rod to bias

said sole clamp means towards said housing to produce respec-

tive points of contact between said first and second abutment

surfaces and said cooperating third and fourth abutment sur-

faces; wherein sakl abutment surfaces are arranged so that^d
sole clamp means may pivot, under a sideways force applied

via said ski boot, to either side of said housing about a respec-

tive one of said points of contact, from a rest position adopted

when said boot is present in said binding to a release position,

with simultaneous outward movement of the respective one of

said points of contact as the associated one of said lightly

convexly rounded regions rolls on the associated one of said

fint and second surfaces; and wherein the associated one of

said points of contact move in the direction of said central

longitudinal axis in substantially exactly the same way as the

vertical pivot axle moves in the direction of said central longi-

tudinal axis.

1. An infant stroller, foldable from an open position to a

more compact dosed position by a simple one hand operation,

the stroller comprising:

a. a main frame assembly having pivotally attached frame

members foldable between open and ckMed positions;

b. a U-shaped member, having side portions and a base

portion, the side portions of which are attached to said

frame assembly, such that downward movement of said

U-shaped member causes said frame assembly to fold, and

upward movement causes said frame assembly to unfold,

said base portkm of said U-shaped member extending

rearwardly and upwardly therefrom to a position where it

may be grasped and used as a handle by the operator of the

stroller,

c. a seat assembly attached to said frame; and

d. means for securing the carrier to a closed position and to

an open position, said means comprising:

(i) a latch assembly on said U-shaped member, said latch

assembly having a hook pivotally attached to said U-

shaped member and actuating means for causing the

hook to pivot, said actuafmg means extending up said

U-shaped member to a position on the base portion of

said U-shaped member where it may be comfortably

reached by the hand of a standing operator of the car-

rier; and

(ii) first and second catches attached to said frame and

positioned such that said hook engages the first of said

catches when the carrier is in the open position and the

second of said catches when the carrier is in the com-

pact, closed position.

4,478,428

FOLDING CART FOR SERVING MEALS OR THE LIKE
Fnaco Zillanl, Brescia, Italy, assignor to Morda Tubaxioiii

S.PJL, Bresda, Italy

Filed Dec 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,521

Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 9, 1981, 19074 A/81
Int CU B62B 3/02

VS.a 280-651 7 Claims

4,478,427

FOLDABLE INFANT STROLLER
Richard E. Hyde, and Lee T. Carmichael, both of Los Angeles,

Califn anignon to California Strolee, Inc., Compton, Calif.

FUed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,147

Itt. a^ B62B 7/08

VS,a 280-642 5 Clalnt

1. A folding cart comprising a pair of elongated elemenu

extending substantially parallel to each other and forming a

fint upright, said elongated elements having at one end thereof

upper legs extending aligned to each other and substantially

perpendicular to said elongated elements, s second substan-

tially U-like shaped upright having a bottom portion provided

with castor wheels and lateral arms having upper portions

extending substantially perpendicular to said lateral arms and

aligned with said upper legs of the fint upright and in pivotal

engagement therewith thereby defining together with said

upper legs a pivotal connection between said fint and second

uprights, said pivotal connection defining an axis of pivotal

rotation in alignment with said upper legs and upper portions,

a lower deck pivotally connected at a middle region thereof to

lower portrans of said lateral arms of said U-shaped second

upright and slidably engaging, at an edge portion thereof, said

fint upright, as well as an upper deck having a bracket element

rigid with an edge portion of said upper deck and inserted in a

bushing rigidly carried on the elongMed elements sou to form

an articulation axis between upper deck and first upright, said

upper deck having at a nuddle region thereof, at its lower side

in the unfolded condition of the cart, hinge elements perma-

nently accomodating a central portion of a U-like shaped

rod-like element having lateral arms connected to said central

portion, said lateral arms of said U-like shaped rod-like

element being pivotally connected at an end thereof with

middle portions of the lateral arms of said second U-

shaped upright.
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M7M29
COLLAPSIBLE CARRIER

F. AdoM, 65 Loark Rdn Apt #9. BrigbtiM, Mm. 02135
FIM Dm. 1, 1M2, Str. No. 445.M1

laL a> BC2B 1/04
UAa»0-C55

for carrying a rear wheel rotatably about an axis of rotation,
strut means having an upper end connected with a vehicle
body and a lower end connected with said carrier means,
swingable arm means pivotally connected through resilient

t^rti "*"**^*»"«*v«'"cle body at a first forward point and a first» aains rearward point, said first forward front spaced longitudinally
from said first rearward point, and with said carrier means at a
second forward point and a second rearward point, said second
forward point spaced longitudinally firom said second rear-
ward point, said first rearward point bdng at a higher level
than a plane defined by the remaining three points.

M7M31
SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR VEfflCLES

Rodi Mailer. Egenhofen. and Azd Puly, babMel, both of
Fed. Rep. of GcmaBy. aaiffon to Biycrische Motorea
Wcrke Aktieageiellachafl, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmay

FOed Not. 24. 1961. Ser. No. 324,668
ClaiBs priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny. No?. 25,

URHI. «IM4287

tat a^ B60G 11/26
VS.a 280-710 29 CUdait

1. A collapsible carrier comprising:
a telescopic handle;

a plastic base including a transverse bar and two wheel
brackets integrally formed with said base and disposed
one proximate each end of said bar;

a slide bracket sUdably mounted on said transverse bar and
pivotably attached to one end of said handle;

latching means for releasably locking said slide bracket
proximate the center of said transverse bar;

two flexible plastic legs with integral spacer washers, one
pivotably mounted proximate each end of said bar for
pivoting between an open and closed condition with re-
spect to said bar, said spacer washers being disposed be-
tween said legs and said bar to space said legs apart from
said bar free from interference with said slide bracket
when said legs are in a closed condition; and

flexible link means interconnected between said handle and
said transverse bar proximate the ends thereof

4,478430
STRUT TYPE VEHICLE SUSPENSION MECHANISM

Jiro Misliaj Mfcl, mi SboJI Kani, both of HIroddM. Japu^
'

1 10 Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd^ Hirothtea, Japan
FOad Oct 26, 1962, Ser. No. 436,793

riority, application Japaa. Oct 29. 1961, 56-173293
tat a^ B60G 3/06

UJS.a 260-690 6ClalBH

1. A suspension system for a vehicle comprising displacer
means responsive to the relative motions between a vehicle
wheel and the vehicle body, said displacer means including
means for containing a flow medium, at least two spring means
connected to said means for containing a flow medium which
can be loaded by said flow medium, said at least two spring
means being continuously responsive to flow of said flow
medium, one of said at least two spring means being less pro-
gressive than the other of said at least two spring means, at
least one throttle means for continuously controlling the move-
ment of flow medium into said one of said at least two spring
means, said at least two spring means having difTerent load-
dependent spring rate changes whereby the distribution of the
volume proportions of flow medium <tisplaced to each of the
spring means difTers depending on the static flow medium
pressure and whereby said at least one throttle means is dis-

posed in front of said less progressive spring means and oper-
ates as a function of load.

I. A vehicle suspension mechanism including carrier means

4.478,432

LOCKING STRUCTURE FOR A SEAT BELT SLIDER IN A
MOUNTING RAIL

HIdeoki Matnioka. Yokohama, and Yoahtai Yamamoto, Shiza-
oka. both of Japan, antgaort to Ntean Motor Company.
Limited, YokohaaM. Japan

Filed JoL 30. 1979. Ser. No. 62.314
Gains priority, application Japan. Aog. 9. 1978. 53-97586

tat 0.3 B60R 21/10
UjS. CL 280-804 3 Oaian

1. In a vehKle which is equipped with a passive seat belt

system which comprises a mounting rail fixed along the longi-

tudinal directkw of the vehicle, a slider which is fitted slidably

in the mounting rail, a seat belt one end ofwhich is fixed to the
slider, and a motor which is controlled according to the open-
ing and shutting of the vehicle door.
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a locking device which locks the slider in its rearmost posi-

tion on the mounting rail, comprising:

a first engagement assembly which is attached to the slider;

a second engagement assembly fixed with respect to the

body of the vehicle;

and a driver member which connects the motor to the slider

and transmits force from the motor to propel the slider to

and fro along the rail, and whose end portion, comprising

a catch-releasing portion, is loosely connected to the

slider with a certain relatively small amount of movement

allowed therebetween;

whereby, when the motor is activated so as to move the

slider by the driver member to its rearmost position along

the rail, the first engagement assembly and the second

engagement assembly engage together so as to lock the

slider in this position on the rail, the driver member assum-

ing a first position with respect to the slider and the body

engagement assembly which permits this engagement;

to route the same so as to cause the seatbelt to be forcibly

wound around said winding shaft; and

control means operative in response to one of two condi-

tions, one being such that the seatbelt is unwound from

'291
-233
^231
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said winding shaft and the passenger gets off the vehicle,

and the other condition being such that the seatbelt is

unwound from said winding shaft and the seatbelt is unfas-

tened, for controlling said motor means so as to cause the

same to be operated.

and, when the motor is activated, with the members in this

position, in the direction to move the slider forward along

the rail, the driver member moves to a second position

relative to the slider wherein the catch-releasing portion

of the driver member breaks the engagement of the first

and second engagement assemblies, so that the slider is

released from its locked engagement in the rearmost posi-

tion on the rail and is allowed to be moved forward along

the rail by the driver member, wherein the first engage-

ment assembly is a catch, and the second engagement

assembly is a locking plate, and wherein the locking plate

is a plate with a hole through it, and the catch comprises

a latch member, part of the latch member protruding

through the hole when the locking device is engaged, and

wherein the catch-releasing position nudges the latch

member to release it from the hole, when the driver mem-

ber is moved from the first to the second position with the

locking device engaged.

4,478,433

SAFETY SEATBELT RETRACTOR
Maiahiro TagncU. Okaiaki; Satosi Knwakado, Alchi.' and

Nobom Tsoge. Kariya, aU of Japan, assignor! to Nippon

Sokea, Inc.. Nishio, Japaa

FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427.819

Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 4, 1981. 56-176624;

Dec 11. 1981. 56-200677

tat a.3 B60R 21/10

VS. G. 280—607 ^ CUdms

1. A retractor for a safety seatbelt to be fastened on a passen-

ger, for use in a vehicle having at least one seat for the passen-

ger, said retractor comprising:

a frame adapted to be fixed to the vehicle;

a winding shaft rotatably mounted on said frame, the seatbelt

being normally wound around said winding shaft;

spring means for applying a weak biasing force to said wind-

ing shaft in such direction as to cause the seatbelt to be

wound therearound;

motor means drivingly connected to said winding shaft, said

motor means, when operated, driving said winding shaft

4,478.434

HOSE MENDER DEVICE
Gerald R. Uttic. Rte. One. Cutler. III. 62238

FUed Oct 14, 1962, Ser. No. 434,188

tat a.J n6L 55/18

VS.a 285-15 lOdains

6. A coupling device for coupling adjacent ends of relatively

flexible members comprising

an open ended tubular member having a slit formed there-

through extending the length thereof,

means attached to the tubular member including a first por-

tion attached to the tubular member on one side of the

tube slit and a second portion attached to the tubular

member on the opposite side of the slit,

means connecting the first and second portions including

threaded means operable in one direction to draw the first

and second portions toward each other and in another

direction to push the first and second portions away from

each other,

other threaded means on the first portion adjustoblc into

engagement with the tubular member adjacent one side of

the slit, said other threaded member being adjusuble on

said first portion to move the slit edge adjacent thereto

radially inwardly relative to the other slit edge whereby

the threaded means connecting the first and second por-

tions can be operated in said one direction to move the

portions of the tubular member adjacent to the slit into a

lapped condition to reduce the cross sectional size of the

tubular member to faciliute inserting the tubular member

into the ends of relatively flexible members to be coupled.
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4,478,435 AAittAsu
SWIVEL CONNECTOR unRvi^SsSir>r^^

Chuim L. ChoUcr, 7514 Cottoawood Ct, Gtffauid. T«, 75042. Nobayuki HMhl««^ t«vS^T^^«d D« W^Uwto, 200 Lynge, Allen. T«. 7^002 ^ iSHS^^^K^^^ ^«~' to Abto Selki

FUcd No?. 5. 1912, Ser. No. 439^96
Int. a.i Fl€L 33/00

V&a 295-39

ContiouatioQ of Ser. No. 202,239, Oct 30, 1980, abudoned.

M n-i™. m .
^W""**"" Not. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 547.464

22 Ctainu Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 5, 1979, 54-143500
Int. CL^ F1€L 39/00

UAa285-137R
3CUITO

r$ "w

'

1. Swivel connector apparatus for connecting lines convey-
ing pressurized Huids therein and providing the capability for
one line to move with respect to the other line, said apparatus
comprising:

a female body including a first portion having an inlet end
and a second portion having an exit end, said inlet end
being adapted to be connected to a first fluid line, said
female body further including a bore extending axially
therethrough from said inlet end to said exit end, said bore
mcluding a first bore portion, a second bore portion and a
third bore portion positioned in axially spaced relationship
starting from said inlet end, said bore portions being of
different diameter;

a male body including a first portion having an inlet end and
a second portion having an exit end, said exit end being
adapted to be connected to a second fluid line, said male
body further including a bore extending axially there-
through from said inlet end to said exit end, said first
portion adapted for an interfitting relationship within said
second and said third bore portions of said female body
and m radial spaced relation thereto, said first portion
mcludmg a fint annular cavity, a second annular cavity, a
third annular cavity, a fourth annular cavity and a circum-
ferential shoulder positioned in axially spaced relationship
starting from said inlet end;

first bearing means operatively positioned in said first annu-
lar cavity and capable of engagement with said second
bore portion of said female body;

fint sealing means operatively positioned in said second
annular cavity and capable of engagement with said sec-
ond bore portion of said female body;

second sealing means operatively positioned in said third
annular cavity and capable of engagement with said sec-
ond bore portion of said female body;

second bearing means positioned in operative engagement
with said circumferential shoulder and capable of engage-
ment with said third bore portion of said female body;

retaining means to rouubly connect said female body and
said male body to each other and disposed between the
outer surface of said second portion of said female body
and said second bearing means; and

locking means operatively positioned in said fourth annular
cavity and capable of maintaining said second bearing
means in operative engagement with said circumferential
shoulder and with said retaining means while permitting
relative rotational movement between said female body
and said male body.

1. A connector for interconnecting at least one hose with a
fluid operating device, comprising:

a housing having a plurality of ports fonned therein such
that each of said at least one hose interconnects therewith-

said housing having a plurality of openings fonned therein
communicating with said plurality of ports, respectively

a bushing mounted within each of said plurality of openings
for fluid communication with said fluid operating device-

a sealing flange extending from said housing of said connec-
tor such that said sealing flange prevents each of said
bushings from being axially removed from said housing-

a plurality of annular sealing means formed on the outer
penphery of each said bushing for airtight engagement
with said housing wherein said plurality ofannular sealing
means formed on the outer periphery of each said bushing
further comprises a plurality of first sealing means triangu-
lar m cross section such that each said bushing provides an
equal sealing capacity in both an upstream and down-
stream direction; and

a pluraUty of annular sealing means formed on the inner
periphery of each said bushing wherein said plurality of
annular sealing means fonned on the inner periphery of
each said bushing further comprises a plurality of second
sealug means triangular in cross section such that each
said bushing provides an equal sealing capacity in both an
upstream and downstream direction wherein equidistant
air gaps are formed between said first and second sealing
means. *

4,478,437
RADIALLY EXPANDABLE LOCKING SLEEVE DEVICE
William O. Skinner, Grabill, ImL, aaaignor to Press/Seal Gasket

Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUed Jul. r, 1981, Ser. No. 287,049
Int a.J F16L 5/Oa 21/00, 17/00. 55/00UA a. 285-189 llClalma

1. An expandable locking sleeve for use in radially expand-
mg a tubular gasket of elastomeric material into compressive
sealing engagement with the wall of a cylindrically shaped
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opening and comprising a cylindrical relatively stiff but resil-

iently flexible strip of metal having opposed abuttably engage-

able ends, said strip being movable between two positions in

which end portions thereof may first be radially overlapped

and secondly may be interlockingly engaged end-to-end, the

first of said end portions having a short substantially flat sided

channel-shaped portion provided with a recess disposed be-

tween the opposite side edges of the strip and extending cir-

cumferentially flrom and opening through the end edge of said

first end portion, said channel-shaped portion having two

opposed retaining shoulders extending in a direction substan-

tially circumferentially of said strip from said end edge which

further define said recess, the second of said end portions

having a longitudinally projecting tab, said second end portion

also having a radially inwardly displaced step portion, said ub
being adapted to be slidably received by said recess between

said retaining shoulders with the end edge of said first end

portion in juxtaposed abuttable alignment with said step por-

tion, two ledge portions on said first end extending laterally

opposite and integrally from said two retaining shoulders,

respectively, said ledge portions being substantially flat and

displaced radially opposite from the outer surface of said chan-

nel-shaped portion substantially in parallelism therewith, said

ledge portions also extending back from said first end edge,

stepped side portions connecting said ledge portions to said

retaining shoulders, respectively, and forming an integral part

thereof, said second end having two circumferentially extend-

ing substantially flat fingers on opposite sides, respectively, of

said tab, said fingers being engageable in radially overlying

relation with said ledge portions, respectively, when said ub is

received by said recess, the radially outer surface of said tab or

channel-shaped portion being of extended area lying substan-

tially within the circumferential outer surface of said strip as a

substantially uninterrupted cylindrical circumferential contin-

uation thereof when said ub is engaged with said recess and

said fint end edge is immediately adjacent to said step portion.

4^478,438

SWIVEL JOINT
Peter Elorriaga, Jr., Klngwood, Tex., aarignor to Beit Indus-

tries, Inc., Hontoa, Tcz.

FDad No?. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 4«2,5<4

iBta^FieL 27/00

UAa 288-276 8 Claims

dicularly to said thrust load transfer surface and dis-

posed in alignment with the outer surface of said male

pipe section adjacent said groove;

c. at least two annular bearings disposed at opposite sides of

said split ring and engaging the inner surface of said fe-

male pipe section and said thrust load transfer surface, said

radial load transfer surface and said outer surface of said

male pipe section adjacent said groove; and

d. means for concentrically and routably connecting the

male and female pipe sections together.

4,478,439

REDUNDANT SEAL RING COUPLING ASSEMBLY
Jack A. Arnold, Uttlcton, Colo., anignor to Stanley A?iatioB

Corporation, Dca?cr, Colo.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,288

Int a^ n6L 19/08

UAa 285—340 1 Claim

1. A swivel joint for handling fluids at pressures as high as

20,000 psig comprising:

a. open ended male and female pipe sections having bores

extending therethrough, the pipe sections adapted to con-

nect concentrically and routably with the open-end por-

tions overlapping to form a common central flow bore;

said male pipe section having a circumferential groove

formed in the outer surface

b. an annular split ring mounted circumferentially in said

groove about the male pipe section, said split ring being

generally tee-shaped in longitudinal cross-section and

comprising at least two segments defining longitudinal

annular gaps therebetween, said split ring further compris-

ing:

at least one thrust load transfer surface; and

at least one radial load transfer surface disposed perpen-

1. In a coupling assembly, first and second tubular fluid

passage-defining structures, means for relatively drawing said

structures axially together to assemble said structures in cou-

pled relation to each other, a first formation forming a part of

said first structure, a second formation forming a part of said

second structure and cooperating with said first formation to

define a cavity between said structures, said cavity extending

circumferentially around the longitudinal axes of said struc-

tures and being disposed radially outwardly from the fluid

flow passages through said structures, said first formation

being fonned with a first axially extending tubular end portion

having a radially inwardly facing cylindrical surface delimiting

said cavity, said second formation being formed with a second

axially extending tubular end portion disposed radially in-

wardly of said first tubular end portion and having a radially

outwardly facing cylindrical surface delimiting said cavity,

said second tubular end portion being spaced from and unsup-

ported by said first structure, said radially inwardly facing and

radially outwardly facing cylindrical surfaces being radially

spaced apart and axially overlapping each other when said

structures are axially drawn together, said first formation being

further formed with a circumferentially extending surface

lying in a conical envelope and intersecting said radially in-

wardly facing cylindrical surface to define an inwardly open-

ing circumferentially extending comer delimiting said cavity,

said second formation being further formed with a circumfer-

entially extending surface lying in a conical envelope and

intersecting said radially outwardly facing cylindrical surface

to define an outwardly opening circumferentially extending

comer delimiting said cavity, said inwardly and outwardly

opening comers being in diagonally opposed relation to each

other, first and second interchangeable, equally sized torsion-

ally deflecuble seal rings received in said cavity, each of said

seal rings having a pair of diagonally opposite comer edges

and being torsionally deflecuble about its cross section from a

straightened configuration to a conical configuration in which

it establishes a seal between said structures, said first and sec-

ond formations engaging said seal rings to axially urge said seal

rings into abutment with each other and to thereafter torsion-

ally deflect each of said seal rings about its cross section to its

conical configuration as said structure* are axially drawn to-

gether to increase the radial dimension ofeach of said seal rings
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through its cross section for rKlially compressively loading
each of said seal rings at its diagonally opposite comer edges
and thereby establishing seals at the lines of contact between
the diagonally opposite comer edges of each of said seal rings
and said formations, said first seal ring having one of its diago-
nally opposite comer edges seated in said inwardly facing
comer and the other of its diagonally opposite comer edges
seating against said radiaUy outwardly facing cylindrical sur-
face m Its torsionally deflected, seal-establishing condition, and
said second seal ring having one of its diagonaUy opposite
comer edges seated in said outwardly opening comer and the
other of its comer edges seating against said radially inwardly
facing cyindrical surface in iu torsionally deflected, seal-estab-
lishing condition, the torsional deflection of said seal rings
being initialized by engagement of only one of said comers
with the assembly of said first and second seal rings, whereby
only one of said comers is utilized to initialize torsional defiec-
tion of both of said seal rings, the deflected conical configura-
tion of each of said seal rings lying along a conical envelope
whose apex angle decreases as the seal ring is deflected from a
relaxed condition to its torsionally deflected, seal-establishing
condition, and stop abutment surface means limiting axial
displacement of said first and second formations toward each
other to limit the extent to which said seal rings are torsionally
deflected by said first and second formations.

and second operators to the release lever, each cable
shdably extending through the release lever and includina
an abuttnent thereon engageable with the release lever
upon actuation of its req)ective operator to move the

M7M40
THREADED PIPE COUPLING

RonaM N. Kocb, AlUaoo Park, and Darid A. Yaoot, Monroe.
Ule, both of Pa^ anigiiori to RockweU International Cotdo-
ratiott, Pittibargh, Pa.

FIM Apr. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 364,366
Int CLi F16L 75/00

UAa2$5-»2 gcUdm

release lever relative to the other cable and engage the
release lever abutment with the detent to move the detent
to released position,

and a cable housing extending between each operator and
the release lever for housing a respective cable.

4,478,442
SAFETY LOCK ON ENTRANCE DOOR

Ediwd J. Martin, 5921 OUver A?e. South, Minneapolis, Mlon.

Continnation.in-part of Ser. No. 286,566, JoL 24, 1981,
abandoned. lUs application Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429J46

Int a.3 E05C 17/36
UAa292-248

llClMim

1. Connecting means for a pipe comprised of two identical
semi-circular extending direaded connector members adapted
to be removably received around the end of a pipe to form a
threadttl sleeve adjacent the end of the pipe, cooperating
means formed on said connector members and said pipe adja-
cent the end of said pipe to permit mounting of said members
on said pipe u only one mode of orientation with respect to
each other.

4^78,441
VEHICLE BODY CLOSURE LATCH

Stephen J. FfordelUai, Warren; Bda Gcnoe, Bimlagham, and
John W. Hanrihon, Dearborn, aU of Mich., aMignofi to Gen-
cral Moton CorporatioB, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,467

„„ Irt. CLJ E05C 3/26, 13/04UAa 292-216 ZQaint
1. In a vehicle body, a closure latch having a Utch boh and

adetent movable to released position with respect to the latch
bolt, a remote release arrangement for moving the detent to the
rewaaed position, comprising, in combination,
an auxiliary release lever movably mounted on the closure

tatch and mcluding an abutment engageable wiUj the
detent to move the detent to released position.

first and second individuaUy actuated manual operators
mounted on the vehicle,

first and second cables respectively extetading from the fim

1. A safety lock for a knob operated door mounted in a door
frame including a framing stud, said safety lock including:
an anchor block having a lag screw receiving opening there-

through;

a flexible cable loop having a pair of parallel end portions
permanendy mounted in the anchor block;

a cylindrical shank tightiy encompassing the loopend por-
tions in adjacent relation to the anchor block;

a cylindrical sleeve in encompassing, rotating and longitudi-
nal sliding relation to said shank; and

a lag screw extending through said provided opening in said
anchor block and into said framing stud in position to
permit said cable loop to fit over a knob on said door when
said sleeve is positioned adjacent said anchor block and to
prevent said loop from being removed from said doorknob
when said sleeve is moved close to the limit of its move-
ment toward said knob.

4,478^443

POSTAGE METER SECURITY SEAL
llniotfay R. Erwin, Trumboll, Conn., asrignor to Pitney Bowes

loc, Staatfbrd, Coan.

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437«423
Int a.3 B65D 55/06

UAa 292-307 R WCtainis
1- A security seaUng means for locking the housing of a
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postage meter, the housing including a housing panel having an

aperture, the security sealing means comprising: an insert

adapted to fit into and mate with the aperture of the housing

panel of the postage meter the insert having a screw bore

adjusted to receive a screw and having breakable tabs adapted

to be melted over the head of the screw.

4,478,444

DOOR BOLT IMMOBILIZING DEVICE
John L. Korz, McConneUsborg, and Harry F. Harshbarger,

Robertsdale, both of Pa., assignors to JGR Enterprises, Inc^

Fort Uttlcton, Pa.

Filed Not. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 4453S9

Int a3 E05C 9/06

UAa 292-333 13 Claims

1. An immobilizing device for a door bolt in the retracted

position of the bolt comprising a body portion fixed to one

edge portion of a door having a bolt operable on an axis across

said edge portion at right angles thereto, said body portion

having a guideway across the axis of the bolt at right angles

thereto adjacent to the end face of the bolt when the bolt is in

the retracted pontion, a bolt blocking plate movably engaged

in said guideway and shiftable therein across the axis of the bolt

between bolt blocking and bolt release positions, means en-

gaged between the body portion and the blocking plate to

yieldingly bias said blocking plate to the bolt blocking position,

and an operator for the blocking phite on one face of the door

comprising a first leaf fixed to one vertical face of the door at

right angles to said door edge portion, a second movable actua-

tor leaf for the blocking plate hingedly connected to the first

leaf and engaging an end extension of the blocking plate away

from the biasing means and being in opposed relationship to a

doorjamb stop surface, said first leaf having a passage through

which the end extension of the blocking plate extends mov-

ably, whereby ctosing of the door carrying the bolt immobiliz-

ing device automatically shifts the bolt blocking plate to the

bolt release position against the force of the biasing means.

4^78^445

DOOR HANDLE ASSEMBLY
KellcU Shinlxa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Koknsaa KInaokn

Kogyo Kabashfld Kalsha, Tokyo, Japan

FDcd Jan. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 336,930

Int a^ E05C 13/04

UAa 292-336J * CU"
1. An outside door handle assemby comprising:

a door handle arm made of a plastic resin material and

mounted on a door of an automotive vehicle,

a channel-shaped metal bracket fixedly attached to said door

handle arm,

a pair of finger projections made integral with the said door

handle arm,

a retum coil spring mounted on one of said finger projec-

tions for resiliendy urging said handle arm towards its

upper, non-service regular position,

a pair of pivot pins mounted on said finger projections, one

of the said pivot pms mounting the said retum coil spring,

while the other of the said pivot pins bears no such retum

coil spring,

a pair of half round bearing recesses formed on two finger

elements extending from said finger projection that

mounts the retum coil spring, for providing a pair of

axially staggered bearing halves that face in opposite

directions,

a door latch operation rod having a Z-shaped rod end, the

middle portion of said Z being pivotably mounted on the

said spaced, opposed bearing halves, respectively.

4,478,446

ADJUSTABLE KEEPER ASSEMBLY
John A. Dnraa, Glendora, Califn assignor to ATibank Mf^ Inc.,

Bnrbank, Calif.

Difision of Ser. No. 104,176, Dec. 17, 1979,. This application

Mar. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,878

lat a^ E05B 15/02

UAa 292-341.18 « Claims

1. An adjustable keeper assembly adapted for mounting on a

support strocture and engaging a latch element, said assembly

being engagable by an external tool for adjusting the same, said

keeper assembly comprising:

a housing having an opening therein adapted to receive said

tool therein;

mounting means for securing said housing to said support

structurr,

a movable keeper member disposed in said housing and

having mounting means at one end for coupling said mem-

ber to a support structure and latch engaging means at the

other end for releasable engagement to a latch element;

adjustment means comprising a routable wheel having a

plurality of spaced radially extending slots therein for

drawing up said keeper member with respect to both said
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support structure and said latch element thereby taking up
slack therebetween, rotation of said wheel orienting selec-
tive ones of said slots in said wheel with said opening in

said housing thereby allowing a tool to be inserted into
said opening in said housing and into engagement with
selective ones of said slots in said wheel to thereby rotate
the same; and

locking means movable between a wheel engaging and a
wheel disengaging position entering said opening in said
housing and into a position engaging said selective ones of
said slots and adapted to be engaged by a tool entering
said opening in said housing to thereby disengage said
locking means to permit rotation of said wheel and lock
said wheel after rotation thereof upon withdrawal of a
tool from said opening in said housing thereby preventing
movable adjustment of said keeper member after the tak-
ing up of slack between said latch element and said sup-
port structure.

having a handle and pinion gear adapted to engage a rack
gear on said piston rod; and

4,478,447

TEXTURED SURFACE PATTERN FOR AN
AUTOMOBILE BUMPER

Yothiro Umemoto, Nagoya, and Tsugurai Sanmiya, Toyota, both
of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha,
Toyota, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 454,011
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1981, 56-

197900[U]

Int a.} B60R 19/10
UAa 293-102 7 Qaims

release means adapted to release said piston means from its

loaded position and generate suction in said excrement
containing housing.

4,478,449

HREPLACE TONGS
Oaude Bemier, 1203, boul. Mont-Royal, Outremont, Qnebec.
Canada H2V2H7 »» v -^

Filed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,285
Int. a.3 A47J 49/14

U.S. a 294-10 2aaiiiii

1. An automobile bumper made of synthetic resin compris-
mg an exposed surface provided with a pattern of projections
and recesses for reducing adherence of mud and visibility of
scratches and minor dents, wherein the pattern of projections
and depressions is continuous over the entire exposed surface
of the bumper, the depth of the pattern is in the range from 20
to 70^ the radius of curvature of the tops of the projections is
in the range from 3 to 30^, and the radius of curvature of the
bottoms of the recesses is in the range from 2 to 30^, the depth
of each recess as measured from a level where said recess has
a width of 200>i is less than 20^, and the distance from one top
of any adjacent top is less than 2500/1.

4,478 448
ANIMAL EXCREMENT REMOVAL DEVICE

Kanncn D. Albert, 74-16 58th A?e., Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373
Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,812
Int a.J AOIK 29/00: A47L 5/04

VS. a. 294-1 BA 8 cMma
1. A poruble animal excrement removal device comprising,m combination:

an excrement containing housing adapted to receive and
retain excrement;

piston means adapted to generate sufTicent suction to draw
excrement mto said excrement containing housing;

pnmmg means adapted to cock said piston means in a loaded
position, said priming means including a priming lever

1. Fireplace tongs for particular use in handling fire logs,
comprising:

a pair of levers connected together intermediate their re-
spective ends by means of a first pivot in the manner of
scissors, this first pivot defining on one side thereof oper-
ating arms and on the other side thereof extensions of said
operating arms, one of said extensions constituting a first

jaw for said tongs;

a second jaw similar to said first jaw;
a second pivot mounting one end of said second jaw at the
end of the other of said extensions away from said first

pivot; and

a connecting link of which the ends are pivotally mounted
on said jaws, respectively on one side and on the other
side of said other extension and adjacent to said pivots;

wherein said extensions are bent relative to their respective
operating arm outwardly in a direction away from one
another,

wherein the end of said other extension and the end of said
second jaw adjacent to said second pivot are pointed; said
pointed ends being intended to serve as a poker when said
tongs are completely closed; and whereby closing in of
said operating arms causes tightening of said jaws and
spreading apart of said operating arms causes loosening of
said jaws.

M
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4,478,450 4,478,451

CARRIER WITH HANDLE FOR CONTAINERS OR THE MECHANICALLY OPERATED TONGS FOR GRIPPING
LIKE ROUND OBJECTS

Angnsto A. Picozza, Johnston, R.I., assignor to Dart Industries Eberhard Briicber, and Karl-Heinz Schiisslcr, both of Siegen,

lacn Noithbrook, 111. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Dango A Dienenthal

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 395,165 Maschinenbau GmbH, Siegen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Int a.) A47J 45/07; B65D 25/28 Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,342

U.S. CI. 294—31

J

13 Claims Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 16,

1981, 3123897

Int Q.^ B25J 15/00- B66C 1/42

VJS. a. 294-106 2 aaims

1. A earner for use in the releasable support of a container,

said carrier comprising:

a container receiving frame;

first flexible strap means fixed to said frame and extending

therefrom to a free end;

second flexible strap means fixed to sud frame generally

opposed to said first strap means and extending to a free

end;

first and second elongate handle elements respectively fixed

to the free ends of the first and second strap means, each

of said handle elements extending transversely of the

corresponding strap means end, each of said handle ele-

ments including

an elongate rigid body having a first elongate side with

first and second opposed edges, and a second elongate

side extending from the second of said edges approxi-

mately perpendicularly to said first body side,

an elongate panel with first and second sides, said panel

projecting generally perpendicularly from said first

body side in inwardly spaced relation to said first body

edge to define a shoulder between the panel and said

first body edge,

recess defining means laterally to the first panel side com-

prising an elongate lip extending laterally outward of

the second side of the elongate body, said lip including

an outer portion generally paralleling said second body

side in outwardly spaced relation thereto, said outer

portion terminating in an outer edge generally coplanar

with said shoulder, said means defining a recess of a size

to receive and nest therein the panel of the other handle

element whereby said handle elements are adapted for

releasable engagement with the panel of each element

received within the recess of the other element and said

shoulder in seated engagement on the shoulder of the

other element;

cooperating releasable lock means on each panel and each

recess defining means for releasably locking each panel

within the recess receiving this panel;

multiple spaced pairs of rigidifying ribs integral with each

panel, the ribs of each pair projecting from the opposed

sides of said panel.

1. Mechanically operated tongs for gripping round objects,

comprising a pair of tong arms, means mounting each tong arm

for pivotal movement toward and away from the other tong

arm about a pivot point, the ends of the tong arms having each

two engaging surfaces forming an obtuse angle with each

other, the engaging surface farthest from the pivot point of

each tong arm being concave and the engaging surface lying

closest to the pivot point of each tong arm being convex, said

surfaces being so configured that a line extending between the

points of contact of said concave surfaces will be spaced from

the center of said round object substantially the same distance

as a line interconnecting the points of contact of said convex

surfaces with the same round object for any of a plurality of

different diameters of round objects whose axes are all dis-

posed at the same distance from the pivot point of each tong

arm.

4,478,452

CARRIER APPARATUS AND HOSE FOR HRE
FIGHTERS

Robert M. aemens, 3700 Sellman Rd., Beltsrille, Md. 20705

Division of Scr. No. 147,211, May 6, 1980, abandoned. This

application Dec. 30, 1980, Scr. No. 221,388

Int a.} B65D 71/00

VJS. a. 294—141 4 Qaims

1. Carrier apparatus for use by fire fighters for carrying hose

to a fire site as a package of a size to contain a substantial length

of fire hose and of a weight which may be carried by a single

fire fighter, and for use as a person carrier to support a supine

adult victim for rescue by dragging by a single fire fighter or

for lifting by plural fire fighters, comprising, an elongate,

flaccid carrier body made of flaccid material, and having a

length approximately equal to the distance from the head to the

calf of an adult, said carrier body having an elongate bottom,

a single end wall and a pair of spaced side wall means for

cradling the head of a victim there between, said single end

wall being at an end of and subsUntially perpendicular to said

bottom, said carrier body having an open end opposite said

single end wall, said side wall means extending from said single
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end wall, uid being subtantially perpendicular to said end wall
at their junctions therewith, said side wall means extending
firom said end wall in the same direction as said bottom, and
being spaced apart approximately the width of a heat at said
end wall, said side wall means each having a longitudinally
extending edge remote from said bottom, and extending from
said edge to said bottom, handle means on each of said side
wall means for lifting said carrier body and a load supported
thereby, and comprising:

(a) flnt handle means adjacent said end wall for lifting the
head and upper body portion of the victim on said carrier
body and for causing said side wall means to cradle the
head of a victim therebetween, and

ends, a second portion extending between said first portions in
a direction across the back of the seat and including means
thereon for altering the effective length of said second portion
in said direction, and elastic means, situated along the edge of
at least a part of said rear section, for permitting expansion of
said recess and for maintaining said edge adjacent the back of
said seat.

(b) second handle means remote from said first handle means
for lifting the lower body ofa victim on said carrier body,
strap means extending from one side wall means to the

other side wall means across the edge thereof, and
releasable securing means for said strap means, and

at least one stack of fire hose in said carrier body with an
end thereof adjacent the open end of said carrier body,

whereby said fire hose may be readily withdrawn from
said carrier body, and whereby an adult victim may be
dragged or carried on said carrier body, with the vic-
tim's head adjacent said end wall, supported on said
bottom, and cradled between said side wall means.

M78,453
ADJUSTABLE COVER FOR INFANT CAR SEAT

Berattd R. Schnti, New York, N.Y„ aadgnor to Ftoe Art Pillow
A SpedaMei Corp^ New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,366
lot a.J A47C 31/10

U.S.a297-219 7Ctatot

4,478,454

WEIGHT.ACrUATED CHAIR CONTROL
FMerick S. Falks, GrcenTilie, Midi„ anigBor to Steelcaie Inc.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

FUed Jun. 8, 1981, Scr. No. 271,662
iBt a.3 A47C 1/02

MS.a 297-316 5 ci,|„

1. A chair control which permits independent adjustment of
the seat and back angles comprising:

a housing including means for receiving a chair base;
means for supporting a chair back;

first means pivotally mounting said chair back support
means to said housing for permitting said chair back to tilt;

a front link;

second means pivotally mounting said front link to said
housing;

an intermediate link;

third means pivotally mounting said intermediate link to said
chair back support means, said third pivotal mounting
means located upwardly from said first pivotal mounting
means;

means for supporting a chair seat;

fourth means pivotally mounting said chair seat support
means to said front link, said fourth pivotal mounting
means located rearwardly and downwardly from said
second pivotal mounting means;

fifth means pivotally mounting said chair seat support means
to said intermediate link, whereby said chair seat can tilt

independently of said chair back; and
locking means for selectively maintaining said chair seat

support means in fixed reUition to said stationary housing.

1. A cover for use with infant car seau of a range of different
dimensions of the type having a substantially upstanding back,
the cover comprising front and rear sections joined along the
top thereof to form a recess into which at least the upper part
of said seat back is adapted to be received, said rear section
havmg spaced first portions, defining, in part, the respective
ends of said recess, each of said fint portions including means
for altenng the effective size and shape of one of said recess

4,478,455
HOLLOW ECCENTRIC BOLT FOR TAUMEL HINGE

FITTING
Peter W. Linde, Battle Creek, Mlcfa., aarignor to Kciper U.SJL.

Inc., Battie Creek, Mich.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371^20
bt 0.3 A47C 1/025

UA CL 297-362 g Qalms
1. In combination a backing plate having a male cylindrical

projection, a uumel eccentric bolt comprising a body having
external eccentric cylindrical surfaces with parallel oflFset axes.
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an internal cylindrical bearing surface in said bolt coaxial with
one of said external cylindrical surfaces engaging said projec-

tion, and a taumel element pivoted on said coaxial external

cylindrical surface and secured to said backing plate.

4,478,456

MEANS FOR ADJUSTABLY SUPPORTING HEADREST
OF AUTOMOTIVE SEAT

Hideo Mltsni, FnchnaU, Japan, aaaignor to Tokyo Seat Kabn*

shiki'Kaiaha, Asakashi, Japan

Filed JnL 22, 1981, Scr. No. 2853S6
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 25, 1980, 55-

105784[U]

lot a' A47C 1/10

U.S. a. 297—410 1 Claim

1. Means for removably connecting and vertically adjustably

supporting a head rest to an automotive seat which comprises:

a vertically extending hollow member provided with a slot

opening and a flange which extends transversely to and

outwardly from an upper part of said hollow member, the

lower part of the member being within the automotive

seat and the flange being mounted substantially over the

upper end of the automotive seat;

a base member provided to the headrest and slidably re-

ceived by the vertically extending hollow member, the

base member having a row of recesses along the longitudi-

nal axis thereof and with predetermined distances therebe-

tween and each of the recesses having a surface of a right

angle with respect to the said longitudinal axis, the lower-

most recess of the base member having a lower surface of

a right angle with respect to the longitudinal axis thereof,

and other recesses having upper surfaces of a right angle

with respect to the longitudinal axis;

detent means of a U-shape operable to resiliendy engage

with the selected one of the recesses, and provided with a

base portion and bifurcations extending from said base

portion, said base portion abutting against the one of the

recesses through the aforementioned slot opening of the

hollow member and said bifurcations extending outwardly

from the hollow member, closely under the flange of said

hollow member, and transversely to the longitudinal axis

of the hollow member;

spring means removably accommodated to the flange of said

hollow member and resiliently biasing the detent means

toward the base member of the headrest, and pushing

means removably supported by the flange of the hollow

member and having bifurcations, the ends of which abut

against the bifurcations of the detent means and operable

when actuated to disconnect the engagement of the base

portion of the detent means with the base member of the

headrest.

4,478«457

LONGWALL MINING APPARATUS FOR WORKING
THICK SEAMS

Willy Lanfermann, Bochum, Fed. Rq». of Germany, aaaignor to

Gebr. Eickhoff MaacUnenfabrik und Eisengiesierei nubJl.,
Bochmn, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 489,716

Clainu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 15,

1982, 3218495

lat a.3 E21C 25/16

U.S. a. 299—18 8 Claim

£££ji£ii£ic^tttiasii:si^£t£u£it£ut.

•Sm^ifKf'

1. A longwall mining machine which travels over a face

conveyor having a first toothed rack extending therealong,

comprising a gantry-like frame movable along said face con-

veyor, said gantry-like frame having upstanding supports at its

opposite ends which carry an upper track and a second toothed

rack, a first mining machine frame carried on said face con-

veyor and having drive pinion means engageable with said first

toothed rack, a second mining machine frame carried on said

upper track on the gantry-like frame and having drive pinion

means engageable with said second toothed rack, said second

mining machine frame being reciprocable along said upper

track independenUy of said first mining machine frame, said

first and second mining machine frames each having a shearer

drum mounted thereon for cutting and removing a mineral

seam, and means for selectively securing said first and second

mining machine frames to said gantry-like frame, the arrange-

ment being such that when the first and second machines are

secured to the gantry-like frame, the entire gantry-like frame

and both mining machine frames will traverse said face con-

veyor upon rotation of the drive pinion means on the fint

mining machine.

8. A method for operating longwall mining machine appara-

tus of the type having a gantry-like frame movable along the

machine track ofa face conveyor, said gantry-like frame carry-

ing an upper second machine track, and upper and lower

mining machines carried on said upper second machine track

and said face conveyor machine track respectively, with each

of said mining machines being provided with a shearer drum
carried on a pivotal arm, said method comprising:

securing said gantry-like frame to said face conveyor.
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moving said upper and lower mining machines to opposite

ends of said gantry-like frame and positioning said shearer

drums on their pivotal arms at positions where the upper

pivotal arm is inclined upwardly and toward one end of

the gantry>like frame while the lower pivotal arm is in-

clined downwardly and toward the other end of the gan-

try-like frame, •

securing said upper and lower mining machines to said

gantry-like frame,

releasing the gantry-like frame from said face conveyor and

causing said lower mining machine to traverse the face

conveyor while carrying said gantry-like frame and said

upper mining machine therewith while said shearer drums
cut and remove material from a face being mined, and

when said gantry-like frame reaches the end of a face area

being mined, again securing said gantry-like frame to said

face conveyor while causing said lower mining machine

to traverse the gantry-Uke frame to a position where it is

directly below the upper mining machine.

4,478,4ra

LOCKING AND ANTI-LOOSENING CONSTRUCTION
FOR VEHICLE RIM

C Hlgbt Flcmu, East Afflbent, N.Y., assignor to McGard,
IBC^ BnflUo, N.Y.

Filed NOY. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 438,589

lot a.) BtiOB 27/00
VJS.a 301—9 SC 16 Claims

1. In a rim mounting construction having a hub mounting
shaft with an internal surface, attachment means on said hub
mounting shaft for mounting said hub mounting shaft on rim

mounting lugs of an axle, a rim having a hub for mounting on
said hub mounting shaft, a hub securing member, a shoulder on
said hub securing member, and first thread means between said

hub securing member and said hub mounting shaft for attach-

ing said hub securing member to said hub mounting shaft with

said shoulder bearing against said hub to thereby secure said

hub on said hub mounting shaft, the improvement comprising

a locking nut, securing means for securing said locking nut

within said internal surface of said hub mounting shaft, a lock-

ing bolt having a shank and a bolt head, first and second sur-

faces on said boh head and said hub securing member, respec-

tively, and second thread means between said shank and said

locking nut for drawing said first surface into frictional abut-

ting engagement with said second surface after said first thread

means have been tightened to cause said shoulder to bear

against said hub and for preventing said hub securing member
from being unthreaded from said hub at said first thread means.

4,478,459

TRAILER BRAKING SYSTEM
James C. Cununing, Pleasant Ridge, Mich., aasignor to Rock>

well International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Feb. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 468,833

Int a.3 B6QT W74
VJS, a. 303—7 4 Gains

50
1

68 ..10 ..J8 'y

1. An improved braking system for a trailer of the type
which includes a primary air reservoir on a tractor, an auxil-

iary air reservoir on said trailer which is supplied by said

primary air reservoir, brake actuation means on said tractor to

selectively provide control air from a primary source on said

tractor to a control valve on said trailer, and said control air

causing said control valve to direct air from said auxiliary air

reservoir to braking means on said trailer, wherein said im-

provement comprises:

a secondary source of said control air on said trailer includ-

ing a control air reservoir having a volume significantly

smaller than a volume of said,auxiliary air reservoir;

said controlled air reservoir being supplied said control air

through a first line from said auxiliary air reservoir;

a second line from said control air reservoir to said control

valve said second line having a check valve therein to

only allow said control air to be capable of passing from
said control air reservoir to said control valve;

a normally open first valve element in said first line;

a normally closed second valve element in said second line;

an electrically operated valve actuator for said first valve

element and said second valve element being actuated by
an electrical signal from said brake actuation means to

close said first valve element to isolate said control air

reservoir from said auxiliary air reservoir and to open said

second valve element to provide said control air from said

control air reservoir to said control valve prior to arrival

of said control air from said primary source; and
said electrically operated valve actuator including a solenoid

coil and a core which is mounted for axial movement
within said coil between a first position and a second
position, said core being normally biased to said first

position to open said first valve element and closed said

second valve element, said core being moved to said

second position by said electrical signal in said solenoid

coil to close said first valve element and open said second
valve element.

4,478,460

INTERLOCK VALVE FOR RAILWAY BRAKING SYSTEM
VALVE ASSEMBLY

David J. Wickham, Chippenham, England, asaignor to Wetting*

house Brake and Signal Co. Ltd., Chippenham, Enghud
FOed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 416,074

Claims priority, appUcatioa United Kingdom, Sep. 11, 1981,

8127544

Int a^ B6ar J5/02

VJS. a. 303—68 4 Chdma
1. A valve assembly for a pneumatically operated railway

braking system of the kind in which a drop in brake pipe pres-

sure, calling for brake application, initiates a pilot pressure and

this pilot pressure is used to operate other valves pneumatically

to effect braking, the assembly including:

a brake release valve.
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a source of pilot pressure air,

means for connecting the source of pilot pressure air to the

release valve so as to operate the valve to release the

brakes in two stages, an initial stage and a final stage.

1. A hydraulic dual-circuit servo brake apparatus having a

dual circuit main cylinder equipped with two separate pistons,

a pressurizing device and a control valve intended for directing

the pressure medium of the pressurizing device into the brake

circuits, characterized in that said control valve is a magnetic

valve which is triggerable in accordance with the petition of

the main cylinder pistons, and an electronic switching device

for monitoring triggering of said control valve.

4,478,462

LINEAR BALL BEARING UNIT
Hiroshi Teraraachi, 2>34*8, Higashi-Taraagawa, Setapya-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 494,880

Claims priority, application Japan, May 20, 1982, 57*85436

Int. a.3 F16C 29/06

U.S. a. 308—6 C 7 Claims

1. A linear ball bearing unit comprising:

a bearing body having a pair of skirts provided on their

opposing surfaces with longitudinal ribs, said bearing

body further having ball rolling grooves formed in both

side surfaces of said ribs and constituting parts of passage-

ways for loaded balls, longitudinal recesses formed in the

outer surfaces of said skirts, and channel members fitted in

respective recesses, said recesses and channel members in

combination constituting passageways for non-loaded

balls;

a track shaft provided in both side surfaces thereof with

recesses for receiving said ribs on said bearing body, said

recesses being provided in both side walls thereof with

ball rolling grooves constituting parts of said passageways

for loaded balls; and

h-^^HtM

a pilot pressure air exhaust choke to choke the flow of pilot

pressure leaving the exhaust valve, and
means for isolating the pilot pressure air exhaust choke so as

to prevent the flow of pilot pressure air to atmosphere

during at least the initial part of the brake application.

4,478,461

HYDRAULIC DUAL-ORCUIT SERVO BRAKE
APPARATUS

Heinz Lciber, Oberriexingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,139

CUdms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 14,

1981, 3145323

Int a^ B60T 17/J

8

VJS. a. 303—92 15 aafans

lids attached to both ends of said bearing body and adapted

to provide ball turn grooves through which said passage-

ways for loaded balls are connected to corresponding

passageways for non-loaded balls thereby to permit ball

trains to be recirculated through said passageways for

loaded ball and then through said passageways for said

non-loaded balls.

4,478,463

CONICAL ROLLER BEARING
Tom Takai, FUisawa; Kei^i Takei, Hiratsnka, and Yonichl

Nagano, Chigasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Seiko

Kabnshiki Kaisha

FUed Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,278

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1981, 56*192792;

Dec. 25, 1981, 56*192793; Jan. 28, 1982, 57*9370

Int a.> F16C 33/76

liJS. a. 384-482 5 Claint

1. In a conical roller bearing having an outer race and an

inner race spaced radially and defming tapered bearing sur-

faces spaced further apart at the axially outer end portion of

said bearing surfaces, a plurality of rollers held between said

inner race and said outer race, a retainer holding said rollers,

and a seal fitted between the axially outer end portions of said

outer race and said inner race, said seal having a rigid portion
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fitted to the axially outer portion of said outer race and an

elastomeric portion positioned adjacent said inner race, the

improvement wherein said retainer includes an outer portion

extending axially outwards from said rollers and said rigid

portion includes means extending radially inwards from said

outer race at a position adapted to engage the adjacent outer

portion of said retainer as said retainer shifts axially outwards

relative said outer race for preventing the axially outer end

surftces of said rollers from engaging any portions of said seal,

said rigid portion including a circumferential member fixed to

the inner radial surface of the outer end portion of said outer

race, and said means includes an angled member having a

circumferential portion fitted to the radially inner surface of

said circumerfential member and a flange portion depending

radially inwards of the axially inner portion of said circumfer-

ential portion.

said space through said slot, said pocket defining a bottom
support for the material in said pocket means positioned to

cause a top portion of the inserted sheet material to be

M78,464
RACK-MOUNTABLE STORAGE ENCLOSURE FOR

DIFFERENTLY SIZED MAGNETIC TAPE ENCLOSURES
Jerry B. WUUum, 4900 Wetbcredsirille Rd^ Baltimore, Md.

21207

Filed Not. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 325,654

fart, a.3 A47B 81/06

U.S. CL 312—9 7 Claims

disposed to be accessible at said slot for grasping of the

sheet material by a user to permit selective removal of the

sheet material from the pocket means as desired.

4,478,4M

LOCKABLE STORAGE SYSTEM
Leonard R. Clark, Oreland, and Dtfid W. Mcehl, Hatboro, both

of Pa., assignon to SPS Technologies, Inc^ Newtown, Pt.

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,276

fait a.3 E05C 15/04

VS. a. 312—215 2 Claims

1. A rack-mountable tape cartridge enclosure device for

storing multi-sized cartridges, comprising:

(a) an enclosure having a generally box-like shape;

(b) means therein for storing said cartridge^ in a parallel

arrangement, including a plurality of dividers contoured

to handle a plurality of cartridge sizes;

(c) interlocking means for securing said enclosure to a sec-

ond such enclosure on either side thereof, said interlock-

ing means being fixed relative to said enclosure, integral

with a side thereof, and adapted to interlock with corre-

sponding means on said second enclosure,

(d) a plurality of mounting members detachably secured to

the sides of said enclosure, said members each having a

flange substantially parallel to the front of said enclosure,

said flanges having apertures therein to facilitate attach-

ment to a standard equipment rack.

4«478,465

COMPACTOR DOOR WITH LITERATURE STORAGE
COMPARTMENT

Ckarks E. Sokek, Boyle Cooirty, Ky., assignor to Whirlpool

Corporatioii, BcMoB Harbor, Mkh.
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,842

fait CL^ A47B 41/06

VS. a. 312—183 17 Claims

1. In a refuse compacting apparatus having a generally verti-

cal closure for providing access to a refuse receptacle, said

closure defining a bottom and an upper portion and having a

handle fixed to and extending horizontally across said upper

portion thereof, the improvement comprising:

means on said handle defining a slot opening downwardly

into a generally vertical internal space defined by said

closure; and

means in said door defining a raised pocket means spaced

below said slot and above said closure bottom for remov-

ably supporting sheet material inserted downwardly into

1. A storage system comprising: support means;

a plurality of shelves mounted in said support means;

a plurality of drawers slidably mounted in said support

means, each drawer having a member mounted thereon;

and

adjustable locking means mounted on said support means

and formed to be engageable with said drawer members

for locking said drawers individually or in concert said

adjustable locking means comprising:

a locking channel housing mounted in said support means,

comprising a first housing member, a second housing

member, slidable within said first housing member for

adjusting the length of said locking channel housing, and

fastener means for restraining said first housing member
within said second housing member;

a locking channel slidably mounted in said locking channel

housing, having a plurality of slots therein for operatively

engaging said members on said drawers;

means for moving said locking channel vertically; and

biasing means for positioning said locking channel into a
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locked position whereby said members on said drawen
extend through said openings in said locking channel and
are engaged to lock said drawers by restricting their

movement

4,478,467

PORTABLE WORKSHOP
Howard W. Tyndall, 2923 E. Carctt St, Shrcfcport La. 71104

FDcd Dec 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453^76
bt a> A47B 43/00

U.S.a 312-250 4ClaiiH

1. A portable workshop comprising:

(a) a pair of rear panels having substantially parallel edges in

adjacent relationship, a first panel facing member rigidly

attached to one of said rear panels and a second panel

facing member rigidly attached to the other of said rear

panels, a door panel positioned adjacent said first panel

facing member and a closure panel positioned adjacent

said second panel facing member,

(b) rear panel hinges joining said parallel edges of said rear

panels, and first panel hinges attached to vertical edges of
said door panel and said first panel facing member and
second panel hinges attached to vertical edges of said

closure panel and said second panel facing member, re-

spectively, whereby said rear panels are hingedly joined

to each other along adjacent vertical edges and are fixedly

joined to said panel facing members at the opposite verti-

cal edges, respectively, and said door-panel is hingedly

joined to said first panel member, and said closure panel is

hingedly joined to said second panel facing member;
(c) a first cabinet attached to a first one of said rear panels

and having a first generally horizontally-disposed cabinet

top for use as a work space and first compartments for

storing tools and supplies;

(d) a second cabinet attached to a second one of said rear

panels in spaced relationship to said first cabinet and hav-

ing a second generally horizontally-disposed cabinet top

in substantial alignment with said first cabinet top for use

as a woit space and second compartment for storing tools

and supplies;

(e) a pair of pegboards mounted on said rear panels above
said first cabinet and said second cabinet respectively;

(0 counter means hingedly attached to said first cabinet and
foldable on said fint cabinet top to bridge the space be-

tween said first cabinet top and said second cabinet top

and counter segment means hingedly carried by said

counter means along one edge of said counter means
adjacent said one of said rear panels and foldable on said

counter means to facilitate folding of said counter means
past said pegboard from said first cabinet top to said sec-

ond cabinet top; and

(g) cabinet spacer means having one end pivotally attached

to said first cabinet and pivotally disposed to extend be-

tween said first cabinet and said second cabinet whereby
said first cabinet is properly spaced from said second

cabinet when said portable workshop is in the open con-

figuration.

4,478,468

LINE^ATED SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
Erkfa W. Sehoca, Qea Ellya, and Lee D. TIce, Bartlctt both of

IlL, assigiiors to Pittway CorporatioB, Aarora, IlL

FDcd Aug. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 412,156

fart, a.3 G05F 1/00: H05B 37/00
UJS.a 315-291 7

1. A line gated switching power supply capable of operation
with an interrupted AC source, said power supply comprising
a charge storage device adapted to be connected across an
associated load, current value means including two transistors

connected in a Darlington configuration having a collector

terminal coupled to the AC source and an emitter terminal

coupled to the charge storage device and a base terminal, said

current valve means being adapted for operation between an
open-circuit condition and a maximum-conduction condition

for passing maximum current to said charge storage device for

charging same, means connected to said base terminal for

providing a control current to said current valve means suffi-

cient to operate said current valve means in its maximum-con-
duction condition, and control means coupled to said current

valve means and responsive when the voltage across said

charge storage device exceeds a predetermined level for re-

moving said control current ftxmi said current valve meus
thereby to cause said current valve means to shift to its open-

circuit condition and terminate current flow to said charge

storage device.

4,478,469

CARD KEYING DEVICE
Robert J. Waltc, HnrttBiton Beach, and Ronald P. Almeida,

Yorba Linda, both of Calif., assignors to Zero Corporation,

Bvhank, Cklif

.

Filed May 17, 1982, Scr. No. 378,538

iBt a^ HOIR 13/64
VS. a. 339—17 LC 7

M 1 ^1 ri
i
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1. A male-female keying device, comprising;

(a) a first elongated strip (1) having therein a plurality of
wholly cylindrical holes therealong,

(b) pins (3) removably but firmly fitted into selected said

holes in only said first elongated strip according to a
selected position code,

said pins projecting from said holes,

(c) a pair of pins (5) fitted into substantially the extremities of
said first strip and projecting farther from said strip than

the removable pins, said pair of pins tapered to act as

guides in assembling the device,

(d) a second elongated strip (14) having a plurality of wholly
cylindrical holes (15) therealong that match the positions

of said plurality of holes and accept with sliding fit the
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pins (3) fitted into said selected holes and said pair of pins

(S) in said flnt strip, and

(e) flush-fitting pins (16) in all such holes in said second strip

as are not provided with projecting pins according to the

selected code of said fint strip upon assembly of said

device

whereby only said fint and second elongated strips that have
the same code can be fitted together.

4,478,470

ELECnUCAL CONTACT
Ckarka RvdMrd, Coaflus Stintc Honorlm, tad Jcaa C. Joly,

Ony, both of Franet, tMigiion to AMP lacOTporatcd, Har«
rlibwg, Pt4

CoBtiaattloii of S«r. No. 236,462, Feb. 20, 1981, abandoned.

This ippUcttloa JoL 18, 1983, Str. No. 514,365

Gains priority, appUcadoii FMnee, Mu. 11, 1980, 80 05409
fat a.) HOIR 13/62

VS,a 339-74 R 2 Claims

4,478,471

ZERO INSERTION FORCE CONNECTOR HAVING
IMPROVED CAMS

Billy E. OisMM, New Cumbcriaad, Pa^ tiiigBor to AMP Incor-

porated, Harrisbnrg, Pa.

GoatlaBatloa of Scr. No. 344,440, Feb. 1, 1982, abandoned. This

appUcatloB Mar. 19, 1984, Scr. No. 590,550

lat a' HOIR 9/09

U.S. CL 339—74 R 14 Claims
1. A xero insertion force multi-contact electrical connector

for connecting a mother panel board and a daughter panel

board comprising an insulated housing having an upper major
surface, a lower mi^or surftce for mounting on the surface of

a mother board, opposed sidewalk and opposed endwalls, a

trough-like recess extending into said upper major surface

between said endwalls and parallel to said sidewalls for receiv-

ing edge portions of a daughter board, a plurality of side-by-

side cavities divided therebetween by barrier walls on at least

one side of said recess extending from said recess towards an
associated sidewall, each cavity to receive a contact terminal

inserted therein, contact terminals insertable into said cavities

and securable to said housing proximate said lower major
surface, said terminals for electrically engaging respective

conductors on said mother and daughter boards, openings in

said barrier walls on said at least one side of said recess for

receiving a camming rod inserubly therethrough extending
from one endwall to the other parallel to said recess proximate
said upper major surface, holding means on each endwall for

holding a camming rod inserted therein, a camming rod insert-

able through said openings in said barrier walls on said at least

one side of said recess and securable in said holding means, said

camming rod being rotatable to cammingly engage said termi-

nals away from said recess for placing a daughter board therein

under zero insertion force conditions, characterized in that:

each cavity extends from said upper major surface towards
said lower major surface and from said recess laterally

toward an associated sidewall and having an enlarged

upper portion and a lower portion reduced in cross sec-

tion, said upper portion having an outwardly facing shoul-

der proximate an associated sidewall;

1. An electrical contact for mating with a flat tab male
contact and comprising a receptacle portion 'for receiving a
male tab and an opposed wire connection portion, the whole
being stamped and formed from sheet metal, the receptacle

portion comprising a base and a pair of opposed sidewalls

upstanding fh>m the base, free edge portions being formed
inward from said sidewalls over the but, each said free edge
portion having a free edge facing said base, said base, sidewalls

and free edges defining a tab entry end and tab receiving pas-

sage, characterized in that one free edge portion serves a latch-

ing ftmction and the other free edge portion serves an electrical

contact fimction, said one free edge portion comprising an
extension in a plane perpendicular to said base and projecting

away firom the tab entry end of the receptacle, said extension

being connected to the respective sidewall by a resilient por-

tion between the sidewall and the extension, said one free edge
portion being cut to isolate a part thereof from said extension,

said resilient portion remaining at the tab entry end of the

receptacle, said free edge of said one free edge portion being
on said extension and having a barb adapted to be received in

a hole in the male tab for positive latching thereof in said

passage, said extension having a free end which extends

through a hole in the base, whereby pressure on said free end
toward said base deflects the extension away from the base to

disengage the barb from the hole to permit withdrawal of the

tab firom the receptacle.

each terminal has a spring arm portion, a first contact por-

tion adjacent an upper end of said spring arm portion for

engaging a respective conductor on said daughter board,

a bight section extending laterally from said upper end of

said spring arm portion towards an associated sidewall, a

tip section depending substantially vertically from said

bight section which tip section is cammingly engageable

by an associated said canuning rod, said tip section having

a lower end bearing against said outwardly facing shoul-

der of said cavity upon insertion of said terminal into a

respective said cavity such that said upper end of said

spring arm is normally extending into said recess, said

terminal being tightly gripped in said lower portion ofsaid

cavity, and said terminal having a lower end extending

past said lower major surface of said housing upon inser-

tion and securable to said housing, said lower end having

a second contact portion on said lower end for engaging a

respective conductor on said mother board;

said camming rod has a longitudinal chordal surface portion

and a cylindrical surface portion;

said camming rod is insertable in said housing after said

terminals have been inserted into said cavities being par-

tially surrounded by said tip sections and said bight sec-

tions of said contact terminals;

said openings of said barrier walls have surface portions

which support portions of said arcuate surface of an asso-

ciated said canuning rod during rotation thereof.
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4,478,472

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Looli S. Baar, Clark, NJ., aHlgaor to RCA Corporatloo, New

Yorit, N.Y.

CoBtlnaatlon of Ser. No. 314,846, Oet 26, 1981, abandoned.
lUa appUcatlon Dec 14, 1983, Ser. No. 561,272

lat Q.^ HOIR 13/639
VJS. a. 339—75 M 4 Claims

sleeve (330) captivated for roution about said first shell (100)

and provided with mtemal thread (310) for threadably con-

necting with complementary external thread (210) disposed on
said second shell (200), rotation of the coupling nut drawing

the shells (100, 200) together, said coupling nut characterized

by:

said cylindrical sleeve (330) being provided with an opening

(338), said opening being in register with and about said

ratchet teeth (150);

*Mf:i

1. An electrical connector comprising:

an electrically insulating housing including first and second
facing contiguous releasable members, said members hav-

ing a component receiving cavity in at least one of said

members at the interface of said members and enveloped
by both said members;

an array of spaced electrically conductive terminals each
having a first end and a second end opposite the first end,

one end being adapted to be connected to a first electrical

connector at an outer face of one of said members, the

other terminal end being adapted to be connected to a

second electrical conductor at an outer face of the other of
said members on a side of the housing opposite said one
member outer face, each said terminals having a portion

adjacent said cavity and adapted to be selectively con-
nected to a lead of a component within said cavity, the

terminals of said array being spaced in a given direction,

said terminal ends extending in a direction generally nor-

mal to said given direction;

said terminals including a pair ofspaced elements at least one
of which is movable in said given direction, said housing

including a third electrically insulating member fued to

one of the first and second members, the other of said first

and second members being movably secured between the

third and the one member for movement in a direction

parallel to said given direction, said terminal one movable
element being engaged with said other of said first and
second members and movable in said parallel direction,

and actuating means secured to said housing for selec-

tively moving said other of said first and second members
and said movable element in a direction at least toward
said other element of said pair; and

a bus conductor in said cavity extending in said given direc-

tion electrically isolated from said terminals and adapted

to be selectively attached to at least one lead of any one of
a plurality of components and any one of said terminals in

said cavity, said bus conductor being secured in said cav-

ity by its attachment to said one component and said one
terminal.

4,478,473

COUPLING NUT FOR AN ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Dafid L. F^car, Aftoa, N.Y., aHlgnor to The Beadiz Corpora-

tioB, Soothfleld, Mieh.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,969

lat a.3 HOIR 13/623

VS.a 339-89 M 9 dains
1. A coupling nut for an electrical connector of the type

having first and second shells (100, 200) connectable in end-to-

end relation, one of said shells (100) including a plurality of

ratchet teeth (150) arranged annularly and extending radially

outward therefrom, the coupling nut including a cylindricd

a lock pin (350) having its cross-section clearance fit within

said opening and constrained for only radial movement in

said opening (338);

bias means (370) having a portion thereof disposed against

said sleeve for constantly biasing said lock pin radially

outward from engagement with said ratchet teeth; and
drive means (320. 329) disposed for both routional and axial

movement relative to the cylindrical sleeve for driving the

cylindrical sleeve in coupling and uncoupling directions

and driving the lock pin radially inward and into engage-

ment with the ratchet teeth.

4,478,474

COUPLING NUT FOR AN ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Da?ld O. GalluHer, Oaeonta, and Abb E. Peterson, Sidney, both

of N.Y., aasigBors to The Bcadix CorporatioB, Soothfleld,

Mich.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 431,970

iBt a.) HOIR 13/62

VS. CL 339—89 M 10 CUiais

1. A coupling nut for an electrical connector comprising: a

pair of mating shells, the coupling nut being captivated for

rotation about one of the shells and provided with first thread

(310) for threadably coupling with complementary second

thread (210) disposed on the other of said shells, said coupling

nut characterized by: an annular groove (350) disposed medi-

ally within said first thread (310); and an anti-decoupling de-

vice (400) for resisting uncoupling of said electrical connector

shells, including an annular spring band (410) in said annular

groove and a resilient spring member (440) extending radially

inward from the annular groove for biasing radially against the

second thread (210), saidspring member comprising an arched

leaf spring extending fnw the spring band as a cantilever and

including a free end (442) to engage the annular groove (350)

and a medial portion (446) to radially engage the surface of the

second thread (210),
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M7M7S
METHOD AND PLUG FOR SECURING A CONNECTING

WIRE TO A TUBULAR PIN
Fltaudi^ TbIUb, Btlterap, Dauark, MrigMMr to Ortofon Man>
ftwtwiaf A/S, Valby, Dounrk

PCT No. PCT/DKM/00044, § 371 Dtte Mar. 2, 1981, § 102(c)

Dat» Mar. 2, IMl, PCT Pab. No. WO81/00328, PCT Pob.

Data Fab. S, 19tl

CootiaaatloB of Scr. No. 243,918, Mar. 2, 1981, abandoned. This

PCT application JnL 14, 1980, Scr. No. 534,941

aalu priority, application Dcnmaric, Jol. 17, 1979, 2992/79

Int CL^ HOIR 4/50

VJS. CL 339—97 R 2 Oains

2. A piclc-up unit having an outwardly extending plug pin

for establishing electrical connection with a wire within said

unit, said electrical connection comprising:

(a) a pick-up body having a hole extending into said body
and having a Hrst diameter, said hole including an en-

larged portion adjacent the surface of said body, said

enlarged portion extending partially into said body to a

termination point and having a second diameter concen-

tric with said first diameter, and an inwardly directed

shoulder at said termination point;

(b) a tubular plug pin positioned within the enlarged portion

of said hole and having an end extending outwardly of

said hole, the other end of said plug abutting said shoulder;

(c) an insertion plug having a cylindrical central portion and
conical portions at each end thereof having substantially

the same configuration, said central portion having a

diameter substantially equal to the inner diameter of said

plug pin, said insertion plug positioned within said plug

pin with the central portion of said insertion plug extend-

ing to a point beyond the surface of said pick-up body; and

(d) a thin, enamelled wire positioned within said hole in said

pick-up body, said wire having an end extending from the

cylindrical portion of said insertion plug inwardly of said

hole, said wire being clamped between said insertion plug

and said plug pin, the clamped end being flattened from a

thickness of zero at the point where the cylindrical por-

tion joins the innermost conical portion of said insertion

plug to full diameter at the innermost conical end, the

enamel on said clamped end being in burst condition to

provide good electrical contact between said wire and
said plug pin, said conical end portions of said insertion

plug having a diameter at the outermost ends thereof that

is no greater than the difference between the inner diame-

ter of said tubular plug pin and two diameters of said wire

whereby either end of said plug can be inserted into said

plug pin to effect the connection of said wire thereto.

4^78«476

DIP BURN-IN SOCKET
EImt R. JoMa, 124 Chaataat St, Nortii Reading, Maaa. 01854

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 349,479

Iirt. a^ HOIR S/00

VS,a 339-147 R 4 GaiM
1. in a bum-in tray having a plurality of dip bum-in sockets

arrayed thereon, the sockets having ribbon-like contacts in

side-by-side relationship received therein and extending exter-

nally of the socket body, resistors secured to the contacts

external of said sockets, the improvement which comprises:

The contacts having a first larger width within the socket

body, the contacts extending externally of the socket body
formed into a necked portion of a second width narrower

than the first width, the contact terminating in a depend-

ing end of a third width narrower than the first width

which end is adapted to receive the lead of a resistor; and

wherein the socket body includes outer walls each having

upper edges, the necked portion extends across the upper

edge and then downwardly.

4,478,477

ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTOR HOLDER
Larry D. Fleisho-, Maplewood, Mioa., aaaignor to Minnesota

Mining and MannfiMtoring Company, St Panl, Minn.

FOed Jan. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 388,888

Int a.3 HOIR 9/00

VJS. a. 339—198 G 3 Claims

1. A unitary molded plastic holder for a multiplicity of

electrical wire connectors of the type wherem a plastic body

and cover are latched in an open position, wires to be con-

nected are inserted between them and they are pressed to-

gether to a crimped position to connect the wires in an insula-

tion displacement contact element within the connector, com-
prising an elongate body having a multiplicity of electrical

wire connector receptacles in two rows, one row ofconnector

receptacles being on each of two opposing longitudinal sur-

faces of said elongate body with each connector receptacle in

one row being in back-to-back relation to a connector recepta-

cle in the other row, each said receptacle being formed to

receive and support a said electrical wire connector in its

latched open position for receipt of wires to be connected, and

resilient connector latching means for each of said receptacles

faito which a said electrical wire ccmnector can be snapped for

releasably retaining a said electrical wire connector in its

latched open position and in its crimped position in a manner

permitting a said electrical connector to be removed therefrom

by pulling on the connector.
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4^78,478
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS WTTH RETAINING MEANS

FOR A TERMINAL SCREW
Gay Dorand, Mootfillc, and Gerard Roby, Bihorel, both of

Fhuiec, asaignon to Legraad SA^ Linoges, France

Cootinnation of Scr. No. 428,774, Sep. 30, 1982, abandoned,

which ia a continoation of Scr. No. 168,739, JbL 14, 1980,

abandoned. This application Oct 24, 1983, Scr. No. 544,646

ClaiBU priority, ap^icatioa France, Aug. 3, 1979, 79 19959

Int a.) HOIR 9/10

VS. a. 339-263 R 25 Oains

1. An electrical connector assembly comprising a body of

insulating material, a sleeve integral with said body and having

an axially outer end portion for receiving a screw of a connect-

ing terminal and an axially inner end portion beyond which is

mounted the connecting terminal, the screw being adapted to

be introduced through the axially outer end portion and dis-

placed to the axially inner end portion for threaded engage-

ment with the connecting terminal, retaining means for retain-

ing the head of the screw at said axially inner end portion of

said sleeve, said retaining means comprising a protuberance

projecting transversely inwardly of said sleeve, said protuber-

ance being formed on a resiliently deflectable thin wall zone of

said sleeve intermediate the axial ends thereby, said resiliently

deflectable thin wall zone permitting the screw head to clear

said protuberance into said axially inner end portion and there-

after retaining said screw head in said axially inner end portion

of said sleeve.

4,478,479

ELECTRICAL TERMINAL
Hitcah Chary, Harriabwg, and Walter M. Wcracr, Downing-

ton, both of Pa., aaaignors to AMP Incorporated, Harriaborg,

FOcd Ang. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 407,671

Int a' HOIR 4/50

VS.a 339-273 R 1 Claim

1. In combination, an electrical terminal and device for

terminating a wire therein, comprising:

a. a first member including an elongated body of conductive

material and having a first passage extending axially there-

through and a second passage extendmg transversely

therethrough and intersecting the first passage;

b. a second member adapted to be driven into the second

passage and having thereon a wire engaging surface so

that a wire which may be in the first passage nuy be

, compressed for electrical contact and for retention against

axial pullout therefrom and further having a leading end

which extends out from the body and which is susceptible

to being bent such that it cannot be withdrawn from the

second passage;

c. a frame-like structure having an opening therethrough to

receive the first member, a notch with one beveled side

located in the inside surface of one wall defining the open-

ing, and a second opening in another wall opposing the

one wall; and

d. driving means positionable in the second opening for

driving the second member into the second passage in the

body and for driving the leading end of the second mem-
ber into the notch whereby the leading end is bent out of

line of the second passage so as to lock the second member
therein.

4,478,480

HOLOGRAPHIC SCANNER SPINNER WOBBLE
CORRECTION SYSTEM

Darid E. Doggctt Copnlino, Calif., aarignor to Benson, Inc^

Moutaia View, Calif.

FDed Dec. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453,362

Int a.3G02B 27/77

U.S.a 350-3.71 5ClainM

1. In an optical scanning system including a source of a

monochromatic collimated tight beam and a transmission-type

hologram spinner having formed thereon a series of plane

holographic linear diffraction grating facets, said spinnerbeing

placed to diffract said light beam, said spinner being subject to

a degree of translational wobble, the improvement comprising

means for focusing said light beam in one direction;

means mounting said spinner on its axis of rotation such that

the angle made by the diffracted light beam with the

incident light beam is 90*, and the angle of diffraction is

approximately equal to the angle of incidence, said dif-

fracted beam being displaced to a path parallel to the path

it would occupy in the absence of traiulational wobble;

corrective means for directing and focusing said diffracted

light beam in a direction perpendicular to said one direc-

tion; to a position on a moving scan surface which it

would occupy in the absence of translational wobble.

4,478,481

PRODUCTION OF DIFFRACTION UMTTED
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES

Richard L. Faack, Dayton; James S. Harris, Centerrilie, and

KcTin G. Harding, Dayton, all of Ohio, assignors to Unifcr-

aity of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 348,461

Int a^ G03H 1/02. 1/22

VS. a. 350—3.83 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for the production of a holographic image of a

subject disposed at a subject plane, comprising:

a source for generating a substantially coherent beam of

light;

a beamsplitter for dividing said beam into a subject beam and

a reference beam;

means for recording a hologram of said subject thereon;

a lens for passing therethrough light from said subject beam
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reflected by said subject, and focussing said light onto or

near one side of said recording means;

means for directing said reference beam to said one side of

said recording means at a predetermined angle of inci-

dence thereon; and

means for selectively redirecting said reference beam, fol-

lowing recording of said hologram on said recording

means, to the opposite side of said recording means in a

mal relative to said object plane, said method comprising the
steps of:

(a) scanning said illumination light across said object plane;
(b) imaging said object plane onto said final image plane to
form a focused image; and

(c) rectifying said fmal image plane with image rectifying

means adapted to satisfy the Scheimpflug conditions.

4,478,483

VARIABLE LENGTH ELECTROOPTIC WAVEGUIDES
AND APPUCATIONS THEREFOR

Robert A. Spragoe, Saratoga, Calif„ aarignor to Xerox Corpora*
tion, Stanford, Conn.

Filed May 10, 1982, Scr. No. 376,910
iBt a.} G02B 5/174

MS.a 350—96.14 12 Claims

- "-^

conjugate direction for diffraction thereby into said lens in

a direction exactly opposite to that travelled by said sub-

ject beam therethrough, for reconstruction of said holo-

graphic image at said subject plane, said redirecting means
being constructed so that selective operation thereof re-

quires no change in the positioning or orientation ofany of
said source, said beamsplitter, said recording means, said

lens, or any portion of said directing means not common
with said redirecting means.

4,478,482

AXIAL SCANNING OPTICAL SYSTEM AND METHOD
OF EXAMINING AN OBJECT PLANE

Charlca J. Koeitcr, 40 Keot Rd^ Gka Rock, NJ. 07452
FDad May 11, 1981, Scr. No. 262,329

Int a.J G02B 21/00, 21/16, 21/17
U5. CL 350 6.6 55 Clainu

u>

/jtr
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1. A variable length waveguide for guiding light in a gener-
ally longitudinal direction, said waveguide comprising

an electro-optic element; and

a pair of laterally spaced electrodes proximate a longitudinal

surface of said electro-optic element; at least one of said

electrodes being defined by a plurality of individually

addressable electrode segments which are layered in lon-

gitudinally interleaved and overlapping relationship with
one another.

4^78,484
RESILIENT OPTICAL CONNECTOR BETWEEN A
UGHT CONDUCTOR AND AN IONIZATION BULB

John W. Pratt, Jr^ Kettering, Ohio, asslgiior to Monarch Marit*
ing Systems, Inc^ Dayton, Ohio

FUcd Dec 9, 1981, Scr. No. 328,891

Int a' G02B 5/14, 7/26
U.S. a. 350—96J0 7 Claims

1. A method of viewing an object plane with an optical

mstrument adapted to illuminate said object plane with illumi-

nation light along an illumination axis and for forming an
image of said object plane along an image onto a final image
plane, said optical instrument having an instrument axis, said

instrument axis being the bisector of the angle between said

illumination and image axis, said object plane being positioned
such that said instrument axis is at an angle which is non-nor-

1. An optica] system including a light bulb, a light conductor
for conducting light from the bulb to a remote location, means
for holding the light conductor against the bulb, and wherein
the holding means includes a resilient pad extending putially

about the bulb and a member in gripping relation with the light

conductor and urging the resilient pad to hold the conductor

and the bulb in light transmitting relationship.
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4,478,485

CONNECTOR FOR COUPLING AT LEAST ONE
OPTICAL FIBER TO A FURTHER OPTICAL ELEMENT
Giok D. iOioe; Johauws H. F. M. Van Lecit, and Lambcrtni J.

Menlenan, all of Eindho?ea, Nethcriands, aaalgBors to U.S.

Philipi Corpontioi^ New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1962, Ser. No. 375,150

Claims priority, application Netherlands, May 12, 1981,

8102309

Int QV G02B 7/26

MS.a 350-96JO

»

.

u^

1. A connector for coupling at least one optical fiber to a

light source, a light detector, or another optical fiber, said

connector comprising:

a holder having a longitudinal direction;

a pin extending from the holder in the longitudinal direction

and secured to the holder;

a cylindrical member extending from the holder in the longi-

tudinal direction and being arranged in the holder to be

resiliently displaceable in the longitudinal direction, said

cylindrical member having a diameter;

a central connection portion having a first bore adjacent a

V-shaped groove and having a second bore, said first and

second bores and said V-shaped groove extending in the

longitudinal direction;

resilient hold-down means arranged in the central connec-

tion portion opposite the V-shaped groove for holding the

cylindrical member in the V-shaped groove, said resilient

hold-down means being arranged such that in the absence

of the cylindrical member in the V-shaped groove the

maximum diameter of an imaginary circle which can be

inscribed between the V-shaped groove and the resilient

hold-down means in a plane perpendicular to the longitu-

dinal direction is less than the diameter of the cylindrical

member at the location whoe the cylindrical member is

held by the resilient hold-down means; and

resilient clamping means arranged in the central connection

portion opposite the V-shaped groove for clamping the

cylindrical member in the V-shaped groove, said resilient

clamping means being actuatable by the pin secured to the

holder when the pin is slid into the second bore in the

central connection portion.

4,478,486

FIBER OPTIC SPLICE ORGANIZER
Vernon A. Fentress, Castro Valley, and Francois Comet Bel-

mont botii of Calif., assignors to Raychcm Corporation,

Menlo Park, Calif.

FUed Ang. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,670

Int a^ G02B 5/14

MS. a. 35O-96J0 37 Claims

9Clairas

1. A method of organizing a bight between two points in an
optical fiber, comprising the steps of:

(a) laying said bight on a sheet in such a fashion that, when
said sheet is wrapped about itself in a spiral fashion about^

a longitudinal axis, a radius of any bend in the fiber is

greater than the minimum bending radius of said fiber and
at least one cross-section talcen through the wrapped sheet

along a plane essentially perpendicular to said axis will

intersect the fiber at at least two points; and

(b) wrapping said sheet about itself in a spiral fashion in such

a manner that an innermost turn of said wrapped sheet has

a radius smaller than said minimum bending radius of said

optical fiber.

4,478,487

OPTICAL FIBER CONNECTORS
Albert Obeiasart Estrees S/Denis, FVanee, assignor to Soorian

ft Cie (SA), Boulogne, France

FOed May 18, 1962, Ser. No. 379,328

Gaiffls priority, application France, May 19, 1981, 81 09900;

Jua. 26, 1981, 81 12574; Jul. 23, 1981, 81 14321; Oct 23, 1981,

8119900
Int a.3 G02B 7/26

MS. a. 350-96Jl 43 Clafan

•*\_

1. Connector for two optical fibers comprising at least one

body composed of a one-piece member in which is provided an

axial bore, and a ferrule supporting an optical fiber in said bore,

wherein said one-piece member has its axial bore defined by
two coaxial cylindrical surfaces of revolution having different

diameters, two (first and second) ferrules supporting in an

internal bore the said two fibers respectively, these two fer-

rules each being delimited respectively by an external cylindri-

cal surface of revolution complementary to that of the one-

piece member having the smaller diameter, at least one first

sleeve mounted around a first of said ferrules with a certain

clearance, first elastic linking means between said sleeve and

said first ferrule, said sleeve being delimited extenudly by a
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cylindrical surface of revolution complementary to that of said

body member having the larger diameter, these two ferrules

being introduced into said body member such that, firstly, they

are positioned at least partially in said axial bore of smaller

diameter and, secondly, such that the sleeve is pUu:ed in said

axial bore of larger diameter.

1. An optical fiber cable comprising a central clad fiber

situated at the center of the cable, and a plurality of clad fibers

arranged around the periphery of the central fiber with the

plurality of clad fibers having different fiber diameters and

twisted about the center of the cable so that the length of the

fibers differs over a given cable length.

M78«489
POLARIZATION RETAINING SINGLE-MODE OPTICAL

WAVEGUIDE
Mkhad G. BlaidMnUp, Condog, and Donald B. Keck, Big

Ftati, both of N.Y„ iHivwn to Coming Glass Works, Cor-

ning, N.Y.

Di?i8ioa of Scr. No. 253,224, Apr. 13, 1981, Pat No. 4,395,270.

lUs application Mar. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 479,490

brt. CL3 G02B 5/172
U.S. CL 350—96J0 10 dainis

1. A single-mode optical waveguide fiber comprising a core

of transparent glass and a layer of cladding glass on the surface

ofsaid core, the refractive index of said core being greater than

that of said cladding glass, a first pair of diametrically opposed

longitudinally-extending glass regions located in said cladding,

said regions being spaced from said core, the thermal coefTici-

ent of expansion of said glass regions being different than that

of said cladding glass.

4^78,490
NOISE REDUCTION IN COHERENT SYSTEMS

Joka E. Wreede, Monrovia, and JaiM A. Atm, Caher Otjr,

both of CBUf., aarigvon to Hnghaa Aiicrafl Coapaay, El
Segnido,Caiif.

CoBtinnatkNi of Ser. No. 317^08, No?. 2, 1981, ahandonad. lUs
applkatkM Oet 25, 1983, Scr. No. 545,034

lit a' G03H //i2

U.S. a. 350—162.11 5 Oaina

4,478,488

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION USING DISPERSIVE
OPTICAL FIBERS

Brian G. Bagky, Watehong, NJ., aaripMr to ATikT BcU Labo-
ratorica, Mnrray HIU, NJ.

ContiaoatkNi of Scr. No. 203,354, Not. 3, 1980, abandoned. This

application Oct 21, 1983, Scr. No. 543,231

Int a^ G02B 5/14. 5/172

U.S. CL 350—96J3 13 Clainis

1. A method of reducing the coherent noise content intro-

duced in coherent radiation systems having a coherent radia-

tion source, said method comprising the steps of:

disposing an apodizer along an optical path associated with a
coherent radiation system; and

modulating the position of said apodizer with respect to said

coherent radiation source during operation of said system.

4,478,491

FOCUS PRESETTING MECHANISM FOR A CAMERA
LENS ASSEMBLY

Tohru Kawai, Kanagawa, Japan, aasignor to Canon Kabnshiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continnation of Ser. No. 274,309, Jon. 16, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Feb. 29, 1984, Scr. No. 583,788

Claims priority, application Japan, Jon. 18, 1980, 55-85350

Int a.3 G02B 7/02

U.S. CL 350—255 2 Clains

1. A focus presetting mechanism for a camera lens assembly

including a focusing lens member comprising:

(a) a stationary barrel having a fixed index mark on the outer

periphery thereof for distance adjustment, said stationary

barrel having a first rotation stopping portion provided

thereon;

(b) a focusing ring for shifting said focusing lens member
along the optical axis of said lens assembly, said focusing

ring having a second rotation stopping portion engageable

with said first rotation stopping portion of the stationary

barrel and having a distance scale on the outer periphery

thereof;

(c) focus presetting means having a focus presetting ring and
a tightening member, said focus presetting ring being

inserted rotatably about the optiial axis between said
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stationary barrel and said focusing ring and being pro-

vided on its outer periphery a distance scale of the same

magnitude as that of said distance scale of said focusing

ring in side-by-side relation with said distance scale; and

(d) a third rotation stopping portion on said focus presetting

ring engageable with said second rotation stopping por-

tion, said tightening member being settable in loosened

and tightened conditions and operating such that when in

said loosened condition it sets said focus presetting ring in

a freely rotatable manner so as to enable performance of a

focus adjustment without restriction by said third rotation

stopping portion of said focus presetting ring, and when in

said tightened condition it fixed said third rotation stop-

ping portion of said focus presetting ring at any desired

distance position so as to set a distance adjusting zone of

said focusing ring between said first rotation stopping

portion and said third rotation stopping portion.

4,478,493

APPARATUS HAVING UQUID CRYSTAL FINDER
OPTICAL SYSTEM

Hideo Yokota, Kanagawa, Japan, asaignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaiaha, Tolq^o, Japan

FUed Apr. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 364,208

Clainis priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1981, 56-6045^,

Jan. 10, 1981, 56-88051

Int a? G02F 1/13: G03B 13/20. 13/14. 13/10

U.S.a 350-336 6 Clainis

4,478,492

OPTICAL DEVICE WITH BAYONET MOUNT AND
POSmON RESTRICnON MEANS

Makoto Ando, Sidud, Japan, asaipMr to Minolta Camera Kaba-
fhiki Kaisha, Oiaka, Japan

Filed No?. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 442,926

Clainis priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 18, 1981, 56-183864;

No?. 18, 1981, 56-183865

Int a> G02B 7/02

U.S.a 350-257 Mdains

1. An optical device adapted to be coupled to a complemen-

tary optical device by a bayonet mount coupling, said optical

device comprising:

a first position restriction member capable of operating

radially inwardly from an inoperative position to an oper-

ative position for restricting the angular position of said

complementary optical device relative to said optical

device;

a first biasing means for biasing said first position restriction

member to its operative position;

a second position restriction member capable of operating in

the direction of the optical axis of said optical device from

an inoperative position to an operative position for re-

stricting the angular position of said complementary opti-

cal device relative to said optical device;

a second biasing means for biasing said second position

restriction member to its operative position; and

a position restriction release means arranged to be operated

by «i external operation to retract said first and second

position restriction members to their respective inopera-

tive position for the release of the position restriction

achieved.

4. A photographic apparatus, comprising:

(a) a photographic optical system;

(b) a finder optical system independent of said photographic

optical system;

(c) display means for displaying at least one of a photo-

graphic viewfield frame and a range finding spot through

said finder optical system;

said display means having a plurality of liquid crystal pieces

for changing the display of said display means; and

(d) signal means for generating signals for selectively chang-

ing the state of said liquid crystal pieces in correspondence

to a focal length of said photographic optical system.

6. A photographic apparatus, comprising:

(a) a photographic optical system;

(b) a finder optical system independent of said photographic

optical system;

(c) display means for displaying at least one of a photo-

graphic viewfiekl frame and a range finding spot through

said finder optical system,

said display means having a plurality of liquid crystal pieces

for changing the display of said display means; and

(d) means for automatically focusing said photographic

optical system; and

(e) signal means for generating signals for selectively chang-

ing the state ofsaid liquid crystal pieces in correspondence

to operations of said focusing means.

4,478,494

OPTICAL BYPASS SWITCH
Richard A. Soref, Newton Centre, Maac, assignor to Sparry

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed No?. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 322,820

Int a' G02F 1/133

U.S.a 350-381 8 Chdns

1. An apparatus with first, second, third and fourth poro

positioned in substantia] alignment with a first plane and hav-

ing a first sute wherein arbitrarily polarized light resolvable

into first and second linear polarization components incident to

the fu^t port is coupled to the second pori and such light

incident to the third port is coupled to the fourth port and a

second state wherein the arbitrarily polarized light incident to

the first port is coupled to the fourth port and such light inci-

dent to the third port is coupled to the second port comprising:

beam splitter means having a first surface in light exchanging

relationship with said first and fourth pons and a second

surface in light exchanging relationahip with said second

and third ports for coupling light componenu at said first

linear polarization between said first surface and a third

surface thereof and light components at said second linear
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polarization between said first surface and a fourth surface

thereof;

means for applying a fint voltage and a second voltage

corresponding respectively to said first and second sutes;

polarization twist means having first and second surfaces

coupled to said voltage applying means for rotating light

polarization through a first angle when said first voltage is

applied across said first and second surfaces and through a

second angle when said second voltage is applied across

said fint and second surfaces; and

first deflection means for deflecting light in said first plane

between said third surface of said beam splitting means
and said fint surface of said polarization twist meant and

i* —^**Mt»,*f «

gate mounting surfaces and an elongate opening located

between and extending along said mounting surfaces; and

between said second surface of said polarization twist

means and said fourth surface of said beam splitting means
whereby signals incident to said first port are coupled

through said apparatus to said second port and signals

incident to said third port are coupled through said appa-

ratus to said fourth port when said first voltage is applied

across said first and second surfaces of said polarization

twist means and signals incident to said fint port are

coupled through said apparatus to said fourth port and
signals incident to said third port are coupled to said

second port when said second voltage is applied across

said fint and second surfaces to said polarization twist

means.

rmr^
mounting said chips side by side on said pair of mounting

surfaces, with said light gate regions registering with said

opening.

A47MM
ZOOM LENS

Masatake Kato, T(riqro, Japaa, atrigaor to Ganoa KabmUkl
Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japu

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,185

Claims priority, applicatkM Japan, Apr. 17, 1981, S6*5880S

lot a.' G02B 15/14

U.S.a 350-427 2 daioa

"in*'

/ ^

4,478,495

LIGHT GATE ASSEMBLIES, ELEMENTS AND
MANUFACTURING METHODS

Norbcrt E. Sanck, Sierra Madre, Calif., aaripior to

'

lea Dcla?al lac^ UwrawcriUc, NJ.
Filed Apr. 30, 1979, Ser. No. 34,894

lot CLi G02F 1/03: H05K 7/00
U.S.a 350-392 45 Claims

1. In a method of providing an elongate light gate structure

of a plurality of individual chips including electrooptically

active light gate material displaying field induced birefrin-

gence, the improvement comprising in combination the steps

of:

providing said chips in rectangular configuration;

providing on each chip a plurality of alternating electrodes

and elongate light gate regions extending parallel to oppo-
site sides of the rectangular chip;

providing a rigid beam with a pair of spaced parallel elon-

1. A zoom lens comprising:

a first lens component having a positive refractive power
and being movable when zooming;

a second lens component having a negative refractive power
and being movable when zooming, said second lens com-
ponent lying on the image side of said fint lens compo-
nent;

a third lens component having a positive refractive power
and being stationary when zooming, said third lens com-
ponent lying on the image side of said second lens compo-
nent;

whereby letting f/ denote the focal length of said fint lens

component, f//the focal length of said second lens compo-
nent, ei2 the interval between the principal points of said

fint and second lens components in the shortest focal

length position, and i and i} said fint and second lens

components moving from their wide angle positions as the

starting point respectively when zooming is performed in

the direction from the object side to the image side taken

as positive, the ratio of the speed of said second lens com-
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ponent to the nseed of said first lens component, or dVd( 4*478,498

Moressed by FOLDABLE BINOCULAR ASSEMBLY
*^

Kainka OhMh No. 7-4, MiMunihouMdd 2<iMMW, Urawa-aU,

di|/d<-(ij+Q)/(2tj-€+P) Saltama-kaa, Japaa

Filed Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,823

P-(ei2'-(r-rid-fQ Cfadau priority, ^pUeatioB Japaa, Mar. 8, 1982, 57-32238

tat a^ G02B 23/lS. 7/02

A'-{ttfl^/(tn'-ti-tiA. UA a. 350—546 4aaiBH

satisifies the following condition in the telephoto positions of ''

said first and second lens ctwiponents:

0.4<-di|/d«S.

4,478,497

ATTACHMENT LENS SYSTEM
SUaicU Mihara, HacUooJi, Japan, aaaignor to Olympos Optical

Con Ltdn Tdqro, Japan

Filed Nov. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440359

Claims priority, apptteatkM Japan, Nov. 19, 1981, 56-184439

tat a' G02B 9/64. 15/02

US.a 350-476 I Oafan

rs x^ f% r9

1. An attachment lens system comprising a front lens group

and a rear lens group wherein said front lens group comprises

first and second lens components and said rear lens group

comprises a third lens component in the order from the object

side, said first lens component being a cemented doublet con-

sisting of a negative meniscus lens arranged to be convex

toward the object side and a biconvex lens and having positive

refractive power, said second lens component comprising a

biconcave lens, said third lens component comprising two lens

elements wherein one is a biconvex lens and the other is a

biconcave lens, said attachment lens system being arranged to

fiilfiU the conditions (1) through (4) shown below:

(1) -0.1<e/|f|<0.1

(2)0.1S<Sd/|f|<a4

(3) ds/Xd<0.27
(4)r«<-r7

wherein reference symbol f represents the focal length of the

lens system as a whole, reference symbol e represents the

distance between the principal point of the front lens group

and the principal point of the rear lens group, reference symbol

Zd represenu the distance from the first lens surface to the

final lens surface, reference symbol ds represents the airspace

between the second lens component and third lens component,

and reference symbols re and r? respectively represent radii of

curvature of the surface on the object side and surface on the

image side of the third lens component (radii of curvature of

the surface on the object side and cemented surface when the

third lens component is arranged as a cemented doublet).

1. A binocular assembly of comparatively thin material in

foldable formation, comprising:

(a) a fint rectangular member constituted of a pair of open-

ings disposed therein in spaced-apart relation to each

other, a lens plate attached onto an internal surface of said

fint rectangular member and defining two object lenses

with said paired openings, and two trapezoidal flaps of

substantially identical configuration extending oppositely

from both sides of said fint rectangular member via two

lengthwise lines of fold thereof;

(b) a fint trapezoidal member connected upwardly to said

first rectangular member along one widthwise line of fokl

thereof, and inclining two trapezoidal flaps of substan-

tially identical configuration extending oppositely from

both sides thereof via two lengthwise lines of fold thereof,

said flaps each having an elongate overlap portion of

substantially identical configuration connected thereto

along a lengthwise line of fold thereof;

(c) a second trapezoidal member being substantially identical

in configuration and opposite to said fint trapezoidal

member and connected to said fint rectangular member

along the other widthwise line of fold thereof;

(d) a second rectangular member connected along one

widthwise line of fold thereof to said second trapezoidal

member, and including a pair ofopenings disposed Uierein

in spaced-apart relation to each other and in alignment

wiUi said fint paired openings of said fint rectangular

member, a lens plate attached onto an internal surfsce of

said second rectangular member and defining two eye-

pieces with said second paired openings, and two trapezoi-

dal flaps of substantially identical configuration extending

oppositely from both sides of said second rectangular

member via two lengthwise lines of fold thereof; and

(e) a third trapezoidal member being substantially identical

in configuration to said fust and second trapezoidal mem-

ben and connected downwardly to said second rectangu-

lar member along the other widthwise line of fold thereof,

whereby said binocular when assembled is in the form of

a hexahedral frustum of a pyramid.
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4k478t499

OPERATION MICROSCOPE WITH FIXATION DEVICE
PMw G. Homo, ItotiMe, N.Y^ anivMr to CM-Zdw^tlf-

tnng, Hddoihda/Bras, Oba^utchcB, Fed. R«p. of G«rauuy
FIM StR. 30, tnh Scr. No. 307^07

brt. OJ AUB 3/JO
US. CL 351—211 14 Ciains

1. In a bjnocular itereo operation microscope wherein a
single main objective serves each of two spaced optical sys-

tems and has the capability of focusing said optical systems at

the exterior surface of the eye of a patient under observation,

the improvement in which a fixation-mark and light-projection

system therefor also utilizes said main objective in its optical

path of fixation-mark projection, whereby the main objective is

part of the light-projection system, said light-projection system
projecting coUimated light upon the patient's eye so that the

patient's eye can see the mark at infinity through the same
objective as is being used by an examining physician to observe
exterior surftce of the patient's eye.

4,478,500

EXPOSURE CONTROLLING DEVICE ADAPTED TO
CAMERAS USING INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES

YagBO IsUiaro, Toky«», Japan, aiiigaor to Copal Company
Lladted and KonisUroka Photo Indoitry Co., Ltd., both of
Tokyo, Japan, a part intcraat

CoatiaaattoB of Ser. No. 185,444, Sep. 9, 1980, abaadooed. Thii

appUcitkM Feb. IC, 1982, Scr. No. 348,744
Claiaa priority, appHcatkM Japan, Sep. 14, 1979, 54-118142

iBt a? G03B 7/08

U.S.a 354—443 3 Claina

using interchangeable lenses having respectively predeter-

mined F-numbers comprising:

a first means for determining an exposure value for a field of

view to be photographed by measuring the light firom the

field of view after that light has passed through a photo-

graphing lens having a fiilly opened diaphragm aperture,

a second means connected to said fint means for establishing

a plurality of predetermined exposure zones and determin-

ing to which one of these exposure zones said exposure

value belongs, the second means including a plundity of

comparing circuits each having a first input terminal con-

nected to said first means and a second input terminal

respectively connected to one of a plurality of reference

voluge sources each providing a different voltage, only
one of said comparing circuits containing within its range

a voltage corresponding to an exposure value determined

by said first means thereby determining an exposure zone,

a third means connected to said second means for determin-

ing a diaphragm value for said photographing lens in

response to the exposure zone determined by said second
means, the third means including a plurality of gate cir-

cuits each one having a first input terminal respectively

connected to an output terminal of its respective compar-
ing circuit and a second input terminal respectively con-
nected to one of a plurality of poise generating circuits

providing a predetermined number of pulses per unit time,

only said gate circuit connected to said operated compar-
ing circuit being operated to pass a correqwnding number
of pulses to a diaphragm control dement thereby to deter-

mine a diaphragm aperture corresponding to said discrimi-

nated exposure zone, and
a fourth means connected to said second means for determin-

ing an exposure time by comparing said diaphragm value

determined in response to the exposure zone with the

F-number of said photographing lens, the exposure time

being determined (a) from said exposure value and dia-

phragm value when said diaphragm value is larger than

said F-number and (b) from said exposure value and said

F-number when said diaphragm value is smaller than said

F-number.

4,478,501

SET OF DARK SLIDES FOR USE WITH A ZONE
EXPOSURE SYSTEM

John H. Klancnik, 14900 W. Imperial Dr., LibertsrriUe, 01.

60048

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,853

Int a' G03B 17/00
U.S. a. 354—125 4ClaiaH

i/>

<"«

1. An expoaure controlling device for use with cameras

1. A. set ofdark slides for a film holder of a camera equipped
with a lens in order to adapt the camera to be used with a zone
system exposure procedure in which all of the exposures are

nuule on a single piece of film,

each dark slide of the set of slides having a single zone
exposure (4)erating therein, the openings being of uniform
size and shape and each having a relatively small area

compared to the area of the piece of film so that a suffi-

cient number ofexposures can be made on a single piece of

fihn to create a viable zone exposure prooedore system,
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each zone exposure opening being formed at a different

location on each dark slide so that the zone exposure
openings of all of the dark slides of the set of slides form
a pattern of exposures on a piece of film when the piece of
film is exposed separately with each dark slide in the

holder,

the number of dark slides and the pattern of zone exposure

openings in the dark slides being selected to provide a

number of separate exposures on the piece of film in the

slide holder equal to the number of zones in the zone

exposure procedure being used and a pattern which per-

mits comparison of one exposure with another while

separating each exposure from adjacent exposures by
substantiid areas of unexposed film.

4,478,502

APERTURE CONTROL DEVICE FOR USE IN A STILL
CAMERA

Masaaki Nakai, Nara, Japan, assignor to Minolta Camera Kabn*

ahiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,496

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 29, 1981, 56'155936

Int a.} G03B 7/16

U.S.a 354-416 11 Gaims

ranged to be movable between a first position where the

diffusedly reflected light from the portion of the film

surface farthest from said light measuring means is di-

rected to said light measuring means and a second position

where the diffusedly reflected light from the portion of

the film surface nearest to said light measuring means is

directed to the said light means; and

driving means for moving said light conducting means be-

tween the first and second positions fastest as said light

conducting means nears the second position.

4,478,504

ELECTROSTATIC RECORDING APPARATUS
Atinyuki Tanalca, Toyohashi, Japan, aasignor to Minolta Can-

era Kabushiki Kaiaha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,712

Ciains priority, appUcatioa Japan, Dec 22, 1981, 56-208806;

Dec. 25, 1981, 56-210355; Dec 25, 1981, 56-210356; Apr. 26,

1982, 57-70818; Apr. 27, 1982, 57-71706

Int a.) G03G 15/00

VJS. CI. 355—1 16 Ciains

1. An aperiure control device for a still camera comprising:

an aperture stop device of a variable aperture size, and

means for controlling the aperiure stop device including

means for changing, during an exposure, the aperiure size

between a first size suitable for ambient light photography

and a second size suitable for flash light photography in a

predetermined timing relationship with the emission of the

flash light, first means for producing a first signal to con-

trol said aperiure stop device and second means for pro-

ducing a second signal to control said aperture stop de-

vice, one of said first and second signals being indicative

of said second size of aperture, said changing means also

includes means for selecting between said first and second

producing means to change the aperture size between said

first and second sizes during an exposure.

4,478,503

WEIGHTED METERING DEVICE IN CAMERA
Sadahiko Tsqji, and Tokoichi Tsunekawa, both of Kanagawa,

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,563

Claims primlty, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1981, 56-23597

Int a.3 G03B 7/099

VJS. a, 354-480 5 Claims

1. A camera with a light metering device, comprising:

lens means for forming an object image on a film surface of

the camera;

light measuring means for measuring the light passing

through said lens;

light conducting means for directing a portion of the dif-

fusedly reflected light from the film surface to said light

metering means, said light conducting means being ar-

1. An electrostatic recording apparatus which comprises:

a fluorescence generation tube having a plurality of nnall-

sized light emission segments aligned on a substrate;

an image-forming optical system for focusing light emitted

from said light emission segments onto the surface of a

photosensitive member and forming an electrosutic image

on said surface of the photosensitive member; and

a plurality of driving circuits for controlling light emission

of the light emission segments in response to image signals

fed thereto.

4,478,505

DEVELOPING APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED
CHARGING OF FLYING TONER

Tsaneo Taahiro, Saganihara, Japan, aasignor to Tokyo Shlbaara

Denki KabosUki Kaiaha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,176

Ciains priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1981, 56-155145;

Dec. 26, 1981, 56-213017

Int CU G03G 15/08

VS. a. 355—3 DD 15 Claina

1. A developing apparatus for developing the surface of a

photosensitive body by supplying developer particles thereto

comprising:

4.S2-2?* ().«.- H4-8
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developer supplying means for supplying developer parti-

cles;

a conveyor for conveying developer particles supplied from
the developer supplying means to a gap between the

surface of the photosensitive body and the conveyor via a

developer supplying passage defmed between the con-
veyor and an electrode which faces the conveyor; and

means for providing a fint alternating electric field to the
developer supplying passage whereby the developer parti-

cles strike against the conveyor and the electrode to be
fully charged by friction.

4,478,506

ELECTROSTATIC COPYING APPARATUS HAVING
IMPROVED COPY SHEET TRANSFER ARRANGEMENT
YodUtakc Miyodri, Nan; iUyiMhi Shibata; Toshio Watanabe,

both of Onka; Maaami Kal, Nara, and Yoosoke Ohata,
Oiaka, all of Japan, aarignon to MIta Induatrial Company
United, Osaka, Japan

DI?ialoa of Scr. No. 220,721, Dec. 29, 1980, Pat No. 4,386,845.

This applkatton Feb. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 464,065
Claina priority, appUcatkm Japan, Dec. 29, 1979, 54-173526;

Dae. 29, 1979, S4-181555[U]; Feb. 29, 1980, 55.26914[U]; Mar.
31, 1980, 55-36726; Apr. 15, 1980, 55-49854

lot a.3 G03G WOO
U.S. a. 355—3 SH 4 Claims

1. In an electrosutic copying apparatus of the type wherein
a stationary original document image is projected onto a pho-
tosensitive member during movement of an optical device for

exposing the original document, an electrostatic latent image
of toner particles is developed on said photosensitive member
and is transferred at a transfer zone onto a copy sheet which is

moved through the apparatus along a copy sheet transport

path by a copy sheet transport arrangement, and the image
transferred to said copy sheet is fixed thereon, the improve-
ment wherein said copy sheet transport arrangement com-
prises:

upper and lower guide plates for guiding the copy sheet to

abut said photosensitive member at said transfer zone;

means for biasing said guide plates toward each other;

a frame mounted to pivot at a downstream portion thereof

about a horizontal axis;

copy sheet transport means mounted on said frame for trans-

ferring from said transfer zone the copy sheet having
thereon the copied image;

support means for maintaining an upstream portion of said

frame adjacent said transfer zone; and
means for, upon downwardly pivoting said upstream portion

of said frame about said axis, moving said lower guide
plate away from said upper guide plate in the area of said

transfer zone.

4,478,507

MOUNT FOR ROTARY DRUM IN AN ELECTROSTAnC
COPYING APPARATUS

Hideo Miyoahi, Habikino; Tadashi Uneda, Yamato Takada, and
Takaahl Aoki, Kuaatsu, all of Japan, assignors to Mita Indns-
trial Company Limited, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 250,829, Apr. 3, 1981, Pat No. 4,382,674.
This application Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 465,063

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1980, 55-49497

Int Q.} G03G WOO
U.S. CI. 355—3 R 3 Claims

1. In an electrostatic copying apparatus comprising a hous-
ing; a rotary drum; means mounting said rotary drum rotatably

within the housing; said rotary drum including a shaft, bearing

members having a circular peripheral surface and mounted on
two opposite ends of the shaft, and a drum member fixed to the

shaft between the bearing members and having a photosensi-

tive member on at least a pari of the peripheral surface thereof;

an original-support mechanism disposed on the top surface of
the housing and including a transparent plate on which to place

an original document to be copied; a charging corona-dis-

charge device for applying corona discharge to the photosensi-

tive member in a latent electrostatic image-forming zone lo-

cated along the peripheral surface of the rotary drum; and
optical unit for projecting the image of an original document
placed on the transparent plate onto the photosensitive mem-
ber in the latent electrostatic image-forming zone; a developing

device for developing a latent electrostatic image formed on
the photosensitive member by applying toner particles thereto

in a developing zone located along the moving path of the

photosensitive member and, viewed in the moving direction of
the photosensitive member, both downstream of the latent

electrostatic image-forming zone and upstream of the transfer

zone, said developing device including a frame disposed adja-

cent the rotary drum and having two side plates spaced from
each other a predetermined distance in the direction of the

central axis of rotation of the rotary drum and a cylindrical

roury sleeve mounted rotatably between the side plates of the

frame and extending substantially parallel to the rotary drum,
said sleeve being adapted to hold a developer on its peripheral

surface for application to the photosensitive member; and a
copying paper transfer unit for transferring a copying paper
through a predetermined transfer passage through a transfer

zone located along the peripheral surface of the rotary drum
and downstream of the developing zone in the rotating direc-

tion of the rotary drum; the improvement comprising a pair of
guide and support members positioned within the housing and
spaced from each other a predetermined distance in the direc-

tion of the central axis of rotation of the rotary drum, each of
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the guide and support members having formed therein a shaft

support opening with a recess extending substantially perpen-

dicular to the central axis of roution of the rotary drum and a

main guide surface extending from the lower end of the recess

in a direction away from the shaft support opening substan-

tially perpendicularly to the central axis of roution of the

rotary drum such that when each of the peripheral surfaces of

the bearing members of the rotary drum is moved along the

respective main guide surface, each of the bearing members

passes through the respective recess and is positioned within

the respective shaft support opening; and a pair of projecting

pieces, one projecting piece positioned at each of the two side

plates of the frame of the developing device such that after

positioning each of the bearing members of the rotary drum in

the respective shaft support openings, the free ends of the

respective projecting pieces abut the peripheral surfaces of

each of the respective bearing members to fix the frame within

the housing, the distance between the peripheral surface of the

drum member of the rotary drum and the peripheral surface of

the sleeve of the developing device being set as required.

4,478,509

CONTROL SYSTEM AND INTERFACE FOR
ELECTR06TATOGRAPHIC MACHINES

John W. Daogiiton; Gary A. Grar. Stephen A. Wilc»k, aU of

Fairport and Edward Steincr, Macedon, all of N.Y., aaaignors

to Xerox CorporatiOB, Stanford, Cou.
CoBtiBnation of Scr. No. 677,473, Apr. 15, 1978, abandoned.

This appUcation Apr. 10, 1978, Scr. No. 894,470

Int a.} G03G WOO
U.S.a355—14C 7 Claim

4,478,508

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS MEDIUM SETTING
DEVICE

Akioori Kato, Kosatsn, and YoiUUro Chi^o, Otso, both of

Japan, aaaignors to Fi^itau Limited, Kawasaki and Toray

Indnatries, Inc., Tokyo, both of, Japan

Filed Not. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,561

Claina priority, ap^cation Japan, No?., 1981, 56-181835

Int a.i G03G 75/00

UAa 355-14 R 8 Claini

%S^

1. An automatic continuous medium setting device having a

delivery passage with a terminal end, comprising:

delivery means for feeding a continuous medium along the

delivery passage, the continuous medium having a top

end;

a medium treating zone arranged along the delivery passage;

a medium accumulating zone arranged at the terminal end of

the delivery passage;

an initial setting zone, for placing the continuous medium in

a temporary setting position, disposed before the medium

treating zone on the delivery passage; and

medium feed quantity determining means for determining

the feed quantity of the continuous medium during the

delivery when the continuous medium is set at a predeter-

mined position in relation to the medium treating zone and

the top end of the continuous medium is then fed from said

temporary setting position to the accumulating zone, said

medium feed quantity determining means being connected

to said delivery means.

a?.

?- it-£j

1. In a reproduction machine having a plurality of compo-

nenu which cooperate with one another and a photosensitive

member to electrosutically produce copies on support mate-

rial, the improvement comprising:

a controller for operating said machine components said

controller including a memory section and a processor for

addressing said memory section to operate said machine

components;

interface means for transferring control dau between said

machine components and said controller;

means for suspending operation of said processor;

means for accessing said memory section directly under

control of the interface to obtain current control dau for

operating said machine components; and

clock means for producing clock pulses which periodically

actuate said suspension means, said clock pulses being

derived in synchronism with machine operation.

4,478,510

CLEANING DEVICE FOR MODULATION CONTROL
MEANS

Hamo F^U, and YiUiro Ando, both of Yokohama, Japan, aaaign-

ort to Canon Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 424,539

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dee. 16, 1981, 56-203333;

Jan. 14, 1982, 57-4308

Int a.} G03G 27/00

UAa 355—15 W Caalns

1. An apparatus for controlling a fiow of charged particles,

comprising:

a source for generating charged particles;
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• control member having means for defining an opening, said M78J12
^^SITSJ^h"^'""*^ "^ P*^' °^ ^•^««* P*«'- "TONER CARTRTOGE FOR USE IN ANcles from said charged particle source by an electric field ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINEformed u said ooenina: uid j«h. n v^u »„..„.-_ vVT,

'^'^^^"^^_^^*uiHt.
John D. Zoltoer. Rochester, N.Y^ aasisMr to Xerox CorDora.

tioo, Stanford, Comi.

FUed May 11, 1963. Ser. No. 493,464
lat aj G03G 15/08

VS,CL355-$DD lOCWms

a power source for generating a spark discharge from an
electrode constituting a part of said means for defining
said opening of said control member to clean said opening.

4^7M11
FILM DELIVERY AND POSTHONING DEVICE

YmUo MiyaKU, Hikoac Japu, aMignor to DainippoB Screen
MaaafiKtwIag Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japoi

Filed Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,163
Oatat priority. appUcatioa Japu, Sep. 9, 1981, 56-142802

IM. CLi G03B 29/00
UAa385-28 5Cw»

1. An apparatus for storing a supply of marking particles
therein including:

a container defining a chamber for storing the marking
particles therein and having an opening in the surface
thereof for the discharge of the marking particles there-
from;

a flexible sealing strip having a portion thereof secured
removably to said container sealing the opening in the
surface thereof to prevent the discharge of the marking
particles therefrom, said sealing strip being folded in juxta>
position; and

a flexible backing strip being of a length at least equal to the
unfolded length ofsaid sealing strip and having the surface
of said sealing strip folded in juxtaposition secured to a
portion of the surface of said backing strip with the re-
maining surface of said backing strip being arranged to
receive successive portions of said sealing strip during the
removal thereof from said container.

1. In a fUm delivery and positioning device in a copying
camera for delivering predetermined lengths of unexposed film
to a photographic station. aUgning each length with the optical
aws of the camera, exposing the film to light, and feeding the
exposed fihn to a developing station, the improvement wherein
said photographic station comprises:

film holding means arranged for receiving and holding film
lengths thereon in an upwardly facing first position;

feed means for feeding single film lengths onto said film
holding means in said fint upwardly facing position;

rotating means for rotating said film holding means into a
second podtioa wherein said film faces downward toward
the lens of the camera on the photographic axis thereof for
exposing the fihn, and for after exposure, rotating said fihn
holding means btck to said first position with the exposed
film facing upwardly; and

transfer means asMdated with said fihn holding means for
transferring the exposed fihn from said fdm holding means
to the developing station.

4,478,513
OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR A SPECTROPHOTOMETER

David R. Skinner, Rex A. Stokes; Lewis O. F^veman, aU of
Victoria, Aostralla, and Alan R. McNeill, Boroko, Papna New
Guinea, assignors to Commonwealth of Anstralla, Qmberra,
Australia

FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,702
ClalBis priority, appUcation Anstralla, Feb. 24, 1961, PE7726

Int ai GOIJ 3/08, 3/42
UAa 356-323 lOdaima

1. An optical system fbr a spectrophotometer said system
having a first optical branch for forming an image from a
sample and a second branch for forming an image fh>m a
reference target, a sjriitter means for directing a portion of said
image formed by the first optical branch to an eye piece and to
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a detecting means and for directing a portion of said image
formed by said second optical branch to said eye piece and to

said detecting means and a shutter means for sequentially

allowing the image formed by the first branch to be received

by said splitter means and the image formed by said second
branch to be received by said splitter means.

4,478,514

VIBRATING CONCRETE MIXER
Gerhard Hodehnaier, Uha, Fed. Rep. of GcnMay,

lagrid Hodehnaier, Ufan, Fed. Rep. of Gcraunqr

Filed Feb. 22, 1963, Ser. No. 468,576

Int a^ B28C 5/2a 7/12

VJS.a 366-2 UOalaH

1. A concrete mixer comprising:

a rotatable drum;

means for rotatably driving the drum about an axis of rota-

tion;

a water conduit having an entrance outside the drum and an

exit inside the drum; and

means responsive to water flowing through the conduit to

the exit for transferring vibrations to the inside of the

drum.
18. A method for mixing concrete constituents in a drum

comprising the steps of:

introducing the dry concrete constituents into the drum;

separately introducing the water constituent into the drum;

and
converting some ofthe energy of the water being introduced

into the drum into vibrations in an elastic member in

contact with the constituents to promote mixing thereof

force to the material greater than the vertical vector of force

imparted to the nuterial to reduce the power required to rotate

the shaft by reducmg the lifting force exerted on the material,

said shaft including six paddles mounted thereon with the two
central paddles being substantially aligned with each other on
opposite sides of the shaft whereby the mixing action is dupli-

cated in each end portion of the drum with the outermost

paddles moving material from the end of the drum halfway to

the center of the drum, the second paddle in sequence during

rotation moving material from the center of the drum halfway

toward the end and the third paddle in the sequence during

rotation of the shaft cutting the resulting pile into two paru
and pushing one part of the pile toward the opposite end with

the above sequence occurring simultaneously at both ends of

the drum for each revolution of the paddle shaft.

4,478,516

APPARATUS FOR MIXING AND BLENDING
CONSTTTUENTS OF A FLOW OF THERMOPLASTICS

MATERIAL
MiltOB Keaaler, 6690 Harrington Ave, Yonagstown, Ohio 44512

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,907

Int a.) B29B 1/06

US. a. 366—87 10 Cbdns

4,478,515

MORTAR MIXER WITH TRIPLE EIGHT MIXING
ACnON

Robert A. Tobfai, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Stone Construe*

don Equipment, lac, Honeoye, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 536,256

Int a.} B28C 5/14: BOIF 7/04

UJS. CL 366-67 5 Claims

1. In a mixer having a horizontally disposed mixer drum and

a horizontally disposed rotatable shaft mounted in the drum
and being rotatably driven, that improvement comprising a

plurality of paddles mounted in longitudinally and circumfer-

entially spaoed relation on the shaft, each of said paddles in-

cluding a radially extending support arm rigid with the shaft, a

blade assembly at the outer end of each arm and including an

outer edge generally conforming with the interior surface of

the drum, the endmost blade assemblies including a radially

extending blade parallel with and disposed adjacent the inner

end surfaces of the drum, each blade assembly including an

elongated blade member having an arcuate outer edge gener-

ally conforming with the interior surface of the drum and

inclined at an angle of approximately 35* relative to a plane

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said shaft to cut into

material in the drum at an angle of approximately 3S* in rela-

tion to said plane thereby imparting a horizontal vector of

1. A device for mixing and blending constituents of a fluid as

the fluid is fed along a path of flow, comprising:

(a) structure defining a confined path of flow for movement

of a fluid from an upstream location along the path of flow

to a downstream location along the path of flow;

(b) mixing means:

(i) for positioning across the path of flow at a location

intermediate the upstream and downstream locations,

and having an upstream side near the upstream location,

and a downstream side near the downstream location;

(ii) for defining a plurality of elongate passages of substan-

tially round cross section, with the passages extending

in directions which substantially parallel the direction

of the path of flow, with at least one of the passages

being of a first type, with at least one other of the pas-

sages being of a second type, with at least another of the

passages being of a third type, and with the passages of

the first, second and third types extending from the

upstream side of the mixing means to the downstream

side thereof for causing a flow of fluid moving along the
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path or flow to divide itself in the vicinity of the up-
stream side of the mixing means into a plurality of indi-

vidual flows for travel through the passages of the

mixing means, with each of the individual flows travers-

ing a separate one of the passages, discharging there-

from and recombining with the other individual flows
in the vicinity of the downstream side of the mixing
means;

(c) the passages of the first type being divergently tapered
along at least portions of their lengths for causing such
individual flows of fluid as traverse the passages of the
first type to execute a reduction in flow velocity as these

individual flows of fluid traverse the passages of the first

type:

(d) the passages of the second type being convergently
tapered along at least portions of their lengths for causing

such individual flows of fluid as traverse the passages of
the second type to execute an increase in flow velocity as

these individual flows traverse the passages of the second
type;

(e) the passages of the third type being substantially uniform
in cross section along their lengths for causing such indi-

vidual flows of fluid as traverse the passages of the third

type to execute neither a reduction nor an increase in flow
velocity as these individual flows traverse the passages of
the third type; and.

(0 the passages of the first, second and third types being
arranged in a closely spaced array with passages of the

first and second types being intermingled in the array
among passages of the third type whereby, when fiows of
fluid discharge therefrom and recombine, the three differ-

ent velocities at which flows discharge from the passages
of the first, second and third types causes these flows to

execute effective mixing actions as the flows recombine in

the vicinity of the downstream location.

4^78^17
PROCESS AND GRAVITY FEED MIXER iX>R MIXING

BULK MATERIALS IN A CONTAINER
Hans Hoppe; Helmut Bern, both of Vogt, and Wolfgang Siegei,

RaTemburi, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, anignon to Waesc-
hie Maschincnfiibrik GmbH, RaTcnsburg, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Aug. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 408,197
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 18,

1981, 3132591; Mar. 9, 1982, 3208499

Int. C1.1 BOIF 5/24, IS/02
MS. a. 366—101 7 Qaims

bottom having an outlet for said bulk material and built-in

components for removal of bulk material quantities from said

silo container at various levels and the subsequent admixture of
the same, comprising a plurality of identical funnels, each
comprising a cylindrical tube having a conical bottom and
having a substantially smaller diameter than the diameter of
said silo container, said funnels being arranged one above the

other along the central axis of the silo, said funnels extending
one within the other so that the intake cross-section of each
funnel lies at approximately the same height as the egress

cross-section of the next higher funnel and that the angle of the
funnel opening is equal to or less than that required for the total

mass flow of the bulk material at the corresponding level, but
sufficient to provide partial quantity of material to be removed.

4,478,518

METHOD FOR THE TREATMENT OF WASTE SLUDGE
Walter W. Tomyn, Troy, Mich., assigmv to Michigan Dispoaal,

Inc., Troy, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 264,266, May 18, 1981, abamloned. This

application Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530,698

Int a.J BOIF 9/06. 15/02
MS. a. 366—156 2 Gaims

I. A gravity feed mixer comprising a silo container having
an inlet at its top for feeding bulk material thereto, a conical

1. A method for the treatment of sludge to cause its solidifi-

cation and render it suitable for use as landfill by admixture of
chemicals therewith, said method comprising the steps of:

feeding the sludge into a sludge hopper positioned adjacent

an elongated mixing chamber which is rotated at a con-

trolled rate of rotation about its longitudinal axis and
which has an opening at one longitudinal end thereof to

provide entrance for the sludge and the chemicals to be
mixed and an opening at the other longitudinal end thereof

for exit of the sludge and chemicals after they are mixed,

said mixing chamber having a generally cylindrical center

portion, a generally frustoconical end portion at said one
end thereof tapering from said center portion toward said

first-mentioned opening and generally frustoconical por-

tion at said other end thereof tapering from said center

portion toward said second-mentioned opening, said mix-

ing chamber being oriented with its longitudinal axis

canted upwardly from said first-mentioned opening to said

second-mentioned opening at an angle of from about 10*

to 20* to the horizontal and said mixing chamber having

inwardly extending elongated generally helical shaped

mixing blades fixedly secured to its inner walls of said

cylindrical and frustoconical portions;

feeding the chemicals into a chemical hopper positioned

adjacent said mixing chamber; and

continuously feeding sludge from said sludge hopper and
chemicals from said chemical hopper, each at a controlled

feed rate, into the first-mentioned opening of said rotating

mixing chamber to control the generation of heat in the

mixing chamber generated by the combination of sludge

and chemicals whereby the sludge and chemicals therein

are mixed and caused to move upwardly and longitudi-

nally of the chamber from said first mentioned opening to

and then out of said second-mentioned opening.
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4,478,519

AUTOMATIC PASTE-PRODUCINC APPARATUS
Raal Guibert, 10374 Summer Holly Gr., Los Angeles, Calif.

90024

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 272,344, Jun. 10, 1981,. This

application Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,768

Int. a.J BOIF 7/24, 15/02

U.S. G. 366-157 « Cl««nw

(c) means for raising and lowering the augers relative to the

compost windrow; and

(d) cowling means around each auger to act as a shield

against any compost material which may be thrown into

the air by the rotating action of the augers.

1. Apparatus for mixing powder with liquid to produce a

homogeneous paste, said apparatus comprising:

(A) a vertical cylindrical chamber provided with means at

its upper end portion to feed the powder therein;

(B) a rotating shaft driving a main helical screw in said

chamber, the screw forming the incoming powder into a

cylindrical powder film on the inner surface of the cham-

ber at the upper end portion thereof, said shaft having a

longitudinal channel therein communicating with a nozzle

formed in the screw;

(C) an inlet constituted by a housing surrounding an annular

slot in said chamber at a point under said upper end por-

tion to introduce the liquid into said chamber to intermin-

gle with the powder film to produce a paste which is

shaped by the screw into a ribbon that is advanced heli-

cally toward the lower end of the chamber; and

• (D) pump means coupled to the said channel to draw air out

of the space between the inner surface of the chamber and the

screw to control the amount and size of air bubbles being

entrained in the paste to an extent complying with the bubble

requirements of the ultimate product, said pump means being

constituted by a centrifugal pump driven by said shaft and

mounted on the upper end thereof.

4,478,521

DIGITAL TIME METER
Dennis W. E?ans, Royal Oak, and John F. Ellis, Madison

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Perfection Elcctroaic

Products Corp^ Royal Oak, Mich.

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 319,697

Int G.) G04F 8/00

MS. G. 368-8 JO Claims
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4,478,520

COMPOST TURNING AND SHREDDING APPARATUS
Herbert T. Cobey, P.O. Box 154, Gallon, Ohio 44835

Filed Oct 1, 1962, Ser. No. 432,292

Int G.i BOIF 15/02

U.S. G. 366-345 4 Gaims

I. An apparatus for feeding compost into a compost-turning

machine, the machine having a straddle frame which supports

a rotatable compost-throwing member, a power means for

rotating the compost-throwing member, the improvement

comprising, in combination;

(a) a pair of augers mounted outboard and ahead of the

compost-throwing member, the augers being rotaubly

mounted to collect compost outboard of the compost-

throwing member and depositing it into the path of the

compost-throwing member;

(b) means for rotating the augers;

tfi

*»*

1. A digital time meter for sensing the presence of and for

timing a monitored electrical signal, for accumulating the total

time the monitored electrical signal is present, for displaying

the total time, and for retaining the total time when the moni-

tored electrical signal is absent, comprising:

crystal oscillator circuit means for producing a periodic unit

time signal;

integrated circuit means coupled to the crystal oscillator

circuit means for cumulatively counting periods of the

unit time signal, decoding the accumulated peritxi count

to facilitate transmission and display of said count, and

generating driving signals, some encoded with said count;

said oscillator circuit means comprises: a first circuit portion
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including • crystal otcillator producing a standard time
signal that is a multiple frequency of the unit time signal
frequency and a second circuit portion coupled to the first

circuit portion, including a frequency divider for trans-
forming the standard time signal into the unit time signal,
said first circuit portion, coupled to the manual input
circuit means to transmit the standard time signal thereto,
enabling the manual circuit input means to increment the
accumulated period count at the frequency of the standard
time signal, thereby facilitating rapid incrementing of the
of the accumulated period count;

digital display means coupled to the integrated circuit means
for receiving said driving signals from the integrated
circuit means and displaying said count encoded therein;

a voltage regulator circuit having an output coupled to the
oscillator circuit means and integrated circuit means and
an input coupled to a monitored electrical signal, said
voltage regulator circuit regulating the monitored electri-
cal signal when present to produce power to operate a
digital time meter;

internal power source means coupled to the integrated cir-
cuit means and conditioning circuit means for supplying
power to the integrated circuit means to retain the accu-
mulated period count during loss of power from the con-
ditioning circuit means; and

the oscillator circuit means and integrated circuit means
cooperating to increment the accumulated period count
only when the monitored electrical signal is present,
thereby timing and accumulating the total time the moni-
tored electrical signal is present.

sion wheel with the teeth of said driving wheel, whereas
said stud members or two of said stud members abut

M7M22
DEVICE FOR ROTATIONALLY DRIVING A MEMBER

INTERMITTENTLV
Eniit Ajninaaa, Mmrticr, Switxcrlaad, asdgnor to ETA SA^
FabriqMa d'Ebuchca, Granges, Swltierland

FM Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,388CWm priority, appiicMioa Switierlaad, No?. 5, 1981,
7069/81

IM. a^ GMB 19/20
UAa 3«8-37 3 ctol^

1. A device for routionally driving a member intermittently,
said member carrying a plurality of teeth, comprising:
a driving wheel mounted for roution about an axis and

having on its periphery two juxuposed teeth and first

immobilizing means;

a transmission assembly mounted for rotation about its axis
and comprising a transmission wheel having over the
whole of its periphery a set of teeth for meshing with the
teeth of said driving wheel and with the teeth of said
member, and second immobilizing means cooperating
with said first immobilizing means for enabling said trans-
mission wheel to route only when the teeth of said driv-
ing wheel are m mesh with the teeth of said transmission
wheel and to enable said driving wheel to rotate freely at
the same time; wherein said second immobilizing means
comprises:

n stud members, where ng2, fixed for rotation with said
trannnission wheel and dwpoaed on the same axis of rota-
tion as said transmission wheel, said stud members being
angularly spaced apart by (3«)Vn), and wherein said first

immobilizing means comprises:

a circular fiange fixed for roUtion with said driving wheel,
having the same axis as said driving wheel and being
dispoted at a level which is the same according to the
direction of the axes of rotation of said stud member, said

„ flange being provided with two recesses so that one of
said stud members can pass through said flange during iu
rotation under the action of the meshing of said transmis-

against said flange outside said recesses when there is no
meshing.

4,478,523
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER TIMEPIECE WITH MINIMAL
NUMBER OF KEYS FOR TIME ANNOUNCEMENTS

Yntaka Ilcenoto, Nara, and Hiroahi Tmda, UJi, botii of Japu,
aarignors to Sharp Kabwidld Kaiaha, Onka, Japaa

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 3<0,«74
Clains priority, appiicatiOB Japui, Mar. 24, 1982, 5M3661:

Mar. 26. 1982, 5M4946; Mar. 26, 1982, 56-44947; Mar. 26,
1982, 56-44949

lit a.i G04B 21/08; G04C 19/00
UAa368-63 3CtaIa«

I lA r

«s

. 1

-•

1. A timepiece capable of providing at least two pieces of
time-related information comprising:

speech generation means for providing an audible message;
speech instruction key means for activating said speech

generation means;

display means for providing a visual display ofat least one of
said at least two pieces of information;

detection means for detecting actuation of said speech in-

struction key means; and
means for enabling said speech generation means to provide
an audible message indicative of one of said at least two
pieces of information and said visual display to provide a
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visual display of the other of said speech at least two
pieces of information according to the state of said instruc-

tion key means as detected by said detection means.

4,478,525

MUSICAL ENVELOPE CONTROL DEVICE
Tetsao Yanagnchi, Kawasaki, Japan, aaaigBor to Tokyo
SUbaura Denki KaboaUki Kaisin, Kawanki, Japu

Filed No?. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325^68
Claims priority, applicatioa Japaa, Dec 2, 1980, 55*169850

Int. CL^ GIOF 1/00
VJS. a. 368—273 12 Clains

4,478,524

ARRANGEMENT OF ANALOG-TYPE ELECTRONIC
WRISTWATCH

MitiDO Saitoh; Yasuo Kaniyama, and Mitsuhiro Murata, all of

Tanashi, Japan, assignors to Gtizea Watch Company Umited,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,037

Clains priority, application Japan, Apr. 1, 1980, 55-42109;

Apr. 3, 1980, 55-43871; Apr. 8, 1980, 55-45242

Int. CL^GMC 23/02
VS. CL 368—204 15 Clains

62-

<^S^^iA^^^

1. An analog-type electronic wristwatch structure compris-

mg:

a main plate having a central cutout area and fust to third

cutout areas surrounding said central cutout area;

a wheel train mechanism disposed in said central cutout area;

a time correction mechanism disposed in said first cutout

area;

an electronic circuit block disposed in said second cutout

area;

an electro-mechanical transducer disposed in said cutout

third area;

a flat-type lithium battery disposed over said wheel train

mechanism, said time correction mechanism said elec-*

tronic circuit block and said electro-mechanical trans-

ducer,

the relation between the diameter d of said lithiuum battery

and the maximum diameter D said main plate being given

by0.6S^d/D^0.9S;

a battery receiving member made of an insulating material

and disposed over said main plate to support one side of

said battery, said battery receiving member having a re-

cess for accomodating the driving coil of said electro-

mechanical transducer; and

a banery retaining spring for urging the other side of said

battery toward said battery support member to retain said

battery in a fixed place.

1. A musical envelope control device comprising:

(a) memory means for storing a plurality of note data includ-

ing first musical performance data representing note pitch

and second musical performance data representing note

duration;

(b) read-out means for selecting and for reading out the note

data from said memory means;

(c) first processing means, connected to said memory means,

for receiving the fvst musical performance data and gen-

erating a tone signal according to said first musical perfor-

mance data;

(d) second processing means, connected to said memory
means, for receiving the second musical performance data

and dividing said note duration into a predetermined

number of components irrespective of the length of note

duration, and generating for each component a coded

signal comprising a plurality of bits;

(e) decoder means, connected to said second processing

means, having a predetermined input/output conversion

mode corresponding to a desired envelope waveform, for

converting said coded signals in accordance with said

input/output conversion mode and for generating voltage

signals which vary for the various components of note

duration; and

(f) envelope control means, connected to said first process-

ing means and said decoder means and receiving the tone

signal and the voltage signals, for producing a stepped,

sound pressure signal representing a stepped musical enve-

lope waveform whose level changes in a stepped manner

in response to changes in the voltage signals, whereby said

sound pressure signal and said tone signal are used to

generate a sound signal, each note of which has substan-

tially the same envelope waveform irrespective of the

duration thereof.

4,478,526

Patent Not Issued For This Number
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4,471,527

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION FOR ZERO AND
SPAN CHANGES IN A MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

Gcorp C MtrpMT, Cliwldt, Pi^ MiiflBor to G«oeral Signal

Cocporati<M( StiMfbfdt Cora.

Flkd Dm. 2, IMS, Scr. No. 444,112

lot a^ GOIK 7m
U.S.a 374-172 4 Cliinu

1. In a system measuring the output of a transducer whose
calibration has a span and a zero which vary with changes in its

temperature, a circuit for simultaneously compensating the

transducer output for such variations, comprising:

a differential amplifier having a plurality of inputs connected
through input resistors to a summing junction at an invert-

ing input of said amplifier and having a negative feedback

path connected from an output of said amplifier to said

inverting input;

a fint of said input resistors connecting the transducer out-

put to said summing junction;

a second of said input resistors connecting a compensating
signal to said summing junction, said compensating signal

being so generated that it varies from a certain value at a
reference temperature with changes in the temperature of
the transducer, said variations being of magnitude such
that the output of said amplifier at the zero calibration

point is inscitsitive to temperature changes at the trans-

ducer;

a third of said input resistors connecting a fixed signal to said

summing junction, said fixed signal being adjusted to

correspond to the value of said compensating signal at said

reference temperature with an opposite polarity so as to

cancel said compensating signal when the transducer is at

said reference temperature, thereby compensating said

transducer output for changes in zero due to temperature

changes at said transducer, and
means for varying said negative feedback circuit with

changes in said transducer temperature to compensate
changes in span for changes in transducer temperature.

4,478328
WIRE MATRIX PRINT HEAD ASSEMBLY

Dould G. Htbcrt, 9412 Cherry Hills Ia, Saa Ramon, Calif.

94983, aaripor to Donald G. Hcbert and Helmut Falk, both of

Snnnyrala, Calif

.

Contlnnation-in-part of Scr. No. 885,184, Mar. 10, 1978, Pat.

No. 4,185,929, and Scr. No. 887,927, Mar. 17, 1978, Pat No.

4030,412. TUa appUcation Sep. 24, 1979, Scr. No. 78,289

lat a.} B41J i/12
U.S.a 400—124 20 Gains

1. A wire matrix print head assembly comprising:

a plurality of elongated printing wire members having print

end portions and actuating end portions and being mov-
able between a print position and a non-print position;

an elongated wire housing means having a central axis and a
print end portion and an actuating end portion for sup-

porting said wire members about said central axis for

movement between the non*print position and the print

position;

a rigid metallic plate means having a central opening for

receiving and ri^dly fixedly supporting an intermediate

portion of said wire housing means;

a plurality of electromagnetic means for causing individual

actuation of said printing wire members and being rigidly

fixedly mounted on said metallic plate means in circumfer-
entially spaced relationship in a circular array in radially

outwardly spaced relationship to said elongated wire
housing means;

each electromagnetic means comprising a radially innermost
pole portion having an axially facing outer end surface

and a radially outermost pole portion having axially facing

outer end surface and the pole portions extending axially

from said metallic plate means toward said actuating end
portion of said elongated wire housing means, and further

comprising an electrical coil device operatively associated

with said radially innermost pole portion;

a plurality of arnuture members being located axially out-

wardly of an operatively associated with said electromag-
netic means and said printing wire members for causing
operation of said printing wire members by pivotal move-
ment about an edge of one of the pole portions toward the

axially facing outer end surface of the other one of the

pole portions and being mpunted in a circular array in

radially extending circumferentially spaced relationship;
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each armature member being radially aligned with and
extending between one of said electromagnetic means and
the actuating end portion of one of said elongated printing

wire members;

an armature retainer plate means being centrally rigidly

adjustably connected to said actuating end portion of said

elongated wire housing means and having a radially out-

wardly extending flange portion located axially adjacent

and in juxtaposition to said armature members and being

rigidly supported by said electromagnetic means for re-

taining said armature members in operative association

with said actuating end portions of said elongated wire

members and said electromagnetic means;

said retainer plate means comprising:

a circumferentially continuous substantially rigid solid annu-

lar center portion;

a circumferentially continuous relatively rigid solid interme-

diate annular flange portion intergral with and extending

radially outwardly from said center portion and being

resiliently deflectable relative thereto;

a plurality of circumferentially spaced individual flange

portions located on the outer periphery of and integral

with and extending radially outwardly from said interme-

diate annular flange portion, there being one of such indi-

vidual flange portions located in alignment with and juxta-

position to each of said outer pole portions;

suppon surface means on each of said individual flange

portions being abuttingly engageable with the outer end

surface of the asstxrialcd outer pole poriion for fixedly

axially l(x:aling said individual flange portions relative to

the asstKiated outer pole portion;

a plurality of armature retaining slot means arranged and

ItKaled on the outer periphery of said armature retainer

plate means in a circular array for receiving and retaining

radially oulcrmml portions of said armature members in

operative relationship with the assiK'iated electromagnetic

means without applying any moment of force to said

armature members tending to cause piv«>lal movement

away from the axially facing outer end surface of the other

one of the pole portions; and

said armature retaining slot means being l(K:aled adjacent

said support surface means and being defined by a pair of

circumferentially spaced parallel side surfaces and a trans-

verse connecting surface extending between said side

surfaces and said outer end surface of said outer pole

portion for receiving a radially outermmt ptirtion of the

asMK'iated armature member and confining the associated

armature member during pivotal movement between the

non-print position and the print position.

move radially outwardly such that the protecting lube moves

forwardly relative to said frame to withdrawn ihc lead relative

to said frame as said lead is grasped with a friclional force by

said lead holder, with subsequent advancement of said frame

causing said rolling member to be moved radially inwardly as

said rtilling member mtwes forwardly of said guide portion

whereupon said protecting tube is moved rearwardly relative

to said frame as said lead is held by said clutch assembly and

the friclional force t>f said lead holder is overcome, whereby

the lead is automatically advanced relative to said protecting

tube when said pres.sure is released.

4,478,530

SCRUB SPONGK WITH AI.IGNMK?»n" BOSSKS
Ronald R. Van OTcrloop, Palatine, III., aniRnor to The Kendall

Company, Boston, Man.
Filed Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,572

Int. a.' B43K 1/14: A45D 40/26

UA a. 401-134 15 CInlna

4,478,529

WRITING IMPI.EMKNT WITH AUTOMATIC I.KAD

PROJFXTION
Yasumasa Morio, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Sakurakurcpasu, Osaka, Japan

Filed May 14, 1982, Scr. No. 378,041

Oaims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1981, 56-76283

Int. a.^ B43K 21/02. 21/16

UA a. 401-53 • Claims

1. A writing implement utilizing lead and in which the lead

is automatically advanced by applying pressure to the lead

greater than normal writing pressure and subsequently releas-

ing said pressure to effect said automatic advance, comprising

a tubular main body, an inner frame and a lead protecting tube

axially slidable in said body, a first coil spring at a rear portion

of said bixiy biasing said frame forwardly. a second ctiil spring

within said frame and disposed rearwardly of said protecting

tube to bias said protecting tube forwardly. a clutch assembly

in said frame operable to permit advance of said lead but pre-

venting retraction of said lead, said protecting tube having a

lead holder for holding said lead with a friclional force, said

protecting tube having a rear end portion disposed in said

frame, said second coil spring biasing said rear end portion

forwardly. said rear end portion having an outer peripheral

surface which is tapered and which increases in diameter

toward its rear end. al least one rolling member movable with

said frame and in contact with said tapered surface, a guide

means on said bixly spaced from said tapered surface, said

rolling member being disptised between said guide means and

said tapered surface, said guide means having a guide poriion

in which said rolling member is allowed to be displaced radi-

ally inwardly and outwardly, said frame having a first position

in said body wherein said rolling member is in a first position

liK'ated at said guide poriion such that said rolling member is

displaced radially outwardly at said guide portion, said frame

being slidable inU> said b<xly to a second portion when pressure

greater than normal writing pressure is applied to the lead, said

rolling member moving radially inwardly and then rearwardly

of said guide portion when said pressure is applied \o a second

portion rearwardly of said guide porti«>n. whereby upon re-

lease of said pressure, said first and second coil springs are

operable to move said frame forwardly to said first position at

which said rolling member is disiMmed at said guide portion to

1. A scrub sponge, comprising:

a packet having a rupiurable wall and a closed chamber

containing a liquid scrub agent;

a cover of foam material having a cavity to receive said

packet and encUising said packet; and

a puncture member inlermediale said cover and the packet

and having a pair of generally aligned and spaced arms on

opposed sides of the packet beneath the cover, hinge

means connecting said arms adjacent one end of the

pstcket. a sharp projection on each of the arms directed

toward the packet to pierce the wall when the arms are

pressed toward each other \o release the scrub agent into

the cover, with the projection on one of the arms being

slightly longitudinally olTsel from the projection on the

other arm, and an alignment boss on each of the arms

intermediate the projections and the hinge means, said

btvwes being aligned and having an oppositely directed

tapered surface facing toward the packet, and said bcwses

nearly engaging when the arms are pressed toward each

other to guide the pmjc%;tions.

4,478,531

RACK AND PINION BAM. JOINT ASSKMBLY
Dale A. Uvinson, Haaclwood, and I^eonard R. Ketterer, PaciHc

both of Mc aniftnors to Moor AiitomotiTe, Incn St Ixwia,

Mo.
Filed Oct. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 433,776

Int a.' FI6C 11/06

UJJ. a. 403-77 5 Claim

1. The arrangement of a ball joint assembly prior to incorptv

ration in a rack and pinion vehicle steering system which

ctmiprises:

(a) a housing having a first open end and an adjacent internal

bearing seal, a first fixed surface forming a circumferen-

tially extending and radially inwardly directed shoulder in

the housing spaced axially along said housing from said

bearing seat, and internal threads extending inwardly from
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a wcond open end lo an inner end thread such that said
inner end thread provider a second circumferentially
extending and radially inwardly directed fixed shoulder;

(b) a tie rod headed end seated on said internal bearing seat
and spaced from said first and second fixed surfaces; and

(c) tie rod headed end retaining means for holding said

n (-«

headed end on said internal bearing seat, said retaining
means being deformable and presenting a further bearing
surface to engage on said tie rod headed end and having a
radially and circumferentially extending projection en-
gaged on one of said first and second shoulders for hold-
ing said retainer means on said tie rod headed end against
said internal bearing seat.

4,478^2
BOX JOINT EMPLOYING SCREW PIVOT PIN FOR

ADJUSTABLE TIGHTENING
Nicholas S. Puro, Upper SwMIe Rhrcr, NJ^ anignor to Micro-

dent IndMtrici, No. Halcdoa, NJ.
Coatinntion-iii.pwt of Scr. No. 382^1, May 26, 1982,. This

ipplicatioa Apr. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 489,585
Int a.' B25B 7/Oft- F16C \l/04

UAa 403-157 20a.i«»

scaled in the countcrhorc of the first outer member and a
second reduced outer diameter shank portion sized to be a
tight fit in the remaining through bore of this first outer
member of the second jaw member and with said shank
portion of said bushing entering into and nearly through
the through bore in the portion of the first jaw and provid-
ing a pivot for said first jaw member, said pivot pin bush-
ing having an axially threaded bore;

(0 a countcrbore formed in the second outer member of the
second jaw member and extending a determined distance
from the outer surface of the second member of the sec-
ond jaw, and a smaller diameter bore in axial coincidence
with said counterbore and extending through the remain-
der of the thickness of the second outer member, said
counterbore extending toward the central tongue portion
sufficiently to establish a thin fiexure portion about one
thirty-second of an inch in thickness and sufficiently defe-
lectable for said flexure portion to be moved for tighten-
ing the box joint, and

(g) a securing screw having a head adapted to seat and move
the second outer member fiexure portion toward the
central tongue and with the shank of said screw providing
the pivot portion immediately interior of the securing
screw and in coincidence with the axis of said pivot pin
bushing, the thread portion of said securing screw enter-
ing into the threaded portion of the pivot pin bushing and
with manipulation the screw is tightened to bring the box
joint members into the desired sliding relationship of one
to another, said adjustment reducing and/or eliminating
any developed and unwanted play of and in the joint.

5| « 15

I. An improved box joint for pliers and the like in which the
jaw portions are pivotally retained and movable in a prescribed
plane normal to a pivot pin, this box joint including:

(a) a first jaw member that is characterized as having a
central tongue portion with outwardly facing .surfaces
smoothly finished and parallel to the plane of movement;

(b) a second jaw member with substantially like portions
providing first and second outer members and forming the
outer sides of a box-like aperture in said second jaw mem-
ber and with the facing inner surfaces of the aperture
finished, and in the a!«embled condition the outer facing
surfaces of the central tongue portion of the first jaw
member are in a sliding relationship with the facing inner
aperture surfaces of the first and second outer members of
the second jaw member;

(c) a counterbore and a through bore both having a predeter-
mined axis formed in said first outer member of the second
jaw and with said counterimre and through bore traas-
verse of the plane of movement of the jaw memberrt;

(d) a through bore formed in and through the central tongue
portion of the first jaw member, said through bore in axial
coincidence with the through bore in the first outer mem-
ber of the second jaw member,

(e) a pivot pin bushing having a first diameter adapted to be

4,478,533

SYNTHETIC SEAWEED
William L. Garrett, 100 Dickinson Iju, Wilmington, Dei. 19807
Continnation-in-purt of Ser. No. 178,856, Aug. 18, 1980, Pat
No. 4,374,629, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 6,567,
Jan. 26, 1979, Pat No. 4,221,500. This application Sep. 20, 1982,

Ser. No. 420,310
The portion of the term of this patent subseqoent to S^. 9, 1997,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.* E02B i/04
UA a. 405-24 20 Gaims

1. Synthetic seaweed for use in inhibiting coastal enwion
compri.sing an elongate anchor, a plurality t)f Hexiblc strips

secured to the elongate anchor extending outwardly therefrom
and terminating at free end portions, buoyant labs of foam
material secured lo the exterior of at least the free end portions
of at least some of the strips, and an anlifouling inhibitor on the
outside surfaces of the strips.
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4,478,534

FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM
Vn Mellwiln, 201 Bryat St, NW., Washington, D.C. 20001

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 250,936

Int a.} E02B 7/20, 7/26. 7/36

MS. a. 405—96 1 Qaim

1. A flood control and waterway diverting means compris-

ing:

housings embedded in banks along both sides of a portion of

a waterway and further housings embedded in both sides

of banks along a portion of a second waterway which

second waterway intersects said first waterway, a substan-

tial portion of said housings being located beneath the

normal water level of the waterways;

a multiplicity of floodgates mounted in said housings to

move up and down for containing water in both water-

ways;

some of said floodgates spanning said first waterway for

diverting at least a portion of the water from said first

waterway into said second waterway when they are acti-

vated;

interlocking means on each of said floodgates for connecting

a floodgate to an adjacent floodgate;

floodgate hydraulic moving means for moving said flood-

gates up and down; and
water level sensing float means connected to said floodgate

hydraulic moving means for actuating said hydraulic

moving means when water in said waterway reaches a

predetermined level.

yrrrrr ^}n/^y.

1. A mine stopping having a man door and door frame

assembly therein, said stopping comprising:

a plui^ity of elongate extensible panels extending vertically

in side-by-side relation from the floor to the roof of a

passageway in a mine, each panel comprising a first elon-

gate member constituting a lower member of the panel

and a second elongate member constituting an upper

member of the panel, each of said panel members being a

sheet metal member of channel shape in cross section

having a web and flanges at opposite sides of the web. one

of said members having a telescoping sliding fit in the

other with the webs of the members in engagement, the

one member constituting the inner member and the other

constituting the outer member of the panel, a plurality of

the panels being installed in the pas.sageway with the side

flanges of the outer members generally in engagement,

said frame being a rectangular frame having a top, bottom

and side channel members, said frame being adapted to be

mounted in an opening in the mine stopping, each of said

channel members having a web, a rear flange and a for-

ward flange, the flanges of the top channel member ex-

tending upwardly, the flanges of the bottom channel

member extending downwardly, the flanges of the side

channel members extending outwardly,

hinge means hingedly mounting the door on the frame to

swing on an axis between a closed position engaging a face

of the frame all around the frame and an open position

swung away from the frame,

said stopping comprising a plurality of said panels above the

frame having their lower ends received in the top channel,

a plurality of said panels below the frame having their

upper ends received in the bottom channel, and a plurality

of said panels at the sides of the frame including a pair of

panels received in the side channels of the frame,

said stopping being free of fastening means between the

frame and the panels thereby maintaining the extensibility

and contractability of the panels.

4^478,536

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH SHOCK ABSORBING
ARRANGEMENT FOR A MARINE STRUCTURE

Glen E. Drewett P.O. Bos 15, Negreet La. 71460, and Kenneth

W. Gaynes, Houston, Tex., assignon to Glen E. Drewett

Negreet La.

Filed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 486,184

Int a.} E02B i/22

U.S. a. 405—213 3 Qains

4,478,535

MINE STOPPING WITH MAN DOOR AND DOOR
FRAME ASSEMBLY

John M. Kennedy, and William R. Kennedy, both of P.O. Box
38, Taylorrille, III. 62568

Filed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,822

Int a.i E21F 1/14

U,S. a. 405—132 2 Clainn

1. A shock absorbing arrangement for marine structures lo

absorb shock compression and tension comprising:

(a) annular, hollow upper and lower members for securing

to an upwardly extending supporting leg of an offshore

structure to project therefrom in generally the same plane,

each of said members including:

(1) cylinder means axially aligned and projecting from an

end of each of said members;

(2) said cylinder means having a smaller diameter than its

respective member to provide an annular space therebe-

tween and having a closed end positioned within its

respective member;

(3) first yieldable means molded in the annular space to

encase said cylinder means to accommodate movement

of said cylinder means relative to its respective member;

b. stem means for securing to and extending between said

upper and lower cylinder means;

c. cylindrical bumper means;

^
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d. support means supporting said cylindrical bumper means
on said stem means for rotation relative thereto; and

e. yieldable means between said cylindrical bumper means
and stem means, said yieldable means including an upper
spider of yieldable substance and a lower spider of yield-

able substance each having an outer annular surface

molded adjacent the upper and lower inner surface of said

cylindrical bumper with a plurality of legs radiating in-

wardly in spaced relation to form openings therebetween

through each spider, the inner ends of the legs terminating

in an annular, central body of yieldable material having a

central opening for receiving said stem means there-

through and a rigid, annular reinforcing embedded in and
extending longitudinally of said central body; and

wherein said cylindrical bumper means is defined by an
upper section receiving said upper spider, a lower section

receiving said lower spider and a central hollow section

between said upper section and said lower section.

4,478,537

ARCTIC CAISSON SYSTEM
Jal N. Birdy, Kiogwood, and DUipkumar N. Bhula, Houston,

both of Tex., assigDors to Brian Watt Associates, Inc., Hous-
ton, Ttz.

FUtd Jul. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 394,783

Int. a.} E02B 15/02

LS. a. 405—217 15 Claims

1. A stable marine platform structure for supporting plant or
equipment for marine operations and of the type adapted to be
supported on the sea bottom or other support surface, compris-
ing:

a continuous base slab for engaging the sea bottom or other

support surface;

an interior hexagonal cell structure formed of a plurality of
vertically oriented inter-connected cell walls standing

upon said base slab;

a substantially vertical perimeter wall adjoining the periph-

ery of said interior cell structure and surmounting said

base slab, said perimeter wall being formed of a plurality

of inter-connected, arcuate wall segments and a plurality

of vertically oriented, planar wall segments, said planar

segments formed between the juncture of said arcuate

segmenu and the perimetrical vertices of said interior

hexagonal cell structure;

a horizontally oriented, continuous top slab supponed upon
the upper extremities of said interior cell structure and
adjoining said perimeter wall, said top slab being adapted
for supporting plant or equipment used in the marine
operation.

4,478,538

DEVICE FOR DETECnXG TOOL ABNORMALITY
Yoshiaki Kakino, 256-5, Iwakura Hanazono<ho, Sakyo*ku,

Kyoto-Shi, Japan, assignor to Yoshiaki Kakiao, Kyoto; NF
Circuit Design Block Co., Ltd., Yokohama and Showa Tool
Co., Ltd., Toyonaka, all of, Japan

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 426,244
Qairas priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 23, 1982, 57*69354

Int. a.J GOIN S/58; G08B 21/00: B23B 49/00
U.S. a. 408—6 7 Claims
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1. A device for detecting tool abnormality, comprising:
»

coupling means coupled between a tool holder and a rotat-
"

able main spindle for normally transmitting rotation of the
main spmdle to the tool holder, and for repeatedly stop-

ping the transmission of roution of the main spindle to the
tool holder only when a tool abnormality exists, thereby
generatmg elastic waves of a predetermined level;

a transducer for converting the elastic waves into an electri-

cal signal; and

an amplitude discriminator for generating an output signal

when the output signal from the transducer surpasses a
threshold value.

4 478 539
MULTIPLE TOOL HOLDER WITH RETAINER AND

DRI\ E SOCKET
Paul J. Prevette, 3910 Admiral Ave., Charlotte, N.C. 28205

FUed Dec. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 212,365

Int. a,i B23F 1/04; B23G 1/SO
VJS. a. 408—117 4 Claims

1. A holder for elongated tools comprising a set of elongated
tools and laterally extending retainer means thereon, an elon-

gated holding portion having tool storage recesses extending
longitudinally from one end of said elongated holding portion

for selective storage of said tools therein and a drive socket

disposed in said one end of said holding portion for selective

reception of said tools thereinto for driving use of said tools, a

generally tubular and cylindrical retainer substantially closed

at one end thereof and disposed with said closed end in cover-

ing relation to said one end of said elongated holding portion,

said retainer having a longitudinally extending slot therein

extending into said closed end of said retainer for allowing
movement of said tools into said drive socket and having
means for rotatable securement of said retainer on said holding
portion and being selectively movable thereon to positions for

retaining said tools in said storage recesses and to other posi-

tions for covering all of said recesses simultaneously for said

retaining said tools or for selective exposure of each of said

recesses through said slot for selective release through said slot

of said tools individually for permitting movement thereof

between said tool storage recesses and said drive socket for use

of said tools, and channel means defmed between said elon-

gated holding portion and said retainer for retained movement

therein of said laterally extending retainer means of said tools

during said movement thereof between said tool storage reces-

ses and said drive socket for retention of said tools on said

elongated holding portion for preventing loss of said tools

from said holder during said release and movement thereof

between said tool storage recesses and said drive socket, said

tools being compositely constructed, each tool comprising a

commercial standard tool bit having a drive shank at the end

thereof opposite the working portion thereof, a tool adapter

having a mating guide socket at one end thereof for reception

of said drive shank of said standard tool bit and a larger drive

shank including two generally parallel sides for engagement

with said recesses for prevention of relative roution therebe-

tween about the longitudinal axes of said tools and for insertion

of said tool into said drive socket of said elongated holding

portion for use of said tool, and means for securing said shank

of said tool bit into said mating guide socket of said tool

adapter, said tool bits including commercial ups and said

elongated holding portion having a portion having sockets for

holding threading dies in fixed position for use.

4,478,541

TOOL MOUNTING
Miaoru Okada, Yokosnka; Takeo Sonc, Yokoham; SUfem

Sakamoto, HacUoJi; Yi^l Koiznni, Yokohama, aad Iwao

Tsnda, Tokyo, aU of Japan, assignors to Saotrade Ltd^ La-

eerae, Switzerland

FUed Oct 19, 1982, Scr. No. 435,289

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 20, 1981, 56-166425

lat CL^ B23C 5/26

VS.a 409-232

4478,540

SPINDLE HEAD ASSEMBLY WITH OBLIQUE AXIS OF
ROTATION

Michel Sachot, Sacbiy, France, assipor to Centre D'Etndcs Dn

Fraisagc Bagncuz, France

FUed Jun. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 388,999

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jnn. 19, 1981, 81 12097

lat a^ B23C 1/12

VS. a. 409-211 IS a«in«

1. An assembly comprising:

a cutting tool having a center aperture with internal threads,

a nut element having external threads rouubly connectible

to said internal threads in the axial direction of said aper-

ture,

said nut element including a rearwardly facing opening,

a holder having a forwardly extending sutionary projection,

said projection and said opening together defining a bayo-

net coupling wherein said nut element is insertable

rearwardly over said projection and is rotatable relative

thereto to lock said nut element against forward axial

removal from said projection,

said nut element including means for receiving an implement

for rotating said nut element about an axis of roution in a

direction relative to said tool such that said nut element

tends to travel axially forwardly and said tool tends to

travel axially rearwardly, said nut element abutting said

sutionary projection to be restrained against axially for-

ward movement such that said tool travels axially rear-

wardly against said holder in response to roution of said

nut element in said direction.

4,478,542

EXPANSION ANCHOR GRIP SLEEVE ASSEMBLY
RusaeU Wbelan, Jr., 5638 Miriam Rd., PhUadclphia, Pa. 19124

FUed Feb. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 470,799

lot a.3 F16B 13/06

VS. a. 411-26 S C»«ta»

1. A machine tool for machining a workpiece disposed in a

working plane comprising:

support means advanceable along an advance axis disposed

in predetermined relation to said working plane;

a spindle head including a spindle rouuble about a spindle

axis, said spindle head being rouubly mounted on said

suppon about a head axis, said head axis being inclined

with respect to said working plane at a first angle (a) in

the range of 30* to 40*, said spindle axis forming an angle

with respect to said head axis complemenury to said first

angle, the projection of said head axis and said support

axis on said working plane forming an angle (a) of 45*

therebetween;

means for automatically controlling roution of said head;

and

indexing means for locking said head in three predetermmed

positions substantially 120* apart, such that in one of said

positions said spindle axis is perpendicular to said working

plane and in at least another position it is parallel to said

working plane.

1. An expansion anchor grip sleeve assembly comprising an

initially separable non-expandable grip sleeve in axial align-

taeat with an initially separable expandable expansion anchor

shield, said grip sleeve and anchor shield having aligned open-

ings permining the passage of a bolt, said bolt having a bolt

head and a stem extending away from said bolt head, said bolt

stem being positioned in said aligned openings, at least a por-

tion of said stem being threaded to form a threaded stem which

engages complimentary threads in the opening through said

anchor shield, said grip sleeve having a flange having first and

second faces with projecting fingers projecting away from said
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first face, said grip sleeve being positioned closer to said bolt
head, and said anchor shield being positioned further away
from said bolt head, said grip sleeve including locking means
extending away from the first face of said flange in the same
general direction of said fingers, with said bolt head being
positioned against the second face of said flange, said locking
means being adapted to be in actual contact with a portion of
said expansion anchor, whereby when said assembly is located
»n •hole in a surface and said bolt is tightened by rotation
thereof against said flange to urge said flange fingers against
said surface such that said locking means actually contact a
portion of said expansion anchor shield to prevent rotation of
both said anchor sleeve and grip sleeeve in said hole, and
whereby fiirther roution of the bolt is transferred solely to said
expansion anchor shield to activate said expansion shield,
thereby to firmly position said assembly in said hole.

rivet head and fully polymerizable to the thermoset condition
upon heatmg thereof, said polyamid fibres enveloping said

\r*

carbon fibres after formation of said rivet head to preclude
splaying of said carbon fibres.

4^71^43
BUND RIVET

Lymu R. Lyon, Bloonflcld Hills, Mich,
loc^ Darien, Coon.

FIM Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,176
Int a^ F16B W04

MS,a 411—34

4,478,545

assignor to Micrwlot FASTENING DEVICE FOR PANELS OR THE LIKE
AUra Mixusawa, F^laawa, and VoaUaU Notoya, ZmU, both of

Japan, assignors to Nifco Inc., Yokohaon, Japan
Difision of Ser. No. 165,401, Jnl. 2, 1980, Pat No. 4,367,995.

This application Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 418,167
Oalnu priority, appUcation Japu, Jul. 6, 1979, 54-85043
The portion of the term of this patent sobaeqacnt to Jan. 11,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 F16B W06
U.S. a. 411-57 a Claims

7aalnis

1. A blind rivet for installation in a workpiece having an
aperture therein, said rivet comprising
an elongated mandrel having a radially enlarged anvil at one
end and a gripping portion at the other end,

and a workpiece gripping sleeve dUposed about said man-
drel comprising a shear portion having a radially extend-
mg head at one end thereof for engagement with one side
of a workpiece and a bUnd head forming portion of par-
tially polymerized thermoset plastic between said shear
portion and the anvil on said mandrel, the blind head
forming portion of said shear sleeve being at a first tem-
perature suffidenUy low to preclude further polymeriza-
tion thereof,

the head forming portion of said sleeve being axially and
radially deformable upon heating thereof above said first

temperature and upon axial movement of the anvil on said
mandrel toward the head at the one end of the shear
portion of said sleeve to form a solid blind head that is

engageable with the other side of the workpiece thereby
to grip the workpiece upon full polymerization of said
blind head.

4,478,544

COMPOSITE RIVET
Nonmn S. Strand, Howell, Mich., asaigDor to Microdot Inc..

Darica,Conn.

FIM Ju. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,873
Int a.} F16B 13/04

UAa 411-34 2Clalma
1. A reinforced thermoset plastic rivet comprising:
a plurality of substantially parallel continuous longitudinally

extending carbon fibres encapsulated in a B-stage thermo-
set resin matrix,

a plurality of longitudinally and circumferentially extending
aromatic polyamid fibres enveloping said carbon fibres
and encapsulated in a B-sUge thermoset resin matrix,

at least one portion of said rivet being deformable to form a

1. A fastening device for fastening two objects together each
respectively having an aperture therethrough, the apertures
being concentrically aligned, said device comprising:

a female member of a flexible synthetic resin and having a
body at one end thereof with a flange extending laterally
therefrom and a leg, said leg being connected to one side
of said body and having a free end longitudinally out*
wardly extending therefrom for being fitted into the aper-
tures whereby said flange abuts one of the objects;

said female member having a bore therethrough longitudi-
nally extending through said body and said leg;

said leg having at least one elongated groove through the
peripheral wall thereofand longitudinally extending in the
longitudinal direction of said leg and the peripheral wall
of said bore in said body having at least one radially in-
wardly extending circumferentially continuous spiral
ridge integral with and of the same material as said body
and having portions in diametrically opposite surfaces of
said bore, and the inner surface of said bore in said leg
being entirely smooth, for, when a shank having a larger
diameter than said bore is inserted therem, having said
ridge flex in the longitudinal direction of said bore and
having said leg free end radially expand thereby securing
the shank within said bore;

a male member made of a synthetic resin and having a head
and a shank, said shank being connected to a fint side of
said head and having a free end longitudmally outwardly
extending therefrom for, when an axial force is exerted on
said head, being axially thrust into said bore and radially
expanding said leg free end and for having said head first
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side abut said flange thereby fastening the two objects

together between said flange one end and said leg free

end; and

the circumferential surface of said shank having threads

integral with and the same material as the shank for, when
said shank is axially thrust into said bore, flexing in the

longitudinal direction of said bore and, when said shank is

secured within said bore and said head abuts said body and
said flange, having said threads threadably engaging with
said at least one ridge for, when said male member is

rotated in one direction, threadably disengaging said male
member from said female member thereby axially remov-
ing said shank from said bore.

4,478,546

QUICK INSERTION AND RELEASE BOLT SYSTEM
Mark J. Mercer, 5149 S. Kilbonm, Chkago, OL 60632

Filed Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,618

Int a' F16B W02
U.S.a 411-385 2 Claims

1. A quick insertion and release bolt system, comprising: first

and second threaded bolt sections each comprising approxi-

mately half of a bolt and each having a head portion and
threaded portion; each section having a flat face and a rounded
threaded peripheral surface; a rectangular channel in each flat

face running an entire length of each bolt section; a slide insert

tapering to a leading point receivable between the flat faces

when the bolt sections are assembled with the flat faces facing

each other, said slide inseri having a first pair of ribs and a

second pair of ribs; the first pair of ribs being rectangular and
laterally extending on opposite sides of the insert between the

two flat faces and frictionally engaging substantially all por-

tions of the faces of the threaded portions laterally of the

rectangular channels when the bolt sections are held together;

the slide insert having lateral extensions adjoining a termina-

tion of the first pair of ribs, said lateral extensions substantially

completely fillmg an entire space between the head portions

when the insert is fully inserted; the second pair of ribs being

tapered at and extending from the leading point to a top of said

lateral extensions and being rectangular and receivable in the

rectangular channels; the first pair of ribs beginning and being

tapered at a point rearwardly of the leading point to form a

tri-point arrangement; flexible ring means for holding the two
bolt sections in substantial alignment with one another with

their flat faces abutting when the insen is not present between
the face^ tab means extending at one end of the insert for

pulling the insert away from between the two bolt sections

when desired; the slide insert and each bolt section being

shaped and dimensioned such that with the insert in place the

peripheral rounded surfaces of the bolt sections lie on a com-
mon circle such that they both can be treaded into a threaded

receiving aperture of corresponding dimension, and when the

inseri if removed the bolt sections with flat faces abutting

freely slide into or out of the aperture without substantial

threaded engagement; the arc of each of said rounded periph-

eral surfaces being less than 180*; and a bevelled surface being

provided between the flat surface and edges of the rounded

peripheral surface on each bolts section.

4,478,547

BALE HANDLING APPARATUS
Leiaad A. Den Boer, P.O. Box 364, Uneola, Mont 59639

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,198

Int a? AOID 67/12: B60P 1/4H
U.S. CL 414—24J 13 daiou

1. Bale handling apparatus including a base portion, a bale

supporting portion, a bale moving portion and a control por-

tion; said base portion including a frame section, said frame

section including a first bed section, wheeled carriage means
supporting said first bed section, a second bed section, said

second bed section being telescopable with respect to said first

bed section, said base portion further including a hitch member
disposed at the end of said frame section remote from said

carriage means; said bale supporting portion including support

means extending upwardly from each of said bed sections, the

support means of the respective bed sections being arranged to

be aligned with one another when said bed sections are tele-

scoped together, said bale moving portion including a support

section, said support section extending upwardly from said first

bed section adjacent the end thereof remote from said second

bed section, a shaft member rotatably carried by said support

section, said shaft member being oriented transversely of said

first bed section, arm members pivotally connected adjacent

the ends of said shaft member, grabber means mounted on said

arm members, said grabber means extending toward each

other; said control portion including means for cooperatively

pivoting said arm members with respect to said shaft member,
means for rotating said shaft member, and means for telescop-

ing said second bed section with respect to said first bed sec-

tion; whereby a plurality of individual bales can be loaded

sequentially onto said bed sections of said apparatus, trans-

ported to a different location and thereafter unloaded in re-

verse order for storage or feeding.

4,478,548

FORAGE ACCUMULATOR BOX
Daniel A. Heimes, R.R. 3, Box 63G, Hartington, Ncbr. 68739

FUed Ang. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,318

Int CL^ B60P l/ii

U.S. a. 414—502 6 Claims

1. A forage accumulator box, comprising.
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m elongated frame having forward and rearward ends and

opposite sides,

a tongue structure extended forwardly (torn said frame for

connection to a towing vegicle,

ground wheel means on said frame for rolling movement in

forward and rearward directions,

an elongated upwardly and forwardly inclined bottom wall

supported on said frame, said bottom wall having forward

and rearward ends and opposite sides,

a pair of upstanding side walls and a rear wall extending

upwardly from the opposite sides and rearward end of

said bottom wall for accumulating forage supported on
said bottom wall,

a main conveyor on said bottom wall for advancing forage

material upwardly and forwardly thereon,

a generally horizontal platform at die upper forward end of

said bottom wall for receiving material conveyed thereto

by said main conveyor, said platform having opposite

transversely fkciiig starting and discharge ends,

a cross conveyor on said platform for moving material in a

direction transversely of said box toward said discharge

end, and

a discharge chute operatively connected to the discharge

end of said platform for pivotal movement about a longi*

tudinal axis for discharging material conveyed thereto by

said cross conveyor, said discharge chute being movable

between a working position extended transversely up*

wardly and outwardly from said platform and a transport

position having a reduced outward extent from said plat-

from whereby the width of said box is reduced upon
movement of said discharge chute to the transport posi-

tion,

a forward wall and side wall extending upwardly from the

forward side and starting end of said platform for contain-

ing forage material on said platform,

said discharge chute comprising a statiotutfy discharge phit-

form havhig a discharge conveyor thereon and forward

and rearward wall members,

said bottofh wall and t>latfoiin being situated within the

transverse extent of said ground wheel means,

said forward wall having a top edge situated substantially

below the top edges of Said upstanding side walls whereby
forage material may be directed rearwardly over said

forward wall and between said upstanding side walls.

1. A foldable ramp for use with trucks and trailers compris-

portions which can join along a longitudinal axis, and
transverse top and bottom edges;

b. left and right tailgate anchor means provided on each
ramp section for removably engaging each ramp section

top edge to a truck or trailer; and

c. a hinge assembly that defines the ramp center during use

and connects the left and right ramp sections together at

the mating edges so that they can fold upon each other to

reduce the ramp width for storage;

d. cable means attached to each ramp section for forming a

tension carrying removable connection extending be*

tween each ramp section and the truck or trailer to pre-

vent accidental disconnection of either ramp section from
the truck or trailer during use, said means carrying tensile

load to prevent movement of the ramp away from the

truck or trailer when a load moving into the truck or

trailer engages the ramp.

4.478^50

PUMP APPARATUS
Klyohlko Watanabe, Chiryu; Kazuma Matrnri, Toyohashi; Yo-

shlyvki Hattori, Toyoake; Todiihiro Takci, Kariya; Toddaki
Nakamura, Aqjo, and Shunsakn Ohnlahi, Toyota, all of Japan,

assignors to Ntppondenso Co., Ltd^ Kariya, Japan

FUed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,350

Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Apr. 22, 1981, 56>

S8105{U]

Int a.3 F04D 5/00

VS. a. 41S-53 T 2 aaina

4^78349
FOLDABLE LOADING! RAMP FOR ALL

TERRAIN/RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND THE UKE
Curtia StcUy, and Bncr J. Amand, both of RM. 1*A, Box Oak

1, Fordo^ La. 70732

FUad Miy 20, 1983, Sl«r. No< 49431^4

lot a.i B4SG 67/Oi

VJS,a 414-S37 10 Clalna

mg
a. left and right generally rectangular ramp panel sections,

each providing respectively cooperating, mating edge

1. A pump apparatus comprising:

a regenerative pump means;

said regenerative pump means including a pump housing and

a closed vane type impeller rotatably housed in said pump
housing,

said impeller being substantially disc-like shaped and pro-

vided with a plurality of radial vane grooves formed in

portions of opposite end faces of said impeller adjacent to

the outer peripheral surface thereof and spaced in the

circumferential direction relative to each other,

said pump housing cooperating with said impeller to define

a substantial annular fluid passage surrounding said radial

vane grooves,

said pump housing being provided therein with suction and

discharge ports,

said discharge port being communicated with said annular

fluid passage through a portion ofone side surface thereof,

and

a recess provided in a poriion of the other side surface ofsaid

annular fluid passage opposing to said discharge pori, said

recess being so disposed that a radial innermost side wall

portion thereof is located ladially outward of said outer

peripheral surface of said impeller.
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4«478351 4,478,552

TURBINE EXHAUST CASE DESIGN METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FAN BLADE TIP

Fred L. Hoocyeiitt, Jr., Lake Park, and Erik A. Undstrom, CLEARANCE
Pain Beach Gardena, both of FUl, aasignon to United Tech- Stanley E. Tbompaon, 15710 Old Redwood Hwy., Healdsborg,

nologiea Corporatfon, Hartford, Conn. Calif. 95448

Filed Dec 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,565 FUed Nor. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,914

iBt a.3 FOID 9/02 lat a? FD3D 77/00

U.S.a415—142 5 Claims U.S. Q. 415—174 6 Claim

1. In an axial flow gas turbine engine including a turbine

section comprising at least one turbine rotor stage, a turbine

exhaust case assembly disposed downstream from said rotor

stage and including means defming an axially extending annu-

lar gas flow path, the exhaust case assembly comprising:

inner case means;

outer case means spaced radially outwardly from said inner

case means;

a stage of turbine exit guide vanes disposed in said gas flow

path for straightening the flow of gases exiting said turbine

rotor stage, said guide vanes having radially outer ends

attached to said outer case means in a manner permitting

rocking of said vanes in an upstream and downstream

direction about the point at which they are attached to

said outer case means;

a plurality of circumferentially disposed struts extending

radially across the flow path downstream of said guide

vanes and having inner ends fixedly attached to said inner

case means and outer ends fixedly attached to said outer

case means; and

fairing means having an upstream end and downstream end,

said fairing means including sheet metal wall means hav-

ing an upstream end, said wall means being disposed be-

tween said inner case means and outer case means defining

the radially inner surface of said annular gas flow path

immediately downstream of said exit guide vanes, said

fairing means being cantilever supported from its down-

stream end from said inner case means downstream of said

struts, each of said struts passing through an opening in

said wall means, said upstream end of said fairing means

engaging said inner ends of said exit guide vanes to pro-

vide axial suppori for said guide vanes, said fairing means

comprising a support ring integral with said upstream end

of said sheet metal wall means, said support ring providing

stiffness to said wall means and having an annular out-

wardly facing channel disposed therein, said inner ends of

said exit guide vanes including tangs extending radially

inwardly into said channel, the width of said channel in

the axial direction being wider than the thickness of said

tangs in the axial direction, permitting axial movement of

the inner ends of said vanes, said inner ends of said exit

guide vanes being free to move radially relative to said

foiring means.

1. A method of adjusting the amount of clearance between

the tips of the fan blades of a large axial flow fan and the fan

cylinder, comprising the steps of;

(a) glueing a plurality of spacer panels of a foam material

construction to the inside surface of the fan cylinder in

facing relationship to the tips of the fan blades;

(b) securing a vertically extending cutting means adjacent

the tip of at least one of the fan blades, said cutting means

having a vertically extending cutting blade which extends

outward from the tip of the fan blade by a prselected

distance;

(c) rotating the fan blade so as to cause the cutting blade to

trim the spacer panels in a sequential manner around the

circumference of the fan cylinder and thereby

(d) securing a plastic sheet in covering relationship to the

trimmed surface of each of the spacer panels by fastening

means extending through the plastic sheet, spacer panel

and fan cylinder; and

(e) applying a sealant material over the top surface of each of

the spacer panels.
f

^ 4,478,553

ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSION
Heman M. Leibowitz, SchoieetMly, and Somay^iuln D. S. R.

Kanuncbetty, Latham, both of N.Y., asaignon to Mechanical

Technology Incorporated, Latham, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,156

Int a.J FOID 5/08: P02B 47/02

VS. CL 416-97 R « ClaUna

1. A high efficiency compressor for use in a compression

intensifled gas process that includes:

an impeller having a series of radially extending blades af-

fixed thereto that coact to form flow passages therebe-

tween through which a process gas is conducted during

the compression process;

each blade having a front face and a back face and a blade

a driveshaft for rotating the impeller at a speed sufncient to

compress the process gas conducted through said flow

passages;

each flow passage having a suction side and a pressure side;

a cooUmt supply channel that passes axially through said

shaft;

a first coolant metering circuit passing radially outward

through each of said impeller blades such that said first

circuit communicates at said blade radially inner end with
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Mid supply channel and at said blade radially outer end
with a dnt nozzle for introducing a coolant into one of
said flow passages;

each of said first nozzles positioned in said back face of said
associated blade to discharge coolant into said suction side

of an acUacent passages so as to transverse said flow pas-

sage, said first nozzles fiirther sized and positioned to
substantially avoid discharged liquid coolant from imping-
ing on said blades and to cool the process gas in said flow
passages; and

a coolant supply means for introducing a liquid coolant into
the said supply channel whereby coolant is metered
through the said first circuit as said impeller rotates.

FAN BLADE AXIAL AND RADUL RETENTION DEVICE
Jem M. Snrdi, Mcino, France, anignor to SM£,CMJLt Eny,

Filed Oct 18, 1983, Scr. No. 542,972
dains priority, appUcatioa Fhucc, No?. 8, 1982, 82 18653

iBt CL^ FOID 5/S2
U&a 416-221 7 Claims

wedge and the flanks and bottom of said groove, the
trough-shaped member extending axially of the fan, and

having an opening intermediate its ends, and
means defining an abutment on the wedge which engages in

the opening of the trough<«h^)ed member and seats on the
bottom of the groove.

4,478,555
BACK PRESSURE COMPENSATOR FOR APPARATUS
FOR CONTROLLING UQUID LEVEL IN A RESERVOIR
William S. PeanoB, HaapMMri, Md^ assigDor to Cyrpo, Ineor-

porated, Hampstead, Md.
Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 409,323

iBt a.3 F04B 41/06
VS. CL 417-7 13 ctai,^

1. In apparatus having means responsive to head pressure in
a main communicating with a reservoir which is intermittently
supplied by pump means having electrical control switch
means, for automatically controlling predetermined liquid
level in the reservoir by operation of switch tripping means to
activate said switch means for pump means cut-in upon drop in
said liquid level and for pump means cut-out at said predeter-
mined liquid level, the improvement comprising:
means mounted separate fix>m said switch tripping means,
and having a device operable for selectively restraining
said switch tripping means for delaying said pump means
cut-out to compensate for abnormal back pressure in said
main tending to cause premature pump means cut-out
operation of said tripping means at less than said Uquid
level, and also operable for selectively increasing the
difTerential between pump means cut-in and pump means
cut-out, without changing pump means cut-in by opera-
tion of said switch tripping means.

1. In a retention device for use in securing a fan blade axially
and radially, the blade having a platform and a root of re-

entrant form and thus being capable only of axial sliding into a
corresponding groove in the rim of a fan rotor disc,

means defining axially-extending teeth adjacent the periph-
ery of the rim of the disc and adjacent pairs of said teeth
having opposed radial recesses

locking means of each blade being engaged in said two
adjacent opposed recesses and serving to lock the blade
axially,

a resilient wedge interposed between the root of the blade
and the bottom of the groove in order to exert on the
blade root a force directed radially outwardly, and

a holding key pre-stressing the wedge and interposed be-
tween the wedge and the internal downstream face of the
root of the blade,

the improvement comprising,

a tnMigh-shaped member interposed between the resilient

4,478,556

THREE OR FOUR STAGE GAS COMPRESSOR
Antonio GozzI, 14, Via Giordano, 41050 Montale Rngone,
Modena, Italy

FUcd Apr. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 370,385
Claiflu priority, appUcatlOB Italy, Apr. 21, 1981, 40044 A/81:

Apr. 21, 1961, 40045 A/81
iBt a^ F04B 3/00

U.S.a 417-256 4CIainis
1. A multistage reciprocating gas compressor with at least

three compression stages, comprising: a first and a second
compression unit each consisting of three longitudinally
aligned cylinder sections; a central hydraulic section com-
prised ofa central cylinder closed at each end and divided into
two opposed hydraulic chambers by a central hydraulically
operated piston; a lateral gas compression section aligned on
each end of the central section, each gas compression section
MMnprised ofa cyUnder closed at a first end by a respective end
of the central section and closed at a second end, and provided
with a primary compression piston connected to and driven by
said hydraulically operated piston and defining a primary
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compression stage; the first compression unit having a central
bored out rod extending from said second end of each lateral

compression section and telescoping in a movable hollow
cylinder connecting each primary compression piston with the
hydraulic piston whereby the hollow cylinder and bored out

openings in the cylinders in which they slide when said open-
ings pass over an inlet opening, and secondly the pistons are
moved towards the openings in the cylinders in which they
slide when said openings pass over an outlet opening; a wedge ,

disposed between said two barrels having two opposed faces

constituting bearing surfaces for said shoes, said wedge having
an axial bore and being disposed in said cavity such that it

surrounds said shaft; and sealing means for both said shaft and
said wedge; and wherein said sealing means comprises a collar

made fast to said shaft, sealing members for pressing against the
side faces of said collar, and means for applying pressure to

said sealing members to keep them pressed against the collar.

4,478,558

DOWNHOLE PUMP WITH CHECK VALVE
Douglas B. Owen, Rochester, Mich., aarigoor to D. W. Zlomier-

raan M^ lac, Madison Heights, Mich.
DIriilOB of Scr. No. 175,281, Aug. 4, 1980, Pat No. 4,360,320.

This appUcation Jnn. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 392,078
Int a.3 F04B 49/08: F16K SI/12

VJS. a. 417—296 5 Claims

rod constitutes a compression section of a secondary compres-
sion stage; the prinuuy and secondary compression stage of the
first compression unit constituting the first and third compres-
sion stage of the gas respectively, and the primary compression
stage of the second compression unit constituting the second
compression stage of the gas.

4,478,557

HYDRAULIC POWER TRANSDUCER
Marcel Schott Fontcnay Le Fleory, France, assignor to Messl-

er*Hl8paB0*BngMtl(sju), Montronge, Vnam
Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 470,669

Claims priority, appUcation France, Mar. 5, 1982, 82 03670
Int a.3 F04B 35/00

VS. CI. 417—271 5 Claims

\ i\
\

1. A hydraulic power transducer comprising: a body having
two ends delimiting an elongate oblong cavity, said body ends
delimiting two plane surfaces which are parallel to each other

and which are situated about the same axis, said two surfaces

constituting first and second slide faces, each body end having
inlet and outlet openings therethrough; first and second barrels

of cylinders disposed inside said cavity, each barrel being
mounted to rotate about said axis and each barrel being in

sliding contact with a respective one of said slide faces; a shaft

disposed substantially along said axis coupling said barrels of
cylinders to rotate said barrels together; each barrel compris-

ing a plurality of hollow cylinders, each cylinder having an
opening in one face of its l»rrel which slides over the corre-

sponding slide face, said openings being so disposed that they

pass over said inlet and outlet openings during the course of
barrel rotation, and each cylinder having a corresponding

piston moimted therein to slide in sealed manner, said pistons

forming a set, said set of said pistons being connected to a shoe,

said shoe being slidably mounted on a reference surface which
is inclined relative to said axis such that, when said barrels of

cylinders rotate, firstly the pistons are moved away from the

1. A downhole pump for pumping oil out of an oil well, said

pump comprising a pluraUty of pump modules, a plurality of
transfer modules between said pump modules, means for sup-

plying fluid under operating pressure to oil in said pump mod-
ules for urging the oil upwardly; a check valve in each of said

pump modules and said transfer modules, each of said check
valves having a valve seat and a valve ball with said valve ball

normally seating against said seat to prevent the flow of oil

downwardly, each of said check valves having piston means
for separating said valve ball and said valve seat when fluid

under high pressure above operating pressure is applied to said

check valve, to enable the oil to drain downwardly through
said pump and said transfer modules, and means for applying

fluid under operating pressure to said piston means to urge said

piston means toward said valve ball.
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4,47MS9
COMPRESSOR WITH DUCTED CRANKSHAFT HAVING

A GROOVED END FOR OIL DISTRIBUTION
Norbcrt Aadrioac, and FtalTlo Baodoli, both of Tiirio, Itily,

aMignors to Aspera S.pA^ Italy

Filed Jol. 9, 1981, S«r. No. 281,617

Clalna priority, appUcatioo Italy, Jol. 18, 1980, 68152 A/80
Int a.} F04B I7/0a 39/02

VS. CL 417—368 7 Claims

1. In a hermetic compressor for refrigerant fluids of the type

having a hermetic housing enclosing a reciprocating motor-

compressor unit with a vertical crankshaft having an upper end
surface, a lateral, peripheral surface, and a longitudinal internal

duct for drawing off oil from the bottom of the housing, the

duct including a vertical, cylindrical upper section which is

eccentric relative to the axis of rotation of the shaft and which
has its outlet at the upper end of the shaft, the improvement
comprising a groove in the upper end face of the shaft extend-

ing from the outlet of the eccentric duct section to the lateral

peripheral surface of the upper end portion of the shaft in an

area where the outlet and the surface are closest together, said

groove having a bottom which is inclined upwardly toward
the lateral, peripheral surface and leading and trailing sides

relative to the direction of rotation of the shaft wherein said

trailing side of said groove is substantially tangential to the

outlet of said duct and intersects a common diametral plane

which includes the axis of roution of the shaft and the axis of

the eccentric duct section at the lateral peripheral surface of

the upper end portion of the shaft at an acute angle which is

pointed in the direction of rotation.

4,478,560

FLUIIM)PERATED REQFROCATING FUMP
Warren E. RuWf Manafleld, Ohio, aaaignor to The Warren Rupp
Conpany, Manafleld, Ohio

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,094

Int a.3 FO«B 43/06
VJS. CL 417—393 3 daims

1. In a fluid-operated pump including:

a central housing;

a pair ofchamber housings disposed at opposite ends of said

central housing;

a pair of pumping members, one in each of said chamber
housings and dividing the interior of said chamber hous-
ings into inner and outer pressure chambers;

inlet and discharge means disposed to communicate with
said outer pressure chambers;

a connecting rod connecting said pumping members to-

gether for common reciprocatory movement in their

respective chamber housings;

said central housing defining inlet and outlet ports and pas-

sage means connecting said inlet and outlet ports to said

inner chambers, said passage means including a reversing

valve chamber and a pilot valve chamber, said inlet port

being adapted for connection to a source of fluid under
pressure and

a reversing valve movably mounted in said reversing valve

chamber for controlling the supply of said fluid under
pressure to alternate from one inner chamber to another;

the improvement which comprises:

pilot valve means movably mounted in said pilot valve

chamber for controlling the movement of said reversing

valve, said pilot valve means comprising an elongated

valve member adapted for reciprocating linear movement
in a direction perpendicular to the direction of movement
of said connecting rod, the axis of said valve member
being in a central plane centered between said chamber
housings;

a pair of lever means in said central housing for operating

said pilot valve means, each mounted for pivotd move-
ment about an axis, said axes being located on opposite

sides of said central housing spaced from and generally

perpendicular to said connecting rod and to said pilot

valve member, and

means on said connecting rod for alternately engaging and
pivoting said lever means about their respective axes,

each lever means having an arm engageable with an end of

said valve member for shifting said valve member from
one position to another in response to reciprocating move-
ment of said connecting rod.

4,478,561

HYDRAUUC INTENSIFIER
Thomas L. EUiston, Fmt Worth, Tex., assignor to Hydni«Rig,

Incorporated, Fort Worth, Tex.

FUed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,602

Int. a? F04B 19/02

VJS. CL 417—400 18 Claims

1. A multiple hydraulic intensifler unit for pumping worlcing

fluid at a delivery pressure which is a multiple of the working
pressure of a power fluid for operating said intensifler unit, said

intensifler comprising:

a plurality of hydraulic intensiflers each comprising an elon-
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gated stationary power cylinder member having a flrst

head portion at one end and supporting a working fluid

plunger, and a second head portion at the opposite end of

said power fluid cylinder member,

reciprocable working fluid cylinder member disposed

within said power fluid cylinder member and extending

through said second head portion, said working fluid

cylinder member including a piston connected thereto,

said piston and said second head portion defining with said

power fluid cylinder member a power fluid cylinder

chamber, said piston being respoitsive to the introduction

of power fluid to said power fluid cylinder chamber to

stroke said working fluid cylinder member with respect to

said plunger to deliver working fluid from a working fluid

chamber formed by said working fluid cylinder member

and said plunger;

4^78,562

OIL LUBRICATION OF VACUUM PUMP WITH
PULSATING OIL FEED

Heins ScUppars, Remaeheld, and Siegfried HerteU, Raderorm-

waM, both of Fad. Rep, of Germaay, aaaignors to Barmag

Banner Maachi«enfhbrik AG, Rfmachcid-Lennep, Fad. Rep.

of Germany
CoDtioiiatioa of Ser. No. 118,206, Jan. 25, 1980, ahmfdoncd. This

applieation Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,802

Claims priority, applieatioB Fed. Rep. ot Germany, Dec. 8,

1979, 2857494; Dm:. 24, 1979, 2952401

Int a.» F04C 18/00, 23/(10. 29/02

U^.a 418-^88 14 Claima

FgL;v-v/y7jTp ,

1. In a rotary vane vacuum pump having vanes movable in

slits of the pump rotor, a rotetable hollow tubular drive shaft

for the pump rotor which is operated by rotational drive

means, and an oil feed line in fluid connection with the vacuum

pump through said hollow tubular drive shaft to provide a

stream of lubricating oil thereto under excess pressure from an

oil pump, said hollow tubular drive shaft containing radial

openings within the rotor for the outward supply of lubricating

oil to said slits and to the pump elements being lubricated, the

improvement which comprises:

a journal section of said hollow drive shaft which is rout-

ably supported in a bearing eye of the pump housing at

one end of the rotor;

at least one set of paired radial channel segments arranged in

said journal section at positions axially spaced from each

other within said bearing eye;

partition means in said journal section of the hollow shaft to

seal ofT its hollow interior at a position located axially

between the paired radial channel segments;

at least one flxed oil-conducting channel segment arranged

within the beaing eye to bridge the axial distance between

said paired radial channel segments such that, upon rota-

tion of the hollow drive shaft by said drive means, said

flxed and said paired radial channel segments are alter-

nately connected and disconnected to produce an inter-

mittent pulsating flow stream.

a working fluid discharge manifold connected to each of said

intensiflers for receiving working fluid discharged there-

firom;

a working fluid inlet manifold disposed between said flrst

head portions and an end of said working fluid cylinder

members extending from said second head portions and at

an end of said intensiflers, respectively, opposite said flrst

head portions;

flexible conduit means connected to each of said working

fluid cylinder members at said end extending from said

second head portions and to said inlet manifold, respec-

tively, for delivering working fluid to each said working

fluid chamber,

a source of power fluid; and

means for delivering power fluid to each of said intensiflers

for stroking said working fluid cylinders to deliver work-

ing fluid to said working fluid discharge manifold.

4,478,563

APPARATUS FOR UPWARDLY EXTRUDING AND
COOLING A THERMOPLASTIC RESIN MULTIPLE

TUBE STRUCTURE
Robert E. Lhommean, Sarigny Snr Orge, and Dncmy Gay R.,

Varces, both of France, aasignors to Indomat SA., Wissous,

France

FUed Oct 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,281
*

Claims priority, appUcation France, Oct 30, 1980, 80 23188

Int a.3 B29C 23/Q(k B29D 23/04; B29F 3/04, 3/08

VS. a. 425—71 8 Claims

1. Device for upwardly extruding a multiple tube structure

from a thermoplastic material comprising:

an extrusion die comprised of a plurality of regularly spaced

cylinders having upper ends defining extrusion oriflces

therebetween, means mounting said cylinders in upright

regularly spaced relation,to each other so that there are

spaces between adjacent cylinders, each cylinder having a

lower portion of smaller diamter than the upper end.
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beating means associated with the lower portion of each
cylinder, said upper ends being of a greater dimension
than the lower portion and of a heat insulating material;

supply means for injecting fluid thermo-plastic material to a
bottom region of each space between the adjacent cyUn-
dert;

a liquid cooUng bath above and in direct contact with the
upper ends of the cyUnders;

a cooling liquid passage extending through each cylinder in
thermally insulated relation to the cylinder;

means for supplying Uquid to said cooting bath through said
passages extending through each cylinder, traction means
in said cooling bath for pulUng extruded multiple tube
structure solidified by said bath upwardly through the
bath, and cutting means in said liquid cooling bath for
cutting the solidified multiple tube structure.

M78,564
AIR RING FOR INFLATION FILM MOLDING

Jftnuni SUaoMrto, Tokyo, Japan, aadgnor to Toni Machinery
MaulKtwiag Co^ Ud^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 30, 1M3, Scr. No. 527,941
iBt a^ B29C //Oa- B29F 3/06

i;.S.a 425-72 R lOdaims

coaxially with and within the air ring main body for defin-
ing a primary air outlet having the horizontal annular slit
for cooUng the molded fihn by blowing cooling air
thereto; and

a channel communicating the air ring main body with the
primary air outlet and with another air slit defining body,

the channel being branched out in the latter slit defining
body into a plurality of slits for blowing the cooling air
onto the extrusion molded fihn from more than one direc-
tion, said sUt defining annular body being comprised of at
lease two substantially concentric fhisto-conical hollow
bodies which are adjusUbly threaded into a sleeve mem-
ber at their upper broader ends so that an opening gap
defined by the lower free ends of the frusto-conical hol-
low bodies can be adjusted by changing the relative axial
positions of the hollow bodies.

4,478,565

COMPACT DOUGH DIVIDING AND FORMING
MACHINE

Daniel T. Thompson, Pacific Palisades, Cklif., assignor to
Thompson Bagel Machine Mfg. Corp., \M Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 307,508, Oct 1, 1981, Prt. No. 4,368,019,
which is a contlnaation.ia-part of Scr. No. 183,187, Sep. 2, 1980,
Pat No. 4,336,010. This appUeatioa No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No.

444,347

Int a.3 A21C J/Oa 11/10
MS, a. 425—141 14 aaimg

1. An air ring for inflation film molding in which cooling
action is obtained by blowing cooling air out firom a horizontal
annular sUt after the fihn is extrusion molded by a die, compris-
ing:

an air ring main body consisting of a hollow annular body
and communicating with an air supply tube;

a slit defining annular body which is disposed substantially

1. A dough batch receiving, shaping, dividing and forming
machine for making dough bodies of predetermined size and
configuration from an initially unshaped batch of dough in a
continuous manner, said machine comprising:

an infeed conveyor for receiving a batch of unshaped dough
and conveying it to a preshaping location;

a pair of laterally spac«l dough batch width preshaping
means at said preshaping location for preshaping said

batch into a uniform width;

a pair of top and bottom preshaping and dough advancing
means for preshaping said batch into a uniform height and
advancing said batch from between said width shaping
means to a divider location;

dough divider means at said divider location for receiving
said dough batch in a preshaped configuration, shaping it

to a pair of generally retangular cross section strips of
dough and advancing the strips to a cut-off location;

dough cut-off means at said cut-off location for dividing said
strips into generaly rectangular cross section parts of
determinable length, separating such parts in sequence
from said strips and deUvering them individually to a
forming location;

dought forming means at said forming location for receiving
individual dough parts of generally rectangular cross
section and forming them into a desired configuration; and

variable drive means for operating said infeed conveyor and
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said top and bottom preshaping and dough advancing
means at selectably varying qieeds of dough batch ad-

vancements wherein said variable drive means includes:

dough batch engaging and height sensor means for sensing

the height of the said dough batch on said divider means
as it is being shaped into said pair of strips on said divider

means; and
means for operating said variable drive means to speed up or
slow down the advancement of said dough batch infeed

by said conveyor means and dough advancing means in

response to the height of said dou^ batch on said divider

means sensed by said sensor means.

4,478,566

APPARATUS FOR INJECnON MOLDING AN ARTICLE
John J. Prank, and Mnpcadra P. PMd, bodi of IodiaaqK>lia,

Ind, anipwri to RCA Coipontfoa, New York, N.Y.

Division of Scr. No. 3S0,0r, Fck. 18, 1982, Pat No. 4«414,167.

This appUcatfaM Miy 27, 1983, Scr. No. 498,764

lot a3 B29F 1/06

U&a 425-149 2 Clain

1. In an apparatus for molding an article which includes a

pair ofmold members having recesses in their opposed surfaces

which are adapted to mate to form a mold cavity, a pneumatic

cylinder having a piston rod secured to one of the mold mem-
bers for moving the mold members together to a collapsed

position in which the mold cavity is of a volume less than the

desired volume of the article being molded, a pipe connecting

the pneumatic cylinder to a source of air under pressure, valve

means connected to said pipe for allowing air to pass from the

source to the pneumatic cylinder but preventing air to pass

firom the pneumatic cylinder to the source, and means for

injecting a plastic mold material into the mold cavity when it

is in its collapsed position to fill the cavity and force the mold
members aput until they are in an expanded position in which
the mold cavity is of Uie desired volume cf the article, the

improvement comprising

an enclosed air reservoir connected to the pipe between the

pneumatic cylinder and the valve means into which the air

from the cylinder flows when the mold material moves
the mdd members to their expanded position for main-

taining a substantially uniform pressure on the plastic

mold material in the mold cavity when the matoial is

moving the mold members from their collqiaed position

to their expanded position.

4,478,567

FRONT LOADING CENTRIFUGAL SPIN CASTER
Leonard S. Schaw, Greenwich, Conn., CHifBor to Tckcart AaM-

ciatca, InCi, New Rochdle, N.Y.

FDcd Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 425^95
' . lot a^ B29C i/04

U& CL 425—150 7 Clain
1. A spm casting machine for spinning a mold, comprising:

a spin caster housing;

a vertically staticmary top plate diq)Osed within the housing

and adapted to rotate about a substantially vertical axis.

said top pUte having an aperture at the center thereof

through which a Uquid material is adapted to pass to said

mold;

a vertioaUy movable bottom plate disposed within the hous-

ing and adapted to rotate about said substantially vertical

axis;

a loading door disposed on a side of the housing and edited

to allow said mold to be moved therethrough in a gener-

ally horizontal direction and placed on the bottom plate;

means for moving said bottom plate vertically upwtfd to

cause the mold to contact the top plate; and

means for applying a routional force to said top plate, said

rotational force propagating firom said top plate through

said mold to said bottom plate, the top plate, bottom plate

and mold thus rotating together.

4,478,568

MACHINE FOR FORMING UNBROKEN RINGS, OR
SIMILAR, OF DOUGH OUT OF STRIPS OF MOISTENED

AND KNEADED FLOUR
Glolio Ftrili, CoBsdicc-RaTemia, and Marlao Casadd, Ccseaa,

both of Italy, assigBors to FoUi Ginllo A Dante, di FoUi Gl-

olio, FoUi Rcaio k Pretl Foaca sjkc, ConseUce-RaTenna,

Italy

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 506,120

Clahns priority, appUcatloa Italy, JaL 30, 1982, 3503 A/82
Int a^ A21C 3/02, 3/06

U.S.a 425-320 13

1. Machine for forming enclosed shi4)es, such as rings, of

dough out of strips of moistened and kneaded flour, compris-

ing: devices for manipulating the moistened and kneaded flour

and for creating from this, a plurality ofcontinuous side by side

strips ofdough, devices for forming individual enclosed ^pes
out of said strips of dough, drive and guide elements for chan-

nelling said strips of dough from said manipulation devices to

said forming devices, and means for powering and controlling

all of said devices and said drive and guide elements, wherein

the structure of said drive and guide elements is such as to
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constantly keep said strips ofdough virtually parallel with one a high wettability with respect to the hydrocarbon fuel and
another and to give each of said strips a flow trajectory defined pores of a radius ranging from 20 to SOO Angstrom units with

by a succession of essentially rectilinear sections, angularly

deviated, by a plurality of deflection means, placed side by

side, along at least one deviation line inclined with respect to

the flow trajectory, the strips being forwarded downwards the

deviation line, inclined with respect to the flow trajectory, in
_

such a way as to deflne between each couple of strips therebe- ^
'"ri 'il ''>««

low, a distance greater than that one between each couple of

strips of dough over the flow trajectory, thereby correspond-

ing to the distance between the forming devices.

4,47Md9
MACHINE FOR FORMING UNBROKEN RINGS OF

DOUGH
FoUi GiaHo, ConeUcc-RaTcana, and Casadci Marino, Cesena,

both of Italy, aMignon to FoUi Giulio * Dante, dl Folli Gi-

ito, Foill BauD 4k Prcti Foaca tMX^ ConacUcc-Ra?enna,

Italy

FUcd Job. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 506,119

Claima priority, appUcation Italy, Jul. 30, 1982, 5013/82[U]

Int. a.' A21C 3/02. 3/08. 9/08

VJS. a. 425—324.1 6 Oaims

an upstream side of said membrane directly in communication

with said liquid reservoir.

f *»

1. Structure of a machine for forming unbroken rings of

dough from strips ofdough which is delivered by manipulation

devices, comprising thinning rollers for thinning and separat-

ing the dough into strips, shaped pieces of dough being pro-

duced by means of forming devices comprising tubular ele-

ments that are fed with said strips, means for supporting and

oscillating said forming devices above a terminal conveyor,

and wherein the said thinning rollers are positioned directly

above said tubular elements so as to cause the said strips of

dough to flow by gravity into the said tubular elements.

4,478,570

FLOW CONTROL DEVICE FOR DISPOSABLE GAS
UGHTER

Stig Johanawn, Joakoping, Sweden, aaaignor to Feudor S.A.,

Veninicux, France

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Scr. No. 298,725

Claiou priority, application France, Sep. 5, 1980, 80 19585

Int a^ F23D 13/04

VS. a. 431—344 7 Claims

1. In a wickless disposable lighter having a lighter body
forming a reservoir for a liquid hydrocarbon fuel and a valve

system mounted in said body, the combination wherein said

valve system comprises a valve for selectively releasing a

stream of fuel from said body, a support disposed upstream of

said valve and between said valve and said reservoir, and a

maximum-flame-height-reducing valve member mounted in

said suppori and disposed between said valve and said reser-

voir, said member comprising a mesoporous membrane having

4,478,571

PHOTOFLASH ARRAY HUMIDITY PROTECTED
SWITCHES

Carl F. Kackenmeister, WUIiarasport, and Gary L. Hooaeknccht,

Hughesrille, both of Pa., assignors to GTE Prodocti Corpora*

tioB, Stanford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,587

lot a^ F21K 5/02

VS. a. 431—359 8 Ciaint

f^(^^/^/it\^/^

1. A multilamp photoflash array comprising:

a plurality of flashlamps;

an electrical circuit connected to said flashlamps and to a

source and formed to energize said lamps individually and

in sequence; and

radiation-responsive switches each including an admixture

of individual particles ofsilver carbonate and silver coated

glass beads and a binder integrated into said electrical

circuit adjacent said flashlamps to receive radiant energy

therefrom, each of said switches having a moisture barrier

in the form of a thin radiation-translucent coating select*

ing from the group consistfaig of petroleum-baaed oils and

waxes, organic polymers and polyethylene-baaed waxes,

absorbed into said switches and enveloping said individual

particles of said admixture.
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4,478,572

PLANT AND METHOD FOR REGENERATING SAND
FROM FOUNDRY CORES AND MOULDS BY

CALCINATION IN A FLUIDIZED*BED FURNACE
Marino Sclli, Turin, Italy, assignor to Fata ladntriaic S.pA.,

Turin, Italy

FUcd Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 453,866

Claim priority, appUcation Italy, Mar. 23, 1982, 67368 A/82

Int. a.' F27B 14/Oa 15/00

VS.a 432-13 5 Clains

predetermined temperature distribution within the hous-

ing for heat treatment of the object;

means for conveying the object through the housing in a

predetermined spatial position so that the portion of the

object requiring a higher rate of heat transfer is confmcd

to a panicular path of travel;

means for providing a flow of high temperature gas to the

housing and towards at least a portion of the particular

path of travel, and

means for reflecting the flow of high temperature gas pass-

ing beyond the particular path of travel back towards the

path of travel to ensure the availability of suflicient heat

for the higher rate of heat transfer required by that portion

of the object including a plate member deflned by a series

of arcuate faces occurring one after another, the plate

member further capable of being heated to a temperature

to radiate additional heat energy towards the particular

path of travel.

5. A method for regenerating sand from foundry cores and

moulds in a fluidized bed calcining furnace having means for

feeding a gaseous fuel and means for feeding air into a calcina-

tion bed formed by said sand so as to bum said fuel within,

fluidize and calcine said sand bed to regenerate said sand and

respective means for withdrawing regenerated sand and com-

bustion fumes from said calcining furnace comprising:

heating a current of air in a first heat exchanger by means of

fumes leaving said furnace;

preheating the sand to be regenerated in a second heat ex-

changer by means of the heated current of air;

circulating the current of air leaving said second heat ex-

changer to a third heat exchanger to reheat said current of

air by means of regenerated sand delivered from said

currents to said third heat exchanger and feeding said

reheated current of air to said calcination bed.

4,478,574

SCRAP PREHEATING SYSTEM FOR AN ELECTRIC
FURNACE

Ryuxo Oknno, Kobe; Keio Toyoda, Akashi; Masahlro Sarai,

Kobe, and Kiyoihi Takai, Takagihigashi, all of Japan, asaign*

ors to Kawasaki Jokogyo Kabnshiki Kalsha, Kobe and Godo

Seitetsu Kabnshiki Kaisha, Osaka, both of, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 410390

Clains priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 31, 1981, 56*137194;

Jan. 8, 1982, 57*2127

Int aJ F27D WOO
VS.a 432-180 S CtataM

4,478,573

FURNACE FOR HEATING PIPES WITH UPSET
PORTIONS

Hideo KItayana, Mino, and Hamho Niwa, Tokai, both ofJapan,

asrignon to Chngal Ro Co., Ltd., Osaka and Kawasaki Steel

Corp., Hyogo, both of, Japan

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 457,030

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 13, 1982, 57*3464[U]

Int a.J F27B 9/14. 9/00

VS.a 432-124 12 Claina

1. An improved furnace for heat treatment of objects requir-

ing a variant rate of heat transfer to different portions of the

object such as an elongated workpiece with an expanded end,

comprising:

a heating chamber housing to permit the esublishment of a

2\ n.il

Il« 12 13* '3 "f

I ^20 ,9^°

1. Apparatus for use in a system for preheating scrap utiliz-

ing exhaust gas from 9n electric furnace, the system including

a first gas line connected to the furnace for passing relatively

hot and dusty exhaust gas from the furnace to a chimney and

then into the air. branch means connected in said first line for

diverting a portion of the gas entering said branch means, a

scrap preheater, and a second gas line connected to the branch

means, to the first line and to the preheater for recirculating

said portion of gas through the scrap preheater and to said first

line at a junction between said furnace and said branch means,

said apparatus comprising combustion means connected in said

first line between said junction and said branch means for

burning malodorous components of the gas, a regenerator

connected in said first line between said combustion means and

the chimney, a heat exchanger connected in said first line

downstream from said branch means and said regenerator, and

means in said second line for directing the gas from said pre-

heater through said heat exchanger and then to said junction.
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M7M75
BLAST FURNACE STOVE OUTLET

Jack Hjdc, PMibargk, Pi^ iMigBor to Raymond Kaiacr Engi-
1 iMn OOlaod, Qdif.

t of Scr. No. 322^7, No?. 19, 1981,
TUa applkatkm Jon. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 510,262

Irt. a» C21B 9/00; F28C 3/10
U.S.a 432-217 18 Claims

October 23, 1984

1. In a stove for preheating air to be fed to a blast furnace,
having a vertical shell lined internally with refractory brick
work, said shell having a burner inlet aperture and hot blast

outlet aperture, a partitioning wall extending vertically from a
stove base so as to divide said stove internally into a checker
chamber containing checkerbrick and a combustion chamber
having external fluid communication through said burner inlet

and hot blast outlet apertures, an upper means for providing
fluid communication between the combustion chamber and the
checker chamber, a means for introducing a fuel and air mix-
ture into the combustion chamber through said burner inlet

aperture so as to form hot combustion gases, a lower means for
exhausting said hot combustion gases from the checker cham-
ber after said combustion gases have passed over the checker-
brick and means for introducing air first into the checker
chamber to be preheated by exposure to said checker bricks
and then into the combustion chamber to be withdrawn
through said hot blast outlet aperture, wherein the improve-
ment comprises an elliptically-shaped refractory wall for pe-
ripherally reinforcing the hot blast outlet aperture, said wall
having an outer peripheral side abutting the shell, an inner
peripheral side adjacent the hot blast outlet aperture, an exte-
rior end facing away from the stove and an interior end interi-

orly disposed with the respect to the stove and said wall being
radially partitioned into a plurality of bricks of approximate
dimensional similarity and connected side by side in an ellipti-

cally-shaped ring and wherein said elliptically-shaped refrac-
tory wall has a longitudinal center line passing through the
center of the hot blast aperture and the stove and the combus-
tion chamber each have a vertical center line and the longitudi-
nal horizontal center line of said elliptically-shaped refractory
wall intersectt the vertical center line of the stove but not the
vertical center line of the combustion chamber.

M7B,576
ORTHODONTIC ATTACHMENT PLACEMENT DEVICE
Rolf MaUar, Dmom, and JaiMa W. Starck, Victoria, both of
Caaadi, aari«Mn to Romada HoMiogi LtiL, Dnncaa, Canada

Cortmntioa-ia.part of Scr. No. 383,712, Jul 1, 1982, Pat No.
4,424,029. This applicatioa Jon. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 503,623

lot a^ A61C 7/00
UA a. 433—3 30 Claims

1. A placement device for orthodontic attachments, com-
prising:

tooth engaging means for engaging one side of a tooth,

orthodontic attachment holding means for holding an ortho-
dontic attachment in engagement with the opposite side of
a tooth,

means for OMving said attachment holding means in a hori-

zontal direction towards and away from said tooth engag-
ing means for bringing an orthodontic attachment into

engagement with the opposite side of a tooth when said

tooth engaging means is in engagement with the one side
of the tooth,

means for moving said attachment holding means m a verti-
cal direction for positioning an orthodontic attachment in

a desired vertical location with respect to the opposite
side of a tooth when the tooth engaging means is in en-
gagement with the one side of the tooth, and

handle means operatively connected to said tooth engaging
means and to said attachment holding means.

4,478,577

ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCE
Richard F. Warren, Jr., 596 GranfiUc Rd., Gran?IUe, Ohio
43023

FOed Aug. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 521,721

lot a.} A61C 7/O0
U.S.CL 433-14 6aaims

1. In the combination of a bracket mounted on a tooth, an
arch wire and means for inhibiting rotation of both said tooth
and said bracket with respect to said arch wire,

the bracket including a slot in its surface which faces away
from said tooth, said slot being linearly extending in a
direction generally perpendicular to the length of the
tooth which extends from its root to its crown, two sides
of the slot being planer and parallel,

a linearly extending aperture in said bracket of polylgonal
shape extending the full length thereof in a direction
perpendicular to said slot, said aperture being in the sur-
face of said bracket which faces toward said tooth,

the arch wire (1) including two planer surfaces parallel to
each other, (2) being disposed within said slot and extend-
ing therefrom, and (3) planer surfaces being juxtaposed to
the planer sides of the slot,

said arch wire being confined in the slot by ligature wire,
a rigid device U-shaped mounted with one leg of the device

within the aperture, the leg in the aperture being of a
mating polygonal shape to the aperture such that relative

rotation of the two is prevented,

the other leg of the U-shaped device being juxtaposed to the
arch wire and spaced from the bracket, said other leg
projecting from one planer surface of the arch wire
toward the other and on the side of the arch wire nearest
the tooth and terminating in a rounded shape, means
formmg a groove between said rounded shape and the rest

of the other leg, said arch wire being wedged into said
groove,

a ball mounted on said U-shaped device adjacent said shoul-
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der by a neck section which is reduced in diameter as
compared to said ball.

4,478,578
HANDLE FOR DENTAL CANAL ROTARY INSTRUMENT

AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SAME
Hcori Leonard, Beaancon, France, aasignor to Micro-Mega

S.A., Bcsaacoa, France

FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,834
aaims priority, appUcation France, Feb. 12, 1981, 81 02755

Int a^ A61C 3/02
U.S.a 433-165 5 Claims

O.S%, a first silane layer disposed on said metallic foundation,
a first plastic layer disposed on the labial aspect of said first

silane layer, whereby said first plastic layer is attached to said

metallic foundation by said first silane layer, said first plastic

layer comprising a tooth colored prosthesis plastic having an
ascension-ratio such that the prosthesis plastic has the consis-

tency of a highly fluid substance, a second plastic layer dis-

posed on said first plastic layer, said second plastic layer being
an adhesive plastic portion which is firmly bound to said first

plastic layer by cold polymerization of said first plastic layer, a
second silane layer disposed on the side of said second plastic

layer opposite to said first plastic layer, and a ceramic facing
shell, said ceramic facing shell being coupled to said second
plastic layer by said second silane layer.

1. A dental canal rotary instrument comprising:
an instrument shank having an inoperative rear end,
a cylindrical metal sleeve having at least one hole therein,

said inoperative end of the shank being situated in the
metal sleeve so that a gap is formed between the metal
sleeve and the shank, and

a plastic materical filling the hole in the sleeve and the gap
between the metal sleeve and the shank so that the shank
is immovably held inside the metal sleeve, said plastic

material forming a head extending upwardly beyond the
metal sleeve and the inoperative rear end of the shank,
said head having a flat lateral face extending along the
longitudinal direction thereof and an arcuate groove ex-
tending perpendicular to and up to the edges of the flat

lateral face, said plastic material further forming a frusto-
conical section extending downwardly from the sleeve to
the shank.

4,478,580

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING TEETH
Luc P. Barmt, 14 Rnc Robert, Lyon 6cmc • Rhone, Frimcc

FUed Feb. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 463,369
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, Feb. 5,

1982,3203937

Int a? A61L 77/00
U.S.a 433-223 32 dains

4,478,579

SNUGLY FTTTING DENTURE AND PROCESS OF TTS
MANUFACTURE

Wolfgang Fischer, Radcbcrg; Gerhard Gchrc, Leipzig; Raiaer
Korf, Radcbcrg; Rcaatc Loreai, Radcbcrg, aad Hdaz
TisefaBcr, Radcbcrg, aU of Gcronn DcaMcratic Rep., aasigB-
ors to VEB Koabiaat Mcdizia* aad LabortcchaJk t-»«|i«<g

,

Leipzig, German Donocratic Rep.
FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,738

Claims priority, appUcation German Democratic Rep., Jon. 4,
1981, 230576

Int a» A61C 3/06. 5/10
MS. CL 433—222 16 nmi^

12. A snugly fitting denture, comprising a metallic founda-
tion, said metallic foundation being essentiaUy composed of a
dental base metal alloy having a silicon content of less than

1. An apparatus for treating a tooth comprising:

a fixed element fixed in a predetermined position relative to

said tooth;

rotary tool holding means movably interconnected with said

fixed element;

probe means interconnected with said rotary tool holding
means such as to be driven by said rotary tool holding
means to rotate about a predetermined axis;

detector means interposed said rotary tool holding means
and said probe means detecting the resistance force en-

countered by said probe means as said probe means is

moved along the contours of said tooth and generating a

first characteristic signal in response to said resistance

force;

measuring means measuring the movements of said rotary

tool holding means as said probe means is moved along
the contours of said tooth and generating a second charac-

teristic signal in response to said movements; and
automatic data processing means receiving said first charac-

teristic signal and said second characteristic signal and
storing said signals indicative of the shape of said tooth.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SHOOTING
SIMULATION OF BALLISTIC AMMUNITION WITH

MOVABLE TARGETS
WilftM Goda, Hnabwi, Fed. Rep. of G«rauuiy, Mdgnor to

PrKttraak Gwdbehaft tar Fdanwdmrik and ElectroBks

Mi, HnAwg, Fed. Rtp. of Gernaajr

Filed Apr. 1, 19S2, Scr. No. 364,230

CUam prinrttf, eppUciitioii Fed. Rep. of Gemany, Apr. 7,

IMl, 3114000

lot a> G09B 9/00

VS.a 434-22 22 Claim

4,47M82
LANGUAGE SYNTAX EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Roth L. Tacker, 1130 Pacific Beach Dr., Saa Dicfo, CUlf. 92109

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,963

lat a> G09B 1/34

U.S. CL 434-170 20<

7. Apparatus for siinulating shooting with ballistic anununi-

tion from a weapon having a sighting axis onto a moving target

using laser pulses transmined from a weapon-side laser trans-

mitter, the target including target>side retroreflectors for re-

flecting the laser pulses back to a weapon-side laser receiver,

the apparatus comprising:

(a) a control means in said laser transmitter for controlling

the transmitted pulses to repeatedly scan through a scan-

ning pattern wUch defines a solid angle, the solid angle

having a reference line therethrough corresponding to the

sighting axis of the weapon;

(b) a weapon-side plotting means responsive to the weapon-

side laser receiver for determining target position related

data including the target distance from the transit time of

the laser pulses from the transmitter back to the weapon-

side receiver, and the off-aim position of the target relative

to the reference line from the direction of incidence of the

target reflected laser pulses relative to the sighting axis of

the weapon, said means for determining the target dis-

tance and ofT-aim position including a first memory for

storing the lut determined values for the target position

related data;

(c) a weapon-side coding means for controlling said control

means at the time of each shot simulation to superimpose

on the laser pulses a code representative of the last stored

values for the target position related data, the target posi-

tion related dau including the time-of-flight for the pro-

jectile to reach the target and an elevation and lead angle

which defines a predicted position for the target at the end

of the flight time;

(d) a target-side measurement means including sensors for

determining the direction of incidence of the transmitted

laser pulses, for receiving.tbe coded position related data,

and for determining the travel speed of the target and the

direction of travel relative to the measured direction of

incidence; and

(e) a target-side plotting means responsive to said measure-

ment means for determining actual target position related

data at the end of the projectile flight time on the basis of

the travel speed relative to the direction of incidence, said

target-side plotting means including a comparison means

for comparing the transmitted target position related dau

to the actual target position related data determined at the

end of the flight time and for indicating a hit if they corre-

^ond.

1. An educational system for teachmg and learning language

syntax comprising a plurality of sets of individually manipula-

ble members, each set comprising a plurality of identical mem-
bers, the members from each set being distinguishable with

respect to their color and shape, taken together, from the

members of every other set, the color of each member being

informative of the use of the member in a sentence, the shape

of each member being infomative of the type of word, each

member being adapted to bear word indicia so that the user can

use combinations of members to synthesize phrases and

clauses, members bearing foundation words being noticeably

larger than those which bear non-foundation words, members

having a square shape being indicative of words in nominative

case, words in the objective case, action verbs, or coordinate

conjunctions, members having a square shape with a notched

edge being indicative of pronouns, memben having a horizon-

tal "s" shape being indicative of linking verbs, memben having

a rectangular shape signiflcantly reduced in area from the

square, notched square, and horizontal "s" shapes being indica-

tive of modifiers, members having a circular ended shape being

indicative of prepositions, and members having beveled cor-

ners being indicative of words in the possessive case.

4,478,583

TEACHING DEVICE FOR SEVERELY RETARDED OR
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Janet R. ScUers, 3211 Brentwood Rd., Rakigh, N.C. 27604

Filed Oct. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 544,488

Int. a^ G09B ;/(Ml- A63F 9/10

U.S. a. 434-259 6 Clains

1. A teaching device for severely retarded and/or physically

handicapped individuals comprising: a separable board includ-

ing a plurality of individual matching board sections with each

board section including a face and a surrounding outer edge;

detachable connecting means formed on respective bovd
sections for interconnecting selected board sections together

such that one board section can be detached and removed from

another board section and said teaching device; said detachable

securing means including tongue means projecting outwardly

from the edge of selected board sections and groove means

formed inwardly within the edge of selected board sections
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wherein the tongue and groove means are designed to mate
with each other such that when joined together board sections

thereof are secured together in side-by-side relationship; in-

dented cutouts of a selected shape formed in the face of certain
board sections; and a plurality of insert means with selected

insert means being formed into a certain shape that matches the

shape of a selected indented cutout in order that an individual

may attempt to match a certain insert means with a certain

indented cutout by attempting to flt the certain insert means
within a certain cutout formed on a board section.

4,478,584

METHOD FOR RECORDING UNCODED SCORES OR
RATINGS BY MULTIPLE EVALUATORS ON A SINGLE
AUTOMATIC MACHINE SCANNABLE DOCUMENT

Kathryn Kaney, 12101 N. Dale Mabry, Apt 902, Tanpa, Fla.

33618

FUed Aug. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 526,618

lot a.i G09B 3/0O

U.S. a. 434-353 11 Claims
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plane in which the outer peripheric edge of said mounting

shield lies, said outer annular portion is substantially defined by

a flange having a body which is displaced to one side in regard

to said plane of symmetry and which, on its side located closer

to said plane of symmetry, is provided with a contact face for

sealing contact with an even face of the hull.

4,478,586

BUOYED MOONPOOL PLUG FOR DISCONNECTING A
FLEXIBLE FLOWLINE FROM A PROCESS VESSEL

Larry L. Gentry, SunnyTale; Herbert H. Mon, Cupertiao, both

of Calif.; Narayana N. Panicker, Grand Prairie, Tex., and

WiUian T. Wada, Snaayralc, Calif., asaigaors to MobU OU
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 391,039

lat CU B63B 35/00

VS. a. 441-4 5 Clalan

1. A method for recording uncoded scores or ratings by
multiple evaluators on a single automatic machine scannable

document while maintaining independence of ratings and accu-

racy of results; the method comprising a machine scannable

grading including a scoring portion having a plurality of scor-

ing areas, rating shields corresponding to at least all but one of

said scoring areas to shield each said scoring area in succession

to maintain independence of multiple uncoded ratings re-

corded on said grading sheet whereby the recorded ratings are

machine readable through said rating shields.

4,478,585

INBOARD OUTBOARD DRIVE AND MOUNTING
SHIELD THEREFOR

Leanart Brandt Fjiria, and Hdns PicU, Upaala, both of Swe-

den, assignors to AB Vol?o Penta, Gotheaburg, Sweden

FUed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,876

Clains priority, appllcatioa Swedes, Feb. 2, 1982, 82006032

Int a.) B63H 5/06

VS. a. 440—112 20 Clains

1. An inboard/outboard drive for use in a boat having an

opening in the shell oT the hull, comprising a structural part

passing through the opening in the hull, support means at-

tached to said structural part for supporting said structural

part, a mounting shield having an inner annular portion and an

outer portion, said inner annular portion having an outer pe-

riphery which is accommodated in the opening, said inner

portion having receiver means for receiving said support

means to carry said structural part, said receiver means is

symmetrical relative to a plane of symmetry parallel with a

1. A buoyant moonpool plug for connecting a subsea flow-

line to a surface vessel comprising:

a cylindrical plug shell adapted for being drawn into a vessel

moonpool;

central support column means for releasably attaching the

moonpool plug to the turret of said vessel moonpool for

rotation therewith;

internal plug support structure for attaching the support

column to the plug sheU at an upper portion of the plug

shell;

a plurality of guide tubes connecting to the internal plug

support structure and disposed in radial array around the

central support column, said guide tubes extending down-

wardly to the bottom end of the plug shell for housing said

subsea flowline;

a plurality ofelongated buoyant tanks located inside the plug

shell between guide tubes; and

a plurality of transverse diaphragm plates for securing the

guide tubes and tanks to the plug shell.
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INFLATABLE BOAT VALVE AND MOUNTING
THEREFOR

Gtau H. Maekal, 4923 59 Ave. S^ St Petenbarg, Fla. 33702

Filed No?. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 442,115

Iirt. a> B63C 9/04

MS,a 441-41 13 Claims

4,478,588
LIGHT EMTTTING DIODE ASSEMBLY

Jowpb L. Loekard, Harrisboii, Pa., aMignor to AMP Incorpo-

ratad, Harrisborg, Pa.

Difiiioa of Scr. No. 330,925, Dec 15, 1981, abandoned, which is

a coatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 102,308, Dec. 11, 1979, abaadoocd,
which is a diTisioa of Ser. No. 883,559, Mar. 6, 1978, Pat No.

4^7^64, which is a coatianation*ia>part of Scr. No. 816,423,

JaL 18, 1977, abaadoocd. This appUcatioa Aag. 3, 1983, Scr. No.
519021

lat a' HOIL 21/51 21/60; H05B 33/06. 33/22
U.S.a 445—22 6 Clains

1. A method for providing light emitting diodes with lenses

and leads, the steps comprising:

forming an opening in a strip of electrically conducting
material,

forming a pair of elongated leads from a portion of said

material and extending from opposite sides of said open-
ing,

forming from another portion of said strip a pair of resilient

contact fingers, each having one end secured to the end of
the corresponding lead adjacent the opening with the

other ends of the contact fingers biased against each other

to provide a space outlined by said fingers,

inserting a tool though said opening to move apart said other

end of each pair of fingers against their bias while said

fingers are being carried by the strip,

inserting a diode between said pair of moved apart fingers.

removing said tool to permit said fingers to grip and suspend
said diode over the opening,

encapsulating said diode togeUier with portions of said fin*

gers in a light transmitting encapsulant material, and

1. In combination: a valve for us with an inflatable article

having side walls made of flexible impervious fabric, and
means for attaching and sealing the valve to the article at an
opening through the side wall thereof, said valve comprising a
hollow valve body having a fixed valve seat therein, a valve

element within the valve body and selectively movable into

and out of sealing engagement with the valve seat, and resilient

means constantly urging the valve element toward and into

sealing engagement with the valve seat, the means for attach-

ing and sealing the valve to the article comprising a nut

screwed onto the valve body, the nut having a first, axially

outwardly expanding rigid frusto-conical flange on its axially

outer end, said first flange underlying the portion of the fabric

which surrounds the opening through the side wall of the

article, a second rigid frusto-conical flange attached to the

valve body, said second flange being coaxial with and substan-

tially parallel to the first flange, said second flange overlying at

least a part of the portion of the fabric which surrounds the

opening through the side wall of the article and which overlies

the first flange, the two flanges forcibly engaging opposite

sides of the said portion of the fabric, whereby to force said

portion into a frusto-conical configuration, parallel to and
between the confronting surfaces of the first and second
flanges, and to form seals between them and the respective

surfaces of the said portion of the fabric which they engage.

removing the remainder of the material of the strip to permit

isolation of the leads from each other.

4,478,589

METHOD OF SHADOW MASK MANUFACTURE
Shigeo Takenaka, and E^i KaBM>hara, both of Fokaya, Japan,

aadgnors to Toicyo Shibanra Denki KabnsUki Kaisha,

Kanagawa, Japan

FUcd Aug. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 409,355

Clains priority, application Japan, Sep. 2, 1981, 56-137001

Int a.J HOIJ 29/07. 9/14

VS. a. 445—37 7 Claims

^-as

1. A method of making masks for a cathode ray tube (CRT)
comprising the steps of:

stacking two (2) flat masks, each mask comprises an effective

portion having a plurality of apertures, a non-effective

portion surrounding said effective portion and welding

portions k)cated the periphery of said non-effective por-

tions;

applying a magnetic force to said flat masks to hold them in

contact with each other;

welding said flat masks together at their respective welding

portions;

releasing said welded flat masks from said nugnetic force;

simultaneously pressing said welded flat masks into the

predetermined curvature; and

cutting off said welding portions from the masks.
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4,478^
DEPRESSION CATHODE STRUCTURE FOR CATHODE
RAY TUBES HAVING SURFACE SMOOTHNESS AND

METHOD FOR PRODUCING SAME
Thaddeos V. RyeUewski, Soicca Falls, N.Y., assigBor to North

Aamkan Philips Couamer Elcctroaica Coip., New York,

N.Y.

FOed Dec. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 335,301

lot a^ HOU 9/04

VS.a 445—50 6 Claims

1. Method for producing a depression cathode structure for

a cathode ray tube, comprising:

(a) providing a supporting substrate of an alloy of nickel

comprising about 2 to 4 weight percent tungsten, up to

about 0.1 weight percent zirconium, remainder substan-

tially nickel, having a depression in the surface thereof,

the depression entirely surrounded by the substrate,

(b) dispensing drop-wise a predetermined quantity of a liquid

cathode material containing potentially electron emissive

material into the depression, the potentially electron emis-

sive material consisting essentially of particles of alkaline

earth carbonates selected from the group consisting of

barium carbonate, strontium carbonate and calcipm car-

bonate, and

(c) drying the liquid cathode material to form a cathode

layer in the dej^ession.

1. A lubricating arrangement comprising:

a member having therein a conduit including a first portion

adq>ted to receive from a first end thereof a supply of lubri-

cant and a second portion having a first end connected to a

second end of said first portion, said second portion having

a diameter greater than said first portion;

a member defining a surface extendhig transverse to said con-

duit at a second end of said second portion of said conduit;

and

means for allowing the restricted flow of lubricant from said

first portion of said conduit to said second end of said second

portion of said conduit and for preventing the flow of lubri-

cant in the reverse direction, said means comprising a solid

member including a first part having a diameter less than the

diameter of said first portion of said conduit, a second part

integral with said first part and in the form of a flexible skirt

extending outwardly from said first part and having an outer

diameter greater than said diameter of said second portion of

said conduit, and a third part integral with said first and

second parts and extending axially therefrom, said solid

member being positioned in said conduit such that:

said first part of said soUd member fits in said first portion of

said conduit and defines therewith a constricteid passage

opening into said second portion of said conduit;

said second part of said solid member is positioned in said

second portion of said conduit with the outer edge of said

skirt in frictional contact with the wall of said member
defining said second portion; and

said third part of said solid member is positioned in said

second portion of said conduit and abuts against said

transverse surface.

4,478,592

UNIVERSAL JOINT SEALING ASSEMBLY
Werner Kmdc, Siegborg-Kaldanen, and Kari-Hdai MiiUer,

Wiaicn, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aMignors to Uai-Car-

daa AkticBgeaellschaft, Siegborg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrnumy
FUed Sep. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 421,862

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 13,

1981, 3140542

Int a^ F16D 3/84

VS. a. 464—173 5 Clalma

4,478,591

LUBRICATING DEVICE, IN PARTICULAR FOR A
UNIVERSAL JOINT SPIDER

Jacques MaagiafaecU, PoiHy, Fhnwc, aaiigBor to Cktaaer
S^ecr, Poiny, Fkanee

FUed Dec. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 453,956

Claims priority, awUcatfoa FnoMBC, Jut 7, 1982, 82 00127

lat. CL^nSD 3/26
VS. a. 464—14 10 Claima

rA^

1. A universal joint assembly comprismg:

a universal joint including a pair of joint yokes and a cross

member interconnecting said joint yokes;

a first shaft member and a second shiit member connected,

respectively, to each of said joint yokes; and

a sealing boot formed of resilient material and having first

and second opposite ends, with said first end connected to

said first shah member and with said second end con-

nected to said second shaft member, said sealing boot

extending continuously between said first and second ends

thereof to completely cover said universal joint;

said sealing boot comprising

an annular securing portion intermediate said first and said

second ends located to extend circumferentially about

said joint yokes, and

a plurality of internal formations uniformly spaced cir-

cumferentially apart about said joint yokes and extend-

ing inwardly from said annular securing portion, each

of said formations engaging said joint yokes to provide

additional fixing means supporting said sealing boot in

sealing engagement over said universal joint.

452-229 O.G.-84-9
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MTMSS
COUPLING OF UNRELATED ENGINE AND

TRANSMISSION
GordM Brawa, f^Mphli Dr^ GrMaTfllc, SXX 39611

FDcd Jn. t, 1961, Scr. No. 27M39
bit CL^ F1<D 1/06: F02F 7/00

US.a 464—182 1 Oain

1. In a drive train within a motor vehicle having an internal

combustion engine coupled to an unrelated transmission assem-
bly by a connector plate;

said internal combustion engine comprising a powered
flywheel having a ring gear attached thereon and a hous-
ing to house said powered flywheel;

said transmission assembly including a transmission

flywheel, a pilot bearing disposed in the center of said

transmission flywheel and a pilot shaft engaging said pilot

bearing, wherein said transmission flywheel is attached to
said transmission assembly through said pilot shaft;

a transmission housing related to and housing said transmis-

sion assembly;

an annular disc disposed between and attaching said engine
housing and transmission housing, said annular disc being
of a thickness so as to permit said transmission housing to

operate in conjunction with said connector plate and said

transmission assembly to operate as originally mtended;
said powered flywheel and said transmission flywheel each

having a plurality of circumferentially disposed holes, the
holes of said powered flywheel being threaded;

said connector plate being generally circular and having first

and second sets of circumferentially disposed holes, said

flrst sets of holes being in alignment with the holes of said

powered flywheel, said second set of holes being threaded
and in alignment with the holes of said transmission

flywheel, said connector plate further including a gener-
ally areolar protrusion on the side thereof facing said

powered flywheel for mating with a corresponding open-
ing in said powered flywheel;

a flrst plurality of bolts extending through said flrst set of
holes into threaded engagement with said powered
flywheel holes for attaching said connector plate to said

powered flywheel;

a second plurality of bolts extending through said transmis-

sion flywheel holes into threaded engagement with said

second set of holes for attaching said connector plate to
said transmission flywheel; and

said connector plate having a third set of circumferentially

spaced holes defining threaded openings therethrough for

disengaging said connector plate from said powered
flywheel when bolts are tightened through said third set

of holes.

4^7M94
BELT TENSIONING MEANS

MelTia D. Gayer, Reck Prairie TowaaUp, Dade Coooty, Mo.,
•MiVMir to Dayco Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

FOod May 10, 1902, Scr. No. 376^71
lat CL^ n6H 55/54. 11/06. 9/10

MS. CL 474-50 6 ClaiaH
1. In a combination of a power transmission belt that is

adapted to be operated with a varying speed of movement in

an endless path and a tensioner comprising a support means
fixed relative to said beh, a belt engaging means carried by said

support means and being movable relative thereto, biasing

means operativeiy asMciated with said support means and said

belt engaging means urging said belt engaging means relative

to said support means in a belt tensioning direction and against

said belt with a force to tension said beh, and control means
operativeiy associated with said biasmg means to progressively

decrease its urging force on said belt engaging means as said

speed of movement of said belt progressively increases from a
certain low speed of movement thereof to a certain high speed
of movement thereof, said tensioner comprising a pulley hav-
ing a variable speed of rotation and being adapted to progres-
sively reduce its effective diameter as said speed of rotation

22B

528

thereof progressivdy increases from a certain low speed of
rotation thereof to a certain high speed of rotation thereof, said

pulley having a rotatable hub that comprises said support
means and has an effective diameter defining means carried by
said hub that comprises said beh engaging means, said biasing

means being operativeiy disposed between said hub and said

diameter defining means, an improvement wherein said belt

said a bottom driving surface and said diameter defining means
comprises an endless flexible sleeve adapted to be engaged and
rotated by said bottom driving surface of said belt.

4^78,595
ELECTRIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR BELT

TENSIONERS
fUdeyuki Hayakawa, Nishio; Kaxana Matsai, ToyohasU; Yo-

fhiyoki Hattori, Toyoake, and Hiroji Kiabara, Okaadd, aU of
Japan, asdgaon to Nippoodeaao Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Piled Mar. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 361,616

Claims priority, applicatiOB Japan, Mar. 27, 1981, 56/45951

lat a.} n6H 7/12

U.S. CL 474—109 6 Claing

1. In combination with a belt tensioner device for use in

automotive vehicles for automatically controlling tension ofan
endless bdt of a drive system in which an output torque of a
prime mover of the vehicle is transmitted to a plurality of
accessory devices by means of said belt, said belt tensioner

device including kller pulley means in engagement with said

endless belt to apply a tensioning force on said bdt in accor-

dance with radial displacement thereof, and actuator means
operativeiy connected with said idler pulley means for effect-
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ing radial di4>lacement of said idler pulley means toward and

away from said bdt,

an dectric control q>pantus for said belt tensioner device

comprising:

first means for generating a first signal indicative of the

radial displacement of said idler pulley means;

second means for generating a second signal indicative of

rotationd vpctA of sdd prima mover,

third means for cdculating an actud tensioning force actuig

on sdd belt in dependence upon a vdue ofsdd first signd,

and for cdculating drive powen respectively necessary

for driving sdd vehicle accessory devices in relation to a

vdue of sdd second signd from sdd second means, and

for cdculating a totd drive torque for sdd vehicle acces-

sory devices in reUtion to the vdue of sdd second signd

and dl the cdculate drive powers, said third means being

arranged to cdculate an optimum tensioning force related

to sdd cdculated totd drive torque for sdd accessory

devices on a basb ofa predetermined relationship between

the optimum tensioning force and sdd totd drive torque

in consideration with a maximum effidency of power

transmission by said belt and being further arranged to

generate a control signd therefrom when the cdculated

actud tensioning force is different from the cdculated

optimum tensioning force; and

means responsive to the control signd from said third means

for operating said actuator means in accordance with the

difference between the cdculated actud and optimum

tensioning forces.

4^478,596

DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE
AGENTS

Pad E. Mlekdaoa, 2280 Gdle Tiara, U JoUa, Calif. 92037

FOad No?. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 444«376

lat. CL^ A61M 5/00

U.S.a 604-890 9 Claiois

1. A system for the controlled delivery of a physiologicdly

active agent to a fluid environment comprising:

a semipermeable sheath defining a fully enclosed cavity and

being imperforate except for a plurality of pores for per-

mitting the flow of fluid from the fluid environment into

sdd cavity; and
a quanitity of a molecular complex positioned in sdd cavity,

sdd molecular complex comprising a macromolecule that

is nondiffusable wiUi respect to said sheath and a physio-

logically active agent complexed to sdd macromolecule.

said physiologicdly active agent being capable of dissoci-

ating from sdd macromolecule over time and going into

solution with the fluid in sdd cavity, and sdd pores having

a larger size in relation to sdd physiologically active agent

and sdd sheath being so constructed as to permit unim-

peded passage of sdd physiologicdly active agent

through sdd pores out of sdd cavity, wherein the concen-

tration of sdd physiologically active agent within sdd

cavity is controlled by the equilibrium between said mo-

lecdar complex and sdd physiologicdly active agent

within sdd cavity and sdd physiologically active agent is

deliverable by sdd system to the fluid environment exdu-

sivdy throu|^ sdd plurdity of pores.



CHEMICAL

M7S,S97
METHOD OF TREATING TEXTILES

Jerrjr H. Hnnidwr, Tcrrc Hntc, lod^ nrivMir to

dwakal Compnjr, Northbraok, TO.

FIM Jn. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 505,798

bt Qi OOCM 13/38

VS.a 8-181 9 Claias

1. A method of preparing a wrinkle-resistant fabric made
from natural fibers consisting of the steps of (a) impregnating

the fabric with a solution conasting essentially of tris(hydrox-

ymethyl)nitromethane or a mixture thereof with 2-nitro-l-

butanol or 2-nitro-2-niethylpropanol and catalyst therefor, and

(b) heating to 1S0*-170* C.

4,478,598

AMPHOTERIC CTYRENE DERIVATIVES USEFUL AS
FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENERS

Haw R. Meyer, BiaoiageB, andMu Morf, ScbBMaboch, both

of SwHicrtaad, aHigpon to ClhhGcisy Corpontkm, Ardilcy,

N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 350^37

CbdaM priority, appUcatkM SwHieriaiid, Feb. 26, 1981,

1295/81

lat G.) aiD 3/42; D06L 3/12

VS. a. 8-<48 14 Clalw

1. An amfriioteric styrene derivative of the formula

X-Yi-N X-Yt-N

crystal fines of said sodium bicartwnate are formed, the im-

provements which comprise:

continuously converting said crystal fines formed in said

crystallization zone to large spherulitic crystals by contin-

uously adding to said mother liquor containing Mid crys-

tallizable sodium bicarbonate a flocculent having struc-

tural units selected from the group consisting of

(CH:—CH) and (CH2-CH)

CONH2 COO©

said flocculent being added to the mother liquor when the

temperature of said mother liquor in said crystallization

zone is about 1 10* F. or less and in an amount sufficient to

provide for said continuous conversion of the crystal fmes

to large spherulitic crystals.
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1. In a continuous process for the crystallization of sodium

bicarbonate from a mother liquor containing crystallizable

sodium bicarbonate in a crystallization zone in which process

4,478,(00

PROCESS FOR RECOVERY OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
Ronald C. Schoeaer, Lower Bnrrell, Pa^ Larry K. Kinc Lester

L. Kaapp, both of Maryrillc, Tenn^ and Nicholas Kloap, Ben-

toa, AriL, assignors to Alnminom Conpaay of Aawrica, Pitts-

bargh. Pa.

ContiniatkNi of Scr. No. 567,506, Apr. 14, 1975, abaadoocd,

which is a cootiaaatioa of Scr. No. 392,569, Aug. 29, 1973,

abndoBcd, which is a dirision of Scr. No. 180,277, Sep. 14, 1971,

abaodOMd. This application Dec 13, 1976, Scr. No. 750,118

brt. a.} BOID 53/12

VS.a 23—313 FB 11 Claims

in which X is oxygen, sulfur, a direct bond, —S02N(R5—

,

—G0N(R3— or —COO—, Yi and Y2 independently of one

another are Ci-Q-alkylene or hydroxypropylene, Ri and R2

independently of one another are Ci-Q-alkyl or, together

with the N atom, are a pyrrolidine, piperidine, hcxamethylenei-

mine or morpholnie ring, and Ri, together with Rs. is also a

piperazine ring, R3 and R4 are hydrogen, Ci^-alkyl, chlorine,

CM-alkoxy or Cj^-alkenyl or together, in the o-position rela-

tive to one another, are a trimethylene or tetramethylene

group, Rs is hydrogen, CM-alkyl or cyanoethyl or, together

with Ri, is a piperazine ring, Q is —COO or—SO3 and n is the

number 1 or 2.

4,478,599

METHOD OF CONTINUOUSLY CONTROLLING
CRYSTAL FINES FORMATION

Avinash D. Pari; Janes B. Rodocerich, both of Ridgccrcst, and

Janes L. Fairehild, Trona, all of Califs assignors to Kerr*

McGee Chemical Corporation, Ofclabona City, Okla.

Filed May 25, 1982, Scr. No. 382,048

lot a.^ BOID 9/02: COID 7/24. 7/40

VS. a. 23—300 6 Oalns

ag« .^^

1. Process for the recover of aluminum chloride from a gas

containing gaseous aluminum chloride, comprising the steps of

desubliming said gaseous aluminum chloride on particles of

aluminum chloride in a self-replenishing fluidized bed thereof

maintained by introduction of substantially aluminum chloride

free gas at the lower perimetrically defining boundary thereof

and at a temperature below the upper ambient desublimation

temperature of aluminum chloride introducing gaseous alumi-

num chloride at a temperature above the upper ambient desub-

limation temperature thereof into the said fluidized bed at a

location remote from the locus of introduction of said substan-

tially aluminum chloride free gas, and removing selectively

sized flowable particles of aluminum cliloride from said fluid-

ized bed.

1635
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M7I.601
COAL BRIQUETTE AND METHOD

UoMTd Stvpkfm, RJ). #1, Bos 071, McClenandtown, Pa.

C«rtlwMillpi|.lihp«rt of Sw. No. J»,»r7, Jm, 30, im.
•NwloiiMl, TUi ppUoitlon J«a, 6, 1913, Ser. No. 450,107

jm, a» aoi 3/36. 3/32
UA a, 44-^14 17 ciabni

•1+

x«-)

1. A combustible Aiel blopk comprising:

(a) a major amount in excess of about (0% by weight of a
water-wetted particulate hydrocarbon fuel;

(b) said fuel characterized by BTU content of in excess of
about 10* BTU/lb. and about l.Ox 10* BTU/cu-fl.;

(c) said particulates not appreciably larger than about one
inch, but principally retained on a 100 mesh screen;

(d) interstitially dispersed among said fuel particulates a
minor amount of a small but effective quantity of slacked
or burned lime and a relatively larger amount but less than
about 23% by weight ofmacro clumps of capillary spaced
apart combustible natural and/or synthetic fibers;

(e) said packed clumps of fibers wetted by and holding by
inherent capillary voids;

(0 a quantity, but less than 25% by weight, of said particu-
late fuel of a fluent hydrocarbon distillate having a flash

point above about 80* F.;

(g) an amount, but not essentially more than about S% by
weight, of said fuel particulates of a water soluble alkyl
cellulose to provide a viscous adhesive binder phase for
said water-wetted fuel particulates;

(h) said admixed mass compressed under pressures suflficient

to compress and extrude said admixture into a self-sup-

porting geometric form having:

(i) at least one air passageway longitudinally through said
block;

0) the interior surface of said air passageways having a ratio
of unit area thereof to the total fuel block unit volume not
greater than about 1:1 and a mean-free burning time per-
iod in excess of five hours;

(k) the exterior surfaces of said geometric form substantially

overcoated with a combustible coating having a melting
point above about 100* F., but less than about 225* F.

wherein:

R is a hydrocarbon radical having 9 to 23 carbon atoms, A
is RiOH or CH2NHC0R' where R' is an alkyl group
having firoro 1 to 17 carbon atoms,

CH3

Ri is a —CHj— or -CH- rMikal,

R} is hydrogen, an unsubstituted or hydroxy-substituted
aliphatic hydrocarbon radical having 1 to 6 carbon atoms
or a benzyl radical, X is a water<soluble anion, and a is a
number equal to the ionic valence of the anion, X,

(B) is a condensation product of one mole of ethylene di-

amine with about 80 moles of propylene oxide and then
with about 20 moles of ethylene oxide, and

(F) is a quaternary salt of an amine having the following
structure:

Ra

R|—

N

where Ri is an alkyl group containing from 12 to 22 car-
bon atoms and Rj and R3 are H, methyl, ethyl or propyl
and R} and R3 can be the same or different,

selected from the group consisting of;

(i) from about 0.25 to about 0,75 parU by weight of (A) to
about 0.75 to about 0.25 parts by weight of (B) and

(ii) from about 0.25 to about 0.75 parU by weight of(A) to
about 0.75 to about 0.25 parU by weight of (F).

4»47M02
CARBONACEOUS OIL SLURRIES STABILIZED BY

BINARY SURFACTANT MIXTURES
Edwte L. Kelley, Succainun; Walter J. Herzberg, Fair Uwm

ajad Jooeph V. Siirita, Meadham, aU of NJ., anignors to
Diaaood Shamroek ChcaUcali Company, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,238

Int a.i ClOL 1/32
VS.a 44-51 g cwms

1. An oil slurry of particulate carbonaceous material stabi-

lized with an effective amount of a binary surfactant mixture
using (A), (B) and (F) surfi^tanU where
(A) is an imidazoline quaternary salt of the structure:

4,478,403

COAL-AQUEOUS MIXTURES COMPRISING NONIONIC
AND ANIONIC SURFACTANTS

Seymour Mark, Northanptoo, Pa., aasigBor to The Standard Oil
Company, CtereiaBd, Ohio

CoatiniMtioa-in-part of Ser. No. 416,006, Sep. 10, 1982, , which
is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 230,062, Jan. 29, 1981, Pat
No. 4,358,293. Iliis appUcatkM May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 495,628

Int a.J ClOL J/32
VJS. a. 44-51 54 ctoims

1. A stabilized, high solids content coal-aqueous mixture
comprising particulate coal as a dispersed solid material; water
as a carrer medium; a polyalkyleneoxide nonionic surfactant
having a hydrophobic portion and a hydrophilic portion, said
hydrophilic portion comprising at least about 100 units of
ethylene oxide and a polyelectrolyte surfactant said polyalk-
yleneoxide nonionic surfactant and said polyelectrolyte surfac-
tant being present in said mixture in an amount sufficient to
disperse said particulate coal in said water carrier.
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4^78,004

GASOLINEGOMPOSmONS CONTAINING BRANCHED
CHAIN AMINES OR DERIVATIVES THEREOF

Alesander D. SchMttcnbcrg, Bartlenilk, Okla., assignor to

Phillips PetroleDa Coavaay, Bartks?lllc Okla.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 304,301

IM. a) aOL 1/22

VS,a 44-03 8 Claims

1. A fuel composition containing a rust-inhibiting amount of

at least one additive selected from:

(a) S,7,7-trimethyloctylamine,

(b) a reaction product of 5,7,7-trimethyloctylamine and a

C|.|2 monocarboxylic acid or ester and

(c) a reaction product of 5.7,7-trimethyloctylamine and a

C2-24 polycarboxylic acid, hydrocarbyl ester, or anhy-

dride.

4^78,00?

ALKYLATED S,0,73-TET1IAHYDRONAPHTHALENOLS
AS ANTIOXIDANTS

Braec E. Firth, Arlln^oi Heights, IlL, OMlgnor to UOP lac,

Das PlidMS, m.
CoBtfanatioa-la-part of Ser. No. 299,707, Sep. 8, 1981, Pat No.

4,392,909. nds appUeatioa Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,227

IM. CL3 ClOL 1/18

VS.a 44-78 13 Chdms
1. A composition comprinng a fuel oil tending to undergo

oxidation containing from about 5 ppm to about 5% by weight

ofan additive selected firom the group consisting ofmonoalkyl-

. dialkyl- and trialkyl-S, 6, 7. 8-tetirahydronaphthalenols.. and

the ddiydrocylization products of said trialkyl-5, 6. 7. 8-tet-

rahydronaphthalenols. wherein each alkyl group contains

from 3 to about 16 carbon atoms.

neously separating ofT solid matter contained in said process

gases, said apparatus comprising:

a cylindricid container having a container mantle and includ-

ing several cylindrical container parts;

a cyclone hi the lower cylindrical container part;

a gas inlet conduit arranged substantially tangential to said

container manUe and in communication with said cyclone;

means for cooling the process gases prior to entry into said

cyclone;

an outlet, for solid material, located below said cyclone;

cooling surfaces arranged above said cyclone, including

platen heat transfer surfaces directly above said cyclone,

and cylmdrical heat transfer surfaces above said platen

heat transfer surfaces, each of said heat transfer surfaces

being located within a different cylindrical container part;

support elements in said container and on which said cylin-

drical heat transfer surfaces are suspended in the manner

of an immersion heater,

a tube surrounding said support elements;

an outlet for process gas, connected to said tube;

a regulating device in said gas outlet, said support elements,

ui conjunction with said tube and said regulating device,

being adapted to regulate the volume of process gas flow-

ing around the upper portion of said cylindrical heat

transfer surfaces;

container-wall cooling surfaces on the inner wall of said

container mantle in the form of vertical heat transfer

surfaces having a tube-crosspiece-tube construction;

a packing mass located between the outer wall of said con-

tainer mantle and said container-wall cooling surfaces for

centering the latter relative to said outer wall; and

cleaning elements associated with said container for cleaning

said heat transfer surfaces.

4,478,000

SUBSTANTLOXY VERTICAL APPARATUS FOR
COOLING PROCESS GASES ORIGINATING FROM A

GASmCATION PROCESS
Rolf DBrllag, and Ulrich Preawl, both of Gomncrsbach, Fed.

Rep. of GcnMuqr, aMlgaon to L. A C Stafaiattller GmbH,
G—efabach, Fed. Rep. 9t Germany

FDed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,872

dalav priority, aivllcatloa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaany, Sep. 22,

1981, 3137570

lat a.3 ClOJ 3/84, 3/86

VS.a 48-77 1 Clalai

MIOUfUT

4,478,007

DEVICE FOR ATOMIZING AND DISPERSING FUEL IN
A FUEL/AIR MIXTURE

ThMthy L. Cappa, Knoxvflle, Tenn., aaaitaor to Tnra Interna-

tional, Inc., Atlaata, Ga.

Filed Aag. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 519,803

Int CV F02M 29/01 29/04

VS. CL 48—189 3 Clalns

1. A substantially vertical apparatus for cooling process

gases originating from a gasification process, and for simulta-

1. An atomizer/fiiel mixer for atomizing and dispersing fuel

UI a moving fuel/air mixture comprising an external cylindrical

barrel having an axis, fint bearing support means integrally

formed at one end of the external barrel symetric with the axis.

and supporting a bearing aligned with the axis, an internal

cylindrical barrel press fit within the external barrel and con-

centric therewith, second bearing support means integrally

formed at one end of the internal barrel, symetric with the axis,

and supporting a bearing aligned with the axis, a propeller with

a shaft fh thereto and mounted for rotation between the bear-

ings supported by the first and second bearing support means.
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METHOD OF TREATING PROCESS GASES COMING
FROM A GASmCATION REACTOR

Rolf DBrUag, sad UMch Preowl, both of GoBBmbacli, Fed.
Rop. of G«ranay, aidgBon to L. A C Stebuiiillcr GmbH,
Gwnwnbtb , Fed. Rep. of GcnHuiy

Flkd Sop. 14, 1992, Ser. No. 417,871
Claiau priority, ppUortiOB Fod. Rep. of Gormuy, Sep. 22,

1981, 3137586

lot a.3 ClOJ 3/H 3/86
VJS,a 48-210 1 OaiiB

sw^

securing respective cylindrical ends of said belting material
ends with overlying surface clamps disposed outside of a

1. A method of treating process gases, coming from a gasifi-

cation reactor, prior to entry of said gases into a system of
waste heat utilization, said method occurring in a single pres-
sure container and including the successive steps of:

fint cooling down said process gases to a temperature of at

least 800* C. prior to entry thereof into said waste heat
system;

then extensively freeing said process gases of solid matter in

a cyclone separator system; and
fmally further cooling down said process gases to a tempera-

ture of at least 2S0* C. in a convective cooling system, said

first cooling down prior to entry of said process gases into

said waste heat system occurring by means of indirect heat
exchange;

said further cooling down of said process gases in the con-
vective cooling system occurring by means of wall cool-
ing surfaces including in a lower region of a convective
cooling zone with platen-type heat transfer surfaces and in

an upper region with cylindrical heat transfer surfaces.

4^78,609
VENEER FINISHING MACHINE

John DeUgt, Coiringtoa, Va., SHigiior to Weatiraco Corporttioo,
New York. N.Y.

DiTiiioa of Scr. No. 403,160, JnL 29, 1982,. This appUcation
Mar. 19, 1984^ Ser. No. 591,016

lot a> B24B 1/00
UAa 51-295 1 Claim

1. A method ofcovering a drum grinding tool with a dispos-

able abrasive surface c(»mprising the steps of:

selecting an abrasive belting material having a width of no
more than half of the axial length of a cylindrical surface
of said drum grinding tool;

helically wrapping said belting material about said cylindri-

cal sorftoe with at least one ftdl helical period; and,

worked material width segment of said cylindrical surface
length.

4,478,610
METHOD OF PREPARING FLEXIBLE BACKING
MATERIAL FOR USE IN COATED ABRASIVES

Dhan N. Paiekh, WflliamsriUe, and Paul R. Schweyen, Tona-
wanda, both of N.Y., assignors to Carbomndnm Abrasives
Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

DiTision of Ser. No. 412,149, Ang. 27, 1982, Pat No. 4,437,865.
This appUcation Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577,046

Int a.3 G09K 3/14
VJS. a. 51—298 14 Oaims

1. A method of preparing flexible sheet material of the type
including a straight warp fabric, including the steps of:

(a) wetting all exposed surfaces of the fabric with an aqueous
solution of polyvinyl alcohol;

(b) drying the polyvinyl alcohol wetted fabric under tension
to produce a polyvinyl alcohol dipsized fabric;

(c) applying a filling of phenolic formaldehyde resin/latex

mixture to the polyvinyl alcohol dipsized fabric;

(d) applying an outer coating of phenol formaldehyde resin

including an inorganic pigment dispersed therein.

4,478,611

METHOD OF MAKING TUNGSTEN CARBIDE GRTT
Gary F. Selden, ML Gemena, Mich., assignor to Hnghes Tool
Company, Hooaton, Tex.

FUed Dec. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 103,720

Int a.3 B24D 3/02
U.S. CL 51—307 6 Claims

1. A method for preparing a tungsten carbide grit which
comprises:

(a) blending a tungsten carbide powder with an organic
binder to form a powdered mixture of tungsten carbide
powder and organic binder;

(b) forming agglomerated particles of said powdered mix-
ture of tungsten carbide powder and organic binder; and

(c) sintering said agglomerated particles to form tungsten
carbide grit, wherein the organic binder is selected from
the group consisting of polymethyhnethacrylate, polyeth-
ylene, polypropylene and polystyrene.

4,478,612

DRYING SUBSTANTIALLY SUPERCRHICAL CO2 WITH
GLYCEROL

Zaida Diaz, Houston, and James H. Miller, Katy, both of Tot,
assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

FUed Jul. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 517,594

Int a.3 BOID 53/14
VJS.d 55—29 5 Claims

1. A process for drying substantiaUy supercritical moist CO2
to provide CO2 at a pressure from about 1200 to 2400 psi which
comprises:

flowing a stream of moist CO2 into and out of contact with
sufficient glycerol to effect substantial drying while the
CO2 being contacted has a pressure between about 1200
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and 2400 which is high enough and a temperature between

about 70* to 120* F. which is low enough to substantiaUy

fninimiw! the required amount of compressor horsepower
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whUe desiccant loss, product contamination and heat

requirements are substantiaUy minimized by the limited

mutual solubUity of the glycerol and supercritical CO2.

4,478,613

APPARATUS TO REMOVE SOLID PARTICLES AND
AEROSOLS FROM A GAS, ESPECLOXY FROM THE
EXHAUST GAS OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Johannes Brettschneider, Lndwigsbarg; Klaus Dobler, GerUn*

gen; Gottlob Haag, Oberriexingen; Ernst Under, MiUilacker,

and WUhehn Polach, MSgUngen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Ang. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,693

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 16,

1981, 3141156
Int CL3 B03C 3/14

UA CL 55-ir 2 Claims

precipitating surface for coUection of soUd particles and

aerosols in the form of flakes and agglomerates thereon;

a mechanical separator (15) further connected to said space

within the closed housing structure to receive exhaust gas

and flakes and agglomerates carried along therewith;

and two outlet means (16, 17) from said mechanical separa-

tor, one (16) of said outlet means carrying gas essentially

free from solid particles, flakes and agglomerates, and the

other of said outlet means (17) carrying gas essentially free

from soUd particles and aerosols but enriched with said

flakes and agglomerates,

wherein the mechanical separator (15) and the closed hous-

ing structure comprise a single element forming a centrifu-

gal or turbulence chamber (15) of generally circular cross

section having an inside surface and two end portions;

the combustion exhaust gas conduction means (13) com-

prises an inlet to said chamber (15) supplying gas in a

tangential direction for travel within said chamber in a

circular and axial or spiral path;

the electrodes comprise an apertured cylinder (14) located

within the chamber, and at least one electrosutic field

spray disk (3) having said projecting points or teeth

formed thereon located circumferentially on said cylinder,

to build up an electrostatic field between the apertured

cylinder (14) and the inside surface of the chamber (15);

said one of said outlet means (16) comprises a tubular duct

extending within the apertured cylinder, and terminating

within the longitudinal dimension thereof;

and the other outlet means (17) comprises at least one outlet

duct (17) located adjacent at least one of the end portions

of the chamber;

and the mechanical separator comprises the combination of

the tangential location of said gas conduction means (13)

and a shield or cover plate (18) spaced from said other

outlet means and the inside surface of said chamber to

permit conduction of flakes or agglomerates by gas to said

other outlet means traveling in a spiral path around the

inside surface of the chamber at which the flakes and

agglomerates will precipiute, while permitting exhaust of

gas from a position within said apertured cylinder through

said one outlet means (16).

1. Apparatus to remove soUd particles and aerosols from a

gas, especiaUy from the exhaust gas of an internal combustion

engine,

comprising

a closed housing structure;

electrodes formed with projecting points or teeth located

within said closed housing structure, the teeth facing an

inside surface of said housing structurr,

electrical charge means having one terminal connected to

said closed housing structure, and another terminal to said

electrodes;

combustion exhaust gas conducting means (13) conducting

exhaust gas including the particles and aerosols into the

closed housing structure and in a space between the inside

surface of the closed housing structure and said teeth, the

inside surface of the closed housing structure forming a

4,478,614

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPTTATOR CONSTRUCnON
HAVING SPACERS

John A. JoneUs, 304 Lancaster Dr., Crystal Lake, DL 60014

FUed Dec. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,775

Int a.3 B03C 3/47

UAa 55-145 « Claims

1. In an electrosutic precipiutor for collecting solid para-

des carried by a flue gas from a source of combustion, said

precipiutor including a j)luraUty of spaced paraUel plates for

coUecting solid particles by electrosutic attraction of solid

particles to the plates, each of said plates having a plurality of

spatially arranged stiffeners projecting outwardly from oppo-

site surfaces thereof, a plurality of elongated electrodes

mounted between adjacent plates parallel to each other and

parallel to the plates, the improvement comprising a plurality

of spacers between adjacent plates to hold the plates in a flat

attitude and maintain adjacent surfaces of the adjacent plates

equidistantly spaced from one another, each of said spacers

being elongated and having one end fixed to a surface of one of
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a pair of Mid adjacent surfaces adjacent to a stifTener and the
other end abutting the other of the pair of the adjacent sur-

closed receiver to said open receiver, said conduit having
an inlet end connected to said enclosed receiver and an
outlet end disposed within said open receiver;

(g) means for withdrawing stock from said open receiver at
a net rate of withdrawal lower than said average produc-
tion rate, so that stock accumulates as a pond in said open
receiver, said withdrawing means being operative to
transfer the withdrawn stock to the processing machine;

(h) pond level control means for discharging a recycle por-
tion of stock from said open receiver and varying the rate
of such discharge to maintain the pond of stock in said pen
receiver at a predetermined pond level, the outlet end of
said conduit being disposed at an elevation below said
predetermined pond level;

(i) recycle means for passing the recycle stock discharged by
said pond level control means to said introducing means;

the outlet end of said conduit incorporating an open section
disposed below said predetermined pond level for flow of
stock from said conduit to said open receiver, the toul area of
said open section being greater than the mean interior cross
sectional area of said conduit.

faces, and each of the spacers being a single unitary intergral
member.

4,478,615

DEAERATED LIQUID STOCK SUPPLY
Robert G. Kaiier, Seminole, Fla., assignor to Clark A VIcario

Corporation, Pinellas Park, Fla.

CoBtiamtioa-in-part of Ser. No. 427,914, Sep. 29, 1982, Pat. No.
4,443,232. This applicatfon Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. $29,268

Int. a.i BOID 79/00
VS. a. 55-170 4, Claims

4,478,616

APPARATUS FOR REMOVING GASEOUS
COMPONENTS AND/OR SOLID IMPURITIES FROM A

GASEOUS FLUID FLOW
ViUo J. Jiirvenpiiii, Vellanontie 21, 04200 KeraTi, Finland

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,533
Int. a.) BOID 47/16

VS. a. 55-223 c ctaliBS

1. Apparatus for providing deaerated stock to a processing
machine, said apparatus comprising:

(a) an enclosed receiver;

(b) means for maintaining said enclosed receiver under a
vacuum;

(c) means for introducing stock into said enclosed receiver
to thereby produce deaerated stock in said enclosed re-
ceiver at a predetermined average production rate;

(d) stock supply means for supplying stock to be deaerated
to saki introducing means;

(e) a receiver open to the atmosphere;

(0 a conduit for conducting deaerated stock from sakl en-

1. Apparatus for removing gaseous components and/or solid
impurities from a gaseous fluid flow, comprising:

a frame structure;

scrubber means disposed within said frame structure;
discharge means through which the purified gaseous fluid

flow is discharged from said frame structure;
means for introducing scrubbing liquid into said apparatus
and directing the scrubbing Ikiuid into contact with said
gaseous Hukl flow;

fluid flow inlet means communicating with said frame struc-
ture through which said gaseous fluid flow is introduced
into saki frame structure towards sakl scrubber means,
said flukl flow inlet means having a region through which
the gaseous fluid flow rate is not accelerated and another
region through which the flow rate is not accelerated and
another regron through whkh the flow rate of the gaseous
fluid flow passing through said inlet means is increased
prior to said scrubber means;

opening means situated in said inlet means through whk;h a
return flow of the scrubbing lk]uid passes to enter into said
inlet means and pass therethrough in opposition to the
directk)n of the gaseous flukl flow, said opening means
disposed in said region of said inlet means where the flow
rate of the gaseous fluid flow is not accelerated and shaped
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and disposed to direct the scrubbing liquid return flow in

sakl inlet means in a directk>n opposite to the direction of

gaseous fluid flow and so that the scrubbing liquid return

flow is not entrained in the gaseous fluid flow.

with said inner shell being flxed to said outer shell and being

formed to pass only strained air therethrough.

4,478,617

STRAINER ARRANGEMENT FOR COMBINED DIRT
COLLECTOR AND CUT OUT COCKS

Janes G. Reet, Chicago, III., assignor to William R. Page, Bris-

tol, Wis., a part interest

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,277

Int. a.3 BOID 50/00: F16D 65/00

VS. a. 55—314 10 aalms

^^^^^^^^vr Y -

4,478,618

DIESEL EXHAUST PARTICULATE TRAP WITH
PLURAL nLTER TUBES

Kenneth B. BIy, Poatiar, Edward J. Chmiel, Warren, and Emcit

T. Martynink, Troy, all of Mich., aMignors to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,028

Ipt a.^ BOID J9/2a 46/24

VS. a. 55—314 2 Oaims

1. A combined dirt collector and cut out cock device for

railroad cars adapted for incorporation in the car brake cylin-

der air supply system in the car branch pipe extending between

the car brake pipe and the car air brake control valve, said cock

device comprising:

a fltting body having a through passage formed therein

including a valve chamber adjacent the brake pipe end of

same,

off-on valve means operably mounted in said valve chamber

for selectively closing and opening said passage,

said passage including a swirl chamber centered about and

coaxial with an annular flange defining a throat communi-

cating with the control valve end of said cock device,

said cock device including a foreign matter collection cham-

ber below and aligned with said passage swirl chamber

and defined by a bowl removably mounted on said body

and defining an upstanding pedestal centered within same

and coaxially aligned with said swiri chamber and said

throat along an axis extending longitudinally and centrally

of said pedestal,

a strainer device mounted in said cock devKe,

said strainer device comprising:

an inner shell received over said pedestal, with one end of

- said inner shell being disposed above said pedesul and the

other end of sakl inner shell being disposed about said

pedestal,

an outer shell received over said inner shell with one end of

said outer shell projecting toward and substantially cen-

tered on said fitting body flange, and the other end of said

outer shell being substantially centered on said inner shell

and disposed adjacent to said other end of said inner shell,

an annular seal interposed between said outer shell one end

and said flange,

and means for resiliently biasing said outer shell toward said

flange to sealingly seat said seal against said flange,

said outer shell being open at said one end of same and being

formed from a corrosion resistant foraminous material

defining a multitude of mesh openings thereabout that are

of micro-proportioning,

said mesh openings in toUl area exceeding the area of said

throat by a factor of at least ten.

1. A particulate trap for removing particulates from the

exhaust flow discharged from a diesel engine comprising a trap

housing having an inlet connection and an outlet connection

for the exhaust flow, an intermediate filter housing and, a

support plate operatively positioned between one end of said

filter housing and said outlet connectran, said support plate

having a central one way valve controlled bypass passage

extending therethrough and a plurality of equally spaced apart

internally threaded apertures therethrough located around said

bypass passage; and, a plurality of filter tubes operatively

supported within said filter housing by sakl support plate, each

of sakl filter tubes comprising a perforated tube having an

externally threaded outlet fitting fixed at one end thereof that

is releasably threadingly engaged in an associate one of said

internally threaded apertures in said support plate whereby

each of said perforated tubes is supported in cantilever fashran

from said support plate, a closure cap fixed at the opposite end

of each of said tubes, each of said closure caps being of an

external dUmeter relative to the spacing of sakl internally

threaded apertures so that said closure caps will contact adja-

cent ones of said closure caps whereby sakl closure caps act as

supports for the cantilever ends of saki perforated tubes while

still permitting axial expansion of sakl tubes and, a coating of

ceramic fibers on said perforated tube extending between said

outlet fitting and said closure cap, the outside diameter of said

coating of ceramic fibers being less than the external diameter

of each of said closure caps.

4,478,619

COMPRESSED AIR HLTERING APPARATUS
Andrew G. Arends, 202 E. State St., OnUrio, Calif. 91761, and

Gary W. Arends, 9999 Foothill • Space 163, Rancho Omh
monga, Calif. 91701

nied May 2, 1983, Ser. No. 490,335

Int a.' BOID 50/00. 27/02

VS. a. 55-316 « Claims

1. Apparatus for removing water, liquids and particulate

matter from pressurized air, comprising, in combinatk>n:

a housing including an internal chamber, an air inlet fitting,

an air outlet fitting and a lk)ukl drainage fitting;

means interconnected with the inlet fitting for receiving the

pressurized air and passing the same through one or more

orifices into the housing chamber, said means including a

pipe section with a plug therein and sakl plug having at

least one orifice;
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thieW means positioned within the chamber for intercepting
air from the orifices and directing it downwardly in said
housing chamber, said means including a cylindrical wall
having one end open within which the pipe section is

received and the other end pipe section of said cylindrical

wan being affixed to a shield wall sloping downwardly in
the housing chamber; and

a niter cartridge located between the shield means and the
air oatiet fitting and spaced from the shield means includ-
ing a plurality of spaced apart cells of an absorbing me-
dium.

4^78,621
PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION OP CARBON

MONOXIDE FROM GAS STREAMS
Raiaer FaMn. Gcretaried, Fed. Rep. of Gcmay, miaaor to
Uwie Alrtleiig«enad«fl, Fed. R^. of Genm^

^^
Filed Apr. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 488,402

19^32l5»'*^*
PPii«tion Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 28,

Int. a.} F25J 3/02
VJS. a. 62—31

ISCliims

JJ "-? "1

4^78,620
AIR FILTER

^!J??*I"?!I^ ^^'^ ''^ •^•^ to FlniM Carl F^nden.
biri, WehUiein, Fed. Rep. of Gemany

F1M Dec 4, 1982, Ser. No. 444,979
Claim priority, appUcitioB Jtpni, Dec. 21, 1981, 56-20(647

lit a.) BOID i9/a0
UAa.SS-486 ^CI.,^

1. An air filter comprising:

a non-woven fabric of fibers having an area to weight rela-
tionship of less than about 200 g per sq m and being con-
structed so as to produce an air pressure loss across its
thickness of less than about 3.0 mmWater when measured
at an air speed of 2 m per sec;

a net of synthetic resin strands overiapping and coterminus
with the fabric, the net having convex shaped portions of
•aid synthetic resin substanUally uniformly distributed
along the strands which are raised at least approximately
0.3 mm above the strand surfaces and are directed toward
the non-woven fabric;wherein

the fabric and net are bonded together by thermal integra-
tion of the convex shaped portions of the net and the
corresponding overlapping portions of fabric fibers into a
matrix arrangement, and wherein unraised portions of said
strands are not substantially bonded to said fibers.

1. A process for obtaining carbon monoxide by the distilla-
tion ofa mixiture ofcarbon monoxide and nitrogen comprising
supplying said mixture of carbon monoxide and nitrogen to a
distillation column, distilling said mUture of carbon monoxide
and nitrogen in said distillation column so as to produce a sump
product comprising a first substantially pure stream of liquid
carbon monoxide and a head product comprising a distillation
gas stream containing said nitrogen therein, heating the sump
in the lower portion of said distillation column by contacting
said sump with a second carbon monoxide stream, withdraw-
ing said sump product from said distillation column, expanding
said sump product withdrawn from said distillation column so
as to reduce the temperature thereof, cooling said distillation
gas stream in the upper portion of said distillation column by
contacting said distillation gas stream with at least a portion of
said expanded sump product, recycling at least a portion of
said sump product so as to provide said second carbon monox-
ide stream, and withdrawing at least a portion of said sump as
a substantially pure carbon monoxide product stream.

4,478,622
METHOD OF MAKING MULTICOMPONENT OPTICAL

WAVEGUIDE HAVING INDEX GRADIENT
Robert Olshaasky, Addison, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glaas
Works, Coming, N.Y.

Dlriaiod of Ser. No. 883,214, Mar. 3, 1978, abandoned. Iliia
application Mar. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 130,079

lnLa.iCtt3C 25/02

"f-S"^:?, 2aalm.
1. ine method ofmaking a gradient index optical waveguide

comprising:

forming a core having a radius a from at least three glass-
forming compounds;

varying the concentrations of said compounds while form-
ing so that the refractive index is tie at the center of said
core and varies as a function of the radial distance r from
the center of said core substantially as:

where N is the number, of a-type profile terms. A, and o/
are different values which produce minimum pulse disper-
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sion in said wavegtiide and are related to the properties of

said glass forming compounds such that

= 2-1^ A/s 1...JV where Ng 2,

CXr)-C/»+I(l-{,X''/«)»+M'/«)^lC,'

where Ci(r) denotes the concentration of the i** dopant as a

function of radial distance, Cf denotes the concentration at

r=0 of4he i'* dopant, €/• denotes the difference in concentra-

tion of the i'* dopant between r=a and r=o, a is the selected

index profile, $/ are fuiite, non-zero, variable parameters relat-

ing the concentration of the i'* dopant to radial distance r, said

parameters minimizing the factor S(X) by which the index of

.refraction profile differs from the profile produced where

there is a linear relationship between the square of the index of

refraction and said concentrations.

n^ is the refractive index at the center of said core, no is the

refractive index at r=a;

Ne- He- \ine/dk

4,478,624

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING THT
DISTRIBUTION ON A RECEIVING DEVICE OF FIBERS

CARRIED BY A GAS CURRENT
Jean A. Battigelll, Rantigny, and DoBialqoe Plaatard, Paris,

both of France, anignors to Iso?er Saiot-Gobain, Paris,

France

Fikd Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,328

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 6, 1981, 81 1S282

Int. a? C03B 37/06

MS. a. 65—4.4 14 dains

= .2 A,= («c2-»iO*)/2»if2
/=1

applying a layer of cladding material surrounding said core,

the refractive index of said layer being less than the refrac-

tive index of said core;

heating said core and cladding to the drawing temperature

thereof; and

drawing said core and cladding into an optical waveguide.

4,478,623

METHOD OF MAKING OPTIMAL INDEX PROFILE FOR
MULTICOMPONENT NONLINEAR GLASS OPTICAL

WAVEGUIDE
Robert Olahansky, Addiioo, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass

Works, Coming, N.Y.

Continnation of Ser. No. 183, Jan. 2, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcatioD JaL 23, 1980, Ser. No. 171,656

Int. CL? C03C 25/02

VS.a 65—3.12 6 Claian

1. A method of making a gradient index optical waveguide

comprising:

forming a core having a radius a from silicate compounds

formed at least two dopants the concentrations of which

do not have a linear relationship with the square of the

index of refraction of said core;

varying the concentrations of said compounds while form-

ing so that the refractive index of said core is ni at the

radius r=0 and n2 at the radius r=a, the concentrations of

each compound varying as a function of the radial dis-

tance from the center of said core substantially as:

1. A process for producing mineral fiber mats on a perfo-

rated fiber-collecting surface, comprising attenuating streams

of molten mineral material in an attenuating zone in a gas

current, directing said current with the attenuated fibers

toward the fiber-collecting surface, and developing a layer of

gas surrounding and adjoining the periphery of the fiber-carry-

ing current and directing said layer into contact with the gas

current, the contact being effected in spaced relation down-

stream of said attenuating zone, the general direction of fiow of

the gas of said layer being toward the collecting surface and at

any peripheral position around the current being at an oblique

angle to the adjoining portion of the fiber-carrying gas current.

^ 4,478,625

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING AND COLLECIING
GLASS nBERS

Lawrence J. Grabka, Heath, Ohio, assignor to Owens^^oming

Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

FUed Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 450,818

lot a^ O03B 37/12

MS.a 65—11.1 6 aaims

1. Apparatus for producing and collecting continuous glass

filaments comprising:

feeder means for supplying a plurality of streams of molten

glass to be drawn into filaments;

means for applying a coating to said filaments;

a rotatable member adapted to wind said filaments in layers

therearound and to draw said streams into said filaments;

a plurality of spaced apart fmgers having an orifice therein

to direct a body of gas as a plurality of streams to at least

partially dry the coated fUaments wound around said

member, said gas being directed into contact with the

layers along the length thereof and over a portion of the

arcuate periphery of the layers; and
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collection metns for removing the vapor containing air from
around the periphery of said layers of filaments, said
collection means being comprised of a housing having an
arcuate, foraminous inner surface positioned adjacent said

4,478,627

RECUPERATION OF HEAT ABSORBENT MEDIA TO
PREHEAT CX>MBUSTION GASES AND GLASS BATCH

Charles M. Hohaaa, GruTille; Mark A. Propster, Gahaaoa;
Claries Dnoa, Pataskala, and Stephen Seng, Bladeuborg, aU
of Ohio, aasipMn to OweaS'CondBg Fiberglas Corporatioa,
Toledo. Ohio

i~ ««-,

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 399,085
lat a.) O03B y/oa i/ao

UAa65-27
7Ctatais

fingers, the orifices of said fmgers being located between
said layers and said foraminous surface, said foraminous
surface extending along the length ofsaid layers and over
a portion of the arcuate periphery of t^J^^

'\

4,478,626
METHOD OF HOT ISOSTAHC PRESSING TREATMENT
MaaMo Moritoki, Miki; Takao FiUikawa, and Junichi
Miyaaaga, both of Kobe, all of Japan, assignors to iCahmMn
Kaiaha Kobe Seiko Sho, Kobe, Japu

Filed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,899
Clains priority, applkatiOB Japu, Sep. 1, 1981, 56-138013

lat CL^ C03B 19/06, 19/09
VS. CL 65-18.1 15 Clains

^
I

^:- ^

1. A method of recovering waste heat from a furnace which
comprises:

(a) passing hot flue gases into contact with heat absorbent
media to heat said media and cool said hot flue gases, and
passing said cooled flue gases to outlet conduit;

(b) passing said heated media into contact with gases for
combustion to heat said gases for combustion and partially
to cool said heated media, and passing said heated gases
for combustion into firing system of said furnace;

(c) passing said partially cooled media into contact with cold
glass batch to heat said cold glass batch and to cool further
said partially cooled media, and passing said heated glass
batch into said furnace;

(d) passing said further cooled media through separation
means to clean said funher cooled media by removing
adhering particles of said glass batch and furnace conden-
sate from said further cooled media;

(e) passing said cleaned further cooled media into position to
contact said hot flue gases; and

(0 passing said removed panicles of glass batch and furnace
condensate into either said furnace or into said cold glass
batch.

> <^

I. A method of hot isosutic pressing in which a shaped item
to be worked immersed in molten glass in subjected to a hot
isosutic pressing treatment, said method comprising:
embedding said shaped item to be worked in glass powder

disposed in a crucible;

loading said crucible into a movable heating furnace having
a heater and a heat insulating structure;

charging said furnace into an atmospheric chamber;
adjusting the atmosphere in said chamber to a predetermined

condition and heating said crucible by said heater to soften
and melt said glass in said crucible;

transferring said furnace from said atmospheric chamber
into a high pressure container while maintaining a high
temperature in said furnace;

admining a pressurizing gas medium into said high pressure
container while raising the temperature of said furnace
such that said item to be worked on in said crucible under-
goes a hot isosutic pressing treatment; and

upon completion of said hot isosutic treatment, removing
sakl furnace from said high pressure container with said
item to be worked being maintained in a loaded sute.

4,478,628

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE LEVEL OF
MOLTEN MATERIAL IN A FURNACE

Ourlea S. Dunn, Pataskala, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Coming
Fiberglas CorporatioB, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,658
lot CL^ C03B S/00

VJS. a. 65-29 3 Claims

1. A process for controlling the level of molten material in a
melting furnace containing a body of molten material with a
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blanket of unmelted batch material on the surface thereof

including the steps of:

continuously choke feeding batch material to the furnace at

or near the upper surface of the batch blanket at all times

so that a continuous stream of batch material essentially

rests or is supported at the upper surface of the batch

blanket,

sensing the level of molten material downstream of the

melting furnace, said sensing producing a signal which is

responsive to the downstream level of molten material,

and

in response to the signal, increasing or decreasing the level

of molten material in the furnace when the downstream

level of molten material changes.

4,478,629

POWER FAILURE DETECHON SYSTEM FOR A
GLASSWARE FORMING MACHINE

Chariea L. Wood; Glenn H. Mapes, both of Mmde, Indn and

Stephen W. Daodt, Longmoat, Colo., aiaigBors to BaU Corpo-

ratioa, Mmde, lad.

Filed Jal. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 281,500

lat a.i O03B 5/38

VS. a. 65—163 M Claims

' '~^~Wt

r=^=ri± j':jXJ:

stopped only after all previously received molten glass has

been cleared from the section;

an emergency stop means, responsive to an emergency stop

signal, for effecting an immediate halt to element move-

ment in the section and for placing said elementt in a

condition to faciliute clearing of said molten glass from

said elements;

the improvement wherein said control means further in-

cludes:

an auxiliary power source for selectively providing said

power signal when said primary power supply fails to

provide said power signal;

means, cooperating with said auxiliary power source, for

sen^ng provision of said power signal by said auxiliary

power source and for generating a selected one of said

programmed stop signal and emergency stop signal, if said

auxiliary power source provides said power signal for

more than a predetermined time period.

24. In an electronic controller for a glassware forming ma-

chine, said machine including at least one unit periodically

receptive of molten glass, said unit comprising a plurality of

separately movable elements, a controller for selectively gen-

erating signals to effect a machine cycle comprising operation

of said elements in timed cyclical relation in synchronism with

said reception of molten glass to form rigid glassware from said

molten glass, said controller being receptive of machine cycle

signals indicative of advancement in said machine cycle,

said controller further including stop means, responsive to a

stop signal, for halting said timed sequence of element

operation;

the improvement wherein said controller includes machine

cycle monitoring means, responsive to said machine cycle

signals, for generating said stop signal if the machine cycle

speed drops below a predetermined threshold.

1. In an electronic controller for a glassware forming ma-

chine, said machine being periodically receptive of molten

glass and including a plurality of separately movable elements,

said controller selectively effecting movement of said elements

in timed relation to form rigid glassware from said molten

glass, said controller including a primary power supply to

develop electrical power signals of a predetermined voluge

for said controller, said controller further including means,

responsive to stop signals applied thereto, for halting the oper-

ation of said machine in a manner such that removal of molten

glass from said elements is faciliuted; the improvement

wherein said controller further includes:

a battery;

means for selectively connecting said battery to provide said

power signals to said controller in the event that the pri-

mary power supply fails to provide such power signals;

and

means for sensing the condition of said battery and for gen-

erating a stop signal in the event that said battepr provides

said power signals for more than a predetermined length

of time.

6. In a glassware forming machine having at least one section

of the type selectively receptive of molten glass and including

a plurality of respective separately movable elements, said

machine including control means for controllably effecting

movement of said elements in timed relation to form rigid

glassware from molten glass, said control means includmg

electronic components responsive to power signals of prede-

termined voluge from a primary power supply;

programmed stop means, responsive to a programmed stop

signal, for stopping receipt of sakl molten glass and effect-

ing a predetermined programmed stop sequence of ele-

ment movements, whereby operation of the section is

4,478,630

BOTTOM PLATE RETAINER

Scott M. Lambert Enfield, Conn., assignor to Erahart Indot-

tries, Inc Farmington, Conn.

FUed Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472,299

lot a' C03B 9/00

VS.a 65-242 f C>«»"

4. A bottom plate assembly of a glassware forming machine

including at least one retainer comprising an elongated mount-

ing block having grooves in itt side portion in the direction of

elongation, a first slot in said mounting block opening from the

top and extending parallel to said grooves, a second slot ex-

tending transversely to said first slot a leaf spring mounted in

said first slot a dowel member positioned in said second slot

and attached to said leaf spring, said bottom plate being

mounted on said retainer and including upering tongue por-

tions engaged in said grooves in said mounting block, a cross

slot through said xxptraig tongue positions of lesser wkJth than

the diameter of said dowel member, said leaf spring urging sakl

dowel member against said Upering tongues and partially into

said cross slot
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4^78,01
GLASS FEEDER HEAT BAFFLE

EoitMc H. Mimfbrd, Ottawa Lake, Mlch^ anigaor to Owens-
niiaoii, lae^ Toledo, OUo

Filed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,C76
Int a^ C03B 7/08

VS. a. 6S-327 ( Claims

4,478,633
METHOD FOR PROCESSING WASTES RESULTING
FROM PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHORUS, NAMELY.

SUME AND OFF^ASSES, WITH UTILIZATION OFTHE
RESULTANT PRODUCT1S

Vastty B. Ckeniogoraiko, oUtsa Eaheaa Potie, 11 kr. 86, Kie?;
TIeubai M. AlzhanoY, Poltoratskaya, 18a, kr. 4, Chinkeat;
Kima A. Lynchak, uUtsa Kannasskaya, 4, k?. 55; Simon V.
Muchnik, YanwIaTOf ?al, 17, kr. 12, both of Kier, Efgeny S.
IshkhanoT, uUtsa Dzhangildiaa, 8, kv. 22; Vladimir Y. Ser*
gienko, uUtsa Cagarina, 84, both of Chimkent; Vladimir G.
Sapian, ulitsa Dekabristo?, 37, k?. 30, VasilkoT Kievskoi
oblasti; Vladimir M. Koverya, ulitsa Bocharova, 8b, kr. 114,
Zaporozhie; Mendel E. Pobortse?, ulitsa Vedopyano^a, 7, k?.
1, Chimkent; Evgeny A. MarkoTsky, ulitsa Sewashko, 21, k?.
58, Kiev; Valentina V. Dmitrenko, ulitsa 40 let So?etskoi
Ukrainy, 2, kv. 180, Zaporozhie; Vladimir L Bykov, ulitsa
Zaitsera, 22, kv. 83, Leningrad; Alexandr D. Kipchakmv,
uUtsa Uritskogo, 186, k?. 33, and Alexandr N. VopUo?, ulitsa
Uritskogo, 210, kr. 34, both of Chimkent, aU of U.S.SJt

Division of Ser. No. 275,855, Jnn. 22, 1981, Pat No. 4,357,161.
which is a division of Ser. No. 109,297, Jan. 3, 1980, Pat No.
4,302,249, which is a division of Ser. No. 898,973, Apr. 21, 1978,
Pat No. 4,192,853. This appUcation Jun. 15, 1982, Ser. No.

389,271

Int aj C05B 11/04
VS. a. 71—37

I rtfin

1. An unproved glass feeder including a feeder bowl having
a cylindrical tube extending vertically downward into the
feeder bowl with means to support the tube for rotation about
itt vertical axis, a row of plungers extending vertically down-
ward into the feeder bowl and positioned inside said tube for
controlling the flow of glass from orifices in the bottom of the
bowl, the improvement therein including a pair of heat baffles
extending downward into the tube at either side of the row of
plungers and occupying a sufficient portion of the space there-
between, to act as a barrier against the movement of heat up
through the space between the tube and plungers. ^^r'^ra

4^78,632
PROCESS FOR MAKING GRANULES CONTAINING

UREA AS THE MAIN COMPONENT
WUIy H. P. Van HUfte, Assenede, and Luc A. Vanmarcke,
KaprUke-Lembeke, both of Belgium, assignors to Compagnie
Ncerhmdaise de I'Azote (Soci'ete' Anonyme), Belgium

FUed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,656
Claims priority, appUcation Netherlands, Jul. 3, 1981.

8103205

Int a.3 O05G 3/OQ; C05C 9/00
VS.a 71-29 2 Chdms

1. In a process for making granules containing urea as the
main component by spraying as aqueous urea solution having
a urea concentration of 85-98% by weight, to which solution
is added a crystallization retarder for the urea, said solution
optionally other fertilizers including ammonium sulphate,
ammonium dihydrogen phophate, and diammonium hydrogen
phosphate, in solution or suspension, in the form of fine drop-
lets having an average diameter between 20 and 120 microns,
into a fluidized bed of urea particles at a temperature at which
the water from the solution or suspension sprayed onto the
particles is evaporated and the urea or fertilizer material con-
taining urea as the main component solidifies on the particles to
form granules having a desired size, the improvement compris-
ing using as the crystallization retarder a member selected from
the group consisting of magnesium hydroxide, an inorganic
magnesium salt or a mixture thereof, wherein said magnesium
hydroxide, inorganic salt or mixture thereof is added to the
solution or suspension in an amount equivalent to at least 0. 1 to
about 1.0% by weight of MgO calculated on the urea in said
solution or suspension.

1. A method for utilization of a liquid product containing
phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid and copper sulphate prepared
from the slime and off-gases of the production of phosphorous
by the treatment thereof with an aqueous solution of cuprous
sulphate of 30-50% concentration in the case of treatment of
slime and 15-20% concentration in the case of treatment of
ofT-gases, followed by separation of the resulting solid product
containing mainly copper phosphide, chlorides and fluorides of
alkali metals and silicon and silicate of calcium and aluminium
from the liquid product containing sulphuric acid, phosphoric
acid and copper sulphate, which comprises mixing said liquid
product with Cottrell dust containing P2O5, K2O and phos-
phorus fines and phosphorite flour, thereby obtaining a cop-
per-containing potassium phosphorus fertilizer.

4,478,634

HETEROCYCLIC AMIDES OF
PHENOXYPHENOXYALKANOIC ACIDS

Takeo Hokama, Chicago, U., assignor to Velsicol Chemical
Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 376,097, May 7, 1982, Pat No. 4,402,729.
This appiicatfon Jul. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 510,008

Int a.3 AOIN 43/00; C07D 317/10
VS.a 71-88 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:
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(D

R' O R*

(—o-o—Q"'*°^

I II I /O—CH—C—N—CH2—

(

(CH2),

oJ

wherein X is halogen or trifluoromethyl; Y is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, halogen, nitro and cyano; R' is

alkyl; R^ is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

alkyl, alkenyl and alkynyl; and R^ is selected from the group
consisting of alkyl and halogen; m is an integer from to 3; and

n is the integer 1.

Rs is hydrogen or Ci-C4alkyl,

R9 is an —O—Ri3 or —NR|4R]s group,

Rl3 is Ci-C4alkyl which is unsutntituted or substituted by 1

to 3 halogen atoms, or is phenyl or benzyl,

R18 is hydrogen, Ci-Csalkyl or Ct-Csalkoxy, and
m is 0, 1 or 2,

and R4 has the same meaning as Rj; Rs has the same meaning
as Ri; Rio, Ru, Ruand R2ohave each the same meaning as R7;

and Ri2> RiSi Rl6> Ri7 and R21 have each the same meuiing as

Rst or a salt thereof.

4,478,635

N-ARYLSULFONYL-N'-PYRIMIDINYLUREAS
Willy Meyer, Riehea; Karl Gass, Magden; Werner TBpfl, Dor-

aaidi; Rolf Schnrter, Binaiagnu, all of Switieriand, and Georg
PIssiotas, LBrraeh, Fed. Rep. of Gonany, assignors to Ciba-

Gdgy Corporatkm, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3, 1963, Ser. No. 455,175

Claims priority, application Switzoiand, Jan. 11, 1982,

124/82

Int a^ O07D 239/69; AOIN 43/54

VS. CL 71—92 25 Claims

1. An N-arylsulfonyl-N'-pyrimidinyl urea of the general

formula!

Z
N A

X-SO2—NH—C-N-^
R|S

OCHF2

<t.

4,478,636

HERBICIDAL COMPOSITIONS OF EXTENDED SOIL
LIFE

Daniel L. Hyak, Austin, Tea., assignor to Staaffer Cliemical

(iompany, Westport Conn.

Continaatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 383,649, Jo. 1, 1982,

abandoned, which is a coatinaation of Ser. No. 255,516, Ajir. 20,

1981, abandoned. This application Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No.

472,456

lat a^ AOIN 25/22
VS.a 71—100 9 aatas

1. An herbicidal composition ofextended soil life comprising

(a) an herbicidally effective amount of a thiocarbamate

having the formula

O R2
H /

R'—S—C—

N

\

(D

R'

in which R>, R^, and R^ are independendy C2-C4 alkyl;

and

(b) an amount of an N-methyl thiocarbamylethyl-N'-methyl-

carbamate sufficient to extend the soil Ufe of said thiocar-

bamate, said thiocarbamylethylcarbamate having the for-

mula

wherein

X is a radical of the formula
« If

CH3NHCSCH2CH2OCNHCH3.

or

Y is Ci-^3alkyl, Ci-Cshaloalkyl, Ci-Csalkoxy, C1-C3.

haloalkoxy, Q-Caalkoxyalkyl, Ci-Caalkylthio, halogen

or —NR16R17,

Z is oxygen or sulfur,

Rl is hydrogen, halogen, cyano, nitro, Ci-C4haloalkyl,

Ci-C4alkyl. Ci-C4alkoxy, —CO—R^, —NR7R8, —S(0)-

m—Ci-C4alkyl or —S02R9i
R2 is hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, nitro, trifluoro-

methyl, —NR2oR2i> methyl, ethyl, methoxy, ethoxy or

-.S(0)mZ-Ci-C4alkyl,

R3 is hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, amino, nitro or

methoxy,

R6 is hydrogen, Ci-C4alkyl, Cs-Csalkenyloxy, Cs-Csalk-

ynyloxy, Ci-C4ha]oalkyl, Ci-Csalkylthio, phenoxy, ben-

zyloxy, —NRioRii or Ci-Csalkoxy which is unsubsti-

tuted or substituted by 1 to 3 halogen atoms or Ci-Csalk-

oxy,

R7 is hydrogen, methoxy, ethoxy, Ci-C4alkyl or

—CO—R12.

4,478,637

THERMAL REDUCTION PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION
OF MAGNESIUM

Roy A. Christini, Colville, Wash^ Rolf RoUes, New Keuiagloa;

Keueth A. Bowman, Leechbarg, both of Pt., and Marlya D.

Ballain, Colville, Wash^ assignors to Alandnnm Compaay of

Amoica, Pittsbor^ Pa.

Filed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,743

Int a^ C22B 26/20

VS.a 75-67 R 32 Claims

1. A process for the recovery of magnesium having low

silicon contamination from magnesium oxide containing ore by
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reduction of said oxide utilizing a mixture of reducing agents,

the process occurring in a system having a reaction zone and a

condensation zone, the process comprising the steps of:

(a) contacting a slag in said reaction zone at a temperature

between 1300* and 1700* C. and at a pressure below 2S0
torr with the reducing mixture containing ferrosilicon and
at least 23 wt. % aluminum, the reducing agent contacting

the slag to produce magnesium vapor, a portion of said

ferrosilicon and aluminum being oxidized;

G>) maintaining the composition of the slag to contain from

1 to 8 wt. % MgO. at least 9 wt. % AI2O3 and have a

CaO/SiCh weight ratio no less than that defined by the

formula 2.1+0.03 (wt % A1203-9), said slag further

having the ability to decrepitate upon cooling; and
(c) removing the magnesium v^wr from the reaction zone to

the condensation zone for purposes of condensing the

magnesium.

4*478,638

HOMOGENOUS ALLOY POWDER
Momjr S. Smith, Jr^ Clndmiati; Roger J. Peridns, Evendale;

Robwt E. FVyxell, and WOUaffl R. Yoang, both of Ondnnati,
0 of Ohio, anlgBon to General Electric Conpaay, Cindn-
iiati,OUo

Contlaiiatlon-iii'part of Scr. No. 383,077, May 28, 1982,

bandoBed. This appUcatioB Sep. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 536,233

iML ai B23P 6/04: B23K 1/04: B22F 7/02

VS.a 75-285 3 Claims

f ».
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1. A mixture of a Ni base superalloy first powder and a Ni
superalloy second powder, the combination defining a

homogenous powder system;

the first powder characterized by superior hot corrosion

resistance along wfth good oxidation resistance and me-
chanical properties, and the substantial absence ofmelting

point depressant elements selected from the group consist-

ing of Si and B in amounts greater than 1 wt % Si and O.OS

wt%B;
the first powder consisting essentially of, by weight,

0.01-0.29b C, 16-23% Cr, 2-10% Mo, lS-21% Fe. up to

6% of the sum ofCb and Ta, up to 2% Ti, less than 2% Al,

less than 3% Co, up to 2% W, with the balance Ni and

incidental impurities; and

the second powder having a composition which includes all

of the elements of the first powder each, except for ele-

ments selected from the group consisting of Si and B,

within the respective percentage range of that of the first

powder, the second powder consisting essentially of, by
weight, 0.01-0.2% C, 16-23% Cr, 2-10% Mo, 15-21%
Fe, up to 6% of the sum of Cb and Ta, up to 2% Ti. less

than 2% Al, less than 3% Co, up to 2% W, O.S « S% B, up
to 6% Si, with the balance Ni and incidental impurities,

and having a melting temperature lower than that of the

first powder,

the mixture consisting essentially of, by weight, 30-70% of

the firt powder and 30-70% of the second powder.

4,478,639

METHOD FOR STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Edgar C. Sflrith, Long Island aty, and James B. CampbcU, New

York, both <rf N.Yn assignors to Three Dimensional Pbotogra*

phy CorporattoB, Yookera, N.Y.

Filed Dec 27, 1977, Scr. No. 864,748

Int a.2 G03C 9/00
VJS. CL 430—9 a Claims

1. A method for processing a plurality of film frames in

excess of two for use in sterogram each frame having an image
of the same subject, comprising the steps of

establishing a stereo base by measuring the center to center

distance between identical points in a selected pair of the

film frame images, and
marking each film frame or image with a marie according to

the stereo base by dividing the stereo base by the number
of the {durality of film fiame images minus one in order to

determine the location of the mark.

4,478,640

WELL TREATING PROCESS AND COMPOSITION
Ann C. Holland, Casper, Wyo., assignor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 461,423, Jan. 27, 1983,. This appUcation

Mar. 12, 1984, Ser. No. 588,251

Int a.3 C04B 7/353

U.S. CL 106—76 18 daims
1. An aqueous hydraulic cement slurry adapted for emplace-

ment in subterranean formations and being relatively light in

weight which comprises a hydraulic cement and, based on 100

parts by weight of said cement:

A. about ISO to about 2S0 parts water;

B. about 10 to about IS parts sodium bentonite;

C. about 0.S to about l.S part sodium metasilicate;

D. about 0.S to about l.S part of a hydroxyethyl cellulose.

4,478,641

EMBEDDING MATERIAL USEFUL IN PREPARING
GLASS-CERAMIC PRODUCTS

Peter J. Adair, Boaton, Maaa^ Michael P. Hobcznk; PanI I.

KingriNiry, both of Ebnira, N.Y., and John W. NelsoB,

Painted Post, N.Y., assignors to Coming Gla» Worits, Cor-

ning, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,168

Int a^ C04B n/00 .

VS. CL 106—110 2 Clains

1. An embedment material for use with glass castings which
are subsequendy heat treated to convert the glass into a glass-

ceramic, said glass casting consisting essentially, expressed in

terms of weight percent on the oxide basis, of

0-2

0-7

4-9

and said glass-ceramic exhibiting a coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion of about 70-90X 10~VC, said embedment material,

expnsaed in terms of weight percent, consisting essentially of

5-30% plaster of Paris and 70-93% leuctte, or consisting essen-

tially of45-60% AI2O3, 2S-3S% cristobalite. 3-20% plaster of

Paris, and 0-15% leucite, which nuterial dispbiys resistance to

thermal deformation at a temperature between about

K20 10-18 AljO
MgO 14-19 Zf02
SKh 55-65 F
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10SO*-11SO* C demonstrates a coefficient of thermal expan-

sion equal to or not more than 40x 10~VC. uniu greater than

that exhibited by said glass-oeramic, is subject to an fanversion

at a temperature below about 775*-82S* C. acctmipanied with

a change in volume ofgreater magnitude than that exhibited by

•ll'-COIISTITueNTS

r-
TtCMNM.

CONTMikCTiaN
OP LCUCITE

said glass casting resulting from the thermal expansion thereof,

and is inert to said glass and glass-ceramic, whereby the shrink-

age customarily experienced during the densification of said

casting as the glass is converted into a glass-ceramic is mini-

mized and a sound glass-ceramic article of tight dtanensional

tolerances is produMd.

?
CH3(CH2)x+3-CH-(CH2)j,-COH

COH
H
o

sad

?
CHBCH

CH3(CH2),-CH HC-(CH2)y-C0H

CH—CH

12, at least one Z is a carboxylic add group and any remaining

Z is hydrogen, and water to make up 100% by weight the

emulsion having a pH in the range of from 2 to 12.

BASE COMPOSITION COMPRISmC AN nUUDUTED
ORGANIC nGMENT

ToifUde Knwahara, HabOdao; MItM Kfbekn, Kiim; ScWro
Ito, Ikona; TttnUko Bnra, Kwt, and Sboji Ikcda, Hlrakirta,

all of Jivaa, aadgBors to Gakko Hojhi Kiidd Datgikn ni
NippoB Paint Co^ Ltd^ both of Onka, Japan

FiM Jvt 9, 1989, Scr. No. 502.686

dafau priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jut 11, 1982, 87>10102l

lot a^ O09D 7/J4

VS.a 106-288 Q 10 ChdoH
1. A pigment-containing base composition comprising at

least one organic pigment irradiated with low-temperature

plasma and at least one polar solid or liquid vehicle, said pig-

ment having been irradiated with said plasma before adding

said vehicle.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR HYDROLYZING
CELLULOSE MATERUL

Pierre Bcrger, Saiat-Eticaw, and Maoricc Gclva, Le Creaaot,

both of France, asalgnon to Crcaao(«Loirc Paris, France

FUcd Apr. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 486,163

Claims priority, appUcsttoa Fnmcc, Apr. 15, 1982, 82 06473

Int a^ aSK J/00

VS. a. 127—1 14 Claims

4,478,642

AMPHOTERICS AS EMULSIFIERS FOR BITUMINOUS
EMULSIONS

Petv Schilllag, aid Haas G. Sdvcndcn, both of Charlcvton,

S.Cn anigiion to Wcstraeo Corporatloii, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jot 20, 1983, Ser. No. 505,714

Int a^ O08L 95/00

VS.a 106-277 29 Claims

1. A bituminous emulsion comprising from about 30% to

about 80% by weight of bitumen, from about 0.1% to about

10% by weight of an amphoteric emulsifier selected from the

group consisting of reaction products of nitrogen-containing

intermediates with compounds selected from the group con-

sisting of formaldehyde and sodium sulfite or bisulfite, chlo-

roalkane sulfonic acid salts, y-propane sultone, chloromethane

phosphonic acid, acrylic acid, fiimaric acid, maleic acid and

chloroalkanoic acids, wherein the nitrogen'Containing inter-

mediates are selected from the group consisting of amphoteric

reaction products of polyamines reacted with sulfonated car-

boxylic acids and amphoteric reaction products of polyamines

reacted with polycarboxylic acids corresponding to the formu-

lae

wherein X and y are integers from 3 to 9, X and y together equal

1. Process for hydrolysing cellulose material by passing the

latter into an hydrolysis extruder comprising at least two paral-

lel screws rotated within a sleeve in which the material intro-

duced in the moist condition and transported by the screws

between an inlet orifice and an outlet orifice placed at the two

ends, respectively upstream and downstream of the sleeve, is

mslsKatfd and heated until it reaches a temperature above 200*

C. in the downstream part of the hydrolysis extruder where it

is contacted with an acid solution, and progressively com-

pressed, the outlet orifice being provided with a control device

for the evacuation of the hydrolysed material and which can

maintain at the outlet of the hydrolysis extruder a pressure

higher than the saturated vapour pressure of the liquid phase of

the hydrolysed material at the temperature reached in the

downstream part said process comprising effecting in the

control device for evacuating the material, a separation of the

liquid phase and of the solid phase of the hydrolysed material

with maintenance of the ouUet pressure, by using for this

purpose an output extruder comprising two screws whose axes

are perpendicular to that of the hydrolysis extruder and routed

within a sleeve into the central part of which the hydrolysed

material coming from the hydrolysis extruder discharges and

in which a pressure is maintainnl higher than the saturated

vapour pressure of the liquid phase by regulating the extrusion

characteristics to form, at the downstream end of the output

extruder, a plug of compressed material fluid-tight at said

pressure, the latter being regulated by means of a pressure

reducing valve controlling the removal of the concentrated

liquid phase in the upstream part of the output extruder and in

which the glucose formed by hydrolysis is dissolved.
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M7>,645
PROCESS FOR THE PURinCATION OF SUGAR

SYRUPS
Gdr V. GodoMOB, Atlanta, Ga^ avigiior to The Coca-Cola

Coovaay, Atlaati, Ga.

DiTiaioB of Ser. No. 305,307, Sep. 24, 1901, Pat No. 4,382,823.

This applkatkM Apr. 21, 1M3, Scr. No. 470,118

The porttoB of the t«rn of this pateat nbieqoeat to May 10,

2000, ha> bcea diaelaiaied.

lat a.3 C13D 3/00, 3/02
MS. CI. 127—57 19 Oaims

1. A process for purifying sugar syrup, which comprises:

(a) combining an impure sugar syrup of about SO' to about
63* Brix with a flocculating agent selected from lime in

combination with a phosphate ion source, or lime in com-
bination with aluminum sulfate, to form a primary floe in

the syrup, wherein the amount of agent added forms an
amount of primary floe sufficient to remove a substantial

quantity of impurities from the syrup and adjusts the pH of
the syrup to about 6 to 8, and wherein the syrup is main-

tained at a temperature of from a temperature sufTicient

for floe formation up to about 90* C;
(b) removing an aliquot from the syrup before or after the

syrup is combined with the flocculating agent in step (a),

the aliquot being from about i% to about 1S% by volume
of the syrup;

(c) diluting the aliquot with an amount of water sufficient to

adjust the Brix of the aliquot to about 33* to 43* and form
a diluted aliquot;

(d) aerating the diluted aliquot to form a super-aerated ali-

quot, wherein the diluted aliquot is maintained at a tem-

perature of from about 23* C. up to about 90* C;
(e) dispersing in the syrup by substantially non-turbulent

agitation for up to about 180 seconds, an amount of0.03%
to 0.3% aqueous polyacrylamide electrolyte solution;

(0 adding the super-aerated aliquot to the syrup and mixing
to form an aerated syrup with a secondary flotation floe;

(g) allowing the secondary floe to float and form a floating

scum and a substantially purified sugar syrup; and
(h) separating the scum and the purified syrup.

4,478,646

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CLEANING A
FLUIDIZED BED GAS DISTRIBUTOR

Maaayoahi Kawata, Ballstoa Lake, taA Stanley P. Urbaetis,

McchanicTUle, both of N.Y., aaaiffion to Gcoeral Electric

CoBpany, Scheaectady, N.Y.

CootiBnatioB.iB<^art of Ser. No. 280,764, Jul. 6, 1981,

abaodooed. This applicatioB Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 388,562

iBt CL3 BOOB 7/00

U.S. CL 134—7 9 Claims

7. A method of cleaning a fluidized bed gas distributor hav-
ing gas passages therethrough for fluidizing a material, com-
prising:

supplying a particulate cleaning medium of particle size

smaller than said gas passages, wherein said cleaning

medium comprises the same substance as said material;

imparting motion to said cleaning medium, while fluidizing

said material, such that at least a portion of said cleaning

medium contacts said gas distributor firom the gas input

side thereof with a velocity sufficient to remove at least a
portion of any matter adhering to a surface of said gas
distributor;

permitting at least a portion of said cleaning medium to pass

through said passages; and

replenishing from said material said cleaning medium which
passes through said passages.

4^78,647
PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF SPENT PICKLING

PASTE
Josef Rones; Siegfried MoUer, both of Fraakflnt an Maia, aad

Kart Moesaer, Offenbach am Main, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcr*
many, assignors to Parker Choaical Company, Madison
Heights, Mich.

Filed Aag. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 524,503

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Aug. 18,

1982,3230603

Int a^ C23G 1/36
U.S. CL 134—13 11 Claims

1. A process for treating spent fluoride^ontaining pickling

paste on a metal surface which comprises applying to said

spent pickling paste on said metal surface an aqueous treating

paste composition which comprises calcium carbonate having

a particle size not in excess of about 3 microns and an alkali

metal bicarbonate, which composition has a pH which is not in

excess ofabout 9.3, and maintaining said aqueous treating paste

composition in contact with the spent pickling paste for a

period sufficient to effect the reaction of th&fluoride ions in the

pickling paste with the calcium ions in the aqueous treating

paste.

4,478,648

METHOD OF PRODUCING PROTECTIVE OXIDE
LAYERS

Hans Zeilinger, PnchheinM August Mnhlratier, Gilching, and
Bruno Stenunler, Karlafdd, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to MAN MascUnenfabrik Angrimrg-Nnmberg AG,
Munich, Fed. Rep. nX Gennany

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,770

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 23,

1982, 3215314

Int a^ C23F 7/02

MS. CL 148—6

J

9 Claiais

1. A method of producing a protective oxide layer on an

object made of a titanium alloy, comprising the steps of:

pretreating the surface of the object,

thereafter oxidizing the surface of the object by heating it at

a temperature in the range between about 300* and 900* C.

in the presence of a gaseous mixture including an oxidizing

agent, selected from the group consisting of water vapor

and carbon dioxide, mixed with an inert carrier gas, the

oxidizing being carried out without reducing the pressure

of the gaseous mixture below atmospheric, and

adjusting the oxidation potential of the oxidizing agent so as

to selectively oxidize only the titanium constituent of the

alloy to form the low valence oxide TijOs.
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4,478,649

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A COLD-ROLLED STEEL
SHEET HAVING EXCELLENT FORMABIUTY

Oaann AUaae; Sciryo Hatae; HiroaU ToU, aU of HinMdi; Kichi

Nakazawa, Tokai, and Atsnhiro Wakako, Tokyo, aU of Jqian,

asrignon to Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
FUcd Feb. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 464,067

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 9, 1982, 57-18188

Int a.3 C21D 8/04
MS. CL 148—U C 7 OaiaH

COOLING TO ROOM
TEMPERATURE AND
REHEATING

4,478,651

PROTECnVE FILM ON CU-SN ALLOYS
Andrew J. Brock, Cheshire, and Frank N. Mandigo, Northford,

both of Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New HaTcn,

Conn.

Dirision of Ser. No. 446,758, Dae 3, 1962, Pat No. 4,443,274.

nils applicatioB Oct 3, 1983, Ser. No. 538,252

Int CL' B32B lS/04

MS. CL 148—31

J

6 Clainia

TOO 800 900

COILING TEMPERftTURE CC)

1. A method for producing a cold-rolled steel sheet having

excellent formability, comprising the steps of:

continuously casting a steel containing 0.003% or less of

carbon, from 0.01 to 0.10% of acid-soluble aluminum, and

0.006% or less of nitrogen, the amount of said aluminum

being sufficient to suppress aging due to nitrogen at the

coiling temperature defined below, the balance of the steel

consisting essentially of iron and unavoidable impurities;

hot-rolling the resultant continuously cast slab, with the

proviso that the temperature of the continuously cast slab

is maintained above the Ara point until the slab is hot-

roUed;

coiling the resultant hot-rolled steel strip at a temperature of

at least 780* C;
cold-rolling the hot-rolled steel strip; and

continuously annealing the cold-roUed steel strip.

1. A copper-tin alloy having improved tarnish resistance,

said alloy comprising:

a substantially continuous, thermally produced layer of

tin-phosphorous-oxide on at least one surface of said alloy.

4,478,652

CLASS D SUCKER RODS
Robert T. Woodings, 134 South Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238

Filed JuL 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,702

Int CL^ C22C 38/04

MS.a 148—36 2 Claims

4,478,650

WATER SOLUBLE FLUX
Frank M. Zado, Lawrence Township, Mercer County, NJ.,

assignor to ATAT Technologies, Inc^ New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 19, 1983, Ser. No. 543,649

Int a.3 B23K 35/34

MS. a. 148—23 21 Claims

1. A rosin free water soluble flux comprising a high molecu-

lar weight polyalkylene glycol amine activator, a water soluble

acid activator in an amount which essentially neutralizes the

amine and a solvent mixture.

ifbi>s-i.cn

V0.07-0.B*

1. As an article of manufacture, a sucker rod meeting API
Class D specifications, said sucker rod being in the as-forged

and as-normalized condition and made of steel consisting es-

sentially of:

0.34 to 0.44 percent carbon,

1.33 to 1.63 percent manganese,

up to 0.04 percent phosphorus,

up to 0.03 percent sulfur,
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0.15 to 0.30 percent silicon,

0.07 to 0.1S percent vanadium,

iron and incidential impurities.

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING^UilN-ORIENTED
SILICON STEEL

Martta F. Littnano, Mlddlctowa, Ohio, anlgDor to Armco lac^

MMdlctown, Ohio

FOad Mar. 10, IMS, Scr. No. 473,778

lot a^ HOIF 1/04

VS.a I4S—111 11 Clalos

1. A process for producing cold reduced silicon steel strip

and sheet of less than 0.30 mm thickness having the cube<on-

edge orientation, consisting the steps of providing a slab of
silicon steel containing about 3% to about 3.3% silicon, heat-

ing the slab to a temperature of about 1300* to 1400* C, hot

rolling to hot band thickness, removing hot mill scale, cold

rolling to an intermediate thickness without annealing said hot

band, subjecting the cold rolled intermediate thickness mate-

rial to an intermediate anneal at a temperature of 1010* to about

1 100* C. with a total time of heating and soaking of less than

about 180 seconds, cold rolling to a final thickness of less than

0.30 mm, decarburizing, coating the decarburized strip with an

annealing separator, and subjecting the coated strip to a final

anneal under reducing conditions at a temperature of about

11 SO* to 12S0* C. to effect secondary recryvtallization.

M7t,6M
AMORPHOUS SaiCON CARBIDE METHOD

Shak-Ckog Can, Haailtoa Townihlp, Mercer Cooaty,

Vikrai L. Dalai, Lmvr«M«vllk, botk of NJ., aaaigM
ChroMV CorporatkNit PriMetOB* NJ.

FIM Ja^ 7, 1M2, Sar. No. 337,628

lat a) HOIL 27/205

MS,a 14»-174 13 ClaiM

to

100«

rwui Mf o« Non

oungi nut

till—uci « nil

ine » naenoa CHmn

nratmcum aKuaon
vm «i vtia MBwana

•aeasDCTai canion

1. The method of preparing an amorphous semiconducting

alloy of a semiconductor element, carbon, and hydrogen,
which comprises pyrolytically decomposing a gaseous mixture

ofone or more polysemiconductanes and one or more carbanes

exerting a partial pressure in the range above about 1 Torr and
below about I atmosphere.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said mixture includes one
or more dopants.

4«47S,C55

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICE

YoaUhMa Nagdnibo, KawaaaU, uA HiroaU Moooae, Yoko-
both of Japan, aarignon to Tokyo Shlbaora Denki

^J•pa
FOad Sep. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 434,311

ipplktttai Jipam Dee. 10, IMl, 56-198862

Iirt.a3H81L 27/20

US.a 148-17S 20 Cbdns
1. A method for manufacturing a semiconductor device,

comprising the steps of:

forming a SiOj film on a semiooodactor layer,

laying down a first mask pattern on said SiOi fihn;

using said first mask pattern, ion-implanting in said semicon-

ductor layer an impurity of the conductivity type opposite

to that of said semiconductor layer to form an ion injec-

tion layer of a conductivity type opposite to that of said

semiconductor layer buried in said semiconductor layer;

forming a thin layer on at least the side surfiices of said first

mask pattern;

selectively forming a second mask pattern on the portion of

said SiOj film located between, and abutting, portions of

said thin layer formed on said side surfaces of said first

mask pattern, the material of said thin layer being different

from the materials of said first and second mask patterns;

selectively etching said portions of said thin layer formed on
at least said side surfaces of said first mask pattern and said

Si02 film under said latter portions and lying between said

first and second mask patterns to expose said semiconduc-

tor layer;

<22 <23 422 <23 «3

139 <32< <«4 139 <39 4M (Sis

selectively etching the exposed portion of said semiconduc-

tor layer to form a trench substantially surrounding the

implanted ions;

forming an element isolation region by burying an insulating

material in said trench;

annealing said semiconductor layer to diffuse said impurity

from said ion injection layer and thereby forming a well

region of a conductivity type opposite to that of said

semiconductor layer self-aligned with, and having a depth

smaller than the depth of, said element isolation region in

that portion of said semiconductor layer isolated by said

element region;

forming an electronic element on said well region; and

wiring said element for connection.

4,478,656

URETHANE COMPOUNDS AND CMDB PROPELLANT5
STABILIZED THEREWTTH

Janea D. Gibaoa, Comberland, Md., aaaignor to Hercules locor*

porated, Wilmingtoa, Dd.
FOed No?. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 413,401

iBt a3 C06B 45/10

U.S. CL 149—19.4 13 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

i-C-NH-R'o
wherein

R is selected from the group consisting of

(a)-OCH3and
(b) radicals of the formula

-0-C-NH-R'
II

O

R' is selected from the group coniisting ofC| to Cislkyl and

I?
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O'
against at least a portion of said seam, a frangible edible label

adapted to cover said seam at the point of intersection there-

and R" is selected from the group consisting of —OCH3,
-CH3, CI and H;

and when R is —OCH3, R' is

-r>0CH3.

4^78,657
METHOD FOR STRENGTHENING DUCT CORES

Cliflbrd A. Schroeder, Wesdake, and Ralph L. Fogg, Chats-

worth, both of Califn assignors to C. A. Schroeder, Inc., San
Fernando, Calif.

FOed Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 456,336

Int a.3 B65H 81/OOt F16L 77/77

U.S.a 156—64 8 aaims

r*
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1. A method of simultaneously testing and strengthening a

flexible duct core of a wire coil helically wrapped with a

flexible material comprising:

positioning said flexible duct core in an elongated tray;

engaging the sides of said flexible duct core with at least two
arms having resilient wipers;

pulling said flexible duct core through said resilient wipers

to stretch and test material bonds;

applying strengthening tape longitudinally to the surface of

said flexible duct core as it passes between said wipers;

whereby said wipers press said tape securely to the sides of

said flexible duct core as it is stretched and tested in said

tray.

4,478,658

METHOD FOR SEALING NON-ENTERIC CAPSULES
FHta Wittwcr, LapalMgeu, Switierlaad, aarignor to Warner*

LuAart Coa^any, Morris Ptaina, NJ.
Flkd Dec. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 451,573

Int a' B29C 27/70

U.S.a 156-69 30 ClaiBS

1. A method for sealing edible non-enteric c^nules compris-

ing telescopically engaged tubular c^Mule halves defining a

junction seam and containing pharmaceutical ingredients, for

the purpose of rendering such capsules tamper-proof and tem-

per-evident, said method comprising adhesively bonding

with and to fracture upon displacement of said capsule halves

with respect to each other.

4,478,659

METHOD OF JOINING SHEETS OF A NON-MAGNETIC
MATERIAL TOGETHER

Alediea R. M. Hall, 22 Parte Rd., Bordeaux, Raadbnrg, Trans-

?aal, Soath Afirka

FUed No?. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 442,252

Gains priority, appUcatioB Soath Africa, Nov. 24, 1981,

81/8148

lat a^ B29C 27/08: B30B 75/ia i7/20
U.S. CL 156—73.1 17 Claims

1. A method of joining two sheeu of a non-magnetic mate-

rial together along a join line comprises the steps of:

(a) locating the sheeflt in a zone between a magnet and a

body which is attracted by the magnet to bring the sheeu

together;

(b) causing the sheets to be moved through the zone; and

(c) joining the sheets together in the zone or immediately

after the sheets have passed through the zone.

16. Apparatus for use in a method of joining two sheets of a

non-magnetic material together along a join line comprises a

magnet and a body which is attracted by the magnet defining

between them a gap in which the sheets may be located, and

joining means located immediately after the gap for joining the

sheets together.

4,478,660

METHOD OF PLACING A DECORATIVE LAYER ON A
CARRIER PANEL

Joaef Laadler, Wrtft^tahauaen, and Max Mayr, Hart, both of

Fed. Reft, of Geraiany, aaaignors to Alkor GwUM KuostatofT-

?erluMf, Mooich, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuuiy
Filed Feb. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 124,969

ClaiBS priority, appUcatkNi Fed. R9. of Gerany, Mar. 15,

1979, 2910234

fart, a^ B32B 5/18

VS. CL 156—78 25 Clains

1. A method for forming a threcKlimensional laminate com-
prising:

(a) applying a layer of a crosslinkable plastic foam onto a

sheet of fibrous material, so that the foam permeates par-

tially into the surface of the sheet of fibrous material and

a layer of foam remains on the sheet;

(b) drying the foam;

(c) heating a carrier panel sheet containing a thermoplastic

binder to plastify the binder;

(d) marrying the heated carrier panel sheet to the non-foam

coated side of the fibrous sheet; and

(e) pressing the married layers from step (d) between two
three-dimensionally shaped opposing pressing members to
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fonn the desired shaped lamiiute and to at least partially

crosslink the foam as a result of the heat from the pre-

heated carrier panel and embed fibers of said fibrous mate-

rial into the bhider of the carrier panel.

M7S,tf61

METHOD OF MAKING A REINFORCED COLLAPSIBLE
HOSE CONSTRUCnON

Chtflet M. Lewis, Oeala, FfaL, anigBor to Dayco Corporatioa,

Dayton, OUo
DifWM of Ser. No. 245345, Mir. 20, 1961, abudoaed. This

appikatioa Jan. 24^ 1983, Scr. No. 460,205

IM. a' B32B 7/W, 31/20: F1<L 77/70

U.S.a 156-92 ^Claims

4,478,662

HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE CHUCKING
DwHrioM Cnalloa, 89 Unffcne Dr., Lefittowa, N.Y. 11756

CoMUniMUoBofSar. No. 256,587, Apr. 22, 1981,

ma appMcatloa No?. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 442^77
lat CL^ B32B 31/00

UJS.a 156-155 15

1. A process for aflixing a honeycomb structure to a plate in

a manner whereby said structure and said plate may be

chucked and the exposed surface of said honeycomb may be

machined, said process comprising the steps of

applying to the surface of said plate a viscous coating of

honey;

embed<&ig one surface of said honeycomb in said viscous

honey coating to leave the opposite honeycomb surface

exposed for machining; and

T^WtWTIWT-

heating said honeycomb, said plate and said honey coating to

cure said coating to more tightly secure said honeycomb
to said surface.

1. In a continuous method of making a collapsible reinforced

hose construction comprising the steps of providing a tubular

phntic inner component and providing a reinforcing tubular

fabric cover component, the improvement in said method
wherem said step ofproviding said inner component comprises

providing a pair of substantially rectangular thermoplastic

continuous layers, said step of providing said cover component
comprises providing a pair of substantially rectangular fabric

thermoplastic layers, and said method comprises the further

steps of placing said layers with associated side edges thereof in

aligned reUtion and with said thermoplastic continuous layers

against each other, fixing all of said layers simultaneously

together, said step of fixing including disposing thermoplastic

fiutening means through all of said layers so as to be located at

and in said side edge portions and heat bonding all of said

layers together by fining associated edge portions of said ther-

moplastic continuous layen to each other and to adjoining side

edge portions of said UAmc kyers and simultaneously heat

bonding said thermoplastic fastening means to both sides of

side edge portions of said layers as well as in said layers.

4«478,663

PLASTIC SHEET HAVING HIGH GLOSS AND LOW
COEFnCIENT OF FRICnON AND METHOD FOR

PRODUCING THE SAME
Eileen F. O'SnlUtan, Rochetto*, N.Y., aasigBor to American Can
Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Coatinaatkm of Ser. No. 360,388, Mar. 22, 1982, abandoned.

This appUcatioB Sep. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 537,166

lat CL^ B29D 23/10: B32B 31/11 1/08

VS. a. 15^-203 3 Claims

1. A method of producing a plastic sheet having a surface

with both high gloss and low coefficient of friction characteris-

tics, comprising the steps of:

(a) extruding a thermoplastic material to form a heated

thermoplastic layer;

(b) pressing a surface of the heated, thermoplastic layer

while still in a softened state with a chill roller which is

maintained at a temperature at which it will cool and

harden the surface of the layer to impress the surface

characteristics of the chill roller upon die surface of the

thermoplastic layer, the chill roller having a highly pol-

ished surface interrupted by minute depressions distrib-

uted over the surface of the roller, the depressions having

an average depth of about S microns, a standard deviation

of the depth of less than 3 microns, an average area for

each dq>ression of less than 16,000 square microns, and an

a« erage frequency of depressions over the surface of the

roller of approximately 3,000 per square centimeter, the

depressiOTs being substantially convex and rounded about

the periphery of the depressi(»s, such that the surface of

the thermoplastic layer has prominences formed thereon,

corresponding to the depressions in the chill roller sur-
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Ckc, which are convex and rounded about their peripher-
ies.

4,478,664

ROUND EDGE FORMER
Gilbert N. Elias, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Erans Rotork, Inc.,

Glcndale, Aria.

Division of Ser. No. 318,047, No?. 4, 1981, Pat No. 4,406,729.

This appUcation Jnn. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 505,791

Int CV B29C 17/04
U.S. CI. 156—216 3 Claims

1. A method for laminating a laminate about a 180* rounded
edge of a substrate, said mediod comprising the steps of:

(a) pivoting a guide in one direction about a first pivot axis

to progressively and continuously form the laminate about

a first portion of the rounded edge; and
(b) further pivoting the guide in the same direction about a

second pivot axis to progressively and continuously form
the laminate about a second portion of the roimded edge.

4,478,666

MEMBRANE SWTTCH CONTROL PANEL
ARRANGEMENT AND LABEL ASSEMBLY FOR

LABELING SAME
Ralph Ogdea, 1304 Fisher St, Mnaster, lad. 46321

Division of Scr. No. 317,594, No?. 2, 1981, Pat No. 4,387,127,

which is a division of Ser. No. 148,907, May 12, 1980, Pat No.

4,347,416. This application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,068

Int a? B44C 1/16: B32B 31/00: HOIH 9/00: A61F 13/02

U.S. a. 156—240 2 Gains
1. The method of making a legend sheet for a membrane

switch control panel arrangement of generally quadrilateral

configuration that includes a circuit board having circuitry

integrating a predetermined number of consecutively num-

bered control input and output switches including for each

switch a switch set including a pair of contacts on one side of

the board to be manually closed and a bulb connected for

illununation when the switch is closed and a viewing aperture

in the board, adjacent the set contacts, through which the bulb
is visible when so illuminated, a membrane sheet of flexible

non-metallic material coextensive with and overlying said one
side of the board with one side of same engaging said board
side, said membrane sheet being formed to define first aper-

tures aligned with each switch contact pair respectively and
having secured over each of its said first apertures on the other
side of same a planar electrically conductive switch contact

closing member of film thickness dimensions for manual clos-

ing of aperture exposed switch contacts, said membrane sheet

including second apertures, respectively, aligned with the bulb
viewing aperture of the respective switch sets, said legend
sheet, which is of flexible non-metalUc material and is coexten-

sive with and overlies said other side of membrane sheet with
one side of said legend sheet engaging said other side of said

membrane sheet, with said legend sheet bearing location indi-

cia for the respective switches by corresponding consecutive
number starting at its top and viewing apertures of the respec-

tive switch sets, and a rigid mounting sheet to which said

circuit board is secured with said membrane sheet and said

legend sheet disposed therebetween and with said mounting
sheet being apertured to expose for viewing said legend sheet

location indicia,

with said arrangement including the improvement wherein:
said circuit board switch sets, said membrane sheet first

apertures and switch contact closing members thereof,

said membrane sheet second apertures, and said legend

sheet switch location indicia for the respective switch sets

are arranged in like modular form comprising for each
module one of the switch sets, a membrane sheet first and
second apertures therefor, a membrane sheet contact

4,478,665

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING HIGHLY POROUS,
HIGH STRENGTH PTFE ARTICLES

Daniel E. Hnbis, Elkton, Md., assignor to W. L. Gore A Associ-

ates, Inc., Newark, Del.

Division of Scr. No. 204,509, Nov. 6, 1980, Pat No. 4,385,093.

lUs application Jan. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 459,804

Int a? B29C 17/02: B29D 27/00
U.S. CI. 156—229 29 Claims

1. A process for making a multi-layer article of porous ex-

panded polytetrafluoroethylene comprising:

(a) intimately superimposing on top of one another at least

two layers of unsintered polytetrafluoroethylene contain-

ing a liquid lubricant at a temperature below the crystal-

line melt point of polytetrafluoroethylene;

(b) removing said lubricant from said multi-layer article;

(c) expanding in at least one direction said multi-layer arti-

cle, from which the lubricant has been removed, at a rate

exceeding 10% per second at an elevated temperature

below the crystalline melt point of polytetrafluorethylene.

member for closing the module switch contacts, and leg-

end sheet switch and viewing aperture location indicia for

the module switch set, with the switch set of each module
being oriented such that in the switch set thereof the

contacts and viewing aperture are similarly oriented in

side by side spaced apart relation, and with said modules
being grouped in parallel, spaced apart rows that extend

across the width of said panel arrangement of which each
said row has an equal number of said modules, said rows
being of substantially uniform height and length, and said

modules forming each row being in columnar relation

across the height of said panel arrangement,

said legend sheet defining for each of said rows and in prox-

imity to same an elongate switch identification indicia

receiving zone, with said zones being of substantially

uniform length and height, and being substantially coex-

tensive with the respective rows,

said method comprising:

after the functions of said switches have become identified,

in terms of coordination of switch consecutive number
identification and function indicia for each such switch by
such consecutive switch numbers, when said drcuitry has

been assembled, taking a label assembly that comprises a

release coated label carrier sheet bearing on said coating

thereof a label forming sheet that is segmented to define

individual labels of quadrilateral equal size configuration

columnarly arranged lengthwise of said label assembly

between the ends thereof,

applying to said labels in-field, starting at the top end of said

carrier sheet snd to consecutive of said labels, lengthwise

ofsaid carrier sheet the switch function indicia, in oonsec-
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otive order of such switches, for the re^wctive consecu-

tively numbered switches employed in such panel ar-

rangement, while said labels remain adhered to said car-

rier sheet,

and after all such switch Auction indicia of said panel ar-

rangement have been applied to said consecutive labels of

said label assembly,

consecutively removing the individual labels bearing said

switch function indicia from said label assembly starting at

its top end, and adhering same consecutively to corre-

sponding consecutive of said legend sheet zones, starting

at the legend sheet top end. to transfer all said labels

bearing said in-field applied function indicia to said legend

sheet in the consecutive order of said rows,

whereby said labels to be in-field applied to said legend sheet

have such in-field function indicia applied thereto while

remaining a part of such label assembly, after said func-

tions of said switches has been determined by said cir-

cuitry having been assembled.

M7MC7
METHOD FOR EFFECTING HEAT SEALS OF
CX)NTROLL£D DETACHABIUTY BETWEEN

PROPYLENE POLYMERS AND ENAMEL COATED
SURFACES

CkMtar W. FItko, decaawd, late of Chicago, Dl. (by Clare B.

FHfco, adaUalrtrator), asiigBOf to The Coatiiiciital Group,
lae^ StaaUbrd, Cooa.

ONrtfanatkm of Scr. No. 112,669, Jaa. 16, IMO, abandoned. This
appUcatioB Mar. 23, 1991, Scr. No. 246,815

lat a> O09J 5/02
MS.a 186-307.3 19 Chdms

1. A method of bonding a propylene polymer to an enamel
coated metal surface to obtain a seal ofcontrolled detachability

between the propylene polymer and the enamel coated metal
surface, the method comprising applying to a metal surface an
enamel coating comprised of an epoxy resin and an aminoplast
resin having incorporated therein an adhesion promoting
amount of a carboxylated polypropylene resin and a heat stabi-

Uzing amount of a butene polymer,

baking the enamel coating to cure and harden the coating;

heat sealing a propylene polymer Uyer to the hardened
enamel coated metal surface and then

cooling the heat sealed assembly to ambient temperature
whereby a seal of controlled detachability is obtained

between the heat sealed surfaces.

M7I,668
LABELING MACHINE

Gaorgc Gas, Obcrtraabliagi Fad. R^ of Gcnaaay, avigBor to

Kiwaa AG Heraau KroModar Maachioeafkbrik, Neutrau-
bUag, Fad. Rep. of GaroMay

Filed Jan. 20, 1904, Scr. No. 572,301
Oaian priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, Jan. 22,

19H 3302031

lat a' B65C 9/16. 9/42
UjS.a 156-364 8 Claims

1. A labeling machine for containers such as bottles compris-
ing a rotor driven routionally about an axis; at least one pallet

device mounted on said rotor radially spaced from said axis;

said device including a pallet having a curved glue receiving

surftce and movable in an orbital path as said rotor rotates and
ocdllatable for rolling sequentially onto a glue applicator and
a label which are k)cated adjacent said orbital path; and. an
improved device for maintaining said pallet out ofcontact with
said applicator and Ubel when no container will be present at

the sution where the glue bearing label would be transferred

to a container;

said device comprising:

shaft means having an axis parallel to the rotational axis of
the rotor and means for oscillating said shaft means,

carriage means on which said pallet is supported for present-

ing said curved glue receiving surface toward said glue

applicator and label, and means for mounting said carriage

means to said shaft means for shifting in a direction trans-

verse to the axis of said shaft means between a neutral

position wherein said pallet is retracted toward said rotor

axis so the pallet cannot contact said glue applicator or
label and an active position wherein said pallet is moved
farther away from said rotor axis and can contact said

appUcator and label while the pallet oscillates.

'Jf)>-

a drive member mounted in said shaft means and engageable
with said carriage means, and

means responding to the absence of a container at said sta-

tion by actuating said drive member to drive said carriage

to and hold it in neutral position and responding to the

presence of a container at said station by actuating said

drive member to drive said carriage to and hold it in active

position.

4^478,669

ADHESIVE BONDED GUN ASSEMBLY FOR APPLYING
FASTENER

Albert M. ZeUcr, Sank Village, aad Edward W. Janes, Fraak-
fort, both of III., asrignon to DUnois IwA Works lac^ CU«
cago,IlL

Filed Feb. 27, 1984, Scr. No. 584»058

lat a^ B23K 13/00: HOIF 15/06
U.S.a 156-379.7 11

1. A gun assembly for bonding a fastener to a workpiece
using heat induction to fuse a thermoplastic adhesive coating

on the base of the fastener to the work^ece, comprising a head
member to electrically non-conducting material which has a

forward end and a rearward end, an electrical conductor

mounted in said head member with a plurality of turns formed
adjacent said forward end, means for selectively cooling said
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head member, seating means on said forward end fbr receiving

the fastener to be applied to the woricpiece, a flux concentrator

l^ate mounted on said forward end of said head member and
surrounding said seating means, a body member slidingly sup-

porting said head means, and drive means for selectively mov-
ing said head member between a retract position and a work-
piece engaging position.

4y478,670

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING A TUBE
FROM A FLAT WEB

Ban Hcysa, Bad Sodea, aad Klals Aadrae, Zonihela, both of

Fad. Rap. of Gcnaaay, assigBon to Haechst AktlawcscU'
schaft, Fhuddtvt aai Mala, Fad. Rap. of Gcnaaay

Filed No?. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 441,226

Clalan priority, appUcatioa Fad. Rep. of Gcnaaay, No?. 20,

1981 3145967

iat. CL> B32B 19/01 B31F 1/00: B29D 23/00. 23/10
MS,a 156—380.1 18 Claims

1. An apparatus for forming a tube from a flat web. compris-

ing:

means for supplying a flat web comprising cellulose and

having longitudinal edges;

means for providing an adhesive material to at least one of

the longitudinal edges of said flat web;

means for forming said flat wd) into a tube, wherein the

edges of said web abut or overlap, said fonpng means
comprising a forming body which includes an internal

bore of substantially circular cross-section, the circumfer-

ence of said internal bore being equal to the outer circum-

ference of said formed tube, said internal bore extending at

least in the region whereat said tube is completely formed,

for supporting the outer surface of said formed tube, and
wherdn said forming body further comprises a substan-

tially cylindrical internal mandrel having a circumference

which is equal to or smaller than the internal circumfer-

ence of said formed tube, for supporting the inner surface

of said fbrmed tube, at least a part length of said internal

mandrel being arranged in the interior ofsaid internal bore

of said forming body;

means for guiding at least one of said longitudinal edges of

said web along a straight line parallel to the direction of

travel;

means for separating sakl edge zones at a distance from one

another during tube formation, wherein said guiding and

separating means comprises a flexible strip comprising a

curved cross section adaptable to the circumference of

said tube and at least one radially projecting edge provid-

ing for said parallel travel of said web, said flexible strip

being fixed by at least one radially projecting edge to at

least either one of the inner surface of said internal bore or

the circumferential surface of said internal mandrel and

extending upstream of said internal bore and said internal

mandrel, for engaging said web as said tube is formed;

means for contacting said edge zones with each other, and

means for joining said edge zones to form said tube.

4^478,671

ROLLER-TYPE UQUID-ADHESIVE APPUCATOR
D. F^acana, 11 W. Graad CL, SpriagfMd, DL 62704

FDcd Mar. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 475,733

lat a' B65C 11/04: B32B 31/00: B44D 3/28: B43M 11/02
U.S.a 156-391 8

1. A roller-type liquid-adhesive applicator, comprising: a

hollow cylindrical somewhat flexible plastic adhesive-holding

reservoir member having a plurality of closely adjacent pairs

of normally self<losing slits parallel to the axis of said reser-

voir member and oppositely inwardly angled roughly midway
between radial and tangential orienution; end cvpt for said

reservoir member; handle means for holding and axially rotat-

ably manipulating said applicator; and axially elongated

mound-shaped protuberances equally circumferentially spaced

on the surface of said reservoir member for the adhesive-dis-

pensing opening of said slits when said applicator is pressed

against a surface to be adhesive-coated.

4*478,672

DEVICE FOR JOINING PLIES FOR TIRES
Haas Preeht Roaw, Italy, asslgaor to The Fircstoac Tire A
Rabbcr Compaay, Akroa, OUo

FUcd Jal. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 398,533

Claims priority, appUeatioa Italy, JaL 15, 1981, 67978 A/81
Int a^ B29C 19/00: B29H 17/00: B32B 31/04; B31F 5/00
MS.a 156—421 6Claian

1. A compact, motorized tool for joining uncured elasto-

meric plies of tires on a rigid support, said tool comprising a

first and second plurality of pain of rollers, said rollers being

rigidly interconnected, the rollers of each of said pain being

arranged in a V configuration along an axis of displacement of

the tool relative to two plies to be joined, said two pluralities of

roUen being adapted to cooperate with opposite surfaces of

said two plies to be joined along facing edges disposed on
opposite sides ofsaid axis; and a separator blade being arranged

upstream from said rollers; said tool being characterized in that

it further comprises a fint and a second body supporting said

fint and second plurality of pain of roUen respectively, said

two bodies being pivotally connected to each other for relative

rotation about an axis perpendicular to said axis of displace-

ment; adjustment means interposed between said two bodies to

adjust their relative angular position about said axis of roution;

and driving means to rotate the roUen of one of said pluralities

of rollen about their axes, the roUen of the other plurality of
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roOen bdag idle, said rolkn beiBg substantially cylindrical in

shape and beiaceacli arranged with its lateral surfiMx facmg

the lateral swfiHse of at least one corresponding roller of the

other phuality of rollers, the rollers of each of said pair of

rollers being dispoaed with their being ends sobslantiilly in

contact along a generatrix, and at least each of said driven

rollers having htteral serrations adapted to positivdy engage

the reqwctive ply, sud pairs of driven rollers and said pairs of

idle rollers being snbdiWded into two groups which are ahgned
along said axis of displacement, the Uteral serrations of the

driven rollers of that of said groups which is closest to said

separatOT blade comprising a helical threading, said rollers of

each pair of driven rollers and at least one of each pair of idle

rollers of the other of said groups being rigidly connected
together angularly by coiqdiBg means.

M7M73
PRESSING APPARATUS WITH MULTI-PLATEN OR

HERED PRESSES
Wmmt Plochv, Herb, Fed. Re^ of Germany, assignor to Mas-

LMfler GmbH A Co. EG^ Horb, Fed. Rep. of

F1M Oct 27, 1M2, Scr. No. 436,9(5

priarily, appUcatleu Fad. Rep. of Germany, Nor. 5,

1981,3143M3
IM. a? B32B 31/00

13uj5.a

n . . r

:
»

1. A pressing apparatus for the manufacture of multilayer

printed circuit boards, comprising:

a multitiered heating press and a multitieFed cooling press;

a loading and an unloadmg facility for transferring tools,

with a pressing material contanied therebetween, through
the pressing a^iaratus;

a vertically dSsplaoeable charging basket having an upper
edge and a plurality of shelves equally spaced from each
other and whose number is equal to an integer multiple of
at least two times the number of tiers in said multitiered

heating press, said vertically displaceable charging basket

being diqxMed in said loaiding facility and having the

atrility to be lowered so far that its upper edge lies under
the lowermost tier of said multitiered heating press; and

a horizontally nwvable vertical feedmg arm also disp(»ed in

said loadrag finiUty and having a pluraUty of horizontal

push rods corresponding in number to the number of tiers

in said multitiered presses so as to provide for a synchro-
nous insertion of the tools from the charging basket into

an of the tiers of said multitiered beatmg press and said

multitiered cooling press alternately.

M7l,ff74
APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING AND AUGNING

SPLICING TAPE ON A SPUONG WHEEL
Rkhirt L. Clark, Bwlii«tai^ N.C aaifMr to Coaeept Design,

iMn Bvltagtam N.C.

FDad Sap. 27, 19t2, Scr. No. 424^283

ftrt. a> B31F S/06{ B6SH 69/06
VA a. 1S6-90S 4 Clahna
L In a tape splicing apparatus of the type wherein spUcing

tape is appUed to a splicing tape applicator wheel having a

plurality of planar, tape carrying surfaces, said appUcator
wheel adapted for movement to and from two tape ends to be

spliced wherry the tape carrying swfice contacts the two
tape ends and appfies the slicing tape thereto in teteral and
kmgitadhia] alignment therewith, the improvemcBt wUdi
comprises:

(a) a first support lying flush with and overkqiping substan-

tially all of the tiqie carrying surftce of the applicator on
one axial side thoeof and momited for unison translation

with said an>licator;

(b) a second support lying flush with and overiqipmg sub-
stantially all ofthe tape carrying surface of said an>licator
on the other side thereof and also mounted for unison
translation with said ai^^icator, said first and second
siqjports defining therdwtween a S|rficing tape path sub-

stantially the same width as the spbdng Upe which guides
the splicing tape onto the tape applying surface of the

applicator and maintains proper lateral and longitudinal

ahgnment of the splicing tape with the two tape ends to be
spliced during movement of the applicator wheel;

(c) extension means cooperating with said fust and second
supports and said applicator for extending the tape carry-

ing surface to a plane bey<MKl the extent of said first and

second supports immediately prior to its contact with the

two tape ends to be ^>liced so as not to interfere with the

application of the tape;

(d) port means communicating with each of the planar tape

carrying surfaces of said q>plicator wheel; a source of
negative air pressure communicating with said pcKt means
and adapted for aiding and retaining the splicing tape (»
the tape carrying surfoce of said apphcaXOT wheel while

said applicator wheel is rotated into position for an>lica-

tion of the tape to the two tape ends to be spliced and
further wherein said two tape ends to be sphced are held

in splicing position by means of negative air pressure;

(e) including a source of positive air pressure communicating
with said port means and air pressure control means for

applying negative air pressure to the splicing tape to hold

the s|riicing tape on the tape carrying surface until the

instant of contact with the tape ends to be spaced and
upon contact applying positive air pressure to said q>licing

tape to aid in removing the splicing tape frmn die tape

carrying surftce and mating the q>licuig tqw to and firmly

adhering the splicing tape to the tape ends to be spliced

without air pockets between the respective tapes.

CRYSTALS
4,478,675

METHOD OF PRODUCING G«As SINGLE
DOPED WTTH BORON

SUa-ichi Akai, Itaal, Japan, aMigaor to Saadtomo Elcetrie

Filed Sep. 14, 1M2, Scr. No. 418,174

Oalms priority, appikatiea Japaa, Sep. 18, 1981, 56-148335

lat CL3 C30B 15/04

UJ5. CL 156-605 12 Clafaas

1. In a method ofproducing GaAs single crystals doped with

boron and havmg a lowered dislocation den^ from a GaAs

October 23, 1984 OIEMICAL 16S9

aadt covered widi B^Oi mdc^ a Kqoid encapsulant, the fan-

proveuiem comprisiag:

uaag a cruciUe made of a amterial selected fitom the group
consisting of PBN, AIN and AhOj as a crucible fbr hold-

ing the OaAs melt, adding 0J2S to 0.9S atomic peroent <rf

boron to said GaAs melt under conditioos such that the

residual oxygen quantity is at most SX 10~2 male peroent

to said GaAs mdt, tfaerd>y adjusting the concentration of
boron in the grown crystal to 2X IQi* to 1 X IQi' atoms per

4.478,676

METHOD FOR DECREASING RADIAL TEMPERATURE
GRADIENTS OF CRYSTAL GROWTH MELTS
UnUZING RADIANT ENERGY ABSORPTTVE

MATERIALS AND CRYSTAL GROWTH CHAMBERS
COMPRISING SUCH MATERIALS

Rager F. Bah, Morriftowa, aad Robert Uhria, Laadfav, both of

NJ., anlBMin to Lfttoa Syilcma, lac, Monis Plaiaa, NJ.
FDad Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,764

lat a' C30B 15/02

VS. CL 156-616 R 20

1. In a method of crystal growth wherein crystal is formed

firom a mdt in a cruciUe having insulation aroound the sides

thereof, with said melt emitting near infrared radiation, the

improvement which comprises absorbing in said insulation a

substantial portion of the near infrared radiation emitted radi-

ally outwardly fhmi the melt.

7. In a crystal growth chamber wherein crystalline composi-

tions are formed from a melt, said growth chamber having a

crucible with sidewalls for containing said melt, the improve-

ment which comprises an insulating material comprising triva-

lent dysprosium surrounding at least a portion of the sidewalls

of said crucible, said trivalent dysprosium being a refractory

comprising an efficient absorber of near infrared radiation

emitted by the melt at its formation temperature.

4.478,677

LASER INDUCED DRY ETCHING OF VIAS IN GLASS
WITH NON^XmTACT MASKING

Lee Ckca, Piiniliiiiifi, N.Y.; Tang J. Ctaia^ Lea
Gaiit, aad riaM»m S. Malhai, Paai^lDaipaia. N.Y., «-

lata'
U.S. CL 156—635

No.56«»S34

15/OOl 25/06
21

13. A method for dry etching a glass layer, the method
oomprising the steps of:

a. mounting the glass layer to be etched in a vacuum cham-
ber;

b. estabhshmg a vacumn in the chamber,

c. controUaUy introducing a halogen base gas mixture into

the chamber to wet the ^ass layer surfoce to be etched;

d. imaging a light beam of predetermined wavelength aad

beam pattern through the gas and onto the suifKc of die

layer to be etched to excite the layer where the light

impinges so as to activate the gas that has wet the kyer
surface to form an etch spede which etches the layer

Muttace in conformity with the beam pattern.

4^478,678

METHOD OF REACTIVE ION ETCHING
MOLYBDENUM AND MOLYBDENUM SIUCIDE

Tohra Walaaabc, Tokyo, Japaa, amivMr to Tokyo
baaUU Kaisha, Kaa^Bwa, Japaa

Filed Fab. 28, 1984, Scr. No. 584>530

riorlty, appMcaHoa Japan, Mar. 7, 1983, 58-36934

lat CL3 B44C 1/2Z- 0B3C 15/00 25/06; C23F 1/02

VS.a 156-643 8 <

Mi

»«7

S
«

DO

3S 35-

OfFumimistmKmi
or mtL noms (ushw

mnni

1. In a vacuum chamber including a pair of spaced elec-

trodes, a method of reactive ion etching the surface of a sample

mounted on one of the electrodes, the surface comprising

mol^enum silicide, said method comprising the steps of:

introducing into the vessel a mixture consisting of chlorine

gas and oxygen gas, the flow rate of the oxygen gas being
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being less than about 30% of the total flow rate of the

mixture; and

generating a discharge between the electrodes by applying a

high fireqaency voltage to the electrodes.

M78,679
SELF-AUGNING PROCESS FOR PLACING A BARRIER
METAL OVER THE SOURCE AND DRAIN REGIONS OF

MOS SEMICONDUCTORS
Jeaq-Sian Chang, San Jose, and Yih*Jaa Chang, Copertiao, both

of Calif., aarigaors to Storage Technology Partners, Louis-

Ilk, Colo.

Filed No?. 30, IM3, Ser. No. 556,722

laL CL^ C23F 1/02; B44C 1/22: C03C 15/Oa 25/06
VS.a lS6-«53 9 Claims

1. In the fabrication of metal oxide semiconductors, a self-

aligning process method for adding a barrier metal layer over
source and drain regions of said semiconductors, after said

semiconductors have been formed but before any metal

contacts used in the interconaection of said semiconductors are

added, said formed semiconductors including a substrate,

spaced-apart source and drain regions embedded into said

substrate, an upwardly protruding gate region overlying the

space between respective source and drain regions, and an
upwardly protruding insulating region overlying the surface of
said substrate everywhere except over said source, drain and
gate regions, whereby depressions are formed over said source
and drain regions as defined by the upwardly protruding insu-

lating and gate regions, said self-aligning method comprising
the steps of:

(a) placing a layer of oxide over the entire surface of said

semiconductors;

(b) removing all of said oxide except that oxide placed on the

sides of the upwardly protruding gates of said semicon-

ductors;

(c) placing a layer of barrier metal over the entire surface of
said semiconductor,

(d) placing a layer of organic material over said barrier

metal, said layer of organic material being applied until an
upper surface (^ said organic material is substantially

smooth and free of depressions;

(e) removing said layer of organic material until said barrier

metal is exposed everywhere except over said depressed
source and drain regions, where said organic material

remains in said depressions;

(0 removing the exposed barrier metal from the surface of
said semiconductors; and

(g) removing the remaining organic material, thereby leav-

ing said barrier metal on the surfaces of said source and
said drain regions.

METHOD FOR TREATING ELECTROLYTIC
DIAPHRAGM

Takeahl Adacfai. Yolumka; Tetiao TakesUta, Tokyo, and It-

•oaU Mataada, Yokohaaui, all of Japan, aaaigaors to Showa
Deako KX, Tokyo, Japaa

CoatfaaatkM of Ser. No. 240,36<, Mar. 4, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcatioa Mar. 2, 1913, Ser. No. 471^459

Clalna priority, appUcatioa Japan, Sep. 5, 1978, 53-108056

lat aj C25B 13/00

VS. 0. 162—103 4 Claims

1. A method for treating an dectrolytic diaphragm, said

diaohrasm including a layer of asbestos fibers adhered to the

surface of an electrolytic cathode made of a wire mesh or
porous plate, said method comprising

permeating water glass into substantially the entire thickness
of said layer of fibers of the diaphrapn, by dipping the
diaphragm in an aqueous solutkm of the water glass,

permeating a chloroprene latex into substantially the entire

thickness of the thus treated layer of fiben in a wet state of
the layer of fibers, by dipping the diaphragm in the chloro-
prene latex without any intervening treatment of the fi-

bers, and
drying the thus treated diaphragm under heat,

wherein the concentration of the water glass in the aqueous
solution is 0.05 to 10 g per liter of water, the concentration
of the chloroprene latex is 0.01 to 4% by weight, the
amount of the water glass as aqueous solution permeated
into the layer of fiben is O.S to 2 liters/dm', and the
amount of the chloroprene latex permeated into the layer
of fibers is 2 to 50% by weight as solids based on the
asbestos.

4,478,681

FORGERY-PROOF PAPER
Friedhehn MiiHer, Odeathal, aad Hont Nickel, Lemkaaea,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, aaaigaors to Bayer Aktica-
gesellschafk, Lef^kaaea, Fed. Rep. of Geranay

FUed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400^34
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of G«raiaBy, Aag. 14,

1981, 3132146

lat a.3 D21H 5/10
VS. a. 162—140 2 Claiav

1. Forgery-proof paper which exhibits a distinct colouration

when treated with an oxidising agent and, if appropriate, a
reducing agent, characterized in that it contains, as the reagent,

a compound of the formula

<X>^̂̂
(I)

•(SOjHim

or a salt thereof, wherein

A represents C,

B represents S,

R represents hydrogen or alkyl,

X represents H, CI, CH3 or OCH3,
Y represents H or CH3,
n represents the numbers I or 2, and m represents the num-

ber 2.

and wherein

the amino group is located in the m-position or p-position to

A.

4,478,682

SIZING METHOD AND SIZING COMPOSITION FOR
USE THEREIN

Ralph A. Baakcrt, New Caatle, aad DasM H. I>aa«, Wiiflriar

ton, both of Deln aaaigaors to Hcrcalaa lacorporated, WU-
aUagtoa, DeL

DMakm of Ser. No. 279,914, JaL 2, 1981, Pat No. 4,407,994,

Ilia applkatkMi Sep. 21, 1982, Sar. No. 420,980

lat a> D21H 3/58
VS. CL 162—158 3 ClaiM

1. In the method of producing sized paper wherein there is

employed in the internal or external sizing thereof an aqueous
emulsion of a ketone dimer sizing agent, the improvement
wherein there is employed in combination therewith an aque-
ous solution of a water-soluble resmous reaction product (A)
derived by reaction of (i) an epihalohydrin, (ii) a water-soluble

polyaminopolyamide resin, and Oil) • composition comprised
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of from about 20% to about 65% by weight of bis(hexame-
thylene)triaffline wherein (iii) is used in an amount of from
about 2 to 10 parts by weight for each part by weight of (ii) and
(i) is used in an amount of from about 0.5 mole to about l.S

moles for each basic amino group present in (ii) and (iii), said

component (iii) being the residue obtained after recovery of
hexaipiethylenediaffiine from its manufacture by hydrogenation
of adiponitrile, the amount of (A) employed being sufficient to

provide sized paper containing from about 0.05% to about
0.5% by weight thereof based on the dry weight of the paper.

4,478,683

ENZYMATIC CATALYZED BIOCIDE SYSTEM
SteYC A. OradorfT, Colombia, AM., aaaigaor to Westraco Corpo-

rttioB, New York, N.Y.

CoatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 319,298, Nor. 9, 1981, Pat No.
4^0,199. Thia appUcatioa Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,374

Hw portloa of the tana of HUa pataat aabaeqacat to Jaa. 25,

2000, haa beea diacfadawd.

lat aj D21F 1/66

VS. CL 162—161 6 Claiiaa

C>^KT

upon said at least one dewatering means at a predeter-

mined impact location;

said at least one headbox possessing a predetermined operat-

ing width containing at least one marginal region and an
outfeed slice extending across said operating width;

said at least one headbox being spaced from said dewatering

means to permit said fiber stocli suspension to be dis-

charged from said outfeed slice in the form of a free stock

jet having a predetermined flow direction;

at least one deflecting means operatively associated with

said at least one marginal region of said at least one head-

box and insertable into said predetermined flow path of
said fiber stock suspension between sakl predetermined

impact location and said outfeed slice in order to separate

a partial flow of the fiber stock suspension vhich is to be
engaged at said at least one marginal region from a main
flow of said fiber stock suq>ension;

said at least one deflecting means containing a gukle channel

arranged adjacent said at least one headbox and extending

transversely with respect to said predetermined flow

direction of said free stock jet;

said dewatering means including a dewatering section lo-

cated adjacent said guide channel and movable in said

predetermined direction of travel;

52 0* 5) n"a

1. A method for enzymatically killing and controlling the

growth of microorganisms in an industrial process wastewater
stream comprising:

(a) adding to the stream an effective amount of a plant or
microbial dehydrogenase enzyme selected from the group
consisting of perojddase and laccase;

(b) adding to the stream an oxidant selected from the group
consisting of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide;

(c) adding to the stream a sufficient quantity of an oxklizable

monophenolic compound selected from the group consist-

ing of black liquor, catechol, guaiacol, resorcinal and
lignin to achieve the desired kill and control; and,

(d) reacting the dehydrogenase enzyme and oxidant in the

stream to produce a catalytic oxidation of the mono-
phenolic compound thereby producmg quinone and hy-

droquinone derivatives that are toxic to the microorgan-
isms in the stream.

4,478,684

PAPERMAKING MACHINE STOCK TRIM DEFLECHNG
DEVICE

Michael Kochad6r«sr, Berg; RUdiger Karti, laiawastaad/B.;

Weraer Mcarer, Tettaaag; Weraer Seider, RaTeaaburg, aad

Hdnat StSrr, Berg. aU of Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, aaaigaors to

Eacher Wyss GnbH, Ra?eaabnrg, Fed. Rep. of Geraumy
FUcd JaL 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,755

Oaiais priority, appUcatioa Anstria, Jal. 14, 1982, 2737/82

lat a^ D21F 1/56. 1/06: D21G 9/00

U.S. a. 162—337 lOdains
1. A papermaking machine comprising:

at least one dewatering means for forming a fiber web and

movable in a predetermined direction of travel;

at least one headbox for infeeding fiber stock suspension to

be applied to said at least one dewatering means along a

flow padi for the fiber stock suspension and impinging

said guMe channel being substantially directed in said direc-

tion oftravel ofsaid dewatering section of said dewatering

means located adjacent to said guide channel;

said guide channel comprising:

two side walls;

at least one guiding wall interconnecting said two side

walls;

an end wall arranged at an end of said guide channel

which is located downstream of said predetermined

direction of travel of said dewatering means and which

extends transversely with respect to said predetermined

flow direction of said free stock jet;

said end wall together with said two side walls delimiting

an inlet opening; and

said end wall containing a wall member which is substan-

tially concavely configured towards said partial flow

and serving to deflect said partial flow of said fiber

stock suspension towards said at least one guiding wall;

a discharge member located upstream of said inlet opening

with respect to said predetermined direction of travel of

said dewatering means and extending outwardly of the

region of said operating width of sakl at least one headbox;

and

said guide channel being operatively connected in flow

communication with said discharge member.

4,478,685

PACKED COLUMN DISTILLAnON APPARATUS
C Walter Mortcaaoa, 1175 Pleaaaat HUl Rd^ Newark, Del.

19711

DifWoa of Ser. No. 110,636, Jaa. 9, 1980, Pat No. 4^26,923.

TUa appUcatioa Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,198

lat CLi BOID 3/16' C02F 1/14

VS. a. 202—158 3 ClalBH

1. Apparatus for the purification of an impure volatile liquid
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which apparatus comprises a distilling device comprising a

column and a condenser;

in said column a capillary gradient comprising a column
packing material varying in capillary activity, material of

relatively low capillary activity being in closest position

within said column to said impure liquid with capillary

materia] of successively better capillary activity being
above it to form said gradient with material having the

best capillary activity near the outlet of said column to

said condenser, said material being substantially un-

changed by contact with said impure liquid; and
said condenser comprising means to convert any vapors
from said liquid to a purified state.

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR RECOVERY OF
SOLVENTS

Petar Birth, NcuwM, aod Bend Blaudaznii, Stdnldrchcn, both
of Fad. Rep. oTGcnMuqr, aarignors to Lohmann GmbH A Co.
KG, Ncowiad, Fad. Rep. of Gemaiiy

FOad OcL 14, IMl, Ser. No. 311,340

QiiMi priority, applkatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 14,

1980,3038790

lot a.) BOID i/U
U.S. CL 203-49 18 daina

I. In a procen for recovery ofsolvents in which a hot carrier

gaa stream laden with solvent vapors from an evaporation

space is compreiied prior to the removal of solvent, cooled,

and expanded with production of work for condensing the

solvent vapors and separating the solvent, and the carrier gas
stream lean in solvent vapors is then returned into the evapora-
tion qiace after being reheated, the improvement comprising
transferring the whole of the work arising on expansion by
direct mechanical coupling to one oftwo or more compression
stages for compression of the carrier gas stream laden with
solvent ynipon, said compression being prior to solvent re-'

moval.

II. In an apparatus for the recovery of solvent in which
there are included in a carrier gas circuit: an evaporation space

in which a heated carrier gas stream is laden with solvent

vapors, a compressor, a cooling device for condensing out the

solvent vapors from the compressed carrier gas stream, an
expansion apparatus, a solvent separator, and a device for

reheating the carrier gas stream lean in solvent vapOrs; the

improvement comprising means for feeding said heated carrier

gas stream laden with solvent vapors directly to said compres-
sor, and means to feed said compressor carrier gas stream
directly into said device for condensing out the solvent vapors
and wherein the expansion apparatus is directly mechanically
coupled to one of at least two compressors.

4,478,687

PHENAZINE LEUCODYES FOR ELECTROCHROMIC
RECORDING

Paul L. Gcndler, and Robert J. Twieg, both of San Jose, Odif.,

assignors to latematioBal Bnsiness Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dee. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 567,030

int a.3 GoiD nm
U.S. CL 204—2 5 Claims

1. A substrate for electrochromic recording comprising
bromide ions and characterized by also comprising a leucodye
having the structure

R

/
I J

CHj R

wherein R is an acyl group having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

4,478,688

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING SCREEN MATERIAL
Johan A. de Hek, Arnhem, Netherlands, assfgnw to Veco Be*

heer B.V., Netherlands

Continiiation.in-part of Ser. No. 306,246, Sep. 28, 1981, Pat No.
4,397,715. TUs application Aug. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 521,386
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sep. 30, 1980,

8005427

Int a^ C2SD ;/Oft 5/09
U.S. CL 204—11 17 Claims

1. Process of electrolytically manufacturing screen material

by depositing a metal upon a sieve-like porous matrix having

apertures therethrough, the process comprising:

placing the matrix in an electrolytic bath, the bath contain-

ing at least one brightener, connecting the matrix as a

cathode, spacing an anode from the cathode, flowing the

bath liquid at least during part of the electrolytic deposi-

tion, through the apertures in the matrix connected as the

cathode and only from the anode toward the cathode.
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4,478,689

AUTOMATED ALTERNATING POLARITY DIRECT
CURRENT PULSE ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSING OF

METALS
Dtfid M. Loch, Seatdc, Wash., asaignor to The Boeing Com-

pany, Seattle, Wash.
Filed JbL 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,104

Int a^ C25D 5/1%. 11/02

MS.a 204-14.1 48 Clalna

Irauuuujuu
H-J J

±

1. A method for electroprocessing the surface of a metal,

said method comprising the steps of:

immersing said metal surface and an electrode means in an

electrolyte;

flowing anodizing and degassing current pulses between said

metal and said electrode means, said anodizing and degas-

sing current pulses having pulse widths which define

anodizing and degassing time durations respectively

which define an anodizing to degassing time ratio, said

anodizing pulses being of a polarity which causes said

metal surface to be anodic with respect to said electrode

means and said degassing pulses being of a polarity oppo-

site that of the anodizing pulses or pulses of zero magni-

tude wherein the flowing of said anodizing and degassing

current pulses results in a process voltage Vp between said

metal surface and said electrode means;

sensing the process voltage \p during the flowing of said

anodizing and degassing current pulses; and

varying said time ratio in response to said sensed process

voltage Vp to maintain \p at a level below a predetermined

bum voltage, V^

4,478,690

METHOD OF PARTIALLY METALLIZING
ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE NON-METALUC

PATTERNS
EltJo Scholtena, EindhoTen, Netherlanda, asaignor to U.S. Phil*

Ipa Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 23, 1962, Ser. No. 452,570

Claims priority, applkatioa Netheriaada, Dec 31, 1981,

8105922

Inta.'C23Ci/(»
U.S.a 204-15 4 Claims

4,478,691

SILVER PLATING PROCEDURE
Joaeph A. Abya, Bridgewater, NJ., aasignor to ATAT BcO

Laboratories, Murray HIU, NJ.
Coatinnation of Ser. No. 310,610, Oct 13, 1981,

lUs appUcatioa JaL 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,695

lat a» C25D 3/46, 3/64
U.S.a 204-43 R 13

1. A process for electroplating a metallic substance on a

surface, said metallic substance consisting of at least 90 mole
percent silver, comprising the step of passing current through

a cathode, electroplating bath and anode with a cathode poten-

tial great enough to electroplate silver, said electrochemical

bath having a conductivity greater than 10- ^ mho<m and pH
greater than 7 characterized in that the electroplating bath is an
aqueous solution comprising

a. a source of silver, said source of silver consisting essen-

tially of silver-aliohatic polyamine complex in which the

aliphatic polyamine has from 3 to 20 carbon atoms and
substituents are selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, hydroxide, chloride and bromide and said

aqueous solution has a silver concentration between 0.01

molar and saturation and an aliphatic polyamine concen-

tration of from 2 to 12 times the mole concentration of

silver and

b. a buffer, said buffer consisting essentially of the hydrogen

phosphate/phosphate system with buffer concentration

between 0. 1 and 2 molar and with the ratio of hydrogen

phosphate to phosphate ion from S/l to 1/S.

4,478,692

ELECTRODEPOSmON OF PALLADIUM-SILVER
ALLOYS

Fred L NobcL Sands Points, N.Y., assignor to LeaRonal, lac,

FreqKHt, N.Y.

ContlnnattoB-iB-part of Ser. No. 452,144, Dec 22, 1982, Pat No.

4,465,563. This applkatioa Dec 15, 1983, Ser. No. 561,152

lat CL^ C25D 3/56. 3/64

U.S.a 204-^43 R 11 Claims

1. An aqueous electroplating solution for the electrodeposi-

tion of palladium-silver alloys comprising a soluble palladium

compound, a soluble silver compound and an excess of a strong

acid in an amount sufficient to maintain the palladium and

silver compounds in solution without the addition of chloride

or bromide ions and to bring the plating potential of palladium

and silver sufficiently close to enable the plating of palladium

and silver simultaneously to produce an alloy deposit.

4,478,693

INERT ELECTRODE COMPOSmONS
SIba P. Ray, nam Boro, Pa., assigBor to Alnminnn Company of

America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dirisioa of Ser. No. 205,651, No?. 10, 1980,. This appUcatioa

Jaa. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 489,410

lat CL^ C25C 3/00

U.S.a 204-64 R 9 Oafaaa

1. A method of partially metallising electrically conductive

non-metallic patterns on insulating substrates, characterized in

that the part of the pattern to be metallised is immersed in an

electroless plating solution and a potential difference is ^)plied

for a short period of time between the pattern and the solution

so as to initiate the metal deposition.

1. A method of electrolytically producing metal from a

metal compound selected from the group consisting of metal

4.52-229 O.G.-R4-I0
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oxide and metal salt dissolved in a molten bath, the method
comprising the steps of:

(a) providing an electrolytic cell containing a molten elec-
trolyte salt for dissolving a metal compound therein;

(b) providing at least one electrode therein formulated from
a combination metal compound defined by the formula:

when
Jj FMi - I; ^4

J

Fmj +
J^

fjry - 1 «nd
J^ X^,,, = I;

Z is a number in the range of 1.0 to 2.2; K is a number in

the range of 2.0 to 4.4; M/is a metal having a valence of I,

2, 3, 4 or S and is the same metal or metals wherever M, is

used in the formula; My is a metal having a valence of 2. 3

or 4, M/and My being different metals; Xris at least one of
the elements from the group consisting of O, F, N, S, C
and B; m, p and n are the number of components which
comprise Mj, My and X^ Fna, P'mj, ^'mi or Fx, are the

mole fractions of M* My and X^ and 0<lFMi< 1 when
m>l; and

(c) passing electrolytic current through the cell thereby
forming metal firom said metal compound dissolved in said

molten bath.

4,478,«M
METHODS FOR THE ELECTROSYNTHESIS OF

POLYOLS
NonuB L. Weinberg, Eait Amhent, N.Y., assignor to SKA
Anodates, Bnfhlo, N.Y.

Filed Oct 11, 1983, Scr. No. 540,614

lot CL^ C25B 3/00
VS. CL 204—77 35 Claims

1. In a method of making ethylene glycol by the electro-

chemical reduction of a formaldehyde-containing electrolyte,

the improvement comprising maintaining the pH of the elec-

trolyte from above about S to below about 7 to provide an
ethylene glycol current efficiency of at least SO percent.

backbone which has recurring pendant groups attached

thereto and represented by the formula

'ooo itoo Meo

I

o
I

(CFR/)»
(CFRy),

SO»^

where

a=0-3
b=0-3
a-|-b=at least 1

R/and R/ are independently selected from the group
consisting of a halogen and a substantially fluomated
alkyl group having one or more carbon atoms

Y is hydrogen or alkali metal wherein the polymer has an
equivalent weight of between 800 and ISOO and has a
hydration product of less than 22,000; and

(b) electrolyzing the aqueous alkali metal halide solution;

and

(c) removing an alkali metal hydroxide solution from the
cathode compartment.

4,478,696

lONIZABLE REDUCING AND OXIDIZING GASEOUS
SUPPLY MEANS AND PROCESS FOR CATALYTIC

BARRIERS AND ELECTRODES
Robert J. Allen, Saugus, Mats., aaiignor to Prototeeh Cbmpany,
Newton Highlands, Maaa.

Filed JoL 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,234
Int a^ C25C l/t2. 1/20

U.S. a. 204—105 R n CiainM

4,478,695

SULFONIC ACID ELECTROLYTIC CELL MEMBRANES
AND USE THEREOF IN THE ELECTROLYSIS OF

SODIUM CHLORIDE
BoMy R. Enen, Lalw Jaekaon; William P. Carl, Angleton, and
WOlian A. Mod, Lake Jackson, aU of Tex., asrignors to Hie
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

DiTiaion of Scr. No. 341,431, Jan. 21, 1982, Pat No. 4,417,969.
which ia a division of Scr. No. 158,424, Jnn. 11, 1980, Pat No.

4,358,545. His application Sep. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 529,177
Int aJ C25B 1/34. 9/00, 134/01 13/08

UAa 204-98 7 Clafana

1. A process for the electrolysis of an aqueous alkali metal
halide which comprises

(a) feeding an aqueous alkali metal halide solution into an
anode compartment of an electrolytic cell in which there
is an anode in the anode compartment and a cathode in a
cathode compartment and in which the anode compart-

^ ment is separated from the cathode compartment by an
ion exchange membrane wherein the ion exchange mem-
brane is a polymer comprismg a substantially fluorinated

»«S~3_^

I. A process for introducing ionizable reducing and oxidiz-
ing gases into an electrochemical cell and the like having an
electrolyte, that comprises, introducing a main portion of a
catalytic electrode or barrier ofgas permeable material into the
electrolyte with a rim portion of the material external to the
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electrolyte in a chamber isolated from the electrolyte, the gas

permeable material having a thickness that is small rdative to

its other dimensions, and flowing said gas in said chamber

along said rim portion and then diffiising the gas in said gas

permeable material from the rim portion to the main portion

along paths that are perpendicular to the thickness of the

mat^ial.

4,478,697

METHOD FOR ELECTRODEPOSTTING METALUC
MANGANESE

Tounjr W. ColcnMn, Aberdeen, and Robert A. Griffin, West

Point, both of Miak, aaaignon to Kcnr^MeGcc Ownucal

Cwpontion, OUahona City, OUa.
FOcd Ang. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 404,727

Int a.3 C2SC 1/10

MS,a 204-105 M 8 Claims

Zl

J-

^
Ul

euermyjt
nesetMt

I
<-« ix

eteCTBOLYDCr

reaction time to produce calcines and achieve an off gas

containing at least about 1 volume percent S02>

b. leaching copper and molybdenum from said calcines with

a dilute sulfuric acid solution for about 0.2 to S hours to

form a pulp,

c. removing any solids from said pulp, to obtain a clear

solution

d. solvent extracting molybdenum from the solution by

treatment with a suitable solvent to form an organic phase

and a raffinate,

e. stripping the molybdenum from said organic phase by

washing with ammonium hydroxide and ammonium sul-

fate to form an ammonium molybdate solution,

f. precipitating the ammonium molybdate from said strip-

ping solution,

g. crystallizing ammonium molybdate from said precipitate,

and

h. recovering copper from said raffinate by conventional

methods.

4,478,699

PHOTOSYNTHETIC SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR
AND PROCESS FOR TTS USE

Martin M. Hatanann; Mfara Uhnan, both of Rcbo?ot and Bene-

dict Anrian'Bii^lcni, Riahon Lciion, aU of Israel, aaaipMrs to

Yeda Rcacareh ft Derelopaent Company, Ltdn Reborot

Ismcl

Filed Apr. 22, 1981, Scr. No. 256^9
Oaiffls priority, application lamcl, May 9, 1980, 60033

Int a^ BOIJ 19/12

VS.a 204-158 R 12

t A method for electrodepositing metallic manganese in an

electrolytic cell having cathodes and anodes wherein the man-

ganese is deposited on the cathodes during the electrodeposit-

ing process, the process comprising:

providing an electrolyte feed solution including metallic

manganese;

adding water soluble polyacrylamides and natural guar gum
additive to the electrolyte feed solution, the water soluble

polyacrylamides and natural guar gum in combination

being added to the electrolyte feed solution in a range

from about 0.1 milligrams to about 10.0 milligrams addi-

tive per liter of electrolyte feed solution; and

electrodepositing metallic manganese on the cathodes in the

electrolytic cell during electrolysis and increasing the

amount of manganese deposited by about ten'percent per

ampere of electrical power consumed as compared to

processes without the water soluble polyacrylamides and

natural guar gum additive, the deposited manganese hav-

ing relitively few nodules and dentritic forms thereby

resulting in an improved quality of the deposited manga-

nese due to less fines and the deposited manganese being

removable from the cathodes by a mechanical means in an

easier, more efficient manner.

4,478,698

PROCESS FOR RECOVERING COPPER AND
MOLYBDENUM FROM LOW GRADE COPPER

CONCENTRATES
Igor WOkoainkr. Andrea Rcghcon, and Hector PetH-Lavcat,

aD ofChnqnicnHta, ChOc aaaignora to Corpomdon Nadonal

Del Cobfc Dt Chile Santiago, Ckflc

FOcd Jan. 3, 1984, Scr. No. 567,876

Int a) C25C 1/12

VS.a 204-106 16 daina

1. A process to recover copper and molybdenum from low

grade copper concentrates which contain variable levels of

copper and molybdenum comprising:

a. roasting the concentrates with air or oxygen enriched air

at about SSOto 8S0C. with up to about 200% excess air or

oxygen enriched air over the stoichiometric, for sufficient

7. A process for the utilization of solar energy for the con-

version of water and carbon dioxide to formic acid, formalde-

hyde and methanol, which comprises

providing a solar energy collector having a surface of a

photoactive material inclined at an angle from the hori-

zontal to define a lower end and an upper end, and having

a means for maintaining in the collector a layer of water

adjacent the photactive surface to a predetermined level;

passing a stream of carbon dioxide as bubbles through water

adjacent said photactive layer while said photoactive

layer is irradiated with solar radiation to effect conversion

of said water and said carbon dioxide to formic acid,

formaldehyde and methanol.

4,478,700

MAGNETIC SPUTTERING ANODE RECONDmONING
RnaacU C Criaa, Pittsborgh, Pa^ assignor to PPG Indnstrics,

Incn Pttlabargh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 17, 1984, Scr. No. 57M04
Int a^ C2K 15/00

VS.a 204-192 R 8 ClainH

1. In a method of depositing dielectric coatings by cathode

sputtering wherein the anode loses effectiveness as it becomes

coated with dielectric material, the iqiprovement which com-

prises depositing a conductive material over the dielectric

coating on the anode.
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TARGirr ^mtnir^iSiitrmir^ mv^T.. "^^ *°' connecting said cathode and said anode to a source

l^tffckG^S.1S^L^I2!?fSi2S ™ .
°^ ''«^*^ P°^"^' *« improvement which comprises said

'TK£iJ'51iZ1iZ^^^^ "^f »-*"« «^«^-»y.d-8"«» "<* positioned, andIWd, both of lad^ anlpMn to RCA Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Dee. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 5C7,1I9
Int CL^ C23C 15/00

U.S.a204-2M Sa^m

evenly spaced from the major dimension of said magnetic
tunnel outside the zone of glow discharge confinement, and
said anode extending only along the major dimension of the
magnetic tunnel in order to provide a uniform sputtered coat-
ing.

4.478.703

SPUTTERING SYSTEM
Mizno Edamura, Kobe; TalunU K^ikawa, Miki, and Koji
Okamoto, Akashi, aU of Japan, aisiaiion to Kawvaki Joko-
gyo Kabnahlkl Kaisha, Ji^aa

Filed Mar. 29, 1904, Ser. No. 594.577
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 31, 1983, 58-55418:

Mar. 31, 1983, 58-44924

lat a^ C23C 15/00
UAa204-298 aciaing

1. A sputtering apparatus for depositing thin films of mate-
rial upon a substrate, said apparatus having:

(a) a vacuum chamber having a vertical axis;

(b) a wall separating said chamber from the ambient atmo-
sphere;

(c) a target arranged in alignment with said vertical axis of
said chamber,

(d) a target support collar projecting through said wall and*
being in vacuum sealing engagement therewith, said collar
having one end attached to said target within said cham-
ber; and

(e) mounting means attached to said wall and to the other
end of said collar outside of said chamber for supporting
the weight of said target and holding said target in operat-
ing position within said chamber so that the vertical
hdght and angular position with respect to said vertical
axis of said chamber are selectively adjustable while auto-
matically and continuously maintaining said target in
alignment with said vertical axis.

4.478,702

ANODE FOR MAGNEHC SPUTTERING APPARATUS
F. Howard Gillery, AUiaon Park, and RntaeU C Cri«, Pitts-
bvgh, both of Pa., anignors to PPG ladoftrica. Inc., Pitts-
bv|h,PL

FUed Jan. 17, 1984. Ser. No. 571,406
Int a^ C23C 15/00

U.S.a204-298 (daina

1. A sputtering system comprising:
a vacuum reaction furnace including a furnace body;
a workpiece located substantially is a central portion of said
vacuum reaction furnace;

a plurality of targets located around said workpiece along
the circumference of an imaginary circle and spaced apari
from the workpiece a predetermined distance, said targets
being spaced apart equidistantly from each other;

rotating means connected to said workpiece for rotating
same; and

magnetic field generating means located within each said
target and on an outer periphery of said furnace body for
generating a magnetic field between said workpiece and
each said target and a magnetic field located perpendicu-
lar to said magnetic field generated between said work-
piece and each said target.

4.478,704

GAS DETECnON DEVICE
TadaUko Miyoahi; Maaanori Yoahikawa, both of Hitachi, and
Mitioo Tagnchi, IwaU, all of Japan, aarignors to Hitachi,
Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 454,487
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jan. 11, 1982, 57-1805

Int a.3 GOIN 27/46
VS.a 204-^12 16 Claims

1. In an apparatus for coating a substrate comprising a cath-
ode having a sobitantially planar surface consisting of a mate-
rial to be sputtered, magnet means for producing a magnetic
fieM having lines of flux which extend in a curve from said
sputtering surface and return thereto to form a magnetic tunnel
over a doaed kx)p erosion region on said sputtering surface, an
anode positioned to produce an accelerating electric field

adjacent sakl q>uttering surfiMe for producing a glow dis- 1. In a gas detection device having an electrolytic ceU in-
cbarge confined by said magnetic field to the region adjacent eluding a woridng electrode, a counter electrode and a refer-
said sputtenng surface and within said magnetic tunnel, and ence electrode, with one surface of each of the working elec-
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trode, counter electrode and reference electrode being kept in

contact with an electrolyte, and another surface of each of the

working electrode, the counter electrode and the reference

electrode being exposed to an environmental gas. circuit means

for electrically connecting said working electrode and said

counter electrode to take out electric current due to electro-

chemical reaction, and means for applying a predetermined

voltage between said working electrode and said reference

electrode to detect carbon monoxide gas and/or hydrogen gas

in the environmental gas, and further including means for

suppressing the arrival of the environmental gas at said work-

ing electrode so that the sensitivity of said working electrode is

made smaller than that of said reference electrode.

4.478,706

ZEOLITE L CATALYST FOR REFORMING
Abraham D. Cohen, Samla, CaMda. assigMr to Exxoa Rcssarch

A EagbMering Co., Florham Pait, NJ.
DMskm of Ser. No. 426,211, Sep. 28, 1982, Pat No. 4^448.891.

lUs appUcatioa Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577^42

Int a^ ClOG 35/06

VS.a 208-138 18

4.478.705

HYDROCONVERSION PROCESS FOR HYDROCARBON
LIQUIDS USING SUPERCRITICAL VAPOR
EXTRACnON OF UQUID FRACTIONS

Partha S. Gaagnll, Lawrencerille, NJ., assignor to HRI, Inc.

Glbbsboro, NJ.
FUed Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,108

Int a.J ClOG 65/10

VS.a 208—59 7 Claims

• I-l UITM.TU
* *-\. immn mm avr* m m i

1. A process for high hydroconversion of heavy hydrocar-

bon liquid feedstock containing at least about SO V % material

nonnally boiling above about 975* F. to produce lower boiling

hydrocarbon liquid and gas products wherein Ramsbottom

carbon residue (RCR) materials and metals-containing com-

pounds are removed from the liquid fraction by supercritical

solvent vapor extraction, said process comprising:

(a) feeding said hydrocarbon liquid feedstock together with

hydrogen into a reaction zone, said reaction zone being

maintained at 780'-860* F. temperature and 1000-SOOO

psig hydrogen partial pressure for liquid phase hydrocon-

version reaction to provide a hydroconverted effluent

material containing a mixture of gas and liquid fractions;

(b) separating said hydrocarbon effluent material in a first

separation zone into a gas fraction and a liquid fraction;

(c) draining said liquid fraction to a second separation zone

maintained at a temperature 50*- 150* F. above that in the

first separation zone so as to vaporize a solvent fraction

and form a supercritical solvent vapor therein to dissolve

and extract Uie hydrocarbon liquid fraction from the

liquid to provide substantial separation of the RCR mate-

rial and metals-containing compound residue from a re-

maining extracted vapor therein;

(d) withdrawing said residue along with a minor portion of

high boiling residual oil from said second separation zone;

(e) withdrawing and pressure-reducing the remaining ex-

tracted vapor from said second separation zone containing

supercritical solvent vapor and dissolved liquid, and sepa-

rating a light solvent fraction from a remaining heavy

liquid fraction; and

(0 withdrawing hydrocarbon liquid and gas products from

the process.

1. A reforming process for producing aromatic hydrocar-

bons from a hydrocarbon feedstock containing paraffins of at

least C6 comprising: contacting the hydrocarbon feedstock

plus added hydrogen at elevated temperatures with a catalyst

which comprises a zeolite having exchangeable cations of

which at least 90% are metal ions selected from the group

consisting of sodium, lithium, potassium, rubidium, barium and

cesium and containing at least one metal selected from the

group consisting of Group VIII of the periodic table of ele-

ments and having a dehydrocyclizing effect, said zeolite pro-

duced by soaking a type L zeolite prior to calcining the dehy-

drocyclizing metal loaded zeolite in an alkali solution having a

pH of at least 11 for a time and at a temperature effective to

increase the period of time over which the catalytic activity of

the catalyst is maintained under reforming conditions.

4,478,707

PROCESS FOR THE HYDROTREATMENT OF
HYDROCARBONS DS AN EXPANDED OR EBULLATED

CATALYST BED
Didier Bischoff^, Gerard Coorteheuse, both of Rneil Malmaiaon,

and Pierre Renard, Saint Non la Breteche, aU of France,

assignors to Institnt Fkwcais du Petrolc, Roeil-MalmaisoB,

France

FUed Jul. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512,050

Claims priority, application Friucc, Jul. 9, 1982, 82 12239

Int a.J ClOG 45/20 47/30; BOIJ 8/22

VS. a. 208-157 13

1. In a process for the hydrotreatment, hydrovisbreaking or

hydroconversion of hydrocarbons, wherein a liquki hydrocar-
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bon charge and a hydrogen-containing gas are contacted with
a solid catalyst, in a reaction zone having substantially the
shape of an elongate, substantially vertical volume of revolu-
tion, containing the catalyst and having a perforated wall at its

lower end which supports the catalyst bed, at least a part of the
liquid charge and the hydrogen-containing gas being intro-
duced into the lower part of the reaction zone below said
perforated wall, the liquid and gaseous efHuent being with-
drawn at the upper part of the reaction zone after passage
upwardly therethrough, the catalyst particles being introduced
at the upper part of the reaction zone and being withdrawn
periodically or at the end of the charge treatment from the
lower part of the reaction zone through at least one opening
provided in said perforated supporting wall, said opening
being sufficiently large to permit discharge therethrough of
catalyst particles, said perforated supporting wall being pro-
vided with a plurality of spaced perforations whose size is

sufficiently small to prevent catalyst particles from passing
therethrough but sufficiently large to permit upward passage
therethrough of fluid charge and hydrogen, the improvment
wherein said catalyst is in the form of an expanded or ebullated
bed. the expansion and/or ebullition thereof being maintained
by the passage therethrough of a (laid mixture of charge and
hydrogen-containing gas, the liquid charge and hydrogen-con-
taining gas being injected as a fluid mixture, at least a portion
of which is injected into the lower part of said reaction zone
through at least one distribution zone located below said perfo-
rated support wall, said wall being substantially horizontal,
each said distribution zone comprising a distribution ramp
terminating in a substantially vertical injection pipe and feed-
ing a plurality of radial branches in a star-shaped array, each
branch being provided with a plurality of orifices where-
through a portion of said fluid mixture is injected into said
reaction zone.

material collected in a central portion of said cylindrical
zone,

discharging said compact flowing mass of solids from the
open bottom of said cylindrical zone in counter current
contact with upwardly flowing stripping gas passing up-
wardly into the bottom portion of said cylindrical zone
md,

withdrawing gasiform material upwardly from within said
cylindrical zone separated from particle material for re-

covery as products of the separation combination.

4,478,709
PROCESS FOR STABILIZING DEWAXED DICTILLATE

OILS
Tsoung-Yuan Yan, Philadelphia, Pa„ assignor to MobU OU

Corporation, New Vorii, N.Y.
Filed Ang. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,306
Int. a.} ClOG 69/00. 55/06. 69/06

U.S. a. 208-257 16 Claims

A
±
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4,478,708

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING
FLUIDIZED SOLID PARTICLES SUSPENDED IN

GASIFORM MATERIAL
Ciri D. Farasworth, 2401 Sedky Rd., Charlotte, N.C. 28211

Filed Oct 11, 1983, Ser. No. 540,359
I«t CLJ ClOG ///;* F27B 1/20

U.S.a 208-161 14 Claims

1. A method for producing a stabilized hydrocarbon distil-

late oil which method comprises contacting an unstable distil-

late oil and a stabilizing amount of an olefinic naphtha in the
gasoline boiling range which contains olefin having at least 4
carbon atoms, with an acidic porous solid stabilization catalyst
at a temperature of about 300* to 500* F.. a pressure ofabout 50
to 500 psig, and a liquid hourly space velocity of about 0.25 to
5.0 LHSV, provided that wherein said olefinic naphtha is

obtained by catalytically dewaxing a wax-containing distillate

oil by contacting said oil with a zeolite dewaxing caulyst, said
zeolite dewaxing catalyst has a silica to alumina mole ratio
ranging from about 12 to 200.

4,478,710

SEPARATION METHOD AND APPARATUS
AlTia J. M. Smacker, East Laasiag; Shawa L. McBmy, Has*

lett, and AJit K. Srivastava, East Lansing, all ofMich., assign*
ora to Board of TrMtees Operatiiig MicUgao State Univer*
sity. East Landag, Mich.

Filed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,053

lot a^ B03D 1/24
US. a. 209—17 14 Qains

1. In a processing combination of hydrocarbon conversion in

the presence of fluidizable solid particle material and regenera-
tion of solid particle material to remove carbonaceous deposits
by combustion wherein a riser zone is employed to pass a
suspension of solids in gasiform material upwardly through the i

riser the improvements which comprises, '

passing a suspension of fluidizable solids in gasiform material
radially outward from a riser contact zone by a confined
open end passageway communicating with a cylinderical
zone open in the bottom on the outer end thereof, said
confined passageway communicating ungentially with
said cylindrical zone whereby a suspension of solids in

gasiform material is separated by centrifugal momentum 1. An elutriation apparatus for the separation and classifica*
difrerentiai withm said cylmdncal zone to form a compact tion of a heterogeneous mixture of solids including filamenUy
centrifugal flowing mass ofsolids separated from gasiform biological materials and having componenu with different
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specific gravities by means of a liquid and air classification

which comprises:

(a) a tubular conduit (10) having a vertically oriented longi-

tudinal axis and opposing upper and lower ends along the

axis, wherein the lower end is closed;

(b) a tubular transfer tube (13) connected to and closing the

upper end of the conduit and leading away from the axis

of the conduit with an opening from the tube for removing

a liquid flowing through the conduit and the tube;

(c) air bubble generating means (20) through the lower end

of the conduit for providing a flow of air bubbles verti-

cally through the conduit and parallel to the axis and out

an air vent hole (25);

(d) high kinetic energy generating nozzle means mounted on

the conduit (16o) and directed inward at an angle for

introducing at least one stream of the liquid inside the

conduit adjacent to the air bubble generating means such

that the stream is directed inwardly as a high energy

vortex around the axis of the conduit; and

(e) classification means (17) adjacent to the opening from the

tube for collecting the filamentary materials separated

from the heterogeneous mixture.

particles not diverted toward said magnet continue in said

path, and

separating particles in said mixture of particles not diverted

from said path toward said magnet from magnetic parti-

cles in said mixture of particles diverted from said path

toward said magnet with a splitter located adjacent to said

path of the particles below said relatively short proportion

of said path over which said radial component of the

magnetic field force is produced.

4,478,712

DEVICE FOR SEPARATING IMMISOBLE FLUIDS OF
DIFFERENT SPEOHC GRAVFTIES

Marcel Amaodean, Paris, France, assignor to lastitut Francais

da Petrole, RacU-Malnaison, France

Filed Sep. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 429,576

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 30, 1981, 81 18580

Int a.} BOID 43/00

VS. a. 210—96.1 14 Gains

4v478,711

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING DRY
MAGNETIC MATERIAL

Enrico Cohen, Northwood, and Jeremy A. Good, London, both

of Englaiid, assignors to Imperial College of Science A Tech-

nology and Cryogenic Consoltants Ltd., both of London, Ea*

tfand

Continoation of Ser. No. 195,789, Oct 10, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jal. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,647

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct 12, 1979,

7935428
Int a.) B03C 1/14 -.^

U.S. a. 209-39 l^P^

1. In a device for separating the components of a mixture of

at least two immiscible fluids of different specific gravities, this

device comprising inlet means connected to a tubular body

provided with at least one coaxial internal partition for intro-

ducing said mixture at a first end of said tubular body, and

respective extraction means connected to said tubular body for

discharging, separately, at least partly said mixture, one of said

at least two immiscible fluids, and another of said at least two

immiscible fluids at the second end of the tubular body, first

means adapted for imparting to said mixture when flowing

through said body, a motion having a routional component

about the axis of the tubular body and feedback means for

feeding back the stream, issuing from the second end, to said

inlet means, the improvement wherein said device further

comprises at least second means adapted to impart to the fluid

passing therethrough a rotational component about the axis of

the tubular body with said second means located downstream

from the end of one of said partitions inside said tubular body.

1. A method of separating relatively magnetic particles from

relatively non-magnetic particles in a dry sute comprising the

steps of:

providing, an adjustable, substantially vertical, flow of a

mixture of the magnetic and non-magnetic particles, the

particles moving under at least the influence of gravity, in

a three-dimensional stream in a common path adjacent to,

and at a predetermined distance away from, a magnet,

producing a uniform strong magnetic field force with said

magnet having a radial component produced over a rela-

tively short proportion of said path of the particles, said

radial component greatly exceeding an axial component of

the magnetic field force, and said axial component exert-

ing a force which is less than that of gravity, said path

being a predetermined distance away from the nugnet in

a direction of said radial component of the magnetic field

force, so that magnetic particles in said mixture of parti-

cles are diverted from said path toward said magnet but

are not retained by it while particles in said mixture of

4,478,713

AUTOMATIC INSTALLATION FOR UQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Pierre Girot Paris, and Egisto Boscbetti, Chatoo, botii of

France, assignors to Pharmoka Laboratoires, Geanerillers,

France

Filed Sep. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 535,308

Int a.3 BOID 15/08

US. a. 210—101 12 Claims

1. An automatic installation for liquid chromatography, of

the type comprising a chromatographic column, a container of

the product to be fractionated, and at least one conuiner of

eluent, said containers being connectable with the top of the

column via an injection pump, detection means connected to

the output of the column and supplying at least one measuring

signal representing a characteristic of the liquid discharged

from the bottom of the column, means for collecting fractions

with at least one collector container which is connectable with

the base of the column via an automatically-controlled output

valve, and a control unit receiving the measuring signal and

comprising means for controlling the fractions collecting

means, wherein:

a level detector is provided for each conuiner of product to
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be fractionated and of elaent, which detector produces a
low level signal whenever the level of the liquid inside the
container is below a predetermined threshold,

automaticaUy controUed feed valves are mounted between
the injection nump and each container of product to be
fractionated and eluent, respectively,

a measuring device is provided for the container of the liquid
to be fractionated, to allow injection into the column of a
preKletermined quantity of said product, and

the control unit comprises: a control device receiving the or
each measuring signal produced by the detection means

I

from each vessel, the outlet from each vessel having a branch
connection to a shuttle valve, the outlet from which is con-
nected via a non-return valve to the suction side of a pump
whereby when liquid is being pumped through one vessel the
shuttle valve is shut against the flow of liquid therethrough but
is open on the other side so that liquid can be sucked out of the
other vessel.

f
IS

«
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and controlling on the one hand, the feed and output
valves and, on the other hand, the measuring device, to
produce successive cycles of chromatography each one
including at least the consecutive operations of injecting
into the column a set quantity of the product to be frac-
tionated, of admitting in the eluent, and of collecting a
fraction; and a safety device connected to the level detec-
tors to control the stoppage of the pump and prevent
admission of product to be fractionated or of eluent into
the column when the corresponding level detector pro-
duces a low-level signal.

M7S,714
PRESSURIZED FILTRATION SYSTEM

CoUb C Blake, Rochford; Charics C O. Goodall, Ilford, and
Paul A. Bacoa, Homchiirch, aU of England, assignors to
ClbfGdgy AG, Baael, Switaerland

Filed Jaa. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 456,871
lit CL^ BOID 29/10

UAa 210-136 7 Claims

1. A pressurized filtration system for removing suspended
solids from a liquid which comprises two enclosed fUter vessels
each containing either a removable filter bag or cartridge, the
vessels being located in parallel in the circulation line of a
pump which pumps the liquid from a bulk storage vessel
through only one filter vessel at a time, this being controlled by
a valve system in the circulation line to the filter vessels, liquid
forced through the filter vessel in use being pumped to a liquid
storage vessel via a non-return valve located in the outlet line

4,478,715

CX>LUMN RETAINER
Lyman E. Goodnight, Jr., North Palm Beach, Fla., assignor to

Milton Roy Company, St. Petersbnrg, Fla.

Filed Not. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 547,977
Int a.) BOID 15/08

U.S.a 210-198J 4 Claims

1. Liquid chromatography apparatus comprising:
a liquid chromatographic column having an inlet end and an

outlet end,

an external fluid flow member for connection to one of said
ends of said column,

a gasket between said fluid flow member and said one end of
said column, and

a column retainer assembly holding said column in pressure
sealed engagement with said gasket and said gasket in turn
with said fluid flow member,

said retainer assembly comprising an elongated collet and a
collet nut,

said collet having:

a lumen of substantially constant diameter throughout its

length approximately equal to the O.D. of said column,
a tapered proximal end with a plurality of longitudinal

slots therein,

an extended distal end.

a central body portion integral with said distal end and
said proximal end, and

external threads on said central body portion, said collet
nut having:

a distal end internally threaded to mate with said external
threads of said collet,

a proximal end with a fu^t lumen of diameter approxi-
mately equal to the O.D. of said column,

a second lumen distal of said first lumen ofdiameter larger
than said first lumen, and

a internal tapered portion joining said first lumen to said
second lumen,

said column extending through said lumens ofsaid collet and
said collet nut and said collet nut is threaded into said
collet to force said collet Upered proximal end into said
collet nut internal Upered portion clamping said collet
proximal end onto the oOtside of said column.
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4,478,716

MIXED-BED DEVICE FOR PRODUCING PURE WATER
Tsuieo Hascgawa, ShimoncUkawa; Kiyoham Nakahara, Nara,

and Seitaro Haa^awa, Ibaragi, all of Japan, aaaignors to

Seira Kogyo Co., Ltd., Japan

FUcd Jan. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 458,284

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1982, 57-33186

Int a^ BOID 15/04

U.S.a 210-289 3 Claims

MtmbnM Pirfemionc*
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Watir FIvi (6FD)

1. In a mixed-bed device for producing pure water, said

device comprising a tubular container, a closure member, a

water collecting tube and a water collector having a plurality

of apertures, wherein said tubular container has a bottom wall,

a cylindrical body portion and a domed upper portion, said

domed upper portion of said container has a water supply inlet

and a constricted opening formed therein, said closure member

is removably inserted in said constricted opening, said water

collecting tube extends into said container through said closure

member such that an end of said water collecting tube is dis-

posed proximate said bottom wall of said container, and said

water collector is attached to said end of said water collecting

tube, the improvement comprising said water collector being

expandable from a relatively narrow configuration, wherein

said water collector is insertable into said container through

said constricted opening in said domed portion, to a relatively

wide configuration, wherein said water collector has a width

substantially equal in size to the inner diameter of said cylindri-

cal body portion of said container, and wherein said expand-

able water collector comprises a header and a plurality of

flexible tubular members, each of said flexible tubular members

protrudes from a wall of said header, said flexible tubular

members are substantially evenly spaced-apiirt, said flexible

tubular members are in fluid communication with said header,

and each of said flexible tubular members comprises a plurality

of substantially rigid tube segments and a plurality of flexible

tube segments, said flexible tube segments interconnecting said

rigid tube segments.

4,478,717

SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANE TREATED WITH
MODIFIED VINYL POLYMER

Masaru KnrUuura; Norflio Hanuoiya, both of Ohtao, and

Tadahiro Uemnra, Kyoto, all of Jqian, assignors to Toray

Indnstriea, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

CoBtinaation of Ser. No. 177,239, Aog. 11, 1980, abudoned.

This appUcation May 27, 1982, Scr. No. 382,566

Int a.3 BOID 31/00

MS. a. 210—500J 23 Claims

1. A semipermeable membrane for liquid separation, having

a structure which is permeable to liquid, and having improved

rejection performance, in which the semipermeable membrane

has attached thereto an effective amount of a modified vinyl

polymer having a main vinyl chain and an acetoxy side group

bonded to the main vinyl chain and at least one other side

group, bonded to the main vinyl chain, selected from the group

consisting of groups represented by Formula (I) and (II) as

follows:

O
U

—OC—R—(COOH)(i

—O—R-(COOH),

(D

01)

wherein R is a radical selected from the group consisting of

aliphatic, aromatic and heterocyclic radicals having from 1 to

9 carbon atoms, and n is an integer from 1 to 3.

4,478,718

CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATION APPARATUS
Pierre Saget 36 ATcnue de La Grande Armee, 75017 Paris,

France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 199^63, Oct 23, 1980, Pat No.

4,361,490. This appUcation Aug. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 405,745

Claiau priority, appUcation France, Oct 31, 1979, 79 27079

The portion of the term of this patent sabacqucnt to Nov. 30,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a? BOID 45/00

U.S. CL 210—512.3 6 Claiaas

1. A centrifugal separating apparatus for separating a heavy

phase from a light phase in a fluid mixture of such phases

comprising:

a housing having an outlet;
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• plurality of apertured spaced apart plates with the aper-
tures of each of said plates having at least one lateral edge
and being located on said each plate to be positioned
thereon with respect to apertures in adjacent plates to
locate those apertures on at least one uninterrupted, con-
tinuous helical path extending through said plates for
substantially the entire length of said housing;

means for feeding a fluid mixture of light and heavy phases
to said housing for separating said heavy phase from said
light phase;

mixture moving means for moving said fluid mixture
through said housing and through said apertures of said
plates to flow from one aperture to an adjacent aperture
along said uninterrupted, continuous helical path on
which said apertures are located with flow along said
helical path creating a helical path centrifugal force on
fluid flowing along said helical path which is in excess of
any centriAigal force exerted on any fluid flowing in said

housing outside said helical path, said helical path centrif-

ugal force creating a centriftigal separation of heavy phase
from light phase in fluid flowing along said helical path to

separate heavy phase from light phase and cause separated
heavy phase to exit from said helical path, said plates each
having means for contacting heavy phase exiting said

helical path and preventing such exiting heavy phase from
moving toward said housing outlet and guiding such
exiting heavy phase under the influence of the centrifugal

force existing outside said helical path toward said hous-
ing and a central deflector mounted on the plates adjacent
to each aperture lateral edge and wherein each opening is

defined to present at least one lateral edge extended by the
central defector with fluid forces in the fluid flowing
along said helical path preventing said exiting heavy phase
from re-entering said helical path;

a heavy phase collecting means fluidly connected to said

housing to collect said exiting heavy phase guided thereto
by said plates and the centrifugal force exerted on fluid

located outside said helical path; and
a light phase discharge means fluidly connected to said

helical path to collect light phase which has followed said

helical path through said plates.

differently permeable for the fluid or its components, each
sUge being divided by the wall into an nilet portion and a
permeate portion, according to which method fluid to be
separated is introduced into the inlet portion of a stage of the
first section to flow along the wall of that stage while a more
readily permeating component of the fluid passes through the
wall and into the permeate portion of that stage, and fluid in

the permeate portion of that stage flows along the wall in

countercurrent to the fluid in the inlet portion of that stage,
and fluid is withdrawn, as permeate, from the permeate portion
of a stage of the first section, the improvement wherein the first

section is composed of at least two such permeation stages,
which are first and second permeation sUges, the fluid to be
separated is introduced into the inlet portion of the first sUge
of the first section, fluid in the permeate portion of the first

stage of the first section is conducted to the permeate portion
of the second stage of the first section, and the fluid with-
drawn, as permeate, from the permeate portion of a stage ofthe
first section is withdrawn from the permeate portion of the
second stage of that section, and wherein said method com-
prises: conducting the permeate withdrawn from the second
stage of the first section to the inlet portion of a stage of the
second permeation section to flow along a wall of that stage
while a more readily permeating component thereof passes
through the wall and into the permeate portion of the stage of
the second permeation section; conducting fluid from the inlet

portion of the stage of the second permeation section to the
inlet portion of the second stage of the first permeation section
and from the inlet portion of the second stage of the first

section to the inlet portion of the first stage of the first section;

withdrawing fluid from the permeate portion of the stage of
the second permeation section and conducting that fluid to the
inlet portion of the stage of the third permeation section to
flow along the wall of that stage while a more readily permeat-
ing portion thereof passes through the wall and into the perme-
ate portion of that stage of the third permeation section; with-
drawing fluid from the permeate portion of the stage of the
third permeation section; and conducting fluid from the inlet

portion of the stage of the third permeation section to the inlet

portion of the stage of the second permeation section.

M78,719
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARATION

OF FLUIDS BY PERMEATION
Hefanrt Miehelc, Aof dam Schoec Ic, SW4 Hcrdeckc; Giiirter

Scholi, RoaaMal 38-40, MOO Dortaud 1, and Udo Werner,
StrvM 67, 4350 ReckliBghaaacB, aU of Fed. Rep. of

ISdaiou

FOad Not. 19, 1900, Scr. No. 208^35
JaL d} BOID 31/Oa 13/00

U.S.a 210-641

F<

—

IS. In a method for separating a fluid by permeation in at

least three permeation sections, which are fiist, second and
third permeation sections, each section being composed of at

least one permeation stage which is provided with a wall

4,470,720

FRACnONAnON PROCESS FOR MIXTURES BY
ELUTION CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH UQUID IN

SUPERCRITICAL STATE AND INSTALLATION FOR ITS
OPERAnON

Michel Pemit, St Nicolas de Port, Frmce, aaaignor to Sodcte
NatioMle Eif AqnitalBe, Covbcfoie, FYwce

Filed May 31, 1903, Scr. No. 499,597
Claims priority, appUcattoa Fraace, Job. 3, 1902, 82 09649

bt a.3 BOID 15/08
U.S. a. 210-659 14 Claim

Oh
V—v-»n

K '"ti

1. A process for fractionating a mixture by supercritical fluid

elution chromatography, said process comprising the steps of:

(a) continuously feecUng an eluent fluid in the supercritical

state at a constant flow rate through an elution chroma-
tography column;

(b) periodically injecting an amount of a mixture to be frac-

tionated into the supercritical eluent fluid at the head of
the elution chromatography column;

(c) detecting the emergence of fractions of said mixture in
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the supercritical eluent stream emerging from the elution

chromatography column;

(d) selectively directing portions of said supercritical eluent

stream containing detected fractions of said mixture to

individual separators of a bank of parallel separators;

(e) separating mixture components from each eluent portion

by allowing the supercritical eluent of each portion to

expand in the separator to which it was directed;

(0 withdrawing separated mixture components from the

bottom of each separator;

(g) withdrawing gaseous eluent from the top of each separa-

tor;

(h) purifying the withdrawn eluent;

restoring the purified eluent to the supercritical state, and

(j) recycling the supercritical eluent from step (i) to step (a)

such that the quantity of eluent present in the circuit of

steps (a) through (j) is maintained constant.

4,478,721

HIGH EFTiaENCY CONTINUOUS SEPARATION
PROCESS

Clarence G. Gerhold, Palatine, lU., assignor to UOP Inc., Dcs

Plaines, lU.

ContiBaation*in-part of Ser. No. 407,680, Ang. 12, 1982, Pat

No. 4,402,832. This appUcation Jul. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 518,579

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 6, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.) BOID 15/08

MS.a 210-659 20 Claims

I

V\1Q±
atmntr

1. A process for separating an extract component from a

raflinate component contained in a feed mixture comprising

the steps of:

(a) maintaining a unidirectional fluid flow system through a

series of separating units in which said components have

differential rates of travel due to selective retardation or

acceleration of each of said components in each of said

units, each of said units having a fluid inlet and a fluid

outlet;

(b) continuously passing said feed mixture into one of said

fluid inlets and a displacement fluid into another of said

fluid inlets, said displacement fluid being capable of dis-

placing said components from said separating units;

(c) establishing within a system comprising said fluid flow

system a component concentration distribution, zones of

which comprise, sequentially, the highest purity displace-

ment fluid (zone I), extract component diluted with dis-

placement fluid (zone II), concentrated extract compo-

nent (zone III), extract and raffinate component mixture

with the extract component being the major component

(zone IV), extract and raffinate component mixture with

the raffinate component being the major component (zone

V), concentrated raffinate component (zone VI), and

raflinate component diluted with displacement fluid (zone

VII), certain of said zones being combinable to obtain one

or two of the pairs of zones II and III or III and IV, and

V and VI or VI and VII, whereby each pair is considered

as one continuous zone, each zone may comprise part of

only one pair, each of said zones II, IV. V and VII having

associated with it, unless paired with another zone, one of

said fluid inlets and one of said fluid outlets, zone I having

the fluid inlet for displacement fluid associated with it, and

each of zones III and VI, or zone pairs II and III or III and

IV, and zone pairs V and VI or VI and VII having associ-

ated with it a fluid outlet for a product effluent stream,

said feed mixture being passed through a fluid inlet, the

locus of which is at least proximate to the point on said

component concentration distribution where the relative

proportions of the extract and raffinate componenu are

the same as that occurring in the feed mixture;

(d) continuously withdrawing an extract stream comprising

the entire flow from the fluid outlet of zone III or one of

zone pairs II and III or III and IV, and continuously

withdrawing a raffinate stream comprising the entire flow

from the fluid outlet of zone VI or one of zone pairs V and

VI or VI and VII;

(e) continuously passing the entire stream from each of the

fluid outlets of each of said zones II, IV, V and VII, if not

combined with another zone, to a corresponding fluid

inlet, the locuses of each said outlet and corresponding

inlet beng withiu the same zone of said component con-

centration distribution; and,

(0 periodically simultaneously eflecting the following shift-

ing of said inlets and outlets: the feed mixture fluid inlet to

what prior to the shift was the inlet of zone V or zone VII

if zones V and VI are combined, the inlet of zone V, if

uncombined, to what had been the inlet of zone VII or

zone I if zones VI and VII are combined, the inlet of zone

VII, if uncombined, to what had been the inlet of zone I,

the inlet of zone I to what had been the inlet of zone II or

zone IV if zones II and III are combined, the inlet of zone

II, if uncombined, to what had been the inlet of zone IV,

or to what had been the feed mixture inlet if zones III and

IV are combined, the inlet of zone IV, if uncombined, to

what had been the feed mixture inlet, the outlet of zone II,

if uncombined, to what had been the outlet of zone III, or

zone pair III and IV, the outlet of zone III or zone pair II

and III to what had been the outlet of zone IV, if uncom-

bined, the outlet of zone IV or zone pair III and IV to

what had been the outlet of zone V or zone pair V and VI,

the outlet of zone V, if uncombined, to what had been the

outlet of zone VI or zone pair VI and VII, and the outlet

of zone VI or zone pair V and VI to what had been the

outlet of zone VII, if uncombined, and the outlet of zone

VII or zone pair VI and VII, to what had been the outlet

of zone II or zone pair II and III, said shifting being ef-

fected prior to the progression through said uniu of said

component concentration distribution to the extent that

the composition of the inlet or outlet streams to or from

any zone or zone pair becomes inconsistent with the de-

sired composition of that zone or zone pair.

4,478,722

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING SALTS IN AQUEOUS
STREAMS

W. Ste?en Boom, Midland, Mieh^ assignor to The Dow Ocmi-

cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct 4, 1983, Scr. No. 538,887

Int CL^ BOID 15/04

VS.a 210-672 6

1. In a process for separating two or more salu comprising

contacting an aqueous solution containing said salts with an ion

retardation resin and then eluting the resin to recover a first
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eluant fraction which is rich in a first salt and at least one
subsequent eluant fraction which is rich in another salt, the
improvement comprising employing as the ion retardation
retin a porous polymeric particulate containing a plurality of
strong base groups which are in association with weak acid
groups and a plurality of excess strong base groups which are
not in association with weak acid groups, which excess strong
base groups have associated therewith a counterion which is an
anion for which the strong base group has less affinity than for
the anion of the salt which appears in said subsequent eluant
fraction.

(b) an aminoplast precondensate which does not contain
amino groups.

4*478,723

AOSORPTIVE SEPARATION METHOD
MaHtOfhi Taooachi, ArcMUa, Califs and Hlnhumi Akiyama,
NobMka, Japu, anigiion to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki
KaidM.Onka,Jap«i

Filed Jbo. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,692
CUns priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 15, 1981, 56-90841;

Ju. 15, 1981, 56-90840; JuL 31, 1981, 56-119321; Sep. 2, 1981,
5^137071

lot a.i BOID 15/00
UAa 210-674 ,4 cMm,

4,478,725
PROCESS FOR THE OXTOATION OF HYDROGEN

SULPHIDE DISSOLVED IN THE WASTE WATER FROM
A COAL GASmCATION PROCESS

Giinther Veiling, Bomheim, and Norbert Briingel, Cologne, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Rbeinische Braunkoh-
lenwerke AG, Cologne, Fed, Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,574

loS*^^"'**'''
•PpUcatlon Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 18,

19B2, 3209856

iBt a.3 C02F im
UAa 210-703 8 ctaima

IK
ti

ELUATION TIME t
—

1. An adsorptive separation method comprising alternately
supplying a starting mixture A which is a mixture of organic
substances and a desorbent into a c<Humn packed with an
adsorbent, treating to form and move an adsorption band of the
starting mixture A and recovering the intended component at
a purity higher than the amied purity from an eluate, wherein
•ner the entire amount of the intended component passing
through the column is increased over the amount of the in-
tended component in the starting mixture A and the intended
component is separated and recovered, a portion B which is at
least a part of the remaining intended component-containing
portion and in which the desorbent is separated and removed
to a concentration lower than the desorbent concentration in
the starting mixture A and the intended component is con-
tained at a concentration higher than the concentration of the
mtended component in the starting mixture A is mixed with the
starting mixture A and supplied to the column or said portion
B and the starting mixture A are successively supplied to the
column one by one, and then, the desorbent is supplied.

4*478,724

CATIONIC ADSORPTION AGENT
Jamla? Haaw, Rieben, and Roger Palmberg. Allschwil, both of
^taerland, asdgnort to Ciba-Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley.
N.Y.

Diriaion of Ser. No. 313,061, Oct 19, 1981, Pat No. 4,424,284.
This application Ang. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,377

Oaims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Oct 28, 1980,
8ul6/80>5

lat a.i BOID lS/00
UAa 210-679 J Ctaims

1. A process for the removal of anionic subsUnces from
aqueous solutions, which process comprises conucting said
solutions with a cationic adsorption agent which has been
obtained by reaction of

(a) an amino compound which contains at least one amino
group and at least one free or methylolated carbamide or
thiocarbamide group, or a salt thereof, with

1. A process for the oxidation of hydrogen sulphide dis-
solved in waste water from a scrubbing operation for removing
fine-grained carbon-bearing solid particles from the product
gas ofa coaJ gasification process, comprising treating the waste
water for oxidation of said hydrogen sulphide dissolved
therein in the presence of said fine-grain carbon bearing solid
particles contained in said waste water, and recycling at least a
part of said waste water before said oxidation treatment to said
scrubbing operation to enrich said waste water with said solid
carbonaceous particles.

4,478,726

PARTICULATE HLTER BACKWASH OUTLET
Richard P. Moore, Germistoa, South Africa, assignor to Blue

Circle Projects (Proprietary) Limited, Germiston, South Af-
rica

FOed Oct. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 436,740
Int a.} BOID 23/24

MS.a 210-793 8 Oaims

1. A method of preventing loss of filter media during back-
washing of a liquid particle filter by passing a backwashing
fluid in an upward direction through the filter which comprises
the steps of: directing the backwash fluid and entrained filter

media along a deflection plate which defines a horizontal zone
wherein substantially non-turbulent flow takes place which
flow extends between a space above the filter media bed and a
backwash outlet; allowing entrained media to settle onto the
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deflection plate in the zone while it is carried by the velocity of

the fluid in the zone; trapping this media near an outlet for the

backwash fluid from the filter; passing the entrapped media

through a return passage back into the filter bed; and, shielding

the return passage from the ingress of upwardly flowing back-

wash fluid.

fonic acid compound at a temperature within the range of 30*

F. to 300* F.

4,478,727

SODIUM STYRENE
SULFONATE<X)-SODIUM.N-(4-SULFOPHENYL)-

MALEIMIDE- AN IMPROVED VISCOSITY CONTROL
ADDITIVE

S. Richard Tomer, Bridgewater, NJ.; Thad O. Walker, Honble,

Tez^ and Warren A. Thaler, Aberdeen, NJ., aatignon to

Exxon Research A Engioeering Co^ Florham Park, NJ.
FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,939

Int a.3 C09K 7/02

U.S.a 252—8J C 5 Claims

1. A water-based drilling mud which comprises:

(a) water;

(b) about 4 to about 30 Ibs/bbl. of a clay;

(c) about 1 to about 30 Ibs/bbl of a lignosulfonate;

(d) weighting material of sufficent quantity necessary to

achieve the desired density;

(e) about 0.2S to about S Ibs/bbl. of a sodium styrene sulfo-

nate co-sodium-N-(4-sulfophenyl>maleimide copolymer,

said copolymer being (1) prepared by copolymerization of

sodiimi styrene sulfonate and sodium-N-(4-sulfophenyl>

maleimide and having an Nln of about 10,000 to about

100,000, or (2) prepared by modification of a preformed

alternating styrene/maleic anhydride copolymer by se-

quentially sulfonating the styrene pendant unit with SO3

followed by addition of sulfanilic acid to the enchained

succinic anhydride units, said preformed copolymer hav-

ing a molecular weight of from 1,000 to 300,000; and

(0 base of sufficient quantity to adjust the pH of the water-

based drilling mud to about 10 to about 10.S.

4,478,730

BOWLING LANE OIL COMPOSITION
Robert J. O'Connor, Palo Alto, Calif., asaignor to Cedric P.

SpeUmao, Pleasanton, Calif.

FUed Apr. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 481,367

Int a.J ClOM 1/32

U.S.a 252—34.7 7 Claims

1. An oU composition for use on bowling alleys consisting

essentially of:

a major amount of an oil component,

from 0.125 to S percent by wt quaternary ammonium com-

pound,

a leveling agent in an amount sufficient to facilitate leveling

of the oil over the bowling alley, and

a coupler in an amount sufficient to cause the components of

said composition to go into solution with one another.

4,478,728

PROCESS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR PRESERVING
FRESH HIDES AND SKINS

Wttlian J. Hopkins; Praia C. Sweeney, both of PhUadelphia,

and Darid G. BaUey, Warminster, aU of Pa., aaaignon to The

United States of Aoiaiea as rep«sented by the Secretary of

Agricnlture, Washington, D.C
Dirision of Ser. No. 356,865, Mar. 15, 1982, Pat No. 4,42«,059.

This appUcation Oct 20, 1963, Ser. No. 543,730

Int a.) C14C 9/00. 1/04

U.S.a 252-8J7 2 Clainis

1. A composition for preserving fresh animal hides compris-

ing a fresh hide preservative effective amount of butyl carbitol

as a concentration of 2.0% based on the weight of the hide,

water, an acid selected from the group consisting of formic

acid, sodium bisulfate, acetic acid, and proprionic acid, and the

surface active agent tergitol lS-S-9.

4,478,729

MOLYBDENUM SULFONATES FOR FRICnON
REDUCING ADDITIVES

Mack W. Hunt ud Charles T. Weit both of NaperriUe, lU.,

aaaignon to Standard OU Company (Indiana), Chicago, lU.

FUed Jnn. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,047

Int a^ ClOM 1/38. 1/54

MS.a 252—33J 11 Claims

1. An oU soluble lubricating oU composition comprising a

sulfurized molybdenum sulfonate in a lubricating oil, wherein

said molybdenum sulfonate is the sulfurized reaction product

of molybdenum halide and a hydrocarbyl sulfonic acid com-

pound, the reaction product of molybdenum halide and a

hydrocarbyl sulfonic acid compound having been prepared by

reacting said molybdenum halide with said hydrocarbyl sul-

4,478,731

AQUEOUS LUBRICATING COMPOSITION AND
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING SAME

Antoine Gaucher, Saint Etienne, France, assignor to Centre

Stephanois De Recherches Mecaniqnes Hydroraecaniqnc Et

Frotteraent Zone IndnstrieUe, Bontbeon-Loire, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 073^03, Sep. 10, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jul. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 516,182

Claims priority, appUcation France, S^. 8, 1978, 78 26376

Int a.J ClOM 3/18

MS. a. 252—36 20 Claims

1. A process for the production of an aqueous lubricant

composition comprising the steps of:

creating a first mother solution comprising an aqueous solu-

tion of at least one alkali metal carboxylate which is water

soluble, wherein the anionic moiety of said alkali metal

carboxylate comprises a saturated linear organic radical

having at least twelve carbon atoms;

creating a second mother solution comprising an aqueous

solution of at least one metallic salt, wherein the anionic

moiety of said metallic salt is selected from the group

consisting of hydroxide, chloride, sulphate, nitate and

phosphate ions, and wherein the cationic moiety of said

metallic salt is selected from the group consisting of biva-

lent and trivalent metal ions having an electro-chemical

oxidation-reduction potential greater than about —0.7

volts;

mixing said first and second mother solutions together to

form a mixture thereof; and

heating said mixture to a temperature ofbetween about forty

degrees centigrade and about seventy degrees centigrade;

wherein the concentration and volume of said first solution

are selected so as to provide a stoichiometric excess of

carboxylate in said mixture, relative to the concentration

of said at least one metaUic salt in a given volume of said

second solution;

wherein said process is characterized by the absence of the

addition of, and the selection of reactants free of, any

other oil, surface active agents, and stabilizing agents; and

wherein said at least one alkali metal carboxylate and said at

least one metallic salt are selected so that the metallic

carboxylate so formed does not precipitate from said

mixture;

whereby a stable aqueous lubricant composition comprising

water and at least one metallic carboxylate, free of added

oil, surface active agents, and stabilizing agents, is pro-

vided.
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M78,732
FRICTION REDUCING ADDITIVES AND

COMPOSITIONS THEREOF
Aadrew G. Horodyiky, Cherry Hill, and Jou M. Kaminaki,
OcMBton, both of NJ, aniSDon to MobU OU Corporation,
Ntw York, N.Y.

Filad May 20, 1981, Scr. No. 265,301
ne portioB of tte term of tUa patent nbaeqaeat to No?. 3, 1998,

RCX)NHCH2CH2CH2CH2CHCOO-

lat a^ ClOM 1/H 1/10
UAa 252-49.6 10 Claim.

I. A improved lubricant composition comprising a major
proportion of an oil of lubricating viscosity or grease or other
solid lubricant prepared therefrom and a minor effective
amount of a multifunctional additive having improved friction
reducing, oxidative and thermal stability, anti-rust and anti-

corrosion properties and wherein said additive is selected from
the group consisting essentially of borated mixed hydroxylal-
kyl or hydroxyalkenyl hydrocarbyl imidazolines-hydroxyes-
ters and various combinations of these in which each additive
compound has from about 1 to about 30 carbon atoms and is

alkyl or substituted alkyl having one or more double bonds and
one or more halogen or sulfur atoms and aromatic rings.

4,478,733

DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS
John Oakca, Sooth Wirral, Eosiaad, aarignor to Uver Brothers
Compuy, New York, N.Y.

FIM Dec 8, 1983, Ser. No. 559,593
Gains priority, appUcatioa United Kingdom, Dec 17, 1982,

8236005

Int a? CUD 3/04: D06L 3/02
UAa252-99 ^Claims

1. A build detergent bleach composition comprising from 2
to 50% by weight of a surface-active agent selected from the
group consisting of organic anionic, nonionic, amphoteric and
zwitterionic detergents and mixtures thereof; 4-50% by weight
of a peroxide compound bleach; 10-50% by weight ofa water-
insoluble aluminosilicate cation-exchange material; 3-50% by
weight of an alkali-metal orthophosphate; 0-20% by weight of
an alkalimetal silicate; and a manganese compound which
deliven manganese(Il) ions in aqueous solution, in an amount
of from 0.005 to 2.5% by weight as manganese (II) metal based
on the total detergent composition.

N(CH3)3
+

or a salt thereof, wherein RCO represents an aliphatic
alkanoyl group of carbon number 8-22, and

(b) an anionic surface active agent having a hydrophobic
group of carbon number 10 to 18, wherein components (a)
and (b) are present at a ratio of 1:9 to 9:1 by weight.

4,478,735
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING GRANULAR DETERGENT

COMPOSITION
Mitsuyoahi Yazaki; Hideo Tanaka, and Masayoshi Nakamora,
aU of Chiba, Japan, aasignors to Uon Coiporation, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 376,963
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 20, 1981, 56-76086

Int a.J CllD 3/04: BOID 1/16
UAa 252-135 4 Claims

1. A process for producing a granular detergent composition
containing a surface active agent, a zeolite, an alkali metal
silicate, and other detergent builders, the content of the zeolite
being 10% through 25% by weight on a dry weight basis,
comprising the steps of:

(a) preparing an aqueous slurry having a water content of
45% through 80% by weight and containing, as a dispers-
ing medium, the surface active agent;

(b) bubbling a gas into the aqueous slurry to form a slurry
containing bubbles having an average bubble diameter of
40 throu^ 100 microns and having a specific gravity of
0.7 through 0.9;

(c) mixing the resultant aqueous slurry with the zeolite, the
alkali metal silicate, and the other builders to form a deter-
gent slurry; and

(d) spray drying the detergent slurry to form a granular
detergent composition having a bulk density of 0.305 g/cc
or less; said process providing a drying capacity of at least

about 3800 kg/hr.

4,478,734
DETERGENT COMPOSITION COMPRISING A

MIXTURE OF AN N-ACYLLYSINE AND ANIONIC
SURFACE ACnVE AGENTS, POSSESSING UNIQUE

PROPERTIES IN SOFT AND HARD WATER
Kcizo Ogino, Tokyo; Maaahiro Takehara; Takeahi Miyoahi,

both of Fi^iaawa, and Koichiro Sagawa, KawaaaU, aU of
Japan, aarignon to AJinomoto Company Incorporated, Tokyo,
Japan

FDed Mar. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 478,669
ClaiaH priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1982, 57-55074

Int CLJ CllD 1/10. 7/50
UAa 252-117 g Claims

1. A detergent composition comprising
(a) at least one of N«.long<hain-acyl.N«,N«.dimethyllysine
of the formula

RCONHCH2CH:CH2CH2CHCXX)H

N(CH3)2

4.478 736
COMPOSITION AND PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT

OF CLAY SLIMES
Carl F. Raba, Jr.; Robert L. Smith, and Franda Y. Huang, aU of
San Antonio, Tex., asaignon to Monicr Reaonrccs, Inc., San
Antonio, Tex.

FUed Jan. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 457,930
Int a.J CD2F 1/52. 1/56. 11/14

U.S. a. 252—180 16 daima

meets nm oematrng eur sums

.COUHMS suae

nrtsH

or N«-long<hain-acyl.N«.N« N«-triniethyUysine of the 1. A composition for the dewatering of clay slimes com-'o™*"*
prised of:
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a. hydreted fly ash; liquid crystals and of dyes respectively red, yellow and blue,

b. a silane coupling reagent reacted with the hydrated fly characterized by the fact that the red dye is the 4,4'-bis(p-

ash; and dimethyl-amino-phenylazo)-2-methyl-azobenzene of formula

c. an acrylamide momomer polymerized with the fly ash. n\

4,478,737

UQUm OXIDATIVE DESIZING AGENT AND PROCESS
FOR OXIDATIVE DESIZING

Klana Adrian, Frankftvt an Main, and GSntcr Riiaeh, Bad

Soden am Tannna, both of Fad. Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to

Hoechat AktiengeacUachaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478^45

Claima priority, awUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 30,

1982, 3211677

Int a.3 D06L 1/14

VS.a 252-186J5 2 Claima

1. Oxidative desizing agent consisting substantially of from 5

to 20 weight % of sodium or ammonium persulfate or potas-

sium, sodium, ammonium or calcium peroxodiphosphate, from

20 to 50 weight % of one or more surfactants selected from the

group of C8-C20*sec.-alkanesulfonates, C4-Ci2-alkylphenol-

oxethylates having 6 to 12 ethylene oxide moieties, or Cio-Cig-

fatty alcohol-oxethylates having 3 to 8 ethylene oxide moieties,

and water in the amount remaining to give 100%.

-^""-(o)-»~-
(D

CHj

the yellow dye is the 4,4'-bis(p-methoxy-phenylazo)-2-methyl-

azobenzene of formula (II),

4,478,738

SELF-RELEASING BINDER BASED ON ISOCYANATE
AND THE USE THEREOF IN A PROCESS FOR THE

PRODUCTION OF MOLDED ARTICLES
Hana-Joachim SchoU; Hanna I. Sacha, both of Cologne; Gert

Jaba, Odenthal, and Giinther Locw, Leichlingen, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to Bayer Aktiengeaellschaft,

Lcferkuaen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed May 16, 1980, Ser. No. 150,495

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 29,

1979, 2921689
Int a.3 C09K 3/00

VS. a. 252—188J1 6 Claima

1. A substantially anhydrous binder which has a self-releas-

ing eflect for the production of shaped articles comprising:

(A) a polyisocyanate; and

(B) a sulfonic acid having a water content of less than 0.1%

by weight and corresponding to the general formula:

R-SOjH),

wherein

n represents an integer of 1 or 2;

R represents an aromatic hydrocarbon radical having

from 6 to 14 carbon atoms, an aliphatic hydrocarbon

radical having from 10 to 18 carbon atoms, a cycloali-

phatic hydrocarbon radical having from 6 to 15 carbon

atoms, an araliphatic hydrocarbon radical having from

7 to 15 carbon atoms or an alkaromatic hydrocarbon

radical having from 7 to 24 carbon atoms; and

the equivalent ratio of the components (A) and (6) is

100K).5 to 100:20.

^5°~(OVn-N-/Q \-N-N-

CH3

(ID

-foV^-^-^)-°^"^

and the blue dye is an anthraquinonic derivative represented

by the general formula (III),

NH2 O OH (III)

OH O NHj

in which A is H or

^.
4,478,739

DARK COLORED COMPOSITION BASED ON UQUID
CRYSTALS

Jacqnaa Cognaid, Ncnchatel, and Abdnrrahflun N. Baatnrk,

Hanterifc, botii of Switierland, aaaigaora to Aanlab SA.,

Biennc, Switzerland

Filed Jun. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 508,615

Clainia priority, application Switzerland, JuL 16, 1982,

4345/82
Ut a.J G02F 1/13: C09K 3/34

VS. CL 252—299.1 « CWms
1. Dark colored composition based on liquid crystals, espe-

cially for use in dichroic display cell, comprising a mixture of

and B is H or

-(g)-o-?-(0^«'.

where R and R', identical or different, are a lower alkyl or

alkoxy group, one of the A and B being H when the other is

not H.
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4,478,740

BENZONTTRILES
Radolf EidenscUak, Dieborg; Jjirgen Eichlcr, Breuberg, and
Gcorg Weber, Erztaaueii, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
on to Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschriinkter Haftung,
Dvmftadt, Fed. Rep. of Gemany

Filed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,990
Gains priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 18.

1982, 3205766

iBt a.3 C09K 3/34: C07C 121/60
MS,a 252-299.62 14 claims

1. A benzonitrile of the formula

R«- R2

CN

4 478 743
ORGANOLEPTIC USES OF NORBORNYL

OXYACETALDEHYDE
Robert P. Belko, Woodbridge; Richard M. Boden, Ocean, and
Marie R. Hanna, Hazlet, aU of NJ., assignors to Interna-
tional Flavors A Fh«rances Inc^ New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 456,984, Jan. 10, 1983, , which is a

continnation.in.part of Ser. No. 357,157, Mar. 11, 1982, Pat No.
431,741, which is a division of Ser. No. 303,012, Sep. 17, 1981,
P«t No. 4,354,043. This appUcation Feb. 23, 1984, Ser. No.

582,757
Int as A61K 7/46; CUB 9/00

UA a. 252-522 R 2 Claims
1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma of a

consumable material selected from a group consisting of per-
fumes or colognes comprising the step of intimately admixing
with said consumable material the norbomyl oxyacetaldehyde
having the structure:

wherein

R' and R2 are each independently alkyl of 1-8 C atoms, or
one is Ci-g-alkyl and the other is alkoxy of 1-8 C atoms;
and

Q is one or two groups selected from 1.4-phenylene, 1,4-

cyclohexylene and/or l,4-bicyclo[2.2.2 ]-octylene.

11. A liquid crystal dielectric useful in electrooptical display
elements comprising at least two liquid crystal compounds,
wherein at least one compound is a benzonitrile of claim 1.

4,478,741

4-ALKYLCYCLOHEXYL 4-ALKANOYLOXYBENZOATE
AND UQUID CRYSTAL COMPOSITION THEREOF

Kenichl Nakagawa, Tenri; Shigehiro Minezaki, Ikoma, and
Fnmiaki Fnnada, Yamatokoriyama, all of Japan, assignors to
Sharp Kaboshiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 489^0
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 30, 1982, 57-74426

Int aJ C09K 3/34: G02F 1/13: C07C 69/78. 69/8%UAa 252-299.63 gQaims
1. A liquid crystal compound of the formula:

wherein R and R' are straight chain alkyl groups each having
1 to 7 carbon atoms.

4,478,742

PREPARATION OF A FERRIC ACETATE COATED
SIUCA SOL BY SELECTIVE ANION EXCHANGE

Charles C. Payne, Anrora, lU., assignor to Nalco Chemical
Company, Oak Brook, 01.

Continiiation-in-part of Ser. No. 301,508, Sep. 14, 1981,
abandoned. This application May 10, 1983, Ser. No. 49336

Int a.J BOIJ 13/QO: C04B 35/00: C09C 1/22UAa 252-313 S 2 Claims
1. A method of producing iron acetate coated silica sol

which comprises the steps of passing a mixture of ion-free
colloidal silica and an inorganic iron salt in contact with a
strong base anion exchange resin in the acetic acid salt form
under conditions whereby the iron salt is converted to the iron
aceute and is coated on the silica sol, thereby producing an
iron aceute coated silica sol.

4,478 744
METHOD OF OBTAWING ANTIBODIES

Louis M. Mezel, Fremont; Jung S. Chen, Foster Qty; John J.
Huang, San Mateo, and Robert E. Lovins, Novato, aU of
CaUf., assignors to Sherwood Medical Company, St Louis,
Mo.

FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,418
Int a.3 C07C 103/52: 0D7G 7/00: A61K 39/00, 37/00

U.S. a. 260-112.5 R 6 Claims
1. A method of preparing an antigen useful in obtaining

antibodies against HbAlc. which antibodies are substantiaUy
free of cross-reactivity to nonglycosylated hemoglobin, said
method comprising the steps of:

(a) synthesizing a hapten consisting of a peptide having the
formula Val—His—Leu—Y wherein Y is chosen from the
group consisting of Thr—, Thr—Pro—, Thr—Pro—
Glu—

, Thr—Pro—Glu—Glu—, Thr—Pro—Glu

—

Glu—Lys—
, Thr—Pro—Glu—Glu—Lys—Ser—, and

Thr—Pro—Glu—Glu—Lys—Ser—Ala—, said hapten
thereby having an amino acid sequence corresponding to
the NH2 terminus of the hemoglobin /3-chain;

(b) reacting the peptide of step (a) with glucose to obtain a
glycosylated peptide having the formula

glucose—Val—His—Leu—Y;

and

(c) conjugating the glycosylated peptide of step (b) with a
protein to form an antigen suitable for injection into a host
animal whose metabolism does not naturally produce
HbAlC for production of antibodies thereto.
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4,478,745

T-BUTYLOXY-CARBONYL-D-PHENYLALANYL-L-PRO-
LYL-L*ARGININE ALDEHYDE HEMISULFATE,
D-PHENYLALANYL-L-PROLYL-L-ARGININE

ALDEHYDE SULFATE AND PROCESS FOR THE
PREPARATION THEREOF

Siador B^Jnsz, Budapest; Eraibet SzeU nfo Hasenohrl, Hnda-
pest; £va BaraUis, and Diniel Bagdy, both of Budapest aU of

Hungary, assignors to RIchter Gedeon Vegyeszetl Gyar R.T.,

Budapest Hungary
ContlBnation-in-part of Ser. No. 337,288, Jan. 5, 1982, Pat No.
439,065. This appUcation Apr. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 484,888

Claims priority, appUcation Hongary, Jan. 13, 1981, 70/81

Int a' C07C 103/52

U.S.a 260—112.5 R 1 Claim

1. tert.-butyloxy-carbonyl-D-phenylalanyl-L-prolyl-L-argi-

nine aldehyde hemisulfate.

4,478,746

GLYCOSYLATED INSULIN DERIVATIVES
Wan S. Kim, 4512 Jnpiter Dr., Salt Lake Qty, Utah 84117; Seo

Y. Jeong, 716 Medical PI. N., Salt Lake Qty, Utah 84112, and

James C. McRea, 1876 E. 2700 S., Salt Lake Gty, Utah 84106
Division of Ser. No. 442,362, Nov. 17, 1982, Pat No. 4,444,683.

This application Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 532,697

Int a.3 C07C 103/52

U.S. a. 260—112.7 5 Qaims
1. A glycosylated insulin having the formula

Ho\ yo—yV-NH~acH?),-c

H X

insulin

m

wherein X and Z are different and are selected from the group

consisting of—H and —OH, n is an integer of 2 to 6 and m is

an integer of 1 to 3, and wherein each glycosyl group is at-

tached to the insulin by an amide linkage through one or more
of the a-amino groups of the A-1 glycine, B-1 phenylalanine or

e-amino group of the B-29 lysine moieties of the insulin mole-

cule.

4,478,747

BIOLOGICALLY PRODUCED ACID PRECIPITABLE
POLYMERIC LIGNIN

Don L. Crawford, and Anthony L. Pometto, III, both of Mos-
cow, Id., assignors to Genetics International, Inc., Boston,

Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 376,951, May 11, 1982,

abandoned. This application May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 493,024

Int a.3 C07G 7/00

U.S. CL 435—72 11 Oaims
1. A process for converiing native lignin to an acid precipita-

ble polymeric product characterized by an increased number

of phenolic hydroxyl groups and carboxylic acid groups rela-

tive to said native lignin, said process comprising the steps of

incubating said native lignin in a culture medium with a bacte-

rium of the genus Streptomyces known to degrade lignin,

extracting said incubated culture medium with an aqueous

solvent acidifying said extract, and collecting the resulting

precipitate.

4,478,748

BIS-ESTERS OF ALKANEDIOLS
Wayne E. Barth, East Lyme, Conn., assignor to Pfizer Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 236,407, Feb. 20, 1981, Pat No. 4,364,957,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 79,127, Sep. 26, 1979,

Pat No. 4,256,733. This appUcation Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No.

420,460

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 17,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int a* C07D 499/00: A61K 31/425
U.S. a. 260—245J R 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

§ s

o
11

CH2—O—C-CHj
^^CH3

N
^^.

NH2.S =_ S CHa

%Hj

CH-Q

N
#c-

s

and the pharmaceutically-acceptable salts thereof, wherein Q
is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and methyl.

4,478,749

2-OXO-l-(SUBSTITUTED PHOSPHOROUS)AZETIDINES
WiUiam H. Koster, Ringoes, and Christopher M. Omamsti,

Pennington, both of NJ., assignors to E. R. Squibb A Sons,

Inc., PrincetOB, NJ.

Continnatioa-la-part of Ser. No. 248,929, Mar. 30, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,140

Int Q\? C07D 205/08: C07F 9/65. 9/58: A61K 31/675

U.S. a. 260-245.4 24 Qaims
1. A /3-lactam having the formula

Rj R»

Rl—NH—

C

C—R3

C-N-P^ ,

O R«

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, wherein

Rl is an acyl group derived from a carboxylic acid;

R2 is hydrogen or methoxy;

R3 and R4 are the same or difTerent and each is hydrogen,

alkyl, cycloalkyl, phenyl or substituted phenyl, or one of

R3 and R4 is hydrogen and the other is alkoxycarbonyl,

alken-1-yl, alkyn-1-yl, 2-pheny1ethenyl, 2-phenyIethynyl,

carboxyl, —CH2X1 (wherein Xi is azido, amino, hydroxy,

alkanoylamino, alkylsulfonyloxy, phenylsulfonyloxy,

(substituted phenyI)sulfonyioxy, phenyl, substituted

phenyl, halogen, benzylthio, (substituted phenyl)meth-

ylthio, triphenylmethylthio, cyano or mercapto),

—S—X2 or —O—X2 (wherein X2 is alkyl, phenyl, substi-

tuted phenyl, alkanoyl, phenylcarbonyl, (substituted phe-

nyl)carbonyl, or heteroarylcarbonyl), or
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—S—C—X4 or —O—C—X4

Xs Xs

wherein one of X3 and X4 is hydrogen and the other is

hydrogen or alkyl, or X3 and X4 when taken together with

the carbon atom to which they are attached form a cyclo-

alkyl group; and Xs is fonnyl, alkanoyl, phenylcarbonyl,

(substituted phenyl)carbonyl, phenylalkylcarbonyl, (sub-

stituted phenyl)alkylcarbonyl, carboxyl, alkoxycarbonyl,

aminocarbonyl, (substituted an)ino)carbonyl, or cyano;

Rs is hydrogen, alkyl, substituted alkyl, phenyl, or substi-

tuted phenyl; and

R« is hydroxy, alkoxy, (substituted alkyl)oxy, phenyloxy,

(substituted phenyl>oxy, alkyl, substituted alkyl, phenyl,

substituted phenyl, heteroaryl, amino, substituted amino,

alkylthio, (substituted alkyi)thio, phenylthio, (substituted

phenyl)thio, l-(ethoxycarbonyloxy)ethoxy, l.S-dihydro-

3k)X0- 1 -isobenzofuranyloxy,

o o

R"-C—O—CH~0— . R "-C-O-CH2-CH2-O-, or

R'

R"'—Cs

i>

\ /

sC—CH—O—

,

I I;
O R'"

\

wherein R' is hydrogen or alkyl, R" is alkyl or phenyl, R'"
is hydrogen, methyl or phenyl, and R'" is hydrogen or
together with R'" is —(CH2)3— or —(CH2)5—; wherein

the terms "alkyl" and "alkoxy" refer to groups having 1 to

10 carbon atoms;

the term "substituted alkyl" refers to an alkyl group substi-

tuted with one or more azido, amino, halogen, hydroxy,
carboxy, cyano, alkoxycarbonyl, aminocarbonyl, alkoxy,

phenyloxy, (substituted phenyl)oxy, (heteroarylX)xy, mer-
capto, alkylthio, phenylthio (substituted phenyl)thio, al-

kylsulfinyl, or alkylsulfonyl groups,

the terms "cycloalkyl" refen to groups having 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7

carbon atoms;

the term "substituted phenyl" refers to a phenyl group sub-

stituted with 1, 2 or 3 amino, halogen, hydroxyl, trifluoro-

methyl, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4

carbon atoms or carboxyl groups;

the terms "alken-l-yl", "alkyn-1-yl" and "alkanoyl" refer to

groups having 2 to 10 carbon atoms;

the term "heteroaryl" refers to thienyl, furyl, pyrrolyl,

pyridinyl, pyrazolyl, pyrazinyl, thiazolyl, pyrimidinyl or
tetrazolyl or one of the above groups substituted with one
or more halogen, hydroxyl, nitro, amino, cyano, trifluoro-

methyl, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or alkoxy of 1 to 4
carbon atoms groups;

the term "substituted amino" refers to a group having the

fbrmula —NY1Y2 wherein Yi is hydrogen, alkyl, phenyl,

substituted phenyl, phenylalkyl or (substituted phenyl)al-

kyl and Y2 is alkyl phenyl, substituted phenyl, phenylal-

kyl, (substituted phenyl)alkyl, hydroxy, cyano, alkoxy,

phenylalkoxy or amino.

4,478,750

1-PHENYL-AZEPINOINDOLES
FnlTk) Gadicnt, Binfelden, Switieriaiid, anigiior to Sandoz

Ltdn Baad, Switzerlaad

ContinaatioB of Scr. No. 201,251, Oct 27, 1900, abudoned.
nils appUcatkNi Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,867

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nor. 2, 1979,

9852/79

fat a^ A61K iim; C07D 471/04. 487/04
MS, a. 260—245.7 7 Claims

1. An azepinoindole of formula I,

R5

"'"^^^^^^.^''"'^

wherein

Ri and R2 are each independently hydrogen, halogen ofatomic
number from 9 to 35, (CM)alkyl, (CM)alkoxy, (CM)al-
kylthio, hydroxy, or trifluoromethyl,

R3 is hydrogen, (CM)alkyl, (C3^)cycloalkyl, (C4.9)cycloalky-

lalkyl, (C3.s)alkenyl, (C3.salkynyl, a group of formula II,

-(CH2)«-'<y
wherein

m is 1, 2 or 3,

R4 is halogen of atomic number from 9 to 3S, (Ci.4)alkyl,

(CM)alkoxy, or trifluoromethyl, and
X is a bond, —CHOH— or —CO—,
or a group of formula III,

-(CH2-CH2-0)nH in

wherein

n is 2 or 3, and

Rs is hydrogen or (Cj.4)a]kyl,

said compound being in free base or in pharmaceutically ac-

ceptable acid addition salt form.

4,478,751

COMPLEX SALTS HAVING HIGH ELECTRIC
CONDUCnVITY

Friedrich Jonas, Aacheo; Jiirgai Hooker, B«rg.*Gladbacli, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, and Bnmo Broich, Badra, Switzer-

land, assignors to Bayer AktiengcaeUachaft, LeTerkoacn, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Ang. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,668

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 26,

1981, 3133738

Int CL^ core 50/00
MS. a. 260—396 N 3 dainis

1. A complex corresponding to the following general for-

mula (I):

S®R'R2R3pC.TCNQ]© (1)

wherein

R', R2 and R^ independently represent alkyl, optionally substi-

tuted cycloalkyl or optionally substituted aralkyl;

X represents halogen; and

TCNQ represents 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-p-quinodimethane.

4,478,752

PROCESS FOR OXIDIZING PHENOL TO
P-BENZOQUINONE

Chao-Yang Han, Media, and Janwa E. Lyons, Wallingford, both

of Pa., assignors to San Tech, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continaation-in-part of Scr. No. 284,893, JnL 20, 1981,

bMidoncd. lUs application Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 423,984

Int a^ G07C 50/04

MS. a. 260-396 R 21 dainis

1. In the process of oxidizing phenol to benzoquinone in a

nitrile solvent with a bivalent copper salt catalyst selected from

the group of halides and nitrates the improvement of obtaining

increased selectivity by promoting the catalyst with a base

wherein the mole ratio of the base to the copper catalyst is

from 1:2 to about 2:1.

4,478,753

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
11,11,12,1METRACYANO-9,10-ANTHRAQUINODIME-

HANE OR ITS DERIVATIVES
Shu Hotta, Hirakata; Tomiharu Hoaaka, Yawata; Nobuo

Sonoda, Settsu, and Watam Shiraotsuma, Ibaraki, all of Ja-

pan, anignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd^

Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 426,069

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 29, 1981, 56-155592

Int a.3 C07C 121/64

MS.d 260—396 N 12 Claims

1. A process for producing a ll,ll,12,12-tetracyano-9,10an-

thraquinodimethane of the general formula (I)

genation to obtain the compound of the general formula

a).

4,478,754

PREPARATION OF PHENYL ESTERS IN THE
PRESENCE OF BORIC ANHYDRIDE

Josephine L. Y. Kong-Chan, West Cheater, Ohio, assignor to

The Procter A Gamble Company, Qndnnati, Ohio

FUed No?. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 437,918

Int CL3 C09F 5/06; C07C 69/00

MS. a. 260-410.5 6 Gairas

1. An improved process for preparing a phenyl ester of a

carboxylic acid by reaction of a phenol compound with a C2 to

C20 carboxylic acid wherein at least one of the carbon atoms

adjacent the carbon atom bearing the OH group in the phenol

compound is unsubstituted, the improvement comprising the

step of conducting the reaction in the presence of boric anhy-

dride in a molar ratio of boric anhydride to carboxylic acid of

from about 0.4:1 to about 1.6:1, said reaction being conducted

in the substantial absence of sulfuric acid, alkali metal borates,

alkali metal polyborates, alkali metal hydroxides and alkali

metal borohydrides.

(I)

z. ^ ^ ^ z,

c
/ \

NC CN
in which Z\, Z4, Zs and Zg independently represent hydrogen,

chlorine, hydroxy or amino group, and Z2, Z3, Z^ and Z7

independently represent hydrogen, halogen, alkyl having 1 to

8 carbon atoms, phenyl, alkylphenyl whose alkyl group has 1

to 2 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyl whose alkyl group has 1 to 8

carbon atoms, carboxyalkyl whose alkyl group has 1 to 8

carbon atoms, hydroxy, amino or carboxyl group, the process

comprising the steps of:

(a) providing an anthracene compound of the general for-

mula (II)

(ID

4,478,755

TITANATE COMPOSITIONS HAVING DEPRESSED
FREEZING POINTS

Gordon B. RobMna, Clayniont Dein aaaignor to E. I. Du Pont de

Ncnionn and Company, Wihnington, Del.

FUed Not. S, 1962, Ser. No. 439,566

Int a.3 C07F 7/28

MS. a 260-429.5 16 Claims

1. A composition comprising the reaction product obtained

by reacting (i) a titanate represented by the empirical formula

(R'0)4Ti

with (ii) an acetoacetate and removing all or part of the R'OH
thereby generated and replacing all or part of it by combining

the resulting titanate/acetoaceute reaction product with (iii) a

substance which is either

(a) at least one other titanate represented by the empirical

formula

(R20)4Ti

(b) at least one alcohol represented by the empirical formula

R^H

or

in which Zi, Z2. Z3. Z4. Zs, Z^ Z7 and Zg have the same

meanings as defined above, respectively:

(b) halomethylating the anthracene compound to introduce

dicyanomethyl groups into the anthracene compound at

the 9 and 10 positions;

(c) formylating the halogenomethylated compound at the

halogenomethyl groups;

(d) dihalogenomethylating the formylated compound;

(e) dicyanomethylating the dihalogenomethylated com-

pound; and

(0 subjecting the dicyanomethylated compound to dehydro-

wherein the titanate:acetoaceute mol ratio is in the range

between 1:1 and 1:2; ^
R2 and R3 differ from Rh and

R', R2 and R' are each methyl, ethyl, 2-chloroethyl, isopro-

pyl, n-propyl, n-butyl, n-pentyl, 2-pentyl, 3-methylbutyl,

2-methiBxyethyl, or methoxyethoxyethyl;

the quantity of said substance being sufficient, even in the

presence of a nucleating agent, to depress the freezing point of

the reaction product obtained by combining said first-men-

tioned titanate with acetoacetate.
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4,478,756

OXIME DERIVATIVES FOR PROTECTING PLANT
CROPS

Henry Martin, AUichwil, Switzerland, assignor to Oba-Gcigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

DiTision of Ser. No. 271,310, Jan. 8, 1981, abandoned, wliicli is

a diTision of Ser. No. 68,262, Aug. 20, 1979, Pat No. 4,294,722.
This appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,459

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 31, 1978.
9200/78

Int a.J C07F 7/22
U.S. a 260-429.7 3 daims

1. An oxime derivative of the formula I

H2N-CO—C-X Rs .

II /
N—O—Sn—R9

\
RlO

wherein X is cyano or carboethoxy and Rs, R9 and R|o are the
same and are Ci-C4alkyl, benzyl or phenyl.

halogen, cyano, nitro, acetylamino, an alkyl of not more than 4
carbon atoms, phenyl, phenoxy and a haloalkyl of not more
than 2 carbon atoms, R^ is alkyl, alkenyl, alkynyl, an unsubsti-
tuted cycloalkyl of from S to 7 carbon atoms or a cycloalkyl
substituted with an alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, unsubsti*
tuted aryl, unsubstituted arylalkyl or an aryl or arylalkyl which
is substituted by the same or different substituents selected
from the group consisting of halogen, cyano, nitro,

acetylamino, an alkyl of not more than 4 carbon atoms, phenyl,
phenoxy and haloalkyl of not more than 2 carbon atoms, n is 1,

2 or 3 and m is an integer of from to 8, and 1 or 2 hydrogen
atoms in the cycloalkyl ring can be replaced by alkyl, alkehyl,
alkynyl, a cycloalkyl of from S to 7 carbon atoms or a cycloal-
kyl substituted with an alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, aryl,

arylalkyl or an aryl or arylalkyl which is substituted bv the
same or different substituents selected from the group consist-

ing of halogen, cyano, nitro, acetylamino, alkyl of not more
than 4 carbon atoms, phenyl, phenoxy and a haloalkyl of not
more than 2 carbon atoms, wherein an aminoacetic acid deriv-
ative of the formula II

4,478,757

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF AROMATIC
ISOCYANATES

Jaeqoes Kerrennal, Lyons; Jean-Marie Cognion, Saint Genis
Laval, and Pierre Braunstein, Strasbourg, all of France, as-

signors to Prodoits Odmiques Ugine Kuhlmann, Courbeyoie,
Flrance

FUed Oct 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437,810
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 3, 1981, 81 20567

Int a.3 C07C 1W06
U.S. a. 260-^153 PC 7 Claims

1. In the process for the manufacture ofaromatic isocyanates
by carbonylation of nitro derivatives, the improvement com-
prising carrying out the reaction in the presence of a supported
catalyst comprising as the active phase particles or an oxide of
a precious metal of Group VIII and of a metal selected from
Group V5, VIa or VIII of the Periodic Table; and precursor
of the active phase being a heteropolymetallic cluster.

.m-
R>
I

C

n

N-CH2—CO2R2

where R, R', r2 and n have the above meanings, is reacted
with an a,(i>-disubstituted alkane of the formula III

X-CH2-(CH2)m-CH2-Y Oil)

where m has the above meanings, the alkylene group can be
substituted as described above and X and Y independently of.

one another are each CI, Br, I, O-tosyl or O-mesyl, in the
presence of an alkali tertiary butylate and a diluent consisting

essentially of dimethylsulfoxide and ether.

4,478,758

PREPARATION OF SCHIFF BASES OF
AMINOCYCLOALKANECARBOXYUC ACIDS ESTERS

Giinter Scholz; Ernst Baschmann, and Bemd Zeeh, all of Lud-
wigriiafea. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien-
gesellachaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jon. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,497
Claims priority, application Fed Rep. of Germany, Jul. 1,

1981, 3125872

Int a^ C07C 121/76, 119/14
MS. a 260-^465 D 1 Claim

1. A process for the preparation of a Schiff base of an
aminocycloalkanecarboxylic acid ester of the formula I

4,478,759

PREPARATION OF AMINOTTRILES
Harry Distier, Bobenheim, and Karl-Ludwig Hock, Lndwigsha*

fen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien*
gesellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,649
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 1,

1980, 3029205

Int CV C07C 120/00. 120/43
U.S. a. 260—465J A 9 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of an aminoacetonitrile of
the formula

Ri

.^^
R2
/
N—CH2—CN

(CH2),

C02R2

where R' and R^ may be identical or different and each is

—CH2—CN or

NC—CH2
\

where R is hydrogen, halogen, alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, alkyl-
sulfonyl, haloalkyl, nitro, cyano, unsubstituted phenyl, unsub-
stituted phenoxy or a phenyl or phenoxy hich is substituted
with the same or different substituents selected from the group
consisting of cyano, nitro, halogen and haloalkyl of not more
than 2 carbon atoms, R' is hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl, alkynyl, an
unsubstituted cycloalkyl of from S to 7 carbon atoms or a
cycloalkyl substituted with an alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, unsubstituted aryl or aryl substituted by the same or
different substituents selected from the group consisting of

N-(CH2),-

NC—CH2

•N-(CH2),-

CH2

CN

Ri can also be an alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms and the symbols
X and Y can be identical or different and x is 1, 2 or 3 and y is

0, 1, 2 or 3, which process comprises: reacting ammonia or an
amine with formaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide in the pres-
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ence of an additional acid, wherein the nitrogen compound 100* C, and separating the fluorinated product from the reac-

used has the formula tion medium.

R3 II

N—

H

,/

where R^ and R^ are each hydrogen, or R^ or R^ or both are

H2N-(CH2);,-4-N-(CH2)jt-h

if Rl or R2 or both are

NC-CH2
\
N-(CH2)x—FN-(CH2);,-^ .

NC—CH2 CH2

and R^ can also have the same meaning as R' if R' is an alkyl

of 1 to 8 carbon atoms and x and y have the above meanings,

wherein the reaction is conducted at a pH of below 2, and at

from 10* to 70* C, and wherein hydrogen cyanide is added to

the reaction mixture at a rate such that the concentration of are the same or different halogen and M is alkali meul.
hydrogen cyanide during the reaction is not more than 3 per- wherein the halogen is selected from the group consisting of
cent by weight, based on the total reaction mixture. chlorine, bromine and iodine.

4,478,761

METHOD FOR PREPARING FLUORINE-CONTAINING
PHOSPHONATES

Donald J. Burton, Iowa City, Iowa, and Richard M. Flynn,

Bethesda, Md., assignors to University of Iowa Research

Foundation, Iowa City, Iowa
Division of Ser. No. 143,995, Apr. 28, 1980, Pat No. 4,330,486.

This application Apr. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 487,543

Int a.J 0D7F 9/40

U.S. a. 260—970 1 Claim

1. A method of making a compound having the formula

O O
II II ,

(RO)2PCF2P(OR')2

comprising reacting a compound of the formula

O

(RO)2P©M®

with a compound of the formula:

CF2XY -^

wherein R and R' are alkyl from 1 to 16 caron atoms, X and Y

4,478,760

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF FLUORINATED
PRODUCTS

Hubert Blancon, Montpellier; Angnste Commeyras, Clapiers,

and Robert Teissedre, Montpellier, all of France, assignors to

Prodnits Chimiqnes Ugine Kuhlmann, Courbevoie, France

FUed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,069

Claims priority, appUcation France, Apr. 18, 1980, 80 08721

Int a? C07C 121/16. 121/20. 69/34. 69/63

VJS. a. 260-465.7 4 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of fluorinated products

having the formula:

Rf>-CHR|—CHR2—

y

in which

(a) R/rrepresents a straight or branched perfluorinated chain

CnF2>i+ 1, with n being a whole number between 1 and 20;

(b) y is selected from the hydroxy, carboxy, nitrile, halogen.

O
/ \

CH CH2.

thiol, thiocyanate, carbethoxy, acetoxy, CONH2, hy-

droxymethyl and acetoxymethyl groups; and

(c) Ri and R2 are the same or different and are y, a hydrogen

atom, an alkyl, cycloalkyl, phenyl, or alkylphenyl radical;

consisting essentially of reacting a perfluoroalkyl iodide

and a monoethylenic compound of the formula:

CHR|=CR2y

in the presence of a flnely divided zinc powder and an acidic

solvent consisting of an organic, inorganic acid, or a mixture

thereof with an organic solvent, at a temperature of from 20* to

4,478,762

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE
POTASSIUM SALT OF PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVIC ACID
George M. Whitesides, Newton; Bernard L. Hirschbein, Somer-

viUe, both of Mass., and Francois P. Mazenod, Geneva, Swit-

zerland, assignors to Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Mass.

per No. PCr/US82/00402, § 371 Date Aug. 30, 1982, § 102(c)

Date Aug. 30, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO83/03412, PCT Pub.

Date Oct 13, 1983

PCT FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 416,391

Int 0.3 C07F 9/40

U.S. a. 260—983 4 Claims

1. Process for the preparation of the potassium salt of phos-

phoenolpyruvic acid (PEP-K) of the formula

O OK
11/
P

/ \
O OH

'^C02H

characterized by the fact that the two following reaction steps

are carried out consecutively:

a. The treatment of a halopyruvic acid with a trialkyl phos-

phite to obtain a dialkyl phosphate of enolpyruvic acid of

the formula

O OR-^
M/ ^
p I

/ \ /O OR—X
C02H
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/

wherein the symbols R, taken separately, represent a
lower alkyl radical, or taken together, represent a lower
alkylenyl radical, and

b. Hydrolysis of the compound thus obtained in an aqueous
medium and in the presence of potassium hydroxide.

4^78,763
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ALPHA-FLUORINATED

ALKANEDIPHOSPHONATES
Chtfks E. McKcaiM, Lm Aogeks, Cklif^ aasigiior to Uni?. of

Smrthcni Gilifbniia, Lot Angeles, Cklif.

FUed Oct 20, 1982, Scr. No. 435,578

Int a.J C07F 9/40, 9/38
VS. a. 260—986 4 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a-fluorinated methanedi-

phosphonates comprising reacting a methanediphosphonate

ester having the formula

I(R02P(0)]-CH2-tP(0)(R:iO)2]

with potassium tert-butoxide to form a methanediphosphonate

carbanion, and reacting said carbanion with perchloryl fluo-

ride, where R and Rx are the same or dissimilar alkyl or aro-

matic radicals.

4,478,764

AIR VALVE TYPE CARBURETOR
Akin II, Toyoda; TosUo Morikawa, Okazaki, and Hirosi

Sawahara, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidoshi

Kaboshlki Kaiaha, AicM, Japu
FUed Not. S, 1982, Scr. No. 439,583

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 4, 1982, 57-33035

iBt a.3 F02M 7/22

VS. a. 261—50 A 8 Claims

1. In an air valve type carburetor of the kind in which a

barrel provided with a throttle valve has a main nozzle inter-

acting with a jet disposed inside the float chamber of a fuel

bowl and an air valve positioned in an air horn at the upper
part of said barrel is interconnected by a link to the upper end
of a metering needle inserted into a through-hole of said air

horn for free vertical movement therein and facing said jet at

the lower end of the needle, said through-hole having access to

an air cleaner through an air connector, the improvement
wherein a shield plate is rigidly fixed to the shank of said

metering needle at a position in said fuel bowl proximate said

through-hole when said air valve is fully open.

4,478,765

APPARATUS FOR AERATING WATER SUPPLIES
Dean L. Tabbs, P.O. Box 116, Appleton, Minn. 56208

Filed Ang. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 409,062

Iirt. a.i BOIF 3/04

VS. a. 261—76 16 aalms
1. An apparatus for aerating water from an underground

well having a ground water level therein below the surface of

the ground, said apparatus including:

a. a pressure tank situated above the water level in the under-

ground well;

b. a well water supply pipe leading from below the surface of

the water in the well to the interior of the pressure tank;

c. pump means for delivering water from the well through

the supply pipe to the pressure tank under pressure;

d. an aerator having an air inlet port, a water inlet pori and
an air/water discharge port, said air inlet port being open
to the atmosphere;

e. conduit means open from a below-water portion of the

pressure tank to the aerator water inlet port;

f. a turbulation flow pipe open between the air/water dis-

charge port and the ground well above the level of water
in the ground well; and

g. said aerator having a mixing chamber open to said air and
water inlet ports and to said air/water discharge port, said

aerator including means to draw air into said air inlet port,

to mix the air with the water entering the water inlet pori,

and to discharge this air/water mixture in a turbulent flow

state out of said air/water discharge port, all responsive to

the flow of water under pressure into the water inlet pori.

4,478,766

AIR DIFFUSER FOR WASTE WATER TREATMENT
Hiroyuki Horikita, Nagoya, and Tctsoo Kataoka, Knwana, both

of Japan, assignors to NGK Insulators, Ltd., Nagoya, Japan
Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 477,401

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 13, 1982, 57-

123255[U]

Int a^ BOIF i/M
U.S. a. 261—124 11 Claims

1. An air diffuser for waste water treatment, comprising:

a main body defining an air chamber therein, the main body
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having a first end and a second end, said first end is

adapted to receive air into the air chamber therethrough,

and said second end has a non-porous material comprising

a rigid diffuser plate, attached thereto, said rigid diffuser

plate having a plurality of artificially formed pores there-

through for diffusing air from said air chamber through

said pores into a waste water solution, said diffuser plate

having a smooth outer surface and at least 93% of said

plurality of pores having diameters which are within

±20% of a nominal diameter selected from a range be-

tween SO fim and 300 yaa.

4,478,767

AIR COOLING DEVICE
Osann Wataoabc; Hisashi Tanaka, both of Yokohama; Hitoshi

YosUbo, Matsodo, and ToshiaU Sadamasn, Hiratsnka, all of

Japan, osignors to Toshiba Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan

CoBtiBoatioB of Scr. No. 237,480, Feb. 23, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcatioB Dec. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 447,959

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 22, I960, 55-21132

iBt a' BOIF 3/04

VS. a. 261—130 8 Claims

s

\ -ilC^

pump for circulating the water in said first water reservoir

to said water cooling means and a second pump for circu-

lating the water cooled in said water cooling means to said

first water spray means;

wherein said water cooling means includes:

second means for spraying cooling water circulated from

said first reservoir by said first pump;

a water cooling pari wherein the water sprayed from said

second water spray means is brought into direct contact

with intake air introduced thereinto from outside of said

air cooling device so that said water is evaporatively

cooled;

a second water reservoir for receiving and reserving said

water circulated in said water cooling part; and

wherein said water reserved in said second water reservoir is

circulated to said first water spray means by said second

pump.

4 8

1. A device for cooling and humidifying dry, hot air com-
prising:

first means for spraying cooling water;

an air cooling pari wherein the cooling water sprayed from

said first water spray means is brou^t into direct contact

with intake air introduced thereinto from outside of said

air cooling device so that said intake air is cooled and

humidified by said water through active heat exchange

and latent heat exchange caused by evaporation of said

cooling water into said air;

means for cooling water brought into heat exchange contact

with said intake air;

means for returning the sprayed water brought into heat

exchange with said intake air in said air cooling pari to

said first water spray means via said water cooling means,

wherein said water is circulated to said first water spray

means after being cooled in said water cooling means;

means for controlling the temperature of the air cooled in

said cooling device wherein said air cooled in said air

cooling pari is adapted to be fed to a compartment

equipped with electrical apparatus to thereby reduce the

time necessary for preparatory operation of said air cool-

ing device and reducing adverse effects on said electrical

apparatus;

wherein said means for controlling the temperature of the

cooled air includes a means for detecting the temperature

of the said cooled air, said temperature detecting means

being located near an output louver of said air cooling

part;

wherein said water returning means further includes a first

means for receiving and reserving water that has passed

through said air cooling pari and a means for circulating

water from said first means for receiving and reserving

water to said first water spray means via said water cool-

ing means, wherein said water is circulated to said first

water spray means after being cooled in said water cool-

ing means;

wherein said first means for receiving and reserving water

includes a first water reservoir;

wherein said means for circulating water includes a first

4,478,768

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING OPTICAL TYPE
RECORDING MEDIUM

Yoahikatsu Takeoka, Kawasaki, and Nobuaki Yasuda, Zoshi,

both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kaboshiki

Kaisha, Kawaaaki, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 473,244

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 15, 1982, 57-39432

Int a.iB29D 77/00

U.S. a. 264—1.4 17 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a record carrier body, com-

prising the steps of:

forming on a substrate a radiation-sensitive layer which

absorbs energy from a laser beam with which said layer is

irradiated and which locally expands and deforms due to

the absorbed energy, said radiation-sensitive layer being a

single layer which is made of a material capable of absorb-

ing the laser beam energy, and which discharges a gas

component and locally expands due to said discharged gas

generated as a result of the absorbed energy; and

radiating a laser beam of a suitable energy onto said radia-

tion-sensitive layer to form an optically identifiable pro-

jected pattern, thereby forming the record carrier body

for storing information corresponding to the beam.

4,478,769

METHOD FOR FORMING AN EMBOSSING TOOL WTTH
AN OPTICALLY PRECISE PATTERN

Robert M. Priconc, Vernon Hills, and Anthony J. Montalbaao,

Lake Barrington Shores, both of 111., assignors to Amcracc

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 430,866

Int a.3 B29D 11/00

VS. a. 264—1.6 23 Claims

1. A method of making a thin flexible seamless generally

cylindrical embossing tool for continuous embossing of a web

of materia] with an optically precise pattern having sharp

angles and flatness of faces in certain, detail, comprising the

steps of forming at least one master element to the precision

optical pattern required;
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assembling a contiguous cluster of master elements, at least

one of which has the pattern therein;

repUcating the assembled cluster to provide a number of
flexible strips of contiguous pattern;

assembling said strips on a cylindrical mandrel and replicat-

ing such assembled strips to provide cylindrical segments;
assembling such segments to provide a cylinder of the de-

sired dimensions corresponding to the width of web to be
embossed;

rttm.t oaBoa

replicating such cylinder to provide a seamless master cylin-

der;

replicating said master cylinder to produce a relatively thick
seamless and metallurgically uniform mother cylinder;

replicating said mother cylinder to produce a relatively thin,

seamless, flexible, and generally cylindrical metal emboss-
ing tool having the precision optical pattern therein.

4,478,770

PRODUCTION OF CONTACT LENSES
DaTid VoM; Shymon Reich; brad Tchookran, all of Rehovot,

Israel, and Joaqnin Mayoral, Caracas, Venezueh^ assignors to

Ycda Rcaearcta and Development Gimpany, Ltd., Rehovot,
HLX

FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,655
Claims priority, appUcation Israel, May 18, 1981, 62899

lot a.i B29D IJ/00
VJS. CL 264—2.1 8 Clainu

Itl

POLYMglt tOLUriON

1. A process for production of a contact lens, comprising
coating a tool made of an inert material and having a curvature
corresponding to that of a first of two optical si^aces of the
lens to be produced with a composition comprising a polymer
suitable for contact lens manufacture, said process comprising
the steps of immersing the tool in a solution of the polymer,
withdrawing the tool, removing solvent so as to leave a solid
layer as a coating of adequate thickness and then inveriing the
tool by 180* and subjecting it to planetary motion until the
polymer is set and annealing said layer, said layer having an
inner surface with a curvature corresponding to that of said

tool and an outer surface, and machining said outer surface of
said layer to desired dimensions while supported by said tool to
form the second optical surface of said lens.

6. A process for the production of a contact lens, comprising
coating a tool made ofan ineri material and having a curvature
corresponding to that of a first of two optical surfaces of the
lens to be produced with a composition comprising a polymer
suitable for contact lens manufacture, said process comprising
the steps of heating the tool to a temperature above the melting
point of the polymer, dipping the tool into a fluidized bed of
pariicles of said polymer until said tool is coated by a layer of
molten polymer of adequate thickness, withdrawing the tool

and layer of molten polymer, quenching said layer of molten
polymer to form a solid layer, said layer having an inner sur-

face with curvature corresponding to that of said tool and an
outer surface, and machining said outer surface of said layer to
desired dimensions while supported by said tool to form the
second optical surface of said lens.

8. An apparatus for the production of contact lenses com-
prising a tool with a convex surface corresponding to a con-
cave surface of a contact lens to be formed, said tool being
made of an inert material and having a surface of optical qual-
ity, mechanical means operable for immersing said tool into a
dipping solution, mechanical means operable for withdrawing
said tool from said dipping solution, mechanical means for

inverting said tool after coating by dipping, mechanical means
for imparting to said tool a planetary motion around the main
axis of said tool, and mechanical means for simultaneously
imparting a rotational motion around an axis perpendicular to

said main axis.

4,478,771

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FIBRE-REINFORCED
PLASTIC ARTICLES, A PREPREG FOR THE

MANUFACTURE OF FIBRE-REINFORCED PLASTIC
ARTICLES AND A nBRE-REINFORCED PLASHC

ARTICLE
Herbert Schreiber, Seeblick 3, 8832 WoUerao, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,442
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 12,

1981, 3109424

Int a^ H05B 1/00
U.S. a. 264—22 29 Claims

I. A method of manufacturing fibre-reinforced plastic arti-

cles, said method comprising the steps of providing a planar

prepreg containing reinforcing fibres impregnated by curable

resins, covering at least one side of said prepreg with a flexible

and stretchable resin, providing an open contoured mold,
utilizing air pressure exerted on the covered side of the prepreg
deforming the covered prepreg to conform to the contour of
the mold, and curing the shaped prepreg thereafter, the viscos-

ity of the totality of flowable materials present in the prepreg
inclusive of possible filling agents and exclusive of any rein-

forcing fibres measured at the temperature of said deformation

and a low shearing speed amounts to at least 10 Na/m^ and less

than about 100,000 Na/m^ and the length of individual rein-

forcing fibres exceeds about 2 mm.

4,478,772

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CAST FILM OF
THERMOPLASTIC RESIN

Norio Takagi, Zama, and Hiroahi Aoyagi, Iwakoni, both of

Japan, assignors to TeUin Limited, Osaka, Ji^an
FUed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,701

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 21, 1982, 57-65427

Int Q.3 B29D 7/02

MS. CL 264—22 3 Claims
1. A process for preparing a thermoplastic resin film by

extruding a molten thermoplastic film-forming resin in the

form of a continuous molten film onto an electrically grounded
moving quenching surface, passing the molten film in proxim-
ity to but out of contact with at least one electrode which
imparts an electrostatic charge to the film across its full width,
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and withdrawing a solidified film thus formed from said 4,478,774 ^^
quenching surface; which process comprises extruding the METHOD FOR REPAIRING HEELS OF SHOES

Tin B. Yee, 719 ErakiM St, N.W., HntsrOlc, Ala. 35805

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,239

Int a? B29C 5/00. 11/00

MS. CL 264—36 1 Clain

molten film onto a quenching surface having a channel-like

microcracked structure.

4,478,773

SCAFFOLDING GIRDER FOR CONSTRUCTING
MULTIPLE-SPAN BRIDGE STRUCTURES MOVABLE

FROM ONE BRIDGE TO ANOTHER
WUhehn BSchler, Haar, and Karl-Hernuun MiscUao, Munich,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to DyckerhofT A
Widmann AktiengeseUschaft, Mnnich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Aug. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 176,576

Clainis priority, appUcatios Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuiy, Aug. 16,

1979, 2933061

lot a^ E04B 1/16

MS. CL 264-31 4 Claims

1. In the construction ofa pair of side-by-side bridges includ-

ing verticaUy extending support piers and a continuous super-

structure supported on the piers where a scaffolding girder and

formwork dependently supported therefrom are used for form-

ing the superstructure and where the scaffolding girder is

moved on trestles suspended from the scaffolding girder in the

longitudinal direction of the superstructure for forming indi-

vidual sections thereof, the method oftransferring the scaffold-

ing girder comprising the steps of supporting the center of

gravity of the scaffolding girder on a trestle over a pier of one

of the bridges with the scaffolding girder extending hn the

longitudinal direction of the one bridge, rotating the scaffold-

ing girder about a vertical axis from the position extending in

the longitudinal direction of the one bridge to a position ex-

tending transversely of the longitudinal direction of the pair of

bridges with one of the trestles located over a pier of the one

bridge, moving at least one other trestle to a position supported

on a pier of the other bridge, moving the scaffolding girder in

the transverse direction into a position with the center of

gravity of the scaffolding girder supported over the trestle

located over the pier of the other bridge, and rotating the

scaffolding girder to a position extending in the longitudinally

direction of the other bridge while maintaining the center of

gravity of the scaffolding girder over the trestle located over

the pier of the other bridge.

1. A method of repairing the worn down rear edge of a heel

in situ on an inverted shoe heel by forming a mold cavity with

a strip of adhesive tape, which has a smaller strip of aluminum

foil attached to a portion of its sticky side, said aluminum foil

strip being large enough to cover the worn down rear edge

area of the heel and also being used to faciliute the removal of

the adhesive tape from the cured and dried repairing material,

said method comprised of forming said mold cavity by wrap-

ping said aluminum foil side of said adhesive tape assembly

around the rear curved side of the heel to cover the worn

down rear edge area; extending the adhesive tape assembly

horizontally and vertically a little beyond the v/om down rear

edge area to form said mold cavity, thereby conforming to the

shape of the original rear edge of tlie heel; introducing into said

mold cavity and filling said mold cavity to the same level or

height as Uie surface of the heel, a fluid mass of repairing

material, comprised of a synthetic rubber, butadiene-styrene, in

an organic solvent mixture, containing aramid fibers of varied

sizes and a coloring material, said organic solvent mixture

comprised of amyl acetate, xylene, toluene, aramid fibers, and

coloring material, said amyl aceute being present up to about

3% by volume of said solvent, said xylene being several times

more than the volume of amyl acetate and up to about \5% by

volume of said solvent, and said toluene being several times

more than the volumes of xylene and up to about 82% by

volume of said solvent, said aramid fibers being of varied sizes

with lengths less than an inch, said coloring material consisting

of organic or inorganic dyes; allowing said repairing materid

to cure and dry; and removing said adhesive tape and alumi-

num foil by peeling.

4,478,775
- METHOD OF EXTRUDING AND SHAPING

THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Gen Endo, Moriyama; Hirokaza Hori, Shiga; YoshUilro

Kawada, Shiga, and Jonzo Sakai, Shiga, aU of Ji^an, assign-

ors to Sekisoi Kagakn Kogyo KabnshUd Kaiaha, Osaka, Japaa

Continuation of Ser. No. 135,023, Mar. 28, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,042

daiffls priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 5, 1979, 54*41694

Int a.} B29F 3/06

MS. CL 264—40J 10 ClaioM

1. A method of extruding thermoplastic material comprising

(A) continuously feeding a substantiaUy constant amount of

said thermoplastic material from a constant volume feeder

to a twin screw extruder,

(B) continuously extruding a substantially constant amount

of said thermoplastic material through said twin screw

extruder,

(C) continuously feeding a substantially constant amount of

said thermoplastic material extruded through said twin

screw extruder to a die by means of a metering pump,

(D) measuring pressure of said thermoplastic material be-
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tween said twin screw extroder and said metering pump,
and

(E) adjusting rotational frequency of only said metering

&
EH

7

--E

[]i}--nb-{i]

pump with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) sys-

tem to diminish deviation of said measured pressure from

a predetermined pressure value while rotation of said twin

screw extruder is maintained constant.

M78,776
METHOD OF MAKING MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL

CELL CERAMIC MATRIX TAPE
DomM L. Mariclc, 226 Forast Ia, Gltttonbary, Cou. 06033;

Gary C Patnim 47 Walker St, Mancbcfter, Cooo. 06040,
nd Robert C Stcwwt, Jr^ 1230 Copper HUl Rd^ West Siif-

fidd, Coaa. 06093

Filed Sep. 30, IMl, Scr. No. 307,121

lat a^ O04B 41/S2
VS.a 264-<3 8 Claiais

1. A method of making a molten carbonate fuel cell ceramic

matrix tape comprising admixing lithium aluminate particles

having a particle size less than about 1 micron with an organic

polymeric binder in a chlorinated hydrocarbon-alcohol sol-

vent, admixing alumina particles having a particle size greater

than about 23 microns with the aluminate-binder-solvent mix-

ture, applying multiple coats of the admixture to a mold sur-

face pretreated with a mold release agent,

drying each coat between applications until a final dried

coating thickness of about S mils to about 30 mils is ob-

tained, and stripping the thus-formed ceramic matrix tape

from the mold surface.

4,478,777

METHOD FOR MAKING AN ELASTOMERIC MEMBER
WITH END PIECES

Lyie O. Hoppie, Birmiaghaai; Joacph H. McNinch, Jr., and
GraforyC Nowcll, >oth of LiToaia, all of Mich., assignors to

Ealoa CorporatloB, aeTciaad, Ohio
FOcd Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,617

lat a> B29C ll/Oa 5/01
VS. CL 264—102 7 Claims

iuni«

1. A method of molding, curing, and attaching a meshed
material of an end piece to an elongated elastomeric member,
comprising the steps of:

disposing a preform comprising a curable elongated elasto-

meric member into a seamless cylinder of sufficient length

to provide a clearance space on either end thereof;

positioning the end piece into one end of said cylinder with

the meshed material in juxtaposition with one end of said

preform;

positioning an end plug assembly within each end of said

cylinder with said meshed material sandwiched between

said one end of the preform and an adjacent surface of the
associated end plug assembly;

compressing said end plug assemblies against said preform
for molding and extruding elastomeric material of said

elastomeric member into openings in the meshed material

for attaching the meshed material to the elastomeric mem-
ber; and

curing the preform while the end plug assemblies are com-
pressed against the preform.

4,478,778

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FLAT PEELABLE
CABLE

Raymond J. Look, Largo. Fbu, assignor to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 332,271, Dec 18, 1981, abandoned.
This application Jan. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 508,700

VatCL)B29Fi/;0
U.S. a. 264—146 4 Chdns

1. A process for manufacturing a multi-conductor cable of
the type having two adjacent cable members each having a
plurality of flat parallel linear conductors therein, sakl cable

members being separated by at least one dielectric internal

lamina, comprises the following steps:

providing a pair of extruding dies each having a flat recessed

conductor aligning surface having an open first end and an
open second end opposed to said first end, said surface

being flanked by opposed parallel first and second side-

walls extending between said ends, said surface being
profiled with a plurality of flat linear recesses extending

from said first end to said second end parallel to said

sidewalls, each said linear recess being profiled to closely

receive a linear conductor therein so it is flush with the

respective flat recessed surface, said dies being mateable
such that said flat recessed surfaces closely receive said at

least one lamina of insulation therebetween, each said die

further having a flat recessed extruding surface having an
open first end adjacent to said second end of said conduc-
tor aligning surface and an open second end opposed to

said first end, said extruding surface being flanked by
opposed parallel first and second sidewalls aligned with
respective first and second sidewalls of sakl conductor
aligning surfaces, said first end of each said extruding

surface being separated from said second end of the re-

spective conductor aligning surface by a linear aperture

whk:h extends between sakl first and second sidewalls,

said extruding surfaces being parallel to said conductor

aligning surfaces and recessed slightly further in sakl die

from the respective conductor aligning surface,

aligning said flat linear conductors in said linear recesses

with said at least one lamina of insulation therebetween

with said dies mated together,

drawing said linear conductors and said lamina through sakl

dies between said conductor aligning surfaces ami said

extruding surfaces from said fint end of each sakl die

toward said second end,

extruding an insulative plastic melt through saki apertures,

whereby, sakl plastic melt forms a dielectric external

lamina on either skle of said dielectric internal lamma,
each said external temina having a |riurality of flat parallel

linear conductors therein to form a caUe member, said
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linear recesses assuring a closely controlled spacing of the

linear ctmductors.

4,478,779

ELECTROLESSLY PLATED MOLD SURFACE AND
METHOD OF USING

Alexander H. Russell, Owlags Mills; John L. McCUnton, Haao-

er, and John A. ScrgOTic, Sevmia Park, all ofMd^ assigaors

to The Boras A Rassell Compaay, Baltinore, Md.
FUed Aog. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 526,145

Int CU B28B 3/00

VS. CL 264—319 17 OainM

1. In a method of forming an article with a curable resinous

composition, the steps comprisuig: depositing a resinous com-

position in a mold made of mild steel and having an interior

molding surface that has been coated with an electroless depo-

sition layer of a metal that is non-reactive with the resin com-

position, and the said mold having an exterior surface that has

been oxidized, subsequently exposing the mold and composi-

tion to heat sufficient to cure the composition, and thereby

form the article, and then removing the formed article from the

mold.

4,478,780

CONVERGENT HOT CONE PROCESS FOR
THERMOSET MOLDING

Woataflc Kim, Clifton Paik, N.Y., assignor to Gcaeral Electric

Compaay, Schenectady, N.Y.

CoatianatioB of So*. No. 329,444, Dee. 10, 1981, abaadoacd.

lUs application Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 463^51

lat CL3 B29F 1/00

VS.a 264—328J 5 Ciaiois

1. A method for curing thermoset plastic materials compris-

ing:

introducing the thermoset material under pressure into a

region between a conical male member and complemen-

tarily-shaped female conical member in which male mem-
ber is disposed so as to define said region therebetween,

said introduction occuring at the base end of said conical

members, so as to cause said material to flow toward the

tip region defined by said conical members;

supplying heat to the volume between said conk»l members

to as to heat said thermoset material to its cure tempera-

ture; and
introducing said thermoset materia from said tip region ipto

an adjacently disposed mixing chamber, so as to enhance

the thermal and material homogeneity of sakl thennoset

plastic.

4,478,781

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REFURBISHMENT
OF PLASTIC CONTAINERS

AraoM E Zaelkc, 10132 Saa Lais, Sonthgate, Calif. 90280

FOed Aag. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,912

lat a.3 B29C 25/00

VS. a. 264—341 13 Clains

^ (^m '

'

1. Method of removing surface blemishes from a container

made of polycarbonate material, said method comprising the

steps of:

heating said container to a temperature approximating the

vapor temperature of a selected solvent for said platic

material;

subjecting said container to a cooling fluid to cool the exter-

nal poriions of said container to temperatures less than

said vapor temperature;

exposing paid external portions of said container to vapors

of dichloromethane solvent to heat the exposed surfaces

of said container to said vapor temperature, the simulta-

neous attainment of said vapor temperature by all said

exposed surfaces thereby uniformly terminating vapor

condensation on and penetration of said exposed surfaces

Avhereby said penetration is of uniform depth throughout

said exposed surfaces; and

removing said container from said vapors and allowing said

container to cool.

4,478,782

ERASABLE RECORDING MEDIUM COMPRISING A
DIMER ACID POLYAMIDE RESIN

James E Knder, Faawood, and Aathoay J. East Madison, both

of NJ., assignors to Celaaeac Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Coatianation-in-part of Scr. No. 390,162, Jal. 21, 1982,

abaadoacd. This appUcattoa Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 532,139

lat a.} GOID 15/S4: B29C 25/00

VS. a. 264—345 66 Claims

1. In an ablative recording medium, for use with a recording

laser providing Ught of a predetermined frequency, comprising

a thermally stable substrate and a polymer layer coated

thereon, the improvement which comprises said polymer layer

being comprised of a dimer acid polyamide.

30. An optically readable and erasable information disk

comprising a relatively thick and thermally suble substrate

having.cgatiKl thereon a polymer layer comprising an informa-

tion track comprised of a succession of spaced pits, said poly-

mer layer being comprised of a dimer acid polyamide having a

weight average molecular weight in the range of from about

2,000 to about 100,000; a Vicat softening point of from about

30* to 120* C; a surface tenskin, measured in dynes/cm, and a

melt viscosity, measured in poise, in the temperature range of

from about 1 10* to 200* C. such that the ratio of said surface

tension to melt viscosity at some point within sakl temperature

range is at least 0.01 ; and a temperature for the onset of thermal

degradation of at least 250* C.

52. A method of erasing a deformation informatwn pattern

of an information medium, whk;h deformatk>n pattern is
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formed in a film dqxMited on a substrate and with said erasing

being achieved by heating said film, the improvement which
comprises said film being comprised of a dimer acid polyam-
ide.

4,478,7S3

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT FEEDWATER CONTROLLER
DESIGN

Robert P. Bruadwiter, Lyachbarg, Va^ aaiigDor to The Babcock
A Wilcox Company, New Orieaas, La.

Filed Dec. 7, IMl, Ser. No. 327,830

lit a.} GaiC 7/32

VJS. a. 376-211 4 Claims
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1. A control system for regulating the operation of the com-
ponentt within a power plant feedwater system having various

operating modes comprising means for selecting and monitor-
ing the particular mode of operation existing at a specific time
from a multiplicity of specific operating modes for the feedwa-
ter system, said particular operating mode being dependent
upon the operating status of the components within the feed-

water system, means for comparing measured feedwater sys-

tem variables with corresponding predetermined system vari-

ables for said particular operating mode, said comparing means
producing signals representative of the differences between
said measured feedwater system variables and said corre-

spondeing predetermined system variables for said particular

operating mode, and means for producing control signals in

response to said signals produced by said comparing means,
said control signals being utiUzed to regulate the operation of
the feedwater system components to control the flow of feed-

water therethrough.

4,478,784

PASSIVE HEAT TRANSFER MEANS FOR NUCLEAR
REACTORS

Jaaca P. BardlNKfa, Glea EUyn, VL, astigiior to The United
States of America§ reprHcated by the United States Depart-
cat of Energy, Waahiagtoa, D.C

Filed Jaa. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,113

lat CLi G21C J5/18
VJS. a. 376—298 4 Claims

and isoUting the reactor components from a cooler external
heat sink, the improved combination therewith ofa plurality of
heat pipes each having a vaporizing section and a pair of con-
densing sections, each vaporizing section being disposed in

heat transfer relation with one ofsuch structures and one of the
pairs of condensing section being in heat transfer relation with
another of the structures spaced from the one structure while
the other of the condensing sections being in heat transfer
relation with the external heat sink, each heat pipe having an
exterior housing sealed closed and wick means disposed on the
inner faces of the heat pipe housing and a coolant sealed within
the heat pipe housing, said coolant being at pressures within
the heat pipe housing for vaporizing at the operating tempera-
tures intended for the one structure and for condensing at the
operating temperatures of the other structure and of the heat
sink, whereby heat is passively transferred via each heat pipe
from the one structure to the spaced structure and to the heat
sink, enclosure means for normally reducing the effective heat
transfer of said other condensing section relative to the heat
sink, and means for venting the enclosure means responsive to
operating conditions where the one structure approaches the
upper limit of and overheats relative to its range of operating
temperatures, whereupon the other condensing section be-

comes operative to provide additional cooling capacity for the
heat pipe thereby tending to maintain the structures in the
intended range of operating temperatures.

I. In a nuclear reactor having components operative to
generate reaction heat, means to utilize Uie reaction heat, and
^aced structures including a vessel and a deck for enclosing

4,478,785

PROCESS OF PRESSURELESS SINTERING TO
PRODUCE DENSE, HIGH THERMAL CONDUCnVTTY

ALUMINUM NITRIDE CERAMIC BODY
Irrin C. Hoseby, Schenectady, and Carl F. Bobik, Burnt Hills,

both of N.Y., assignors to Geaeral Electric Company, Sche*
nectady, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,158

Int a^ CD4B 35/58
U.S. a. 264—65 7 Galms

1. A process for producing a sintered body having a density

greater than 85% of the theoretical density for aluminum
nitride and a thermal conductivitygreater than O.S W/cm.K at
22* C. which comprises providing at least a substantially uni-

form particulate mixing consisting essentially of aluminum
nitride having a predetermined oxygen content greater than

about 0.8% by weight of said particulate aluminum nitride and
a carbonaceous additive selected from the group consisting of
free carbon, carbonaceous organic material and mixtures

thereof, said aluminum nitride having a specific surface area

greater than about 4.7 mVg, said carbonaceous organic mate-
rial pyrolyzing at a temperature ranging from about SO* C. to
1000* C. to free carbon and gaseous product of decomposition
which vaporizes away, said free carbon having a specific sur-

face area greater than about 40 mVg, deoxidizing said particu-

late mixture by heating said mixture in a nonoxidizing atmo-
sphere selected from the group consisting of argon, nitrogen

and mixtures thereof to a temperature ranging from about
1330* C. to about 1750* C. pyrolyzing any organic material

therein to produce free carbon and reacting the free carbon
therein with the oxygen content of said aluminum nitride

producing deoxidized powder and gaseous product which
vaporizes away, said free carbon being in an amount which
produces a deoxidized powder having an oxygen content

ranging from greater than about 0.35% by weight to about

1.1% by weight of said deoxidized powder and which is at

least about 20% by weight lower than said predetermined

oxygen content, shaping the deoxidized powder into a com-
pact and sintering the compact at ambient pressure in a nonoxi-

dizing atmosphere selected from the group consisting ofargon,
nitrogen and mixtures thereof at a temperature ranging from
about 1900* C. to about 2200* C. producing said sintered body,

said compact retaining its oxygen content in an amount greater

than about 0.35% by weight of said compact during said sinter-

ing, said oxygen content being determinable by neutron activa-

tion analysis.
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4,478,786

FUEL ASSEMBLY
lagmar Aadensoa; Bo Borrmaa; Bo Fredin, and (No? Nyload,
aU of VMiteris, Swcdea, ani^ion to AB Asea-Atom, Viisteris,

Swcdea

FUed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 239,933

Claims priority, applicatioa Sweden, Mar. 17, 1980, 8002080
Int. a.3 G21C 15/02. 3/32

VJS.a 376—444 14 Claims
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1. A fuel assembly for a boiling water reactor, said fuel

assembly including a plurality of vertical fuel rods enclosed

within a fuel channel separate from said fuel rods, said fuel

channel being of substantially rectangular cross-section,

wherein said fuel rods are positioned with the aid of a plurality

of spacer devices, said fuel channel surroimding an elongated

stiffening device for said fuel channel, said stiffening device

being separate from said fuel rods and extending along a pre-

dominant portion of the length of said fuel rods, the vertical

center line of said stiffening device lying in the vicinity of the

vertical center line of said fuel channel, said stiffening device

having four stiffening wings arranged in vertical plimes and
having angular distances ofabout 90* between themselves, said

stiffening wings extending along a predominant portion of the

length of said fiiel rods, each of said stiffening wings being

separate from said fuel rods and mechanically connected to the

three remaining stiffening wings in the vicinity of said vertical

center line of said stiffening device, said stiffening wings being
mechanically connected to corresponding walls of said fuel

channel to prevent said fuel chumel from deforming out-

wardly during reactor operation, said wings constituting parti-

tions between four bundiles of fuel rods and each of said wings
comprising at least one vertical internal water passageway
extending along said predominant portion of the length of said

fuel rods, said internal passageways communicating with at

least one inlet opening for water provided at the lower end of
said stiffening device, at least one mechanical connection in the

vicinity ofsaid vertical center line being in the upper portion of
said stiffening device, whereby water while flowing upward
through said internal water passageways is prevented from
contacting said fiiel rods, thus providing a minimized void

content and a maximized moderator effect along said internal

water passageways.

4,478,787

METHOD OF MAKING DISPERSION STRENGTHENED
METAL BODIES AND PRODUCT

Anil V. Nadkarai, Mentor; Prasaaaa K. Sanal, Lyadhant;
James C. Wang, Meator, all of Ohio, and James E. Sank,

Philadelphia, Pa^ aarignwi to SCM CorporatioB, New York,

N.Y.

CoatiaaatioB'iB'part of Ser. No. 389,604, Job. 18, 1982,. This

appUcatioB Dec 14, 1983, Ser. No. 561,236

lat a^ B22F 5/Oa 7/04

VS. a. 419-8 43 Claims

1. A process for forming an elongated member of substan-

tially uniform cross-section and comprising a aoetal sheath

surrounding a dispersion-strengthened metal core which com-
prises the steps of:

(a) providing a sheath-forming metal container,

(b) fUlmg said container with dispersion strengthened metal

powder having a particle size less than 20 mesh (Tyler

Screen Size) and said dispersion strengthened metal con-

taining from about 0. 1% to about 5% by weight of a solute

metal as a refractory oxide dispersed therein and having a

predetermined tensile strength at full density.

(c) the metal of said container having a tensile strength at

room temperature in the cold worked condition no more
than about 22% to 25% less than said predetermined

tensile strength at full density of said core; and

(d) reducing the cross-sectional area of the powder filled

container by application of compressive force to said

container in a plurality of reduction stages each in the

range of from about 15% to about 35% of the cross-sec-

tional area until a density of at least about 90% of theoreti-

cal density is achieved.

41. A resistance welding electrode having a proximal end
and a distal end and formed from a swaged bar and comprising

(a) a cylindrical portion characterized by a core of internally

oxidized dispersion strengthened copper containing from 0. 1 to

4.0% aluminum as refractory aluminum oxide dispersed

therein, said core having an ultimate tensile strength developed

during swaging to full density of at least about 55,000 psi, said

cylindrical portion also having a thin metal sheath surrounding

and tightly adhering to said core, said sheath having a cold

worked tensile strength at room temperature no more than

15,000 psi below the ultimate tensile strength of said core, said

cylindrical body also including a recessed water hole in the

proximal end thereof, and (b) a tip portion characterized by
converging side surfaces terminating in a circular work-con-

tacting tip, the plan of said circular tip being normal to the

longitudinal axis of said electrode.

4^78,788

METHOD OF SEALING A CONTAINER
Walter J. Romas, Trarerse Oty, and Jerry L. Dietrich, Wil-

liaaubarg, both of Midi., aasigBors to Kelsey-Hayes Com*
paay, Romnlns, Mich.

Filed Jal. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,932

lat a.) B22F 3/14
VS.a 419-48 9 dains

1. A method of filling and sealing a container (10) having a

cavity (12) therein with a fill passageway (14) extending from

the exterior of the container (10) to the cavity (12) thereof by

filling the cavity (12) in the container (10) and inserting a first

sealing plug (24) having an exterior generally conforming to

the interior of said fill passageway (14) into the fill passageway

(14) to seal the fill passageway (14). characterized by inserting

a second sealing plug (32) with a gas hole (34) therein to allow

gas between the first (24) and second (32) plugs to escape as the

second plug (32) is inserted into the fill passageway (14) to seal

the fill passageway (14).
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M78,789
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN OBJECT OF

METALUC OR CERAMIC MATERIAL
Ju Adlcrbora; Ham Larkcr, BcrtO MattMoo; Ju NUswm, aU

of Robsrtifon, Swadn, iMipMM- to ASEA AB, VKsterls,

Sweden
DifWoa of Scr. No. 426,999. Stp. 29, 1982, Pat No. 4,446,100,
wUeh ia a eoMiaaatloa of Sar. No. 102434, Dee. 11, 1979,

bndoMd. nia applkatkM Fab. 22, 1984, Scr. No. 582,486
lM.aiB22Fi/O0

VA CL 419^-19 3 Claina

1. A method of manufacturing an object of metallic or ce-

ramic material by the isosutic pressing of a body preformed of
a powder of the material with a gaseous pressure medium
while sintering said body, said method comprising:

placing said preformed body and an embedding material

therefor in an open top vessel which is resistant to the

sintering temperature, said embedding material consisting

of a glass or a material which forms glass upon heating;

providing a blocking layer arranged around said preformed
body, said blocking layer being comprised of fmely di-

vided boron nitride or of fmely divided glass having a

higher melting temperature than the glass in the embed-
ding material, said embedding material being in direct

contact with said blocking layer;

transforming said embedding material in the vessel into a

melt having a substantially horizontal upper surface lim-

ited by the walls of the vessel, said body and the blocking

layer therearound being located beneath said surface, said

melt presenting a casing that is impermeable to the gase-

ous pressure medium applied during said isosutic press-

ing, said transforming being accomplished prior to said

iaoftatic pressing;

tsostatically pressing and sintering said body while applying

said gaseous pressure medium directly to said upper sur-

face of said melt; and

maintaining the viscosity of the melt at 10^ poises or less

when a pressure is required for isosutic pressing is applied

on the melt, said blocking layer preventing gUss of the

melt from penetrating into the pores of the preformed
body.

4,478,790

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING
MOLDED ARTICLES OF ALLOYED MATERIAL

WcTBar Hiitbcr, and Axel Rnamaan, both of Karlafdd, Fed.

Rap. of Garmaay, aaaigBora to MTU Motoren-und Turbincn-

UafaM MuBChen GnbH, Mimlcb, Fad. Rep. of Gcnnaoy
FUad May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 373^27

daina priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmaoy, May 22,

1981, 3120501

Iata'B22Fi/74
U.S. a 419—54 13 Oaina

1. A method of manufacturing a molded article of metal

alloy material, comprising the steps of:

providing a granulate mixture of metal alloy powder and a
plastic binder, the plastic binder being between 30% and
90% by volume of the mixture,

iiuection molding the mixture to form a molded article,

subjecting the molded article to a first heat treatment at a
temperature no higher than 600* C, in an atmosphere of
an inert gas or in a vacuum, to at least partially remove the

pUatic, carbon renuining in the molded article as a result

of this heat treatment,

thereafter subjecting the molded article to a second heat

treatment, in an atmosphere of hydrogen, at a pressure of
1-300 bar, and at a temperature ofbetween 400* and 1000*

C, to

thereafter sintering the molded article.

4,478,791

METHOD FOR IMPARTING STRENGTH AND
DUCnUTY TO INTERMETALLIC PHASES

Shyh-ChiB Huang, Lathaa^ Kch-Minn Chang, and Alan I. Tanb,
both of ScbcBcctady, aU of N.Y., aiaigRon to General Electric

Company, SdMBcctady, N.Y.

Filed Not. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 444,932

Int a^ C22C 19/00
U.S. a. 420-590 24 Clains

1. The method for achieving both improved high strength

and improved ductility in intermetallic phases comprising the

steps of:

(a) providing a melt whose composition substantially corre-

sponds to that of a preselected intermetaUic phase having
a crystal structure of the Lh type, said melt consisting

essentially of a fint component, a second component and
incidental impurities, said melt being modified with boron
in an amount offrom about 0.25 to 2.0 atomic percent, said

first component being at least one element selected from
the group consisting of Ni, Fe, Co, Cr, Mn, Mo, W and
Re, said second component being at least one element

selected from the group consisting of Al, Ti, Nb, Ta, V,
Si, Mo,W and Re, said first and second components being

present in said melt in an atomic ratio of approximately

3:1, respectively, and

(b) cooling the liquid metal of said melt at a cooling rate of
at least about 10^* C./sec to form a solid body, the princi-

pal phase of which is of the Llj type crystal structure in

either its ordered or disordered sute.

4,478,792

COLORIMETRIC GAS DOSIMEIER
Pwd W. McCouuuighcy, and Elowr S. McKce, both of Pitta-

burgh, Pa., aaaignora to Mine Safety AppUaiwca Conpuqr,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUcd Sep. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 532,682

latQJQOW 21/78. 31/22
VS. CL 422—56 5 Clataas

f*o r** 32 /SS /34 fWrM ^1

1. A gas dosimeter comprising a stack of superposed porous

sheets contained in a housing; the housing having a sidewall, a

transparent endwall and means defining an opening opposite

the endwall; each superposed sheet is of a larger cross-sec-

tional area than the adjacent underlying sheet, the largest sheet
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being most remote from the transparent endwall and extending

across the cross-sectional area of the opening; and at least each
of the porous sheets, except the most remote sheet being im-

pregnated with a reagent that changes color on contact with

the gas to be determined.

4,478,793

RADLa FLOW REACTOR WTTH OPERATING
TEMPERATURE PROHLE

Anthony G. Vickers, Arlington Heights, lU., aasignor to UOP
Inc., Dcs Phdnca, ni.

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 421,629

Int a? F28D 21/00; BOIJ 8/08
VS. a. 422—216 13 Claims

1. A moving bed radial reactor which comprises:

(a) an enclosed outer vessel comprising a cylindrical outer

wall;

(b) an annular form catalyst bed confined within a catalyst

retaining system comprising an inner catalyst retention

screen and an outer catalyst retention means;

(c) a first fluid outlet means communicating with a first fluid

transfer volume located between the outer catalyst reten-

tion means and the outer wall of the vessel;

(d) means to maintain a temperature profile along the height

of the catalyst bed comprising:

(i) a perforated wall which substantially divides a cylindri-

cal second fluid transfer volume located within the

inner catalyst retention screen into a first fluid receiving

volume and a second fluid receiving volume, and pro-

vides, at one end thereof, for contact of the catalyst

with a first fluid only and, at the other end thereof,

provides for contact of the catalyst with a second fluid

only and between said ends provides for contact of the

catalyst with a controlled mixture of said first fluid and

said second fluid;

(ii) a first fluid inlet conduit for entry of said fint fluid to

said reactor having a set temperature communicating

with the first fluid receiving volume;

(iii) a second fluid inlet conduit for entry of said second

fluid to said reactor having a set temperature difTerent

from the temperature of said first fluid communicating

with the second fluid receiving vojume; and,

(e) means to transfer catalyst downward by gravity flow

through the catalyst retaining system.

4,478,794

ROASTING OF MIXED SULPHIDE ORES OR
CONCENTRATES

Albert Kmger, Redland, and Richard Healey, QcTcdon, both of

Enghud, assignors to Metallurgical Procieaacs Limited, Nas>

san, The Bahamas and I. S. C. Smelting Limited, London,

England

FUcd Mar. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 471,709

Int a.! COIG 17/06; C22B 1/02

VS. CI. 423-89 5 Clains

1. A process for roasting a material composed essentially of

zinc sulphide and lead sulphide, to give an oxidic product,

comprising first incorporating about 2% to 20% by weight of

ZnO powder into said material and then forming the material

into pellets of about 2 and IS mm diameter and then roasting

these pellets in an oxygen-containing gas in at least two suges,

the first suge being at a temperature of about 830* C. to 930*

C. and the last sUge being at a higher temperature than the first

suge, of about 930* C. to about 1030* C.

4,478,795

ALUMINUM TRIHYDROXIDE DEUQUORING WTTH
ANIONIC POLYMERS

MaryeUcn Hercda, Bndd Lake, and Stephen A. Fiacber, Sooth

Amboy, both ofNJ., aaaignon to Diamond Shamrock Oieari*

cals Company, Dallas, Tex.

FUcd Oct 18, 1982, Scr. No. 434,934

Int a.^ COIF 7/06

VS. a. 423—127 12 daim
1. In the Bayer process of deliquoring aluminum trihydro-

xide slurry of excess sodium ions in the form of caustic liquor

by washing and filtering after the precipiution steps, the im-

provement comprising adding to the slurry an effective

amount of anionic polymer selected from the group consisting

of homopolymcrs and copolymers having from about 80 to

100% by weight of anionic vinyl monomer and from about 20

to 0% by weight of nonionic vinyl monomer and a molecular

weight of from about 1.3 X lO' to about 12.0X 10^ to improve

rate of filtration.

4,478,796

PRODUCnON OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE FROM
MAGNESIUM SIUCATES BY BASIC EXTRACHON OF

SIUCA
Jean M. Lalancettc, Sbcrbrooke, and Jean P. Droict Neofcha*

tcl, both of Canaida, aaaignors to Sodete Nationak da Ua*
miantc, Quebec, Canada

FUcd Feb. 17, 1983, Scr. No. 467,372

Int a.i COIF 5/00

VS.a 423-155 6 Claims

1. A process for replacing the magnesium oxide portion of

natural magnesium silicate with sodium oxide thereby to form

sodium silicate having a ratio of Na20:Si02 of from 4: 1 to 7: 1,

which comprises melting a natural magnesium silicate and

sodium carbonate at a temperature of from 1 100* to 1330* C.

until a clear melt is obtained, the molar ratio of sodium carbon-

ate to the natural magnesium silicate being from 8:1 to 12:1,

quenching and extracting said clear melt with water and sepa-

rating the insoluble magnesium oxide from the aqueous solu-

tion containing predominantly water-soluble sodium sUicate

and sodium hydroxide.
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4^78,797
EXHAUST GAS PURinCATION

Alu F. Diwell, Readiiis, and Aadraw Saiathlcl, Wembley, both

of Ewgtoad, ndgnon to Johneon Matthcy 4k Compuy Lim-
ited, LoMkm, Engiaad

CoBtlBntioB of Ser. No. 240,235, Mar. 3, 1981,. This application

Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,145

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 10, 1980,

8008068

lat a.3 BOID 53/36
VJS, a. 423—213

J

13 Claims

Nm^of gas; and outside of said temperature range, less than 0.2
mg of metal carbonyls per Nm^ of gas being formable.

4,478,799

CONTROL OF CARBON MONOXIDE PARTUL
PRESSURE IN SOUR GAS ABSORPTION SYSTEM

Georg Bengeser, Deining, and Gerhard Ranke, Poccking, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Linde Aktiengesellschaft,

Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 447^21

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 8,

1981, 3148520

Int a.3 BOID 53/34: GOIB 17/04
VS. a. 423-224 12 Claims

1—I—

r

nMCIMMKI

1. A method for the oxidation ofexhaust comprising oxygen
and products of combustion in a spark ignition internal com-
bustion engine of fuel containing a lead moiety and a lead

scavenger, said method comprising passing the exhaust gas
through a catalyst consisting essentially of a mixture of one or
more platinum group metals, at least some of which is plati-

num, and WO3, Ti02 or NiMo04 deposited upon a substrate in

the form of a monolithic cellular structure made from ceramic
or metallic material coated with alumina.

4,478 798
PREVENTION OF CARBONYL FORMATION TO AVOID

FOULING OF SOUR GAS ABSORPTION SYSTEM
Heina Karwat, Pullach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Linde

AktiengHcUachaft, Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,820

Claima priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 8,

1981, 3148518

Int CL^ COIB 17/16; BOID 53/34
VS. a. 423—224 32 Claims

1. In an absorption process for the removal of H2S<ontain-
ing sour gas from a raw gaseous mixture containing carbon
monoxide and at least one heavy metal carbonyl, said process

comprising scrubbing said gaseous mixture under superatmos-

pheric pressure at a temperature of below 0* C. with a scrub-

bing medium capable of absorbing said H2S-containing sour

gas, heating resultant loaded scrubbing medium in a heat ex-

changer, and expanding resultant loaded scrubbing medium to

liberate the H2S<ontaining sour gas and regenerate the scrub-

bing agent, wherein in the absence of a preventive measure,

said heat exchanger is fouled by heavy metal sulfides, the

improvement which comprises raising the CO partial pressure,

during the heating of the loaded scrubbing medium in said heat

exchanger, to above the partial pressure of the CO in equilib-

rium with the heavy metal carbonyl in the scrubbing medium
to avoid decomposition of heavy metal carbonyl into reactive

heavy metal and CO, thereby preventing the formation of
heavy metal sulfide from the reaction of reactive heavy metal

with H2S.

1. In a process for avoiding equipment fouling with metallic

sulfides comprising the steps of processing and purifying
cracked gases containing CO, H2S and reactive metal species
capable of carbonyl formation, the improvement comprising
maintaining said reactive metal species capable of carbonyl
formation out of contact with equipment parts operating
within a temperature range favoring the formation of metal
carbonyls to the extent of at least 0.2 mg of metal carbonyl per

4,478,800

PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
FROM GASES

Willem J. J. Tan der Wal, Utrecht, and John W. Geus, BUthoTcn,
both of Netherlands, assignors to VEG Gaainstitant N.V.,

Apeidoom, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 404,929

Oalau priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 7,

1981, 3131257

Int. a.} BOID 53/34
VS. a. 423—230 20 Claims

1. A process for removal of hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl

sulfide and/or carbon disulfide from gases, comprising:

(a) passing the gas containing hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl

sulfide or carbon disulfide, at a temperature of from S* to

800* C. over an absorption mass including metal oxides

which react with the sulfur compound to give metal-sulfur

compounds and which metal oxides are present on an

inert, refractory support having a specific surface area of

more than 10 m^ per g,

(b) said support being loaded with the metal oxide in an

amount of at least S% by weight, calculated as metal of
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the active component and relative to the weight of the

support,

(c) at least 20% by weight of the metal oxides on the support

being in finely divided form with a particle size of less

than 40 nanometers, and

(b) passing the scrubbing water that has been conducted

through the gas scrubbers to a clarifier, whereby solid

material contained in the scrubbing water is extracted;

and

^ UoQ^n

(d) regenerating the suppon loaded with metal-sulfur com-

pounds by oxidizing said metal-sulfur compounds by pass-

ing over of gases including oxidizing agents.

4,478301

METHOD FOR PURIFYING EXHAUST GASES WFTH
HYDROGENSULFATES

Hiroo Tominaga, Matsndo; Kaoru Fqjimoto, and Tsotomn

Shikada, both of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to

Ishikawi^ima'Harima Jnkogyo Kaboshiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan

Fned Jul. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 510,891

Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 9, 1982, 57-118399

Int a.} COIB 21/00; BOIJ 8/00

VS. a. 423-235 10 Claims

1. A process for removing either sulfur oxides or nitrogen

oxides or both from exhaust gases containing the same which

comprises contacting said exhaust gases, at a temperature of

from about 60* C. to 400* C. with a reaction medium contain-

ing as a major component at least one molten salt selected from

the group consisting of lithium hydrogensulfate, sodium hy-

drogensulfate, potassium hydrogen sulfate and ammonium
hydrogensulfate, in the presence of a vanadium catalyst se-

lected from the group consisting of vanadium oxide, vanadyl-

sulfate, vanadium hydrogensulfate, and vanadates.

4,478,802

METHOD FOR CLEANING CYANIDE-BEARING GAS
SCRUBBING WATERS PRODUCED IN

METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY
Matti E. Honkanlemi; Veikko A. Jnntunen, both of Tomio; Veil

J. KciniBea, and Urpo J. Mansikka, both of Kekkokangas, aU

of Finland, assignors to Oatoknmpu Oy, Helsinki, Finland

Filed Sep. 8, 1963, Ser. No. 531,175

daima priority, appUcatioa Finland, Sep. 9, 1962, 823130

lot a.3 C21B 13/01- BOID 13/00 55/34

VS.a 423-236 9 Claims

1. A method of treating cyanide-bearing scrubbing waters

produced in a metallurgical process, comprising the following

steps in the order stated:

(a) conducting the scrubbing water sequentially through a

plurality of gas scrubbers that are utilized in the metallur-

gical process, whereby the scrubbing water is heated and

some of the cyanide present in the scrubbing water is

driven off from the scrubbing water;

(c) removing scrubbing water from the clarifier and using it

to cool solid material received from the metallurgical

process, whereby the scrubbing water is further heated

and additional cyanide is driven off.

4,478,803

DRY SCRUBBING OF SO2 FROM MIXTURES
Adolfo R. Zambrano, Hibbing, Minn., asaignor to The Hanna
Mining Company, Gevelaad, Ohio

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,752

Int a.} BOIJ 8/00; GOIB 17/00

VS. a. 423-244 28 Claims

1. A non-catalytic process for removing SO2 from a feed

mixture, which is substantially free of oxygen gas, comprising

passing an S02-containing feed mixture through an iron-bear-

ing sorbent, said iron-bearing sorbent having a total iron con-

tent of at least about 43% by weight, in the presence of a

reducing agent, the molar ratio of said reducing agent to SO2
being about 2-3, under effective reaction conditions to pro-

duce at least one sulfur containing iron compound and an

effluent having a reduced sulfur content relative to said feed

mixture.

4,478,804

RECOVERY PROCESS OF URANIUM
Morio Wataaabe, Hyogo, and Saqji Nishimora, Kyoto, both of

Japan, aaaignors to Solex Research Corporation, Tokyo,

Jafut

Filed Ang. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 411,353

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 2, 1961, 56-136979

Int a.} OOIG 43/00

VS.a 423—259 3 daims

sraL,(»»

•1 1i I) ^
— .J (0 a— il

1. A process for the recovery of uranium comprising:

(1) extracting uranium ions with an organic solvent contain-

4S2-229 O.G.-84-II
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ing one or more compounds selected from the group
consisting of alkyl phosphoric acid, alkyl-aryl phosphoric
•cid, alkyl dithio phosphoric acid, aryl dithio phosphoric
acid, neutral phosphoric acid ester and alkyl amine, to-

gether with a petroleum hydrocarbon as a diluent; and
(2) stripping the uranium ions from the resultant organic

solvent from step (1) into an aqueous phase by contacting

said organic solvent with an aqueous solution comprising
one or more compounds selected from the group consist-

ing of NH4F, NH4HF2. KF or KHF2.

M7M05
PREPARATION OF HIGH PURITY BERLINITE

Hont G. Laafar, Wayiaad, Maai„ and Jerc D. FeUmaui, Li?cr-

CaUfn aaaigBors to The Dow OMoical Company, Mid>

Filed Sep. 22, 19U, Scr. No. S3M06
iBt a.} C»1B 25/36

VJS. CL 423—311 10 Claima
1. A process for preparing berlinite comprising:

(1) forming in an organic solvent an organoaluminum phos-

phate hydrogel having an aluminum to phosphorus atomic
ratio of from about 1:1 to about 1:1.2 comprising at least

one compound corresponding to the formula:

OR OR
i I

R|0+Al-0-P-Oi)rR
H
o

where each R is hydrogen or Ri, and R| is an alkyl, dial-

kylaminoalkyl or alkoxyalkyl group of up to about 10

carbons;

(2) hydrolyzing the organoaluminum i^osphate hydrogel by
heating in the presence of water at a pH of less than about
3.0 to thereby form berlinite; and

(3) recovering the berlinite.

4^7M06
CRYSTALLINE ALUMINOSHJCATES

William J. Ball, Capal; Keith W. Palmer, Wcybridge, and David
G. Stawart, EpaMO, all of Eagland, aaaigMra to The Britiah

Pttrdcui Compaay Limitad, LoBdoa, Eogiaad
Diiiaioa of Scr. No. 230,814, Feb. 2, IMl, Pat No. 4,407,728,

which ia a coatiaaation-iB-part of Scr. No. 909,456, Dec. 14^

1978, abmidoned. This appUcation No?. 22, 1982, Scr. No.

443,317

daims priority, applicatioo United Kingdom, Dec. 23, 1977,

53645/77; Jul. 27, 1978, 31636/78

The portioa of the tern of this patent subscqncnt to Oct 4, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int a^ COIB 33/28
VS. a 423-328 1 Claim

j

1

\ / _ u
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1. A crystalline aluminosilicate having a high silica to alu-

mina molar ratio and an X-ray diffraction pattern substantially

the same as ZSM-S zeolite which does not contain organic
nitrogen cations as prepared and which after calcination has

the Raman spectrum as shown in FIG. 2.

4,478307
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURE OF AMMONIUM

THIOSULFATE FROM AMMONU AND SOLID SULFUR
OR H2S RICH GAS STREAM AND/OR BOTH SOLID

SULFUR AND H2S GAS STREAMS
CUflbrd J. Ott, 10315 ToIbmb. Howtoii, Tex. 77034

Flkd Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,150
hrt. CL} COIB 17/64

VS. a. 423—514 10 rMw^

1. A process for the preparation of aqueous ammonium
thiosulfate which inhibits the formation of sulfides and sulfur

by-products which comprises:

reacting SO2 in a first reaction zone in the presence of a
circulating solution of (NH4X>H, (NH4)2S03 and
NH4HSO3 to remove most of the S02, said circulating

solution being free of (NH4)2S203:

cooling and passing said circulating solution to a second
reaction zone along with any remaining SO2 from the first

reaction zone to remove sulntantially all of said remaining

SO2:

adding an aqueous solution of ammonium hydroxide to said

circulating solution in said second reaction zone;

passing said solution to a third reaction zone which is sepa-

rate from said first and second reaction zones and where
liquid sulfur as the sole source of sulfur values is added to

said solution in an amount sufficient to provide sulfiir in a
particulate form suitable for reaction with ammonium
sulfite to produce ammonium thiosulfate;

adding ammonia to provide ammonium hydroxide in said

third reaction zone in sufficient amounts to bind the SO2
produced by the equilibrium reaction ofammonium bisul-

fite to ammonium sulfite, sulfur dioxide and water while
maintaining the pH at S-7; and

removing the ammonium thiosulfate as an at least about 60
wt% solution from said third reaction zone without circu-

lating it to either said first or second reaction zones.

4,478308
METHOD OF PRODUCING SULPHUR TRIOXIDE

Jury S. Matroa; Georgy K. Boreakov; Viktor S. LtUunoato?, all

of NoToaibirak; Viktor J. Volkov, Odcaaa, and Alczci A.
Ivaao?, NofoaiUrak, all of UJS.SJL, aaaigBora to Inatitnt

Kataliza Sibirakogo Otddaala Akadcarii Nauk SSSR,
U.S.SJL

per No. PCr/SU80/00071, § 371 Date Dec. 24, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Dec 24, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/03166, PCT Pab.
Date No?. 12, 1981

PCT Filed May 5, 1980, Scr. No. 336^71
Int CL3 COIB 17/J4, 17/98. 17/48

VS. CL 423—522 3 Clalns

1. Method of producing sulphur trioxide by the oxidation in

a stationary catalyst bed of sulphur dioxide contained in a
reaction mixture, which comprises

passing a reaction mixture containing sulphur dioxide in a
concentration which varies between 0.6-lS.O vol %
through a stationary catalyst bed having two ends,

said catdyst bed catalyzing the oxidation of sulphur dioxide

to sulphur trioxide and acting as a regenerative heat ex-

changer,
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said reaction mixture being passed at • temperature of
20*-200* C. through one end of said catalyst bed which is

at a temperature of 3SO*-600* C,
the temperature of said reaction mixture increasing as it

-Ml

through said catalyst bed to the other end of said

catalyst bed to a temperature of 3SO*-600* C, and
periodically during the time intervals of 10*^ minutes

while the temperature of said catalyst bed at said one end
is decreasing, reversing the direction of flow of said reac-

tion mixture through said catalyst bed.

4(478309
ECONOMIZER ARRANGEMENT

DoaaM R. McAUster, BaUwia, Mo., aad Sterea A. Ziebold,
Waterioo, 01^ assigaors to Moaaaato Conpaay, St Lonla,
Mo.

Filed Jaa. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 459,288

lat a.) COIB 17/90; B22B 19/00
VS. CL 423-522 8 Claima

aaaataa

desulf^irizadon, said method of treating being eflTective enter*

aally of a combustion chamber and fbr produdag an industri*

ally usable calcium suUkte anhydrite construction material

comprising in combination the steps of:

at least partially separating out fly ash from the flue gas

which is to be desulfUrittd;

thereupon carrying out desuHbrization of flue gas by absorp-

tion of sulfur oxide with a lime<ontaining absorbent to

produce products which, prior to any fiu^cr treatment

thereof, contain at least some calcium sulfite therewith,

and in particular contain 1-70% be weight fly ash, aad
30-99% by weight of the sum of the desulfiirixation prod-

ucts and residue of said absorbent;

said desulf^irization products including at least one of the

group consisting of calcium sulfite hemihydrate, calcium

sulfite, calcium sulfate dyhydrate, calcium sulfate hemihy-

drate, and calcium sulfate;

thereafter effecting a reduction of the amount of calcium

sulfite by means of a dry oxidation with air of said prod-

ucts to obtain a difficult to dissolve calcium sulfate anhy-

drite employable for the construction industry;

carrying out said oxidation only at temperatures in a range

between 400* C. and 600* C; and

at least partially meeting the energy requirement necessary

for said oxidation by supplying hot flue gases to the dry

oxidation.

1*

;£^

1. A method of optimizing the removal of heat from the

heated process gas in a sulfuric acid plant having a converter

having first and second sections and interpass and final absorp-

tion towers without condensation of vapors while increasing

the heat removed from said process gas comprising:

installing first and second economizers, said second econo-

mizer having first and second sections for liquid flow;

passing said heated process gas through said fint economizer

for removal of heat after said first section of said converter

and before passing said process gas through said interpass

absorption tower,

passing said heated process gas through said second econo-

mizer for removal of heat after said second section of said

converter and before passing said process gas through said

final absorption tower, said process gas passing sequen-

tially throu^ said first and second sections of said second

economizer,

passing a liquid stream sequentially through said second

section of said second economizer, said first economizer,

and said first section of said second economizer for indi-

rect heat exchange vnth said heated process gas; and

using said second section of said second economizer to pre-

heat said liquid stream before said liquid stream enters said

fint economizer to prevent any portion of said first econo-

mizer from cooling to the dew point of said vapors, pre-

venting condensation of said vapors, and to increase the

heat removed from said heated process gas.

4^78,810

METHOD OF TREATING FINAL PRODUCTS FROM
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION

WoUgaag Bloaa, Gaauacnbach, aad Ulrlch Moha, Bcrgiacb-

Gladbach, both of Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, aaaigaon to L. * C
Steiaariilkr GmbH, GaauaerAach, Fed. Rep. of Geramay

Filed Aag. 31, 1982, Scr. No. 413,484

ClaloH priority, appHcatloa Fed. Rep. of Gcnsaay, Sep. 5,

1981, 3135200

lat a' COIF 11/46, 1/00: COIB 17/00

VS.a 423—555 2 dalna

1. A method of treating products resulting from a flue gas

4,478,811

METHOD FOR PREVENTING SULFUR EMISSIONS
FROM VESSELS CONTAINING MOLTEN SULFUR

Robert H. Haaa, Fnllcrtoa, Calif., aaaigaor to Ualoa OU Com-

paay of Callftorala, Loa Aageks, Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 484,650

lat ai COIB 77/02. ;7/M
U.S.CU423—574R 25 Claims

"V ^
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1. A method for reducing emissions of sulfur-contaimng

gases from a vessel containing molten elemental sulfur, said

molten sulfur having been produced in a process wherein

hydrogen sulfide reacts with an oxidant in one or more

oxidation reaction zones, said method comprising

(a) introducing a purge air stream into said vessel while the

vessel is open to the atmosphere but under a subatmos-

pheric pressure,

(b) removing said purge air stream from said vessel, said

removed purge air stream consisting essentially of air and

components from said vessel and said componenu includ-

ing at least one sulfur-containing component and

(c) while maintaining the removed purge air stream at an

elevated temperature preventing substantial formation of

solid elemental sulfur, flowing the removed purge air

stream into at least one of said oxidation reaction zones,

with the removed purge air stream forming a portion of

the oxidant required for reaction with the hydrogen

sulflde to produce elemental sulfur.
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M7M12
PREPARATION OF MATERIALS

Bdwirt S. LoM, Dfdeot, Ei|lnd, Miigiior to Uittcd Klagdon
Aleade EMrijr Aithoritjr, Loodon, EaglMid

FOtd Aig. 12, IMS, Ser. No. 522,694
Cliln prierltsr, ippUortloo Uoittd Kingdom, Ang. 13, 1982,

8223389

bt a> OOIG 19/02
US.a 423-418 13 Oakm

1. A process for the preparation of a precunor for a tin oxide
material by a gel precipitation process which includes contact-
ing together a metal stannate, an organic gelling agent com-
prising a salt of a polycarboxylic acid and an acidic precipitat-

ing agent to form a gel precipitate precursor for a tin oxide
material.

4^78,813
PRODUCTION OF COMPLEX BERYLLIUM HYDRIDES
Efintt M. Mirlctt, Bstoa Roogi, Ia, anIfBor to Ethyl Corpo-

ratlOB, RichoMMd, Va.

FOtd Apr. Itf, 1984» Ser. No. 600,776

lot a? GDIB 6/24
UJ.a 433-644 Ig Claims

1. In a process which comprises subjecting a mixture of
beryllium and an alkali metal aluminum complex of the for-

mula

MAIRirH.

wherein M is an alkali metal, R is a hydrocarbyl group, m is an
integer from 1 to 4, n is an integer from to 3, the total of m
and n being 4, to a pressurized atmosphere of hydrogen and an
elevated temperature thereby producing a solid reaction prod-
uct composed of M2BeH4 and other solid components, the

improvement which comprisa (0 mixing the solid reaction

product and an inert liquid diluent having a specific gravity
above that of the MjBelU but below that of essentially all of
the other solid components, (U) effecting in said diluent a
separation between the M2BeH4and essentially all of such
other solid components, and (Ui) recovering the MjBelU

and a regeneration position, remote from said combination
position, said flow path loop including separate first and
second legs extending between said combination and
regeneration positions;

providing a supply of hydrogen gas at said supply location
external of said flow path loop comprising the step of
reacting a hydrocarbon fuel to produce said hydrogen;

conveying said supply of hydrogen gas from said supply
location to said combination position of said flow path
loop, including introducing said hydrogen gas into said
flow path loop at a first location proximate said combina-
tion position;

providing a supply of a second reactant in said flow path
loop at said regeneration position;

conveying said second reactant from said regeneration posi-
tion to said combination position through said first leg of
said flow path loop;

chemically combining, in a reversible exothermic reaction,
said hydrogen gas with said second reactant at said combi-
nation position to produce a reaction product in gaseous
form;

converting said gaseous-form reaction product to a liquid-

form and conveying said liquid-form reaction product to
said regeneration position through said second leg of said
flow path loop;

regenerating, at said regeneration position, in a chemical
reaction the reverse of said combination reaction, said
hydrogen gas and said second reactant in gaseous form,
said step of regenerating providing said supply of second
reactant at said regeneration position;

separating, at said second location proximate said regenera-
tion position, at least a portion of said regenerated hydro-
gen gas from said regenerated second reactant; and

removing at least a portion of said separated hydrogen gas
from said flow path loop at said second location, wherein
the rate at which said hydrogen gas is introduced into said

flow path loop at said first location is at least as great as

the rate of removal of said hydrogen gas from said flow
path loop at said second location.

4)478,814

GAS T1UNSP0RTING SYSTEM
Artlrar S. iMliii. Wan KirtliDrd, and HiroM T. Coach, ColuB-
Ma, bottiofCmuk, MrigMn to Uaitid TedUMlogiea Corpora-
tioB, HulfMilt Gon*

FDid Si9. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 431,499

Lrt. a> ooiB ;i/a0
UJ.a 433-680 6 Claims
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1. The method of transporting a first reactant, hydrogen gas,
from a supply location to a second location remote from said
supply location comprising the steps of:

providing a flow path loop having a combination position

4,478,815

COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR DETECTING
CANCER WITH TECHNETIUM LABELED ANTIBODY

FRAGMENTS
Seott W. Bnrehiel; Buck A. Rhodes, both of Alboqacrqae, N.
Mcxh and David R. Crockfbrd, Haverhill, Mass., aasigDorB to

NocMed, Inc., Albgqnerque, N. Mez. and University Pa-
tents, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

Contlnution-in-part of Ser. No. 89,153, Oct 29, 1979, Pat No.
4,311,688. lids applicatioB Jan. 2, 1981, Ser. No. '269,404

lat CV A61K 43/00. 49/00
MS. CL 424—1.1 13 ririif

1. A composition of matter comprising a radiolabeled anti-

body fragment, said radiolabeled antibody fragment being
reactive with a second antibody or second antibody fragment
which is directly reactive with a tumor specific antigen, said

reactivity with said second antibody, or second antibody frag-

ment either being direct or through a series ofat least one third

antibody or third antibody fira^ent, the last of said series

being directiy reactive with said second antibody or antibody

fragment sakl radiolabel consisting of technetium-99m.

4,478,816

RARE EARTH/CHELATING AGENT COMPLEX FOR
DIGITAL FLUOROSCOPY

Robert S. Ledicy, Silver Spring, Md^ and Edward J. ZapolaU,
Arlington, Va., aaaivBon to Georgetown Univenity, WaiUng*

Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,727

Int a^ A61K 49/04

VS. CL 424—4 6 CUan
1. A method of obtaining diagnostic energy difference image

information of a patient comprising the steps of:

(a) injecting a sterile aqueous solution comprising an effec-
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tive amount of a non-radioactive rare earth metal and a

chelating agent into the patient intraveneously;

(b) applying an X-ray beam having a first energy level to the

paitent to obtain first image information;

(c) applying an X-ray beam having second energy level to

the patient to obtain a second image information; and

(d) subtraction processing the first and second image infor-

mations to obtain the diagnostic energy difference image

information.

cally effective amount for treating inflammation over a pro-

longed period up to 600 hours.

4,478,817

DETECTING OR QUANTIFYING SUBSTANCES USING
LABELLING TECHNIQUES

Anthony K. Campbell; John S. A. Simpson, both of Cardiff, and

James S. Woodhcad, Machen, aU of Wales, assignors to The

Welsh National School of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales

Filed Nov. 14, 1978, Ser. No. 961,389

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 17, 1977,

47839/77

Int a» GOIN 31/00. 31/22. 33/48. 33/54. 33/56

VS. CL 424—7.1 20 Claims

1. A method of detecting or quantifying a substance of bio-

logical interest in a body fluid or tissue, in which a labelled

binding reagent comprising an antibody, or binding protein,

binding specifically to the substance, is linked with a label

comprising one or more conjponents which can participate in

a luminescent reaction, the labelled binding reagent being

immunologically purified and such that it is stable and its

properties are not significantly altered by the label, the sub-

stance is subsequently contacted with the labelled binding

reagent, and a luminescent reaction is subsequentiy triggered,

the emitted light being sensed or measured to provide informa-

tion concerning the substance of interest.

4,478,819

NOVEL ORAL PREPARATIONS
Bernard Hereelin, Clennont; Irene Mary, Lc Pleaaia-Boachard,

and Vicn N. Nnng, Eliaabethvllle, all of France, assignors to

RoasMi Rclaf, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 488,683

Claiflu priority, ^plication Fknnce, Agr. 26, 1982, 82 07137

Int a^ A61K 9/48. 9/28

VS.a 424-37 12 Claims

1. An oral pharmaceutical rapid onset capsule, gelule or

cachet composition containing an analgesically effective

amount of clometacine in the form of extrusion granules whose

rapid onset advantages are suppressed if they are compressed

into tablets and comprising a mixture comprised of SO to 70%
by weight of clometacine, S to 20% by weight of an alkali

metal carbonate and an anhydrous excipient for non aqueous

granulation.

4,478,818

OCULAR PREPARATION HOUSING STEROID IN TWO
DIFFERENT THERAPEUTIC FORMS

John W. Shell, Hillsboroagh, and Robert M. Gale, Monntain

View, both of Califs assignors to Ala Corporation, Palo Alto,

Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 453^58, Dec. 27, 1982, Pat No. 4,432,964,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 295,653, Aug. 24, 1981,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 196,608, Oct 14,

1980, Pat No. 4,304,765. This appUcation Jan. 5, 1984, Ser. No.

568480

Int a.' A61K 9/0a9/26. 31/565. 31/74

VS. CL 424-14 6 Claims

1. A topically applied composition for treating inflammation

of a warm-blooded animal afflicted with same, wherein the

composition comprises: a pair consisting essentially of two

topically acceptable different physical and chemical therapeu-

tic forms of the same steroid, the pair selected from the group

consisting essentially of prednisolone, prednisolone acetate,

prednisolone trimethylacetate, prednisolone hemisuccinate,

prednisolone phosphate, prednisolone valerate, prednisolone

propionate, prednisolone butyrate, prednisolone phenylace-

tate, 16o-methyl-16a-fluoroprcdnjsolone, 16o-methyl-6a-

fluoroprednisolone acetate, 16a-methyl-6a-fluoroprednisolone

disodium phosphate, prednisolone-21-N, N-dimethylglycinate.

and prednisolone-21-N, N-diethylglycinate, said compositon

containing from 0.01% to 10% of each therapeutic form of the

same steroid comprising the pair, said pair comprising both

forms present in a bioerodible polymeric polyorthoester topi-

cal carrier without any interactions, and wherein when Uie

composition is administered topically, the composition admin-

isters the steriods by the polyorthoester bioeroding and admit

istering the two different forms as a pair, for increasing the

concentration of each steroid for topically, with the concentra-

tion of each steroid form topically applied being independent

of the amount of the different steroid form topically applied

from the polyorthoester for increasing the concentration of

each steroid form available for passing into the tissues and

steroid receptors of a warm-blooded animal in a therapeuti-

4,478320

ANIUNO-SUBSrrrUTED ISOQUINOLINE QUINONES,
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD

OF USE THEREOF
Jerome H. Fleisch, Indianapolis; Winston S. Marshall, Bargers-

ville, and George J. Cnlllnan, Trafelgar, all of Ind^ assignors

to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,589

Int a^ A61K 9/12. 31/47; C07D 217/02

VS. CL 424—45 10 Claims

1. A compound of formula (I)

(0

wherein

X is hydrogen, halo, or C1-C3 alkyl.

3. A method of treating an animal, including a human, suffer-

ing from or susceptible to any condition characterized by an

excessive release of leukotrienes, which comprises administer-

ing to said animal a therapeutically-effective amount of a com-

pound of claim 1.

4,478321

INHIBITION OF BODY ODOR
Angel L. Carrillo, WeUcsley, Mass., assignor to The GOiettc

Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342360
Int a.3 A61K 7/31 9/12

VS. CL 424—47 4 Claims

1. A method of inhibiting body odor by ^)plying to the skin

an effective deodorant amount of polyhexamethylene bigua-

nide hydrochloride, in a dermatologically accepuble carrier.
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M7M22
DRUG DELIVERY JYSTEM UTIUZING

THERMOSEITING GELS
J9ta U HmIiw Takww Hi|neU« wi4 Aiikor R, MMoiwIfc.
•B 9t Umrwu , Um^ miiwori (o Mwcfc 41 Co^ lac. RiIh

HMMurlC, 1919. Sir. No. 499,399
lit. a3 A<1K SJ/74, Si/70, Wm. $1/54. SI/415. SI/4S5,

SI/1% SI/66

I, An aqueous pbannaceutieal coropoiitioii for recul, ure-
thfil nasal, vafinal, optical or oral in th« buccal pourch ad-
ministration to a body cavity to traat a condition requiring
pharmacolofica] treatnient ooroprisinf

a. 10% tp S0% by weifht of a polymer of the formula:

HCOCjHiVOCjHe),^ (CjH«0WCjH40)^

N-(CHa)w-N

H«X:2H«V(OCiH«), (C3H«OWC,H50)^

wherein w is an integer of from 2-6 containing approxi-
mately 40% to 80% poly(oxyethylene) and approximately
20 to 60% poly(oxypropylene) and having a moleculaf
weight of 7,000 to 30,000; and x and y are any integers
within the above constraints; and

b. a pharmacologically effective amount of drug selected
firom the group consisting of anti-bacterial substances,
antihistamines and decongestants, anti-inflammatories,
anti-parasitics, antiviral, local anesthetics, antifungal,
amebecidal, or thchomonocidal agents, analgesics, antiar-
^tics, antiasthmatics, anticoagulants, anticonvulsants,
antidepressants, antidiabetics, antineoplastics, antipsy-
chotics, antihypertensives, and muscle relaxanto and anti-
protozoals; and

c. a pharmaceutically acceptable acid or base being in sufFi.
cient quantity to adjust the pH of the composition to range
from 2 to 9 and wherein the composition is liquid at about
room temperature or below.

M7M23
IMMUNOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
PURIFIED MHC ANTIGENS BONDED TO OmER

ANTIGENS
AtmM R. Saodcnon, EaM Grioitead, England, asrigaor to

Nalioaal R«a«urdi DevalopaMBt Corporation, London, Ea-

eparating erythrocyte cells from a supply of blood;
suspending aud incubating said cells in a solution containing

a compound which readily difAnes into and out of said
cells, the concentration of said compound being sufficient

to ensure difAnion thereof into said cells so that the con*
tents of said cells become hypertonic;

rapidly creating a trans-membrane osmotic gradient by con-
tacting said cells with an essentially isotonic aqueous
medium in the presence of a desired agent to be intro-
duced, whereby to cause difTUsion of water into said cells
with consequent swelling thereof and increase in permea-
bility of the outer membranes of said cells;

maintaining said increase in permeability of said membranes
for a period of time sufHcient only to pCTmit transport of
said desired agent into said cells and difAision of said
compound out of said cells; and

•oparating and washing said cells whereby to obtain a sterile

fraction of subMantially intact cells containing intracellu-
lar desired agent and substantially devoid of excess water
and of other reagents.

^?!S^"' ^- ^"^ "*'*^' J^ »• l'^. fUed as perCB 78/00016, Sep. 27, 1978, pnbUshed as WO 79/00160.
Apr. 5, 1979 § 102(e) date abandoned.
^TWa appUcatioa Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,976

^^^^M priority. applkatloB United Kiagdom, Sep. 28. 1977,

lit a' A61K S9/S85. S9/00: C07G 7/00
UA a. 434—88 49 chlais

1. A synthetic immunogenic complex comprising a purifiedMHC antigen bonded to a second antigen, witii tiie provisos
that said second antigen is not a protein with which said MHC'
antigen is normally associated in nature and is not anotherMHC antigen.

4,478,824

METHOD FOR ALTERING RED BLOOD CELL
FUNCnON AND SURVIVAL

Robvt S. FVvMO, 1825 SandeUff Dr., Cladaaatl. Ohio 45230,
aid Marray WafaMr, 8915 Spooky RMge La.. Ondnaati, Ohio
45J43

Flkd Aas. 8, 1983, Scr. No. 521,078
Int a^ A61K S5/I8

UAa4a4-101 25Clatae
I. A method of introducing desired agents into erythrocyte

odb without substantial loss of the contents of die cells and
damage to die outer membranes diereof, comprising die steps
of:

4i478339
WARM ETHANOL METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
LOW FIBRINOGEN ANTIHEMOPHIUC FACTOR

Jamea W, Bloom, Boorboaaali, IU„ mifiior to Armoor Phi^
Biaceatical Company, Tirrytowm N.Y.

Filed Oct. 14, 1983, 8w. No. 843,243
lat, a^ A61K S5/I6

UAa 424-101 Mdataii
1. A mediod for producing a substantially f!brinogen-(^

antihemophilic factor product from a human blood plasma
fraction containing as its primary componenu antihemophUic
factor and fibrinogen comprising:

(a) suspending said human blood plasma fraction in a water-
ethanol solution containing up to 10% v/v ethanol at
room temperature to obuun a solution of low ionic
strength;

(b) adjusting the pH of die solution to about 6.0 to 6.8 and
cooling the solution to about S* to IS* C. to form a precipi-
ute comprising fibrinogen and cold-insoluble globulins;

(c) adding a low concentration aluminum hydroxide solution
to adsorb trace proteins, blood factors VII, IX, X and
prothrombin;

(d) removing die precipitate and said aluminum hydroxide
and adsorbed proteins and prothrombin from die solution;

(e) clarifying the solution; and

(0 adjusting the pH to about 7.0.

4,478326
RENIN INHraiTORY PEPTIDES

Daniel F. Vebcr, AmUer. and Joahaa S. Boger, Bryn Mawr, both
of Pa., assignors to Merek ft Con lac, Rahway, NJ.

CoatiaaatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 309^85, Oct 8, 1981^ This
applicatioa Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 413,633

lat a? O07C lOS/Sl A61K S7/02
UA a. 424-177 19Clalm$

1. A peptide of the formula:

R2
I

CH2„

R3
I

CHj

wherein:

A is hydrogen;
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? ?
R5—O—CHj—C— ; R3—CH2—O—C—

;

R5—O—C— ; or R3—(CH:)*—C—

,

where n is to S and R^ has the same meaning as set out

further below, and may additionally be hydrogen;

B is absent; glycyl; sarcosyl; or

R>
I

CH2

group consisting of aromatic, an aliphatic and a chlorinated

aliphatic amino acid phenylalanine, tyrosine, mono<hloro
phenylalanine, leucine, isoleucine, valine and glycine;

Y is selected from the group consisting of lysine, arginine,

ornithine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and their alpha-car-

bon esters of lower aliphatic alcohols, and alpha-cartxm

primary or secondary lower aliphatic amides; and

Z is a proline, hydroxyproline, thioproline or a polyproline

residue having up to S prolyl residues.

A
•N C-;

•
JlH O

D is absent; or

\-\
I &

where Z is (CH2)ff and n is 1 or 2; or —S—

;

Ri is hydrogen; C1-4 alkyl; hydroxy C1-4 alkyl; phenyl;

phenyl mono-substituted with a member selected from the

group consisting of methyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy,

methoxy. fluoro, chloro, bromo, and iodo; indolyl; 4-

imidazolyl; amine C2-4 alkyl; guanidyl C2.3 alkyl; or me-
thylthiomethyl;

R2 is hydrogen C1-4; alkyl; phenyl; phenyl mono-substituted

with a member selected from the group consisting of

methyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, medioxy, fluoro,

chloro, bromo, and iodo; or indolyl;

R3 is C3^ alkyl; C3.7 cycloalkyi; phenyl; or phenyl mono-
substituted with a member selected from the group con-

sisting of mediyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, methoxy,

fluoro, chloro, bromo, and iodo;

R^ and Ra^ are independendy hydrogen; or

CH—R»,

Is

where R' is hydrogen; Cm alkyl; hydroxy; or C3.7 cyclo-

alkyi; and

E is OR; NHR, or N(R)2, where each R may be die same or

different and is hydrogen or Cm alkyl;

wherein all of the asymmetric carbon atoms have an S configu-

ration, except those of substitiwnts B and D, which may also

have the R configuration; and a pharmaceutically acceptable

salt diereof.

4,478,827

RENIN INHIBITORS
Edgar Haber, Weitoa, and James Barton, Amesbary, bodi of

Maaa^ aaaigaors to The Gcacral Hoapital Corporatioa. Boa-

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,835

lat a^ GD7C IOS/52: A61K S7/02

U5. a. 424-177 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Z-Hii-Pro.Phe.His-X-X-Vsl-Tyr.(D-).Y

wherein the X's are the same or different and selected from the

4,478328
NONAPEPTIDE HAVING IMMUNOSTIMULATIVE
ACTIVITY, PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION

THEREOF, AND ITS USE
Wolf^g KSaig, Hofheiffl am Taanas; Rolf Gdger, Frankftirt

am Mala; Ridncr Obermcier, Hattershcim am Main, and

Hubert MiiUner, Kelkhcim, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcrauny,

aaaigaors to Hoeehst Aktieagesellschaft, Frankfort an Maia.

Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay
FUed Jbb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 508.589

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gerauny, Jan. 30,

1982, 3224379

Int a.} A61K S7/00: G07C 103/52

U.S.a 424—177 4 Claims

1. Nonapeptide of the formula I

01n*Asp-Ser-Ser-Ser*Thr-0ly*Trp>AsnOH 0)

(L-pyroglutamyl-L-aspartyl-L-seryl-L-seryl-L-seryl-L-threo-

nyl-glycyl-L3ryptophyl-L-asparagine) and its physiologically

tolerable salts with organic bases, alkali and alkaline earth

metal ions.

4,478,829

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION CONTAINING
PURIFIED FIBRONECriN

Rieardo H. Landabnra, Rye Town; Robert H. Yac, Floral Park;

DarM L. Farb, LeGraageiUk, aU of N.Y., and Beraard N.

VIoland. Chesterfield,Mc aaajgaors to Armour Pbanaacead-

cal Company, Tarrytowa, N.Y.

CoBtlaaation-in-part of Scr. No. 489,624, Apr. 28, 1983,

abandoned. This applicatioa Mar. 30, 1984, Ser. No. 595,100

lat a.» A61K 37/02, 35/14

VS. a. 424—177 3 Gains
1. An improved lyophilized fibronectin preparation which is

readily reconstitutable with sterile water containing on recon-

stitution:

1-16 mg/ml of at least 9S% pure fibronectin;

0.002M to O.OSM of a physiologically acceptable buffer salt

selected from the group consisting of sodium citrate,

sodium glycinate, sodium phosphate or tris(hydroxyme-

thyl)amino methane;

0.03M to 0.09M of sodium chloride;

about 2% to 10% w/v of a carbohydrate selected from the

group consisting of glucose, galactose, mannose, sucrose,

lactose, maltose, mannitol or sorbitol; wherein the im-

provement comprises the addition of

0.01% to 0.4% w/v of a pharmaceutically acceptable

surface active agent selected from the group consisting

of (oxy-l,2-ethanediyl)20 monododecanoate sorbitan,

(oxy-l,2-ethanediyl)20 monohexadecanoate sorbitan,

(oxy-l,2-ethanediyl)20 monooctadecanoate sorbitan,

(oxy-l,2-ethanediyl)20 mono-9-octadecanoate sorbitan,

a[4-(l,l,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenyl]-o>-hydroxy(oxy-

l,2-ethaiiediyl)ioo, sodium taurocholate, sodium cho-

late, sodium deoxycholate, sodium glycocholate and

a-hydro-ci>-hydroxy(oxyethylene)7(oxypropylene)5.

4(oxyethylene)7'
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M78330
GLYCOSYLATED INSULIN DERIVATIVES

Wu S. Kiffl, 4512 Jupiter Dr^ SaU Lake Gty, Utirii 84117; Sco
Y. Jeons, 716 Medical Place N^ Salt Lake Qty, Utah 84112,
aiBd JaMSC McRea, 1876 East 2700 S^ Salt Lake Qty, Utah
84106

DiTiiloB of Ser. No. 442,362, No?. 17, 1982, Pat No. 4,4*4,683.
nUa applicatioa Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 532,917

Int a^ A61K 37/26
U.S.a 424-178 4Claiiiis

1. A method of depressing the blood sugar level in a diabetic
patient which comprises administering to said patient, in a
pharmaceutically accepuble carrier, an effective amount of a
glycosylated insulin having the formula

H X

insulin

Jm

wherein Z and X are different and are selected from the group
consisting of—H and —OH, and m is an integer of 1 to 3 and
wherein each glycosyl group is attached to the insulin by a
thioamide linkage through one or more of the a-amino groups
of the A>1 glycine, B-1 phenylalanine or €*amino group of the
B>29 lysine moieties of the insulin molecule.

HN

N-OH

OCHs

7k/
OCH3,

4,478,831

ANTIBIOnCS, PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS
AND METHOD OF USE

Camilla Keller-Joslea; Max Kahn, and Hamilton D. King, all of
Basel, Switierland, asrignon to Saodoz Ltd., Basel, Switzer-
land

CoBtianatiofl-iB-part of Ser. No. 196,577, Oct 14, 1980,
abandoned, which is a contiBnation-in>part of Ser. No. 46,287,
Job. 7, 1979, abandoned. This appUcation May 10, 1982, Ser.

No. 376,904
Claims priority, applicatioa Switierlaad, Jon. 8, 1978,

6282/78

lat a^ A61K 31/7J; C07H 17/00; C12P 19/62
U.S. CL 424-181 6 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of S
S4832/A-I having the structure

S S4832/A-II having the following characterising features:

(i) light yellow when in solid form,

(ii) Analysis (i) C 48.5, H 3.8, N 12.4%, (ii) C 50.3, H 43, N
12.4, O 21.7, S 12.0%,

(iii) UV spectrum in acetonitrile see FIG. 4,

(iv) IR spectrum (in KBr) see FIO. 5.

(v) Proton NMR spectrum in DMSO (90 MHz) see HO. 6,

and

(vi) antibiotic activity,

S-S4832/A-III having the following characterising features:

(i) light yellow when in solid form,

(u) Analysis (1) C 48.1, H 41, N 12.3%, (2) C 49.9, H 4.3, N
12.5,5 11.5.0 21.8%,

(iii) UV spectrum in acetonitrile see FIG. 7,

(iv) IR spectrum (in KBr) see FIG. 8, and
(v) antibiotic activity, and S 54832/A-IV having the struc-

ture
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4,478333

TRISUBSTTTUTED PYRIMIDOI5,4-dlPYRIMIDINES
AND SALTS THEREOF

Joaef Roch; Erich MiiUen BerthoM Narr, Joaef Nickl; Walter

Haarraann, and Johannes M. Weiaenboier, all of Biberach,

Fed. Rep. of Germaay, asaigBors to Dr. Karl Tbonae Gcaell-

schaft mit beachriJBkter Haftuag, Biberach an der Riaa, Fed.

Rep. of Gcmany
FOed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,285

ClaiBM priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuiy, Dec. 27,

1900 3049207

iBt a^ C07D 401/14. 417/14: A61K 31/505: C07D 487/04

U.S. a. 424—246 9 ClaiBH

1. A compound of the formula

/'N

OCH3

t:f
OCH3.

5. A method of combatting bacteria in hosts which com-

prises administering a therapeutically effective amount of a

compound of claim 1 to a host in need of such treatment.

4,478,832

PESnCIDAL
0<N*ALKOXY-SUBSTITUTED-BENZIMIDOYL)*PHOS-

PHORUS ESTERS AND THIOESTERS
William F. King, Nonrto, Califn aarigaor to CherroB Research

Company, Saa FraBdsco, Calif.

Filed Jbb. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,216

iBt d} AOIN 57/14: C07F 9/165

U.S. CL 424—210 21 daims

1. A compound of the formula:

be"

'

^^x'^c—o—p—R:
II I

r\.;
N

wherein

Rl is straight or branched alkyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, option-

ally substituted in the 2- to 8-position by 1 to 5 hydroxyls;

alkyl of 2 to 4 carbon atoms mono-substituted in the 2-, 3- or

4-position by alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, amino, (alkyl of

1 to 3 carbon atoms)amino. di(alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms)-

amino; methyl; or pyridylmethyl;

R2 is hydrogen; alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms; or alkyl of 2 to 3

carbon atoms mono-substituted in the 2- or 3-position by

hydroxyl or alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms; or

Rl and R2, together with each other and the nitrogen atom to

which they are attached, are imidazolyl; thiomorpholino;

1-oxido-thiomorpholino; piperidino; or mono-substituted

piperidino. where the substituent is hydroxyl, alkoxy of 1 to

3 carbon atoms. hydroxy(alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms),

alkoxycarbonyl of 2 to 4 carbon atoms, amino, (alkanoyl of

1 to 3 carbon atoms)-amino, aminocarbonyl, (alkyl of 1 to 3

carbon atoms)-amino or di(alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms)-

amino;

R3 is thiomorpholino, 1-oxidothiomorpholino or 1,1-dioxido-

thiomorpholino, each of which is optionally mono- or di-

substituted by one or two alkyls of 1 to 3 carbon atoms;

lUis

—X—Rs or —

N

\

R«

R?

NORi R3

wherein X is sulfur or oxygen; Ri te lower alkyl; R2 is lower

alkyl or lower alkoxy; R3 is lower alkoxy or lower alkyl-

thio; and one of R4 or Z is hydrogen and the other is

trifluoromethyl or cyano.

8. A method of killing insects which comprises contacting

said insect or its environment with an insecticidally effective

amount of a compound of claim 1.

X is sulfur or oxygen;

Rs is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, optionally mono-substituted

by phenyl or in the 2-, 3- or 4.position by hydroxyl. di(alkyl

of 1 to 3 carbon atoms)-amino. alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms

or alkoxycarbonyl of 2 to 4 carbon atoms; when X is sulfur,

also phenyl; where each of the aforementioned phenyl moi-

eties may optionally be methylenedioxy-substituted,

mononitro-substituted. or mono- or di-substituted by alkyl of

1 to 3 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, (alkyl of

1 to 3 carbon atoms)thio, trifluoromethyl and/or halogen;

alkyl of 5 to 8 carbon atoms; cycloalkyl of 5 to 7 carbon

atoms; furfuryl; indanyl; or naphthylmethyl;

Re is hydrogen; alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; or alkyl of 2 to 4

carbon atoms monosubstituted in the 2-. 3- or 4-position by

hydroxyl or alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms; and

R7 is hydrogen; alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; phenyHalkyl of

1 to 4 carbon atoms); phenyl; where each of the aforemen-

tioned phenyl moieties may optionally be methylenedioxy-

substituted or mono- or di-substituted by alkyl of 1 to 3

carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, (alkyl of 1 to 3
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carbon atoms)-thio, trifluoromethyl and/or halogen; alky] of
5 to 8 carbon atoms; cycloalkyl of 5 to 7 carbon atoms; alkyl
of 2 to 8 carbon atoms mono^ubstituted in the 2- to 8-po8i.
tion by hydroxyl, alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms or hydroxy-
(alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms); cyclohexylmethyl; hydrox-
ycydohexyl; furftiryl; or pyridyl-methyl; or

R« and R7, together with each other and the nitrogen atoms to
which they are attached, are alkyleneimino of 4 to 7 carbon
atoms, optionally monohydroxy-substituted or mono- or
di-substituted by alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms; tetrahy-
dropyridino; tetrahydroquinolino; or tetrahy-
droisoquinolino;

or a non-toxic pharmacologically acceptable acid addition salt
thereof.

9. The method of preventing or relieving thromboses, arteri-
osclerosis and metastasis formation in a warm-blooded animal
in need thereof, which comprises perorally, parenterally or
rectally administering to said animal an effective amount of a
compound of claim 1.

4,478,834

DIHYDROPYRIDINES AND THEIR USE IN THE
TREATMENT OF ASTHMA

Jama R. Shroff, RifcnMe, ConiL, and Bernard LocT, Scandale,
N.Y^ inigMn to USV Phanmccntical Corporation, Tarry-
town, N.Y.

Filed Feb. II, 1983, Ser. No. 465,849
iBt a.J A6IK 31/44: C07D 471/04. 491/052. 495/04UAa 424-246 WClafais

1. A compound of the structure:

RiOOC

and pharmaceutically accepuble salts thereof, wherein:
Ar is phenyl, naphthyl, heteroaryl. and phenyl mono- or

disubstituted by halo. CF3, NOj, COOH, CXX)R, CN,
lower alkyl S, lower alkyl SO, lower alkyl SO2, OCF3
SCF3, OC-CH, OCH2CH=CH2. CXDNHi. =C=CH-
lower alkyl. lower aralkyl, styrryl, lower cycloalkyl hav-
ing S to 7 carbons;

X is S, NH, O, or N—R;
Rl is H, lower alkyl, aralkyl, aminoalkyl, dialkylamino,

aralkylamino, phenylthio, phenyl sulfoxide, phenyl sul-
fone, alkoxyalkyl, hydroxyalkyl, alkenyl, cycloalkyl or
•ryl;

R4 and Rs are independently lower alkyl, formyl. CN,
CH2OH, dialkylaminomethyl, dialkylaminoethyl,

(CH2),-N g{J.(CH2),-N O,

Ri R2

R2

(CH2),-N N-(CH2)^H.(CH2),4-OT
.M N ^,

Rl

N ^R2

Rl

(CH2),
-f- J

.(CH2),-U
I

.

N

(CH2),-t-
J,

(CH2),-N

II

O

•COOH

•COOH

(CH2),

r\ /2
.—

N

) or —A—

N

wherein

A is C2 to C4 alkyl and may be branched or straight,
R is H or lower alkyl, R2 and R3 are independently H, lower

alkyl, phenyl or phenyl lower alkyl and when taken to-
gether with the nitrogen to which they are attached form
a heterocylic ring, and

n is 0-2 inclusive.

4,478,835
SUBSTITUTED IMIDAZ0[l,5-c]PYRIMIDINES

Janes J. Wade, Oakdale, MioB., aatigiior to Rfltcr Laboratories.
IK^ St Panl, Miu.

Filed Aug. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 519,707
Int a' am) 487/04. 413/04; A61K 31/505. 27/00

MS.a 424—246 17
1. A compound of the formula

CH2

O lower alkyl

O lower alkyl
I X

aryi, aryl lower alkyl. R'

N

O o
N H

CH20-C-lower alkyl, CH20-C-heteroiryl or heteroaryl:

M is H, alkyl, aryl. alkoxy, (CH2)„COOR,

wherein

R3 is hydrogen, lower alkyl or phenyl; R5 is chloro, amino,
N-(Iower)aIkylamino, N,NKliflower)alkylamino, mer-
capto, phenylthio, benzylthio, lower alkoxy, lower alkyl-
thioor
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—

N

X,

\—/

wherein X is oxygen, sulfiir or methylene; and R? is hydrogen,

chloro, lower alkoxy, lower alkylthio, methyl, or

-N X,

wherein X is oxygen, sulfur, or methylene; or a pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

(D

.N
\

4,478,836

1-ARYL 2-AMINOMETHYL CYCLOPROPANE
CARBOXYAMIDE CZ) DERIVATIVES AND THEIR USE

AS USEFUL DRUGS IN THE TREATMENT OF
DISTURBANCES OFTHE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Gilbert MomiB; Hewi CouHc; Bcnurd BouMiid, aU of Cutrci;

MidMl Morrc, TookMne, ind Antoine StcBfer, Castrea, aU of

France, iMigMn to Pierre Fibre SA^ Caitrcs, France

Filed Jn. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390310

CtadBS priority, ippUcirtloa fnaot. Job. 23, 1981, 81 12312

Int. a^ C07L 103/92; A61K 31/165

U.S.a 424-248J4 16 dainii

1. A 1-aryl 2-aminofnethyl cyclopropane carboxamide (Z) of

the formula I:

(D

.N
/
\

Rj

in which:

R represents hydrogen, halogen, loweralkyl, lower alkoxy,

hydroxy, nitro, or amino;

n represents the value 1 or 2;

Rl and R2 are independently selected from the the group

consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower aryl, and low-

er-alkylaryl, which aryl or alkylaryl group is optionally

substituted by a halogen atom, and, with the adjacent

nitrogen atom, a heterocycle of S or 6 ring members;

R3 and R4 are independently selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, and, together with the

adjacent nitrogen atom, a heterocycle of S or 6 ring mem-

bers optionally containing an additional nitrogen or oxy-

gen heteroatom, or a salt thereof with a therapeutically-

acceptable inorganic or organic acid.

4,478337

3-HYDRAZINO CYCLOALKYUclPYRIDAZINES AS
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AGENTS

Erhard Schcnkcr, Biiel, SwitaeriaBd, aarignor to Sandoa Ltd.,

Baael, SwltaarbBd

CoBtianatioii of Ser. No. 640,633, Dec 15, 1975, abandoned,

wUcb is a coatiaaatloB of Ser. No. 485^78, JaL 3, 1974, Pat

No. 3354,754, which is a eoirtiBBatioa-iB>pari of Ser. No.

251335, May 8, 1972, Pat No. 3338,125. lUs appUcatioa Apr.

13, 1979, Ser. No. 29392

Cbdm priority, appUcatioa SwitierlaBd, May 11, 1971,

6951/71; May 11, 1971, 6952/71; May 26, 1971, 7679/71; May

26, 1971, 7683/71; May 28, 1971, 7848/71; May 28, 1971,

7849/71; Oct 15, 1971, 15120/71; Oct 15, 1971, 15121/71

lit a» C07D 237/28. 237/26; A61K 31/5a 31/495

VS.a 424-250 17 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition useful in the treatment of

hypertension comprising an antihypertensive effective amount

of a compound of the formula:

Rs

in which:

R represents hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy,

hydroxy, nitro, or amino;

n represents the value 1 or 2; Ri and R2 we independenUy

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower

alkyl, lower aryl, and lower-alkylaryl, which aryl or al-

kylaryl group is optionally substituted by a halogen atom,

and, with the adjacent nitrogen atom, a heterocycle of S or

6 ring members;

R3 and R4 are independently selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, and, together with the

adjacent nitrogen atom, a heterocycle of S or 6 ring mem-

bers optionally containing an additional nitrogen or oxy-

gen heteroatom, or a salt thereof with a therapeuticaUy-

acceptable inorganic or organic acid.

12. A method of alleviating depression comprising adminis-

tering to a subject, suffering from depression, an effective

anti-depressive amount of a compound which is a 1-aryl 2-

aminomethyl cyclopropane carboxamide (Z) of the formuU I:

wherein

Rl is ammo or

-N«C
/
\

wherein each of

R3 and R4 is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or

R3 and R4 together with the carbon atom to which they are

bound form cycloalkylidene of S to 12 carbon atoms,

R2 is hydrogen or methyl,

Ais-(CH2),n-
, ^ „

wherein n is or an integer from 1 to 7 or >N—CO—R5
wherein R$ is alkyl of 1 to 16 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 3 to
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6 carbon itonu, cyclotlkyl of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, l-ada-
mantyl, or -(CH2)«-Rfc
wherein

m is or an integer from 1 to 4, and
R« is phenyl; phenyl monosubstituted by fluorine, chlorine,
bromine, alkyl or alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkylmer-
capto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or phenyl; phenyl substituted
by two or three substituents selected from the group
consisting of chlorine, alkyl or alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon
atoms; diphenylmethyl, the phenyl rings of which may be
monosubstituted by fluorine, chlorine, bromine, alkyl or
alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; or naphthyl or —OR7,
wherein R7 is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to
4 carbon atoms or phenyl or phenyl alkyl which may be
monosubstituted on the phenyl ring by chlorine; alkyl or
alkoxy or 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and in which the alkylene
chain of phenylalkyl is of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and

R« and R9 are each hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
provided that when R^ is phenyl substituted with more than
one tertiary butyl or tertiary butoxy, they are on other than
adjacent carbon atoms,

or pharmaeeutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof in
assocMtion with a pharmaceutical carrier.

9. A method of treating hypertension in warm blooded
animals which comprises orally administering to an animal in
need of such treatment a therapeuticaUy effective amount of a
compound of the formula

or a pharmaeeutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

4^78,838

l-OAS-TRIMETHOXYONNAMOYLM.
ALKYLAMINOCARBONYLETHYLPIPERAZINES

Ymoo Itbo; Hideo Ktto; EiicU KoiUnkl^ Noboo Oawa:

Mriffwrsto Hoknrlk. I^ifMcertc^

FUcd Not. 15, 1M2, Ser. No. 441,(35
data" priority, applieatkMi Japu, No?. 19, 1981, 56>184478

1. l(3,4,5-TrimethoxycinnamoylH^Ukylaminocar•
bonylethyl piperazines represented by the formula:

CH30

CH3O-^^CH=CH-C0-N

CH3O

' N-CH-CO-NH-R

CH3

wherein R is a straight- or branched-chain alkyl group having
1 to 6 carbon atoms or a cycloalkyl group having 5 to 7 carbon
atoms, and pharmaceutically-acceptoble acid addition salts
thereof

2. A pharmaceutical composition, suitable for use in effect-
mg vasodUation, comprising a compound of claim 1, in an
amount effective for such purpose, in association with a phar-
maccutically-acceptable carrier.

wherein

Ri is amino or

Rj

-N«C

wherein each of
R3 and R4 is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or
R3 and R4 together with the carbon atom to which they are
bound, form cycloalkyUdene of S to 12 carbon atoms,

R} » hydrogen or methyl,

wherein n is or an integer firom I to 7 or >N—CX)—R3
wherein R5 is alkyl of 1 to 16 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 3 to
6 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, 1-ada-
nuntyl,or-<CH2)m-R«,
wherein

m is or an integer from 1 to 4, and
R6 is phenyl; phenyl monosubstituted by fluorine, chlorine,
bromine, alkyl or alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkyl-
mercapto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or phenyl; phenyl substi-
tuted by two or three substituenu selected from the group
consisting of chlorine, alkyl or alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon
atoms; diphenylmethyl, the phenyl rings of which may be
inonosubstituted by fluorine, chlorine, bromine, alkyl or
alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; or naphthyl or —OR7.
wherein R7 is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to
4 carbon atoms or phenyl or phenylalkyl which may be
monosubstituted on the phenyl ring by chlorine; alkyl or
alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and in which the alkylene
Cham of phenylalkyl is of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and

Rs and R9 are each hydrogen or alkyl of I to 4 carbon atoms,
provided that when R« is phenyl substituted with more than
one tertiary butyl or tertiary butoxy, they are on other than
adjacent carbon atoms,

I 4 47g^9
SUBSTITUTED PYRIMI1>>2^NES, THE SALTS

THEREOF, PROCESSES FOR THEIR PREPARATION
AND PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSTHONS

CONTAINING THEM
Tore BeoMche; Mikkel GMek, and ^dl Uadhdn, aU of Olio,
Norway, aisigDors to Nyegaard A Co. A/S, Oilo, Norway

FUcd Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,670

.^SS? '"*"^*^' "WUcatloB United Kingdom, Sep. 11, 1981,
8127S09

int a.J arm 239/36: a6ik 31/505
UAa424-251 9Chtag

1. A compound of the general formula:

Ri

*N^R2
I

a>

c»o

NHR3

(wherein X represents a halogen atom or a trifluoromethyl
group; R> and R2. which may be the same or different, each
represents a hydrogen atom or a Cm alkyl group; and R3
represents a hydrogen atom or a C1.5 saturated or unsaturated
straight or branched aliphatic group; a C3.8 saturated or unsat-
urated cyclic aliphatic group; a Cm aliphatic group carrying a
5- or 6-membered heterocyclic group having one heteroatom
selected from oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur; an aralkyl group
in which the alkyl portion contains 1 to 4 carbon atoms and in
which the aryl portion contains up to 10 carbon atoms; a 5- or
6-membered heterocyclic group having one heteroatom se-
lected from oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur; or a Ce-io carbocy-
clic aryl group; any of said groups optionally carrying one or
more substituents selected from halogen, oxo, hydroxy, mer-
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capto. Cm alkyl. Cm alkoxy. Cm alkanoyloxy and amino)

and, where an acidic or basic group is present, the salts thereof

4,478,840

APPETITE SUPPRESSING COMPOSITIONS AND
METHODS

Dewey H. Snltfa, Jr^ WibniagtoB, DeL, aarigMr to E. L Do
Pont de NeBMMun and Compny, WilaiiigtoB, DeL

FUcd Oct 11, 1983, Ser. No. 540,763 .

bt a^ A61K 31/485

VS.a 424-260 12 Claima

1. An appetite suppression composition comprising an eflec-

tive ^>petite suppressing amount of a compound of Formula I:

<X7
T

CHj—CH-A

(11)

I

H

wherein R represents hydrogen or alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon

atoms, X represents hydrogen or halogen and A represents

l,2,5,6.tett^ydro-4-pyridyl, or R represents alkyl having 1 to

3 carbon atoms, X represents hydrogen or halogen and A
represents l,2,3.4,5,6-hexahydro-4-pyridyl, or a pharmaeeuti-

cally acceptable salt thereof in a pharmaeeutically acceptable

carrier therefor.

-CH2-R 0)

wherein R is cyclopropyl or cyclobutyl; or a pharmaeeutically

suitable salt thereof together with suitable vehicles and/or

excipients therefor.

4,478,841

3-[2-(TErRA- AND HEXA-
HYDR04-PYRIDYL)-ETHYL]-IND0LES AND THEIR

USE AS MEDICAMENTS
F^aocols Aodlan, CharcBtoo, and Girard R. Le Fnr, Plcaris

RoblasoB, both of France, a«igBor> to Pharmoka Labora-

tdres, Gennerllllers, France

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,364

ClalBis priority, appUeatioB France, May 22, 1981, 81 10218

Int CU A61K 31/44. 31/445

U.S.a 424-263 4ClaiBia

1. A method of treating a mammal afflicted with migraine

conditions which comprises administering to said mammal a

therapeutically effective amount of a composition containing a

compound of the formula:

R
I

CH2-CH-A

(II)

4,478,842

N-SUBSnrUTED-MnrRIDYLINDOLES
Harris B. Renfroe, West Nynck, N.Y., aaaignor to Clba-Geigy

CorporatioB, Ardsley, N.Y.

CoatlinatkNHi»>part of Ser. No. 323,018, Not. 19, 1981,

abandoned. TUa appUartkm No?. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 437,420

Int a? A61K 31/44; C07D 401/04. 413/14

UAa 424-263 22 Clates

1. A compound of the formula

(0

wherein R represents hydrogen or alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon

atoms, X represents hydrogen or halogen and A represents

l,2,5,6-tetrahydro-4-pyridyl. or R represents alkyl having 1 to

3 carbon atoms. X represents hydrogen or halogen and A
represents 1.2.3.4.5,6-hexahydro-4-pyridyl, or a pharmaeeuti-

cally acceptable salt thereof in a pharmaeeutically acceptable

carrier therefor.

3. A method of treating a mammal to prevent the formation

of arterial thrombi which comprises administering to said

mammal a therapeutically effective amount of a composition

containing a compound of the formula:

wherein

Ri represents hydrogen or lower alkyl;

Ar represents pyridyl unsubstituted or substituted by lower

alkyl, carboxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl or carbamoyl;

R2 and R3 independentiy represent hydrogen, lower alkyl,

halogen, tiifluoromethyl, hydroxy, lower alkoxy, carboxy

lower alkyl, lower alkoxycarbonyl lower alkyl, carboxy, lower

alkoxycarbonyl, or lower alkyHthio, sulfinyl or sulfonyl), or

R2 and R3 together on adjacent caibon atoms represent lower

alkylenedioxy;

A represents straight chain or branched alkylene of 1 to 12

carbon atoms, alkenylene of 2 to 12 carbon atoms, alkyny-

lene of 2 to 12 carbon atoms, lower alkylenephenylene

lower alkylene, lower alkylenephenylene, phenylenc

lower alkylene, phenylene, a direct bond, lower alkylene-

(thio or oxyVlower alkylene. (thio-or oxy)-phenylene,

lower alkylene-(thio or oxy)-phenylene, phenylene-(thio

or oxy>lower alkylene or phenylene lower alkenylene;

B represents carboxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl, carbamoyl,

mono-or di-lower alkylcarbonoyl, formyl, 5-tetrazolyl or

hydroxycarbamoyl; or a pharmaeeutically acceptable salt

thereof.
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R2

1'
M78343

S-PHENYLTETRAZOLES AND THEIR USE AS
SAUDIURETICS

Kiri Stva, Hridrrin lw; Rooua Moachaweck, FkankAut am
Main, and Max Hropot, FMnhdm an Main, aU of Fed. Rep.
of Gcrmqr, aarigaon to Hocckst Aktiengeaellachaft, Fhuik-
tat am Mala, Fed. Rep. of Gcraany

Filed No?. 4, 19S1, Ser. No. 31«,1S3
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, No?. 4,

19S0, 3041812

Int aJ C07D 257/04: AtflK 31/41
UAa424-M9 4Ctai«g where

1. A S-pbenyltetrazole of the formula R« and R2 are independenUy pyridyl or

't^^'/"

H2N02S^\.X^^C

I

N-N
I H

wherein R is phenyl, 2-fiiryI, or 2-thienyl. or a physiologically
acceptable salt thereof formed with a base.

3. A method for treating edema in a patient suffering there-
from, which method comprises orally or intravenously admin-
istering to said patient a salidiuretically-efTective amount of a
compound or salt as in claim 1.

4. A method for treating hypertension in a patient suffering
therefrom, which method comprises orally or intravenously
administering to said patient a saUdiureticaUy-effective amount
of a compound or salt as in claim 1.

fV
where X is H, F, CI, Br. R« OR«, NR6R7, NO? or
R«S(0)« where n is 0, 1. 2

Y is H, F, or CI; provided that when y is F orQ then X must
be F or CI;

R3 and R* are independendy CF3, CF2H, CF2a, CFQ:, or
CF2CF3, provided that no more than one of R^ and R* is

CF2CF3, and
R5, R^ and R' are independently CH3 or C2H5;

or a pharmaceutically suiuble salt thereof.

«. A method of treating inflammation, pain or both in a
mammal which comprises administering to the mammal an
effective antiinflammatory or analgesic amount of at least one
compound of claim 1, claim 2, claim 3 or claim 4.

4y47M44
BRADYCARDUC OR ANALGESIC

24N<niIENYL-2-METHYL)-N^2.FLUORO^METHYL-
PHENYL)-AMINO)-MMIDAZOLINE AND SALTO

.
Helnot Stihle; Herbert KSppe; Werner Kommer. aU of Ingel-Wa^ Fed. Rep. of Germany; Walter Kobinger, Vienna, Aos-
«a, and Hans Stockhans, Bingea, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay,
MrigMn to BoehriBger Ingelbein KG, IngeUicira an Rbein,
Fed. Rep. of Gemaay
ContinaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 313,475, Oct 21, 1981,

•budoBed, whicb is a contiBnatioB of Ser. No. 215,106, Dec. 10,
1980, abaadoBed. This applicatioB Oct 6, 1982, Ser. No. 433,086

,JS^J!!?'**'''
WUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, Dec. 21,

1979, 2951601

iBt a.J A6IK 31/415: C07D 409/12
UAa.424-273R 3Chl^

1. 2-[N-(2-Fluoro-6.bromo.phenyl).N-(thienyl-2-methyl)-

amino]-2-imidazoline or a non-toxic, phannacologically ac-
ceptable acid addition salt thereof.

3. The method of slowing the heart rate or raising the pain
threshold of a wara-blooded animal in need thereof, which
comprises perorally, parenteraUy or rectally administering to
said animal an effective bradycardiac or analgesic amount of a
compound of claim 1.

4,478,846

2^1-ALKYL-5-NrrRO).IMIDAZOLYL.mMIYDROXY-S-
ALKYL).PHENYL CARBINOLS AND

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
THEM

Pletro T. Tesritore, Via Dante AUgUeri, 71, 18038 SaBrcno.
Italy

Filed Oct 25, 1983, Ser. No. 545,251
Claims priority, appUcatioB Italy, Oct 27, 1962, 23944 A/82

Iflt a^ C07D 233/91: A61K 31/415
UAa424-273R AQaim

1. 2-(l-alkyl-S-nitro)-imidazolyl-l-(2-hydroxy-S-alkyl)-phe-
nyl carbinols of the general formula:

O2N

4,478,845

ANTIINFLAMMATORY AND/OR ANALGESIC
IMIDAZOIMIDAZOLES

Jod G. WUtacy, Keaaett Sqnare, Pa., aarigaor to E. L Da PoBt
da Nenoon aad Conpaay, WllniBgioB, Del

Filed Jaa. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,189
iBt aJ A6IK 31/415. 31/44: C07D 487/04

UAa424-273R ^Ciain.
1. A compound having the formula:

wherein

R| represents a straight or branched alkyl radical having
from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or is hydroxyalkyl or chloroal-
kyl;

R2 is a straight or branched alkyl radical having from 1 to 6
carbon atoms.

3. Pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of proto-
zoal infections, of infections caused by anaerobic geras and of
infections caused by mycetes, characterized in that they con-
tain a compound of the general formula:
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(wherein Ri represents a straight or branched alkyl radical,

having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or is hydroxyalkyl or chlo-

roalkyl; R2 represents a straight or branched alkyl radical

having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms) as active ingredient together

with pharmaceutically accepuble carriers.

4,478,847

l'-SUBSTrrUTED<5PIRO[PYRROLIDINE-3,3'-
INDOLINE]-2,2',5-TRIONES

D8?id R. BrittaiB, Macdeafield, and RoUb Wood, Haiel Gro?e,

both of Eai^aad, aasigBors to Imperial Chenical iBdaatries

PLC LoBdmi, Eaglaad

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,135

Clainf priori^, applicatioB Ualted Kiagdon, May 12, 1981,

8114397

iBt a» A61K Jy/^a- C07D 209/96

UAa 424-274 9Clalns

1. A pharmaceutical composition for inhibiting the enzyme

aldose reductase comprising as active ingredient an effective

amount of a r-substituted-spiro(pyrrolidine3,3'*indoline>

2,2',S-trione of the formula:

H

Or.
1

wherein Ra is benzyl bearing two independently selected

halogeno substituents located at positions 2 and 4, or 3 and 4,

or is benzyl bearing a bromo or trifluoromethyl substituent

located at position 3 or 4; and benzene ring A is unsubstituted

or bears one or two substituents independently selected firom

halogeno, (l-4C)alkyl, trifluoromethyl and nitro; or a salt

thereof with a base affording a pharmaceutically acceptable

cation; or the non-toxic, biodegradable 1-pivaloyloxmethyl

precursor thereof; together with a pharmaceutically accept-

able diluent or carrier.

R* CN
I I

CH—O—N«C—CX>—R'

CO—R*

in which
Ri represents an alkyl or alkoxy group, each having 1 to 4

carbon atoms, or a halogen atom,

R2 and R3 independently represent an alkyl group having 1

to 4 carbon atoms or a hydrogen or halogen atom,

R* represents a hydrogen atom or a methyl group,

R' represents an alkoxy group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

an amino group or —NH—CO—NHR',
R^ represenu a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group having 1 to

5 carbon atoms and optionally substituted by cyano and-

/or alkoxycarbonyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or an

alkoxyalkyl group having 2 to S carbon atoms, and

R^ represents an alkoxy group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

an alkyl group having 1 to 6 carbon atoms and optionally

substituted by alkoxy. alkylthio, alkylsulphonyloxy. alkyl-

sulphoxy, alkylsulphonyl. alkoxyalkylthio, alkanoyloxy or

alkoxyalkoxy. each having 1 to 4 carbon atoms in each

alkyl part, propargyloxy, the cyano or thiocyanato group

or halogen; an alkenyl group having 2 to S carbon atoms,

an alkynyl group having 2 to 4 carbon atoms or a cydoal-

kyl group having 3 to 7 carbon atoms, each optionally

substituted by halogen; a phenyl, benzyl or phenylethyl

group optionally substituted by halogen, trifluoromethyl,

cyano, nitro, methylenedioxy or alkyl, alkylthio or alkoxy

each having 1 to 4 carbon atoms; a phenoxymethyl, phe-

nylthiomethyl or phenylthioethyl group optionally substi-

tuted by halogen, trifluoromethyl or alkyl; or ftiryl or

furfuryl optionally substituted by alkyl or trifluoromethyl.

3. A method of combating fungi comprising applying to the

fungi, or to a habitat thereof, a fungicidally effective amount of

a compound according to claim 1.

4,478349

SECONDARY AMINES, THEIR PREPARATION AND
USE IN PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS

ABttaoay T. AlBfworth, Craaleigh, aad Darid G. Smith, Redhlll,

both of Eaglaad, aaiigBora to Bee^an Group United, Ea-

Di?iii0B of Ser. No. 382,379, May 27, 1982, , whkh is a

coBtlBaatioB of Ser. No. 51,440, Jaa. 25, 1979, abaadoaed. This

appUcatkm Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,199

ClaiBH priority, applicatioB Uaitcd KlBgdom, Jaa. 28, 1978,

28208/78; No?. 27, 1978, 46215/78

The portioB of tbe tcm of this pataat sabeeqaeat to May 11,

1999, has beea diaelained.

iBt a.) A6IK 31/24. 31/195

UA a. 424-285 <0 Chdns

1. A pharmaceutical composition useful for the treatment of

obesity or hyperglycaemia in humans and animals which com-

prises an anti-obesity effective amount or an anti-hyperglyca-

emically effective amount of a compound of the formula (II):

4,478,848

COMBATING FUNGI WITH SUBSTITUTED
ANILINOMETHYLENEOXIMES

WOhein Braadca, LekhUagea, aad Wcraer Daan, KrefeM, both

of Fad. Rep. of GcmaBy, aaaigBori to Bayer AktisBgrirll-

achafi, Le?erkBsea, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay
FUed Aag. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,087

datans priority, appUcatkw Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, Aag. 22,

1981, 3133359

iBt a.J AOIN 43/06. 37/34. 43/02: C07C 121/52

U.S.a 424-285 7Ciains

1. A substituted anilinomethylene-oxime of the formula

(ID

^1rV-CHO"~CH2-NH-C(R«)R7-Y

R3

-"-a:

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, wherein Ri is

hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, hydroxy, hydroxymethyl,

methyl, methoxyl, amino, formamido, acetamido, methylsul-

phonylamido, nitro, benzyloxy, methylsulphonyhnethyl.
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ureido, trifluoromethyl or p-methoxybenzylamino; R2 is hy-
drogen, fluorine, chlorine or hydroxy!; R3 is hydrogen, chlo-
rine or methoxyl; R4 is carboxylic acid or a salt, ester or amide
thereof; R5 is hydrogen, chlorine, fluorine, methyl, ethyl, me-
thoxyl or hydroxyl or carboxylic acid or a salt, ester or amide
thereof; R« is hydrogen, methyl, or propyl; X is oxygen or a
bond; R7 is hydrogen, methyl, ethyl or propyl and Y is alkylene
of up to 6 carbon atoms or a bond, in combination with a
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4,478,852
UREA DERIVATIVES HAVING A PESTICIDAL

ACriVITY
Heinz-Manfred Becher, Biogen; Christo A. Drandarefski, Ingel-

helm, and Sigmond Lust, Darmstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many usignors to Celanerck GmbH A Co. KG, Ingelbein
am Rhein, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,598

198?312£59'**^'
^^^'^ ^*^ **•»»• •»' ^*«™"y' May 22,

Int a.3 C07C 127/J9; AOIN 47/28UAa 424-322
,ctatai.

I. A compound of the formula

4,478,850

ESTER
Jcaa Toricr, Vincenaci; JcuHPIerre Demoote, MontreuU-aous-
Bob, both of FhUKC, and Werner Bonin, Kelkheim, Fed. Rep.
of Gcmaay, aarignon to Rooaad Uclaf, Paris, FVance

Filed Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,516
Caaiw priority, appikatioo France, Apr. 30, 1982, 82 07485

Int a' AOIN 53/00; O07C J2I/75
UAa424-304 14Ciafa„

1. (S)o<ayano-3.phenoxy-4.fluoro-benzyl (lR,ds,Z) 2,2-

dimethyl-3-[3-oxo-3*tertbutoxy-phenyl]-cyclopropanecar-

boxylate.

2. A pesticidal compoaition comprising a pesticidally effec-
tive amount of the compound of claim 1 and a pesticidal car-
rier.

NH-CO-NH-CH3

wherein X, Y and Z are each hydrogen or halogen, provided
however that at least one of X, Y and Z is halogen.

4,478351
BENZYUDENE DERIVATIVES AND COMPOSITIONS

CONTAINING THEM
Jctti-Picrrc Kaplan, Cherilly Laroc, and Bernard Raizon, Vig-
en, both of France, aaaignors to Synthelabo, Paria, France

Dirision of Ser. No. 233,404, Feb., 1981, Pat. No. 4,400,536.
TTila appUcttfcm May 2, 1983, Ser. No. 490,478

Qalnis priority, application France, Feb. 12, 1980, 80 03009
The portion of the term of this patent snbscqoent to Aug. 23,

2000, haa been disclaimed.

Int a» A61K SI/135; O07C J19/J4
UAa424-330 ^Claims

1. A compound of the formula

OH

4,478,853
SKIN CONDITIONING COMPOSITION

James G. Chaussee, Racine County, Wis., assignor to S. C
Johnson d Son, Inc., Radne, Wis.

FHed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,695
Int a^ A61K 47/Oa 7/00, 7/06, 7/32UA a. 424-358 3Chla„

1. A skin conditioner comprising a hydroalcoholic gel com-
prising from about 35 to 50% by weight of a lower alkanol
selected from the group consisting of ethanol, N-propanol and
isopropanol; from about 1 to 3% by weight of a sUicone oil;
from about 0.1 to 1% by weight of a neutralized gelling agent
wherein the neutralizing agent is selected from the group
consisting of triethanolamine, triethylamine, isopropylamine,
potassium hydroxide, and sodium hydroxide and wherein the
gelling agent is a polyacrylic acid crosslinked with a polyether
of an oligosaccharide; and from about 1 to 15% by weight of
a base composition comprising (a) a panthenol moisturizer
selected from the group consisting of DL-panthenol, dexpan-
thenol, calcium pantothenoate. royal jeUy, panthethine, pante-
theme, panthenyl ethyl ether, pangamic acid, pyridoxin, pan-
toyl lactone, and vitamin B complex; and (b) (i) an emollient
comprising a polyhydric alcohol humectant and (ii) a poly-
ether derivative wherein the weight ratio of moisturizer (a) to
emollient (b) is sufficient to to provide effective conditioning
and to maintain cutaneous moisture and oil levels.

X4

wherein R represents a linear or branched alkyl radical of 1 to
16 carbon atoms or an alkenyl radical of 2 to 8 carbon atoms,
wherem Xi, X2and X4 independenUy of one another represent
hydrogen, halogen or methyl at least one substituent X|, X2
and X4 being different from hydrogen, and X3 represents halo-
gen or methyl.

6. A method for providing an anti-convulsant effect to a
patient which comprises administering to said patient an effec-
tive amount of a compound of claim 1.

4,478 854
METHOD OF TREATING PLANT POLYSACCHARIDES
Jens L. Adler-Nissen, Gentofte; Henrik Giirtlcr, Lyngby; Gcorg
W. Jensen, Bagnraerd; Hans A. S. 01m», Vanlose; Steen
Rliagaard, Vaerlose, and Martin SchiUein, Kobenham, all of
Denmark, assignors to Novo Indnstri A/S, Denmark

Continnation.in-part of Ser. No. 334,329, Dec 24, 1981,. Iliis
appUcation May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,545

Claims priority, appUcation Denmark, Nfay 6, 1982, 2025/82
Int a.3 C12G 1/00; C12H 1/00; C12C 7/00; A23L 2/34

MS. a. 426-12 5 ctain,
1. A process for hydrolyzing plant kingdom polysaccharides

which comprises treating a polysaccharide containing plant
kingdom substance with an SPS-ase preparation, said SPS-ase
being characterized as capable of degrading the water-soluble
polysaccharide which binds to soy protein.
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4,478355
PROTEIN CONTAINING FRUIT DRINK AND PROCESS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Anne-Marie DaUen, and Olof B. S. Strinning, both of Stock-

holm, Sweden, assignors to Aria, Ekonomisk Forenid^ Stock-

holm, Sweden

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 334^22, Dec 28, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 463^46
Int a^ A23C 9/12. 9/146. 21/02, 21/08; A23L 2/26

U.S. a. 426—41 7 CUdms
1. A homogenized and pasteurized protein containing fruit

juice drink comprising a citrus juice portion or a correspond-
ing amount of citrus aromas in an amount of 10-85% and a

milk raw material portion in an amount of 90-15 percent by
weight, in which the milk raw material portion includes 0.5-10

percent by weight of whey proteins, said fruit juice drink

containing, as a sweetener, 2.5-20 percent by weight of hydro-
lysed lactose consisting essentially of a salt- and taste-free pure
glucose—galactose derivative prepared by dissolving pure

lactose crystals, obtained from whey or a permeate from ultra-

flltration of milk or whey, in pure water and hydrolysing the

lactose solution by means of a cation exchanger, said fruit juice

drink further containing 0.05 to 0.2% of a polysaccharide

stabilizer comprising galactose derivate or galacturonic acid.

IS seconds to cook and gelatinize said flour; and shaping

and drying to a moisture content within the range of from

about 3% to about 5%.

4,478,856
PRODUCTION OF PURIFIED VEGETABLE PROTEIN

Jens L. Adler-Nissen, Gentofte; Henrik Giirtler, Lyngby; Gcorg
W. Jensen, Bagsmrd; Hans A. S. Olsen, Vanlose; Steen

RUsgaard, Vaerlose, and Martin Schnldn, Copenhagen, aU of

Denmaric, assignors to Novo Indnstri A/S, Dmunark
Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 334,330, Dec 24, 1981,. This

appUcation May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,546

CUdms priority, appUcation Denmaric, May 6, 1982, 2025/82

Int a3 A23J 1/14; C07G 7/00

U.S.a 426-46 7 Claims

1. A method for producing a purified vegetable protein

product which comprises treating a soUd form vegetable mate-

rial containing protein in aqueous suspension at the isoelectric

point ±1.5 pH units of the vegetable protein with an enzyme
composition agent containing pectinase, hemiceUulase, cellu-

lase and SPS-ase activity, SPS-ase being characterized as capa-

ble ofdegrading the water soluble polysaccharide which binds

to soy protein, said enzyme composition being essentially free

from proteolytic activity, and thereafter separating the protein

containing solids fft>m the aqueous supernatant

4^78357
PROCESS OF MAKING SHELF STABLE, NUTRIENT

FORTIFIED CEREAL BASED FOOD
Kirit B. Stanas, Spirit Lake, Iowa, assignor to Global Nntrameal,

Inc, Spirit Lake, Iowa

Filed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,258

Int a.3 A23L 1/30; A21D 2/00

MS. a. 426-72 5 Claims

1. A process of making a long shelf life nutrient fortifled

cereal based food having a substantiaUy neutral flavor said

method comprising:

mixing whole not dehulled, defatted or degermed com and

whole not dehulled, defatted or degermed soybeans at a

weight ratio of com to soybeans of from about 65:35 to

about 70:30;

mining said com and soybean mixture to provide a milled

flour mixture;

fortifying with vitamin and mineral nutrients, said flour

mixture to a level which wiU aUow the ultimate cooked

product to meet daily allowance requirements for nutri-

tion;

moistening said flour to a moisture level of from about 17%
to about 20% by weight of moisture;

extruder cooking said moistened, fortifled flour at a tempera-

ture of from about 290* F. to about 310* P., at a pressure

of from about 500 psig to about 1200 psig for up to about

4,478,858

INSTANT COFFEE CONTAINING PACKET AND
METHOD OF FORMING

James C. Baird, Cincinnati; ComeUs H. Japikse, Wyoming, and
Richard F. Knasin, Cincinnati, aU of Ohio, aaaignors to Hm
Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346^28
Int a.J B65D 85/00. 81/00. 65/14. 65/40

VS.a 426—126 13 Claims

1. In combination, a predetermined quantity of particulate

soluble coffee product, a predetermined quantity of coffee

aroma oil containing aromatic volatiles and a flexible gas and

moisture impermeable packet for housing said particulate solu-

ble coffee product and said coffee aroma oil for an extended

period of time without substantial degradation in the quality or

substantia] decrease in the quantity of aromatic volatiles pres-

ent in said coffee aroma oil and said soluble coffee product so

as to present a high coffee aroma impact to the consumer upon

opening, said packet comprising at least two layers of a flexible

laminate packaging material which is substantially impervious

to the passage of gas and moisture, said flexible laminate pack-

aging material comprising an outer layer of paper, an interme-

diate layer of low density polyethylene bonded to said layer of

paper, and an inner surface layer of aluminum foil bonded to

said low density polyethylene, said aluminum foil being sub-

stantially inert to the aromatic volatiles contained in said coffee

aroma oil and said particulate soluble coffee product, said

layers of flexible laminate packaging material being superposed

on one another so that said coffee aroma oil and said particu-

late soluble coffee product contained intermediate said layers

contact substantially only bare aluminum foil surfaces, said

coffee aroma oil being coated onto said bare aluminum foil

surfaces, said layers of flexible laminate packaging material

being continuously secured to one another about their periph-

ery to form a substantially gas and moisture impervious seal

surrounding and totaUy enclosing said cofTee aroma oil and

said particulate soluble coffee product.

4,478,859

METHOD OF MAKING STABLE EMULSIFIED MEAT
PRODUCTS

Jay B. Fox, Jr., Ambler, Ihu, aasignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of Agricnltore,

WaaUngton, D.C.

FUed May 28, 1982, S«r. No. 382,903

Int a.3 A23B 4/00

VS. a. 426—266 8 Claims

1. A method of making an emulsified meat product stable

and resistant to acid deterioration comprising adding to said

product in an amount up to 0.5% and then storing the product

in an acid medium.
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4,478,860

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE ORGANOLEPTIC
PROPERTIES OF CANNED GREEN VEGETABLES

Ihab M. Hckal, and Paal M. Erlaadton, both of Stanfonl,
Couk, tMitiion to The Cootteotal Groap, loc^ Stunford,

storage container for later reconstituting by the addition
of free water and heat.

CoMiBaatioB.iB-part of Ser. No. 185,034, Sep. 9, 1980,
bttidoBcd. This applicatkm Aag. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,575

Irt. a.J A23B 7/06. 7/14: A»L 3/00
U.S. CL 426—267 13 aaims

1. A method of canning green vegetables which normally
tend to discolor and develop off^flavors during canning and
storage which comprises blanching the vegetables with an
alkaline solution having a pH of at least 11, suspending the

blanched vegetables in a brine having an alkalinity between
about 23 and 73 milliequivalents of hydroxyl ion, hermetically

sealing the vegetables in a container in which at least one of the
walls thereof in contact with the brine has had applied thereto

a water insoluble organic coating material having incorporated

therein zinc oxide and an alkaline earth metal material selected

from the group consisting of an alkaline earth metal salt, and
alkaline earth metal oxide and an alkaline earth metal hydrox-
ide, said coating containing sufficient alkaline earth material so
that there is sufficient alkaline earth material contacting the
vegeuble brine in the container after sterilization to either

buffer or reduce the acidity of the packed product during
sterilization and subsequent storage so that the pH of the brine
during storage is maintained so that discoloration and off-fla-

vor of the green vegetable is prevented and then heating the
container at a temperature of about 230* to 300* F. to sterilize

the vegetables packaged in the container to an ?« value of at

least 6.

4,478,862

HEAT-TREATMENT OF CEREAL
Geoffrey F. Grccthend, KUiara, Aaatralia, uO^m to Goofftty

Greethead Pty. Limited, KUlara, AMtraUa
Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,638

Claims priority, appilcatloB AostraUa, Feb. 26, 1981, PE7764
lat a? A23L 1/10: A23B 9/00

U.S.a 426-^450 7

1

4^78,861
PREPARATION OF A FROZEN FOOD PRODUCT FOR

LATER USE
F. Doncy MoMgomry, Mllwukee, Wis., and Allan A. Noria,
Okago, m, aarigaors to Chef Automatlque latematlonal
Ltd., GOraltcr

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,926

lot a^ A23B 7/04. 7/16
MS, CL 426-295 7
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1. A method for rapidly heating a cereal containing water in
a stream of hot gas under homogenous heating conditions in at
least two cyclones to produce a substantially uniform micropo-
rous product, which comprises

generating a stream of hot gas, entraining a cereal in the gas
stream, introducing the gas and entrained cereal into a
first cyclone wherein the cereal is heat treated by the hot
gas, separating the cereal by centrifugal force from the
gas, and removing the separated treated cereal and the gas
separately from the cyclone,

generating a further stream of hot gas, entraining the treated

cereal from the first cyclone in the fiirther gas stream,
introducing said further gas stream and heat treated cereal
into a second cyclone wherein the cereal is further heat
treated by hot gas, separating the twice-treated cereal by
centrifugal force from the gas, and removing the sepa-

rated twice-treated cereal and the gas separately from the
second cyclone; said heat treatments being sufficiently

rapid to raise the temperature of the cereal to vaporize the
water in said cereal to produce a substantially uniform
microporous product.

4,478,863

METHOD FOR STEAM PEELING PLANT PRODUCTS
Peter W. C. van der Schoot, Ondcrkerk a/d UsmI, Nctheriaadi,

Goodsche Maehlacfiibrkk B.V., Goada, Nether-

1. The method of preparing a frozen food product compris-
ing the steps of:

(a) cooking a plurality of food pieces in the presence of
water,

(b) thereafter removing substantially all of any existing free

water present with the cooked food pieces to form voids
in the precooked food mass while leaving the mass moist,

(c) then agiuting the said moist food mass while subjecting

the mass to a fireeziog gas until the surfaces of the food
pieces are partially frozen to rigidify the pieces but leave
some unflrozen moisture thereon,

(d) then introducing dry powdered additives to the partially

frozen agiuting food mass so that the additives uniformly
coat and adhere to the said unfrozen moisture on the
surfaces of the food pieces,

(e) then continuing the agitetion until the coated food pieces

are substantially fiilly frozen throughout,

(0 nd subsequently transferring the frozen food pieces to a

DlfWon of Ser. No. 400^11, JuL 21, 1982, Pat No. 433,756,
which is a coatiBuatkM of Ser. No. 235,368, Feb. 19, 1981,

abaadoaed, which is a coatlaaatkNi of Ser. No. 104^0, Dec. 18,

1979, abandoned. This applieatkM May 4^ 1983, Ser. No. 491,150
OaloM priority, applkatloB Nethcriaads, Dae. 29, 1978,

7812678

lat CL^ A23N 7/00
MS. a. 426-482 1 Cfada

1. A method of steam peeling a plant product selected from
the group consisting of poutoes, carrots, celery, red beets,

Swedish turnips and apples, comprising the steps of:

introducing said plant product to be peeled through a prod-
uct opening at one end of a substantially cylindrical peel-

ing vessel having a liquid discharge outlet at the other end;

tilting the vessel around a horizontal axis into a normally
operating longitudinally inclined position wherein the one
end is above the other end to a discharge outlet and prod-
uct opening;

partitioning the vessel at said other end perpendicular to the
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longitudinal axis thereof and spaced from the liquid dis-

charge outlet, when the vessel is in the normally operating
position, to prevent passage of product to be peeled while
allowing condensate to pass therethrough such that the
product to be peeled does not lie in the condensate during
the application of steam;

applying steam through an access opening in the vessel

disposed above the product level while the vessel is in the

normally operating position, via a first steam line disposed
colinearly with the horizontal tilting axis and a second line

connecting the flrst line to the access opening;

chewing-gums which comprises the step of adding thereto a
flavoring effective amount of l-p-menthene>8*thiol in its race-

mic or enantiomeric form.

stirring the product during the application of steam by at

least one stirring arm disposed above the partitioning and
axially along the wall of the vessel and rotating about the

longitudinal axis of the vessel to efTect the peeUng of the

plant product;

collecting the condensate below the partitioning and dis-

charging same after the application of the steam; and
tilting the vessel from the horizontal axis from the normally

operating position until the other end is above the one end
and discharging the peeled product through the product

opening.

4,478,864

CONFECnONS CONTAINING STABILIZED
PEPPERMINT OIL

Bcniie Blaekwall, Laareltoa, N.Y.; Shelley Netherwood, Brea,

Callfn aad Donlaldt J. Piccolo, Brooklyn, N.Y., asslpors to

Waraer-Lambert Con^aay, Morris Plains, NJ.
DiTisioa of Ser. No. 450370, Dec 20, 1982, Pat No. 4,440,790.

nis appUcatkM Jaa. 23, 1984, Ser. No. 570,472

lat a.} A23G 3/00: A23L 1/222

MS, a. 426—534 15 Oaims
1. A method of flavoring, confectionary, which comprises

adding thereto an effective amount of stabilized peppermint oil

flavoring agent prepared by reacting the peppermint oil with

about 0.3% to about 13% by weight maleic anhydride, based

on the weight of peppermint oil to selectively form a men-
thofuran-maleic anhydride adduct without otherwise affecting

the flavoring agent properties of the remaining peppermint oil

constituents and recovering the peppermint oU having a re-

duced menthofuran content

4,478365

UTILIZATION OF SULFUR CONTAINING TERPENES
AS FLAVORING INGREDIENTS

Edoaard P. Denwic, Coppct aad Paal Eaggist Gcacfa, both of

SwHaerlaad, asslpmrs to Fliamilch SA, Switierlaad

DifisioB of Ser. No. 331314, Dec. 15, 1981, ahaadoaed. lUs
appllcatloa Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,087

Clalais priority, appllcatloa SwItKrland, Dae. 15, 1981,

9513/80
lat a' A23L 1/235

MS. a. 426—535 3 daloH
1. The method for enhancing, improving or modifying the

fruity organoleptic properties of foodstuffs, beverages and

4378366
EMULSIFIERS COMPRISING LYSOPHOSPHATIDIC
ACID OR A SALT THEREOF AND PROCESSES FOR

MAKING A DOUGH CONTAINING SAME
Shigeaori Ohta; ScUiro laoae, both of Tokyo; Takaokl Torigoe,

and Makoto KobayashI, both of IbarakI, aU of Japaa, assign-

ors to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo KaboshUd Kalsha, Tokyo, Japaa
FUsd Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,646

Clains priority, appUeatioB Japan, Sep. 18, 1981, 56-147249

lat a^ A21D 10/00: C07G 17/00; BOIF 17/00
MS.a 426-549 6 OalaH

1. A process for making a dough for use in the production of

farinaceous products which comprises mixing a wheat flour

with 0.01-2.0% by weight based on the weight of wheat flour

of lysophosphatidic acid or a physiologically compatible salt

thereof obtained by treating a mixture of phospholipids with

phospholipase D and phospholipase A.

4,478367

PROCESS FOR WHIPPING AN EMULSION
FMerick A. Zobel, Bcdfbrd Hills; Joseph D. Burke, Osstnlag,

both of N.Yn aad John T. Oppy, AUentowa, NJ., assignors to

General Foods CorporatioB, White Plaias, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,293

lat a? A23C 13/12. 13/14
MS. a. 426-570 18 Clains

1. A process for whipping an homogenized emulsion com-
prised of fat, protein, emulsifier, stabilizer and water which
process comprises:

(a) incorporating gas into said emulsion in a continuous

mixer having a mixing pressure of about 4S psig to about

100 psig and a mixing temperature of from about 30* F. to

about 30* F.;

(b) pressure reducing said aerated emulsion wherein the

pressure is reduced from about a 10 psig reduction to

about a 30 psig reduction in a gradual manner;

(c) whipping said pressure reduced gas incorporated aerated

emulsion at a whipping pressure of from about 20 psig to

about 70 psig and at a temperature of from about 30* F. to

about 60* F.; and

(d) pressure reducing said whipped emulsion to an atmo-

spheric pressure wherein the temperature of the whipped

emulsion upon reaching atmospheric pressure is from

about 46* F. to about 60* F.

4,478368
^ FROZEN FOOD PRODUCT AND PROCESS FOR

PREPARING
Stephen A. Ariss; John C Measures, both of Mcltoa Mowbray,
aad Darid Barker, Looghboroagh, all of Eaglaad, asslgaon to

Mars Liadtad, London, England

CoatlaaatloB of Ser. No. 234353, Feb. 17, 1981, ahaadoaed,

whieh Is a coatinnatlOB of Ser. No. 32,211, Apr. 23, 1979,

ahaadoaed. TUs appUeatioa Dec. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 560359
Clalan priority, application Ualted KIngdon, Apr. 24, 1978,

16158/78

lat a.) A23B 4/06: A23K 1/10; A23L 1/31: A23D 3/36

MS.a 426-641 35 datas
1. The method of making a frozen food product possessing a

quick thaw capability in hot water which includes the steps,

prior to freezing, of adjusting the moisture content of the

unfrozen food to lower than normal, applying a physiologi-

cally tolerable salt or salts to the food in an amount based on

the weight of the product as subsequently frozen, not exceed-

ing 4 percent for any individual salt and 10 percent for a plural-

ity of salts, and thereafter subjecting the food to a freezing
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temperature nich that its water content is partially frozen and
partially unfrozen by virtue of the presence of said salt.

22. A firozen food product possessing a quick thaw capability

in hot water, said product having a lower than normal moisture

content to enhance its absorptivity of rehydrating water and
having dissolved therein physiologically tolerable salt so that

the water content of said product is partially frozen and par-

tially unfix)zen whereby absorption of hot rehydrating water
quickly raises the product temperature by heating the unfrozen

water while thawing the frozen water thereby producing food

that is warmed, thawed and brought to substantially normal

moisture content by brief hot water treatment preparatory to

serving.

APPLYING GRANULES TO STRIP ASPHALTIC
MATERIAL

Thonas R. Brtdy, and LastcrC Beaner, both of Newark, Ohio,

aaigMiri to Oweas^^oraing FIbcrglaa CorporatkNi, Toledo,

Ohio
PDad Jaik 3, 1983, Scr. No. 455,097

lit a^ B05D 5/02

VS. CL 427—10 13 Oaims

iR# fi

7. A method for applying granules to continuously moving
asphaltic strip material comprising discharging granules onto

tacky strip asphaltic material, continuously removing the non-

adhered portion of the granules, sensing the amount of re-

moved granules, and controlling the amount of granules dis-

charged onto said asphaltic material in response to the sensed

amount of removed granules.

4,478,871

METHOD FOR HARDFAONG A FERROUS BASE
MATERIAL

SUgeya SakagucU; Maaaham SUrayaaia, andHhwU Ito, all of

FUraoka, Japaa, aasigaors to Nippoa TaiwrteB Co., Ltd.,

FUkboIu, Japaa

Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 358,749, Mar. 16, 1982, abaodoacd.

lUi appUcatioB Dec 20, 1983, Ser. No. 5C3,544

Oaiau priority, appiieatioa Japaa, Mar. 23, 1981, 5642750
lat CU B05D 1/06, 1/10

U.S. a. 427—34 11 daiais

1. A method for hardfacing ferrous base material comprising
the combination of steps of: mechanically mixing tungsten
carbide powder and a nickel-phosphorous aUoy witii the mix-
ture comprising 30-95 percent by weight of tungsten carbide
with the balance being said alloy; compressing said mixture,

heating said mixture to form a sintered body, forming a com-
posite powder from said sintered body, said powder consisting

of individual particles of WC and Ni-P alloy of between 200
and 400 mesh in size, spraying said composite powder onto the

surface of a ferrous base material, heating said sprayed ferrous

base material in a non-oxidizing atmosphere until a liquid phase
forms on said material which constitutes a wear-resistant coat-

ing thereon; said coating consisting of WC, WaNisCCf)) and
(Ni-P>WC solid solution.

4,478,872

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MULTILAYER
MAGNETO^PTIC DEVICE

George R. Pulliaai, Aaahefaa, Calif., anigBor to Uttoa Systeau,

lac, Bererly Hills, Calif.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,914

lat a^ BOSD 3/06
VS. CL 427—38 20 daiffls

4,478,870

CORONA IMAGE TRANSFER METHOD
SatoaU Haacda, aad Maaahiko Itaya, both of Hachloji, Japaa,

aarigaon to Koaishiroku Photo laduitry Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

FUed Feb. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 465,771

OaiBH priority, appiieatioa Japaa, Feb. 16, 1982, 57-21996;

Feb. 16, 1982, 57-21997

lat a^ G03G 15/048

VS.a 427—14.1 13 Oaiais

1. A corona discharge method comprising step of supplying
corona ion flow having a direct current component with a
polarity opposite to an electrification polarity of toner on a

transfer material, wherein a density of the ion flow of an in-

coming area of a corona discharge area is less than that of the

ion flow on an outgoing area.

1. A method for raising the anisotropy and Faraday rotation

of a magneto-optic device while reducing the threshold of a

magnetic field required to switch the direction of magnetiza-

tion in said device, said method comprising the steps of:

forming a laminate composed of at least one layer of mag-
netic material having high anisotropy in juxtaposition

with at least one layer of magnetic material having low
anisotropy;

providing said low anisotropy material layer with a region of

magnetic material that has been modified to further de-

crease the anisotropy of said region relative to the anisot-

ropy of the remainder of said low anisotropy material

layer; and
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supporting said laminate upon a non-magnetic substrate.

4,478373
METHOD IMPARTING ANTI-STATIC,

ANTI-REFLECnVE PROPERTIES TO OPHTHALMIC
LENSES

Job D. MaMO, WUtiai?illc Maaa.; WOliaai D. Braaaaa, Wood-
stock, Coaa., aad Doa H. Roteabcrg, Wcatboro, Maaa., aa-

siport to Aaicricaa Optical Corporatioa, Soathbridge, MaH.
Filed May 23, 1983, Scr. No. 497,264

Int a^ BOSD 3/06
VS. CL 427—40 28 daiais

1. A method of imparting anti-static properties to a plastic

optical element comprising:

(a) overcoating at least one surface of an organic polymeric

plastic substrate with a protective organo-silica coating

wherein said coating comprises a dispersion of colloidal

silica in a lower aliphatic alcoholrwater solution, said

alcohol-water solution consisting of the partial condensate

ofa silanol of the formula RSi(0H)3 in which R is selected

fronfUie group of alkyl radicals of 1 to 3 inclusive carbon

atoms, the vinyl radical, the 3,3,3-trifluoropropyl radical,

the gamma-glycidoxypropyl radical and the gamma-
methacryloxypropyl radical, at least 70 weight percent of

the silanol being CH3Si(OH)3, said dispersion containing

10 to SO weight percent solids consisting essentially of 10

to 70 weight percent colloidal silica, 30 to 90 weight

percent of the partial condensate, and sufficient add to

provide a pH in the range of 3.0 to 6.0,

(b) exposing said organo-silica coated plastic substrate to a
vacuum glow discharge.

4,478374
METHODS FOR IMPROVING THE GAS BARRIER
PROPERTIES OF POLYMERIC CONTAINERS

Graavlllc J. Haha, Big Spring, Tea., anigaor to Coodea Tech-

aology, lac, DaUas, Tex.

Filed Dec 9, 1983, Scr. No. 559,665

lat a.) B05D 3/14; C23C 11/08

VS.a 427-40 8 Claini

placing clean empty polymeric containers in a vacuum
chamber;

evacuating a substantial portion of the atmosphere from said

chamber;

vaporizing an inorganic oxide material in said chamber;
ionizing said vaporized material; and,

biasing said ionized material to impinge on a subsUmtial

portion of the surface of said containers.

7. A method of treating containen to reduce the ingress and
egress of gases through the walls thereof, said method compris-
ing:

locating at least one of said containers in a vacuum chamber;
evacuating the atmosphere from said chamber to a vacuum

of around IxlO-'Torr;
locating in said chamber a plating material comprising an

inorganic oxide;

creating an ionized plasma of said inorganic oxide; and,

biasing said plasma toward said container and impinging it

on said container surface.

4,478375
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF REGENERABLE
DIELECTRIC LAYERS THROUGH POLYMERIZATION

OF GASES
Horst Pachoaik, TanfUrcbca, aad Gerhard Sccbacbcr, Maaich,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, assigBors to Siemcas Aktica-

gescUachaft, BcrUa aad Maaich, Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay
Filed JuB. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 508384

ClaiBM priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Jna. 30,

1982,3224426

lat a.3 B05D 3/06
U.S.a427—41 SOaini

1. Method for the preparation of regenerable dielectric

layen through polymerization of gases by means of a glow
discharge on a substrate, especially for the preparation of
electric multilayer capacitors, in which a monomer selected

from the group consisting of monomeric perfluoro-hydrocar-

bons having the empirical formula (CFi)^ wherein n»2 to 10,

and perfluorized cyclic alkanes with 3 to 10 carbon atoms are

blown into the glow discharge, the improvement comprising

imparting to the dielectric layers resistance to cracking when
subjected to immersion soldering by blowing a siloxane or a

silazane or a mixture of siloxanes and/or sUazanes into the

glow discharge region along with the monomers.

4378376
PROCESS OF COATING A SUBSTRATE WITH AN
ABRASION RESISTANT ULTRAVIOLET CURABLE

COMPOSITION
Rack H. Chaag, Clifloa Parte, N.Y., aarigaor to Gcacral Electric

Conpaay, Watcrford, N.Y.

CoatlBuatioa of Scr. No. 217,719, Dec 18, 1980, abaadoacd.

This appUcatioa Jaa. 17, 1983, Scr. No< 458320
The portioa of the tern of this patcat aabacqaeat to Sep. 7, 1999,

lat a^ C08F 2/50

VS. a. 427—54.1 23 Oalan
1. A process for providing a mar resistant tenaciously and

durably adhered hard coating onto the surface of a solid sub-

strate comprising:

I. applying a thin layer of a coating composition onto the

surface of said solid substrate, said coating composition

being comprised of (A) at least one polyfunctional acrylate

monomer representeid by the general formula

O
II

(H2C«C-C-0^ir—

R

K

1. A method for decreasing the gas permeability of contain-

ers made of polymeric resins, said method comprising:

wherein n is an integer having a value of from 1 to 4, and R
is selected from the group consisting of a n valent aliphatic
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hydrOMrtwn residue, a n valent substituted aliphatic hydro*

carbon residue containing at least one ther linkage, and a n

valent substituted aliphatic hydrocarbon residue containing

at least one ether linkage, R' is selected from hydrogen or

lower alkyl radicals; (B) colloidal silica; (Q at least one

acryloxy functional silane of the formula

R* O

(HaC«C—C—O—R*),—Si—(OR<)4_,.

wherein R* is a monovalent hydrocarbon radical, R' is a

divalent hydrocarbon radical, R^ is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen atoms and monovalent hydrocarbon

radicals, x is an integer of from 1 to 4 inclusive; (D) a photo-

initiator comprised of a blend of (i) one or more ketones and

(ii) one or more hindered amines; and

II. exposing said coated substrate under a non-inert atmosphere

to ultraviolet light for a period of time sufficient to polymer-

ize and crosslink said polyfunctional acrylate monomers,

thereby forming said hard coating.

4,478,878

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF METAL-FREE
STRIPS IN THE METAL VAPOR DEPOSmON OF AN

INSULATING TAPE
Anseln Nenwald, Bad Abbaeh, Fed. Rep. of GcraiBy, aalgaor

to SieflMos AkticngeaeUachaft, Bcriin and Mooich, Fed. R^.
of Gcmany

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 410,478

Claims priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcnuuiy, Sep. 1,

1981, 3134589; Jwk 29, 1982, 3224234

bt a.} C23C W02. 13/04

MS.a 427—79 4 Clains

U-29--

4,478,877

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOUND MATERIALS

BartkoM Kitret, Dcttenheim-Ucdolahein; WoUjgang Schauer,

PflBital, and Frita Wfichncr, Gcnnenbeim, aU of Fed. Rep. of

Gtrouay, aaaigBon to Kemlbrichnngsientnmi Karlsnilic

GabH, Kartaruhc, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany
Diriaioa of Scr. No. 244,050, Mar. 20, 1980, Pat No. 4*384,115.

TUa applkatioo Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 432,376

CUan priority, application Eoropeaa Pat Off., Mar. 27,

1980, 80101448.6

tat a? C23C 11/02, 13/01 HOIL 39/12

VS.a in—$2 12 Claims

1. In a process for the preparation of a composite material

containing a substrate and a metallic layer of a metasuble or

unstable phase strongly adhering to the substrate surface, the

layer containing more than one elemental component, and

bdng deposited onto the substrate from the gas or vapor phase

to a desired thickness, the improvement comprising:

(a) using very pure components for formation of the metasta-

ble or unstable phase, having respective impurity concen-

trations of less than 100 ppm, by weight;

(b) effecting an initial deposition of the layer to a layer

thickness ofabout S to 20 nm by simultaneously depositing

the components on the substrate, while reducing the mo-
bility of the components on the substrate to thereby pro-

mote germination of a subseqiiently deposited metastable

or unstable phase formed by the components, the reduc-

tion of mobility being effected by adding a specific impu-

rity, selected from the group consisting of oxygen and

oxygen-containing compounds, to the components; and

(c) providing the substrate containing the initially deposited

layer with a temperature at which a metastable or unstable

phase is formed and, after terminating the addition of the

specific impurity, depositing the components for the re-

mainder of the layer up to the desired thickness, from the

gu or vapor phase onto the substrate to produce the

subsequently deposited phase.

5. Prooen according to claim 1 wherein said layer comprises

NbjOc in the AIS phase.

1. Method for the preparation of metal-free strips in the

metal vapor deposition of an insulating tape which is intended

for use in electric capacitors, which comprises covering the

insulating tape in the region of the metal-free strips to be pre-

pared, by an endless cover tape having a top, bottom and
lateral surfaces, only the bottom surface of which rests against

the insulating tape, causing the cover tape to travel along with

the insulating tape at the same velocity, coating the cover tapt

with oil on the side to be exposed to metal vapors from metal

in a vapor deposition zone before entering said vapor deposi-

tion zone, subjecting the oil coated cover tape and insulating

tape on which the cover tape rests to metal vapor deposition

by passing them through the vapor deposition zone, after

traversing the vapor deposition zone separating the cover tape

and the insulating tape to go their different ways, freeing the

separated cover tape of vapor-deporited metal by stripping it

off, the combination therewith of bringing the insulating tape

and the cover upe into contact with each other, and while the

two tapes are in contact ^>plying by vqwr deposition of oil an

oil film which covers the top and lateral surfaces of the cover

tape as well as slightly adjacent areas of the insulating tape, and

thereafter effecting said metal vapor deposition.

4,478,879

SCREEN PRINTED INTERDIGTTATED BACK CONTACT
SOLAR CELL

Cosno R. Baraona, Panaa; George A. Maaris, Brotdcpark, and

AB>ti Clni, North fUdgerlllc aU of Ohio, aarignon to Hie
United States of AaMrica aa rcprcacnted by the Adnlnlatritor

of the National Acronantics and Space AdmiBistntioB, Waah*
ington,D.C

Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 465,364

tat a^ B05D 5/12

VS. a. 427—85 3 <

1. In a method ofmaking an interdigitated back contact sohv

cell of the type having both a first junction and a second junc-
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tion adjacent to the nonilluminated back surface of a semicon-

ductor substrate in a pair of interdigitated patterns with a

uniform spacing therebetween, the improvement comprising

forming an opening having a predetermined area in a first

screen, said opening having a configuration correspond-

ing to one of said patterns,

positioning said First screen adjacent to said back surface of

said substrate,

screen printing one type of dopant material onto said back

surface of said substrate in said first configuration and
difTusing the same into said substrate,

forming another opening having another area in a second

screen, said other opening having another configuration

corresponding to the other of said patterns, the ratio of

said predetermined area of the opening in the first screen

to said other area of the opening in the second screen

being about eight to one,

positioning said second screen adjacent to said back surface

of said substrate so that said other pattern is uniformly

spaced from said one pattern a distance of about one mil,

and
^ screen printing an opposite type of dopant material on said

back surface in said other configuration and diffusing the

same onto said substrate. »

4,478,880

METHOD OF FABRICATING POLYCRYSTALLINE
SnJCON STRIPS

Chriatiaa Belooet Sccaoz, France, assignor to Conpagnie Gcne>

rale D'Electridte, Paria, Fhucc
Filed Jnn. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 507,651

Claina priority, application F^wwc, Jun. 25, 1982, 82 11171

tat CL^ B05D 5/12; HOIL 31/18

U,S.a 427-86 6Claia»

1. A method of fabricating a polycrystalline silicon strip of

photocells, comprising:

a first step of moving a carbon ribbon substrate in a substan-

tially horizontal direction and preheating said substrate to

a temperature substantially the same as the melting point

of silicon, and

a second step of depositing silicon on the top face of the

substrate so as to form a uniformly thick layer of molten

silicon on said substrate while a vertical temperature

gradient is maintained to cause a gradual cooling of the

silicon layer from top to bottom,

and wherein said step of preheating of said carbon ribbon

substrate is cffectMi by moving it lengthwise through a

first oven (7) and said step of silicon deposition is per-

formed in a second oven (9), and wherein said carbon

ribbon is conveyed through both said ovens one after the

other in a neutral atmosphere, and wherein said fabrica-

tion method ftirther comprises

a third step, immediately following the second, deposition

step and the ribbon's leaving the second oven (9), of burn-

ing away the carbon substrate supporting the layer of

deposited silicon so that only the polycrystalline silicon

strip remains, and then subjecting said silicon strip to a

deoxidizing step within a deoxidizing station by plasma

processing.

4,478,881

TUNGSTEN BARRIER CONTACT
Meir Bartur, and Mare Nicolet both of PaaadcM, CaUf.,

ors to SoUd State Dericea, Inc., U Mirada, Calif.

Filed Dec 28, 1981, Scr. No. 334,561

tat a.i HOIL 21/285
VS. a. 427—90 7 CUaH

nnmnu «• muMmuun

" i r^mM.

m m M
ri

1 '• 4- ^M

tt Mr*

1. A method of fabricating a semiconductor device compris-

ing the steps of:

depositing a first metal layer onto a silicon substrate;

depositing a second metal layer onto the first metal layer,

selected from the group consisting of tungsten, tantalum

and hafnium;

depositing an aluminum contact onto the second metal layer;

and thereafter

heating the substrate and metal layen on the substrate con-

currently to anneal the first metal layer and the silicon

substrate to form a silicide and also to sinter the aluminum
contact in a single step, wherein the second metal layer

prevents the aluminum from chemically reacting with the

silicide during the single annealing and sintering step.

4,478382

METHOD FOR CONDUCTIVELY INTERCONNECTING
CIRCUTT COMPONENTS ON OPPOSTTE SURFACES OF

A DIELECTRIC LAYER
Scorta Roberto, Milan, Italy, assignor to Italtel Sodcta Italiana

TclccomnBicazioni SPJL, Milan, Italy

Filed Jon. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 384,499

tat a.} H05K 3/40

VS. CL 427—97 4 daims

1. A method of condoctively interconnecting aUgned points

of circuit components on opposite surfaces ofa dielectric layer,

comprising the steps of:

(a) providing said layer with a bore extending between said

aligned points;

(b) sandwiching said layer between an upper mask and a

lower mask each having a perforation in line with said

bore;

(c) clamping said masks and said layer between two mem-
bers having an upper chamber and a lower chamber in

communication with said perforations;

(d) filling said lower chamber with a pool of an electrically

conductive flowable mass; and

(e) pressurizing said lower chamber while simultaneously

applying suction to said upper chamber to drive some of

said mass from said pool upward through said bore via

said perforations with resulting conductive bridging of the

ends of said bore by a solid plug.
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M78383
CONDITIONING OF A SUBSTRATE FOR ELECTRGLESS

DIRECT BOND PLATING IN HOLES AND ON
SURFACES OF A SUBSTRATE

Jaam R. Bopp; Voyt Marko?ldi« both of Eadwdl; Tracy E.

Napp, Veital, ud Carioa J. Samboectti, Crotoa*on<Hnd8oii,

all of N.Y^ aMignon to latcniational BmIimm Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 398,140

lat a.} C23C 3/02

MS. a. 427—97 27 Claims

1. A method for conditioning at least one surface of a dielec-

tric substrate material for the electroless plating of a conduc-

tive metal thereon, which comprises:

contacting said at least one surface with a composition con-

taining a multiftmctional ionic polymer material contain-

ing at least two available ionic moieties, wherein said ionic

moieties are of a charge opposite from the charge associ-

ated with the colloidal catalyst particles to be subse-

quently applied to the substrate to provide for electro-

static attraction of said colloidal catalyst particles, and

then activating the surface by contacting it with a compo-
sition containing a colloidal catalyst to provide directly or

as a precursor leading to catalytic sites capable of electro-

less plating initiation of a conductive metal thereon.

4,478,884

PRODUCnON OF VITREOUS ENAMELLED
SUBSTRATES

ADaa F. Barnes, London, Engiaml, and Clarence L. Wallace, San
Marcoa, Califn anignors to Cookson Group pic, London,

Flkd Dec. 3, 1982, Scr. No. 446,69S

Cbrins priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 4, 1981,

813M52
lot a^ BOSD i/n

U.S. CL 427—97 12 Claims

1. A method of applying an enamel coating to an apertured

metal base characterized by the steps of:

(i) plugging each aperture in the metal base with an electri-

cally-insulating material;

(ii) applying a coating of a vitreous material to at least one

surface of the metal base to form an assembly;

(iii) removing a core of the vitreous material and the insulat-

ing material from around the longitudinal axis of each

aperture to leave each aperture lined with the insulating

material, and

(iv) firing the assembly obtained in step (iii).

4^78,885

SURFACE TREATING AGENT
Takao Knranoto, Kaaagawa, Japan, assignor to W. R. Grace
KJL, Tokyo, Japan

FDad Jan. 20, 1983, Scr. No. S0«,1S8

CUan priority, application Japan, Jan. 28, 1983, 58-11248

IntCLiB41Lii/00
U.S.a 427—144 9 Claims

1. A method of reducing linting or smudging on resin based

relief printing plates comprising treating the printing plate

with a surface treating agent comprised of an anionic, cationic

or ampholytic fluorocarbon having a perfluoroalkyl group
with 4 to 14 carbon atoms.

4,478386
METHOD OF TREATING AND COATING A FABRIC

WEB
Eric Duggan, 8 Oakdale Grore, La?erton, Victoria, Australia

(3028)

FUed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,527

Claims priority, appUcatlon Australia, Apr. 29, 1981, PE8646
Int a^ BOSD mi, 5/06

U.S. CL 427—210 8 Claims

—jr.zo.— —m.Zc— i —m.2*.—\—m.zt. — I

5. A method of treating and coating a fabric web comprising

supplying a web having an upper, first surface and a lower,

second surface from a storage means located at or near a first

end location in a first direction toward a second end location,

passing the web through a first treatment station where a

first material is applied to at least one surface thereof,

passing the web through a second station located beyond
said first station in said first direction where a first coating

of a liquid material is applied to the upper first surface

thereof,

passing the web through a heating, third station located

beyond said second station in said first direction where the

first liquid coating material is dried,

passing the web through a guide means located at said sec-

ond end location whereby the second, downwardly di-

rected surface becomes the upwardly directed surface

with the web moving in a second direction of movement
opposite to said first direction,

passing the web in said second direction through a fourth

station located intermediate said ends where a second

coating of a liquid material is applied to the second, now
upwardly directed surface,

passing the web in said second direction through a heating,

fifth station where the second liquid coating material is

dried,

passing the web in said second direction through a sixth

station where said second web surface is treated with a

protective surface after the second liquid coating has been

at least partially dried,

passing the web in said second direction through a heating,

seventh station where heat is applied to said first web
surface, and

passing the web to take up storage reel located intermediate

said ends after drying is complete,

and winding the web with said second web surface being on

the outside of a roll on said reel.

4,478,887

REINFORCED SUPPORT SHEET AND METHOD FOR
MAKING SAME

Horat Sommer, Muaberg, and Hanageorg Gnmle, FUderstadt,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, asalgnora to Elring Dichtnng*

swerke GmbH, Fellbach, Fed. Rq». of Germany
Filed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 415,812

Claims priority, appUcatlon Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 11,

1981, 3134015

Int a^ C09J 5/02

U.S. CL 427—211 6 Claims

1. A method of making a reinforced support sheet for use in

forming gaskets and heat resistant plates, the support sheet

being of the type including a sheet-like, smooth support mate-

rial and a layer of vulcanizable soft material covering each of

the sides of said sheet-like support material, comprising the

steps of:

preparing a composition of an elastomeric soft material
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comprised by weight of at least 80% of an asbestos-free, coating simultaneously with or subsequently to the drying step
mineral base material, up to 14% of an asbestos-free fiber to crystallize the coating until the degree of crystallization is at
material, and about 6% of an elastomeric binder material;

feeding said sheet*like support material successively be-

tween two separate pairs of calender rollers, the two
rollers of each pair of which are driven at different cir-

i, in^ 3

cumferential speedy
applying a layer of said soft elastomeric material as a flow-

able bulk material successively onto both sides of said

support material by means of said calender rollers, said

soft elastomeric material being applied onto one side of

said support material immediately before it enters the nip

between one pair of calender rollers and said soft elasto-

meric material being applied to the other side of said

support material immediately before it enters the nip be-

tween the other pair of calender rollers; and

drying and vulcanizing said layers of soft elastomeric mate-

rial in an oven.

4,478,888

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING REFRACTORY POWDER
Mary L. Benjamin, Athens; Robert J. Dobbs, Monroeton, and

Mary E. Shaffer, Towanda, all of Pa., aasignors to GTE Prod-

nets Corpwatlon, Stamford, Conn.

Contlnnatlon-in-part of Ser. No. 365,685, Apr. 5, 1982, Pat No.

4,397,889. This appUcatlon Aug. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,095

Int a.3 B05D 7/00

U.S. CI. 427—220 1 Claim

1. A process for producing a powder mixture of metal car-

bide particles, metal binder particles and wax suitable for mak-
ing a cemented metal carbide comprising forming a mixture of

metal carbide particles and wax at a temperature above the

melting point of said wax, said metal carbide particles and wax
being sufficiently mixed to form a blended mixture of wax and
metid carbide particles, said wax including less than about 2

percent by weight of a wetting agent for reducing the surface

tension of said wax in water, said said wetting agent having a

melting point greater than room temperature, milling said

blended mixture including metal binder particles with a liquid

milUng medium comprising water to substantially uniformly

disperse said metal binder particles and to produce a slurry,

said metal binder particles being added prior to or during

milUng, said wax being substantially insoluble in said liquid

milUng medium and produce a powder comprising particles of

metal carbide, metal binder and wax.

4,478,889

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF COATED PLASTIC
CONTAINER

Yoahltsagn Mamhashi, Yokohama; laao Tanikawa, Ayase, and

Sadao HIrata, Kamakura, aU of Japan, aasignors to Toyo

Sdkan Kalsha, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Not. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,758

Claims priority, ap^icatlon Japan, Not. 5, 1981, 56-176368

Int a^ B05D 7/22

U.S. a. 427—230 13 Claims

1. A process for the preparation ofa coated plastic container,

which comprises coating an aqueous latex or organic solvent

solution of a vinylidene chloride copolymer on at least one

surface of a plastic container formed by hot molding of a

thermoplastic resin, drying the coating and heat-treating the

least O.S as measured according to the infrared absorption

spectrum method.

4,478,890

LOW TEMPERATURE DEPOSITION OF NICKEL FILMS
Alan D. Berry, Springfldd, Va., aaaigaor to The United Statca of

America as represented by the Secretary of the NaTy, Waah-
ington, D.C.

FUed Sep. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 531,387

Int a.3 C23C U/OO. WOO: BOSD 1/18
U.S. a. 427-252 21 Claims

1. A low temperature process for the deposition of nickel

upon a substrate, the steps of which comprise:

forming a nickel-olefin-trifluorophosphine complex;

collecting said complex as a condensate upon said substrate;

decomposing said complex upon said substrate to form an

olefin, a coating of nickel metal, and Ni(PF3)4.

4,478,891

METHOD OF REDUCING THE EMISSION OF
FORMALDEHYDE FROM PARTICLE BOARD BOUND

WITH CARBAMIDE RESIN
Anders W. WestUng, Upplaads Visby, Sweden, assignor to AB

Statens Skogsindnstrier, Stockholm, Sweden
Continuation of Ser. No. 192,602, Sep. 30, 1982, abandoned. This

appUcatlon Jul. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 515,185

Int a.} BOSD 3/02

U.S. a. 427—317 14 Claims

1. A method of reducing the emission of formaldehyde from

particle board bound with carbamide resin, wherein subse-

quent to being pressed the boards are cooled to a temperature

of 40*-70* C, then the boards are coated with a concentrated

aqueous solution containing (a) at least one ammonium com-
pound selected from the group consisting of ammonium car-

bonate and ammonium hydrogen carbonate, and (b) urea, and

then immediately after coating the boards are stacked for at

least one day for conditioning, the weight ratio of urea to said

ammonium carbonate being from 1 :2 to 1 : 10, the amount of the

ammonia compound being at least 10 g per square meter of

board and the amount of urea being at least S g per square

meter of board.

4,478,892

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR HOT DIP
COATING OF STEEL STRIP

Paul E. Amberson, Valparaiso, Ind., aaalgnor to Natkmal StacI

Corporation, Pittsbnrgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 475,895

Int O? BOSD 3/02; BOSC 3/12

U.S.a 427—320 17 Clalma

1. In a method of hot dip coating a running length of a steel

strip with a metal coating, wherein the steel strip is moved
from a heating furnace into a molten bath of the coating metal
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through a protective atmosphere contained in an enclosed

hood having a snout terminating in an open outlet positioned

below the surface of the molten bath of coating metal, the

improvement comprising,

directing a flow of nonoxidizing flushing gas across the

surface of the molten coating metal within the snout on
both sides of the strip in a direction generally parallel to its

face surfaces and transverse to its direction of movement

by admitting the gas into the hood snout through an inlet

located at one side of the snout in the vicinity of the

surface of the molten coating metal, and

simultaneously withdrawing flushing gas from the hood
through an oxide removal outlet located substantially

opposite the flushing gas inlet and at a location in the

vicinity of the surface of the molten metal bath to remove
coating metal oxide vapors from the hood.

M7M94
ONE-PACK TYPE THERMOSETTING POLYURETHANE

COATING COMPOSITION
Michio Tanaka, SUznoka; YoaUo Kamataid, Oaaka, ud Koji

Nasu, Hyogo, all of Japan, assignors to Takcda Chemical
Industries, Inc., Osaka, Japan

FUed No?. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 445,099

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Not. 30, 1961, 56*193323

Int a.) B05D 3/02: C06G 18/10. 18/28
U.S. CL 427—388.2 9 Claims

1. A thermosetting polyurethane coating composition of

one-pack type which comprises a product obtained by reacting

(i) an isocyanate component having at least one oxidiazinetr-

ione ring obtained by the reaction of bis(isocyanatomethyl)cy-

clohexane with carbon dioxide with (ii) a polyol component
having a molecular weight of 400 to 30,000 at such a propor-

tion as satisfying the relations: the number of hydroxy!

group> the number of free isocyanate group and the number
of oxadiazinetrione ring/(the number of hydroxyl group— the

number of free isocyanate group) =0.6 to 1.6; said polyol com-
ponent (ii) being a polyester polyol, a polyurethane polyol, an
acrylic polyol or an epoxy polyol.

6. A coating process which comprises coating on a surface to

be coated a composition comprising a product obtained by
reacting (i) an isocyanate component having at least one ox-

adiazinetrione ring obtained by the reaction of bis-

(isocyanatomethyl)cyclohexane with carbon dioxide with (ii) a
polyol component having a molecular weight of 400 to 50,000

at such a proportion as satisfying the relations: the number of
hydroxyl group> the number of free isocyanate group and the

number of oxadiazinetrione ring/(the number of hydroxyl

group-the number of free isocyanate group)=0.6 to 1.6 and
baking the coated composition at about 1(X)* to ISO* C. for

about 1 to 30 minutes; said polyol component (ii) being a poly-

ester polyol, a polyurethane polyol, an acrylic polyol or an

epoxy polyol.

4^78393
POLYISOCYANATE ADDITION PRODUCTS USEFUL AS
MOLD RELEASE AGENTS AND A PROCESS FOR THEIR

PRODUCnON
Maaflrcd Schtfofddcr, Lenrknca; Peter Haaa, Haan; Gcza

Avar, and Hclaut Stefaberger, both of Lercrktea, all of Fed.

Rep. of Gcmaay, aMigBon to Bayer Akticageaellschaft,

LcTcrkoaeB, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany
DhWoB of Scr. No. 445,323, No?. 29, 1982,. Iliis appUcation

Oct «, 1983, Scr. No. 539,508

CUaw priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 15,

1981, 3149619

Int a^ BOSD 3/02

MS. CL 427—387 6 Ciaima

1. A process for the production of polyurethane-based

molded articles covered with a lacquer in which

(1) internal walls of a mold are lacquered with an in-mold

coating lacquer containing a mold release agent which is a

reaction product of:

(a) a first reaction product of a polysiloxane having isocy-

anate reactive end groups and an excess of organic

polyisocyanate which flrst reaction product contains at

least two isocyanate end groups and

(b) a compound selected from the group consisting of

aliphatic alcohols, primary aliphatic amines, secondary

aliphatic amines and mixtures thereof which have a

molecular weight of from 73 to 3000 and which is

monofunctional in the isocyanate addition reaction and

contains at least one tertiary amino group and/or oxyal-

kylene unit before a reaction mixture for producing the

polyurethane is introduced into the mokl,

(2) filling the nxM with polyurethane-forming mixture after

the lacquer has partially dried, and

(3) allowing the contents of the mold to solidify.

4,478,895

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF SQJCONE
ELASTOMER COATED CLOTH

Rynzo Makami, and AUto Nakanmra, both of lefalhara, Japan,

aasigDon to Toray Silicone Co^ Ltd., Tokyo, Japa
FUed Jan. 25, 1984, Scr. No. 573,539

Int a^ B05D 3/02

VS. CL. €2J—WJJi 12 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a silicone ebatomer-coated

cloth having a layer of silicone resin over silicone elastomer

consisting essentially of coating a cloth with silicone elastomer

composition of a type selected from the group consisting of an

addition-reaction-curing type using a platinum catalyst and an

organic peroxide-curing type, after which a silicone resin

composition of the addition-reaction-curing type using a plati-

num catalyst and having a molar ratio of organic groups to

silicon atoms of 0.8 to 1.8 is coated over the surface of the

silicone elastomer composition and then the said silicone elas-

tomer composition and the said silicone resin composition are

simultaneously heat cured.
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4,478,896

APPARATUS FOR BLENDINGWOOD STRANDS WITH A
UQUID RESIN

Derek Barnes, Vanconrer, Jan A. H. Dessens, Hudson Bay, and

George N. Rosenberg, Vancoaver, all of Canada, assignors to

MacMiUan, Bloedel Liadted, Vancon?er, Canada
Filed No?. 15, 1982, Ser.^o. 441,925

Int a^ B05D 1/02: B05B 17/00

VS.a 427—421 8 Claims

tion of said molding and forming a continuous surface

with said front surface layer portion and interfacing with

""iM^lA- \

5. A process for continuously blending wood strands with a

liquid resin, comprising the steps of:

advancing a substantially constant flow of wood strands to

form a fvst falling curtain of separated wood strands, the

first curtain having a predetermined substantially constant

width;

spraying liquid resin droplets on each side of the first cur-

tain, the spraying extending from both sides of the width

of the first curtain, but not substantially beyond;

collecting the first sprayed wood strands and advancing the

first sprayed wood strands to form a second falling curtain

of separated wood strands, the second curtain having a

predetermined substantially constant width; and

spraying liquid resin droplets on each side of the second

curtain, the spraying extending from both sides of the

width of the second curtain, but not substantially beyond.

said front surface layer portion and said resinous layer

portion.

4,478,898

LAMINATED POROUS
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE TUBE AND ITS

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE
HIroshI Kato, Tokoroiawa, Japan, assignor to Jnakosha Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 384^75

Int a^ F16L 9/16: B32B 27/32: B29D 7/24. 27/00

VS. a. 428—36 9 daiass

4,478,897

COMPOUND MOLDING
Tohm Akashl, Nagoya, and Yntaka Watanabc, Toyoake, both of

Japan, nsignors to Aisin ScUd Kahnshiki Kaialia, Japan

Continnatlon of Scr. No. 300,736, S^. 10, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcatioa Apr. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 485,829

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 12, 1980, 55*130609

Int a.3 B32B 15/08: B60R 13/02

VS. a. 428—31 7 Claims

1. A compound molding comprising:

a front surface layer portion made of a hard resin selected

from the group consisting of cellulose aceute butyrate,

polycarbonate, and polyvinylchloride;

a central base metal portion comprising material selected

from the group consisting of cold rolled stainless steel and

cold rolled carbon steel;

a resinous layer portion intermediate said front surface layer

portion and said central base metal portion, said interme-

diate layer comprising resin selected from the group con-

sisting of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene and acrylate

stryene acrylonitrile;

at least one end of said central base metal portion having a

section extending beyond said front surface layer portion

and said resinous layer portion; and

a protective portion made of a soft vinyl chloride resin on

each said extended section of said central base metal por-

i. 3

1. The product produced by the process of:

(a) extruding a first sheet of unsintered PTFE containing

lubricant by conventional techniques;

(b) wrapping said first sheet about a mandrel such that the

extrusion or machine direction of said first sheet is ori-

ented longitudinally to said mandrel, and the longitudinal

edges of said first sheet overlap somewhat along the

length of said mandrel;

(c) wrapping a second sheet of unsintered PTFE over said

first sheet such that the machine direction of said second

sheet is oriented circumferentially about said mandrel,

thereby providing a reinforcing material for said first

sheet;

(d) applying external pressure to said wrapped mandrel such

as by roUing in order to provide a uniform wall thickness

of the tube formed by said wrappings;

(e) removing said tube from said mandrel;

(0 heating said tube at a temperature below about 327* C. to

remove said lubricant;

(g) stretching said tube in the direction of its longitudinal

axis to a stretch ratio of about 1.4 to about 15:1; and

(h) heating said tube to a temperature higher than about 327*

C. while holding it in ite stretched sute.
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M7MM
SEAT CORE MEMBERS OR PARTITION PLATES FOR

VEHICLES FORMED FROM SYNTHETIC RESIN
YatkUrife Mayni; Kcuoh Satoh, bath of YokotaM; KaUi
HMcpwa, Tokyo, nd Mitn]r«y TakahMU, Kilakata, aU of

to Showa Dcako KabMhiU Kalika, Tokyo,

CoBtiBMtkH of Scr. No. 23M95, Feb. 20, 1981, abaMkmed.
TUs MpUcatkM Feb. 14, 1W3, Scr. No. 464,223

ClaiiM priority, awikatioa Japo. Feb. 27, IMO, 55-23746

lat a.) B32B 3/11- A47C 7/02

\}S.a 42S—72 6 <

a linear density of SOD to 1 100 dtex, or an nnfibrilliated tape
haivng linear density of about 300 to about ISOO dtex.

4^71,901
FLOOR MAT CONSTRUCnON

David R. Dickem, UMob; WaMo Sirith, Warwick, aid Hobcrt
Malin, BarriostOB, aU of RX, oaisBors to

Company, Pawtackct, RX
Filed No?. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 445,544

Lrt. a.3 EOlC 5/18; B32B 3/24
U.S. CL 428—120 6<

1. A structural member for automobile seat elements to

which a flexible covering is to be applied comprising a hollow,

seamless, blow-molded, synthetic resin core member having a

pair of spaced, generally parallel panels extending over sub-

stantially all of said member and peripheral connecting wall

joining them around the member, said panels and peripheral

connecting wall being of uniform thickness and integrally

connected, said spaced, generally parallel panels defming unin-

terrupted planar exterior surfaces throughout the length and

breadth of the core member and said peripheral connecting

wall defming an outer peripheral edge surface around the core

member substantially perpendicular to the planar surfaces of

the panels and reinforcing, stiffening and connecting the mem-
bers interiorly of the hollow core member positioned both

longitudinally and transversely thereof comprising longitudi-

nally and transversely-disposed, spaced, parallel ribs of uni-

form thickness corresponding substantially in thickness to the

thickness of the panels and wall positioned interiorly of the

hollow core member at right angles to the spaced, generally

parallel panels between said spaced, generally parallel panels

and joined integrally to the spaced, generally parallel panels,

said longitudinally and transversely-disposed ribs being posi-

tioned at right angles to each other, said longitudinally and
transversely-extending ribs terminating short of the peripheral

connecting wall so that the reinforcement of the spaced, gener-

ally parallel panels at their edges is constituted solely by the

peripheral connecting wall and wherein the transverse ribs are

integral at one end only with a longitudinal rib and at their

other ends spaced from the adjacent longitudinal rib and from

the periphend connecting wall.

4^78,900
WOVEN FABRIC CONTAINING PARTIALLY

FIBRILLATED TEXTILE YARN
Jnergen N^e, and Bcrnhard H. Ladenr, both of Gronao-EPE,

Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, aadgaon to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana), Chicago, HI.

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 413,996

lot CL^ B32B 3/02
MS. CL 428—92 8 Claims

1. Woven fabric useful as primary carpet backing suitable for

fine gauge tufting comprising (A) in the warp direction a tape

formed from a macromolecularly orientable thermoplastic

polymer said tape having a linear density of about 200 to about

600 dtex with about 60 percent to about 80 percent of its sur-

face area longitudinally fibrillated and (B) a fill yam selected

from the group consisting of the tape of part A above, a pro-

filed Upe having at least about 1.8 profiles per millimeter wiUi

1. A floor mat construction comprising:

(a) a base made of a rubberized material and having a plural-

ity of apertures therethrough, the upper portions of said

aperture being of multisided geometric configuration, said

apertures being disposed in adjacent offset rows wherein

each of the sides of the upper portions of said q)ertures,

other than those in the peripheral rows on said base, define

common walls with adjacent sides of the upper portionsof
adjacent apertures so that said apertures cooperate to

define a honeycomb-like configuration in said tese; and
(b) a plurality of resiliently flexible spaced feet extending

integrally downwardly from the underside of said base to

maintain said base in ^ghdy upwardly spaced relation to

a supporting surface when positioned thereon, said feet

having substantially flat bottom surfisces and being of

elongated barbell-like sectional configuration wherein the

transverse sectional dimensions of said feet are greater m
the opposite end portions thereof than in the central por-

tions thereof

5. A floot mat construction comprising a base made of a

rubberized material and having a plurality of apertures there-

through, the upper portions of said apertures being of multi-

sided geometric configuration, the lower portions of said aper-

tures being of downwardly and inwardly tapered substantially

circular configuration, said apertures being disposed in adja-

cent offset rows wherein each of the sides of the upper portions

of said apertures, other than those in the peripheral rows on
said base, define common walls with adjacent sides of the

upper portions of adjacent apertures so that the upper portions

of said apertures cooperates to define a honeycomb-like con-

figuration in the upper portion of said base and the mwardly
tapered lower portions of said apertures provide increased

strength in said base and increased supporting area on the

underside of said base, and a plurality of spaced feet of elon-

gated sectional configuration extending integrally down-
wardly from the underside of said base adjacent the lower

portions of said qwrtures.

4,478,902

SCREEN FOR PROJECTION TELEVISION
Susumu Tsuzakn, Tokyo; Yaaoo Hira, F^jisawa; Mano Gotoh,

Yokoaoka; HitoaU Yokono, Katnrta, and YoahlUaa Hoaoe,

Yokohama, all of Japan, aasigaors to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 298,348

Claion priority, applicatioB Ji^aa, Sep. 4> 1980, 55-121770

Int a^ G03B 21/56: B32B 5/14. 5/20, 7/12

U.S. CL 428—174 16 Claima

1. In a screen for projection television set comprismg a thick
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plate-like support dightly curved and a reflective film adhered
to the concave skle of said support, the improvement wherein
said support is made ofa formed article having an inner portion
and outer layer at the sides of the inner portion, the outer
layers of said support having a high density so as to give suffi-

cient surface hardness to the reflective film and the inner

portion of said support having a low density so as to make the

density of said supjiort as a whole very low, wherein the sup-

port is made from a foaming reaction mixture comprising a

polyisocyanate, a polyol, a low-boiling solvent as a blowing
agent and one or more additives, the amount of the low-boiling

solvent being S to SO parts by weight based on 100 parts by

layer being laminated on one or both surfaces of said substrate

sheet by co-extrusion, said polystyrene base resin being se-

lected from the group consisting of high impact strength poly-

styrenes, a blended polystyrene base resin, and mixtures

thereof, said polystyrene base resin and said ABS base resin for

the conductive surface layer after being compounded with

carbon black each having a melt flow index of not less than 0.

1

g/10 min. at 200* C and under the k>admg of S kg, the total

thickness of said composite plastics sheet being from 0.1 to 3.0

mm, the thickness of said conductive surface layer ranging

from 2% and 70% of said total thickness of the composition

plastics sheet.

4,478,904

METAL FIBER REINFORCED BIOGLASS COMPOSITES
Pad L. R. DMhcyw, BlaBden, Bdgimii, and Larry L. HcMh,

GaiaciTlUe, Fla., aaiigwra to Univcnity of Florida, Gaiaaa-

riUcFla.

FHcd Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,220

lot CL^ D04H 1/5B

U.S.a 428-288 13

1

wei^t of the polyol, and wherein the foanmig reaction mix-

ture contains as the polyol

(a) an alkylene oxide adduct of 4,4'-diaminodiplienylme-

thane having an OH value of 280 to 600 KOH mg/g.

(b) an aliphatic polyol having an OH value of4SO-800 KOH
mg/g and 3 or 4 OH groups in the molecule, and

(c) a polyol having an OH value of 30 to 100KOH mg/g and
2 or 3 OH groups in the molecule,

the proportions of these components (a) to (c) being in the

closed area of A-B-C-D-E-F-A in a triangular diagram

taking each component (a), (b) or (c) at respective vertices

of a triangle, the points A to F having the following com-
positions in percents by weight:

Points Component (a) Cofflpooent (b)

A 60 33 S

B 2S 70 3

C ao 70 10

D ao 98 30

E 40 30 30

F m 30 10

12. A screen according to claim 1, wherein the reflective

film has on its surface adjacent to the support a layer of primer

or adhesive to increase the bonding between the reflective fUm
and the support.

4,478,903

COMPOSITE PLASTICS SHEET HAVING GONDUCIIVE
SURFACE

Kod KiiUda, Yokohama; Nobom Iwato, Zaan, aad Y^)i OiaU,
Yaanto, all of Japan, aMigson to DcnU Kagaka Kooro

KaboshiU Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,538

Claima priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jon. 11, 1981, 56-89991

lot a^ B32B 7/02

U.S.a 428-216 15 Claims

1. A composite plastics sheet having a conductive surface,

comprising a substrate sheet made of a resin selected from the

group consisting of a polystyrene base resin and an ABS base

resin, and a conductive surface layer made of a resin selected

from the group consisting of a polystyrene base resin and an

ABS base resin, said conductive surface layer containing 5 to

50%, by weight, of carbon black and having a specific surface

resistance of not more than lO'^ohms, said conductive surface

1. A metal fiber reinforced bioglass final composite which

comprises a compacted, shaped, coherent skeletal mass of

metal fibers whoUy embedded in a nutrix of bioglass, said

skeletd mass providing pores throughout and said skeletal

mass being sintered so that sakl pores are filled with the bio-

glass, the mass occupying a volume of the composite which is

in the order of 10-80%, the balance being substantially bio-

glass.

4,471,908

SPANDREL PRODUCT WTTH SIUCATE COATING
Jamea E. Ncdy, Jr., Botlcr, Pa., amigaor to PPG ladailiiiii.

lac, Pittabargh, ft.

CoBtimntion4B-part of Scr. No. 388,330, Jan. 14, 1912, wUck
is a coBtlauatioB'iBiwat of Scr. No. 286,993, JaL 27, 1981, Pat

No. 4334,941, wUch is a coatiaaatioB-ia-pvt of Sar. No.

142,492, Apr. 21, 1980, Pat No. 4,288,252, which is a

eoatimntioB of Scr. No. 973,479, Dec. 26, 1978, abaadoacd. Hill

appUcatkm No?. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 443,902

tat CL^ B13B 13/04: C09J l/Ol B32B 17/06

U.S. CL 428-324 16 CUma
1. An article of manufacture comprising:

a. a rigid substrate; and

b. disposed on a major surface of said substrate an opaque

coating composition comprising:

1. an alkali silicate; and

2. an aluminum trimetaphosphate hardener predominandy

in the B-form.

9. An article of manufacture comprising:

a. a glass substrate; and

b. disposed on a major surface of said substrate an opaque

coating composition comprismg:

1. an alkali silicate; and

2. an aluminum trimetaphosphate hardener predominanUy

in the B-form.
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4,478,906

IMPREGNATED INSULATING TAPE FOR
FABRICATING AN INSULATING SLEEVE FOR

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Walter Ihlda, BeriiB, Fed. Rap. of Germany, tMigiior to Sic-

mmm AkHmwtiliciieft. Moakh, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FDed Apr. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 489,388

OataH priority, applkatioa Fed. Rep. of Germaay, May 13,

1982, 3218287

IM. CLi B32B 5/16, 27/38
U.S.a 428-324 13 Chdme

1. An insulating tape suitable for manufacturing an insulating

sleeve for electric conducton which tape is impregnated with
a thermo-Mtting epoxy resin/acid anhydride hardener mixture,
which comprises at least one layer of particles of an inorganic,

breakdown-proof planar material selected from the group
consisting of mica flakes and thin mica fUms, said layer being
bonded to a flexible substrate and said material particles being
bonded to each other with an epoxy resin binder containing as

an accelerator for promoting the hardening reaction of the
resin used for impregnation, a quaternary onium salt having the

following structural formula:

Rl-M®-R4 X©

R3

wherein:

M is an atom of the fifth main group of the periodic system
of the elements;

Ri> R2> R3 and R4 are the same or different aliphatic, aro-

matic, heterocyclic or arylaliphatic radicals, or two or
three of said radicals form with M at least one heterocy-
clic ring,

at lost one of the radicals Ri, R2, R3, R4 or the heterocyclic

ring formed with the central atom has at least one moiety
which can react with the bonding agent impregnating
resin mixture, said moiety being selected from an epoxy, a
hydroxy, a mercapto, a carboxyl, an amino or an imino
group;

X is an anion selected from the group consisting of CI, CIO4,
an aliphatic or aromatic organic acid radical, and a com-
plex inorganic anion; and

said mixture of binder and accelerator form a system which
is self-hardening at the setting temperature of the thermo-
setting impregnating resin.

measured at 23* C. in a mixture of phenol/o-dichlorobenzene

in a ratio of 60/40 by volume.

4,478,908

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
CUaki Mixano, and Yasao Taaud, both of Kaai^wa, Japan,

assignors to F^ji Photo FUa Co^ Ltdn Kaaagawa, Japan
FOed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,048

OaiBH priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct 27, 1981, 56-171894

lat a^ B32B 5/16: GllB 5/78
MS. CL 428—327 8 Clain

\l
^^^mmidk.

]\
\v lo

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a support
having coated thereon a magnetic layer and a leader tape
connected to at least one end of the support and the magnetic
layer, said leader tape having a light transmittance of 40% or
more and comprising a support having coated thereon a clean-
ing layer containing an organic high molecular weight powder
and a binder, wherein an antisutic layer comprising a cationic,

anionic or non-ionic-type antistatic agent is provided on at

least one surface of the leader Upe and wherein the amount of
said antistatic agent in said antistatic layer is in the range of
from about S mg/m^ to about 300 mg/m^.

4^78,907
AQUEOUS COPOLYESTER DISPERSIONS SUITED FOR

THE SUBBING OF POLYESTER FILM
Loda J. Van Gombib, Kootick; Aagast M. Marina, Oerel;

Waltar F. Da Wiatar, 'a-Grafcawexel, and Etieooe A. Van
mUo, Eaaa, aU of Belgiam, aarigaora to AGFA-Ge?aert
N.V., Mortael, BciginB

FDed Oet 26, 1982, Ser. No. 436,672
daioM priority, applicatioB United Kiagdoo^ No?. 2, 1981,

8132936

lat a» B32B 5/16. 27/06: G03C 1/78
U.8. CI. 428—327 11 dains

1. A subbed polyester film comprising a polyester film base
and directly afRxed thereto a dried subbing layer ofa copolyes-
ter applied from an aqueous dispersion and derived from ethyl-

ene glycol and an acid mixture consisting essentially of 20-60
mole % of isophthalic acid, 6-10 mole % of sulphoisophthalic
acid whose sulpho group is in salt form, O.OS to 1 mole % of an
aromatic polycarboxylic acid compound having at least three
carboxylic acid groups which is not capable of forming intra-

molecularly an anhydride and includes at least two carboxyl-
ated aromatic nuclei, and the balance of terephthalic acid, said
copolyester having a glass transition temperature of at least 30*

C. and an intrinsic viscosity of from 0.13 to 0.43 dl/g when

4,478,909

ANTI-FOGGING COATING FILM
Takashi TaaigacU, Shiga, and Jiro Mlbaa, Otm, both of Japan,

aaaignort to Toray ladaatrics, lac, Ttriqro, Japan
Filed Oct 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,168

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct 24, 1980, 55-148284;
Oct 27, 1980, 55-149377

Int a.} B32B 5/16, 9/04, 13/12
VJS. CL 428—331 12 dains

1. An anti-fogging coating film comprising a cured film

having a surface layer and an underlying layer, each of said

layers being derived from components A, B and C and coated
on a substrate, the silicon content thereof being 0.7-2.0/1.0 in

terms of carbon/silicon weight ratio, and the carbon/silicon

weight ratio of the surface layer of the film being larger than
that of the underlying layer and being not less than 1.7/1.0 and
wherein each layer comprises:

A: 100 parts by weight of polyvinyl alcohol,

B: 60-300 parts by weight of finely divided silica having an
average particle size of about 3-200 nm, and

C: 0.3-30 parts by weight of at least one compound selected

from the group consisting of organic silicon compotmds
having a general formula:

R'R«2SKOR')3-«

wherein R' is an organic group having 1 to 10 carbon
atoms, R2 is a hydrocarbon group having 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, R? is an alkyl, alkoxyalkyl or acyl group and asO
or 1, and the hydrolysates thereof.

4. An article having on the surface thereof, an anti-fogging

film comprising a cured film having a surface layer and an
underlying layer, each of said layers being derived from com-
ponents A, B and C and coated on a substrate, the silicon

content thereof being 0.7-2.0/1.0 in terms of carbon/silicon

weight ratio and the carbon/silicon weight ratio of the surface

layer of the film being larger than that of the underlying layer

and being not less than 1.7/1.0 and wherein each layer com-
prises

A: 100 parts by weight of polyvinyl alcohol,
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B: 60-300 parts by weight of finely divided silica having an

average particle nze of about 3-200 nm, and

C: 0.3-30 p«rts by weight of at least one compound selected

from the group consisting of organic silicon compounds
having a general formula:

R>r2skor2)3_«

wherein R' is an organic group having 1 to 10 carbon

atoms, R2 is a hydrogen group having 1 to 6 carbon atoms,

R^ is an alkyl, alkoxyalkyl or acyl group and asO or 1,

and the hydrolysates thereof.

terpene resin and effective cold flow resisting amounts of a

non-depolymerized styrene-butadiene copolymer.

4,478,910

INK JET RECORDING PAPER
Hiroyo OiUna; Yataka Kojina; Ynkio Kobayashi; Takashi

Onori, and Koichi Nagai, all of Tokyo, Jqian, asrignors to

Ji^o Pqwr Co., Ltd., Ttkyo, Japaa

Filed Mar. 23, 1984, Ser. No. 592^85
Clains priority, appUcatioa Japan, Apr. 7, 1983, 58-59968

Int a.3 B41M 5/00

VS. a. 428—331 5 Qaims
1. Ink jet recording paper comprising on a base sheet a

coating layer, said base sheet having a Stockigt sizing degree of

less than 4 sec. (based on a basis-weight of 60 g/m^), and said

coating layer comprising a water-soluble polymeric binder and

fine silica particles having a specific surface area of more than

200 mVg as measured by the BET method and a uniformity

number n of the Rosin-Rammler distribution of greater than

1.10.

4,478,911

STONE TREATMENT
CUflbrd A. Price, Long Mantoa, Nr Tring, England, assignor to

NatioBal Research DevelopneBt Corporation, London, En-

gland

Coatiaaation of Ser. No. 002,592, Jan. 11, 1979, abandoned,

wirich is a coatiaaation of Scr. No. 818,753, Jal. 25, 1977,

•bndoaed. litis appUcatioa Oct 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198,582

CUan priority, appUcatioa United Kingdom, JaL 28, 1976,

31448/76

Int a.3 B32B 9/04: C09K 3/00

VS. a. 428-332 7 Claims

1. In a process of treatment of a porous inorganic material in

which the porous inorganic material is impregnated with a

single lead phase liquid mixture comprising alkoxymethyl or

alkoxyethylsilane, water, an organic solvent and a silanol poly-

merization catalyst and in which the mixture is permitted to

penetrate into the said porous material for an initial period ofat

least two hours at amlngiit temperature, after which gelation

rapidly takes plac^^jit^unprovement comprising: impregnat-

ing said porous inorganic material with said single phase liquid

mixture containing a lead soap or a lead carboxylate salt as the

nlanol polymerization catalyst

4,478,913

BLENDED
POLYESTERIMIDE-POLYESTERAMIDEIMIDE

ELECTRICAL COATING COMPOSITIONS
Deais R. Panzi, East GleariUe, N.Y^ awigBor to Geaeral Elec-

tric Compaay, Scheaectady, N.Y.

CoBtinnatioB of Ser. No. 194^5, Oct 8, 1980, abandoaed. This

appUcatioa May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,127

lat a.J C08L 79/08; 77/00

VS. a. 428—383 11 Claims

1. A soluble coating composition suitable for the insulation

of electrical conductors comprising a blend of:

A. a polysterimide obtained by heating the following ingre-

dients to a temperature of from about 190* C. to about

230* C, said ingredients comprising:

(a) an aromatic diamine;

(b) an aromatic carboxylic anhydride containing at least

one additional carboxylic group;

(c) terephthalic acid or a reactive derivative thereof;

(d) a polyhydric alcohol having at least three hydroxyl

groups;

(e) an alkylene glycol; and

B. the polyesteramideimide of this B in a concentration of

from about 1 to about 20 percent by weight of the total

solids content of the polyesterimide of A above and the

polyesteramideimide of this B obtained by heating the

following ingredients to a temperature of from about 190*

C. to about 230* C, said ingrediente comprising

(a) a tricarboxylic acid compound;

(b) a polyamine; and

(c) an aliphatic dicarboxylic acid,

(d) and thereafter adding an alkylene clycol to the reaction

product of B(a), (b) and (c) when the special product has

a carboxyl content is from about 2.3 to about 2.7.

4,478,914

PROCESS FOR APPLYING MULTIPLE LAYERS OF A
PROTEIN AND A UGAND EXTENDER TO A SURFACE

AND TO THE MULTIPLE-LAYER SYSTEM
Roger W. Giese, 56 Oakland Atc, Qniacy, Mais. 02170

CoBtiaaatioa of Ser. No. 272,297, Jaa. 10, 1981, abandoBcd,

which is a coatiBaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 114,898, Jan. 24,

1980, Pat No. 4,282,287. This appUcatioa Sep. 14, 1983, Ser.

No. 532,036

The portioB of the term of this pateat sabseqaeat to Aag. 4, 1998,

has beoi diadaiaied.

iBt CL^ B32B 5/16. 9/00

VS. CL 428-407 29 Claims

4,478,912

BLENDED PRESSURE-SENSTTIVE ASPHALTIC BASED
ADHESIVES

WUUan E. Uftaer, Newark; Robert N. White, Eton, botii of

Ohio, and Edward R. HarriBgtoB, NaperriUe, nin asrigaors to

OwcBa-CoraiBg Fibcr^ Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

FUed Aag. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,394

lat a' B32B 11/04. 25/08: C09J 7/02

VS. CL 428-349 3 Claims

1. In an article comprising a laminate of an asphaltic based

composition coated on a rebiforcement and including a pres-

sure sensitive asphaltic based adhesive coated on one side of

said laminate, the improvement wherein said adhesive is a hot

melt blended composition consisting essentially of paving

grade asphalt effective tacky amounts of a depolymerized

virgin rubber having a molecular weight of about 10,000 to

about 110.000, effective viscosity depressing amounts of a

wvma.
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1. A process of modifying the surface properties of a mate-

rial, which process comprises: applying alternate, molecular,

successive layers of first and second materials to the surface to

be modified, the first material comprising a ligand binding

proteinaceous material and the second material comprising a

reactive ligand extender material, one of the materials reacted

to the surface and, thereafter, at least one additional layer of
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the Tint and second materials alternately secured and noncova-

lently ligand reacted to the underlying layer of the other mate-

rial, to provide a modified surface, with the first or second

materia] as the top surface layer.

4,478,915

CORROSION RESISTANT SHIM FOR ELECTRICALLY
JOINING INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS

EUan Pom, Guilford, ind Marrin Felsea, Fairfield, both of

Conn., anignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hart-

ford. Conn.

Filed Not. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 549,388

Int a^ F16B 11/00

U.S.a 428—607 5 Oaims

4,478,916

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPERATING
AQUEOUS GALVANIC HIGH ENERGY CELLS

Aiigiiat Wiaael, Kclkbdn, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Varta Battcric Akticngeaellschafl, Hano?er, Fed. Rep. of

Govaay
Filed Feb. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 122,612

Ciaina priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 6,

1979, 2913908

Int a.) HOIM 16/00
U.S. a. 429—9 9 Claims

Nf. (^.liiei

«U«|0,

1

li^oi

H|.ae|

electrodes of lithium, aluminum, or an Li/Al alloy, and having
H2O2 as cathode depolarizer, said method comprising

supplying the H2/O2 gas mixture developed in the high
energy cell to the positive electrode of the fuel cell, and
from there to the negative electrode of the fuel cell, and

separating a quantity of excess oxygen from the gas mixture
supplied to the negative electrode of the fuel cell which
substantially equals the excess amount of oxygen above
the stoichiometry of water, by means of an O2/O2 cell

functioning as a cleaning cell.

1. A corrosion-resistant, electrically-conductive shim for

interposition between a material having a first galvanic poten-

tial and a material having a second galvanic potential, the shim

comprising:

a first side made of a material having a third galvanic poten-

tial that is compatible with the first galvanic potential;

a second side, made of a material having a fourth galvanic

potential that is compatible with the second galvanic

potential, the second side juxtaposed in peripheral corre-

spondence with the first side and in contact with the first

side in a central contact area therebetween; and

non-conductive sealant, disposed about the periphery of the

two sides, for excluding moisture from the contact area

between the first side and the second side.

4,478,917

FUEL CELL
Kazunori Fi^ita, Ibaraki; Kohki Tamura, Hitachi; Hidejiro
Kawana, Hitachi; Kazno Iwamoto, Hitachi, and Tatsuo
Horiba, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 479,097
aaims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 26, 1982, 57'49804

Int. CV HOIM 8/10, 4/86
UJS. a. 429—33 18 Oaims

1. A fuel cell, which comprises an electrolyte ion exchange
membrane, an oxidizer electrode, having water-repellent prop-

erties, comprising a mixture of noble metal particles of the

periodic table. Group VIII and water repellent particles sup-

ported on one side of the ion exchange membrane, said mixture

being formed on one side of the ion exchange membrane by
dispersion plating, a hydrophilic fuel electrode containing

noble metal particles of the periodic table, Group VIII and
fixed to the opposite side of the membrane to Uie oxidizer

electrode-formed side, an oxidizer supply means for supplying

an oxidizer to the oxidizer electrode, and a methanol supply

means for supplying methanol to the fuel electrode.

4,478,918

FUEL CELL STACK
Mitsushi Ueno; Tadanori Maoka, both of Yokohama; Keqji

Murata, Tokyo, and Tamotsn Shirogami, Yanato, all of Ja*

pan, assignors to Tokyo Shlbanra DenU Kabnahiki Kaisha,

Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 449,998

Claims priority, applicatimi Japan, Dec 25, 1981, 56*212385;

Jon. 15, 1982, 57-102810

Int a? HOIM 2/08, 2/14. 8/04

U.S. a. 429-38 11 Gains

1. A method of operating an aqueous galvanic high energy
cell in conjunction with a fuel cell, the high energy cell having 1. A fuel cell stack having:
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8 plurality of stacked unit cells, each of said unit cells con-
sisting oV a pair of gas diffusion electrodes and a matrix

containing an electrolyte solution interposed between said

electrodes, and
an interconnector having a fuel gas passage on one surface

and an oxidizing agent gas passage on the other surface

interposed between each pair of adjacent ones os said unit

cells,

wherein at least one of said interconnectors includes a one-

piece-molded product and at least one cooling pipe coated

with an insulating film embedded in said one-piece-

melded product

phase of LiX in the compound aP2Ss, bLi2S, with the cathode

comprising 20% to 80% by volume solid electrolyte together

with an electron conductor, the improvement wherein the^

electrolyte furiher comprises a substance selected from the

group consisting of the halogens and the chalcogens in order to

produce an in situ chemical reaction at the Uthium-electrolyte

interface, thereby creating an ionically conductive bonding

layer comprising a lithium halogenide or chalcogemde.

4,478,919

SIDE TERMINAL LEAD ALLOY PRODUCT AND
PROCESS

Ralph G. Tiegel, San Carlos, Calif., assignor to Tiegel Manofac*

taring Company, Belmont Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 319,919, No?. 10, 1981, Pat No. 4,424^54.

lUs appUcation Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,936

Int a? HOIM 2/30

U.S. a. 429—179 6 Claims

2. An alloy for integraUy casting a unitary terminal of an

electric storage b«ttery, said alloy comprising:

(a) 10 wt-% brass;

(b) 3 wt-% antimony; and

(c) the remainder lead.

4,478,920

UnnUMCELL HAVING A SOLID ELECTROLYTE
GONSTTTUTED BY A CONDUCTIVE VTTREOUS

COMPOUND
Jean'Paal Gabano, Poitiers, and Jean-Pierre Dodumge, La

Vttledica dn Cbdn, both of France, asaigMHrt to GIPELEC,
Lerallois-Perret Fkuce

Filed Apr. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 484,688

Clains priority, ap^icatioa France, Apr. 16, 1982, 82 06560

Int a^ HOIM 6/18

UJI.C1. 429-191 7 Clains

-.'iai;::*

(I ^-tC jr.'
w».m^wM///w/:

1. An electric ceU having a Uthium anode separated firom a

cathode by a soUd electrolyte comprising a coiMhKtive vitr»>

ous compound having the formula aP2Ssf bLi2Si>'dLiX, where

X represents chlorine, bromine, or iodine, and Wliire a, b, and

c are numbers chosen so that the ratio b/(a-hb) Kes betweeh

0.61 and 0.70, and so that the ratio c/(a-l-b-i-c))is less than cr

equal to a limit corresponding to the solubility 'm vitreous

4,478,921

MANGANESE CARBONATE ADDTTIVE FOR
MANGANESE DIOXIDE<X>NTAINING NONAQUEOUS

CELLS
Richard A. Langan, Pama, Ohio, assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbnry, Conn.

FUed Sep. 28, 1983, Scr. No. 536,784

Int CL^ HOIM 6/16

U.S. a. 429—194 9 ClalBM

1. In a nonaqueous ceU comprising an active metal anode, a

nonaqueous electrolyte solution comprising a solute dissolved

in at least one organic solvent, and a solid cathode comprising

manganese dioxide, a binder and a conductive agent; the im-

provement wherein the cathode contains a minor amount of

manganese carbonate.

4,478,922

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE COMPOSmONS
Jerome H. Pcrlstein, Rochester, and NeU F. Haley, Fairport

both of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-

ter, N.Y.

Division of Scr. No. 341,418, Jan. 21, 1982, Pat No. 4,439,505.

This appUcation No?. 21, 1963, Scr. No. 553,931

Int a.3 G03G 5/74

U.S. a. 430—58 6 Clains

1. An electrographic element having a conductive layer

comprising an electrically insulating polymer and a charge

transfer complex characterized in that the charge transfer

complex is (a) in the form of dendrite crystals throughout the

polymer and (b) is a salt consisting of a cation of 2-<4,S-dihy-

dronaphtho[l,2-d]- 1 ,3-dithiol-2-ylidene)-4>3-dihydronaph-

tho[l,2-d]-l,3-dithiole and an anion selected from the group

consisting of 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane, Q04~>
BF4-, PF6-, F-, a-, I-, and I3-.

4,478,923

FUSIBLE ELECTROSTATICALLY ATTRACTABLE
TONER

Pierre R. De Roo, Schotea; Y?aa K. GttUans, He?cr, and Fran-

V'idnc Van GUscl, Bc?ercn*Waas, aU of Bdglam, assignors to

<M»FA-Gc?aert N.V., Mortael, Belgium

FUed Jan. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 457,569•-Ut

OafaM priority, apiriication United Kingdom, Jan. 19, 1962,

N.01S0- Int a^ G03G 9/OS

U&a 430-110 10

1

! %. tt toner composition of electrosUticaUy attractable pow-

der pffeiticles fusible by the simultaneous application of heat and

^msiire, said particles having a melt viscosity at 140* C. in the

of lO' to 10^ mPa.s and an average particle size in the

of 1 to SO ^m, said toner composition comprising a

«0k>tiring substance and an amount exceeding 80% of its total

4rblume of a mixture of:

vi (1) a polyester resin derived from fumaric acid, or from a

mixture of fumaric acid and isophthalic acid containing at

least 95 mole % of fumaric acid, and a polyol blend of

propoxylated bisphenol according to the formula:

452-229 O.G.-84-I2
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H•^0—CH—CH2

CH)

—

Y

0-^CH2-CH-0)»H

CHj

wherein Y represents an alkylidene group having from 1 to

4 C-atoms, and m and n are integers with the proviso that

the avenge sum ofm and n is from 2 to 7, said polyester

resin being derived from amounts of acid and polyol such
that the number of carboxyl groups to hydroxyl groups is

in the ratio of 1.2:1 to 0.8:1, and having a melting point

(Tm) not more than 80* C. and a glass transition tempera-

ture (Tg) between 30* and 60* C;
(2) a polyester derived from fumaric acid and bisphenol

according to the formula:

O'O
wherein Y represenu an alkylidene group having from 1 to

4 C-atoms, and said polyester has a melting point (Tm)
between 70* and 130* C. and a glass transition temperature

(Tb) between 35* and 60* C;
(3) a sterically-hindered phenol according to the formula:

\

wherein R> and R' (same or different) each represent an
aliphatic group containing from 1 to 20 carbon atoms and
X is a substituted alkyl, alkenyl, alkynyl or aryl group,
containing as substituent a carboxylic ester, phosphonate
ester, phosphate ester, sulfate ester or sulfonate ester

group, and n is an integer from 1 to 4; and

(4) a pigment for controlling the melt viscosity having a
density (g.cm-3) larger than 1.8 at 20* C. and an average
gram size in the range of 0.1 to 10 itm,

wherein the weight ratio of (1) to (2) is in the range of 1/4 to

4/1, the sum of the contents of resins (l)-»-(2) is at least 37% by
volume of the toner particles, the content of (3) is between 0.2S

and 18% by volume of the toner particles, and the content of
said pigment is between 2.S and 42% by volume of the toner

particles.

4,478,924

PROCESS FOR TRANSFERRING A PIGMENT IMAGE
USING A SPACER

Roland Moraw, and Renate SchaedUch, both of WicriMdeo, Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to HoeeiMt AktfcngeieUsehaft,

Frankftut an Main, Fed. Rep. of Gcnumy
Filed Oct 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,456

Claims priority, awpUcation Fed. Rep. of Gemaoy, Nov. 20,
1980,3043736

Int a.^ G03G 13/16
VJS. a. 430—126 9 n*itT

.A. ..

1. A process for transferring a pigment image produced by
treating an electrostatic charge image with a liquid developer,
from a charge image carrier to a copy carrier with the aid ofan
electric field, said process comprising transferring the liquid

developer layer which has a pigment distribution arranged
according to the image, across an air gap having a gap width
lying in the range from S to SO ^m, said air gap being estab-

lished by inserting a spacer built in as part of the copy machine
between the charge image carrier and the copy carrier, said

spacer having a contact area not greater than 10 percent of the
area of the copy carrier.

4,478,925

METHOD OF PREPARING CARRIER PARTICLES FOR
ELECTROGRAPHIC MAGNETIC BRUSH DRY

DEVELOPMENT
Edward T. Miskinis, Rocheater, N.Y., anignor to EMtman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,946

Int a.) G03G 9/10
VJS. a. 430—137 4 Claint

1. A method of preparation of resin-coated ferromagnetic
carrier particles for electrographic development which com-
prises agitating a dry mixture offerromagnetic carrier particles

and resin particles in the presence of a magnetic field and
thereafter heating the mixture to a temperature and for a time
sufficient to form a discontinuous bonded coating of the resin

on the ferromagnetic particles.

4,478,926

ZINC SULFONATES AND THEIR USE IN DIAZOTYPY
Peter Mailer, and Hcwy MutaccU, both of Port WaiUagtoa,

N.Y., assignora to Andrews Paper A Chenical Co., Ine., Port
Washington, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 334,722, Dec 28, 1981, abudoned. Iliis

appUcatton Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,173

Int a.3 G03C 1/60
U.S. a. 430—178 24 OaiBM

1. A method for improving diazotype materials having a
light sensitive diazotype coating which comprises a photosen-
sitive diazonium salt, which comprises:

admixing in said coating a stabilizing proportion of a zinc

salt of a sulfonic acid.

2. An improved light senfitive diazotype coating, which
comprises:
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in admixture, a light sensitive diazonium compound and a

stabilizing proportion of a zinc salt of a sulfonic acid.

4^78,927

HEAT-DEVELOPABLE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIALS

Hidaki Nalto; HiraaU Hara; ToaUaU Aono, and Koao Sato, aU

of Kanagawa, Japan, aaaignort to FiUi Vhato Film Co., Ltd.,

Kanawawa, Japan

FUed Jon. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,118

Claias priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 1, 1981, 5644164

The portion of die tern of this patent sabaeqncnt to JoL 31,

2001. has baa dlaclaiined.

lot a.» G03C 5/54, 1/10. 1/40

U.S.a 430-203 26 ClaiBa

1. A heat developable color photographic nuterial, compris-

ing:

a support having a surface;

a li^t-sensitive layer on the surface, the layer being com-

prised of:

a light-sensitive silver halide;

an organic silver salt;

• binder,

a dye releasing redox compound which is immobilized in

said binder, and which releases a diffusible dye repre-

sented by the general formula:

R.SO2-D (9

wherein R represents a reducing group capable of being

oxidized by the organic silver salt; and D represents a dye

portion for forming an image which does not contain a

carboxylic acid group or a sulfonic acid group; and

wherein the support is characterized by its ability to receive

a released dye,

4,478,928

APPUCATION OF ACTIVATED ARYLHYDRAZIDES TO
SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHY

noMi C. Haas, and Kari E. WIegan, both of Roeheitcr, N.Y.,

aaigMn to EastiMui Kodak Coapwy, Rocbaatcr, N.Y.

Filed May 11, 1983, Ser. No. 493,480

lot a^ oaac 1/2S. 1/36

UAa 430-217 34 Claims

1. A radiation sensitive silver halide emulsion containing an

arylhydrazide comprised of an acyl group linked to a ring

carbon atom of an aryl group by a hydrazo moiety having one

of its nitrogen atoms sulfinic acid radical substituted and a

hydrogen atom bonded to the other of its nitrogen atoms, said

sulfinic acid radical substituent being of the formula:

I

kI

where Ar> is an aromatic group.

contaming a dispersing medium and radiation sensitive

silver halide grains,

located in said emulsion layer or in a layer adjacent thereto

a positive working dye image providing material capable

of providing transferred image dye in the absence of silver

halide development, and

a receiving layer for providing a viewable transferred dye

image following imagewise exposure and processing of

said emulsion layer,

the improvement wherein at least SO percent of the total

projected area of said radiation sensitive silver halide

grains is provided by tabular silver halide grains having

a thickness of less than 0. S micron, a diameter of at least

0.6 micron, and an average aspect ratio of greater than

8:1.

4,478,929

DYE IMAGE TRANSFER FILM UNTT WITH TABULAR
SILVER HALIDE

CyMUa G. Jooca, Bcrgem and CUfT O. Hill, Webster, both of

N.Y., aaaignort to Eastman Kodak Compaqr, Rochastar, N.Y.

CoBtimMtkm-in<fa>t of Ser. No. 430,092, Sep. 30, 1982,

•boidoaed, wUeh la a coiitiBaation-ln*ptft of Ser. No. 320,911,

No?. 12, 1981, abttidoacd. HiIs application Nov. 21, 1983, Ser.

No. 553,911

lot a^ G03C 5/54. 1/40

UJS.a 430—217 42 Oatas

1. In a photogn4>hic image transfer film unit comprising

a support,

a negative working emulsion layer located on said support

4,478,930

PRESENSmZED LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATES
Keisakc Shiba; She Nakao, and Shigeo Koizuni, aU of Shizwika,

Japan, assignors to Fi^l Photo Ftln Co., Ltd^ Kanagawa,

Japan

FUed Nov. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,250

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1981, 56-177610

Int a^ G03C 1/76

VS.a 430—271 11 Claims

1. A presensitized lithographic printing plate comprising a

support having a hydrophilic surface, and a non-silver light-

sensitive layer capMe of having formed therein a lipophilic

image pattern and a direct positive light-sensitive silver halide

emulsion layer provided on the support in that sequence, said

non-silver light-sensitive layer being provided with an adjacent

hydrophilic colloid layer in which a resin is dispersed in fine

particle form, wherein said resin is a copolymer containing (A)

a recurring unit derived from at least one monomer acrylic

acid and methacrylic acid, and (B) a recurring unit derived

from at least one monomer ofan aralkyl acrylate and an aralkyl

methacrylate, the resin having a particle size of O.OI to 10

microns, and the amount of the resin being about 1 to 10 parts

by wei^t per 10 parts by weight of hydrophilic colloid.

4,478,931

PRECURLED FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATE
Michael G. Flckea, Colts Neek, and Alan L. Shobcrt OM

Bridge, both of NJ., aasigBon to E. L Do Pont dc Nenonrs

and Cmnpaay, WIlmlagtoB, Del.

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,473

lot a^ G03F 7/00

VS. a. 430-309 8 Oalas

1. A process for providing a permanent curl in a flexo-

graphic printing plate having solvent-insoluble, elastomeric

printing reliefs prepared by liquid development, the printing

plate comprising a flexible sheet support, and a photopolymer-

ized layer of a photosensitive, elastomeric composition having
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« dry thjcimew of tbout aOOS inch to about 0.250 inch, the
process comprising, after liquid development, the printing
iriate is dried at a temperature in the range of about 20* to 80*
Cfor 0.2S hour to 24 hours and is postexposed by overall
exposing the dry printing relief to a source of actinic radiation
for 1 to 30 minutes, at least the postexposure occurring while
the printing plate is present on a curver cylinder surface from
which is is ci^ble of being detached.

speed and ftirther providing more ultraviolet emission at 301
nanometers wavelength accompanied by increased screen
brightness.

M7M32
PROCESS OF MAKING A PRINTED CIRCUIT USING

DRY FILM RESISTS
Jolui J. Kane, BallitM Lake, and Rlckird F. Zopf, Borat Hills,

fcothof N.Y„ aaitaon to G«MraI Elaetrlc Company, Sche-
Mctady, N.Y.

DhWon of Ser. No. 190,029, Sep. 23, 19M, Pat No. 4,341,859.
lUs applicatkM Apr. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 367,479

Int. a.3 G03C 5/00
U.S. a 430-314 5 Claims

1. A method ofmanufacturing a printed circuit board, which
comprises:

(i) covering a.copper<lad electrically non-conducting sub-
strate with a water-dispersible flexible apparently dry but
tacky photoresist film comprising a homogeneous mixture
of:

(a) colloidal droplets of a solution in a solvent comprising
acetone, methylene chloride, methylformate or propylene
chloride of a polyaryliodonium or sulfonium salt of a
complex halogenide latent catalyst dispersed in a continu-
ous aqueous phase containing

(b) a water-soluble normally solid polyvinyl alcohol as film-

forming component, and
(c) an effective amount of a water-soluble thermosetting

polymethylol compound to cross-link said polyvinyl alco-
hol to water-insoluble state at elevated temperatures
therefor,

the amount of said latent catalyst being sufficient to catalyze
the croM-linking action of said polymethylol compound
when said emulsion is dried and irradiated with ultraviolet
light and heated simultaneously with or subsequent to said
irradiation;

(ii) projecting with ultraviolet light the design of the circuitry
to be formed and simultaneously therewith or thereafter
heating the fUm until the polyvinyl alcohol in the thus-
irradiated portion of said film has cross-linked to water-
insoluble sute;

(iii) washing said film with water thereby removing the unex-
poaed portion of said resist film and exposing copper; and

(iv) etching away the copper thereby exposed thereby forming
the desired circuitry.

4i478,933
MULTI-LAYER X-RAY SCREENS

JMob G. Rabatlii, MoMvillc Ohio, aasigaor to General Electric
C^Bmy SehMaetailv N V
CoMin^lihptft of S^.' No. 371332, Apr. 24, 1982,

ikarioiad. His applicatioa Oct 11, 1983, Scr. No. 540,940
lot a.) G03C im

U&a430-4M 4Clains
1. An improved X-ray screen comprising a double emulsion

silver halide photographic fihn positioned between a pair of
contiguous phosphor layers having a rare earth oxyhalide
phosphor with the general formula:

LaOX:Tai-^I

wherein

Ln is one or more of La and Od,
X is one or more of CI and Br,

Tm is present as sole activator at a concentration in the
range fhm 0.000S to 0.001 moles per mole of the selected
oxyhaUde,

said phosphor exhibiting modified ultraviolet emission to re-
duce crossover effiscts without significant reduction in film

4,478,934

DETERMINATION OF ADENOSINE BY
IMMUNOASSAY INVOLVING ACYLATION OF THE

ADENOSINE
Tonokasa Sato, Choahl, and MIchIo Ul, Sapporo, both ofJapan,

assignora to Yamasa Sboyn Kabnshikl Kalaha, CUba, Japan
FHcd Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,843

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jul. 15, 1981, 56-111324
lat a.3 GOIN Wi4

UA a. 435—7 6 ctoims
1. A method for determining quantitatively the adenosine

content in a sample by immunoassay, comprising the steps of:

(1) adding an acylating agent to a liquid sample and to a
standard adenosine solution thereby acylating hydroxyl
groups at the 2'-position and the 3'-position ofeach adeno-
sine;

(2) diluting each of the reaction mixtures which have under-
gone said acylation by addition of a bufler and then carry-
ing out antigen-antibody reactions by mixing (a) each of
these reaction mixtures with (b) a predetermined amount
of labelled 2',3'-diacyIadenosine and (c) a predetermined
amount of anti-adenosine antibodies derived from an anti-

gen comprising adenosine bound at the 2'- and the 3'-

hydroxyl groups to a carrier protein through dicarboxylic
acid residues; and

(3) subsequently separating, in each of the reaction mixtures,
free labelled adenosine from the labelled adenosine bound
to the anti-adenosine antibody and measuring the quantity
of the label in either one of the labelled adenosines to
calculate the adenosine content in the sample therefrom.

4,478,935

MANGANESE-CONTAINING ANTIBIOTIC AGENTS
Robert D. Williams; Darid R. Bright; Varaon V. Yong, uA
Jerome L. Martin, all ofTern Haote, Inl, aaaigMn to later-
national Minerals A Chemical Corp., Terre Haote, lad.
Diriaion of Ser. No. 196,722, Oet 8, 1980, abiadoncd. lids

appUcatioB Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 422,408
Int a.J C12P 19/60, 19/56. 17/18

U.S. CL 435—75 19 n.iT
1. A method for producing a manganese complex of a poly-

ether antibiotic, said method comprising:

(a) fermenting a nutrient broth inoculated with a Strq>t(miy-
ces microorganism capable of producing by growth in the
broth a polyether antibiotic for a period of time and under
suitable fermentation conditions in order to produce said
polyether antibiotic in said fermentation broth; and

(b) providing in said antibiotic containing fermented broth a
water-soluble manganese salt in an amount sufficient to
form a manganese complex of said polyether antibiotic,

which complex is insoluble in the fermented broth.

4,478,936
IN VITRO ENZYMATIC PROCESS FOR PRODUCING

GLUCURONIDES
Walter C. Hcriihy, Cambridge, Maaa., asaignor to Rcpligen

Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Aag. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,986

Int a.3 CUP 19/56. 19/46. 17/01 15/00
U.S.a.435—78 4ClaiiM

1. An in vitro enzymatic process for preparing the O-iS-D-
glucuronide of an anticholinergic compound which has a pri-

mary alcohol, which comprises reacting a solution of D-glucu-
ronic acid with a solution of said compound, and a solution of
/3-glucuronidase, for a time sufficient to form the O-jS-D-
glucuronide, and isotating said glucuronide.
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4,478,937

PLASMID AND PRODUCHON THEREOF
Masakan KikocU, 4-16, Higashitokiwadai 7-chomc Toyono-

dio, Toyono-gon, Osaka, Japan (563-01); TakaU Hayakawa,
6-31, aSoiko 1-chome, Higashiyodogawa-kn, Osaka, Japar.

(533), and Makoto Kida, 138-3, Aza-mldorigaoka, Yamahara.

Kawaaishi, Hyogo, Japan (666-01)

FUed Apr. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 370,273

Claims priority, applicttion Japan, Apr. 28, 1981, 56-64369

Int CL3 C12N 15/00. 1/00. 1/20: C12P 21/00. 19/34

MS.a 435-172.3 5 Claims

IS4)BwiHI

nil.8l

1. An biologically pure plasmid pATM2 which is obtained

from a microorganism belonging to the genus micrononaspora

and is characterized by the following properties:

(1) Molecular weight: approximately 4.87±0.0S megadal-

tons

(2) Shape: circular

(3) Restriction endonuclease cleavage sites: Eco RI (0/4.9),

Bgl II (0.72), Bam HI (1.48 and 3.6), Hind III :i.S) and

Kpn I (3.8)

(4) Sensitivity to restriction endonucleases:

Restriction endonuclease Number of Cleavage Sites

Bam HI
Bgl II

Kpn I

Ssl!

EcoRI
Hind III

Smal

2

I

I

S3
1

1

23

4,478,939

SPS, SPS-ASE AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING
SPS-ASE

Jena L. Adier-Nissen, Gentofte; Hcarik Giirtler, Lyngbrt Georg

W. Jensen, Bags^Mrd; Haas A. S. Olsui, Vaakiae; Steen

Rlisgaard, Vaerloae, and Martin Schiilein, Copenhagen, aU of

Denmark, assignors to Noro Industri A/S, Deamaric

FUed Dec 24, 1981, Ser. No. ?.34,329

Int a.J C12N 9/24. 9/40 9/42: C07G 17/ltO: A23J 1/14: A23L
2/34

MS. a. 435—200 7 Claims

1. SPS-ase, a carbohydrase complex capable ofdecomposing

the water soluble polysaccharide component of soy remanence

that binds to proteins into decomposition products incapable of

attaching to protein.

4,478,938

PROCESS FOR CROSSUNKING POLYAMINES
HanM H. Freedmaa, Newton Center, Mass., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midhud, Mich.

FUed Mar. 2, 1984, Ser. No. 585,744

lat a' C12N 11/06: C07G 7/00: C08G 18/00. 18/28

MS. a. 435—181 12 Oains

I. A process for crosslinklng a polyalkylenepolyamine

wherein a polyisocyanate is contacted with an aqueous liquid

comprising a polyalkylenepolyamine^wMch is at a speclf.c pH
and which is subjected to a sufficientij^Mgh rate of agitation to

yield a water-sweUable, essentially water««nsolubie gel.

II. A process for covalently immobUizing a protein wherein

said protein is contacted with a polyalkylenepolyamine and a

polyisocyanate in an aqueous liquid which is at a specnfic pH

and which is subjected to a sufRcienllyh%h rate of agitation to

yield a water-swellable, essentially water-insoluble gel.

4,478,940

PRODUCnON OF PURIFIED VEGETABLE PROTEIN
J«s L. Alder-Niaaen, Gentofte; Henriek Gtrtlw, Lyntfby; Ge-

org W. Jenaen, Bapraerd; Hans A. S. Olaen; Steen RUsgaard,

both of Vaerloae, and Martin SchiUein, Copenhagen, aU of

Denmark, aasignon to Novo Industri A/S, Denmark
FUed Dec 24, 19fil, Ser. No. 334,330

Int a.3 C12N 9/24. 9/40. 9/42: C07G 1 7/00: A23J 1/14: A23L
2/34

MS. a. 435—209 4 CUms
1. An enzyme composition agent adapted to degrade and

solubilize polysaccharides in vegstable materials comprising

SPS-ase, an enzyme capable of cegrading the water soluble

polysaccharide which binds to soy protein, said enzyme com-

position being further characteriied by being essentially free

from proteolytic activity, and by presence therein of activity

against cellulose, pectin and heiriceUuk>se in addition to SPS.

4,478,941

METHOD FOR DETERMINING COMPONENT RATIOS
EMPLOYED TO PREPARE POLYMERS

Douglas K. Httlahafer, Lake Jackaon, Tex., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Noy. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444^32

Int a* C09K 3/00: GOIN 31/21 33/44

MS. a. 436-56 6 Claims

1. A method for determining the mixing ratio oftwo or more

compositions containing at least one component in each of

such compositions which compositions are mixed together and

subsequently cured to form a polymer; which method com-

prises:

(A) adding a separate tracer compoond in a known quantity

to each of said compositions each of said separate tracers

having different compositions;

(B) mixing and curing each of said compositions and respec-

tive tracers to form a cured pcriymer;

(C) subjecting a representativ; sample of the cured polymer

to a condition for preparir.g small particles thereof;

(D) subjecting said small particles to solvent extraction with

a solvent system for a time sufficient to extract analyzable

quantities of said difTerent tracer compounds;

(E) :>eparating said solvent from the polymer particles;

(F) anislyzing said separated iolvent so as to determine the

ratio of each of said diflerent tracer compounds; and

(O) calculating the ratio of said composition employed in the

preparation of said polymer from the analysis of the tracer

compounds determined in step (F); and wherein

(1) said solvent system is one

(a) in which each of the different tracer compounds is

soluble and

(b) which does not react with any of the different tracer

compounds or the polymer, and

(2) each of said different tracer compounds

(a) is not reactive with any of the components which are

blended together to prepare the polymer;
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(b) is not reactive with any other tracer compound
employed; and

(c) has a boiling point above the temperature at which
the polymer is prepared or post cured, whichever is

higher.

4,478^2
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FILM AND A METHOD
FOR COLORIMETRIC ANALYSIS USING THE SAME

HvuBi Kitnyuna; Yoddkan Amano, and Aa^jl Kondo, aO of
Saitaan, Japan, aarigDora to Ft^i Photo Film Co^ Ltd^
Saitama, Japw

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 352,949
OaiM priority, applicalioa Japn, Feb. 27, 1981, 544)28158

tat. aJ COIN iS/SZ- C12Q 1/2S
V& a 434 64 Ig n.i—

13. A method for quantiutively assaying hydrogen peroxide
of a precursor capable of forming hydrogen peroxide con-
tained in a test sample colorimetrically which comprises bring-
ing said test sample into contact with a N.N-disubstituted
aniline cationic dye-forming color mdicator for detecting hy-
drogen peroxide comprising components capable of forming
said colored cationic dye by chemical mutual action in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide and then binding the cationic
dye formed to an anionic polymer to fix the formed cationic
dye.

4,478,943

METHOD FOR MEASURING SILVER ION
CONCENTRATION IN A SOLUTION

AUra Aba, Tokyo, Jipn, anipor to F^Ji Photo FUm Co., Ltdn

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,841
Oaina priority, appUcatkw Japu^ Feb. 4, 1981, 56-15388

tat OJ GOIN 21/00
VS.a 436-80 3 Claims

4,478M4
ANALYTICAL ELEMENT CONTAINING A BARRIER

ZONE AND PROCESS EMPLOYING SAME
Robert C Gnm, and Smbb C Groaa, both of Roehcatcr, N.Y.,
aasigMNi to EaataMm Kodak Convaay, Roeheater, N.Y.

Filed Not. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 444412
tat CU GOIN 21/78. 33/52. 33/66

MS. CL 434—95 14 cwhm.
8. A process, fmr quantitative analyte determination in whole

blood, comprising bringing a sample of the blood into contact
with a multizone element containing a porous spreading zone
separated from a reagent zone by a barrier zone, said barrier
zone comprising a non-porous rUm comprising a polymer of
from 30 to 93 percent by weight polymerized monomer having
the structure

R> Q
I II ,

CH2-C-C-OR2,

from 0.25 to 30 percent by weight polymerized monomer
having the structure

r5 O
I H

CH2—C—C-A-R<-M,

and from 0.1 to SO percent by weight polymerized monomer
having the structure

R» O
I H ,CH2»C-C-0-R«—OH

wherein:

R', R3. and R' are independently selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen and methyl,

R2 is alkyl of from 1 to 16 carbon atoms,

R^ and R^ are independently selected from the group con-
sisting of alkylene groups having from I to 6 carbon
atoms.

A is —O— or —N—

wherein R^ is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, or
cycloalkyl of S to 10 carbon atoms, and

M is NR»R«H+X or SO3 "X wherein R* and R» are inde-

pendently selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms and X is a counterion.

If

14

12

10

01

0«

Q<

' « » 4 s a r • 9 ro

HNiR eawzNTiunoNit/n

1. A method for measuring the silver concentratioi of a
thiosttlfite ion-containing soluti<m, comprising providing for
hypohalogenite ion to exist in an alkalized solution containing
both silver ion and thiosulfate ion, and turbidometrically mea-
suring the concentration of the slightly soluble silver salt thus-

formed.

4,478,945

METHOD FOR EVALUATING THYROID FUNCTION
Wai-Nang P. Lee, 6502 RancUto Afe^ Van Nays, Calif. 91401;

Michael D. Harpea, 3701 Garyhe Gooe, Apt 989, Mobile.
Ala. 36609, and Jelfry A. Siegel, Dept oTRadioloiy, Medical
Physical Diriaioa, Ceater, Loa Aagdai, Calif. 90024

FUed Jal. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 287.701

tat CLJ GOIN 33/54, 33/60: GOIT 1/00
MS. CL 436—500 10 OaiaM

1. A method for evaluating thyroid function from plasma
leaving a known total thyroxine concentration, said total thy-

roxine concentration, including free thyroxine and bound
thyroxine, said method comprising the steps of:

preparing a first solution having a known amount of radioac-
tive thyroxine and known volumes of said plasma and a
buffer, said solution having a first total thyroxine concen-
tration (pTi) and a first firee thyroxine concentration (pFi)
where pF\ is less than a known constant (kz);

preparing a second hUieled solution having a known amount
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of radioactive thyroxine and known volumes of said

plasma and bufTei', said second solution further including a

known amount of added thyroxine intended to provide a

secon solution having a total thyroxine concentration

(pT2) which is greater than pTi and a second free thyrox-

ine concentration (pFz) which is greater than pFi but less

than said known constant (k2);

measuring the radioactivity of said first and second solu-

tions;

adding a known amount of partitioning material having a

known partition coefficient (a) and inclusion volume (I) to

said solutions after said labeled thyroxine has reached

equilibrium distribution between free and bound sutes;

mixing stid pnritioning material with said solutions for a

sufficient tine to ailow equilibrium distribution of said

labeled thyroxine between said solution and said partition-

ing material;

settlhig said partitioning material from said solutions to form

first and second supematants and first and second solids

phases, said solids phases having solution equal to said

inclusion volume contained therein;

measuring the radioactivity in constant fractions of said first

and second supematimts; and

cietermining the T6G binding capacity and free thyroxine

concentration for said plasma from the measured radioac-

tivity of said first and second solutions and said first and

second supematants.

4^78,946

CARRIER BOUND IMMUNOSORBENT
Kirttea J. Vaik der Merwe, Stelleabosch, and AUM Poison,

Campa Bay, bodi of Sooth Africa, aasigaors to South Africaa

taveatioas DsvclopoMat Corporation, Pretoria, South Africa

FOvd Jna. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 392,111

Oaiav priority, appUcatioa Soatii Africa, Jul. 2, 1981,

81/4481
tat CL* GOIN 33/54. 33/56

MS, CL 436-918 SO Chdms

ent of expansion of about 83.5 to 71.5x lO"'* C."'. said /3-

eucryptite used in the formulation of said non-crystallizing

sealing glass composition being a powder having a maximum

particle size less than 30 microns, said sealing glass composi-

tion being non-crystallizing in that essentially no crystalliza-

tion occurs when the glass composition without the /3-eucryp-

tite is applied to a float glass substrate heated at about S* C/mi-

nute until thermal fusing of the glass composition occurs,

allowed to soak for 1 hour, and then allowed to cool, said

sealing glass composition with the /3-eucryptite having a glassy

edge temperature no higher than 3S7* C.

1. A carrier-bound immunosorbent comprising a solid car-

rier body carrying an immobilized immuno-reactant, wherein

the inununoreactani. being either an >ntuen or an antibody, is

covalendy bonded to a crosslinked proSinaceous film envel-

oping the carrier body in such a manner that immunologically

active parts of the irmunoreactant are present on its surface in

a form in which :hty are available for immunosorption,

wherein said film consists essentially of protein, partially hy-

drolysed protein, peptide or a combination thereof, crosslinked

in situ with a crosslinking agent on the surface of the carrier

body into a coherent film enveloping the surface and clinging

thereto.

4,478,948

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE ACTIVITY OF USED
SUPPORTED SILVER CATALYSTS

Siegfried Rcbsdat Barg; Sigaraad Mayer, Bargkirchea, and

Joaef AUrimaedcr, HofiKhaUeni, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay,

aaaigBors to Hoechat Aktiengesellschaft, FrankAirt am Main,

Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay
FDed Aug. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,142

aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Aug. 7,

1982, 3229541

tat a^ BOIJ 23/96; C07D 301/10

MS. a. 502—25 5 Ctaiais

1. A method for improving the activity of a used supported

silver catalyst, used for the manufacture of ethylene oxide by

reaction of ethylene with oxygen or air, which method consists

essentially of:

(a) impregnating said used catalyst at a temperature from 80*

C. to 150*0 C. and for 0.75 hour to 10 hours with an

impregnating solution containing water, a water-miscible

organic solvent selected from the group consisting of

methanol, ethanol, propanol, and isopropanol, at least one

compound ofcesium, rubidium, or ofcesium and rubidium

in an amount providing from SO mg to 1000 mg per kilo-

gram of solution, said solution containing from 5 to 50

percent by weight of water,

(b) separating the impregnated catalyst from excess impreg-

nating solution; and

(c) drying the impregnated catalyst

2. A method as in claim 1 wherein said used catalyst is

hnpregnated at a temperature from 90*0 C. to 130* C.

4. A method as in claim 1 wherein said impregnating solution

contains from 10 to 40 percent by weight of water.

4,478,947

GAS PANEL SEAL GLASS
Robert A. Rita, Lake Katriae, N.Y., anigaor to lattraatioaal

BaaiacH MacUaea Coipontioa, Anaoak, N.Y.

CoatinBatioa of Scr. No. 174»«i8, JaL 31, 1980, abaadoacd. TMa

appUcatioa Jaa. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 505.025

tata>G03Ci//2
UAa 501—15 7 OalBS

1. A non-crystallizing sealing glass composition, capable of

forming a seal at about 425* C. consisting essentially of firooi

about 75.50 to 84.00 wt % PbO, from about 1 1.24 to 14.25 wt

% B2O3, 1.80 to 2.90 wt. % ZiO, and 2.6 to 9.4 wt % BItOi,

and /3*eucryptite in an amount sufficient to provide a coeffici*

4,478,949

PARA-SELECTTVE ZEOLITE CATALYSTS TREATED
WITH SULFUR COMPOUNDS

Warrca W. Kacdiag. Wcctfldd, NJ., aarigaor to MobO Ofl

Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

DirisiOB of Ser. No. 277,486, Jaa. 26, 1981, Pat No. 4,365,104.

This appUcatioa Aug. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 413,190

tat a.J BOU 29/06. 29/28. 27/14

MS. CL 502-77 9 Claims

1. A process for treating zeolite based catalysts, said cau-

lysts comprising a crystalline zeolite material characterized by

a silica to alumina ratio of at least 12 and a constrainfindex of

from about 1 to 12 and from about 0.25% to 25% by weight of

a modifying oxide selected from magnesium oxide, phos|dK>rus

oxide and mixtures of said oxides, said process comprising

contacting said catalyst with a sulfur-based treating agent

selected from hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide under condi-

tions capable of enhancing the para-selectivity of said catalysts

in the conversion ofaromatic compounds to dialkyl-substituted

benzene compounds.
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4^78,950
ACTIVITY ENHANCEMENT OF HIGH SIUCA
ZEOUTBS BY THERMAL TKEATMENT WITH

ALKALINE ALUMINATE
PochnOm W«t Deptford, NJ^ MrifBor to MoUl OU Corpo-
ntkm. New York. N.Y.
Ci»tinulloiHiii.p«t of Scr. No. 288,604, Jul. 30, 1981,

•bndoMd. lUs appUcttioo Apr. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 488,505
lot a^ BOIJ 29/28. 37/00

UAa502-85 rJCUim
1. A method for enhancing the activity of a high siUca-con-

taining crystalline zeolite material having a silica-to-alumina
ratio greater than 20 which comprises contacting said material
with a solution containing organic cations selected from the
group consisting of tetraalkylammonium, cations of alkyla-
mhies and mixtures thereof and aluminum ions for a period of
time of from 1 hour to 30 days at a temperature of from 50* C.
to 300* C at autogenous pressures and at a pH of at least 7,

calcining said solution contacted material at a tempeature of
ftxMn 200* C. to 600* C, ion exchanging said calcined material,
and calcining said ion-exchanged material at a temperature of
from 200* C. to 600* C.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the organic cations com-
prise tetraalkylammonium cations.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the zeolite material
comprises an acid zeolite selected from the group consisting of
ZSM-S. ZSM-1 1 and ZSM-ll

dihalide with alkyl haUdes or aryl halides or mixtures of
these to form an organometalUc substance in-aitu;

(b) contacting transition metal alkoxides, siloxides or mix-
tures of these with (a), tlwn

(c) adding alkylating agenu to the product of (b) to form a
polymerization catalyst, with the proviso that substan-
tially all unreacted alkyl or aryl haUdes are removed
before step (c).

4,478,983

POLYMERIZATION PROCESS OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE
POLYMER AND CATALYST THEREFOR

Hdmei YoU, Sakai, aad YoaUo Oka'aoto, AangHiU, both of
Japan, aaaignors to IMcel Chemical lodntrtea, Ltd., Sakal,

Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,584
Claims priority, appllcttioB JapuL Mar. 9, 1962, 57-36909

lat a^ O08F 4/46. 4/48
VJS. 0, 502-155 8 nmimf

1. A polymerization catalyst for preparing on optically ac-
tive polymer, comprising a complex of (A) an asymmetric
ligand compound of the formula CD or formula (II):

4^78,951
TITANIUM TRICHLORIDE CATALYST COMPONENT
ANDTHE PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF
Totcmo Huff, BaytowB, Tex^ aHiSMr to Exxon Rcaearch A

EigioeerlBg Co., Florhaa Park, NJ.
Fllad Jan. 3, 1983, So*. No. 415,168

lat CL^ C08F 4/64
UAa 502-108 21 Claims

19. The method of preparing a non-friable, highly active
Ziegler-type TiQj catalyst composition comprising:

(a) contacting TiCU with an organoaluminum compound at
a temperature in the range of about -50* C. to about 30*

C. to produce a TiCh reduced solid product,
(b) contacting the reduced solid TiQs product with an
amount of a mixture ofpropylene and Unear Cg-Cigalpha-
olefin under polymerization conditions to obtain a re-
duced TiCb solid product containing about 5 to 35 weight
percent of prepolymerized copolymer of propylene and
linear Ci-Cis alpha-olefbi baaed on the weight <rf TiCls,
wherein the ratio of the infrared spectrum of said copoly-
mer at 720 cm-': to the infrared spectrum plectrum of
said copolymer at 975 cm- • is in the range of 0.04 to 0.20,
and

(c) treating said prepolymerized reduced solid with one of
(a) a chlorinated hydrocarbon having at least 2 carbon
atoms and a Lewis base complexing agent of (b) TiCU and
a Lewis base complexing agent to convert the prepolym-
erized TiQj reduced solid to a substantially non-friable
highly active, crystaUine prepolymerized TIQa composi-
tion.

R1-CH2-CH-CH-CH2-IU

OR2 OR3

R1-CH2-CH CH-CH2-R4

\>
C

(0

00

in which Rj and R4 each is

—O—R7. —S—R7. —

N

/
\

R7 ^-1

4,478,952

SUPPORTED CATALYST FOR OLEFIN
POLYMERIZATION

Mark P. Mack, aid QgkaT. Barge, both ofPoaeaaty,OkhL,
MifMrs to E. L da Poat de NaoMNva and Compoay, WU-
auagtaOflM.

FUed Mar. 18, 1983, Sar. No. 476,906
lot a* GO8F 4/64. 4/61 4/68

UAa 502-110 MChtaa
1. A method tor forming a supported activated catalyst for

olefin polymerization comprising

(a) contacting a mixture ofmagnesium metal and magnesium

R2f R3> Rs. R6, R7 and Rg each is aOcyl having 1 to 10 carbon
atoms; X is hydrogen, alkyl having 1 to 10 carbon atoms or
halogen; and n is a number of 1 to 4; and (II) an anionic initiator
capable of forming a complex with said Ugand compound and
effective for initiating polymerizatioQ qfmunomers containing
a vinyl group, said anionic initiator containing a carbanimi or
a nitrogen anion derived from a secoodar)' amine.

4,478,954

SYNTHESIS GAS REACTION
John F. GoBooUy, Glen EUyo; Anold N. Wanqarberg, CUeago,
and Robert F. Waters, CalaaMtCity, 'lU of OL, asstpma to
Standard OU Conpany (ladiaaa), Chicago, 111,

FUed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497.401
lot 0.3 C07C 1/04. .17/Oi

VJS. a. 518-700 28 Clafana
1. A method for converting carboo monoxide and hydrogen

to hydrocarbons of high light olefin vtd alcohol content, com-
prising combining carbon nKMOxide and hydrogen in synthesis
proportions and under synthesis conditions comprising tem-
peratures in the range of from about 290* C to about 350* C.
in a slurry in a Uquid that is substantially sulfiir-free and inert
under the synthesis conditions, of an active carbon catalyst
comprising a substantially utiform di^eision of at least one of
a chromium component, an aluminum component, a manga-
nese component or a tungsten component in a porous carbon
matrix and elementid iron eithet depoaited thereon or substan-
tially uniformly dispersed thenan, wherein the concentratim
of active carbon in the catalyst is firom aboat 20 to about 90
weight percent, based on the weight of die catalyst, wherein
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the concentration of elemental iron in the catitfyst is from

about 5 to about 50 weight percent, based on the weight of the

catalyst, wherein the total concentration of the chromium
component, the aluminum component, the manganese compo-
nent or tungsten component or a combination thereof in the

catalyst is from about 5 to about 40 weight percent, based on

the weight of the catalyst and calculated as the elemental metal

or metals, and wherein each of the chromium, aluminum,

manganese and tungsten components that is present is in the

form of the elemental metal, its oxide or a combination thereof

4,478,955

UPGRADING SYNTHESIS GAS
Frederick A. Pesa, Aorora, and Aone M. Graham, Northfleld,

both of Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil Company, GcTe*

land, Ohio
Contkraotion of Ser. No. 332,772, Dec. 21, 1981, abandoned.

His appUcation No?. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 552,556

Int a.3 C07C 1/04. 27/06

VS. a. 518—713 44 Cbdms
1. A process for the upgrading of synthesis gas to obtain

selectivity to olefins and carboxylic acids comprising contact-

ing carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the vapor phase at a

reaction temperature of at least 250* C. and a reaction pressure

of at least 500 psi with a catalyst of the formula

MflA^RuCucNjOx

wherein

A is an alkali metal or an alkaline earth metal or mixtures

thereof,

wherein

M is Ce, Cr, Fe, Mn, Mo, Zn or mixtures thereof, and

wherein

a is to about 0.5

b is about 0.002 to about 2,

c is about 0.5 to about 3,

z is to about 1 weight percent and

X is the number of oxygens needed to fulfill the valence

requirements of the other elements.

4,478,956

PROCESS FOR PREPARING BISPHENOLS USING
PYRIDINEALKANErHIOL DERIVATIZED

SULPHONATED CATION EXCHANGE RESINS
Takoo MaU, FnJinwa; Tetmo Maanyama, Machida; Toshiham

Yokoyama, and Yoahiko Fnjiyama, both of Yokohama, all of

Japan, aaaignors to Mitsnbiahi Chemical Indnatrics Limited,

Tokyo, Japan

DlTlskM of Scr. No. 279,692, Jol. 2, 1981, Pat No. 4,423,252.

This application Aug. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,214

Clafans priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 7, 1980, 55*108595;

Aug. 12, 1980, 55-110785

Int a.3 BOIJ 31/10

VJS. a. 521—32 3 Claims

1. A sulfonic acid type cation exchange resin 2-20% modi-

fied with a pyridinealkanethiol of the formula:

Py-(CH2)«SH

4,478,957

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY
RESIUENT, COLD-CURING POLYURETHANE FOAMS
Bwnd-Jaergen Klictsch, Gelsenkirchen-Bncr, Hana-Jonchim

KoUmeicr, Fasan; Hebnut Lonunerting, Herbede, and Rolf-

Dieter langmhagrn, Hattingea Nicderwenigsm, all of Fad.

Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to Th. GoMachmidt AG, Eaaan,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Sep. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 532,579

CUUms priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 17,

1982, 3234462

Int a» C08G 18/14. 18/72. 18/32. 18/48

VJS.a 521—112 16 Claims

1. In a process for the manufacture of highly resilient, cold-

curing polyvTethane foams wherein polyisocyanates which are

at least difunctional are reacted with polyols having at least

two hydroxy! groups per molecule, of which at least 40% on

the average are primary hydroxyl groups, the polyols having

an equivalent weight per hydroxyl group of 700 to 3,000, in the

presence of catalysts, blowing agents, emulsifiers, and loam

stabilisers, the improvement which comprises using as the

foam stabilizer, polysiloxane-polyoxyalkylene block copoly-

mers wherein

(a) the pclysiloxane block is linear or branched and contains

an average of 4 to 25 silicon atoms, wherein the organic

radicals linked to the silicon atoms are polyoxyalkylene or

methyl radicals and up to 30% of the methyl radicals can

be replaced by radicals selected from the group consisting

of substituted alkyl radicals with I to 4 carbgn atoms,

phenyl radicals, and mixtures thereof;.. < ., . .

<

(b) the polyoxyalkylene portion cofisists of at least two
polyoxyalkylene blocks, A| and A2». y(hich are formed

from oxyethylene and oxypropylen^ \uil», wherein bkxk
Ai is formed from 45 to 100 mole percent of oxyethylene

units and«55 to mole percent, of oxypropylene units and

block A2 is formed from to SO mole percent of oxyethyl-

ene units and 100 to 50 mole percent of oxypropylene

units, the molecular weight of the polyoxyalkylene blocks

Ai and A2 in each case being 150 to 1.200 and the molar

ratio of blocks A|:A2 falling in the range of 20:80 to 80:20,

and

(c) the polysiloxane block is linked to the polyoxyalkylene

blocks by SiOC or SiC bridges, 1.5 to 10 polyoxyalkylene

blocks being linked to each polysUoxane block on the

average.

4,478,958

METHOD FOR PREPARING PHENOUC FOAMS USING
ANHYDROUS ARYL SULFONIC ACID CATALYSTS

John D. Carlaon, Bradford Woods; Edward W. Kifer, Trtifbrd;

Vincent J. Wojtyna, Lyndora, and Jamaa P. Colton, Monroe-

riUc aU of Pa., aaaignors to Kopper Company, Inc., Pitta-

barih,Pa.

Continnation-in-part of Scr. N9. 2f2^21, Jnl. 10, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jn|. 9,' |982, Scr. No. 396,707

The portion of the term of this petdft sobaeqaent to 4pr. 24,

2001, hat bcMtidliclaimcd.

htCa^fXit 9/14

U.S. CL 521—121

•^•ri^

12Claiau

XJTrTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.lGr.y*

wherein n is a positive integer and Py is a 3-pyridyI when n is 1. a process for preparing phenolic foam having cell walls

1, or 2-, 3- or 4-pyridyl when n is more than 1. substantially free of perforations and ruptures caused by water
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comprising foaming and curing a foamable phenolic resole

composition of the type comprising an aqueous phenolic re-

sole, blowing agent, surfactant, and acid curing catalyst

wherein the foamaUe phenolic resole composition contains at

least about S percent by weight water and wherein the acid

curing catalyst is an anhydrous aryl sulfonic acid that has a

pKa less than about 2.0 and that reduces the compatibility of

the aqueous phenolic resole with water sufficiently enough to

prevent perforations and ruptures in the cell walls of the phe-

nolic foam caused by water and wherein the anhydrous aryl

sulfonic acid is used as a liquid in an amount sufficient to

prevent perforations and ruptures in the cell walls of the foam
caused by water said amount being at least 6 percent by weight

of the foamable phenolic resole composition.

M78,9S9
AMINO AND AMIDO DIVALENT METAL

CARBOXYLATES USEFUL AS CATALYSTS FOR
POLYURETHANE FORMULATIONS

IbraUa S. Bcchara, Macoagic aod Rocco L. MafdoU, Media,
both of Pa^ aHigaon to Air Prodacti aad Chwiicala, Inc^
AllcatowB, Pa.

Filed Sep. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 537,471

lat a.J O08G 18/14. 18/18; C07F 7/22

VJS.a S21—124 21 daina
1. Compounds corresponding to either of the formulae:

" ^L O O
» N—C—A—C—

O

V M. or

/ \ ¥ H
• N—R3—O—C—A—C—

O

\ /
M

wherein R] and Ri are independently C1-C20 alkyl, Q-Cjo
cyclohydrocarbyl, Ci-CnhydroxyalkyI or alkoxyalkyl, or Ri
and R2 together with N form a nitrogen-containing heterocy-

clic ring of S or 6 atoms;

R3 is a —CHi)n group where n is an integer from 2 or 6 or

a

—CH2—CH—
K4

group where R4 is an alkyl, cycloalkyl or aryl group ofup
to 6 carbon atoms;

H H
I IC — C— or —C — C—

J \_ J \
"^x' h V ^

*mm^

wherein Rs and R« are independently hydrogen, C1-C4
alkyl or Rs and R« together form part of a six-member
cyclohydrocarbyl ring, and

M is divalent tin, zinc, cobalt or nickel.

8. A method for catalyzing the reaction between an organic

isocyanate and an organic compound having an active hydro-
gen which comprises reacting the organic isocyanate and the

active hydrogen compound in the presence of a catalytic

amount of the compound of claim 1.

4,478,960

DIPHENYLMETHANE DIISOCYANATE-BASED UQUID
POLYISOCYANATE MIXTURES CONTAINING
URETHANE GROUPS, PROCESS FOR THEIR
PREPARATION AND THEIR USE FOR THE

PREPARATION OF FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
FOAMS

Ingolf Boetfae, Boeiil-lBBelheim; Matthias Mare, Bad Dnrkheim;
Giabert Schleier, Lodwigdiaita, and Rcinhard Peters, Mn*
nich, all of Fed. R^. of Germaoy, assigBors to BASF Aktien*
gesellachafk, LndwigahafeB, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay

FUed Oct 21, 1983, Ser. No. 544,257
Oains priority, applicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, No?. 10,

1982, 3241450

iBt a.3 C08G 18/14. 18/70: C07C 143/828
UJS. a. 521—160 6 Claims

1. A liquid, urethane group-containing diphenylmethane
diisocyanate-based polyisocyanate mixture having an isocya-

nate group content of 12 to 30 percent by weight obtained by
reaction at a temperature of 0* C. to 100* C. of

(a) at least one polyoxypropylene polyoxyethylene polyol
having a functionality of 2 to 4, a hydroxyl number of 10

to 63, and S to 30 percent by weight of oxyethylene based
on total weight of the polyol

with

(b) a polyisocyanate selected from the group consisting of:

(1) a mixture of isomeric diphenylmethane diisocyanates

and polyphenyl polymethylene polyisocyanate, con-

taining from 60 to 9S percent by weight of diphenyl-

methane diisocyanates, and

(2) isomeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate containing SO
to 100 percent by weight of the 4,4'-isomer,

with the proviso that when the isocyanate mixture (1) is used,

the polyol and the isocyanate are reacted in a ratio to provide
from 0.001 to 0. 19 equivalent hydroxyl group per equivalent of
isocyanate group and when the isomeric diphenylmethane
diisocyanates (2) are used, the polyol and the isocyanate are

reacted in a ratio to provide from 0.001 to 0.19 equivalent

hydroxyl group per equivalent isocyanate group followed by
dilution of the reaction product with 10 to 60 percent by
weight of a diphenylmethane diisocyanate-polyphenyl poly-

methylene polyisocyanate mixture containing 4S to 80 percent

by weight of diphenylmethane diisocyanates.

6. Flexible polyurethane foams prepared using the liquid,

urethane group-containing polyisocyanate mixtures of claim 1.

4,478,961

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE COMPOSITION
Masakazu Taoaka, Osaka, aad Ken Morayama, Otia, both of

Japan, aaaignora to Toyo Boaeki Kabashika Kaisha, Osaka,
Japan

Filed No¥. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,705

Claima priority, appUcatioa Japan, Nor. 18, 1981, 56-185914;

May 13, 1982, 57-81166

lat a.) C08L 27/06: A61F 1/00

VS. CL 523—105 5 Clairas

1. A polyvinyl chloride composition, which comprises 100

parts by weight of polyvinyl chloride and S to ISO parts by
weight of a modified polyester having a number average mo-
lecular weight of 1,000 to 100,000 which is prepared firom (A)

a polyester having a carboxyl group at tenninal thereof and
containing an ester unit of total carbon atoms of 8 to 20 in the

diol component and the dicarboxylic acid component, said

polyester (A) having a number average molecular weight of

SOO to 20,000 and having an acid value of 3 to 22S, and (B) a

compound having epoxy groups at both terminals thereof

using an alkali metal salt ofan aliphatic mono- or di-carboxylic

acid having 6 to SO carbon atoms as a catalyst.

5. A blood transmitting tube or blood handling device,

which is produced by processing a polyvinyl chloride compo-
sition to form the desired tube or device, or by coating the

polyvinyl chloride composition onto a conventional tube or

device, said polyvinyl chloride composition comprising 100
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parts by weight of a polyvinyl chloride and S to ISO parts by

weight of a modified polyester having a number average mo-

lecular weight of 1,000 to 100,000 which is prepared from

(A) a polyester having a carboxyl group at terminal thereof

and containing an ester unit of total carbon atoms of 8 to

20 in the diol component and the dicarboxylic acid com-

ponent, said polyester having a number average molecular

weight of SOO to 20,000 and having an acid value of 3 to

22S, and

(B) a compound having epoxy groups at both terminals

thereof selected from the group consisting of compounds

of the formula:

CH2-CH-CH2O-R1-OCH2-CH-CH2

^O^ O

(D

wherein R| is an alkylene having 2 to SO carbon atoms, an

aralkylene having 7 to SO carbon atoms, an oxyalkylene

having 2 to SO carbon atoms, a group of the formula:

0"0"
^ \~x-/ V0-CH2-

4,478,962

BINDER COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING FURFURYL
ESTER AND FURFURYL ESTER-FURUYL ALCOHOL

COMBINATIONS
Wayne D. Woodson, DaavUle, DL, aMlgaor to CL ladastrtoa,

Inc., DaaTille, 111.

CoatiaaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 352,376, Feb. 25, 1982,

abandoned, which is a coatiaaatioa-ia«part of Ser. No. 306,965,

Sep. 30, 1981, abaadoaed. This appUcatloB JoL 5, 1983, Ser. No.

510,835

lat CV C08F 32/06: B22C 11/22

U.S. a. 523-144 23 C3alM

1. An acid-curable binder composition comprising

(a) a furfuryl alcohol prepolymer, and

(b) a dibasic acid diester of the composition

R'02C(CH2)„C02R'

wherein n is from 1 to 8, R' b a furfuryl group, and R' is a

furfuryl group or a methyl group.

21. A sand core or mold comprising a shaped, filled body

comprising an inorganic solid particulate material and a cured

binder composition comprising an acid cured

(a) dibasic diester having the formula

00-CH-CH2lli^

OH

wherein X b isopropylidene, methylene, sulfonyl or oxy,

^d n is an integer of 1 to 10,

CH2-CH-CH2O-C-R2-C-OCH2-OI-CH2 (ID

R>02C(CH2)»C02R'

wherein n is from 1 to 8, R' is a fiirfuryl group and R^ is a

furfuryl or a methyl group, or

(b) mixture comprising said dibasic acid diester and a furfu-

ryl alcohol prepolymer.

4^78,963

FILLER PARTICLES COATED WITH REACTIVEUQUID
POLYMERS IN A MATRIX RESIN

FMerick J. McGarry, Wcstoa, Mass., asslgaor to Ite B. F.

Goodrich Compaay, Akron, Ohio

CoatiaaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 176«425, Aag. 8, 1980,

abaadoaed. Tliis applicatioa May 31, 1983, Ssr. No. 499,618

lat CL^ C08L 67/06

VS.a 523-205 19 Oaia*

1. Composition of matter devoid of an ethylenically unsatu-

rated add or anhydride containing essential components con-

sisting essentially of filler particles, a functionally-terminated

elastomeric reactive liquid polymer as a thin film disposed on

each of said filler particles, and a polymeric matrix in which

said coated filler particles are embedded, said liquid polymer

havmg Tg in the range of about 20* to -200* C. and number

average molecular weight in the range ofabout 1,000 to 20,000.

wherein R2 is an alkylei.'e having 2 to SO carbon atoms, an

alkylene having 2 to SO c*'rt»n atoms, an aralkylene hav-

ing 7 to SO carton atoms, or k^n •romatic group havmg 6 to

30 carbon atoms, and

CH2-CH-CH20-C-R3-OCH2-ai-CH2
(HI)

Wherein R3 is an alkylene having 2 to SO carbon atoms, a

bydroxyalkylene having 2 to SO carbon atoms, an iwatty-

l«Be having 7 to SO carbon atoms, or an aromatic group

S^6 1? 30 carton atoms, using an aM metal sjat

^
n^hatic mono- or di<arboxylic aod havmg 6 to 50

carton atom « a catalyst.

4,478,964

POLYCARBONATE*SIUCATE COMPOSITIONS
_jdl P. Ckrlar, Jr., New MartiBtfillc W. Va., aHl^or to

Mabay Clsaiical Corporatiea, Phtabargh, Pa.

Cwtfaaatfaa-i^-part of Ser. No. 270,708, Jaa. 5, 1981,

lar - lUi appttcalloa Dae. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 33M68
lat CL' O08L 69/00

VS.a 523—216 17 OalM
1. A p<riycaibonate film comprising

(i) an aromatic thermoplastic polycarbonate resin, and

(ii) between a02S to S phr of a silicate having an average

particle size of about 0.0S to about 20 microns, said silicate

selected from the group consisting of hydrous alumino

silicates, anhydrous alumino silicates, sill^nanite minerals

and woUastonite.
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M7t,MS
MELT PROCESSABLE PERFLUOROCARBON RESIN

WITH DEGRADATION RETARDER
Tkoan P. Cmmumm, Newtown Sqatvc, and Mitiic K. Ram-
d, Smuc both of Pi^ aaigBon to E. I. Dn Pont dc Nc>
oon ad Coapuy, WflaiagtoB, Del.

Flhd May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,954
Irt. a^ 0D8K i/lO, 3/34; G08L 27/18

U.S.a 52»*218 15 ciajaH
1. A compontion consisting essentially of perfluorocartwn

resin and zeolite, said composition having a melt viscosity at

temperatures below 380* C. of less than 10^ poises.

4,478,967

PHOTOLABILE BLOCKED SURFACTANTS AND
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THE SAME

GUbcrt L. Efau, White Beur Ldte, and John E. Trend, St Paul,
both of Minn., Msignon to Minnesota Mining and Mannftc*
tyring Cenpaay, Saint Paul, Minn.

Filed Aug. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 177,288
tot a.3 C08K 5/42: C07C 143/02. 143/06

\5S. a. 524-86 20 dains
1. A photolabile blocked surfactant compound having the

general formula (P—X—aR wherein
(—X)aR is the hydrogen-eliminated residue of a surfactant

having the formula (H—X—aR wherein X is a polar
divalent radical having the formula

4,478,966

CELLUL06IC BOARD
Gate Hclgmon, Vallentua; BJ«m MaiMoa, Sundsrall, and
NOa-Hakan Wallin, ViOliaiby, all of Sweden, aaaignor* to AB
Caaeo, StoekholB^ Sweden
DiTiaion of Ser. No. 29^45, Apr. 13, 1979, abandoned. Iliii

application Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,088
OaiM priority, application Sweden, Apr. 28, 1978, 7804942

tot a.} C08L 1/02
UA a 524-13 7 dainu

1. A cellulosic board that is formed by the steps which
include

(a) providing a cellulosic particulate material in the form of
chips, Mwdust or cutter shavings, such material having a
moisture content below 6 percent by weight,

(b) mixing at least a part of the material from step (a) with a
liquid that contains urea in a concentration adapted to
avoid subsequent drying of the material, in an amount
sufficient to give between 0.2 and 2 weight percent of the
urea in the total cellulosic material, and allowing the urea
to penetrate into and be retained in the particulate mate-
rial,

(c) adding a urea-formaldehyde glue with a mole ratio of
formaldehyde to urea within the range of 1.1:1 to 1.4:1, or
such a glue modified with melamine, to the particulate
cellulosic material after the urea has penetrated into the
particulate cellulosic material,

(d) shaping the material resulting from step (c), having a
moisnire content below 14 percent by weight, into a de-
sired form, and

(e) consolidating the shaped material by application of heat
and pressure into a cellulosic board.

4 A cellulosic board dut is formed by the steps which
include

(a) providing a cellulosic particulate material in the form of
chips, sawdust or cutter shavings, such material having a
moisture content below 6 percent by weight,

(b) mixing at lent a part of the material from step (a) with a
water dispersion containing between S and SO percent by
weight of wax and S to SO percent by weight of urea in a
concentration adapted to avoid subsequent drying of the
material, in an amount sufficient to give between 0.2 and 2
weight percent of the urea in the total cellulosic material
and allowing the urea to penetrate into and be retained in
the particulate material,

(c) adding a urea-formaldehyde glue with a mole ratio of
formaldehyde to urea within the range of 1. 1:1 to 1.4:1, or
rach a glue modified with melamine, to the particulate
cellulosic material after the urea of step (b) has penetrated
into the particiilate cellulosic material,

(<1) "l^yna the material resulting from step (c), having a
nKNStwe content below 14 percent by weight, into a de-
sired fbm, and

(e) consolidating the sh^)ed material by application of heat
and pressure into a cellulosic board.

O
II

-OS-;
II

O

P is a photolabile masking group which prior to exposure to
actinic radiation masks the polar properties ofX and upon
exposure to actinic radiation will unmask the polar prop-
erties of X;

R is a hydrophobic group which provides in said surfactant
C*—X—aR a log (critical micelle concentration) equal to
or less than —2; and

a is a number from 1 to 4 to satisfy the valency of R.

4,478,968 *
MANUFACTURE OF RESIN EXTENDED PIGMENTS

Edward E. Jaffe, Wilmington, Del., aarignor to Oha-Gcigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,596
tot a.3 C08K 5/34. 5/56: C08J 3/20: C09C 3/10

UAa 524-88 20 ClahM
1. A process comprising converting a crude organic pigment

into a highly aggregated pigment product of low crystallinity
followed by milling the thus obtained pnxluct in the presfijci
of from 10-7S% by weight based on the amount of pi^Tflem rf
a water-insoluble thermoplastic resin, water havir^ « m ©f
from 7-14 occupying essentially all of the vo\di bdow ilia
level of the grinding elemenu in the mill ar^d up to i5% by
weight, based on pigment, of an organic li-^uid which doM ft^
exert solubilizing action on the resiri an<*^ which is muiXl tt i
separate phase from the water, in fji a'jiouatwUeh b dfe^KVft
in improving the crystalHnity of ihf- pigaentpuM»

4»41M6»

, ^ ^^'^^I-YMERCTAlOttAnON
Jerry O. Reed, ud RattM D. Mathia, both of Bartiai*in«.

Ce^.uation-i»faft vT Ser. No. 377^13, May 11. 1982.

U^ /^ ,^S«^a3 088K5/l#;ai8G 7S/H ^^UA CI. 524^106
22 CUomL A resin composition exhibiting improved heat stability

comprising a poly(arylene sulfide) resin containing an efTective
sta^dizmg amount sufficient to retiird i«sin curing and cross-
l»nkmf of at least one substituted anudo triazole
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4,478,970

POLYPHENYLENE ETHER RESIN BLENDS
REINFORCED WITH FINELY DIVIDED PARTICULATE

CLAY OF NARROW SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Visnddis Aboliai, Dehnar, Robert J. Azelrod, GlenaMNit and

Peter H. Shu, Schenectady, aU of N.Y., aarigaors to General

Electric Company, Pittifleld, Mass.

Filed Dec 21, 1983, Ser. No. 564,479

tot a.3 COOK 5/53

VJS.a 524-125 18 Claims

1. A plasticized thermoplastic composition, comprising

(a) a polyphenylene ether resin;

(b) an effective amount of a plasticizer; and

(c) a finely divided, particulate clay filler having the follow-

ing characteristics:

(i) a mean equivalent spheric^ diameter of from 0.2 to 0.4

microns, and

(ii) 98 percent by weight or more are finer than 2 microns.

CH2—C-C-O-R2

wherein Ri is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, and R2 is an alkyl

group containing 1 to 30 carlxm atoms copolymerized to-

gether, an ammonium salt and glycerine.

4,478,971

HIGH TEMPERATURE EXTRUDED POLYVINYL
ALCOHOL MONOFILAMENT AND PROCESS FOR THE

PREPARATION THEREOF
Larry Ballard, Columbia, S.C., assipior to Shakespeare Com*

pany, Columbia, S.C.

FUed Jul. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512,080

tot CU C08J 5/00: COOK 5/05: COOL 29/04

VS. CL 524—376 24 Claims

1. A process for the high temperature extrusion of polyvinyl

alcohol monofilament soluble in water comprising the steps of:

blending from about 80 to 98 percent by weight of a previ-

ously hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol resin having a number

average molecular weight of from about 10,000 to 200,000

and a degree of hydrolysis of from about 8S to 96 percent

with from about 20 to 2 percent by weight of a plasticizer

selected from the group consisting of hydroxyethers hav-

ing an average molecular weight of less than 32S and

greater than SSO and having the formula

R
I

HO(CH2CHO)nR|

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl and Ri is hydrogen, an

alkyl group having from one to about 12 carbons and

aromatic groups having from six to about 10 carbon atoms

and n is an integer that will provide said average molecu-

lar weight, diols, triols and other polyols having from two

to about 10 carbons and mixtures thereof;

reducing the moisture content of said resin to a level of less

than about one percent and the volatile content thereof to

a level of less than about two percent; and

extruding said blend to form monofilaments; wherein said

monofilaments have a tenacity of from about 1.0 to S.O

grams per denier and an elongation at break of from about

five to SO percent.

4,478,973

RUBBER COMPOSITION CONTAINING FURNACE
CARBON BLACK

ShiiUi Miaono, and Hiroaki Saznki, both of Aichi, Japan, assiga-

ors to Tokai Carbon Co^ Ltd., Tvkyo, Japaa

FUai Jan. 31, 1984, Ser. No. 575,647

Oaims priority, applicatioB Japan, Jan. 31, 1983, 58-12888

tot a.3 C08K 3/04

U.S.a 524-496 4 OaiBH

1. A rubber composition which comprises 100 parts by

weight of basic rubber and 25 to 250 parts by weight of fiirnace

carbon black having the particle properties defined t>y an

N2SA higher than 60 mVg and a DBF higher than 108 ral/100

g and the following selective characteristic values.

True specific gravity^ -0.0006XN2SA-I- 1.8379

Tinting strength

(%)S0.6979xN2SA-0.4278xDBP-|-203.3

Range of aggregate size distribution (ADst) g0.6118x(Dst

mode diameter)-!- 30.6.

4,478,972

DIELECTRIC HEAT SEALED COATINGS
Jamca A. Conrady, Amherst Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Good*

rich Company, Akron, Ohio

Difiaion of Ser. No. 503,468, Jan. 13, 1983,. lids appUcation

Dec. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 565,312

tot a.3 COOK 5/05

UAd 524-388 « Ctaims

1. A dielectric heat scalable coating conipositi<» comprising

a water dispersion of an acrylate polymer comprising less than

10 weight percent of an olefinically unsaturated carboxylic

acid and greater than 60 weight percent of acrylate esters of

the formula

4,478,974

HETEROGENEOUS POLYMER LATEX OF
RELATIVELY HARD AND RELATIVELY SOFT
INTERPOLYMERS OF A MONOVINYUDENE
AROMATIC MONOMER AND AN AUPHATIC

CONJUGATED DIENE MONOMER
Do I. Klee, Midland, Mich., and Trautc Mundorf, Milan, Italy,

assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Continnation*in>part of Ser. No. 182,264, May 21, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 520,047

tot a.' CO8F 279/02

VS. CL 524—533 17 Claims

1. An aqueous synthetic polymer latex, the dispersed poly-

mer particles of which are heterogeneous and individually

comprise per 100 parts by weight of the polymer particle:

(a) from about 20 to about 45 parts by weight of a relatively

soft interpolymer domain having a glass transition temper-

ature less than about 25* C. and comprising in polymer-

ized form and based upon the total soft interpolymer:

(1) from about 25 to about 65 weight percent of a monovi-

nyhdene aromatic monomer; and

(2) from about 35 to about 75 weight percent of an open

chain aliphatic conjugated diene monomer, and

(b) from about 55 to about 80 partt by weight of a relatively

hard interpolyn^c domain having a glass transition

temperature greater than 25* C. and comprising, in poly-

merized form and based upon the total hard interpolymer

portion:

(1) from about 70 to about 90 weight percent of a monovi-

nylidene aromatic monomer,

(2) from about 10 to about 30 weight percent of an open

chain aliphatic conjugated diene mooMMr, and

{S) from about 0.5 to about 1 1 weight percent of a func-

tional compound selected from the class consisting of

addition polymerizable carboxylic acids, hydroxyalkyl

acrylates, and hydroxyalkyl methacrylates.
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4«478^5
OOMPOSmONS AND PROCESS FOR THE

OILPROOFING AND WATERPROOFING TREATMENT
OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

AaML.DcMafart,ClcraoBt,udMarfe^Ofi Liaa, Nogent-sur-
Oln, both of Fnaet, mitmin to Atochcn, CoarbcToie,

FIM Jn. 19, 1984, Ser. No. 572,026
ClaJw priority, ppUcatkM France, Jan. 28, 1983, 83 01346

Int a.) C08G 18/46
VS. a. 524-871 11 ctaims

1. A composition for the treatment of construction materials
which comprises, by weight:

(A) from 0.1 to 25% of at least one fluorinated copolymer
formed from:

(1) S to 70% ofone or more fluorinated esters of the formula:

Rf-W-Q—C-C—CH-R
H I

O R

(I)

in which Rf represents perfluoro alkyl with straight or
branched chain containing 2 to 20 carbon atoms, Q repre-

sents oxygen or sulfur, W represents a bivalent bond
connected to Q by carbon and capable of containing one
or more atoms of a member selected from oxygen, sulfur,

nitrogen and mixtures thereof, one of the symbols R repre-
sents hydrogen and the other symbol R represents hydro-
gen or alkyl containing 1 to 4 carbon atoms:

(2) 4 to 50% of one or more monomers of the formula:

CH2»C—C—O—R"—OH
R' O

01)

4,478,977

PHOTOPOLYMER DERIVATIVES OF POLYVINYL
ALCOHOL

John A. Sperry, Abingdon, and Dennis D. Magnire, Reading,
both of Engiaad, aasignort to Aatotype International Unrited.
Wantage, Ei"giytnf

FUed Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 475,637
aainw priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 23, 1982.

8211788

Int. a.} G03C 1/68
VJS.a 525-61 11 Claims

1. A photopoiymer, characterized by comprising a polyvinyl
alcohol derivative which incorporates a constituent of the
formula:

(I)\
CH—

O

/ \
CH2 CH+(CH2),-Oi»rZ-CHaCH-CX)-X

CH—

O

/

wherein m is or 1, n is an integer from 1 to 6, X is an aromatic
or heterocyclic group carrying at least one polar group and Z
is an aromatic group of the formula:

?c^.^,ZSrS" iJli^.Tw'*^'
'°"*^"*

\ '° ^•'"^ ^' "^ ^"' ""^ »»* •"^ P'««». "« the same or

JS^tn.^ represents alkylenecontammg 2 to diflTerent and each represents a hydrogen or a halogen atom or

(3) to 91% oT^ne or more unuturated monomen other

"" '^y'' '^-y- ^roxyalkyl. hydroxy, nitro or cyano group.

than and copolymerizable with the monomers of formulas
(D«BdaD;

(B) from 2 to 25% of at least one polyisocyanate or isocya-
nate prepolymer which may be aUphatic or aromatic;

(Q tnm 0.1 to 10% of at least one catalyst; and
(D) one or more diluting solvents to make up to 100%, the

content of non-volatiles in the composition not exceeding

4,478,976

WATER-INSOLUBLE PROTEIN MATERIAL, ITS
PREPARATION AND ITS USE

Hana-Hclant Gocrtx; Steftu MardnowsU, both of Lodwipha-
«n, and Axel Saancr, F^ankentbal, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcr-
Buny, aarignon to BASF Akticngescllschaft, Fed. Rep. of

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,317
priority, qiplication Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25.

1981.3138194
/• !• .

Int a.) coej 9/00
UAa 525-54.1 SCtota.

1. A water-insoluble protein material consisting essentially
of a biologically active protein on a water-insoluble carrier,
wherein the protein is adsorbed onto a water-insoluble copoly-
mer baaed on 30 to 99 percent, by weight of the copolymer, of
N-vinylimidazole or substituted N-vinylimidazoles, 1 to 70
percent by weight of a copolymerizable, polyolefinically un-
saturated monomer and to 69 percent by weight of mono-
men which are copolymerizable therewith.

4,478,978

TOUGHENED POLYAMIDE BLENDS
MignelJ. Roora. Parkenborg, W. Va., iHigBor to E. L Dn Pont
dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington. Del.

Dirision of Ser. No. 198,356, Oct 20, 1980, PmL No. 4,346,194»
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 114,240. Jan. 22,
1980, abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No.

407322
Int CL> G08L 77/00; GD8F 8/30

VS. CL 525-66 3 rutm»
1. A thermopkstic polyamide blend comprising:

(a) 60-97% by wei^t ofa thermoplastic polyamide which is

a mixture of 20-80% by weight 66 nylon and complemen-
tally 80-20% by weight 6 nylon, and complementally

(b) 3-40% by weight of a polymeric, toughening agent that

is an ionic copolymer of at least one a-olefin and at least

one a,/3-unsaturated carboxylic acid which can contain a
third copolymerizable monomer, in which the acid moiety
is at least partially ionized by neutralizmg with metal basic

salts.
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4,478,979

COMPOSITION COMPRISING COPOLYMERS OF A
VINYL AROMATIC COMPOUND AND AN

UNSATURATED CYCUC ANHYDRIDE AND IMPACT
IMPROVERS

ViafaMis Abolina, Delmar. John C. Gooaaena, Monnt Vernon;

¥ni F. Holnb, Schenectady, and Gin F. Lee, Jr., Albany. aU

of N.Y.. aasignon to General Electric Company, Pittaflcld,

Mass.

Diriaion of Ser. No. 333,984, Dec 23, 1981, Pat No. 4,404,321,

which is a dirision of Ser. No. 163,422, Jun. 27, 1980,

abandoned, which U a dirision of Ser. No. 839,905, Oct 6, 1977,

Pat No. 4.234,701. lUs appUcation Jon. 24, 1983, Ser. No.

507.583

Int a» C08L 61/04

VS.a 525-68 " Ctata"

1. A thermoplastic molding composition which comprises an

intimate admixture of:

(a) a rubber-modified copolymer of a vinyl aromatic com-

pound and an a, /3-unsaturated cyclic anhydride;

(b) an impact modifier consisting essentially of a segmented

copolyester having a multiplicity of recurring intralinear

etherester and ester uniU;

(c) a polyphenylene ether resin; and

(d) an effective ductile impact strength improving amount of

a low molecular weight normally liquid polybutadiene

oligomer.

4,478.981

MIXTURES OF POLYACRYLATE RESINS AND
SILOXANE CARBONATE COPOLYMERS

Barry C. Arklea, Orehud, Pa., aaaignor to Petrarch Systema

Inc., Lerittown, Pa.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,525

Int a.3 C08L 33/08. 33/10. 33/12. 69/00

VS. a. 525-92 " Claims

1. A composition comprising an oxygen-permeable, trans-

parent alloy of a polyacrylic resin and a siloxane-carbonate

copolymer comprising an organo polysiloxane-bisphenol A
carbonate block copolymer.

4,478.980

BLENDS OF HIGHER ALPHA-OLEFIN POLYMERS AND
l^EPOXIDE POLYMERS

Joginder Lai, Akron, and Panl H. Sandatrom, Tallmadge, both

of Ohio, aaaigaon to The Goodyear Tin A Rubber Company,

Akron. Ohio
Filed Sep. 13. 1982. Ser. No. 416.794

Int a.» C08L 23/20. 71/00

UAa 525-187 10 Claims

1. A rubbery composition comprising a blend of between

95/5 and 5/95 weight percent of (1) a rubbery uiterpolymer

consisting of (a) at least 80 weight percent of at least one

a-olefin containing from 5 to 10 carbon atoms and (b) at least

one nonconjugated polyene containing from 5 to 30 cartxm

atoms with (2) an unsaturated polymer of an a-olefin oxide

prepared from 80 to 99.5 weight percent of at least one mono-

mer having the structure:

4,478.982

HIGH NTTRILE CONTENT BASED RESIN AND
METHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME

Shoichi Matanmnra; YoaUhiko Haahimoto; Hiroyaan

Fnrnkawa, and Masaaki Azoma, aU of Hyogo, Japan, aaeign-

ors to Kancgaftachi Kagakn Kogyo Kabnahiki Kaiaha, Osaka,

Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 108.471, Dec 31, 1979, abandoned.

TUs appUcation Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302.182

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 30, 1978, 53-165055

Int a.J C08F 279/04

VS. a. 525-316 13 Ctetaa

1. High nitrile content resin produced by graft polymerizing

in two consecutive and separate steps, comprising in a first

emulsion polymerization step,

(B) 5 to 40 parts by weight of a monomer mixture consisting

essentially of

30 to 60% by weight of unsaturated nitrile, and

70 to 40% by weight of other vinyl compound or com-

pounds containing aromatic vinyl compound as an

essential element, is substantially completely polymer-

ized in the presence of

(A) 5 to 25 parts by weight of rubber in latex containing at

least 50% by weight of a component to which 1,3-coiuu-

gated diene is polymerized; and in a second consecutive

emulsion polymerization step,

(Q 35 to 90 parts by weight of a monomer mixture consist-

ing essentially of

65 to 85% by weight of unsaturated nitrile, and

40 to 15% by weight of other vinyl compound mixture

containing aromatic vinyl compound and alkyl methac-

rylate and/or alkyl acrylate, is substantiaUy completely

polymerized onto the graft copolymer obtained in the

said first step.

(D

wherein Ri and R2 are selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen or a lower alkyl radical containing from 1 to 8 car-

bon atoms and R3 and R4 are selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, a lower alkyl radical containing from 1 to 8

carbon atoms and an alkoxyalkyl radical containing up to 12

carbon atoms, an aryl radical, a haloalkyl radical containing

from 1 to 12 carbon atoms and in which R3 and R4 taken

together may be trimethylene, tetramethylene, or hexamethyl-

ene, thereby forming a cyclic epoxide; with from 0.5 to 20

weight percent of a comonomer selected from the group con-

sisting of butadiene monoxide, isoprene monoxide, 1,2-epoxy-

3-allyloxypropane (allyl glycidyl ether), 4,5-epoxy-l-hexene,

4,5.epoxy-2-hexene, 1,5-cyclooctadiene monoepoxide, 1-vinyl-

3,4-epoxycyclohexane and Umonene monoxide.

4,478,983

POLYMER BOUND ARYL SUBSTITUTED CROWN
ETHERS

Dane K. Parker, MaaaUlon, Ohio, aaaignor to Hw Goodyear

Tin A Rubber Company, Akron. OUo
Diriaion of Ser. No. 354,563, Mar. 4, 1982,. lUs appUcation

Not. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 556,486

Int a» CD8F 8/00

VS.a 525-332J 1 Claim

1. In a chemical reaction process selected from the group

consisting of phase transfer oxidations, nucleophilic displace-

ments, reductions, carbene generation, condensations, alkyla-

tions and eliminations; wherein a phase transfer catalyst is

utilized, the improvement comprising the use of a phase trans-

fer catalyst of the following structural formula:
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CH2-CH

^
•CH2-CH—

-CH2-CH-

wherein n is 3 or 4 and the ratio of a to b to c mty vary from
1:98:1 to 50:49:1 to 1:49:».

4^78,984
SYWTHESIS OF BENZHYDRYLAMINE RESINS

WUUui M. BiTU, W«t Chcrtcr, fa., aarigiior to SadthKUiic
Bwknaa Corporattom Philadelphia, Pa.

FM Sep. 23, 1983, Sfr. No. 535,184
lat a.3 C08F 32/06

VS.a 525-333.6 3 ctaim.
1. The method of preparing a BHA resin compound of the

formula:

T y-CH-C«H4-R'

in which:

Ri is hydrogen, methyl, metboxy or nitro; and
R', taken with the C6H4 to which it is attached, is a polysty-

rene,

comprisiof reacting a compound of the formula:

4,478,985

(I) ,J*?I2!SS FOR THE PREPARATION OF RESINOUS
COMPOUNDS, COMPOUNDS PRODUCED THEREBYAND THEIR JJSE IN THERMOSEITING COATING

COMPOSITIONS
Jurrianus BekooQ; Werner T. Raadenbaseh; Stephen A. Sta-

chowiak; Petrw G. KooUnans, and Henriew P. H. Scholten,
•U of Anstecdam, Netherlands, aadsnon «> ShcU Ofl Cob-
pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 560,467

82S77*
^'^*'' •PPW«tion United Kingdom Dee. 22, 1982,

iMLCL^CMD 3/52. 3/58. 5/40
VS. a. 525-530

9 ctataM
1. A process for the preparation of cartoxyl-containing

resmous compounds, suitable for making waterKlilutable ther-
mosetting coating compositions after at least partial neutraliza-
tion with a base, wherein a non-acidic hydroxyl-containing
resmous mtermediate is reacted with a polycarboxyUcacS
•nhydnde at a temperature not higher than ISO* C, character^
ized in that a resinous intermediate, prepared by reacting at a
tempCTature in the range 120* to 180* C. in the presence of an
estenfication catalyst in one or more steps (a) a diglycidyl
ether of a dihydric phenol having a weight per epoxy (WPE)
not exceeding 1 100 with (b) a monofunctional phenol, and (c)
dimenzed unsaturated fatty acids in an epoxy, phenolic or
acidic equivalent ratio of (a), (b) and (c) from x/2/(x-2) to
(x+0.1x)/2/(x-2),whereinxisatlea8t4foradiglycidylether
haymg a WPE from 400 to 1 100 and X is at least 6 for a diglyci-
dyl ether having a WPE from below 400, is reacted wiUi a
polycarboxylic acid anhydride in an amount to produce a
half-ester having an acid value from about S to 80 mg KOH/g.

4,478,986

TRI-N-SUBSTTTUTED^TRIAZINE-TRIONE CHAIN
TERMINATOR FOR POLYVINYL CHLORIDE

POLYMERIZATION
WiUiam J. Reid, New Fairfield. Conn., assignor to Ciba-Geisy

Corporation, Aidslcy, N.Y.
--^•«w

DiTision of Ser. No. 280,389, Jul. 6, 1981, abudoncd. JUm
application Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,514

InUCL^CWF 2/38. 2/42
UAa526-83 5Chl„

1. In the process for the suspension polymerization of.vinyl
chloride monomer which comprises adding the monomer'to an
aqueous reaction system containing effective amounU of a
suspending agent and a polymerization initiator, terminating
the polymerization reaction and isolating the polyvinyl chlo-
ride, the improvement which comprises terminating the poly-
merization reaction by the addition to the rcMiion system at a
point within the range of 70 to 95% monoaMr convenion of
25-5000 ppm. by weight of a vinyl chloride monomer, of a
compound corresponding to the formula

Riiia

OH
.^. ^^ (CH})]C T
m»f9, with a pdyiiiiiwM containing rasin in V^^N^™'
•TaLawiiaddloflvtaPBriiiaoanpouad

I I

OH

^•^V.X y^^
jtS
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4,478,987

ALUMINA-BASED AEROGEL SUPPORTED
TRANSITION METAL CATALYST USEFUL AS A
ZIEGLER-NATTA OLEHN POLYMfeRlZATION

CATALYST AND PROCESS FOR PRSPARING SAME
Anthony J. Fanelll, Rockaway, and AboA IL Price, Oieiter,

both of NJ., assignors to Allied CorporatlMi, Morris Town-
ship, Morris County, SJ.

FUed Sep. M, 1982, Ser. No. 4^2^28
Int. a.) CD8F 4/02. 10/<A

^}S. Cl 526—97 16 Cbdan
' 1. A process for die polymerization and copolymerization of

alpha-olefms which comprises contaictii^ in alpha-olefin at a

temperature and at a pressure sufRciettt to initiate the polymer-

ization and copolymerization with a catalytic amount of

(a) a di(Ci-C|8 alkyl) chloroaluminuM t^dmpound or a tri(C-

i-Citalkyl) aluminum compoihid; lutid

(b) a catalyst produced by the rea^tidA <df a transition metal

compound formed from members sfiHected from the group
consisting of titanium, vanadium, hMntium, and zirconium

and from members selected froAi libe group consisting of

chlorides, oxychlorides, alkoxycMdirides and oxyalkoxy-

chlorides with a heat-activated alumina based aerogel

having a ffiorphok)gy by transAnsston electron micros-

copy comprising thin film-like smictures and having a

bulk density less than irixrat 0.10 ^cm^, a BET surface

area greater than about 300 rt^/% and a pore volume
greater than about 3 cm^/g luad obtained by heating an

alumina>based aerogel having ajnriwn contentsat a tejpn-

peratuse of at least about 400* €., Hi the presence of oxy-

gen, for a time sufficient to lihiiduce said heat^activated

alumina-based aerogel substiMtially free of carbon; said

alumina-based aerogel being prepared by venting a Ci-Cs
alcohol or mixture of saittek under supercritical conditions,

from a mixture comprisfog a hydrdyzable aluminum
compound, wi|ter, and a ^i-Cs alcohol.

POLYAffiRltAtlON METHOD
Thomas J. Pnllnkat, MoflUMI Estates, and Raymond E. Hnff,

Pafaitine, both of VB^t^ sniiaors to Chemplex Company, Roil-

big Meadows, lU.

DiYlsioa of Ser. No. 287>9M^ Jul 29, 1981, Pat No. 3,374,753.

IMs appUcation^ 24,1982, Ser. No. 381,730

ULa.}€08F4/OZ 10/02

VS.a 526-128 21 Chdns
1. The method ofmaking polymers and copolymers of ethyl-

ene which comprises poljinerizing ethylene, or ethylene and at

least one 1 -olefin uadeir fwlymerizing conditions with a cau-

lyst system compriliAg in alkyl or aryl aluminum compound
cocatalyst and a caial|hM prepared by:

(1) reacting an oitianic silicon compound with silica or

aluauna havtn| surface hydroxy! groups or a mixture

tharaof, said organic silicon compound being reactive

with said sinlhoc hydroxy! groups and silactad from the

group consisting of N, O-Ws^trinethyMly!) aratamidf

and coinpowKis of the formuhw (RjSihNH and RffSiXm

whanhi aad a ait I, 2 or 3, m«fBa4, X is a group

(2') reacting in the presence of a solvent the product of (1)

with the alcohol of (3); and,

(3') reacting the product of (2') with an organomagnesium

compound or complex; and

(4) reacting the product of (3) or (3') with a halide or alkox-

ide of titanium, vanadium, zirconium or mixtures thereof.

4,478,989

PROCESS-POR THE STEREOSPECIFIC
POLYMERIZATION OF AN ALPHA OLEFINJ^ND AN
ALPHA OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION CATALYST

SYSTEM
Brian L. Goodall, Houston, Tex., aad WUhebnina J. M. van der

Linden-Lenuners, Amsterdam, Netherlands^ aasigaors to Shell

Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Continaation-in-part of Ser. No. 348,400, Feb. 12, 1982,

abandoned^ which is a continuation of Ser. No. 158i082,Jnn. 10,

1980, abandoned. This appUcation Oct 26, 1963, Ser. No.

545,574

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, 4«m.41, 1979,

7920181

Int a.1 cow 4/64. 10/06

VS. a. 526-142 8 Claims

1. An olefin polymerization catalyst system composing a

solid component (a) and a separatcand independent cocatalyst

(b,i) or (b,ii) wherein component (a) is a catslytically active

titanium trihalide; component <b,i) is a reaction product of at

least one organoaluminum halide and at least one aromatic

compound, and component (b.ii) is a reaction product of at

least one organoaluminum halide, at least one aromatic com-
pound and at least one halogen-free organoaluminum com-
pound, wherein

(1) the aromatic compound is selected from the group con-

sisting of 2,6-di-tert.bittyl-hydroxy benzene, 2,6-di-terthu-

tyl-4-niethyl-hydroxy benzene, •2,6^i-tert.decyl-4-

methoxy-hydroxy benzene, 2,6^i-tert.butyl-4-isopropyl

hydroxy benzene, tri-(2,6-di-tert.hexyl-hydroxy-phenyl)

benzene, 1,3,5 tris-(2,6di-tert.butyl-hydroxy-phenyl)-2,4,6-

trimethyl benzene, 2,2-di-(2,6-di-tert.butyl-hydroxy-phe-

nyl) propane, di-(2,6-di-tert.butyl-hydF0xy-phenyl) meth-

ane, 2,6-di-tert.amyl-4-n-butyl-hydroxy benzene, 1,3-di-

tert.butyl-2-hydroxy anthracene, l,3-di-tert.hexyl-2-

hydroxy phenaathrene, l,3,6,8-tetr|-tert.butyl-2,7-diby-

droxy phenanthrene, 2,8-di-tert.butyl-hydroxy naphta-

lene, l,3-di-tert.haxyl-2-hydroxy naphtalene. 2,6-dicy-

clofaexyl-4-methyl-hydroxy benzene, 2.6<di-isopropyl-4-

meflioxy-h]{droxy benzene, and l,3-di-isoamyl-2rhydroxy

naphtalene;

(2) the (M-ganoahuninum halide is an alkylaluminum mono-
or dihalide;

(3) the halogen-firee organoaluminum compound is an alkyl-

aluminum compound;

(4) the molar ratio ofaluminum to aroaiatic conppouod in the

preparation ofcomponent (b,i) or (b,ii) is in the range from

05:1 to 3:1;

(5) said reaction products (b,i) and (b,ii) contain at least one

.
carbon-aluminum ibond; and

(6) the ratio of component (b.i) or (b,ii> to conpoaeat (a) is

in the range from 0.1:1 to 12)1.

«4^<
mm v¥f^x^tr**>^\
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=CH:-CH^—fcH2-CH

-CH2-CH-

wherein n is 3 or 4 and the ratio of a to b to c may vary from
1:98:1 to 50:49:1 to 1:49:50.

4478984
SYNTHESIS OF BENZHYDRYLAMINE RESINS

WUUim M. Bryan, Wait Chester, Pa., assignor to SmithKline
Beckman Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed Sep. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 535,184
hxLa.iCn¥ 32/06

VS. a. 525—333.6
3 Claims

1. The method of preparing a BHA resin compound of the
formula:

r VCH-C6H4-
\^^ NH2

C«H4-R»

in which:

Rj is hydrogen, methyl, methoxy or nitro; and
R

, taken with the C6H4 to which it is attached, is a polysty-
rene,

comprising reacting a compound of the formula:

O

II

o

T'O'"

4,478,985

a) "1?2!^'^'*™E PREPARATION OF RESINOUS
COMPOUNDS, COMPOUNDS PRODUCED THEREBYAND THEIR USE IN THERMOSETTING COATING

COMPOSITIONS
Jurriamis BekooU; Werner T. Raadenboseh; Stephen A. Sta-

cbowtak; Petrus G. KooiJmans, and Henrieos P. H. Scholten.
aU of Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignors to SheU Oil Com'
vany, Houston, Tex.

Piled Dec. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 560.467

822477*
'"^°'**^' '^^'^^'^ ^'^*"* Kingdom, Dec 22, 1982,

. , c ^ '"*• "-^ ^^^ ^z-^^- ^/^* ^/^o
U.S.a 525-530

, Claims
1. A process for the preparation of carboxylsjontaining

resmous compounds, suitable for making water-dilutable ther-
mosettmg coating compositions after at least partial neutraliza-
tion wuh a base, wherein a non-acidic hydroxyl-containing
resinous mtermediate is reacted with a polycarboxylic acid
anhydride at a temperature not higher than 150' C, character-
ized in that a resinous intermediate, prepared by reacting at a
temperature in the range 120' to 180' C. in the presence of an
estenfication catalyst in one or more steps (a) a diglycidyl
ether of a dihydric phenol having a weight per epoxy (WPE)
not exceeding 1 100 with (b) a monofunctional phenol, and (c)
dimerized unsaturated fatty acids in an epoxy. phenolic or
acidic equivalent ratio of (a), (b) and (c) from x/2/(x-2) to
(x+o. lx)/2/(x-2). wherein x is at least 4 for a diglycidyl ether
haymg a WPE from 400 to 1 100 and x is at least 6 for a diglyci-
dyl ether having a WPE from below 400, is reacted wiii a
polycarboxylic acid anhydride in an amount to produce a
half-ester having an acid value from about 5 to 80 mg KOH/g.

4478 986
TRI.N.SUBSTrrUTED-S-TRIAZINE.TRIONE CHAIN
TERMINATOR FOR POLYVINYL CHLORIDE

POLYMERIZATION
WiUiam J. Reid, New Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Gba-Geiey

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 280,389, Jul. 6, 1981, abandoned. Iliis

appUcation Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,514
lot CLiCMF 2/38, 2/42UAa 526-83 scudm.

I. in tne process for the suspension polymerization of vinyl
chlonde monomer which comprises adding the monomer to an
aqueous reaction system containing effective amounts of a
suspending agent and a polymerization initiator, terminating
the polymenzation reaction and isolating the polyvinyl chlo-
ride, the improvement which comprises terminating the poly-
menzation reaction by the addition to the reaction system at a
pomt within the range of 70 to 95% monomer conversion of
25-5000 ppm. by weight of a vinyl chloride monomer, of a
compound corresponding to the formula

I

in which:

R is as deflned above, with a polystyrene containing resin ...

the presence of a Lewis acid to give a PB resin compound
of the formula:

(CH3)3C
OH

in

R>

in which R and R' are as defued above, and, reacting said PB
resm compound with hydrazine.

CH3 \ X /
N N

H3C,

,C(CH3)3

C(CH3)3
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4 478 987
ALUMINA-BASEDAEROGEL SUPPORTED

TRANSmON METAL CATALYST USEFUL AS A
ZIEGLER-NATTA OLEHN POLYMERIZATION

CATALYST AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME
Antiiony J. FanelU, Rockaway, and Alson K. Price, Chester,

both of N.J., assignors to Allied Corporation, Morris Town-
ship, Morris County, NJ.

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 42!2,928

Int a.J C08F 4/02. JO/02
U.S.a 526-97 Waaims

1. A process for the polymerization and copolymerization of
alpha-olefins which comprises contacting an alpha-olefin at a
temperature and at a pressure sufficient to initiate the polymer-
ization and copolymerization with a catalytic amount of

(a) a di(C]-C]8 alkyl) chloroaluminum compound or a tri(C-

l-Cigalkyl) aluminum compound; and
(b) a catalyst produced by the reaction of a transition metal
compound formed from members selected from the group
consisting of titanium, vanadium, hafnium, and zirconium
and from members selected from the group consisting of
chlorides, oxychlorides, alkoxychlorides and oxyalkoxy-
chlorides with a heat-activated alumina based aerogel
having a morphology by transmission electron micros-
copy comprising thin film-like structures and having a
bulk density less than about 0.10 g/cm^ a BET surface

area greater than about 300 mVg and a pore volume
greater than about 3 cm^/g and obtained by heating an
alumina-based aerogel having a carbon content at a tem-
perature of at least about 400* C, in the presence of oxy-
gen, for a time sufficient to produce said heat activated

alumina-based aerogel substantially free of carbon; said

alumina-based aerogel being prepared by venting a C1-C5
alcohol or mixture of same, under supercritical conditions,

from a mixture comprising a hydrolyzable aluminum
compound, water, and a Ci-Cs alcohol.

(2') reacting in the presence of a solvent the product of (1)
with the alcohol of (3); and,

(3') reacting the product of (2') with an organomagnesium
compound or complex; and

(4) reacting the product of (3) or (3') with a halide or alkox-
ide of titanium, vanadium, zirconium or mixtures thereof

4,478 988
POLYMERIZATION METHOD

Thomas J. Pullukat, Hoffiman Estates, and Raymond E. HofT,
Palatine, both of 111^ assignors to Chemplex Company, Roll-

ing Meadows, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 287,950, Jul. 29, 1981, Pat. No. 3,374,753.

This application May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,730

Int a.J C08F 4/02. 10/02
U.S. a. 526—128 21 Qaims

1. The method of making polymers and copolymers of ethyl-
ene which comprises polymerizing ethylene, or ethylene and at

least one 1 -olefin under polymerizing conditions with a cata-

lyst system comprising an alkyl or aryl aluminum compound
cocatalyst and a catalyst prepared by:

(1) reacting an organic silicon compound with silica or
alumina having surface hydroxyl groups or a mixture
thereof, said organic silicon compound being reactive

with said surface hydroxyl groups and selected from the

group consisting of N, 0-bis-(trimethylsilyl) acetamide
and compounds of the formulae (RsSi^NH and RnSiXm
wherein m and n are 1, 2 or 3, m-hn=4, X is a group
which is chemically reactive with said surface hydroxyl
groups selected from the group consisting of —OCH3,
—OCH2CH3. —NH2, —N(CH3)2, —OCH2CH2OCH3
and —O2CCH3. and R is a hydrocarbon group consisting

solely of carbon and hydrogen;

(2) reacting in the presence of a solvent the product of (1)

with an organomagnesium compound or complex;

(3) reacting the product of (2) with an alcohol of the formula

R'OH wherein R' is an alkyl or benzyl group consisting

solely of carbon and hydrogen, the amount of said alcohol

being selected to result in an alcohol/magnesium molar
ratio of about 0. 1 to about 5; or, alternatively,

4,478,989

PROCESS FOR THE STEREOSPEaFIC
POLYMERIZATION OF AN ALPHA OLEFIN AND AN
ALPHA OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION CATALYST

SYSTEM
Brian L. Goodall, Houston, Tex., and Wilhelmina J. M. van der

Linden-Lemmers, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignors to Shell

Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 348,400, Feb. 12, 1982,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 158,082, Jnn. 10,

1980, abandoned. Thto appUcation Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No.
545,574

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 11, 1979,
7920181

Int a.3 C08F 4/64. 10/06
VS. a. 526-142 8 Qaims

1. An olefin polymerization catalyst system comprising a
solid component (a) and a separate and independent cocatalyst
(b,i) or (b,ii) wherein component (a) is a catalytically active
titanium trihalide; component (b,i) is a reaction product of at

least one organoaluminum halide and at least one aromatic
compound, and component (b,ii) is a reaction product of at

least one organoaluminum halide, at least one aromatic com-
pound and at least one halogen-free organoaluminum com-
pound, wherein

(1) the aromatic compound is selected from the group con-
sisting of 2,6-di-tert.butyl-hydroxy benzene, 2,6-di-tert.bu-

tyl-4.methyl-hydroxy benzene, 2,6-di-tert.decyl-4-

methoxy-hydroxy benzene. 2.6-di-tert.butyl-4-isopropyl

hydroxy benzene, tri-(2,6-di-tert.hexyl-hydroxy-phenyl)

benzene, 1,3,5 tris-(2,6di-tert.butyl-hydroxy-phenyl)-2,4,6-

trimethyl benzene. 2,2-di-(2,6-di-tert.butyl-hydroxy-phe-

nyl) propane, di-(2,6-di-tert.buty!-hydroxy-phenyI) meth-
ane, 2,6-di-tert.amyl-4-n-butyl-hydroxy benzene. 1,3-di-

tert.butyl-2-hydroxy anthracene. 1.3-di-tert.hexyl-2-

hydroxy phenanthrene, l,3,6,8-tetra-tert.butyl-2,7-dihy-

droxy phenanthrene. 2.8-di-tert.butyl-hydroxy naphu-
lene, 1.3-di-tert.hexyl-2-hydroxy naphtalene, 2,6-dicy-

clohexyl-4-methyl-hydroxy benzene, 2,6-di-isopropyl-4-

methoxy-hydroxy benzene, and l,3-di-isoamyl-2-hydroxy

naphtalene;

(2) the organoaluminum halide is an alkylaluminum mono-
or dihalide;

(3) the halogen-free organoaluminum compound is an alkyl-

aluminum compound;

(4) the molar ratio of aluminum to aromatic compound in the

preparation of component (b,i) or (b.ii) is in the range from
0.5:1 to 3:1;

(5) said reaction products (b,i) and (b,ii) contain at least one
carbon-aluminum bond; and

(6) the ratio of component (b,i) or (b.ii) to component (a) is

in the range from 0.1:1 to 12:1.

4,478,990

ROOM TEMPERATURE CURING ELASTIC
COMPOSITION

Kiyoshi Kohno, Takatsuki; Satoshi NishUuwa, Shiga; Yoshiya
Hattori, Takatsuki, and KohJi Kitao, Sakai, aU of Japan,
assignors to Sunstar Giken Kabushiki Kaisha, Takatsuki,
Japan

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,989

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1981, 56^740
Int Q.3 C08F 20/12. 30/08

VS. Q. 526—279 1 Claim
1. A room temperature curing elastic sealant composition
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which comprises as a main component a liquid polymer pro-
duced by the free-radical polymerization of

(a) one mole of at least one acrylic ester monomer of the
formula:

CH2=CHCOORi m
wherein Ri is alkyl having 2 to 8 carbon atoms; with

(b) at least one member selected from the group consisting of
a vinylalkoxysilane of the formula:

(R2)a

CH2=CH—Si-(X)j_a

m

wherein Rj is methyl, X is methoxy or ethoxy, and a is

or 1, and a methacryloxyalkoxysilane of the formula:

R3 (Rs)*

CH2»C-COOR4-Si-(Y)3-*

nn

(a) about 1 to 100 mole percent of one or more units having
the formula:

•(-CHR-CR'-t-

Ar
I

C-O-Ar'—X.

O

wherein:

R and R' are independently selected from the group con-
sisting of H, halide and alkyl;

Ar and Ar' are independently arylene;

X is selected from the group consisting of NHSO2R2,
CH2NHSO2R2 and SO2NHR2 and R2 is selected from
the group consisting of alkyl, aryl and aralkyl, and

(b) to 99 mole percent of one or more additional polymer-
ized ethylenically unsaturated polymerizable monomers.

wherein R3 is hydrogen or methyl, R4 is ethylene or prop-
ylene, R5 is methyl, Y is methoxy or ethoxy, and b is or
1, in the pressence of

(c) 0.002 to 0.03 mole of a chain transfer agent having a
mercapto group selected from the group consisting of
n-butyl mercaptan, octyl mercaptan, lauryl mercaptan,
benzyl mercaptan, cyclohexyl mercaptan and a mercap-
toalkoxysilane of the formula:

0f7)f

HS—R«—Si—(z)3_c

nil]

wherein R6 is ethylene or propylene, R7 is methyl, z is

methoxy or ethoxy, and c is or 1;

said component (b) being used in an amount of 0.5 to 2.0 moles
per mole of component (c) when component (c) is a mercap-
talkoxysilane of the formula pH]. or in an amount of 1.5 to 3.0
moles per mole of component (c) when component (c) is a
mercaptan compound other than the mercaptoalkoxysilane of
the formula [III];

said liquid polymer having an average molecular weight of
3,000 to 100,000 and containing 1.5 to 3 alkoxysilyl groups per
molecule of polymer.

4 478 993
RUBBER CONTAININGDECARBOXYLATED ROSINS

Lawson G. Wideman, and Paul H. San&trom, both of Tall*
mad^, Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire A Robber Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio

FUed Jan. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 568,966
Int a.} C08L 93/00

U.S. a. 527-600 7 Oains
1. A process for preparing rubber compositions which com-

prises admixing a rubber selected from the group consisting of
natural rubber, homopolymers of conjugated diolefins and
copolymers of conjugated diolefins and ethylenically unsatu-
rated monomers with decarboxylated rosin acids.

4,478,991

SULFONIC ACID COPOLYMER ELECTROLYTE
Sun Yi. Huang, Stamford, Conn., and Robert D. Giglia, Rye,

N.Y., isiigDora to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford,
Conn.

Difision of Ser. No. 199,892, Oct, 23, 1980, Pat. No. 4,361,385.
This application Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,260

Int a.' C08F 28/02
UAa 526-287 2 Claims

1. A water-soluble, transparent-film-forming copolymer of
2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AMPS) and
vinyl sulfonic acid (VSA) wherein the proportion of AMPS
units to VSA units in the copolymer is in the range from 3:2 to
2:3.

4,478,992

POLYMERIZABLE VINYL BENZOATES
Pnl D. Yacobocci, and John C. Wilson, both of Rochester,

N.Y., aarignors to Eaitnan Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
DiYision of Ser. No. 329,548, Dec. 10, 1981, Pat No. 4,420,630.

This application Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530^13
Int a^ C08L 33/14: C08F 20/38

UAa 526-288 3 Claims
1. A polymer comprising:

4,478,994

USE OF UNSATURATED POLYESTERS AS ADDITIVE
BINDERS IMPROVING ADHESION IN COATING

AGENTS FOR COATING OF METALS
Joerg Doerffel, and Hans-Joachim Zech, both of Marl, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, aasignors to Chemische Werke Huels, Marl,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 566,457
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 28.

1982, 3248325

Int a^ C08G 63/54
VS. a. 528-304 11 Claims

1. In a coating agent useful in coating metals and containing
a binder component which comprises 1-50 wt % of a polyester
binder, the latter based on a monomer acid component and a
monomer alcohol component,

the improvement wherein,

the monomer acid component comprises 10 to 75 mol % of
isophthalic acid, 15 to 75 mol % of one or more a,/3-ole-

finic unsaturated C4-4-dicarboxylic acids and to 30 mol
% of a 1,2- or 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid, a saturated

aliphatic C4-i2-dicarboxyiic acid, a cycloaliphatic Cg-io-
dicarboxylic acid, or a mixture thereof,

the monomer alcohol component comprises 85 to 100 mol %
of a C2-io-aliphatic diol, the OH groups being separated
from one another by 2 to 8 C-atoms wherein one or two of
the C-atoms can be replaced by O-atoms in such a way
that these are separated from the OH groups and from one
another by at least 2 C-atoms, a C6-is-cycloaliphatic diol,

the OH groups being separated from one another by 2 to

8 C-atoms, or a mixture thereof, and to 15 mol % of one
ore more C3-6-aliphatic polyols with 3 or 4 OH groups,
and the_polyester has an average relative molecular
weight (M„) of 2 000 to 6 000, determined by titration of
the end groups, and an acid value of 10 to 50 mg KOH/g.
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4,478,995

COMPLEX COMPOUNDS
Masamitn Shinoda, Minou; Ikuo Tanaka, Minou; Tadahiko

Yasnda, Kyoto; Isao NaluUima, Toyonaka; Tutomu Adachi,
Itami, and Giichi Ikeda, Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to
Teikokn Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,972
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 1, 1981, 56/138048

Int a.5 C08B 37/16
VJS. a. 536-46 8 Claims

1. A complex of an acid addition salt of (2'-benzyloxycar-

bonyl)phenyl trans-4-guanidinomethylcyclohexanecarboxy-

late with a cyclodextrin.

^
4,478,997

1-OXADETHIACEPHAM COMPOUNDS
Mitsuni Yoshioka; Shoichiro Uyeo, both of Toyonaka; Yoshio
Hamashima, Kyoto; Ikuo Kikkawa, Takarazuka; Temji Tsqji,

Takatsuki, and Wataru Nagata, Nishinomiya, all of Japan,
assignors to Shionogi A Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 374,862, May 4, 1982, Pat. No. 4,443,598,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 322,662, Nov. 18,

1981, Pat. No. 4,366,316, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
72,600, Sep. 5, 1979, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser.
No. 877,811, Feb. 14, 1978, abandoned. This application Oct. 19,

1983, Ser. No. 543,664
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 15, 1977, 52-15813;

Jnn. 6, 1977, 52-67025; Oct. 1, 1980, 55-138092

Int. a.3 C07D 498/04
U.S. a. 544-71 4 Qaims

1. A compound of the following formula:

4,478,996

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
4-HYDROXY-2-METHYL-2H-l,2-BENZOTHIAZINE-3-

CARBOXAMIDE-l,l.DIOXIDES
Manuel A. Almenara, Barcelona, Spain, assignor to Medichem,

S.A., Barcelona, Spain

FUed Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,831

Gaims priority, application Spain, Apr. 16, 1982, 511.472;

Jan. 11, 1983, 518.908; Jan. 11, 1983, 518.909

Int a.3 CD7D 40J/12. 279/02
VS. a. 544-49 4 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of 4-hydroxy-2-methyl-2H-

l,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide-l,l-dioxides wherein an alkyl

4.hydroxy-2-methyl-2H- 1 ,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxylate 1,1-

dioxide of formula

%
COB

wherein

A is amino or substituted amino,

E is 8-hydrogen or a-methoxy, and

COB is carboxy or protected carboxy.

O
II

C—ORi

OH aii)

in which Ri is a Ci-Q alkyl, is reacted with a magnesium
derivative of formula:

R-NH-Mg-X (IV)

in which X is halogen, and R may be phenyl, aryl substituted

with halogen (CI, Br or I) or with Ci-Q alkyl groups, 2, 3 or

4 pyridyl or pyridyls substituted with halogen (CI, Br or I) or

with Ci-C6 alkyl groups, S-methyl-isoxazolyl or 2-thiazolyl,

the reaction being carried out in a solvent inert to the reaction

at temperature between 0' and 130' C, until the reaction is

almost complete, after which the intermediate is hydrolysed in

an acid medium and the product obtained, of the formula:

OH O

ai^C-NH-I
S^

N-CH3

(I)

4,478,998

PROCESS FOR PREPARING AMINE SALTS OF
PHOSPHORIC AQDS

Yuval Halpem, Skokie; Donna M. Mott Des Plaines, both of

lU., and Ron H. Niswander, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignors to

Borg-Wamer Chemicals, Inc., Parkersburg, W. Va.

FUed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,354

Int a.3 C07D 251/70. 251/46: C07F 9/65. 9/15
VS. a. 544—195 7 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of an amino-s-triazine salt of

a phosphoric acid having the structure

OCH2
/ \

sp—OCH2—C—CH2O-
\ /
OCH2

O
II N

Ofl2N-|f^ ^J
N T

X*

N

where X and X' are the same or different hydroxy or amine

groups comprising reacting the acid chloride of bis-(pentaery-

thritol phosphate) phosphoric acid with an amino-s-triazine of

the structure

N
H2N-r v^

N NT
X"

in which R is as defined hereinbefore, is recrystallised. in the presence of water.
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4478 999
PROCESS FDR THE PREPARATION OF
PHENYLPYRIDAZINE COMPOUNDS

Frtiiz Raninger, St. Florian, Anstria, assignor to Chemie Linz
Aktiengesellschafu Linz, Austria

FUed Apr. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 484,553
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19,

1982, 3218976

Int. a.3 C07D 237/12; AOIN 43/58
U.S. a 544-241 4CI^^

1. A process for preparing a phenylpyridazine compound of
the fom^la

(I)

O—C—S—

R

0^=^—^ N-N

wherein R is straight-chain or branched alliyl having 2 to 8
carbon atoms, which comprises reacting an alkali metal salt of
3-phenyl-4-hydroxy-6-chloropyridazine with an alkyl thiofor-
mate of the formula

O
II

a-c-s-R
(ID

wherein R is as defined above, in a water/acetone solution
containing 50 to 75% by weight of acetone and 25 to 50% by
weight of water, at a temperature from 5* to 60* C, separating
off the resultant aqueous phase, which contains alkali metal
chloride and which has a higher specific gravity than the
resultant organic phase, and recovering a substantially pure
phenylpyridazine compound of the formula I by evaporating
the acetone from the organic phase.

4,479,000
CERTAIN ACRIDINYL.PHOSPHORAMIDATE

COMPOUNDS
Gordon W. RewcasUe; Graham J. Atwell; Bruce C. Baguley, and

William A. Denny, all of Auckland, New Zealand, assignors to
Development Finance Corporation of New Zealand, Welling-
ton, New Zealand

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,594
Oaims priority, application New Zealand, Aug. 21, 1981,

Int. a.J C07D 4S7/00; AOIN 43/42
UAa 546-23 18 ci^^

1. A compound represented by the general formula (I):

R4 represents H,
or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

4,479,001

TRIFLUOROMETHYL PYRIDINYLTHIOPHENOXY
PROPANOIC ACTDS AND PROPANOLS AND

DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Howard Johnston, Walnut Creek, and Lillian H. Troxell, Anti-

och, both of Calif., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company.
Midland, Mich.

*^^'

Continuation of Ser. No. 357,346, Mar. 11, 1982, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 918,550, Jun. 23, 1978,

,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 817,943, Jul. 22, 1977
abandoned. This application Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 467,552

'

Int. a.3 C07D 213/70
U.S. a. 546-291

5 cu^
1. A compound of the formula

wherein:

X is CI, Br or CF3;
Y is H, CI, Br or CF3, provided at least one of X and Y is
CF3;

Z is 000 o
II II II H-C-ORi. -C-NR2R3, -CO©M® or -C-SR4;

Ri is H, C1-C8 alkyl, benzyl, chlorobenzyl or C3-C6alkoxy-
alkyl;

R4 is C1-C4 alkyl;

M is —NHR2R3R7. Na, K, Mg or Ca;
R2 and R3 are each independently R7 or —OCH3, provided
both R2 and R3 cannot simultaneously be OCH3 and nei-
ther is —OCH3 in —NHR2R3R7; and

R? is H, C1-C4 alkyl or C2-C3 hydroxyalkyl.

4,479,002

CARBAMATE-CARBAMOYL FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS
Wei C. Liang, So. Charleston, W. Va., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbury, Conn.
Filed Dec. 1, 1975, Ser. No. 636,371

Int. a.3 C07C 16J/00; C07D 213/56. 307/54. 333/24
U.S. a. 546—335 14 Oaims

1. A compound of the formula:

in which

Rl represents H or OCH3,
R2 represents H, OCH3, CH3, CI, Br, I, NHCOCH3 or
NHCOOCH3,

R3 represents H, CH3 or OCH3 and

OR R' o
J I I II

FC—N—S—N—C—OR"

wherein:

R and R' are the same or different and are alkyl groups
having from one to four carbon atoms,

R" is a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, cycloalkyl, phenyl-
alkyl, naphthylalkyl or heterocycloalkyl group wherein
the heterocyclic moiety is a five or six member alicyclic
ring which includes in any combination, one or two oxy-
gen, sulfur, sulfinyl or sulfonyl groups and which may also
include one divalent amino, alkylamino or carbonyl
group; wherein the permissible substituents on said groups
are one or more halogen, nitrile, alkyl, alkylthio, alkoxy,
alkylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl, alkoxycarbonyloxylamino, or
alkylcarbonylamino groups in any combination or R" is

alkoxyalkyleneoxyalkyl, alkoxy(dialkyleneoxy)alkyl or
alkoxy(trialkyleneoxy)alkyl; with the proviso that except
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where R" is alkyl, no single alkyl or alkylene moiety in

any R" group may include more than six carbon atoms.

4,479,003

HETEROCYCLIC-HYDROXY-SUBSTITUTED
CARBOXYLATE ESTERS

Yoram Houminer, Richmond, and Harvey J. Grubbs, Mechan*
icsville, both of Va., assignors to Philip Morris, Incorporated,
New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 122,901, Feb. 20, 1980,. This application

May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,635
Int a.3 A24B 3/40. 3/38. 3/36. 3/12

U.S. a. 546—341 5 Gaims
1. A heterocyclic-hydroxy-substituted carboxylate composi-

tion corresponding to the formula:

OHRl O
I I II

X—C—C—C—O—R3

R R2

wherein X is a heterocyclic substituent containing between
about 2-12 carbon atoms, and any heteroatom in X is selected

from oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur; R is a substituent selected

from aliphatic, alicyclic and aromatic groups containing be-

tween about 1-12 carbon atoms; R* and R^ are hydrogen or
substituents selected from aliphatic, alicyclic and aromatic
groups containing between about 1-12 carbon atoms, and R'
and R2 when taken together with connecting elements form an
alicyclic structure; and R^ is a substituent selected from ali-

phatic, alicyclic and aromatic groups containing between
about 1-12 carbon atoms.

4,479,004

l-[2^4-DIPHENYL)-13-DIOXOLAN-2-YL-METHYL]-l.H-
TRIAZOLES

Adolf Hubele, Magden, and Peter Riebli, Basel, both of Switzer-
land, assignors to Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V., Beerse, Bel*

giom

Continuation of Ser. No. 203,002, Nov. 3, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,391

Int G.3 C07D 405/06: AOIN 43/64
U.S. G. 548—101 4 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

wherein Ri represents hydrogen or a C1-C3 alkyl group, in-

cluding their plant-compatible acid addition salts with organic

and inorganic acids and their metal complex salts.

4,479,005

SELECTIVE PREPARATION OF ISOMERS AND
ENANTIOMERS OF CYCLOPROPANE CARBOXYLIC

ACIDS
William A. Kleschick, Concord, Calif., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Dec. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 450,500

Int G.' C07D 263/26; C07C 69/74

U.S. G. 548—230 20 Claims

1. A compound corresponding to formula III

ZYXC H H j^

(IIO

O
II

H-

R

•H

Rl

wherein X and Y are each independently halo, Ci to C4 per-

haloalkyl, Ci to C4 alkyl, —CN, —CO2R" or —CONR"2,
wherein R" at each occurrence is Ci to C4 alkyl, Z is —Br or
—CI and R and R I are each independently hydrogen. Ci to C4
alkyl, phenyl, benzyl or —CH2CH2SCH3.

4,479,006

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
l-CARBAMOYL-3^3,5-DICHLOROPHENYL)-HYDAN-

TOINS
Georges Gros, Bourg la Reine, and Marc Molin, NeuiUy sur
Mame, both of France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc Agrochi*
mie, Lyons, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 260,175, May 4, 1981, abandoned. This
appUcation Nov. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 554^82

Claims priority, application France, May 29, 1980, 80 12238;
Apr. 17, 1981, 81 07962

Int a.J C07D 233/80. 233/82
VS. G. 548-312 25 Claims

1. A process for the preparation, starting from 3-(3,5-

dichlorophenyO-hydantoin, of a compound of the formula:

0)

in which

Rl is an alkyl radical containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms or

the phenyl radical and R2 is a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

radical containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, which com-
prises:

in a first step, reacting phosgene with 3-(3,5-dichloro-

phenyl)-hydantoin in an inert organic solvent medium, in

the presence of at least stoichiometric amount of acid

acceptor, in order to form l-chlorocarbonyl-3-(3,5-

dichlorophenyl)-hydantoin, in accordance with the equa-

tion:

a O

a o

(11)

-I- C0CI2

CH2

c—N—co-a

+ Ha

and,
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in a second step, reacting at 20--80- C the resulting product with an amination agent and a catalyst in the presence ofone orwith a primary or secondary amine of the formula more solvents of the general formula:
nNR|R2, m which Rj and R2 have the meanings indicated
above, in an inert organic solvent, in the presence of an RR'NH
acid acceptor, in accordance with the equation:

II + HN
\

Ri

R2

•t-Ha.

where R is hydrogen, a Ci to C4 alkyl group, or a Ci to Cg
alkylene bridge, and R' is an alkyl group having from 1 to
about 16 carbon atoms.

4,479,007

CHROMAN4-ONES AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
SAME

HanWoachiffl Kabbc, Leyerkosen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-
signor to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Uverkusen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Continuation of Scr. No. 897,899, Apr. 18, 1978, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 853,932, Not. 22, 1977,

abandoned, which is a continnation of Ser. No. 706,098, Jul. 16,
1976, abandoned. This application Jol. 23, 1979, Ser. No. 59,860
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 7.

1974, 2535338; Mar. 20, 1976, 2611910
Int a.3 C07D 311/22

MS.a 549-401
J ctai„

1. A compound which is 2,5,7,8-Tetramethyl-6-hydroxy-2-

(4',8',12'.trimethyI-trideca.3',7',ll'-trienyl><:hroman-4-one.

4,479,010

PROCEDURE FOR THE ALKOXYLATION OF
POLYOXYALKYLENEAMINES

Michael Cuscurida, Austin, and Walter P. Kraose, Georgetown,
botii of Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 515,406
Int a.3 C07C 85/00

UA a 564-»77 13 Claims
1. A method for alkoxylating polyoxyalkyleneamines com-

prising

a. adding at least one alkylene oxide to an aqueous polyox-
yalkyleneamine where

(1) the alkylene oxide has from 2 to 4 carbon atoms,
(2) the polyoxyalkyleneamine has a molecular weight of
from 200 to 5,000,

(3) the proportion of water ranges from 5 to 15 wt.%
based on the polyoxyalkyleneamine quantity, and

(4) the addition is conducted at a temperature between
about 75* and 85* C, and

b. digesting the mixture of oxide and polyoxyalkyleneamine
at a temperature between about 75* C. and 135* C. to give
an alkoxylated polyoxyalkyleneamine product having a
tertiary amine content of from 90 to 100%.

4,479,008
PREPARATION OF P-NITROSODIPHENYLAMINE

Wadim Batorewicz, New Ha?en, and Edward L. Wheeler, Wa-
tertown, both of Conn., assipors to Uniroyal, Inc., New York,
N.Y.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 430,104
Int a^ C07C 76/00. 81/00

UA a 564-433 2 Claims
1. An improved process for preparing p-nitrosodiphenyla-

mine hydrochloride from N-nitrosodiphenylamine and hydro-
gen chloride, the improvement comprising carrying out said
process in the presence of a C5-C10 saturated aliphatic alcohol
essentially in the absence of an aromatic solvent;

wherein said N-nitrosodiphenylamine is prepared by con-
tacting diphenylamine with sodium nitrite and dilute sul-

furic acid in the presence of a C5-C10 saturated aliphatic
alcohol essentially in the absence of an aromatic solvent;
and

further comprising contacting said diphenylamine with from
0.1 to 20 mol percent nitrous acid in excess over the
amount of said diphenylamine.

4,479009

AMINATION PROCESS
Tod K. Shioyama, BartiesriUe, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

Icuin Company, BarticsriUc, Okla.
FUed Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,310

Int a.J C07C 85/06
\3S. CI 564—447 14 Qgin,,

1. A process for the conversion of cyclic alcohols to cyclic
amines comprising contacting one or more cyclic alcohols

4,479,011

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
POLYUNSATURATED CYCLOALIPHATIC KETONES

Karl H. Schulte-Elte, Onex; Roger L. Snowden, Graod-Laney,
and Bernard L. Muller, GracTa, all of Switzerland, assignors
to Flrmenich SA, Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 391,995
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerbmd, Jnl. 23, 1981,

4809/81

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 20,
2001, has been disdained.

Int a.3 C07C 45/51
UA a. 568—361 6 Claims

1. A process for the preparation ofpolyunsaturated cycloali-
phatic ketones having formula

(I)

CH,-«?«CH3.,

R' R*

having a double bond in position 2' or 3' of the side chain and
possessing either an isolated double bond in position 1 or 2, or
two conjugated double bonds in positions 1 and 3 of the ring,

as indicated by the dotted lines, and wherein
index n stands for integer 1 or 2, and
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each of the symbols R' to R"^, identical or different, desig-

nates a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl radical,

which comprises treating a diallyl carbinol of formula

R' rs r«
OH I I

CH2—C»CH

CH2—C=CH

R5 R*

ai)

(e) returning the liquid phase from separator A to an upper

part of the distillation column D to flow countercurrently

with respect to the gaseous product; and

(0 taking off the aldehyde from a lower part of column D.

wherein symbols R' to R'' and the dotted lines have the mean-

ing given above, with at least a stoichiometric amount of a

strong base in an inert organic solvent.

4,479,012

RECOVERY OF ALDEHYDES FROM
HYDROFORMYLATION REACnON GAS

Karl Fischer, Worms; Armin V. Grenacher, Mutterstadt; Man*
fred Herr, Wachenheim, and Max Strohmeyer, Limburgerhof,

aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF AktiengeseU-

schaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,565

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 8,

1981, 3114147

Int a? C07C 45/50: BOID 3/14
U.S. a. 568—454 9 Claims
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4,479,013

CATALYST AND PROCESS FOR UNSATURATED
ALDEHYDES

Sargis Khoobiar, Kinnelon, NJ., assignor to The Halcon SD
Group, Inc New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 327,848, Dec. 7, 1981, Pat No.
4,374,759, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 939,645, Sep. 5,

1978, abandoned. This appUcation Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,970

Int a.J C07C 45/34
U.S. CI. 568—479 4 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of methacrolein, which
comprises oxidizing about 2-20 volume percent of isobutylene

and/or tertiary butyl alcohol in the vapor-phase with about
4-20 volume percent molecular oxygen and up to about 30
volume percent steam at a temperature in the range of about
250*-500' C. and a pressure up to about 15.1 Kg/cm^ absolute

in the presence of a catalyst composition consisting essentially

of the oxides of molybdenum, cobalt, iron, bismuth, thallium,

antimony, nickel, silicon, and a member of the group consisting

of the alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, the rare earth metals

including lanthanum, tungsten, and mixtures thereof, and hav-

ing a BET surface area between about O.S and about 10 square

meters per gram of catalyst.

4,479,014

Patent Not Issued For This Number

g. euEousHmucT smuit

1. In a process for recovering an aldehyde from the gaseous

product obtained by the hydroformylation of an olefinically

unsaturated compound in a reactor R at elevated temperature

and pressure while using a rhodium catalyst, the improvement
which comprises:

(a) introducing said gaseous product without being cooled

or depressured, from the hydroformylation reactor R into

a distUlation column D for distUlation in countercurrent

with a liquid phase;

(b) cooling the top fraction from said column D in a con-

denser K so that the greater part of the aldehyde con-

tained therein is condensed;

(c) separating the condensate in a separator A into a gas

phase and a liquid phase;

(d) separating off a portion of the gas phase from A as a

waste gas, and then bringing the remaining portion of the

gas phase from A to the hydroformylation pressure by
means of a compressor P and returning it to the reactor R
as a recycle gas;

4,479,015

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
NITROPHENETOLES

Yoel Sasson, and Shmuel Zbaida, both of Jerusalem, Israel,

assipors to GADOT, Petrochemical Industries, Ltd., Haifa,

Israel

Filed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,521

Claims priority, appUcation Israel, Mar. 3, 1982, 65154
Int a.J CD7C 79/35. 41/16

VJS. a. 568—584 9 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of substantially pure nitro-

phenetole (ortho or para) from the respective nitrochloroben-

zene, ethanol and solid alkali hydroxide, comprising reacting
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said reactants in a two phase catalytic reaction system which
comprises an organic phase and a solid phase in a substantial

absence of water, in the presence of a tetramethylammonium
salt having the formula (CH3)4NX, wherein X is CI-', Br",
HSO4- or OC2HS.

//

4,479,016

ETHOXYLATES OF DUCETYLENE ALCX)HOLS AND
THE USE OF THESE COMPOUNDS AS SURFACTANTS
Erhard Kbhr, Lodwlgriiafeii; Walter Rebafka, Eppelheim; Axel
Niao, Lcincn; Wol^png Trieselt, Ludwigihafen, and Albert
HettelM, Hcadwim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
BASF AkticBgcsellacbaft, Ladwigriufen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
nuuy

FUed Jnn. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,180
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 26,

1981, 3125109

Int a.3 C07C 43/14
U.S. a. 568—606 9 Claims

1. A composition of matter having the structural formula:

OR' or3
. I

R'—C—CSEC—C»C—C—R«

A' A:

wherein R' and R^ are individually selected from the group
consisting of alkyl radicals having 1 to 10 carbon atoms and Cj
or C6 cycloalkyi radicals; and wherein R' is —(—CH2C-
H2O—)«—H wherein n is an integer from 1 to 25.

4,479,017
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ETHER COMPOUNDS BY

CATALYTIC HYDROGENOLYSIS
Tadashi Aynsawa, Yatabe; Tadamichi Aoki, and Yutaka No-

mura, both of Ami, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Pet-
rochemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,304
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jun. 29, 1981, 56-99766:

Apr. 12, 1982, 57-59756

Int a.J C07C 41/00. 41/28
UA a. 568-613 6CUims

1. In a process for producing an ether compound by the
catalytic hydrogenolysis of an acetal compound in the pres-
ence of a catalyst, the improvement wherein an acetal com-
pound of the following formula (2)'

R(CH2CH20)„ R>

c

R(CH2CH20), R2

October 23, 1984
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wherein

R represents a hydrogen atom or a lower alkoxy group, n
represents a positive number of from 1 to 4, and R' and
R2, independently from each other, represent a hydro-
gen atom or a C1-C4 alkyl group, provided that at least
one of R

I and R2 represents a hydrogen atom,
is catalytically hydrogenolyzed in the presence of a palladium
catalyst on a carbon carrier in the absence of an acid substance
added, thereby to form an ether compound of the following
formula (1)'

R(CH2CH20)„CHR«R2 (I)'

wherein

R, Ri, R2, and n are as defined.

4,479,018
COMBINED ETHER AND ALKYLATE PRODUCHON

Joe Van Pool, BartlesviUe, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petrolenm
Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

FUed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,461
Int a.J C07C 41/06

U.S. a. 568-697 5 Gaims
1. In a combination process of ether production and alkylate

production comprising

(a) reacting an olefin and an alcohol to form a first reaction
mixture comprising ether, alcohol and olefin,

(b) recovering ether from said first reaction mixture as a first

product of the combination process,

(c) accumulating a liquid in a vessel and thereafter using said
liquid in the reaction step (a),

(d) separating an olefin containing stream from said first

reaction mixture,

(e) reacting at least a portion of said olefin containing stream
with isoparaffin and in the presence of an HP alkylation

caulyst under HF alkylation conditions to form a second
reaction mixture comprising alkylate,

(0 recoverying alkylate from said second reaction mixture as
a further product of the process as the bottom stream from
a fractionation zone in which at least a portion of the
organic phase of said second reaction mixture is fraction-

ated and which fractionation zone is provided with an
overhead accumulator in which cooled condensed over-
head effluent from said fractionation zone is accumulated,

the improvement comprising

pressurizing said vessel for liquid accumulation with a pres-

surizing materia] in gaseous form, which material is essen-

tially free of air, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, methane,
ethane, and ethylene, which material is compatible with
the HF alkylation reaction and with the ether forming
reaction and which pressurizing material has a boiling

point above the operating temperature of said overhead
accumulator at its operating pressure and which pressuriz-

ing material has a boiling point below the operating tem-
perature of said vessel at its operating pressure, and which
material is a non-aromatic hydrocarbon having at least

three carbon atoms, or with a mixture of such pressurizing

materials.
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4,479,019

COMPLEX FORMED TO SEPARATE NTTRATED
PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS FROM OTHER PHENOLIC

COMPOUNDS
Gerd Lestmi, Pittsburgh, Pa^ assignor to Koppers Company,

Incn Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dirision of Ser. No. 431,640, Sep. 30, 1982, Pat No. 4,447,654.

This application Feb. 21, 1984, Ser. No. 582,083

Int a.3 C07C 79/32

VJS. a. 568—709 2 Qaims
1. A complex consisting essentially of p-nitrophenol and

calcium bromide.

2. A complex consisting essentially of 4-nitro-m-cresol and
calcium bromide.

R—CH—CH2—OH,

OH

(I)

in which R is an alkyl group having 3-6 carbon atoms, by
reaction of a 1-alkene of the formula II

R-CH=CH2 (ID,

in which R is as defined under the formula I, with formic acid

and hydrogen peroxide, and subsequent saponification of the

formed alkanediol monoformate, which process is performed

in several consecutive reaction stages, the procedure being

such that the amount of reactants and/or reaction mixture

being fed into a reaction stage always corresponds to the

amount of reaction mixture being removed; and that the 1-

alkene of the formula II, formic acid and hydrogen peroxide

are introduced in controlled amounts in the molar ratio of

1.0:0.8-2.0:1.0-1.5, at a temperature of O'-W C, into the first

stage; that the reaction mixture leaving the first reaction stage

is held at 30*-60* C. in a second reaction stage; and that the

reaction mixture emerging from the second reaction stage is

transferred to a third reaction stage in which a temperature of

60*-80* C. and, by the addition of concentrated aqueous alkali,

a pH value of 10-1 1 are maintained; and that from the reaction

mixture leaving the third reaction stage the formed 1,2-

alkanediol of the formula I is separated by extraction with an

organic solvent and obtained from the extract by removal of

the solvent by distillation.

4,479,022

ISOMERIZATION OF BROMOHALOGENOBENZENES
Gerard Soula, Meyzieu, France, assignor to Rhone-Poulenc

Spedalites Chimiques, Courbe?oie, France

Filed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 365,994

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 8, 1981, 81 07026

Int a.3C07C 77/2^

U.S. a. 570—202 37 Qaims
1. A process for the isomerization of a bromohalogenoben-

zene, comprising contacting (i) a bromohalogenobenzene hav-

ing the structural formula:

4,479,020

PRODUCnON OF HALOHYDRINS
George D. Suda, Ridgewood; Joon T. Kwon, Freehold Town-

ship, Monmonth Coimty, and Atef M. Shaban, Nutley, all of

NJ., assignors to The Lummus Company, Bloomfield, NJ.
FUed No?. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,952

Int a.3 C07C 31/34. 31/36

VS. a. 568—850 17 Qaims
1. A process for producing halohydrin, comprising:

reacting an olefinically unsaturated compound with a ter-

tiary alkyl hypohalite in the presence of water and at least

one metal selected from the Group consisting of 11-A,

II-B, III-A, III-B, IV-A, IV-B and V-A metals of the

Periodic Table in an amount effective to increase produc-

tion of halohydrin.

(Xt)«

(X2)m

wherein Xi and X2, which may be the same or different, are

each a chlorine or fluorine atom, and n and m are numbers
greater than or equal to and less than or equal to 3, with the

sum of n -I-m being equal to 2 or 3, with (ii) an alkaline base and
(iii) at least one catalyst compound which forms a complex
with the cation of said alkaline base, said compound (iii) which
forms a complex with the cation of the alkaline base is a linear

polyether having the structural formula:

4,479,021

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
1,^ALKANEDI0LS

Heinz Issler, Bensheim, and Rudolf Maul, Lorsch, both of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Qba-Geigy Corporation, Ards-

ley N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 527,923

Int Q.3 C07C 31/20. 27/02. 29/86
U.S. Q. 568—868 17 Qaims

1. A continuous process for producing a 1,2-alkanediol of the

formula I

R12-0—'
L

o
J,

^—0-R13

(HI)

wherein r ranges from 1 to 10 and wherein R12 and R13, which
may be the same or different, each represents an alkyl radical

having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms.

4,479,023

PROCESS FOR THE OLIGOMERIZAHON OF LIGHT
OLEFIN FRACnONS IN THE PRESENCE OF A BORON

TRIFLUORIDE CATALYST
Qaude Marty, and PhUippe Engelhard, both of Le Ha?re,

France, assignors to Compagnie Francaise de Rafflnage,

Paris, France

FUed Dec. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 559,328

Int Q.3 C07C 3/18. 7/00

VJS. Q. 585—312 20 Claims

1. A process for the oligomerization of a light olefin fraction

containing isobutene or butadiene which favors the yield of

lower boiling point oligomers, which comprises:

as a pretreatment, contacting the olefin fraction with boron

trifluoride in a gas phase in the absence of a catalyst car-

rier such that isobutene and/or butadiene are selectively

polymerized;

separating boron trifluoride and the resulting isobutene

and/or butadiene polymers from the other substantially

unreacted olefins of said light olefin fraction to form a

purified olefin fraction from which most of the isobutene

and butadiene has been removed;

treating the purified fraction with a boron trifluoride cata-

lyst containing an alumina catalyst carrier having a spe-

cific surface of from 20 to 120 m^g and a pore volume

between 0. 10 and 0.80 cm^/g such that the light olefins are

oligomerized producing an oligomeric product signifi-

cantly richer in the 60*- 120* C. light fraction and with

significantly less of a residue having a boiling point over

320* C. than a product produced by the same oligomeriza-

tion process which omits said pretreatment.
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4,479,024
STYRENE FROM TOLUENE AND FORMALDEHYDE

PhiUppe M. BrnylantB, Ekenen, Belgiam, and Robert L. Garten,
Cupertino, Callf^ assignors to Ashland OiJ, Inc., Ashland, Ky.

FUed Jon. 1, 1983, Scr. No. S00,039
Int a.J C07C S/52

VS. a. 585-«7 4 a^^
1. A process of producing styrene from toluene and formal-

dehyde which comprises:

Contacting a gas comprised of toluene and formaldehyde,
the formaldehyde being from 0.001 to 0.10 mole per one
mole toluene with a catalyst comprised of a basic com-
pound selected from the group consisting of an oxide and
hydroxide, and mixtures thereof, of a metal selected from
the group consisting of lithium, sodium, potassium, rubid-
ium, cesium, magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium and
mixtures thereof, at a temperature of from 250* C. to 450*
C, at a pressure of from 0.1 atmosphere to 10 atmo-
spheres, and at a volumetric space velocity of from 100 to
5000 reciprocal hours (hr.-')-

4,479,025

ALKYLAROMATIC HYDROCARBON
DEHYDROGENATION PROCESS

Tamotsu Imai, Mt Prospect, lU., assignor to UOP Inc., Des
Plaints, lU.

Filed Nor. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,722
Int, a.J C07C 5/S6

VS. a 58S-441 „ ciai„,s
1. A process for the dehydrogenation of an alkylaromatic

hydrocarbon which comprises the steps of:

(a) contacting a reactant stream comprising an alkylaromatic
hydrocarbon with a dehydrogenation catalyst maintained
at dehydrogenation conditions which include a subatmo-
spheric pressure and thereby forming a vapor-phase dehy-
drogenation zone effluent stream comprising the alkylaro-

matic hydrocarbon, an unsaturated product hydrocarbon
and hydrogen;

(b) cooling the dehydrogenation zone effluent stream with-
out significant condensation of either water or C6+ hydro-
carbons and not more than 5 mole percent of any com-
pound or class of compounds by indirect heat exchange
against the reactant stream;

(c) compressing the dehydrogenation zone effluent stream to
a higher pressure less than 1 atmosphere absolute by
means of a first mechanical compressing means;

(d) partially condensing the dehydrogenation zone effluent
stream;

(e) separating the resultant mixed-phase dehydrogenation
zone effluent stream in a vapor-liquid separation zone,
maintained at a pressure less than I atmosphere absolute
through the use of a second mechanical compressing
means, into a vapor-phase stream comprising hydrogen
and a liquid-phase process stream; and (0 recovering the
unsaturated product hydrogenation from the liquid-phase
process stream.

ELECTRICAL
4,479,026

MEASURING RESISTOR FDR A NOISE
THERMOMETER

Heinz Brixy, Niederzier, Detmar von Mallinckrodt, and Volker
Jostns, both of Aachen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to Kemforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH, Jiilich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,451
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 21.

1982,3219168
/» 7 *.

Int a.3 HOIL 35/02
VS. a. 136-232 7 claims

a first, p-type semiconductor layer of a first amorphous
semiconductor material;

a second, intrinsic semiconductor layer of a second amor-
phous semiconductor material having an energy-gap
lower than the gap of said first amorphous semiconductor
material and formed on said first semiconductor layer;

a third, n-type semiconductor layer of said first amorphous
semiconductor material formed on said second semicon-
ductor layer;

a fourth, p-type semiconductor of said first amorphous semi-
conductor material formed on said third semiconductor
layer;

a fifth, intrinsic semiconductor layer of said first amorphous
semiconductor material formed on said fourth semicon-
ductor layer;

LaCr03

1. In a noise thermometer wherein a resistive sensing ele-

ment is exposed to an elevated temperature and the noise
yoluge output thereof is detected by a measuring circuit, the
improvement wherein said element consists of lanthanum
chromite.

4,479,027

MULTI-LAYER THIN-FILM, FLEXIBLE SIUCON
ALLOY PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL

William J. Todorof, 590 Cress St, Laguna Beach, Calif. 92651
Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,944

Int a.3 HOIL 31/06
UAa 136-249 38 Claims

a sixth, n-type semiconductor layer of said first amorphous
semiconductor material formed on said fifth semiconduc-
tor layer;

a seventh, p-type semiconductor layer of said amorphous
semiconductor material formed on said sixth semiconduc-
tor layer;

an eighth, intrinsic semiconductor layer of said first amor-
phous semiconductor material formed on said seventh
semiconductor layer; and

a ninth, n-type semiconductor layer of said first amorphous
semiconductor material formed on said eighth semicon-
ductor layer, said ninth semiconductor layer having an
incident light receiving surface.

«4 ) *-»S

27. A multi-junction cell comprising: front and rear juction
regions positioned in tandem one in front of the other, each of
said junction regions being formed of a glassy silicon alloy, the
spectral sensivity of the rear junction region being different

from the spectral sensitivity of the front junction region said

front and rear junction regions being optically and electrically

coupled together in series by an intervening thin, optically

transparent lattice matching layer, first electrical contact

means associated with the front of the cell and second electri-

cal contact means associated with the rear of the cell for oper-
ating the two junction regions in series.

4,479,029

BIPOLAR FLEXIBLE WATER-COOLED CABLE
MiUuUl D. Bano?; Anatoly I. Oshkia, and Alezandr N. Chemy-

stacf, aU of Knibysbevskol, U.S.S.R., assignors to ToUyat-
tinsky PoUtekhaichesky lastitut U.S.S.R.

per No. PCr/SU81/00008, § 371 Date Sep. 7, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Sep. 7, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02616, PCT Pub.
Date Aug. 5, 1982

PCT Filed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 422,901

Int a.3 HOIB 7/34
VS. a. 174-15 WF 5 dain

f S'l
I

m0mm^
4,479,028

AMORPHOUS SOLAR CELL
Kazohlko Sato; Genshlro Nakamura, and Yoshinori Ynkinoto,

all of Hyogo, Japan, assignors to Director General of Agency
of Indnstrlal Science and Technology, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,341

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 15, 1982, 57-21047

Int Q.3 HOIL 31/06
VS,a 136—249 7 Claims

1. A solar cell, comprising:

1. A bipolar flexible water-cooled cable comprising a posi-

tive conductor and one or more return conductors, which are
insulated from said positive conductor, said positive and return

1753
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conductors being placed in a hose of an insulating material,

wherein the improvement comprises the positive conductor
extending along the cable axis and positioned in an insulating

sheath with a gap between the positive conductor and said

insulating sheath for passage of a cooling agent; and said one or
more return conductors being wound on the insulating sheath
at an angle= 15* to 82* to the longitudinal axis of the cable, the
diameter Doof the return conductor and the diameter D| of the
positive conductor being related as follows:

Do^

where n is the number of said return conductors.

4,479,031
HEAT.SHRINKABLE TUBE WITH SEMICONDUCTIVE
PARTS FOR USE IN JOINING ELECTRICAL CABLES

Kojiro Ishise, and Keiichi Kojima, both of Osaka, Japan, assign-
ors to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Inc., Osaka, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 168,228, Jul. 10, 1980, abandoned. This

application Oct 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,245
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1979, 54-87641:

Jul. 10, 1979, 54-87642

Int. a.3 H02G 15/18. 15/08
UA a. 174-73 R 4 claims

4,479,030

FREE STANDING SUPPLY COLUMN, ESPEaALLY FOR
OFFICES

Anio Votteler, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Max Danuzzi,
Weisslingen, Switzerland; FVedi Dubach, Adetswil, Switzer-
land, and Herbert Schreiner, Frauenfeld, Switzerland, assign-
ors to Planmobel Eggersmann GmbH A Co. KG, Espelkamp,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUcd Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,346
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 16,

1981,3128085

Int. a.3 H02G 3/00
VS. a. 174-48 16 Claims

1. A heat-shrinkable tube for use in forming a connection
part for shielded polyolefm insulated electrical wires or cables
which comprises an integrated assembly of two cylindrical
heat-shrinkable semiconductive members arranged end-to-end,
and a specific insulated portion consisting of said two cylindri-
cal heat-shrinkable semiconductive members surrounded and
joined at the adjacent ends thereof by an insulation material.

4,479,032

DIGITIZING CURSOR AND COORDINATE GRID
SYSTEM

James A. Pamell, Austin, Tex., assignor to Bausch & Lomb
Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,792
Int. a.3 G08C 21/00

U.S. CI. 178-19 2 aaims

f

niiJ^»

1. A free standing supply column for supplying energy and
delivering communications via supply lines to and away from
work devices, said supply column comprising:

abase;

a column vertically arranged on said base and having a
centra] axis;

a plurality of vertical pipe sections associated with the upper
portion of said column and adapted to accommodate said
supply lines, each pipe section having a central axis, said
central axes of said pipe sections being arranged circularly
around said central axis of said column; and

radial, horizontally pivotable supporting arms serving to
support said work devices and accommodate said supply
lines, each supporting arm comprising an at least nearly
horizontal section, and a vertical section connected to said
horizontal section and held on an associated pipe section
in such a way as to be adjustable in height.

1. A digitizing cursor assembly for use with a digitizing pad
incorporating grid lines and digitizing circuitry for processing
digitizing command signals and coordinate location signals

remote from the cursor assembly, comprising:

a cursor housing;

a multitum coil within the cursor housing for providing
coordinate location signals induced in the coil as a func-
tion of proximately located electrically energized grid

lines;

a cursor control panel mounted integral with the cursor
housing including a multiplicity of control switches in

electrical communication with a resistive network for

providing a unique command signal as a function of each
of the multiplicity of control switches engaged on the

cursor control panel; and
a coaxial cable in electrical communication with the
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switches and resistive network integrally mounted at one
end with the cursor housing for providing an electrical
path for both the unique command signals and the coordi-
nate location signals from the cursor housing to remotely
located digitizing circuitry for processing the command
signals and coordinate location signals.

1. A power line telephone extension system for carrying
electrical signals between a subscriber's telephone line of a
conventional telephone communication system and the sub-
scriber's extension telephone over available electric power
wires comprising,

(a) a master location including master linking circuits for
processing the signals, electrically coupled between the
subscriber's telephone line and power wires,

(b) an extension location along said power wires including
an extension telephone having a tip line and extension
linking circuits for processing the signals, electrically

coupled between the extension telephone and power wires
and

(c) a directional coupler electrically coupled between the
extension linking circuits and the extension telephone,

(d) the directional coupler including first and second coils

inductively coupled together

(e) the first coil being in electrical series with the extension
telephone tip line and

(f) the second coil being coupled at one end to a first signal
flow path in the extension linking circuits and at the other
end to a second signal flow path in the extension linking

circuits,

(g) whereby the power wires carry the electrical signals

between the subscriber's telephone line and extension
telephone and signals from the extension telephone to the

. telephone line flow along the first path while signals from
the telephone line to the extension flow along the second
path.

4,479 034
ARRANGEMENT OF INTCRACnVE PROCESSORS FOR

CONTROL OF PORTS
Barrie Brightman, Fern Park; Thomas E. EUls, Altamonte

Springs, both of Fla^ James E. Jones, Uttleton, Colo.; Pedro
A. Lenk, Fern Park, Fla.; William H. Stewart, Longwood,
Fla., and John W. Woodward, Longwood, Fla., assignors to
Stromberg-Carlson Corp., Longwood, Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 290,531, Aug. 6, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 924^83, Jul. 14, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 864,401,
Dec. 27, 1977, abandoned. This appUcation Jun. 23, 1983, Ser.

No. 507,935

Int a.3 H04M J/02; H04Q 3/54
UA a. 179-18 ES 25 Claims

4,479,033
TELEPHONE EXTENSION SYSTEM UTILIZING POWER

LINE CARRIER SIGNALS
William M. Brown, Acton, and Robert T. Dunn, Bedford, both of

Mass., assignors to Astech, Inc., Bedford, Mass.
Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,063

Int. aj H04M 11/00
U.S. a 179-2.51 9agi„s

23. A control system for a telephone switching system that
interconnects a plurality of telephone lines each connected to
a port, each port transferring, to and from its connected tele-
phone line, information in the form of supervisory signals
representing telephone line conditions and other signals repre-
senting intelligence, said control system comprising:

A. port storage means for storing a plurality of port sutus
information items representing different conditions for
each port and its connected line;

B. port event processing means connected to said port stor-
age means for altering certain of said port sutus informa-
tion items in said port storage means in response to other
port storage status information items; and

C. call processing means connected to said port storage
means for altering port status information in said port
storage means in response to other port status information
in accordance with a predetermined sequence of call

progression steps thereby to control the operation of said
port event processing means.

4,479,035

CERAMIC VOICE COIL ASSEMBLY
Jay E. Philippbar, 33821 Castano Dr., Dana Point, Calif. 92629

FUed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,269
Int. a.3 H04R 9/04

\}JS. a. 179-115.5 VC 7 Claims

1. An improved voice coil assembly comprising:
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a. a ceramic voice coil form which is formed out of a high
temperature ceramic material and which has an outer
surface and an inner surface;

b. transducer windings having a first end and second end
which are formed by a molybdenum-manganese metalliza-

tion which is disposed on said outer surface of said voice
coil form; and

c. lead wires mechanically and electrically coupled to said

first and second ends of said transducer windings.

4,479,036

ECHO CONTROL SYSTEM
SeOcU Yananoto, KokobuUi. and Scishi Kitayama, Tokyo,

both of Japtti, anignors to Kokuiai Denahio Dcnwa Kabo-
•hiki Kaisba, Tokyo, Japu
CoatinnatloO'ia*pwt of Ser. No. 256,601, Apr. 22, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcatton Oct. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 434,271
Gains priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1980, 55-55510

lot CL^ H04B 3/20
VS. a. 179—170J 2 Claims

a bridge anchor block affixed to one of said conductors and
arranged with a pivot socket and an arresting surface;

a bridge having one engageable end and a second end with
a pivot portion socketly and pivotly held in the pivot
socket of said anchor block and having an arresting stop
surface arranged to engage said arresting surface of said
anchor block to prevent said bridge from rising upward
past the horizontal portion thereof;

a seating block on said other trolley conductor having a
downwardly opening socket to disengageably receive said
engageable end of said bridge where said bridge is in the
horizontal position; and

1. An echo control system for an adaptive echo canceller
which forms a pseudo-echo by performing a convolution cal-

culation with a fint function signal indicative of a received
signal and a second function signal indicative of an estimated
characteristic ofan echo path, substracts the pseudo-echo from
an echo signal for developing a residual echo signal, and cor-
rects the estimated characteristic using an amount of correc-
tion obtained by the residual echo signal, the first function
signal and a correction coefficient signal characterized by a
circuit noise estimation circuit receptive of the first function
signal and connected to the echo path for estimating a circuit

noise of the echo path, a parameter error estimation circuit

receptive of the second function signal for estimating a param-
eter error between the characteristic of the echo path and its

estimated characteristic, and a coefficient calculator receptive
of the fint function signal, the circuit noise and the parameter
error for determining the correction coefficient signal obtained
with the circuit noise, the parameter error and the received
signal, wherein the said estimated characteristic of the echo
path is corrected in accordance with the result of multiplica-
tion of the amount of correction and the correction coefficient.

a spring means having one end fixed to said block and the
other end fixed to said bridge, the line of action of said
springs arranged to urge the bridge into socket relation-

ship with said seating block, wherein said bridge is con-
structed and arranged with cam surfaces thereon which
upon door closing by contact with said door causes said

bridge to disengage from said seating block to swing same
on said pivot to an open position and which upon door
opening causes said bridge to swing to the closed engaged
position with said seating block.

4479038
MODE CONDITIONED JOYSnCK CONTROL FOR

VIDEO GAMES
Werner Marhold, and Danny J. Pool, both of Bish(^ CUif.,

assignors to Cal-Tron Corporation, Bishop, Cklif.

FUed Feb. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 446,508

Int a.3 HOIH 25/00
U.S. a. 200—6 A 25 aaims

4,479,037

TROLLEY BRIDGE
William L. Graves, LcadTille, Colo., assignor to AMAX Inc.,

Grteawich, Conn.

Filed Dec. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,614
Int a.) B60M 1/20

U.S. a. 191-36 4 Claims
1. In an electrically powered trolley system for a mine and

the like wherein said trolleys run by contact with a solid con-
ductor and wherein the trolley conductor is interrupted from
time to time by a door passing through said interruption to seal

off an open portion of said mine and the trolley conductor
terminals are horizontally spaced from each other to provide a
clearance for said door, the invention of a bridge means com-
prising:

1. A joystick control for the selective actuation of diametri-
cally opposed switches placed in at least one pair on a horizon-

tal axis intersecting a centered vertical axis of the joystick, and
including;

a mounting plate fixedly carrying said switches and having a
vertical opening therethrough comprised of a stepped

cylindrical bore with an upwardly faced planar shoulder
for support of the joystick,
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the joystick having an upper leg of cylinder form extending
upwardly from the opening in the mounting plate and to
be tilted laterally and having a lower leg of cylinder form
extending downwardly from the opening in the mounting
plate and carrying a cam member at the plane of said
hoizontal axes to engage and actuate said switches,

a flange on and for mounting and restricting lateral move-
ment oif the joystick and having a planar bottom face
supportably engageable flat upon the upwardly faced
shoulder in said mounting plate bore,

a compression spring means yieldingly biased between the
bottom of the mounting plate and an upwardly faced seat
carried by the joystick to maintain a downwardly assem-
bled normally upright and centered condition of the joy-
stick.

ator set portion, a switch closure point, an overtravel
portion and a return portion;

an actuator in the housing, operable to close the electrical
contacts;

a first spring engaging the plunger and the actuator;
blocking means for isolating the actuator from the contacts.

the blocking means being releasably connected to the
plunger and activated thereby during the actuator set

portion of the plunger stroke;

a second spring engageable between the housing and the
blocking means, the plunger compressing the first spring

4479039
ELECnUCAL SWITCH CONSTRUCHON AND METHOD

OF MAKING THE SAME
Frank Payne, KnoxvUle, Tenn., assignor to Robert Shaw Con-

trols Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No. 545,518
Int a^ HOIH 5/3a 13/66, 37/60

UAa 200-67 D 14 aaims

1. In an electrical switch construction comprising a housing
means, a pair of electrical switching units carried by said hous-
ing means, and condition responsive actuator means carried by
said housing means and being operatively associated with said
units to serially operate said units as said sensed condition
respectively reaches two different predetermined conditions,
said actuator means comprising an axially movable plunger for
operating one of said units and a snap disc for operating the
other of said units when snapped overcenter. said actuator
means having a spring means operatively associated with said
plunger and said snap disc to move said snap disc overcenter
when said plunger is moved to a certain axial position thereof
by said actuator means sensing one of said conditions, the
improvement wherein said actuator means has a tubular mem-
ber telescopically disposed on said plunger and operatively
interconnecting said snap disc to said other unit when said snap
disc is snapped overcenter.

4,479,040

TACTILE FEEL SWITCH WITH POSITIVE SWITCH
ACTUATION

Ronald S. Denley, Woodstock, and Anthony J. Van Zeeland,
Crystal Lake, both of U., assignora to Oak Industries Inc^
Raacho Bernardo, Calif.

Fikd Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 473,032

lot a^ HOIH 15/18
U.S. a. 200—77 8 Claims

1. A switch having tactile feedback, comprising:
a housing;

a set of electrical contacts associated with the housing;
a reciprocative plunger mounted in the housing and movable

through a stroke including an initial rest position, an actu-

and the second spring by virtue of the connection between
the plunger and blocking means, during the actuator set

portion of the stroke; and,

means for disconnecting the plunger and blocking means,
operative when the plunger stroke reache^ the switch
closure point, thereby releasing the compression of the
second spring, the second spring then deactivating the
blocking means so that the compression of the first spring
acts upon the actuator which closes the contacts while the
sudden decrease in the plunger resistance provides tactile

feedback.

4,479,041

PNEUMATIC BALL CONTACT SWTTCH
Danny L. Fenwick, Springdale, Ohio, and Jon D. Hopkins,

Unionville, Conn., assignors to General Electric Company,
Qncinnati, Ohio

Filed No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443^26
Int a^ HIOH 35/24

U.S. a. 200—81 R 4 Claims

1. A pneumatically operated electrical switch, comprising:
(a) a stack of metallic lamina containing a cylindrical cham-

ber and diffusion bonded together and rotatable about an
axis such that the cylinder is parallel with the axis and
such that the cylinder is subject to a centrifugal accelera-
tion exceeding 10,000 g's,

(b) two metallic conductors penetrating the chamber,
(c) insulating means for electrically insulating the conduc-

tors,

(d) a cylindrical insulator comprising sapphire and contained
within the cylindrical chamber for electrically insulating

the sphere from the stack of lamina,

(e) a first fluid passage communicting with the chamber for
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admitting fluid pressure to urge the sphere into contact

with the conductors, and

(0 > second fluid passage communicating with the chamber
for admitting fluid pressure to disconnect the sphere from
the conductors, and

(g) a movable, hollow glass sphere which
(i) has a conductive coating,

(ii) is contained within the cylindrical insulator of (e) and
(iii) can be rolled along the cylindrical insulator by applica-

tion of fluid pressure of (e) during the rotation of (a).

4,479,043

CONTROLLING THE ZONE OF LONGITUDINALLY
SEAM-WELDING SPLIT TUBES

Walter Hess; Franz Nicolai, both of MiUheim; Erich Treiss,

Duisburg, and Otto Getting, Mulheim, aU of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Mannesmann AktiengeseUschaft,
Duesseldorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,819
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 21,

1981, 311^364

Int a.3 H05B 6/06
MS. CL 219—8.5 i claim

4,479,042

CONTACT OVERTRAVEL ADJUSTMENT APPARATUS
FOR A VACUUM CONTACTOR

Robert T. Basnctt, Hcndersonyille, N.C., assignor to Westing-
boose Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Apr. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 486,589

Int a.3 HOIH 33/66
U.S. a. 20O—144 B 10 Claims

1. A vacuum contactor, comprising:

vacuum interrupter means for opening and closing an elec-

trical circuit including a moveable contact having a
threaded shaft and being transferable between an open
position and a closed position;

operating means for effecting relative movement of the

moveable contact between the open and closed positions,

the operating means including an arm having an opening
through which a portion of the threaded shaft of the

moveable contact extends;

a housing for supporting the vacuum interrupter means and
the operating means;

a flrst nut; and

a second nut, the flrst nut and second nut each having a

threaded bore therethrough and a plurality of radially

spaced teeth about the periphery thereof, the first nut and
the second nut engaging the portion of the threaded shaft

of the moveable contact extending beyond the arm of the

operating means with the arm contacting the first nut to

hold the moveable contact in the open position and the

flrst nut being spaced from the arm when the moveable
contact is in the closed position, the space representing the

overtravel gap for the vacuum interrupter means, the

second nut contacting the first nut on the threaded shaft

whereby the flrst nut and the second nut so positioned can
be removably secured without the transmission of torque
to the shaft of the moveable contact by the rotation of the

blade of a screwdriver inserted between two teeth of the

first nut and two teeth of the second nut, the screwdriver
engaging diagonally opposite teeth in the first and second
nuts, respectively, during the rotation thereof, the rotation

of the blade in one direction tightening the first and sec-

ond nuts with rotation of the blade in the opposite direc-

tion loosening the first and second nuts.

1. A method of controlling the welding zone pursuant to

high-frequency-seam-welding the adjoining edges of a split

tube, comprising the step of

convexly shaping the edges of the not yet closed tube prior

to welding as preparation for obtaining a more uniform
temperature across the edges;

high frequency heating the edges as shaped progressively

just prior to tube closing so that on account of the con-
vexly shaped edges, fusion occurs first in central portions

of the adjoining edges as the edges are forced together

downstream from a location in which the edges abut first,

which is followed by fusion of comer portions thereof;

measuring the temperature of the edges downstream from
heating; and

adjusting the shaping towards obtaining a variation in con-
vexity to thereby modify the temperature distribution in

the edges as heated.

4,479,044

ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY FOR TRAVELLING-WIRE
ELECTROEROSION MACHINE

Kiyoshi Inoue, Tokyo, and Akihiko Shiraiza, Kanagawaken,
both of Japan, assignors to Inoue-Japax Research Incorpo-
rated, Yokohama, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 897,053, Apr. 17, 1978, Pat No. 437,279.
This appUcation Jon. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 270,864

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 18, 1977, 52-44383;
Jun. 15, 1977, 52-69800; Jol. 11, 1977, 52-81961; Aug. 4, 1977,
52-92974

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 22,

1998, has been discUdmed.

Int a.3 B23P 1/12
U.S. a. 219—69 W 17 Claims

10. An electroerosion machine for cutting a desired contour
in a projected edge or overhang portion of a workpiece with
an axially-travelling elongate electrode, comprising:

workpiece support means for retaining a workpiece;

rotatable electrode carriage means having an upper and a

lower electrode guidance member for guiding the axially-

travelling elongate electrode linearly therebetween in an
electroerosive cutting relationship with the workpiece;

translational drive means for relatively displacing said car-

riage means and said workpiece support means in an essen-

tially horizontal plane to transversely move the axially-

travelling elongate electrode between said upper and
lower guidance members in said portion of the workpiece
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along a predetermined cutting path prescribed to corre-
spond to a desired contour; and

rotary drive means for rotating said electrode carriage
means about an essentially vertical rotary axis and in such

wire between said wire-guide members away from said

straight line path; and

directionally controlling said stream of the machining fluid

into said cutting gap so as to maintain said stream always
directed into a workpiece region immediately behind the

wire advancing, in spite of a change of direction of ad-

vance thereof, along said prescribed non-unirectilinear

cutting path while simultaneously controlling the pressure

of said machining fluid in said direction-controlled stream

in accordance with said signal so as to counterbalance said

wire-deflecting gap pressure, whereby to maintain said

traveling electrode wire substantially in alignment with

said straight line path.

a manner as to avoid a collision of any part of said elec-

trode carriage means with said workpiece as it may occur
while the elongate electrode and the workpiece are trans-

versely moved relative to each other along said predeter-

mined cutting path.

4,479,045

TRAVELING-WIRE ELECTROEROSIVE CUTTING
METHOD AND APPARATUS

Kiyoshi Inoue, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Inone-Japax Research
Incorporated, Yokohama, Japan

FUed Aug. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406,950
Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 12, 1981, 56-127088

Int C\? B23P 1/08
U.S.a 219—69 W 2 Qaimi

11
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1. In a method of traveling-wire electroerosive machining of
an electrically conductive workpiece wherein a continuous
electrode wire stretched under tension between a wire-supply
side and a wire-takeup side is continuously transported axially

to travel along a straight-line path between a pair of wire-guide
members in an electroerosive cutting relationship with the

workpiece, a machining fluid is supplied in a stream under a

pressure into a cutting gap formed between the traveling elec-

trode wire and the workpiece, and a succession of electrical

machining discharges are effected across said gap to electro-

erosively remove stock from the workpiece while the travel-

ing-electrode wire and the workpiece are relatively displaced

transversely to said straight-line path to advance the electro-

erosive stock removal along a prescribed non-unirectilinear

cutting path corresponding to a desired contour of cut to be
machined in the workpiece, the improvement which comprises

the steps of:

sensing a machining current passing between the traveling

wire and the workpiece during said «lectrical discharges

to produce a signal representing a pressure created in said

cutting gap and tending to deflect said traveling electrode

4479046
SINGLE POWER SOURCE ARC WELDING APPARATUS
Masanori Mizuno, and Taki^i Miznno, both of Nagoya, Japan,

assignors to Mitsubishi Denki KabushUd Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Apr. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 483,306
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 14, 1982, 57-61874

Int a.3 B23K 9/09
U.S. a. 219—130J2 6 Claims

'^y
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1. A pulse arc welding apparatus, comprising:

(a) a D.C. voltage source (1),

(b) switching means (2) for coupling said source to a welding

unit (13),

(c) a current detector (4) for detecting welding current

supplied by said source, and

(d) a control unit (30) comprising an adjustable peak current

upper limiter (7), an adjustable peak current lower limiter

(8), an adjustable base current upper limiter (21), an ad-

justable base current lower limiter (22), and a control

circuit (20) for generating signals for controlling said

switching means to alternately supply peak current and

base current pulses to said welding unit, said control cir-

cuit comprising a first base current comparator (33) and a

second peak current comparator (32), means coupling said

current detector output to a first input of each compara-

tor, means coupling outputs of said base current upper and
lower limiters to a second input of said first comparator,

and means coupling outputs of said peak current upper

and lower limiters to a second input of said second com-
parator, whereby each peak current pulse of the resultant

welding current cyclically varies between amplitude lev-

els established by said peak current upper and lower limit-

ers, and each base current pulse similarly varies between
amplitude levels established by said base current upper

and lower limiters.

4.s:-;2« OG- 84-13
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M79,047
SPLIT BARREL ELECTRIC HAIR CURLER/STYLER

Farces U. Khiga, Chicago; Robert O. Emot, Oak Park; Jerry P.
GroBwick, Park Ridge, and Howard A. Bristol, Dolton, all of
UIm assignors to Saabeam Corporation, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Jnl. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,331
Int a.J A4SD 1/02: H05B 3/02

UA a 219-225 ,4Ciai„„

1. A curler/styler comprising an elongated handle having an
elongated longitudinally split heating barrel projecting from
the forward end thereof and defining a longitudinal space
between the split portions of the barrel, said space being open
at its forward end. and an elongated generally fiat blade-like
clamp projecting from said forward end of said handle in said
space between the split portions of said heating barrel, said
split heating barrel and said clamp being rotatable relative to
one another about a longitudinal axis between a first position
wherein the split portions of the barrel are spaced from the
clamp so that strands of hair can be inserted therebetween and
a second position wherein the inserted hair strands are clamped
between engaged longitudinal edges of the split barrel portions
and the clamp, and means for selectively rotating said barrel
and clamp relative to each other.

creases in a direction away from said first and second port,
respectively,

a third heat conductive cylinder located between said first

and second cylinder and having a discharging port formed
therein located adjacent the first and second material
feeding port;

a third threaded screw shaft rotatably mounted in said third
cylinder;

first and second tubes interconnecting said first and second
cylinders to said third cylinder at an end thereof opposite
said first and second port;

means operatively associated with said first, second and
third shaft for selectively driving said first, second and
third shaft respectively; and

a plurality of band heater means enclosing an external wall
of the first, second and third cylinders for conducting heat
via said cylinders to said thermoplastic material, each of
said band heater means being connected to said electrical
source.

4,479,049
AUTOMAnC BANK NOTE TRANSACHON APPARATUS
Minora Hirose, Yokoluuna, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,244
aaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1981, 564514;

Jan. 22, 1981, 564525; Apr. 6, 1981, 56-51538
Int. a.2 B65H 29/40

U.S. a 235-379 ig ^^^

4,479,048
RECLAIMING MACHINE FOR SCRAPS OF EXPANDED

FOAM THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Tomoo Kinoshita, 26-9-203, 4-ciiome, Kaneari, Katsushikaku,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,127
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1982, 57-

iBt a^ F27B 9/06
UA a. 219-388 «a,te„

Hi lost •1»4
,1

1. A reclaiming machine for scraps of expanded foam ther-
moplastic material comprising:

an electric source;

a housing having a first and second material feeding port
formed therein;

a first and second heat conductive cylinder positioned in the
said housing and in connection with said first and second
port, respectively;

a fint and second threaded screw shaft routably mounted in
said first and second cylinder, respectively, wherein the
thread diameter of said first and second screw shafts in-

1. An automatic bank note transaction apparatus which
comprises:

a housing having a cash inlet and a cash outlet;

a bank note receiving section disposed opposite to said cash
inlet inside said housing to receive bank notes collectively
put in said housing through said cash inlet;

first conveyance means for successively introducing and
conveying the bank notes received in said bank note re-
ceiving section one by one;

discriminating means for discriminating the denomination of
the bank notes introduced and conveyed by said first

conveyance means;
first distributing means for sorting the bank notes by denomi-

nation according to the result of the discrimination by said
discriminating means;

a plurality of first temporary collecting sections for sepa-
rately depositing several denominations of notes, whereby
the bank notes sorted out by said first distributing means
are temporarily collected according to their respective
denominations;

a plurality of safe sections each having a storage chamber for
storing notes of one of said several denominations so that
the stored bank notes may be taken out one by one;

second conveyance means for successively introducing and
conveying the bank notes received in said storage cham-
ber in said safe sections one by one to said discriminating
means; ^'^X^

said discriminating means discriminatin^litjiotes from unfit
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notes among the bank notes for withdrawal taken out
from said safe sections by said second conveyance means;

second distributing means for sorting the bank notes for
withdrawal conveyed by the second conveyance means
aMording to the result of the discrimination by said dis-
criminating means;

a second temporary collecting section for fit notes for with-
drawal, whereby the fit notes among the bank notes for
withdrawal sorted out by said second distributing means
are collected temporarily;

third conveyance means for conveying the bank notes for
withdrawal collected in said second temporary collecting
section for withdrawal to said cash outlet; and

transfer means for transferring the deposited bank notes
collected for depositing in said first temporary collecting
sections to said bank note storage chambers of said safe
sections in which bank notes for withdrawal of the same
denominations as those of said depwited bank notes are
stored separately, whereby said deposited bank notes are
ased as bank notes for withdrawal.

order for said sensing means to be property positioned
with respect to said articles.

4,479,050
SENSOR AUGNMENT aRCUTT AND METHOD OF

OPERATION
DiTid J. Helffrich, Nazareth, Pa., assigoor to Bell and Howell
Company, Phlllipsbnrg, NJ.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,761
lot a.) G06K 7/0J6

U,S.a 235-474 18 Claims

»-

1. Apparatus for providing and indication of the relative
positioning of sensing means with respect to sensed indicia
borne by articles traveling proximate said sensing means, said
apparatus comprising:

first clock means for generating first clock pulses;
means for determining when said indicia is sensed by said

sensing means;

second clock means for generating second clock pulses at a
frequency fa and a period t2, where frequency f2 is greater
than the frequency fi of said first clock, and where t2 is less

than the period t\ of said first clock;

means for counting the number of second clock pulses gen-
erated during the period ti for generating a first signal in

accordance therewith;

means for determining the number of second clock pulses
generated before said indicia is sensed relative to the
number ofsecond clock pulses generated after said indicia
is sensed, said means being adapted to provide a second
signal related to said determination;

coniparison means for comparing said second signal pro-
vided by said determining means with said first signal

generatMl by said counting means; and,

means connected to said comparison means for providing an
indication whether the sensing of said indicia occurs at an
acceptable time between successive first clock pulses in

4,479,051

APPARATUS FOR DRIVING OBJECTIVE LENS IN
TRACKING DIRECTION

Torn Mnsha, Hachioji, Ji^an, assignor to Olympus Optical Co.,
Ltd., Japan

FUed Apr. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 139,756
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1979, 54-52236;

Dec 28, 1979, 54-170247; Feb. 16, 1980, 55-17208
Int a.3 G05B 1/00

VS.a 250-202 98 Gains

^4^6926

^ 72'7374

1. An apparatus for driving an objective lens for correcting
a relative positional error, i.e., a tracking error between an
information track recorded spirally or concentrically on a
record medium and a light spot projected onto the record
medium by means of the objective lens comprising
means for supporting the objective lens movably in a track-

ing direction perpendicular to an optical axis of the objec-
tive lens as well as to the information track,

a movable member made of magnetic material and arranged
movably in the tracking direction in conjunction with the
objective lens;

first and second magnetic members made of magnetic mate-
rial and arranged in such a manner that the movable mem-
ber is interposed therebetween via gaps viewed in a direc-
tion substantially perpendicular to the tracking direction
to form together with the movable member a magnetic
circuit passing through the first magnetic member, the gap
between the first magnetic member and movable member,
the movable member, the gap between the movable mem-
ber and second magnetic member, and the second mag-
netic member;

means arranged in part of the magnetic circuit for producing
a constant magnetic flux through the magnetic circuit; and

first and second coils would on the first and second magnetic
members, respectively, at portions opposite to the mov-
able member for producing a magnetic fiux in the first and
second magnetic member portions substantially in parallel

with the tracking direction; whereby said first and second
coils are supplied with signals corresponding to a tracking
error signal representing the tracking error so as to move
the movable member and thus the objective lens in the
tracking direction.

4,479,052

AVALANCHE PHOTO-DIODE BIAS ORCUTT
Shinichi Suzuki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to AsaU Kogaka Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,079

aaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 31, 1981, 56-136658
Int. OK} HOIJ 40/14

U.S. a 250-214 R s Claims
1. An avalanche photo-diode bias circuit fora light receiving

device having light-receiving and pause times and an ava-
lanche photo-diode employed as a light receiving element,
comprising; a voltage-controlled transistor (3) connected
through constant current means (4) to said avalanche photo-
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diode; a first voltage divider circuit (5) connected to said
constant current means (4); a sample/hold circuit (14) con-
trolled by a sample pulse during a^use time for receiving an
output of said voltoge divider^ircuitx<5); a second voltage
divider circuit (6) connected to an outputof^d sample/hold

circuit; means (13) for comparing an output of said second
voluge divider circuit (6) with an output of said first voltage
divider (5); and switching means controlled by said sample
pulse for selectively applying an output of said comparing
means, as a control voltage, to said voltage-controlled transis-

tor (3).

4,479,054

SaNTILLATION COUNTER LIGHT SEAL
Richard S. Kampf, Costa Mesa, Calif„ and Henry G. DowUng,

Atlanta, Ga., assignors to Beckman Instruments, Inc» Fuller*
ton, Calif.

FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,341
Int a.3 GOIT 7m

U.S.a 250-328 11 Claims

4,479,053
FOCAL PLANE ARRAY OPTICAL PROXIMITY SENSOR
Alan R. Johnston, La Canada, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,

FUed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,797
lat Q.^ GOIS 9/02

UAa 250-221 13aaims

1. In an optical proximity sensor mounted on a vehicle, the
combination of

an illuminator assembly comprising an illuminator lens and
an array of light emitters in the focal plane of said illumi-

nator lens;

a detector assembly comprising a detector lens and an array
of light detectors in the focal plane of said detectors lens;

and

means for so positioning said detector assembly and said

illuminator assembly with respect to each other on said

vehicle that the field of view of each of said light emitters
through said illuminator lens will intersect the field of
view of at least one of said light detectors through said

detector lens.

1. A measuring apparatus for determining the constituents in
a sample containing vial, said apparatus comprising:

a measuring chamber;
means for moving said vial into said chamber;
a passageway along which said vial is moved by said moving
means into said chamber; and

at least one set of a plurality of arcuate blades pivotally
mounted in a housing adjacent said passageway and sur-

rounding said passageway adjacent said chamber for ad-
justably contracting to reduce the cross section of said
passageway, and engage an exterior surface of said mov-
ing means to block entry of exterior light into said cham-
ber when said vial is in said chamber.

4,479,055

INFRARED ANALYZER, ESPECIALLY FOR
FOODSTUFFS SUCH AS FLOUR

Peter Perten, An der Barsbck 33 B, D«2000 Barsbeuttel, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,151
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Mar. 16, 1981, 8101655

Int a.3 GOIN 21/35. 21/11
MS. a. 250—338 9 dairas

1. Infrared analyzer for rdative determination of amounts of
certain substances in a sample, especially in foodstuffs such as
flour, by alternately irradiating the sample and a reference with
infrared light, said analyzer comprising:

a light source;

means for separating infrared light from said light source;
means for transmitting the infrared light to a sample con-

tainer for reflection by the sample;
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reference means for providing a reference standard reflec-

tance;

means for alternately receiving light reflected from the
sample and from said reference means and converting the
reflected light to electrical signals;

a container for the sample, said container including a light

transmitting window and a first wall portion around the
window, a second wall portion spaced fixnn and movable
relative to said first wall portion to define a suiuble space
for the sample between the window and said second wall,

said container having an opening for receiving the sample
in such a position that the sample can only be inserted into

the space approximately parallel to the plane of the win-
dow.

' 4,479,056

MOnON DETECTOR FOR SPACE SURVEILLANCE
Hemann Ziotnt, Mmdch, Fed. R^ of Gonany, assignor to

Richard Hirschmann Radiotechniscfaes Werk, F^wlingen am
Ncdur, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,079

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 18,

1981, 3119720

Int a' GOIJ 5/08
U.S. a. 250—342 13 Claims

•M* »!»• »*VC

1. A motion detector responsive to incident radiation, com-
prising:

an elongate four-sided frustopyramidal box with a first pair

of longitudinal walls bisected by a plane of symmetry and
a second pair of longitudinal walls converging toward said

plane of symmetry from a wider closed end toward a

narrower entrance and accessible to incident radiation, at

least the walls of said second pair having reflective inner

surfaces;

a concave radiation reflector at said closed end with a veriex

in said plane of symmetry and a focus near said entrance

end; and
radiation-sensing means in the vicinity of said focus con-

fronting said concave reflector for illumination by inci-

dent beams of parallel rays approaching said entrance end
at a plurality of predetermined azimuthal angles with

reference to said plane of symmetry and reflected at least

once in said box by a wall of said second pair, said radia-

tion-sensing means having a receiving area substantially

narrower than said entrance end at least in a direction

perpendicular to said plane ofsymmetry, the length ofsaid
box being so related to the angle of convergence « in-

cluded between said second pair of walls and said plane of

symmetry that incoming beams traversing said entrance

end at azimuthal angles ±(2n-|- l)*a undergo n reflections

at said second pair of walls before reaching said concave

reflector, n being an integer ranging from to a maximum

of 3, said incoming beams being converted by said con-

cave reflector into converging beams undergoing each a

further reflection at said second pair of walls before im-

pinging from different directions onto said radiation-sens-

ing means.

4,479,057

AUTOMATIC BIASING CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR
EMISSIONS DETECTOR

Dior B. Karpowycz, Chicago, U., assignor to Sun Eleetric Cor-
poration, Crystal Lake, III.

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,082

Int a? GOIN 21/35
MS.a 250-343 7 Claims

mr/noe IS amdmom t*)

aergcnmtmmas

-ae muMt eomtateifr fumntmr nr
1 mm»J

1. For use in an automotive exhaust emissiofis analyzer, an
automatic bias control circuit for a radiant energy detector,

comprising:

radiant energy detector means responsive to radiant energy

for generating a signal output having a fu^t signal charac-

teristic varying in time in accordance with the amount of

radiant energy detected by said radiant energy detector

means, said detector means being driven by an electrical

signal having a second signal characteristic;

signal source means for connection to said radiant energy

detector means for generating said electrical signal having

said second signal characteristic, said signal source means
monitoring a developed signal for adjusting the magnitude

of said second signal characteristic; and

automatic adjustment means for monitoring said first signal

characteristic for generating said developed signal.

4,479,058

AUXIUARY UNIT FOR CARRYING OUT REFLECnON
MEASUREMENTS USING AN IR SPECTROMETER

Jiirgen Gast, Rheinstetten; Latz Wunsch, Vbkersbach, and
Giinter Zachmann, Remehingen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Broker Analytische Messtechnik GmbH, Rbein-

stetten-Forchheim, Fed. Rep. of Gamany
FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,221

Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 2,

1981, 3147689

iBt CL^ GOIJ 5/08
MS. a. 250-343 10 Claims

1. An auxiliary device for carrying out reflection measure-

ments using an IR spectrometer designed for the performance
of transmission measurements and comprising optical means
for generating a beam of rays focussed in a cross-sectional

plane located within a straight section and intended to receive

the sample to be investigated by transmission, which auxiliary

device comprises two deflecting mirrors to be positioned in the

straight beam section on both sides of the cross-sectional plane

and further two focussing reflector arrangements of which the

first forms at the location of the sample to be investigated a

reduced image of the focus situated within the beam of rays

deflected by the said first deflecting mirror, while the said

second focussing reflector arrangement forms an enlarged
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image of the said reduced focus at a distance before the said
second deflecting mirror so that the beam of rays emitted by
the said second deflecting mirror forms the prolongation of the
beam of rays inciding upon the said first deHecting mirror just
as If the auxiliary device did not exist, characterized in that
each reflector arrangement comprises a collimator mirror (26,

two-dimensional cathode means to obtain a twoslimen-
sional intensity distribution of said radiation.

4t479060
APPARATUS FOR IRRADIATION WITH CHARGED

PARTICLE BEAMS
HMimi Tamura, HacUoJi; Tohm IsUtaiii« Sayama, and Akini
SUmaae, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignon to Hitachi. Ltd„
Tokyo, Japan

^

Filed Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 454,027
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, I9S2, 57.«79rin

us.a ^rSi'™" ''"'"^ "">* «^-«'
, cuZ

27) for parallelizing the divergent beam of rays emitted by the
associated deflecting mirror (22, 23), and a section of a com-
mon parabolic mirror (2), the beams of rays (29, 31) emitted by
the said collimator mirrors (26, 27) extending in parallel to the
axis (9) of the said parabolic mirror (2) and the sample (16)
being arranged at a point coinciding with its focal point (14).

4 479 059
IMAGING RADIATION DETECTOR WITH GAIN

Chrirtopher L. Morris; George C. Idzorek, both of Los AUunos,
and Leroy G. Atencio, Espanola, aU of N. Mex., assignors tope United States of America as represented by the United
States Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,545
Int a.J GOIT 1/1%

U-S. CI. 250-385
<jCl«i»s

OASTOHTtOX

MTMOOf OOTFUT lYOMCCnONI

•'HVANOOC

CATMOOC OUTPUT IX OMECTIOMI

1. A two-dimensional integrating radiation detector for
having high resolution and gain comprising:

a detector gas;

charge carriers generated by the interaction of said radiation
with said detector gas;

anode means biased at a predetermined positive potential
sufTicient to cause cumulative multiplication of said
charge carriers for enhancing detector gain, said anode
means having a plurality of parallel wires equally spaced
apart at a close fixed distance;

two-dimensional cathode means for accumulating a positive
charge from posirive ions generated by said cumulative
multiplication of charge carriers, said two-dimensional
cathode means having a first and a second plurality of
parallel wires that are equally spaced apart at one-half the
distance of said close fixed distance of said plurality of
wires of said anode means, said first and said second plu-
rality of parallel wires of said cathode means beine or-
thogonally disposed; and

means for sampling said positive charge accumulated on said

1. An apparatus for irradiation with charged particle beams
comprising a single charged particle generating source from
which the charged particle beams formed of electrons and
negative ions, respectively, can be simultaneously derived; a
specimen holder on which a specimen is put; and charged
particle irradiation means which is interposed between said
charged particle generating source and said specimen holder in
order to focus the charged particle beams and to irradiate a
surface of the specimen with the focused beams, and which
includes at least one magnetic lens and at least one electrostatic
lens that are individually disposed.

4,479,061
LUMINANCE AMPLIHER AND AN APPARATUS

INCLUDING THE SAME
Yoichiro Koizumi, and Toshie Kaneko, both of Yokohama, Ja-

pan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 283,912, Jol. 16, 1961, abandoned. This

applicatioa Mar. 15, 1984, Ser. No. 589,057
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101913:

Feb. 27, 1981, 56.27755; Feb. 27, 1981, 56-27756
Int. a.} HOIJ 1/62

U.S. a 250-487.1
21 Claims

1. A luminance amplifying apparatus comprising:
irradiating means for radiating through a luminant surface to

the outside, wherein the luminant surface reflects radia-
tion incident thereon from the outside; and

a grating disposed adjacent to the luminant surface and
outside said irradiating means and including a plurality of
walls which reflect and diffuse radiation and which defme
apertures;
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whereby radiation emitted by said irradiating means is re-

flected by said walls and by the luminant surface so as to

increase the luminance along the normal to the luminant
surface.

4,479,062

PHOTO-ELECTRIC CONVERSION DEVICE WTTH
ACCUMULATION TIME CONTROL

Masahiro Kawasaki; Harumi Aoki, and Koji Sozoki, all of To-
kyo, Japan, assignors to Asahi Kogaka Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

nied Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,122
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 6, 1981, 55-16355;

Feb. 6, 1981, 55-16356

Int. a.3 HOIJ 40/14
U.S. a. 250—578 5 Claims

engine under a first predetermined condition and automat-
ically restarting said engine under a second predetermined
condition;

a two-speed type wiper motor having a low terminal and a
high terminal, for driving a wiper; and

control means connected to only one of said low terminal
and said high terminal of said wiper motor, forjudging an
operation condition of said wiper in accordance with a
signal from the connected terminal of said wiper motor
and preventing said engine from being automatically
stopped when said wiper is driven.

4479064
SAFE START SYSTEM FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES
Dee N. Monsen, 2312 Suiset, Caldwell, Id. 83605

nied Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,764
Int. a.} B60R 25/04

UA a. 290—37 R n Claims

1. A photo-electric conversion device, comprising: a light

receiving element array for accumulating information on inci-

dent light through an accumulation effect; means for scanning
the light receiving element array; and light receiving means
provided adjacent said light receiving element array and pro-

viding an output in response to received light, said output from
the light receiving means being utilized to control an accumu-
lation time of said light receiving element array,

said device furiher comprising saturation detecting means
for detecting saturation of an output of said light receiving

element array; and

means for further varying said accumulation time in re-

sponse to an output of said saturation detecting means;

said accumulation time being reduced when said output of
said light receiving element array is saturated.

4,479,063

AUTOMATIC ENGINE STOP-RESTART SYSTEM
Masahiro Ueda; Masahiko Noba; Osama Hori; Kimitoshi Mn-

rata, and Hatsuo Nakao, all of Toyota, Japan, assignors to

Toyota Jidosba Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan
Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,727

aaims priority, application Japan, Jid. 27, 1981, 56-117252

Int a.3 PD2N ll/dO; H02P 1/04, 5/16
U.S. a. 290—30 R 3 Claims

3e
J /

/
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1. In combination with an automotive vehicle having a body,
a source of electrical energy, an engine and an engine starting

circuit including a starter solenoid and an ignition switch
connected to the electrical voltage source, a safe start system
comprising a plurality of switch devices mounted on the body
of the vehicle for actuation externally of the vehicle, signal

controlled means connected to the starting circuit for normally
preventing operation of the engine, and timing means con-
nected to said switch devices and the signal controlled means
for enabling the starting circuit through the signal controlled

means in response to sequential actuation of said switch de-

vices within a predetermined interval of time.

t^M

1. An automatic engine stop-restart' system, comprising:

engine stop and restart means for automatically stopping an

4,479,065

CHATTERING PREVENTIVE ORCUrT
Hitomi Aizawa, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha
Snwa Seikoslia, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,431

Claims priority, application Japan, May 28, 1981, 56-81369

Int a^ H03K 17/56

VJS. a. 307—247 R 9 Claims
1. A chattering preventive circuit comprising switch means

for producing an input signal representative of the open and
closed states of said switch means, first and second periodic

pulse signals, first memory means for receiving said input

signal and said first periodic pulse signal and for producing a
write-in signal representative of the coincidence of said input

signal and said first periodic pulse signal, second memory
means for receiving said write-in signal and said second peri-
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odk pulse signal, said second memory means producing an
output signal representative of the closed state of said switch
means only when said switch means is kept closed for at least
a predetermined time period, said second memory means not
producing the next output signal representative of another
closing of said switch means unless said switch means first

remains open for at least a predetermined time period, said first

memory means receiving said output signal from said second
memory means as an input, said write-in signal produced by
said first memory means being applied as an input to said first

4 479 067
OUTPUT BUFFER aPCUIT

Koaichi Fiuita, Yokoluma« Japan, assignor to Fi^itsu Limited,
Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,311
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1980, 55-119360

iBt a^ H03K 17/04. won, 17/693
VS. a. 307-475

,5 cud„„

Vis Tciivs, n" I j I
v^i

memory means, said first memory means including first and
second OR gates and first and second AND gates, said first

periodic pulse signal, write-in signal and output signal being
mputted into said first OR gate, the output of said first OR gate
and said input signal being inputted into said first AND gate,
said fint periodic pulse signal, write-in signal and output signal
being inputted into said second AND gate, the outputs from
said first and second AND gates being inputted into said sec-
ond OR gate, the output of said second OR gate being said
write-in signal.

»>:

|ya_j

4^479066
AC/DC CURRENT DIVIDER CIRCUIT

MIItoB L. Enbrce, Readiag, Pa^ anignor to ATAT BeU Ubora-
torica, Murray Hill, NJ.

Contianation of Ser. No. 134,992, Mar. 28, 1980, abandoned.
TU« appUcation May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,867

lot a.) H03K 5/00
UAa307-350

lOdatatt

.»«

n
CQ Inn il-U-^

UK, _

SUKC
MOTECIW "tp-" Q-o*

1. A circuit having an output terminal and an input terminal
for accepting an input current having an AC component and aDC component, said circuit comprising
means for separating said input current into first and second

currents in a controlled proportion, each of said first and
second currents having an AC component and a DC
component,

means responsive to said first current for establishing a
control current substantially equal to said first current,
said control current having an AC component and a DC
component,

a source of a DC reference current,

said separating means including means responsive to said
DC reference current and to said control current for
controlling said proportion such that the DC component
of said control current is substantially equal to said DC
reference current, and

means for supplying at said output terminal a signal repre-
senting the AC component of said control current

14. An output buffer circuit having an external output line
and operatively connectoble to receive an internal output
signal, comprising:

a buffer circuit operatively connected to the external output
hne and operatively connectable to receive the internal
output signal; and

means, operatively connected to the external output line and
operatively connectable to receive the internal output
signal, for charging the external output line for a predeter-
mined tinae period in dependence upon the internal output
signal, said means for charging comprising:
a charging circuit operatively connected to the external

output line;

a circuit, operatively connected to said charging circuit,
for activating said charging circuit in dependence upon
the internal output signal; and

a delay circuit, operatively connected to said charging
circuit, for deactivating said charging circuit in depen-
dence upon the internal output signal.

4,479,068
STEPPING MOTOR DEVICE FOR CHANGING THE

POSITION OF A ROTATING BODY
Takahani Idogaki; Hisasi Kawai, both of Alchi; Kyo Hattori,
and KazuUro Sakurai, both of Shizuoka, aU of Japan, assign-
ors to Nippan Soken, Inc., Nishio and Toyota Jidosha Kabn-
shiki Kaisha, Toyota, both of, Japan

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,528
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 19, 1981, 56-147002

Int. a.} H02K J/06
VS. a. 310-194 J chdms

1. A stepping motor device for changing the rotational
position of a rotating body in response to a command electrical
signal, said device comprising:

a bobbin having a central cylindrical cavity,
a coil wound on said bobbin,

a stator inserted in said central cylindrical cavity of the bobbin,
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said stator consisting of a hollow cylindrical body having

first recesses formed in the upper and the lower portions,

respectively, one of said first recesses in the upper portion

being located in the side opposite to the side of the other of

said first recesses in the lower portion with respect to the

axis of said hollow cylindrical body, the portion of said

hollow cylindrical body between said first and second reces-

ses being a main cylinder having a circumferential structure,

second recesses formed symmetrically of said main cylinder

for providing a predetermined distribution of the lines of

magnetic force in the space of said hollow cylindrical body,

and third recesses formed symmetrically in the middle por-

tion of said hollow cylindrical body for changing the mag-

netically stable position, and

a cylindrical permanent magnet rotor arranged at the center of

the space in said hollow cylindrical body, said magnet hav-

ing an axial length equal to or less than the axial length of

said main cylinder.

4,479,070

VIBRATING QUARTZ DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE
SENSOR

Richard H. Frische; Rudolf C. Dankwort, and Charles D. Klem,

all of Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,004

Int. a.3 HOIL 41/08

VS. a. 310—338 24 Claims

4,479,069

LEAD ATTACHMENT FOR AN ACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCER

Darid G. MiUer, Boxford, Mass., assignor to Hewlett-Packard

Company, Palo Alto, CaUf.

FUed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,377

Int a^ HOIL 41/22

VS. a. 310—334 3 Oaims

1. A transducer assembly including

a first array of parallel crystals,

a second array of parallel crystals having faces respectively

adhered to the faces of the crystals of the first array with

the faces of the crystals of said first array protruding

beyond the faces of the crystals of the second array so as

to form at least one shelf,

electrical conductors respectively in contact with the ad-

hered faces of the crystals of each array, the said conduc-

tors respectively extending along the faces of said first

array that form said shelf, and

a sheet of insulating material having means defining an open-

ing therein, said opening closely fitting around the second

array at the point where the faces of its crystals are ad-

hered to the faces of the crystals of said first array, said

sheet carrying separate electrical conductors that are

respectively in conuct with the electrical conductors on

the faces of the crystals of said first array that form said

shelf.

1. A vibrating diaphragm pressure sensor comprising

a first plate,

a diaphragm having a predetermined thickness between a

first and second wall formed in said first plate,

electrode means coupled with diaphragms for piezoelectri-

cally exciting thickness shear mode oscillations substan-

tially normal to said diaphragm,

means for exposing at least one surface of said diaphragm to

a variable pressure in a direction normal to said diaphragm

for varying the frequency of said oscillations, and

means responsive to said variable oscillation frequency for

providing a measure of said variable pressure.

4,479,071

HIGH-PRESSURE DISCHARGE LAMP HAVING
SHIELDING MEANS COMPRISED OF BORON NITRIDE
Germain R.TJampens, and Abraham Coomans, both of Eiadho-

oi, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. PhiUps Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,441

Qaims priority, appUcation Netherlands, Apr. 8, 1981,

8101723

Int. a.3 HOIJ 61/04. 61/52

VS. a. 313—25 9 Claims

1

5

1. A high-pressure metal halide lamp having a discharge

vessel surrounded by an outer envelope, said discharge vessel

has an ionizable filling comprising at least an alkali metal and a

halogen and is provided with two electrodes between which in

the operating condition of said lamp the discharge takes place,

at least one electrode being connected to a current supply

conductor extending between said discharge vessel and said

outer envelope, a plate-shaped element being present in said

lamp between said discharge vessel and said outer envelope in

such manner that, when viewed from said discharge vessel,

said current supply conductor is present substantially entirely
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behind «Md plate-shaped element, characterized in that said
plate-shaped element comprises boron nitride.

^ M79,072
SEALED.BEAM HEADLAMP HAVING SEATING
ABUTMENT ON THE OITTSIDE OF CONCAVE

REFLECTOR
MjiA^ Gauge!, Fftntenfddbmck, and Walter SchSoberr

Gtaigen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, anignort to Patent
irachand-GeaeUachaft ftar eiektriscfae GlnUampen mbH
Mumcb, Fed. Rep. of Germany

"—"P'n moH,

FUed Dec. 28, IWl, Ser. No. 335,187

., « ^ '*• °' ™** ^/^* ^/^^' ^/^* HOIG 1/14UAa 313-113 „ cialna

insulated from the other, and each electrically^onnected
to a respective lead of the cathode fUament; and

1. Sealed-beam headlamp having
an electric lamp (1) and a concave reflector (2), formed at its

base with a seating abutment, and having a reflective
surface at the inner, or concave side thereof,

a lamp carrier element (3, 4) having a seating surface (45)
fittmg against the seating abutment on the reflector (2)

the lamp (1) being secured to the carrier element in predeter-
mined aligned position with respect to said seating sur-

and wherein the abutment deflnes a locating surface (25) on
the reflector, is located at the concave side, and hence
adjacent the reflectiVe surface of the reflector, and at a
predetermined position with respect to the reflector to
position the lamp in aligned predetermined relationship
with respect to the reflective surface of the reflector upon
assembly of the carrier element to the reflector with the
seating surface (45) on the lamp carrier element fltting
against the locating surface (25) formed by the abutment
on the reflector at the inner region of the concave reflec-
tor.

(c) a fourth lamella secured to and substantially equally
spaced from the second and third lamellae, said fourth
lamella being attached to the cathode shaft for supportine
said shaft within the envelope.

4,479,074
HIGH INTENSITY VAPOR DISCHARGE LAMP WITH

SINTERING AIDS FOR ELECTRODE EMISSION
MATERULS

Ranblr S. Bh^^ Pi„e Brook, NJ., assignor to North American
Phdips Lighting Corp., New York, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,274
Int. a.i HOIJ 61/073UA a. 313-628

« Claims

4,479,073
CATHODE RAY TUBE WITH LAMINAR CATHODE

SUPPORT
"?!^ "';?;.?'V^ '^'*''' E*»'«»»«». Netherlands, assignor to

\i&. PhiUps Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 294,970

^^Oatas priority, appUcation Netherlands, Sep. 19, 1980,

Int. a^ HOIJ 29/^ft 9/;*

1. A cathode ray tube comprising an evacuated glass enve-
lope containing a target and an electron gun for producing an
electron beam directed at the target, said electron gun includ-
ing an electrode and a cathode comprising a hollow cathode
Shan and a fllament extending into the shaft, said cathode being
secured to the electrode by means of a cathode support com-
prising a plurality of spaced-apart metal lamellae secured to
each other by means of electrical insulators, said lamellae
including:

U) a first lamella electrically-connected to the electrode-
(b) second and third lamellae secured to the first lamella, said

second and third lamellae each spaced from the first la-
mella by substantiaUy the same distance, each electrically-

1. In combination with a high intensity vapor discharge lamp
comprising a radiation transmitting arc tube having electrodes
operatively supported therein proximate the ends thereof and
adapted to have an elongated arc discharge maintained there-
between, and means for connecting said electrodes to an ener-
gizing power source, the improved structure for said elec-
trodes each of which comprises:
an elongated refractory metal member having one end por-

tion thereof supported proximate an end of said arc tube
and the other end portion of said metal member projecting
a short distance inwardly within said arc tube, an overfit-
ting refractory metal coil means carried on the inwardly
projecting portion of said elongated metal member;

a sintered electron emissive material carried intermediate
turns of said overfitting coil means, said electron emissive
matenal selected from one of the group consisting of
Ba2CaM"06, MjM^M'O?. and BaaCaM "2O9 where: M
is an alkaline earth metal and at least principally comprises
barium; M' is yttrium, a lanthanide series rare earth metal.
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or any mixture thereof; M" is tungsten, molybdenum, or
mixtures thereof; and M'" is niobium, tantalum, or mix-
tures thereof; and

a predetermined percentage of sintering aid intermixed with
said electron emissive material, said sintering aid compris-
ing Nb205 or Ta20s or a mixture thereof along with at

least one alkaline earth oxide of the group consisting of
CaO, BaO, and SrO, wherein said electron emissive mate-
rial and said sintering aid are present in amounts of from
about 2 and IS weight percent sintering aid and from
about 98 and 83 weight percent electron emissive material

and said alkaline earth oxide constitutes from about S to ^%
mole percent of said sintering aid material.

4,479,075

CAPACITATIVELY COUPLED PLASMA DEVICE
WUUtffl G. EUiott, 60 Baker Bridge Rd., Uncoln, Mass. 01773

FUed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,031

lot a.3 HOIJ 7/24: H05B 31/26
U.S. a. 315—111Jl 13 Claims

1. A capacitatively coupled plasma jet device comprising at

least one tube of electrically insulating material,

a cylindrical electrode outside and substantially surrounding
said tube,

means to flow an ionizable gas Ungentially through said

tube,

a solid electrically conducting sample ositioned adjacent to

the gas flow of said tube,

and means to apply a high voltage, high frequency electric

potential between said electrode and said sample.

timing capacitor (11) with energy supplied from said

power source via said power supply circuit (22) said tim-

ing capacitor (11) being charged through a path separate

from said oscillation transistor (3);

a first switching circuit (19). responsive to an output signal

generated when the voltage charged across said timing

capacitor (11) reaches a predetermined value, for turning

off said first electronic switching element (15);

a voltage accumulator means (26) which is adapted to be
connected to said DC power source through said elec-

.
leucwiwjcrLMHDtyict _

2

"1

tronic switching element (15) when said start switch (16)

is closed,

said voltage accumulator means (26) including a second

switching circuit (25) whose output is changed when
the voltage charged across said timing capacitor (11) of

said timer circuit (14) reaches a predetermined value;

and

a control switching element (30) which is turned on in re-

sponse to the change of the output from said second

switching circuit (25) so that said oscillation transistor (3)

is rendered non-conductive.

4,479,076

POWER SAVING DEVICE FOR ELECTRONIC FLASH
Tetnio Yamaoka, Osaka, and Hiroshi Iwata, Nan, both of

Japan, assignon to West Electric Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,611

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 15, 1980, 55*145017;

Feb. 27, 1981, 56-29156; Feb. 27, 1981, 56-29157

lot a.3 H05B 41/32

U.S. a. 315—241 P 5 Claims
1. A power saving device for an electronic flash of the type

having a DC power source (1) a DC-DC converter (2) com-
prising an oscillation transformer, an oscillation transistor and
a rectifying diode for converting a low voltage supplied from
said DC power source into a high DC voltage, a main dis-

charge capacitor (6) which is charged with a high DC voltage

supplied from said DC-DC convener, a flash lamp C^) which
flashes by consuming the energy stored in said main discharge

capacitor, and a trigger circuit (8) for causing said flash lamp to

flash, said device comprising:

a first electronic switching element (15) series connected in

a power supply circuit (22) source to said oscillation tran-

sistor in said DC-DC converter;

a normally open start switch (16) which, when closed,

causes said first electronic switching element (15) to con-

duct;

a timer circuit (14) having a timing capacitor (11) and which
is energized in response to the conduction of said first

electronic switching element (15) so as to charge said

4,479,077

SEWING MACHINE WTTH A UNIVERSAL MOTOR
Patrice J. Keramel, Stnteasce, and Jiirgen Hartwig, Karlsmbe-

Durlach, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignors to PfafT

Haushaltmaschinen GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 516^69

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 15,

1982, 3234171

Int a.3 H02P 7/36: H02K 23/64

U.S. a. 318—245 8 Claims

:lj

1. A circuit arrangement for a sewing machine having a

housing, a motor with a pair of connections and a lamp with a
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pair of connections, with one connection of the motor and
lamp jomed together to form a joint connection, comprising-

a pair of power supply lines for receiving electrical power
a Hrst rectifier bridge comprising a plurality of diodes con-

nected to said power supply lines and having a first termi-
nal connected to said joint connection and a second termi-
nal connected to the other connection of the lamp;

a second rectifier bridge comprising a portion of said first
rectifier bridge with one of said first and second terminals,
and at least one additional semiconductor device with a
third terminal and a control terminal, said second rectifier
bridge connected to said power supply lines and said third
terminal connected to the other connection of the motor;

phase angle control means for controlling a speed of the
motor connected between the other connection of the
motor and said control terminal for phase angle control-
ling said second rectifier bridge;

a plug associated with the sewing machine housing having
three plug connections, a first one of said plug connections
connected to said joint connection of the motor and lamp,
a second one of said plug connections connected to the
other connection of the lamp and a third one of said plug
connections connected to the other connection of the
motor; and

a mating plug having three mating plug connections for
engaging said first, second and third plug connections, a
first one of said mating plug connections connected to said
first terminal of said first rectifier diode which forms a
negative potential terminal, a second one of said mating
plug connections connected by a connecting line to said
second terminal of said first rectifier bridge and forming a
positive potential terminal, and a third one of said mating
plug connections connected to said phase angle control
means and said third terminal of said second rectifier
bridge forming a positive potential terminal of said second
rectifier bridge.

dato output sets in response to said addresses for activating
selected ones of said drive switches, and

said data output sets from said read only memory device
being connected to control the states of said drive
switches so that at least two of said drive switches are
rendered conductive at each active motor drive data
output set;

said read only memory device being further connected to
receive a control signal at an additional address input and
wherein

said read only memory device is programmed to render all of
said drive switches nonconductive when said control signal
is present.

4,479,079
APPARATUS FOR VARYING THE SPEED OF DC

MOTORS
John C. Hanner, 407 Transylvania Ave., Raleigh, N.C. 27609

FUed Oct. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 544^5
Int. a? H02P 7/28

U.S.a 318-345 G 5 ctaims
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4,479,078

BRUSHLESS MOTOR CONTROLLER
H. Keith Kidd, Christianburg, and PhiUp S. Coolon, Jr., Rod-

ford, both of Va., asfignon to KoUmorgen Technologies Cor-
poration, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 161,579, Jun. 20, 1980,. TTiis
appUcation Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,796

Int a^ H02K 29/02
U.S. a. 318-254

,0 ctai^

. V ^.^^ brushless motor control system comprising a motor
including,

a plurality of stator windings,
a permanent magnet rotor, and
a plurality of position sensors for providing a digital indica-

tion of the rotor position;

solid sute drive switches for selectively energizing said stator
windings from a E>C source;

a read only memory device,

said read only memory device being connected to receive
said digital indications from said position sensors as mem-
ory addresses,

said read only memory device being programmed to provide

1. In an electric motor of the type having an armature with
the rotor windings thereof electrically connected to a commu-
tator, a set of brushes for applying current to the commutator
segments, and the entire motor powered by a source of DC
voltage, the improvement whereby:

a. said commutator includes one dead commutator segment
having a peripheral width dimension at least as great as
the corresponding dimension of one of said brushes
whereby as the dead segment leaves a brush, current is

interrupted;

b. electronic switching means in the electrical circuit be-
tween said source and said commutator for maintaining
said current interruption from the DC voltage source to
the brushes until reactivation of said switching means; and

c. gating means for reactivating said electronic switching
means after a variable predetermined time lag whereby
the speed of said electric motor may be varied without a
constant drain of power from the source of DC voluge.

4479080
ELECTRICAL BRAKING CONTROL FOR DC MOTORS
Joe C. Lambert, Charlottesiille, Va., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, CharlottesviUe, Va.
Filed Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,091

Int. a.3 H02P 3/14
U.S. a. 318-373 9 Claims

1. In a control system for a direct current traction motor
having series connected field and armature windings, the con-
trol system being of the type including a regulator whose ratio
of conduction to non-conduction periods determines the motor
power, means for initiating electrical braking by reversing the
polarity of current to the field winding, a current path for
current generated in a plug braking mode of operation, a cur-
rent path for current generated in a regenerative braking mode
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of operation, and a set of contacts whose operational state is

opened or closed depending on the braking mode, an electrical

braking control circuit, comprising:

first control means causing braldng current to flow in said

plug braking path immediately upon initiation of electrical

braking;

first sensing means for sensing the current in said plug brak-

ing path to provide a signal indicative of plug braking

current;

eomrwr vaoerrr iiimem omn
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interval, and means responsive to the count of said provided

train of pulses to program the occurrences of the stepping

pulses provided by said programmable source of stepping

pulses.

4,479,082

MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Colin D. Schauder, Warwickshire, and Roy Caddy, Leicester-

shire, both of England, assignors to The General Electric

Company pj.c., England

FUed Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,720

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Aug. 12, 1981,

8124625; Mar. 1, 1982, 8205942

Int a.3 H02P 5/40

U.S. a. 318—799 8 Claims

second sensing means for sensing the ratio of on-time to

off-time of said regulator to provide a signal indicative of

said ratio; and
second control means responsive to said plug braking cur-

rent signal and said ratio signal to cause said contactor to

change states causing braking current to switch from said

plug braking path to said regenerative braking path when-
ever said plug braking current is greater than a preselected

plug current value and said ratio of on time to ofT time is

less than a preselected value.

4,479,081

STEP MOTOR DRIVE
Samnel C. Harris, Waynesboro, Va., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUed May 13, 1983, Ser. No. 494,350

Int a.3 H02K 29/04

VS.a 318-^696 15 Oaims

1. A tape transport comprising a supply spool and a takeup

spool wherein the diameter of Uie tape being wound on the

takeup spool increases as a function of the diameter of the tape

being removed from the supply spool, means for transferring

tape from the supply spool to the takeup spool at a constant

spieed comprising a first step and a second step motor, a pro-

grammable source of stepping pulses, one of said step motors

responsive to said stepping pulses for moving the takeup spool,

said other of said step motors responsive to supply spool mo-
tion for providing a train of pulses whose rate is proportional

to the angular velocity of the supply spool, means for counting

said provided train of pulses during a predetermined sample

ifeMM) Mj:
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1. A control system for controlling an induction motor,

(I) via the stator only, in dependence upon a control signal,

(II) said induction motor comprising:

(A) a stator

(a) provided with a plurality of phase windings

(b) fed with alternating current for generating a rotating

m.m.f. and

(B) a rotor mounted within said stator for rotation under

the influence of said rotating m.m.f,

(C) said control system for controlling the induction

motor via the stator only in dependence upon a control

signal comprising:

(1) first control means responsive to said control signal for

generating first and second demand signals representative

of the desired amplitude of said current and of the desired

accrued angle of slip of said m.m.f relative to said rotor;

(2) second control means for resolving said first demand

signal into orthogonal demand components proportional

to the sine and cosine respectively of said desired accrued

angle of slip;

(3) third control means for generating a rotor angle signal

representative of the angular position of said rotor relative

to said stator;

(4) forward transform means responsive to said rotor angle

signal and to said orthogonal demand componnts to pro-

duce equivalent phase-winding drive signals; and

(5) means controlled by said phase winding drive signals for

feeding said alternating current to said phase windings in

a controlled manner.

4,479,083

DC POWER SYSTEM HAVING BATTERY VOLTAGE
EQUALIZER aRCUTT

James D. SuUiyan, Grove City, Ohio, assignor to Vanner, Inc.,

Columbns, Ohio
FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,579

Int a^ H02J 7/00

VS.a 320—6 15 Claims

1. An improved DC power network comprising:

(a) a series connected pair of batteries;
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(b) an dectncaJ generator connected across said series pair-
(c) an equalizer circuit for equalizing the voltages of Mid

batteries and comprising a regulated DC/DC converter
for converting electrical energy to the voltoge of a firstone of said batteries from the sum of the volSges of said
batteries, said converter having its input connected acrossMid PUT of batteries and iu output connected to said first
battery, the regulator circuit of said converter including a

means m order to extinguish the secondary arc occurring
as a result of said ground fault by providing that the ca-
pacitance between the phases of said power line and the
reactance between the phases of said power line resonatem parallel.

M\fWt

voltage dividing circuit connected across said pair of
batteries to provide the regulator with its reference volt-
age equal to the product of the ratio of the desired voltage
of said first battery to the sum of the desired voltages of
each of said batteries multiplied by the sum of the actual
voluges of said batteries;

(d) a load connecuble across said series pair; and
(e) a load connectable across said first battery.

4,479,084

V u,
S^NDARY ARC EXTINCTION DEVICE

,. r""^ K«MW«, Md Isn> Fukui, Tokyo, both of
JgJIJ^gnors to Tokyo Shibtura Denki Kabushiki Kaiaha,

PUed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,584
Claiiw priority, appUcation Japan, JuJ. 30, 1981, 54.1197«

,Tcm„, !"«• CL3 H02J i//« G05F 7/70UA a 323-210
,CUd«.

BUSBM

Lt£.

V A secondary arc extinction device in a 3.phase electricalpower system comprising:
«*."iwu

a bus bar;

a 3-phase electric power line connected to said bus bar-
protective relaying means connected to said bus bar which

outputs a signal indicating a ground fault in said 3-phase
power line;

^

a plurality of first reactance means one of said plurality of
first reactance means being provided with each phase, one
terminal of each of said first reactance means being con-
nected to a respective electrical power phase-

• transformer having a primary winding and a secondary
wmding. said primary winding being connected between
the other terminal of each of said first reactance means
and ground;

second reactance means connected to said secondary wind-
ing of said transformer; and

means for controlling the reactance of said second reactance
means m response to the output of said protective relaying

^
4479085

«., ,T ....
^"^^ SOURCE CIRCUIT

Seiya Uehida, Akiahlma, and koichi Ashikagi, Tokyo, both of

tSJJ r^*"°"
^ **^ TsushiBki KabushUd ^-^'^-x

FUed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,029
uaims pnority. application Japan, Dec. 19, 1980, 55-178905

.,cr^,„ I«t. 0.3 G05F 7/5(J
U.S.a323-280

,CW«

1. A power source circuit comprising:
input lines for receiving a DC input current;
reference voltage generating means provided across said
mput lines for generating a DC reference voltage-

output lines for applying a DC output current to a load-
current output means operatively connected between one of

said mput lines and one ofsaid output lines and comprising
a first transistor circuit having a control input terminal and
a current path including a first resistor for providing at
said output lines said DC output current in response to
said DC input current; and

error voltoge integration means comprising a second transis-
tor circuit for receiving a breeder voltage of a voltage
across said output lines, a third transistor circuit for re-
ceiving said DC reference voltage and defining a differen-
tial amplifier together with said second transistor circuit
to apply a control current to said control input terminal, a
second resistor connected between transistors of the sec-
ond and third transistor circuits and through which the
control current is applied to said control input terminal,
and a capacitor connected across said one of the input
Imes and said control input terminal, said error voltage
mtegration means operating so that a voltage proportional
to a difference between said DC reference voltage and
said breeder voltage at a required integration time con-
stant operates to develop said control current, said re-
quired integration time constant being determined by said
first resistor, said second resistor and said capacitor so that
said output lines have a low output impedance in terms of
direct current to maintain across said load a predeter-
mined constant DC output voltage and a high output
impedance with respect to an AC signal appUed to said
output lines.
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4^79,086
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

Katnmii NagUM, ShioiOKMcki, Japan, aaaignor to Tdcyo
Shibmn DenU KaboaUU Kaiaha, Japan

Filcd Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,097
Claina priority, application Japu, Sep. 24, 1981, 56-151273;

Oct 30, 1981, 56-173775

lM.a3G05Fi//6
UJS. a. 323—315 11 Clainis

4,479,087

STANDING WAVE RATIO AND POWER METER
John E. Alttaonae, 1924F W. Misrion Rd., Eacondido, Calif.

92025

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,770

Int a' GOIR 27/04
U.S. CI. 324—58 B 10 aaima

1. An apparatus for measuring the standing wave ratio of a

signal on a transmission line between a radio frequency signal

source and its load which comprises:

means for generating a first DC voltage signal proportional

to the amplitude of the incident component of the trans-

mitted power;

means for generating a second DC voltage signal propor-

tional to the amplitude of the reflected component of the

transmitted power;

means for indicating in discreet increments the relative am-

plitude of the second DC voltage signal in relation to the

amplitude of the first DC voltage signal;

said means for indicating comprising:

a stack of voltage comparators, each of said comparators
having an input receiving the second DC voltage signal;

a voltoge divider chain to which is applied the first DC
voltoge signal;

said voltoge divider chain providing a series of scaled

reference points individually connected to the reference

inputs of said comparators; and
means for displaying the output stotus of each of said

voltoge comparators.

4,479,088

WAFER INCLUDING TEST LEAD CONNECTED TO
GROUND FOR TESTING NETWORKS THEREON

Herbert Stopper, Orchard Lake, Mich., aaaignor to Burroughs
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Jan. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 225,580

iBt a.3 GOlR 31/02, 31/28: HOIL 27/00
U.S. CL 324—73 R 4 Claima

1. A transistor circuit comprising:

at least three current paths; and

sequentially-coupled transistor means including N transis-

tors (N being the number of said current paths) with the

collector-emitter paths thereof connected in series with

said respective current paths, the base of an i-th transistor

(i being a positive integer from 1 to N-1) being con-

nected to the collector of the (i+ l)-th transistor, the base

of the N-th transistor being connected to the collector of

the first transistor.

1. A wafer having disposed thereon:

a plurality of integrated circuit chips having inputs and
outputs;

a reticulate network formed on said wafer for connecting the

output of one of said chips to at least one input of another

chip of the wafer;

said network including at least one power supply lead and

power pad for supplying power to said integrated circuit

chips; and

said network including a plurality of reticulate logic lines

and pad lines, each of said pad lines being connected to a

logic input or output point of one of said chip& and having

a single coupUng to one of said logic lines at a position on
said wafer, the intercoupling of said logic lines defining

the intercoupling connection of chips of the said network,

the network further including at least one additional test

lead from a terminal of the network to a grounding point

on said wafer where contact can be made to ground and

adapted to permit resistance testing of the desired inter-

coupling connection of chips of the said network to which
the test lead is connected to determine if the network itself

is operational by measurement of the inherent resistance

of the line defined as running from said grounding point

through said terminal and to one of the input or output

points of one of said chips.

^ 4,479,089

PROCESS AND APPARATUS TO CHECK THE
PRESENCE AND/OR EFFICIENCY OF

MICROCOMPONENTS DURING THE ASSEMBLING
THEREOF ON PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Bcniamino Ferri, Monza, and Gioraani Caimi, Saronno, botii of

Italy, aaaignora to Ferco Sj*.!., Miainto, Italy

Filed No?. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,365

Claima priority, application Italy, No?. 10, 1980, 25854 A/80
Int a.3 GOIR 19/00: H05K 13/04

VS. a. 324—158 F 8 Claims

1. A process to check the presence and/or efficiency of

microcomponents to be assembled on printed circuit boards
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comprising the steps of: gripping the microcomponent with a 4,479 09]

fnT™^'^*"** '"'li*"^
«^«nging the gripping apparatus PHASE LOCKED LOOP FM DEMODULATOR WITHin an open position at the top ooenine of each of « ni..r»iit„ «f VAPiAnt ir »AKiniir«>vru /X^« ™,'il!L'*""in an open position at the top opening of each of a plurality of

microcomponent magazines, wherein as soon as the gripping

VARIABLE BANDWIDTH LOOP HLTER
Akjyukj Yoshisato, Soma, Japan, assignor to Alps Electric Cd^

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 326,946
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 3, 1980, 55-169472

Int a.3 H03D 3/Oa- H03L 7/08UAa 329-122 4Chdms

onwwuA

means has gripped the microcomponent, sensing the presence
of said microcomponent by a sensing device in said apparatus
and, if present, performing an electrical measurement of said
microcomponent by a measurement device in said grippina
apparatus.

o rr ©

4,479,090
ORCUITRY FOR MEASURING MAGNETIC HEAD

FLYING CHARACTERISTICS
Norman K. Frater, Stanley S. Hoo, both of San Jose, and WU-
Uam H. McConnell, Los Altos, aU of CaMf., assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation, Armonlc, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,404
Int a.J GOIN 27/60

UAa 324-454 5C,„„«

1. An FM demodulation circuit which demodulates an FM
signal by the use of a PLL, comprising:

a phase comparator for receiving the signal to be demodu-
lated,

a variable loop filter having a variable band width and con-
nected to receive the output of said phase comparator,

means including a voltoge-controlled oscillator receiving the
signal from said variable loop filter for producing a con-
trol signal for said phase comparator,

means including a base band processing circuit for detecting
a signal component and a noise component having a fre-
quency higher than a maximum modulation frequency of
said signal from said variable loop filter and providing an
output signal for controlling the loop band width of said
variable loop filter in correspondence with the magnitudes
of said signal component and said noise component.

4 479 092
DIGITAL FREQUENCY-SHIFT KEYED DEMODULATOR
David D. Falconer, Nepean, Canada, assignor to ATAT BeU

Uboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.
FUed Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,462

Int. a.3 H03D S/I8
U.S. a 329-145

6Clafais
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1. A method of monitoring characteristics of a magnetic
recording head flying in an air bearing relationship relative to
a rotating magnetic recording disk,

said magnetic recording disk comprising a dispersion of
magnetic particles and load-bearing particles in a binder
system, at least some of said load-bearing particles extend-
ing above said disk surface,

the material of the face of said magnetic head adjacent said .
/ "t"

autocorrelation frequency-shift keyed (FSK) demodu-
disk surf-ace beina different in th^ trihn.i^t«. L^^ r..

° '*!°'' ^°' demodulating a received digital FSK signal by samdisk surface being different in the triboelectric series from
said load-bearing particles and said disk surface, compris-
ing the step of

detecting the triboelectric charge generated by intermittent
contact between said head and said disk surface to provide
an indication of the frequency of said contacts.

pling the received signal at periodic sampling points to gener-
ate a sampled signal including

means for delaying the sampled signal to generate a delayed
sample signal,

means for generating a product signal representing the prod-
uct of the sampled signal and the delayed sampled signal.
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means for integrating the product signal to generate an
integrated signal, and

means for comparing the integrated signal to predetermined
threshold values to obtain a demodulated FSK signal, said

demodulator being characterized by,

means for generating a representation of a first interval since

a zero crossing of the received signal to a subsequent
sampling point of the received signal,

means for generating a representation of a second interval

since a zero crossing of the delayed sampled signal to said

subsequent sampling point,

means for generating a representation of the polarity of said

product at said subsequent sampling point, and
means supplied with said flrst interval represenution, said

second interval representation and said polarity represen-

tation for generating a representation of an integration

area increment for the period between said periodic sam-
pling points which is terminated by said subsequent sam-
pling point, said integration area increment representing

said integrated signal.

1. Apparatus comprising:

amplifier means responsive to an input signal provided on an
input terminal for providing an output signal correspond-
ing to an amplified said input signal on an output terminal,

and having first and second power input terminals, said

amplifier means comprising a differential amplifier having
inverting and noninverting inputs, means for connecting

said noninverting input to said input terminal, and feed-

back means comprising a feed back impedance connected
between said output terminal and said inverting input and
an input impedance connected between said inverting

input and a fixed potential, whereby said amplifier means
has a very high input impedance and a gain determined by
the ratio of said feedback and input impedances;

power supply means having first and second power output
terminals across which a power supply voltage is pro-

vided;

first voltage divider means including first and second impe-

dance means connected in series between said amplifier

output and said first power output terminal of said power
supply means,

second voltage divider means including third and fourth

impedance means connected in series between said ampli-

fier output and said second power output terminal of said

power supply means; and
means for applying the signal at the junction of said first and

second impedance means to said first power input terminal

of said amplifier and the signal at the junction of said third

and fourth impedance means to said second power input

terminal of said amplifier;

wherein said first, second, third, and fourth impedance
means have values selected so that the signals appearing at

said first and second power input terminals each includes

a component corresponding to said input signal; and
further comprising means for eliminating a component from

the output of said differential amplifier and means for

adding a signal porportional to the component thus elimi-

nated to the signals appearing at the junction of said first

and second impedance means, and the junction of said

third and fourth impedance means.

4,479,094

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIHER
Daiid J. Harris, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mass.

FUed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,278

Int. a.i H03F 3/45
VJS. a. 330—261 14 Oairn

r^"m

4,479,093

AMPLIFIER HAVING HIGH COMMON MODE
REJECTION

Sven Mattisson, Bjarred, Sweden, assignor to Inventab Audio
Kb, Lund, Sweden

FUed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,075

Int a.3 H03F 3/45
VJS.a 330—258 2 Claims

^eVLVH.JT'*

8. In combination:

(a) a differential amplifier comprising:

(i) a first pair of transistors having connected emitter

electrodes;

(ii) a current source coupled to the emitter electrodes of
the first pair of transistors;

(iii) a second pair of transistors having connected base

electrodes and having emitter electrodes coupled to

collector electrodes of the first pair of transistors;

(iv) a pair of resistors coupled between a voltage source

and the collector electrodes of the second pair of tran-

sistors;

(v) a pair of diodes coupled in opposite polarity between
the collector electrodes of the second pair of transistors;

(b) a bias circuit connected between the voluge source and
the base electrodes of the second pair of transistors for

preventing saturation of the second pair of transistors.

4,479,095

INTEGRATED aRCUTT AMPUFIER FOR LOW INPUT
VOLTAGES

Hartmnt Seller, Reutlingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stut^art, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jol. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,350

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, JaL 16,

1981, 3128028

Inta.}H03Fi/45
U.S. a. 330—261 9 Claims

1. Integraged-circuit amplifier for amplifying signal voltages

in the lowest voltage range of amplifiable signals, and includ-

ing a signal amplifier (1) connected as a diflerential amplifier,

and also comprising:

a switching amplifier (2) having its input connected to the

output of said signal amplifier (1);

a third amplifier (4) having its output connected to the out-

put of said signal amplifier (1) and its input connected to

the output of said switching amplifier (2), and

a capacitor (3) connected between the output of said switch-

ing amplifier and a ground connection, whereby said
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•witching ampliFier (2), capacitor (3) and thinl amplifier
(4) cooperate to regulate out an offset voltage that would
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otherwise impair the amplification of small signal voltages
by said signal amplifier (1).

4t479t096
VOLTAGE VARIABLE CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

OSCILLATOR
WOltam R. Fowki, YoriM Linda, Califs assignor to RockweU

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Jnl. 20, 1981, Scr. No. 285,199
Int a.i H03B 5/36; H03L 1/04. 7/26UAa 331-3

16 Claims

1. An improved crystal oscillator of the type having an
amplifier and a feedback circuit, at least one element of the
feedback circuit being a piezo-electric crystal of material and
geometry suitable for presenting an equivalent reactive impe-
dance for causing oscUlations at a selected frequency in the
amplifier, the improvement comprising:

a connection from a fint terminal of said crystal, through a
suitable capacitor to an amplifier input and the oscillator
output being derived from a second terminal of said crys-
tal through a suitable coupling network, whereby said
crystal acts as a low pass filter in said oscUlator output to
suppress harmonics of said selected frequency

and frequency standard means for receiving a signal from
said oscillator output for comparing said signal to a refer-
ence signal to generate an error signal to be applied to
control the frequency of said oscillator.

4,479,097
LOW VOLTAGE, LOW POWER RC OSCILLATOR

CIRCUIT
Da?ld N. Larson, CarroUton; Jeffrey Ireland, Fanners Branch,
and Michael B. Terry, CarroUton, aU of Tex., assignors to
Mostek Corporation, CaroUton, Tex.

per No. PCr/US80/01724, § 371 Date Dec. 24, 1980, § 102(e)
Date Dec. 24, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO82/02298, PCT Pub.
Date Jul. 8, 1982

PCT FUed Dec. 24. 1980, Ser. No. 270,528
Int. a.3 H03K 4/50

UACL 331-111 5Ctai^

10 M
v-o
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1. An oscillator circuit having first and second voltage sup-
ply sources comprising:

differential amplifier means having first and second input
terminals and an output terminal, said differential ampli-
fier means generating an output signal at said output termi-
nal and operating in active and inactive modes;

capacitor means coupled to said first input terminal of said
differential amplifier means and to the first voltage supply
source, said capacitor means being charged during said
differential amplifier means inactive mode;

first switch means interconnected to said output terminal of
said differential amplifier means and to the first voltage
supply source;

first and second resistor means, said first resistor means being
connected between said first switch means and said sec-
ond input terminal of said differential amplifer means, said
second resistor means being connected between said sec-
ond input terminal of said differential amplifier means and
the second voltage supply source, such that said first and
second resistor means generate a reference voltage for
application to said second input terminal of said differen-
tial amplifier means during a portion of said differential
amplifier means inactive mode;

delay means connected to said output terminal of said differ-
ental amplifier means for delaying said output signal;

second switch means coupled to said delay means and to said
capacitor means for discharging said capacitor means to
thereby cause said differential amplifier means to operate
in said inactive mode, said discharge means activated by
said output signal generated by said differential amplifier
means during said differential amplifier means active
mode;

said first switch means activated by said output signal gener-
ated by said differential amplifier means during said differ-
ential amplifier means inactive mode for controlling gen-
eration of said reference voltage, such that said reference
voltage is generated after said capacitor means has com-
pletely discharged;

said delay means comprising inverter means coupled to said
output terminal of said differential amplifier means, and
NOR logic means having one terminal thereof coupled to
said inverter means and a second input thereof coupled to
a control signal.
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4,479,098

ORCUrr FOR TRAOONG and MAINTAINING DRIVE
OF ACTUATOR/MASS AT RESONANCE

Wlllian S. Watton, Ean Claire, Wis., assignor to Watson Indus-
tries, Inc., Ean Claire, Wis.

Filed Jnl. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,500
Int a.! H03B 5/30: H03L 7/00

VJS, a, 331-154 18 ciainw

phase modulating means and N-1 subsequent 2-phase
phase modulating means, each of said 2-phase phase mod-
ulating means having first and second input terminals and
providing a phase-modulated output, each of said first

input terminals being supplied with a respective one of
said N sets of digital data, said second input terminal of
said first 2-phase phase modulating means being supplied
with said carrier wave; and (N-1) i frequency-dividing
means each receiving and frequency-dividing by one half

an output from a respective one of (N-1) of said 2phase
phase modulating means, including said first 2-phase phase
modulating means but excluding a last one of said (N-1)
subsequent 2-phase phase modulating means, and for pro-
viding a frequency-divided phase-modulated signal to the
second input terminal of a respective one of said subse-

quent 2-phase phase modulating means, whereby said

2^-phase phase modulated signal is provided at the output
of said last one of said N 2-phase phase modulating means.

16. An actuator/mass drive circuit for continuously driving
an actuator/mass having dynamically changing resonance, at

its resonant frequency so as to maintain a constant amplitude
signal therefrom, comprising:

(a) a drive circuit responsive to a feedback signal for produc-
ing a drive signal to drive said actuator/mass at its natural

resonance, wherein said driven actuator/mass produces
an oscillatory actuator output signal including parameters
related to both drive signal and the resonance of said

actuator/mass;

(b) feedback circuit means connected to receive said actua-
tor output signal and being responsive thereto for produc-
ing said feedback signal, said feedback circuit means in-

cluding compensation circuit means for removing from
said actuator output signal those said parameters related to

said drive signal thereby leaving only those parameters
relating to the resonance of said actuator/mass; wherein
said feedback signal has phase parameters suitable for

maintaining stable drive of said actuator/mass at its natu-
re resonance, and amplitude parameters suitable for main-
taining the amplitude of said actuator output signal at a
constant predetermined level over a broad range of dy-
namically changing natural resonant frequencies; wherein
said feedback circuit means does not include or depend on
any oscillator sources other than said oscillatory actuation
output signal to produce said feedback signal; and

(c) means operatively connecting said feedback circuit

means with said drive circuit for applying said feedback
signal to said drive circuit, whereby a closed-loop self-

generating drive circuit is established.

4,479,100

IMPEDANCE MATCHING NETWORK COMPRISING
SELECTABLE CAPACITANCE PADS AND SELECTABLE

INDUCTANCE STRIPS OR PADS
Sanjay B. Moghe, Troy, N.Y.; Roger E. Gray, Nashua, N.H.,
and Wei Tsai, Lexington, Mass., assignors to Raytheon Com-
pany, Lexington, Mass.

nied May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,733
Int a.J H03H 7/38; HOIF 5/00; HOIG 5/01; HOIP 1/00

U.S. a. 333-33 6 Qaims

t ir

./
'^W

4,479,099

MULTIPLE PHASE MODULATOR FOR N SETS OF
DIGITAL DATA

Masnaki Atobe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374,656
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, May 7, 1981, 56*67647

Int a.3 H03K 7/06; H04L 27/20
UJS. a. 332—10 7 dainis

141 IM

CMtCD

MTI

r w

l«Z 145 143

1. A 2^-phase phase modulator (where N is a positive inte-

ger) for providing a 2^-phase phase modulated signal by
phase-modulating a carrier wave with N sets of digital data,

comprising:

N 2-phase phase modulating means including a first 2-phase

4. A microwave frequency circuit having capacitive and
inductive reactive components electrically coupled together

comprising:

a dielectric substrate having a conductive layer disposed on
a first surface thereof;

a plurality of conductive pads disposed on portions of the

opposite surface of the substrate and disposed adjacent

each other, such plurality of conductive pads, dielectric

substrate and conductive layer providing a corresponding

like plurality of capacitors, each having a predetermined

capacitance;

first means, electrically interconnecting a selected one or
ones of such conductive pads for providing at least one
capacitive reactive component with a selected capaci-

tance with remaining unselected ones being electrically

isolated from each other;

a conductor having a pair of end portions disposed on sec-

ond portions of such opposite suiface of the substrate; and
a wire having a first end electrically interconnected at a

point on the conductor disposed between the end portions

of such conductor and a second end disposed at the sec-

ond one of the terminals of the conductor.
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M79,101 4,479.102
CntCUIT BREAKER WITH SELF-ADJUSTING MACHINE TOOL RELAY STRUCTURE

o^ . e ^ ^ . .

^^'^^TUW: Kenneth J. Marien, Wanwatosa, and Winfred R. Lemke, Meo-
Stanley S. Chedniki, Gleadale Heights, DI., assignor to Sie- uon, both of Wis. assignors to Sqoare D Company, Palatini

nMas-AUis, Inc. Atlanta, Ga. ig^

™**
MVfinSJ?;^^'*^* ™«* ^"8- "• »«^ Ser. No. 411,387

tT c m M- *, "*
^'^^^ "*• Ct' HOIH 50/04

U.S. a 335-37 3Clainis U.S. Q. 335-132 10 Claims

a M 30 «o »

2. An electrical circuit breaker, comprising:

a housing made from electrically insulated material includ-
ing a pivot guide post;

an electrical current-carrying path in which current flows
through the following elements in the order listed:

an input terminal,

a conducting strap connected to said input terminal,

a bimetallic strip connected to said conducting strap,

a movable contact switching arm connected to said con-
ductive braid,

a stationary contact contacting said movable contact,

an output terminal connected to said stationary contact;
means for manually pivoting said movable conuct arm from

a closed to an open position with rspect to said stationary

contact to disrupt electrical current flow between said

movable contact arm and said stationary contact;

a magnetic yoke having a first end and partially surrounding
said bimetallic strip;

a magnetic armature in movable juxtaposition with said

yoke, said armature having a first end having at least one
curved arm portion to partially surround said guide post,

said fint end further including a spring-biasing means for

automatically adjusting and maintaining a first end of said

armature in contact with the first end of said yoke and a
second end of said armature biased away from said yoke
and said bimetallic strip, said second end of said armature
being provided with a latch holder, said second end of said
armature being pivotably attracted toward said yoke
when current through said bimetallic strip exceeds a pre-

determined amount; and
a latch means for electrically disconnecting said movable

contact from said sutionary contact, said latch means
having one end in engagement with said latch holder
when said spring-biasing means maintains said second end
away from said yoke, said latch means being disengaged
from said holder to electrically disconnect said movable
contact from said stationary contact when said second end
is attracted toward said yoke.

1. An electromagnetic switch comprising:

a base assembly including a base part, a stationary magnet
pole piece and a magnet coil with the pole piece and the
magnet coil positioned by the base part,

an upper housing assembly including: an upper housing part,

a movable armature assembly positioned and guided for
movement in the upper housing part and a plurality of
compression springs with each of said springs having an
end positioned on the armature assembly,

and a middle housing part positioned between the base part
and the upper housing part said middle housing part hav-
ing a first side attached to the upper housing part through
a releasable connection and providing seats for the springs
and maintaining the springs and the armature assembly
within the upper housing part when the base part and the
middle housing part are separated.

4,479,103

POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICE
J. Milton Bailey, KnozTllle; Igor Alezeff, Oak Ridge, both of

Tenn., and Werner H. Kreldl, Vaduz, Liechtenstein, assignors
to Motor Magnetics, New York, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 137,229
Claims priority, application Austria, Apr. 5, 1979, 2551/79

Int a^ HOIF 7/00
U.S. a. 335—229 ^ Claims

JL

14^ B.
• IT

S
IS

1. An electric device or machine having at least one magnet
arrangement comprising an electromagnet and a permanent
magnet, wherein the permanent magnet with its pole faces

abuts the core of the electromagnet on both sides of the end
portions of the coil of the electromagnet, and the end portions

of the core of the electromagnet form or support the pole
pieces of the magnet arrangement, and wherein the poles of the
permanent magnet are adjacent the like poles of the electro-

magnet to provide additive flux at a pair of pole ends of said

core when the electromagnet is fully energized, characterized

in that the core structure is so dimensioned that the maximum
value of the energizing current of the electromagnet is sufii-

cient but not greater than necessary for reaching the first
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practical saturation value of flux density in said pole ends of 4,479,106
the core in the absence of said permanent magnet. ROTARY ELECTRIC COMPONENT

Yutaka Sblmlzn; Junichi Imura, and Shoichi Henmi, all of

^'>'*8'< Japan, assignors to Alps Electric Co. Ltd. Tokyo,
4,479,104 jgpiu,

"^^'^Si«.S25!l'^IJ!!£P*^^^ ™«» S«P- 30. »W2, Ser. No. 430,600

« u ^ « -^ DI^IPATION FAaUTY q^^^ priority, application Japan, Feb. 12, 1982, 57-
Robert H. Ettinger, Schenectady, N.Y. and Walter J. Pasko, 19]29[U]; Feb. 12. 1982, 37-191 30ru]

Lee, Mass. assignors to General Electric Company, PIttsfleld,
'

int'a.^ HOIC /0/JO
^'^* U S CI 338—'160

Diviiion of Ser. No. 131,652, Mar. 19, 1980, Pat No. 4,327,349.

This appUcation Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,234

Int a.J HOIF 27/24 B*^

U.S. a. 336—219 5 Claims

SGalms

4,479,105

PYROTECHNIC CURRENT INTERRUPTER
Alezander J. Banes, Palos Park, HI. assignor to G A W Electric

Company, Blue Island, III.

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,236

Int a.3 HOIH 85/00, 37/76

U.S. a. 337-4 8 Gaims

1. Apparatus for automatically interrupting current in an

electrical circuit before the first current peak after an excess

current condition develops comprising:

conductor means in said circuit;

pyrotechnic charge means associated with said conductor

means for segmenting said conductor means at a plurality

of locations when said charge means is ignited; and

current sensing means comprising a fuse link connected in

series with said conductor to provide a rapid temperature

rise in response to said overload condition so as to ignite

said charge means.

1. A transformer core comprising: at least two legs;

upper and lower yokes joining said legs in a closed magnetic

circuit, said legs and yokes each including a plurality of

steel laminations arranged in a stack, electrically insulated

from each other, and having a passageway therethrough;

an electrical ground lead connected with at least one of said

core laminations;

semiconductor material disposed within said passageway
and cooperating with said ground lead and said lamina-

tions to provide a current leakage path to ground for

excessive electrical charges created on said core lamina-

tions as a result of a transformer impulse voltage condi-

tion.

1. A rotary electric component comprising:

(a) an insulating substrate having a hole adapted to i;eceive a

rotary shaft, and a slot communicating with said hole;

(b) a resistor mounted on said insulating substrate concentri-

cally with said hole;

(c) a pair of electrodes mounted on said insulating substrate

and connected to said resistor at respective ends thereof,

said electrodes being positioned on respective sides of said

slot and prevented by the latter from shortcircuiting

therebetween;

(d) a pair of terminals mounted on said insulating substrate

and connected to said electrodes, respectively;

(e) a shaft rotatably mounted in said hole and having a mov-
able contact held in sliding contact with said resistor; and

(0 a body of synthetic resin filling portions of said slot.

4,479,107

PREaSION LINEAR POTENTIOMETER SENSOR
Wiliiam F. Bleeke, North Webster, Ind. aarignor to CTS Corpo-

ration, Elkhart Ind.

FUed No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 414,181

lot a.3 HOIC 10/38

U.S. a. 338—176 10 ClalBU

1. A potentiometer comprising a flexible inert substrate

having an accurately configured series of electrical elements

thereon and which are isolated one from the other by said

substrate, said elements having been effected by laser sculpting

to produce an accurately defined resistance path and collector

path, conductive material disposed on the isolated elements to

provide electrical connections with respective termination

means, a housing having longitudinally formed slot means

disposed on op{>osite interior walls of said housing and receiv-

ing the curled eidges of said substrate which has a width greater

than the interior width of said housing, said housing providing

a flat interior base which the substrate engages, and combina-
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tion slider-and'contactor means movable longitudinally within
said housing and with the contactor means engaging the resis-
tor and collector paths to transduce the change in the longitu-
dinal position of said slider to a voltage output.

4,479,108
SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR FOR AT LEAST TWO

CARBURETORS
THjM Bookbinder, 448 E. Aoncttc, Phoenix, Ariz. 85022

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 372,736
Int a.3 GOIM 15/00; B60Q 9/00

UA a 340-52 R pciaiaw

tion, a spring-loaded plunger arrangement and a coK)perating
trip arm; said spring-loaded plunger arrangement being attach-
able to the underside of the periphery of a spacer ring of a dual
wheel assembly and said co-operating trip arm being pivotally
attachable to the outer side of the periphery of the said spacer
ring; said spring-loaded plunger arrangement including a flexi-

ble conduit for communication with the valve of a tire of said
dual wheel assembly or of an inner tube thereof; the plunger of
said arrangement, when in its extended position due to said tire
or tube being inflated to optimum pressure, being adapted to
engage, through a slot in said spacer ring's periphery, a co-
acting element of said trip arm to maintain it substantially
parallel to the spacer ring's periphery but, when in its retracted
position due to deflation of said tire or tube, disengages from
said element to thereby permit said trip arm to swing through
substantially a right angle, in response to centrifugal force, to
assume a radial position in which its outer end is able to contact
a contact element to thereby actuate a visible and/or audible
signal in a cab of a vehicle to which the device is fitted, stop
means being provided to prevent swinging movement of said
trip arm beyond the said radial position thereof.

4,479,110
AUTOMOBILE BURGLAR ALARM AND ARMING

QRCUrr FOR SAME
Teno P. apri, 658 Borregas Are., Sunaynle, Calif. 94086

FUcd Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,263
Int a.3 B60R 25/00

U.S.a.340-63 9Ctain.

1. An apparatus for indicating when each of a plurality of
carburetors are synchronized with each other, each of said
carbureton being equipped with a throttle valve which is
opened to terminate its associated carburetor's idle mode of
operation and initiate its high speed mode of operation, each of
said throtUe valves being coupled to a throttle valve control
mechamsm which is responsive to an accelerator control for
openmg and closing each of said throttle valves, said apparatus
comprising:

a plurality ofswitch means each one mounted proximate one
of said plurality of carburetors and responsive to move-
ment of said control mechanism, each of said switch
niMns assuming a first condition when said throttle valve
is in its idle position and assuming a second condition
when said throttle valve opens beyond its idle position;
and

circuit means coupled to each of said switch means for
givmg a visual indication when each of said switch means
assumes said second condition.

;fv a so

4,479 109
TIRE DEFLATION WARNING DEVICE

Emett French, 117 Somcrrillc Rd., Horasby Heights, Australia
Filed Job. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,873

pSSJs
^^^^'^ PPUcttioB Australia, Jan. 17, 1981,

Int Cl.iIUOC 23/04
UA a. 340-58 2Cteiiw

-—.J -"

1. A tire deflation warning device comprising, in combina-

1. A vehicle burglar alarm arming circuit for a burglar alarm
installed within a vehicle having a negative ground D.C.
power source, a door switch coupled to said power source and
actuated by the opening and closing of a door of the vehicle,
and an ignition switch coupled to said power source, said
arming circuit comprising:

(a) a transition detector coupled to said door switch and
operative to develop a transition signal pulse when said
door switch opens or closes; and

(b) divide-by-two and latching means coupled to said transi-
tion detector and operative to produce an arming signal
after counting two consecutive transition signal pulses.

4,479,111

PHOTO-OPTICAL SWITCH APPARATUS
Craig C. Madsen, Indian Harbour Beach; Daniel B. Stewart,

Middleburg, and James Andree, Orange Park, all of Fla.,
assignors to Burroughs CorporatioB, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 347,244
Int a.J G06F 3/02: HOIH 3/12. 13/00. 13/14

UA a. 340-365 P 9 ciainu
1. Photo-optical switch apparatus comprising,
a mounting structure providing a housing for photo-optical

light generating and detecting means disposed in spaced
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relation such that light can pass from a light generator to
a light detector m the unblocked condition of said appara-

Ught blocking means slideably movable relative to said
mounting structure and including means slideably carried
thereon for biasing said light blocking means into a light
unblockmg position reUtive to said light generating and
detecting means,

*

means on said mounting structure in the path of movement
of said light blocking means engageable with said biasing
m«ns when said light blocking means has moved to the
light blocking position for generating positive tactile feed-
back or feel indicative of the position of said light blocking

lying said displaying means, for restricting the angle of
view to less than ten degrees from perpendicularity to the
keyboard; and

means for selectively initiattng a new set of apparently ran-
dom pairings between said keys and said characters.

means relative to said light generating means and said
detecting means,

means integral with said light blocking means for guiding
and lockmg said light blocking means within said support
structure effective to prevent accidental dislodgement
thereof while permitting vertical slideable movement of
said light blocking means relative to said support structure
and said Ught generating and detecting means, and

demountable means providing a finger engaging member
operably interconnected with said light blocking means so
that physical movement or pressure against said finger
engaging means wUl cause said light blocking means to
move into a light blocking position.

4,479,112

SECURE INPUT SYSTEM
Stcfcn B. Hinch, Beverly Hills, Calif., assignor to Secare Key-

boards Limited, Coata Mcaa, Calif.

^^,"!H?"i"'^ °'^- '*"• '*<'^' M«y *• iwo. p«t. No.
4,333,090. lUa applicatioa May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,755

Int a.3 G06F 3/02; E05B 45/06
UAa340-365VX locWm.

1. A secure keyboard input system comprising:
a deyboard having a plurality of individual keys and corre-

sponding character displays;

raewis for generating apparently random pairings between
the individual keys and individual characters included in a
set of characters, and means for displaying the individual
characters in correspondence with the respective paired
keys;

"^

means for translating the actuation of particular keyboard
keys into signals representing the corresponding charac-
ters paired to said keys;

means for restricting the view of the character displays from
other than the individual operating the keyboard, said
view restricting means including optical grid means in-
cluding a plurality of closely spaced transparent plates
having non-transparent means between said plates, over-

^ 4,479,113
COMPENSATED INTRUDER-DETECHON SYSTEMS

DaTid R. McNciUy, Maryrille, and WUIian R. Miller, Ander*
soBrillc, both of Tenn., assignors to ITie United States of
America as represented by the United States Department of
Energy, Washington, D.C.

FUed Jan. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 340,907
Int Q\? G08B 29/00

UA a 340-501
,0 chdma

1. In an intruder-detection system wherein an intruder-
induced signal is transmitted through a medium whose signal-
conductance changes with variations in a climatic condition to
which said medium is exposed, the improvement comprising:

first means coupled to said medium for converting signals
transmitted therethrough to a first electrical signal,

second means for continuously generating an electrtcal ref-
erence signal proportional to the signal-conductance of
said medium,

third means for receiving the first electrical signal and said
reference signal and generating therefrom an electrical
output signal unaffected by said signal-conductance
changes, and

fourth means for giving warning when said output signal
exceeds a selected value.
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M79,114
OMNIDIRECnONAL ACCELERATION ALARM AND

SWITCH THEREFOR
Yqjiro Yamainoto, 1201 Via La JoUa, San Gemente, Calif.

92672

Division of Scr. No. 270^2, Jon. 4, 1981, Pat No. 4,386,341.
This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,666

Int a.3 G08B U/02. 13/14
U.S. a. 340—566 10 Claims

1. In a security system:

sound generating means for generating two audible tones
and interrupting means for interrupting one of said tones
at a sub-audible rate; and

acceleration detection means for initiating operation of said

sound generating means comprising a switch having one
of its contacts mounted for movement in response to

movement of a spring and weight combination capable of
omnidirectional movement relative to the other contact of
said switch.

4,479,115

FAN SPEED AND/OR FAN FAILURE DETECTOR
Norman H. Holzbauer, Aberdeen, NJ., assignor to AT4T BeU

Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.
Coatiamttioo*iB-part of Ser. No. 406,089, Aug. 6, 1982,

abudooed. This appUcatioa Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,549
Int a^ G08B 21/00

MS.a 340-611 7 Claims

4,479,116

CAPACmVE TYPE FUEL LEVEL AND IMPURITY
INDICATOR

Hiroshi Kobayashi, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, f-imitwi, Japan

FUed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,704
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, 1981, 56-133340

Int a.J G08B 21/00: GOIF 23/26
\3S.a 340-620 11 Qaims

6^ 20

1. An apparatus for measuring the level of a liquid medium
contained in a tank, comprising:

a set ofmeasuring electrodes immersed in said liquid medium
for developing a capacitance which varies with the
amount of liquid medium in said tank;

a pump disposed within said tank;

means defining a chamber into which said pump discharges
said liquid medium, said chamber being adapted to be
totally filled by the discharge of said pump;

a plurality of parallel reference electrodes which are dis-

posed in said chamber and arranged parallel to the direc-
tion that the liquid medium flows through said chamber
and so that said liquid medium flows between said elec-
trodes, said electrodes being arranged so that alternating

electrodes are electrically connected for developing a
capacitance which varies with the dielectric constant of
said liquid medium flowing through said chamber; and

circuit means associated with said measuring electrodes and
said reference electrodes for producing a signal indicative

of the amount of liquid medium in said tank.

1. Apparatus for use in conjunction with a fan, said appara-
tus comprising,

transducer means for generating a stream of pulses in re-

sponse to pressure waves impinging thereon,

means adapted for mounting said transducer means in such
proximity to said fan that the pressure waves generated by
said fan when it is operating impinge on said transducer
means, and

means for generating a signal indicative of the time interval
between successive pairs of said pulses and for providing
an indication when said signal reaches a predetermined
threshold.

4»479,117

ADD-ON STATE INDICATOR FOR AN ENCLOSED D.C.
POWER RELAY

Walter L. Marquardt MoMHDOBee Falls, Wis^ assignor to Eaton
Corporation, Qeveland, Ohio

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,396

Int a.3 G08B 27/00
U.S. a. 340—644 7 Claims

1. An operating condition indicating enclosed relay having
an electromagnet including a coil for operating contacts and a
housing enclosing said electromagnet and its coil and said

contacts and external terminals for connecting said relay in an
electric power supply circuit comprising in combination there-

with of:

an electrically energizable indicator;

means connecting said indicator acoss said contacts so as to

be shunted and deenergized when said contacts close;

a magnetic fielH operated circuit closing means;
means mounting said circuit closing means to said coil hous-

ing; and .
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means connecting said circuit closing means in circuit with
said indicator so as to be closed by the magnetic fleld of
said electromagnet when said coil is energized to energize

said indicator in the event said contacts do not close al-

though said coil is energized thereby to indicate said coil

energization together with failure of said contacts to close.

terminals when said source is coupled to said terminal
means; said electrode portion second end and said capaci-
tor terminal being coupled together to said first terminal
means; and a current-limiting resistance connected be-
tween said capacitor first terminal and the common termi-
nal of said relay means switching portion.

4,479,119

CRT DISPLAY DEVICE
YnUo Sakano, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Company, Ltd.,
Japan

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 283,640
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnl. 16, 1980, 55-100043;

Jul. 29, 1980, 55-104014; Aug. 20, 1980, 55-114275
Int a.3 G09G 1/16

UAa 340-731 9 Claims

4,479,118

POWER OUTAGE INDICATOR
Herbert S. Cole, Jr., Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,101
Int a^ G08B 21/00

MS.a 340-663 20 Claims

1. Ail indicator for displaying an indication of a power
outage of an associated power source, comprising:

a smectic liquid crystal display cell having a layer of smectic
liquid crystal material contained between first and second
electrodes; at least one of said first and second electrodes
having an indicia forming electrode portion having first

and second opposed ends; said cell having the liquid crys-
tal material thereof initially aligned in a first optical condi-
tion;

first and second terminal means for connection to opposite
sides of said source; and

means connected to said terminal means for providing a flow
of current through said indicia-forming electrode portion
responsive to a power outage of said source to cause that

portion of said display cell defined by said indicia-forming
electrode portion to change from said first optical condi-
tion to another optical condition, with said cell portion
remaining in said second condition until said cell is reset;

said means comprising: an electrical capacitor, having first

and second terminals, for storing electrical charge while
said source is operative; a unidirectionally-conducting

element coupled between the second terminal means and
the fint capacitor terminal; a relay having a relay coil

connected to said first and second terminal means and
across said source, and a relay switching portion having a

common terminal and a normally-closed terminal coupled
between one end of said indicia-forming electrode portion

and said capacitor first terminal, said relay opening the

connection between said common and normally-closed

1. A CRT display device for displaying characters in a
standard display mode or at least one compressed display mode
selectively by means of the raster type scanning along a prede-
termined number of character rows extending from one end to

the other in the display area defmed on the screen of a CRT,
wherein the characters in said rows are displayed all in the
same size when said standard display mode is selected, and
wherein the characters in at least one of a plurality of columnar
regions are displayed as compressed while displaying charac-
ters uncompressed in the other of said columnar regions,

thereby maintaining legibility of characters in said other co-
lumnar regions while increasing the number of characters

displayed in a character row when said compressed display
mode is selected, comprising:

generating means for generating a dot pattern signal of a
desired character to be displayed in the form of a dot
matrix when an address signal is applied;

converting means for converting said dot pattern signal into

a video signal to be applied to said CRT;
timing means for supplying a clock pulse signal including a

pulse train to said converting means causing said convert-
ing means to supply said video signal in accordance with
the frequency of said pulse train; and

adjusting means for adjusting the frequency of said pulse

train in response to a display mode selection signal applied

thereto such that the frequency of said pulse train is main-
tained at a first predetermined frequency for all of said

character rows when said display mode selection signal

indicates said standard display mode, and the frequency of
said pulse train is changed to a second predetermined
frequency which is higher that said first predetermined
frequency for characters in said at least one columnar
region of a character row while maintaining said first

predetermined frequency for characters in the other of
said columnar regions therby maintaining legibility of
characters in said other regions while increasing the num-
ber of characters displayed in a character row, whereby
the characters in said at least one columnar region are

displayed as compressed while other characters in said

row are displayed as uncompressed in the other of said

regions when said display mode selection signal indicates

said at least one compressed display mode.
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4,479,120
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRIVING A

THIN-HLM EL PANEL
TMhihiro Ohba; Manshi Kain«uchi, both of Nan; Hiroshi

KiBodUti; Yoddharn Kaaatani, both of Tenri, and Hisashi
Uade, Yanatokoriyaim, all of Japan, aatignore to Sharp
KabosUUKaiaha, Osaka, Japan

^
Fllad Oct 13, 1981, Scr. No. 310,753

Claima priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct 15, 1980, 55-145014
Int a.J G09G 3/30

VS, a 340-781 ,0 Claims

KAtMNG CIKIKTS

'^«

tween preselected colored display electrodes and preselected
bleached display electrodes effective to transfer electric
charges held in said preselected colored display electrodes
through the electrolyte to said preselected bleached display
electrodes so as to interchange the display state of said prese-
lected display electrodes: control means for determining the
difference amount between the amount of electric charge held
m said preselected colored display electrodes which is to be
transferred to said preselected bleached display electrodes and
the amount of electric charge required for coloring said prese-
lected bleached display electrodes; and constant current means
responsive to said control means for injecting or extracting
said difference amount of electric charge to or from said prese-
lected display electrodes through said counter electrode to
thereby compensate for said difference amount.

1. A display device comprising:
an EL panel including an array of scan electrodes, an array

of data electrodes crossing said scan electrodes and a
plurality of pixels each lying sandwiched between a re-
spective one of said scan electrodes and a respective one
of said data electrodes;

means for sequentially applying a write voltage pulse to each
pixel of said display in a line scanning fashion;

means for applying a refresh voltage pulse of a polarity
opposite that of said write voltage pulse to the entire said
panel upon completion of each single scan by said means
for applying a write voltage pulse; and

means for applying to the said display panel for each applica-
tion of said refresh voltage pulse, a compensation voltage
pulse for compensating for the difference of amplitude of
polarized charges due to the difference in phase relation-
ship between said refresh voltage pulse and each write
voltage pulse among said pixels.

4,479,122
REMOTELY CONTROLLED SWITCHED ACCESS TOTHE CONSOLE PORTOFAN ELECTRONICCOMPUTER

Brian E. Redman, Hopateong, and Gordon D. Wooda, DeoTille,
both of, assignors to ATAT Bell Laboratories, Murray HiU,

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Set. No. 355,262
Int a.i H04Q 9/00

U.S.a 340-825.06 lOCIalmi

4,479,121

ELECTROCHROMIC DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING
CONSTANT COLOR DENSITY AND DRIVING METHOD

THEREFOR
Jnnichi Tabata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Seiko Instruments ft

Electronics Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUcd Apr. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 256,160

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 25, 1980, 55-55203
Int a.i G09G 3/34

UAa 340-785 „ cudm

1. Apparatus for reversibly disconnecting a console from a
computer and simultaneously therewith connecting a modem
with said computer, said apparatus comprising

first switching means for connecting said console and said
computer, and

second switching means for connecting said computer and
said modem.

4,479,123
AUTOMATIC CALLING UNIT CONTROL SYSTEM

Richard A. Loskom, Dana Point wd Lyie O. Je?ons, Jr., Mis-
sion Viejo, both of Calif., assignors to Burroughs Corporution.
Detroit Mich.

.

Filed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,409
Int a.J H04Q 9/00. 3/54

U.S. a. 340—825.06 7 Qalns

'/f

OlOtW

COMTMT CUMWT omvf
CMTWl, CMCUIT

1. In an electrochjomic display device having a plurality of
display electrodes exhibiting either colored or bleached states
depending on the density of electric charge held by the display
electrodes, a counter electrode spaced from the display elec-
trode, an electrolyte in contact with the counter and display
electrodes, and means for selectively applying a voltage be-

nO«- KNOUT

1. In a data>communications subsystem for controlling data
transfer operations between a host computer and remote data
terminals connected by telephone lines through an automatic
calling unit and an associated data set, and wherein said subsys-
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tem uses a plurality of line adapters controlled by a micro-
processor and said line adapters have multiplexor connection
means for communicating to an I/O bus of said microprocessor
and wherein said microprocessor has first and second output
control registers for providing control data and information
date to said plurality of line adapters, an automatic calling unit
control system for establishing telephone line connections for a
selected line adapter comprising:

(a) a plurality ofautomatic calling unit-output registers, each
of which is dedicated to a particular line adapter, said
automatic calling unit-output registers being connected to
receive dialing digit data from said second output control
register of said microprocessor, and providing an output
for connection to an automatic calling unit which has
capability for connecting a telephone line to a designated
line adapter;

(b) means to designate a particular line adapter for transmit/-
receive operations or for service operations, said means to
designate also providing an enabling signal to a selected
one of a plurality of automatic calling unit-output register
gating means;

(c) a plurality of said automatic calling unit-output register
gating means for enabling a selected one of said automatic
calling unit-output registers to provide digit dialing and
control signals to said automatic calling unit associated
with a designated line adapter, said gating means having
input lines from the said designate means and from an
address decoder means;

(d) said address decoder means for receiving and decoding
address signals from said microprocessor for activating a
selected one of said automatic calling unit-output register
gating means, said gating means, when activated, enabling
the clocking of data from said automatic calling unit-out-
put register to said automatic calling unit;

(e) means in said automatic calling unit for signaling said
microprocessor, via said multiplexor means, as to the
completion or incompletion of connection of a telephone
line usable by the selected line adapter.

4,479,124

SYNTHESIZED VOICE RADIO PAGING SYSTEM
Arthur M. Rodriguea, Sunrise, and Larry L. Watkins, Sarasota,

both of Fla., assignors to Texas lastmments Incorporated.
Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Scr. No. 77,216, Sep. 20, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,220

Int a.3 H04Q 9/00: G08B 5/22
UA a. 340-825.44 ig Qaims
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1. A synthesized voice pager device comprising:
memory means having a plurality of speech values stored

therein as firmware in a form from which synthesized
human speech may be derived;

receiver means for receiving coded signals radiated from an
external source physically unconnected to said pager
device, said radiated coded signals including coded signals

representative of a sequence of speech values stored in

said memory means;

decoder means operably associated with said receiver means
and responsive to at least a portion of the received coded

signals for determining whether the received coded sig-

nals are intended for the particular pager device;
controller means operably coupled to said decoder means

for accessing the sequence of speech values in said mem-
ory means corresponding to the received coded signals
provided that said decoder means has determined the
received coded signals to be intended for the particular
pager device;

speech synthesizer means for receiving said accessed se-

quence of speech values from said memory means and
generating analog signals representative of human speech
corresponding thereto; and

audio means for converting said analog signals into audible
synthesized human speech vocalizing a communicative
message to the user of the pager device.

4,479,125
RADIO PAGING RECEIVER CAPABLE OF MUTING

BATTERY SAVING FUNCTION
Toshihiro Mori, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,925
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1981, 56-109776

Int a? H04B 1/16
U.S. a. 340-825.44 9 ctai„„

\msl

1. A radio paging receiver comprising:

a receiver section for receiving a preamble signal, a specified

signal for test, and a call signal including an address signal;

means for storing in advance an identification number as-

signed to said radio paging receiver;

means for detecting said preamble signal from the output of
said receiver section to provide a preamble detection
signal;

signal detecting means for comparing said address signal

supplied from said receiver section and an output read out
of said storing means and, upon detection of their coinci-

dence, supplying an identity signal;

means for generating an alert signal in response to said iden-

tity signal;

battery saving means for, when activated, supplying power
from a battery to said receiver section either intermit-

tently in a prescribed cycle so that said receiver section
can receive at least said preamble signal or for a pre-
scribed period of time so that said receiver section can
receive said address signal in response to said preamble
detection signal, said battery saving means when deacti-
vated permitting continuous supply of power to said re-

ceiver section;

specified signal detecting means for detecting said specified
signal from the output of said receiver section and supply-
ing a signal to suspend battery saving; and

battery saving suspending means for deactivating said bat-

tery saving means in response to said signal to suspend
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battery saving, thereby placing the receiver in condition
for test operation.

4,479,126

MIS DECODER aRCUTT
Mitiao Hignchi, Tokyo, and Hideki Arakawa, Yokohama, both

of Japan, aadgaon to FiUitsa Limited, Kawasaki, Japan
FUed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,114

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnn. 30, 1981, 56-100519
Int a.i H03K 19/094: H04Q 9/00

UAa340-825J6 gCIaims

d" d^' d^"' 4" ^'' ~^''

four coaxial cables having equal lengths and respectively
connected between said output ports and said antennas,

each of said cables having an inner conductor and an outer
conductor, the outer conductors of said cables being elec-

WLi WLt WU
(00000) (00001) (00010)

1. A decoder circuit, having a load element operatively
connected to a power source, for decoding an n bit (n is a
positive integer) address signal to select one of 2" output lines,
said decoder circuit comprising:

2"+2 first MIS transistors arranged in a row for decoding a
fint bit of said address signal, each of said first MIS tran-
sistors having a source operatively connected to ground
and having a drain operatively connected to the load
element and one of said output lines;

fint means, operatively connected to said 2"+2 first MIS
transistors, for decoding a second through m-th bit (m is a
positive integer smaller than n) of said address signal, said
first means comprising m- 1 second MIS transistors oper-
atively connected in parallel with each other between said
drains of fint alternate pairs of adjacent said first MIS
transistors along said row; and

second means, operatively connected to said 2"-!- 2 first MIS
transistors, for decoding an (m-»- !)-th through an n-th bit
of said address signal, said second means comprising n-m
third MIS transistors operatively connected in parallel
with each other between said drains of second alternate
pain of adjacent said fint MIS transiston along said row
and each having a gate, said fint and second means ar-
ranged alternately along said row.

4,479,127

BI-LOOP ANTENNA SYSTEM
Nomand Barbuo, Sonnyrale, Calif., assignor to GTE Products

CorporatioB, Stamford, Conn.
FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,743

Int CI.3 HOIQ 11/14
VS.a 343-742 4 claims

1. An antenna system comprising an array having four anten-
nas disposed in a fint pair of parallel planes and in a second pair
of parallel planes, respectively, said fint and second pairs of
planes being perpendicular to each other, the antennas of each
pair being equally spaced apart,

each antenna comprising a continuous electrical conductor
configured as two open ended substantially square and
identical loops connected together at the open ends to
constitute two spaced feed points,

said loops ofeach antenna having colinear diagonals extend-
ing parallel to corresponding diagonals of said loops of the
other antennas,

means to feed said array of antennas comprising
a power divider having an input port and four output ports.

trically connected to the loop conductors, respectively,
the inner conductor of each of said cables being electri-
cally connected to one of said feed points of the antenna to
which the corresponding outer conductor is connected.

4,479,128

POLARIZATION MEANS FOR GENERATING
aRCULARLY POLARIZED ELECTRO-MAGNEnC

WAVES
Anton Bnuner, Wangen, and Klans RIeskamp, SoecUag, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens AktiengeseU-
schaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed JbI. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,323
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jol. 17,

1980, 3027094

Int a.3 HOIQ 15/24
VS. a. 343-756 10 Clains

MADWTlON (PlMC CIKULM MLAWZCTIOMI

LiNCMKLMizcneN mo

poumannv
cQNvmieN wio

NADtCnOHINOII lOCAL
LINE«« POkMIZATIOM)

1. A re-polarization means for the convenion of linearly
polarized electro-magnetic waves into circularly polarized
electro-magnetic waves upon employment of a device for
linear polarization filtration and ofa single-layer or multi-layer
polarization convenion grid structure following the device for
linear polarization and mounted in front of a radiation aperiure
and respectively consists of a plurality ofconducton extending
substantially parallel to each other in the form of straight lines,

meander lines, line-rectangle combinations or the like, charac-
terized in that the device for linear polarization filtration is a
single-layer or multi-layer designed grid structure (1, 2) which
precedes relative to the electro-magnetic waves the polariza-
tion convenion grid structure (3, 4, 5) in the direction toward
the radiation aperiure so that both grid structures are insulated
from one another and are disposed so as to be above one an-
other layer-by-layer in a substantially non-planar manner, and
the grid structure layen forming the device for linear polariza-
tion filtration consists of straight-line conducton extending
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substantially parallel to each other and have a direction rela-

tive to the longitudinal direction of the conducton in the

polarization convenion grid structure of 45*, and character-

ized in that, for a curved, non-planar lattice structure, the
orientation of said straight lines for accomplishing linear polar-

ization filtration and of said meander lines for accomplishing
circularly polarization are shaped so that projection ofthem on
one plane perpendicular to the primary radiation axis results in

straight lines.

4,479,129

DIRECnVE ANTENNA SYSTEM EMPLOYING A
PARABOLOIDAL MAIN DISH AND ELLIPSOIDAL

SUBDISH
George SkahiU, 159 Clay Pitts Rd., Greenlawn, N.Y. 11740

FUed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 301,056

Int a.3 HOIQ 19/19

VS. a. 343—781 P 3 Claims

corresponds to one-quarter of the wave length at a se-

lected frequency; and

a pair of compensation stubs in the form of shorted coaxial

transmission lines substantially one-quarter wave length

long electrically at said selected frequency, each of said

stubs having as its outer conductor a portion of the length

of a respectively associated one of the legs of said antenna,

and having its center conductor connected to the inner

end of the other of the legs of said antenna.

4,479,131

THERMAL PROTECnVE SHIELD FOR ANTENNA
REFLECTORS

James E. Rogers, Woodland Hills; James S. Wamiak; LoweU M.
Hobrock, both of Los Angeles; Michael A. Bafieo, Lawndale,

and Stephen R. Scheele, Woodland HUls, aU of Calif., assign-

on to Hughes Aircraft Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Continnation of Ser. No. 191,050, Sep. 25, 1980, abandoned. ThU
appUcation Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,648

Int Q.3 HOIQ 1/40

VS. O. 343—872 5 Claims

1. A directive antenna system comprising:

(a) a directive feed having an angular field M times that of

the system,

(b) an objective element consisting of a concave sheet of

reflective material in the form of a section of a paraboloid

of revolution, said objective element having a principal

focus at a point Fl and an aperiure substantUdly M times

that of said directive feed, and
(c) a field element consisting of a concave sheet of reflective

material in the form of a section of an ellipsoid of revolu-

tion disposed with its center substantially at said point Fl
and having two foci, one substantially at the center of the

surface of said objective element and the other substan-

tially at the center of said directive feed, said field element

having an aperiure sufficient to cover the angular field of

said (^ective feed.

4,479,130

BROADBAND ANTENNAE EMPLOYING COAXIAL
TRANSMISSION LINE SECTIONS

Richard D. Snyder, 646 Piaehurst Ave., Placentia, CaUf. 92670

Coatianation-ia-part of Ser. No. 270,746, Joa. 5, 1981,

abandoaed. This appUcatioa Jna. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,627

lat CV HOIQ 9/16

VS.a 343—802 38 Claims

60 S«

I
TRANSMITTER |— TO

14. An antenna system comprising:

a dipole antenna the electrical length of each of whose legs

1. A shield for protecting an antenna reflector of electro-

magnetic energy against thermal distortion from solar energy,

comprising:

a substrate transparent to the electromagnetic energy placed

between the reflector and the solar energy; and

at least two means on said substrate for substantially reject-

ing the solar energy while remaining substantially trans-

parent to the electromagnetic energy, a fint of said means

comprising a capacitive grid rejecting a major portion of

the solar energy and a second of said means comprising an

optical interference filter of matter capable of absorbing

and re-radiating substantially the remainder of the solar

energy;

in which said grid comprises predeterminately sized pads of

metal with spacing therebetween, with the size of said

pads and said spacing, and the ratio of pad and spacing

area being respectively adjusted to optimize respectively

the transmittance of the electromagnetic energy and the

reflectance of the solar energy, and to obtain a balance

therebetween; and

in which said substrate has sun and reflector sides respec-

tively facing away from and towards said reflector, and

furiher comprising a second metallic capacitive grid

formed similarly as said fint-mentioned grid, said fint and

second grids being placed respectively on said substrate

sun and reflector sides, with the center-to-center spacing

respectively between said fint and second grids being

adjusted to optimize the electromagnetic tranmittance and

solar energy reflectance.
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M79,132

^^ THERMAL PRINTER

^^J'^ST' ^^^ ^"f*^ iwipior to Cuoa KabiifhiU
Kaiiha, Tokyo, Japu

^^
Coiitioiittion of Ser. No. 269,972, Jan. 3, 1981. abuidoned. lUs

applicttioii Jul. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,570
Ctalmt priority, appUcatioD Jipu, Jm. 13, 1980, 55-78963

Int a^ GOID /J//(7
UAa346-76PH jchta.

October 23, 1984

beam projecting systems each of which comprises a light
source and a condenser lens system, the light beam projecting
system being mounted so that the mechanical centers of all the
light beam projecting systems in all the light beam projecting
sections are positioned on a common circle in a plane perpen-
dicular to the central axis of the rotator having its center on the
central axis, and the optical axes of the light beam projecting
systems m each light beam projecting section are arranged to
mtersect the recording medium on the platen at positions offset
from each other in the direction of the central axis of the
rotator.

1< A thermal printer comprising:
(a) memory means for memorizing pattern information
which has previously been printed by a thermal head;

(b) a D-A converter connected to said memory means;
(c) a comparator for comparing an output from an integrator
and an output from said D-A converter;

(d) a latch connected to and controlled by'said comparator
said latch applying an output therefrom to said integrator,'

(e) means for controlling printing ofnew pattern information
by a signal memorized in said latch.

M79,133
UGHT BEAM ROTARY PRINTER

EIno Shioawa; Maaahiro Ohaithi, and SUgco Harada, aU of
A«ka, Japan, asrignora to F^i Photo FUm Co., Ltd.,
Saitann, Japan

^^
RW Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,874

Ctelma priority, application Japan, Mar. 16, 1981, 56-37457

..« « .
iBt a^ GOID 75//¥UAa 346-108

7 Claim.

„ 4,479,134
ELECTRONIC DEVICE HAVING A THERMAL INK JET

RECORDER

4j353,079. Thia appUeation Jun. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 389,919
Ctaimt priority, appUeation Japan, Apr. 2, 1979, 5449474

The portion of the tern of thia patent rabaeqnent to Oct 5. 1999
haa been diaeiaiowd.

Int a3 GOID /5/;«UA a. 346-140 R 4 Claim.

I. A light beam rotary pnnter comprising a rotator rotatable
about the central axis thereof and carrying at least one light
projectmg section for outwardly projecting a light beam* adnvmg means for routing the rotator about the central axis, apower supplying means for supplying power modulated by ad«red modulatmg signal, a platen for supporting a recording
medium opposed to the peripheral suri-ace of the rotator to be
exposed to the hght beam projected by at least one light pro-
jectmg section while the routor is routed and means for trans-

Sf ifJ!.**^°'
"^""^ ** "^^ «» "d therein each of

said light beam projecting sections includes a plurality of light

1. An electronic device for a dot printer, comprising:
a sugle recording element for recording character-like dot

patterns on a recording medium;
a character generator for supplying character information to

said recording element; and
control means responsive to first and second input signals for

controlling the number of outputs fiom said character
generator for a given recording position, wherein at a
given recording position there is a single output from said
character generator when said control means responds to
the first input signal and there are plural outputs from said
character generator when said character generator re-
sponds to the second input signal.

4,479,135
INK RECORDING APPARATUS

Tadao Kohadii, MorigucU, Japui, aaaignor to MatnaUta Elce-
tricInduMrial Co., Ltd., Kadona. Japan

FUed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,967
Claim, priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jol. 2, 1981, 56-104175nc portion of the term of this patent rabeeqnent to Aug. 2, 2000,

ha. been diaelained.

Int CL^ GOID 15/18
UAa 346-140 R gctaia,

1. An ink recording apparatus comprising:
a substrate,

a predetermined number of first electrodes disposed on a
surface of said substrate in insulated relation with respect
to each other and with a predetermined pitch between
each other corresponding to a pitch of picture elements to
be recorded,

an ink-philic porous sheet disposed on said substrate with
said first electrodes inbetween.
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a fluid ink-permeable second electrode disposed on a surface
of said porous sheet which surface is opposite to the sur-

face conucting said first electrodes,

a fluid ink feeding means for feeding said fluid ink to said

ink-philic porous sheet,

said first electrodes and said second electrode being supplied
with a signal volUge therebetween, thereby to carry out
electroosmotic travelling of said fluid ink through said

and said card guide means, whereby said solvent carrier

means wipes the face and said orifice(s) of said print head.

porous sheet to tip parts of said first electrodes corre-
sponding to said signal,

characterized in that

said first electrodes are of ink-philic conductive substance
which are insulated and spatially separated from each
other by a subsUntially ink-repellant and insulative sub-

stance provided at least at the tip parts of said first elec-

trodes.

4479 136
CLEANING SYSTEM ANDMETHOD FOR INK JET

PRINTER
Arthur M. Lewi., and Aldo Scudo, both of Ridgeneld, Conn.,
anignor. to Exxon Rewarch St Engineering Co., Florhara
Park, N.J.

Filed Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 467,422

Int a.3 GOID 15/16
VS. a. 346—140 R 23 Claim.

1. In an Inkjet printer including a print head having at least

one orifice upon its face, apparatus for cleaning conuminants
from the face of said print head and from said orifice(s), com-
prises:

card guide means non-abutubly mounted upon the face of
said print head; and

cleaning card means including cleaning solvent carrier

means, said cleaning card means being adapted for permit-

ting insertion thereof between the face of said print head

4,479,137

DAMPING MEANS FOR DRAWING HEADS
Lothar Beier, 22, Fritz-Ritter-Str., Jcna-Lobcda, DiArict of

Gera; Arnold Zemann, 4, Dr.-Hufeland-Str., Stadtroda, Dis-
trict of Gera, and Helmut WMchter, 44, Rodaer Str., Neustiidt-
/Oria, Dirtrict of Gera, all of German Democratic Rep.

FUed Jni. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 281,551
Gainu priority, application German Democratic Rep., Oct 1,

1980, 224253

Int a.3 GOID 15/20
VS.a 346-141 3 Qaim.

61

1. A damping means particularly for drawing heads compris-
ing

a mount,

at least one support displaceable along one direction be-
tween a start position and an end position,

at least one drawing instrument secured to said support,
a first electromagnet being connected to said mount,
a core being in common orienution with said first electro-

magnet for common operation,

said core being connected to said support,

a second electromagnet being connected to said mount,
a lever being pivotly connected with one end portion to said

mount,

said lever being provided with at least one contact face at

the other end portion,

said second electromagnet and said lever being aligned for

common cooperation,

a first stop being connected to said support,

said first stop and said contact face being aligned for

common cooperation,

said first electromagnet and said core being for moving
said support into an intermediate position,

said intermediate position being defined by said contact
face and said first stop when said second electromagnet
is operated,

first spring means for resiliently securing said support to said

mount,

second spring means connecting said mount to said support
for moving said support into an end position when said

second electromagnet is not operative.

4,479,138

HEAT-SENSrnVE RECORDING MATERULS
Kennke Ikeda, and Akira Iganuhi, both of Shizuoka, Japan,

anignor. to FiUi Photo Film Co^ Ltd^ Kaaagawa, Japan
nied Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,521

Oaim. priority, application Japan, Oct 6, 1981, 56-159264
Int a.} B41M 5/18

VS. a. 346—207 7 Clain.
1. A heat-sensitive recording material comprising:
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a support sheet having provided thereon:
electron donating dye particles having a particle size of 10
^m or less prepared from a dispersion wherein the dye is
dispersed in a dispersion medium;

electron accepting compound particles capable of forming a
color upon reaction with the electron donating dye and
havmg a particle size of 10 ^m or less prepared from a
dispersion wherein the electron accepting compound is
dispersed in the dispersion medium;

particles of a compound represented by general formula (I)
having a particle size of 10 ^m or less and being present in
an amount of20% to 300% by weight based on the weight
of the electron accepting compound prepared from a
dispersion wherein the compound of general formula (I) is

dispersed in the dispersion medium:

returning means is proportional to the change in said
radiation flux during said integration period.

4,479,140
THERMAL CONDUCTION ELEMENT TOR

CONDUCTING HEAT FROM SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICES TO A COLD PLATE

Joseph L. Horvath, PooghkeeiMie, N.Y., assignor to Interna.
tional Business Machines Corporation, Arnonk, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,918
Int a.J HOIL 23/36. 23/40UAa 357-81 „ ctai^

(D

..J^-Qf'"
wherem Ri and Rj independently represent an alkyl group, an
aralkyl group, an aryl group, an alkoxy group having 12 or less
carbon atoms or a halogen atom, and m and n independently
represent or an integer of 5 or less.

1-1 :_4j|

4,479 139
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE OPEN aRCUTT IMAGE

DETECTOR
WIUiMi J. Parrish, Surta Barbara, Calif., assignor to Santa

Barbara Research Center, Golcte, Calif.

Contiaiiation of Ser. No. 205,541, Nov. 10, 1980, abandoned.
This appUcation Jan. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,281
Int a^ HOIL 29/7%, 27/14. 31/00; H03K 3/42UAa 357-24 scbtim

/
72

1. A thermal bridge element for use in a semiconductor
package to conduct heat from a semiconductor device
mounted on a substrate to a cold plate in close proximity to the
device comprising

a generally annular shaped spring member provided with a
compressible bulged first central portion

a first flat plate member adapted to be disposed in contact
with the back side of said device,

a means to join said first plate to said bulged first central
portion of said spring member,

a second flat plate member adapted to be disposed in contact
with said cold plate, and

a means to join said spring member and second plate member
in contacting engagement.

1. A charge transfer device imager comprising:
a photosensitive semiconductor diode comprising first and

second regions of opposite conductivity types disposed to
receive an incident flux of radiation, at least one of said
'regions being unconnected so that said diode has an open
circuit junction voltage in the presence of radiation pro-
portional to said radiation flux;

a capacitive electrode overiying said one unconnected re-
gion;

a charge transfer device comprising a charge flow channel
formed in semiconductive material;

a charge storing region in said semiconductive material
adjacent said charge transfer device and connected to said
capacitive electrode;

means for removing a charge packet from the charge flow
channel and storing it in said charge storing region to
begin an integration period; and

means for retrieving at least a portion of said charge packet
from said charge storing region to terminate said integra-
tion period and for returning said portion to said charge
flow channel, wherein the difference between the charge
removed from the charge flow channel and the charge
returned to the charge flow channel by said removing and

4,479,141

COLOR TELEVISION CODING aRCUTT
Nicolaas J. L. Van Der Valk, Breda, Netherlands, assignor to

U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,894

Claims priority, application Netiierlands, May 29, 1981,

Int a.3 H04N 9/38
VS. a. 358-12 3 ciains

1. A colour television coding circuit suitable for use in a
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colour television system in accordance with the NTSC-stand-
ard, the coding circuit comprising a series arrangement formed
by a first matrix circuit for forming colour difference signals, a
second matrix circuit for forming standardized 1- and Q-signals
thereform, first and second low-pass filters following the sec-
ond matrix circuit and having different frequency passbands
for the 1- and the Q-signal respectively, a modulator circuit
following the filters for quadrature modulation of a chromi-
nance subcarrier by the frequency-limited 1- and Q-signals and
a first superposition circuit following the modulator circuit for
forming a chrominance signal from the modulated signals, the
coding circuit further comprising a second superposition cir-

cuit for inserting a burst-gate signal into the series arrangement
for obtaining a chrominance signal occurring at a coding cir-

cuit output and having a burst of the chrominance subcarrier
during a standardized period of time, characterized in that the
second superposition circuit for inserting the burst-gate signal
is coupled to the second matrix circuit which is in turn coupled
to the subsequent low-pass filters in the series arrangement, the
duration of the inserted burst-gate signal being longer than the
standardized duration of the chrominance subcarrier burst in

thejdirominance signal at the coding circuit output with the
iSccurrence of the pulse leading edge of the burst-gate signal in

the line blanking period being advanced, the coding circuit

incorporating a signal blanking circuit having a first input for

receiving the chrominance signal produced by the first super-
position circuit, a second input for receiving a blanking signal

which is active in a standardized line blanking period outside
the standardized duration contained therein for the chromi-
nance subcarrier burst, and an output connected to the coding
circuit output for supplying the chrominance signal with the
chrominance subcarrier burst during the standardized period
of time.

4^79,142
INTERFACE APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
ASYNCHRONOUS ENCODING OF DIGTTAL

TELEVISION
Bob D. Buschman, Galtiienborg; Glenn D. Mntii, Frederick, and

Ronald T. O'ConneU, Gemantown, all of Md., assignors to
M/A<X)M DCC Inc., Germantown, Md.

FOcd May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,382
Int a^ H04N 9/32. 9/42. 7/08

VS, CI. 358—13 12 Clainis

-a .»
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1. An interface for a video encoder arranged to output asyn-
chronously DPCM encoded NTSC video and supplemental
date in a T3 date format and rate for interfacing with encoded
video sampled at an integer multiple of fscwhere f^is the color
subcarrier frequency comprising:

a buffer with DPCM encoded video and video sync inputs,

means to write video and video sync into said buffer in

response to a sampling clock;

timing circuit control means responsive to a T3 rate clock
for producing a date read clock at a submultiple of said T3
rate clock;

coupling means for coupling the date clock to said buffer for

reading out said buffer memory at said date read clock

rate to produce a date stream;

sync detection means responsive to a sync signal read from
said buffer for inhibiting said coupling means for a prede-

termined time;

supplemental date generator means with an output coupled
to a date multiplexing means for generating supplemental
data;

date multiplexing means responsive to video date read from
said buffer and to supplementel date from said supplemen-
tal date generator means for outputting said video date
and supplemental date in time sequence;

whereby detection of a sync signal inhibits reading of said

buffer for said predetermined time allowing insertion of
said supplemental data.

4,479,143
COLOR IMAGING ARRAY AND COLOR IMAGING

DEVICE
Takashi Watanabe, and Shigehiro Miyatake, botii of Nan,

Japan, assignon to Sharp Kabnshiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan
FUed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 331,090

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 16, 1980. 55*
181152[U]

Int a.3 H04N 9/07
U.S.a 358-44 8 Claims

10 12
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1. A color imaging device comprising:

(a) a color imaging array comprising:

(i) first type of elemenu sensitive to lights in a first region
of spectrum;

(ii) second type of elements sensitive to lights in a second
region of spectrum; and

(iii) third type of elements sensitive to lights in a third

region of spectrum wherein

said three type of elements are aligned horizontally and
vertically within a predetermined plane such that said

first type of elements occupy every other element posi-

tions along both the horizontal and vertical directions,

said second type of elements occupy element positions

between the first type ofelements in adjacent horizontal

lines in pairs which occur every other pair of adjacent

horizontal lines, and said third type of elements occupy
remaining element positions, said first, second and third

type of elements adapted for producing first, second
and third color signals, respectively;

(b) shift register means connected to said color imaging
array for sequentially shifting said color signals in the
order of color signals in odd numbered horizontal lines

from younger one and then color signals in even num-
bered horizontal lines from younger one, and for produc-
ing a serial color signal in said order;

(c) separating means connected to said shift register means
for separating said serial color signal into three parallel

452-229 O.G.-84-I4
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color signals of first color signal, second color signal and
third color signal, said sq>arating means comprising:
(i) first gate means for gating alternate color signal of said

serial color signal, said first gate means producing first

color signal;

(ii) second gate means for gating alternate color signal of
said serial color signal in opposite relation to said first

gate means, said second gate means producing a com-
bined signal of second and third color signals;

(iii) delay means for delaying said combined signal by one
horizontal line period; and

(iv) switching means having first and second contacts
operatively provided such that each alternately changes
its position in a synchronized manner with horizontal
line period interval between a first position in which the
contact is connected to said second gate and a second
position in which the contact is connected to said delay
means, said first and second contacts being operated in
opposite relation to each other thereby said first contact
producing second color signal and said second contact
producing third color signal.

tive to said chassis when said drive motor is actuated in

said extension direction;

said refiecting mirror being positioned in said active position
by said moving means when said drive motor is actuated
in said extension direction, and said reflecting mirror
being returned to said inactive position by said moving
means when said drive motor is actuated in said contrac-
tion direction; and

means for manually actuating said drive section, said means
for manually actuating said drive sections including a
rotatable operating lever, said lever being coupled with a
drive shaft engaging said drive sections.

4»479 144
VIDEO PROJECrmC APPARATUS

Sbigcm Yanaiald, ind Yoshiald Takaao, both of Yokohama,
Japan, aaaigBors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 368,098
Clains priority, application Japan, May 1, 1981, 56*83646

lot a.3 H04N 5/64
UAa358-60 4Claim«

4,479,145
APPARATUS FOR DETECIING THE DEFECT OF

PATTERN
Torn Aznma, Tokyo; Juqji Hazuna, Kawasaki; Atsoshi

Kawahara, Kawasaki; Kazunari Hada, Kawasaki, and Norio
F^ii, Urawa, aU of Japan, assignors to Nippon Kogakn KjL
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400.681
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 29, 1981, 56*117816;

Jul. 29, 1981, 56-117817; Jul. 29, 1981, 56*117818; Jul. 29, 1981.
56-117819; Jul. 29, 1981, 56*117820

Int CV H04N 7/J8
U.S. a 358-106

, 10 Gains

\f^HH^Sh
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1. A video projecting apparatus comprising:
a housing-like chassis having front and rear portions, said
- chassis further having projection lenses and cathode ray

tubes disposed therein for the projection of visual images
from said tubes through said lenses;

a reflecting mirror having an inactive position at said front
portion of said chassis;

a drive motor positioned within said chassis;

means for selectively actuating said drive motor in an exten-
sion direction and a contraction direction;

moving means positioned substantially within said chassis
for moving said reflecting mirror relative to said chassis
between said inactive position at said front portion of said
chassis and an active position remote from and in front of
said fiwit portion of said chassis, said moving means in-

cluding first and second drive sections driven by said
drive motor, and first and second extension-contraction
mechanisms disposed in parallel within said chassis and
extending between said front and rear portions of said
chassis, said first and second extension-contraction mecha-
nisms being drivingly connected to said first and second
drive sections, respectively, said reflecting mirror being
affixed, at opposite sides thereof, to front portions of said
fint and second extension-contraction mechanisms, re-i

•pectively, said drive sections moving said front portions'
of said extension-contraction mechanisms forwardly rela

1. Apparatus for examining a pattern consisting of bright
parts and dark parts formed on an examined object based upon
design data, said apparatus comprising:

scanning means for scanning said pattern and producing
binary signals according to the pattern;

first extracting means for serially extracting binary informa-
tion corresponding to a determined area on said examined
object from said binary signals;

first detection means for detecting a geometrical shape of the
pattern in said determined area based on said binary infor-

mation;

second detection means for detecting the edge portion be-
tween the bright part and the dark part of the pattern in

said determined area;

second extracting means for extracting from said design data
information relating to the geometrical shape which said
pattern should have; and

examination means for producing defect information indica-

tive of the presence or absence ofany defect in the pattern
in said determined area in response to said second detec-
tion means when the information extracted by said second
extracting means and the information detected by said first

detection means agree with each other.
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4,479,146

VERTICAL CODE VERIHER
Sterea J. Cohn, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignor to Discofi*

sioa Aasodatcs, Coata Mesa. Calif.

FDed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355M
lirt. a.3 H04N 9/62

VS.a 358-147 13 claims

1. Apparatus for verifying the presence of and proper place-
ment of a plurality of code signals placed in the vertical blank-
ing mtervals of a segment of composite video information
according to a predetermined procedure and pattern for code
signal insertion, comprising:

code detector means for recovering said code signal from
said composite video information;

sampling means for sampling the recovered code signals at

discrete locations; and
test means for comparing the sampling at a first one of said

discrete locations with a subsequent sampling at a second
one of said discrete locations, and including indicating

means for generating an error signal represenutive of the
detection of a discrepency between the characteristics of
the relationship between the said first and second sam-
plings and corresponding predicted characteristics ac-
cording to said predetermined pattern.

4,479,147

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR FEEDING AND
POSITIONING MATERIAL TO BE SCANNED

Ernest M. Rossini, Springfield. Va.. assignor to Crosfield Data
Systems, Inc., Springfield, Va.

FUed Jim. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,366

Int a^ H04N 1/06
VS. a. 358-290 17 Clains

the second face of the transport is contiguous with said

curved inner wall and said first face is positioned to permit
scanning of material on said first face by said scanning
means, and

means for holding said second face against said curved inner

wall, to permit accurate scanning of material on said first

face.

4.479.148

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INSURING THATTHE
TRANSPORT OF A SCANNING SYSTEM IS

CONTIGUOUS WITH ITS SUPPORT
Wah Sbcck, Ohicy, Md.; Daniel T. Beasley, Springfield, and

Walter E. Myles, Alexandria, both of Va., assignors to Chw*
field Data Systems, lac, Springfield, Va.

Filed Jon. 2. 1982, Ser. No. 384,431

Int a^ H04M J/06
VS. a. 35»-290 9 Clains

1. In a scanning system,

a transpon having a lower face, and an upper face for hold-
ing the material to be scanned,

a base upon which the transport may rest while said material

is being scanned,

said base having depressed areas spaced along one dimension
of said transport, said depressed areas forming cavities

bounded by the transport and said base, and
means for evacuating said cavities, with at least some of the

cavities along said dimension being progressively evacu-
ated, one after another as the distance along said dimen-
sion from one end of the transport increases, to thereby
securely hold the transport in place on said base during
scanning.

1. In a scanning system:

scanning means rotating about an axis and moving laterally

along said axis,

a flexible transport,

said transport having (a) a first face for receiving the mate-
rial to be scanned, and (b) a second face,

a curved inner wall,

said curved inner wall being an arc of a circle with the

center of such circle being on said axis,

drive means for moving said transport to a position where

4,479,149

PHOTO-ELECTRIC CONVERTER AND IMAGE
FORMING APPARATUS INCORPORATING THE SAME
Seishiro Yoshioka; Yutaka Hirai, both ofTokyo; Tadi^i Fukoda;
Masaki Fnkaya, both of Kawasaki, and Takashi Nakagiri,
Tokyo, aU of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabnshiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jon. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 160,160

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 25, 1979, 54-79858

Int a.3 H04N J/02, J/JO
VS. a. 358—294 3 Chdms

1. A photo-electric converter, comprising:

(a) photo-electric conversion means comprising mxn
photo-electric converaon elements, each element being

constructed with a layer of light receiving material and
two electrodes and having a light receiving window
which defines a pel, said elements being arranged two-
dimensionally in an array ofm ranks and n files, wherein
the light receiving windows of said photo-electric conver-
sion elements constituting a rank are arranged at a pitch of
an integral number s of pels and the light receiving win-
dows of said photo-electric conversion elements constitut-
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ing a file are arranged at a pitch of an integral number t of 4,479,181

^ P*'*5 , MAGNETIC RECORDING OF DIGITAL SIGNALS ON A
(b) means for stepwise reading an original image at a resolu- MAGNETIC MEDIUM

tion of sX n pels in the horizontal direction and txm pels Herman Lia, Li, and Erik SoUOell, Oslo, both of Norwty, assign*
in the vertical direction and for forming sxt partial im- on to Tandberg Data A/S, Oslo, Norway
ages on said mX n photo-electric conversion elements by *"*•«* Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,459

Qalnis priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, Mar. 3L
1981,3112893

^
Int. Q.3 GllB 5/09

U.S.a.36a-4« 10 Claims
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performing original image reading at s steps of one pel in
the horizontal direction and at t steps of one pel in the
vertical direction; and

(c) signal processing circuitry to process the sxt partial
images which have been subjected to photoelectric con-
version in said photo-electric conversion means.

1. A method for the magnetic recording of encoded digital
information signals on a magnetic recording medium with the
assistance of a magnetic head to which a write current is sup-
plied, comprising the steps of: as a function of the encoded
digital information signals, carrying out a step-like head
change from a first current value above zero to a second cur-
rent value below zero and vice versa; and after each head
change, varying an amplitude of the write current in stepwise
amounts from the first or second current value respectively
until a subsequent step-like head change, wherein the number
of steps depends on a chronological spacing of the two head
changes from one another, and the varying amplitude between
head changes not crossing zero.

4,479150
METHODS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR CHANGING
THE AUDIO INFORMATION IN AN AUDIO/VIDEO

RECOROING/REPRODUCnON SYSTEM
Aadreas nncr, Lndwigriiafen, and Karl Andreas, Bcindersheim,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien-
gesellKhaft, Lndwigriiafien, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUcd No?. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,265
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay. Nov. 8.

1980, 3042269

Int a.3 H04N 9/491
UAa 358-310 15 Claims

4,479,152

ADJUSTABLE EQUALIZER
Chao S. Chi, Shrewsbury, Mass., assignor to Sperry Corpora*

tion. New York, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,708
Int. a.3 GllB 5/09. 5/45

VS. a. 360-46 12 Claims

t i f I

V or"

1. A method for changing the audio information in an audi-
o/video recording/reproduction system in which the audio/v-
ideo signals are recorded on or reproduced from longitudinally
extending tracks of a magnetic tape recording/reproduction
system and in which the audio signals are inserted in the form
of sampling pulses of a time-multiplex system into a blanking
interval of the video signal, wherein the original audio signal
recorded on the recording medium in the blanking interval is

overwritten by a new audio signal.

1. An equalizer for adjusting the spectral contour ofa signal
in response to an external stimulus comprising,

delay means for delaying said signal by a time interval,

thereby providing a delayed signal,

impedance means for attenuating said signal by an attenua*
tion amount, thereby providing an attenuated signal,

differential means responsive to said delayed signal and said
attenuated signal for providing an equalized signal whose
spectral contour is a function of said time interval and said
attenuation amount, and

control means responsive to said stimulus for adjusting at

least one of said time interval and said attenuation amount,
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thereby adjusting said spectral contour of said equalized
signal in accordance with said stimulus.
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1. A squelch system comprising;

(a) means for determining if a signal is present, including

hang time means,

(b) means for delaying a signal using an electromechanical

recording system said means delaying the signal for a
period of time approximately equal to the hang time of the
signal presence determining means,

(c) means for rapidly muting sounds when the signal pres-

ence determining means hang time period is completed
indicating that signal is no longer present, and,

(d) means controlled by signal presence determining means
for stopping the motion of the recording medium in a

period equal to or greater than the approximate hang time

of the squelch circuit so as to ensure that at least most of
the noise tails that may be present at the input to the

squelch system are not present at the output of the squelch
system during subsequent transmissions.

4,479,154

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE WITH LOCAL PROCESSOR
CONTROL

Kikuo Muramatsu, Hyogo, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,875
Clains priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 23, 1981, 5642787

Int. a.3 GllB 31/00
UAa 360-69 4aaims

1. A disk drive comprising:

a disk capable of sorting data;

a mechanism section for writing data onto said disk and
reading data out of said disk;

an I/O section arranged in a signal path between said mecha-
nism and a host computer, for inputting and outputting

signals;

a program memory section having stored therein programs
corresponding to a plurality of data operation modes of

said mechanism section;

a mode set switch independent of said host computer for

applying said plurality ofdata operation modes to said I/O
section through switch signals; and

a CPU section for interpretting a data operation mode input-

ted by said mode set switch, reading a program corre-

sponding to said operation mode thus interpreted out of

4,479,153

SQUELCH AND MESSAGE STORAGE SYSTEM AND
METHOD

Leonard R. Kahn, 137 E. 36th St., New York, N.Y. 10016
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 708,203, Jul. 23, 1976,

abandoned. This appUcation May 9, 1979, Ser. No. 30,026
Int. a.3 H04B 1/10

U.S. CI. 360—53 2 Clatans
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said program memory section, and operating said mecha-
nism section according to said program thus readi

4,479,155

AUTO-LOADING MECHANISM IN A MAGNETIC
RECORDING/REPRODUCING APPARATUS

Kazuki Takai; Hitoshi Okada, and Katsnmi Yamaguchi, all of 50
Kamitoda, Toda-Shi, Saitama-ken, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,363

Int. a.J GllB 15/68. 15/18
U.S. a. 360—96.5 4 Oaims

T1 1 SW " Vl
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1. A cassette auto-loading mechanism in a magnetic record-

ing and reproducing apparatus comprising:

a motor for setting an inserted cassette to a recording and
reproducing position;

a slide member for sliding to at least a given position respon-

sively to insertion of a tape cassette in said apparatus;

a slidingly mounted operational member;
an engagement means for transmitting driving energy from
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Mid motor to slidingly drive said operational member
when said slide member arrives at said given position;

an insertion frame roUUbly mounted and interlocking with
said slide member and said operational member;

a head plate interlocking with said operational member, said
head plate including a magnetic head mounted thereon;

a spring fixed to said operational member for applying
thereto an ejecting bias force toward a direction opposite
to the driving force of said motor, said engagement means
comprising a worm driven by said motor, a worm wheel
engageable with said worm and a rack formed on said
operational member which engages with a gear provided
on said worm wheel, and a first lock member for locking
said slide member in said given position; said operational
member being formed with a first, a second, and a third
operational portion, said first operational portion being
disposed in engagement with said insertion frame to rotate
said insertion frame so as to set said inserted cassette in
said recording and reproducing position, said second
operational portion being disposed in engagement with
said first lock member to effect locking of said slide mem-
ber, and said third operational portion being disposed in
engagement with said head plate to shift said head plate to
said recording and reproducing position.

M79457
MOUNTING FOR A HEAD DRUM OF A HEUCAL SCAN

RECX>RDER
Petrus J. J. Aarts, EindhoTen, Netherlaiids; Harald Fleck, and
^1 Kocsisek, both of Vienna, Austria, asrignors to UA
Philips Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.
Coatinnation of Scr. No. 144,730, Apr. 28, 1980,. Iliis

application Jub. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,836

To^^ priority, appUcation Netherlands, Sep. 5, 1980,
79u9o2o

U.S. CL 3M—104

InL a.) GllB 5/4S

11 Claims

4,479,186

MAGNETIC DISK RECORDER
Mnnchito Knnagai, Amagnaki, and Shigehisa Suzuki, Itami,

both of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kai-
sha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 5, 1982, Scr. No. 375,090
Claims priority, application Japan, May 11, 1981, 56-70555

Int a.J GllB 5/48. 21/02UAa 360-104 2 Claims

*.

T-r. ^s

a.

.« <

1. A helical scan tape recorder/reproducer comprising an at
least partly cylindrical drive spindle having a free end, rotiit-
able about an axis of rotation; at least one magnetic head; a
head support to which the magnetic head is secured, having a
central bore for passage of the drive spindle therethrough with
limited clearance, and means for detachably mounting the head
support on the drive spindle near said free end,

said means for detachably mounting comprising a circular
symmetrical clamping sleeve formed as a unitary part with
and extending axially from the head support and having a
free end, said sleeve having an elastically defonnable wall
portion concentric with said axis of rotation, and having
an outer surface; and clamping ring means for deforming
said sleeve to eliminate clearance between the drive spin-
dle and the clamping sleeve,

characterized in that the clamping ring is a circular symmet-
rical unitary element deformed to be in tension, whereby
exerting clamping pressure substantially uniformly over
the circumference of said outer surface so as to cause
symmetrical radial deformation of said clamping sleeve.

1. A magnetic disk recorder comprising: a plurality of mag-
netic head chips, each of which is formed with a head gap
having a predetermined azimuth angle; at least two separate
head sliders, each of which having one of said plurality of
magnetic head chips assembled thereon; and at least two sepa-
rate actuators, each of which actuates a respective one of said
head sliden by associated connecting means,

said azimuth angle of said head gap ofone ofsaid plurality of
magnetic head chips is defined to be positive in a clock-
wise direction with respect to a radial line extending from
the center of said magnetic disk and wherein said azimuth
angle of said head gap of another of said magnetic head
chips IS defined to be negative in a clockwise direction
with respect to said radial line, said magnetic head chips
having said positive azimuth angle is assembled on one of
said head sliders, while said magnetic head chip having
said negative angle is assembled on another of said head
sliders, wherein two of said magnetic head chips are ar-
ranged at a distance which is equal to a track pitch T-, and
said head chips are moved by said actuators at 2Tp steps
in succession.

4,479158
STATIONARY MAGNETIC HEAD WITH A FLUID

OPERATED TAPE LIFTER
Frederick B. Fhwhlich, and Paul Y. Hn, both of Tncson, Ariz.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,
Annonli, N.Y.

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,284
Int. a.' GllB 15/60, 5/60, 15/64, 17/32UA a. 360-130.1 26 Claims

1. A magnetic head for sensing magnetic transitions from a
flexible magnetic medium comprising:
a plurality of transducers situated on an operative face of the
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head for sensing the magnetic transitions as the medium
passes adjacent to the transducers;

said operative face having a plurality of slots, at least some of
which are formed parallel to the motion of the medium
and adjacent to the leading and trailing edges of the me-
dium contact with the operative face;

means for introducing fluid under pressure between the
medium and the operative face of the head; and

means connected to said fluid introducing means for control-
ling the fluid under pressure entering into said fluid intro-

ducing means;

said fluid introducing means, when actuated, introducing the
fluid under pressure such that the medium forms into a
tent-like structure over the operative face of the head with
the fluid being contained within the tent-like structure and
permitted to controllably escape through the slots;

said controlling means being actuated to provide fluid to said

fluid introducing means when said medium is substantially

Stationary relative to said head;

wherein said fluid will quickly evacuate through the slots

when said controlling means stops the entry of fluid under
pressure into said fluid introducing means.

4,479,159

PROCESS FOR DETECTING TRANSPORTED AND
RESIDUAL TAPE AMOUNTS

Kazuo Kamei, and Akira Orimoto, both of Saitama, Japan,
assignors to Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 351,564
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 25, 1981, 56-26671;

Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28113

Int a^ GllB 19/28
U&a 360-137 11 aaims

C^'..- .C^
'

l^h [

1. A process for determining the amount of transported or
residual tape in either tape transportation direction of a revers-

ible type tape recorder by using predetermined operation
equations for calculating the amounts of transported and resid-

ual tape, respectively, comprising detecting respective rota-

tional period data signals corresponding to the respective

rotational periods of a pair of tape reels of said reversible type
tape recorder, temporarily storing the data signals, operating

on said stored respective data signals using said respective

equations to produce outputs signals corresponding to at least

one of said amounts of tape, and wherein said respective rota-

tional period data signals which are operated upon by using

said respective equations are exchanged with one another in

response to a change in the direction of transportation of said

tape.

4,479,160

BAND-PASS SEQUENCE FILTERS FOR SYMMETRICAL
COMPONENTS OF MULTIPHASE ACPOWER SYSTEMS
Eric J. Staocy, Pcnn Hills, Pa., assignor to Westinghonse Elee-

tric Corp., Pittsborgh, Pa.

Filed May 2, 1983, Scr. No. 490,697

Int a.2 H02H 3/26

MS. a. 361—76 8 Claims

1. A symmetrical component sequence filter for providing

an output signal representative of a predetermined sequence
quantity of a three-phase electrical power system, comprising:

a first phase shifting means having an input and an output,

for shifting a first electrical signal of a preselected fre-

quency by 120 electrical degrees;

a second phase shifting means having an input and an output,

for shifting a second electrical signal of said preselected

frequency by 120 electrical degrees;

a third phase shifting means having an input and an output,
for shifting a third electrical signal of said predetermined
frequency by 120 electrical degrees;

•'-?=»-

^r^

^^^m *-T^

means for providing fourth, fifth and sixth electrical signals,

responsive to the three phases of the electrical power
system, to said inputs of said first, second and third phase
shifting means respectively;

means for coupling said output of said second phase shifting

means to said input of said first phase shifting means;
means for coupling said output of said third phase shifting

means to said input of said second phase shifting means;
and

means for coupling said output of said first phase shifting

means to said input of said third phase shifting means.

4,479,161

SWITCHING TYPE DRIVER CIRCUIT FOR FUEL
INJECTOR

Robert S. Henrich, Fannington Hills, and John A. Walworth,
Pontine, both of Mich., aasignors to The Bendiz Corporation

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 423,936

Int a? HOIH 47/04
U.S. CL 361—154 16 Claims

1. A solenoid control unit (20) for controlling the operation

of at least one fuel injector (50) of an engine, each injector (50)

of the type having a coil (52), the solenoid control unit (20)

responsive to metering signals generated by an electronic

control unit (40) in response to at least one engine parameter,

and wherein each fuel injector (50) has associated therewith a
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leiMe means such as a resistor (S2) for generating a voltage
indicative of the current flowing within a particular injector
(SO), the solenoid control unit (20) comprising:

switching circuit means (60), one associated with each injec-
tor (SO) adapated to receive a particular one of the meter-
ing pulses and communicated to a particular sense resistor
(S4) comprising:

pull-in signja generating means (62) for generating a pull-in
signal in response to a received metering pulse;

on/off switch control means (90) for generating an on-con-
trol signal during intervals when the current of its corre-
sponding injector is below a predetermined value and for
generating an ofT-controI signal when the iiyector current
is above a predetermined value;

a voltage source network means (280) responsive to the
pull-in signal for generating a first current reference level
signal during the interval that the pull-in si^ is present
and for generating a second voltage level reference signal
of lower magnitude during the interval thereafter;

pulsed switching type boost voltage generator means (70)
responsive to said pull-in signal for generating and for
storing a boost voluge signal in excess of the voltage
esublished by a battery in synchronism with the genera-
tion of the pull-in pulse; and

hybrid power circuit means (80), one associated with each
injector (50) and responsive to the boost voltage signal,
the on-control signal and the oflf-control signal for com-
municating to the injector (50) the boost voltage signal or
battery potential in response to the on-control signal and
for connecting the injector to a degeneration or recircula-
tion circuit to permit the injector current to decay in
response to the receipt of the ofT-control signal.

preventing residua] magnetic latching, to insure plunger move-
ment in either direction without the need for mechanical assist-

ance.

4,479,163
INTEGRAL UGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT SKINS
Engbwt T. Bannink, Jr^ Anburii, and Glenn O. Olion, Seattle,

both of Wash., aaaignors to The Bodng Convany, Seattle,
Wash,

per No. PCT/US82/0I404, § 371 Date Sep. 30, 1982, § 102(fl)
Date Sep. 30, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO84/01487, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 12, 1984

per FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 454,206
lat a.3 H05F 1/02

UA a. 361-218 3 cialma

4,479,162

HIGH SPEED RECIPROCAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
ACTUATOR WTTH CANCELLED RETARDING-FLUX

Warren B. Ofhtt, Genera, m., and Jcrone K. Hastings, Sussex,
Wia., aHigDon to Eaton Corporation, GeYcland, Ohio

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,696
Int aJ HOIH 51/22; HOIF 7/08

UAa 361-210 31 Claims

1. An integral lightning protection system for an aircraft
graphite epoxy structure having a fastener inserted therein,
said fastener including a head portion facing an outer surface
portion of said aircraft graphite epoxy structuie, said integral
lightning protection system comprising:

a nickel-plated graphite fiber fabric ply extending along said
outer surface portion of said graphite epoxy structure, said
nickel-plated graphite fiber fabric ply further extending
over said head portion of said fastener, and,

a dielectric layer disposed intermediate said nickel-plated

graphite fiber fabric ply and said head portion of said
fastener.

4,479 164
CONTROL FOR AN ELECTROSTATIC TREATER

Leon S. Siege!, Sand Springi, OUa., assignor to Combustion
Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 443,076
Int a.) B03C 9/00

VJS. CL 361—235 13 ciafans

1. Electromagnetic actuator means having a pair of coaxial
coils and magnetically continuous yoke means and comprising
an armature plunger for reciprocally axially shuttling between
magnetic paths having common overlapping portions through
the plunger provided by the yoke means directing the flux
paths of the pair of coils such that when either coil is energized
a first flux path is created around that coil through the plunger
and a second flux path ^created around both coils through the
plunger, the first pathoulling the plunger to closie an axial
magnetic air gap, the se^Mdoath holdii}g4he plunger in place,
the flux paths from the axiaT^ds o^ the plbnger extending
substantially only axially to the ^roke means, the yoke means
having a central leg extending radially between the coils, the
leg having an inner end facing the plunger and separated there-
from by a radial gap, the axial length of the radial gap being no
SnMer than the axial spacing of the coils, the ratio of the
permeances of the two paths being controlled by electric cir-
cuit means such that one path always overpowers the other.

1. An automatic voluge control system for limiting the
power deUvered to a grid of an electrosutic oil dehydrator so
as not to exceed rated power of a step-up transformer by con-
trolling the voltage applied to the primary winding of the
step-up transformer, the secondary winding thereof energizes
the grid of the electrostatic oil dehydrator, comprising:
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(a) the step-up transformer having a primary winding and a
secondary winding' with the primary winding connected
to an alternating current voltage source and the secondary
winding connected across the grid of the electrostatic oil

dehydrator;

(b) means for measuring the current passing through the
primary winding of the step-up transformer;

(c) means for measuring the voltage across the primary
winding of the step-up transformer;

(d) a solid state switch in series with the primary winding of
"'^-the'transformer;

(e) means for comprising the current passing through the
primary winding as measured by the current measuring
means to a predetermined first primary current limit set

point, the comparing means having a first input port for
receiving the measured primary current from the primary
current measuring means, a second input port for receiv-
ing the first primary current limit set point and an output
port at which the compared current signU is presented;
and

(0 voltage control circuit means responsive to the compared
current signal and responsive to the voltage measured by
the voltage measuring means for inhibiting the solid state

switch from triggering upon detecting a primary current
limit has been reached, whereby when power delivered to
the oil dehydrator is limited by a current limit, the magni-
tude of the voltage applied to the primary winding is

reduced to zero to permit the current limit condition to

clear and then voltage is reapplied to the primary winding
until another limiting condition occurs requiring repeating

the control action.

ing suppori tank, a removable conductor, and a lightning

arrester, said lightning arrester being coupled to said bushing
suppori tank and isolated therefrom by gas-tight means, the

other terminal section of said circuit breaker bring connected
to one terminal of said disconnecting switch section via a
conductor passing through said first gas-tight means, the other
terminal of said disconnecting switch section being connected
to a fixed contact of said grounding switch and also to a center
conductor extending in said second bushing via a conductor
passing through said second gas-tight means, and the center
conductor in said second bushing being connected to an inner

element of said lightning arrester via said removable conduc-
tor.

4,479,165

GAS INSULATED SWTTCHING APPARATUS
Isao Kamata, Sagamihara, and Satoshi Ohyama, Yokohana,

both of JqMU, asaigaors to Tokyo SUbaura Denki Kabnahiki
Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,673
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 6, 1981, 56-15647;

Feb. 27, 1981, 56-26908

Int a.) H02B 1/04
VJS. a. 361—335 9 Ciaiaa

^

5. A gas insulated switching apparatus comprising a circuit

breaker including a horizontal grounded tank containing a
sealed insulating gas and a circuit breaker section accommo-
dated in said grounded tank and having one terminal section, a
first bushing exposed to the atmosphere disposed upright on
one side of said tank at a first end of said tank, said first bushing
having a center conductor extending therein and connected to

said one terminal section, a disconnecting switch including a
second tank disposed in the axial direction of and adjacent to a
second end of said horizontal grounded tank, said second tank

being isolated from said horizontal grounded tank by first

gas-tight means and containing a sealed insulating gas and a

disconnecting switch section, a bushing suppori tank disposed

in the axial direction of and adjacent to the end of said second

tank opposite said circuit breaker, said bushing suppori tank

being isolated from said second tank by second gas-tight means
and containing a sealed insulating gas. a second bushing ex-

posed to the atmosphere disposed upright on top of said bush-

4,479,166

HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACTTOR
Manuel Flnkelatein, North Adama; Frau C. Dunkl, and Sidney

D. Ross, both of WiUiarastowa, all of Maaa^ aaaignors to
Spragiie Hectric Company, North Adana, Maaa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 306,994, Sep. 30, 1981, Pat No.
4,373,177. This application Jul. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,165

Int a.i HOIG 9/00
VS. CL 361-433 5 Gains

1. A high-tempctature aluminum electrolytic capacitor com-
prising two aluminum electrode foils, one of said foils bearing

a barrier layer dielectric oxide, interleaved spacers wound
throughout the length of said foils in contact with an electro-

lyte consisting essentially of ethylene glycol as solvent, water,

a phosphate ion source, and as solute a teri.butylammonium
adipate corresponding to 1.3 to 2.0 moles of teri.butylamine

per mole of adipic acid, thereby providing a capacitor capable

of operating at 200 VDC or higher and at 130* C, said electro-

lyte having a room-temperature resistivity of at least 600 fl-cm.

4,479,167

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACTTOR
Sidney D. Rosa, Willianatown, and Mannel Flnkelsteia, North

Adiuna, both of Mass., aaaignors to Sprag«e Eiectrie Com-
pany, North Adana, Maaa.

FUed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 519,456

Int a^ HOIG 9/00
VS. 0. 361—433 6 <

1. An electrolytic capacitor comprising a pair of aluminum
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foil electrodes, at least one bearing a barrier layer dielectric
owde on lU surface, contiguously wound with interleaved
spacer material and in contact with an electrolyte consisting
etsentiaUy of 79-95 wt % of an azeotrope of an acid and an
organic amine, 5-20 wt. % water. 0-5 wt. % of a depolarizer,
and up to 1 wt. % phosphoric acid, said acid being selected
from acetic acid and propionic acid and said amine being
selected from triethylamine and tri-n-propylamine.

4|479 168
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR WITH A HERMETIC

SEAL
Glftwt E. Green, Jr, Bcmiingtom Vt, aisfgDor to Sprasne

Electric Conpuy, North Aduns, Man.
FUed Dec. 19, 1983, Scr. No. 562,931

iBt CLJ HOIG 9/06. 9/10
UAa 361-433

j^ Clttaa

angle formed between an axis passing through a lens ofthe
camera and an axis passing through the flash unit is adjust-
able; and

a calculator device for calculating a desired power ratio
setting for the flash unit for a particular set of exposure
parameters, the exposure parameters including a repro-
duction ratio representative of the ratio between the ac-
tual size of an object being photographed and the size of
an image on film, a desired film sensitivity, a desired lens
opening size, and a flash to object distance;

wherein said calculator device comprises first scale means
for correlating the reproduction ratio and the desired film
sensitivity to obtain an eflective film sensitivity, seco id
scale means for correlating the effective film sensitivity
and the desired lens opening, and third scale means re-
sponsive to the correlation of the effective film sensitivity
and the desired lens opening by said second scale means
and responsive to the flash to object distance for display-
ing the desired power ratio setting.

4,479,170

GUIDING UGHT SYSTEM
Bobby J. Richardson, 2303 Cottonwood, Norman, Okla. 73071

FUed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 493,069
lat a.3 F21V 33/00

VS.a 362-95
, ci„„

1. An electrolytic capacitor comprising a metal housing, an
electrolytic capacitor section, an electrolyte and a hermetic
glass-to-metal seal in sealing engagement on an end of said
housing, said seal having a flat metal washer bonded on one flat
side to said end of said housing around the periphery of both,
said washer being bonded on its other flat side to a metal
compression ring of the same outside diameter as said washer
adjacent the outer periphery of said washer and completely
along a bottom surface of said ring, said ring having an aper-
ture therein, said aperture of said ring being of greater inside
diameter Uian the aperture of said washer whereby said washer
extends mwardly beyond said ring, a body of glass abutting
said nng and said washer, said body having an aperture therein
through which a hollow tube extends, said glass being bonded

•?3^""d "id tube, and said ring radially compressing

4^479 169
CALCULATOR AND*APPARATUS TOR

MACROPHOTOGRAPHY
Ralph Holmes, 216 Diana Dr., Bwiey, Id. 83318

CMttawtion of Ser. No. 240,842, Mar. 5, 1981, P«. No.
4.361,752. lUs applicatioB May 13, 1982, Scr. No. 377J60

.to « ,.
Int a^ G03B /J/(WUAa362-5

,3Ctata„

1. An apparatus for use with a camera used in macrophotoa-
raphy comprising: "

an electronic flash unit having a variable power output-
bracket means for supporting the flash unit and for connect-
mg the flash unit to the camera in such manner that an

1. A guiding light system, comprising, in combination, an
electric switch assembly, including a housing, a front plate on
said housing, a toggle switch unit inside said housing having an
outwardly protruding button through an opening in said front
plate, said housing having three positions into which said
button is selectively pivotable; a lowermost of said positions
being an "off" position for electrical devices powered through
said toggle switch unit, a middle one of said positions being an
"on" position for said electrical devices, and an uppermost of
said positions being an "off" position for said electrical devices
while at the same time being a "blinking on" position for a
remotely located signal lamp and a lamp on said button, said
lowermost position being a "steady lighted on" position for
said signal lamp and said button lamp, and said middle position
being an "off" position for said signal lamp and said button
lamp; said button being affixed on one end ofa pivoted rocking
lever, a contact plate affixed on an opposite end of said lever
for selectively providing circuit closure means between a first
pair of spaced-apart. stationary contacts of a power circuit to
said electrical devices or providing circuit closure means be-
tween a second pair of spaced-apart, stationary contacts of a
power circuit to said signal lamp; said button lamp being con-
nected to a pair of contacts carried on said rocking lever, and
which are selectively engagable either with a third or a fourth
pair of stationary contacts, said third pair being in a power
circuit including a step down transformer, and said fourth pair
being in a power circuit including a blinker unit and a step
down transformer; said first pair of contacts being engaged by
said contact plate when said button is in said middle position,
said second pair of contacts being engaged by said contact

y~\
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plate when said button is in said uppermost position, said third

pair of contacts being engaged by said lever-carried contacts

when said button is in said lowermost position, and said fourth

pair of contacts being engaged by said lever-carried contacts

when said button is also in said upperm(^t position.

4,479,171

SIDE ARM BATON AND FLASHUGHT
Gren B. Mains, 244 CentCDial, Rancho Mirage, Cklif. 92770

FUed Aug. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,458

Int a.i A63B 75/02
U,S. CL 362—102 9 Claims

around the periphery of said housing and defining a first aper-

ture; a mirror mounted in said first aperture and facing out-

wardly of said housing; said frame defining at least one second

aperture; a lens mounted in each said second aperture through

which light from each said lamp, when fitted between said

conductors and energized, is directed by said lens to illuminate

a region in front of said mirror, said mirror spaced from the

interior of the base of said housing, each said lamp positioned

/
In

^

/
i / k/ 4

\^ /*^/
^

^—i—^—.^
^ wholly between said mirror and said base of the housing and^ directiy behind the mirror, the rear surface of said mirror and

at least said internal surfaces of said walls of said housing being

reflective whereby light emitted by each said lamp is reflected

at least once before passing through at least one of said lenses

to be directed thereby to said region in front of the outer face
- of said mirror and wherein said electrical conductors include

apertures formed therethrough and through which incident

and reflected light passes.

1. The combination of a side-handle baton and flashlight

permitting one-handed operation thereof which comprises:

(a) an elongated tubular club;

(b) a short side-handle at right angles thereto attached medi-
ally on said club approximately i to i its length from one
end, thereby forming short end and long end portions of
said baton;

(c) an electrical bulb and reflector mounted in the short end
portion, a lens and protective lens holder received over
said bulb and reflector and removably attached to the

short end portion of said baton;

(d) an electrical storage battery located in said elongated

tubular club;

(e) an electrical switch mounted in the end of said side-han-

dle; and

(0 electrical conductor means in circuit with said switch,

battery and bulb.

4,479,172

ILLUMINATED MIRROR ASSEMBLY
John Connor, c/o Gcarplas Limited, Bayton Rd., Exhall, Cov-

entry, England (CV7 9EL)
FUed Dec. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 441,739

Claims priority, ivpUcaition United Kingdom, No?. 13, 1981,

8134348; Feb. 17, 1982, 8204657; Apr. 2, 1982, 8209820

lot a^ F21V 33/00: B60Q 3/02

VS.d 362—135 2 Claims

1. A mirror assembly comprising a shallow dish-like housing

having a flat base and walls upstanding therefrom around the

whole of the periphery of said base, said walls having internal

surfaces inclined at an obtuse angle with respect to said base; at

least one pair of elongate conductors together defining an

electrically-conductive seating for at least one electric lamp to

be mounted therebetween within said housing; said conductors

extending within the interior of said housing to terminal con-

nectors, whereby connection to an electrical supply externally

of said housing can be effected; a frame detachably secured

4,479,173

UGHTED INSTRUMENT ASSEMBLY
George E. Rompdds, 3520A SW. 209th, Aloha, Orcg. 97007
Continnation of Ser. No. 487,328, Apr. 21, 1983, abudoned.

This appUcation Oct 27, 1983, Ser. No. 546,171

lot a.3 F21V 29/00

VS. a. 362—294 1 Ctain

1. A lighted instrument assembly comprising

a housing having a face portion at one end and a bulb receiv-

ing aperture at the other end,

a bulb holder having a socket end for removably receiving a

light bulb,

a plurality of spaced spring tabs projecting from the socket

end of said bulb holder and frictionally engageable in said

bulb receiving aperture for holding said bulb holder on

said housing with the en0 of the bulb holder adjacent the

end of said housing and the light bulb projecting into said

instrument,

a hollow colored translucent body member projecting

through said bulb receiving aperture into said housing,

said body member having an open base end and being of a

dimension to receive a light bulb in said bulb holder

through said base end thereof,

said base end of said body member having spaced slots

therearound extending toward the other end of said body
member and dimensioned and arranged to receive the

spring tabs on the socket end of said bulb holder when the

latter is mounted on the housing,

said body member having a radial outwardly turned flange

on said base end of a diameter greater than the diameter of

said bulb receiving aperture whereby to limit inward

movement of said body member in said aperture and also
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to provide clunped mounted engagement thereofbetween
the socket end ofuud bulb bolder and said other end of the
housmg,

aid slots in the base end of said body member being longer
than said flexible tabs on said bulb holder to provide
openmgs which allow air circulation through said bulb
cover and said bulb holder.

,^ M79,174^^^ "^^^"^^^^^^C CIRCUIT FOR SWITCHINGPOWER SUPPLIES OPERATING AT LOW POWER
LEVELS

Robwt P. Cataa, GraperiBe, Tex, aarignor to Reliance Electric
Coovttqr, Cterdnd, Ohio

Fltod No?. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,798

.,- « .
Int as H02M i/JiJ

input power terminals adapted to be connected to a source
of electrical power;

transformer means having primary winduig and secondary
winding means;

first electronic switch means for connecting said primary
winding means to said input power terminals;

reference signal means connected for selectively switching
said first switch means so that an alternating type current
IS induced in said secondary winding means;

an output circuit adapted to be connected to suitable load
means;

,"00
SIS
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1. An efficiency increasing circuit adapted for use in a

switching power supply of the type which utUizes pulse width
modulation to generate, from a source of high frequency sig-
nals havmg predetermined waveform, pulses whose width is
dependent on the load connected to said supply to thereby
provide from an input voluge power to said load, said effi-
aency increasing circuit comprising:

(a) means responsive to the power being provided to said
lojd for generating a frequency shift control signal having
• first amplitude when said switching power supply pro-
vides a level of load power which is higher than some
predetermined level and a second ampUtude when said
load power level is at least equal to if not lower than said
predetermined level;

(b) means responsive to said high frequency signal and said
frequency shift control signal for generating an efficiency
mcrwsmg signal having a first and substantially constant
waveform when said frequency shift control signal has its
first amphtude and a second waveform which is related to
the predetermined waveform of said high frequency signal
when said frequency shift control signal has its second
amplitude; and

(c) means for connecting said efficiency increasing signal to
said pulses, said efficiency increasing signal having no
effect on said pulses when said frequency shift control
signal has said first amphtude and said efficiency increas-
mg signal eliminating pulses in a predetermined manner
when said frequency shift control signal has said second
amplitude thereby increasing the efficiency of said supply

second electronic switch means connecting said secondary
winding means to said output circuit;

second phase-displaced signal means connected for switch-
ing said second switch means, said second signal normally
being phase-displaced by 90* from said reference signal to
cause switching of said second switch means to occur 90*
displaced from the switching of said first switch means-
and,

'

phase modulation means connected to said second signal
means for shifting the phase displacement of said second
signal to 90'±p' in response to a modulation signal where
p IS any number of degrees from to 90*.

4,479,176
ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF A DYNAMIC SYSTEM OR

PROCESS
Kenneth P. Grimshaw, Christchnrch, New Zealand, assignor to

Metalogic Control Limited, Christchnrch, New Zealand
FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 347,046

,«2Sf" P"®"*y' eppBcation New Zealand, Mar. 11, 1981,
196476

Int CV GOSB 13/02
UAa364-148
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^ M79,175
PHASE MODULATED SWITCHMODE POWER

» ._^"FIER AND WAVEFORM GENERATOR
'S^^i'*"^ ^- ^^ ^vnoMn G. Planer, Annaadale, and

?2? ^^' "^T*^ tU of Minn., aadgnort to Honey-
well lac, MlnneapoUa, Minn.

Filed Aog. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,863

.,«,,,.. Irt. a' H02M ///¥
Uf?-3«-»l 13CIahn.

1. A phase modulated switchmode amplifier apparatus com-
prising:

1. An mdustrial control system having an adaptive control in
which a control means compares at least one parameter of the
control system with at least one predetermined value to pro-
duce an output signal to control each parameter and in which
each parameter can be described mathematically as having
dominant eign values and which utiUze a rate of change of
phase with frequency criterion under the following conitions:

when ^ = 0, (d^/do>) = -J-
0.-0 ^

when = ir/2, 3ir/2, S ir/2 .

.

(1)
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-continued

-(S-)
when A^O.M^j'Uid (d^/da) »—^
when ^ s ir, 2ir. 3« . .

.

then * = 0. A/ = -J- and W«^/rf«) = -^—

(2)

(3)

and (1), (2) and (3) are equal and

where the transfer function corresponding to the linear differ-

ential equation is expressed as

I

y ~ A +jB

where j is the complex operator V— 1 and

/4=Co-C2«2+C«u*-C6«'+ ...

and 0) is the angular frequency in radians per second;

^ the phase lag of z relative to y and the modulus AT^ \z/y\

are given by

^ s tan-« andJlf s
NTJJT^

said output of said power amplifier in the absence of said

feedback signal;

demand control means coupled to receive said output of said

test signal generator as a first input, coupled to receive

said externally provided demand signal as a second input

and operable to provide, as output, said control signal to

said summing junction, where said control signal consists

in said demand signal repetitively replaced by said test

. signal;

monitor means, coupled to monitor the state of saturation of

said output of said power amplifier and operable to pro-

said mdustrial control system further comprising a mem-
ory means having stored therein the values for at least one
control parameter based on a rate of change of phase with

frequency criterion; means for measuring the current

value ofeach control parameter; and means for comparing

a stored control parameter with the current value of each

parameter to produce an output signal, and means, respon-

sive to said output signal, for controlling the industrial

system to produce a desired optimum performance

thereof

4,479,177 *

SERVQMECHANISMS
Eofmlo Berti, Fdkland, Seotfaad, aM^nor to Barron^ Corpo*

ration, Detroit, Mkh.
CoBtinurton-in-part of Ser. No. 324451, filed as PCT GB

81/00282, Sep. 24, 198L prtUabed as WO 82/01264, Apr. 15,

1982, § 102(e) date No?. 17, 1981, abandoned. TUs a»ika-
tfOB Nov. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,119

CUbm priority, appUcatfon 6881/80202, Sep. 24, 1981,

PCr/GB/81/00203; Uaited ¥la|inBi, Sep. 30, 1980, 8031489

lat a^ G05B 23/00
U.S.a 364-189 16 OalaH

1. A feedback sovomechanism for controlling an attribute

of a load, said servomechanism comprising:

a summing junction coupled to receive a control signal as an

additive input, coupled to receive a feedback signal indica*

tive of said controlled attrftHite as a subtractive input, and

operable to provide an output representative of the differ-

ence between said additive input and said subtractive

input;

a power amplifier, coupled to receive said output of said

summing junction as input and operable to provide an

output representative thereof, said ou^ut of said power
amplifier being coupled to said load to alter said attribote

for the difference between said feedback signal and said

control signal to be moved towards zero;

a test signal generator coupled to monitor an externally

provided demand signal and operable to provide, as out-

put, a test signal having the same polarity as said demand

signal, said test being of sufficient magnitude to saturate

vide an output indicative of said output of said power
amplifier failing to alter its state of saturation in response

to said replacement of said demand signal by said test

signal as said control signal;-and

load drive inhibition means, coupled to receive said output

of said monitor means, coupled to control the ddivery of

energy to said load from said output of said power ampli-

fier, and operaUe in response to the receipt of said output

from said monitor means to cause the cessation of said

supply of energy to said load from said output of said

power amplifier.

4,479,178

QUADRUPLY TIME-MULTIPLEX INFORMATION BUS
Joka Schabowski, Hoostoa, Tex., aarigaor to Texas lartnuasts

lacarperatad, Dallas, Tex.

FBad JaL 2, 198L Ser. No. 279,878

lat a.) G06F 9/30

VS. CL 364—200 7 Claims

fcirtiati aiMiT '"'"'"!

1. A digital processor system comprising:

memory, means for storing of information;

processor means for entering and extracting information

from the memory means under the control of a predeter-

mined program sequence;

interface means coupled between said processor means
and memory means for providing a conduit for informa-

tion transfer said interface means comprises;
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control mcMis, responsive to said processor means, for
providing at least a first control signal having a first
«Ute and a second state;

information bus means for transferring of data and pro-
gram information between said processor means and
••Id memory means under the control of the processor
means and

memory addressing means including an address register
responsive to the control signal when at a first state and
« program counter register responsive to the control
signal u mcremented when the control signal is at a
second state, the address register addresses the memory
mnns for the entering or retrieving of data information
jnd the program counter addresses the memory means
for the entenng and retrieving of program information;
and

control bus means for transferring of at least the first
control signal between said processor means and said
memory addressing means.

4,479,179

VS^iSSSa^^^^^^ STEAL MECHANISM FOR
TTUNSFERRING DATA BETWEEN A PROCESSOR

STORAGE UNIT AND A SEPARATE DATA HANDLING
UNIT

John M. Diiiwlddle, Jr^ Uuhatchee, FI«., assignor to Interna.
tioMi BwiMn MKhiocs Corporation, Annonk, N.Y.

DiTiiloii of Ser. No. 62,262, Jul. 30, 1979, abandoned, which is a

infiS^!'^ ^' ^''- ^^^'"2' ^»^- ". IMl, P«t. No.
MI7,304. Iliis appiicMkMi Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,010

„- _ lat a.J G06F i/00UA a 364-200
sciMims

path between the host processor channel bus and the
random access storage mechanism;

and second dau transfer circuitry operative during the ab-
sence of the allow host connect signal for providing a data
transfer path between the random access storage mecha-
nism and the microprocessor bus.

4,479 180
DIGITAL MEMORY SYSTESVf UTILIZING FAST ANDSLOW ADDRESS DEPENDENT ACCESS CYCLES

Uigh G. MlUer, Baltimore, and Joel E. Uwhon, atonsrille,
both of x,,.« assignors to Westinghonse Electric Corp., Pitts-
burgh. Pa.

'

Continuation of Ser. No. 156,941, Jon. 6, 1980, abandoned. Ilijs
application May 11, 1983, Ser. No. 492^7

.,^ _ Int a^ G06F /i/00
U.S. a. 364-200

4Ctailll.
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1. An I/O controller adapted to be coupled to the I/O chan-
nel bus of a host processor and to an I/O unit for transferring
dau between the host processor and the I/O unit and compris-
ing:

'^

• microprocessor for supervising data transfer activities and
including circuitry for providing for each of its machine
cycles an address set-up indicative pulse denoting the
occurrence of the microprocessor address set-up interval-

• microprocessor I/O bus coupled to the microprocessor
and adapted to be coupled to the I/O unit;

a random access storage mechanism for storing data;
cycle steal control circuitry responsive to the occurrence of

both predetermined address bits on the host processor
channel bus and an address set-up indicative pulse from
the microprocessor for producing during the micro-

-r processor address set-up interval an allow host connect
signal;

addren selector circuitry for selectively transferring address
biU from either the microprocessor bus or the host proces-
sor channel bus to the address circuitry of the random
access storage mechanism and responsive to the occur-
rence of the allow host connect signal for selecting the
host processor address bits for such transfer;

first data transfer circuitry responsive to the occurrence of
tne allow host connect signal for providing a data transfer

1. A memory system including a plurality of arrays respon-
sive to a multi-bit digital address signal and to a pulsed execute
signal to communicate with a selected storage location within
a selected one of said arrays, comprising:

(a) a plurality of memory arrays, each of said plurality of
memory arrays having a plurality of selectable storage
locations; an array address input port and decode logic for
accepting and decoding a multi-bit digital location select
signal, to select a desired storage location within the array
in response to a predetermined bit pattern of said multi-bit
digital location select signal; and an array enable logic
signal port for accepting as an input a single bit digital
array enable signal with one logic level enabling the selec-
tion of one of said selectable storage locations of the array
and the other level disabling the selection of any storage
location in the array;

(b) array decode logic means for accepting a multi-bit digital
array select signal, said array decode logic means includ-
ing means to decode said multi-bit digital array select
signal to generate and couple said digital array enable
signal to one array of said plurality of arrays;

(c) address compare and control means responsive to said
mulU-bit address signal and said pulsed execute signal to
generate a digital data ready signal after a firat delay
period following a first selected pulse of said pulsed exe-
cute signal whenever a bit of said location select signal has
changed during the time interval between said selected
pulse of said |>ulsed execute signal and the immediately
preceding pufse of said pulsed execute signal and after a
second delay period following a second selected pulse of
said pulsed execute signal whenever all bits of said loca-
tion select signal have remained the same during the time
interval between said second selected pulse of said pulsed
execute signal and the immediately preceding pulse of said
pulsed execute signal, said first delay period exceeding in
duration said second delay period.
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4,479,181

ELECTRONIC CONTROL DEVICE FOR DEQSIONS
AND SCORING

Janes T. Hannah, 1 Cooinda Ct., Salisbury Heights, South

Anstralia, 5158, AustraUa

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,074

Claims primlty, application Australia, Sep. 4, 1980, PE5416

The portion of the term of this patent sabseqoent to Sep. 30,

1997, has been disclaimed.

Int a^ G06F 15/44; G08B 23/00

VJS. a. 364—411 9 Claims

1. An electronic device for decisions and scoring comprising

at least three control boxes, each having designated decision

members each switchable between two logic states by a person

to indicate a decision or score, an indicator panel forming part

of one of Mid boxes having energizable indicator means de-

signed to correspond to the decision members, audible indica-

tor means connected to the said indicator panel, and electronic

digital logic circuitry means between the decision members in

the control boxes and the energizable indicator means in the

panel, the digital logic circuitry means being arranged to actu-

ate the indicator means when similarly designated decision

members situated in at least two separate control boxes are

actuated to establish a predetermined logic pattern in the said

logic circuitry means whereby the indicator means indicates

the logic pattern of such actuated decision members, and the

audible indicator means being arranged to be actuated when a

selected condition of said logic pattern occurs.

speed values, are stored and are retrievable when required; a

display device suitable for displaying variable values; control

means for the instrument being coupled with the control data

store for varying of the control data starting from said fixed

control dau values, the control dau store being setuble by the

control means with instantaneous values of control daU as

fixed values to be stored; a daU converter for converting the

insuntaneous values of control dau into corresponding instan-

taneous operating daU values to be displayed by the display

device; said control member converting the control dau emit-

ted in each insUnce by the control dau store into correspond-

ing analog voluges, said volUges being modified by the emis-

sion of an analog voluge corresponding to a desired modifica-

tion, and which act as operating signals for the instrument;

means for varying the amplitude of the analog voluges corre-

sponding to the control daU; and control means comprising a

digital-analog converter, an adding circuit having an input side

connected to an output of the digital-analog converter, a volt-

age-emitting device connected to the input side of the adding

circuit, and means for adjusting the volUge emitted by the

voluge-emitting device, and in which an output of the adding

circuit serves as a source from which said operating signals are

derived and which forms new control data; a plurality of

denul treatment instruments, adjusting members associated

each with a respective instrument and being suppliable with

the output voluge emitted in each insUnce from said adding

circuit as an analog operating dau signal, and an analog digital

converter being connected to said adding circuit and being

connected to said display device to supply a digital display

signal thereto.

4,479,182

DENTAL TREATMENT APPARATUS
Stetai Beier, Biberach an dcr Riss, Fed. Rep. of Germaay,

assignor to Kaltenbach A Voigt GmbH A Co., Biberach, Fed.

Rep. of Gemiany
Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,627

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 7,

1981, 3114023

Int 0.3 G06F 15/20- A61C 19/02

VS. a. 364-413 4 dains

m "^jmxi€m^
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1. Dental treatment apparatus comprising at least one denul

treatment instrument, such as a drill; a control dau store in

which certain fixed control data values, such as certain drill

4,479,183

METHOD OF EDITING SEISMIC TRACES, AS SAY
GATHERED BY LARGE MULTICHANNEL

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
Raymond A. Ergas, Laguna Beach, Calif., assignor to Cberron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Fded Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,358

Int a.5 GOIV 1/28. 1/36

U.S.a 364-^21 18 Claims

1. A method of examining field traces TO, Tl, T2 . . . T
associated with a large multichannel seismic collection survey

providing channels of dau per each source activation, result-

ing in N fold subsurface common depth point coverage of an

earth formation, without either full trace examination occur-

ring along the full time scale of said trace, or without examina-

tion of adjacent traces associated with each trace TO ... T,

comprising

(i) determining a time window for examining each trace TO
. . . T, said window defining a trace segment thereof

conUining a plurality of sample points defining an original

waveform having a signal-to-noise ratio below unity,

wherein noise spectrum characteristics of said original

waveform can be identified;

(ii) generating a series of non-normalized and normalized

autocorrelation functions FO, Fl . . . F associated with said
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n<»e spectrum over laid tine window i for said trace TO
. . . T;

Ciii) conparing Mid generated autocorrelation functions FO,
Fl . .

.
F of step (ii) with a series of similar values associ-

ated with a noise spectrum of a standard trace which
experience indicates if the limits thereof are exceeded, is

unacceptable for further processing;
(iv) if said generated limits of step (iii) exceed said standard

hmits of said standard trace, removing said trace from
ftirther seismic processing, said removal occurring with-
out the need of examining other time segments of said
trace and without examining adjacent traces associated
with said trace TO ... T.

M79,184
KVICE FOR MAINTAINING A CONSTANT VEHICXE

SPEED
Jin NakMw> Okauki, Japn, anignor to Toyota Jidoataa
loijroKabMfclUKtiihfl, Toyota, Japu

^^^
nMiaL 34, 1981, S«r. No. 286,717

CtahH priority, appUcMkM Japaa, No?. 5, 1980, 55.154573

.
Int a' G05D 13/58; F02M 23/04

UAa3«4-«4 23Chta.

kij go Tfjj lb]
\

an auxiliary valve for controUing the amount of air flow-mg within said auxiliary intake passage;
an auxUiary actuator connected to said auxiliary valve for

controlling the flpw area of said auxiliary valve;
vehicle speed detecting means for detecting a vehicle speed

at which the vehicle is now driven;
memory means for storing said vehicle speed as a set speed

to be maintained on the basis of a driver's mdication;
discnmmating means for comparing the vehicle speed'and

the set speed to produce discriminating signals represent.
mg whether the vehicle speed U within a range between a
predetermined upper limit and a predetermined lower
limit which are higher and lower than said set speed.
respectively;

^^
main arithmetic control means in response to said discrimi-

nating signals for actuating said main actiiator to minimize
a speed difference between the vehicle speed and the set
speed when tiie vehicle speed is not within said range, and;

subarithmetic control means in response to said discriminat'
mg signals for actuating said auxiliary actuator to mini-
mize said speed difference when the vehicle speed is
within said range,

wherein said device comprises a manually operated set
switch, and said memory means stores the vehicle speed
when said set switch is operated, and

wherein said main actuator comprises a vacuum operated
diaphragm apparatus connected to said throttie valve and
havmg therein a vacuum chamber connected to a vacuum
source, and an electromagnetic control valve controlling
the level of the vacuum produced in said vacuum chamberm response to a control signal issued from said main arith-
metic control means.

4^79 185
APPARATUS FOR GENERATING A LEAD SIGNAL INAN

ANTISKID SYSTEM
Robert D. Coek, Valencia, Calif., aaai^ior to Crane Co., CU-

cago. III.

Coatinuatloii.|iHpart of Ser. No. 359,819, Mar. 19, 1982,
alMBdoned, which is a coatioMtion of Ser. No. 146,614, May 5,

1980, abandoned. This appHcrtion Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No.
475,039

Irt. a^ B60T «/0C|: G06F 75/20UAa 364-426
21 Claims
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1. A speed maintaining device of a vehicle, comprising:
a mam mtake passage having therein a throttie valve for

controlling the amount of air fed into an engine;
a mam actuator connected to said throttie valve for control-

ling tile opening degree of said throttie valve,
an auxiliary intake passage branched off from said main
mtake pamage upstream of said dirottie valve and con-
nected to said main intake passage downstream of said
throttie valve, said auxiliary intake passage having therein

CMCHIT' IB Au* MRftea &**Mi•m MOpwjTicw

[h

»Tai I

1. In an antiskid system including a wheel, a brake coupled
to tiie wheel, means for generating a wheel signal indicative of
a selected time derivative of tiie rotational position of the
wheel, modulator means responsive to tiie wheel signal for
generating a modulator output signal as a time integral func-
tion of the wheel signal, and means responsive to the module-
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tor output signal for reducing braking action of the brake, the
knprovement comprising:

means for generating an input signal indicative ofa predeter-
mined time derivative of the angular velocity of the
wheel, said predetermined time derivative of angular
velocity corresponding to a higher order time derivative
of the rotational position of the wheel than the selected
time derivative of tfie rotational position of the wheel;

means, responsive to the modulator output signal, for gener-
ating a gain factor as a function of the modulator output
signal such that the gain factor is set to a first gain value
when the modulator output signal is within a first range of
values, and to a second gain value, higher than the First

gain value, when the modulator output signal is within a
second range of values indicative of a lesser reduction of
braking action than the first range of values;

means for generating a lead signal as a function of the gain
factor and the input signal; and

means for modifying the modulator output signal as a func-

tion of the lead signal to provide lead compensation;
said modulator having a gain independent of said gain factor.

4,479,186

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING AN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Mitsunori Takao, Kariya, and Toahiaki Mizuno, Nagoya, both
of Jqnn, aasignore to Toyota Jidosba Kogyo Kabushiki Kai*
aha, Toyota, Japan

FQed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,154
Claims priority, appUcation Japui, Aug. 19, 1980, 55-112947

Int a^ P02B 5/02; P02D 5/01- G06F 15/20
VS. a. 364—431.05 12 Cbdms

1. A method for cmtrolling an internal combustion engine

having a pressure sensor for sensing the air intake pressure of
the engine and producing a signal corresponding to the sensed

air intake pressure, a sensor for sensing the rotational angle of
the engine and producing a signal corresponding to the sensed

rotational angle, and a computer for calculating a control value

using said produced signals of the sensed air intake pressure

and the sensed rotational angle and producing at least one
signal corresponding to said control value, said produced

control value signal being used for controlling the operation of

said engine; wherein the method comprises the steps of:

generating a control value for controUing the operation of

the engine,

sampling the signals produced by said air intake pressure

sensor and said rotational angle sensor successively during

time units at selected intervals,

measuring the time between successive rotational angle

signals,

calculating an engine rotational speed N for each successive

routional angle signal in accordance with the correspond-

ing time measurement,

calculating for each time unit a value APm which is the

difference between the signal of said air intake pressure

sensor in the preceding time unit and the signal of the air

intake pressure sensor in the present time unit and a value

AN which is the difference between the calculated value

N for the signal of said routional angle sensor in the

preceding time unit and the calculated value N for the

signal of said routional angle sensor in the present time

unit,

calculating a correction value from said calculated values

APm and AN,

modifying the control value for controlling the operation of

said engine by said calculated correction value, and

delivering said modified control value to the engine.

10. A method for controlling an internal combustion engine

having a pressure sensor for sensing the air intake pressure of

the engine and producing a signal corresponding to the sensed

air intake pressure, a sensor for sensing the routional angle of

the engine and producing a signal corresponding to the sensed

routional angle, and a computer for calculating a control value

using said produced signals of the sensed air intake pressure

and the sensed routional angle and producing at least one

signal corresponding to said control value, said produced

control value signal being used for controlling the operation of

said engine, wherein the method comprises the steps of:

generating a control value for controlling the operation of

the engine,

sampling the signals produced by said air inUke pressure

sensor and said routional angle sensor successively during

time units at selected intervals, wherein said selected

intervals are determined by a predetermined angle of

roution of the engine crank shaft,

measuring the time between successive routional angle

signals,

calculating an engine routional speed N for each successive

routional angle signal in accordance with the correspond-

ing time measurement,

calculating for each time unit a value APm which is the

difference between the signal of said air intake pressure

sensor in the preceding time unit and the signal of the air

intake pressure in the present time unit and a value AN'
which is the differencebetween the calculated value N for

the signal of said routional angle sensor in the preceding

time unit and the calculated value N for the signal of said

routional angle sensor in the present time unit,

calculating a correction value from said calculated values

APm and AN,

modifying the control value for controlling the operation of

said engine by said calculated correction value, and

delivering said modified control value to the engine.
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M79,187
CLASSIFYING APPARATUS WITH AUTOMATIC

REMOVAL DEVICE
Scictn Nan, Yokohama, Japan, anignor to Tokyo Shibaura
DraU KabushiU Kaiiha, Japan

Filed Dm. 7, 1981, Scr. No. 328,397
Ctalms priority, appUcatkw Japan, Dec 19, 1980, 55-178732

Int a^ G06F 15/24; WSG 1/06; BffJC 5/00
UAa3«4-478

2CIainis

'30

1. A classifying apparatus with automatic removal device
comprising:

(a) means for reading out classifying information provided
on matter such as sheets to be classified;

(b) a plurality of stacking sections arranged in a plurality of
rows extending one above another each provided with a
take-out mechanism;

(c) means for distributing the matter to be classified to said
plurality of stacking sections according to classifying
information from said reading means;

(d) a transport section driven to successive positions corre-
sponding to said respective stacking sections and receiv-
ing the distributedly stacked matter from said stacking
section;

(e) means for detecting whether the distributedly stacked
matter in said stacking section is in a removal ready sute
before a full sUte or in the full stack state;

(0 control means for providing a control signal when the
empty transport section is brought to a position corre-
sponding to said stacking section during a period from the
detection of the removal ready state of the stacked matter
in said stacking section before the full stack state to the
detection of the full stack sute, or after the detection of
the full stack state, these states being detected by said
detecting means; and

(g) driving means operatively connected to said control
means to receive said control signal therefrom, said driv-
ing means for driving the removal mechanism of said
sucking section in response to the control signal from said
control means such that said stacked matter is transferred
onto said empty transport section.

in which are stored sine reference code number pulses and
a cosine reference code number pulses for a whole number
of periods of each of the frequencies to be detected, the
lower group of frequencies having six code number pulses
per period which pulses have the values of -»- 1, -j- 1, 0,
-

1, -, 0, and in the higher group of frequencies having
two pulses per period, which pulses have the values of 30
land -1.

(c) means (4) for the multiplication of the samples of said
incoming signals with said reference code number pulses,

(d) means (6) for adding the resulting multiplication prod-
. ucts,

we BcticTQw eiKcuiT.

(c) means (7) for comparing and selecting the highest valued
multiplied product as corresponding to the frequency to
be detected, and

(0 a clock pulse and control circuit (3) means for controlling
all of the above mentioned means including sampling the
analog input signal at frequency the value of which is

equal to a product of the number ofcode number pulses in
said reference memory means and the frequency which is

the highest common factor of the frequencies to be de-
tected, and reading out said reference memory means said
sine-cosine values at said sampling frequency.

4,479,189

UTILITY AND HYDROGEN CONSERVATION IN
HYDROGEN RECYCLE PROCESSES

Don B. Canon, Mt Prospect, 111., assignor to UOP Inc^ Des
Plaines,IU.

Filed Oct 23, 1984, Scr. No. 374,859
Int a.3 G06G 7/58

UJS. a. 364-500 10 Claims

4,479 188
DIGITAL DETECTOR FOR A MULTI-FREQUENCY

CODE IN AN ANALOG SIGNAL
Johannes dc KcUxtr, ZocteriBccr, Nethcrlaada, assignor to Staat

dcr Ncdcrlandan (StaatsbcdrUf dcr PotterUen, Telegrafle en
Tclefoaie), The Hague, Netherlands
Cootlattition-ia-put of Scr. No. 143,191, Apr. 24, 1980,

•haadOBcd. Ilila appUcattoa Aug. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 411,241
Claima priority, application Netherlands, May 2, 1979,

7903462

Int a.3 G06F 15/34; GOIS 9/23
U.8.a.364-«84 2CUlma

1. An apparatus for digitally detecting one or more of a
plurality of fixed frequencies which are present in an incoming
signal according to the correlation method, the fued frequen-
cies occurring in a fint group of lower frequencies and in a
second group of higher frequencies, said apparatus comprising:

(a) means (2) for sampling the incoming analog signal of said
fixed frequencies,

(b) a reference memory means (5) having separate registers

•
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1. In a hydrocarbon processing unit controlled by computer
means and means for monitoring process variables, said unit

comprising heater means, reactor means, cooler means, gas-liq-

uid separator means, and compressor means, wherein a charge
stock stream comprising hydrocarbons is combined with a
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recycle stream comprising hydrogen and hydrocarbon vapors
to form a feed stream which is heated in said heater means and
then charged to said reactor means, wherein an effluent stream
from said reactor means is cooled in said cooler means so that
it is separated into a liquid product stream and a hydrogen and
hydrocarbon vapor stream in said gas-liquid separator means,
wherein at least a portion of said hydrogen and hydrocarbon
vapor stream is recycled through said compressor means to

said heater means and reactor means to serve as a portion of
said feed stream, wherein a vent gas stream consisting of a
portion of said hydrogen and hydrocarbon vapor stream is

removed from said hydrocarbon processing unit, wherein it is

desirable to mainuin the hydrogen concentration in said reac-

tor means at or above a ceruin minimum value, a method of
using the lesser quantities of utilities and hydrogen, which
method comprises the following steps:

(a) providing the concentration of hydrogen in said hydro-
carbon processing unit to said computer means;

(b) comparing, in said computer means, said concentration

of hydrogen to a previously esublished value;

(c) providing monitored process variables from said process-

ing unit to said computer means;

(d) calculating in said computer means the values of com-
pressor output and vent gas flow which satisfy the condi-

tions that said hydrogen concentration is equal to said

previously established value and that said unit is operating

at a minimum cost, said cost being based on:

(i) fuel supplied to said heater means,

(ii) power supplied to said compressor means,

(iii) the quantity of hydrogen supplied to said processing

unit minua a credit for hydrogen removed from said

processing unit in said vent gas stream;

(e) adjusting compressor output and vent gas flow to the

calculated values; and,

(0 continuously repeating steps (a) through (e) as process

measurements used in said calculation vary.

proportion to the source voltage but independent from
changes in the detected physical factor;

control means, connected to said input means and said refer-

ence means, including analog-digital converter means for

converting said first voltage signal into a first digital signal

and converting said second volUge signal into a second
digiul signal, fixed means for providing a fixed digiul

signal predetermined to be equal to said second digiul

signal when the source voltage supplied from said electric
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power source is a predetermined value and compensating
means for compensating said first digital signal in a direc-

tion to increase said first digital signal by an amount equal
to said fixed digital signal and in a direction to decrease
said first digiul signal by an amount equal to said second
digital signal, said control means producing a control
output signal equal to the first digital signal, as compen-
sated by said compensation means; and

an output device responsive to said control output signal

from said control means.

4,479,190

DETECTING APPARATUS USING A DIGITAL
COMPUTER

Hiromitsn Takai, Kariya, and Akin Shlbata, Okazakl, both of

Japan, assignora to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan
' FUcd Dec. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 329,576

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 12, 1980, 55-176403

Int a? G05B 1/06
U.S. a. 364—556 13 Qaims

1. A detecting apparatus for generating a control output

signal indicative of a physical parameter, including means for

compensating for a change of supply voluge to a sensor of said

physical parameter comprising:

an electric power source supplying a source voluge;

input means, connected to said electric power source and
responsive to said physical parameter to be detected, for

producing a first voltage signal varying in accordance

with the detected physical parameter and in proportion to

the source voluge supplied from said electric power
source;

reference means, connected to said electric power source,

for generating a second voluge signal varying in direct

4,479,191

INTEGRATED aRCUIT WITH INTERRUPTABLE
OSQLLATOR QRCUIT

Minejiro Nojima, Kamakura; Maklji Kobayashi, Yokohama,
and Atsushi Kobayashi, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan
Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 283,015

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 22, 1980, 55-100370;
Jul. 22, 1980, 55-100371

Int C\? G06F 1/04 ^-^
U.S. a. 364—707 /\A Claims

1. A semiconductor integrated circuit capable ofbeing selec-

tively set to an operation mode and a sund-by mode compris-
ing:

(a) oscillator means for generating an oscillation signal when
an enable signal indicates that said semiconductor inte-

grated circuit is in said operation mode and for not gener-
ating an oscillation signal when said enable signal indicates

that said semiconductor integrated circuit is in said stand-

by mode;

(b) timing generator means coupled to said oscillator means
for generating, in response to said oscillation signal, timing
signals for said semiconductor integrated circuit and for

generating an oscillation block signal in response to a first

signal supplied from said semiconductor integrated cir-

cuit; and

(c) gate means coupled to said oscillator means for output-
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ting said enable signal, said gate means having one input

receiving a second signal indicating the onset of said

."f.

lANO COUNTER 56

Stand-by mode and a second input receiving said oscilla-

tion block signal from said timing generator means.

adder means, for supplying said first adder means with a
first y-coordinate distance value and for storing the results
of said first adder means;

second adder means for generating a second normalized
y-corrdinate result;

third register means, electrically connected to said second
adder means, for supplying said second adder means with
a second decimal eliminating value;

fourth register means, electrically connected to said second
adder means, for supplying said second adder means with
a second y-coordinate distance value and for storing the
results of said second adder means;

comparator means, electrically connected to said first adder
means and said fourth register means, for comparing the
stored contents of said fourth register means with the
results of said first adder means;

clock means for generating a basic clock signal;

gate circuit means, electrically connected to said compara-
tor means, said clock means, said second register means
and said fourth register means, for generating a first clock
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4,479,192
STRAIGHT LINE COORDINATES GENERATOR

Noboliiko Yamagimi, Focka, Japaa, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura
DcBki Kabnshiki KaMH, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 341,579
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 21, 1981, 56-7544:

Jan. 21, 1981, 56-7546 *
^'^,

iBt a^ G06F S/J53
UA a 364-719

7 Claims
1. A new and unproved straight line coordinate generator to

determine and generate the coordinates of a group of lattice
.points [PaOc= 1 , 2, . . , , n- 1 )] to simulate an actual line defined
by connecting the two lattice points Po(xo, yo) and P^x„,y„),
on a secondary coordinates face, comprising:

first adder means for generating a first normalized y-coordi-
nate result;

first register means, electrically connected to said first adder
means, for supplying said first adder means with a first
decimal eliminating value;

second register means, electrically connected to said first

signal from said basic clock signal and a second clock
signal in response to a logic signal from said comparator
means, said second register means synchronized by said
first clock signal and fourth register means synchronized
by said second clock signal;

x-coordinate counter means, electrically connected to said
gate circuit means, for determining x-coordinate values in
synchronization with said first clock signal;

y-coordinate counter means, electrically connected to saki
gate circuit means, for determining y-coordinate values in
synchronization with said second clock signal;

initializing means, electrically connected to each register
means, for setting sak) first register means, said second
register means, sakl third register means and said fourth
register means with initial values whereby the use of
decimal points is eliminated;

a generating means, electrically connected to said x-coordi-
nate counter means and said y-coordinate counter means
for sequentially generating each x and y coordinate of saul
group of lattice points to simulate said line, in response to
said x-coordinate counter means and said y-coordinate
counter means.
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4,479,193

Patent Not Issued For This Number
when the value of one of said candidate digital words is

less than or equal to said associated digital mark detect

threshold word value.

4 479 194
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR READING MARKS ON A

DOCUMENT
M. Charles Fogg, Hermosa Beach; Charles F. Krieger, Villa

Paris, and John R. Veale, Manhattan Beach, all of Calif„

assignors to Omipiitcr Electkm Systems, Berkeley, Calif.

FUed Aug. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 406,920
Int a.3 G06F 7/12: G06K i/Oft- G07C 13/00

VS. a. 364—900 58 aaims

4,479,195

DATA CONFERENCE SYSTEM
Diane E. Herr, Warrenrille; Reinhard Metz, Oswego, and Larry

A. Russell, Bolin^rook, all of HI., assignors to ATAT BcU
Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,254
Int a.i G06F 15/20

U.S. a. 364-900 9 Qaims
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1. In a system for reading marks on a document having at

least one mark track comprising a plurality of prearranged
candidate mark regions with blank regions therebetween,

reading^ means including illuminating means for directing a
beain of light to a prearranged illumination region and
sensing means for receiving one of reflected or transmitted

values of illumination from said illumination region and
producing an analog output signal representing said values

of illumination;

means producing relative scanning motion between said

reading means and said mark track;

signal conversion means for sampling said analog output

signal and converting sampled signals to corresponding

binary digital words; and

digital computer means coupled to said signal conversion

means, including means for: acquiring at least one back-

ground digital w^rd representing a background illumina-

tion value as said illumination region traverses each said

blank region of said mark track and a plurality of candi-

date digital words representing a plurality of sequential

illumination levels from subregions of each candidate

mark region, calculating a separate digital mark detect

threshold word value for each of said candidate mark
regions as a prearranged function of at least one back-

ground digital word associated with an adjacent blank

region, and registering a mark in a candidate mark region

1. For use in a communications network having dau termi-

nals, communication channels and a switching system for

interconnecting said terminals over said channels for the ex-

change of data, a conference arrangement comprising
processor means coupled to said switching system;

a plurality of ports connectable to said communication chan-
nels;

means coupling said ports to said processor means; and
a buffer memory connectable to said processor means, said

ports and said coupling means;

said processor means comprising means responsive to a

conference request signal from said switching system for

designating a plurality of ports for conferencing by indi-

vidually coupling one of said communication channels
serving a said data terminal to one of said ports;

each said port comprising means responsive to a data signal

from said terminals for storing said data signals at a preas-

signed location in said buffer memory and for transmitting

a data received signal to said processor means indicating

that said data signal has been stored; and
said processor means responsive to said data received signal

from one of said designated ports for ordering the other of
said designated ports to transmit over their communica-
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tion channels to their respective data terminals the con-
tents of said preassigned memory location.

4 479 196

HYPEREDGE ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP DATA BASE
SYSTEMS

Richard S. Ferrer, BcUc Mead; Alan J. Goldstein, Livingston,

and Zaher A. Nazif, High Bridge, all of N.J., assignors to

ATAT Bell Uboratories, Murray HiU, N.J.

Filed Nov. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,730

Int. a.3 G06F 15/40
U.S. a. 364—900 10 Oaims

display means for displaying upon a viewable surface a

legend within a mode specification portion of the view-

able surface and also for displaying a cursor positionable

to the mode speciflcation portion of the viewable surface;

cursor positioning means, responsive to an operator's indica-

tion of a desired location of the cursor, for producing a

cursor position signal indicative of the desired cursor

position;

mode selection means, responsive to the operator's indica-

tion that a different mode of operation is to be a selected

mode of operation, for producing a mode selection signal

indicative that a different mode of operation is to be the

selected mode of operation; and

processing means coupled to each of the means recited

above and comprising:

cursor production means, responsive to the cursor posi-

tion signal, for producing upon the display means a
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1. A data base system comprising

a data base comprising a plurality of records each including

a body portion and a plurality of edge portions for storing

signals,

at least one of said edge portions including pointer signals to

a plurality of other records, and

means for accessing and utilizing the signals stored in said

records.
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4,479,197

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SELECTING AND
SETTING THE MODE OF OPERATION FOR A

MECHANISM
George A. Haag, Colorado Springs; O. Douglas Fogg, Loveland;
Gordon A. Greenley; Steve A. Shepard, both of Colorado
Springs, all of Colo., and F. Duncan Terry, Meridan, Id.,

assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 210,462, Nov. 25, 1980, Pat No. 4,373,193,
which U a continoation of Ser. No. 75,787, Sep. 17, 1979,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 828,138, Aug. 29,
1977, abandoned. This appUcation Dec. 29, 1982, Ser. No.

454,387

Int. a.J G06F 3/153
U5. a 364-900 Waaims

1. In a mechanism having a plurality of operator selectable

modes of operation, mode selection apparatus comprising:

cursor positionable to the mode specification portion of
the viewable surface;

legend production means, responsive to the mode selec-

tion signal and the position of the cursor, for causing the
legend displayed in the mode specification portion of
the viewable surface to be one of a plurality of separate

legends each associated with a different selectable mode
of operation and also for responding to actuation of the
mode selection means during times when the cursor is

positioned to the mode specification portion of the
viewable surface by replacing the displayed legend with
a different legend from the plurality of separate legends;

and

means, responsive to the legend displayed in the mode
specification portion of the viewable surface, for alter-

ing internal conditions within the mechanism to corre-

spond to the mode of operation associated with the
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different legend displayed in the mode specification 4,479,199
portion of the viewable surface. INFORMATION STORAGE SYSTEM USING A PHOTON

ECHO MEDIUM
Marc A. Friedlander, 20217 Darlington Dr., Gaithersburg, Md.

20760, and Sheldon Z. Meth, 11104 Oak Leaf Dr., Silver

Spring, Md. 20901

FUed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,175^^
Int a.J GllC 13/04

U^. CI. 365—119 52 Claims

4,479,198

MODULAR COMPUTER SYSTEM
Donenic R. Romano, Chelmsford; Hans H. Henneberg, CUiton;
James W. Pratt, Kingston, and Maurice A. Coppelman, Fra*

mingham, all of Mass., assignors to Honeywell Informatioa

Systems Inc^ Waltham, Mass.

FUed Feb. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 468,916

Int. a.} H05K 5/00
VJS. CL 364—900 49 Claims

Ml M'

1. A computer system comprising:

a plurality ofelectronically operated modules corresponding

to the basic subsystems of said system which are capable

of being assembled by a non-technical user within an

enclosure assembly to form said system, each of said mod-
ules including the components of one of said subsystems

and a wrapper shaped for completely enclosing a physical

configuration of subsystem components of said one sub-

system to permit damage-free handling of each of said

modules by said user, and

said enclosure assembly including:

a horizontal base and a bezel joined together to form the

front, bottom and sides of said enclosure, said base

including a top portion having a plurality of open com-
partments into which said user can loosely place simi-

larly shaped ones of said modules during system assem-

bly and said bezel having a plurality of openings for

framing and restraining certain ones of said modules

placeable into different ones of said base compartments

by said user; and

a top cover having top, back and side portions shaped to

fit over said base and bezel to completely enclose said

modules, said cover being embossed inside to provide a

plurality of protrusions, said protrusions being located

and shaped so as to properly position each of said mod-
ules /ytathin said enclosure during the closing of said

cover and for holding said modules in place when said

cover is latched to said base.
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1, comp1. An information storage system, cpffiprising:

A. echo medium including a pluraTity of cells, each of said

cells including one or more moli»:ules having at least one
excited state and a grouqdjttite, said excited state being
excitable by one or more incident photons characterized

by one or more of a plurality of predetermined frequen-

cies,

B. selectively operable excitation means for generating

pulses of photons characterized by one or more of said

predetermined frequencies,

C. addressing means for selectively directing said photon
pulses onto one or more of the molecules of selected ones
of said cells,

D. detection means for detecting photons emitted by one or

more of the molecules of said selected cells, and
E. controller for operating said excitation means and said

addressing means to selectively store data in and extract

data from said selected cells, said controller including

means for controlling said excitation means to generate a

predetermined succession of said photon pulses for a cell

selected by said addressing means whereby at least one
molecule may first be excited and subsequently generate

an echo comprising at least one emitted photon.

4,479,200

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE
Masashi Sato, Kawasaki, and Yasuhisa Sugo, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Fi^itsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan
FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,110

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 29, 1981, 56-213411

Int CL^ GllC 7/00

VJS. CI. 365—175 4 Claims

^f^L^Lii^

1. A semiconductor memory device comprising:

a plurality of word lines;
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a plurality of bit lines intersecting said plurality of word
lines;

static type memory cells, respectively, operatively con-
nected at the intersections of said plurality of word lines
and bit lines, having parallel circuits as loads, each of said
loads comprising:

a Hrst Schottky diode having a forward voltage; and
a resistor operatively connected in parallel with said first

Schottky barrier diode;

word decoder driver circuits, respectively, operatively con-
nected to said word lines, each including a first constant-
current circuit;

a second constant-current circuit, operatively connected to
said plurality of bit lines, for producing bit currents flow-
ing through said bit lines; and

a bias circuit, operatively connected to said first constant-
current circuit and said second constant-current circuit,
for biasing, commonly or independently, said second
constant-current circuit and said first constant-current
circuit, said bias circuit comprising a second Schottky
barrier diode for compensating a variation in the forward
voltage defined by said first Schottky barrier diode, said
second Schottky barrier diode having substantially the
same forward voltage as that of said first Schottky barrier
diode.

4,479,201

SERPENTINE CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE
George Domingo, Hawthorne, Calif., assignor to Hughes Air-

craft Company, El Segundo, CaUf.
Filed Dec 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,504

Int. a^ GllC 13/04UA a 345-183 ,2Ci^^

1. A charge transfer device serial register, comprising:
a semiconductive substrate;

a plurality of interlaced channel stop fingers extending in a
first direction in said substrate;

a pluraliity of spaced-apart first electrodes extending in a
second direction transverse to said first direction and
overlying said fingers; and a

plurality of second electrodes extending in a third direction
transverse to both said first and second directions and
overlying the gaps between adjacent ones of said first
electrodes, wherein said first electrodes are formed in a
first insulated layer over said substrate and said second
electrodes are formed in a second insulated layer.

4,479,202

CMOS SENSE AMPLinER
Yukiniasa Uchida, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo
Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 186,768, Sep. 12, 1980, abandoned. This
application May 11, 1983, Ser. No. 493,604

aaims priority, applicafion Japan, Sep. 13, 1979, 54-116771

. T c « '"*• "-^ ^"C 7/0(J, H03K 5/24
U.S. a 365-190

5 c„i„„

1. A memory circuit comprising:
(a) a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows and col-

omns;

(b) a plurality of word lines each being connected to ones of
said memory cells in a different row and being used for
selecting said memory cells in that row;

(c) a plurality of pairs of digit lines, each of said pairs being
connected to ones of said memory cells in a different
column of memory cells such that when a memory cell is
selected by one of said word lines, the output of said
selected memory cell appears across the pair of digit lines
connected to said selected memory cell;

(d) a plurality of column lines each corresponding to a differ-
ent one of said digit line pairs;

(e) a plurality of sense preamplifiers, each of said sense
preamplifiers being coupled to a different one of said
plurality of digit line pairs and being activated by a col-
umn line corresponding to the digit line pair coupled to
the preamplifier, each of said sense preamplifiers including
first and second MOS input transistors of a first channel

type each having a gate, drain and source, said sources
of said input transistors being connected together and
said gates of said input transistors being connected to a
different one of the digit lines in the digit line pair
coupled to the preamplifier, and

first and second MOS switching transistors of said first
channel type, each of said switching transistors having
a gate, drain and source, said sources of said switching
transistors being connected respectively to said drains
of said first and second input MOS transistors and said
gates of said switching MOS transistors being con-
nected to the column line corresponding to said coupled
digit line pair;

(0 a load circuit connected to each of said plurality of sense
preamplifiers, said load circuit including
first and second load MOS transistors of a second channel

type each having a gate, drain and source, and drains of
said first and second load MOS transistors being con-
nected to said drains of said first switching MOS transis-
tors in each of said sense preamplifiers and said gates of
said first and second load MOS transistors being con-
nected respectively to said drains of said first and sec-
ond switching MOS transistors in each of said sense
preamplifiers, and

third and fourth load MOS transistors of said second
channel type each having a gate, drain and source, said
drains of said third and fourth load MOS transistors
being connected to said drains of said second switching
MOS transistors in each of said sense preamplifiers and
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said gates of said third and fourth load MOS transistors

being connected respectively to said drains of said first

and second switching MOS transistors in each of said

sense preamplifiers; and

(g) a differential amplifier having one input connected to

said gates of said first and third load MOS transistors in

said load circuit and another input connected to said gates
of said second and fourth transistors, the output of said

differential amplifier indicating the contents of a memory
cell selected by a work line and coupled, through a digit

line pair, to a sense preamplifier selected by a column line.

4,479,203

ELECTRICALLY ERASABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ
ONLY MEMORY CELL

Giotoa C. K. Kuo, Aiistiii« Tex., ass^or to Motorola, Inc.,

Schaambnrg, HI.

Filed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,855

Int a.J GllC 7/00. 11/40
U.S. a. 365—218 7 Qaims

Mirun

42 16 P"
^«

14

1. An electrically erasable programmable read only memory
cell comprising:

a floating gate transistor having source and drain regions

formed in a face of a body of a semiconductor material

with a channel region therebetween, a floating gate on
said face having a first portion which overlies said channel
region and is insulated therefrom, and a control gate over-

lying said first portion of the floating gate and insulated

therefrom; and
a control transistor having source and drain regions formed

in said face with a channel region therebetween, and a

control gate which overlies said channel region of said

control transistor and is insulated therefrom;

wherein the drain region of said control transistor is coupled
to the source region of said floating gate transistor; and

wherein the control gate of said control transistor extends
over at least a second portion of said floating gate and is

insulated therefrom to form an erase window.

4,479,204

METHOD OF MONTTORING THE SPACIAL
PRODUCnON OF HYDROCARBONS FROM A

PETROLEUM RES^tVOIR
Daniel Silverman, 5969 S. Birmingham St, Tulsa, Okla. 74105
ContiflMition-in-part of Ser. No. 41,061, May 21, 1979, Pat No.

4,282,587. This application Jan. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 266,787

lot a.3 GOIV 1/135

VS. a. 367—47 28 Qaims

I—0-S

petroleum hydrocarbons from a selected geological formation

in the earth; in which at least two spaced boreholes are drilled

from the surface into said formation; a first one of said bore-

holes used for producing the first fluid in said formation, and

the second of said bordioles used for injecting a selected sec-

ond fluid into said formation for the purpose of flooding said

formation, and driving said first fluid to, and producing said

first fluid from, said first borehole;

the method of monitoring the movement of the boundaries

of the zone from which said first fluid has been produced,

comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first selected source of seismic waves at or

near the surface at at least one point in the vicinity of

the point of injection of said fluid;

(b) positioning at or near the surface of the earth a plural-

ity of seismic sensors at selected known positions, said

sensors adapted to receive the upward reflection of

downwardly directed seismic waves generated by said

source, and to convert them to electrical signals;

(c) selecting said second fluid such that when it is injected

into said formation, there will be at least a partial satura-

tion of gas in liquid in said formation;

(c) injecting said second fluid into said formation through

said second borehole, while producing said first fluid

from said first borehole;

(e) operating said seismic source a first time and recording

the first electrical signal from at least two of s&id sen-

sors; and

(0 comparing the first electrical signals from each of said

at least two sensors.

24. The method as in claim 1 in which said selected source

provides frequencies at least up to 100 Hz.

4,479,205

METHOD OF MIGRATING SEISMIC DATA WTTHOUT
DEPENDENCY ON VELOCITY

William C. Gray, Houston, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,962

Int a.J GOIV 1/32

U.S. a. 367—«3 5 dainis

of:

1. In a mineral recovery program such as for recovering

1. A method for migrating seismic data comprising the steps

r:

generatmg acoustic waves into an earth formation from a

plurality of spaced sources;

receiving reflections or refractions of said acoustic waves at

a plurality of spaced receivers, thus forming seismic data;

gathering said seismic data in common depth point gathers;
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producing a velocity spectra for said common depth point
gathers;

using said velocity spectra to generate velocity semblance
sections formed as a three dimensional matrix having axes
of common depth point (x), zero offset time (to), and
stacking velocity (V,);

obtaining a frequency domain representation of said velocity
semblance sections;

migrating said frequency domain representation of said
velocitysemblance sections to produce a representation of
a migrated depth section;

inverse transforming said represenution of a migrated depth
section to yield a constant velocity depth section having
axes of stacking velocity (V,), common depth points (x).
and depth (z);

^
'

producing from said constant velocity depth section a two
dimensional representation of subsurface formation char-
acteristics as a function of depth (r) and common depth
point (x).

monitor; and means for converting slant distance to vertical
distance and selecting the desired unit of measure.

4,479,207
LOAD DETECTING SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC

STORAGE APPARATUS
Hartman Peter W., Pittsford, and Patsy R. Brown, Rochester,

both of N.Y., assignora to Hartmao Material HandUng Sys-
tems, Inc., Victor, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,794
Int a.J GOIS 15/10. 15/88

VS. a. 367—107
18 Claims

'assaar-^

4,479,206

SCANNING SONAR DISPLAY SYSTEM
MavHi L. Granbcrg. 6325 Thomas A?e. S., Minoeapolis, Minn.

55423, and Darid G. Hanson, 717 Holland La. NE., Spring
Ldte Pk., Minn. 55432

*

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,337
Int. aJ GOIS 15/96, 7/62

VS. a, 367-104 ,8 cui^
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1. A scanning sonar display system for the purpose ofdetect-
ing and locating fish, determining bottom terrian, a naviga-
tional aid and the detection and location of submerged objects
which said system includes a TV monitor to display sonar
images, a stepping motor, a sector scanning mechanism having
contacts, a transducer with drive and receive circuitry, an
unage memory to store scanned data from the transducer, an
entry memory address counter for loading sonar data taken
from the transducer in the image memory, a refresh memory
address counter which derives timing pulses for the TV moni-
tor and addresses the image memory so that the image can be
refreshed on the TV monitor, control and timing circuitry, the
improvements comprising: means including said stepping
motor providing a drive system for the TV monitor and trans-
ducer; means connecting said stepping motor to said trans-
ducer; means for providing sector control of said scanning
mechanism; means for moving the transducer to provide sonar
data mapped from a truncated cone to x-y presentation on saidTV momtor; means for refreshing and loading the image mem-
ory by use of said refresh memory address counter and said
entry memory address counter, means for continuous adjust-
ment of a top delay, of range, of repetition frequency and of
some burst width while still providing for maximum scan rate;
means for presenting depth and directional data on said TV

1. An apparatus for signalling bin-full, bin-empty and "no
echo" conditions in scanning a storage rack bin that has an
open end, the apparatus comprising:

ranging means positioned adjacent said open end for trans-
mitting an ultrasonic signal into said bin and for detecting
an echo of said ultrasonic signal, said ranging means in-
cluding means for generating timing signals for successive
elapsed times from the transmission of said ultrasonic
signal;

means coupled to said ranging means for generating a bin-
full signal in response to said timing signals for one of said
elapsed times within a first time range corresponding to a
first distance range;

means coupled to said ranging means for generating a bin-
empty signal in response to said timing signals for another
one of said elapsed times within a second time range
corresponding to a second distance range; and

means coupled to said ranging means for generating a "no
echo" signal in response to said timing signals for another
one of said elapsed times beyond said first and second time
ranges.

4,479,208
SIGNAL PICKUP DEVICE FOR CAPACITANCE DISK

RECORDS
Hideaki Miyatake, Machida, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-
pnny of Japan, Limited, Japan

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,724
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 17, 1980. 55-

132846{U1; Sep. 17, 1980, 55-132847[Ul
InL a.3 GllB 9/06. 17/00

UA a. 369-43 4Ctalms

1. A signal pickup device mounted on an arm structure
movable with respect to a variable capacitance disk record
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having radially spaced apart tracks, comprising within a hous-
ing:

a stylus control actuator having a coil assembly means ori-

ented panJlel to the surface of the record and movable in

tangential and transverse directions with respect to said

tracks in a plane parallel to the surface of said record in

response to a control signal applied thereto, said coil

assembly means including a pair of pivot bearings which
move with said coil assembly means in said tangential and
transverse directions with respect to said tracks in a plane

parallel to the record surface to counteract the move-
menu of a stylus in said tangential and transverse direc-

tions relative to said tracks;

a cantilever having said stylus secured at one end thereof
and a pair of pivots at the other end thereof; and

means for magnetically detachably coupling said pivots with
said pivot bearings so that the cantilever is tilted down-
wards to the surface of said record to allow said stylus to

make contact therewith.

when said casing with said retaining frame and said disk is

inserted.

4,479,209

APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCING SIGNALS
RECORDED ON A DISK

Akin Fukunitsn, Fnkaya, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura

Denki KabnshikI Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan
FUed^ay 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,137

Claims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1981, 56-69829

Int a^ GllB 19/Oa 23/02
VS. a. 369—77J 7 Claims

1. An apparatus for holding a disk which is kept in a casing

at all times except when being played, the disk being sur-

rounded by a retaining frame which serves to move the disk

into and out of the casing when the disk is inserted into and
drawn from the apparatus, said casing providing lock means
for locking the retaining frame thereto, said lock means includ-

ing a stop notch formed on each inner side face of the casing,

and a strip formed on each outer side face of the retaining

frame and having a claw in a position to engage each said stop

notch corresponding thereto, said claw being capable of being
disengaged from its corresponding stop notch, said apparatOs

comprising:

a housing;

latch means, rotatably disposed in said housing about an axis,

for locking said retaining frame to said housing when said

casing with said disk is inserted into said housing;

cancel means, rotatably disposed in the housing about the

same axis as said latch member, for unlocking said retain-

ing frame from said casing when said casing with said disk

is inserted into said housing, said cancel means having a

portion connected thereto for rotating said latch means to

unlock said retaining frame from said housing when said

A. casing without said retaining frame and said disk is in-

serted into said housing; and

urging means for urging said latch means to rock from a

position where said latch means does not hold said retain-

ing frame when said casing without said retaining frame

and said disk is inserted into said housing, to a position

where said latch member engages said retaining frame

4,479,210

RECORD-DISC PLAYER
Mittthlsa Nakayama, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to U.S. PhiUps

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed No?. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 551,223
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 19, 1982, 57-202161;

Dec 24, 1982, 57-195237

Int. a.J GllB 17/04. 17/26
U.S. a. 369—194 4aainis

1. A record-disc player with a loading device for loading a
record disc on the turntable of the player, the loading device
comprising:

a movable loading support for supporting the disc,

a guide plate fixed in a vertical plane and formed with L-
shaped guide slots each comprising a horizontal section

and a vertical section extending downwardly from the

horizontal section at an end thereof,

a drive plate supported for movement in a horizontal direc-

tion in a plane parallel to the plane of the guide plate and
formed with slots which are inclined to the direction of

movement of the drive plate, the loading support compris-

ing pins, each of which engages in an associated one of
said guide slots and an associated one of said inclined slots,

and

a toothed rack on the drive plate and a pinion for coopera-

tion with the rack to move the drive plate, said guide slots

being arranged to guide the loading support, by coopera-

tion with said pins, from a rest position along a horizontal

path and down a vertical path to deposit the record disc

supported on the loading support on the turntable, and
said inclined slots being cooperable with said pins, during

movement of the drive plate, to move the loading support

along and down said paths respectively, characterized in

that

the player comprises a pivotal arm carrying a pressure mem-
ber for urging the loaded disc into the centred position on
the turntable, the arm being pivotable between an inopera-

tive position and an operative position about a horizontal

axis perpendicular to the directions of movement of the

loading support, and the arm comprising a part formed
with a recess which, when the arm is in the inoperative

position, is located beside and coincides with the horizon-

tal section of one of the guide slots in the guideplate at the

end of said section which adjoins the vertical section of
the slot, with the mouth of the recess facing towards the

other end of the horizontal section, so that when the pin

on the loading support which engages in that guide slot

reaches the end of the horizontal section of the slot which
adjoins the vertical section during the loading movement
of the loading support, the pin enters said recess, and as

the pin moves down the vertical section of the slot it

cooperates with the recess to move the arm to the opera-

tive position.
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4,479,211
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING

PORTS IN A DIGITAL CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENT
Aim H. Bmi, Lisle; Jcffwy C. mmthak, Domwn Grove;
Mohnad A. Marao^ Pul W. Vudl, both of Udc, andDwM F. WfaefctO, Gh« EUyB, iU rf DL. iMigMn to ATAT
Bdl LabomoriM, Murray HOI, NJ.

FIM Oct 29, 19t2, Ser. No. 437,493
Iirt. CL^ H04M 3/56

VS.CLm--t2 UOaims

4,479,213

TRANSMISSION METHOD FOR TRANSMmiNG
VOICE AND DATA INFORMATION OVER TELEPHONE

LINE AND DEVICE FOR IMPLEMENTING SAID
METHOD

Claude GalaMi, Cagnes, and Hewl Nunbamner, LaGaade, both
of FiraMC, aaeigaors to Inteniatioiial Business Macbines Cor-
poration, Annoiik, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,935
Oaims priority, applicatioQ Ewopean Pat Off., Jul. 28, 1981,

#&hTO

814300244)

U.S. a. 370—118
lot a.3 H04J 3/00

13Claiiiis

l.In a multiport digital conference arrangement adapted to
include in an output samfrte information samples from selected
porte and wherein each port is adapted to assume a state in
each one of a first and a second plurality of states, a method for
sdecting ports; comprising the steps of:

detecting the state of each port in said first plurality of states;
generating a control signal in response to particular informa-

tion samples;

assigning a port a state in said second plurality of states in
response to said control signal;

assigning a priority level to each port based on the detected
and assigned sutes of the port; and

including in an output sample the information samples of
only the ports having predetermined priority levels.

1. A transmission method for simultaneously transmitting
voice signals covering a given frequency bandwidth and pure
data provided by digital terminals over the same telephone
line, said method including:

processing the voice signals for extracting a low frequency
band analog signal, i.e., a base band signal and characteris-
tic voice parameters therefrom;

digitally coding said characteristic voice parameters;
multiplexing said pure data with said digitally coded charac-

teristic parameters;

converting the multiplexed data into analog signal(s);
adding said analog converted signal(s) to said analog base

band; and
transmitting said added signal(8) over the telephone line(s).

4,479,212

CONFERENCE CIRCUIT
Aadrw AlbMose, Middietown, NJ., assignor to AT4T BeU

Laboratories, Mnrray Hill, NJ.
FUsd Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. Na 357,773

htL a.' H04I 3/02
UJ9.CL370—42

4,479,214
SYSTEM FOR UPDATING ERROR MAP OF FAULT

TOLERANT MEMORY
Philip M. Ryan, HopeweU Junction, N.Y., assignor to Interna*

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388^32

Int. a.J G06F 11/10
U.S.a 371-11 , Claims

C rat
niTd

MnrsBM

I. A conference call circuit for use in a time-division multi-
plex digital system in which digital data is transmitted as a data
bit stream comprising a sequence of frames, each of which
mcludes W words of B bits each; the system comprising, in
cascade,

a first-in, first-out buffer stage;

a digital-to-analog converter;

and a filter;

and transmission means coupling said system to the input of
said buffer stage

and wherein said buffer stage extractt selected words from
said dau bit stream at a first bit rate, stores said selected
words, and then reads them out at a second bit rate that is

lower than said first bit rate.

rirn
•niKi 111 I

•OtI/tLOCR
JD II tlTtl

1. A memory system having a number of memory chips
arranged in a matrix of N rows and M columns for storing X
data words per roll having M bit positions, X being greater
than N, said system comprising:
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addressing means for reading said data words from said
matrix,

an error checking system for identifying and locating error
in any bit of each said data word read from said matrix,

control means for establishing a range Y of memory ad-
dresses, Y being a fraction of X but greater than N,

counter means associated with respective bite of each said
data word read from said matrix,

logic means connected to said control means, said error
checking system, said addressing means and said counter
means and operative to increment one of said counter
means each time that error is identified in a respective bit
of a data word having an address within said range,

an additional counter connected to said logic means,
said additional counter being incremented each time a data
word is read from said matrix within said range Y of
memory addresses irrespective of whether error is identi-
fied in any bit thereof, and

means connected to said counter means and said additional
counter to determine the ratio of the counte in each said
counter means relative to the count in said additional
counter.

on a previous one of said plurality K of frequencies are not
acknowledged; and

means for resetting said causing means to cause the transmit-
ting means to transmit said data packet for an additional

predetermined number of times on the next selected car-
rier frequency.

4,479,214
SKEW-FREE CLOCK QRCUIT FOR INTEGRATED

CIRCUIT CHIP
Robert H. Krambeck, and Masalcaza Shoji, both of Warren,
NJ., assignora to ATAT Bell Uboratories, Mumy Hill, NJ.

Filed Dec. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,157
Int a.3 H03K 5/06

U.S. a. 371-41 s Claim

4,479,215

POWER.LINE CARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
WITH INTERFERENCE AVOIDANCE CAPABILITY

Lewin T. Balicr, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,777
Int a.3 H04B 7/12

U.S. a. 371—33 16 cWms

1. A circuit having an input and an output for generating at
said output a clock-out signal having transitions which occur at
first time separations and having high and low voltage values,
means responsive to said clock-out signal for providing the
average voltage of said clock-out signal, said clock-out signal
occurring in response to a clock-in signal applied to said input
having transitions which occur at second time separations, said
circuit comprising delay means connected between said input
and said output, said delay means including a variable delay
Stage having a control input for receiving a control signal for
varying the delay in said stage in a manner to change said
average voltage, said means for providing said average voltage
being adapted to apply said average voltage to a control
means, said control means being responsive to changes in said
average voltage for applying said control signal to said vari-

able delay stage.

rrr

1. A system for communicating data over a medium, com-
prising:

a plurality of data stations each having means coupled to said
medium for receiving a carrier therefrom to recover that
one of a data word and acknowledgement message modu-
lated upon said carrier; and means for transmitting via said
medium a carrier modulated with a selected one of a data
word and an acknowledgment message responsive to
receipt of a data word in said receiving means; each of said
transmitting and receiving means simultaneously pro-
grammable to the same one of a plurality K of communi-
cations carrier frequencies;

means cooperating with each transmitting and receiving
means for causing a data packet to be transmitted a prede-
termined number S of times; said causing means being
disabled if an acknowledgment message is received after

any one of the data packet transmissions;

means in each station and responsive to said causing means
for changing the communications carrier frequency to the
next one of said plurality K of communications carrier

frequencies if all predetermined number S of transmissions

4,479,217

MESSAGE IDENTinCATION AND DATA ENTRY
APPARATUS

Constantinos PhUippides, Colombia, Md., aasignor to TU
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 274,314

Int a.} G06F 11/00
VS. a. 371—67 2 Claims

r^.U.:
,

1. Apparatus for the recognition and decoding of digital and
analog information by comparing received data with a stored
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data word and comparing bits of the received dau with each
other in a predetermined order, comprising:

first comparator circuit means for comparing received dau
with a stored data word and providing a message identifi-
cation and acceptance output signal in response to a corre-
lation between said received data and said stored data
word,

second comparator circuit means for comparing bits of said
received data with each other in a predetermined order
and producing decoded output data in response to a corre-
lation of the compared bits,

error detection circuit means coupled to the output of said
first and second comparator circuit means and providing
an output error signal when there is no data decoded from
said second comparator circuit, and

dau complement check clock generating means being con-
nected to and being controlled by the output of said first

comparator circuit means and having an output connected
to said error detection circuit means for providing precise
time synchronization between the outputs of said first and
second comparator circuit means.

4,479,218

FREE ELECTRON LASER USING RF COUPLED
ACCELERATING AND DECELERATING STRUCTURES
Charles A. Bran; Donald A. Swcnson, and Thomas J. Boyd, Jr.,
aU of Los Alamos, N. Mex., assignors to The United States of
America u represented by the United States Department of
Energy, Washington, D.C.

Continnation-in-part of Set. No. 90,846, Nor. 2, 1979,. This
appHcation Jon. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 275,478

Int. a^ HOIS im
UAa 372-2 19 ctaiins

1. An electron beam energy recovery system for a free
electron laser comprising:

first cavity means for accelerating an electron beam;
a rf energy source;

second cavity means disposed adjacent said first cavity
means, said second cavity means for decelerating said
electron beam to extract rf energy from said electron
beam to supplement rf energy supplied by said rf energy
source to said first cavity means to accelerate said electron
beam;

electron beam transport means for directing said electron
beam from said fint cavity means to said second cavity
means;

whereby placement of said first cavity means adjacent said
second cavity means reduces rf coupling losses to thereby
enhance efficiency of said electron beam energy system.

4,479,219
EXCITATION CANCELLING FREE ELECTRON LASER
John M. J. Madey, 2120 Amherst St, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

FUed Jan. 30, 1981, Scr. No. 279,122
Int C1.3 HOIS 3m

UAa 372-2 14 Claims
1. In a gain-expanded free electron laser including
means for providing an evacuated channel having a longitu-

dinal axis,

means for injecting a relativistic electron beam character-

ized by a design energy yomc^ into said channel in a direc-
tion generally parallel to the axis of said channel,

means for supporting an electromagnetic wave in at least a
region of said channel, which electromagnetic wave is

characterized by an optical axis generally parallel to the
axis of said channel, and by an optical phase,

means for dispersing the electrons in transverse position at
the entrance to said channel in proportion to said elec-
trons* deviations in energy from said design energy,

magnet means for generating a magnetic field perpendicular
to the axis of said channel, said magnetic field having
a periodic component Bq which reverses periodically

along said axis, though remaining constant in time, said
periodic component being used to impart a periodic
transverse motion and velocity to said electrons in said
electron beam,

said periodic component being characterized by a trans-
verse gradient k perpendicular to said magnetic field
and the axis of said channel wherein said gradient and
said dispersing means are used to selectively increase
the transverse velocity of high energy electrons moving
through said magnet means thereby maintaining con-
stant longitudinal velocity for all electrons independent
of initial energy,

said transverse gradient k in said periodic field deflecting
said electrons towards a direction of lower magnetic
field, and

a non-reversing component Br with transverse gradient s,

said non-reversing component opposing the deflection
of said electron beam by said periodic component, said
gradient s preserving the dispersion in energy and trans-

verse position established at the surt of said magnet
means,

said evacuated channel, said supporting means, and said
magnet means defining an interaction region of length L in

which said electromagnetic wave exchanges energy with
said electron beam,

said magnet means, said electromagnetic wave, and said
electron beam being characterized by a net optical phase
slip qL during the interaction between the phase of said
electromagnetic wave and the phase of said electron trans-

verse velocity, and a spatial frequency A for free beutron
oscillations about the electrons' nominal trajectories,

thereby defining a net beUtron phase advance AL,
the improvement wherein said net optical phase slip qL and

said beutron phase advance A satisfy the following condi-
tions:

\qL\=Ki,

|f£,-AL|=A#2ir

where K is an integer and M is any positive integer,

whereupon the excitation of the betatron motion excited
during the passage of said electrons through said interac-

tion region is suppressed.
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4,479,220

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING
ULTRA-SHORT INDIVIDUAL LASER PULSES

Zsoit Bor, and Frita P. Schifer, both of Gocttingen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Max-Planck*Gcsellschafl Zur Foer-
demng Der Wisscnsehaften cV., Gocttingen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Sep. 27, 1979, Scr. No. 79,373

Int a' HOIS i//0
UA CL 372—25 19 Claims

1. In a pulse laser system for generating laser output pulses,

of the kind comprising:

an exciution radiation source including a pump laser gener-
ating an at least partially coherent primary beam of radia-

tion pulses each having a half-amplitude duration many
times greater than one hundred psec and a pulse sequence
frequency of not more than one mHz;

beam divider means for dividing the primary beam into two
generally coherent exciution beams;

a stimulauble active output laser medium; and
means, comprising two reversing mirrors, for directing the
two exciution beams onto the active output laser medium
to develop therein an interference pattern of predeter-
mined spacing and hence a stimulation density distribution

corresponding to that interference pattern;

the improvement comprising:

the beam divider being a high density diffraction grating;

and

the exciution radiation source supplying primary radiation

pulses each having a half-amplitude duration no greater
than twenty nsec and an intensity such that the stimulation

of the output laser medium exceeds its laser threshold by
no more than twenty percent;

whereby the interference pattern is limited to intervals of a
few nanoseconds and the system generates ultra-short

individual output laser pulses each having a maximum
half-amplitude duration of no more than one hundred psec
at the pulse sequence frequency.

4,479,221

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR REGULATING
THE QUANTITY OF UGHT OF AN ARRAY-LIKE UGHT

SOURCE
TakashI Kitamnra, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabo-
sUki Kalsha, Tokyo, Japu

Filed Not. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 317,385

Int a.3 HOIS im
\i&, CL 372—31 6 Claims

1. A method of regulating the quantity of light emined from
each of a plurality of semiconductor lasers arranged in the

form of an array, comprising the steps of:

detecting a rearwardly emitted beam from each of said

semiconductor lasers with light detecting means provided

rearwardly of said plurality of semiconductor lasers, said

light detecting means generating a signal representing the

quantity of light of the beam emitted from each said laser;

detecting a peak value of the quantity of light of the rear-

wardly emitted beam from each of said semiconductor

lasers from the signal generated by said light detecting

means; and

regulating the peak value of the quantity of light of the
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rearwardly emitted beam from each of said semiconductor
lasers so that all said peak values are equal to one another,

on the basis of the detected peak value of each of said

semiconductor lasers.

4,479,222

DIFFUSION BARRIER FOR LONG WAVELENGTH
LASER DIODES

Friuk Z. Hawrylo, Trenton, NJ., assignor to The United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Apr. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 372,364

Int a.3 HOIS i/19
UA CI. 372-45 1 Claim

1. In an improved semiconductor laser diode in which a
plurality of layers of semiconductor material are deposited by
liquid phase epitaxy on a substrate to form an active lasing

layer having heterojunction layers on each side thereof, the

improvement comprising:

a first heterojunction layer having an n-type dopant therein

to form a diffusion barrier, said first heterojunction layer

being deposited on one side of said active lasing layer, said

n-type dopant selected from the group consisting of sulfur,

selenium and tellurium, the concentration of said n-type

dopant being mid 10'^ atoms per cubic centimeter; and
a second heterojunction layer having a p-type dopant

therein, the concentration of said n-type dopant exceeding
the concentration of said p-type dopant so that said p-type

dopant does not diffuse into said first heterojunction layer,

said second heterojunction layer being deposited on the

other side of said active lasing layer.
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4,479,223

ADAPTATION FOR IMPROVING UFETIME OF DYE
LASER USING COUMARIN DYES

Aaron N. Fletcher, Ridgecrest, Califs assignor to The United
States of Americau represented by the Secretary of the Nary,
Washington, D.C.

PUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,178

Int a.) HOIS 3/20
VS. a. 372—53 8 claims

1. In the method of operation of a flash lamp pumped dye
laser, having a dye reservoir containing a coumarin dye, the
improvement comprising the steps of:

providing an inert cover gas for said coumarin dye reservoir;

and

filtering excitation light from said flash lamp to prevent
electromagnetic radiation of 300 nanometers or shorter
wavelength from being transmitted to said dye laser

whereby the method of operation results in superior effec-

tive coumarin dye lifetimes.

4,479,224

FIBER-COUPLED EXTERNAL CAVITY
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

Robart H. Rcdikcr, Watertown, Mass., assignor to Massa-
ehasetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,145
Int a.i HOIS 3/05

V£. a. 372-92 8 Claims

1. An external cavity laser, comprising:
A. an array of semiconductor optical gain elements, each

optical gain element including a pair of opposing facets
lying along an optical axis, at least one facet ofeach of said
pair of faceu being optically transmissive,

B. a first reflecting means lying across the optical axes for
reflecting light incident thereon from said gain elements
through each of said one facets back toward each of said
one faceu,

C. an array of second reflecting means, each means lying
across the optical axis of an associated gain element for
reflecting light incident thereon from said associated gain
element through said gain elements back toward said one
facet, thereby establishing an optical propagation path
between the first reflecting means and the second reflect-

ing means,

D. a first optical fiber bundle including a plurality of optical
fibers disposed between said one facet of each gain ele-

ment and said first reflecting means, each fiber of said first

bundle having a first end near and optically coupled to the
one facet of each associated gain clement, and having a
second end oriented with its optical axis substantially
parallel to the corresponding ends of the other optical
fiben in said first bundle, whereby said fibers of said first

fiber bundle establish a portion of the optical propagation
path being substantially equal to an integral number of
wavelengths of the light generated by the respective ones
of said gain elements,

E. a spatial filter disposed along said optical propagation
path between said first fiber bundle and said first reflecting
means, said spatial filter including means for receiving
light from said firat fiber bundle and for transmitting light
to said fint reflecting means, and means for receiving light

from said first reflecting means and transmitting light to
said first fiber bundle, said spatial filter including:
i. a pair of coaxial collimating lenses having optical axes

parallel to said propagation path and being spaced apart
along their optical axes by the sum of the focal lengths
of said lenses, and

ii. a filter element disposed between said lenses substan-
tially at the mutual focal point of said lenses, said filter

element being matched to the Fraunhofer interference
pattern associated with the array of fibers at said cavity
end of said bundle,

whereby the light between said first reflecting means and said
second refecting means is spatially coherent, and

F. output coupling means for tapping a portion of said light
between said first reflecting means and said second reflect-

ing means to provide an output beam.

4,479,225

COMBINED LASER RESONATOR STRUCTURE
Galen E. Mohler, 1450 Ben Roc, Los Altos, Calif. 94022, and

Royal D. Peterson, 14105 Birmingham Hwy., Alpharetta,
Fulton County, Ga. 30201

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,040
Int a.3 HOIS 3/082

VS.a 372-97 13 Qairas

1. A laser construction comprising:

a first laser optical cavity which includes a plurality of
spaced optical reflectors which define a first optical axis,

and means for supporting a lasable medium along said first

optical axis;

a second laser optical cavity which includes a second plural-

ity of spaced optical reflectors which define a second
optical axis, and means for supporting a lasable medium
along said second optical axis; and

a single resonator structure upon which said optical reflec-

tors of both said cavities are fixedly mounted to maintain
said optical axes in a predetermined and rigid relationship

to one another, said resonator structure comprising a
framework having a plurality of spaced longitudinal mem-
bers joined together by a plurality of spaced transverse

members.

4,479,226

FREQUENCY-HOPPED SINGLE SIDEBAND MOBILE
RADIO SYSTEM

Vasant K. Prabhu, Holmdel, and Raymond Steele, Hazlet botii

of NJ., assignors to ATAT BeU Laboratories, Murray Hill,

NJ.
FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,273

Int a.3 H04K 1/00
VS. a. 375—1 11 Claims

6. A communication system employing single sideband mod-
ulation, comprising

a plurality of M mobile units, each mobile unit capable of
accepting a separate message signal (si(t)-Sm(t)), multiply-

ing means in each mobile unit for multiplying a separate

message signal by a separate one of a plurality of M dis-

tinct carrier-frequency-hopping sequences (fi(t)-ffl,(t)) to

produce as an output a separate one of a plurality of M

unique carrier-frequency-hopped single sideband signals

(•'A<yyl(t)-s'A.y^t));and

TRMISNITTE* £
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a base station responsive to and capable ofdemodulating said

plurality of M unique carrier-frequency-hopped single

sideband signals and recovering therefrom a plurality of

M separate message signals (si(t)-Sm(t)).

4,479,227

AUTO-BALANCE METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SUPPRESSION OF RESIDUAL LINES IN A

TRANSMTTTED SPECTRUM
John E. BJomholt Mesa, Ariz., aaaignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Schanmbnrg, ni.

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414.186

lot a^ H04K 1/00

U.S.a375-l MOaini
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1. An auto-balance apparatus for suppression of a residual

carrier line in a signal spectrum around a carrier frequency

comprising:

means for obtaining a narrow-band frequency sample of the

signal spectrum around the carrier frequency;

a source of a dither signal;

a multiplier coupled to said means for obtaining a narrow-

band frequency sample and coupled to said source of a

dither si^ial;

an integrator coupled to said multiplier; and

a summing device coupled to said source of a dither signal

and coupled to said integrator.

4,479,228

LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK TRANSCEIVER
Roaald C Cnuw, Mooatain View, Calif., aaaignor to 3Coai

Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,708

latCL^imL 23/00

VS.a 375-7 8 Claiaia

1. A local computer network coaxial cable transceiver for

connection to a coaxial cable, said transceiver comprising:

a transmitter constructed from

a transmitter balanced line receiver termination circuit said

transmitter balanced line receiver termination circuit

having a balanced differential input port for connecting to

a first host CPU controller interface, and a balanced dif-

ferential output port;

a transmitter isolation transformer having a balanced differ-

452-229 O.G.-84-1S

ential mput side and a balanced differential output side,

said balanced differential input side being connected to

said balanced differential output port of said transmitter

balanced line receiver termination circuit; and

a transmitter current source, switch and voltage reference

circuit said transmitter current source, switch and voltage

reference circuit having a balanced differential signal

input port and a signal output port said transmitter cur-

rent source, switch and voltage reference circuit having a

switch means, a voltage reference means and a current

source means, said current source means being operative

to develop a current said current being developed from

reference to said voltage reference means, said current

source means being coupled to said switch means for

controlling signal path switching through said switch

means, said balanc«i differential input port of said trans-

mitter current source, switch and voltage circuit being

connected to said balanced differential output side of said

transmitter isolation transformer, and said signal output

port of said transmitter current source, switch and voltage

reference circuit being adapted for direct current coupling

to said coaxial cable;

a receiver constructed from

a receiver balanced line driver circuit said receiver balanced

line driver circuit having a balanced differential output

port for connecting to a second host CPU controller

interface and a balanced differential input port

a receiver isolation transformer having a balanced differen-

^9,,^i^* mrttfta.
| coaiial—Hr—I cAiusMSLO
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tial input side and a balanced differential output side, said

balanced differential output side being connected to said

balanced differential input port of said receiver balanced

line driver, and

a receiver input compensation and amplifier circuit, said

receiver compensation and amplifier circuit having a

balanced difTerential output port coupled to said balanced

differential input side of said receiver isolation trans-

former, said receiver input compensation and amplifier

circuit having a signal input port adapted to be direct

current coupled to said coaxial cable; and

a collision detection circuit constructed from

a collision detection balanced line driver, said collision de-

tection balanced line driver having a balanced differential

output port coupled to a third host CPU controller inter-

ftoe,

a collision detection isolation transformer having a balanced

differential output side coupled to a balanced differential

input port of said collision detection balanced line driver,

and a balanced differential input side, and

a collision comparator and oscillator circuit said collision

comparator and oscillator circuit having a balanced differ-

ential output port coupled to the balanced differential

input side of said collision detection isolation transformer,

and having a signal input port ad^>ted to be DC coupled

to said coaxial cable,

wherein said transmitter isolation transformer, said receiver
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iioUtion transformer and said collision detection isolation
transformer form a division between a ground plane asso-
ciated with a host CPU controller interface and a ground
plane associated with said coaxial cable.

4,479029
ARRANGEMENT FOR AND METHOD OF DETECTING

MULTI-FREQUENCY SOUND CODE SIGNALS
Gmrdos A. M. Wolten, Lith, Nctfaerlandt, aadgnor to U^
PUUps Corporatlom New York, N.Y.

Filed Dee. 33, 1982, Ser. No. 452,567
ClaiiBs priority, appllcatioa Netherlands, Jan. I. 1M2.

8200051

IM. a^ H04L 5/06
U.S.a37S-89

ICtotai

4,479,230
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE

SYNCHRONIZATION ON RECEPTION OF A SIGNAL
PROVIDED WITH A SYNCHRONIZATION PATTERN

Chrfatian Aniet; Daniel Ruach, and Daniel Chabenumd, all of
Conflans-Salnte-Honorine, France, aasignora to Lignes Tele-
graphiques A Telephoniquca, Ste-Honorinc, Fhuce

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,310
Claims priority, appllcatioa FVuice, Feb. 6, 1981, 81 02412

Int a.3 H04L 7/00
UA a. 375-108
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1. A method for use in a multi-frequency signal receiver for
detecting in digital input signals combinations of at least two
signals out of a group of multi-frequency signals and for deter-
mining by means of a comb filter whose zero points in its

transfer characteristic substantially coincide with the nominal
frequencies of the group of multi-frequency signals whether
the receiver erroneously responds to a single frequency signal,
characterized by the following steps:

sampling said digital input signals and storing a plurality of
samples;

determining the discrete Fourier transform of the digital
input signals having as kemeU of said discrete Fourier
transform the expressions:

kmp

klo "^*'' (-»*ito(2ir(/b - V/2 + *W • »7] Md

kmp

kio ^'^^ ^~ '^ «*t2ir(A> - V/2 + *^ . «71

where w(n,T) is a predetermined window signal,

p is the number of multi-frequency signals,

fo is the lowest multi-frequency signal frequency from the
group of multi-frequency code signals,

8f is the frequency difference between the two frequency-
consecutive multi-frequency signals,

T is the period of time between two consecutive samples of
the digital input signals, and n is the number of the samples
of the input signals:

determining from the discrete Fourier transformed input
signals a signal which is proportional to the power of
the selected frequency component;

comparing said proportional signal with the sum of the
powen of the multi-frequency signals of a detected
multi-frequency code signal combination;

and invalidating the detected multi-frequency code signal
combination when said proportional signal has a value
which exceeds a threshold value dependent on the
value of the said sum.

1. A process for the synchronization on reception of a trans-
mission signal involving the operation of decoding a periodi-
cally appearing synchronization pattern and an operation in-
volvmg a logic synchronization cycle particulariy checking a
synchronization loss and resumption criterion and producing a
periodic detection of a reference synchronization pattern, a
permanent detection of potential synchronization patterns, as
well as a periodic confirmation of a potential sunchronization
m accordance with a logic criterion, wherein the cycle consists
of:

(a) detecting the absence of reference synchronization and
producing a confirmation of said absence according to a
logic criterion,

(b) in the case of confirmation of said absence of a reference
synchronization and of confirmation of the presence of a
potential synchronization, readjusting the synchronization
to said confirmed potential synchronization,

(c) in the other cases retaining the previous synchronization
setting.

4,479,231
METHOD FOR THE PRODUCnON OF X-RAY IMAGES
AND X-RAY TELEVISION APPARATUS FOR CARRYING

OUT SAID METHOD
Joerg Haeodle, Erlaagen, and WolfJiBBg Maan, Nwcmberg,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aati^Mn to SicncM Aktieih
gMellachaft, Berlin A Mmich, Fed. Rep. of Genwuy

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,282
Claims priority, appUcatloa Fed. Rep. of Geraaay, Oct IS,

15W1, 9141IM1

bt ai G03B 41/16
UAa 378-99 4Ctal«i

X-tay Sewn

1. An X-ray diagnostic installation comprising a fluoroscopy
apparatus with a radiation source which alternately emiu
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X-radiation produced with a high tube voltage and with a low
tube voltage, and an X-ray image intensifier television chain

which includes an X-ray image intensifier, a video camera, and
a video display unit, said video camera supplying respective

first and second image signals resulting respectively from
X-radiation produced with the high tube voltage and produced
with the low tube voltage, first and second image memories for

storing respective first and second images, a switch for alter-

nately connecting said video camera with said first and second
image memories such that said first image memory stores a first

image resulting from X-radiation produced with the high tube

voltage and such that said second image memory stores a

second image resulting from X-radiation produced with the

low tube voltage, and first and second threshold value circuits

connected between the first and second image memories, re-

spectively, and the video display unit, said first and second

threshold value circuits having first and second threshold

values and supplying to the video display unit only those por-

tions of the first image which fall below the first threshold and
only those portions of the second image which exceed the

second threshold to produce a resultant image on the video

display unit.

4,479,232

MEANS FOR HOLDING X-RAY HLMS
Walter Bauer, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germuy, aaaignor to AG-

FA-Gcraait Aktteageaellachafl, Lercrknaen, Fed. Rep. of

Coatiaaattoa of Ser. No. 199,378, Oct 21, 1980, Pat No.

4,408,340. nils appUcatkHi Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,884

Ctalm priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 21,

1979,2943853

brt. a.) G03B 4J/16
U.S. a. 378—187 16 Gains

1. An arrangement for holding sheet-like x-ray films, said

arrangement comprising:

(a) a support;

(b) a magnetic layer provided on said support; and

(c) a flexible laminate including a flexible intensifier screen,

a flexible ferromagnetic layer, and a substantially flat,

flexible receptacle for said ferromagnetic layer having one

side which is secured to said support, said ferromagnetic

layer being disposed between said one side and said flexi-

ble intensifier screen and being confined by said receptacle

in such a manner as to have freedom ofmovement relative

to the latter and to said flexible intensifier screen, and at

least one of said layers being movable towards and away
from the other of said layers, said support having a first

wall, a second wall movable relative to said first wall, said

magnetic layer being disposed between said flexible inten-

sifier screen and one of said walls, said laminate being

secured to the other of said walls, and said nugnetic layer

and said flexiUe intensifier screen being located on oppo-

site sides of a film placed in said support.

4,479,233

DISTORTION CORRECTING AM STEREO RECEIVER
WITH NON-FLAT AGC

Bernard D. Longhlln, Centerport N.Y., aaalgaor to Haieltlne

Corporation, Greenlawn, N.Y.

FOed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,332

Int a.3 H04H 5/00
VJS. a. 381—15 11 Claims
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1. In a receiver for receiving a composite signal having a
carrier which has been amplitude modulated with a first modu-
lating signal and angle modulated with a second modulating
signal, wherein there are provided first means for demodulat-
ing said received signal to obtain a first demodulated signal

represenutive of said first modulating signal, said first demod-
ulated signal also having a characteristic which is dependent
on the level of said carrier at said first means, and second
means, jointly responsive to said received signal and to said

firat demodulated signal, for demodulating said received signal

to obtain a second demodulated signal representative of said

second modulating signal, but having distortion correction

which is adversely afTected by the carrier level dependency of
said first demodulated signal, the improvement wherein said

second demodulating means includes means responsive to said

first demodulated signal for deriving therefrom a modification

signal which is substantially independent of said carrier level,

and means, jointly responsive to said modification signal and to

said modulated carrier signal for developing therefrom a sec-

ond demodulated signal which is representative of said second

modulating signal and which has distortion correction that is

substantially independent of said carrier level.

4,479,234

AM STEREOPHONIC DEMODULATING CIRCUTT
Sttoahl Yokoya, Chofta, and Norio Nnnata, Tokyo, botli of

Japan, aasignon to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,894

Claims priority, applicatioa Japan, Mar. 20, 1981, 5641280
Int a.i H04H 5/00

VS. a. 381—15 12 Claiu

14

7/
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1. A radio receiver having monaural and stereophonic

modes for respectively demodulating a monaural broadcast

signal having a carrier modulated with a monaural signal and

demodulating an AM stereophonic broadcast signal having a

carrier modulated with the sum and difference of left and right
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channel stereophonic signals and with a relatively low fre-
quency pilot signal, comprising:

tuning means operable for tuning the receiver to receive a
broadcast signal with a carrier of a selected frequency;

frequency responsive means for extracting said pilot signal
from the received broadcast signal when the latter is an
AM stereophonic broadcast signal;

mode selecting means for establishing said stereophonic
mode in response to the extracted pilot signal, said mode
selecting means including sampling and holding means,
means for applying to said sampling and holding means a
voltage characteristic of the output of said frequency
responsive means, and means for esublishing said stereo-
phonic mode when a voluge held by said sampling and
holding means exceeds a predetermined level;

means for detecting a disturbance signal generated at least
upon operation of said tuning means and which is in a
frequency range near to said frequency of the pilot signal
so as to be possibly extracted with the latter by said fre-
quency responsive means and thereby erroneously re-
sponded to by said mode selecting means; and

means responsive to the detected disturbance signal when
the received broadcast signal is a monaural signal for
preventing erroneous establishment of said stereophonic
mode by said mode selecting means, including means
responsive to the detected disturbance signal for operating
said sampling and holding means to sample and hold the
level of said voltage characteristic of said output of the
frequency responsive means existing immediately before
the occurrence of said detected disturbance signal.

SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT FOR A STEREOPHONIC
SOUND SYNTHESIZER

Patrick D. Grlllb, Indiaiiapolif, IimL, anigBor to RCA Corpora-
tiom New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 352,180
Claim priority, appUcatioo United Kingdom, May 8, 1981,

lot a^ H04R 5/00
UAa 381-17 WCtains

amplifier means to combine said input signals and thereby
provide as said output signals of said first and second
amplifier means first and second synthesized stereophonic
signals, respectively; and which in a second position cou-
ples said audio signal to the input of at least one of said
first and second amplifier means inputs for causing said
one ofsaid first and second amplifier means to amplify said
audio signal i^d thereby provide as said respective output
signal said audio signal.

4,479,236
PATTERN MATCHING DEVICE OPERABLE WITH
SIGNALS OF A COMPRESSED DYNAMIC RANGE

HiKMki Sakoc, Tokyo, Japan, aarignor to Nippon Electric Co^
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,447
Clalma priority, appUcation Japui, Feb. 17, 1981, 56.21987

Int a.3 G06K 9/00
UAa 381-43 s Claim

FOMllI

1. In a pattern matching device for calculating an overall
simUarity measure between a first and a second pattern repre-
sented by a first and a second sequence of feature vectors,
respectively, said device comprising first means for calculating
an elementary similarity measure between each feature vector
of said first sequence and each feature vector of said second
sequence, and second means for iteratively calculating a recur*
rence formula which defmes a recurrence value by a sum of
each elementary similarity means and an extremum of a pre-
scribed number of previously calculated recurrence values,
said recurrence formula eventually giving said overall similar-
ity measure, the improvement wherein said first means com-
prises:

means for calculating a primitive similarity measure between
each feature vector of said first sequence and each feature
vector of said second sequence; and

means for subtracting a predetermined value from said prim-
itive similarity measure to provide said elementary simi-
larity measure.

.mxxsmTcu
-2-it.iJJ*TS.

1. In a system for processing audio information signals,
apparatus comprising:

a source of at least one audio information signal;
transfer function means for producing a modulated signal in

response to said audio si^ial;

first and second amplifier means, each including at least one
input, and an output for providing amplified output sig-
nals;

switch means including plural inputs coupled independent of
each other to said source of audio signal and said transfer
function means, respectively, for selectively coupling said
audio signal and said modulated signal to said amplifier
means inputs, and which in a first position couples said
audio signal and said modulated si^ to said inputs of
said fint and second amplifier means for causing said first

4,479,237

AUTOMATIC SOUND LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

FUcasU Sugasawa, Yokohama, Japan, aadgnor to Nlnaa Motor
Company, United, Yokohana, Japan

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,257
Clalma priority, appUcatloB Japan, Feb. 18, 1981, 56*22420

Int CI.3 H03G 1/02
VJS. CL 381—57 8 aaina

1. An automatic sound level control system for audio equip-
ment, comprising:

a noise level detection means for producing an ambient noise
signal indicative of an ambient noise level;

a manually operable sound level setting means for producing
a sound level set signal;

a gain control means responsive to said ambient noise signal
and said sound level set signal for producing a gain control
signal; and

a variable gain amplifier for amplifying an audio input signal

in response to said gain control signal in a manner that the
output level of said variable gain amplifier increases with
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an increase in the ambient noise level and the rate at which
said output level increases with an increase in ambient

noise level is variable in response to said sound level set

signal, wherein said rate at which said output level in-
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creases with an increase in ambient noise is relatively high

when the sound level determined by said sound level set

signal is low, while said rate is relatively low when said

sound level determined by said sound level set signal is

high.

said recess switching means includes position detecting

means for detecting when said module is in a fully-mated

position in said recess and for providing a control signal,

and wherein said recess switching means includes elec-

tronic switching means in said audio signal path associated

with said recess for routing said audio signal through said

module in response to said control signal.

4,479,239

SOUND DETECTING DEVICE
Darid W. Rhines, Sheboygan, Wis., assignor to Silver Creek

Nnraeries, Inc., Manitowoc, Wis.

FUed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,295

Int. a.} H03G 3/00

VS. a. 381—72 12 Claims

tr^

4,479,238

AUDIO EFFECTS SYSTEM AND METHOD
Aboer Spector, 250 174th St #1904, Miami Beach, Fla. 33160

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 420,846, Sep. 21, 1982, , which

la a coBtiniiatioa-ia-part of Scr. No. 150,813, May 19, 1980, Pat
No. 4,388,490. This appUcation Jon. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503^42

Int CV H04R 3/12

VJS.a 381—61 7 Claims

1. A sound detecting device, comprising:

A. microphone means for being directed toward a source of

sound to produce a corresponding electrical input signal;

B. amplifier means having an input and an output, said input

being connected to said microphone means to receive said

input signal and said output providing an output signal;

and

C. a loud sound suppressing circuit operatively associated

with said amplifier means for temporarily shunting said

input signal to ground while said output signal exceeds a

predetermined level.

4,479,240

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE WITH CONTROL ELEMENT
POSITION STORAGE

Robert H. McKialcy, Jr., 467 W. 38th St, Honttoa, Tex. 77018

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,689

iBt a^ H04B 3/00. 1/00

VJS. a. 381—80 19 Claims

1. An electronic system for operatively inserting at least one

audio effects circuit module into a main audio path having a

source audio signal, comprising:

a main housing having an audio signal input, and an audio

signal output associated with the audio signal path for

carrying the source audio signal between said input and

said output;

at least one audio efTects circuit module for modifying audio

signals, said module having a plurality of electrical

contact elements;

said main housing further having at least one module receiv-

ing recess for receiving and releaseably engaging said

module, said recess having corresponding electrical

contact elements for mating with said module contact

elements in a fully engaged position;

and recess switching means associated with said recess, said

switching means including means for connecting the main

audio pi^ together between an input and output of said

receiving means, said switching means further including

means for breaking the audio path between said recess

input and output and for routing said audio signal through

said module only when said module contact elements are

fiilly mated wiUi said recess contact elements, wherein

i-7—Li

unw
HUP r-^MS

J

14. A portable audio mixing console, comprising:

a plurality of input modules, including a plurality of control

elements;

a plurality ofoutput modules, including a plurality of control

element^

means forming a part ofsaid console for storing a first plural-
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ity ofcontrol element positions, said fint plurality ofPMtiOM comprising a nngle setup position for control
elements on a fint module of said pluralities of modules:moms forming a part of said console for storing a second
plurajty ofcontrol element positions, said second plural-
rty of positions comprising a single setup position for
control elements on said fint module;

means forming a part of said console for selectively retriev-mg said fint or second plurality of stored control element
positions; and

means for dispUying adjacent to control elemenu a compari-

^^L^S^ ^ »?'«* '•tJ'P position and the present
position thereof, whereby the control elemenu may be
adjusted to the setiip position.

M79,241

^SiSSP^^^'^^"^^ CIRCUITS FOR AUTOMATIC
PATTERN RECOGNmON AND THE UKE AND

SYSTEMS EMBODYING THE SAME
Bnict S. BaeUqr, fWJ Via BtaMi, Su Joae, Calif. 95139

FIM Aug. C 1981, Scr. No. 290,784

,,^ _ lBta3G06K9/tftf
UAa 382-15

44Chto.

of the refiected light, a second image sensor responsive to the
reflected light after having passed through said filter means, to
produce a second analog pulse train containing plural pulses,
each corresponding to a different color component of the
reflected Ught. fint threshold means for converting the fint
analog pulse train into a fint binary pulse train, second thresold
means for converting the second analog pulse tiain into a
second bmary pulse train, fint means for producing a third

,
•MTtOM.S./

stu-

wmcm.'o y

•CMKO 9—'/ I—

^

caMiiou.co
outer

•OwT»uf I
KIMU.J ;

lCMN
iiaMi..*

nMSn
%lUtU..*1—

ncaaut

(mMi.
WWKC

»

!• A system that comprises:
transducer means to sense an input thereto and operable to

provide a fint output signal representittive of said input-
self-organiang circuit means connected to receive said fint

output signal and operable to effect analysis of constituent
elemrats of said input and provide a further output signal
re ated to said input, each self-organizing circuit of said
selfK)rgani2mg circuit means including a plurality of sub-
circuitt or levels which are connected to receive messages
from some other sub<ircuit or level and are operable to
ddiver messages to some other sub-circuit or level, there
being voting in that each sub-circuit or level weights
relative amounu of negative and positive inputs thereto
and votes whether or not to pass along information to the
further sub-circuite or levels; and

means connected to apply modifying inpuu to each subK:ir-
cuit or level of the self-organizing circuit means, which
modifymg innputs serve to correct erron in the further
output signal occasioned by inaccurate analysis of the
mput by the self-organizing circuit means.

4,479,242

DICHROMATIC READING DEVICE
Manmi Kuntt, Kaugawa, Japan, aarignor to Fqji Xenn Co.,
Ltdn Kaaagawa, Japan

FIW Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,325
Clataa priority, appUcatioa Japui, Mar. 4, 1981, 56^1334

'*• ^' ^^^^ ^/^ft 7/00UAa 382-17
9 Claim

I. A dichromatic reading device for use with variously
colored mformation bearing sheets, comprising: a fint image
sewor res^)nsive to light reflected direcUy from a sheet to
produce a first analog pulse train containing plural pulses, each
correspondmg to a different color component of the reflected
light, filter means capable of blocking a fint color component

analog pulse tram from the fint and second analog pulse trains,
tnird threshold means for converting said third analog pulse
tram into a third binary pulse train, and second means respon-
sive to at least said second binary pulse train and said third
binary pulse train to produce a fint color printing signal when
the device is scanning the information printed on the sheet in
said fmt color, and a second printing signal when the device is
scannmg information printed on the sheet in colon other than
the fvst color.

^ 4,479,243

^"'^^"^ RECEPTACLE WITH PREFABRICATED
LIFT LOOPS AND MEIHOD OF MAKING

NonriB C Derby, and Robert R. WIlUaBiaoB, both of Dallai.

dSL^tST"
^ ^^ ^^ Manufceturing Corpo«SoJ

Continuation.to.pMPt of Ser. No. 37<,604, May 7, 1982,
•Muidoaed, wUch Is a coBtiBBatioa<iB-part of Ser. No. 334,455,

-.-T^L^*'
*"*• • '''*'' * coBttaiiatlon.ta.part of Scr. No.

2 •^.J?*,*'
*'•'• "l-wloBed, which is a conttaoatioa of Scr.

No. 44,822, Jun. 8, 1979, abaadoacd. lids applicatioB Feb. 17.
1983, Ser. No. 447,445

Int aJ B45D 3S/06. 88/16
UAa383-24

«3Clataii

13. A collapsible receptacle comprising:
a tubular receptacle side waU formed from fabric and havtag

a predetermined circumference;
a length of fabric material havmg a length at leut as long as

the circumference of the tubular receptacle side wall and
secured to the upper portion of the tubular receptacle side
wall;

a length of webbing material secured to the length of fabric
material in the form of a series of substantially equally
sized, substantially equally spaced lift loops havmg lower-
most ends;

each of the lift loops comprismg the length of webbing
material including attached portions at the opposite ends
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thereof and an unattached central portion extending

above the upper end of the tubular receptacle side wall;

each end portion of each lift loop comprising the length of

webbing material being secured to the length of fabric

nuterial at a predetermined angle with respect to a line

extending normal to the longitudinal axis of the length of

fabric material; and

at least one Ime of stitching forming at least a partial connec-

tion between the tubular receptacle side wall and the

length of fabric material, said line of stitching being posi-

tioned at least a predetermined distance below the lower-

most ends of the lift loops.

4^79,244
EASY OPENING BAG

Stcvwi Amrit, 124 E. 61st St., New Yorit, N.Y. 10021

Flkd Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,944

iBt a? B65D 33/24

MS, CL 383-43 10 Oains

1. An improved reclosable bag construction comprising in

combination:

a bag having front and back walb attached by seams at their

side edges;

continuous elongate interlocking separable rib and groove

elements along confronting faces of the walls adjacent the

top of the bag; said rib and groove elements being inter-

lockable by the application of closing pressure applied

laterally to the walls forcing the rib interlockingly into the

groove; said rib and groove elements being axially slidable

letetive to each other;

and a frictional surface means at the outer surface of said

walls at the rib and groove for applying local forces along

the rib and groove at a force location intermediate the bag

edges in opposing directions parallel to the rib and groove

so that said rib and groove will separate laterally between

said force location and the bag edges.

4^79,245

SAME FREQUENCY REPEATER FOR A MULTIPLE
REPEATER SYSTEM

Pvcjr P. BatUvala, Aritagtoa Haigbta, and Richard S. Koun.
S^aaaAvg, both of IlL, aaiSBon to Motorola, lac^

ni.

Filed Doc 21, 1982. Scr. No. 451,478

brt. ai H04B 7/14

MS.a 485-18 8 Gains
1. A same frequency repeater comprising:

(a) a receiver for reoeivmg a signal carrying information at a

given frequency;

(b) a transmitter for transmitting an output signal carrying

said information at said given frequency;

(c) means for sensing the magnitude of said received signal;

(d) means for keying said transmitter in respone to said

receiver receiving said signal, said keying means delaying

the keying of said transmitter from the time that said

receiver receives said signal for a time period having a

duration inversely proportional to the magnitude of said

received signal as sensed by said sensing means

(e) means coupled to said receiver for detecting if a predeter-

mined pilot signfl is carried by said received signal;

(0 means for encoding said output signal of the transmitter

with said predetermined pilot signal; and

(g) means for unkeying said transmitter for a randomly

selected time period in response to said detecting means

detecting said pilot signal while Said transmitter is keyed.

4,479.244

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM TO SIMULTANEOUSLY
OPERATE A PLURALITY OF RF TRANSCEIVERS IN A

CONFINED AREA
Michael F. Young, Statcn Island, N.Y., aaaigBor to Bnttoawood

CoBunnnlcatioa Corporation, Statea Island, N.Y.

ConttanatiOB of Scr. No. 284,254, Jul. 31, 1981,. This appUcatioa

Aug. 29. 1983, Ser. No. 5r,199
lot a.) H04B 1/50. 15/00

MS. a. 455-50 2 Oains

m£f-
j^-^

I "*'
J"
ts.

'"X;

&$--.$
1. In a method of eliminating interference in a wireless com-

munication system located in a predetermined dimensioned

enclosed area wherein said system includes

at least three portable receiving and transmitting units;

at least three base receiving means;

at least three base transmitting means;

base transmitter radiating means;

base receiver radiating means; and

portable receiver and transmitter radiating means wherein

all of said portable receiving and transmitting units, said

base receiving means and said base transmitting means can

operate simultaneously when there is movement of said

portable units in said predetermined dimensional enclosed

area comprising the steps of:

connecting the output signal ofeach of said base transmitting

means to its respective signal radiating means;

connecting the input signal of each of said base receiving

means to in respective signal radiating means;

connecting the output and input signals of each of said porta-

ble receiving and transmitting units to its respective signal

radiating means;

positioning said base transmitter radiating means and said

base receiver radiating means so that the difTerence be-

tween the minimum propagation loss and the maximum
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propagation loss between said base transmitter radiating
means and portable receiver and transmitter radiating
means is minimized and the difference between said base
receiver radiating means and said portable receiver and
transmitter radiating means is minimized;

reducing high level mixing and receiver IM in said portable
receiving and transmitting units; and

selecting transmitter power outputs such that an acceptable
system operating margin is achieved and which at the
same time avoids RF fields that would result in harmful
desensitization of said portable receiving and transmitting
units;

the improvement of selecting system operating frequencies
such that all third order intermodulation products gener-
ated from the mixing of signals are different from operat-
mg frequencies ofany of said portable receiving and trans-
mitting units is achieved in accordance with the formulas:

fi-SmFi

S+FimF4

Fl-^BmFi

(m-Dd-i-Fi^F^

oscillating at a frequency determined by said crystal cor-
responding to said forward biased diode; and

qqqc'qcc cc'i

/WMMrM /«vmrM

MMr-n-MCMu tmwi
3

-» » tn.it

MMr iwirc* ^

means connected in series with each diode for providing a
tuning signal output which changes depending upon
which of said diodes is forward biased.

where

Fm-A poruble receive frequency as m goes from 1 to N
d-the channel spacing which is the difference frequency
between two adjacent operating frequencies

Fi slowest poruble receiving unit frequency
F:* lowest portable transmitting unit frequency
F3» highest poruble receiving unit frequency
F4= highest poruble transmitting unit frequency
S=the separation (or split) in frequency between a given

poruble's receive and transmit frequencies and is the same
for all porubles

B=the bandwidth needed for the poruble transmit frequen-
cies (or receive frequencies since they only differ by a
constant S).

_ 4,479,248
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZED TUNING SYSTEM USING

A MICROPROCESSOR
FMoick W. Caspari, South Bead; Bruce E. Smith, and Dulcl

A. Hencr, both of Fort Wayne, aU of Ind^ asrigmrs to Hie
Magnafox Company, New York, N.Y.

CoBtinuatioB of Ser. No. 183,867, Sep. 4, 1980, aboidoned. lUs
appUcation Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422^30

lot a.3 H04B 1/26UAa 45S-183
2 ctatet

\K«

^—irr

4«479,247

ELECTRONIC CHANNEL SELECTORNod^ Rogan, 9121 W. 70th St, Shawnee Miatioa, Kans.

Filed Not. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 442,960
iBt a^ H04B 1/26

^f<^'*^ft9 lOOaim.
1. An electromc channel selector for selecting one of a

plurality of channels comprising:
a plurality ofdiodes, each diode corresponding to one of said

plurality of channels;

a plurality of crystals, each crystal corresponding to one of
said plurality of channels and being connected in series
with a correspondmg one of said plurality of diodes;

means for setting a selected one of said plurality of channels;
means, responsive to said setting means, for forward biasing

the diode corresponding to said selected channel and for
reverse biasing the diodes not corresponding to said se-
lected channel;

oscillator circuit means, connected to aU of said crystals, for

1. A frequency synthesized tuning system for tuning to a
preselected frequency comprising a variable oscillator and a
microprocessor coupled to said variable oscUlator for the
control thereof, said microprocessor having a programmable
counter therein, characterized in that said tuning system ftir-
ther comprises a fixed divider for receiving an output signal
from said variable oscillator, a fixed modulus counter cascaded
with said programmable counter for extending the range
thereof, and gating means connected between said fixed di-
vider and said fixed modulus counter for allowing the applica-
tion of the output from said divider to said fixed modulus
counter for a specified period of time, whereby said program-
mable counter along with said fixed divider, said gating means
and said fixed modulus counter in effect measures the fre-
quency of the output signal of said variable oscillator such that
said microprocessor may then compare the frequency of said
oscUlator output signal with said preselected frequency and
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then, based on said comparison, generate a correction signal

for said oscillator thereby effecting the tuning function of said

tuning system substantially within said microprocessor.

4,479,249

APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING AND PROCESSING
MESSAGES TRANSMITTED AT DIFFERENT SIGNAL

FREQUENCIES
Midwl Geeiea, Antony; Jacques Monraat Manrspas, and Dan-

iel P. Lndwig, RamoB?ills>Salat-Agnc all of France, assignors

to Eleetroaiqne Marcel Dassault and Csatre National d'E*

tadss Spatiales, both of Paris, France

CoBtinuatiOB-ia-part of Ser. No. 38,748, May 14, 1979,

abandoned, Ser. No. 166,621, Jol. 7, 1980, Pat No. 4^98,286,

which is a continuatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 38,770, May 14, 1979,

abaadoaed. This application No?. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,548

Gains priority, application France, May 16, 1978, 78 14339;

May 17, 1978, 78 14626

lat a^ H04B J/16

US. a. 485—208 15 Claims
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4,479,250

DUAL AUDIO CAPTURE UMTTER SQUELCH ORCUTT
Ste?ea P. Flood, Holtaaa Estates, m., assignor to Motonria,

lacn Sehanoibarg, ni.

Filed Jaa. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,207

lirt. <V H04B 1/10

VS.a 455-213 5 Oains

1. A communications receiver squelch circuit for preventing

the receiver from producing audio-frequency output in the

absence of a frequency modulated carrier signal comprising:

(a) first filter means adapted to receive a receiver discrimina-

tor output signal to develop a first filtered signal;

(b) fint limiter means coupleid to said first filter means for

limiting said first filtered signal to produce a first ampli-

tude limited, filtered signal;

(c) second filter means coupled to said fint limiter means and

adapted to receive said first amplitude limited, filtered

signal to develop a second filtered signal;

(d) second limiter means coupled to said second filter means

for limiting said second filtered signal to produce a second

amplitude limited, filtered signal;

(e) third filter means coupled to said second limiter means

and adapted to receive said second amplitude limited,

filtered signal to develop a third filtered signal; and

(0 detector means coupled to said third filter means for

detecting pealcs in said third filtered signal which exceed a

predetermined ampUtude to produce a squelch control

voluge.

4,479,251

NOISE BLANKER
Sylraa L. Dawson, Marion, Iowa, assignor to Rockwell lateraa*

tioaal Corporation, El Scgnndo, Calif.

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,221

Int a.i H04B 1/10

VS. a. 455-219 7 Oains

1. An apparatus for receiving messages transmitted from a

plurality of radio signal sources operating at diffierent frequen-

cies within a predetermined frequency band comprising:

means for receiving said radio signals lying within said radio

frequency band;

means for frequency scanning the signal provided by said

means for receiving for determining frequency informa-

tion identifying a frequency range for each of said signals;

a demodulating phase locked loop connected to receive said

signals from said means for receiving, including a voluge

controlled oscillator, an input mixer having one input to

receive said radio signals and another input to receive a

signal from said voltage controlled oscillator, a phase

comparator for comparing an output signal of said mixer

with a reference si^ul and supplying an error signal to

said voltage controlled oscillator, said error signal repre-

senting phase modulation included on one of said radio

frequency signals;

means coupled to said volUge controlled oscillator for esub-

lishing an initial operating frequency of said voluge con-

trolled oscillator of said demodulating phase locked loop

in response to said frequency information determined by

said means for frequency scanning; and

means coupled to the volUge controlled oscillator for reset-

ting the output signal frequency of said voltage controlled

oscillator to a value independent of the frequency of said

radio signals.

1. A signal processing system comprising:

means for receiving a signal to be processed and including a

fint signal path and a second signal path;

means coupled to said first signal path for providing a first

output of said signal and interrupting said first output in

response to a first control signal;

means coupled to said second signal path for providing a

variably amplified second output of said signal to be pro-

cessed which is variable in response to a second control

signal;

means for comparing the second output with a reference

signal for generating said first control signal; and

means coupled to said means for providing said first output

for providing an automatic gain control signal and vari-

ably amplifying said first output in response to said auto-

matic gain control signal, said automatic gain control

signal also being coupled as said second control signal.

4^79,252

DEVICE FOR REDUCnON OF THE FALSE ALARM
RATIO AND MONTTOR RECEIVER COMPRISING SUCH

A DEVICE OF THIS NATURE
nuiippe Souchay, and Maurice Glorie, both of Paris, Fhuce,

assigaors to ThonsoB'GSF, Paris, France

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,512

Oains priority, applicatioB Friuce, Oct 9, 1981, 81 19703

lat O.^ H04B 1/ia 17/00

VS. 0. 455—223 8 Oains

1. Device for reducing the false alarm ratio for a radio-elec-

tric monitor receiver having a first output delivering a logic

alarm signal when a signal is received on a monitored fre-
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quency. ud a second output deUvering a value for the energyor the signal received, comprising
a logic gate having an input coupled to the first output of the

monitor receiver, having a validation input, an inhibition
mput and an output forming the output of the device

means for comparing the energy of the signal received' by
the momtor receiver with respect to a variable value S"
having a firat mput connected to the second output of the
monitor receiver, a second input receiving the value S"
and an output supplying a logic signal to the validation
input of the gate in order to validate the same when the
signal recaved has a energy value higher than S",

rj j».
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strength of said input signal, an apparatus fcr providing a
measurmg signal which is substantially linearly related to the
strength of said input signal, said apparatus comprising:

detector means responsive to said input signal for providing
a signal representative of the envelope of said input signal;

means for combining said envelope detector signal and said
control signal to produce said measuring signal.

4,479,254
NOISE FLOOR AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

Robert L. Craiglow. Cedtt Rapids, Iowa, anigiior to RockweU
laternattonal Corporttioii. H Segundo; Caitt

Filed Dee. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 453,689

„„ _ Int a^ H04B ;//tf
U.S.a 455-239 ^^Um

means for detecting a pulsed noise signal in a band centered
on the frequency monitored and for comparing its eneray
with respect to a variable value S'. having a first input
connected to the second output of the monitor receiver
and havmg a second input receiving the value S' and an
output connected to the inhibition input of the gate, for
mhibitmg the same when a pulsed noise signal has an
energy value exceeding S';

means connected to the second output of the monitor re-
ceiver for determining a value B for the energy of noise
signals ma frequency band encompassing the frequency
momtored and calculating the values S' and S" as a func-
tion of B.

4,479,253
PHASELOCK RECEIVER WITH INPUT SIGNAL

MEASURING CAPABILITY

JSlil'^v*:^T^ "***• ^-'•'•^^ ^ RCA Cor.
poratioii. New York, N.Y.

FPed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,453^ CI.» H04B I7/0a 1/16
UAa455-226 ,5CI.^

4 A method of providing noise Hoor automatic gain control
for a radio receiver that receives a modulated signal and con-
verts the modulated signal to a demodulated signal whose
amplitude vanes in response to a first automatic gain control
signal controlling the gain of said radio receiver, comprising
the steps of:

*

providing a second automatic gain control signal for con-
trolling the gain of the radio receiver when the demodu-
lated signal is present;

providing a third automatic gain control signal for control-
ling the gain of the radio receiver when the demodulated
signal is absent; and

selecting the larger of the second control signal or the third
control signal as said first automatic gain control signal.

ntillKI NTRFM

Mv—_..« ii»mfil"_
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i^JW.iL

I. In a communjcations receiver including means for extract-
ing • cwTiCT signal from a modulated radio frequency input
signd and further including means responsive to said carrierM^ for generating a control signal having a dc voltage level
indicative of the strength of said carrier signal, wherein said
extr^rtmg means includes nonlinear elements such that the
ttrength of said carrier signal is not linearly rekted to the

4,479,255
APPARATUS FOR ACQUIRING AND COLLECTING
RADIO SIGNALS COMING FROM A PLURALITY OF

STATIONS
Michd Geesen, Antony; Jacques Moorut, Manrcpas, and Dan-

iel P. Ludwig, RaaionTille<5alat-Agnc, all of¥mt, aaiigDors
to Electronique Marcel Daaaaalt and Centre Natioaal d'E-
tildes Spatiales, both of Paris, France

Continiiation-in.part of Ser. No. 38,748, May 14, 1979, , and a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 166,621. JnL 7, 1980. . which is
a continiiation-in.|Mrt of Ser. No. 38.770. May 14, 1979.. lids

appUcatioo No?. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318.542

Ma^STmrS'SSr""'^^ *^ ^'^^ ^ »«»;

Int a^ H04B //M /7/a?UA a. 455-246
20CIainis

1. Apparatus for acquiring messages transmitted by radio
signal from a plurality of radio beacons and providing AOC
control, comprising:

means for receiving radio signals from said beacons, said
receiving means having an adjustable gain control;

means for detecting and processing said radio signals re-
ceived by said receiving means, including means for pro-
ducing at least an approximate indication of the level of
each of said radio signals;
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means for performing a statistical analysis of said level indi-

cations; and
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4,479,2r

SUPERHETERODYNE aRCUTT HAVING VARIABLE
BANDWIDTH AND CENTER FREQUENCY SHIFT

FUNCTION
Koji Akiyama, Tokyo, Japan, assigaor to Yacsa Muscn Con
Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,652

Int. a.> H04B 1/26
U.S. a. 455—266 5 Claims

I

means for deriving from said statistical analysis a gain con-

trol signal to be applied to said receiving means to main-

tain the gain of said receiving means at a predetermined

level over an extended period of time.

4,479.256

TWO PILOT FREQUENCY CONTROL FOR
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Akc N. Scwerioson, Port Coqnitlam, Canada, assignor to AEL
Microtel, United, Bnmaby. Canada

Filed Oet 4, 1982, Ser. No. 432,497

lat a^ H04B 1/16

VS. a. 455—265 10 Claims

•vj^

1. Apparatus for deriving a frequency control signal for

controlling the frequency of a local oscillator at a remote

station to compensate for a frequency error introduced during

transmission to a pair of pilot signals of a first firequency and a

second frequency transmitted from a reference station to said

remote station, said first and second frequencies being shifted

by said frequency error during transmission said apparatus

comprising: a first and second filter means separating said pilot

signals into first and second pilot signals; first means coupled to

said first and second filter means for deriving from said first

and second pilot signals a third signal having a frequency equal

to the difference in frequency of said first and second pilot

signals; second means for deriving from said pilot frequencies

a fourth signal which includes said firequency error introduced

during transmission; and. third means for deriving from said

third and fourth signal said frequency control signal for adjust-

ing said local oscillator firequency to compensate for said fre-

quency error.

1. A superheterodyne circuit comprising:

a first mixer converting a received signal into a first interme-

diate frequency; a second mixer converting the first inter-

mediate frequency into a second intermediate frequency; a
first intermediate frequency filter connected between saiki

fint and second mixers; a product detector having a BFO
input for demodulating the second intermediate frequency

to an audio frequency; and a second intermediate fre-

quency filter connected between said second mixer and

said product detector, wherein a VCO supplies a local

oscillation frequency to the first mixer, while the oscilla-

tion frequency of the VCO is determined by a PLL cir-

cuit, wherein the VCO is responsive to a control voltage

generated by a phase comparator responsive to a refer-

ence frequency input and said supplied local oscillation

frequency which is processed by a third mixer and a pro-

grammable frequency divider in cascade, a first oscillator

coupled to said phase comparator to supply said reference

frequency, wherein a local oscillation frequency for the

second mixer is an output obtained by mixing the fre-

quency of an adjustable frequency second oscillator with

that of an adjustable frequency third oscillator in a fourth

mixer; a fifth mixer responsive to a frequency of the third

oscillator and a frequency related to the frequency of the

fint oscillator; a sixth mixer responsive to said second

oscillator and a variable frequency oscillator for providing

a respective output signal; a seventh mixer for mixing said

respective output signal with a frequency related to the

frequency of the first oscillator to provide an input signal

to said third mixer of the PLL circuit; the total effective

intermediate frequency bandwidth of said first and second

intermediate frequency filter and an effective intermediate

frequency filter center frequency position being variable

for a reception band determined by the relationship be-

tween a frequency-division ratio of the programmable

frequency divider of the PLL circuit and a first oscillator

related frequency input to the seventh mixer, the band-

width and center frequency position being varied by ini-

tially tuning a received frequency determined by the

frequency of the VFO, and. for bandwidth variation sub-

sequently varying the frequency of the second or third

oscillator or simultaneously varying the frequencies of the

second and third oscillators in a first relationship, and, for

center frequency position variation, subsequently, simulta-

neously varying the frequencies of the second and third

oscillaton in a second relationship.
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4*479,258

CROSS.POLARIZATION CROSSTALK CANCELLER
Ji^JI Naniki, Tokyo, Japu, anignor to Nippon Electric Co

LtiL, Tokyo, Japan
*'

FIM Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 414,112

s.^t'iitSiSs^r'""^ "•'• ''' *'•'' "^'"^"-^

lat a.J H04B 1/12
UAa455-295 ^CI.^

^ t«»0»_»ITICTOJ_ _ _

tiic*iMi«ro«

4. A crontalk canceller for two cross-polarized orthogonal
waves, each of said orthogonal waves having a real component
and an miapnary component, said canceller comprising means
for multiplying first signals received on one of said two orthoa-

sive to swd multiplying means for adding the resulting product
to second signals received on the other of said two orthogonal

IV^S P"^""* ' ?"" "«™^' "^°' ^''^tof "«"«s rwpon-
sive to the sum signal output of said adding means for provid-

.?i!f^ ^^ y^ ^° ** difference between said sumugmJ and an value related to said sum signal, means responsive
to said sum signal for providing said identified value, second
adder means and subtractor means responsive to said error

^^^'.^.f?.?' *""? "? subtracting real and imaginary
components of the error signal, control means responsive to an
equahpr of the absolute values of said real and im^nary co^
ponents of said first signal for providing a control signal identi-
fying the quadrant to which the fint signal belongs, switchina

Snif.;?r"^''*!f ** ^"^' "«"*• f°f ^"yw« the signs of

m«ns, and low-pass filter means for smoothing the output of
said switchmg means to provide said compensating coefficient

by an external signal and an oscUlating stage formed by a
differential amplifier having a first and a second emitter.<iu.
pled transistor, both of the transistors being connected by the
emitters thereof to a reference potential supplied by a d-cvoltage source and by the collectors thereof via a respective
resistor to a supply potential supplied by the d-c vdtage^urce. the base terminal of the first transistor of the difTerJS!
tial amplifier being controlled by a frequency-determinhi
control member, and the base terminal of^e secindti^Sof the differential amplifier being connected to the reference
potential via a capacitor, the collector of the second transistorforming a signd output delivering an electric oscillation gener-ated in the oscillating stage, and including a feedback com.ec-
tion between the collector of the second tSuisistorwdA^of the first transistor, the feed-back connection bSig^^^
frequency^etermining control member, comprising f control
amplifier having a plurality of inputs, the respective collectorof the first and second transistors being connected to respec-
tive input terminals of the mixing stege as well as via a resp^-
tive lowpass filter to the inputs, respectively, of said control
wnphfier, said control amplifier having an output fed back tothe oscillaung stage in the sense of a d-c-wise negative feed-
batek connection so that the collector potentials ofsaid first andsecond transistor as well as the potential at said input terminalsor the mixing stage operate with minimal offset.

^ 4,479,240
COUPLING AND MIXING CIRCUIT COMPRISING ADUAL SOURCE TRANSISTOR

titl^'^irSy'™'^
•^'~' "*"•"• '*^''^'^^

PUed Not. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,551
Clainu priority, appUcation Prance, No?. 27, 1981, 81 22253

,T c « ""*• ^' "W^ ^^^^' HOIL 29/76UA a. 455-333
3q^

© * ^ ^^1^^ 1
CIRCUIT ^

4,479,259

TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

'T'cf'"^
EcUng/OtteBburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignor

to Sicfflcoa AktieagewUachaft, Berlin and Munidi, Fed. Rep
of Gemaay ^'

Filed Oct 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,629

,.Sr^ priority, appUcation Pel Rep. of Gcmany. Nor 3
1980, 3041392; Dec. 5, 1980, 3045993

"'«™"y' '^o^- ^'

.t e r, «- "^ ^* "•*•" ^/^* HWB S/J2
VS.a 455-318 „ ctata.

1. A coupUng circuit comprising a dual source field effect
transistor having first and second source electrodes for receiv-
ing first and second input signals, a gate electrtxle. and a drain
electrode for providing an output signal, said transistor being
connected m a common gate arrangement, said coupling cir-
cuit providing as said output signal the sum of said first and
second mput signals.

1. Integrable osdUator circuit having a mixing stage driven

4,479,261
BATp»Y SAVING aRCUTT FOR PAGING RECEIVER
Takaahi Oda, and Takedil Naki^imi^ boti. of Tokyo, Japu.
udgnors to NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japu

FUed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 486,180
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 19, 1982, 57*66021

Int 0.3 H04B //7ft i/0#
U.S.a 455-343

lOCIafaig
10. A battery operated receiver including a receiving section

and a waveform shaping section coupled to said receiving
section for receiving a carrier modulated with a calling signal,
s«d waveform shaping section requiring a predetermined time
after the application of power to achieve operating statiis, a
battery saving circuit comprising:
means for detecting said calling signal from said waveform

shaping section and for producing a detection signid in
response to said calling signal;
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first timer means for producing a first switching signal in

response to said detection signal;

second timer means for producing a second switching signal,

delayed from said first switching signal by said predeter-

mined time, in response to said detection signal;

I

If
[

»

means responsive to said first switching signal for applying

power from said battery to said waveform shaping sec-

tion; and

means responsive to said second switching signal for apply-

ing power from said battery to said receiving section.

with a selected one of said predetermined impulse scan-

ning patterns stored in said read only memory to deter-

mine whether any of the incoming audio-frequency im-

pulse patterns match said selected predetermined impulse

scanning pattern;

a programmable programming field connected to said mi-

cro-computer to select said selected predetermined im-

pulse scanning pattern to be used at the specific receiver

location for said comparing, and to specify a pattern-

specific impulse sequence for comparison by said micro-

computer with command control impulse sequences in-

cluded within an incoming audio-frequency impulse pat-

tern matching said selected predetermined impulse scan-

ning pattern for the specific receiver location; and

an output circuit connected to said micro-computer activat-

able in response to a match between said patem-specific

impulse sequence and one of said command control im-

pulse sequences included within said incoming audio-fre-

quency impulse pattern matehing said selected predeter-

mined impulse scanning paRem for the specific receiver

location.

4,479,263

DEVICE FOR ACQUIRING AND PROCESSING
ELECTRICAL SIGNALS

Bemd Rosenfeldt; Gerhard WeUer, Arthur Wondra, and Ed*

mnnd Reis, all of Eriangen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignors

to Sicmeos Aktiengcaellachaft, Berlin A Mnaich, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 262,213

aaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 22,

1980, 3019668

Int G.^ H04B 9/00

VS. CL 455—602 21 Claims

4,479,262

STATIC AUDIO*FREQUENCY CONTROL RECEIVER
Ulrich Rudolf, ThalwU, and Martin Vctter, Oberageri, bodi of

Switzeriand, anignors to Laodla it Gyr Ang AG, Zog, Swit*

zerland

Cootiauatioa of Ser. No. 53,322, Job. 29, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,725

daina priority, anpUcstlMi SwitzerUud, Jnn. 30, 1978,

7152/78

lat a.3 H04B 1/06; GOIR 21/00

VS.a 455—352 11 Oaiffli

CCHnVLLAeLE
KJHCD SUPPLY

1. An audio-frequency control receiver progranunable for

use at a specific receiver location to receive incoming audio-

fiequency impulse patterns to select impulse patterns having

the correct pattern for the specific receiver location compris-

ing:

a micro-computer including a read only memory (ROM)
having stored therein a plurality ofpredetermined impulse

scanning patterns;

a filter circuit for receiving, and passing through, the incom-

ing audio frequency impulse patterns;

said micro-computer being connected to said filter for com-

paring the incoming audio-frequency impulse patterns

1. A device for acquiring and processing electrical signals,

comprising a device housing with a signal processing part, at

least one insert including an insert housing of insulation mate-

rial and electrically conductive insert means carried thereby,

said insert being insertable in said device housing as a signal

transmission part, cooperating coupling elements for dispo-

sition in a cooperating relationship to defme a galvanically

separating coupling location therebetween and so as to provide

for at least one of energy and signal transmission between said

coupling elements via the galvanicaUy separating coupling

location therebetween without any galvanically conductive

path between said coupling elements, one of said cooperating

coupling elements being carried with said insert, an insulating

body mounted at the interior of the device housing, said insu-

lating body being of insulating material and having an interior

space removably receiving the insert housing and having the

other of the cooperating coupling elements mounted at said

interior space such that with the insert in said interior space of

said insulating body said one and said other of said cooperating

coupling elements are disposed in said cooperating relation-

ship, said insert when positioned in said interior space being

electricaUy isolated against capacitive leakage current not only

by the insulation material of the insert housing but additionally
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H?'*?*.^"'***"?
"**"' °^'^** insulating body, characterized M79J65in that the insulating body is formed of two mating C-shaped LASER MI^PHONP

housing which IS open at the front and back, and means com-
pnsing the msulating material of said insulating body for isolat-
ing said insert against capacitively coupled leakage current
said device housing having a signal processing part, character

-

«ed in that the box housing exhibits a respective insertion
groove at two opposite edges at the back thereof, and an insu-
lated back plate engageable in said insertion grooves for cover-
ing the open back of the box housing, said back plate being the
earner of one of the cooperating coupling elements and con-
necting the same with the device housing, said cooperating
coupling elements providing for signal transmission between
the signal transmission part of the insert and the signal process-
ing part in said device housing.

33305

Filed Not. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444»627
Int. CU H04B 9/00

VS. a. 455—605
23Claiiiis

22^

^ 4,479,264
TRANSDUCER FOR OPTICAL DATA TRANSMISSION

"SSl* ^S^ '^'***^ ^*y5 •'•^ ^' '•»«»«. Corpus
Chrtati, and Thofflas O. Mehrkam, Houston, aU of Tex., as-
ngnora to Gcoaource Inc., Hooiton, Tex.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,951
Int a^ H04B 9/00

UAa455-605
lOCiata.

1. A transducer adapted to receive an input optical signal
and responsive to a predetermined parameter which is to be
measured, for modulating a portion of said input optical signalm a dependence of said parameter, said transducer comprising-
nnt optical coupling means having a first end for receiving

said mput optical signal and a second end for transmitting
said input optical signal;

separating means optically connected to said second end of
said first optical coupling means for receiving said input
optical signal and for separating said input optical signal
mto first and second optical signals;

conversion means for receiving said first optical signal and
for generating an electrical power signal;

driver means powered by said electrical power signal and
response to said predetermined parameter, for generating
an electrical drive signal represenutive of said predeter-
mined parameter;

modulation means connected to receive said electrical drive
signal and said second optical signal, for modulating said
second optical signal in dependence to said electrical drive
signal to produce a modulated output optical signal; and

second optical coupling means having a first end for receiv-
mg said modulated output optical signal and a second end
for transmitting said nxxlulated output optical signal.

1. A microphone comprising:
a housing having a substantially vertical axis and having a

substantially cyUndrical outer wall defining a substantially
cylindrical planar cavity, bounded by the outer wall and a
top and a bottom plate, the outer wall having a plurality of
apertures disposed equidistantiy around Uie outer wall,
and serving to admit incoming sound waves into the cav-
ity;

laser generator means disposed inside the cavity for generat-
ing laser light waves in the cavity;

sound wave-responsive means for reflecting the laser light,
consisting of at least one low mass, flexibly suspended
light reflecting element exposed to the incoming sound
waves and for frequency modulating Uie laser light in
accordance with the sound waves, and

light-receiving means for receiving and operatively respond-
ing to the reflected frequency modulated light, disposed
inside the cavity and serving for converting die laser light
mto electrical signals representing die incoming sound
waves.

4,479,266
MULTIFLE.THRESHOLD OPTICAL RECEIVER FOR A
VARIABLE-RATE DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION

SYSTEM
Gr^lre EomuriaB, and Robert Gudrult, both of Paris, Fyance.

assignors to Hmmbsob-CSF, Paris, France
^^

Filed Aug. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406,936
Claims priority, appUcation France, Aog. 12, 1981, 81 15599

lat a.3 H04B 9/00
VS. a. 455—608 9 cta|„

1. An optical receiver for equipping a variable-rate digiud
data transmission system of die optical type in which informa-
tion is transmitted in die form of light pulses coded in accor-
dance widi a code having a constant direct-current compo-
nent, said optical receiver being constituted by a photodetector
suge in series widi a transimpedance circuit whose output is
applied via a capacitor of a processing circuit to a first set of
two threshold comparators having symmetrical direshold
values, die outputs of said comparators being applied to a
transcoding circuit, said processing circuit comprising said
capacitor to eliminate the direct-current component and a
direshold-generating circuit receiving die output signal of die
capacitor and for generating said symmetrical direshold values
which are variable as a function of said output signal level, said
values being selected in said direshold-generating circuit from
a plurality of distinct discrete values which are predetermined
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so as to cover a large dynamic utilization range, said threshold-

generating circuit including at least a second set oftwo diresh-

old comparators to compare said output signal to symmetrical

11. Iht '
""

-Vr
i'i.

•4 r a :

J":

constant threshold values, and a decision logic circuit con-

trolled by said second set of comparators to select the said

variable threshold values.
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^^^^ 276,001
BRASSIERE BRASSIERE

^'^a^JUS^' SSS'cY- ^S?~' *° CoiMoUttoted Jack Locttdo, Bayonne, NJ, anignor to Consolidated Foods
Foods Corporation, Winston^en, N.C Corporation, Winston^em. N.C.

Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,774 pued Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,844

U^Cini-M '^"'•'l»««'*Wy"" Term of patent 14 yearsVS. a. D2-24 U.S.a D2-24

276,000

BRASSIERE
Jaek Locaado, Bayoaac, NJ., anigBor to ConsoUdated Foods

Corporation, Wiaston*Salea^ N.C. 'n^nm
Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,776 BluSiraE

VS CL D2-24
^*^ ^ '"**"* " '*" '^^ ^ ''^»' '^ ^«*' N.Y., assignor to Consolidated

Foods Corporation, Winston-Salem, N.C.

FOed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,846

Tern of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D2—24

1839
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276,003

SLIPPER
Robert McAbery, c/o Box 1937, Aspen, Colo. 81611

FUed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,181
Tern of petent 14 years

U.S. a. D2-308

276,006

BICYCLE SEAT COVER
Robert D. Willis, Junctloii aty, Oreg., assignor to Ride-On

Enterprises, Inc., Eugene, Oreg.

FUed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,396
Ton of patent 14 years

U.S.a D6—502

276,004

FOLDABLE JEWELRY HOLDER AND DISPLAY CASE
Jan B. Mink, 1783 Cable St, San Diego, Calif. 92107

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,265
Term of patent 14 years

VS.a D3—75

276,007

ARMCHAIR WTTH FOLDABLE ARMS
Andr/ Jarry, 10,140 Cnrotte St., Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H2C2Y6

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,883
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 4, 206!^

has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D6—368

276,005

TOOTHBRUSH
Stalu Fido, 5 Primrose St, Indian Orchard, Mass. 01151

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,124
Term of patnt 14 years

VJS, CL D4-104

276,008

HANGER FOR A TUBULAR CONTAINER
Boyd G. Bottorff, Shelbyrllle, ImL, assignor to Williams Indus*

tries, Inc, Shelbyrllle, Ind.

Filed Feb. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 350,132

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D6—513
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276,009
LOCKEiR CADDY

Ckarles R. Onsley, P.O. Box 2304, Jackson, Tenn. 38301
Filed Dec 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,258

Term of patent 14 years
U.S.a D6—570

276,011

DISPLAY RACK MODULE
Wolf-Dietrich Haanecke, RIscheaau Weg 6, 3410 Northdm,

Fed. Rep. of Gemmay
Continuation.la.part of Ser. No. 38,723, May 14, 1979, Pat No.
Des. 266,210. lUs application Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,783
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 10,

1979, MR 47

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D6—510

276,010

COFFEE TABLE
Darid R. Saltzman, 28686 Spring Arbor, Sonthfldd, Mich.
48076

FUed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,460

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.aD6—487

276,012

MIRROR
Edgar C. Westeott Westport and Robert P. WUson, Wilton,

both of Conn., assipwrs to ReaUy Me. Ltd., WUton, Conn.
FUed No?. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,413

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D6-301
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5atS ^ 276,015

dttfte. Solt. Ste^^kte... MJ -riL, f , .
COMBINED EUTECTIC PACK AND FOOD TRAY COVERCI«1«Soh^^«kto^ Anttony C. Mi^k, North Reeling, M-.. «Hl DiiTWa^^

''^rSL^ic. 3, IWtSer. NO. 327,164 ^^^^^ ^«^ U. S...^ ^^^^ ^^

U^CLD7-36
''•™'»''"*«""y«" Filed Apr. 12. 1982. Ser. No. 367.403^^,y^u,^^

TermofpiteiitMyetti
U.S.aD7-40

276.014

FOOD TRAY COVER
AntboBy C. MMk, North Readiiig, Maw., and David Shore,
AtUaaoa. NJl.. asslgiion to Sweetheart Plastics. Inc. WO-
mington. Mass.

FOed Apr. 12. 1982, Ser. No. 367^2
Term of patent 14 years

UAa D7-40

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1843

276,016 276,017

v^^^xM^^ ^KPPEKMnX COMBINED SALT AND PEPPER SHAKER
Kenneth M.Fot^ 66 Newtown lA, East Hampton, N.Y.1W37 Ronald E. Brewster, P.O. Box Drawer 490. Oneida. Tenn. 37841

FOed JnL 6. 1982. Ser. No. 395,688 Filed JnL 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,354

fie /^ ivi .«
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 yenri

U.S.aD7-53 U&aD7-57

Ll

H
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27C,018 rtKivM

ff?g??' "ACK
.
VEGETAM PEELER. AND BOTE STORAGE AND DBreWINC CONTAINER

Tern of patent 14 jrcan
UAai>7-74

!

i^

J

lf\
I

rv n
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27M19
CARRYING TRAY FOR DINING TABLE SET-UP NEEDS
EvugelM Kowtis, 271S0 Ukabore, Euclid, Ohio 44132

Flkd Aog. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,939
Tcrai of pttCBt 14 yon

UAa D7-74

27«,021

CARBONATING MACHINE FOR BEVERAGES
Kcaaeth G. Mabb, Peterboroogh, E«ilud, Mrignor to Sodn-

treui Ltehed, Pctcrboroagh, Eaglaiid

Filed Ju. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 162,925
Odm priority, applicatioii United Kingdom, Jan. 14, 1980,

99914o

Term of patoit 14 yean
U.S.a D7-300

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 184S

276,022
276.024

MICROWAVE EGG COOKER PACKAGING TONTAINER
^A^' Bowen, Barlington, and Thomas J. Martel, North Roman L Skowronski, Bay Village, and John M. Saekeret.

Mxugion, Man.
^^,^1,^ j^^

™**
il.^/JS' ^^V'*"-

^^^ "« •»•»• »2. 1981. Ser. No. 224,616

M& a n7«a«i
T*™ •'•»•*«'*" y«« The portion of the tern of this patent rabeeqnent to Sep. 20,UACI.D7-360

1997, has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years
U.S.aD9-415

276,025

PACKAGING TRAY FOR POOD OR THE LIKE
Don Hexamer, Brentford, Canada, assignor to Par<Pak Limited,

Ontario, Canada

FUed Jan. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,370
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D9-425

276,023

BOTTLE CARRIER
Myron E. UUmaa, Canfleld, Ohio, anignor to Kcaaler Prodacts

Co., Inc., Yonagrtown, Ohio
FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 347,042

Term of patent 14 years
U.S.a D9-344

276,026

PACKAGING TRAY FOR FOOD OR THE LIKE
Don Heiamer, Brentford, Canada, assignor to Par-Pak Limited,

Ontario, Canada

Filed Jnn. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,578
Claims priority, application Canada, Apr. 1, 1982, 01-04424

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D9-425
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_ ^^^
276.030

CONTAINER CAP NEC^ACE

^^^J?b^ 11 1M1 su, ^,« ,^ rr.
^^ * CortMtino e Giorgio Bolpri Sju, Rome, Italyrued Bee. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,775 FtiMi F.k iMr c«- m^ xZTStt^^

loSSr
'^"''*'' '"'""*'"" '"'*^ '^'*""' '"*• "' '•**' ""^ "^"^^ .IH-lciiiVLTAi ?!»??. 3596^B81

T..., «# ^..* ,^
Twin of patent 14 yean

Tenn of patent 14 yean UACLDll—13
U.S.aD9-452

*^^vi.i/ii w

276,028
LINE VOLTAGE MONITOR SYSTEM

Charles A. Crotty, Harwinton, Conn.; George L. Payne, Bedford
Hills, N.Y., and Allen R. Perrias, Branford, Conn., assignon
to The Superior Electric Company, Bristol, Conn.

FUed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,155
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a. DIO—75

276,029

SMOKE DETECTOR
John S. Skarman, Newport Beach, QJif^ Msignor to Gateway ^^'^ I>11—1^

Scientific Inc., Costa Mesa, Calif.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,096
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a DlO-106

276,031

nCURINE OF AN AFGHAN
Jesos A. CarbaJales Santa>Ealalia, and Javier B. Ckrb^jales

Santa-Eolalia, both of Monterideo, Umgnay, assignon to
John J. Madison and Cooq^aay, Lagnaa HOls, CUif.

FUed Jon. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,544
Term of patoit 14 yean

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1847

276,032 276,035
CRANE RAIL CLIP MOTOR TRICYCLE

^JSf.^ ^^•' f? '!!5?l'^''
^" ^''^' ^^' ^^^ «* J"" '*• Tokyo, ami Kaznhlko Yokoymna, Saitama, both of

2S??«!J^"** "'' Sminingdale, Grosse Folate Woods, Japmi, assigmn to Homia Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,^* **
™. . ^ Tokyo, Japan
FUed Etec 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,960 Hied Oct 22, 1982, Ser. No. 436,082

IT « n n«« ., "^^ " ^*^ ^^'*™ ptioTits, appUcation Japan, Jan. 24, 1982, 57-28349
MS. CL D12-51 Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. a. D12—110

276,033

MOTOR TRICYCLE
Yasnhiro Ohba, and Mitnm Yaaumoto, both of Saitama, Japan,

assignon to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed Jul 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,690
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 5, 1982, 57-4681

Ton of patent 14 yean
U.S.a DU—llO

276,036

COMBINED VEHICLE STEERING WHEEL AND
KEYBOARD HOUSING

Gregg C. Montgomery, Hinsdale, Dl., assignor to latcmational
Hanrester Co., Chicago, Dl.

FUed Not. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,696

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D12—176

276,034

MOTOR TRICYCLE
AUo MaUta, and Masahiro Wataaabe, both of Tokyo, Japan, 276,037

assignon to Honda Gften Kogyo KaboshiU Kaisha, Tokyo, VEHICLE STEERING WHEEL KEYBOARD HOUSING
<'*'" Gregg C Montgomery, Hinadale, DL, assignor to International

FUed JbL 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,776 Harrcster Co., Chicago, Dl.

Oalffls priority, appUcMioa Japan, Feb. 5, 1982, 57'4680 FUed No?. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,695
Term of patent 14 yean Term of pateat 14 yean

UAa D12-110 UAa D12-177
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276,038 «IM A4a
FACE FOR VEHICLE STEERING WHEEL KEYBOARD JETRraOCTSHIP

™^^1.";/2L^;^"'^*'^ FlWJ«.14,1980.S«.No.lIl^

U&CLDU—177 UAaD12-343

276,039

AUTOMOTIVE INSTRUMENT PANEL
Kiyodd Tuaka, Shiojiri, Japu, iMdgDor to Epgon Corpontioii,
NaguM aad KaboUU Kaisha Snwa ScfluMha, Tokyo, both of,
Japan

FIM Apr. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 3<M52
ClaiBM priority, appUcatioa Japan, Oct «, 1981, 56/44232

Tcnn of patort 14
U.S.a 012^192

276,042

CONNECTOR HOUSING
Yasaham Mortal, Snioka; Yoahfo Ito, Yokkaidd, and Atsoshi

Sakatani, Matraiaka, aU ofJapan, anignort to Tokai Electric
Wire Co., Ltd., YokkakU, Japan

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 352,459
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Ang. 31, 1981, 56>38419

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D13-24

*nr"
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276,040

VEHICLE OPERATOR'S STATION
Gren C MontgonMry, HInidale, Dl., anignor to latematioaal

Har?eeter Co.,nifagff, IlL

Filed Not. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,699
Tern of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D12-192

276,043
MICROPHONE STAND DETACHABLE TRAY OR THE

LIKE
Marcel Fitzner, 1672 Cerro Gordo, aad Vesta P. Pinndl, Jr.,

P.O. Box 2894, both of, Saate Fe, N. Mcz. 87501
Contlnaation.|a-part of Scr. No. 273,345, Jan. 15, 1981, Pat No.
Dee. 272,532. HiIs application Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371^34

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S. CL D14—13

October 23rT984s^ U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1849

MnalH. K.iM^i T-ii?V°®'*^iP" ^ -. «. HOUSING FOR A TELEPHONE
oSiS^-W^Sir' ""*^ ^ "^"^ ^^'^'^ ^^^^ ^ ^^*^^ "•"'•^ NJ.; Jerome M. Gotway; Norri.Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 16, 1982, Ser. No. 379,689
Claiaia priority, application Japan, No?. 19, 1981, 56-51484

Tmn of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D14-30

R. Hall, both of Indianapolis, Ind., and John N. McGarrey,
Drexel HIU, Pa., assignon to ATAT BeU Uboratorics, Mar-
ray Hill, NJ.

Filed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 455,888
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. a. D14—60

\

276,045 276,087
LOUDSPEAKER MOWING MACHINE

Manabn Kawacfai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electronic Koaichi Sasaki, Saitama, Japan, assignor to Honda GOwa
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan Kogyo Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,192 FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,841
Oalns priority, appUcatlon Japan, Dec. 17, 1981, 56-55970; Claims priority, appUcation Japaa, Sep. 16, 1981, 56-40939

Dec 17, 1981, 56-55971 Term of patcat 14 yean
Term of pateat 14 yean U.S. Q. D15—14

U.S.a.D14-30
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REFRIGERATED CABINET FOR BEVERAGE cSSSa
FV«U.I.H«ri..LondoJ?S3^

KolcMSod., Tokyo. J.p«.. .«,g„or to Ricoh Company. L^
Middlesex, EaglMd ^ FUed Jul. 26. 1982. Ser. No. 401.732

m , ^^r .. l''*.*'
^' ^°- ^'*'^*^ C«tais priority. appUcatloii Japui. Jan 29 1982 S7.3MiCtalms priority, application United Wnadon.. Apr. 24. 1981.

^' Zm of^M4 yS«
' * ^^

UAa.D16-l
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. a. D1S-.86

276.051

ELECTRONIC COPYING MACHINE
MIkio Kosako, and Shigeaki Hayashl. both of Osaka. Japan.

assignors to Sharp Corporation. Osaka. Japan
Filed Jun. 10. 1982. Ser. No. 386.965

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D16—31

276.049
PACKAGE FOR FROZEN LIQUIDS

Jan Folkraar, Boddlngevej 87B "\ 2800 Lyngby, Denmark
FUed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,620

Galms priority. appUcatlon Denmark, Mar. 31, 1981. 406/81
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D15—90
276,052

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT PAPER MAGAZINE WITH
MULTI-POSITION HANDLE

John A. Wedel, Mendota Heights; Larry M. Kaijala. New Hope,
and Gerald R. Bowe. Blaine, all of Minn., assignors to Pako
Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn.

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360.800
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D16—33

OCTOBER 23. 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 18S1

^!SST:';?^'^'^S5H2^^
americanfamilyto^panelorsimilar

^*^'lSSli,!!n''SS^N'!!1SS''"-''^ J~j5G.Gn«^127BeiS£'S,PlttsfleW,Ma.s.O^^

UAa D18-7
^ ^^'^"- ™« •PPUcatlon Jan. 18, 1984, Ser. No. 552,784

Term of patent 14 years
U.S.a D21—25

fr=^-

276,054

PARALYTIC COMMUNICATION BOARD
UVal M. Pitts, 4260 N. 650 E., Pro?o, Utah 84601

Filed Jnn. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,793
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D19-S9

276.056

AcnvrrY toy or the like
Yasnsl ChatanI, Tokoroiawa, Japan, assignor to Kawada Co.
Ltdn Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec 30, 1961. Ser. No. 335.946
Oaiffls priority. appUcatlon Japan. Sep. 11. 1981. 56<^9956

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D21—59
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„__ TOY DRUM SET TOY MOTORCYCLE

"^"^•STiS^. 1982,5.. No. 343.758 ^^;^^^^ ^ ^ UL...^ .^£,

U.S. a. D21—134

O^

276,058

TOY COASTER
Garry W. C Rogm, 402 Kiridkld St, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

ijt'

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,827
Term of patent 14 yean

VS.a D21-78

276,061

TOY VEHICLE HUB
Mel Mednick, New City, N.Y., anignor to LJJ<. Toys, Ltd-
New Yoric, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,835
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S. a. D21—141

4-*^
I _

4-^

276,059

TOY MOTORCYCLE
Manrin SmoBar, Northbrook; Keith Pattenon, Oak Park, and
RoaaM Uedtkc, Addison, aU of IlL, assignon to Kidco. Inc.
BeMenrillc DL

Filed JbL 13, 1982, Ser. No. 395,961
Term of patent 14 yean

U.S.a D21-134 276,062

BALANCE EXERCISER
F^ank S. Dennis, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor to Molded Prodocts
Gompnny, Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,129
Termofpntentl4yean

U.S. CL D21—193

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1853

MOLDEDBROOMHEAD^USEONABROOMBALL FIREPLACE hSSSSg APPLUNCE

"sSoSnir^Til^S"-^-^^"-- '^^^S'^'^::^^

;^'^^^Si?S,SrSe. NO. 197,190 ""^eL^'iT'iryeS-
'"'^'^

Claims priority, application Canada. Jan. 3, 1980, 03^)6404 UAaD23-95
'•™°'»*«^ »*y««

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S. a. D21~210

276,064

HANDLE FOR A SANITARY FTITING
Henry M. Stairs, Jr.. Neshaaic. NJ., assigaor to Ameriam

Standard Inc. New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,018
Term of potent 14 yean

U.S.a D23-28

276,067

OIL HEATEX
276,065 Daisakn Mori, Nara, and Seiichi Sakakibara, Osaka, both of

HANDLE FOR A SANITARY FimNG ^'f^ assignon to Matsnshita Electric ladnstrial Co., Ltd.,

Henry M. Stairs, Jr., Box.70DBIaekpointRd.,NeshanicNJ. Osaka, Japaa

08853 FDed Ang. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,643

FDed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,019 ^^1*^ priority, applicatioB Japan, Feb. 12, 1981, 56-5315

Term of patent 14 yenn Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D23-28 U-S.a D23-121
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27«.068 276,071
OTL HEATER MEDICAL SAMPLER DEVICE

Ddtakn Mori, and Yoaidii TakiJiaslii, both of Na«, Japu, Don Malinoff, GraiuMfai Hills, Qdlf^ assignor to Cnhnre Tek
asignon to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd, Osaka, Corporation, Granada Hills, Calif.
'***" FUed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,472

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,792 Termrf patelit 14 ye«
Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 19, 1982, 57-7131 U.S. Q. D24—31

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D23—121

276,069

OIL HEATER
Daisaku Mori, and Youichi Takahashi, both of Nara, Japan,

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Cd., Ltd., Osaka,
Japan

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,793
dains priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 19, 1982, 57-7132

Term of patent 14 years
VJS.a D23—Ul

276,072

THIN ABSORBENT PAD
Howard A. Whitehead, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Kimberly-

Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

FOed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,908
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D24—51

THIN ABSORBENT PAD
276,070 Howard A. Whitehead, Appleton, Wis., assipior to Kimberly-

HOUSING FOR AN EVAPORATOR UNIT OF A SPLIT Clark Corporation, Neenh, Wis.

SYSTEM AIR CONDITIONER FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,910

William Giles, 9151 Central, Apt. "C*, Garden Gro?e. Cklif. Term of patent 14 years

92643 U.S.aD24-51
FOed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,007

Term of patent 14 years

VS,a D23-141

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 18SS

276,074 276,077
FOLDABLE SAWHORSE BUILDING BLOCK

Robert P. Wagrter, Easton, Md., assignor to Black A Decker John N. Rassias, 33 SE. Fourth St, Boca Raton, Fla, 33432, and
Inc., Newark, Del. CecUy M. dark, 565 Park A?e., New York, N.Y. 10021

FUed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,251 FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,883
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D25—67 VJS. Q. D25—91

276,075

BUILDING BLOCK
John N. Rassias, 33 SE. Fourth St, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432, and

CecUy M. Clark, 565 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,069

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D25—89

276,078

BUILDING BLOCK
John N. Rassias, 33 SE. Fourth St, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432, and
CecUy M. Clark, 565 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,446

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D25~91

276,076

BUILDING BLOCK
John N. Rassias, 33 SE. Fourth St, Boca Raton, Fla. 33432, and

CecUy M. Claric, 565 Park Ave New York, N.Y. 10021

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,448

Term of patoit 14 years

U.S. CI. D25-89

276,079

MULTI-PURPOSE LANTERN
Lap-Kwan Cheng, Hmig Kong, Hong Kong, assignor to Hang Ho

Industrial Co. Limited, Kowloon, Hong Kong
FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,274

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct 7, 1981,

1002888

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D26—42

452-229 O.G.-84-I6
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TORCH Z7©,083

_. - U& O. D26—"IIM
TcrnofptteotHyean

U^aD26-4S

On Bella

BUILDING BLOCK
Jota N. RMriM, 33 SE. Fourth St, Bom futon, Fla, 33432, .ml

Cacfly M. Ctark, 565 Pirk Ate^ New York, N.Y. 10021
PPed Sep. 29, 1W2, Ser. No. 432,994

Term of patent 14 yean
VS.a D25-«9

27C083
BUILDING BLOCK

C«dly M. Oark. 5«5 Park Are.. New York, N.Y. 10021
FIM Sep. 29, 1902, Ser. No. 42M84

Tern of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D25-91

27C0M
PULSATOR ATTACHMENT FOR A HAIR DRYER

Doaglae G. Long, Lombard, HL, aasigBor to Saabeam Cbrpora*
tkm, Chicago, m.

Filed JbL U, 1901, Ser. No. 282,680
Term of pateat 14 yeara

VS.a D28-18

October 23, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1857

276,085 276,087

.., .. r. ,K_^
FIREUGHTER COSMETIC CONTAINER

KieU G. Ostman, Jonkoping, Sweden, assignor to Intermatch Ben Kotynk,. Jr., East Northport, N.Y., assignor to Primary
S.A., Switaerland Development Group, New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,048 FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,619
Claims priority, application Sweden, Jul 7, 1981, 81-1533; Term of pateat 14 yean

JuL 21, 1981, 8M611 UA Q. D28-79
Term of patoit 14 yean

U.S. a. D27->30 /

^

276,088

COMBINED DENTAL FLOSS HOLDER AND
TOOTHPICK

Alex B. Y. Fong, 3613 Pahoa Arcn Honolulu, Hi. 96816
FUed Dec. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 435^93

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S. CL D28-64

TiTpTmr*^^

276,086

CURLER/STYLER
Robert O. Ernest, Oak Park, and Douglas G. Long, Lombard,

both of Dl., assignon to Sunbeam Corporation, Oak Brook,

m.
FUed JuL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,385

Term of patoit 14 yean
U.S.a D28-35

276,089

STORAGE RACK FOR ROLL PAPER PRODUCTS
John E. Hutehins, 249 S. Hwy. 101, Suite 365, Solaaa Beach,

Calif. 92075

FUed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,063

Term of patent 14 yean
U.S.a D34-21
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27d,090 276,092
CONTAINER FOR CARRYING ARTICLES COMBINED COIN TRAY AND MASSAGE DISPLAY

DtTid L GibMB, Toronto, Canada, anignor to Nastier Canada, DEVICE
Inc, Ontarto, Canada ^ ^ ^. '^«* ^- ^* ^ew York, N.Y, assignor to Ledan, Inc, New

Filed Not. 16, 1979, Ser. No. 94,946 Yorli, N.Y.

IT e ^ wx*A_^*
'^*™ "' '**^* ** ^^*" ™«* ''""• *•» ^^^ Ser. No. 391,538

U.S. CL D34—43 Term of patent 14 years
U.S. CL D99—34

i 276,093
' SAVINGS BANK

Helge Ryyarden, Prestegardsyeien 12, N*7000 Trondheim, Nor-
way

276,091 Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,160

CASKET TRIMMING C^l>in» priority, appUcation Norway, Aug. 20, 1980, 61267
Francis R. Christian, River Forest, U., assignor to The Merit _.

I**™ o^ Patent 14 years

Company, Park Ridge, m.
Filed Aog. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,628

Term of patent 14 years

VS. a. D99-8

U.S.aD99—35

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 23rd DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

Aaltonen, Olavi A.; Malmstrom, Rolf E.; Nermes, Esko O.; and Tuo-
minen, Tapio K., to Outokumpu Oy. Apparatus for the separation of
lead from a sulfidic concentrate. 4.478,394, a. 266-162.000.

Aarts, Petrus J. J.; Fleck, Harald; and Kocsisek, Karl, to U.S. PhUips
Corporation. Mounting for a head drum of a helical scan recorder.
4.479,157, a. 360-104.000.

AB Asea-Atom: See—
Andersson, Ingmar, Borrman, Bo; Fredin, Bo; and Nylund. Olov,

4,478,786, Q. 376444.000.
AB Casco: See—

Helgesson, Oote; Mansson, Bjom; and Wallin, NUs-Hakan,
4,478,966. CI. S24-13.000.

AB Statens Skogsindustrier: See—
WesUing, Anders W., 4,478,891. Q. 427-317.000.

AB Volvo Penta: See-
Brandt, Lennart; and Pichl, Heinz, 4,478,S8S, O. 440-112.000.

Abe, Akira, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Method for measuring silver

ion concentration in a solution. 4,478,943, CI. 436-80.000.

Abolins, Visvaldis; Axelrod, Robert J.; and Shu, Peter H., to General
Electric Company. Polyphenylene ether resin blends reinforced with
finely divided particulate clay of narrow size distribution. 4,478,970,

a. S24-12S.000.

Abolins, Visvaldis; Goossens, John C; Holub, Fred F.; and Lee, Gim
F., Jr., to General Electric Company. Composition comprising co-
polymers of a vinyl aromatic compound and an unsaturated cyclic

anhydride and impact improvers. 4,478,979, CI. 525-68.000.

Abys, Joseph A., to AT&T Bell Laboratories. Silver plating procedure.
4,478,691, CI. 204-43.00R.

Ackermann, Wilhehn; and Langlitz, Karlheinz, to Mannesmann Aktien-
gesellschaft. Tilt drive for metallurgical vessels. 4,478,102, CI.

74-410.000.

Adachi. Takeshi; Takeshita, Tetsuo; and Matsuda, Itsuaki, to Showa
Denko K.K. Method for treating electrolytic diaphragm. 4,478,680,

a. 162-103.000.

Adachi, Tutomu: See—
Shinoda, Masamitu; Tanaka, Ikuo; Yasuda, Tadahiko; Nakajima,

Isao; Adachi, Tutomu; and Ikeda, Giichi, 4,478,995, Q.
536-46.000.

Adair, Peter J.; Hobczuk, Michael P.; Kingsbury, Paul I.; and Nelson,
John W., to Coming Glass Works. Embedding material useful in

preparing glass-ceramic products. 4,478,641, Q. 106-110.000.

Adams, John F. Collapsible carrier. 4,478,429, Q. 280-655.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen, Hans
A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, to Novo Industri A/S.
Method of treating plant polysaccharides. 4,478,854, CI. 426-12.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen, Hans
A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, to Novo Industri A/S.
Production of purified vegetable protein. 4,478,856, CI. 426-46.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen, Hans
A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, to Novo Industri A/S.
SPS, SPS-ase and method for producing SPS-ase. 4.478.939, CI.
435-200.000.

Adolph Coors Company: See—
Thompson, Roger A., 4,478,336, G. 209-588.000.

Adrian, Klaus; and Rosch, Gunter, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft.

Liquid oxidative desizing agent and process for oxidative desizing.

4,478,737. CI. 252-186.250.

AEL Microtel, Limited: See—
Sewerinson, Ake N., 4,479,256, CI. 455-265.000.

Aeritalia-Societa Aerospaziale Italiana-per Azioni: See—
Capuani, Alfredo, 4,478,378. CI. 244-12.500.

Aetna Bearing Company: See—
Dagiel, Richard T., 4,478,325, a. 192-98.000.

AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Bauer. Walter. 4,479,232, Q. 378-187.000.

AGFA-Gevaert N.V.: See—
De Roo, Pierre R.; Gilliams, Yvan K.; and Van Gijsel, Francine,
4.478.923.0.430-110.000.

Van Gossum. Lucien J.; Marien, August M.; De Winter, Walter F.;

and Van Thillo, EUenne A., 4,478,907, CI. 428-327.000.

Ahn, Hongsik, to Intertherm Inc. Furnace having water vapor-con-
densing secondary heat exchanger. 4,478,206, CI. 126-99.00A.

Ainswortti, Anthony T.; and Smith, David G., to Beecham Group
Limited. Secondao' amines, their preparation and use in pharmaceuti-
cal compositions. 4,478,849, CI. 424-285.000.

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.: See—
Bechara, Ibrahim S.; and Mascioli, Rocco L., 4,478,959, CI.

521-124.000.

Air Structures International, Inc.: See—
Fraioli. Donato M., 4.478.012, CI. 52-2.000.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Akashi. Tohru; and Watanabe, Yutaka, 4,478,897, a. 428-31.000.

Hashimoto, Nobuyuki. 4,478,436, CI 285-137.00R.
Aizawa, Hitomi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha. Chattering pre-

ventive circuit. 4,479,065. CI. 307-247.00R.
Ajinomoto Company Incorporated: See—

Ogino, Keizo; Takehara, Masahiro; Miyoshi, Takeshi; and Sagawa,
Koichiro, 4,478,734, Q. 252-117.000.

Akai, Shin-ichi, to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Inc. Method of pro-
ducing GaAs single crystals doped with boron. 4,478,675, CI.

156-605.000.

Akashi, Tohru; and Watanabe, Yutaka, to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha.
Compound molding. 4,478,897, 01. 428-31.000.

Akerberg, Denis W., to QO Chemicals, Inc. Furan Resin coated aggre-
gate. 4,478,269, CI. 164-21.000.

Akisue, Osamu; Hatae, Seiryo; Toki, Hiroaki; Nakazawa, Kichi; and
Wakako, Atsuhiro, to Nippon Steel Corporation. Method for produc-
ing a cold-rolled steel sheet having excellent formability. 4,478,649,
CI. 148-12.00C.

Akiyama, Hirshumt: See—
Tanouchi, Masatoshi; and Akiyama, Hirshumi, 4,478,723, CI.

210-674.000.

Akiyama, Koji, to Yaesu Musen Q>., Ltd. Superheterodyne circuit

having variable bandwidth and center frequency shift fiinction.

4,479,257, CI. 455-266.000.

Aktiebolaget Bofors: See—
Ohisson, Johnny, 4,478,350, CI. 220-436.000.

Alar Engineering Corporation: See-
White, Harold R.; and Doncer, Alex J., 4,477,939, O. 15-246.500.

Albanese, Andres, to AT&T Bell Laboratories. Conference circuit.

4,479,212, CI. 370-62.000.

Alber, Franz. Fluid coupling for hollow rotary member. 4,478,247, Q.
137-580.000.

Albert, Karmen D. Animal excrement removal device. 4,478,448, Q.
294-l.OBA.

Alder-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen, Hans
A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, to Novo Industri A/S.
Production of purified vegetable protein. 4,478,940, CI. 435-209.000.

Alexander, Robert P.; Pichia, Robert J.; and Dauksch, Stephen P., to

Motorola, Inc. P.C. Board mounting method for surface mounted
components. 4,477,970, CI. 29-837.000.

AlexefT, Igor: See-
Bailey, J, Milton; AlexefT, Igor; and KreidI, Werner H., 4,479,103;

CI. 335-729.000.

Alfft-Lflv&l AB: S€C^
Andersson, Kjell, 4,478,156, Q. 108-53.100.

Alfranseder, Josef: See—
Rebsdat, Siegfried; Mayer, Sigmund; and Alfranseder, Josef,

4,478,948, CI. 502-25.000.

Alkor GmbH KunststofFverkauf: See—
Landler, Josef; and Mayr, Max, 4,478,660, CI. 156-78.000.

Allen, Ernest R. Door jamb leveler. 4,478,016, CI 52-126.100.

Allen, Robert J., to Prototech Company. lonizable reducing and oxidiz-

ing gaseous supply means and process for catalytic barriers and
electrodes. 4,478,696, CI. 204-105.00R.

Allied Corporation: See—
Fanelli. Anthony J.; and Price, Alson K., 4,478,987, Q. 526-97.000.

Allor, Douglas R. Three dimensional electrocardiograph. 4,478,223, G.
128-699.000.

Almeida, Ronald P.: See—
Waite, Robert J.; and Almeida, Ronald P., 4,478,469, a. 339-

17.0LC.

Almenara, Manuel A., to Medichem, S.A. Process for the prep«ratioa
of 4-hydroxy-2-methyl-2H- 1,2-benzothiazine-3-carboxamide- 1,1-

dioxides. 4,478,996, CI. 544-49.000.

Alps Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Shimizu, Yutaka; Imura, Junichi; and Henmi, Shoichi. 4,479,106,

CI. 338-160.000.

Yoshisato, Akiyuki, 4,479,091, CI. 329-122.000.

Althouse, John E. Standing wave ratio and power meter. 4,479.087, Q.
324-58.00B.

Aluminum Company of America: See—
Christini, Roy A.; Rolles, Rolf; Bowman, Kenneth A.; and Ballain,

Marlyn D., 4,478,637, a. 75-67.00R.
Ray, Siba P., 4,478,693, CI. 204-64.00R.
Schoener, Ronald C; King, Larry K.; Knap, Lester L.; and Kloap,

Nicholas, 4,478,600, CI. 23-313.0FB.
Alza Corporation: See-

Shell, John W.; and Gale, Robert M., 4,478,818, Q. 424-14.000.

Alzhanov, Tleubai M.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko,
Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
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rtM v.; Bykov. Vladimir I.; Kipclukvaev. Aleundr D.; and

* ^^J""^";
Al«««ndr N.. 4.478,633. O. 71.37.000.

Aimno, Yothikuu: Ste—

AMAX Inc.: Sm—
* °™y*^ Willittn L.. 4.479.037, a. I9|.3«.00O.
Ambenon. Paul E., to National Steel Corporation. Method of and
* Jf5!!? 1?

'*" .**'P S**^"* o'****' «"P- M78.892, a. 427-320.000
Amerace COrporatxm: Ste—

**1!2J^'JK*^ **•' "** Montalbano. Anthony J., 4,478.769, CI.
204*1.QUO.

American Can Company: See—
O'Sullivan, Eileen F.. 4.478,663, CI. 156.203.000.

American Cyanamid Company: See—

AJSS^!!!?Ifi^^ Robert D., 4,478,991. Q. 526.287.000.
American Hoisl A Derrick Company: See—

Dehgo, Pierre C. 4.478,340, a. 212.253.000.
American Optical Corporation: See—

'*M^8.i73.a.^4!73oSiio.'*'"''^
""

'

"^ '^'"«"«'«' ^ "•

Amermac Inc.: See—
Greene, Aubrey E.. 4,478.081. a. 73-487.000

^^IIS.Sr^; •*' ^"^^ S.A.. Fabriquei d'Ebauchea. Device for

SSStoS "• • "*"'*' mtermittently. 4,478.522, CI.

AMP Incorporated: See—
CheiT^ Hitesh; and Werner. Walter M.. 4.478,479. a. 339-

Fruchard. Chailet; and Joly, Jean C. 4,478.470. O. 339.74.00R
Lockard. Joseph L.. 4.478.588. Q. 445-22.000.
Look, Rjiymond J.. 4.478.778. CI. 264-146.000.
Ohaon, Billy R. 4.478,471. a. 339.74.00R.

T^^l^'^^i r* T^'*.""'.
^"^^ J

•
«o Micro Component

Anderson Company of Indiana, TTie: See—

A^^'"' "^^ M., 4,477,940, a. 15-250.350.

iSS^OOR^ ' ''*'"* multiplyiiig archery bow. 4,478,202, a.

iSSSSa^^MMlA^sS^!^'^^
"" ''™"*^ *'*^*'^' '' °- •*2-3.O0O.

^'SSSixS*"'^*
*** ^*'*™*"' °"«^ A- M78,141, CI.

Aiidenaon, b^gmtr Borrraan. Bo; Fredia, Bo; and Nylund, Olov. to AB

^SS?:!^ 1*52!?= «* Zmn, Nih, to Flakt Aktiebolag. Method ofvraahtog cylmder pockets in a cylinder dryer and ibparatuTfor
^^SI-!^^^ "«*«'• M77,983, a. 34-1 14 000.

"•*""" '*"

OiSmW' '** ^''•'^'^ ^^ Nestable load carrier. 4.478,156.

Aadtov Makottj, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Optical device

35W57000**
"*^* "** ponton restriction means. 4,478,492. a.

Ando, Yujiro: See—

AodJRtaSS:*!^"*'' ^"^' *'*^''"°' °- ^''••'•«»-

Saito. Hidefumi; Hayashi. Munehiro; Mitani. Hisaahi: Isaka.
^^JJ'g2JjJ_^«loh,Masanao. 4,478.046, CI 625Soa

AndUfoSiy^SjL'**
^*''*' *"•"• •'»'*^ a 156-380.100.

Pittioo, Philippe; Andre. Ouy; Souillard, Gerald; J'espere. Jean-

Andreiri5r?Si2!"**'
^"^ *.*78.381, Q. 248-71.oS^

A«d2?j'aiS2L?^
Andreae. Karl, 4,479,15a CI. 358-310.000.

'*43S:ilt^.&365"SR' °^' "•= "" '^"*"«' ^"-«'

^!!I:!l^'*!i?**™' 5l*!^': "^ *•«*«•* Hans, to ITT ladustriet

A^KSS^'lJr*"!^^ '«""« device. 4,478,004, a.T^JJSS)
^^5^ "E? * Chemical Co., Inc.: See—

AJiSrk^^*ii!^f!S^J\^'^' •*78.926, a. 430.178.000.

^M?^J3^ S?2^^ *^"''*^ «*» Aspera S.p.A. ComptesMr

Aagua Chemical Company: See—
Hunsucker, Jerry M., 4,478.597. a. 8-181.000.

Aoki, Akira: Si»—
Yano, Nobuyuki; Kotera, Takuro; Aoki, Akira; and Utaaawa.

ToshK), 4.478.053, a. 62-262.000.
^^ UM«iwa,

Aoki, Hanimi: Sar—

Aoki, Shinichi: See—

'^9«:^4i65mSoo''^''^ "*• '"^'*^ Takehisa.

Aoki. Tadamichi: See—

^SS9"f,7,'S^ftS!b
''^'^ "^ ^«"' ^"«^

Aoki. Takaahi: Si»~

**Ss5S!b^*^
""*^ ^'''*^ "** ^°'* '''''•*^ 4.478.507. a.

Aono, ToaUaki: Sf*—

'*i%Jsr^'iSl^^ ^""' ""-"^^ •«• Sato, Ko«.,
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Aoyagi, Hiroshi: 5^e—

* Ti^' '!?r°''
"* Aoy^' Hiroshi, 4,478,772, a. 264-22 000

Frank C; Wolf. Sylvan; Peterson. CarlR.; Gauzia. Harry J^ndItozler. John C. to United States of America. S^. MWIe delTv-
. Sf^ "P'"V* "o""**

•>»»*"• .478.148, a. 102-390.000.APX Group, Inc.: Sfe—
Harter. Donald P., 4,478,310, Q. 181-241.000

Arakawa, Hideki: See—

ArJI'*"AwU'^'S?°= •"»? A'»i»*«' Hideki, 4,479,126, a. 340-825.860.

8M63.0CO
""* overcenter linkage. 4,478,114, Cl!

Arends. Andrew G.; and Arends, Gary W. Compressed air mterin.
apparatus. 4.478.619. CI. 5^3I6.000.

^"«"P«»o «r nitenug

Arends, Gary W.: See—

^'SSih.So^'^ °' "^ ^"^ °^ ^- •^W". CI.

Ares. Roland A.: 5k—

'^4'iai~cn'2-{i3:oS?
^"^ ""' '^ '^°^' ""^^ 0-.

Ana, Stephen A.; Measures, John C; and Barker David to M>r.

^l!^.^,t'r.F'
'° ^'^^ Sy**™ '«=• Mixtures of polyacrylate

AHrE^SS^ls^kTo'rSj:^
~'«''^- •^»-'«>. cTsSSHo^.

^IS'l.OOo"*"'^'^'
"** Strinning, Olof B. S.. 4.478.855, a.

Armco Inc.: See—
Littmann. Martin F.. 4.478,653, Q. 148-1 1 1.000.

Armour Pharmaceutical Company: S^—
Bloom, James W.. 4.478.825. Q. 424-101.000
LM<W)uni. Ricardo H.; Yue, Robert H.; Farb. David L- and

a™.«^'°''2?' ?f?^ '^- •*78.M9. CI. 424.177.000.
'

Armstrong World Industries, Inc.: See—
Oren, Jess W., Ill, 4,478,092, CI. 73-862.550.

Amaud, Elmer J.: See—

A»**5"^'^^ ,*"** A"»«xl. Elmer J., 4.478,549, a. 414-537.000Amaudeau. Marcel, to Institut Francais du Petrole. Device for aepanu.

2"li%.'[a^'"*
""^ °' *^*^* '^^ grtviSMTBjTa.

Arnold. David H.: See—

'^'sNiSioo*^'
'^' "** ^°'* °"^ "•• •'«•«». CI.

Arnold. Jack A., to Stanley Aviation Corporation. Redundant seal riascoupling assembly. 4,478.439, CI. 28^34O.000
~""'*"* *" ™»

Ams, James A.: See—

Aro^^S.iSr&.'S.^ '"^ ^- *'*'»'*'°' °- '»-'«"°

Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

"^TmSooo^****"'
"^ ^y*«* Hirshumi, 4.478,723. Q.

Asahi Ko^u Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: 5^—

'^cS5783oo^' ^°^ "*™^ '^ S"*^ '^°-*'' •''•OW.

Suniki, Shinichi, 4,479,052, Q. 250-2 14.00R.

^—S^i*** *'"Ji"'°«o OP«w^ Co.. Ltd. Adapter fbr coupling acamera with an endoscope. 4.478.212. Q. 128.6!oOO.
*

Asayama. Yoshaki, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Kannaa'svortex street flow meter. 4,478.087. Q. 73461.220.
'**™" »

. ASEA AB: See—
Nilsson, Jan. 4.478.789, Q. 419.49.00a

ASEA Aktiebolag: See—

. ...?«»«. Bertil. 4.478,273, a. 164.468.000.
Ashikau, koichi: See—

AshiSSi.^'r&l^*'^ """"^ *'*^'°"' °- ^2^"^«»-

"™85"3*7.00O*''"*
**' "^ °*'**^ '^'*^ '••• *•"•<». a.

^.•.^^''''. * • '° ?"**"* Motor Company. Enhanced spark energy
distnbutorless ignition system (A). 4,478,201, a. 123.620000

Aspera S.p.A.: See

—

Andrione. Norbert; and BandoU. Fulvio, 4.478,559. a. 417-368.000.
Asiecn, Inc.: See—

AsukfsA ^!!" ^ •

"^ '^™"' ****" ''"•• *'*^'°33. a. I79-2.5ia

^^MWW.^Oo"*"*
*^ ****"'^ Abdumhman N.. 4»478,739. Q.

ATAT Bell Laboratories: See—
Abys. Joseph A., 4,478,691. Q. 2O4.43.00R.
Albanese. Andres, 4,479,212. Q. 370.62.000.
Bagley, Brian G., 4,478,488, CI. 350.96.230.

^„^"i?l5?''^./^?X<l;M«ouf.MohamedA.;Vancil. .

Paul W.; and Winchell, David P., 4.479.21 1, a. 370-62.000
Benjamin. James M., 4,478.103. Q. 74.425!o0o!

''^«*'-

Chin, Aland K.; and Dutt, Bulusu V., 4,477,964. a. 29-572.000
Embree, MUton L., 4,479,066, CI. 307-350000.
Falconer, David D., 4,479.092, CI. 329-145.000.

'^M?9,K'S'3lii9SaS^ ^ '•' "** ^•^'^ ^'

"a.' SSafajo*"*"
***'*^' •** '^"^"' ^-"^ '^- M79.I95.

Holzhauer, Norman H., 4,479.115, Q. 340-611.000.
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Knunbeck, Robert H.; and Shoji, Masakatu, 4,479,216. Q.
371-61.000.

Prabhu. Vasant K.; and Steele, Raymond, 4,479,226, a. 375-1.000.

^^i??.'. ""*" ^' «' ^oodt, Gordon D., 4.479.122. CI.
340*825.060.

ATAT Technotogies, Inc.: See—
Zado. Frank M.. 4,478.650, Q. 148.23.000.

Atchison. Topeka and Sanu Fe Railway Company: See—
Cena, Lawrence; and Mason, Ted D., 4.478,155, a. 10^355.000.

Atencio, Leroy G.: See-
Morris, Christopher L.; Idzorek. George C; and Atencio. Leroy

G.. 4,479.059. a. 250.385.000.
Atobe, Maaaaki, to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Multiple phase modulator

for N seu of digital data. 4,479,099, Q. 332.10000.
Atochem: See—

Dessaint, Andre L.; and Lina, Marie-Jose . 4.478,975. Q.
524-871.000.

Atwell. Graham J.: See—
Rewcastie. Gordon W.; Atwell, Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and
Denny. WiUiam A., 4.479.000. Q. 546.23!oOO.

Attdiau, Francois; and Le Fur, Gerard R.. to Pharmuka Labontoires.
3-l2<retra- and Hexa- hydro4-pyridyi>«thyl]-indoles and their use
as medicaments. 4.478.841, Q. 424-263.000.

Auer, Hugo, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Apparatus for filling portions of
loose material into packaging containers. 4,478,262, a. 141-114.000.

Aurian-Blajeni, Benedict: See—
Halmann, Martin M.; Ulman, Mira; and Aurian-Blaieni, Benedict,

4,478,699, Q. 204-158.00R.
Ausait, Steven. Easy opening bag. 4,479,244. Q. 383.63.000.
Autotype International Limited: See—

Sperry. John A.; and Maguire, Dennis D.. 4,478,977, Q. 525.61.000.
Auzet, Christian; Rusch, Daniel; and Chabemaud, Daniel, to I^pies

Telegraphiques & Telepboniques. Process and apparatus for the
synchronization on reception of a signal provided with a synchroni-
zation pattern. 4,479,230 a. 375-108^000.

Avar. G^: See—
Schonfelder. Maafired; Haas. Peter, Avar, Gcza; aad Steiaberger,

Helmut. 4,478.893. a. 427-387.000.
Avibaak Mfg., Inc.: See—

Duran, John A.. 4,478.446. Q. 292-341.180.

Aviles, Henry E; Gregory. Jaae A.; Paaiisidi, Hugo A.; aad Wattea-
barger, Heary E., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Tri-axial force transducer for a nuuiipulator gripper. 4,478.089, Q.
73-8610W.

Axelrod. Robert J.: See—
Abolias. Visvaldis; Axelrod. Robert J.; and Shu, Peter H.,

4.478.970. a. 524-125.000.

Ayusawa. Tadashi; Aoki, Tadamichi; and Nomura, Yutaka. to Mit-
subishi Petrochemical Co.. Ltd. Process for produciag ether com-
pouads by catalytic hydrogeaolysis. 4.479,017, Q. 568413.000.

Azuma, Kazuo, to Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Dimension mea.
suring apparatus. 4,477.978. G. 33-180.0AT.

Azuma, AusaakiiSee^
Matsumura. Shoichi; Hashimoto, Yoshihiko; Fumkawa. Hiroyasu;
and Azuma. Maaaaki. 4,478.982. Q. 525-316.000.

Azuma, Tom; Hazama, Junji; Kawahan, Atsuahi; Hada, Kazunari; aad
Fujii. Norio. to Nippoa Kogaku K.K. Apparatus for detecting the
defect of pattern. 4.479.145, a. 358-106.000

B. F. Goodrich Company, The: See—
Conrady, James A., 4,478.972. Q. 524-388.000.

McOarry. Frederick J.. 4,478.963. G. 523-205.000
Baar. Louis S.. to RCA Corporation. Electrical connector. 4.478.472,
a. 339-75.00M.

Baba, Kiyokazo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Overload-
responsive clutch wparatus for adective conaectioa of two drive
shafte to a siagle dnvea shaft 4.478.320. Q. 192*48.910

Babcock & Wileoi Compaay. The: See—
Broadwater. Robert P., 4,478.783. G. 376-211.000.

Backer, Staaley. Twistiag method aad apparatus. 4,478,037. G.
57-284.000.

Backsteia. Guater, Uager, Haas W.; Guather, Michael; Kaltoeitzer.
Dieter, aad Veldhoea, Headrik, to Rbeiaaietal] GmbH. Uaderwater
detoaatiag device. 4,478,149, G. 102*426.000.

Baooa, Paul A.: See—
Blake, Colia C; Goodall. Charles C O.; aad Bacon, Paul A.,

4,478,714, G. 210.136.000.

Bafico. Michael A.: See-
Rogers, James E.; Wamiak. James S.; Hobrock, Lowell M.; Bafico,
Michael A.; and Scheele. Stephen R.. 4.479,131, G. 343-872.000.

Bagdy, Daaiel: See—
Bajusz, Sandor; Szell aee Haseaohrl, Erzaebet; Barabas. Eva; and
Bagdy. Daaiel. 4,478.745, G. 260*1 12.S0R.

Bagley. Briaa G.. to ATAT Bell Laboratories. laforaiatioa traasaussioa
usiag dispersive optical fibers. 4.478.488, G. 3S0.96.23O

Baguley. Bruce C: See—
Rewcastie. Gordoa W.; Atwell. Graham J.; Baguley. Bruce C; aad
Deaay. WiUiam A.. 4.479.000. G. 546.23.000.

Bailey, David G.: See—
Hopkias, William J.; Sweeaey, Paula C; aad Bailey, David O.,

4,478,728, G. 252-8.570.

Bailey, J. Miltoa; AlexefT, Igor, and Kreidl, Werner H., to Motor
Magnetics Polarized electromagnetic device. 4,479,103, G.
335-229.000.

Bailey, Wilber H., to Camino Laboratories, lac. Artifact detector for

heartbeat rate measuriag system. 4,478.224, G. 128-706.000

Baird. James C; Japikse, Cornelis H.; aad Kussia, Richard F., to
Procter A Gamble Company, The. lastaat coffee cootaiaiag packet
and method of forming. 4,478,858, G. 426-126.000.

Bajusz, Sandor, Srell nee Hasenohri, Eraebet; Barabas, Eva; aad
Bagdy, Daaiel. to Richter Gedeon VMyeszeli Gyar R.T. T-
Butyloxy*carbonyl-D-phenylalanyl-L-prolyT-L-arginine aldehyde
heinisulfate, D-phenylalanyl-L-prolyl-L-arginine aldehyde sulfate
and process for the preparation thereof. 4.478.745. CI. 260-1 12.S0R.

Baker International Corporation: See—
Bowyer, Michael L.. 4.478,288, CI. 166.372.000.

Baker, Lewin T., to General Electric Compaay. Power-bae carrier
communications system with interference avoidance capability.
4.479,215, G. 371-33.000.

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.: See—
Fineberg, Douglas H., 4,478,286, G. 166-324.000.

Baldwin, Dan D., to Nautilus Sports/Medical ladustries, lac. Appara-
tus aad method for exercisiag the abductor or adductor mosdes.
4.478.411. G. 272-118.000.

Ball Corporatioa: See-
Wood, Charles L.; Mues, Gieaa H.; aad Dandt, Stephea W.,

4,478,629, G. 65-163!00O
Ball, WiUiam J.; Pahner, Keith W.; aad Stewart, David G., to British

Petroleum Compaay Liaiited, The. CryMaUiae ainmtaoalicates.
4,478,806, G. 423.328.000.

BaUaia, Marlya D.: See—
Christini, Roy A.; RoUes, Rolf; Bowmaa, Keaaeth A.; aad BaUaia,
Marlya D., 4,478,637, G. 75-67.00R.

Ballard, Ltfry, to Shakespeare Compaay. High temperature eztnided
polyviayl alcohol mooofilameat aad prooeas for the preparatioB
thereof. 4,478,971. G. 524-376.000.

Balordi. Romaao: See—
Ritter. Fraak; aad Balordi, Romano, 4,478,121, G. 83-209.000

Balzer, Dieter; and Koaawig. Kurt, to Chemiscbe Werke Huds, A.G.
Process for extracting oil from a subterranean reaervoir. 4,478.281,
G. 166-274.000.

BandoU, Fulvio: See—
Andrione. Norbert; and BandoU. Fulvio, 4,478,559, G. 417-368.000.

Banes. Alexander J., toG ftW Electric Company. Pyrotechnic current
interrurter. 4.479.105, G. 337-4.000.

Bankert, Ralph A.; and Dumas, David H., to Hercules Incorporated.
Sizing method and sizing composition for use therein. 4.478,682, G.
162-158.000.

Banniak, Eagbert T., Jr.; aad Olson, Gleaa O., to Bodag Compaay,
The. late^ Ughtaiag protection system for composite aircraft skins.

4,479,163, G. 361-218.00).

Banov. MUihaU D.; Oshkin. Anatoly I.; and Cbernyshev, Alcxandr N.,
to ToUyattinaky PoUtekhnichesky Institut Bip^ flexible water*
cooled cable. 4,479,029, G. 174-15.0WF.

Barabas, Eva: See—
Bajusz, Sandor, SzeU nee Hasenohri, Erzsebet; Barabas, Eva; and
Bagdy, Danid, 4,478.745. G. 260-1 12.50R.

Baraona. Cosmo R.; Mazaris, George A.; and Chai, An-ti, to United
States of America, Natioad Aeroaautics and Space Admiaistration.
Screea printed interdigitated back contact solar ceU. 4,478.879. G.
427-85.000.

Barbano. Normand. to GTE Products Corporation. Bi-loop antenna
system. 4.479,127, Q. 343-742.000.

Barbeau, Damien M. M.: See—
Druais, Robert E. J.; and Barbeau, Damiea M. M., 4,478.030 G.

56-60.000.

Barberis, Dario:See—
Casdoae, Earica, aad Barberis, Dario, 4,478,319. G. 188.I70.000.

Barker. David: See—
Ariss, St(»hea A.; Measures, Joha C; aad Barker, David,

4,478,868, G. 426^1.000.
Barmag Barmer MaschiaeafabrUc AG: See—

Schippers. Heiaz; and Hertdl, Siegfried, 4,478.562. G. 418-88.000.
Barnes. AUan F.; aad WaUace, Garence L., to Cookaoa Group |4c.

Prodoctioa of vitreous enamelled substrates. 4,478,884, G.
427-97.000.

Barnes. Derek; Dessens, Jan A. H.; and Roaenberg, George N., to
MacMUlan, Bloedd Limited. Apparatus for Uendmg wood strands
with a liquid resia. 4,478,896, G. 427-421.000.

Barrat, Luc P. Process aad apparatus fbr treatiag teeth. 4,478,510 G.
433-223.000.

Bartera. Rdph E.: See—
Hdaes. Eldon L.; and Bartera, Rdph E, 4,478,21 1, G. 126*433.000.

Barth, Peter, and Blaudszun, Bemd, to Lohmaan GmbH k Ca KG.
Process and apparatus for recovery of solvents. 4,471.686, G.
203-49.000.

Barth, Wayae E, to Pflzer lac. Bis-esters of dkaaediols. 4,478,748. G.
260-245.20R.

Bartur. Mdr; aad Nicolet, Marc, to SoUd State Devices, lac. Tungsten
barrier contact 4,478,881, G. 427-90.000.

BASF Aktiengeadbchaft: See—
Buetbe, Ingolf; Marx, Matthias; Schleier, Gisbert; aad Peters,

Rdahard, 4,478,960 G. 521-160.000.

Distler, Harry; aad Hock, Kari-Ludwig, 4,478,759, G. 260*
465.S0A.

Fischer, Karl; Greaacher, Armia V.; Herr, Maafivd; aad Stroh-
meyer. Max, 4,479,012, G. 568*454.000.

Goertz, Haas-Hdmut; Marciaowski. Stefaa; aad Saaaer, Axd,
4,478.976, G. 525-54.100.

nmer. Aadreas; aad Aadreae. Karl. 4,479,150 G. 358-310.000
Klahr, Eriiard; Rebafka, Wdter; Niaaea, Axd; Tricadt. Woifgaag;
aad Hettche. Albert, 4,479.016, G. 568-606.000.

^^
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^ilfcii'iSISr'
BuichiMnn, Enw; and Zceh. Berad. 4.478,758, CI.

Bmett, Robert T., to WettinghouK Electric Corp, Contact overtravel

?r4i'S5*"' «PP««tm for a vacuum contactor. 4,479,042. CI. 200-
144.00B.

. 1 w. *w«-

Baiquin. Maurice H.: See—

' MrsUiJci-l^a-^SR.'*""
^-^ "" ^'^- ^"*- "•

Baa^ Ann H
;
BIttchak, JefTery O.; Marouf, Mohamed A.; Vancil. PaulWj and WincteU. David F.. to AT4T Bell Laboratories. Method

is.tTs?ii%'?jssar™
"

'
*"**'^ """^"^ •™'«-

Baaturk, Abdurrahman N.: See—
Cojpiard. Jacques; and Basturk, Abdurrahman N., 4,478.739. CI.

BatlivatajPercy P.; and Kommrusch, Richard S., to Motorola. Inc.

aSsS oof
'^ "P"*" **» • """^P"* repeater system. 4,479.245.

Batorewin. Wadim; and Wheeler. Edward L.. to Uniroyal. Inc. Preoa-
ratxM of p-nitroiodiphenylamine. 4.479.008. CI. 564^33.000.

BMti(dh. Jean A.; and Plantard. Dominique, to Isover Saint-Gobain
PTOceas a^apparatus for improving the distribution on a teceiving
device of fiben earned by a gas current 4.478,624, a. 65-4.400.

.!!!I'v5^"*^ ^**^' ^">'»««*; «« Schmidt, Peter, to Robert BoschumbH. control system for an internal combustion engine with exter-
nally supplied ignition. 4.478.186. a. 123-436.000.

Bauer. Walter, to AGFA-Oevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Means for hold-mg X-ray fUms. 4,479,232. a. 378- 1 87.000.

(SSlV
"y^ ^' t"** °*'^ '-M; "<* Ribeyre. Jean-Paul. toScWumbergw Technology Corporation. Pipe gripping apparatus

with uterlockug phtes. 4.478.292. Q. 173.14?0W.
pi»™«««

Bausch * Lomb Incorporated: See—
PanieU. James A., 4,479.032, Q. 178-19.000.

Bavellooi. Franco, to Z. BaveUoni S.P.A. Tool positioning device for

lOOOcS"*
*" '**"* °^ ''**** "•**"^ 4,478.007, CI. 51-

Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Slater, Glenn L.; Weiter. Gerhard H.; Turoff, Robert; and Kitter-

4T8,342ra'?li'S'oS?^'
''-"^-^ *""«»"— '°>'

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—

f"^ .ri,"?«|"i"** °*""' We™«. .78,848, Q. 424-285.000.

2S-3SSSS •
'"'•**^ "** ^""''^ ^™«»' 4,478,751. Q.

^bbe, HansJoachim. 4.479.007. CI. 549-401.000.
MuU«. Fnedbehn,;^and Nickel, Hoist. 4.478.681, Q. 162-140.000.

Bayer, Harmon S.: See—
Venditti. Paul L.; and Bayer. Harmon S.. 4.478. 1 38, a. 98.33.00RBayensche Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft SwL

'••''""•^

MuUer. Rttdi; and Pauly. Axel, 4.478.431, CI. 280-710.000.
Bcasley. Daniel T.: See—

**C?35W»5So**^'
°"^ '^' "** ^^^ ^•'**' ^' '''^'•'«'

^!S2J±i!?!fHj."^ V"»"«. J«n-Pierre, to Societe Alsacienne De
CoMttuctions Mecanmques De Mnlhouse. Device for actuating

S!?^ an9-r«E'^
«d slow .pe«J operation on a loon?

BeclMn. Ibrahim S.; and MascioU, Rocco L., to Air Products andawniaJs, Inc. Ammo and amido divalent metal carboxylates useful

BiSS^te, w'^&'^/'^'i'^IS?*- .78.959. a. 521-124.000.
BwhCT. Heraz-Mai^: Dnndarevski. Christo A.; and Lust. Sigmund.

^a^7V^2??,^1£3^o£~*^-^-•-^«•p2;^
^'S^J^J:\S!!r*T^ Edwjrd L.; and Cameron. David W.. to

M7l5S.a"2?i3nOR''
*****^ of P«-«^« • lined structure.

^tSj'o&.'S SSS.ooo™'*^* ^ ""^"^ f**" "•"

Beckman Instruments. Inc.: See—

'^328"ooa^
*• '^ °°*"^ ""^ °- •*^'05*. CI

Beecham Group Limited: 5^c^
AimwofU^^thony T.; and Smith. David G. 4,478.849, a.

Beil. Valentin: See—

KSt:^.i^8,339: a1lS2?SD0*^
"^" ^ =

"** '^•''*«^'

Bekooy, Jurrianua; Raudenbuach, Werner T.; Stachowiak. Stephen A.
Kootjmana. PBtoB G; and Scholten. Henricus P. R/to^l Oiiumpany. Procoa for the preparation of resinous compounds, com-
pounds

.

t>roduced thereby and their use in thermosetting coating
compositions. 4,478.985. 6. 525-530.000.

* *

"*r^
,^ ^'' ?^' ^^**^ **' •«* "«»«^ Marie R.. to Intema-

o'ss.sss^* Mxra'S2S3?ss!r^
"« °' ~^™^'

Bell and Howell Comnany: Si*—
HeUIHch. David J., 4.479,050, Q. 235-474.00a

October 23. 1984

Belouet, Christian, to Compagnie Generale D'Electricite. Method offabncating polycrystalline silicon strips. 4,478.880. CI. 427-86000
Belt, Roger F.; and Uhrin. Robert, to Litton Systems. Inc. Method for
decreasing radial temperature gradients of crystal growth melts
utilizing radiant energy absorptive materials and cmtal growthchambers comprising such materials. 4.478,676. Q. 15^16.dOR

Bender, Bemd. to Vickers, Incorporated. Electrically controllable
valve assembly. 4.478.245. CI. 137^54.000.

^ controllable

Bendix Corporation, The: See—
Frear, David L.. 4,478.473, CI. 339-89.00M.

8900m'
^"^ °' "** '•*»«"0"' Ann E., 4.478.474. a. 339-

"TeMMW*" ^' "** ^'^orth. John A., 4.479.161. a
Bengeser Geor^ and Ranke, Gerhard, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft
control of carbon monoxide partial pressure in sour aas absoratioti
system. 4,478,799. CI. 423-224!oOO

» '" w«r gas aosorpaon

Benjamin, Jam« Kl to AT4T Bell Laboratories. Worm gear mecha-
nism. 4,478,103, CI. 74-425.000.

*

Benjamin, Mary L.; Dobbs. Robert J.; and Shaffer. Mary E.. to GTE
4"^?^. a.'S7"mboor^ '°' ""^"^ '•'^'y >«^-

Benko. John M. Fifth wheel plate. 4,478.425, Q. 280433.000.

^**??t^c "^i ^^*^ ^^' "<* l^ndheim. Kjell, to Nyegaard ACo. A/S. Substituted pynmid.2-one8, the salts thereof, piodna for

W8.?5??!.'4°2"4S?lSor^"'"*'
compodtion. containing them.

Benner. Lester C: See—

*'S7-10«o"*'
*' "^ ^*™^' ^'•^ ^- •'*•*«' CI.

Benson. Inc.: See—
Doggett, David E., 4,478,480. Q. 350-3.710.

Benzing. J. Paige: See—

^^cTfw^-S'oOo'
^*°^*' ' ^^^ "**^^ ^"^ °' •^W27.

Bercx, Helmut: See—

"°366fi0*ia)0
^^*' """""^^ *"** ®***'' ^o"»^' .78,517. Q.

Berge, Charles T.: See—

BergCT*D;5id'D**&!^
"*^*' °"**' ^

'

*'*'*'''^ CI. 502-1 10.000.

"^w-" 71
000*" ^' "** ^^"' ^"^ °' ^*'"8. a.

Berger. Pierre; and Gelus. Maurice, to Creusot-Loire. Process and
apparatus for hydrolyzing ceUulose material. 4.478,644, Q. 127-1.000

uergveld. Piet: See—
Koning Gerrit; and Bergveld, Piet, 4,478,222, Q. 128-632.000.

Bemeiser, Herwig M. Tool for aiding in thread connecting a spark olue
or other object in place. 4,478,113. a. 81-64.000.

*

Bemier, Claude. Fireplace tongs. 4.478.449, Q. 294-10.000
Berry, Alan D to United Stttes of America. Navy. Low temperatiue

deposition of nickel films. 4,478,890, CI. 427-252.000

4%.f7TciV°1595Sa*"*^
Corpor«io«. Servo«echani«n^

Best Industries, Inc.: See—
Elorriaga. Peter, Jr., 4,478,438, Q. 285-276.000.

CMSsSs 000
^ ^""P""* '™** f*" PO'**"^ *«•««»• .78.2H

Bethlehem Steel Corporation: See—
Larson, Duane B., 4,478,119, Q. 83-42.000.

Bhalla, Ranbir S., to North American Philips Lighting Corp. High
mtensity vapor discharge lamp with sintering aids for elective
emission materials. 4,479.074. Q. 313-628.000.

Bhula, Dilipkumar N.: See—

n ^i^l'J'^ ^ :
"nd Bhula. Dilipkumar N., 4,478,537, a. 405-217.000

oianchi. Massimiliano: See—

Binder. Rolf; and Hanselmann. Daniel, to Rieter Machine Works, Ltd

80?Sr
*" •nd method fbr opening a fiber bale. 4,477,944, CI. 19-

Birdy, Jal N.; and Bhula, Dilipkumar N., to Brian Watt Assodatea. Inc
Arctic caisson system. 4,478,537, Q. 405-2I7.000.

BiKhoff, Didier; Courteheuse. Gerard; and Renaid, Pierre, to Institiit
Francais du Petrole. Process for the hydrotteatinent of hydrocarbons

Bj!f
""P^e^**' *??"***. <*l^y»»

'***• .78,707, Q. 208-157.000.
Bjomholt. John E

,
to Motorola, Inc. Auti)-ba]ance method and appva-

M79S7"'c?l75Tow
"^^ """ " • transmitted spoStrum.

BL Technology Limited: See—

'^isJ'S 71-^.ioa'*''
""^ *•= "^ ^*^ '°»» ''••

Black. WiUiamL.; and Moore. Kenneth L., to United States of Amer-

l^VW ^^^'"^ **'™' fo'^^ propellant gun. 4,478,128, a.

BlackweU. Bemie; Netherwood. Shelley; and Piccolo, Dominick J., to
Warner-Lambert Company. Confections containing stabiliud neo-
permmt oU. 4.478.864. CI. 426-534.000.

^^ *^^

Blake. Colin C; Goodall. Oiarles C. O.; and Bacon, Paul A., to Gba-

Bi2^^i° Pr««»«fd «»«»»« »y«em. 4.478.714. Q. 210-136.000.
Buke. WiUiam W.; and Coutimt. Alan R., to Catapillar Trwtor Co
ni^^* moduUting and reducing valve. 4,478,237, Q. 137-116.300.'
Bianchard. Vernon F. Golf practicing aid. 4.478,422, Q. 273-187.00R
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Blancou, Hubert; Commeyras, Auguste; and Teissedre, Robert, to
Produits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann. Process for the preparation of
fluorinated products. 4.478.760, a. 260-465.700.

Blankenship, Michael G.; and Keck, Donald B.. to Coming Glass
Works. Polarization retaining single-mode optical waveguide.
4.478.489.0.350-96.300.

*

Maschak, Jeffiery O.: See-
Bass, Ann H.; Blaschak, Jeffery G.; Marouf. Mohamed A.; VancU.

Paul W.; and Wtnchell. David F.. 4.479.211, CI. 370-62.000.
Blaudszun, Bemd: See—

Berth, Peter; and Blaudszun. Bemd, 4.478.686. Q. 203-49.000.
Bleeke, William F.. to CTS Corporation. Precision linear potentiometer

sensor. 4.479.107, CI. 338-176.000.

Bloom, James W., to Armour Pharmaceutical Company. Warm ethanol
method for preparation of low fibrinogen antihemophilic factor.

4,478,825, Q. 424-101.000.

Bloss, Wolfgang; and Mohn, Ulrich, to L. A C. Steinmuller GmbH.
Method of treating final products from flue gas desidfurization.
4,478,810, CI. 423-555.000.

BImsfeld, Lothar, to ITT Industries, Inc. Process for manufacturing a
monolithic integrated solid-state circuit comprising at least one bipo-
lar planar transistor. 4,477,965, a. 29-576.00B.

Blue Circle Projectt (Proprietary) Limited: See-
Moore, Richard P., 4.478,726, CI. 210-793.000.

BIy, Kenneth B.; Chmiel, Edward J.; and Martyniuk. Ernest T.. to
General Moton Corporation. Diesel exhaust particulate tru> with
plural fUter tiibes. 4.478.618. Q. 5^314.000.

BMI, Inc.: See—
Dudro. Harry R., Jr.; and Morris, Frank E., 4,478.395. Q.

266-196.000.

Board of Trustees Operating Michigan Sute University: See—
Smucker. Alvin J. M.; McBumey. Shawn L.; and Srivasuva. Ajit

K., 4,478,710. CI. 209-17.000.

Bobik, Carl F.: See—
Huaeby, Irvin C; and Bobik. Carl F., 4.478,785, Q. 264-65.000.

Boden, Richard M.: See—
Belko, Robert P.; Boden, Richard M.; and Hanna, Marie R.,

4,478,743, CI. 252-522.00R.
Boehringer Ingelheim KG: See—

Stahle, Helmut; Koppe, Herbert; Kummer. Wemer. Kobinger.
Walter; and Stockhaus. Klaus, 4,478,844, Q. 424-273.00R.

Boeing Company. The: See—
Bannink. Engbert T.. Jr.; and Olson. Glenn O.. 4.479.163. a.

361-218.000.

Loch. David M.. 4.478,689. Q. 204-14.100.

Boger. Joshua S.: See—
Veber, Daniel F.; and Boger. Joshua S.. 4,478.826. CI. 424-177.000.

Bohrer, Philip J., to Honeywell Inc. Flow sensor. 4.478.076. Q.
73-204.000.

Bohrer. PhiUp J.; and Johnson. Robert G.. to Honeywell Inc. Flow
sensor. 4.478.077. CI. 73-204.000.

Bond. Curtis J., to Liqui-Box Corporation. Finger-actuated push-pull
slideable dupensing valve. 4.478.242, Q. 137-383.000.

Bonin. Wemer: See—
Tessier. Jean; Demoute. Jean-Pierre; and Bonin. Wemer. 4.478.850.

CI. 424-304.000.

Bonitz. Jorg; Entenmann. Robert; Knab, Rochus; Miller. Bemhard;
Rohde. Siegfried; Schramm. Herbert; and Viess. Walter, to Robert
Bosch GmbH. Internal combustion engine knock sensing method ud
system. 4.478.068. Q. 73-35.000.

Bonnaud, Bernard: See—
Mouzin, Gilbert; Cousse, Henri; Bonnaud, Bernard; Morre, Michel;
and Stenger. Antoine. 4.478.836. Q. 424-248.540.

Bonae. Bemhard: See-
Bauer, Hartinut; Bonse. Bemhard; and Schmidt. Peter. 4,478.186,
a. 123-436.000.

Bookbinder. David. Synchronization indicator for at least two carbure-
tors. 4.479.108. a. 340-S2.00R.

Boom. W. Steven, to Dow Chemical Company, The. Process for sepa-
rating salts in aqueous streams. 4,478,722, CI. 210-672.000.

Bor. Zsolt; and Schafer. Friu P.. to Max-Planck-Oesellschaft Zur
Foerderung Der Wissenschaf^ e.V. Method and apparatus for
generating ultiv-short individual laser pulses. 4.479.220. Q.
372-25.000.

Boreskov. Georgy K.: See—
Matros, Jury S.; Boreskov, Georgy K.; Lakhmostov, Viktor S.;

Vdkov, Viktor J.; and Ivanov, Alexei A., 4,478,808, CI.

423-522.000.

Borg-Wamer Chemicals, Inc.: See—
Halpem. Yuval; Mott, Donna M.; and Niswander. Ron H..

4.478,998. Q. 544-195.000.

Borg-Wamer Corporation: See-
Carlson, David K.; Bumia, William G.; and Haley, WUliam J.,

4,478,322, CI. 192-0.055.

Borrman, Bo: See—
Andersson, Ingmar; Borrman, Bo; Fredin, Bo; and Nylund. Olov,

4,478,786, CI. 376-444.000.

Bosch-Siemens Hausgeraete GmbH: See—
Lotz. Helmut. 4.478,057. CI. 62-480.000.

Boschetti. Egisto: See—
Girot, Pierre, and Boschetti, Egisto, 4,478,713, CI. 210-101.000.

Bowman, Kenneth A.: See—
Christini, Roy A.; Rolles, Rolf; Bowman, Kenneth A.; and Ballain,

Marlyn D.. 4.478.637. Q. 75-67.00R.

Bowyer. Michael L.. to Baker International Corporation. Apparatus
with annulus safety valve for through tubing injection and method of
use. 4.478.288. CI. 166-372.000.

Boyd. Thomas J., Jr.: See—
Brau. Charles A.; Swenson. Donald A.; and Boyd. Thomas J., Jr.,

4.479.218, a. 372-2.000.

Boyles. Robert L. Weighing scale. 4.478.303. Q. l77-2I0.(Hn>.
BP Nutrition (UK) Limited: See-

Fisher. John; and Hohnan. David. 4.478.I7S. Q. 119-16.000.

Braddock. Elijah Y. Rotary motor. 4,478,132, Q. 91-485.000.

Bradley, Martin P. T.; MiUer, Leslie A.; McCaU, Thomas J.; and Mid-
diebusher, Duane L., to Spectra-Physics, Inc. Autosampler mecha-
nism. 4,478,095. CI. 73-864.210.

Brady. Thomas R.; and Benner, Lester C, to Owens-Coming Fiberglas
Corporation. Applying granules to strip awhaltic material. 4,478,869,
CI. 427-10000.

Bralome Resources Limited: See—
Tomm, Wayne R.; and Ring. Curt. 4.478.284. Q. 166-297.000.

Brandes, Wilhelm; and Daum, Wemer. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
Combating fungi with substituted anilinomethylene-oximes.
4,478,848. CI. 424-285.000.

Brandt, Lennart; and Pichl, Heinz, to AB Volvo Penta. Inboard out-
board drive and mounting shield therefor. 4,478,585, CI. 440-1 12.000.

Brau. Charles A.; Swenson. Donald A.; and Boyd. Thomas J.. Jr.. to
United Stiites of America, Energy. Free electron laser using Rf
coupled accelerating and decelerating structures. 4.479,218. Q.
372-2.000.

Brauer. Larry F.: See—
Hennings. George N.; Brauer. Larry F.; and DeHarrold, Raymond

H.. 4.478,127, Q. 89-1.50D.
Hennings, George N.; Brauer, Larry F.; and Nickles, Richmond H.,

4,478,147, a. 102-255.000.

Braun Nursery Limited: See—
Braun. Peter, 4,478,260, Q. 140-92.100.

Braun, Peter, to Braun Nursery Limited. Wire basket, apparatus and
method. 4,478.260, Q. 140-92.100.

Braunstein, Pierre: See—
Kervennal, Jacques; Cognion, Jean-Marie, and Braunstein, Pierre,

4.478,757. Q. 260-453.0PC.
Brennan. William D.: See—

Masso. Jon D.; Brennan, WiUiam D.; and Rotenberg, Don H.,
4.478,873, Q. 42740.000.

Brenneman, William L., to Olin Corporation. Modifications to a coop-
erative roUing system for increasing maximum attainable reduction
per pass. 4,478,064, Q. 72-232.000.

Brenner, Kenneth I.; and Wollschlager, Joseph F., to Sundstrand Cor-
poration. Arrangement for slipper cavitation erosion control and
unpact reduction. 4,478,130, Q. 91-6.500.

Brettschneider, Johannes; Dobler, Klaus; Haag, Gottiob; Linder, Ernst;
and Polach, Wilhehn, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Apparatus to remove
solid particles and aerosoh from a gas. especially from the exhaust gas
of an internal combustion engine. 4.478.613. CI. 55-127.000.

Breuer, Ami S.: See—
Rosenbaum, Ralph L.; and Breuer, Ami S., 4,478.276. d.

165-164.000.

Brian Watt Associates. Inc.: See—
Birdy. Jal N.; and Bhula. DUipkumar N.. 4.478.537, CI. 4OS-217.000.

Bridges. William G.; and Foster. Craig A., to Olin Corporation. Spray
prainer. 4,478,170, CI. 118-64.000.

Bndges, William G.; and Foster, Craig A., to Olin Corporation. Vari-
ably displaceable spray nozzles. 4,478,171, Q. 118-64.000.

Bright, David R.: See—
WUIiams, Robert D.; Bright, David R.; Young, Vemon V.; and

Martin, Jerome L., 4,478,935. CI. 435-75.000.

Bright. Royal E,; See-
Chan. Uwrence W.. 4.477.981. CI. 34-41.000.

Brightman. Barrie; Blis. Thomas E.; Jones, James E.; Lenk, Pedro A.;
Stewart, WUliam H.; and Woodward, John W., to Stromberg-Carlson
Corp. Arrangement of interactive processon for control of porta.

4,479,034, CI. 179-18.0ES.

Bristol, Howard A.: See—
KhiO*. Farees U.; Ernest, Robert O.; Gronwick, Jerry P.: mid

Bristol, Howard A., 4,479,047, CI. 219-225.000.

British Aerospace Public Limited Company: See-
Fletcher, James; and Wooding, Michael S., 4,478.377. Q.

244-12.500.

British Petroleum Company Limited, The: See-
Ball, WUliam J.; Palmer, Keith W.; and Stewart, David G..

4.478.806, CI. 423-328.000.

British Petroleum Company p.l.c. The: See-
Brown, Harold T., 4,478,072, Q. 73-61.00R.

Brittain, David R.; and Wood. Robin, to Imperial Chemical Industries
PLC. 1 '-Substituted-spiro[pyrrolidine-3,3'-indoline]-2,2',S-triones.

4.478.847, CI. 424-274.000.

Brixy, Heinz; von Mallinckrodt, Detinar; and Justus, Volker, to Kem-
forschungsanlage Julich GmbH. Measuring resistor for a noise ther-
mometer. 4,479,026, CI. 136-232.000.

Broadwater, Robert P., to Babcock ft Wilcox Company, The. Nuclear
power plant feedwater controller design. 4,478,783, CI. 376-211.000.

Brock, Andrew J.; and Mandigo, Frank N., to Olin Corporation. Pro-
tective film on Cu-Sn alloys. 4,478,651, CI. 148-31.500.

Broich, Bruno: See-
Jonas, Friedrich; Hocker. Jurgen; and Broich. Bruno. 4.478.751. CI.

260-396.00N.

Brown, Baxter: See-
Brown, William R.; and Brown, Baxter. 4.478.017, Q. 52-209.000.
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Brown Group Recrettioiul Products. Inc.: S«e-

Bm^"' ^/^ 1' •''
• *'*7«.*«0. CI. 272-85.000.

Brown. Hwold T., to British Petroleum ComiMny p.l.c The AoDani

M7?:s7tsrs'i.ssk^°^'"''°'' ^^^^^'^^'^^n fuss:

^l^i i^ft.T^
Sheehan Terrence M.. to Hardinge Brother^ Inc

"SJJi^^Jjil' !!r*
^""'

'^'^f"
"r- •° Astech. Inc. Telephone

ITW^ '"* ""*" ""* "^*' »'»^' 4,479.033. CI.

^7.S'ioTi!'S"55:i(S3oS.™""'
^'^ ''~""« p™'-'^" »^'-

Brown 4 WUliamson TotMcco Corporation: See—
Luke. John A., 4.478,229. CI. 1 3 1 -336.000.

H^LS^, ^
;
'°

J'"'"**
S**'" °f A'"«"<=«' Army. Dewpointmemrenwnt system for near uturation conditions. 4.478.080rci.

"M^SriSSl^ri"^^^
K^l-Heinz. to D«,go ft Dienenthal

„roSSSj4%'?5,.'1:T&*S^^ '°'<^ '^ ^"PP'''*

X^'ofe^u s^tS?sri;7S3sr'ff2''7?^cS;
'^^ ^'"*'-

^"^ Analytische Messtechnik GmbH: See—

2i)54foS)^""*'*''
''""• *"** Zachmann. Gunter. 4.479,058, CI.

Brungel. Norbert: &»—
Veiling, Gunther; and Brungel, Norbert, 4,478.725. CI. 210-703 000

^r.ri«^°"= "^ ^'•'•""P' *"•"»• '^ Siemenis Aktieng^^llscS
Polaniation means for generatina circularly polarized electrwnMneuc waves. 4,479.128, CI. 343-756.000

P""™" eieciro-mag-

«?'J!1"'H^^ **' ** °*"™- •^o**" L.. to Ashland Oil Inc

Br^M^ilSS^M '^«"?KS?^™'S*^y***
**^'024. a. 585-437.000.

t^l^Ai *^- '° Sin^hKlme Beckman Corporation. Synthesis ofbenzhydrylamine resins. 4.478,984. CI. 525-333 600
''^"'""'^ °'

'rS;SS!Sic"g^..^;»^^^ «-*- cap

"M'??Sacr4?i5yobo.'°
'°™'°'«"' ^"'*-- ««"- ^--

BucWer. WUhelm; and Mischlau. Karl-Hermann, to DyckerholT &WKlmann Akoengesellschaft. Scaflblding girdir for SnsInSnB
MJSl^r^'S 5t?. S5S^^"'«

'-^^•^'* f"" °~ bridgeTS?

382T5.0S.
''''**™ embodying the same. 4.479.241. CI.

*'S^Asl°Ai!£i;t^n"'i"i^,!^*r °'»»*": •«« Pete". Reinhard,

iLrJ^Hi
A''««"«e«"«chaft. Diphenylmethane dusocyanate-S

bquidpolyisocyanate mixtures containing urethane groupT oro^
Si *«f P'ePf^tio" "d their use for the prJpSaS of fleSMyurethane foams. 4.478,960, Q. 521-160.000.^^

Bulkley, Chflbrd T.: S«—

^*6W23^ ^"' "** ""'"*y' ^""°«* "^^ *-*''^'^' CI.

^
cfwiSkOOO.''"

'''^ ""^^ °" circulation and conveyor. 4,478.140.

Bumgujg. kie. Elevated wire supported rodent trap. 4.477.997. CI.

Bunn-O-Matic Corporation: See—
Zimmerman. John D., 4.478.139. a. 99-280.000.

SliT'rJ'i^f'^^^ Y°>*^ '^•PP' Tr«:y E; and Sambucetti.Carlos J to International Business Machines Co^ration Condoomng of a substrate for electroless direct bond plSS?Kol«S5on surfaces of a substrate. 4.478.883. a. 427-97.000

fa?^!Sii^'
"** "•"r«««y ?««»«». Inc. Composition and method

""SSSS*™ fn;
'^
V"***

*^'*' of America. Energy. Pas«ve heat

BiSkTSS^JShD &illf
"*^°"- *'*^«'^«*' CI 376;298.000.

^78.J6?Sfl[2«Vo5So*-
'*^'' °= "' ^PPy- '°»» ^••

^oISS&'**S'%|j ^J^r^ Swen. to Jurgens Maschinenbau
•*" * S- ^°- ****•»«* "X* <«evices for conMnictins a du^Ued

BuTM ft RusaeU Compuiy. The: See-

T^t,mS^i^^S^^ ^^'^ '"' "O Sergovic. John A..

Burrooghs Corporatioa: Sm^
Berti, Eugnio. 4,479.177, Q. 364-159.000.
LMtog^ Richard A.; and Jevons, Lyle O.. Jr.. 4.479.123. a.

Stopper, Herbert. 4.479.088, Q. 324.73.00R.
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Burton. Donald J
; and Flynn, Richard M., to University of IowaResearch Foundation. Method for prepi^ fluoSe^taS

phosphonates. 4,478.761, CI. 260-970.000
"uonne-coniammg

Burton, James: See—
Haber, Edgar; and Burton. James. 4.478.827. a. 424-1 77 000

M/A-S)£Sc°C= JJL^LSl*""
""• '^ 0'ci»neli:rSTt. towi/A-cuM DCC, Inc. Interface apparatus and method for aavnchro-

sS^^SiOS!^ .elevi«on"M79.142. a. SsUllSS^'""

^26(M6°.00D.'
®"^*™""' E™«- "d Zeeb. Bemd. 4.478.758. CI.

Butt, Alan G.: See—
'^

CL T65"-'l8ToOO*'
*'"'""• ""^ ° =

"** """• '^'•" °- •7W77.
Buttonwood Communication Corporation: See—
n u "x"/fJ^'^*^'

*"• *'*79.246. CI. 455-50.000.
Bykov, Vladimir I.: See—

Chemogorenko, VasUy B ; Alzhanov. TIeubai M.; Lynchak. KimaA; Muchnik Simon V.; Ishkhanov. EvgenC SVSeriiSk?Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya. Vl^imi/M^
bonsev. Mendel E. Markovsky, EVgenyTD«SSo,'v*.lS:
una v.; Bykov. Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev. Alexandr D wdVopilov, Alexandr N., 4.478,633. CI. 71-37.000.

'

Byrne. Joe L.: See—

nJ^'^Zu^*'^^'i^ "y™*- '^ L.. 4,478,043, CI. 60^8.000

^1-1?9^ ® ^^ "^^ 'PP^'"» 4,47M03. a
C. A. Schroeder, Inc.: See—

C. A. Weidmuller GmbH ft Co.: See—

f^ K^^i**^'
""•

"S**
^'*^' ""»• M78,110. CI. 81-9.510.

Cabaud. Aime
,
to Societe Comatel S.A. Device for inserting contactson a support card. 4,477,969, CI. 29-739.000

™*™"8 contacts

Caddy, Roy: See—

Caim?Gl?vij£^S^= "' '^'^' ^'''' *'*'''°«^ «• ''^''^^

Cal-^^'Jc^SSji'Se- "'• "'^^"^ *'*'''°*'' ^'- 32*-15800F.

Marhold, Werner; and Pool, Danny J., 4,479.038, CI. 200-6 OOA

^''I'J^
(Anthony S. Belt buckle 'construciion. Ml^wfd.

Caldwell. Donald B to MAS Mfg. Corp. Method and apparatus forremoval of downhole well debris. 4,478,285, CI. 166-31 IkOOQ
California Strolce, Inc.: See—

•»»-jii.ww.

"280641000^ ^' "** Carmichael. Lee T.. 4,478.427, Q.
Cameron, David W.: See—

Cameron Iron Works, Inc.: See—

*J.5"7,9^fi9*f5^ ^^"^ ^-^ «* ^=«»««'"- °*^<» W-.

Camino Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Bailey. WUber H., 4,478,224, CI. 128-706.000.

. ?S* u'^?*'^"y.!S-
Simpson. John S. A.; and Woodhead. James Sto Welsh National School of Medicine, The. Dete(S«orquj55SiM

subsuijces usmg labelling techniques. 4.478.817. 0424-7 100.^^
Campbell, James B.: See—

CanSflSSS: &e"**
^'**"' '"^ "' '*'*^*'"'' ° *»•'•«»•

Kerr, John P., 4,478,379, CI. 244-17.110.
Canadian Drilling Equipment Ltd.: See—

Futros. Ernest M.. 4,478,291, Q. 173-147.000.
Canadian Patents ft Development Limited: See-

Ranger, Martial, 4,478, 1 74, CI. 1 1 8-7 1 8.000.

ll56-?55 w"*"*"""
"°"*ycomb structure chucking. 4*478,662, Q.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Fuju, Hanio; and Ando, Yujiro, 4,478,5ia a. 355-15.000.
Iwakura, Sadao, 4,479, 132, CI. 346.76.0PH.
Kato, Masatake, 4,478,496, CI. 350427.000.
Kawai. Tohru, 4,478,491, Q. 350-255.000.
Kawanabe, Tsuyoshi. 4,479,134, CI. 346-140.00R.
Kitamura, Takashi, 4,479,221, CI. 372-31.000.

TF«ir™«I"i?t^* "^ *^''°' ^°**"*- *.^79.06l. CI. 250-487.100.

354-4SloOO^°'
Tsunekawa. Tokuichi, 4,478,503, a.

Yokota, Hideo, 4,478,493, CI. 350-336.000.
Yoshioka. Setshiro; Hirai, Yutaka; Fukuda. Tadaji; Fukaya. Masaki-snd Nakagin. Takashi. 4.479, 149, a. 358.294.000.

^^
Capps. Timothy L., to Turra International, Inc. Device for atomizinsand dispenmg fiiel m a fiiel/air mixture. 4,478,607, a. 48-189^0O0iCapuam. Alfredo, to Aeritalia-SocieU Aeroqmziale Italiana-per Azioni

Aircraft with jet propulsion. 4.478.378. 0244-12.50(1
^^

Carborundum Abrasives Company: See—

**^!298.£o"
'*' "** Schweyen, Paul R., 4.478.610. Q.

Ctfdraas-Franco. Luis; Veazey-Menendez. Enrique; and Heredia-De-
La-Paz, Jorge Alfredo, to Vitro-Tec Fideicomiso. Solenoid actuated

iS^WooO
8i»nynn forming machines. 4.478J4I. O

Carl Freudenberg. Firma: See—
Tamura. Tadashi. 4.478.620, O. 55-486.000.
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Carl, WUliam P.: See—
Ezzell. Bobby R.; Carl, WUliam P.; and Mod. William A..

4.478,695, Q. 204-98.000.

Cari-Zeias-Stiftung, Heidenbeim/Brenz: See—
Hoerenz, Peter G., 4,478,499, Q. 351-211.000.

Carlson. David K.; Bumia, William G.; and Haley, William J., to
Borg-Warner Corporation. Lockup clutch control system. 4,478,322,
CI. 192-0.055.

Carlson, Dean R.: See—
Eads, Thomas C; and Carlson, Dean R., 4,478,409, Q. 272-85.000.

Carlson, John D.; Kifer, Edward W.; Wojtyna, Vincent J.; and Colton,
James P., to Kopper Company, Inc. Method for preparing phenolic
foams using anhydrous aryl sulfonic acid catalysts. 4.478,958, CI.

521-121.000.

Carmichael, Lee T.: See
Hyde, Richard E; and Carmichael, Lee T., 4,478,427, Q.

280642.000.

Carrier Corporation: See—
Drucker, Alan S., 4,478,055, CI. 62-324.100.

Michaels, Donald D., Jr., 4,478,056. CI. 62-332.000.

Carrier, John A., to Plessey Overseas Limited. Pivotal mounting sys-

tem. 4,478,382, Q. 248-185.000.

Carrillo, Angel L., to Gillette Company, The. Inhibition of body odor.

4,478,821, O 424-47.000.

Carson, Don B., to UOP Inc. Utility and hydrogen conservation in

hydrogen recycle processes. 4,479,189, CI. 364-500.000.

Carter, Russell P., Jr.. to Mobay Chemical Corporation. Polycarbonate-
silicate compositions. 4.478.964, CI. 523-216.000.

Casadei, Marino: See— ^
Folli, Giulio; and Casadei, Marino, 4,478,568. Q. 425-320.000.

Casalone. Enrico; and Barberis, Dario, to WABCO Westinghouse
Compagnia Freni S.p.A. Spring-applied brake unit for railway vehi-

cle with manual release arrangement. 4,478.319, CI. 188-170.000.

Casio Computer Co., Ltd.: See—
Hoshii, Toshifumi, 4,478,123, CI. 84-1.030.

Caspari, Frederick W.; Smith, Bruce E.; and Heuer, Daniel A., to

Magnavox Company, The. Frequency synthesized tuning system
using a microprocessor. 4,479,248,O 455-183.000.

Cassou, Bertrand; Cassou, Robert; and Cassou, Maurice. Apparatus for

filling artificial insemination strews with semen. 4,478,261, CI.

141-2.000.

Cassou, Maurice: See—
Cassou, Bertrand; Cassou, Robert; and Cassou, Maurice, 4,478,261,O 141-2.000.

Cassou, Robert: See—
Cassou, Bertrand; Cassou, Robert; and Cassou, Maurice, 4,478,261,O 141-2.000.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See-
Blake, WUliam W.; and Coutant, Alan R.. 4,478.237. CI.

137-116.300.

Cates, Robert P., to Reliance Electric Company. Efficiency increasing

circuit for switching power supplies operating at low power levels.

4,479,174, CI. 363-21.000.

Celamerck GmbH ft Co. KG.: See—
Becher, Heinz-Manfired; Drandarevski, Christo A.; and Lust, Sig-

mund, 4,478,852, CI. 424-322.000.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Kuder, James E; and East, Anthony J., 4,478,782, 264-345.000.

Cena, Lawrence; and Mason, Ted D., to Atchison, Topeka and Sanu
Fe Railway Company. Riulway container and car. 4,478,155, CI.

105-355.000.

Centre D'Etudes Du Fraisage: See—
Sachot, Michel, 4,478,540, O 409-21 1.000.

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales: See—
Geesen. Michel; Mourant, Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P.,

4,479,249, CI. 455-208.000.

Geesen, Michel; Mourant. Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P.,

4,479,255, CI. 455-246.000.

Centre Stephanois De Recherches Mecaniques Hydromecanique Et
Frottement Zone Industrielle: See—
Gaucher, Antoine. 4,478.731. CI. 252-36.000.

Cetus Corporation: See—
Salomaa. Kari; Merrill, Roy; Leath. Richard; Wennberg, Timothy;
and Widunas, Joseph, 4,478,094, Q. 73-863.320.

Chabemaud, Daniel: See—
Auzet, Christian; Rusch, Daniel; and Chabemaud, Daniel,

4,479,230, CI. 375-108.000.

Chai, An-ti: See—
Baraona, Cosmo R.; Mazaris, George A.; and Chai, An-ti,

4,478,879. CI. 427-85.000.

Chan. Lawrence W., to Bright, Royal E. Dynamic drying simulator.

4,477,981, CI. 34-41.000.

Chandler Evans, Inc.: See-
Cropper, George D.; and Gentile, Anthony J., 4,478,038, O

60-39.020.

Chang, Jenq-Sian; and Chang, Yih-Jau, to Storage Technology Part-

ners. Self-«ligning process for placing a barrier metal over the source

and drain regions of MOS semiconductors. 4,478,679, O
156-653.000.

Chang, Keh-Minn: See-
Huang, Shyh-Chin; Chang, Keh-Minn; and Taub, Alan I.,

4,478,791, CI. 420-590.000.

Chang, YUi-Jau: See-
Chang, Jenq-Sian; and Chang, YUi-Jau, 4,478,679, Q. 156-653.000.

Chapin, Charles C; Conley, James H.; and Jamison, Robert G., to

United States of America, Army. Method for regenerating hydraulic

systems. 4.478,235, CI. 137-15.000.

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, The: See—
De Fazio, Thomas L.; and Whitney, Daniel E, 4,477,975, O

33-169.00C.

Chaussee, James G., to S. C. Johnson ft Son, Inc. Skin conditioning

composition. 4,478,853, Q. 424-358.000.

Checinski. Suniey S.. to Siemens-AUis, Inc. Circuit breaker with self-

adjusting armature. 4,479,101, Q. 335-37.000.

Chef Automatique International Ltd.: See-
Montgomery, F. Dorsey; and Norin, Allan A., 4,478,861, CI.

426-295.000.

Chemie Linz Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Raninger, Franz, 4,478.999, CI. 544-241.000.

Chemische Werke Huels: See—
Doerffel, Joerg; and Zech. Hans-Joachim. 4.478,994, O.

528-304.000.

Chemische Werke Huels, AG.: See—
Balzer. Dieter; and Kosswig. Kurt, 4,478,281, O. 166-274.000.

Chemplex Company: See—
Pullukat, Thomas J.; and HofT, Raymond E, 4.478.988. O.

526-128.000.

Chen, Jung S.: See

—

Mezei, Louis M.; Chen, Jung S.; Huang, John J.; and Lovins,

Robert E, 4,478,744, Q. 260-1 12.50R.

Chen, Lee; Chuang, Tung J.; and Mathad, Gangadhara S., to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Laser induced dry etching of
vias in glass with non-contact masking. 4,478,677, CI. 156-635.000.

Chemogorenko, VasUy B.; Alzhanov, TIeubai M.; Lynchak. Kima A.
Muchiuk, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko, Vladimir Y.

Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Pobortaev, Mendel E
Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valentina V.; Bykov, Vladimir
I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and Vopilov, Alexandr N. Method for

processing wastes resulting from production of phosphorus, namely,
slime and off-gasses, with utUization of the resultant productt.

4,478,633, Q. 71-37.000.

Chemyshev, Alexandr N.; See—
Banov, M&haU D.; Oshkin, Anatoly I.; and Chemyshev, Alexandr

N., 4,479,029, CI. 174-15.0WF.
Cherry, Hitesh; and Werner, Walter M., to AMP Incorporated. Electri-

cal terminal. 4,478,479. CI. 339-273.00R.
Cherry, Sidney J.; and White, Richard A., to Westinghouse Electric

Coip. Unitary end closure and seal shield member for vacuum inter-

rupter. 4,478,347, O 20O-144.00B.

Cheuiier, Charles L.; and Lewis, Don W. Swivel connector. 4,478,435,

CI. 285-39.000.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Ergas, Raymond A., 4,479,183, CI. 364-421.000.

King, WUliam F., 4,478,832, Q. 424-210.000.

Chi, Chao S., to Sperry Corporation. Adjustable equalizer. 4,479.152,O 36(M6.000.

Chikamasa. Hiroshi: See—
Sakaguchi. Masaaki; Satoh, Shinichi; Kiuchi, Seiji; and Chikamasa,

Hiroshi, 4,478,376, CI. 242-191.000.

Chin, Aland K.; and Dutt, Bulusu V., to ATftT Bell Laboratories.

Method of making p-i-n photodiodes. 4,477,964, CI. 29-572.000.

Chister, Rene A. Tobacco smoking pipe. 4,478,228, Q. 131-180.000.

Chmiel, Edward J.: See—
Bly, Kenneth B.; Chmiel, Edward J.; and Martyniuk, Emeat T..

4,478.618, CI. 55-314.000.

Christian. Ken E: See—
Herr, Francis V.; Walklet, Thomas B.; Hansen, James G.; Hasler,

Theodore J.; Beii, Valentin; Donlon, Harold E.; and Christian.

Ken E., 4,478,339, CI. 211-126.000.

Christini. Roy A.; Rolles, Rolf; Bowman, Kenneth A.; and Ballain,

Marlyn D., to Aluminum Company of America. Thermal reduction

process for production of magnesium. 4,478,637, CI. 75-67.00R.

Chronar Corporation: See—
Gau, Shek-Chung; and Dalai, VUcram L.. 4,478,654, CI.

148-174.000.

Chu, Pochen, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Activity enhancement of high
sUica zeoUtes by thermal treatment with alkaline aluminate. 4,478,950,

a. 502-85.000.

Chuang, Tung J.: See-
Chen, Lee; Chuang, Tung J.; and Mathad. Gangadhara S.,

4.478,677, Q. 156-635.000.

Chugai Ro Co., Ltd.: See—
Kiuvama, Hideo; and Niwa. Haniho, 4,478,573. Q. 432-124.000.

Chujo, Yoshihiro: See—
Kato, Akinori; and Chujo, Yoshihiro, 4,478,508, Q. 355-14.00R.

Chung, Rack H., to General Electric Company. Process of coating a

substrate with an abrasion resistant ultraviolet curable composition.

4,478,876. CI. 427-54.100.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See-
Blake, Colin C; Goodall, Charles C. O.; and Bacon, Paul A.,

4,478,714, a. 210-136.000.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Hasse, JarosUv; and Palmberg, Roger, 4,478,724, Q. 210-679.000.

Issler, Heinz; and Maul, Rudolf, 4,479,021, O 568-868.000.

JafTe, Edward E.. 4.478,968, CI. 524-88.000.

Martin, Henry, 4,478,756, Q. 260-429.700.

Meyer, Hans R.; and Morf, Max, 4,478,598, O 8-648.000.

Meyer, WUly; Gass, Karl; Topfl, Werner; Schurter, Rolf; and
Pissiotas, Georg, 4,478,635,O 71-92.000.

Reid, WUliam J., 4,478,986, a. 526-83.000.
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Renfroe. Harm B.. 4,478,842. CI. 424-263.000.

Cimarusti, Christopher M.: See—

^'SS^24i40a^
H

;
"<* Cimarusti. Christopher M.. 4,478,749, CI.

^liJ??^ oi'Vi!???^ *""*•" •'"™ •"** "™'"« circuit for same.
^•^''I'lv, wi. 340*63.000.

Cijek, Kenneth
f.;

and Kamp, EwaM A., to Union Carbide Corpora-
tion. Closure. 4,477,950, CI. 24.30.50P.

Qtuen Watch Company Limited: See—

CL Industries, Inc.: See—

r^t w?^!^ ^'y"* ° • *.*78,962. a. 523-144.000.
CLAAS OHO: See—

Tophinke, Franz. 4,478,226, CI. I30-27.00T.
Clanon Co., Ltd.: See—

Nnhikawa, Yasuhisa; Tanaka, Yoshio; Hasumi, Ryoichi; and
Kouumi, Takashi, 4,478,098, a. 74-10.330.

J«»k». Yoshio, 4,478,097, Q. 74-10.330.

Hi. "^ ^'
i**.,^*?^,''^*"

International Corporation. Hydraulic
brikeactuator. 4,478.137.0.92-63.000. y '«

Clark, Leonard R.; and Meehl. David W., to SPS Technologies. Inc.

r-i^'S^'S*^"«''y''*"^'*^''***' CI. 312-215.000.
Clark. Richard L, to Concept Design, Inc. Apparatus for supporting

J™ jJJjWJJi
"PlKMng tape on a splicing wheel. 4,478,674, CL

Clark k Vicario Corporation: See—
IKaaer, Robert O., 4,478,615. Q. 55-170.000.

^^45? cn9S!i4L000"
"*"'"* *"' "^ '" '^ ''•«*'^*"

Cleveland. Ronald N.: Sw—
^^VS-iS!" ^- ''• *°^ Cleveland. Ronald N., 4,478,301, Cl.

I77-7U.CJU0.

"illSiS*
^^^Peri»ch, John M.; and Sorce, Peter S.. to Aro Corpo-

tSw 30?**" ^•*^"" P*'"'^ '"»«• M** inethod. 4.478.070, Cl

M?8.5Sa"36j345!So'~' '^^ "** "^^'"« •PP"«»'»

Coca-Cola Company, The: See—
Oudnaaon, Oeir V., 4,478.645. Q. 127-57.000.

Cochran. John M., Jr.; and Qeveland, Ronald N., to Frontier Electron-

O* 177-70MO*^
controlling the (Uling ofweigh pans. 4,478,301,

^^'jJS.i^ h:i f"^
^^ ^"«' '^"' ° Ventilation system forgjucmg the humidity m an attic or roof cavity space. 4,478,366, Cl.

^^°S^.J^, h'
'° °^ Uboratories Incorporated. Method of

Cognard. Jacques; and Basturk. Abdurrahman N.. to Asulab S.A Dark

Sm99 ro?"'^*'*"
'***^ °" '•*""** "y****' 4.478,739, Cl.

Cognion. Jean-Marie: See—

''M7n57.'S'2S4»'SpC •
'""•'^= "' """"^ "^^

^Sl!^' !!J5^''^y ^
•.
"* ^"P*™' College of Science &

Technology; and Cryogenic Conaultantt Ltd. Method and apparatus
for •q»ratmg dry munetic material. 4.478,71 1, a. 209-39.(»a

M79J?J a.'35&4'lSo^^
'^^'^- """^ "^ ^"*«"

Cole, Herbert S., Jr., to General Electric Company. Power ouuae
mdicator. 4,479,1 18, Q. 340-663.000.

*

^^S'S^ilSSSJl ^iSlH'*^' '^***" ^ • '° Ke"-McOee Chemi-

Colton, James P.: See-
Carbon, John D.; Kifer, Edward W.; Wojtyna, Vincent J • and
Colton James P., 4,478.958. Q. 521-121.00a

'

Combustion Engmeering, Inc.: See—
Musto. Richard L., 4,478.157. Q. 110-106.000.
Siegel. Leon S.. 4,479,164, Q. 361-235.000.

Comeau, Jean-Francois: See—

^Tfl^J^^-, SJ?^' '""^ "«* Comeau, Jean-Francois.
4,478.236, a. 137-107.000.

Comet, Francois: See—

''?SS200*™*"
^" "** ^^°"^ Francois, 4,478,486, Q.

Cwnmea Loms P., to Suburban Duplicator Repair, Inc. Envelope
feeder for a duplicatmg press. 4,478,400, Cl. 271-3. 100

Conmeyras, Auguste: See—

" M78J60.''cn6SSr7a~'
''"*"^= •"" ^*^'*' ^'^^

Commonwealth of Australia: See—
^'^'

.PV?** 5= *'<»''*^ **» A: Freeman. Lewis O.; and
McNeill. Alan R.. 4,478,513, Q. 356-323.000. ^^

Compagnie Francaise de Raffinage: See—

**5M-3 12*000***' *"** ^«*"'^' PMippe. 4.479.023. a.

Compagnie Oenerale D'Electricite: See—
Belouet, Christian. 4.478,880, Q. 427-86.000.

Compagiue NeerlandaiK de I'Aiote (Soci'ete' Anonyme): See-

n Sow "** Vanmarcke. Luc A., 4,478,632, Cl.
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Componenti Grafici S.r.l.: See—
Molinatto, Bruno. 4,477.954. Cl. 29-1 I6.0AD

Computer Election Systems: See-
Fogg, M. Charles; Krieger. Charles F.- and Ve«le Jnii« p
4.479,1HC1. 364-900.000. '

'°^ ^'

^m^"°P J^Tn^' "n** Rr.™*'' ^^^ K.. to Du Pont de Ne-mours, E I and Company. Melt processable perfluorocarbon resb^with degradation reurder. 4,478.965. Cl. 523-218.000
^" "*"

Concast AG: See—
Lipton. Jan. 4,478.272. Q. 164-454.000.

Concast Service Union AG: See—

'^*l6M26o£**"
^' *"** ^^^ ^"^^ '*^ '^•' •*^«'2'>. Cl-

Concept Design, Inc.: See—
Clark, Richard L., 4,478,674, Cl. 156-505.000.

Conley. James H.: See—

^«"."°!l^i^? ^ =
Wennerberg, Arnold N.; and Waters, Robert F., to

1^51 8-700000°"'^^
anduna). Synthesis gas reaction. 4.478.954.

Connor, John. Illuminated mirror assembly. 4.479,172, Cl. 362-135 000
Conrady. James A., to B. F. Goodrich Company, The. Dielectric hart

sealed coatings. 4,478.972, Cl. 524-388.000
"'«e«nc neat

Continental Group, Inc., The: See—
Fitko Chttter W., deceased, 4,478.667. Cl. 156-307.300.
Hekal, Ihab M.; and Erlandson. Paul M.. 4.478,860. Cl. 426-267.000

^m,^i 2°2M;?S?**"
'^"''^' ^'•"*' ""^^ '^^''^

'^'i.''i^B"kid''s^eST4^,-8t'r;^^^^^
• '«''^

Cookson Group pic: See—

^"42^7 000°
*"' "** ^*"**** Clarence L., 4,478.884, Q.

Cool-Zip Inc.: See—
DeMarco, David, 4,478,265, Q. I5O.52.00R.

Coomans, Abraham: See—

^SST&P*™*" *' *"** Coomans, Abraham, 4,479,071, Cl.

Copal Company Limited: See—
Ishiguro. Yasuo, 4,478,500, Q. 354-443.000.

Copeland Corporation: See—
King, Robert W., 4,478.243. Cl. 1 37-5 12. 100.

Coppelman. Maurice A.: See-
Romano. Domenic R.; Henneberg. Hans H.; Pratt, James W.; and
^??f'^"'' Maurice A.. 4.479,198, Cl. 364-900.000.

Copper Chfr Door Manufacturing (1980) Limited: See—
Palmer. Glenn R., 4,478,268, Cl. 160-310.000.

Cordis Europa N.V.: See—
Koning. Gerrit; and Bergveld. Piet, 4,478,222, Q. 128-632.000.

Conung Glass Works: See
Adair. Peter J.; Hobczuk. Michael P.; Kingsbury, Paul I.; and

Nelson. John W.. 4.478.641. Cl. 106-1 10.000.

®'?5)^*2f*liS;
M'*'»»«' G

;
»w* Keck, Donald B., 4,478.489. Q.

Olshansky, Robert, 4,478,622, Cl. 65-3.120.
Olshansky, Robert, 4.478.623, Q. 65-3.120.

Corporacion Nacional Del Cobre De Chile: See—

^t^m!'<^Vi^tSt ^''"= "' P«i.-Uurent. Hector.

Cosden Technology, Inc.: See—
Hahn, GranvUle J., 4,478,874, Cl. 427-40.000.

^f]L°X^** Combined pliers, clamp and wrench. 4,477,937, Q.
7-139.000.

Cotton, Curran D. to Maytag Company, The. Microcontroller-based
dryer control. 4,477,982, Cl. 34-48.000.

^^
Couch, Harold T.: See—

^J!^l./i!!^^' ^'' "** Couch, Harold T., 4,478,814, Cl.
423-630.000.

Coulon, Philip S., Jr.: See—

^18-2So0O*'*'
*"** Coulon, Philip S., Jr.. 4.479,078, Q.

Courteheuse, Gerard: See—

^t4%07^cS08?5^*"*' °*"^= "^ ''^' "'"^
Cousse, Henri: See—

Mouzin. Gilbert; Cousse. Henri; Bonnaud. Bernard; Morre, Michel:
and Stenger. Antoine. 4.478.836. Cl. 424-248.540.

Coutant. Alan R.: See—

®'?^?',,Y5!J^ ^= *"** Coutant. Alan R.. 4,478.237. Q.
IJ'-l 16.300.

Craiglow, Robert L.. to Rockwell International Corporation. Noise
floor automatic gain control. 4.479.254. Cl. 455-239.000

Crane Co.: See-
Cook. Robert D., 4.479.185. Q. 364-426.000.

Crane, Ronald C, to 3Com Corporation. Local computer network
transceiver. 4,479,228. Cl. 375-7.000.

Crawford, Don L.; and Pometto, Anthony L., Ill, to Genetics Intema-

A^'-,J^J^*°}?f^}^'°^^'^ "^^ precipitoble polymeric lignin.
4,4/8, /47, U. 433-72.000.

Crwcenzi, Robert J.; Daniels. John U., Jr.; and Roberts. Gerald E.. to
General Electric Company. Piezoelectric crystal electrodes and
method of manufacture. 4.477.952. Q. 29-25.350.

Creusot-Loire: See—
Berger, Pierre; and Gelus, Maurice, 4,478,644, Q. 127-1.000.
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Criss, Russell C, to PPG Industries, Inc. Magnetic sputtering anode
reconditioning. 4.478.700. Cl. 204-192.00R.

Criss. Russell C: See—
Cillery, F. Howard; and Criss, Russell C. 4.478.702. Cl.

204-298.000.

Crockford. David R.: See—
Burchiel. Scott W.; Rhodes. Buck A.; and Crockford. David R..

4,478.815. Cl. 424-1.100.

Cropper. George D.; and Gentile. Anthony J., to Chandler Evans. Inc.

Electronic fuel control with manual training mode. 4,478.038, Cl.
60-39.020.

Crosfield Data Systems, Inc.: See-
Rossini, Ernest M.. 4,479,147, Cl. 358-290.000.

Sheck, Wah; Beasley, Daniel T.; and Myles, Walter E., 4,479,148,
a. 358-290.000.

Crosslen, Louis J., to Frank Mayer & Associates, Inc. Display device of
the type having racks arranged in shingled fashion. 4,478,338, Cl.
211-490.000.

Cryogenic Consulunts Ltd.: See-
Cohen. Enrico; and Good, Jeremy A., 4,478,711, Cl. 209-39.000.

CTS Corporation: See—
Bleeke, William F., 4,479,107, Q. 338-176.000.

Cullinan, George J.: See—
Fleisch, Jerome H.; Marshall, Winston S.; and Cullinan, George J.,

4,478,820, Cl. 424-45.000.

Cumming, James C, to Rockwell International Corporation. Trailer
braking system. 4,478,459, Cl. 303-7.000.

Cuscurida, Michael; and Krause, Walter P., to Texaco Inc. Procedure
for the alkoxylation of polyoxyalkyleneamines. 4,479,010, Cl.

564-477.000.

Cyrpo, Incorporated: See-
Pearson, William S., 4,478,555, Q. 417-7.000.

D. W. Zimmerman Mfg., Inc.: See-
Knight, Donn C; Kish, Robert J.; and Fox, Albert D., 4,478,390,

Cl. 254-270.000.

Owen, Douglas B., 4,478,558, Cl. 417-296.000.

Dagiel, Richard T., to Aetna Bearing Company. Self-adjusting bearing.

4,478.325. Cl. 192-98.000.

Dahlen, Anne-Marie; and Strinning, Oiof B. S., to Aria, Ekonomisk
Forening. Protein containing fruit drink and process for the manufac-
ture thereof 4,478,855, Cl. 426-41.000.

Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See

—

Yuki, Heimei; and Okamoto, Yoshio, 4,478,953, Q. 502-155.000.

Dainippon Screen Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See

—

Miyauchi, Yoshio, 4,478,511, Cl. 355-28.000.

Daito Seiki Company Limited: See—
Sugimoto, Tadahiro, 4,478,120, Cl. 83-71.000.

Dal-Craft, Inc.: See—
Dalbo, Lorraine E.; and Dalbo, Emit J., 4,478.333, Ci. 206-380.000.

Dalai, Vikram L.: See—
Gau, Shek-Chung; and Dalai, Vikram L., 4,478,654. CI.

148-174.000.

Dalbo, Emil J.: See—
Dalbo, Lorraine E.; and Dalbo, Emit J., 4,478,333, Cl. 206-380.000.

Dalbo, Lorraine E.; and Dalbo, Emil J., to Dal-Craft, Inc. Needlecraft

case with extender. 4,478,333, Cl. 206-380.000.

Dana Corporation: See-
Sink, William H., 4,478,324, Cl. 192-70.170.

Dango & Dienenthal Maschinenbau GmbH: See—
Brucher, Eberhard; and Schussler, Karl-Heinz, 4,478,451, Cl.

294-106.000.

Daniel Industries, Inc.: See-
Sanchez, Ruben; and McEver, R. M., Jr., 4,478,251, Cl. 138-44.000.

Daniel, James W., Jr., to RCA Corporation. Phaselock receiver with
input signal measuring capability. 4,479,253, G. 455-226.000.

Daniels, John U., Jr.: Sei?—
Crescenzi, Robert J.; Daniels, John U., Jr.; and Roberts. Gerald E.,

4,477.952. Cl. 29-25.350.

Dankwort, Rudolf C: See—
Frische. Richard H.; Dankwort. Rudolf C; and Klem. Charles D..

4,479.070, Cl. 310-338.000.

Danuzzi, Max: See—
Votteler, Amo; Danuzzi. Max; Dubach, Fredi; and Schreiner.

Herbert, 4,479,030, Cl. 174-48.000.

Dart Industries Inc.: See—
Picozza. Augusto A.. 4.478.450. Cl. 294-31.200.

Daudt. Stephen W.: See-
Wood, Charles L.; Mapes. Glenn H.; and Daudt. Stephen W..

4.478.629. Cl. 65-163.000.

Daughton. John W.; Gray. Gary A.; Wilczek. Stephen A.; and Steiner.

Edward, to Xerox Corporation. Control system and interface for

electrostatographic machines. 4,478.509. Cl. 355-I4.00C.

Dauksch. Stephen F.: See-
Alexander. Robert P.; Pichia, Robert J.; and Dauksch. Stephen F.,

4.477,970, Cl. 29-837.000.

Daum, Werner: See

—

Brandes, Wilhelm; and Daum, Werner, 4,478,848, G. 424-285.000.

Davidson, Donald J., to Rockwell International Corporation. Slack

adjuster for a disc brake. 4,478,316, Cl. 188-71.900.

Davies, David L., to Micro Control Systems. Inc. Three dimensional

graphics Ublet. 4.477.973, Cl. 33-1.OCC.
Dawson, Gerthen L., Jr. Demountable lawn edger/mower combina-

tion. 4,478,028, Cl. 56-16.900.

Dawson, Sylvan L., to Rockwell International Corporation. Noise
blanker. 4,479.251. Cl. 455-219.000.

Dayco Corporation: See-
Gayer, Melvin D.. 4.478.594. Cl. 474-50.000.

Holden, Homer N.; Kleykamp, Donald L.; Moore, William F.; and
Mathieu, Julien C, 4,478,154, Cl. 105-225.000.

Lewis, Charles M., 4,478,661, Cl. 156-92.000.

De Rotterdamsche Droogdok MIJ B.V.: See—
Klaassen, Lambertus G. M.. 4.478.308. Cl. 180-326.000.

deBoer. Nico: See—
LeGlue. Michael J.; and deBoer, Nico, 4,478,389, G. 254-108.000.

De Coene. Frans J. G. C; and Naaktgeboren, Adrianus. to Sperry
Corporation. Mower-conditioner. 4,478.027. Cl. 56-16.400.

Deere & Company: See-
Moore. James W.; and Wanie. Lee J.. 4.478,029, Cl. 56-17.500.

Stecklein, Gary L.. 4,477,987. Cl. 37-118.00R.
De Fazio, Thomas L.; and Whitney, Daniel E., to Charies Stark Draper

Laboratory, The. Adjustable remote center compliance device.

4.477.975. Cl. 33-I69.00C.

Dt Franco, Philip N.; and Jones. Henry F.. Jr.. to Massey-Ferguson
Services N.V. Synchronizer mechanism. 4.478,321, G. 192-53.00E.

DeHarrold. Raymond H.: See—
Hennings, George N.; Brauer, Larry F.; and DeHarrold. Raymond

H.. 4.478.127. Cl. 89-1.SOD.
de Hek, Johan A., to Veco Beheer B.V. Process of manufacturing

screen material. 4.478.688, Cl. 204-11.000.

de Keijzer, Johannes, to Staat der Nederlanden (Staatsbedrijf der Pott-

erijen, Telegrafie en Telefonie). Digital detector for a multi-fre-

quency code in an analog signal. 4,479,188, Cl. 364-484.000.

Delago, Pierre C, to American Hoist & Derrick Company. Swing
bearing quick removal system. 4.478.340, Cl. 212-253.000.

Delano, Tony M. Compressed air power engine. 4.478.304. G.
180-165.000.

DeLigt, John, to Westvaco Corporation. Veneer finishing machine.
4,478.609. Cl. 51-295.000.

Del Vecchio. Robert M.: See-
Holland, James R.; and Del Vecchio, Robert M., 4,477,958. Cl.

29-423.000.

DeMarco, David, to Cool-Zip Inc. Reusable insulating jacket for bever-
age containers. 4,478,265, Cl. 15O-S2.00R.

Demole, Edouard P.; and Enggist, Paul, to Firmenich SA. Utilization of
sulfur containing terpenes as flavoring ingredientt. 4.478.865. Cl.

426-535.000.

Demoute, Jean-Pierre: See—
Tessier, Jean; Demoute. Jean-Pierre; and Bonin. Werner. 4.478.850.

Cl. 424-304.000.

Den Boer, Leiand A. Bale handling apparatus. 4,478,547, Cl.

414-24.500.

Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kishida, Kozi; Iwato, Noboru; and Ozeki, Yuji, 4,478.903, Cl.

428-216.000.

Denley, Ronald S.; and Van Zeeland, Anthony J., to Oak Industries Inc.

TactUe feel switch with positive switch actuation. 4,479,040, Cl.

200-77.000.

Denny. William A.: See—
Rewcastle. Gordon W.; Atwell, Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and
Denny, William A.. 4.479.000, Cl. 546-23.000.

Derby, Norwin C; and Williamson, Robert R., to Super Sack Manufac-
turing Corporation. Collapsible receptacle with prefabricated Uft

loops and method of making. 4,479.243. Cl. 383-24.000.

De Roo, Pierre R.; Gilliams, Yvan K.; and Van Gijsel, Francine, to

AGFA-Gevaeri N.V. Fusible electrosutically attracuble toner.

4,478,923, Cl. 430-110.000.

Dessaint, Andre L.; and Lina. Marie-Jose , to Atochem. Compositions
and process for the oilproofing and waterproofing treatment of
construction materials. 4,478,975, Cl. 524-871.000.

Dessens, Jan A. H.: See-
Barnes. Derek; Dessens. Jan A. H.; and Rosenberg, George N.,

4.478,896, Cl. 427-421.000

DeVall, Donald L.; and DeVall, Hu D. Rotary valve. 4,478,248, Cl.

137-624.130.

DeVall, Hu D.: See-
DeVall, Donald L.; and DeVall. Hu D., 4,478.248. G. 137-624.130.

Development Finance Corporation of New Zealand: See

—

Rewcastle. Gordon W.; Atwell, Graham J.; Baguley. Bruce C; and
Denny, William A., 4,479,000. Cl. 546-23.000.

De Winter. Walter F.: See-
Van Gossum, Lucien J.; Marien, August M.; De Winter. Walter F.;

and Van Thillo, Etienne A., 4,478.907. G. 428-327.000.

Diamond Shamrock Chemicals Company: See—
Hereda. Maryellen; and Fischer. Stephen A.. 4.478,795. C).

423-127.000.

Kelley, Edwin L.; Herzberg, Walter J.; and Sinka, Joseph V.,

4,478,602, G. 44-51.000.

Diaz, Zaida; and Miller, James H.. to Shell Oil Company. Drying
substantially supercritical CO2 with glycerol. 4,478.612. G.
55-29.000.

DiCarlo, Leonard J.; Ares, Roland A.; and Norton, Robert O., to

Hussmann Corporation. Oil separation for refrigeration system.

4.478.050, G. 62-193.000.

Dicke, William C, to Singer Company. The. In-line sander. 4.478.010.

Cl. 51-170.0TL.

Dickens, David R.; Smith, Waldo; and Malin, Herbert, to Teknor Apex
Company. Floor mat construction. 4.478,901, Cl. 428-120.000.

Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamada, Keiichi. 4.478.187. G. 123-449.000.
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Dietrich, Jerry L.: See—

"u-iT""!' {°''2 ^'^^^^^ Huebscher. La«ilo: Pedlick John S

Di^r GenenJ of Agency of Industritl Science ud Technology:

Diicoviiion Atwciates: Set—
Coh^ Steven J 4.479.146, Q. 358-147.000.

Dwler. Harry; and Hock, Karl-Ludwig, to BASF Aktienaesellsch«ft

D^^^^i"^^^ 4.478.759. CI. 260^5 50A
* ^

^£S^t^' "* ^^h 1?*= '^«''«» of mounting and cleaning

zSS^OOO *
"*''*''' °^ ""'• '^"•^ **«*«" 4.478.3H cf

oSSirvSentoTVrSi"""**"**" *'''"''''' « «3-'213.500.

viJS?7^wf"vyj.^''^°J'' ^^«*"y S.; Sergienko.

hSS^tLJ!?^'J^"^J °J Koverya, Vladimir C Po^

Dobler. Klaus: See—
Brettschneider, Johannes; Dobler. Klaus; Haaa Gottloh- Unw-,

Kh^W*2T""^u™L'««»'™*«" JWlSgrS*-Roch, Josef; Muller, Erwh; Narr. Berthold- Nickl ^f- H.«r

Doehler. Joachim, to Energy Convenion Devices. Inc Method .nd
•PPtrato for sennng and controlling thebSty^fSi? "1
depoBtion system. 4,478.173. CI. 118^8.000. '^ *^

Doerffel, Joerg; and Zech. Hans-Joachim, to Chemische Werke Hueis

Doncer. Alex J.: See—
jjJWWtgJUroWR^ Doncer. Alex J.. 4,477.939, CI. 15-246.500.

"TheSSrj^i5''ilHf' T*o»« B.; Hansen. James G.; Hasler.

DOTling. Rolf; and Premel. Ulrich. to L. 4 C Steinmuller Gn,hH

"ktSoOr''
'^^ " °"° <^°n»r.tion. SlAty dikld. 4,«7«,3I4, O.

Dow Chemical Company. The: S«—
f^ \1^^' *-*78.722, CI. 21^672.000.

^4?8,S?S.5i9?&^'"^ ^= -- ^«'- >»'«•- A.,

Frwdman, Harold H., 4.478,938. a. 435-181.000.
H«lWiafer Douglas K.. 4.478.941. Q. 436-56.000
Holland, Ann C. 4.478.640. a. 106.76.000

SSSLooa"*""*'
'"'* '^™""' ^"''" "•• *'*^9,ooi. CI.

Kleschick, Wiiliam A.. 4,479,005, Q. 548-230.000.

w^-SiiSoa' •

'"*' ''•""^ '"" °' •'«'«». CI.

I>>wtoi*Hei^*a: sS!?*''^'
'^""'*' *'*^''''*' « 524-533.000.

*^328"oOO^ ^' "** °°*'""«' """> G- '••*79.054. Cl.

Drandarevski, Christo A.: See—

^!^^'r^°!^ ^'' "** °7*"' Lawrence £., to Polaroid Corporation

dS^ OuSIT'^^'"'" *'*J^''"'
Cl- 40-l58.(»B.^'^"'""

"^n^l S . ^V*^ Ouynes. Kenneth W.. to Drewett Glen E

^uST7!f.5W.*^.^2l?Sr' •™'"-' fSTSrin^Su!:
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Drolet. Jean P.: See—

Dni^^^'i^ ^^JB!P'*ik'*^ *•
• .*78.796. a. 423-155.000.^5^ ^,'' •™'.B*rteau. Damien M. M., to Hesston Corpon.

i^nJ^iini^;' ° earner Corporation. Method and appaiMus for

DuBois. R. Clark, to Gradco Systems^ Inc AimaratiH for «,««.
photocopies. 4.478.406. Cl. 271-29300

'^P'*""" '<>' »rtmg
Dudiac. Joseph O.: See—

fuller, Robert L. 4,478,116, a. 82-4.00A
Duclange. Jean-Pierre: See-

''*-*«"^-

°^^?9/S?."'*'"*'
"^ ^^8^ Jean-Pierre. 4.478.92a Q.

'^mII.T'V^"' ^ ?^j "'* "««*»• L«^ L.. to University of Florida.

Il8?88.S»'
'^^°'^ '*'°«^ composites. ^Sslwr^CI.

Ducruy Guy R.: Sw—

^'ST^roob.'^*"*"
^' "" ^''^''^y °"y '^- •^«'5«3. a.

Dudro. Harry R.. Jr.; and Morris, Frank E.. to BMI Inc R-f™rt«r«
runner. 4.478.395. Cl. 266-196.000

Refractory

'^ci*S7^2'?O0of*°*'
of treating and coating a fabric web. 4.478.886.

°tSr''r4"7tr9'5°^f32?SS*^ ^- "^"-P*"^ ^"^^'^
°?478% CL ?2?2MO^ "^"^^ "*»'•«"'"« »"' ««» »«hod.

°?e°v]S'%^°C,",?8-1i5^r'^'^Ltd.^^^^^
Dumas. David H.: See—

Dunham-Bush. Inc.: See—

^^7323^4^** ^' "" ®"'"*y' ^"*'°^ ^- •7W5*. a.
Dunkl. Franz C: See—

''tS?T5.3"«";!i3?S!i''
""^ '=' -^ «<«• Sidney D..

Dunn, Charles: See—

Co^jojj^™^ p.; al Runnd, Mioie K, 4.478.965, a.

''43?3090m*^ °' "^ '''°'*^ *^ - «.«'».'3I. a

Roura. Miguel J.. 4.478.978, Cl. 525-66.000."
Smith. Dewey H.. Jr.. 4.478.840. Q. 424-260.000.
Whitney. Joel G.. 4.478.845. Cl. 424.273.00R.

M?8.J2"cf 292.3^^?;?
"*'«

•
^"" ""^^^^ ^^ """My.

^S!:J?"^' "^ '^**5J'
*^*~* to Legrand S.A. Electrical apparatus

DuTBSSnf:'SI! ''*™*~^"'*^*'*^«'*^»'°"^^

Chin, Aland K.; and Dutt, Bulusu V.. 4 477 964 O 50 ^n nv\

^'i'V'^iSlT^ AkSngesShclift:Sr* "^ ^'"^^^^

26iYi.O00
"^ ^^^^"^ Karl-Hermami. 4.478.773. a.

E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.: See—

^m^i^M^ " •
"** Cimarusti, Christopher M.. 4.478.749, Q.

E. W. Bliss Company. Inc.: See—
Hugrak, Paul E.. 4.478.062. Q. 72-17.000.

2fe-S'S5r ^ "** ^'"^ °*" '^^ ^**"« *=•»*"• •78.^. CL
East. Anthony J.: See—

Ea«SS Ko!S'^m^'yfS-
"***"

'• *'*'*''*^ °- ^^^^-^

Sl^-i^?*"^ = "J'^ff"**'
S"*" C.. 4.478.944. Q. 436-95.000.Hess. Thomas C; and Wwgers, Karl E.. 4.478 928 Cl 4Mji7 nm

Jones. Cynthia G.; and HiRiff O.. M^/i^Q 43W^^^^Kuie. James L.. 4.478.402. Q. 271-100.000.
Miskmis. Edward T.. 4.478.925. a. 430-137.000.

v^^tei''?/"*."^"*' "^^y- Neil F.. 4.478,922. Q. 430-58.000.

^mooo • "** ^"""' '^'^ C.. 4.478.992; a
Eaton Corporation: 5^

"r^47S%%r5».6S^'' "• ''•= "- ^f"-". G«8ory
Marquardt, Walter L.. 4,479.117, Cl. 34<W44.000.

^S2ia^'" '

""** ""'*"«*' '"^ *^- *'*^'^^ CI.

Peloza. Kirk B.. 4,478,365, Q. 236-38.000.
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Ebata, Yoshikazu: See—
Hanyu, Susumu; Kasuga. Noboni; Nomota, Reishi; and Ebata,

Yoshikazu. 4.478.161. Cl. 112-155.000.

Edamura, Mizuo; Kajikawa. Takashi; and Okamoto. Koji, to Kawasaki
Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Sputtering system. 4.478.703. Cl,

204-298.000.

Edinger. William J. Self-contained containment for gas cylinder.

4.478.345. Cl. 220-8S.OOP.

Eertink, Bistiaan B. B.; and Leppink. Arie, to Oce-Nederland B.V.
Position control for recycled originals in a copying apparatus.

4.478.405. Cl. 271-227.000.

Eggert, Walter S., Jr. Resilient steering control assembly. 4.478.153. Q.
105-168.000.

Eguchi. Osamu: See—
Fukui, Tomonori; and Eguchi. Osamu. 4.478.049. Cl. 62-179.000.

Eheim. Franz, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Adjustable hydraulically oper-

ated stop. 4,478,188. Cl. 123-450.000.

Eian. Gilbert L.; and Trend. John E., to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company. Photolabile blocked surfactants and composi-
tions containing the same. 4.478.967. Cl. 524-86.000.

Eichler. Jurgen: See—
Eidenachink, Rudolf; Eichler. Jurgen; and Weber. Georg.

4,478.740. Cl. 252-299.620.

Eickmann. Karl. Arrangement on members which oscillate or pivot.

4.478.133. a. 91-488.000.

Eidenachink. Rudolf; Eichler. Jurgen; and Weber, Georg. to Merck
Patent Oesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Benzonitriles.

4.478.740. a. 252-299.620.

Ekoeg Industries. Inc.: See-
Mullet. David L.; Rilling. Raymond J.; and Voth, Elmer D.,

4.478,026. Cl. 56-7.000.

Electronique Marcel Dassault: See—
Oeesen, Michel; Mourant. Jacques; and Ludwig. Daniel P..

4.479.249. Q. 455-208.000.

Oeesen. Michel; Mourant. Jacques; and Ludwig. Daniel P..

4.479.2SS. a. 455-246.000.

Eli Lilly and Company: See—
Fleisch. Jerome H.; Marshall. Winston S.; and Cullinan. George J..

4.478.820. a. 424-45.000.

Elias. Gilbert N.. to Evans Rotork. Inc. Round edge former. 4.478,664,

a. 156-216.000.

Elkins. Hubert L.: See—
Hynes, Joseph H.; and Elkins. Hubert L.. 4.478.287. Q.

166-341.000.

Elliott. William G. CapaciUtively coupled plasma device. 4.479.075. Cl.

315-111.210.

Ellis, John F.: See-
Evans. Dennis W.; and Ellis, John F.. 4.478.S21. a. 368-8.000.

Ellis. Thomas E.: See—
Brightman. Barrie; Ellis. Thomas E.; Jones. James E.; Lenk. Pedro

A.; Stewart. WiUiam H.; and Woodward, John W.. 4.479.034. Cl.

179-18.0ES.

Ellis. Thomas J., to Southco. Inc. Tamper-resistant fastener key.

4.478.115. Cl. 81-436.000.

EUiston, Thomas L.. to Hydra-Rig. Incorporated. Hydraulic intensifier.

4.478.561. Cl. 417-400.000.

Elorriaga, Peter. Jr., to Best Industries, Inc. Swivel joint. 4,478.438. G.
285-276.000.

EIring Dichtungswerke GmbH: See—
Mmmer. Horst; and Gronle. Hansgeorg. 4.478.887. Cl.

427-211.000.

Embree. Milton L., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. AC/DC Current

divider circuit. 4.479.066. Cl. 307-350.000.

Emhart Industries. Inc.: See-
Lambert, Scott M., 4.478.630. Q. 65-242.000.

Endo, Gen; Hori. Hirokazu; Kawada, Yoshihiro; and Sakai, Junzo. to

Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of extruding and
shaping thermoplastic material. 4.478.775. Q. 264-40.300.

Energy Conversion Devices. Inc.: See—
Doehler. Joachim. 4.478,173, a. 118-688.000.

Eneroil Research Ltd.: See-
Smith, Robert W., 4,478.158. Q. 110-215.000.

Engelhard. Philippe: See-
Marty. Qaude; and Engelhard. Philippe, 4,479.023. Cl.

585-312.000.

Engelhardt & Forster KG: See—
Grunewald, Heinz. 4.478.060. Cl. 68-27.000.

Enggist, Paul: See—
^emole. Edouard P.; and Enggist, Paul. 4,478.865. Cl. 426-535.000.

English. Thomas A., to Interior Security Corp. Interior security win-

dow panel. 4.478.002. Cl. 49-57.000.

Enix. Clayton L., to Weyerhaeuser Company. Side mounted soil rip-

ping mechanism. 4.478.289, Cl. 172-136.000.

Entenmann, Robert: See—
Bonitz. Jorg; Entenmann. Robert; Knab. Rochus; Miller. Bemhard;
Rohde, Siegfried; Schramm. Herbert; and Viess, Walter,

4,478,068, 0:73-35.000,

Enviro-Spray Systems. Inc.: See—
Magid. David J.. 4.478.044, Cl. 60-72 1 .000.

Ergas. Raymond A., to Chevron Research Company. Method of edit-

ing seismic traces, as say gathered by large multichannel collection

systems, 4,479,183, Cl. 364-421.000.

Erickson. Stanton J. Artificial fishing lures. 4.477.994. Cl. 43-42.440.

Erlandson. Paul M.: See—
Hekal, Ihab M.; and Erlandson, Paul M., 4.478.860. Cl. 426-267.000.

Ernest. Robert O.: See—
Khaja, Farees U.; Ernest, Robert O.; Gronwick, Jerry P.; and

Bristol, Howard A,, 4,479,047, Cl. 219-225 000
Ernst. Donald M., to Thermacore, Inc. Abrasion resistant heat pipe.

4.478.275, Cl. 165-133.000,

Erwin. Timothy R., to Pitney Bowes Inc. Posuge meter security seal.

4,478.443, Cl. 292-307.00R,

Escher Wyss GmbH: See—
Kochndorfer, Michael; Kurtz. Rudiger; Meurer. Werner; Seider,

Werner; and Storr. Helmut, 4,478,684, Cl. 162-337.000.

Essex Chemical Corporation: See—
Roggenburg. Stanley L.. Jr.; and Laauwe. Roben H.. 4,478,356. Cl.

222-94,000,

ETA S.A.. Fabriques d'Ebauches: See—
Ammann, Ernst. 4,478.522. Cl, 368-37.000.

Ethicon, Inc.: See—
Di Giovanni. John; Failla. Steven; Huebscher, Laszio; Pedlick,

John S.; Menges. John R.; and Proszynski. Lech. 4.478.220. Cl.

128-326.000.

Mericle. Robert W.. 4.478.218. Q, 128-325.000.

Ethyl Corporation: See—
Marlett. Everett M., 4,478.813. O. 423-644.000.

Ethyl Molded Producu Company: See—
Ostrowsky. Efrem M., 4,478,343, Q. 215-252,000.

Ettinger. Robert H.; and Pasko. Walter J,, to General Electric Com-
pany. Transformer core having charge dissipation facility. 4,479,104,

Cl. 336-219.000.

Euclid. Inc.: See—
Hayden, Ronald D,, 4,478,318, Cl, 188-72,400,

Eumurian, Gregoire; and Gadrauk, Robert, to Thomson-CSF. Multi-

ple-threshold optical receiver for a variable-rate digital data transmis-

sion system, 4,479,266, Cl, 4SS-608.000.

Evans. Dennis W.; and Ellis, John F., to Perfection Electronic Products

Corp. Digiul time meter, 4,478,521, Cl, 368-8.000,

Evans. Robert F. Tuned support for cutting elemenu in a drag bit,

4.478,295, Cl. 175-56.000.

Evans Rotork, Inc.: See—
Elias, Gilbert N.. 4.478,664, Cl. 156-216.000.

Everett, James W.. to KRW Energy Systems Inc. Erosion resistant

elbow for solids conveyance. 4,478.253. Q. 138-140.000.

Ewald, Roland: See—
Lukasczyk, Wolfgang; and Ewald. Roland, 4.478.250. Cl.

137-625.650.

Ewing. John G. Heart monitor for horses. 4,478.225. Cl. 128-706.000.

Exxon Research & Engineering Co.: See-
Cohen. Abraham D,, 4,478,706, Cl. 208-138.000.

Huff. Terrence, 4,478,951, Cl, 502-108,000,

Lewis, Arthur M.; and Scudo, Aldo, 4,479,136. Cl. 346-140,OOR,

Turner, S. Richard; Walker, Thad C; and Thaler, Warren A..

4 478 727 Cl, 252-8. 50C,

Ezzell. Bobby R.; Carl, William P.; and Mod, William A., to Dow
Chemical Company, The. Sulfonic acid electrolytic cell membranes
and use thereof in the electrolysis of sodium chloride, 4,478,695, Cl.

204-98.000.

Fabian. Rainer. to Linde Aktiengesellschaft, Process for the extraction

of carbon monoxide from gas streams. 4,478,621, Cl 62-31.000.

Faiks. Frederick S„ to Steelcase Inc. Weight-actuated chair control.

4.478,454, Cl. 297-316.000.

Failla. Steven: See—
Di Giovanni. John; Failla. Steven; Huebscher. Laszio; Pedlick,

John S.; Menges. John R.; and Proszynski, Lech, 4,478.220. Cl.

128-326.000.

Fairchild. James L.: See—
Puri. Avinash D.; Rodosevich. James B.; and Fairchild, James L.,

4,478,599, Cl. 23-300.000,

Falconer, David D., to ATAT Bell Laboratories. Digital frequency-

shift keyed demodulator. 4.479.092. Q. 329-145.000.

Falk. Helmut: See-
Hebert. Donald G,, 4,478,528, Cl. 400-124.000.

Fanelli, Anthony J.; and Price. Alson K., to Allied Corporation. Alumi-

na-baaed aerogel supported transition metal catalyst useful as a Zie-

gler-Natta olefin polymerization catalyst and process for preparing

same. 4.478.987. Cl. 526-97.000.

Farb. David L.: See—
Landaburu. Ricardo H.; Yue. Roberi H.; Farb. David L.; and

Violand, Bernard N., 4,478,829, Cl. 424-177.000.

Famsworth, Carl D. Method and apparatus for separating fluidized

solid particles suspended in gasiform material. 4,478,708. Cl.

208-161.000.

Fata Industriale S.p.A.: See—
Selli. Marino, 4,478,572. Cl. 432-13.000.

Faupel. Werner: See—
Dorenkamp. Richard; Faupel, Werner; Geyer. Gerhard; and Jager.

Erich. 4.478.195. Q. 123-502.000.

Fellmann. Jere D.: See—
Langer. Hont G.; and Fellmann, Jere D., 4.478,805. Q.

423-311.000.

Felsen, Marvin: See—
Poss, Eliasz; and Felsen, Marvin, 4,478.915, Cl, 428-607.000.

Fenk. Josef, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Transistor oscillator circuit.

4.479.259, Q. 455-318.000.

Fenn. Larry L., to Fenn-Niemann. Inc. Line-measuring fishing bobber,

4,477,995, Cl. 43-43.110.

Fenn-Niemann. Inc.: See—
Fenn. Larry L.. 4.477.995. Cl. 43-43.110.
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^^S^i^Mi^
^"*^ '""'"•ries. Fuel injection system. 4.478.189. CI

''^S[^«X*"~? '^
• "^ ^^°"«' Franco'*, to Raychem CorporationFiber optic splice organizer. 4.478.486. CI. 350.96.200

^"P"™"""
Fenwick Danny L.; and Hopkins. Jon D.. to GeSral Electric Con,

F^> Beniamino; and Caimi. Giovanni 4 479 084 ri i^^icannc

M?9!ita"5S:w^»* entity-relationship dau base system!

Fern. Beniamino; and Caimi, Giovanni, to Ferco S r 1 Prnco«< «nH
UPpmtu, to check the presence and/or effilScy of mkJSSnS?
MS.oSra 3?:,s""»

''"^' °" """^^ circu.t°s:s:

Ferrofluidics Corporation: See—
Raj. Kuldip. 4.478,424. Q. 277-80.000.

Feudor S.A.: See—
Johansson. Stig, 4,478,570, Q. 431-344.000.

Fiber Associates, Inc.: See—

FichSiTsarirG: iiL""'
^•**-^ ^- -^•^'•'"' d- 28-246.000.

Weiaaenberger, Helmut, 4,478,323. CI 192-3 300
Fickes. Michael G.; and Shob^rt. Alan L to Du ^„t de N*™o.,« p

Figgie International, Inc.: See—

ir ^''S'..**'*'1^J
L- '.*78.023, CI. 53-382.000.

Fine Art Pillow ft Specialties Corp.: &e-
SchutZjBernard R., 4,478,453, CI. 297-219.000.

Fineberg. Douglas H., to Baker Oil Tools, Inc. Equaliana valve forsub^emnom wells. 4,478,286, CI. 166-324.000.
'^"*'"*"« ^"^^^ ^°'

Finkelstein, Manuel; DunkI, Franz C; and Ross, Sidney D to Snraaue

M^"S6.g'TO33.(2i*''
'""'^•-" clectrol^yS-'^cafe

Finkelstein, Manuel: See—

^MlJliS °' *™* Finkelstein, Manuel, 4.479,167. Q.

'''^3*£ ^'*Pi*" ^ • °"»°*' ^""^ *n<> Hamilton, John W to Gen-

In.m^. ^n»r.t.on. Vehicle body closure Utch^4.r7-8.£l°S:

Fire«one Tire ft Rubber Company. The: See-
Precht, Hans, 4,478,672. CM 56-42 1.000.

Firmenich SA: See—

SttE^HSl h' ^^I^'o P"»''/'^78.865. CI. 426-535.000.

"-iS^^ A;kjt-^^6.7.8-.etrahydronaphthalenols

"^'^AsTfi^^^ y k"*"' Manfred; and Strohmeyer
hvS^fi^^l^ AktiengeseUschaA. Recovery of aldehyd«S

Fiiffi^sShSA":"SS^"
*" *'*^'°'^' CI 568-454^^000'^

"^27'o5?'*"*"'
"** ^^^' 5'^''«" A.. 4.478.795, CI.

lSi^'SnSS^5J:?!^'^'!*J^^^---^ Labortechnik
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i_i__j"c ,**'_"'. '**" •vomoinai Medizin- und Labortechnil

ritto, Clare B., administrator: See—

Flakf'iSSeSS^iJ^''*^^' *•'''•**'• °- •'*-^-^-

FlecuSS5?'£l!'""'°'
*"** ^' '^"«' ^•'^•'". CI. 34-114.000.

"^iSSoO "*
•^^"^* "^ '^''^^ *^'' *'*^9'^"' CI-

Fl«ch. Jerome H.; Marshall. Winston S.; and Cullinan Oeor» i toEh Lilly and Company. Anilino-substitu™ boquSlS^SfnJn«
S^SSS' "»P«*'^°" "d "«hod ofrSSf 4^47M2a

"mSSsSb®"^ '^•' "^ ^°*^^- '^'^ «"""' ^"^^^ '».'»78.249. CI.

^i^U^^ ^*?*^'"i'
'^'*='«' S.. to British Aerospace Public

F1«^^S1ST"i^^'"''^ f'*'*'^^^'
CI 244-12.500.

'^'*'
55:63 wi)

' """'•""« **"***'^ ^y***" 4.478,003. ci.

^S.5'!::r™'i5?a°:s?sj,'ss.'^
•"'''' '^°" '«•" «"«""•

Fluidyne Corporation: See-

in
^'«' Gene G

• 4.478.368. Cl. 239-430.000.

4";78.337l'a°2rS'9.5S"
"^^ '~- ^^J""^"* "»'-ng unit.

Flynn. Richard M.: See—

^"Zm'^'' '' ""** '^y""' ^'='»«' M.. 4.478.761. a.
FMC Corporation: See—

'*'Sll5?K''"
''' "" ^°"""'""' '^""•» J- '•.-•78.014. Cl.

Fogg. M. Charles; Krieger, Charles F • and VmU i«i. d <,

Fogg. Q. Douglas: See-
Hang, George A.; Fogg. O. Douglas; Greenley. Gordon A Sh«^

Fogg. Sip^r^r ^*">' '' ^--. M79!r97°SL?6Abo.00g:

''fs^S^Sx)''"^^"*
''•= "«' '^^W* '^'P" L.. 4.478.657. a.

Folkmar, Jan; See—

Poii'^i'^'"'.''*"' "/!L"^' 4.478.386. CI. 249-83.000.

F^aulio t D»l.. di Foil, Giullo, FoUi Ben«, » Pretl Fmc inc.

„ ..f^ul'o- Folli; tnd Mirino, Casadei 4478 SM n «< ,ij imFom Giulic ft Dante, di Folli GhT.^rR^' A i^'tJJi'Jn.c.:

Ford'^SL^'SX^"' '*"*"°' '''''•'''• °- *"-^20.000.

Asik. Joseph R.. 4.478.201. Cl. 123-620.000

'°^v;,;S"^'°4,iS"1:r,"5«^"«»''"^ "™«—'

Foster. Craig A.: See—

^IfeoSo."'"" ^' ""^ ^°^"' C™« A. M78.170. a.

^"illSoSS."**"
°= "*• ''°«"' ^™e '^•' '••'•78.'7i. a.

Foster-Miller, Inc.: See—

't^7?'g^3.r,iS^ "^"^ '-^ ""I M»««^ a»H, F,
Foust, Harry D.: See—

"^

ctTS-lsToSo*'
''°'"*'"^ ^•' •"•• ^'•«' '^•» O-' '••*78.277.

''"v'IISku ''"*T ,* • '° ^.°^''^*" International Corporation VoIta.e

"^
cf^'sSSw.

•"'"• '^°'*" ^-^ "^ *'°''' ^»*" D.. 4.478.390,

Fox, Jay B., Jr., to United Sutes of America, Aariculture Mti,«h «f

JST^SST *" ^'"* **" """^"^ suppressor. 4,478.380. Q.

'''!!^i^f
^"^"^ ^ !.""* ^*^'' "^"^y- Method for altering red bloodcell function and survival. 4,478,824; Q. 424-101 000Frank Mayer ft Associates, Inc.: See-

*'^'"'"«'-

Crosslen, Louis J., 4,478,338, Cl. 21 1-490.000.
Frater, Norman K.; Hoo, Stanley S.; and McConnell WillUm H .«

International Business Machine Q,rporati5rStty fcTmSi.^
Fr«*r "n*"*!";

^"^
!Ly*"«

char«:teri»ti«. 4.^9,59? CpiiSi??^
*

Frear, David L., to Bendix Corporation, The. CouplL mrt fo?«.electncal comiector. 4.478,473. Cl. 339-89.00M
rredin, Bo: See

—

Freedman Harold H.. to Dow Chemical Company. The Process forcrosslmlung polyamines. 4.478.938. Q. 435-I81l!oob ^^
0^6-397^0^

RoUer-type liquid-adhesive applicator. 4.478.671.

Freeman. Lewis O.: See—

34058.000"^ '^'^ ***'^^" '*'*™*"« **'^'*- *.*W.109. Q.
Freyug. Adolf: See—

Frick, Nikolaus: See—

^CmSm.Sr'*''
''™''' ^*°''"'= •"** "*"• '*^' •7«'293.

Friedlander. Marc A.'; and Meth, Sheldon Z. Information stonute

Fnedman, Irwm R.; Foust, Harry D.; and Butt" Alan G toTnn*Company, The. Heat exchangVhavi'ng IfoS s^ScftitLl^
Fn^iS""^ ''"'^*"*' **'"'«»''• '•''•'8'277. Cl. 165-185^*^
rngoscandia Contracting AB: See—

*
»'^6!b(2'"'^"'''

""* Andersson, Gustaf A.. 4,478,141. Q.
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Frische. Richard H.; Dankwort. Rudolf C; and Klem. Charles D.. to

l.r7B7aT3T3"38.^"'"* ''"^ '*""''"«" P'"'"" ^^
^'^}iii:Jn^"^''\^' ?"*""• ^'"'' Y-' '° International Business
Machines Ojrporation. Stationary magnetic head with a Huid ooer-
ated upe lifter. 4.479.158. Cl. 360-130100.

^^
Frontier Electronics. Inc.: See—

^^J%n^^ M.. Jr.; and Cleveland. Ronald N.. 4.478.301. a.
1 77-70.CXX).

Frost. Walter W.: See—

Frosu Fritid AB: See—
Mattsson. Stig. 4,477,929, CI. 2-425.000.

Fryxell. Robert E.: See-
Smith. Murray S.. Jr.; Perkins, Roger J.; FryxeU, Robert E.; and

„ .. J^°"n8. William R., 4.478.638. Cl. 75-255.000.
Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.; See-

Abe. Akira, 4,478.943, Cl. 436-80.000.
Ikeda, Kensuke; and Igarashi, Akira, 4,479,138, a. 346-207.000

Mizuno, Chiaki; and Tamai, Yasuo, 4.478,908, Cl. 428-327.000.

'^%8"?7* CY 430!20?JS''=
^°""' '°*'''''^ •"** ^'°' ''°'°'

^^!^^Tf^^'
^''^' ^^°'' "><* Koizumi, Shigeo, 4,478,930, CI.

^*S"^in«'!S^''""'^
Masahiro; and Harada. Shigeo. 4.479.133.

Fuji Photo Optical Co., Ltd.: See—
Asano, Sheiji, 4,478,212, Cl. 128-6.000.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—
Kurata, Masami, 4,479,242, Cl. 382-17.000.

Fuju, Hanio; and Ando. Yujiro, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Cleaning
device for modulation control means. 4,478.510, Q. 355-15 000

Fuju, Norio; See—
Azuma, Toru; Hazama, Junji; Kawahara, Atsushi; Hada, Kazunari
and Fuiii, Norio. 4,479.145, Q. 358-106.000.

Fujikawa, Takao: See—

'^2l«'"«*^^!P«=,rVS^*''
'^^°' "»«* Miyanaga, Junichi,

4,4/6,0^0, Cl. 03-18.100.
Fujikawa, Teteuzo; and Takada, Toshiyuki, to Kawasaki Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha. Crankchamber precompression type two-cycle
internal combustion engine. 4.478.180. Q. I23-59.0BS

Fujimoto, Kaoru: See—

Fujita, Kazunori; Tamura. Kohki; Kawana. Hidejiro; Iwamoto, Kazuo-

S9.33OOO*'
"°' '° ^^^' Ltd. Fuel cell. 4.478,917. Cl.

''"wv/^fSSl*''
*** ^"J'**" ^""ted. Output buffer circuit. 4.479,067. Cl.

Fujittu Limited: See—
Fujita, Kouichi, 4.479.067. CI. 307-475.000.
Higuchi, Mitsuo; and Arakawa, Hideki. 4,479.126. Q. 340-825.860
Kato. Akinori; and Chujo. Yoshihiro. 4.478.508. CI. 355-14.00R.
Sato. Masashi; and Sugo, Yasuhisa, 4,479,200, Cl. 365-175.000

Fujiyama, Yoshiko; See—
M^, Takao; Masuyama, Tetsuo; Yokoyama, Toshihani; and

Fujiyama, Yoshiko, 4,478.956, Cl. 521-32.000.
Fukaya, Masaki: See—

Yoshioka, Seishiro; Hirai. Yutaka; Fukuda. Tadaii; Fukaya, MasakL
and Nakagiri, Takashi. 4,479,149, Cl. 358.m000.

Fukuda, Tadaji: See—
YosWolM, Seishiro; Hirai, Yutaka; Fukuda, Tadaji; Fukaya, Masaki-
and Nakagiri, Takashi, 4,479,149, a. 358-294:000.

Fukui, Isao: See—

B ..P***** Yasuhiro; and Fukui, Isao, 4,479,084, Q. 323-210000.
Fukui, Tomonori; and Eguchi, Osamu, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd Air-

conditioning control for a motor vehicle. 4,478.049, Cl. 62-179 000
Fukumitsu. Akira, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Appa-
5Sl^,'SL»"P'^"™'8 "8^* recorded on a disk. 4,479,209, CI.
369-77.200.

Fuller, Robert L., to Kopecko, William J.; and Duchac, Joseph O., part
interest to each. Belt drive for machine for resurfacing vehicle brake
discs. 4,478, 1 1 6, a. 82-4.00A.

Funada, Fumiaki: See—
Nakagawa, Kenichi; Minezaki, Shigehiro; and Funada. Fumiaki.

Furukawa. Hiroyasu: See—
Matsumura, Shoichi; Hashimoto, Yoshihiko; Furukawa, Hiroyasu-
and Azuma, Masaaki, 4,478,982, CI. 525-316.000.

Fusek, Richard L.; Harris, James S.; and Harding, Kevin G., to Univer-
»ty of Dayton. Production of diffraction limited holographic images.
4,478,481, CI. 350-3.830.

^^1^0 fl?^^..i}°,!^^'^ Drilling Equipment Ltd. Drilling rig.
4,478,291, CI. 173-147.000.

Fuai. KoicWro, to Nisshin Steel Co., Ltd.; and Kurosaki Refractories
Co., Ltd. Method for preventing the inclusion of slag into the molten
steel taped from a converter. 4,478,392, CI. 266-44.0)0.

G ft W Electric Company: See-
Banes, Alexander J., 4,479,105, a. 337-4.000.

Gabano. Jean-Paul; and Duchange. Jean-Pierre, to GIPELEC. Lithium
cell having a solid electrolyte constituted by a conductive vitreous
compound. 4.478.920. Q. 429- 1 9 1 .000.

Gacek, Mikkel; See—

^,"5^!l^IS"= °**''' Mikkel; and Undheim. Kjell, 4.478,839, Q.
424-25 1 .000.

°^!^bfillX'^'
^° ^*^°^ Ltd. 1-Phenyl-azepinoindoles. 4,478,750. a.

2OO-243.700.

GADOT, Petrochemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Sasson, Yoel; and Zbaida, Shmuei. 4.479,015. Cl. 568-584.000.

Gadrault, Roben: See—
^^^^'^"^°^^' •"** Gadrault, Robert. 4,479.266. d.

455-608.000.

Gakko Hojin Kinki Daigaku; See—
Kuwahara, Tosihide; Kiboku, Mituo; Ito. Seisiro; Ihara, Tatuhiko-
and Ikeda, Shoji. 4.478,643. Cl. 106-288.00Q.

Galand, Claude; and Nussbaumer. Henri, to International Business
Machines Corporation. Transmission method for transmitting voice
and dau information over telephone line and device for implementins
said method. 4,479,213, Cl. 370-1 18.000

Gale, Robert M.; See—

^ ..Shell. John W.; and Gale, Robert M.. 4,478,818, a. 424-14.000
Galletti, Cesare: See—

Gancia, Emanuele; and Galletti, Cesare, 4.478,065, Q. 72-239 000
GtOIusser, David O.; and Peterson. Ann E., to Bendix Corporation!

ao^w "'' * ""' °^ *" electrical connector. 4.478.474. a. 339-

Gancia. Emanuele; and Galletti, Cesare, to Innse Innocenti Santeus-
tacchio S.p.A. Continuous rolling mill with crossed stands for the
production of seamless tubes. 4,478,065, Cl. 72-239 000

Ganguli, Fartha S., to HRI. Inc. Hydroconversion process for hydro-

M7?70? 0*2^19*000"'"'''^ ^^^^ extraction of liquid fractions.

Garavuso. Gerald M.. to Xerox Corporation. Pneumatic extension
bottom stacking. 4.478.404. Cl. 27 1 -2 1 2.000.

Garrett Corporation, The: See—

I- J^^^^' ^**l" ^ •
"** ^y™«' '°e L.. 4.478,043. CI. 60-608.000.

Garrett, WUliam L. Synthetic seaweed. 4.478.533. CI. 405-24 000
Garrett, William R. Mud saver valve. 4,478,244, Cl. 137-515 000
Garten, Robert L.: See—

^'^M^flinS?"''^
M.; and Garten, Robert L., 4,479,024, Q.

Gass, Karl: See-
Meyer, WUly; Gass, Karl; Topfl. Werner; Schurter. Rolf; and

Pissiotas. Georg, 4.478.635, Cl. 71-92.000.
Gast. Jurgen; Wunsch, Lutz; and Zachmann, Gunter. to Bruker Analy-

tische Messtechnik GmbH. Auxiliary unit for carrying out reflection
mewrements using an IR spectrometer. 4,479,058, Cl. 250-343 000

Gau, George, to Krones AG Hermann Kronseder Maschinenfabrik.
Labelmg machine. 4,478,668, Cl. 156-364.000

Gau, Shek-Chung; and Dalai, Vikram L., to Chronar Corporation.
Amorphous silicon carbide method. 4,478,654, Cl. 148-174000

Gaucher, Antoine, to Centre Stephanois De Recherchcs Mecaniques
Hydromecanique Et Frottement Zone Industrielle. Aqueous lubiicat-

M2 36oSo*"'°"
"** process of manufacturing same. 4,478.731. Q.

Oaugel, Manfred; and Schonherr. Walter, to Patent Truehand-Geiell-
schaft fur elektrische Gluhlampen mbH. Sealed-beam headlamp

4479S72"a"313*.n?(So °" ^ °""''*' ***" ""**''* reflector

Gauzza. Harry J.; See—
Applebaum. Albert; Will. Albert S.; Humphrey, Samuel A.; Mc-

Lean. Frank C; Wolf. Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza, Harry
J.; and Hetzler. John C, 4,478,148, Cl. 102-390.000.

4478 59? a S4-50 OW
^"^ Corporation. Belt tensioning means.

Oebr. EickhofT Maschinenfabrik und Eisengiesserei mb.H.: See—
Lanfennann, Willy, 4,478.457. CI. 299-18.000.

Gebr. Klocker (Klocker Bros.); See—
Klocker. Heinz, 4,478,256. Cl. 139-54.000.

Geesen, Michel; Mourant, Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P., to Elec-
tronique Marcel Dassault; and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales.
Apparatus for collecting and processing messages transmitted at
different signal frequencies. 4,479,249, a. 455-208.000.

Geesen, Michel; Mourant, Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P., to Elec-
tromque Marcel Dassault; and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
App^atus for acquiring and collecting radio signals coming from a
plurahty of sutions. 4,479,255, Cl. 455-246.000.

Gehre, Gerhard: See-
Fischer, Wolfgang; Gehre, Gerhard; Korf, Rainer; Lorenz, Renate-
and Taschner, Heinz, 4,478,579. Cl. 433-222.000.

Geiger, Rolf: See—

^^L^°}^9S^%i?^"' Ro""; Obermeier, Rainer; and Mulbier,
Hubert, 4,478,828, Cl. 424- 1 77.000.

Gelus, Maurice: See—
Berger. Pierre; and Gelus, Maurice. 4.478.644. Cl. 127-1.000

Gendler. PaiU L.; and Twieg, Robert J., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Phenazine leucodyes for electrochromic
recording. 4.478.687, Cl. 204-2.000.

"w-nromic

General Electric Company: See—

*4:]^97ft"a"'?J5.,t5"00?''
"*" ' -^ ""• "^ •••

*srFy?,:"?Js*S??Er5/?5;.Si
"*" "-^ " ""^

Baker. Uwin T.. 4.479,215. Cl. 371-33.000.
Chung. Rack H.. 4.478.876, Cl. 427-54.100.
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Cole. Herbert S., Jr.. 4.479.1 18. CI. 34(W63.000.

-Tm^M^cT 29'-2/3Sr'*'
'°*'" "• "''•• ""* ****"*• °"*'** ^••

Dills, Raymond L.. 4.478.048. CI. 62-126.000.

33SV9MO*" "' *"** ^"^°' ^*"" '• *'*''••<>• CI

''^i^o ^"^ ^' *"** Hopkins, Jon D., 4.479,041, CI. 200-

Harris, Samuel C, 4.479.081, CI. 318-696.000.

"Mfi79%''JiS5»5lffi'
•'*'•'*""= "' ^'"''' ^'" »••

Huseby, Irvin C; and Bobik, Carl F., 4,478,785, Q. 264-65.000.

5?^' 'o*'" •' • ""* ^e*"' Richard F., 4.478,932, Q. 430-314.000.
Kim, Wonuik. 4,478,780. CI. 264-328.200.

'^'iT."'^w^*"y°»*'': *"<* Urbaetis, Stanley P.. 4,478,646. CI.
1 34-7.000.

Umbert, Joe C, 4.479,080, CI. 318-373.000.
Mundschenk, Glenn R., 4,478,005, CI. 49-388.000.
Pauze, Denis R., 4.478.913, CI. 428-383.000.
Rabatin. Jacob G., 4,478.933, CI. 430-496.000.
Smith, Murray S., Jr.; Perkins, Roger J.; Fryxell, Robert E.; and
Young, William R., 4,478,638, CI, 75-255.000.

Yates, Roy K.. 4.478,059, CI. 68-17.00A.
General Electric Company p.l.c, The: See—

Schauder, Colin D.; and Caddy, Roy, 4,479.082, CI. 318-799.000.
General Foods Corporation: See—

4,478,867, Q. 426-570.000.
General Hospital Corporation. The: See—

Haber, Edgar; and Burton. James, 4,478.827, CI. 424-177.000.
General Motors Corporation: See—

^%!S?8*!'cf•i5oitSo"""''
'' "" '*"'^™"''' ^"'"' "^ •

'^'m'sISi. C?'59^-216.SJ'*"'
^"^ "' """"^°"' '°'" ^-

General Partitions Mfg. Corp.: See—
Thompson, William A., Jr., 4,478,019, a. 52-239.000.

General Signal Corporation: See—
Mergner, George C, 4,478,527, Q. 374-172.000.

Genetics International, Inc.: See—
CrawfordjDon L.; and Pometto, Anthony L., Ill, 4,478.747, CI.

435-72.000.

Gentile, Anthony J.; See—

^'2P??A,« '°'*" ^ • "** Gentile, Anthony J., 4,478,038, CI.
6(V39.020.

°OT!' ''^ ^ = ^°**' "«rt>ert H.; Panicker, Narayana N ; and Wada,
William T.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Buoyed moonpool plug for

44M'om
*'"* * flexible flowline from a process vessel. 4,478,586, CI.

Geoffrey Greethead Pty. Limited: See—
Greethead. Geoffrey F.. 4,478,862. CI. 426450.000.

George, John A., to Xomox Corporation. Plug valve with removable
lip insert means. 4.478.388, CI. 251-309.000.

Georgetown University: See—

^-l!*!; n^"**" ^' *"** Zapolski, Edward J., 4,478.816, CI.
424-4.000.

Geosource Inc.: See—

^IfSiSi!"^ ^;.'SJf=i2: '*^ ^' »n<* Mehrkam, Thomas O

.

4,479,264, CI. 455-605.000.
GerTOe, Bela: See—

a'?-fi'!?i, ^A^PlJSD J:l S"'8°*' ^'*= «"«' Hamilton. John W.,
4,478,441, CI. 292-216.000.

Gerhold. Clarence G., to UOP Inc. High efficiency continuous separa-
tion procesa. 4,478,721, a. 2ia659.(»0.

Gerriah, Howard W., Jr.: See—
Vetter, Ronald F.; Gerrish, Howard W., Jr.; and Lesniak, Uw-

renceF., 4,478.151, CI. 102-481.000.
L^nia«, uaw

Geus, John W.: See—

^JjJ'jJmO
^'"'" ' '

'

"^ °"^ '°^ ^- *'*^*'^' c>

Geyer, Charles J., Jr.; and White, Ben E., to Fiber Associates, Inc.
Viscose rayon spinnmg machine. 4,477,951, CI. 28-246.000

Geyer, Gerhard: See—

°ESK.^47j%t1?l.''l2r5^2'S?"=
°''"' """""'^ "^ '^"-

Geze GmbH: See—
Scheck, Georg, 4,478,426. a. 280-625.000.

a"273^'obc"""
'*^"" ^''*' °^^^' oval-shaped head 4.478.416,

°%2?;d"^ R:* '° "ercules Incorporated. Urethane compounds andCMDB propellants stabilized therewith. 4,478,656, CI. 149-19 400

Ml M8 0m"
^" '° *""**"* '"'^ Conical crusher. 4,478,373, CI.

Giese, R(^ W. Process for applying multiple Uyers of a protein and

4.4S!9f4,a*42"-4(SoOO *" ""*" ^ ** multiple-layer system.

Gi^ia. Robert D.: See—
Huang, Sun Y.; and Giglia, Robert D., 4,478,991. a. 526-287.000.

Gill, Jerry A.: See—
Wells, Lawrence E.; Kamenster, Boris; Fox, Preston R.; and Gill
JerryA., 4,478,111, a. 81-57.190.

GUIe. Robert A.; Planer. Norman G.; and Zansky, Zoltan, to Honey-
well Inc. Phase modulated switchmode power amplifier and wave-
form generator. 4.479,175, a. 363-41.000

Gillery F. Howard; and Crisa, Russell C, to PPG Industries, Inc.
Anode for magnetic sputtering apparatus. 4,478,702, Q. 204-298.000.

Gillette Company, The: See—
Carrillo, Angel L., 4,478,821, Q. 42447.000.

Gilliams, Yvan K.: See—

'1,f7~92tS f30-?il!»
''''" ""' "^ """ °'^'' ""^"^

GIPELEC: See—

^^^Ti'qi mo
***"'' ""* Duchange, Jean-Pierre, 4.478,920, Q.

Girot, Pierre; and Boschetti. Egisto. to Phannuka Uboratoires. Auto-

JiS-Toi'ooO
'°' "''"'** *=**™"»**°8"Phy- 4,478,713, Q.

Giulio. Folli; and Marino, Casadei, to Folli Giulio A. Dante, di Folli
Giulio, Folli Benzo & Preti Fosca s.n.c. Machine for forming unbro-
ken rings of dough. 4.478,569, CI. 425-324. 100.

Glaenzcr Spicer: See—
Mangiavacchi, Jacques, 4,478.591, CI. 464-14.000.

Global Nutrameal, Inc.: See
Stauss, Kirk B., 4.478,857, CI. 426-72.000.

Gloria, Maurice: See—
^ ^^".w**?/' ''•''''PPe: »"<! G'orie, Maurice, 4,479,252, CI. 455-223.000.
G«la, Wilfned, to Precitronic Gesellschaft fur Feinmechanik und

Electronics mbH. Method and apparatus for shooting simulation of
ballistic ammunition with movable targets. 4,478,581, CI. 434-22 000

Godejahn, Gordon C, Jr., to Rockwell International Corporation"
Process for and structure of high density VLSI circuits; having

T4i7%2^a*^^.yJlSSo^^
^°' ^'^ ***'^"* "** conducting line^

Godo Seitetsu Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
°

4T8.?7^4" ci.'4°32?f80.a»°'
^*^' ^"**^' '"*' '^*"' ^^'^^'

°^rcrrAr'""*'™n*^'1?^r°'*^'"' S**'*"; •"<* Sanner, Axel, toBASF Aktiengesellschaft. Water-insoluble protein material, itt dicm-
ration and its use. 4,478,976. CI. 525-54.100.

*^

Goldstein. Alan J.: See-
Ferrer. Richard S.; Goldstein. Alan J.; and Nazif. Zaher A

4.479.196. CI. 364-900.000.
^^

'

Goller. Ernst: See—
Kazmaier, Gunther; and Goller, Ernst, 4,478,058, CI. 66-149.00R

Good, Jeremy*A.: See—
Cohen, Enrico; and Good, Jeremy A., 4,478,71 1, CI. 209-39.000

GTOdall, Brian L.; and van der Linden-Lemmers, WUhelmina J. M.. to
Shell Oil Company. Process for the stereospecific polymerization of

fAi&°]?,'«'?^.?U!jP'" °'''*" polymerization catalyst system.
4,4/8,y8V, CI. 526-142.000.

Goodall, Charles C. O.: See-
Blake, Colin C; Goodall, Charles C. O.; and Bacon. Paul A

4,478.714. CI. 210-136.000.
' '

°4478*7'l5 Cl"!ri(M98^26o°
^''*°" ^°^ Company. Column retainer.

Goodyear Tire A. Rubber Company, The: See-
Lai, Joginder; and Sandstrom, Paul H., 4,478,980, Cl. 52M87.000.
Parker, Dane K., 4,478,983, Cl. 525-332.200.
Pierson, Robert M.; Haas, Edward J.; and Montgomery, Edward
C, 4,478,266, Cl. I52-209.00R.

^

Wideman, Uwson G.; and Sandstrom, Paul H., 4,478.993. Cl
527-600.000.

Goossens, John C: See—
Abolins. Visvaldis; Goossens, John C; Holub, Fred F.; and Lee.
Gim F.. Jr.. 4,478,979, Cl. 525-68.000.

Gotoh, Masao: See—
Tsuzuku, Susumu; Hira, Yasuo; Gotoh, Masao; Yokono, Hitoshi;
and Hosoe, Yoshihisa, 4,478,902, Cl. 428-174.000.

^^
Gotting, Otto: See—

Hess, Walter; Nicolai, Franz; Treiss, Erich; and Ootting. Otto.
4,479,043, Cl. 219-8.500.

*
Goudsche Machinefabriek B.V.: See-

van der Schoot, Peter W. C., 4,478,863, Q. 426-482.000.

^^•,^"i2I!'°
"""** °' '°"" ''8* 8«» compressor. 4,478,556, a.

417-256.000.

Gradco Systems, Inc.: See—
DuBois, R. Clark, 4,478,406, a. 271-293.000.

''M77.?2S'a°2-2:J.««.'^'"
^"^ "** ""^*' P"*' '^^

Graham, Anne M.: See—
Pesa, Frederick A.; and Graham. Anne M., 4,478,955, a.

Gram, Martin M., to MTS Systems Corporation. Load frame crosshead
construction. 4,478,086, Cl. 73-781.000.

Granberg, Mauritz L.; and Hanson, David G. Scannins sonar disDlav
system. 4,479.206. Cl. 367-104.000.

*^ '

Graser, Earl J., to Manville Service Corporation. Sleeve style beveraoe
package. 4.478.3H a. 206-427.000.

^
Graves. J^liam L.. to AMAX Inc. Trolley bridge. 4,479,037, O.

Gray, Gary A.: See—
Daughton, John W.; Gray, Gary A.; Wilczek, Stephen A.: and

Sterner, Edward, 4,478,509, Q. 355-14.000
Gray, Roger E.: See—

Moghe, Sanjay B.; Gray, Roger E.; and Tsai, Wei, 4,479,100, Q.

Gray, William C, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method of migrating
seismic data without dependency on velocity. 4.479,205, Cl.
367-63.000.

Green, Gilbert E., Jr., to Sprague Electric Company. Electrolytic
capacitor with a hermetic seal. 4,479,168, Q. 361-433.000.
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Green, Lawrence E.: See—
Drevitch, Nolan A.; and Green, L iwrence E., 4,477,991, Cl. 40-

1S8.00B.

Greene, Aubrey E., to Amermac Inc. Wheel adapters for truing and
balancing tires. 4,478,081, Q. 73-487.000.

Greenley, Gordon A.: See—
Haag, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greenley, Gordon A.; Shep-

ard, Steve A.; and Terry, F. Duncan, 4,479,197, Cl. 364-900.000.
Greethead, Geoffrey F., to Geoffrey Greethead Pty. Limited. Heat-

treatment of cereal. 4,478,862, Cl. 426-450.000.
Gregg, James S., to Samsonite Corporation. Spring loaded luuuEe case

hinge. 4,477,941, Cl. 16-289.000.
"^

Gregory, Jane A.: See—
AvUes, Henry E.; Gregory, Jane A.; Panissidi, Hugo A.; and Wat-

tenbarger, Henry E., 4,478,089, Cl. 73-862.040.
Grenacher, Armin V.: See-

Fischer, Karl; Grenacher, Armin V.; Herr, Manfred; and Stroh-
meyer. Max, 4,479,012, Cl. 568-454.000.

OrifRn, Gordon D. Mattress support system. 4,477,935, Cl. 5-241.000.
GrifRn, Robert A.: See—

Coleman, Tommy W.; and Griffin, Robert A., 4,478,697, Cl. 204-
105.00M.

Griffis, Patrick D., to RCA Corporation. Switching arrangement for a
stereophonic sound synthesizer. 4,479,235, Cl. 381-17.000.

Grimshaw, Kenneth P., to Metalogic Control Limited. Adaptive con-
trol of a dynamic system or process. 4,479,176. Cl. 364-148.000.

Grisaffi, John J.: See-
Lawrence, Larry K.; and Grisaffi, John J., 4,478,015, Q.

52-120.000.

Grob t Co. Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Koch, Bemhard, 4,478,258, Q. 139-358.000.

Gronle, Hansgeorg: See—
Sommer, Horst; and Gronle. Hansgeorg. 4,478,887, a.

427-211.000.

Gronwick, Jerry P.: See—
Khaja, Farees U.; Ernest, Robert O.; Gronwick, Jerry P.; and

Bristol, Howard A.. 4.479.047, Cl. 219-225.000.
Gros, Georges; and Molin, Marc, to Rhone-Poulenc Agrochimie.

Process for the preparation of l-carbamoyl-3-<3,5-dichlorophenyl)-
hydantoins. 4,479,006, Cl. 548-312.000.

Gross, Robert C; and Gross, Susan C, to Eastman Kodak Company.
Analytical element containing a barrier zone and process employing
same. 4,478,944, Cl. 436-95.000.

Gross, Susan C: See-
Gross. Robert C; and Gross, Susan C, 4,478,944, C\. 436-95.000.

Orubbs, Harvey J.: See—
Houminer, Yoram; and Grubbs, Harvey J., 4,479,003, Q.

546-341.000.

Grubka, Lawrence J., to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation. Appa-
ratus for producing and collecting glass fibers. 4,478,625, Cl.
65-11.100.

Grunewald, Heinz, to Engelhardt t Forster KG. Continuous washing
machine. 4,478,060, Cl. 68-27.000.

Grush, Robert J., Jr. Bivalve shellfish opening knife. 4,477,943, Cl.
17-75.000.

GTE Laboratories Incorporated: See—
Cogan, Adrian I., 4.477,963. Cl. 29-571.000.

GTE Products Corporation: See—
Barbano, Normand, 4,479,127, Cl. 343-742.000.
Benjamin, Mary L.; Dobbs. Robert J.; and Shaffer. Mary E..

4,478,888, Cl. 427-220.000.

Kackenmeister, Carl F.; and Houseknecht, Gary L., 4,478,571. Cl.
431-359.000.

Guamieri, C. Richard. Radiant energy collector having plasma-tex-
tured polyimide exposed surface. 4,478,209, Q. 126-417.000.

Gudat, Wolfgang: See—
Liermann, Peter; Hesse, Karl-Heinz; Meyer, Dietmar; and Gudat.
Wolfgang. 4.478.131, Cl. 91-356.000.

Gudnason, Geir V, to Coca-Cola Company. The. Process for the
purification of sugar syrups. 4,478,645, Cl. 127-57.000.

Guibert, Raul. Automatic paste-producing apparatus. 4,478,519, Cl.
366-157.000.

Gunther, Michael: See—
Backstein, Gunter; Unger, Hans W.; Gunther, Michael; Kaltbeitzer,

Dieter; and Veldhoen, Hendrik, 4,478,149, Cl. 102-426.000.
Gurtler, Henrick: See—

Alder-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen.
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,940, Cl.
435-209.000.

Gurtler, Henrik: See—
Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,854, Cl.
426-12.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler. Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478.856, Cl.
42646.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,939, Q.
435-200.000.

Guynes, Kenneth W.: See—
Drewett, Glen E.; and Guynes, Kenneth W., 4,478,536, Cl.

405-213.000.

H.G.D. Enterprises Ltd.: See—
Dukowski, Hubert G., 4,478,216, Cl. 128-204.210.

H. R. Electronics Company: See—
Levasseur, Joseph L.. 4,478,353, Q. 221-14.000.

H. Stoil GmbH ft Co.: See—
Kazmaier. Gunther; and Goller, Enist. 4,478,058, G. 66-149.00R.

Haag, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greenley, Gordon A.; Shepard,
Steve A.; and Terry. F. Duncan, to Hewlett-Packard Company.
Method and apparatus for selecting and setting the mode of operation
for a mechanism. 4,479,197, Cl. 364-900.000.

Haag, Gottlob: See—
Brettschneider. Johannes; Dobier, Klaus; Haag, Gottlob; Linder,

Ernst; and Polach. Wilhelm, 4.478.613, Cl. 55-127.000.
Haarmann, Walter: See—

Roch. Josef; MuUer, Erich; Narr, Berthold; Nickl. Josef; Haar-
mann, Walter; and Weisenberger, Johannes M., 4,478,833, Cl.
424-246.000.

Haas, Edward J.: See—
Pierson, Robert M.; Haas, Edward J.; and Montgomery, Edward
C, 4,478,2f66, Cl. 152-209.00R.

Haas, Peter: See—
Schonfelder. Manfred; Haas. Peter; Avar, Geza; and Steinberger,

Helmut, 4,478,893. Cl. 427.387.000.

Haber. Edgar; and Burton. James, to General Hospital Corporation,
The. Renin inhibitors. 4,478,827, Cl. 424-177.000.

Hada, Kazunari: See—
Azuma, Torn; Hazama, Junji; Kawahara, Atsushi; Hada, Kazunari;
and Fujii. Norio, 4,479.145, Cl. 358-106.000.

Haendle, Joerg; and Maass, Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Method for the production of X-ray images and X-ray television
apparatus for carrying out said method. 4.479.231, Cl. 378-99.000.

Hafner. Karl E.; and Kohlcr. Wolfgang, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz
Aktiengesellschaft. Fuel injection pump for internal combustion
engines. 4,478.196. Cl. 123-504.000.

Hahn, Granville J., to Cosden Technology, Inc. Methods for improving
the gas barrier properties of polymeric containers. 4,478,874, Cl.
42740.000.

Haines, Eldon L.; and Banera, Ralph E. Self-pumping solar heating
system with geyser pumping action. 4,478,211, Cl. 126433.000

Hake, Lewis W.; Huff, Charles F.; and Miller, J. Wayne, to Petroleum
Concepts, Inc. Drill bit stud and method of manufacture. 4,478,298,
Cl. 175-329.000.

Halcon SD Group. Inc., The: See—
Khoobiar, Sargis, 4,479,013. Cl. 568479.000.
Khoobiar, Sargis, 4,479,014, Cl. 568479.000.

Haley, Neil F.: See—
Perlstein, Jerome H.; and Haley, Neil F., 4,478,922, Cl. 430-58.000.

Haley, William J.: See-
Carison, David K.; Bumia, William G.; and Haley, William J.,

4,478,322, Cl. 192-0.055.

Hall, Alethea R. M. Method of joining sheets of a non-magnetic mate-
rial together. 4,478,659, Cl. 156-73.100.

Halliburton Company: See—
Hjelsand. Timothy A.; and Moore, Paul A., 4,478.423, Cl.

277-59.000.

Sumner, Cyril R., 4,478,294, Cl. 1754.560.
Halmann, Martin M.; Ulman, Mira; and Aurian-Blajeni, Benedict, to
Yeda Research ft Development Company, Ltd. Photosynthetic solar
energy collector and process for its use. 4,478,699, Cl. 204-158.00R.

Halpem, Yuval; Mott, Donna M.; and Niswander, Ron H., to Borg-
Wamer Chemicals, Inc. Process for prepanng amine salts of phos-
phoric acids. 4.478,998, Cl. 544-195.000.

Hamashima, Yoshio: See—
Yoshioka, Miteuru; Uyeo, Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio; Kik-

kawa, Ikuo; Tsuji, Teruji; and Nagata, Wataru, 4.478.997, Cl.
544-71.000.

*»

Hamilton. C Ray: See-
Mitchell, William O.; Frost. Walter W.; and Hamilton. C. Ray,

4,478,359, Cl. 223-002.000.

Hamilton, John W.: See—
Fiordellisi, Stephen J.; Gergoe. Bela; and Hamilton, John W..

4.478.441, Cl. 292-216.000.

Hammond, Harry W.: See—
Rosenthal, Hyman; and Hammond, Harry W., 4,478,270, Cl.

164-254.000.

Hanas, Bertil, to ASEA Aktiebolag. Stirring metal in a continuous
casting mold. 4,478,273, Cl. 164468.000.

Haneda, Satoshi; and luya, Masahiko, to Konishiroku Photo Industry
Co., Ltd. Corona image transfer method. 4,478,870. Cl. 427-14.100.

Hanlon. Raymond J. Breathing device. 4.478.215. CI. 128-201.130.

Hanna, Marie R.: See—
Belko, Robert P.; Boden, Richard M.; and Hanna, Marie R.,

4.478.743. Cl. 252-522.00R.
Hanna Mining Company. The: See

—

Zambrano, Adolfo R.. 4.478.803. Cl. 423-244.000.

Hannah, James T. Electronic control device for decisions and scoring.
4,479,181, Cl. 364411.000.

Hanner, John C. Apparatus for varying the speed of DC motors.
4,479.079, Cl. 318-345.00G.

Hannes, Heinz D.; Lothmann, Josef; and Walther. Ludwig, to Zimmer-
mann ft Jansen GmbH. Apparatus for the exact position feedback of
a double-acting power piston in a hydraulic power cylinder.
4,478,129, Cl. 91-1.000.

Hanover, Barry K.: See—
Jacobsen, Stephen C; Lunu, Richard D.; and Hanover, Barry K..

4,477,971, Cl. 29-877.000.

Hanselmaim, Daniel: See-
Binder, Rolf; and Hanselmann. Daniel, 4,477,944, Cl. 19-80.00R
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Hansen, James C- See—
Herr, Francis V.; Walklet. Thomas B.; Hansen, James G.; Hasler,
peodore J.; Beil, Valentin; Donlon, Harold E.; and Christian
Ken E.. 4,478,339, CI. 21 1-126.000.

Hanson, David O.: See—
Granberg. Mauritz L.; and Hanson. David G., 4,479,206, CI.

Hanyu, Susumu; Kasuga, Noboru; Nomota, Reishi; and Ebata, Yo-
shikazu, to Janome Sewing Machine Co.. Ltd. Switching device of a
double-function sewing machine. 4,478,161, Q. 112-lSS.OOO

Hara, Hiroshi: See—

''mV9!?7!'J:v'JS2o"'55?'=
^°"*'' ''"''*^*= "^ ^'°' ^°~'

Hara, Yoshimichi: See—
Naganoma. Masanori; Kato, Yoshihani; Saito, Atsunori; Hara.
Y«himichi; and MaUushima. Katsuaki, 4,478,274, CI.
163-12.000.

Handa, Shigeo: See—

^*'JS",'^,^'''°=?*"»»''»' Masahiro; and Harada, Shigeo, 4,479,133,

Harding, Kevin G.: See—

''T478,S^!ci3fe.3*8Sr
'""" '^ "^ ""''"«• '^'^" °'

Hardinge Brothers. Inc.: See—
Broj*T. Ivan R.; and Sheehan, Terrence M., 4.478.117, CI.

"*^'P''.A!^°'ii A.^' Shinichi; and Nakayama. Takehisa. to Kabu-

T^J^f^ BANDAI. Transformable toy vehicle. 4.477.999. CI.

Harmeson Manufacturing Co., Inc.: See—

'Mr8:4?5*'a.1^3.1^^R.'°''"
^-^ ^ ^"'"- '^'""-

" •

Harpen, Michael D.: See—

't.47^si?cf 4^3iass.'
'*"'^' ""' "^ '^«*'' '^'^'^ ^-

Harrington. Edward R.: See—
""

M"8.?;'"'a. «^M^'Sbo
**^ ''•= '"*' "*"*''«'°"' ^-"' ^'

"M79.(g;.^. J30.Sl.oSf
'"" "^""^^ '^''"•"'''' *"""•«"

Harris, James S.: See—

''T478,Sl!cL35i3"8^*'
'""" '^ "' "^"«' ^'^ °-

"^9,m7;c1. 318!S;»6°or'
^""'"^ '^'"'^'' '^ ""'"^ ''"^^

Harrop, Peter, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Coupling and mixing circuit
composing a dual source transistor. 4,479.260. CI. 455-333 000

Harshbarger. Harry F.: See—
*^

292-333 000^'
*™* "^'''*'«*'' "«^ ^' 4.478,444, CI.

"m78^67"cPiiS52'oS
'^**" **" ' multiple sectioned boat.

"!IJ"i'p9?1^'1S;' '° '^'*'' ^"P- *"<= Universal heat shield. 4,478,310,

Hartman Material Handling Systems, Inc.: See—

"wrS7(w" ^* "^ *"**"' ***"*' '^' *'*^''207' CI.

Hvtman Peter W.; and Brown, Patsy R.. to Hartman Material Handling

4.479207 CI 367?i07*S'"'
*^""" ^°^ automatic storage apparatus.

Haitwig, Jurgen: See—

'^^Twisdoo'™*
^' "*' "*«^«' 'wgen. 4,479,077, CI.

Harumiya, Noriho: See—

''45^717'?r2l^SoS'*'
'**'"»"= •"*' "«""™' Tadahiro.

Haiegawa, Kenji: See—

**VfTi: 2^<»'l»I''«e; Satoh. Ken20h; Hasegawa. Kenji; and
Takahashi, Mitsuyoshi, 4,478.899, CI. 428-72.000.

HasMawa, Seitaro: See—

M^8"r6. a^'ii.S'S^ssr
*'"''°'""'= "" ""*«*"*' ^*'*'°'

Hoegawa. Tsuneo; Nakahara, Kiyohani; and Hasegawa, Seitaro, to

SSiJiSfS ^6-289 ooo"*^"**^
**'''*'* ^°' P'**"*''"« P"™ *«"

"^'r4!;v\4T^^^ '^"•'^'^ ^'"- "°« -""-
Hashimoto, Yoshihiko: See—

Mattumura, Shoichi; Hashimoto, Yoshihiko; Furukawa, Hirovasu
«nd Azuma, Masaaki, 4,478,982, CI. 525-316.000.

^r"'.."'*^ ^;= Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec. Arthur R.. to

4jn8.822.?i.' AU-TiSSo "^ ''™'*" "^''"'"* thermosetting gels.

Hasler. Theodore J.: See—
Herr. Francis V^ Walklet. Thomas B.; Hansen, James G.; Hasler.

P*?S*^ ;;*.^*' Valentin; Donlon, Harold E.; and Christian,
Ken E., 4,478,339. CI. 211-126.000.

Hass, Robert H., to Union Oil Company of California. Method for

4.478?M *a"4H-57400R"*
^""" ''*^'* "'"'""'"« ™°'^" '""f"'

H««e. Jarc^av; and Palmberg, Roger, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
„ Canonic adsorptKWi agent. 4,478.724, CI. 210.679.obo

^Ca o.**^'
"^ Trautenberg. Elmar, to Siemens Aktiengesell-

M^083"a.*73Scr'**'" "'*"^"'"* '^^^'^P'y '•*^'«

"^il"f; ?n!'"' ""? Trautenbcrg, Elmar, to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft. Ultrasound tomography device. 4,478,084, CI. 73-620000

Hastmgs Donald R^ to Nordson Corporation. Air atomizing nozzle
assembly. 4,478,370, CI. 239-707.000.

Hastings, Jerome K.: See—

°Tl!'/\.™*" ^' ""* Hastings, Jerome K., 4,479,162, Q.
Jo 1-2 10.000.

Hasumi. Ryoichi: See—
Nishikawa, Yasuhisa; Tanaka, Yoshio; Hasumi. Ryoichi; and

Koizumi, Takashi, 4.478,098, CI. 74-10.330
Hatae, Seiryo: See—

Akisue. Osamu; Hatae. Seiryo; Toki. Hiroaki; Nakazawa, Kichi-
and Wakako. Atsuhiro. 4,478,649, CI. 148.12.00C^

Hattori, Kyo: See—
Idogaki Takahani; Kawai, Hisasi; Hattori, Kyo; and Sakurai.

Kazuhiro. 4,479.068. CI. 310-194.000. ' ' • °
«»*urai,

Hattori. Yoshiya: See—
Kohno, Kiyoshi; Nishikawa, Satoshi; Hattori, Yoshiya; and Kiteo.

Kohji, 4,478.990. CI. 526-279.000.
Hattori. Yoshiyuki: See—

Hayakawa, Hideyuki; Matsui. Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; and
Kinbara, Hiroji. 4.478.595, CI. 474-109.000.

Watanabe. Kiyohiko; Matsui. Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,
TTOhihiro; Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi, Shunsdcu.
4,478,550. CI. 415-53.00T.

«"™»«»i,

Hauni-Werke Korber & Co. KG.: See—
Rudszinat, Willy, 4.478,231, CI. 131.84.00C.

Haverland, Patricia L.: See—

"crlzoimOOo'
^' "''' ""* "•^«''"'<*' P"'nc'* L., 4,478,349,

Haverland. Walter K., Jr.; and Haverland, Patricia L.. to Mirro Corpo-
ration. Insulated dish and lid for microwave cooking. 4,478.349, CI.

Hawk Eye, Inc.: See—
Von Holten, Hubert B., 4,478,369, CI. 239-664.000.

Hawrylo. Frank Z., to United States of America, Air Force. Diffusion
barrier for long wavelength laser diodes. 4,479,222, CI. 372-45.000

Hayakawa, Hideyuki; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; and Kin.
bara. Hiroji, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Electric control apparatus for
belt tensioners. 4,478,595, CI. 474-109.00a

Hayakawa. Takaki: See—

''J.475;937''S«5"=17?;S^"''
'"^' "^ """^ ^'^«'°'

Hayashi. Munehiro: See—
Saito, Hidefumi; Hayashi, Munehiro; Mitani, Hisashi; Isaka,
Hiromu; and Andoh, Masanao. 4.478,046, CI. 62-6.000.

Hayashi, Nobuyuki: See—

^A''A?7'l!i,^^?"?a"i«P,Sir^
^''°«°= *"** Hayashi, Nobuyuki,

4,4//,Vo7, C-l. 29-596.000.

"*.^o*^l?;'^°"*'''
^- '° Euclid, Inc. Vehicle brake system. 4,478,318, CI.

188-72.400.

Hayes, Gerald G., to Kidde Recreation Products, Inc. Compound bow
cable and bowstring attachment means. 4,478,203, CI. 124-24.00R

Hayner, John M.: See—

^&,S"" ^'' •"** Hayner, John M., 4,478,150, CI.
102-430.000.

Hazama, Junji: See—
Azuma, Torn; Hazama, Junji; Kawahara, Atsushi; Hada, Kazunari-
and Fujii, Norio, 4,479,145, CI. 358-106.000.

Hazeltine Corporation: See—
Loughlin. Bernard D., 4,479,233, CI. 381-15.000.

Healey, Richard: See—
Kruger, Albert; and Healey, Richard, 4,478,794, CI. 423-89.000.

Heberlein Hispano SA: See—
Vignon, Louis; and Schopper, Alf, 4,477,945. CI. 19-236.000.

Hebert, Donald G., to Hebert, Donald G.; and Falk. Helmut Wire
matrix print head assembly. 4,478,528, CI. 400-124.000.

Heiland. Wolfgang K.; and Magidman. Paul, to United States of Amer-
ica. Agnculture. Shielded snifTing device. 4.478,096, CI. 73-864.730

Heiland, Wolfgang K.. to United States of America, Agriculture. Auto-
matic hide processing apparatus. 4,478,328, CI. 198-479.000.

Heimes, Daniel A. Forage accumulator box. 4,478,548, CI. 414-502.000
Hewr, Joachim; Leutner, Volkmar; Schuttenberg, Eckard; and Weigle,

Dieter, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Electrohydraulic control arrange-
ment for hydrostatic machine. 4,478,136, CI. 91-506.000.

Heiss, Volker, to Josef Heiss Medizintechnik GmbH. Instrument for usem surgery. 4,478,221, CI. 128-334.00R.
Heiz, Ulrich. to Inventio AG. Transfer apparatus for pallets and similar

piece goods. 4.478.329, CI. 198-574.000.
Hekal, Ihab M.; and Erlandson. Paul M., to Continental Group, Inc.,

The. Process for improving the organoleptic properties of canned
green vegetables. 4,478,860, CI. 426-267.000.

Helffrich, David J., to Bell and Howell Company. Sensor alignment
circuit and method of operation. 4,479,050, CI. 235-474.000.

Helgesson, Gote; Mansson, Bjom; and Wallin, Nils-Hakan, to AB
Casco. Cellulosic board. 4,478,966, CI. 524-13.000.

Hench, Larry L.: See—
Ducheyne, Paul L. R.; and Hench, Larry L., 4,478,904, CI.

428-288.000.

Hendrischk, Wolfgang; and Nolte, Gerhard, to Mannesmann Aktien-
gesellschaft. Printer. 4,478,143, CI. 101-93.050.

Henmi, Shoichi: See—
Shimizu, Yutaka; Imura. Junichi; and Henmi, Shoichi, 4,479,106.

CI. 338*160.000.
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Henneberg, Hans H.: See-
Romano, Domenic R.; Henneberg, Hans H.; Pratt, James W.; and
Coppelman, Maurice A., 4,479,198, CI. 364-900.000.

Henning, Manfred: See—

''M78,lM°'8"&.3a*' ^'°''= "^ """'"«• '^»"''«''

Hennings, George N.; Brauer. Larry F.; and DeHarrold, Raymond H.,

i°.« l',^ 5,?'? °'" America, Navy. Bomb saddle interface module.
4,478,127, CI. 89-1.50D.

Henning, George N.; Brauer, Un> F.; and Nickles, Richmond H., to
United States of America, Navy. Tri-rotor safe and arm device
4,478,147, CI. 102-255.000.

Henrich, Robert S.; and Walworth, John A., to Bendix Corporation,
TTie. Switching type driver circuit for fuel injector. 4,479,161, CI.
361-154.000.

Hercelin, Bernard; Mary, Irene; and Nung, Vien N., to Roussel Rclaf
Novel oral preparations. 4,478,819, CI. 424-37.000.

Hercules Incorporated: See—
Bankert, Ralph A.; and Dumas, David H., 4,478,682, CI.

Gibson, James D., 4.478.656, CI. 149-19.400.
Herwla, Maryellen; and Fischer. Stephen A., to Diamond Shamrock
Chemicals Company. Aluminum trihydroxide deliquoring with ani-
onic polymers. 4.478.795, CI. 423-127.000.

Heredia-De-La-Paz, Jorge Alfredo: See—
Cardenas-Franco. Luis; Veazey-Menendez, Enrique; and Heredia-

De.La.Paz, Jorge Alfredo, 4,478,241, CI. 137-340.000.
Herlihy. Walter C, to Repligen Corporation. In vitro enzymatic pro-

cess for producing glucuronides. 4,478,936, CI. 435-78.000.
Herr, Diane E.; Metz, Reinhard; and Russell, Larry A., to AT&T Bell

Laboratories. Data conference system. 4,479,195, CI. 364-900.000.
Herr, Francis V.; Walklet, Thomas B.; Hansen. James G.; Hasler.
Theodore J.; Beil, Valentin; Donlon, Harold E.; and Christian. Ken
E., to McDonald Products Corporation. Office accessory system for
use on both horizontal and vertical surfaces. 4,478,339, CI.
211-126.000.

Herr, Manfred: See-
Fischer. Karl; Grenacher, Armin V.; Herr. Manfred; and Stroh-

meyer, Max, 4,479,012, CI. 568.454.000.
Hertell, Siegfried: See—

SchiwieTS, Heinz; and Hertell, Siegfried. 4,478,562, CI. 418-88.000.
Hertzler, Merle E., to RCA Corporation. Changeable liquid reservoir
and stirrer apparatus. 4,478,172, CI. 118-612.000.

Herzberg, Walter J.: See—
Kelley, Edwin L.; Herzberg, Walter J.; and Sinka, Joseph V.,
4,478,602,0.44.51.000. ^ y ,

Hess, Peter; Muhling, Gunter; and Schust, Gerhard, to Metallwerk Max
Brose GmbH & Co. Driving gear. 4,478,099, CI. 74-1 1.000.

Hess, Thomas C; and Wiegers, Karl E., to Eastman Kodak Company.
Application of activated arylhydrazides to silver halide photography.
4,478,928, CI. 430-217.000.

Hess, Walter, Nicolai, Franz; Treiss, Erich; and Gotting, Otto, to
Mannesmann Aktiengesellschaft. Controlling the zone of longitudi-
nally seam-welding split tubes. 4.479.043. Q. 219-8.500.

Hesse. Karl-Heinz: See—
Liermann, Peter; Hesse, Karl-Heinz; Meyer, Dietinar; and Gudat.
Wolfgang, 4,478,131, CI. 91-356.000.

Hesston Corporation: See—
Druais, Robert E. J.; and Barbeau, Damien M. M., 4,478,030, CI.

56-60.000.

Hettche, Albert: See—
Klahr. Erhard; Rebafka, Walter; Nissen, Axel; Trieselt. Wolfgang;
and Hettche, Albert, 4,479,016. a. 568.606.000.

Hetterich. Hermann: See—
Olschewski. Armin; Hetterich. Hermann; and Horling, Peter,

4,478,066, CI. 72-358.000.

Hetzler, John C: See—
Applebaum, Albert; WiU, Albert S.; Humphrey, Samuel A.; Mc-

Lean, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza, Harry
J.; and Hetzler, John C, 4,478,148, CI. 102.390.000.

Heuer, Daniel A.: See—
Caspari, Frederick W.; Smith. Bruce E.; and Heuer. Daniel A.,

4,479.248, CI. 455.183.000.

Hewlett-Packard Company: See—
Haag, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greenley, Gordon A.; Sbep-

ard, Steve A.; and Terry, F. Duncan, 4,479,197, CI. 364-900.000.
Miller, David G., 4,479.069, CI. 310-334.000.

Heyse, Klaus; and Andrae, Klaus, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Pro-
cess and apparatus for forming a tube from a flat web. 4,478,670, G.
156-380.100.

Hicks, Irwin A.; and Schneider, George W., Jr., to Singer Company,
The. Direct gearless drive mechanism for an internal gate rotary vane
fluid meter. 4,478,078, CI. 73-253.000.

Hicks, Irwin A.; and Kee, David F., to Singer Company. The. Internal
gate rotary vane fluid meter with contoured inlet and outlet passages.
4,478.079, CI. 73-253.000.

Higuchi, Mitsuo; and Arakawa, Hideki, to Fujitsu Limited. MIS De-
coder circuit. 4,479,126, CI. 340-825.860.

Higuchi, Takeru: See—
Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.,

4,478,822, CI. 424-78.000.

HiU. Cliff O: See-
Jones. Cynthia G.; and Hill. Cliff O., 4,478.929, CI. 430-217.000.

Hillshafer, Douglas K., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method for
determining component ratios employed to prepare polymers.
4,478,941. CI. 436-56.000.

f *- i-

*

Hilti Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Weilenmann, Walter; Frick, Nikolaus; and Hirt. Peter. 4.478.293,

CI. 173-162.00R.
Hira, Yasuo: See—

Tsuzuku, Susumu; Hira, Yasuo; Gotoh. Masao; Yokono, Hitoshi;
and Hosoe, Yoshihisa, 4,478,902, CI. 428-174.000.

Hirai, Yutaka: See—
Yoshioka, Seishiro; Hirai, Yutaka; Fukuda. Tadaji; Fukaya, Masaki;
and Nakagiri. Takashi. 4.479,149. CI. 358-294.000.

Hirano, Hiroyuki: See— 4
Yamamuro, Sigeaki; Hirano, Hiroyuki; Morimoto, Yoshiro; and

Tanaka. Yoshikazu. 4.478.105. CI. 74-730.000.
Hirata. Sadao: See—

Maruhashi. Yoshitsugu; Tanikawa. Isao; and Hirata, Sadao.
4.478,889, CI. 427-230.000.

Hirose, Minoru, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Auto-
matic bank note transaction apparatus. 4,479.049, CI. 235-379.000.

Hirsch. Steven B., to Secure Keyboards Limited. Secure input system.
4.479.112. Ci. 34O-365.0VL.

Hirschbein. Bernard L.: See—
Whitesides, George M.; Hirschbein, Bernard L.; and Mazenod,

Francois P.. 4,478,762, CI. 260-983.000.
Hirt, Peter: See—

Weilenmann, Walter; Frick, Nikolaus; and Hirt, Peter, 4,478.293.
a. I73-I62.00R.

Hisano, Katsukuni: See-
Sato, Ichiya; Yoneyama. Takao; Koga. Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi, Kazuo;
and Hisano, Katsukuni, 4,478,082, CI. 73-593.000

Hitachi, Ltd.: See—
Fujita. Kazunori; Tamura, Kohki; Kawana, Hidejiro; Iwamoto.
Kazuo; and Horiba, Tatsuo, 4,478,917, CI. 429-33.000.

Imahashi, Hiromichi; Turuoka. Shigeo; Kuniya, Keiichi; lizuka.
Tomio; and Kawahara, Akira, 4,478,363, CI. 228-131.000.

Kawamura, Shinichiro; and Irimajiri. Takahiko, 4,478,309, Q.
I8I-I67.000.

Miyoshi, Tadahiko; Yoshikawa, Masanori; and Taguchi, Mittuo,
4,478,704, CI. 204-412.000.

Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and Nishimura. Yutaka.
4,478,075, CI. 73-118.200.

Sato. Ichiya; Yoneyama, Takao; Koga. Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi. Kazuo;
and Hisano, Katsukuni, 4,478,082, CI. 73-593.000.

Shimada, Tamotsu; Kumada, Akio; Tokinaga, Daizo; Shinbo,
Chiaki; Horiuchi, Hideyuki; and Takatsuji, Masamoto, 4,478,217.
CI. 128-303.100.

Tamura, Hifumi; Ishitani, Tohru; and Shimase, Akira, 4,479,060. d.
250-398.000.

Tsuzuku, Susumu; Hira, Yasuo; Gotoh, Masao; Yokono, Hitoshi;
and Hosoe, Yoshihisa, 4,478,902, CI. 428-174.000.

Hjelsand, Timothy A.; and Moore, Paul A., to Halliburton Company.
Oil seal and unitized seal carrier for reciprocating shaft. 4,478.423, CI.
277-59.000.

Hobczuk, Michael P.: See—
Adair, Peter J.; Hobczuk, Michael P.; Kingsbury, Paul I. and

Nelson, John W., 4,478,641. CI. 106-110.000.
Hobrock, Lowell M.: See-

Rogers. James E.; Wamiak, James S.; Hobrock, Lowell M.; Bafico,
Michael A.; and Scheele, Stephen R., 4,479,131. Q. 343-872.000.

Hock, Karl-Ludwig: See—
DisUer. Harry; and Hock. Karl-Ludwig. 4.478.759, O. 260-
465.50A.

Hocker, Jurgen: See-
Jonas, Friedrich; Hocker, Jurgen; and Broich, Bruno. 4.478,751. Q.

260.396.00N.
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Adrian, Klaus; and Rosch. Gunter. 4.478,737, CI. 252-186.250.
Heyse, Klaus; and Andrae, Klaus. 4,478,670. CI. 156-380.100.
Konig. Wolfgang; Geiger, Rolf; Obermeier, Rainer; and MuIIner.

Hubert, 4,478,828, CI. 424-177.000.
Moraw, Roland; and Schaedlich, Renate, 4,478,924, CI.

430-126.000.

Rebsdat, Siegfried; Mayer, Sigmund; and Alfranseder, Josef,
4.478.948, Q. 502-25.000.

Sturm, Karl; Muschaweck, Roman; and Hropot, Max, 4,478,843,
CI. 424-269.000.

Hoerenz, Peter G., to Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung, Heidenheim/Brenz. Opera-
tion microscope with fixation device. 4,478,499, CI. 351-211.000.

HofT, Raymond E.: See—
Pullukat, Thomas J.; and HofT, Raymond E., 4,478,988, Q.

526-128.000.

Hogan, Tanai N.; and Woods, James A., to Martin Marietta Corpora-
tion. Protective entranceway. 4,478,001, CI. 49-37.000.

Hohman, Charies M.; Propster, Mark A.; Dunn, Charles; and Seng,
Stephen, to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation. Recuperation of
heat absorbent media to preheat combustion gases and glass batch.
4,478,627, CI. 65-27.000.

Hokama, Takeo, to Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Heterocyclic
amides of phenoxyphenoxyalkanoic acids. 4,478,634, CI. 71-88.000.

Hokkai Can Co., Ltd.: See—
Homma, Yoshihiro, 4,478,351, CI. 220-462.000.

Hokuriku Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Itho, Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka, Eiichi; Ogawa, Nobuo;

Kurata, Sakae; and Yamagishi, Kagari, 4,478,838, CI.
424-250.000.

Holand, John F. Thermal break exterior insulated wall framing system.
4.478,018, CI. 52-220.000.
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HoUJen. Homer N.; Kleykunp, Donald L.; Moore. William F. and
Mathieu, Julien C. to Dtyco Corporation. Pedestal liner for railway
vehicle and method of making same. 4.478.154. CI. 105-225.000.

Holland, Ann C. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Well treating
process and composition. 4.478.640. CI. 106-76.000.

Holland. James R.; and Del Vecchio. Robert M., to United States of

.'!i^!}Sh
Energy. Multishell inertial conHnement fusion ureet.

4,477,958, CI. 29-423.000.
Holley Engineering Company. Inc.: See—

Holley. John D.. 4.478.152, CI. 104-279.000.
Holley, John D., to Holley Engineering Company. Inc. Railroad scrap

pick up machine. 4.478,152. CI. 104-279.000.
Holman, David: See-

Fisher. John; and Holman. David. 4.478,175, CI. 119-16.000.
Holmes, Ralph. Calculator and apparatus for macrophotography

4,479.169. CI. 362-5.000.

Holmlund, Dan; and Ohison. Johnny. Chamber for containing explo-
sions, deflagrations or detonation and method of manufacture
4,478.126, CI. 86-1.OOB.

Holsworth, Richard M.; and Provder, Theodore, to SCM Corporation.

5!?i*Vw
">'i'e*«™'n'ng particle size and/or distribution. 4,478,073,

CI. 73-61.400.

Holub, Fred F.: See—
Abolins. Visvaldis; Goossens. John C; Holub, Fred F.; and Lee,
Gim F.. Jr.. 4.478,979, CI. 525-68.000.

Holzhauer, Norman H.. to AT&T Bell Laboratories. Fan speed and/or
fan failure detector. 4,479, 1 1 5, CI. 340-61 1 .000.

Homma. Yoshihiro, to Hokkai Can Co., Ltd. Compound packinc con-
tainer. 4.478.351. CI. 220-462.000. ^ *

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kawahara, Eiichiro; and Ikeda. Koichi, 4,478.134, CI. 91-488.000
Narasaka. Shin; Ottuka, Kazuo; and Kishida. Eiji, 4,478,199, CI

123-571.000.
'

Nishimura, Sadanori; and Maezono, Masakazu, 4,478,108. CI.

Tagami, Tomoyuki, 4,478,306, CI. 180-229.000.
Honda Motor Co., Ltd.: See—

Yamato, Akihiro; Koike, Akihiko; Hosokawa. Takehiko; and
Maruyama, Nobutoshi, 4.478,194. CI. 123-491.000.

Honegger. Rolf, to Ruti Machinery Works, Ltd. Reed for jet weavina
machines. 4.478,259, CI. 139-435.000.

Hoiieycutt, Fred L.. Jr.; and Lindstrom, Erik A., to United Technolo-
gies Corporation. Turbine exhaust case design. 4,478,551, CI.

Honeywell Inc.: See—
Bohrer, Philip J., 4.478.076, CI. 73-204.000.
Bohrer, Philip J.; and Johnson. Robert G.. 4,478,077. CI

73-204.000.

Oille, Robert A.; Planer. Norman O.; and Zansky. Zoltan
4.479.175, CI. 363-41.000.

^ '

Honeywell Information Systems Inc.: See-
Romano. Domenic R.; Henneberg, Hans H.; Pratt, James W.; and
Coppelman, Maurice A.. 4.479.198. CI. 364-900.000.

Honkaniemi, Matti E.; Juntunen, Veikko A.; Keinanen, Veli J.; and
Maiuikka, Urpo J., to Outokumpu Oy. Method for cleaning cyanide-
beanng gas scrubbing waters produced in metallurgical industry
4,478,802, a. 423-236.000.

Hoo, Stanley S.: See—
Frater. Norman K.; Hoo. Stanley S.; and McConnell, William H

.

4,479.090. a. 324-454.000.
Hopeman Brothers, Inc.: See—

Salminen. Arthur H., 4.477.934, Q. 4-663.000.
Hopkins, Daniel N.; and Snavely. Earl S.. to Mobil Oil Corporation.
Steam drive oil recovery method utilizing a downhole steam genera-
tor. 4,478.280. a. 166-260.000.

Hopkins, Jon D.: See—
Fenwick. Danny L.; and Hopkins. Jon D., 4,479,041, CI. 200-

81.00R.

"??'^'!i
^'""™ ^< Sweeney, Paula C; and Bailey, David G., to

Umted States of America, Agriculture. Process and compositions for
preserving fresh hides and skins. 4,478,728, CI. 252-8.570

Hoppe. Hans; Bercx. Helmut; and Siegel, Wolfgang, to Waeschle
Maachinenfabrik GmbH. Process and gravity feed mixer for mixing
bulk materials in a container. 4,478,5 1 7, CI. 366- 1 1 .000.

H^pie, Lyle O.; McNinch, Joseph H., Jr.; and Nowell, Gregory C, to
Eaton Corporation. Method for making an elastomeric member with
end pieces. 4,478,777, CI. 264-102.000.

Horgan, John J., to United Technologies Corporation. Utilization of
coal in a combined cycle powerplant. 4,478,039. CI. 60-39.020.

Hori, Hirokazu: See—
Endo, Gen; Hori, Hirokazu; Kawada, Yoshihiro; and Sakai, Junzo,

Hori, Osamu: See—
Ueda. Masahiro; Noba, Masahiko; Hori, Osamu; Murata, Kimito-

shi; and Nakao, Hatsuo, 4,479,063, CI. 290-30.00R.
Honba, Tatsuo: See—

Fujita, Kazunori; Tamura, Kohki; Kawana, Hidejiro; Iwamoto,
Kazuo; and Horiba, Tattuo, 4,478.917. CI. 429-33.000.

Honkita, Hiroyuki; and Kataoka, Tetsuo. to NGK Insulators. Ltd. Air
difTuser for waste water treatment 4,478,766, CI. 261-124.000.

Honuchi, Hideyuki: See—
Shimada, Tamotsu; Kumada. Akio; Tokinaga, Daizo; Shinbo,

S"^i ??."H£.'"'
Hideyuki; and Takatsuji, Masamoto, 4,478.217.

CI. 128-303.100.

Horling, Peter: See—
Olschewski. Armin; Hetterich. Hermann; and Horling, Peter.

4.478.066. CI. 72-358.000.
* *

Horodysky. Andrew G.; and Kaminski, Joan M., to Mobil Oil Corpora-
tion. Friction reducing additives and compositions thereof. 4,478,732,

Horvath, Joseph L., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Thermal conduction element for conducting heat from semiconduc-
tor devices to a cold plate. 4,479,140, CI. 357-81.000.

Hosaka, Tomiharu: See—
Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Sonoda, Nobuo; and Shimotsuma.

Wataru, 4.478.753. CI. 26O.396.00N.
Hoshu. Toshifumi, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic equipment

with tone generating function. 4,478,123, CI. 84-1.030.
Hosoe, Yoshihisa: See—

Tsuzuku, Susumu; Hira, Yasuo; Gotoh, Masao; Yokono, Hitoshi;
and Hosoe, Yoshihisa, 4,478.902. CI. 428-174.000.

Hosokawa, Takehiko: See—
Yamato, Akihiro; Koike, Akihiko; Hosokawa. Takehiko: and
Maruyama, Nobutoshi, 4,478,194, CI. 123-491.000.

Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Sonoda, Nobuo; and Shimotsuma.
Wataru. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Process for the
production of ll.ll,12,12-tetracyano-9,10-anUiraquinodinehaiie or
Its derivatives. 4,478,753, a. 26O.396.00N.

Houman, Leif, to Medetec Industries, Inc. Soft dessert dispensina
arrangement. 4,478,355. Q. 222-54.000.

t^n»us

Houminer. Yoram; and Gnibbs. Harvey J., to Philip Mortis, Incorpo-
rated. Heterocyclic-hydroxy-substituted carboxylate esters.
4,479,003,0.546-341.000.

»-™wAyi«ie eners.

Houseknecht. Gary L.: See—
Kackenmeister, Carl F.; and Houseknecht. Gary L., 4,478,571, Q.

Houte, Bernard: See—
Pittion, Philippe; Andre, Guy; Souillard, Gerald; J'espere, Jean-

..». .^""' ""* "o"**- Be™««f. 4.478,381, a. 248-71.000.
HRI. Inc.: See—

Ganguli. Partha S., 4,478,705, Q. 20^59.000.
Hropot, Max: See—

^'cr424-'26^000^*"^'*'^
^*'™"' "** ^^'°P°^ ^^ 4,478,843,

Hsu, Chao-Yang; and Lyons, James E., to Sun Tech, Inc. Process for
oxidizing phenol to p-benzoquinone. 4,478,752, Q. 260-396.00R

Hu, Paul Y.: See—

^^tbSmm^"^^^ *' ""* ""• ^^ ^' *'*^'*'*' CI.

Huang, Francis Y.: See—
Raba, Carl F., Jr.; Smith, Robert L.; and Huang, Francis Y..

4,478,736, CI. 252-180.000.
^ *

Huang, John J.: See—
Mezei, Louis M.; Chen, Jung S.; Huang, John J.; and Lovins.

Robert E.. 4,478.744. CI. 260-1 I2.50R.
HiMng, Shyh-Chin; Chang, Keh-Minn; and Taub, Alan I., to General

Electric Company. Method for imparting strength and ductility to
intermetallic phases. 4,478,791, CI. 42O-S9a000.

Huang, Sun Y.; and Giglia, Robert D., to American Cyanamid Com-
pany. Sulfomc acid copolymer electrolyte. 4,478,991, Q. 526-287.000.

Hubele, Adolf; and Riebli, Peter, to Janssen Phannaceutica N.V. l-[2-
(4-piphenyl)-l,3-dioxolan-2-y|.methyl]-I.H-triazole8. 4,479,004, CI.
548-101.000.

Hubis, Daniel E., to W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. Method for manu-

. «"i^JI^**^y
porous, high strength PTFE articles. 4,478,665, Q.

1 56-229.000.

Hudelmaier, Gerhard, to Hudelmaier, Ingrid. Vibrating concrete mixer.
4,478,514, CI. 366-2.000.

Hudelmaier, Ingrid: See—
Hudelmaier, Gerhard, 4,478,514, CI. 366-2.000.

Huebscher. Laszio: See—
Di Giovanni. John; Failla, Steven; Huebscher, Laszio; Pedlick,
John S.; Menges, John R.; and Proszynski, Lech, 4,478,220, Q.
128-326.000.

Huff, Charles F.: See—
Hakt, Lewis W.; Huff, Charles F.; and MiDer, J. Wayne, 4,478,298,

CI. 1 75-329.000.

Huff, Terrence, to Exxon Research & Engineering Co. Titanium tri-
chloride catalyst component and the process for the production
thereof. 4,478,951, CI. 502-108.000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See-
Domingo, George, 4,479,201, Q. 365-183.000.
Rogers, James E.; Wamiak, James S.; Hobrock, LoweU M.; Bafico,

Michael A.; and Scheele, Stephen R., 4,479,131, Q. 343-872.000.
Wreede, John E.; and Ams, James A., 4,478,490, Q. 3SO-I62.I10.

Hughes Tool Company: See—
Selden. Gary F., 4.478,611, Q. 51-307.000.

Humphrey. Samuel A.: See—
Applebaum. Albert; Will. Albert S.; Humphrey, Samuel A.; Mc-

Lean, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Oauzza, Hmtv
J.; and Heuler, John C., 4,478,148, O. 102-390.000.

Hunsucker. Jerry H., to Angus Chemical Company. Method of treating
textiles. 4,478.597, CI. 8-181.000.

Hunt, Mack W.; and West, Charles T, to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana). Molybdenum sulfonates for friction reducing additives.
4,478,729. CI. 252-33.200.

*

Hunter. Donald F.: See—
Lobo. Edward M.; and Hunter. Donald F., 4,477,953, 0. 29-25.420.

Hunter. James R.. to Warner ft Swasey Company, The. Punch head for
a punch press. 4,478.122, CI. 83-549.000.
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Hiueby, Irvin C; and Bobik, Carl F., to General Electric Company.
Process of pressureless sintering to produce dense, high thermal
conductivity aluminum nitride ceramic body. 4,478,785, CI.
264-65.000.

Hussmann Corporation: See—
DiCarlo, Leonard J.; Ares, Roland A.; and Norton, Robert O..

4,478.050, CI. 62-193.000.
Huther, Werner, and Rossmann, Axel, to MTU Motoren-und Turbinen-
Union Munchen GmbH. Method and apparatus for manufacturing
molded articles of alloyed material. 4,478,790, CI. 419-54 000

Huzyak, Paul E., to E. W. Bliss Company. Inc. Strip shape measuring
roll. 4,478.062. CI. 72-17.000.

ft- b

Hyde, Jack, to Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc. Blast furnace stove
outlet. 4,478,575, CI. 432-217.000.

Hyde, Richard E.; and Carmichael, Lee T., to California Strolee, Inc.
Foldable infant stroller. 4.478.427, CI. 280-642.000.

Hydra-Rig, Incorporated: See—
Elliston, Thomas L., 4,478,561, CI. 417-400.000.

Hydril Company: See—
Hynes, Joseph H.; and Elkins, Hubert L., 4,478,287, Q.

166-341.000.

PunUtf, Joseph; and Parham, B. J., 4,478,279, Q. 166-121.000.
Hynes, Joseph H.; and Elkins, Hubert L.. to Hydril Company. Well

control method and apparatus. 4.478.287. Q. 166-341.000.
Hyzak, Daniel L.. to Stauffer Chemical Company. Herbicidal composi-

tions of extended soil life. 4.478.636, CI. 71-100.000.
I. S. C. Smelting Limited: See—

Kruger, Albert; and Healey, Richard, 4,478.794, CI. 423-89.000.
Ibrahim. Fayez F.. to Tyler Refrigeration Corporation. Energy efficient

glass door merchandiser. 4.478,047, CI. 62-82.000.
Ibrahim, Fayez F., to Tyler Refrigeration Corporation. Electronic

temperature control system. 4,478,051, CI. 62-212.000.
Idogaki, Takaharu; Kawai. Hisasi; Hattori. Kyo; and Sakurai, Kazuhiro,

to Nippan Soken, Inc.; and Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Step-
ping motor device for changing the position of a rotating body.
4,479,068, CI. 310-194.000.

"^ ' *~ » '

Idzorek, George C: See—
Morris, Christopher L.; Idzorek, George C; and Atencio, Leroy

G.. 4.479.059. Q. 250-385.000.
Igarashi, Akira: See—

Ikeda. Kensuke; and Igarashi. Akira. 4,479.138, CI. 346-207.000.
Ihara, Tatuhiko: See—

Kuwahara, Tosihide; Kiboku, Mituo; Ito. Seisiro; Ihara, Tatuhiko;
and Ikeda, Shoji. 4,478.643, a. 106-288.00Q.

Ihlein, Walter, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Impregnated insulating
tape for fabricating an insulating sleeve for electric conductors.
4,478,906, a. 428-324.000.

li, Akira; Morikawa, Toshio; and Suwahara, Hirosi, to Toyota Jidoshi
Kabushiki Kaisha. Air valve type carburetor. 4,478,764. CI. 261-
50.00A.

lizuka, Tomio: See—
Imahashi, Hiromichi; Turuoka, Shigeo; Kuniya, Keiichi; lizuka,
Tomio; and Kawahara. Akira, 4,478,363, Q. 228-131.000.

Ikeda. Giichi: 5^—
Shinoda. Masamitu; Tanaka, Ikuo; Yasuda. Tadahiko; Nakajima,

Isao; Adachi, Tutomu; and Ikeda. Giichi, 4,478,995. CI.
536-46.000.

Ikeda. Kensuke; and Igarashi, Akira. to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.
Heat-sensitive recordmg materials. 4,479,138, CI. 346-207.000.

Ikeda. Koichi: See—
Kawahara. Eiichiro; and Ikeda. Koichi, 4,478.134, CI. 91-488.000.

Ikeda. Shoji: See—
Kuwahara, Tosihide; Kiboku. Mituo; Ito, Seisiro; Ihara. Tatuhiko;
and Ikeda, Shoji, 4.478,643, CI. 106-288.00Q.

Ikemoto, Yutaka; and Tsuda, Hiroshi. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha.
Speech synthesizer timepiece with minimal number of keys for time
announcements. 4.478,523, CI. 368-63.000.

Ikeuchi, Kazuo: See-
Sato, Ichiya; Yoneyama, Takao; Koga, Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi. Kazuo;
and Hisano, Katsukuni, 4,478,082, Q. 73-593.000.

Illinois Tool Works Inc.: See—
Zeller, Albert M.; and Janes, Edward W., 4,478,669, CI.

156-379.700.

Ilmer, Andreas; and Andreae, Karl, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Meth-
ods and arrangements for changing the audio information in an
audio/video recording/reproduction system. 4,479,150, CI.
358-310.000.

Imahashi. Hiromichi; Turuoka. Shigeo; Kuniya. Keiichi; lizuka, Tomio;
and Kawahara, Akira, to Hitachi. Ltd. Method of production of
composite billet for fuel cladding tube. 4.478,363, CI. 228-131.000.

Imai. Tamouu. to UOP Inc. Alkylaromatic hydrocarbon dehydrogena-
tion process. 4.479,025, Q. 585-441.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See—
Brittain. David R.; and Wood. Robin, 4,478,847, CI. 424-274.000.

Imperial College of Science & Technology: See-
Cohen, Enrico; and Good. Jeremy A., 4,478,711, CI. 209-39.000.

Imura, Junichi: See—
Shimizu, Yutaka; Imura, Junichi; and Henini, Shoichi. 4,479,106.

CI. 338-160.000.

Ina, Toshikazu: See—
Obayashi, Hideki; Kohama. Tokio; Kawai. Hisasi; Ina. Toshikazu;

Sawada. Daisaku; and Shigematsu, Takashi, 4,478,185, CI.
123-419.000.

Indumat S.A.: See—
Lhommeau. Robert E.; and Ducruy Guy R., 4,478,563, CI.

425-71.000.

Inman, Billy E.. to Milliken Research Corporation. Method to replace
looper elements. 4,477.957. CI. 29-402.080.

Innovative Concepts. Inc.: See-
Long. Jerry M.; and Womack. James A.. 4.478.335. CI. 206-444.000.

Innse Innocenti Santeustacchio S.p.A.: See—
Gancia. Emanuele; and Galletti. Cesare. 4.478.065. CI. 72-239.000.

Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated: See—
Inoue. Kiyoshi; and Shimizu. Akihiko. 4.479.044, CI. 219-69.00W.
Inoue. Kiyoshi, 4.479,045. CI. 219-69 OOW.

Inoue. Kiyoshi; and Shimizu, Akihiko, to Inoue-Japax Research Incor-
porated. Electrode assembly for travelling-wire electroerosion ma-
chine. 4,479,044. CI. 219-69.00W.

Inoue. Kiyoshi. to Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated. Traveling-wire
electroerosive cutting method and apparatus. 4.479.045. CI. 219-
69.00W.

Inoue. Seijiro: See—
Ohta, Shigenori; Inoue, Seijiro; Torigoe. Takaoki; and Kobayashi.

Makoto, 4.478.866. CI. 426-549.000.
Inoue. Tokuta: See—

Nakanishi. Kiyoshi; Okumura. Takeshi; Kanda, Mutsumi; Kotani.
Takeshi; and Inoue. Tokuta. 4,478.182. CI. 123-188.00M.

Inskeep, William B. Dual implement hitch. 4.478.032. CI. 56-377.000.
Institut Francais du Petrole: See—

Amaudeau. Marcel. 4,478.712, CI. 210-96.100.
Bischoff. Didier; Courteheuse. Gerard; and Renard. Pierre.

4.478,707. CI. 208-157,000.
Institut Kataliza Sibirskogo Otdclenia Akademii Nauk SSSR: See—

Matros. Jury S.; Boreskov, Georgy K ; Lakhmostov. Viktor S.;
Volkov. Viktor J.; and Ivanov. Alexei A.. 4.478.808. CI.
423-522.000.

Interior Security Corp.: See—
English. Thomas A.. 4.478,002. CI. 49-57.000.

Interlake. Inc.: See—
Rosenthal. Hyman; and Hammond. Harry W.. 4.478.270. CI.

164-254.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Aviles. Henry E.; Gregory, Jane A.; Panissidi. Hugo A.; and Wat-

tenbarger. Henry E.. 4,478.089. CI. 73-862.040.
Bupp. James R.; Markovich. Voya; Napp, Tracy E.; and Sam-

bucetti. Carlos J.. 4.478,883. CI. 427-97.000.
Chen. Lee; Chuang. Tung J.; and Mathad. Gangadhara S..

4.478.677. CI. 156-635.000.

Dinwiddie. John M.. Jr.. 4.479,179. CI. 364-200.000.
Frater, Norman K.; Hoo. Stanley S.; and McConnell. William H..

4,479,090, CI. 324-454.000.

Froehlich. Frederick B.; and Hu. Paul Y.. 4,479.158. CI.
360-130.100.

Galand. Claude; and Nussbaumer. Henri. 4.479.213. CI.
370-118.000.

Gendler. Paul L.; and Twieg, Robert J., 4.478,687. CI. 204-2.000.
Horvath, Joseph L., 4.479,140, CI. 357-81.000.
Rita. Robert A.. 4.478,947. CI. 501-15.000.
Ryan. Philip M.. 4.479.214. CI. 371-11.000.

International Flavors St. Fragrances Inc.: See—
Belko, Robert P.; Boden, Richard M.; and Hannit; Marie R.,

4,478.743. CI. 252-522.00R.
International Minerals & Chemical Corp.: See-

Williams. Robert D.; Bright, David R.; Young. Vernon V.; and
Martin. Jerome L.. 4.478.935. CI. 435-75.000.

Intertherm Inc.: See—
Ahn, Hongsik. 4,478.206. CI. 126-99.00A.

Inventab Audio Kb: See—
Mattisson. Sven, 4.479.093, CI. 330-258.000.

Inventio AG: See—
Heiz, Ulrich. 4.478.329, CI. 198-574.000.

Ireland. Jeffrey: See-
Larson. David N.; Ireland. Jeffrey; and Terry. Michael B..

4.479.097, CI. 331-111.000.

Irimajiri, Takahiko: See—
Kawamura. Shinichiro; and Irinujiri. Takahiko, 4.478.309. CI.

181-167.000.

Irwin, Everett F. Rotating cylinder continuous external combustion
engine. 4,478,135. CI. 91-492.000.

Isaka, Hiromu: See—
Saito, Hidefumi; Hayashi. Munehiro; Mitani. Hisashi; Isaka.
Hiromu; and Andoh. Masanao. 4,478,046. CI. 62-6.000.

Ishiguro, Yasuo. to Copal Company Limited; and Konishiroku Photo
Industry Co., Ltd., a part interest. Exposure controlling device
adapted to cameras using interchangeable lenses. 4.478,500. CI.
354-443.000.

Ishikawajima-Harima Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Tominaga, Hiroo; Fujimoto, Kaoru; and Shikada, Tsutomu,

4,478,801. CI. 423-235.000.
Ishise. Kojiro; and Kojima. Keiichi. to Sumitomo Electric Industries.

Inc. Heat-shrinkable tube with semiconductive paru for use in joining
electrical cables. 4.479,031, CI. 174-73.0OR.

Ishiumi, Tohru: See—
Tamura. Hifumi; Ishitani, Tohru; and Shimaae, Akira, 4,479,060, CI.

250-398.000.

Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.: See—
Chemogorenko. Vasily B.; Alzhanov. Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

A.; Muchnik. Simon V.; Ishkhanov. Evgeny S.; Sergienko.
Vladimir Y.; Sapian. Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko. Valen-
tina v.; Bykov. Vladimir 1.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633. CI. 71-37.000.
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Iiover Saint-Gobain: See—

^« ?,*i!Ju
'*" ^'' "*• P'"<««*. Dominique, 4,478,624, CI.

63^.400.
Isiler, Heinz; and Maul. Rudolf, to Ciba-Oeigy Corporation. Continu-
ou« process for producing 1,2-alkanediols. 4,479,021, CI. 568-868.000.

Italtel Sociea Itaiiana Telecomunicazioni S.P.A.: See—
Roberto. Scoria. 4.478.882. Q. 427-97.000.

luya, Masahiko: See—
Haneda. Satoshi; and luya. Masahiko, 4.478,870, CI. 427-14.100.

ItlK), Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka. Eiichi; Ogawa. Nobuo; Kurata.
Sakae; and Yamagishi. Kagari. to Hokuriku Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Ito, Hiroshi: See—
Sakaguchi. Shigeya; Shiroyama, Masahani; and Ito, Hiroshi,

4,478,871, CI. 427-34.000.

Ito, Seisiro: See—
Kuwahara, Tosihide; Kiboku, Mituo; Ito. Seisiro; Ihara. Tatuhiko
and Ikeda, Shoji. 4.478,643. Q. I06-288.00Q.m Industries, Inc.: See—

Andrei-Alexandru, Marcel; and Prohaska, Hans, 4.478.004. CI
49-72.000.

Blossfeld, Lothar. 4.477.965. CI. 29-576.008.
Postema, Pieter M.. 4.478.387. Q. 251-121.000.

Ivanov, Alexei A.: See—
Matros. Jury S.; Boreskov, Georgy K.; Lakhmostov, Viktor S.:
yolkov. Viktor J.; and Ivanov, Alexei A.. 4.478,808. CI.
423-522.000.

''*?i,Sr;«^;^i*',*^" Kabushiki Kaisha. Thermal printer.%* ' ', 1 32, sjl. 34O-76.0PH.
Iwamoto. Kazuo: See—

Fujita. Kazunori; Tamura. Kohki; Kawana, Hidejiro; Iwamoto,
Kazuo; and Horiba. Tatsuo. 4.478.917, CI. 429-33.000.

Iwasaki Tsushinki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Uchida. Seiya; and Ashikaga. koichi, 4.479.085. CI. 323-280.000.

Iwata, Hiroshi: See—
Yamaoka, Tettuo; and Iwata, Hiroshi. 4.479.076. a. 315-241.00P

Iwato, Noboru: See—
Kishida, Kozi; Iwato. Noboru; and Ozeki. Yuji. 4.478.903. CI.

428-216.000.

J. I. Case Company: See—

.
^Natzke, Ronald C; and Klee. Maurice. 4.478.307. d. 180-273.000.

Jabs, Oert: See—
Scholl. Hans-Joachim; Sachs. Hanns I.; Jabs. Oert; and Loew,
Ounther, 4,478,738, a. 252-188.310.

Jackson, Norman C, to Standard Producu Company, The. Window
reveal molding. 4,478,020, Q. 52-309. 1 30.

Jacobsen, Stephen C; Luntz, Richard D.; and Hanover, Barry K., to

>?t*'^2"o£'J2K°''
^^- ^on»ophoretic electrode structure. 4,477,971,

CI. 29-877.000.

Jacobson, Annette M.: See—

'*7-l^«?5Sl ^' ''• *"** Jacobson, Annette M., 4,478,903, CI.
428-324.000.

Jaffe. Edward E.. to Ciba-Oeigy Corporation. Manufacture of resin
extended pigments. 4.478.968. Q. 524-88.000.

Jager. Erich: See—

°EriS?.'478^f9rS.^f2T5ffl"=
°*^"' °"*^'= *"*• '"«"

James, Ian W. Spraying apparatus. 4,478,176, C\. 119-159.000.
Jamison, Robert O.: See—

^,4/5,AJJ, ^1. 137-13.000.
Janecka, Jerry F.: See—

^!f™;i!f"^ ^;.'S!fi2: ^"^ ^-^ *"<* Mehrkam. Thomas C.
4.479.264. CI. 455-605.000.

Janes. Edward W.: See—

^,".?'«iH'S5r ^' "<* '"**• Edw^d W., 4,478,669. CI.
130-379.700.

Janome Sewing Machine Co.. Ltd.: See—
Hanyu, Susumu; Kasuga, Noboru; Nomota. Reishi; and Ebata,

Yoshikazu. 4.478.161, CI. 112-155.000.
Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V.: See—

Hubele. Adolf; and Riebli. Peter, 4,479,004, CI. 548-101.000.
Japikse, Comelis H.: See—

^7a'?S*VPi,'/?5??:vP'™*"* " = "<• *^'»*'"' "^chard F.,
4,478,858, C\. 426-126.000.

Jaryenpaa, Viljo J. Apparatus for removing gaseous components and-

« -,-.?IS« ""P""*^ ''"'" * gaseous Huid ttow. 4,478,616, CI.
33-223.000.

Jean-Claude Robin: See-
Ruin. Jean-Pierre, 4,478,331, Q. 206-334.000.

Jenkins, William K., to Multiplex Company. Inc. Citrus fruit iuice
dupensmg apparatus. 4.478.357. Q. 222-135.000.

Jensen. Oeorg W.: See—
Adler-Nissoi, Jens L.; Ourtler. Henrik; Jensen. Oeorg W ; Olsen,

il^, ^5;' '^"*8"rd. Steen; and Schulein, Martin. 4,478,854. CI.
426-12.000.

Adler-Niss«i. Jens L.; Ourtler. Henrik; Jensen. Oeorg W.; Olsen.

^1|?!^^S;=
Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein. Martin. 4.478.856. CI.

426^6.000.

A^er-NissCT. Jens L.; Ourtler. Henrik; Jensen, Oeorg W ; Olsen,

i^VHt^ii*^**^' S*«*"' *"d Schulein. Martin. 4,478,939. CI.
433-200.000.

Alder-NbsCT, Jens L.; Ourtler, Henrick; Jensen, Oeorg W.; Olsen,

iVV^-S',5j.'^"****^' *•*"; "<* Schulein. Martin. 4.478.940. CI.
43S-2U9.000.

Jeong. Seo Y.: See—

'^Y.'?,^'~"«' ^*° ^'' *"<* McRea, James C, 4,478,746. Q.
200-1 12.700.

'^rJ'AT-f?/S^^**"«'^ ^•' •"** ^^^^ ^"^ C.. 4.478.830. Q.
424-178.000.

J'espere. Jean-Louis: See—
Pittion. PhiUppe; Andre. Ouy; Souillard. Gerald; Pespere. Jean-

Louis; and Houte. Bernard, 4,478.381, Q. 248-71.000
Jevons, Lyle O., Jr.: See—

^^™25 060*'*^ A.; and Jevons, Lyle C. Jr., 4.479.123. a.

JOR Enterprises, Inc.: See—

*^292-333O0O^''
*"** "^hbarger. Harry F.. 4.478.444, CI.

Johansson, Stig, to Feudor S.A. Flow control device for disposable eas
lighter. 4.478.570. CI. 431-344.000.

u»pw«»ie gas

Johnson, Dell A., to Thiokol Corporation. Dual area nozzle actuatinc
mechanical actuation system. 4.478,040, CI. 60-225.000.

Johnson, Leonard £., Jr., to L. E. Johnson, Inc. Slidins door frame
comer lock. 4,478,006. CI. 49-410.000.

^^
Johnson Matthey & Comj^y Limited: See—

Diwell. Alan F.; and Salathiel. Andrew. 4.478.797. Q. 423-213.500
Johnson, Robert O.: See—

^7^204 5?''' '' ""* J°'»"»'»' Robert G.. 4.478,077, Q.

Johnston, Alan R., to United States of America, National Aeronautics
and Space Admmistration. Focal plane array optical proximity sen-
sor. 4,479,053, CI. 250-221.000.

J- P »* proximiiy sen

Johnston^oward; and Troxell. Lillian H.. to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Tnttuoromethyl pyridinylthiophenoxy propanoic acids
and propanols and derivatives thereof 4.479,001. CI. 546-291.000

Johnston, James L. Log splitter. 4,478,263, CI. I44-3.00K
Joly, Jean C: See—

Frw:hard, Charles; and Joly, Jean C. 4.478,470, Q. 339-74.00R.
Jonas, Fnednch; Hocker. Jurgen; and Broich. Bruno, to Bayer Aktien-

f^"^.*l*^, ^"Pj" ""t* •"ving high electric conductivity.
4.478,751, CI. 26O-396.00N.

Jonelis, John A. Electrosutic precipitator construction having spacers
4,478,614, CI. 55-145.000.

§«**•»•

Jones, Cynthia O.; and Hill, Cliff O., to Eastman Kodak Company. Dye
image transfer film unit with tabular silver halide. 4,478.929. Q
430-217.000. 1 . ,

wi

Jones. Elmer R. Dip bum-in socket. 4.478,476, CI. 339-147.00R
Jones, Henry P., Jr.: See—

°*io^'«?^c^*^'''
^'' ""** ^°"*^ ""''y ''•• J'- M78.321. a.

172-33.U0E.
Jones, James E.: See—

Brightman, Barrie; Ellis, Thomas E.; Jones, James E.; Lenk. Pedro
A.; Stewart, WUIiam H.; and Woodward. John W.. 4.479.034. CI.
179-18.0ES.

....
Josef Heiss Medizintechnik OmbH: See—

Heiss, Volker, 4,478,221, CI. 128-334.00R.
Juillard, Yves, to Societe Alsacienne de Construction de Materiel

Textile. Devices for cutting pile threads in a loom for weaving velvet
in a double layer. 4,478,255, CI. 139-21.000.

Juillard, Yves, to Societe Alsacienne de Construction de Materiel
Texule. Device for regulating the tension of warp threads in a weav-
ing loom. 4,478,257, CI. 139-1 10.000.

Jujo Paper Co., Ltd.: See—
Oshima, Hiroyo; Kojima. Yutaka; Kobayashi, Yukio; Omori. Taka-

shi; and Nagai, Koichi, 4,478,910, CI. 428-331.000.
Jukes, Christopher £., to Mod-Lok Industries Ltd. Alignment strut for

wall structures. 4,477,980, CI. 33-404.000.
Julseth. Rolf Fastening device. 4.478.384. CI. 248-467.000.
Junkosha Co., Ltd.: See—

Kato, Hiroshi, 4,478,898, CI. 428-36.000.
Juntunen, Veikko A.: See—

Honkaniemi, Matti E.; Juntunen, Veikko A.; Keinanen. Veli J.- and
Mansikka, Urpo J., 4,478,802. CI. 423-236.000.

Jurgens Maschinenbau OmbH & Co. KO.: See—
Bumecke, Manfred; and Nyman, Swen. 4.477.959, CI. 29-433.000.

Justus, Volker: See—
Brixy, Heinz; von Mallinckrodt, Detmar; and Justus. Volker.

4.479,026. CI. 136-232.000.
Kabbe. Hans-Joachim, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Chroman-4-ones
and process for preparing same. 4,479.007, CI. 549-401.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha BANDAI: See—
Harigai, Akinori; Aoki, Shinichi; and Nakayama. Takehisa.

4,477,999, CI. 446-470.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Ishida Koki Seisakusho: See—

Mikami, Yoshiharu, 4,478,300, CI. 177-59.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: See—

Moritoki, Masato; Fujikawa, Takao; and Miyanaga, Junichi.
4,478,626, CI. 65-18.100.

'—

^

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Baba, Kiyokazu, 4,478,320, CI. 192-48.910.

Kabushiki Kaisha Sakurakurepasu: See—
Mono. Yasumasa, 4,478,529, CI. 401-53.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Sigma: See—
Manabe, Katsuki, 4.478,407. CI. 272-18.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Aizawa. Hitomi. 4.479.065. CI. 307-247.00R.

Kackenmeister. Carl F.; and Houseknecht. Oary L.. to GTE Products
Corporation. Photoflash array humidity protected switches.
4.478,571, a. 431-359.000.
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Kaeding. Warren W., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Para-selective zeolite
catalyste treated with sulfur compounds. 4,478,949, CI. 502-77 000

i!?7oTJ?T? ?;«^™'' ""* message storage system and method.
4.479,153, CI. 360-53.000.

• Kai. Masami: See—
Miyoshi, Yoshitake; Shibata, Kiyoshi; Waunabe, Toshio; Kai,
Maaami; and Ohata, Yousuke, 4,478,506, CI. 355-3.0SH.

Kaiser. Robert G., to Clark ft Vicario Corporation. Deaerated liauid
stock supply. 4,478,615, CI. 55-170.000.

Kajikawa, Takashi: See—

Ktkim, Yoshiaki, to Kakino, Yoshiaki; NF Circuit Design Block Co

,

i^ f?**^*
''"*^' ^' ^^ Device for detecting tool abnomial-

ity. 4,478,538, a. 408-6.000.
Kaltbeitzer, Dieter: See—

Backstein, Ounter, Unger, Hans W.; Ounther, Michael; Kaltbeitzer,

V . ?!^i^ Veldhoen, Hendrik, 4,478, 149. CI. 102-426.000.
Kaltenbach ft Voigt GmbH ft Co.: See—

Beier. Stefan, 4,479,182, CI. 364-413.000.
Kamata, Isao; and Ohyama, Satoshi, to Tokyo Shibauia Denki Kabu-

?*i «VJ1I5?*'
^^ insulated switching ^jparatus. 4.479.165, CI.

361-333.000.

Kamatani, Yoshio: See—
'^'^2^1'^°' Kamatani, Ydshio; and Nastu, Koji, 4,478,894, Q.

427-388.200.

Kraei, Kazuo; and Orimoto, Akira, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation.

{!5S?r59, a. 36K37"Joo"^"^ "^ ""'"^ "^ ""°""^

Kunenster. Boris: See-
Wells, Lawrence E.; Kamenster. Boris; Fox. Preston R.; and Gill.

Jerry A.. 4.478.111. a. 81-57.190.
Kaminski. Joan M.: See—

Horodysky. Andrew G.; and Kaminski. Joan M., 4.478,732, CI.
232-49.600.

Kamiyama, Yasuo: See-
Saitoh, Mitsuo; Kamiyama, Yasuo; and Murata, Miuuhiro.

4.478,524, CI. 368-204.000.
Kamohara, Eiji: See—

Takenaka, Shigeo; and Kamohara, Eiji, 4.478,589, a. 445-37.000.
Kamp. Ewald A.: See—

Cisek, Kenneth E.; and Kamp, Ewald A., 4,477,950, Q. 24-30.50P.
Kampf, Richard S.; and Dowling, Henry G., to Beckman Instruments,

Inc. Santilhition counter light seal. 4,479,054. Q. 250-328.000.
Kanatani. Yoshiharu: See—

Ohba, Toshihiro; Kawaguchi, Masashi; Kinoshito, Hiroshi;
Kanatani, Yoshiharu; and Uede, Hisashi, 4,479,120, a.
340-781.000.

Kanda, Mutsumi: See—
Nakanishi, Kiyoshi; Okumura, Takeshi; Kanda, MuUumi; Kotani,

Takeshi; and Inoue, Tokuta, 4,478, 1 82, CI. 1 23- 1 88.00M.
Kane, James L., to Eastman Kodak Company. Nip drive for sheet

feeding apparatus. 4,478,402, Q. 271-100.000.
Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Matsumura. Shoichi; Hashimoto, Yoshihiko; Furukawa, Hiroyasu-
and Azuma, Masaaki, 4,478,982, CI. 525-316.000.

Kaneko, Toshie: See-
Koizumi, Yuichiro; and Kaneko, Toshie, 4,479,061. Q. 250-487. 100.

Kaney. Kathryn. Method for recording uncoded scores or ratings by
multiple evaluators on a single automatic machine scannable docu-
ment. 4.478.584. Q. 434-353.000.

'

Kanuma, Akira. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Priority
determination circuit. 4,479,193, CI. 364-900.000.

Kaplan, Jean-Pierrr, and Raizon, Bernard, to Synthelabo. Benzylidene
derivatives and compositions containing them. 4.478.851, CI.
424-330.000.

Karamchetty, Somayajulu D. S. R.: See—
Leibowitz, Herman M.; and Karamchetty, Somayajulu D. S. R..

4,478.553, CI. 4I6-97.00R.
'' '

Karpowycz, Ihor B., to Sun Electric Corporation. Automatic biasing
control circuit for emissions detector. 4,479,057, CI. 250-343.000.

Karwat, Heinz, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft. Prevention of carbonyl
formation to avoid fouling of sour gas absorption system. 4.478.798,
a. 423-224.000.

Kasai, Shoji: See—
Maebayashi, Jiro; and Kasai, Shoji. 4,478.430. a. 280-690.000.

Kasuga, Noboru: See—
Hanyu. Susumu; Kasuga, Noboru; Nomota, Reishi; and Ebata,

Yoshikazu, 4,478.161, Q. 112-155.000.
Kataoka, Tetsuo: See—

Horikita, Hiroyuki; and Kauoka, Tetsuo, 4,478.766. Q.
261-124.000.

Kato, Akinori; and Chujo, Yoshihiro, to Fujitsu Limited; and Toray
Industries, Inc. Automatic continuous medium setting device.
4,478,508, a. 355-14.00R.

*

Kato, Hideo: See—
Itho, Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka, Eiichi; Ogawa, Nobuo;

Kurata, Sakae; and Yamagishi, Kagari, 4,478,838, CI.
424-250.000.

Kato, Hiroshi, to Junkosha Co.. Ltd. Laminated porous polytetrafluoro-
ethylene tube and iu process of manufacture. 4,478,898, CI.
428-36.000.

Kato, Kazutaka: See—
Kikuchi, Tetturo; Kato, Masanori; Kato, Masahiko; Kato,

Kazutaka; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,478.181. a. 123-I4S.00A.

Kato, Masahiko: See—
Kikuchi, Teuuro; Kato, Masanori; Kato, Masahiko; Kato,

Kazutaka; and Kumoi. Tomio. 4.478,181. CI. 123-145.00A.
Kato, Masanori: See—

Kikuchi, Teteuro; Kato. Masanori; Kato. Masahiko; Kato.
Kazutaka; and Kumoi. Tomio. 4.478.181. CI. I23-145.00A

Kato. Masatake. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Zoom lens 4,478,496, CI.
350-427.000.

Kato, Yoshiharu: See—
Naganoma, Masanori; Kato, Yoshiharu; Saito, Atsunori; Hara,

Yoshimichi; and Matsushima. Katsuaki. 4,478.274. Q.
165-12.000.

K^uyama. Harumi; Amano, Yoshikazu; and Kondo, Asaji, to Fuji
Photo Film Co., Ltd. Quantiutive analysis film and a method for
colorimetric analysis using the same. 4.478.942. CI. 436-66.000

Kawada. Yoshihiro: See—
Endo. Gen; Hon, Hirokazu; Kawada, Yoshihiro; and Sakai, Junzo,

4,478,775, CI. 264-40.300.
Kawaguchi, Masashi: See—

Ohba, Toshihiro; Kawaguchi, Masashi; Kinoshita, Hiroshi;
Kanatani, Yoshiharu; and Uede, Hisashi, 4,479,120. CI.
340-781.000.

Kawahara. Akira: See—
Imabashi, Hiromichi; Turuoka. Shigeo; Kuniya. Keiichi; lizuka.

^ Tomio; and Kawahara. Akira. 4.478.363. CI. 228- 1 3 1 .000.
Kawahara. Atsushi: See—

Azuma. Toru; Hazama. Junji; Kawahara, Auushi; Hada. Kazunari-
and Fujii, Norio, 4,479,145, CI. 358-106.000.

Kawahara. Eiichiro; and Ikeda, Koichi, to Honda Oiken Kogyo Kabu-
»'}'|" Kaisha. Swash plate type hydraulic device. 4,478,134, Q.

Kawai, Hisasi: See—
Idogaki, Takaharu; Kawai, Hisasi; Hattori. Kyo; and Sakurai,

Kazuhiro, 4,479,068. CI. 310-194.000.
Obayashi. Hideki; Kohama. Tokio; Kawai. Hisasi; Ina. Toshikazu-

Sawada. Daisaku; and Shigemattu. Takashi. 4.478.185. CI.

Kawai. Taiyo. to Toyou Jidosha Kabushki Kaisha. Fuel injection
timing control in electronically controlled engine. 4.478.190. CI.
123-478.000.

Kawai. Tohru. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Focus presetting mecha-
nism for a camera lens assembly. 4.478,491. CI. 350-255.000

Kawakami. Tomio: See—
Ohta. Minora; Yasuda. Eturo; Kawakami, Tomio; and Kotanshi.

Yoichi, 4.478,067, CI. 73-23.000.
Kawamura, Shinichiro; and Irimajiri, Takahiko, to Hitachi, Ltd.
Speaker equipped with diaphragm filled with foamed resin. 4,478.309,
CI. 181-167.000.

Kawana, Hidejiro: See—
Fujita, Kazunori; Tamura. Kohki; Kawana. Hidejiro; Iwamoto.

Kazuo; and Horiba, Tatsuo. 4.478.917, CI. 429-33.000.
Kawanabe, Tsuyoshi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic device

having a thermal Inkjet recorder. 4,479.134, CI. 346-I40.00R
Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Edamura, Mizuo; Kajikawa, Takashi; and Okamoto, Koji,
4,478,703, CI. 204-298.000.

^

Fujikawa, Tetsuzo; and Takada, Toshiyuki, 4,478,180, CI. 123-
59.0BS.

Okuno, Ryuzo; Toyoda. Keio; Sarai. Masahiro; and Takai. Kiyoshi.
4.478.574. CI. 432-180.000.

Kawasaki. Masahiro; Aoki, Harumi; and Suzuki, Koji, to Asahi Kogaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Photo-electric conversion device with
accumulation time control. 4,479,062. CI. 250-578 000.

Kawasaki Steel Corp.: See—
KiUyama. Hideo; and Niwa. Haruho, 4,478,573, Q. 432-124.000.

Kawaura, Takayoshi, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Elastic
support structure of wheel suspension mechanism. 4.478.396. CI.
267-8.00R.

Kay. John W.: See-
Shaffer. Dale A.; Kay. John W.; and Basquin. Maurice H..

4,478,415, CI. 273-1.50R.
^

Kazmaier, Ounther; and Ooller, Ernst, to H. Stoll OmbH ft Co. Take
down mechanism for flat knitting machines. 4,478,058, CI. 66-
149.00R.

Keane, John J.; and Zopf, Richard P., to General Electric Company.
Process of making a printed circuit using dry film resisu. 4,478,932,
CI. 43O-314.000.

Keck, Donald B.: See—
Blankenship, Michael G.; and Keck, Donald B., 4,478,489, Q.

350-96.300.

Kee. David F.: See-
Hicks, Irwin A.; and Kee, David P., 4,478,079, Q. 73-253.000.

Keel, Beat G.: See—
Kracke, Alan O.; Tran, Tuan P.; and Keel, Beat O., 4,477,968, Q.

Keeton, John H. Dual exposure hot wire cutter. 4.478,163. G.
1 12-287.000.

Keinanen, Veli J.: See—
Honkaniemi, Matti E.; Juntunen, Veikko A.; Keinanen, Veli" J.; and

Mansikka, Urpo J., 4,478,802, CI. 423-236.000.
Keiper U.S.A., Inc.: See—

Linde, Peter W., 4,478,455, CI. 297-362.000
Keller-Juslen, Camilla; Kuhn, Max; and King, Hamilton D., to Sandoz

Ltd. Antibiotics, pharmaceutical compositions and method of use
4,478,831, CI. 424-181.000.
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KeHey. Ed«nn L.; Herzberg. Walter J.; and Sinka, Joseph V.. toDiamond Shamrock Chemicals Company. Carbonaceous oil slurries
namiued by binary surfactant mixtures. 4.478,602, CI. 44-51.000

4.4^%31 a*3?3S5o"*"'"
'*"' *^"' "***'* C-shaped supports.

Kelsey-Hayes Company: See—

'^4^95000*'**' '' ""^ °*«™'»' J«^ L.. 4,478,788. CI.

Kemmel, PMricc J.; and Hartwig, Jurgen. to Pfaff Haushaltmaschinen

1 .T^?; -55?*^"* ""C""* with a universal motor. 4,479,077, CI.
jlB*24S.000.

Kendall Company, The: See—
Van Overloop. Ronald R., 4,478,530, CI. 401 - 1 34.000.

Kennedy, John M.; and Kennedy. William R. Mine stopping with man
door and door frame assembly. 4.478.535, a. 405-132.000.

Kennedy, William R.: See—

''msioro*"
**" *"** *^«™«<'y' William R., 4.478,535. CI.

Kemforschungsaniage Julich OmbH: See—

^m'79,S1"?:1.73'«'3I0S.''''^''
°"""'= "^ '"""- ^°"''''

KemfofKhuB|uentrum Karlsruhe OmbH: See—

''MS.8lra'?i7-g.o!a''
'^°"*'"«^ "^ '^'"'"^' ^"'^

'^*"", John P., to Canadair Limited. Unmanned remotely piloted air-

Kerr-McOee Chemical Corporation: See—

^'^rSJ;/^"'"^ ^- •"** Oriffin. Robert A.. 4.478.697, CI. 204-
lOS.OOM.

'\"i«'?2f!j,P;'A^S?2£!?*'''' '"^ ^
:
*"<> Fairchild. James L.,

4.478,599. CI. 23-300.000.
Kwvennal. Jacques; Cognion. Jean-Marie; and Braunstein, Pierre, to

Produits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann. Process for the manufacture of
aromatic iaocyanates. 4.478.757. CI. 260453.0PC.

Kosler. Milton. Apparatus for mixing and blending constituents of a
flow of thermoplastics material. 4,478,516, a. 366-87.000.

K«ten. Arthur S.; and Couch, Harold T., to United Technologies
Corporation. Oas transporting system. 4,478,814. CI. 423-650.00a

Ketterer. Leonard R.: See—

^^SS^'n.5^ ^•'' •"** Ketterer. Leonard R.. 4.478,531, CI.
403-77.000.

Khaja. Farees U.; Ernest. Robert O.; Oronwick. Jerry P.; and Bristol,
Howard A., to Sunbeam Corporation. Split barrel electric hair cur-
ler/styler. 4,479,047. Q. 219-225.000.

*^f°*** PiYSlr^*' Jo""""" H F. M.; and Meuleman, Lamber-
nis J., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Connector for coupling at least

?2?«i?!S^ "'*' *° '^''*'*' op*"*" element. 4,478.485. CI.
3X^96.200.

KhooWar. Sargis. to Halcon SD Oroup. Inc., The. Catalyst and process
for unsaturated aldehydes. 4.479,013. CI. 568-479.000.

Khoobiar. Sargis, to Halcon SD Oroup. Inc.. The. Conversion of
isobutane to methacrolein. 4.479,014, a. 568-479.000

Kiboku, Mituo: See—
Kuwalura, Tonhide. Kiboku, Mituo; Ito, Seisiro; Ihara. Tatuhiko;
and Ikeda, Shoji. 4.478,643. a. I06-288.00Q.

Kida. Makoto: See—

'^.Sfe37*^Sl7?SS""**
^'^' '^ "^ '^•^-°'

Kidd. H. Keith; ud Coolon. Philip S.. Jr., to Kollmorgen Technologies
CorporabOB. Brushless motor controller. 4,479,078, Q. 318-254000

Kidde Recreation Products, Inc.: See—
„., Hayes, Oerald O.. 4.478,203, a. 124.24.00R.
Kifer, Edward W.: 5ee<—

Carlson, John D^ Kifer, Edward W.; Wojtyna, Vincent J.; and
Colton, James P., 4,478,958, CI. 521-121.000.

Kikkawa, Ikuo: Se»—
Y«»hioka, Mitsuru; Uyeo, Shoichiro; Hamashima. Yoshio; Kik-

544^71 000*' ^^*' *"** '^*****' ^•"™' *'*7>.997. a.

Kiknchi. Masakazu; Hayakawa. Takaki; and Kida, Makoto. Plasmid and
production thereof 4,478.937. CI. 435-172.300.

Kikuchi, TetWMTo; Kato. Masanori; Kato, Masahiko; Kato, Kazutaka;
•nd Kumoi. Tomio, to Nippon Soken, Inc.; and Nippondenso Co.,

US'OOA
^^ control system for engine. 4,478,181, CI. 123-

Kikumoto, Tadao, to Roland Corporation. Sound upect generating
»Pf«ratus for an electronic musical instrument. 4,478,124, a.

Kim, Wan S.; Jeong, Seo Y.; and McRea, James C. Olycoaylated insulin
derivatives. 4,478,746, a. 260-112.700.

Kim. Wan S.; Jeona, Seo Y.; and McRea, James C. OlycosyUted insulin
derivatives. 4,478,830, Q. 424-178.000.

Kim, Wontaik, to Oeneral Electric Company. Convergent hot cone
proem for thermoset molding. 4.478,780. CI. 264-328.200.

Kimberly-Oark Corporation: See—
Notheis, Patrick J.. 4,478,3H O. 221-34.000.

Kmbara, Hiroji: See—
Hayakawa, Hideyuki; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori. Yodiiyuki; and
Kmbara, Hiroji. 4.478.595. CI. 474-109.000.

Kmg, Hamilton D.: See—

4K83rci.'i!S?.fi.(5o.'"'
''"^ "*' ""'• "^"^ °-

King, Larry K.: See—

^^?^i' '^??S£a*J?«' ^-"^ ^•' '^P- L««" L.; and Kloap.
Nicholas, 4,478,600, CI. 23-313.0FB.

*^cf 1375l2 WO***
^'*'*^ Corporation. Valve assembly. 4,478,243,

King, William F., to Chevron Research Company. Pesticida] 0-(N-

M78 832^:? 4M^210a]o'**°^'^''**'*'''*'°™*
"**" *** thioerters.

Kingsbury. Paul I.: See—
Adair, Peter J; Hobczuk, Michael P.; Kmgsbury, Paul I.; and

Nelson, John W., 4.478,641, CI. 106-1 10.00a
Kinoshita, Hiroshi: See—

Ohba. Toshihiro; Kawaguchi, Masashi; Kinoshita. Hiroshi;

Kinoshita, K««i; Niimi. Yukihide; and Urushidani. Masahiro, to Nio-
pondenso Co.. Ltd.; and ToyoU Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-fuel

?^i^^!il?'
*^*"" '°' '"•*™*' combustion engines. 4,478.191. Ci.

Kinoshita, Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; Urushidani, Masahiro; and Ohnaka.
Hidcmi, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.; and ToyoU Jidosha Kabushiki

M7t19^CM2SS) MO™'
*'^'"" *"" '''^*™*' **""'"»**<»" "«»«•

Kinoshita, Tomoo. Reclaiming machine for scraps of exoanded foam
thermoplastic material. 4,479,048, CI. 219.388.0W.

Kioritz Corporation: See—
^gJjJ^Akira; and Kondo, Tadashige, 4,478,200. Ci.

Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.: See—
Chemogorenko, VasUy B.; Alihanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

6i'^^*'^'V)''''c.^f"**",Y-: bhkhwov. Evgeny S.; Sergienko.
Vladimir Y.; Sapian. Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev. Mendel E.; Markovsky. Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
una v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev. Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov. Alexandr N.. 4.478.633, a. 71-37.000.

Kirby, George J.: See—

^'?fe*5'7?*?Jl'"?, Y-iiJ^^y-
°~'** '•= •«* yiMxmo, Charles F..

4,477,977, CI. 33-178.00R.
Kish. Robert J.: See—

*^?i?*'^'<??rn ,£j
^^^' *°'*" '•• "«* ^°^' Albert D., 4.478,390.

Ci. Z34-270.CXX).

Kishida. Eiji: See—

^^Sm So"'
°^"'* '^*™*'* "** '"****^ ^^ 4.478.199. a.

Kishida. Koa; Iwato. Noboni; and Ozeki, Yuji, to Oenki Kagaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Composite plastics sheet having coiiduc-
Uve surface. 4,478,903, Q. 428-216/000

^
Kitamura, Takashi. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of and appara-

4l47?227*a*37i3i*o8o"^'*'
°' "*''* **'" '^^'^^ "*''* *^^-

Kitao. Kohji: See—
Kohno. Kiyoshi; Nishikawa, Satoshi; Hattori, Yoshiya; and Kitao.

Kohji. 4.478,990. Q. 526-279.000.
^ '

Kitayama, Hideo; and Niwa, Haruho. to Chugai Ro Co., Ltd.- and

M71S73 cTis^m So"*"
*"" ''****"* '*''*' *** ""^ portons.

Kiuyama, Seishi: See—

^^179^70200^'*'*"' ""* *"**y"'** ^*'*'' M79.036. a.

Kitterman. Lawrence: See—
SUter. Glenn L.; Weiler, Gerhard H.; TurofT, Robert: and Kitter-
man, Uwrence, 4.478,342. CI. 215-32.000.

Kiuchi. Seiji: See—
Sakaguchi. Masaaki; Satoh. Shinichi; Kiuchi. Seiji; and Chikamasa.

Hiroshi. 4.478.376, Q. 242-191.000.
»»™«i,

Klaassen. Lambertus G. M.. to De Rotterdamsche Droogdok MU B.V.

J?i "JSIti^^'* *"^*" adjustable and pivotal armrest. 4,478,308,

Klahr, Erhard; Rebaflca. Walter; Nissen, Axel; Trieselt, Wolfgang; and
Hettche, Albert, to BASF Aktiengesellscbaft. Ethoxylates ofdiacety-

i%,SSct568io?axr "' *"* *^'*"^ " "^•^'^

"^tSl: 4.S;,£i.?[ ;L?fi5.00S'"
'" - -th a zone exposure

Klee, Maurice: See—
Natzke. Ronald C; and Klee, Maurice, 4,478.307, a. 180-273.000.

Klein, George D., to Texaco Canada Resources Ltd. Spacer for deeo
wells. 4,478,278, Q. 166-105.000.

"^ ^
Klem, Charles D.: See—

Frische. Richard H.; Dankwort, RudolfC; and Klem. Charles D..
4.479.070. a. 310-338.000. '

Kleschick. William A., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Selective
preparation of isomers and enantiomers of cyclopropane carboxvUc
acids. 4.479.005, a. 548-230.000.

«prop«« carooxyuc

Kleykamp. Donald L.: See—
Holden, Homer N.; Kleykamp, Donald L.; Moore, William F.; and

Mathieu. Julien C, 4,478,154. Q. 10^225.000.
Klietsch. Bemd-Juergen; Kollmeier. Hans-Joachim; Lammerting. Hel-

mut; and Langenhagen. Rolf-Dieter, to Th. Ooldschmidt A& Pro-
cess for the production of highly resilient, cold-curing polyurethane
foams. 4,478,957, CI. 521-1 12«X).

^^
Kloap, Nicholas: See—

Schoener, Ronald C; King, Larry K.; Knap, Lester L.; and Kloap,
Nichohs. 4,478,600, a. 23-31 3.0FB.

Klocker, Heinz, to Oebr. Klocker (Klocker Bros.). Apparatus for
producmg a selvage provided with a crossweave. 4.478,256. a.

Klockner-Humboldt-DeuU Aktiengesellscbaft: See—
HAfner. Karl E.; and Kohler. Wolfgang. 4.478.196. Q. 123-S04.00a
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Knab, Rochus: See—
B<mite, Jorft Entenmann, Robert; Knab. Rochus; Miller. Bemhard;

4.478.068. a. 73-35.000.
Knap. Lester L.: See—

^^^,' ^^SiJ^J!!hhi^ ^^ ^^' ^»" L.; and Kloap.
Nicholas, 4.478.600. a. 23-31 3.0FB.

Kn«PP. Philip B. Method for making fertilizer cartridge. 4.477.960. a.

Knight, Donn C; Kish, Robert J.; and Fox, Albert D., to D. W. Zim-memm Mfg.Jnc. Fluid-operated apparatus for handling and lifUng
loads. 4,478,390, CI. 254-270.000.

Knochel, E. Stanley. Device for checking bills of currency to detect
bills which are stuck together. 4,477,974, CI. 33-I68.00R.

Kobavashi, Robert J.; and Byrne, Joe L., to Garrett Corporation, The.
Method for controlling the operation of an hydraulic assist turbo-
charger. 4,478,043, CI. 60-608.000.

Kobayashi, Attushi: See—
Nojima. Minejiro; Kobayashi. Makyi; and Kobayashi. Atsushi.

4,479,191, a. 364-707.000.

Kobayashi, Hiroshi, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Capacitive
type fuel level and impurity indicator. 4,479,116, Q. 340-620.000.

Kobayashi, Makiji: See—
Nojima, Minejiro; Kobayashi. Makiji; and Kobayashi. AUushi.

Kobaynhi, Makoto: S^e—
Ohta, Shigenori; Inoue, Seijiro; Torigoe. Takaoki; and Kobayuhi.

Makoto. 4.478.866. CI. 426-549.000.
Kobayashi, Yukio: See—

Oshima, Hiroyo; Kojima, Yutaka; Kobayashi, Yukio; Omori, Taka-
shi; and Nagai. Koichi. 4,478.910. CI. 428-331.000.

Kobelt. Jacob. Twin lever control assembly. 4,478,109, a. 74-878.000.
Kobinger, Walter: See—

Stable, Helmut; Koppe, Herbert; Kummer, Werner; Kobinger,
Walter; and Stockhaus, Klaus, 4,478,844, CI. 424-273.00R.

Koch, Bemhard, to Orob & Co. Aktiengesellscbaft. Warp stop motion
device of a weaving machine. 4,478,258, CI. 139-358.000.

Koch, Ronald N.; and Yanov, David A., to Rockwell International
Corporation. Threaded pipe coupling. 4,478,440, a. 285-392.000.

Kochndorfer, Michael; Kurtz, Rudiger; Meurer, Werner; Seider, Wer-
ner; and Storr, Helmut, to Escher Wyss OmbH. Papermaking ma-
chine stock trim deflecting device. 4,478,684, Ci. 162-337.000.

Kochs Adier AG: See—
Bierweller. Gerhard. 4,478,162, a. 112-227.000.

Kocsan, Joseph A. System of a bow subilizer and an embedded arrow
head remover. 4,478,204, CI. 124-89.000.

Kocsisek, Karl: See—
Aam, Petrus J. J.; Fleck, Harald; and Kocsisek, Karl, 4,479,157, a.

360-104.000.

Koester, Charles J. Axial scanning optical system and method of exam-
mmg an object plane. 4,478,482, CI. 350-6.600.

Koga, Tsuguaki: See-
Sato, Ichiya; Yoneyama, Takao; Koga, Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi, Kazuo;
and Hisano, Kattukuni, 4,478,082, G. 73-593.000.

Kohama, Tokio: See—
Otayuhi, Hideki; Kohama, Tokio; Kawai, Hisasi; Ina, Tosliikazu;

Sawada, Daisaku; and Shigematsu. Takashi. 4.478.185. CI.
123-419.000.

Kohashi, Tadao. to Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Ink record-
ing aroantus. 4.479,135. G. 346-140.00R.

Kohler"(Sa: See—
Fleischmann, Gary A., 4,478.249, G. 137-625.400.

Kohler, Wolfgang: See—
Hafner, Karl E.; and Kohler, Wolfgang, 4.478,196, G. 123-504.000.

Kohno, Kiyoshi; Nishikawa, Satoshi; Hattori. Yoahiya; and Kitao,
Kohji, to Sunstar Oiken Kabushiki Kaisha. Room temperature curing
eUstic composition. 4,478,990. G. 526-279.000.

Koike. Akihiko: See—
Yamato. Akihiro; Koike, Akihiko; Hosokawa. Takehiko; and
Maruyama, Nobutoshi, 4.478.194. CI. 123-491.000.

Koizumi, Shigeo: See—
Shiba, Keisuke. Nakao, Sho; and Koizumi, Shigeo, 4,478,930. G.

Koizumi, Takashi: See—
Nishikawa. Yasuhisa; Tanaka, Yoshio; Hasomi, Ryoiehi; and

Koizumi, Takashi, 4,478,098, G. 74-10.330.
Koizumi, Yuichiro; and Kaneko, Toshie, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
Luminance amplifier and an qtparatus mcluding the same. 4,479,061,
G. 250-487.100.

Koizumi, Yuji: See—
Okada, Minoru; Sone, Takeo; Sakamoto, Shigeru; Koizumi. Yuji;
and Tsuda. Iwao. 4.478.541, G. 409-232.000.

Kojima, Keiichi: See—
Ishise, Kojiro; and Kojima, Keiichi, 4,479,031. G. 174-73.00R.

Kojima, Yutaka: See—
Oshima. Hiroyo; Kojima. Yutaka; Kobayashi. Yukio; Omori. Taka-

shi; and Nami. Koichi. 4.478.910. G. 428-331.000.
Kokusai Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Yamamoto. Seiichi; and KiUyama, Seishi, 4,479.036, G.
179-170.200.

Kokusan Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Shimizu, Keiichi, 4,478.445, G. 292-336.300.

K(rilmeier, Hans-Joachnn: See—
Klietsch, Bemd-Juergen; Kollmeier, Hans-Joachim; Lammerting,
Helmut; and Lingenhagen, Rolf-Dieter, 4,478,957, Q.
521-112.000.

Kollmorgen Technologies Corporation: See—
KWd, H. Keith; and Coulon, Philip S.. Jr., 4,479,078, G.

Komma, Gerhard; and Lohse. Dietmar, to Mannesmann Demag AG.
Apparatus for thermal longitudinal parting of rectangular metal plate
bars, in particular of cut-to-length continuous-casting plate slabs.
4,478.393. CI. 266-49.000.

Kommrusch, Richard S.: See—
Batlivala. Percy P.; and Kommrusch. Richard S., 4.479.245. CI.

455-18.000.

Kondo, Asaji: See—
Katsuyama, Harumi; Amano, Yoshikazu; and Kondo, Asaji.

4,478,942, CI. 436-66.000.
Kondo, Tadashige: See—

Nagashima, Akira; and Kondo, Tadashige, 4,478,200. G.
123-605.000.

Kong-Chan, Josephine L. Y., to Procter ft Gamble Company. The.
Preparation of phenyl esters in the presence of boric anhydride.
4,478,754, CI. 260-410.500.

Kmiig, Wolfgang; Geiger, Rolf; Obermeier, Rainer; and Mullner, Hu-
bert, to Hoechst Aktiengesellscbaft. Nonapeptide having immunos-
Umulative activity, process for the preparation thereof, and its use.
4.478,828, CI. 424-177.000.

Koning, Gerrit; and Bergveld, Piet, to Cordis Europa N.V. Electro-

?-?!?K?L!5™"« 'PP^rttus with in situ calibration. 4.478,222. G.
128-632.000.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Haneda. Satoshi; and luya. Masahiko. 4,478.870, G. 427-14.100.
Ishiguro, Yasuo, 4,478,500. CI. 354-443.000.

KonynJ>ale R.; and Zielke, Wayne T. Gardening tool. 4,478,033. G.
56-400.060.

Koonmans, Petrus O.: See—
Bekooij, Jurrianus; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Stachowiak, Stephen

A.; Kooijmans, Petrus G.; and Scholten. Henricus P. H..
4.478.985. CI. 525-530.000.

Kopecko, William J.: See-
Fuller. Robert L.. 4.478,116. CI. 82-4.00A.

Koppe. Herbert: See—
Stahle, Helmut; Koppe, Herbert; Kummer. Werner; Kobinger,

Walter; and Stockhaus. Klaus. 4.478.844. G. 424-273.00R.
Kopper Company, Inc.: See-

Carlson. John D.; Kifer, Edward W.; Wojtyna. Vincent J.; and
Colton. James P.. 4.478.958. CI. 521-121.000.

Koppers Company. Inc.: See—
Uston. Gerd. 4.479.019. CI. 568-709.000.

Korf. Rainer: See-
Fischer. Wolfgana; Gehre. Gerhard; Korf. Rainer; Lorenz. Renate;
and Taschner. Heinz, 4.478.579. G. 433-222.000.

Koshinaka, Eiichi: See—
Itho. Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka, Eiichi; Ogawa, Nobuo

Kurata, Sakae; and Yamagishi, Kauri, 4,478,838, CI.
424-250.000.

Kosswig, Kurt: See—
Balzer, Dieter; and Kosswig, Kurt, 4.478.281, G. 166-274.000.

Koster, William H.; and Cimanisti. Christopher M., to E. R. Squibb A
Sons, Inc. 2-Oxo-l -(substituted phosphorous>azetidines. 4,478,749,
CI. 260-245.400.

Kotani, Takeshi: See—
Nakanishi, Kiyoshi; Okumura, Takeshi; Kanda, Mutsumi; Kotani,

Takeshi; and Inoue, Tokuta, 4,478,182, CI. 123-188.00M.
Kotanshi, Yoichi: See—

Ohta, Minoru; Yasuda, Eturo; Kawakami, Tomio; and Kotanshi,
Yoichi, 4,478,067, G. 73-23.000.

Kotera, Takuro: See—
Yano, Nobuyuki; Kotera, Takuro; Aoki, Akira; and Utagawa,

Toshio, 4,478,053, CI. 62-262.000.
Kovach, Nickolas C. Fence protector. 4,478,391, CI. 256-1.000.
Koverya, Vladimir M.: See—

Chemogorenko, Vastly B.; Alzhanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima
A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko.
Vladimir Y.; Sapian. Vladimir G.; Koverya. Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev. Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; E>mitrenko, Valen-
tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
VopUov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633, CI. 71-37.000.

Koziol, Walter, to Modem Home Productt Corp. Dual adjustable gas
intake assembly. 4.478,205, CI. 126-25.00R.

Kracke, Alan G.; Tran, Tuan P.; and Keel, Beat G., to Magnetic Periph-
erals Inc. Method for using a machining sensor. 4,477,968, G.
29-603.000.

Krambeck, Robert H.; and Shoji, Masakazu, to AT&T Bell Laborato-
ries. Skew-free clock circuit for integrated circuit chip. 4,479,216. G.
371-61.000.

Krause. Walter P.: See—
Cuscurida. Michael; and Krause, Walter P., 4,479,010, G.

564-477.000.

Kreidl, Werner H.: See-
Bailey, J. MUton; Alexeflr. Igor, and Kreidl, Wemer H., 4,479,103,

CI. 335-229.000.

Krevet, Berthold; Schauer, Wolfgang; and Wuchner, Fritz, to Kemfor-
schungszentnim KarUrahe GmbH. Procen for the preparation of
superconducting compound materials. 4,478,877, CI. 427-62.000.

Krieger, Charles F.: See-
Fogg, M. Charles; Krieger, Charles F.; and Veale, John R.,

4,479,194, G. 364-900.000.

Krones AG Hermann Kronseder Maschinenfabrik: See—
Oau, George, 4,478.668. G. 156-364.000.
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*™^V.^*™*^' "^ Muller. Karl-Heiiu, to Uni-Cardan Aktiengesell-
schaft. Univeml joint sealing assembly. 4.478.592. CI. 464-173 000.

^J!S?^r«Jl ** ^Of''P'ece support structure. 4.478,397, CI.
2a9- 1 70.000.

Kniger, Albert; and Healey, Richard, to Metallurgical Processes Lim-
ited; and I. S. C. Smelting Limited. Roasting of mixed sulphide ores
or concentrates. 4,478.794, CI. 423-89.000.

KRW Energy Systems Inc.: See-
Everett, James W., 4,478.253. a. 138-140.000.

KSM Fastening Systems Inc.: See—

^j5T&.?r5?.5<s.bo;""'
'^''"'" ""• "^ ^•"- '^^^•"-

Kwler, James E.; and East. Anthony J., to Celanese Corporation.

r^5»-.'^°'?i!!*l'"*^"'"
comprising a dimer acid polyamide resin.

4,478,782, CI. 264-345.000.
Kuhn, Max: See—

''?4"wt"a. «£iti.(m
"• "*"= "' ^"«' "^"'°" °'

Kumada, Akio: See—

**!l?^ J*^?"^..'^""***' ^^'°' Tokinaga. Daizo; Shinbo.

rTTw wiT/Sl"*
"'*'*y"'"; *"<• Takatsuji. Masamoto. 4.478.217,

*^"™«^' Munehito; and Suzuki, Shigehisa, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Magnetic disk recorder. 4,479,156, a. 360-104.000.

Kummer. Werner: See—
St^le. Helmut; Koppe. Herbert; Kummer. Werner; Kobinger,

Walter; and Stockhaus, Klaus, 4,478,844, CI. 424-273.00R.
Kumoi, Tomio: See—

Kikuchi. Tetsur^ Kato, Masanori; Kato, Masahiko; Kito,
„ .

'^".^ *"<* Kumoi. Tomio, 4,478,181, CI. 123.145.00A.
Kuniya, Keuchi: See—

Imahashi, HiitMjichi; Turuoka, Shigeo; Kuniya, Keiichi; lizuka,
Tomio; and Kawahara, Akira. 4,478.363. CI. 228- 1 3 1 .000.

Kuno, Akira: See—
Shinoda, Yoshio; and Kuno, Akira, 4,478,184. CI. 123-352.000

Kuo, Clmton C. K.. to Motorola, Inc. Electrically erasable programma-
ble read only memory cell. 4,479.203. CI. 365-218.000.

•"mt^Ss. cf^V.mSjo.*-
°~* '''' '-'''« ''"'•"« »«™'

*^M79.24?a S8°2-n roo"°"
^" ^^ D*«""0««tic reading device.

Kuraia, Sakae: See—
Itho, Yasuo,-^ Kato. Hideo; Koshinaka, Euchi; Ogawa, Nobuo

J^BSotW*'
*"** Y«m*gJshi. Kagari. 4,478.838. CI.'

Kurihara. Masaru; Hanimiya, Noriho; and Uemura, Tadahiro, to Toray
indintnes. Inc. Semipermeable membrane treated with modified
vinyl polymer. 4,478,717, CI. 210-500.200.

Kuioda Precision Industries Ltd.: See—
Suzuki, Sigeru, 4,477,976, Q. 33-169.00R.

Kuroiwa. Hiroshi: See—

^T78.075°*a'7!*ilf2W^*'
"'"**"' "** Nishimura. Yutaka,

Kuronki Refractories Co., Ltd.: See—
Fuzii, Koichiro, 4.478.392. CI. 266-44.000.

Kurtgis. Michael P. System and portable cage for servicing power
transmission Imes. 4.478.3 1 2. CI. 1 82- 142.000

Kurtz, Rodiger: See—
Kochndorfer, Michael; Kurtz, Rudiger; Meurer, Werner; Seider.
Werner, and Storr. Helmut. 4.478.684, CI. 162-337.000.

ICU, tSTi.^'
"llH«nhbarger, Harry F., to JGR Enterprises, Inc.Door bolt umnobUizing device. 4,478,444, CL 292-333.000.

Kutnn, RKhard F.: See—

I M d!5?''^*
^°^° "°J'" ^'^ Daigaku; and Nippon Paint Co.,

i?78.6M!a?!SSr00Q!"'''"""* *" '"^'''"^ °"^' P'«""«

Kuwakado, Satosi: See—

^^8':433'*S^S807.SS^°' ^'*^= ""^ '^'"«*' ^°*~"''

'^IJ^ ^"y*"*"; ««» Urbaetis. Stanley P.. to General Electric
company. Ap^tus and method for cleaning a fluidized bed gas
distributor. 4,478,646, CI. 134-7.000.

^^ *^
Kwon, Joon T.: See—

*"S%°f''A« D.; Kwon, Joon T.; and Shaban, Atef M.. 4,479,020,U. 900-S30.UUU.
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

L. ft C Steinmuller GmbH: See—
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Bton, Wolfgang; and Mohn, Ulrich. 4.478,810, CI. 423-555.000.
Dorlmg, Rolf; and Premel. Ulrich, 4,478,606, CI. 48-77.000.
Dorhng. Rolf; and Premel, Ulrich, 4,478,608, a. 48-210000.

L. E. Johnson, Inc.: See—
Johnwn, Leonard E,, Jr., 4,478,006, a. 49-410000.

Laauwe, Robert H.: See—

^"SSfflS.
***^*^ ^' "''* *"** '^"^*' '^«'*« " • M78,356, a.

Ladeur, Bernbard H.: S««^

^S" '"Hf,?!' ®°J«»>'ov. Georgy K.; Lakhmostov, Viktor S.;

4M-522'000 '
"** ^^"*'^' '^***' ^' *'*'*'*<^- CI.

Lai, Joginder; and Sandstrom, Paul H., to Goodyear Tire ft RubberCompany. The. Blendffof higher alpha-olefin polymers and 1.2-eoox-
ide polymers. 4.478.980. Cl. 525-187.000.

"^ "« «.^-epox

LalancettCjJean M.; and Drolet. Jean P., to Societe Nationale de Lia-
miante. Production of magnesium oxide from magnesium silicates by
basic extraction of silica. 4,478,796, CI. 423-155.M0

Lambert, Joe C, to General Electric Company. Electrical braking
control for DC motors. 4,479.080. Cl. 3 1 8-373 000

T4m63aS S:2i2.SS.''"
'"'"''""' '"'• ^"°" p**^ '«^«'-

Lammerting. Helmut: See—
Klietsch. Bemd-Juergen; Kollmeier, Hans-Joachim; Lammerting,

r/.iI'o'nJ"*'
Langenhagen. Rolf-Dieter. 4.478,957. Cl.

32I-1 12.000.

Lament, WUliam D. Medical boot apparatus, and methods ofconstruct-
ing and utUizmg same. 4,478,214, Cl. 128-149.000

Landaburu, Ricardo H.; Yue. Robert H.; Farb. David L.; and Violand,
Bernard N., to Armour Pharmaceutical Company. Pharmaceutical

fi^PfiS'JS^
containing purified fibronectin. 4,478,829, a.

424-177.000.

Landis ft Gyr Aug AG: See—
Rudolf, Wrich; and Vetter, Martin, 4,479,262, Cl. 455-352.000.

Landler. Josef; and Mayr, Max, to Alkor GmbH KunststofTverkauf

vl!',?7^P'''^'"^ * decorative layer on a carrier panel. 4,478,660, Cl.
150-78.000.

Lane. Edward S., to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Preparation of materials. 4,478,812, Cl. 423-618.000.

Lanfermann, Willy, to Gebr. Eickhoff Maschinenfabrik und Eisengies-

4^478 457 Cl m5?1800o"""^*
apparatus for working thick seams.

Lang. Curtis E.; and Roe. Robert J., to Lang. Curtis E. Apparatus for
baiting longline fishing gear. 4.477,992, Cl. 43-4.000.

Langan. Richard A., to Union Carbide Corporation. Manganese car-

44^8*92^ a'^'^^-m
«»"** <l'o»<'e-«on»*>'>">g nonaqueous cells.

Langenhagen. Rolf-Dieter: See—
Klietsch. Bemd-Juergen; Kollmeier. Hans-Joachim; Lammerting,

SlTl'l'oOo"
^-*"8«"'»8«n> Rolf-Dieter, 4,478.957, a.

Langer. Horst G.; and Fellmann, Jere D., to Dow Chemical Company,
The. Preparation of high purity berlinite. 4,478,805, Q. 423-3 1 LOOO.

Langhu, Karlheinz: See—

'^^,''/7?lf^
Wilhelm; and Langhtz, Karlheinz, 4,478,102, Q.

74-410.000.

Lantry, Gerald F. Dispensing closure mechanism for resiliently squeez-
able recepucles. 4,478.358. Cl. 222-213.000.

J- »h «^

Lapointe, Joseph A., deceased; and by Lapointe, June, executrix. Chip
thickness separator. 4,478,374. Cl. 241-261.200.

Lapointe. June, executrix: See—

Urson. David N.; Ireland. Jeffrey; and Terry. Michael B., to Mostek

4%Tcl9rci.3'3?"irff'' '°" '^"^ ^"^ "^"^ "«"^-

Larson. Duane B.. to Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Adaptive control
for a dividing shear. 4.478.1 19, Cl. 83-42.000.

Lawhon, Joel E.: See—
Miller, Leigh G.; and Lawhon. Joel E., 4,479.180, Cl. 364-200.000

Lawrence, Larry K.; and GrisafR, John J. Cable sling arrangement for
pivoting a drilling mast and drawworks elevator to a raised or re-
clined position in relation to a substructure support and method of
cable sling string up. 4,478,015, Cl. 52-120.000.

LeaRonal, Inc.: See-
Nobel, Fred I., 4,478,692, Q. 204-43.00R.

Leath. Richard: See—
Salomaa, Kari; Merrill, Roy; Leath. Richard; Wennberg, Timothy;
and Widunas. Joseph. 4.478.094, Cl. 73-863.320

L«scacheux, Didier; Lesec, James; and Prechner. Roland, to Societe
iNauonale Elf Aquitaine. Viscosimeter operating continuously espe-
ciaUy at high temperature. 4.478,071. Cl. 073-55.000.

Leckie. Franklin J. ToUet seat closure. 4,477.933. Cl. 4-253.000.
Ledley. Robert S.; and Zapolski, Edward J., to Georgetown University.

4478 8?ra ''JlSooo
'**"' complex for digital fluoroscopy.

Lee. Do I.; and Mundorf. Traute, to Dow Chemical Company, The.
Heterogeneous polymer latex of relatively hard and relatively soft
Interpolymers of a monovinylidene aromatic monomer and an ali-
phaUc conjugated diene monomer. 4,478,974. Q. S24-S33.000

Lee, Gim F., Jr.: See—
Abolins, Visvaldis; Goossens, John C; Holub, Fred F.; and Lee.
Gun F., Jr., 4.478,979, Cl. 525-68.000.

.
"o i*c.

Lee. Wai-Nang P.; Harpen. Michael D.; and Siegel, Jeff^y A. Method
for evaluating thyroid fiuiction. 4.478,945, Cl. 436-500.000

Le Fur, Gerard R.: See—

'^'il!f"i'^,^"^"'= •"** ^ ''"'• Gerard R., 4.478,841, Q.
424-263.000.

LKilue, Michael J.; and deBoer. Nico, to McDennott Incorpoivted.

i^}^ apparatus adjusuble for alignment variations. 4,478,389, a.
254-108.000.

Legrand S.A.: See—
Durand, Guy; and Roby. Gerard, 4,478.478, Q. 339.263.00R.

Leiber, Hemz, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Hydraulic dual-circuit servo
brake apparatus. 4,478,461, Q. 303-92.000.

Leibowiu, Herman M.; and Karamchetty, Somayajulu D. S. R., to

?l'?o «lf^. X^^J^lSSy In<»n»rated. Isothermal compression.
4,478,553, Cl. 416-97.00R.

.-J

Lemke, Winfied R.: See—

**33?132*m0***
'' "^ ^^'«°>'«' Winfied it, 4,479,102, Q.

Lenk, Pedro A.: See—
Brightman, Barrie; Ellis, Thomas E.; Jones, James E.; Lenk, Pedro
Am Stewart, William H.; and Woodward, John W., 4,479,034, a.
179-18.0ES.

Lenosky, Theodore, to Maddak, Inc. Raised superimposed toilet seat
and securing clamp. 4,477,932, a. 4-239.000.

Leonard, Henri, to Micro-Mega S.A. Handle for dental canal rotary

Imlfismi""*
method of manufacturing same. 4,478,578, Cl.

Leppink, Arie: See—

^•[^' Bg««n B. B.; and Leppink, Arie, 4,478.405. a.

Lesec, James: See—

^'^M^I^^' ''***'• ''°*^ "** Prechner. Roland, 4,478,071.
Cl. 073-55.000.

Lesniak, Lawrence F.: See—
Vetter. Ronald F.; Gerrish. Howard W., Jr.; and Lesniak. Law-

rence F.. 4.478.151. Cl. 102-481.000.
Leston, Gerd, to Koppers Company, Inc. Complex formed to separate

nitnted phenolic compounds from other phenolic compounds.
4,479,019, a. 568-709.000.

^
Leutner, Volkmar: See—

Heiser, Joachim; Leutner, Volkmar; Schuttenberg, Eckard; and
Weigle. Dieter, 4.478.136, Q. 91-506.000.

Levasseur, Joseph L., to H. R. Bectronics Company. Vendor control
system. 4.478,353, a. 221-14.000.

Lever Brothers Company: See-
Cook, Norman, 4,478,348, a. 220-318.000.
Oakes, John, 4,478.733, Q. 252-99.000.

Levinson, Dale A.; and Ketterer, Leonard R.. to Moog Automotive,
Inc. Rack and pinion ball joint assemtily. 4,478,531, C\. 403-77.000.

Lewis, Arthur M.; and Scudo, Aldo, to Exxon Research ft Engineering
Co. Qeamng system and method for ink jet printer. 4,479,136, Q.
346-140.00R.

Lewis, Charles M., to Dayco Corporation. Method of making a rein-
forced collapsible hose construction. 4,478,661, Q. 156-92.000.

Lewis, Don W.: See—
Cheshier, Charies L.; and Lewis, Don W., 4,478,435, Q.

285-39.000.

Lhommeau, Robert E; and Ducruy Guy R., to Indumat S.A. Appara-
tus for upwardly extruding and cooling a thermoplastic resin multiple
tube structure. 4,478,563, a. 42^7^000.

Lia, Herman; and SolhjeU, Erik, to Tandberg Date A/S. Magnetic
recording of digital signals on a magnetic medium. 4,479,151, a.
360-46.000.

. Liang, Wei C, to Union Carbide Corporation. Carbamate-carbamoyl
fluoride compounds. 4,479,002, Q. 546-335.000.

Liermann, Peter, Hesse, Karl-Heinz; Meyer, Dietmar; and Gudat,
Wolfgang, to WABCO Fahrzeugbremsen GmbH. Electro-pneumatic
door control apparatus. 4,478,131, Q. 91-356.000.

Lightner, Roy W., to Marion Laboratories, Inc. Method for recovering
*e contentt of filled pharmaceutical capsules. 4,478,118, a.

Ugnes Telegraphiques ft Telephoniques: See—
Auzet, Christian; Rusch, Daniel; and Chabemaud. Daniel.

4.479.230. a. 375-108.000.
Lin, Ching H. Versatile pocket-size container. 4,478,330, CI. 206-38.000.
Lina, Marie-Jose : See—

^^^f^St. ^•*'* ^'' "<• '-''* Marie-Jose , 4,478,975, Cl.
524-871.000.

Linde Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bengeser. Georg; and Ranke, Gerhard, 4,478,799, a. 423-224.000.
Fabian, Rainer. 4,478,621, Q. 62-31.000.
Karwat, Heinz, 4,478,798, Q. 423-224.000.

Linde, Peter W., to Keiper U.S.A., Inc. Hollow eccentric bolt for
Uumel hinge fitting. 4,478,455. Q. 297-362.000.

Linder. Ernst: See—
Brettschndder. Johannes; Dobler, Klaus; Haag. Gottlob; Linder,

Ernst; and Polach. Wilhelm, 4,478,613, Q. 55-127.000.
Lindstrom, Erik A.: See—

Honeycutt, Fred L., Jr.; and Lindstrom, Erik A., 4,478,551, a.
415-142.000.

Lion Corporation: See—
Yazaki, Mitsuyoriii; Tanaka, Hideo; and Nakamura, Masayoshi.

4,478,735. Cl. 252-135.000.
^

Lipton, Jan, to Concast AG. Method for continuous casting of steel
strands, especiaUy slabs. 4,478,272, Q. 164-454.000.

Liqui-Box Corporation: See-
Bond, Curtis J., 4,478,242, Cl. 137-383.000.

Little, Gerald R. Hose mender device. 4,478,434, a. 285-15.000.
Littmann, Martin F., to Armco Inc. Process for producing grain-ori-

ented silicon steel. 4,478,653, Cl. 148-1 1 1.000.

Litton Industrial Products, Inc.: See-
Dunn, Elman R., 4,478,008, Q. Sl-lll.OOR.

Litton Systems, Inc.: See-
Belt, Roger F.; and Uhrin, Robert, 4,478,676, Q. 156-616.00R.
PuUiam, George R., 4,478,872, a. 427-38.000.

Lobo, Edward M.; and Hunter, Donald F. Wound capacitor end con-
nections and method of obtaining same. 4,477,953, Q. 29-25.420

Loch, David M., to Boeing Company, The. Automated alternating
polarity direct current pulse electrolytic processing of metals.
4,478.689.0.204-14.100. ' k •» »-»

Lockard. Joseph L.. to AMP Incorporated. Light emitting diode assem-
bly. 4.478.588. Q. 445-22.000.

Lockett, James F.; Janecka, Jerry F.; and Mehrkam. Thomas O., to
Geosource Inc. Transducer for optical dau transmission. 4.479.264,
a. 455-605.000.

Loev. Bernard: See—
Shroff, James R.; and Loev, Bernard, 4.478.834, Q. 424-246.000.

Loew. Gunther: See—
SchoU. Hans-Joachim; Sachs, Hanns I.; Jabs. Gert; and Loew,

Gunther. 4.478.738. Q. 252-188.310
Lohmann GmbH ft Co. KG: See—

Barth. Peter, and Blaudszun, Berad. 4.478.686. Cl. 203-49.000.
Lohse, Dietmar: See—

Komma, Gerhard; and Lohse. Dietmar, 4.478,393. Cl. 266-49.000.
LOTg, Jerry M.; and Womack. James A., to Innovative Concepts. Inc.
FToppy diskene storage container and display device. 4,478.335. Q.
206-444.000.

Look. Raymond J., to AMP Incorporated. Method of manufacturing
flat peelable cable. 4,478,778. Cl. 264-146.000.

Lorant. Stefan, to United Stirling AB. Cylinder Uner-regenerator unit
for a hot gas engine. 4,478.042. Q. 60-526.000.

Lorenz, Renate: See-
Fischer, Wolfgang; Gehre, Gerhard; Korf, Rainer; Lorenz. Renate;
and Taachner, Heinz. 4,478,579, Cl. 433-222.000.

Loskom, Richard A.; and Jevons, Lyle O.. Jr., to Burroughs Corpora-

52?- Automatic Calling Unit control system. 4,479,123. Q.
340-825.060.

Lothmann. Josef: See—
Hannes. Heinz D.; Lothmann, Josef; and Walther, Ludwig.

4.478.129. a. 91-1.000.

Lotz, Helmut, to Bosch-Siemens Hausgeraete GmbH. Continuously
operating an adsorption refrigeration plant, especially for operation
by waste heat of combustion engines or the like. 4,478.057. Cl.
62-480.000.

Loughlin, Bernard D., to Hazeltine Corporation. Distortion correctingAM stereo receiver with non-flat AGC. 4.479.233. Cl. 381-15.000
Loveland, Robert S.. to Perkin-Elmer Corporation. The. Flowmeter

system with ultrasonic energy improvement in equilibration.
4,478,088. a. 73-861.280.

Lovins, Robert E.: See—
Mezei. Louis M.; Chen. Jung S.; Huang. John J.; and Lovins.

Robert E., 4,478.7H Cl. 260-1 12.50R.
Lucas Industries: See—

Fenne, Ivor, 4,478,189, Cl. 123-467.000.
Forrester, John S., 4.478.091, Q. 73-862.540.

Ludwig, Daniel P.: See—
Geesen, Michel; Mourant, Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P..

4,479,249, Q. 455-208.000.

Geesen, Michel; Mourant, Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P.,
4,479,255. Cl. 455-246.000.

* r.

Luk Lamellen und Kupplun^bau GmbH: See-
Rotter. Gerhard. 4,478,326, Q. 192-106.200.

Lukasczyk, Wolfgang; and Ewald, Roland, to Mannesmann Rexroth
GmbH. Pressure control valve. 4,478.250. Cl. 137-625.650.

Luke. John A., to Brown ft Williamson Tobacco Corporation. Smoke
filters. 4.478.229. Cl. 1 3 1 -336.000.

Lummus Company. The: See—
Suciu, George D.; Kwon, Joon T.; and Shaban, Atef M., 4.479,020,

Cl. 568-850.000.

Luntz, Richard D.: See—
Jacobsen, Stephen C; Luntz. Richard D.; and Hanover. Barry K..

4.477,971,0.29-877.000.
'

Lusignea. Richard W.; Kirby, George J.; and Mariano, Charles F., to
Foster-Miller, Inc. Method and apparatus involving the measurement
of bores. 4,477,977, Q. 33-I78.00R.

Lust, Sigmund: See—
Becher, Heinz-Manfred; Drandarevski, Christo A.; and Lust, Sig-
mund, 4,478,852. Q. 424-322.000.

Lux. Gerard J-M.: See—
Baugh, Benton F.; Lux, Gerard J-M.; and Ribeyre, Jean-Paul,

4,478,292, Cl. 173-149.000.

Lynchak, Kima A.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov. Evgeny S.; Sergienko,
Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
VopUov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633, Cl. 71-37.000.

Lyon, Lyman R., to Microdot Inc. Blind rivet. 4,478,543, Q.

Lyons, James E.: See-
Hsu, Chao-Yang; and Lyons, James E., 4,478,752. Cl. 26O-396.00R

Lyons. William J. Drawstring fastener. 4.477,947. Cl. 24-115.00F.
M/A-COM DCC. Inc.: See-

Buschman, Bob D.; Muth, Glenn D.; and O'Connell, Ronald T..
4,479,142, a. 358-13.000.

M.D. Industries, Inc.: See—
Wiestnuller, K. Joyce, 4,478,332. Q. 206-361.000.

M.G.S. Mfg. Inc.: See-
Williams, Dean L.. 4.478.034. Cl. 57-58.340.

Maass. Wolfgang: See—
Haendle. Joerg; and Maass. Wolfgang. 4.479.231. Cl. 378-99.000.

Mack. Mark P.; and Berge. Charles T., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I.,

and Company. Supported catalyst for olefm polymerization.
4.478,952, Cl. 502-110.000.

"^ '
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MacMUlan, Bloedel Limited: See—

Maddak, Inc.: See—
Lenodcy. Theodore, 4,477,932, Q. 4-239.000.

Mwidox. Janiea W.; and Berger, Divid D.. to United Sutes of America.
%^^^5°"^*"^* removal device. 4.478.238. a. 137-171.000.

^2*Xvi**PL5*- ' E'C'tation cancelling free electron laser. 4.479,219,
a. 372-2.000.

**?$!^'?** ^•' Stewart, Daniel B.; and Andree, James, to Burroughs
CorpontKm. Photooptical switch apparatus. 4,479,111, a. 340-
3o3.00P.

Maebayashi, Jiro; and Katai, Shoji. to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd. Strut type
vehKle suspension mechanism. 4,478,430, CI. 280-«90.000.

Maeiono, Masakazu: See—

'*'S^'?i^*'***~"' •«* Maezono, Masakazu. 4.478,108, a.
74-866.000.

MAFAO AO fiir Feinmechanik: See—
Mafli, Reinald. 4,477,946, a. 24-5.000.

Mafli, RcinaM, to MAFAO AO fur Feinmechanik. Device for receiv-
tn| and fixing a flower. 4,477,946, Q. 24-5.000.

Mapd, David J., to Enviro-Spray Systems, Inc. Inflatable pouch and
method of manuftcture. 4,478,044, CI. 60-72 1 .000.

Magidman, Paul: Sar—
"«j«* ^olfgang K.; and Magidman. Paul. 4,478,096, CI.

Magnavox Company, The: See—

^^?W2\fi*^!f.^ ;
S"'*' ^™<* E.; and Heuer, Daniel A..

4,479,248. Q. 455-183.000.
Magnetic Peripherals Inc.: See—

"^njjg AJm O.; Tran. Tuan P.; and Keel, Beat G., 4,477,968, CI.

Maguire, Douiis D.: See—
Sperry, John A.; and Maguire, Dennis D., 4,478.977, a. 525-61 .000.

Maier, Joaef. Climbtag forms. 4.478,385, a. 249-20.000.

**?f?^-J^jS!^^ °- F««*»^> «ype board game. 4,478,419, a.
273-259.000.

Maijer, Rolf; and Starek, James W., to Romada Holdings Ltd. Ortho-
dontK attachment placement device. 4,478,576, a. 433-3.000.M^ Ongu B Side arm baton and flashlight. 4.479,171. CI.

Makami. Rjruzo; and Nakamura, Akito, to Toray Silicone Co., Ltd.
Method of manuflKture of silicone elastomer coated cloth. 4,478.895.
a. 427-407.J00.

Maki Takao; Masuyama, Tetsuo; Yokoyama. Toshiharu; and Fujiyama.
Yoahiko. to Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited. Process for
prepanng bisphenols using pyridinealkanethiol derivatized sulpho-
natcd cation exchange resins. 4,478,956, CI. 521-32.000.

Malin, Herbert: See—

'^S!f*^-%lf!l5 i S™** ^••''o: •"<* Malin. Herbert, 4.478,901,
a. 428-120.000.

Mallen Fuentes, Joae M.: See—
^^^^'^^/^^ ^'^ "*• M*"*" Fuentes, Jose M.. 4,478,271, CI.

164426.000.
Malmstrom, Rolf £.: See—

Aaltonen, Olavi A.; Malmstrom, Rolf E.; Nermes, Esko C; and
Tuominen, Tapio K., 4,478,394, Q. 266-162.000.

^S^iF^ \^, P™*^ ^y"*" M78,14», CI. 101-126.000.MAN Maschmenftbnk Augsburg-Numberg AG: See—

^!P!?!IPL.*^..K"5l!?*^' ^"«"»^ •«* Stemmler, Bruno.
4,478,648, Q. 148-6.300.

"^i^J^W-!? .'^^SS'^ *^*»'» S'»«»* Monitor game machine.
4,478,407, a. 272-18.000.

Mandigo, Frank N.: See—
Bro^ Andrew J.; and Mandigo, Frank N., 4,478,651, a.

Mangiavacchi, Jacques, to Olaenzer Spicer. Lubricating device, in
partKular for a universal joint spider. 4.478,591, a. 464-14.000.

Mannesmann Aktiensesellschaft: See—

*^^^ff^^^^ Wilhelm; and Langlitz, Karlheinz, 4,478,102, a.
74410.000.

'"^^ll^lXi;.
Wolfgang; and Nolte. Gerhard. 4,478,143, CI.

101-93.030.

"?i,^?^'^i^'?vZ"^ "^^^^ E~h; «nd Getting, Otto,
4,479,043, a. 219-8.500.

Mannesmann Demag AG: See—
Komma, Gerhard; and Lohse, Dietmar. 4.478,393, CI. 26649.000.

Mannesmann Rexroth OmbH: See—

^'^^,y.''iJ*'°"«"* "^ ^*'*"' Ro"*"**' 4.478,250, Q.
1 37-O29.630.

Mansikka, Urpo J.: See—
Honkaniemi, Matti E; Juntunen, Veikko A.; Keinanen, Veh J.; and

Mansikka, Urpo J., 4,478,802, CI. 423-236.000.
Mansson, Bjom: See—

"!te??!L 2P*r;.'il*5S?"' ^J*"": "•<' ^«"'n' Nils-Hakan.
#.47B,»oo. CI. 924-13.000.

Manville Service Corporation: See—
Oraser. Earl J.. 4,478,334. a. 206427.000.

Maoka, Tadanori: See—

^*^L^^^^-,}l'S!^'!iS^i}^'^^^ •'•nj': •«1 Shirogami,
Tamotsu, 4,478,918, a. 429-38.000.

Mapes, Glenn H.: See—

'^JSSi.SS'a 65:i6'35ffi:
°'"" " =

"^ ^"'^' ^'^"^ ^ •

Marathon Oil Company: See—
Sydansk, Robert D., 4,478,283, C\. 166-292.000.

Marcinowski, Stefan: See—

°?r7B07-?^."!lT'i!i.^'^"*"*^' *•«'"' *"«' Sanner, Axel,
4,4/o,y7o, L.I. 923-94.100.

Marhold. Werner; and Pool, Danny J., to Cal-Tron Corporation. Mode
conditioned joystick control for video games. 4,479,038, CI. 200-
6.00A.

Mariano, Charles F.: See—
Lusignea, Richard W.; Kirby, George J.; and Mariano, Charles F

4,477,977, CI. 33-178.00R.
'

Maricle, Donald L.; Putnam, Gary C; and Stewart, Robert C Jr

^55^6° cT164-m"S»
" '*^"*** ''"*' **" ''*™""*= ""*"* •«««•

Marien, August M.: See-
Van Gossum, Lucien J.; Marien, August M.; De Winter, Walter P.-
and Van Thillo, Etienne A., 4,478,907, CI. 428-327.000.

Marien, Kenneth J.; and Lemke, Winfred R., to Square D Company
Machine tool relay structure. 4,479,102, a. 33M32.000.

Marino, Casadei: See—
Giulio. Folli; and Marino, Casadei, 4,478,569, a. 4^^324.100.

Marion Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Lightner, Roy W., 4,478,118. CI. 83-24.000.

Mark, Seymoux to Standard Oil Company, The. Coal-aqueous mixtures
comprising nonionic and anionic surfactantt. 4,478.603, Q. 44-51.000

Markovich, Voya: See

—

Bupp, James R.; Markovich, Voya; Napp, Tracy E.; and Sam-
bucetti. Carlos J., 4,478,883, CI. 427-97.000.

Markovsky, Evgeny A.: See—
Cheniogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov, TIeubm M.; Lynchak, Kima

^;: Muchnik. Simon v.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko,
Vladimir Y.; Sapun, Vladimir O.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov. Alexandr N., 4.478,633, a. 71-37.000.

Marlett, Everett M., to Ethyl Corpontion. Production of complex
beryllium hydrides. 4,478,8 1 3, a. 423-644.000.

Marouf, Mohamad A.: S^—B^ Ann H.; Blaschak, JefTery O.; Marouf, Mohamad A.; VancU,
Paul W.; and Winchell, David F., 4,479.21 1, a. 370-62.000.

Marquardt, Walter L., to Eaton Corpontion. Add-on sttte indicator for
an enclosed D.C. power relay. 4.479,117, a. 340-644.000.

Mars Limited: See—

4,478,868, CI. 426-641.000.
Mtfslull, Peter E. G.; Piper, Francis R.; and WUson, John F., to BL
Technology Limited. Method of, and apparatus for. detecting leaks.

Marshall, Winston S.: See—
Fleisch, Jerome H.; Marshall, Winston S.; and Cullman, George J.,

Martin, Edward J. Safety lock on entrance door. 4.478,442, Ci.
292-248.000.

Martin, Eugene G.; and Risser, Dale M., to Victor F. Weaver, Inc.
Poultry breast de-boning machine and processing method. 4,477,942,

Martin, Henry, to Qba-Oeigy Corporation. Oxime derivatives for
protecting plant crops. 4,478,756, CI. 260429.700.

Martm, Jerome L.: See

—

WUliams, Robert D.; Bright. David R.; Young. Veraon V.; and
Martin, Jerome L., 4,478,935. Q. 43^75.000.

Martin. Lee R.. 11. Rear suspension for a three wheel vehicle. 4.478,305,
CI. 180-215.000.

Martin Marietu Corpontion: See—
Hogsn, Tanai N.; and Woods, James A., 4,478,001, Q. 49-37.000.

Marty, Claude; and Engelhard, Philippe, to Compagnie Francaiae de
RafTinage. Process for the oligomerization of light olefin firactions in^ presence of a boron trifluoride catalyst 4,479.023. CL
585-312.000.

Martyniuk. Ernest T: See—
Bly, Kenneth B.; Chmiel. Edward J.; and Martyniuk. Ernest T.

4,478,618, a. 55-314.000.
Maruhashi, Yoshitsugu; Tanikawa, Isao; and Hinta, Sadao, to Toyo

Seikan Kaisha, Ltd. Process for preparation of coated plastic con-
tainer. 4,478,889, CI. 427-230.000.

Maruyama, Nobutoshi: See—
Yamato, Akihiro; Koike, Akihiko; Hosokawa, Takehiko; and
Maruyama, Nobutoshi, 4,478,194, Q. 123491.000.

Marx, Matthias: See—
Buethe. Ingolf; Marx, Matthias; Schleier, Oisbert; and Peters.

Reinhard, 4,478,960, CI. 521-160.000.
Mary, Irene: See—

Hercelin, Bernard; Mary, Irene; and Nung, Vien N., 4,478,819, a.

Maryland Cup Corporation: See—
Ritter, Frank; and Balordi, Romano, 4,478,121, a. 83-209.000.

MAS Mfg. Corp.: See—
Caldwell, Donald B., 4,478,285, CI. 166-31 1.00a

Maschinenfabrik Lauffer GmbH ft Co. KG.: See—
Plocher, Werner, 4,478,673, CI. 156498.000.

Mascioli, Rocco L.: See—
Bechara, Ibrahim S.; and Mascioli, Rocco L., 4,478,959, Q.

521-124.000.

Mason, Ted D.: See—
Cena, Uwrence; and Mason, Ted D., 4,478.155, a. 105-355.000.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology: See—
Rediker. Robert H., 4,479,224, CI. 372-92.000.
Whitesides, George M.; Hirschbein, Bernard L.; and Mazenod,

Francois P., 4,478,762, CI. 260-983.000.
Massey-Ferguson Services N.V.: See—

°*io?'???SIb"''''''
'^•' *"** ^°"**' "*"> *'•• ''•• •7«.32>. CI.

Paj^, Ronald C; and Smith, Derek J., 4,478,104, CI. 74479.000.
MassOjJon D.; Brennan, William D.; and Rotenberg, Don H., to Ameri-
can Optical Corporation. Method imparting anti-sutic, anti-reflective
properties to ophthalmic lenses. 4,478,873, CI. 427-40.000.

Masuyama, Tetsuo: See—
Maki, Takao; Masuyama, Tetsuo; Yokoyama, Toshiharu; and

Fujiyama, Yoshiko, 4,478,956, Q. 521-32.000.
Mathad, Gangadhara S.: See-

Chen, Lee; Chuang, Tung J.; and Mathad, Gangadhara S.,
4,478,677, Q. 156-635.000.

Mathieu, Julien C: See—
Holden, Homer N.; Kleykamp, Donald L.; Moore, William F.; and
Mathieu, Julien C, 4,478,154, a. 105-225.000.

Mathis, Ronald D.: See—
Reed, Jerry O.; and Mathis, Ronald D., 4,478,969, CI. 524-106.000.

Mam>8, Jury S.; Boreskov, Georgy K.; Lakhmostov, Viktor S.; Volkov,
Viktor J.; and Ivanov, Alexei A., to Institut Kataliza Sibirskogo
Otdelenia Akademii Nauk SSSR. Method of producing sulphur
trioxide. 4,478,808, CI. 423-522.000.

Matsuda, luuaki: See—
Adachi, Takeshi; Takeshita, Tetsuo; and Matsuda, Itsuaki,

4,478,680, CI. 162-103.000.

Matsui, Kazuma: See—
Hayakawa, Hideyuki; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; and

Kinbara. Hiroii, 4,478,595, CI. 474-109.000.
Watanabe, Kiyohiko; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,

Toshihiro; Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi, Shunsaku,
4,478,550, a. 4I5-53.00T.

Matsumura. Shoichi; Hashimoto, Yoshihiko; Furukawa, Hiroyasu; and
Azuma, Masaaki, to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.
High nitrile content based resin and method of producing the same.
4,478,982, CI. 525-316.000.

Matsuoka, HidecAi; and Yamamoto, Yoshimi, to Nissan Motor Com-
pany, Limited. Locking structure for a seat belt slider in a mounting
rail. 4,478,432, CI. 280-804.000.

Matsushima, Katsuaki: See—
Naganoma, Masanori; Kato, Yoshiharu; Saito, Attunori; Hara,

Yoshimichi; and Matsushima, Katsuaki, 4,478,274, Q.
165-12.000.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Sonoda, Nobuo; and Shimotsuma,
Watani, 4,478,753, CI. 260.396.00N.

Kohashi, Tadao, 4,479,135, a. 346.140.00R.
Matte, Louis G.: See—

Siniscal, Paul D.; Benzing, J. Paige; and Matte, Louis O., 4,478,327,
CI. 193-40.000.

Mattisson, Sven, to Inventab Audio Kb. Amplifier having high com-
mon mode rejection. 4,479,093, Q. 330-258.000.

Mattsson, Stig, to Frosta Fritid AB. Protective helmet. 4,477,929, a.
2425.000.

Maul, Rudolf: See—
Issler, Heinz; and Maul, Rudolf, 4,479,021, C\. 568-868.000.

Max-Planck-Oesellschaft Zur Foerderung Der Wissenschaften e.V.:
See—
Bor, Zsolt; and Schafer, Fritt P., 4,479,22a O. 372-25.000.

Mayer, Sigmund: See—
Rebsdat. Sieved; Mayer, Sigmund; and Alfianseder, Josef,

4,478,948, Q. 502-25.000.

Mayoral, Joaquin: See—
Vofti, David; Reich. Shymon; Tchoukran. Israel; and Mayoral.

Joaquin, 4,478.770, CI. 264-2.100.
Mayr, Max: See—

Landler, Josef; and Mayr, Max. 4,478,660. a. 156-78.000.
Maytag Company, The: See-

Cotton, Curran D., 4,477,982, CI. 3448.000.
Mayumi, Yoshishige; Satoh, Kenzoh; Haaegawa, Kenji; and Takahashi,

Mittuyoshi, to Shows Denko Kabushiki Kaisha. Seat core memben
or partition plates for vehicles formed from synthetic resin. 4,478,899,
a. 428-72.000.

Mazaris, George A.: See—
Baraona. Cosmo R.; Mazaris, George A.; and Chai, An-ti,

4,478,879, a. 427-85.000.

Mazelie, Yves. Lighter forming an extinguishing ash-tray. 4,478.230, Q.
131-234.000.

Mazenod, Francois P.: See—
Whitesides, George M.; Hirschbein, Bernard L.; and Mazenod,

Francois P., 4,478,762, CI. 260-983.000.
McAlister, E>onald R.; and Ziebold, Steven A., to Monsanto Company.
Economizer arrangement. 4,478,809, CI. 423-522.000.

McBumey, Shawn L.: See—
Smqpker, Alvin J. M.; McBumey, Shawn L.; and Srivastava, Ajit

K.. 4,478,710, CI. 209-17.000.

McCall, Thomas J.: See-
Bradley, Martin P. T.; MUler, Leslie A.; McCall, Thomas J.; and

Middlebusher, Duane L., 4,478.095. Q. 73-864.210.
McClinton. John L.: See-

Russell. Alexander H.; McQinton. John L.; and Sergovic. John A..
4,478,779, CI. 264-319.000.

McConnaughey. Paul W.; and McKee, Elmer S., to Mine Safety Appli-
ances Company. Colorimetric gas dosimeter. 4,478,792, a.
422-56.000.

McConnell, William H.: See—
Frater, Norman K.; Hoo. Stanley S.; and McConnell, William H.,

4,479,090, CI. 324454,000.
McDermott Incorporated: See—

LeGlue, Michael J.; and deBoer, Nico. 4,478,389, CI. 254-108.000.
McDonald Producu Corporation: See—

Herr, Francis V.; Walkiet, Thomas B.; Hansen, James G.; Hasler,
Theodore J.; Beii, Valentin; Oonlon. Harold E.; and Christian,
Ken E., 4,478,339. CI. 211-126.000.

McDowell, Robert A. Food storage receptacle for use in automotive
vehicle. 4,478,052, CI. 62-244.000.

McElhannon, Gordon W. Automatic nailing apparatus. 4.478,361, Q.
227-7.000.

McEver, R. M.. Jr.; See-
Sanchez, Ruben; and McEver, R. M., Jr., 4,478,251, CI. 138-44.000.

McFarland, Robert A. Dynamometer controllers. 4,478.090. a.
73-862.090.

McGard, Inc.: See—
Flexman, C. Hight, 4.478.458, CI. 301-9.0SC.

McGarry, Frederick J., to B. F. Goodrich Company, The. Filler parti-
cles coated with reactive liquid polymers in a matrix resin. 4,478.963,
a. 523-205.000.

Mcllwain, Ivy. Flood control system. 4,478.534, CI. 4OS-96.000.
McKee, Elmer S.: See—

McConnaughey, Paul W.; and McKee, Ehner S., 4,478,792, Q.
422-56.000.

McKenna, Charles E., to Univ. of Southern California. Process for
preparing alpha-fluorinated alkanediphosphonates. 4,478,763, CI.
260-986.000.

McKinley, Robert H., Jr. Audio mixing console with control element
position storage. 4,479,240, CI. 381-80.000.

McKinney, Brittain H.: See—
McKinney, Charles W.; and McKinney, Brittain H., 4,478,227, CI.

13O-3O.O0R.

McKinney, Charles W.; and McKinney, Brittain H. Leaf stripping
mechanism. 4,478,227, CI. 130-30.00R.

McKnight-Miller Company, Inc.: See-
Miller, Claud T.; and MUler, Larry W.. 4,478,264, a. 144-83.000.

McLean. Frank C: See—
Applebaum, Albert; Will, Albert S.; Humphrey, Samuel A.; Mc-

Lean, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza, Harry
J.; and Hauler, John C, 4,478,148, CI. 102-390000.

McLoughlin, Robert H., to Raychem Ltd. Device for enclosing objects.
4,478,252, CI. 138-140.000.

McNeiU, Alan R.: See-
Skinner, David R.; Stokes, Rex A.; Freeman, Lewis O.; and

McNeill, Alan R., 4,478,513. Q. 356-323.000.
McNeUly, David R.; and Miller, William R., to United States of Amer-

ica, Energy. Compensated intruder-detection systems. 4,479,113, CI.
340-501.000.

McNinch, Joseph H., Jr.: See—
Hoppie, Lyie O.; McNinch, Josq>h H., Jr.; and Nowell, Gregory
C, 4,478,777, a. 264-102.000.

McRea, James C: See-
Kim, Wan S.; Jeong. Seo Y.; and McRea, James C, 4,478,746, a.

260-112.700.

Kim, Wan S.; Jeong, Seo Y.; and McRea, James C, 4,478,830, Q.
424-178.000.

Measures, John C: See—
Ariss, Stephen A.; Measures, John C; and Barker, David.

4.478,868, CI. 426-641.000.

Mechanical Technology Incorporated: See—
Leibowitz, Herman M.; and Karamchetty, Somayaiulu D. S. R..

4,478,553, CI. 416.97.00R.
Medetec Industries, Inc.: See—

Houman, Leif, 4,478,355, CI. 222-54.000.

Medichem, S.A.: See—
Almenara, Manuel A., 4,478,996, Q. 54449.000.

Meehl, David W.: See-
Clark, Leonard K.; and Meehl, David W., 4,478,466, Q.

312-215.000.

MefTord, Ray W. Piston-removing apparatus. 4,477,956, Q. 29-252.000.
Mehrkam, Thomas O.: See—

Lockett, James F.; Janecka, Jerry F.; and Mehrkam, Thomas O.,
4,479,264, CI. 455-605.000.

Melgoza, Raymond. Apparatus for planting seeds and the like.

4,478,159, a. 111-52.000.

Menear, Michael J. Wind-propelled craft. 4,478,164, Q. 114-39.000.
Menges, John R.: See—

Di Giovanni, John; Failla. Steven; Huebscher, Laszlo; Pedlick.
John S.; Menges, John R.; and Proszynski, Lech, 4,478,220, a.
128-326.000.

Mercer, Mark J. Quick insertion and release bolt system. 4,478,546, a.
411-385.000.

Merck ft Co., Inc.: See—
Haslam, John L.; Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.,

4,478,822, Q. 424-78.000.

Veber, Daniel F.; and Boger, Joshua S., 4,478,826. CI. 424-177.000.
Merck Patent Geseilschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—

Eidenschink, Rudolf; Eichler, Jurgen; and Weber, Georg,
4,478.740, CI. 252.299.620.
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Merdler, Myron J.: See—
Vedvik, Andrew H.; and Merdler, Myron J., 4,478,024, CI.

Mergner, George C, to General Signal Corporation. Temperature
compenution for zero and span changes in a measurement circuit.
4,478,327, Q. 374-172.000.

Mericle, Robert W., to Ethicon. Inc. Ligating clip and applier instru-

TIS'Li'lS?**"' ^^ *'''P engaging escapement. 4,478,218, CI.
128-32S.OOO.

Merrill, Roy: See—
Salonua, Kari; Merrill, Roy; Leath, Richard; Wennberg, Timothy
and Widunas. Joseph, 4,478,094, CI. 73-863.320.

Messier-Hisp«no-BugattKs.a.): See—
Schott. Marcel, 4,478,557, CI. 417-271.000.

Metallurgical Procesies Limited: See—
Kruger, Albert; and Healey, Richard, 4,478,794, CI. 423-89.000.

Metallwerk Max Brose GmbH & Co.: See—
"^.?^' Muhling, Gunter, and Schust. Gerhard, 4,478,099, CI.

74-11.000.

Metalo^c Control Limited: See—
Gnmshaw, Kenneth P., 4,479,176, CI. 364-148.000.

Meth. Sheldon Z.: See—

''l^'Vl^few.^*" ^'' ** M«*' Sheldon Z., 4,479,199, CI.
365-119.000.

Metz, Reinhard: See—
"^' R'f!!£5iJ!****' R«nl»nl; •«• Russell, Larry A., 4,479,195,

CI. 364-900.000.

Meuleman, Lambertus J.: See—
Khoe, Oiok D.; Van Leest, Johannes H. F. M.; and Meiileman.
Lambertus J., 4,478,485, Q. 350-96.200.

Mewer, Werner: See—
Kochndorfer, Michael; Kurtz, Rudiger; Meurer, Werner; Seider,
Werner; and Storr, Helmut, 4,478,684, CI. 162-337.000.

Meyer, Dietmar: See—
Liermann, Peter; Hesse, Karl-Hetnz; Meyer, Dietmar: and Gudat
Wolfgang. 4,478,131, CI. 91-356.000.

Meyer, Hans R.; and Morf, Max, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Ampho-
iST^ V?!^***"^*"^** "•**^ •» fluorescent brighteners. 4,478,598,
CI. 8-648.000.

Meyer, WUly; Gass, Karl; Topfl, Werner, Schurter. Rolf; and Pissiotas,
Oeorg, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. N-Arylsulfonyl-N'-
pynmidmylureas. 4,478,635, a. 71-92.000.

Mezei. Louis M.; Chen. Jung S.; Huang, John J.; and Lovins, Robert E.,

?^li^*!S? J2!?*.'f!'.^P"y Method of obtaining antibodies.
4.478.744, CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Mibae. Jiro: See—
TanigucW. Takashi; and Mibae. Jiro. 4.478,909. a. 428-331.000.

Michaels. Donald D.. Jr.. to Carrier Coiporation. Economizer control

!^nl^ ^ST ^«Vl*'M ** volume flow of outdoor ambient air.
4.478.056, CI. 62-332.000.

Michalicka. John A.; and Michalicka, John N. Dart body with a soin-
mng head. 4.478.421. a. 273-420.000.

Michalicka. John N.: See—

**5!?!JS)^*'*" ^•' *"** Michalicka. John N.. 4,478.421, CI.
273^20.000.

Michele, Helmut; Schulz, Gunter; and Werner, Udo. Method and
•Pg"»|»fo' <*« separation of fluids by permeation. 4,478,719, CI.

^A^^^^^BJ^^ 'y**" ^°* physiologically active agents.
%^'"i3»6, CI. 004-890.000.

Michigan Disposal. Inc.: See—
Tomyn. Walter W.. 4,478.518, CI. 366-156.000.

Micro Component Technology, Inc.: See—

^2n3000^'**"
'

'

"*' ^"^•«'> Robert '• 4,478,352. Q.

Micro Control Systems, Inc.: See—
Davies, David L., 4,477.973, Q. 33-l.OCC.

Micro-Mega S.A.: See—
Leonard, Henri. 4,478.578. Q. 433-165.000.

Microdent Industries: See—
Puro, Nicholas S.. 4,478,532. Q. 403- 1 57.000.

Microdot Inc.: See—
Lyon, Lyman R.. 4,478,543. a. 411-34.000.
Strand. Norman S., 4.478.544. a. 41 1-34.000.

Middlebusher. Duane L.: See—
Bradley, Martin P. T.; Miller, Leslie A.; McCall, Thomas J.; and

Middlebusher, Duane L., 4,478,095, a. 73-864.210.

'*'.5r4,'47'S?7^:S.?a?S)S'^
'^•' '-''• ''"*=•""*"• '"» »^'-

Mikami. Yoshiharu, to Kabushiki Kaisha Ishida Koki Seisakusho. De-
yj" JjLPreventing sticking of weighed material. 4,478.300. CI.

**ill!"}'*^"*"'% "* Folkmar. Jan. Bag for use in the shaping of liquid
food productt of stimulants, and a method and an apparatus for use in
the production of the bag. 4,478.386. Q. 249-83.000

Miller. Bemhard: See—

^i?'*h'"%.^!!J*™'^"' R<*ert; Kn*b. Rochus; Miller. Bemhard;

4,478.068. a. 73-35.000.
Miller. Claud T.; and MUler, Larry W.. to McKnight-MUIer Company,

Inc. Mortising apparatus. 4,478,264. a. 144-83.000.
Miller. David G., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Lead attachment for

an acoustic transducer. 4,479,069, a. 3IO.mooa
""*""^* "'

Miller, J. Wayne: &e—

Miller, James H.: See—
Diaz, Zaida; and Miller, James H., 4,478,612, a. 55-29.000.

Miller, Larry W.: See—

w ..'^'l'*'' S'i"'*
'^' •"** '^»""> ^-"^ ^- .78,264, a. 144-83.000.

Miller, Leigh G.; and Lawhon, Joel E., to Westin^ouse Electric Corp
Digital memory system utilizing fast and slow address dependent
access cycles. 4,479,180, Q. 364-200.000.

ocpenoem

Miller, Leslie A.: See-
Bradley, Martin P. T.; Miller, Leslie A.; McCall, Thomas J.; and

Middlebusher, Duane L., 4,478.095, CI. 73-864.210.
Miller, William R.: See—

McNeilly. David R.; and Miller, WUIiam R., 4,479,113, Q.

Milliken Research Corporation: See—
Inman, BUIy E., 4,477,957, CI. 29-402.080.
Pittman, Edgar H., 4,478.036, CI. 57-283.000.

Milton Roy Company: See—
Goodnight, Lyman E., Jr., 4,478,715, Q. 210-198.200.

Mme Safety Appliances Company: See—
McConnaughey, Paul W.; and McKee, Elmer S., 4,478,792, Q.

422-56.000.

Minezaki, Shigehiro: See—
Nakagawa, Kenichi; Minezaki, Shigehiro; and Fuaada, Fumiaki.

4,478,741, a. 252-299.630.
Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing Company: 5^e—

Eian, Gilbert L.; and Trend, John E., 4,478,967,d 524-86.000.
Fleisher. Larry D., 4,478,477, Q. 339-198.000.
Foslien, Floyd L.. 4,478,362, CI. 227-19.000.

Minolu Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ando, Makoto, 4,478,492, Q. 350-257.000.
Nakai, Masaaki, 4,478,502, Q. 354-416.000.
Tanaka. Atsuyuki, 4,478,504, Q. 355-1.000.

Mirro Corporation: See—
Haverland, Walter K., Jr.; and Haverland, Patricia L., 4,478,349.

CI. 22&410.000.
Misch, Wolfgang; Freytag, Adolf; and Henning, Manfred, to Robert
Bosch GmbH. Idlmg speed control for internal combustion engines.
4,47o,lo3, CI. 123-339.000.

Mischlau, Karl-Hermann: See—
Buchler, WUhelm; and Mischlau, Karl-Hermann, 4,478,773, a.

264-3 1 .000.

Miskinis, Edward T.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Method of prepar-
ing earner particles for electrographic magnetic brush dry develOD-
ment. 4,478,925, CI. 430-137.000.

"^ ™^ "^ acvciop-

Misono, Shinji; and Suzuki, Hiroaki. to Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd. Rubber
composition containing furnace carbon black. 4,478.973. Q.
524-496.000.

Mistyurik. John D.. to Monarch Marking Systems. Inc. Method of
coupling ink roller cartridge using pivouble cover. 4.478.145. a.
101-205.000.

Mistyurik. John D.. to Monaroh Marking Systems, Inc. Ink roller
support with pivotable cover. 4,478,146, Q. 101-205.000.

Mita Industrial Company Limited: See—
MiywhijHideo; Umeda, Tadashi; and Aoki, Takashi, 4,478,507, a.

Miyoshi. Yoshitake; Shibata. Kiyoshi; Watanabe, Toshio; Kai,
Masami; and Ohata, Yousuke, 4,478,506, Q. 355-3.0SH.

Mitani, Hisashi: See—
Saito, Hidefumi; Hayashi, Munehiro; Mitani, Hisashi; MVt,
Hiromu; and Andoh, Masanao, 4,478,046. Q. 62-6.000.

Mitchell. Everett E.: See—
Welch, Patrick G.; and MitcheU, Everett E., 4,478,701, Q.

204-298.000.

MitcheU, WiUiam O.; Frost, Walter W.; and Hamilton, C. Ray, to
Oxford Industries, Inc. Method of forming and insertins collar suvs.
4.478.359. CI. 223-002.000.

B 7*-

Mitral Medical International. Inc.: See—
Totten, Robert P.; Totten, Gail S.; and WUson, Mary A., 4,477,930,

CI. 3-1.500.

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited: See—
Maki, Takao; Masuyama, Tetsuo; Yokoyama, Tothiharu; and

Fujiyama, Yoshiko, 4,478.956, CI. 521-32.000.
Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Asayama, Yoshiaki, 4,478,087. Q. 73-861.220.
Kumagai. Munehito; and Suzuki, Shigehisa, 4,479.136, Q.

Mizuno, Masanori; and Mizuno, Takaji, 4,479,046. Q. 219-130.32a
Muramatsu, Kikuo, 4,479,154, CI. 360-69.000.
Nomura, Masami, 4,478,315, CI. 187-29.00R.
Ohniwa, Kohichi, 4,478.160, Q. 112-121.120.
Wada, Shunichi. 4.478,074. Q. 73-118.200.

Miuubishi Petrochemical Co., Ltd.: See—
Ayusawa, Tadashi; Aoki, Tadamichi; and Nomon. Yotaka.

4.479.017, a. 568-613.000.
Mitsui, Hideo, to Tokyo Seat Kabushiki-Kaisha. Means for adjusubly

supporting headrest of automotive seat. 4.478,456, CI. 297-410.000.
Miyake, Ichio: See—

Tsubota. Nobuyoshi; and Miyake, Ichio, 4,477,927, a. 2-19.000.
Miyanaga, Junichi: See—

Moritoki, Masato; Fujikawa, Takao; and Miyanaga, Junichi,
4,478,626, CI. 65-18.100.

Miyatake, Hideaki, to Victor Company of Japan, Limited. Signal
pickup device for capacitance disk records. 4,479,208, CI. 369-43.000.

Miyatake, Shigehiro: See—
Watanabe. Takashi; and Miyatake. Shigehiro, 4,479,143. Q.

358-44.000.
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Miyauchi, Y<»hio, to Dainippon Screen Manufacturing Co.. Ltd. Film
delivery and positioning device. 4,478,511, CI. 355-28.000.

Miyoshi, Hideo; Umeda, Tadashi; and Aoki, Takashi, to Miu Industrial
company Limited. Mount for rotary drum in an electrostatic coovins
apparatus. 4,478,507, CI. 355.3.00R

roswiic copying

^'y?**»''.T«lfh>ko; Yoshikawa, Masanori; and Taguchi. Mitsuo. to
Hitachi, Ltd. Gas detection device, 4,478,704, CI. 204-412000

Miyoshi, Takeshi: See—
Ogino, Keizo; Takehara, Masahiro; Miyoshi, Takeshi; and Sagawa.

Koichiro. 4,478,734, CI. 252-117.000.
MiycMW, Yoshitake; Shibata, Kiyoshi; Watanabe. Toshio; Kai, Masami
and Ohata, Yousuke, to Miu Industrial Company Limited. Electro-
stotic copying apparatus having improved copy sheet transfer ar-
rangement. 4,478,506, CI. 355-3.0SH.

Mizuno, Chiaki; and Tamai, Yasuo, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Maa-
netic recording medium. 4,478,908, CI. 428-327.000.

Mizuno Corporation: See—
Tsubota, Nobuyoshi; and Miyake, Ichio, 4,477,927, a. 2-19.000

Mizuno, Muanori; and Mizuno. Takaji, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki

^1o . ,*A SlU**' ^^" "'"** "'^ welding apparatus. 4.479,046, CI.
219-130.320.

Mizuno, Takaji: See—
Mizuno, Masanori; and Mizuno, Takaji, 4,479,046, CI. 219-130.320

Mizuno, Toshiaki: See—

^^?'.,.*ll*5""°"= *"*• Mizuno. Toshiaki, 4,479,186, CI.
364-431.050.

Mizusawa, Akira; and Notoya. Yoshiaki, to Nifco Inc. Fastening device
for panels or the like. 4.478.545, CI. 41 1-57.000.

Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.: See—

"?'5J2'o{^*"l^ =
Higuchi, Takeru; and Mlodozeniec, Arthur R.,

4,478,822, CI. 424-78.000.
Mobay Chemical Corporation: See-

Carter. Russell P., Jr.. 4.478.964. CI. 523-216.000.
Mobil Oil Corporation: See—

Chu, Pochen. 4.478.950, CI. 502-85.000.
Gentry, Larry L.; Moss. Herbert H.: Panicker. Narayana N.; and
Wada, William T., 4,478.586. CI. 441-4.000.

Gray, William C, 4,479.205, CI. 367-63.000.
Hopkins. Daniel N.; and Snavely. Eari S., 4.478,280. CI

166-260.000.

Horodysky, Andrew G.,- and Kaminski, Joan M., 4,478,732, CI.
252-49.600.

Kaeding, Warren W., 4,478,949, CI. 502-77.000.
Van, Tsoung-Yuan. 4,478,709. CI. 208-257.000.

Mod-Lok Industries Ltd.: See-
Jukes, Christopher E., 4,477,980. CI. 33-404.000.

Mod. William A.: See—

^M78.6^5'$!;. ?oi.9?ab.''""*"
'' """ '^°'' ^""-^ ^-

Modem Home Products Corp.: See—
Koziol, Walter, 4,478,205, CI. 126-25.00R.

Moesner, Kurt: See—

^°P.^.{°^' MoUer, Siegfried; and Moesner, Kurt, 4,478,647, CI.
134-13.000.

Moghe, Sanjay B.; Gray. Roger E.; and Tsai. Wei, to Raytheon Com-
pany. Impedance matching network comprising selecuble capaci-
tance pads and selectable inductance strips or pads. 4.479.100, CI.

Mohler, Galen E.; and Peterson. Royal D. Combined laser resonator
structure. 4,479,225. CI. 372-97.000.

Mohn, Ulrich: See—
BlcKS, Wolfgang; and Mohn, Ulrich, 4,478,810, CI. 423-555.000.

Molin, Marc: See—
pros, Georges; and Molin, Marc. 4.479.006, CI. 548-312.000.

Molinatto. Bruno, to Component! Grafici S.r.l. Pressure rollers with
longitudinal axis of variable shape. 4,477,954, CI. 29-116.0AD

Moller, Siegfried: See—

'^".'i^'.^'S^'
Poller, Siegfried; and Moesner, Kurt, 4,478,647, CI.

134-13.000.

Molloy, Lawrence. Elastic ankle and knee exerciser. 4,478,414. CI.
272-134.000.

Momose, Hiroshi: See—
Nagakubo. Yoshihide; and Momose. Hiroshi, 4,478,655, CI.

148-175.000.

Monarch Marking Systems, Inc.: See—
Mistyurik. John D.. 4,478,145, CI. 101-205.000.
Mistyurik, John D., 4.478,146, CI. 101-205.000.
Pratt, John W., Jr.. 4,478,484. CI. 350-96.200.

Monier Resources, Inc.: See—
Raba, Carl F., Jr.; Smith. Robert L.; and Huang, Francis Y.,

4.478,736. CI. 252-180.000.
Monsanto Company: See—

McAlister. Donald R.; and Ziebold, Steven A., 4,478,809. CI
423-522.000.

Monsen, Dee N. Safe start system for automotive vehicles. 4,479.064.
CI. 290-37.00R.

Montalbano. Anthony J.: See—
Pricone. Robert M.; and Montalbano, Anthony J., 4,478,769, CI.

Montgomery, Edward C: See—
Pierson, Robert M.; Haas, Edward J.; and Montgomery, Edward
C, 4,478,266, CI. 152-209.00R.

Montgomery, F. Dorsey; and Norin, Allan A., to Chef Automatique
International Ltd. Preparation of a frozen food product for later use
4,478,861, CI. 426-295.000.

Moog Automotive, Inc.: See—
Levinson, Dale A.; and Ketterer. Leonard R.. 4,478,531. CI.

403-77.000.

Moore, James W.; and Wanie, Lee J., to Deere & Company. Mower
blade spindle assembly. 4,478,029, CI. 56-17.500.

Moore. Kenneth L.: See—
Black, William L.; and Moore. Kenneth L., 4.478,128. CI. 89-7.000.

Moore, Paul A.; See—
HjelMnd. Timothy A.; and Moore. Paul A., 4.478.423, CI.

Moore. Richard P.. to Blue Circle Projects (Proprietary) Limited
Particulate filter backwash outlet. 4,478.726. CI. 210-793 000

Moore, William F.: See—
Holden. Homer N.; Kleykamp. Donald L.; Moore. William F.; and

Mathieu, Julien C. 4,478.154, CI. 105-225.000.
Moraw Roland; and Schaedlich. Renate. to Hoechst Aktiengesell-

fA-^iiA^^^J°r,i^^'^''^"* " pigment image using a spacer.
4,4/5,y24, C-l. 43O"i26.000.

Mori", Max: See— ^i

Meyer. Hans R.; and Morf. Max. 4,478.598. CI. 8-648.000.
Mon. Toshihiro. to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Radio paging receiver
capable of muting battery saving function. 4.479.125. CI. 340-825 440.

Monkawa, Toshio: See—
li, Akira; Morikawa, Toshio; and Suwahara. Hirosi. 4.478.764. CI.

261-50.00A.
Morimoto. Yoshiro; See—

Yamamuro, Sigeaki; Hirano. Hiroyuki; Morimoto, Yoshiro; and
Tanaka, Yoshikazu, 4,478.105. CI. 74-730 000.

Monn, George A.; and Richardson. Raymond H Inserting system for
newspapers. 4.478.399, CI. 270-55.000.

Morio. Yasumasa. to Kabushiki Kaisha Sakurakurepasu. Writing imple-
ment with automatic lead projection. 4,478,529, CI. 401-53 000

^°"|°'''' ^.fsato; Fujikawa, Takao; and Miyanaga. Junichi. to Kabu-
shiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho. Method of hot isosutic pressing treat-
ment. 4,478.626, CI. 65-18.100.

Morre, Michel: See—
Mouzin. Gilbert; Cousse. Henri; Bonnaud, Bernard; Morre. Michel;
and Stenger, Antoine, 4,478,836, CI. 424-248.540.

^?r'*l5'c"*'°''*'*'^
^ •

^'^^°^^^- George C; and Atencio, Leroy G.. to
United States of America, Energy. Imaging radiation detector with
gain. 4,479,059, CI. 250-385.000.

Morris, Frank E.: See—
Dudro. Han-y R.. Jr.; and Monis, Frank E.. 4.478,395. a.

266-196.000.

Morrison Motor Corporation: See

—

Morrison. Ronald D., 4.478,179. CI. I23-44.00B.
Morrison, Ronald D.. to Morrison Motor Corporation. Radial oiston

engines. 4.478.179, CI. 123-44.008.
Mortenson, C. Walter. Packed column distillation apparatus. 4,478 685

CI. 202-158.000.

Moss. Herbert H.: See-
Gentry, Larry L.; Moss, Herbert H.; Panicker. Narayana N. and
Wada, William T.. 4.478.586. CI. 441-4.000.

Mostek Corporation: See-
Larson. David N.; Ireland, Jeffrey; and Ten-y, Michael B..

4.479.097. CI. 331-111.000.
Motion Control, Inc.: See—

Jacobsen. Stephen C; Luntz, Richard D.; and Hanover. Barrv K
4.477,971. CI. 29-877.000. ' '

Motor Magnetics: See-
Bailey, J. Milton; AlexefT, Igor; and Kreidl. Werner H., 4,479.103,

Motorola, Inc.: See-
Alexander, Robert P.; Pichia. Robert J.; and Dauksch. Stephen F

4,477.970. CI. 29-837.000.

Batlivala. Percy P.; and Kommrusch. Richard S.. 4.479.245 CI
455-18.000.

Bjomholt. John E.. 4,479,227. CI. 375-1.000.
Flood. Steven P., 4.479.250. CI. 455-213.000.
Kuo, Clinton C. K.. 4.479,203, CI. 365-218.000.

Mott, Donna M.: See—
Halpem. Yuval; Mott, Donna M.; and Niswander. Ron H.

4.478,998. CI. 54*- 195.000. .

Moulton. Anthony D. Fastener feeder. 4,478,112, CI. 81-57.370
Mourant. Jacques: See

—

Geesen. Michel; Mourant. Jacques; and Ludwis. Daniel P
4,479,249,0.455-208.000.

»• ^ r..

Geesen, Michel; Mourant. Jacques; and Ludwig, Daniel P
4,479,255, CI. 455-246.000.

* '

Mouzin, Gilbert; Cousse. Henri; Bonnaud, Bernard; Morre. Michel; and
Stenger. Antoine. to Pierre Fabre S.A. 1-Aryl 2-aminomethyl cyclo-
propane carboxyamide (Z) derivatives and their use as useful drugs in
the treatment of disturbances of the central nervous system.

MTS Systems Corporation: See-
Gram, Martin M., 4,478,086, CI. 73-781.000.

MTU Motoren-und Turbinen-Union Munchen GmbH: See—
Huther, Wemer; and Rossmann, Axel, 4,478,790. CI. 419-54.000

Muchnik, Simon V.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov. TIeubai M.; Lynchak. Kima

A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko.
Vladimir Y.; Sapian. Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M.; Po^
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko. v'alen-
tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633, CI. 71-37.000.
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Muhling, Gunter: See—
Hess. Peter; Muhling, Gunter; and Schust, Gerhard. 4,478,099, CI.

Muhlratzer, August: See—
Zeilinger, Hans; Muhlratzer, August; and Stemmler, Bruno.

4,478,648. CI. 148-6.300.

Muir, Arthur M. Exercise device and control valve therefor. 4.478 412
CI. 272-130.000.

Muller, Bernard L.: 5^—
Schulie-Elte, Karl H.; Snowden, Roger L.; and Muller, Bernard L..
4,479,011,0.568-361.000.

Muller, Erich: See—
Roch, Josef; Muller, Erich; Narr, Berthold; Nickl, Josef; Haar-
mann, Walter; and Weisenberger, Johannes M., 4,478,833, CI
424-246.000.

Muller, Friedhelm; and Nickel, Horst, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Forgery-proof paper. 4,478,681, CI. 162-140.000.

Muller, Karl-Heinz: See—
Krude, Werner; and Muller, Karl-Heinz, 4,478,592. CI. 464-173.000.

Muller, Peter; and Mustacchi, Henry, to Andrews Paper & Chemical
Co.. Inc. Zinc sulfonates and their use in diazotypy. 4,478,926, CI.

Muller, Rudi; and Pauly, Axel, to Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktien-
gesellschaft. Suspension system for vehicles. 4,478,431. CI
280-710.000.

Mullet, David L.; Rilling, Raymond J.; and Voth, Elmer D., to Ekoeg
Industries, Inc. Gang reel mower. 4,478,026, CI. 56-7.000

Mullner. Hubert: See—
Konig. Wolfgang; Geiger, Rolf; Obermeier, Rainer; and Mullner,

Hubert, 4,478,828, CI. 424-177.000.
Multiplex Company, Inc.: See-

Jenkins, William K.. 4.478,357. CI. 222-135.000.
Mumford. Eustace H., to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Glass feeder heat baffle

4,478.631. CI. 65-327.000.

Mundorf. Traute: See-
Lee. Do I.; and Mundorf. Traute. 4,478,974, CI. 524-533.000.

Mundschenk, Glenn R., to General Electric Company. Removable
mtegrally molded closure. 4,478,005. CI. 49-388.000.

Muramatsu. Kikuo. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Floppy disk
drive with local processor control. 4,479,154, CI. 360-69 000

Murata. Kenji: See—
Ueno. Mitsushi; Maoka, Tadanori; Murata. Kenji; and Shirogami
Tamotsu. 4.478.918, CI. 429-38.000.

Murata, Kimitoshi: See—
Ueda, Masahiro; Noba, Masahiko; Hori, Osamu; Murau, Kimito-

shi; and Nakao. Hatsuo, 4,479,063, CI. 290-30.00R.
Murata, Mitsuhiro: See-

Saitoh, Mitsuo; Kamiyama, Yasuo; and Murata, Mitsuhiro,

Murayama. Ken: See—

^^>^A ^'*'^"' *"<! Murayama, Ken, 4,478,961, CI.
523-105.000.

Muscatell, Ralph P. Laser microphone. 4,479,265, CI. 455-605.000
Muschaweck, Roman: See-

Sturm. Karl; Muschaweck. Roman; and Hropot. Max. 4,478,843,
CI. 424-269.000.

Musha. Tom, to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Apparatus for driving
objective lens in tracking direction. 4,479,051. CI. 250-202 000

Musucchi, Henry: See—
Muller, Peter; and MusUcchi, Henry, 4,478,926, CI. 430-178.000.

Musto, Richard L., to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Mill recirculation
system. 4,478,157, CI. 110-106.000.

Muth, Glenn D.: See—

^"4479 ui^r ^' ^'"*'' °'*"" ^' ""* O'Conne"' ^°^^d T.,

Myles, Walter E.: See—

^^^\^^lJ!^^'^' ^""•«' '^•' «n«l Myles, Walter E., 4,479,148,
CI. 358-290.000.

N.F.A. Corp.: See-
Graff, Paul, 4,477,928, CI. 2-221.000.

Naaktgeboren, Adrianus: See—

^f*lS'?'.c^I3J" ' ^ ^' *"** Naaktgeboren. Adrianus, 4,478,027.
CI. 3^16.400.

Nadkami. Anil V.; Samal. Prasanna K.; Wang. James C; and Sunk.
James E.. to SCM Corporation. Method of making dispersion
strengthened metal bodies and product. 4,478,787, CI. 419-8.000

Nagai, Koichi: See—
Oshima. Hiroyo; Kojima. Yutaka; Kobayashi. Yukio; Omori. Taka-

shi; and Nagai, Koichi. 4,478,910. CI. 428-331.000.
Nagakubo, Yoshihide; and Momose, Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

r?,)?*A'.' I^*"*" Method for manufacturing semiconductor device.
4,478,655, Q. 148-175.000.

Nagano, Katsumi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Transis-
tor circuit. 4,479,086, CI. 323-315.000.

Nagano, Youichi: See—

^"i^I?!^^'''*'* '^"'J'' '"'' Nagano, Youichi, 4,478,463, CI.
*o4-4o2 .000.

Naganoma, Masanori; Kato, Yoshiharu; Saito, Atsunori; Hara, Yo-
shimichi; and Matsushima, Katsuaki, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd and
Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. System for controlling a
vehicle-mounted air conditioner. 4,478,274, CI. 165-12.000.

Nagashima, Akira; and Kondo. Tadashige, to Kioritz Corporation.
Electronic ignition system for internal combustion engine capable of
supplying electric power to auxUiary unit. 4,478,200, CI. 123-605 000

Nagashima, Akira. Fuel tank lid. 4,478,239, a. 137-209.000

Nagata, Watani: See—
Yoshioka, Mitsuru; Uyeo, Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio; Kik-
kawa, Ikuo; Tsuji, Teruji; and Nagata, Wataru, 4,478.997, CI.
544-71.000.

Nmto, Hideki; Hara. Hiroshi; Aono, Toshiaki; and Sato, Kozo, to Fuji

4 4?8°927"cM3t?63"M0'*'*''*'°'"'''*
'^°'°' P''°'°8"P*''<= ""tenals.

N^agawa. Kenichi; Minezaki, Shigehiro; and Funada. Fumiaki to
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. 4.Alkylcyclohexyl 4-alkanoyloxybenzoate
and liquid crystal composition thereof 4,478,741, CI. 252-299 630

Nakagiri, Takashi: See—
Yoshioka, Seishiro; Hirai, Yutaka; Fukuda, Tadaji; Fukaya, Masaki-
and Nakagiri, Takashi, 4,479,149, CI. 358-294.000.

Nakahara, Kiyoharu: See—
Hasegawa, Tsuneo; Nakahara, Kiyoharu; and Hasegawa, Seitaro,

4,478,716, CI. 210-289.000.
Nakai, Masaaki, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Aperture control

device for use in a still camera. 4,478,502, CI. 354-416.000
Nakajima, Isao: See—

Shinoda. Masamitu; Tanaka, Ikuo; Yasuda, Tadahiko; Nakajima,
Isao; Adachi, Tutomu; and Ikeda. Giichi, 4,478,995, CI.

Nakajima, Takeshi: See—
Oda, Takashi; and Nakajima, Takeshi, 4,479,261, a. 455-343 000

Nakamura, Akito: See—
Makami, Ryuzo; and Nakamura, Akito, 4,478,895, Q. 427-407.300

Nakamura, Genshiro: See-
Sato, Kazuhiko; Nakamura, Genshiro; and Yukimoto, Yoshinori,

4,479,028, CI. 136-249.000.

Nakamura, Masayoshi: See—
Yazaki, Mitsuyoshi; Tanaka, Hideo; and Nakamura, Masayoshi.

4,478.735, CI. 252-135.000.
'

Nakamura, Toshiaki: See—
Watanabe, Kiyohiko; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,

Toshihiro; Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi, Shunsaku.
4,478.550. CI. 415-53.00T.

Nakanishi. Kiyoshi; Okumura, Takeshi; Kanda, Mutsumi; Kotani,
Takeshi; and Inoue, Tokuta, to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha.
Helically-shaped intake port of an internal combustion engine.
4,478,182, CI. I23-188.00M.

*

Nakano, Jiro, to Toyoto Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Device for
maintaining a constant vehicle speed. 4,479,184. CI. 364-424.000

Nakao. Hatsuo: See—
Ueda. Masahiro; Noba, Masahiko; Hori, Osamu; Murata, Kimito^

shi; and Nakao, HaUuo, 4,479,063, CI. 290-30.00R.
Nakao, Sho: See—

Shiba, Keisuke; Nakao, Sho; and Koizumi, Shigeo, 4,478,930, Q.
430-271.000.

Nakayama, Mituhisa. to U.S. Philips Corporation. Record-disc player.
4.479,210. CI. 369-194.000.

Nakayama, Takehisa: See—
Harigai, Akinori; Aoki, Shinichi; and Nakayama, Takehisa.
4,477,999,0.446-470.000.

Nakazawa, Kichi: See—
Akisue, Osamu; Hatae, Seiryo; Toki, Hiroaki; Nakazawa, Kichi;
and Wakako, Atsuhiro, 4,478,649, CI. 148-12.00C.

Nalco Chemical Company: See

—

Payne. Charles C, 4,478,742, CI. 252-3 13.00S.
Namiki, Junji, to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Cross-polarization crosstalk

canceller. 4,479,258, CI. 455-295.000.
Napierski, Reinhard, to Sutomat-Globe Maschinenfabrik GmbH.
Method of and apparatus for winding and inserting coils in slots of
stotor or rotor lamination assemblies of electrical machines. 4,477.966.
CI. 29-596.000.

Napp, Tracy E.: See—
Bupp, James R.; Markovich, Voya; Napp, Tracy E.; and Sam-

bucetti, Carlos J., 4,478,883, CI. 427-97.000.
Nara, Seietsu, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Classifying

apparatus with automatic removal device. 4,479,187, CI. 364-478.000.
Narasaka. Shin; Otsuka. Kazuo; and Kishida, Eiji, to Honda Giken
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of controlling exhaust-gas recircu-
lation in internal combustion engine. 4,478,199, CI. 123-571.000.

Narr, Berthold: See—
Roch, Josef; Muller, Erich; Narr, Berthold; Nickl, Josef; Haar-
mann, Walter; and Weisenberger, Johannes M., 4,478,833, CI.
424-246.000.

Nasu, Koji: See—
Tanaka, Michio; Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, 4,478,894, CI.

427-388.200.

National Research Development Corporation: See-
Price, Clifford A., 4,478,911, CI. 428-332.000.
Sanderson, Arnold R.. 4,478.823, CI. 424-88.000.

National Steel Corporation: See—
Amberson, Paul E., 4,478,892, CI. 427-320.000.

Natzke, Ronald C; and Klee, Maurice, to J. I. Case Company. Control
handle lockup. 4,478,307. CI. 180-273.000.

Nautilus Sports/Medical Industries. Inc.: See-
Baldwin. Dan D., 4,478,411, CI. 272-118.000.

Navarro, Carlos R.; and Mallen Fuentes, Jose M., to Concast Service
Union AG. Guide apparatus for a rigid starting bar. 4,478,271, CI.
164-426.000.

Nazif, Zaher A.: See-
Ferrer, Richard S.; Goldstein, Alan J.; and Nazif, Zaher A.,

4,479,196, CI. 364-900.000.
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Nebe, Juergen; and Udeur. Bemhard H.. to Standard Oil Company

4,478900' a°428-92a»*'°"'*'"'"*
'""'*"^ fibrillated textile yam.

NEC Corporation: See—
Oda, Takashi; and Nakajima, Takeshi, 4,479,261, CI. 455-343.000.

N«ly, James E., Jr.; and Jacobson, Annette M., to PPG Industries, Inc
Spandrel product with silicate coating. 4,478,905, CI. 428-324.000

Nelson. John W.: See—
Adair, Peter J.; Hobczuk, Michael P.; Kingsbury, Paul I.; and

Nelson. John W., 4,478,641, CI. 106-1 10.00a
Nermes, Esko O.: See—

AaJtonen, Olavi A.; Malmstrom. Rolf E.; Nermes, Esko O.; and
Tuominen. Tapio K., 4,478,394, a. 266-162.000.

Netherwood, Shelley: See—

^'^^.H.^'ik^™'^' Netherwood, Shelley; and Piccolo, Dominick J.,
4,478,864, CI. 426-534.000.

Neuwald, Anselm, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Method for the
preparation of metal-free strips in the metal vapor deposition of an
insulating Upe. 4,478,878, CI. 427-79.000.

Neuzeret, Bemard; Richard, Jean; and Comeau, Jean-Francois, to
Socla, S.A. Disconnector for hydraulic circuits. 4,478,236, CI.

NF Circuit Design Block Co., Ltd.: See—
Kakino, Yoshiaki, 4,478,538, CI. 4O8-6.00O.

NGK Insulators, Ltd.: See—
"*^!?!''!^ Jii'"°y"'"; *"<1 Kataoka, Tetsuo, 4,478,766, CI.

261-124.000.

Nickel, Horst: See—
Muller, Friedhelm; and Nickel, Horst, 4,478,681, CI. 162-140.000.

Nickl, Josef: See—
Roch, Josef; Muller, Erich; Narr, Berthold; Nickl, Josef; Haar-
mann, Walter; and Weisenberger, Johannes M., 4,478,833, CI.
424-246.000.

Nickles, Richmond H.: See—

"'."Pinfi^.P^^^^e N.; Brauer, Larry F.; and Nickles, Richmond H.,
4,478,147, CI. 102-255.000.

Nicolai, Franz: See—
Hess, Walter; Nicolai, Franz; Treiss, Erich; and Gotting, Otto,

4,479,043, CI. 219-8.500.
Nicolet, Marc: See—

Bartur, Meir; and Nicolet, Marc, 4,478,881, CI. 427-90.000.
Niederer, Lee H.: See—

Niederer, Thomas O.; and Niederer, Lee H., 4,478,302, Q.
177-145.000.

Niederer, Thomas O.; and Niederer, Lee H., to Otto Niederer Sons, Inc.
Egg weighing means. 4,478,302, CI. 177-145.000.

Nifco Inc.: See—
Mizusawa, Akira; and Notoya, Yoshiaki, 4,478,545, CI. 411-57.000.

Nihon Keiki Co., Ltd.: See—
Yasuda, Mieji, 4,478,232, CI. 132-73.600.

Niimi, Yukihide: See—
Kinoshita, Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; and Urushidani, Masahiro.

4,478,191, CI. 123-489.000.

Kinoshita, Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; Urushidani, Masahiro; and
Ohnaka, Hidemi, 4,478,192, CI. 123-489.000.

Nilsson, Jan, to ASEA AB. Method of manufacturing an object of
metallic or ceramic material. 4,478,789, CI. 419-49.000.

Nippan Soken, Inc.: See—
Idogaki, Takaham; Kawai, Hisasi; Hattori, Kyo; and Sakurai,

Kazuhiro, 4,479,068, CI. 310-194.000.
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.: See—

Atobe, Masaaki, 4,479,099, CI. 332-10.000.
Mori, Toshihiro, 4,479,125, CI. 340-825.440.
Namiki, Junji, 4,479,258, CI. 455-295.000.
Sakoe, Hiroaki. 4,479.236, Q. 381-43.000.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Azuma, Tom; Hazama, Junji; Kawahara, Atsushi; Hada, Kazunari;
and Fujii, Norio, 4,479,145, CI. 358-106.000.

Nippon Paint Co., Ltd.: See—
Kuwahara, Tosihide; Kiboku, Mituo; Ito. Seisiro; Ihara, Tatuhiko-
and Ikeda, Shoji, 4,478,643, CI. 106-288.00Q.

Nippon Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
T^ai, Tom; Takei, Kenji; and Nagano, Youichi, 4,478,463, CI.

384-482.000.

Nippon Soken, Inc.: See—
Kikuchi, Tetsuro; Kato, Masanori; Kato. Masahiko; Kato,

Kazutaka; and Kumoi, Tomio, 4,478,181, CI. 123-145.00A.
Obayashi, Hideki; Kohama. Tokio; Kawai. Hisasi; Ina. Toshikazu;

Sawada, Daisaku; and Shigematsu, Takashi, 4,478,185, CI.

Ohta, Minom; Yasuda, Eturo; Kawakami, Tomio; and Kotanshi,
Yoichi, 4,478,067, CI. 73-23.000.

Shinoda, Yoshio; and Kuno, Akira, 4,478,184, CI. 123-352.000.
Taguchi, Masahiro; Kuwakado, Satosi; and Tsuge, Nobom,

4,478,433, CI. 280-807.000.

Nippon Steel Corporation: Ses—
Akisue, Osamu; Hatae, Seiryo; Toki, Hiroaki; Nakazawa, Kichi-
and Wakako, Atsuhiro, 4,478,649, CI. 148-12.00C.

Nippon Tungsten Co., Ltd.: See—
Sakaguchi, Shigeya; Shiroyama, Masaharu; and Ito, Hiroshi,

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Fukui, Tomonori; and Eguchi, Osamu, 4,478,049, C\. 62-179.000.
Hayakawa, Hideyuki; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; and

Kinbara, Hiroji, 4,478,595, Q. 474-109.000.

Kikuchi, Tetsuro; Kato. Masanori; Kato. Masahiko; Kato.
Kazutaka; and Kumoi, Tomio. 4.478.181. CI. 123-145.00A.

Kinoshita. Kenzi; Niimi. Yukihide; and Urushidani. Masahiro,
4,478,191, CI. 123-489.000.

Kinoshita, Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; Urushidani, Masahiro; and
Ohnaka, Hidemi, 4.478.192. CI. 123-489.000.

Naganoma, Masanori; Kato, Yoshiham; Saito, Atsunori; Hara,
Yoshimichi; and Matsushima, Katsuaki, 4.478,274, CI
165-12.000.

Takai, Hiromitsu; and Shibata, Akira, 4,479,190, CI. 364-556.000.
Watanabe, Kiyohiko; Mateui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,

Toshihiro; Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi. Shunsaku.
4,478.550, CI. 4I5-53.00T.

Yabuoshi, Susumu; Uzura, Shogo; and Hayashi, Nobuyuki,
4.477.967. CI. 29-596.000.

J
< y ,

Nishikawa. Satoshi: See—
Kohno. Kiyoshi; Nishikawa. Satoshi; Hattori. Yoshiya; and Kitao.

Kohji. 4,478,990, CI. 526-279.000.
Nishikawa, Yasuhisa; Tanaka. Yoshio; Hasumi. Ryoichi; and Koizumi,

Takashi, to Clarion Co., Ltd. Pushbutton tuner. 4,478,098, CI.
74-10.330.

Nishimura, Sadanori; and Maezono. Masakazu. to Honda Giken Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Control apparatus for oil pressure operated type
transmission for vehicle. 4.478,108, CI. 74-866.000.

Nishimura, Sanji: See—
Watanabe, Morio; and Nishimura, Sanji, 4,478,804, CI. 423-259.000

Nishimura, Yutaka: See—
Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and Nishimura, Yutaka,

4,478,075, CI. 73-118.200.
Nissan Motor Company: See—

Yasuhara, Seishi; and Yamanouchi, Katsuto, 4,478,197, CI.
123-514.000.

Nissan Motor Company. Limited: See—
Kawaura. Takayoshi, 4.478,396. CI. 267-8.00R.
Kobayashi. Hiroshi, 4.479.116. CI. 340-620.000.
Matsuoka, Hideoki; and Yamamoto. Yoshimi, 4,478,432. d

280-804.000.

Sugasawa, Fukashi, 4,479,237, CI. 381-57.000.
Yamamuro, Sigeaki; Hirano, Hiroyuki; Morimoto, Yoshiro; and
Tanaka, Yoshikazu, 4,478,105, CI. 74-730.000.

Nissen, Axel: See—
Klahr, Erhard; Rebaflca, Walter; Nissen, Axel; Trieselt, Wolfgang
and Hettche, Albert, 4,479,016. CI. 568-606.000.

Nisshin Steel Co., Ltd.: See—
Fuzii, Koichiro, 4.478.392. CI. 266-44.000.

Niswander. Ron H.: See—
Halpem. Yuval; Mott. Donna M.; and Niswander. Ron H..

4.478,998, CI. 544-195.000.
Niwa, Hamho: See—

Kiuyama. Hideo; and Niwa, Hamho, 4,478,573, a. 432-124.000
Noba, Masahiko: See—

Ueda, Masahiro; Noba, Masahiko; Hori, Osamu; Murata, Kimito-
shi; and Nakao, Hatsuo, 4,479,063. CI. 29O-3O.00R.

Nobel, Fred I., to LeaRonal. Inc. Electrodeposition of palladium-silver
alloys. 4,478,692, CI. 204-43.00R.

Nojima, Minejiro; Kobayashi. Makiji; and Kobayashi. Atsushi. to
Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Integrated circuit with
intermptable oscillator circuit. 4,479.191, CI. 364-707 000

Nolte. Gerhard: See—
Hendrischk, Wolfgang; and Nolte, Gerhard, 4,478,143, CI

101-93.050.

Nolte, Kenneth G.; and Smith, Michael B., to Standard Oil Company,
The. Height control technique in hydraulic fracturing treatments
4,478,282, CI. 166-281.000.

Nomota, Reishi: See—
Hanyu, Susumu; Kasuga, Nobom; Nomota, Reishi; and Ebata,

Yoshikazu, 4,478,161, CI. 112-155.000.
Nomura, Masami, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for

operating an AC power elevator. 4,478,315, CI. 187-29 OOR
Nomura, Yuuka: See—

Ayusawa, Tadashi; Aoki, Tadamichi; and Nomura. Yutaka.
4.479.017. CI. 568-613.000.

Norda Tubazioni S.P.A.: See—
Ziliani, Franco. 4,478,428, CI. 280-651.000.

Nordson Corporation: See-
Hastings, Donald R., 4.478,370, CI. 239-707.000.

Norin, Allan A.: See-
Montgomery, F. Dorsey; and Norin, Allan A., 4,478,861. CI.

426-295.000.

North American Philips Consumer Electronics Corp.: See—
Rychlewski, Thaddeus V., 4,478,590, CI. 445-50.000.

North American Philips Lighting Corp.: See—
Bhalla, Ranbir S., 4,479,074, CI. 313-628.000.

Norton Co.: See— e

Russell, Richard H., 4,478,011, CI. 51-360.000.
Norton, Robert O.: See—

DiCarlo, Leonard J.; Ares, Roland A.; and Norton, Robert O

.

4,478,050, CI. 62-193.000.

Notheis, Patrick J., to Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Meltblown micro-
fiber wiper package, dispensing system therefor. 4,478,354, CI.
221-34.000.

Notoya, Yoshiaki: See—
Mizusawa, Akira; and Notoya, Yoshiaki, 4,478,545. Q. 41 1-57.000.
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Novo Industri A/S: See—

Adkr-Nnien, Jens L.; Gurtler. Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen
MMis A^; Rusgaard, Steen; and SchuJein, Martin. 4,478.854. CI.
420-12.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen. Georg W Olsen™^»A^; Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein. Martin, 4,478.'856, Cl!

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen.H««A. S^Rusgaard. Steen; and Schulein, Martin. 4.478.939. CI.
439*200.000.

Alder-Nissen. Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen
™»! A. Sj; Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein. Martin. 4,478,940, CI.
433*21/9.000.

Nowell, Gregory C: See—
Hoppie, Lyie O.; McNinch, Joseph H., Jr.; and NoweU, Gregory
C, 4.478.777, CI. 264-102.000. * '

Nuc-Med. Inc.: S^ir—

^"/^^l*!:.?*^^'I
^' ^^°^^ Buck A.; and Crockford, David R.,

4,478,815, CI. 424-1.100.

Numata. Norio: See—
Yokoya, Satoshi; and Numata, Norio, 4,479,234, CI. 381-15.000

Nung, Vien N.: See—

"^.ff'j^'^™*^' ^**^' ^""*: "<• Nung, Vien N., 4.478,819. CI.
424-37.000.

Nussbaumer, Henri: 5^—
°^Jf!J<|'

Claude; and Nussbaumer, Henri, 4.479,213, Cl.

Nyegaard & Co. A/S: See—

^jlSiT/^^"'
°***''' ^''^*'' "^ Undheim, Kjell, 4,478,839, Cl.

Nylund, Olov: See—

"^MtTJw, cf^MSfoOo"'
**' ''"*''"' ^' "*** ^^'""''' °'°'''

Nyman, Swen: See—
Buniecke, Manfred; and Nyman, Swen, 4,477,959, Cl. 29-433.000

Oak industnes Inc.: See—

°w!v77?^'* *' ""* ^"^ Zeeland, Anthony J., 4,479,040, Cl.

°4'478 7°3"ci°252-99C00°**'*"
^"P*"*' Detergent compositions.

Otayashi, Hideki; Koiiama, Tokio; Kawai, Hisasi; Ina, Toshikazu
Sawada, Daiuku; and Shigemauu, Takashi, to Nippon Soken, Inc.-
and Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-fuel ratio and ignition
naming regutation by detecting engine running condition. 4,478.185.

°?i[^1k7'^Sf",*ol°o^^""" * C'* <SA). Optical fiber connectors.
4,478,487, Cl. 350-96.210.

Obermeier, Rainer: See—
Konig^oIfgang,;^Geiger, Rolf; Obermeier, Rainer; and Mullner,

Hubert, 4,478,828. Cl. 424-177.000.
Oce-Nederland B.V.: See—

^*r-227oS'**" ° °' "** ^P»>^ Arie. 4.478.405. Cl.

O'Connell, Ronald T.: See—

^'iSiTt!!,^!' Ri H"^ °'"" °= ""^ O'Connell. Ronald T..
4»4/V»l42, Cri. 350-13.000.

°'.t""4,i7?.°75S"ci: %!^^'^™ '• ^"""« '-^ °" -""-'•

Oda, Takashi; and Nakajima, Takeshi, to NEC Corporation. Battery
savmg circuit for paging receiver. 4,479,261. Cl. 455-343.000.

OlTutt Warren B.; and Hastings, Jerome K., to Eaton Corporation.
Hign speed reciprocal electromagnetic actuator with cancelled re-
urding-flux. 4,479,162. Cl. 361-210.000.

""«-ciico re

Ogawa, Nobuo: See—
Itho, Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka, Eiichi; Ogawa, Nobuo-

424^5 OtW*^'
"** Yamagishi. Kagari, 4,478,838, Cl.

Ogawi^ YMuhiro; and Fukui. Isao. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Secondary arc extinction device. 4,479.084, Cl. 323-210000

Ogden, Ralph. Membrane switch control panel arrangement and label
assembly for labeling same. 4,478.666. Cl. \S6-2AO.&0

Ogino, Keizo; Takehara, Masahiro; Miyoshi, Takeshi; and Sagawa.
Koichiro. to Ajinomoto Company Incorporated. Detergent composi-
tion composing a mixture of an N-acyllysine and anionic surface

4!4Sj3.'a;2'STr7'oa)""'*'"'
p™'*"'" '" '°^ »"'* ^"^ ^«'"

Ghata, Yousuke: See—
Miyoshi, Yoshitake; Shibata, Kiyoshi; Waunabe, Toshio; Kai,

rM.w vil"f^V «nd Ohata, Yousuke. 4.478.506, Cl. 355-3.0SH.

V«hSi i
K^aguchi. Masashi; Kinoshita. Hiroshi; Kanatani.

Yoshiharu; and Uede, Hisashi, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Method

340.78?a»""
* * thin-film EL panel. 4,479,120, Cl.

Ohison, Johnny: See—
Holmlund, Dan; and Ohison, Johnny, 4,478,126, Cl. 86-l.OOB.

Ohnaka, Hidemi: See—
Kinoshita. Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; Urushidani, Masahiro; and

«v P^!"^ Htdean, 4,478,192, Cl. 123-489.000.
Ohnishi, Masahiro: See—

^a^iSloJoW
*'""*''' *^'^^"°'' ""* ""«***• Shigeo. 4,479,133,
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Ohnishi, Shunsaku: See—
Wataiube, Kiyohiko; Matsui, Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,

7^„'.L^,?'
Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi, Shunsaku.

4,478,550, Cl. 415-53.00T.
"^—u,

Ohniwa, Kohichi, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Pattern sew-
ing machine. 4,478,160, Cl. 112-121.120

^^^^K^f^^ Foldable binocular assembly. 4,478,498. a.

Ohta, Minoru; Yasuda, Eturo; Kawakami, Tomio; and Kotanshi. Yoi-
7?';,'%^'''^°" ^°^"^ ^^^- °'^ composition sensor. 4,478,067, a.
'3-23.000.

Ohta. Shigenori; Inoue, Seijiro; Torigoe, Takaoki; and Kobayashi.
Makoto. to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Emulsifiers
compnsing lysophosphatidic acid or a salt thereof and processes formakmg a dough containing same. 4,478.866, Cl. 426-549000

Ohyama, Satoshi: See—
Kamata, Isao; and Ohyama, Satoshi, 4,479,165, Cl. 361-335.000.

Okada, Hitoshi: See—

^M79,,iraSS.9's';6o."''*''= "" ^'^"^'''' ''•'»"»*•

Okada Minoru; Sone. Takeo; Sakamoto, Shigeni; Koizumi, Yuji; and

409-232 000°'
'° *"'™*** ^^'^ ''"«»' mounting. 4,478,541. Cl.

Okamoto. Koji: See—

^78:fe3.'?r2°64-l'9Sim''
""^^''^ •"*' °'^°' *^°^'

Okamoto, Yoshio: See—
Yuki, Heimei; and Okamoto, Yoshio, 4,478,953, Cl. 502-155.000

Okumura, Takeshi: See—
Nakanishi, Kiyoshi; Okumura, Takeshi; Kanda, Mutsumi; Kotani,

Takeshi; and Inoue, Tokuta, 4,478,182, CI. 123-188.00M.
Okuno. Ryuzo; Toyoda, Keio; Sarai. Masahiro; and Takai, Kiyoshi, to

Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; and Godo Seitetsu Kabushiki

rw« i^^JSrf'*''"''"^
^y"*" '°'" *" *'**='"«= furnace. 4,478,574,

Olin Corporation: See—
Brenneman, William L., 4,478,064, Cl. 72-232.000.

^"mI*!:. z^'""™ °' ""•' ^~'"> Craig A., 4,478,170, a.
I I8-O4.000.

^",fe^'""™ °= *"** ^°s'«'"' Craig A., 4,478,171, a.
1 1 0-O4.000.

^'J^oKw!!^'*'^ ^' "*• Mandigo. Frank N., 4,478,651, a.
148-31.500.

Dorman, Earl C, 4,478.314, Cl. 187-9.00R.
Olschewski, Armin; Hetterich, Hermann; and Horiing, Peter, to SKF

Kugellagerfabnken GmbH. Method of making a thin-walled bearine
bushing. 4,478.066, CI. 72-358.000.

*

Olsen, Hans A. S.: See—
Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,

l7^i'\^'
'^"*8aa«l. Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4.478,854, Cl.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen.

!;^L^^' '^»s«"*^> Steen; and Schulein. Martin, 4,478,856, Cl.
426-46.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,

!i*«"^,^^^^"**""'*'
^***"= *"** Schulein, Martin, 4,478.939, Cl.

435-200.000.

Alder-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,™"s A. S.; Rusgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin. 4,478,940, Cl.
435-209.000.

Olshansky, Robert, to Coming Glass Works. Method of making multi-
component optical waveguide having index gradient. 4,478,622, Q.
65-3.120.

Olshansky, Robert, to Coming Glass Works. Method ofmaking optimal
index profile for multicomponent nonlinear glass optical waveguide.

Olson, Glenn O.: See—
Bannink, Engbert T., Jr.; and Olson, Glenn O., 4,479,163, Cl.

361-218.000.

Olsson, Billy E., to AMP Incorporated. Zero insertion force connector
having improved cams. 4,478,471, Cl. 339-74.00R.

Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See—
Mihara, Shinichi, 4,478,497, Cl. 350-476.000.
Musha, Tom. 4.479.051, Cl. 250-202.000.

Omori, Takashi: See—
Oshima, Hiroyo; Kojima, Yutaka; Kobayashi, Yukio; Omori, Taka-

shi; and Nagai, Koichi. 4,478,910, CI. 428-331.000.
Oppy, John T.: See—

Zobel, Frederick A.; Burke, Joseph D.; and Oppy, John T..
4.478,867,0.426-570.000.

Oren, Jess W., Ill, to Annstrong Worid Industries, Inc. TexUle roll-
weight gauge. 4.478,092, Cl. 73-862.550.

Oren, William H. Gun sight. 4,477,979, Cl. 33-257.000.
Onmoto, Akira: See—

Kamei, Kazuo; and Orimoto, Akira. 4,479,159, Cl. 360-137.000.
Omdorff, Steve A., to Westvaco Corporation. Enzymatic catalyzed

biocide system. 4,478,683, Cl. 162-161.000.
Orthwein, William G. Anti-buckling device for mine-roof boltine

machines. 4,478,290, Cl. 173-11.000.
Ortofon Manufacturing A/S: See—

Tullin, Flemming, 4,478,475, Cl. 339-97.00R.
Oscar Mayer Foods Corp.: See—

^ «^«', Andrew H.; and Merdler, Myron J., 4,478,024, Q.
53-473.000.
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°!llil??i«i™l°^*l°-'™*V^"'Ji'"=
Kobayashi, Yukio; Omori, Takashi;

M7ii?rcM5S:3a° '"^' ^^ "-'' '""J'' --^'"« P""-^

Oshkin, Anatoly I.: See—

°hSZU^iS/ • '° lil"?""",?*"
Company. Plastic sheet having

!h?«!!r4!;?8S,'S.'^T^^^^^^^ -"*' -""^ f- p"-"-"!
Otsuka, Kazuo: See—

'*',??"«,• ^'"= ^^""^ ^^^°' *"<* Kishida, Eiji, 4,478,199, CI.

Ott, Clifford J Method for manufacture of ammonium thiosulfate fromammonia and solid sulfur or H2S rich gas stream and/or both solid
sulfur and H2S gas streams, 4.478,807, Cl. 423-5 14 000

Otto Niederer Sons, Inc.: See—

'*n?f45 000°'"" °' ""* Niederer. Lee H., 4.478.302. CI.

Outils Wolf, Sari: See-
Wolf, Elmar, 4,478,031. Cl. 56-202.000.

Outokumpu Oy: See—
Aaltonen, Olavi A.; Malmstrom. Rolf E.; Nermes. Esko O.: andTuommen, Tapio K.. 4,478,394, Cl. 266-162.000.
Honkaniemi, Matti E.; Juntunen, Veikko A.; Keinanen, Veli J.; and

Mansikka, Urpo J., 4,478.802, Cl. 423-236.000.
Owen, Douglas B., to D W Zimmerman Mfg., Inc. Downhole pump

with check valve. 4,478,558, Cl. 417-296.000.
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation: See—

B'^y-jQ^homas R.; and Benner, Lester C, 4,478,869, Q.

Dunn, Charles S., 4,478,628, Cl. 65-29.000.
Grubka, Lawrence J., 4,478,625, Cl. 65-11.100.

"
stSS;n^li;5s;6i7: S°S?7SS" ^^ °"""' ^""'"^ ^' ^«'

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See—
Mumford. Eusuce H., 4.478.631. CI. 65-327.000.

Oxford Industries. Inc.: See—

Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and Nishimura, Yutaka, to
Hitachi, Ltd. Air How meter. 4,478,075, Cl. 73- 1 1 8.200.

Ozeki, Yuji: See—

*^'I?L**?',-c*$;^'=
'^'°' Nobora; and Ozeki, Yuji, 4,478.903, Cl.

425-2 1 0.UUO.

^'fW'J*?Z**i ?"* Seebacher. Gerhard, to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaR. Method for the preparation of regenerable dielectric layers
through polymenzation of gases. 4,478.875, Cl. 427-41 000

Ifi/ ,
*'*' ^' ¥"• ^'"''*'' ^^c'' J- »o Massey-Ferguson Services

N.V. Lever mechamsm. 4,478,104, CI. 74-479.000.
Page, William R.: See—

Rees, James G., 4,478,617, a. 55-314.000.
Palmberg, Roger: See—

Hasse, Jaroslav; and Palmberg, Roger, 4.478.724. Cl. 210-679.000.
Palmer, Glenn R., to Copper ClifFDoor Manufacturing (1980) LimitedDoor stmcture. 4.478,268, Cl. 1 60-3 lOOOO.

i-inmea.

Palmer, Keith W.: See—

Panicker, Narayana N.: See—

^'"^f* te^ L.; Moss Herbert H.; Panicker, Narayana N.; and
Wada, Waiiam T., 4,478,586, CI. 441-4.000.

Panissidi, Hugo A.: See—
Avil«, Henry E.; Gregory, Jane A.; Panissidi, Hugo A.; and Wat-

tenbarger, Henry E.. 4,478,089, Cl. 73-862.040.
Pannutti, Antonio Valentino: See—

Spong, Gary W., 4,478,346. CI. 220-90.200.
Parekh, Dhan N.; and Schweyen. Paul R.. to Carbomndum Abrasives
Company. Method of preparing fiexible backing material for use in
coated abrasives. 4.4f8,6IO. a. 51-298.000.

Parham. B. J.: See—

D J^"J^' •'?^il=
•"'' Parham. B. J., 4.478.279. Cl. 166-121.000.

Parker Chemical Company: See—

^°!^,{°S^ ^°""' Siegfried; and Moesner, Kurt, 4,478,647, CI.
134-13.000.

Paricer, Dane K.. to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The. Polymer
bound aryl substituted crown ethers. 4,478,983, Cl. 525-332.200

Pamell, James A., to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. Digitizins cursor
and coordinate grid system. 4,479,032, CI. 178-19.000

Parnsh, William J., to Santa Barbara Research Center. Charge coupled
device open circuit image detector. 4,479,139, Cl. 357-24000

Pasko. Walter J.: See—

^'i?/f.'«^'*" "^ *"•* ^^°- W«lter J-. 4.479,104. Cl.
336-219.000.

Patel, Bhupendra P.: See—

^^^lJ9!S! ^•' *"<• •*««'• Bhupendra P., 4,478,566, Cl.
425-149.000.

Patent Tmehand-Gesellschaft fur elektrische Gluhlampen mbH: See—
Gaugel, Manfred; and Schonherr, Walter, 4,479,072, Q.

313-1 13.000.

Paterson, Malcolm M.; and Plowell, Dennis H.. to Raytheon Company
Bypass feed apparatus. 4,478,372, Cl. 241-35.000.

Patkos, Stephen. Press Feeder. 4,478,360, Cl. 225-163.000.
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Paul Flum Ideas, Inc.: See—
Flum. Paul, 4,478,337, CI. 21 1-49.00D.

Pauly. Axel: See—
MuIIer, Rudi; and Pauly. Axel, 4.478,431, Cl. 280-710000

Pauze, Denis R., to General Electric Company. Blended polyesteri-

?i fi^l^f^"""^'""''*' «'ectrical coating compositions. 4,478,913,
t-I. 428-383.000.

Payne. Charles C, to Naico Chemical Company. Preparation of a fenic
?«'1*.^^'"* *''"^ *°' ^y selective anion exchange. 4,478,742. Cl.
292-3I3.00S.

Payne, Frank, to Robert Shaw Controls Company. Electrical switch
construction and method of making the same. 4,479,039, CI. 200-
67.00D.

Pearson. William S.. to Cyrpo. Incorporated. Back pressure compensa-

I?.*" . .'i.^PESI?'"*
^°^ controlling liquid level in a reservoir. 4,478.555,

V-I. 417-7.000.

Pease, Charles C: See—

T478T22,?r5?-55'00S""'
""'"'^ ""' "^ ^'"' •''^'"-

Pedlick, John S.: See— i

Di Giovanni. John; Failla. Steven; Huebscher, Laszlo; Pedlick,

i?o ,«',i!lf"8"'
^°^^ ^' "** Proszynski, Lech, 4.478,220, Cl.

128-326.000.

''']Set''M7l3S, a.°2"3?3K""
"^"^ '"'' ""*' '^^ '"^'"

Perfection Electronic Products Corp.- See—

D K^T*,' E^"»1" ^' ""* ^"'S- •'°*'" ^' 4.478,521, CI. 368-8.000.
rerhach, John M.: See

—

^'i^°^H' I^^JnJy =
Perhach, John M.; and Sorce, Peter S.. 4.478.070.

Cl. 73-49.300.

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The: See—
Loveland. Robert S., 4.478,088, Cl. 73-861.280.

Perkins, Roger J.: See-
Smith, Murray S.. Jr.; Perkins. Roger J.; Fryxell, Robert E.; and
Young, William R, 4.478.638. Cl. 75-255.000.

Perlstein. Jerome H.; and Haley. Neil F., to Eastman Kodak Company.
Electrically conductive compositions. 4,478,922, Cl. 430-58 000

Fernet, Jran-Paul, to Renault Vehicules Industriels Pressurization

123^? Oio"
*^^''"8 sy"*" of a heat engine. 4,478,178, Cl.

Pemit, Michel, to Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine. Fractionation pro-
cess for mixtures by elution chromatography with liquid in supercriti-
cal State and installation for its operation 4,478.720, Cl 210-659 000

Person, Gary J. Constmction material, a modular, pre-insulated and
turred stractural masonry building block. 4,478.021 Cl 52-375 000

M79 05? c!"2».f3800o"^'
"'^'*"*' ^°^ '"oodstuffs such as flour.

Pesa, Frederick A.; and Graham, Anne M.. to Standard Oil Company.
The. Upgrading synthesis gas. 4,478,955, Cl. 518-713.000

Peters, Reinhard: See—
Buethe, Ingolf; Marx, Matthias; Schleier, Gisbert; and Peters.

Reinhard, 4.478,960, CI. 521-160.000.
Peterson, Ann E.: See—

^al*^^'
^'^'*^ ° • *"'' Peterson, Ann E., 4,478,474, Cl. 339-

Peterson, Carl R.: See—
Applebaum, Albert; Will, Albert S.; Humphrey. Samuel A. Mc-

Lean, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Cari R.; Gauzza. Harry
J; and Hetzler, John C, 4,478,148, Cl. 102-390.000

Peterson, Royal D.: See—
^o^'er, Galen E.; and Peterson, Royal D., 4,479,225, a.

Petit-Laurent, Hector: See—

T47"S8''ci'254-'l§l5m
•
^"''"^ •"' Petit-Uurent, Hector.

Petrarch Systems Inc.: See—
Arkles, Barry C, 4,478,981, Cl. 525-92.000.

Petroleum Concepts, Inc.: See—
"ke. Lewis W.; Huff, Charies F.; and Miller, J. Wayne. 4.478.298.

Cl. 175-329.000.

''^ii^'J'rSi?"''^"'
° ' '° ^*'*'^ '"*= Shower pulsator. 4.478,367, CI.

fc3y-3o I .mni.

Pfaff Haushaltmaschinen GmbH: See—

^V?^^\'^ I^^"^ '•• "^ Hartwig. Jurgen, 4.479.077. Cl.
J 18-245.000.

Pfizer Inc.: See—
Barth. Wayne E., 4,478,748, Q. 260-245.20R.

Fharmuka Laboratoires: See—

'^'i^l"'i'.,^"''°"= "•* ^ f"""' Ge™"l R. 4,478,841, a.
424-263.000.

nu .*^'w*' ^'^' "'* Boschetti, Egisto, 4,478,713, Cl. 210.101.000.
Philip Moms, Incorporated: See—

Houminer, Yoram; and Grabbs, Harvey J., 4,479,003, a.
34o»34 1 .000.

P*"''"??^ Jay E. Ceramic voice coil assembly. 4.479,035, Cl. 179-

Philippides, Constantinos, to United States of America, Navy Message
Identification and data entry apparatus. 4,479,217. Cl. 371-67 000

Phillips Petroleum Company: See-
Reed, Jerry O.; and Mathis. Ronald D . 4,478,969. CI 524-106 000
Schuettenberg, Alexander D., 4,478,604. Cl. 44-63 000
Shioyama, Tod K., 4,479,009. Cl. 564-447.000
Van Pool, Joe, 4,479,018, Cl. 568-697.000

Piccolo, Dominick J.: See—

®'fi'7'^*«!L^?';i.^«*'/);j^"*^' ^•'^"'y; "«* '^ccolo, Dominick J.,
4,478,864, Cl. 426-534.000.
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Pichia, Robert J.: See-
Alexander, Robert P.; Pichia, Robert J.; and Dauksch, Stephen F..

4,477,970, CI. 29-837.000.

PichI, Heinz: See-
Brandt. Lennart; and PichI, Heinz, 4,478,585. CI. 440-1 12.000.

Picozza. August© A., to Dart Industries Inc. Carrier with handle for
containers or the like. 4,478,450, CI. 294-31.200.

Pierre Fabre S.A.: See—
Mouzin, Gilbert; Cousse, Henri; Bonnaud, Bernard; Morre, Michel
and Stenger, Anioine, 4,478,836, CI. 424-248.540.

Pienon, Robert M.; Haas, Edward J.; and Montgomery, Edward C. to
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The. Composite tread having
good traction and reduced rolling resistance upon wear. 4,478,266
CI. l52-209.a0R.

Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—
Kamei, Kazuo; and Orimoto, Akira, 4.479,159. CI. 360-137 000

Piper, Francis R.: See-
Marshall. Peter E. G.; Piper, Francis R.; and Wilson, John F..

4,477.986, CI. 73-40.700.

Pissiotas. Ceorg: See-
Meyer. Willy; Gass, Karl; Topfl. Werner; Schurter. Rolf; and

Pissiotas, Georg. 4,478.635. CI. 71-92.000.
Pitha, Jay R. Fireplace construction. 4,478,208, CI. 126-121 000
Pitney Bowes Inc.: See—

Erwin, Timothy R., 4,478,443, CI. 292-307.00R.
Pinion. Philippe; Andre. Guy; Souillard. Gerald; J'espere, Jean-Louis;
and Houte, Bernard, to Raymond, A. Pipe clamp. 4,478,381, CI
248-71.000.

Pittman, Edgar H., to Milliken Research Corporation. Method, appara-
tus and intermittently textured yam. 4.478,036, CI. 57-283.000

Pittway Corporation: See—
Schoen, Erich W.; and Tice, Lee D., 4,478.468. CI. 315-291.000.

Planer, Norman G.: See—

°4.479'^7^S,.l6'3ll5S.'
'''™"' ""

'

"' ^"''^' ^""'
Planmobel Eggersmann GmbH & Co. KG: See—

Votteler, Amo; Danuzzi, Max; Dubach, Fredi; and Schreiner,
Herbert, 4,479,030, CI. 174^8.000.

Plant Resources Institute: See—

^'^^P}x^^*^ 5- "«* Sluis, Carolyn J., 4,478,000, CI.
47-58.000.

Plantard, Dominique: See—
Battigelli. Jean A.; and Plantard. Dominique, 4,478,624, CI.

65-4.400.

Plessey Overseas Limited: See—
Camer. John A., 4,478,382, CI. 248-185.000.

Plocher, Werner, to Maschinenfabrik LaufTer GmbH &. Co. KG Press-

'"8JPP«™["* with multi-platen or tiered presses. 4,478,673, CI.

Plowell, Dennis H.: See—
Paterson, Malcolm M.; and Plowell, Dennis H., 4,478,372, CI.

241-35.000.

Pobortsev, Mendel E.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov. Tleubai M.; Lynchak. Kima

A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko
Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M. Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
?,"* Y''

^y''°^' Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev. Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633, CI. 71-37.000.

Polach, Wilhelm: See—
Brettschneider, Johannes; Dobler, Klaus; Haag. Gottlob; Linder.

Ernst; and Polach. Wilhelm, 4,478,613. CI. 55-127.000.
Polaroid Corporation: See—

^?5^8 MB
'^°'*" ^" *"** ^"^' Lawrence E., 4,477,991. CI. 40-

Poison. Alfred: See—

^?,^'*fyo^JSr^*'
'^'"**" ^' *"'' P°'«o"' Alfred, 4,478.946, CI.

4JO-3 18.000.

Pometto. Anthony L., Ill: See—
^
435-72lx»°"

^
'

'"** **°'"*"°' Anthony L., Ill, 4.478.747. CI.

^;Ln«° M78.!35^?M^^^^^^
"" 'PP*'""* '°' ""« *P'"-"«

Poock, Darwin N.; and Volkmann. Thomas J., to FMC Corporation

.1 ff^^ ^^^ ^"' "*'*** '^°"*" construction. 4,478,014, CI.
32-1 13.000.

Pool, Danny J.: See—
Marhold, Werner; and Pool, Danny J.. 4,479.038, CI. 200-6.00A.

Pws, Eliasz; and Felsen, Marvin, to United Technologies Corporation

sr4r8:^rcTSa7 w'~'"""^^""*"«
'"^^"""''^'^ •"^'•^"

PPG Industries, Inc.: See—
Criss, Russell C. 4,478,700, CI. 204.192.00R

°2SB9800o"°^"'''
*"** ^"**' '^""*" ^* '''^^•"^°2, CI.

'^WS-mJoS
^" "''

'

*"** ^«=°'>»o"' Annette M., 4.478,905, CI.

Prabhu. Vasant K.; and Steele. Raymond, to AT&T Bell Uboratories.

€1*17^000°'' *'"* *•'*'''*"<* mobile radio system. 4.479,226,

Pratt, ^mes W.: See-
Romano, Domenic R.; Henneberg. Hans H.; Pratt, James W.; and
Coppelman. Maurice A.. 4,479.198, CI. 364-900.000

Pratt. John W.. Jr., to Monarch Marking Systems, Inc. Resilient optical

4°478'4M'c^m96 20o''*'"

conductor and an ionization bulb.

Prechner. Roland: See—

^^"^mx^P^"' ''*^' "'*'"**= ""* Prechner, Roland, 4,478,071,

Precht, Hans, to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, The. Device for
joining plies for tires. 4,478.672, CI. 156-421.000.

Precitronic Gesellschaft fur Feinmechanik und Electronics mbH- See—
Goda, Wilfried. 4.478.58 1 . CI. 434-22.000.

'

'' a*^70:358 OoT '

'° ''"*'^'' ^^' ^*™''**' *^y""**" '<*''• .78.06J.

Premel. Ulrich: See—
Dorling, Rolf; and Premel, Ulrich, 4,478,606, CI. 48-77 000
Dorling, Rolf; and Premel, Ulrich, 4.478,608, CI. 48-210000

Press/Seal Gasket Corp.: See-
Skinner, William O., 4,478,437, CI. 285-189.000

''T47ft3?Cl''408-"lf7 0)0°°' """"^ '*^"' "*""" *"** ""^^ '**''"•

Price, Alson K.: .^—
Fanelli, Anthony J.; and Price, Alson K., 4,478,987. CI. 526-97 000

Price. Clifford A., to National Research Development Corporation"
Stone treatment. 4,478.91 1, CI. 428-332.000.

l~«uon.

Pricone, Robert M.; and Montalbano, Anthony J., to Amerace Corpo-
ration. Method for forming an embossing tool with an opticallv
precise pattern. 4,478,769, CI. 264-1.600.

Procter & Gamble Company, The: See—

^i^^nJ^^S' '"?''««• Comelis H.; and Kussin. Richard F.,
4,478,858, CI. 426-126.000.

w.«uu r.,

Kong-Chan, Josephine L. Y.. 4.478,754, CI. 260-410.500.
Produits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann: See—

^
43V°8';76?."S"i6S6T7S'"'

^"^^'^^ ""* ^*'"«*''' """^

^TAniil^a^l^^i^K
"'**"''^*"*= ""* Braunstein, Pierre.

Prohaska, Hans: See—
Andrei-Alexandni. Marcel; and Prohaska, Hans, 4,478,004, CI.

Propster, Mark A.: See—
Hohman. Charles M.; Propster, Mark A.; Dunn, Charles; and Seng,

Stephen. 4,478.627, CI. 65-27.000.
^

Proszynski. Lech: See—
Di Giovanni, John; Failla, Steven; Huebscher, Laszio; Pedlick,

i?o ,«',!!l^"8"'
^°^^ ^' *"** Proszynski. Lech, 4.478,220, CI.

128-326.000.

Prototech Company: See-
Allen. Robert J., 4,478.696, CI. 204-105.00R.

Provder, Theodore: See—
Holsworth, Richard M.; and Provder, Theodore, 4,478.073, C\.

73-61.400.

Prusak. John J.; and Patel. Bhupendra P., to RCA Corporation. Appa-
ratus for injection molding an article. 4,478,566, CI. 425-149 000

Pulham, George R., to Litton Systems, Inc. Method of manufacturing a
multilayer magneto-optic device. 4,478,872, CI. 427-38.000

Pullukat, Thomas J.; and Hoff, Raymond E., to Chemplex Company.
Polymenzation method. 4.478,988, CI. 526-128.000.

Puntar, Joseph; and Parham. B. J., to Hydril Company. Retrievable
inside blowout preventer valve apparatus. 4,478,279, CI. 166-121 000

Pun, Avinash D.; Rodosevich. James B.; and Fairchild, James L., to
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation. Method of continuously con-
trolling crysul fines formation. 4.478,599. CI. 23-300.000.

Puro, Nicholas S.. to Microdent Industries. Box joint employing screw
pivot pin for adjustable tightening. 4,478,532, CI. 403-157.000.

Putnam, Gary C: See—
Maricle, Donald L.; Putnam, Gary C; and Stewart, Robert C. Jr..

4,478,776, CI. 264-83.000.
QO Chemicals, Inc.: See—

Akerberg, Denis W., 4,478,269, CI. 164-21.000.
Raba, Carl F., Jr.; Smith, Robert L.; and Huang, Francis Y., to Monier

Resources, Inc. Composition and process for the treatment of clay
slimes. 4,478,736, CI. 252-180.000.

Rabatin, Jacob G., to General Electric Company. Multi-layer X-rav
screens. 4,478,933, CI. 430-496.000.

Radtke. Robert P., to Strata Bit Corporation. Drill bit having cutting
elements with heat removal cores. 4,478,297, CI. 175-329.000.

Raizon, Bernard: See-
Kaplan, Jean-Pierre; and Raizon, Bernard. 4,478.851. CI.

Raj, Kuldip, to Ferrofluidics Corporation. Ferrofluid seal apparatus and
method. 4.478.424, CI. 277-80.000.

Rangaswamy, Avvari. Tamper-resistant container. 4,478,341, CI. 215-

Ranger, Martial, to Canadian Patents & Development Limited. Vacuum
coating vessel with movable shutter plate. 4.478,174, CI. 1 18-718.000.

Raninger. Franz, to Chemie Linz Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the
preparation of phenylpyridazine compounds. 4,478,999, CI.
544-241.000.

Ranke. Gerhard: See—
Bcngeser. Georg; and Ranke. Gerhard, 4,478,799, CI. 423-224.000.

Raudenbusch. Werner T.: See—
Bekooij. Jurrianus; Raudenbusch. Werner T.; Suchowiak, Stephen

A.; Kooijmans, Petrus G.; and Scholten, Henricus P. H..
4,478,985, CI. 525-530.000.
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Ray, Siba P., to Aluminum Company of America. Inert electrode
compositions. 4.478.693. CI. 204-64.00R.

Raychem Corporation: See—
Fentress, Vernon A.; and Comet, Francois, 4.478,486, CI.

350-96.200.

Raychem Ltd.: See—
McLoughlin. Robert H., 4,478.252, CI. 138-140.000.

Raymond, A.: See—
Pittion. Philippe; Andre, Guy; Souillard, Gerald; J'espere. Jean-

Louis; and Houte, Bernard, 4,478,381, CI. 248-71.000.
Raymond. Edward L.: See-

Becker. James R.; Raymond. Edward L.; and Cameron, David W.,
4.477,955, CI. 29-157. lOR.

Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc.: See-
Hyde, Jack, 4,478,575, CI. 432-217.000.

Raytheon Company: See-
Harris, David J., 4.479.094, CI. 330-261.000.
Moghe. Sanjay B.; Gray, Roger E.; and Tsai. Wei, 4,479,100, CI.

Paterson, Malcolm M.; and Plowell, Dennis H., 4,478,372, CI.

RCA Corporation: See—
Baar, Louis S., 4,478,472, Q. 339-75.00M.
Daniel. James W., Jr.. 4,479,253. CI. 455-226.000.
GrifTis, Patrick D.. 4.479,235. CI. 381-17.000.
Hertzler, Merle E., 4.478,172, CI. 118-612.000.
Prusak, John J.; and Patel, Bhupendra P.. 4,478,566, CI.

425-149.000.

Welch, Patrick G.; and Mitchell, Everett E., 4.478.701, CI.
204-298.000.

RE-AL, Inc.: See—
Ditzig, Albert F.. 4.478.364. CI. 228-201.000.

Rebafka, Walter: See—
Klahr. Erhard; Rebafka, Walter; Nissen, Axel; Trieselt, Wolfgang;
and Hettche, Albert, 4,479,016, CI. 568-606.000.

Rebsdat, Siegfried; Mayer, Sigmund; and Alfranseder, Josef, to Hoechst
^ Aktiengesellschaft. Process for improving the activity of used sup
ported silver catalysts. 4,478,948, CI. 502-25.000.

Redding. Donald E. Therapeutic limb manipulator. 4,478,213, CI
128-25.00R.

Rediker, Robert H., to Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Fiber
coupled external cavity semiconductor laser. 4,479,224, a
372-92.000.

Redman. Brian E.; and Woods, Gordon D., to AT&T Bell Laborato
ries. Remotely controlled switched access to the console port of an
electronic computer. 4.479,122, CI. 340-825.060.

Reed, Jerry O.; and Mathis, Ronald D., to Phillips Petroleum Company.
Polymer stabilization. 4,478,969. CI. 524-106.000.

Rees. James G.. to Page, William R., a part interest. Strainer arrange-
ment for combined din collector and cut out cocks. 4,478,617, CI.
55-314.000.

Reghezza, Andres: See—
Wilkomirsky, Igor; Reghezza, Andres; and Petit-Laurent, Hector.

4,478,698, CI. 204-106.000.
Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—

Buannec. Michel, 4.478.107, CI. 74-863.000.
Rehrig, Houston. Hand carrying basket. 4,478.344, Q. 220-83.000.
Reich, Shymon: See—

Vofsi. David; Reich. Shymon; Tchoukran. Israel; and Mayoral.
Joaquin, 4.478,770, CI. 264-2.100.

Reid, William J., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Tri-N-substituted-s-tria-
zine-trione chain terminator for polyvinyl chloride polymerization.
4,478,986, CI. 526-83.000.

*~
' '

»~

'

Reis, Edmund: See—
Rosenfeldt. Bemd; Weller. Gerhard; Wondra, Arthur; and Reis,
Edmund, 4,479,263. CI. 455-602.000.

Reliance Electric Company: See—
Cates. Robert P., 4,479.174. CI. 363-21.000.

Renard, Pierre: See—
Bischoff, Didier; Courteheuse, Gerard; and Renard, Pierre.

4,478,707, CI. 208-157.000.

Renault Vehicules Industriels: See—
Pemet, Jean-Paul, 4.478.178. CI. 123-41.010.

Renfroe, Harris B., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. N-Substituted-2-
pyridylindoles. 4,478,842, CI. 424-263.000.

Repligen Corporation: See—
Herlihy, Walter C. 4,478.936, CI. 435-78.000.

Rewcastle, Gordon W.; Atwell. Graham J.; Baguley, Bruce C; and
Denny. William A., to Development Finance Corporation of New
Zealand. Certain acridinyl-phosphoramidate compounds. 4,479,000,
CI. 546-23.000.

Rexnord Inc.: See—
Gieschen. John A., 4.478,373, CI. 241-208.000.

Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG: See—
Veiling, Gunther; and Bningel, Norbert, 4,478,725, CI. 210-703.000.

Rheinmetall GmbH.: See—
Backstein. Gunter; Unger. Hans W.; Gunther. Michael; Kaltbeitzer,

Dieter; and Veldhoen. Hendrik. 4,478,149, CI. 102-426.000.
Rhines, David W., to Silver Creek Nurseries, Inc. Sound detecting

device. 4,479,239, CI. 381-72.000.

Rhodes, Buck A.: See—
Burchiel, Scott W.; Rhodes. Buck A.; and Crockford, David R.,

4,478,815. CI. 424-1.100.

Rhone-Poulenc Agrochimie: See—
Gros. Georges; and Molin, Marc, 4.479.006. CI. 548-312.000.

Rhone-Poulenc Specialites Chimiques: See—
Soula, Gerard. 4.479.022, CI. 570-202.000.

Ribeyre. Jean-Paul: See—
Baugh, Benton F.; Lux, Gerard J-M.; and Ribeyre, Jean-Paul,

4,478,292, CI. 173-149.000.

Richard Hirschmann Radiotechnisches Werk: See—
Zierhut, Hermann. 4,479,056, CI. 250-342.000.

Richard, Jean: See—
Neuzeret, Bernard; Richard, Jean; and Comeau, Jean-Francois.

4.478,236. CI. 137-107.000.

Richardson, Bobby J. Guiding light system. 4.479,170, CI. 362-95.000.
Richardson, Raymond H.: See—

Morin, George A.; and Richardson. Raymond H.. 4,478,399, CI.
270-55.000.

Richman, Charles D.. Jr. Drill bit having multiple drill rod impact
members. 4,478,296, CI. 175-92.000.

Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar R.T.: See—
Bajusz, Sandor; Szell nee Hasenohrl, Erzsebet; Barabas, Eva; and
Bagdy, Daniel, 4.478,745, CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Ricoh Company. Ltd.: See—
Sakano. Yukio. 4,479.119, CI. 340-731.000.

Riebli. Peter: See—
Hubele, Adolf; and Riebli. Peter. 4,479,004. CI. 548-101.000.

Rieskamp. Klaus: See—
Brunner. Anton; and Rieskamp, Klaus. 4.479.128. CI. 343-756.000.

Rieter Machine Works. Ltd.: See-
Binder. Rolf; and Hanselmann. Daniel. 4.477.944. CI. 19-80.00R.

Riisgaard. Steen: See—
Adler-Nissen. Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein, Martin. 4.478.854. CI.
426-12.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,856, CI.
426-46.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen.
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein. Martin. 4.478,939, CI.
435-200.000.

Alder-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen, Georg W.; Olsen,
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,940, CI.
435-209.000.

Riker Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Wade, James J., 4.478.835, CI. 424-246.000

Rilling. Raymond J.: See-
Mullet. David L.; Rilling, Raymond J.; and Voth. Elmer D.,

4.478,026. CI. 56-7.000.

Ring, Curt: See—
Tomm, Wayne R.; and Ring, Curt. 4,478,284. CI. 166-297.000.

Risser. Dale M.: See-
Martin. Eugene G.: and Risser. Dale M.. 4.477,942. CI. 17-11.000.

Rita, Robert A., to Intemational Business Machines Corporation. Gas
panel seal glass. 4,478,947, CI. 501-15.000.

Ritter, Frank; and Balordi, Romano, to Maryland Cup Corporation.
Digital feed system. 4.478,121, CI. 83-209.000.

Riva, Merate: See—
Sarfati, Alberto G.; Bianchi, Massimiliano; and Riva, Merate,

4,478,375, CI. 242-47.010.

Robbins, Gordon B., to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Tiunate compositions having depressed freezing points. 4,478,755,
CI. 260-429.500.

Robert Bosch GmbH: See—
Auer, Hugo, 4,478,262, CI. 141-114.000.

Bauer, Hartmut; Bonse, Bemhard; and Schmidt, Peter, 4,478,186.
CI. 123-436.000.

Bonitz, Jorg; Entenmann, Robert; Knab, Rochus; Miller, Bemhard;
Rohde, Siegfried; Schramm. Herbert; and Viess. Walter.
4,478.068. CI. 73-35.000.

Brettschneider. Johannes; Dobler. Klaus; Haag. Gottlob; Linder,
Ernst; and Polach. Wilhelm, 4,478.613, CI. 55-127.000.

Dorenkamp. Richard; Faupel, Werner; Geyer, Gerhard; and Jager.
Erich, 4,478.195. CI. 123-502.000.

Eheim. Franz. 4,478.188. CI. 123-450.000.

Heiser, Joachim; Leutner, Volkmar; Schuttenberg, Eckard; and
Weigle, Dieter, 4,478,136, CI. 91-506.000.

Leiber, Heinz, 4,478.461, CI. 303-92.000.

Misch, Wolfgang; FreyUg, Adolf; and Henning. Manfred,
4,478,183, CI. 123-339.000.

Seller, Hartmut. 4,479,095, CI. 330-261.000.
Robert Shaw Controls Company: See-

Payne, Frank, 4,479,039, CI. 20O-67.0OD.
Roberto, Scorta, to Italtel Societa luliana Telecomunicazioni S.P.A.
Method for conductively interconnecting circuit components on
opposite surfaces of a dielectric layer. 4,478,882, CI. 427-97.000.

Roberts, Gerald E.: See—
Crescenzi. Robert J.: Daniels. John U., Jr.; and Roberts, Gerald E..

4.477,952, CI. 29-25.350.

Roby, Gerard: See—
Durand, Guy; and Roby, Gerard, 4.478,478, CI. 339-263.00R.

Roch, Josef; Muller, Erich; Narr, Berthold; Nickl, Josef; Haarmann.
Walter; and Weisenberger, Johannes M., to Dr. Karl Thomae Gesell-
schaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Trisubstituted pyrimido(5,4-
d]pyrimidines and salts thereof 4,478,833, CI. 424-246.000.

Rockwell Intemational Corporation: See

—

Clark, James R., 4,478,137, CI. 92-63.000.

Craiglow, Robert L., 4,479,254, CI. 455-239.000.
Cumming, James C, 4,478,459, CI. 303-7.000.
Davidson. Donald J., 4,478,316, CI. 188-71.900.
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Dtwson. Sylvan L.. 4.479.251, CI. 455-219.000.
Fowks. William R.. 4.479.096, CI. 331-3.000.
Oodejahn. Gordon C. Jr.. 4,477,962. CI. 29-571 000.
Koch. Ronald N.; and Yanov. David A.. 4.478,440, CI 285-392 000
Sheill, David D. 4,478,317. CI. 188-71.900.

^" J^^uw-

^'cM93^'ooo'
^"''"*' ^ ^"^'' '"'' '^*""' ^<'"'« O

•
.'78,327,

Rodosevich, James B.: See—

'ti7l,V5rc?i3oS^"^'''
'""" ^' ""' ^"^'=''"^- ^"-"^ L •

'**SrJ?™^J?''s' "il' ""i^*"'*''*'
La^ L.. to Texas Instruments

SlTSo^
Synthesized voice radio paging system. 4,479,124. CI.

Rodriguez, Domingo H. Piano sound board. 4,478,125, CI. 84-212 000
Roe, Robert J.: See—

Lang, Curtis E.; and Roe. Robert J . 4,477.992, CI 43-4 000
Rogers. James E

;
Wamiak, James S.; Hobrock. Lowell M.; Bafico

Michael A.; and SchecJe. Stephen R.. to Hughes Aircraft Company
iJfyyin^^"'"^""*

*'"*''* '"°'' »"«enna reflectors. 4,479,1 3 iV CI.
343-872.000.

Rogers, Noel A. Electronic channel selector. 4,479,247, CI 455-179 000
Roggenburg. Stanley L.. Jr.; and Laauwe. Robert H., to Essex Chemi-

4!47U^ Cr222 W OOO"*"*
self-closing metering dispensing valve.

Rogut. Samuel. Material which has abrasive properties and method ofmakingsame. 4,477,938. CI. 15-118.000.
ana meinoa oi

Rohde. Siegfried. See—

^r!,kh^°'^c ^"i-"'!I!?'*"c'5°'*'*=
'^""'' "^ochus; Miller, Bcmhard;

4%°78Vtf73l5.(S'""""' ""•""= ""^ ^'«'' ^«''"-

Roland Corporation: See—
Kikumoto, Tadao. 4,478,124, CI. 84-1.190

Rolles, Rolf: See—

Romada Holdings Ltd.: See—
Maijer. Rolf; and Surck, James W., 4,478,576, CI. 433-3 000

r^^i ^""t^'"
^' Henneberg, Hans H.; Pratt, James W.; andCoppelman, Maunce A., to Honeywell Information Systems IncModular computer system. 4,479, 1 98, CI. 364-900.000

r^if* = *£?""• S*«8f"e^; and Moesner. Kurt, to Parker Chemical

Rosch, Gunter: See—
Adrian, Klaus; and Rosch, Gunter. 4,478.737, CI. 252-186 250Rosenbaum. Ralph L.; and Breuer, Ami S. Heat-exchanger particularly

useful for low temperature applications, and method and apparatus
for making same. 4.478.276. CI. 165-164.000.

Kf^aius

Rosenberg, George N.: See—

^4T8.8%"ci.5^2"roS" "" "-^ •"' ''°""*^'«- ""^'^^ ^••

^°^?Im'^1'
^""^'

^'I'f-
°"*'"^' ^°"<''*' Arthur; and Reis, Ed-mund, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Device for acquiring and

processing electrical signals. 4,479.263, CI. 455-602 000
Rosenthal. Hyman; and Hammond, Harry W., to Interlake Inc Aooa-

ratus for casting low-density alloys. 4,478.270, CI. 164-254 000
*^„ il*\^i'

'"'* Finkelstein, Manuel, to Sprague Electric Com-
pany. Electrolytic capacitor. /479.I67, d. 361-433.000.

Ross, Sidney D.: See—

''M79;Si.a.'3S!li3?SoS''
""^^ ""'' "' ''°"' ^*^"*^ °'

'*^i!Ir.n,!i"*S,'^flJ.° ^""li*"'
°"'* Sy"""*' '"*=• Method of and

55R?r4"7.S'3fl5S5)oS"'
^"°""« ""•'""'

'° •" --""^
Rossmann, Axel: See—

Rote"bi«'D^5Tf''&jl.'*°"'"*""'
'^"'' *'*'*'"'^' CI 419-54.000.

'*S?i,{?{a^427T&).'^"'"'"
""^ ""' ^°''"'^'^' ^" "•

''Se. MS6,'cLf92'tSllS'
""' ''"PP'""**''- G-^H. Clutch

Roura^ Miguel J to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Tough-ened polyamide blends. 4,478.978, CI. 525-66 000
^

Roussel Rclaf: See—

"42Z37 OOO™*'**'
'^"^' '''"*' '""^ '*'""*• ^'™ ^' '•*'*'8'9. CI.

Roussel Uclair: See—

^
a'^il^M w""*"''

"'""'^*"*' '"*' ^"'"' ^e™*'. .78,850,

Rozario. Rodney A.: See—

^"28025 000'""*'' '"'' '*°""°' '*°**"'y ^' '•'^8'2'9. CI.

"*
MT.h'J'lf''.'' •

'"'* °*''"'=''' •''"y L • '° Kelsey-Hayes Company.
B ^\r^n°^

sealing a container. 4,478.788. CI. 419^8.000.
^

Rudolf. Ulnch; and Vetter. Martin, to Landis & Gyr Aug AG Suticaudio-frequency control receiver. 4.479.262. CI. 455-352 000
'

Rudszinat. Willy, ,0 Hauni-Werke Korber & Co. KG Ap^tus for

'"iSa.!ir;^7*?i3i"c'r?o£&^s^^^^^
^°'"-'"" ^°^ p^-^^-*-*'

^'rrch^-e1i!J:4^l85S°^^^^^ — 'y-
Rummel, Mitzie K.: See—

^ ^523*2118.000^°'""
^

'

"*' "*""""*'• "^''^^ *'•• '•78.965. CI.
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'^"w'SS'oS""**
^ ^'^*"*** instrument assembly. 4.479.173, CI.

"*

tJ-Ms'ooo''"
^ '^«=*'anical transmission apparatus. 4,478.101, CI.

Rupp, Warren E., to Warren Rupp Company. The. Fluid-ooerated
reciprocating pump. 4,478,560. CI. 417-391000.

'^""°-ope«ted

Rusch, Daniel: See—

^M;9.2m"S"'S75.mT(fe.^""*^'= *"^ ^•"'-"'-^- D--'.

Russell. Alexander H.; McClinton, John L.; and Sergovic. John A to

T' *u^"'^"
Company. The. Electrolessly pitted mold surfiSand method of using. 4.478,779. CI. 264-319 000

Russell. Larry A.: See—

"ci 3M^9axobo*'"''
'^'''"*'""*= ""'^ '*"^"' ^^ A.. 4.479.195.

'^Tsto.oSo*'"*'
"' '° '^°"°" ^°- "*"'' ""**"• ^•'s.on. CI.

Ruti Machinery Works, Ltd.: See—
Honegger. Rolf. 4.478.259, CI. 139-435.000

Ryan Philip M to International Business Machines Corporation

a. 3ri-n
000^*""* ^"°' "^p °^ *"""" '°'*""' "'^°^ ^79,214]

Rychlewski. Thaddeus V.. to North American Philips Consumer Elec-tronics Corp. Depression cathode structure for cathode ray tubes

4 478l9o!a*'-^5!5";S£.""'
'"^ "'*'"«' ^°' producing' same.

S. C. Johnson & Son. Inc.: See—

c Ki c'l?"»?^' 'o""* ° • •'8.853. CI. 424-358.000.
a.lN.b.t.M.A.: See—

Surdi, Jean M., 4,478.554, CI. 416-221.000.

hiJ*'* '^"'kI'*
'° Centre D'Etudes Du Fraisage. Spindle head assem-by with oblique axis of rotation. 4,478,540, CI 409-21 1 000

Sachs, Hanns I.: See—
Scholl, Hans-Joachim; Sachs, Hanns I.; Jabs, Gert- and Loew

Gunther, 4,478.738, CI. 252-188.310.
'

^"ns'oOR*'^
Dead-end messenger wire holder. 4.477.948. CI. 24-

Sadamasu, Toshiaki: See—
Watanabe. Osamu; Tanaka. Hisashi; Yoshino. Hitoshi; and
Sadamasu, Toshiaki, 4.478,767. CI. 261-130000

Sagawa. Koichiro: See—
Ogino, Keizo; Jfkehara Masahiro; Miyoshi, Takeshi; and Sagawa,

Koichiro, 4,478,734, CI. 252-117.000.

2fa.5i?300
^'""'^"**' separation apparatus. 4.478,718, CI.

Saito, Atsunori: See

—

Naganoma, Masanori; Kato, Yoshihani; Saito. Atsunori; Hara,

?1*^.!S'' *"** Matsushima. Katsuaki, 4,478,274, CI
16>I2.000.

Saito. Hidefumi; Hayashi. Munehiro; Mitani. Hisashi; Isaka, Hiromu-and Andoh Masanao, to Shimadzu Corporation. Cryogenic refriaer^
ator. 4,478,046, CI. 62-6.000.

y^scnit remger

^li?*!' i^ii*"°'
'^*™.'y'»'na, Yasuo; and Murata, Mitsuhiro, to CitizenWatch Company Limited. Arrangement of analog-type electronic

wnstwatch. 4,478,524, CI. 368-204000
eiecironic

Saluiguchi, Masaaki.;^ Satoh, Shinichi; Kiuchi, Seiji; and Chikamasa.
Hiroshi. to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Method of winding magnetic
recording tape. 4,478,376. CI. 242-191.000.

magnetic

Sakaguchi, Shigeya; Shiroyama, Masahani; and Ito, Hiroshi, to Nippon

M7f.87I.S 427 34^ ^°' hardfacing a ferrous base matK
Sakai, Junzo: See—

^
M78J^7'5, C°"26Mo'3ot'

^''^'^'^ Y«hihiro; and Sakai, Junzo,

Sakamoto, Shigeru: See—

°';^d\S7wa^."4%T8lS: SlK'-S/cg?*"'^
•^°^"'"^' "^^^

%'479:,.';"S'3^7?a.'^°'"'""''
'-'' ^" °«P"y ^--

Sakoe, Hiroaki to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. Pattern matching device

Jsf^Saw"
"'*" of a compressed dynamic range. 4,4797236, CI.

Sakurai, Kazuhiro: See—
Idogaki Takaharu; Kawai. Hisasi; Hattori, Kyo; and Sakurai

Kazuhiro. 4,479,068. CI. 310-194.000.
' •

-"" MKurai,

Salathiel, Andrew: See—
Diwell, Alan F; and Salathiel, Andrew, 4,478.797, CI. 423-213 500

Salminen, Arthur H to Hopeman Brothers, Inc. Modular bathroom
installation. 4,477,934. CI. 4-663.000.

Salornaa, Kari; Merrill, Roy; Uath. Richard; Wennberg, Timothy; and

sT«emV8!SS:£7?i"63.3itr"''°" ^'''"''* ""P'* »'*"'*""«

Samal, Prasanna K.: See—
Nadkami, Anil V.; Samal. Prasanna K.; Wang, James C; and Sunk
James E., 4,478,787, CI. 419-8.000.

Sambucetti, Carlos J.: See—
Bupp, James R.; Markovich, Voya; Napp, Tracy E.; and Sam-

bucetti, Carlos J., 4.478,883, CI. 427-97 000.
Samek, Norbert E., to Transamerica Delaval Inc. Light gate assemblies,

elements and manufacturing methods. 4,478,495, CI. 350-392 000
Samsonite Corporation: See—

Gregg, James S., 4,477,941, CI. 16-289.000.
Sanchez, Ruben; and McEver. R. M., Jr., to Daniel Industries, Inc.

Orifice fitting seal assembly. 4,478,251, CI. 138-44.000
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Sanderson, Arnold R to National Research Development Corpora-non Immunological preparations containing purified MHC ant^ensbonded to other antigens. 4.478.823. CI. 42^88.000
^

Sandoz Ltd.: See—
Gadient. Fulvio. 4.478,750. CI. 260-245 700

""tSMt Cl.«tl8i.(So".''"'
"""^ "" '''"«• ""'""•°" °'

Schenker. Erhard, 4.478,837, CI. 424-250.000.
Sandstrom, Paul H.: See-

Lai, Joginder; and Sandstrom. Paul H., 4,478,980, CI. 525-187 000

c-,%"]^^^'*'^" ^- *"** Sandstrom. Paul H., 4,478,993, CI.
527-600.000.

Sanmiya, Tsugumi: See—

^'J^J'jJJ
Yoshiro; and Sanmiya. Tsugumi, 4,478,447, a.

Sanner, Axel: See—

Santa Barbara Research Center: See—
Parrish, William J.. 4,479,139. CI. 357-24.000.

r47l"l42'cM'on5 00o''°°"'''""''"*
'PP""'"* ^''*' silk-screen.

Santrade Ltd.: See—
Okada. Minoru; Sone, Takeo; Sakamoto. Shigeru; Koizumi, Yuii
and Tsuda, Iwao. 4,478.541, CI. 409-232.000.

'

Sapian, Vladimir G.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

A-; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko,
Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya, Vladimir M. Po-
bortsev, Mendel E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, Valen-
tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D. and
Vopilov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633, CI. 71-37.000.

Sarai, Masahiro: See—

°''A"P^ ^^y^2} Toyoda, Keio; Sarai, Masahiro; and Takai, Kiyoshi,
4,478,574, CI. 432-180.000.

Sarfati, Alberto G.; Bianchi, Massimiliano: and Riva. Merate, to Sobre-vm Societe de brevets industriels-Etablissment. Conveying device for
continuous threads. 4.478,375, CI. 242-47.010.

Sasaki, Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Ultra-
sound diagnosis apparatus. 4,478,085, CI. 73-625.000

Sasson, Yoel; and Zbaida, Shmuel, to GAIX)T. Petrochemical Indus-

in**;^V^»flSS*** ^°^ ^^^ manufacture of nitrophenetoles. 4,479.015.
CI. 568-584.000.

Sato, Ichiya; Yoneyama, Takao; Koga. Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi. Kazuo and
Hisano, Katsukuni. to Hiuchi, Ltd. Method and apparatus for detect-
ing rubbing in a rotary machine. 4,478.082. CI. 73-593 000

Sato, Kazuhiko; Nakamura, Genshiro; and Yukimoto, Yoshinori. to
Director General of Agency of Industrial Science and Technoloay
Amorphous solar cell. 4,479,028, CI. 136-249.000.

Sato, Kozo: See—

''M78!3it CI."4;?20"S'''
^°"°' ''"'"*'"' ""* ^'°' ''°^°'

Sato, Masashi; and Sugo, Yasuhisa. to Fujitsu Limited. Semiconductor
memory device. 4.479,200, CI. 365-175.000.

Sato. Tomokazu; and Ui, Michio, to Yamasa Shoyu Kabushiki Kaisha
Determination of adenosine by immunoassay involving acylation of
the adenosine. 4,478.934, CI. 435-7.000.

e
j-

ui

Satoh, Kenzoh: See—
Mayumi. Yoshishige; Satoh, Kenzoh; Hasegawa, Kenji; and

Takahashi, Mitsuyoshi. 4,478,899, CI. 428-72.000
Satoh, Shinichi: See—

Sakaguchi, Masaaki; Satoh, Shinichi; Kiuchi, Seiji; and Chikamasa,
Hiroshi, 4,478,376, CI. 242-191.000.

Sawada, Daisaku: See—
Otayashi, Hideki; Kohama. Tokio; Kawai, Hisasi; Ina, Toshikazu

7?^?.^~P""''"= '"** Shigematsu. Takashi, 4,478,185, CI.
123-419.000.

Sayler, William M.; and Hayner, John M., to United States of America
Army. Cartndge with elastic pusher cup. 4,478.150, CI. 102-430 000

Scanlan, Gregory P. Vacuum packing device. 4,478.025, CI. 53-512.000.
Schabowski, John, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Quadruply

time-multiplex information bus. 4,479,178, CI. 364-200000
Schaedlich, Renate: See—

^?^?l^', !^'*"**= ""«• Schaedlich, Renate, 4,478,924, CI.
430- 126.000.

Schaer, Leonard S., to Tekcast Associates, Inc. Front loading centrifu-
gal spin caster. 4,478,567, CI. 425-150.000.

Schafer, Fritz P.: See—
Bor, Zsolt; and Schafer, Fritz P., 4,479,220, CI. 372-25 000

Schauder, Colin D.; and Caddy. Roy, to General Electric Company
p.l.c. The. Motor control system. 4,479,082, CI. 318-799 000

Schauer, Wolfgang: See—

•^^^Si'
0?*"*'°''^= Schauer, Wolfgang; and Wuchner, Fritz,

4,478,877, CI. 427-62.000.

^*^i'i!?'i\P/SSf^'
'° *^'" GmbH. Ski safety binding. 4.478.426, CI.

280-625.000.

Scheele, Stephen R.: See—
Rogers, James E.; Wamiak, James S.; Hobrock, Lowell M.; Bafico

Michael A.; and Scheele, Stephen R., 4,479,131, CI. 343-872.000
Schenker, Erhard, to Sandoz Ltd. 3-Hydrazino cycloalkylfclpyrida-

zines as antihypertensive agents. 4,478.837. CI. 424-250.000.
Schilling. Peter; and Schreuders. Hans G., to Westvaco Corporation.
Amphoterics as emulsifiers for bituminous emulsions. 4,478,642, CI.
106-277.000.

Schippers. Heinz; and Hertell, Siegfried, to Barmag Barmer Maschinen-

77II
.AG Oil lubrication of vacuum pump with pulsating oil feed

4,478,562, CI. 4 18-88. TOO.

Schleier, Gisbert: See—
Buethe, Ingolf; Marj. Matthias; Schleier, Gisbert; and Peters.

Reinhard, 4,478.960 CI. 521-160.000.
Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—

Baugh, Benton F.; Lux, Gerard J-M.; and Ribeyre, Jean-Paul,
4,478,292, CI. 173-149.000.

Schmidt. Peter: See-
Bauer. Hartmut; Bonse, Bemhard; and Schmidt, Peter, 4,478,186

CI. 123-436.000.

Schmidt, Wilfred O.: See—
Wenger, Harvey, 4,477,984. CI. 34-128.000

Schneider, George W., Jr.: See—
"'cks. Irwin A.; and Schneider, George W.. Jr.. 4.478,078, CI

73-253.000.

Schoen, Erich W.; and Tice, Lee D., to Pittway Corporation. Line-
gated switching power supply. 4,478.468, CI. 315-291 000

Schoener, Ronald C. King, Larry K.; Knap, Lester L.; and Kloap,
Nicholas, to Aluminum Company of America. Process for recovery
of aluminum chloride. 4,478,600. CI. 23-313.0FB

Scholl, Hans-Joachim; Sachs. Hanns I.; Jabs, Gert; and Loew, Gunther,
to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Self-releasing binder based on isocya-

"!,'^*"'*.'!J«",VlS'~'" '" " P""*^"* fo^ 'he production of molded
articles. 4,478,738, CI. 252-188.310.

Scholten, Henricus P. H.: See—
Bekooij, Jurrianus; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Stachowiak, Stephen

. :,»„ 'J'"*"*' ''^""^ G.; and Scholten. Henricus P. H,
4,478.985. CI. 525-530.000.

Scholtens. Eltjo. to U.S. Philips Corporation. Method of partially

ri"?n^'i"/
''"^'"'^""> conductive non-metallic patterns. 4,478,690.

Schonfelder, Manfred; Haas. Peter; Avar, Geza; and Steinberger, Hel-
mut, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Polyisocyanate addition products

4"?7S!89l,Sl27!3'8T0(S?'"*'
""' ' P^°^"^ '°' '"'^^ P^«*""'°"-

Schonherr, Walter: See—
Gaugel, Manfred; and Schonherr, Walter, 4.479.072. CI.

Schopper. Alf: See—
Vignon. Louis; and Schopper. Alf. 4.477.945. CI. 19-236000

Schott. Marcel, to Messier-Hispano-Bugatti(s.a.). Hydraulic power
transducer. 4,478,557. CI. 417-271.000.

Schramm. Herbert: See—
Bonitz, Jorg; Entenmann. Robert; Knab, Rochus; Miller. Bemhard
Rohde, Siegfried; Schramm, Herbert; and Viess, Walter
4,478.068, CI. 73-35.000.

Schreiber, Herbert. Method of manufacturing fibre-reinforced plastic
artic es. a prepreg for the manufacture of fibre-reinforced plastic

??J,?«J1"'^ " fibre-reinforced plastic article. 4,478,771, CI
264-22.000.

Schreiner, Friedrich, to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen. AG. Multi-
gear transmission system shifuble under load. 4,478,106 CI
74-740.000.

Schreiner, Herben: See—
Votteler, Amo; Danuzzi, Max; Dubach, Fredi; and Schreiner,

Herbert. 4,479.030. CI. 174-48.000.
Schreuders. Hans G.: See-

Schilling, Peter; and Schreuders, Hans G., 4,478 642 CI
106-277.000.

.»'o.'«A «-i.

Schroeder, Clifford A.; and Fogg. Ralph L., to C. A. Schroeder, Inc
Method for strengthening duct cores. 4,478,657, CI. 156-64 000

Schuettenberg, Alexander D., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Gaso-
line compositions containing branched chain amines or derivatives
thereof 4,478,604, CI. 44-63.000.

Schulein, Manin: See—
Adier-Nissen. Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen, Georg W Olsen
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard. Steen; and Schulein. Martin. 4.478.854. Cl!
426-12.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrik; Jensen. Georg W Olsen
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,'856, Cl
426-46.000.

Adler-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler. Henrik; Jensen. Georg W.; Olsen.
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4,478,939, Cl
435-200.000.

Alder-Nissen, Jens L.; Gurtler, Henrick; Jensen. Georg W.; Olsen.
Hans A. S.; Riisgaard, Steen; and Schulein, Martin, 4.478 940 Cl'
435-209.000.

...
Schulte-Eiie, Kari H.; Snowden, Roger L.; and Muller, Bernard L., to

Firmenich SA. Process for the preparation of polyunsaturated cyclo-
aliphatic ketones. 4,479.01 1. Cl. 568-361.000.

Schulz, Gunter; Buschmann, Emst; and Zeeh, Bemd. to BASF Aktien-
gesellschaft. Preparation of Schiff bases of aminocycloalkanecar-
boxylic acids esters. 4,478,758, Cl. 260-465.00D.

Schulz, Gunter: See—
Michele, Helmut; Schulz, Gunter; and Wemer, Udo, 4.478 719 Cl

210-641.000.

Schurier, Rolf: See-
Meyer, Willy; Gass, Karl; Topfi, Wemer; Schuner. Rolf and

Pissiotas, Georg. 4,478,635, Cl. 71-92.000.
Schussler, Karl-Heinz: See—

Brucher, Eberhard; and Schussler. Karl-Heinz, 4.478.451. Cl.
294-106.000.
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Schust, Gerhard: See—
Hess, Peter; Muhling, Gunter; and Schust, Gerhard. 4,478,099, CI.

74- 1 1 .000.

Schuitenberg, Eckard: See—
Heiser. Joachim; Leutner, Volkmar; Schuttenberg, Eckard and

Weigle, Dieter. 4.478.136. CI. 91-506.000.
Schutz. Bernard R.. to Fine Art Pillow & Specialties Corp. Adjustable
cover for infant car seat. 4.478.453, CI. 297-219.000.

Schweyen, Paul R.: See—
^•rekh. Dhan N.; and Schweyen, Paul R,. 4,478.610. a.

SCM Corporation: See—
Holsworth. Richard M.; and Provder. Theodore, 4.478.073, CI.

Nadkami. Anil V.; Samal, Prasanna K.; Wang. James C; and Sunk
James E., 4.478.787, CI. 419-8.000.

Scudo. Aldo: See—
Lewis, Arthur M.; and Scudo, Aldo. 4.479.136, CI. 346-14000R

Secure Keyboards Limited: See—
Hirsch. Steven B., 4.479,112. CI. 340-365.0VL.

Seebacher. Gerhard: See—
PachonikjHorst; and Seebacher. Gerhard, 4,478,875. CI.

427-41.000.

Seider, Werner: See—
Kochndorfer, Michael; Kurtz. Rudiger; Meurer, Werner; Seider,
Werner; and Storr, Helmut, 4.478,684. CI. 162-337.000.

Seiko Instruments & Electronics Ltd.: See—
Tabata. Junichi. 4.479,121, CI. 340-785.000.

Seilcr, Hartmut, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Integrated circuit ampliner
for low mput voltages. 4,479.095, CI. 330-261.000

Seisu Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—

^TA^i\V:JX'i''^k^^^'^' "^'yoharu; and Hasegawa, SeiUro,
*,4/o, /lo, CI. 210-289.000.

Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^"*'°lp"l' "?": "'';°^^; Kawada. Yoshihiro; and Sakai. Junzo.
#,#/B,773, tl. 264-40.300.

Selden Gary F.. to Hughes Tool Company. Method of making tungsten
carbidegnt. 4,478,611, CI. 51-307.000.

*

Sellers, Janet R. Teaching device for severely retarded or physically
handicapped. 4.478,583, CI. 434-259.000.

Selh. Marino, to Fata Industriale S.p.A. Plant and method for regener-
atmg sand from foundry cores and moulds by calcination in a Hui-
dized-bed furnace. 4.478.572. CI. 432-13.000.

Seng, Stephen: See—
Hohman, Charles M.; Propster, Mark A.; Dunn. Charles; and Seng

Stephen, 4,478,627, CI. 65-27.000.
*

Sergienko, Vladimir Y.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov, Tleubai M.; Lynchak, Kima

A.; Muchnik, Simon V.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko
Vladimir Y.; Sapian, Vladimir G.; Koverya. Vladimir M Po-

'"f,^'
'yj«''<'el E.; Markovsky, Evgeny A.; Dmitrenko, v'alen-

tina v.; Bykov, Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and
Vopilov, Alexandr N., 4,478,633. CI. 71-37.000.

Sergovic, John A.: See—

^T^i» Ao r'J'^^li^i'iSl^-S^""'""'
"'°*'" ^'^ *"** Sergovic, John A.,

Sewerinson, Ake N.. to AEL Microtel, Limited. Two pilot frequency
control for communication systems. 4,479,256. CI. 455-265.000

Sfredda, Albert P. Automatic transmission. 4,478,100, CI. 74^206 000
Shaban, Atef M.: See—

^"^i"'<«*^'A*,£;=
''^°"' •'°°" '^' '"'^ Shaban, Atef M.. 4.479,020.

Shaffer. Dale A.; Kay. John W.; and Basquin, Maurice H., to Harmeson

4:4'78'4T5"cr*273^50R"*^'
^""'P'"''**^ basketball backboard.

Shaffer, Mary E.: See—

Shakespeare Company: See—
Ballard, Urry, 4,478.971. CI. 524-376.000.

??l",*y^' '°''" ^ Holder for game pieces. 4,478,417, CI.
273-150.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ikwnoto, Yutaka; and Tsuda, Hiroshi, 4,478,523, CI. 368-63.000

tJfJ 741 ^m.l^'byo^''
^^'^''^"°' *"'• ''""«*"• Fumiaki,

Ohba. Toshihiro; Kawaguchi. Masashi; Kinoshita. Hiroshi;

l^??i"^ """' ""'^ ^^^' "'sashi, 4,479,120. CI.

^?!/?!^^vJ*''"*''= ""* Miyatake, Shigehiro. 4,479.143, CI.
J3S-44.0UO.

Shaw David N.; and Bulkley. Clifford T., to Dunham-Bush, Inc.
Helical screw rotary compressor for air conditioning system having
improved oil management. 4,478,054, CI. 62-323 400

Sheck, Wah; Bewley Daniel T.; and Myles. Walter E.. to Crosfield
uata bystems. Inc. Method and apparatus for insuring that the trans-

35S2°90 cS""'"*
*^'"" '* '^°""«"°"* ^'''' '" support 4.479, 148, CI.

Sheehan, Terrence M.: See—

^'82^32000" ^' "** Sheehan, Terrence M., 4,478.117. CI.

Sheill. David D., to Rockwell International Corporation. Slack adjuster
for a disc brake. 4,478,317, CI. 188-71.900.

""jusrer

Shekleton, Jack, to Solar Turbines Incorporated. Combustors and gas
turbine engines employing same. 4,478,045, CI. 60-737.000.

Shell. John W.; and Gale. Robert M., to Alza Corporation. Ocular

MTs'sTci Suroo'*'***
'" '*° *''*^"*"* therapeutic forms.

Shell Oil Company: See—
Bekooij. Jurrianus; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Stachowiak, Stephen

tint's!a''l25^,T^'''
'"' '^'°"*"' "'""*^"^ P "••

Diaz, Zaida; and Miller, James H.. 4,478,612, CI. 55-29 000

M7t98^9"S.^!22!f42Si"
'-""•"'^"""««' ^ilhelmina J. M..

Shepard, Steve A.: See—
Haag, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greenley, Gordon A.; Shep-

ard, Steve A.; and Terry, F. Duncan, 4,479, 197, CI. 364-900.000

i™r4ircn73-f53 OOs"^'**^™™''""''
*"*""* ''*'""" P""'*'

Sherrod,I>onnell. Method and apparatus for proportioning of fuel
usage by a Huid fueled apparatus. 4,478,246, CI. 137-557.000

Sherwood Medical Company: See—

Shiba, Keisuke; Nakao, Sho; and Koizumi, Shigeo, to Fuji Photo Film

4&27 J 000
'""*"''"'"^

'''''°8"P*''<= printing plates. 4,478,930, a.

Shibata, Akira: See—

^^J'^b "irom'tsu; and Shibata, Akira, 4,479,190, CI. 364-556.000
Shibata, Kiyoshi: See—

Miyoshi. Yoshitake; Shibata, Kiyoshi; Watanabe, Toshio; Kai,
Masami; and Ohata, Yousuke, 4,478,506, CI. 355-3.0SH.

Shibuya Kunihiro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Appa-
ratus for feeding sheets. 4,478,401, CI. 271-22.000.

Shigematsu, Takashi: See—
Obayashi, Hideki; Kohama, Tokio; Kawai, Hisasi; Ina, Toshikazu:

7?5*'?f«'^*'"''"= ""^ Shigematsu, Takashi, 4,478,185, CI.
123-419.000.

Shikada, Tsutomu: See—

^Tlit^^t ^!f-i^ ^^^JSS^°'
'^*°™= "•** Shikada. Tsutomu,

»,* /O.BUI. CI. 423-235.000.
Shimada. Tamotsu; Kumada. Akio; Tokinaga, Daizo; Shinbo, Chiaki;
Honuchi. Hideyuki; and Takatsuji. Masamoto. to Hitachi, Ltd. Laser
surgical apparatus. 4,478.217. CI. 128-303.100.

Shimadzu Corporation: See—
Saito, Hidefumi; Hayashi, Munehiro; Mitani, Hisashi; Isaka.
Hiromu; and Andoh, Masanao, 4.478,046, CI. 62-6.000

Shimase, Akira: See—

^^wl*/^"''
'**'''*"'• "^o^r^i and Shimase, Akira, 4,479,060, CI.

Shimizu, Akihiko: See—
Inoue, Kiyoshi; and Shimizu, Akihiko, 4,479,044, CI. 219-69.00W

Shimizu. Keuchi. to Kokusan Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Door
handle assembly. 4.478,445, CI. 292-336.300.

Shimizu, Yutaka; Imura, Junichi; and Henmi, Shoichi, to Alps Electric
Co., Ltd. Rotary electric component. 4,479.106, CI. 338-160.000

Shimotsuma, Wataru: See
Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Sonoda, Nobuo; and Shimotsuma,

Wataru, 4.478.753. CI. 260-3%.OON.
""""uma,

Shinbo, Chiaki: See—
Shimada. Tamotsu; Kumada, Akio; Tokinaga. Daizo; Shinbo,

^11 IB iTnT'i'JSl"'
"'*'*y"'": *"d Takatsuji, Masamoto, 4,478,217,

Shinmoto. Jitsumi, to Tomi Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd Air
nng for inflation film molding. 4,478.564, CI. 425-72.00R

Shinoda. Masamitu; Tanaka. Ikuo; Yasuda, Tadahiko; Nakajima, Isao;
Adachi, Tutomu; and Ikeda. Giichi, to Teikoku Chemical Industry
Co., Ltd. Complex compounds. 4,478,995, CI. 536-46.000.

Shinoda, Yoshio; and Kuno, Akira, to Nippon Soken, Inc. Speed con-
trol system and method for automotive vehicles. 4,478,184. CI.
123-352.000. . . ,

».

Shionogi & Co.. Ltd.: See—
Yoshioka. Mitsuru; Uyeo, Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio; Kik-
kawa. Ikuo; Tsuji. Teruji; and Nagata, Wataru, 4,478.997, CI.
544-71.000.

Shioyama, Tod K.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Amination process.
4.479.009, CI. 564-447.000.

Shiozawa. Etuo; Ohnishi. Masahiro; and Harada, Shigeo, to Fuji Photo
Film Co.. Ltd. Light beam rotary printer. 4,479,133, CI. 346-108.000.

Shirogami. Tamotsu: See—
Ueno. Miisushi; Maoka. Tadanori; Murata, Kenji; and Shirogami.
Tamotsu, 4.478,918, CI. 429-38.000.

Shiroyama, Masaharu: See—
Sakaguchi, Shigeya; Shiroyama, Masaharu; and Ito, Hiroshi.

4,478.871. CI. 427-34.000.
Shobert. Alan L.: See—

Fickes, Michael G.; and Shobert, Alan L., 4,478,931, CI.
430-309.000.

Shoji. Masakazu: See—
Krambeck. Robert H.; and Shoji. Masakazu, 4,479,216, CI.

Showa Denko K.K.: See—
Adachi. Takeshi; Takeshita. Tettuo; and Matsuda, Itsuaki.

4,478,680, CI. 162-103.000.
Showa Denko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Mayumi. Yoshishige; Satoh. Kenzoh; Hasegawa, Kenji; and
Takahashi. Miteuyoshi, 4,478.899, a. 428-72.000.

Showa Tool Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kakino. Yoshiaki, 4,478,538, CI. 408-6.000.
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^'?7tl69,'jriV''209'SS''"'
''"'" '°' "" ''^'""' °^ •"' ""*

Shroff. James R.; and Loev, Bernard, to USV Pharmaceutical Corpora-

i'^7»?iA^^i°5L"^i"."%il"'*
'*"•' "* '" '*•« treatment of asthma.

4.4/8.834. tl. 424-246.000.
Shu, Peter H.: See—

''Mfe7Xa''«i-i25"olK''
''°'"" '' ""' '""' *•*•*' »••

Siegel, Jeffry A.: See—

Siegel. Leon S.. to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Control for an elec-
trostatic treater. 4.479.164. CI. 361-235.001

Siegel, Wolfgang: See—

"°,52*;m*,S2;^'"'^*'
"e'n™t; and Siegel, Wolfgang. 4.478,517. CI.

300-101.000.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Brunner, Anton; and Rieskamp. Klaus, 4.479.128. CI. 343-756.000
Fenk, Josef. 4,479,259, CI. 455-318.000.
Haeiidle, Joerg; and Maass. Wolfgang, 4.479.231. CI. 378-99.000.
Hass er. Dieter; and Trautenberg, Elmar, 4,478,083, CI. 73-620.000.

Uf?'*''' Pl«ef; and Trautenberg, Elmar. 4.478.084, CI. 73-620.000.
Ihlein, Walter, 4,478,906, CI. 428-324.000.
Neuwald, Anselm, 4,478,878, CI. 427-79.000.
Pachonik, Horst; and Seebacher, Gerhard, 4,478,875, Q.

427-41.000.

RcMenfeldt, Bemd; Weller, Gerhard; Wondra, Arthur; and Reis.
Edmund, 4,479,263, CI. 455-602.000.

Siemens-Allis, Inc.: See—
Checinski, Stanley S., 4,479,101, Q. 335-37.000.

Sieradski, Leonard M. Solar heating system. 4,478,210, CI. 126-418.000
Silver Creek Nurseries, Inc.: See—

Rhines, David W., 4,479,239. CI. 381-72.000.
Silverman, Daniel. Method of monitoring the spacial production of

hydrocarbons from a petroleum reservoir. 4.479.204. CI. 367-47 000
Simpson. John S. A.: See—

Campbell. Anthony K.; Simpson. John S. A.; and Woodhead.
James S., 4.478,817, CI. 424-7.100.

Singer Company, The: See—
Dicke, William C, 4,478,010, CI. 51-170.0TL.
"•ck^ Irwin A.; and Schneider, George W., Jr., 4,478,078, CI.

.

Hicks, Irwin A.; and Kee. David F., 4,478,079, CI. 73-253.000.
Siniscal, Paul D.; Benzing. J. Paige; and Matte, Louis G., to Rockwell

International Corporation. Newspaper container unloading appara-
tus. 4,478,327, CI. 193-40.000. " ^'^

Sink, William H., to Dana Corporation. Resilient drive means for a
clutch. 4,478,324, CI. 192-70.170.

Sinka, Joseph V.: See—

%.M2:*s. Jii5?s!"'*'
^'''" '' ""' ''""•• '^' ^'

^^"H^l^lJ^iS! ^ Torsion type exercise device. 4.478,413, CI.
272- 1 34.000.

SKA Associates: See—
Weinberg, Norman L.. 4,478,694. Q. 204-77.000.

Skahill. George. Directive antenna system employing a paraboloidal
mam dish and ellipsoidal subdish. 4,479,129, CI. 343-78LOOP

SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH: See—
Olschewski, Armin; Hetterich, Hermann; and Horling, Peter,

4,478,066, CI. 72-358.000.
*

Skinner, David R.; Stokes, Rex A.; Freeman, Lewis O.; and McNeill,
Alan R., to Commonwealth of Australia. Optical system for a spec-
trophotometer. 4,478,513, CI. 356-323.000.

Skinner, William O., to Press/Seal Gasket Corp. Radially expandable
locking sleeve device. 4,478,437, CI. 285-189.000.

Slater, Glenn L.; Weiler, Gerhard H.; Turoff. Robert; and Kitterman,
Lawrence, to Baxter Travenol Uboratories, Inc., by said Slater,
Turoff and Kitterman. Sterilizable container with inner closure and
collapse-resistant cover. 4,478,342, CI. 215-32.000.

Sluis, Carolyn J.: See—
^ofhok^^chary S.; and Sluis, Carolyn J., 4,478.000, CI.

47-58.000.

Smiley, Raymond E. Door hinging assembly for sliding glass door
structure. 4,478,267, CI. I60-97.0W.

Smith, Bruce E.: See—
Caspari, Frederick W.; Smith, Bruce E.; and Heuer, Daniel A..

4,479,248. CI. 455-183.000.
Smith, David G.: See—

Ainsworth, Anthony T.; and Smith, David G., 4,478,849, a.
424-285.000.

Smith, Derek J.: See-
Page, Ronald C; and Smith, Derek J., 4,478,104, CI. 74-479 000

Smith, Dewey H., Jr., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Appetite suppressing compositions and methods. 4,478,840, CI.
424-260.000.

Smith, Edgar C; and Campbell, James B., to Three Dimensional Pho-
tography Corporation. Method for stereoscopic photography.
4,478,639, CI. 430-9.000.

Smith, Michael B.: See—
Nolle, Kenneth G.; and Smith, Michael B., 4,478,282, Q.

166-281.000.

S»™j!j;.Murray S., Jr.; Perkins, Roger J.; Fryxell, Robert E.; and Young,
William R., to General Electric Company. Homogenous alloy pow-
der. 4,478,638, C\. 75-255.000.

L.; and Huang, Francis Y.,

Ltd. Condensing furnaces.

Smith, Robert L.: See—
Raba, Cari F., Jr.; Smith. Robert

4.478.736. CI. 252-180.000.
Smith. Robert W.. to Eneroil Research

4,478.158. CI. 110-215.000.
Smith, Waldo: See—

Dickens, David R.; Smith. Waldo; and Malin. Herbert. 4,478,901.
CI. 428-120.000.

SmithKline Beckman Corporation: See
Bryan, WillianrM., 4,478,984, CI. 525-333.600.

Smucker, Alvin J. M.; McBumey, Shawn L.; and Srivastava. Ajit K.. toBowd of Trustees Operating Michigan State University. Separation
method and apparatus. 4,478,710, CI. 209-17.000

Snavely, Eari S.: See—

"^5!^'^L^ ^"'*' ^' *"<* Snavely, Eari S., 4,478,280, CI.
166-260.000.

Snowden, Roger L.: See—

Snyder. Richard D, Broadband antennae employing coaxial transmis-
sion line sections. 4.479,130, CI. 343-802.000.

Sobrevin Societe de brevets industriels-Etablissmcnt: See—
S*r^?ii: Alberto G.; Bianchi, Massimiliano; and Riva, Merate,

4,478,375, CI. 242-47.010.
Societe Alsacienne de Construction de Materiel Textile- See—

Juillard, Yves. 4,478,255, CI. 139-21.000.
Juillard, Yves. 4,478,257. CI. 139-110.000.

Societe Alsacienne De Constructions Mecanniques De Mulhouse See—
Beaudoux, Michel; and Vuillet, Jean-Pierre, 4,478,254, ci. 139-

l.OOE.

Societe Comatel S.A.: See—
Cabaud, Aime , 4,477,969, CI. 29-739.000.

Societe Nationale de Liamiante: See—
Lalancette, Jean M.; and Drolet, Jean P., 4,478,796. CI. 423-155 000

Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine: See—
l^cheux. Didier; Lesec. James; and Prechner. Roland. 4.478.071.

Pemit. Michel. 4.478.720. CI. 210^659.000.
Socla, S.A.: See—

""X^'&ta^.^^': '^' •"'' ^'"«"'' Jean-Francois.

Solar Turbines Incorporated: See—
Shekleton. Jack. 4.478.045. CI. 60-737.000.

Solex Research Corporation: See—

o ..^.?'^'.^' ^°"°' ""'^ Nishimura, Sanji, 4,478,804, CI. 423-259.000.
Solhjell, Enk: See—

Lia. Herman; and Solhjell. Erik. 4,479,151, CI. 360-46000
Solid State Devices, Inc.: See—

Bartur, Meir; and Nicolet, Marc. 4.478.881. CI. 427-90.000.
S**"""'!; Horst; and Gronle. Hansgeorg. to EIring Dichiungswerke

rl^fi ai-T^r ?i??. .*^HER°"
*'''*' ""* method for making same

4,478,887, CI. 427-211.000.
Sone, Takeo: See—

Okada, Minoru; Sone, Takeo; Sakamoto, Shigeru; Koizumi. Yuii-
and Tsuda, Iwao, 4,478,541. CI. 409-232.000.

'

Sonoda, Nobuo: See—
Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Sonoda. Nobuo; and Shimotsuma.
Wataru. 4.478.753. CI. 260-396.00N.

Sony Corporation: See—

^^t^LA^^'*'™' "** Takano. Yoshiaki. 4.479.144. CI.
358-60.000.

Yokoya. Satoshi; and Numata. Norio. 4.479,234, CI. 381-15 000
Sorce, Peter S.: See—

Clifford, Earl W.; Perhach, John M.; and Sorce, Peter S., 4,478,070,

^4!4785H'a 350-381 OOO^
Corporation. Optical bypass switch.

Sorensen, George C. Boat. 4,478,166, CI. 114-290.000.
Somborger, William: See-

Buchanan, Charies W., 4,477,990, CI. 40-155.000.
Souchay, Philippe; and Glorie, Maurice, to Thomson-CSF. Device for

reduction of the false alarm ratio and monitor receiver comprising
such a device of this nature. 4,479,252, CI. 455-223.000.

Souillard, Gerald: See—
Pittion, Philippe; Andre, Guy; Souillard, Gerald; J'espere, Jean-

Louis; and Houte, Bernard, 4,478,381, CI. 248-71.000.
Soula, Gerard, to Rhone-Poulenc Specialites Chimiques. Isomerization

of bromohalogenobenzenes. 4,479,022, CI. 570-202 000
Souriau & Cie (SA): See—

Obeissart, Albert, 4,478,487, CI. 350-96.210.
South African Inventions Development Corporation: See-

Van der Merwe, Kirsten J.; and Poison. Alfred. 4,478,946, a.
436-518.000.

Southco, Inc.: See-
Ellis, Thomas J., 4,478,115, CI. 81-436.000.

Southwire Company: See—
Duke, John C, 4,478,063, CI. 72-42.000.

Sowards, Gregory E. Soccer training and practice device. 4,478,420,
CI. 273-411.000.

^^\°1\ Ji^" '^"'*'° ^^^^ 'y'"" *"d method. 4,479,238, CI.
381-61.000.

Spectra-Physics, Inc.: See—
Bradley, Martin P. T.; Miller, Leslie A.; McCall, Thomas J.; and

Middlebusher, Duane L., 4,478,095, CI. 73-864.210.
Spellman, Cedric P.: See-

O'Connor, Robert J., 4,478,730, CI. 252-34.700.
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Sperry Corporation: See—
Chi, CJ»o S.. 4,479.152. Q. 36046.000.
E>e Coene. Frins J. G. C; and Naaktgeboren, Adrianus, 4,478.027,

CI. 36-16.400.

'''i'^lJS'^*'*^ ": D»n''wort, Rudolf C; and Klcm. Charles D.,
4,479,070. a. 310-338.000.

Soref, Richard A.. 4,478,494, CI. 350-381.000.
Sperry, Jolm A.; and Maguire, Dennis D., to Autotype International

i^wn. ^^fllSl*''"'^™*''
<le"vatives of polyvinyl alcohol. 4,478,977.

CI, 52S-6 1.000.

Sponi^ Gary W.. to Pannutti. Antonio Valentino, a part interest. Ice-

4478"i6.'a SSw^'*'''*
'"*" ^^^ '°' **""'^« container.

Sprague Electric Company: See—
Finkelitein. Manuel; Dunkl, Franz C; and Ross, Sidney D

4,479,166,0.361-433.000. ^
'

Green, Gilbert E., Jr., 4,479.168, CI. 361-433.000.

^°^, .?1**J!1S'
°' •"** Finkelstein. Manuel. 4,479,167, CI.

361-433.000.

Sprague, Robert A., to Xerox Corporation. Variable length electro-op-
tic waveguides and applications therefor. 4.478,483, CI. 350-96 140

SPS Technologies. Inc.: See—

°3?2-21^a»^
*' "** **""' °*''"* ^•' *'*^^'^^ CI.

Square D Company: See—

^STi'w'SJi"***'
'' "^ ''*^*' Winfred R., 4,479.102. Q.

Srivasuva, Ajit K.: See—

'T M7JiTo" Cl1b9'*i7^*^'
''""" "" "^ '"^'"•-^*' ^J«

*H!!f',^".Nederlanden (Staaubedrijf der Posterijen. Telegrafie en
leiefonie): See—
de Keijzer. Johannes. 4.479,188, CI. 364-484.000.

Stacey, Enc J., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Band-pass sequence

i i5o .2^
symmetHMl componenu of multiphase AC power systems.

^,*/v, lou, 1.1. Jol-76.000.

Stachowiak, Stephen A.: See—
Bekooij. Jurrianus; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Stachowiak, Stephen

Stahle, Helmut: Koppe, Herbert; Kummer, Werner; Kobinger. Walter
and Stockhaus. Klaus, to Boehringer Ingelheim KG. Bradycardiac or

•**?'^ . 2-(N-(thienyl-2-methyl)-N-<2-fluoro-6-methyI.phenyl)-
amino)-2-imida2olme and salts thereof. 4,478,844. CI. 424-273 OOR

Standard Oil Company, The: See-
Mark, Seymour. 4,478.603, Q. 44-51.000.

^*?'i!',/f52U."'' °' "** S™'**' Michael B., 4,478,282. CI.
loo-Zsl.OOO.

•"^g .y'j^ejjyck A.; and Graham. Anne M.. 4.478.955, CI.

Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See—

4.478.954. CI. 518-700.000.
Hunt. Mack W.; and West. Charles T. 4,478,729. CI. 252-33.200

e ';«>«• Juwgen; and Ladeur. Bemhard H.. 4,478.900. CI. 428-92.000
Standard Products Company, The: See—

Jackson. Norman C. 4,478,020, CI. 52-309.130.
Stanley Aviation Corporation: See-

Arnold. Jack A.. 4.478.439. CI. 285-340.000.
Starck. James W.: See—

Maijer, Rolf; and Starck, James W., 4,478,576, CI. 433-3 000
SUtomat-Globe Maschinenfabrik GmbH: See—

Napierski, Reinhard. 4,477,966. CI. 29-596.000.
SuufTer Chemical Company: See—

Hyrak. Daniel L., 4,478,636, CI. 71-100.000
Suutt, Kirk B., to Global Nutrameal. Inc. Process of making shelf

suble, nutnent fortified cereal based food. 4,478.857, CI. 426-72 000
Stecklein, Gary L.. to Deere & Company. Spill sheet structure on

loader bucket. 4.477.987. CI. 37-1 18.0OR
Steelcase Inc.: See—

Faiks, Frederick S.. 4,478,454. CI. 297-316.000.
Steele, Raymond: See—

.

P™|»hu, Vasant K.; and Steele. Raymond. 4.479.226, CI. 375-1.000.
Steinberger, Helmut: See—

Schonfelder, Manfred; Haas, Peter, Avar, Geza; and Steinberaer
Helmut. 4.478,893, CI. 427-387.000.

aiemoerger,

Steiner, Edward: See—
Daughton, John W.; Gray. Gary A.; Wilciek. Stephen A.; and

Steiner. Edward, 4,478,509. CI. 355-14.00C.
Stelly, Curtis; and Amaud, Elmer J. Foldable loading ramp for all

lerrain/rrereational vehicles and the like. 4,478,549, CI. 414-537 000
Stemmler. Bruno: See—

^4!&.*S"\48*i"Sa*'"'
^"*"'= "^ ''*"""'"• «""'°'

Stenger, Anioine: See—
Mouzin, Gilbert,;^Cousse. Henri; Bonmiud. Bernard; Morre. Michel
and Stenger, Anioine, 4,478.836. CI. 424-248 540

Stephens, Leonart. Coal briquette and method. 4.478,60i. CI. 44-14.000.

Stewart. David G.: See—

Stewart, Robert C. Jr.: See—

''^78%% Cl'2'^JiSS"'
""^ ""' ""^"^ ^°^ ^- '''

Stewart. William H.: See—
Brightman. Barrie; Ellis, Thomas E.; Jones. James E.; Lenk, Pedro

f7il8 OES'
"* "** ^~***««*' "'o*'" ^- .'»79,0H Q.

Stobb, Inc.: See—
Stobb. Walter J.. 4.478.398. CI. 270-53.000.

Stobb. Walter J., to Stobb. Inc. System for routing a signature for
stitching using a lift finger. 4.478,398. CI. 270-53.00)

Stockhaus. Klaus: See—
St^le Helniut; Koppe. Herbert; Kummer. Werner; Kobinger,

c. .. ^*""i "!? Stockhaus. Klaus, 4,478,844, CI. 424-273.00R.
Stokes, Rex A.: See—

^'"m"^'' ,?"*''/'* S= ^^al'^J^^^ ^' freeman. Uwis O.; and
McNeill. Alan R., 4,478,513. CI. 356-323.000.

Stone Construction Equipment, Inc.: See—
Tobin, Robert A., 4.478.515. CI. 366-67.000.

Stopper, Herbert, to Burroughs Corporation. Wafer including test lead

324-7TSi'°
*™""** ^°^ *"'"** networks thereon. 4,479,088. CI.

Storage Technology Partners: See—
Chang. Jenq-Sian; and Chang, Yih-Jau, 4.478,679, CI. 156-653.000.

atorr, Helmut: See

—

Kochndorfer. Michael; Kuru. Rudiger; Meurer. Werner; Seider.
Werner; and Storr. Helmut. 4.478.684, CI. 162-337.000

i"4.'74TOr''
^ ^""^'-^^SO «"<* system for tankers. 4,478.165. Q.

^'STnm'mo"*"
^

'
*° **'*^"^°' ^^- Composite rivet. 4,478,544, CI.

Strata Bit Corporation: See—
Radtke, Robert P.. 4.478.297, CI. 175-329.000

Strinning, Olof B. S.: See—

^JPj. Anne-Marie; and Strinning, Olof B. S., 4,478,855, CI.
420-41.000.

Strohmeyer, Max: See-
Fischer, Karl; Grenacher, Armin V.; Herr, Manfred; and Stroh-

meyer, Max, 4,479,012, CI. 568-454.000.
Stromberg-Carlson Corp.: See—

Brightman, Barrie; Ellis, Thomas E.; Jones, James E.; Lenk, Pedro

f^ii iB^oc?'
^'""™ "•: *"<• Woodward, John W., 4,479,034. CI.

Sturm, Karl; Muschaweck. Roman; and Hropot. Max. to Hoechst

f478l4rcr'42£269 a«
^''**""'" *"** **'**' "* " salidiuretics.

Suburban Duplicator Repair, Inc.: See—
Commers, Louis P., 4.478.400, Q. 271-3.100.

Suciu. George D.; Kwon, Joon T; and Shaban, Atef M.. to Lummus
S,"!.^^ ^* Production of halohydrins. 4,479.020. CI.
5o8-8S0.000.

Sugasawa. Fukashi. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Automatic

«f <i/^
control system for audio equipment. 4,479,237, Q.

Sugimoto, Tadahiro, to Daito Seiki Company Limited. Metal-sawina
machine. 4,478, 120, CI. 83-7 1 .000.

*

Sugo, Yasuhisa: See-
Sato, Masashi; and Sugo. Yasuhisa. 4.479.200, CI. 365-175.000

Sulcek, Charles E., to Whirlpool Corporation. Compactor door with
literature storage compartment. 4.478.465, CI. 312-183.000.

Sullivan, James D., to Vanner. Inc. DC Power system having battery
voltage equalizer circuit. 4,479,083, CI. 320-6.000.

Sumitomo Electric Industries. Inc.- See—
Akai, Shin-ichi. 4,478.675. CI. 156-605.000.
Ishise. Kojiro; and Kojima. Keiichi. 4.479,031. CI. 174-73.00R

Sumner. Cynl R.. to Halliburton Company. Positive fire indicator
system. 4.478.294. CI. 175-4.560.

Sun Electric Corporation: See

—

Karpowycz, Ihor B.. 4.479,057. CI. 250-343.000.
Sun Tech, Inc.: See—

Hsu. Chao-Yang; and Lyons, James E.. 4.478.752, CI. 26O.396.00R.
Sunbeam Corporation: See—

Khaja. Farees U.; Ernest. Robert O.; Gronwick, Jerry P.; and
Bristol. Howard A.. 4,479,047, CI. 219-225.000.

Sundstrand Corporation: See-
Brenner. Kenneth I.; and Wollschlager, Joseph F., 4,478,130, CI.

91-6.500.

PoIIman, Frederic W., 4.478.041. CI. 60-444.000.
Sunk. James E.: See—

Nadkami. Anil V.; Samal. Prasanna K.; Wang. James C; and Sunk.
James E. 4,478,787, CI. 419-8.000.

Sunstar Giken Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kohno. Kiyoshi; Nishikawa, Satoshi; Hattori, Yoshiya; and Kitao

Kohji, 4,478,990, CI. 526-279.000.
Super Sack Manufacturing Corporation: See-

Derby, Norwin C; and Williamson, Robert R.. 4.479.243. CI.
383-24.000.

Surdi. Jean M., to S.N.E.C.M.A. Fan blade axial and radial retention
device. 4,478,554, CI. 416-221.000.

Suwahara, Hirosi: See—
li. Akira; Morikawa. Toshio; and Suwahara, Hirosi, 4.478.764, CI.

261-SO.OOA.
Suzuki. Hiroaki: See—

Misono. Shinji; and Suzuki. Hiroaki, 4,478,973, CI. 524-496.000.
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Suzuki, Koji: See-
Kawasaki, Masahiro; Aoki, Harumi; and Suzuki, Koji, 4,479,062,

CI. 250-578.000.
J.

. . .

Suzuki, Shigehisa: See—
Kumagai, Munehito; and Suzuki, Shigehisa, 4.479.156. CI.

360-104.000.

Suzuki, Shinichi, to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Ava-
lanche photo-diode bias circuit. 4,479,052, CI. 250-2 14.00R.

Suzuki, Sigeru, to Kuroda Precision Industries Ltd. ConUct sensor
4,477,976. CI. 33-169.00R.

Svensson, Sten-Eric; and Andersson, GusUf A., to Frigoscandia Con-
tracting AB. Apparatus for heat treatment. 4.478.141. CI. 99-476.000.

Sweeney. Paula C: See-
Hopkins. William J.; Sweeney, Paula C; and Bailey, David G..

4,478,728, CI. 252-8.570.

Swenson, Donald A.: See—
Brau, Charles A.; Swenson, Donald A.; and Boyd, Thomas J., Jr.,

4.479,218, CI. 372-2.000.

Sydansk, Robert D., to Marathon Oil Company. Process for improving
waterflood performance in heterogeneous clay-sensitive formations.
4,478,283, CI. 166-292.000.

Synthelabo: See-r-

Kaplan, Jean-Pierre; and Raizon, Bernard, 4.478,851, Q.
424-330.000.

Szell nee Hasenohri. Erzsebet: See—
Bajusz, Sandor; Szell nee Hasenohri, Erzsebet; Barabas, Eva; and
Bagdy. Daniel. 4.478,745. CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Tabata. Junichi. to Seiko Instruments & Electronics Ltd. Electrochro-
mic display device having constant color density and driving method
therefor. 4,479.121, CI. 340-785.000.

Taboola Pty. Limited: See—
Preddey, Brian F.. 4.478,061, CI. 70-358.000.

Tachikawa Spring Co.. Ltd.: See—
Urai. Muneharu, 4.478,383, CI. 248-429.000.

Tagami. Tomoyuki. to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Radia-
tor mounting mechanism. 4.478,306. CI. 180-229.000.

Taguchi, Masahiro; Kuwakado, Satosi; and Tsuge. Noboru. to Nippon
Soken. Inc. Safety seatbelt retractor. 4.478,433, CI. 280-807.000.

Taguchi. Mitsuo: See—
Miyoshi, Tadahiko; Yoshikawa, Masanori; and Taguchi. Mitsuo.

4,478,704, CI. 204412.000.
Takada, Toshiyuki: See-

Fujikawa. Tetsuzo; and Takada. Toshiyuki. 4.478.180. CI. 123-
59.0BS.

Takagi, Norio; and Aoyagi. Hiroshi. to Teijin Limited. Process for
preparing cast film of thermoplastic resin. 4,478,772, CI. 264-22.000.

Takahashi, Mitsuyoshi: See—
Mayumi, Yoshishige; Satoh, Kenzoh; Hasegawa, Kenji; and

Takahashi. Miuuyoshi. 4,478.899, CI. 428-72.000.
Takai. Hiromitsu; and Shibata, Akira, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Detect-

ing apparatus using a digital computer. 4.479.190, CI. 364-556.000.
Takai. Kazuki; Okada, Hitoshi; and Yamaguchi, KaUumi. Auto-loading
mechanism in a magnetic recording/reproducing apparatus.
4,479.155, CI. 360-96.500.

Takai. Kiyoshi: See—
Okuno. Ryuzo; Toyoda, Keio; Sarai, Masahiro; and Takai, Kiyoshi,

4,478.574. CI. 432-180.000.

Takai. Tom; Takei, Kenji; and Nagano. Youichi. to Nippon Seiko
Kabushiki Kaisha. Conical roller bearing. 4,478.463. CI. 384-482.000.

Takano. Yoshiaki: See—
Yamazaki, Shigeni; and Takano, Yoshiaki. 4.479,144. Q.

358-60.000.

Takao, Miuunori; and Mizuno, Toshiaki. to Toyou Jidosha Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and apparatus for controlling an intenial
combustion engine. 4.479,186, CI. 364431.050.

Takara Co., Ltd.: See—
Wakase, Hiroshi, 4,478,313, CI. 185-39.000.

Takatsuji, Masamoto: See—
Shimada, Tamotsu; Kumada, Akio; Tokinaga, Daizo; Shinbo,

Chiaki; Horiuchi. Hideyuki; and Takatsuji. Masamoto, 4,478,217,
CI. 128-303.100.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Inc.: See—
Tanaka, Michio; Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, 4,478,894, CI.

427-388.200.

Takehara, Masahiro: See—
Ogino, Keizo; Takehara, Masahiro; Miyoshi. Takeshi; and Sagawa,

Koichiro. 4.478.734. CI. 252- 1 1 7.000.

Takei, Kenji: See—
Takai, Toru; Takei, Kenji; and Nagano, Youichi, 4,478,463, Q.

384482.000.

Takei, Toshihiro: See—
Watanabe. Kiyohiko; Matsui. Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei,

Toshihiro; Nakamura. Toshiaki; and Ohnishi. Shunsaku.
4,478,550, CI. 415-53.00T.

Takenaka, Shigeo; and Kamohara, Eiji, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of shadow mask manufacture. 4,478.589,
CI. 445-37.000.

Takeoka, Yoshikatsu; and Yasuda. Nobuaki. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for manufacturing optical type recording
medium. 4,478,768, CI. 264-1.400.

Takeshita. Tetsuo: See—
Adachi. Takeshi; Takeshita. Tetsuo; and Matsuda, Itsuaki.

4.478,680, CI. 162-103.000.

Tamai, Yasuo: See—
Mizuno, Chiaki; and Tamai. Yasuo. 4,478.908. a. 428-327.000.

Tamura, Hifumi; Ishiuni, Tohru; and Shimase. Akira, to Hitachi, Ltd.
Apparatus for irradiation with charged particle beams. 4,479.060. a.
250-398.000.

Tamura, Kohki: See—
Fujita. Kazunori; Tamura. Kohki; Kawana, Hidejiro; Iwamoto,

Kazuo; and Horiba. Tatsuo, 4,478,917. CI. 429-33.000.
Tamura. Tadashi, to Carl Freudcnberg, Firma. Air filter. 4,478.620. CI.

55486.000.

Tanaka, Atsuyuki, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrosutic
recording apparatus. 4,478,504, CI. 355-1.000.

Tanaka, Hideo: See—
Yazaki, Mitsuyoshi; Tanaka, Hideo; and Nakamura, Masayoshi.

4,478.735. CI. 252-135.000.
Tanaka. Hisashi: See—

Watanabe, Osamu; Tanaka, Hisashi; Yoshino, Hitoshi; and
Sadamasu, Toshiaki, 4,478.767, CI. 261-130.000.

Tanaka. Ikuo: See—
Shinoda, Masamitu; Tanaka, Ikuo; Yasuda, Tadahiko; Nakajima,

Isao; Adachi. Tutomu; and Ikeda, Giichi, 4.478.995, CI.
536-46.000.

Tanaka, Masakazu; and Murayama, Ken. to Toyo Boseki Kabushika
Kaisha. Polyvinyl chlonde composition. 4,478,961, CI. 523-105.000.

Tanaka, Michio; Kamatani, Yoshio; and Nasu, Koji, to Takeda Chemi-
cal Industries, Inc. One-pack type thermosetting polyurethane coat-
ing composition. 4,478,894, CI. 427-388.200.

Tanaka, Yoshikazu: See—
Yamamuro. Sigeaki; Hirano, Hiroyuki; Morimoto, Yoshiro; and

Tanaka, Yoshikazu. 4,478,105, CI. 74-730.000.
Tanaka, Yoshio. to Clarion Co., Ltd. Pushbutton tuner. 4,478,097, CI.

74-10.330.

Tanaka. Yoshio: See—
Nishikawa, Yasuhisa; Tanaka, Yoshio; Hasumi, Ryoichi; and

Koizumi, Takashi, 4,478.098, CI. 74-10.330.
Tandberg Data A/S: See—

Lia, Herman; and Solhjell, Erik, 4.479.151, CI. 360-46.000.
Taniguchi, Takashi; and Mibae, Jiro, to Toray Industries, Inc. Anti-fog-

ging coating film. 4,478.909, CI. 428-331.000.
Tanikawa. Isao: See—

Maruhashi. Yoshitsugu; Tanikawa. Isao; and Hirata, Sadao,
4.478.889, CI. 427-230.000.

Tanner, William D. Air pilot valve controller. 4.478.240. CI.
137-315.000.

Tanouchi, Masatoshi; and Akiyama, Hirshumi, to Asahi Kasei Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Adsorptive separation method. 4,478,723, CI.
210-674.000.

Taschner, Heinz: See-
Fischer, Wolfgang; Gehre, Gerhard; Korf, Rainer; Lorenz, Renate;
and Taschner, Heinz, 4,478,579, CI. 433-222.000.

Tashiro, Tsuneo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Develop-
ing apparatus for improved charging of flying toner. 4,478,505, CI.

355-3.0DD.
Taub, Alan I.: See-

Huang, Shyh-Chin; Chang. Keh-Minn; and Taub, Alan I..

4,478,791, CI. 420-590.000.

Tavano. John B. Sloped glazing structure. 4.478,013, CI. 52-92.000.
Taylor. Thomas A.: See-

Walker. Lewis; and Taylor. Thomas A.. 4.478.207, CI. 126-101.000.
Tchoukran, Israel: See—

Vofsi, David; Reich. Shymon; Tchoukran, Israel; and Mayoral,
Joaquin, 4,478.770, CI. 264-2.100.

Teijin Limited: See—
Takagi. Norio; and Aoyagi, Hiroshi. 4.478.772. Q. 264-22.000.

Teikoku Chemical Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—
Shinoda, Masamitu; Tanaka. Ikuo; Yasuda. Tadahiko; Nakajima.

Isao; Adachi. Tutomu; and Ikeda. Giichi, 4,478,995, CI.
53646.000.

Teissedre. Robert: See—
Blancou, Hubert; Commeyras, Auguste; and Teissedre. Robert,

4,478,760. CI. 260-465.700.

Tekcast Associates, Inc.: See—
Schaer, Leonard S., 4.478,567. CI. 425-150.000.

Teknor Apex Company: See-
Dickens. David R.; Smith. Waldo; and Malin, Herbert, 4,478.901,

CI. 428-120.000.

Teramachi, Hiroshi. Linear ball bearing unit. 4,478.462. CI. 308-6.00C.
Terry. F. Duncan: See—

Haag. George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greenley, Gordon A.; Shep-
ard, Steve A; and Terry. F. Duncan. 4.479.197. CI. 364-900.000.

Terry, Michael B.: See-
Larson, David N.; Ireland. Jeffrey; and Terry. Michael B.,

4,479,097. CI. 331-111.000.

Tessier, Jean; Demoute. Jean-Pierre; and Bonin, Werner, to Roussel
Uclaf Ester. 4.478,850. CI. 424-304.000.

Tessitore, Pietro T. 2-(l-Alkyl-5-nitro)-imidazolyl-l-(2-hydroxy-5-
alkyl)-phenyl carbinols and pharmaceutical compositions containing
them. 4.478,846, CI. 424-273.00R.

Testa. Vincent M., Jr., to Vinal Realty Trust. Tool for use in stripping
shingles. 4.477.972. CI. 30-172.000.

Testut Aequitas: See—
Valadier, Jean-Claude. 4,478.093. CI. 73-862.650.

Texaco Canada Resources Ltd.: See-
Klein. George D.. 4.478,278, CI. 166-105.000.

Texaco Inc.: See

—

Cuscurida, Michael; and Krause, Walter P., 4,479,010, CI.
564477.000.
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Texas Instnimenis Incorporated: See—

'*Mo52?44o"''"'
^''' '"*' ^'"'''"'' ^"^ "- '•'79.124, CI.

Schabowsici. John. 4.479.178. CI. 364-200.000.
Th. Goldschmidt AG; See—

'^K;.^""!;^"1'«"-
'^ollmeier. Hans-Joachim; Ummerting.

52I-T"2'000"
^"^enhagen. Rolf-Dieter. 4.478.957. CI.

Thaler. Warren A.: See—

Thennacore. Inc.: See—
Ernsr Donald M.. 4.478.275. CI. 165-133.000.

Thiokol Corporation: See—
Johnson. Dell A.. 4.478.040. CI. 60-225.000

Thompson Bagel Machine Mfg. Corp See—
Thompson. Daniel T., 4.478.565. CI 425-141 000

^K;?!I"'*1
"^ •

'°
'^0'".P«'" Bagel Machine Mfg. Corp. Com-pact dough dividmg and formmg machine. 4.478,565. CI 425-141 000Thompson. Roger A., to Adolph Coors Company. Variable t«tkir

•pparatus. 4.478.336, CI. 209-588.000. ^ ^ "' *"

'^reT47fS{:,^il!;?4°'oa)"'
'"''""'" '°' '»" '"»^* ''P ='-^-

^frmTnSU&'c??!-?^^^^^^^
Thomson-CSF: See—

^"JsSS'oOo"*"''''
""* G««<«™«>«. Robert. 4.479.266. Cl.

ThpiP™!lfI;.'''''"PK
'"'' G'0"e- Maurice. 4.479.252. CI. 455-223.000.Thr« Dimensional Photography Corporation- See—

TiceflSb^SJ-^ '
*"'* ^^'"P'*"' '"'"« B

•
'».*78.639. CI. 430-9.000.

Tiegtl M^IIIufitrin'^gtom^'S:^-^'
''"'''"^^ ^'^ '''^''''^

Tiegel. Ralph G.. 4.478,919. CI. 429-179.000.

.{ir is ° ' '° """'^g*' Manufacturing Company. Side terminal leadalloy product and process. 4,478,9 1 9. Cl. 429-1 79 000
rjampens. Germain R,; and Coomans, Abraham, to U.S. Philips Cor-poratioir High-pressure discharge lamp having shielding meSis
T^l"^ °^„*!?/°" "''"<!« 4.479.071. Cl 313-25 000.

*

ijcM Holding BV: See—
T«iJ!l*"B?!!!"'*^"""r''"^§; ''"J**"'' *.*77.961. Cl. 29-458.000.

trh ^S^rJ'.^rJT:^}^f^?r.^^'^r,^i' l^-^o^r mi,er
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T^«lLWii"''".™i^'".« •*="°"- *''*78.515. Cl. 366-67,000.

"^^olSj cell.''537i.o'?7"'a."I5a%-(5^^
""*"•' ^"-" '^'^y P»'<«°-

Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd.: See—

Toki^nTr^? sii*"**
^""''*' "'"*'''• ^•'78'''73. CI. 524-496.000.

'^'ilTJ^"'."*'?^' ^^°' '^°^' "*foaW; Nakazawa."kichi-and Waka' Atsuhiro. 4.478.649. Cl. I48-12.00C
Tokinaga. Daizo: See—

Shjnwdf. Tamoisu; Kumada. Akio; Tokinaga. Daizo; Shinbo

a ?28.3oTia)
''"'''• "** '^'^''"J*' M«anioto;4.478!2n:

Tokyo Seat Kabushiki-Kaisha: See—
Mitsui. Hideo, 4.478,456. Cl. 297-410.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Fukumitsu. Akira, 4.479.209. Cl. 369-77.200
Hirose, Minoni, 4.479.049. Cl. 235-379.000.
Kamata, Imo; and Ohyama. Satoshi. 4,479.165, Q. 361-335000Kanuma, Akira. 4.479. 193. Cl. 364.90oi.000.

'

iSfl'S.boa*"*'*'*'*'
"'*' '^°'™^' "''°*'''* *'*78.655. CI.

Nagano. Katsumi. 4.479.086. CI. 323-315.000.
Nara. Seietsu. 4.479.187. a. 364-478.000.

74'?5i9'f;?ni4.TO7'ss'''
'"'^^ •"** •^""-y""*- ^^-''•

&HTr"S:h't"4:4'^^oS''S: '7r62roS'°^'
^'- "'-''°«»-

Shibuya, Kunihiro, 4.478,401, Cl. 271-22.000

T^IHt, Ite f"**
'^'^ohara, Eiji. 4.478.589, CI. 445-37.000.

2(S^^i)0
*" "**^ Nobuaki. 4.478,768, Cl.

Tashiro. Tsuneo. 4.478,505, Cl. 355-3.0DD.
Uchida, Yukimasa. 4.479.202. Cl. 365-190.000

"^

TrmS;rM^8*'^rCl'"5ST^ ""'^^-^ ""^ S*-'"*-'-

Watanabe. Tohru, 4.478,678, Cl. 156-643.000
Yamagami. Nobuhiko. 4,479,192, Cl. 364-719 000
Yamaguchi, Tetsuo. 4.478.525. Cl. 368-273.000.

Toliyattinsky Politekhnichesky Institut: See—

'•rM7?.5?i?y.??KS:o^r'^
'•= ""' ^''*™^"'*^' ^'""-^^

Tomi Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. See—
Shinmoto. Jitsumi, 4,478,564, CI. 425-72 OOR

Tominaga, Hiroo; Fujimoto, Kaoru; and Shikada T«iitn«.. .«
!.hik«wajim«.H«ima Jukogyo Kabuihit^KafsSa MethS fSZrifl

Tn!liln"w
•"' '^ ^*'£ hydrogensulfates. 4,478,80i;cr 423 235 «»'

l°SjS'^i:^Ji.^\%^A^^^^^^ ror the treat-

1 opfl, Werner: See—
Meyer, Willy; Gass, Karl; Topfl, Werner; Schurter. Rolf andPissiotas. Georg. 4,478.635. Cl. 71-92.000.

""""' *°"' *"''

Tophinke. Franz, to CLAAS OHG. Self-Drouelled harv«»*r tKr-.!.-,
with axial product flow. 4.478.226, Cl l'S27Sr

Toray Industries, Inc.: See—
Kato Akinori; and Chujo, Yoshihiro, 4,478,508, Cl. 355- 14 OOR

'^M'^ryn^cT^fo-ys^^'
^°^''°= -<' ^«"«"- -^issSro.

Toral^slL^oS;- Ja.tli.'Se-'"'
'"°' ''*''''^' ^'^ *""'«»•

Tori21i'!Taka^okrL"-
^'^'"""' A""*"' '''^S'^S. Cl. 427-407.300.

'''£ko';r4%tr6;,"gi'5&^^
^'^^'' »«* ^^y^^^

Toshiba Corporation: See
Watanabe, Osamu; Tanaka, Hisashi; Yoshino, Hitoshi- andSadamasu, Toshiaki, 4.478,767. Cl. 261-130.000.

'^"''""a
Totten, Gail S.: See—

^
a*"3-?So.''

**• '^°"*"' °*" ^' *"** ^"*°"' ^"^ A., 4.477.930.

Totten. Robert P.; Totten. Gail S.; and Wilson Marv A to Mit»i
Medical International. Inc. Naturki tissue ffvSj^andmrthSTSmaking same. 4,477,930. Cl. 3-1.500

meinoa ot

Toyo Boseki Kabushika Kaisha: See—

'^*5"2tTo5.O0a'''""'
'"** Murayama. Ken. 4.478.961. Cl.

Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—

Toyo'*£!lrKi•.st^Td' 5.ti'
"'°^*' '•'''•*^' ^'- '"^'^'^

''4:47t8?9.^.°tS:ooS"''""*' ^"°= "^ "'""^ S«teo.

Toyoda. Keio: See—
"^

M7°8.?7rci.'43a.gS°=
^™' '^"*''*"'= "*' Tdcai. Kiyoshi.

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: 5ee—
Azuma. Kazuo, 4.477,978, Cl. 33-180.0AT

"a*hi;^n^5?5Ucr3i^ '''°' -^ ^•'-''

^T78Si.*'cTibS;i)oo^'''''''*'*=
'"'' ^"»»'**'»*' ^•«»«--

Kinoshita, Kenzi; Niimi, Yukihide; Urushidani, Masahiro; andOhnaka, Hidemi, 4,478.192. Cl. 123-489.000
«^'™. wa

^k«K- ^'^"f^"' <^!'"r'*'
'^*''«*'*; *^'«<»*' Mutsumi; Kotani.Takeshi; and Inoue.TokuU. 4.478.182. Cl. 123-188.00M.

Oteyashi. Hideki; Kohama, Tokio; Kawai. Hisasi; Ina. Toshikazu-

niAlS.oS '
"'"* Shigematsu. Takashi.' 4578.185, Cl!

^!S1*' ^T^"i°' I?''*'
Masahiko; Hori. Osamu; Murata, Kimito-

shi; and Nakao. Hatsuo. 4,479.063, Cl. 290.30.6oR

293™?02'000°**'''°' '"** Sanmiya, Tsugumi, 4.478,447. Q.

Waunabe. Hanio. 4.478.193. Cl. 123-489.000

Toyota Jidosha Kabushki Kaisha: See—
Kawai. Taiyo, 4,478,190. Cl. 123-478.000.

Toyou Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

y^ul'^u^'^^,"'' »!^"°' Yoshiharu; Saito. Atsunori; Kara.

IM-^200o''
*" Mateushima, Katsuaki, 4,478.274. ct

Nakano, Jiro. 4.479.184, Cl. 364-424.000.

36M3l'oS''"°"' ""* ^'^""°' '^°**''«*'' 4.479,186, Cl.

Toyou Jidoshi Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^''26M0 OOa"'"'*'*'
^"^'°' *"** S"^*'""'' "'fo*'. 4.478,764, Q.

Tran, Tuan P.: See—

'^?9''-603^ ° '
^"^' ^"*" ^'' *"•* '^**'' ^' °' •77.968, Q.

Trane Company, The: See—

^"a^Hs-mm"'
^°'^^' "*"^ ^' ""* ®""' '^'"' °' '•78.277,

Transamerica Delaval Inc.: See—
Samek, Norbert E., 4,478,495. Cl. 350-392.000.

Trautenberg, Elmar: See—
Hassler, Dieter; and Trautenberg, Elmar, 4,478,083. Cl. 73-620000
Hauler Dieter; and Trautenberg. Elmar. 4.478.084. CI. 73-620.000'

1 reiss. cnch: See—

Trend. John E.: See—

Tr«,H''S';wS''^A^ui'"'**7L^'"J.'
^°'"' ^^ •78.967. Cl. 524-86.000.

I rend Rock Bit Alberta. Ltd.: See—
Dorosz, Dennis D. E.. 4.478.299. Cl. 175.369.000.

Tneselt, Wolfgang: See—
Klahr, Erhard; Rebaflca. Walter; Nissen, Axel; Trieselt, Wolfgang;
and Hettche, Albert, 4,479,016, Cl. 568-606.000.

Troxell, Lillian H.: See—

^°54229i Ow'*'"**'
*"** ^'°""' '''"'*" "•' •''•OO'' Cl.

Tsai. Wei: See—

^m-h^^^
B

:

Gray. Roger E.; and Tsai. Wei. 4.479.100, Cl.

Tsuboto, Nobuyoshi; and Miyake. Ichio, to Mizuno Corporation. Base-
ball glove. 4.477,927. Cl. 2-19.000.

H""""n. mise

Tsuda. Hiroshi: See—
Ikemoto, Yutaka; and Tsuda, Hiroshi, 4,478,523, Q. 368-63.000.
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Tsuda, Iwao: See—
Okada, Minoru; Sone, Takeo; Sakamoto, Shigeru; Koizumi, Yuii-
and Tsuda. Iwao, 4,478,541, Cl. 409-232.000.

Tsuge, Noboru: See—
Taguchi, Masahiro; Kuwakado. Satosi; and Tsuge, Noboru

4,478.433. Cl. 280-807.000.
Tsuji. Sadahiko; and Tsunekawa. Tokuichi. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
Weighted metering device in camera. 4.478.503, Cl. 354-480.000

Tsuji, Teruji: See—
Yoshioka, Mitsuru; Uyeo, Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio; Kik-
kawa, Ikuo; Tsuji, Teruji; and Nagata, Wataru, 4.478.997. Cl.
544-71.000.

Tsunekawa, Tokuichi: See—
Tsuji. Sadahiko; and Tsunekawa, Tokuichi, 4,478,503, Cl.

Tsuzuku, Susumu; Hira, Yasuo; Gotoh, Masao; Yokono, Hitoshi; and
Hosoe, Yoshihisa, to Hitachi. Ltd. Screen for projection television.
4.478.902. Cl. 428-174.000.

Tubbs. Dean L. Apparatus for aerating water supplies. 4.478.765. Cl.
261-76.000.

Tucker, Ruth L. Language syntax educational system. 4,478,582, Q.
434- 1 70.000.

Tullin, Flemming, to Ortofon Manufacturing A/S. Method and plug for
securing a connecting wire to a tubular pin. 4,478,475, Cl. 339-97.00R.

Tuominen, Tapio K.: See—
Aaltonen, Olavi A.; Malmstrom, Rolf E.; Nermes, Esko O.; and
Tuominen, Tapio K., 4,478,394, Cl. 266-162.000.

Turner, S. Richard; Walker, Thad O.; and Thaler, Warren A., to Exxon
Research & Engineering Co. Sodium styrene sulfonate-co-sodium-n-
(4-sulfophenyl)-maleimide- an improved viscosity control additive
4.478.727. Cl. 252-8.50C.

TurofT. Robert: See-
Slater. Glenn L.; Weiler. Gerhard H.; TurofT. Robert; and Kitter-
man, Lawrence, 4,478,342, Cl. 215-32.000.

Turra International, Inc.: See—
Capps, Timothy L., 4,478,607, Cl. 48-189.000.

Tunioka, Shigeo: See—
Imahashi, Hiromichi; Turuoka, Shigeo; Kuniya, Keiichi; lizuka,
Tomio; and Kawahara, Akira, 4,478,363, Cl. 228-131.000.

Twieg, Robert J.: See—
Gendler, Paul L.; and Twieg, Robert J., 4,478,687, Cl. 204-2.000.

Tyler Refrigeration Corporation: See-
Ibrahim, Fayez F., 4,478,047, Cl. 62-82.000.

Ibrahim, Fayez F., 4,478,051, Cl. 62-212.000.
Tyndall, Howard W. Portable workshop. 4,478,467, Cl. 312-250.000.
Uchida, Seiya; and Ashikaga, koichi, to Iwasaki Tsushinki Kabushiki

Kaisha. Power source circuit. 4,479,085, Cl. 323-280.000.
Uchida, Yukimasa, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. CMOS

Sense amplifier. 4,479,202, Cl. 365-190.000.
Ueda, Masahiro; Noba, Masahiko; Hori, Osamu; MuraU, Kimitoshi; and
Nakao, Hatsuo, to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatic
engine stop-restort system. 4,479,063, Cl. 290-30.00R.

Uede, Hisashi: See—
Ohba, Toshihiro; Kawaguchi, Masashi; Kinoshita, Hiroshi;

Kanatani, Yoshihani; and Uede, Hisashi, 4,479,120, Cl.
340-781.000.

Uemura, Tadahiro: See—
Kurihara, Masaru; Harumiya, Noriho; and Uemura, Tadahiro,

4,478,717, Cl. 210-500.200.

Ueno, Mitsushi; Maoka. Tadanori; Murata, Kenji; and Shirogami.
Tamotsu, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Fuel cell
stack. 4.478.918. Cl. 429-38.000.

UfFner, William E.; White. Robert N.; and Harrington. Edward R., to
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation. Blended pressure-sensitive
asphaltic based adhesives. 4.478.912. Cl. 428-349.000.

Uhrin. Robert: See-
Belt. Roger F.; and Uhrin. Robert. 4,478,676, Cl. 156-616.00R.

Ui, Michio: See—
Sato, Tomokazu; and Ui, Michio, 4,478,934, Cl. 435-7.000.

Ulman, Mira: See—
Halmann, Martin M.; Ulman, Mira; and Aurian-BIajeni, Benedict.

4,478,699, Cl. 204-158.00R.
Umeda, Tadashi: See—

Miyoshi. Hideo; Umeda, Tadashi; and Aoki. Takashi. 4.478.507. Cl.
355-3.00R.

Umemoto. Yoshiro; and Sanmiya. Tsugumi. to Toyou Jidosha Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Textured surface pattern for an automobile bumper.
4.478.447. Cl. 293-102.000.

Undheim. Kjell: See—
Benneche. Tore; Gacek. Mikkel; and Undheim. Kjell. 4.478,839. Cl.

424-251.000.

Undin, Hans; and Wiener, Hans, to C. A. Weidmuller GmbH & Co.
Insulation stripping apparatus. 4,478,110, CI. 81-9.510.

Unger, Hans W.: See—
Backstein, Gunter; Unger. Hans W.; Gunther, Michael; Kaltbeitzer,

Dieter; and Veldhoen, Hendrik, 4.478.149. Cl. 102-426.000.
Uni-Cardan Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Krude. Werner; and Muller. Kari-Heinz. 4,478.592, Cl. 464-173.000.
Union Carbide Corporation: See—

Cisek. Kenneth E.; and Kamp. Ewald A., 4.477,950, Cl. 24-30.50P.
Langan. Richard A.. 4,478,921. Cl. 429-194.000.
Liang, Wei C, 4,479,002, Cl. 546-335.000.

Union Oil Company of California: See—
Hass, Robert H., 4,478,811, Cl. 423-574.00R.

Uniroyal, Inc.: See—
Batorewicz, Wadim; and Wheeler, Edward L.. 4.479.008. Cl.

564-433.000.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: See-
Lane. Edward S.. 4,478,812. Cl. 423-618.000.

United States of America
Agriculture: See-

Fox, Jay B., Jr., 4,478,859. Cl. 426-266.000.
Heiland, Wolfgang K.; and Magidman, Paul, 4,478,096, Cl.

73-864.730.

Heiland, Wolfgang K., 4,478,328, Cl. 198-479.000.
Hopkins, William J.; Sweeney, Paula C; and Bailey. David G..

4.478.728, Cl. 252-8.570.

Air Force: See—
Hawrylo, Frank Z., 4,479.222. Cl. 372-45.000.

Army: See-
Bruce, Charles W., 4,478.080, Cl. 73-335.000.
Chapin, Charles C; Conley, James H.; and Jamison, Robert G.,

4,478,235,0.137-15.000.
Sayler, William M.; and Hayner, John M., 4,478.150, Cl.

102-430.000.

Energy: See—
Brau, Charles A.; Swenson, Donald A.; and Boyd, Thomas J..

Jr., 4,479,218, Cl, 372-2.000.

Burelbach. James P., 4,478,784, Cl. 376-298.000.
Holland, James R.; and Del Vecchio, Robert M., 4,477,958, Cl.

29-423.000.

Maddox, James W.; and Berger, David D., 4,478,238, Cl.
137-171.000.

McNeilly, David R.; and Miller, William R.. 4,479.113. Cl.

Morris. Christopher L.; Idzorek, George C; and Atencio, Lerov
G., 4,479,059, Cl. 250-385.000.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See—
Baraona, Cosmo R.; Mazaris, George A.; and Chai, An-ti,

4,478,879, Cl. 427-85.000.

Johnston, Alan R., 4,479,053, Cl. 250-221.000.
Zuckerwar, Allan J.. 4.478,069, Cl. 73-38.000.

Navy: See—
Applebaum, Albert; Will, Albert S.; Humphrey. Samuel A.;
McLean, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza,
Harry J.; and Hetzler, John C, 4,478,148, Cl. 102-390.000.

Berry, Alan D., 4,478,890. Cl. 427-252.000.
Black, William L.; and Moore, Kenneth L., 4,478,128. Q.

89-7.000.

Fletcher. Aaron N.. 4.479.223, Cl. 372-53.000.
Hennings, George N.; Brauer, Larry F.; and DeHarrold, Ray-
mond H, 4,478,127, Cl. 89-1.50D.

Hennings, George N.; Brauer, Larry F.; and Nickles, Richmond
H., 4,478,147, Cl. 102-255.000.

Philippides, Constantinos, 4,479.217, Cl. 371-67.000.
Vetter, Ronald F.; Gerrish. Howard W., Jr.; and Lesniak, Law-

rence F., 4,478,151, Cl. 102-481.000.
U.S. Philips Corporation: See—

Aarts, Petrus J. J.; Reck, Harald; and Kocsisek, Karl, 4,479,157. Cl.
360-104.000.

Harrop, Peter. 4.479.260, Cl. 455-333.000.
Khoe, Giok D.; Van Leest, Johannes H. F. M.; and Meuleman,
Lambertus J., 4,478,485, Cl. 350-96.200.

Nakayama, Mituhisa, 4.479,210, Cl. 369-194.000.
Scholtens, Eltjo. 4,478,690, Cl. 204-15.000.

TJampens, Germain R.; and Coomans. Abraham, 4,479,071, Cl.
313-25.000.

Van Daelen, Henri J. G. M., 4,479,073, Cl. 313-451.000.
Van Der Valk, Nicolaas J. L., 4,479,141, Cl. 358-12.000.
Wolters, Gerardus A. M., 4,479,229, Cl. 375-89.000.

United Stirling AB: See—
Lorant, Stefan, 4,478,042, Cl. 60-526.000.

United Technologies Corporation: See—
Honeycutt, Fred L., Jr.; and Lindstrom, Erik A., 4,478,551, Cl.

415-142.000.

Horgan, John J., 4,478,039, Cl. 60-39.020.

Kesten, Arthur S.; and Couch, Harold T., 4.478,814, Cl.
423-650.000.

Poss, Eliasz; and Felsen, Marvin, 4,478,915, Cl. 428-607.000.
Univ. of Southern California: See—

McKenna, Charles E., 4,478,763, Cl. 260-986.000. N
University of Dayton: See—

Fusek, Richard L.; Harris, James S.; and Harding. Kevin G.,
4,478,481. Cl. 350-3.830.

University of Florida: See—
Ducheyne, Paul L. R.; and Hench, Larry L., 4,478.904. C\.

428-288.000.

University of Iowa Research Foundation: See-
Burton. Donald J.; and Flynn. Richard M.. 4,478,761. Cl.

260-970.000.

University Patents, Inc.: See—
Burchiel. Scott W.; Rhodes, Buck A.; and Crockford, David R..

4,478,815, Cl. 424-1.100.

UOP Inc.: See-
Carson, Don B., 4,479,189, Cl. 364-500.000.

Firth, Bruce E.. 4,478,605, Cl. 44-78.000.

Gerhold, Clarence G., 4,478,721, Cl. 210-659.000.
Imai, Tamotsu, 4,479,025, Cl. 585-441.000.

Vickers, Anthony G., 4,478,793, Cl. 422-216.000.
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Urai^ Muneharu. to Tachikawa Spring Co.. Ltd. Seat frame with an

UrStanS-p^t;- ' "'~'""'*'"- '''''''''• ^' '"'-^'^^

'^K'toOo"'^"**'*'
"** '^^''""is. Stanley P.. 4.478.646, CI.

Unishidani, Masahiro: See—

Kinoshita, Keiiii; Niimi, Yukihide; Unishidani. Masahiro and
.Tcw 2^"^^^' ""*«""• '78.192. CI. 123w»89.000.
USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—

Uyeo, Shoichiro: See—
Yoshioka. Mitsuni; Uyeo. Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio Kik-

544^7'l
000°" ' "•''' '^'^ ^^i*^ Watani, 4.478.997. CI.

Uzura. Shogo: See—

''4%t967. a.T59i'S*' '""^"^ ''"' ""^"'"' '""""y"'"'

^M77!98'9"ci. i^jw'ooo'"
""** «=«"fy*n8 ^"8" a«enibly therefor.

^t!!fif
'

"If*"-
-'""de. to Tcstut Aequitas. Dynamometer having abendmg beam. 4.478.093. CI. 73-862 650.

^
l23"r00A

^°^^ ^ '"**""' combustion engine. 4.478.177. CI
Van Beile, Paul D.: See—

^^^MA
^"*'** ^'^ *"** ^*" ^"** **'"' "^

'

''''8'366. CI. 236-

van Breest Smallenburg. Tjeerd. to Tjeba Holding BV. Method for

Va"cil Sw* |measuring capillary. 4.477.961. CI. 29-458.000.

^f:.!^^ ^'M^^^'i^'M'^ °' "^"owf- Mohamed A.; Vancil.Paul W.; and Wmchell. David F. 4.479.211 CI 370-62 000

tube wi h lammar cathode support. 4.479.073. CI. 313-451 000van der Lmden-Lemmers. Wilhelmimi J. M. S^e-
'^'•'^'" "^

jXlm C^S2i"^^^^^
Linden-Ummers. Wilhelmina J. M..

Van der Merjve. Kirsten J.; and Poison. Alfred, to South African

r.^i?s.^9Srs°476-?;8^^""*°"
^-^^ •«""'' '"""--^^-

''*Me*!h'nH^o''r'^''
''"*', ^ ?' '° Go"d«:he Macninefabriek BV.Metnod [or steam peeling plant products. 4.478,863, CI. 426-482 000Van Der Valk^ Nicolaas J. L.. to U.S. Philips CorporatSrCotor

television coding circuit. 4.479.141. d. 358-11000

"'Hi v"i^'' ^;""" ^ •'
=
*"*" Geus. John W., to VEG Gasinstituut

Ci. 42333oS»
' ''"'°''*' °*"*"'^" compounds from gases. 4.478.800.

Van Gijsel. Francine: See—

'^4.?7Tm S ?3b.?iS'5S?'
^""^

"" '"' ^'^ ^'^«='- '^"--
^ v,?^r' n"""'*"

J
i'^*"^"'

August M.; De Winter. Walter F.; andVan Thillo. Etienne A., to AGFA-Gevaert N.V. Aqueous copoy™
428 327^0

"' '""*** ^°' '"* '""*'*"« of Po'y«'er film. 4.478.W^^S

^12 H'J^'^^J'iy " fo'
"«* Vanmarcke. Luc A., to Compagnie Neer-landaise de TAzote (Soci'etc' Anonyme). Process for making gran^is

containing urea as the main component 4.478.632 CI 71 f9*5oOVan Leest. Johannes H. F. M.: See—
Khoe. Giok D.; Van Leest. Johannes H. F. M.; and Meulcman
Lambertus J.. 4.478.485. CI. 350-96.200.

weuicman.

Vanmarcke, Luc A.: See—

^'"-"S
^'"^ " '*' "^ V'n'n^cke, Luc A.. 4.478.632. CI.

Vanner, Inc.: See—
Sullivan. James D.. 4.479.083. CI. 320-6.000

Van Overloop. Ronald R., to Kendall Company, The. Scrub sDoneewith alignment bosses. 4,478,530. CI. 401-134 000
'^^

Van Pool, Joe, to Phillips Petroleum Company. Combined ether andalkylate production. 4.479.018. CI. 568-697 000
Van Thillo. Etienne A.: See—

^V.^^'^'^u"^ ^ •
'^'™"' ^"8'"' ^' De Winter. Walter F.

V«„ 7Jlf ^"a^u '°'
^"*i?"* '^- *-'»78.907. C. 428-327.000.van Iceland, Anthony J.: See—

^20^77.000."'*^ ^ •
'"** ^''" ^''"'*' ^"""""y '' *''*'9.040. CI.

Varco International. Inc.: See—

X^"r47l.fri,''cTSV,S'"*^ "''' ^"'°" ""' '"'' °'»'

Vana Batterie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Winsel, August, 4.478.916. CI. 429-9.000.

Veale. John R.: See—

Veazey-Menendez. Enrique: See—

^'/i^??'p ""f°'
Luis; Veazey-Menendez. Enrique; and Heredia-

VPB iPfJ^'^fl^iS'**
'^'^'«'°' ^-^'S-Z*!. CI. 137-340.000.VEB Kombinat Medizin- und Ubortechnik Leipzig: See-

Fischer Wolfgang: Oehre. Gerhard; Korf. Rainer; Lorenz Renate-and Taschner. Heinz. 4.478.579. CI. 433-222 (XX)
Veber. Daniel F.; and Boger. Joshua S to Merck A rn i„. d

inhibitory peptides. 4.478.826. Cn2l'l77 000
' *"'"
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Veco Beheer B.V.: See—

w J^^,
"^''' •'°''*" A.. 4.478,688. CI. 204-11.000.

Corn ^".''Tk" •J!"'* '^"**L"'
'^y™" J- '° 0««f Mayer Foods

53-473 (»?'' ''""''''"8 '""•'«' an** apparatus. 4.478,024, CI.

VEG Gasinstituut N.V.: See—

""423-230^.
^'"'"" ^- "'•= ""* °*"*' '°''" ^ •

*'*'«'800' CI-

Veldhoen. Hendrik: See—

^'£!^i"S"v i'hk "«"u""".'y =
°"""'"' Michael; Kaltbeitzer.

...
Dieter; and Veldhoen, Hendnk, 4.478,149, CI. 102-426 000

S; Sg 'Pr^^-^'f^7k"«'''
]:'°^'^"^ '° Rh^inische Braurohlen-

Tthe tSte x^,^ Z "' ""'^.^""".Pf hydrogen sulphide dissolved

210-703 (S
' gasification process. 4.478.725. CI.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation: See—
Hokama, Takeo, 4.478.634, CI. 71-88.000.

m^^/'i
•'^"1^= ^"'^ ^y"' "«""°" S-. to Winteraire, Inc. Supple-mental cooling system. 4.478,138. CI. 98-33.00R

'^'^

Vetter. Martin: See—
Rudolf. Ulrich; and Vetter. Martin, 4.479,262, CI. 455-352 000

to Un^l'JIf t*^.^ ^'T^' "°.^n,^ •
J^; and Lesniak. LawreJS F.,

M7M5^Cl''?o"2.4°/lSffi^""'
^'"^- '''^^'^ ^«-' P«-«™«-

;;'?m^Sriun"^or^^^^
Vickers, Incorporated: See—

Bender, Bemd, 4,478,245, CI. 137-554.000. '^
Victor Company of Japan, Limited: See—

Miyatake, Hideaki, 4,479.208, CI. 369-43.000
Victor F. Weaver. Inc.: See—

ViesJfwijt'enTe-^ '
""** ^^'' '^"'^ '^•' '•*^^'^2. CI. 17-11.000.

^rJIkh^"'^*! ^"r*^"!?""'c V'^°'*"=
'^"«*'' "^ochus; Miller. Bemhard;

4%°7t068.'^f?3l^(g^'""""'
""'""^ ""* ^*-' ^"^'"^

''raSs'^."477.^1?fT9'5^36^ol!6'°
"'''"'^*" "^^P'"" ^^^ ^-"«

Vinal Realty Trust: See—

^/
.'^"'a- Vincent M.. Jr.. 4.477.972. CI. 30-172.000.

Violand. Bernard N.: See—
Landaburu. Ricardo H.; Yue. Robert H.; Farb, David L- and

V .
.^'o'ind, Bernard N.. 4.478.829. CI. 424-177.000.

Vitro-Tec Fideicomiso: See—

*^n/r"D '""f"'
Luis; Veazey-Menendez, Enrique; and Heredia-

v«fc ^ ^^^"'^^'
'u°'ll

^'f'«^°' '*'*^8,24 1 .
CI. 1 37-340.000.

au;?nvi,«"'^'
Shymon, Tchoukran, Israel; and Mayoral. Joa-quin, to Yeda Research and Development Company. Ltd. Productionof contact lenses. 4.478.770. CI. 264-2.100.

roauciion

37-2£*oio^"*^"^
Modular snow blower assembly. 4,477,988. CI.

Volkmann. Thomas J.: See

**'5?-'ll5^'"
^' *"** ^°'"'"'ann. Thomas J., 4,478,014, a.

Volkov. Viktor J.: See—
Matros. Jury S.; Boreskov. Georgy K.; Lakhmostov. Viktor S.-

423 522:000
'°'

'

""^ '"'"°"' '^'"** '^ • *'*'8'808. Ci.

Von Holten. Hubert B.. to Hawk Eye. Inc. Apparatus for spreading
granular matenal. 4,478,369, CI. 239-664.000

»preaaing

von Mallinckrodt, Detmar: See—

^ MVS2r6.T3"6-2'3S.''"^' "^"""^ *"' '"^'"^ ^°»'"'

Vopilov, Alexandr N.: See—
Chemogorenko, Vasily B.; Alzhanov. Tleubai M.; Lynchak. KimaA; Muchnik. Simon v.; Ishkhanov, Evgeny S.; Sergienko.

Vladimir Y.; Sapian. Vladimir G.; Koveryl Vladimir M • Po-

^TV' R^D***'' ^i ^!"^°\H ^^S^y A-; Dmitrenko, v'alen-
tina v.; Bykov. Vladimir I.; Kipchakvaev, Alexandr D.; and

x/ u )f.°P''ov. Alexandr N.. 4,478.633. CI. 71-37.000.
Voth. Elmer D.: See

—

'^4l?78.0?rS. 5^7^^'
'''^'"°"' '= "«* ^°'»'' ^"»" D-

^?o P?I' '^'^i
Danuzzi. Max; Dubach. Fredi; and Schreiner. Herbert,

to Planmobel Eggersmann GmbH & Co. KG. Free standing supply
column, especially for offices. 4,479.030, CI. 174-48.000.

Vuillet. Jean-Pierre: See—
Beaudoux. Michel; and Vuillet. Jean-Pierre, 4,478,254, CI. 139-

I.OUE.
W. L. Gore ft Associates. Inc.: See—
„, i*"'''*'

Daniel E.. 4.478,665, CI. 156-229.000.
W. R. Grace K.K.: See—

Kuramoto. Takeo. 4.478.885. CI. 427-144.000.WABCO Fahrzeugbremsen GmbH: See—
Li«Tnann. Peter; Hesse. Karl-Heinz; Meyer. Dietmar; and Gudat.
Wolfgang. 4.478.131. CI. 91-356.000.

WABCO Westinghouse Compagnia Freni S.p.A.: See—
Casalone, Enrico; and Barberis. Dario. 4.478,319, CI. 188-170.000

Wachter. Helmut: See—

^cT'346.'!4['(»o'"°""'
'^™°'*'' '"'* Wachter. Helmut, 4,479,137,

Wada. Shunichi, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Automotive air
flow rate metenng system. 4.478,074. CI. 73-118.200.

Wada, William T.: See—
^w 1' te L; Moss, Herbert H.; Panicker, Narayana N.; and
Wada, William T., 4,478.586, CI. 441-4.000.
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Wade, James J., to Riker Uboratories, Inc. Substituted imidazofl.S-
cjpynmidines. 4.478.835. Q. 424-246.000.

Waeschle Maschinenfabrik GmbH: See—

"*J?2*;,J?^^^^ Helmut; and Siegel, Wolfgang, 4,478,517, a.
366-101.000.

Waite. Robert J.; and Almeida, Ronald P.. to Zero Corporation. Card
keying device. 4,478,469, CI. 339-17.0LC.

Wakako, Atsuhiro: See—
Akisue. Osamu; Haue, Seiryo; Toki. Hiroaki; Nakazawa, Kichi-
and Wakako, Atsuhiro, 4,478,649. CI. 148-I2.00C.

^?'!.^',?t''??,*'''i?7*'^* ^- L"*- Spring powered prime mover.
4,478,313, CI. 185-39.000.

Walker, Lewis; and Taylor, Thomas A. Furnace. 4,478,207, CI.

Walker, Thad O.: See-
Turner, S. Richard; Walker, Thad O.; and Thaler, Warren A..

4,478,727, CI. 252-8.50C.
Walklet, Thomas B.: See-

Hen, Francis V.; Walklet, Thomas B.; Hansen, James G.; Hasler,
Theodore J.; Beil, Valentin; Donlon, Harold E.; and Christian.
Ken E.. 4,478,339, CI. 21 1-126.000.

Wall, Kevin: See-
Wilkinson, Harold C; Pease, Charles C; and Wall, Kevin.

4,478,022, CI. 52-509.000.

Wallace, Clarence L.: See-
Barnes, Allan F.; and Wallace, Clarence L., 4,478,884, a.

427-97.000.

Wallin, Nils-Hakan: See—
Helgesson, Gote; Mansson, Bjom; and Wallin, Nils-Hakan.
4.478,966,0.524-13.000.

Waltec Inc.: See—
Petursson, Sigurdur G.. 4.478.367. CI. 239-381.000.

Walter. Richard. Variable weight casting device. 4,477,996. CI.
43-43.140.

Walther, Ludwig: See—
Hannes, Heinz D.; Lothmann. Josef; and Walther, Ludwig.

4,478,129. CI. 91-1.000.
*

Walworth. John A.: See—
Henrich. Robert S.; and Walworth, John A., 4,479,161, CI.

361-154.000.

Wang, James C: See—
Nadkami, Anil V.; Samal, Prasanna K.; Wang, James C; and Sunk.
James £., 4,478,787, CI. 419-8.000.

Wanie, Lee J.: See-
Moore, James W.; and Wanie, Lee J., 4,478,029, CI. 56-17.500.

Warner-Lambert Company: See—
Blackwell, Bemie; Netherwood, Shelley; and Piccolo. Dominick J..

4.478,864. CI. 426-534.000.

Wittwer, Fritz. 4.478.658. CI. 156-69.000.
Warner ft Swasey Company. The: See-

Hunter, James R., 4,478,122, CI. 83-549.000.
Wamiak, James S.: See-

Rogers, James E.; Wamiak. James S.; Hobrock. Lowell M.; Bafico.
Michael A.; and Scheele, Stephen R., 4,479,131, CI. 343-872.000.

Warren, Richard F., Jr. Orthodontic appliance. 4,478,577, CI.
433-14.000.

Warren Rupp Company, The: See—
Rupp, Warren E.. 4,478.560, CI. 417-393.000.

Watanabe. Haruo. to Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Connector
device for use in an internal combustion engine. 4.478.193, CI.
123-489.000.

... V,

Watanabe. Kiyohiko; MaUui. Kazuma; Hattori, Yoshiyuki; Takei.
Toshihiro; Nakamura, Toshiaki; and Ohnishi, Shunsaku. to Nippon-
denso Co.. Ltd. Pump apparatus. 4.478.550. CI. 415-53.00T.

Watanabe. Morio; and Nishimura, Sanji, to Solex Research Corpora-
tion. Recovery process of uranium. 4,478,804, CI. 423-259.000.

Watanabe, Osamu; Tanaka, Hisashi; Yoshino. Hitoshi; and Sadamasu.
Toshiaki, to Toshiba Corporation. Air cooling device. 4,478,767, CI
261-130.000.

Watanabe, Takashi; and Miyatake, Shigehiro, to Sharp Kabushiki
Kaisha. Color imaging array and color imaging device. 4,479,143, CI.
358-44.000.

Watanabe. Tohru. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Method
of reactive ion etching molybdenum and molybdenum silicide.

4,478.678, CI. 156-643.000.

Watanabe, Toshio: See—
Miyoshi, Yoshitake; Shibata. Kiyoshi; Watanabe, Toshio; Kai.
Masami; and Ohata. Yousuke. 4.478.506. CI. 355-3.0SH.

Watanabe. Yutaka: See—
Akashi. Tohru; and Watanabe. Yutaka, 4.478,897, CI. 428-31.000.

Waters, Robert F.: See-
Connolly. John F.; Wennerberg, Arnold N.; and Waters. Roberi F..

4.478.954. CI. 518-700.000.

Watkins, Larry L.: Sec-
Rodriguez, Arthur M.; and Watkins, Larry L., 4.479.124, CI.

340-825.440.

Watson Industries, Inc.: See-
Watson, William S., 4,479,098, CI. 331-154.000.

Watson, William S.. to Watson Industries, Inc. Circuit for tracking and
maintaining drive of actuator/mass at resonance. 4,479,098, Q.
331-154.000.

Wattenbarger. Henry E.: See—
Aviles. Henry E.; Gregory. Jane A.; Panissidi, Hugo A.; and Wat-

tenbarger, Henry E., 4.478.089. CI. 73-862.040.

Weber. Georg: See—
Eidenschink. Rudolf; Eichler. Jurgen; and Weber. Georg.

4.478,740, CI. 252-299.620.
Weigle, Dieter: See—

Heiser, Joachim; Leutner, Volkmar; Schuttenberg, Eckard; and
Weigle. Dieter, 4.478.136. CI. 91-506.000.

Weilenmann. Walter; Frick. Nikolaus; and Hirt. Peter, to Hilti Aktien-
gesellschaft. Hammer drill or chipping hammer. 4.478,293. O. 173-

Weiler. Gerhard H.: See-
Slater. Glenn L.; Weiler. Gerhard H.; Turoflf. Robert; and Kitter-
man. Lawrence. 4.478.342, CI. 215-32.000.

Weinberg, Norman L., to SKA Associates. Methods for the electrosyn-
thesis of polyols. 4,478,694, CI. 204-77.000.

Weiner, Murray: See-
Franco, Robert S.; and Weiner, Murray, 4,478,824. CI. 424-101.000.

Weisenberger. Johannes M.: See—
Roch. Josef; Muller. Erich; Narr. Berthold; Nickl. Josef; Haar-
mann, Walter; and Weisenberger. Johannes M.. 4.478.833. Q.
424-246.000.

Weissenberger, Helmut, to Fichtel ft Sachs AG. Hydrodynamic clutch
with torsional vibration damping. 4,478,323, C\. 192-3.300

Welch, Patrick G.; and Mitchell, Everett E., to RCA Corporation
Target support adjusting fixture. 4,478,701, CI. 204-298.000.

Weiler. Gerhard: See—
Rosenfeldt. Bemd; Weiler. Gerhard; Wondra, Arthur; and Reis.
Edmund, 4,479.263. CI. 455-602.000.

Wells, Lawrence E.; Kamenster. Boris; Fox, Preston R.; and Gill, Jerry
A., to Varco International. Inc. Suspension of adjusuble pipe spinner.

Welsh National School of Medicine. The: See-
Campbell, Anthony K.; Simpson, John S. A.; and Woodhead,
James S., 4,478.817, CI. 424-7.100.

Wenger, Harvey, to Schmidt. Wilfred O.. a part interest. Multi purpose
three pass drum dryer. 4.477.984, CI. 34-128.000.

Wennberg, Timothy: See—
Salomaa, Kari; Merrill. Roy; Leath. Richard; Wennberg. Timothy
and Widunas. Joseph. 4.478.094. CI. 73-863.320.

Wennerberg. Amold N.: See-
Connolly, John F.; Wennerberg. Amold N.; and Waters, Robert F

.

4.478,954. CI. 518-700.000.

Werner, Udo: See—
Michele, Helmut; Schulz. Gunter; and Werner. Udo, 4,478,719 Q

210-641.000.

Werner, Walter M.: See-
Cherry. Hitesh; and Wemer, Waller M.. 4,478.479, CI. 339-

273.00R.

West, Charles T.: See-
Hunt, Mack W.; and West. Charles T.. 4.478.729. CI. 252-33.200.

West Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamaoka, Tetsuo; and Iwata, Hiroshi, 4,479,076, CI. 3 15-241.OOP

Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co. Ltd.: See—
Wickham, David J.. 4,478,460, CI. 303-68.000.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—
Basnett, Robert T., 4,479,042, CI. 200-144.00B.
Cherry. Sidney J.; and White. Richard A.. 4.478,347. CI. 200-

144.00B.

Miller, Leigh G.; and Lawhon. Joel E.. 4.479.180. CI. 364-200.000
Sucey, Eric J., 4,479,160, CI. 361-76.000.

Westling, Anders W., to AB Statens Skogsindustner Method of reduc-
ing the emission of formaldehyde from particle board bound with
carbamide resin. 4.478.891. CI. 427-317.000.

Weston, Jerome L. Multipurpose bicycle tool. 4.477,936, Q. 7-139.000.
Westvaco Corporation: See—

DeLigt, John. 4.478.609. CI. 51-295.000.

Omdorff, Steve A.. 4.478.683. CI. 162-161.000.
Schilling. Peter; and Schreuders. Hans G.. 4.478.642. CI.

106-277.000.

Weyerhaeuser Company: See—
Enix. Clayton L., 4.478.289. CI. 172-136.000.

Wheeler. Edward L : See—
Batorewicz. Wadim; and Wheeler. Edward L.. 4.479.008. CI.

564-433.000.

Whelan. Russell, Jr. Expansion anchor grip sleeve assembly. 4,478,542.
CI. 411-26.000.

Whirlpool Corporation: See—
Sulcek, Charies E., 4,478,465. CI. 312-183.000.

White. Ben E.: See—
Geyer. Charles J.. Jr.; and White. Ben E.. 4.477.951. CI. 28-246.000.

White. Harold R.; and Doncer. Alex J., to Alar Engineering Corpora-
tion. Removable sludge cleaner for tanks. 4.477.939. CI. 15-246.500.

White. Richard A.: See-
Cherry. Sidney J.; and White. Richard A.. 4.478.347. CI. 200-

144.00B.

White, Robert N.: See—
UfTner. William E.; White. Robert N.; and Harrington. Edward R..

4.478.912. CI. 428-349.000.

Whitesides. George M.; Hirschbein. Bernard L.; and Mazenod. Fran-
cois P., to Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Process for the
preparation of the potassium salt of phosphoenolpyruvic acid.
4.478.762. CI. 260-983.000.

Whitney, Daniel E.: See—
De Fazio. Thomas L.; and Whitney. Daniel E.. 4.477,975, CI.

33-169.00C.
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Whitney. Joel O.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Antiin-
nanwwtory and/or analgesic imidazoimidazoles. 4,478,845, CI. 424-
273.(X)R. *

Wickham, David J., to Westinghouse Bralce and Signal Co. Ltd. Inter-

S?^ o**^'
^°^ railway braking system valve assembly. 4,478,460, CI.

303-68.000.

Wkleman, Uwjon G.; and Sandstrom, Paul H.. to Goodyear Tire &
^IfJJ^fSn'Pfl'/' 2?"* Rubber conuining decarboxylated rosins.
4,478.993, CI. 527-600.000.

Widunas, Joseph: 5^—
^°?%.'^*"= Merrill. Roy; Letth, Richard; Wennberg, Timothy
and Widunas. Joseph, 4,478.094. CI. 73-863.320.

Wiegers, Karl E.: See—

XX,
""»!.Thoinas C; and Wiegers, Karl E.. 4,478,928. CI. 430-217.000.

Wiener, Hans: See—
Undin, Hans; and Wiener, Hans, 4,478,110, Q. 81-9.510

Wwstmiller, K. Joyce, to M.D. Industries, Inc. Sponge arraying and
duposal receptacle. 4.478,332. CI. 206-361.000.

Wilczek. Stephen A.: See—
Daughton. John W.; Gray. Gary A.; Wilczek. Stephen A.; and

Sterner. Edward. 4,478,509. CI. 355-14.00C.
Wilkinson, David E. Dental holder. 4,478,233. CI. 132-84.00D
WUkinson. Harold C; Pease. Charles C; and Wall. Kevin, to KSM
Futening Systems Inc. Insulation system and method and apparatus
for retaimng same. 4.478,022. CI. 52-509.000.

Wilkomirsky. Igor; Reghezza, Andres; and Petit-Laurent. Hector, to
Corporacion Nacional Del Cobre De Chile. Process for recovering

^^^^S^^,"!Si^^^ ^""" '°^ «"<*« '^OPP*' concentrates.
4,*/o.WB, V.I. 204-106.000.

Will. Albert S.: See-
Applebaum. Albert; Will. Albert S.; Humphrey, Samuel A. Mc-

Lean, Frank C; Wolf. Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza. Harry

u/ii i' "** "«"•« John C. 4.478,148. CI. 102-390.000.
Will, Terry M.. to Anderson Company of Indiana, The. Heavy duty
wiper arm. 4,477.940. CI. 15-250.350.

'

Williams, Dean L.. to MG.S. Mfg. Inc. Lock mechanism for wire
stranding machine. 4,478,034, CI. 57-58.340.

Williams, Jerry B. Rack-mounUble storage enclosure for differently
sued magnetic upe enclosures. 4.478,464, CI. 312-9.000.

Williams Patent Crusher and Pulverizer Company: See—
Williams, Robert M., 4.478,371, CI. 241-18.000.

Williams. Robert D.; Bright. David R.; Young, Vernon V.; and Martin
Jerome L., to International Minerals & Chemical Corp. Manganese-
containing antibiotic agents. 4,478,935, CI. 435-75.000.

Williams. Robert M., to Williams Patent Crusher and Pulverizer Com-
«.Rf"''y

'^"*' gnnding apparatus. 4.478,371, CI. 241-18.000.
Williamson, Robert R.: See—

°V»hI^,S^'^ *^' "** W'">«m«on, Robert R., 4,479,243. CI.

Wilson, John C: See—

Wilson. John F.: See—

"list's. n^:i£'"'
''"""'

"" ""' ^"«"'' •'°»'" '''

Wilson. Mary A.: See—

^ ri"V f2S?" ^ •
^*'"*"' °"' ^

'
*"** ^'''°"' ^"y A

.
4.477.930.

^™?^' Ro**" C. Door brace and alarm device. 4.478.168. CI.

Winchell. David F.: See—
BaM. Ann H; Bl«chak. Jeffery G.; Marouf, Mohamed A.; Vancil,

Paul W.; and Winchell, David F., 4,479,21 1. CI. 370-62.000
Winsel. AugiBt. to Varta Batterie Aktiengesellschaft. Method and

M^'J? CI 429!900o"*
'*'"**"" **'''*"'*' **'** """^^ **"*

Winteraire, Inc.: See—
Venditti, Paul L.; and Bayer, Harmon S., 4.478.138. CI. 98-33.00R

Wittwer, Fntz, to Warner-Lambert Company. Method for sealing
non-entenc capsules. 4,478,658, CI. 156-69.000.

Wochok. Zachary S.; and Sluis, Carolyn J., to Plant Resources Institute

Sr4,i"8,?iS,"i:r4iS:5SS
''"'"^"°" of Ammon^,. ckinensis

Woermbke, James D. Fish net. 4,477,993. a. 43-11.000.
Wojtyna, Vincent J.: See-

Carlson. John D^ Kifer. Edward W.; Wojtyna, Vincent J.; and
Colton, James P., 4,478,958, CI. 521-121.000.

slij«. M7s;o?r.'cM^^^^
-*•»' ~'-'-^'* -«*"«

Wolf, Sylvan: See—
Applebaum, Albert; Will, Albert S.; Humphrey. Samuel A.; Mc-

Lein, Frank C; Wolf, Sylvan; Peterson, Carl R.; Gauzza, Harry
J.; and Hetzler, John C, 4.478,148, CI. 102-390.000.

Wollschlager. Joseph F.: See—

^•JfJJjjf
e""«h I.; and Wollschlager, Joseph F., 4,478,130. CI.

^«!r^«?.K.^'"r^.'^- '? ^^ '^"'P Corporation. Arrangement for

M79.T2ta. 3°7'5.89"o5o'."*

'""'"•^"•""^y ^""'d ^^^^ ^^n^ls.

Womack. James A.: See—

WoiiS,*AiS'&e'!I?
^°"^^' '""" A

• .'78.335. CI. 206-444.000.

Rwenfeldt. Bemd; Weller. Gerhard; Wondra. Arthur and Reis.
Edmund. 4,479,263, CI. 455-602.000.

^

Wood, Charles L.; Mapes, Glenn H.; and Daudt, Stephen W., to Ball
Corporation. Power failure detection system for a glassware formina
machine. 4.478.629. CI. 65-163.000.

*

Wood, Robin: See—
Brittain. David R.; and Wood, Robin, 4,478,847, CI. 424-274000

Woodhead, James S.: See-
Campbell Anthony K.; Simpson, John S. A.; and Woodhead,
JamesS, 4.478,817, CI. 424-7.100.

"v«nc«u.

Wooding, Michael S.: See—

*^t'/.''?l!'.i?'""= *"** Wooding. Michael S.. 4.478.377, CI.
244-12.500.

Woodings. Robert T. Class D sucker rods. 4.478.652. CI. 148-36.000.
Woods, Gordon D.: See—

'*^i??'o"-.'. JSjii*"
^' *"** Woods, Gordon D., 4,479,122, CI.

340-825.060.

Woods, James A.: See—
Hogan Tanai N.; and Woods. James A.. 4.478,001. CI. 49-37.000.

Woodson Wayne D., to CL Industries. Inc. Binder compositions com-

4 478 962 'cr^Tfit'oOo''"'*'"'^'
"'*''^""'>'' *'«=°*'°' combinations.

Woodward, John W.: See—
Brightman, Barrie; Ellis. Thomas E.; Jones. James E.; Lenk. PedroA

;
Stewart. William H.; and Woodward. John W.. 4,479,034, CI.

I7"-lo.0ES.
Wreede, John E.; and Ams, James A., to Hughes Aircraft Company.

Noise reduction in coherent systems. 4,478,490, CI. 350-162 1 10
Wuchner, Fritz: See—

*^4
478 87^ci°?2'7-M0OO*^'

^°'^**"8' *"** Wuchner, Fritz,

Wunsch, Lutz: See—
*^ «V,"^8^^""**=''• ^"**; *"<* Zachmann, Gunter, 4,479,058. CI.

250-343.000.

Wurscher. Robert J.: See—
Amundson, Arlon J.; and Wurscher. Robert J., 4,478,352, CI.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Daughton, John W.; Gray, Gary A.; Wilczek, Stephen A.; and

Sterner, Edward. 4.478.509. CI. 355- 14.00C.
Garavuso, Gerald M.. 4.478,404. CI. 271-212.000.
Sprague. Robert A.. 4.478.483. CI. 350-96.140.
Zoltner. John D.. 4.478.512. CI. 355-3.0DD.

Xomox Corporation: See-
George. John A.. 4,478.388. CI. 251-309.000.

Yabuoshi. Susumu; Uzura. Shogo; and Hayashi. Nobuyuki. to Nippon-

A^^^^'Jr^k '^**!i2?
'*" "*''""8 the sutor for electric motor.

4,477.967, CI. 29-596.000.

Yacobucci. Paul D.; and Wilson. John C. to Eastman Kodak Company.
Polymenzable vinyl benzoates. 4.478.992, CI. 526-288.000

Yaesu Musen Co., Ltd.: See—
Akiyama, Koji, 4,479.257, CI. 455-266.000.

Yamada, Keiichi, to Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd. Distribution type fuel iniec-
tion apparatus. 4,478,187, CI. 123-449.000.

Ywnagami, Nobuhiko, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.
Straight line coordinates generator. 4,479,192, CI. 364-719 000

Yamagishi, Kagari: See—
Itho, Yasuo; Kato, Hideo; Koshinaka, Eiichi; Ogawa, Nobuo-

Kurata. Sakae; and Yamagishi. Kagari. 4,478,838, Q.
424-250.000.

Yamaguchi, Katsumi: See—

't479,,irc¥3S5'';6o."'"''= "' '^""'^'='"' ''••''""'•

Yamaguchi, Tetsuo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Musi-
cal envelope control device. 4,478,525, CI. 368-273.000.

Yamamoto. Seiichi; and Kitoyama. Seishi. to Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Kabushiki Kaisha. Echo control system. 4.479.036. CI. 179-170.200

Yamamoto. Yoshimi: See—
Matsuoka, Hideoki; and Yamamoto. Yoshimi, 4.478.432, Q.

280-804.000.

Yamamoto, Yujiro. Omnidirectional acceleration alarm and switch
therefor. 4,479,114, CI. 340-566.000.

Yamamuro. Sigeaki; Hirano, Hiroyuki; Morimoto, Yoshiro; and Ta-
naka, Yoshikazu, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Hydraulic
control system for continuously variable V-belt transmission with
hydrodynamic transmission unit. 4,478,105, CI. 74-730.000.

Yamanouchi, Katsuto: See—
Yasuhara. Seishi; and Yamanouchi, Katsuto, 4,478,197, CI.

123-514.000.

Yamaoka. Tetsuo; and Iwato. Hiroshi. to West Electric Co.. Ltd. Power
saving device for electronic flash. 4,479.076. CI. 31S-241.00P.

Yamasa Shoyu Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Sato. Tomokazu; and Ui. Michio, 4,478,934, CI. 435-7.000.

Yamato, Akihiro; Koike, Akihiko; Hosokawa, Takehiko; and
Maruyama, Nobutoshi, to Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Fuel supply con-
trol method for internal combustion engines immediately after crank-
ing. 4,478,194, CI. 123-491.000.

Yamazaki, Shigeru; and Takano, Yoshiaki, to Sony Corporation. Video
projecting apparatus. 4,479,144. CI. 358-60.000.

Van, Tsoung-Yuan, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Process for stabilizing
dewaxed distillate oils. 4,478,709, CI. 208-257.000.

Yano, Nobuyuki; Kotera, Takuro; Aoki, Akira; and Utogawa, Toshio,
to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-conditioning machine.
4.478,053, CI. 62-262.000.

Yanov, David A.: See-
Koch, Ronald N.; and Yanov, David A., 4,478,440, CI. 285-392.000.
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Yasuda. Eturo: See—
Ohta. Minoru; Yasuda, Eturo; Kawakami, Tomio; and KoUnshi,

Yoichi, 4,478.067. CI. 73-23.000.

^"?« ^'^j'" '° '^*°" *'*•''' Co-. Ltd. Nail polisher. 4.478.232. CI.
132-73.600.

Yasuda. Nobuaki: See—
Takroka. Yoshikatsu; and Yasuda. Nobuaki, 4,478,768, CI.

Yasuda, Tadahiko: See—
Shinoda, Masamitu; Tanaka, Ikuo; Yasuda, Tadahiko; Nakajima,

«/•'.. ^'^'"' Tutomu; and Ikeda, Giichi, 4,478,995, CI.
536-46.000.

Yasuhara, Seishi; and Yamanouchi, Katsuto, to Nissan Motor Com-
P??y. f"!" supply apparatus for a diesel engine. 4,478,197, CI.
123-514.000.

Yates, Roy K., to General Electric Company. Additive dispenser
system for clothes washing appliance. 4,478,059, CI. 68-17.00A

Yazaki, Mitsuyoshi; Tanaka, Hideo; and Nakamura, Masayoshi, to Lion

??^J?i'°JI;
PiLocess for producing granular detergent composition.

4,478,735, CI. 252-135.000.
Yeda Research & Development Company, Ltd.: See—

Halmann, Martin M.; Ulman, Mira; and Aurian-Blajeni, Benedict,
4,478,699, CI. 204-1 58.00R.

Vofsi, David; Reich, Shymon; Tchoukran, Israel; and Mayoral.
Joaquin. 4.478,770. CI. 264-2.100.

Yee, Tin B. Method for repairing heels of shoes. 4.478.774. CI.
264-36.000.

Yie. Gene G.. to Fluidyne Corporation. High velocity particulate
conuining fluid jet apparatus and process. 4.478.368, CI. 239-430.000

Yokono, Hitoshi: See—
Tsuzuku. Susumu; Hira. Yasuo; Gotoh. Masao; Yokono. Hitoshi;
and Hosoe, Yoshihisa, 4,478,902, CI. 428-174.000.

Yokota. Hideo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus having liquid
crystal finder optical system. 4.478.493. CI. 350-336.000.

Yokoya. Satoshi; and Numata. Norio. to Sony Corporation. AM Stereo-
phonic demodulating circuit. 4.479,234, CI. 381-15.000.

Yokoyama, Toshiharu: See—
Maki, Takao; Masuyama, Tetsuo; Yokoyama, Toshiharu; and

Fujiyama, Yoshiko, 4,478,956, CI. 521-32.000.
Yoneyama. Takao: See-

Sato, Ichiya; Yoneyama, Takao; Koga, Tsuguaki; Ikeuchi, Kazuo;
and Hisano, Katsukuni, 4,478,082, CI. 73-593.000.

Yoshikawa, Masanori: See—
Miyoshi, Tadahiko; Yoshikawa, Masanori; and Taguchi, Mitsuo,

4,478.704, CI. 204-412.000.
Yoshino, Hitoshi: See—

Watanabe. Osamu; Tanaka. Hisashi; Yoshino. Hitoshi; and
Sadamasu. Toshiaki. 4.478.767. CI. 261-130.000.

Yoshioka, Mitsuru; Uyeo. Shoichiro; Hamashima, Yoshio; Kikkawa.
Ikuo; Tsuji. Teruji; and Nagata, Wataru, to Shionogi & Co., Ltd.
1-Oxadethiacepham compounds. 4.478,997, CI. 544-71.000.

Yoshioka, Seishiro; Hirai, Yuuka; Fukuda, Tadaji; Fukaya, Masaki; and
Nakagiri, Takashi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Photo-electric con-
verter and image forming apparatus incorporating the same
4,479,149, CI. 358-294.000.

Yoshisato, Akiyuki. to Alps Electric Co., Ltd. Phase locked loop FM
demodulator with variable bandwidth loop filter. 4,479,091, CI.

You, Yun-Long. Fantastic wall-climbing toy. 4,477,998, CI.
446-177.000.

Young, Michael F., to Buttonwood Communication Corporation.
Communication system to simultaneously operate a plurality of RF
transceivers in a confined area. 4.479.246. CI. 455-50.000.

Young. Vernon V.: See-
Williams. Robert D.; Bright. David R.; Young. Vernon V.; and

Martin, Jerome L., 4,478,935, CI. 435-75.000.
Young, William R.: See-

Smith, Murray S., Jr.; Perkins, Roger J.; Fryxell, Robert E.; and
Young. William R.. 4,478,638, CI. 75-255.000.

Yuan-Hsiang, Chen. SaniUry sandals. 4,477,985, CI. 36-11.500.
Yue, Robert H.: See—

Landaburu, Ricardo H.; Yue, R»bert H.; Farb, David L.- and
Violand, Bernard N., 4,478,829, CI. 424-177.000.

I Ii *i*""*''
*"** Okamoto, Yoshio. to Daicel Chemical Industries,

Ltd. Polymerization process of optically active polymer and catalyst
therefor. 4,478,953, CI. 502-155.000

Yukimoto, Yoshinori: See-
Sato, Kazuhiko; Nakamura. Genshiro; and Yukimoto. Yoshinori.

4.479,028. CI. 136-249.000.
Z. Bavelloni SPA.: See—

Bavelloni, Franco, 4.478.007. CI. 51-IOO.OOR.
Zachmann. Gunter: See—

Gast. Jurgen; Wunsch. Lutz; and Zachmann. Gunter. 4,479,058. CI.
250-343.000.

Zado, Frank M.. to AT&T Technologies. Inc. Water soluble flux
4,478,650, CI. 148-23.000.

ZaeIke, Arnold E. Method and apparatus for refurbishment of plastic
containers. 4.478,781, CI. 264-341.000.

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen, AG.: See—
Schreiner, Friedrich, 4,478,106, CI. 74-740.000.

Zambrano. Adolfo R., to Hanna Mining Company. The. Dry scrubbing
of SO2 from mixtures. 4.478,803. CI. 423-244.000.

Zansky. Zoltan: See—

^4 479'l75*CI \\
"*'*"""' 'Gorman G.; and Zansky. Zolun.

Zapolski, Edward J.: See—
Ledley, Robert S.; and Zapolski. Edward J.. 4.478.816. CI.

424-4.000.

Zbaida. Shmuel: See—
Sasson, Yoel; and Zbaida. Shmuel. 4.479.015. CI. 568-584 000.

Zech. Hans-Joachim: See—
Doerffel, Joerg; and Zech, Hans-Joachim, 4,478.994. CI.

528-304.000.

Zeeh. Bemd: See—
Schulz. Gunter; Buschmann, Ernst; and Zeeh, Bemd. 4,478,758. CI

26O-46S.00D.
Zeilinger. Hans; Muhlratzer, August; and Stemmler. Bruno, to MAN

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Numberg AG. Method of producing
protective oxide layers. 4.478,648, CI. 148-6.300.

Zeller, Alben M.; and Janes, Edward W., to Illinois Tool Works Inc.

7cl f^k^S,^"'*'^
*"" assembly for applying fastener. 4.478.669. CI.

156-379.700.

Zemann. Arnold: See—
Beier. Lothar; Zemann. Amold; and Wachter, Helmut, 4.479.137.

CI. 346-141.000.
....

Zero Corporation: See

—

Waite. Robert J.; and Almeida. Ronald P.. 4.478.469. CI. 339-

Ziebold. Steven A.: See—
McAlister, Donald R.; and Ziebold, Steven A., 4,478,809, CI

423-522.000.

Ziegler, William H.. Jr., to Brown Group Recreational Products, Inc
Flexible swing seat. 4,478,410, CI. 272-85.000.

Zielke, Wayne T.: See—
Konyn, Dale R.; and Zielke. Wayne T.. 4,478.033, CI 56-400.060.

Zierhut. Hermann, to Richard Hirschmann Radiotechnisches Wcrk.
Motion detector for space surveillance. 4.479,056, CI. 250-342.000.

Ziliani, Franco, to Norda Tubazioni SPA. Folding cart for serving
meals or the like. 4,478,428, CI. 280-651.000.

Zimmerman, John D., to Bunn-O-Matic Corporation. Beverage making
machine. 4.478.139. CI. 99-280 000.

Zimmermann & Jansen GmbH: See—
Hannes. Heinz D.; Lothmann, Josef; and Walther, Ludwig

4,478.129. CI. 91-1.000.
*

Zinn, Nils: See—
Andersson. Kari-Hugo; and Zinn. Nils. 4.477.983, CI. 34-114.000.

Zobel. Frederick A.; Burke, Joseph D.; and Oppy, John T., to General
Foods Corporation. Process for whipping an emulsion. 4.478.867. CI
426-570.000.

Zoltner. John D.. to Xerox Corporation. Toner cartridge for use in an
electrophotographic printing machine. 4.478.512. CI. 355-3.0DD.

Zopf. Richard P.: See—
Keane, John J; and Zopf, Richard F., 4.478.932. CI. 430-314.000.

Zuckerwar. Allan J., to United Sutes of America. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Flow resistivity instrument in the earth.
4.478.069. CI. 73-38.000.

3Com Corporation: See-
Crane. Ronald C, 4,479,228, CI. 375-7.000.
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Daikin Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Horiuchi, Takeshi, Re. 31.711, CI. 417-222.000

Harris Corporation: See—
Jackson, Dale H., Re. 31.710, CI. 270-57.000.

Ford. Eric H.. to Lumenition Limited. Ignition systems for internal ""t^^c JutpV^Jn^'ai^'j^n^^^
'''^•"* •"""""^ ^'^

combustion engines. Re. 31.709, a. 123-416.000. Jackson, Dale H., to Harris'Corporation. Personalized on-line printin.
Giese. Roger W. Biochemical avidin-biotin multiple-layer system ,

*"'' '"?*'^'"8 magazine binding machine. Re. 31,710, CI. 270r57.00tt
Re 31712 CI 428^07 (vn

w
^ j Lumemtion Limited: See—Re. 31,712, CI. 428-W7.000. P^^^ E^^ „ ^^ 3, .^^^ ^, 123-416.000.
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S;SE6?.'kT.:'s^-
'•""""" ^' '•"'•"'• "•"•*'• ^'- ^^'-'^

SP9iT6.!te.''''"
°' '™' ^'"=' " '°"*'*^- »• •"'•"2, 10-23-84.

Silvestrini, Jesus A., Bl 4,355,572. CI. 99-516.000. Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Schultz, Sidney J.: See— Wynstra. John; and Schultz, Sidney J., 814,206095 CI

Wynstra. John; and Schultz, Sidney J., Bl 4,206,095, a u/ ."*;'l^ °^:. e . . » • • •

528-137.000.
."«.i«3, K,i. Wynstra, John; and Schulte. Sidney J., to Union Carbide Corporation

Silvestrini, Jesus A., to IMDEC S.R.L. Apparatus for separating the B^'^fws!' l&Tsl. SSuiSo.'**
^""" '^"~"* *"*"*°"-

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
American Standard Inc.: See—

Stairs, Henry M.. Jr., 276,064, CI. D23-28.0OO.AT&T Bell Laboratories: See—
C3eiiaro, Dona'd M.; Gotway, Jerome M.; Hall. Norris R.; and
McGarvey. John N., 276,046, a. D14.60.000.

Battista, Vincent, to Farley Candy Company. Storage and disoensins
container. 276.020, 10-23.84. CI. D7-79 000

a»pen»mg

Black ft Decker Inc.: See—
Wagster. Robert P., 276,074. CI. 025-67.000

Bowe, Gerald R.: See—

Bowen, Robert F.; and Manel, Thomas J., to Raytheon Company
Microwave egg cooker. 276,022, 10-23-84, CI. 07-360.000

IcS^M. a D7-5^oS''"'''"***
"" '"'' '*'''*' *'"*''" ^''^•^"'

Bulgari. Gianni, to Ditta SOTIRIO BULGARI di Costantino e Giorgio
Bulfan S.a.s. Necklace. 276.030. 10-23-84. CI. Ol 1-13.000

Carbajales Sanu-Eulalia, Javier B.: See—
Carba^alw Santa-Eulalia, Jesus A.; and Carbajales Sanu-Eulalia,

Javier B., 276,031, CI. Ol 1-158.000.

^^;'*'rK^'t;^!l'"''*- '"'^' '^
•
""'* Carbajales Sanu-Eulalia, Javier

lillw CI DM- 158 000
^°"'^^- P'«"™«of"« Afghan. 276.031,

Casa Bella Imports. Inc.: See-
Matthias. Jan H., 276.083, CI. 026-104.000

l{W3:84"a 'D2l'Sa»
^

'

^^'^ '^''''"''^ '°^ °' '•'* '**• ^''^'°^^'

'^2™a. fcl^J^.'^ci. D99'?So'^""^^'
^'- ^"•^ •""""'"«

Clark. Cecily M.: See—
Rassias. John N.; and Clark. Cecily M.. 276.075. CI. 025-89.000.
Rassias. John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 276,076, CI. 025-89.000.
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Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 276,077, Q. D25-91 000
Rassias. John N.; and Clark, Cecily M.. 276.078, Q. D25-91 000
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 276,081, CI. D25-89000
Rassias, John N.; and Clark, Cecily M., 276,082, Q. D25-91.000

Consolidated Foods Corporation: See
Di Tullio, Flavia, 276,002, CI. D2-24.000.
Locascio, Jack, 276,000, CI. D2-24.000.
Locascio, Jack, 276,001, CI. 02-24.000.
Martini, Jeanne M., 275,999, CI. 02-24.000.

Crotty, Charles A.; Payne, George L.; and Perrins, Allen R., to Supe-

1S23-M cf DiSTSaX)"'*
^'"* ^°"**' motutot system. 276,028.

Culture Tek Corporation: See—
Malinoff, Don, 276,071, CI. O24-3I.000.

'1w"S'2f-M; C?S2S9^3'Si"^
'^'^'- ^^"^ ''"^

Ditta SOTIRIO BULGARI di Costantino e Giorgio Bulgari S.a.s.:

Bulgari, Gianni, 276,030, CI. Ol 1-13.000.

^,,I'i!I'°'
'^^ •° Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere.

276,002, 10-23-84, CI. 02-24.000.
—"c.

Emerson Electric Co.: See—
Skowronski, Roman L.; and Szekeres, John M., 276,024, O. D9-

Emmendorfer, Charles V. Fireplace heating appliance. 276,066,
10-23-84, CI. D23-95.000.

Epson Corporation: See—
Tanaka, Kiyoaki, 276.039. CI. 012-192.000.

Ernest. Robert O., and Long, Douglas G., to Sunbeam Corporation.
Curler/styler. 276,086, 10-23-84, CI. D28-35.000.

Farley Candy Company: See—
Battisu, Vincent. 276.020. CI. 07-79.000.

Ferrin. Kenneth M. Pepper mill. 276,016. 10-23-84, CI. 07-53.000
Fido, Sufan. Toothbrush. 276,005, 10-23-84, CI. 04-104.000.
Fitzner, Marcel; and Pinnell. Vesu P.. Jr. Microphone stand detachable

tray or the like. 276,043. 10-23-84, CI. 014-13.000.
Folkmar, Jan. Package for frozen liquids. 276,049, 10-23-84. CI. DI5-

f'o'^' Alex B. Y. Combined dental floss holder and toothpick. 276,088,
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Freezinhot Bottle Co., Ltd.: See—
Kung, Chi H., 276,080, CI. 026-48.000.

Gateway Scientific, Inc.: See—
Skarman, John S., 276,029, CI. O10-I06.000.

Genaro. Donald M.; Gotway. Jerome M.; Hall, Norris R.; and McGar-
vey. John N.. to AT&T Bell Laboratories. Housing for a telephone.
276,046, 10-23-84. CI. 014-60.000.

Gervais. Conrad, to Le Balai Laviolette Enr. Molded broom head for
use on a broom ball stick. 276.063. 10-23-84, CI. 021-210.000.

Gibson. David I., to Nestier Canada. Inc. Conuiner for carryine arti-
cles. 276.090. 10-23-84. CI. 034-43.000.

Giles. William. Housing for an evaporator unit of a split system air
conditioner. 276.070. 10-23-84, CI. 023-141.000.

Gotway, Jerome M.: See—
Genaro, Donald M.; Gotway, Jerome M.; Hall, Norris R.; and
McGarvey, John N., 276,046, CI. 014-60.000.

Guertin. Joseph G. American family tree game panel or similar article.
276.055. 10-23-84. CI. D2 1 -25.000.

Hagedom. Leonhard; and Schulein. Rolf-Gunter. to ITT Industries.
Inc. Combined rack, vegeuble peeler, and knife. 276.018. 10-23-84.
CI. 07-74.000.

Hall, Norris R.: See—
Genaro, Donald M.; Gotway, Jerome M.; Hall, Norris R.; and
McGarvey, John N., 276,046, CI. OI4-60.000.

Hang Ho Industrial Co. Limited: See-
Cheng, Lap-Kwan, 276,079, CI. 026-42.000.

Hannecke, Wolf-Dietrich. Display rack module. 276,011, 10-23-84, CI.
06-5 10.000.

Harris, Frank I., to Minibar Limited. Refrigerated cabinet for beverage
containers. 276,048, 10-23-84, CI. 015-86.000.

Hayashi, Shigeaki: See—
Kosako, Mikio; and Hayashi, Shigeaki, 276,051, CI. 016-31.000.

Heiter, Michael J.: See—
Boehle, William F.; and Heiter, Michael J., 276,053, CI. 18-7.000.

Hellein, Ernst F. W.: See-
Albert, Fritz T.; and Hellein, Ernst F. W., 276,027, CI. 09-452.000.

Hexamer, Don, to Par-Pak Limited. Packaging tray for food or the like.

276.025, 10-23-84, CI. 09-425.000.
Hexamer, Don, to Par-Pak Limited. Packaging tray for food or the like.

276.026, 10-23-84, CI. 09-425.000.
Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ito, Jun; and Yokoyama, Kazuhiko, 276,035, CI. 012-110.000.
Makita, Akio; and Waunabe. Masahiro. 276.034. CI. DI2-1 10.000.
Ohba, Yasuhiro; and Yamamoto, Mituru, 276,033, CI. D 12-1 10.000.
Sasaki, Kouichi, 276,047, CI. 015-14.000.

Hutchins. John E. Storage rack for roll paper products. 276,089,
10-23-84, CI. 034-21.000.

»-»- k

Intermatch S.A.: See—
Ostman, Kjell G., 276,085, CI. 027-30.000.

International Harvester Co.: See-
Montgomery, Gregg C, 276,036, CI. OI2-176.000.
Montgomery, Gregg C, 276,037, CI. D 12- 1 77.000.
Montgomery, Gregg C, 276,038, CI. 012-177.000.
Montgomery, Gregg C, 276,040, CI. 012-192.000.

Ito, Jun; and Yokoyama, Kazuhiko, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Motor uicycle. 276,035, 10-23-84, CI. OI2-1 10.000.

Ito, Yoshio: See—
Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, 276,042, CI.
D 1 3-24.000.

ITT Industries, Inc.: See—
Hagedom, Leonhard; and Schulein, Rolf-Gunter, 276,018, CI.

07-74.000.

Jarry, Andre. Armchair with foldable arms. 276,007. 10-23-84, CI.
06-368.000.

John J. Madison and Company: See—
Carbajales Sanu-Eulalia, Jesus A.; and Carbajales SanU-Eulalia.

Javier B., 276,031, CI. Ol 1-158.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Tanaka, Kiyoaki, 276.039. CI. 012-192.000.

Karjala. Larry M.: See—
Wedel, John A.; Karjala, Larry M.; and Bowe, Gerald R., 276,052,

CI. 016-33.000.
Kawachi, Manabu, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Loudspeaker.

276.044, 10-23-84, CI. 014-30.000.
Kawachi, Manabu, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Loudspeaker.

276.045. 10-23-84. CI. 014-30.000.
Kawada Co.. Ltd.: See—

Chatani. Yasusi. 276.056. CI. O2I-59.000.
Kessler Products Co.. Inc.: See—

Ullman, Myron E.. 276.023. CI. 09-344.000.
Kidco. Inc.: See—

Smollar. Marvin; Patterson. Keith; and Liedtke, Ronald. 276,059,
CI. 021-134.000.

Smollar, Marvin; Patterson, Keith; and Liedtke, Ronald, 276,060,
CI. 021-134.000.

Kimberiy-Clark Corporation: See—
Whitehead, Howard A., 276,072, CI. 024-51.000.
Whitehead, Howard A., 276,073, CI. D24-5 1.000.

Kosako, Mikio; and Hayashi, Shigeaki, to Sharp Corporation. Elec-
tronic copying machine. 276,051, 10-23-84, CI. 016-31.000.

Kotyuk, Ben, Jr., to Primary Development Group. Cosmetic container.
276,087, 10-23-84, CI. 028-79.000.

Koustis, Evangelos. Carrying tray for dining uble set-up needs.
276,019, 10-23-84, CI. 07-74.000.

Kung, Chi H., to Freezinhot Bottle Co., Ltd. Torch. 276,080, 10-23-84,
CI. 026-48.000.

L.J.N. Toys, Ltd.: See—
Mednick, Mel, 276,061, CI. O2I-141.000.

Le Balai Laviolette Enr.: See—
Gervais, Conrad, 276,063, CI. 021-210.000.

Ledan, Inc.: See-
Leo. Daniel W., 276,092, CI. 099-34.000.

Lenox, Incorporated: See—
Solt, Charies, 276,013. CI. 07-36.000.

Leo. Daniel W., to Ledan, Inc. Combined coin tray and massage display
device. 276,092, 10-23-84, CI. 099-34.000. © f /

Liedtke, Ronald: See—
Smollar, Marvin; Patterson, Keith; and Liedtke, Ronald, 276,059.

CI. 021-134.000.
Smollar, Marvin; Patterson, Keith; and Liedtke, Ronald, 276,060,

CI. D2I-1 34.000.

Locascio, Jack, to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere. 276,000.
10-23-84, CI. D2-24.000.

Locascio, Jack, to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere. 276.001,
10-23-84, CI. D2-24.000.

Long, Douglas G., to Sunbeam Corporation. Pulsator atuchment for a
hair dryer. 276,084, 10-23-84, CI. 028-18.000.

Long, Douglas G.: See-
Ernest, Robert C; and Long, Douglas G., 276,086, CI. 028-35.000.

Lozelle, James R.; and Lozelle, William E. Crane rail clip. 276,032,
10-23-84,0.012-51.000.

Lozelle, William E.: See—
Lozelle, James R.; and Lozelle, William E., 276,032, CI. 012-

51.000.

Mabb, Kenneth G., to Sodastream Limited. Carbonating machine for
beverages. 276,021, 10-23-84, CI. 07-300.000.

Mack, Anthony C; and Shore, David, to Sweetheart Plastics, Inc. Food
tray cover. 276,014, 10-23-84, CI. D7-40.000.

Mack, Anthony C; and Shore, David, to Sweethean Plastics, Inc.
Combined eutectic pack and food tray cover. 276,015, 10-23-84. CI
D7-40.000.

Makita, Akio; and Watanabe, Masahiro, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Motor tricycle. 276,034, 10-23-84, CI. 012-110.000.

Malinoff, Don, to Culture Tek Corporation. Medical sampler device.
276,071, 10-23-84, CI. 024-31.000.

Martel, Thomas J.; See—
Bowen, Robert F.; and Martel, Thomas J., 276,022, CI. D7-360.000.

Martini, Jeanne M., to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Brassiere.
275,999, 10-23-84, CI. 02-24.000.

Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See-
Mori, Daisaku; and Sakakibara, Seiichi, 276,067, CI. D23- 12 1.000.
Mori, Daisaku; and Takahashi, Youichi, 276,068, CI. D23-I21.O0O.
Mori, Daisaku; and Takahashi, Youichi, 276,069. CI. D23- 12 1.000.

Matthias, Jan H., to Casa Bella Imports, Inc. Desk lamp. 276,083,
10-23-84, CI. D26- 104.000.

McAbery, Robert. Slipper. 276,003, 10-23-84, CI. 02-308.000.
McGarvey, John N.: See—

Genaro, Donald M.; Gotway, Jerome M.; Hall, Norris R.; and
McGarvey, John N., 276,046, CI. D 14-60.000.

Mednick, Mel, to L.J.N. Toys, Ltd. Toy vehicle hub. 276,061, 10-23-84,
CI. D2I-I4I.O0O.

Merit Company, The: See—
Christian. Francis R., 276,091, CI. D99-8.000.

Minibar Limited: See-
Harris, Frank I., 276,048, CI. 015-86.000.

Mink, Jan B. Foldable jewelry holder and display case. 276.004.
10-23-84. CI. D3-75.O0O.

Molded Products Company: See-
Dennis, Frank S., 276,062, CI. O2I-I93.000.

Montgomery, Gregg C, to International Harvester Co. Combined
vehicle steering wheel and keyboard housing. 276,036, 10-23-84, CI.
D 1 2- 176.000.

Montgomery, Gregg C, to International Harvester Co. Vehicle steer-
ing wheel keyboard housing. 276,037. 10-23-84, CI. O12-I77.000.

Montgomery, Gregg C, to International Harvester Co. Face for vehi-
cle steering wheel keyboard. 276,038, 10-23-84, CI. DI2- 1 77.000.

Montgomery, Gregg C, to International Harvester Co. Vehicle opera-
tor's sution. 276,040, 10-23-84, CI. D12-192.000.

Mori, Daisaku; and Sakakibara, Seiichi, to Matsushita Electric Indus-
trial Co.. Ltd. Oil heater. 276,067, 10-23-84, CI D23- 12 1.000.

Mori, Daisaku; and Takahashi, Youichi, to Matsushita Electnc Indus-
trial Co., Ltd. Oil heater. 276,068. 10-23-84. CI. D23-121 000.

Mori, Daisaku; and Takahashi, Youichi. to Matsushita Electnc Indus-
trial Co., Ltd. Oil heater. 276,069, I0-23-84, CI D23-12I.000.

Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, to Tokai Electric
Wire Co., Ltd. Connector housing. 276,042, 10-23-84, CI. 013-24.000.

Nestier Canada, Inc.: See-
Gibson, David I., 276,090, CI. 034-43.000.

Ohba, Yasuhiro; and Yamamoto, Mituru, to Honda Giken Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Motor tricycle. 276,033, 10-23-84, CI. 012-
110.000.

Ohio Art Company, The: See—
Plassmann, Herbert A., 276,057, CI. 021-64.000.

Ostman, Kjell G., to Intermatch S.A. Firelighter. 276,085, 10-23-84, CI.
027-30.000.

Ousley, Charles R. Locker caddy. 276,009, 10-23-84, CI. 06-570.000.
Pako Corporation: See—

Wedel, John A.; Karjala, Larry M.; and Bowe, Gerald R., 276,052,
CI. 01 6-33.000.

Par-Pak Limited: See—
Hexamer, Don, 276,025, CI. 09-425.000.
Hexamer, Don, 276.026, CI. D9-425.000.
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Pinenon, Keith: See—

^ a' dIzmmISw*'"*"""'
^^^' *"** '''**'*''*• ^°'^' "^'°'''

^'^"?^;!^."D'!CU**""*"°"'
^"^^' "** L'«*'''«' Ronald. 276,060.

CI. U2I-I34.000.

Payne, George L.: See—

Perrins, Allen R.: S«r—

Pinnell, Vesta P., Jr.: See—
Fitzner. Marcel; and Pinnell, Vesta P., Jr.. 276.043, a. 014-13 000

Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—
Kawachi, Manabu. 276.044, CI. D14-30.000
Kawachi, Manabu, 276,045, CI. D14-30.000.

'*'Di9l90af*'
^"*'^'*^ communication board. 276,054, 10-23-84, CI.

"mo^'iSSS ^i:&^o£" '^^''' ^- ^^^ "'•

Primary Development Group: See—
Kotyuk. Ben, Jr.. 276,087, CI. D28-79.000.

'^l3-8i?Cl.Si5.W0(S'"'''
"^^ "*• °""''"« *"~''- ''"'''''

"^S-si^Cl. DistoS"^'
"^'^ "^ ^'^*'"« "«^''- 2W6,

^T^i.M°a Sisiyfo^'""'
^^^ ^- ^""*'*"« "«=''• 276.077,

"tS-sirCl. D25.9 'oS'""-
"^^ "* ^""''"« "«="• "^'O^''

'^^Ti.£a.Di5^9oS"^'
"^'^ "*• ^""*"« "«=" "6.081,

'^W-si^Cl. 525-"lo£'"''
^^^ '^^ ^"*'*"« "~''- 27*'0»2,

Raytheon Company: See—

RealS'Su'Ltd'^Se-*"**
^""'' ^°"*** ^' ^^^'°^^' ^'- D7-360.000.

Rey«, Daniel. Jet rocket ship. 276,041, 10-23-84, CI. DI2-343.000KKOh Company, Ltd.: See
Soda, Koichi, 276,050, CI. D16-1.0a0.

Ride-On Enterprises, Inc.: See—
Willis, Robert D., 276,006. CI. D6-5O2.00O.

5^!2i' °'fP',^f • ^'^y ?**'"• "''•O". 10-23-84, CI. D21-78.O0O.

SSbara. &:^*h
'"*' 276,093, 10-23-84, CI. D99-35.000.

«ui,.^°"'i?*'t?"''c*"**
Sakakibara, Seiichi, 276,067, CI. D23-121.000.

aakatani, Atsushi: See—

^?m^24S»
*™^ "°' ^°*'''°' *"** S**^**"'' Atsushi. 276,042, CI.

Saltzman. David R. Coffee Ubie. 276,010, 10-23-84. CI. D6-487 000

^hi^rS''fJ? '?<?",1"o?'l^!"r^°8y°
Kabushiki Kaisha. Mowingmachme. 276,047, 10-23-84, CI. D 15- 14.000.

Schulein, Rolf-Gunter: See—

"D7?7°4Tbo*^"*'"*
*™* *=•'"'«"• Rolf-Gunter. 276,018, CI.

Sharp Corporation: 5^—

Shore^DJSd^sS'-*"**
Hayashi, Shigeaki, 276,051, CI. D16.31.000.

Mack, Anthony C; and Shore, David, 276,014, CI. D7-40000
Mack, Anthony C; and Shore, David, 276,015, CI. D7-40.000.

Skowronski, Roman L.; and Szekeres, John M., to Emeison ElectricCo Packaging container. 276.024, 10-23-84. CI. 09-415^
Sinollar, Marvin; Patterson, Keith; and Liedtke. Ronald, to Kidco IncToy motorcycle. 276,059, 10-23-84, CI. D21-134.o5o
SmoUar, Marvin; Patterson. Keith; and Liedtke, Ronald, to Kidco IncToy motorcycle. 276.060. 10.23-H CI. D21.134.0K)

lDl'6-1 OOo''
*° ^'^°** Company, Ltd. Camera. 276,050. 10-23-84. CI.

Sodastream Limited: See—
Mabb, Kenneth G., 276,021. CI. D7-300.000

DV-fJoor"
'° ^^°*' ^"'^°'P°™'*^- "*««• 276.013, I0-23-84, Q.

^^23-28cio[)'^
'
^' """"' ^^' * ""''*^ ''"'"*• 276,065, 10-23-84, CI.

Sunbeam Corporation: See
Ernest. Robert O.; and Long. Douglas G.. 276.086. CI. D28-35.000Long, Douglas G., 276,084, CI. D28- 18.000.

"*» ««w.
Superior Electric Company, The: See—

Crotty, Charles A.; Payne, George L.- and Perrin« Allm B
276,028, CI. D 10-75.000. ^ *" '^••

Sweetheart Plastics, Inc.: See—
Mack, Anthony C.; and Shore, David. 276,014, CI. D7-40.000

Szek^rS'jolin m7s£L"' ''°"* ^*^'*'' '''''''' C'" °'-^«0-

^'Tl's Mo''''
"^""^ ^

'

*"** S"''«'«> John M., 276,024, CI. D9-

Takahashi. Youichi: See-
Mori. Daisaku; and Takahashi. Youichi, 276,068, a. D23-121 000Mon. DaiMku; and Takahashi, Youichi, 276,069, Q. D23-121 OOo"^Lt^A '".^P^" Corporation; and Kibus'hiki SshaW

IM So
^"'°'"°"''*^ instrument panel. 276,039, 10-23-84, CI. DI2-

Tokai Electric Wire Co., Ltd.: See—

'^01^24 MO
*™' ''°' ^°**''°' ""* S**"*"'' Atsushi, 276,042, Q.

^iS-M^'cT ^9SfS!"
'*"^"*'**^- ^"*'- ^"'' *^"- 2^<^'023.

''2&fea"D?S!S7'.oS,.^''" '"^ ''^''^''^ »-»'°-
Watanabe. Masahiro: See—

Wed^*^I^hn'^A'° e"** W*f"*'*\'!?*^''°' 276.0H CI. D12-1 10.000.Wedel, John A^ Karjala, Larry M.; and Bowe, Gerald R., to Pako

Tn^jS 2"7°6S !'^2'^^^!^^St'i^'^'^''''°^-
™" »»-'

Williams Industries, Inc.: See—
^.„Po»'orff. Boyd G., 276,008, CI. D6-513.O0O.

'^2;u?'r(r23^84.'^i''i?i-S"2(gs''''^""*'
""= ^''^'^ ^^ ~-'-

Wilson, Robert P.: See—

^foTooi)
^^" ^

'

"** ^"*°"' *****" **• 276.012, CI. D6-

Yamamoto, Mituni: See

v^u^*"^*' T^"**'^°'
*•"• Yamamoto. Mituru. 276.033. CI. D12-1 10.000.Yokoyama, Kazuhiko: See—

•"«««.

Ito, Jun; and Yokoyama. Kazuhiko. 276.035. CI. D12-1 10.000.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES

'''SS'i"su^T297°i&£?/^^^^^^^ * ^"^' '- '^^' «-•

^
CI 'si.So

'**
^

'

*° ^''°'''" * ^"**"- ^'•P* '^y"'*- ''^2, 10-23-84,

Chopin & Wright: See—
Chopin, David E., 5.302, CI. 54.000.

Driscoll Strawberry Associates, Inc.: Se«—
Johnson. Harold A., Jr., 5,301, CI. 49.000.
Johnson Jr.. Harold A., 5,300. CI. 48.000.

H. P. Metzler & Sons. Inc.: See—
Chamberlin, Thomas O., Sr.. 5.297, CI. 43.000.

39000"^'
^"^"^^ " ^"••y of «Pricot tree. 5,296, 10-23-84, CI.

^°IIII1^"' ^"^^i^' -iJ
• '° °"**^°" Strawberry Associates, Inc. Straw-berry plant-The Crown'. 5,301, 10-23-84, CI. 49.000

Johnson Jr.. Harold A., to Driscoll Strawberry Associates, Inc. Straw-
berry plant-'Joe Reiter'. 5,300, 10-23-84. CI. 48.000.

?3otl?23V°CW9S».''''"'
''""*'^' '""• ^™*"'"' "^»''°"-

'1:35iTi°23Vci mSo^.'''"
''"~'^' '"^- '^™«"^ ^*''°"-

*5.'305"1cl.23^84'c?'7oS!(5'*'*"
'^""*'^' ^"^'^ ^'"'*'"" caniation.

Siri Brothers Nursery. Inc.: See—
Siri. Angelo J.. 5.303, CI. 70.000.
Siri, Angelo J., 5,304, CI. 70.000.
Siri, Angelo J., 5,305, CI. 70.000.

University of California, The Regents of the: See—
Bergh, Berthold O., 5,298. CI. 44.000.
Whitsell, Robert H., 5,299, CI. 44.000.

Whitsell, Robert H., to University of California, The Regents of the.Avocado tree-'Whitseir. 5,299. 10-23-84, CI. 44.000.

CLASSinCATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 23, 1984

Note.—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

19

221
42S

CLASS2
4.477,927

1.5

13

239
253
663

241

139

4.477.928

4.477.929

CLASS3
4.477.930

4.477,931

CLASS4
4,477.932

4,477.933

4.477,934

CLASS5
4.477.935

CLASS7
4.477.936
4.477.937

CLASS8
4.478.597

4,478.598

CLASS 15

118 4.477.938
246.5 4.477.939
250.35 4.477.940

CLASS 16

289 4.477.941

CLASS 17

11 4,477.942
75 4.477,943

CLASS 19

80 R 4,477.944

236 4.477.945

CLASS 23

300 4.478.599

313 FB 4.478,600

CLASS 24

181

648

5

30.5 P
71.1

1I5F
115 R
180

4.477.946

4.477.950

Bl 4.377,886

4.477.947

4,477.948

4,477.949

CLASS 28

246 4,477.951

CLASS 29

25.35

25.42

1 16 AD
157.1 R
252
402.08

423
433
458

571

572
576 B
596

603
739
837
877

172

4.477,952

4.477,953

4.477.954

4.477.955

4.477.956

4,477,957

4,477,958

4,477,959

4,477,960

4,477,961

4,477,962

4,477,963

4.477.964

4.477.965

4.477.966

4,477.967

4.477.968

4.477,969

4,477.970

4.477.971

CLASS 30

4,477.972

CLASS 33

1 CC 4.477.973

168 R
169 C
169 R
178 R
180 AT
257
404

4.477.974

4.477.975

4.477.976

4.477.977

4.477.978

4,477.979

4.477.980

41

48
114

CLASS 34

4.477.981

4.477,982

4,477,983

128

IIS

liSR
250
252

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS
155

158 B

CLASS
4

II

42.44

43.11

43.14

58

4,477.984

36

4,477.985

37

4.477.987

4.477.988

4.477.989

40

4.477.990

4,477.991

43

4.477.992

4.477.993

4.477.994

4.477.995

4.477.996

4.477,997

CLASS 44

14

51

63
78

58

77

189

210

37

57

63
72

388
410

CLASS

CLASS

4.478,601

4,478,602

4.478.603

4,478.604

4,478,605

47

4,478.000

48

4.478.606

4.478.607

4.478,608

CLASS 49

4,478.001

4,478.002

4,478,003

4,478,004

4,478,005

4.478,006

CLASS $1

100 R 4,478.007

lllR 4,478.008

165.8 4.478.009

170 TL 4,478.010

295 4,478.609
298 4,478,610
307 4,478,611

360 4,478.011

CLASS S2

2 4.478,012

92 4,478.013

lis 4.478,014

120 4,478,015

126.1 4.478,016

209 4,478,017

220 4,478,018

239 4,478,019
309.13 4,478.020
375 4.478,021

509 4.478.022

CLASS 53

382 4.478.023

473 4.478.024
512 4.478,025

CLASS SS

29 4,478,612

127 4,478,613

145 4,478,614

170 4,478,615

223 4,478,616

314 4,478,617

4,478,618

316 4,478,619

486 4,478.620

CLASS 56

7 4.478,026

16.4 4.478.027

16.9 4.478,028

17.5 4,478.029

60 4.478.030

202 4.478.031

377 4.478,032

400.06 4.478.033

CLASS S7

58.34 4.478,034
262 4,478,035
283 4,478,036
284 4,478,037

CLASS 60

39.02

225
444
526
608
721

737

4,478,038

4,478.039

4,478,040

4.478,041

4,478,042

4,478,043

4.478,0M
4.478,045

CLASS 62

6
31

82

126
179

193

212
244
262
323.4

324.1

332
480

4.478,046

4,478,621

4,478,047

4,478.048

4,478,049

4,478.050
4.478.051

4.478.052

4,478.053

4,478,054

4,478,055

4.478,056

4,478,057

CLASS 6S

3.12 4,478,622

4,478,623
4.4 4,478,624

11.1 4,478,625
18.1 4,478,626
27 4,478,627
29 4,478,628

163 4,478,629
242 4,478,630
327 4,478,631

CLASS 66

149 R 4,478.058

CLASS 61

17 A 4.478.059
27 4.478.060

CLASS 70

358 4,478.061

CLASS 71

29 4.478,632
37 4,478,633
88 4,478.634
92 4.478,635

100 4,478,636

CLASS 72

17 4.478.062

42 4.478,063

232 4.478,064
239 4,478,065

358 4,478,066

CLASS 73

23
35

38
40.7

49.3

61 R
61.4

118.2

204

253

335
487
593

620

625
781

861.22

861.28

862.04

862.09

862.54

862.55

4,478,067

4,478.068

4.478.069

4.477.986

4,478,070

4.478,072

4,478,073

4,478,074

4,478,075

4,478,076

4,478,077

4,478.078

4,478,079

4,478,080

4,478,081

4,478,082

4,478.083

4.478,084

4.478.085

4.478.086

4.478,087

4.478.088

4.478.089

4.478.090

4.478,091

4,478,092

862.65

863.32

864.21

864.73

1033

11

206
325

410
425
479

730
740
863

866
878

4.478.093

4.478,094

4.478.095

4,478.096

CLASS 74

4.478,097

4.478,098

4,478.099

4,478.100

4,478,101

4,478.102

4.478.103

4.478.104

4.478,105

4.478.106

4,478.107

4,478.108

4.478.109

CLASS 75

67 R 4.478.637

255 4.478.638

CLASS 81

9.51 4.478.110
57.19 4,478.111

57.37 4,478.112

64 4,478,113

363 4,478,114

436 4,478.115

CLASS 82

4 A 4,478,116

32 4.478.117

CLASS 83

24 4.478.118

42 4.478.119

71 4,478.120

209 4,478.121

549 4,478,122

CLASS 84

1.03 4.478.123

1.19 4.478.124

212 4.478.125

CLASS 86

1 B 4.478.126

CLASS 89

1.5 D 4.478.127

7 4.478.128

CLASS 91

4.478.129

4.478,130

4.478.131

4.478.132

4.478.133

4.478.134

4.478.135

4.478.136

CLASS 92

4.478.137

1

6.5

356
485
488

492

506

63

CLASS 98

33 R 4.478,138

CLASS 99

280 4,478.139

404 4.478.140
476 4.478.141

516 Bl 4.355.572

CLASS 073

55 4.478,071

CLASS 101

35 4,478,142

93.05 4.478,143

126 4.478.144

205 4.478.145

4.478.146

CLASS 102

255
390
426
430
481

4,478.147

4.478.148

4.478.149

4.478,150

4,478,151

CLASS
279

168

225
355

CLASS

CLASS
76
110

277

288 Q
CLASS

53.1

CLASS
106

215

104

4,478,152

tos

4,478,153

4.478.154

4,478.155

106

4.478.640

4,478.641

4.478,642

4,478.643

108

4,478,156

110

4,478,157

4,478,158

CLASS 111

52 4,478.159

CLASS 112

121.12 4.478,160
155 4,478,16!
227 4,478.162
287 4,478.163

CLASS 114

39 4,478.164
74 R 4,478.165

290 4.478,166
352 4,478.167

CLASS 116

82 4,478.168
209 4,478,169

CLASS 118

64 4.478.170

4,478.171

612 4,478,172
688 4,478,173
718 4.478,174

CLASS 119

16

159
4,478,175

4,478.176

CLASS 123

I A 4.478.177
41.01 4,478.178

44 B 4,478,179

59 BS 4,478,180

145 A 4,478,181

188 M 4,478,182
339 4,478,183
352 4,478.184
416 Re.31,709
419 4,478,185

436 4,478,186

449 4,478,187

450 4.478.188
467 4.478,189
478 4.478.190
489 4.478.191

4.478.192

4.478.193
491 4.478.194

502 4.478.195
504 4.478.196
514 4.478.197

548 4.478.198
571 4,478,199

605 4,478,200

620 4.478.201

CLASS 124

23 R 4.478.202

24 R 4.478.203
89 4.478.204

CLASS 126

25 R
99A

101

121

417
418
433

4,478,205

4.478.206

4.478.207

4.478.208

4.478.209

4.478.210

4,478.211

CLASS 127

1 4.478.644

57 4.478,645

CLASS 128

6 4.478.212

25 R 4.478.213

149 4.478,214

201.13 4,478,215

204.21 4,478,216

303.1 4,478,217

325 4,478.218

4,478,219

326 4,478.220

334 R 4.478.221

632 4.478.222

699 4.478,223

706 4,478,224

4,478,225

CLASS 130

27 T 4.478.226
30 R 4.478.227

CLASS 131

84 C 4.478.231

180 4,478.228
234 4.478.230
336 4.478.229

CLASS 132

73.6 4,478.232
84 D 4.478.233

CLASS 134

7 4,478.646

13 4,478,647

CLASS 133

98 4.478,234

CLASS 136

232 4,479,026

249 4,479,027

4,479,028

CLASS 137

15 4.478.235

107 4.478.236

116.3 4,478.237
171 4.478.238
209 4,478,239

315 4,478,240
340 4,478,241

383 4.478.242

512.1 4.478.243

515 4.478.244

554 4,478.245

557 4,478.246

580 4,478.247

624 13 4.478.248

625.4 4.478,249

625.65 4,478,250

(CLASS 138

44 4.478.251

140 4,478.252

4.478.253

CLASS 139

1 E 4.478.254

21 4.478,255

54 4,478.256

110 4,478.257

358 4,478.258

435 4.478.259

CLASS 140

92.1 4,478.260

CLASS 141

2 4,478.261

114 4,478,262

CLASS 144

3 K 4,478,263

83 4,478.264

CLASS 148

6.3

12 C
23
31.5

36
111

174

4,478,648

4.478,649

4,478,650

4,478.651

4,478,652

4,478,653

4,478.654

PI 51



PI 52

175 4.478.655

CLASS 149

«'4 4.478.656

CLASS ISO

52 R 4.478.265

CLASS 152

209 R 4,478.266

CLASS IM
64 4,478,657
W 4,478.658
73.1 4,478.659
78 4.478.660
92 4.478.661

155 4.478,662
203 4,478,663
216 4,478.664
229 4.478.665
240 4.478.666
307.3 4.478.667
364 4,478,668
379.7 4,478,669
380.1 4,478,670
391 4,478.671
<2I 4,478,672
<98 4.478,673
505 4.478,674
605 4.478,675
616 R 4,478.676
635 4.478.677
643 4.478.678
653 4.478,679

CLASS IM
97 4,478,267

3>0 4,478.268

CLASSICS
103 4.478,680
l<0 4.478.681
158 4.478.682
161 4.478.683
337 4.478.684

CLASS IM
21 4.478.269

25* 4.478.270
<2« 4.478.271
454 4.478.272
<« 4.478,273

CLASS 16S

12 4,478,274
133 4,478,275
64 4.478.276
185 4.478.277

CLASS IM
105 4.478.278
121 4.478,279
260 4.478.280
274 4.478,281
281 4.478,282
292 4,478,283
297 4,478,284
311 4.478,285
324 4,478.286
341 4.478.287
372 4.478J88

CLASS 172

4.478.289

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
170.2

165

215
229
273
326

4.479.036

CLASS ISO

4.478.304

4.478.305

4,478.306
4.478.307

4.478.308

CLASS Itl

167 4.478.309
241 4.478.310

CLASS IS2

3 4.478.311
1*2 4,478.312

CLASS IS5

4,478,313

500.2

512.3

641
659

672
674
679
703
793

39

CLASS IS7

9 R 4,478,314
29 R 4,478,315

CLASS 188

719 4,478,316

4.478.317
72.4 4.478.318

170 4,478.319

CLASS 191

4.479,037

4.478,717

4,478,718

4,478,719

4,478,720
4,478,721

4,478,722

4,478,723

4,478,724

4.478,725

4,478.726

CLASS 211

49 D 4.478,337
126 4,478.339
490 4,478,338

CLASS 212

4,478,340

328 4,479,054
338 4,479,055
342 4,479,056
343 4.479,057

4,479.058
385 4.479,059
398 4.479.060
487.1 4,479,061
578 4,479.062

CLASS 251

121 4.478.387
309 4.478,388

227
293

4,478,405

4,478,406

CLASS 252

36

CLASS 192

0.055 4,478,322
3.3 4,478,323

48.91 4,478,320
53 E 4,478,321
70.17 4,478,324
98 4,478,325

106.2 4,478,326

CLASS 193

« 4,478,327

CLASS 198

158

49

136

CLASS 173

11 4,478,290
147 4,478,291
149 4,478,292
162 R 4,478,293

CLASS 174

15 WF 4,479.029
48 4.479.030
73 R 4.479.031

CLASS ITS

4.56 4.478.294
56 4.478,295
92 4,478,296

329 4.478.297

4.478.298
369 4,478,299

CLASS 177

59 4.478.300
70 4.478,301

145 4,478.302
210 FP 4.478.303

CLASS 178

19 4,479.032

CLASS 179

2.51 4,479,033
18 ES 4,479,034

115.5 VC 4,479.035

479 4,478,328
574 4,478,329

CLASS 300

6 A 4,479,038
67 D 4.479.039
77 4.479.040
8! R 4,479,041

144 B 4,478,347

4,479.042

CLASS 202

4.478.685

CLASS 203

4,478.686

CLASS 204

4.478,687

4,478.688

4.478.689

4.478.690

4.478.691

4.478.692

4.478.693

4,478,694

4,478,695

4,478,697

4,478,6%
4,478,698

4,478,699

4.478,700

4.478,701

4,478.702

4.478.703

4.478.704

2

II

14.1

15

43 R

MR
77
98
105 M
105 R
106
158 R
192 R
298

412

CLASS 206

38 4.478.330
334 4.478.331
361 4.478.332
380 4.478.333
427 4.478.334
444 4.478.335

CLASS 208

59 4,478.705
138 4,478,706
157 4.478.707
161 4.478,708
257 4.478.709

CLASS 209

17 4.478.710
39 4,478,711

588 4.478,336

CLASS 210

96.1 4.478,712
101 4.478,713
136 4,478,714
198.2 4,478,715
289 4,478,716

253

CLASS 215

12 R 4,478,341
32 4,478,342

252 4,478,343

CLASS 219

8.5 4,4-9,043
69 W 4,479,044

4,479,045
130.32 4,479,046
225 4,479,047
388 4,479,048

CLASS 220

83 4,478,344
85 P 4,478,345
90.2 4,478,346

318 4,478,348
410 4,478,349
436 4,478,350
462 4,478,351

CLASS 221

13 4.478.352
14 4,478,353
34 4,478,354

CLASS 222

54 4,478,355
94 4,478,356
135 4,478,357
213 4,478.358

CLASS 223

002 4.478.359

CLASS 225

4.478,360

CLASS 227

4,478,361

4,478,362

CLASS 228

4,478,363

4,478.3M

CLASS 235

4.479.049

4,479.050

CLASS 236

4.478.365

4,478,366

CLASS 239

4,478,367

4,478,368

4,478,369

4,478,370

CLASS 241

4,478,371

4,478.372

4,478.373

4.478,374

CLASS 242

4,478.375

4.478,376

CLASS 2M
J2.S 4.478,377

4,478,378
17.11 4,478.379

8.5 C
8.57

33.2

34.7

36
49.6

99
117

135

180

186.25

188.31

299.1

299.62

299.63

313 S
522 R

4,478.727

4.478.728

4,478.729

4.478,730

4,478,731

4.478.732

4.478.733

4.478,734

4,478,735

4,478,736

4,478,737

4,478,738

4,478.739

4,478,740

4,478,741

4,478,742

4,478,743

CLASS 272

18 4,478.407
76 4.478.408
85 4.478.409

4.478.410
18 4.478.411
30 4.478.412
134 4.478,413

4.478.414

CLASS 273

1.5 R 4.478.415
73 C 4,478.416

150 4,478.417
153 S 4.478.418
187 R 4,478,422
259 4,478,419
411 4.478.420
420 4.478.421

CLASS 277

59 4.478.423
80 4.478.424

628 4.479.074

163

7

19

131

201

379
474

38

44A

381

430
6M
707

18

35

208
261.2

CLASS 254

108 4.478,389
270 4,478,390

CLASS 256

1 4,478.391

CLASS 260

1 12.5 R 4,478,744

4,478,745
112.7 4,478,746
245.2 R 4,478,748
245.4 4,478.749.
245.7 4.478.750
3% N 4.478,751

4,478.753
396 R 4.478.752
410.5 4,478,754
429.5 4,478,755
429.7 4,478,756
453 PC 4,478,757
465 D 4,478,758
465.5 A 4,478,759
465.7 4,478.760
970 4.478.761
983 4,478,762
986 4,478.763

CLASS 261

50 A 4,478,7M
76 4,478,765

124 4,478,766
130 4,478,767

CLASS 2M

47.01

191

199

71

185

429
467

20
83

202
214 R
221

4.478.380

CLASS 248

4.478.381

4.478.382

4.478,383

4.478.384

CLASS 249

4.478.385

4.478,386

CLASS 250

4,479,051

4,479,052

4.479,053

1.4 4,478,768
1.6 4,478,769
2.1 4,478,770

22 4.478,771

4.478.772
31 4.478,773
36 4.478,774
40.3 4.478.775
65 4,478.785
83 4,478,776

102 4.478,777
146 4.478,778
319 4.478,779
328.2 4.478.780
341 4.478,781
345 4,478,782

CLASS 2M
44 4,478,392
49 4,478,393
162 4.478.394
196 4,478.395

CLASS 267

8 R 4.478,396

CLASS 269

170 4,478,397

CLASS 270

53 4.478,398
55 4,478,399
57 Re.31.710

CLASS 271

3 1 4,478.400
22 4.478.401
100 4,478,402
189 4,478,403
212 4.478.404

CLASS 280

433 4.478.425
625 4.478.426
642 4.478.427
651 4.478.428
655 4.478.429
690 4.478,430
710 4,478.431
804 4.478.432
807 4,478,433

CLASS 285

15 4.478,434
39 4.478.435

137 R 4.478.436
189 4.478.437
276 4.478.438
340 4.478.439
392 4.478,440

CLASS 290

30 R 4.479.063
37 R 4.479.0M

CLASS 292

216 4,478.441
248 4,478,442
307 R 4.478,443
333 4.478.444
336.3 4.478.445
341.18 4.478.446

CLASS 293

102 4.478.447

CLASS 294

1 BA 4.478.448
10 4.478.449
31.2 4,478.450

106 4.478.451
141 4,478.452

CLASS 297

4.478.453

4.478.454

4.478.455

4.478.456

CLASS 299

4,478.457

CLASS 301

9 SC 4.478.458

CLASS 303

7 4,478,459
68 4,478,460
92 4,478,461

CLASS 307

247 R 4,479,065
350 4,479,066
475 4,479,067

CLASS 308

6 C 4.478.462

CLASS 310

194 4,479,068
334 4.479,069
338 4,479.070

CLASS 312

9 4.478,4M
183 4.478.465
215 4,478,4M
250 4,478.467

CLASS 313

25 4.479.071
113 4.479,072
451 4,479,073

CLASS 315

111.21 4.479.075
241 P 4.479.076
291 4.478.468

CLASS 318

245 4.479.077
254 4.479.078
345 G 4.479.079
373 4,479,080
696 4.479,081
799 4,479,082

CLASS 320

6 4,479,083

CLASS 323

210 4,479,084
280 4,479,085
315 4,479,086

CLASS 324

58 B 4,479,087
73 R 4,479,088

158 F 4,479,089
454 4,479,090

CLASS 329

122 4,479,091
145 4,479.092

CLASS 330

258 4.479.093
261 4.479.094

4.479.095

CLASS 331

3 4,479.096
111 4.479.097
154 4,479,098

CLASS 332

10 4,479,099

CLASS 333

33 4,479,100

CLASS 335

37 4,479,101
132 4.479.102
229 4.479.103

CLASS 336

219 4.479.104

CLASS 337

4 4.479,105

160

176

CLASS 338

4,479.106

4.479,107

CLASS 339

219
316
362
410

18

17 LC
74 R

75 M
89 M

97 R
147 R
198 C
263 R
273 R

4,478,469

4,478,470

4,478,471

4.478,472

4,478.473

4.478.474

4.478.475

4.478,476

4,478,477

4.478.478

4.478.479

CLASS 340

52 R 4,479,108
58 4,479,109
63 4,479,110

365 P 4,479.111
365 VL 4.479,112
501 4,479,113
5M 4,479.114
611 4.479.115
620 4.479.116
644 4.479.117
663 4,479,118
731 4.479.119
781 4.479.120
785 4.479,121
825.06 4,479,122

4.479.123
825.44 4.479.124

4.479.125
825.86 4,479.126

CLASS 343

742 4,479,127
756 4,479,128
781 P 4.479.129
802 4.479.130
872 4.479.131

a.ASS346
76 PH 4,479,132

108 4,479,133

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS PI 53

140 R

141

207

4,479,134

4,479,135

4.479,136

4.479.137

4.479,138

CLASS 350

3.71 4,478,480
3.83 4,478,481
6.6 4,478,482

96.14 4,478,483
96.20 4,478,484

4,478,485

4,478,486
96.21 4,478,487
96.23 4,478,488
96.30 4,478,489

162.11 4,478,490
2S5 4,478,491
257 4,478,492
336 4,478,493
381 4,478,494
392 4,478,495
427 4,478,496
476 4,478,497
546 4,478,498

CLASS 351

211 4,478,499

CLASS 354

125

416
443
480

4,478,501

4,478,502

4,478,500
4,478,503

CLASS 355

1 4,478,504

3 DD 4,478,505

4,478,512
3 R 4,478,507
3 SH 4,478,506

14 C 4,478,509
14 R 4,478,508
15 4,478,510
28 4,478,511

CLASS 356

323 4,478,513

CLASS 357

24
81

4,479,139

4,479,140

CLASS 358

12 4,479,141

13 4,479,142
44 4,479,143
60 4,479,144
106 4,479,145
147 4,479,146
290 4,479,147

4,479,148
294 4.479,149
310 4.479.150

CLASS 360

46 4.479,151

4,479,152
53 4,479,153
69 4,479,154
96.5 4,479.155
104 4.479.156

4.479.157
130.1 4,479,158
137 4,479,159

CLASS 361

76 4.479,160
154 4,479,161
210 4,479,162
218 4,479.163
235 4.479.IM
335 4.479.165
433 4,479,IM

4,479,167

4,479,IM

CLASS 362

5 4,479,169
95 4.479.170
102 4,479,171
135 4,479,172
294 4,479,173

CLASS 3«3

4,479,174

4.479,175

21

41

CLASS 3M
148 4.479.176
159 4.479.177
200 4.479.178

4.479,179

4.479,180
411 4,479,181
413 4.479,182
421 4.479.183
424 4,479,184
426 4,479,185
431.05 4,479.186

478 4.479,187
484 4,479,188
500 4.479.189
556 4.479,190
707 4.479.191
719 4.479,192
900 4.479.193

4.479.194
4.479,195

4.479,196

4,479,197

4,479.198

CLASS 365

119 4.479.199
175 4.479,200
183 4.479.201
190 4.479.202
218 4.479,203

CLASS 3M
2 4,478,514

67 4,478.515
87 4.478,516

101 4.478.517
156 4.478.518
157 4.478.519
345 4.478.520

CLASS 367

47 4.479.204
63 4,479,205
104 4,479.206
107 4.479.207

CLASS 3M
8 4.478.521

37 4,478,522
63 4,478.523

204 4.478.524
273 4.478.525

CLASS 369

43 4,479,208
77.2 4,479.209

194 4,479,210

CLASS 370

62 4,479,211

4,479.212
118 4.479.213

CLASS 371

11 4.479.214
33 4.479.215
61 4.479.216
67 4.479,217

CLASS 372

2 4,479,218

4,479,219
25 4,479,220
31 4.479,221
45 4.479,222
53 4.479,223
92 4,479,224
97 4,479,225

CLASS 374

172 4,478,527

CLASS 375

1 4.479.226

4,479,227
7 4,479,228

89 4,479,229
108 4,479,230

CLASS 376

211
298

99
187

15

17

43
57
61

72
80

IS

17

24
63

482

124

53

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

4,478,783

4.478,784

4.478.786

378

4.479.231

4.479.232

381

4.479,233

4,479,234

4,479.235

4.479.236

4.479.237

4.479.238

4.479.239

4.479.240

382

4.479.241

4.479.242

383

4.479.243

4,479,244

3M
4.478.463

400

4.478.528

401

4,478,529

134 4.478,530

CLASS 403

77 4,478,531
157 4,478,532

CLASS 405

24 4,478,533
96 4.478,534
132 4,478.535
213 4,478.536
217 4.478.537

CLASS 408

6 4.478,538
117 4,478,539

CLASS 409

211 4,478,540
232 4.478.541

CLASS 411

26 4,478.542
34 4.478.543

4.478,544
57 4,478,545

385 4,478,546

CLASS 414

24.5 4.478,547
502 4.478.548
537 4.478,549

CLASS 415

53 T 4,478,550
142 4,478,551
174 4,478.552

CLASS 416

97 R 4,478.553
221 4.478.554

CLASS 417

7 4.478.555
222 Re.31,711
256 4,478.556
271 4,478.557
296 4.478.558
368 4.478.559
393 4.478.560
400 4,478.561

CLASS 418

88 4.478.562

CLASS 419

8 4.478.787
48 4.478.788
49 4.478.789
54 4,478,790

590

CLASS 420

4,478,791

CLASS 422

56 4.478,792
216 4,478,793

CLASS 423

89
127

155

213.5

224

230
235
236
244
259
311

328
514
522

555
574 R
618
644
650

4,478,794

4,478,795

4.478.796

4.478.797

4.478.798

4.478.799

4.478.800

4.478.801

4,478,802

4,478.803

4.478,804

4,478,805

4,478,806

4,478,807

4.478.808

4,478.809

4,478,810

4,478,811

4.478,812

4,478,813

4,478,814

CLASS 434

1.1

4
7.1

14

37
45
47
78
88

101

177

178

181

210
246

4,478,815

4,478,816

4.478.817

4.478.818

4.478.819

4.478.820

4,478,821

4,478,822

4.478.823

4.478.824

4.478,825

4.478,826

4.478.827

4.478.828

4.478.829

4.478.830

4.478.831

4.478.832

4.478.833

248.54

250

251

260
263

269
273 R

274
285

304
322
330
358

4.478,834

4.478.835

4,478,836

4,478,837

4,478.838

4,478,839

4.478.840

4.478.841

4.478.842
4.478.843

4.478.844

4,478,845

4,478.846

4.478.847

4.478,848

4,478,849

4,478,850

4,478,852

4,478,851

4.478,853

CLASS 425

71

72 R
141

149

150
320
324.1

4,478,563

4,478,5M
4,478,565

4.478,5M
4.478,567

4,478,568

4,478,569

CLASS 426

12

41

46
72

126
2M
267
295
450
482
534
535
549
570
Ml

4,478,854

4,478,855

4,478,856

4,478,857

4.478,858
4,478,859

4,478,860

4,478,861

4,478,862

4,478,863

4,478,8M
4,478,865

4,478,8M
4,478,867

4,478,8M

CLASS 4r
10
14.1

34
38
40

41

54.1

62
79
85

86
90
97

144

210
211

220
230
252
317
320
387
388.2

407.3

421

4,478,869

4,478,870

4,478,871

4.478.872

4,478,873

4,478,874

4,478,875

4,478,876

4,478,877

4,478,878

4,478,879

4,478,880

4,478.881

4.478.882

4.478.883

4,478,884

4,478,885

4,478,886

4.478.887

4,478,888

4,478,889

4,478,890

4.478,891

4,478.892

4.478.893

4.478,894

4,478,895

4,478,896

CLASS 428

31

36
72
92
120
174

216
288
324

327

331

332
349

383
407

607

4,478,897

4.478,898

4.478.899

4.478.900

4.478.901

4.478.902

4.478,903

4.478,904

4.478.905

4.478.906

4.478.907

4.478.908

4,478,909

4,478,910

4,478,911

4.478,912

4,478.913

Re.31.712

4,478.914

4.478,915

CLASS 429

9 4,478,916
33 4,478,917
38 4,478,918

179 4,478,919
191 4,478.920
194 4.478.921

CLASS 430

9 4.478.639

58 4.478.922

110 4.478.923
126 4,478,924
137 4,478,925
178 4,478,926
203 4,478,927
217 4,478,928

4,478,929
271 4,478,930
309 4.478,931
314 4,478,932
496 4,478,933

CLASS 431

344 4,478,570
359 4.478,571

CLASS 432

13 4,478,572
124 4,478.573
180 4,478,574
217 4.478.575

CLASS 433

3 4.478,576
14 4,478,577

165 4,478,578
222 4,478,579
223 4,478,580

CLASS 434

22 4,478,581
170 4.478.582
259 4.478,583
353 4,478,584

CLASS 435

7 4,478,934
72 4,478,747
75 4.478,935
78 4,478.936

172.3 4.478.937
181 4.478.938
200 4.478.939
209 4.478.940

CLASS 436

56 4.478.941
M 4,478.942
80 4.478.943
95 4,478.944

500 4,478,945

518 4,478,946

CLASS 440

112 4,478,585

CLASS Ml
4

41
4,478,586

4,478,587

CLASS 445

22
37

50

4,478,588

4,478,589

4.478,590

CLASS 4M
177 4.477.998
470 4.477.999

CLASS 455

18

SO
179

183

208
213
219
223
226
239
246
265
2M
295

318
333
343
352
602
605

608

4,479,245

4,479,246

4,479,247

4,479,248

4,479,249

4,479,250

4,479,251

4,479,252

4.479.253

4,479.254

4.479.255

4.479.256

4.479.257

4,479,258

4,479,259

4,479,260

4.479,261

4.479.262

4.479.263

4,479.2M
4.479,265

4,479.2M

CLASS 4M
14 4,478,591

173 4,478,592
182 4,478,593

CLASS 474

50 4.478,594
109 4.478.595

CLASS SOI

15 4.478.947

CLASS 502

25 4,478,948
77 4,478.949
85 4.478.950

108 4,478.951

110 4.478.952

155 4,478,953

CLASS 518

700 4,478,954
713 4,478.955

CLASS 521

32 4,478,956
1 12 4,478,957
121 4.478,958
124 4,478,959
160 4,478,960

CLASS 523

105 4,478,961
144 4,478,962
205 4.478.963
216 4.478,9M
218 4,478,965

CLASS 524

13 4,478,9M
86 4,478,967
88 4,478.9M

106 4.478.969
125 4,478,970
376 4,478,971
388 4,478,972
496 4,478,973
533 4.478.974
871 4.478.975

CLASS 525

54.1 4,478,976
61 4,478,977

M 4,478,978
68 4,478,979
92 4,478,981
187 4,478,980
316 4,478,982
332.2 4,478,983
333.6 4,478,9M
530 4,478,985

CLASS 526

83 4,478,986
97 4,478,987
128 4,478,988
142 4,478,989
279 4,478,990
287 4.478,991

288 4,478.992

CLASS sr
600 4,478,993

CLASS 528

137 B1 4,206.095
304 4.478,994

CLASS 536

46 4.478.995

CLASS 5M
49 4.478,996
71 4.478,997

195 4.478,998
241 4.478,999

CLASS SM
23 4,479,000

291 4.479,001
335 4.479.002
341 4.479,003

CLASS 548

101 4,479,004
230 4,479,005
312 4,479,006

CLASS 549

401 4,479,007

CLASS 5M
433 4,479,008
447 4,479,009
477 4,479,010

CLASS SM
361 4.479,011
454 4,479,012
479 4.479.013

4.479.014
5M 4.479.015
606 4.479.016
613 4.479.017
697 4.479.018
709 4.479.019
850 4,479.020
868 4.479.021

CLASS 570

202 4.479.022

CLASS 585

312 4.479,023
437 4,479.024
Ml 4,479.025

CLASS 604

890 4.478.596
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D2- 24

D3-
D4—
D6-

D7-

308

75
104

301

368
487
S02

SIO
513
570
36
40

275,999

276,000

276,001

276,002

276.003

276,004

276,005

276,012

276,007

276.010
276,006

276.01

1

276.008

276.009

276.013

276.014

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS

D9-

DIO—

Dll-

53

57
74

79

300
360
344
415
425

452
75

106

13

276.015

276,016

276.017

276,018

276.019

276.020
276.021

276,022

276,023

276,024
276,025

276.026
276,027

276,028

276,029

276.030

D12-

D13-
D14—

158

51

110

176
177

192

343

24
13

30

60

276.031

276.032

276,033

276.034

276.035

276.036
276,037

276,038

276,039
276.040

276,041

276,042
276.043

276,044
276.045

276.046

D15—

DI6—

D18—
D19—
D21-

14

86
90

1

31

33
7

59

25
59

64
78

134

141

193

276.047
276.048

276,049

276.050

276.051

276.052

276.053

276.054
276.055

276.056

276.057

276,058
276.059

276,060

276,061

276.062

D23-

D24—

D25—

210
28

95
121

141

31

51

67
89

91

276.063

276,064

276.065

276,066
276,067

276,068
276.069

276.070
276.071

276,072

276.073

276.074
276,075

276.076

276.081

276.077

D26-

D27-
D28—

D34—

D99—

276.078

276.082
42 276,079
48 276,080
104 276,083

30 276.085

18 276.084
35 276.086
64 276.088
79 276.087

21 276.089
43 276.090
8 276.091

34 276.092

35 276,093

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

p- 39

43
5,296

5,297

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS
5,298

5.299

Alabama i

Alaska 2
American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas 5

California 6
Canal Zone 7
Colorado 8

Connecticut 9
Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii 15

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27

Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31

Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 36
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 38
Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina 45

South Dakota 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details
as to mventor name, location, etc.)

PATENTS
01 : 4.478.152 4.478,528

4.478.774 4,478.552
04 : 4.477,990 4.478,565 08 :

4,478.003 4,478,582
4,478,664 4,478.586
4.479,070 4.478,596
4,479,108 4,478,599
4,479,158 4,478,619
4.479,227 4,478,657

OS : 4,478,016 4,478,679
4.478.289 4,478,687
4.478,361 4,478,723 09 :

06 : 4,477,928 4,478,730
4,477.962 4,478,744
4,477.996 4,478,763
4.477.997 4,478,781
4,478.025 4,478,811

4.478.043 4,478,818
4.478.045 4,478,832
4,478.088 4.478,872
4,478.090 4.478.881
4,478.094 4.478.919
4,478.095 4.478,945
4.478,111 4.479,001

4,478,113 4.479,005
4,478,127 4,479,027
4,478,128 4.479,035
4,478,147 4,479.038
4,478,151 4,479.053
4,478,159 4.479,054
4,478,224 4,479.087
4.478,228 4.479.090
4,478.233 4.479.094
4.478,263 4.479.096
4.478,279 4.479,110 10 :

4.478,295 4,479,112

4,478,305 4,479,114
4,478,335 4,479,123

4,478,344 4,479.127
4.478,345 4.479.130

4,478.346 4.479.131 11 :

4,478,349 4.479.139 12 :

4,478.409 4.479.146
4.478,417 4.479.171

4,478,427 4.479,183

4,478.446 4,479,185
4.478.469 4,479,193

4.478.480 4,479,194
4.478.483 4,479,201

ft 4.478.486 4,479,219

4.478,490 4,479,223

4,478,495 4,479,225
4,478.519 4,479,228

4,479,241

4,377,886

4,477,930

4,477,941

4,478,225

4,478,283

4,478.336

4.478.399

4.478.439

4.479,037

4,479.197

4.477,973

4,478,011

4,478.013

4,478.038

4.478.039

4.478.054

4.478,064

4,478,303

4,478,406

4,478,443

4.478.567

4.478.630

4.478.651

4.478,748

4,478.776

4.478,814

4,478,834

4,478,860

4.478,915

4.478.986

4.478.991

4.479.008

4.479.136

4.478.533

4,478.682

4.478.685

4.478.755

4.478.840

4.478,968

4,478,534

4,477,994

4,478.001

4.478,033

4.478.052

4.478.089

4.478.135

4.478.168

4.478.177

4.478.203

4,478.312

4.478,551

4,478.584

13

16

17

4.478.587

4.478,615

4.478.661

4.478.715

4.478.778

4.479.034

4.479.111

4.479.124

4.479.179

4.479.238

4,479,265

4.477,957

4,478,081

4,478,140

4,478.144

4.478.332

4.478.333

4.478.354

4.478.359

4.478.645

4.478,747

4,479.064

4,479.169

4.477,939

4,477,950

4.477.970

4.478,008

4,478,101

4,478.130

4.478,139

4,478.155

4.478.157

4.478.205

4.478.237

4.478,269

4,478.290

4.478.325

4.478.342

4.478.343

4.478,364

4,478,365

4,478.400

4.478.434

4,478.468

4.478.501

4.478.530

4.478.535

4.478.546

4.478,605

4,478.614

4,478.617

4.478.634

4,478.667

18

19

4,478.669 4.479.251
4.478.671 4.479.254
4.478,721 20 : 4.478.026
4,478,729 4.478.822
4,478,742 4.479.247
4,478,769 21 : 4.#78,048
4,478,784 4,478,059
4,478.793 4,478.163
4.478.825 4,478.465
4.478.954 22 : 4.477.943
4.478.962 4.478.314
4.478.988 4,478.334
4,478,998 4.478.389
4,479,025 4.478.467
4,479.040 4.478.536
4.479.047 4.478.549
4.479.057 4.478,813
4,479,101 24 : 4,477,974
4,479,105 4,477,993
4,479.162 4,478.121

4,479,189 4.478.148
4,479,195 4.478,150
4,479,211 4,478.204
4,479.245 4.478.246
4,479.250 4.478.452
4.477.940 4,478.464
4.478.006 4.478.555
4.478.103 4.478.656
4.478.132 4.478.665
4.478.324 4.478.683
4.478.366 4.478.779
4,478.369 4.478.816
4.478.415 4.479.142
4.478.425 4,479.148
4.478.437 4,479.180
4.478,566 4.479.199

4.478.597 4.479.217

4.478.629 25 : Re.31.712
4.478.666 4.477.953
4.478.701 4.477.963
4.478.820 4.477.972
4.478.892 4.477.975
4.478.935 4.477.977

4.479.107 4.477.991

4.479.235 4.478.037
4.479.248 4.478.167
4.477.982 4.478.429
4.478.014 4.478.476
4.478.041 4.478.494
4.478.307 4.478.641

4.478,358 4.478.696
4.478.761 4.478.762
4.478.857 4.478.805

PI 55
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26

27

28
29

06

08
09

12

4.478,821

4,478,827

4,478,873

4,478,914

4,478,936

4,478,938

4,478,963

4.479,033

4,479,069

4,479,073

4,479,152

4,479.166

4,479,167

4,479,198

4,479,224

4,477,984

4,478,020

4,478,047

4,478,051

4,478,137

4.478,138

4,478.173

4.478,201

4,478,207

4,478.210

4,478.214

4.478,219

4.478,223

4,478.310

4.478,316

4.478,317

4,478,322

4,478,390

4.478.422

4.478,441

4,478,454

4,478,455

4,478,459

4,478.518

4.478,521

4,478,543

4,478,544

4,478,558

4,478,611

4,478,618

4,478,631

4,478,710

4,478,722

4,478,777

4,478,788

4.478,974

4,479,088

4,479,161

4,477,968

4,478,009

4,478,076

4,478,077

4,478,086

4,478,234

4,478,340

4,478,352

4,478,362

4,478,442

4.478,477

4,478,765

4,478,803

4,478,835

4,478,967

4,479,175

4,479,206

4,478,697

4,478,000

4.478.050

4.478.112

4,478,118

4,478,206

276,004

276.029

276.070
276.071

276,083

276,089

276,003

276,012

276,028

276,075

276,076

30
31

33

34

35

36

15

17

4,478.337

4,478,353

4.478,357

4.478,371

4,478,391

4,478,420

4,478,531

4,478.594

4,478,809

4,478,547

4,478,397

4,478,548

4,478,327

4.478,372

4,478.424

4,477,932

4,477,964

4,478,019

4,478,022

4,478,202

4,478,208

4,478,218

4,478,220
4,478,267

4,478,270

4,478,296

4,478,302

4,478,311

4.478,398

4,478,472

4,478,482

4,478,488

4,478,532

4,478,602

4,478.650

4.478,654

4,478,676

4,478,691

4,478,705

4,478,727

4,478,732

4,478,743

4,478,749

4,478,782

4,478,795

4,478,931

4,478,949

4,478,950

4,478,987

4,479.013

4.479.014

4,479,020

4,479,074

4,479,115

4,479,122

4,479,196

4,479.212

4,479,216

4,479,222

4,479,226

4.479,253

4,206,095

4.478,080

4,478,815

4,479,059

4,479,218

Re.31,710

4,477,931

4,477,936

4,477,960

4.477,981

4,478,005

4.478,012

4.478.018

4,478.034

4.478.055

276.077

276.078

276,081

276.082

276,088

276,020

276,036
276.037

276.038
276.040

276.059

37

4,478,070

4,478,114

4,478,117

4,478.119

4,478,209

4,478,321

4,478.339

4.478,347

4,478,355

4,478.356

4,478,402

4,478,404

4.478.413

4,478,414

4,478,421

4,478,448

4,478,453

4,478,458

4,478,473

4,478,474

4,478,489

4.478.499

4.478,509

4,478,512

4,478,515

4,478,553

4,478,590

4,478,610

4.478,622

4,478,623

4,478,639

4,478,646

4,478,662

4,478,663

4,478,677

4,478,692

4,478.694

4.478.780

4.478.785

4.478.791

4.478,829

4,478,842

4,478,864

4,478,867

4,478,876

4,478,883

4,478,913

4,478,922

4,478.925

4,478,926

4,478,928

4,478,929

4,478,932

4,478,944

4,478,947

4,478,970

4,478,979

4,478,992

4,479,100

4,479,104

4,479,118

4,479,129

4,479,140

4,479,153

4,479,207

4,479,214

4,479,215

4,479,233

4,479,244

4,479,246

4,478,063

4,478,154

4,478.264

4.478.341

4.478,539

4,478.583

39

40

41

42

4.478.674

4.478,708

4,479,042

4,479,079

4,477,995

4,478,023

4,478,062

4,478.073

4.478.145

4.478.146

4.478.169

4.478.242

4.478.243

4.478.266

4,478,318

4,478,370

4,478,388

4,478,481

4,478,484

4,478,516

4,478,520

4,478,560

4,478,577

4,478,625

4,478,627

4,478.628

4.478.638

4.478.653

4.478.754

4.478.787

4,478.824

4.478.858

4,478,869

4,478,879

4,478,912

4,478,921

4,478,933

4.478,955

4,478,972

4,478,980

4,478,983

4,478,993

4,479.041

4.479,083

4,478,002

4,478,240

4,478,282

4,478,285

4,478,286

4,478,423

4,478,604

4,478,952

4,478,969

4,479,009

4,479,018

4,479,164

4,479,170

4,479,204

4,478,198

4,478,211

4,478,213

4,479,173

4,477,937

4,477,942

4,477,947

4,477,951

4,477,958

4,478,021

4,478,0*4

4,478,078

4,478,079

4,478,092

4,478,096

4,478,100

4,478,115

DESIGN PATENTS

18

24
25

276,060

276,084

276,086
276,091

276,008

276,074
276,005

276,014

276,015

276,022

276,055

26

27

34

276,010

276,032

276,066

276,052

276,000

276,001

276,013

276,046

276,064

276,065

44

45

47

48

35

36

39

4,478,122

4,478.153

4,478.172

4.478.253

4,478.275

4,478.328

4.478,395

4,478.410

4.478.412

4.478,419

4,478.440

4,478,444

4,478.466

4.478,471

4,478.479

4,478,527

4,478,542

4,478,571

4,478,575

4,478,588

4,478.600

4.478,601

4.478.603

4.478,652

4,478,693

4,478,700

4,478,702

4,478,709

4,478,728

4,478,752

4,478,792

4,478,826

4,478,845

4.478,859

4,478,888

4,478,905

4,478,958

4,478,959

4,478,965

4,478,981

4,478,984

4.479,019

4,479,050

4,479,066

4,479,160

4,477,949

4,478,215

4,478.450

4.478.901

4,477.933

4.478.010

4.478.036

4,478,301

4,478,593

4,478,642

4.478,971

4,478,028

4,478,056

4,478,170

4.478.171

4.478.227

4.478,607

4.479,039

4,479,103

4,479,113

4.477,955

4,477,987

4,478,015

4,478,244

4,478,251

4,478,265

4,478,280

4,478,287

4.478.292

4.478.294

276.043

275.999

276.002

276.016

276.041

276.061

276.087

276.092

276,019

276.023

49

30

51

53

55

56

41

47

48

49

SS

PLANT PATENTS

4.478,297

4,478.298

4,478,304

4,478.380

4.478.435

4,478.438

4.478.537

4.478.361

4.478,612

4.478,636

4.478.693

4,478,736

4,478.807

4,478,874

4,478,941

4,478,951

4,478,989

4,479,010

4.479.032

4.479.097

4.479.174

4.479.178

4.479.203

4.479.203

4,479,240

4,479,243

4,479,264

4,477,933

4.477,971

4,478,040

4,478,746

4,478,830

4,477,979

4,479,168

4,477,934

4,477,952

4,478.032

4,478,069

4,478,235

4,478,238

4,478,411

4,478,418

4,478,609

4,478,783

4,478,890

4,479,003

4,479,078

4,479,080

4,479,081

4,479,147

4,478.017

4,478,166

4,478,368

4,478,637

4,478,689

4,479,163

4,478,248

4,478,964

4,478,978

4,479.002

4,478,024

4,478,029

4,478,116

4,478,249

4,478,277

4,478,338

4,478,373

4,478,853

4,478,861

4,479,098

4,479,102

4,479,117

4,479,239

4,477,956

4,478,640

276,024

276,057

276,006

276,009

276,017

276,053

276,062

276,054

276.072

276.073

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM

NAME—FIRST. LAST

11
COMPANY NAME OR ADDITIONAL ADDRESS LINE

STREET ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

Mail this form to: NEW ADDRESS

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office SSOM
Washington, D.C. 20A02

(or) COUNTRY

Attach last subscription
label here.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER F0R>1

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION TO:

® $ Domestic; @ $ Foreign.

NAME—FIRST, LAST

jj
COMPANY NAME OR ADDITIONAL ADDRESS LINE

I I I I I I I M I I I I I I M I
I I I I I I I I I I

I I I

STREET ADDRESS

CITY ZIP CODE

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE (or) COUNTRY

Q Rtmittanct Enclosed (Mako
chtckt payabit to Suptrin-

tendant of Documtnts)
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

PUnt Cooperation Tretty (PCT) Informatioo

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice appearing in the Qfficial Gazette
at 1042 O.G. 45 on May 15, 1984.
For use of the European Patent Office as a Searching

Authority for PCT applications filed in the United
States Recaving Office, see the notice appearing in the
Official Gazette at 1022 O.O. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982
Donwstic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by

arole change to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published in the
Official Gazette at 1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982.
The Search fee for the European Patent Office was

chMged as of Feb. 14, 1984 and was announced in the
Offkial Gazette at 1039 O.G. 142 on Feb. 21, 1984.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
SOTbly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced in the
Official Gazette at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983.
The current schedule of PCT fees is as follows:

Tranraittal fee $ 125.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
Searching Authority

' No corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 500.00

• Corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 250 00

European Patent Office as
Searching Authority

1
.' ^"^r, 620.00

International Fees
Basic fee (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Apr. 13, 1984. Commissioner ofIntents

and Trademarks.

Notice of Maiotemuiee Feci Payable

I SSSx ^i.5°***..°' ft^^m Regulations, Section
1.362(d). eflRective Nov. 1, 1984, provides that mainte-
nance fees may be paid without surcharge for a six-
UKmth period beginning 3, 7, and 11 years after the date
5[_"»«e of Patents based on appUcations filed on or after
Dec. 12, 1980. An additional six-month grace period is
provided bv 35 U.S.C. 41(b) and 37 CFR 1.362(e) for
payment of the maintenance fee with the surcharse set
forth in 37 CFR 1.20(k) or (1), effective Nov. 1, 1984. If
the mamtenance fee is not paid in a patent requiring
roch payment, the patent will expire on the 4th, 8th or
12th anniversary of the grant
Attation is drawn to the patents which were issued

on Oct. 27, 1981 for which maintenance fees due at 3
yean and six months may now be paid. The patents
have patent numbers within the following ranges:

Plant Patents 4,781 through 4.783
Utility Patents 4.296,497 through 4.297,745
Reissue Patents based on the above identified patents.
No maintenance fees are required for design patents.
Payments of maintenance fees in patents should be di-

rected to "Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.
Box M. Fee, Washington. D.C. 20231."
The current amounts of the maintenance fees due at 3

yean and six months are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(e) and
(h). which are reproduced below:

37 CFR $1.20 PoM-issuance fees
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(e) For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except
a desigi patent, based on an application filed on or
after Dec. 12. 1980 and before Aug. 27. 1982, in
force beyond 4 yean; the fee is due by three yean
and six months after the original grant ... $ 200.00"

"(h) For maintaining an original or reissue patent, except
a design or plant patent, based on an application filed
on or after Aug. 27, 1982, in force beyond 4 yean;
the fee is due by three yean and six months after the
original grant:

By a smaU entity (§1.9(f)) $200.00
By other than a small entity S4(X).00"

The amounts of the surcharges, effective Nov. 1.
1984, are set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(kHm), which are
reproduced below:

"(k) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-^nth grace period following the expiration of
thre^ yean and six months, seven yean and six
ihonths, and eleven yean and six months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap.
phcation filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 and before
Aug. 27, 1982 $ 100.00"

"(1) Surcharge for paying a maintenance fee during the
6-month grace period following the expiration of
three yean and six months, seven yean and six
months, and eleven yean and six months after the
date of the original grant of a patent based on an ap-
phcation filed on or after Aug. 27. 1982:
By a smaU entity (§1.9(f)) $ 5O.OO
By other than a small entity ......$ 100.00"

"(m) Surcharge for accepting a maintenance fee after ex-
piration of a patent for non-timely payment of a
mautenance fee on a patent based on an application
filed on or after Aug. 27, 1982, where the delay in
payment is shown to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner to have been unavoidable $ 500.00"

Board of Appeals Dedsioiis Rendered
in the Month oTSept 1984

Affirmed ]9o
Affirmed in Part 26
Reversed 82

ToUd ......! !298

REISSUE APPUCATIONS FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.1 1(b). The reissue applicatioiis list-

ed bdow are open to inq)ection 4>y the general public in the
indicated Examining Oroupa and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

^J*??'^*^**- SN. 621,127, FUed June 15, 1984, a.
375/37, SIGNAL STRUCTURES FOR DOUBLE
SIDE BAND-QUADRATURE CARRIER MODU-
LATION, George D. Forney, Jr., et al.. Owner of Rec-
ord: Codex Corp.. Newton. Mass.. Attorney or Agent:
Robert E. Hilhnan, et al.. Ex. Gp.: 263

,^J?!?W.,Sf;«?;N- 5"''**' P»*«» Dec- 29, 1983. Q.
365/218. MEMORY DRIVING METHOD. Atsushi
Takai, et al.. Owner of Record: Hitachi. Ltd. T<^ Ja-
pan. Attorney or Agent: Donald R. Antonelli, et al., Ex.
Gp.: 235

^pHS'^SiS?; S-N- *57'''59. FUed Aug. 14. 1984, Q.
280/282, CAMBERING VEHICLE, FfAk J. Winchell.
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Owner of Record: General Motors Corp., Detroit. Mick,
Attorney or Agent: Charles R. White, et al.. Ex. Op.:
316

4^26,588, Re. S.N. 603,629, FUed Apr. 25, 1984, CI.
166/387, WELL TOOL HAVING KNITTED WIRE
MESH SEAL MEANS AND METHOD OF USE
THEREOF, David M. McStiavick, Owner of Record:
Baker International Corp., Orange, Calif., Attorney or
Agent: William C. Norvell, Jr., et al., Ex. Gp.: 356

4,330,740, Re. S.N. 477,567, FUed Mar. 21. 1983. a.
318/780, ENERGIZING CIRCUIT FOR PROVID-
ING LOW VOLTAGE STARTING FOR SUBMERS-
IBLE PUMP MOTOR, Lewis R. SheU. et al.. Owner of
Record: Hughes Tool Co.. Houston, Tex.. Attorney or
Agent: Robert A. Felsman. et al., Ex. Gp.: 217

4,381,324, Re. S.N. 619,390, FUed June 11. 1984. Q.
428/58. COUPLING MEMBER FOR FLOOR COV-
ERING SECTIONS, Chester W. EUingson, Jr., Owner
of Record: Reese Enterprises, Inc, Rosenwunt, Minn., At-
torney or Agent: Leo Gregory, Ex. Gp.: 156

4,419,416, Re. S.N. 616.506. FUed Apr. 24. 1984, a.
428,656, OVERLAY COATINGS FOR SUPERAL-
LOYS, Dinesh K. Gupta, et al.. Owner of Record: Unit-
ed Technologies Corp., Har^rd, Conn., Attorney or
Agent: Charles E Sohl, Ex. Op.: Ill

4,428,714, Re. S.N. 610,511, FUed May 15, 1984, Q.
415/161, PRE-SWIRL INLET GUIDE VANES FOR
COMPRESSOR, Rolf J. MowUl, Owner of Record:
A/S Kongsberg Vapeufdbrikk, Kongsberg, Norway. Attor-
ney or Agent: Doug^ B. Henderson, et al., Ex. Gp.:

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION FILED

Notice under 37 CFR l.n(c). The requests for le-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-
eral public in the indicated Examining Oroups. Copies of the
requests and related pqwrs may be obtamed by paying the
fee therefor established in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to die patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice win be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aXS) and 1.52S(b)).

3,714,786, Reexam. No. 90/000,620, Requested: Sept
7, 1984, a. 405/049. DRAINAGE CULVERT. Ralph
E. Evans, et al.. Owner of Record: Armco, Inc. Middle-
town. Ohio, Attorney or Agent: Frost & Jacobs. Ex. Gp.:
313, Requester: Townsend & Townsend, San Francisco,
Calif.

3,761,950, Reexam. No. 90/000,628, Requested: Sept.

^, 1984, a. 346/68, X-Y PLOTTER. John O. Yeiser.
^Owner of Record: By Mesne Assigfs to Bauseh d Lomb.
Inc. Rochester. N.Y.. Attorney or Agent: Lawrence
Fleming, Ex. Gp.: 216, Requester: Hewlett Packard Co.,
Colorado Springs. Colo.

3374,852, Reexam. No. 90/000.632. Requested: Sept.
19, 1984, a. 436/63, REAGENT AND METHOD
FOR DETERMINING LEUKOCYTES AND HEMa
GLOBIN IN THE BLOOD. Thomas E. HamU. Owner
of Record: CoulW Electronics. Inc. Hialeah, Fla.. Attor-
ney or Agent: Gerald R. HUmick, Ex. C^.: 134. Re-
quester: Coulter Electronics. Inc.. Hialeah, Ina.

3,995,102, Reexam. No. 90/000.635. Requested: Sept
21. 1984. a. 174/48. INSERT DEVICE FOR CA-

BLES. John E. Kohaut Owner of Record: Raceway
Components, Inc. Nutley, N.J.. Attorney or Agent:
Howard Sommers, Ex. Gp.: 210. Requester: Butier
Mftg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

4,099,020, Reexam. No. 90/000,633, Requested: Sept
21, 1984, a. 174/48, APPARATUS FOR SEALING
PASSAGES THROUGH A CONCRETE FLOOR
AND ABOUT A CONDUCTOR, John E. Kohaut
Owner of Record: Raceway Components, Inc, Nutley,
N.J., Attorney or Agent: Howard Sommers, Ex. Gp.:
310, Requester: Butier Mftg. Co., Kansas aty. Mo.

4,186,982, Reexam. No. 90/000,640, Requested: Sept
28, 1984, a. 339/17C, CONTACT WITH SPLIT POR-
TION FOR ENGAGEMENT WITH SUBSTRATE,
Robert F. Cobaugh, et al., Owner of Record: Requester.
Attorney or Agent: WUlian, et al., Ex. Gp.: 322, Re-
quester: AMP, Inc., Harrisburg. Pa.

4,251,648, Reexam. No. 90/000,634, Requested: Sept
21, 1984, CI. 525/187, PEROXIDE CURED EPIHA-
LOHYDRIN POLYMERS. John T. Oetiel, Owner of
Record: The B F. Goodrich Ca, New York, N Y., Attor-
ney or Agent: J. Hughes PoweU, Jr., Ex. Gp.: 151. Re-
quester: Hercules, Inc., WUmington, Del.

4,300,523, Reexam. No. 90/000.638, Requested: Sept
24, 1984, a. 126/21A, BARBECUE OVEN, Bertiial B.
and Michael L. Robertson, Owner of Record: B B
Robertson Ca. Marion, IIL. Attorney or Agent: Gravely,
et al., Ex. Gp.: 345, Requester: B. B. Robertson Co., St
Louis, Mo.

4,413,737, Reexam. No. 90/000,636, Requested: Sept.
24, 1984, a. 206/599, SHIPPING PALLET AND A
PACKAGE FORMED THEREFROM. Joseph H.
Wind, Owner of Record: BigbmSanhrd, Inc. Greenrille,

S.C, Attorney or Agent: BeU, et al., Ex. Gp.: 241, Re-
guester: Electro-General Plastics Corp., Shaker Height
»hio

4,439,130, Reexam. No. 90/000,639, Requested: Sept
25. 1984. a. 425/388, PLASTIC TILE CORRUGA-
TOR, Heinrich Dickhut et al.. Owner of Record:
Culbm Machine Tool dt Die, Inc, Cullom, IIL, Attorney
or Agent: Wood, et al., Ex. Gp.: 130, Requester: Corma,
Inc., Concord, Ontario, Canada

AasigBmenta AffectiBg AppUcatiMi of Joint luTcnton

Over the past several years, the Assignment Branch of
the Patent and Trademark Office has been charging a
single fee for recording the assignment of a patent or pa-
tent application of joint inventors when separate assign-

ment documents are executed by the joint mventors and
then filed together for recording.

This practice is in error because it conflicts with 37
CFR 1.21 MisceUaneous Fees and Charges (h) Record-
ing of Documents which states:

(l)For recording each assignment agreement or
other paper relating to the property in a pa-

tent or appUcations $20.00.

Effective Nov. 1, 1984, the Assignment Branch will

charge in accordance with the above regulation, the fee

of $20.00 for each assignment document of the joint in-

ventors which relates to the patent or patent appUca-
tions.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD,
Oct 1, 1984. Assistant Commissioner

for Administratkm.
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lorPTOSmieM

The foUowing is an update of the itatiii of PTO services for September 1984:

Serrkeltaa

(<

FYlfM

DUB)

22
30

29
34

30
20
N/A
1

niing Receipts:

Patents

Trademarlcs

Patent/Trademaii Copies:
Window Coupons

Mail Coupons
Letter Orden
Date of oldest unfilled order

Certified Copies:
Trademark Registrations

Applications-As*Fi]ed

POe-Wrapper/Contents
Walk'up Certification

Trademark Search Library:
Hling Drawings
Filing Reg. Certificates

Assignments:
Patents

Trademarks

Avo. Days from Issue Fee
nyment to Issue Date

Patent Official Gazette:
In Bookstore
Mailed

Patent Grants Mailed

Patent Copies Available

Trademark Copies Available

Trademark Official Gazette:
In Bookstore
Mailed

Trademark Regs. Mailed

'Figures include mail processing and delivery time.

Oct 5, 1984.

21
3

2S
2S

90-100

bane Date
iMueDate

bsueDate

ImieDate

bsueDate

blue Date
bsueDate

bsueDate

33
34

92% within Sdays

99% within 29 days*
99% within 34 days*
September 18, 1984

22
99% within IS days
99% within 7 days
99% within 1 day

13

If

New ooBtiactor
improved 16%
bst month.

On schedule
Avg. 1 day late

Avg. 3 days kte

90% (» issue date

On schedule

On schedule
On schedule

On schedule

THERESA A BRELSFORD,
AasiMUM Commiisioiier

for Administration.

PATENT NOTICES

«f Camctisn for Ike Weak «rOct 38. 1914

Re.3M70 4,414,417 4,438,830 4,446302
D.269.4S6 4,417,967 4,439,048 4,447307
D. 271.907 4,419.657 4,439.558 4,447,659
4,lia40« 4,423321 4,44a479 4.447,924

^VJ^ 4,424,470 4,44^655 4,448,970
4.233,070 4,426335 4,441373 4,449,480
4,239^629 4,427,080 4,441,616 4,449,618
4»294j0O4 4,427373 4,441,649 4,449367
4314,202 4,428,142 4,442,025 4,451,148
4,32ai9l 4,428,417 4,442355 4,451,402

<3«l585 4,428,973 4,442397 4,452,128
4342,775 4,431,662 4,443,025 4,452,578
43S1.0S3 4,431,779 4,443,049 4.453.024
4354,057 4,432,847 4,443,150 4.453,565
433,718 4^33,377 4,443,472 4.454.130
4363.820 4,434,053 4,443380 4.454354
43m808 4,434,175 4,443,876 4,454,596
4372.226 4,434,182 4,444,123 4.454.955
4376^713 4,434,632 4,444.190 4.455.376
4390^053 4,435387 4,444,309 4.455.607
4,3901651 4,435371 4,444,574 4,455,837
4,391.184 4,435335 4,444378 4,456,405
4394388 4,436388 4,444,770 4,456,534
4395,424 4,436399 4,444,844 4,456350
4396,522 4,436^610 4,444,864 4,457,492
4397.825 4,436,848 4,445300 4.457312
4399.882 4,436362 4,445342 4,457,567

4,402320 4,436,963 4,445346 4,458,048

4,405,698 4,437,187 4,445,432 4,458.633
4,409,707 4,437375 4,445,477 4,4601656

4,4ia099 4,438375 4,445,540 4,465,628
4,41^904 4,438389 4,445.840

4,412,007 4,438,607 4,446,119

4343,155.—Ata»*« AC Stnmru West BkxMnfield. Mich.
VALVINO AND AUTOMATIC PRESSURE

REGULATOR FOR INHALATION APPARA-
TUS. Patent dated Jan. 6, 1981. Diaclaimer filed May
14, 1984, by the anigDee, Oxygen Therapy Institute.

Inc

Hereby enters this diaclaimer to all claims of said pa-
tent

4361,834.^/MiiR^ L King. Wagarville, Ala. SAFETY
ALARM DEVICE. Patent dated Nov. 30, 1982.
Disclaimer filed A.a%. 24, 1984, by the inventor.

The term of this patent sabsequent to July 31, 1998
has been disclaimed.

4.394,506.—lioiuur R. Crenshaw. Dewitt and AUo A.
Algkri FayetteviOe, N.Y. CHEMICAL COM-
POUNDS. Patent dated July 19, 1983. Disclaimer
filed Sept 10, 1984, by the assignee. Bristol-Myers Co.

Herd>y enters this disclaimer to daim 43 of said pa-
tent

4,432,832.-^l»keii Fantone, Saugus. Mass. METHOD
OF FORMING CONTOURED OPTICAL LAY-
ERS ON GLASS ELEMENTS. Patent dated Feb.
21, 1984. Disdanner filed Aug. 31, 1984, by the as-

signee, Mvom/ C(»]pi

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-6 of said pa-
tent

4,423,018.—/ Homy Lester, Jr.. and Donald E Danly.
Pensacola, Fla. BUFFERED FLUE GAS SCRUB-
BING SYSTEM USING ADIPIC ACID BY-
PRODUCT STREAM. Patent dated Dec. 27, 1983.

Dedication filed Ang. 17. 1984. by the assignee,

Monsanto Co
Herdby dedicates to the People of the United States

the entire remain ing term of said patent
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents AvaUable for Public Use in
Patent Depository Libraries

«P?f"*^^*^* Ubraries, desisted 98 Patent Depod- tion contained in patents. With one exceotion as noted

^IX.t^JlS?' «*«^V"7"* ^"^ *»^ ^•^' P««ts Md in the table foUo^^t^^^^J'^i^^OMUtaui coUections of earlier issued patents. The scope patent number sequence.
^"^"""^ "* organized in

of these coUections vanes from ibrary to library, rana- FacUities for makhiB uaoer conie« r»nm -i«i.-, ^i

T&e patent coUections are open to public use and ^ChSS^ Sc^^TS^ST^TlSjSf^fSU;
^SL'^S^'T Depository Li^Mi^ & addition."S am^th? pI^^^«5^torEb?LS~i^^^
£iJiV?T?i*?? °^ '^X'^I^^^ Classification hours of service to thTKfMyJnSoStSphiSia iS8y«ein (c.g. Thj _^u^ of ClassiHoition, Index to the of the patents at a particular UbSJv isSSS toSStIS
U.S. Pttcnt Chntificatioii, Classification Pefinitions, that Ub>»nr in adSnoT ahou^

to wd the pubhc in giumng eflfective access to informa-
»~-"ww wvwh wt^mx.

^^'* A/iii/n* qfLibrary TMUmk^mM ^^.«^^
Alabama Auburn Univeiity Libraries «oS?kK4MO^ji

Birmingham Pubh^ ubrw ! ! , ! ! ! ! ! ! i ! ! !

!

' mSIsJIsssAnipiia Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State Univewity JeSiSSlTlJoCahfoniia Los Angeles PubUc Library ". (inS^tVwvrt '>n
S«:r«mSitOi Caliibrnia StaJp Library :.::::: : 9 8^4572

^^"^
San Diego PubUc Ubmry ! . , .

.

S 9) 236-5813

Colo«rfn
fwnyvJOc: Patent Information Clearinghouse* ?408)738i5580Co orado Denver Pubhc Library 77 hM\ vnVtri

DeUware Npwark: University q? Delawaw . to^TM mS
Rorida Miami-Dttle Publi Library T. ! , . , ! ! {iS? liiSS
Georgia Attsnl* Price GUbert Memorial Library, Georgia Inktitu't^ if '

'

Idaho Moscow°Umve^ty' of Idaho Library

"

!!!!!! i!!.' i!! i."
*

'

onj) flsiSInimois Chicago PubUc Library .,., . ^SSIImm
Springfield: nunois State Library ,..,!!!! ftni 782 Slo

J°**°*
todianapolis-Marion County Public Library ]',[.', SlTSmnS

Louisiana Baton Roujge: Troy H. Middleton Library. Louisiana Statil

Maryland College ftik: EnginMri^g wd WiysiciU'Scieiiccs Ubw, ^^^ 388-2570

Umversity of MaryUnd /inn i*i.V)i7
Mawchusettt Boston PubUc Library ..,;""

?61 tJ sItsSo Ext 265Michigan

^i^^'=
Engineering Transportation Library, Univ«;riit3; of

' ^ ^

Detroit&c Library"
'•'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

,ll]',]',l[',['.',] \l\l\ gSlusJ
mSSSS^

Mimieapolii Public Library & Informatipn Center .'

[

.'

! ! S 2) 372^670Missoun Kansas Qty: Linda HjriLbrary SlSsMlSm
St. Louis PubUc Library..™ :.;,.::::::::::::: bi4i24il288Ext.39o,

Montana ButteMontana CoUege of Mineral Science and Technology
^^ ^'^

Library (4ns\ <i9fi A?fl^

nSSI" iSS? m V"^«^*y o( Nebraska-Lincc^ln, E^gineeirinV Lib^* !

.'

(402) 472-341

1

2*^~? ,.
Ra»: Umversity of Nevada Library ^. ....... . Jtm? JsIStoNew Hampshire Durham: University of New Hampshire Library ! (603) 862ll777New Jersey Newark PubUc Library ;..... _ fSn 733 7815New Mexico Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library !.'!.'.'!!!.'!*

r505{ 277I5441NewYork Albany: I?ew York State Library !^.

.

mS) 474.5125
Buffalo and Erie County PubUc Library /7I6) 85^525 E.t. 2«7

xi^w r, .. ^^ ^°'^ P»»>«c Library (The Research Libraries) « S 530^850N«th Carohna Raleigh: D H. Hill Lib^. N.C. Stote Unive^f ,

.'

[
.'

! ! !

!

J J ^ST^IloOhio Qncmnato & Hamilton County. PubUc Library of ?513) 3694936Qeveland Public Library
, Qlfi SSsTO

Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries !!!.!! (614) 4224286
^. , .
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RENE D. TEGTMEYER, AaaistaBt Commissioner

JAMES E. DENNY, Depnty Assistant Commiasimier

CONDITIGN OF PATENT APPUCATIONS AS OF September 1, 1984

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS ^^'^^ ^""'"8 ^^ °^ °'**"*_^ New Case Awaiting Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

°?liS^J^^y5J^S^bJ^S'^9^'^C, PETROLEUM AND ELECTRICAL CHEMISTRY.AND ENGINEERINO, GROUP 1 10-D. E. TALBERT. Director 6-25-82
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY. GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN, Director

".'.

tltll
SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING^ GROUPl^

R. F. WHITE, Director
.

i, /» «,

^9SJ2i:^ii^S^.9^^^^^' PLASTICS, COATING. PHOTOGRAPHY; CTOCK MATERiALSAND
COMPOSITIONS, GROUP 150-J. O. THOMAS, Director 6-19-80

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
WDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-8. R. GRAY, Director . 6-18-74
SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 220-K. L. CAGE, Director

i^irecxor o-ib-jj

USa^^H^ PROCESSING, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-E. LEVY, Diiecto^'
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.[

IMi-ll
RECTPTACLES, CLEANING, WINDING, AND MEASURING. GROUP 240-G. M. FORLENZA Director .... 10-13-82
ELECTRONIC AND OPHCAL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 250-S. S. MATTHEWS, OrecST^ ... ?09-80
COMMUNICATIONS, MEASURING, TESTING AND LAMP/DISCHARGE GROUP. GROUP 260-^

S. G. KUNIN, Director 7 /^.g,
DESIGN, GROUP 290-K. L. CAGE, Director 22^82

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA GROUP 310-<Vacant) 3.12-82
MATERIAL SHAPING, ARTICLE MANUFACTURING AND TOOLS, GROUP 320-S. N. ZAHARNA. DiiKtm 5-18-82
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND HUSBANDRY PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION. ^^
GROUP 330—R E. AEGERTER, Director W)8-82

SOLAR, HEAT, POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING DEVICES, GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING! Director'
'.

'. 1 1-30-81GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, PETROLEUM AND MINING ENGINEERING. GROUP 350-
"^"^^^ " *^»

'

A. L. SMITH, Director 6-04-82

Ez^ntioB <rf patents: The patenu within the range of numbers indicated below expire during September 1984, except those which
may have had their terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 253. Other patents, issued after the dates of the
range of numbers indicated below, may have expired before the full term of 17 years for the same reasons, or have lapsed under the
Kivisions of 35 U.S.C. 151.

_,
'en^ Numben 3,339.206 to 3,344,432, inclusive
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Matterendoted in heavy hrM!keti[ I «|yeM«iH the patem hot ftwimnn part <rftlikr>>««m

additions made by feexamiiutioii.

y

head of said fastener means is concealed within said re*

cessedarea.

Bl 4,127,416 (268th)

MEraOD OF PRODUCING A CERAMIC PRODUCT
IMnd J. Lmkr, Bemrd North, hoth of nhai^hM. oi

Alfred J. Taylor, Weft Midhiadi, aU of Ei«hdid, MrifBon to

Bl 4,037,418 (267th)

LOAD SUPPORTING BEARING PLATE
JohB L Hann, Shadjnide, Ohio, aMifMr to PhflUpi I

Co«, uc^ Bnwc, Ohio
ReqMrt No. 90/000,224, JiL 6, 1M2.

I Certificate for PBtart No. 4,037^18, iMMd JoL
26, 1977, Scr. No. 689,695, May 12, 1976.

Iirt.CL3E21D2//a0
U&a 405—299

Laeai iMtaatrics Liailed

ReoaarinthM Rsjaeit No. 90/000,440, Ai«. 31, 1983.

Reezaaintloa Certificate for Patcat No. 4,127,416, iaaMd Not.
28,1978, Scr. No. 815^454, JaL 13, 1977.

CbriM prioiity, appHcartw Uaited Kiaido^ JiL 24, 1976,

30985/76; JaL 24, 1976, 30986/76; Feb. 21, 1977, 7187/77
lat CL^ C04B 35/5a 35/58

VS.a 501—98

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claim 6 is cancelled.

Claims 1, 2 and 9-12 are deterramed to be patentable at

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN amended.
DETERMINED THAT:,

Claims 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, dependent on an amended claim, are
The patentability of claim 32 is confirmed. determined to be patentable.

Chum 9 is cancelled.

Chums 1, 10, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27 and 31 is determined to be

patentable as amended.

Chums 2-8, 11-21, 24 and 28-30, dependent on an amended
claim, are determined to be patentable.

1. A tow profile bearing plate oft£ type ad^>ted to provide

support for a generally planar surface, said fiate coo^rising:

a generally fiat body havmg a length greater than the width

with a longitudinal axis extending between the body ends

and a transverse axis extending between the body sides

with said axes intersectmg KtsubstantiaUy the midpoim of

said body, one face of said flat body defining a generally

planarpl^ bearing surface adapted to be cldsely received

against a generally planar surface; an elongated major

embossed area extending outwardly from the other hoe of

said body and being located so as to extend along said

longitudinal axis over a major portion of the body length;

the height of said major embossed area being such that

said plate defines a rehitivdy low profile; a recessed area

extending inwardly from the outer surface of said major

embossed area back toward said plate bearing surface and
being coaxially disposed relative to the intersection of said

body axes, said recessed area having a bottom ^irall dis>

posed generally parallel to and q>aced from said plate

bearing surface; a minor embossed ana adjacent said major

embossed area andsaid recessed area, aportion ofsaid minw
embossed area extending outwardly from said major em-

bossed area top wall; and, an opening in said bottom wall

coaxially disposed with the intersection of said body axes

adapted to receive headed fastener means for affixing said

support plate to a generally planar surface; the depth of

said recessed area bemg such that when said fastener

means is received in said opening, at least a portion of the

1. A method ofproducing a ceramic product, [comprising]

consisting essentially o/ibc steps of forming a powder mixture

consisting essentially of a first component consisting of com-
pounds containmg the elements silicon, aluminum, oxygen and
nitrogen and excluding added silica other than as an in^rity in

proportions such that the total number of silicon and aluminum
atoms to the total number of oxygen and nitrofoa atooas lies in

the range 0.73S to 0.77 and such that said compounds react

together during the subsequent sintering process to produce a

single phase ceramic matorial obeymg the general formula:

Si6.<AljO<N».,

where z is between 0.38 and [1.5] /./, and between 0.1 and
10% by weight of a second component in the form of an oxide

of at least one of the furAer elements, ytrriom, scandium,

cerium, lanthanum and the melals (rfthe lanthanide series and

smtering said mixture in a protective environment [with or]

without the q>plic8tion of pressure at a temperature between
1600* C. and 2000* C. and for a tune, decreaaiag with increas>

ing temperature, of at least 10 minutes to at least S hours so as

to produce a ceramic [material] product containing at least

80% by volume of said single phase ceramic material together

with a second phase containing said at least one ftuther de-
ment, which is a glass phase during sintering and said secemi

phase is selectedfrom the group consisting of a glass phase or a
crystallinephase having aluminum in the crystalline struetun^ or

a combination thereof.

2. A method as cUimed in claim 1, wherein the ooaipoaads

of the first component consist of silicon nitride, ahuahaan
nitride, alumina and silica, as an inheraf impurity on the sUkan
nitride, with at least part of the [sihoa and] alumina betaig

present as an inherent [impurities] impurity on the [siliooa

nitride and] aluminum nitride [respectively].
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REISSUES

OCTOBER 30, 1984

Matter encloaed in heivy bracken [ J appears ia the original patent but forms no part of this reissue spedficatioa; matter printed in italics

indicates additiom made by reissue.

Rc 31,713

ANTI-BACKLASH NUT ASSEMBLY
Kdth W. Erikm, 7 Qwvry Circle Dr^ MillM, NJi. 0308S,

nd Kouctk W. ErikMm, PcMlcjr Rd^ Mcntanek, NJL
03054

OrlgiMl No. 4333,264, daM Oct 12, 1N2, Scr. No. 189,333,

Sep. 22, 1900. AppUcstkm for rei«M Jn. 8, 1903, Scr. No.

502,250

iM. €Vnm 57/11 n6B sme
U.S.a74—441 OOains

1. An assembly, comprisiiig in combination:

a. a first nut portion having an internal thread;

b. a second nut portion having an internal thread;

c. retaining means for retaining said first nut portion and said

second nut portion in a fixed non-radially rotatable

aligned position with respect to each other on a threaded

screw; and,

d. qMcer means between said first and second nut portions

and rotatably mounted on said retaining means; and,

e. Inasing means causing the spacer means to react to any

slack between opposing nut portions and axially rotate

against at least one surface of one nut portion.

4. An anti>backlash nut assembly of claim 1 wherem an

elastomeric washer is provided intermediate the spacer means

and the [retaining meansJ said one surface ofone nut portion.

Re. 31,714

PRE-WIRED TERMINAL CONNECIING BLOCK
Robert H. KiriefcatedMr, CtaUre, Couk, aMi«Mr to Ike

SiMMM CoKffKMft WatertowM, Con.
Origiul No. 4,150,8(7, dated Apr. 24^ 1979, Scr. No. 845,602,

Oct 26, 1977. Coatiantio»>hHpart of Scr. No. 507,972, Sep.

20, 1974, abandoMd. AppUeatkm for rdMoc Apr. 20, 1901,

Scr. No. 255,441

lit CL' HOIR 4/24

U.S.a339-97P 74<

1. A mounting bracket for terminal blocks the mounting

bracket including:

an elongated rear portion having end panels and divider

means between the end panels to define a plurality of

openings in the rear portion to receive unitary ccmnector^

first and second spaced apart elongated side portions extend-

ing fom said rear portion and bemg generally perpendicu-

lar thereto;

each of said side portions having a plurality of recesses to

receive unitary connectors;

fastening means on said bracket for mounting at least one

unitary connector to the bracket;

said side portions terminating at an open front portion of the

bracket and defming mounting surfaces for receiving a

terminal block; and

mounting means for mounting the bracket on a support; and

flexible clamps adjacent each end of each side portion for

releaseably retaining a terminal block on the bracket.

Rc 31,715

UQUID CRYSTAL COMPOUNDS
Dafid Coates, Bishops Stortford; George W. Gray, CottinilunB,

and DamicB G. McDoBndl, Malrem, all of Ea^aad, aasigDors

to The Secretary of State for Defeace in Her Britannic MiO***

ty's GoTcrament of^ United Kingdom of Great Britain aad

Norttem Irdand, London, England

OrigbMl No. 4,195,916, dated Apr. 1, 1980, Scr. No. 893,611,

Apr. 5, 1978. Application for rdsne Mar. 27, 1981, Scr. No.

248,458

OalaH priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 5, 1977,

14296/77

lit a' G02F 1/13: C09K 3/34: GOIK 11/16: OBHC 69/74,

69/7%. 69/63, 69/65, 69/90

VS.a 350-346 32 Claiin

1. A liquid crystal compound which b an optically active

ester having the formula:

CH3.CH2CH(CH3)CH2-/r jV-O.OC-X

wherein X is

R is an alkyl group, which may be chiral, having less than IS

carbon atoms, Yi is halogen or methyl and Y2 is halogen or

methyl.

13. A liquid crystal material which is a mixture ofliquid crystal

compounds, each of which exhibits a liquid crystal phase, at least

one of said crystal liquid compounds being a chiral compound

existing in a state in which it is not mixed with an equal amount

of its optical isomer ofopposite <^tical rotation, said chiral com-

poundforming at least5% by weight ofsaid material and having

a molecular helical pitch of about 0.5 lun or less, said chiral

compound being an ester having the formula (I):

where X is selectedfrom the group consisting of:

m
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'^'^f'<''*alkylgn>uphafing less than 15 carbon atoms, and
R'Js an n^lkoxy or n^lkylgroup hofing less thanfifteen carbon
atomSt

Rt. 31,7M

,
^MNTAL APPARATUS

^^Ha^J^JPi^^"^''^ "• »^. S«. No. 581,203.

1. W74>. AppBertfl. torrd«» In. 28. 1979, S«r. No. 52,966

Re. 31,717

2-CHLOR0.3-(PHENOXY OR
»... /HENYLTHIOV6.N1TRO.AN1LINES

SS'
!?!_y^Cort?-«ifa«ofS,.No. 185,799, SJIJ

V/POO, J«L 13, 1979, abudoiwd. AppUortioa tori^n* Sm
9, 1983, Scr. No. 530,633

'^W*"*" «r «!«» Stp.

^^gtortty, .pplk^kHi F.I. R^ of G««iiy, Jri. ,5,

VS. 071^8*^ ^''^^ ^''^*^^ ^^^^^^ '^^^

I. A compound of the formuia

a N

wherein

A is hydrogen. .IkyJ of
1 to 6 carton ttoms, cyclodkyi of 3

to 6 carton atonic chloro<alkyl of 2 to 6 carton irtoms).
hydroxyKalkyIof2to6cartonaton»)oranyl;

B
18 Aj%/n,gwi or alkyl of 1 to 3 carton atoms;

R M hydrogen, Ouorine, chlorine, bromine, methyl or me-
thoxy; and ^ u«-

X is oxygen or sulftir.

5 J!li ??^ °^ ^'^'^ *• including the steps of:!A method ofsimulatingJaw movements comprising the steps of:
'"'onrtng or registering specified parameters of a patient's

lowerJaw movements including side shift of the lower Jaw
from a predetermined location and including at least one
pnarustve path;

"l^/nm a preformed supply of analogue guide blocks
lani^ pathsformed therein ofstandardised sixes, classified
on the basis of said lower Jaw side shift, the set of blocks
ekaest to the patient'sJaw mofement side shift parameters,
the path in each of said blocks being adapted }o receive a
stylus on a dental articulator, said path having an upper^lan Inner or medial wall, and a rear walladiacSia
centric position point;

»mwxni a

mounting the selected blocks in a dental articulator in amanner to receive the articulator styluses and to simulate the
patitntsjaw movements Including rotating the blocks about
^^^'^'^offheortieulator to the positions which will
ortent the guide bhckpaths so that movement ofthe styluses

protrusive and side shift paths;
portioning a representetion of said protrusive path adjacent

the outer side of a rnpective one of said set of selected
guide blocks with the hinge axis of the representation
propCTly ahgned with said articulator hinge axis and with
a horizontal reference line on the representation aUgned
with a horizontal plane of reference on the articulator

rotating said guide block about said articuUtor hinge axis'to
ahgn a protrusive path in the guide block with the path
•nown on said representation; and

fixing the guide block in this aligned position

Re. 31,718

/v^wSS?"*'^^™*"^^ SEPARAHON ANDOONCENTRAHON OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE FROM
.^««^-. GASMIXTURES

AppHcrto. tor »ds«a Jd. 16, 1982, Sar. Ni. 399,0tt
^

.,„ ^ Irt. a» C25F //OO
U.S.a 204-130

2

»•

1. A method for removing pulfur gasesj principally HtSfrom a gas mixture at a temperature of about 150* C. or iove.-id no^thod comprising the steps of: providing an electro-
chenucal ceU havmg an mert cathode and an inert anode
providmg said oeU with i an electrolyte [which is molten at
temperatures above about 150* C selected fhmi the grounl
comimsmg ai alkah metal [sultotes. alkali metal UraJfMa^
and alkah metal pyiosulfatesl «(«rfft. raising the tempered

of said cell to at least ISO* C. whereby said electrolyte is in its

molten state; effecting current flow between said cathode and
said anode by providing both an external source of electrical

energy across said anode and cathode and passing a reducing gas
past said anode; directing said gas mixture past said cathode
where [oxidaticm of suitor occurs and sulfur containing! 5—
anions are formed which migrate toward said anode and are
converted to gaseous qwcies or elemental suifitr. whereby
hydrogen sulfide or elemental sulfur [is evolvedJ produced at

said anode.

Re. 31,719

SUPPORTED CATALYST FOR PURDniNG GAS AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Mrakati; AlaaiBht NialriMt, Ncy^awa, and
HirakalB, aU of Japan, aarigaora to Matan-

aUta Elactrie ladaitrial Co., Ltd., Japan
OrigiMl No. 4^11,672, dated JaL 8, 1980, Sar. No. 936,507,

Ai«. 24t 1978. AppHcalkM tor raiane Jo. 4^ 1982, Sar. No.

38M66
CUm priority, appUortion Japn, A«. 26, 1977, 52-102971

Int a^ BOU 21/12. 21/5i. 23/79
U.S. CL 502—63 7 date

1. A catalyst for use in purification ofa gas which comprises
a catalyst carrier compoaied of alumina cement having a CaO
component of less than 40% by weight, an AI2O3 component
of more than 3S% by weight and a FeiOj component of less

than 20% by weight and at least one aggregate selected firom

the group consisting of silica aggregate, silica-alumina aggre-

gate, and alumina aggregate, and a platinum group metal sup-

ported on said catalyst carrier in an amount of0.001 to 0.1% by
weight, said catalyst being produced by the steps comprising:

a. moldnig a molded body from a mixture comprising alu-

mina cement and said aggregate;

b. curing said molded body for the hardening thereof,

c. subsequently drying and/or heat treating said hardened
molded body [at a temperature range firom 230* to 700*

CI to obtain a catalyst carrier; and
d. causing a pUrtinum group metal to be supported on said

catalyit carrier by steps comprising:
1. contacting said carrier with a solution of a salt of said

platinum group metal to impregnate said solution on the

surface of said carrier, and
2. subsequently heat treating said catalyst impregnated car-

rier at a tenqwrature [bdowj from 25(T to 700* C to

ooovert said idatmum group metallic salt into a fdatinum

groiqi> metal.

Ra. 31,720

DIGITAL ENCODING ORCUrrRY
Rkhvi E. DeFMtas, Woatferd, and John J. Blake PeppareD,

both of Maas., aaalffors to DehaLab Raaaareh, lac, ChebBs-
ford,Maaa.

Origbal No. 4,254,502, dated Mar. 3, 1981, Scr. No. 71,244,

Ai«. 30, 1979. AppUctfioa tor raiasae Mar. 3, 1983, Sar. No.
472,264

fat a' H03K 13/22; H04L 27/02
U.S. CL 375-JO 27 o««—

& J.

m <• I ' I
I
_ .. - .

1. In an electrical system of the type in which a digitally-

encoded signal with high and low states is determined at least

in part by the difference between a present value of an input
si^ial and a reconstructed signal representative of a past value
of said input signal and [including signal generating means
responsive to a reference signal determined from the output of
said peak detection means for generating said reconstructed]
In wMch the occurence ofa high or a low state In said digitally-

encoded signal corresponds to an Incremental change In said Input

signalofan amount dependent updn a rrference signal determined

from said digitally-encoded signal, improved circuitry for gener-
ating said [reconstructedJ rrference signal, oomprisiiig a filter

for extracting from the digital signal infmmation relating to the

time derivative of said input signal, [peak] detection means
for determining the [peak value of the] output of said filter so

that said filter ou^ut rises, to follow Increases in said derivative,

and decays more dowly than It rises upon decreases In stud deriva-

tive, and means upstream of said filter for responding to a
repetition of two or more low states and to a repetition of two
or more high states in said digital signal, said filter responding
to the output of said upstream means, thereby making said

filter and said nference signal [generating means] sensitive to

repetition of both states of said digital signal.
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^

8,306

MINUTUllE ROSE PLANT 'BIT O' GOLD'
EnMt D. WilUnN, 1510 Ubnoa Avt^ Dillai, To. 78208

FItod May 10, 1983, Scr. No. 378,919

brt. a> AOIH 5/00

U.S.a Plt-8 1 CUB
1. A new and distinct variety of miniature fXMe plant of

hardy; dwarf; bushy; rounded; much branched habit, substan*

tially as illustrated ud described, characterized by buds and

flowers ofa rich gold yellow color, being ofa shade (or range)

generally near Cadmium Orange 8/2 to SafAtm Yellow 7/2 (or

similar), the buds and flowers resembling the variety Gold

Coin (U.S. Phmt Pat. No. 2,921) in form and size; and ftirther

characterized by a plant of vigorous and compact growth

habit, easy to propagate from cuttings, with an abundance of

small to medium size semi^glossy to matt foliage and an abun*

dance of flowers borne singly or several to the stem in loose

cluster.

5,310

GERANIUM 'FIREWORKS'
Charka F. HeidgaB, 821 Watarat St, Batafia, m. 80510

FDed Jan. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 442,654

IM. a' AOIH 5/00

UAa Plt-68 1 Clain

1. A new and distinct variety ofgeranium plant, substantially

as shown and described, characterized by its cascading growth

habit; its continuous and exceptionally prolific blooming habit;

its striking, almost primitive, single flower; and its distinctive

dark green leaves with extremely dark zonation.

8,307

PLUM TREE (38-EA«220)

Chris F. Zaiger, 1907 Ebn Aft^ Gary N. Za^, 837 Roaaiow
Ave^ Letth M, Gardaar, 1207 Grimai Ave aad Gnat G.

Zaiger, 2121 Etaa Afa., aU of Modarto, Calif. 98381

Fnad Mar. 7, 1983, Sw. No. 472,982

lot ai AOIH 5/09

UJ.a Plt-38 1 Claiai

1. A new and distinct variety of plum tree, substantially as

illustrated and described, characterized by late ripening, large

size, semi>fteestone, globose fruit slightly flattened at the stem

end, the fruit having bluish>red skin and firm, yellow flesh; and

flirUier characterized by fruit which holds well in cold storage,

is of good eathig quality and very good keeping and long

distance shipping quality, and—in comparison to the

Roysuffi'-ripens apimximately ten days earlier and with

fewer and smaller skin cracks idong the suture near the stem

cavity.

5,311

VARIETY OF GERANIUM NAMED ALEX'
Gaeater HoflnaBB, Dresden, Gcrauui DenMcratic Rcp.i

to Otfene Aasodates, lac, Co—ellifille. Pa.

FDed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,922

Int a^ AOIH im
UJ. a. Plt-68 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety ofgeranium plant, substantially

u herein shown and described.

5312
VARIETY OF GERANIUM NAMED 'PERLENKETTE'

Goortar Hofhaaaa, Dresden, Genaaa Democratic Rep., as-

sigBor to OilcTee Aasodates, Inc., CoBneUsTillc Pa.

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,944

lat a^ AOIH i/QO

U.S. CL Plt-68 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety ofgeranium plant, substantially

as herein shown and described.

8,308

APRICOT TREE (48<M72)
Chrll F. Zalgsr, 887 RoaMBore Ava^ Gary N. Zaiger, 1907 Elm

Ave.; LeUh M. Gardaar, 1207 Grtaaa Ata., aad Grant G.

Zaiger, 2121 Elai Ava^ aU of Modaato, CUtf. 98381

FDod Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,628

lat a> AOIH sm
UJ.a Plt-39 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety of apricot tree, substantially as

illustrated and described, characterized, in particular, by fruit

which is larger, and more uniform in ripening and distribution

throughout the tree in comparison to the Phuning Oold; by

more consistent bearing with greater production of fruit in

comparison to the King Cot; and by fruit which is of good

fresh-fruit eating quality, good storage quaUty, ships well to

long distance markets, and maintains excellent color and flavor

when pfocassad as dried fruit

8,309

AVOCADO TREE-"B9rHER"
Robert H. WhttatO, Rirarride, Caltfn airigaor toIW Rageati of

the Ualvantty of CaUfBrala, Barkalay, Calif.

FUad Fob. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,716

lat a' AOIH im
UJ.aPlt-44 1 ClaiB

1. The new and distinct variety of avocado tree herein de-

scribed and illustrated and identified by the characteristics

enumerated above.

5,313

VARIETY OF GERANIUM NAMED 'LACHSBALL'
Gocatar Hoftaaan, Drcaden, GcraaB Deaocratk Rep., asaigBor

to Ogtevee Aaaociates, iBCn CoBBeUarille, Pa.

FDed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 477,965

iBt VL? AOIH 5/00

U&a Plt-68 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety of geranium plant substantially

u herein shown and described.

8,314

VARIETY OF GERANIUM NAMED 'JUBILAEUM*
Gaeater Hofsnaa, DrcadcB, Gennan DeaMcratic Repn

)

to Ogleree Aasodates, laic, CoBBdlsTUle, Pa.

FDed Mar. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 478,144

lat a.3 AOIH 5/00

U& a. Plt-68 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety of geranium plant substantially

as shown and described.

5,315

VARIETY OF GERANIUM NAMED 'PALAIS'

Gneater Hoftaaaa, Dreadea, Genua DeaMcratic Repn i

to Oglene Aasodataa, Ibc CoBBdlsTfllc, Pa.

FOed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 478,145

lat a AOIH 5/0O

U.S.a Plt-68 1 ClaiB

1. A new and distinct variety of geranium plant substantially

as herein shown and described.
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5,316

-. „ , .
ASPARAGUS PLANT-M138R«kH

. Titateri. »< Ryufa D. Sorthtr. both of RinnM.,

FIW Feb. II, MW, Sw. Nd. 4*7,7»

diJli^ ^*!![ Iftf!^*^ ''*^y °^ «P««w plant heim

2Jii-g»^1»«»^ Of lb. U-n„i^^o^^

FIM Feb. 18, 1S63, Ser. No. 46UU5

UA a. PH.—89
J n,|_

1. The new and distinct variety of asparagus plant hereindescribed and iUustrated and identified bySHlinS^S
enumerated above.

^"***
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SAFETY HARNESS
PMw IMowikjr, Jr^ 1879 Stndcn Sttiei—t Rd^ Nlagva

Falls, N.Y. 143M
FM Mtf. 7, 1983, S«r. No. 473,00

bt a' A410 WOO: A61F 5/02: A«1D 19/00

VS.a 3-2 5 CWw

4,479,268

SPORIMAN*S WATERPROOF SUIT
Aathmy A. C Tmbrook, Hflliir, Coopemlc Ia, "ncydoa

CkniMNi, Fwlftii Emcs, ifjn*—

4

FIM M17 14, 1982, Sfr. No. 381,899

ClalM priorfty, •wUarttoo Unitad Kiig*«, Mqr 27, 1981,

8118184

V3.a 3-2.1 R
lirt. a> A82B 17/00 '%

4GalBs

rial and luving a seal at tlw wrist or ankle for sealing against a

wrrist or ankle seal of the waterproof suit to prevent ingress of

water at the wrist or ankle, and spacing means in the form of a

substantially rigid cylindrical spacer fitted separately from the

cover and suit, and over which both the cover seal and the suit

wrist or ankle seal are stretched, the q>acing means providing

an air passage around the wearer's wrist or ankle to allow air

from within die suit to pass into the cover, the wrist or ankle

seal of the suit being located directly over the ^Mcing means,

and the wrist or ankle seal of the hand or foot cover being

located over the spacing means and outside the seal of the suit,

the hand or foot cover seal being formed at a terminal area of

a zone of reducing diameter of the cover.

4^79,289
ATHLEnC PADDING

Kari E. BalUet, Bedford, Va., aarigaor to Rnbatex CorporatioB,

Bodfbrd,Va.

Fned Dec 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,509

IM. a' A41Q 13/00

UAa 2-^23 IS Clafan

1. A safety harness having a front and a back portion com*
prised of

(a) a belt

(b) a belt fastening means adapted to secure said belt around

a wearer's waist, said belt having elastic portions posi-

tioned in the sides thereof,

(c) a pair of shoulder stnqw spacedly secured to said belt at

said front and back portions of said harness, said shoulder

straps ringly crossing in the back of said harness in a firee

manner,

(d) a reflective surface on the outer portions of said belt and
said shoulder straps,

6. A shock absorbing pad formed of first and second constit-

uent components respectively comprising materials ofdifferent

hardness and each including a plurality of parallel elements

extending from a common base element of each constituent

component wherein said elements of each of the different

constituent components are interleaved with the elements of

the other constituent component.

4,479,270

INSULATED CLOTHING AND OTHER LIKE FABRIC
PRODUCTS

Williaa Noftaiger, 322 W. 57th St., Sirite 48E, New York, N.Y.

10019

Filed Oet 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,639

Iirt. a^ A41B 1/12: D02G 3/00

U.S.a2--89 7 Claims

1. A thermal insulating product comprising a plurality of

elongated hollow elements; each of said elongated hollow

elements being in the form of long thin tubes fabricated from a

1. A sportsman's waterproofsuit having a hand or foot cover flexible fabric material; each of said long thin tubes having a

manufu?tured in a thin and flexible waterproof synthetic mate- longitudinal seam internally disposed so that the raw edges of

1867
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Md ftbric material project into said elongated hoUow de-menti^ long thin tubes being filled with a mature ofone or
more loft msulating materials aelected from the group oonsirt.mg ofdown, cotton, oorit, foam, polyfiD and other like natural
or synthetic materials; and said elongated hollow elements

which extends from the distal end of the stem through to
the upper surfitte of the bottom base teyer. ^^

bemgwovamto an msulatingflOmc Structure pattern forming ^ PROSIHBSIS RETAINER
•doA adapted to be used for makmg insulated clothing or Ute ""^ •"*ky. »1 H« Sdrt Ctata, 75815——— Qaias arioritv. —lifiiiia rbi.i n^ * «i

raOSTHBnC DEVICE ADAPTED TO PROMOTE^^ BONE/nsSUE INGROWTH
MggiCBolaifcy; Owe M.PMiii, aid Barry L. Gold, dlrf
waniw, "f^Mjuois to Ziaacr, Ine^ Wanaw, lad.

VIM Oct M. 1M1« Sar. No. 31M08
.,« ^ .

"^ ^' A«1F 7/«l J/(Mu&as—uii 14,

M7f,272
PMSnffiSIS RETAINER

Paris, Fhrnee

_... ..
- . 4«,371

iriofi^, appttcatioa FkMc Feb. 5, 1M2, 82 01855

t A tibial component for a knee joint prosthesis comprising:W • bottom base toyer of a porous metal material having an
nppw base surface, and a lower base surftce, defining a
MKkness of porous material therebetween, said lower
baae surftce adapted to be in direct contact with a pre-
pwBd bone surfiKe to promote the ingrowth of bone
nd/or tnsue into the porous material, and

(b) a top non-metal hyer molded onto the upper base surface
of the bottom base layer and wherein said non-metal layer
has an upper non-metal surftce and a lower non-metal

•"™**'
J»;^won ««d upper non-metal surface is con-

toured appropriately for use as an articukting bearing
surftoe, and wherein at least a portion of the lower non-
mettl surftce is in direct contact with the upper base
swCMe wherein said portion of the non-metal layer in
contact with the upper base surface penetrates into the
porous metal of the upper base sur&oe to secure said
noo-inetal layer to the porous base byer, said non-metal
^malpenetrating only partially through the thickness
of porous material, leaving the lower portion of the po-
rous layer free to allow tot the ingrowth of bone and/or
tiarae m through the porous lower base surftce. andw md mtermediate metal reinforcing layer disposed be-
twettUie bottom base layer and the top non-metal layer
wheretosBid reinforcing layer includes at le«t one open-
ing, tberdbre allowing the non-metal material to the top
toywto an the at least one openmg. and hence contact and
penetrate the porous surfiK* of the porous bottom base
layer at the opening, and

(d) at least one porous metal stem protmdmg fr«Mn the lower
base surfiKe of the bottom base byer. wherem said outer
wniKe of the pretnidmg stems is adapted to be m direct
oootact with the prepared bone surfiKe to promote the
mgrowth of boae aad/or tissue, and wherem each pio-
tmdmg porous metal stem hwhides a bore therethrough

.« f"
J^np^ent for die epidermal or protection of an

amputated bmb. e.g., a lower limb, and for retention of the
protected member relative to a prosthesis, the arrangement
comprising m combination:
a first fine contact sheath for epidermal protection associated

with a stump covering bonnet, e.g, of wool,
a second bonnet covering fine sheadi having a low coeffici-

ent of friction and in internal contact with a sleeve affix-
able to the prosthesis,

a third fine sheath having a low coefficient of friction cover-
ingthe bonnet and in contact with the socket of the pros-
tnesis,

a prostiiesis retaining sheath of elastic material open at both
ends, covering tile prosthesis and having in the vicinity of
Its two open ends respectively an upper and lower elastic
retention portion, and an intermediate middle portion
partially covering tiie corresponding upper portions ofthe
ftie contact sheath, tiie bonnet, die bonnet covering fine
sheath and the sleeve covering fine sheath,

die respective lengdis of die fint sheadi and bonnet, and of
the second and diird fine sheadis being such diat diey are
folded over once by simple turning over die upper end of
die prosdiesis retaining sheadi and dien a second time
togedier widi same to form an ehtttic retaining welt, one
of whose edges is in contact widi die edge of die upper
aperture of die prosdiesis socket

M7»a73
TOILET SEAT COVER LOCKING DEVICE

Jwca 1^ Hopkfaa, Kanaaa CHjr, Ma, mim&n to OMd T.
Bade, ami G«irk Ki. Radoi, balh orte^,mT

FUed Jo. 3. 1583, Ssr. No. 508^879

.,««. IntWAiTK 75/00
U.S.a4-253 'IVMrn

1. For use widi a toilet bowl having a seat member widi lid
rotatable between open and closed positions for controlling
access to said toilet bowl, a locking device for said KdcompS

an arm member having first and second diqilaoed cads;
•tructure on said first end of said arm member for eagagimr
a portion of said lid;

o « a

eans for mounting said second end of said arm member m
rotation about an axis passing theredirough: and
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means for locatmg said structure at a position adjacent said
portion of said lid for said engagement upon an initial

rotation of said Bd towards said open position, said en-
gagement urging said arm with said structure thereon in
rotation about said axis oontn said rotation of said lid to
resist subsequent Hd rotation towards said open position.

12. For use with a toilet bowl having a seat member widi lid

rotirtabk about a generaOy horizontal axis between open and
cloaed positions for oontrcdlmg access to said toilet bowl, a
locking device for said lid comprising:

pool ground siqiport, said pool siphon oonqirising a biforcated

si|riion having two tidiular 1^ acting as a pod kg and a drain

Iqj connected at a bight portion, said bight portion being
comprised of a tee junction connected at opposite sides to

tiibubr elbows, each of said dbows being connected to one of
said l^s, said bight portion having a width *«/^—^mg the

width ofsaid side wall of die pool and receivable on a top edge
of said wall in a rest support position to provide a dose strad-

dling-rektion of said elbows over said wall, said pool leg

having a lengdi at least equal to the height of the side wall so
as to be supportable upon the floor of the pool, said drain leg

having an outlet extending parallel to the ground whereby the

oudet flow may be horizontal and parallel to the ground sup-

port, closure means for end portions of each of said legs and
removable cap means for said bight portion to provide for

filling said pool siphon with water, said closure means being
operable to open the legs upon filling of the pool siphon to

establish a siphon flow to drain water from said pool, said legs

with the bi^t portion forming a substantially U-shaped con-
struction and being substantially parallel to one another and
having a length exceeding the distance between a top edge of
the side wall and the pool floor and ground level to provide a
three point contact of the pod si|riion established by the rest-

ing of the bight portion iqwn the top edge of the side wall, the

resting of the oudet end of the pool leg i4»n the pod floor and
the outlet end of the drain leg upon the ground.

4,479,275

WATERBED MATTRESS WTTH FUNCnONALLT
NONREDUNDANT INNER BLADDER MEANS FOR

WAVE ATTENUATION
Rkhnd Fhrigs, P.O. Box 449, Carm Ctty, Nev. 897D1
Corti—aton ef Sar. No. 94^. No?. 21, 1979. ataadcnii. TMs

appUcatioa May 24, 1982, Sar. No. 38M47
lM.a>A47C 27/09

U.S.a 5—480 19

an arm member h^nng fint and second displaced ends;
wedge means on said first end ofsaid arm member for engag-

ing a portion (tf said lid; and
means for locating said wedge meam at a position rear-

wardly adjacent said portion of said lid and forward of
said horiztntal axis for engaging said lid portion upon an
initial rotatira of said lid towards said open position, said

engagement resisting subsequent rotation of said lid about
said horizontal axis and subsequent movement of the same
towards said open positira.

4^79,274
SWIMMING POOL SIPHON

Robert Biby, 421 Airawhctd, Tng, EL 42294
FDad Jan. 30, 1982, Sar. No. 393,447

IM. Q? E04H 3/18
MS.CL SOaiaH

1. A swimming pool sqAon for above the ground swimming
poob having a idde wall extending above the pod floor and a

1. An improved wateibed mattress with provision for wave
absorption, said mattress comprising:

an outer water-fillable bag-like enclosure having a longitudi-

nal dimensioo and a lateral dimension, snd having water-

filling means particulariy adqited for introducing water

into the enclosure after manufacture of the mattress is

complete

at least one Madder disposed within said outer endosnre and
filled or partially filled with liquid, and having liquid-fill-

mg means particularly adapted for use in:

filUng or partially fflling the bhKlder with liquid after

manufiKture of the mattress is comi^ete, and
draining liquid from the bkdder when the mattress is to be
moved;
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•dd bladder beiog rabttantiaUy muller in longitudinal and iAT9jm
lataral extent than the eoclofore; and SCRUB IHKfflH

oieaM for prevemingcoltopie of the bladder andtw^ n<Naas CHfaua, Wooditoek, DL, aiid FHudt N. Miller. RadM.
the bladder around iti liqnid-fllling means during draining. ^*^ —i~i— #« Tk. v-JT?^ -l!?™r:_"~^
Mid means comprising a quantity of fibrous material dis-
posed within said bladder; and

the mattrcsa and the liquid-containfaig bladder therein aie
not necessarily fliU or partially Aill of liquid at the time of ^AaiS—111

lale, the filling or partial filling ofthe mattress and bladder
with liquid instead possibly occurring theraifker.

Wis^ aarigaors to ne KcndaO Oompaay, BoMob, Mm.
Wtialoiiof Ser. No. 324,748, Nor. 2S, IMl, Ptt. No. 4,410383.

TWs appUcatlM May 11, IMS, Scr. No. 471,782
lat a' A44B 9/00

ICUtm

4,479,276
PROCESS FOR CONTINUOUS WET TREATMENT OF

TEXnLE MATERIALS
Pad Ziaglar, F^an/HSflantiaM 2, 1-39011 Laoa (BoaoO.

Itriy

FDad Aag. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,702
brt. a) D08B S/04

VAa 8-152 7 1. A scrub brush comprising, a housing having a base, a back
side, a front side, a pair ofopposed sides extendmg between the
back side and front side, and a forward portion extending
upwardly from the base on the front side at an acute angle
relative to the base, said base having a plurality of bristles
extending from a lower surface of the base, and said forward
portion having a plurality of bristles extending outwaidly fhm
the forward portion, wherein the housing includes an upstand-
ing back wall on the back side, and a pair of opposed upstand-
ing sidewalls on the opposed sides and connected to the back
wall, said walls defining a cavity;

a block of foam in said cavity to define a handle member,
a pick having an outer t»pend end; and
means for mounting the pick on one of the walls for move-
ment between a first storage position and a second opera-
tive pontkm with said outer end exposed.

4,479,278

SCRUBBING MEANS
AMI HdaoMii, SF 25760 ToUa, Fialairi

Filed Feb. 24, 1902, Ser. No. 351,857
UL Qi A47L J3/14Z 13/20

VS. CL 15—120 A

1. Process fbr oontinnous wet treatment of a textile material
in a container of treatment liquid through which the textile
material is being transported comprising passing textile mate-
rial over a feed roller, passing the textile material from the feed
roller vertically downward through an inner container, passing
the textile material by openings in lower portions of the inner
container and passing the textile material over paraUel rollen
adjacent the openings, passing the textile material around
roller means within a bottom of the inner contiuner and passing
the textile material upward through the inner contiuner, pass-
ing the textile material outward firom the inner container and
around a drive roller and driving Uie drive roller and tiie textile
material, passing the textile material downward from the drive
roller through an outer container surrounding the inner con-
tainer, accumulating the textile material in a bottom of the
outer container and passing the textile material upward
through the outer contiuner and outward through an opening
in the outer contiuner, flowing treatinent liquid from die inner
container through the textile material and through openings in
lower portions of the mner container and adjacent paraUel
rollers into the outer container and over the textile material

^^!^^l!t!!!!^^^°^ ~°**^' "^ "*'^« > A scrubbing apparatiis comprising an imier shaft, a tiibular

contamer tiear the feed roller mto Uie outer container. -nd nrtatable with respect to the shaft, a mop OOT^Shof a
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plurality of strands, a first head connecting one end of the mop
to the inner shaft, a second head non-rotatably secured to the

outer tubular member, said second head having a tapered outer

surface that increases in diameter in a direction toward said

first head, said second head having a large diameter end and a
small diameter end, at least one longitudinally extending rib on
the outer surface of said second head, an annular tie member
connected to the opposite end of the mop and disposed around
said second head, said strands extending l)etween said tie mem-
ber and said second head, the large diameter end ofsaid second
head having a greater diameter than the inner diameter of said

annular tie member to prevent displacement of said tie member
from the large diameter end of said second head in the direc-

tion of said first head, said opposite end of said mop being held

between said tie member and the outer surface of said second
head and said rib preventing rotation of the mop with respect

to said second heaid said first head including a seat and a lock-

ing body having an annular shoulder, a second annular tie

member connecting the first end of the mop to said shoulder,

said second annular tie member being retained between said

seat and said shoulder to thereby prevent rotation of the mop
with reference to said seat

4,479,279

BRUSH FOR AUTOMATIC BRUSH CLEANING
APPARATUS

Robert W. Schroeder, BcMMvillc BL, aarivm to RoMarfc
Tcehaoloiy, be., Itaaea, ID.

DMrioa of Ser. No. 34U72, Jan. 21, 1982, Pat No. 4,403,364.

TUa applieatioB Aag. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 524*858

lit CL' A46B 15/Oa 17/00
VJS,a 15—159 R 3 aafan

1. A brush for use in an automatic brush cleaning apparatus

having a carrier member adapted to rdeasably receive, sup-

port, and transport the brush through sequential cleaning sta-

tions, said brush comprising a rigid back, a plurality of brisdes

projecting outwardly firom one side of said bock, an elongated

support block rigid with the other side of said back, said block

having a length substantially less than the length of said back

and being formed with an aperture extending longitudinally

through said block, and said aperature having a non-circular

cross section for removably recdving a complementally

shaped carrier member of the automatic apparatus for enabUng

said brush to be supported in predetermined relation to the

carrier member as an incident to positioning of said carrier

member into said aperture and be tranq)orted by the carrier

member without relative rotational slippage therebetween.

4,479080
MAT BASE PLATE

Kea YaauBakf, Kobe; Yoaake Yamaaioto, Toyoaaka; Takdrisa
KhMyaau, Mako, and Kiai^ Saaagawa, TakataaU, aU of
Japan, assiiaors to DoaUa FkaacUse Kab«UU Kalaha,

Oaska, Japan

Filed Dee. 1, 1900, Ser. No. 211,950
Gains priority, appUcatioa Japan, Dee. 24, 1979, 54-178956;

Dee. 24, 1979, 54-170957; Dec 24, 1979, 54-178958; Dec 24,

1979, 54-170959

lat a.3 A47L 23/22; B32B 3/02
VS. CL 15—217 2 OaiaM

3070 306

1. For use in conjunction with a generally rectangular rug-

like door mat made of a material which upon being repeatedly

washed undergoes shrinkage in perimeter so as to become
shorter and narrower than it had originally been,

a door mat base plate of non-shrinkable material made of
rubber or resin, comprising:

a generally flat plate portion having an upwardly-presented

floor, and

a rim perimetrically surrounding said flat plate portion, said

rim having an apical plateau lying above said floor,

said rim further including an inner slope portion extending

downwardly and inwardly from said apical plateau to said

floor and an outer slope portion extending downwardly
and outwardly from said apical plateau;

the inner slope portion, the apical plateau and the outer slope

portion collectively providing a generally cylindrically

curved rough profUe in vertical transverse cross-section;

said profile being constituted by a rough surface having the

appearance of a plurality of wave-like convexes and con-

caves;

said inner slope portion but not said apical plateau extending

further inwards than the original length and width of the

rug-like door mat, so that when the door mat is originally

placed on sdd mat base plate, the door mat will be framed
by said ^>ical plateau and, depending on its size, by an

outer part of said inner slope portion, and said inner slope

portion extending sufficiently inwards that as the door
mat shrinks in length and width as the door mat is repeat-

edly washed, the door mat becomes framed by and in-

creasing proportion of the inner slope portion but the

inner extent of the inner slope portion remains hidden by
the mat.

4,479,281

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

Michael J. Mikatimdd, 338 24th Arc NE, MfaucapoUa, Minn.
55418

FDed Jam. 24, 1903, Ser. No. 460,670

lat a^ A47L 5/36, 9/02

VS.a 15—303 11

^^7°J!!^« rM

5. A record cleaning attachment for a household vacuum
cleaner to be used with an automatic or manual record player.
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wd tmdment oonqvUng a Miction bead and having an
*d*P<« ot Hi outer end and a normally horizontally diqxMed
vacmdotat in inner end bdow the elevation of the adapter
for portioning in cIok projdmity to the record on the record
player, a qndle connwiing means at the inner end of the
raction head to ooonect the soction head to the spindle of the
'•oo^yityo, it leding means at the adapter to permit the
vacoom clener to be comectad thereto in airtight relationship
whereby the vacuum developed by the vacuum cleaner can be
communicated through the suction head to the vacuun slot
end a support leg means at the outer end of the suction head
adapted to extend downwardly therefrom to a top wall of the
record player to bold the suction head at a predetermined
dtttance above it so that whenever a record is placed on the
*^tf»<"fcte th* wction head will be positioned by the spindle
connecting means and the support 1^ means a proper distance
aboveOe record turntable with the slot in dose proximity to
the reoord.

unit opposite the outlet, to forther clean the air flowing out and
to distribute the air flow to the sides and obliquely forwards,
said means including a holder open on all sides, and a porous
body exchangably arranged therein to clean and distribute the
air.

M79483
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR STTUFFING

FOODSTUFF INTO A CASING
"^^^ "'g'y^^^Sfc^^ypa. Wh. .riper to H-
Werth, Incn fhfbnjtan Wis.

Filed Jan. It. 1M2, Scr. No. 399396

.,« « ^ ^' ^^*^ '^/^* *•» ^^/^i 9/06
VS. a. 17—49 14

,

O.

I >

1. A cleaning trolley comprising a stand movable on wheels,
provided with a table in which is arranged a vibrating suction
box, and two extension leaves hingedly arranged opposite each
otwfon the stand and cooperating with said table, the suctionbM being provided with a regulating block movable along a
gwemember and provided with a throughhole for the guide
mnbiv, in order to regulate the operating length of the suc-
nOBbco. said stand carrying a vacuum cleaning unit located
aawtte table and comprising a container for collecting dustM scrap particles from a flow of suction air bdng drawn in
and a suction assembly located below the container and con-nect thereto, the container being closed by a lid with an inlet
forsaidftow of suction air, while the suction assembly is pro-
vided with an outlet to blow out the flow ofsuction air, said lid
being provided with a diac-shqied switching means for the
wctionpath, which is pivotablyjournalled about a vertical axis
and which has two openings spaced at a predetermined dis-
tooe Bon each other and equidistant fhm the axis, for align-
mantwith the inlet of the Ud, one of the openings being con-
nected to the suction box via a suction tube and the otheropMg being oonnectad to a freely movable suction tube, the
**!!?"•» "^ "1?*°° *"^ fiorming two suction paths forareuy connection by turning the suction-path disc-switch to
aposilion dining one of the openings with the inlet of the lid;M regnlatmg block having a flexible tongue formed by a
vertical recess, the hole-part of the through-hole in the tongue
having its central axis located at an angle to the central axis of
the rest of the hole-part and the hole-part of the tongue being
arrmged to be aliped axiaUy with the rest of the bole to
eaable displacement of the regulating block along the guide

JH"""^.
tha jongPa being locked to the guide member by

meaM ofjts inherent spring fiwce; and a combined air cleaning
and distributing means being arranged on the vacuum cleaning

rr^n ..
''^^"-

M79;2U
CLEANING IROLLEY

MWags GM, S-151 39 SSdertiUe.

FDad Dae. 8. 1912, Ssr. No. 447.756
jpUeation Swsdan. Apr. 23, 1912, 8202S57
1A aj A47L 5/S8

UJB.a lS-311 3

,

1

1. The method of stuffing sausage meat, which is to be
smoked, into a casing of material suitable for the smoking of
the sausage meat, comprising:

continuously feeding forward a continuous web of casing
material from a supply thereof toward a stuffing tube
extending horizontally forward from an extruder for forc-
ing sausage meat through the tube from one end thereofto
exit from its other end constituting its discharge end;

continuously forming the web ofcasing material into contin-
uous tubing surrounding the stuffing tube with the side
margins of the web brought together in inside face to
inside face relation extending outwardly with remct to
the stuffing tub^

continously feeding the tubing forward in the direction
toward the discharge end of the stuflmg tube and, as it is

fed forward, continously stitching the side margin, to-
gether as they extend outwardly to complete the forma-
tion of a tubular casing with a longitudinal sewn *"«

the casing surrounding the stuffing tube and extending
lengthwise with respect to the stuffing tube with said seam
on the outside of the casing throughout the length of the
stuffing tube;

continously feeding the casing with said seam on the outside
forward surrounding the stuffing tube toward the dis-
charge end of the stuffing tube;

shirring the casing surrounding the stuffing tube to provide
a supply of shirred casing surrounding the stuffing tube,
the casing extending off the discharge end of the stuffing
tube;

closing the casing downstream fhun the downstream end of
the stuffing tube thereby providing a leading end closure
for a unit length of the casing;

intermittently forcing sausage meat through the stuffing tube
out of its discharge end and into the casing, the sausage
meat entering the casing acting to drew the casing for-
ward from the shirred sunily off the discharge end of the
stuffing tube to provide a unit length of the casing in
which the sausage meat is stuffed;

closing the casing at the traflhig end of the unit length to
provide a trailing end closure for the unit length;

again closing the casing at a point upstream form the said
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trailing end closure to provide a leading end closure for
the next unit length; and

rqwating the dosing and sausage meat findng steps.

6. Apparatus for stuffing sausage meat, which is to be
smoked, into a casing of material suitable fbr the smoking of
the sausage meat comprising:
means fot fiseding fbrward a continuouswA (tf casing mate-

rial firom a siqiply thereoftoward a stuffing tube extending
horizmtally forward fh»n an extruder fior forcing sausage
meat through the tube firom one end thereof to exit firom

its other end constituting its discharge end, with the web
travding continuously toward the staffing tube,

means for continuously forming the web of casing material

into continuous tubiiiig surrounding the stuffing tube with
the side margins ofthe web brought tog^her in inside fitte

to inside fine relation extending outwardly with reqiect to

the stuffing tub^
means fbr continuously fieeding the tuMng forward m the

direction toward the discharge end of the stuffing tube
and, as it is fied forward, continuously stitchmg the side

margins together as they extend outwardly to complete
the fomation ofa tubular casing with a longitudinal sewn

the casing surrounding the stuffing tube and extending
lengthwise with respect to the stufbig tube with said seam
on the outside of the casing throu^KMit the length of the

stuffing tube;

Mans fbr continuously fieeding the casing with said seam on
the outside fbrward surrounding the stuffing tube and
causfaig it to become shirred surrounding the stuffing tube
to provide a sup|riy of shirred casing surrounding the

stuffing tube, the casing extending offthe discharge end (rf

die stuffing tube; wheid)y die casing may be closed down-
stream from the discharge end of the stuffing tube to

provide a leadnig end closure for a unit length of the

whereby sausage meat may be intermittently forced through
die stuffing txibt out of its discharge end and into the

casing, the sausage meat entering the casing acting to

dnw die casing forward form the shirred siqiply off the

discharge end dP the stuffing tube to provide a unit length

of the casing in wUch the sausage meat is stuffod;

whereby die casing may be dosed at die trailing end of die
unit length to provide a trailing end closure for the unit

lengdi;

whereby the canig may again be dosed at a point upstream
from the said traiKng end closure to provide a leatUng end
dosure for die next unit length; and

ytbafky the eloaing and sausage meat forcing steps may be

ported on vertical rotating support and driving wheds at the

loadmg and delivery ends of the frame and having an don-
gated section passing through the work stations, a plurality of
crab holders mounted on said bdt and spaced along the length

diereof,

(a) the means at the first work station comprising means for:

I holding the crab body in position on its holder,

il sawing through the carapace of the crab body longitu-

dinally of the crab body and centrally of itt ends,

iii. sawing through both ends of the crab body to remove
the daws, flippers, walking legs and ends of the cara-

pace from the crab body, and
iiii. cleaning the visceral cavity,

(b) an ek)n|ated bar extending from the downstream side of
die first work station throughout the second and diird

wmk stations,

(c) the means at the second work station comprising:

L mesns on the dongated bar positioned in the path of
movement of the central cut in the carapace for moving
the side parts of the canqtace trsnsversdy of the ma-
chine for initially separating die part of the carapace

firom the crab body, and
iL means mounted on a horizontal pivot positioned above

the bar and having diverging arms extending from the

pivot to opposite sides of the bar, each arm having a

vertical flange positioned to engage a side edge of the

central cut of the carapace for moving the side parts of
the canqMce trsnsversdy to complete their removal
firom the crab body,

(d) the means at the third work station conqirising:

i. means for holding the crab body in position on its hold-

en, and

it upstream and downstream brushes for cleaning the

visceral cavity of each crab body.

4«479.285

COTTON MODUU DISPERSING AND FEEDING
SYSTEM Wim IMPROVED ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
Eddie D. Rapn, Shrtan, Tax., aaslpor to Cortinsatal Coa?eyor

it Eqdpasat Ca., lac ShsiHm, Tax.

FDad Oct 9, 1981, Ssr. No. 310^09
brt. a' DOIG 7/08

UJS.a 19-643 12

4,479.284

CRAB PROCESSING MACHINE
Ctffwl& Tiaqr, airi Aidmr T. TaBiy, balh af WtaiMi, Mdn

to S«i Snaqr* tac GaMiis, Ml.
t afS«. Nt. l«49a^M. 18, 1988^ PM. N«.

1 8«. 38, 1982, S«. No. 43U8S
IiiasA23C^/0?

US.a 17—71 12 (

1. A fbr

for

imM eioBgatwl supportins frame, at least

latagdieleafdiortke

of

al.

Inns work

to

1. A system uwiqaisi iig apparatus fbr decompacting mod-
ules of compacted seed cotton and fbr feeding the decern-

pncted seed cotton from the spparatus, means to cause relative

movement between the modules and said apparatus, module
containment means automatically moveable dirough rotation

from a first position out of contact with the modules to be
deooMpacted to a position generally verticd aw
paraDd widi the tnOing fine of die last module to be I

pactod in respooae to the trailing fisoe of the Isst module aad
said apparatus being locatod at a predetermined positton widi

respect to each other and means responsive to die posjtkm of
the moving module containment means to automatically slop
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the rotitioMl movement of aid contamment means towaid
«Md last module to be comiMcted.

^^^^

AFPARAIXJS TO EXTIUCT nNE T1USH AND DU^DURING HIGH-VELOCnY DISCHARGING OFCXmON
FROM OPENER CLEANER

Ropr S. ft«w% Ocwim, S.C; Ckffies L. Shcpaid, CUamcttc.

FOad Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,702
Irt. a» DOIC 9/(W

U&ai9-200 3Ci„„

ing cylinder thus assisting the pneumaticremoval means in
hfting off the cotton fiber from the surftce of the rotating
cylinder, and

(0 a pneumatic removing means for removing the fine dust
and trash from the statioary conduit

_„ 4^79,287
EYE HOLE FOR ROPING REINFORCED BY GROMMET
METALlTrnNG8ASINSHEEr.LIKEARnCLES

HtoaU Aaaka, 18-24, Talnda cho, IbmikMi, Oaka 5C7,

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,896

o^issrs-'i^ssr*"^"^ *^ «*» «->'^"^

ui.a24-i!Jf-^'^^'/«^^*'">^«^/«' ,^

t An apparatus to extract fine dust and trash from cotton
noer comprising in combination:

(a) a rotating cylinder with a plurality of perforations
through the surface, said perforations sized for the reten-
tion of the cotton fiber tufts on the surface thereof

(b) a stationary conduit juxtaposed co-axially inside said
rotatimg cylinder, said stationary conduit opened on one
«de thereof to receive fine dust and trash as it passes
through the perforations of said rotating cylinder, said
conduit also providing bearing support for said rotating
cyhnder, *

(c) an internal baffle juxapoaed co^xiaUy between die rotat-
ing cyhnder and stationary conduit said baffle opened on
tlie same side and corresponding to the opening of the
Stationary conduit;

^

(d) a pneumatic system for feeding the cotton fiber, fine dust
ttd trash onto the rotating cylinder, said feeding means
adjacent to said opening in said stationary conduit;

(e) a pneumatic removal means adjacent to the rotating
cylinder to remove the cotton fiber from the surface of the
2']?^"' forking in combination with a flat adjustable
baffle which is attached on one end and parallel to die
pneumatic removal means, said flat adjustable baffle ad-
justed to form an opening between die end dwreofand die
rotating cylinder, said opening aUowing a flow of outaide
*"^^** atmoq)heric pressure into die apparatus to a low
fwwsure zone between die pneumatic removal means and
die rotating cylinder dius assisting die pneumatic removal
means in lifting die cotton fiber from die surface of die
rotating cylinder; a curved adjustable baffle attached on
one end to die pneumatic feeding means, juxtaposed co-
Mianyto die external cylindrical surface of die rotating
cyhnder and adjusted to form an opening betwen die
pneumatic removal means and die end of die curved
'*"*' "^ opening allowing outaide air at atmospheric
preMure to flow into die apparatus to die low pressure
zone between the pneumatic removal means and the rotat-

1. A mediod for fabricating reinforced eye holes widi a
grommet in sheet-like material, said grommet including a
flange portion and a central cylindrical portion, comprising die
steps of pressmg in a first direction a guide bar including a
cutter towards said sheet-like material to make radial incisions
extending from a central point dierein, said radial mcisions
forming a plurality of tongues substantiaUy equal to one-half
die outer diameter of said cylindrical portion of said grommet;

supporting said grommet cylindrical portion on a grommet
supporting member having an aperture dierein and con-
currendy widi said step of pressing said cutter moving
said grommet supporting member in a second direction
opposite said first direction to receive said cutter within
said aperture diereby inserting said grommet cylindrical
portion amidst said tongues lying adjacent said flange
portion of said grommet; and

pressing an upper part of said guide bar having a groove
dierein to receive said flange to compress said cytindrical
portion over said tongues to deform and expand said outer
cylindrical portion in die said groove toward said tongues
and entrap said sheet-like materials and said tongues
within said deformed portion.

4^479,288

CLAMP FOR TUBING
W. RMard Jones, Barrtegton, IIL, assizor to Meremy Metal

Prodocta, Inc., Schanmbwg, OL
ContimntioB-itt-part of Ser. No. 372,097, Apr. 26, 1982,. TUs

applicatioB Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,375
iBt CU B65D 63/00: F16L 3/10

UAa24-277 TCUm
1. A U-bolt clamp saddle comprising: an originally, substan-

tially flat sheet metal stamping ofgeneraUy rectangular coofig.
uration having a transverse central segment forming said mem-
ber into c^iposite, identical mirror parts, each mirror part
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having a semicircular cutout portion along ita end edge oppo-
site said segment a rectangular notch in each of the side edges
of the stamping aligned with and located at the ends of said

segment whereby a portion of each notch enten both mirror
parts, said stamping having two grooves formed therein, re-

spectively parallel with and adjacent said opposite side edges,
said grooves extending the entire length of the stamping be-
tween said end edges, each groove intersecting and being
interrupted by a respective rectangular notch while said stamp-
ing is in the flat condition, said saddle being formed by reason
ofsaid member being folded upon itselfalong said segment and
through said notches such that said mirror parta are in substan-

V 9*

4^79,289
FASTENER INTENDED ESPECIALLY FOR CANVAS

G6raa RotgeraMm, Ekrtadna, S-440 30- Manlnud, Sweden
Filed Dae. 21, 1962, Sar. No. 451,748

Cbdna priority, appUartkn Sweden, Dec 28, 1981, 8107803
lit a.3 A44B 13/00. 17/00

U.S.a24-687 8ClaiBs

25 J 22

1. Fastener, e^iecially for canvas or other thin material such

as laminated material and comprising a sleeve (10) having a

tubular portion (11) which in use extends through a hole (23) in

the material (22) and a flange portion (12, 24) on both sides of

the material, the material brtog located with an area around the

said hole between said flange portions, a pair of ring-shaped

surfaces respectively arranged to press against the opposite

surfaces of said matoial, one of said ring-shaped surfaces being

provided with projections (3) arranged to be pressed through

the material and the other ring-sh^ied surface benig formed on

a supporting ring (17) made from a material which has a lower

harness in comparison with the material of the projections,

said projections being inserted into the material of said sup-

porting ring, through the supporting ring and bent on the

outside of said ring, one ofsaid flange portions being associated

with said one ring-shaped swfKe and another of said flange

portions being associated with the outside of said supporting

ring, said flange portions being connected by said tubular

portion and being pressed in a direction against said canvas or

other thin material ther^y exerting a pressure of said ring-

shaped surfoces against the surfKes ofsaid canvas or other thin

material and a pressure against the portions of said projections

which are bent on the outside of said supporting ring.

4,479,290

SPACE FORMING AND STOP FIXING APPARATUS FOR
FASTENER CHAINS

Tatsao OaaU, Toyama, Japan, aasignor to YoaUda Kogyo K. K.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,143

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 20, 1981, 56-76183

lat CL^ B29D 5/00
U.S.a 29-33J 5 OalM

tially face-to-face juxtaposition and each half groove mates
with ita opposite half to form a sleeve formation having a

through-passageway adapted to receive the leg of a U-bolt
each notch forming bearing edges at ends of the respective

passagesway, each sleeve formation having a narrow lateral

wing with at least a pair of cooperatively interlocking notoh
and tongue means for preventing distortion or defonnation

thereof during tightening of the clamp, said tongue means
being integral wi^ and protruding beyond a side edge of one
of the mirror parta and said notches being formed in the half

groove of the second mirror part opening to a side edge
thereof.

1. An apparatus for forming a space m and simultaneously

fixing a stop to a fastener chain consisting of interengaged

continuous stringers in which a space punch and a driver

punch are provided for common movement characterized in

that the apparatus comprises:

a casing having a tubular firame portion;

a punch holder slidably received in said tubular frame por-

tion and having said space and driver punches drivingly

connected to the punch holder;

drive means for reciprocating said punch holder in said

tubular frame portion;

a cutting punch provided between said driver punch and an

inner wall of said tubular frame portion;

a bender mounted on said casing for movement between a

position in which it projecta into the path of the driver

punch movement and a retracted position in which it is

out of the path of the driver punch movement; and

a wire feeder for feeding a stop forming wire onto said

bender,

said cutting punch having an edge at a lower end thereof to

cut said wire by a predetermined length, the lower end of

said cutting punch being bifurcated to form a stop of a

bottom-side-opened rectangular shape in cooperation

with the bender, said cutting punch further having a chan-

nel for slidably guiding said driver punch so that the

driver punch moves relative to the cutting punch to press

down on said stop,

said cutting punch connected to said punch holder for recip-

rocation therewith via a releasable lost motion means for

substantially disconnecting said cutting punch from the

reciprocable movement of said punch holder after said

cutting punch hu moved down to a preselected point

such that farther downward movement of said punch

holder beyond said point drives only said space and driver

punches.
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HAmiMPLANnNG APPLIANCX
AieU, Jipa. anlpor to Niio, LM^ TokTw.

a Baia hooaiBg,

a cam shaft in said honsiag wUcfa is driva by arrive

,M.3,lf79;S4«9»

UAa 19-^338
iM-a^MlB 77/00

12

1. A hair implanting ap|dianoe oompriaing;
means to penetrate the scalp comprising a needle having its

leading end formed with a protrusioa and a notch of
generally U-shape along the side of the lading end of said
needle, said notch bemg sized and shaped to retain the
root of an artificial hair to be inqrianted;

means to guide said needle without penetrating the scalp
oomprismg a sheath formed with a through hole which
has substaatiaUy the same inside diameter as Uie outside
diameter of said needle, said sheath having a scalp abut-
ting generaUy flat leading end and an inchned guide sur-
face extending rearwardly from said scalp abutting gener-
aUy fiat end, said needle being slidaUy received in said
sheath

CO Mch that the leading end of said needle can protrude
from said scalp abutting generally fiat leading end of
wdsheath and project into a human sidn to a depth
necessary fw the hair imi^aatation and

Cn)rach that scalp abutting generally fiat leading end of
•aw sheath cooperates with said needle to retain the hair
root and control the positiooing of the hair root m said
appliance; and

means to reciprocate said needle axiaBy to cause the leading
«dof said needle lo protrude from the leading end ofsS

a cam secured to said cam shaft,

said cam incMiag first and aeoond grooves m om tee of
said caaa. said first groove in said can being formed in siM
cam at a greater radial dimeMion than said seooMigroove
msaidcamfinei

afroothousn^
axi^y aligned first and seoQQd trawveiae slides in awl front

hottsng m parallel relationship with eK:h other %vith said
first and seooodcam grooves fad^ said liaMverse sKdet,

a ftat cam foHower pin extending from said fint tiamvcne
shde and exteMlmg into said first cam groove forredBTO-
catmg said fin« transverse slide perpeodieular to the axB
oftheto(4,

a second cam follower pin extending from said second tratt»>
verse slide and extnding throngh said tet trausvase
slide into said second cam groove for redpfocatingaMd
second transvene slide.

means for securing a first cutting tool on said first transverse
sbde for reciprocating movement tberewitfa, and

a second means for securing a second cutting tool on said
second transverse slide for reciprocating movement there-
with,

whereby«« first and second cutting tools peifenn wwk on
a piece of material simidtaneoosly.

M7l^2f8
nKXXSS FOR FABUCA1IN6 INIEGKALLY 8LADED

nMBTALUC ROfroRS
John A. Miller, Japiiw; Ral^ E. Aadanaa, PMi A

dsaa. anl Marrfn M. Allan, Lake WaviiL dl afHi.
to IWtad Teehnoiaciaa GstpsnllsnilMML oiL.

mad Nof. 27, IMl, Ssr. Na. 33S449

VJS.CL39^1S6JiR 9

M7932
POLYGON BOX TOOLS APPLIED TO AUTOMATIC

SCREW MACHINES
ifaraME.

toWhaeierTool
pny. AthMi, Pi.

PBad Si». 2», 1982, Scr. No. 4JM42

1. A polygon box tod comprising:

1. A process for firiiricatiag m mtegnlly Maded ««»«
rotor having coane grained urtotli and m t^^tH
grained hub portion, conqMising the steps oi:

(1) forming a bimetalUc preform having an s
tag a first cylinder of« flfst snperaUoy metal
by a second cylinder of a second sopenDoy „
second superalloy m«al being seleotod to have a
prime solvus temperature at least 2S* P. lower tte the
ganuna prime solvns tempentare of said fim smanaoy
metal, said step of formmg a bimetallic Bfcfonn metadhiE
the step of metanurgieaDy boadhw •» seoond^MCT
along its entire inner surfoce to said first cyUnder, and
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imparting to said first and twnTiHt superalloys 4^179,296

tke property of exhibiting sapeqilastic behavior at a first MEIHOD AND APPARAIUS FOR MANUFACTURING
UraiB me and first forging temperature witiKNit incurring DSCREIZ LAYERED ARTICLES FROM A
fflkttnitiwl gram growth; OONHNUOUS WEB

(2) isolheimaBy foiling, at said first temperature and first Oiwol Martili, &^ Tmn^ aaslpar to Erwia Waldtog A
rate, said bimetaBic ptefonv said step of forging MacUna, Inc bnis. Tana.

foigini aaid first cylinder into the shape of ^^^: S:JS^.?!^'J!?: ^fSi*
sddhubpottionandsaidsacandcylmderiatotheshqjeof -,- - «• O.' B2SP /7/Oft B»tt //12

s^aiifoOstMd U&a.2i-»17 13

(3) heat treating the foiyed article to eflbet fbBgamma prime

soietioning in die airfoib and partial gaama prime sola-

tionnig in die tob portion and to restore fswntially normal "X
strength and hardneH to both superalloys.

MW,29«
SECONDARY WORKING APPARAIVS

antoNtamMatar

u&a;

FBid Jm. 14» 1982, Sir. Nn. 388438

, appHcmian Japan, Ang. r, 1981, S8-134718

Int a' B23P 15/14: B23F 19/06

ia9j 9

1. A secondary woridng apparatus tor secondarily machin*

ing a blank prdiminarily fbrnMd with internal serrations on a

cyUndiical ptame havfaig a center axis therethrough, oon^nis-

ing

a stationary honshig structure;

support means for supporting the blank with the center axis

crfTsaid cylindrical |dane fixed with respect to the housing

structure;

a (rfunlity of shafts each having a center axis substantially

paraOd with the center axis of sakl cylindrical plane and

rotatable with reqwct to sakl housing structure about an

axis substantially ooincklent with the center axis of saxl

cj^nidrical plane and an axis substantially coincklent with

the center axis of the shaft, each of the shafts having a

cylmdrical eccentric axial portion having a center axis

substantially parallel with and radially ofiiwt firom the

center axis of the shaft; and

generally cylindrical machining toob coaxiaUy carried on

the eccentric axial portkms of sakl shafts, req>ectivdy,

and each having a center axis substantially oofaickient with

the center axis^the eccentric axial portk» ofeach ofsakl

shafts, sakl machining toob including at least one finishmg

tool formed with external serratkms to be in mesh with the

internal serratkms of sakl blank, and a deburring tool

having surfisce portims engageabk with crest fisoe por-

tk»s of the mternal serrations of the Uank.

1. A mediod for manufacturing a plurality of discrete articles

having a noa-rectangular croas-sectiottal tbapt from a wd) of

battmg of indeterminate length, sakl method comprising:

feedng sakl web mto a forming chute to form a plurality of

layers of said batting having a total length which tt greater

tten the length of the discrete articles; removing a oootia-

notch foom sakl plurality of layers to define a noo-

ross Bcctkwsl shape m sakl layers; separating

a prsdeterauned portk» of sakl notched layeres to define

a aeparated portion and a following portion and securing

sakl kyers of said s^arated portkm to define a discrete

article.

M79498
MEIHOD OF MANUFACTURING A RUBBER SHOE

SOLE
EannslhC SaUaa, fMndser, Vt, amiBaar to Tka Geadjraar The
« RaMar Csa^any, Akran, OUa

FBed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,399

Int. as B23P 17/00

UJS.a 29^-527.1 18 <

1. A method for the manufacture of a rubber shoe sole hav>

ing a decorative metal piece mcorporated therein comprising:

(a) placmg a metal slug m a fenced area of a shoe mokl;

(b) placing an uncured rubber slug on top of the metal slug

in said shoe mold;

(c) closing sakl shoe mokl; and

(d) q^lying a sufficient amount of heat and pressure to said

mold so ss to simultaneously shape said metal slug and to

sh^w and vulcanize sakl rubber slug, sakl metal slug

having a meltmg temperature from about 0* C to 80* C
greater than the temperature used to vulcanize said rubber

slug.
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M79,297WmHOp OP FABRICATING THREE.DIMENSIONAL
SEMIco^a>ucroR devices utilizing CEO2 and

lON-IMPLANTATION.
d SkiirieUro TakMi, botk of Tokyo,

to Tokyo SUbnm Dodd KabvUkl Kidgha,

FDcd Jo. 9. 1M2, S«r. No. 38M08
priority, affflkatkm Japu, Job. 22, 1981, 56-95344

„ „
Irt. CL3 HOIL 21/2a 21/265

UAa29-571
jChims

^302

301

nwuntmg means for mounting said printed circuit board so
that aaid pods are aligned with said coordinate system; and

positioning means for positioning the pads of said printed

1. A method of fabricating a semiconductor device having a
first semiconductor layer which comprises the steps of:

(a) forming a single crystalline oxide insulation layer which
IS selected from the group consisting ofCe and other rare
«rthd«»«tt where said layer belongs to a system which
IS selected fnm the group consisting of a tesseral system,
•tetragonal system and an orthorhombic system on at
least part of the first semiconductor Uiyer;

(b) selectively introducing ions, which conv^ semiconduc-
tor material into an insulation material by reacting with
Mid first semiconductor layer, through said single crystal-
hue oade insulation layer into at least part of said first
•emiconductor layer;

(c) converting said ioo introduced region into an insulation
toyw. which is formed beneath said single crystalline
onde iBStthtion layer, and

(d) fomtmg a second semiconductor Uyer on said single
crystalline oxide insulation layer and said first semicon.
ductor layer.

circuit board and the leads ofsaid aligned IC package such
that said aUgned leads make contact with said correspond-
ing pads, and for maintaining this aligned position whUe
said leads are bonded to said pads.

4«479,299
MACHmE AND METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING HIGHVOLTAGE FUSES WITHOUT AN INTERNAL CORE

Filed JaL 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,333
ClalBit priority, appUcatioB Cauda, Mar. IL 1982. 398147

I>t a' HOIH 69/02
U.S. CL 29-623

|g

,

4,479498

m.^i^Ji?'^"^ APPARATUS AND METHOD FORMOUNTING LSI AND VLSI PACKAGES TO A PRINTED
,^, ,,

CIRCUTr BOARD

OHif PartMn, LorisTiDc Colo.
Flhd J«L 26, 1983, Sar. No. 517,481

.T« « ^ Irt.aJ HOIL 27/60
U.S.a 29-589 lO^m

1 Jto a manufacturing assembly process wherein an inte-
grated circuit aC) package with a multipUcity of precisely
placed leads must have said leads aUgned with res^cHo acormpondmg set of precisely placed pads on a printed circuit
board pnor to the bonding ofsaid leads to said pads, and where
said le^ are accurately fixed in poMtion with respect to each
oth» but are not accurately fixed with respect to said IC
iwckage, an apparatus for aligning said leads with respect to
jaid pads, and maintaining said alignment while said leads are
bonded to said pads, said apparatus comprising:
WMite alignment means for ooarsly aligning said leads with

respect to a known coordmate system;
fine alignment means for predsdy aligning said leads after

laid l«ds are first coarsely ahgned therewith through the
use of said coarK alignment means;

1. An improved machme for assembling high voltage fines
without an internal core, said fiises comprising at least one
fusiWe element belicaUy wound inside a tiibuhv casing made of
electrically insulating material and fiUed with a pulverulent
arc-quenching filler, said machine comprising:
a base provided with means for receiving and supporting the

tubular casing of the fuse;

a platform slidably mounted along guide means positioned so
as to allow motion of the platform m a direction perpen-
dicular to the bas^.

means for moving the platform along the guide means
towards the base or away from the base;

a mobile head mounted onto the platform, said mobile head
comprising a rotation axis directed towards the base and
means for helically winding said at least one flnible ele-
ment about the mobile head and subsequently helically
unwinding said at least one finible element inskle the
tubular casing
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means for rotating said mobile head about its axis in at least

one direction;

hopper means for filling said tubular casing with a pulveru-

lent arc-quenching filler in order to secure the fiwble

elements when the same are unwound from the mobile

head;

at least three threaded rods symmetrically mounted about
the rotation axis of said mobile head, the threads of said

rods forming said means for winding and unwinding said

at least one fiisible element, and

means for simultaneously rotating the threaded rods at the

same speed and in the same direction about their respec-

tive axes, said means for rotating the threaded rods being

coordinated with the means for moving the platform

along its guide means so that the rotation ofthe rods about

their axes is synchronized with the translation movement
of the slidable platform on which the rods are mounted
when said platform moves away firom the base and is

carried in a direction ensuring self-unwinding of said at

least one fusible element mounted onto the threads of the

rods inside the tubular casing.

Morris

4,479,301

CABLE TERMINATING TOOL
Alois R. Reach, HeObrou-KirehhaMoi, Fed. Rep. of I

to Allied Corporation, Morris TowHhip,
r.NJ.

FDcd Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 371,568

CUm priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of GcrMBsy, May 25,

1981, 3120751

brt. a.3 HOIR 43/04
U.S.a 29-721 18

1

4,479,300

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING
BATTERY CELL ELEMENTS

Doo^ R. Sarage, Parit iUdge, DL, aarignor to GNB Batteries

InCf Mairiota Heights, Mlu.
FOed Mar. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 475,279

Iirt. CL3 HOIM 6/00
U.S.a 29-623.1 36 OaiaH

1. A method of assembling battery cell elements with a

rotary drum having electrode plate-receiving means about the

periphery thereof, comprising the steps of:

rotatably driving said drum,

positioning first plates of common polarity into said plate

receiving means of said drum as said drum is rotated such

that said plates are carried by said drum,

positioning a strip of separator sheet over said first plates

carried by said drum as said drum is rotated with said

sheet assuming an accordion-folded configuration defin-

ing downwardly-opening fokls each encompassing a re-

spective one of said first plates and alternate upwardly-

opening fokls,

positioning second plates of a common polarity opposite to

said first plates successively m said upwardly-opening

sheet folds as said drum is rotated, and

continuously removing firom said rotating drum said strip of

separator sheet with said first and second plates occupying

said alternate folds on opposite sides thereof.

1. A cable terminating tool for connecting the oonducton of
a multiconductor flat cable to respective terminals of a connec-
tor comprising:

a mounting plate;

a centering means coupled to said mounting plate for receiv-

ing the connector and locating the connector in a prede-

termined position relative to said mounting plate, said

centering means comprising a plurality of pairs of ribs

provided on a surface of said centering means, said ribs

running parallel to the direction of insertion of said flat

cable, each of said ribs comprising a member having a

somewhat trapeziodal cross section shaped to cooperate

with counter surfaces provided on said connector to hold

the connector stationary after it is placed in the centering

means, each corresponding counter surface to the mem-
bers of each pair of ribs provided on said connector is

adapted to engage a surface of a respective'member of

each of said pairs of ribs;

stop means coupled to said mounting plate and having a

cable abutting face for positioning an end of the cable at a

point adjacent to said predetermined position; and
press means mounted on said mounting plate and operable to

press the conducton of a cable into the conductor receiv-

ing terminals of a connector received by said centering

means.

4,479,302

TRIMMER FOR LAWN SPRINKLERS
Wcner H. Riehtcr, 418 Gabrfllo Rd., Arcadia, Calif. 91006

FDad JaL 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,558

IM. a^ AOIB 45/00: AOID 35/00

MS.a 30-122 5 CbdoM

i»^«»

1. Apparatus for trimming away excess growth from the

area around sprinkler heads and which is easily removable
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from • powered rotary cotter Made a«embly of a powered
driven edfer. eq)eciaUy of the type having cutter blade rota-
tion about a vertical azti, which compriaes:
cnp-ahaped cutter member having a circular flat baae plate,

a depending annular flanged portion affixed to said circu-
lar flat b«e plate at the outer peripheral edge of the circu-
lar flat plate and of a dimension sufficient to be phKxd
about a lawn sprinkler head without coming in contact
with the head;

cutter portions formed about said flanged extension;
attachment means affixed to the surface of the ciicutor flat

base plate on the opposite side from which the flanged
extension is located; and

the circular flat base plate being formed with a clearance
aperture for allowing portions of the powered driven
edger Uade attachment to pass therethrough.

4y479^3M
FASTENING ELEMENT FOR LENGTH MEASURING

DEVICE
Gi>ther Nelle. Bargain Fed. Rep. of Gemny, Mrianr to Jo.

haaaea Heidenhain GiAH, IVaunM, FStrRaTtfCcM
Filed Apr. 21. ]M3,Sar. No. 487411

'

^^JjJoHty. appb-tio. Fad. R.,. or G.««y. M^ a^

lat a^ GOIB 11/04
U.S. CL 33—US R 4,

U.S.a30-383

4^79403
CHAIN SAW ATTACHMENT

S. GardMr, 427 PMm Rdn Randle, WmL 98377
FOad Jaik 17, 1983, Scr. No. 488438

IM. ai B27B 17/02

1. A cham saw attachment for mounting on a portable pow-
er^lriven chain aw having a saw bar and an endless saw chain
diy>sed for movement around said bar, said chain saw attach-
ment comprising:

(a) a cutting head assembly including:

(1) a first cylmdrical wheel, said wheel having a centrala^ aperture and mounting means in the perimeter of
said whed ftw holding a plurality of cutting knives;

(2) a second cylindrical wheel, said wheel having a central
axial ^lerture and mounting means in the perimeter of
said wheel for holding a plurality of cutting knives-

(3) a drive sprocket positioned between said first and
second wheels, said sprocket being adapted to receive
and be driven by said saw chaii^

(4) a plurality of cutting knives, said cutting knives being
individuaUy poaitioned in said mounting means in the
perimeters of said first and second wheels and held in
said mounting means by individual securing means; and

(5) securing means for holding closely together in a uni-
tary assembly said first and second wheels and said
drive sprocket;

(b) an axle extending through the central axial apertures of
said first and second wheels, the ends of said axle extend-
ing normaUy outwardly from the center of said wheels;

(c) first and second mounting arms receiving the ends of said
axle, said mounting arms being adapted to be secured to
said saw bar so that said axle is heU in a plane perpendicu-
lar to the pbne ofthe saw bar, said mounting arms having
beveled edges; and

(d) a safiety cover located above said cutting head assembly,
said safety cover being joined to gripping means which
slidaUy fit on said beveled edges of said first and second
mounting arms.

1. In a length measuring mstrument for measuring the poai-
tion of first and second objects; said instrument oompriring: a
earner which defines first and second ends, a measuring scale
mounted to the carrier to extend along a measuring direction.
a scanning unit positioned to scan the scale, and means for
fastening the first end of the carrier to the first object the

5 Clalaa uoprovement comprising:

means for mounting the second end of the carrier to the first
object to provide a translatory degree of freedom extend-
ing along the measuring direction, said means for mount-
ing the second end of the carrier etwiipfidiig.
a fastening element secured to the second end of the car-

rier, said element definmg a first region and a seo(»d
region diqMMed between the first region and the carrier,

means for securing the first region ofthe tetenmg element
to the first object; and

means for defining an array of slits m the second region of
the fastening element, said array of slits arranged in a
meander pattern oriented substantially transvenely to
the measuring direction.

4»47940S
MEASURING BRIDGE

Daniel P. Wcndl, Waduaha, airi Pad J. Lakarieh, Graafidd.
boj ef Wis., aaaigaora to Applied Poww Im., MOwnkaa,
Wis.

FOed Mar. 12, 1982, Sar. No. 387481
IM. d} GDIB 5/14

VS.a 33-180 AT 25 CM^
1. A measuring bridge includmg a main frame,
means on said mam frame defining a reference phme and a

plurality of reference points m said plane,
a plurality of support assemUies for supporting a vehicle m
a fixed orienution relative to said reference plane and the
reference points.

coupling means for securing each support assembly in a
discrete location rektive to said reference plane and
spaced a predetermined distance from each of the other
said support assemblies and from the reference points.

each support assembly mcludmg base means leleasably se-
curable to said main frame by said coupling means, a
support element and adjustment means for mounting said
support element <» said base means,

each said adjustment means being constructed and arranged
for disphKnng said suppmt elements three dimenrionaOy
relative to said base means whereby said support elements
can be arranged in a predetermined array rehrtive to said
reference idane,

each of said adjustanent means inchiding three dimensional
indicating means so that the position of each support
element relative to the reference pUme and the referawe
pcnnts can be determined,

each said support element being adapted to be eqpged by a
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datum point on the underside of a vehicle for supporting
said vehicle in a predetermined orienution relative to said
reference plane and for indicating misalignment of any
such datum point, and

when the pin end and box end are hand tightened to-

gether,

machining out the shoulder of the box end longitudinally
away from the end of the pin end, thereby assuring the
existence of standoff* when the pin end and box end are
hand tightened together,

boring a lateral hole through the wall of the box end. the
hole internally opening sUghdy behind the tip of the pin
end,

boring a longitudinal hole through the shoulder in the box
end, the hole internally opening longitudinally opposite
the end of the pin end,

inserting the plunger of a seal-diameter gauge through said
lateral hole for measuring the seal diameters of the pin
ends of said plurality of tubular members, and

inserting the plunger of a standoff gauge through said longi-
tudinal hole for measuring the stimdoffs of the pin ends of
said plurality of tubular memben.

gauge means mounted on said frame in a predetermined
orientation relative to said reference pUne and the refer-

ence points for determining the relative position of other
datum points on damaged portions of said vehicle relative

to said reference plane and said reference points.

4^79406
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING AND USING GAUGES
FOR VERIFYING THREADS OF TUBULAR MEMBERS
Erich F. Demeatich, Hooston. Tez^ aasigaor to Ofl Technology

Sarvieca, Houston. Tex.

Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 385,772
lot CL} GOIB 3/48. 5/16

VS.a 33-199 R 16 Claims

4479407
GUN SIGHT FOR HAND AND SHOULDER GUNS

Robert B. Poowraax, 451 Campflre Rd. SE., Rio Raacho, N.
Mex. 87124

Continnation-fai-part of Ser. No. 370486, Jna. 4, 1902.
abandoned. This application No?. 1, 1983, Sar. No. 547,636

Ittt CLi F41G 1/10
VS. CL 33—233 lo Claims

1. A ring gauge for verifying the accepudnlity of the seal

diameter and standoff of the pin ends of a plurality of tubular

members intended to be uniformly threaded, said gauge being
made from a selected tubular member having box and pin ends
with threads within acceptable tolerance limits, said gauge
being made from a process, which comprises

cutting the pin end and box end from the selected tubular

member,

machining a pocket surface in the box end radially away
from the tip of the pin end, to remove material therefrom

so as to insure si^jsfiuitially full engagement of the threads

1. In combination with a gun including an elongated barrel

having opposite front and rear ends, a sight assembly including
front and rear sights, said front sight being mounted on a
forward portion of said gun barrel and said rear sight being
mounted from said gun rearward of said front sight and in

substantial front-tcrear alignment with said front sight, said

front and rear sights defining a sight path extending therebe-

tween, said front sight comprising a upstanding vertically

elongated blade sight member having vertical parallel planar

outwardly facing opposite side faces joined at their upper ends
by a transverse horizontal top surface, said rear sight including

a pair of laterally spaced apart opposite side plates disposed
transverse to and on opposite sides of said sight path and in-

cluding inner upstanding opposing transverse end edges hav-
ing reUtively angulated upper and lower portions and top
surfaces extending oppositely outward from said end edges,
said upper portions of said end edges being vertical and spaced
apart a predetermined distance, the included angle between
each of said end edge upper portions and the corresponding
plate top surface being readily visually ascertainable as less

than 90* and more than 43*. said lower portions of said end
edges being downwardly divergent and defining an included
angle of less than 90* and more Uian 43*.

432-230 O.G.-g4-2
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4^79^08
PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR RECOVERING HEAT

FROM A PARTICULATE SOLID
Gonj A. Bwtdiw, Oiklnd, Califs agrigMr to Chcnoa Re-
Mvch Coamj, Sn FimdMO, CiUf.

FIM Mtf. 30, U«2, Scr. No. 363,725
im. a> FMB 3/ia wio

US. CL 34—10 10 n.i«M

1. A procen for reoovering heat from a hot particulate solid
containiiig divene particle sizes which comprises:

(a) nuidizing the hot particulate solid in a first zone with a
gas having a lower initial temperature than the solid,

whereby the solid is partially cooled and the fluidizing gas
is heated;

(b) introducing the partially cooled particulate solid from
the first zone into the top of a swagged vertically elon-
gated second zone containing internal means to limit
substantial vertical backmizing and to increase the aver-
age residence time of the particulate solids passing down-
ward therethrough;

(c) passing a relatively cool gas upward through the second
zone in general oountercurrent flow to the downward
moving particulate solids at a velocity sufficient to only
partially fluidize the particulate solids and to allow a
significant transfer of heat between the particulate solid

" and thegas;

(d) recovering the he|ted gas from the first and second
zone^and

(e) removing the cooled particulate solids from the bottom
of the second zone.

4y479,309

MEIHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRYING CEREAL
GRAIN

RVTMsd C Tolm, 1194 DefOMhirc, Grecafflle, Miaa. 38701
FDad Apr. S, 1902, Scr. No. 365,168

IM. a> Fa6B 3/14
UjSL CL 34-13 9 ri«i—

of the heated air into the grain during a drying period to ex-
tract moisture from said grain at a rate which causes moisture
gradients to build up within the individual kernels of said grain
and thereafter subjecting said grain to a tempering period
during which said moisture gradients reduce within the indi-
vidual kernels of said grain, the improvement comprising:

continuing drying of said grain at a reduced rate during said
tempering period by directing a less desiccating second
airflow of said heated air into said grain during said tem-
pering period, said second airflow being sufficiently less

desiccating than said first airflow to enable reduction of
said moisture gradients while being sufficiently dessicat-
ing to inhibit accumulation of moisture at the outer por-
tions of said kernels as said moisture gradients reduce,
including initiating said continued drying at a reduced rate
before any substantial reduction of said moisture gradients
takes phwe within said kernels.

4«479,310
CONTINUOUS DEHYDRATION DEVICE AND PROCESS
Fkaw»i8 Doc, "U Sabatiere", 24100 Bergerac, F^uec

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Scr. No. 409,730
Caaims priority, appUcatkm Flraacc Sep. 3, 1961, 81 16746

Int a^ F26B i/04
U.S. CL 34 34 9 Ori—

^^^^ 3-i

=sr\

"7

*y^^A^>A^>^ J9
y

1. A method for continuous dehydration of agricultural
products in an enclosed housing, comprising

sending said products continuously into said housing and
moving them horizontally from one end to the other at the
upper end of the housing,

then dropping them to a lower level and sending them back
at a lower horizontal hiyer and so on from level to level,

and withdrawing the products from said housing from the
lowest level,

while blowing hot air in toward a central portion of the

collecting the blown air as two separate streams for partial

recycling,

heating one said stream only, while also taking in fresh air

for that stream,

distributing the air mixture of that stream at each said level,

the second stream also being distributed to the various leveb
but without reheating,

the area ratio of the first stream to the second stream con-
stantly diminishing from the top level down to the bottom
level.

_^ Out mnm

'^

— 4,479,311

HAIR REMOVING APPARATUS— Darid M. Blanco, 1840 Virgiida La., Billlagi, Mont 89102
CootiBaatioa-in-port of Scr. No. 228,766, Jaik r, 1981,

abandoMd. lUs applicatioa No?. 12, 1982, Scr. No. 44U59— lBt.CL3A45D 20/70
U.S. CL 34-90 4 CUm

1. Hair removing apparatus for a hand held hair dryer in-

cluding a housing with an air inlet opening therein, said hair

... .
removing l^)paratus including a body portion, a dryer connect-

1. In a method of drying cereal grain or the like which ing portion, a hair collecting portion and a hair pickup portion;
mcludes the steps of beating air, directing a first drying airflow said body portion including a rigkl tubular member with open

T-^
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ends and a substantially straight passage therethrough, said
tubular member including a flange section disposed adjacent an
end thereofclosest to said dryer connecting portion; said dryer
connecting portion including adq>ter means disposed adjacent
one end of said tubuhv member and being slidable with respect
tnereto, said dryer connecting portion including a plurality of
sidewall openings, said adapter means including stop sections
disposed adjacent ends thereof to captively retain said ftonge
section of said tubular member, said adapter means including
resilient means capable of captively mating with the periphery
of said air inlet opening of said dryer housing; said hair collect-
ing portion including an air permeable flexible filter bag dis-
posed across and within said passage through said tubular
member and extending substantially the fUl length ofsaid body
portion, said filter bag includmg a rigid ring member disposed
adjacent and circumscribing the opening thereof, said ring
member being engageable with the end of said tubular member
remote firom said dryer connecting portion, means for main-

facing end surface, said wings being adapted to be opera-
tively positioned at opposite ends of said center pan, with
their firont surfaces and working edges providing continu-
ing extensions of the front surface and working edge of
said center pan. and with the end surfaces of said wings
being in contact with respective ones of the end surfaces
of said center pan;

connecting means for joining said wings to said center pan
for pivotal movement about axes located rearwardly of
the front surfaces of said center pan and wingi;

and operating means associated with said connecting
means for pivoting said wings between said operative
positions and inoperative poaitions located rearwanlly
ofsaid center pan.

taining said filter bag properly oriented with respect to said
passage including filter support means disposed across said
tubular member passage adjacent said diyer connecting por-
tion; said hair pickup portion bemg rigidly connected directly
to the end of said tubular member remote from said dryer
connecting portion, said hair pickup portion uwloding an end
member separable firom said tubuhv member, said end member
having a tubular configuration adjacent to said tubular member
for connection thereto and tapaing to a slot configuration
adjacent the f^ end thereof, said slot end ofsaid end member
including a soft resilient surfiux, whereby attaching said con-
necting portion ofsaid hair removing an>aratus to the air inlet
opening of a hand held hair dryer which is operating and
holding said hair pickup portion of said apparatus adjacent to
loose hair, will draw the hair mto said pickup portion and
collect the hair in said collecting portion when the sidewall
openings in the dryer connecting portion are covered by the
tubular member.

4,479,313
TROUSER FINISHER WITH EXTENDED EXTERIOR

DRESS POINT
Lcomvd FrHhtkk, Dcmr, NXX, MBlgMir to Leonid ArtoMt-

its, lae., DcBTcr, N.C
FDcd Sep. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 532,768

Int CU D06F 7J/28
U&a38-42 n orf—

4^79,312
FOLDABLE SNOW COMPACTOR WITH SIDE WINGS

PIVOTABLE BEHIND CENTRAL BLADE
Harry S. Trt•oi^ Lcwialoi^ Mc, aaripor to VaDey

iig, lae^ Gray, Mc
FDcd Apr. 11, 1983, Scr. No. 481,763

brt. a' EOlC 19/21' BQ2F 3/76
VS.a 37-219 9

1. A foMable snow compactor of the type adapted to be
towed behind a vehicle, said compactor comprising;
a center pan having a forwardly facing front surface, a lower
working edge, and laterally outwardly facing end sur-

fines;

a pair of wings, each having a forwardly facing front sur-

fKe, a lower woridng edge, and a laterally inwardly

1. A trouser pressor comprising a frame, a stationary center
buck mounted on the frame, heated side chesu mounted on the
frame on either side of the center buck and moveable between
a retracted position in spaced-^wrt rektion from the center
buck and a pressing position against the center buck, said f^ame
defining a front operator access opening forward of the center
buck, a waist expander assembly mounted on the ftame for
receiving the torso ofa pair oftrousers and extension means for
extending said waist expander assembly forward through the
operator access opening for providing an extended exterior
dress point away from heated surfaces of the side chests for
operator safety and comfort; and comprising:

(a) a straight, horizontally di^Msed track for mounting said
waist expander assembly for translation only movement of
said waist expander assembly to a point outside the frame
forward of the center buck and away from the side chests
for dressing and removal of trousers from the waist expan-
der and a pressing position over the center buck, for press-
ing the trousers;

(b) movement means mounted on the frame and operably
attached to said waist expander assembly for moving said
waist expander assembly on said track;

and,

(c) a pair of spaced-qnrt leg expanden mounted on a leg
expander track carried by said frame, said pair of leg
expanden mounted for alternate movement between an
extended exterior dress point forward of the center buck
and a pressing position on either side of the center buck.
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4^79,314
nOUSER PINISHKRWITH INDEPENDES^TLY

KEnACTABLE AND EXTENDABLE WAIST AND LEG
,___^ EXPANDERS

Lnuvd FVvfellik, Dta?«r, NXi, wri^or to Lcooard Aotontt-
in, Im^ Damr, N.C

Flkd S«. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 532,791
lit a.) Da6F 71m

mounted tm the frame for receiving the tono portion of a pair
of trooaerB, and leg expanders mounted on the frame for re*
odving the cufft of a pair of trousers and holding the legs of
the trousers in a tensioned condition on either side ofthe center
buck and a pair of side pressing chests being mounted on the
frame, one on each side ofthe center buck and being moveable
between a retracted position away from the center buck and a
pressing position against the center buck during a pressing
cycle, each of said side chests comprising:

(a) pressing means defining a pressing surfr^e for pressing a
pair of trousers against the center buck, said pressing
means defining a pressing surface having a plurality of
uniformly spaced-apart apertures along the length and
width thereof;

1. In a trouser presser having a frame, a stationary center
buck mounted on the frame, side chests mounted on the frame
meither side of the center buck and moveable between a
retracted position in spaced-apart relation fixMn the center buck
and a pressing podton against the center buck, the improve-
ment which comprises:

(a) a waist expander mounted on the frwne and adapted to
receive the tono part of a pair of trousers;

(b) a leg expander opentively detached from said waist
expander and mounted on the frame for receiving the legs
of a pair of trousers;

(c) waatctpander movement means mounted on the frtune
and cooperating with said waist expander for alternately
moving said waist expander horizontally between a dress-
ing position forward of the center buck and a pressing
position over the center buck and comprising an elongate
rod carried by one of the frame or waist expander and
ntending in a direction from the rear to the front of the
frame and a slide carried by the other of the frame and
waist expander fat mating sliding cooperation with said
rod for forward and rearward movement of said waist
expander relative to said frame;

(d) teg e^ander movement means mounted on the frame
and operating faidependently ofsaid waist expander move-
"*°* ""•"•Jw alternately moving said leg expander
betweai a dressing position forward of the center buck
and a pressing position on either side of the center buck
whereby said waist expander and said leg expander are
mdependently moveabte for easier adjustment and less
load on moving parts of said trouser presser in order to
create less noise and reduce energy consumption wherein
said leg expander movement means comprises a track for
mounting said leg expander for translation movement to a
point outade the frame and away from the side chests.

4^79,315
STEAMING APPARATUS FOR A VERTICAL SIDE

CHEST IN A TROUSER PRESSER
LaoMid P^whttek, D«m, N.C artfMir to UoaanI Automat-

lea. Im., Dn?», N.C
FIM Sap. 14, 1983, Sar. No. 332,792

iM. a^ D06F nm
U.S.a38-^ 12Claias

1. A trouser presser including a frame, a stationary center
bock vertically mounted on the frame, a waist expander

(b) heating means for heating the pressing surface so as to
permit heat transfer fixMn the pressing surface to the trou-
sers while each side chest is in its pressing position against
the center buck; and

(c) steam supply means for supplying steam to the q)ertures
on the pressing surface for spray q)plication of a uniform
quantity of steam to the trousers at substantially right
angles thereto while said pressing surface is spaced-apart
from the center buck before commencement of the press-
ing cycle

whereby a uniform ^plication of steam is made to the toiso
and leg portions of the trousers followed by a uniform
^>plication of heat fr^m the pressing surface to the torso
and leg portions of the trousers resulting in uniform dry-
ing of the trousers.

4,479,314

LABEL STRIP
Gerhard Wippem, Hirschhora, Fed. Rep. of Gcraany,

.

to Eaaelte Pendaflex Coiporatkw, Garden CHy, N.Y.
Flted Feb. 4, 1981, Scr. No. 231,339

.-S'^ISiS^' »»"«'**« ''•*• »fl». «f Germany, Feb. 15,
19MI, 3005425

Int as B32B 3/16: G09F3m
U.S. CL 40—2 R 10

1

1. Label strip comprising a carrier strip and labels adhering
in a series to said carrier strip by means ofan adhesive layer for
processing in label printing or dispensing apparatuses, in which
the carrier strip is drawn by a pull-off device progressively
around a defiection device where the labels are released from
the carrier strip, characterized in that the labels (2) are made
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from a material selected from the group consisting of a card-

board having a weight of 100 to ISO g/m^ and a plastic film as

stiff as cardboard and that the side (4) of the labels (2) facing

the carrier strip (1) is adhesive-repellent and the side (^ of the
carrier strip (1) facing the labels (2) has an adhesive-retaining

surface, the adhesive repellent side of the labeU facing the

carrier strip being (a) siliconized or (b) smoothed so that the

adhesive-retaining surface of the carrier strip is released fixm
the labels (2) as ^e carrier strip is drawn around the pull-off

device.

4,479,317

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MARKING IDENTIFICATION
PLATE

I?n E. Hanna, 2538 E. Third St, Tucson, Aris. 85714

FUcd Sep. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 424^529

lat as A44C i/Oa- G09F 3/li

U.S.a 40-2 R 7 Clains

4,479,318

PAPERBOARD PICTURE FRAME OR THE LIKE
SUPPORT AND DISPLAY

Dennis E. Russell, jMwdMNro, Arib, aasigBor to Alton Packaging

Corpnration, Alton, DL
FUcd Dec. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 447,540

IM. a' A47G 1/06; G09F 1/12

U.S.a 40-154 17 Clains

ing a base member means useful for supporting a frame or the

like, a series of integral comer strap means integrally connect-

ing proximate select comen of the base member means, each

comer strap means being formed of foldably connected sec-

tions, each comer strap means formed of foldably connected

sections, each comer strap means formed of a series of said

extending sections integrally linked together with only a first

section integrally foldably connecting with an approximate

one side comer edge of the base member means, and with said

comer strap means when folded over providing for an em-
bracement of the proximate comer of the positioned picture

frame or the like, whereby the final extending section of the

comer strap means inserts beneath at least the emplaced frame,

and its supporting base member means and with the connected

comer strap means thereby securely retaining the contiguous

comer of the frame to its support

4,479319
AN ADHESIVE SIGN AND METHOD OP MAKING

Egon Erlich, 701 Ocean Atc, #10, Santa Monica, Calif. 90402

CoBttaaation-in'part of Scr. No. 264,913, May 24, 1981, Pat
No. 4,372,070. nis application Jan. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 442,518

Ite portkn of the tern of this patent sabseqocnt to F^ 8, 2000,

lat a.3 G09F 7/16

U.S.CL 40-595 10

1. In an electrical wall outlet box having electrical apparatus

contained therein and its face cover plate, an improved electri-

cal circuit markmg identification plate for labeling adapted to

be placed between the electrical wall outlet box and the face

cover plate, the identification plate comprising:

a flat transparent plate having four sides and larger in size

than the face cover plate, at least one of said sides extend-

ing substantially beyond the face cover plate;

a first opening in said flat transparent plate adapted to permit

passage of electrical apparatus contained in the electrical

wall outlet therethrougli;

a second opening form^ in said flat transparent plate to

permit passage of screws from the face cover plate to the

electrical wdl outlet box; and
an adhesive coating placed upon the side ofthe flat transpar-

ent plate extending beyond the face cover plate, said

adhesive coating to receive and secure an electrical circuit

identification 1^1.

1. An adhesive sign comprising:

a material having a plurality of characten representing a

sign cut into the material, said characters remaining in the

material with the waste core pieces of certain characters

removed;

an adhesive on the bottom of said material, said adhesive on

the mateiial limited only to the areas forming said charac-

ters;

a bottom covering sheet means on the bottom of said mate-

rial coextensive with the surface area of said material.

4,479,320

1

CYLINDER LOCK FOR REVOLVERS
Wflbnr L. Fix, 0258 Conaaebero Trail, New Caatte, Colo. 81447

FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,964

lat a^F41C 27/00

U.S. CL 42—1 LP 10 <

MICROnCHE APPENDIX INCLUDED
(08171984 Microfiche Pagea)

^62

1. For use with a revolver of the type having a barrel, a

multi-chambered cylinder mounted for rotation within an

1. A paperboard picture frame or the like support compris- opening in a frame mounting the barrel and a trigger mecha-
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mm operative upon ictuatioii to bring the cylinder chambers
into axial alignment one at a time with the barrel bore, a cylin-
der lock aaembly for preventing rotation of the cylinder
which compriaet: a lock rod lized to lootely fit inside Uie
barrel bore and being of a length less than the combined
lengths of laid barrel and die chamber aligned therewitii but
greater dian die length of said chamber alone; a keeper in die
form of a firictionally*beld plug insertia>le into die barrel bore
and efliective when lo positioned to hold die lock rod dierein,
said keeper having a rear end proximate the lock rod, a front
end carrying a first connecting means engageable by a tool for
extracting same, and an axial opening extending between die
ends thereof; and an extractor having a rear end sized for
insertion into the barrel bore and a firont end, second connect-
ing means carried by said rear end releasably connectable to
said first connecting means on die firont end of die keeper for
placing the latter in the barrel bore and retrieving same diere-
from, said extractor also having an axial opening therethrough
and a pin mounted within said opening for reciprocal move-
ment relative diereto between an extended and a retracted
position, said pin having a front end and a rear end and an
overall length greater dian die combined lengths of die keeper
and extractor when connected together, said pin in retracted
position widi die extractor and keeper dius interconnected
extending all die way dirough die latter and beyond die rear
end thereof into position for engagement with the near end of
die lock rod when die remote end diereof is seated against die
portion of the firame behind die cylinder after having passed
dirough said aUgned chamber diereof, and die front end of said
pin in extended position brought about by deeper insertion of
said interconnected extractor and keeper into the barrel bore
widi said pin contacting dw lock rod providing an observer
with a visual indication that said rod is thus seated.

M79421
NIGHT FISHING UGHT

Robert F. WalitHMl. 1003 3rd Atc^ Ptattmooth, Ncbr. 68048
Flkd No?. 18, 1M2, Scr. No. 441,6U

brt. a^ AOIK 97/12
U5.a 4»-17 1

1. A signaling device for an elongated fishing rod having a
handle at one end and an opposite firee end, comprising ''-"

a housing,

means for mounting said housing on said rod adjacent die
free end thereof for movement therewith,

an electrically actuated Ught source visibly mounted on said
housing,

said housing being adapted to receive a battery dierein and
including electric circuit means operative for establishing
an electrical connection between said light source and a
battery in said hounng for illuminating said light source,

said electrical circuit including a gravity actuated mercury
switch adjustably routably mounted on said housing
which is operative to make and break said electrical con-
nection in re^Kmse to rotational movement of said free
end of the rod,

said gravity actiiated switch bebg adjustably rotatably
mounted on said housing, thereby to vary the degree of
rotational movement of the rod which is operative to
make said electrical connection,

a handle mounted externally of said housing and connected
to said mercury switch for rotiitional movement dierewidi

wherriiy said mercury switch may be rotatably adjusted
by said handle,

saul housing comprising an elongated cylindrical body hav-
ing fonvard and rearward ends and opposite side walls,
said light source being replaceably mounted adjacent die
forward end, and

a pivot shaft extended dirough one side wall, said mercury
switch and handle both being connected to said pivot shaft
and extended generally perpendicularly therefrom.

4^79,322
FISHING ROD HOLDER/CARRIER

Richard A. Koppei, 110 RnawU Afc, OoaglaHfillc, Pa. 19518
Filed Dec 29, 1982, Ser. No. 454,348

iBt a? AOIK 97/10
U.S.a43-2U 16 data.

1. A holder/carrier, foldable into either an open or a closed
position for respectively holding or carrying a fishing rod
having at least a handle portion and a stiifTportion, comprising:

a. a base means for preparing bait;

b. extension means, mounted to the base means and extended
forwardly diereof. for preventing tip-over of die base
means;

c. upstanding members, mounted on and near a front edge of
the base means;

d. means, mounted on said extension means and cooperating
with said upstanding members, for keeping the upstanding
members upright and for maintaining the holder/carrier in
its open position for holding the fishing rod;

e. means, mounted near a rear edge of the base means, for
locking the upstanding members folded down fhd for
maintaining the holder/carrier in its closed position for
carrying die fishing rod; and

f. a handle means, mounted near the rear edge of the base
means, for transporting the holder/carrier in its closed
position in a briefcase-like manner;

said extension means include substantially parallel skid mem-
bers, mounted on the underside of and extending along at
least a portion of the length of die base means, for elevat-
ing the bottom of the base means slighdy off the surface
upon which the holder/carrier is placed so that the fishing

rod is kept clear and entirely out of dirt, sand and water.

4,479,323

OSCILLATING TROLLING LURE
Roland E. Bnrr, 4825 Leaiide St, Saginaw, Mich. 48603

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,317
iBt a^ AOIK 85/04

UJS. CL 43—42.5 ^ cUn
1. In a fishing lure for sahnon, lake trout, and die like

adapted to be towed at trolling speeds behind a power boat; die
product comprising:

a. a thin, Ughtweight, light reflecting, elongate, plate-like
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body fashioned of lightweight material and having a gen-
erally elliptical upper and lower surface which includes;

a. a firaatal portion having means for attachment of a line; a
trailing rear portion having means attaching a treble hook
system or the likr, and a midportion interjacent the fhmtal
portion and trailing portion;

b. the means for attachment of a line and attaching the hook
system defining a centrally ofliwt longitudinal axis;

c. the trailing portion being substantially flat and lying sub-
stantially in a horizontal plane;

d. the interjacent portion comprising a vertically sloping
four sided wall having an upper side extending cross-
wisely at an oblique an^e to the ofR^t longitudinal axis of
the body, the wall having a downwardly and rearwardly
inclined side edge of greater extent at one end, and down-
wardly and rearwardly inclined side edge of lesser extent
at the other end;

e. the frontal portion being a plate-like section lying in a
horizontally ^ppeA plane, with the lowermost side edge of
the fhmtal portion being vertically upwardly spaced from
the plane in which the said trailing portion substantially

lies;

f. The said centrally ofl^ longitudinal axis separating the
body into a portion of greater width and a portion of
narrower width on opposite sides of said axis, and the side
edge of the four sided wall of lesser extent comprising a
side edge portion of the body portion which b of greater
widdi;

g. the shape defined being such that the trailing portion of
the lure swings in an oscillating vertically concave arc
widi respect to a horizontal plane less dian about 180*,

generally about its means for attachment of a line, while
being towed at trolling speeds.

4^79,324
ANIMAL TRAP WITH IMPROVED IMMUNITY TO

FALSE ACTUATION
WOUan E. AiUm, UtHs, Pa., anignor to Woodstraa Corpoi*.
tkn, Lititi, Pa.

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459,592
Int. a' AOIM 23/26

U.S.a43-92 18

characterized by a substantially zero angle betw^ said

jaws;

spring loaded actuator means being outwardly pivoted mov-
able between open and closed positions, for continually
biasing said jaws toward said sprung position;

setting means for defining said relatively large angular vpac-
ing by holding said jaws in said set position against the
urging of said actuator means;

trigger means for selectively releasing said setting means to
permit the jaws to be snapped to said sprung position by
said actuator means; and

stop means secure to the said frame for preventing the angu-
lar spacing between said jaws from exceeding the spacing
defined by said setting means.

4^79,325
COLLAPSIBLE CRAB TRAP

John A. JaUmas, 671 Forest St, Kear^, NJ. 07032, aaipwr to
John A. JaUnas and Domdd JaUnas, both of Kcaray, NJ.

Filed Aag. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 525^28
lot CL' AOIK 69/10

U.S.a 43—105 12 dalns

1. A trap assembly, which comprises:

a first wall member of a netted material

basket-sh^ied outer wall members formed of a semi-rigid

netted material hingeably mounted to and on either side of
said first wall member between an open position and a
closed position and defining an entrapment zone with said

first wall member in said closed position; and
means for effecting hingeable movement of said outer wall
members from said open position to said closed position.

4,479,326

SPARKING TOY VEHICLE AND LAUNCHER
MdTiB R. Kennedy, New York, N.Y.; Dietur Nagel, Charter,

NJ., and Abraham Aiad, Wertport Coaa., aMiffors to Baddy
L Coiporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 478,237

Int a^ A^H 33/36
U,S.a 446-23 ^

s OafaH

1. A trap comprising:

afiram^

first and seomd jaws pivotally mounted on said firame for

movement between set and sprung positions, said set

position being characterized by a relatively large angular

spacing between said jaws, said sprung position being

1. A toy vehicle-projecting gun assembly which can be held
in the hand of a player and pointed in a manner of a gun com-
prising:

A. a vehicle having axle-mounted front and rear wheels, a
drive gear mounted in the rear axle and an energysaving
flywheel mounted for roution within the body of the
vehicle and operatively coupled to the drive gear to func-
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tion as the vehicle motor, whereby when the drive gear is
rotated, the flywheel is caused to turn to store enersy to
power the vehicle;

B. a gun having a power chamber, an inclined ramp extend-
ing from the front end of the chamber and including
Utching means to retain the vehicle thereon with its rear
wheeb raised above the ramp and free to turn, and a stock
extending from the rear end of the chambei^C a power trigger disposed on the underside of the stock
which can be reciprocated by the trigger finger of the
hand of a player grasping the stock;

D. a gear train disposed in said chamber to operatively
oogethe trigger to the drive gear and to convert the
reciprocating action of the trigger into rotary motion to
rotate the drive gear of the latched vehicle and thereby
turn the flywheel to store energy;

E a firing button disposed on the upper side of the stock
which can be deprosed by another finger of the hand of
the pkyer, and

F. an unlatching mechanism operated by the firing button to
release the vehicle from the latch^ means, whereby
when the routing flywheel has gained momentum and the
firing button is pressed, the vehicle then shoots down the
tamp to travel in a direction determined by how the play-
er's hand points the gun assembly.

ELECTRIC CAR WITH WINCH HAVING AUTOMATIC
SHMTTOVtf

Co, UL, Tokyo, Japu
^

Filed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,399

loSSSm
''***^' '•"***" ^•^ '^ *•*' ^^^ ^•

IML a3 A63H 17/12
UAa446-«7 3Ctoi„

said motor and routing said winch drum shaft to wind said
winch rope thereon until said winch hook engages said rope
guiding frame causing it to move in a backward direction;
whereby said switch means is released through the winch rope
on the rope guiding frame for discontinuing the hoisting opera-
tion of the winch, said switch being provided with a switching
contact to the electric conductor brush and the winch drum
shaft.

M79^28
PUSH-PULL TOY WITH VANE MEMBERS ROTATING

IN DIFFERING ROTATIONAL RELATIONSHIP
Ronald R. Kkwittcr, Heraau, Mo., aaipor to Haadi-Fae.

Inc., Hemumn, Mo.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423^699

Int CLi A63H 33/00
U.S.a446-237

11 Claim

1. A toy car with a winch mechanism, which comprises a
dutch shaft associated with a driving shaft of a motor, said
clutch shaft being axially movable through an oscillating rod;
said oscillating rod including electrical contiurt means to a
source ofpower for energizing said moton « winch drum shaft

• T'^ **"^^ '^^ supported on a car frame and in
pwallel to the clutch shaft; a clutch gear on the clutch shaft;
dnvmg gears arranged on the winch drum shaft and the wheel
(friving shaft for separately meshing with the clutch gear
through axial movement ofthe clutch shaft, said wheel driving
•haft being associated with wheeb of said car; a winch rope
with a hook secured to die winch drum shaft; an electric con-
ductor brush mounted in said car having a brushing surface
which is resiliendy contiK:ted with die winch drum shaft; a
movable winch rope guiding frame mounted on said car, said
fnae being ad^rted to move m a forward and backward
direction and move said brush upon die backward movement,
said electric conductor brush and said winch drum shaft consti-
tii^ a switch means being released upon said rope guiding
frame moving said brush for discontinuing die winch opera-
Hoa; said guiding frame having an opening near its center for
guiding said winch rope dieredirough; said oscillating rod
being movable to a position with its contact means for starting

1. A push-pull toy comprising a housing member, support
means fixed to and extending from said housing a pair of
spaced parallel facing substantially similarly sized vane mem-
bers routably mounted on said support means, at least a por-
tion of said vane members diqxMed relative to said housing so
as to be visible therefrom with aperture means in at least one of
said vane members to permit visual discernment therethrough
of the rotational movement of the other, wheel means rotat-
ably supported to said housing; a propelling member for said
housing; and gear means connecting said wheel means to each
of said vane members to cause said vane members to rotate in
diffiering rotational relationship when said housing is placed
into motion by said propelling member whereby die visible
portion of said differing rotating vane members creates a visi-

bly decorative pattern.

4,479,329
TOY INCLUDING MOTION-DETECTING MEANS FOR

ACTIVATING SAME
Jacob FhMlea, 170 Lakcfiew Ave Handca, Cobb. 08514

FUed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,235
ULCL^A&H 33/26

UjS. a. 446-175 15 rhh^
1. A toy, comprising
a base member;

motion-detecting means mounted on said base UMmber, said
motion-detecting means being oonstmcted and arranged
to detect at least one of the presence of a motion of an
object m die vicinity of die toy and die absence of a mov-
ing object in the vicinity of the toy;
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action-performing means mounted on said base member for
cooperating widi said motion-detecting means; and

electrical means connecting said motion-detecting means
•adsaid action-producing means whereby die Utter is
operated m response to die detection by said motion-
detecting means, said motion-detecting means including

an objective arranged to transmit Ught to establish an
unage of an object in die vicinity of said toy, image-dis-
torting means located after said objective as consideted in
direction of light passage and arranged to distort die
unage, and photosensing means arranged to sense die
distorted image and produce a signal for operation of said
action-performing means.

4^79,330
MECHANICALLY CONTROLLED SEALING RAIL FOR

DOOR LEAF
Lais C Miller, Mnatimer, 184-2% BaitdoBa.38, SpBia

FIM Oct 8, 1983, Ser. No. 539,554
lat a' E08B 7/20

U.S.a 49-303

top rail, a pair of upper stiles, and a forward meeting rail; said
lower window sash including a bottom rail, a pair of lower
Stiles, and a rearward meeting raU; upper and lower glass panes
earned by die upper and lower window sashes; said top rail
said pair ofupper stiles, and said forward meeting rail, and said
bottom rail, said pair oflower stiles, and said rearward meeting
raU bemg of wood constivction widi selectively miUed kerfs
and exterior cladding in die form of a plurality of vinyl main
extrusions and vinyl bead extrusions; said plurality of said main
"trusions, m cross section, integrally including face portions

and peripheral hook portions; said plurality of bead extrusions,m cross section, integraUy including arcuate portions, oblique
portions, and hook portions; a plurality of said hook portions of
said bead extrusions being interconnected with a plurality of
said hook portions of said main extrusions; and a plurality of
said arcuate portions being flexed between edges of said glass
panes and portions of said main extrusions, said plurality of
main extivsions including upwardly and downwardly directed
splines dut are operative when cut obliquely to establish
weather tight seals in association widi non-plumb frames.

1. A mechanically controlled sealing rail for a door leaf,
comprising a pair of spring members (7, 10) having bight por-
tions pomting toward die interior of die door, a sealing rail(3)
adapted to extend across die bottom of a door leaf and having
longitiidinal bores (L) at least in opposite ends close to die
upper nde of die sealing rail (3). said spring members having
nook shaped (8, 9) lower ends hung into said longitudinal bores
(L) at opposite ends of said sealing rail (3), one of said spring
members (10) having an upper free end (11) adapted to be
attached to die door leaf (1), die odier of said spring members
(71 having an upper free end (15) being longitiidinally displace-
able m parallel relation to said sealing rail, and a pivotable
angle lever (13, 130 adapted to be connected at die edge of die
door leaf adjacent said longitiidinally displaceable upper free«d (1?) and connected to urge die same inwardly from die
edge of the door leaf and move said sealing rail downwardly.

4»479431
VINYL CLAD WOOD CONSTRUCnON REPLACEMENT

SASH WINDOWS
Ugo BcrtotaBd, SoBMrvflk, aad Sahatore BertolaiBi, BBriiag-

tOB, both of Maasn aasigMirs to J. B. Soh 4k Door Co. Ibc
SoBMnHle, Mats.

FUed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,289
lat 0.3 E04B 1/04

U.S.a49-«04 lOOalM
1. A window assemblage comprising: an upper window sash

and a lower window sash; said upper window sash including a

4,479432
LENS BLOCKER AND METHOD

IVodorc J. Stem, WoodlaBd Hills, Qdif.. aad Larrv A.—-- --TeeBBS^ iBd, aarisMT. to AIT iSstJShc:

FUed Sep. 18. 1982, Scr. No. 418,750
lat a' B24B 9/14, 1/00. 13/00UAa 51-277 n oalmi

1. An improved lens blocker for bringing an adhesive bear-
ing lens block into contact widi a lens to adhesively afiix said
block to the lens, comprising a support for die lens; a chuck for
said block; means for releasably securing said block to said
chuck; and means for moving said support and chuck relative
to each odier to move die same toward each odier to bring said
block into conttK;t widi and to adhesively afiix said block to die
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lent, and then away from each other to accommodate release

of said block from laid chuck, the improvement characterized
M79|334

LINER FOR TOWER SILO AND METHOD OF
INSTALLING SAME

John T. Goode, 11731.99th Place North, Oneo, Mfau. 5S3C9
Filed Dec 17, 19S1, Scr. No. 331,535

lat CL} EMH 7/00
VJS, CL 52—197 55 <

in that laid means for releasably securing comprises means for
magnetically securing said block to said chuck.

M79|333
FOLDED BUILDING MODULE AND METHOD OF

ASSEMBLY
John H. Hcadrich, 4851 Wolf Rd^ Erie, Pa. M505
CoBthraatioa of Ser. No. 17,436, Mar. 5, 1979, abaadooed. lUs

applkatioa Sep. 8, 1981, Scr. No. 299,816
lat a^ E04B 1/346

VS. CL 52—70 28 dains

1. An improved building module of the type having a plural-
ity of structoral elements pivotably connected and folded
together for n^vement to a building site for erection, compris-
ing:

(a) a floor dement having first and second ends and being
adapted for placement on horizontal support mean^

(b) first and second roof demenu each having first and
second ends;

(c) first pivot means for pivotably connecting said floor first

end and said first roof element fint end;
(d) second pivot means for pivotably connecting said first

roof dement second end to said second roof element first

end; said second roof element having its second end fne
and being pivotable about said second pivot means from a
fint fblded position substantially parallel to said floor
element, and said first roof dement being pivotable about
said first pivot means, to form in combination an angled
roof component which is verticdly supported in part by
said first pivot means; and

(e) means for connecting said second roof element to said
floor element second end to provide a stable, three-mem-
ber structure, whereby said floor element is adapted to
rest on the horizontd support means so as to provide the
entire vertical support for said first and second roof ele-

mentt and also actu a tensile member to restrain said first

roofelement first end and said second roofelement second
end firom lateral separation.

1. An apparatus for converting a conventional tower silo

including an upright side wall having an inside surface sur-
rounding a chamber for storing material, an upper end, and a
lower end anchored to the ground, a roof mounted on the
upper end of the silo wall covering the upper end of the cham-
ber comprising: air impervious liner means located in said
chamber adjacent the inside surface of the side wdl, means
attaching the liner means to the side wdl to hold the liner

means in engagement with said inside surface, said liner means
having an upper portion located below the roof, support means
extended upwardly from the side wall bdow said roof, means
attaching the upper portion of the liner means to the support
means, air vent means mounted on the upper portion of the
liner means operable to allow air to flow into and out of the
chamber to substantially equalize the inside and outside air

pressure, and floor means at the lower end ofthe side wall, said

floor means having means to accommodate a bottom materid
unloading machine.

4,479,335

INTERIOR WALL SYSTEM
Vruk W. Roberta, MIdnle; Richard A. Roberta; W. CUria

Roberta, both of Holladar. Jack A. NIpko, Drapen Clark S.
Roberts, HoUaday, aad Hd R. Hndsoa, OreiB, aO of Utah,
aadgaors to Western Son, Incn Salt Lake GHy, Utah

DlTidoa of Ser. No. 278,951, Jan. 30, 1981,. lUs applleatioa

Ang. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 521,153

lat a' E06B 3/28
U.S.a52—205 9ClalM

1. A door frame for installation into a previoudy instdled
interior wdl system having spaced apart, opposed wall panel
members, the door frame comprising:

a firstjamb member terminating at the top ofsdd door frame
and having a first spacing member attached to sdd first

jamb member, said first spacing member being configured
so as to permit insertion of the first spacing member into

the space between the opposed wdl panel members of the
previously instdled interior wall system;

a lintel member having a second spacing member attached to
sdd lintel member, sdd second spacing member bemg
configured so as to permit insertion of the second spacing
member into the space between the opposed wall pand
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memben of the previoudy installed interior wdl system-
and

a second jamb member terminating at the top of sdd door
firame and having a third spacing member attached to sdd
second jamb member, said third spacing member being
configured so as to permit insertion of the third spacing
member into the space between the opposed wdl pand

two of said cover stressing cables being joined at one end
and secured by a single anchoring bolt;

means for releasably securing said cover stressing cables to
said concrete cover member whereby rdeasing sdd cover
stressing cables does not affect said axid stressing cables,
and a retaining ring on the outer rim of the upper part of
said concrete cover member wherein said cover stressing
cables extend through sdd retaining ring and are arranged
in pitch cireles dtematingly from an inner pitch circle to
an outer pitch circle about the oentrd axis of said retaining
ring.

to

4,479,337

REFRACTORY ANCHOR
MIchad S. Crowley, Chicago Heights, 01,

Oa Company (Indiana), ChteBgo, HI.

CoatiawrtkM of Ser. No. 140,174, Apr. 14, 1980,
TWa appUcatioB Dec 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,181

Irt. CL3 E04B 1/24; E04C 2/04
V&a 52-378 5

members of the previoudy instdled mterior wdl system,
and one end of sdd lintel member being demountably
attached to said first jamb member at the top thereof and
the other end of said lintd member being demountably
attached to sdd second jamb member at the top thereof,
sdd first and secondjamb members and said lintel member
being demountable from the wall panel memben without
causing significant damage to the wall panel members.

4^79,336
CONCRETE COVER FOR HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS

Joocf SchocBtag, HaaAmcckci, and Haaa<korg Schwkn,
Ketach, both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aadgBMMi to Hodrtem-
pcratar-Reaktorbaa GmbH., Golopw, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay

FDed Dec 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,036

,«2^JS?*'' appHcatloa Fed. Rep. of Genuay, Dec 23,
1980,3048592

UkLCL^ EMC 3/10
U.S.a52-223R 12Chtas

1. A composite structure comprised of a metd surface, a
monolithic refiactory for providing thermd protection to said
surface, and a plurality ofmetd anchors welded to said surface
in spaced apart non-touching relationship to each other for
providing both erosion protection and anchorage for said
monolithic refractory applied to said surface, each of said
anchors bdng formed from a metd strip having its width
substantially equd to the thickness of the applied refractory
whereby the anchors extend to the exposed surface of the
r^ractory and the length ofeach anchor being severd times its

width and each anchor having cut away portions at each end
on the side wdded to said metd surface whereby there is

provided at each end of said anchor an extending arm, said
extending arms being bent in opposite directions to the approx-
imate shape of the letter S and together with the intermediate
portion ofsaid anchor providing an erosion resistant barrier for
the protection of sdd refractory and the cut away portions
adjacent said arms providing room for said refractory to be
deposited between said arms and sdd surface securdy anchor-
ing the refivctory to the metd surface

1. A removable stressed concrete cover for large openings in
prestressed concrete pressure vessels comprising:
an anchoring ring surrounding the rim area of the opening;
a plurality of axid stressing cables extending firom the pie-

stressed concrete pressure vessel and through sdd anchor-
ing ring;

an anchoring bolt securing the end of each of said axid
stressing cables to sdd anchoring ring;

a concrete cover member;
a plurality of cover stressing cables extending through sdd

concrete cover member through said anchoring ring and
into the prestressed concrete pressure vessel, and at least

4^479438
BUILDING ELEMENTS AND METHOD OF

CONSTRUCTING A BUILDING
Gordon M. Robertaoo, 9 FUat Rd^ MarandcUM, So^ Africa

FOed Not. 9, 1981, Scr. No. 319,116
Oalav priority, appUcatiOB United Kingdom, Oct 2, 1981,

8129872

lat CL3 E04B 2/40
VS. CL 52—426 5

1. A building unit, comprising:

two molded cavity wdl portions having confronting inner
surfaces, each cavity wdl portion having enlarged ends
having a thickness greater than the thickness of its centrd
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portion md one or more rebates formed along each oftwo
opposed tide edges onto the outer surface of the respec-
tive cavity wall portion, each cavity wall portion having
integral connecting means including a longitudinally ex-
tending and embedded wire with its end freely extending
in corresponding ones of each of said rebates along the
aide edges of the portions, the fireely extending end of the
embedded wire of the integral connecting means of a first

building unit is twisted and bent around the freely extend-
ing end of the wire of the integral connecting means of a
second building unit to mechanically connect the two
building units together, and spacing and interconnecting
means transversely extending between the inner surfaces
of said two molded portions intermediate said opposed
side edges, said spacing and interconnecting means includ-
ing at least one loop integrally formed with said longitudi-
nally extending embedded wire projecting inwardly from
the inside surfaces of respective ones of said portions
intermediate said side edges therecf, said spacing and
interconnecting means including at least one elongated tie

having a length that is selected to match the dimension
defined between the confhmting inside surfaces of said
building unit, said at least one tie consists of a rod having
a first end having a right angle bend that is bent back on
itself in intermediate iu ends so that the other end thereof
overlies its first end and to one side thereof forming a
resilient loop, said resilient loop is inserted around corre-
sponding ones of said loops formed in said embedded wire
intermediate said sides for mechanically joining the por-
tions together.

a predetermined distance, said distance being less than the
height of said web,

each of said cover members being secured along one edge of
one of said insulation boards.

4^79,399
COVER MEMBER FOR AND METHOD OF INSTALLING

INSULATION BOARDS
Gvi A. Krak, OaffwMcr, FUl, aariffor to The Ceiotex Corpora-

tfcn, Tnpi, Fla.

FDai Apr. 7, 1M2, Scr. No. 36M35
UL Oi EIMD J/S6; E04B J/82

VAa 52-4M 8 Orf—

1. A suspended ceiling consisting essentially of
spaced parallel purUns supported above an open space,
adjacently lying insulation boards having exposed field areas

secured to said purlins, said insuUtion boards being ori-
ented so that their longitudinal axes are perpendicular to
the longitudinal axes of said purlins,

ftsteners penetrating said insulation boards and said purlins,
said fastenen being located in the exposed field areas of
said insulation boards,

cover members inserted between said adjacently lying insu-
lation boards and away from said fasteners, said cover
members consisting essentially of:

a first elongated strip of stiff material;

a web of stiff material integrally connected to said first

elongated strip and extending substantially vertically
upwardly along the longitudinal center line of said first

elongated strip, and terminating in an upper edge, and
a second strip of stiff material integrally connected along

said upper edge of said vertically extending web. said
second strip extending in overlying relation in one direc-
tion only with reqiect to said first elongated strip, said

second strip f^irther being inclined at an acute angle with
reqwct to said vertically extendmg web and having a
portion which is spaced firom said first elongated strip by

M79,340
QUICK MANUAL LOCK FOR DISPLAY FRAMES

Everett J. Alphoose, and E?erett Aiphooae, Sr„ both of Camp
Springs, Md., aaaigMirs to John Goodie Associates, Inc^
Brandywine, Md.

FUed Dec 28, 1M2, Ser. No. 454,096
Int a3 E04H 12/18

VS.a 52-646 20 Clains

m'^^r

1. A coUapsible, articulated structural section which is mov-
able between a stable erect configuration and a collapsed con-
figuration, said structure comprising:

a first plurality of pivot means disposed to be spaced from
each other and generally in a first pUme in said erect
configuration, and to be substantially adjacent each other
in said collapsed configuration; a second plurality of pivot
means disposed to be spaced firom each other and gener-
ally in a second phme in said erect configuration and to be
substantially adjacent each other in said collapsed config>
uration; a plurality of pivotally interconnected side HnU
for connecting said first plurality of pivot means with said

second pluraUty of pivot means, each of said side links

being connected with one of said first plurality of pivot
means and one of said second plurality of pivot means;
first and second face pivot means; and a first and a second
plurality of face links, each of said first plurality of face
links pivotally connected with said first face pivot means
and with one of said first pivot means, and each of said

second plurality of face links pivotally connected with
said second face pivot means and with one of said second
pivot means;

each of said first plurality of face links crossing, but uncon-
nected to one of said second plurality of face links; said
first face pivot means being located closer to said second
pivot means than it is to said first pivot means when said

structural section is in a said collapsed configuration; and
a first locking component associated with said first face

pivot means, and a second locking component associated

with said second face pivot means, said first and second
locking components comprising means, upon nwinini
actuation, for holding said first and second face pivot
means adjacent each other and to thereby hold said struc-

tural section in said stable erect configuration; and
wherein said first locking component comprises means de-

fining a through-extending opening in said first face pivot
means, including a Unear cam; and wherein said second
locking component comprises a cam follower extending
outwardly from said second face pivot means toward said

first face pivot means and having a cam portion thereof
cooperating with said linear cam to flex and move from a
non-locking position to a locking position.
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4^79,341
CLIPS FOR T-BAR GRID CEILING ARRANGEMENT

JcroiM T. SdiiipUn, Panu Heigkta, Ohio, aMigDor to Fmtwag
Fastcnm, Inc., Lorain, OUo

Filed Apr. 2, 1M2, Scr. No. 364,784

iBt CL^ E04B 5/52
VS.a 52—665 13 n.!—

references and the upper ends of all of the lower sections being
equal; after the lower sections are set into the ground, marking
a second reference on all of the lower sections, with the second
references for all of the lower sections being at the same eleva-
tion; installing a leveling block against the bearing surface at
the upper end of each upper section, the length of the block
being determined by the distance between the two reference
marks on the lower section to which the upper section is to be
joined and being such that when the upper and lower sections
are joined, the upper surface of the leveling block will be at the
same elevation as the upper surfaces of the leveling blocks for
other columns, whereby the leveling blocks compensate for
variances in elevation of Uie lower column sections; joining die
upper column sections to their respective lower column sec-
tions to form columns; and installing the roof structure on the
columns such that it is supported on the upper surfaces of the
leveling blocks.

1. A clip for securing two grid T-bar beam members in

generally juxtaposed popendicular reUtion to one another in

the formation of a ceiling grid, each of the beam members
being of inverted T-shaped configuration comprising an en-
larged head portion, a generally vertical web portion and a pair
of flange portions oppositely arranged and extending out-
wardly with respect to the web portion, said clip being of
generally L-shape configuration in plan and having resilient

ckup portions generally adjacent the distal ends of the legs of
the Lnconfiguration, each said cUsp portion being of generally
vertically oriented inverted U-shaped configuration in end
elevation and having a tongue projecting diagonally inwardly
and upwardly relative to the inverted U-shaped cUsp configu-
ration, said clasp portions being adapted to be forced down-
wardly into snap fastened, generally snug relation with the
head portion of the retpective beam member to secure the
beam members in generally perpendicular juxtaposed relation-

ship.

M79|343
DEVICE FOR FEEDING>IN AND MOVINGON

CONTAINERS TO AND FROM A ROTARY CAPPING
UNIT

Fhuwo TiBcati, Via Anna Fnak 7, Paraa, Italy (43100)
FUed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,047

Clains priority, applicatioB Italy, May 6, 1981, 42506 A/81
Int a^ B65B 7/28' B67B 3/00

VS.a 53-287 5 Oaias

4«479,342

POST FRAME BUILDING AND METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTING THE SAME

George F. Ebcrle, 414 KiUeam La., St Louis, Mo. 63141
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 427,686

lat a.3 E04B 1/00
VS.a 52—742 lOdaiais

1. Apparatus for feeding containers to a rotary capping unit

and removing the containers therefrom, comprising first and
second conveyors, a rotary carrier wheel, said wheel being
routable about a fixed axis lying parallel with and offset from
the axis of rotation of the capping unit and serving to take
containers from said first conveyor, draw them through a path
describing a circumferential arc, and deposit them on said

second conveyor, said wheel being disposed in such a way that

said path achieves concurrence with the pitch circumference
estabUshed by rotation of the capping unit; and means for

driving said rotary carrier and capping unit in substantially

identical tangential speeds.

1. A method of constructiBg a post firame building, said

method comprising: setting a series of lower column sections
into the ground in an upright position, each lower section

being configured to mate at its upper end with an upper col-

umn section to form a column, each upper column section

having a bearing surface at its upper end and the distance

between the bearing surfaces and the lower ends of all of the
upper column sections being equal, each lower section having
a first reference thereon and the distance between the first

4,479,344

EXPANDERS FOR THE FIIUNG OF SACKS AND BAGS
Deanoad F. Edwards, Naaaaa, The Bahamas, aasivMr to Codel

Intcraatiooal Ltd^ Naaaan, The Bahamas
FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Sar. No. 363^13

CaaiiM priority, appUcatioa Uaitad Ki^dom Apr. 28, 1981,
8113127

bt a^ B65B 67/12
VS.a 53—390 7 ri.i—

1. In a wire or rod device for wfintoininj the open end of a
flexible bag in an open position so that the interior of the bag
can be filled, said device comprising in combination
(a) a generally rectangular-sh^wd frame of variable area com-
posed ofa first U-shaped frame member having two side legs

and a bottom end, and a second U-shqwd member having
two side legs and a bottom end, the side 1^ of said first and
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woood firame memben having means for freely slidably
engaging each other ao that they are alidable toward and
away firom each other in dowly paraUd planes, with the
open ends of said U-shaped frame memben facing each
other, and

(b) a U-shaped side member pivotably attached to the bottom
end ofeach of said U-shaped frame members, each U-shaped
side member having two side legs and a bottom end which
are to be inserted in said bag,

the improvement which comprises said means for freely slid-
ably engaging said legs set forth in (a) including locking

T
n

\

open-topped box to a loading position, loading means mounted
on said framework for depositing product into each open-
topped box, a stationary rail and upper and lower pairs of
converging guide rails mounted on said framework, second
transfer means mounted on said framework for moving each of
said loaded boxes off of said rotatably mounted means while
closing the top trailing end flap and causing the top leading end
flap to contact said stationary raU and bend into a closed posi-
tion and causing the top and bottom side flaps to contact and
travel along said upper and lower pairs of converging rails,
means mounted on said framework for depositing an adhesive
along each of the top and bottom oppositely dispned side flaps
while said boxes are being moved, and means mounted on said
framework for compressing said top and bottom side flaps onto
the respective top and bottom leading and trailing end flaps to
complete the sealing of said boxes, ready for discharge from
said mai'iiiny

^

4*479,346
AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL BED KNIFE ADJUSTER

Noel Chandler, 114 Veaaa St, Jupiter, Fla. 33458
Filed Mar. 31, IMl, Ser. No. 249*435

Int OJ AOID S5/22, 75/08
VJS, CL 56—250 7

means for locking said legs together upon oppositely pivot-
mg of said legs set forth in (bX and restricted pivotal attach-
ment means for attaching each side member to a frame
member so that each side member can be pivoted from a first
folded position which is essentially above and parallel to said
firo memben through a limited arc to a second position
beneath said frame members, said limited arc being within
the range of 22S*.270*, so that when said side memben have
been pivoted through said limited arc and are inserted in a
bag, the bag presses against said pivoted side memben to
assist in locking said legs of said frame memben to each
other through said locking means.

4^479,345
CORRUGATED BOX FORMING, LOADING AND

SEALING MACHINE
Kalth W. Nerd, StOlwatcr, Minn., aMfgnor to Ei-CeU-O Corao-
ntkM. 1^, Mich.

^^^
"***

'''!L^?S^j/!ff;^*^*^' *•^ '"tomatic electrical bedknife adjuster for a reel bladem.u. BWB4J/30 mower, said mower including a frame, a reel blade mounted onUS.a 53-564

1. A machine for setting up corrugated box blanks having
four side panels folded double and sealed along their otherwise
adjacent free edges, with top and bottom flaps extending from
each end of each side panel, said machine comprising frame-
work, a magazine mounted on said framework for holding a
plurality of said folded blanks, means mounted on said frame-
work for removing individual blanks from the magazine and
openmg each into a verticaUy oriented four-sided tube, fint
transfer means mounted on said framework for moving each of
ijWtubes laterally while closing the bottom trailing end flap
thereof, means rotatably mounted on said framework for clos-
mg the bottom leading end flap to thus form an open-topped
box while breaking the bottom side flaps and then rotating said

9 Claims said frame, and a bedknife. comprising:
an electrical power source;

means connected to said bedknife for moving said bedknife
rehtive to said reel blade;

means for generating an electrical signal representative of
the contact pressure between said reel bUide and said
bedknife; and

means for controlling said means for moving said bedknife
relative to said reel blade as a function of the contact
pressure between said reel blade and said bedknife to
establish optimum contact pressure for cutting.

4,479,347
LOADING VEHICLE FOR PICKING UP AND

TRANSPORTING STRAW MATERIAL
Borge Lanen; Pool K. Pedersen, and GcMg Lraritzea, aU of
Kwfwfnde, Denmark, aasignon to MaaUnftbrikeB Taamp
A/S, Kerteadnde, Denmark

Filed Aag. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409.413
Claims priority, appUcatioo Denmark, Ang. 20, 1981, 3688/81

lat CLi AOID 87/10
U.S.a56-.344 9Clafais

1. A loading vehicle for picking up and transporting straw
material, comprising: a body for holding straw material; a
rotary pick-up drum which is fitted at the front end of the body
and has resilient pick-up fingen for passing the straw material
up to a rotary conveyor drum including a conveyor drum inlet
and a conveyor drum outlet and having conveyor arms fitted
in rows for conveying the material up into the body of the
vehicle through a duct, which at one side is defined by a hous-
ing at the outlet of the conveyor drum and at another side by
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stationary strippen between which the conveyor arms pass
and which strip the conveyed material from the conveyor
arms, the pick-up drum rotating in the same direction of rota-

tion as the conveyor drum and positioned obliquely below and
behind the conveyor drum so that the conveying direction of

the straw material is abruptly changed at the inlet to the con-
veyor drum from a generally upward and rearward direction

to a generally downward and forward direction to compact
the straw material and equalize the distribution thereof across
the conveyor drum inlet

4*479J48
APPARATUS FOR SPINNING FASOATED YARN

YoaUham Yasni, Toyota; Kazao SdU, Karlya; YoahlUaa
Snnki, CUryn, and Hisao Amano, Alcfai, all of Japan, awigB*
on to Kaboshfld Kalsha Toyoda JidoahokU, Karlya, Japan

Filed Oet 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,888
Clahns priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 27, 1981, 56-170765;

Oet 27, 1961, 56-170766

Int a' DOIH 5/28. 1/135
U.S.a.57—404 9Clafan

1. An apparatus for spinning fasciated yam, comprising a

fiber-opening means for separating a supplied ^iver into indi-

vidual fibers, a fiber-collecting means for depositing said indi-

vidual fiben on a fiber-collecting surface thereof, and an air

nozzle for twisting said fiben in a shape of a continuous fiber

bundle drawn off from said collecting surface by means of a
vortex to form a resultant fasciated yam. said spinning appara-

tus being characterized in that two pain of first and second
delivery rollen are arranged so that said air nozzle is disposed

between said two pain of first and second delivery rollen with

said fint delivery-roUen between the fiber-collecting means
and the air nozzle, whereby said fiber bundle from said collect-

ing surface can be processed within said air nozzle under an
overfeeding condition.

7. An apparatus for spinning fts iated yam comprising:
a fiber-opening means for separating a supplied sliver into

individual fibers;

a fiber-collecting means for depositing said individual fiben
on a fiber-collecting surface thereof.

said fiber-collecting means comprising a rotor in the shape of
a hollow body and an inlet member provided with a fiber

passage,

said rotor having a plurality of ventilation apertures in a wall
thereof,

said inlet member being inserted coaxially into the interior of
said rotor and being supported so as to be reversely rotat-

able in the direction of rotation of said rotor;

an air nozzle for twisting said fiben in a shape of a continu-
ous fiber bundle drawn off from said fiber-collecting sur-

face by means of a vortex to form a resultant fasciated

yam; and
first and second pain ofdelivery rollen arranged so that said

air nozzle is disposed between said pain of delivery rol-

lers, whereby said fiber bundle from said fiber collecting
surface can be processed within said air nozzle under an
overfeeding condition.

4.479,349

HYDRAUUC CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert C Wcstreer, Kalamaioo, Mich., aarignor

Sifsal Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Filed No?. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 322,909
Int a.3 n6D 33/01 F16H 39/48

U.S.a 60-420

to General

17 Claims

fiin-Q^^
r?Mi5r>^

-i;- xlj^

i J— --

r:ai, H-:iui

IVT

1. A hydraulic control system, comprising:

a fluid reservoir.

a variable displacement pump having a fluid input in fluid

communication with said fluid reservoir and a fluid out-

put;

a first control valve having a fluid input in fluid communica-
tion with said fluid output of said variable displacement
pump, said first control valve being adapted to regulate a
flow of fluid to a fint fluid actuated device and including

first means for developing a first pressure signal;

at least a second control valve having a fluid input also in

fluid communication with said fluid output ofsaid variable

displacement pump, said second control valve also being
adapted to regulate a flow of fluid to a second fluid actu-

ated device and including second means for developing a
second pressure signal;

selector means for sensing individually said first and second
pressure signals and for providing a control pressure sig-

nal which is the smaller of said fost and second pressure

signals and which a independent of the load placed on
said fint or second control valves by said first or second
fluid actuated devices; and

fluid actuated displacement control means, which control
means is in fluid communication with said selector means,
for sensing said control pressure signal provided by said

selector means and for relating the displacement of said

pump in response to the magnitude of said control pres-

sure signal.
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M79450
RECOVERY OF POWER FROM VAPORIZATION OF

UQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
OvlM L. NcwtOB, BctUchaa, ad Denit L. FUni, Sckaecks-

Tflk, both of Pa^ Mripion to Air Prodndi nd Ckemicali.
Ik^ ADcMowa, Pa.

Filed Mar. «, 1981, Scr. No. 241,184
lat CL' FOIK 23/02. 25/10V&CLW-m llClalms

said permitting means including a tubular body having a
fluid inlet, a fluid outlet above the inlet, and a middle

1. A method for recovering net power from the vaporization
ofUquefied natural gas. which method comprises the steps ofat
least partially liquefying a multicomponent stream and a single
component stream with said natural gas, pumping said at least
partially liquefied multicomponent stream to an elevated pres-
sure, warming said multicomponent stream by cooling and
assisting in at least partially liquefying said single component
stream, heating said multicomponent stream, expanding said
heated multicomponent stream through an expander, recover-
ing power from said expander, recycling said expanded multi-
component stream to be at least partially liquefied, pumping
said at least partiaUy liquefied single component stream to an
elevated pressure, warming and vaporizing said single compo-
nent stream, expanding said single component stream through
an expander, recovering power from said expander, and recy-
cling said expanded single component stream to be at least
partially liquefied by said multicomponent stream.

4,479,351
VENTURI FLASH CIRCULATOR FOR GEOTHERMAL

APPARATUS
LaoB Awerbocfa, San RraMiaco, and AUM N. Rogen, Picaaan.

tea, both of CaUf., aaaignon to Electric Power Research
laatttatc, lae., Palo Aho, CUif

.

FUad Jan. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 806,722
lot CL' F03G 7/00

VACLW-^U 13 Claims
1. A system for processing fluid fhmi a subterranean location

with the fluid having an elevated temperature and pressure,
haying dissolved and suspended solids therein; and capable of
being separated into solid, liquid and vapor fractions compris-
ing:

a reactor for receiving a flow of the fluid from a subterra-
nean location;

means in the reactor for permitting the fluid received
thereby to flash to form the yvpor fraction and to provide
tntimato contact of the solid, liquid and vapor fractions of
the fluid in a three-phase fluidization relationship;

%£tif\^r
T^.

tubular section with a throat of smaller cross-sectional
area than the inlet and outlet.

4*479,352
HOT-WATER STORAGE TYPE POWER GENERATING

UNIT
KcUiro Yamaoka, and HaJime Eodo, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Mltsoi Engineering 9t Shlpboildlag Co., Ltd^
Tokyo, Japan

'

FUed JnL 21, 1962, Ser. No. 400,320
Claims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Jnl. 21, 1981, 56-114274

lot CL^ FOIK 3/00UAa«-«9 WOataa

1. A hot water storage type power generating assembly
comprising:

a power generating subassembly, said power generating
subassembly further comprising a rotary separator turbine
for separating high-temperature water into medium-tem-
perature water and steam, a steam turbine driven by said
steam from said rotary separator turbine, and a generator
operatively coupled with said steam turbine for generat-
ing electric poWer,

a first tank selectively interconnected with said rotary sepa-
rator turbine such as to store said medium-temperature
water produced by said rotary separator turbine, said first

tank further being selectively interconnected with said
steam turbine such as to combine the steam output from
said steam turbine with said medium-temperature water;

a hot water producing device interconnected with said first

tank, said hot water producing device converting said

medium-temperature water into high-temperature water,
and

a lecond tank selectively interconnected with said hot water
producing device, said second tank storing said high-tem-
perature water supplied from said hot water producing
device, said second tank further being selectively inter-

connected with said rotary separator turbine such as to
selectively supply said rotary separator turbine with said
high-temperature water.
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4^79,353
MOVING BED HEAT STORAGE AND RECOVERY

SYSTEM
Donald C ScUuderbcrg, Lynchburg, Va., aaalgnor to Hie Bab-

cock k WOcoz Company, New Orleans, La.
DMakm of Scr. No. 89,82«, Oct 31, 1979, Pat No. 4^1,009.

This application Sep. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 419,268
Int a3 FOIK 3/00: F28D 19/02

U&a60-659 6Claims

SA*lO—1_13 14

diaphragms being positioned in said headen between
every other pair of tube banks and staggered as between
headers such that each of said compartments is in fluid

communication with the inlet and the outlet of its section;

said tube banks having a plurality of tubes being on a triang-

ular pitched array and

a plurality of orifaced plates extending below each of said

tube banks to support said tube banks and to retard the
flow of sand therethrough over said tubes to provide an
even sand flow velocity through the shell side of said heat
exchanger and to provide a high sand bed density in

contact with the entire periphery of each tube;

conduit means for establishing fluid communication between
the steam cycle and said moving bed heat exchanger means
wherein said conduit means comprises:

a plurality of turbine steam extraction pipes to separately
diveri intermediate and low pressure turbine steam to said

heat exchanger means;

a plurality of feedwater heat pipes to separately direct the
fluid diverted by said plurality of turbine steam extraction
pipes, after having passed through said moving bed heat
exchanger means, through feedwater heaters to be re-

turned to the steam cycle at the main feedwater portion of
the cycle;

a third pipe to establish fluid communication between the

reheat portion of the steam cycle and said moving bed
heat exchanger means for extracting reheated steam from
the steam cycle;

a fourth pipe to establish fluid communication between said

moving bed heat exchanger means and the steam cycle
below the high pressure turbine and above the reheater to

return the fluid extracted from the steam cycle via said

third pipe; and,

a foiuth pipe pump to pump the fluid through said pipe;

valve means for selectively opening and closing said conduit
means to selectively admit fluid from different points in

the steam cycle to said moving bed heat exchanger means;
a bed of refractory particles of suitable size for flowing

through said moving bed heat exchanger means;
storage means for storing said bed of refractory particles;

and,

transport means for transporting said refractory particles

between said storage means and said moving bed heat

exchanger means.

1. A heat storage and recovery system for storing excess
over demand energy generated by a steam cycle electrical

generating plant during shu;k electricity demand periods and
for recovering the stored energy to provide supplemental
electricity during peak electricity demand periods comprising:
moving bed heat exchanger means for exchanging heat be-
tween said system and the generating plant wherein said mov-
ing bed exchanger means comprises:

an inlet header having an inlet tube sheet;

an outlet header having an outlet tube sheet;

said inlet header having at least one inlet for admitting fluid

to said heat exchanger,

said outlet header having at least one outlet for Hinr-harging

fluid from said heat exchange^
a plurality of tube banks each extending generally horizon-

tally from said inlet tube sheet to said outlet tube sheet to

establish fluid communication therethrough between said

inlet header and said outlet header,

a shell encasing said plurality of tubes and being open at the
top and the bottom;

said inlet header and said outlet header each having a plural-

ity of diaphragms dividing said headers into a plundity of
compartment^

said plurality of diq>hragnis including a number of section

diaphragms being positioned in said headers between a
correspowiing number of same pairs of tube banks to

divide the heat exchanger into a corresponding number of
sections, and further including a number of subsection

4,479,354

LIMITED EXPANSION VAPOR CYCLE
Thomas Cosby, 1639 E. 84th PI., Chicago, IIL 60617

ContinnatioB-in-part of Scr. No. 67,803, Aog. 20, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcatkm Oct 1, 1981, Scr. No. 307,434

Int a^ FDIK 21/00
XJJS. CI. 60—670 2 Claims

COWDtllfTI -
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1. A limited expansion vapor cycle apparatus comprising:

means for heating a fluid to produce a vapor;

means for deriving work from the vapor produced by said

means for heating wherein the input pressure of said work
deriving means is at a level such that the change in pres-

sure of the vapor during operation of said work deriving

means occun at a greater rate than the change of the

volume of the vapor, said work deriving means having at

least one stage;
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mejiM for compressing vapor from the ouUet end, wherein
the compressor capacity is matched to the vapor output of
the final stage of the work deriving means so that the
pressure of the output is approximately one-half the final
•tage vapor inlet pressure, thereby restricting the expan-
sion of the vapor output;

means for cooling the vapor during compression;
means for returning said compressed vapor to said means for

heating; and
means for pumping a condensate produced during compres-

sion to said means for heating.

M794S5
POWER PLANT INTEGRATING COAL-FIRED STEAM

BOILER WITH AIR TURBINE
Jota J. GBJd^ Wayne; Joaeph E. Cwey, Jr^ FliBders; Paul D.

^^^'J"^ ^^*°^ Ctaypole, Sparta, and George V.
Yoetdd, Raadolpli, aU of NJ^ aarignors to Exxon ResearchA Engfaecring Co,, Flortaan Park, NJ.

Filed Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 468,133
iBt a» FOIK 23/02

UAa«-683 26CI,im

machine part via a rotatably driven shaft, said energy recovery
system comprising:

elastomeric energy storage means in the form of a tube of
elastomeric material having first and second ends;

an elongated shaft having first and second ends;
means for supporting said elastomeric tube concentrically

about and rotationally movable with respect to said elon-
gated shaft;

a first end member fixedly secured to said shaft at said first
end;

means for fixedly securing said first end of said elastomeric
tube to said first end member;

a second end member disposed coaxially about said second
end of said shaft for rotational movement with respect to
said shaft;

Niw m Taw

mi

1. A power plant comprising the combination of: a steam
turbine, a coal-fired steam boiler having a radiant section in-
cludmg a combustion zone and steam generating tubes and a
convection section provided with tubes for heating com-
pressed air by indirect heat exchange with flue gas; compressor
means wherein air is compressed for passage to said convection
section; air turbine means driven by expansion of air com-
pressed by said compressor means then heated in said convec-
tion section and passed to the mlet of said turbine means; said
taxbiae means being arranged to produce useftil power, con-
duit means for passing air turbine exhaust to said combustion
zone as preheated combustion air, and conduit means for re-
inoving steam from said boUer and passing the same to the inlet
of the steam turinne; said radiant section containing means for
•t«m superheating or for steam superheating plus steam re-
heating and absorbing a sufficient percentage of heat for said
JCTvices to release the convection section for compressed air
heating service whereby the temperature of said compressed
air is raised to at least about 14S0* F.

means fixedly securing said second end of said elastomeric
tube to said second end member,

a first frame member fixedly positioned proximate said first
end member;

additional means for preventing rebtive movement between
said first end member and said first frame member,

a second frame member fixedly positioned proximate said
second end member;

selectively actuable brake means for alternatively prevent-
ing and permitting relative movement between said sec-
ond end member and said said second frame member; and

ftirther means coupling said driven shaft to said elongated
shaft at said second shaft end.

4,479,357
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY

SYNCHRONIZING MULTIPLE ENGINES
Gknn D. Stewart, 210 Bayview An^ Manapcqoa, N.Y. 11758
DItWob of Ser. No. 218,063, Dec 19, 1980, Ptt. No. 4,435,961.

IWa appUcatkHi Jan. 9, 1984, Ser. No. 569,187
Int. OJ F02B 73/00

UAa6a-719 15Cbtat

«4
333

3280

4^79,356
ELASTOMERIC ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM
D. GUI, AnapoUa, Md., Mri^or to Ebatome

Racomjr, Im., AoupoUa, Md.
FDad Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,081

1m.aJVQlB2J/04
UAa60-«99 isOMim

1. An energy recovery system for use m a machine of the
type in which a prime mover is arranged to drive a specified

7F»

3K)-^ FIG 5
TJao^sM

9«0 V.
3<8

(-SM

1. In an apparatus for use in synchronizing the operation of
at least a slave engine with that of a master engine,
manual and engine throtdes movably connected with and

for adjusting the operation of each of said engines,
servo means operable to adjust said slave engine throttle to

synchronize it with the operation of said master engine
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throttle when the master and slave engines operate asyn-
chronously,

means comparing the operations of said master and slave

engines and operatively connected with said servo means
to operate said servo means to cause said slave engine to

operate synchronously with said master engine,

means connecting said slave enpne throttle with its respec-

tive manual throttle and providing a lost motion connec-
tion between said slave engine manual throttle and said

slave engine throttle, said connecting means including

operable means for the operation of said slave engine

throttle directly in response to the operation of said re-

spective manual throtde, and moving means connected
with and between said servo means and said operable

means to move to adjust said operable means and said

slave engine throttle in response to the operation of said

servo means,

and resiUent yieldable means connected between said mov-
ing means and said servo means and applying a predeter-

mined resistance to movement of said moving means in

response to the operation of said slave engine manual
throttle until the force applied by said slave engine manual
throttle exceeds said predetermined force Uiereby en-

abling said slave engine and its throttle to be indepen-

dently manually overcontrolled and adjusted by the

movement of its respective manual throttle during operat-

ing adjustment thereof by said servo means.

4^79,358
MINUTURE CRYOGENIC COOLING SYSTEM WITH

SPLIT-PHASE DUAL COMPRESSOR AND
PHASE-SmFTING DEVICE

CalfiB K. Lam, Bedford, NJL, avigiior to Kryoiacs Sdeatific

Corp.

ContiDoatioB-In-part of Ser. No. 358,626, Mar. 16, 1982, Pat
No. 4,385,499. lliis appUcation May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 498^66
Tlw portion of the term of this patent snbseqoent to May 31,

2000, has been dlaclaimed.

Int a^ F25B 9/00

VS.a 62—6 15 Claims

1. In a miniature cryogenic system having two compressors
with two outlets, first and second conduits carrying a working

fluid, each conduit connected to one of the outlets, said work-

ing fluid pressurized in a split-phase relationship by said com-
pressors, wherein the improvement comprises a cold finger

assembly including:

an elongate housing having a cryogenically cooled end and

an internal abutment dividing said housing into first and

second interior compartments, said first compartment
extending from said cooled end to said abutment;

a displacer disposed slidingly within said first compartment

for longitudinal reciprocating motion therein and creating

a first working volume between said cooled end and said

displacer and creating a second working volume between
said displacer and said abutment;

a first regenerative bed disposed within said displacer;

a first inlet means located in said housing adapted for provid-

ing fluid communication between said first conduit and
said first interior compartment;

first and second port means in said displacer providing fluid

, communication through said first regenerative bed be-

tween said first inlet means and said first working volume;

a second regenerative bed disposed within said second inte-

rior compartment;

a second inlet means in said housing providing fluid commu-
nication through said second regenerative bed between
said second conduit means and said second working vol-

ume; and *

means to develop transient cushioning overpressures in said

first and second working volumes as said displacer recip-

rocates alternately toward said cooled end and toward
said abutment under the push-pull influence of said split-

phase working fluid flow from said compressors whereby
cooling is effected in said fint and in said second working
volumes; and

wherein said compressors comprise a single housing includ-

ing first and second cylindrical cavities disposed therein,

the axes of said first and second cavities oriented at a right

angle to one another, first and second pistons disposed for

reciprocating motion within said first and second cavities

respectively; and motor means for reciprocating said

pistons to generate said split phase working fluid flow.

4,479,359

ATMOSPHERIC HEATERS
Pierre PeUonz-Gcrrais, Grenoble, France, assigBor to L'Air

Uquide, Sodete Anonymc Poor L'Etnde et L'Exploitation des

Procedes Georges Clnidc Paris, France

CoBtinnation of Ser. No. 304,635, Sep. 22, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcatioa Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 576,793

Oaims priority, appUcatioa Fnaet, Oct 1, 1980, 80 21003

Int a^ n7C 7/02

VS. Q. 62—52 15 Claims

1. A heat exchanger for vaporizing a cryogenic liquid, com-
prising a tube having external and internal heat transfer fins, at

least two said internal fins extending radially toward the tube

axis for a distance of at least 0.6R, the other internal fins ex-

tending radially toward the tube axis between 0.2R and O.SR.

where R is the internal tube radius, each of at least two said

external fins being outwardly extended by two fm-branching

webs, each said web being parallel to the immediately adjacent

external fin, the distances between outer edges of each pair of

adjacent said fin and fin web being substantially equal.
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M79,3«0
CRYOPUMP

^SSiiS^TSi •«•«'"»««»«». -iHl Rolf HeWg,
Wrftajmta^bytt. of Fed. Rep. of Germwy, «dgno« to U*
boM-Heneot GnbH, Cotogne, Fed. Rep. of Gennaoy

Filed Dec «, 19i2, Ser. No. 447,353

192^32524^'
**""**" '"*• «•«»• •' G«™"y. Aug. 31,

„„ _ UiL GLOBOID 8/00

each of said pumping members facing said space, a differ-
ent surface of each of said pumping members facing said
volume zone for different positions of said pumping mem-
bers;

m«ns for reactivating surfaces of said pumping members
facmg said volume zone; and

means for moving said means for mounting to locate saidpumpmg memben in a selected one of said different posi-
tions.

*^

_ 4,479,3(2
CRYOGENIC COOLING OF PNEUMATICALLY

TRANSPORTED SOLIDS

^Sr.f'A^u^!?^^^':!?^
United Kingdom, and Barry J.Hidpw, AUentown, Pa., aarignon to Air Prodncts and Cbenl.

cab. Inc., AUentown, Pa.
^^

FOcd Dee. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,5(0

..or,.. Irt. a* F25D ;i/Otf

1. In a cryopump having two refrigerator stages operable for
pralucing progressively lower temperatures and at least one

JUS? «?«r«*"^*« refrigerator stages and in such thermal
COTimumcation therewith as to have, during operation of the
refngerator stages, temperatures which adsorb and desorb

«l!^«I!i **"* ^ " **** cryopump. the improvement
compnsmg:

shield mans extending over substantially all of the surface
for substanttally preventing the gas from circulating to the
surface; and

means for maintaining the shield means at a substantiallyTOn^t temperature during operation of the refrigerator

4^479J61

Si^n^ ""^^^ MOVABLE GAS PUMPING PANELS
John E. Oiker, Alamo, Calif., assignor to Tlie United States of

^^SJS^^iJ^ **• ^"^ S*^ Department of
Energy, Washington, D.C

FO«l Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 47M91
.,« « « Irt. aJ BOID */00UAa«-55J

20Cl.lms

1. A process for cooling cement being conveyed in a pneu-
madc transport line which comprises injecting a cryogenic
fluid mto said transport line at a point such that the distance of
the Ime from a source of the cement to the point of injection is
between 1% to 10% of the distance of the line from the injec-
tion site to a deUvery point, and whereby said cement is cooled
to a temperature between 80* to 100* F.

4*479,3(3

FREEZING A LIQUID

^'^J^'/?'^ Inkberrow, and Robert L Taylor, GoIIdford.
^iftjrf England, assignors to Hie BOC Group pic, London,

FUed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 4(5,417
lat as F25D ;i/Otf

U.S. CL (2—(3 20

1. A gas pump apparatus for pumping gas from a space
comprising:

'^

an array of movable gas capture pumping members;
each of said pumping memben defining a plurality of sur-

fiices facmg in different directions, each of said surfaces
bemg constituted by material for capturing gas;

mwns for mounting said array of movable pumping mem-
ben m a gas flow communication with said space in a
number of different end-to-end positions to define a vol-
ume zone isolated from said space, at least one surface of

1. A process for freezing a liquid to form generaUy spherical,
discrete frozen bodies of the liquid comprising the steps of:

discharging a pulsating and substantiaUy continuous flow of
the liquid through at least one orifice;

flowing a stream of liquefied gas having a boiling point
below -30* C. along a channel;

contacting said discharged liquid flow with said stream of
Uquefied gas in said channel for a time period sufficient to
freeze at least the peripheries of said bodies which then
flow with said stream of Uquefied gas along said channel:

controlhng the rate at which said Uquid is discharged from
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said orifice such that a substantial portion of said discrete a hot coolant line, which is the second of said pair, and the
frozen bodies exhibit a cross-sectional area greater than input side of said hot coolant line is also suitably coupled to a
the diameter of said orifice; and

collecting said discrete, frozen bodies.

4,479,3(4

SORPTION UNITS AND METHODS FOR THEIR
OPERATION

Peter Maier-Laxhnber, Sanoweberstr. 14, 8000 MUchen (0,

Fed. Rep. of Gonany
FDed Feb. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 4((,575

Cfadns priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 15,

1982, 3205285; Mar. 3, 1982, 3207(5(

Int a^ F25B J5/00
VS. a. (2—141 20 Claims

SŜ mM

4,479,3(5

WATER COOLED AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
ACCESSORY TRANSFER COIL KIT

Aim G. Holmes, 8302 PnrceU Dr., Orlando, Fla. 32817
FDed Ang. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 521,427

lat di F25B 27/02
VS. CL (2—238.( 1 ClalB

1. A water cooled air conditioning and heating accessory

coil kit, comprising, in combination, an exterior coil, a plurality

of valves secured to said exterior coil, and a pair of coolant

lines secured to said exterior coil; said exterior coil being of

circular wound tubing, and being coupled to the water supply

of a building in which the air conditioner or heating unit is

located, and is also coupled to the normally water cooled and

existing coil of said air conditioner or heating unit; said pair of

coolant lines ofsaid exterior coil comprising a cold coolant line

suitably coupled to the output side of said exterior coil, and
being coupled to the input side of a coolant pump, and the

output side of said pump is coupled to a priming valve, which
is fixedly secured in a tldrd line suitably coupled, at one end, to

the input side of said existing coil, for charging the coolant

system of said exterior coil and said existing coil, with a suit-

^le manufactured coolant liquid, and said tUrd line is coupled,

at its output end, to the input side of said existing coil, and the

output side of said existing coil is coupled to the input side of

pair of expansion pipes, a coolant temperature gauge, and to

the output side of said exterior coil.

1. A sorption unit adapted to be simultaneously used as a
heat pump and a heat reservoir comprising;

at least one boiler adsorber 10 containing a sorption medium
12 for boiling out and sorbing a work medium,

a heat exchanger 11 in the boiler adsorber 10 in communica-
tion with the sorption medium 12 for transmittal of stored
specific heat from the sorption medium to the exterior of
the boiler adsorber 10,

a condenser 20 connected to the boiler adsorber 10 to re-

ceive work medium expelled from the sorption medium
and to be condensed therein,

a storage tank 21 connected to the condenser to receive

condensed work medit^ii,

a controlling element for controlling the discharge of heat

from the boiler adsorber 10 to a consumer 50, and
the controlling element being a heat discharge controller 41

interconnected with the boiler adsorber 10 and the con-

sumer 50 so as to be capable of monitoring pressure condi-

tions in the boiler adsorber 10 and the intervals, tempera-

ture, and power output of the useful heat discharged.

4,479,3((

EVAPORATIVE COOLER
Ted B. Laniw, Mesa, Aria., and Ras Redwine, V, Amarillo, Tex.,

assignors to RLI, Inc., Tempe, Ariz.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,786

Int a.3 F28D 5/00
VS. a (2—304 5 Claims

1. An evaporative cooler, comprinng:

a housing including a top panel, a bottom panel and four side

panels;

at least one of the side panels having openings and providing

air inlets;

a blower within the housing, including a blower shroud

having means for rigidly securing the blower shroud to

the top panel and to the bottom panel, said blower shroud

fixing the relative positions of the top and bottom panels

and supporting the top panel in place with respect to the

bottom panel;

means for connecting the four side panels to the top panel

and to the bottom panel, such that the side panels can be

removed while the top and bottom panels remain secured

in position;

water-retaining means attached in the housing adjacent the

side panels providing said air inlets, and including water

supply and deUvery means for wetting the water-retaining

means for evaporation of water into the air as it is drawn
into the housing through said air inlets; and

a cooled air outlet in the housing, connected to the blower
outlet, for delivery of the cooled air to i space.
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THERMAL FILTER '^/'**^<»* ^^n^tion further including a second group of
J. Stoky Bnller, Ttap.. FK «dgBor to Suta Urtmn Re- ^JT" ^VT^ *!""" *»' «>'»°«« of »^d niatrix cross-
•wdi Cntw, Goleta. CUif.

^^ "'^ "»« ««h o"* of*« conductors of the first group without beina
mrch CortCT, Goleta, CUif

FM Dee. 28, IMl, Ser. No. 334,783

>t. ^ « -
Irt. ai F25B /P/(W

VS. CL C3—514 R
electrwal supply bne uterconnected with each of the conduc-

ISdaiiBs
^°"°f***oond group ofconductors. needle selection means
responsive to an output signal from said microprocessor, selec
tor means for controlling input Amotions to said microproces-
sor mcluding line-by-line programming by a signal fh»n saidmatox at each pomt where contact is established between aconductor of the first group and a conductor of the second
group and disphiy means for indicating the programmed mem-

trtL

""^'^P'ocessor by said pattern and knitting coding

11 In combination, a detection assembly comprising
(a) a cold finger;

"

^
toST*

^°' "^'"' ** "*'** ^*" ^ cryogenic tempera-

(c) a detector mounted on the outside of the cold finger: and
(d) a dewar surrounding the cold finger and provided ^*^th awmdow operably associated with the detector and trans-
girent to radution capable ofbeing detected by the detec-

*''SI!*S? " IS* ! **^ ''•^^ ^ ^*«n>08ed between
tne detector and the coohng means, the thermal fUteroompramg at least two layen of a fint material having a
high heat conductivity and high heat capacity separatedby t toyer of a second material havingVhiih dermal
resistance.

4,479,369
APPARATUS FOR TREATING A TEXTILE PRODUCT
V^ ?il?^ ^^ LOW-TEMPERAltt^^SS^

Wakayama, ami ToinOu Goto. Naw. aD ofJaiw^MriB^
Sando Iron Work. Co, Ltd, WiEvim., jSuT

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,851

UAa«-5C
jciMim

4,479J68
PROGRAMMABLE KNiniNG MACHINE

Alftgqoeckte, Mino.aa, RMce, awigBor to Soperbt SJL.

nw Sap. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,212

'*^'.!!'!S?SL?'^ **•^ >*». W »«39

p
1^-

*i*> \
I

t Ina pTOj^ammable knittmg machine including at least onejrooved holder for recavmg transversely-sUdeable needles
activated by a carnage which is displaceable in the longitudi-

Ktectmg and directing needles along various pathways either

SL^l^«t:Sr» °' f"«^y "titching. tfE^imprTvement

^.E^ vJS^I^S?^ ^"^^ * """ory comiected to a
pettera and kmtttng oodmg matnx by an electrical connection
mcluding sevml conductors forming a first group of conduc
tors, the numbCT of conductors comprising the first groupbemg equal to the number of columns or lines of said iMtrix^

1. An apparatus for treating a textile product with a low
temperature plasma comprising a reactor, a first electrode plate
and a second electrode plate arranged within the reactor oppo-
site one another in facing relation and forming therebetweena
passage, nch of said first electrode pUte and second electrode
plate having a first surface and an oppositely facing second
surface with said first surfaces facing one another and defining
the oppMite sides of the passage, each of said fint electrode
ptates and second electixxle plate having a first side along one
edge of said first and second surfaces and an opposite second
side along an opposite edge of said first and second surfaces
with said first sides and second sides disposed opposite one
another and defining the opposite ends of said passage, means
tor transporting a textile product through said passage in the
direction extending between the first and second sides, said
transporting means including a first take-up shaft located adja-«mt to and spaced outwardly fh>m said first sides and a second
take-up shaft located adjacent to and spaced outwardly from
Mid second sides so that a textile product wound on one ofsaid
first or second take-up shafts can be unwound from the one of
said fmt and second teke-up shafts and wound on the other of
said first or second take-up shafts with the textile product
passmg through said passage, a mechanism connected to said
reactor for mamteining a vacuum within said reactor, said first
and second electrode plates being formed of a gas porous
matenal. means for supplying gas to said second surface of said
first electrode plate so that the gas flows through said first
e ectrode plate across said passage and through said second
ei^trode plate, means for collecting the gas flowing through
said second electrode plate for conveying the gas out of sidd
reactor, and means connected to said first electrode plate and
said second electrode plate for producing a low-temperatiire
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phuma m the space between the first surfaces of said first and
second electrode plates.

4,479,370

FULL COUNTERFLOW MINI*BATH OPEN-Wnmi
FABRIC WASHER

Kenneth Y. Wang, Greensboro, N.C aarignor to Burlington

Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C
Filed Dec 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,594

lot a^ DOCB 3/12. 15/02
VS. CL 68—22 R 16 Claims
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1. Apparatus for treating a continuously moving textile

material with a liquid comprising at least two units stacked in

a vertical arrangement so that said textile material will pass

through each unit in ascending order and the effluent treating

liquid ofa superioriy stacked unit will graviutionally flow into

the influent side ofan immediately lower stacked unit, the most
superior unit characterized as including inlet means for intro-

ducing liquid at a predetermined rate^ flow into the influent

side of said superior unit and the most inferior unit character-

ized as including ouUet means for transferring liquid at a prede-

termined rate of flow firom the effluent side of said inferior unit

to a predetermined location, each of said units comprising:

an enclosure including a pair ofopposing end walls, a pair of

opposing side walls, a bottom wall and a top wall, wherein

a first one of said pair of opposing end walls includes

means defining at least one inlet for aJlowing input of said

textile material therethrough and the other of said pair of

opposing end walls includes means defining at least one
exit for allowing output of said textile material there-

through;

a plurality of upper and lower rolls rotatably mounted
within said enclosure in a staggered arrangement so that

they are vertically and horizontally spaced from one
another,

a plurality of separate tank means located in said enclosure

for containing a volume of liquid therein, said tank means
being positioned in an ascending arrangement between
influent and effluent tank means so that the liquid cascades

from each of said tank means to the next tank means in

descending order to effect counter flow of the liquid

relative to the general path of conveyance of said textile

material throu^ said enclosure, each tank means includ-

ing contouring means for contouring the shape of said

fwk means to the general shape of said lower rolls and for

effecting constant agitation of said liquid contained

therein by virtue of said textile material being conveyed

i therethrough to provide a relatively constant concentra-

tion gradient for said liquid;

conveying means for conveying said textile material through
said unit;

mounting means for mounting said unit in opposite vertical

arrangement with other similar units;

squeezing means exteriorly located on the textile material

output end of said enclosure for squeezing residual liquid

from said textile material, said squeezing means including

a pair of nip roll means to accept said textile material

therebetween and to forcibly remove residual liquid there-

from; and

baffle means for directing the effluent liquid of a superiorly

stacked unit to the influent side of the interior portion of
the enclosure of the adjacent inferior unit and for direct-

ing the residual liquid removed from said textile material

by the nip roll means of a superiorly stacked unit to the

effluent side of the interior portion of the adjacent inferior

unit, said baffle means including first and second upper
baffle members and first and second lower baffle mem-
bers,

said first upper baffle member (i) rigidly fixed with respect to

said first one of said pair of end walls and defining there-

with a first upper channel, (ii) said first upper channel in

communication with a first opening formed in said top
wall, and (iii) extending from said first top wall opening to

said influent tank means,

said second upper baffle member, (i) rigidly fixed with re-

spect to said other of said pair of end walls and defining

therewith a second upper channel, (ii) said second upper
channel in communication with a second opening formed
in said top wall, and (iii) extending from said second top
wall opening to said effluent tank means,

said first lower baffle member, (i) rigidly fixed between said

influent tank means and said first one of said pair of end
walls and defining with said first one end wall a first lower
chaimel, (ii) said first lower channel in communication
with a third opening formed in said bottom wall and
registered with said second opening of said top wall of the
adjacent inferior unit, and (iii) extending from a point

below said textile material ouUet to said third opening,

said second lower baffle member, (i) rigidly fixed between
said effluent tank means and said other of said pair of end
walls and defining with said other end wail a second lower

channel, (ii) said second lower channel in communication
with a fourth opening formed in said bottom wall and

registered with said first opening of said top wall of the

adjacent inferior unit, and (iii) extending from a point

below said textile material inlet to said fourth opening,

whereby liquid gravitationally flows from said effluent tank

means of a superiorly stacked unit to the influent tank means of

an adjacent inferiorly stacked unit by virtue of the communica-
tion established therebetween by said second lower channel of

said superiorly stacked unit and said first upper channel of said

adjacent inferiorly stacked unit while said residual liquid re-

moved from said nip roll means associated with said superiorly

stacked unit gravitationally flows to said effluent tank means of

said adjacent inferiorly stacked unit by virtue of the communi-
cation established therebetween by said first lower channel of

said superiorly stacked unit and said second upper channel of

said adjacent inferiorly stacked unit

4,479,371

WASHING AND EXTRACTING MACHINE
Robert H. Faaadrc, Barriagton HOIa, and Warm T. Ilanirn.

Gleaficw, both of m., aaaigDon to Ellis CorporatioB, Chicago,

m.
Filed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,142

lat a» D06F 23/02, 37/22. 37/26

VS. a. 68—23.1 9 Clain
1. A washing and extracting machine c^Mble of being piv-

oted to load and unload laundry material, comprising:

a frame
a cylinder rotatably mounted on said frame,

means for rotating said cylinder relative to said frame at a
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plunlity of speeds including a variable fint speed for

l^^^i^
ta^uidy nuterial «,d a variable »ecoS?ixS

for extracting liquid from said Uundry material
means for allowing said cylinder to pivot on said' frame to

load and unload said laundry matoial
means for pivoting said cylinder relative to said frame saidpvotog means including an extensible member secured to

•aid frame at a fint end and to said cylinder at a second
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end, said second end slidably mounted in a slot fabricatedma bracket secured to said cylinder to allow limited
movement ofsaid second end relative to said cylinder, andmeans for locking said second end in said slot, said lockinc
means mcluding a latching lever movable from a first
position out of engagement with said second end to a
•econd poBtton engaging and locking said second end in

SJ i^ "i
nJ^M for actuating said latching lever from

»«id first and second positions.

.«^ 4^T>472
MEIHOD OF MANUFACTURING METALUC BENT

PIPE

vZH^^fS'*^ '''^ "^"^ *» ^-^^ Highrnqfmey Co^ Ltd^ Kuagawa, Japan

n... ."}r'^'«''^»M>S». No. 522.586CWm priority, appUcatioD Japm, Sep. 3, 1982. 57.15205

•te « «.
Irt. as B21D 7/idUAa 72—128

^2

P—

heat-treat a second section ofsaid front end portion ofsaid
pipe;

*^ "~"

suspending the advance of said pipe while retracting saidhaitmg device thereby to heat-treat a third section of said
front portion of said pipe whUe cUmping die leading endof said center portion of said pipe by a bendmg device-

suspending the retraction of said heating device and advai/c-
uig said pipe while applying a bending moment to said
center portion thereby to bend the same;

suspending the advance of said pipe whUe retracting said
heating device to tiiereby heat-treat a first sectionbf dierwr portion of said pipe, and releasing said pipe from saidbendmg device;

^^
redacting said heating device and advancing said pipe to

heat-treat a second section of said rear portion of^aid
pipe; and

susp«,ding die retraction of said heating device and moving«ud pipe to heat-treat a diim section ofsaid rear portion of

wherein aU of die steps are carried out continuously whilemamtammg substimtially consbmt die ratio between (a)die relauve speed between said pipe and heating device
amd (b) die quantity of heat suppUedper unit^fin^^
of the steps.

^r^^ 4.479.373
TUBE BENDING ASSEMBLY, PARTICULARLY FOHTHIN WALL AND SMALL ANDMeSSSISS^

METAL TUBES

Zi^ril!?^^*^ • "* ^^'^^ Montorfluio, Caplago,

Sac. di MontorfiBno Virginio e Reoxo, Outd . Italy
PUed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,627

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, JoL 10, 1981, 22872 A/81
„„ _ lBta3B21D7/W
VS.a 72-158

,j

.ii-t,""^**
°^ manufacturing a metallic bent pipe having

straight pipe portions at bodi ends ofa bent pipe center portionjnd havmg die entire pipe subjected to hS trJLC^
Sf . ^.!? •PP«^J»'Jich effects bending processing such^t a metaUic pipe to be bent is locaUy heated by an ainular
heating device provided widi a cooling device and cooliid
^.mediately after die heating, and a bendSigS^Tb a^i^S

^.^^^ ^?** " *** longitiidinal direction of said
pipe dwreby to simultaneously bend and heat-treat said pipecompnstag die steps of:

*^ *^'

inserting die front end portion of said pipe into said heating
device mounted for travel a predetermined distance for-ward and rearward m die longitudinal direction of said
pipe, and advancmg said pipe widi die travel of said heat-

S^«1?^^^"^"*'. ^^^^^ ^ hetiUtn^t a first section
of said front end portion of said pipe-

retracting said heating device and advancing said pipe to

1. A tube bending assembly, particularly for metal tiibes of
small and medium diameter and diin wall, comprising a rotoit-
able die widi a substantiaUy smoodi cyUndrical skirt; a sliding
block angutarly rotatable relative to die axis of rotation of said
die. dus shding block being provided widi a groove so shaped
as to receive or accomodate one or more tubes to be bent; mS
shding block ^ve and a tube bearing phme being arranged
pandlel to the longitudinal axis of die tiibe to be bent; said dieand shding block and shoulder being retractable in a direction
perpendicular to die bending plane and upon bending.
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4^79,374
STRIP.ROLLING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Hugo FeMnuuin, Aladorf, Kari Dlert, NeoM; Willi Boi, Nchb,
and Hdnricfa BohBeakamp, Ncnaa, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcr-
nany, anigDors to SMS SchlocauuuHSienag AG, IMaaeMorf,
Fed. Rep. of Ganany

FOed Feb. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 469,137
Claima priority, applicatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcfnaay, Feb. 24.

1982, 3206556; Job. 21, 1982. 3223099
Int CL} B21B 28/04

VS. CL 72—236 9 nmtm^

movable normally with respect to said wall to urge said second
ends of said crank arms towards said work support to reduce

1. In a rolling method wherein in each of a succession of
passes forming a single run a strip travels through a nip defined
between a pair of pvallel and nearly cylindrical working rolls

braced against respective backing rolls so that with each pass
the thickness and width of the strip are reduced, die ends of the
working rolls projecting laterally beyond the longitudinal
edges of the strip, the improvement comprising the step of:

reducing the diameters of the projecting ends of the working
rolls several times after respective passes in a single run so
that the working rolls only conUu:t the respective backing
rolls along a distance equal generally to the workpiece
width.

4,479,375

BENDING MANDREL ARRANGEMENT
Siegfried Klaaa. Enaepetal, and Albert Einhans, Hagea, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, aarigawa to Rolf Peddiaghana, Eaae*
petal. Fed. Rep. of Germaay

CoatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 248,315, Mar. 27, 1981, abaadoacd.
This application Jnl. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,856

dahna priority, application Fed. Ricp. of Germaay, Apr. 10,
1980,3013849

lat a^ B21D 7/022
VS. CL 72—387 8 n««i—

1. A bending mandrel arrangement for simultaneous bending
of a plurality of steel wires, comprising a work support having
a surface on which said wires are supported, a plurality of
bending mandrels, around which said wires may be bent,
mounted on said work support, a bending bar mounted adja-

cent said work sunx>rt for guided movement around said

mandrels, a track rail extending along a surface of said work
support other than said surface on which the work is supported
adjacent said bending bar, said track rail having a wall which
is engageable by said mandrels and which is substantially per-
pendicular to said surface on which the work is supported, said

track rail being spaced frx)m said work support to define a
grooveway which opens towards said work support surface
between said track rail and said work support, each said bend-
ing mandrel comprising a crank arm having a first end engage-
able in said grooveway, a second end having a clearance widi
respect to a fixed part of the arrangement in a direction normal
to said wall, and being provided intermediate said ends with a
seating face which engages said wall, and clamping means

said clearance and to effect clamping engagement between said
arms and said track rail.

4,479,376

VERTICAL FOURSLIDE METAL FORMING MACHINE
Robert E Carlaoa, Sootii Venice, Fhu, and Halaey W. Skfltoa.

Torriagtoa. Coan., aaaignors to Hie A. H. Nilaoa MacUne
COn lac. SbcltoB. Coan.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982. Ser. No. 353,189

lat a.i B21D 37/12
VS. CL 72-455 5 nmt^

1. A fourslide metal wire and strip forming machine having
stock feeding, clamping, stamping, bending and cut-ofT units

incorporation cUmping jaws and tooUng acuuted by routing
camshafts, comprising

a frame on which the rotating camshafts are joumalled and
geared together for synchronized rotation,

a base underlying and supporting the frame.

a clutchshaft routably journalled in the tMse, in separate

bearings respectively positioned near each of its ends,

having one end drivingly engaged by gearing to the cam-
shafts, and having coaxially mounted thereon a multi-belt

V-belt driven sheave routably mounted for free roution;
an electric clutch engageable for torque-transmitting con-
nection of the driven sheave and the clutchshaft; an elec-

tric brake; a removable end journal bearing block secured
to the base and rouubly supporting the end of the clutch-

shaft opposite to the camshafts and providing access when
removed for adjustment, disengagement, removal and
replacement of die electric clutch and die electric brake;
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and electric drive motor mounted on the haae having a
motorriiaft subWMitially pMillel to the clutchshaft, with a
mtt]t-belt y-belt drive sheave positioned for belt-driving
engagement with the driven sheave;

and an adjustable belt tensioning means operatively connect-
mg said drive motor and said base for relaxing V-belt
tension to release the driving belts and free the motor for
movable withdrawal (torn the base.

tainer sufficient to accommodate structural deformations
and rigid body motions,

filling the pressure vessel container with water,
pressurizing the pressure vessel to a pressure corresponding

to a predetermined depth.

4,479^T7
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING GAS

FLOW
^'•*'*

Jvi***** Doylartwnv and Doaald C. FHck, Le?it-
town, both of Pa^ anigMn to Afcatart, lacn Oakford, P».FM Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,319

.,««-. ^ ^-^ ^^^ ^/^^ 2^^coUAa73-3
23Chtas

1. A device for flow calibration comprising:
a hoUow cylinder closed at its base and having an open

upper ^d;
said cylinder having an entry opening for admitting gas

under pressure; * *^

a piston slidably mounted within said cylinder and movable
up or down in accordance with the pressure of the gas
admitted mto said cylinder,

liquid sealing means for providing a gas-tight sliding seal
between Uie annular periphery ofsaid piston and the inner
surnce of said cylinder;

•aid liquidseaHng means mcluding a sealing liquid mam-
tamed between the adjacent surfaces of said piston and
ttid cylinder,

laid cylinder having flow openings of known size arranged
about said cylinder to permit gas admitted through said
«itry openmg to exit through said flow openings;

said opoiings being sufficienUy small to prevent the egress
of said seahng liquid therethrough;

the gas under pressure entering the region beneath said
piston and causing said piston to move, the number ofnow openmgs expelling gas being utilized for measure-
ment purposes.

poMtiotting an explosive charge to a stand-off distance from
the pressure vessel container,

exploding the explosive charge, and
measuring and recording the response characteristics and

strength capacity data of the submerged hull structure.

4,479,379

a^HTSSFJ^ APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUS
ANALYSIS OF A GAS AND PARTICULATE STREAMGMy P. Tarcy, Plum Boro, Pa., aasfgnor to Ahnninam Cbmpaoy
of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 497,902

„ „ ^ C1.3 GOIN 3I/0a 1/21' BOID 53/00UA a. 73-23
nCtalnB

w,^.^^ 4^79,378

^Pf25.fi® SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING EFFECTOF UNDERWATER EXPLOSION ON SUBMERGED
STRUCTURES

Alonte MataUoir, ArUngtoi^ Va. aarigMr to TW United

FM Sep. 23, 1982. S«. No. 422,409

„„ !«• CL' COIN 3S/21' GOIM 10/00UfO-^W 3Clalm.
LAmethod for experimentally determining response char-

acteristics and strength capacity of submerged huU structuresm shaUow water comprising the steps of:
submergmg the hull structure within a pressure vessel con-

tainer,

floating the pressure vessel container to a predetermined
depth for experiencing a fiill blast effect,

•pacing the hull structure within the pressure vessel con-

7. An apparatus for continuous analysis ofa gas and particu-
late stream, said apparatus comprising:

(a) a sampling nozzle having an inlet portion and an outlet
portion, said nozzle having an aerodynamic shape to pro-
vide isokinetic sampling of said stream; ^

(b) injector means for injecting a gas-dissolving solvent into
a portion of said gas and particulate stream in said nozzle
mlet portion to form an aerosol;

(c) an elongated sampling line having a first end and a sec-
ond end spaced from said first end, said first end of said
sampling line communicating with the outlet portion of
said nozzle for flowing therethrough said portion of said
gas and particulate stream and aerosol thereby impinging
the aerosol against the inner surface of said sampling line
to wet said inner surface with solvent and thereby scrub-
bmg said portion of said stream flowing therethrough to
enhance dissolution of gas in the solvent;

(d) separator means for separating solvent and particukte
from undissolved waste gases in said portion of said
s^eam. said separator means being in communication with
the second end of said sampling line;

(e) transport means for transporting Uie separated solvent
and particulate from the separator means to a continuous
analysis means; and

(0 continuous analysis means for determining die concentra-
tion of dissolved gas and particulate, said continuous
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analysis means being in communication with said trans-

port means.

4^79,380
OPEN-TUBULAR SUPERCRmCAL FLUID

CHROMATOGRAPHY
MOoa Novotay, BlooidBgloii, lad.; Mflton L. Lee, Sporiih

Fork, Utah; Panl A. Pcaden; John C. FJeldsted, both of ProTO,
Utah, aad Stephca R. Sprfagrtoa, Blooadagloa, ladn aprip-
on to Brighaa Yooag UalTenUy, Proro, Utah

FDad Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 332,890

lat CL^ GOIN 31/08
VS.a 73-61.1 C 24 Oafaas

1. Apparatus for chromatographic analysis which comprises
an elongated passageway having inlet and ouUet ends and
being entirely open between said ends, means for introducing
fluid into the inlet end of said passageway, means for removing
fluid from said outlet end, means for subjecting fluid in said

elongated passageway to temperature and pressure near the
critical temperature and pressure of said fluid, means for intro-

ducing into said fluid upstream from said inlet end a sample of
material to be analyzed chromatographically, and means for

subjecting fluid to which said sample has been introduced near
or after removal from said outlet end to detection.

4«479,381

TIRE DYNAMIC IMBALANCE SCREENING SYSTEM
KcBBCth L. Kooakcl, Sflver Lake, Kaaa.; Loren K. MUlcr, TaU-
adge; Kcmwth A. Sprinai* Akroa, aad Stcphea L. WilUans,
Doylcstowa, aU of Ohfo, aarifaon to ne Goodyear Tire 4k

Rabbv Conpaqr, Akroa, Ohio
Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 188,707, Sep. 9, 1980, Pat No.

4.41M43. nis appUcatioa Oct 24, 1983, Ser. No. 544^37
lat CL} GOIM 1/Oa 17/02

VS.a 7»-46 19

4,479,382

SYSTEM FOR TESTING A TIRE TO AVOID A TORQUE
STEER EFFECT

Richard J. Greaahora, Stow, WOliaai R. Datt Copley; Leoaard
A. Vaadala, Akrea, aU of Ohio; Doaglaa L. Wbiskm, Kaala
Laavar, Malaysia; David A. Glcawias, Akroa, Ohto; Joha S.

Mahl, Nortroa, Ohio; Michad G. Hdslar, Laaaiag, N.Y., aad
Jack E. Browa, Jr., Akroa, Ohto, aariffora to He Goody««
Tire A Rabbcr Coa^aay, Akroa, Ohio

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365^3
lat a.> GOIM 17/02

VS. CL 73—146 24 n«i,—

1. A method of testing a tire in order to reduce a torque steer

efflect when said tire is used with an automotive vehicle com-
prising, in combination, the steps of:

inserting said tire between opposed chucks of a measuring
device and closing said chucks upon said tire,

inflating said tire;

simultaneously applying a load to said tire and revolving
said tire; and

determining an effective rolling radius of said tire as said tire

revolves under said load.

4^79,383
BOREHOLE APPARATUS FOR THERMAL

EQUALIZATION
FVaak R Branaac, Hoaatoa, Tex., aasipor to HalUbartoa
Coavaay, Daacaa, Okla.

FDed Jaa. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,659

lat a.3 E21B 47/00
VS. CL 73—181 10

1

1. Apparatus for predicting the ride property of a tire com-
prising:

sensing means for sensing the lateral asymmetry of the tirr,

and

comparing means for comparing the lateral asymmetry to a
predetermined value whereby the ride property of the tire

is indicated.

1. Well logging apparatus for use in high temperature bore-

holes in earth formations, comprising:

a fluid tight hollow body member sized and adapted for

passage through a well borehole, said body member hous-

ing interioriy thereto a longitudinally extensive support

and mounting member for mounting electrical compo-
nents thereon, said support and mounting member having
a hollow interior construction and containing a heat ab-

sorbant material approximately uniformly distributed

along its longitudinal length, therd>y providing an ^>-

proximately uniform heat absortnng capability along the

length of said support and mounting member for absorb-

ing heat from electrical components in said apparatus.
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4^79i384
INTERNAL GATE ROTARY VANE FLUID METER WITH

IMPROVED ELEMENT GEOMETRY
Rob«t S. J«col»M. Hatboro, Pfc. iirigMr to TV Stager Co»

2CtataH

FM May U, 1M3, Scr. No. 494,208

„„ I«.a»G01Fi/0J
U&a73—2S3

ngidly fastened to said base and an opposed end rigidly
fastened to said mass, each of said ends being spaced from
a respective end of said first transducer;

each of said transducers comprising a rectangular beam
having a length greater than its width and a width greater
than Its thickness, said first transducer having a face in the
length-width plane which is spaced from and opposing an
equivalent face of said second transducer

V*2W^

1. In a fluid meter, the combination ofa body having an inlet
pottge and an outlet passage, a crescent shaped member
withm the body defimng therewith an arcuate channel commu-
mcatmg at opposite ends with said passages, respectively, said
body and said crescent also defining an offset circular cavity
mtenectmg the channel between the inlet and outiet passase&
a rotor mounted on the body for rotation about an ariswitiiin
the arcuate channel and the ofl^ cavity, said rotor having an
end plate and at least three vanes fixed on the rotor end ptate,
•aid vanes bemg adapted to move by fluid pressure throuah
said arcuate channel and through said portion of said cavity a^te mounted on the body for rotation about an axis paraUel to
the rotor axis within said off^ cavity, said gate having a
periphery provided with pockets therein for reception of the
rotorvanes, the number of gate pockets not exceeding the
number of rotor vanes, said gate having webs extending radi-
ally outward fit)m a central hub between adjacent pikets.
means for couphng said rotor to said gate to synchronic the
paataj^of rotor vanes through gate pockets without the vanes
contacting the gate webs, said coupling means providing a
drive tram for gate rotation from the rotor, the outer diam^
Of said gate being the maximum possible which stiU aUows thecn»cmt to have an arc about the rotor axis which is sufficient
to enclose the radial centerlines of any adjacent pair of rotor

4^79,385
DOUBLE RESONATOR CANTILEVER

ACCELEROMETER
DwR.Ko^, AJboqaerqw, N. M«i, tMlgw to ITie United

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,515

UAa 73—517 R 7

WSOMATO*
SMCERMASS

L An accelerator comprising a base and a first free-standing
acceleration sensitive resonator affixed to said base, said res<v
nator etmaJtHwtg of;

^^ "™ •*'~^

a lesoaator man;
a first elongate piezoelectric quartz force transducer having
one end rigidly fastened to said base and an opposed rad
ngidly tetened to said mass;

a second substantially identical transducer having one end

4«479«386
INSULATION BONDING TEST SYSTEM

..« ^ S^P* ^•«»>*»»8ton, D.C.; Gariaod D. Joliaston: At-
cMe p. Coleman, both of HmrtSfUle; Joseph N. Portwood,

Hnnteirille, and Allen C. Porter, Madison, aU of Abu anian-on to The United States of America as reprewnted taTSe
AjtofaistMtor of the National Aeroaantica and Spa«
istratioa, Washiagtoa, D.C

Filed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,366

„ o ^ Int a.3 GOIM 7/00: GOIN 29/04
UAa73-582

,4ctata.

w*y^ 'f"'^'!—
COMPUTER WITH

PRINTEB

1. A system for testing the bonding of insulation attached to
metal comprising:

a hammer for impacting insuhition attached to metal, said
hammer comprising means for measuring the force with
which said hammer strikes said insulation and the time
duration of the impact and generating an electrical signal
representing said force and said time duration;

conditioning means for transforming said electrical signal by
amplifying the voltage, said conditioning means having a
high input impedance and a low output impedance; and

means connected to said conditioning means for using said
conditioned signal for determining spectral data repre-
senting the amplitude and forced period of vibration of
mechanical waves set up when said hammer strikes said
insulation and transforming said data into data represent-
mg an energy spectral density curve for said mechanical
waves, said determining means comprising means for
showing a visual presentation of an energy spectral den-
sity curve;

whereby, a comparison may be made between said energy
spectral density durve and a predetermined empirical
scale and a determination made as to whether: insulation
at the point of impact is weU bonded, bonded, or de-
bonded.

4^479,387
FIXTURE FOR HOLDING TESTING TRANSDUCER

'^!^-^JlL'^• '^''* ** "•'*^ **•*=•««•» CBfton Park,
both of N.Y., aMignors to TW United State! of America as«wwted by the United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Not. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 443,986
Int a.3 GOIN 29/04

UAa7»-622
21Clai«s

1. A fixture for controlling a testing transducer relative to
the end of a circuhr, elongated workpiece, comprising:
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haae means securable around the workpiece and a testing
transducer engagable against the end of the workpiece;

first means operatively connected to the base for variably
positioning the testing transducer radially with respect to
the workpiece, and

ind^^.

second means operatively connected to the first means and
to the base means for variably providing the contact pres-
sure of the testing transducer against the end of the work-
piece.

commutating signals to alter at least one oftheir amplitude
and polarity; and

mttns for applying said altered commutating signals to their
respective said sets of coils to cause movement of said
object to directly foUow said command signal in a uniform
and continuous motion irrespective of the number of sets
of conductive coils and the number of magnetic poles.

4,479,389

TUNED VIBRATION DETECTOR
PMip M. Anderson, m, Ckatinn; RonaM K. Rdch, PUllipa.

bnrg, both of NJ., and Donald RasUn, New York, N.Y.,
aasiffors to Allied Corporation, Morris TowniUp, Morris
Connty, NJ.

Continoation-ta-part of Ser. No. 349,739, Feb. 18, 1982,. lUs
applieatioa Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,325

Int CLi GOIH 1/00
U.S.a 73-651 22

4^79,388
ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER AND DRIVE SYSTEM

Tcrranee Matmk, Verona, Pa., assignor to Dynax Corporation,
Ftttibnrgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420«473
Int a^ GOIN 29/00

U.S.a73-634 lOOainM

10. A system having infinite angular resolution for driving
an object that is movable relative to the stator assembly of ita
driving motor comprising:

said stator assembly having at least two sets of electrically
conductive coils, at least one said set being displaced from
at least one other set;

a magnet assembly mounted in confronting relationship to
said stator assembly and being movable relative thereto,
said magnet assembly having a plurality ofmagnetic poles,
movement of said magnet assembly causing correspond-
ing movement of said object;

means for providing a position signal related to the position
of said object relative to said stator assembly;

means for processing said pmition signal to generate contin-
uously varying commutating signals in a number corre-
sponding to the number of said sets of coils;

means for generating a command signal;

means for comparing said position signal with said command
signal and thereby generating an error signal;

means for continuously implying said error Mgirwl to said

1. A vibration sensor for detecting vibrations having prese-
lected frequencies, comprising:

a. a plurality of tuning means each being mechanically reso-
nant with a different preselected vibrational frequency to
be detected, and each comprising a frame having a least
one mechanical resonant frequency and having at least
one cantilevered element extending therefrom;

b. a plurality of positive magnetostriction glassy metal ele-

ments, each connected to a different one of said cantilev-
ered elements to undergo a varying tensile stress in re-
sponse to vibrational movements of said cantilevered
elements, and each connected to said different one of said
cantilevered elements with a tensile prestress applied to
the glass metal element;

c. magnetic biasing means for imparting magnetization to
said magnetostrictive elements; and

d. means associated with said magnetostrictive elements for
detecting changes in the magnetization thereof due to the
varying stresses applied thereto.

4,47930
TRANSDUCER FOR MEASURING TORQUE AND/OR

SPEED OF ROTATING SHAFT
Edwta J. Meixner, Mt Prospect 01^ assiffor to Borg-Wi

Corporation, Chicago, U.
FDed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,897

Int CL^ GOIL S/10
VS. CL 73-862J6 9q

1. A transducer for sensing a predetermined characteristic of
a rotatable shaft and including a primary magnetic assenibly,
having a primary winding, energized by an applied excitation
signal to produce an alternating magnetic field adjacent to and
within the shaft, which field is a function of and is modified by
the sensed shaft characteristic and further including first and
second secondary magnetic assemblies, having secondary
windings, for producing signals in re^Kmse to the modified
magnetic field to provide information signals indicating the
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waed^rfl chancteristic each of said magnetic assemblies
comprising:

a hollow, ring-shaped magnetic shell encompassing and
coaxial with the routable shaft and having two sides, a
radiaUy outermost rim and a radiaUy innermost rim. the
two sides ofthe shell being closed and joined at the sheU's
radially outermost rim, while the two sides are separated
and the sheU is open at the sheU's radiaUy innermost rim.

' the sheU thereby having a U-shaped cross^ection;

pivoting of the arm with respect to the base element
wherein front ends of the arm and base element terminate
at about the same distance from the first hinge means,

an elongate resonator element attached to the ftont ends of
the arm and base element to extend therebetween,

a second arm disposed generaUy in parallel with a rear por-
tion of the base element,

a second hinge means joining the second arm and the base
element to allow pivoting of the second arm with respect
to the base element,

means for applying a force to the second arm in a direction
to urge it to pivot about tiie second hinge means towards
or away from tiie base element, and

means joining a fhmt end of the second arm to the first arm
so that when a force is applied to the second arm, a force
b also applied via thejoining means to the first arm to urge
it to pivot about the first hinge means toward or away
from the base element to thereby stress the rescmator
element.

at least one wmding within said magnetic sheU. the plane
defined by each winding turn being perpendicular to the
axis of the rotatable shiA;

and a plurality of relatively short poles extending radiaUy
inwardly from the innermost rim on each side of the sheU,
the free ends of the poles being close enough to the shaft
so that magnetic circuit paths wUl be established through
both the SheU and the shaft.

FORCE TRANSDUCER
John W. FVoeb, ETantoa, airi Keith A. Eagrtron, RoDtn
Meadows, both of OL, aMivMrt to HUmIs Tool Woria Ibc.
Chicago, ni.

Flkd Jan. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 48S«443
lat a> HOIC 10/JO: GOIL 5/16

VS. CL 73~M2.68 u

M7931
RESONATOR FORCE TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLY

Gary J. Barik; Ekrol EcrNtaa, both of Sah Lake GHy, Utah;
Wahar P. Kiitfsr, Radmoad, aad Jerome Paros, KIridaad,
bott of Walk, aaripon to Qaartcs, lae., Satt Lake Qty,
Utah

FDod Apr. 4^ IMS, Sar. No. 482,041
lit CL} GOIL 1/10

UAa7»-8(2J9 lOdalma

4. A transducer for indicating changes ofan appUed physical
force by changes in an electrical property comprising a first

electricaUy propertied means, a second electricaUy propertied
means, a spacer means having an aperture therethrough, said
spacer being intermediate said first means and said second
means, and an actuator means; said first means being connected
within an electrical circuit in a manner creating an electrical
potential difference across said first means, said second means
being in spaced substantiaUy parallel relationship with said first

means; said actuator means being responsive to said force to, in
turn, urge said second means into progressively increasing area
of electrical coupling with said first means through said aper-
ture as said force increasingly, through said actuator, urgca
said second means toward said first means, whereby said elec-
trical property of said first means is varied proportionaUy with
variance of said force; said first means and said second means
being resistive lands.

16. A resonator force transducer assembly comprising
an ekmgate base element,

a first arm disposed generaUy in paraUel with a front portion
of the base element,

a first hinge means joining the arm near a rear end thereof to
the base element at about the middle thereof to aUow

4«479,393

SAMPLER FOR SLURRIES
Bobby D. Shorea, Plant Qty, Fla., aariyior to Baa E Jaeger,
PlaMsOL

Filed Apr. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 489,128
lat a.' GOIN 1/10

U.S. CL 73-863J2 19Clatai
1. Apparatus for obtaining samples of product from a vessel

containing the product, comprising a conduit having an inlet
for communication with the interior ofthe vessel and an oudet;
valve means operable to establish and interrupt communication
between die interior of the vessel and said inlet, whei^y when
cOTimunication is estabUshed a sample of product from the
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venel flows through said inlet into said conduit and, through the initial compression of said elastomer member ring, said

!!!!l5!!?'!!*ii K*** T^ ^u^ ?**
^I*^?'

«°^ "«»"» f?' elastomer member ring being of reduced radial dimension
mtroducmg flushmg liquid through said mlet and mto said «ijacent said nose surface to produce an initial soft cushioning

ofengagement between the pinion gear and elastomer member,
said groove confining said ring nose surface during torque

transmission from the elastomer member to the pinion gear.

conduit when said valve means interrupts communication
between the interior of the vessel and said inlet to flush any
residual sampled product from said conduit

4y47934
ELECTRIC STARTER WTTH CONFINED CUSHION

Leon D. Greenwood, Okonoa, and CUfltord L. Dye, Eatmi Rap-
ids, both of Mieh., aarigaon to Eatoa Stamping Company,
Eaton Rapids, Mkh.

FUed JuB. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274^15
lat a^ F02N 15/06; F16D 11/06, 23/00 13/22

VS. CL 74—7 R 3 ClafaBS

^^
i d-"

1. In an electric starter for internal combustion engines
including an electric motor having an armature shaft having a
heUcal thread defined thereon, a pfaiion gear rotatably mounted
upon the shaft for axial movement thereto and having a friction

surface defined thereon, a nut mounted upon the shaft threaded
upon the thread and having a friction surface disposed toward
the pinion gear, a compression spring circumscribing the shaft

axially biasing the pinion gear toward the nut, and an annular

elastomer member circumscribing the shaft and located be-

tween the nut and pinion gear having a first fiiction surface

engagable by the nut fiiction surface and a second surface

engi^able with the pinion gear fiiction surface, the improve-
ment comprising, the pinion gear friction surface including a
radial surface having an annular axiaUy extending groove
concentric to the shaft intersecting said radial surface, said

groove including inner and outer a:daUy extending waUs and a
base, said pinion gear groove mner and outer waUs being of a
conical configuration converging toward said groove base

defining a first included angle, the elastomer member second
friction surface including an annular ring concentric to the

armature shaft and in radial alignment with said groove de-

fined by axiaUy extending inner and outer surfaces and a nose

surface, said ring inner and outer sufaces being conical in

configuration converging in the direction of said nose surfine

defining a second included angle, said nose surface being re-

ceived within said groove during engine cranking, said second

included angle defined by said ring surfaces being less than said

first included angle defined by said pinion gear friction surface

wherd>y clearance exists within said pinion gear groove to

accommodate expansion of said elastomer member ring during

4,479,395 '

DIFFERENTIAL GEAR HOUSING MOUNTED POWER
TAKE-OFF UNIT

Dale Rflcy, P.O. Box 709, Eafala, Okla. 74432
FUed Sep. 21, 1981, Sar. No. 304,243

lat a^ F16H 37/Oa 37/16
VS. CL 74—ISJ4 3 Claim

1. A power take-ofT unit adapted for mounting to a difTeren-

tial gear housing, drive shaft and third member ofa rear axle of
a rear wheel drive vehicle comprising:

(i) a torque transmitting means adapted to mount direcUy to

said difiierential gear housing of said rear axle of said rear

wheel drive vehicle and adapted to be driven by said drive

shaft of said vehicle, wherein said torque transmitting

means comprises:

(a) a gear housing adapted to mount to said difiierential

gear housing and adapted to have said hydraulic pump
mounted thereto;

(b) a pair of equal diameter, coaxial, spUned shafts, one
being driven by said drive shaft and the other driving

the third member within said difierential gear housing;

and

(c) a driver gear concentricaUy displaced about and inter-

naUy meshed with said spUned shafts and adapted to be

selectively moved axiaUy with respect to said splined

shaft thus transmitting or discontinuing the transmission

of torque to the rear drive wheels of said vehicle;

(ii) a hydraulic pump mounted directly to said torque trans-

mitting means; and

(iii) a gear means within said torque transmitting means
adapted to selectively drive or not drive said hydraulic

pump when said vehicle te either in motion or at rest and

wherein said gear means comprises said driver gear inter-

naUy meshed with said splined shafts, being selectively

externally engaged and meshed with a driven gear rotat-

ably coupled to and selectively positioned along the shaft

of sakl hydraulic pump.
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PROPULSION SYSTEM
ftiddtWyamjn, 1403 Tnpa A?t^ D^rtoa, Ohio 45408
Corttarto^^ta^ ofScr. No. 229.681, Ju. 29, 1981, P«t No.
MWjy.Tteipmcrttoi Jaa 11, 1982. S«. No. 337,781no portloa or the tn« of this patort fobtcqacBt to Oct 18.

2000, hat hMB difclaiaied.

IM. a' FICH 27/00
UAa74-84R

l^CUrim.

diameter surftce closely spaced from an outer surface of the
screw, a confined outer diameter, an axial end surface facing
the open end of the counter bore and an opposite axial end
surface bottomed against a bottom wall of the counter bore, an
Mial projection means assocUted with the nut and movable
thereby dimensioned to be insertable into the counter bore, the
elastomenc member being axiaUy compressible by insertion of
the projection means into the counter bore and radially ex-
pandable by axial compression, the radial expansibility of the

idr^-^
1. An apparatus for converting rotary motion into linear

motion comprising:

aframe;
at least one lower member having a camming surface and
mounted to said frame to rotate about a first axis;

said lower member including lower nonmetallic damping
means isolating said camming surface from the remainder
of said lower member;

at least one upper member positioned above said lower
member and mounted to said frame to rotote about a
second axis skewed to said first axis;

said upper member including a bottom rim, a portion of
which engages said camming surface of said lower mem-
ber at a point thereon;

said uppCT member including upper damping means isoUting
said bottom nm from a remainder of said upper member-

means for routing said lower member about said first axis!
and

means carried by said lower member for driving said upper
member such that roution of said lower member by saidrowmg means causes said upper member to rotate about
sud sewnd axis m the same direction as said lower mem-
ber, thereby creating unbalanced centrifugal forces which
result m a first linear force substantially normal to said
fintaxB.

22 «

elastomeric member being greater than the at rest spacing of
the mner diameter thereof firom the outer surface of the screw
and the elastomeric member having a coefficient of friction
effective to retard rotation of the baU screw upon radial expan-
sion mto outer surface contact with the baU screw surface and
a compression resistance effective to retard axial movement of
the nut upon axial compression of the elastomeric member
caused by msertion of the projection means into the counter
bore.

4,47938
ANTI-JAMMING MECHANISM FOR LINEAR

TRANSLATORY DEVICE
Shonso F. Watanabe, UTonia, Mich., asdgnor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,828
Int a* F16H 27/02, 1/18

US. CL 74-89.15 g chia.

4^79,397
SHOCK/BRAKE UNIT

"Tw!!l^gS^S°y Ta.awida,jyd Robert W. lUf.^
Atoo^bott of N.Y, asri^on to Hoodaille lodwtries. Inc.
Vu unHrdalc, Fb.

PIM Jan. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,875

.t- ^ .-
^ACL^mm 27/02UAa 74-89.15 UOaiM

•.f ' ^S^ """^ **""* "** •***? «embly comprising: a rotot-
able ball screw having an axially movable baU nut thereon, a
non-rototable member assembly surrounding an axial portion
of the bdl screw having a bore therethrough for receipt of the
SCTOi^a counter bore in the member assembly concentric with
the tore and open to an axial end of the bore, an eUutomeric
member received in the counter tore having an at rest inner

5. An anti-jamming mechanism for a screw drive or the like
comprising a tubular stationary housing, a sleeve^within the
housmg havmg a stepped internal diameter definin^lesser and
greater diameter surfaces, a screw drive mechanism consisting
of a nontranslatory rotatable screw interengaged with a mat-
mgly threaded shaft for axially moving the shaft upon rotation
of the screw upon holding the shaft against rotation, and for
effecting a freewheeling unitary rotary movement of the screw
and shaft upon release of the shaft for rotation, and control
means to automatically effect the freewheeling movement of
the shaft m response to a predetermined axial movement of the
shaft in at least one direction, said control means comprising a
spring-like collar surrounding and fixed around a portion ofthe
shaft and having a flexible finger at one end projecting radially
outwardly, the sleeve having an axially entending slot defining
at least one lesser diameter radial wall surface engagable by the
finger to prevent rotation of the shaft in one direction and
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thereby effect a translatory axial movement of the shaft upon
rotation of the screw, axial movement of the shaft and finger
beyond the junction of the stepped diameter surfaces to the
greater diameter surface removing the finger from engagement
with the sleeve radial surface and permitting a freewheeling of
the sleeve and collar without axial movement of the shaft,
rotation of the screw and shaft in the opposite direction effect-
ing a ratcheting of the finger over the lesser diameter surface.

' 4,47939
CHIP SYSTEM TO MONITOR AND DIGITALLY

CONTROL A MULTIPLE CLUTCH TRANSMISSION
Brian C. Narreson, Darien, and Frank R. Bauer, Glenview, both

of ni., assignors to Intematioaal Harvester Co., Chicago, U.
FUed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,261

Int a.3 F16H 3/02, 3/38: n6D 25/10. 25/00
U.S. CI. 74-339 16 oaims

4,479,400
RACK AND PINION STEERING GEAR, ESPECULLY

FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Wolfgang Rieger, Donidorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen, AC Friedrichshafen, Fed.
Rep. of Gcmaay

FUed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 367,881
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 8,

1981, 3118254

iBt a^ B62D 3/12. 5/10
UAa74-422 7ci,ta.

1. In a transmission with multiple power paths of different
effective gear ratios including a plurality of gears and first and
second electrically operated clutches cooperating therewith,
said transmission further including ftfst and second clutch
controlling timer means provided with first and second power
relay contacts for electrically controlling the respective first

and second electrically operated clutches for shifting the trans-
mission from a first gear ratio to a second gear ratio through
application of electricity by the fu^t power relay contacts to
the first electrically operated clutch to simultaneously engage
the first clutch while the second electrically operated clutch is

engaged and then by interruption of electricity applied by the
second power relay contacts to the second electrically oper-
ated clutch to disengage the second clutch, said contacts ap-
plying and interrupting electricity to the respective electrically
operated clutches as aforesaid consisting of power relay
contacts individual to different ones of the clutches for sepa-
rate operation so as to free each clutch from necessarily inter-

rupting when the contacts of the other clutch independently
interrupt the electricity to the latter:

the improvement comprising first means (118 open,120
open,TM0,218) including timing means (TMO) in the first

clutch controlling timer means responsive to a status

mode of failure of the second clutch (HI) for automati-
cally causing the first power relay contacts (214) to inter-

rupt the electricity applied to the first one (LO) of said

clutches when the latter have been simultaneously en-
gaged for more than a predetermined time interval,

thereby automatically disengaging that particular clutch;
and

second means (120 recloses,234,230) in the clutch control-
ling timer means responsive to disengagement of the first

electrically operated clutch (LO) for automatically caus-

ing the second power relay contacts (228) to continue the
electricity applied to the second electrically operated
clutch (HI) to insure continued engagement of the latter.

452-2.W O.G.-84-3

1. In a steering mechanism compriung a housing (1) and a
steering drive member (2) therein having reciprocal travel for
actuating steering rods wherein said housing has a slot (8)
therethrough for a slide block (13) slidable therein and secured
to said drive member for movement thereby to drive steering
rods (3, 4) and having end surfaces which approach respective
end surfaces (8A, 8B) of said slot during driving movement of
said slide block wherein said slot end surfaces serve as motion
limiting stops for said slide block;

the improvement comprising:

a respective cushioning means (22, 23) carried on the end
surfaces of said slide block and engageable with the re-

spective end surfaces of said slot at the end of travel of
said slide block in a respective direction.

4,479,401

BOLT LOCK DEVICE AND METHOD FOR BOLT
LOCKING AND UNLOCKING RELATIVELY MOVABLE

PARTS OF A RACK AND PINION JACK-UP RIG
Mehnet D. Korknt, 2700 Lake Vista Dr., Metairic, La. 70002

Filed Oct 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,287
lot a.3 G05G 5/06

U.S. a. 74—527 10 n.i—
1. Lock bolt device means for tolt locking a rack and pinion

jack-up rig's horizontal and vertical parts from reUtive vertical
motion, comprising:

(a) a frame, having a closed back and an oppositely disposed
open forward end, slidably mounted in said horizontal
part at an inclined axis of sliding in the range of 23 to 30
degrees atove the horizontal for using gravity in slic'.ng

said frame down said inclined axis, and with said open
forward end extending upwardly opposite said rack
mounted on said vertical part;

(b) a plurality of lock bolts flexibly mounted fox limited
longitudinal and vertical movement in said frame and
inclined less than said inclined axis of sliding of said frame
and with free ends projecting forwardly from said frame's
forward open end toward said rack and adapted to engage
and disengage therewith;
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(c) power means pivotally connected to said frame and
horizontal part of said rig for sliding said frame and lock

lockbolts to engage and disengage said lock bolts' free

ends from said rack with minimum operating power and
locking effect.

4,479,403

HARMONIC-DRIVE ASSEMBLY
Heinz Manchner, Kressbroiina; Fritz Heinenuuin, Friedrich-

shafen, and George Marsland, Kressbronn, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Zahnradfabrik FHedrichshafen Aktien-
gesellschaft, FHedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 202,747, Oct 31, 1980, Pat No. 4,425,822.
This appUcation Jun. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 504,239

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 2,
1979, 2944123; Not. 2, 1979, 2944124

Int a.3 F16H 37/04
U.S. a. 74-640

1 Claim

4,479,402

MICROTOME DRIVE
Artur Reicbel, Wetzlar, and Knrt Richter, Ehringshausen-Kat-

lenftart both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Ernst
Uitz WetzUu- GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jan. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 339,154
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 14,

1981, 8100644[U]

Int a.3 n«H ij/oa- n6D 21/02: B23d s/os
UAa74-625 7Clatas

1. A microtome drive for adjusting the position of an object
carriage in a microtome, comprising:

a drive shaft rotatably mounted in the microtome;
linkage means for adjusting the position of the object car-

riage in response to rotation of said drive shaft;

a belt-driven pulley rotatably mounted on said drive shaft
and adapted to be driven by a drive motor;

a manual drive wheel fuedly attached to said drive shaft at
a position adjacent to said belt-driven pulley;

a ring member rotatably mounted on said manual drive
wheel for rotation coaxially with respect to said manual
drive wheel and said drive shaft, said ring member carry-
ing thereon a manual gripping member; and

means for selectively coupling said manual drive wheel
alternatively to either said ring member for manual adjust-
ment of the object carriage or to said belt-driven pulley
for automatic adjustment of the object carriage.

1. A harmonic-drive device, comprising:
a housing;

a cup-shaped member with a flexible cylindrical wall dis-

posed in said housing and provided on an outer surface
with a multiplicity of elongate gear teeth extending paral-
lel to an axis of symmetry of said wall, said member being
rigidly attached at an open end to said housing;

a motion-output component mounted on said housing at a
side thereof opposite the open end of said member;

motion-transmission means operatively linked to said mem-
ber and to said component for transmitting rotary power
from said member to said component;

stressing means including a rotatable mechanical wave gen-
erator for contacting a surface of said wall and deforming
same to assume an elliptical cross-section along a portion
of the height of said wall;

drive means operatively connected to said generator for
rotating same and thereby a major axis of said elliptical

cross-section;

insulating means for sealing said housing; and
reinforcing means in said member for bracing said wall

against deformation at points longitudinally spaced from
said generator, said reinforcing means including means for

introducing a fluid under pressure into said member.

4 479 404
CONCENTRIC POWERTRAIN FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE
Thomas R. Stockton, 4014 Earhart Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105

FUed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 299,907
Int a.3 F16H 37/06, 37/06. 57/10. 3/44

U.S. a. 74-695 II Claims

'32,J4

1. A power transmission mechanism for an automotive vehi-
cle having multiple speed ratios comprising:

a rotor shaft;

a first stage planetary gear unit including a first sun gear
driven by the rotor shaft, a first ring gear, a first set of
planet pinions drivably engaged with the first sun gear and
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with the first ring gear, and a first pinion carrier having
the first set of planet pinions rotatobly mounted thereon-

an overrunning brake having a driven element drivably
connected to the first ring gear and a braked element fixed
against rotation for establishing a one-way driving con-
nection between the first ring gear and the braked ele-
ment;

a selectively actuated reverse clutch for fixing the ftrst ring
gear against rotation;

a second stage planetary gear unit including a second sun
gear dnvably connected to the first pinion carrier, a sec-
ond ring gear fixed against rotation, a second set of planet
pinions drivably engaged with the second sun gear and
with the second ring gear, and a second pinion carrier
having the second set of planet pinions rotatably mounted
thereon; and

a high speed ratio clutch for establishing and disestablishing
a driving connection between the first ring gear and the
second pinion carrier.

and a plurality of cork engaging teeth on the top surface of one
arm only whereby insertion of the cork puller between the lip

4 479 405
APPARATUS FOR CUTTING SAW TEETH INTO SAW

BLADES OR SAW BANDS
Erwin Junker, 78 Talstrasse, 7611 Nordrach Baden, Fed. Rep. of
Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 272,120, Jun. 10, 1981, Pat No.
4,434,685. This appUcation Sep. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 528,984
ClaUns priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jon. 13,

Int a.3 B23D 63/12
UA a 76-38 3 Claims

of the bottle and a headed cork seated in the bottle simulta-
neously extracts and rotates the cork.

4,479,407
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING

INSULATED WIRE
HItoshj MUcami, Susono, and Noboni Ito, Kakegawa, both of

Japan, assignors to Yazaki Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
FUed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,183

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 30, 1980, 55-71460'
May 30, 1980, 55-71461; May 30, 1980, 55-71462; May 30, 1980,'

55-71463

Int a.3 HOIR 43/04: H02G 1/12
U.S. a 81-9.51 7 Claims

^'i^?r^v
i-al^".

1. An apparatus for forming a saw blade or a saw band by
forming saw teeth in a solid stock moving continuously in a
longitudinal direction, said apparatus comprising:

grinding wheel means for grinding away portions of the
stock to form saw teeth therein;

said grinding wheel means being mounted for rotation about
an axis which is inclined at an acute angle to and which
diverges from the direction of movement of the stock; and

said grinding wheel means having a generally frusto-conical
configuration and an outer periphery defined by first and
second axially distinct helical grinding ribs having differ-
ent contours, each of said first and second grinding rib
comprising means dimensioned for forming identical por-
tions of each successive saw tooth formed in the stock.

4,479,406

CORK PULLER
John V. Shoemaker, in, 1 Shoemaker Dr., Mechanlcsburg, Pa.

Filed Feb. 27, 1984, Ser. No. 583,614
Int a.3 B67B 7/06

UA a. 81-3.46 A ( Qalms
1. A cork puller including a handle, a pair of pry arms ex-

tending from one end of the handle, the pry arms having top
and bottom surfaces with the bottom arm surfaces lying in a
common plane, narrow tips on the free ends of the arms, a cork
slot separating the arms, the top to bottom thickness of the
arms increasing in a direction from the tips toward the handle.

1. A method of processing an insulated wire comprising the
steps of

(a) playing out a long continuous wire coated with insulation
covering by a predetermined amount for measuring pur-
poses;

(b) feeding the played out wire by said predetermined
amount in a straight line in a first direction;

(c) clamping said fed wire at first and second positions;

(d) cutting the clamped wire at a cutting position between
said first and second positions to cut off a short wire;

(e) cutting into the insulation covering of the wires with a
pair of insulator cutters on both sides of the cutting posi-
tion between the first and second positions;

(0 removing the insulation covering between the insulator
cutters by pulling the clamped wires away from each
other;

(g) trasnferring the clamped short wires in a second direc-
tion perpendicular to the first direction; and

(h) repeating the steps (a) to (g) to feed a plurality of short
wires along said second direction for wire end processing,
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said pulling in step (f) including swinging said plurality of
short wires about an axis extending parallel to said second
direction.

4*479,408

INSERTION TOOL FOR CORD-TYPE TUBELESS TIRE
REPAIRING

Alec W. NicoBchnk, Peabody, Man., assignor to North Shore
Laboratories Corporation, Peabody, Mass.

FOcd Jon. II, 1982, Ser. No. 387,544
lot a^ B60C 25/16

VS. a. 81-15.7 2 Claims

the opening in the head portion with partial release of the
indent-detent means, and

ratchet means interposed between the head portion and jaw
member for imparting rotary movement of the head por-
tion to the jaw member with the head portion rotated in
one direction only, said ratchet means comprising an
annular row of teeth presented by and projecting axially
of thejaw member and a cooperating annular row of teeth

I. An insertion tool for a cord-type repair for tubeless tires
comprising a substantially cylindrical, high carbon steel shank
having a flattened portion at one end, having a thickness of
about 0.1", walls in said Hattened portion defming both an
elongated axially aligned, narrow, elongated eye and an axially
aligned slit conununicating between the free end of said flat-

tened portion and said eye, a substantially flat cord-driving
pedestal at the base of said eye, extending the full thickness of
said flattened portion and having rounded comers each having
a radius of about 0.035", a portion of said eye at its base defin-
ing an effective stress diameter of 0.130" in the area occupied
by a cord of appropriate size for threading into said eye while
said cord is being subjected to the stress of insertion, and the
width of said cord-driving pedestal being about 77% of the
average diameter of said effective stress area.

4,479409
OPEN-END RATCHET WRENCH

John I. Antonins, 3848 SW. 3<th PL, Portland, Orcg. 97221
FUed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464^3

Int a.3 B25B 13/00
UAa 81-58J 8 aaims

1. An open-end ratchet wrench comprising:
a handle portion joined to a crescent-shaped head portion
which head portion has opposed arms terminating in
qMced apart ends extending incompletely about an open-
ing which extends axiaUy in the head portion,

a jaw member mounted within said opening and rotatable
relative to said head portion, said jaw member having an
internal axially extending chamber opening to ends of the
jaw member defined by internal wall surfaces adapted
nonrotatably to receive a nut,

releasable indent-detent means interposed between the head
portion and jaw member accommodating rotation of the
jaw member without release of the indent-detent means,
and limited axial displacement of the jaw member from

presented by and projecting axially of the head portion at
one end thereof engaging the teeth of the jaw member
with the head portion rotated in said one direction, said
rows of teeth moving to a disengaged position with lim-
ited axial displacement of the jaw member and partial
release of the indent-detent means to permit rotation ofthe
head portion freely of thejaw member with rotation ofthe
head portion in a direction opposite to said one direction.

4,479,410
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
UPPER LIMIT OF A CUTTING BLADE IN CUTTING

MACHINES
Masayuki Taguchi, Hadano, Japan, assignor to Amada Com-
pany Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,349
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 11, 1981, 56-142208:

Aug. 11, 1982, 57.120957[U]

InL a.3 B23D 53/04
VS. a. 83-13 8 ctaims
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1. A method of controlling the upper or returning height of
a cutting blade mounted in a cutting head ofa cutting machine,
said method comprising the steps of:

(a) actuating a blade starting switch;

(b) detecting the height of said blade when said starting
switch is actuated;

(c) storing the detected height of said blade when said start-

ing switch is actuated;

(d) continuously detecting the height of said blade;
(e) comparing the continually detected blade height with the

stored value in said memory; and
(0 providing a signal, for stopping the upward movement of
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the cutting head means, when the detected height is equal
to the stored detected height.

4,479,411
TONE SIGNAL GENERATING APPARATUS OF

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Masanori IsUbashi, deceased late of Tokyo, Japan, assignor to

Casio Computer Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan by MasayaU IsUba-
shi, legal representatife

FUed Dec 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,082
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 22, 1981, 56-208814;

Dec 22, 1981, 56-208815; Dec 22, 1981, 56-208816; Apr. 8,
1982,57-57359

Int a^ GIOH 1/02. 7/00
VS.a 84-1.01 19 Claims
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17. A tone signal generating apparatus for an electronic
musical instrument, comprising:

means for storing code data indicative of a plurality of musi-
cal note frequencies;

means coupled to said storing means for reading out given
code data from said storing meai» according to an oper-
ated key on a keyboard; ^

arithmetic means coupled to said reading out means for

obtaining an output comprising a plurality of bits indica-

tive of the note frequency corresponding to the operated
key wherein said arithmetic means performs a predeter-
mined arithmetic operation on the read-out code data; and

control means including means for generating a tone signal
having a predetermined waveform from said output of
said arithmetic means comprising a plurality of bits, means
for discriminating the polarity of the amplitude value of
the generated tone signal, means for generating a different

waveform signal, and means for selectively causing addi-
tion and subtraction ofsaid tone signal and different wave-
form signal depending upon the result of the discrimina-

tion.

4,479,412

MULTIPLE DRUM PAD ISOLATION
Scott S. Klynas, Simi VaUey, CaUf., assignor to Mattel, Inc,
Hawthorne, CaUf.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 335,985, Dec 30, 1981, Pat No.
4,418,598. This appUcation Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,576

Int CI.3 GIOH 3/14
VS.a 84—1.04 6 Claims

a nested pair of inwardly facing cupped members assembled
to form an internal cavity;

means resiliently supporting said nested pair ofcupped mem-
bers;

a resilient coupler spanning the cavity thus formed;
an electro-mechanical transducer, producing an electrical

signal in response to mechanical vibrations, said trans-
ducer interposed between one of said cupped membera
and said resilient coupler; and

connecting means providing an electrical connection to said
transducer;

said nested pair ofcupped members coupling a great portion
of the imparted force to said electro-mechanical trans-
ducer when one of said cupped members is struck and said
nested pair of cupped members are jointly subject to force
or vibration.

4,479,413

SAXOPHONE NECK GREASE PLUG
Jnan Noto, 12440 SW. 188 Ter., Miami, Fla. 33177

FUed Jul. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,651
Int CL^ GIOD 9/00: GlOG 7/00

VS.a 84—329 12 Claims

1. A saxophone neck grease plug for use in storing a saxo-
phone after use comprising:

a body defining an upper portion and a lower portion,

said upper portion defining a hollow cavity and a floor,

said floor spanning the width of the saxophone neck
socket,

said hoUow cavity having a charge of grease contained
therein,

said lower portion having a diameter substantially equal to
the diameter of the lip of the saxophone neck socket
with a shoulder being defined where the upper and
lower portions meet for resting engagement on the lip

of the neck socket of the saxophone,
a cap defining a rim spanning the upper portion of the body
and a bottom portion equal to the inside dimensions of the
hollow cavity of the upper portion sized to be snugly
received by the hollow cavity,

said cap having a breather hole defined by a throughhole of
a small diameter to permit air to escape when the cap is

received by the upper portion.

6. A drum pad assembly comprising:

4,479,414

DRUM SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
Ward L. WUUs, P.O. Box 95, BreinigiriUe, Pa. 18031

FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,984
Int CI.' GIOD 13/02

VS. a. 84-421 10 Claims
9. A multiple drum and cymbol holding assembly compris-

ing in combination:

a support frame adopted for mounting on a bass drum;
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8 pair of support legs disposed on either side of said frame;
and

means to position auxiliary percussion instruments on said
support legs, said means foldable to store parallel to said
support legs for storage or travel.

4,479,415
TRACKER ACTION TOUCH FOR KEYS IN A KEYBOARD

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Harold E. Haberstiunpf, Emmaoa, Pa., assignor to Allen Organ
Company, Macungie, Pa.

FUed Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 456,061
Int. a.3 GIOC 3/12

U.S. a. 84-439
, a^„

1. A key action for an electronic musical instrument for
simulating a mechanical-type tracker action including a key
supported above a key bed by a pivot pin having a guide pin
for limiting horizontal movement of the key but allowing
vertical movement thereof; a return spring fastened between a
key tension adjusting means mounted to the key and said key
bed; and a key return limiting means for returning the key,
upon release thereof, to its normal or rest position, the im-
provement comprising: a key switch means located at the distal
end of the key having first and second contact means for estab-
lishing an electrical contact on the depression of the key
mounted in a spaced-apart relation but in close proximity to
each other and mounted with said first contact means in touch-
ing relation to the distal end of the key, said first contact means
having a forward facing protrusion for retarding the vertical
movement of the key until sufficient pressure has been exerted
on the key to cause a toggling of the key as the retarding force
of the first contact means is overcome while said electrical
contact is maintained; whereby the key switch means provides
both an electrical contact and a tracker action in a single
means.

pause in said analog signal commences and its subsequent
duration;

memory means for storing as basic data codes indicative of
the component pitches and pauses of said analog signal,
their respective times of commencement and their dura-
tions;

harmonic removal means for eliminating from said basic data
all pitches, along with their respective times of com-
mencement and durations, other than the lowest pitch
playing at each particular time;

transient removal means for removing from said basic data
each transient pitch or pause which is promptly followed
by a pitch which is the same as the pitch immediately
preceding said transient pitch or pause, for removing said
promptly following pitch and for extending the duration
of said immediately preceding pitch so that said pitch will

.a Hrl-d

play continuously from the time said immediately preced-
ing pitch originally commenced to the time said promptly
following pitch originally ceased, and for replacing all
other transient pitches with pauses;

time signature analysis means for generating note and rest
data by determining the note or rest of a time duration and
position on a conventional music score to properly repre-
sent each occurrence of each pitch or pause in the basic
data as modified by the harmonic removal means and the
transient removal means;

key signature analysis means for generating accidental sign
data by determining whether each note in the note and
rest data should be preceded by an accidental sign to be
properly represented on a conventional music score; and

display means for displaying the note and rest data and the
accidental sign dau on a conventional music score,
thereby generating a transcription of said musical sounds.

4,479,416

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TRANSCRIBING
MUSIC

Keiin L. Clague, 1700 a?lc Center Dr., #510, SanU Clara,
Calif. 95050

FUcd Aug. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,203
Iflt Q\? GlOG 3/04

UA a. 84-462 9 Claims
1. A music transcription apparatus comprising:
input means for receiving an analog electrical signal repre-

sentative of musical sounds;

detector means for determining the component pitches and
pauses of said analog signal;

timing means for measuring the time at which each pitch or

4,479,417
MISSILE LAUNCHER MODULE IN PARTICULAR FOR
AIRCRAFT, WITH GENERAL REVERSIBLE SAFETY

DEVICE
Alain A. BiUard, Muret; Andrl R. Santalucia, LegncTin, and
Roland C. Encoyand, Muret, all of France, assignors to So-
ciete E. LaCroix, France

Filed Jon. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,774
Claims priority, appUcation France, Jon. 3, 1981, 81 10975

Int. a.3 F41F S/02
U.S. a. 89-1.5 D 6aaims

1. A missile launcher module carried by an aircraft compris-
ing: a flat wall forming a base provided with male engagement
members which cooperate with counterpart female engage-
ment members of a support rod fixed to the aircraft and an
electrical connector establishing a connection between the
module and the carrying aircraft in the engaged position of the
module, said flat wall forming the base of the module defining
a central groove, a series of electrical initiators housed within
the groove and selectively connected to said electrical connec-
tor, the initiators being located opposite counterpart fire-trans-
mission channels formed in the flat base wall in order to termi-
nate respectively at useful charges contained in the module, the
central groove also supporting a slide bar having orifices lo-
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cated according to the working geometry of the initiators, and
an electrical motor electrically connected to the connector for
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4 479 418
MEANS FOR ATTACHING SILENCERS TO PORTABLE

nREARMS
Pier C. Beretta, Via P. Bcretta 10, Gardone V.T. (Brescia), Italy

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,584
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Sep. 30, 1981, 5214 A/81

Int a.3 F41C 21/1%
U.S. a. 89—14 D 8 Claims
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1. Means for attaching a silencer to a portable firearm having
a firearm body, a barrel mounted on said firearm body, a firing

mechanism associated with said barrel and a trigger guard, said

means comprising a mounting body for supporting said si-

lencer and having an axial aperture therein for accepting the
forward extremity of said barrel; a pair of arms integral with
said mounting body and positioned one on each side thereof
and extending parallel to said firearm body toward said trigger

guard, the extremities of said arms resting on opposite sides of
said trigger guard; a first spine fixedly attached to said mount-
ing body and parallel to said axial aperture and lodging within

an opening provided in a forward extremity of said firearm

body; a second blocking spine for engaging transversely said

arms to said trigger guard, said second spine being positioned

perpendicularly to the axis of said first spine and being engaged
by spring-type arresting means.

pin means, said eccentric cam means having an eccentric-

ity equal to said one crank throw;

one connecting rod connecting said cam means to one pis-

ton, and another connecting rod connecting said one
crank pin means to another piston;

means limiting rotation of said cam on said one crank pin

energization and mechanically connected to the base in order
to ensure movement of the bar between a safe position and an
armed position in which the orifices are opposite the initiators.

4,479,419

DUAL CAPACITY REOPROCATING COMPRESSOR
Robert W. Wolfe, Wiikinsbnrg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Nov. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 438,429

Int a.3 F04B 23/06: FOIB 7/04

U.S. a. 92—13J 4 Qaims
1. In a compressor including at least two reciprocating pis-

tons, the improvement comprising:

a crank shaft with separate crank pin means for each piston,

at least one crank pin means having one crank throw and

at least another crank pin means having a greater crank

throw;

eccentric cam means rotatably mounted on said one crank

means to opposite positions of about 180* apart, and in

accordance with direction of crank shaft roution, said

cam in one position adding the eccentricity to the throw
of said one crank pin means, and said cam in the other
position subtracting the eccentricity from the throw of
said one crank pin means so that with said cam in said

other position said one piston has a zero stroke length.

4,479,420

ANTI FRICnON MEANS IN PIVOT MEANS
PREFERABLY IN RADIAL PISTON PUMPS, MOTORS

OR TRANSMISSIONS
Karl Eickmann, 2420 IsshUd, Hayama-machi, Kanagawa-ken,
Japan

Continuation-hi-part of Ser. No. 121,356, Feb. 14, 1980, , said

Ser. No. 121,356, is a continuation of Ser. No. 790,822, Apr. 25,

1977, abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No.

348,105

Int a.3 POIB 31/10
U.S. a. 92—159 16 Oaims

1. An arrangement of two bodies, including a first body
provided with a bearing bed which coincides with a bearing

bed face of part-cylindrical configuration, wherein said ar-

rangement of two bodies includes a second body which forms

a part-cylindrical pivot member which is pivotably borne on
said bed face of said first body, while said pivot member of said

second body has axially relatively to its axis of pivotion a front

end and a rear end;

wherein at least two fluid pressure containing recesses are

provided substantially parallel to said ends of said member
of said second body,

wherein said recesses are distanced inwardly from said ends
of said member to form outer sealing portions between the

respective recess of said recesses and the respective end of
said ends, and,

wherein at least one bearing portion is provided between at

least two of said recesses,

whereby the said at least one bearing portion is subjected to

said fluid pressure from the respective recesses on both
axial ends of said at least one bearing portion.
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4,479,421

GOFFEE-BREW PERCOLATOR
Salvatorc Suiitale, Via Boccella, 6, Trento, Italy

Filed Oct 25, 1982, Ser. No. 436,754
Claiin priority, appUcatioii Italy, No?. 2, 1981, 82230 A/81

Int a^ A47J 31/12. 31/30
UAa99-303 Sdafais

4,479,423

CONTINUOUS-FLOW TYPE APPARATUS FOR
PASTEURIZING BATCHES OF PRODUCT

SteTen W. Schwitten, Rockford, and John M. Frazer, Maches-
ney Park, both of DU, assignors to Taylor Freezer Company.
Rockton, m.

FUed Nov. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 553,979
Int a.3 A23C 3/04. 9/00

UA a. 99-455 13 cialmi

1. A coffee-brew percolator comprising a vessel, a bottom-
less boiler arranged within the vessel slidably with respect
thereto and having cross dimensions with respect to said vessel
such as to define a gap between said bottomless boiler and said
vessel, a filter arranged above said bottomless boiler and delim-
iting a space for receiving coffee powder between said bottom-
less boiler and said filter, and comprising a further filter engag-
ing the top of said bottomless boiler and having a cross dimen-
sion slightly smaller than the cross dimension of said vessel,

whereby said further filter is movable together with said bot-
tomless boiler under the action of pressure water.

4,479,422

SLIDING AND PIVOTING INVERTIBLE GRILL
Ahta J. Wagrtair, 504 Lawrence A?e., Lateyette, La. 70503

FDed Job. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,973
Int a^ A47J 37/04

U.S.a 99-395 Waaims

1. A continuous-flow type apparatus for pasteurizing batches
of hquid product comprising, a support frame, product conduit
means deflning a continuous flow passage having an inlet

fitting at one end and an outlet fitting at its other end mounted
at a selected location on the support frame, product pasteuriz-
ing heater means on the frame in heat exchange relation with a
first section of said product conduit means for heating the
product flowing therethrough to product pasteurizing temper-
ature, product cooling means on the frame in heat exchange
relation with a second section of said product conduit means
for cooling the product flowing therethrough, product feed
means including first and second product pumps removably
mounted on the frame, the first and second product pumps
being of the positive displacement type and each having an
inlet and an outlet, a product pump motor for driving the first

and second product pumps to substantially equalize flows
therethrough, an inlet hose connected to the inlet of the first

product pump for connecting the same to a container of unpas-
teurized product, a first transfer hose connected to the outlet of
the first product pump and to the inlet fitting of the product
conduit means for feeding unpasteurized product thereto, a
second transfer hose connected to the outlet fitting of the
product conduit means and to the inlet of the second product
pump for pumping pasteurized product from the product con-
duit means, and an outlet hose connected to the outlet of the
second product pump for delivering pasteurized product to a
container for pasteurized product.

1. A grill including a base structure for stationary support
from a suiuble support structure, said grill including first and
second closely registered side-by-side grill panels, said grill

panels including corresponding fu^t and second remote mar-
ginal portions and said base structure including first and second
remote marginal zones, the opposite ends of said firet grill

panel first marginal portion and said base including first coact-
ing means slidably supporting said opposite ends from said base
for shifting between said base first and second remote marginal
zones and angular displacement of said fwst grill panel relative
to said base about a first axis extending between said opposite
ends, said first marginal portions of said panels including sec-
ond coacting means interconnecting said panels for angular
displacement relative to each other about a second axis at least

closely adljacent and generally paralleling the first axis.

4,479,424
JUICER FOR SEPARATING PULP AND JUICE FROM

FRUIT
WUliam L. CarroU, Rossmoor, Calif., assignor to NCC Engineer^

ing. Inc., Seal Beach, Calif.

Filed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474^1
Int a.3 A23N 7/00

MS. a. 99-502 13 Qaims
1. A juicer comprising:

juicing means for separating pulp and juice from fruit; and
pulper means including a pulp receptacle having an inlet for

receiving juice saturated pulp from said juicing means,
juice passage means adapted to pass juice from said pulp
receptacle and block discharge of pulp from said pulp
receptacle, and an outlet for discharge of pulp from said
pulp receptacle, said pulper means further including back-
ing means located in said pulp receptacle, bias means
biasing said backing means toward a projected position
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closing said outlet, said backing means being movable
against said bias means into a retracted position opening
said outlet, said pulper means further including a pulper
piston reciprocable in said pulp receptacle between a
retracted position, enabling entry of juice saturated pulp
into said pulp receptacle through said inlet, and a pro-

jected position closing said inlet for compressing juice

saturated pulp in said pulp receptacle against said backing

means whereby juice may pass through said juice passage

means, and pulp may be discharged through said outlet

upon movement of said backing means against said bias

means and into said retracted position responsive to accu-

mulation of compacted pulp against said backing means
resulting from successive reciprocations of said pulper

piston.

4,479,425

FRUIT CUTTER AND JUICER
Stewart C. Nelson, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to Automatic
Orange Joicer Corp., Forest Hills, N.Y.

per No. PCr/US83/00111, § 371 Date Jan. 24, 1983, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 24, 1983

per FUed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 522,310

Int a^ A23N 1/00
U.S. CI. 99—507 8 Claims

1. In a citrus fruit juice extractor having means for feeding

whole citrus fruit to the extractor, means for cutting the fruit,

means for expressing the juice from the fruit, means for recov-

ering the expressed juice, and means for discarding the rind of

the fruit, the improvement which comprises a chute for feeding

individual pieces of fruit against a knife blade, said knife blade

being supported on a cam pedestal, the leading edge of the

knife blaide and the leading edge of the cam pedestal being

angled at from 43* to 80* relative to the horizontal, said cam
pedestal acting to assure placement of the cut fruit onto said

means for expressing the juice from the fruit

4,479,426

METHOD OF CLOSING, COMPRESSING AND
OPENING OF PRESSES FOR MEMBRANE HLTERS

AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT THE METHOD
Lars Olenfalk, JiirfSUa, Sweden, assignor to Alfti-La?al AB,
Tnmba, Sweden

FUed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,312

Int a.^ B30B 9/06. 13/00
U.S. a. 100—37 8 Claims

1. A method of manipulating filtering apparatus that includes

at least two filter assemblies, each of which has two or more
vertical columns, extending from a frame member, a stationary

upper yoke spanning said columns, a movable lower yoke
slidable along and lockable relative to said columns, and sev-

eral membrane filters with intermediate press plates stacked

and compressed between said yokes, said method comprising

placing a separate lifting tool common to said filter assemblies

below the movable yoke of one of the assemblies, and between
that yoke and a frame member of said one assembly, operating

the liAing tool to contact the movable yoke of said one assem-

bly, fastening a stopping member to each of the respective

columns of said one assembly at a level such that a portion of

the stopping member is situated just below an edge of a se-

lected intermediate press plate in a position to support the

latter together with all filter membranes and press plates rest-

ing thereon, unlocking the movable yoke of said one assembly,

lowering that movable yoke together with the membrane
filters and press plates situated between that yoke and said

selected intermediate press plate, replacing one or more low-

ered membrane filters, lifting the movable yoke of said one
assembly again together with the filter membranes and press

plates resting thereon, and, after compression of all the mem-
brane filters and press plates and locking of the movable yoke
relative to the columns of said one assembly, releasing the

movable yoke of said one assembly from the lifting pressure of
the lifting tool, removing the lifting tool from its position

below the movable yoke of said one assembly and, instead,

placing the lifting tool below the movable yoke of another

assembly to be manipulated in the above defmed manner.

4,479,427

BALE TAGGING APPARATUS
Don D. Floyd, 4658 El Penon Way, San Diego, CaUf. 92117, and
Lee M. Whitde, P.O. Box 7, Brawley, CaUf. 92227

FUed May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 498,892

Int CV B30B 15/00
U.S. CL 100—102 15 Claims

1. A tagging apparatus for a baler for inserting tags into a

bale, said attachments comprising;

a support member for attachment to a wall ofa bale chamber
of a baler;

a tag insertion plunger reciprocally mounted on said support

member for intermittently engaging and forcing a tag into

a bale chamber; and
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tag feeding means for intermittently feeding tags to a posi-
tion for engagement by said plunger, including

mounting means for mounting a roll of tags; and

cutting means releasably carried by said plunger to its cut-
ting position for cutting a tag from a roll.

for reciprocal movement along the lengths of said upper
edges and in a direction parallel to the planes of said
baffles, and with at least portions of some of said fingers
projecting downwardly between said bafHes, and means
for causing roution of said picker roll, and

means for compressing the flakes deposited by the means for
depositing, said means for compressing including a plural-
ity ofcompression wheels supported in spaced apart paral-
lel relation, and means for supporting said wheels for
linear reciprocal movement along the lengths of said
baffles with at least portions of said wheels extending
downwardly between said baffles and compressing wood
flakes supported on said elongated horizontal surface, said
wheels being supported by said carriage means with said
picker roll and with said means for depositing for recipro-
cal movement along the lengths of said baffles.

4,479,428
STATIC DROPLESS FLAKE AUGNER FOR PRODUCING

COMPOSITE WOOD MATERIAL
Gordon P. Knwger, Hancock; Anden E. Lund, and Roy D.
Adams, both of Hooghton, all of Mich., assignor* to Board of
Control of MicUgu Technological University, Hooghton,
Mich.

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 365,lti9

Int CL^ B30B 3/02
MS. a 100-210 5 ctains

4,479,429
MULTI-COLOR PRINTING APPARATUS OF SURFACES

OF BODIES OF ROTATION
Koichi Haryu, Matteson, HI., assignor to YosUao America

Corporation, Park Forest Sooth, DL
Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 340338

Int a.) B41F 77/09
U5. a. 101-38 A 12 Claims

v>j>iw>w»)^»)ij!,M?)>,))mf?>?m)i^//Mf^,//,

1. Apparatus for making a loosely felted mat of elongated
wood flakes wherein the wood flakes are deposited with the
axes of the wood flakes aligned in mutually parallel relation,
the apparatus comprising:

means defining an elongated horizontal surface for support-
ing the mat,

means positioned in spaced reUtion above said horizontal
surface and for depositing flakes on said surface and for
building up a mat of flakes on said surface,

carriage means for supporting said means for depositing for
reciprocal movement back and forth along the length of
said horizontal surface,

means for causing mutually parallel alignment of said wood
flakes as said wood flakes are deposited by said means for
depositing, said means for causing parallel alignment of
said wood flakes including a pluraUty of elongated thin
planar baffles, said baffles each defining vertical planes
uid being disposed in mutually spaced apart parallel rela-
tion, the baffles each having a lower edge positioned
adjacent said supporting surface for maintaining parallel
alignment of the wood flakes as they are deposited on the
elongated horizontal surface and an upper edge adjacent
said means for depositing, and means for causing wood
flakes falling across said upper edges of said baffles to

• move into substantially parallel aUgnment with said baf-
fles, and including a picker roll having an elongated shaft
and a plurahty of fingers extending radially outwardly
from said shaft, said picker roll being supported by said
carriage means above said upper edges of said baffles and

1. A multi-color printing apparatus for printing the outer
surfaces of synthetic resin cylindrical articles, comprising:
an index uble supporting at evenly spaced positions on the

circumferential edge portion thereof, a plurality of hold-
ing jigs which are operative to hold said cylindrical arti-

cles securely in upright rotating positions, said index table
being intermittently routable between predetermined stop
positions;

a plurality of printers, rotating at a constant circumferential
speed, facing the predetermined stop positions for printing
said articles with desired colors of ultraviolet-ray set type
ink;

a plurality ofsetting mechanisms oriented perpendicularly to
the longitudinal axis of said cylindrical articles at positions

downstream of said printers;

a loading mechanism for receiving said cylindrical articles

and for loading the article onto said holding jigs;

an unloading mechanism for unloading the printed articles

from said holding jigs; and
an adjustable drive means for adjusting the circumferential

rotational speed of said cylindrical articles to maintain the
circumferential rotational speed of said articles equal to
the constant circumferential rotational speed of said print-

ers regardless of the diameter of said cylindrical articles.
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4,479,430
SYSTEM OF DISCRIMINATING THE KINDS OF TYPE

CARRIERS
HirosUge Nakano; Tsonekl Kobayashi, and Shigenobn Katagiri,
aU of Ibaragi, Japan, assignors to Hitachi Kokl Company
Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Continoatlon of Ser. No. 964,111, No?. 27, 1978,. This

appUcation Mar. 20, 1984, Ser. No. 591,368
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 26, 1977, 52-141874

Int a.3 B41J U20
UA a. 101-93.14 9 Claims
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1. In a printer provided with one of a plurality of inter-

changeable type carriers, each of said interchangeable type
carriers having a predetermined number of characters thereon,
and a corresponding group of type marks, the improvement
characterized by a system for discriminating among said plu-
rality of interchangeable type carriers comprising:

(a) a synchronizing mark provided on said type carrier at a
first preselected position proximate to a first type mark;

(b) a discrimination mark provided on said type carrier at a
second preselected position proximate to a second type
mark displaced a preselected small number of type marks
from said first type mark; said discrimination mark being
spaced from said synchronizing mark by a distance con-
siderably less than a length of said type carrier;

(c) means for sensing said synchronizing mark, said type
marks, and said discrimination mark and for separating out
a sensed synchronizing mark, sensed type marks, and a
sensed discrimination mark; and

(d) means responsive to said sensing and separating means
for counting the number of type marks between said
sensed synchronizing mark and said sensed discrimination
mark, said number of type marks counted being indicative
of the number of characters on said type carrier, and
means for decoding said count of said number of type
marks to provide an output signal indicative of said prede-
termined number of characters on said interchangeable
type carrier being used.

printing for use in a rotary printing press, said collect-printing
unit comprising:

a first forme cylinder carrying at least one offset printing
forme on its periphery;

a first blanket cylinder contacting said forme cylinder and
receiving the complete multi-color image to be printed on
the suppori from said forme cylinder;

a second blanket cylinder contacting said forme cylinder and
having a plurality of ink receiving blankets afflxed to the
periphery of said second blanket cylinder;

a counter pressure cylinder contacting said first blanket
cylinder, the support to be printed being interposed be-
tween said counter pressure cylinder and said first blanket
cylinder;

a plurality of first cut-out rollers, each of said cut-out rollers
carrying an offset ink contour plate, each of said ofTset ink
contour plates receiving one color of said multi-color ink
coating, each of said cut-out rollers further having an
inking unit coordinated thereto to supply said one color of
said multi-color ink coating to said offset ink contour plate
afflxed thereto, each of said plurality of cut-out rollers
being in contact with each of said ink receiving blankets
on said second blanket cylinder to impart said complete
multi-color ink coating to each of said ink receiving blan-
kets on said second blanket cylinder; and,

a first ink transfer cylinder contacting said forme cylinder,
and a second ink transfer cylinder contacting both said
first ink transfer cylinder and said second blanket cylinder,
said forme cylinder receiving a double inking formed as a
combination of partial ones of said complete multi-color
ink coatings ihat are imparted to successive ones of said
ink receiving blankets on said second blanket cylinder,
said pariial coatings being transferred in registry to said
forme cylinder from both said first ink transfer cylinder
and said second blanket cylinder, said forme cylinder
transferring said complete multi-color ink coating to said
first blanket cylinder.

4,479,432

THICK nLM PRINTING METHOD
Tatsuo Masaki, Tanashi; Toyoshi Nishimoto, Tokyo, and Kiyo-

shi Masui, Asaka, all of Japan, assignors to Toppan Printing
Co., Ltd., Japan

Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,914, May 15, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 405,722

Int a.3 B41F i/i6, 29/02
VJS. 0. 101—170 31 ciahn

4,479,431

COLLECT.PRINTING UNIT FOR SECURITY PRINTING
FOR USE IN A ROTARY PRINTING PRESS

^ Albrecht J. Germann, Wiirzburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-
signor to Koenig A Bauer Aktiengesellschaft Wiirzburg, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,396
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 1,

1981,3113055

Int a.3 B41F 7/08; B41L 17/12
VJS. a. 101—136 10 Galms

29 2^1*
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1. A collect

multi-color ink

printing unit for security printing a complete
coating on a support to be printed in offset

1. An intaglio ofTset thick film printing method comprising
the steps of:

providing first and second inuglio plates each having an ink
receptacle of greater than 10 microns in depth, the pattern
of each of said ink receptacles being of the same shape and
each corresponding to a predetermined pattern to be
printed, and said first and second intaglio plates being
arranged in predetermined relationships with respect to a
material to be printed;

providing a transfer cylinder for transferring ink from said

first and second intaglio plates to said transfer cylinder,

said transfer cylinder having a surface transfer layer of a
material selected from the group consisting of fluorine
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compounds and silicone compounds to impart separability
to the surface of said transfer cylinder, and a resilient layer
arranged beneath said transfer layer and having a rubber
hardness of less than 30* Shore A;

transferring ink from said first intaglio plate to said transfer
cylinder at a pressure of less than 10 kg/cm^ and at a
transferring velocity of less than 100 mm/sec to form a
first ink pattern in a first position on said transfer layer of
said transfer cylinder, said first ink pattern on said transfer
layer corresponding to said predetermined pattern of said
ink receptacle in said first intaglio plate;

printing said firat ink pattern formed on said transfer layer of
said transfer cylinder onto said material to be printed;

shifting the position of said transfer layer with respect to said
ink receptocles in said first and second intaglio plates
without altering the positional relationships between said
respective first and second intaglio plates and said material
to be printed; and

carrying out a superposition printing on said material to be
printed by repeating said transferring and printing steps
with said shifted transfer layer and with said second inta-
glio plate so that (i) ink from said second intaglio plate is

transferred to said transfer cylinder to form a second ink
pattern in a second position on said transfer layer of said
transfer cylinder, said second ink pattern on said transfer
layer corresponding to said first ink pattern and said sec-
ond position on said transfer layer being displaced from
said first position of said first ink pattern on said transfer
layer, and (ii) said second ink pattern is then printed onto
said material to be printed in superposition to said first ink
pattern printed on said material to be printed.

4^79,433
INK LEVEL CONTROL

John MacPhcc, Rowayton, and Peter Van Raalte, WUton, both
of Conn^ assignors to Baldwin-Gegenheimer Corporation,
Stamford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 898,92S, Mar. 21, 1978, abandoned.
This appUcation Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 142,665

Int. a.J B41F 31/02
MS.a 101-364 15 Claims

feed pulses spaced by the intervals of a predetermined
duration selected commensurate with the time period
needed to enable ink supplied during a preceding pulse to
register a change in the measured ink level signal and
enabling the flow of ink through said valve to the ink
fountain during said ink feed pulses;

means for detecting when an echo signal fails to be gener-
ated in response to an ultrasonic pulse directed at the ink
fountain and producing an echo loss signal indicative
thereof and applying said echo loss signal to effectively
inhibit the flow of ink through said valve to the ink foun-
tain.

4 479 434
INK FOUNTAIN, INCORPORATING INDIVIDUALLY

REGULATED METERING SEGMENTS, FOR A
PRINTING MACHINE

Michel Armelin, Londres, England, assignor to Societe anonyme
dite: Machines Chambon, Orleans, France

FUed Feb. 6, 1984, Ser. No. 577,486
Claims priority, appUcation France, Feb. 8, 1983, 83 01945

Int a.3 B41F 31/04: B41L 27/06
U.S. a 101-365 10 a,i^

«• mi-y-^^J" I
II I III, .../»[-, "\Z ^r». , - .•<w.ii

1. An apparatus for automatically controlling the level of ink
in an ink fountain used in a printing press by regulating the feed
of ink from a supply through a valve to the fountain compris-
ing

ultrasonic ink level sensing means remotely spaced from the
ink fountain for directing ultrasonic pulses at the ink foun-
tain to generate an echo signal representative of ultrasonic
returns from the surface of the ink;

means responsive to the echo signal for generating a mea-
sured ink level signal indicative of the operating level of
ink in the ink fountain;

means for producing an operating ink level reference signal
representative of a desired ink level in the fountain;

means for comparing the measured ink level signal with the
operating ink level reference signal to generate an ink feed
signal when the ink level in the fountain drops below the
operating level;

means repsonsive to the ink feed signal for generating ink

1. An ink fountain, incorporating individually regulated
metering segment, for a printing machine, comprising a vat
containing ink and delimited, on one side, by a horizontal
inking roller and, on the other side, by a transversely extending
body, as well as by two vertical, lateral cheeks, the body of the
ink fountain bearing, in the vicinity of the peripheral surface of
the inking roller, a series of metering segment aligned in paral-
lel to the inking roller, and of which the upper edges deter-
mine, with the peripheral surface of the inking roller, gaps of
widths adjustable as a function of the thickness of the film of
ink having to be formed on the inking roller, downstream of
each metering segment, and regulating pusher elements
mounted to slide in the body, and acting respectively, at their
ends, on the upper parts of the individual metering segments,
wherein each metering segment is fixed on a front face of a
common support block itself removably mounted on the body,
this block being pierced, in its upper part, with holes through
which extend the pusher elements acting on the segments and
adapted to be dismantled jointly with segments which it bears.
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4,479,435

DEVICE FOR FIXING BY SUCHON AN OFFSET
PRINTING PLATE OR LIKE PLATE IN PLANAR STATE
Hideo Takenchi, SUroi; Satom Horignchi, Tsnmgashima, and

Kcnichi Miznno, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Dai Nippon
Insatsn Kabnshiki Kaisha, Japan
Continnation of Ser. No. 310,774, Oct 13, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation JoL 21, 1983, Ser. No. 515^85
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 17, 1980, 55-145398;

Oct 17, 1980, 55-145399; Oct 18, 1980, 55-145920; Oct 28,
1980, 55-151022

Int a.) B41F 27/00
MS,a 101—382 MV 5 Claims

1. A device for measuring the area of a printing image or
pattern on a printing plate for an offset printing press, said

device comprising:

an inspection head having an optical measuring instrument
such as a sensor for detecting the darkness/lightness of the
printing image or pattern;

a guide means for guiding the inspection head over the
printing plate fixed to a table;

a first casing means, the interior of which is partitioned in a
grid-like manner and formed into a plurality of small

compartments having open front faces lying in a single

plane, said grid-like partition walls being formed inte-

grally with the first casing means by a casting process;

a second casing means surrounding a manifold;

a partition plate interposed between said first and second
casing means and between said first casing means and said

manifold, said partition plate thereby separating said first

casing means from both said second casing means and said

manifold;

said partition plate comprising a plurality of valve ports

communicating said manifold with said plurality of small

compartments within said first casing means;
an elastic valve plate disposed on said partition plate;

said elastic valve plate comprising a plurality of elastic

valves each formed from the material of said valve plate

and integral at one edge with said valve plate by m^ng
at least one cut in said valve plate to form said valve and
bending said valve at said point where said valve is inte-

gral with said plate;

said elastic valves, each disposed within one of said small

compartments in said first casing means;
said elastic valves, each having a member substantially dis-

posed over a valve port in the partition plate for closing a
valve port in the partition plate;

a punching plate having a great number of punching holes

and fixed to the first casing means so as to cover the open
front faces of the compartments, said punching plate form-
ing a part of the table;

a negative pressure source connected by way of the valve

ports to the respective compartments and operating to

apply suction to all valve plate parts, whereby the printing

plate can be fixed on the front side of the punching plate,

the valve ports of the compartments covered by the print-

ing plate being designed to be held in an opened state, and
the valve plate parts of the compartments not thus cov-
ered being designed to be automatically closed by the

suction;

a bottom positioning device, for positioning the lower edge

of the printing plate, provided at the lower part of the

punching plate;

a side positioning device, for positioning the sides of the

printing plate, provided in at least one lateral edge part of
the punching plate.

4,479,436

DEVICE FOR IGNITING SAFETY FUSE
Douglas G. WUson, 11 Edward St, Upper Femtree Gully, Vic,

3156, AustraUa

Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,151
Gaims priority, application Australia, Jan. 15, 1982, PF2298

Int C\? F42B 3/10
MS. a. 102—275.11 6 Gaims

1. A device for igniting an article, said device having a body
portion, a chamber block received in said body portion, said

chamber block being movable relative to said body portion,

said chamber block having a chamber for receiving an igniter,

and said device having an aperture for receiving an article

therein or adjacent to which an article can be located, said

chamber block being movable from one position in which an

igniter can be loaded into the chamber to a second position in

which an igniter loaded in said chamber can be fired, the

chamber and aperture being in communication when the cham-
ber block is in the second position, firing means for firing an
igniter loaded in said chamber to thereby ignite an article

received in said aperture, and retaining means for retaining an
article in the aperture, said retaining means comprising an

elongate jaw open at one end and provided with a cutting edge
so that an article can be forced into the jaw and the cutting

edge will cut into an article to retain an article.

4,479,437

EXPLOSIVE MINE
James M. Buick, Stockport England, assignor to Ferranti Un-

ited, Cheshire, England

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,061

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Dec 29, 1980,

8040893

Int G.^ F42B 22/20
MS. G. 102—411 52 Gaims

1. A marine mine arranged to have a buoyancy sute in

which the force of gravity and buoyancy act on the mine in a

vertical direction to move the mine through the water and

including control means operable to control guidance surfaces
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(*) ballast excavating chain including
(I) a chain part receiving the excavated ballast.

(b) a first conveyor means arranged to receive the excavated
ballast from the chain and to convey the excavated ballast

(c) a second conveyor means for conveying ballast to the
track section in the operating direction, the second con-
veyor means having

(1) an output end discharging the conveyed ballast in the
track section,

(d) a device for planing the sand layer, the planing device
leading said output end in the operating direction, and

(2) a third conveyor means for conveying sand to the track
section in the operating direction, the third conveyor
means having

(1) an output end discharging the conveyed sand in the

M79,438
SABOTEDSHOT

^*S"/l?!?'"^' Bethalto, ni, anignor to Olin Corporation.
Stanford, Conn.

FUcd Feb. 2, 1983, Scr. No. 463,233
Int a.3 F42B 7/02

UA a 102-454
5Chdm.

(2) the second and third conveyor means in their entirety
trailmg the chain part in the operating direction.

18. A method of improving a track bed comprising a layer of
ballast disposed on a subgrade by laying a protective layer of
sand between the subgrade and the ballast in a construction
section of the track, which comprises the foUowing steps:

(a) continuously moving a work vehicle bridging the track
section on and along the track in an operating direction,

(b) removmg the ballast teyer in the track section whUe the
work vehicle is continuously moved,

(c) separately conveying sand and ballast to the track sectionm the operating direction,

(d) laying the layer of sand on the subgrade and the layer of
ballast on the laid layer of sand by distributing the con-
veyed sand and ballast over the entire width of the track
bed by pivoting separate conveyor bands respectively
conveying the sand and ballast in said direction,

(e) planing the laid layer of sand before the ballast is distrib-
uted thereover, and

(0 compacting the layer of ballast.

I. A sphericity protective sabot for shot pellets of a single
shot size of at least 0.30" diameter, which sabot comprises

a first cylindrical wafer of low density material having hemi-
spherical dimples on upper and lower surfaces thereof,
each said dunples conforming to and adapted to receive
and surround the lower or upper portion, respectively, of
one of said shot pellets whereby to help maintain the
sphericity of said shot pellets when fired through a non-
nfled barrel; and

a second cylindrical wafer identical to said first wafer and
adapted to stack coaxially atop said first wafer, the dim-

\ pies on the lower surface of said second wafer being
adapted to be aligned with said dimples in the upper sur-
face of said first wafer whereby to define a spherical
cavity adapted to surround and protect said shot during
said finng. ^

4,479,439
MOBILE ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD FOR

IMPROVING A TRACK BED

Tf.?^**^'
^'•™*' "* Mmfred Bnmnliiger, Llnz, both of

Airtrta, anipion to Fnm Bahnb«uii«cUiicB-Iiidiu-
triegneUacfaaft iB.b.H, Vienna, Austria

Flkd Not. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,354
Ctalmg priority, appUcatioa Aoatria, Dm. 22, 1981, 5525/81

lat a.3 EOIB 27/10
VS. a 104-7 R

2, c,,^
1. A mobUe arrangement for continuously laying a sand

layer between a subgrade and baUast of a track bed b a con-
struction section of the track, which comprises a work vehicle
supported on undercarriages mounting the vehicle for mobUity
on the ti^k m an operating direction, the track section extend-

4479440
RAIL CLIP DRIVING APPARATUS

Martin A. Borr, Sheffield; Brian G. Conroy, and Manrice Spen-
cer, both of Worksop, aU of England, assignon to Pandrol
LiAuted, London, England

FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,425
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Not. 10. 1980

8036074; Mar. 6, 1981, 8107049; Jon. 9J[«ir8117M4
Int a.} EOIB 29/24

^ff>->V7^ 22 Claims
1. A rail chp fastenmg vehicle which is arranged to run on at

least one rail of a railway track and to drive e-shaped raU clips
into housings on either side of the rail in order to hold-down
the rail, each cUp having a first end which forms a centre leg
of the chp to be received by a respective housing and a second
end spaced from the first end and extending in an opposite
direction relative thereto, and the vehicle comprising:

an upright slideway mounted on the vehicle and constiiicted
to receive a stack of e-shaped rail cUps, with their centre
legs substantially horizontal, and having a clip-discharse
outlet at its lower end;

a guiding part arranged in the slideway to project between
the first and second ends of the clips of the stack and
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thereby guide the descent of the clips to the discharge
outlet;

*

and a clip driver movable through the discharge outlet to
drive the lowermost cUp of the stack into one of said
housings, the clip driver being shaped to engage with the

K

second end and with a curved arched portion of the clip
adjacent to the first end in order to drive the first end into
the housing, and withdrawal of the clip driver permitting
the next lowest clip of the stack to descend to the dis-
charge outlet.

4,479,441
STEPPED HEARTH INCINERATOR WITH POSITIVE

CLEAN-OUT OF AIR FEED-TUBES
John S. Somodi, Olmsted Falls, Ohio, aasigiior to Encrcon Sys-

tems, Incorporated, acTcland, Ohio
FUcd Mar. 13, 1984, Scr. No. 588,966

Int a? F23G 5/00
VS.a 110-257 18 Claim

1. In an incinerator having a combustion chamber for the
controlled combustion of waste, the improvement comprising,

(a) a floor of refractory material comprising plural descend-
ingly stepped hearths, and,

(b) clean-out means protectively shielded against deteriora-

tion due to the environment of said combustion chamber,
said clean-out means comprising,

(i) plural feed-tubes through which gas for supporting
combustion of said waste is injected into it, said tubes
being disposed longitudinally under the upper surface
of a hearth substantially coextensively therewith,

(ii) feed-stubs for conducting said gas to said feed-tubes,

said feed-stubs communicating at an angle relative to
said feed-tubes, and,

(iii) a clean-out piston slidably reciprocably disposed in a
feed-tube, said piston being drivingly connected to

(iv) a first actuating means for reciprocating said piston at

preselected intervals with a stroke having a length
sufficient to advance said piston into said waste so as to
clean out said feed-tube, remove debris plugging the
mouth of said feed-tube, provide a void in the waste for
distiibution of air, and, to retract said piston in said
feed-tube to a position anterior of said angle so as t«
permit flow of said gas to permeate said waste and
faciliute combustion thereof.

4,479,442
VENTURI BURNER NOZZLE FOR PULVERIZED COAL
Dttlcl C Itsc Worcester, and Craig A. Pcnterson, Sutton, both

of Mass., assignors to Riley Stoker Corporation, Worcester,
Mass.

Contianation of Scr. No. 333,910, Dec 23, 1981, abandoned.
niis application Feb. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 469,019

Int a^ F23K 5/00
VS. a. 110-261 9 Claim.

1. A burner for pulverized coal and other fuels comprising:
tubular nozzle means having an inlet for receiving a primary

flowing stream of coal/air mixture and an outlet end for

discharging said stream into a the combustion zone of a
fiimace for burning;

annular, venturi-like flow constrictor means in said nozzle
means coaxially disposed adjacent said outiet end, said

flow constrictor means having a divergent flow section

with a maximum diameter outlet adjacent said outlet end
of said nozzle means and a convergent flow section up-
stream thereof for more evenly distributing said pulver-
ized coal in the central portion of said stream;

flow spreader means mounted in coaxial alignment in said

divergent flow section for adjusuble axial movement in

said nozzle means, said spreader means having an imper-
forate conical wall surface with a maximum diameter,
open end adjacent said outlet, said imperforate wall sur-

face cooperating with wall surfaces of said divergent flow
section to form a diverging annular-shaped flow passage;

and

swirl vane means positioned in said passage between said

spreader means and surfaces of said divergent flow section

for imparting a swiriing action to stabilize the flow pattern

of said coal/air stream discharged into said combustion
zone, said stabilized discharge flow providing a high
temperature reducing zone adjacent said open end of said

flow spreader means drawing at least some combustion
products back toward said spreader means whereby vola-

tiles in said coal are driven ofT and burned in a reducing
atmosphere thereby reducing the formation of oxides of
nitrogen by said burner.
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4479443
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION OF STABLE COMPOUNDS

S FJA, TIbtarps gani, S.267 00 BJot, and UU Bjorklund,
HodUuraUsgataii 7, S.252 51 Helsingborg. both of Sweden

^
Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 359,665, Mar. 8, 1982

abandoned. This application May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383J26
Int a.i F23G S/00

U.S.a 110-346
37 curi^

r^^

combination of said inlet and outlet discs providing a
range of possible distribution rates, each distribution rate
depending upon the pressure internal to said distributer

a visual direct reading manometer vented to the atmosphere
and extendmg upwardly from the top of said container for
displaying the pressure interior thereto; and

means in each of said outlets for venting said outlets to the
ambient atmosphere, whereby said liquid is substantially
equally distributed via each of said outlets at a uniform
outlet pressure and rate.

1. A method for the thermal decomposition of hazardous
waste comprising the steps of:

introducing the hazardous waste into the input end of a
plasma generator;

producing a high temperature plasma in the plasma genera-
tor;

subjecting the hazardous waste to sufficient oxidizing agents
to permit the complete thermal decomposition of the
hazardous waste to stable products; and

controlling the temperature of the plasma and the How of the
hazardous waste so that the hazardous waste reaches a
sufTiaently high temperature for a sufficient period of
time to thermally decompose completely to stable final
products.

4479445
ADJUSTABLE EMBROIDERING TOOL

WiUiam H. Walker, Garden Qty, S.C, assignor to Elwood D.
Rexroat and Shirley J. Rexroat, both of Sanford, Fla.

FUed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,779
Int a.3 D05C 15/06

U.S. a 112-80
^5 Claims
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4,479444
MANOMETER APPARATUS AND SYSTEM TOR
DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUID FERTILIZERSHmy H. Takata, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Ag-Chem

Equipment Co., Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,160

\xA.Q\?M\C 23/02UAa 111-7
4 Claims

1. A distributor manifold for liquid and suspension fertilizers
comprising in combination,

a closed container;

inlet means receiving a fertilizer pumped from a supply tank
and including a replaceable liquid metering disc having an
aperture formed therethrough ofa first predetermined size
and shape for regulating the pressure at which said fertil-
izer IS supplied to said container;

a plurality of liquid outlets at the bottom of said container
each containing a replaceable liquid metering disc having
an aperture of a second predetermined size and shape, the

1. An embroidering tool comprising a pair of elongated
interfitting components that have a common axis and are rela-
tively rotatable about said axis, one of said components being a
unitary structure molded from plastic material and having
opposite ends, an interior wall which defines an elongated
coaxially arranged cylindrical cavity that opens to the exterior
of said one component at one of said opposite ends, and an end
opening that communicates with the cylindrical cavity and is
coaxial therewith at the other of said opposite ends, the other
of said interfitting components being arranged so that it ex-
tends through said cylindrical cavity and has an elongated
tubular needle which extends through said end opening and
has a proximal end that is located in the interior of said one of
said mterfitting components, a distal end that is located at the
exterior of said one of said interfitting components, and a
passage extending through the needle and communicating with
the exterior thereof at each of the proximal and distal ends
thereof, and an elongated member that is molded from plastic
material and has opposite end portions which include one end
portion that is located exterioriy of said one of said interfitting
components at said one of said opposite ends thereof, and
another end portion that is located in the interior of said one of
said interfitting components at the other of said opposite ends,
and an exterior cylindrical wall that extends between said
opposite end portions, said proximal end being encased in the
plastic materia! of the other end portion of said elongated
member, said member having a passage which extends axially
along said common axis and communicates with the needle
passage at the proximal end thereof and with the exterior of
said other of said interfitting components through said one end
portion of said elongated member, said exterior cylindrical
wall having a screw thread, said interior wall having a protu-
berance that is engaged by said screw thread, and said screw
thread and protuberance being so adapted and arranged that
such relative rotation of said interfitting components causes
relative movement of said interfitting components along said
axis.
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4,479,446

SEWING MACHINE SYSTEM HAVING AUTOMATIC
IDENTinCATION AND PROCESSING OF MOUNTED

WORK
Herbert Johnson; Richard M. Elliott, both of Beverly; Donald F.

Herdeg, So. HamUton, and Alan M. Peck, Beverly, all of
Mass^ assignors to USM Corporation, Farmington, Conn.

FUed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,298

Int a.^ D05B 21/00
\i&,a 112—121.12 102 Claims

99. A system for automatically sewing one or more prede-
fined stitch patterns on a plurality of workpieces wherein the
plurality of workpieces are arranged into one or more groups
according to which of the predefined stitch patterns are to be
sewn thereon and each group is given a separate identification

that can be automatically sensed, the identification appearing
in association with at least one workpiece holder for holding a
workpiece belonging to the group, said system comprising:
means for automatically sensing the identification appearing

in association with each workpiece holder so as to thereby

identify the group to which the workpiece being held

therein belongs;

means for accessing an assigned stitch pattern in response to

the sensing of the identification appearing in association

with each workpiece holder; and
means for automatically sewing the assigned stitch pattern

on the workpiece.

4,479,447

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEWING ON A
TUBULAR WORKPIECE EDGE

Giinter H. Rohr, Henuningen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Union Special GmbH, Stuttgart Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,332

Chdms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 26,

1981, 3125125

Int a^ D05B 35/02
U.S. a. 112—141 12 Claims

1. In combination with an automatic sewing machine having
a presser mechanism including a presser foot, a device for

folding back the marginal edge of a tubular workpiece, stitch

forming means adapted to operate on the folded edge of the

workpiece, mechanism for supporting and linearly feeding the

workpiece edge to the stitch forming means, work engagable
guide means cooperative with the support and feeding mecha-
nism to position the workpiece edge, and a control device for

said automatic sewing machine, said control device compris-
ing:

an array of sensor means including a first sensor means being

disposed in advance of the stitch forming means in the

direction of sewing and laterally spaced therefrom in a

position corresponding substantially to the nominal posi-

tion of an unfolded workpiece edge, a second sensor

means being laterally disposed relative to said stitch form-

ing means in a position corresponding substantially to the

nominal position of a folded workpiece edge, a third

sensor means disposed between said first and second sen-

sor means for detecting the transition of the workpiece
edge between unfolded and folded positions and for di-

recting the effectiveness of said first and second sensor

means in response thereto; and

means responsive to said array of sensor means for control-

ling said work engagable guide means and sewing ma-
chine operation.

4,479,448

NEEDLE POSITIONING ARRANGEMENT IN AN
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED HOUSEHOLD

SEWING MACHINE
Gary D. Jones, Short HUls; Leoiiard I. Horey, West Orange;
Marvin Kurland, East Brunswick, and Brace E. Arnold, Qin>
ton, aU of Nril., assignors to The Singer Company, Stamford,

Conn.

FUed Nov. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 550,165

Int a.3 D05B 69/22

U.S. CL 112—275
'

3 Claims
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1. In an electronically controlled sewing machine having

stitch forming instrumentalities positionally controlled over a

predetermined range between stitches to produce a pattern of

feed and bight controlled stitches; means for storing pattern

stitch information in an ordered sequence corresponding to the

sequence of stitches within the pattern; means for generating

timing pulses in timed relation with the operation of said sew-

ing machine; means responsive to said timing pulses for ex-

tracting said pattern stitch information from said storing

means; actuating means responsive to said extracted pattern

stitch information for influencing the feed and bight motions of

said stitch forming instrumentalities to produce a pattern of

stitches corresponding to said extracted pattern stitch informa-
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tion; a motor for driving said sewing machine to produce
endwise reciprocation of the sewing machine needle and feed
motion for the sewing machine feed mechanism; an operator
actuable controller for providing a signal corresponding to an
operator desired motor speed; and motor control means re-
sponsive to said signal for controlling the operation of said
motor; an arrangement cooperating with said motor control
means for controlling said motor to position the sewing ma-
chine needle at a predetermined position within its range of
reciprocatory movement comprising:

means responsive to the initiation of a signal from said con-
troller for causing said motor to run at a first speed;

a timer;

means responsive to said signal initiation for actuating said
timer;

means responsive to termination of said signal when the
timed interval is greater than a predetermined time for
stopping the motor;

means responsive to termination of said signal when the
timed interval is less than said predetermined time for
maintaining running of the motor at said first speed until a
timing pulse is sensed and then stopping the motor; and

means responsive to the timed interval being greater than a
second predetermined time in the absence of a timing
pulse for stopping the motor.

4,479,450

FLOATING DOCK
Thorsten Lundberg, Gotbenbnrg, Sweden, assignor to Gota-

verken Arendal AB, Sweden
Continuation of Ser. No. 309,474, Oct 7, 1981, abudoned. This

appUcation Sep. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 528,662
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct 13, 1980, 8007162

lat a.3 B63C 1/06
UAa 114-46 7C|,^

\L

11 . ^ U
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4,479449
DIFFERENTUL FEED TYPE SEWING MACHINE

R^ean Raiche, 628-43rd Ave., La SaUe, Canada H8P 3B7
Filed Apr. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 484,912

Int a.3 D05B 35/08
UA a 112-312 7 ctai,^

1. A fioatmg dock of the type comprising a bottom and two
parallel side walls, said doclc being subdivided transversely
into a middle pontoon and two end pontoons, which all are
provided with individually operable ballast tanks and are re-
movably attachable to each other, said end pontoons being
dimensioned to lift said middle pontoon fully out of the water,
and the latter being so dimensioned that it can lift said end
pontoons fully out of the water, said middle pontoon and said
end pontoons, at juxtaposed end faces of said side walls to be
turned towards each other being provided with axially di-
rected, mating male and female coupling members, integral
with said side walls and located vertically so as to permit an
interengagement of said juxtaposed end faces of the pontoons
in two different height positions, and releasable means for
receiving said pontoons in either of said different height posi-
tions, said juxtaposed end faces of said walls each including a
channel formed space, said spaces, when fitted together, form-
ing a watertight cofferdam within which said releasable means
are fully accessible in a dry state.

4,479,451
SAIL WITH AIR ENVELOPE AND CONTOUR SHAPING

PARTS
Friedrich Lucht Parlanent 2251 PeUworm, Fed, Rep. of Ger-
nany

Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,057
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 16,

1981, 3149838

Int a.3 B63H 9/04
UA a. 114-104 22aaims

1. A sewing machine of the differential feed type, compris-
ing at least one sewing needle; a throat plate having a top face
and a forward edge and defining one needle opening underly-
ing said needle, a first slot in the throat plate extending in a
sewing direction forwardly and laterally outward of said nee-
dle opening, a second slot in the throat plate extending in the
sewing direction rearwardly of and in alignment with said
needle opening, and a groove in the throat plate opening at said
top face and having a bottom face, said groove extending
stnpwise from said forward edge towards said needle opening
and in alignment with the latter in the sewing direction; gather-
ing dogs and feeding dogs reciprocatively displaceable in the
sewing direction and including a forward claw and a rearward
claw, respectively, with the forward claw movable faster than
the rearward claw, and both upwardly projecting through said
first and second slots respectively, said groove defining a path
for a band fed to said sewing needle, said forward claw being
laterally outward of said path, said forward claw gripping one
fabric material and moving it at a higher speed on the throat
plate relative to said band and to another fabric material over-
lying said one fabric material, both fabric materials and said
band being sewn together by said sewing needle with said one
fabric material in gathered condition and both said fabric mate-
rials and said band being moved by said rearward claw.

1. A sail for support on at least one of an unstayed mast and
a stoy comprising, a tubular air envelope portion at a front of
the sail for running on said mast or said stay, a plurality of
telescoping contour sleeves disposed in said tubular portion for
disposition around said mast or said stay when said tubular
portion is run on said mast or said stay, each of said contour
sleeves having a perforated baseplate, a flexible tension mem-
ber passing through one of said perforations in each said base-
plate and having means for connection to each of said base-
plates to hold said sleeves in a predetermined telescopically
extended position on said mast or said stay when said sail is run
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on said mast or said stay, and a sail mouth opening in said
tubular portion.

4,479,452

ANCHOR HANDLING AND STORAGE DEVICE
Thomas Y. Await Jr., Pensacola, Fla., assignor to Deep Se?en

Co., Pensacola, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 216,063, Dec. 12, 1980,
abandoned. This application Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,284

Int a? B63B 21/22
MS. a 114-210 9 Qaims

neling member whereby external rotational force may be
applied to the channeling member and transmitted

through the channeling member to the anchor flukes.

CHMN ROOE

4,479,453

ROLLER FAIR-SHEET FOR BOAT SAILS
MANENVERING

Luciano Bonassi, Via FiUppo Reina 33, 21047 Saroano (Varese),
Italy

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,267
Qaiffls priority, application Italy, Oct. IS, 1981, 24502 A/81

Int a.3 B63B 21/04
UA a 114-218 6 Qaims

1. A handling and stowage device for a swivel fluke-type
anchor having a shank and generally planar flukes for folding
and storing the anchor generally vertically and parallel-planar
to the side of a vessel having generally vertical or upwardly
receding sides comprising in combination

(a) an anchor shank receiving boom having a first axis of
rotation permitting the boom to assume an inclined posi-
tion and a generally vertical position for receiving, hold-
ing and releasing the shank of the anchor;

(b) means for universally mounting the boom;
(c) rotatable boom support means for the boom mounting
means comprising an elongated open frame;

(d) attachment means whereby the rotatable boom support
means can be secured on the side of the vessel in such a
manner that when the frame is in at least one position an
unfolded anchor with its shank in the shank receiving
boom will clear the side of the vessel;

(e) a rotatable anchor fluke-receiving, folding, holding and
releasing channeling member having a second axis of
rotation substantially parallel to the first axis of rotation

permitting movement of the channeling member in an arc
generally from the side of the vessel to a position whereby
while the shank of the anchor is along the boom in an
inclined position the flukes of the anchor being held in

juxtaposition with (e) by (a) can be received from their

natural position with tips extending away from the shank
into the channeling member, folded toward a position

generally coplanar with the shank by first control forces

exerted through said channeling member against a distal

portion of said flukes in a direction generally towards the

shank, and while applying the forces by moving around
said second axis of rotation, drawing both shank and
flukes generally parallel planar and in close proximity to

the side of the vessel, said flukes being held in said copla-

nar position and released from said coplanar position by
application of second control forces opposite to said first

control forces;

(0 mounting means for the rotatable channeling member;
and

(g) control force receiving and transfer means for the chan-

1. Roller fair-sheet for boat sails maneuvering, characterized
by a mounting which, in one piece, forms a sliding block suit-

able for running on a rail and a stirrup whose two arms are
constituted of two plane, vertical walls upwardly directed; a
mobile frame, articulated by means of a pin to said mounting,
also having two plane vertical sides which are fastened inter-

nally to said stirrup arms; at least three transversal rollers

which can rotate around pins placed between said walls and
arranged in such a way as to offer to a passing sheet a small

curvature support arc, so that the sheet, which comes gener-

ally downward with a certain slant, entering a first one of said

rollers, causes a rotation of the mobile frame around said artic-

ulation pin, thus permitting the sheet itself to lay in any case on
all the transversal rollers in order to get a more uniform distri-

bution of the stresses developed by said sheet.

4479 454
MULTI-POSITION MOORING LINE APPARATUS

Donald D. Scbepel, 2503 Lakepoint La., Qearwater, Fla. 33520
FUed Jun. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,820

Int a.J B63B 21/54. 21/04
U.S. a 114—230 3 Qaims

1. A device of the type designed to releasably hold a moor-
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ing lue so that said line can be readUy grasped by a boatsman
as a boat approaches its docking location, comprising,

an elongate flexible rod member having a proximal end and
a distal end,

a hemispherical base member having a vertical axis of sym-
metry,

said base member having a convex upper surface,
said base member having a flat, circular bottom surface, a

pluraUty of bore means formed in said base member, each
of said bore means adpated to slidingly receive the proxi-
mal end of said rod member,

a first bore means formed in said base member substantially
orthogonal to said vertical axis of symmetry and disposed
in proximity to said flat bottom surface,

a second bore means formed in said base member, said sec-
ond bore means being angularly disposed to said vertical
axis of symmetry at an angle less than ninety degrees and
being circumferentially spaced from said first bore means
and being spaced more remote from said flat bottom sur-
face relative to said first bore means,

a plurality of successive bore means formed in said base
member, each successive bore means being angularly
disposed relative to said vertical axis of symmetiy at an
angle less than the preceding bore means and being in-
creasingly remote from said bottom surface of said base
member so that a helical pattern ofbore means is observed
when the base member is seen in plan view,

a mooring line having a free, looped end,
a cleat member fixedly secured to the distal free end of said

rod member, and
said cleat member adapted to releasably grasp the free,

looped end of said mooring line.

4,479,455
PROCESS GAS UNTRODUCnON AND CHANNELING

SYSTEM TO PRODUCE A PROFILED
SEMICONDUCTOR LAYER

JtMchin Doehler, Union Lake; Kcyin R. Hoftaian, Sterling
Hdgbts; Timothy D. Laaman, Ahnont; Gary M. DiDio,
Drayton Plains, and Therese McDonough, Detroit, all of
Mlch^ aasignon to Energy CouTersion De?ices, Inc., Troy,

PUed Mar. 14, 1983, Scr. No. 475,289
Int a.3 C23C 13/10

UA a 118-718 JO Oaims

g\'>y SSS'-Si^^S'sS^SN>,^SI , IV.V.A....U.....VVV.

1. In vacuum deposition apparatus adapted to deposit semi-
conductor layers, said apparatus including at least one dedi-
cated deposition chamber through which substrate material is
adapted to continuously travel; a source of process gases in-
cluding at least one precursor noncrystalline semiconductor
material; means for introducing said process gases into each of
said at least one deposition chamber; and means for decompos-
ing the process gases in a decomposition region formed be-
tween said substrate material and said decomposing means
whereby a noncrystalline semiconductor layer is continuously

deposited onto said substrate material; the improvement com-
prising, in combination;

channeling means for directing the process gases introduced
mto each of the at least one deposition chamber to pass
through the decomposition region thereof in a direction
substantially paraUel to the direction of travel of the sub-
strate material;

a source of precursor profiling gas; and
means for introducing said dopant profiling gas into the
decomposition region of the deposition chamber in a
direction of flow opposite the direction of flow of the
process gases therethrough, whereby the profiling gas is
adapted to diffuse through at least a portion of the decom-
position region for depositing a profiled noncrystalline
semiconductor layer, said semiconductor layer being
substantially uniform across the width of the substrate
material.

4,479 456
ANIMAL ACTUATED FEED AND WATER DISPENSING

APPARATUS
Lonny D. Schweiger, Rte. 1, Box 93A, Fairmont, Minn. 56031

Continuation of Ser. No. 298,274, Aug. 31, 1981, Pat No.
4,377,130. This appUcation Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448J55

Int. a? AOIK 5/00. 7/06
U.S. a. 119-51

J

,3 cud^

1. Animal feeding apparatus comprising, in combination;
a horizontal bunk, for receiving feed and water, disposed on

a level surface for access by stock to be fed;

hopper means, including a generally sidewise opening, elon-
gated feed conveying slot adjacent the bottom, and being
disposed over said bunk so that feed, passing through said
slot, is distributed into said bunk;

feed dispensing means, disposed in the slot in said hopper
means, including elongated feed agitating and dispensing
portions moveable through said feed conveying slot be-
tween positions inside and outside of said feed conveying
slot and said hopper means;

actuating means operably connected to said feed dispensing
means and including an operator arm extending down-
wardly into said bunk for operative engagement by the
head of an animal; and

liquid dispensing means disposed on said hopper means
adjacent said feed dispensing means
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4,479,457

PROTECTIVE ELBOW PAD FOR DOGS AND METHOD
Frank J. Rotolo, 619 N. Erin Blvd., Tucson, Ariz. 85711

FUed Oct. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 435,985

Int a.3 AOIK 29/00: A61F 13/00

means for selectively heating said cells to convert the water

flowing through said tubes to steam, a portion of the tubes of

one of the panels forming each cell extending in a horizontal

position to form an air distribution grid.

U.S. a. 119—143 llGairas

1. A reactor comprising a cylindrical vessel, plurality of

vertical panels disposed in said vessel and constructed and

arranged so as to form three combustion cells, with three of

said panels forming common walls between adjacent cells, at

least a portion of said panels being formed by water tubes, and

4,479,459

SEQUENCING BLOW DOWN VALVE MECHANISM
Jack R. Piper, Mount Prospect lU., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Jnl. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,685

Int a.3 F22B 37/48: F28G 9/00: n6K 31/04

MS. a. 122—379 8 Clains

1. A canine elbow protector pad for covering a calloused

elbow of a foreleg of a canine comprising,

a closed loop of soft pliable material having an upper open-

ing and a lower opening, and an elbow accomodating

enlargement in one side adjacent the upper opening,

said lower opening being of a size less than the elbow so that

the pad cannot pass upwardly above the elbow, and said

upper opening being of a size to loosely encircle the por-

tion of a canine foreleg above the elbow, and a length of

elastic material, one end ofwhich is attached adjacent said

upper opening of said elbow protector pad, extending

over the back of the canine, to hold said pad in place

adjacent the elbow, the opposite end of said length of

elastic material being fastened to the side of the canine

opposite said foreleg.

4,479,458

HEXAGONAL PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED
REACTOR

Stephen J. Goldich, Pahnerton, Pa.; Archibald Robertson,

Whitehouse Station, and Walter Wolowodiuk, Chatham

Township, Morris Connty, both of NJ., assignors to Foster

Wheeler Energy Corporation, Livingston, NJ.
FUed Oct 3, 1983, Ser. No. 538,596

Int a.3 F22B 1/02

U.S. Q. 122-4 D 18 Claims

1. A blow down apparatus for a commercial steam boiler

equipped with an equalizing network comprising a steam pipe

from the boiler to the network, a network intermediate line, a

network return line from the network to the boiler, and a blow

down line from a junction between the network intermediate

line and the network return line, the invention comprising a

unitary sequencing valve at said junction, means for sequenc-

ing said valve from a normal operative position enabling com-

munication between said network line and said return line

disabling flow from the network to the blow down line, to

respective blow down positions placing said blow down line in

open communication with the respective network lines in a

sequence, said valve comprising a member having a passage

therein, and in which said sequencing means comprises means

for rotating positioning said valve member to said respective

positions, and for returning said valve member to the normal

position to terminate said sequence in which said valve mem-
ber comprises a ball having a T-shaped passage therein, and in

which said valve ball is affixed to a rotatable shaft normal to

said passages, and in which there is means for rotating said

shaft and limiting said motion to unidirectional respective 90*

rotative cycles to position the passages of said ball in communi-

cation with respective combinations of said lines at the respec-

tive positions, means for limiting the rotation of said shaft to

one direction and for stopping the roution of said ball at said

positions, and an enclosing housing for said valve, said housing

having O rings circumscribing opposite ones of said lines, said

rings bearing against said ball to journal said ball for rotation,

said rings being cooperative with said ball and said housing for
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IStX!;!^.''
-"-^ »" l-^i" .gain.. in«iv.m„.

4479460
PRJKSURE-VACUUM COOLING SYSTEM FORINTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE UTILIZING

RESERVOIR

^"tSio'
^*"*''^ "°'°"" ^" '"*"" ^^*' ^^'^ "*•

Q)iitinMtion.ln.|«rt of Ser. No. 256^44, Apr. 23, 1981,

5r?£?*i "** ' coiitiniuittoii.ta-|»Ml of Ser. No. 304,832, Sep
23, 1981, Pit No. 4,4144>26. This appUcation Not. 22. iw2.S*

No. 443,601

.,„ _ iBt a.3 poip ;;/;*
U.S.a 123-41J7 „ Claims

a sleeve member having a longitudinal slot therethrough and
constructed to be biased to a first radial position and
resihently movable to a second radially larger position-
and

'

knL;?
pressure-vacuum cooling system for an internal com-

bustion engine equipped with a radiator, wherein the cooling
system « semi-hermetically sealed and may have on occasion a

fnffo^n
^^^*" atmospheric pressure, and wherein a connec-

h n°Ik "'tT'^'P*^ '**^"" '^^ «"»"« «nd the radiatcTr.
through which connector, liquid coolant flows when the en-gme IS operating, said system including conduit means attachedo the connector and to a storage tank for coolant, said storage

^«^r'!?^
"isulation means such that its contents are shieldedfrom he heat of the engine and/or ambient heat, said insulationmeans nvolving double sidewalls. with the space between s^d

,o 5n^
evacuated conduit means forming a path for coolant

hand ,°;°^T? '^''''*" '^'^ "**'*'°' *"d engine on the one
hand, and said storage tank on the other, a Removable cap

Z^LaJ'^J^'^^:!'^' ?*"'" additional liquid, when needed
to be added to said cooling system, said cap having therein aone way valve set to open in the pressure range of N^tween iSand 20 pounds per square inch when the engine is operatingand the coolant has been heated thereby. sSd cap when in

fcrf''"';''^ "'•'^""^'",8 ">" ^'^'"'^^'°" °f «"y atmospheric

oiLraion'^H r; T"!! "^'"f
'^' ""«^"^ "^^ thereafter ^ased

operation and the liquid coolant has cooled, such that a pres-
sure below ambient may be maintained in the system.

4,479461^^
^^^SSS,

'HAMPER FOR VALVE ASSEMBLIES OF
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Mario J. FeUce, Dearborn Heights, and Walter T. Mayers, West

S!!*^ '';«?' °'^***' "**8nors to Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Mich., by said Mario J. FeUce

FUed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,501

„c ^ Int. a.3 FOIL 7/00
U.S. a 123-90.65

,g CIjj^j
10. A valve assembly for an internal combustion engine, saidvalve assembly characterized by:
a valve member including;

a valve head seated about a port through a housing-
a valve stem extending from said head; and
a coil spring seat axially fixed to said valve stem

a coil spnng comprising helical coils interposed between
said housing and said coil spring seat about said stem to
bias said valve member to a first position-

means for moving said valve member to a 'second position
against the bias of said coil spring;

said sleeve member, when in said second radially larger
position, being sized to receive a plurality of coils of said
coil spring and biased to said first position of frictionally
abut the radially outer portion of said coils, a remaining
plurality of said coils not being engaged by said sleeve
when said coil spring is in said first position, such that,
when said engaged coils axially move, said sleeve friction-
ally slides against said coils to damp the motion of said
spnng.

4,479,462

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,479,463

ENGINE SUMP
Uurence D. Curley, Huntingdon; David A. Whitehead, Stan-

ford, and Rodney A. Bedborough, Westwood, all of England,
assignors to Perkins Engine Group Limited. London. England

Filed Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 467,420

fi-,SSIf
""'*'**''• PP""**^" United Kingdom, Feb. 25, 1982,

Int a.3 POIM I/I2
U.S. a 123-195 C 5ci^„,

1. An engine sump having an oil well with an upright side
wall having an oil suction passage completely integrally cast
thereon so as to extend vertically between a lower opening of
the passage that communicates with the sump at its lower end
adjacent the side wall and an upper opening of the passage
facing towards a crankcase at a top end of the sump adjacent
the side wall, thereby to communicate with a passage in said
crankcase leading to an oil pump.
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4^79*464
AIR-TO-FUEL RATIO CORRECIING ARRANGEMENT
IN A FUEL SUPPLY CONTROL SYSTEM HAVING A

FEEDBACK LOOP
Toshio Kondo, Aqjo; Hideaki Norioatsa; Mitsno Nakaraora.

both of Kariya; Akira Masoda. Aichi. and Sigenori Kitazina,

Kariya. all of Japan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.,

Kariya and Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota,

both of, Japan

Continoation of Ser. No. 742,914, Not. 17, 1976, abandoned.

This appUcation Sep. 7, 1978, Ser. No. 940.388

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 24, 1975, 50-140948

Int a.3 F02B 33/00
U.S. a. 123—489 9 Oaims
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1. An air-to-fiiel ratio feedback control system for internal

combustion engines comprising:

an air-to-fuel ratio detector positioned in an exhaust pipe of
an internal combustion engine and responsive to an ex-

haust gas component to provide a detection signal indica-

tive of the air-to-fuel ratio of an air-fuel mixture supplied

to said engine;

feedback means including a capacitor for performing an

integrating operation, said feedback means producing a

feedback signal changing in response to change in said

detection signal;

condition detector means, coupled to said engine, for gener-

ating a condition signal when said engine is in accelerating

and decelerating conditions;

correction control means electrically connected between
said ratio detector and said feedback means and respon-

sive to said condition signal for interrupting the connec-
tion between the detector and said feedback means
thereby causing to be maintained on said capacitor a feed-

back signal having a value occurring just before the gener-

ation of said condition signal; and

mixture supply means, continously connected to said feed-

back means to receive said feedback signal, for supplying

said engine with an air-fuel mixture having a pre-estab-

Ushed air-to-fuel ratio which is corrected in response to

said feedback signal, the correction of the air-to-fuel ratio

remaining at a constant value determined by the main-

tained feedback signal, irrespective of changes in said

detection signal, while said engine remains in said acceler-

ating and decelerating conditions.

4,479.465

FUEL-MEASURING FLOW SYSTEM FOR DIESEL
ENGINES

Robert E. Flynn. 953 No. Greer Ave.. Corina, CaUf. 91724
Filed May 2. 1983, Ser. No. 490,456

Int a.) F02M 37/00

VS. a. 123—514 5 Claims

1. A fuel-measuring flow s^tem for diesel engines, compris-

ing:

a fuel tank for storing fuel therein having a fuel outlet and an

inlet vent said fuel outlet being interconnected to said

engine by a fuel line;

a fuel-injector-pump means mounted in said fuel line to

pump fuel from said fuel tank when said engine is nmning;

a relay-valve means mounted in said fuel line and interposed

between said tank and said pump means, said relay-valve

means including a discharge orifice, an inlet, and a con-

trolled outlet vent said outlet vent being connected to

said tank;

said relay-valve means defining a chamber interposed be-

tween said inlet and said discharge orifice to receive un-

burned fuel therein as said engine is running; and
said relay-valve means including a first float-valve means

adapted to control a first discharge orifice, and a second

float-valve means adapted to control a second discharge

orifice;

said first and second float-valve means being mounted to a

central baffle wall which defines a first chamber section

and a second chamber section, and each of said noat-valve

means being positioned within respective chamber sec-

tions, whereby fuel can flow continuously from at least

one chamber section, regardless of the angular displace-

ment of said chamber while said engine is running;

j^I^TLJ^),-,:

a flow-metering means defined by a transducer having a

flow-restrictive orifice to establish a given amount of

continuous flow therethrough, said flow-metering means

including a met^r-recording means to record all fuel as it

leaves said tank;

a manifold having a mixing chamber wherein said transducer

is connected upstream thereof, whereby fuel passes from

said flow-restrictive orifice into said mixing chamber

under vacuum, and wherein said discharge orifice of said

relay valve is arranged to communicate with said mixing

chamber downstream of said flow-restrictive orifice; and

a fuel-return line adapted to be connected to said pump
means and said relay-valve means for feeding unbumed
fuel in a controlled manner into said manifold downstream

of said transducer whereby only fuel from said tank is

metered.

4479466
NATURAL GAS AND AIR MIXING DEVICE

Donald O. (rreenway. and Frank J. Davis, both of 6275 Georgia

Hwy. 85. Ri?erdale. Ga. 30274

FUed Not. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 554^62
Int a.J P02M 21/04

VJS. a. 123—527 35 Claims

1. A natural gas and air mixing device for allowing the

introduction of a combustible mixture of natural gas and air

into a conventional internal combustion engine carburetor,

comprising:

rim means for positioning over substantially the entire air

intake of a conventional internal combustion engine car-

buretor and defining an interior volume of mixing the gas

and air,

said rim means including a plurality of air passageways for

introducing air from a conventional air cleaner into said

interior volume;

an upper plate member rigidly secured to said rim means and

including a plurality of gas-dispersing apertures positioned

over said interior volume; and
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hollow gas plenum means positioned on said plate member 4 479 4«g

orr^Z^ST""^"^*
*'^""'' ^°' '~''"'"« " *"PP'y AUTOMOTIVE OIL FILTER PRECHARGINGui luiunu gas. ARRANGEMENT

^°WMT^'
^"""^ ^'•' ^" ^*^^ ^^«' Petersburg, W. Va.

Division of Ser. No. 400,753, Jul. 22, 1982, Pat No. 4,433,656.
This appUcation Dec. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 559,880

Int a.J POIM 7/00
U.S. a. 123-196 S 2aaims

whereby natural gas introduced into said plenum is dispersed
downwardly into said interior volume through said gas-
dispersing apenures and mixes with air entering said inte-
nor volume through said air passageways to form a com-
bustible mixture.

4<479467
MULTIPLE SPARK CD IGNITION SYSTEM

ThomM W. BuTowi, West AlUs, and David T. avO. Menomi*
oee Falto, both of Wifc, atrignon to Outboard Marine Corpo-
ntioii, Waokegu, III.

FUcd Dec 20, 1982, Ser. No. 450,902

.,- ^ Int a.3 F02P i/(W
U-S. CL 123-606 320Mim

1. In an mtemal combustion engine having a lubrication
system mcludmg oil passages in the engine block, and filter
mountmg means on the block for an oil filter in the flow of the
oil, the improvement ofan oU precharging means for said filter
comprising:

an externally accessible port in said engine block located
proxunate to said filter mounting means and in fluid com-
munication with an oil passage leads to said filter through
said mounting means, said port allowing manual introduc-
tion of oil into an empty, newly installed filter, before said
engine is started, to minimize wear of said engine- and

closure means for closing said port after the fUter has been
charged with oil.

, emauT

4479469
INTERNAL COMBUSHON ENGINE

Yrairu Namba; Kenichi Aoyagi, and Hiroshi Yokoyama, aU of
Hamamatsu, Japan, assignors to Suzuki Jidosha Kosyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,112
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 29, 1980, 55-135608:

Nov. 8, 1980, 55-157320

Int CI.3 P02M 35/10UAa 123-308 7ci.i^

1. A multiple spark circuit adapted for use with a CD igni-
tion system adapted for connection to a capacitor charge cir-
cuit and mcluding a charge capacitor, an ignition coil including
a primary winding, and an ignition timing circuit including a
tunmg switch for aUowing selective discharge of the charge
capKHtor through the primary winding to produce an ignition
spark, said multiple spark circuit comprising a charge reservoir
capacitor adapted for connection to the capacitor charge cir-
cuit restrike circuit means, subject to the timing switch, and to
the voluge and discharge current of the charge capacitor, for
•llowmg repeated charging and discharging of the charge
cap«ator to produce multiple ignition sparks at each ignition
timing pomt and charge interrupt circuit means, subject to said
ratnke circuit means, for aUowing repeated charging of the
charge capacitor by said charge reservoir capacitor at each
igution timing point

1. An internal combustion engine comprising:
A. a combustion chamber defined by a cylinder, a piston,
and a cylinder head; and

B. a carburetor constituting means for mixing fuel with air
and supplying the resultant air-fuel mixtiire to the combus-
tion chamber via a main suction path; said carburetor
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having a main barrel comprising a venturi and a main
barrel throttle valve and a secondary barrel comprising a

secondary venturi and a secondary throttie valve; and
C. a sub-suction path provided separately from said main

suction path for injecting a gas into the combustion cham-
ber during the suction stroke of the piston thereby to

generate a swirl in the suction gases in the combustion
chamber thereby improving their rate of combustion;

wherein the outlet end of the sub-suction path is into the

main suction path at a point direcUy upstream of the

suction valve;

wherein the amount of air supplied to said combustion cham-
ber via said sub-suction path is from 10 to 40% of the total

amount of air supplied to said combustion chamber;

wherein the area of the sub-suction path at its open end is 0.2

to 3.0% of the area of the main suction path;

wherein the internal diameter of the outlet end of said sub-

suction path is l.S to 2.5 mm.

4,479,470

INTAKE PASSAGE STRUCTURE FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Toknzi Ishida, Hamamatso, Japan, assignor to Sozoki Jidosha

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Kami, Jqnn
FUed Jul. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,693

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 11, 1981, 56-124653

Int a.3 F02M 35/10, 13/04

U.S. CI. 123—308 3 Claims
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1. An intake passage structure for an internal combustion

engine, comprising:

a two-barrel carburetor having a float chamber;

a cylinder head having combustion chambers therein;

an intake manifold coupled with said two-barreled carbure-

tor;

a block interposed between said intake manifold and said

cylinder head, said block having a first surface thereon

which is positioned in opposed abutting engagement with

a second surface on said cylinder head;

primary air-fuel mixture passage means extending from said

carburetor through said intake manifold, said block and
said cylinder head for supplying an air-fuel mixture to said

combustion chambers when said internal combustion

engine operates in a full range of loads including relatively

low loads, said primary passage means including a com-
mon primary passage extending from said carburetor

through said intake manifold and thence through said

block, said common primary passage having the down-
stream end thereof terminating at said first surface of said

block;

said primary passage means having a movable primary throt-

tle valve disposed in said carburetor in association with

said common primary passage;

secondary air-fuel mixture passage means extending from

said carburetor through said intake manifold, said block

and said cylinder head for supplying an air-fuel mixture to

said combustion chambers when the internal combustion

engine operates under relatively high loads, said second-

ary passage means having a secondary passage which
extends from said intake manifold through said block and

thence through said cylinder head for communication
with each respective said combustion chamber, said sec-

ondary passage having a movable secondary throttle

valve associated therewith and disposed in said block;

said primary passage means including a plurality of intake

port passages which are formed in said cylinder head and
have upstream ends thereof opening through said second

surface, each intake pori passage having a downstream
end which communicates with a respective said combus-
tion chamber;

said primary passage means including an elongated distribu-

tion slot which is formed in said block and communicates
with said common primary passage at the downstream
end thereof, said distribution slot as formed in said block

extending transversely relative to said common primary

passage and being formed in said block directly at said first

surface so that one side of said distribution slot opens

through said first surface, said primary passage means also

including a plurality of branch slots each associated with

a respective said combustion chamber, each said branch

slot having an upstream end thereof in communication
with the distribution slot and a downstream end thereof in

communication with the upstream end of a respective said

intake port passage, said branch slots being formed in said

block directly at said first surface so that one side of said

branch slots opens outwardly through said first surface,

the outwardly opening sides of said distribution and
branch slots being closed by said second surface as formed

on said cylinder head;

a water jacket positioned adjacent one side of said secondary

passage, said common primary passage being located

substantially adjacent the diametrically opposite side of

said secondary passage from said water jacket so as to be

remotely located from said water jacket;

each said branch slot extending transversely with respect to,

but in close proximity to, the secondary passage associated

with the respective combustion chamber; and

a secondary slow fuel supply passage extending from said

float chamber adjacent to said common primary passage

and terminating in a secondary slow fuel supply port

opening into said secondary passage in the vicinity of said

secondary throttle for supplying fuel into the secondary

passage when the air-fuel mixture is supplied through the

secondary passage to the combustion chamber.

4,479,471

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING ENGINE IDUNG RPM
IMMEDUTELY AFTER THE START OF THE ENGINE
Shnmpei Hasegawa, Niiza; Noriynki Kishi, Itabashi, and Taka-

shi Konmora, Inuna, all of Japan, aaaignort to Honda Motor
Co., Ltd., Totjyo, Japan

FUcd May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,208

ClaimsViority, appUcation Japan, May 8, 1982, 57-77250

Int a.s P02D 9/02. 31/00

U.S. a. 123—339 5 Oaims
1. A method for controlling a control valve for regulating

the quantity of supplementary air being supplied to an internal

combustion engine, in a feedback manner responsive to the

difference between actual engine rpm and desired idling rpm
during idling of the engine, the method compnsing the steps of:

(a) detecting engine rpm at the start of the engine; and (b)

opening said control valve to a maximum opening for a prede-

n
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F rairaeo vaiue lower detecting means detects engine speed below said predeter-

,

,

"'"ed engine speed and when said third means detects engine

^'^^^X^^'
"''**** ^'^^'^ ***** predetermined engine speed said power

psti

'

"^^^^ ^^ rendered inoperative irrespective of the detected
running state of the vehicle.

than said desired idhng rpm, whereby the engine rpm is main-
tained at a value higher than said desired idling rpm.

4,479,472
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CORRECTING THETHROTTLE OPENING FOR AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES
PARTICULARLY AFTER STARTING OF THE ENGINES
Hvtto Shiraamora, Kawashima, Japan, assignor to Honda Giken
Kogyo Kaboshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,723
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 10, 1981, 56-18556

Int a.3 P02D 11/06
U.S. a 123-340 ,4a.i^

4,479,473
DIESEL ENGINE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Wallace R. Wade, Farmington Hills, Mich., assignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

PCT No. PCr/US83/00028, § 371 Date Jan. 10, 1983, § 102(e)D^e Jan. 10, 1983, PCT Pub. No. WO84/02746, PCT Pub.

PCrVued Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,857
Int a.3 P02P 5/04

U.S. a 123-341
20 Claims
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1. A throttle-opening correcting apparatus for an automo-
tive engine of a vehicle in which the engine has a throttle valve
movable between closed and open positions for controlling
engine speed, said apparatus comprising actuator means con-
nected to the throttle valve of the engine for opening the
throttle valve m increasing direction to a first corrected state
power means connected to said actuator means for feeding
operational power thereto; first detecting means for detecting
the sute of the started engine and thereupon operative to
render said power means operative; second detecting means
tor detecting a predetermined running state of the vehicle for
rendering said power means inoperative, third detecting means
for detecting a predetermined engine speed, and means con-
necting said first, second and third detecting means so that
with the predetermined running state of the vehicle not
achieved, the power means remains operative and the throttle

1. A mechanical-vacuum system for a diesel engine having
an intake manifold, an exhaust manifold for the flow ofexhaust
gases therethrough, a fuel injection pump operably connected
to a vehicle accelerator pedal, the system controlling emissions
from the diesel engine by controlling the recirculation of en-
gine exhaust gases into the intake manifold and by modulating
the injection timing schedule of the engine fuel injection pump,
the system including

an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system including a
spring closed vacuum controlled EGR valve in a passage
connecting the engine exhaust and intake manifolds,

an EGR valve servo connected to the EGR valve for mov-
ing open the EGR valve,

an engine driven fuel injection pump providing a fuel output
that varies in proportion to engine speed and load,

the pump having movable means for varying the fuel injec-
tion timing and a movable fuel flow control lever con-
nected to the vehicle accelerator pedal for controlling the
pump fuel delivery as a function of accelerator pedal
position,

a source of vacuum connected to the EGR valve servo to
operate the same,

vacuum control means to control the flow of vacuum to the
EGR valve servo in response to changes in fuel pump
flow and engine load and speed,

and means responsive to engine speed and load connected to
the pump movable means for modulating the pump injec-
tion timing concurrent with control of the EGR flow to
control the engine emission output.
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4,479,474
RPM GOVERNOR FOR FUEL-INJECTED INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES, IN PARTICULAR A FINAL
IDLING RPM GOVERNOR OF AN INJECTION PUMP

FOR DIESEL VEHICLE ENGINES
lUJa Djonljeric; Werner Briihmann; Ernst Ritter, and Hansjorg

Frey, all of Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,501
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aue. 6.

1981,3131131
/» »• .

Int a.3 P02D 1/04
VS. a. 123-373 12 Qaims

1. A housed rpm governor for fuel-injected internal combus-
tion engines, in particular a minimum-maximum speed gover-
nor of an injection pump for Diesel vehicle engines, having a
governor lever coupled with a supply quantity adjusting mem-
ber of said injection pump, said governor lever being actuat-
able both by a governor sleeve in accordance with rpm and
further by an adjusting member which is pivotable for arbi-
trary variation of said supply quantity, said governor further
having a force transmission lever arranged to rest on a stop
means attached to said housing, said last named lever further
being subjected to the initial stressing force ofa primary gover-
nor spring and pivotable about a rotary axis attached to said
housing and with which said governor member arrives at an
operational state following the traversing of an idling path (a)

of said governor sleeve effected counter to the force of at least

two idling springs, the restoring force of said first idling spring
being reinforced on one portion of said idling sleeve path (a) by
means of a restoring force of said second idling spring, and
wherein the exertion of force of at least one of said two idling

springs is variable in accordance with the pivoted position of
said adjusting member, characterized in that upon said adjust-
ing member being pivoted out of the idling position into a
partial-load position, the exertion of force of at least one of said
two idling springs is increasable by means of a corrective
adjusting member actuatable by said adjusting member in a
sense to achieve a supply quantity which is progressively
increased upon increasing load and a partial-load rpm which is

regulated and increased with respect to said idling rpm.

4 479 475
PRESSURIZED FUEL INJECHON SYSTEM FOR

MULTI-CYUNDER ENGINES, PARTICULARLY DIESEL
ENGINES

Rudolf Babitzka, Kirschberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,091

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 9,

1981, 3148671

Int a.3 P02M 41/02. 39/00
U.S. a. 123-446 9 Claims

1. Pressurized fuel injection system for a multi-cylinder

internal combustion engine, particularly multi-cylinder diesel

engine fuel injection system having

a plurality of injection valves (11-14) each injection valve

having a valve piston (7-10) operable in a respective valve
cylinder (24-27);

timed mechanical drive means (2-5) coupled (15-23) to a
crank shaft (6) of the engine, and to the valve pistons for

reciprocating the valve pistons;

a fuel supply system (33-37) providing fuel from a tank (36);
a connection line (30, 31; 33, 40; 32, 41) from the fuel supply

system to the injection valves;

and an electrically controlled control valve (38, 42) hydrau-
lically connected into the connection lines between the
fuel supply system and the injection valves,

wherein, in accordance with the invention
the control valve (38, 42) comprises
a spool valve having a valve spool (45) moveable between

first and second positions, respectively placing the con-
nection lines (30, 31; 39, 40) of at least two injection valves
(11, 12; 13, 14) either in open, hydraulically communicat-
ing, or closed, hydraulically blocking sute;

electrically controlled positioning control means (59, 63)
moving said valve spool between the respective first and
second positions;

and wherein the mechanical drive means (2-5) are so cou-
pled to the valve pistons of the at least two injection

valves (11, 12; 13, 41) and are, respectively, so timed that

during an injection pulse, only one of the valve pistons (7
or 8; 9 or 10) of the at least two injection valves (11, 12; 13,

14) is moved to provide for fuel injection therefrom,
the electrically controlled piston control means (59, 63)

controlling, respectively, blocking, and unblocking of
hydraulic communication between the fuel supply system
and the at least two valves, controlled by the electrically

controlled positioning control means of the connecting
lines to unblocked, or hydraulically communicating state

permitting overflow of fuel from the respective valve
through the respective communicating lines even during
occurance of operation of the mechanical drive means to

move the respective piston in a direction to expel fuel

from the respective cylinder of the respective valve.

4 479 476
METHOD AND APPARATUSFOR OPTIMUM CONTROL

OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Atsusbi Suzuki, and Masakazu Ninomiya, both of Kariya, Ja-

pan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan
Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,171

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 26, 1981, 56-9835

Int a.3 P02M 51/00
U.S. a. 123—478 11 Qaims

2. A method for optimum control of an internal combustion
engine comprising the steps of changing an air-fuel ratio alter-

nately to richer and leaner directions with respect to a basic

air-fuel ratio by a dither quantity during a dither period, oper-
ating said engine by supplying said engine with a mixture of the
changed air-fuel ratio, detecting a resultant change in an output
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of said engine, deciding the direction of a change of the air-fuel
ratio toward an optimum air-fuel ratio on the basis of the result
of said detection, and modifying the basic air-fuel ratio in the
direction of said change toward an optimum air-fuel ratio on
the basu of the result of said decision, thereby optimizing fuel
consumption of said engine;

wherein said optimum control method further comprises the
steps of detecting an operating state of said engine and

insulative housing defining a fuel passage within said
msulative housing extending from said fuel inlet to said
fuel outlet;

a plurality of positive temperature coefRcient thermistors
spacedly positioned on said conductive mounting plate for
contacting said diesel fuel passing through said fuel pas-
sage and for heating said fuel to an established tempera-
ture;

*^

means for coupling electrical power to each of said spacedly
positioned thermistors on said mounting plate; and

.^"

•^'j?.

adapter means positioned substantially within said insulative
housing for interconnecting said fuel filter housing and
said fuel filter element at a spaced apart relationship
whereby said fuel heater will be positioned between said
fuel filter housing and said filter element such that fuel
passing from said fuel filter housing to said filter element
will pass through said fuel passge and be heated by said
thermistors.

•jfc.l«l [ |Jl|nl-»%.ll 'dl«ji-aTl«,iMH I9

-S
eo

producing signals associated with the operating state of
said engine, and changing at least one of said dither period
and dither quantity in accordance with said signals, and
wherein the changing of the air-fuel ratio is eflFected by
dithenng an air supply quantity to said engine, and the
modifying of the basic air-fuel ratio is effected by modify-mg a basic fuel supply quantity to said engine in the direc-
tion of unprovmg the output of said engine in accordance
with said signals.

4,479,478
DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING THE REQRCULATION
OF EXHAUST GASES IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES
Henri Amaud, U Ferte Alais, France, assignor to Regie Na-

tionale des Usines Renault, Boulogne-BUlancourt, France
FUed Oct 11, 1983, Ser. No. 540,840

Qaims priority, appUcation France, Oct 11, 1982, 82 16958
Int aj P02M 25/06

UA a. 123-571 9 cin,.

4,479,477
DIESEL FUEL HEATER AND COMBINED

FILTER.HEATER ASSEMBLY
Stephen T. Maocbcster, Limerick, Me., assignor to GTE Prod-

acts Corporation, Stamford, COnn.
Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 490,069

iBt a.3 P02M 31/00
VJS. a. 123—557

26 Claims
1. A diesel fuel heater for use with a fuel filter housing

iMvmg a fiiel inlet and a fuel outlet therein and a fuel filter
element adapted for being normally secured to said fuel filter
bousmg. said heater comprising:
an electrically insulative housing having a fuel inlet therein-
an electrically conductive mounting plate securedly posi-

tioned within a lower part of said insulative housing and
havmg a fuel outlet therein, said mounting plate and said

1. In an internal combustion engine having an intake pipe
including a venturi throat, an exhaust pipe, a recirculation
circuit connected between said intake and exhaust pipes, a
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main valve in said recirculation circuit and a first solenoid
valve connected to said main valve, a device for controlling
recirculation of exhaust gas through said recirculation circuit,

said device comprising an additive type pneumatic amplifier
including:

first means for sensing a partial vacuum at said venturi
throat;

means for developing a pneumatic vacuum signal greater
than said partial vacuum by a constant value over an
extended engine operation range; and

means for delivering this signal to said first solenoid valve
for controlling said main valve.

signal of said pulse generator for the output signal of said

electronic control means so that the time at which primary
current starts to flow in said primary winding is deter-

mined directly by the control signal, said electronic con-
trol means further automatically and continuously reinsti-

tuting the use of the output signal of said electronic con-
trol means to control the time at which primary current

starts to flow in said primary winding at the end of the

fixed period.

4,479,479

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED IGNITION SYSTEM
AND USE OF THIS IGNITION SYSTEM aa-u,a^

Christoph psmiand. Wolf^borg, and WUly Minner, Schwaigern, CROSSBOW TRIG?-'™ METHamii!M
botii of Fed. Rep. of Genmmy, assignors to Telefunken Elec- - .^ . iSrfffe^lIJ?^? ^T^^^^'^iJu. .„^
tronic GmbH, HeUbronn and Volkswagenwerk AG, Wolfi.

^**** ^- "°l^."? "'^"'!I? J'*"
Columbus, Ohio 43229

burg, botii of. Fed. Rep. of Germany ^^^ ^ep 29 1982. Ser No. 428,203

FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,671 ,, ^ ^ ,., „ _ »"»• ^- ^^^^ ^^^
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 26,

^^' ^*- ***-3* « 21 Gaims

1981, 3111856

U.S. a. 123—630
Int a.3 F02P 11/00

MOaims
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1. An electronically controlled ignition system for an inter-

nal combustion engine having a spark plug which is ignited by
an ignition voltage pulse of a given magnitude comprising:

an ignition coil having primary and secondary windings, said

secondary winding being connected for supplying the

ignition voltage pulse to the spark plug in response to a
primary current in said primary winding;

an ignition pulse generator for producing a control signal

corresponding to the speed of the engine;

an electronic control means connected to said ignition pulse

generator and to said ignition coil and being responsive to

the control signal for controlling the time period during

which current flows in said primary winding in depen-
dence of the speed of the engine, said electronic control

means producing an output signal which is used to control

the time at which primary current starts to flow in said

primary winding so that the primary current reaches a

magnitude corresponding to the given magnitude of the

ignition voltage pulse just prior to when the spark plug is

ignited, said electronic control means further providing a
determination of when there is insufficient current in said

primary winding to prevept a mis-fire of the spark plug

during a fluctuation in engine speed and upon such a

determination substituting, for a fixed period, the control

1. A crossbow trigger mechanism for alternatively holding

of a crossbow string in cocked position and release thereof

comprising

string holding cylinder means releasably engageable with a

crossbow string and pivotably supported for roution

about its pivot axis between a first position for holding a

string in cocked position when engaged therewith and a

second position where a string is released from such en-

gagement, and said string holding cylinder means being

adapted to be rotated in response to movement of a cross-

bow string after the latter is released from its cocked
position

trigger lever means pivotably supported for rotation about

its pivot axis between a latch position in mechanical en-

gagement with said cylinder means for maintenance of
said holding cylinder means in said first position and an

unlatched position enabling said cylinder means to re-

volve toward said second position,

locking lever means pivotably mounted on said frame for

rotation about its pivot axis between a locked position in

mechanical engagement with said trigger lever means to

prevent rotation of said trigger lever means out of latching

engagement with said cylinder means and an unlocked

position permitting rotation of said trigger lever means to

said unlatch position, said locking lever means, when in

said unlocked position, adapted to be engaged by said

cylinder means during revolution of said cylinder means
to said string releasing position and rotated by said cylin-

der means in a direction toward the locked position of said

locking lever means, and

biasing means connected with said locking lever means for

biasing of said locking lever means to either its locked or

unlocked positions.
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4^79,481
WOOD FUEL HEATING APPARATUS AND

COMBUSTION PROCESS

^^J' SfT"'^ ^^ Cedterbrook, Com. 06426, u.d
E. PetfT SchcUcns, Sooth Co?e Farm, Enex, Conn. 06420

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,691 '

Int a^ F24B 5/00UA a 126-76
35Ctai„^

means for discharging flue gas and condensate from the fur-
nace the improvement comprising a drain leg assembly con-
nect«rf to the flue gas conduit means, said drain leg assembly
mcluding tubular body means having inlet means communicat-mg with the flue gas conduit means, flue gas outlet means
oomiected to a flue gas vent for discharging flue gas exterior ofhe environment, condensate outlet means connected to a drain
hne for discharging condensate separate from the flue gas. said

1. In a downdraft solid wood fuel heating apparatus com-
pnsing a wood firebox having a wood fuel charge chamber for
receiving a charge of wood fuel and for generally downdraft
combustion of the wood fuel from generally the bbttom of the

conn^Sftn'tK^y'^L'^r''
* ''**' ""*»*"8*^ having an inlet

o? nnt^L ,

the firebox for receiving the hot gaseous productsof combustion therefrom and a heat exchanger outlet for ex-

whS lh!^r!rr
'"°**"^'' ofcombustion, the improvement

h.Zl ^*^r
compnses a refractory hearth structure

o^Ik* ?" °"'" refractory hearth surface defining in part acombustion zone at generally the bottom of the fuel charge

^Z^hfhJir*."'^
*"''™*' combustion chamber meaSs

T^V)^ ^^ "'"i^^l"'^
*"** ^j*^"'^ ^° «id outer hearth

Sto tie'hSrth"^'^ ^'^
temperature combustion therein

ZTo^fni K
^^^ «ructure adjacent to said outer hearth sur-

M^f «H iT".* f"
°"^" ^'^ connected to the heat exchanger

SL ^ITtii^' '^°f^'^
combustion chamber conduit exteSd-

«H !2 V**
^«^"<=»ory hearth structure generally parallel

^fj^^' °
""i°T ^"^ '"^"^' ^he said firsVelon-

gated combustion chamber conduit having a transverse width
substantially less than the corresponding 'transverse wid^of

L.!rt^t°"T
^«fr«=tory hearth surface and the refractory

hearth structure generally surrounding the said elongatedmtemal combustion chamber means and having a transverse
sectional area substantially greater than the forrespoS
ransverse sectional area of the said elongated internal combu^
tion chamber means to provide for said prolonged high tern-
perature combustion within the hearth structure, and Metmeans m said outer hearth surface extending longitudinally

iZV^^ 'T^'"'
'° "^^ ^'"^ ^'°"««»«' combustiofcCber

flue gas outlet means being at the same height as or above the
mlet means, said condensate being collected in the lower por-
tion of the tubular body means, said condensate outlet means
being below the inlet means, and a vent pipe communicating at
one end to the condensate outlet means, the free end of said
vent pipe extending toward the bottom of the tubular body
means, but spaced from said bottom, whereby condensate
collected in the tubular body means may be discharged
through the vent pipe and condensate outlet means

4479483
SAFETY STOVEPIPE DAMPER ASSEMBLY

Kenneth H. Raihala, 2316 Wyoming Ave., Superior, Wis. 54880
FUed Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 488,653

Int a.i F23L S/00UAa 126-292
7 Claims

4479482
DRAIN LEG ASSEMBLY

7l£:Fr^^ CmoUton, T«., asaignor to Unnox In-
dostnes, Inc., Dallaa, Tex.

FIW Jan. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 457,901

„„ ^ Int a.3 F24H i/00
U.S. a. 126-99 R

J Q^jjj^
1. In a condensing furnace for heating an environment utiliz-mg a pulse combustion process and having flue gas conduit

1. A thermally responsive safety stovepipe damper assembly
adapted for mounting in a natural draft combustion unit flue,
said damper assembly comprising a generally cylindrical duct
for mounting in communication with said flue, said flue having
a pair of diametrically opposed aperatures therein, a side plate
includmg means affixing said side plate to said flue, said side
plate having an aperature disposed in co-axial alignment with
said flue aperatures. a slotted clip including means affixing said
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clip to said plate, a latch including means for pivotally mount-
ing to said side plate, said side plate including stop means for
said latch, said flue having a damper plate with a generally
circular periphery of diameter somewhat less than the inside
diameter of said flue, a damper shaft extending through said
flue aperatures and said side plate aperature in rotational rela-
tion therein, said damper shaft including means engagable with
said damper plate for non-rotatable relation therein, a yoke
having a base with extending legs, said legs having aperatures
therein. in co-axial alignment, said damper shaft extending
through said yoke leg aperatures, a bushing having a bore, said
bushing ^Jixed outboard of one said yoke leg in co-axail align-
ment with said aperature therein, said bushing receiving said
damper shaft, means securing said bushing to said damper shaft
in fixed relation thereto, said bushing diametrically opposite
said side plate, said damper shaft having a handle at one end, a
helical compression spring receiving said damper shaft and
co-acting between said handle and said yoke leg, said spring
means insuring said means engagable between said damper
plate and said damper shaft, a pair of aperatures disposed at

said yoke base in co-axial alignment parallel to the axis of said

damper shaft, a shaft extending through said aperatures in

rotational relation thereto, a knurled wheel affixed to one
projecting end of said shaft, means engagable with said latch, a
helically shaped bimetal strip in co-axial alignment with said

shaft, said bimetal strip affixed at one end to said yoke base and
at other end to said shaft, said bimetal strip being responsive to

changes in temperature of said flue to rotate said wheel for

disengagement of said latch, a bead chain pivotally secured at

one end to said yoke leg. said chain engaged in said clip slot for

predetermined travel limit of said yoke for closing of said

damper plate, said yoke base having housing means to enclose
said bimetal strip against said flue when said damper plate is in

an open position, said flue having a heat shield including means
affixing to said flue, said heat shield reducing thermal radiation

from said flue to said bimetal strip when said damper plate is in

a closed position.

4,479484
PULSING COMBUSTION

Robert E. Davis, Mountain Home, Ark., assignor to Arkansas
Patents, Inc., Mountain Home, Ark.

FUed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,849

Int a.3 F24H J/00
U.S. a. 126—362 3 Claims

'^ »t:»t

1. A heating device comprising:

a pulsing combustion device including means for defining a

combustion chamber, a poppet valve mounted in said

combustion chamber for reciprocation, means for supply-

ing a pressurized combustible mixture to said poppet

valve, means for combusting said combustible mixture in

said combustion chamber to produce pressurized combus-

tion gases, said poppet valve being reciprocated in said

combustion chamber by said pressureized combustible

mixture and said pressurized combustion gases to regulate

the flow of said combustible mixture into said combustion
chamber;

first heat exchange means for heating a fluid in communica-
tion with said combustion chamber by said combustion
gases;

second heat exchange means for selectively removing heat

from said heated fluid, and
means for circulating said fluid through said first heat ex-

change means and said second heat exchange means;
said first heat exchange means including:

a first cold liquid inlet tube;

a hot liquid outlet tube;

an internal shell enclosing said combustion chamber, said

first cold liquid inlet tube venting into said internal shell;

an external shell enclosing said internal shell, said hot liquid

outlet tube communicating with said external shell;

passageway means for supplying said liquid from said inter-

nal shell to said external shell;

a second cold liquid inlet tube which exhausts cold liquid

between said internal and external shells; and
an exhaust conduit for venting combustion gases from an

exhaust tube of said combustion chamber, said exhaust
conduit coiling around said internal shell to heat said

internal shell and also heat the liquid from said second
cold liquid inlet tube.

4,479,485

POWER EFnaENCY FOR VERY HIGH
TEMPERATURE SOLAR THERMAL CAVITY

RECEIVERS
AUan R. McDougal, LaCanada-nintridge, and Robert R. Hale,

Upland, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the United States Department of
'Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,245

Int. a.J F24J 3/02
VS. a. 126-439 9 Gaims

1. Apparatus for absorbing a beam of concentrated solar

power for utilization comprising:

a cavity receiver having internal reflective surfaces and an

inlet for transmission of solar radiation into the cavity;

a radiation absorber having front and back surfaces mounted
within the cavity;

a baffle provided with front and back reflective surfaces;

means for mounting said baffle within said cavity between
said front surface of said absorber and said inlet enabling

said front surface of said baffle to intercept directly sub-

stantially all of the radiation entering the cavity and re-

flect said radiation to said absorber via secondary reflec-

tion from the internal surfaces of the cavity and enabling

said back surface of said baffle to intercept substantially all

of the infrared radiation emitted from the front surface of

the absorber.
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4479486
METHOD FOR UTILIZATION OF OIL FIELD WASTE
;S^ TO DEVELOP A SALT GIUDIENT«Jl^pSJd
Robert A. Manning, and Thomas P. Wineskj, both of San Anto-

aILo?tS''"'*"
*° ^^^^ *"" Engineering, Inc., San

Filed Oct 24, 1W3, Ser. No. 544,474

.,e r, .,
Int. a^ F24J i/(?2UAa 126-415

8ciain«

fnTi!r*i
"""'"^

''i^''^
connected to said second branch andto a ^„d p,pe said second pipe leading to the upper partof^d storage tank and to said cold water supply lineVan^tletfrom said multiway mixing valve being connected to a

T

charge pipe said multiway mixing valve being responsive totemperature m said outlet so that the temperature o'Twatw nMid discharge pipe is above a prenletermined amount, and Sthree-way two-posit.on valve connected to the cold watersupply line and to said lower port of the storage tank Sd

MaiMTClilAliKC ROMO
7-

r^^Hlfel i

OtSJ'OSlt

1. A method for utilizing oil field waste brine to develop a
salt gradient solar pond to provide thermal energy for doingwork which comprises: *

(a) collecting oil field waste brine from at least one crude oil
production process;

(b) delivering said oil field waste brine to a pit-
(c) partially evaporating said oil field waste briiie to achieve

desirable bnne concentrations in said pit-
(d) distributing said brine concentrations iA generally hori-

zontal layers within said pit such that a surface layer a
gradient layer and a storage layer are established, s^d
surface layer having a lower concentration of brine, said
gradient layer having intermediate concentrations of
bnne, and said storage layer having a higher concentra-
tion of bnne;

(e) developing hot brine in said storage layer-

(0 transferring a portion of said hot brine from said storaae
layer to a process heat exchanger;

*

(g) passing of a working fluid through said process heat
exchanger wherein said hot brine transfers thermal energy
to said worlung fluid resulting in a higher temperature
working fluid and a reduced temperature brine;

(h) transfemng said reduced temperature brine from said
neat exchanger back to said storage layer

(I) passing said higher temperature working fluid through amotor for doing work.

4,479487
APPARATUS FOR SOLAR WATER HEATINC

ny. Mivid, 3366 Verio! Ter. PdoAHo^S^
FUed Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 501,114

uaint priority, appUcation Israel, Jon. 9, 1982, 66014

„o « Int a^ F24J i/02
U.S. a 126-422 ,3C^
nJiJt^^^

for solar water heating comprising a solar

Sit ..^r1?"'™*2f^
'° '"^^^ *°'*^ radiation and having a

?i **»ff.*'"'8
s"rf«ce and a coil in heat conductive relationwith said heat absorbing surface, said coil having a cold watermet and a hot water outlet, a cold water supply Une connected

to said mlet; a storage tank for accumulating waterSSsaid solar collector, said storage tank having top. lowefand

L«„?h!l'*'' '~"!;
u"

""! ^'^ connecting^said^utlettra
branched pipe, said branched pipe having a first branch and asecond branch said first branch being connected to said inter-

^^T^^r. ?"* ''°''^' '*"•' '^'^^"S^ * proportional-flow

lh!!»?T^ ^^ proportional-flow valve means being openwhen the temperature at said outlet is greater than at said inlet-

three-way two-position valve being opened and closed as said
proportionaJ-flow valve means is opened and closed; whereby
water supplied to the consumer through said discharge pipe isalways at a temperature above said predetermined amount by
reason of said multiway mixing valve discharging hot waterfrom said outlet or said top port at said predetermined amount
and, when water is not being required by the consumer, waterfrom said outlet is supplied to said intermediate port or said
cold water supply line.

4,479,488
ROTATABLE SOLAR-HEATED WATER CONTAINER

Hyman A. Steinberg, 7200 NW. 78th St, Tamarac, Fla. 33319
Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,796

.,c _ Int 0.3 F24J i/02UAa 126-451 „ Claim,

1. A substantially flat container for holding and boiling
water within the positionable outer casing of a solar heating
device, said container being watertight on all sides except for
a capped fill opening and an unobstructed, permanently openpounng spout for the relief ofsteam pressure, said permanently
open spout extending from a point inside said container to a
point outside of said outer casing, when said container is within
said heating device, said container having a metallic, heat-con-
ductive wall parallel to its plane of flatness, said container
being in upright position when its plane of flatness is vertical
and said fill opening faces upward, said container having amaximum liquid volume capacity that is substantially less than
Its total interior volume and said container being rotatable 180
degrees around any horizontal axis drawn through its plane of
iiatness. from an upright position through all positions wherein

il
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said heat-conductive wall faces upward, without spilling its patient's thumb, said distal portion only extending to a location
contents out of said open spout adjacent the distal palmar crease, said lateral portion only

4,479,489

MECHANICALLY SELF-SEALING CLOSURE
Charles A. Tncci, Miami, Fht, assignor to Cordis Corporation,

Miami, Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 255,714, Apr. 20, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 477,597

Int a.3 A61N 1/02
VS. a. 128—419 P 5 Gaims

1. In an implantable cardiac pacing apparatus comprising:

(A) a housing including a recess terminating at an electrical

terminal block;

(B) means within said housing for generating cardiac stimu-

lating electrical signals at said terminal block; and
(C) an electrical lead for attachment to said terminal block

by means of a set screw within said recess;

mechanically self-sealing closure means for sealing said

recess comprising an elastomeric plug consisting of:

(1) a first concave surface;

(2) a second opposing concave surface; and

(3) a self-sealing transverse slit extending from said first

concave surface to said second opposing concave sur-

face, said elastomeric plug sized for a compression fit

within said recess, said compression fit generating a

radially directed compression force on said plug caus-

ing changes in the material distribution of said plug,

whereby said changes in said material distribution cou-

pled with said first and second concave surfaces con-

centrate radial compressive forces generated by said

compression fit to maintain an effective seal along said

transverse slit

4,479,490

CAST PADDING
Richard G. Dedo, 175 Denise Dr., Hillsborough, Calif. 94010

FUed Apr. 17, 1978, Ser. No. 897,231

Int a.3 A61F 5/04

U.S. Q. 128—89 R 29 Claims

1. Cast padding for use in forming a cast on a patient's ex-

tremity comprising, elongated sleeve means of a padding mate-

rial being substantially more rigid than a stockinette material

and defining a cavity to receive the patient's hand, said sleeve

means having a palmar portion for covering a substantial por-

tion of the patient's palm, a distal portion defining a distal

opening conununicating with said cavity to receive the pa-

tient's fingers, and a lateral portion extending a distance for the

sleeve means and defining a lateral opening to receive the

extending to a location adjacent the distal end of the patient's

thumb.

4,479,491

INTERVERTEBRAL STABILIZATION IMPLANT
FeUx M. Martin, 1124 Broadway, Quincy, III. 62301

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,845

Int a.J A61F 5/04; A61B 17/18
U.S. a. 128—92 B 5 Qaims

1. An implant for the stabilization of a fractured and luxated

cervical vertebra comprising:

a retaining member having a longitudinal portion extending

at least the distance between the posterior of the body of

a cervical vertebra adjacent to the fractured and luxated

vertebra and the anterior of the body of the fractured or

luxated cervical vertebra; a posterior wing downwardly
disposed at an angle at one end of the longitudinal portion

and adapted to be engaged by the posterior edge of the

body of the adjacent cervical vertebra and a superior wing

upwardly disposed at an angle at the other end of the

longitudinal portion of said superior wing adapted to

engage the superior edge the body portion of the fractured

or luxated vertebra whereby the natural action of the

muscles associated with the neck maintain the fractured or

luxated vertebra in compression against the superior wing

and the posterior wing engages the body portion of the

adjacent vertebra to prevent slippage.

5. A method of stabilizing a fractured or luxated cervical

vertebra comprising the steps of:

exposing the pre-vertebral space;

widely resecting the intervertebral disk in the intervertebral

space; and

coupling the anterior portion of the body of the fractured

and luxated vertebra to the posterior portion of the body
of an adjacent lower vertebra.

452-2.30 O.G.-84-4
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4,479492
BILATERAL SPLIT SURGICAL DRAPE

Wayne J. Singer, Ontagunie County, Wis., assignor to Kimber-
ly-Clark Corporation, Neenali, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 200,324, Oct. 24, 1980, abandoned.
This application Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,286

Int a.J A61F 13/00
UAa 128-132 D 2Clainis

281)

under subatmospheric pressure by, a disposal system for
removing the waste air and air from the environment,

said suction chamber being disposed adjacent to, and being
secured to said distributor chamber, and having therein on
Its side facing the outside of said apparatus a plurality of
apertures, and

said distributor chamber having therein on its side facing
said suction chamber a plurality of openings in alignment
with the corresponding apertures of said suction chamber,
and

animal tubes having a head section, a trunk section and a
transition section therebetween, and

1. A disposable surgical drape for bilateral leg surgery com-
prising:

(a) a nonwoven sheet having side edges and end edges, the
sheet having two substantially parallel fenestrations defin-
ing operative sites through each ofwhich a leg ofa patient
may be exposed, said fenestrations having an open end and
a closed end, said open end opening onto one end edge
and said fenestrations extending longitudinally toward the
middle of the sheet substantially parallel to the side edges
with said closed ends being shaped to accomodate the
patient's legs, the fenestrations being spaced apart forming
a central flap that conforms to the spacing between a
patient's legs;

(b) an absorbent, fluid impervious laminate attached to one
surface of the nonwoven sheet, the laminate substantially
surrounding the fenestrations in the nonwoven sheet, the
laminate having two fenestrations conforming to and
aligned with the two fenestrations in the sheet;

(c) tacky pressure sensitive adhesive on the surface of the
nonwoven sheet opposite the laminate adjacent the edges
and closed end of each said fenestrations; and

(d) reinovable adherent release strips covering the pressure
sensitive adhesive whereby, once said drape is in use, both
the patient's legs may be exposed through said fenestra-
tions while the perineal area is covered by said central
flap-

means defining a channel extending between each said aper-
ture in the suction chamber and the corresponding open-
ing in the distributor chamber, said channel defining
means receiving an animal tube in such a manner that,
upon insertion of said animal tube through said aperture
into said channel defining means, communication is estab-
lished between the head section of said animal tube and
the distributor chamber,

said transition section having holes through which the re-
spective tube, upon insertion, communicates with the
suction chamber so that by way of said holes both respira-
tory air passed through said head section and environmen-
tal air passed, in the opposite direction, through the open
end of said trunk section, are withdrawn.

4 479 493
INHALATION APPARATUS FOR TEST ANIMALS

Richard Bong, Lndwigriiafca; Hartmut Giesbrecht, Gross-
SMhien; Wolf^g Uuckel, Bad Durkheim, and Hans-Joa-
chim Klimisch, Weinheiffl, aU of Fed, Rep. of Germany, as-
signors to BASF Aktiengcsellschaft, Ladwi^hafeo, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,710
Claifflspriority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcniuay, No?. 27,

I^W, 9044640

lot a^ A61D 7/04
UAa 128-204.18 11 Claims

1. An mhalation apparatus for test animals, for investigating
the biological effect of substances mixed with respiratory air,

comprising:

a distributor chamber which is to be connected to, and
supplied with the mixture under pressure by, a respiratory
air preparation unit,

a suction chamber which is to be connected to, and held

4,479 494
ADAPTIVE PNEUMATIC TOURNIQUET

James A. McEwen, Richmond, Canada, assignor to Western
Clinical Engineering Ltd., Richmond, Canada

FUed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,152
Int a.3 A61B 17/12

UA a. 128-327 17 Claims

'jar*'

1. A pneumatic tourniquet for employing the minimum safe
pressure to occlude blood flow into a patient's limb, compris-
ing:

an inflatable cuff;

pressurizing means for pressurizing said cuff;

pressure relief means for depressurizing said cuff;

cuff pressure sensing means for sensing said cuff pressure;
blood pressure sensing means for sensing the patient's sys-

tolic blood pressure; and
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pressure regulator means responsive to variations in said
systolic blood pressure for selectably activating said pres-
surizing means and said pressure relief means to maintain
the cuff pressure above said systolic blood pressure and to
maintain a substantially constant pressure difference be-
tween said cuff pressure and said systolic blood pressure.

4 479 495
ACUPRESSURE POINT STIMULATOR DEVICE

Gary S. Isaacson, 1827 Haigt St, Suite 2, San Francisco, Calif.

94117

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,573
Int a.3 A61B 17/12. 17/34

\5S. a. 128—327 16 Gaims

first means for manually slidably displacing said handle in a
direction toward said second portion of said housing; and

second means for restricting displacement of said handle in a
direction away from said second portion of said housing.

4,479,497

DOUBLE LUMEN DILATATION CATHETER
Thomas J. Fogarty, 770 Welch Rd., Palo Alto, CaUf. 94304, and

Albert K. Chin, San Francisco, Calif., assignors to Thomas J.
Fogarty, Palo Alto, CaUf.

FUed Nov. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,824
Int a.^ A61M 29/02

U.S. a. 128-344 6 Claims

1. An accupressure device for applying continuous pressure

to a specific spot on an animal's body, comprising:

an elongated solid-body stimulator having front and back
sides, said back side having a convex curvature, said front

side being on the opposite side of said solid-body from said

back side thereof and comprising a protuberance, the end
of said protuberance distal from said back side having a
terminus, said terminus being asymmetrically positioned

on said front side toward one end of said elongated solid

body,

means for holding said solid-body stimulator against said

animal's body so that said terminus of said protuberance is

in contact with said specific spot thereon, said means
arranged to apply continuous pressure to a symmetrically-

positioned spot on said back side of said stimulator,

whereby said stimulator can be positioned to apply pres-

sure at an angle to said animal's body so that a point

behind or on a posterior margin of a bone can be stimu-

lated.

,2« ,^«^^M4^J^?.

4,479,496

ACUPUNCTURE NEEDLE AND NEEDLE GUIDE
ASSEMBLY

John J. Hsu, 7224 Old MiU Rd., Birmingham, Mich. 48010
FUed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,682

Int a.3 A61B 17/34
U.S. a. 128—329 A 16 Claims

1. An acupuncture needle and needle guide assembly com-
prising:

a needle;

an elongated handle having a first axial portion secured to

one end of said needle;

a tubular housing having a first bore portion appropriately

dimensioned to frictionally engage said first portion of

said handle, and a second elongated portion adjacent said

first bore portion and dimensioned to enclose said needle

therein;

5. A catheter comprising an elongated tubular catheter
body, a catheter housing secured to the body, an open-ended
tubular member carried by said housing axially therein, annular
balloon means extending along the interior of said body into

said housing, said balloon means having the distal end portion
thereof peripherally sealed to the distal end portion of said

body and having the proximal end portion thereof secured to
the interior of said housing through a pleated tubular section of
said proximal end portion sleeved over said tubular member,
and means to introduce pressurized fluid between said body
and balloon means to cause said balloon means to elongate and
the distal portion thereof to evert from said body and then to

expand, said pleated section being adapted to be depleated
relative to said tubular member during elongation of said bal-

loon means and said catheter having a permanently open cen-
tral lumen defined by said balloon means and the tubular mem-
ber.

4,479,498

METHOD OF SPINAL RADIOMETER ANALYSIS AND
CORRECTIVE ADJUSTMENT

Irwing N. Toftness, 1425 Second Ave., Cumberland, Wis. 54829
FUed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,158

lot a.3 A61B 6/00
U.S. a. 128-653 7 Claims

1. The method of analysis and corrective adjustment for

relief of nerve interference in the human body, consisting of
the steps of

positioning the body of the patient,

scanning subcutaneous microwave emissions from the spinal

column area of the patient,

collecting and converting said emissions into a measured
visual output representing a pattern of the intensity of
emissions of the spinal column.
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providing a visual reference of a normal pattern of said
emissions for comparison with said output of said spinal
column,

observing the deviations of said output compared with said
normal pattern of emissions, said deviations representing
microwave emissions which pinpoint stress areas,

applying corrective adjustment to said spinal column to the
portions thereof corresponding to the points of said devia-
tions, said corrective adjustment consisting of placing
oblique thumb or finger pressure upon a point of the spinal
column corresponding with a point of deviation of said
emissions,

collecting and converting into a visual measured output the
microwave emissions at said point of applied pressure,

pivoting said thumb or finger upon said point to apply said
pressure in various radial directions,

observing the visual output of microwave emissions at each
radial direction of application of pressure,

determining the value of said third signal when a known
non-carious region is radiated;

:.rrv

noting the line of direction of the application of said pressure
in which is achieved the maximum reduction of deviation
of microwave emissions compared to said normal refer-
ence of emissions,

continuing the application of pressure in said last mentioned
line of direction until the reduction in microwave emis-
sions is sustained,

repeating the steps of ascertaining and applying pressure in
the radial line of direction to achieve a maximum reduc-
tion of deviation in microwave emissions at each point of
deviation of emissions from said normal reference of emis-
sions, and

scanning said spinal column at the completion of adjustment
comparing the visual output of emissions to said normal
reference of emissions to determine the effect of the cor-
rective adjustment.

4,479,499
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING THE
PRESENCE OF CARIES IN TEETH USING VISIBLE

UGHT
Robert R. AlAno, 3777 Independence Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10463

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,874
Int a.3 A61B 6/00

V&a 128-665 2 Qaims
1. A method for detecting the presence of caries of the teeth

of a person comprising:

radiating a region of the teeth to be examined with light;

producing first and second signals corresponding to the
intensity of the light scattered at first and second wave-
lengths, respectively, the intensity of* difference of the
scattered light between caries and non-carious regions at
said first wavelength being measurably different than the
intensity difference of the scattered light between caries
and non-carious regions at said second wavelength;

producing a third signal corresponding to the difference
between said first and second signals;

detecting the presence of caries in other regions by said third
signal changing from said value in a predetermined man-
ner.

4 479 500
PAaNG LEAD WITH A-V DISTANCE ADAPTER

Karel F. A. A. Smits, Oirsbeek, Netherlands, assignor to Med-
tronic, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

FUed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,926
Int a.3 A61N 1/04

U.S. a. 128-786 laaaims

T^f^=^^'=^^fr:-^

1. A lead for dual chamber pacing comprising:
an insulated first sheath having a proximal end and a distal

end;

a first conductor, having a proximal end and a distal end,
mounted within said first sheath;

a first electrode electrically coupled to the distal end of said
first conductor, exposed to the exterior of the distal end of
said first sheath;

a connector assembly mounted fixedly to the proximal end
of said first sheath comprising:

a first connector electrically coupled to the proximal end
of said first conductor; and

a second connector;

an insulated second sheath having a proximal end, a distal
end, a lumen, and an aperture connecting said lumen to the
exterior of said second sheath, distal to the proximal end
of said second sheath, said second sheath mounted slide-
ably around said first sheath, the proximal end of said
second sheath fixedly attached to said connector assem-
bly, the distal end of said first sheath exiting through and
protruding from the aperture of said second sheath;

a first expandable means for variation of the length of the
portion of said second sheath lying between the proximal
end of said second sheath and the aperture of said second
sheath whereby the distance said first sheath protrudes
from the aperture of said second sheath may be varied;

a second conductor, having a proximal end and a distal end,
mounted within said second sheath exterior to said first

sheath, electrically coupled to said second connector;
a second expandable means for allowing variation of the

length of said second conductor, said second expandable
means comprising a segment of said second conductor
having axial flexibility; and

a second electrode coupled to the distal end of said second
conductor, exposed to the exterior of said second sheath.
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4 479,501
CASSETTE TYPE HYGIENIC COMB AND BRUSH

Homg Y. Chem, 10^ FI., No. 62, Chang-Chnn Rd,, Taipei.
Taiwan

FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,831
Int. a.3 A45D 44/18

UAa 132-85 10 Claims

1. A cassette type hygienic comb and brush comprising: a
basic body (1) having a handle portion and a back portion (10)
extending from the handle portion; and a cassette bristle holder
(2) having a plurality of thin film layers (26) removably held
atop on a bristle base (21) engaged with the back portion (10)
of said basic body (1), and having plurality of bristles (27)
extending from said bristle base (21) through said thin film
layers so that the uppermost layer can be torn to remove the
dirts accumulated thereon and said cassette bristle holder can
be replaced with the new holder after completely tearing off"

said thin film layers therefrom.

4,479,502

COIN-HOLDER
Ronald K. Iversen, 830 Craigflower St., Victoria, B.C., Canada
V9A 2W8

FUed Dec. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 454,400
Int a.3 G07D 9/06

VJS.a 133-1 A 1 Claim

IS M 34 34 le IB

1. A coin holding device comprising, in combination:
a plurality of cylindrical, transparent tubes having different

internal diameters for holding coins ofdifferent denomina-
tions in an axially stacked relation;

a stand for supporting said tubes in an upright position, said
stand including:

a backing member having an upper end and a lower end;
an elongated base having a top surface, and a front surface,

said base extending forwardly of the lower end of said
backing member, said top surface having a plurality of
cylindrical recesses each adapted to loosely receive the
lower end of one of said tubes and a groove associated
with each cylindrical recess, each groove extending from
its associated recess to said front surface and being of
lesser depth than its associated recess;

an elongated head member extending along a side of said
backing member about midway thereon parallel to said

base member and spaced therefrom, said head member
having a front surface, a bottom surface and an upper

surface, a plurality of cylindrical recesses in said bottom
surface axially aligned with the cylindrical recesses in said
base for telescopingly receiving the upper ends of said
tubes and narrow slot means in said upper surface commu-
nicating with said recesses in said head member for feed-
ing coins to said tubes via said recesses, said slot means
being of a width slightly greater than the coins to be
stored.

4,479,503

RESTORATION OF STONE OBJECTS
Manrizio Ponchain, Via Casal del Marmo, 660, 00166 Roma,

and LadoTico Medolago Albani, Via Sabrata, 22, 00198 Roma,
both of Italy

FUed Jal. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 514,896
Qaims priority, application Italy, Jun. 1, 1983, 48405 A/83

Int C\? B08B 7/04
U.S.ai34-2 4a^^

1. A process for the restoration of a stone monument or
stone object contaiminated by calcium sulfate comprising
immersing the object in deionized water so as to dissolve the
calcium sulfate in solution, then circulating the water contain-
ing the dissolved calcium sulfate through an ion exchange resin

which selectively traps the sulfate ion and releases calcium
hydroxide into the solution according to the equation:

CaS043=K:a+ + + SO4" "—ion exchange
resin-.Ca+ + +20H-

and then circulating the ion-exchanged water in a circula-

tory system back into contact with the monument or
object and subsequently exposing the monument or object
to carbon dioxide under controlled conditions sufficient to
cause reprecipitation of the calcium ion on the monument
or object as the carbonate in calcite crystalline form.

4,479 504
RELEASE DEVICE OF DOUBLE-SHADE UMBRELLA

Goan Hamg, No. 170, Pei NUig Rd., Ho Mei, Chang Hua Hsien,
Taiwan 508 R.O.C.

FUed Sep. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 534,438
Int a.3 A45B 19/00, 25/14

U.S. a. 135-20 A 2 Claims
1. A release device of double-shade umbrella comprising an

umbrella handle having three long elliptical holes and a cross
slot, two telescopic umbrella canes inserted in the elliptical

holes and having retainers, and a T plate in the cross slot with
its release key coming out of the front side of the handle, said
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retainers having their key heads against the T plate so that
when the release key of the T plate is pressed, the retainers will

»-»
I f 21

be forced to retreat and release the outer tubes of the telescopic
umbrella canes.

force of the compression spring, where the stem, the stop
ring, the compression spring and the tube form a preas-
sembled unit;

a second O-ring surrounding the stem and disposed immedi-
ately above the inner annular top extension of the tube
rolled-in toward the stem;

a packing nut bolted into the bonnet, surrounding the stem,
providing seals by pressing against a circular lip at the
upper side of the bonnet, and having a small diameter
mner stepped bore for pressing against the second O-ring
such that the second O-ring is pressed against the inner
annular top extension of the rolled-in tube and against the
stem for forming a seal and having a step bore providing
a second larger diameter inner recess matching the rolled-m radius of the upper annular end of the tube and provid-
mg a contact area of the packing nut with the upper annu-
lar end of the tube; and

wherein the upper end of the tube is engaged concentrically
by the packing nut, the inner annular top extension of the
tube IS deformed by turning in of said packing nut with the
step bore pressing against the tube such that the tube
coacting with the packing nut is pressed against the first
O-ring for forming a seal.

4,479,505

HEATING VALVE
MiBfred Kasprik; Paul Mintert, both of Lippstadt, and Klaus

Weraer, Wantein, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to „ , p, „. ,,
Jwodor Heineier Metallwerk GmbH, Erwitte, Fed. Rep. of

^'^' ^' "^~^'
Germany

Continnation-ia-part of Ser. No. 333,124, Dec. 21, 1981
abandoned. Thia appUcation Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,624

Int a.3 F16L 55/18
U.S. a. 137-15

,0 ciai^

4,479,506

CONDUIT BLOWOUT PREVENTER
Kip B. Goans, Harrey, U., assignor to Baker Cac, Inc., Belle

Chasse, La.

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,758
Int. aj F16K 17/40

19aaims

1. A heating valve comprising
a valve body having a plurality of connecting branches-
a valve seat disposed inside the valve body toward a con-

necting branch;

a bonnet seated in a connecting branch disposed opposite to
the valve seat and having an inner step bore narrowine
toward the side of the valve seat;

a valve stem passing through the center of the bonnet a
valve plug disposed at the end of the stem for forming
together with the valve seat a closure;

a tube having an inner annular bottom extension and an inner
annular top extension formed as a single piece, the tube
surroundmg the stem and pressing with its bottom against
a step of the bore of the bonnet;

a first O-ring disposed between the bonnet, the stem and the
bottom of the tube;

a stop ring attached to the stem and disposed inside the tube-
a compression spring disposed inside the tube and pressing

against the inner annular bottom extension and against the
stop nng such that the valve can be shut off against the

1. A blowout preventer for series insertion in a fluid pressure
conduit; comprising: housing means defining a vertical axis,
cylindrical walled chamber and ports at opposite axial ends of
said chamber adapted for series connection in a conduit with
the lower port adapted to communicate with a fluid pressure
source to be monitored and the upper port adapted to connect
to the conduit; a cylindrical support rod coaxially mounted in
said chamber; an annular piston slidably but not sealably
mounted on said support rod, thereby defining a restricted
width annular fluid passage communicating between said
ports; said cylindrical walled chamber having an upper end
wall surrounding said support rod; sealing means on the outer
periphery of said piston cooperating with the cylindrical wall
of said cylindrical walled chamber, whereby a biased fluid
flow through said restricted width annular fluid passage pro-
duces a pressure differential across said annular piston to pro-
duce an upward movement of said annular piston to sealingly
abut said upper end wall; an orifice extending radially through
said annular piston wall into said annular fluid passage to
permit limited fluid flow through said annular fluid passage
when said piston abuts said upper end wall, and resilient means
urging said annular piston downwardly whereby said annular
piston returns to its down position upon termination of said
pressure differential.
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4,479,507

FLUID PRESSURE OPERATED VALVE
Jimmy B. Nichols, Statesboro Township, Bulloch County, Ga.,

assignor to Emerson Electric Co., St Louis, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 278,891, Jon. 29, 1981, Pat No. 4,418,839.

This appUcation Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,217
Int a.3 F16K 1/12

VS. a. 137—220 4 Claims

remier
mer

1. A fluid pressure operated valve device for connection to

the inlet and outlet sides of a meter actuated pilot valve and for

dispensing a predetermined quantity of liquid at rates deter-

mined by the meter; comprising a two part axially separable
and detachably connected hollow cylindrical body having
inlet and outlet end walls and axially aligned inlet and outlet

passages therethrough, and a bar extending diametrically

across said body and spaced from but adjacent said outlet end
wall, a hollow cylindrical liner of smaller outside diameter
than the inside diameter of said body arranged substantially

concentrically in said body, said liner having a closed end and
an open end with its closed end attached to said bar and its

open end abutting said inlet end wall, and said liner having
ports in the wall thereof adjacent its open end, a biased closed
hollow cylindrical valve element arranged for slidable recipro-

cation in said liner and arranged to control said ports, said

valve element having a closed end and an open end with its

closed end facing said inlet passage, connecting passageway
means in said body, said bar and said liner providing communi-
cation between said inlet passage and the interior of said liner,

connecting passageway means in said liner and said bar provid-
ing communication between the interior of said liner and the

exterior of said body, and connecting passageway means in

said body providing communication between the exterior of
said body and said outlet passage.

4,479,508

REINFORCED VALVE MEMBER
William F. Breed, Enid, Okla., assignor to George E. Failing

Company, Enid, Okla.

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,175

Int a.3 n6K 15/02
U.S. a. 137—516J5 12 Claims

(a) a body including:

(1) an upstream side;

(2) a downstream side;

(3) a flat annular rim terminating upstream at a first flat,

annular sealing surface; and

(4) a frusto-conical portion extending upstream from said

first sealing surface and having a bevelled second seal-

ing surface; and
(b) a dish-shaped reinforcing washer convex toward said

upstream side and concave toward said downstream side

and entirely embedded within said valve member body.

4,479,509

FLUID CONTROL APPARATUS
Terrence A. Dear, EUcton, Md., and Allan B. Hughes, Wilming-

ton, Del., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 290,082, Aug. 3, 1981,
abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 369,913

Int a.J F16K 47/02: F16L 55/02
UA a. 137—560 14 Oaims

1. In a valve including, as elements thereof, a body with a

passage therethrough, a seat in the passage, a solid plug mov-
able toward and away from the seat, and a seat-retaining cage
surrounding the plug, all of said elements having exposed
surfaces in said passage, the improvement comprising provi-

sion of tuned, blind holes in the surface of said cage, said holes

being disposed angularly in the intended direction of flow
through said passage and inclined with respect to said surface

of the cage.

1. A reinforced mud pimip valve member, which comprises:

4,479,510

ATTENUATING ROTATING VALVE HAVING VARYING
CONHGURATIONS

Roger Bey, 19, Rue des Rossignols, 68110 lUzach, France
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 103,182, Dec. 11, 1979,. This

appUcation Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,275

Claims priority, appUcation Finland, Jan. 10, 1979, 790084;
Jul. 1, 1980, 802109

Int a.^ F16K 47/04
U.S. a. 137—625J1 17 Oaims

1. An attenuator valve assembly comprising: a valve body
having a flow passage formed therethrough; a closure member
comprising a butterfly valve disc; means for mounting said

closure member in said valve body for roution about an axis

with respect to said valve body between a completely open
position wherein said closure member allows passage of fluid

therepast through said flow passage, and a completely closed
position wherein said closure member blocks all flow through
said flow passage; sealing means provided in said valve body
flow passage for operatively engaging said closure member for

preventing fluid flow through said flow passage past said

closure member when said closure member is in said closed

position; means for attenuating fluid flowing through said flow

passage past said closure member, without significantly re-
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strictuig flow when said closure member is in said completely
open position, said means comprising perforated barrier means
compnsmg a plurality of perforated plates mounted with said
closure member and spaced from each other in the direction of
the flow passage when said closure member is in said closed
position; and means for mounting said perforated plates with
respect to said closure member so that the attenuating effect of

yy-^
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said perforated plates is immediately called into play when said
closure member is first opened and the attenuating effect
thereof is great dunng initial opening of said closure member
and diminishes as said closure member is moved toward said
completely open position, said mounting means including a
plurality of fasteners extending perpendicular to the face of
said valve disc, with said plates mounted at spaced positions
along said fasteners.

4,479,511
ONE-MAN BRAKE CHECK VALVE AND COUPLER

ASSEMBLY
Marion D. Holland, Looisyille, Ky., assignor to Robert E. Rob-

bint, EUabethtown, Ky.

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,650
lax, X^?T\SL 37/2% ,

UAai37-«14J 3C.i,^

of the said valve body, said coupler means being movable
between a first open position and adapted for receiving a
beveled nipple of a sUmdard brake bleeder valve, and a
second closed position which is adapted to clamp the said
bleeder valve nipple into sealing engagement with the said
first recessed valve seat of the valve body;

e. said adjustable coupler means comprising an internally
threaded nut that is threaded onto the inlet end of the said
valve body, the outermost end of the threaded nut having
a T-shaped slot formed in one side thereof that is adapted
to receive the said beveled nipple of a standard bleeder
valve through the slotted side of the nut so that the outer-
most end of the nut has a three-sided flange that is adapted
to engage behind the said nipple so that when the nut is
tightened onto the valve body, the said nipple will be
drawn mto sealing engagement with the said first recessed
valve seat so this combination one-way check valve and
coupler assembly is mounted directly to a standard brake
bleeder valve.

4,479,512
CONTINUOUS CONTROL VALVE WITH ROTARY OR

AXUL SLIDE
Johannes Ohrendorf, Frendenberg-PUttershagen, and Harald
Wagner, Kreuztal-Fellingfaausen, both of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Elektro-Mechanik GmbH, Fed, Reo of
Germany

*'

FUed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,333
Claims priority, appUcation Fed, Rep. of Germany, No?. 3.

1981, 3109116; No?. 3, 1981, 8106808[U]
Int. a,3 F16K iims

U.S. a 137-625.17 „ cuy^

l( ?' C"l IA

68 72

66 Sa SO 48

'U,i^ "«

1. A combination one-way check valve and coupler assem-
bly adapted for direct locking engagement with a standard
hydraulic brake bleeder valve for use by one person operating
the brake pedal in bleeding air from wheel brake cylinders on
wheeled vehicles without allowing air to reenter the brake
cy mder when the brake pedal is released, said one-way check
valve comprising:

^

a. an elongated valve body having a longitudinal passage
extending completely therethrough with an inlet at one
end of the body that is furnished with a first recessed valve
seat,

b. said longitudinal passage having a first section of rela-
tively small bore extending inwardly from said inlet end
and bemg furnished with a second recessed valve seat at
the mnermost end of said first section,

c. said longitudinal passage having a second section of rela-
tively larger bore that extends from the said second re-c^ valve seat to an outiet at the opposite end of the
said valve body, said second passage section including a
movable valve element and a biasing spring that normally
holds the said valve element closed on the second recessed
valve seat, and a perforated outlet cap mounted within the
outlet end of the second bore for anchoring the biasing
spnng whde aUowing the free discharge of brake fluid

d. and an adjustable coupler means carried by the inlet end

1. A continuous control valve comprising:
a casing having a valve slide cavity and a plurality of ports

each with an opening communicating with said cavity,
each port opening bounded by a plurality of limiting
edges, at least one of said ports comprising an inlet port, at
least one of said ports comprising an outlet port and at
least one of said ports comprising an additional port ex-
tending in said casing;

a valve slide movable in said cavity in a control direction to
vary a flow passage cross-sectional area in each port
opening, said slide having a plurality of grooves each with
a rectangular cross-section in a plane transverse to a plane
containing said control direction, a plurality of control
edges transverse to said control direction and a plurality
of connecting edges connecting ends of said control
edges, said slide movable in said control direction to move
said control edges with respect to at least some of said
limiting edges;

said slide positionable in said cavity at a selected position in
a direction transverse to said control direction to establish
a selected amount of overlap between said control edges
and said at least some limiting edges;

each groove being shallow in the vicinity of said inlet and
said outlet port openings and deeper in the vicinity of
openings of said additional port, each groove having a
groove surface extending at an acute angle (o) with re-
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spect to an outer surface of said valve slide in the vicinity
of said additional port opening, said groove surface ex-
tending in a direction to enlarge each groove in the vicin-

ity of said additional port opening.

4,479,513

HIGH PRESSURE BALL VALVE
Ulrich H. Koch, Bainbridge Township, Cuyahoga County; Peter

C. WiUiams, Geveland Heights, and GUbert F. Lutz, Chester-
land, all of Ohio, assignors to Whitey Co„ Highland Heights,
Ohio

FUed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,220
Int. a.3 F16K 5/06, 25/00

VJS. a 137-625.47 23 Qainu

1. A high pressure ball valve comprising:

a valve body having a cylindrical first flow passageway and
a cylindrical central passageway extending therethrough
in a generally normal relative relationship and in commu-
nication with each other, the opposite ends of said first

passageway defining a pair of valve body branches;
a valve closure member received in said central passageway
and being selectively rotatable about the central passage-
way axis, said closure member having a spherical ball

portion disposed in said first passageway and a pair of
cylindrical trunnions disposed on opposite sides of said

ball portion in said central passageway, said ball portion
including a fluid passage therethrough and one of said

trunnions including means for connecting said closure

member to control means;

control means in operative communication with said valve
closure member connecting means for allowing selective

rotation of said closure member to move said fluid passage
in said ball portion between valve open and closed condi-
tions;

a pair of radially inward extending annular shoulders in said

first passageway located generally equal distances from
said ball portion, each said shoulder being circumferen-
tially continuous and having a surface normal to the axis

of said first passageway facing said ball portion;

a pair of seat ring carriers disposed in said first passageway
with one of said carriers positioned at each area of com-
munication of said first passageway with said central

passageway, each carrier including an axial fluid flow
opening therethrough and a radially outward extending

annular face compatible with and facing the said surface of
an associated one of said shoulders, said carriers each
further including an annular seat ring receiving groove
facing said ball portion and a cylindrical tail portion ex-

tending axially of said first passageway away from said

ball portion in a radially inwardly spaced relation to said

first flow passageway to form a cylindrical seal chamber;
a plurality of partially stressed disc springs interposed be-

tween each shoulder surface and the annular face of the

associated carrier for urging said carriers axially of said

first passageway toward said ball portion, each disc spring

having a central opening and in its unstressed condition

having a truncated conical shape, said disc springs being

positioned so that the smaller diameter ends of alternating

ones thereof face in opposite directions;

a deformable annular seat ring closely received in the seat

ring receiving groove of each carrier with said seat rings

each including a continuous engaging surface Cacmg said

ball portion and wherein said engaging surface has a
spherical conformation in its unstressed condition of a
radius less than the radius of said ball portion, said seat

ring engaging surfaces being urged into sealing contact so
that said surfaces first contact with said ball portion at

about the outer diameter of said surfaces during assembly
and such contact widening from the outer diameter radi-

ally inwardly toward the inner diameter of said surfaces
under the influence of said disc springs and fluid pressure
loads, said sealing contact occurring at least at a diameter
across the engaging surface of each seat ring which is

smaller than the diameter across the associated seal cham-
ber, said seat rings locating said closure member ball

portion in said first passageway and retaining said closure
member in said central passageway;

seal means interposed between each carrier tail portion and
the valve body, in the associated seal chamber, and said
seal means each including at least one annular seal ring
adapted to be axially shifted between defined limits in

response to fluid pressure exerted thereagainst; and,
means providing upstream fluid pressure to the upstream one
of said seal chambers upstream of its seal means when said

closure member is in its closed condition to further urge
the associated seat ring toward engagement with said ball

portion with a net fluid force, the area which provides the
net force of fluid pressure for such further urging being
limited to a predetermined annular area which will pre-

vent the application of destructive compressive loads to

the seat ring, and said predetermined annular area for said

upstream seat ring in said valve closed position being
defined between the diameter across the associated seal

chamber and the inside diameter of the upstream seat ring

engaging surface.

4,479,514

FLOAT POSITIONING ASSEMBLY FOR PILOT
OPERATED VALVE

Milton C. Bennett, Moline, III., assignor to J. I. Case Company,
Racine, Wis.

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,122
Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 18, 1981, 56-56001

Int aj F15B 13/042
U.S. a. 137—625.63 l Qaim

1. In a proportional flow control valve including an axially

slidable valve spool which is displaced to a plurality of posi-

tions by a pilot servo actuator for controlling fluid flow from
a pump to a double-acting hydraulic cylinder to actuate the

hydraulic cylinder for performing a function, the improvement
comprising:

a float positioning assembly connected to said flow control

valve in axial alignment with said slidable valve spool, said

float positioning assembly including a differential piston

which is positioned between a centering spring assembly
and a stop member within a housing, and wherein the

cross-sectional area of said differential piston being
greater than the cross-sectional area of said valve spool;

said centering spring assembly including an elongated rod-
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like support member which is secured at one end to said
axially slidable valve spool, said support member having
an enlarged abutment at its opposite end which is movable
within an opening through said difTerential piston, a cen-
tering spring surrounding said support member, said cen-
tering spring being mounted between a first collar which
is mounted on said support member adjacent to its one end
and a slidable collar which is slidably movable on said

support member against said enlarged abutment and
against said differential piston;

a spring having a low spring rate located between said stop
member and said differential piston to initially locate said

differential piston in engagement against an interior annu-
lar abutment within said housing;

said valve spool being linearly displaced to a first position
for compressing said centering spring between said first

and slidable collars and said differential piston remaining
in engagement against said abutment, and wherein said
first collaar includes a sleeve and said centering spring
surrounding said sleeve, said sleeve being movable into

engagement with said slidable collar when said valve
spool is linearly displaced to said first position; and

said valve spool being linearly displaced to a second position

beyond said first position with said differential piston
being moved by said centering spring assembly against
said stop member and said centering spring being carried
with said displaced centering spring assembly and differ-

ential piston.

4,479,516

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN TOOTHBRUSH
Frank M. Hunter, c/o Nunyara Medical Center, Church St.,

Terrigal, Austria 2260

I

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,779
Int a.3 A45D 44/18

VJS. a. 132-84 R 6 Claims

4,479,515

FLUIDIC CONTROL DEVICES
John R. Tippetts, Sheffield, England, assignor to United King-
dom Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 15,600, Feb. 27, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,622

Int. a.J F15C l/2a 1/18
U.S. a 137-824 TQaims

1. An electrically driven toothbrush comprising a stationary
handle part which supports an electric motor, a motor revers-
ing means and a speed reducing means; a stem extending from
the handle part a head at one end of the stem with an array of
bristles extending from the head, and the stem imparts rotary
motion to the head, the rotary motion imparted by the stem
being continuous until reversed manually with the motor re-
versing means, the speed reducing means being a gearbox
driven by the motor and there is between the gearbox and the
stem a coupling affording releasable driving connection to
interchangeable stems, the gearbox being an epicyclic gearbox
with a carrier plate which is rotatable at one speed and a
coaxial sun gear shaft which revolves at the other speed for
any given motor speed, the carrier plate and shaft constituting
one half of the coupling, the remaining half of the coupling
being constituted by the driven end of the stem or the driven
end of the drive means supported by the stem, those halves
incorporating interfitting conformations.

.̂-^^ >>-

4 479 517
LOW PROnLE aRCULAR LOOM

Alfred Flammer, Seewalchen; Hermann Weiss, Lenzing; Adolf
Schachinger, Johann Schonberger, both of Timelkam; Johann
Bloo, Rosenau, and Bruno Mistlberger, Vdcklabruck, all of
Austria, assignors to Chemiefaser Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft,
Lenzing, Austria

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,284
Claims priority, application Austria, Nov. 25, 1981, 5064/81

Int a.3 D03D 37/00. 47/26
U.S.a 139—13 R 9 Claims

1. A multi-terminal fluidic flow control device in which two
of the terminals communicate respectively with nozzles oppos-
ing each other in axial alignment across an interspace charac-
terized in that a third terminal communicates with a radial
diffuser opening into and encircling the interspace to receive a
substantially continuous power output flow of analog charac-
teristics resulting from interaction of flows in the interspace,
the radial diffuser having opposed annular surfaces forming a
gap and between which to collect and channel the flow re-

ceived therein radially to provide at the third terminal the
analog output flow which is variable progressively in accor-
dance with variation of the relationship of flows through the
nozzles, and the interspace being elongated axially to form a
mixer tube between one of the nozzles and the radial diffuser
and a fourth terminal, acting as a vent in communication with
the mixer tube.

t.
'3 3 i^"} -n^iTT^ »94«

1. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame
having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed
and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving
said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said

rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning
means provided for said warp threads, the improvement com-
prising a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer
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side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said groove,
flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said

catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at

a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a
lower deflection pulley for deflecting said endless loops, said

upper deflection pulley being located at the height of said

upper running ring, said thread guiding organs lying on oppo-
site sides of said upper deflection pulley, and wherein the
distance between said upper and said lower running rings as

well as the maximum distance between said thread guiding
organs on said deflected flexible means are dimensioned such
that the shedding angle is sufficiently large so as to prevent a
contact of said warp threads with said shuttle.

4,479,518

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR FORMING A
nLLING-YARN RESERVE FOR LOOMS

Denis Kiwior, Riedsheim, France, assignor to Societe Alsacienne

de Constructions Mecaniqnes de Mulbouse, Mulhouse, France

FUed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,595

aalms priority, application France, No?. 28, 1980, 80 25710

Int. a.3 D03D 47/12

U.S. a. 139—443 25 Qaims

1. A device for forming a yam reserve to feed picks to a
loom, comprising:

(a) a storage chamber being located between a yam supply
source and a machine for inserting picks into a loom, said

storage chamber having an upper part and a perforated

lower part, said upper part and said lower part being
machined and joined to form a divergent clearance at a

first end of said chamber and said upper part and said

lower part being machined and joined to form a cavity

therebetween;

(b) means for introducing yam into said storage chamber
comprising a compressed-fluid nozzle, said nozzle direct-

ing fluid into said storage chamber, said fluid passing

through said perforations of said lower part of said storage

chamber generating an intemal turbulence therein to

arrange yam in juxtaposed substantially regular loops; and
(c) means for retrieving yam from said storage chamber, said

means for introducing yam into said storage chamber
tensioning the yam upon retrieval.

4,479,519

WEFT BRAKE FOR SHUTTLELESS LOOM
Albert H. Deborde, and Max Guallo, both of Boorgoin Jallieu,

France, assignors to Saurer Diederichs (Societe Anonyme),
Bourgoin Jallieu, France

FUed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,670

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jul. 23, 1981, 81 14793

Int. CL? D03D 47/30

MS. a. 139—450 6 Gains
1. In a loom provided with a supply of weft thread to be

transported through a shed of warp threads, guide means
defining a transport path for said weft thread, a thread brake in

said transport path provided with a stationary jaw and a mov-
able jaw resiliently biased toward said stationary jaw for

clamping said weft thread therebetween, and control means

intermittently engageable with said movable jaw for separating

same from said stationary jaw to unclamp the weft thread

engaged thereby,

the improvement wherein said thread brake further com-
prises a leaf spring interposed between said stationary and

\'

movable jaws for gripping said weft thread between said

leaf spring and said stationary jaw in a clamping position

of said movable jaw and for engaging said weft thread

under reduced pressure in an unclamping position of said

movable jaw.

4,479,520

BALANCED PRESSURE COUPLING
Gair D. Holben, Denver, Colo., assignor to The Coca«Cola
Company, Atianta, Ga.

Continuation of Ser. No. 323,309, Not. 20, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Oct 6, 1983, Ser. No. 539,415

Int. a.3 B65B 3/04
U.S. a. 141—1 12 Oains

11. A method for transferring pressurized gas from a source

of gas under relatively high pressure to a gas pressure regulator

having means for receiving said pressurized gas and discharg-

ing said pressurized gas at a reduced pressure comprising:

providing a source of gas under relatively high pressure with

means for discharging pressurized gas therefrom;

providing a gas pressure regulator with means for receiving

said discharged pressurized gas and discharging said re-

ceived pressurized gas at reduced pressures;

providing means in operative association with said discharge

means of said source for providing a passageway for pres-

surized gas discharged from said discharge means of said

source;

assembling said receiving means and said means providing

said passageway and engaging said means providing said

passageway and said receiving means with sealing means
to form a fluid tight space between said means providing

said passageway and said receiving means;

discharging pressurized gas from said source and passing
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said discharged pressurized gas through said means pro-
viding said passageway and said fluid tight space into said
receiving means substantially immediately after said fluid
tight space has been formed;

distributing the forces from said pressurized gas so that the
forces from said pressurized gas tending to separate said
means providing said passageway and said receiving
means are balanced by the forces from said pressurized gas
tending to urge said means providing said passageway and
said receiving means together; and

controlling the frictional forces of said sealing engagement
between said means providing said passageway and said
receiving means to hold said means providing said pas-
sageway and said receiving means together.

4,479 521
PHOSPHOR MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Hwvey C. Lubold, Jr^ and Glenn H. Roberts, both of Towanda,
Pa^ assignors to GTE Products Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,144
Int. a.3 B65B 1/04

U.S.a 141-12 3 ctai„«

relatively stiff arms, outer end support members and cen-
tral support members depending from said relatively stiff
arms at the respective outer end and central portions of
said relatively stiff arms, and relatively bendable plates
mounted on and extending between said outer end and
central support members and spaced beneath said rela-

'•»^

1. In the manufacture of an alkaline earth halophosphate
phosphor, the steps which comprise: conveying an empty tray
to a position under the discharge chute of an automatic loader,
said loader havmg a hopper containing a powder blend of raw
ingredients to form said phosphor; automatically discharging a
predetermined weight of said powder from said hop^r
through said chute into said tray; conveying the tray of pow-
der to an automatic vibrator; and vibrating said tray of powder
with a pattern mserted therein to cause the powder to settle
into a powder mass having a thickness throughout that tends to
promote umformity of reaction when the powder mass is fired
at a temperature that causes the raw ingredients to react and
form said phosphor.

^ 4,479,522
PORTABLE SAFETY DEVICE FOR INFLATION OF

TRUCK TIRES
DwreU L. Upham, Akron, Ohio, assignor to GenCorp Inc.,
Akron, Ohio

FUed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,830
lax. a? woe 25/00

Uff.>«7-> , 5 Claims
1. An improved safety device for restraining a multiple partnm during inflation of the tire on the rim, including a base for

supportmg the tire and the rim, the base having outwardly
extendmg portions which extend beneath the rim, the base alsohavmg a shaft extending perpendicularly to the extendini?
portions for msertion through the center of the rim; and a
retamer havmg a central opening through which the shaft
extends, the retainer also having outwardly extending portions
which extend over the top of the rim, the rim capable of being
restramed between the extending portion of the base and the
retamer for absorbing the force of the rim upon explosion of
the run during mflation, wherein the improvement comprises:

said outwardly extending portions of said retainer including

tively stiff arms, each of said relatively bendable plates
having their portions between said outer end and central
support members engagable with said rim and having a
yield point below the stress that would normally be ex-
erted upon said plate in the event of an explosion of the
nm during tire inflation, the plate thus being bendable
melastically under the force of such an explosion.

4479523
MORTISE AND TENON JIG

Dale Peterson, 764 Grant St, and Dean Martin, 3401 Florida
Dr., both of Loveland, Colo. 80537

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,903
Int a.3 B27C 5/10

U.S. a. 144-144.5 R jj Qalms

1. A patterning jig comprising:

a flat template having space-opposed side margins joined by
respective front and rear margins;

means defining a first opening through said template spaced
inwardly at a predetermined distance from one of said side
margins and centered on a line running between said side
margins and spaced inwardly from said front margin;

a tongue formed in said template, disposed toward the other
of said side margins from said opening and positioned
between a pair of means defining open spaces defined
through said template, said tongue being centered on said
line;

a flat guide projecting downwardly from said template
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parallel to and spaced inwardly of said line from said front

margin;

said opening having a predetermined width in the direction

transverse to said line with said width being selected to

receive a router bit guide element and to position the

router bit on said line for forming a mortise in a first

member located between said opening;

and in which the width of said tongue in said direction is

selected for shaping a tenon, matable with said mortise, on
a second member located beneath said finger upon receipt

of said element successively in said open spaces and en-

gagement of said second member with said bit.

4,479,525

PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD
Maurice Graas, Luxembourg, Luxembourg, assignor to The
Goodyear Tire A Rnbber Company, Akron, Ohio

FUed Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 531,981

Int CL^ B60C 11/00
U.S. a. 152—209 R 13 Claims

4,479,524

LOG SPUmNG BLASTING WEDGE AND ANCHOR
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

Albert F. VosUu, Rte. 2, Crete, Nebr. 68333

ContUiaation-bi-part of Ser. No. 307,782, Oct 2, 1981, Pat No.

4,351,376. This appUcation Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,179

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 28,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a? B27L 7/00

U.S. a. 144—366 21 Claims

"4:^3

1. A method of splitting logs, comprising, providing a blast-

ing wedge and an anchor structure with a

height adjustable wedge receiving sleeve, placing a charge

of blasting powder in the wedge, axially driving the

wedge into one end of a log to be split

thereby setting the wedge in the log, adjusting the height of

the wedge receiving sleeve for

approximate alignment with the set wedge, moving the

anchor structure toward the end of the log so that

the wedge is received within the adjusted sleeve, and ignit-

ing the charge in the wedge.

21. A method of making firewood, comprising

providing a log to be split, a log blasting wedge and an

anchor structure with a height adjustable wedge receiving

sleeve,

placing a charge of blasting powder into one end of the

wedge,

driving that one end of the wedge into one end of a log,

causing the opposite end of the wedge to be received in the

sleeve of the anchor structure,

igniting the charge in the wedge thereby splitting the log

into a plurality of split log sections, and

blocking the split log sections.

1. A pneumatic tire having a tread portion with a pair of

lateral edges, the tread portion consisting of a plurality of

independent blocks each having a single plane of symmetry
which is directed substantially axially across the tread portion,

the blocks each having a respective face thereon directed

towards a given one of said edges, all of the respective faces

having a generally convex configuration.

4,479,526

STRUCTURE WFTH ADJUSTABLY-TILTABLE
ARTICULATED ARMS FOR WIND UP SUNSHADE

TENTS
Rinaldo Rinaldi, Bogliasco; Alberto Ghermignari, Genoa, and

Gaudio Marcori, Genova Sampierdarena, all of Italy, assign-

ors to Riri Italia S.pA., Vignole Borbera, Italy

FUed Not. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 555,726

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Not. 30, 1982, 12680 A/82
Int a.3 E04F 10/06

U.S. a. 160—22 3 Qaims
1. A projecting structure (1) with adjustably tiltable articu-

lated stretching arms (17, 18), for wind up tents, particularly

sunshade tents, comprising a square-shaped attachment bar (2),

affixed horizontally to a wall through adjustable brackets (3), a

roller (13) for winding up the tent sheet (T), with a respective

control winch (14), said roller (13) being supported on said bar

(2) parallelly thereto, between end supfwrts (15) keyed and

secured to the ends of said bar, said bar (2) having slidably

mounted thereon a plurality of square-shaped support and

articulation hubs (16), one for each of said stretching arms (17,

18) which stretch the tent sheet (T), characterized in that each

of said square-shaped hubs (16) comprises an attachment hinge

body (22) which is hinged, on one hand, to said hub (16) co-axi-

ally with the square-shaped bar (2) mounted therein and, on the

other hand, to the arm (17) which carries the respective

stretching arm (17, 18) around an associated pivot (25), adjust-

ment means (26, 27, 29, 30, 33) being provided between the
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body of the square-shaped hub (Ifi) and the attachment hinge 4,479^28body (22), to adjust within a pre-established adjustment range STRIP CASTING APPARATUS
Robert E. Maringer, Worthingtoo, Ohio, assignor to AUegiieny
Ludlum Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 148,421, May 9, 1980, abandoned. lUs
appUcation Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,587

Int a.3 B22D 11/06. 11/10
U.S. a. 164-423

2, cwms

»- /

the angular position of said hinge attachment body (22) around
the longitudinal axis of said attachment bar (2).

4,479 527
METHOD FOR FAaUTATING THE MANUFACTURE

OF A BONDABLE METALUC SURFACE
Ralph A. Bocttcher, La Verne, Calif., assignor to Unitek Corpo-

ration, Monrovia, Calif.

FUed No?. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 438,558
Int a.3 B22C 9/04. 7/02

UA a 164-34
7 Claims

1. A method for casting an appliance having a bonding
surface which facilitates adhesive bonding thereof, comprising
the steps of:

sizing at least one pad to approximate at least a portion of an
appliance to be cast, said pad having a surface portion at
least partly predeterminedly patterned for producing
asperities in a casting surface derived therefrom, and a
non-porous backing, said pad being eliminatable at tem-
peratures, employed during lost wax investment casting;

attaching said patterned surface portion with a suitable
adhesive to a predetermined surface to be replicated;

fixedly conforming said surface portion to said predeter-
mined surface;

removing said pad from said predetermined surface;
investment casting said pad to form a mold; and
eliminating said pad from the investment casting mold.

1. An apparatus for continuously casting metal strip com-
prising:

a tundish for receiving and holding molten metal,
a nozzle comprising at least one separate substantially U-

shaped curvilinear element disposed in the tundish and
openmg mto the tundish, said curvilinear element having
an elongated orifice passage therein deflned between a
first side portion and a second side portion of the curvilin-
ear element, the orifice passage extending along the length
of the U-shaped curvilinear element and approximating
the width of the strip to be cast, said orifice passage hav-
ing substantially uniform cross-sectional dimensions
throughout the longitudinal extent thereof, and

a cooled casting surface at least as wide as the strip to be
cast, disposed at a standoff distance of less than 0.120 inch
from the nozzle, movable past a discharge end of the
orifice passage in a direction substantially perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the orifice passage,

said first side portion located downstream with respect to
the direction of movement of the casting surface and
having substantially planar inside surfaces defining the
orifice passage, and an outer, lip projecting surface at the
discharge end of the orifice passage disposed toward,
facing and in complete parallelism with the casting surface
for a length of at least 0.01 inch, the outer, lip projecting
surface of the first side portion being relieved to define a
lip projection at a location beginning at the point of termi-
nation of complete parallelism.

4,479 529
STRAND GUIDING STAND TO BE USED IN A

CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANT
Werner Scheurecker, Linz, Austria, assignor to Voest-Alpine

Aktiengesellschaft, Linz, Austria

FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,409
aaims priority, application Austria, Apr. 22, 1981, 1812/81

Int. a.3 B22D 11/12. 11/128
U.S. a 164-442 soaims

I ?^

'fteraw

^
1. In a strand guiding stand to be used in a continuous casting
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plant, in particular a continuous casting plant for slabs, and of
the type including

a fixed stand part and an oppositely arranged displaceable

stand part,

drawing anchors connecting said fixed and displaceable

stand parts,

strand guiding rollers joumaled on said fixed and displace-

able stand parts,

a displacement means for displacing, and fixing, said dis-

placeable stand part along said drawing anchors at a de-

sired position opposite said fixed stand part, said displace-

ment means including at least one bushing provided on
each of said drawing anchors and having a helical sup-

porting surface, said displaceable stand part being sup-

ported on said at least one bushing, and

a fixed abutment provided on each of said drawing anchors

for supporting said bushing, the improvement wherein

said drawing anchors each have an end that projects through

said displaceable stand part, said bushings being provided

only on said drawing anchor ends, and

said helical supporting surface of each bushing has an angle

of inclination that is larger than the pertaining angle of

friction, the improvement further comprising

means for coupling said bushings for synchronous rotation,

an adjustment drive fixable in different positions and adapted

for synchronously rotating said bushings, and

clamping means provided on each of said drawing anchors

for constantly urging said displaceable stand part against

said bushings.

4479 530

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING METALLIC WIRE
PRODUCTS BY DIRECT CASTING OF MOLTEN METAL
Syen T. Ekerot, Box 2751, SE-761 00 NorrtSlje, Sweden
PCT No. PCr/SE81/00139, § 371 Date Jan. 8, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 8, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03136, PCT Pub.

Date Nov. 12, 1981

PCT Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 341,987

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 8, 1980, 8003487

Int a.3 B22D 19/08

U.S. a. 164—461 4 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing metallic wire products by

direct casting of molten metal, in which the molten metal is in

the form of a bath contained in a container having an outlet

hole in the bottom thereof through which the metal can flow,

the method comprising:

A. passing a stabilizing wire out through the container and

the outlet hole, the stabilizing wire being of a metal having

substantially the same melting point as the molten metal,

wherein the diameter of the outlet hole is substantially

greater than, and a minimum of l.S times greater than the

diameter of the stabilizing wire;

B. flowing freely a jet of said molten metal out of said outlet

hole;

C. forming an unbroken wire shaped body of said jet that is

stabilized by said stabilizing wire;

D. controlling the rate at which the stabilizing wire is pass-

ing out through the outlet hole so that it substantially

corresponds to the rate at which said jet is flowing out of

the outlet hole;

E. cooling the unbroken jet of molten metal surrounding the

stabilizing wire and causing it to solidify around the stabi-

lizing wire, substantially all solidification taking place

after the stabilizing wire and molten metal have exited

from the outlet hole; and

F. collecting the stabilizing wire and solidified surrounding

molten metal.

4,479,531

ELECTROMAGNETIC STIRRING
Keith R. Whittington, Great Shelford, England, assignor to TI

(Group Services) Limited, Birmingham, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 296,496, Jun. 1, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530,617

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 5, 1980,

8018372

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 11,

2001, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 B22D 27/02'

U.S. a. 164—504 17 Claims

1. An apparatus for stirring molten metal in an open topped

mold comprising: a series of three or more conductors in the

form of closed loops made from bars of non-ferromagnetic

electrically conductive material, these loops being positioned

around the vertical axis of the mold so that a portion of each

loop forms one of a ring of conductive elements surrounding

the vertical axis of the mold and positioned above the mold;

each of the loops being coupled inductively via an energizing

coil to a different phase of a multi-phase alternating current

supply, the sequence of the loops being the same as the se-

quence of the phases, so that currents induced in the loops will

produce a magnetic field above the mold, said magnetic field

penetrating down into the mold and rotating about the vertical

axis of the mold, said energizing coils being located outside the

flux path of the magnetic field into the mold; ferromagnetic

pole pieces being associated with the loops to provide a low

reluctance flux path which will reduce leakage of the magnetic

field above the conductors and concentrate the field below the

conductors.

4,479,532

A SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A HYDRAULIC
COOLING FAN FOR AN ENGINE AS A FUNCnON OF

AMBIENT AND COOLANT TEMPERATURES
Masahiro Watanabe, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,733

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1980,

55/185504[U]

Int a.3 F28F 27/00

U.S. a. 165—39 6 Qaims
1. An automatic actuator system for a cooling fan of an

internal combustion engine, said system comprising first detec-
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tor means for detecting the temperature of the cooling water in
a cooling system for the engine, second detector means for
detecting the atmospheric temperature, an electrical control
circuit means for generating a first control signal correspond-
ing to the cooling water temperature detected by said first
detector means and a second control signal corresponding to
the maximum number of revolutions per unit of time of the
cooling fan as a function of atmospheric temperature detected

/OCTECTOK ro«i\,
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from the heated fluid is imparted to the remaining fluids
by conduction when said fluids are caused to flow
through their respective conducting means;

the direction of flow of fluid in said second conducting
means is opposite to the direction of flow of fluid in said
third conducting means; and

said container further comprises surface means located
above and below said second and third conducting means
for pressing said second conducting means against said
third conducting means throughout their entire lengths to
facilitate maximum heat transfer between said conducting
means.

4«479534
TRANSPARENT RADIATION RECUPERATOR

Robin B. Rhodes, WellsWUe, N.Y^ assignor to The Air Pre-
beater Company, Inc., Wellsrille, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,054
lot a.J F28D 7/12

U.S.a 165-142 4ci,i^

by said second detector means, and for generating an electrical
output signal corresponding to the difference between the first
and second control signals, a proportional control valve means
coupled to said control circuit means and controlled by the
output signal of said control circuit means, and a cooling fan
driving means coupled to said control valve means, wherein
the rotational speed of the fan driving means is controlled as a
function of the flow rate of fluid controlled by said propor-
tional control valve means.

4,479,533

TERTIARY HEAT EXCHANGER
Ingemar Persson, TaU?. 3, Taberg, and OIo? EkUnd, Homlegar-
dcn 1, Jonkoping, both of Sweden

FUed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,537
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, May 27, 1980, 8003940

Int a^ F28D 7/04: F28F 9/22. 9/26
VJS,a 165-140

,3 cud,^

1. A tertiary heat exchanger, comprising:
a container including inlet and outlet means;
a first fluid conducted into said container through one of said

inlet means;

first conducting means spirally disposed within said con-
tainer, and forming a passageway extending from said one
mlet means outward to one outlet means, for conducting
said first fluid out of said container;

second conducting means for conducting a second fluid
through said container;

third conducting means for conducting a third fluid through
said container;

at least one of said conducting means having a length which
IS different from the other conducting means;
one of said fluids being heated, and a substantial portion of

said second and third conducting means is coiled within
said first conducting means so that each of said second and
third conducting means comprises a layered stack wherein
each turn of the respective coil defmes one layer, and heat

1. A recuperative heat exchange apparatus for transferring
heat from a hot radiating gas to cold gas to be heated compris-
ing:

a. a housing defining a chamber for the flow of the hot
radiating gas therethrough;

b. a radiation-transparent outer tube extending into the
chamber of said housing, said radiation-transparent outer
tube being closed at one end open at the opposite end and
comprised of a heat resistant material capable of with-
standing temperature in excess of 1600' P.;

c. an outlet header connecting the open end of said radiation-
transparent outer tube to a passageway for discharging the
gas heated in the heat exchange apparatus;

d. an open ended metallic radiation-absorbing inner tube
concentrically disposed within said outer tube so as to
define an annular space therebetween and spaced from the
closed end of said outer tube so as to permit gas flow from
said inner tube into the anniilar space between said radia-
tion-transparent outer tube and said radiation-absorbing
inner tube;

e. an inlet header connecting said inner tube to a supply of
cold gas to be heated thereby establishing a continuous
flow path for directing cold gas to be heated from said
inlet header through said inner tube and thence through
the annular space between said inner tube and said outer
tube to said outlet header;

f. an apertured tubular radiation-absorbing shield disposed
concentrically in the annular space in spaced relationship
between said radiation-transparent outer tube and said
radiation-absorbing inner tube whereby the gas flowing
through the annular passage passes along both sides ofand
through the apertured tubular radiation-absorbing shield,
said apertured shield adapted to absorb a first portion of
the radiant heat passing through said radiation-transparent
outer tube and transfer the absorbed heat to the gas pass-
ing through the annular space while simultaneously per-
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mitting a second portion of the radiant heat passing
through said radiation-transparent outer tube to pass di-

rectly to the radiation-absorbing inner tube.

4,479,535

RECUPERATIVE RADIANT TUBE
Ryozo Echigo, 3*17o603, Ecchqjioia l-chome, Kohtoh*kn, To-

kyo; Takaaki Noda, Aichi; Koichiro Kioto, Mie, and Keqjiro

&ito, Aichi, all of Japan, assignors to Daidotokoshnko Kabu*
shikikaisha and Ryozo Echigo, both of, Japan

FUed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,325

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 24, 1981, 56-116877

Int a.3 F27B 5/14; F28D 7/12

U.S. a. 165—142 4 Claims

23 2t

1. A radiant tube comprising a tubular radiator section di-

rectly communicating with an inflow section at one end
thereof and with an outflow section at the other end thereof so

as to provide a continuous inner cylindrical space through the

tube so that high-temperture gases are allowed to enter the

tube from said inflow section, increase the temperature of said

radiator section in order for the same radiator section to radiate

heat, and come out from said outflow section, which tube

further includes:

(a) a heat exchanger disposed to extend through said outflow

section and project into said radiator section to define a

cylindrical space thereby over both said outflow section

and radiator section;

(Jb) annular gas impermeable support means disposed at the

interface of said radiator section and said outflow section;

(c) a first tubular partition means formed of air-permeable

solid matter which is located between said gas imperme-
able support means and the projecting end of said heat

exchanger to enclose said projecting end of said heat

exchanger on an upstream side of the gas flow relative to

the location of said heat exchanger so that the high-tem-

perature gases having heated said radiator section must
pass through said first partition means and come thereinto

in order to flow into said outflow section;

(d) removable gas impermeable lid means at the downstream
end of said outflow section; and

(e) a second tubular partition means formed of air-permeable

solid matter which is located between said lid means and
said support means to enclose said portion of said heat

exchanger on a downstream side of the gas flow relative

to the location of said heat exchanger so that the gases

having come into said first partition means must enter and
pass through said second partition means in order to come
out from the radiant tube.

4,479,536

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR A GASEOUS AND A UQUID
MEDIUM

Hainan J. Lamlris, HoUandsc Radiag, NethcrUuds, assignor to

BroBswerk 1LA3. B.V^ Utracfat, Nethcriands

FUed Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 294,993

Claims ^iority, ap^icatiOB Nethaiaads, Aag. 26, 1980,

8004805

Int a> F28F 9/22

VS. a. 165—145 11 Claims

1. A heat exchanger block for transferring heat between a

gas and a liquid, which comprises a series of rows of parallel.

closely spaced tubes and two further rows of parallel, closely

spaced tubes at the opposite sides of said series of rows and
orthogonal thereto, filler means joining the tubes of the end
rows of said series of rows and the tubes of said two further

rows to provide gas impervious walls surrounding the remain-

der of said series of rows, the tubes of said two further rows
being of less length than the tubes of said series of rows and the

ends of the tubes forming one of said further rows being dis-

posed closely adjacent one end of the block which the ends of
the tubes forming the other of said further rows being disposed

closely adjacent the other end of the block whereby lateral

wall openings are provided at the opposite sides and ends of

said block, first liquid collector means communicating one set

of corresponding ends of all of said tubes exteriorally of said

block and second liquid collector means communicating the

other set of corresponding ends of all of said tubes exteriorally

of said block, means for introducing gas into one of said lateral

openings and means for collecting gas from the other of said

lateral openings, and means for introducing liquid into said first

liquid collector means whUe educting liquid through said

second collector means.

4,479,537

POWER TUBING HANGER AND TUBING STRING
UFTING ASSEMBLY

Lehman T. Reed, Bakersfleld, CaUf., assignor to Midway Fish-

ing Tool Co., Long Beach, CaUf.

FUed Sep. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 535,684

Int a.^ E21B 19/00

VS. CL 166—77 9 Claims

1. In combination with a producing oil weU that has a well

head that removably supports an array of valves that are in

communication with a vertical off centered passage in a well

hanger from which a tubing string extends downwardly in an

off centered position in said weU to a downhole pump that is

driven by an electric motor that is supplied electric power
through a cable that extends upwardly in said weU to a connec-

tor that removably engages an off centered vertical electrical

conductor supported by said tubing hanger and said conductor

having an upper end that by a connector is connected to a

source of electric power, said passage in said tubing hanger

having an upper threaded end, a portable apparatus for elevat-

ing said tubing hanger to a position above said well head where
said connectors may be replaced by a user after said tubing

string has had a plug removably positioned therein, said array

of valves has been removed from said weU head and replaced

by a power operated blow out preventer that has an upper

surface, said blow out preventer when in an open position

defming a vertically extending space of sufficient transverse

cross section as to permit said tubing hanger and a portion of
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said tubing string situated therebelow to be moved upwardly
and downwardly therethrough and said blow out preventer
when in a closed position and said tubing hanger situated
thereabove sealingly gripping said tubing string when the
latter is centered therein to maintain control of said well, said
portable apparatus comprising:

a. a power operated assembly that includes a horizontal base
having a transverse opening therein of greater diameter
than said tubing hanger; a pair of parallel hydraulic cylin-
ders that extend upwardly from said base on opposite sides
of said opening and have upper ends; a pair of piston rods
that extend upwardly from said pair of cylinders and have
upper ends, a horizontal cross piece that extends between
said upper ends of said pair of cylinder; a lifting member
that extends between said upper ends of said piston rods;
a plurality of pull rods having lower ends, said pull rods
depending from said Ufting member and slidably movable
in transverse openings in said cross piece; a horizontal
pulling plate secured to said lower ends of said pull rods;
first means for discharging pressurized hydraulic fluid into
and out of said cylinder to raise and lower said Dulline
plate;

*^ *

4,479,538
CASING SCRAPER AND METHOD FOR MAKING THE

SAME
WUUam E. Coyle, Sr., Honina, Ia, assignor to BUco Tools, Inc«
Houma, La.

--» -^

FUed Jon. 22, 1981, Scr. No. 275,790
Int a.3 E21B 37/02

U.S.a 166-173
g Claims

/^"^

b. threaded pulling sub means that removably engage said
threaded end of said passage in said tubing hanger and are
rotatably supported from said pulling plate, said pulling
sub means and pulling plate moving said tubing hanger
and a portion of said tubing string upwardly through said
opening in said base when hydraulic fluid is discharged
into said cylinders and said blow out preventer is in an
open position with said tubing string in an off" centered
position therein;

c. second means on said assembly for moving said well head
and tubing string laterally relative to well bore to a posi-
tion when said tubing string is centered in said blow out
preventer to permit the latter to be actuated to assume a
closed position to maintain control of said oil well;

d. third means that occupy a fixed elevation on said assembly
for preventing inadvertent downward movement of said
tubing hanger and tubing string during the time said con-
nectors are being replaced; and

e. fourth means for removably maintaining said base at a
fixed vertical position relative to said blow out preventer.

1. In a well scraping tool including a unitary generally cylin-
dncal body having two sets of slots therein and an outwardly
biased cutter blade within each of said slots, the improvement
wherein:

each of said slots is undercut along its length; said improve-
ment further comprising

a longitudinal flange on each blade, said flange extending
laterally from one side of said blade for the length thereof,
said flange engaging a respective one of said undercuts to
retain the blade within the body;

said body having a circumferential groove between said slots
and intersecting an adjacent end of each slot, said groove
extending completely around said body and having suffi-
cient width and depth to allow for lengthwise insertion
and removal of said blades from their respective slots; and

a locking ring removably secured within said groove to
prevent lengthwise movement of the blades within their
grooves.

4 479 539
DOWNHOLE LOCK SYSTEM

Jack W. Tamplen, Celina, and Carter R. Young, Argyle, both of
Tex., assignors to Otis Engineering Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

FUed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434,723
Int a.3 E21B 23/04

UA a 166-212 ,8 a,,^
1. A locking mandrel for releasably securing a flow conduc-

tor device at a downhole location within a well flow conduc-
tor, comprising:

a. a tubular housing means with a longitudinal passage ex-
tending therethrough;

b. a plurality of windows extending radially through the
housing means intermediate the ends thereof;

c. a locking dog disposed within each window and radially
slidable relative to the housing means;

d. an expander sleeve slidably disposed within the longitudi-
nal passageway adjacent to the locking dogs;

e. the expander sleeve having three positions, the first posi-
tion allowing retraction of the dogs within the windows,
the second position projecting a portion of each dog radi-
ally from its respective window, and the third position
allowing retraction of each dog within its window;

f piston means slidably disposed within the longitudinal
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passageway and operatively engaging the expander
sleeve;

g. means for communicating fluid pressure to the piston

means whereby the piston means can shift the expander
sleeve from its first to its second position;

h. means for releasably securing the expander sleeve in its

first position until the fluid pressure applied to the piston

means exceeds a preselected value;

4,479,541

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECOVERY OF OIL,
GAS AND MINERAL DEPOSFTS BY PANEL OPENING
Fun-Den Wang, c/o Elektra Energy Corp., 340 N. Belt E.,

Houston, Tex. 77060

FUed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,391

Int a.^ E21B 43/16
U.S. a. 166—268 16 Gaims

i. a profile formed on the interior of the expander sleeve

which can be mechanically engaged by a well tool to

move the expander sleeve from its second to its third

position; and

j. means for removing the locking mandrel from its down-
hole location after the expander sleeve has been shifted to

its third position.

4,479,540

GASIHCATION OF COAL
Maurice Grenier, Paris, France, assignor to L'Air Liquide,

Societe Anonyme Pour LTtude et L'Exploitation des Pro>

cedes Georges Oaude, Paris, France

FUed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,623

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 5, 1981, 81 11149

Int. a.3 E21B 43/243; E21C 43/00
U.S. a. 166-260 9aaims

y/,^^/A^//^^//^^/,

sV.^\\VA\\V/X\\Vy/^

1. A process for the underground gasification of coal, com-
prising drilling a blind bore extending to a coal seam, said bore

having a peripheral wall and an end wall, ejecting within said

coal seam and toward said end wall a central gaseous jet of a

gasifying agent and a peripheral substantially annular jet of a

separating fluid, said substantially annular jet being ejected

substantially parallel to and around and in the same direction as

said central jet so as to form an annular sheet of said separating

fluid around said central jet, and extracting from said bore a

fuel gas resulting from an incomplete combustion of said coal,

said fuel gas flowing from said bore end wall between said bore

peripheral wall and said annular sheet.

1. Method for oil, gas and mineral recovery by panel open-
ing drilling comprising:

(a) providing spaced apart injection and recovery drill holes

extending along respective longitudinal axes into an un-

derground area having a deposit bearing region,

(b) drilling a first panel shaped opening outwardly of the

injection hole by cutting the underground area adjacent

the injection hole, said first panel shaped opening substan-

tially facing the deposit bearing region, and
(c) injecting said injection hole with a fluid under sufficient

pressure to uniformly sweep the deposits in the under-

ground area to said recovery hole for recovery of the

deposits therefrom.

4,479,542

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY PROCESS UTILIZING A
LIGNOSULFONATE AS A SOLUBILIZING AGENT IN AN

AFTERFLUSH
Mark P. Warchol, and Walter W. Gale, both of Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Exxon Production Research Co., Houston, Tex.

FUed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,261

Int a.} E21B 43/22

U.S. a. 166—273 12 Oaims
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7. A method for recovering crude oil from a subterranean

formation penetrated by an injection well and a production

well, which comprises:

(a) injecting into said formation via said injection well a

surfactant-containing liquid for displacing said crude oil,

said surfactant-containing liquid being substantially free of

lignosulfonate salts;

(b) subsequently injecting an aqueous solution containing
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li^osulfonate salts, said aqueous solution being substan-
tially free of surfactant and said lignosulfonate salts being
piwent in an amount sufficient to reduce the retention of
surfactant by said formation;

(c) injecting flooding water to drive said surfactant-contain-
ing liquid, aqueous solution, and crude oil through said
formation to said production well, said flooding water
being substantially free of surfactant; and

(d) recovering said crude oil via said production well.

4(479,543
METHOD FOR DEEPER PENETRATING ACIDIZING OF

SIUCEOUS FORMATIONS

^!T*/;,'S*?^ ^^'«»«"*' "M* !>•«<« R. Watkins, Irrfae,
both of Califs anigiion to Union Oil Company of California.
Lot Angeles, Calif.

v.-uunum

FUed Jul. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 518,097
iBt a^ E21B «/^7

f?'^^t:?? 30 Claims
1. A method for acidizing siUceous materials contained in a

subterranean formation penetrated by a well comprising inject-
ing into the said formation:

(a) first a slug of an organosilane or an ester of an organosi-
lane, and

(b) next a slug of an aqueous acidizing composition compris-
ing a mixture of

«- k

(1) a first acidizing component selected from the group
consisting of non-oxidizing mineral acids, acid precur-
sors, low molecular weight organic acids, and haloge-
nated derivatives of low molecular weight organic
acids, and

e ©« v,

(2) a second acidizing component selected from the group
consisting of fluorine^ontaining acids and fluorine-con-
tammg salts.

4,479,544

D JE^'iSF ACTUATED PACKKJFF AND METHODRu^B. Camhan; Bobby F. Gowl, and Gary A. Miller, aU of San^nio, Tex., asHgnors to Baker OO Tools, Inc., Orange,

Filed Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,399

„« ^ Int a» E21B Ji//iUAa 166-290
21 Claims

engagement with said casing annulus in response to an
applied axial compressive force;

(2) a pair of vertically spaced, internally projecting, annular

(3) an annular fluid pressure chamber having a fluid supply
port intermediate said annular seals; and

(4) an annular piston movable within said fluid pressure
chamber to exert an axial compression force on said pack-
ofr unit to seal said annulus;

a tubular extension extending through said tubular assembly-
said tubular extension having a cylindrical external surfac^
selectively sealingly engageable with either or both of saidmtemdly projecting annular seals by vertical movement of
said tubular extension, whereby cementing fluid may be passed
through said tubular assembly by engaging said cylindrical
external surface of the tubukr extension with both of said
mtemally projecting annular seals; means defining an annular
valve seat in the liner below the lower one of said internally
projecting annular seals; and a plug type valve element insert-
able through said tubular extension into seating engagement
with said annular valve seat; whertby application of fluid
pressure through said tubular extension subsequent to cement-mg and raising said tubular extension out of sealing engaee-
ment with only the lower one of said internally projwting
annular seals will supply fluid pressure to said annular piston
through said fluid supply port.

4 479 545
WELL^raVIENTING STAGE COLLAR

Fred N. Eley, Rte. 1, Box 182B, Gaston, Oreg. 97119
Filed Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,152

Int a.3 E21B 33/13
MS. a. 166—318

9Claiais

1. Apparatus for sealing the casing annulus defined between
the bore of a well casing and a hanger supported liner subse-
quent to a cementing operation comprising, in combination: a
tubular seal mounting assembly connectable between the liner
hanger and the upper portion of the liner above the cementing
zone; said tubular assembly comprising:

(1) an annular pack-ofl" unit radially expandable into sealing

1. A stage collar adapted to form part of a conduit string
positionable in a well bore comprising

a tubular body having upper and lower ends and including at
least one side port and a corresponding side aperture
disposed longitudinally above the port, the port and aper-
ture each having inner and outer openings,

an upper inner sleeve disposed slidably on the inside of said
body,

a gate disposed slidably on the outside of the body and
extending partially circumferentially around said body
and

a neck extending slidably through the aperture fixedly join-
ing said upper inner sleeve to said gate,

said aperture, gate, upper inner sleeve and neck being con-
structed relative to the port in such a manner that said
upper inner sleeve and gate are shifUble, selectively and
simultaneously, from an initial position in which both said
upper inner sleeve and gate close the inner and outer
openings of the aperture, respectively, and are unobstruc-
tive substantially of the port, to a second position in which
both said upper inner sleeve and gate cover, concurrently
and substantially completely, the inner and outer open-
ings, respectively, of the aperture and port.
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4,479,546

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
NATURAL GAS FROM TIGHT FORMATIONS

Don A. Bresie; Jack M. Boms, and Donald W. Fowler, all of
5407 N. IH 35 Suite 304, Austin, Tex. 78723

Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,991

Int a.J E21B 43/12. 43/34
U.S. a. 166—369 18 aaims

tween said gas wells and said off-loading facility in accor-

dance with said collection schedule and with said flow

control valves operated to produce said wells, to efTect

optimum continuous natural gas production from said

tight formation producing areas.

1. The method for producing natural gas from a preselected

number of gas wells located in a tight formation producing
area, including the steps of:

equipping each of said wells with piping means designed and
arranged to define a sealed reservoir for receiving and
accumulating natural gas produced from said tight forma-
tion area over a lapse of time, the piping means for each of
said wells including an inner production tubing having a

casing tubing placed thereabout in annular spaced rela-

tionship, the upper and lower ends of the annular chamber
formed between said production tubing and said casing

tubing being closed and said annular chamber forming at

least part of said sealed reservoir, the annular chamber
being connected with said production tubing by conduit

means having a flow control valve therein operable to

control natural gas flow into said chamber, and the upper
end of said piping means being fitted with connector
means communicating with said annular chamber and
adapted for detachably connecting said reservoir with
mobile pressure vessel means;

calculating for each of said wells the rate of natural gas flow
from said tight formation area into said reservoir, the

holding capacity of said reservoir, and the time lapse

required to accumulate a batch of natural gas within said

reservoir having a volume chosen to assure optimum well

production;

calculating the number of mobile pressure vessel means
required to assure collection of each optimum batch vol-

ume in a timely manner;

establishing a collection schedule for servicing each of said

wells, designed to remove optimum batch volumes of

natural gas from the reservoir thereof in a timely manner;

opening said flow control valves to produce said natural gas

wells and cause the accumulation of natural gas within

said reservoirs in accordance with said well calculations;

moving a mobile pressure vessel means to each well in ac-

cordance with said collection schedule, temporarily con-

necting it to the well's reservoir with said connector

means, and transferring said optimum batch volume of

natural gas to said pressure vessel means;

moving all of said pressure vessel means to an off-loading

facility periodically in accordance with said collection

schedule, and substantially emptying said pressure vessel

means at said facility; and
repeatedly moving said mobile pressure vessel means be-

4,479,547

WELL PIPE JACK
George I. Boya^jiefT, Aoabeim, and Andrew B. Campbell, San

Marino, both of Calif., assignors to Varco International, Inc.,

Orange, Calif

.

Continnatioa of Ser. No. 268,763, Jua. 1, 1961, abandoned. This

appUcation Ang. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 522,547

Int C\? E21B 19/10
U.S. a. 166-383 9 Qaims

1. The method that comprises:

drilling a well utilizing a rig having a mast and a rig floor in

predetermined drilling positions in which the mast

projects upwardly above the well and the rig floor extends

generally horizontally near the lower end of the mast, and

utilizing a drill string suspended by said mast and extend-

ing downwardly along a predetermined axis relative to

said mast and through said rig floor and into the well;

removing said drill string from the rig after completion of

the drilling operation;

then lowering along said axis and into the well, while said

mast and rig floor remain in said drilling positions thereof

above the well, a string of casing which, during at least a

portion of the casing lowering operation, has a weight

greater than the' load supporting capacity of said mast

used in drilling;

eflecting the downward movement of said casing string,

during at least said portion of the casing lowering opera-

tion when the weight of the string exceeds the capacity of

the mast, and while said mast and rig floor both remain in

said drilling positions thereof, by actuating a first casing

supporting unit of a jacking mechanism which is accessi-

ble from above said rig floor used in drilling upwardly and

downwardly relative to a second casing supporting unit of

the jacking mechanism which is accessible from above

said rig floor by means of a plurality of fluid pressure

Ofwrated piston and cylinder mechanisms projecting

downwardly beneath the level of said rig floor, with the

casing string being supported alternately by the two units

respectively;

transmitting load forces resulting from the weight of said

casing string from each of said supporting units down-
wardly through said piston and cylinder mechanisms to a

location spaced beneath said rig floor and to the earth at
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that location without transmission of said forces through
said mast, but while said mast and rig floor used in drilling
remain in said drilling positions thereof above the well-
and

suspending additional sections of casing from said mast as
they are added to said casing string.

4,479,548

SETTING TOOL ADAPTER KIT
Bruce Gilbert, HuntsrUle, Tex^ assignor to Hughes Tool Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, S«r. No. 476,442
lot a.} E21B 23/06

VS. a. 166-387
5 Claims

each of two of said first frames being connected on one of
their sides by hinges to the remaining said first frame-

each of said first frames being provided with a second frime
connected thereto by a plurality of bell cranks forward of
said packer wheel;

downwardly extending tines attached to said second frame-
said bell cranks being connected to a first lever arm which in

turn is connected to a second lever arm;
a rotatable shaft supported on each of said first frames con-

nected to said second lever arm;
said rotatable shafts connected together for concurrent rota-

tion;

1. A method of installing an adapter kit for attaching a
wireline setting tool of the type having a power actuated outer
sleeve and a cooperating inner tubular member to a well
packer, comprising the steps of:

providing a tubular mandrel having an upper end with upper
connecting means adapted to engage mating connecting
means on said setting tool inner tubular member, an exte-
nor, and a ramp area formed in a portion of said exterior

formmg a collet with a ring-shaped collet body and a plural-
ity of externally threaded collet fingers, said fingers being
expandable outwardly from a normally collapsed position
of a lesser relative diameter to an expanded position of
greater relative diameter;

sliding said collet over said tubular mandrel so that said
collet fingers are forced over said ramp area to forceably
expand said fingers to a preselected diameter, whereby
said collet finger external threads are engagable with a
mating surface of said packer;

releasably connecting said collet to said mandrel exterior
with said collet fingere in said expanded position; and

engaging said threaded collet fingers with a mating surface
of said packer by rotating said collet about said tubular
mandrel while holding said packer stationary.

a selectively reciprocal power source connected to a third
lever arm which in turn is connected to said shaft on said
remaining first frame;

ground support means connected to said shaft on said re-
maining first frame;

a hitch extending from the end of said remaining first frame
opposite to the rear side supporting said packer wheel and
adapted to be attached to a traction device; and

means for rotating said two first frames so that they will be
supported on the said remaining first frame for road trans-
port.

4,479,549
GROUND WORKING IMPLEMENT

S^*h !f**^'
°"° °*y' 0"»' •^V>or to Remlinger

Manufkcturiag Co., Inc., KaUda, Ohio
FUed Aug. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 518,985

., « « -
'*• ^-^ A°*" ^^22' 63/32UA CI. 172-142

gChdms
1. A ground workmg implement comprising-
three first rectangular frames, each of which is connected at

Its rear side to a rotauble packer wheel extending substan-
tially the entire length of said rear side of said first frame

4 479 550
SUBMERGING RAMMING ARRANGEMENT

Hms Kiihn, Hamburg, and Jochen Riisen, Ellerau, both of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Koehring GmbH, Hamburs.
Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,769

\m!mim^'
application Fed, Rep. of Germany, Dec. 16,

Int a.3 B23B 45/16; B23Q 5/027UA a. 173-112 »ci.i^
1. A submergible ramming arrangement adapted to be sus-

pended on a supporting element, comprising a housing having
an axis which is substantially upright in a working position, and
an upper portion; an impacting body axially displaceable in
said housing for delivering ramming impacts; hydraulic drive
means including a first hydraulic cylinder-and-piston unit for
displacing said impacting body, and a second hydraulic cylin-
der-and-piston unit arranged in said upper portion of said
housmg for adjusting displacement of the ramming device
relative to the supporting element and having a cylinder with
a longitudinal axis extending in direction of the displacement of
said unpacting body; a piston sealingly displaceable in said
cylinder and subdividing the same into a first chamber farther
from said impacting body and a second chamber closer to the
latter, a piston rod connected with said piston and having a
portion extending coaxially outwardly beyond said cylinder;
holding means for mounting the arrangement on a supporting
element, said holding means being provided on said on said
outwardly extending portion of said piston, a hydraulic accu-
mulator communicating with said first chamber of said second
cylinder-and-piston unit and arranged for receiving excess
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hydraulic medium under pressure; and indicating means actu-

ated by said piston of said second cylinder-and-piston unit

within a predetermind distance from a respective end of said

second cylinder-and-piston unit.

4,479,551

ACTUATOR FOR A HYDRAULIC IMPACT DEVICE
Edgar J. Justus, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Hughes Tool Com*

pany, Houston, Tex.

FUed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,319

Int a.3 B25D 9/00

\}S. a. 173—119 6 daims

1. In an actuator for providing a sudden work stroke to an

impact device which includes a hammer housing member, a

ram slidably disposed in the hammer housing member for

reciprocal movement therein, means for moving the ram up-

wardly in the hammer housing member, and means for releas-

ing the means for moving the ram upwardly, the actuator

including a hydraulic housing member for receiving at least

one end of the ram, a piston housing in fluid communication

with the hydraulic housing member, means within the piston

housing for receiving potential energy therein, a piston face

disposed within the piston housing and defining, together with

the opposed face of the ram and the walls of the hydraulic

housing member and piston housing, a hydraulic chamber for

receiving liquid therein, wherein the improvement comprises:

a portion of the piston face and an upper portion of the

hydraulic housing define an interface therebetween when

the piston face is at its lowermost extension in the piston

housing;

means for maintaining liquid at the interface to snub move-

ment of the piston face toward the hydraulic housing;

opening means in the hydraulic housing, and associated with

the ram, such that the openings remain sealed by the ram
to thereby seal a finite quantity of liquid received in the

hydraulic chamber and maintain a space between the

piston face and ram, said liquid remaining sealed until at or

about the time the release of potential energy has moved
the piston face to its proximate interface position on its

power stroke and the pressure thereby produced in the

liquid has moved the ram to a corresponding lower posi-

tion to essentially complete its power stroke, at which
time the ram unseals the opening means to release the

liquid pressure.

4,479,552

PILE DRIVING CAP BLOCK CUSHION
Cecil C. Chappelow, Jr., and Thomas J. Byerley, both of John-

son County, Kans., assignors to Conmaco, Inc., Kansas Gty,

Kans.

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,255

Int. a.3 B23B 45/16

U.S. a. 173—139 5 Claims

1. A pile driving assembly comprising:
'

a helmet adapted to be placed in overlying relationship to

the pile being driven,

said helmet having a cone portion for receiving a cushion

material;

a glass fiber reinforced thermoplastic material disposed in

said cone portion and characterized by a melting point of

at least 123* C, a secant modulus of elasticity of from

50,000 p.s.i. to 800,000 p.s.i. and a coefficient of restitution

of from 0.4 to 0.9,

said thermoplastic material undergoing partial deformation

during a pile driving operation to form an encapulated

liquid center within said helmet,

whereby pile driving forces are transmitted through said

thermoplastic material while some shock forces are ab-

sorbed by said material.

4,479,553

PNEUMATICALLY ACTUATED AND CONTROLLED
DEVICE FOR CARRYING OUT OPERATIONS ON

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Tonino VirgiU, Via Molino, 8, Montefiorc deU'Aw) (AP), Italy

FUed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,586

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 17, 1981, 3372 A/81
Int. a.3 B23B 45/04

U.S. a. 173—168 13 Claims

1. A device for carrying out operations on electronic compo-

nents, comprising a handgrip, a tool-holder mounted on said

handgrip, said tool-holder being adapted for holding pincer

type tools having a pair of limbs, a cylinder-piston assembly

mounted in said handgrip and operated by a source of com-

pressed air, a rod mounted in said handgrip and operatively

associated with said assembly and having a conical head pro-
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vided to come into contact with a pair of levers connected to
said limbs so as to occasion their closing and their subsequent
re-opening with the return to the original position of said
corneal head, said device being characterized by the fact that,m paraUel with the supply of compressed air to said cylinder-

004.

4,479,555
POWER TOOL HAVING A PLASTICS MATERUL

HOUSING
Horst Grossmann, Huenfelden-Kirberg; RolfMeier, F^ukel. and

Karl Schmid, Idstein-Woersdorf, all of Fed. Rep. of Gemiany.
aasignors to Black A Decker Inc., Newark, Del.

Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. M,224

aiS^ '"*°'**^* "PP""**"* Un^««' Kingdom, No?. 13, 1981,
ol3^21y

VJS. a. 173—171
lat a.3 E02D 7/02

13CIains

16 12

piston assembly, it is provided with a bypass duct that commu-
nicates, in the region of the handgrip of the tool, with an
aperture communicating freely with the outside, said limbs
being alternately closed and opened when said aperture is
obstructed.

4,479,554
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING AND

UFTING IMPLEMENT EXTENSION WINGS
Darrel D. Kneker, Windaor, Colo., assignor to J. B. McCoy
Constmctioo Co., Greeley, Cote.

FUed Jon. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,452
lot a.} AOIB 73/00

UA a. 172-311 8C,^

1. A power tool, comprising:
a plastics material housing;

a power output spindle;

a tube-like metal member integrally moulded in the front end
of said housing;

a bearing received within said tube-like member and sup-
porting said spindle; and

said tube-like member having at the front end thereof a
plurality of radially outwardly extending tabs at least
partially embedded in the plastics material of the front end
of said housing for anchoring said tube-like member
therein and for dissipating heat from said member and said
bearing.

2. In agricultural and horticultural implement apparatus that
have a main section of tools adapted to work a width ofground
and extension wing apparatus of additional tools for increasing
the effective width ofground that can be worked by the imple-
ment, the improvement comprising:

a wing bracket member extending from said extension wing
apparatus toward said main section, said wing bracket
member having an elongated slotted hole in the distal end
thereof, which is substantially vertical when said exten-
sion wing apparatus is extended outwardly in the same
horizontal plane as said main section;

a shaft attached to said main section, said shaft being ori-
ented with iu longitudinal axis congruent with said hori-
zontal axis about which said extension wing is pivoted and
extending through said slotted hole in said wing bracket
member;

an elongated lift arm, one end of which is pivotally mounted
on said shaft and the distal end of which extends out-
wardly over said extension wing apparatus, said distal end
of said lift arm being connected to said extension wing
apparatus a spaced distance outwardly from said shaft
and

reversible hydraulic motion producing means connected to
said lift arm for pivoting said lift arm about said shaft.

4,479556
SUBTERRANEAN WELL CASING PERFORATING GUN
Gregg W. Stout, Montgomery, and Joho A. Nelson, Spring, both

of Tex., assignors to Baker Oil Tools, Inc., Orange, OUif
FUed Oct 4, 1982, Ser. No. 432,481

InL a.3 E21B 43/1

J

U.S. a 175-4.6 12 Claims

6&a

8. A subterranean well perforating apparatus, comprising: a
hollow, axially symmetrical housing having a side wall; said
side wall of said housing having at least one radially disposed
hole therein; an explosive charge container having a body
inserted in said hole; radially projecting flange means on said
body limiting the insertion of said container into said hole; and
fastening means operable from the exterior of said housing for
clamping said flange means against said housing side wall.
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4,479,557

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REDUCING HELD
nLTER CAKE ON SPONGE CORES

Arthur Park, Odessa, and Bob T. Wilson, Midkmd, both of Tex.,
assignors to Diamond Oil WeU Drilling Co., Midland, Tex.

FUed Jnl. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 513,267

Int a.3 E21B 25/06. 25/10
U.S. a. 175—59 34 Qaina

1. A well core drilling apparatus for recovery of subterra-
nean fluid, comprising:

means for boring a well core containing subterranean fluid;

container means associated with said boring means for con-
taining said well core;

sealing means for sealing said container means from the
external environment;

an absorbant member disposed on the inner walls of said
container and positioned adjacent said well core, said
absorbant member for absorbing the subterranean fluid

that bleeds from said well core; and
means for breaking the seal formed by said sealing means in

response to the forming of said core such that said core
enters said container means relatively unobstructed.

18. A method for drilling a well core and recovering subter-
ranean fluids disposed therein, comprising:

disposing an absorbant material in the inner barrel of a well
coring apparatus for absorbing the subterranean fluid that

is contained in the well core for later retrieval and analy-
sis;

sealing the inner barrel from the external environment of the
well core; and

breaking the seal of the inner barrel in response to forming of
the well coie such that the absorbant material is protected
until the well core is formed.

4,479,558

DRILLING SUB
Elbert R. Gill, Meeker, Colo., and Ladd M. Adams, Norman,

Okla., assignors to Gill Industries, Inc., Meeker, Colo.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,296

Int a.3 E21B 17/18
U.S. a. 175—320 12 Qaims

1. A drilling apparatus, comprising:

a cylindrical housing having an upper end adapted to be
connected to a drill string and a lower end adapted to be
connected to a drill bit;

an open cavity disposed in an outer cylindrical surface of
said housing;

a longitudinal passageway disposed through said housing;
a transverse passageway means, disposed in said housing and

having a flrst end substantially tangentially intersecting

said longitudinal passageway for taking a portion of dril-

ling fluid from said longitudinal passageway, and having a
second end communicated with said open cavity for eject-

ing said portion of drilling fluid from said second end of
said transverse passageway means with a non-radial veloc-

ity component in a plane normal to a longitudingal axis of
said housing;

wherein said housing has a straight cylindrical transverse

opening disposed therein with a first end of said transverse

opening substantially tangentially intersecting said longi-

tudinal passageway and with a second end of said trans-

le.st

verse opening communicated with said open cavity, and
wherein a longitudinal axis of said straight cylindrical

transverse opening tangentially intersects and inner cylin-

drical surface of said longitudinal passageway; and
wherein said drilling apparatus further includes a nozzle

disposed in said transverse opening, said nozzle having an
inlet and a restricted outlet and having at least a portion of
said transverse passageway means disposed therethrough

connecting said inlet and restricted outlet, an inner diame-
ter of said restricted outlet being smaller than an inner

diameter of said inlet.

4,479,559

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR WEIGHING
MATERIAL

R. Langdon Wales, Moccasin Hill, Lincoln, Mass. 01773, and H.
W. Crowley, 310 Parker, Newton, Mass. 02159

Filed Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 459,777

Int a.3 GOIG 19/22. 19/00; B67D 5/08
U.S. a. 177—1 24 Claims

16. A method of weighing material from multiple streams

with a common scale, comprising;

delivering a quantity of said material that is to be weighed
from each respective stream.
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sensing increments in scale weight from each respective
delivery,

and said base member means, said load cell providing an
output signal corresponding to the load placed on said
support by said object;

(d) protecting means for protecting said load cell from over-
load forces applied to said support; and

and adding sensed weight increments associated with each
respective stream to provide separate counts correspond-
mg to weight from each stream.

4,479J60
PORTABLE PALLET WEIGHING APPARATUS

Richard M. Day, Screma Park, Md., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,680
Int aj GOIG 19/14. 21/08: GOIN 3/00UAa 177-147 6 Cl,i^

(e) damping means for substantially reducing the time re-
quired for vibrations caused when such object is placed on
said platform to decrease to a level such that the weight of
such object may be determined, said damping means being
operatively positioned between said base member means
and a mechanical ground.

4479562
WEIGHING APPARATUS FOR USE AS SCALE FOR

PERSONS
Guy Mairot, and Jean P. Aomard, both of Annemasse, France,

assignors to Terraillon, Annemasse, France
FUed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,524

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 31. 1981.
4972/81

Int a^ GOIG 21/18
U.S. a. 177-256 5 atdms

1. A weighing device, comprising:
means (20) connectable to one side of a frame supporting at

least one horizontally extending member of a mass, for
straddling said horizontally extending member;

means (80) carried by said straddling means for indicating a
compressive loading;

means (40) supported by said indicating means and slidably
positioned upon said straddling means for transmitting a
compressive loading to said indicating means; and

means (60) attached to said transmitting means and extend-
ing from said straddling means for lifting said extending
member from said frame.

4,479,561

WEIGHING CELL
Seymour Feinlaad, Stamford; Gerald C. Freeman, Darien; Vin-

cent F. Viera,. Milford, and Paol R. Sette, Hamden, aU of
Conn., anignon to Pitney Bowes Inc^ Stamford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 239,267, Mar. 2, 1981, abandoned. This
appUcation Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,247

Int. a.J GOIG 23/02. 21/10
UACI.1T7-154

,2 Claims
1. A weighmg cell for determining the weight of objects,

comprising:

(a) a support to support such object while it is beine
weighed;

(b) a base member means for supporting said weighing cell;
(c) a load cell operatively connected between said support

1. Weighing apparatus for use as scale for persons, compris-
ing a base (1) and weighing mechanism supporting a tray
designed to receive the load to be weighed and to be vertically
mobile, the weighing mechanism consisting of four levers (3a,
3b. 4a, and 4b) pivoting at their points ofsupport located on the
base at the four comers of a rectangle, two of the levers (3fl,

3*) being fixed to a flat spring (18) provided with at least one
gauge (20) connected to a read-out system through an electric
circuit for measuring the bending of the spring, the two other
levers (4* 4b) which are shorter being coupled by the ends
which are opposite to their points of support with the levers 3a
and 3b at some point on these levers located between their
ends,

characterized by a force transmitting member (29) hanging
to the flat spring (18) and on which member (29) the free
end of the two long levers (3* 3*) which are structurally
separate, rest 6.
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4,479,563

CRAWLER TRACK TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Rudolf Honch, Davenport, Iowa, assignor to J. I. Case Com-

pany, Radne, Wis.

FUed NoY. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,680
Int CL^ B62D 11/08

VS. CI. 180—6.7 7 Claims

blocking fluid flow from said left-hand brake cylinder

means to said left-hand clutch means.

MB

1. A transmission control system for a crawler drive having
right-hand and left-hand crawler tracks respectively driven by
a transmission assembly having right-hand and left-hand clutch

means for selective delivery of power to a respective one of
said tracks, and right-hand and left-hand brake means fo' <elec-

tive braking of a respective one of said tracks, comprising:

right-hand brake cylinder means selectively operable for

selectively applying said right-hand brake means;

left-hand brake cylinder means selectively operable for se-

lectively applying said left-hand brake means;

right-hand conduit means associated in fluid communication
with said right-hand brake cylinder means and said right-

hand clutch means whereby activation of said right-hand

brake cylinder means normally supplies pressurized fluid

to said right-hand clutch means for disengagement
thereof;

left-hand conduit means associated in fluid communication
with said left-hand brake cylinder means and said left-

hand clutch means whereby activation of said left-hand

brake cylinder means normally supplies pressurized fluid

to said left-hand clutch means for disengagement thereof;

and

selectively activatable override means associated with said

right-hand and left-hand brake cylinder means and said

right-hand and left-hand conduit means so that activation

of said override means results in continued engagement of
said right-hand and left-hand clutch means when said

right-hand and left-hand brake cylinder means are oper-

ated simultaneously to apply both said right-hand and
left-hand brake means,

said override means comprising fluid pressure sensing means
associated with said right-hand and left-hand brake cylin-

der means, and selectively closeable valve means associ-

ated with said right-hand and left-hand conduit means and
said pressure sensing means, whereby simultaneous opera-

tion of said right-hand and left-hand brake cylinder means
activates said pressure sensing means to close said valve

means and block fluid flow to said right-hand and left-

hand clutch means from said right-hand and left-hand

brake cylinder means,

said pressure sensing means comprising a right-hand electri-

cal pressure sensor associated with said right-hand brake

cylinder means for sensing operation thereof, and a left-

hand electrical pressure sensor associated with said left-

hand brake cylinder means for sensing operation thereof,

said valve means comprising an electrically operable right-

hand fluid lock valve disposed in fluid communication
with said right-hand conduit means for selectively block-

ing fluid flow from said right-hand brake cylinder means
to said right-hand clutch means, and an electrically opera-

ble left-hand fluid lock valve disposed in fluid communica-
tion with said left-hand conduit means for selectively

4,479,564

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MONITORING DRILL
STRING CHARACTERISTICS DURING DRILUNG

Denis R. Tanguy, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlumberger
Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 029,423, Apr. 12, 1979, Pat. No.
4,303,994. This application Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,630

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 1, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 GOIV 1/40
U.S. a. 181-105 23 Claims

1. A system operable during the drilling of a borehole for

producing a signal useful in predicting the path which the drill

bit of a drill string will take during continued drilling, at least

a lower portion of the drill string varying in rotational orienta-

tion about its axis during drilling, comprising:

a. means coupled downhole to said drill string for generating

at least one reference signal representing rotational orien-

tation of said lower portion of the drill string relative to a

predetermined direction;

b. means coupled downhole to said drill string for generating

a strain signal representing bending moments applied to

said lower portion of the drill string, said strain signal

being coherent with respect to the varying rotational

orientation of said lower portion of the drill string; and
c. means for phase-correlating said reference signals with

said strain signal to generate an output signal representing

the magnitude and direction of said applied bending mo-
ments.

4,479,565

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR A.C. ELEVATOR
Masami Nomura, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Denki

Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,874

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 4, 1981, 56*122114

Int a.3 B66B 1/32

U.S. a. 187—29 R 5 Claims

1. A control device for controlling an A.C. elevator com-
prising:

a commercial A.C. voltage source;

a rectifler device for rectifying a voltage output from said

commercial A.C. source;

a capacitor for smoothing a rectified output voltage of said

rectifier device;
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an inverter for converting a smoothed output voltage from
said capacitor into an A.C. voltoge with a variable fre-
quency;

an A.C. motor for driving an elevator car with the A.C
voltage thus converted by said inverter;

a brake means for braking A.C. motor, said brake means
havmg an electrical circuit for controlling its brakine
operation;

*

electrical contacte connected between said commercial A.C.
source and said rectifier, said contacts being respectively
closed and opened at the time of starting and stopping said
elevator car; and

at least one contact provided in said electrical circuit of said
brake means which is interiocked with said electrical
contacts so as to operate therewith.

4,479,566

STOPPER FOR CASTER
HIroyuki bhii, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sugatsune Industrial

Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 23, IMl, S«r. No. 333,740
lot a,3 F16D 63/00

VS.a 188-1.12
2 Claims

of said groove, a central cam recess (14c) with an upper
edge (14c") and a lower edge (14c") on the other side of
the central part of said groove, so that said oblique edge
(14rf) and said cam recess (14c) form an enlarged chamberm the central part of said cam groove (14), and said step
(14e) and lower edge (14c") form a narrow chamber in the
mner part of said cam groove;

(c) a push-button (7) with a lower portion, mounted in said
aperture (6) said lower portion having push-button legs
(7o) with leg apertures (8), a stopper rotor (9) fotatably
held m said leg apertures (8), said stopper rotor having a
middle part and two ends;

(d) an elongated actuator (9fl) of a width across its shortest
dimension slightly smaller than the cam groove open
outer end (14a), said actuator (9fl) being mounted in said
cam groove (14) and affixed to said stopper rotor middle
part, stopper means (9fl) disposed for engaging said stop-
per recesses (13) at each end of said stopper rotor (9),
spring means (10) affixed to said frame and engaging said
stopper rotor (9) urging the push-button (7) out of the
frame (1) and preventing the removal of the stopper rotor
(9) from said push-button legs {la), projections (9") on the
outer ends of said actuator (9o), whereby, when said push-
button is pushed and said stopper means (9e) engage a
stopper recess (13), the actuator {9a) is pressed into the
cam groove (14) and a projection (9") contacts the step
(14e) rotating the actuator and the stopper rotor (9), when
the push-button is released, the actuator (9fl) is raised
upward so that a projection {9a") will engage the upper
edge (14c') of said central cam recess (14c); when the
push-button is depressed in the lock-released state, the
actuator (9a) is lowered and a projection {9a") contacts
the step so that the actuator is rotated towards the lower
edge (14c"), and, when the push-button is released, an-
other end projection {9a") of the actuator wUl contact the
upper edge (14c') of the recess (14), rotating the actuator
further and be guided to the opening (14fl) of the cam
groove, the stopper (9e) is then engaged with the stopper
recess and locked therein.

4479 567
VERTICAL RAILWAY CAR AIR BRAKE SYSTEM

Arthur C. Pearson, St. Charles, Mo., assignor to ACF Industries.
Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,205
Int. a^ B61H 13/38. 15/00

U.S.a 188-47 4 ciai,^

FC2A

1. A caster, comprising in combination:
(a) a frame (1) with wheels (2) at two sides of the frame and

stopper recesses (13) along the periphery of the wheels;
(b) a radial narrow mounting aperture (6) defined in said

frame, a cam groove (14) with narrow outer and inner
parts, and a wide central part defined in said mounting
aperture (6), said cam groove (14) having an open outer
end (14fl), an oblique edge (14J) on one side of said groove
mclined from the cam groove wide central part of the
narrower outer part, a step (14e) defined in the inner part

1. An air brake arrangement comprising: an air brake cylin-
der mounted longitudinally of the car; an air brake piston
extending outwardly from said air brake cylinder and connect-
mg to a vertically extending floating cylinder lever; a slack
adjuster connected to a midportion of the floating cylinder
lever and extending a first direction; a first longitudinally
extending brake rod connected to the distal end of said floating
cylinder lever and extending in a second direction opposite to
said first direction; said first longitudinally extending rod con-
nected to a first vertically extending brake lever mounted at its

opposite end on the car body; a second longitudinally extend-
ing brake rod connected to the midportion of said first verti-
cally extending brake lever, and connected at its opposite end
to a first vertically extending brake beam lever; said brake
beam lever connected to a brake beam which applies the
brakes to a wheel located on a first end of the car; said slack
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adjuster including a slack adjuster rod extending in said first

direction and which is connected to at least one second verti-
cally extending brake lever in the midportion of said second
lever; a third longitudinally extending brake rod connected to
the midportion of at least one of the second and a third verti-

cally extending levers and extending longitudinally in the first

direction; said third longitudinally extending brake rod con-
nected at its opposite end to a vertically extending second
brake beam lever; said second brake beam lever connected to
a fulcrum means then connected to the truck frame; said sec-
ond brake beam lever at its opposite end connected to a brake
beam which applies the brakes to a wheel located on the sec-
ond end of the car.

4479 568
TRANSMISSION DISCONNECT UTILIZING AN

AXIALLY SHIFTABLE DRIVE COLLAR
Faro D. Palazzolo, Oakland, Mich.; Roland A. Magnuson, and

Earl S. Aoki, both of King, Wash., assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

FUed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,306

Int. C\? F16D 11/00
U.S.a 192—67 R 1 Claim

22+.

1. In an engine-transmission assembly wherein the engine
includes a flywheel that carries an internally splined drive
collar, and the transmission comprises a housing structure
having an opening therein freely receiving the drive collar: the
improvement comprising an input gear disposed within the
transmission housing in axial alignment with the drive collar;

two axially spaced anti-friction bearings having their outer
races engaged with the transmission housing and their inner

races engaged with the gear, whereby the gear is mounted for

rotational movement around its central axis; said input gear
having an axial opening therethrough, the internal surface

defined by the opening in the gear having axial splines formed
thereon; a floating connector shaft slidably disposed within the
opening in the input gear for axial motion toward or away
from the drive collar; said connector shaft extending com-
pletely through the gear and therebeyond, so that a first end of
the shaft is exposed to the space within the drive collar and a

second end of the shaft is exposed to a space beyond the gear
remote from the drive collar; said connector shaft external

splines thereon continually engaged in the grooves defmed by
the transmission input gear splines to preclude relative rotation

between the shaft and gear; manually-operated means for

moving the floating connector shaft between a drive position

extending into the drive collar and a disconnect position re-

tracted away from the drive collar; said connector shaft having

only the above-noted disconnect position and the above-noted
drive position; said manually-operated means comprising an
anti-friction collar encircling the second end of the connector
shaft, means permitting the shaft to rotate freely on its axis

without transmitting shaft rotational force to the anti-friction

collar, a yoke element swingable on an axis transverse to the

connector shaft axis, and a force connection between the yoke
element and anti-friction collar whereby swingable motion of
the yoke element causes the anti-friction collar to draw the

shaft to its disconnect position even though the shaft may be
rotating; and spring means operable to normally urge the con-
nector shaft toward its drive position; alternate ones of the

splines on the drive collar terminating inwardly from the drive
collar end face presented to the connector shaft; alternate ones
of the splines on the connector shaft terminating inwardly from
the shaft end face presented to the drive collar; said alternate

splines defining free zones for allowing the leading ends of the
other splines on the shaft and drive collar to circumferentially

overiap one another as the spring means forces the connector
shaft into the drive collar.

4,479,569

SPRING MEANS FOR A CLUTCH
Martin E. Kununer, William H. Sink, and James K. Tarlton, all

of Auburn, Ind., assignors to Dana Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
FUed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,381

Int a.3 n6D 13/52. 3/12
U.S. a. 192-70JO 24 Claims

1. A clutch device comprising:

a rotatable drive member having a substantially planar face

and a circular flange extending from the outer periphery

of said face;

a driven member;

an engaging plate means rotauble with and axially moveable
relative to said drive and driven members, said engaging

plate means having a circular outer periphery containing

at least one slot therein, said slot being substantially recti-

linear and sidewalls of said slot being substantially perpen-

dicular to said face of said drive member;
at least one lug extending from said circular flange of said

drive member, said lug containing a shaft positioned in

and extending from said circular flange and a drive block

pivotally positioned on said shaft, said drive block having
a substantially rectilinear shape for alignment in said slot

in said engaging plate means, said lug being disposed for

engagement with said slot on said engaging plate means;

and

spring means positioned adjacent said circular flange, said

spring means engaging one side of said substantially recti-

linear drive block of said lug and said face of said drive

member to align and maintain said drive block of said lug

in alignment with said slot, said spring means resiliently

engaging said engaging plate means whereby said spring

means reduces torsional and tumbling induced rattle in

said clutch.
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4^79,570
PNEUMATIC CLUTCH FOR AN AUTOMOBILE

Takenori Kudo, Neyagiwa, Japan, anignor to Kabushiki Kai-
•ha Daikia Sdaakosho, Neyagawa, Japan

FUad May 25, 1W2, Ser. No. 381,758
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 26, 1981, 564J0455;

May 28, 1981, 5642227
iBt a.i F16D 25/063UAa 192-85 AA aOainis

of-change ofpneumatic pressure applied to said pneumatic
actuator to effect rapid release of the clutch from the
engaged position when said clutch pedal is pushed down,
and to effect delicate control of the clutch engaging oper-
ation as said clutch pedal is raised.

4,479,571

PROTECTIVE GLOVE SYSTEM
Sigdon A. Eliot, c/o Columbus Forge A Iron Co., 544 West First

St, Columbus, Ohio 43215
FUed Noy. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,526

Int a.3 F16P 3/06
VS. a. 192-129 A 6 a,i^

ing;

A pneumatic clutch apparatus for an automobile compris-

a flywheel having a clutch cover fixed thereto;
a pressure plate axially movably connected to said clutch

cover;

a clutch disc disposed between said flywheel and said pres-
sure plate and having an output shaft spHned thereto;

an annular pneumatic actuator disposed between said pres-
sure plate and said clutch cover and operable to force said
pressure plate against said disc;

a rotary joint around said output shaft;

an inching valve for controlling the pneumatic pressure
applied to said pneumatic actuator;

a clutch pedal operatively connected to said inching valve;
a source of compressed air, and
pneumatic lines interconnecting said source of compressed

air with said pneumatic actuator through said inching
valve and said rotary joint;

said inching valve comprising an upper body portion, a
lower body portion, and a diaphragm arranged between
said upper and said lower body portions;

said lower body portion having a small aperture therein
between an air inlet and an air outlet, and a valve seat
formed at the lower end of said small aperture with an
annular passage therearound;

a vertical hollow cylindrical valve member positioned in
said small aperture and having its upper end fixed to said
diaphragm and extending therethrough;

a large aperture in said lower body portion extending down-
ward from said small aperture and having disposed therein
a valve disc supported on a spring seat and held in contact
with said val>ie member by a compressible conical spring;

a pressure chamber in said lower body portion adjacent said
diaphragm and connected with said air outlet;

a vertical rod extending upwardly through the top of said
upper body portion having its upper end connected to said
clutch pedal so as to be raised up when said clutch pedal
IS pushed down, said rod having a deep hole formed in a
lower end portion;

an annular spring seat having an integral cylindrical portion
fitted m said deep hole and a stem slidably fitted in said
cylindrical portion, said stem having a stopper at its upper
end and a disc shaped spring seat fixed to its lower end and
having a lower face resting on the upper end of said hol-
low cylindrical valve member,

a compressible conical main spring positioned between said
annular spring seat and said disc shaped spring seat;

said inching valve functioning to smoothly change the rate-

1. An item of protective apparel for use with press machin-
ery or the like having a hazardous region of operation which is

accessed through an aperture of limited extent, said aperture
being in fixed space relation to said hazardous region, said
protective apparel limiting the extension of a hand therein from
entry into said hazardous region and comprising:
means defining an annular essentially rigid collar surround-

ing an inner portion of said protective apparel adjacent the
wearer's wrist,

said collar having a radially inner encircling portion thereof
fixed to said protective apparel and stabilized with respect
to said protective apparel, and having a radially outer
encircling portion,

said collar forming an abutment which cannot pass through
said aperture and is relatively fixed in relation to a trans-
verse plane through said protective apparel to limit the
extension of the wearer's fingers to a predetermined maxi-
mum position forward of said collar and outside of said
hazardous region.

4,479,572

CONVEYOR SYSTEM
William J. Merz, 220 W. Rittenhoose Sq., Philadelphia. Pa.

19103
*^^

FUed Not. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 319,975
Int a.3 B65G 2J/20

U.S.a.198-345 25Claims
1. A conveyor system comprising a frame, a plurality of

rollers rototably mounted on said frame, said rollers being
disposed in spaced, adjoining relation to sequentially receive
and transport articles therealong, a drive arrangement com-
prising a shaft extending coaxially from each roller, first and
second wheels disposed in spaced relation on each said shaft,
one of said first and second wheels of each shaft comprising a
drive wheel and being fixed to the shaft and the other compris-
ing an idler wheel and being freely rotatable with respect
thereto, an endless belt passing in one flight alternately over
and under the first wheels of said shafts and in another flight
alternately over and under the second wheels of said shafts,
drive means for driving said belt, a turning station for effecting
relatively sharp changes in the direction of the article path,
said turning sution comprising a central wheel rotatably
mounted on said frame for rotation about a substantially verti-
cal axis, said central wheel including an article-supporting
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annular flange extending substantially horizontally therefrom,
a plurality of peripheral wheels disposed in spaced relation
from said central wheel in a substantially arcuate arrangement
concentric with said central wheel, said peripheral wheels

direction, in a direction parallel with the axis of roution of said
rotatable carrier means.

^>v<y t'/vf-

4,479,574

CONTAINER TRANSPORT APPARATUS
Richard F. JoUns, SU?er Spring, Md^ ami John C. Limd, Spring-

field, Va., assigmm to S. J. Industries, Inc., Alezamlria, Va.

, FUed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,470 i

lat a.3 B65G 15/14
U.S. a. 198-626 8 aaina

^^^^

being mounted on said frame for rotation about substantially

verticle axes and each including article-supporting annular
flanges extending substantially horizontally therefrom, and
drive means for driving said centfal wheel and said peripheral
wheels.

4,479,573

GAUGING ASSEMBLY FOR CAPSULE ORIENTING AND
TURNING APPARATUS

Charles E. Ackley, Sr., OreUmd, and Charles E. Ackley, Jr.,

PhUadelphia, both of Pa., assignors to R. W. Hartnett Com-
pany, PhUadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 137,850, Apr. 7, 1980, Pat No. 4,372,437.
This appUcation Feb. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 463,972

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 8, 2000,
has been disclaimed.

Int a? B65G 47/24
U.S. a. 198—399 4 Claims

1. Transport apparatus for objects having body portions of
different dimensions relative to a common axis, including
rotatable carrier means for receiving said objects individually
and transporting said received individual objects along a pre-

determined path and means adjacent said path for restraining

selected ones of said moving objects from moving in other than
said transport direction by interference with larger size body
portions of said objects but permitting others of said moving
objects to move additionally to the transport direction as all of
said objects continue moving in said transport direction by free

passage of smaller size body portions of said objects past said

restraining means, wherein said restraining means is adjustably
moveable in a direction other than said direction of transport,

to alter the size of objects restrained by shifting the area, in

which said smaller size body portions move freely past said

restraining means, transversely with respect to said transport

1. Container transport apparatus for transporting containers
comprising: container guide means for guiding said containers;
container moving means associated with said container guide
means for moving containers, said container moving means
comprising a first movable elongated member having a portion
thereof located in position to contact one side of said contain-
ers, a second movable elongated member having a portion
thereof located in position to contact the opposite side of said

containers and nonrotating guide members for slidably sup-
porting said first movable elongated member located so por-
tions of said first movable elongated member being guided
contact one side of said containers; and nonrotating guide
members for slidably supporting said second movable elon-
gated member located so portions of said second movable
member being guided contact the opposite side of said contain-
ers, said guide members for said first movable elongated mem-
ber and said guide members for said second movable elongated
member being located to alternate with each other to avoid
pressure points which could occur if said guide members for

said first movable elongated member were located substan-
tially opposite said guide members for said second movable
elongated member, said guide members for said first movable
elongated member having a portion thereof substantially sur-

rounding a portion of the outer circumference of said first

movable elongated member, said guide members for said sec-

ond movable elongated member having a portion thereof
substantially surrounding a portion of the outer circumference
of said second movable elongated member, said guide members
being shaped to surround said elongated members to the extent
that said elongated members are laterally retained by said

guide members while still permitting a lateral portion of said

elongated members to protrude from said guide members and
contact said containers, and drive means associated with said

movable elongated members for driving said movable elon-

gated members.

4,479,575

RETAINING DEVICE
Dieter Griindken, Liien; Reinhold Briiggemann, Dortmund;

Horst Lioke, and Manfred Redder, both of Liinen, aU of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Gewerkschaft Eiseahutte West-
falia, Liinen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,580
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 18,

1982, 8207596[U]

lot a? B65G 19/28
U.S. a. 198—735 18 Claims

1. In connection means for connecting two components of a
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mineral mining installation, the connection means comprising
an elongate coupling member which is insertible into laterally-
open recesses formed in the two components, the laterally-
open recesses defining an elongate aperture which is slightiy
jonger than the coupling member so that the coupling member
IS received within the aperture with a predetermined amount
of axial play, and a retaining device for preventing axial move-
ment of the coupling member within the aperture by fiUing up
the space available for said predetermined amount of axial
play, the improvement comprising providing the aperture with

two latching projections, and forming the retaining device by
a C-shaped resilient member and a wedge-shaped member, the
resilient member being made of corrosion-resistant resilientiy-
deformable material and having two symmetrically-positioned
thickened wall portions, the retiuning device being such that
the wedge-shaped member can be driven into the resilient
member to expand said thickened wall portions against and
behind said latching projections thereby fixing the retaining
device in position, and such that the wedge-shaped member is
held captive within the resilient member when the retaining
device is fixed in position.

4,479,576

TRANSLATOR.BAR CONVEYOR INSTALLATION
Gaetuo Di Rom, Pino Torinese, Italy, assignor to FATA Euro-
pcu Gronp S.p,A^ Turin, Italy

FUed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,303
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, May 11, 1981, 67632 A/81

Int CL^ B65G 25/00UAa 198-774
7Clalins

of the translator bars parallel to the said assembly line wit^
a forward and return stroke equal to the interval between
each pair of adjacent said work stations, whereby to hori-
zontally transfer each said component from the region of
one said station to the next, and

means for setting down and taking up the components trans-
ported by the bars, at and from the work stations respec-
tively at the end ofand prior to, said forward stroke of the
translator bars, said means comprising:

a series of spaced support means carried on said two transla-
tor bars and moveable relative thereto, and therefore
relative to the work stations, between raised positions in
which the components are carried by said support ipeans
up off the work stations and lowered positions in which
the components are set down at the work stations, and

second actuator means for effecting the simultaneous dis-
placement of said support means between their lowered
and raised positions, said second actuator means being
arranged to raise said suppon means prior to a said for-
ward stroke of the transporter bars whereby to take up the
components from the work stations in preparation for
Uieir movement by the bars to the next stations, and to
lower said support means at the end of said forward stroke
whereby to set down the components at said next stations,
and

wherein said translator bars are provided with vertical guide
passages and the said support means are formed by verti-
cal columns mounted for axial sliding between said raised
and lowered positions in corresponding ones of said guide
passages, the installation further comprising, beneath the
said translator bars, two horizontal, vertically-moveable,
support and guide structures in which the lower ends of
the said columns slidingly engage and on which the said
second actuator means operate, and

wherein each of the said columns is provided at its lower end
with a trolley incorporating horizontal-axis guide rollers
and vertical-axis counter rollers cooperating with the said
support and guide structures.

4,479,577
PIVOTAL FILING CONTAINER FOR MAGNEHC DISKS
Falk J. Eichner, Coburg, Fed. Rep. of Gemany; Douglas S.
Ramsdale, Palatine, DI., and Jean Bourbon, Saint Lapldn,
France, assignors to Fellowes Manufsctoring Co., Eichner
Systems Division, Itasca, Dl.

FUed Oct 31, 1983, Ser. No. 547,100
Int. a.3 B65D B5/S7. 1/24. 43/24; A47B 63/00UAa 206-45.18 14 Claims

1. A conveyor installation for displacing components along
an assembly line which includes a series of spaced work sta-
tions, said installation comprising:

a fixed mounting structure,

a pair of horizontal translator bars moveably mounted in said
fixed structure and extending longitudinally along the
assembly line for the purpose of transporting said compo-
nents between the work stations,

first actuator means for effecting joint reciprocal movement

1. A container for filing generally flat articles such as mag-
netic disks, comprising:

an outer support portion having a pair of laterally spaced
sidewalls, and a front wall extending between respective
ends of said sidewalls;

an inner file portion disposed generally within said outer
support portion and configured to receive said articles,
said inner file portion including an end wall, a pair of
laterally spaced sidewalls extending from said end wall.
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and spaced front and rear walls extending between said
file portion sidewalls;

means pivotally connecting each of said inner file portion
sidewalls to a respective one of said outer portion side-
walls, whereby said inner file portion is relatively pivotal
about an axis with respect to said outer support portion
from a closed position wherein said inner file portion is

disposed generally between said outer portion sidewalls,
to an open position wherein said inner file portion is dis-

posed in generally upstanding relation to said outer sup-
port portion for permitting access to Uie articles in said file

portion; and
indexing means for preventing unrestrained relative pivotal
movement of said inner file portion to said open position
after said file portion has been relatively moved from said
closed position.

4,479,578

SINGLE BARREL TWO-COMPARTMENT
MEDICAMENT CONTAINER ASSEMBLY

Dominic J. Brignola, Phoenlxrille; Homer J. Brown, Orebud;
Ciroll S. Sntryn, Oaks, and Ralph Walters, Peridomenrille,
all of Pa., assignors to The West Company, PhoenlzTflle, Pa.

FQed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,588

Int a^ B65D 81/32. 51/26
U.S. a. 206—221 8 Claims

1. A single barrel two compartment assembly for medica-
ments comprising an elongated cylindrical hollow bartel hav-
ing a substantially uniform diameter, a normally sealed dis-

charge end, a bypass plunger made of a pliable resilient mate-
rial having a forward section of a diameter slightiy greater than
the diameter of the barrel in a relaxed state, means defining a
seat in the bypass plunger, a plunger rod having a tip engage-
able in said seat for actuating said bypass plunger axially in said

barrel and seal means for sealing the open end of the said barrel

remote from said discharge end, said bypass plunger normally
dividing said bartel into a first compartment to one side of the
bypass plunger for a powder medicament and a second diluent

compartment on the opposite side of said bypass plunger,
actuation of said bypass plunger toward said second compart-
ment creating an increase in hydrostatic diluent pressure and
relaxation of the sealing engagement of said plunger forward
section and said bore of the barrel thereby permitting diluent to

bypass the periphery of said plunger to mix with said powder
medicament in said first compartment.

providing a flat paper or polymer stock material;

perimeter cutting said stock material to produce a jacket
blank;

partially assembling said jacket blank to form a partially-

assembled disk jacket;

imparting indicia to one surface of said jacket blank prior to
partially assembling said jacket blank in an area and in a
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manner which cannot be duplicated in a partially-assem-

bled disk jacket not provided with said indicia prior to
partially assembling said jacket blank;

inserting said magnetic recording disk into said partially-

assembled disk jacket; and
assembling completely said jacket blank to form an assem-

bled, duplication-resistant disk jacket enclosing said mag-
netic recording disk.

4,479,580

CASING FOR RECEIVING CASSETTE
Hideo Shirako, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical
Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 478,164
aaims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 24, 1982, 57-

41524[U]

Int Q.^ B65D %5/672
U.S.a 206-387 2 Claims

12 16a 13

4,479,579

NON-DUBUCABLE MAGNETIC DISK JACKET AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

Richard L. Mlklos, Afton, Minn., assignor to Minnesota Mining
and Mannfactnring Company, St Paul, Minn.

FUed No?. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,301

Int CL^ B65D 73/00. 85/30. 85/57
U.S. a. 206—309 13 Claims

1. A method of forming a duplication-resistant disk jacket

adapted to receive and enclose a magnetic recording disk

comprising the steps of:

18 16 13b 13a // I4a 14b 18

1. A case for receiving therein a tape cassette having a pair

of spaced apart tape hubs with centrally located openings
therein comprising:

a box member having an open top for receiving therein said

cassette, and a first and a second pair of generally parallel

opposed sides, said box member being shaped to receive

said cassette in a position where said hubs are spaced apart

in a direction extending parallel to said first pair of sides;

a cover for opening and closing said open top of said box
member;

hinge means mounting said cover for pivotal movement to

open and close said top of said box member along one of
the sides of said second pair of sides; and

a pair of engaging members mounted on the inner side of
said cover positioned for engagement, respectively,

within said openings in said tape hubs, one of said engag-

452-230 O.G.-84-5
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facing toward said hinge means and the other surface of
each of said pair facing away from said hinge means;

with the slanting surface on said one engaging member
facinjg toward said hinge means being steeper than the
slanting surface facing away from said hinge means; and

with the slanting surface on said other engaging member
facing away from said hinge means being steeper than the
slanting surface facing toward said hinge means.

4,479,581

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PROCESSING
BAGGED REFUSE

John Kelyman, Jr., Gennaotowa, Tenn., assignor to Beloit Cor*
poration, Bcloit, Wis.

FUed Jul. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 403,158
Int a' B02C 7/041; B07B 13/05; B03B 1/00

VS.a 209-3 17 Claims

11. A method of processing raw refuse, comprising:
receiving raw refuse including bagged refuse at an upstream

location on a disk screen separating bed comprising a
series of interdigitated rotatable disk assemblies, said as-
semblies comprising screen disk assemblies and bag
breaker disk assemblies;

moving said refuse including said bagged refuse in a down-
steam direction along said bed;

and operating bag breaker means above and in cooperation
with said bag breaker disk assemblies as the refuse moves
along said bed, gripping the bagged refuse by and between
said breaker means and said bag breaker disk assemblies
and thereby breaking the bags of said bagged refuse and
liberating the contents of the bags onto said separating
bed.

4,479J82
SORTING DEVICE FOR SORTING CONVEYED

OBJECTS
Marcel Daclonz, Carrieres Sur Seine, France, assignor to Saint-
Gobain Emballage, France

FUed Jan. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 457,213
Claims priority, appUcation FVaoce, Jan. 15, 1982, 82 00603

Int a^ B07C 5/02
UAa 209-552 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for sorting continuously any objects as deter-
mined by process criteria from a succession of objects and
preventing each sorted object from entry with non-sorted
objects to a main path of movement, comprising a distributor
including a distributing wheel movable rotationally about a
vertical axis for moving all objects along a second path, an
element at the end of said second path for urging each object
during movement with said distribution wheel toward said
main path, an ejecting wheel likewise supported for movement
rotationally about an axis parallel to said first-mentioned axis, a
plurality of pins, each having an elongated length, carried by
said ejecting wheel, said ejecting wheel being synchronized in
movement so that said pins in succession when deployed in
operation are adapted to act along their length upon successive
objects moving with said distributing wheel along said second

surface toward said path for acting on an object to be sorted,
and a shaft equal in number to the number of pins for mounting
said pins for sorting deployment, each said shaft being carried
by said ejecting wheel downstream in movement of said eject-
ing wheel.

4,479,583
GRAVTTY FEED DISPLAY RACKS WTTH MEANS Ft)R
PRESENTATION OF UNITS OF MERCHANDISE AND

FOR RELOADING
Robert P. Fhuklin, Lake Hopatcong, and John G. Dewees,

Morristown, both ofNJ., assignors to Trans-World Manufiic-
turing Corporation, East Rutherford, NJ.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,239
Int aj A47F 7/00

VS. a. 211-49 D 5 Claims

1. A display apparatus, comprising:

a support wall;

a plurality of identical display racks; and
a plurality of identical mounting means, each of said mount-

ing means being associated with a different said display
rack for slidably coupling its associated rack to said sup-
port wall such that each of said display racks is movable
between a display position and a loading position, said
display rack being closer to said wall when it is in said
display position than when it is in said loading position;

each of said display racks comprising:
a plurality of primary receptacles having a size and shape
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adapted to hold a single item ofmerchandise ofa predeter-

mined size and shape in a predetermined orientation;

a plurality of chutes equal in number to the number of said

primary receptacles, each said chute being associated with

a different said primary receptacle and extending above its

associated said primary receptacle and opening into its

associated said primary receptacle, each of said chutes

having a size an shape adaptoj to hold a plurality of said

items of merchandise in a stack one atop the other and in

a different orientation than said predetermined orienta-

tion; and

the relative position ofeach said receptacle and its associated

said chute being such that when said single item of mer-
chandise is removed from said receptacle, the lowermost
one of said stack of items of merchandise located in said

associated chute is pulled into said receptacle by the force

of gravity and is oriented in said predetermined orienta-

tion by said shape and size of receptacle.

1. In a compartment for frictionally retaining and dispensing

of different objects comprising at least a rear wall, a bottom
portion, a front wall and a horizontally spaced pair of lateral

side walls joining said rear and front walls and defming

grooves on the facing surfaces thereof, and furiher comprising

a set ofjuxtaposed spring like tongues the upper ends of which
are immobilized and lie in a plane substantially coinciding with

the plane of said rear wall and wherein an object can be pushed

into said compartment only by flexing at least one of said

spring like tongues back in a direction towards said rear wall,

whereby said object is frictionally retained in said compart-

ment by the restoring force of said flexed spring lUce tongues

clamping said object between the inside surface of said front

waU and said flexed spring like tongues, the improvement
comprising providing a set of spring like tongues for friction-

aUy retaming and dispensing sanitary commodities such as

tampons, Tampax cartridges and the lUce, said spring like

tongues being pre-bent in such a way that starting from their

immobUized ends they gradually continuously curve substan-

tially along their entire length away from said rear wall and

toward said front waU and end at points substantially adjacent

said front wall and below the upper edge thereof, the free ends

of said spring like tongues being rounded off' about an axis

extending substantially across the width of said spring Uke

tongues and forming a contact line parallel to said axis to

prevent said free ends from catching in and damaging the

surfaces of said sanitary commodities when the latter are with-

drawn from said compartment by minimizing the contact area

therebetween, said set including mounting means provided at

its ends with arms extending substantially perpendicularly

therefrom in a horizontal plane and adapted to be flexed to

enter said grooves of said lateral compartment side walls.

4,479,585

TAMPER RESISTANT SAFETY CLOSURE AND
CLOSURE-CONTAINER COMBINATION

Jeffrey Sandbans, Rte. 9W, Snedens Landing, N.Y.
Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 399,237, Jul. 19, 1982, , which
is a continnation-fai-part of Ser. No. 355,216, Dec. 28, 1981, Pat
No. 4,413,742. This appUcatioa Nor. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,546

lot a.^ B65D 55/02
VS.a 215—218 34 Claims

^*, 'r S'

4,479,584

STORAGE AND DISPENSING MEANS FOR SANTTARY
COMMODTHES

ZeeT Raz, Beer She?a, Israel, assignor to ShUemay Plastics

Products Ltd., Tel AvIt, Israel

FUed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,850

Int a^ A47F 5/08
VS. a. 211—89 2 Clains

1. A safety closure comprising:

a top having a peripheral edge region;

an interioriy threaded skirt integral with and depending
from the peripheral edge region of said top;

locking means formed integrally with said closure and mov-
able under the action of actuating means from a locking
position to a non-locking position;

actuating means for moving said locking means from the
locking position to the non-locking position, said actuat-

ing means being constituted by at least a portion of said

top of said closure which has a substantially dish-shaped

locking configuration such that the application of a pres-

sure on said top portion in excess of a certain minimum
required pressure will deform said top into a non-locking

configuration and result in movement of said locking

means from the locking to the non-locking position; and
means for positively retaining said locking means in said

non-lockhig position after movement thereto from said

locking position.

4,479,586

TAMPER-EVIDENT CONTAINER WTTH DROP DOWN
SiORT

Ernest J. Csaszar, Mountainside, NJ., assignor to Goieral Kap
Corporation, Boond Brook, NJ.

Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 383,705, Jon. 1, 1982, , which is

a continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,429, Apr. 21, 1980, Pat
No. 4,343,408. This appUcation Aug. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,488

Int a^ B65D 49/12

VS. CL 215—258 15 daims

S(Ef«6N

1. A tamper-evident container comprising a container in-

cluding a neck portion and an annular collar portion below
said neck portion, and a closure for application to said con-

tainer, said closure comprising a one piece closure body includ-

ing a horizontal end wall and cylindrical side wall, said cylin-

drical side waU including an upper portion, a depending lower
skirt portion, and an intermediate side wall portion therebe-

tween, said depending lower skirt portion including an in-
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wanlly projecting bead having an internal diameter no greater
than the outer diameter of said container at a predetermined
location directly below said annular collar portion so as to
provide an interference fit between said inwardly projecting
bead and said container at said predetermined location, said
intermediate side wall portion of said closure including a fran-
gible portion comprising an area of weakness designed to
fracture when said closure is removed from said container so as
to leave said depending lower skirt portion on said container
after said upper portion has been removed from said container,
said container including an inwardly directed non-locking
tapered surface at said predetermined location whereby after
said fracture of said closure at said area of weakness said de-
pending lower skirt portion is caused to move downwardly
along said non-locking tapered surface, away from said annular
collar portion, to thereby provide visual evidence of said frac-
ture.

motely disposed, said first pair of walls including first and
second walls, said first wall of said first pair being a double
wall and including inner and outer panels, said second pair of
walls including first and second walls each of a double wall
construction and being disposed next adjacent said first wall of
said first pair of walls, said first wall ofsaid second pair of walls
including a first terminal panel and a first intermediate panel
with said terminal panel being bonded to the interior of said
intermediate panel, said second wall of said second pair of
walls including a second terminal panel and a second interme-
diate panel, said second terminal panel being an exterior panel
having an interior surface thereof bonded to said second inter-
mediate panel, said second terminal panel having free edge
disposed remote from said first wall of said first pair of walls
and being generally of the same width as said second interme-

.« ,10

4|479,587

TWO-WAY RUFTURABLE PRESSURE REUEF
APPARATUS

AmoM L. Mnndt, and Charles E. Beair, both of Tolsa, Okhu,
•nigiion to BSAB Safety Syitent, Inc, Tnlaa, Okla.

FUed Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,363

Int. a^ n^K 17/40
UAa 220-89 A 10 OaiBis

« »

I Ig . 70
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1. A two-way rupturable pressure reliefapparatus adapted to
be clamped between a pair of complementary connection
members connecting first and second pressure zones compris-
ing:

(a) a rupture member including a plurality of openings
therein positioned with one side thereof facing the con-
nection member connected to said first pressure zone;

(b) a support member including one or more arcuate ^ots
defining a circular blowout portion and a hinge portion
connected to the blowout portion therein, said support
member being positioned adjacent the side of said rupture
member opposite the connection member connected to
said first pressure zone; and

(c) a flexible sealing member positioned adjacent the side of
said support member opposite said rupture member with a
side thereof facing the connection member connected to
said second pressure zone, said sealing member being
adhered to said support member whereby during the
operation of said apparatus said support member and said
sealing member function as one part and said sealing mem-
ber is prevented from flexing except in the area of the one
or more arcuate slots in said support member.

4,479J88
SEALEDCARTON WITH TAMPER INDICATING MEANS
Robert E. Dails, Notlcy; Patrick S. Maio, Ringwood, both of
NJ„ and Lawrocc J. Growney, Peari Rirer, N.Y., asrignors
to Federal Paper Board Company, Inc, MontnUe, NJ.

POed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,754
Int CL' BOD 5/02, 17/00

UAa 220-416 jCtains
1. A carton comprising a plurality of panels arranged to form

walls of said carton, said walls including at least first and
second pairs of walls with the walls of each pair being re-

diate panel, said carton has at least one closed end formed by
a plurality of closure members; said closure members including
an outer closure flap hingedly carried by said second terminal
panel, an inner closure flap hingedly carried by said second
intermediate panel, said inner closure flap and said inner clo-
sure flaps being bonded together and folded to form part of
said closed end and to prevent separation of said second termi-
nal panel from said second intermediate panel, an outer closure
panel hingedly carried by said second wall of said first pair of
walls and overlying said closure flaps, said closure panel termi-
nating in a tuck flap positioned between said inner and outer
panels of said fwst wall of said first pair of walls, and securing
means permanently bonding an inner surface of said tuck flap
to an outer surface of said inner panel at a location which is

completely inaccessible in the sealed carton.

4,479589
PLUNGER LOCK FOR MANUAL DISPENSING PUMP

John M. B. Ford, Lee's Summit, Mo., assignor to Realex Corpo-
ration, Lee's Sommit, Mo.

FOed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,803
Int a.3 B67D 5/32: F16K 35/00

US. a. 222—153

_i
/"* lit. jjj, r*'

12 Claims

1. In a manually operated dispensing pump having a plunger
reciprocable through a collar of the pump and normally rotat-

able about the longitudinal axis of the plunger, locking means
for the plunger comprising:
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an axial lock for releasably retaining the plunger in a de-

pressed position against said reciprocal pumping move-
ment,

said axial lock having components disposed to become disen-

gaged from one another upon unlocking rotation of the

plunger relative to the collar in a certain rotative direction

when the plunger is in said depressed and locked position;

ami
a releasable rotary lock between the collar and the plunger

for holding the plunger against said unlocking rotation

thereof,

said lock including a pair of arms integrally interconnected

at one end thereofand having interengageable latch means
at the opposite ends thereof,

said arms being yieldably separable prior to engaging said

latch means whereby to facilitate installation on and
around said collar,

said lock further including a projection extending axially

from said arms at said one end thereof in disposition for

engaging a proximal portion of said plunger,

said collar being provided with a series of elongated knurls

on the outer peripheral surface thereof extending axially

with respect to the direction of plunger operation and
with an unknurled, axially segmented, normally lower
marginal edge portion,

said arms each having elongated, axially extending protru-

sions on the inner peripheral surface thereof,

said protrusions being only in that area of the arms disposed

to engage said knurls,

the area of the arms disposed to engage said segments of the
collar being devoid of protrusions.

4,479,590

mGH VISCOSITY MATERIAL MELTING AND
DISPENSING APPARATUS

Fred A. Slautterback, Carmel VaUey, Calif., assignor to Slant-

terback Corporation, Monterey, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 291,554, Aug. 10, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,600

Int 0.3 B67D 5/62
MS. CL 222—146J 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for melting and dispensing high viscosity ther-

moplastic material of the type having a chamber with heated

walls, a bottom wall defming an exit port, a top wall defining

a material entry port, the improvement comprising,

a conveyor having lengthwise sections disposed in a plane

substantially parallel to the bottom wall of the chamber
for imparting lateral rotary mixing motion to a mass of

thermoplastic material loaded in said chamber, said con-

veyor hiaving an end proximate to a chamber exit port, and
deflection means disposed in the chamber for directing mate-

rial downward onto said conveyor sections, said deflec-

tion means comprising an angularly inclined first plate

mounted on a rotating shaft projecting through the cham-
ber wall, said shaft driving said conveyor sections.

4. Apparatus for melting and dispensing high viscosity ther-

moplastic material comprising,

a walled chamber with means for heating wall surfaces of

the chamber, a wall surface defining a material entry port.

a bottom wall defining a material exit port, a pump com-
municating with said exit port, and

a material conveyor means having linear sections disposed in

a plane substantially parallel to the bottom wall of the

chamber for imparting lateral rotary mixing motion to a

mass of thermoplastic material loaded in said chamber,
said conveyor means having an end proximate to said

material exit port,

deflection means disposed in the chamber for directing mate-
rial downward onto said conveyor sections, said pump
being driven by a gear and said conveyor being driven by
a shaft connected to said gear said conveyor trained about
said gear and a pulley mounted on the bottom wall.

4,479,591

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REMOVING
FOREIGN MATERIALS FROM A CEMENT METERING

WHEEL
George M. Burkhart, Stirasburg; Joseph M. White, MiUersvUle,

and Diane M. Witkonis, Lancaster, ail of Pa., assignors to

Barber-Greene Company, Aurora, Hi.

FOed Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,044

Int a.3 BOIF 15/02

MS. CI 222—317 6 Claims

1. A mobile concrete mixer having a body member with

separate storage tanks for storing concrete ingredients, means
for feeding said ingredients from each of said compartments at

controlled rates to movable conveyor means for eventual

mixing of the ingredients, wherein one of said tanks is a cement
storage tank and said means for feeding ingredients includes a
cement feeder disposed at the bottom of said cement storage

tank, and including a generally cylindrical chamber having a
horizontally-disposed longitudinal axis and longitudinally-

extending horizontal top and bottom openings to receive and
discharge cement, respectively, from the cement storage bin, a

rotatable drum disposed in said chamber, a plurality of angu-

larly spaced vanes secured to the periphery of said drum and

arranged to defme rotatable compartments for cement between

the vanes and the walls of said chamber, said cement feeder

including clean-out means for providing access to said drum
while preventing cement from spilling out of said storage tank,

said clean-out means comprising:

gating means comprising a first gate member disposed at the

bottom of said storage tank and a second gate member
disposed at the top of said chamber, said gate members
having frame-like configurations to permit free passage of

cement from said storage tank through said gate members
to said chamber;

pivotal engagement means securing said gate members to

one another for pivotal motion about a generally horizon-

tal axis between parallel abutting and angularly spaced

limit positions and such that the weight of said chamber
normally biases said second gate member downward and
away from said first gate member to said angularly spaced

position;

latching means for selectively engaging said first and second

gate members together in said parallel abutting position;

wherein said first gate member has a generally horizontally

disposed slot defined therein;
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selectively removable slot cover means for covering said
slot from the external environment to prevent spillage of
cement which falls from the storage tank to said chamber
during normal cement metering operation;

cemait blocking means adapted to be inserted into said slot
when said slot cover means is removed in order to prevent
passage ofcement from said storage tank through said first
gate member,

said fust gate member being a generally rectangular frame,
wherein said slot is defined between two generally rectan-
gular spaced Ups which project inwardly from said rectan-
gular frame in parallel relation, said slots being open to the
environment external to said concrete mixer on only one
side, and

said latching means comprising first and second latch and
hook devices disposed in horizontally spaced locations
along said one side of said slot on said first and second gate
members; respectively, wherein said slot cover means
mcludes first and second elongated cover members having
L-shaped cross-sections in which one leg is adapted to fit
partially into said slot from said open side, said cover
members being arranged to fit side by side in said slot to
cover said open side of said slot whUe permitting flow of
cement through said first gate member, and wherein the
other leg ofeach of said cover members includes a cut-out
portion which partially surrounds a latch mechanism of a
respective latching means when the cover members are
positioned in said slot.

der has a seat on its underside and is mounted for longitudinal
displacement against the action of a helical compression return
spring which is supported between the bottom of a housing
container comprising a cylindrical body having a closed bot-
tom to which a piston rod is firmly attached at its lower end,
and the seat on the underside of said cyUnder, the cUp type
reed spring supporting said piston relative to said piston rod in
such a way that when pressure on the top side of the cylinder
causes the dispensing of a portion, the piston b fixed to the
piston rod, while during the end stroke of the cylinder the
piston is fixed to the cylinder, and an abutment at the upper end
of said cylindrical body Umiting the return stroke of said cylin-
der, and m which the upper end of said piston rod is spaced
beneath the top of the cyhnder at a distance which is slighUy
greater than the downward stroke distance of the cylinder, a
Up seal on said piston engaging said piston rod, said piston rod
havmg a contracted section at a predetermined distance from
Its upper end, said contracted section having a length shorter
than said predetermined distance, said predetermined distancem turn bemg greater than the distance from said lip seal to the
zone of engagement of said clip type reed spring with said
piston rod, and said length being slighUy greater than the
downward stroke distance of said cylinder.

4,479,592

DISPENSER
Araold E. ROaiiis, Raderormwald, and Alfred Ton Schockmann,

Kerelacr, both of Fed. Rep. ofGenmiy, aarignors to Blendax-
Werke R, Schneider GmbH A Co. aad Mega Products-und
VerpMkaogwntwicklmig Markctiiig GmbH « Co., KG. both
of. Fed. Rep. of Germany

ConttanatioB of Ser. No. 321,040, Not. 13, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcatioB Aug. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 522,241

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. No? 26
19W, 3044439; Jon. 26, 1981, 3125092

'

lot CL^ GOIFUm
UAa222-319 ^Claims

4,479,593
PUMP DISPENSER WITH ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE

Robert L. Bondschnh, 6534 Miami Lakes Dr. East Miami
Lakes, Fla. 33014

^^
Filed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,832

Int a.3 GOIF iim
UAa 222-321 ,7 ci,|„

160 24' .27 fPg' 6tf, 22'-y; 22-, 6f^ ,fa

1. Dispenser for the portionwise dispensing of a material, in
particular a paste, e.g. toothpaste, having a cyUnder within
which a piston moves stepwise reUtive to the cylinder in the
direction toward a dispensing opening, while in the opposite
direction it is clampable on the inner wall of the cyUnder by
means of a cUp type reed spring arranged thereon, the dispens-
mg openmg being disposed at the same end of the dispenser at
which pressure is to be appUed, characterized in that the cyUn-

11. In a pump dispenser having first means defining a fluid
passageway, a dip tube extending from the fluid passageway
into a container, second means for coupUng the container to
the first means, a vent formed in the first means and communi-
cating with the interior of the container, an outboard one-way
valve and an inboard one-way valve located along the fluid
passageway and defining a product chamber therebetween, a
finger engaging element coupled to the first means for move-
ment from a first position to a second position to vary the
volume of the product chamber, third means for biasing the
fmger engaging element from the second position to the first
position, a nozzle member, and fourth means for coupUng the
nozzle member to the first means at the end of the fluid pas-
sageway, the improvement comprising:

said outboard one-way valve being formed by
an annular valve seat coupled to one of said nozzle mem-

ber and said first means, and
an annular, resiUent valve member formed integrally with

the other ofsaid nozzle member and said first means and
engaging said valve seat,

said fourth means for coupUng including means for prevent-
ing relative longitudinal movement of said nozzle member
and said first means during opening and closing of the
outboard one-way valve formed thereby,

said fourth means for coupUng including means for adjust-
ably coupUng said nozzle member and said first means,
said nozzle member and said first means having cooperat-
ing means for varying the flow of fluid to be exhausted via
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said nozzle member upon adjusting the coupling of said

nozzle member and said first means.

4,479,594

POURING NOZZLE AND INTERMEDUTE CONTAINER
OF STRANG CASTING DEVICE

Gnenter Altiand, Amselweg 3, 5750 Menden 2, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FQed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,271

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germaay, Dec 24,

1981, 3151533

lot a.} B22D 41m
U.S.a 222—597 6 Oaiin

up the pack bag so as to substantially correspond in use

with the spine of the user,

a flexible connector joining the central rear segment of the

belt with the pack bag adjacent the lower terminus of the

frame, said connector being operative to transmit load

from the pack bag to the hip belt and to enable universal

movement of said belt and frame relative to each other;

adjustable means for stabilizing the pack bag; and
a pair of shoulder straps, each interconnecting the central

upper end portion of the pack bag with a lower comer
portion thereof.

^"
10-
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4,479,596

CARRYING CASE FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC
PAGING DEVICES

Albert W. Swanson, 911 Simpson St^ ETaaston, 111. 60201
FUed Jun. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 506,211

iBt Q\? A45C 11/00
U.S. a 224—236 4 Claims

1. An intermediate container of a strand casting device,

comprising

a container part having a bottom with an opening;

a pouring nozzle of a refractory material, arranged in said

opening of said bottom of said container part;

an elongating piece of a refractory material, associated with
said pouring nozzle and extending into the interior of said

container part; and
means forming a breakage point between said pouring nozzle
and said elongating piece at a height of said bottom of said

container part, said nozzle, said piece and said means
together forming an unitemipted integral element.

4,479,595

BACK PACK
Roy T. Opaal, Calgary, Canada, assignor to Canadian Mountain-

eering Equipment Ltd., Calgary, Canada
FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,639

Int a.3 A*3F 3/10
U.S. a. 224—211 5 Clairas

1. A back pack comprising:

a hip belt;

a pack bag;

an internal frame associated with the pack bag, said frame

comprising a vertically directed stay extending centraUy

—66

1. Carrying case for portable electronic paging devices, said

devices of the type having a mounting cUp attached thereto,

and one or more controls or indicators positioned thereon, said

carrying case comprising:

a front wall, a rear wall, first and second side walls, and a

bottom assembled to define therewithin a first receptacle,

open at its top, for closely receiving one said paging de-

vice;

means forming a second receptacle for receiving said mount-
ing cUp, said second receptacle-forming means including

an outer wall member attached to and generally coexten-

sive with the outer surface of said front wall and said

second receptacle-forming means being positioned proxi-

mate said front wall to form with said first receptacle a
partitioned receptacle assembly;

said outer wall including a generally vertically extending

portion juxtaposed to and spaced-apart from said front

wall with the remaining portion of said outer wall member
joined to said front waU, said outer wall member and said

front waU forming said second receptacle, open at its top,

to receive said mounting cUp;

a window formed in said front wall, said window being sized

and shaped to positively engage the lowermost edge of

said cUp when said paging device is inserted into said first

receptacle and said mounting clip is inserted into said

second receptacle;

means for positively engaging said mounting clip to said

carrying case when said mounting cUp is received in said

second receptacle;

means for attaching said carrying case to an article of cloth-

ing of a user; and

means for providing access to said controls or indicators

without requiring removal of said carrying case from said

user's clothing.
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4.479,597
BURSTER FOR CONTINUOUS FORM STATIONERY

Mtftaad R. JohMOo, Harrcy, nd OonM J. Nubeiiiicr, Forest
Park, both of DL, tHigBon to Uarco laoorporated, Barrins-
toa,IlL

Fikd Feb. 14, 1993, Scr. No. 44M14
Iirt. CL> B45H 35/JO

UAa 225-100 lOChlm

8. A hunter comprising
•eptnted tnfeed and outfeed pairs of rollers spaced along a

path of stationery travel,

means for driving at least one roller in each pair and for
driving an outfeed roUer(s) at a higher angular velocity
than the infeed roUer(s), and

means interposed between said driving means and said infeed
roll^s) establishing a variable, limited lost motion con-
nection therebetween, and including

(a) a shaft having a rotational axis and mounting a gener-
ally radially extending tooth, said tooth having opposed
sides, each diverging from the radial on which said
tooth is located as said axis is progressively approached,
each said side defining a contact face;

(b) first and second stop members, each having an aper-
ture aligned with said axis with said shaft extending
theretnrough,

(c) a radially directed stop on each said stop member and
extending into the associated aperture, each said stop
having at least one stop face for abutment over a sub-
stantial area with one of said contact faces and being
arranged so as to be substantially parallel to said contact
hce during said abutment, said stop faces converging
on the radial on which the associated stop is located as
said axis is approached.

and including a rotatable pressure roller and a rotatable
carrier for said pressure roller,

said drive roller, said pressure roller and said carrier being
rotatable about respecting different but parallel axes,

said pressure roller mechanism having a use position dis-
posed on one side of the paper path to engage paper
therein and a storage position disposed on the opposite
side and out of the paper path,

a paper edge guide rototably carried by said frame for guid-
ing paper toward said drive roller, said paper edge guide
having use and storage positions respectively also respec-
tively disposed in and out of said paper path,

means for rotatably moving said carrier to move said pres-
sure roller toward said drive roller when in said use posi-
tion and for also rotatably moving said carrier to move
said pressure roller into the storage position, and

cam means affixed to said paper edge guide and automati-
<»lly responsive to said last named movement of the car-
rier to its storage position for also simultaneously moving
said paper edge guide into its storage position.

4,479,599

POSITIONING AND FIRING DEVICE TOR
EXPLOSIVE-ACTUATED TOOLS

James R. Conrad, 1631 GraodTiew, Gleodale, Calif. 91201
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,195

Int a* B25C 1/m J/18
UAa227-9

ISCtaJini
'i;-

M79,598
FRICnON FEED TRACTOR

Wancr H. Mailer, aod HenryC Sipe, both of Waynesboro, Va.,
mtlgmm to Gcaicon Corporation, Waynesboro, Va.

FQcd Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,409
Irt. a^ B45H J7/38. J7/20: B41J JJ/Sa JJ/34

UAa226-74 MClains

1. A positioning and firing device for use with an explosive-
actuated, trigger-responsive ceiling hanger clip installation
tool operative by trigger displacement to embed in a ceiling a
clip-supporting fastener carried forwardly thereby, said tool
comprising a gun having a generally convex body, a laterally
disposed trigger, and an axially displaceable outwardly spring-
biased muzzle by which said clip-supported fastener is carried
for presentation to a ceUing, said handle comprising a pole
adapted to be grasped at one end by an operator and having at
the opposite end a relatively movable tool-carrying cradle, said
pole being axially translatable within said cradle for actuating
movement of said trigger, and link means beyond said tool for
displacing said trigger responsive to a predetermined axial
translation displacement of said cradle relative to said pole in
tool actuating relation.

cHfc—T-sr

1. A friction feed tractor for moving paper along predeter-
mined paper path and comprising:
aframe,

a rotatable drive roller carried by aU frame,
a pressure roller mechanism rotatably carried by said frame

4,479,400

APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATED FRAME ASSEMBLY
Boland R. AHvight, Montgomery, Ala., assigiior to Duo-Fast

Corporatioii, Franklin Park, DL
FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 350,312

Int CLi B27F 7/02: B42B 3/Oa 4/00; B42C J/J2
VJS.a 227—48 10 Oaina

1. An apparatus for automated box-like fhune assembly, the
frames including a pair of opposed side portions and a pair of
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opposed end portions, said portions having interengageable
projections and slots along parallel sides thereof, said ^>para-
tus comprising:

means for supplying frame end portions, one at a time;

means for supplying frame side portions, one at a time;

means for holding a pair of said frame side portions in spaced
apart relation ready for receiving a first frame end portion

moved into engagement therewith;

reciprocating means for sliding said first end portions one at

a time into engagement with said spaced apart pair of side

portions and for sliding said engaged side portions and
first end portion mto engagement with a second end por-

tion to complete a frame; and
means for driving fasteners to fix said side portions to said

engaged end portions of a frame.

4,479,601

HYDRAUUC RIVET DRIVER
Kunio Hara, Kawaaald, Japan, assignor to Nifco Inc., Yoko-
hama, Japan

FUed Sep. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 529,442

Claims priority, q>pUcation Japan, Sep. 7, 1962, 57-154560

Int a^ B21J J5/02

VS. a. 227—130 3 Claims

1. A rivet driver, comprising:

a main-body block containing a main cylinder,

a main piston adapted to reciprocate inside said main cylin-

der upon the application of the pressure of a fluid,

an actuating cylinder movably supported along the lateral

side of said main-body block with the upper end thereof

connected to the upper end of said main piston protruding

from said main cylinder, provided in the longitudind

direction of the shell thereof with a slit and adapted to

reciprocate in conjunction with said main piston,

a chuck formed at the lower end of said actuating cylinder

and adapted to nip the flange of a rivet or the portion of a

shank of said rivet protruding upwardly from said flange,

a hammer lever accommodated within said actuating cylin-

der to reciprocate in conjunction with said actuating

cylinder and adapted to have the lower end thereof de-

Uver a downward stroke upon the male shank of the rivet

nipped by said chuck,

a spring contained within said actuating cylinder and posi-

tioned between the upper end of said hammer lever and
the upper end of said actuating cylinder,

a pin formed on the lateral surface of said hammer lever and
projecting from said slit in said actuating cylinder,

a striker adapted to allow the upward r>assage of said pin

during the ascent of said hammer lever and said actuating

cylinder but catch said pin and interrupt the descent of

said hammer lever during the descent of said actuating

cylinder together with said hammer lever thereby to cause

the upper end of said actuating cylinder to contract said

spring on the upper end of said pin,

a piston for drawing said striker back from the position at

which said striker catches said pin,

an operating valve for actuating said piston by the pressure

of a fluid, and

a feed piston adapted to be actuated by the pressure of a

fluid, upon completion of said ascent of said actuating

cylinder, to urge the frontmost of a plurality of rivets

arranged in a row to a position below said chuck at the

lower end of said actuating cylinder.

4,479,602

APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF HOLLOW
CYLINDRICAL BODIES

Joa£ Fernandez; Jiirgen Hem; Heinz Krakow; Harald Tomsen,
all of Hambnrg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aod Erait Wortmann,
deceaaed, late of Hamborg, Fed. Rep. of Germany (by Elfriede

Wortmann, legal representati?e), assigDors to Thyssen Stahl

Aktiengesellachaft Dnesaeldorf, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany
FUed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 289,848

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germaay, Aag. 6,

1980, 3029686

lot a.3 B23K 9/04, 37/04

U.S.a 228-48 3 Oaimi

1. An apparatus for the manufacture of hoUow cylindrical

bodies by deposit welding comprising a supporting body rotat-

ably mountnl on bearings at both ends thereof, a plurality of

circumferentiaUy and radiaUy extending U-shaped spring ele-

ments periphery of said supporting body, the legs of which

elements are parallel to the axis of the supporting body, said

U-shaped spring elements being adaptable to engage a hollow

cylindrical basic body concentricaUy disposed to said support-

ing body, said apparatus further including a welding means

positioned relative to said supporting body to deposit welding

material on the outer surface of any hoUow cylindrical basic

body engaged by said U-shaped spring elements.
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4,479,603

REVERSE BUCKLING RUPTURE DISK ASSEMBLY
METHOD

Mkfaacl C. FlBMgu, LimCTick, Ireland, Mcignor to BSAB
Sahty Syftem, lac^ Tnln, Okla.

Division of Scr. No. 343,413, Jan. 28, 1982, Pat No. 4,431,018.
TUi appUcatioo Nor. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 547,991

Int a^ B23K 31/02
VJS,a 228-155 6 Oainu

1. A method of manufacturing a reverse buckling rupture
disk apparatus adapted to be clamped between inlet and outlet

companion bolted flanges, the operation of said apparatus
being unaffected by the torque applied to the bolts of the
companion flanges comprising the steps of:

welding a reverse buckling rupture disk having a concave-
convex portion and an annular flange portion to an annu-
lar support ring positioned adjacent the annular flange
portion of said rupture disk on the convex side thereof,

said welding being carried out at the periphery of said

annular flange portion of said rupture disk using a low
heat welding technique; and

welding said support ring having said rupture disk welded
thereto to an annular support member adapted to be
clamped between said companion bolted flanges, said

support member being positioned adjacent the annular
flange portion of said rupttire disk on the opposite side
thereof from said support ring.

4,479,604

ZONED CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert S. Didncr, 29 SkyUne Dr., Morristown, NJ. 07960

FUed Dec 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,834
Int a^ F24F 7/Oa 3/00: F23M 5/20

VJS.a 236-49 18 Oaims

«, II

1. In a thermal system having a central plant feeding a plural-
ity of adjustable zone regulators for bringing their respective
zones to corresponding target temperatures, a controller com-
prising:

a plurality of temperature sensors distributed one to a zone,
each of said sensors being operable to produce a zone
signal signifying zone temperature;

a plurality of zone actuators, each having a zone control
terminal and each, in response to a signal at its zone con-

trol terminal, being operable to adjust a corresponding
one of said zone regulators; and

a control means coupled to each of the temperature sensors
and to the zone control terminal of each of said zone
actuators for calculating the zone temperature errors with
respect to their respective target temperatures and for

starting said central plant response to a predetermined
function of the cumulative zone temperature errors ex-

ceeding a given limit, each of said zone temperature errors

/ being at least producible at above said given limit and at a

/ plundity ofnon-zero values smaller in magnitude than that

of said given limit so that the zone temperature errors may
be insufficient individually but sufficient cumulatively to
start said central plant, said control means being operable
to apply corresponding signals to each zone control termi-
nal with a timing determined by its corresponding temper-
ature error.

4,479,605

HEATING SYSTEM
Keidi BUlotte, Oearfield, and Patrick Shife, Drifting, both of

Pa., aadgnors to Patrick ShlTe, Drifting, Pa.

FUed Apr. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 256,787
Int a.) F24D 3/00

VJS. CL 237—8 R 14 Ciains

8oa

1. A system for generating, storing and releasing heat, com-
prising:

a tank surrounding a reservoir for holding a heat transfer

fluid, the tank deflning a top, bottom and side, the t»vV

being vented to atmospheric pressure;

heat releasing means in fluid communication with the reser-

voir for controllably releasing heat from the fluid to a
space to be heated;

means for regulating flow of the fluid between the reservoir

and the heat releasing means;

a heat conductive fire chamber, the chamber being substan-

tially smaller than the tank and disposed within the reser-

voir and surrounded by the reservoir on all sides

an air supply means and an air exhaust means for carrying
combustion air to the fire chamber and for carrying away
hot exhaust gases;

an access passageway for access to the fire chamber, the
access passageway connecting the fire chamber to the side

of the tank;

a support spacing the fire chamber from the bottom of the
tank, the fire chamber being securely attached to the same
and centrally positioned within the tank, by the support
the access passageway and the air supply and exhaust
means;

a plurality of spaced hollow boiler tubes disposed horizon-
tally in the fire chamber and open to the reservoir at both
ends thereof, the boiler tubes being parallel to one an-
other

a plurality of flat shaker grids disposed between and immedi-
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ately adjacent the boiler tubes, the grids being pivotally

attached to the fire chamber and individually rotatable on
axes parallel to said hollow boiler tubes, the grids and
boiler tubes together being operable to support burning
fuel within the fire chamber and in contact with the boiler

tubes; and,

a linkage attached to the shaker grids, the linkage being
operable to rotate the shaker grids about their axes, the
linkage having a portion extending beyond the tank con-
nected to an actuation means, whereby the fuel is agitated

and ash is removed from the fuel in contact with the boiler

tubes.

4,479,606

REMOTE STEAM SYSIEM HAVING COMMON
RECIRCULATION OF CONDENSATE AND METHOD

FOR CONDENSATE RECIRCULATION
Hehnnt Biilz, Koepffstrassc 5, D-7100 Heilbronn, Fed. Rep. of
Gemany

per No. PCr/DE81/00150, § 371 Date May 19, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 19, 1982, PCT Pnb. No. WO82/01237, PCT Pnb.
Date Apr. 15, 1982

PCT Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 385,394
Claims priority, appUcatimi Fed. Rep. of Gerimmy, Oct 2,

1980, 3037293

lot 0.3 F24D 1/02
VJS. a. 237—67 15 dains

f^SIE«M SUPPLY
CONDUIT ,1

f I »

70

7. A steam supply system for common condensate recircula-

tion of at least two condensate flows from at least one source

(3, 28; 41, 43, 44) of low pressure condensate, which flows are

at different pressures and different temperatures, said system
having (3, 42) a common condensate recirculation conduit

(012) in which a pressure above that of at least one of the

condensate flows pertains, and having a high-pressure steam
supply conduit (012a);

and comprising

a pumping device (24) consisting of a jet pump coupled to

and solely driven by the condensate flow having the

higher pressure and connected for pumping of the con-

densate flow having the lower pressure into the conden-

sate recirculation conduit (012), said jet pump being the

sole pumping device for condensate flow having the

lower pressure;

and a mixing device (24) coupled to the higher pressure and
the lower pressure^ndensate flows in which the pumped
condensate flows are mixed, located in the paths of the

condensated flows and

ahead of the entrance of said condensate flows into the

condensate recirculation conduit (012).

4,479,607

RAIL FASTENING DEVICE
Shuichi Oknnnra, Kanakora, and ^utaka Satoh, Tama, both of

Japan, assignors to Toyo Kiad k«1iii«mh Kaisha, T<ricyo,

Japan

FUed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,527
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 21, 1982, 57-

56959[U]

Int CI.} EOIB 9/48
VJS.a 238-349 5 Oains

1. In a rail fastening device for securing a railway rail having
a base flange to a railway sleeper, the improvement which
comprises: said fastening device comprises a tie plate laid

between said sleeper and said base flange of said rail, said tie

plate having an upper surface and having laterally spaced-
apart screw spike holes disposed on opposite lateral sides of
said base flange of said rail;

a leaf spring associated with each of said screw spike holes,

said leaf spring being reversely bent between iu ends to

form a lower leg and an upper leg which are opposed to

and are vertically spaced from each other, said lower leg

of said leaf spring bearing on said upper surface of said tie

plate and having an aperture therethrough which aperture

is in registry with its associatSd screw spike hole in said tie

plate, said upper leg of said leaf spring having a free end
which engages said base flange of said rail and resiliently

presses said rail against said tie plate, said upper leg having
an elongated slot extending lengthwise from said free end
thereof to a location above said screw spike hole and said

aperture;

a screw spike associated with each of said leaf springs and
said screw spike holes, each said screw spike having a

stem extending downwardly through its associated slot,

aperture and screw spike hole, said stem having a

threaded lower portion extending into said sleeper and
threadedly engaged therewith, said screw spike having a
flange adjacent to its upper end which flange is vertically

upwardly spaced from the upper surface of said upper leg

of said leaf spring, said flange being wider than said slot so

that said flange cannot be moved through said slot, the

portion of said stem that extends through said slot being of
lesser width than said slot; and

a spacer on said stem of said screw spike, said spacer extend-

ing downwv'dly from said flange of said screw spike

through said^^t in said upper leg of said leaf spring, the

portion of said spacer that extends through said slot being

of lesser width than said slot so that said upper leg of said

leaf spring can move upwardly and downwardly with

respect to said spacer and said stem, the lower end of said

spacer bearing against the upper surface of said lower leg

of said leaf spring adjacent to said aperture and pressing

said lower leg of said leaf spring against said tie plate, the

length of said spacer being such that the upper end of said

spacer projects above the upper side of said elongated slot

whereby said flange on said screw spike is spaced up-

wardly from and does not bear against the upper surface

of said upper leg of said leaf spring and the entirety of said

upper leg of said leaf spring is free to flex upwardly and
downwardly relative to said screw spike.
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M79,«M
MANURE SPREADER

McryfB G. Martia, Mycntown, P«^ anigBor to Hedlond Mann-
flKtnriBg Co^ Inc, BoyccTiUc, Wis.

Cdotiniiatioa ofScr. No. 170,034, Jul. 18, 1980, abandoned. lUs
application JnL 13, 1983, Scr. No. 512,946

laL a.3 AOIC 23/00
UAa239-7 360Mim

vibrator in the vibration direction thereof and projecting out-
wardly of the utmost end of said ultrasonic vibrator, said Uquid

26. An apparatus for spreading liquid or semiliquid manures
comprising: i

a container for holding manure to be spread;
a spinner attached to said apparatus for spreading Uquid or

•emi-Uquid manures, said spinner having a pluraUty of
blades having an outer peripheral edge for shredding and
spreading manure;

means located in said container for moving manure within
said container to a position where the manure can be
spread, said means operable for directing the manure onto
said outer peripheral edge of said blades to thereby permit
said blades to engage the manure flowing from said con-
tainer, and

drive means for routing said spinner at sufficiently high
velocity so that when manure is moved from in said con-
tainer into said spinner said spinner is operable for Ufting
said manure upward for expelling the manure over said
spmner to produce a spray pattern of manure on a field.

absorber being supported at the partiaUy fixed portion of said
protector plates by said support portion.

4,479,610
PIVOT VALVE FOR CROP SPRAYING EQUIPMENT

Robert E. Etheridge, P.O. Box 5421, Gr«en?iUe, Miia. 38701,
and Philip L. Uwia, Rte. 1, Box 71-A, Glen Allan, MIn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 123,185, Feb. 5, 1980, abandoned, lids
application Jon. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,261

Int a^ B64D J/18
V£.a 239-171

2 CMm

4,479,609

LIQUID SPRAYER
Maaatoahl Maeda; TonoUro Kami; Toahlo Kosmiokl, and YnUo
Yamamura, aU of Shiga, Japan, aaslgnon to Matsushita Elec-
tric Works, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,607
Claims priority, appUcatlon Japan, Oct 9, 1981, 56-161169

lot CL^ B05B 1/26

"f?*,^*" 3 Claims
I. A liquid sprayer comprising a casing having a support

portion, an ultrasonic vibrator carried by said casing, a liquid
supply chamber and a Uquid absort)er for absorbing Uquid from
said hquid supply chamber and feeding it to said ultrasonic
vibrator, said Uquid absorber being formed of a core material
havmg hquid absorption properties, said core material being
covered lengthwise with extending protector plates, said pro-
tector pUtes being secured to each other partiaUy through said
core material to increase the value of resistance against Uquid
current flowmg through said Uquid absorber, said core abut-
ting against the Uteral side of the utmost end of said ultrasonic

1. A pivot valve for crop spraying equipment comprising:
housing means formed in two relatively movable parts and

having an interior fluid retaining chamber;
fluid connection means in fluid communication with said

interior chamber formed in said housing means and being
operably connectible to a fluid supply means, so as to
permit a supply of fluid to be directed from said fluid
supply means into said chamber;

fluid discharge means operably connected to one ofsaid two
parts of said housing means and being in selective fluid
communication with said chamber, said discharge means
serving as a means whereby said fluid may be selectively
discharged from said chamber;

valve control means positioned proximate to said chamber
and serving to control a release of said fluid into said fluid
discharge means in response to a selective pressurization
of said fluid; and

discharge direction control means for controUing a direction
of discharge of said fluid from said fluid discharge means,
said discharge direction control means including locking
means opoerably joining said two parts of said housing
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means together, said locking means when in a released

condition serving to permit relative movement between
said two parts, whereby a selective angular orientation of
said fluid discharge means can be achieved to thus control
said direction ofsaid fluid discharge, and when in a locked
condition serving to prevent relative movement between
said two parts to thus prevent any further change in said

fluid direction, said locking means including a threaded
member extending between said two parts and being oper-

able, when tightened, to draw said two parts into a tight

abutting relationship thereby to prevent said relative

movement therebetween, one of said parts of the housing

means including a tubular sleeve integral therewith and
closely surrounding said threaded member and extending

toward said fluid retaining chamber, said valve control

means including a spring biased valve member having a

centraUy located aperture sUdably received on and guided

by the tubular sleeve, said valve member being positioned

within an orifice in fluid communication with said fluid

retaming chamber, said orifice being formed in the other

of said two parts of said housing means, said valve mem-
ber being retained in position within said orifice by said

spring to faciUtate fluid movement past the valve member
cnily when a predetermined fluid pressure has been at-

tained in the fluid chamber, said orifice receiving the

threaded member extending between the two parts of the

housing means, said valve member and spring being dis-

posed on the tubular sleeve with the spring having one
end engaging the housing means and the other end engag-

ing the vdve member for biasing the valve member axiaUy

of the tubular sleeve and threaded member, said orifice

including a valve seat engaged by the valve member with

the spring holding the valve member in closed relation to

the valve seat until fluid pressure overcomes the spring,

said valve seat and valve member being concentric with

respect to the threaded member which also forms the

pivotal connection between the two parts of the housing

means.

4^79,611

POP-UP SPRINKLER
Oicar Galtls, LaVeme, Calif., assignor to Rain Bird Consumer

Products M^ Corp., Dnrate, Calif.

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Scr. No. 406^28
Int 0.3 B05B 3/00

VJS.a 239-205 21 Claims

r-^.

1. A pop-up sprinkler, comprising:

a sprinkler housing having a bottom end waU with a rela-

tively small inlet port formed therein for flow of water

into said housing, said sprinkler housing further including

an annular flange surrounding said inlet port and upstand-

ing from said bottom end waU with a substantiaUy uniform

cross-sectional thickness for at least a substantia] portion

of its height, the inner diameter surface of said flange

defining an annular valve seat, said housing and said

flange cooperating to define an upwardly open annular

reoess formed about the exterior of said flange;

a pop-up stem carried within said housing for movement
between a retracted position withdrawn substantiaUy into

said housing and a spraying position projecting outwardly
from said housing; and

a control valve for preventing water flow into said housing

when said stem is m the retracted position, said control

valve including a reUtively smaU valve plug carried by
said stem and a seal ring carried by said valve plug for

sealing engagement with said valve seat when said stem is

in the retracted position.

4,479,612

RETRACTABLE GLYCOL SPRAY NOZZLE
NeweU L. Umbach, 668 Longriew, Douglas, Wyo. 82633, and

William J. Boycr, 3751 E. 19th, Casper, Wyo. 82601
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 427,527

Int Cl^ B05B 13/06
VS. a. 239—280 2 Claims

1. In combination with a closed vessel subject to internal

pressure and including a waU portion through which a tubular

fitting b sealingly secured, said fitting including opposite ends

opening inwardly and outwardly, respectively, of said vessel, a

retractable spray nozzle assembly, said assembly including a

fuU opening and full closing valve defming a straight passage

therethrough when said valve is fully opened, said valve being

mounted from the outwardly opening end of said fitting with

the latter co-extensive with said passage, a tubular mounting

sleeve having one end mounted from said valve coaxial with

the end of said passage remote from said fitting, diametrically

opposite portions of said sleeve on the end thereof remote from

said valve including a pair of elongated endwise outwardly

projecting lateraUy spaced apart arms, a journal portion ex-

tending and connected between the ends of said arms remote

from said sleeve, a hand wheel joumaled from said journal

portion against axial shifting relative thereto, an elongated jack

screw threaded centraUy through said hand wheel and includ-

ing a first end disposed between said arms, facing toward said

sleeve and co-axial therewith, a nght-angle hoUow fitting

mounted on said one end of said jack screw including a first

lateral port opening outwardly between said arms and a second

port opening toward said sleeve and co-axial therewith, an

elongated tubular wand having a first end portion rigidly and

sealingly connected to said fitting about said second port and a

second end portion, having a spray nozzle mounted thereon,

slidingly received through said sleeve and projectable through

and retractable from said passage, said sleeve including seal

means establishing a sUding fluid tight seal between said wand
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and said sleeve, said fint lateral port including an inlet fitting
seahngly secured thereto and projecting outwardly between
said arms.

M79,613
PULVERIZING MACHINES

BwMTd J. Rowledge, West Midlands, England, assigDor to
Sardon International Limited, England

FUed Not. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,291
^^a«lma priority, application United Kingdom, Not. 1, 1980,

U.S.a 241-48
Int a.3 B02C 23/32. 23/34

9Clainu

1. A pulverizing machine comprising:
(a) a housing defining a chamber having an air inlet means
and an outlet means,

(b) means to introduce material into the chamber for oulver-
izmg, ^

(c) a pulverizer rotor member mounted within the chamber
to rotate about an axis and including a plurality of pulver-
izer members peripherally disposed thereon,

(d) conveyor means spaced apart from one side of said pul-
verizer rotor member,

(e) said conveyor means including guide means, and
(0 c assifier means located adjacent said one side of the

pulverizer rotor member,
(g) said housing and pulverizer rotor member being disposed

with respect to each other to define an annular reducing
zone in said chamber and around the rotor member, and
into which reducing zone the pulverizer members project
to cause material to be pulverized in said reducing zone
and to mipart a rotation to the flow of air and material in
said reducmg zone,

(h) said housing, conveyor means and guide means being
disposed with respect to each other to define an annular
conveyor zone in said chamber,

(i) said conveyor zone having a radially outer portion which
is alongside and is open toward said reducing zone to
admit a rotating flow of pulverized material and air to passm a first axial direction into said conveyor means and said
conveyor zone,

0) said conveyor zone having an intermediate portion dis-
posed radiaUy mward of and surrounded peripherally by
said outer portion of the conveyor zone,

(k) the guide means comprising guide members defining a
plurality of partial spiral conveyor paths in said intermwli-
ate portion to convey said flow of air and pulverized
material spirally inward toward said axis,

0) said conveyor zone having a radiaUy inner portion dis-
paied radiaUy mwards of and peripherally surrounded by
said intermediate portion to accept said rotating flow of
air and pulverized material from said guide means,

(m) the classifier means comprises a cylindrical classifierwme disposed around said axis in said chamber and adja-

cent to and co-axial with the rotor so as to lie between said
one side of the rotor member and said inner portion of the
conveyor zone,

(n) said conveyor means, classifier means and outlet being
arranged with respect to each other so that said inner
portion of the conveyor zone lies around a cylindrical
wall of the outiet, said cylindrical wall being open toward
the classifier zone and said inner portion of said conveyor
zone being arranged to turn said rotating flow of air and
pulverized material to move, while rotating about said
axis, m an axial direction opposite to said first axial direc-
tion so as to enter the side of the classifier zone remote
from said one side of the rotor member,

(o) said classifier zone being co-axial with and peripherally
surrounded by an outer portion of said reducing zone,

(p) at least one of the pulverizer members having an exten-
sion section which extends in said first direction across the
periphery of the classifier zone toward said conveyor
means so that oversize material from said flow of air and
pulverized material entering the classifier zone has a path
which extends substantially radially outwardly back to
said outer portion of said reducing zone, and smaller
matenal from said flow of air and pulverized material has
a path which extends substantially radially inwardly to
said outlet, both said paths being separate from the flow of
said pulverized material to the classifier zone.

4,479,614
VARIABLE SPEED MEAT GRINDER

Vincent E. Bernard, 23301 Bocana, MaUbn, Calif. 90265
FUed Apr. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 484,903

Int. CL^ B02C 18/30
UAa241-82J

3 Claims

1. An apparatus for grinding meat particles, comprising:
a pump havmg a variable feed rate for feeding meat particlesm a contmuous flow under high pressure and at a selected

feed rate that remains constant throughout the pumping
operation;

»- r »

a frustoK»nical collection chamber having a right angle
bend in the middle thereof with an inlet port disposed
adjacent said pump for receiving the output of said pump
mto the interior of said chamber and an outlet port dis-
posed at right angles to said inlet port at the other end of
said chamber, the diameter of said outlet port larger than
that of said inlet port such that an expanding volume is
provided for meat particles pumped from said pump-

a grinder plate disposed over said outiet port of said collec-
tion chamber with a plurality of orifices disposed therein
for reducing the particulate size of tiie meat particles as
tiie meat particles are pressed tiierethrough from said
collection chamber by said pump;

a pluraUty of planar cutting blades rotatable about an axis
perpendicular to said grinder plate and extending radially
therefrom, said blades rotating in a plane parallel to said
grinder plate such tiiat said blade moves perpendicular to
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the orifices in said grinder plate to reduce the length of the
meat particles output from said grinder plate;

a rotating shaft disposed along the rotational axis of said
blades and attached at one end to the rotational center of
said blades, said rotating shaft passing through said collec-
tion chamber to the exterior thereof; and

a variable speed hydraulic motor attached to the other end
of said rotating shaft for rotation thereof to thus control
the rotational speed of said blades such that the length of
the meat particles output from said grinder plate is varied
to a desired particulate length, said hydraulic motor pow-
ered by a hydraulic pump.

4,479,615

ROLL SHEET SUPPLYING MECHANISM FOR A
RECORDING DEVICE

HIsao Nak^jima, and Syay Leng, both of Kanagawa, Japan,
assignors to Fqji Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,948
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 24, 1981, 56-115324

Int Q\? B65H 19/02
U.S. CL 242—68.4 3 Claims

27, *\Vfl' ' "

— 17

1. A roll support mechanism for a recording device compris-
ing a roll, a shaft for supporting said roll with the ends of the
shaft extending outwardly beyond said roll, a first shaft sup-
porting member having a fixed end portion for supporting one
end of said shaft, a second shaft supporting member having a
moveable end portion for supporting the other end of said
shaft, biasing means for biasing said moveable end portion
toward said shaft, a locking mechanism engageable with said
moveable end portion to hold said moveable end portioa
against the bias of said biasing means a sufficient distance from
said fixed end portion to permit changing of said roll, and
support means for supporting said roll intermediate said first

and second supporting members only during loading of said
roU with the ends of the shaft substantially aligned with said
fixed end portion and said moveable end portion respectively.

4,479,616

EXTENDABLE CRANK HANDLE
Oscar KoTaloTsky, 11154 Debby St, North HoUywood, CaUf.
91606

FUed Jnl. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,410
Int a.3 AOIK 89/00: G05G l/OO

U.S.a 242—84.1 J 5 Gaims

having a portion thereof outwardly projecting from said

body having said channel open end;

a finger-grasping member rotatably mounted on said slide

,
bar portion projecting from said body;

said slide bar having an extended position which increases

the throw of crank movement and a retracted position

which decreases the throw of crank movement;
means operably connected between said body and slide bar

for yieldably retaining said slide bar in either of its alter-

nate positions; and
said retaining means is an over-center toggle mechanism

pivotably carried at its opposite ends on said body and said

slide bar respectively.

4,479,617
TAPE MEASURE CONSTRUCHON INCORPORATING A

MODIHED TAPE HOOK BUMPER
Richard L. Edwards, Cary, N.C., assignor to Cooper Industries,

Inc., Houston, Tex.

FUed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,145
Int Cl^ B65H 75/48

U.S. a. 242-107 14 Qaims

c.

d.

e.

1. A measuring tape construction, comprising:

a. a casing having a front wall and an opening in said front

wall;

b. a tapeline coiled within said casing, said tapeline having a
first end extending from said casing front wall opening;

a tape retaining hook attached to said Upeline first end;

retracting means for retracting said tapeline into said

casing except for said Upe retaining hook; and
a resilient, deformable bumper mounted with said casing

adjacent said opening in the path of said upe retaining

hook to prevent said hook from slamming against said

casing, said bumper comprising:

(1) a main body portion and

(2) a tape retaining hook engaging portion formed with
said main body portion defming an aperture between
said engaging portion and said pody portion, said upe
retaining hook engaging portion having a convex sur-

face for contacting the Upe retaining hook,
whereby said upe retaining hook engaging portion bends to

cushion the impact of said hook striking said engaging portion
following retraction.

1

1. An extendable crank handle for driving the spool of a
fishing reel comprising the combination of:

an elongated body having a channel provided therein open
at one end and closed at its opposite end;

a slide bar movably carried on said body in said channel

4,479,618

TAPE CASSETTE ADAPTER
Takehiro Okada, Neyagawa; Masataka Izaki, Yawata; Jiron

Ki^ino, Neyagawa, and Toshibnmi Kamiyama, Tsnyama, aU of
Japan, assignors to Matsoshita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd^
Osaka, Japan

FUed Dec. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,898
Claims priority, appUcation Japmi, Dec. 14, 1981, 56-202198

Int a.3 G03B 1/04; GllB 15/32
U.S. CL 242—200 20 Claims

4. A Upe cassette adapter for a magnetic Upe recording
and/or reproducing apparatus comprising:

a cassette positioning means provided on a plate for position-

ing a compact upe cassette, having a shorter length upe
wound on a supply reel and a take-up reel, and being
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smaller in size and lighter in weight than standard size tape
cassettes;

a reel gear provided on the take-up reel;

a sul>-plate parallel to said plate;

a first shaft provided on the sub-plate;

a middle gear which rotates on the first shaft and engages
with the reel gear;

a second shaft provided on the sub-plate;

a reel drive gear which rotates on the second shaft and
engages with said middle gear;

4.479,620
WING LOAD ALLEVUnON SYSTEM USING TABBED

AILERONS
John T. Rogers, and Kenoeth J. R. Maimiiig, both of BeUcTiw,
Wash^ assignors to The Boeing ComiNUiy, Seattle, Wash.

Continuatioo of Ser. No. 923,940, JoL 13, 1978, abudoBcd. This
appUcatioo Oct 3, 19S3, Ser. No. 537,557

Int a.3 B64C 9/10
UAa244-75R

j CW„

290 »29 42 a 21 2J, 29b"» "2S 26

Uj

an engagement means, having a rotating member which has
an axis of rotation parallel to that of said reel drive gear,
for engaging with a reel turntable of a standard size mag-
netic tape cassette apparatus for synchronous rotation-
and

a rotation transfer means, having a rotational axis parallel to
that of said first rotating member, and positioned between
said first rotating member and said second rotating mem-
ber, for transferring rotational power from said engage-
ment means to said reel drive gear;

wherein said plate has a bore means for locating said first

shaft provided on said sub-plate.

4,479,619

HEUCOPTER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
Janes E. Sannders, and Brian A. Shotter, both of Sherborne,

England, assignors to Westland pic, YeoTil, England
Filed Mar. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 479,992

.-.SiS*
'^"'**''' Wllcation United Kingdom, Apr. 8, 1982,

Int 0.3 B64C 27/14: B64D 35/08
UAa244-60 llClaims

1. In an aircraft having a hydraulically actuated wing load
alleviation system wherein the outboard aUerons on each ofthe
wings are symmetrically defiected to reduce increased aircraft
wing loads caused by gusts and pUot-induced maneuvers oc-
curring during flight, an improvement in the method of wing
load alleviation comprising the additional step of deflecting a
trailing edge tab pivotally supported on each said outboard
aileron in aerodynamic opposition to the deflection of its asso-
ciated outboard aileron so as to reduce wing torsional loads.

4,479,621
FLOOR CONSTRUCTION FOR THE UPPER

COMPARTMENT OF AN AIRCRAFT
Helmut Bergholz, Byandung/Indoncslen, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Messerschmltt-BUMO/o/ Ikow-Blohm Gjn.bJIh
Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

PUed Oct. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,417
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 22,

Int a? B64C 1/18
UAa 244-117 R 21Ctalms

1. A helicopter transmission system for operatively connect-
ing three engines to a main sustaining rotor, and including two
output channels connected respectively to two of the engines,
dividmg means dividing each output channel so as to drive two
output pinions meshed with a common combining gear rota-
tionaUy fixed to a sustaining rotor drive shaft, and a combining
gear train providing an input for the third engine and serving
to distribute power from all three engines to both output chan-
nels and to balance torque transmitted by tht two output chan-
nels.

1. A floor construction for the upper compartment of an
aircraft having an about circular fuselage cross-section com-
prising

a one piece floor plate providing bending supports and
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extensing over nearly the full inner diameter of the fuse-

lage;

a connection provided between the edge of the floor plate

and the fuselage outer structure for transmitting forces

directed predominantly in the longitudinal direction of the

air craft and substantially eliminating transversely di-

rected forces through the floor structure; and
vertically running planar structural members providing side

support elements for the floor plate.

1. An aircraft door arrangement, comprising:

a pressure hull structure defining a door aperture;

a door sized and shaped to lie within the aperture when
closed but able to pass therethrough when opened;

oppositely spaced edge regions on the door;

matching abutment regions on the hull structure of the

aperture, said regions arranged to engage one another to

prevent passage of the door through the aperture when in

the closed position;

carrier means pivotally anchored to the hull structure and

carrying the door; and

actuation means pivotally anchored to the hull structure and

to the door, the carrier means and the actuation means

cooperating with the door such that, in an opening se-

quence, the door firstly moves to clear the abutment re-

gions and subsequently moves bodily through the aperture

to an open position;wherein

the carrier means comprises an arm pivoted at one end to the

door and pivotally supported in the region of its other end

by twin radius rods having their ends pivoted to the arm
at spaced points and having their other ends pivoted to the

hull structure at similarly spaced points; and wherein

the actuation means comprises a crank rotatably carried at

one end by the hull structure, and said crank pivotally

carrying at another end of two push-pull rods, the ftirther

ends of these two rods being pivotally connected to the

door at spaced points.

4,479,623

SPRING OPERATED COUNTERBALANCE HINGE
ASSEMBLY FOR AIRCRAFT DOORS

Alex Maraghe, Seattle, and Allan W. Opsahl, Renton, both of

Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.
Filed Dec 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,720

Int CV B64C 1/14

U.S.a 244-129.5 12 Claims

4,479,622

AIRCRAFT DOOR ARRANGEMENTS
Eric R. W. Howse, Christchurch, England, assignor to British

Aerospace Pnblic Limited Company, London, England

FOed Feb. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 466,476

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 19, 1982,

8204916

Int a^ B64C 1/14

U.S.a 244—1293 . ' 5 Claims

1. In combination with an aircraft door of the type adapted

to be shifted outwardly and inwardly to open and close an

ingress/egress opening in the aircraft fuselage during door

opening and closing operations, respectively, about a generally

vertical but inwardly canted hinge axis defined by a torque

tube mounted in said fuselage with freedom for rotation about

said axis and drivingly coupled to said door by hinge link

defining means, and wherein said door is required to move
upwardly during the initial portion of both door opening

movement and door closing movement as a direct result of

pivotal door movement about said generally vertical inwardly

canted hinge axis, the improvement comprising a spring oper-

ated door counterbalance hinge assembly comprising:

(a) a first convolute clock-type spring member having its

outer free end rigidly secured to said fuselage and its

convolutions coaxially wrapped about said torque tube in

a first direction;

(b) a second convolute clock-type spring member having its

outer free end rigidly secured to said fuselage and its

convolutions coaXially wrapped about said torque tube in

a second direction opposite to said first direction; and,

(c) first and second radially projecting shoulder means
formed on said torque tube and respectively separably

engageable with the inner free ends of said first and sec-

ond convolute spring members, said first and second

shoulder means being positioned with respect to said first

and second convolute spring members so that said fu-st

shoulder means engages the inner free end of said first

convolute spring member during the latter portion of

door-closing movement when said door is moving into
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Old mgress/egress opening in said fuselage for winding
Mid lint convolute spring member and storing energy
therem dunng said latter portion of door-closing move-
ment ud so that said second shoulder means engages the
nmer free end of said second convolute spring member
dunng the latter portion ofdoor-opening movement when
•aid door is moving away from said ingress/egress open-mg m said fuselage for winding energy in said second
convolute spring member and storing energy therein
dunng said latter portion of door-opening movement,
whereby dunng the initial portion of door-opening move-
ment when said door moves outwardly and upwardly
said wound first convolute spring member unwinds to
unpart a counterbalance torque to said torque tube for
reducing the amount of manual exertion required to pivot
said door outwardly and upwardly and. during the initial
portion of door-closing movement when said door ismovmg upwardly and away from said fuselage and
towards said mgress/egress opening, said wound second
convolute spring member unwinds to impart a counterbal-
ance torque to said torque tube for reducing the amount of
manual exertion required to pull said door upwardly and
away from said fuselage and towards said ingress/egress
openmg.

means extending along the lateral edges of the main riser
and. extending, prior to said deployment, between the
main riser and the sheath,

so that, prior to said deployment, the lanyard is extendable
sequentially:

centrally between the strips of said second means, the
sheath, and the main riser;

around said junction point laterally of the risers; and
between the strips of said first means and the risers of said

pan-

to avoid entanglement of the lanyard during said deployment.

4,479,625

CONDUIT HANGiai
Rasinond L. Martz, Palatiiie, DL, assignor to Minerallac Elec-

tric Company, Chicago, DL
Continuation of Ser. No. 244.223, Mar. 16, 1981, abandoned.

Tills appUcatioo Not. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 850,056

„„ _ Int 0.3 F16L J/OJUAa 248-74.1
7Ctaims

4,479,624

PARACHUTE RISER ASSEMBLY
Michael A. Martin; Brace W. IHohobn, and James G. WooUey,
«U of Ridaeerest, Calif., assignors to Tlie United States of
America as represented by tiie Secretary of tiie Na?y, Wash-
Ingtoa, D.C.

Filed Ang. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,283
Int a^ B64D 17/24

UAa244-182
jCiai^

1. In a nser assembly for use with a parachute and having-
a mam nser which extends, upon deployment of the para-

chute, upwardly to a junction point;
a pair of risers which, prior to said deployment are in flatly
en^^ged relation, and which, upon said deployment, ex-
tend upwardly and in divergent relation from said junc-
tion pomt toward individual attachments for parachute
shrouds; and

a lanyard which extends, upon said deployment, upwardly
along the mam riser past said junction point and along one
nsCT of said pair toward the attachment corresponding to
said one nser, ,

i-' e

the improvement comprising:
first means disposed in strips for releasably interconnecting

the nsers of said pair when in said flatly engaged relation,
the stnps of said first means extending along the lateral
edges of the risers of said pair;

a sheath which, upon said deployment, extends downwardly
of said junction point along the main riser; and

second means disposed in strips for releasably interconnect-
ing the sheath to the main riser, the strips of said second

1. In a hanger of the type including a generally U-shaped
support element having a bearing surface center portion with
openmg means for attachment to a support stnicture and the
bke and a pair of spaced legs having pipe receiving portions
extendmg from opposite ends of said center portion for secur-mg conduit and like members therebetween, the improvement
compnsmg. m combination, said bearing surface center portion
havmg a substantially flat first center surface area extending
between said spaced legs and joined thereto, said opening
means bemg centrally positioned with respect to said first
center surface area, and a second center surface area integrally
abutting said first center surface area, said second center sur-
fM:e area lying in a plane generaUy parallel to the pUne of said
first center surface area and spaced a distance therefrom, said
second center surface area also extending between said «paced
legs and joined thereto, said first and second center surface
areas disposed transverse to the plane of said spaced legs
whereby the distance differential between said first and second
center surface area imparts an increased resistance to bending
of said center portion about its lateral and transverse axes when
conduit and like members are installed therein, and said de-
pending legs having an aperture below each respective pipe
receiving portion for receiving a fastener to secure conduit and
the like between said legs, and one of said apertures having a
thread impression to threadedly receive said fastener.

4,479,626

VEHICLE SEAT
Bernd Kliiting, Radeformwald, and Dieter Mnhr, Remscheld,

botii of Fed. Rep. of Gcraiaoy, assipiora to Keiper RecaroGmbH A Co., Fed. Rep. of Gcraiany
FUed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,198

loJr^JlS^'**^'
PP"«***o» ^^ R«P- 0' Gennany, Jnl. 23,

ISWl, 3130444

Int a.3 B60N 1/66
UA a. 248-420 9 Qatas

1. Vehicle seat, the seat portion of which has an adjustable
mclination, supported on concave guide rails which are fiirther
supported by a seat frame and extend in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the seat portion, comprising:

:!i

means, arranged in a central section of the seat portion, for

locking the seat portion in a selected position;

a bar means of constant length for carrying the locking

means, said bar means extending in the longitudinal direc-

tion of the seat portion, the ends of said bar means being

connected with the seat frame;

an adjusting member which can be moved steplessly in its

longitudinal direction and which can be locked in any

position against longitudinal movement, said adjusting

member being supported by the bar '" :ans; and

a coupUng member, being pivotally connected to the adjust-

ing member on one end and being pivotally connected on
another end to a support member for the seat portion, said

other end of the coupling member being longitudinally

movable on the guide rails;

whereby the seat portion is longitudinally adjustable.

4,479,627

CHAIR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
Robot L. Wehner, Parkrille, Mo., assignor to Cramer Inc.,

Kansas City, Kans.

FUed Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,563

Int a^ F16M 77/00

U.S.a 248-406J 6 daims

1. A chair height adjustment mechanism for selectively

positioning a swivelable seat section relative to a base; said

mechanism comprising:

(a) a barrel attached to and extending upwardly from said

base and having an upper end;

(b) a threaded spindle having a longitudinal keyway and

extending downwardly frx>m said seat section and tele-

scopically received within said barrel;

(c) a bushing aligning said spindle within said barrel and

having a lower end inserted in said barrel and an upper

end including a flange overlapping said barrel distal end;

(d) a bearing washer sUdably mounted on said bushing upper

end and having said spindle extending therethrough;

(e) a nut threadably engaging said spindle and having a

circular sidewall and an upper and a lower surface; said

upper surface having a flange extending radially there-

frt)m and an annular recess extending downwardly from

said upper surface and terminating in a groove bottom

medially positioned between said upper and lower sur-

faces; said groove bottom facing upwardly and having

teeth thereon; said lower surface having transverse

grooves therein;

(0 a coil spring sleeved about said nut and extending beyond

said groove bottom; said spring having an upper end

abutting said flange of said nut and a lower end abutting

said bearing washer, thereby urging said nut and spindle

upwardly relative to said barrel; said nut sidewall main-

taining alignment of said spring and said spindle;

(g) a J-washer interposed between said nut and said flat

washer and contained within said spring lower end, said

J-washer having an upper surface with lugs thereon op-

posing said nut lower surface and including a key extend-

ing into said keyway and preventing rotation of said J-

washer relative to said spindle;

(h) a housing sleeved about said barrel distal end, bushing,

washer, J-washer. nut and spring; said housing having a

diameter sized for maintaining said coil spring in align-

ment with said spindle; said housing including a detent

portion extending radially inward past said coil spring and
longitudinally downward toward said groove bottom and
having teeth thereon;

(i) whereby when said seat section is occupied, said spring is

compressed urging ^aid nut to disengage said detent |X)r-

tion. move downwardly and lock against said J-washer

and to rotate in unison with said spindle, thereby facilitat-

ing simple rotary movement and nonadjustment as said

seat section swivels;

(j) whereby when said seat section is unoccupied said spring

urges said nut from said J-washer and into engagement
with said detent member and hold said nut in non-rotative

relationship to said barrel, thereby facilitating rotary

movement of said spindle relative to said nut and barrel

and causing longitudinal chair height adjustment.

4,479,628

FISHING ROD HOLDER
Ronald G. Albright, 2811 Setentii St, SW., Canton, Ohio 44710

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,614

Int a.3 A45F i/44

U.S. CL 248—530 11 Claims

1. A fishing rod holder including:

(a) an integral one-piece Y-shaped member having an elon-

gated stake at one end for mounting said member in a

generally vertical position and a pair of arms extending

upwardly outwardly from an opposite end of said mem-
ber, said stake and arms merging into and forming a junc-

tion zone; and

(b) slot means formed in the Junction zone of the Y-shaped

member for receiving and supporting a portion of a fishing

rod therein, said slot means forming retaining means in

said junction zone whereby a fishing rod when inserted

into the slot means and supported by the junction zone is

prevented by the retaining means from being prematurely

dislodged from the holder by an unexpected force on the

fishing pole, said slot means includes a vertically extend-

ing slot and a downwardly inwardly extending passage

communicating with the slot beneath an upper end

thereof, with the slot and passage forming a projection

which provides the rod retaining means.
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M79,629
MOLDING AID FOR CRANIOPLASTY

Noborn Fanatra, 154, DoyuiKxiio, Kita-kn, Osdu-shi, Osaka,
Japaa

Filed Jan. 28, I9S3, Ser. No. 462,000
lot a^ B29C 11/00

UAa24*-53R aCtaiBM

position generally central within said depression to one
edge of said extension along a reference axis, said first and
second mold portions being separable from each other
along said reference axis,

said second mold portion including a molding face covering
said depression and flushly abutting said molding core,
whereby the opening defined in said fiange is slot shaped.

1. A molding aid for molding a filling material used in crani-
oplasty, comprising a body in the shape of a bar made of an
elastomeric material and being of a substantially L-shaped
cross section and having a vertical side, a horizontal side, and
a core member embeddded in said body along the axis thereof
and wherein said core member is made of a flexible material
whereby the material selected is such that the said molding aid
wiU be readily bendable and straightenable, and at least one of
the end surfaces of the molding aid being at an acute angle with
respect to the inner surface of said vertical side and being
perpendicular to th einner surface of said horizontal side.

4,479,630

INTERLOCKING MOLD ASSEMBLY
Haini Wemcckc, Soothfield, Mich., assignor to Liberty Die

Castiiig Company, Detroit, Mich.
FUed Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 466,254
lat a^ B29C 1/00; B29F 1/022

UAa 24»-142 10 daima

4,479,631
HYDRAULICALLY BALANCED VALVE MECHANISM

R. FVank Nestich, Glenmont, and Bnrton L. Preston, Mansfield,
both of Ohio, assignors to Interpace Corporation, Pnrcliase,

Division of Ser. No. 305,168, Sep. 24, 1981,. TTiis appUcation
May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,478

Int a.3 F16K 31/126
UAa 251-24

12 Claims

1. Apparatus for molding an object having a body and a
flange extending outwardly fit)m said body, said flange includ-
ing an opening therein through which a bolt or the like may be
inserted, comprising:

first and second mold portions conjugally matable to form a
mold for said object,

said first mold portion including a mold cavity correspond-
ing in shape to said body, said first mold portion including
an extension having a depression therein corresponding in
•hape to the geometry of said flange, said depression
mcluding an elongated core therein extending from a

1. A valve comprising: a valve housing, an inlet passage; an
exhaust port penetrating said valve housing; a valve seat pres-
ented within said valve housing, to surround said inlet passage
as it communicates with said valve housing, and located be-
tween said exhaust port and said inlet passage; a valve element
having a piston secured to a stem portion and received within
said valve housing for translation movement; a control cham-
ber by which to effect the application of fluid pressure axially
against the stem portion in opposition to the pressure appUed
on said piston by the fluid being controlled; mechanical means
operatively connected to said valve element for initiating
translational movement thereof; a washer carried by said pis-
ton and adapted sealingly to engage or disengage from the
valve seat in response to the transhitional movement of said
valve element to close and open the valve, respectively; a
nozzle projecting from said piston and disposed within die
perimeter of said valve seat; a bore extending axially of said
piston and stem portions; at least one orifice means opening
radially through said nozzle and communicating with said axial
bore through said piston and stem to effect communication
between the said inlet passage and said control chamber, said
radial orifice means is open through the nozzle in close proxim-
ity to the valve seat when the valve element is seated, upon
initial movement of the valve element by the mechanical
means tiie controlled fluid is able to pass between the radial
orifice and the valve seat in order to create a ventiiri effect to
reduce the pressure of the fluid in the control chamber to assist
the opening of the valve element, and during the closing move-
ment of the valve element a similar ventiiri effect is created
when the radial orifice approaches the valve seat in order to
resist closing movement of the valve element, and when the
valve is fully seated the pressure in the control chamber will
increase to maintain the valve element seated
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4,479,632

DOLLY FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE
Ray G. Mclntire, and Douglas Col?ette, both of c/o Trcmac

Corporation, 550 Bellbrook Ave., Xenia, Ohio 45385
Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 375,053

Int a.3 B60P 1/04
U.S. CL 254—3 B 8 Gains

portions ofsaid second cylinder member and defining a periph-

eral expansion zone between said second cylinder member and

said third cyUnder member between said base and far ends,

means establishing communication between said chamber
zone, the end of said small diameter end portion of said support

member remote from the large diameter end portion thereof

including an abutment thereon against which the small diame-

ter end portion of said second cylinder member may abut to

1. A dolly for adjustably supporting an engine or like work-
piece, comprising:

a frame extending substantially horizontally and having a
forward end and a rearward end;

caster means mounted to said forward end and said rearward

end of said frame;

a post mounted to said rearward end of said frame and
extending upwardly therefrom;

a first boom member having a rearward end pivotally

mounted to said post, and extending toward said forward
frame end and terminating at a forward end;

a second boom member having a rearward end pivotally

attached to said first boom member forward end. and
extending toward said forward frame end and terminating

at an end adapted to receive a workpiece;

means for pivoting said first boom member about said post;

said first boom member includes upper and lower b«uns,

each having a forward end comprising said first boom
member forward end, and a rearward end pivotally at-

tached to said post and comprising said first boom member
rearward end;

said second boom member rearward end includes an upper
stub pivotally attached to said upper beam forward end
and a lower clevis pivotally and slidably attached to said

lower beam forwani end; and
means for sliding said lower clevis relative to said lower

beam forward end such that said second boom member
pivots about said upper beam forward end so that said

second boom member may be oriented relative to the

horizontal independently of the orientation of said first

boom member to the horizontal.

J

4,479,633

TELESCOPIC DIFFERENTIAL COLUMN HYDRAUUC
CYLINDER

Robert B. McCreoy, Xoia, Ohio, anignor to The Marmac
Company, Xenia, Oido

FUed Ai«. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,567

Int. a^ B66F 3/24
U.S. CL 254—93 R 8 Claims

1. A hydraulic cylinder capable of withstanding cantiliver

loading, said cylinder mcluding a first elongated support mem-
ber including large and small outside cross-sectional area end
portions, a second cylinder member including large and small

inside cross-sectional area end portions sealingly and slidingly

engaged with said first support member large and small end
portions, respectively, defiiting a peripheral expansion cham-
ber between said support member and said cylinder member,
means operative to admit and evacuate fluid under pressure to

and from said expansion chamber, said large and small end

portions of said second cylinder member defining large and
small outside cross-sectional area end portions, and a third

cylinder member including a large cross-sectional area base

end and a small cross-sectional area far end sealingly and slid-

ingly engaged, respectively, with said large and small end

limit movement of said second cylinder member away from

said large end portion of said support member, said small

diameter end portion of said second cylinder member includ-

ing an abutment thereon against which said far end of said third

cyUnder member may abut, and abutment means operative to

limit movement of said second and third cylinders relative to

and toward the large end portions of said support and second

cylinders members, respectively.

4,479,634

JACKABLE PROP
Rienhold J. BUrtz, Alberta, Canada, assignor to Lyrooc Kclsey

ladnstries Ltd., Alberta, Canada

Filed Ang. 26, 1963, Ser. No. 526,814

Claims priority, application Canada, Jnn. 23, 1963, 431116

lot a.} B66F 3/00

U.S. a. 254—133 R 15 ClaloH

1. A jackable prop comprising:

(a) a base, including a transverse plate, and a pair of widely

spaced-apart, forwardly-projecting, feet;

(b) a pair of spaced-apart, posts each having a polygonal

cross-section upstanding from said base;

(c) a freely-vertically-movable lifting frame, slidably but not

relatively rotatably mounted on said posts, said lifting

frame comprising:

(i) a pair of bushings, each having a similar polygonal

cross-section, each bushing having a length-to-width

ratio of at least about 4-to-l and being freely but not

relatively rotatably sUdably mounted on a respective

said post, each said bushing thus being precluded frxnn
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iJewing with respect to its associated said post and also
being inhibited from twisting and jamming when sliding
with respect to its associated said post;

(n) a transverse bar interconnecting said bushings;
(m) a pair of forwardly projecting load bearing liftina

arms; and *

(iv) engagement means secured to said transverse bar, said
engagement means being adapted to be engaged by
disengageable operable elevating means, whereby oper-
ation of said disengageable elevating means causes said
transverse bar, and hence said load-bearing Ufting arms,
to be raised against a load applied directly thereon; and

(d) manually operated means independent of said elevating
means and cooperating between each said bushing andCKh said associated upstanding post for holding said
hftmg frame at a predetermined raised vertical position on
each associated said post after said lifting frame has been
so raised and upon disengagement and removal of said
elevating means out of engagement with said engagement
means.

4,479,635
IDLING DEVICE FOR LEVER HOIST

Kmio Maeda, Yokohama, Japu, aarignor to Kabushild Kaisha
Kfto, KawaaaU, Japan

PDed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473,305
Clalma priority, appUcatioii Japan, Jun. 7, 1982, 57-96294

.T o ^ « "^ *^-' ^•^ ^/^< -J/^^
UAa354-350

jChtos

1. An idhng device for a lever hoist including a change gear
provid^ on a driving member threadedly engaged on a driv-
uig shaft for driving a sheave winding up a chain, rope or the
like thereabout for a load, an operating lever rockable about
said driving member by hand, a winding-up driving pawl
engageable with teeth of said change gear and driven by^d
operattng lever in a winding-up direction for the load, a wind-
mg-off driving pawl engageable with the teeth of said change
gear and driven by said operating lever in a winding-off direc-
tion for the load, and braking means for preventing said change
gear from being driven from said sheave, said braking meansbemg clamped and released by rotative movement of said
driving member relative to said driving shaft, said device
comprising a change-over knob fitted on said driving shaft
axially shdably but against rotation relative thereto at one end
or said shaft on an opposite side of said braking assembly with^pect to said change gear, and a manually operatable knob
fitted on and rototable and axially sUdable reUtive to saiddnving shaft between said change-over knob and said driving
member and provided with rotative movement transmitting
means for transmitting routive movement between said manu-
aUy operatable knob and said driving member and said knobs
comprising holding means for holding said manually operat-
able knob relative to said changeK)ver knob to prevent said
nianuallyK)peraubIe knob from rotating rehitive to said driv-

ing shaft and hence prevent said driving member from clamp-
ing said braking assembly.

4,479,636

FENCE POST CONSTRUCnON
Qyde R. King, Rte. 1, Box 170, Crane, Mo. 65633

FUed Jm. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 501,524 "

lot CL^ E04H 17/02
UAa256-35

4Ctaii„^

1. An assembly for anchoring a fence comprising-
a mam post for installation in an upright position extending

into a post hole which extends vertically into the ground
below the frost line;

a dead man secured to the post below ground level, said
dead man mcluding a pair of elongated, horizontally
spaced apart, rigid members, each member extending
laterally from the post in both directions toward the pe-
rimeter of the post hole, a first pressure plate being se-
cured to the ends of said members on one side of the post
a second pressure plate being secured to the opposite ends
of said members on the other side of said post, an elon-
gated, rigid element projecting laterally from the post in
directions normal to the directions of projection of said
members, third and fourth pressure plates secured to
corresponding ends of respective elements, each plate
bemg inclined upwardly and inwardly toward die post,
and means engaging die element widi said members
whereby forces from die post are transmitted to die adja-
cent soil through said four plates so diat die resistance to
said forces by the undisturbed soU serves to stabilize the
post against lateral movement under die influence of said
forces.

4,479,637
APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF REPAIRING

BOTTOM LINING OF A CONVERTER
William H. Sangster, CollinsfiUe, and Gilbert G. Moaa, Fairfiew

Hgta., bodi of m., aaaignora to National Steel Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,754
Int. a.J C21C 5/46

VS.a 266-281 9 q,,^
1. An expandable and retractable overhead safety shield for

protecting workers on a vertically movable work platform
during repair of the refi^tory lining of a metallurgical ftimace
such as a Q-BOF having an open top and a closable opening in
Its bottom wall, the safety shield comprising,

a rigid centi-al portion extending above at least a portion of
the work platform,

a pluraUty of shield extension plate members pivoudly
mounted in overlapping relation around said rigid central
portion for movement between a generally vertical re-
tracted position and an extended position projecting out-
wardly from said rigid central portion,
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first power means for moving the shield extension plate

members between the retracted and expanded positions,

said safety shield being of a size and configuration to be
moved vertically through the closable opening in the
furnace bottom wall when the shield extension members
are in the retracted position,

said shield extension plate members in the extended position

cooperating with said central portion to form a substan-
tially continuous umbrella-like cover extendi:ig above said

platform and having an area substantially greater than that

of the opening in the bottom wall of the furnace,

mounting means on the platform supporting said safety

shield in vertically spaced relation to the platform, and
said first power means being operably connected to selected

ones only of the overlapping plate members, whereby
movement of said select^ ones of said plate members by
said first power means results in simultaneous movement
of all plate members.

4^79,638
SPRING DEVICE

F^ani J. Wolf, Bad SodcB-Sataiiinster, and Hubert Pletach,

Biitcnan, both of Fed. Rq^. of Germany, assignors to WOCO
Flranz-Joaef WolfA Co., Bad Sodn-Sabniinster, Fed. R^ of

Germany
FUed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,147

Oaims primlty, indication Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuy, Aug. 4,

1981, 3130830

Int CU F16F 9/19

V& CL 267-64.17 Udaims

uy / / / //././

1. A self-activated load-independent level adjusting spring

device for intercoimecting two parts of a machine which are

movable with respect to each other, comprising an outer metal

sleeve rigidly connected to one of said parts, an inner metal

sleeve rigidly connected to the other of said parts, said inner

sleeve being generally disposed within said outer sleeve to

provide a space between said inner sleeve and said outer

sleeve, an elastomer member disposed in said space between
said inner and outer sleeves, a pump means having a pump
chamber provided in a pump housing and a piston therein, said

pump housing being connected to one of said sleeves, said

piston being operable in said pump chamber and being engage-
able with the other of said sleeves such that the relative posi-

tion of said piston in said pump chamber corresponds to the

relative radial position between said inner and outer sleeves

and thus to the relative position between said two parts, spring

chamber means at least partially defmed by said elastomer

member for containing a hydraulic fluid, said spring chamber
means being disposed between said inner and outer sleeves,

supply chamber means at least partially defmed by said elasto-

mer member for containing a hydraulic fluid supply, said sup-
ply chamber means being disposed between said inner and
outer sleeves, a fvst passageway connected between said pump
chamber and said supply chamber means, a first control valve

in said first passageway opening upon the suction stroke of said

pump, a second passageway connected between said pump
chamber and said spring chamber means, and a second control

valve in said second passageway opening upon the pressure
stroke of said pump, a third passgeway between said pump
chamber and said supply chamber means, said third passage-
way leading to a first opening in said pump chamber, said first

opening being at a position to be covered and uncovered by
said piston depending on the position of said piston in said

pump chamber whereby the passage of fluid through said third

passageway is controlled by the position of said piston in said

pump chamber, a fourth passageway between said pump cham-
ber and said spring chamber means, said fourth passageway
leading to a second opening in said pump chamber, said second
opening being at a position to be covered and uncovered by
said piston depending on the position of said piston in said

pump chamber, whereby said pump means is actuated upon
relative movement between said two parts to effect a pumping
action of pressure and suction pulses between said supply

chamber means and said spring chamber means via said first

and second passageways to thereby provide load-independent,

level regulation between said two parts, and whereby in the

uncovered position of said first and second openings, the fluid

pressure within said spring chamber means is decreased

through a by-pass connection to said supply chamber means
via said third and fourth passageways.

4,479,639

TOOL FOR POSITIONING ELECTRIC OUTLET BOXES
Michael W. Kane, 2712 • 65th Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.
55430

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,510

Int a.3 B25B 21/20
VJS. a. 269—6 5 Claims

fO /Oi ,/* ,10 ^o J

4V^

1. A tool for positioning an electrical box for attachment to

a building framing member comprising:

a first jaw element including a plate for contacting a first of

the outside and inside surfaces of a wall of an electrical

box;

a second jaw element having two spaced-apart fingers for
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contacting the second of the outside and inside surfaces of
the wall of the electrical box;

means to bias the first and second jaw elements together to
gnp the wall of the box between the plate and the two
fingers;

a stop means mounted on one jaw element for contacting a
facing edge of the waM of the electrical box;

a spacer plate on one jaw element for contacting a face of a
building framing member to determine the relative posi-
tion of the face of the framing member and the facing edge
of the wall of the box when the waU of the box is posi-
tioned adjacent a side of the fhuning member-

adjustment means for adjusting the position of the spacer
plate relative to the stop means, thereby varying the reta-
tive position of the facing edge of the waU of the box and
the face of the framing member;

wherein the jaw element carrying the spacer plate has a first
surface;

wherein the spacer pUte has a leg with a second surface
extendmg generally paraUel to and in sliding contact with
the first surface of the jaw element;

wherein the adjustment means includes protruberances on
one siurface and corresponding recesses on the other sur-
face, the protruberances engaging the recesses in a finite
number of fixed positions; and

the adjustment means fimher including a threaded bolt
mounted through the leg and threadably engaged with the
jaw element to tighten the two surfaces in close contact
with each other.

Fl=Ll- [PC-(PC^ K)]

Where
Fl = First fold point on laundry piec^
LI =Distance from sensor at fixed point on the conveyor

to the pomt where the fold will be made;
PC=Number of pulses counted;
K=Constant (ratio of ironer to folder speed expressed as

a whole number);

2=Uundry piece after fold will be one-half length of
unfolded laundry piece;

(h) transporting the laundry piece by conveyor to the posi-
tion where the fold is made;

(i) activating a folder for folding the laundry piece at the
calculated fold point.

^

4,479,641
PAPER HANDLING SYSTEM

Harley F. Bean, Grapevile, and Daniel T. Noonan, Irving, both
of Tex., assignors to TTie Mead Corporatioo, Dayton, Ohio

PUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,426

„<, « lot a.3 B42B 2/00
U.S.a270-53 gc^

„ 4,479,640
FLAT PIECE FOLDING APPARATUS WITH VARUBLE

SPEED, AND METHOD
Carol E. Smith, 2314 Merimac Dr., Charlotte, N.C. 28210

FUed JnL 22, 1983, Ser. No. 517,080

.,e ^ ^- I»taJB41L«/0a A41Hii/(W
UAa270-32
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1. A method for determining the proper fold points on a
laundry piece delivered from an ironer to a conveyor belt-type
folding machine, including compensation for slippage of the
laundry piece in the folder, said method including the steps of-

(a) determming the surface speed of the folder conveyors;
(b) sensmg the presence over a fixed point on the conveyer
of the laundry piece;

(c) calcuUiting the distance travelled by the conveyor belt
dunng the presence of the laundry piece over the fixed
pomt on the conveyor is sensed by counting pulses during
said sensing which have a fixed relation to the distance
travelled by the conveyer;

(d) determining the ratio of the feed rate of the ironer to the
surface speed of the folder conveyer,

(e) determining the distance from the fixed point where the

!!!n?
™,^'*"°jl'y Pi«e is sensed to the point where

the fold will be made;

(0 determining the type of fold to be made-
(g) determining where to crease the Uundrjr piece to make

the fold accordmg to the formula:

1. For use with a dupUcating device of the type having
pnntmg means for imparting an image onto single sheets of
paper, and conveymg means including a sheet feed station for
conveymg sheets from the printing means to the sheet feed
station, a paper handling system comprising:

a gravity feed accumulator for receiving sheets serially from
a sheet feed station and collecting them into a set, said

- accumulator having an intake for communicating with a
sheet feed station to receive sheets therefrom, an outlet
positioned at a lower elevation than and sidewardly from
said mtake, through which sets of collected sheets leave
said accumulator, and means joining said intake and said
outlet and positioned at an elevation therebetween, for
repetitively accumulating sheets entering said intake into a
set and conveying sets sidewardly from said intake to said
outlet;

a finishing station positioned below said intake and commu-
mcatmg with said ouUet, said finishing station having
transition means for conveying sets sidewardly from said
outlet then rearwardly;

elevator means having an inlet end located rearwardly of
and communicating with said transition means, means for
conveying pamphlets upwardly from said inlet, and an
outlet end located above said inlet for conveying pam-
phlets forwardly from said conveying means;

top-loading stacker means superposed to said finishing sta-
tion and havmg an upper level communicating with said
outlet end, a substantially horizontal tray and means for
mdexmg said tray in a vertical direction downwardly
from said upper level such that a first bound pamphlet
may be conveyed forwardly from said outlet means,
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placed upon said tray at said upper level, and said table

indexed downwardly repeatedly so that successive pam-
phlets may be stacked one on top of another; and

discharge conveyor means communicating with said stacker

means and said tray and having a discharge station posi-

tioned exteriorly and forwardly of said stacker means for

transporting a stack of bound pamphlets from said tray to

said discharge station, said discharge station being located

at an elevation intermediate the elevations of said upper
level and said finishing station.

4,479,643

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING
NEWSPAPERS FROM POCKETS TO AN OVERLAPPED

STREAM
Randy R. Sddel, Champlain, N.Y., aarignor to Harris GrapUca

Corporation, Melboorac, Ha.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,025

lot OJ B65H 5/30
U.S.a 270—55 17 ClaiBi

m ^

4,479,642

RECIPROCATING STITCHER ASSEMBLY OPERABLE
ALONG SIGNATURE PATH

Kdth S. Macey, Rocky RiTcr, Ohio, aisigiior to K. S. Maccy
Machine Company, Inc., Cterdaiid, Ohio
Continaation*in*part of Ser. No. 364,225, Apr. 1, 1982,

abudooed. This appUcMloa May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,529

lot a^ B42B 1/02; B27F 7/06: B42C 1/12
MS, CL 270-53 21 dalms

^.w_

1. A stitcher assembly for stitching workpieces which are

being conveyed longitudinally along a workpath, said assem-

bly comprising:

a frame assembly having a longitudinal axis extending there-

through and including a stitcher head moimting means
and a clincher mounting means which are adapted to

mount at least one stiteher head and clincher in a coopera-

tive relationship to the frame assembly;

surface defining means for defining a workpiece supporting

surface extending longitudinally through the frame assem-

bly generally intermediate the stitcher head mounting

means and the clincher mounting means;

reciprocating means for cyclically reciprocating the frame

assembly generally along the workpiath in coordination

with movement of the conveyed workpiece along the

workpath;

a stiteher head actuating means which is adapted to actuate

at least one stiteher head mounted on the stiteher head

mounting means, the stiteher head actuating means being

operatively connected with the frame assembly and opera*

lively coimected with the reciprocating means to cause

stiteher head actuation at a selected point in each recipro-

cation cycle; and,

a clincher actuating means which is adapted to actuate at

least one clincher mounted on the clincher mounting

means, the clincher actuating means being operatively

connected with the frame assembly and operatively con-

nected with the reciprocating means to actuate the clinch-

ers at substantially said selected point in each reciproca-

tion cycle.

1. An ^>paratus for transferring new^Mipers into an over-

lapped stream fixnn pockets moving in a first direction at a fvst

speed, said apparatus comprising means for sequentially engag-
ing the closed edge portion of each of the newqmpers in turn

as it moves out of a pocket, for accelerating the closed edge
portion of an engaged newspaper in the first direction to a
second speed which is greater than the first speed while an
open edge portion of the newspaper is disposed in a pocket
which is moving at the first speed and for moving a first major
side of each one of the newspapers in turn and a second major
side of an immediately preceding newspaper into abutting

engagement with the open edge portion of the one newspaper
disposed in a pocket, and means for forming the newspapers
into an overlapped stream with the closed edge portion ofeach

of the newspapers leading and with the first major side of each

of the newspapers facing downwardly.

4,479,644

IN-MOLD LABELER
George F. Bartimes, Chicago; John L. Avery, Matteson; Leon*

ard A. Blomqolst, Joliet, all of m., and Stephen B. McDonald,
IJma, Ohio, asatgnors to Continental Plaatic Contaiacra, Inc^

Stamford, Conn.

Filed JoL 19, 1983, Ser. No. 515,248

lot 0.3 B29C l/OO: B65H i/(a
U.S. CL 271—107 9 dalM

;: !=«»[! -at TO

9. A label applicator for transferring a label firom a generally

horizontal label stack into a generally vertically opening mold,

said label applicator comprising a horizontal shaft, support

means mountingMid shaft for rotation about its axis, a support

bracket carried by said shaft for rotation therewith, an extensi-
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ble fluid cylinder, said support bracket carrying said fluid
cylmder with said fluid cylinder having an axis generally nor-
mal to the axis of said shaft, said fluid cylinder having a piston
rod, a label pick-up head carried by said piston rod for selected
projection and retraction, and a motor for osciUating said shaft
to first present said label pick-up head to a label stack to pick
up a label and then by rotating said shaft to then present said
label pick-up head to a mold half to position a label in said mold
naif, sensor means for separately sensing both the retracted
position and the extended position of said fluid cylinder, said
means for sensing the extended position of said fluid cylinder
formmg means for controUing introduction of blow air to said
label pick-up head when said label pick-up head is aligned with
a mold, and said means for sensing the retracted position of said
nuid cyUnder formmg means for preventing actuation of said
motor except when said fluid cyUnder is retracted.

M79,645
SHEET DELIVERER FOR ROTARY PRINTING

MACHINES
^1^1°^^ Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Hdddberver DmcknuHchioen AG, Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. of
Gcnnany

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,117
Galas priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 4.

Wei, 3113750 "^ ^

., « « "^ ^^ "**" ^^/^ -^^/^^ 29/6S
VS. a 271-183 u Claim.

1. A sheet deliverer adapted for sequentially transporting
sheeu having printed portions at least on the undersides
Uiereof and pnnt-free margins defining said printed portions
from a rotary pnnting machine to means defining a product
collection site, said sheet deliverer comprising in combination-
contmuous means for sequentially transporting said printed

sheets from said rotary printing machine to said product
collection means thereby defining a path ofconveyance of
said sheets therebetween, said transporting means includ-mg gripping means for gripping the leading edge portion
of said pnnted sheets as each of said printed sheets leaves
said rotary pnnting machine and for releasing said printed
sheets over said product collection means, said transport-
ing means having at least one section extending substan-
tially honzontaUy over said product coUection means-

plate means disposed below said transporting means thereby
defimng a space through which said printed sheets are
conveyed, said plate means having a downstream end
portion terminating upstream of said product collection
meins and being transversely oriented relative to said path
of conveyance, wherein an air cushion is developed be-
tween the underside of said sheets and said plate means
upon the conveyance of said sheets by said transporting
means, said air cushion at least partially supporting said
sheets above said plate means;

a plurality of elongated guide yoke means defining a conduit
through which blown air can pass, said guide yoke means
bemg disposed along said downstream end portion sub-
stantiaUy equaUy spaced rektive to each other therealong,
«ch of said guide yoke means being oriented in a direc-
tion opposite to said path of conveyance so that said

blown air is directed opposite to the direction of said path
of conveyance;

adjustment means for transversely adjusting said guide yoke
means so that said guide yoke means only contacts said
pnnted sheets along the print-free margins thereof; and

a plurahty of braking means downstream of said guide yoke
means, each of said guide yoke means being paired with a
predetermined one of said braking means, said braking
means for contacting said printed sheets at the print-ftee
margins thereof and for reducing the velocity of convey-
ance of said printed sheets so that upon release of said
leadmg edge portion by said gripping means, said printed
sheets will be deposited into said product collection
means;

said guide yoke means, by virtue of said blown air, for (a)
creating a partial vacuum along said downstream end
portion of said plate means to cause said sheets to be
drawn against said guide yoke means to thereby cause a
trailmg edge of said sheet to contact said braking means
and (b) supplementing said developed air cushion to sup-
port said sheets above said plate means to prevent contact
between said conveyed sheets and said plate means.

4,479 646
GYMNASnC BICYCLE

^"^^S^^^C^^^foa, Vitori., Spain, aarignor to BJJ.,
3.A., Madrid, Spain

FUed Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,892
Claims priority, appUcation Spain, Aug. 5, 1981, 259.882011

IntaJ A63B 23/02, 69/06UA a 272-73
i2Ctaims

1. A gymnastic bicycle comprising:
a fnune mountable on a floor and having front and rear

portions;

a first stem supporting at a first end thereof a handlebar and
having a second end pivotally mounted on said front
portion of said frame for oscillating movement with re-
spect thereto in forward and rearward directions;

a second stem supporting at a first end thereof a seat and
having a second end fixed to said rear portion of said
frame;

a pedal shaft having pedals and rotatably mounted trans-
versely of said frame;

friction means, mounting said second end of said first stem
on said front portion of said frame, for adjusting the resis-
tance to the physical force of a user required to oscillate
said first stem and said handlebar in said forward and
rearward directions;

main vibrating means, including a polygonal member fixedly
mounted on said pedal shaft, for, upon rotation of said
shaft, imparting vibrations to said first stem and to said
handlebar;

abdominal vibrating means, mounted on said handlebar, for
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transmitting said vibrations from said handlebar to the
abdominal region of the user; and

lumbar vibrating means, mounted on said second stem and
operable by said main vibrating means independently of
said abdominal vibrating means, for imparting vibrations
to the lumbar region of the user.

4,479,647

RESISTANCE EXEROSER
Robert S. Smith, 1263 Emory St, San Jose, Calif. 94126

Filed Dec 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,911

Int a' A63B 21/02, 21/24
U.S. CL 272—117 10 Claims

order to follow the natural contour of the hand and elimi-

nate any play or room for movement between the hand
and said hand portion, and a rigid backhand piece joined
by a rigid side piece, said side piece disposed along the
side of the hand opposite the thumb so as to allow the area

between the thumb and the index finger to remain substan-
tially unobstructed,

a rigid wrist portion connecting said hand portion to a rigid

lower forearm portion, said rigid wrist and forearm por-
tions engaging substantially all of the wearer's wrist and

1. A structure for assisting a person to perform exercises
comprising:

a movable member;
means, coupled to said movable member, for retracting and

for allowing the extension of said movable member; and
means, including a release mechanism, for controlling said

means for retracting and for allowing the extension of said

movable member such that said movable member is

(i) extended when both a force equal to or greater than a
very slight predetermined force Fi is appUed thereto
and said release mechanism is simultaneously activated,

(ii) held fixed when both a force equal to or greater than

Fi and less than or equal to a second force F2 prese-

lected independently of Fi and larger than F| is applied
thereto and said release mechanism is not activated,

(iii) extended when both a force greater than F2 is applied
thereto and said release mechanism is not activated, and

(iv) retracted when a force less than Fi is applied thereto
wherein said means for controlling further comprises:
a mode selection means having a first isotonic mode and a

second isometric mode, and
signal means such that when said mode selection means is in

said first isotonic mode said means for controlling oper-
ates as in OHiv) and when said mode selection means is in

said second isometric mode
(a) said movable means is held fixed when a force is ap-
pUed thereto, and

(b) said signal means emits a signal so long as the force
appUed to said movable member exceeds said prese-

lected force F2 and the total time said appUed force

exceeds F2 is less than a preselected time period.

lower forearm, said hand portion connected to said wrist

portion at a predetermined angle enabling said brace to
maintain the hand at the desired said angle to the wrist
during delivery of the ball and specifically at the point of
release, said palm piece cooperating with said forearm
portion to prevent rotational movement of the hand about
the wrist joint, and

a plurality of fastening members spanning the opening of
said channel shaped member and securing said member to

the wearer's hand.

4,479,649 ^

ILLUMINATED PLAYBALL
Nelson F. Newcomb, and Nelson F. Newcomb, Jr., both of Mir-

ror Lake, NJl. 03853

FUed Jun. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 499,985

Int a.3 A63B 41/00
U.S. a. 273—61 R 3 Claims

4,479,648

BOWLERS WRIST BRACE
Martin J. AUto, Jr., 8118 Brratwood Are^ Milwankce, Wis.

53223

FUed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,578

Int a.3 A63B 71/14

\3&. a. 273—54 B 4 Claims
1. A wrist brace for use by bowlers to prevent rotational

movement of the hand about the wrist joint comprising

an elongated channel shaped rigid member custom shaped to

precisely fit the contours of the wearer's hand, wrist and
lower forearm, said elongated member consisting of

a hand portion having a rigid palm piece engaging substan-

tially all of the wearer's palm so that only the pahn portion

at the base of the wearer's thumb is exposed, said palm
piece being curved slightly inwardly toward the pahn in

1. An article of manufacture comprising a molded, hollow,

spherical ball made of airtight, flexible, elastic, translucent

plastic material,

a self-sealing valve mounted on the interior wall of said ball

and enclosed within a covering of said material that is

molded thereabout simultaneously with the molding of
said ball,

a light stick supporting post extending radially inward from
said interior wall at a position substantially diametrically

opposite said valve, said post being of the same said mate-
rial as said ball and molded integrally therewith.

said post and wall from which said post extends having a

continous open radiaUy directed bore therethrough of a

size adapted to accept under endwise manual pressure a

Ught stick of larger diameter than said bore.

and a Ught stick adapted to be positioned in said post, the

length of said Ught stick being such that when said Ught
stick is positioned in said post its outer end is flush with the

outer surface of said ball and its inner end extends beyond
the end of said post.
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the chincter of sdd post being such that when said light
Mick is positioned therein and in activated condition, the
light given off by said U^t stick will in part effectively
pass through the surrounding wall of said post and in part
win emanate directly from the free inner end of said light
stick, the total Ught from said Ught stick being adequate to
illuminate subMantially the entire ball to a degree enablins
said ball to be used in the dark.

T0Y-RAC3NG EXPRESS MOTOR ROADH«Mn NMhM, WaUrtrane 3C D4510 Flirtk/Bayeni, Fed.

Flkd Apr. 2C 1M2, Scr. No. 371^54
Irt. a» AtatP 9/14; Atf3H J8/08

VS. a. m-96 B 12 Claims

means removed whereby said pair of cars may be raced
along said roadway selectively with (a) each car being
operated in the trackbound mode, (b) each car being
operated in the freely steerable mode, or (c) either car
being operated in the trackbound mode and the other car
being operated in the freely steerable mode, as desired.

4,479,651

JIGSAW PUZZLE WORK BOARD
Robert H. LaFlenr, 1729 OestUll, Royal Oak, Mich. 48073
DifiUM of Ser. No. 23M03, Feb. 23, 1981, abmidoned. Iliis

appUcation Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,966
iBt CL3 A63F 9/10: B65D 85/00

U.S.a273-157R
jCtafais

I. A toy-racing express motor road system comprising:
a plurality of rsce track sections arranged serially and defin-
mg at least two side-by-side travel tracks defining a road-
way, each said track having current conductors;

a pair ofcan each having a drive means and current collect-
mg means for establishing an electrical supply from said
current conducton to said drive means;

means associated with each said travel track of each track
section defining a guiding groove along the entire length
of the section;

means at the opposite side edges ofeach track section defin-
mg a guiding edge along its entire lengtib;

finger-removable guide means on each said car for selective
cooperation with one of said guiding grooves for track-
bound operation of the car along a selected one of said
tracks;

skle guide means on each said car for cooperating alterna-
tively with either said guiding edge for freely steerable
operation of the car; and

steoing means controUable through said current conductors
and said current collecting means for contit>llably operat-
mg each of said cars selectively along said roadway in tiie
tirackbound mode with its guide means engaged in one of
said grooves or the freely steerable mode with its guide

1. A portable jig-saw puzzle work board comprising a rect-
angular four-sided frame, said frame having a top surface, a
bottom surface, and a four-sided inner wall extending from said
bottom surface to said top surface, a rectanguUv panel
mounted between said sides of said inner wall proximate the
middle of said inner wall, two work surfaces defined by the
respective sides of said panel, one of said work surfaces being
recessed relative to said top surface of said frame and the other
of said work surfaces being recessed relative to said bottom
surface of said frame, a first lid which overlaps said top surface
of said frame when said first lid is in a closed position and a
second lid which overlaps said bottom surface of said frame
when said second lid is in a closed position, a padding attached
to a side of each of said hds, each of said paddings being at-
tached to a Ud along one surface of the padding, each of said
paddings being made of resilient ehotomeric material and
having length and widdi dimensions enabling the padding to fit

within said inner wall of said frame with the otiier surface of
the padding freely extending to a recessed work surface such
that said freely extending other surface of the padding resil-
ientiy engages puzzle pieces placed on a recessed work surface
and holds said puzzle pieces in a fixed position by applying
pressure thereto, a pluratity of patches of Velcro material also
attached to said side ofeach of said lids, said patches ofVelcro
material being disposed proximate the edges ofsaid hds beyond
the area of said lids covered by said paddings, and correspond-
ing patches ofcomplementary Velcro material attached to said
surfaces of said frame at appropriate positions such that each
corresponding patch of complementary Velcro material is

aligned widi a patch of Velcro material when said hds are in
said closed positions.

4,479,652

WOOD-TYPE GOLF CLUB HEAD
Itsnahl Nagamoto, Shiznoka, Japan, aaaigMr to Nippon GakU
Sdzo KaboshiU Kaisha, Japan

Filed Jul 1, 1983, Ser. No. 499,997
Claims priority, appiicatioa JapM^ Jan. 26, 1982, 57-110473

lat aj A63B 53/04
UAa 273-172 4Clatai8

1. A wood-type golf club head comprising
a fiber reinforced pbntic shell.
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a sole pkue attached to the sole side of said fiber reinforced 4^79,654

photic shell, and GAME WITH CONVEYOR
Inn MoaeoTl^ 19 Elkachi St, Afeka, Ramat AtIt, brad

Filed Jon. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384^771

Int. CL^ A63F 3/00

VS. a. 273-n 9 Claian

10 9 g Ic 9 ^

a weight strap generally coextensive with said sole plate and

frilly embedded in and embraced by the section of said

fiber reinforced plastic shell defining said sole side.

4,479,653

GOU' SWING TRAINER
Leland B. Woodson, 314 E. 12th, Hutchinson, Kans. 67501

Filed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 501,823

iBt a^ A63B 69/36

VS.a 273-183 B 10 Oaims

»-<

1. Golfer swing training apparatus comprising an elongated

handle guide means having a free end and constrained end, said

guide means being flexible and resilient, a base and coacting

means carried by the base and the constrained end of the guide

means for constraining the constrained end of the guide means

to a position substantially fixed relative to the base while en-

abUng an assentially swinging movement of the guide means

about the coacting means as an apex, a simulated and elongated

golf club handle of substantially lesser length than the guide

means, said handle being operatively mounted on the guide

means for guidance along the extent of the latter, with the

handle and guide means coacting in such a manner that the

extent of the handle remains essentially parallel to the extent of

the guide means immediately adjacent thereto, said base being

adapted to bear against the person ofa user, and said base being

provided with means enabUng its detachable securance to the

person of the user, the arrangement being such that a user may

grip the simulated handle when the latter is adjacent the con-

strained end of the guide means while assuming a stance cus-

tomary on addressing a golf ball, whereupon all subsequent

manipulations of the handle by the user during a simulated

backswing and ensuing follow through subject the user's han-

dle gripping hands to forces resulting fitnn coaction of the

resilientiy flexing guide means and the handle that enable the

user quickly to sense departures from a desired mode of swing,

while virtually compelling the handle to travel a swing path

inconsistent with the user rearing up as the handle approaches

and departs from the immediate vicinity of the constrained end

of the guide means.

1. A game, comprising:

a base member divided into a plurality of aligned zones each

open at their opposite ends;

a plurality of playing pieces of like dimensions adapted to be

received in said zones, at least some of said playing pieces

being individually distinguishable from others;

and a conveyor at each of said opposite ends of the zones,

each conveyor having a length to receive at least two
playing pieces but less than the number adapted to be

received in each of said zones, said conveyor being sUd-

able along the open ends of the aUgned zones for shifting

playing pieces from one zone to another

the total number of playing pieces included in the game
being less than the total number adapted to be accommo-
dated in all said zones, such that there are always scjae

empty spaces in the zones for receiving playing pieces as

they are shifted among the zones by the use ofsaid sUdable

conveyor.

4,479,655

BOOMERANG
Alan J. Adler, 752 U Para Ave, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

FUed Dec 21, 1983, Ser. No. 564,471

Int a^ A63B 65/08

VS.a 273-425 7 Gains

5. A boomerang of substantially planar configuration com-

prising;

a. ring body means comprising a substantially planar ring

having a central opening with a diameter of S.4 inches, an

outer perimeter with a diameter of 8. 1 inches, and an axial

thickness of 0.13 inches, said ring having a streamlined

cross-section described by a convex upper Une and a

substantially straight bottom Une,
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b. three wings, each extending 3.5 inches radially outward
froin the outer perimeter of said ring body, each wing
havm^ a chord of 1.9 inches, a thickness of 0.13 inches, a
streamlined cross-section described by a convex upper
hne and a substantiaUy straight lower line, and an angle of
twist of substantiaUy 3 degrees relative to the plane of said
nng body, the roots of said wings being smoothly blended
mto the outer perimeter of said ring body.

4,479,656
MEANS FOR SEALING A GAP AROUND A CONDUCTOR

PIPE IN AN OFFSHORE OIL PLATFORM
i^ H- CoUlai, Chester, Englaad, anigiior to SheU Interna-
tioMie ReMareh MaMschappU B. V^ Tlie Hague, Nether-

HI«d Oct 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,521

8131»r
^^^^'^ mlicaaoa United Kingdom, Oct 20, 1981,

lat CL^ F16J 15/44. J5/40UAa 277-135 iga»ms

1. Offshore platform being provided with a conductor pipe
passmg through deck portion of the platform, thereby forming
aW m the deck portion around the pipe, wherein means are
provided for sealing the gap, said means including a first and a
second annular element member arranged around the conduc-
tor pipe and connected to the conductor pipe and the deck
portion, respwrtively, one of the annular elements forming at
least part of the wall of an annular trough with an open upper
end, and the other annular element being arranged to protrude
partly mto the trough, the trough being filled with a flexible
suDstance.

4,479,657

STROLLER Sns
FloreBce U. Reynoldf, 1529 Derbyshire Rd, Yardley. Pa. 19067

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,073
Int a^ B62B 9/04

UAa280-8 ICWm

ru >)0

1. A Ski assembly for use with a stroUer having a pair of
downwardly diverging leg members on each side of the
stroUer and at least one wheel attached to the lower end of
each leg member, said assembly comprising a pair of skis, each
ski comprising a nmner having upwardly curved ends, a cen-
tr^ flat upper surface, and being long enough to support the
pair of wheels on one side of the stroUer, each ski having two
loogitudmaUy spaced, downwardly curved indentetions ex-
tending below the upper surface of the ski and being spaced
apart for receiving the lower portions of said pair of wheels; a

pair of longitudinally extending, parallel, vertical stop mem-
bers, one stop member being positioned on each side of each
said mdentation; and a pair of elastic straps, one end of each
strap being anchored centrally on the upper surface of the
runner and the other end ofeach strap having an open hook for
releasably engaging the lower end of one of said pair of leg
members, wherein when said hooks are engaged with said leg
members, the open portions ofsaid hooks are facing in opposite
lateral directions and each pair of wheels are held in position
on the ski by opposing elastic tension forces on said leg mem-
bers.

4,479,658
WHEELBARROW WITH BRAKING SYSTEM

David Michaux, 401 Staircase, Lenoir, N.C. 28645
FUed Jon. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,280

Int a.3 B62B 1/18
UACL280-47J1 ,3cud^

1. A wheelbarrow, which comprises:
(a) a fitune;

(b) a pan attached to the frame;
(c) a wheel, rotatobly mounted to the frame, which includes

a hub;

(d) a brake disposed within the hub;
(e) means comprising a backplate abutting the hub for en-
closmg the brake within the hub to hinder the entry of
foreign matter;

(0 actuator means linked to the brake for bringing the brake
into contact with the hub;

(g) a plate attached to the backplate and having a notched
tab;

(h) an axle attached to and extending through the plate and
the backplate, first and second brackets securing the axle
to the frame, the hub being joumaled about the axle;

(i) wherein the actuator means comprises:
(n) a third bracket, attached to the frame, having a

threaded stud and a hole extending longitudinally there-
through;

(fZ) a lever pivotaUy attached to the third bracket;
(f3) a cam abutting the brake;

(f4) an arm attached to the cam and pivot&Uy attached to
and passing through the backplate and the plate;

(f5) a fourth bracket attached to the plate having a
threaded stud and a hole extending longitudinaUy there-
through; and

(fl6) a flexible cable having a sheath and an inner cable
member, the sheath attached at its first end to the
threaded stud of the third bracket and at its second end
to the threaded stud of the fourth bracket the inner
cable member passing through the threaded stud of the
third bracket through the sheath, and through the
threaded stud of the fourth bracket and attached at its

first end to the lever and attached at its second end to
the arm; and

0) a rod attached to the frame and engaging the notched tab
of the plate to prevent the plate and the backplate from
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rotating when pressure appUed to the lever is transmitted
by the inner ci^le member to the arm.

4,479,659

CYCLE
George H. C. Hang, 4 Seymour Rd., Block K, Merry

Terrace, Hong Kong
FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,537

Oaims priority, appUcatioo United Kingdom, Ang. 27, 1981.
8126222

Int CL^ B62M 1/20
VJS.a 280—226 R -9 Clainis

1. A cycle which comprises rotatable crank means having an
axis of rotation, a drive wheel axle, at least one drive wheel
rotatable in response to rotation of the crank means, the posi-

tion of the axis of rotation of the crank means being fixed with
respect to the drive wheel axle, pedal means mounted on the
crank means for effecting rotation of the crank means, a saddle
which is pivotaUy movable about a pivot point the position of
which is fixed in relation to the drive wheel axle, and means for

transmitting a force from the saddle to the crank means to
effect rotation of the crank means such that continued rotation

of the crank means may be effected by the appUcation of a
force alternately to the pedal means and to the saddle, said

force transmitting means acting on said crank means on one
side of the axis of rotation of said crank means and said pedal
means being mounted on said crank means on the other side of
said last-mentioned axis of rotation.

4,479,660

TWO WHEEL SYNCHRONOUSLY DRIVEN BICYCLE
Daniel J. Pattison, 5204 Myer Ct, RockriUe, Md. 20853

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,046

Int CL3 B62M 1/02
VJS.a 280—261 2 Clainis

1. A two wheel, synchronously driven bicycle comprising a

frame, a rear wheel, foot powered drive means for said rear

and front wheels, a fork member whereby said front wheel is

rotatably mounted on said frame, said fork member provided

with an upwardly disposed steering post said frame routably
receiving said steering post to permit steering of said front

wheel, said foot powered drive means mounted on said frame

having first and second sprocket means, both of said first and
second sprocket means being coupled to be rotatably driven by

said foot powered drive means, said rear wheel having a third

sprocket means connected thereto, said front wheel having a

fourth sprocket means connected thereto, first and second
endless coupUng means respectively interconnecting said first

sprocket means and said third sprocket means of said rear

wheel and said second sprocket means and said fourth sprocket
means of said front wheel, and mounting means on said steer-

ing post for receiving leading and traUing portions of said

second coupUng means for directing said second coupling
means from said second sprocket means to said fourth sprocket
means of said front wheel in a manner to permit steering of said

front wheel and to avoid interference of said second coupling
means with said frame, said mounting means comprising first

and second pulleys mounted adjacent each other on a common
axis, said first and second pulleys for receiving respectively
said leading and traUing portions of said second coupling
means and means for suspending said first and second pulleys
from said steering post to permit movement thereof in a direc-

tion substantially perpendicular with respect to said frame,
thereby permitting roution of said steering post and steering of
said front wheel.

4,479,661

FORK BAR FOR MOTORCYCLES
Richard Weigl, Schrobcnhaoacner Str. 56, D4897 Pottmca, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Jol. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,285

Claims priority, qipUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jol. 10,

1981, 8120152[U]

Int a^ B62K 25/08
VS. CL 280—279 13 Clainis

1. A fork bar for motorcycles comprising:

(a) a pair of independently clamped clamps for surrounding

corresponding fork halves of the motorcycle,

(b) a crossbrace,

(c) laterally adjustable means for rigidly locking the cross-

brace to the clamps, whereby varying distances between
the fork halves of different motorcycles can be rigidly

bridged by the same crossbrace.

4,479,662

METHOD AND MEANS FOR ASSEMBLING THE PARTS
OF CYCLE FRAMES AND THE LIKE

Panic Defonr, and Antoine Dnmat, both of Loire, France, as-

signors to Angenienz CLB S. A. and AtcUers De La Ri?e, both
of, France

Continnation-in-part of Scr. No. 234,625, Feb. 17, 1961,

abandoned, which is a continnation of Ser. No. 54,962, Jnl. 5,

1979, abudoned. This appUcation Nov. 24, 1981, Scr. No.
324,446

Oaims priority, appUcation France, JoL 31, 1978, 78 23045
Int CL^ B62K 19/06. 19/22

VS.a 280—281 R 12 Clainis

1. A bicycle frame comprising frame elements made of a
Ughtweight tubular material, the frame elements comprising

fittings and tubes, said fittings being hollow and having a

circular or oval cross section for mounting and assembling the

frame, the fittings having a pluraUty of conical male bearings

having branches giving precise angular position, the fittings

being made of a single piece of Ught metal aUoy; the tubes

being made of a Ught metal aUoy and having at each extremity

an opening with a conicity of pitch of about three degrees
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corresponding to the conidty of the male joints; wherein the
ends of the tubes are secured adhesively to truncated bearings
in the ends of the tubes;

the ends of the tubes for assembling the fittings to the tubes
of the frame having mside bearings with an increase taper
•ection up to the end corresponding to the male assembly
bearings of the fittings;

the ends of the male bearings being conical and in the form
of a whistle;

the sections of the male assembly bearings of the fittings and
the sections of the inside bearings at the ends of the tubes
may be circular, oval, triangular, or polygonal; and

at least one of the male conical bearings including inside
reinforcing means.

HANDLEBAR MOUNTING FOR A FAIRING
Uwii R. Morris; Thnothy M. SiilU?aa, and James L. Sharp, aU

<rf c/o Pint Champaign Corporation, P.O. Box 927, RantouL
DL 61866

^
FIM Mmt 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,183

Int CL' B62J 17/02
UAa280-289H WCiaims

1. In a mounting for a fairing on a motorcycle having a
steerable front wheel assembly with handlebars extending
laterally therefrom and a headlight carried on the front wheel
assembly between laterally spaced bolts defining a lateral axis,
the improvement comprising:

a pair of rods secured to an upper portion of the fairing and
extending downwardly and rearwardly therefrom;

a pair of clamps for connection with the motorcycle handle-
bars, said chunps receiving said rods, the lengtii and orien-
Ution of the rods between the clamps and the fairing being
adjusuble; and

means connecting a forward, lower portion of the fairing
with said lateraUy spaced bolts, said means accommodat-
ing fore-and-ait movement of said fairing relative to said
headlight so that said fairing can be adjustably positioned
kmgitudinaUy relative to the headUght and rotation about
said kteral axis of the fairing with respect to the headlight
so that the fairing can be mounted on motorcycles having
different configurations and is adjustable anguUu'ly with
respect to the motorcycle.

4,479,664

SKI SAFETY BINDING
Ullrich Gertsch, Matten, Switzerland, assignor to E. and U.

Gcrtsch AG, Sld-Prodnicte, Interlaken, Switzerland
Continuation of Ser. No. 47,701, Jon. 12, 1979, abandoned. TTiis

appUcation Not. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 320,532
Clahns priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 13,

Int. CL^ A63C 9/08
UAa 280-618 6 Claims

1. A safety ski binding comprising:
a binding plate for supporting the sole of a ski boot;
pivot bearing means for non-detachable fixing of said bind-
mg plate to a ski with an upper surface of said binding
plate parallel to an upper surface of the ski, said binding
plate being rotatable about said pivot bearing means be-
tween a normal skiing position and a laterally pivoted
position in the event of a torsional fall of the skier,

means for releasably holding said binding plate in said nor-
mal skiing position;

first binding means for holding the heel of the ski boot
mounted on said binding plate at the rear end of said
binding plate;

second binding means for holding the sole of the ski boot
mounted on said binding plate at the forward end of said
binding plate;

one of said first and second binding means comprising two
separate holder elements for holding the ski boot at oppo-
site sides of the lengthwise axis of the binding plate, each
of said holder elements being mounted on the binding
plate for rotation about an axis extending substantially
perpendicular to the upper surface of the binding plate;
and

means for locking each holder element in a holding position,
when the binding plate is in its normal skiing position and
for releasing the respective holder element for rotation
when said binding plate has rotated Uterally out of its

normal skiing position beyond a predetermined minimum
angle.

4,479,665
MECHANISM FOR CHANGING THE DIRECnON OF

PUSHER ROD MEANS OF A BABY CARRUGE
Kcnzou Kassai, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Kassai Kaboshikikai*

sha, Osaka, Japan

FOed Sep. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 423,696
Clahns priority, appUcation Japui, Oct 26, 1961, 56-172617

Int. a^ B62B 7/06
VJS. CL 280-644 13 Qafais

1. A mechanism for changing the direction of pusher rod
means (2) of a baby carriage, said pusher rod means (2) being
pivotally supported by a first fixed point (7) on the body of the
baby carriage, the direction of the pusher rod means (2) being
changed by a forward and rearward turning thereof, said
pusher rod means (2) comprising a pair of sUde guide nxls (6)
extending relatively vertically, said mechanism comprising: a
slider (5) slidably guided on each said sUde guide rod (6) ofsaid
pusher rod means (2), a connecting member (37) having a
predetermined length, its opposite ends being pivotally con-
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nected to said slider (5) and a second fixed point (49) on the
body ofthe baby carriage, respectively, a stopper (42) mounted
to be slidable along the longitudmal direction of said connect-
ing member (37), and a stop pkte (50) formed with first and
seccmd recesses (51) and (52) engagable with one end (47) of
said stopper (42) at different positions back and forth on its

circumferential surftce, and fixedly mounted to said second
fixed point (49), the direction of the connecting member (37)

being chan^ back and forth with respect to the second fixed

pomt (49) in response to the engagement of the stopper (42)
with either the first recess (51) or the second recess (52),

whereby the pusher rod means (2) at its changed position is

fixed.

4y479,666

LOAD-LINE FASTENER
JuMi W. Wctah, 1350 Loriag St, Su Diego, CUif. 92109, and

Robert A. ABdanon, 1481 Anita St, Garpeatcria, Calif. 93013
GootiautioB of Ser. No. 101^04, Dec 7, 1979, Pat No.

4^10,181. lUs appiicatioB Dee. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 335,230

He portioa of the term of Oil patent sobaeqacat to Jan. 12,

1999, has beea diaclahaed.

lat aj F16L 35/00
VJS.a 285-4 18

1. In a fastening assembly, the combination comprising

(a) an axiaUy elongated fastener having axially spaced tiuffer-

entially threaded portions respectively adapted to thread-

ably engage threaded extents carried on members to be
interconnected, and

(b) means at the side of the fastener characterized as facihtat-

ing transmission of torque to the fastener to rotate the

fastener about said axis whereby said threaded portions

are then adapted to threadably interfit said threaded ex-

tents to make-up the assembly,

(c) and including one of said members defining an internal

recess sunk into the member from an external face thereof,

and an annular insert retained in the recess, said insert

defining internal threaded extent threadably engaged by
one of said fastener threaded portions, the recess having

an interior portion spaced fiirther from said member exter-

nal face than the overall axial length of said one threaded

portion of the fastener, at least a part of said one threaded

portion also extending into said recess interior portion

wherry upon roution of the fastener to make-up the

members the entirety of said one threaded portion of the

fastener will be displaced toward said external face but

will remain in said recess,

(d) said means including shoulders on said fastener, said

shoulders extending generally axially, the fastener maxi-

mum diameter at said shoulders being less than the maxi-

mum diameter of said one threaded portion of the fastener.

4,479,667

ADJUSTABLE CTANDPIPE APPARATUS FOR
EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

FMcriek A. M^ior, deceased, late of Tenpe, Aria.; Hcary M.
Woike, Apache Jimetioa, AriZn and Clare M. Mi^, ezecn-

triz, 1725 E. Dr., Tenpe, Ariz. 85282, asaigBors to Clare M.
M^lor, Tove, Ariz., Ezacatriz for FMerlck A. MiOw
Coathiaatioa-iB-part of Ser. No. 145,974, May 2, I960,

abaadoaed. lUs appUcatioB Apr. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 258,645
lat CL^ F16L 35/00

VJS. CL 285—^39 21 Claims

-w^-

15. Pipe connector apparatus, comprising, in combination:

first pipe means, including

an exterior conical portion,

a stem having exterior threads extending continuously for

more than 360* disposed adjacent to the exterior conical

portion;

second pipe means, including

an interior conical portion for receiving the exterior coni-

cal portion of the first pipe means,

a bore disposed adjacent to the interior conical portion for

receiving the stem of the first pipe means, and

discontinuous thread means in the bore for receiving the

exterior threads of the stem of the first pipe means for

urging the two conical portions into a sealing engage-

ment with each other and for securing the first and

second pipe means being free of axial overlap and to-

gether, the discontinuous thread means including a total

arcuate extent in the bore of less than 360*.

4,479,668

BENT TUBE AND TUBE ASSEMBLY, PARTICULARLY
FOR CONNECIING A HEAT-EXCHANGER TO A

CIRCUIT
Maariee Jaeqaet Maarepaa, Fraaee, aaaigaor to Valeo, Frinee

FDed Jul 23, 1961, Ser. No. 276,659

daina priority, applicatioB Fraacc, JaL 1, I960, 80 14662

lat a^ ¥t€L 39/00

VS. CL 285—137 R 6 daiBS
1. A tube of plastic material for connecting a heat-exchanger

to a circuit, said tube comprising at least one inlet section, one
outlet section and one median section, said inlet and outlet

sections integrally connected by elbows to opposite ends of

said median section, said tube consisting essentially of two
molded pieces, tightly joined to each other along a straight

432-230 O.G. -84-6
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Pjir^ plane which extends through said median section and
elbows along the longitudinal axis of the median section, one of
•aid molded pieces comprising one part of said median section.

a part of one of the elbows, and the entirety of said inlet sec-
aon, the other of said molded pieces comprising the other part
of said median section, a part of another elbow, and the en-
tirety of said outlet section.

M79,669
PIPE CONNECTOR WITH THREADED LATCH SCREWS
JoMph H. HyDca, Hoostom Te»^ tHigiior to Hydril Company.
Loa Aageki, Calif.

'^''

FIW Apr. 1, 1W2, Ser. No. 364,392
Int. a» F1«L 25/00, 17/00. 21/00

UAa2M-332J 7Ci„^

1 1

y

/ ^i

^V- --<
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jtf Vc Jr"
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I. A connector for mechanically securing fust and second
pipe sections in a desired force transmitting end to end relation-
ship, comprising:

end portions on the first and second pipe sections which are
shaped and dimensioned so that the end portion of the first
pipe section can be inserted in the end portion of the
second pipe section,

stop means for limiting telescopic penetration of the firet
pipe section relative to the second pipe section, said stop
means includes a shoulder formed on an inner surface of
the second pipe section and the outer end of the first pipe
action which are adapted to engage each other when the
first pipe section is inserted in the second pipe section-

cooperating tapered surfaces located respectively on the
outer surface of the first pipe section and inner surface of
the second pipe section, the tapered surfaces being dimen-
sioned so that when the shoulder and outer end engage
each other for limiting relative penetration, a gap is
formed between the cooperating tapered surfaces;

one of the pipe sections including a plurality of helically
threaded circumferentiaUy spaced holes opening on the
side facmg the other pipe section;

a TOrresponding plurality of threaded latch screws with
threads for mating with the threads in the holes, the latch
•crews being shaped and dimensioned to be received into
the threaded holes to an extent that the first section can be
maerted in the second pipe section;

the other pipe section including a like plurality of circumfer-
entiaUy spaced openings located therein so that when the
first pipe section is inserted in the second pipe section the

openings wiU be subatantiaUy aligned with the latch
screws;

a portion of each latch screw being exposed to the exterior
of the second pipe section, and the exposed portion of the
latch screws including engaging means so that the latch
screws can be engaged and rotated for moving a portion
of the latch screws into the substimtiaUy aUgned openings
for longitiidinaUy straining a portion of the pipe section
havmg the openings to close said gap and fiilly align said
openings with the latch screws while preloading the con-
nection to a desired strength for connecting the oiiie
sections together.

4,479,670

WATER FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Dieter Gabler, Graben Nendorf, Fed. Rep. of Gemiaoy, asaignor

to Ranco Incorporated, Dnblin, Ohio
Filed Feb. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 122,523

iDt a^ F16K 3/00UAa 251-328 lodai^

1. A water flow control valve comprising:
a housing having water inlet and outlet connections;
a plate-like valve shutter having a flow opening;
valve operating means for displacing the valve shutter be-
tween an open position in which water can flow through
the flow opening from the inlet to the outlet connection
and a closed position in which the flow opening is cut ofl"
from the inlet and outlet connections;

a pressure member within said housing relative to which the
valve shutter slides, and

a tubular resUiently flexible sealing element located within
the housmg and subjected to an axial deforming force
between the housing and said pressure member, to pro-
duce elastic deformation of the sealing element with an
outwardly-bowed shape in axial section, said deformed
sealing element urging the pressure member against the
valve shutter while sealing the said pressure member
relative to the housing.

4,479,671
TUBULAR DOOR LOCK WITH A CATCH DEVICE

Angefc) Colombo, Lazzate, Italy, anigDor to ValU 9l Cdonbo
S.P.A., Italy

Filed JoL 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,412
ClalBia priority, appUcation Italy, Jul 21, 1980, 22350/80rUl

lot a^ E05C 7/76
U.S.CL 292-169.14

j data

12 <8

a 22

1. In a lock, comprising
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a hollow casing,

a sliding element disposed within said casing, said sliding
element constituted by a front wall and two side walls,

a bolt affixed to the front wall of said sliding element and
adapted to extend and retract through an opening in said
casing,

a spring disposed about said bolt for biasing the same in an
extended direction,

two lugs, each disposed on a respective side wall of said
sliding element,

a second spring disposed within said sliding element and
affixed to one end of said bolt, said second spring adapted
to bias said bolt and said sliding element in the extended
direction,

a transverse element affixed to an end of said second spring
opposite the end affixed to said bolt, and

a control member for extending and retracting said sliding

element and said bolt, said control member comprising a
core extending through said hollow casing and adapted to
receive a door handle, and

an arcuate section disposed about said core, whereby when
said core is rotated in one or another direction, said arcu-
ate sector engages one or the other of said lugs to cause
said sliding element to move against the biasing action of
said second spring, and to retract the same and said bolt,

the improvement comprising

a transverse bar engaged with said side walls of said sliding

element on a side of said core opposite said arcuate sector,
a block affixed to an inner face of said casing,

a plug mounted within said block for movement between
first and second positions, said plug disposed to contact
said transverse bar in said first position to retain the same
in position, and to permit movement of said transverse bar
and of said sliding element in said second position,

a stem affixed at one end to an end ofsaid plug and extending
through an opening in said casing,

a knob affixed to the other end of said stem, said stem and
knob adapted to control position of said plug between said
first and second positions,

a bore disposed in said casing and substantially aligned with
an end of said plug opposite the end to which said stem is

affixed, said bore adapted to receive an implement for
removing said plug from the first position,

an indentation disposed in a side of said plug, and
a ball and spring arrangement disposed within said block to
be substantially aUgned with the direction of extension
and retraction of said bolt and sliding element, and
adapted to contact said indentation in the side of said plug
to retain the same in the second position.

4,479,672

CONTACT LENS INSERTER
Ardmr C. Jermyn, 15914 Orariew Rd^ Poway, CUif. 92064

Filed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 436^04
Int a.3 A61F 9/O0

U.S. a. 294—1 CA 3 Clalna

serter and a second generally flat portion coextensive with
and extending from one end of the first portion at an acute
angle thereto; and

a contact lens holding means integral with the free end of the
second portion, the holding means being generally hemi-
spherical in shape, having a planar surface angularly dis-

placed relative to the second portion at a second acute
angle that is smaller than the first-mentioned acute angle,
and hollowed to provide a recess for receiving a viscous
fluid to hold the contact lens placed on the planar surface
with the curved surface thereof extending into the recess
and into contact with the fluid.

4,479,673

HAND OF AN INDUSTRIAL ROBOT
HiUinn Inaba; SeUchiro Nak^ima, both of Hino; Shinsoke

Sakakfbara, Kualtachl, and Ryo Nibci, MinaaUBo, aU of
Japan, aaaignors to Figitan Fannc Limited, Hino, Japan

per No. PCr/JP81/00259, § 371 Date Jnn. 1, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Jon. 1, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01152, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 15, 1982

PCT Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 387^55
Claintt priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 30, 1980, 55*135258

Int a^ B25J WOO
UAa 294-88 3 rri,.^

36a

3ee 90a

1. A hand of an industrial robot for gripping a workpiece of
irregular shape, comprising:

a hand base connected to a movable wrist portion of said

robot, said hand base having a plate member serving as a
palm face;

two pairs of gripping fingers movably mounted on said plate

member extending perpendicular to said palm face, said

fingers of each pair being arranged symmetrically with
each other with respect to the center of said palm face,

each pair of said gripping fingers being independenUy
slidably movable toward each other to close and grip said

workpiece and away from each other to open and release

said workpiece, the opening and closing direction of one
pair of said gripping fingers intersecting the opening and
closing direction of the other pair of said gripping fingers

at a right angle; and y
a pair of independenUy operated fluid cylinders mounted on

said hand base and having pistons therein arranged for

reciprocative movement, the piston ofeach cylinder being
connected to impari sliding movement to a respective one
of each pair of gripping fingers, said one finger of each
pair being connected to the other finger of that pair by a
pivoting link mechanism to move simultaneously there-

with so that each pair of gripping fingers is independenUy
moved by its respective fluid cylinder.

1. A contact lens inserter consisting of a single member for

viscously holding a contact lens on one end Uiereof and for

placing the contact lens in intimate contact with the eye of a
contact lens user, comprising:

a handle having a first generally flat portion engageable by
at least two fingers of the user for manipulating the in-

4,479,674

DEVICE FOR CARRYING ELONGATED ITEMS
Robert Nordawyer, Woodland Hilla, CaHf., aaaignor to SU Tote
USA, Canoga Park, Calif.

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,103

Int a.} A63C 11/02
UjS.a 294-147 27 n.t—

1. A device for convenienUy and securely carrying elon-

gated items, comprising:
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a fint hingeable member having an inner plate means and an
outer plate means, said inner and outer plate means defin-
mga fint cavity for receiving a fint one of said items;

a second hingeable member having means for releasably
securing a second one of said items;

hinge means for hingedly connecting a hinged end of said
inner and outer plate means of the fint member to a
hinged end of said second member,

handle means coupled to at least one of said fint and second
memben at a handle end opposite said hinged end thereof;

pivotal movement ofthe Ud about an axis defined by hinse
pin;

said latch spring means being yieldable to enable withdrawal
of the latch lug to an unlatching position to permit le-
moval of the hmge pin from the upwardly open socket of
the socket housing; and

second spring means mounted on the socket housing and
urging initial upward movement of the hinge pm out of
the socket to a position in which the hinge pin holds the
latch in the withdrawn unlatching position whereby the
lid may be subsequendy raised for pivotal movement
about a secondary axis spaced from the hinge pm.

M79,«76
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CHANNELLING AIR

THROUGH A MOTORCYCLE FAIRING
Kenneth W. Hayca, Rt 4» Box 243, EUadwtbtown, Tcnn. 37643

FDed May 17, 1983, Scr. No. 495,516
Int. a3 B62J 77/00

U.S.a 296—78.1 20

latch means on said first and second memben cooperating to
releasably latch said first and second memben together in
a side-by-side relationship to define a closed position of
said device; and

a first securing means for releasably securing said inner and
outer plate means together in side-by-side relationship
with said inner plate means positioned between said outer
pkte means sud said second member.

4»479,675
LID ARRANGEMENT FOR LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
Kvt O. Zaakl, Naahdn, Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaignor to
Gaacnl Motors Corporatioa, DeMt, Mich.

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Scr. No. 459^73
J^dm^Mtf, andkatton Fed. Rep. of Germany. Feb. 5.

lot a^ B60R 3/08
UAa29t-37.16

aOataia

1- An apparatus for channelling air through openings in a
motorcycle fairing, comprising:

an air scoop including an inlet opening for communicating
with an interior ofthe air scoop, the interior being adapted
for communication with the openings in the fairing;

mounting means for urging the air scoop against the fairing
adjacent to the openings, the mounting means being
adapted to permit both rotation of the air scoop through at
least 180* and limited movement of the air scoop away
from the fairing.

1. A lid arrangement for a motor vehicle body luggage
compartment comprising:

alid;

a hinge pin attached to the Ud and extending from the edse
portion thereof;

a socket housing attached to the vehicle body and having an
upwardly opening socket adapted to receive and support the
hinge pin;

a latch movably carried by the socket housing and having a
lug adapted to overlie the hinge pin;

latch ^ring means urging the movement of the latch to a
latching petition in which the lug overlies the hinge pin to
retain the hinge pin in the housing socket and enable

4*479,677'

PICKUP TRUCK TONNEAU COVER
Ronald S. Gaiette, FandngtOB Hills, and Mark Lobowff, IVoy,

both of Mich., asiigBora to Irria IndMtrlca, MadisonHd^
Mich.

Coatinnation of Ser. No. 389,256, Jon. 17, 1982, ibwidonwL
TUs application Nor. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 549,322

ImL a? B60J 7/06
U.S.CL296-98

3Clataif
1. Tonneau cover kit for open box of pickup truck compris-

ing a front end transverse housing assembly, means for weath-
er-sealed instaUation of said assembly at the fiwnt end of said
box, flexible tonneau cover and spring windup roller means
intalled within said housing assembly, side snap rail means for
superimposed installation by attachment to the top of box side
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walls along the box sides, said rail means including provinon 4,479,679
for installing removable tonneau supporu intermediate the BODY WEIGHT CHAIR CONTROL

Bernard J. FHes, Tvtia, Calif^ FMarick S. Falka, GreeaTfllc

and Donald D. KoreU, Ada, both of Mieh., aarignon to Steel-^ ^^—

^

caae Ine^ Grand Rapids, Mkh.
FDed Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,665

Int a.1 A47C 3/00
U.S. CL 297—300 12

ends and sides of the box, and interengaging snap means be-

tween the side margins of said cover and said snap rail means.

/^WA=^ *-'

4^79,678

PNEUMATIC VALVE
Robert M. Sharp, 4358 W. 8th Atc^ Vanconrer, B.C Canada
(V6R2A1)

FDed JnL 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286^21
Int a^ F15B 13/042

VS. CL 297—71 11 Oaios

1. A pneumatic valve comprising: a body which is made of

metal, and which defines a port, which includes a mouth in a

surface of the body, the mouth of the port being formed as a

valve seating; a diaphragm which is made of elastomeric mate-

rial, and is placed so as to lie over the valve seating and adja-

cent the surface of the body; a plunger member which is move-

ably mounted adjacent to die diaphragm; a spring acting on the

plunger member so that the plunger presses the diaphragm

onto the valve seating, thereby sealing off the mouth of the

port; a housing member defining a bore, with a part of the

housing member against which a seal rubs being formed of a

plastic; a piston member, for actuating the plunger member,

which piston member is slidably mounted in the bore of the

housing member; and a seal made of an elastomeric material

and located between the piston member and the bore of the

housing; whereby, in use, when air pressure acts on the piston

member, the piston member urges the plunger member, against

the action of the spring, to a position where the plunger mem-
ber no longer presses the diaphragm on to the valve seating,

thereby opening the mouth of the port.

1. A body weight chair control comprising:

a stationary housing including a substantially flat housing

pan having a forward end bent upwardly not past a right

angle and first and second substantially parallel, spaced

housing sides secured to said housing pan;

means for securing said stationary housing to a chair base;

means for supporting a chair back;

fint means pivotally mounting said chair back support

means to said stationary housing;

a fhmt link including a substantially flat ftxmt link pan and
first and second substantially parallel, spaced front link

sides secured to said front link pan;

second means forward of said first pivotal mounting means
pivotally mounting said fitnt link to said stationary hous-

ing including a cam axle passing through said first and

second housing sides and said fint and second front link

sides, said cam axle having fint and second ends;

means for supporting a chair seat including fint and second

flat arc-shaped, vertically oriented seat plates each having

an upper and lower edge, first and second cam flanges

extending laterally from said lower edge of said first and

second seat plates respectively, and fint and second seat

securing flanges extending laterally from said upper edge

of said fint and second plates respectively;

third means pivotally mounting said chair seat support

means to said front link;

fourth means pivotally mounting said chair seat support

means to said chair back support means, said fint, second,

third, and fourth pivotal mounting means being mutually

exclusive, said fourth pivotal mounting means located

above said fint pivotal mounting means;

means for restricting movement of said front link such that

said front link regardless of its orientation extends up-

wardly and fprwardly from said stationary housing so that

said third pivotal mounting means is located above and

forward of said second pivotal mounting means, said front

link restricting means including first and second cams
mounted on first and second extensions of said fint and

second cam axle ends, said first and second cam flanges

contacting said cams if said front link is rotated in a first

direction, said means further including said front link pan

contacting said housing pan if said front link is rotated in

a second direction opposite to said first direction; and

spring means for biasing said chair seat support toward a

forward or task position.
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4^479,680

^ METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ELECTROHYDRAUUC FRACTURING OF ROCK AND

THE LIKEMMH. W«glcy, 19511 Ricctake lA. HowtiM. Tex. 770M.
nd^Rkhvd A. Aym, 10801 OcWUt Ct, El C^itm, QJtf.

;M48j«^ Ite .pHkrtlo. Ads. 11. 1902, Ser. No. 407.0(6He portiM oftbe tcra of tUi pirtcat nbieqaeat to Aas. 24.
1999, h« been dtoelalmed.

., c «. ^ "^ ^' ^*C ^7/^* E21B i7/a8
UAa299-14

5Ctato

shaft having .plurality of rolling grooves fonned axiaUy
thereof, a shdable bed having rolling grooves opposed to said
rolhng grooves of said track shaft in the inner saiSU of an
ajual recess for receiving said track shaft therein, a number of
rolhng members disposed for rolling between the mutuaUy
opiwsed rolhng grooves of said shdable bed and said track
shaft, a saddle member phuxd on said shdable bed. a Uguid
passage for supplying a pressurized fluid between said saddlemember and said shdable bed. and means for floatingly sup.
portmg said saddle member in the fashion of stoticTressure
disposed between said saddle member and said shdable bed.

4«479682
HOLLER BEARING COMPRISING A LUBRICATING

DEVICE FOR AN INNER RACEWAY

Contfaoation of Ser. No. 232.484, Feb. 9, 1981, abuidoned. lUs
applicatfoB Sep. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 533,631CWm priority, appUcatioB Fhuwe, Feb. 12, 1980, 80 03007

., c « ^ ^'^^ ^^/^ W6N 7/36
UAa384-475 ^cWm.

1. A method for in situ fracturing of dense materials such as
rock and the like, comprising:

(a) forming a confined receptacle havmg said dense materi-
als fornung a surface thereof;

(b) placing a hydnuhc couphng medium within said con-
nned receptacle

(c) locating an exploding element wire within said confined
receptocle and couphng medium, said exploding element
wire being m circuit with capacitor means; and

(d) mducmg an explosive electrical discharge in the hydrau-
hc coupling medium m close proximity to the dense mate-
rial by discharging capacitor voltage across said explod-mg element wire thus developing a shock wave in the
bydrauhc couphng medium which is transmitted by the
hydrar'jc couphng medium mto the dense material as an
advancing compressive strain pulse which radiates from
the explosive electrical discharge through the dense mate-
naJ until It is reflected by a free surface as a tensile strain
putoe, said tensUe strain pulse bemg impedance matched
with the dense material such that said tensUe strain pulse
mduces m situ fiw:turing of the dense material

M79,681
TRACK GUIDE BEARING ASSEMBLY

"WJ-1. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 515.102

llSSju]''*'*^'
'''"'*^ ^»*^ J"L 24» 1982, 57.

.,« ^ «- ^ ^' F16C 29/Oft 27/00
UAa308-5R 40^

1. In an mtershaft roUer bearing for use m a turbojet engine
supporting a first rotatmg shaft for rotation relative to a second
rotatmg shaft, the bearing having an inner race on the firstsh^ an outer race mounted in a bore of the second shaft and
definmg an outer raceway, a plurahty of roUers contacting the
mner and outer races, and means to supply a lubricant to the
outer race, the improvements comprising: (a) a plurahty of first
holes through the outer race extending in an axial direction and
distnbuted regularly about the periphery of the outer race- the
holes communicatmg with the outer raceway; (b) a plurahty of
second holes through the outer race extendmg in an obhque
direction and communicatmg between the outer raceway and
means to return lubricant to the lubricant supply; and, (c)
means attached to the outer race and communicating with the
plurahty of first holes to direct lubricant to the mner race to
lubricate and cool same, the lubricant being forced through the
plurahty of first holes and the means to direct it onto the mner
rK5e by an mcreased pressure in a wedge ofoU formed in front
ofthe rollers as the roUers rotate with respect to the outer race.

4,479,683

CROSS ROLLER BEARING
Takayoshi KaattBam, Tokyo, Japu, aMignor to Toho Seiko

Co.. Ltd., Tokyo, Japui
Filed Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472^72

Clatais priority, appUcatioB Japan, Mar. 11, 1982, 57<^240
lot CL^ n6C 19/30UA CL 384—619 2 rui-..

1. A cross roUer bearing comprising an inner race having a
V-shaped groove with an angle of approximately 90 degrees
formed m the outer periphery thereof, a bispht outer race
havmg a V-shaped groove with an angle of approxunately 90
degrees formed m the mner periphery thereof, and roUen.. A ^c^ t«™g ,«^„^^^ .^ ^, s^'s^ii^Tssrixs'^r^
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alternately crossing manner through spacer retainers, said
spacer retainers being each provided at both side ends thereof
with curved surfaces perpendicuhu-ly intersecting each other,
said curved surfaces being each formed as a curved concave
surface having a radius ofcurvature somewhat larger thiifi that

riding on the bottom's flanges and with the brackets hold-

ing the top and bottom to each other,

said drawer bottom and top being shaped and dimensioned
to receive selected flat stock therein when said brackeu
engage the respective flanges, and at least one of the

bottom and top bemg made of resihent material to allow
the ddewalls thereof to be manually deformed to thereby
disengage the drawer bottom and top from each other,

and

said drawer top and bottom being shaped and dimensioned
relative to each other to allow one to nest in the other
when so disengaged from each other to thereby reduce
the assembly to about half its assembled size to facihute
shipment or storage thereof.

4^79,685
FLEXIBLE MAGNETIC ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
AND CABLE INCORPORATING THAT CONNECTOR

Robert A. Kiiliy, Houston. Tex., assignor to Exxon Prodnction
Research Co., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jon. 20, 1983. Ser. No. 505.660
Int a^ HOIR 11/30. 25/00

MS. CL 339^12 R »

''i3^;0x_

ZiE
«,jl6,

m'
of said roller, with a larger side thickness of a starting edge
circle of said curved concave surface being smaller than a
smaller side thickness of a terminating edge circle of said

curved concave surface, said spacer retainer further having an
axiaUy extending oil reservoir through hole formed therem.

4^79,684
NESTING DRAWER ASSEMBLY

John S. Doyel, 404 W. 20th St, New York, N.Y. 10011
Continnation-taHpnrt of Ser. No. 374,188, May 3, 1982,

abttidoned. lUs appUcttion Jnn. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,357

Int 0.3 A47B 63/00
MS, CI. 312—330 R 11 Claims

\

1. An electrical connector comprising:

at least two flexible, magnetic and substantially electrically

non-conductive substrates each having contact means
mounted therein with contact faces on a first side of each
of said substrates and adapted to meet in face to face

contact when said substrates are juxUposed, each said

contact means adapted to accept at least one electrical

wire on a second side of said substrates, and
indexing means adapted to permit said at least two substrates

to be juxtaposed in a predetermined position.

4.479.686

CONNECTOR
Mitsno HoshfaM, Atsogi; Osamn Fukushima. Kawasaki, and

Toshio Kaknta, Higashiosaka, all of Japan, assignors to Sony
Corpmvtion. Tidcyo and Hosiden Electronics Co. Ltd.. Osaka,
both of. Japan

Filed Nor. 19. 1982, Ser. No. 443.075

Chdms priwity. appUcation Japan. No?. 24, 1981, 56-

174900[U]

Int CL^ H05K 1/06
MS. CL 339^17 LC 6 Clahns

1. A nesting drawer assembly for storing material such as

recipe cards comprismg:

a drawer bottom with a pair of upwardly extending facing

sidewalk flanged at their upper margins and a drawer top
with a pair of downwardly extending facing sidewalls

with matching flanges along their lower margins, the

drawer bottom having at its back end a pair of brackets

shdeably engaging around the drawer top flanges and the

drawer top having at its front end a pair of brackets shde-

ably engaging around the drawer bottom flanges to

thereby allow relative back-and-forth shding movement
between the drawer bottom and top, the two pairs of

brackets bemg in each other's path in said movement to

limit the extent thereof m the direction of the bottom's

forward movement, with the top's flanges being over and

^^) »-

1. A connector comprising:
*

a connector body fonned by an insulating member of sub-

stantially rectangukr parallelepiped configuration and
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luvmg a plug hole made in its front face to extend in its
lengthwise direction;

a plurality ofcontacts arranged in said hole along at least one

i^lSrS^ "^^ °^ *' P'"« ^°'« -^
• plurahty of contact terminals respectively connected to

said contacts and led out on at least one of two parallel
side surfaces of the connector body paiaUel to its length-
wise direction. Mid contact terminals extending along the

^ hJlr*
" *""*'***» of insertion of a plug into the

imer^n depth setting means formed on the outer peripheral
wirftce ofAe connector body for controlling the depth of
naertion of the connector body in a plurality of stageswhen that portion of the connector body on which Sie
contact terminals are formed is inserted into an insertion
hole made in a printed<ircuit board on which the connec-
tor is to be loaded;

each of said contacts and each of the corresponding contact
terminals being formed as a unitary structure comprising a
substantially U^ped resilient conductor strip in inter'
mediate portion of which is fixedly buried in the connec-
tor body by molding, one end portion of each of said
renhent conductor strips constituting the contact terminal
portion of said strip, said one end portion being embeddedm said connector body with the outer surface of said one
end portion bemg exposed in substantially Hush relation to
the side surface of said connector body.

M79,687

iui.a_.
^"^CAL OISnUBUnON SYSTEMMMjmB^hwy^ Loodod. Mrf John A. Rolfc, Wng, both ofKMmd. •^«-««, to ElectMk IntematlonalLimlted, London,

open section of said conductor rails and make electrical
contact therewith; and safety closure means associated with
each said aperture disposed within said housing, each said
safety closure means comprising at least one closure element
movable on rotation ofsaid contact plug from a closed position
preventmg access to at least some of said conductor rails from
the respective aperture to an open position in which access to
the conductor rails via the aperture can be achieved.

4,479,688

n ^ ^ y^"- O^^TLET LOCK APPARATUS
GordoB B. JenniogB, 2562 E. Gl«le, Men^ Aria. 85204

Filed Dec 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,148
Irt. a' HOIR 13/501 13/44

U.S. a. 339^-37
9Gainis

nu, _!5*0«'2«. 1981, Ser. No. 314,819
UttaM priority, appUcitioa Uiitad KiagdooL Oct 28 1980.

•034663; JaL 1, 1981, 8120340
*"«"«• ua. i», isw,

1. i^ electnca^ dmribution system comprising the combina-

h««a« a plurahty of elongate conductor rails mooted^^nthehoajmg to extend adjacent a first wall thereof; anda contact plug having contact pins intended for makina el^-

^J5? Jf ""^iS? ",**P^^* ^ '««*^« "^ contact pini

SS,^?^ JS **"* '^ "" *'>**°* "*<» fi«t waU,

^t^^ !Sr^ P?'^* " "»^ P0i°« for • «<!oootact plug and each said aperture being daBned, at least in
Pirt. by an arcuate guide surface coopSi^^th a ~^
3S2;S^TJ^r^ fomSTiud contact p^whweby on maotion of a said contact plug in an aperture
lotrtion cwiaea the contact pins of said /lug to paa.^^

^nii^lT^'f "*"" ?"^** P^"« ^°^^ "PP*"*"* for locking
an electncal apphance plug at an electrical waU ouUet compri^

a houang enclosure means including a base means and selec-
tively removable security cover means;

at least one electrical plug recepticle operatively coupled
withm said housing enclosure means for removably re-
ceivmg at least one electrical appliance plug therein for
completing an electrical circuit conection therebetween:

a master electncal plug operably disposed within said baM
means mcluding plug prongs operably disposed through
the bottom of said base means of said housing enclosiue

wSTSuui"*^'*'"*""^
"** electricaUy engaging said

fastening mans operably disposed within said base means
for operatively securing said base means of said housins
enc osure means to a selected wall location proximate saidwaU outiet such that the plug prongs ofsaid master electn"
cal plug are continuously mechanicaUy and electrically
coupled within said wall oudet for maintaining a continu-
ous supply of electrical power therebetwera untU thehousmg enclosure means is removed from the wall-

power transfer means operably disposed within said housins
enclosure means and electricaUy coupled between saidM
least one electrical plug receptacle and said master electri-Ml plug for transfering electrical power from said master
electncal plug to said at least one electrical plug recepta-

said housing enclosure means further including means for
operatively covering said base means with said selectively
removable security cover means for preventing said at
least one electrical plug from being removed from saidhouang enclosure means and for concealably pfotectina
said fastening means from being unfastened for prevenS
the removal of said housing enclosure means from said
elected waD location and preventing the mechanical and
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electrical uncoupling of said plug prongs of said master
electrical plug from said wall outlet;

first locking means for selectively securing said selectively
removable security cover means to said base means to
prevent tampering and the like;

electrical switohing means operatively disposed in an electri-
cal circuit between said master electrical plug and said at
least one electrical plug receptacle for selectively opening
and closing said electrical circuit; and

second locking means operatively coupled to said power
transfer means for selectively closing said switohing
means to complete an electrical path between said master
electrical plug and said at least one electrical plug recepta-
cle and for selectively opening said switohing means for
breaking the circuit between said master electrical plug
and said at least one electrical plug receptacle so as to
selectively electrically energize and deenergize said at
least one electrical plug receptacle from said master elec-
trical plug to prevent the transfer of electrical power
therebetween.

4,479,689

COUPLING NUT FOR AN ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Darid J. ManailUoa, Balabridge, aad Robert W. Braih, Sr.,

Uaadilla, both of N.Y., aMigaon to The Bcadiz CorporatioB.
Soothfleld, Mich.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 430,892
int. a^ HOIR 13/629

U.S.a339-«9M UOains

1. A coupling nut for an electrical connector of the type
having first and second shells (100, 200), the coupling nut
adapted to be rotatably mounted to the first shell (100) and
adapted to be connected to the second shell (200) by engaging
a pair of first threads (420, 220) operating between the second
shell and the coupling nut, the coupling nut characterized by:
two coupling sleeves (400. 500) threadedly interconnected at

respective adjacent ends by second threads (430, 530), said

coupling sleeves being adapted to undergo axial move-
ment upon relative rotation between said second threads

to tighten engagement between the first threads, one of
said coupling sleeves (400) including one said first thread

(420) and said second threads (430, 530) being of opposite
helical sense than said first threads (420, 220); and

drive means (600, 700) for driving the coupling sleeves

between first and second angular positions whereby said

respective first and second threads undergo relative axial

movement for tightening.

4,479,690

UNDERWATER SPUCE FOR SUBMARINE COAXIAL
CABLE

Alaa T. laoayc, Veatara; Jeffrey V. WUsoa, CaMriUo; Wayae
R. Taaiig, and Tboradyke Roe, Jr., both of Ozaard, all of
CaUfn aaaiffon to Tht Uaited Statn of AaNrka m rapre-
Mated by ttc Secretary of the Na?y

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,740
lat a.) HOIR 4/00

VS. CL 339-94 C 15

1. An electrical underwater splice device for direct connec-
tion with a prepared end of a submarine coaxial cable of the
type consisting of a center conductor/strength member and a
concentric outer shield conductor separated by an inner con-
centric dielectric layer and having an outer dielectric jacket,
and which has the end thereof prepared in a stepped manner
such that the center conductor/strength member projects
beyond the end of the inner concentric dielectric tayer, the
inner concentric dielectric layer is step-shaped and extends
beyond the end of the concentric outer shield conductor, and
the concentric outer shield conductor extends beyond the end
of the outer dielectric jacket to permit the end of the coaxial
cable to interface and make connection with the interior of the
splice device upon being inserted therein, comprising:

a. a female protective housing having a central opening
therein and a longitudinal axis;

b. a female inner conductor and strength restoration means
within and concentric along the longitudinal axis of said
female protective housing having an entrance opening and
which includes a first electrical contact means for maifing

suitable electrical connection with and means for securely
gripping the center conductor/strength member of the
coaxial cable to prevent the back-out thereof;

c. a female outer conductor disposed within said female
protective housing concentric with said inner conductor
and strength restoration means;

d. a portion of said female outer conductor projecting longi-
tudinally outward from one end of said female inner con-
ductor and having a termination end which includes a
second electrical contact means for making suitable elec-
trical connection with the concentric outer shield conduc-
tor of the coaxial cable;

e. female inner dielectric means disposed between said fe-

male inner and outer conductors for providing electrical

insulation therebetween and having an end thereof ibaped
to interface with the ttep^haped inner concentric dielec-

tric layer of the coaxial cable;

f. female outer dielectric means disposed between said fe-

male outer conductor and said female protective housing;

g. pressure compensating reservoir means disposed between
said female outer conductor and said female protective
housing;

h. dielectric pressure compensating fluid channels provided
between said female inner conductor and strength restora-
tion means and said pressure compensating reservoir, and
between said longitudinally outward projecting portion of
said female outer conductor and said pressure compensat-
ing reservoir,

i. said female outer dielectric means including longitudinal
parallel grooves which aUow for movement of pressure
compensating fluid from said female inner conductor and
strength restoration means to said pressure compensating
reservoir means;

j. a pierceable end cap means mounted over the central
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opening to laid female protective bousing; said pierceable
«d cap means including a central passageway having a
first wiping seal at the outer end thereof and a second
wiping seal at the opposite end thereof, the space between
said first and said second wipmg seals being filled with a
semi-mobile dielectric material which is forced out of the
end cap means when displaced by the coaxial cable;

k. first hermetic seal means in said female inner conductor
and strength restoration means for forming a watertight
seal about the center conductor/strength member of said
coaxial cable;

1. ieoond hermetic seal means in said longitudinally outward
projecting portion of said female outer conductor for
forming a watertight seal with the inner concentric dielec-
tric kyer of the coaxial cabl^

m. third hermetic seal means for providing a watertight seal
with the outer dielectric jacket of the coaxial cable;

n. acUustable clamp means for firmly gripping the outer
dielectric jacket of the coaxial cable to prevent slipping of
the outer jacket on said coaxial cable;

o. all otherwise void spaces within said female protective
housing central opening between the second wiping seal
on said pierceable cap means and die end of said female
mner conductor and stimgth restoration means including
voids within said pressure compensating reservoir and
Mid fiuid channels being filled with dielectric pressure
compensating fluid;

p. seawater passage means in said female housing to allow
seawater pressure against said pressure compensating
reiervoir for pressure compensation purposes without
allowing seawater into die dielectric pressure compensat-
ing fluid;

q. check valve means between said female inner conductor
and strength restoration means and said fluid channels to
•aid pressure compensating reservoir said check valve
means operating to prevent back-up of dielectric pressure
compensating fluid from said pressure compensating res-
ervoir means back into said female inner conductor and
itrength restoration means;

whereby upon insertion of die prepared end of die coaxial
cable mto die underwater splice device, die center conductor/-
•frengdi member pierces each of die two wiping seals and
displaces die semi-mobile dielectric material of said end cap
means operating to force away any seawater diat may adhere
to die coaxial cable center conductor and dien continues
Uirough die dielectric pressure compensating fluid to die inner
conductor and strengdi restoration means where it makes

S?*"
connection widi said first contact means, engages

•aid first hermetic seal means and is secured by said gripping
nieans; said dielectric pressure compensating fluid, as it is
dupbced, also operating to assist said wiping seals and semi-
mobile dielectric material to remove any seawater from die
sphce, and upon said fint hermetic seal means engaging said
center conductor/strengdi member said dielectric pressure
compensating fluid inside die inner conductor and strengdi
restoration means being forced to flow dirough said check
valve means and said fluid channek to said pressure<ompen-
••ting reservoir, said second hermetic seal means simulta-
neously engaging die inner concentric dielectric layer of die
coaxial cable while excess dielectric pressure compensating
fluid IS forced to flow dirough said fluid channels from said
lon^tudinaUy outward projecting portion of die female outer
conductor to said pressure compensating reservoir; said diird
hermetic seal means also simultaneously engaging die outer
dielectrw jacket of die coaxial cable and forcing very litde if
any remaining dielectiic pressure compensating fluid to hose
up die coaxial cable between die concentric outer shield con-
ductor and outer jacket, and said second electrical contact
means making electrical connection widi said coaxial cable
concoitiic outer shield conductor, dius permitting reliable
electrical and mechanical undersea spUce repair of coaxial
cable.

M79.691
CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

nrank L. Smith. Jr^ Naperfille, IlL. asrivMr to Molex locorpo.
rated, IJsle. DL

^
Filed May 12, 1M3, Ser. No. 493,854

lit CL3 HOIR U/OI
i;j5.a3»-59M 7Cta|,„

a ««

1- A connector assembly including
a pair of mateable connector halves, each connector half

having a housing widi a plurality of terminal receiving
cavities formed dierein facing opposing cavities formed in
die housing of die odier connector half, each cavity hav-
ing a wall,

a group of terminals mounted in said cavities along side of
die wall, die terminals mounted in said opposing cavities
being in alignment widi one anodier to define mateable
terminal pairs, and

terminal locking means cooperating between each terminal
and die wall of its respective cavity to lock said terminal
dierem, said locking means having means inteiengaging
between said cavity waU and die terminal only when said
terminal is frilly inserted within its cavity,

whereby die terminal pairs are mated when die connector
halves are moved together,

die improvement in said connector assembly including
means for preventing die mating ofdie connector halves if
any one terminal is not ftUly inserted into its correspond-
ing cavity, said mating prevention means comprising:

a plurality of relatively rigid polarizing projections inte-
grally formed widi and extending from at least one hous-
mg between at least some of said cavities, said projections
are adapted to be received widiin corresponding recesses
formed adjacent each terminal receiving cavity in the
opposite housing when said connector halves are fully
mated, each recess having a flexible waU diat is common
widi die adjacent cavity, said flexible wall being movable
towards die interior of die recess when die terminal in die
adjacent cavity is not fuUy inserted dierein preventing die
recapt of die corresponding projection in said recess,
whereby the connector halves cannot be mated if any one
projection cannot be received in its corresponding recess.

4^79.692
RECEPTACLE FOR FLAT MULTICONDUCTOR CABLE
WIlUaB S. Greeawood, Natley; Kari WefaunaB, Watefauw. and

RelBfcold Wetadd. Clteloii, aU of NJ., a«lgiioi» to ITwrnai «
Betti CorporatkM, RarHan, NJ.

Filed JaL 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,661
bt a.3 HOIR 13/39

MS.a 339-99 R JS Qri—
1. A receptacle for use widi flat conductor cable and

adapted for placement diereof on top of said cable in dispo-
sition spanning respective biteraUy spaced Uve grounding and
neutral conductors extending longitudinally in said cable and
being cooperatively securable to a support member underlay-
mg said cable, said receptacle comprising
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an elongated body having a cable engaging bottom side and
a power transfer access top side,

contact means associated with said live and neutral conduc-
tors of said cable carried in said body and including first

insulation piercing contact portions disposed at the body
bottom side and effective when said body is urged down-
wardly against said cable during securement dieieof to
said support member to |»eroe caUe insulation covering
said live and neutral conductors, said contact means in-

cluding second contact portions extending from the first

portions toward the top side of said body and positioned
within said body such as to be electrically connectively
engaged by the contact members of a plug connector
when said plug omnector is receptively engaged in said

receptacle at the t<9 side diereof,

said body having a recess opening upwardly therein from
the bottom side,

a support block receivable in said recess and moveable up-
wardly and downwardly dierein relatively of said body,

-* f^

^ ^

of first opposed grooves which receive a pair of resilient

contacts, one wall ofeach first groove being defined by a guide
member, and a locking resilient plate between the first opposed
grooves having therein a locking opening, said device compris-
ing a bracket adapted to be clamped on the handle bar pipe of
said frame, said bracket having guide grooves for receiving the

guide memben on said casing and a pair of inserts secured to

said bracket and arranged to be slidingly inserted into said first

opposed grooves in the said casing, said inserts each having a
contact to be connected to wiring and a sliding surface adsptfd
to be engaged with one of said resilient contacts, said resilient

contacts and said inserts resiliendy engaging one anothier

within said first opposed grooves, said bracket having a projec-

tion to be engageable within said locking opening in said lock-

ing resilient plate for detachably locking the casing to the
bracket, whereby the wiring circuit is closed or broken simul-
taneously with attachment or detachment of said casing.

4^79,694
CABLE CLAMPING DEVICE

Pid V. ConwU, LoDdoa, Eaghud, and Paul A. Coracll, Kaoek-
aaore, Irelaad, aMigaors to Paa Electric CorporatkM, BcTcriy
Hflli,CUif.

CoatiBBatiOB of Ser. No. 136«413, Apr. 2, 19W, Pat No.
4.357,068. lUs appUcatioa Feb. 19, 1982. Ser. No. 350.328

lat a> HOIR 9/10
U.S.a 339-266 R 9

contact means associated with said cable grounding conduc-
tor carried on said support block and having a first insula-

tive piercing contact portion disposed in facing relation to

said cable and a second contact portion extending toward
the top side of said body when said block is received in

said recess with said second contact portion being posi-

tioned such as to be electrically connectively engaged by
a grounding contact member of said plug connector, and

means for urging said support block and the cable grounding
conductor associated contact means carried thereon
downwardly relatively of said body independendy of the
effect ofany downwardly urging securement of said elon-
gated body to said support member thereby to cause said

grounding conductor associated contact means first por-
tion to pierce the covering over said cable groonding
conductor and electrically conductively contact said

cable grounding conductor.

4,479.693

DEVICE FOR DETACHABLY ATTACHING ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

Takadd Uycda. aad MaaaaU MatiaMto, both of Sakai, Japaa.
to Tnjaan Mlji. Co.. Ltd^ Japaa
Filed Aag. 2, 1982. Ser. No. 404k313

priority. appUeatioa Japaa. Aag. 7, 1981. 86-117915

lat O? HOIR 13/627
U.S.a 339-119 R 2 Claftm

1. A device for detachably attaching an electric appliance to

a frame, including a handle bar pipe, said electrical appliance

comprising a casing ad^ited to have therein suitable electric

components, said casing being provided at one side with a pair

£*l£

1. A device for clamping a cable, said device comprising:

a generally hook shsfied female member including a shank
adapted for mounting on a supporting structure and a
cable receiving opening through the curve of the hook,

said cable receiving opening defining a first clamping
surface; and

a male member including a tail and a generally cylindrical

head adi^ted for roution within the bend of die hook;

said male member defining a generally diametrical cable-

receiving bore through said head, which bore is aligned

with the tail and extends through said bead partially into

said tail to form an opening in said tail for receiving the

firee end of the cable;

said male member defining a second clamping surface adja-

cent the opening in the tail and a third clamping surface

qiaced firom the opening in the tail;

said shank defining a protruding fourth clamping surface

underlying said opening and adapted to fit into the open-
ing to contact said cable therethrough and to deflect said

free end of said cable away from the shank, upwardly out

of the tail through said opening, said second clamping
surface axially spmoeA from the fourth clamping surface

along the length of the cable such that no portion of the

second clamping surface overlies the fourth clamping
surface when the male member is rotated to a clamping
position;

said shank defining a region adjacent to the fourth clamping
surfr»e and underiying the portion of the second clamping

surfiMC closest to die female member when the male mem-
ber is rotated to the clamping position, said region shaped

to prevent confinement and shearing of the free end of the

cable between the second clamping surface and the r^ion
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nd to ensore that the fim end ofthe cable is clamped only bounded on an anterior side by a slanted ridge which is
between the first and third clamping surfaces and between operative for exerting an axial tractive force uoon the
the second and fourth damiring surfaces.

i~
«

AFOCAL REFRACTOR TELESGOPES
Iain A. NcO, Glawm, ScodiDd, MrigMr to Birr * Strood

M32997

Filed S«^ 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,200
priorUy, anUatkm Unitwl Kingdoim Oct 8, 1900,

U.&a390-U
iM. a> G02B i/oa 15/02

OCfadw

IMAGE
SPACE IS

annular ridge of the fiber optic cable such that the fiber
optic cable is seated against the semiconductor device.

1. An afocal refractor telescope formed by an achromatic
telephoto objective system and a fixed focus eyepiece system
aligned on a common optical axis and arranged to provide an
internal real image, said objective system being formed by a
primary lens element and a secondary lens element and said
eyepiece being formed by at least two lens elements, each of
the lens elements of the telescope being made of a material
having a useful spectral bandpass in the infrared wavelength
region and having refractive surfaces intercepting said optical
axis, at least one of the refractive surfaces of said primary
objective lens elements being aspheric and each of the refrac-
tive surfaces of the other lens elements of the telescope being
substantially spherical,the aspheric surface possessing only a
small degree of asphericity with a maximum aspheric depth of
the same order as the wavelengths of said spectral bandpass,
the secondary objective lens element being negatively pow-
ered and having a refractive index equal to or lower than the
refractive index of the primary objective lens element which is

poMtively powered, the telescope having an internal f-number
in the airspace between the primary and secondary objective
lens elements of the order of 1.0.

4,479,C97
FIBER OPTICS COMMUNICATIONS MODULES

Nariadcr S. Kapuqr, Woodside, and Fred C. Unterieitner, Palo
Aho, both of Calif., assignors to Kaptron, Inc., Palo Alto,

Continaation-in-part of Ser. No. 66,367, Aug. 14, 1979, Pat No.
4,329,017. lUs appUcatioB Not. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 325,256
Hie portion of the term of this patait sobieqwiit to May 11,

1999, has been Mm^i»h»rH

lat a^ G02B 7/26
U.S.a 350-96.18 31Clafai8

4,479,696
HOUSING FOR INTERFACING A SEMICONDUCTOR

DEVICE WTIH A FIBER OPTIC CABLE
Dwiald L. Labto, Los AHoa; Jota UebWng, Palo Aho; DoMid A.

Shipley, Lea Ahos Hflla, and Rkkaoa Son, Palo Alto, aU of^n MrifBon to llewktt.PM±aid Coapany, Palo AHo,
QUif.

Owtlnaatloa of Ser. No. 166,721, JaL 7, 1980, abandoned. Iliis
PpUartfcm Mar. 24, 1963, Ser. No. 478,217

IM. a^ G02B 7/26
UAa350-96J0 6Clatos

1. An apparatus for interfacing a semiconductor device to a
fiber optic cable having an annular ridge, said ^>paratus com-
prising a housing having:

a containment section for contaming the semiconductor
device;

first and second opposed and spreadable jaws extending
from the containment section;

a slot formed by the jaws and being in axial alignment with
the containment section, said slot being operative for
receiving and axially aligning the fiber optic cable with
the semicondactor device; and

an annular gap disposed around a portion of the slot and
formed by the first and second jaws, the annutor gap being

22. A fiber optics coupler comprising:
a body of optically transparent material having a portion

defining a spherical dichroic surface that is substantially
refiective for light of a first waveloigth and substantially
transmissive for light ofa second wavelength, said surface
being characterized by a self-conjugate plane having the
property that a point source of light of said first wave-
length in said self-conjugate plane is imaged in said self-

conjugate plane;

a first optical transceiver terminal adapted to register an
optical transceiver at a first location within said self-con-
jugate plane;

a second optical transceiver terminal adapted to register an
optical transceiver at a second location within said self-

conjugate plane separated from said first location, said
first and second locations being on opposite sides of a
radial axis, being displaced equal amounts from said radial
axis such that the center of curvature of said spherical
dichroic surface lies on the straight line between said first

and second locations, whereupon said first and second
locations are conjugate so that a point source of light of
said first wavelength at one of said first and second loca-
tions is imaged at the other of said first and second loca-
tions;

whereupon light ofsaid first wavelength diverging from said
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first location is imaged at said second location while light

of said second wavelength diverging from said first loca-

tion passes through said dichroic surface along a first

optictd path, and whereupon light of said first wavelength
diverging from said second location b imaged by said

dichroic surface at said first location while light of said

second wavelength diverging firom said second location

passes through said dichroic surface along a second opti-

cal path;

mirror means having a portion defining a spherical surface

that is at least partly reflective for light of said second

wavelength, said mirror means being interposed in said

first optical path to reflect light of said second wavelength

back throu^ said dichroic surface and image said light

thus reflected at a third location proximate said first and
second locations; and

a third optical transceiver terminal adapted to register an

optical transceiver at said third location to provide optical

coupling at said second wavelength between optical trans-

ceivers located at said first and third locations.

speed below a maximum rotational speed to prevent the sur-

faces of the reflectorized bodies from becoming a blur which

would occur if they rotate too fast, said means for limiting the

rotational speed of the shaft including a bore in each end wall

of the housing receiving the shaft, a flaoge on the outer ends of

4,479,696

UGHT EMTITING ASSEMBLY AND A METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

William C. Landia, Lancaster, and Paul Nynl, New Holland,

both of Pa., assignors to RCA Corpwatimi, New York, N.Y.

Ffled May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,097

Int a^ G02B 7/26

VS. CL 350-96JO SCIains

4,479,699

WIND DRIVEN ROTATABLE REFLECTOR FOR
VEHICLES

Richard Bolte, P.O. Box 1745, Waana, Wis. 54401

Filed Mar. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 242^46
Int a' G02B 5/12

VJS.a 350-99 3 daims
1. A wind driven rotatable reflector adapted to be mounted

on the front ofa motorcycle comprising a hollow body having

an open firont and rear end adapted to be mounted on the front

fender of a motorcycle, a horizontal shaft rotatably joumaled

in said housing, a plurality ofwind driven blades in the form of

reflectorized bodies mounted on said shaft for rotation in re-

sponse to air passing thereover and to provide a flashing effect

for observation by perscms in front of the motorcycle, said

reflectorized bodies including staggered surfaces to provide a

flashing effect, means associated with said shaft to maintain its

the shaft to retain it in the housing, and a pair of longitudinal

splits in each end of the shaft extending inwardly to enable

centrifugal force to move the ends of the shaft outwardly when
rotating above a predetermined maximum speed to frictionally

engage the periphery of the bore to provide a braking effect on

the shaft

4,479,700

MICROSCOPE
Knnlomi Abe, 870-72, Aza-Shingahira, Higashitanuai-cho,

Tamnd-ku, Kobe, Japan

Filed Jon. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,164

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1981, 56-97320

Int a^ G02B 21/06

VS.a 350-523 2 Oains

1. In a light emitting assembly comprising a semiconductor

light emitting device having an emitting facet, an optical fiber

positioned so that light emitted therefrom enters an end face of

said fiber and an optical coupling medium between said fscet

and said end face;

the improvement comprising said optical coupling medium
extending between said facet and said end face, having a

maximum diameter which is comparable to the diameter

of said fiber and tapering in decreasing thickness from said

facet and said end face and wherein the spacing between

said facet and said end face is between about 0.S and about

3 times the diameter of said fiber.

1. A microscope, arranged to illuminate an object for obser-

vation with a source of illuminating light producing a light

beam which passes through one half of an objective lens di-

vided in two halves by a spUt plane substantially including the

optical axis of said microscope and to effect mapiified observa-

tion or photography of said object with an imaging Ught pass-

ing through the other half of said objective lens in a direction

opposite to said illuminating light with negUgible light scatter-

ing which interferes with the image; characterized by an iris

fixedly positioned in the vicinity of a point which is conjugate

with the entrance pupil of said objective lens and having a

configuration conforming substantially with the configuration

of said one halfof said objective lens for confining incidence of

said illuminating Ught into said objective lens to a part of said

one half, a lens system for focusing the light source at the

position of the iris, said lens system including a first condenser

lens adjoining asid light source, a strobotron positioned at the
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point of coUectkn of light from said first condenser lens, a
thermal protection filter following said strobotron, and a sec-
ond condenaer lens foUowing said thermal protection filter
optical means in close proximity to said objective lens for
directmg said iUuminating light through said lens and means in
cloae prowmity to said optical means and said objective lens
for shielding said iUuminating Ught fttwn said imaging light

4,479,701
DUAL COUPLER FIBER OPTIC RECIRCULATING

MEMORY
**S!2.^ ?^'^^ ^*^ ^'^ ^<*» E. Bower., Mountain

Vtew, and Herbert J. Shaw, StaaAwd, all of Califs aaiianon to
Ldawl Stanftord Janlor Ualmilty, Stanfbfd, Caltt^

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 324,215
Int a' G02B 5/772UAa 350-96.16

jj ciain«

rial having a first hyer of high strength metallic material,
a second layer ofelectrically insulating material bonded to

said first teyer and at least two electrical conductors
bonded to said second layer.

4,479,703
FRAME FOR MULTI-PURPOSE EYEGLASSES

Kari Eaghofte MetaUwarenlUirik GrtH. WriMSTpJ
Rep. of Genuay

Filed Dec 10, 1901, Ser. No. 329,239
Oataa priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gemaay, Feb. 21.

1981, 3106562; Sep. 17, 1981, 3137000
'''™^' "^ '*'

U.S.a 351-123 SOaim

1. A fiber optic recirculating delay line, comprising:
a first optical coupling device;

a second optical coupling device;
a first optical fiber extending through both of said coupling

devices, said first fiber having two end portions and an
mtermediate portion, the first end portion extending from
a first side of said first coupling device, the second end
portion extending from a second side of said second cou-
pling device, and said intermediate portion extending
between a second side of said first coupling device and a
first side of said second coupling device;

a second optical fiber extending through both of said cou-
phng devices, said second fiber having two end portions
and a loop portion, the first end portion extending from
the second side of said first coupling device, the second
end portion extending from the fint side of said second
coupling device, and said loop portion extending between
the fint side of said first coupling device and the second
side of said second coupling device, said coupling devices
opticaUy coupling said first and second optical fibers for
transfer of light therebetween.

.«— M79,702A^OD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING ACOMPACT MULTI<X)NDUCrOR OPTICAL FIBER
COMMUNICATION CABLE

^^J'J^*' ^«*'""»» •«« J«*P«« Winter, New Haten,^of Coi«. a-lg^it. to OUn Corponrtlon, New Ha^S

FUad JiL 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,443

.,» ^ -« Irt. a' G02B J//tf
UAa350-96J3

30Clata.
1- An optical fiber communication cable, said cable compris-

•t least one optical fiber,

a Uibular cable core surrounding said at least one optical
fiber and being radiaUy spaced therefrom; and

«Md tubular cable core being formed from a composite mate-

1. Eyeglasses having a pair of hollow temple bows, each
temple bow having a free end and a hinged end. a retaining
means disposed in each temple bow and adapted to be with-
drawn from said free end of a respective bow. and character-
ized by the combination of the foUowing features:

(a) each of said retaining means comprising an elastic cord
having one end solidly attached to said hinged end of a
respective bow,

(b) each of said elastic cords being disposed in a hoUow
portion of a respective bow, and

(c) fastening means connected to the ends of said elastic
cords adapted to connect said ends of said cords behind
the head of a wearer when in an extended state, each
fastening means disposed in a recess at the free end of a
respective bow when the respective elastic cord is in a
non-extended state.

4*479704
TRIGGER DEVICE FOR ELECTRONIC FLASH

Makoto Maamagi, Tokyo, Japtt, MripMr to Cano
Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japtt

CoBtiBaatlon of Ser. No. 382,676, May 27, 1982, abaadoaed.
IWtappBcatloa Oct 11, 1983, Ser. No. 540,703

<3a<w priority, appUcatkM Japaa, Jaa. 18, 1981, 5644886

.le^.,.. I«.a3G03B75/a?
UAa354-137

gchtai
1. A trigger device for flash comprising:
shutter control signal producing means for producing a

shutter opening and ckMing operation control signal for
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opening and closing an electromagneticany driven shut- 4,479,706

.

ter, DISTANCE MEASURING ORCUTr
timer means for producing a delay output signal after the AUia TakahaaU, KawaaaU, Jivaa, aaripMr to Ricoh Coapaay,

lapse ofa certain predetermined time after the timer starts Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa
to operate with the shutter opening operation control ^^^ Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,291

signal from the shutter control signal producing means; Oi^^ priority, appUeatioB Japaa, Sep. 9, 1980, 55-125168;

airi Sep. 9, 1980, 55-125169; Sep. 9, 1980, 55-125170; Sep. 30, 1980.
55-136366; Sep. 30, 1980, 55-136367

lat CL3 G03B 3/00
U.S.a354—403 2Claian

COM. FF, ^Rb

CP£.
tti*

ANDs'

LEO*

flash trigger signal producing means for producing a trigger

signal for causing a flash device to emit the flash in re-

9pooae to the shutter closing operation control signal from
the shutter control signal producing means or the delay

output signal from the timer means whichever is later

when both signals are produced.

4,479,705

FILM TRANSPORTATION DEVICE IN CAMERA
Hideo TafluuBura, Tokyo; MatsaUde Matsada,

Toyotoai SonU, aad TakaiU Eado, both of Tokyo, aU of
Japaa, aadgnors to Caaoa KabaaUU Kalaha, Tokyo, Japaa

Coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 379,449, May 18, 1982, abaadoaed,
which if a coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 245,350, Mar. 19, 1981,
abaadoaed. lUs appUcatioB Jaa. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 459,219
OaiBM priority, appUcatioB Japaa, Mar. 22, 1980, 55-36766

lat a^ G03B 1/18, 19/04
U.S. CL 354—173.1 17 Oataas

1. A distance measuring circuit comprising:

a light projector means for projecting a light beam toward a
target;

a Ught receiver means for receiving reflected Ught from said

target and outputting a signal;

means for determining the level of said output signal from
said Ught receiver wherein said determining means in-

cludes a noise elimination means for eliminating noises in

said output signal from said Ught receiver means by means
of a digital processing means, whereby the operation of
said U^t projector means, said Ught receiver means and
said determining means is controUed in a predetermined
sequence by a control means; and

a conversion circuit for converting said signal from said light

receiver means into a binary digital signal, and wherein
said noise elimination means detects the frequency of
occurrence of a high level and a low level in the digital

signal from said conversion circuit, the high and the low
level being in a predetermined zone, and wherein the

output of said noise elimination means is determined to be
one of a high and a low level in accordance with said

fi«quency of occurrence.

4,479,707

EXPOSURE TIME REPRODUCING DEVICE
MaaayoaU Kiacki, Tokyo, aad Nobaaki Sakarada, Kaaapwa,

both of Japaa, aaaigaors to Caaoa Kabnahikl Kaiaha, Tokyo,
Japaa

Filed Aag. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 410,883

daiau priority, appUcatiOB Japaa, Aag. 31. 1981. 56-137159

lat a^ G03B 7/093

U.S. a. 354-^426 3

14. A winding device for a camera, comprising:

a first drive system for performing a single-frame advance in

correspondence to a film winding operation by means of a
film;

a second drive system for performing a single-fhune advance
in correqwndenoe to the fihn winding operation without

film; and

means for actuating one of the first and second drive sys-

tems.

,1. An exposure time generating apparatus for a camera
having leading and trailing shutter curtains, comprising:

(a) data shift means for expanding a digital datum represent-

ing a iogarithmicaUy suppressed exposure time value by
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•Wftfag the frMtkmal put of the digital datum according
to the content of the integral part thereof;

(b) digital data acUusting means for adjusting the shifted
digital datum in accordance with an exposure time correc-
tion datum;

(c) read-out means for reading out the adjusted digital datum
with pulses of predetermined, frequency; and

(d) control means for producing a signal for controlling the
traiUng shutter curtain when the digital datum read out by
the read-out means reaches a predetermined value.

4,479.709
CLEANING METHOD FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY

AND MEANS THEREFOR
KastaUro Syukori; SatoaU Haaeda, and Masahiko Itaya, aU of

Hachi«tji, Japan, aasigaors to KonlsUroka Photo ladnstry
Co^ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jm. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 384,341
Clalns priority, appUcatioa Japan, JoL 24, 1981, 56-11659S

lot di G03G J5/08
U.S.a355-15 29Caalm

4,479,708
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION SYSTEM OF UGHT

MEASURING CIRCUTr
RyiUi Tokada, Tokyo, Japan, nHwaor to Canon KabusUki

Tokyo, Japan

FDad Jn. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 393,303
priority, appUcatkm Japaa, JnL 7, 1981, 56-106400

lit a^ G03B 7/083; G05F S/08
U5.a354.^l27 4CUi^

1. A temperature compensated exposure control circuit for a
camera comprising:

(•) a regulator including a portion for generating a first
voltage having a characteristic proportional to an absolute
temperature derived from difTerences between current
densities of a pair of transistors and another portion for
^««ting a second voltage having a negative thermal
coefficient by utilizing the fact that the voltage across the
base-emitter path of a transistor has a negative thermal
coefficient, said regulator putting out said first voltage
proportional to the absolute temperature and a voluge of
very small thermal coefficient by adding said first voltage
and said second voltage;

(b) a photosensitive element; '

(c) operational amplifier means for amplifying the output of
said photosensitive element;

(d) means fbr feeding back the output of said operational
ampUfier means to an input of said operational amplifier
means, said feedback means including a first semiconduc-
tor element for compressing the output of said photosensi-
tive dement;

(e) coimection means for connecting said first voltage to a
non-inverting input terminal of said operational ampUfier-
and

(0 • second semiconductor element for expanding the' output
of sakl operational amplifier.

1. In an electrophotography apparatus, an improved clean-
ing means for removing a residual toner from the surface ofan
image forming member, said cleaning means being located
downstream of a toner transferring area, said cleaning means
comprising:

a wmductive cleaning member arranged adjacent said image
forming member, and

means for applying an alternating electric field between said
conductive cleaning member and said surface of the image
forming member for causing said residual toner on said
surface of the image forming member to move off of said
surface and to adhere onto said conductive cleaning mem-
ber under the influence of forces applied to said residual
toner by said alternating electric field; and

illuminating means for illuminating the surface of said image
forming member alter transferring of a toner image to a
recording medium and said alternating electric field is

applied so as to eliminate the charge on the illuminated
surftce portion of said image forming member to facilitate
said moving off of said residual toner under the influence
of said alternating electric field.

4,479,710
APPARATUS FOR STORING, TRANSPORTING AND
EXPOSING PHOTOSENSITIVE FILM FOR CAMERA

QMBtiB D. Vaaghaa, Hollywood,FK tHlgMV to Vlnal Graph-
ics Corporatloa, Tanarac, Fla.

Conthinatioa-ln.part of Ser. No. 353,637, Mar. 1, 1982,. lUg
appUcatioa Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,915

lot CL3 G03B 29/00
UAa 355—28 10 rtmh^

1. Apparatus for use in combination with a camera having an
object plane and an image plane comprising:

a. an elongated table coupled to the camera having a top
surface paraUel to the image pUme of the camera;

b. a fihn transport section shdably carried on the table at one
end thereof;

c. a light tight cassette on the transport section;
d. a supply of imaging film in said cassette;
e. means carried by the transport section to advance at least

a portion of the imaging fihn from the cassette on to the
table;

f. a transparent pkten carried by the table to receive light
directed through the camera ftt)m the object plane;

g. an elongated flexible sheet of li^^t filtering material yield-
ably secured at one end within the transport section and
adapted to be extended from said transport section along
the table to overlie the platen;

h. control means to advance the imaging film across the table
and beneath the light filtering material to overlie the
platen;
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i. a vacuum bar carried by the table adjacent the platen and
beneath the elongated flexible sheet;

j. an elongated groove between the platen and the vacuum
bar,

k. a fitting to couple a vacuum source to said groove;
1. valve means to control the vacuum source to evacuate air

from the space between the flexible sheet and the platen to

first create a pressure differential across the said flexible

sheet in the area above the elongated groove to bring the

film into contact upon the platen in said area and thereaf-

ter squeegee the remaining air out of the space between
the flexible sheet and the platen; and

m. means, including said valve means, to interrupt the vac-

uum source and release the atmospheric pressure against

the flexible sheet and the film.

4,479,711

MASKAUGNER
Maaao Koangi, Y<Aohaaia; Iflroakl Sato; Kano Takahaihi, both

of Tokyo; lehlro IsUyama, and ShuidI Yabo, both of Kawa-
aaU, all of Jivan, aadgnon to Canon Kabushflri Kalaha,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,366

ULCUOOiB 27/52

VS.a 355-43 4 CUdn

i 1 i M I t-^5

^^^
»—
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1. A mask for use with a mask aligner having means for

detecting alignment of said mask with a wafer and means for

transferring patterns on said mask to the wafer, said detecting

means being capable of resolving patterns having line width

less than or equal to 1, and said transferring means being ar-

ranged to be capable of transferring patterns having line width

of L and to be incapable of transferring patterns of line width

less than or equal to 1, where L is greater than 1, said mask

having:

an actual element pattern thereon, for transfer by said trans-

ferring means to the wafer, said actual element pattern

having a minimum line width equal to L, and

an alignment pattern thereon utilized by said detecting

means to align said mask and the wafer, said alignment

element pattern having a maximum line width equal to 1.

4,479,712

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A
SELECTED ENLARGEMENT OF A GRAPHIC IMAGE

Kenneth D. Poraell, Goleta, Calif., asaivMr to Prof. BkMdgood's
Photographic Eatporiaai, Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif.

Filed Aug. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 412,216

lat a.} G03B 27/52
VS.a 355—55 17 <

1. Apparatus for producing an enlargement of a graphic

image comprising

a light tight housing having an extended hollowed out cen-

tral area and a light tight aperture located at one end
thereof which is adapted to receive and pass a graphic

image to be enlarged to a predetermined location along

the center axis of and at said one end of said hollowed out

central area;

a lens shroud including means defining a planar lens support

having a fixed focal length lens at the center thereof and
sidewalk extending therefrom forming a central cavity on

one side of said fixed focal length lens, said lens shroud

and said fixed focal length lens being moveably located

within said hollowed out central area with said fixed focal

length lens located adjacent said predetermined location

and said central cavity positioned towards said other end

of said hollowed out central area, said lens shroud being

moveable within said hollowed out central area over a

preselected distance to position said fixed focal length lens

at any location within said preselected distance and in

alignment with the predetermined location adapted to

receive a said graphic image, said lens having a focal

length at least equal to said preselected distance;

a gantry housing including sidewalls for defining a passage-

way which terminates in an opening at one end thereof

and a planar mat support at the other end thereof, said

gantry housing being positioned within said hollowed out

central area and moveable within said housing and with

the opening located in slideable light sealing engagement
with the lens shroud sidewalls enabling the lens shroud

and gantry housing to be moved towards and away from

each other and moveable relative to the housing, said

planar mat support being located at said other end of said

passageway and being adapted to receive and position a

strip of material having a base material with a coated

surface thereon, which coated surface is responsive to a

predetermined quantity of selected actinic radiation to

produce an image, said gantry housing being moveable

within a second preselected distance to position said pla-

nar mat support at any location within said second prese-

lected distance and in idignment with the predetermined

location adapted to receive a said gn^hic inuge and in

aUgnment with said lens located therebetween, said planar
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mat rapport being adapted to poiitk» the coated surface
toward and in alignment with said lens; and

difGnential adjusting means operatively coupled to said lens
shroud and to said gantry housing for selectively moving
said lens shroud towards and away from said predeter-
mined location to position said lens at a selected location
withm said preselected distance and for selectively mov-
ing said gantry housing towards and away from said pie-
detemmed location and relative to said lens shroud to
portion said planar mat rapport at a selected location
wiOmsaid second preselected distance enabling said lens
to fbcus an enlarged image ofa said graphic image located
at said predetemuned location onto said planar mat sur-
ftce, the magnitiide of the enlargement being determined
by the distance between the lens and the predetermined
location and the distance between the planar mat surface
and said lens.

means for directing Ught to said target region;
electric means for detecting light reflected from a specimen

at said target region and for producing a signal propor-
tional to the reflection density of the specimen;

and means for reflecting said light reflected from Uid target
region to said Ught detecting means;

said Ught reflecting means including an annuhv elUpsoidal
Ught reflecting surface, and said electric means and said
target region being respectively located at the foci of said
eUipsoidal surface;

4,479,713

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE MASKS
°?!-^li^ ^ ''^**^'*' ^"^'^ Mi'g'or to Durst (UX)

1217048

Flhd Apr. 27, IMS, Scr. No. 489,201
priority, appUottioB Uiltwl Kingdom, Jnn. 11, 1982,

VS.a 385-74
lit a^ G03B 27/SS

9Gaiffl8

«aid Ught directing means including a source of Ught in an
opaque holder located inside said annular eUipsoidal sur-
face, said light directing means and said electric means
bemg located, together with said target region, on the axis
of said elUpsoidal surface.

so that a compact optical assembly of about one inch thick-
ness extends between said target region and said Ught
detecting means.

4,479,715
OPTICAL rotahon-sensing interferometer

WITH (3X3M2X2) DIRECnONAL COUPLER
Sang K. Sh«ra^ 3105 Taai O'Shmrter, RIchafdaon, Tex. 75080

FDcd Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 358,590
Int a' GOIC 19/64: G02B 5/14

1. An exporare mask for photographic material for automati-
aiUy determmmg the distance such photographic material is
advanwdto match the distance advanced to the size of print
being produced, said mask comprising:

a. a poiitionable covering member forming an edge extend-mg trravenely of the direction of photographic material
transport and defining an edge of an aperture through
which hght can reach said photographic material;

b. a meMurmg wheel for rotation in response to the transport
of said photographic material past the mask;

c. switching means for stopping the transport of said photo-
graphic material;

*^

daswitching member movable in a given ratio to the rota-
tional movement of said measuring wheel for operating
said switchmg means to stop the transport of said phottJ
graphic material; and

e. mra responsive to the positioning ofsaid covering mem-
ber for estabbshing the ratio of movement of said switch-
ing member and said measuring wheel.

-»- 4*479,714
BFLECnON DENSTTOMETER WITH ELLIPSOID

REFLECnON SURFACE
Lao 1. UfcwMOO* B«lli RA, CWrry Hill, NJ. 08034

mad Apr. 14, 1981, Ssr. N<i. 254,191
htLCL^OOm 21/55

ufa-i»-w ISCUm
1. A reflection densitometer cnmpiMiiig

.

mans defining a target region for a specimen whose reflec-
tion density to be measured;

U.S. a. 356—350 9Claims

^^^^^^^^^^^

1. A Sagnac ring interferometer for measuring robrtion rates
of the type for use with a Ught source for intioducing an input
light beam into the interferometer and photodetectors for
measuring the intensity of the interferometer output beams,
said interferometer comprising:

a fiber-optic loop for providing a closed optical path for two
counter-propagating Ught beams and for providing two
output beams with a relative phase shift due to rotiition in
the plane of the fiber-optic loop;

(3x3) optical coupUng means for coupUng the input Ught
beam into the interferometer, for q)Utting the input Ught
beam into two input components and for coupUng the
output tight beams to the photodetectors; and

(2x2) optical coupUng means, disposed between said (3x3)
coupUng means and said fiber-optic loop, for coupUng the
mput Ught beam components into said fiber-optic loop and
for coupUng the output beams from said fiber-optic loop
to said (3X 3) coupUng means while providing for interfer-
ence between the ou^t beams.
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4,479,716

INCREMENTAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT
Gnnthcr Ndlc, Bcrgn, Fed. Rep. of Gcraany, aaaigaor to Jo-

hannes HeMeahahi GmbH, Traaareot, Fed. Rep. of Gcnttny
FDcd Oct 5, 1981, Scr. No. 308,792

Oainis priority, appUcatkM Fed. Rep. of Gcnnqr, Oct 7,

1980,3037810

Int a^ GOID 5/245
VS.a 356-374 7

1. In an incremental measuring device comprising a measur-
ing scale which defines a grid, a pluraUty of reference marks
fixedly positioned with req)ect to the scale, means for sensing

the reference marks and generating a reference signal in re-

sponse thereto, and means, responsive to a control signal, for

controUing the measuring device, the improvement compris-
ing:

a set of optical elements;

means for positioning the set of optical elements to postions

associated with respective selected ones of the pluraUty of
reference marks;

means for opticaUy sensing the brightness of the set of opti-

cal elements and for generating a selection signal in re-

sponse thereto;

means for generating the control signal in response to the

reference signal and the selection signal such that the
control signal is generated only when Uie reference signal

is present and the selection signal is simultaneously in a
predetermined state;

means for conducting the control signal to the control

means;

a scanning unit mounted for relative movement along the

scale;

said positioning means comprising means, mounted to the

scanning unit, for adjusting individual ones of the optical

elements such that each of the optical elements is movable
along the direction of the scale into alignment with any
selected one of the reference marks.

4^79,717
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE POSITION OF AN

OBJECT
Jean Comillaalt, Noay, Fraaec, aarigwr to Compagnic ladna*

tridle dcs Laacrs COaa AkMtd, Mareooaria, Rraaee

Filed Jn. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 390,734

Oains priority, appikatiM Frincc, Jo. 23, 1981, 81 12279

Int CL^ GOIB 11/00
VS.a 356-375 5 CUw

1. Measuring apparatus for measuring the position of an
object, the apparatus comprising:

a U|^t generator capable ofemitting a beam ofUght along an
emission axis to Uluminate the surface of said object;

a photoelectric recdvei^

a converging optical measurement system having a recep-

tion field that shares a volume of space in common with

said emission beam, the optical system being suitable for

forming an image of at least a portion of said iUuminated

surftce when the object passes through said common
volume, whereby at least some of the li^t firom the emis-

sion beam is diffbsed from the object to said receiver; and
means for processing the electrical signal deUvered by said

receiver in response to iUumination by said diflused light;

wherein said receiver comprises at least two photodectric

measurement detectors having reception surfaces dis-

posed next to one another along a straight Une that mter-

sects said emission axis, said measurement detecton re-

ceiving Ught diffused in re^ective different reception

fields in said common volume, said reception fields over-

limping partially in such a manner that as the object moves
from a minimum distance from the measuring apparatus to

a maximum distance therefrom through said common
volume, the response ofeach detector is to give an electri-

cal signal that rises from a minimum value to a peak value

and then falls back to the mininnim
, with the detectors

being activated successively and with the peak response of
each detector co-inciding substantiaUy with the beginning
of the rise in the response of the next successive detector,

whereby the object moving in said manner initiaUy occu-
pies a first zone in which it activates a first detector on its

own, then a second zone in which it activates both the first

detector and and a second detector, and so on until it

arrives in a last zone in which activates a Uvt detector on
its own, with measurement being performed on the basn
of the signal from the detector having a rising slope of
response with increasing object distance for the zone in

wluch the object is located, and with no meuurement
being performed when the object is in the last zone and
activates the last detector on its own;

\\t/
' \ l/

\

\

wherein the apparatus further includes a reference photoe-

lectric detector having a reception surface placed close to

that of said photoelectric receiver, and a reference optical

system for forming an image of the illuminated surface of
the object on the reference detector, with the reference

detector having a reception field that includes the entire

iUuminated surface of the object regardless of its position

in the common volume, wherri>y the reference detector

ddivers an electrical signal proportional to the total Ught

power difAised by the object;

and wherein said electrical signal processing means com-
prise:

a logic circuit connected to receive the electrical output

signals from the measurement detectors to determine from
said output signals the zone m which the object is kxated.

and to select the corresponding detector having a rising

response with increasing object distance in said detected

zone;

a divider circuit connected to receive the output signal from
the selected detector and to receive the output signal from
the reference detector, and to deUver an oatpax ratio

signal proportional to the ratio between the ampUtndes of
said signals received thereby; and

a processor circuit capable ofdetermining the distance ofthe

object on the basis of its zone and said ratio signal.
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THREE DIRECnON MEASUREMENTS FOR
CHARACTERIZATION OF A SURFACE CONTAINING

METALUC PARTICLES
Otfida AlMm Royiri OdK, Mieh^ MrifMT to E. L Da PoBt de
N«ito« aad QMpnjr, WOirii«toa, DcL

Flhd Jo. 17, 1982, Scr. No. 389,287
laL a.) GOU 3/46

\JS.CL3S6~408 30^^

otntiw

VBUjWaCAM

thereof whereby said cover retains said liquid within said
container and said pad provides for upward mixing mo*

/»

i^^SSSSS^^SS^SJ^^ I

OCTILIW

ssss^s^^^^

um.1 trntcT

1. An improved method for instrumentally characterizing
the optical properties of a paint fihn containing metallic flakes
by using multiangular spectrophotometric measurements to
derive color constants for the paint, wherein the improvement
comprises using three multiangular measurements utilizing the
techniques ofDetector Modulated Reflectance, taken at angles
of about 15', 45% and 110', as measured from the specular
angle with an iUumination angle of 45* relative to the metallic
paint fihn being optically characterized and determining X, Y
and Z tristimulus values of a paint fihn by using the following
equations:

tion of said liquid contents with like and equal reactionary
forces thereby providing for npid mixing of said liquids.

4,479,720
APPARATUS FOR ROTATING REACnON VESSELS IN

INCLINED POSTURE
Ei Mochida; TakasU Kndo, both ofTokyo; ToshiyuU Sopwara,

Saitama, and Mlnoru Tsnmnrt, Tokyo, all of Japan, awigiion
to Mochida Pharmaceutical Co„ Lti, Tokyo, Japan

Plied Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,251
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 8, 1981, 56-160461

Int a3 B04B 9/10; GOIN 31/00UAa 366-214
11 ctoim.

f
3«)

R(K)EOi)x(K)dk

830
y- \ R(MEQi)y(K)d\

3tt

830
Z- J ^(X)£(X)f(X)JX

360

wherein

R is the reflectance factor data,

X, y, i date on the sensitivity of the human eye,
E is the irradiance of a light source and
X function of wavelength in the visible Ught spectrum from
360-830 nanometers.

4,479,719

DRINK MIXING APPARATUS
DwJd^B. McGvtMy, 4596 Manitoa Rd., EzceUor. Minn.

FIM Aog. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,683
lot CLi BOIF 15/00UAa 366-130 5CUd„„

1. In combmation. a circular container cover pad, container,
and circdar base cover pad comprinng:

a. circular container cover including a vinyl closed-ceU foam
of I" thick and 3" diameter, urethane fihn Uuninated on
both sides thereof, and a single semi-circuku- groove of
two inches projecting mwardly 1/16" to J" to said cover
for accepting a hp of a container,

b. container inchiding a Up, sides, and structural base sup-
ported for accepting and retaining a pluraUty of Uquids;
and,

c. circular base pad ofa smooth vinyl, closed-ceU foam of6"
diameter inchiding urethane fihn Uuninated on both sides

11. An apparatus for rotatmg reaction vessels in an mcUned
posture comprising:

a first plate;

a shaft for rototably supportmg said first plate, said shaft
being rotated by a first electric motor via a reduction gear
at a predetermined speed;

a pluraUty of holes provided on an edge portion of the first

plate in an equally spaced relationship;

a pluraUty of reaction vessel holden fitted into the holes,
said reaction vessel holders having a first portion located
over the first plate so as to hold a reaction vessel, a fitting
portion adapted to fit the reaction vessel holder through
the hole, and a contact portion is located under the first
plate;

a second pbte which is rotatably supported by the shaft, one
side face of which is provided with a first gear which is

adapted to engage with a corresponding second gear
provided on the side face of the contact portion of each
reaction vessel holder;

a third gear secured to the rear face of the second plate, said
second plate being routed by means ofa second motor via
a reduction gear, a fourth gear engaging with the third
gear and the reduction gear, and the third gear for rotating
the reaction vessel holders via the second plate at a prede-
termined speed; and

a base fixing the shaft in such a manner that the reaction
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vessel holders may be incUned at a predetermined angle to

a horizontal plane.

f479,7ii

AGITATOR FOR GRAPE MASH FERMENTATION
TANKS

Httbert Rteaer, TilitrMW 33, 7121 lagmhetn. Fed. Rep. of

Filed No?. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 321,328

Cbdai priority, appttcatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 18,

1980,3043541

lot a^ BOIF 7/18

VS.a 366—327 6 Oaims

1. An agitator for red grape mash comprising in combina-

tion:

a vertical rotary shaft with

rods projecting outwardly therefrom for reception in red

grape mash having gnpe cake therein;

stirring wings carried by said rod^

each of said wings having at least one first central section

incUned at an angle reUtive to the sense of rotation for

transporting the grape mash and for cutting pieces of the

gnpc cake in an upward or downward direction accord-

ing to the direction of inclination and the sense of rotation;

each of said wings having also at least one second end sec-

tion connecting with one end ofsaid first central section to

cut the grape cake at the surface of the mash into pieces,

said second section being inclined in the same direction as

•aid first section but at an angle smaller than the angle of

incUnation of said first section;

and means for slowly rotating said shaft in one direction,

stopping said shaft,

and rotating said shaft in the opposite direction;

two groups of said rods and stirring wings being provided;

said stirring wmgs of said two groups bdng oppositely in-

cUned such that during rotation a first group of said stir-

ring wings conveys the grape mash in one axial dkection;

while the stirring wings of the second group convey the

grape mash in the opposite axial direction,

the rods and stirring wings of the two groups being stag-

gered relative to each other in the direction of rotation of

Uie agitator shaft.

earth, and for inputting third date representotive of a

standard time different from said standard time repre-

sented by said lirst data;

calculator means responsive to said clock means and said

input means for generating fourth data representotive of

the position of the sun at the location represented by said

second date and at the time represented by at least said

third data; and

display means responsive to said calculator means for visu-

ally displaying indicia representotive of said position of

the sun.

4^79,723

ANALOG ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE DRIVE
CIRCUITRY FOR ENERGIZING STEPPING MOTOR

DRIVE COIL IN FULL AND INTERMEDUTE
EXCITATION STATES, AND METHOD THEREFOR

Manham'Shida, Tokyo, Japan, aarignor to Seiko Instruments A
EleetroDics Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,213

Oaims priority, appUcatlon Japui, May 23, 1980, 55-68450

Int a? G04F 5/00

U.S.a 368—157 35 Claims

j~nML I' t -H H

gJoxK O IV

T- III'
01 M OlSOMOlSr

4,479,722

ELECTRONIC DIGTTAL DISPLAY WATCH HAVING
SOLAR AND GEOGRAPHICAL FUNCnONS

Ibrahim M. Salah, SalihanartmMe 7, 2503 Bid, Switierlaad

Cootiaaation of Scr. No. 271^59, Jon. 9, 1981, abandoned. HiIs

appUcatfcw Ju. 16, 1981, Scr. No. 274,264

Chdns priority, application SwitaerlaBd, Jan. 10, 1980,

4453/80

IBL OJ G04B 19/26

VS. a. 368-17 23 dain
1. A timepiece comprising:

clock means for keeping standard time and generating first

dato representotive thereof;

input means for inputting second dato representative of a

longitudinal position and a latitudinal position on the

1. In an electronic timepiece having a stepping motor com-

prised of a stotor, rotor and drive coil; and time-indicating

means connected to the stepping motor for indicating time in

response to rotation of the rotor: circuit means for periodically

energizing the drive coil by periodically applying thereto drive

signals so as to rototionally drive the rotor in a stepwise man-

ner in a forward direction of rototion, said circuit means in-

cluding means operative during each energization period for

sequentially energizing the drive coil first in a full exciution

state by q>plying thereto a first drive signal compcuent com-
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P«edof . pulte of unifonn voltige level to apply . given

SS?^J?I!f to the drive coU effective to .tteit iidtiatedmmg of the rotor in the forwud diiection from unS
I^JS?^2l!°^

then m m intennediate excitation state by•gW thereto 1 woond drive agnd component to apply^Z^Z !« th«, Mid given effectivV power to Ae
m^^ Sl^!^^^ ^ .*°*^ completion of the driving of the

^JS^"^ •* •?* *^ ^"^*^ "«»« of rotation by

b^T^HT?"^^ of the rotor in the revene diiection

S^nS.^""SP"^ after the rotor has forw«dIyrouS

S^JLiSf^ ttgutar extent towards its new positSthereby stabihzmg the operation of the Stepping motor

M7',724
WATCR.RES1STINC SnuCTURE FOR A WATCHMwateka Mrtaawto, aid Toahio Manta, both of TanaihL^^ "te*/" ^**^ '*'*«*^ I^ Tokyo. JwuT
o^ _j^ Ai» a. MM, Sar. No. 82S.1M ^

ia6W8(U]; Jan. 21. 1983. 38.6903
"^ "*» ^ '«2, 57-

aho«ddsr at Ae owner Of the axiafly extending inside wall andAe bottom thereof, a back made of hard me3 having a loS-tudmal clastiaty modulus hirger than 25.000 kg/mm*. m«S.
for secunng said back to the bottom of said casTbody a Sn.forament m«nber having an ouside wall and secured to the"^ ^•".«f,«^<» back so that a groove is ddSSfby Seouta.de wall ofsMd reinforcement member and the iS<te vSuofMid recessed shoulder, and an O-ring engaged with^

.— ,» M79,726
APPARATUS FOR CALIBRATING SURFACE
,
ipiPERATURE MEASURING DEVICB

nW Mar. 28, 1983, Sar. No. 479J9e

2Clahii8

i^Uj^'

II n

tJiA^'!^*^ ***^** ^°' • witchcase having a case

^«iiSi."^.*^ comprising a sealing memberWteTfcompressible material for sealing said watohcase-
• movable member which is moved in the axial direction of

.„**f
:r*tohcaseaiKi attnoapheric pressure; and

.SiSf ™S^ ^f "»*?» "^^ '°°^*»>'« «»«>««' to said•«Jmg^ber for mamtaining watertightiiess of the

«id seahng member and elastic member being such thatwb« said movable member is moved by said dSSen^
tne movement of the movable member.

4,479,725

u. ... ^ ..
WATCHCASE

Hlroahl loW^TaMaU, aid ToaUakI Sawada, KhakamL both of

574^ ''^' ""''^ •''^ Apr. 20, 1982. 57.

1. Pbrtable apparatin for calibrating thermoelectric surface
temperature measuring devices for use with a process control
pipe line comprising in combination:

(a.) a cylindrical shaped metal calibrator rod selectively
mounted to a heater controller^

(b.)wntroUed electrical heating ilieans mounted within said

^fi^^T"^^"^^ ' Proportiomd output heat-

^*'L" ;!«|><^^. platinum resistance thermometer probe
mounted within said metaJ rod. said probe being con-
nected to said proportional output heating controUer-

(e.) a second standard phitinum resistance probe mounted on

nl^r "f^fJ^ "^ P"** '^« electricall/cc^
nected to a standard temperature readout meter; whereby
a tOTpcrature sensor with the process control pipe line b
cahbrated by said portable calibrating apparatus.

4,479727

^^mSSJSfPJS^^^ ^^ EVALUATING IHE
All-- ?^f'^*^^°''^™AT EXCHANGER
VSI ^^!Sf?t?' LIferpool; DooaM G. Rich, FayetteTUh^«l Job, aMamring, Liverpool, an ofrT
to Carrier Corponrtiom Synwiae, N.Y.nW Sep. 1, 1982, Sar. No. 413353

Ui.a374^ I«.a3G01N25/a9

^^^^
1. A method of measuring Uie heat transfer perfomuiS^A watchcase comprising a case body havinc a rcrrjuuA . ^.'k. °?i?..°*^

measuring Uie heat transfer performance of««» ooay bavmg a recessed • tube m tube heat exchanger having an im«rRedefining a
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fint portion ofa flow path and an outer tube defining a second
portion of a flow path which comprises the serial steps of:

insulating said heat exchanger from the external environ-

ment;

supplying a heat transfer fluid to said inner tube of said heat

exchanger at a known flow rate;

passing said heat transfer fluid through said inner tube and
out of said heat exchanger,

adding heat energy at a known rate to said heat transfer fluid

which has passed through said inner tube at a point exter-

nal of said heat exchanger.

4,479,728

TURBOCHARGER BEARING SYSTEM
Stern M. MHIct, Wcat YorinUra, Eoilaid, aaalgnor to Holaet

EogiaeCTiiig CoflipaBy Liatfted, Tufvbridge, EaiglaBd

Filed Apr. 22, 1983, Sar. No. 488,502

Oabn priority, appUcatioB United Kii«doiB. Apr. 22, 1982,

8211098

laL a? FMC 17/04

VS.a 384-369 10

1. A turbo machine thrust bearing system for a rotatable

shaft joumalled for rotation and having an aimular counter

thrust surfisoe. said thrust bearing system comprising;
a plate comprising a central aperture through which the

shaft extends and having a plurality of tqiered lands hav-

ing a low end and a high end defining bearing sectors

disposed in succession in an arcuate array about the apcr-

ture, each sector in the radially outer portion thereof

adjacent the high end being retrenched along the sector

towards the low end of the sector so that along the direc-

tion of rotation of the counter thrust surface relative to the

sector, the outer portion of the high end terminates before

a more radially itmer portion of the high end.

4,479,729

STUFFING CASSEFTE WTTH EXTERNAL DRIVE
OtoMT Irro, Fddkirehea, Fed. Rep. of Geraaay. aaalsaor to

Siemew Aktteageadlachafl, BcrUa A Mnieh, Fed. Rep. of

Gcrflumy

Filed Job. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,512

daian priority, application Fed. Rap. of Gerauoy, JaL 5,

1982, 3225112

lot CL^ B4U 32/02
VS. CL 400—196.1 6 daiais

directing said heated heat transfer fluid into said outer tube

of said heat exchanger such that said heat transfer fluid

flowing through said inner tube is in heat exchange rela-

tionship with said heated heat transfer fluid flowing

throu^ said outer tube; and

determining the temperature change of said heat transfer

fluid between an inlet and an outlet of one of said iimer

and outer tubes, said temperature change being indicative

of the heat tnuufer rate between said iimer and outer

tubes. 5. A stuffing cassette for use in a typewriter or printer hav-

ing a drive for ribbon contained in the stuffing cassette, com-
prising:

a stuffing space means comprising a chamber with an open

side into which the ribbon is stuffed by the drive of the

typewriter or printer;

a flap hingeably connected at the open side of the stuffing

space, said flap having a slot positioned to receive the

ribbon prior to initial use;

the flap having means oooperable with a member associated

with the typewriter or printer such that prior to loading

the flap is in a cloeed position which closes off the open

side of the stuffing qMoe and when loaded the fl^ is in an

open position such that the stuffing space is open;

positioning means for the ribbon which cooperates with the

flap slot when the ribbon is in the slot such that prior to

loading the ribbon is positioned to be freely received and

aligned with respect to the drive of the typewriter or

printer when the cassette is loaded, the slot being dimen-

sioned such that the ribbon is released from the slot after

insertion and when the flap is in an open position; and

the flap being dimensioned such that after removal of the

cassette from the typewriter or printer the ribbon is

pinched between the closed flap and a portion of the

cassette.

4,479,730

RIBBON CARTRIDGE
Satbra YoaUoka; Taknd NaMkawa, and Iww> MHadd, aD of

Tokyo, Japan, aaalvars to Rieoh Coapa^r, Ltd^ Tokyo,

FDed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,062

OiiaH pHority, appbcatioa Japaa, Jaa. 5, 1981, 5646725;

Jn. 24, 1981, 5643475[U]

bt a' B41J 32/00 35/04

VS. CL 400-208 17

1. A ribbon cartridge comprising:

a casing formed with a ribbon outlet and a ribbon failet;
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• supply reel;

• ""PPly of ribbon wound on the supply reel;
t take-up reel;

ribbon mens provided adjacent to the take-up reel for feed-
mg ribbon along a predetermined path from the supply
reel onto the take-up reel;

tenaon supply means for applying a tension to the ribbon-
guide means located adjacent to the ribbon oudet and the

ribbon mlet for guiding the ribbon which spans the ribbon
outlet and the ribbon inlet outside the casing;

ribbon end detector mounting means provided hi the casing
such that the ribbon advancing through the predetcr-
nuned path between the supply reel and the ribbon oudet
traverses the ribbon end detector mounting means;

the tenaon supply means comprising a resilient cUp member
which has a generally U-shaped base portion, a pair oflegs
extendmg from opposite ends of the base portion beyond
the maximum diameter of the ribbon on the supply reel
and locally curved toward each other to fit in an annular
rece» formed in an upper portion of the supply reel, and
paraUel bends extending downwardly from the respective
le^ one of the downward bends being fixed in place by a
ngid portion of the casing whUe the other being held in a

(e) first means for shdably mounting said carrier so that said
earner may be reciprocated along said platen:

(0 a wire retamei^

(g) second means for connecting said wire retainer to said
earner, said second means pennitting ready detachment of
said carrier from said wire retainer;

(h) a motor which can be rotated normally and reversely
(i) a winding drum driven by said motor,

'

0) a wire which is trained over said winding drum and
which is connected to said wire retainer such that rotation

defined position in an elongate opening fonned through
the casmg, said other downward bend urging the ribbon in
such a direction that the ribbon is placed under tension,
Uie U-shaped base portion being nulially spaced from the
upper portion of the supply reel in the opposite direction
to the legs;

tile ribbon end detector mounting means comprising a de-
tecting opening formed in die casing for receiving a de-

tocting portion of a ribbon end detector; and
second guide means provided adjacent to die opening for
guidmg die ribbon such diat die ribbon is fed across die
openmg along die predetermined padi;

die second guide means comprising a first roUer for receiv-mg the ribbon from die supply reel, and a second roUer for
reottving die ribbon from die first roUer to guide die
nbbon to the ribbon oudet;

die second guide means fiirther comprising a first guide post
oppoBte to die first roUer and a second guide A)st oppo-
"**

f°J*« »«»°d roller, die ribbon being inserted intoa
gap between die first guide post and die first roUer and a
^pbetween die second guide post and die second roller-

each ofdie first and second guide posts being fonned widi an
obhquely tnincated upper end which faces die corre-
qxmding roller.

of said motor while said carrier is attached to said wire
retainer causes corresponding movement of said carrier
and of said printing head;

(k) a base member which is fixed relative to said side plates:
and

G) third means for temporarily fixing said wire retiuner to
said base member while said carrier is detiwhed from said
wire retainer for repair or die like, said diird means not
requinng diat said wire be disconnected from said wire
retamer whUe said carrier is detached from said wire
retainer.

M79,732
WRITING INSTRUMENT WITH SEALING CAP

RETAINED IN TIP
Kttno Shimizii, Osaka, Japu, aarignor to Ancoa Co„ Ltd-
Osaka, Japan ^ ^^

Filed Jrf. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 3HW7
«8ivT««'r*'l[S'U!K?S^ ''»*^ ''"*• ^ "•*• 56-102238;
Sep. 3, 1581, 56-137779; Not. 11, 1981, 56>lC7110fU1

„e ^ .-
Irt.aJB43KP/0a 7/J18/Q2

VS.a 401-107
23 chhn.

._^ M79,731

ir-^uF?^ PRINTER CARRUGE MOUNTING

FM Jo. 29, 1983, S«r. No. 508,912
Oataa priority, appUcatioB Japan, Ju. 30, 1982, 57-114313

„-

^

Irt.a3B41JiJ/i*
UAa400p320 ,cum

1. A senal pnnter comprising:
(a) • PMT of side pbtes opposed to each odier;
(b) a platen extendmg between said pair of side plates:
(c) a earner; *^ ^
(d) a printing head mounted <m said carrier.

1. A writing instrument comprising; a writing member fitted
in a barrel such diat a leading end portion of said writing
mstrument and said writing member can be moved axially
relative to each odier; die leading end portion of said writing
instnunent being fonned widi a dirough hole, an accommodat-
mg chamber at die back of said dirough hole, a free-standing
gravity actuated seal cap accommodated in said accommodat-
ing chamber, said seal cap being movable to a position in which
It does not block die advance of said writing member rekitive
to die leading end portion of said writing instrument, or to a
position behind said dirough hole in which it is fitted on a
wnting tip of said writing member while blocking die advance
of said writing member relative to die leading end portion of
said writing instrument
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4*479,733

DUAL-FUNCTION LOOSELEAF BINDER SHEETS
Laonard Segal, UdteiUlc Cobb., aarignor to IV Dotty Snidi

CorporatioB, LakcffUe, Cobb.
Filed Dee. 27, 1982, Scr. No. 453,579

lBta3B42Fi/O0
U.S.a 402-79 g oains

4,479,734

ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR
POSmON-ADJUCTABLE CONNECTED STRUCTURAL
PARTS, ESPECIALLY A DRIVING-BELT TENSION
MECHANISM WTTH A CLAMPING COVERPLATE

Hubert Rother, MnBlch, Fed. Rep. of GcfMay, Haiffor to
Bayerische Motorca Wcrke AG, Fed. Rep. of GerMay

Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,182
OalBH priority, appttcatioa Fed. Rep. of GcnBaay, Oct 17,

1980, 3039215

iBt CL' FICD J/00
U.S.a403-4 OCiaiBn

1. An adjusting mechanism for position-adjustable con-
nected structural parts, such as in a driving-belt tension mecha-
nism, where a first structural pan that must be adjusted with
respect to a second structural pan includes a rack means,
pinion means adapted to position and be clamped along with
said structural parts screw means for clamping of the parts,

said pinion means including an opening therethrough for re-

ceiving said screw means, said opening being non-circular and
cooperating with a non-circular portion of said screw means to

relate said pinion means to said screw means.

1. A looseleaf binder sheet for mounting in looseleaf binders
incorporating binder means, with each looseleaf binder sheet

capable of being securely maintained in locked engagement
widi the binder means as well as easily removed therefrom
when desired without tearing or rippmg the sheet and without
opening of the binder means, each looseleaf binder sheet com-
prising:

A. a binder-engaging section incorporating

(1) at least two Uyers formed therealong each layer hav-
ing a coincidmg free, exposed edge, and

(2) a plurality of binder-receiving holes

(a) positioned along the binder engaging section in-

wardly spaced from the free, exposed edge diereof in

substantial alignment, and
(b) formed through the plurality of layers;

B. a set of cooperating, juxtaposed, overkpping oppositely

extending binder-locking fingers each having its terminat-

ing end defined by a slit in the binder-engaging section

extending between the free, exposed edge thereof and
each bmder-receiving hole; and

C each of said sets of binder-locking fingers comprising a
single binder-locking finger in each of the layers, and the

finger-end-defining slit in each of said layers being non-

coincidingly offset fixmi the finger-end-defining slit in the

adjacent layer

wherdiy the plurality of sets of binder-locking fingers securely

mamtain the looseleaf binder sheet engaged with the binder

means in response to forces acting in the phme of the looseleaf

Under sheet while allowing the looseleaf binder sheet to be
quickly and easily removed from engagement with the binder

means in response to forces acting substantially perpendicular

to the plane of the looseleaf binder sheet or at an acute angle

thereto, by the flexible, spreading disengagement of the binder-

locking fingers in response to said force.

4,479,735

SHRINK FTT SLEEVE FOR ROTATING MACHINERY
Daniel G. lliompaoB, PittabBrih, and Sin-Kee Chan, Monroe-

fille, bodi of Pa., aaaigBors to Westingbooae Electric Corp.,

PittsbBTgh, Pa.

FUed Jaa. 13, 1983, Scr. No. 457,787

iBt a.3 F16C 1/20
VS. CL 403-28 7 f^^^—

1. For large apparatus including a radial outer routable
element driven by and encompassing a rotating shaft, and
adapted for operation in an environment subject to severe

cyclic loading occasioned by large speed changes and/or large

thermal transients, an improvement for reducing ratcheting of
the driven element relative to said shaft, comprising:

an intermediate sleeve element between said outer driven

element and said shaft, said outer driven element being
heat shrunk on said sleeve, said sleeve having a greater

flexibility in at least an axial direction than in a radial

direction.
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M79.736
REPLACEABLE HANDLE ASSEMBLYFMC EnM, RocUM, aid Mflfrtlt J. NdfiM, Spwta. both

oTMiehn mttgrnn to Zta-Ptai Corporation, Graod Rapids,
Aucha

FIM Doe. U, 1M3, Scr. No. 5M,738
im. CU B25G S/OOf n€D 1/00

being dimensioned to pass through said first opening into
said receiving notch, and

a resiliently depressible detent on said third tongue facing
towards said other wall section arranged to coact in me-

1. A replaceable handle assembly for coupling a handle to a
valve stem with a spline portion comprising:
a connector with means for nonrotatably interlocking the

spline portion of the valve stem and having a noncircular
base-engaging portion;

a base member positioned on said connector and having a
depending skirt to cover said connector and a portion of
the valve stem, and connector engagement means comple-
mentary to the noncircular base-e^aging portion of the
connector for nonrotational coupling between said con-
nector and said base member, and noncircular post-engag-
ing means formed in an upper portion of said base mem-
ber,

means for selectively securing said base member to said
valve stem to prevent upward movement of said base
member and connector with respect to said valve stem;

a handle4)earing post having a depending noncircular base-
engaging portion qomplementarily shaped to nonrotatably
engage said base member post-engaging means; and

means at least partially concealed beneath said handle and
carried by said base member for selectively restraining
upward movement of said post with respect to said base
member;

whereby said handle is selectively nonrotatably secured to a
valve stem through a ample securing means but with said
•ecuring means substantially hidden from view.

chanical engagement with said first tongue generaUy
underlying said first opening to prevent withdrawal of
said third tongue from said receiving notch through said
first opening.

4,479,738

ATTACHING ASSEMBLY
Norman R. Knbnick, SkoUe, IlL, assignor to Sellstrom Mann-

fiKtnring Company, Palatine, 111.

Filed Apr. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 489,048
lat a.3 B25G 3/00

VS. a. 403-407 3 <

G.

4y479,737

POSITIVE INTERLOCK
and Robert G. Bcrgh, both of PlainTlIle,

to Bargh Bros. Co., Inc., Attlcboro Falls,

Corttarton of Ssr. No. 344*822, Feb. 1, 1982, abamkMied. Tliis
PpUcatioa Sep. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 534^30

Int a.3 E04C 2/38
UAa403-382 3CWms

1. Apparatus for mechanically interlocking the ends of two
mutually perpendicular wall sections, comprising:

first and second tongues and first and second openings on
one of said wall sections, said first tongue being perpen-
dicular to and extending inwardly from the end ofsaid one
wall section, said first opening lying at thejuncture of said
first tongue and said one wall section, said second tongue
pointmg towards said first tongue at a location underlying
said second opening, said second tongue cooperating with
said one wall section to define a receiving notch opening
towards said first opening,

a ttird tongue perpendicuhu^ to and extending inwardly
from the other of said wall sections, said third tongue

1. An assembly for use in attaching a secondary unit to a
primary unit wherein the latter is provided with an exterior
wall surface, and a shoulder projecting outwardly fn>m the
waU surface and provided with an upwardly extending pas-
sageway; said assembly comprising at least one removable
bracket having a base portion adapted to rest upon and be
supported by the shoulder, and a plurality of fingers connected
to and depending fh)m said base portion for insertion into a
resilient engagement with the shoulder passageway and effect
retention ofsaid bracket in assembled relation with the primary
unit; and adjustable means coacting with said bracket base
portion for connecting the secondary unit thereto; said base
portion having a surface thereof adjacent the exterior wall
surface of the primary unit provided with a recess portion
having an opening formed therein through which extends a
portion of a first fastening component and terminates out-
wardly of said base portion; a second fastening component is

manually adjustable cm the outwardly extending portion of
said first fastening component, said fastening components
coacting with one another for frictionally sandwiching a seg-
ment of the secondary unit between an exposed surface of said
base portion and said second fastening component
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4y479739
MACHINE FOR LAYING SHAPED BRICKS

OtfHed W. Schwdkcrt, MiUbwhstmae 13, D4S75 Kirch-
thnmbach. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FDed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268335
Int a3 EOlC 19/52

U.S.a 404-99 9Clalm

1. Apparatus for laying road st(»es on a relatively soft sub-
grade surface to produce a paved surface, comprising a mov-
able machine frame having a lift table means for supporting a
layered supply stack of road stones for vertical movement in

said machke frame, a transfer chute means in the form of a
simicircular housing for conducting uppermost road stone
layers from said supply stack from an inlet opening end to said

subgrade surface for laying through a discharge opening end,
said transfer chute means positioned at the forward end of said

machine frame in the direction of paving such that subse-
quently laid stones are gravitationally pressed against previ-

ously-laid stones, an insertion means mounted on said machine
frame for intermittently feeding each said uppermost road
stone layer firom said supply stack into said transfer chute
means inlet opening end, and means for supporting said ma-
chine frame fior movement in the paving direction comprising
wheel members secured to said macUne fnaoe and rising
directly on said surface being laid.

4,479,740

EROSION CONTROL DEVICE AND METHOD OF
MAKING AND INSTALLING SAME

Cecfl F. Schaaf, Standish, and RnsseU J. Mclatoah, Flushing,
both of Mich., assignOTS to Paul A. Kaknris, CUcago, DL
Continuation of Ser. No. 68,347, A^. 21, 1979, abandoned,
whicfa is a continuation of Sar. No. 906,105, May 15, 1978,

abmdoned, and Ser. No. 770,801, Feb. 22, 1977, abndoned. lUs
appUartion May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,555

Int CL^ E02B 3/04
VS.a 405-30 8 Claims

1. A method of protecting a shoreline from erosion compris-
ing the following steps:

providing a plurality of integral concrete modules, each
module having a firont face, a rear fsce, and a bottom face,

each module being pyramidal between its front and rear

faces and having a size, shape, and weij^t to be stable,

each module defining a plurality of aligned, undivided

flow passages extending completely through the module
from the front face to the rear face, at least one of said

flow passages having a length at least twice as long as its

height; then

placing the plurality of modules in the water such that the

modules are oriented in an array, each of said modules
resting on its bottom face and, when emplaced, having no
means of attachment to the underlying ground, other than
the force of gravity acting on the module;

each module being located offiihore in the water,

each module being oriented such that at least some of ito

flow passages are inclined with reelect to the surface of
the water to present a negative angle of attack with re-

spect to incoming waves;
said array of modules effective to cause accretion of water

borne material around the modules to protect the shore-
line against erosion;

said array of modules free of rigid interconnections therebe-
tween to allow differential settling and movement be-
tween adjacent modules in order to allow the array of
modules to conform to the changing ground contour.

4^79,741
DEVICE FOR LAYING UNDERGROUND OR DIGGING

UP SUBSEA CONDUITS
AUMo Berti, Fano, and Attillo Dart, Bologna, both of Italy,

aasigMMs to Snamprogetti S.fJL, Milan, Italy

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,730
aaims priority, applicatiOB Italy, May 4, 1981, 21494 A/81

Int a.J F16L 1/04: E02F 3/88
VS. CL 405—163 9 ri«i—

1. A device for burying a conduit on a seabed of incoherent
material and for digging up a conduit buried in a seabed of
incoherent material, the device comprising:

a pair of scooping units adapted for positioning on opposite
sides of the conduit, wherein each unit includes a venturi

tube having an intermediate portion of restricted cross

section, a slurry tube within said venturi tube having an
upper end at said restricted cross section of said venturi

tube adapted to be positioned on one side of the conduit
and adjacent the snbed, wherein said lower end is bev-
eled in the direction ofadvancing movement of the device
along the seabed to facilitate removal of slurry;

a manifold slidably mounted about the lower end of said

slurry tube having nozzles depending therefrom about
said beveled lower end of and at an acute angle to said

slurry tube, and telescoping means connected to said

manifold for vertically moving said nozzles relative to said

slurry tube and the seabed, to thereby control disaggrega-

tion;

means connected to said manifold and nozzles for feeding

water under pressure therethrough whereupon the jets of
water from said nozzles disaggregate the seabed and form
a slurry;

means connected to each of said venturi tubes for feeding

water under pressure therethrough wherein a negative

pressure is created which causes the slurry to be with-
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drawn from the seabed into and through said venturi
tubes; and

guiding means for positioning the device on the conduit as it

moves therealong for digging up and burying the conduit.

M79J42
MOBILE BOTTOM-FOUNDED CAISSON FOR ARCTIC

OPERATIONS
John C Brace, North Vaaeoii?er, Canada, aasignor to Gulf
Canada United, Toronto, Gamida

Fllad Feb. 3, 1M2, Ser. No. 345,439
Int. a} E02D 21/Oa 23/01 31/00

UAa4(»-217 WClafais

cavities in the body adapted to collect particuhite material
flowing across the body, wherein the means comprises:

a pluraUty of spaced, planar ribs mounted on the side walls
and the central portion of the body to form successively
spaced cavities within the interior of the body;

a first set of spaced planar ribs mounted on and extending
upward from the central wall portion of the body; the firat

set of ribs forming a plurality of spaced cavities extending
longitudinaly along the central wall portion of the body;

a second set of spaced, planar ribs mounted on and extending
inward from the side walls of the body, the second set of
ribs forming a plurality of spaced cavities extending lon-
gitudinaly along the sides walls of the body;

the first set of ribs extending at a first pre-determined angle
from the central wall portion of the body; and

the second set of ribs extending at a second, different pre-
determined angle with respect to the first set of ribs.

Schwarzluqif

1. A floatable caisson capable of being maintained in a fixed
pofition in an ice-covered body of water, comprising:

(a) a perimetrical wall, having an upper portion of sufficient
height and diqxMed at a sufficient angle to the normal
surface of said body of water to aid upward fracturing of
said ice cover,

(b) an inner wall and a bottom defining with said perimetri-
cal wall an annular structure, said inner wall having a
lower portion sloping outwardly and downwardly
towards said bottom and a substantially vertical upper
portion having an upper edge at least as high as said nor-
mal water surface, the distance fnm said bottom to said
upper edge defining the height of said inner wall, said
annular structure being capable of supporting a deck
•tructure extending across its central opening, and

(c) means to maintain in an unfh)zen state liquid ballast
placed in said annular structure and fill material placed in
the volume defined by said inner wall.

4y479,74«

CUTTING TOOL
Rndolf Strieker, Lennooa, Anstria, aadgnor to

Derelopment CorporatioB, New Yoit, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 413,983

Clabna priority, appUcMion Anstria, Sep. 9, 1981, 3888/81
Int a.3 B23P 15/28: B26D 1/00, 3/00

MS. a. 407-114 12 ctaima

4^79,743
WEAR RESICTANT INSERT FOR PARTICULATE

MATERIAL FLOW DUCTS
RomU F. StaU, 9082 Big Hand, Rkhmood, Mich. 48092

FOed Jon. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 504,538
Int a^ B65G 53/52

U.S.a406-193 3Ciu„

1. A wear resistant insert for particulate material flow ducts
comprising:

abody mounted within aduct, having a central wall portionud a qMced side wall integral with the central wall por-
tion and extending outward therefrom to form a recess
within the body; and

means mounted on the body, for forming a plurality of

1. A cutting tool having a cuttmg edge, a curved cutting
comer; a chip runoff area adjoining said cutting edge and a
middle region having a lower planar floor, said chip runoff
area being comprised of at least two hollows beginning near
said cutting edge and leading into a middle region of said
cutting tool and adapted to deform a chip transversely to the
direction of chip runoff, each of said hollows having the form
ofa notch extending along a longitudinal axis from said cutting
edge into the middle region of said cutting tool and extending
toward said lower planar floor of said middle region, the first

of each of said notches being located in the chip runoff" area
immediately outside a curved transitional region of said curved
comer and said cutting edge, said individual notches posi-
tioned farther from said curved cutting comer having increas-
ingly larger spacings between one another, the longitudinal
axis of each of said individual notches enclosing an angle 03)
with respect to said cutting edge, said angle 03) increasing with
respect to individual notches positioned farther from said
curved cutting comer, each of said individual notches having
two ofqxMite sides of different vertical slope with respect to a
horizontal phme. the side of each of said notches positioned
nearer each curved cutting comer sloping at an angle (ai) with
respect to said horizontal plane, the side of said notch posi-
tioned farther from said curved cutting comer sloping at an
angle (02) with respect to said horizontal plane, said (a\) being
greater than (az) for each individual notch.
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4y479,748

MOBBING MACHINE
Stuart J. Johaaoo, aiad George E. Ftumism, both of Roekftud,
DL, aniffon to Barbcr4:olBn Conpany, RodEfM, IIL

FDad May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,578
Int a^ B23F 5/22

US.a 409—12 18 n«i«..

hamess further including an extending tension member, and
attachment means for adjustably attaching said extending ten-

1. A bobbing machine comprising first and second drive

shafts, a drive mechanism for rotating said first shaft, first and
second coacting gears connected to said first and second shaft,

respectively, for transmitting rotation of said first shaft to said

second shaft, a rotatable work spindle adapted to carry a work
blank for a spur or helical gear, a rotatable hob spindle adapted
to carry a hob and extending transversely of said work spindle,

laid hob qnndle being inclined relative to said work spindle at

a predetermined setting angle which is other than a right angle,

one of said shafts being a hob drive shaft and being connected
to rotate said hob spindle, said hob drive shaft being axially

alined with said hob spindle and being inclined relative to said

work spindle at the same angle as said setting angle, a third

gear connected to said work spindle, said third gear being a
bevel gear, a fourth gear connected to the other of said shafts

and coacting with said third gear to rotate said work spindle

whereby said other shaft constitutes a work drive shaft, said

fourth gear also being a bevel gear and having an axis which is

inclined relative to the axis of said third gear at the same angle

as said setting angle, and means mounting said bob spindle for

selective pivoting toward and away from said work spindle

without changing said setting angle, said hob drive shaft

swinging about the axis of said work drive shaft during said

pivoting with one of said first and second gears walking

around the other of said first and second gears to permit such
swinging.

4,479,746

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURING A
WHEELED VEHICLE

John R. Haber, Hcriicoag, Pa., aarignnr to TramTeduiology
Corporatkm, Shonuoi (hdo, GaUf

.

Ffled Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 3053C2
InL a^ B60P 7/08

U.S. CL 410—21 12 Cbdms
5. An apparatus for securing a tire equipped wheel of a

vehicle to a supporting surface, said apparatus including a

hamess adapted for placement over the vehicle wheel, said

hamess con^rising a plurality of flexible tension members
which upon placement over a vehicle wheel engage only the

tire of taaA wheel, said hamess includmg adjustable tensioning

means for securing the hamess to the tire of the wheel, said

sion member to the supporting surfbce to prevent movement of
the wheel with respect to the supporting suriace.

4,479,747

PRELOADED LOCKNUT
Pnd V. Paget, Ontario, Calif., aari^or to Microdot Inc., Dar-

len,CQBn.

Filed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487^50
Int 0.3 F16B 79/09

U.S.a 411—8 Idalm

1. A fastener assembly comprising

an internally threaded nut having a thread of substantially

uniform pitch with a wedge ramp at the root thereof

diverging with respect to its central axis in a direction

toward one end thoeof, said nut having a truncated coni-

cal external portion divergent toward and located at the

other end thereof,

an externally threaded element having a standard thread

sized so as to be receivable in said internally threaded
element, the thread of said externally threaded element
having a crest that exhibits an interference fit with the

wedge ramp on the thread of said internally threaded

element when said assembly is under load, and •

a preload washer permanently assembled with said nut and
having a dished section normally spaced from the other

end of said nut and a radially outer periphery engaged at

all times with the other end of said nut, said washer having

a conical flange at the outer periphery thereof extending

axially and radially inwardly generally parallel to the

conical portion of said nut and engageable therewith to

maintain said nut and washer in the assembled condition,

deflection of the dished section of said washer maintaining

a bias on said nut relative to said externally threaded

element in a direction toward said one end thereof

whereby the crest of the threads on said element are main-

tained in engagement with the wedge ramp on said inter-

nal thread, the flanged portion of said washer having a

plurality of longitudinally extending slots therein, the

opposed side walls of said slots being disposed in conver-

gent relation when said assembly is unloaded and parallel

relation when said assembly is fully loaded so as to give

visual indication of said loaded condition.
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4^79^749
SCREW-AND-NUr UNIT OR SOIEW JOINT
UUmm, rfftiimlM 14^ S-302 42 HdMtwi, Sw,.„

PCT No. PCr/SEW/002l», $ 371 Drtc Apr. 9, 1991, 9 102(e)M Apr. 9, 1991, PCT Pah. No. WO91/00M3, PCT Pub.
Dtf* Mtf. 5, 1981

. ".

per FBtd Ai«. 12, 1980, Scr. No. 253^30
I priorttjr, appUartioB Swcda^ Ai«. 14> 1979, 790tfno

hn, a.) FICB 3S/0Z 37/08
VAa 411—412

I

1. A screw and nut Maembly comprising a screw spindle
body baying a spiral external threaded portion along its length
•nd a spiral external non-threaded portion separating the con-
volutions of the threaded portion and having a plurality of
individual threads, the spiral threaded portion having a greater
pitch than the individual threads and each individual thread
extending only over a part of the periphery of the spindle
body, and a nut member having a q>iral internal threaded
portion which matches the spiral non-threaded portion of the
spindle body and spiral internal non-threaded portion, the
internal threaded portion having a plurality of individual
threads which match the individual threads on the spindle
body, the arrangement being such that when the nut threads
and the spindle threads are not in engagement the nut threads
•re positioned in the non-threaded spmdle portion and the
spindle threads are positioned in the non-threaded nut portion
whereby the nut member can be rapidly moved along the
tpindle body by rotation of the nut member relative to the
spindle body and whereby the nut member may thereafter be
turned to engage its threads with the spindle threads.

cyUndrical frame below said section of raihxMd track
extending downward into said hopper pit;

means for mounting said cylindrical frame through said end
rings for rotation about said longitudinal axis to dump bulk
material over one side of said railroad car into said hopper
pit;

*^*^

fixed position enclosure means extending along each side of
said rotatable frame between the end rings to enclose the
^Mce between the sides of said hopper pit and the cylin-
drical sides of said rotatable frame and to enclose the open
sides of the frame;

dust collection means for sucking dust ladened air from said
hopper pit; and

planar air shields mounted on said open sided rotatable
frame and extending between said end rings parallel to the
longitudinal axis ofsaid frame, said pknar air shields being
arranged to form with the enclosure means as said cylin-
drical frame is rotated to dump the contents of said rail-

road car into the hopper pit, a rotatable valve which forms
restricted (^)enings above the hopper pit and the railroad
car as it is rotated beyond the point where the contents
begin to dump, such that ambient air is sucked through
these openings by the dust collecticm means at a velocity
which exceeds the velocity required to capture a dust
cloud created in the hopper pit and below the railroad car
by dumping of the railroad car contents.

4*479,750

APPARATUS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING
RAILWAY CARS

Ted C Johnaoo, Jr., 33829 Cootry View Ia, ChasriB Valley
Estates, Sok», Ohio 44139
CoBtianatioa-iB-ptft of Scr. No. 124338, Feb. 2S, 1980,

abudooed. Iliis appiicatiOD May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,034
Mat a.3 BOG 67/OZ' BCQS 9/02; B6CF 7/26

VS. a. 414-392 21

4*479749
ROTARY CAR DUMPEr'iNSTALLATION WITH

INTEGRAL DUST COLLECTION
Wfltard BlBMB, MediM, Oido, aarigMT to Drafo Corporation,
innanuii, n,

FDod Mqr 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,780
IM. a.3 B«5G 67/50

US.a414-291 9Ciaims
1. Rotary car dumper qyparatus comprising:
a rotate frame comprising a pair of vertically oriented,

horizontally qMced end rings connected by elongated
members to form an open sided cylindrical ftdme with a
horizontal longitudinal axis and having a section of rail-

road track extending through the frame parallel to said
longitudinal axis, said frame including end plates at said
end rings enclosing the ends of said cylindrical frame
except for an opening through which a railroad car can
pass through said frame on said section of track;

a hopper pit under said cylindrical frame for receiving bulk
material carried by said railroad car, a portion of said

1. Article loading and unloading apparatus for use with a
railway car on ground supported railway means, said car hav-
ing laterally opposite side wall means, said qyparatus including
horizontal platform means, said platform means having oppo-
site sides corresponding to said opposite side wall means ofsaid
railway car, crane means on said pktform means, leg means
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spaced apart in the direction between said opposite sides ofsaid
platform means and having vertical positions relative to said
platform means, said leg means including leg member means
and leg member support means, means mounting said leg mem-
ber support means on said platform means, said leg member
support means in said vertical positions of said leg means sup-
porting said leg member means for displacement between
raised and lowered positions relative to said platform means,
means to dispkce said leg member means between said raised

and lowered positions, said leg member means in the lowered
positions thereof engaging ground and supporting said pUt-
form means above said railway car for said car to be movable
along said railway means beneath said platform means, said

platform means in the raised positions of said leg member
means being supported on said side wall means of said railway
car, said mounting means including means supporting said leg

means for horizontal dispUu»nent between laterally extended
and retracted positions relative to the corresponding side of
said platform means when said leg means are in said vertical

positions and said leg member means are in the raised positions

thereof, and means to displace said leg means between said

extended and retracted positions, said leg means including

means engaging said opposite side wall means of said railway
car when said leg means are in the retracted positions thereof
to clampingly interengage said platform means and railway

car.

4*479,751

RECEPTACLE DUMPING APPARATUS
James H. Wynaa, Eadcy, aad Robert E. Wymaa, Maaldin, botii

of S.C anigaors to T C I Prodaets, lac^ Easley, S.C
FDed Dec 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,149

lot a^ B45F 3/02
VS.a 414-406 10 riri—

4,479,752
MOTOR VEHICLE ADAPTED FOR DISABLED DRIVER
Robert E. Todd, 7 RoMuaaad PL, B^ NorthaaAcrlaad. Ea-

giaad

Filed Dec 1, 1982, Ser. No. 445,992
Claims priority, applicatioB United KiBgdoB^ Dec 10, 1981,

8137268; Jan. 22, 1982, 8201840

lat CU B60R 9/00
VS.a 414—462 15 ri.i.i.

6. Receptable dumping aparatus attachable to a refuse truck

and the like comprising:

an upright mounting support attachable to said truck;

a carriage for carrying a receptacle for dumping into said

truck pivotally carried by said support;

a cylinder carried by said support having extensible means;

linkage means connected to said extensible means for raising

said carriage and the receptacle carried thereby respon-

sive to movement of said extensible means;

a latch slidable on said carriage for securing said receptacle

upon said carriage responsive to said linkage means; and
a lost motion coupling connecting said linkage means to said

latch and for raising said carriage for dumping.

1. A motor vehicle comprising

a seat movable from a normal position within the vehicle to
a displaced position projecting laterally outwardly of the
vehicle,

a lifting member on the inside of the door for raising a folded
wheel-chair from the ground into a storage position

against the inside of the door, and
retaining means reacting between the door and the wheel-

chair and operable to retain said wheel-chair in the storage
position.

4,479,753

WHEELCHAIR LIFT FOR PASSENGER VEHICLES
Graham R. Thoricy,U Men, Calif., assivior to TraMportatioB

Design A Technology, lac, Saa Diego, Cklif.

FOed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,526

lat a^ B60P 1/44
VS. CL 414—541 8 nri—

3. A lift mechanism operable between a compact m6de and
a deployed mode comprising:

a pUtform;

a vertical carrier a lower portion of which defines a horizon-

tal axis hinge with one edge of said platform;

means vertically movably mounting said carrier,

means for pivoting said pUtform on said hinge from a gener-
ally horizontally extended mode to a vertical mode;

means for selectably elevating and lowering said vertical

carrier between an upper level and a lower level, whereby
said platform can be deployed horizontally for use and
raised and lowered on said vertical carrier to move an
object or a person between said upper and lower level or
alternatively swung upwardly on said hinge into a com-
pact position for stowage;

wherein said vertical carrier telescopes inside a horizontal

carrier, and said platform, horizontal carrier and vertical

carrier are of substantially the same platform dimensions
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^.'^^'^};^^^^^<^P^ package in lowering the Static pressure at the bleed passage inlet to coin,•aid compM:t mode when said platform is in its vertical cide with the arrival of the suction sid«rftiie comoressorpoatxm and said vertical carrier is raised mside said hori-
f «i~i

zontal carrier; and m
including a mounting plate borizontaUy slidably mounting »^i/ H /'

said horizontal carrier and said plate is pivoted in a door-
way on a vertical axis to permit swinging said lift mecha-
nitm from said compact mode to a stowed mode inside
said doorway.

M79,754
INDUSnUAL ROBOT

Hafimn Inaba, HIao, and SUgnd loagrid, KoknbuUi, both of
Japan, aMiffMm to F^Jftn Fannc Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FOed JoL 2, 1982, Ser. No. 3H773
CUbs priority, appUartioa Japmi, JnL 4» 1981, 56-104775

lot CL^ B23Q 7/04
UAa 414-728 4 Claims

1. An industrial robot mounted on a maotiity* tool for servic-
ing said machine tool, comprising:

a spindle on the machine tool;

an arm having first and second ends and equipped at the first

end thereof with a wrist and gripping means for gripping
an object;

a main body for being mounted on the machine tool, the
main body having a first rod about which said arm rotates;

- first driving means provided on said main body for moving
said arm and said first rod axially of the spindle on the
machine tool;

second driving means for rotating said arm in a plane per-
pendicular to the axis of the spindle, with the second end
of the arm serving as the center of rotation; and

a second rod and a pair of spanning plates spanning and
interconnecting said first rod and said second rod, said
pair of spanning plates being moved by said first driving

4y479,7S5

COMPRESSOR BOUNDARY LAYER BLEEDING
SYSTEM

Iw R Shoe, KongAcrg, Norway, aarignor to A/S Konobers
Vi9«iU»ikk,loiipb«f|. Norway

^^
FDad Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,919

laL a.) F04D J7/ia 29/68
US.a 415-1 MCiaima

1. Improved method for controlling the fluid boundary layer
in a compressor having a plurahty of blades routing in a hous-
ing, the method including the step of continuously extracting
fluid from the region of the housing wall through at least one
bleed passage formed in the housing wall to a fluid collector,
the bleed passage having an inlet and an outlet, the improve-
ment in the extracting step comprising the step of periodically

blades, for increasing the amount of fluid extracted from the
suction sides for a given collector static pressure.

4,479,756

MULTI*STAGE PUMP
Leonard J. Sieghartner, Coal Valley, DL, assignor to Roy E.
Roth Company, Rock bland, DL
Conthmation of Ser. No. 155,779, Jm. 2, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continnation of Ser. No. 935,604, Ang. 21, 1978,
abandoned. This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,662

Int a.3 F04D 11/00
VS. CL 415—53 T iq i

r« cw u

1. A multi-stage regenerative turbine pump comprising:
a. an elongated segmented casing having

(1) two segmented end sections each having an inlet open-
ing for volatile Uquids at each of the outer two opposite
ends thereof for feeding liquid into said casing end
sections and an outlet opening on the end opposite the
outer two ends with passageway means communicating
between said inlet and said outlet openings, and

(2) a segmented intermediate section positioned between
said segmented end sections, and defining an unob>
structed interior chamber therein, said segmented inter-
mediate section comprised of a discharge casing ring
having a discharge opening communication with said
interior chamber to provide unobstructed fluid flow
therefrom and two annular transfer rings each having
an opening on each side of said discharge casing ring
aligned with said outlet openings on each of said end
sections for communicating between said outlet open-
ings on each of said end sections and said discharge
opening, with said discharge opening of said discharge
casing ring disposed substantially midway between said
inlet openings for discharging the volatile liquid from
said casing,

b. an elongated drive shaft

(1) extending through said elongated segmented casings in
substantially longitudinal alignment therewith, and

(2) rotatably mounted in said segmented casing, and
c. an impeUer means mounted on and operatively connected

to said drive shaft adjacent each of said inlet openings in
said end sections for rotaticm thereby m a pUue parallel to
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the plane of the discharge opening in said intermediate

section, upon rotation of sakl shaft in said casing, for

feeding such volatile liquid into each of said end section

casmgs through said inlet openings, and
d. an equal number of at least one turbine impeller being

diqxMed in each of said end sections in said segmented
casing between said intermediate section and each of said

inlet openings for pumping the volatile liquid through said

passageway means and said openings in said intermediate

section and into said interior chamber therein for dis-

charging the volatile liquid frran said casing through said

discharge opening.

4^79,758
PICTON FILLER

AlbertC HcrwMB, BeaeoMfleld, and Keueth W. Wflght, Twy-
ford, both of EaiilaBd, aMiffors to Sodcic d'Aariataace Tecb-

iqne Pov Prodnita Ncatle SjL, LaMine, SwitaerlaBd

CoatinBatio»4a-part of Ser. No. 100^23, Dae. 6, 1979,

abandoned, and a continaation-ia-part of Ser. No. 236,173, Feb.

20, 1981, Pat No. 4,411,601. lUs appUcatioa No?. 25, 1981, Ser.

No. 324,792

The portion of the term of tUa patent aaboeqacat to Oct 25,

1990, hM been diadaiaMd.

IM. a^ F04B 15/01 21/02
VS.a 417-388 13

4,479,757

BLADE CONnCURATIONS FOR FRANCIS-TYPE
TURBINE RUNNERS

Difid G. Holma, Sch^iwrtwly, N.Y4 Richard A. No?ak, Boa-

ton, Man., and Jaeqnea Y. McNabb, Beaeonafleld, Canada,

aarignon to Domiahm EagbMerlag Works linritad, Laddae,

FOed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,255

Int CL3 FOID 5/04
US.a 416—186 R

aP"*-*^

1. A Francis-type hydraolic turbine runner rotatable about

an axis of rotation and having a crown forming the upper axial

end thereof when said axis of rotation is substantially vertical,

a band concentric with said crown on said axis of rotMion and

an amy of blades between said band and said crown, said

runner terminating at its lower end in an outlet end, each of

said blades having a suction face and a pressure face trailing

said suction face in the direction of rotation, said suction and

pressure faces meeting between said band and said crown at

the outer periphery of each of said blades in a flow dividing

edge, said faces providing substantially smooth streamlined

surfisces to define flow paths between adjacent of said blades in

said array, each of said flow dividing edges meeting with and

terminating at said band adjacent an upper edge of said band at

a junction, a first portion of said suction surftwe of each blade

located immediately adjacent to said junction and said flow

dividing edge being exposed when viewed in an axial direction

looking toward said outlet end so that said first portion of said

Sttctim face extending from said band toward said crown is

sloped rearwardly in the direction of rotation of said runner, a

secimd pmtion of each of said suction surfaces located placed

firom sidd first portion, said second portions being exposed

when viewed in an axial direction looking firom said outiet and

being located bdow said junctions.

1. A piston filler comprising:

(a) means defining a first cylinder bore having a forward end
and a rearward end;

(b) means defining a cutoff bore having an upstream end, a
downstream end, an outlet adjacent said downstream end
and an inlet remote from said outlet, the forward end of
said first cyUnder bore intersecting said cutoff bore be-

tween said inlet and said outlet;

(c) a first piston having a forward face and a rearward face,

such piston being slidably sealingly mounted in said cylin-

der bore with the forward face of such piston facing

toward the forward end of such bore, such piston being

slidable between a forward position adjacent said cutoff

bore and a rearward position remote from said cutoff

bore;

(d) a shutUe having a downstream end, an upstream end, a

wiping surface between said ends and a recess in said

wiping surface, said shutde being sUdably sealingly

mounted in said cutoff bore, the downstream end of the

shutde facing toward the downstream end of the cutoff

bore, said shutde being movable between an upstream

position in which the downstream end of the shuttle is

upstream of said first cylinder bore and a downstream
position in which the downstream end of the shutde is

downstream of said first cyUnder bore and the recess

extends between said inlet and said cylinder bore;

(e) means for connecting said inlet to a source of a primary

fluid;

(f) cyclically operative reciprocation means for

(1) retracting said first ptoton rearwardly while retaimng

said shutde in said downstream position, wherd>y the

primary fluid will enter said cylinder bore via said inlet

and the recess in the shutde; then

(2) moving said shutde to said iqistream position; then

(3) advancing said piston to said forward position while

retaining said shutUe in said upstream position to expd
the primary fluid from the cylinder bore into the cutoff

bore downstream of the shuttle; and

(4) moving said shutde from said i4)stream position to said

downstream position while retaining said piston in said

forward position, whereby the shutde eqieb primary

fluid from the cutoff bore through the outiet and the

wiping surface of the shuttie engages and wipes the

forward fitte of the first piston;

(g) cutoff bore wash means for supplying a secondary flmd

to said cutoff bore upstream of said

(h) cylinder bore wash means for passing said secondary

fluid into and out of said first cylinder bore rearwardly of

said first piston; and

4S2-230 O.G.-M-7
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(9 oudet wish means for introducing said secondary nuid
into said cutoffbore downstream of said shutUe while said
•huttle IS adJKxnt said downstream podtion so that such
nadcontacts the downstream end of the shuttle to
thereby wash any residual primary fluid from the down-mm portion ofsaid cutoffbore and the downstream end
of the shuttle.

««"«•«

actuator means in operative engagement with said flexible
sheet member and including pneumatic port means for

4*479,759
VALVELESS, POSmVE DISPLACEMENT PUMP

yy?^«fr'^!y"HmiM.S|rfagfleid.Vt051S6
OMtiiMtiM of Scr. No. 103,036, Dec. 13, 1979, aban.

TV» aprlicatkM May 13, 1912, Ser. No. 377,750

..« « .
Irt. aJ P04B 7/05

UAa417-500
^Clalma

1. A positive displacement valveless pump comprising:
a cyhnder manber having a closed head end and a plurality

• P^^J****""* ^^"^^ the sidewall of said cylinder,
Mid ports being in a single radial plane and definins alter

-

natemtake and exhaust ports;
a piston member operable within said cylinder member in

concurrent reciprocating and rotating motion, said piston
member seating against said cylinder head at the end of a
compression stroke to minimiyf dead volume-

*^ IlS"'***^
******" «*«>d«>« •!<»« the piston wall from

tte head of the piston and transversing circumfeientially
the piston waU a distance less than a distance between
acjiacent cylinder ports;

a second v«>id, this second void extending across the piston
head to the first void; and

a sbusoidal cam track and cam foUower operative between
the cylmder wan and the piston to define the stroke length
ttd said concurrent reciprocating and rotating motion of
the piston relative to the cylinder.

4^79,700

^SSiSl^^*^'^*^^A PREPACKAGED FLUIDraOO^^G MODULE HAVING PUMP AND VALVE
ELEMEhTTS OPERABLE IN RESPONSE TO APPLIED

PRESSURES

^"ZSl^fl?^''•TS*?*^ "•**^ Northb««k, and

ffl!^ IT
'^'"'*' ^'''>'* Heig^ aU of OL, airisMin toBodw lYifSMl Laboratariaa, Im., Decrfleld, m.FM Die. 2t, 1912, S«. No. 483,920

Irt. ai A41M 7/0?

<i i. ^!*°??^ epparatus for use in coiuunction with a
flmi mohifc of the tp induding a to
mchiding m outwardly depressed portion therein, and a rd^^
tivdy flei^ fluid-impermeable sheet member within the
housmg ovwlymg the panel member and forming in oonjunc-
toonwith the depressed portion a fhiid circuit inchidk« an
elemot responsive to displacement of a portion of said sheet
manbCTmraponse to an appUed pneumatic pressure, said
uBid processing apparatus comprising:

"»?1?" *"*^ *'" '***^^ "<* ^«"y PMitioning said
housing; and

applying a pneumatic pressure to said sheet member por-
tion to control fluid flow in the fluid circuit

I

, 4,479,761

^SHiSil^^^'^'^S FOR A PREPACKAGED FLUIDPROCESSING MODULE HAVING PUMP AND VALVE
ELEMENTS OPERABLE IN RESPONSE TO
EXTERNALLY APPLIED PRESSURES

AraoldC Bflstad, DeerlleM; Rtehaid L Brown, Northbrook, and
Robert J. Kmger, Arlington Heights, aU of OL, aaignon to
Baxter IVaTenoi Laboratories, Inc., Decrileld, OL

Filed Dec 28, 1982, Ser. No. 453,921
Int a) A61M 1/Q3

VS. a. 417-395
ji cw^

1. Fluid processmg apparatus for use in conjunction with a
fluid module of the type including a housing having an access
port in a panel thereof;

^ u.»«iaccess

a first relatively-inflexible fluid-impermeable sheet member
positioned within the housing, the first sheet member
mcluding an outwardly depressed portion therein which
faces the housing panel;

a second relatively flexible fluid-impermeaUe sheet member
positioned within the housing between the first sheet
member and the housing panel, the second sheet member
forming in conjunction with the deptosed pottioo of the

first sheet member a fluid cirouit including an element
actuable by a pneumatic force applied to the second sheet
member through the panel access port, said fluid process-

ing apparatus comprising:

an actuator station for receiving and fixedly positioning said

bousing; and
actuator means extending through said panel access port in

operative engagement with said second flexible sheet

member and including pneumatic port means for tppXying
a pneumatic force to said second sheet member to control
fluid flow m the fluid circuit

4^79,762
PREPACKAGED FLUID PROCESSING MODULE

HAVINGPUMPANDVALVEELEMENTS OPERABLE IN
RESPONSE TO APPLIED PRESSURES

ArMidC BOMad, DeerilaM; Riehnd L Blown, Northbrook, and
Robert J. Kragsr, ArUnglon Hd^ti, aD of DL, aasipMn to

Barter TmfCMl Laboralariei, be, Decrfleld, DL
FDed Dec. 28, 1982, Sar. No. 453,926

laL a? A61M 1/03

U&a 417-^395 46

L A flokl module for use m a flukl procedure, comprising:

• housing (^)en at one end, nidudhig a removable cover
overlying said open end; and

a relatively flexible fhnd impervious sheet member within

sakl bowing forming in ooiyunction with said housing a

fluid drcuit including at least one pump element actuable

in reapouse to an a|q>lied pressure.

4^479.763

ROTARY COMPRESSOR
lOroiU ISafciwaM, ToAlif,nd Ynldo HorikoaU, Siltiaa, both

of Jipn, aMlgMn to Nippoa PlUoa Ring Co^ Ltd., Tokyo,

Jipn
FDad Oct 7, 1982, Ser. No. 433,368

ChtaH priofily, appBcrtlon Ji9«i Oct 13, 1981, 56-162025

UL O} FD4C 18/00

VS. a. 418-144 10 OataM
1. A rotary compressor comprising a center housing, two

skle housings, a rotary sleeve rotataUy mounted in sakl center

housmg, a rotor eccentrically oontahied in sakl rotary sleeve, a

iduiality of vanes movably fitted in said rotor, a discharge

chamber provkled in sakl skle housing, a pressure chamber

defined by and between sakl rotary sleeve and said center

housing and connected to said discharge chamber through at

least a high-pressure passage, said high-pressure passage being

disposed fat the center housing and commumcating with a

passage extending to and along the skle surface of sakl center

housing, through said side housing and communicating with

sakl discharge chamber, sakl high-pressure passage opening to

sakl pressure chamber through at least one throttle means,
whei^y saki rotary sleeve is floatingly supported by at least

one of the static pressure of said pressure chamber and the

dynamic pressure of fluid flowing through said throttle means
firom sakl high-pressure passage to sakl pressure chamber.

4,479,764

DEMAND RESPONSIVE HYDRAUUC PUMP
Stanley E. Aadcrwa, Sagbunr, and Leoaard N. FkaakUa, Jr.,

Recae, both of Mkh^ aaatpors to General Motors Coipera*

tloa, Detroit, Mieh.

FDed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,660

lat a^ F04B 49/OZ 49/08

VS. a. 417—299 2

1. A demand reqwnsive hydraulic fluid pomp for power
steering systems comprising, mlet pori means; outlet port

means; pump means nicluding rotor means, cam ring means
and vane means for acceptmg tow pressure flukl fhxn said kilet

port means and delivering high pressure flukl to sakl outlet

port means; sakl cam ring means having controlled aperture

means for communicatmg high pressure fluid from said outlet

port means to said inlet port mean^ and valve means including

a sleeve member surrounding said cam ring means and having

one end exposed to low mlet pressure and the other end ex-

posed to high outlet pressure means and spring means engaging
said sleeve member and acting in assistmg relation to the inlet
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projure, "kJ vdve means being norauUy conditioned forpmnmmg fluid flow through said controUed aperture meansand bong responsive to pressure demand at said ouUet port forreducmg the flow through said controUed aperture means with
mcreased outlet pressure so that increased output flow wiU
occur.

,^, 4^79,765
EXHAUST GAS OPERATED VACUUM PUMP

ASSEMBLY

°Sl!5«f^^'***' Mt CaeaoH; Donald J. Pomiak, unca.
both ofMleh, awl Michiid J. McOato, DiVtoii, OUoTa^lSon to GcMnl Moton Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FIW Sep. 29, 19K, Ser. No. 427,650
htLCLi VOW 35/00

UAa417-J»
iichta.

die in a tube path having a tube longitudinal axis, the apparatus
comprising: rj^-*-*

a first air ring adapted to be mounted in the immediate
neighbourhood of the die outlet surrounding the tube

a sizing cage adapted to surround the tube path and receive
U»e tube ofcooied material and to constrain it transversely
dunng longitudinal movement in the tube path throueh
the cage, ^

t»

1. In combmabon, a pump assembly and an internal combus-

!^r. Sf* T^'^y
generates exhaust gases having pressure

ptUsations of varymg pressure, frequency and amplitude at
different engine speeds, said pump assembly comprising:
a pump means for pumping a fluid and including a reciproca-We pumpmg member movable through first and second

strokes,

"i!?!II?"l.°!!"
"?'«'^« • reciprocable actuating mem-

ber movable through first and second strokes and which is
oonnected to said pumping member to move the same
through Its first and second strokes,

one nde of said actuating member being in communication

Sl^.lS.?^'^
PKS and with the pressure pulsations of

the exhaust gases dunng their pressure increasing phase of
each pulsation cycle causing the actiiating member and
pimipmg member to be moved through their first strokes,
«id durmg their pressure decreasing phase of each pulsa-

to be moved through their second strokes,
a first spring means engageable with one of said actuating orpumpmg memben for effecting movement of the actaat-mg and pumpmg memben through their second stroke
dunng aU operating speeds of the engine,

•nd se(»nd spring means having a higher spring rate than
said first ^nng means and which is operable in unison
with said first spnng means to effect movement of said
ctttBting and pumping members through their secondW^ dunng engine speeds above a predetennined

means mounting the sizing cage for movement longitiidi-
naUy of the tiibe path paraUel to the tiibe longitiidinal axis,
and

a second air ring mounted on the sizing cage to surround the
tube path between the first air ring and the sizing cage,
and movable with the sizing cage to move longitudinaUy
of the tiibe path.

4,479,767
BRIQUEITING PRESSES AND JACK ASSOOATED

WITH SUCH A PRESS

uL?* ^f^ Huakfina, waA Elwyn G. Mandlcy, Teohnit,
both of Sweden, aHtgaon to Inge^lonflnBaB J. Marad AB.
Hnakrania, Sweden

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,549CWm priority, appBcatioB Sweda^ Sep. 28, 1981, 8105709
lat. as B30B 7;/2^

U.S.a 425-186
10,

*-« 4^79,766
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PLASnC

FILM
Mink Pineta, Bvliista^ Gnada. aariawir to Macro Engi-

FDad Jo. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 504,184

on ofa tube of molten plastics material fifom a die outlet of a

1. A briquetting press comprismg a machme firame. a wear
ring, a press cone, an end tiibe and a press cylinder surrounding
the press cone, fastening means for securing the end tiibe to
said machine frame substimtiaUy co-axially therewith, wherein
the |»as comprises suqiension means including a pair ofbrack*
ets projecting fh)m the machine frame, the press cylinder being
"uspended so that said press cylinder is displaceable away from
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the machine frame together with the press cone and the end

tiibe.

4,479,768

SEALABLE DISCHARGE DIE FOR THERMOPLASTIC
WoUipiig Kobe, LndwigrinfBB; Robert Kegel, F^aakenthal;

GaeMar Vaieitim and Dieter StatrfSv, both of Lndwigihafte,

n of Fed. Rap. of Gcrany, anipon to BASF Akties«neU*

aAaft, LodwigriHfin, Fed. Rep. of Geramy
FDad Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,498

CfadBM priority, appUeation Fed. Rep. of Gcrwny, May 3,

1982, 8212640[U]

lM.a3B29Fi/08
U&a425-192R 4ClaiaH

1. An improved scalable discharge die for thermoplastics

said discharge die comprising:

a housing;

a dieplate fixed to and closing said housing, said dieplate

having a plurality of spaced perforations to permit the

discharge of pUi^c strands from said housing; a sealing

member plate slidingly held against said dieplate, said

sealing member plate having a pluraUty of orifices which

may be aligned with the perforations of said dieplate and

the dimension of said orifices being less than the space

between perforations of said dieplate whereby the sealing

member plate may be moved to shut off said perforations

and terminate said discharge of plastic strands; and springs

positioned to contact said sealing member plate and urge

same sealingly against said die plate.

4,479,769

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING ARTICLES FROM
THERMOSETIING RESIN

nweeaeo Sodoai, Padna, Italy, aarignor to Safllo S.pA., Piere

di Qidore, Italy

Diriaioa of Scr. No. 046,505, Jul 7, 1979, Pat No. 4,362,685.

lUs appUcatiOB Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,051

OaiBS priority, appUcatioa Italy, Jaa. 30, 1978, 25185 A/78
lat a' B29C 5/04

U.S.a425-434 6aain8

1. An apparatus for molding a resm material in a mold hav-

ing at least one article impression wherein said article impres-

sion is disposed in a centrifugal field about an axis of rotation

comprising in combination:

a circular mold, arranged so that said axk of rotation is

vertical, mcluding a top half-mold above a bottom half-

mold;

means for rotating the mold around the vertical axis;

a number of impressions formed in said circular mold;

casting well means at the center of said mold, coaxial with

the vertical axis of rotation and accessible from the exte-

rior of said top half-mold for receiving resin during rota-

tion of said mold;

a number of ducts radially formed in one of said half-molds

and extending to near the mold periphery, each duct being

in liquid communication with Uie casting well at one end

and with a radially outward portion of at least one of the

impressions at the other end wherein during rotation of

said mold said resin to be molded is supplied to a radially

outward portion of said article impression in a centrifugal

field and said resin fills said article impression in said

centrifugal field in a direction substantially toward said

axis of rotation;

at least one cavity for each impression formed in said top

half-mold near the casting well and communicating at the

bottom with the respective impression and at the top with

the environment outside the mold, the cavity being used

to form a corresponding feed head for making up for

shrinkage due to the setting of the resin; and

means for heating the mold to a predetermined operating

temperature.

4,479,770

IN-MOLD LABEL DISPENSER FOR BLOW MOLDING
MACHINE

WOUan A. Stet, Brooklyn, Mich.; Richard C Darr, Serillc,

Ohi<^ Ridiard L. Dnal^ Cairo, Ohio, and Craig A. Larson,

WeatfleM Conrt, OUo, assignors to PbMtipak PadtaglBg, lacn

Plynooth, Mich.

Filed Dec 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,872

lat a^ B29C 5/06. 27/14

U.S.a 425—503 12

44 40

54

4«^ "+90 ~ ^ii B so" 48

1. An in-mold label dispenser for a blow molding machine

including a plurality of molds, each mold including mold sec-

tions movable between open and closed positions, and the

mold sections including cavity sections which cooperatively

define a cavity in which the molding is performed with the

mold sections in the closed position and which permit ejection

of a molded part in the open position, the label dispenser com-
prising: a label magazine for storing labels; a base; a diq>ensing

head mounted on the base for rectilinear movement along a

first axis from adjacent the label magazine to between the mold
sections ofa mold in the open position; a label carrier mounted

on the dispensing head for rectilinear movement along a sec-

ond axis transverse to the first axis between retracted and

extended position^ and a dispensing bead and label carrier

drive mechanism including fint and second solid mechanical

drives, the first solid mechanical drive extending from the base

to the dispensing head and being operable to provide move-

ment of the dispensing head back and forth between the Ubel

magazine and the mold sections of said mold in the open posi-

tion, the second solid mechanical drive extending between the

base and the label carrier and being operable to provide move-

ment of the kbel carrier between its extended and retracted

positions, said second drive including at least one elongated

support on which the dispensing head is supported for move-
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SZfS* **»»»?'?*«» on the b«e for iS«SSHi
oomcctaig the dongited supiwrt and Uie tobd carrier to p^

Sl5^^^^ y^"" of the drive mechanism coop^g
to move the dip»tmg head and Ubel carrier during the cycli^
cal operation that; (a) initiaUy moves the label carrier from the
r^jctrt position to the extended poBtion with the dispensing

«!2J2'*??.!^J?*L'''*«*^ iuch that the label carrier
reodves a label from the magazine, (b) thereafter moves the
tabd Mmer to the retracted podtion with the kbel thereon

Si"!? T^.?f **?*''**°« '»«^ to ***^«°^ "oJd sec-
tMos of said mold m the open position, (c) subsequenUy moves

^^^T^ to the extended position to deposite Uie label

!L^a1.^ °^" "***~ ^**^^ <=«^ty »«ction thereof,
•nd (d) finally moves the label carrier back to the retracted
poBjonand moves the dispensing head from between the

SI *!!^!?" •** to a<Uacent the label magazine in prepara-
tion for the next cycle.

"^ *^

to deposit the labels from the magazine within the mow cavity
sections in preparation for molding.

4y479772
BLOW MOLDING MAOIINE EMPLOYING

„„_ ROTATABLY DRIVEN WHEELS
Ginrtcr KlHawhagaa, Haabui^ Fed. Rm. of Gcrauy §.
JJw to Kn»p Corpophit MaschhMrtm GmbH, SSuTfc

™«iJ»L»,M«2.S«r.No.39MS8

^, . 4^479,771
IN.MOLD LABEL DISPENSER FOR MULTIPLE CAVITY

BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
JSS ir^,"^;*^ ^^^ «*««»^ C. D»r. Serine.

Flhd Oct 20, 19W, Sar. No. 543,601
IM. CL> B29C S/06i 27/14

cp •• « M

ao

10

1. An m-mold label dispenser for a blow molding machine
which mcludes a mold having a pair of mold seS. that are
movjbte between open and closed positions and define a plu-
rahty ofayity sections that cooperatively define a plurality ofmold cavides m the closed position, the label dispoiser com.pmjg: a dispensmg head mounted for movement between aJ^Mnvm poaiticm fr«
brtween the mold sections m the open position; a plurality of2el«m«i|mom on the dispensing head for movement
b^J^ttrctaicted and extended positions; said label carrier,bang req)ectively located m aUgnment with the cavity sec-oom of the mold sections m the open position upon movement
ofthe dispensmg head to the inserted position; a Ubel magazine

^^'^^tS^ **^'*^ ^"^ "PP'y*^ ^'^ toa^lSy
of«Moaated label earners prior to movement ofthe dispensing
hold from tlw withdrawn podtion to the inserted positionTaS
a dnve mechanism that initially moves the dispendng head
•<Uacent said labd magazine and hedtates as each of the \abt\
jarners associated therewith moves into alignment with sdd
label mai^ane whereupon the drive mechanism moves the

Jjwciated labd cameis one at a time from sdd label magazine.thedn>^ mechanism th^eafter moving the dispcndAitoS
he^J^ the >».thd«wn and inserted podtion^
the labd earners between the retracted and extended podtioM

1. Blow molding apparatus compridng a routable blowinswbed having a plurdity of equdly spaced mandrel recdv^
stations at the periphery thereof,

a rotatable heating whed having a plurality of equally
V«oed mandrd recdving stations at the periphery
thereof,

the number of mandrd recdving stations on the heating
wheel bdng greater than the number of stations onthe
blowing whed and equd to n2±l wherdn ng2 and Z is
anmteger,

a rotatable supply whed having a plurality ofequally spaced
mandrd recdving stations at the periphery thereof, the
mandrd recdving stations on the rotatable supply and
blowmg wheels having the same piteh,

a firat rotatable transfer whed between the supply wheel and
the heating wheel for tnmsferring mandrels one by one, in
•uccession, from the supply whed to the transfer whed,
the transfer whed having the same pitoh as the supply
wheel and a greater pitch than the heatmg whed, 5ie
transfer wheel rotating in synchronism with the supply
and heating wheels such that the mandrels which are^en one by one, in succesdon, by the transfer whed
from the supply wheel, are depodted in every nth mandrel
receiving station on the heating whed.

a second rotatable transfer wheel between the heatmg wheel
and the blowing wheel for transferring mandrels from the
hwting wheel to the blowing wheel, the second transfer
whed having the same pitoh as the blowing wheel and
therefore a greater pitoh than the heating wheel, said
second transfer wheel rotating in synchronism with the
blowing and heating wheels such that every nth mandrd
IS taken from the heating wbed in offtet relation relative
to the depodt ofthe mandrels by the first transfer whed so
that IS requires n revolutions of the heating wheel before
the suppUed mandrels are transferred to tiie blowing
whed whereby a parison on each mandrd wiU undergo
heating by a stationary heating means n times resulting in
a rdativdy smaU temperatiire gradient across the wall
thickness of the parison. and

a third rotatable transfer whed having the same pitoh as the
blowing whed for removing die mandrels one by one
from succesdve stations (» the blowing whed,

whereby the transfer wheels are driven at unifonn speed
without delayed or accelerated motions.
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4^79,773
GOMBUSnON METHOD AND DEVICE

SUgdakc Tamat, No. 4648^, Dmta, Tana^ KawMaU-aU,

FDed Oct 10, 1980, Scr. No. 193,803
Clafau priority, applicatkio Japan, Jm. 23, 1980, 55-83977

Int a^ F23Q 9/00
M&. CL 431-4 2 CIdms

L^i r •M^jLT^o^-^E
[1 N»-q^==c

-11

13

1. A combustion device having an atomizing nozzle com-
prising:

means for forming a plurality of gas flow paths each of
which is formed by coaxially arranging two diffeient

circular truncated cones having a common vertex and by
projecting two different flow paths among flow lines

extending to the sink point of a dipole onto the surfaces of
sdd drcular truncated cones to form upper and lower

bases thereof, sdd gas flow paths being arranged in such a

manner that the focd point of sdd gas flow paths coin-

ddes with the sink point ofsdd dipole at the vertex ofsdd
circular truncated cones; and

a Aid path extending straightly dong the axis ofsdd circular

truncated cones in such a manner that the axis of sdd fiid

path passes through sdd focd point wherein fuel atomized

at sdd focd point is burned only in a conicd region which
is formed by gas flows which run dong sdd gas flow

paths to concentrate at sdd focd point

4^479,774

COMBUSTION CONTROL SYSTEM
DoMld M. Stoogh, JadtsoB, Ohio, aadgnor to

Electric Corp., Pittibargh, Pa.

FUed Jim. 28, 1962, Scr. No. 392,978

lit a' F23N sm
MS.a 431—76 16

1. A combustion control system for a combustion apparatus

supplied with fuel which is mixed with an intake of a combus-

tive agent induding oxygen, said combustion apparatus hav-

ing a master membo' movably mounted about a first axis for

r^ulating the amount of fiid supplied, a slave member mov-
ably mounted about a second axis for regulating the amount of

oombustive agent mtake and an intermediate linkage strut

having a fixed longitodind dimendon connected between said

master member and said slave member for establishing a mas-

ter-slave relationship for travd throu^ rektive predetermined

arcs of travd which provides a fixed oombustive agent to fbd

ratio, said combustion control system comprising:

a linkage strut adjustor apparatus, longitudinally expandable

and contractable, in mechanicd communication with said

intermediate tinkage strut to modify the longitudind di-

mendon thereof such that sdd master slave rdationship is

a function of sdd adjustor apparatus;

actuator means for efTecting sdd longitudind expansion and
contraction of sdd linkage strut adjustor apparatus, re-

motely disposed relative to said linkage strut adjustor

^)paratus and in mechanicd communication therewith,

wherein the actuator means is in mechanicd communica-
tion with the adjustor apparatus by means of a cable means
whereby sdd remotdy disposed actuator means effects

the modification of the longitudind dimendon of the

adjustor apparatus by sdd cable means.

4^79,775
VANE STRUCTURE BURNER FOR IMPROVED

AIR-FUEL COMBUSnON
Yitzhak Wiead, Motia Bit Iwad, aadgnor to Shran Derdop-
ment and InplementatloB of Technologlcd SyitaaM Lfel, Td
Aft?, Israd

FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,419
CIdms priority, application Israd, Dec 4, 1981, 64452

Int a^ F23D W04
U.S.a 431—353 6 <

1. An improved burner for attaining an improved combus-
tion of a fuel-air mixture comprising an dongated cylindricd

deeve (13) having a centrd axis and a first end and a second

end extending transversdy of the centrd axis, a circular plate

(14) located within sdd deeve adjacent the first end thereof

and extending transversely of the centrd axis, sdd circular

plate having a circular circumferentid edge spaced radially

inwardly from sdd deeve and forming in combination with

sdd deeve an annular first opening, an annuUr plate-like mem-
ber (23) located at the second end ofsdd deeve and connected

to sdd deeve and extending transversely of the centrd axis,

sdd annular plate-like member extending radially inwardly

from sdd deeve, sdd annular plate-like member (23) having a

radially inner edge spaced inwardly firom sdd deeve defining

a second opening, six vanes (15-20) located within sdd deeve
and extending approximatdy in the direction of the centrd axis

from said circular plate (14) to sdd annular plate-like member

(23X each sdd vane having a first end at sdd circular plate (14),

a second end at said plate-like member (23), a first edge extend-

ing between said first and second ends in the direction of and
adjacent to the centrd axis of said deeve, and a second edge
extending between said first and second ends in the direction of

the centrd axis and spaced radially outwardly from said first

edge and radially inwardly from said sleeve, said vanes extend-

ing radially outwardly from the first edges to the second edges

in angularly spaced relation with the space between adjacent

said vanes increasing from the first edges to the second edges,

said second edges of said vanes are located on a circle spooed

radially inwardly from said deeve with an axially extoding
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aonular tptce kxated between nid second edges and said
•leeve and extoding from said annular first opening to said

St^'S'^ "^"^ ^^>' ^ •«««» edjSTadja^t
SMd vanes defining openmgsm communication with said annu-

"??**•. f
°®«*« (*1) located on said circular plate tt4)

ooaaal with the central axis of said sleeve for supplying fuelgrougi said circular phte into said sleeve in thevS^f 8^^
nrst edges of said vanes, said second ends of adjacent said
vanes fornung ouUet openings from the space between adja*

*?L^ y*P^ ^ ^ »«»«* opening from said sleeve.
wherd>y air « mtroduced through said annular first opening
and the fiiel mtroduced through said nozzle (11) effectan
mtunate muture of the air and fiiel within the axial area of said
vanes with the fuel-air mixture exiting from said sleeve and
undergomg combustion at the second opening from said

4*479,776
THERMAL TREATMENT OF FOOD PRODUCraDomM P. ^rfth, P.O. Box 340830. DiBm, Tex. 7S234

M0»^. nji appHcrtoB Jan. 22, 1902, Ser. No. 341.640

.,- ^ Irt. a' F27B 9/00
UAa432-144

4Chta,

through said duct means, and curved bafHe means disposed
opposite to said duct means within said cabinet means, said
curved baffle means being adapted to circuhite the tempera-
ture-controUed gaseous medium discharged from said duct
means within said equilibrating chamber.

4,479,777
HEADER BRICX IN REGENERATOR LATnCE

^^ STRUCTURE

^^ •d? ^^' WIedMMleB, Fed. Rep. of Gennany

n». „,™?'^27,1982,Ser.No.454»182
^^O^^prtjrity. apNktion Fed. Rep. of Genn«iy. Mar. 30,

ii« n A« Ji
CL3 P27D 17/00; F23L JS/02UA CL 432-179 „ q,^

/ 1

"—

«

i.

i.

1 r^
^

Jl.
^ '^

rf
J

^ ILj I

.
»? ^..

1. Apparatus for unparting thermal energy to or removing
thermd energy from food products, said apparatus comprising
a plurahty of sequentiaUy arranged thermal treatment s«;tionsMd a awiveymg means for transporting food products sequen-
tially through each of said sections; at least one of said M^ons
comprising an unpingement thermal treatment section furtheroompnsmg a plurality of jet fingers disposed transversely to
said conveying means and adapted to direct a plurality of
columnated jets of a temperature<ontroUed gaseous medium
substantially perpendicukrly against said conveying means so
as to unpinge against the exterior surface of a food productmovmg relative to said columnated jets of gas on said omvey-
0^ mema, thereby imparting to or removing from the surfaceofsmd food product a portion of the thermal energy that isd«red tobeunparted toor removed from said food product

iw"!J!!?~°?'^***^
with said jet fingers and adapted to

Jrect the flow of said temperature<ontroUed gaseous medium
thereto, plenum means adapted to distribute said tempeiature-
oontroUed gaseous medium to said duct means, cabinet means
adapted to suppwt said jet fingers, duct means and plenum
means so as to define a cooking chamber around said convey-mg «««». blower means dispowxl within said cabinet means
and adpated to discharge said temperature<ontrolled gaseousmedium mto said plenum means; and at least one of s^ltber-
mju ^tment sections comprising an equiUbrating section
adapttti to contact the exterior surface ofa food product tnuis-
ported onsud conveying means with a temperattire<ontrolled
piMOus medium flowing in a direction subsUmtially paraUel toMM conveymg m^ns, said equihbrating section further com-
priamg an equdibrating chamber defined by cabinet meanstavmgtop^ bottom^ firont^ back and side walls, duct means
(Uapoaed withm said cabmet means communicating with the

JS'S^SS?^^*""? *"J*^«»"» *»»«™1 treatment section
and adapted to discharge said temperature<ontroUed gaseousmedium ma direction substantially paraUel to said conveytogmean withm said equihbfating chamber, means for conteoUing
the flow of said temperatiire-controlled gaseous medium

1. In a freely diagonafly staggered regenerator lattice struc-
ture of the type mcluding successive courses ofrows of rectim-
gular runner bricks and courses of rows of rectangular header
bncks, the improvement wherein:

each said header brick has formed in opposite side surfaces
thereof recesses extending from a lower surface thereof to
an upper surface thereof, each said recess being at least
partially formed by a plurality of grooves, such that later-
aUy outermost surfaces of said brick in the area ofeach of
said recess are located inwardly of the respective said side
surface of said brick;

the height of each said header brick is 55 to 60% of the sum
of the height of said header brick and the height of a said
runner brick;

the height of each said runner is 40 to 45% of said sum; and
the width of each said header brick, in the area thereof
between said recesses in said opposite side surfaces
thereof, is reduced by 20 to 40%.

_ 4,479,778
CONSTRUCTION OF REGENERATOR FURNACES

"wreBhBcbet, Bodogne, and Joaeph Recaaena, Sorgnca, both
of nance, aaaignora to Sodete Eoiopeenne dcs Pradidti Re
fraclalrea, Conrberoie. IVance

Filed Dec 20, 1902, Ser. No. 45M36
Ctatai priority. appttcatloB Fhuwe, Jan. 8, 1982, 82 00185

.T « 5^^ ^""^ ^^/** ^/^* OWB 5/00: F23D U/44UA a. 432—180
]o ririnf

1. In a regenerator fiimace which comprises a hearth, a vault
extoidmg over the hearth, a lateral waU extending upwardly
from the hearth toward the vault and a lateral supeistnictiire
waU extending upwardly from the lateral wall to the vault, a
regenerator head behind the biteral superstructiire wall, at least
two burner pipes extending from the regenerator head to the
lateral superstructiire waU so as to communicate with the area
between the hearth and the vault, and fiiel-injecting means
cooperating with the burner pipes, the improvement wherein
each burner pipe has a generaUy rectangular cross section and
includes refractory base elements and monoUthic refractory
cover elements, and wherein a common refractory port side ii
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waU is located between adjacent burner pipes, the common
refractory port side wall resting on the refractory base ele-

ments of adjacent burner pipes and supporting the refractory

cover elements of adjacent burner pipes, said base elements and

said cover elements being of sufficient extent to span the dis-

tance between adjacent port side walls.

4,479,779

ORTHODONTIC ARCH WIRE
Arthor L. Wool, 1402 Peon Ave., Wyoniaaing, Pa. 19610

Filed Sep. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 537,742

Int a^ A61C 7/00

UJS.a 433-20 10 Claima

1. An orthodontic arch wire having solid posterior segments

having circular cross-sections and smooth surfaces allowing

them to slide smoothly into buccal tubes, and a solid anterior

segment of circular cross-section having a smaller diameter

than that of the cross-sections of the posterior segments, the

anterior and posterior segments being unitary and continuous,

and the transition between the posterior and anterior segments

being in the vicinity of the canines.

receive and suspend a dowel into said tooth impression

cavity;

4uU
Ir

I'l II'!; ;;

II ii lii ,JC

whereby said slot-like socket permits suspension of a dowel

at various angular dispositions relative a vertical axis.

4.479,781

DISPENSER FOR METERING DENTALCOMPOSmONS
Wolf-Dietrich Herold, Hechendorf, Raincr GriouD-Leaz, See-

feld, and Bemd Burger, HecheDdorf, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, aasignors to ESPE Fabrik phannaxentiacber PrMparatc

GnbH, Seefdd, Fed. Rep. of Gennany
FUed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 478,035

aaims priority, qipUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 1,

1982, 3212187

Int a^ A61C 5/04

U.S.a 433-90 16 Claims

4^79,780

APPARATUS FOR POSTHONING A DENTAL DOWEL
Kaneth W. Gena, 1026 • 112th St NX., Bdtefw, Waah. 98004

FDed Ang. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 521,374

lit a3 A61C WOO
U&a433-74 6aaiaM

1. A bridging member for suspending a dental dowel pin

upright m a tooth impression cavity of a dental impiesston,

comprising;

a main body member adapted to slidably receive upright pin

means for support thereby in spaced relation above a tooth

impression cavity;

said main body member having a secondary body member

joined thereto and provided with a slot-like socket to

1. A dispenser for metering dental compositions, comprising

(a) a casing with a dispensing opening,

(b) a plunger movable within said casing, the qMce defined

between the plunger and said dispensing opening serving

to accomodate the dental composition,

(c) a threaded spindle which acts on said plunger and is

axially movable relative to said casing,

(d) a nut fixed to said casing and engaging said spindle, said

casing and nut being rotatable relative to said qnndle for

advancing the same, said casing, plunger, q>indle and nut

forming an assembly, and

(e) a manipulating member formed as a separate part and

including means removably receivmg said assembly such

that said qnndle is supported non-rotatably but axially

movable relative to the manipulating member and said

frying is secured against axial movement but supported

rotatably relative to the manipulating member.
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VISIBLE UGHT-CURED ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVE
Jn A. OrkmiU, AMadan, aad Dtrld V. Botkr, Wcit Covin.

botk €f Cdif^ Mriffon to Setatifle PharMenticdi, IM^
DMrti CUif.

FOad Apr. It, 1M3, Str. No. 4«5,M9
Iirt. a> A61K 5/06

UAa433-2» 25Chta«
1. A method of bonding an orthodontic bracket to a human

tooth with a visible light-activated adhesive comprised of a
mixture of (1) an aromatic or hydroaromatic acrykte or meth-
acrylate having at least two ethylenic double bonds with (2) an
aliphatic acrylate or methacrylate. (3) an alpha, beta diketone
and (4) a tertiary amine comprising curing said adhesive by
irradiation with a light source having a white-light output in
the range of380-500 nanometers ofat least 25,000 foot candles,
such light being applied to the occlusal surface of the tooth or
to the side opposite to the side on which the bracket is placed.

4^479,783

HEUCALLY FLUTED DENTAL POST
Wdmman, New York, N.Y., aarignor to IFCO Corpo-

ndoo. White Plaiai,N.Y.
^^ trwuorpo-

Flkd Apr. 29, 1M3, Scr. No. 489,942
1ml a) A61C 5/08

UAa433-.221 gCWma

of said flutes is less than one revolution about said pin to
define said vent;

said pitch providing a pitch angle of less than 10 degrees
with respect to said longitudinal axis of said pin to main-
tain venting c^Mbility of said flutes;

said pitch being approximately one revolution per inch, and
said pin length being approximately 0.750 inches; and

a first group of said flutes having a first size, and a second
group of said flutes having a second size smaller than said
first size to provide said greater peripheral length at said
major diameter.

4^79,784
EYE LINEOF^GHT RESPONSIVE WIDE ANGLE

VISUAL SYSTTM
Richard B. MalUnsoo; Richard A. Meddcnborg. both of Bfa«.

hamton; David L. Peten, Whitaey Point, and ^•Ji*^ s
Ukshndnarayaaasetty, Bfaighamtoa, aU of N.Y., tMigBon to
TTie Singer Coaipa^r, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 239,942
IM. aj G09B 9/08

U.S.a 434-43 5i
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1. A dental post for retaining a dental restoration in a se-
cured position on a prepared tooth stub, comprising:
an elongated cylindrical pin having a longitudinal axis;
flute means disposed on said pin for retaining said pin se-wed within a cement prepared bore in the tooth stub, and

also to provide a vent for insertion of said pin into the
bore;

•aid flute means including a plurality of external, soaced
wpux helical flutes;

said flutes being longitudinaUy disposed about said longitu-
dinal axis of said pin;

CK^h of said heUcal flutes providing a separate spiral oath
about said pin;

said pin having a major exterior diameter, and said flutes cut
into said pin to a respective depth defining at least one
minor diameter so that at any cross sectional taken along
said longitudinal axis of said pin there exists a greater
peripheral length at said major diameter than at said minor
diameter;

said depth of said flutes being smaller than the spacing be-
tween adjacent flutes;

said pm having a predetermined length so that an upper
portico of said pin extends outwardly from the tooth stub
upon which the restoration can be secured when said pin
is inserted into the tooth stub bore;

said flutes having a pitch greater than said predetermined
length of said pin so that said separate spiral path of each

1. In a simulator, a visual system for generating a high-reso-
lution visual image over a wide field of view comprising:
image diq>lay means;

computer image generator,

means connected to said computer image generator for
projecting a visual image of high resolution onto said
image dispky means, the area of said high resolution
image being sized to accommodate the foveal viewing
area of an observer observing said image display means;

means connected to said computer image generator for
projecting a visual image of low resolution onto said
image display means encompassing said high-resolution
image and sized to accommodate the peripheral viewing
area of said observer^

means for merging said high resolution image and said low-
resolution image to enhance the optical realism of the
overall image, both foveal and peripheral views of the
observer,

means for continuously locating the observer's eye line-of-
sight reUtive to a position on said image diq>hiy means;
and

means for continuously positioning the high resolution
image substantially at the observer's eye line-of-sight on
said diq>lay means such that the high resolution image will
be encompassed in the foveal viewing area ofthe observer
regardless of where the observer is loddng, the transition
time of repositioning the high-resolution image from one
point on said image disphiy means to another point on the
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image display means bemg less than the saccadic suppres-

sira time of the observer.

4,479,785

LEG ROPE FOR A SURFBOARD
Ian D. Tigwood, and Goofftcy D. Tagwood, bott of 7 Gnqrah

Pi., Avakm, New Soath Walea, Aostnlia

FDad JuL 20, 1982, Scr. No. 400,152

IM. a3 A43C 15/06

MS.a 441—75 3

cated hi the space between the driving and driven rotatable

memben for rotating the driven member in response to driving

member rotation; a fail-safe washer onmected to the driven

member, the waiiier having a central opening through which
the driving member extends, the central opening being dimen-

sioned so that the surface forming the central opening is nor-

mally spaced from the driving member, but in the event of

elastomeric bushmg failure or high t<mional load at least a

portion of said surftce is contacted by the driving member to

rotate the driven member, and a retention washer mounted on

4^79,786
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

James G. De Biachop, Litchfield, Com., aasigaor to Tke Tor*

rington Company, Torrington, Con.
FDad Mar. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 473,038

iBt a.) FICD 3/76

U&a 464-89 4 CUma
1. A rotatable shaft assembly for a vehicle comprising: a

lower outer rotatable driven member; and upper inner rotat-

able driving member q>aced from the driven member and

having a nmi-circular periphery; an elastomeric bushing lo-

1. A leg rope to connect a surfboard to a surfer, said rope

comprising a helically cofled extensible member made of redl-

ient material, an anchoring member fixed to one end of the

coiled member whereby die extensible member can be an-

chored to a surf board, a cuff to engage around the leg of a

surfer, a swivel connecting the cuff to the other end of the

extensible member, said swivel including two components, the

first component comprising a body having a hole there-

through, radially dtspmed grooves across a fiat of the body in

a plane at right angles to the axis of said hole through the body,

an arched member extending over the grooved body fiwe with

the ends of the arched member fixed to the body and the cufT

fixed to the arched member, the second compraent comprising

a swivel mduding a shank with one end of the shank fixed to

the other end of die coiled member, said shank located in the

hole through the body of the first swivel component with

abundant clearance therebetween, a head on the shank located

between the arched member and the grooved face of the first

swivel component, radially disposed lugs on the underface of

the head on the shank enpigeahle in the radial grooves of the

first swivel component, said grooves and lugs being respec-

tively concave and convex and complementarily dimensioned

and substantially semi-circular with radiused edges where the

grooves meet dbe face of said body of the first swivel compo-
nent said grooves and lugs being dimensioned as to prevent

relative rotational movements between said components when
a tension force is applied and permits relative rotational move-

ments between said components when the tension force is

released.

the driving member and abutting a lower axial end of the

elastomeric bushing, the periphery of the retention washer

being radially inwardly spaced from the driven member, the

driving member having a protruding portion axially located

and shaped to engage a lower axial end of the retention washer

upon upward axial movement of the driving member to pre-

vent fimher axial movement of the driving member, whereby
in the event of a collision of the vehicle, upward axial move-
ment of the driving member is limited by contact of said driv-

ing member portion against the retention washer.

4,479,787

SPEED GEAR DEVICE AT THE CRANK-WHEEL OF
BICYCLES AND SIMILAR VEHICLES

Pierre Bomard, Bcynas, France, aaaigKw to Establissswmti LE
SIMPLEX, Fraaec

FDad Mar. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 355,616

Oaim priority, appiicatim Fkaaee, Mar. 17, 1981, 81 05786

IM. a^ F16H U/00
U.S.a 474-82 7 <

1. A device for changing gears on a bicycle and similar

engines wherein the device is mounted on a fixed support of a

bicycle frame adjacent a crank-wheel of a Incycle, gears are

dumged by transferring a chain from one sprocket to another

therdiy changing the gearing of a bicycle or similar device,

comprising:

a fork having an mternal ode and an external side between

which achain passes, the spacing between the sides of said

fiork b substantially larger than the normal spacing for a

conventional fork assembly, a chain passing through said

fbrii will not contact eitlwr fork side even in the most

slanted windmg positions of a chain except during a gear

changing procedure;

a hinged parallelogram device is secured to a fixed support

on a bicycle frame adjacent to the crank-wheel of a bicy-

cle, said parallelogram device supports said fork;
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a control lever for said hinged paraUelognm device, said
control lever is normaUy positioned in a neutral position
but may be angularly shifted in a first direction to a limit
position or angularly shifted from the neutral position in
the reverse direction to a limit position;

a third movable fork side is movably mounted beneath the
mtemal side of said fork and is provided with an elastic
retu™ «y««n «nd stops in order to maintain said movable
fork m an inactive position which is approximately in the
plane of the internal fork side and away from the external
fork side; and

a pivotal Imee lever means hinged to a fixed support on a
bicycle firame in a loose manner and hingedly to said
movable fork side, said knee lever is pivotted when said
control lever is shifted angularly in the first direction from
the neutral position to a limit position which in turn moves
said movable fork side toward the external fork Mc

, thereby urging a chain off a sprocket wheel onto a
sprocket wheel of larger diameter, angularly shifting said
control lever in the reverse direction from the neutral
position to a limit position actuates said hinged parallelo-
gram device moving the sides of said fork so that the
external side pulls a chain from a larger sprocket wheel
onto • smaller sprocket wheel at the same time said mov-
able fork side is moved toward said external fork side by
the combined actions of the internal fork side and said
knee lever, said movable fork side after shifting of the
chain is returned within approximately the plane of the
mtemal fork side.

nate the outflow of closure fluid upon the attainment of a
predetermined hydrostatic pressure in the lower division.

4»479789
BELL-LKE CXNTRIFUGEDRUM FOR CONTINUOUSLY

FREEING METAL TURNINGS OF OIL
Richard Steimel, F^aakftirter Straw 134, 5202 Hemief, Fed.

Rep. of Gemaay
PCT No. PCr/EP82/000«, § 371 DMe Aug. 30, 1W2, § 102(e)
Date Aug. 30, 1902. per Pub. No. WO82/03189, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 30, 1962

per Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 414,376

.,„ _ Int a.3 B04B ;//oUAa494-« ,4Q^

4,479,788
CENTRIFUGE WTTH A SELF.EMPTYING DRUM

WaatfUia Scpuator AG, Oelde, Fed. Rep. of Gemaay
ra«l Oct 24, 1983, Ser. No. 544,730

^^^ta^prioflty, applicatioa Fad. Rep. of Germany, Nor. fi,

Irt. a' B04B /7/(W
UAa4»4-27 ^CWm.

1. In a centriftige with a self-emptying drum with ejection
opentags m its jacket that lead out of a soUds space and which
can be blocked off with a piston valve having an associated
closure compartment chargable with closure fluid, means
dividmg the closure compartment into an upper and a lower
division, and outflow channels leading out of the drum from
the lower division of the closure compartment, the improve-
ment wherein the dividing means comprises a disk mounted for
axial displacement in the closure compartment between a
toww pontion wherein it hermetically seals off the lower
division of the closure compartment from the rest of the com-
partmat and an upper position wherein it permits communica-
tion between the lower division and the rest of the closure
compartment whereby ckmire fluid flows out of the closure
compartment through its lower division and through the out-
flow channels, means for hydraulically disphKnng the disk
from the lower to the upper position thereof and wherein the
disk IS automatically returnable to its lower position to termi-

1. A centrifuge drum for continuously freeing metal turnings
of oil, comprising:

a hollow bottom drum having a floor and an open top por-
tion, said open top portion having a top edge with a fixed
diameter;

an outwardly running flange disposed on said top edge of
said hollow bottom drum;

a hoUw top drum having open bottom and top portions, said
open bottom portion having a bottom edge with a fixed
diameter, said hollow top and bottom drums having walls
with inner and outer faces and have clearance diameters at
said bottom and top edges of said hollow top and bottom
drums respectively;

an outwardly running flange disposed on said bottom edge
of said hollow top drum, said hollow top drum being
removably mounted to said hollow bottom drum at said
outwardly running flanges and forming a hollow interior
which does not contain any other elements of the centri-
fuge drum and a circumferential gap between said out-
wardly running flanges about the periphery ofsaid hollow
top and bottom drums, so that the liquid cleared from the
metal turnings can be discharged fnmi the centriftige
drum, said gap being formed to completely extend
through said walls of said hollow top and bottom drums
by stretohing from said inner faces of said hoUow top and
bottom drums and becoming conically wider at said outer
faces of said hollow top and bottom drums, said clearance
diameter of said lower edge of said gap at said inner face
of said drum wall of said hollow top drum being greater
than said clearance diameter ofsaid top edge ofsaid gq> at
said inner face of said drum wall of said hollow bottom
drum; and

means for rigidly securing said hollow top and bottom
drums.
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4,479,790

CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR AND METHOD OF
OPERATING SAME

Hmy G. BocddMi, FaMMd, GouL,md Job P. Meyer, GoMca,
Colo., iMipMn to Tenagnif, lac^ Stamftird, Coaa.

FDed Apr. 22, 1983, Scr. No. 487,725

iM. a^ B04B im
U& CL 494—85 20

1. An qyparatus for separating heavy fractions from a mate-
rial having heavy and light fiactions, comprising;

(a) support means;

(b) rotary means for rotably supporting said support means
about an axis of rotation;

(c) drive means for imparting a rotary motion to said support

means;

(d) feed means introducing the material into the apparatus;

(e) centrifuging surface means extending from positions

relatively close to said axis of rotation to positions pro-

gressively more removed radially from said axis of rota-

tion, and configured and positioned to receive said mate-
rial and to impart a rotary motion to said material and
subject said material to centrifugal forces, said surface

means being fiirther configured to allow only a portion of
said centrifogal force to advance said matoial to radial

positions progressively more displaced firom the axis of
rotation of said support means, or subjecting said material

to stratifying centrifugal forces as said material advances
toward points on said centrifugal surface relatively more
removed from said axis of rotation; and

(0 separator means positioned near Uie radially outer-most

pohit on said centrifuging surface to remove said heavy
firaction.

a tampon carried in said ejector tube so as to resist move-
ment of such a said tampon towards the proximal end of
said outer tube while permitting discharge of such a tam-

pon from said distal end; and
restraining means for preventing the disassembly of said

ejector tube from said outer tube including a cireumferen-

tially extending raised detent means and a mating circum-

ferential groove, respectively formed on the outer distal

surface of said ejector tube and on the inner proximal end
of said outer tube, said detent means being formed as a

series of annularly extending raised ribs formed on the

outside of the fingers of said ejector tube and said groove
being formed on the inner surface of said outer tube adja-

cent its proximal end.

4,479,792

PERITONEAL FLUID TREATMENT APPARATUS,
PACKAGE AND METHOD

HarrisoD Laama, 843 13th Ave., Salt Lake Gty, Utah 84103,
aad Janes A. Neiaoa, 1708 Foreet Hills Dr., SaU Lake Qty,
Utah 84106

CoatiaBatk» of Ser. No. 181,219, Aag. 22, 1980, Pat No.
4,351,333, which is a coatlaaatioB of Ser. No. 945^25, Sep. 25,

1978, abaadoaed, wUch is a dMaloB of Ser. No. 722,752, Sep. 13,

1974, Pat No. 4,128,173, which is a coatfanatioB of Ser. No.
424,323, Oct 28, 1975, abaadoaed. lUs applicatioa Sep. 24,

1982, Ser. No. 423,034

lat CL^ A61M 25/(10

U& a. 404-29 6ClaiM

4,479,791

TAMPON APPUCATOR
E. Raaadl Spnigae, Moaaoa, MaH., aarigaor to Tanpax lacor-

porated. Lake Sacceaa, N.Y.

CoatiaaatiOB of Ser. No. 172,556, JaL 28, 1980, abaadoaed. TUi
appHcatioa May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 491,784

lat a3 A61F 75/00

U.S. CL 604—14 1 Claim

3* 2t

1. A catamenial tampon applicator comprising;

an ejector tube adapted to store a tampon therein, the distal

end of said ejector tube comprising a plurality of spaced

qwrt fingers;

an outer tube slidably disposed over said ejector tube and
having a distal discharge end;

gripping means associated with said outer tube for engaging

1. A method for peritoneal fluid treatment in which:

a portion of the skin surface about the peritoneum is steril-

ized using skin preparation means;

a local anesthetic is administered to said steriUzed skin sur-

face;

a short, small, shallow incision is made in the area of said

sterilized skin;

an intravascular catheter of the type having a first cannula

connected to a hub and removable placement means is

inserted through said incision and into the peritoneal

cavity;

the placement means of said intravascular catheter is re-

moved and said first cannula left inserted;

flexible guide means are inserted into the peritoneal cavity

through said first cannula;

said first cannula is removed leaving said guide means in-

serted;

a second cannula which is elongated and flexible is inserted

into the peritoneal cavity over said guide means;

said guide means is removed; and

fluid operation means is connected to said second cannula by
connector means adapted to oat end of said cannula to

effect fluid treatment operations. ^
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PAREPtrTERAL ADMINISTRATION USING DRUG
DELIVERY DEVICE

'''^JSS'fi
''^ ^**^ "*''•"« 1*«*^ I« Allot, both

ofOriit,MrijMwtoAlaiCoffponrtio«,PaloAlto.aBf.

MayS«.Tto ppBertoi Oct 11, MW, S«r. No. 540,944n* portfoa of the tea oftUs patcit mbMqnart to Jan. 3, 2001,

drug from said chamber in the presence of Huid that
enters the chamber;

(4) a drug in a pharmaceuticaUy acceptable soUd form in
the formulation chamber and present in therapeutically
effective amount for executing a prescribed therea-

VS.CLf04-K
hi. a.^ A61M 5/14

2Claiais

1. An administration set for use with a parenteral therapeutic
system, the administration set comprising:

(a) a primary tube for the flow of a medical fluid there-
through;

(b) • (Mnlld tube in fluid communication with the primary
tube for the flow of medical fluid therethrough; and,

(c) a drug formulation chamber in the paraUel tube, the
chamber comprising;
(1) a wall surrounding a space;

(2) an iijet in the waU that communicates with the parallel
tube for receiving fluid into the chamber-

(3) a drug delivery device in the chamber, said device
compramg a wall formed of a microporous material
that substantially surrounds a solid reservoir containing
a doMge umtamount of a beneficial drug that forms on
lO release from the device a drug formulation with fluid
that enters the chamber and wherein, when the adminis-
tration set IS m operation and administering drug to a
recipient, a beneficiaUy effective amount of the drug is
dmmistered by the combined operations of the device
releasing drug and the rate of fluid flow through the
chamber and,

*^

(4) an ouUet in the waU for the flow of fluid containins
drug from the chamber.

peutic beneficial program, said drug initially separated
from the film, is conttuned by fluid that enters the cham-
ber, and is released from said chamber by the film and
the fluid that flows therethrough; and,

(5) an oudet in the wall for the flow of fluid containing
drug from the chamber.

4v4T9,7»4
SYSTEM FOR INTRAVENOUS THERAPY

^"!?i[y**^.^ ^-«y"^«fa^We«w«.LoaAitoa,both
ofCritf.,airijwrs to ALZA Corponrtioo, Palo Aho, CaUf.

MHOM.TUa appUerto. Oct 11, MM, Ser. No. 840,945na iortta of the term or this pirtam siAaeqaort to JaiL 3, 2001,

UJS.a 604-05 , o.,^
1^ atoiniitratioo set for use with a parenteral therapeutic

system, the admmistradon set comimsing:
(a) a primary tiibe for the flow of a medical fluid there-

through;

(b) • fwnlld tiibe in fluid communication with the primary
ttibe for the flow of medical fluid therethrough; and.

^^'L'J^ fonnulation chamber connected to the parallel
tube, the chamber comprising:
(1) a wan surrounding a lumen;
(2) an iiJet in the waU that communicates with the paraUel

tube for admitting fluid into the chamber,
(3) a fluid permeable fifan in the fiDrmulation chamber, said
fum a releasing means fiormed ofa material that releases

4^79,795
ANTIMICROBIAL POLYMER COMPOSmONS

Robert V. Mnstadch; Donald S. Lncaa, awl Roger L. Stone, all
of Fairfleid, Ohio, assignors to Tte Procter A GiaUe Com-
paay, dadaaati, Ohio

DiTisioB of Ser. No. 053,619, Jn. 29, 1979, Pat No. 4,343,788.
His application JoL 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,381

Int a^ A61M 25/00
UAa604-53 goahM

1. A method for catheterization of humans and lower ani-
mals with lowered risk of nosocomial infection by achieving
microbial inhibition at and around the placement site of cathe-
ters and the like used in tiie bodies of humans and lower ani-
mals, comprising: inserting into tiie body of a human or lower
animal in need of such treatinent a catheter, or die like, said
catheter comprising: delivery means for tranqwrting liquid
materials, said deUvery means being in the form of a tiibe; at
least part of the portion of said tiibe which contacts the body
comprising a toxicologically-acceptable, medical-grade ehuto-
meric polymer, said polymer having releasably incorporated
within die polymer matrix a safe and effective amount of one
or more free n-alkane monocarboxylic acid antimicrobial
agents or salts diereof, having from about 4 to about 10 carbon
atoms, said polymer conUuning from about 0.1% to about 40%
by weight of a subsUmtially non-antimicrobial proton donor
sdected from the group consisting of citric acid, tartaric acid,
malic acid, fumaric acid, maldc acid, malonic acid, ascorbic
acid, barbituric add, and mixtures thereof
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4^479,796

SELF-REGENERATING DRUG ADMINISTRATION
DEVICE

MIchaelJ. KaUok, New Brighton, Mhm., aMignor to Medtronic

Inc., Minneapolia, Mian.

FDed Not. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,888

IM. CL3 A61M 5/00

VS. CL 604—93 10 Cfadns

28 ._
28

24
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J J 14'' V|2 V'
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1. An implantable drug dispenser comprising:

a dispenser body having a proximal end and a distal end and

a bore running from said proximal to said distal end, said

proximal end provided with a first attachment means for

attaching said proximal end to a blood vessel, said distal

end provided with a second attachment means for attach-

ing said distal end to a blood vessel, said dispenser body

fiuther comprised of a cartridge comprising a cartridge

body having a proximal end, a distal end, and a central

bore connecting said proximal end to said distal end, the

bore of said cartridge body in fluid communication with

the bore of said dispenser body, wherein said cartridge

further comprises retaining means for retaining a colony

of drug producing microorganisms within said bore of

said dispenser body.

4*479,797

MEDICATION INFUSION DEVICE
Sannn Kobayashi, and YanaU ShinMJo, both of FiMhioniiya,

Ji^an, aaignon to Temmo Corporatioa, Tokyo, Japan

F^led Jon. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,919

ClaioM priority, application Japan, Jul 4, 1981, 56>104819

Int CL^ A61M 5/00

U&a604-153 9Claiais

1. In a device for infusion of liquid medication including a

finger-type pump unit, said pump unit comprising a c^> and at

least three elongate fingers arranged to be disphK:eable

towards said c^> in a predetermined sequence, cam means for

operating said fingers and rotary drive means for driving said

cam means, said fingers being operative to squeeze a feeding

tube for infusion of medication when said feeding tube is

placed between said cap and said fingers, the improvement

wherein

said at least three fingers comprise two side fingers placed in

generally parallel relation with and on both sides of at

least one central finger, said side fingers each being con-

structed and arranged to squeeze said feeding tube at

corresponding substantially point locations on said feed-

mg tube for collapsing said tube subsUmtially completely

at said point locations, and said central finger being con-

structed and arranged to collapse said feeding tube over a

required length between said point locations for pumping

medication in the tube,

a support member formed integrally at first ends of each of

said fingers for supporting said fingers in cantilevered

fashion, said support member being in the form of a sup-

port frame at least partially encircling the fingers in sub-

stantially the same plane u the fingers and said support

member including an integrally formed mounting pl^ for

mounting the rotary drive means,

said fingers each having a reduced thickness portion at the

first ends thereof in the direction toward said cap, and

a plurality of cams forming said cam means wherein each

cam has a specific cam profile and is operatively associ-

ated with a corresponding one ofsaid fingers for operating

the finger, said cams having a common axis which extends

transversely of the axes of said fingers.

4,479,798

SUBCUTANEOUS IMPLANT USEFUL IN EFFECTING
HYPERTHERMIC TREATMENT

Leon C Parks, Baltimore, Md., aasignor to Rcoearch Against

Cancer, Inc., Jadoon, Mils.

DiiWoD of Ser. No. 068,950, Aog. 23, 1979, , which is a dirision

of Ser. No. 802,033, May 3, 1971, Pat No. 4,181,132. This

application Dec 4, 1980, Ser. No. 212,750

Int CU A61M 1/03

VS.a 604-175 16 Oains

/».

13. A totally subcutaneous implant for use with an apparatus

providing an extracorporeal blood flow path extending from a

blood withdrawing percutaneous cannula cooperable with said

implant to a blood returning percutaneous cannula cooperable

with said implant, said implant comprising:

a body of elastomeric material adapted to be implanted

totally subcutaneously in an extremity,

means in said body defining an arterial passage, a spaced

venous passage, and a bypass conduit extending from one

end of said arterial passage to one end of said venous

passage,

an arterial tube of vascular prosthesis material having one

end connected in communicating relation with the other

end of said arterial passage and an opposite end adapted to

be connected in communicating relation with the interior

of an extremity artery,

a venous tube of vascular prosthesis material having one end

connected in communicating relation with the other end

of said venous passage and an opposite end adapted to be

connected in communicating relation with the interior of

a vein,

means in said elastomeric body extending from a position

exterior of said body inwardly thereof to a position in

communicating relation with said arterial passage mov-
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able between (1) • ckMed condition excluding fluid con-
tmring siMce within said body between said two positions
so that blood flowing from said arterial tube through said
arterial passage will pass therefrom through said bypass
conduit into said venous passage and out of said venous
tube and (2) an open condition excluding fluid receiving
space within said body from the exterior periphery of the
portion of a blood withdrawing cannula extending be-
tween said two positions which also extends percutane-
ously and in communicating rehition with said arterial
passage so that blood flowing from said arterial tube
through said arterial passage will flow through said blood
withdrawing cannula and said bypass conduit, and

means in said elastomeric body extending frtxn a position
exterior of said body inwardly thereof to a pontion in
communicating relation with said venous passage mov-
able between (1) a closed condition excluding fluid con-
taining space within said body between the associated two
positions of extent thereof so that blood flowing from said
bypass conduit wiU pass therefrom into said venous pas-
sage and out ofsaid venous tube, and (2) an open condition
excluding fluid receiving space within said body from the
exterior periphery of the portion of a blood returning
cannula extending between the associated two positions of
extent thereof which blood returning cannuh also extends
percutaneously and in communicating rehition with the
venous passage so that said venous passage will receive
blood flowing both from said blood returning cannula and
said bypass conduit

syringe and an injection needle coupled to the syringe, the
miprovement comprising gravity-responsive mclinometer

means mounted on the assembly for indicating the angle of
mchnation of the needle relative to a patient's skin.

FLUID DISPENSING DEVICE
Mljton J. Coheir 10823 Bwbmk Dr,, PWOMC, Md. 20854
DlTlalon of Ser. No. 392,020, Jm. 25, 1982h ins appBartion

Not. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 550,770 ^^
IM. a3 A61M J/00

U.S.a 604-238 4

,

4,479,799
HYPODERMIC SYRINGE CONTAINING MICROFIBERS

OF AN AMORPHOUS HEPARIN SALT
Cbuk» G. Tlrid, St Panl, Mhut, aarignor to Riker Laborato-

ries, lac, St Paol, MIbo.
DhWon of Scr. No. 267,579, May 21, 1981, Pat No. 4,405,612,

pMtiBMtion.iB-pvt of Scr. No. 152,751, May 23, 1980.
bi»d0B6d. IWi appBcatlon Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,593

.,««.- I«.a3A61MJ/(»
UA a 604-187 , Claims

GSjai^-—.,

1. A hypodermic syringe containing a quantized amount of
microfiben of an amorphous heparin salt which have an aver-
age length to diameter ratio of at least 20.

INJECTING NEEDLE WftH INCUNOMETER
Rtoto^a Chaster, 25310 Ticm GriMle Dr., CarMl, CalJf.

Filed Apr. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 489,975
Irt. a^ A61M S/32

UAa604-187 goMim
1. In an injection needle and syringe assembly having a

1. A device for dispensing a fluid maintained m sealed rela-
tion therein comprising an elongate barrel having an open end
and a cylindrical bore of lesser cross section in the end portion
of the barrel leading to the open end, a hoUow needle, a hub
member secured at one end about the open end of the barrel
and at the other end for mounting one end of the hoUow nee-
dle, and a portion intermediate said end defining a chamber
having a cross section greater than the cross section ofthe bore
and in direct communication therewith, a plunger dimensioned
sUdably to engage the interior of the barrel in sealing relation,
a seaUng disc within said bore dimensioned to engage the walls
of said bore in sealing relation and axiaUy slidable in said bore
between a seaUng position to seal off the space between said
seaUng disc and plunger and unsealing position to permit flow
of fluid fixMn the barrel to the chamber and to the hdlow
needle in communication therewith and means for displace-
ment of the plunger within the barrel, whetem the sealmg disc
includes at least one passage extending crosswise through an
mtermediate portion ofthe sealmg disc and at least one passage
extending downwardly from the upper surface of the seaUng
disc into communication with said crosswise extending passage
wherd>y communication is established through said passages
between the interior of the barrel and the chamber when the
seaUng disc is disphu^ed from the bore by an amount to enable
the crosswise passages to clear the of)en end of the barrel.
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4«479,802

IRRIGATING VECTIS
Aiii Y. Aois, 7531 N. Hampton, Liocobi, Nebr. 68506

Filed Feb. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 467,033

iBt a' A61M 5/00

UJS. CL 604—275 1 Clain

1. An irrigating vectis, comprising,

an elongated shank portion having means on one end thereof

for connection to an irrigating syringe,

and an irrigating loop portion at the other end of said shank

portion, said loop portion having an inwardly indented

portion at the end thereof,

said irrigating loop portion having irrigating apertures

formed therein to enable irrigation fluid to be discharged

outwardly therefrom,

said loop portion comprising first and second loop members

which extend from said shank portion in a diverging

relationship, and an end portion extending between said

first and second loop portions, said end portion having

bulged portions at its end, said indented portions being

positioned between said bulged portions.
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AGENT FOR OXIDATIVE DYEING OF HAIR
Hdvieh Baffcwnw, Gifllan, mi Plato PortMu, Fribowg,

both of SwitMriaiid, oniVMn to Wclla AMeagetdlichaft,
DvMtadt, Fed. Rep. of Gcmuy

per No. PCT/EPM/00103, § 371 DMc Apr. 8, 1981, $ 102(e)

Dtte Apr. 8, 1981, PCT PiA. No. WO81/00810, FCT Pab.
Dite Apr. 2, 1981

PCT Filed Sep. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 253,310
ClaijM priority, applicatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcrwny, Sep. 28,

1979,2939303

laL a' A61K 7/13

VS.a 8-406 5 daint
1. Aqueous composition for the oxidative dyeing of human

hair, containing 0. 1 to 6.0 percent by weight ofa compound of
the formula (I)

(D

CH2—

R

wherein R signifies COOR'. CONH2. GONHR', CONR'2 or

CONH—OH, with R' being an alkyl group with 1 to S carbon

atfMns.

M79304
FIXED SULFUR PETROLEUM COKE FUEL AND

METHOD FOR TTS PRODUCTION
Nai Y. Chea, RJ). Titasfille, NJ., and Denois E. Waldi, Rich-

boro. Pa., asrignon to Mobfl Ofl Corporatioa, New Yorit,

N Y
DifiaiM of Scr. No. 127,667, Mar. 6, 1980, Pat No. 4,305,809.

lUs applicatioa Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 30M56
lot Ca.3 ClOL 7/OQ: ClOG 9/14, 9/28

JJS. a. 44—1 SR 6 Claias
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4^79305
TREATING-HIGH ASPHALTENE FUEL OILS

Soihfl K. Batra, Shrewsberry, Maas., aarigaor to CotanMa
Claae CorporatkM, Braiatrce, MasL

FOed Sep. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 531,257

lat a.3 aOL 1/32
VS. 0. 44—51 16 OahM

1. A process for the treatment of asphaltene-beahng heavy
fuel oils to reduce acid-smut in stackgas resulting fhnn burning

said fiiek comprising the steps of processing said heavy fuel oil

under pressure, through a restricted Uquid shearing apparatus

with the addition of controlled amounu of water, and simulta-

neously reducing asphaltene particle size such that a majority

of resulting asphaltene particles are below 2 microns in diame-

ter with substantially all said asphaltene particles less than 7

microns in diameter and dispersing said particles uniformly

throughout said fuel oil.

4,479,806

STABILIZED SLURRY AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
SAME

Jams E. ¥»ak, AUred Statioa, N.Y., aaatgaor to Alfkcd Uaifer-
sity Reaeareh FooodatioB, lac, Alfired Statioa, N.Y.

Coatiaoatioa-iB-part of Scr. No. 474,125, Mar. 10, 1983, , which
is a coatiaaatioB-ia-part of Ser. No. 375,183, May 5, 1982, Pat

No. 4,441,887, which is a coBtiBnatio»>ia-part of Ser. No.
288,737, JbL 31, 1981, Pat No. 4,416,666, wUeh is a

coBtiBaatiOB-ia-part of Ser. No. 088315, Oct 26, 1979, Pat No.
4^282,006, which is a coatiaaatioB-iB-part of Scr. No. 957,166,

No?. 2, 1978, abaadoBcd, whi^ is a coatiaaatioB-iB-part of Ser.

No. 790337, Apr. 25, 1977, ahaadoaed. Ihis appUcatioB Sep. 16,

1983, Ser. No. 532^09
ne portiM of the term of this pateat sabseqneat to Apr. 10,

2001, has beea disdaiaMd.

lat a.) ClOL 1/32
VS. CL 44—51 13 Claims

r? •>«OOUCT

1. A fixed-sulfiir petroleum coke fuel produced by coking in

a coking zone a heavy petroluem coker feedstock in the pres-

ence of an added alkaline earth metal oxide or precursor

thereof, the amount of added alkaline earth metal oxide being

within the range firom about 1 to 10 times the amount theoreti-

cally necessary to completely fix the sulfur contained in the

coke produced firmn the petroluem coker feedstock, and re-

covering coker products mcluding fixed-sulfiu' petroleum coke

fiiel conq>risnig coke deposited on particles of said alicaline

earth additive, said fuel containing ^ut 3 to 30 weight per-

cent ash (calculated as calcium oxide) derived firom the allca-

line earth additive.

1. A process for preparing a carbonaceous slurry which is

comprisied of at least about 60 volume percent of solid carbona-

ceous material and which has a Brookheld viscosity aia solids

content of 70 volume percent ambient temperature, and ambi-

ent pressure, of less than 5,000 centipoise, comprising the steps

of:

(a) providing a carbonaceous compact wherem:

1. said compact has a specific surface area of from about 0.8

to about 4.0 square meters per cubic centimeter and an

mterstitial porosity of less than about 20 volume percent

2. said compact comprises finely divided solid carbonaceous

particles,

3. fhm about S to about 70 weight percent of said soUd

2059
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cirbonaceous pvticles are of coUoidal size, being smaUer 4.479^

dance with the foUowing formula: UAa4»-76
'»*-^C10Ji/20

7 * -"MIM

^"J,
L \

^ DffJ-l^^

^-^
/.

where 1.0

and where ifZ><Z>y

(

«0.0

and where if X> > D^ WW 1.0

wherein:

(a) CPFT is the comulative percent of said soUd carbona-
ceous material finer than a certain specified particle size
D, m volume percent;

(b) k is the number of component distributions in the
consist and is at least 1;

(c) Xj is the fractional amount of the component j in the
conmt, is less than or equal to 1.0, and the sum of all of
the X/s in the consist is l.(^

(d) n is the distribution modulus of fraction j and is greater
than about 0.001;

*^

(e) D is the diameter of any particle in the consist and
ranges from about 0.05 to about 1 180 microns-

(0 D,» the diameter of the particle in fraction j. measured
at 1% CPFT on a plot of CPFT versus size D, is less
than Dl, and is greater than 0.05 microns;

(g) Di a the diameter of the size modulus in fraction jmeasured by sieve size or its equivalent, and is from'
about 10 to about 1 180 microns; and

(b) mixing from about 60 to about 80 parts, by volume, of said
carbonaceous compact with from about 20 to about 40 parts,
by volume, of Uquid. wherein:
1. at least two Uquids are mixed with said carbonaceous
compact,

2. at lost about 90 weight percent of the total amount of
Uquid mixed with said carbonaceous compact is water
and

3. from about 0.1 to about 10 weight percent of the total
amount ofhquid mixed with said carbonaceous compact is
non-aqueous liquid.

M79307
CASOUNE-^UBSmUTE FUEL

Baipk A. Rebodt, Woodhma, Mich.
CoatfamadoB of Ser. No. 22M14y Jan. 9, 1981, abandoned. Iliis

•PpUottiM Mar. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 472^39

1. A gasoline-subMitute fiiel consisting exclusively of 5-15%
by volume of a monohydroxy alcohol containing 1-4 carbon
atoms per molecule. 2-10% by volume ofa conventional dieself^ and the balance by volume consisting of a conventional
gasoline.

1. A pokehole unit for use in the reduction zone between a
fire zone located above a grate and a top zone of reserve fuel
in a vertical fixed bed gasifier through which a poker may be
mserted for poking the fire in the gasifier comprising a tubular
extension, projecting radially from an opening in the waU of
the gasifier located at said reduction zone, having a closure at
Its outer end with an opening through which a poker may be
removably mserted. a cover with a pokehole therethrough
movable mto and out of position over said opening, means
defimng a source of air under pressure and a valve and an
assocwted conduit connected for introducing said air into the
tubular extension when the cover is open and an operating
hnkage between the cover and the valve arranged to open the
valve from the air source into the tubular extension when the
cover is opened, and shut off the air from said source to the
mtCTior of the tubutor extension when the cover is moved into
position to close the opening.

4,479,809
APPARATUS FOR GASIFYING COAL INCLUDING A

SLAG TRAP
Ererett M. Johnson, FishUll, N.Y., abd Warrai G. SeUioger.

Pasadena, Calif
.,
assignors to Texaco Incn White Plaiiis. N Y

FUed Dec 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,110
Int 0,i ClOJ 3/08

VS.CL4S-T/
4Ctato

I

1. In combination with a high pressure coal gasifier where
small particulate slag is generated, a slag trap comprising

a high pressure vessel having an inlet at the top for receiving
synthesis gas containing small particulate shig entrained
therewith,

said vessel comprising
a shell for containing said high pressure,
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means for maintaining a body of water at the bottom of said
sheU underneath s^ inlet,

first coaxial wall means for confining said synthesis gas and
entrained slag to downward flow toward said body of
water, compriang a plurality of passages therethrough for
directing swirling flow therein.

means for recirculating some of said synthesb gas through
said plurality of passages, comprising a second coaxial
wall between said shell and said first coaxial wall means,

annular means for closing the space between said first coax-
ial wall means and said second coaxial wall means,

an inlet to said space for mtrodudng said recirculated syn-
thesis gas comprising a plurality of tangentially directed
conduits, and

an outlet for said synthesis gas spaced substantially above the
bottom ofsaid first and second coaxial wall means to cause
reversal of said synthesis gas and entrained slag flow
above said body of water whereby said slag is quenched

' and retained by said water while the synthesis gas flows to
said outlet

4^479,810

PARTIAL OXIDATION SYSTEM
Guries P. Marion, MamaroMck; William B. Crouch, Chap-

paqoa; Albert Brent, Hantingtoa, aU of N.Y4 George N.
Rkbter, San Mariao, CaUf.; Edward T. CUM, Tarrytown,
N.Y., and Blake Reynolds, Rlrerfide, Cmm., avigDors to

Texaco lac, White Pfadas, N.Y.
Difiiloa of Ser. No. 272,419, Jan. 10, 1981, Pat No. 4,400,180,

whkfa Is a coatlaaatioa-la-part of Ser. No. 212,054, Dec 3, 1980,
Pat No. 4,371,378, whieh li a eoatfaaatioa-la-part of Ser. No.

lfi7,87C JbL 14, 1980, Pat No. 4,351,645, which Is a
C0BtlBBatl0B.|a-part of Ser. No. 107,215, Dec 26, 1979, Pat No.

4,338,099. ndi appUcatioa Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,939
Tte portkm of the tern of tills patent aabaeqaeat to S^ 28,

1999, has beea dliclaiaMd.

lat €V ClOJ 3/50
VS.a 48-86 R 6 CUw

nmfnurtmmeuunmsTuti Jtfff <it/

tnetrnfMSmiTTU
sent utHMeten nn uv»»r

r» U <.

»7

fflff tnttH commm^ ftt

1. A system for controlling the introduction of a plurality of
reactant streams into the reaction zone of a partial oxidation

gas generator comprising: a burner comprising a central con-
duit means radially spaced from a concentric coaxial outer

conduit means having a downstream exit nozzle and providing

a coaxial annular passage means therebetween and wherein
said burner comprising said central conduit means is coaxial

with the central longitudinal axis of said burner and has a

downstream exit orifice that discharges into a pre-mix zone
said central conduit means providing a passage said outer

coaxial conduit providing said annular passage means along the

length of said central conduit means between the inside diiune-

ter of said outer conduit and the outside diameter of said cen-
tral conduit means, an exit nozzle coaxial with and terminating

said outer conduit at the downstream end of said burner, com-
prising a converging frusto-conical rear portion and a right

cylindrical front portion, an annular shaped face-cooling

chamber surrounding said exit nozzle at the burner tip, and
wherein the tip of said central conduit means is retracted up-
stream from the face of said burner a distance of two or more
times the minimum diameter of said outer conduit converging
exit nozzle to provide a pre-mix zone comprising one or more
cylindrically diaped communicating pre-mix chambers in tan-

dem and coaxial with the central longitudinal axis of said

burner, separate burner inlet lines connected by separate inlet

means respectively to said central conduit means and to said

annuUtf passage mean^ conduit means including four feed lines

connecting four different material feedstreams to said burner
inlet lines for introducing said feedstreams into the burner, said

burner discharging said feedstreams or mixtures thereof into

said reaction zone; and a separate flow rate sensing means and
a separate flow rate controller in each of said feed lines for

independently sensing the flow rate for each material flowing
through a particular feed line and providing a signal corre-
sponding to the actual flow rate for that feedstream to a con-
trol means operatively connected thereto for comparing each
actual flow rate signal with a manual or automatically com-
puted and inserted input signal representing the desired flow
rate or set point at that moment for each feedstream and pro-
viding a corresponding adjustment signal for separately oper-
ating the flow rate controller in that particular feed line, and
thereby independently controlling the flow rate for each feed-

stream entering the burner at that moment

4,479,811

METHOD FOR THE DRYING AND REMOVAL OF
HYDROCARBONS FROM GASES

BarlAard SeUieht; Chrlstel Soaatag; Haas Bdse; Otto Lindner,
aU of Bcrtta; Uaas Wehaer, Leaaa; Werner Bnrk, HaUe-
Wiartait, MaafM Groaa, aad Haas-Peter MInak, both of

FMb«i,all of Gcnaaa Deasocratic Rep^ naignon to VEB
flsMiaaalagiiabaukomMBat Leipiig-GriBUBa, Griauaa, Gcr-
aMa DsBocratic Rep.

FDed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 469^32
CUbm priority, ivpUcatioa Genaaa Dcnoeratic Rep., Jaa.

19, 1982, 2368474

lat 0.3 BOID S3/2B
M&. CL 55—32 18 Claims

1. A solvent for the drying of gas and removal of aromatic
hydrocarbons from said gas, said solvent comprising

79.9 to 97 percent by weight of glycol,

2 to 20 percent by weight of N-methyl-e-caprolactam, and
0.1 to 1 percent by weight of water.

10. A process for drying gas and removing aromatic hydro-
carbons from said gas which comprises

contacting said gas with a solvent which comprises 79.9 to

97 percent by weight of glycol, 2 to 20 percent by weight
of N-methyl-c-cq>rolactam and 0. 1 to 1 percent by weight
of water.

4,479312
SORPTION FRACnONATION SYSTEM FOR OLEFIN

SEPARATION
Chaag H. Hala, Matawaa; Hartley Owea, Bdlc Mead, aad

Bernard S. Wright East Wladsor, aU of NJ., MaifBon to

Mobfl OU CorporatioB, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jaa. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 508,779

lat a.3 BOID 47/12. 3/16
MS. CL 55-^18 5 dafaaa

1. A continuous fractionation process for recovering ethyl-

ene from an olefinic feedstock comprising about 10 to 50 mole
% ethylene and 10 to SO mole % propenc >aid olefinic feed-

stock consisting essentially of volatile C2-C4 hydrocartxMis

oonpriaing the steps of
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otefimcgwotaiefMigehydrocwbons under proem condi-
m'ccni wmces.

dou to wiectivelyaorbsabMantiany the entire C3+ olefin
oooq^ooents from the feedstock; M'T'iSM

RECIRCULATION REGENERATION
MigMlP.OHk«r.AiMrt«y.Mi.MriffertoN«pEquflib.nn Rciench A«ociatM, AaMhvj, Mm.
Coati>Mli(».ia.p«t of Scr. No. 361434^ Mtf. 24. ini . wUeh

lUi apNieatioa Apr. 12, 1M3, te. No.4Hm^
Iirt.a3B01OJ5/(M

ttiriLittc

Mtoiac
toaKiir

U.S.a ss~ic2 36CUns

•^ij^^-^j-*'.:eicnn
unKnr

withdrawing tn ethylene-rich v^wr stream from the sorp-
tion tower, and

ftirther contacting the ethylene-rich stream witii a distiUate
range Uqoid hydrocarbon stream m a sponge absorber to
recover ethylene having an average molecular weiaht not
greater than 28.5.

«•«««*

4«479313
ELECIROOTATIC PREOPATATOR CONSTRUCnON

HAVING LADDER BAR SPACERS
John A. JomUs, 304 LocMtcr K., Gryital Lake, m. M015

FIM No?. 29, 1M2, Scr. No. 448,260
ha. CL^BOSC 3/08, 3/47

U&aS5-137 gChtaa

1. In an electrostatic precipitator for collecting solid parti-
cles carried by a flue gas from a source of combustion, said
preopitMor mcluding a plurality of paraUel precipitator plates
spaced from and adjacent one another for coUecting soUd
pMticles by electrostatic attraction of solid particles to the
ptates, and a second plurality ofelongated electrodes mounted
between adjacent plates sobstantiaUy paraUel to each other and
Mbstantoally parallel to the plates, each of said elongated dec-
trodeibdng substantially equidistantly spaced from adjacent
wectrodes, the improvement comprising; a third plurality of
l«lder bars positioned between adjacent plates to hold adja-
cent surfaces of adjacent plates in an equidistiudy spaced
rwWonahip, each of said bKlder ban having a connector bar
secured to one of a pair of the adjacent surfiKM, each of said
ooopector bars having a circular cross section, and each of said
laddw ban having a fi;nirth plurality of holder bars, each of
said holder ban having a drcuhv cross section, each of die
bolder ban having one end connected to its respective connec-

1. A system ofimproved operational efficiency for cyclically
ti«ating a fluid feed stream in a sorption bed to reduce the
concentration of a sorbate carried in said stream during a
sorption stage and thermally regenerating said sorption bed by
circulating a regeneration stream during a regeneration stage,
said system comprising a main sorption bed comprising a hous-
mg defining a fluid feed flow path along a mass of sori)ent
material conuuned tiierein for treating fluid feed during said
•«wpti<» stage, and a regeneration q>paratus for dicuhiting
aaid regeneration stieam through said main bed oountercuiTCnt
to the direction of said fluid fieed stream during said regenera-
tion stage, wherein, in operation during said regeneration
stage, during an interval when a hot regenerant fluid passes
through said main sorption bed, there is created therein a RW
front which moves in die direction offluid flow and is bounded
on Its downstream side by bed conditions characteristic of
equihbrium between the sorbent material and a fluid waste rich
in sorbate, and on its upstream side by bed conditions charac-
teristic of equihbrum between the soriient material and the hot
regenerant fluid, said apparatus comprising
means for circulating said regeneration stream through the

aorbent material in said main bed;
means for removing sorbate from effluent exiting said main

sorption bed during regeneration;
means for cooUng said regeneration stream;
upstream of said main bed, means for heating said effluent;
downstream from said sorbate removing means and said

cooling means, a regeneration bed containing a aorbent
material for reducing the concentiation of sorbate in said
effluent; and

means for inactivating said heating means prior to die time
the midpoint of said RW front exits the sorption bed.

26. A system of improved operational efficiency for cycli-
caUy treating a fluid feed stream in a sorption bed to reduce the
concentration of a sorbate carried in said stream during a
sorption stage and thermally regenerating said sorption bed by
cvculattng a regeneration stream during a regeneration stiige,
said system comprising a main sorption bed comprising a hous-
ing defining a fluid feed flow path along a mass of sorbent
material contained therein for treating fluid feed during said
s(»pti<» stage, and a regeneration tppantm for circulating
aid regeneration stream through said main bed oounteicurrent
to the direction of said fluid feed stream during said regenera-
tion stage, wherein said ^>paratus comprises:
means for circulating said regeneration stream through the

sorbent material in said m*ifi bed;
means for removing sorbate from effluent exiting said m^n

sorption bed during regeneratini;
means for cooling said regeneratim stream;
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downstream fhm said sorbate removing means and said
cooling means, a regeneration bed containing a sorbent
material fbr redudng the concentration of sorbate in said

effluent;

upstream of said main bed and said regeneration bed, means
for heating said effluent; and

means for circuUting a portion of the output of said means
for heating around said regeneration bed.

4^479315
PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER AND ALARM FOR
ADSORBENT FRACnONATERS, PARTICULARLY

DESSICANT DRYERS
Gnrig S. Tbdur, and Unmms G. Habarer, both of Ocala, Flan
aasipon to PaD Corporation, Gka Co?e, N.Y.

FDed Mar. 9, 19S3, Ser. No. 473,855

Int a' BOID 53/04
VS. CL 55—183 8 CUm

pilot signals being unaffected by variations is the output of
said pressure regulator.

1. A controUer for an adsorbent fractionater having two
adsorbent beds which are alternately switched between an on
stream condition in which a bed is processing the product
stream and an off stream condition in which a bed is first

regenerated and then repressurized prior to being switched to

the on stream condition, the alternate switching of the beds
being effected by a flow valve system comprising inlet valves

for selectively admitting gas to be processed into the adsorbent
beds and exhaust valves for selectively releasing regeneration

gas fixm the beds, the flow valves bdng controlled by pneu-
matic pilot signals, the controller comprising:

a source of pressurized ga^
first control valve means for selectively siqiplying pilot

signals (torn the source to the inlet flow valves;

seorad control valve means for selectively sun>lying pilot

signals from the source to the exhaust flow valves;

a pressure regulator for selectively reducing the pressure of
the source gas to a lower, r^ulated pressure

first and second pneumatic accumulator^

third control valve means to oontnd the first and second
control valve means to generate a schedule (^pilot signals

at the pressure of the gas source, the third control valve

means comprising first and second variable orifices, the

schedule of pneumatic pilot signals being based on the

time intervals required to raise the pressures in the pneu-
matic aocumulaton from reqwctive starting pressure

levels to within reqiective predetermined pressure differ-

entials rebttive to said r^ulated pressure, the time inter-

vals being sdectivdy variable through independent ad-

justment of the orifice sizes and the regulated pressure

ouQ>ut of the pressure regulator, the pressure level of the

4,479,816

APPARATUS FOR SCRUBBING GASES
Wahar Gaater, PnUach, Fed. Rap. of Gmumj,
ndaen GaMI, Monieh, Fad. Rap. of Gcnnay

FUad Sep. 29, 1982, Sar. No. 427,583
CUm priority, application Fad. Rep. of Ganuoy, May 28,

1982,3220328

Int a> BOID 47/00
V&a 55-230 1

1. An ^)parattts for scrubbing gases, comprising an approxi-
mately fliu cylindrical or flat wpinl-thKpti fan casing, at least

one gas suction duct for gas to be purified opening centrally

into said casing, a gas discharge duct leading away from the
periphery of said casing, a rotor shaft supported coaxially with
the axis of the fen casing, at least one supporting disc fixed on
the rotor shaftm a direction normal to the axis, a rotor bar cage
fixed on the supporting disc and consisting of eight to ten

concentric rotor rings of ban at uniform qiacings and each
having ban drop^h^ied in cross section extending parallel to

the axis and being ^^proximately twice u long in circumferen-
tial direction as in radial direction, as seen in cross section, each
bar being disposed at an angle of from 16* to 22* with reelect

to the circumferential direction, a stator bar cage completely
extending into the rotor bar cage, being fixed to the fan casing,

and consisting of a pluraUty of concentric rings of ban at

uniform qMcings and projecting between two rings of ban
each of the rotor bar cage, the ban thereof having a drop-
sh^ied cross section and extending parallel to the axis and
being qiproximatdy twice as long in circumferential direction

than in radial direction, as seen in cross section, each bar being
disposed at an angle of from 16* to 22* with reqiect to the

circumferential direction and in a direction oppoaed to the ban
of the rotor bar cage, the same spacing between all rings ofban
amounting to from 2S% to 30% of the diameter of the inner-

most ring of bars, and means for introducing cleaning liquid

into said casing.

4,479317
PRESSURIZED HOT CYCLONE

Andrew a Staarcr, OU Graaawich, and Albert Vitfa, Staatod,
both ofCouL, aasigBon to Don-OUnr, Incn Slaatford, Con.

FDad Apr. 3, 1980, Sar. No. 138,792

Int a' BOID 53/24
VS.a 55-267 S dalH

1. A cyclone for high temperature pressurized ^iplications

ccmprising a metal pressure vessel having a generally cylindri-

cal upper portion joined to an essentially conical lower por-

tion, a tangential inlet conduit opening into the cylindrical

portion of said vessel, an oudet for separated material at the

wpex ofsaid conical portion of said vessel, a metal vortex finder

of cylindrical configuration suf^rted within said vessel by a
generally conical thermal sleeve, said sleeve being weMed at

the upper end thereof to a ring member which is fixed reUttive

to said pressure vessel at the upper end of said cylindrical

portion and an exhaust conduit positioned to receive gMes
exiting upward through said vortex finder.

4. A cyclone for high temperature preyurizcd applications
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compriiing « meul prewire vend lined with refrKtoiy insu^^
tion and having a generally cylindrical upper portion joined to
an etientially conical lower portira, a tangential inlet conduit
opening into the cylindrical portion of said vessel, an outlet for
separated material at the apex of said conical portion of said
vessel, a metal vortex finder of cylindrical configuration sup-
ported within said vessel by a generally conical thermal sleeve,
refractory insulation filling the region between the inner coni-
cal surface of the thermal sleeve and said vortex finder, said

4^79,819
INFRARED POLARIZING GLASSES

Nicholas F. Borelll, Eiidn^ Fnak Coppola, Honehead^ Dtnid
L. Morse, Coming; Daniel A. Nolan, Coming, and Thoaaa P
Seward, m. Coming, all of N.Y^ aHigWRB to
Works, Coming, N.Y.

FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,732
Int a' O03C 3/26, 23/00: OBB 19/00

UJS. CL 65-30.11 10

o.«

300 400 500 600

WAVELENGTH nm

700 800

refractory insolation lining of said pressure vessel being in
contact with the conical outer surface of said thermal sleeve,
said thermal sleeve being welded at the upper end thereof to a
ring member which is fixed relative to said pressure vessel at
the upper end of said cylindrical portion, said conical thermal
sleeve providing a rektively long heat transfer path of low
thermal gradient between said vortex finder and said ring
member, and an exhaust conduit positioned to receive gases
exiting upward through said vortex finder.

M79318
SURGICAL DRAINAGE BAGS

PMr J. Briggi, Soapting, and Kcneth J. Brooks, Landng,
both of bghnd, aari^ors to Matbm (HoMlati) Limited,

Flkd May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 375,452

«««, CH-jafsSi,""*^
"--^ M^ 7. «...

lA CL^ BOID 50/00
U.S.a S5-.385 C gCtata.

®
8^ filter system with a bag with a vent opening comprising

a first mount which is secured to a wall of the bag, and is
provided with a through opening in registration with said vent
opening of said bag, and a second mount having a tubular vent
plug removably received in the opening in said first mount andm slidmg engagement therewith, a recess in said second mount-
communicating with the vent in said plug, an outlet opening ini^ second mount, and at least a filter element which removes
odors received in said recess and positioned between said vent
plug and said outlet opening.

1. A method for making a glass article exhibiting excellent
polarizing properties in the infrared region of the radiation
spectrum from glasses which will be phase separable or will be
photochromic through the presence of silver halide particles
therein selected from the group of AgQ, AgBr, and Agl,
which method comprises the steps of:

(a) melting a batch for a glass containing silver and at least
one haUde selected from the group of chloride, bromide,
and iodide;

(b) cooling and shaping said melt into a glass article of a
desired configuration;

(c) subjecting said gUos article to a temperature at least
above the strain point, but not in excess of about 50* C.
above the softening point of the glass, for a sufficient
length of time to cause the generation of silver halide
particles therein selected from the group of AgCl, AgBr,
and Agl, said particles ranging in size between about
200-SOOOA;

(d) elongating said glass article under stress at a temperature
above the anneaUng point, but below that where said glass
ohilnts a viscosity of about lO* poises, such that said
silver halide particles are elongated to an aspect ratio ofat
least S:l and aligned in the direction of the stress; and

(e) exposing said elongated ghus article to a reducing atmo-
sphere at a temperature above about 250* C, but no higher
than about 23* C. above the annealing point of the glass,
for a sufficient length oftime to develop a reduced surface
layer on said glass article having a thickness of at least 10
microns wherein at least a portion of said elongated silver
halide particles are reduced to elemental silver particles
having aspect ratios greater than 2:1 which are deposited
in and/or upon said elongated particles, whereby said
glass article exhibiting excellent pohviidng properties in
the infrared region of the radiation spectrum is formed.

4*479,820
USE OF POLYGONDENSAHON PRODUCTS FROM
ACROLEIN AND FORMALDEHYDE AS BIOODE

WoUipag Mark, Liaseshain, and Kari-Hdu Rink, Hnum, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaatgaora to DegHoa Aktdngesell-
schaft, Fhttkftvt, Fed. Rep. of Gcraaay

Filed Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 464,843
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 16,

1982,3205487

iat a.3 0Q2F 1/50
UACL 71-67 MOatais

1- A process of killing microorganisms or algae in an aque-
ous system comprising treating the aqueous system with a
bwcidally effective amount of a water soluble polycondensa-
tion product produced by c<»densation ofacrolein and formal-
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dehyde in the molar ratio between 1:1 and 1:10 in an aqueous
or aqueous-organic medium.

4»479321

N-PHENYLSULFONYL-N'-TRIAZINYLUREAS
Willy Meyer, Riehen, and Werner FSry, Basel, both of Switaer*

land, aaaignon to Obn-Geigy Corporatioa, Aidaley, N.Y.
Continnation*in-part of Ser. No. 282,847, JnL 13, 1981,

abmidoned. This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,695
OaiBH priority, application Switierland, JoL 17, 1980,

548L^ No?. 5, 1980, 8216/80; Jnn. 17, 1981, 399V81 '

Int a' C07D 251/46. 251/22, 251/44; AOIN 43/66
UA a. 71—93 28 Claims

1. A N-phenylsulfonyl-N'-triazinyl-urea of the formula I

\

(D

4. 3-ch]oro-4-<2,2-dichlon>- 1-methylcyclopropylmethoxy)-
carbanilic acid-boizylester.

5. 3-chloro-4-(2,2-dichlorocyclopropylmethoxy)-carbanilic

acid-methylester.

wherein

A is a Ci-C6alkyl radical which is substituted by Ci-Cialk-
oxy, Ci-C4alkylthio, Ci-C4alkylsulfinyl or Ci-Q-alkyl-
sulfonyl,

X is oxygen, sulfiir, a sulfinyl or sulfonyl bridge,

Z is oxygen or sulfur,

m is 1 or 2,

R2 is hydrogen, halogen, Ci-Csalkyl, Cj-Csalkenyl, C1-C4.
haloalkyl, or a radical —Y—R5, —COOR«, —NO2 or
—CO—NRt—Rg,

R3 and R4, each independently of the other, are hydrogen,
Ci-C4alkyl, Ci-Qalkoxy, Ci-C4alkylthio, Ci-C4haloal-
kyl, halogen or alkoxyalkyl of at most 4 carbon atoms,

Rs and R^, each independently of the other, are C|-Csalkyl,
C2-Csalkenyl or C2-C6alkynyl,

R7 and Rs, each independently of the other, are hydrogen,
Ci-Csalkyl, C2-C5alkenyl or C2-C6alkynyl, and

Y is oxygen, sulfur, a sulfinyl or sulfonyl bridge, or a salt

thereof.

28. A method of suppressing plant growth, which method
comprises applying thereto or to the locus thereof an effective

amount of a compound according to claim 1.

4,479,823
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF SILVER-TIN
MASTER ALLOYS FOR DENTAL AMALGAMS

Wolfbang Hohmann, FrankAvt an Main, Fed. Rep. ofGcmaay,
aasipior to Blendax-Werke R. Schneider GmbH A Co^
Mainz, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany

FDed Oct 25, 1963, Ser. No. 545,208
Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 30,

1982, 3240256

Int a^ B22F 9/00
U.S. a. 75— J R u ri.i—

1. A process for the production of a master alloy powder
with improved properties for producing dental filling material
when amalgamated with mercury, comprising the steps of:

(a) atomizing an alloy containing silver, tin and copper into
a first spherical powder;

(b) drying and forming said first powder into a coherent
shaped article;

(c) sintering the shaped article at an elevated temperature;
and

(d) pulverizing the sintered shaped article into a master alloy

powder.

4,479322
SUBSTITUTED CARBANIUC ACID ESTERS AND
HERBIODAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING SAME

FHedrich Andt; Heinrich Fhnke; Erich Schmidt and ReinhoM
Pottnar, all of Beriin, Fed. Rep. of Gcmmny, aaai^orB to
Schering AktiHigwellachaft, Berlin and Bergkamen, Fed. Rap.
of Gcnway

CoBtinnation ofScr. No. 138,577, Apr. 8, 1980, abandoned. This
applicatkM Aag. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406,897

aains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 5,

1979, 2913976

Int a» one 125/065: AOIN 37/44
U.S. CL 71—111 s Oaims

1. A selective herbicidal composition comprising at least one
caibanilic acid ester selected from the group consisting of
3-chloro-4-(2,2-dichlorocyclopropylmethoxy)-carbanilic acid-

methylester, 3-chloro-4-(2,2-dichlon>-l-methylcyclopropyl-

methoxy>carbanilic acid-methylester and 3-chloro-4-(2,2-

dichloro-l-methycyclopropylmethoxy)-carbanilic acid-benzy-

lester in an amount of 10 to 90 percent by weight and an inert

liquid or solid carrier material in amount of90 to 10 percent by
weight

3. 3-chloro-4-(2,2-dichloro-l-methylcyclopropyhnethoxy)-

carbanilic acid-methylester.

4,479,824

SnJCATE BINDERS AND COATINGS
John B. Schntt 2403 Peach Stone Ct, Sfl?er Spring, Md. 20904

Filed May 4, 1963, Ser. No. 492,812

Int 0.3 C09D 5/10
MS. CL 106—14J1 15 ri«i—

1. An inorganic alkali metal silicate binder composition, in

the form of a mixed silicon dioxide silica gel sol, comprising an
alkali metal silicate, a silicone, silica gel, and water, said com-
position having a silicon dioxide to alkaU metal oxide mol ratio

of about S.S-6.S:1 , the composition being formed by adding
the silicone to the alkali metal silicate contained in aqueous
solution and then adding the silica gel with agitation, wherein
the silica gel added becomes fully hydrated by the fluxing

action during reaction and utilizes the silicone molecules to

maintain the gel particles in suspension while freeing the alkali

metals ions to promote hydration of additional gel particles;

said composition having good bnishability when applied as a

binder for a paint composition.

4,479,825

GELLED NONPKAfENTED WOOD STAINS
JbUo a. Faraandei, Ontario, Canada, aaaifBor to Natioul

Starch and Chaidcal Corp., Bridgewatar, NJ.
FDed May 13, 1983, Ser. No. 494,238

ne portloa of the taim of tUa patnt anbaaqMit to Feb. 5, 1997,

Int a.3 C09K 3/00
U.S.a 106-34 5 Claims

1. A geUed nonpigmented wood stain composition compris-
ing:

(a) from 0.3 to 10% by weight of at least one soluble aniline

dye;

(b) firom 0.S to 6% of dibenzylidene sorbitol; and
(c) the remainder of the composition comprising a suitable

solvent selected from the group consisting of cydohexa-
nol, methyl benzyl alcohoL beta-phenethyl alcohol and
n-methylcyclohexanol.
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co^a>ENSA^ON products of subsihuted
PHENOL SIJLFONIC ACID AND FORMALDEHYDE

Joha G. Papakw, Lcdgewood, aod Arpad Scroly, MartiofTfllc,
botk of NJ^ Mriffon to Dianond Shamrock Chaaicali
Ompaajr, DaDai, Tex.

DitWoB of Scr. No. 39MM, JbL 9, 1M2, abaadoned, which is •
coatiaBatioB-iBfart of Scr. No. 294437, Aag. 19, 1961,

baadoMd. lUi appUcatioa Mar. 23, 1984^ Scr. No. 592,855
lat a' 0MB 7/35

MS, CL 106—90 22 rimUm*

1. A process for producing a slurry selected from the group
consisting of

(a) cement and water;

(b) cement and brine;

(c) cement, gravel, sand and water, and
(d) cement, gravel, sand and brine comprising admixing with

the slurry, an effective amount of a condensation product
and salt thereof selected from the group consisting of

(a) condensation product of a substituted phenol sulfonic
acid selected from the group consisting of an arylphenol
sulfonic acid and an aralkylphenol sulfonic acid with from
about 0.5 to about 4 moles of formaldehyde per mole of
substituted phenol sulfonic acid, and

(b) condensation product of (i) a substituted phenol sulfonic
acid selected from the group consisting of an arylphenol
sulfonic acid and an aralkylphenol sulfonic acid and (ii) an
aryl sulfonic acid with from about O.S to about 4 moles of
formaldehyde per mole of substituted phenol sulfonic acid
and aryl sulfonic acid wherein weight ratio of substituted
phenol sulfonic acid to aryl sulfonic acid is from about
0.9SK).0S to about 0.0SO.9S

to obtain a slurry having reduced viscosity.

4^479429
method for making high resistance

chromhim-free semiconductor substrate
BODY wrra LOW resistance active
semiconductor layer by surface

irradution
HcrmaBB Kaiepkamp, Maakh, Fed. Rep. of GcrMay, aHigBor

to Siemeas Aktieaaeaeilsehafl, BerUa A Mnaich, Fed. Rep. of
Gcnaaay

Filed Oct 29, 1961, Ser. No. 316,237
ClalBii priority, appUcatkm Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, No?. 27,

1980,3044723

lat a' HOIL 21/268. 21/263. 21/26. 21/324UA a. 148-U 5 cialBB

f

4,479,827

ASPHALT OOMPOSmONS
Arthar T. Ward, 4 Blythcwood Rd., BaWmore, Md. 21210
Coatiaaatk»-ia.part of Ser. No. 205,151, No?. 10, 1980, Pat
No. 4373,960. lUs appUcatioa Sep. 30, 1962. Ser. No. 432,405
He portioB of the tcna of dds patent sabaeqaeat to Feb. 15,

2000, has beea disdaiaied.

lat a' OML 95/00
US.ai06-281R 20aainis

1. A non-emulsified asphalt binder composition comprising:
(1) a medium curing liquid asphalt; and (2) from about 0.1 to
13.5% tall oil based on the weight of medium curing asphalt,
with the binder composition containing essentially no water.

V

1. A method for producing a high-resistant substrate body
with a low-resistant active semiconductor layer consisting of
the same semiconductor material as said substrate body com-
prising the steps of:

bombarding a gallium arsenide substrate body with thermal
neutrons until said substrate body achieves high resis-

tance;

irradiating a surface of said substrate with laser or electron
radiation for annealing said substrate, said substrate hav-
ing doping atoms generated by means ofneutron transmu-
Ution as a result of said bombarding and irradiating for
generating said low resistant active semiconductor layer
at said surface having a predetermined depth; and

maintaining said substrate body free of chromium atoms at
all times.

4^479328
UGHT COLORED AND LOW DENSITY MINERAL

FILLER FROM MAGNESIUM SIUCATE
Jeaa M. Lalaacetta, Sherbrooke, aad Hagaes HaJaelia, Saiat-

Lteaard, both of Cnada, aMi^ora to Sodete Natioaale de
L'AmiaBte, Qaebee, Caaada

FDad Oct 18, 1963, Scr. No. 543,002
lat a^ O09C 1/36

U5.aiOfr-308B 4ClaiBia
1. A light coloured and asbestos free granular material ob-

tained from asbestos taihngs wherein the MgO:Si02 ratio is at
least 1.0, said granular material comprising particles consisting
of a mixture of enstatite, forsterite and silica having a particle
size of from -400 to - 10 mesh, said particles being coated
with a silicate bonded layer of cakaum oxide or magnesium
oxkle or mixtures thereof, sakl partkles being further charac-
terized by having a bulk density of from 17 to 25 Yb/tO and
having a degree of whiteness within the range of from 50 to 60
when measured by the ASTM Procedure No. £-97-77.

4,479,830
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SEMICONDUCTOR

DEVICE USING EPTTAXIALLY REGROWN
PROTRUSION AS AN AUGNMENT MARKER

Yotaka KosUno, Yokoauka; Jiro OUihaa, Ydcohana; Takaabi
AJima, Kamakora, and TocUo Yoaezawa, Yokocaka, all of
Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaara DcaU KabachOd Kaliha,
KawasaU, Japan

Filed Jaa. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 462,201
OaiBM priority, appUeatioa Japan, Feb. 1, 1962, 57-14671

lat a^ HOIL 2//2tf5
UAa 148-U 5 n«i»T

^ 400

I too

f t
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i5& s«B—nsr-naB—J—
OOSE OF SLICON IONS(/em2|

1. In a method of manufacturing a semwonductor device
which includes a step for ion-implanting an impurity into an
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impurity-region formation regicm of a silicon substrate, the
method comprising:

(1) ion-implanting silicon ions in a dose of lxlO>3 to
IXlO'ycm* into the nnpurity-region formation region
immediately before or immediately after said i<M implanta-
tion step,

(2) subjecting the implanted silicon kms to an activation
treatment to form an epitaxially grown protrusion on the
surface of the substrate, and

(3) using said protrusion as an alignment mark.

4,479331
METHOD OF MAKING LOW RESISTANCE

POLYSnJCON GATE TRANSISTORS AND LOW
RESISTANCE INTERCONNECnONS THEREFOR VU
GAS DEPOSITED IN*STTU DOPED AMORPHOUS

LAYER AND HEAT-TREATMENT
Peter M. Saadow, SBaay?alc nd Barry L. CUa, Saa Diego,

both of Calif., ani^on to Barroaghs Corporatioa, Detooit
Mich.

CoatianatioB of Scr. No. 186,977, Sep. 15, 1980, abaadoaed. lUs
appUcatioa Jan. 15, 1983, Scr. No. 493,769

lat a^ HOIL 21/263. 7/54
U.S.a 148-L5 8 Gains

the aluminum content, balance essentially zinc, characterized
by the steps of

(1) treating said product in an aqueous alkaline solution for a
time (X), where the aqueous solution has a concentration

00. and the product (XY) is in the range of 1 to 20, where:
(X)=time in seconds

(Y)sconcentration in vol. %/100,
to form on said product a zinc-rich surface,

(2) rinsing the alkaiine solution from said product, and

»«ET»e«Tlltl,T

6
BLACKtNING
TKATMENT

mpmpOi;^
(3) treating said zinc-rich surfaced product in the alkaline

pretreated and rinsed condition for at least 2 seconds in an
acidic aqueous solution of a nickel-antimony blackening
bath in which the zinc-rich surface reacts with said bath to
form a thin, uniformly black, light absorptive layer having
a thickness of at least 80 nm on the surface of said metallic
coated product, and an average absorptance of at least

95% over the solar radiation qiectrum.

1. A method of fabricating a plurality of transistors across
essentially the entire surface of a crystalline wafer, said transis-
tors being of the type that have source and drain regions in said
wafer with low resistance gates and low resistance intercon-
nections lying thereabove; said method including the steps of:

forming an insulating layer across the surface of said wafer
with a thickness that is suitable for separating said transis-

tor gates from said wafer,

exposing said insulating layer to a gas mixture of silicon and
dopant atoms to deposit thereon an unpattemed layer of
in-situ doped silicon, with said silicon layer being depos-
ited in an amorphous state to improve the layer's unifor-
mity in thickness and smoothness across the entire surface;

pattaning said silicon layer to the ^pe of said transistor
gates and said interconnections therefor while said silicon
is in said amorphous state to improve the accuracy with
which the gates and interconnecti<»is are defined by re-
moving selected portions thereof;

impUmting said source and drain regions of said wafer with
dopant atoms; and

heating said implanted source and drain regions to repair any
crystal damage caused by said impUnt while simulta-
neously heating said patterned amorphous layer of silicon

to change it to a patterned polycrystalline layer and
therd)y decrease the electrical resistivity of said gates and
interconnections to about 10-3 o.cm.

4,479,833
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING A SEMI-FEVISHED
PRODUCT OR A FINISHED COMPONENT FROM A

METALUC MATERIAL BY HOT WORKING
Geraot Gcashiger, aad Gifarthcr Scbriider, botii of Binaeattorf,

Switacriaad, aaaigaors to BBC Browa, Bo?cri A Conpaay,
Liadtcd, Badca, Switzertaad

PCT No. PCT/CH82/00082, § 371 Date Feb. 2, 1983, $ 102(e)
Date Feb. 2, 1963, PCT Pab. No. WO63/00168, PCT Pab.
Date Jaa. 20, 1963

PCT Filed Jaa. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 466,339
ClaiBis priority, appUeatioa Switacriaad, Jaa. 26, 1981,

4244/81

lat aJ C22D 1/04. 1/08. 1/10: C21D 7/14
U.S.a 148-llJ R 14

4y479,832

METHOD OF PRODUCING UGHT ABSORPTIVE
SURFACE ON ALUMINUM ZINC ALLOY COATED

PRODUCT
Robert G. Hart BetfalchcB, aad Herbert E. Towaacad, Ceatcr

Valley, both of Pa., aMipMrs to Bethlehem Sted Corporatioa,
Bcthlchcai, Pa.

Coatiaaatioa-ia-part of Scr. No. 273485, Jaa. 15, 1981,
abaadoaed. lUs appUcatioa May 12, 1962, Scr. No. 377,511

lat CL3C23F 5/02
U.S. CL 148-6.14 R 6 OaiaH

1. A method of treating a metallic coated product to forma
thin, uniformly black, li^-absorptive surface layer thereon,
said product comprising a core having a coating comprising,
by weight 25 to 70% aluminum, at least 0.5% silicon based on

1. Process for manufacturing a semi-finished product or a
finished component from a metallic material, by hot working,
wherein a workpiece, which initiaUy exists as a cast billet, a
rolled billet or a forged blank, is heated to a temperature
which lies 5 degrees Kelvin, up to a maximum of 0.15 Txi, in

degrees Kelvin, below the solidus temperature of the n«ff^a|
the workpiece is thereupon brought into contact with a tool,

the temperature of which is kept constant and is tower, by 5

degrees Kdvin, up to 0.15 Tjpfc in degrees Kelvin, than the
soUdus temperature of the material, but is higher than the
temperature to which the worl^nece b preheated, and the
worlqnece is quasi-isothermaUy deformed, at a deformation
rate ^, referred to the change in cross section, of to 10 s~l,

in such a manner that the temperature-difference over the
entire cross section of the workpiece, and considered over the
total duration of the woricing operation, ^does not exceed 50*

C, ^ being defined in the following manner:
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where
V denotes the tool speed,

h denotes the height of the workpiece, and
T«/ denotes the solidus temperature in degrees Kelvin,

and the workpiece is finally subjected to a cooling step.

M79,S35
APPARATUS AND MEmOD FOR FORMING WIRE
REINFORCED HEUCALLY FABRICATED TUBING

ThoMs A. Kotajrak, Gfcenwood, and Arthv R. Ckanbcfl.
Abberille, both of S.C aarigBon to AatoMtkia ladaiibtek
Idc^ Greenwich, Cobb.

Filed Jbb. 1. 1962, Ser. No. 3H012
iBt a.3 B65H 81/00

U.S.a 156-143 2aaiBis

4,479334
ARTICLE STRAPPING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Robert J. KoUaUa, RoUiag Meadows, DL, «rimor to Signode*"
kM, CUc^o, DL
FDad No?. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 442^24

lit a' B29C 27/09
UJ.aiS^73J 23CIalnis

1. Apparatus for securing a loop of thermoplastic strap
around an article so that two overlapping portions of said strap
are bonded together, said apparatus comprising:
an anchored torsion spring means for being torsionally

stressed to store a predetermined amount of energy;
an arc of gear teeth carried by said torsion spring means for

rotation with said torsion spring means about an axis of
rotation;

a strap engaging member for pressing against and gripping
the outwardly directed surface of one of said overlapping
strap portions, said strap engaging member defining a rack
gear with a row of gear teeth;

mounting means for mounting said strap engaging member
with the gear teeth of said rack gear engaged with at least

some of said teeth of said arc of gear teeth on said torsion
spring means;

an anvil defining a planar ttnp engaging surface against
which the outwardly directed surface of the other of said
overlapping strap portions is pressed;

means for effecting relative movement between said anvil
and at least said $tnp engaging member to compress said
ovtxlapjpmg ttnp porti<»s therd)etween; and

means for torsionally stressing and then removing the tor-
sion stress from said torsion spring means after said prede-
termined amount of energy has been stored whereby said
tOnp engaging member is oscillated on said mounting
means in linear motion against the overlapping strap por-
tions as said arc of gear teeth is routed whereby bodily
sliding frictional movement occurs between the overlap-
ping strap portions to melt interftce regions which subse-
quently solidify.

1. A method of making flexible tubing of at least one wire
helix of a certain pitch and lead angle covered by helically
wrapped tape which comprises:

(a) axially routing a cylindrical mandrel surface,

(b) passing one run of a belt of a width a plurality of times
the wire helix pitch and having a plurality of grooves
extending in the direction of belt travel between belt-driv-
ing rollers resiliently against only a portion of the circum-
ference of the mandrel surface at an angle to the roution
axis of the mandrel surface equal to the helix lead angle,

(c) drawing the wire helix loosely about the mandrel and
between the mandrel and the run of the belt,

(d) drawing the Upe between the mandrel and the run of the
belt so that the Upe is wrapped about the helix with over-
lapping turns, and

(e) adhering together the overlapping turns of the Upe.
2. Apparatus for continuously forming flexible tubing of at

least one wire helix of a certain pitch and lead angle covered
by helically wrapped Upe comprising:

(a) a mandrel routable about a longitudinal axis,

(b) a pair of belt-driving rollers each having a length a plu-
rality of times the pitch of the helix, one of which is a
driving roller and the other of which is an idling roller,

(c) an endless belt of a width a plurality of times the pitch of
the helix and having a plurality ofparallel grooves extend-
ing in the direction of the belt travel and spaced apart
equal to the helix pitch,

(d) one run of said belt passing around and being positively

driven by the belt-driving rollers and passing in resilient

contact with only a portion of the circumference of the -^
mandrel at an angle to the mandrel axis equal to the helix

^^^^

lead angle,

(e) supplies of said wire and said Upe,

(0 wire forming means for forming loosely about the man-
drel the wire helix which is drawn between the mandrel
and the belt grooves,

(g) tape guiding and adhering means for wrapping the Upe
about the wire helix with joined Upe convolutions ad-
hered together, and

(h) opposed pairs ofguide rollers engaging the Upe wrapped
wire helix on opposite sides thereof and being verticaUy
tilted at the helix lead angle to engage the helix tangen-
tially.
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4^79336
MEIHOD FOR EFFECTING SECUREMENT OF

ALTERNATING STRETCHED AND UNSTRETCHED
ELASTIC RIBBON TO A MOVING WEB

WOiiaa E. Diekom, Ljom; LadislaT J. ll«ek, North RifCf
ride, aid Aatho^r PaMafinm, Barbaak, an of m., MBiffon
to JohaaoB « Jotaaoa Baby Prodaeti Owpaay, Skiliwn,
NJ,
CoatiBBatioB of Ser. No. 343,621, Jaa. 28, 1982, abandoBed,

wUch Is a coBtiaBatloB of Sar. No. 150315, May 16, 1980,. lUs
PpUcatkM Oct 17, 1983, Scr. No. 54M73

iBt a' B65H 25/00
VS. CL 156-164 g oains

4ff

1. The method of securing an elastic member to a flexible

wd) of material defining dipet componente comprising the
steps of:

^~^ (a) moving said web along a path;

^ (b) feeding a continuous strip of said elastic member to form
V^ at least one unstretched segment and elongating a portion

of said strip to form a stretched segment;
(c) causing said segments to travel along said path adjacent

said wd> and securing only said stretched segment to a
predetermined portion of said web; and

(d) severing said continuous strip of elastic member to sepa-
rate at lost one stretched s^ment from said continuous
ttrq>.

4,479,837

FILAMENT REIN FOR CEMENT IMPREGNATED WTTH
RESIN OF THICKENABLE COMPOSITION BASED ON
AN ADDUCT OF ALKADIENE POLYMERS AND ACID

ANHYDRIDE
Gay Scaatorc, BartlesTOie, OkhL, aaigBor to Phillips Petrolean

Coaqpaay, Barticaffllc Okla.

DfflrioB of Ser. No. 355,277, Mar. 5, 1982, Pat No. 4,423,177.

Ws appUeatioB Aag. 16, 1983, Scr. No. 523,532
lat a.) B65H 81/00; B32B 5/00

V& CL 156—169 8 Claims
1. Pultnision process comprising
(a) pulling continuous fibers through a bath ofa composition
comprising an adduct ofa medium to high vinyl alkadiene
polymer, said polymer having about 60 to about 93% of
the alkadiene units bonded in tiie 1,2-mode, and a cyclic or
acyclic anhydride ofa mono or dicarboxylic acid, a thick-

ening agent selected fhm the group consisting of alkaline

earth metal oxides, alkaline earth metal hydroxides and
mixtures thereof, and an organic peroxide and a thicken-

ing additive selected firom the group consisting of water,

alkanols, phenols, amines and mixtures thereof such as to

produce fibers coated with said composition,

(b) pulling the fibers so coated through a die to remove
excess compoaition,

(c) heating the fHwrs of step (b) at a temperature above the
activation temperature of the organic peroxide to cross-

link and harden the composition.

6. Rlament winding process comprising

(a) coating one or more continuous fibers with a composition
comprising polling continuous fibers through a bath of a
composition comprising an adduct of a medium to high
vinyl alkadiene polymer, said polymer having about 60 to

9S% of the alkadiene units bonded in the 1,2-mode, and a
cyclic or acyclic anhydride of a mono or dicarboxylic
acid, a thickening agent selected from the group consist-

ing of alkaline earth metal oxides, alkaline earth metal
hydroxides and mixtures thereof, and an organic peroxide
and a thickening additive selected firom the group consist-

ing of water, alkanols, phenols, amines and mixtures
thereof such as to produce fibers coated with said compo-
sition,

(b) winding the coated fiber or fibers onto a body,
(c) subjecting the wound fibers to curing conditions.

4,479,838

COUPON STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF USING THE
SAME

Robert J. DBuini, Applctoa, aad Dnanc R. Daaiira, Neeaah,
both of Wis., BHlgBors to Mid America Tag A Label Con-
paay, Ibc, Neeaah, Wis.

FOed Job. 22, 1982, Scr. No. 390,976
lat a' B32B 31/04. 31/12; B42D 15/00

VS. CL 156-247 23 rMm,

1. A method for removably mounting a coupon on a mount-
ing surface, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) applying an adhesive to the under side of a base sheet;

(b) releasably adhering a top sheet to the upper side of the

base sheet with a dry residue adhesive not activated by
moisture edited to leave a substantially transparent,

non-tacky residue when the top sheet is removed from the

base sheet, the top sheet, base sheet and dry residue adhe-
sive selected such that the internal cohesion of the top
sheet and base sheet are greater than the adhesion of the

top sheet to the base sheet; and
(c) applying and adhering the base sheet with adhered top

sheet to the mounting surface with greater adhesion of the
base sheet to the mounting surface than the adhesion of
the top sheet to the base sheet, whereby the top sheet may
be removed from the base sheet with both sides of the top

sheet non-tacky and visually unobstructed by adhesive,

leaving the base sheet adhered to the mounting surface.

10. A coupon structure comprising:

(a) a non-transparent base sheet having upper and under
sides with printed material on its upper side, and adapted
to be substantially nonreleasably adhered by its under side

to a mounting siuface; and
(b) a removable top sheet releasably adhered to the upper

side of the base sheet by a substantially tran^Mrent layer

of dry residue adhesive not activated by moisture, the top

sheet having printed material on both sides thereof, such
that, after the base sheet is ^>plied to the mounting sur-

fece, the top sheet can be removed to leave a non-tacky

base sheet, the removed tt^ sheet being dry and non-
tacky, and die printed material on the top sheet and base

sheet being visually unobstructed by adhesive residue.
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4,479339
LABELING MECHANISM
n, Gnad tbfUt, Mkh^
CM^aqr, Gmi RapUi, Mkh.

Flkd Mtf. 2, 19S3, S«r. No. 47M72
lat a> B65C 9/18

UjS. CL 1S6—249

to Grand

MOaiBs

7 "v rv* « —

4,479,840
TWO-PART ADHESIVE AND BONDING METHOD

EMPLOYING SAME
Shqji Takegmra, Sirita, nd TadM Knishige, TakataU, both of
Japa% aarigaon to Soaitar Glkai TiliBrtnil. Onka, Japaa

CoatiBBatiaB-iB.part of Ser. No. 179,461, Aag. 19, 19m, Pat
No. 434.992, wUck it a cortinatioB-i»part of Scr. No.

122,702, Feb. 19, 19S0, abaadoMd. This appUcatkm Mar. 1,

1903, Ser. No. 470,930
OafBM priority, application Japan, May 11, 1979, 54-58339

Hie portion of the term of tids patent aabaeqnent to Jon. 7, 2000,

^*nr*'T?^ H 4t

1. A labeling mecfaanism for rapidly dispensing labels which
are removably attached to a backing strip, and for accurately
applying each of the labels to different ones of a plurality of
articles, the labeling mechanism comprising:

support means;

web supply means mounted to the support means for feeding
and guiding a lable web along a predetermined path, said
web supply means including means for at least partially
peeling labels seriatim from the backing strip;

labeling head means mounted to the support means along the
predetermined path and adjacent the peeling means for
transferring the labels firom the backing strip to the arti-

cles;

web advancing means mounted to the support means along
the predetermined path for intermittently advancing the
label web along the predetermined path, the web advanc-
ing means comprising a carriage, a pressure plate secured
to the carnage and providing a surface over which the
label web passes, and a finger pivotably mounted to the
carriage over the pressure plate, the finger having an edge
adapted to abut the rear edge of at least one of the labels
on the backing strip when the label oontaining-backing
strip is positioned on the surftce of the pressure plate, and
means to redprocably move the carriage and pressure
plate in nniaon along the predetermined path, the angle of
the finger with respect to the web being such that the
finger clampa the web against the pressure plate as the
finger moves in one direction in abutting relationship to
the label edge and applies substantially no clamping forces
as the finger moves in an opposite direction; and

control means for synchronizing the reciprocating move-
ment of the carriage and the labeling head means to trans-
fer labels to articles as they are peeled from the peeling

lat a^ C09J S/OQ: G08J 3/00
U.S.a 156-327 9cudms

1. A method for bonding two substances together which
comprises applying a two-part adhesive comprising an aqueous
synthetic resin emulsion adhesive and a gelling agent compris-
ing a combination of (a) a member selected from the group
consisting of calcium pantothenate, glycine calcium salt, ala-
nine calcium salt, serine calcium salt, threonine calcium salt,
methionine calcium salt, phenylalanine calcium salt and cal-
cium aspartate and (b) a member selected from the group
consisting of an organic acid salt and an inorganic acid salt to
at least one of the substances to be adhered, disposing the
substances one on the other, and then contact-pressing them
together.

4,479341
INSERTION AND REMOVAL APPARATUS FOR PRESS

CAULS
PMer Rapp, Eppiagoi-MaeUbaeh, aad Hdarich Rttterhoff,

BeaigheiiB. both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Mrigaon to Mat-
chiaeaiiibrik J. DieffeahodMr GmbH A C^ Eppi^ea, Fed.
Rcp.ofGeran^

FOed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420^33
CUaM priority, apptteattoa Fad. Rap. of Gcranay, Oet 5,

1981, 3139581
'

lat aj B32B 31/00: B23K 27/00: AOIN 65/OOf B30B 15/30
VS. CL 156-J79

J

5

1

12. A method for raindly diqiensing labels which are remov-
ably attached to a backing strip, and for accurately applying
each of the labels to different ones ofa plurality of articles, the
method comprising the steps of:

positioning a label web along a predetermined path which
includea a horizontal pressure plate;

intermittently exerting a vertical force to the backing strip in
reaponse to contacting the rear edges of the Ubels with a
force applying member, the force being sufficient to clamp
the backing strip against the pressure plate;

applying a soction force to a label on the label web while the
baddag strq;> is abruptly changing direction of movement;

holding the label by soction means after the label is removed
from the baddng strip; and

applying a high pressure air stream to the held label, thereby
blowing the label onto the article

1. Apparatus for changing upper and lower press cauls in a
press having upper and lower press platens, comprising:

(a) at least two rods, one rod arranged adjacent each side of
said press,

(b) a pickup mandrel attached to each of said rods,
(c) said press cauls having at least one receiving loop on each

side thereof for receiving said mandrel,
(d) control means to position said mandrels within said re-

ceiving loops and remove said mandrels firom said receiv-
ing loops,

(e) caul clamping means releasably chunping each of said
cauls to their corresponding press platens, and

(0 means for tranqwrting said cauls, released from their
correspimding press fdatens and released fitom said man-
drels, out ofsaid press and for tranqxnting another pair of
cauls into said press.
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4*479,842

MANUALLY-OPERATED LABELER
MitBO F^Uita, SakatoaU, Japaa, aHi^or to
SUaad ladaatrie^ Tokyo, Japaa

FOed Not. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 444^14
lat a.3 B65C 11/02

VS.a 156-^84 4

4,479,843

LABELER
Laaee D. Ncahard, Haber Hdghta, aad JaMa A. Makley,
MlaadAarg, both of Ohio, aasigaors to Moaarch MarUas
Syatama, lac, Daytoa, Ohio

FQad Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,345
lat a.3 B65C 11/02

VS.a 156-384 12

jp 41

70 531^53 io «2 22 60 ?' 40

1. A manually-operable labeler which removes and prints

upon labels successively stuck to a carrier strip, comprising:
a. a casing having a handle extending rearwardly thereof;

b. a lever pivotally mounted to said casing opposed to said

handle so as to be reciprocally pivotable towani and away
from said handle;

c. a carrier strip feeding mechanism housed in said casing,

engagable with the carrier strip and responsive to pivoting
of said lever to feed a fixed length of carrier strip, said
carrier strip remaining stationary during a portion of the
reciprocating pivotal movement of said lever,

d. a printing device mounted in said casing and responsive to
pivoting of said lever while said carrier atiip is stationary
to move into downward engagement with one of the
labels from the strip so as to perform printing thereon; and

e. a label receiving member detachably mounted to said
casing at a front bottom portion thereof, said label receiv-
ing member including;

(1) a support frame;

(2) a label depressing member having an outer label engag-
ing surfece, mounted to said support fram^

(3) a resilient label receiving segment forward of said

depressing member extending parallel to the label en-
gaging surface ofsaid label depressing member, one end
of said label receiving segment being integrally con-
nected to said support frame, the other end of said label

receiving segment comprising a free end, said hri)el

receiving segment having a front edge defining a turn-

back part extending parallel to the label engaging sur-

face of said label depressing member, spaced from said

label depressing member so as to define a label forward-
ing space of fixed dimensions therebetween,

(4) a label holding member extending above said label

forwarding space firom said support firame toward and
above said label receiving segment, and

(5) means, at said support frame, for detachably mounting
said label receiving member to said casing

said carrier strip feeding mechanism comprising means for

feeding the carrier strip rearwardly along said label

receiving segment and downwardly across said turn-

back part such that the labeb are detached from the

carrier strip at said turnback part and guided by said

label holdiog member across said label fiorwtfding

^Mce and beneath said label dq>ressing member.

1. A compact hand-held labeler adapted to print and apply
pressure sensitive labels releasably secured to a carrier web,
comprising: a housing, a handle connected to the housing, the
bousing having spaced sides, means on the housing for support-
ing a label roll of pressure sensitive labels, means for printing
on labels, the printing means including an electrically select-

able print head having a plurality of printing elements, means
for delaminating printed labels, neans for advancing the carrier
web, means defining a path for guiding the web from the label
roll to the printing means, to the delaminating means, and to
the web advancing means, a keyboard on the housing, an array
of printed circuit boards electrically connecting the keyboard
and the print head, wherein the circuit board array includes a
fint circuit board in underlying relationship to the keyboard,
second and third circuit boards diapoaed on opposite sides and
inclined relative to the first circuit board, means including a
flezil>le ribbon connector for electrically connecting the fint

circuit board to the second circuit board, means inducing «
flexible ribbon connector for electrically connecting the fint

circuit board to the third circuit board, a fourth circuit board,
means including a flexible ribbon connector for electrically

connecting the second circuit board and the fourth circuit

board, the second and fourth circuit boards being disposed in

side-by-side reUtionship, a fifth circuit board, means including
a flexible ribbon connector for electrically connecting the third

circuit board and the fifth circuit board, the third and fifth

circuit boards being disposed in side-by-side relationship.

3. A compact hand-held labeler adapted to print and apply
pressure sensitive Uibels releasably secured to a carrier web.
comprising: a housing, a handle connected to the housing, the
housing having spaced side portions, means in the housing for

advancing a carrier web, a subframe disposed' in the housing
between the side portions, means for printing on labels, the
printing means including a print head having electrically se-

lectable printing elements, means for delaminating printed
Ubels, means for ^>plying printed labels, the subframe having
means defining a path for guiding the web from a label supply
roll to the printing means, to the delaminating means and to the
web advancing means, a keyboard, circuitry including a
printed circuit board electrically connecting the keyboard and
the print head, the printed circuit board being disposed in

qMce between one side portion of the bousing and the sub-
firame, means for securing the sutrfirame to the housing, and
wherein the printed circuit board is in qwced relationship to
the housing.
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4^479^44
IMPULSE*ACnON HEAT*SEALER

Yandi^ Sriti, Japn, ami^ut to Ymh

FIM Mar. 21. 1983, Scr. No. 477/M9
'
r, appUcitioa Japn, Ju. 21, 1M2, 57-92758rU]

IM. a> B30B 7i/i¥
U.S.ai56-583J 4CUtas

^ *>

1. An impulse-action heat-sealer comprising a body inroper,
an electromagnet having an electromagnetic coil, an iron core
movably mounted along an axis of said coil and a pressing
sealing lever having an actuation rod connected to said iron
core, wherein said coil is mounted on said body proper, said
coil is of the direct-current energization type and said electro-
magnet is provided with an air-damper for buiTeiing move-
ment of said pressing-sealer lever.

duced and corresponding to a distance measured from the
boundary between said substrate and said grown Uyer,

(b) calculating, by computer means, the desiied instanta-
neous doping level on the surface of the growing layer,
corresponding to said grown Uiyer, to be controUed at an
arbitrary time during the doped vqwr growth process as
measured from the start of the doped vapor growth,

(c) performing the doped vapor growth process in a reaction
chamber by passing a doped vapor growth providing
vapor stream through said chamber according to the
calculated desired instantaneous doping levels while con-
trolling the gaseous composition of the vapor stream
passing through said chamber so as to make the corre-
sponding actual instantaneous doping levels produced
during the growth process equal to the corresponding
calculated desired instantaneous dopmg levels,

(d) monitoring the actual instantaneous doping levels from
the start of the vapor growth progressively during the
growth process by determining the gaseous compodtion
of the vapor stream passing through said chamber,

(e) calculating, by computer means, during the growth pro-
cess the corresponding actual impurity density distribu-
tion profile at the total growth time based upon each
monitored said actual instantaneous doping level,

(f) calculating by computer means, during the growth pro-
cess a deviation of the calculated desired instantaneous
doping level corresponding to each monitored said actual
instantaneous doping level, according to said step (b), and

(g) revising said calculating desired instantaneous doping
level to be controlled during the remainder of the growth
process according to each such deviation.

4^79345
VAPOR GROWTH WITH MONITORING

Jaa-idd Niaiaawa, aad MaaaaU Fkkaae, both of Seadai, Japan,
aarigaora to Scakoadoetor Reaearch FoaMfatfioB, Japan
Cnrtiaaatioa of Scr. No. 161,9m, Job. 20, 19M, abaadoaed.

lUa appUcatkM Jan. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,196
Oaiw priority, appUcatioa Japan. No?. 22, 1979, 54-151206

Nof. 22, 1979, 54-151207; No?. 22, 1979, 54-151208; No?. 22,
1979, 54>151209

lat a' C30B 23/16
UJS.a 156-401 «
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4,479,846
METHOD OF ENTRAINING DISLOCAHONS AND
OTHER CRYSTALLINE DEFECTS IN HEATED FILM

CONTACTING PATTERNED REGION
Heary L SaiUh. Sadbaiy, aad Miehacl W. Gda, Aetna, both of

Mass., aarigaors to MasHKhasetta laatftate of TechaokM?,
Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Jbb. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 391«130
lat a3 C30B 13/06

VS. CL 156-603 13

1

MOVABLE UPPER
STRIP-HEATER

12

LOWER
STRIP-HEATER

_ Jl
SAMPLE

MS MMB

TCtrrioH X

1. Method of controlled doped vapor growth of a doped
crystalline semiconductor layer having a desired impurity
density distribution profile on and within a semiconductor
substrate, comprising the steps of:

(a) defining said desired impurity density distribution profile
on and within the semiconductor substrate as a Auction of
a position coordinate located at an arbitrary position in the
grown doped crystalline semiconductor layer to be pio-

MOLTENZONE

1. A method of entraining dislocations and other crystalline

defects in a film on a substrate which method includes the steps
of intentionally creating a predetermined pattern in a' region
embracing at least one of said fihn and said substrate to form a
patterned r^ion,

and processing said fihn by passing a heated zone through
said film in a predetermined direction to establish disloca-
tions and other crystalline defects in said fihn entrained to
follow said pattern and located at predetermined positions
related to said pattern.
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4,479,847

EQUILIBRIUM CRYCTALGROWTH FROM SUBSTRATE
CONFINED LIQUID

JaaMS O. McCaUia, Paaadcaa, Calif., aad ThomM F. Kaech,
Oirialag, N.Y., aMigaors to Callfbraia lastitate of Teducri-

ogy, Paaadcaa, Calif

.

FDcd Dec. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 335,889

lat. €V C30B 19/12
U.S.a 156-624^ Udaims

fttnn a region of a dicing stripe pattern on a substrate to-be-

etched during selective etching, the step of converting the

focused pattern into an image signal by an image detector, the

step of finding a change of contrast in the region of the dicing

stripe pattern on the basis of the image signal, and the step of

deciding a state of etching on the basis of the found change of
contrast.

I toBtmn atta cwacL*

oiFosif aatiBiki raoa aaica
iiinai. li TO at eioaa oa
flBtlMTC TO AT LCAST MRTIUXT
nu oaacMrrtaa io un
WflUU.

4,479,849

ETCHANT REMOVAL APPARATUS AND PROCESS
Joha J. FhmtacB, Saa Joae, Calif., aaslgaor to Koltroa Corpora-

tioa. SaaBy?alc, CaUf

.

Di?iiioa of Scr. No. 190,875, Sep. 25, 1960, Pat No. 4,397,706.

TUs appUcatioB May 27, 1983, Scr. No. 498,934

lat a.' C23F 1/02

VS.a 156—640 4 Claim

CITSTSLLtll lATitiai. IB
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4,479348
ETCHING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Torn Otaabo, F^}isawa; SasmBB Aiaehi, aad TakaiU Kaaymara,
both of YoiKohama, aD of Japaa, anipHm to HitaeU, Ltd.,

TolQro, Japan

FOed Feb. 14, 1964, Scr. No. 579,941

OaiBH priority, applicatiOB Japaa, Feb. 14, 1963, 58-21423

lat a^ HOIL 21/306: B44C 1/2Z- C03C 15/00: C23F 1/02

U.S.a 156-626 14

1. A method for in situ growth of an array of single crystab

from nonwetting material deposited on an inert substrate com-
prising the steps of

preparing a surface of said substrate with an array ofconcav-

ities which, will the substrate uniformly heated, stably

contain liquid material at the substrate temperature by the

combined effects of surface tension and geometry, said

array of concavities having a field between every pair of

concavities having a widdi that is small relative to the

smallest dimension of the concavities, said array having a

geometry that maximizes the total concavity area, which
is large relative to the total field area,

depositing said material from which said crystals are to be
grown on said prepared surface of said substrate to at least

partially fill said concavities,

diemically removing deposited material from said field

without a mask, and
crystallizing a single crystal from said material in each con-

cavity with the substrata uniformly heated and said mate-

rial at the same temperature.

•-mm

1. A method for removing excess etchant from a workpiece

after the workpiece exits an etching chamber in which the

workpiece is exposed to the etchant, comprising the steps of:

sensing the presence of the workpiece as it exits the etching

chamber;

sensing the specific gravity of the etchant in the etching

chamber via a specific gravity sensing means designed to

generate sensing signals;

subjecting the top surface of the workpiece to a gas-liquid

spray whereby excess etchant is removed fixmi the work-

piece;

ci4>turing the excess etchant as it is removed from the work-

recycling the captartd excess etchant to the etching cham-

ber, and

exposing the lower surface ofthe workpiece to the gas-liquid

spray in response to signals from the specific gravity

sensing means so as to maintain a predetermined specific

gravity for the etching chamber etchant.

4,479,850

METHOD FOR ETCHING INTEGRATED
SEMICONDUCTOR CmCUTTS CONTAINING DOUBLE
LAYERS CONSISTING OF POLYSIUCON AND METAL

SHJCIDE
Willy Bein?osl, Mnaich, and Barbara Haalcr, Stockdorf, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, aasigaors to SIcaMaa Aktieageadl-

sdudt, Bcriia it Maai^ Fed; Rep. of Gcranay
Filed Feb. 17, 1984, Scr. No. 581.353

OaiBH priority, applicatioa Fed. R^ of Gcnaaay, Apr. 29,

1963,3315719

lat a' HOIL 21/306: B44C 23/06: C03C 13/00: C23F 1/02

VS.a 156—643 10 OaiaM
1. In a method for etching a double layer semiconductor

structure containing metal silicide layers or a metal silicide-

1. An etching method comprising the step of focusing by a polysilioon layer on a silicon substrata through a photoresist

projecting optical system an optical image which is reflected mask by means of reactive ion etching wherein dissociation

4S2-230 O.G.-84-8
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and kmiatxm of reactant gases uike place in a plasma, the
nnprovement which comprises: .

k—«-. «« density and constant voltage; said cathode being a lotatine
disk electrode;

*

(b) providing in an acidic electrolytic copper plating bath
said cathode from step (aX a reference dectrodeTand ai!
anode;

(c) passing an electric current at a constant current density
from said anode to said cathode

employing a mixture of chlorine gas and a highly reducins
gas as the reactant gases.

^

M79351
PUUnCATION OF VTOEO DISC LUBRICANT

ADDITI\TS

,
'S*ritt.IidlaMpoll8, lid, aidCWhC Wang, Highif.^

iJSfe'" '^^^ Corporation. New York, N.Y.
FIW Not. 10, MW, Ser. No. 44<M52

ifi n ,„,_^O-'WlDi//(tB32Bi/02
U.S.a203-M gcum

Jl^

* nOttTMaoNK
Acenwoc

'UtHnon

(d) measuring the voltage difference between said cathode
and said reference electrode; and

(e) comparing the measured voltage difference from step (d)wth previous measured values for known concentrations
of said organic additive

M79,8S3
MEraOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF RECORD

STAMPERS

Filed Mar. 29, 1964» Ser. No. SHttl
„„^ Jt, 0.^0501/20
VS. a. 204—5

3

l»L^Kf!!lf'!Lf?^5S* • W^y<*n>xyalkyl)disfloMne by
batch dvtillation compnsmg the steps of:

(a) reducing the pressure on a batch of bisOiydroxyalkylV
disdoxane feedstock at ambient tempered to 2V10-

>

Tbrr to remove tow boiUng voUtUe components abaotbed
and/or dissolved m said feedstock, and

*iCS'?S?j?*^ ^. temperature of said feedstock to
about 135 C and m such a manner that the pressure does

J^j^S^k'*^^^ ^.^ ^°"
'
Torr. .0 is to produce

a^cbrtltand havmg a viscosity of about 210±30 centipoise

^^
M793S2

««^JS52?'' ^^ DETERMINATION OF
OONCXNTRATION OF ORGANIC ADDITIVE IN

PLATING BATH

iMm^ ^Jg^.qr"'* Altai P. Difid; Ray»NMl T.

25'/fi?i!:^- "*««" to Irt«atlflMl BHlMSi Ma.

FDad Ja. 21, 1983. Scr. No. 459.930

TO ^ .^ "^ ^' ^SWN 27/46
U.&a304-1T

22aalmB
IJl method ofdetermining the concentration of^^

wpmcadditove m an acidic electrolytic copper plating bathoompnsmg the steps of:
F»"n» o»ui

L!?!2^ '*^.'°^°*™^ *** "**«^ «• copper plying
bath and preplatmg copper thereon at a con^ curr«rt

1. In the method for the manufacture of a record stamper
having an inner edge of a first predetermined configuration, a
recorded section having a negative information track defined
therem and an outer edge of a second predetermined configu-
ration; the nnprovement which comprises electroforming at
least the outer edge of the stamper by providing a matrix
having an unrecorded inner portion, a recorded portion having
defined therein a positive information track corresponding to
the negative information track and an unrecorded outer sec-
tion; positioning an electroforming guide means having a con-
figuration corresponding to the predetermined configuration
of the edge to be electroformed at a preselected location on the
•natnx corresponding to the position of the edge of the
•tamper; electroforming a metal on the electroforming guide
means and the matrix until a stamper ofa preselected thickness
IS obtained; and separating the resultant stamper fhmj the
electroformmg guide and the matrix, whereby a stamper is
obtained having the edge thereof electroformed in the prede-
termined configuration.
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4,479.854

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STRIPPING
CATHODES

Robert D. H. WUlans; Edward G. Baggio. both of Trail; Harold
K. Harper, Montrose; Eric L. Mawer. Frultrale; Robert E.

ManweU. and George H. Reeres, both of Trail, all of Cuada,
assignors to Comlnco Ltd.. VancouTv. Canada

Filed Feb. 13, 1984, Ser. No. 579.339

Claims priority. appUcatton Canada. Feb. 14. 1983. 421505

Int. CL3 C25D ]/2a 17/00

VJS. CL 204—12 31 Claims

4^79.855
GALVANIC DISPERSION DEPOSITION BATH

Marda Thoma. and Paul Baentv. both of Maddi. Fed. Rep. of

Gcnnany, assignors to MTU Motorea^and TarMaea-UakM
Mnenchcn GmbH, Mmkh. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FOed Mar. 23. 1984. Ser. No. 592^52
Claims priority. appUcatton Fed. Rep. of Germany. Apr. 16.

1983. 3313871

lat CL^ C25D 15/00
VS. a. 204—16 19 Claims

1. A bath with a suspension stabilizer for a galvanic disper-

sion deposition of a metal coating on a substrate, said metal

coating having embedded in the metal coating other particles,

comprising a main electrolyte and a cation active imidazole

derivative acting as said suspension stabilizer, said suspension

stabilizer satisfying the general formula

HC5— lis

HC4^ ^C

N—R2—X

N

C-R'

r ^^

wherein R^ is a monovalent hydrocarbon radical having at

least four alphatically bound carbon atoms, R^ is selected from

the group consisting of methylene-, ethylene-, propylene-, and

isopropylene-groups, and wherein X is selected from the group

consisting of —NHj. —NHR'; —NR^R* -OH, and OR',
wherein R^, R^ and RS are selected from the group consisting

of methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, and poly-glycolether radicals hav-

ing up to five —O—CH2—CH2 groups.

1. A method for stripping electro-deposited sheets of metal

firom cathode plates used in the electrolytic recovery of metals,

each cathode plate having a head bar at one end for vertical

support of the cathode plate, opposite side faces with metal

deposits thereon, and vertical side edges having edge sticks

mounted thereon and a pivotal guard piece forming a separate

upper portion of one of said edge sticks, said method compris-

ing: advancing said cathode plates crosswise to the direction of

travel sequentially through a plurality ofequispaced stations in

succession by means of a reciprocating transfer carriage, said

plurality of stations consisting of a feed station, an initial hori-

zontal parting station, a main vertical stripping station, and a

discharge station; said transfer carriage mounted for horizontal

reciprocal travel above a pair of paraUel, spaoed-apart slide

bars over a distance equal to the distance between a pair of

adjacent stations, said transfer carriage having means formed

thereon for engaging a cathode plate head bar at each station

for advance of the cathode plates on the slide bars to a succes-

sive station; actuating detent means operable into and out of

engagement with the opposite side edges of the cathode plates

at the initial horizontal parting station and vertical stripping

station for positioning the cathode plates and preventing sway

of said cathode plates at each of the said stations; pivoting said

guard piece upwardly away from the side edge of the cathode

plate; initially parting the top edge of the metal depont on each

side fece of Uie cathode plate from the cathode plate and bend-

ing the said top edges outwardly away firom the cathode plate

to form a gap between the top edges and the face of the cath-

ode plate at the initial horizontal parting station; vertically

reciprocating main stripping knives which engage the depos-

ited metal at the gap on each side face of the cathode plate and

strip metal deposits downwardly firom each side face of the

cathode plate for removal of the said metal deposits therefrom

at the vertical stripping station; and removing stripped cathode

plates at the discharge station.

4,479.856

ZINC DENDRITE INHIBnOR
Yasno Ando. MUaka. Japan. asslgDor to Mddeasha Electric

M^ Co., Ltdn Tokyo. Japan

FOed Aug. >> 1903. Ser. No. 521.373

CUiBS priority, application Japan. A^ 9. 1982. 56-137358

lat a^ C25D 3/22

VS. a. 204—55 R 5 Claims
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1. A zinc dendrite inhibitor for addition to a zinc halide-con-

taining electrolyte which deposits zinc on a negative electrode

through an electrochemical reaction, said inhibitor comprising:

a quaternary ammonium salt and at least two metal ions se-

lected from the groiq> consisting of from about 10~* to about

10-3 mole/l of divalent lead ions, from about 10~* to about

10-3 mole/l of divalent tin ions, and less than about IQ-^

mole/1 of divalent cadmium ions.
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. MW3S7^^Op AND APPARATUS FOR RAOON CONTROLH^kM. Itartoa, Jr^ BoUcnUle, Okla^ Mri^or to PhflUM
PMraiNM Goapny, BtrOmfHk, Okb.

FIM S^. 1, 1M3. S«. No. 528,756
Irt.a»C35C//2i

UAaa04-130 200,^^

cm-Ur P(22). 942.38 cm-l with the specified frequen-
cies being resonant with sud absorption band of said allyl

sowsos

» «0 W « W l»
•UTt CHLMIK (TWmi

hahde selected to thereby achieve dissociation of said aUyl
hahde and to achieve a laser-induced photochemical syn-
thesis of benzene and substituted benzene.

4*479,860
PHOTO-CURABLE EPOXY RESIN COMPOSITION
;Sk^^ ^^HT^ *^ ^"'™»>» OolMl^ Yokohama,
both of ^pan, airigDors to Tokyo Shlbmn DeaU KabnUU
K«i«ha, KawasaU, Japan

—«««tii*i

^Rled Sep. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 531,316
Claims priority, appUcatton Japan, Sep. 14, 1982, 57-158889

.1 ^ <, «. ^*- ^' ^^^^ ^^/«^ 59/70

"f ?•?*-**•" 8Ctalm.
1. A photo<urable epoxy resin composition which com-

pnses an epoxy resin and a combination of an aluminum com-
poimd and a silicon compound having a peroxysUyl group as a
hardenmg catalyst. ' •• k

1. A method of reducing the release of radon from a radiumbMnng rock ftee m a subterranean formation, comprising-
(a) positioning a cathode in said formation a distance from

said rock face;

(b) positioning an anode in said formation in electrical
contact with at least a portion of said rock face; and

(c) applying an electrical potential between said cathode and
•Md anode sufficient to achieve current now between said
anode and said cathode whereby radium ions are moved
from said anode to said cathode through said formation
thereby reducing the amount of radioactive decay of
radium to radon at the rock face.

4,479358
PHOTOACnVATED CATALYTIC POLYMERIZATION

OF MONOEPOXIDES
lUwML Yato^ Midla«l, MWu, aMignor toTV Dow Chemical
Conpaay, Midbuid, Mich.

-««««

FDed Jmi. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 390,437

.,« ^ ^ I«t aJ BOIJ 79/7^
U.S.a204-158R

Mdafais

miLi-**"?*^*?"^™*^ I»*yn»«rian« «» alkylene oxide or

S2S . L!LS^ ."" Phot<»ctivated species of a rhem'umwbonyl coordmation compound precursor and under reac-
tion conditions, at a temperature of from 0* C. to 50* C to

weight of from about 2,000 to about 30,000.

4,479,859
LASER PHOTOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF BENZENE

AND ITS DERIVATIVES

"Si^T*!?^ ^**~' AhL, and James A. Merritt,

wprwsaladhy the Secretary of the Army, Waahhiston. D.C
Filed Dec. 27, 1983, Ser. Nol!65,807^

„« ^ Irt. as BOW 79/72
UAa204-158R

7CtoJm«

-JS.Ji.2j5!? .51
'•*' photochemical synthesis of benzene

and substituted benzene comprising:
i. filling one or more laser reaction cells with an allyl halide

sdected from aUyl chloride, 2-methyl.3<hloropropene.
2.3-dichlOTopropene, allyl bromide, and allyl fluorideto a
pressure from about 10 to about 100 torr

^^m?^.'!^ "^!?^ ""y* ^**« ^* • power level
from about 25 to about ISO watts of a cw CO2 tunable
lata, tuned to a radiation hne selected that is resonant
with an absorption band of said aUyl halide, said irradiat-

-»le laser tuned to radiatK* hne such a. P(36). 929.02 providing ler Ld outer cooha,le cylinders and a station-

.«^ 4,479,861
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREPARATIVE GEL

ELECTROPHORESISMa«^ Hedlger, 25 OM Momitain Rd., Farmtagton, Comi.

Piled JuL 19, 1983, Ser. No. 515,064

452iJm'
''****'• •PPBcatlon SwitKriaad, Jul 23, 1982,

iKLCLi COW 27/28
US.a 204—180 G 22
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ary lower end adapter at the bottom thereof forming an

annular chamber,

providing a source of polymerizable gel solution having

selectable characteristics;

providing an upper end adapter which is movable between
the upper end of the cyliiKlers and a position adjacent the

lower end adapter,

conducting polymerizable gel solution from the gel source

into the space between the adulters and the cylinders

while the upper adapter is concurrently elevated, thereby

arranging the gel solution in gradients and building a gd
column in the chamber, until die desired column hdght is

reached;

and allowing the gel to polymerize.

5. An q)paratus for preparative gel electrophoresis compris-

ing

an outer coolable cylinder,

an inner coolable cylinder within said outer cylinder; and

upper and lower adapters between said inner and outer

cylinders, each of said adapters being axtally movable and

having

means forming fluid seals between said adapter and said

cylinders,

electrode means connectable to a source of electrical

energy for forming an electric field between said adapt-

ers, and

duct means in each of said ad^>ters for conducting fluids

into and out of said adi4>ters to comprise an electrode

and elution buffer rinsing system,

said outer and inner cylinders and said upper and lower

ad^>ters defining a chamber for receiving a column of

separating matoial through which said electric field

4,479362

SPUFTERING
James W. Swcason, Mlimeapoiis, Mfain^

Systems CorporatioB, MiBaeapoUa, Minn.

FUed Jan. 9, 1984, Ser. No. 569,141

lit a' C23C 15/00

VS,a 204^192 R

1. In a method of sputter deposition-of a depository material

fhm a cathode to a target material supported on a target

substrate, the improvement which comprises sputter deposit-

ing said depositcny material from said cathode onto a pUutic

film, which is supported during said sputter deposition by a

layer of a urethane or silicone elastomer, which is in turn

supported by said target substrate.

body having a substantially flat bottom surface for mounting

the insulator on the top of cell walls and said body having

outwardly and downwardly stoping upper sorfisoes extending

from said centre line to the side edges of the body, a row of

equi-spaced shoulders formed longitudinally on each upper

surftce adjacent to the said centre line, each said row of shoul-

ders having a transverse channel formed between each pair of

adjacent shoulders for draining liquid towards a side edge of

the body, a longitudinal V-timpeA groove formed between the

two rows of shoulders for supporting said tpoaici electrode

^-^ «

^-^^y"

-T^^

contact bar between said rows of shoulders, the shoulden of

each row being longitudinally ofbet relative to the shoulders

of the opposite row whereby the channels formed between the

adjacent shoulders of one row are in alignment with and abut

shoulders of the opposite row, a cavity formed in each upper

surface opposite och shoulder between the shoulder and the

respective edge of the body for receiving an insulating block

therein, whereby the electrode contact bar can support an end

of the head bar of a cathode or anode at one side oTa cell and

said blocks inserted in the cavities can support the opposite end

of said head bar on the opposite side of the oeU.

to Vertimag

25aalma

4,479364

ANODE FOR ELECTROLYSIS OF SEAWATER
Hideo Kamd; AUUro SUngawa, both of MaebaaU; Takahiro

Yamaaki, Shfbokawa, and RcUcU Itai, Mashashl, aU of

Japan, aarignors to T%e Japan Cariit Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FDed JaL 28, 1983, Scr. No. 518,220

Claims priority, ap^icatkm Japan, Aag. 4, 1982, 57*135200

IM. a.) C25B 77/06

U.S.a 204-290 F 4<

4,479363

CELL TOP INSULATOR
Ronald N. Honey, Roasland; Robert E. MaawcU, Trail; CUfford

J. Kmn, Trail, and Doowe Ybema, Trail, aU of Canada,

aMigBOT* to Condaco Ltd., Vanconrer, Canada

FDed Apr. 2, 1964, Ser. No. 595397

Claims priority, appUcatiOB Canada, Apr. 5, 1983, 425172

lit a^ C25B 9/00: C25C 7/00: C25D 77/00

U.S.a 204-279 8 ClaiiM

1. An msulator for use in electrolytic cells for the support of

a qMoled electrode contact bar and head bars of removable,

alternatmg cathodes and anodes which are alternately siq>-

ported at one skie of the cell on sakl contact bar and on the

other skle of the cell on said insulator, said insulator compris-

ing an elongated body having a longitudinal centre line, said

KX) 300 300 400 500 600 TOO

ELECTROLYSIS PERIOD (OftYS)

1. An anode for generating available chlorine from seawater

by electrolysis which comprises a titanium or titanium aUoy

substrate having an outer active anode coating on said sub-

strate, said outer coating consisting essentially of an active

anode layer containing frxMn IS to 8S% by weight of platinum,

from S to 3S% by weight of iridium dioxkle and from 10 to

30% by weight tk ruthenium dioxkle.
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4m479«WS
ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY

^ ^ifft" •• ^""^ EtoetrodM. Andorcr, Maw.
FIM No?. 2t, IMO, Ser. No. 21US1

Irt.a»G01N^7/J0
U.S.a 204-^18

14

filed to an end portioii of said body and a laminate com-pming an inner electrode formed on a nuyor sorface of
•aid substrate, an oxygen ion conductive solid electrolyte
layer formed on an outer surface of said inner electrode
layer, and an outer electrode teyer formed on ano^
surface of said solid electrolyte tayer; and

a generally hoUow cylindrical hood having a cylindrical
wall «jd an mner side and a free end. said hSod bring filS
to said body whereby said oxygen sensitive element is
raclosed m said hood and entirely spaced from said inner
Mde. said hood being formed with two arc-shaped slit tvne
openmgs symetrically positioned in and extending circum.

5437

1. A Replaceable cap assembly for use with an electrochemi-
cal analysis electrode that includes an electrode body and an
ion selective portion at an end of said body,
aid replaceable cap assembly comprising'
a housing component for releasable attachment to said dec-

trode body, said housing component having a cavity for
recaving said ion selective portion when said housins
component is attached to said electrode body and an^
wall surface ofconical shape that defines a port in commu-
ucation with said cavity,

said conical end wall surface surrounding and sloping away
lirom said port,

an annular groove in said concial end waU surface
a first annular sealing element ofO-ring type dispos^ in said
groove m coaxial relation to said port,

a selectively permeable membrane seated on said first seaUns
element and extending across said port,

a second annular, disc type seaUng element seated on said
membrane m juxtaposed reUtion to said first sealing ele-
ment,

a membrane securing component having a clamp portion
that mcludcs an mwardly extending annular flange that
has a oocinl mner surface of mating configuration to said
oonwal end waU surface, and snap action hrtch structure
anaDy movable between released and latched positions.
said latch structure in said Utehed position being in^
chanical engagement with said housing component with
said conical surface of said clamp portion compressing
said juxtaposed fint and second annular seaUng elements
•ginst said membrane and pUunng said membrane in
radial tennon to seal said port, said membrane being
seated agamst said ion selective portion when said cap
Msembly is attached to said electrode body.

CAS SENSOR WnH SENSITIVE ELEMENT ENCLOSED
_^^., IN PERFORATED HOOD

J2«*«JK^ Otamura. Z«U, and YoaUtakaKItwS

Cortlwrto. of S«. No. 299,599. Sep. 4» M81. d«d0Kd- Tlrf.
P9M«tfo» Oct 3. 1983, Ser. No. 537.549"» Prtority, appUdtkM Japo, Oct 17, 1980, 55.145277

„„ _ Irt.a'G01Ni7/W
UAa.204-tt5

IChta
!• A gas sensor, comprising:

• body adapted to be attached to an apparatus in which a MS
subject to measurement flows;n oxygen sensitive element having a pbte^haped substrate

ferentiaUy about said cyUndrical wall to allow a portion ofthe gas flowing m said apparatus to flow into the mteriorof said hood and then flow out, each of said slit tyoe

elemoit and said free end m a longitudinal direction with
regard to a longitudmal axis of said hood whereby any
crow-section of said hood taken in a plane generaUy per-
pendicular to said major surface of said substrate which
mtersects one of said slit type openings does not interact
said oxygen sensitive element;

said substrate being fixed to said body such that said major
surface ofsaid substrate lies generaUy paraUel to the longi.
tudual axis of said hood.

4«479,867
EUXTROCHEMICAL SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THEPARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE IN A GASEOUS OR

UQUID ATMOSPHERE
*^'S!!?'J'^i'''^ Fooletler, both of Grenoble, and
teve VUminot, Caatrica, aU of Fhmce. assignors toS^
NationaleElf Aq«ItaIne,CowbeTolirftancr

Filed Aug. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 518,919
Claims priority, appUcatiOB Fhucc, Ang. 2, 1982, 82 13473

bktCLiG0M27/5S
UAa204-426

i,cUdms

1. An unproved electrochemical device for measuring the
partid pressure of oxygen in a liquid or gaseous atmosphere
Which electrochemical device has improved reversibility and
snorter response time while being operative at low tempera-
ture, which electrochemical device comprises a woridng elec-
trode responsive to oxygen, a solid electrolyte which com-
pnses at least partially a halogenide mixture for providing ionic
conduction by means of the halogenide ions and a peroxide for
supplymg the reactive ions for the working electrode and a
reference electrode for maintaining constant, at least in its
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immediate vicinity, the chemical potential of the halogen of the
electrolyte, which electrode comprises at least partially a
mixture ofa metal and the halogenide corresponding to that of
the electrolyte.

4^79,8(8
GAS MEASURING PROBE

WUUam R Mclntyrc, OmUlc Ohio; Sal'Kwhig Lan, Verona,

and Sabhaafa CI^Bghal, Mnrryffflle, bodi of Pa., aadgnon to

Wcstiiiifioaae Electric Corp., Pittalmrgli, Pa.

Filed Oct 21, 1983, Ser. No. 544^159

lot a' GOIN 27/58

VS.a 204-^26 16 dalns

JH

5. In a gas measuring probe having an ion-conductive solid

electrolyte cell, a first portion of said cell being exposed to a

flue gas stream and a second portion of said cell being exposed

to a reference gas stream, and electrode lead means extoiding

from said first and said second cell portions and in electrical

communication with a remote measuring circuit the improve-

ment where at least one of said electrode means comprises a

platinum gauze pad; a sintered electrode disposed on said solid

electrolyte ceU and adapted to receive thereon at least a por-

tion of said platinum gauze pad such that the periphery thoeof

extends from said sintered electrode and such that said plati-

num gauze pad is in electrical communication with said solid

electrolyte cell; a platinum disc secured to and in electrical

communication wiUi said gauze pad; and an alloy wire having

one end thereof welded to said platinum disc and the other end

thereof in electrical communication with said measuring cir-

cuit

4^79,869
FLEXIBLE FEED PYROLYSIS PROCESS

WflUam C Petterson, Miasoori City, and Larry G. Hackc-

ncaaer, Honston, both of Tex., assignors to The M. W. Kel-

logg Company, Houston, Tex.

FOad Dec 14, 1983, Ser. No. 561,408

Iirt. a.3 aOG 9/36, 9/14; C07C 4/04

UJS.a 208-130 5 Claims

m

resi
r>

1. In a process for steam cracking hydrocarbon feed in a

tubular, fired furnace having a radiant section and a convection

section wherem dilution steam is added to the hydrocarbon

feed and the resulting mixed feed of dilution steam and hydro-

carbon feed is heated to near incipient cracking temperature

prior to introduction of the mixed feed to the radiant section,

the improvement which comprises heating the hydrocarbon

feed within the temperature range fixnn about 370* C. to about

700* C by indirect heat exchange with superheated steam and

at least a portion of the supeiheated steam is generated in the

convection section of said tubular, fired furnace.

4,479,870

USE OF LIFT GAS IN AN FCC REACTOR RISER
HtnM U. HamflMfshaiaib, Wcatera Springy and Daiid A.

Lonas, Ariington Hdgkta, both of IIL, aaaigBors to JOP Inc.,

De8nrinca,m.
FDed Feb. 29, 1984, Ser. No. 584,681

lot a' aoG ij/2a ii/is

vs. CL 208-164 6 Clainis

1. A process for converting normally liquid hydrocarbons

with an active fluid catalytic cracking catalyst which com-
prises:

(a) passing an upflowing suspension of hot regenerated ac-

tive fluid catalytic cracking catalyst in a lift gas compris-

ing hydrocarbons including not more than 10 mole % C3
and heavier hydrocarbons through a lower portion of a

vertically orientated riser conversion zone at a gas veloc-

ity of from about 1.8 to less than 12.2 meters per second,

and for a catalyst residence time from about O.S to about

IS seconds, the weight ratio of catalyst to hydrocarbon in

said lift gas being greater than 80, and

(b) introducing said normally liquid hydrocarbons into said

upflowing suspension at a locus in said riser conversion

zone downstream of said lower portion to form a catalyst-

hydrocarbon mixture wherein the temperature and resi-

dence time are sufficient to effect the desired conversion.

4,479371

PROCESS TO SEPARATE NATURAL GAS UQUIDS
FROM NTTROGEN-CONTAINING NATURAL GAS

Rafindra F. Pahade, North Tonawaada; John B. Saoaden, nd
James J. Malooey, both of Tonawaada, all of N.Y., aaaigBors

to UakM CarMde Corporation, Daabw7> Con.
FOad Jaa. 13, 1984, Ser. No. 570,664

Int CL' ClOG 5/00: BOID 51/00

VS. CL 208-340 22 Oains

17. A process for the separation of natural gas liquids from a

feed stream having a pressure in the range of from 300 to ISOO

psia and containing natural gas liquids, methane and not more

than about 20 percent nitrogen comprising:

(1) partially condensing said feed stream to produce a first

vapor stream and a first liquid stream:

(2) expanding to partially vaporize said first liquid stream;

(3) heating said partially vaporized stream;

(4) separating said partially vaporized stream into a second

vapor stream and a second liquid stream;

(5) partially condensing said first vapor stream to produce a

third vapor stream and a third liquid stream;

(6) introducing said second and third liquid streams into a

demethanizer wherein they are separated into a methane-

rich firacti<n and a bottom liquid containing natural gas

liquids;

(7) partially vaporizing said bottom Uquid to provide vapor,

for upflow through the demethanizer, and remaining

liquid; and

(8) recovering said remaining liquid as product natural gu
liquids.
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MBraOD AND APPARATUS IN SCREENING FIBER
^m_ . , SUSPENSIONS
NOjAjL. WikdaU, Brmllmtn 42, S.182 64 OJmhoH

22 *J-/^gg "^ P*. No. WOW/02470, per PA.

^^^ PP ™«i Dk. 14, W82, Ser. No. 537,452CW» priority, •ppUe.tloo Swwla^ Jtn. 8, 1W2, 8200073

.,„ _ Irt. a' B03B 5/5tf
UAa20^288 ,oChl«

ing nid plunUty of fflter pUtes in reponse to control
"gnals, said transporting means including means for en-
^ging individual ones of said plurality of filter pUtes:

light emitting means mounted at said first end of said fhone-
light detecting means mounted at said second end of said

frame opposite to said first end and being aligned with said
Ught emittmg means for detecting light emitted from said
Ught emitting means and for generating said control sig.
nals in response to detected light emitted from said lisht
emitting means; and

^^
shutter means positioned between said light emitting means
and said Ught detecting means for normaUy preventing
hght from passing between said light emitting means and
said hght detecting means, said shutter means being cou-
pled to said engaging means for permitting Ught to pass
from said Ught emitting means to said light detecting
means upon engagement of said engaging means with one
of said pluraUty of filter plates.

4,479374
CONyOLUTH) PLURAL LAYER FILIER ASSEMBLY

David J. Roaenberg, Glen Head, and Vlado L Matkorich, Glen
Got., both of N.Y., aadgnor. to P.U Corporrton, Gl?^,"

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 422,238
laLCLimiD29/06

UAa210-M5
„ctal«

LA method «> screening afibre suspension in a pressure
•creen with an inlet for the fibre suspension and outlets for
•ocept and reject, conduit being connected to each ouUet

nieisured and the difference between the measured value and

LS^r??J"^'? " determined, the flow through the rejectwndmt bong changed in response to a fiinction of the differ-
enoe by changing the flow through the accept conduit

4^79373
UGHT CONTROLLED APPARATUS FOR MOVING

FILTER PRESS PLATES

2;J*J^^N.Y. ...,,«„ t^

Filed J«L 10, 1983, Ser. No. 454,671

.!« ^ „« I«.a3B01D25/7^
UAa 210-91 gC^

.«LSjL?^*^ haymg a support frame with fint and"oonden^ a p^urahty of filter pUtes arranged to define

SJlS^ftf^if™** "4 *»^ lovably mounted on said

S55!?^ '**^I'*°
^«* •»««» Pl«t« « »«id first end of£ SS'S^'^^T*^'' •"^ P"*^ «* '^ ««»-<' «d of

JSSe. SnSSgT"*" ^""^ "^^ "" P'"^^ °^ «»^

plate transporting means supported on said frame for mov-

1. A convoluted plural layer filter assembly comprising a
housmg; means defining a fluid inlet and a fluid ouUet in the
houang, each opening into a fluid chamber; and. disposed in
the fluid chamber across the Une of fluid flow from the inlet to
the ouUet so that all flow from the fluid inlet to the fluid outiet
miwt pass therethrough, a filter element composite comprising
a filter sheet material sandwiched between layers of forami-
nous spacer sheet material, the filter element composite having
an upstream side and a downstream side and separating the
chamber mto a first portion on the upstream side of the filter
element composite communicating with the fluid inlet, and a
second portion on the downstream side of the filter element
composite communicating with the fluid outlet; the filter ele-
ment composite is folded on itself as a double layer and the
double layer is folded on itself in a pluraUty of convolutions,
definmg between the layers throughout the convolutions an
open mtercommunicating interior space in fluid communica-
tion with one of the first and second portions of the fluid
chamber, the other side of the layen of the filter element
composite throughout the convolutions is in fluid communica-
tion with the other portion of the fluid chamber; the pluraUty
of convolutions extending transversely across the fluid cham-
ber, back and forth across the Une of fluid flow from the fluid
uUet to the fluid outiet, so tiiat tiie fluid flow in route to tiie
fluid outiet from tiie fluid inlet may pass at least tiiree times
across convoluted folds tiirough tiie double teyen of tiie filter

/
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sheet material, between the open interior space and the space

on the other side of the double layers, once forward frxnn the

upstream side to the downstream side thereof, through the

space between the double layer of filter sheet material, and

thence backward through the filter sheet from the downstream

side to the upstream side thereof, and then forward through the

filter sheet from the upstream side to the downstream side

thereof

4,479,876

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE BIOLOGICAL
PURinCATION OF WASTEWATER

Uwc Fndis, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, aarignor to Liade

AktIcBgnellachaft, Wiesbaden, Fed. R^. of Gcraumy
Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 406,634

CHaiiBS priority, i^irilcatioB Fed. Rep. of Gcranay, Aag. 13,

1981, 3131989

vs.a 210—605 11

4,479,875

INLET DISTRIBUTOR FOR UQUID-UQUID
SEPARATORS

Stephen R. Nelaon, Edmoad, Okla., aarignor to Kerr-McGee
Refining Corporatfc», Oklahoma City, Okla.

FOed Aag. 31, 1983, Scr. No. 528,145

brt. a' OOF 17/02

V& CL 210-519 1 Claim

1. Apparatus for mounting in a fluid separation zone adapted

to improve the gravitational separation of fluids having differ-

ent densities, said apparatus comprising:

fluid entry means opening into and disposed inwardly ofsaid

separation zone,

fluid distribution means mounted upright upon the terminus

of said fluid entry means within said separation zone,

said fluid distribution means including: an elongated hoUow
member in fluid communication with said fluid entry

means and having an end plate irremovably mounted upon

and closing the terminal end thereof,

another plate mounted about the elon^ited hoUow member

in oppositely spaced relation with respect to the end plate,

a pluraUty of openings through said elongated hollow mem-
ber transversely spaced along said member between said

plates,

packing means disposed annularly about said openings in

said elongated hoUow member between said plates and

an enveloping open mesh networic of interconnecting metal

webs operatively enclosing the packing means between

said end plates within the fluid distribution means,

the cross sectional area of the openings in said elongated hol-

low member being sufficient, with respect to the cross sec-

tional area of said fluid entry means, to reduce the kinetic

energy of the fluid entering the separation zone to inqnove tiw

gravitational separati(» of the fluid of lower density from the

fluid of higher density.

1. A process for the biological purification of wastewater in

at least two immediately successive gas treatment stages which
comprises: gasifying the wastewater in the presence of acti-

vated sludge to conduct biological degradation of organic

substrate, withdrawing resultant wastewater activated sludge

mixture from the treatment stages and dividing said mixture in

a post-clarification stage, into purified water and said activated

sludge, and partiaUy recycUng the activated sludge into the

treatment stipes, and further comprising conducting primarily

nitrification in the last of said at least two immediately succes-

sive treatment stages in the presence of a macroporous carrier

material consisting essentially of open-ceU polyur^thane foam

particles having a particle size diameter of 2-SO mm, a specific

gravity of 20-200 kg/m^ and open pore size of 0. 1-S mm, with

tiie macroporous carrier material carrying nitrifying bacteria

thereon with the bacteria in a concentration on the carrier

material of 10-30 g/1, and with primarily organic carbon com-

pound degradation having been conducted in the at least one

upstream stage of said at least two immediately successive

treatment stages with a feed stream of gas containing a greater

proportion of oxygen than air and conducting the organic

carbon compound degradation in the at least one upstream

stage to an extent such that the BODj of the wastewater being

paned to the last treatment stage to conduct nitrification

therein is at a level of organic poUutants of 10-30 mg/1, treat-

ing the wastewater in the nitrification stage with a feed stream

of air, and separating the carrier material for nitrifying bacteria

from the wastewater-activated sludge mixture exiting from the

nitrification stage, and retaining said carrier material in the

nitrification stage whereby loss of nitrifying bacteria is avoided

by retaining said nitrifying bacteria on said particles.

4^79,877

REMOVAL OF NITRATE FROM WATER SUPPLIES
USING A TRIBUTYL AMINE STRONG BASE ANION

EXCHANGE RESIN
GcraU A. Girtcr, Bakenfldd, CaUf., aari^or to He UaHad

States of America aa reprcscBtcd by the Admlaiitfaiuf £?!•

reaiwlai Proleetka AgsMy, WacUagloa, D.C
FItod JaL 28, 1983, Scr. No. 518,172

lit a3 O02F 1/42

U.S. a. 210-670 8 dates
1. A method for separating nitrate from a water containing

sulfste and less than about 1000 ppm total dissolved soUds, said

method comprising passing the water through a bed of a par-

ticulate, strong-base ani<ft exchange resin, said resin being a

tributyl amine derivative of a copolymer of a monovinyl aryl
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compound and a polyolefinic crott-linking agent for adaonv
oon of the nitrate onto Mid resin.

^

HIGH CALCIUM TOLERANT DEPOSIT CONTROL
,

METHOD

^'IJ^^jJ'"-^ N.Y, ..IgDor to Bet. LAoratorte^

FDad Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,382

.,« «. . hKLCLiC02F5/I4

1. Method of controlling the deposition of scale impartina
precipitates on the structural parts of a system exposed to an
aqueous medium having a pH ofat least about 7 and containing
sciJe unpartmg precipiutes under deposit forming condition
and a caJaum ion concentration of about 400 ppm (as Ca+2)
and greater, said method comprising adding to said aqueous

™T1 " f^"? "**'"^ *" ** P»'n)Ose of 1-hydroxy

S?'X^r''':?P,^'**^*' "^ ^^^^^ O' ^«»«r soluble

^t^i' ""1 ^^l ***^ "'P^'* °^ performing said
control of deposition without resulting in substantial formation
of an adduct precipiute with said calcium said scale imparting
precipiutes comprising a member selected from the group
comstmg of calcium sulfate, calcium phosphate, and calcium
carbonate, and mixtures thereof.

4^79379
PROCESS FOR DEWATERING SLUDGES

Manoori HaaUwrto, Yawrto, awl MaaaaU Waldta. EUu.
both of Japo, aariffora to Korita Water iMtnatriea Lti,

pended solid particles and prevent formation of Hoes
havmg an average size larger than 2 mm m said sludge:

then, without removing water from said sludge, in a second
stage, adding to said neutralized sludge obtained from said
first stage 0.2 to 3 wt %, based on the weight of sus-
pended sobds in said neutralized sludge, of a synthetic
water-soluble anionic organic flocculant consisting essen-Oa% of polymen having molecular weights of at least
1.000,000, and selected from the group consisting of thefoUowmg Ci to Cscomponents:

*-ms "«

Ci component: PolyacryUc or polymethacryUc acid or salts
tnereof.

C2 component: Partially hydrolyzed products of polyacryl-
amide or polymethacrylamide

C3 component: Copolymers ofacrylic acid. methacryUc acid
or salts thereof with acrylamide or methacryhunide

C4 component: Copolymers of vinylsulfonic acid salts' with
acrylamide or methacryhunide,

Cs component: Terpolymers of 2.acrylamido .2methyIpro.
panesulfomc acid salt with acryUc or methacrylic acid salt
and acrylamide or methacrylamide, and simultaneously
aiptatmg said sludge under milder mixing conditions thanth«e used m said first stage efTective to fiocculate said
sludge to form fiocs having a larger fioc size than the fiocs
formed m said first stage, which floes are non-sticky to the
touch; and / w* ««»

then dewatering the floccukted sludge obtained from said
second stage.

FM Apr. 11. 1983, Sar. No. 484,089
I priority. appUcatloa Japan, Apr. 22, 1982, 57^619

iirt. a' GD2F ;;//¥
UAa210-727

^Clata.

JL^J'"^^^J^ dwatering an aqueous organic sludgeoonwtmg esaentiaUy of water and suspended soUd particlw.
which comprises the steps of:

in a first stage, adding to said sludge an amount m the range
of 0.3 to 6 wt %. based on the weight of suspended soUdsm said sludge, of a synthetic, water-soluble cationic or-
gmcflocculant which consists of an A<omponent and a
B<omponent. wherein said A-component consists of one
or more polymers selected from the group consisting ofan
All-component and an AjKxnnponent. said Ai-component
bong selected from polymen consisting essentially of
•trnctural units of vinyUmidazoUne or partially hydro-
lyzed products thereof, which Ai-component polymers
have mtnnsic viscosities [ifJoiN-NaQ^O^ C. of iTleast 2
dl/g, and said A2-component being selected from Hof-
mann degradation products of polymers consisting essen-
tiaUy of structural unite ofacrylamide or methacrylamide.

r u KT K?tS5P?^* polymen have intrinsic viscosities
li»JajN-NaCl»'C.of«ie.rtld,/g^„j,^B.^j^ ^^
consists of one or more polymer componente selected
from the group consisting of (B,) polymers consisting
essentiaUy of structural unite of aminoalkyUwrylate. a^
npattyhnethacryUte. acid addition salte thereofor quater-
nized producte thereof. (Bj) Mannich-reaction producte of
polymers consistmg essentially of structural unite ofacryl-
amide or methacrylamide. (B3) polyamide-polyamine.
(B4) polyethyleneumne, (Bs)polymers consisting essen-
oally of structural unite of dialkyldiallyUunmonium salt.
{Bi) polyinerB consisting essentiaUy of structural unite of
minoalkylacrylamide, aminoalkyhnethacrytomide. acidaddi^ salte thereof, or quatemized producte thereof,
•nd (B7) polymers consisting essentiaUy of structural unite
of vmylbcnzylaUcylamine. which B^omponent polymen
have mtemsK viscosities hJo.iN-Naa3<^c. of .t least 5
dl/g. wheran the proportion by weight of said A-compo-
nent to said B<omponent is in range of 4:1 to 1:4, and
UBulteneously intensely agitat&g said sludge under con-
ditions effective to neutraUze ionic charges of said sus-

4^479,880

r^fiST!??^^ ^^^"A^S FOR DEFLECTINGGRANULAR MA1ERIALAWAY FROM THE OUTLET OFA FILTRATION BED
Anthony I. J. Trauwr, Heaton, Ei«laad. aaalgnor to Perantit.
Boby Limited, Whitchnrch. le*^ ^^ ''ennuiH

Filed Apr. 13. 1983, Ser. No. 48^821

821iw'
'*^"^* '*'***** "**^ ^'*^ ^^

,,^ _ iKLCLiBfiiD 23/24UAa 210-795
isctata.

1. A method in which Uquid is filtered through a filter bed of
granular material in a vessel and a filter bed is cleaned in a
vessel, by simultaneous upflow of wash water and air bubbles;
said vessel having an outlet for wash water above the top ofthe
bed. a free water space below the level of the outlet, and at
least one baffle in said free water space adjacent to each side of
said outiet. each said baffle comprising mner and outer baffle
elemente inclined upwardly and away from the outlet, an
aperture defined by and between the mner and outer baffle
elemente and au air separation element, said inner element
bemjg nearer to said ouUet than said outer element, said inner
baffle element being positioned to prevent upflow of air
through said aperture, said outer element comprising inner and
outer edges and said air separation element comprising a sub-
stantiaUy horizontal peribrated pkte extending from said outer
edge of said outer element in a direction away from said ouUet;
wherem the steps of cleaning comprise upflowing water and
air through the bed such that some granuhv material is en-
tramed by upflowing air bubbles, deflectiog entrained granular
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material adjacent said outlet away from the outlet by said at

least one bt^e, separating substantiaUy all the entrained gran-

ular material from the bubbles adjacent the top of the said

water space, separating at least part of the entrained granukr
material at said perforated plate through which air bubbles

may rise but through which the passage of entrained granular

material is minimized, and passing any granular matnial that

rises above said at least one baffle down through said aptnart,

with the separated granular material faUing back onto the

baffle.

4,479,881

DETERGENT COMPOSTTIONS
Ho T. Tal, Santea, F^anee, assignor to Lercr Brothers Company,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 29, 1984, Scr. No. 584,071

Clainis priority, ap^lcation United Kingdmn, Mar. 10, 1983,

830(645

Int CL3 D06M 13/46; CllD 17/00

VS.a 252-8J 10 Clainis

1. A detergent composition for the cleaning and simulta-

neous softening of fabrics, comprising:

(a) 2-50% by weight of a surfactant selected from the group
consisting of anionic and nonionic surfactante and mix-

tures thereof in conjunction with:

(b) 0.5-15% by weight ofa tertiary amine having the general

formula:

Ri
\
N—R3

R2

wherein

Ri is a C10-C26 >Ikyl or alkenyl group,

R2 is as Ri or, if Ri is a C20-C26 aUcyl or alkenyl group, may
be a C1-C7 alkyl group and R3 has the formula—CH2—

Y

wherein

YisH,Ci-QaUcyl,

engine cylinder mineral oil lubricant having a total base num-
ber ranging fixm about SO to about 100 due to the presence

therein of effective amounte of alkaline detergent-dispersante

including overbased calcium sulfonates and carbonates which

comprises blending with said lubricant from O.S to 2 weight

percent thereof of at least one compound represented by the

formula:

K-f \-0-(CH2CH20),H

wherein R is an aUphatic hydrocarbyl group having from 5 to

70 carbon atoms and n is 20.

2. A process for lubricating the moving metal surfaces of a

marine diesel engine cylinder which comprises causing a film

of a mineral oil having a total base number ranging from about

SO to about 100 due to the presence therein of effective

amounte of conventional alkaUne detergent-dispersante includ-

ing overbased calcium sulfonates and carbonates to spread on
said surfaces by incorporating in said mineral oU a spreadabil-

ity improving amount of at least one nonionic detergent rq>re-

sented by the formula:

—

f

Vo-(CH:CH20),,H

wherein R is an aliphatic hydrocarbyl group having from S to

70 carbon atoms and n b 20.

O-
—CH2OH, -CH=CH2, -CH2CH2OH, -CH2CN,

—CH2—C .—CH2C Rsor—CH2CH2N
\ \ / \
R4 N R«

Rs

wherein R4 is a C1-C4 alkyl group, each Rs is indepen-

dently H or C1-C20 alkyl; and each R^ is independently H
or C1-C20 alkyl; and

(c) ceUulase,

forming together the essential fabric softening ingrediente.

4*479,882

MARINE DIESEL CYLINDER OILS CONTAINING
POLYALKOXYLATED PHENOXY COMPOUNDS FOR

IMPROVED SPREADABUJTY
Beqjamln H. SSdeaki, Beacon, and Rodney L. Song, FIshUU,

bott of N.Y., assignors to Texaeo Inc., White Plalaa, N.Y.

Continnation-ln*part of Ser. No. 268^54, Jan. 1, 1981,

abudoned. This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,583

Int a^ ClOM 1/40

VS. CL 252-33.4 2 Claims

1. A process for improving the spreadabUity of a diesel

4,479,883

LUBRICANT COMPOSTHON WTTH IMPROVED
FRICnON REDUCING PROPERTIES CONTAINING A

MIXTURE OF DmnOCARBAMATES
Hanrid Shanb, Berkeley Heights, and Barbara J. Schaeffer,

Eaiadwtfi, both of NJ., aaslgDors to Exxon Rsacarch A Engi-

neering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 337,416, Jan. 6, 1982, abandoned. This

appUcation Feb. 21, 1984, Ser. No. 582,052

Int a^ ClOM 1/48

VS. CL 252-32.7 E 9 Clahns

1. A lubricating oU composition with friction reducing prop-

erties comprising a major amount of lubricating oU, from about

O.OS to about 2 parte by weight of an ester of a dicaiboxylic

acid having from about 9 to about 42 carbon atoms between

carboxyUc acid groups and a glycol which is selected from the

group consisting of alkane diols having from about 2 to about

12 carbon atoms or an oxa-alkane diol having from about 4 to

about 200 carbon atoms, and from about 0. 1 to about 2 parte by

weight of a mixture of molybdenum dithiocarbamate and 1,2

dicarboethoxyethyl dithiocarbamate said dithiocarbamates

having the formula:

A[SCSNR2lx <n

where A is molybdenum or 1,2 dicarboethoxyethyl, each R is

an alkyl of 1 to 22 carbon atoms and x b an integer of 1 to 3;

with at least about 25 percent by weight of said mixture being

said molydenum dithiocarbamate; aU other weighte are based

on 100 parte by weight of lubricating oil composition.
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4^479384
DEIERGENT BAR PROCESSING

^^^tai priority. ipflfcrtloB UBitod Kliigdoa, Mtt. 29, 1982,

.. c J?;2*' f!F ^^^'^^ '/^' C»U> 9/48, IS/10
VS, a. 252—132 5 ri.,^

•continued

-^rvOT

•o-cv
(wherein R> represents a hydrogen atom. -CmHji»^i

1. The process improving the mush and/or lather properties
ofw^rfctted soap^ontaining detergent material in which the
juperfttted soap-containing material is subjected to working
by passmg the material between two closely spaced mutuaUy
disptoceable surfi^es each having a pattern of cavities which
overlap during movement of the surfaces so that the material
noved between the surfaces traces a path through cavities
•Itematdy in each surfiKe. whereby the bulk of the material
pMses through the shear zone in the material generated by
nwplaccment of the surfaces.

./^V.-0-CH2-* H >-C«Ha«+,

or a halogen atom, wherein m represents an integer of 1 to 9
and n represents 0.

1
or 2), but at least one ofX and Y does not

represent a methyl group, and Y does not represent an alkyl
group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms or an alkoxy group having
I to 9 carbon atoms in the case that X represents

-^ 4»479385

W"5?f?I?™°^ "^^^AHVES AND A UQUID^mAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING THE SAME
AUoJtoko^Tsrw KHimn. both of IbanU; Masahara
f

i

Mfco. toywa, and TctiM Oawa, Tokyo, aU of Janao.

S!&iK?^^ "^ ^^**<"'*" Chemical Ind««;
umitaa. both 0^ Japan

^. ."Mr«fc-ag.M83,S«r.No.4«.461^^ ''^'J!?ftS!?/"»^ Fab. 25, 1982, 57-29444

1. Pbthalonitnle derivatives represented by the formula (I):

-^
and R> rq}resents an alkyl group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms).

7. A liquid crystal composition comprising at least two
components, at least one ofwhich is a phthalonitrile derivative
represented by the Formula (I):

(D

(D

-5>-
CN CN

(who^ X and Y each represents an alkyl group having . .„
9 carbon atoms, an alkozy group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms,

CN CN

(wherein X and Y each represents an alkyl group having 1 to
9 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms

"*

"' Vl)"''""^~'""0"'
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•continued

-©-O-
-OO

(wherein R' represents a hydrogen atom, —CmH2m+i.
-0-(CH2CH20)«-CmH2m+ 1,

-O-CH2-/ H Vc«H2m+l

or a halogen atom, wherein m represents an integer of 1 to 9

and n represents 0, 1 or 2), but at least one ofX and Y does not

represent a methyl group, and Y does not represent an alkyl

group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms or an alkoxy group having

1 to 9 carbon atoms in the case that X represents

and R' represents an alkyl group having 1 to 9 carbon atoms).

4,479,884

METHOD OFMAKING CERIUM ACIIVATED YTIIUUM
ALUMINATE PHOSPHOR

Anthony F> KMcnga, Towanda. Pa«. avipior to vik Prodneta

Corporatkn. StaHfbrd. Conn.

FDad A^ 8, 1963, Scr. No. 520,968

brt. a' C09K n/475
U.S.a 252-30U R 1 CUb

1. The method of making YsAlsO^rCe phoq>hor compris-

ing the steps of forming a mixture of source materials for

Y3Al50i2:Ce phosphor, firing the mixture at an elevated tem-

perature to react die source materials to form Y3AlsOi2:Ce

phosphor, milling the phosphor to reduce the particle size

thereof; blending barium fluoride into the milled phosphor, and

#niieiilifig the blend of milled phosphor and barium fluoride in

a reducing atmosphere at a h^ temperature lower than said

elevated temperature, the amount of barium fluoride blended

into the milled phosphor bemg such that the Y3AlsOi2:Ce

phosphor so made exhibits a greater brightness at 36S0 excita-

tion thu said phosphor preiMued as above absent the steps of

milling the phosphor, blending barium fluoride into the milled

phosphor and annealing the blend in a reducing atmosphere at

said hifl^ temperature.

alcohol ethoxylate, in the presence of 0.1 to 1% by weight of

alkali hydroxide, based on the total quantity of said 1,2-epoxy

and said alcohol ethoxylate, said alcohol ethoxylate being

either (1) a polyethylene glycol monoalkylether, die average

molecular weij^t of which amounts to 400 to 2S00 and the

alkyl group of which contains 1 to 3 carbon atoms; or (2) a

polyethylene glycol-polypropylene glycol monoalkylether

widi an average molecular weight of4S0 to 3 100, the repeating

ethylene oxide and propylene oxide units of which form one

block each, whereby the polypropylene glycol block has an

average molecular weight of at most 600 and the alkylether

group of which forms the end of the polyethylene glycol block

and contains 1 to 3 carbon atoms.

5. An oil-in-water or water-in-oil emulsion, wherein said

emulsion is emulsified by an emulsifier, said emulsifier being a

polyether derivative prepared by gradual addition of a long-

chain aliphatic 1,2-epoxy with a chain length of 10 to 32 carbon

atoms, at temperatures from 100* to 200* C. in the presence of

0.1 to 1% by weight of alkali hydroxide, based on the total

quantity of the initial materials, to either (1) a polyethylene

glycol monoalkylether, the average molecular weight of

which amounts to 400 to 2S00 and the alkyl group of which

contains 1 to 3 carbon atoms; or to (2) a polyethylene glycol-

polypropylene glycol monoalkylether with an average molec-

ular weight of 450 to 3100, the repeating ethylene oxide and

propylene oxide units of which form one block each, whereby

the polypropylene glycol block has an average molecular

wd^t of at most 600 and the alkylether group of which forms

the end of the polyethylene glycol block and contains 1 to 3

carbon atoms.

9. A water-in-oil emulsion, wherein said emulsion is emulsi-

fied by an emulsifier, said emulsifier being a polyether deriva-

tive prepared by gradual addition of a long-chain aliphatic

1,2-epoxy with a chain length of 10 to 32 carbon atoms, at

temperatures from 100* to 200* C. in the presence of 0. 1 to 1%
by weight of alkali hydroxide, based on the total quantity of

the initial materials, to either (1) a polyethylene glycol mo-

noalkylether, the average molectdar weight of which amounts

to 400 to 2S00 and the alkyl group of which contains 1 to 3

carbm atoms; or to (2) a polyethylene glycol-polypropylene

glycol monoaJkylether widi an average molecular weij^t of

4S0 to 3100, the repeating ethylene oxide and propylene oxide

units of which form one block each, whereby the polypropyl-

ene glycol has an verage molecular weight of at most 600 and

the tdkylether group of which forms the end of the polyethyl-

ene glycol block and contains 1 to 3 carbon atoms.

4^79,887

POLYETHER DERIVATIVES, THEIR USE AS
EMULSIFIERS, AND EMULSIONS CONTAINING THE

NEW POLYETHER DERIVATIVE
Kari Sdbcrt, Dwiw MadwM, Fed. Rep. trfGcnHiy, aMigaor

to AknM iMwrpwaled, AaheflDe, N.C
Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,900

CUm priority, appUcitioi Fed. Rep. of Genuay, Mar. 3,

1982,3207612

\A. a' BOU W(Xk BOIF W42
UJS.a 253-309 16 CUw

1. A polyether derivative prepared by gradual addition of a

long-chain aliphatic 1.2-epoxy with a chaLi length of 10 to 32

carbon atoms, at temperatures firom 100* to 200* C, to an

4.479.888

DISPERSING ADDITIVES FOR LUBRICANTS, AND THE
METHOD FOR THEIR PREPARATION

Paolo Koch, San Gialiaao Milaacae; LMiaM Mattel, and Giam-

paolo Gcrbas, both kA Milan, all of Italy, aaaigBors to Aglp

PetroU S.PJC RoiM, Italy

Filed Jan. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 156,427

Oaias priority, appUcatioa Italy, Aag. 10, 1979, 25049 A/79
IM. a^ BOIF 17/16

UJS.a 252-357 2 Claim
1. A process for preparing dispersing additives for mineral

or synthetic lubricants, comprising the steps of:

(a) reacting one or more amino alcohols of the formula:

r
H2N—C—CH2—OH

wherein R^ is —CH2OH and R^ is hydrogen, a branched

or unbranched alkyl having from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, or

is equal to RA with an equimolar amount of a saturated

monocarboxylic add of the formula:

R^^COOH
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whadn R^/ii t brudied or unbranched alkyl having from 1
to 49 carbon atons; and

* -.e »*«u

(b) reacting the product ofstep (a) with a polyisobutenyUuc-

^S^^^P^* ' hydrocarbon chain having
from 50 to 500 carbon atoms, or with a saturated monocar-
boxyhc acid of the formula:

"«««»

R^COOH

wherein Rf" is as hereinbefore defined.

COMPOSITIONS AND MEIHOO FOR DEGRADING
FOODSTUFFS

^J'^S^!^^*^ ^''™*" "• Comna, TiBoniuB, both

Filed Oet 9, 1968, Ser. No. 766,333

.,« « « i«.aJai9ii/oo
UAa252-365 ^CWm.
«ii„Hli?^?°I!^**5 ?' degrading foodstuffs which consists

SSK^tiSr
'°"°""* ~"'"~°^ in the percent by

(a) a phynological agent selected from the group consuting
or a podophyUum resin, croton oil, emetine hydrochlc>
nde, ergot, ergonovine maleate. ergotamine tartrate and
d-Lysergic aad diethylamide and a mixture thereof, in an
amount m the range of about 1 to 50 percent,

(b) benzyl diethyl ammonium benzoate in an amount in the
range of about 5 to 20 percent.

(c) a malodorant selected from the group consisting of a
mercaptan and a fatty acid having a chain ofabout 5 to 12
carbon atoms in an amount hi the range of 0.0 to 5.0 per-
cent, ;

(d) a dye selected from the group consisting of fuchsin,
methylene blue, mdigo carmine and caico red m an
amount m the range of 0.5 to 5.0 percent, andW'Mlvent vehicle in an amount in the range of 50 to 90
percent.

percent by weight of the alumina, from about 1 to about 7
percent by weight of conductive carbon particle and from
about 25 to about 50 percent by weight of a suitable solvent

M79491
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING AN

ANn-CORROSION PAINT AND THE PAINT
RESULTING FROM THAT PROCESS

^o^SirS.S'^iJf*^'^ ^^^ '»«»' Genera,

Filed Jon. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 502,206^^jma priority, appUcatlon Swit»riand, Jon. 10, 1982,

IT c r^ «, . ^ ^' ^"^ ^/^^' ^/^O

"]P*^ *°' manufacturing an anti-corrosion pamt provid-mg oithodic protection and whose binder is a resin character-
ized in forming a passivation layer of phosphate and/or chro-mate salts on the surface of manganese pigments and thereafter
mcorporatmg said pigments in said resin.

M79,890

A w..,., ,^
THICK FILM RESISTOR INKS

^.^"S?*^ W«taaboro, NJ, and Simon M. Boardmaa.
Holland, P^ MiilPiorB to RCA Corporation. New York,NXFIW Oct 5, 1982, Ser. No. 432,973

.f» ^ « I«.aJH01B7/0tf
UAa252-508

lOdaima
1. In a process oftemunating a thick film resistor to a copper

fou conductor on a circuit board comprising-
(•) applying directly to selected sites on the copper conduc-

tor a thick fihn resistor ink composition comprising an
epoxy resin, alumina conductive carbon particles and a
suitable solvent; and

r~ »«u «

(b) curing the ink composition by heating to a temperature
betwwn about 100' and 250' for from 15 to 120 minutes
thereby fornung a thick film resistor,

the improvement wherein said ink composition contains
paiiKmlate alunmu having anave^
above about 0.5 micrometer to about 5.0 micrometers, and
the weight percent ratio of the particulate alumina to the
epoxy resm is between about 1.1 and about 21

8. In an ink composition suitable for forming a thick fihn
nsistor on a circuit board comprismg an epoxy resin, conduc-ove particles and a suit^le solvent, the improvement wherein
said mk contams a sufficient amount of particulate aluminahavmg an average particle size of from above about 5 mi-
cromrter to about 5.0 micrometers so that the ink can be ao-phed directly to a copper foil conductor on the board the

M .llir^ ^^•"?? "f <^P^i- from about 20 to about
30 percent by weight of said resin; from about 30 to about 40

4,479392
AG<METAL OXIDES ELECTRICAL CONTACT

MATERIALS
Aldra Shib^ Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Chngy DenU
Kogyo KJLj Japan

^^
FUed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 494,970

„„ _ Iirt. a» HOIB ;/02UAa 252-514
2 Claims

1. Electrical contact materials of a sUver base having dis-
persed in their silver matrices 2 to 20 weight % of fine oxide
^ains of a metal selected from the group consisting of Sn. Sb,

.^ J^'^
®' '°** "^^'^^ ^^^^' "»d having thereon

contact surfaces each of which has secured thereon a layer of
precious metal selected from the group consisting of gold,
paUadium, or alloys thereof, each said hiyer having been dS
ftwed under pressure and at a temperature below its melting
pomt and m solid phase into the contact materials so that the
preaous metal layers extend through said contact surfaces to
moderate depths of the associated contact materials, gradually
reducmg m density as the depth of diffusion increases, and
occupying about 20-100 weight % of the contact surfaces of
said materials.

4,479,893
aiAMPOO COMPOSmON CONTAINING

PHOSPHORIC ACro ESTER AND ORGANIC SIUCON
DERIVATIVE

Hsgaie Hirola, Tokyo, and Hiroahi Watanabe, Ftanabashl, both
of Japan, assignors to Kao Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,361
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 28, 1981, 56-172460

„ c ^ « '*• ^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^/«' J/8S
VS. CL 252-542

j q,j^
1. A hair shampoo composition consisting essentially of an

aqueous shampoo base consisting essentially of 10 to 25 wt %
of one ora mixture of two or more surface active agents "se-
lected fhMn the group consisting of straight-chain or branched-
cham alkylsulfuric acid ester salts of 10 to 16 carbon atoms,
polyoxyethylene alkylsulfuric acid ester salts having an aver-
age ethylene oxide addition mol number in the range of 5-8m which the alkyl group has 8 to 20 carbon atoms on* the
average, olefinsulfonic acid salts of 10 to 16 carbon atoms on
the average, higher fatty acid mono- and di-alkanolamides
having an alkyl group of 10 to 14 carbon atoms on the average,
alkyl anune oxides, alkyl betames and imidazolines having 10
to 14 carbon atoms on the average, said agents being effective
for washmg hair, and the balance is essentiaUy water, said
shampoo base having incorporated therein
(A) 0.

1
to 5.0 wt%, based on the total weight of the sham-
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poo composition, of at least one anionic phosphoric acid

ester having the formula

O
N

RO(CH2CHO^P-OXi

R] B

m which R is linear or branched alkyl group having 8 to

22 carbon atom^ Ri is hydrogen or methyl; m is an mteger
of to 6; B is —OX2 or

RO(CHK»0)»;

Ri

and Xi and X2. which can be the same or different are

hydrogen, alkali metal, alkyl(Ci-C3)-substituted ammo-
nium, hydroxyalkyl(Ci-C3)<ontaining alkanolamine or a

basic amino acid, said phosphoric acid ester consisting

essentially of a mixture of monoester wherein B b—OX2
and diester wherein B is

R0(CH2CH0))n,

Ri

such that the weight ratio of said monoester to said diester

is in the range of 100/0 to 50/5(^ and

(B) 0.01 to 5 wt.%, based on the total weight of the shampoo
composition, of a polyether-modified silicone having the

formula:

(CH3)3SiO{(CH3)2Si01r,lCH3Si01„SKCH3)3

(CH2)3

0-(C2H40WC3!W)),rt-A'

wherein A' is alkyl of 1 to 12 carbon atoms or hydrogen,

XI is an mteger of from 1 to 100, yi is an integer of fnmi 1

to 50, m2 is an integer of 1 to 50 and n2 is an integer of

to SO, with the proviso that the sum of xi and yi is at least

IS and the sum of m2 and n2 is at least S.

4^79,894

OIL RECOVERY BY SURFACTANT-ALCOHOL
WATERFLOODING

CMberine S. H. Chen, Beritdey Hdghta, NJ., and YohsU Loh,

Moarocrille, Pa., asrignors to Mobfl Ofl CorporatiOD, New
Yorit N.Y.

Cootiaaatioa-fai-part of Ser. No. 232,474, Feb. 9, 1981, Pat No.

4,370,243. This appUcation Jan. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,213

ne pmlioa of the tcm of this patent sabaequent to Jan. 25,

2000, has been diadahned.

Int a^ E21B 43/22

VS.a 252-8J5 D 15 daiais

1. In a method for the recovery ofoU from a subterranean oil

reservoir penetrated by spaced injection and production sys-

tems in which an aqueous fluid having a salinity of at least 5

percent by weight and a divalent metal ion concentration of at

least 0.5 percent by weight is introduced mto said reservoir via

said mjection system to displace oil to said production system,

the unprovement comprising employing in said fluid the fol-

lowing:

(a) a mixture of a sulfobetaine svrfactant and a preferentially

oil-soluble aliphatic alocrfiol ooaurftctant said surfactant

and cosurfactant benig present m said fluid in amounts

sufficient to lower the mterfadal tension of water in said

fluid and oil m said reservoir,

(b) a thickemng agent which is a quaternary ammonium
compound containing at least one hydrocarbyl group

having 16 to 20 carbon atoms, said thickening agent being

present in said fluid m an amount sufficient to achieve a

viscosity of at least a portion of said fluid of about 1 to 4

times the viscosity of the reservoir oil; and

(c) a sacrificial agent which is an organic quaternary ammo-
nium compound wherein the organic groups are alkyl

groups containing 1 to 4 carbon atoms, said sacrificial

agent being present in said fluid in an amount sufBcient to

reduce loss of said surfactant and said thickening agent in

said reservoir.

4^79,895
IMMUNOGLOBULIN HALF-MOLECULES AND

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING HYBRID ANTIBODIES
Karen Anditorc-HargreaTca, Wibniagtoa, Del, aaai^or to E. L
Dn Pont de NeaMwrs aad Company, WDadngton, Dd.

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 374,971

Int CL3 O07G 7/00; A61K 39/395

VS. CL 260-112 B 15 Cfadms

1. A substantially pure immunoglobulin heavy chain-light

chain half-molecule having the structure R—S—X, where R is

HiLi and X is SO3-.
6. A process for preparing S-sulfonated immunoglobulm

half-molecules by selectively cleaving an immunoglobulin

molecule into its heavy chain-light half-molecules by sulfltol-

ysis of the interheavy chain disulfide linkage; wherein the

sulfltolysis reaction comprises the steps of:

(A) mixing an immunoglobulin molecule with sodium sulfite

and 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid>,

(B) incubating in a nonoxidizing atmosphere; and

(Q separating the protein products.

4^79,896

METHOD FOR EXTRACnON LOCALIZATION AND
DIRECT RECOVERY OF PLATELET DERIVED

GROWTH FACTOR
Harry N. Aatoniades, 21 Magnolia A?e., Newton, Mass. 02158

Coatinaation of Ser. No. 329,668, Dec 11, 1981,

This appUcation Jnl. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 512^15
Int CL^ C07G 7/00

VS. CL 260-112 B 12

1. A process for extracting Platelet Derived Growth Factor

firom an aqueous suspension of platelets comprising the steps

of:

precipitating the polypeptide fraction comprising the Plate-

let Derived Growth Factor from the internal contents of

the platelets;

separating said polypeptide fraction comprising the Platelet

Derived Growth Factor from said precipitant;

purifying the Platelet Derived Growth Factor in said poly-

peptide fraction to homogenity;

isolating said Platelet Derived Growth Factor using means

for gel electn^horesis whereby said PUtelet Dellved

Growth Factor is isoUted as at least one localized band

within said gel means after electrophoresis;

staining said localized band of Platelet Derived Growth
Factor in said gel electrophoresis means with dye reagent

means, whereby said isolated band becomes a biologically

active chromophore visibly distinguishable from said gel

electrophoresb means;

excising said chromophoric biologically active Platelet De-

rived Growth Factor from said gel electrophoresb means

as a gel slice; and

eluting said chromophoric Platelet Derived Growth Factor

from said excised gel sUpe.
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ACTAPLANIN ANTIBIOTICS
A..H. H.«t. Grawwood. «d Kft E. Motel, Moomrllle,taj of I.d. airiB^w. to EUL%«d CoiipMy, lBdfa»«polS

FM Apr. 27, 19S3, Ser. No. 4tt,M7

1. A compound of the formula

CHEMICAL 2089

4,479,899

RED DYEING
2,6.DICVAN0.2.SULPONAMIDa4'.AMINO.AZO.BEN.

ZENES
lUJw HMiprecht, Cologiie, Fed. ReiK of Gernmy, MdBBor to

wU^ to • coatiniMtk» of Ser. No. nQ^m^nTiSS^
•l«Jj«iwl|lch b . coattamrtkm ofSer/No/SM^r2 9
197«,d«domATld..pNic«tlonM«.l,lS!sS.Nj •

UAaSi^^^ ^^''^^' ^^''^^ ^^''^^' ^^/^

1. A red-dyemg azo compound of the fonnula

CN

CN NHSO2CH3

wherein

X is H, CI, Ci-Q-alkyl or Ci-Q-alkoxy and

.!Ji5iSS
^^ **^^' °' **y^ substituted by -COOH or

wherein R is L-ristosamin^

Ri is hydrogen, glucosyl, or the disaccharide mannosyl.
glucose or rhamnosyl-glucose;

R2 and R3 independenUy are hydrogen or mannose; with the
hmitations that when R, is hydrogen, either or both of R,Md R3 B or are mannose; when R, is glucosyl. R2 and Ri
are both hydrogen; and when Rj is a disaccharide. Rj is
hydrogen; ud the pharmaceutically acceptable non-toxic
alts thereof.

4,479,898

/^—.
OUGOPEPTIDE PRODRUGS

'tloa, PhlladdpUa, Pa.
««*™Mwirpo-

'^fa'I^'.r'^y^^ ''"• ^' *•»•^ No. 4,454,065.

1982, abttdoooL TO. apjMttttai Feb. 29, 1984, Swiijd.

UAa 2W-112J R ,Q
1. A compound of the structural formula:

R> O R5
I N I

ZNHCHCNHCHCO2Y

M79,900
i<:aiibalkoxyalkyl^aryloxy.4<2.carboxy.

PHENYL)-AZETIDIN.^ONES
Tatoo Luo, H Sobrante, Crilf, anigiior to Chenon Research
Company, San FVandsco, CUlf.

««-«««i

f . /,.J!S?,«'*-^'*'*^^No.490,0«

U^t^^^J^^^' ^""^ *^/^' ^^ "9/'0. 69/65UAa.26a-239A
Mdalms

1- A compound of the formula:

wherein R> is lower alkyl or benzyl; R2 is lower alkoxy. ben-
lyloxy or the group

?—NHCH2CR5
in which:

Y it a carboxyl protective group;

2 IS an amino-protective group. J", ^^.^ ,*** ^ »««b»tituents independently selected from
Halogen, tnhalomethyl, nitro and lower alkyl.

4^79,901
FLUORINATION OF CARBANIONS WITH
N-FLUORO-N-ALKYLSULFONAMIDES

WflUiB E. Bancttc, Wlllllia8toi^ Del, anignor to E. L Du Poat
de Neaom ud Compnqr, WitadagtoB, Del.

Filed Aag. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 523,356

hi,a? C07D 243/26; C3D7C 69/76, 69/3S. 55/08. 55/01 39/38.

43/225
MS.a 280-239 BD 16 dalnt

1. Process for fluorinating an organic carbanion, which
process comprises contacting and reacting, in a dry inert atmo-
sphere, the compound of the formula selected from

e© e +' e
R^ and R^M X

and the N-fluoro-N-alkylsulfonamide of the formula

T
RSO2N—R>

wherein

R is C1.30branched or straight chain alkyl, Cj-aocycloalkyl,

ar(Ci-io alkyl) or aryl wherein ar and aryl are C6-14;

R' tt C1.30branched or straight chain alkyl, Cj-aocycloalkyl

or ai<Ci-io alkyl) wherein ar is C6-14;

%
is an organic caibenion other than a /3-diketo enolate;

M® is an alkali metal or tetraalkylammonium cation;

M '''2 is an alkaline earth metal cation;

X@ is fluoride, chloride, bromide or iodide; and
F is '»F or »F.
13. N-Fluoro-N-neopentyl-p-toluenesulfonamide.

14. N-Fluon>N'(exo-2-norbomyl)-p-toluenesulfonamide.

15. N-Fluoro-N-(endo-2-norbomyl>p-toluenesulfonamide.
16. N-Fluoro-N-neopentyl>n-butylsulfonamide.

4,479,902

SELECTIVE REDUCTION OF EDIBLE FATS AND OILS;
PLATINUM AND PALLADIUM ON TITANU

Brace L Romb, Sktridc, m., anignor to UOP locn Da Plaines,

m.
FDed Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,724

ne portioa of the term of Ois patent sabeeqneat to Jan. 3, 2001,

lot a? cue 3/12
U.S. CL 260—409 10 Claims

1. A method for the selective reduction of the polyenic

components of a fatty nuterial comprising contacting imder
hydrogenation conditions the fatty material with hydrogen
and a catalyst which consisting essentially of zerovalent plati-

num or palladium dispersed on a support selected from the

group consisting of Ti02, Ta20s. V2OS, and Nb20s, said cata-

lyst having been activated in hydrogen at a temperature from
about 32S* to about 600* C, and recovering the selectively

reduced product

4^79,903

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
N-ALLYLO-ALKYL THIONOCARBAMA1ES

DifM L. DnvlaiNt Norwalk, Couk, aMigMir to

Qmndd Company, Stamford, Couk
FDed Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,687

lat a.3 O07C 155/02

UJS.a 260-455 A lOCUms
1. A process for the preparation of N-all^<0-alkyl

thipnocaibamates, comprising:

(a) reacting, in the presence of a phase transfer catalyst, an

alkali metal or ammonium cyanide, sulfur, and an allyl

halide in water as the reaction solvent to produce a reac-

tion mixture comprising an organic phase containing an

allyl isothiocyanate and an aqueous phase;

(b) separatmg said aqueous phase from said organic phase;

and

(c) reacting said allyl isothiocyanate with an alcohol in the

presence of a catalyst useful for the production of ure-

thanes to produce said N-allyl-O-alkyl thionocaibamate.

4,479,904

REDUCnON OF NITROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS
Kenneth C UUc Baton Rooge, La., aMl^or to Ediyl Corpora-

tioa, Richmond, Va.

FDed Jnn. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 506,236

Int CL^ C07C 121/78
U.S.a 260—465 E 17 Claims

15. In a process for preparing 2-<4-amino-3-fluorobenzene)-

propionitrile by (a) reacting 2-fluoronitrobenzene with 2-

chloropropionitrile in an inert solvent and in the presence of a
base and (b) reducing the 2-<3-fluoro-4-nitrobenzene)propioni-

trile thus obtained, the improvement which comprises:

(1) isolating the crude reaction product of the 2-fluoroni-

trobenzene/2-chloropropionitrile reaction and

(2) subjecting that product to reduction in the presence of
active iron powder and an aqueous alkanol.

4,479,905

NITRATION PROCESS
Gordon G. Kaapp; Margaerite S. Baylerian, and Paul D.

Seemnth, all of Baton Rooge, La., aasipiors to Ethyl Corpora-

tioB, Riduioad, Va.

FDed Sep. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 533,223

lat a' C07C 77/02

U.S. a. 260—467 10 Claims

1. Continuous process for making an organic nitrate mixture

containing a substantial amount of an alkoxyalkyl nitrate, said

process comprising:

(A) forming an alcohol mixture of (i) about S0-9S wt % of a

primary alcohol containing 4 to about 12 carbon atoms

and (ii) about S-SO wt % of an alkoxyalkanol having the

structure

R'_0 R"—iiOH

wherein R' is an alkyl group containing 1-12 carbon

atoms, R" is a divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon group con-

taining 2-4 carbon atoms and n is an integer from 1-4;

(B) forming an acid mixture consisting essentially of about

10-2S weight percent HNO3 and S0-7S weight percent

H2SO4, the balance being water;

(C) concurrently feeding said alcohol mixture and said acid

mixture to a reaction zone forming a nitration mixture,

said feeding being at a ratio such that (i) the moles of

HNO3 is at least l.OS times the combined moles of said

primary alcohol and said alkoxyalcobol in said alcohol

mixture fed to said reaction zone and (ii) the moles of

H2SO4 is at least O.SS times the total moles of water, said

primary alcohol and said alkoxyalcobol in the combined

alcohol mixture—acid mixture feed, said feeding being at

a rate which provides an average reddence time in said

reaction zone ofabout 3-10 minutes, said nitration mixture

being maintained at a temperature of about — 10* C to IS*

C;
(D) removing said nitration mixture frnn said reaction zone

at a rate which maintains a substantially constant nitration

mixture volume in said reaction zone;

(E) separating an organic nitrate mixture from said organic

nitrate mixture containing a substantial amount of an

alkoxyalkyl nitrate.
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M79,9W
TRISAZODYE

G«aft Zddkr, Liabupthuf, GmmUr Humb, and WoUtaus
both of LadwtphidlB^ an of Fed. lUp. of Genuuiy.toB^ AkttaigMdbcfcirfl, F«d. lUp. of GwiMny
FDmI Not. 7, 1973, te. No. 413,<64

Irt. a» O09B ii/JZ 35/4a 35/41 35/44UAa2»-l«
ICbtai

1. The dye of the formula

NH2OH

SOsH SO3H

—SO2NH

NHz

M79,908
DEVICE FOR DISPERSING A FLUID INA JETOF FLUIDOF HIGHER DENSITY, PARHCULARLY OF A GAS IN AUQUm
Yres ArbeiU^ nd Jcaa Locaa, both of Antoiiy, Fhuce, aMim.

ors to Ceatre Nattoaal da MacUaiiM Agricole, do Geale
Rval, dee Eaoz et del Fonts (CEMAGREF), Attooy. France

DiTiaioo of Ser. No. 315,431, Oct 27, 1981, abaadooed. lids
appUcatfcHi Dec 19, 1983, Ser. No. SC2,815

lata^BOlFi/M
U.S.a361-<2

joatas

4,479,907
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING

HIGHLY HUMID AIR
TakasU Opra, 5-15, lugsUpsU 3<hoiiie, CUha-shi, Chiba.
-"^(281)

FDed Aag. U, 1983, Ser. No. 522,729
priority, apvUeatioB Japan, Aag. 19, 1982, 57-143865

IM. a^ F02M 25/02
VS.a 261-18 A 8 Oatos

9

20

6

7

1,

1. A method of producing a highly humid stream of air,
compnsiiig:

•dnitting water through a water entry point having very
ftoe qwrtures of 0.3 mm or less diameter from a water
supply source, by making use of the suction supplied by an
external suction source;

converting said admitted water into a vapor-sute stream
containing very fine particles of water,

causing said vapor-state stream of water to meet at acute
•ngles with a stream of air to be supplied from a sir supply
source by using the suction from said suction source;

forming a uniform mixture consisting of said vapor-state
suetui water and said stream of air by causing said both
streams to fiow at high speeds throu^ a narrow vapor-
•nd-air mixture conduit, by using the suction frtMn said
suction source; and

feeding laid vapor-and-air mixture through a connecting
conduit into said suction source or any other destination.

1. A device for dispersing a fluid of lower density in a jet of
fluid of higher density, comprising a body, a central core
slidably mounted on the body, a nozzle mounted on and sur-
rounding the core and defining between the nozzle on the one
hand, and the body and the core on the other hand, an annular
passageway for movement of the fluid of higher density firat
between the body and the nozzle and then between the core
and the nozzle, the body and the core defining between them
an annular gap, resiUent means acting between the body and
the core to urge the core and nozzle toward the body in a
direction to decrease the width of said annular gap, and means
to supply said fluid of lower density to the interior of the body
for flow through the body and through the gap and into the
space surrounded by the nozzle and for causing relative move-
ment of said device and said fluid of higher density such that
said fluid ofhigher density flows through said annular passage-
way relative to said device in a direction opposite to the first-
mentioned direction, whereby the width of the gap is propor-
tional to the rebtive speed between said device and said fluid
of higher density.

4^479,909

DISTRIBUTOR STAGE FOR UQUIIKX)NTACnNG
COLUMNS

Hans P. Strenbcr, HUden, Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaimor to
JoUas Moata GmbH, Hflden, Fed. Rep. of Geranay

Filed Oct 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,495
Oaims priority, appUcatioB Fed. Rep. of Geraaw. Oct 22.

1981, 3141930
^-«-y. "«•^

Inta^BOlFi/M
U.S.a 261-97 llCWma

1. A distributor stage for an exchange column comprising:
a plurality of mutuaUy paraUel transversely spaced horizon-

tal distributor tubes of rectangular cross section having a
planar horizontal top wall provided with a plurality of
mutually spaced openings distributed therealong. a hori-
zontal bottom and planar vertical lateral walls;

manifold means for feeding liquid into said tubes at least at
one of the ends thereof; and

a pair of vertical pktes flanking each tube and lying along
the respective hiteral walls while exending above said top
wall to form a respective upwardly open trough above
each of said tubes and communicating with said openings
whereby liquid is fied upwardly through such openings
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ftxnn each tube into the respective trough for distribution

in said column, said plates also extending downwardly

below the bottom of each tube to form liquid-spreading

extensions therebelow.

4^79,910
METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF OPTICAL FIBER

CONNECTORS
TakasU Kunricawa; Tetsoo Yoahlawa, and Shigeo Nara, all of

IbaraU, Japan, aaaignors to Nippon Telegraph 4k Telephone

PnhUc Corpn Tokyo, Japan

FDed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 368,028

Clalns priority, ^pUeation Japan, Apr. 22, 1981, 56-59660;

Jon. 19, 1981, 56-93731

Int a^ B29D J1/00; G02B 5/14

VS. a. 264—2J 5 Claims

262^38

1. A method for producing a plastic plug ferrule for use in an

optical fiber connector, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a cylindrical rod having a round hole in the center

of one en(^ said hole having a diameter approximately

identical to the diameter of a bare fiber of an optical fiber

to be connected;

inserting a pin having a cylindrical outer portion and a
diameter approximately equal to the diameter of said bare

fiber in said round hole, said pin cooperating with said rod

to constitute a master mold;

electroplating a metal layer having a predetermined thick-

ness on the external surfaces of said master mold to pro-

duce an electroformed mass surrounding said master mold
except for an end portion of said rod opposite the rod end
having said hole therein, said pin being at least partially

embedded in said electroformed mass;

withdrawing said rod from said electroformed mass to con-

vert said mass to an electroformed moM having a cylindri-

cal recess therein with an end of said pm extending into

said recess from the bottom of the recess, said pin being

aligned along the central axis of the recess;

disposing a cylindrical pipe in said recess with said pipe

aligned coaxiaUy with saikl recess and one end of said pipe

spaced a given distance from said end of said pin, to pro-

vide a passage for gas to be purged and for excess molten

resin to be drained during the subsequent moMing step;

introducing a fluid plastic resin between the outer surface of

said pipe and the inner wall of said recess to produce a

cylindrical plastic plug ferrule upon solidification of said

fluid resin, said ferrule having a central bore and an end

with a hole therein ahgned with said central bore; and
removing any plastic material between said hole in the end
of said ferrule and said central bore, so that said central

bore of said ferrule communicates with said hole therein.

4^479,911

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF MICROSPHERES
AND MODinCATION OF RELEASE RATE OF CORE

MATERIAL
Joaca W. Fong, Parsippany, NJ., aaaifBor to Saadoz, lae., E.

Hanover, NJ.
Coatinnation-in-part of Ser. No. 343,709, Jan. 28, 1982,

abandoned. This applicatiOB Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 472^86
The portion of the tern of this patent sabaeqaent to May 24,

2000, has beea disrlalawd,

Int a.^ BOIJ 13/02
VS. a. 264-^6 14 ClaiM

1. In a process for the preparation of microspheres having a

particulate core material encapsulated by a polymer coating

wherein the polymer is dissolved in a volatile water-immisdble

solvent in which the core material is not soluble, adding the

core material particles, mixing the resulting dispersion with an
aqueous emulsifier solution to form an oil-in-water emulsion,

and removing the solvent to form discrete microcapsules, the

improvement which comprises adding from about O.S to about

20 percent based on the weight of the polymer of a basic inor-

ganic salt, an alkaline buffer solution or an organic amine as an

alkaline agent to a sodium oleate, potassium oleate, or polyvi-

nyl alcohol aqueous emulsifier solution for mixing with the

dispersion, wherein the alkaline agent modifies the release rate

of the core material from the microcapsules.

8. In a process for the preparation of microspheres having a

homogeneous mixture of polymer and core material wherein

both the polymer and core material are dissolved in a volatile,

water immiscible solvent, mixing the polymer-core material-

solvent system with an aqueous emulsifier solution to form an

oil-in-water emulsion and removing the solvent to form dis-

crete microprills, the improvement which comprises adding

from about 0.S to about 20 percent based on the weight of the

polymer of a basic inorganic salt, an alkaline buffer solution or

an organic amine as in alkaline agent to a sodium oleate, potas-

sium oleate, or polyvinyl alcohol aqueous emulsifier solution

for mixing with the polymer-core material-solvent system,

wherein the alkaline agent modifies the release rate of the core

material from the microcapsules.

4,479,912

FIBER BOARD COMPOSITION
Ralph Bullock, Irrington, DL, aaaigBor to Beraadiae A.

Lake Forest and Darid L. Miae, Vienna, both of, Dl.

Coattnoation-faHpart of Ser. No. 313,183, Oct 20, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcatioa Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,585

Int a^ B06B 3/00

VS.a 264—23 10 dalHM
1. A process for making an improved fiber board product

consisting of pressure impregnation of lignocellulosic woody
particles with chromated copper arsenate to resist insects and

rot; mixing a special vegetable matter derivative, hominey

feed, in combination with phenol formaldehyde resin with the

Ugnocellulosic woody particles to increase strength and adhe-

sion; mixing a low viscosity form of alumina tri-hydrate to the

mixture as a fire retardant; mixing casco wax and a penetrating

type of petroleum distillate to the mixture as water retardants;

forming a mat from the mixture; pressing the mat into a fiber

board product under heat and pressure while subjecting the

mat to ultrasonic sound to speed curing time and create a more

uniform structural density in the fiber board product
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M79.913
MEIHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR A RAMMING MIX

IN ALUMINUM REDUCTION ngiueD^ W. Atartwi, Hmtlty, i«d CW A. Rirfe, Ctoy, both of™ "•*§
r 1 1 tir TJfT fliirA. In.. CIIlhu^ m.

CoatlantkM oTSar. No. 244*370, Mar. M, IMl, alMiNioiied.
nil applkatloB Feb. It, 1M3, Scr. No. 467,984

lMt,a}n29C 25/00
UAaa64-29J 50.1^

1. A method for joining adjacent carbon blocks with a high
temperature polymerizable ramming mix, wherein the mix is
rammed at ambient temperature between the adjacent blocks,
comprising the steps of:

a. preparing the high temperature polymerizable ramming
mix by admixing, at ambient temperature: approximately
80-85 percent calcined anthracite: approximately l(V-20
percent of a binder capable of carbonizing to over 40
percent carbon content baaed on the weight of the binder;
approximately 5-10 percent monomeric furfiiryl alcohol;
and a catalytic amount of a heat activated polymerizing
catalyst;

b. ramming said ramming mix at ambient temperature be-
tween said adjacent carbon blocks;

c. allowing the monomeric ftirftaryl alcohol to penetrate into
said adUacent carbon blocks; and

d. bddng said carbon blocks to cure the binder material,
wherein the temperature is slowly raised to a temperature
at which the binder material carbonizes;

whereby the carbonized binder provides a strong carbon-car-
bon bond with said adljacent carbon blocks.

closing the mold means;
prepreasurizing the mold cavity with gas so as to subatan-

tiaUy prevent diffiision of the blowing gas produced fhnn
the foaming agent;

injecting an amount of molten synthetic resin material con-
taining a foaming agent into the cavity, the amount being
msufRcient to fill the cavity;

venting a portion of the prepressurization gas from the mold
cavity through a discharge port during the iiyection step
while maintaining the pressure within the mold cavity at a
level which substantially prevents diffusion of the blowing
gas produced from the foaming agent;

venting the remaining prepressurization gas and blowing gas
from the mold cavity to a vacuum chamber means follow-
ing the completion of the iqjection step so as to allow
expansion of the injected foamable resin material within
the mold cavity, the vacuum drawing the resin material
throughout the mold cavity;

solidifying the molded article; and
ejecting the article from the mold means.

4*479,918
FLOAT STOPPER ATTACHING METHOD IN UQUID

LEVEL SENSOR
Kaom Tsabonchi, and AUra FkaahMhi, both of Toyoti. JaMU.
MBigBors to Aiain SdU KabHhlU Kdiha. Japu ^^

Flkd Feb. 26, Ut2, S«r. No. 352,994
Claims priority, appUartion Japu, Mar. S, 1981, 56^1780

Irt. a.J B29C 17/Oa 27/00: B29F 5/00
UAa264-249

jCtataa

^

4,479,914
PROCESS AND MOLD FOR MOLDING FOAMED

PLASTIC ARTICLESM J. BanwMker, Highfauids, N.C assignor to CaaUers
PlMtfea, Portland, Ores.

Filed No?. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,377
JaLa}B29D27/00

UAa264-WJ 9CIatais

1. A method of molding foamed articles by iiyecting a mol-
t«i synthetic resin material with a foaming agent contained
therem firom an injection means, mduding one or more nozzle
means, into a cavity of a mold means, the method comprisins
the steps of:

*^ •

1. A method of attaching a float stopper in a liquid level
sensor of the type which comprises a switch case made of a
thermoplastic resin, so disposed in a tank as to extend in the
vertical direction, with one end thereof being fixed and the
other end free, a switch, actuated by a magnetic force, dis-
posed within said switch case, a float fitted over the outside of
said switch case so as to be f^ly slidable in the vertical direc-
tion, a permanent magnet attached to said float, and the float
stopper attached to the free end of said switch case for Umiting
the vertical stroke of said float at said firee end of the switch
case, which method comprises the steps of:

forming the free end of the switch case into a hollow, cylin-
drically shaped caulking projection;

forming a hole in the center of the float stopper to such a
diameter as permits the float stopper to be fitted over the
outer periphery of the caulking projection and so that the
rim of the central hole forms an angle of about 90* with
the bottom surface of the hole stopper;

fitting the float stopper over the outer periphery of the
caulking projection, the tip of the caulUng projection
passing through and emerging firom the hol^

heating a caulking tool to a temperature which is lower than
the melting point of the thermoplastic resin constituting
the switch case, a portion of said heated caulking tool
having the shape of a truncated cone;

forcibly inserting said portion of the heated caulking tool
into the emerging tip of the hollow, cylindrically shaped
caulking projection to heat said caulleiDg projection to a
temperature which is lower than the melting pdnt of the
thermoplastic resin; and

spreading the heated tip of the caulking projection by means
of the caulking tool untO the outer peripheral surface of
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the caulking projection comes into abutting pressured
contact with the rim of the hole formed in the float stop-

per and the extremity of the caulking projection is caulked
into the truncated cone shape.

metal surfaces in contact therewith; said aminoguanidine com-
pound selected firom the formula

J
4,479,916

METHOD OF MAKING A BUILDING PANEL
Jbha M. A. Bkrtchlord, "Linden Lea**, Norton Hill, MidaoMr

Norton, Bath, Afon, England, aasigaor to John M. A. Blatch-
ford, Bath, ift^**^

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,318
Oaina priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 13, 1981,

8104617

Int a? B29D S/00: B29H 9/00
VAa 264—263 14

Y—C-NRNH2

or a salt thereof; wherein R is selected from H or a lower alkyl

group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms; wherein X is selected from
NH or NNH2; and Y is selected from —NH2 or —NHNH2.

4,479,918

APPARATUS FOR SAFELY GENERATING AND
DISPENSING A GAS

Raymond W. Hoeppd, P.O. Box 997, Oak View, Qdif. 93022
Coatinnation-in-part of Ser. No. 189,803, Sep. 22, 1980,

abandoned. This application Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,242
Int ai BOIJ 4/Oa 10/00, 19/26

VS.a 422-112 7

1. A method of making a building panel which panel com-
prises a first reinforced concrete layer having first and second
end^ a second reinforced concrete layer having flrst and sec-

ond ends; a layer of thermal insulating material between the

first and second concrete layers; and prestressing strands ex-

tending within the flnt concrete layer, the method comprising
the steps of:

(a) casting the first concrete layer on a surface so as to

embed the prestressing strands with ends projecting from
the ends of the first concrete layer,

(b) casting the second concrete layer on a surfsce m such
manner as to be longer than the first concrete layer

thereby providing two end portions of the second con-

crete layer;

(c) placing a layer of thermal insulating material on the cast

second concrete layen

(d) phwing the fint concrete layer over the layer of thermal
insulating material with the?projecting ends of the pre-

stressing strands extending over the two end portions of
the second concrete layer, and

(e) casting concrete portions on the two end portions of the

second concrete layer in such manner as to embed the

projecting ends of the prestressing strands of the first

concrete layer and to provide an expansion gq> between
at least one end of the fint concrete layer and a reqwctive

said concrete portion of the second layer.

4,479,917

USE OF AMINOGUANIDINE COMPOUNDS AS
OXYGEN-SCAVENGING AND

CORROSION-INHIBniNG AGENTS
Engne F. Rothgeiy, Nortt Braafbrd, and Steven A. Manke,

Wallingfonl, both of Conn., aaalgnors to OUn Cocpontion,
New Haran, Conn.

FUed No?. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 881,235

Int a^ C23F 11/04

VS. CL 422—16 11 aalms
1. A method for scavengmg oxygen and for protecting metal

surfaces against corrosion caused by contact ofan oxygen-con-

taining fluid therewith comprising adding an effective amount
ofan aminoguanidine compound to scavenge at least a portion

of the oxygen contained therein and to inhibit corrosion on the

1. Apparatus for safely generating and dispensing a gas, said

gas being generated by chemical reaction of a first given liquid

reactant with at least one other second given reactant in aque-

ous solution; said apparatus comprising a reactor with a gas

tight closure for holding said second given reactant, said reac-

tor being connected with vacuum tubing from an outlet in its

upper area, above the level of liquid in the reactor, to the inlet

of a vacuum pump; means for oniducting atmospheric air to a

point below the surface of the solution of said second given

reactant inside of said reactor, said air bubbling through and
stirring said solution in the reactor when the reactor is evacu-

ated; a container for holding said first given liquid reactant

under atmospheric pressure; delivery tubing for slowly trans-

ferring said first given liquid reactant into said reactor, at least

a portion of said delivery tubing being of restricted cross sec-

tion, said delivery tubing being in contact with said first given

liquid reactant at the intake end and connected to an enlarged

evacuated area within said reactor at the discharge end so that

syphoning is prevented when vacuum is absent, said delivery

tubing restricting the flow rate of said first given liquid reac-

tant to such value that the resultant reaction, when said first

and second given reactants contact each other will produce a

temperature rise within said reactor that will remain below the

boiling point of solution in the reactor and will produce gas at

a lesser rate than the rate of removal of gas by said vacuum
pump; means for connecting the discharge end of said delivery

tubing to said air conducting means, thus assuring that said first

given liquid reactant will be mechanically dispersed into said

aqueous solution of said second given reactant via air bubbling

through said aqueous solution; said reaction occuring when
said first given reactant is sucked into the reactor through said

delivery tubing, producing a gas when it contacts said second
given reactant, the gas being removed fix»n the reactor by the

vacuum pump and dispensed through the discharge side of said

vacuum pump.
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4*479.919

muluple firing exploding film systems
FVak E^LMTlkw. ChMwOTtk, CSdif^ MrivMr to Attaatk Rkk-

y, U§ AiplM, CMtf.

FIM Dm. 29, 1912, Sw. No. 484,506
1ml CLi BOU 3/08, 19/02

U5.a422-I27 9CiaimB

1. A molti-flriiig, ezpkxling film system for enhancing chem-
ical aod/or physical reactions comprising:

a reactor comprising a housing having an inlet and an outlet,
said housing being constructed ofan electrically insuUtive
material;

a first multi*firing. explodible film deposited on at least one
interior surface of said housing; and

means electrically connected to said fint film for cyclically
•upplying electrical power upon demand to repeatably
fire said first fifan, wherein said film is composed of a
material which is capable of recondensing on the said
interior surface ofsaid housing after said fihn has exploded
to provide a multi-firing cqMbility.

4*479,920
APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING MATTER IN A

TTJRBULENT MASS OF PARTICULATE MATERIAL
OvMopkv E. DodMi^ Raadlns. EiiglaMl, a«igM to Torft^

Liaitsd, Loadoa, Ei^fauid

Filed Jo. 24, 1902, Ser. No. 391,927

^22? r***^'
tppBollo. Uaitwl Kingdom, Jna. 29, 1981,

tll99n; Ja. 4, 1M2, 1200311
Irt. a» sou 8/3S: F27B 15/08. 15/10

U3.a422-143 gCtaia.

upwardly from said vane means towards center of said
zone;

a particulate inlet means for introducing a mass ofparticulate
material into said treatment zone in such a manner so as to
entrain said particulate matter in said swirling flow;

said treatment zone having a shape to maintain said mass of
particulate material substantially in a compact turbulent
band within said treatment taut in response to said flow of
gas and at least one opening for outlet of said gas and
particulate material.

4*479,921
SOLID FUEL HEATING APPLUNCE AND GOMBUSTOR

APPARATUS THEREFOR
Rofler A. Allaire, Big Flats; Lools S. Socha, Jr., Painted Poat,
and Robert V. Van DewodstlBe, Coning, aU of N.Y., aminon
to Coning Glan Works, Coning, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 348,844
lat a^ FOIN 3/10

U.&a422-180 MCWms
t

CS;-

1. Apparatus for processing matter in a turbulant ^•v̂ of
particulate material, said apparatus comprising:
means defining an annular treatment zone with a gas inlet
means into said treatment zone;

angled vane means for providing a swirling pattern of gas
flow in said annular treatment zone which is expanded

1. In a solid fuel heating appliance of the type comprising:
a combustion chamber;
a flue for removing exhaust from said chamber;
a combustor located in an exhaust path between said cham-

ber and said flue at a position where, in the absence of a
flame breaking means, the flame of burning solid fiiel in
said chamber directly impinges on said combustor, said
combustor having a plurality of cells extending there-
through for oxidizing oxidizible species in said exhaust,
the improvement comprising:

a flame breaking means located between said chamber and
said combustor, said flame breaking means including g
solid portion interrupted by a multipUcity of openings to
allow exhaust to pass therethrough to lig^t off and main-
tain oxidation of the oxidizable species in the combustor
while minimizing the impringement on said combustor by
flames within said chamber and to produce a pressure
drop across the flame breaking means substantially less
than the pressure drop across the combustor.

4,479,922

SOLVENT TREATMENT IN THE SEPARATION OF
PALLADIUM AND/OR GOLD FROM OTHER
PLATINUM GROUP AND BASE METALS

Richard Haynea, East Wiadaon Aami M. Jacksoo, Somraet
Couty, and Martin K. ZieroM, Lakcwood, aU of, Mripon to
AT4T Technolotica, Ine., New York. N.Y.

FUed Apr. 4* 1983, Ser. No. 482,077
Int a' COIG 55/00, 7/00

MS. CL 423—22 17 Orf-^
1. A solvent extraction method for separating palladium and

gold metal ions from other metal ions and/or from each other
including the steps mixing an aqueous acidic chloride solution
containing the metal ions to be extracted with a water immisci-
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ble organic phase which includes an organic extractant com-
prising a thioether having the formula R—S—R wherein R'
and R are organic radicals of the same or difTerent types having
a carbon atom bonded to the sulphur (S) atom and separating
the aqueous phase fix>m the organic phase, including the step of
treating said water immiscible organic phase prior to mixing
said phase with the aqueous phase, with an bxidizing agent
capable of essentially eliminating any impurity of the type
R—S—H from the organic phase wherein R is an organic
radical, S is sulphur and H is hydrogen, said oxidizing agent
being incapable of oxidizing the thioether.

4*479,923

PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHORIC ACID AND
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS FROM PHOSPHATE ORE

John B. Sardiseo; Dynrt E. Holeomb, both of Shrareport, La.,
and Erhart K. Drachaal, daeaaaed, late of Moirtgomery, Tex.
(by Harriet K. Dreehael, ezecntrix), aarigaors to PeaaaoU
Company, Houston, Tex.

CoatiBaation-in-part of Ser. No. 338,999, Jan. 12, 1982, Pat No.
4*393,032. lUa application JaL 4, 1983, Ser. No. 511,386

The portiOB of the tem of this patent sabaaqooat to JaL 12,

2000, has been dJaclaimed.

Int a» GOIB 25/16, 15/16, 25/26
MS.a 423—320 31 Claims

1. A process for the production of phosphoric acid from
deslimed phosphate ore which comprises the steps of:

(a) contacting said deslimed phosphate ore with a sufficient

amount of a phosphoric acid solution in an acidulator to
solubilize said phosphate ore and convert at least a portion
of the calcium contained in the ore so as to form a solution

of monocalcium phosphate in phosphoric acid containing
sand solids and residual slimes, said solubilization being
carried out by a process wherein the deslimed phosphate
ore is solubilized by contact in a countercurrent manner
with recycle phosphoric acid solution containing about 25
to 43 weight percent PiOs with the solubilization being
conducted at a temperature of about 40*-90* C, a resi-

dence time of about i to 8 hours, and a recycle ratio of
P20d in the recycle acid to P2OS in the rock of about 7:1

to 18:1, said recycle phosphoric acid being a portion of the
phoq)horic acid product or a portion of the slurry from a
second crystallizer of step (d) which contains phosphoric
add and calcium sulfate;

(b) passing said solution through a separator to remove the
sand solids from the solution of mcmocalcium phosphate
in phosphoric acid and dividing the solution into two
portions, said solution still containing residual slimes;

(c) contacting one of said portions which still contains resid-

ual slimes, with sufficient sulftuic acid in a first crystallizer

to convert all the incoming calcium equivalent to the
calcium in the ore to calcium sulfate, and wherein the
sulftiric acid is added to the said portion at a sufficient rate

to maintain a total SO3 content in the first crystallizer

solution of about l.S to 4.0 weight percent and form a
mixture containing phosphoric acid and calcium sulfate,

the solids content in the crystallizer being about 10-33%
with a residence time of about 1 to 3 hours;

(d) reacting the mixture from the first crystallizer vrith the
remaining portion of the said solution which still contains

residual slimes, in a second crystallizer, there being suffi-

cient calcium in the said remaining portion to neutralize

the SO3 content contained in the mixture from the first

crystallizer and form a slurry containing calcium sulfate

and phosphoric acid, the solids content in the crystallizer

being about 10-33% with a residence time of about 1 to 3

hours;

(e) removing the resulting slurry;

(0 passing to a separator and separating the calcium sulfate

solids from the phosphoric add solution, the amount of

P2OS and caldum entering the separator being substan-

tially the same as the amount ofPjOs and caldum entering

the process in the phosphate ore; and

(g) recovering the phosphoric add.

4,479,924

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF HEAVY METAL
COMPOUNDS FROM PHOSPHORIC ACID

Hehnold too Pleasen, Kttalgstein; Reiahard Gradl, Hiirth, and
Giinther SeUanel, ErfMadt aU of Fed. Rep. of GorMay,
aasiiBors to Hoechst Aktisagsaellsrhaft, F^addtart am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 481,281
Oaiass priority, appUeatioa Fed. Rep. of Genmny, Apr. 5,

1982, 3212475

IM. a> COIB 25/16
MS.a 423—321 R 5 o^—

1. A method for removing heavy metal compounds of cad-
mium, meicury, or lead from crude phosphoric add obtained
according to the Odda process, which method comprises ad-
justing the pH of said crude phosphoric add with ammonia to
a value from O.S to l.S and then contacting the acid at a tem-
perature from 10* C. to 100* C. with a diorganyldithiophos-
phonis compound selected from the group consisting ofdithio-
phosphoric acid diesters, dithiophosphonic acid monoesters,
and dithiophosphinic acids in an amount which is 2 to S times
the molar amount of heavy metal ions to be removed and with
an amount of an adsorbent which is from 0.03 to 3 percent by
wdght of the crude phosphoric acid wherein said adsorbent is

active charcoal, carbon black, ground lignite, porous resins,

kieselgulr, bleaching earth, silica gd, synthetic silidc adds, or
zeolites.

4*479,925

PREPARATION OF AMMONU SYNTHESIS GAS
Philip J. Shiras, Katy; John R. Casaata, HomIo^ Baraard G.
MaadeUk, Hooston, aad Chrisdaaa P. faa DUk, Howtoa, aU
of Tax., aarigMM* to The M. W. Kallon Compaay, Howtm^
Tex.

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,718

bt ai OOIC 1/04
MS. CL 423-399 8

lit W IH

t' -

' \'Z] '"^

1. A process for producing ammonia synthesis gas which
comprises:

(a) introducing normally gaseous hydrocarbon fresh feed

and steam to an endothermic, catalytic conversion zone
operated under steam reforming conditions to produce
primary reformed gas containing hydrogen, carbon ox-
ides, methane, and steam;

(b) compressing air by centrifugal means driven by a fud gas
turbine and heating the compressed air to a temperature in

the range of from 700* C. to 900* C. by indirect heat
exchange with exhaust gas from the gas turbine;

(c) introducing the primary reformed gas and the heated
compressed air from step (b) to an adiabatic, catalytic

conversion zone operated under autothermal reforming
conditions to produce raw, hot, anunonia synthesis gas;

(d) passing said raw, hot, ammonia synthesis gas to the endo-
thermic cataljrtic conversion zone in indirect heat ex-
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change with the nomuUy gaseous hydrocarbon and steam
therein to provide the entire heat of conversion in the
endothermic catalytic conversion zone; and

(e) recovering raw anunonia synthesis gas from the endo-
thermic catalytic conversion zone.

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL BOTTOMS FROM
FLUOROSULFURIC ACID REGENERATION

WilUam C Bchnnu, and Thmm G. Jooea, both of Baton
Roi«e, lA, aMiffon to Esxoa RcMarck A Eagiaeering Co^
Florkam Park, NJ.

Flkd Dm. 19, 1M3, Scr. No. 563,076
Irt. CL' OOIB J7/46, 7/19, 17/50, 17/04

UAa 423—467 22 Claims

riUI

y^^^C
I

V"tr;± :xKM* nlii

Kills
T{_7«~F"

1'
(KfUl

Hcmn II

tm

t:

1. In a process for recovering fluorosulfuric acid from a
solution comprising fluorosulfuric acid and acid soluble oils
wherein the solution is passed to a recovery zone and separated
therein into a fluorine-rich fraction and into a residuum com-
prising acid soluble oil and a minor amount of fluorosulfiiric-
containing compounds, the improvement comprising:

(a) passing residuum into a combustion zone wherein the
residuum is combusted to form combustion products;

(b) passing combustion products from the combustion zone
through a scrubbing zone adapted to remove fluorine
from the combustion products; and,

(c) passing combustion products through a sulfur recovery
zone adapted to remove suU^ from the combustion prod-
ucts.

to vaporize while the operation of said processing system
is discontinued,

transferring said aluminum chloride vapor to a second imp,
cooling said second tnq> to cause said aluminum chloride
vapor to solidify,

mjecting water into said second trap for reaction with said
aluminum chloride to form hydrogen chloride,

draining said hydrogen chloride firom said second trap.

4,479,928
CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCHON OF

SULPHUR FROM A GAS CONTAINING H2S
Robert Voirin, Orthei, FhUMe, iHipMr to Sodete Natioiiaie Elf

Aqnltaine (ProdMtioa), Paris, Fhuee
Filed Ang. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,604

Oaims priority, appUcatkw Fhosee, Ai«. 19, 1981, 81 15900
lat a) GDIB 17/02

UAa 423-574 R 28 riri,,.

1. A catalytic process for the production of sulphur from an
acid gas containing H2S, which comprises: contacting said acid
gas at a temperature from about 200* to 900*C in the presence
of an oxidation catalyst, with a controlled quantity of a gas
containing free oxygen to form a gaseous effluent containing
H2S and SO2 in a H2S/SO2 molar ratio substantially equal to
2/1 and a proportion of sulphur; and cooling and contacting
said effluent with a CLAUS catalyst to form a farther quantity
of sulphur, wherein the H2S oxidation catalyst consists essen-
tially of a refractory porous matrix having a surface area of at
least 5 mVg comprising 50 to 100% by weight of at least one
composition selected from the group consisting of silica, tita-

nium oxide, expressed as Ti02, zirconium oxide, expressed as
Zr02 and zeolites and to S0% by weight of alumina and
containing about O.S to 1S% by weight of the calcined catalyst,
expressed as percent by weight ofof metal, ofat least one metal
compound selected from the group consisting of Fe, Cu, Zn,
Cd, Or, Mo, W, Co, Ni, and Hi.

4,479,927

REGENERABLE COLD TRAP FOR ALUMINUM
CHLORIDE EFFLUENT

Barry Gdcrat, Bridgeport, Conn., aadgnor to The Perkia-EbDer
Corporatioa, Norwalk, Qnu.

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 406,625
lat CL^ COIB 7/01

UAa423-«81 SOaims

4,479,929
PRODUCnON OF SULFUR FROM A H2S-BEARING GAS

STREAM
F. Hiltoa Lacy, Jr., Hooaton, Tex., aarignor to Miacral A
Chemical Resoorce Co., Houston, Tex.
ContinnatioB-in-part of Scr. No. 385,779, Jm. 7, 1982,

abandoned. TUs appUcatioa Dee. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 448,200
lat CL^ COIB 17/05

UAa 423-575 9 n.iT
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1. In a chemical processing system which produces alumi-
num chloride gas as a by-product,

a process for rendering said aluminum chloride gas harmless
comprising the steps of:

selectively transferring said aluminum chloride gas to a cold
trap,

cooling said cold trap to cause said aluminum chloride gas to
solidify while said system is in operation,

heating said cold trq> to cause said aluminum chloride solid

L^re

MJO STPfAtt
lAI

DUCrOR

1. A process for treating gases containing H2S comprismg
the steps of:

combusting the H2S of q>proximately one-third of an inlet

stream containing H2S to SO2;
contacting the SO2 from said combusting step with an absor-

bent consisting essentially of a phosphonate absorbent,
whereby said SO2 is selectively absorbed;
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reacting the H2S from the remainder of said inlet stream
with said absortied SO2 in the presence of said phospho-
nate absorbent, thereby forming elemental sulfur and
water, and,

separating the sulfur and water thus formed fhMu said phos-
phonate absorbent

whereby a predetermined positive differential recorded
for the normalized radiation level ofone detector gives an
indication of ocular cancer in the eye associated with that
detector.

4*479,930
AMD^IES COUPLED WTH DICYCUC DLiNHYDRIDES
CAPABLE OF BEING RADIOLABELED PRODUCT

DoaaM J. Haotowicb. Worcester. Mass., assignor to TVostess of
the UoiTcnHy of Massoehasctts, Anberst, Mass.

FIM JoL 26, 1982, Scr. No. 401334
Int a» A61K «/Oft ¥9/00

VS.a 424—1.1 |g Q^yg^
7. A process for making a radionucUde labeled composition

comprising the steps of:

preparing a solid chelating agent having the fonnula

\ P
/-^\ /^^'\

^C-CH2 CH2-C

O 'o

wherein R is a linking moiety containing between 1 and 23
carbon atoms;

mixing said solid chelating agent with a primary or second-
ary amine containing at least one amine group able to form
an amide bond with said chelating agent; and

adding a radioactive metallic cation to said coiyugate to
form a transcomplexed molecule.

4,479,932

BRAIN-SPECIFIC DRUG DELIVERY
NIAolas S. Bodor, Gainesrille, Fla, assignor to Ualmsity of

Florida, Gaincsrille, Fla.

FIM May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,316
lot as A6IK 49/00: O07J 1/00

UAa434-9 25CIai«
8. A compound adapted for the site-specific/sustained deliv-

ery of a centrally acting drug species to the brain, said com-
pound having the formula

a
o
N

4y479,93l
METHOD FOR NON-INVASIVE DETECnON OF

OCULAR MELANOMA
Ri^ard M. LanbrwAt QnogBc, aod Sa»Ml Packer, Floral

Park, both of N.Y., assiffMNrs to Tht Unitad States of America
as represented by the Uoitcd States DepartoMot of Encigy,
Washington, D.C

FQcd Sep. 23. 1982, Scr. No. 422,511
lot a^ A61K 49/00

UAa 424-1.1 9 Claim

N

1

wherein R is lower alkyl or benzyl and D b the residue of the
drug phenethylamine. amphetamine, dextroamphetamine,
levamphetamine or phentermine, said residue being character-
ized by the absence of a hydrogen atom from the —NH2 func-
tional group in said drug.

23. A method for site-speciflcally/sustainedly delivering
phenethylamine. amphetamine, dextroamphetamine, levam-
phetamine or phentermine to the brain, said method compris-
ing administering to an animal in need of such treatment a
quantity of a compound as claimed in chum 8 suflicient to
release a pharmacologically effective amount of phenethyl-
amine, amphetamine, dextroamphetamine, levamphetamine or
phentermine, respectively, to the brain.

4^79,933
COMPOSITION FOR SEALING WOUND SURFACES

Alia Y. AUoMTc; Valentin M. Boyanor; Edoaid L Galpcria:
Aoatoiy B. DorydoT; GaUoa M. Derkach; Vitaly P. Dera-
fyaoko; Viktor V. Kcsbciara; Larisa P. Malyarom; Igor G.
Rocako?: Valeria L Tbmikhiaa, and Valcry L CUsso?, ail of
Moscow, U.S.SJI,, assignors to Vsssoijaaay NaaehMiis-
•Mofatdsky I Ispytatdny Institat Mcditslaskoi TckhniU.
UASJt
ContianatkM of Scr. No. 234.542, Feb. 13, 1981, sbaodnawl

llii appUcatkM Sep. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 4194)39
Caaims priority, application U.SAR., Feb. 14, 1980, 2912942

lot a^ A6IK 31/78
UAa 424-81 AQ^m

1. A composition for sealing wound surfaces consisting of an
ester of a-cyanacrylic acid or a mixture of esters of a<yana-
crylic acid, at least one monoalkyl ester of a polyethylene
glycol formed by the reaction of ethylene oxide with a primary
aliphatic alcohol and having the formula:

C,,H2,+ iO(C2H40)«H,

1. A method for non-invasively and accurately diagnnBing wherein ns 10 to 18, m=7 to 10, and a water-soluble ketone,
iular cancer comDrisinB! the comiMfiMita hMns n*wuM.* ». *i.. cii>...i .^ocular cancer comprising
(a) providing two radiation detector^
(b) positioning each of said detectors respectively before
each of the eyes of a subject so that each detector wiU
measure the radiation level in its associated eye under
substantially identical conditions;

(c) simultaneously measuring and recording the integrated
output ofeach of said detectors, thereby to normalize said
measured radiation levels to a preselected standard.

the components being present in the following proportions, in
percent by weight:

ester of a-cyiaacrylic acid or mixture
of erten of a-cyaaacrylic add
monoalkyl ester of polyethylene glycol
wateriolable ketone

95-75

aoi-as
4.5-24.99.
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METHOD AND AGENT FOR THE THERAPY OF
IMMUNOCOMFLEX DISEASES

Huf-HanM Sadlaeck, and FMedrieh R. Sefler, both ofMtfbnrgu d« Lahii, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmuy, anigiion to Behriag.
wwko Aktiwignfllichen, Marburgu der Uho, Fed. Rep. of

Filed Dec. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 101,645
OataM wMtr, appUcadoa Fed. Rep. of Gerwuy, Dec IL

1978, 28S3483
^' ^

Irt. aJ AtflK S9/00L 37/04. 39/393
UAa424-85 IChta

1. A method for treating an immunocomplex disease in a
patient sufiering from such a disease, which method comprises
locaUy or parenterally administering to said patient an effec-
tive amount of at least one Fc-reagent which reacts directly or
indirecUy with the Fc-part of the antibody contained in the
immunocomplex causing said immunocomplex disease, said
Fc-reagent itself not having an Fc-part which is immunologi-
cally active or capable of being activated, said Fc-reagent
being selected from the group consisting of the complement
facton Clq, C3b, and C3d; an antibody which reacts with any
of said complement factors Clq, C3b, and C3d; F(ab)2-frag-
ments or Fab-fragments of an antibody, obtained by enzymatic
fission of the antibody; antibodies, the Fc-part of which has
been inactivated by chemical modification; antibodies which
are rheumatoid factors; and antibodies produced by the immu-
nization of an animal with immunoglobulin or with a fragment
of immunoglobulin having an immunologically-modified acti-
vated Fc-part.

4,479,937
PROCESS OF TREATING INFLAMMATION WITHHUMAN URINARY THIOL PROTEASE INHDrTOR

HiroaU Sato, Toda; Koji SaaaU, Oniya; Kanane lUowL TaoK
H^ltae Hiratairi, Osaka, and Yoahikan YaU, Kobe, aU of
Japan, aaaigBon to Zeria SUnyaku Kogyo KabuaUU ^•tft>it
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Ang. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 524,549
Oains priority, appUcatkm Japu^ Feb. 24, 1983, 58>2S1737

iBt a3 A41K 35/22
UAa424-99 jcWma

1. A process of treating inflammation comprising the admin-
istration of an effective amount of human urinary thiol prote-
ase inhibitor to reduce said inflammation.

4^79,935
FRACnONS EXTRACTED FROM AEROBIC BACTERIA.
ENDOWED WTTH ANTTTUMORAL, ANTIBACTERIAL
AND INTERFERON INDUCING PROPERTIES, AND

PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARATION
Tibcrina Metiaan, C^arcntoo, and Bernard Blaini, Paris, both

of ninee, aaaignors to iMtitat Paatew, Paria, France
Filed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,254

Oaina priority, appllcatioa France, Apr. 22, 1980, 80 08976;
Mar. 30, 1981, 81 06294

Irt. a.i A61K 39/05; C12N 1/20
UAa424-92

jCtaiiB.
1. Substantially pure washed whole cells of the species Cory-

tubacterium catarrhalis M16, said ceUs being substantiaUy
non-toxic and having an immunostimulating effect upon ad-
ministrations to test animals.

5. An immunostimulating composition comprising an im-
munostimulating amount of the whole cells in accordance with
claim 1 and a pharmaceutically acceptable excipient.

9. A method for increasing the resistance to infection of
animals having an immunitary deficiency, comprising adminis-
tering an immunostimulating amount of the whole cells in
accordance with claim 1.

4^479,938
THERAPEUTIC COMPOSTHON CONTAINING FACTOR

VHA
William R. Thomas, Lagnaa Nignel, Calif., assignor to Baxter

TraTCBol Laboratories, lac, DeerficM, IlL

^ii"!!"""**'^ ®'^- '^«- 277,469, Jan. 25, 1981, Pat No.
4,382,083. This application Jon. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,325

The portion of the term of this patent rabaeqiieat to May 3, 2000,
has been dlsdaimed.

Int a.3 A61K 35/14
UAa 424-101 7 Claims

1. A composition for treating patients having deficiencies or
inhibitors of blood clotting factors which comprises a sterile
composition in which the sole effective, activated hemostatic
agent is an effective amount of factor Vila.

• 4,479,939
METHOD AND COMPOSTHON FOR THE TREATMENT

OF ACNE
llieodor Eckert; Siegfried NoHIng, and Friti Kemper, aU of

Miinster, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaalgnors to Dr. Angust
Wolff, aemiach-Phannaieatiache Fabrik GmbH A Co. KG..
Bielefeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed No?. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 445,420
Claima priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gemaay. Dec 1.

1981, 3147504
*

Int a^ A61K 31/00, 31/075. 47/00
MS,a 424-172 g aalma

1. A composition for the topical treatment of acne, said
composition including a diacyl peroxide selected from the
group consisting of didecanoyl peroxide and didodecanoyl
peroxide admixed in a carrier selected from the group consist-
ing of an oil/water emulsion and an alcohol gel, wherein said
diacyl peroxide is included in a concentration ofbetween about
3% and about 20% based on the weight of the total composi-
tion.

4^79,936
METHOD FOR PROTECTING THE GROWTH OF
PLANTS EMPLOYING MUTANT SIDEROPHORE

PRODUCING STRAINS OF PSEUDOMONAS PUTIDA
Peter A. Vaadaabergh, and Carina F. Gonalo, both of Sara-

sota, Fla., aarigaon to Mkrolife Technics, Inc, Sarasota, Fla.
FUad Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,814

lot a» AOIN 63/00: A61K 37/00; C12N 1/20. 15/00; C12R
1/3S. 1/40; AOIB 79/00; AOIC 1/00

UJ8.a 424—93
12 cMm

1. A method for protecting the growth of a higher plant
against phytopathogenic fungi which inhibit the growth of the
plant, and are found in the soil, which comprises contacting a
f^ingicidally effective amount of Pseudumonas putida which
hu the identifying characteristics of Pseudomonas putida
NRRL-B-12537 on the plant or in the soil around the plant.

4,479,940
THIOLATED POLYPEPTIDE COMPOUND DERIVED
FROM A TETANUS TOXIN FRAGMENT, THE PROCESS

FOR TTS OBTENTION AND ITS APPUCATIONS
Bernard BIzzIni, Paris, Fhmce, aaalgnor to Instltat Pastenr,

Paria, Fhmce
Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,335

Claiau priority, application Friucc, Jan. 22, 1981, 81 01176
Int CV C07C 103/52; A61K 37/02

U.S.a 424-177 6 aalma
1. A thiolated polypeptide compound constituted by the 11*

fragment of tetanus toxin to which at least one —SH group is

directly or indirectly bound through the amino groups thereof,
said compound being obtained by thiolation and comprising at
least one Z-SH group, wherein Z is the residue of a thiolation
agent and is chosen from the group consisting of:
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•C-(CH2)3-: -CO-CH-CH2-CH2;

NH2+, a- NH—00—CH3

-CH-CO- ;-C-(CHi)3-.

CHi—OOOH NH

methyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy, methoxy, fluoro,

chloro, bromo, and iodo; or indolyl;

r3 isCm alkyl; C3.7 cycloalkyl; phenyl; or Cj-Tcycloalkyl or
phenyl mono-substituted with a member selected from the

group consisting of methyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy,
methoxy, fluoro, chloro, bromo, and iodo;

R* is hydrogen; or

4,479,941

RENIN INKBTroRY PEPTIDES HAVING PHE13
DELECnON

Daniel F. Veber, AmUcn Joahna S. Roger, Bryn Mawr, and
Mark G. Bock, Hatfield, aU of Pa., aaaignon to Merck ft Co.,
Ibc, Rahway, NJ.
CoMiaaation-la>part of Ser. No. 329,166, Dec 10, 1981,

abandoned. His application No?. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 438^41
IM. a> O07C 103/52; A61K 37/02

U.S. a. 424—177 8 n«ii«
1. A peptide of the formula:

CH-R',

where R' is hydrogen; Cm alkyl; hydroxy; or C3.7 cyclo-
alkyl; and

Eis

-Y-(CH2)^R« (0

f
R3
I

CH2

a.)

A • V ^ aa ^"^

A—B—B-D—N C Y NIC Y
I 11 CH2 I OHH ^4
H O

I

"' H O *
Rl

wherein:

A is hydrogen;

? n
R'-0-CH2-C-; R3-CH2-0-C-;

'

? , ?
R'—O—C—: or R^—(CHj),—C—

where n is to S and R^ has the same meaning as set out
further below, and may additionally be hydrogen;

B is absent; glycyl; sarcosyl; or

r
CH2A

where

Y is -NH- or -0-;
n is to S; and

R' is hydrogen; hydroxy; Ci^kyl; Cs-Tcycloalkyl; aryl;

aryl substituted with up to five members independently
selected from the group consisting of Ci.«alkyl, trifluo-

romethyl, hydroxy, Cmalkoxy, amino, mono- or di-

Cm alkylamino, and halo; amino; mono-, di-, or tri-C|.

4alkylamino; guanidyl; heterocyclic; or heterocyclic

substituted with up to five members independently
selected from the group consisting of Ci^alkyl, hy-
droxy, trifluoromethyl, Ci.4alkoxy, halo, aryl, aryl

Ci.4alkyl, amino, and mono- or di-Ci.4alkylamino;

-Y-(CH2),-CH

(CH2)>,-R« m

N
I

H
r
o

D is absent; or

CH-(CH2)i-R««

OH*

where
Y is as defined above;

n is or 1;

k is or 1;

1 is 1 to 4;

m is 1 to 4; and
R^ and R«^may be the same or different and have the same
meaning as R^ above and ¥j> may additionally be

O O
R , n
C R' or C

/ \ / / \ '

N OR'
i

H

•r̂u
where R' is hydrogen or Ci.jalkyl; or

r
c-
R
o /

CH2

Y-(CH2).-CH

where Z is (CHz)ff and n is 1 or 2; or —S—

;

R> is hydrogen; Cm alkyl; hydroxy Cm alkyl; phenyl;

phenyl mono-substituted with a member selected firom the

group consisting of methyl, trifluoromethyl, hydroxy,

methoxy. fluoro, chloro, bromo, and iodo; indolyl; 4-

imidazolyl; amine C2^ alkyl; guanidyl C2.3 alkyl; or me-
thylthiomethyl;

R2 is hydrogen C14; alkyl; phenyl; phenyl mono-substituted

with a member selected from the group consisting of

<>
(9

where

Y is as defined above;

nisOor l;and

Zis
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(•) -(Cai2),-CH-

where

n is or 1; and
R^ is IS defined above; or

(b)-(CH2),-C-

CH2

where

n is or 1;

wherein all of the asymmetric carbon atoms have an S configu-
ration, except for those in the B, D, and E substituents, which
may have an S or R configuration; and a pharmaceutically
acceptable salt thereof

4,479,943

3-DENfETHOXYISTAMYCIN B, THE
2"-N-FORMIMIDOYL DERIVATIVE THEREOF AND
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING

SAME
Hamao Umnawa, Tokyo; Shlaiehi Kendo, Yokohama, and

Datahiro nuda, Tokyo, aU of Japn, a«lgDon to Zaidan
Hojla nadbatsa Kagakn Keakyn Kai, Tokyo, Japu

FUed Oct 26, 1983, Ser. No. 545,686
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 5, 1982, 57-193436

iBt a' A61K 31/71; C07H W22UA CL 424—180 y^ ri.,^
1. A compound of the formula

(D

4,479,942

TETRAHYDROFURANCARBOXYUC ACID
DERIVATIVES, PROCESSES FOR PREPARATION

THEREOF AND PHARMACEUnCAL COMPOSITIONS

MkUo YaaasUta, Takaranka; TadaaU Komori, TakatsoU:
Ja^|i Hoaoda, Kobe; Yoahio Kawai, Oceda; Itsuo UcuIl
Kyoto; Maaanoba Kohaaka, Sakai; HIroshi Imaaaka, Osaka;
KaiM SakaM, Aaagaaaki; Hiroyoki Setoi, Toyonaka, ami
Twtomn T«r^|i, Oaaka, aU of Japaa, aaaignon to FUiaawa
PharmaccMlcal Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FOad JoL 29, 1982, Ser. No. 403,117

••SSl? »'**^*y' •PP"««»on United Kingdom, Aug. 10. 1981.
8124352

IM. a' A61K U/Td: com 17/00, 19/06UAa 424-180
11 ctai„

1- A compound of the formula:

H3CN

COCH2NHR

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen
atom and a formimidoyl group, or a pharmaceutically accept-
able acid addition salt thereof

10. The compound, l,2',6'-tri-N.tert-butoxycarbonyl.3-
demethoxyistamycin Bo 4,S-carbamate.

H R2 H OH

N

N >-Rl

wherein
Ri is amino or a protected amino group,
R2 is amino or acylamino and
R' is carboxy or a protected carboxy group

or a pharmaoeuticaUy acceptable salt thereof.
11. An antimicrobial pharmaceutical composition compris-

mg an antimicrobiaUy effective amount of a compound of
claim 1 or a pharmaceuticaUy acceptable salt thereof in associ-
ation with a pharmaceutically acceptable, substantially non-
toxic carrier or exdpient

4,479,944
COMPOSITION CONTAINING PGI2 ANALOGS

STABILIQ3)
MasaU Hayaahi; KatsoUko Shnto, both of TakatsoU, and Yo-

sUlsagn mima, Hikone, aU of Japmi. aaaignon to Ono Phar-
maceotical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed May 2, 1978, Ser. No. 902,118
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, May 6, 1977, 52-51278

Int aJ C07D 307/395: A61K 31/72
UAa 424-180 20aalnia

1. A stabilized composition which contains a PGI2 analogue
in solution in a solvent consisting essentially of at least one
pharmacologicaUy-acceptable alcohol, N.N-dimethylaceto-
mide, N.N-dimethylformamide, hexamethylphosphoramide,
dimethyl sulphoxide, or a middle chain triglyceride, or which
is a cyclodextrin clathrate of a POI2 analogue, said POI2 ana-
logue being selected from the group consisting of POI2 com-
pounds in which the carboxyl group of PGI2. 5^)PGl2. 11-
deoxy-PGl2, 13.14-dihydro-PGl2. trans-delta2-POl2. 16-
chloro-PGl2, 7-methyl-PGl2 and 7a-homo-POl2 is esterified or
replaced by CH2OH, compounds differing from PGI2 5(E).
PGI2, ll-deoxy-PGl2, 13,14-dihydro-POl2, and trans-delta2-
PGI2 by having a longer or shorter side chain attached to the
6- or 12-position, and in which the side chain attached to the
6.po8ition may carry an alkyl substituent and the side chain
attached to the 12-po8ition may carry an alkyl, hydroxy, cyclo-
alkyl, phenyl or phenoxy substituent, and such compounds in
which the carboxyl group is esterified or replaced by CH2OH.

4. A pharmaceutical composition useful for the treatment of
arteriosclerosis, cardiac failure or thrombosis which com-
prises, as active ingredient, an effective amount ofa cyclodex-
trin clathrate ofa POI2 analogue in association with a pharma-
ceuticaUy acceptable carrier, said POI2 analogue being se-
lected from the group consisting of compounds in which the
carboxy group of PGI2 is esterified or replaced by an alcohol
group (—CH2OH), compounds which possess carbon skele-
tons similar to that of POI2 with a corresponding carboxy
group but in which the side chains attached to the 6- and
12-po8itions may be longer or shorter than those of POI2, and
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in which the side chain attached to the 6-position may carry an
alkyl substituent and the side chain attached to the 12-position
may carry an alkyl, hydroxy, cycloalkyl, phenyl or phenoxy
substituent, and such compounds in which the carboxy group
is esterified or replaced by an alcohol group, and correspond-
ing S(E)-PGl2 compounds, corresponding 1 l-deoxy-POl2
compounds, corresponding l3,14-dihydro-POl2 compounds,
corresponding trans-A^-POh compounds, corresponding 16-

chloro-POl2 compounds, corresponding 7-methyl-POl2 com-
pounds, and corresponding 7a-homo-POl2 compounds.

4,479,946

PHOSPHORUS ESTERS OF AMIDOXIMES, AND
COMPOSITIONS FOR AND METHODS OF
CONTROLLING INSECTS USING THEM

LcoMrd E. HodakowaU, St Albana, and Dan F. Bwhcy, Sooth
OvtoatOB, both ofW. Va.. aaaisaon to Uaioa QvWda Corpo-
ratioa, Danbwy, Conn.
Contianation of Ser. No. 163,495, Jan. 27, 1980,

"nis appUcatiM Jan. 17, 1982, Sar. No. 378^52
Irt. aJ AOIN 57/32: C07F 9/65

U.S.a 424—200 27
1. Compounds of the formula:

4,479,945

INTER-M-PHENYLENE-PROSTACYCUN ANALOGUES
AND USE THEREOF IN INHIBITING BLOOD

PLATELET AGGREGATION
IitTia Sittaly, Dumkaaii; Sidor Bot«; Mariaoaa G. LoWte,

both of Budapest; Kriaitina K. Dolgoa, Dabreca^ Gibor
KoTfas, Bodapeat; Sindor Virig, Bndapaat; Tamis Sdita,
Bodapaat; latfi Rlk6cai. Bndapaat; Kindy Tlhaayi. Boda-
pest; Piter K8rm8ciy, Bodapeat; Pil Hadhiiy, Bodapeat;
litrA Stadler, Bodapeat; Gyiirgy BlaakA, Bodapeat, and B«a
KSaiegi, Bodapeat, aU of Hoogary, ani^ors to CUnoin Gyo*
gyner Ea Vegyeaaeti Temekek Gyara R.T., Bodapeat, Hoa-

FOed Not. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,044
Claian priority, appUcatioB Hoogary, Dae 1, 1981. 3600/81;

Oct 22, 1982, 3378/82

Int a» A61K 31/34: COTD 307/935
U.S. CL 424—184 16 rirf—

1. A compound of the formula I

1

,^^^^^^CXX)R«

R*
I

>
(0),„-S

(CH:

X Rs

^N-O—

P

R«

^N-Rj

wherein

m is 0. 1 or 2;

n is or 1;

X is O or S;

Ri and R2 can be the same or different and are hydrogen or
Ci to Q alkyl; with the proviso that when n is 0. Z is

C=N—R4. and when n is 1, Z is CH2 and R3 is hydrogen
or lower alkyl;

R3 and R4 can be the same or different and is lower alkyl

(Ci-Q) or together forms a cyclic alkylene or slkenylenc
group thereby forming a five or six membered ring which
can also have nitrogen, or carbonyl. in addition to the two
nitrogens said alkylene or alkenylene ring systems being
optionally substituted with one or two C| to C4 alkyl,

cyclohexyl, halogen, nitrile, or nitro groups;

Rs and R« is the same or difTerent and is C| to Cs alkyl, C|
to Cs alkoxy. Ci to Cs alkylthio, alkylthioalkyl, dialkyl-

amino, or aUcylamino.

Y-C—

Z

0R3

wherein

R* is hydrogen, Ci to C4 alkyl, or a pharmaceutically accept-

able primary, secondary, tertiary, or quaternary ammonium
cation, or a pharmaceutically accepti^le metal cation.

R2 and R3 are each independently hydrogen, Ci to C6 alkanoyl,

benzoyl, p-phenyl-benzoyl. tetrahydropyranyl, l-ethoxy-

ethoxy. 1,4 dioxanyl, or an alkylsilyl-protecting group,
R^ is hydrogen or Ci toQ alkyl,

Y is —C"C— or a trans —CH=CW— group, wherein W is

chloro, bromo or fluoro, and
Z is n-hexyl or n-heptyl or Z is phenyhnethyl. naphthyhnethyl.

phenoxymethyl. or naphthyloxymethyl. each of which is

unsubstituted or substituted by Ci to C4 alkyl, Ci to C4
alkoxy, halogen, trifluoromethyl. nitro, phenyl, or naphthyl.

16. A method of inhibiting blood platelet aggregation which
comprises the step of administering to a subject in need thereof

a pharmaceutically effective amount of the compound of the

Formula (I) defined in claim 1.

4,479,947

ORAL ABSORPTION ENHANCEMENT OF
CARBOXYUC ACID PHARMACEUTICALS USING

(5-ALKYL-2-OXO-1.3-DIOXOLEN-4-YL)MErHYL ESTER
GROUP

Bortoo G. Christaosen, ClifMde Park, NJ., aaaipor to Merck
A Co., lac, Rahway, NJ.
Cootinoatioo-ia-part of Set. No. 366,036, Apr. 6, 1982.

abandoned, which is a cootiaoation-iB-part of Ser. No. 344,413,
Feb. 1, 1982, abandoned, which is a coatinoatioo-in-part <rf Sar.

No. 324,728, No?. 25, 1981, abaadoaed, which is a
eontinaatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 285,170. Jal. 18, 1981,

•baadooed, which is a coBtiBnation.in-part of Ser. No. 282^21,
JoL 13, 1981, abandoned. This appUcatioa Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No.

385,199

Int a» A61K 31/545. 31/665: COTD 499/00. 501/46. 317/24.

277/40
VJS.a 424-203 11 daioM

1. The (S-alkyl-2-oxo-1.3-dioxolen-4-yl)methyl ester of a
carboxylic add wherein alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms and
wherein said carboxylic acid is cefoxitin, methyldopa, 3j9-[2-

methoxyimino-2-<2-amino- 1 .3-thiaxolol-4-yl)acetamido]-

monobactamic add, 2-ethylthio>-6/3-<lR-hydroxyethyl>-

penem-3-carboxylic add or fosfomycin.

9. A pharmaceutical composition containing an effective

amount of the compound of any one of claims 1 through 8 in a
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
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4|479,M8
T1UAZINO(2,l-A)ISOQUINOLINE DERIVATIVES,

COMPOSmONS AND THEIR USE AS MEDICAMENTS
Bmi Ud, Mohnd; AMf D'Sa, VlkkroH; AUhuMte N. Dohad-
wtOM, Ctabdb HID; Nod J. de Soom Snta Cm, aU of
!«•, nd Hont DoffMMT, KdkMim Pod. Rop. of Gcnmiy,
Iginri to Hooehit AkticagndlMhaft, FVaakftol an Main,
F«d.Rap.orG«nMiiy

FItod M. >, im, S«. No. 396,393
OaiM priority, apvUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmuuy, Jnl. 8,

1981,312037
lit as A61K 31/53, 31/535

VA CL 424—348.4 12 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

CHEMICAL
alkyl, lower alkoxy, hydroxy, halogen, nitro, halogeno-
lower alkyl and sulfamoyl; R} is

or an acid addition salt thereof, wherein
Rl, R^, and R^, taken alone, are the same or different and are

hydrogen, lower alkoxy, acyloxy, or halogen, or wherein
an adjacent pair of R>, R2, and R', taken together, are
alkylenedioxy;

R', and R^ taken alone, are the same or different and are
hydrogen, lower alkoxy, amino, lower alkylamino, lower
dialkylamino, acylamino, lower alkoxycarbonylamino, a
nitrogen-containing heterocycle, lower alkyl, Ca-Q-
cycloalkl, lower dialkylaminoalkyl, aralkyl, phenyl, or
phenyl mono- to tri-sub«tituted by halogen, hydroxy,
nitro, Ci-Cj-alkyoxy. or Ci-Ca-alkyl, or wherein R' and
R^ taken together with the nitrogen atom to which they
are bonded, are a substituted or unsubstituted nitrogen
heterocycle or such a heterocycle containing a further
nitrogen or oxygen atom; and

Y is oxygen or sulfiir.

11. A pharmaceutical composition for the treatment of hy-
pertension, which composition comprises a hypotensively
effective amount of a compound or salt as in claim 1 and a
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier therefor.

4^79,949
BENZOTHIAZOLINE COMPOUNDS

JoHicU Iwao, Takiranka; TadaAi bo, Sakai, and Masayoki
Oya, Ibanki, aU of Japan, aMi^ors to Saaten Pkarmacenti-
cal Con Udn Onka, Japan

per No. PCr/JP82/Q0363, § 371 Data Apr. 14^ 1983, § 102(e)
Data Apr. 14^ 1983, PCT Pab. No. WO83/008C5, PCT Pab.
Data Mar. 17, 1983

PCT FOad Sap. 10, 1982, Ser. No. S03,ld0
OaiaH priority, appUeatioa Japan, Sap. 12, 1981, 56-144148

lat a» A61K 27/Oa 31/495; O07D 417/00
U.S.a 424-248.4 14 daloM

1. A compound of the formula (I) and salts thereof,

—

N

N—R« —

N

O, or —N^CH:)-;
\-f \-^ ^^

R^ is hydrogen, alkyl containing 1 to 8 carbon atoms,
alkanoyl containing 2 to 8 carbon atoms, alkenoyl contain-
ing 2 to 8 carbon atoms or furylcarbonyl, each of which
alkyl, alkanoyl and alkenoyl may be substituted by one or
more groups selected from hydroxy, phenyl, and phenyl-
carbonyloxy, and said phenyl nucleus may be resub-
stituted by one or more groups selected from lower alkyl,

hydroxy, halogen, lower alkoxy, nitro, cyano, acetamino
and lower-alkylamino;

R^ is hydrogen, hydroxy, phenyl-Iower alkyl or benzoyl;
Z is straight or branched alkylene containing I to 6 carbon

atoms;

m is or 1;

n is or 1;

pis 5,

wherein the terms lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and lower alkan-
oyl refer to groups having 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

12. A pharmaceutical composition comprising (i) a com-
pound as in claim 1 in an amount sufficient for treatment for
angina cordis, arrhythmia and thrombosis and (ii) at least one
pharmaceutically acceptable excipient.

4,479,950

AROYLAMINOACID DISULFIDES
Paul R. Maiard, Tackaho^ Howard Jones, Oniniag, both of

N.Y., and John T. Sab, Greenwich, Onaa., anigaors to USV
Phamaceatical CorpontioB, Tarrytowa, N.Y.

Filed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,525
Int CL^ A61K 31/195. 31/215: C07C 149/40, 149/41; C07D

401/12, 407/12, 409/12. 413/12
VS.a 424—248J 7

1. A compound of the structure

i^^^^x"^^
M

,R2

COY

m
OH

^XX^ ^ ^^ 4-0-Z-(CH)„-R3

R»

wherein

R' is k}wer alkanoyl;

R2 is one or more group(s) selected from hydrogen, lower

wherein:

P and Q are independently hydrogen, halo, CF3, ORi, SRi,
alkyl or NR1R2,

Rl and R2 are independently hydrogen, alkyl, aminoalkyl,

aryl, aralkyl. heteroaryl, cycloalkyl, pyrrolidyl, piperidi-

nyl, or morpholinyl;

Y is OH, ORi, NH2, or N(RiR2); and
M is alkyl. cycloalkyl, aryl, aminoalkyl, aralkyl, pyrrolidyl,

piperidinyl, morpholinyl, or heterMuyl,

wherein:

the alkyl groups and the alkyl moieties of ammoancyl,
alkoxy and thioalkyl contain from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;
the cycloalkyl group contains fhnn 3 to 8 carbon atoms;

the aryl group contains firom 6 to 10 carbon atoms; the
aralkyl group contains from 7 to 16 carbon atoms; and
the heteroaryl group is selected from pyridyl, quino-

hnyl. fury], fiirfuryl and thienyl; and where Y is a hy-

droxy, their pharmaceutical acceptable, non-toxic al-

kali, alkaline earth and amine salts.

7. A method of treating hypertension in mammals by admin-
istering to said mammals an effective amount ofa compound of
claim 1.

I!

'

I
IVIn
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4,479,951

1.4;3.6-DIANHYDROHEXrrOL NITRATES
SUBSTITUTED BY PURINE BASES, PROCESSES FOR
THEDl PREPARATION AND PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPOSITIONS
Klaai Kkariag, Ettliagen, and Shyam S. Chatteijee, Karlsmhc,
both of Fed. Rep. of Genaaay, aMigaors to Dr. Wilbaar
Schwabe GabH A Co^ Kariirahe, Fed. Rep. of Genaaay

FOad Jal. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,406
Oaim priority, applicatloa Fed. Rep. of Germany, JaL 25,

1980,3028273

lat a» A61K 31/535; C07D 473/34
UAa 424-248J7 22 n««—

1. Adenyldesoxy-1.4;3.6-dianhydrohexitol nitrates having
the formula la

W

ONO2

wherein R' and R^ are the same or different and, independently
of one another signify

(a) a hydrogen atom,

(b) a straight-chained or branched alkyl group with 1 to 7
C-atoms,

(c) an o>-phenylalkyl group, whereby the alkyl group has 1

to 7 C-atoms and whereby the phenyl ring can be halogen-
substituted in the p-position, or wherein

(d) R> signifies one of the residues given under (a) to (c) and
R2 an acyl radical of an aliphatic non-cyclic saturated
monocarboxylic acid with 2 to 7 C-atoms, or wherein

(e) Rl and R2. together with the nitrogen atom to which they
are bound, represent the residue ofa cydic, non-aromatic,
secondary amine selected from the group consisting of
pyrrolidine, piperidine, piperazine, morpholine. and 4-

methyl-piperazine.

as well as their physiologically acceptable acid-addition salts.

21. A composition for treating coronary diseases comprising
a pharmaceutically effective amount of the nitrate of claim 1
and pharmaceutically acceptable carriers therefor.

4,479,952

MONOSUBSmUTED PIPERAZINES
Gilbert Rigaier, Cbataaay Malabry, aad Jaeqaea Buri, Neailly-

sar-Seiae, both of France, aaaigaors to Sdeace Uaion Et Qe,
Saraaaes, Fhuee

Filed Apr. 9, 1979, Ser. No. 28,049
Oains priority, applicatioB Uaited Kingdom, Apr. 13, 1978,

14565/78

lat a.3 A61K 31/495; O07D 417/04
VJS.a 424-250 6 Gains

1. A pharmaceutical composition, useful in the treatment of
inflammation, containing as active ingredient an effective anti-

inflammatory amount of a compound selected from the group
consisting of:

a monosubstituted piperazine of the formula:

in which:

A is selected from the group consisting of—(CH2)»i—
in which n is selected from 1, 2 and 3, and

-CH-
I

R

in which R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl hav-
ing 1 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive, trifluoromethyl, unsubsti-
tuted phenyl, and phenyl mono- and polysubstituted by a
substituent selected from the group consisting of halogen, alkyl
and alkoxy each having 1 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive, and
trifluoromethyl, and

Ar is selected from the group consisting of:

phenyl mono- and polysubstituted by a substituent selected
from the group consisting of halogen, alkoxy having 1 to

5 carbon atoms inclusive, methylenedioxy. hydroxy, and
trifluoromethyl. and

unsubstituted phenyl when A is

T-
R in such case being selected from trifluoromethyl, phenyl.
halophenyl. lower-alkylphenyl. lower-alkoxyphenyl, and tri-

fluoromethylphenyl. and

physiologically-accepuble acid addition salts thereof, to-

gether with a pharmaceutically-acceptable carrier or dilu-

ent

4,479,953

PYRAZINE ALDIMINE COMPOUNDS AS
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS

Arthur J. Friedaua, Mariboro, NJ., vaigaor to Merck A Co.,
lac, Rahway, NJ.

Filed Aag. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 526,306
lat O.) O07D 241/01 AOIN 43/60

VS.a 424-250 9 O.I—
1. A pyrazine compound represented by the formula:

CH-N-(Z)<,-Ara N CHa

wherein

Z is —NH—. -NHSO2-. -NHCO— or —S—

,

Ar is phenyl or a phenyl ring substituted by 1 or 2 substituents

selected from the group consisting of halo, lower alkyl.

lower alkoxy or nitro, and
n is or 1.

Ar—A-

TTZn
s

r^
I

\^^
NH

4,479,954
PIPERAZINE SUBSTITUTED CARBOXAMIDE

DERIVATIVES, COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF
USE

Noriyasa Hiroae; SlOgem Souda; KazutoaU Miyake, all of To-
kyo; Shizao Kariyama, Saltana; Kazayasa Usoki, Tokyo;
Yaiahifo AUyama, Tokyo; Naoko Sakabc, Tokyo, aad
Hidetoahi Kawaahima, Ibaraki, all of Japoa, aastgaors to Eiaai

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,792
daims priority, appUeatioa Japan, May 29, 1981, 56-80866

lat a^ A61K 31/505; CD7D 521/00
VS. a. 424-251 43 dalns

1. A carboximide derivative of the formula
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O—

Z

I

N—CHj—CH—CH2—N N

(CHa),

wherein X lepresents a group of the fonnoU:

a
a group of the formula:

a group of the formula:

a group of the fiormula:

a group of the formula:

a group of the formula:

a group of the fcnmula:

a group of the formula:

a group of the formula:

a-
a
ox-

Cl
a group of the formula:

C-

a group of the formula: I or

X'

•continued

a group of the formuhu

Z represents a hydrogen atom or a group of the formula:

O
H—C-R

wherein R represents (1) alkyl of 1 to 16 carbon atoms, (2)

wherein n is an integer of 0-2 and A is H, methyl, methoxy or
chlorine. (3) cyclopentyl, (4) cyclohexyl, (5) alkenyl ofup to 16
carbon atoms, (6) cinnamoyl, (7) pyridyl or (8)

—

N

/
H

\
Ri

wherein Ri is alkyl ofup to 10 carbon atoms or cyclohexyl, and
Y represents (1) alkyl of 1-6 carbon atoms, (2) phenyl, (3)
phenyl substituted by methyl, methoxy, chlorine or trifluoro-

methyl, (4) pyridyl, (S) pyridyl substituted by methyl, methoxy
or chlorine, (6) pyrimidyl, (7) pyrimidyl substituted by methyl
or methoxy or (8) benzothiazolyl; and m represente an integer
of 2 or 3, or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof.

43. A method for treating diidietes which comprises adminis*
tering to a patient suffering from diabetes an effective amount
of a carboximide derivative or a pharmaceutically acceptable
salt thereof according to claim 1.

4,479,955

HETEROCYCLE-FUSED
PYRAZOLO[3,4-D]PYRIDIN-3-ONES AS

BENZODIAZEPINE RECEPTOR MODULATORS
Na<»kata Yokoyana. CUlMde, SJ^ a«i«Mr to Oba^Gdgy

Corporatkm, Ardaley, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 457,105

lit a^ A61K 31/505, 31/47; C07D 471/14
VS. CL 424—251 M i

1. A compound of formula lA or IB

1^^

N- >N'
,Ri R3',

'N- N

N *a N Ra

OA) (IB)

wherein

A together with the two carbon atoms to which it is at-

tached represents fused 2,3-, 3,4- or 4,3-pyrido wherein
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the carbon atoms forming said rings are unsubstituted or
one or two are substituted by lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or
halogen;

Ri represents phenyl, or phenyl mono- or disubstituted by
tower alkyl, lower alkoxy, halogen or trifluoromethyl; or
Rl represents an aromatic heterocyclic radical selected
from pyridyl, quinolyl, isoquinolyl, pyrimidyl and thia-
lolyl, or any said heterocyclic radical mono- or di-sub-
stituted by lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen;

R2, R3 and R3' independently represent hydrogen or lower
alkyl; or a tautomer thereof; or a pharmaceutically accept-
able salt thereof.

14. A method for treating nervous system diseases respon-
sive to benzodiazepine receptor modulation in mammals which
comprises administering to a mammal in need thereof an effec-
tive amount of a compound of chum 1 or a phannaceutical
composition comprising an effective amount of said compound
in combination with one or more pharmaceutically acceptable
carriers.

said mammal an effective virus inhibiting amount of a pyridinyl
ketone or a pharmaceutically-acccpuble salt thereof, said
pyridinyl ketone corresponding to the formula

oV-X
N

\—Amy
wherein R and R' independently represent a lower alkyl hav-
ing from 1 to about 3 carbon atoms; n and m independently
represent the integer or 1.

4,479,956

ANALGESIC COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING
PROPIRAM AND METHODS OF USING SAME

Abraham Sanahlae, New York; Eugoie M. Laska, Larchmont,
and Carole E. Sicgel, Mamaroneck, all of N.Y., asaignora to
Amdgeic Aaaodatca, Larchmont, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 488,815
Int CLi A61K 31/44, 31/52

VS. a. 424—253 u ctaims
1. A pharmaceutical composition of matter for use in elicit-

ing an analgesic response in a mammal, said composition com-
prising an analgesically effective amount of propiram and an
amount of caffeine sufficient to hasten the onset of the analge-
sic response.

4,479,957
USE OF VINDESINE IN TREATINGACUTE LYMPHATIC
LEUKEMU AND OTHER SUSCEPTIBLE NEOPLASMS
George J. CnUinaB, Trafalgar, and Koert Gcraon, IndianapoUa,

both of lad., aaaignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis,
Ind.

Conttnnatkm of Ser. No. 101,335, Dee. 6, 1979, abandoned,
which is a coatiaiiatioB-ia-part of Sa. No. 935^28, Aug. 22,
1978, abaadoacd, which is a difiaion of Ser. No. 828,693, Aug.
29, 1977, abandmied, which is a cmithination-fai-part of Ser. No.
721,650, Sep. 8, 1976, abaadoacd, which is a coBtianation>ia-part

of Ser. No. 539,681, Jaa. 9, 1975, abaadoaed, whkh ia a
coatiaaation-fai.part of Ser. No. 446^69, Feb. 28, 1974,

abaadoaed, whldi ia a coatfaaatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 347,275,
Apr. 2, 1973, abaadoaed. This qiplicatioa Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No.

250,459

lat a.3 A61K 31/475
VS.a 424-262 5 Oaims

3. The method of treating neoplasms which comprises ad-
ministering to a mammal suffering from a vindesine-susceptible
neoplasm selected from the group consisting of acute lym-
phatic leukemia, acute granulocytic leukemia, chronic myeloid
leukemia, non-small cell lung cancer, Hodgkin's disease, non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma, malignant melanoma, carcinoma of the
breast, esophageal carcinoma and testicular carcinoma an
anti-neoplasticidly-efrective amoimt of vindesine or a phar-
maceutically-acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

4,479,959

PROCESS FOR INDUCING HYPNOSIS
JackaoB B. Hester, Jr., Galcaborg, Mich., aaaigaor to The Up-
joha Compaay, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Coatianatioa of Scr. No. 229,380, Jaa. 29, 1981, abaadoaed,
which is a coatiaaatioa of Ser. No. 125,615, Feb. 28, 1980,

abaadoaed, which is a coatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 026,938, Apr. 4,
1979, abaadoaed, which is a coatiaaatioB of Ser. No. 910^61,
May 30, 1978, abaadoaed, which is a coatiaaatioB of Scr. No.
821,590, Aag. 4, 1977, abaadoaed, which is a coatiaaatioB of Ser.
No. 729,295, Oct 4, 1976, abaadoaed, which is a coatiaaatioB of
Ser. No. 284,161, Aug. 28, 1972, abaadoaed. This appUcatioa

JaL 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,460
The portiofl of the tern of this pateat suhaequcat to No?. 15,

2000, has beea diacbdmed.

lat a.3 A61K 31/41
U.S.a 424-269 4Claia»

1. A process for inducing sleep comprising the administra-
tion to a human or animal subject in need of sleep, in unit

dosage form from about 0.005 mg. to about 0.2 mg.Ag. body
weight of 8-chloro-l-hydroxymethyl-6-phenyMH-s-

triazolo[4,3-a][l,4]-benzodiazepine or a pharmacologically
acceptable acid addition salt acetate or hydrogen succinate,
ester, or (5) N-oxide thereof in association with a pharmaceuti-
cal carrier.

4,479,958

METHODS AND COMPOSTHONS FOR INHIBITING
HERPES VIRUS USING PYRIDINYL KETONES

Yalaa C. Toog, Walant Oeek, Calif., aaaigaor to The Dow
Chemical CompoBy, Midlaad, Mich.

FUed Sep. 13, 1978, Scr. No. 942,100

lat CLi A61K 31/455
VS. CL 424-266 5 Claims

1. A method for treating herpes virus infections in a mammal
infected with herpes virus which comprises administering to

4S2-230 O.G.-84-9

4,479,960

ANTHELMINTHIC POUR-ON VETERINARY
COMPOSITION

Peter J. Brooker, and John Goose, both of SafflroB Waldea,
Eagfaud, aaaigaors to Bayer AG, Bayerwerk, Fed. Rep. of
Germaay

DiTiaioa of Ser. No. 327,742, Dec 4, 1981, Pat No. 4,414,222,
which U a diTisiOB of Ser. No. 832,916, Sep. 13, 1977, Pat No.
4,336,262, which is a difiaioB of Ser. No. 773,111, Feb. 28, 1977,
Pat No. 4,070,467, which is a coatianatioa of Ser. No. 443,552,
Feb. 19, 1974, abaadoaed. This appUcatioa Aag. 12, 1983, Ser.

No. 522,730

Oaims priority, appUcatioa Uaited Kiagdom, Feb. 23, 1973.
8972/73; Jaa. 25, 1974, 3521/74

lat a^ A61K 31/425
VS.a 424—270 17 OaiaH

1. A pour-on veterinary composition useful for the treatment
of hehninthic infestations in animals, which consists essentially

of an anthelminthically effective amount of tetramisole or
levamisole or a non-toxic acid addition salt thereof in combina-
tion with one or more of paraffina of 6 to 20 carbon atoms,
halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons, ketones, ethers, amides,
sulphones or sulphoxides, as a diluent suitable for pour-oa
therapy.
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M79.961
SYNERGISTIC FUNGICIDE/BIOCIDE OF

S-CnflOCYANOMEIHYLTHIO) BENZOTHIAZOLE AND
BIS (TRICHLOROMETHYL) SULFONE

Qmtiiia H. Martiii, JoUet, 111^ atdgnor to Naico Chemical
Company, Oak Brook, OL

Filed Jan. 23, 1M4, Ser. No. 573,264
Int a^ AOIN 31/00, 41/10

UAa 424-270 17 Claims
1. A composition for controlling bacterial and fungal growth

which comprises a combination of bis (trichloromethyl) sul-

fone and 2H[thiocyanomethylthio) benzothiazole wherein the
weight ratio of sulfone to benzothiazole ranges between 10/90
to 90/10.

October 30, 1984
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4^79,962
INDAZOLOXYPROPANOLAMINE DERIVATIVES AND
USE IN COMBATING, AND FOR THE PROPHYLAXIS

OF, CARDUC AND CIRCULATORY DISEASES
FHtz Wiedaoana, Wcinheim-Liitadaachsen; Helmut Michel,
Mannhebm Wolf^aog Weckcrlc, Griinstadt; Egon Rocsch,
Mannheim, and Klaus Strdn, Hemsbach, aU of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, aarignors to Bochrlager Mannheim GmbH, Mann-
heim, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FOed Aug. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 403,968
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 6,

1901, 3131146

Int a.J C07D 231/56; A61K 31/415
UAa 424-273 N 32 Claims

1. Indazoloxypropanolamine of the formula:

4O—CH2—CH—CH2—N—X—

N

I I I

OH R| R2

R«

R?

C-R.

C;-Ri
N^ ^COOH
I ^COOH

wherein Ph is unsubstituted 1,2-phenylene, or 1,2-phenylene
substituted by one to three identical or difTeient members
selected from lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkylenedioxy,
hydroxy, halogeno and trifluoromethyl; Ro is hydrogen dr
HPh; each of Ri, R2 and R3 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; and n
is an integer from 2 to 8;

said derivative selected from a lower alkylene amide
wherein the lower alkylene group together with the amide
nitrogen forms a 5-, 6-or 7-membered ring, or a said lower
alkylene amide substituted on the ring by hydroxy-<lower-
)alkyl or by lower alkanoyloxy-(lower) alkyl; an a-
Oower)-carboalkoxy- or a-carboxy-substituted lower al-

kylamide; an a-(lower)carboalkoxy- or a-carboxy-sub-
stituted aryl-Oower) alkylamide in which aryl represents
phenyl or 3-indolyl; an (amino or carbobenzyloxyamino>
(lower) alkylamide; an aryl.Oower)alkyl ester in which
aryl represents phenyl or pyridyl; a lower alkanoyloxy-
Oower) alkyl ester; a 3-phthalidyl ester; a (hydroxy, lower
alkanoyloxy, or lower alkoxy)-substituted Gower)alkox-
ymethyl ester; a bicycloalkyloxycarbonyl-(lower)alkyl
ester having up to 10 carbon atoms in the bicycloalkyl
group in which bicycloalkyl represents unsubstituted or
lower alkyl substituted bicyclo[2,2,l]heptyl; or a pharma-
ceutically acceptable salt thereof.

14. An antihypertensive or cardioactive pharmaceutical
composition comprising a correspondingly effective amount of
a compound as claimed in claim 1, together with a pharmaceu-
tical excipient.

wherein

A is indazole, or partly hydrogenated indazole X is a
straight-chained or branched alkylene chain containing 2
to 6 carbon atoms,

Rl and R2, which can be the same or different, are hydrogen
atoms or lower alkyl or benzyl radicals,

R3, R4 and Rj, which can be the same or difTerent, are
hydrogen atoms or lower alkyl, benzyl, fonnyl, lower
alkanoyl, cyano, hydroxymethyl, lower alkoxycarbonyl
or carbamoyl radicals or the divalent substituents sulfur or
oxygen and

R6, R7 and Rs, which can be the same or different, are
hydrogen or halogen atoms, lower alkyl. nitro, amino,
lower alkylthio or lower alkoxy radicals or

R6 and R7 together represent an optionally unsaturated
trimethylene chain;

and the pharmacologically acceptable salts thereof.

4,479,963

i-carboxyalkanoylindoline.2<:arboxyuc
ACIDS

Norbcrt Gnwnfleid, White Plaioa, N.Y., awigBor to Clba-Gcigy
Corporation, Ardalcy, N.Y.

CoMianatioB-iB.part of Ser. No. 235,294, Feb. 17, 1901, Pat No.
4,374347, which is a continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 200,706,
Oet 27, 1900, abudooed. This application Apr. 26, 1962, Ser.

No. 371,700
The portion of the term of this patent snbaeqoent to Feb. 22,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Irt. a' A61K 31/40: C07D 209/42
US.a 424-274 15 Claims

1. A mono- or bis-functional derivative of an indoline-2-car-
boxylic acid of the formula I

4,479,964

OXEPANES AND PROCESSES THEREFOR
Rameah M. Kaaojia, Somenille; Michael P. Wacbter, Blooms-

bury, and Robert H. K. Chen, BcUe Mead, all of NJ., aaiign-
ors to Ortho Pharaucentical Corporation, Raritaa, NJ.
Cootinnation of Ser. No. 29,231, Apr. 11, 1979, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 903,456, May 8, 1978, Pat No.
4,176,188, which is a diviaion of Ser. No. 742,940, No?. 18, 1976,
Pat No. 4,102395. This applicatioB Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No.

256379
Int a» A61K 31/335: CfTTD 319/10

VS. a. 424-278 12 Claims
L A compound selected from the group consisting of:

IV

CH3 CH3 CT3 °

wherein Ri is —XYwherein X is hydrogen or hydroxy pro-
vided that when X is hydrogen, Y is hydrogen; methyl; hy-
droxy; lower alkoxy; cycloalkoxy; phenoxy; substituted phe-
noxy wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or lower alkyl

having 1-S carbon atoms; trialkylsilyloxy: —OCOR' wherein
R' is lower alkyl. cycloalkyl, phenyl, and substituted phenyl
wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or lower alkyl having 1-S
carbon atoms; a sulfate, nitrate or phosphate radical; thiol;

alkylthio; phenylthio and substituted phenylthio wherein the
substituent is nitro, halo or lower alkyl having 1-S carbon
atoms; halo; amino; alkylamino; dialkylanuno; phenylamtno

A

and substituted phenylamino wherein the substituent b nitro,
halo or lower alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms; and the quater-
nary ammonium and acid addition salts thereof, acylamino
wherein the acyl group is derived fh>m a lower alkanoic acid
having 1-8 carbon atoms or firom benzoic acid or substituted
benzoic acid wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or lower
alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms; —OCONHR wherein R is

hydrogen or lower alkyl; and when X is hydroxy, Y is cyano;
lower alkyl; lower alkenyl; lower alkynyl; propadienyl; benzyl,
substituted benzyl wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or
lower alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms; phenyl; substituted
phenyl wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or lower alkyl
having 1-S carbon atoms; and Ri is 0x0; thioxo; hydroxyimino;
alkoxyimino; phenyloxyimino and substituted phenyloxyimino
wherein the substituent is nitro, halo or lower alkyl having 1-S
carbon atoms; acyloxyimino wherein the acyl group u derived
from a lower alkanoic acid having 1-8 carbon atoms or from
benzoic acid or substituted benzoic acid wherein the substitu-
ent is nitro, halo, or lower alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms;
hydrazono; alkylhydrazono; phenylhydrazono or substituted

phenylhydrazono wherein the substituent is halo, nitro and
lower alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms; phenylsulfonylhy-
drazono or substituted phenylsulfonylhydrazono wherein the
substituent is halo, nitro, or lower alkyl having 1-S carbon
atoms; carbamoylhydrazono; dialkoxy; methylenyl; alkylide-

nyl; alkylimino; or phenylimino and substituted phenylimino
wherein the substituent is halo, nitro, or lower alkyl having 1-S
carbon atoms;

R4 is hydrogen; methyl or methylenyl;

R5 is hydrogen; hydroxy; hydroperoxy or —OCOR'"
wherein R'" is lower alkyl;

R7 is hydrogen; hydroxy; lower alkoxy; or —OCOR'"
wherein R'" is lower alkyl;

Rs is —COOH and the ammonium and alkali metal and
alkaline earth metal salts thereof; —CH2OH; —CHO;
cyano; and —COOR' wherein R' is lower alkyl, cycloal-
kyl, phenyl and substituted phenyl wherein the substituent
is halo, nitro or lower alkyl having 1-S carbon atoms;
-COa or —CONH2.

11. A method of interrupting pregnancy which comprises
•dministering to female animals a pregnancy interrupting ef-

fective amount ofa compound ofclaim 1 in a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier.

12. A method of inducing uterine contractions which com-
prises administering to a female animal a uterine contraction
inducing effective amount of a compound of claim 1 in a phar-
maceutically acceptable carrier.
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Wherein one of Ri and R2 represents a hydrogen atom and the
other represents a hydroxy group.

4379366
63-METHANO.PGI2 ANALOGUES

Masaki Hayashi; Yoahitaka Konishi, botii of Takatanki, and
Yoahinobu Aral, Toyonaka, all of Japan, assignors to Ono
Phannacentical Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Diilsioa of Ser. No. 025,096, Mar. 29, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Jan. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 113302

Claims priority, implication Japan, Mar. 31, 1978, 53-037952:
No?. 10, 1978, 53-137867

Int a.J O07C 177/Oa 59/46: AOIK 31/557
VS. a 424-305 40 Qaims

1. A prostaglandin I2 analogue of the formula:

COOR>

wherein the symbol between the carbon atoms in posi-
tions S and 6 represents a single or double bond, Y represents
ethylene or trans-vinylene. R' represents a hydrogen atom, a
straight- or branched<hain alkyl group containing from 1 to 12
carbon atoms, ar aralkyl group containing from 7 to 12 carbon
atoms, a cycloalkyl group containing from 4 to 7 carbon atoms
unsubstituted or substituted by at least one straight- or
branched-chain alkyl group containing from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, a phenyl group unsubstituted or substituted by at least

one chlorine atom, trifluoromethyl group, alkyl group contain-
ing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl group, a —CmH2.
»»iCOOR' group, wherein m represents an integer of from 1 to
12 and R^ represents a straight- or branched-chain alkyl group
containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, a —C«H2;,OR' group,
wherein n represents an integer of from 2 to 12 and R« repre-
sents a hydrogen atom or a straight- or branched-chain alkyl
group containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or a

4379365
M<4 AND ISOM'4 DERIVATIVES THEIR PREPARATION

AND COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM
AUra Terahara, and Minora Tanaka, botii of Hiromachi, Japan,
aaignors to Saakyo Company, Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FOed Apr. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 372,696
Oaima priority, appUcation Japan, May 7, 1961, 5648646

lat a^ C07D 309/30: A61K 31/365
VS. CL 424—279 10 n«if

1. The tetrahydro-M-4 or tetrahydro-IsoM-4 compound of
formula (I):

-C^2i.N:
-Rio

group, wherein R^ and R'^, which may be the same or differ-

ent, each represents a straight- or branched-chain alkyl group
containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and n is as hereinbefore
defined, R^ represents a hydrogen atom or a hydroxy-protect-
ing group which is eliminated under acidic or alkaline condi-
tions selected from the group consisting of tetrahydropyran-
2-yl, tetrahydrofuran-2-yl, tetrahydrothiopyran-2-yl, 1-ethox-
yethyl, (l-methoxy-l-methyl)ethyl, 1-methoxycyclohexyl,
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(l-iiiethoxy.l-phenyl)ethyl, trimethyUUyl, triethylsUyl, tri-n-

butyWIyl, tert-butyldimethylsUyl, tribenzyUilyl, triphenylsUyl,
acetyl, chloroacetyl, dichloroacetyl, trichloroacetyl, trifluoro-

acetyl, propionyl, benzoyl, p-phenylbenzoyl, and naphthyloyl,
R^ represents a hydrogen atom or a hydroxy*protecting group
which is eliminated under acidic conditions selected from the
group consisting of tetrahydropyran-2-yl, tetrahydrofuran-
2.yl, tetrahydrothiopyran.2.yl, 1-ethoxyethyl, (l-methoxy-l-
methyl)ethyl, 1-methoxy-cyclobexyl, (l-methoxy-l -phenyl-
)ethyl, trimethylsilyl, triethylsilyl, tri-n-butylsilyl, tert-butyl-

dimethylsilyl, tribenzylsilyl, and triphenylsUyl, R* represents a
hydrogen atom or a methyl or ethyl group, R* represents a
cydoalkyl group containing from 4 to 7 carbon atoms unsub-
stituted or substituted by at least one straight- or branched-
chain alkyl group containing from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, the
wavy line attached to the carbon in position IS repre-
sents a- or /3-configuration or a mixture thereof and when

represents a double bond, the double bond between
Cs-Cfi is E, Z or a mixture thereof, and when represents
a single bond, the absolute configuration of Q is R, S or a
mixture thereof and, when R2 and R^ represent hydrogen
atoms, cyclodextrin clathrates of such acids and esters and,
when R', R2 and R5 represent hydrogen atoms non-toxic salts

thereof and, when R^ represents a

USE OF LACroSE-HYDROLYZED WHEY IN CHEWING
GUM

Abraham I. Bakal, Panippuy, NJ„ and Tommy L. Croaman,
Coraing. N.Y^ aarignon to Coming GHaai Works, ComiBg,
N.Y.

Filed Mar. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 472,734
IBL CLi A23G 3/30

UA a. 426-3 18 aaim
1. A chewing gum which comprises:
(a) a gum base component;
(b) a sweetening, plasticizing, and emulsifying component

comprising from about 0.S to about 60 percent by weight
of a whey or a whey fraction which has a protein content
of from about 2 to about 90 percent on a dry weight basis,
and which has been lactose hydrolysed such that at least
about 30 percent of the lactose, content of from about 5 to
about 85 percent on a dry weight basis, has been hydro-
lyzed; and

(c) a soluble sweetener component, and a flavoring compo-
nent, as required.

-C^2iil<'
R»

Rio

group in which n, R' and R'O are as hereinbefore defined,
non-toxic acid addition salts thereof.

4,479,967
METHOD OF LOWERING INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE

WTTHIBUTEROL
Max WilhetaD, Watchuig, NJ., assignor to Oba-Gcigy Corpora-

tioB, Ardaley, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,642
lat a^ A61K 31/225

U.S.a 424-313 10 Claims
1. An intraocular pressure lowering ophthalmic pharmaceu-

tical compoation for topical application to the eye of a mam-
mal comprising a sterile isotonic aqueous solution of pH 5-8
comprising about 0.025 to 0.5% of 2-tert-butylamino-l-(3,5-

diisobutyryloxyphenyl)-ethanol or an ophthahnically accept-
able salt thereof in combination with an ophthahnically accept-
able bufTering agent as required to maintain pH, an effective
concentration of an ophthahnically acceptable preservative
and an ophthahnically acceptable neutral salt for adjusting
osmotic pressure u required to render the solution isotonic.

4«479,968

CONTROL OF ECTOPARASITIC INFESTATIONS OF
ncs

William B. Hynao, Kanpton Park; John Hoy, Johannesburg,
and Philippas J. ?an Raaabofg, Randbarg, aU of South Africa,
aaripMM tone WcUconc FooadatioBI^ London, En^and

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,327
CUm priority, appliotioa Sooth Africa, Oct 17, 1980,

80/6408

IM. a.3 A61K 31/135
UJS.a424-330 7CI«lm8

1. A method for control of ectoparasitic infestations of pigs,
consisting essentially of the topical application to a localized
area of the pig's body surface of a pesticidal composition con-
sisting essentially of an aliphatic hydrocarbon oil as the only
organic hydrocarbon oil and a nonsystemic acting pesticidal
compound selected from the class consisting of organochlo-
rine, organophosphate, pyrethroid and formamidine com-
pounds.

4»479,970
PROCESS FOR REMOVING NATURAL COLORANTS

FROM WINE
Howard H. Weetall, Big Flata, N.Y., anignor to Coming Glass
Works, Comhig, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 485,477
Int CL^ A23B 7/Oa- C12G 1/Oa 1/02

VJS.a 426-253 5 n.i^
1. A process for reducing the color of a wine comprising:
(a) immobilizing gelatin to form an insoluble composite;
(b) contacting wine or a wine precursor fluid selected from

grape juice or grape must with the immobilized gektin
composite; and

(c) separating the fluid from the insoluble composite.

4^79,971
GLYCERIDE FAT BASED CLOUDS FOR

READY>TO>DRINK BEVERAGES
Jean L. Eng, Oshawa, and Kathken M. Maekcaiie, AJax, both

of Canada, assignors to General Foods Inc^ Onteio, Quada
Filed No?. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,006
Int a^ A23L 2/Oa 2/02 3/34

VS. CL 426—330 ig Cbdms
12. A method of producing a bland, colorless, glyceride fat

based clouding emulsion comprising:

(a) forming a solution or dispersion of 10% to 30% by
weight gum arabic in water and heating said solution or
dispersion above 40* C. to 65* C;

(b) heating a glyceride fat selected from the group consisting
of soy stearin and cocoa butter to a temperature above 40*

C. to 65* C;
(c) combining the solution or dispersion of gum arabic of

step (a) with the heated glyceride fat ofstep (b) in amounts
wherein the gum arabic to glyceride fat ratio from 3:1 to
5:1 by weight;

(d) emulsifying the combination of step (c) by subjecting the
combination to homogenization presiures of from 3,000 to
7,000 psig.

4,479,972

FLAVOR AND MOUTHFEEL CHARACTER IN
FOODSTUFFS BY THE ADDTTION OF BITTER

PRINCIPLES
Robert J. Sonknp, and 1lM«ai H. Pviinent, both ofNew aty,

N.Y., aasignors to Gaieral Foods Cwporatkm, White Plaiaa,
N.Y.

Filed Job. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 394^035

l^CL^hXSL 2/38, 1/04
U.S.a426—536 ITCbdM

1. A method ofproducing an enhanced flavor unpact and an
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improved mouthfed character in a lemon-flavored, lemonade-
flavored, or orange-flavored foodstuffcomprising the addition
ofa citrus Uttering agent selected from the group consisting of
limonin, nomilin, naringin and combinations thereof in an
amount of from 0.1 ppm to 50 ppm on an as-consumed basis.

4,479,973

GELLED MILK COMPOSITIONS
Edward J. Holley, Banbury, Eni^and, aaaipior to General Foods

Limited, Banbury, England

Filed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,984
Int a^ A23L 1/04

UAa 426-573 7 Clahns
1. A UHT processed physically stable gelled milk composi-

tion comprising the following by weight:

4,479,976

HARDENED BUTFERFAT IN MARGARINE FAT
BLENDS

Gabria J. T. Lansbenen, s^raTeaande, and Joaephos M. A.
Kempa, Udeahoat, both of Netheriaada, aaaigaors to Lerar
Brothers Coavaay, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,904
Claiais priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 9, 1981,

8127262
.-.K.

. ,

Int a^ A23D 5/00
UA CL 426-607 i Qaim

1. Margarine fat blends, in which 10 to 100% by weight of
the fat blends consist of substantially saturated triglycerides
obtained from hardened butterfat having a carbon number
preselected for margarine fat blends ranging from 24-42,
which comprise 2 fatty acid residues having each 16 carbon
atoms or more and 1 fatty acid residue having 2 to 8 carbon
atoms.

Milk

Sugar

Dried Fat Emulsion
Modified Starch

Gum Blend
^

loti-cansgeeun

Xsnthangum

80-94.1%

5-10%
ao-10%
0.3-3%

0.13-0.3%

0.0-0.3%

herein the gum blend further comprises a component se-

lected firom the group locust bean gum, 0.0-0.2% and guar
gum 0.0-0.2%, with gelatin, 0.0-0.5% and said gum blend
is at least 0.1%, by weight of said composition.

4,479,974

AMINO ACIDS AS DRY BEVERAGE MIX INGREDIENTS
Aoae F. Sehenz, Haworth, NJ., assignor to General Foods

Corponrtion, White Phdas, N.Y.

Filed Oct 19, 1982, Ser. No. 435,162

Int a^ A23L 2/00
UAa 426-590 16 daims

1. A method of producing an enhanced flavor impact and
unproved mouthfeel character in a fruit-flavored beverage
which consists essentially of combining with a sugar-sweet-

ened fruit-flavored beverage, an amino acid selected from the
group consisting of 1-proline, 1-asparagine, 1-aspartic acid,

1-arginine, y-amino-n-butyric acid, 1-alanine, 1-glutamine and
combinations thereof in an effective amount sufficient to pro-

duce an enhanced flavor impact and improved mouthfeel
character.

4,479,977

METHOD OF PREPARING HEAT RESISTANT
LECITHIN RELEASE AGENT

Gregory L. Daahiell, and William E. Proaise, both of Fort
Wayne, lad^ aasignors to Cntral Soya Company, Inc., Fort
Wayne, Ind.

FUed Dec 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454346
Int a^ A23J 7/02: A23D 5/00

UA a. 426—609 4 Oninu
1. A method of preparing a lecithin-based release product

comprising acylating lecithin with an organic anhydride to
provide an acylated lecithin having less than about 1.2 mg
nitrogen per gram of said acylated lecithin, adding an alkaU
hydroxide to said acylated lecithin to achieve a pH in the range
of about 7.5 to about 9.0 in the pH adjusted acylated lecithin,

drying said pH adjusted acylated lecithin and adding thereto a
mixture of soy fatty acids and edible oils to achieve a visually
clear product having a viscosity of about 1,000 to 10,000 centi-

poise, a percent acetone insolubles of about 50 to about 66 and
an acid value of less than about 36 effective to increase the
resistance to heat induced darkening.

4,479,975

FRUIT FLAVORED BEVERAGES
AUaa S. Siriwniak, Mt Vernon, N.Y., and Anne F. Sehenz,
Haworth, NJn anignors to General Foods Coiponrtion,

White Phdna, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 457,816

Int a? A23L 2/00
U.S.a 426-590 12 Chdms

1. A method for producing an acidic fruit-flavored beverage
with an enhanced flavor impact and improved mouthfeel char-

acter comprising the addition of a protein hydrolyzate to said

beverage, said protein hydrolyzate being blimd, possessing no
q>preciable off-flavors or ofT-odors and said hydrolyzate being

soluble in water a pH 2.5 to 4, said hydrolyzate being present

in amounts from about 0.1 to about 1 gram per liter on an
as-consumed basis.

4,479,978

BALANCED FEEDINGSTUFFS FOR RUMINANTS, AND
THE METHOD FOR THEIR PRODUCnON

Andrea Robertiello, Rome; Leoaello Angelhii, Monterotondo,
and Lodwig Degen, Rome, all of Italy, assignors to EJSJ.
Ente Nazionale Idrocarbori, Rome, Italy

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,465
Claims priority, appUcatioa Italy, Feb. 13, 1981, 19718 A/81

Int a.3 A23K 1/00
U.S. a. 426—636 3 Claims

1. A method of producing a nutritionally balanced feeding-
stufT for ruminants, said method consisting essentially of com-
bining alkali treated straw in an amount effective to balance up
to 60% of concentrated desalinated spent sugarbeet pulp said

feedingstufr also containing added com meal and dicalcium
phosphate.

4,479,979

METHOD FOR INDICATING AN INSUFFICIENT LEVEL
OF YARN FINISH

James M. Prober, Centrerille, Dd., aaaigBor to E. I. Du Pont de
Nemoors and Company, Wihnington, Del.

Filed Dec 19, 1983, Ser. No. 563,051

Int a.} B05D 7/00- GOIK 13/00
U.S. a. 427—9 2 n««i—

1. The method of indicating a lower level of finish on a yam
than an essentially constant level appUed to the yam, said

essentially constant level being represented by a set point
ampUtude, said method comprising: passing the yam over a
stationary-surfsced machine element; measuring the tempera-
ture of said machine element; generating a signal proportional
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thickiiess change^kxLRf/R/

where

k=a constant;

ARr=the incremental increase of the variable resistor
means; and

R/^ fixed resistor value;

and wherein the plating rate is computed as a function of
thickness change during an interval divided by the elapsed
time of the interval.

tude exceeds said set point amplitude, thereby indicating a
lower level of finish than said essentially constant level.

M793«0
PLATING RATE MONITOR

Rani E. Acoata, White Plaias, aod Edwaid J. Yarmchok, Par-
dys, both of N.Y^ aarignon to loteniatioiial Bnaincsi Ma-
chiMa Corporatkm, Armook, N.Y.

Filed Dec 16, 19S3, Scr. No. 562,390
lat a' C33C S/Oa 3/02

UAa 437-10 Mdafaia

-«
j CttT [

J*

=K"

v^yf

mtiMv •, mmtt m>\y

**"'.|mcvuw Ksl

10. In a method for continuously monitoring a plating pro-
cess with a Wheatstone bridge comprising:

first and second resistor branches of substantially identical
resistive characteristics connected across bridge input
terminals;

variable resistor means connected in circuit as a third bridge
branch;

a fixed resistor connected in circuit as a fourth bridge
branch, the third and fourth branches connected across
the input terminals;

bridge output terminals defined

(a) between the first and second branches and
(b) between the third and fourth branches,

the method including the steps:

subjecting only the first and second branches to an environ-
ment in which an object undergoes plating;

measuring the bridge output voltage as plating progresses;
detecting the instant when the bridge becomes substantially

balanced;

incrementing the variable resistor means by a preselected
amount for unbalancing the bridge as pkting of the first

branch and the object continues;

measuring the time interval between successive balanced
bridge conditions;

4,479,981 I

WATER-BORNE HARD COATING COMPOSITIONS AND
PROCESSES THEREFOR

Jonathan K. Winters, PortnMMith, Ohio, aodFM B. Smn, m,
MobOe, AbL, aaaignors to AaUaod Ol, Inc^ AaUand, Ky

Filed May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 374,467
The portion of the tern of this patent anbaeqncBt to Aar. 24.

2001, has been Mm^MmtrH
Int a' C04B 9/OZ- B05D J/08, 1/20, 1/00

MS,a 427-27 41 cm^
1. An anti-corrosive, storage stable, rapidly drying, emulsi-

fied oU m water and water reducible and disposible coating
composition having a pH in the range of 7.0 to 10, and capable
of appUcation and flow on a solid substrate, comprising:

(a) about 0.5 to 30% by weight of organic wax components
having a melting point above about 50* C; said wax con-
taining ester groups;

(b) about to 30% ofa polyol ester derived firom the polyes-
ter of one of:

stearic acid, isostearic acid, oleic acid and hmolinic acid,
and a polyol selected ftom the group consisting of:
neopentyl glycol, trimethylol propane, pentaerythritol
and dipentaerythritol;

(c) about 0.S to 6% of a surfactant;

(d) about 10 to 30% of a coupUng agent, comprising a
C5-C30 liquid hydrocarbon coupling component and
C2-C20 alcohol in a ratio of between 1:1 and 10:1 by
weight, respectively, selected firom the group consisting
of:

mineral spirits, kerosene, 140-solvent, ethylene glycol
ether, butyl cellosolve, diethylene glycol monoethyl
ether, ethylene glycol monopropyl ether, propyl cello-
solve, ethyl cellosolve, diethylene glycol monoethyl
ether, ethylene glycol monoacetate, diethylene glycol
monoproprionate, diethylene glycol monoacetate,
propylene glycol monoacetate, ethanol, isopropanol
and isobutanol.

(e) about 30 to 97% of water.

4,479,982
METHOD FOR PRODUCING A LYOPHOBIC LAYER

Kenth NUaaon, Akenberga, Sweden, and Rolf Schnlte, Eriaagen,
Fed. Rep. of Gennany, aarignon to Siemens Aktiengesell-
achaft, Berlin A Mnoich, Fed. Rep. ofGemny

Filed Apr. 18, 1983, Scr. No. 486,004
Oaian priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcmany, Apr. 21,

IM. a^ B05D 3/14
UA CL 427-41 « ciafaM

1. A method ofproducing a lyophobic layer on surfaces ofa
jet-orifice carrier of a recording device functioning with fluid
droplets, comprising:

positioning at least one jet-orifice carrier in an operational
pressure<ontrollabIe glow discharge chamber having a
means for producing a glow discharge therein, said means
being connected to a controllable h^-frequency energy
source, said chamber being connected to a controllable
source of a gaseous organic compound;

fi
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feeding said gaseous organic compound into said chamber,
and

providing a high frequency energy in the range from about
0.

1 to 30 megahertz to said means so that a high firequen-
cy/low pressure glow discharge occurs within said cham-
ber and a lyophobic layer is directly produced on surfaces
of said jet-orifice carrier.

4,479,983

METHOD AND COMPOSmON FOR APPLYING
COATINGS ON PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Bend K. Appelt, ApalaeUn; George P. Scfamitt, Vcctal, and
John F. Shipley, Eodwell, aU of N.Y., aadgnon to Interna-
tional BnsincM MacUnca CorporatioB, Amonk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,231

Int. a.3 B05D i/00
MS.a 427-54.1 25 daims

1. Method offorming a solder mask on a high density printed
circuit board comprising:

(a) preparing a photopolymerizable composition consisting

of a phenoxy resin, a thickening agent, a polyethylenically

unsaturated compound, a photoinitiator, a solvent, and a
reaction product of a monoethylenically unsaturated car-

boxylic acid with a material of the group consisting of
bis-phenol A-based epoxy resins and epoxidized novolaks,

and wherein the in^edients are mixed according to the
viscosity of the composition required for a desired screen-

ability and curabiUty of said composition, and the desired
thickness and hardness of the solder mask to be produced,

(b) screen printing said photopolymerizable composition
onto a printed circuit board,

(c) bUmket illuminatihg said appUed composition in order to
partially polymerize it to at least the point at which bleed-
ing in of said applied composition is inhibited and resolu-

tion u retained, and
(d) baking said applied composition to complete the poly-

merization.

14. Composition for producing coatings on printed circuit

boards consisting of a phenoxy resin, a thickening agent, a
polyethylenically unsaturated compound, a photoinitiator, a
solvent and a reaction product of a monoethylenically unsatu-
rated carboxylic acid with a material of the group consisting of
bis-phenol A-based epoxy resins and epoxidized novolaks.

(A) bisphenol-A-diglycidylether diacrylate resin; and op-
tionally

(B) a urethane resin;

and further comprises at least one diluent selected from the
group consisting of:

(I) a mixture of penta and quadradecylmethylaneglycol
diacrylate;

(J) 1.10 decamethyleneglycol diacrylate;

(K) polyethylene^ycol (200) dimethacrylate. (

4,479,985

METHOD FOR CLEANING AND CLEARING PLASTIC
SURFACES

JefTerMM K. AUea, 10 HaU A?e., Naahna, NJl. 03060
Cootiaoatioa of Ser. No. 973,400, Dec 26, 1978, abudooed.

niia application Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,489
Int a.3 B05D 5/06

MS. a. 427-164 7 daims
1. A method for cleaning and preventing clouding of trans-

parent methylmethacrylate sheets which includes:
coating the surface of the sheet with a formulation which

consists essentially of a non-volatile oil-monomer modi-
fied alkyd resin, the monomer selected from the group
consisting of styrene, vinyl toluene, urethane and acrylic
monomers; and a volatile solvent, the solvent being a
petroleum distillate having a boiling point range between
150*-190* C, the non-volatile resin comprising 22-29%
by weight of the formulation and the volume volatile
solvent comprising 78-71% by weight of the formulation
to form a clear film which prevents clouding of the acry-
late sheet.

/

4,479,986

IMPREGNATION OF METAL CASTINGS
Thomas W. Joday, New BerUa, Wis., aaaigBor to Inprex, lac,
Milwaokcc Wia.

FOed Job. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,835
iBt a.3 B05D 3/00; C23C 13/08

VS. CL 427—295 12 ririif

4,479,984

RADIATION CURABLE MULTIFILAMENT COMPOSITE
Nicha Lcfy, Atlanta, and Paihhnbhai D. Patel, Dimwoody, both

of Ga., asdgnora to ATAT BcU Laboratories, Murray HiU,
N.J.

FDed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,576
lat n.3 B05D 3/06

U.S. CI. 427—54.1 13 Oaims

fuun«i 102

1. A method of making a composite material comprising
passing through a coating means at least one bundle compris-
ing a muItipUcity of filaments, thereby impregnating the bun-
dle with a Uquid material, and exposing at least a pari of the

impregnated portion of the bundle to actinic radiation to at

least partially cure the Uquid coating material, characterized in

that the liquid coating material comprises:

12. A method for impregnating metal castings with liquid

sealant comprising the steps of:

(1) providing an impregnation vessel partially filled with
liquid sealant,

(2) loading metal castings inside the vessel in a first position
in which they are out of contact with the liquid sealant

and then developing a vacuum inside the vessel while the
castings are in the first position,

(3) moving the metal castings into the liquid sealant for

impregnation therewith after a suiuble vacuum has been
developed inside the vessel,

(4) returning the castings to the first position after impregna-
tion with Uquid sealant,

(5) routing die castings afW being returned to the first

position to remove excess liquid sealant therefrom, and
thernfter removing impregnated metal castings from the ves-
sel for subsequent curing of the Uquid sealant.
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PROCESS AND AN APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING
FREE-FALLING UQUID CURTAINS

Ginthcr Koepkc, Odeathal; Him Fkcnkcn, Odeothal-Osemui;
Hdorkh BanBMiu, and Kurt Browatiid, both of LcTerkaseo,U of Fod. Rep. of Gonuny, asdgnon to Agh-Gcraert Ak-
ticagewllschaft, LeircrinMa, Fed. Rep. of GcraMny

Filed Dec 21, 1983, Ser. No. S63,817
Oaim priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Gcmuy, Jan. 4.

1983,3300150

Irt. a' B05D J/34. 1/30
VS.a 4r—402 12 OaiBtt

4,479,989

FLEXIBLE CONTAINER MATERIAL
Mohan S. Mahal, Pleaaant Hill, CaUf., anignor to Cotter Labo-

ratories, Incn Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,303
Int a^ B32B 1/OZ- B65D 65/38

UAa 428-35 14 OaiBtt

1. A process for stabilizing five-falling liquid curtains which
comprise one or more layers, in the curtain coating of webs of
objects advancing continuously past a coating station, charac-
terized in that the free-falling curtain formed at the coating
edge ofa coater is laterally guided by the use of curtain holders
from which an additional liquid issues towards and combines
with the curtain, triangular stabilizing liquid bridges between
the curtain and the curtain holders being formed from the
coating edge to the point at which the curtain impinges on the
layer support

4*479,988

SPACER BAR FOR DOUBLE GLAZING
Oarles D. Dawaon, Wiochcombe, EngiaiHi, aaaignor to Reddi*

plex Limited, Droitwich, England
Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,707

OaioH priority, appUcatioa United Kingdom, JoL 2, 1981,
8120416

Int aj E06B 3/24; B32B 3/20
U.S.a428-34 4Ci«fatt

1. A q)acer bar for double glazing comprising a hollow
extrusion of polycarbonate material incorporating reinforcing
filler of glass fibre.

1. A flexible film material, comprising:
(a) a first component of 30-90% linear low density polyeth-

ylene material having a density of 0.918-0.940 g/cm^ and
a melting point less than 12S* C;

(b) a second component of 10-70% of styrene-ethylenebuty-
lene-styrene block copolymer;

(c) said components being selected and proportioned so that
a flexible film container may be manufactured therefh>m
and sterilized at temperatures up to 120* C.

4,479,990
ARC AND TRACK RESISTANT ARTICLES UTILIZING

PHOTOSENSITIVE SAG RESISTANT
CYCLOALIPHATIC EPOXY RESIN COATING

COMPOSITIONS
George D. Dixon, Needham, Mass.; Howard E. Sannders, Mnr-

rysriUe, Pa.; Smith A. Game, Hampton, S.C., and Newton N.
Goldberg, Penn Hills Township, Allegheny COmty, Pa., as-
signors to Westinghoose Electric Co., Pittrimrgh, Pa.

Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,441
Int as C08K 3/10; C08L 63/00; HOIB 3/40

U.S. CL 428—36 20 dains
1. A photosensitive, sag resistant, arc and track resistant

composition consisting essentially of the admixture of:

(1) 100 parts by weight of a coating composition consisting
essentially of:

(A) 100 parts by weight of a cycloaliphatic epoxy resin,

(B) about 30 to about ISO parts by weight ofa flexibilizing

agent for the epoxy resin, selected firom the group con-
sisting of polyazelaic polyanhydride, hexahydro-
phthalic anhydride and mixtures thereof,

(Q about ISO to about 290 parts by weight of a filler

promoting arc and track resistance, and
(D) about 10 parts to about 7S parts by weight ofAI2O3 as

sole thixotroping agent, to which is added,

(2) an amount of a photosensitive compound efTective to
initiate gelation within the admixture with ultraviolet light

exposure where the photosensitive compound is selected
from the group consisting of:

(a) from about 1.0 part to about 4.0 parts by weight of
acrylic resin, containing an eflfective amount of free

radical photoinitiator,

(b) from I.O part to 3.0 parts by weight of polyester resin,

containing an effective amount of free radical photoini-

tiator,

(c) from 1.0 part to S.O parts by weight of acrylourethane
resin, containing an effective amount of free radical

photoinitiator,

(d) from 0.0s part to 8.0 parts by weight of polythiolene
resin, containing an effective amount of firee radical

photoinitiator,

(e) from about 1.0 part to about IS.O parts by weight of a
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non-reactive plasticizer, containing an effective amount
of cationic photoinitiator, and

(f) from about O.OS part to about 3.0 parts by weight of
cationic photoinitiator;

said photosensitive, sag resistant composition being charac-
terized as resistant to sag upon application to a surface,
and as having crack resistance and chemical and physical
resistance to arced SFe upon cure.

considerable part of its surface area thereby to conform to the
functional shape of the surface facing the passenger compart-
ment

4,479,991

PLASTIC COATED LAMINATE
Fred E. Thompson, Qnlnton, Va., assignor to ATAT Technolo-

gies, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,431

Int a.3 B32B 3/24
VJS.a 428-76 11 Claims

4,479,993

PATIENT SUPPORT MEANS
Darid R. James, Tiriey, Enghmd, assignor to James Industries

Ltd., Gloucester, England

FUed Oct 14, 1982, Ser. No. 434,237
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct 16, 1981,

Int a.3 B32B 23/02
U.S.a 428-193 12 Claims

1. A plastic coated laminate which comprises:
an electrically nonconductive board;
an integrally formed layer of metal bonded to and covering

substantially one major surface of the board to produce a
laminate substrate;

at least one relief hole formed through only the layer of
metal with a solid surface portion of the one major surface
exposed by the relief hole to form an imperforate base
surface for the relief hole; and

a layer of plastic resin which encapsulates the laminate
substrate, including the integrally formed layer of metal
which covers substantially the one major surface of the
board, and which is located in the relief hole and on the
imperforate base surface to form a plastic coated laminate.

4,479,992

SOUND ABSORBING STRUCTURAL ELEMENT
WiUy Hieseker, Alheim-Helnebach, Fed. Rep. of Germany;

Robert Vignal, Gaillon/F/Moacient, and Guy Ferrand, Trial
snr Seine, both of France, assignors to Matec Holding AG,
Knsaacht, Switzerland

Continoation of Ser. No. 267,733, May 28, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Sep. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 532,803

Int CL^ B32B 3/12. 3/02
VS.a 428-116 3 Claims

1. Patient support means comprismg a net, in or for a net
bed, said net having a lengthwise extensibility of between 17%
and 3S% a widthwise extensibility of between 4% and 12%
and a ratio of lengthwise to widthwise extensibilities of be-
tween 3 and 6, the net being manufactured from a heat-settable
thermoplastics material which is heat set to provide satisfac-

tory "memory" such that it does not take a substantially per-
manent set under normal patient loading.

4,479,994
WIDE BAND ENERGY ABSORBING CAMOUFLAGE

BLANKET
Richard M. Berg, Stafford, Va., assignor to The United States of
America as Represented by the Secretary of the Army, Waah-
ington, D.C.

FUed May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 495^61
Int a^ B32B 5/18. 5/22

U.S. a. 428-195 9 Claims

« i«

1. A sound-absorbing self-supporting roof-liner for the sheet
metal roofs of automotive vehicles comprising a support layer
having covering layers on each of its two outer faces, at least

one said covering layer being permeable to air, the support
layer being an open-cell honeycomb structure of impregnated
cardboard or craft paper with cells extending substantially

traversely to the faces, a said air permeable layer comprising a
nonwoven resin-bonded fibrous felt one said layer being a
decorative layer of textile material or porous PVC foil, said

support layer together with its covering layers moulded to the

contours of the sheet metal of a vehicle roof and compacted
and shaped to less than the support layer thickness over a

1. A lightweight, foldable, wide band energy-absorbing
camouflage blanket adaptable to be placed over operating
equipment to absorb sound and heat emanating therefrom and
to absorb radar waves incident thereon, said blanket compris-
ing:

at least one sheet of heavy duty, abrasion-resistant fabric;

said fabric sheet being provided with a rows-and-columns
matrix of individual laminated polygonal panels supported
thereon;

said individual panels being of the Jaumann type comprising
layers of diverse energy-absorbing materials arranged in
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oaoibinatkm with each other and with said fabric sheet soM to absorb incident broad band radar waves, and to also
absorb and reduce heat and sound eamiMting from pro-
tected equipment over and/or about which one or more of
said blanket is placed; and

at lent one exterior surface of said blanket fabric is charac-
toiMd to provide visual camouflage according to prede-
termined tactical environments.

'

4^79,995
PLAOTIC CARD HAVING METALUC LUSTER

Nortaolo SmU, and FkkakUro Hayakawa, both of Tokyo,
Japan, aasipMn to Dai Nippon laaatia KabwUki K»tA. m^
Taihal Kagaka SciUn KabwhU Kaiaha, both of, Japan

Fnad JaL IC 1M2, Ser. No. 39M74
,-2!!l!f«

'?***'• •99lkatkm Japan, JuL 21, 1981, 56-

I251SJ3'
°*- ^^ "**• 56-197149(11]; Dec 2d, 1981, 56-

1971S0PJ]

lit a^ G09F 3/OZ' G03C JJ/08
VACLAU^Ha lOOahns

1. A multilayer phutic card having metallic luster compris-
mg:

a colored phutic sheet having a light transmission density of
not less than 1.8;

metallic luster phutic sheets containing a metallic luster
pigment with said metallic luster plastic sheets laminated
on respective opposite surfaces of the colored pbstic
sheet; and

transparent plastic sheets laminated on respective outer
surfsces of the metallic luster pUntic sheets.

4i479t996
FORGERY.RESISTANT FILM AND METHOD OF USING

SAME

"Sr*.!i*!lf• **'"*"*^ "« Manfred Unger. ScUangen-
MO, both of Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, aasignors to Hoechst
Akticageadlachaft, Fhmkftvt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

DIfirion of Sar. No. 084,551, Oct IS, 1979, Pat No. 4,341,833.
Tlia appHcatioa JaL 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,574

^OatmrriM^, applieatiM Fed. Rep. of Gcraany, Nor. 4,

Irt. aJ B32B 7/OZ 27/36; GOIN 2J/02
U&a428-212 jOaima

anthene and the other film layer comprises as the dyestufT
N-(n-octadecyl>benzo [k,lj thioxanthene-3,4-dicarboximide.

4,479,997
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE FACSIMILE RECORDING

MATERIAL
DaTM C Mastersoo, and Warren G. Van Dora, both of Colnm*

baa, Ohki, aaaigBora to Exxon Reaearch A Engineering C6»
FIorhamPari^NJ.

««u«niigw,..

Filed JaL C, 1982, Ser. No. 395,100
Int CL3 B32B 5/16; GOID 15/24

UAa 428-212 nCUdma

1. An electric discharge transfer material comprismg:
(a) an electrically anisotropic support layer having electro-

conductive particles dispersed in a resin matrix and having
a volume resistance of at least 10^ ohm-cm and a surface
resistance between about lO* and about 10'« ohms per
square;

(b) a conductive layer having first and second surfaces hav-
ing a surface resistance of not more than lO* ohms per
square and a volume resistivity of not more than 102 ohm-
cm, wherein said support hiyer is disposed on said first

surface of said conductive layei^ and
(c) a transfer Uiyer disposed on said second surface of said

conductive Uyer comprising a hot melt resin having a
melting point betweeen about 25* C. and 150* C. that is

capable of melting and then separating from said second
surface of said conductive Uiyer and adhering to a receiv-
ing medium such that a desired pattern is formed on said
receiving medium.

1. A method of marking an article to provide protection
against forgery comprising the step ofapplying to the article to
be marked a fihn comprising a laminate comprised of two
transparent fihnsjoined to one another over their surface, each
of sakl fflms being oriented by stretching and being comprised
of a polyester reain and in admixture therewith an organic
dyeatuffwhich is heat stable at temperatures above about 260*
C, wherem one of the laminated transparent film Uyers com-
prises as the dyestufTanthraoeno [2, 1-m; 1,9 a-n; 9a, 9-al thiox-

4,479,996
PROCESS OF PRODUCING FIBRE-REINFORCED

SHAPED ARTICLES
Geoffrey R. Belbin, Welwyn, and Frederic N. Cognrell, Welwyn
Garden CHy, both of Eagfaud, aaiignorB to Imperial Chemical
iBdoatriea PLC, Hertfordahire, Vm^i^

VMtkM of Ser. No. 341,185, Jan. 20, 1982, Pat No. 4^9,085.
lUs application Aag. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 523,058

€3aiau priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 21, 198L
8101822

—•-«-. — .,«•*,

Int a.J B29C 5/00; B29D 27/00; C08F 47/14
UAa428-220 4Ctahna

3. An extruded, moulded, compacted, fibre-reinforced
shaped sheet comprising a thermophotic polymer and at least
50% by weight of fibres randomly and uniformly dispersed
throughout the polymer, the length of at least 50% by weight
of the fibres being in the range 10 mm-SO mm.

4. A shaped sheet as in chum 3 having a thickness up to 6
mm.
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4«479,999
FABRIC COMPRISED OF FUSIBLE AND INFUSIBLE
FIBERS, THE FORMER COMPRISWG A POLYMER

WHICH IS CAPABLE OF FORMING AN ANISOTROPIC
MELT PHASE

Alan Buckley, Berkeley Heighta, and Paul E. McMahon, Chat-
han, both of NJ., assignors to Cehueae Corporatioa, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368^1
Int a» B32B 27/lZ 27/36

UAa 428-245 34aaims
1. A fabric which exhibits thermal subility and chemical and

solvent resistance comprised of fiisible and infusible fibers, said
fusible fibers being thermally bonded to said infusible fibers
and comprised of a polymer which is capable of forming an
anisotropic melt phase.

8. The fabric of claim 1 wherein said polymer comprises a
melt processable wholly aromatic polyester which is capable
of forming an anisotropic melt phase and consists essentially of
the recurring moieties I, II, and III wherein:

layer, the barrier and the wd>, characterized in that said non-
woven fabric comprises, based on the weight of the nonwoven
fabric, 10 to 70% by weight of a regenerated ceUulose fiber, 5
to 60% by weight of a polyester fiber and 25 to 75% by weight
of a heat-bondable composite polyolefin fiber, and said web is

predominantly comprised of a polyester fiber.

4,480,001
ANTISTATIC LAMINATES CONTAINING METAL SALTS
Daniel L. Cannady, Jr., Allendale, and Halbcrt Maagh^ Vara-

riUe, both of S.C assigBors to WeetinidboaM Electric Corn.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 538,036
Int a^ B32B 3/00

VS. CI. 428-284 n Qalms

13'
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1. A static-dissipating laminate comprising:
(A) a bottom core layer, and
(B) a top decorative Uyer disposed on the core layer, where

the core and decorative layers comprise fibrous material
which is impregnated with a resin, and where at least the
decorative Uyer has metal salt distributed therethrough,
in an amount effective to provide a conductive path and to
dissipate sutic charges accumulating on the top of the
decorative layer.

wherein said polyester comprises approximately 30 to 70 mole
percent of moiety I and wherein at least some of the hydrogen
atoms present upon the rings optionally may be repUced by
substitution selected from the group consisting of an alkyl
group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group of 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, halogen, phenyl, substituted phenyl, and mixtures
thereof.

4,480,000

ABSORBENT ARTICLE
laao Watanabe; ToaUnobu KaaUwada, both of Chiba; Hiroahi

Snsnki, Sagamihara, and Jm^ Yoahii, Atsogl, all of Japan,
aaaignwa to Limi Corporation, Tokyo and Anne Company,
Ltd., Kanagawa, both of, Ji^an

FUed Jnn. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,632
Oahns priority, appUcation Japan, Jon. 18, 1981, 56-94178

Int CL3 A61F 13/00
U.S.a 428-284 6 Oahns

4,480,002

DYESTUFF-CONTADSING MICROSCOPIC CAPSULE
SUSPENSION FOR RECORD MATERIALS

Makoto Aaaao; Kiyohara Hasegawa, both of Yokohama;
HiroynU Akahori, Yokoaaka, and Michihiro Tsqjimoto, Ta-
chikawa, all of Japan, aasigBorB to Mitsai Toatsa flifirals.
Incorporated, ToIq^o, Japan

FUed Not. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 326,005
CUhns priority, application Japan, Dec 12, 1980, 55-174659

Int a^ B32B 3/26
U.S.a 428-402J 3 Qalms

1. DyestufT-containing microscopic capsule suspension for
record materials, which comprises in microscopic capsules a
lactone family dyestufT having formuU (I):

C

(D

c«o
>» y

1. An absorbent article comprismg (1) an absorbent layer, (2)
a barrier covering the Uteral faces and underneath face of the
absorbent Uyer, (3) a web placed on the top of the absorbent
Uyer and (4) a nonwoven fabric wrapped around the absorbent

wherein a, b, c and d are each a carbon atom or either one or
two atoms of said a, b, c and d are nitrogen atoms and the
remaining atoms are carbon atoms, said a, b, c and d can have
one or two substituent groups, adjacent a—b, b—c or c—

d

bond can form another ring, X and Y represent individually a
benzene, naphthalene or aromatic heterocycUc ring which can
include one or more subtituent groups, and X and Y can be the
same or difTerent and can be coupled together to form a ring;

and a metal ion sequestering agent in the microscopic ovules
or in a liquid medium wherein the capsules are suspended, the
water-soluble and organic metal ion sequestering agent being
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, N-hydroxyethyl-ethylenedU-
mine triacetic acid, diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, ni-
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trilotriacetic acid, triethylenetetramine hexaacetic acid, etha-
nol glycine, diethanol glycine, iminodiacetic acid, glycerole-
thotliamine tetraacetic acid, l,2-diaminopropane-N,N'-tetraa-
cetic acid, 1.3Kliaminopro|>an-2-ol-tetraacetic acid, N,N-dicar-
boxylmethylaminobarbituric acid, 1,2-dianiinocyclohexane
tetracarboxylic acid, tartaric acid, gluconic acid, citric acid,
saccharic acid, polyacrylic acid or Ugnin sulfonic acid, or an
alkali metal salt thereof.

M80,003
CONSTRUCTION FOR TRANSPARENCY FILM FOR

PLAIN PAPER COPIERS
Donald W. Edward^ Temoce J. Roncll, and Donald J. WO-

Uana, aU of St Panl, Mlnn^ anignon to Mlnncfota Mining
and MannliMtnring Conpuy, St Panl, Minn.

FUcd Sep. 20, 1M2, Ser. No. 419,721
Int a.i B32B 3/02; B05D 5/12; G03G 7/00

UAa.42>-329 18 Claims

1. In an optically tiwisparent film which can be electrostati-
cally imaged and which comprises

(a) a flexible, transparent, heat resistant polymeric (Urn base,
(b) a toner-receptive layer carried on a first major surface of

said fUm base, said toner-receptive layer having a surface
resistivity equal to or exceeding about 1 x 10>« ohms per
square,

(c) an electrically conductive layer comprising an electri-
cally conductive material carried on a second major sur-
face of said film base, the improvement wherein said
conductive material of said conductive layer does not
migrate to objects which come in contact with said con-
ductive layer, and said conductive layer further has a
surface resistivity of from about 1 x 10" ohms per square
to about 5X IQi^ ohms per square.

interactive hiyer, averaging about 5-500 Angstrom in thick-
ness, of silicon-free and heavy metal-free thermoplastic poly-
mers chemically bonded to its surface by covalent bonding.

M80,006
DISTANCE SHEETING FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF

MOLDS AND MODELS
Rudolf Rampf, Riederich, and Erich SoUner, Lehningen, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaslgBon to Oba-Gcigy GmbH, Ba*
den. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,425
Int a^ C09U 7/02

UA a. 428-343 5 claims
1. Distance sheeting which is stable, not subject to mechani-

cal influences, and has good adherence and separation proper-
ties with respect to positive mold forms for construction of
molds and models characterized by the fact that it has been
made by curing of 100 parts of weight of a material consisting
of 45 to 60 parts by weight of an internally plasticized epoxy
resin of low epoxide value within the range of from about 0.25
to about 0.35,

5-10 parts by weight of external plasticizer, and
35-45 parts by weight of a chalk globular-amorphous filler,

and

9 to 13 parts of weight of a polyamine curing agent

4,480007
ENAMEL HAVING IMPROVED COATABILITY AND
INSULATED ELECTIUCAL ARTICLES PRODUCED

THEREFROM
Denis R. Panae, Scotia, N.Y., aarignor to General Electric Com-

pany, Schenectady, N.Y.
DlTlaion of Ser. No. 183357, Sep. 3, 1980, abandoned, lids

appUcation May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380^09
Int a.^ B32B J5/08; C08G 73/10

VS.a 428-379 2 dalns

^480,004
MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM

Ftamlo Togawa, Ohtra; Talurto E^f—Mi*, Nlahinomiya, and
MfoaU Zaitaii. TakatmU, aU of Japui, assignors to Hitachi
Maxell, Ltdn Osaka, Japan

FUcd Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,302
Oalns priority, appUcatioB Japan, Sep. 24, 1981, 151468

Int a.) HOIF 10/02
UAa428-329 13CIalms

1. A magnetic recording medium which comprises a sub-
strate and a magnetic layer diereon, said magnetic layer con-
taining acicular magnetic metal particles having a particle size
of not more than 0.3;i, a squareness ratio in the vertical direc-
tion of said layer of not less than 0.4, a squareness ratio in tiie
lengthwise direction of said layer being not less than 0.57 and
a coercive force (He) in the lengthwise direction of 800 to
2,000 oenteds.

1. An insulated electrical article comprising a metallic con-
ductor covered peripherally with a wall of cured, insulating
polyetherimide resin wherein said wall contains a small
amount of nylon polymer admixed with said resin sufficient to
make the wall smooth.

4,480,005
THIN LAYER THERMOPLACTIC POLYMER BONDED
COVALENTLY AT ITS SURFACE TO A MINERAL

COMPONENT
noBis F. BrawBsconbe, Houston, Tex^ saslgnor to Shell Oil
Compaay, Houston, Tex.

DWsion of Ser. No. 257^34, Apr. 27, 1981, Pat No. 4,425,384.
nis appUcation Sep. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 529,251

Irt. CLi B05D 7/00; COOK 3/34. 3/00; B32B 27/08
UAa428-336 6Claims

1. A polymer reinforcing material consisting of a particulate
or filamentary mineral component having a thin polymer-

4,480008
SOLID POLYMER BINDERS FOR THERMOSEITING
POWDER COATING COMPOSITIONS, POWDER
COATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THESE
BINDERS AND METAL OBJECTS COATED WTTH

THESE COATING COMPOSTHONS
SUTestro Farroaato, Romano d'EszelIno, and Sergio Gazzea,
Bassano del Grappa, both of ItiUy, assignors to Hoeehst Ak*
tiengesellschaft Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 337,389, Jan. 6, 1982,

abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,450
aalms priority, appUcation Italy, Jan. 8, 1981, 19042 A/81

Int a.} B32B 27/4a' B05D 3/02
VS. CL 428-425J 15 Claims

4. An article coated with a thermosetting powder coating
composition comprising a homogeneous mixture of
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(I) a soUd polymer binder comprising a combination of (A)
a polyurethane prepolymer containing carboxyl groups,
formed by the foUowing reaction

X(M-H)+(OCN);r-R'-(NCX)),-KHOWR2-(-
COOH),r-
(MCONH)x-R>-(NHCOOV-R3-(COOH),

wherein

M—H is a blocking agent difTerent from oximes and contain-
ing one active hydrogen atom which is capable of reacting
with an isocyanate,

Rl and R^ are aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or aromatic groups
and x,y and n are equal or different integers being at least

1 and at most 15 and altogether at most 30 and containing
from 1 to 40% by weight of blocked isocyanate groups
and having an acid number in the range from 1 to 80, the
residual amount of free isocyanate groups not exceeding
0.5% by weight of free NCO, with (B) at least one com-
pound selected from the group consisting of homo- and
hetero-functional compounds either containing hydroxy
groups or being capable of producing hydroxy groups
such that in the cross-linked products the content of
COOH groups is not higher dian 0.718% referred to the
weight of component (A) and (B), with (II) at least one
additive selected from the group consisting of dyes, pig-

ments, fillers, flow agents thixotropic agents, additional

cross linking agents, catalysts and oxidation inhibitors.

13. An article as claimed in claim 4, wherein the substrate is

a metal.

Q is a substituted or unsubstituted aromatic group
Zis

o o o o o
rw c 1'

I'
" 1 «-0-, -S-. -S-. -S-. -SNH-. -HNS-. -HNC,

o o o

o o o
H II II—CNH— , —C—O— or —O—C—

D is unsubstituted or substituted hydrocarbylene;
R', R2, R3, R4 r5 and R' each independently is unsubsti-

tuted or substituted bydrocarbyl;

X, y and z each independenUy has a value from to 100.

4,480,010

METHOD AND COATING MATERIALS BY ION
PLATING

Yasutomo Sasannma, Kawagoe; Masao Koshi, Sayama; Temaki
Takahashi, Inuna; Sbotaro Shimizn, Konitachi; MItsagn
Emmioto, Higashikurume, and Yoqji YoaUkawa, Sayama, aU
of Japan, aasignors to Qtizen Watdi Co., Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 497,881
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jna. 18, 1982, 57-105155

Int a.3 B32B 15/04
VS.a 428—457 n Claims

4,480,009

SILOXANE<X>NTAINING POLYMERS
Abe Berger, Summit NJ., assignor to MAT Chemicals Inc.,

Woodbridge, NJ.
Difisiott of Ser. No. 216,599, Dec 14, 1980, Pat No. 4,395,527,
which is a cootlnBation-ln*part of Ser. No. 158,056, Jnn. 9, 1980,
abandooed, Ser. No. 174,400, Aug. 1, 1980, abandoned, Ser. No.
126,666, Mar. 3, 1980, abandoned, Ser. No. 205,120, No?. 10,

1980, abaadoned, and Ser. No. 051,699, Jan. 25, 1979,
abandoned, said Ser. No. 158,050, Is a continnation-in-part of

Ser. No. 958,358, No?. 6, 1978, abandoned, said Ser. No.
174,400, Is a continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 907,155, May 17,

1978, abandoned, said Ser. No. 126,666, is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 011,901, Feb. 13, 1979, abandoned, which is a
coatlnnation-in-part of Ser. No. 906^77, May 17, 1980, Pat No.
4,139,547, said Ser. No. 205,120, Is a continuation of Ser. No.

016,412, Mar. 1, 1979, abandoned, which Is a
coatinnation-ia'part of Ser. No. 907,155, May 17, 1978,

abandoned, said Ser. No. 051,699, is a eontinaation-in-part of
Ser. No. 907,155, May 17, 1978, abandoned. lUs appUcation

Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,986

Int C1.3 B32B 9/04
VS.a 428—447 32 Claims

1. An article of manufacture comprising a substrate having
disposed thereon a polymeric composition comprising a poly-
imide, poly(amide-imide) or a poly(half-amide) containing a
thermally stable siloxane unit of formula

-Q-Z

H-O—Si—1-0—Si—D—Z—

<

T H «

where

1. A method for coating materials by ion plating comprising
the steps of:

providing an ion plating apparatus comprising:

a vapor source at ground potential;

a substrate holder located above said vapor source;

a pair ofanodes located on the side of said vapor source with
respect to said substrate hokier and the opposite side of
said substrate holder;

one or more thermoelectron emitting filaments located be-

tween said anodes;

a vacuum chamber for accomodating said elements, said

vacuum chamber having a gas inlet and an evacuation
system;

means for applying a negative potential relative to that of
said vapor source to a substrate supported by said sub-

strate holder; and
means for removing said negative potential to leave the

potential of said substrate floating;

at an initial stage, ionizing a gas introduced from said gas inlet

and a vapor of an evaporation material from said vapor
source, and ion plating a surface of said substrate with a fUm
of said evaporation material or a compound of said evapora-
tion material and said introduced gas, said substrate being
cathodically biased relative to said vapor source;

at an intermediate stage, while driving said ionizing means,
continuing ion plating with the potential of said substrate left

floating; and

at a final stage, while driving said ionizing means, continuing
ion plating with the potential of said substrate again made
negative relative to that of said vapor source.

11. A coated substrate made by the method of claim 1.
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MMMMl
ANTI-OORROSION AND ANTI-FOUUNG MARINE

COATINGS

^—T^'ifw DfMd, Otrtoo; Dtaiae Nicol«, Mukpm; Fhu-
eoisDiwaai, Boogifal; Erasit Mvtehal, Paris, and Mary-
""•Wgodlot, Oatoay Malabry, aU of FVance, avignon
to iHtftat Fhncaia da Pctroic, Rndl-Malmaifoii, France

Flkd Jul 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401,428
Oaim priority, appUcatkm France, Jul. 24, IWl, 81 1459S

lirt. CL^ B32B 27/06
UAa42»-474^

16Claims
1. A coating composition, useful for protecting immersed

bodies, which comprises:

(a) at least one sub-layer, based on chlorinated natural rub-
ber, in contact with the surface of the body to be coated;

(b) an external layer comprising at least one polyamide; and
(c) at least one intermediate layer consisting mainly of chlo-

rinated natural rubber modified by grafting acrylic mono-
mers thereon, or by attaching amino-acids, amino-esters,
amino-amides, oligoamides or polyamides thereto.

4,480,012
C»NTACr ADHESIVE AND ADHESIVE SYSTEM FOR

EPDM AND RELATED ELASTOMERS
Jota W. Flddhooae, MogMlore, Ohio, aadgnor to The Fiiestone

Tire 4k Robber Company, Alvon, Ohio
DlrialOB of Ser. No. 43M03, Sep. 30, 1582, Pat No. 4,450,252.

TUa application Mar. 12, 1984, Ser. No. 588,848
Int a^ B32B 25/16. 31/12

UA a 428-506 ,0 claims
10. A laminate comprising:

(a) a first layer of a cured EPDM, said first Uyer having an
upper and lower surface;

W * »cco°d l«yer of a cured adhesive composition, said
second layer being in contact with the lower surface of
aaid lint layer and wherein said adhesive composition
prior to curing comprises:

0) • neutralized sulfonated EPDM elastomeric terpolymer
having from about 10 to about 100 milliequivalents of
neutrahzed sulfonate groups per !00 grams of tcrpoly-
mer;

(u) fhMn about 500 to about 1700 parts by weight per 100
pwts by weight of said terpolymer ofan organic hydro-
carbon solvent or mixture of an organic hydrocarbon
solvent and an aliphatic alcohol;

(iii) from about 25 to about 100 pans by weight per 100
prnis by weight of said terpolymer of a para-alkylated
phenol formaldehyde or N-methylol morpholine-modi-
ffcd para-alkylated phenol formaldehyde tackifying
resin; and

Ov) from about 12.5 to about 75 parts by weight per 100
pwts by weight of said terpolymer of an alkylphenol or
ethoxylated alkylphenol; and

(c) a third layer of a cured EPDM, said third Uyer having an
upper and lower surface with said upper surface being in
contact with said second Uyer ofcured adhesive composi-
tion.

by means ofa PVD method or CVD method, said metal mate-
rial or multi-laminated metal material having a thermal expan-

«5 43

sion coefficient of 3- 10.0X 10-« cm/cm'C and/or a thermal
conductivity of above 0.2 cal/cm.sec.'C.

„ 4,480,014
ELECTRICAL CONTACT MEANS WITH GOLD-NICKEL

ALLOY OVERLAY
Edward J. MilUgan; Delbert A, Nanman, and Nathaniel R

Quick, aU of Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to AT4T Technolo-
gies, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct 26, 1963, Ser. No. 545,705
Int CL^ HOIH 1/00

UAa428-672
j cUims

1. An electrical contact structure comprising, base means
providing a metallic electroconductive base surface and a
current path for flow of electric current between such surface
and another location, and an overlay on such base surface and
having an inner surface bonded to such base surface and an
outer surface providing an electrical contact surface, said
overUy being constituted of a gold-nickel alloy in which the
amount of nickel in said alloy is restricted to a range extending
from about 1.8% to about 2.3% of the percentage by weight of
said alloy, the balance of the percentage by weight of said alloy
being constituted of gold with or without one or more other
metals other than nickel in trace amounts insufficient to pro-
duce precipitation ofsuch one or more metals out ofsolution in
said gold, said nickel being present in said overlay in the form
of a dispersion of fine grain nickel particles which are precipi-
tated from solution out of the surrounding gold, and which
impart graininess to said electrical contact surface, and any
nickel agglomerates exposed at said surface being essentially
Umited in size to a mean diameter of at most about 1.6 microns.

4,480,013
SUBSTRATE FOR USE IN SEMICONDUCTt)R

APPARATUS
YoaUhfto Doi; Noboo OgMa; AUra Ohtmka. and Tadaahi
Ismau, aU of Hyogo, Japm^ aariffMrs to Sninitoao Electric
utetriaa, Ltd., Oaoka, JapM

RMJaL 14, 1982, Sar. No. 398371
Oalma priority, appUcttiOT Japo^ JuL 20, 1981, 56-113878

I«. a.5 C23C 17/00
U.S.a438-616 jChi^

1. A substrate fbr a semiconductor apparatus characterized
in that the surfiKe and Uteral fk:es of a metal material or
mohi-Ufflinated metal material are coated with at least one thin
Uyer of msulative inorganic matter to a thickness of 0.1~20;i

4,480,015
BRAZINGMETHODANDALLOY FOR BISMUTH STEEL
Lynda M. Riekels, Munster, lad., aaaignor to Inlaod Steel Com-

pany, Chicago, 01.

FUed Aog. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,158
Int CL3 B23K 35/30

UAa 428-677 21Claima
15. An article of manufacture comprising:
two steel parts joined together with copper brazing at a

brazing joint;

at least one of said steel parts being composed of bismuth-
containing steel;

said brazing joint having a lead content constituting about
0.05-1.0 M,rt.% of the brazing metal in the joint, the bal-
ance of said brazing metal consisting essentially ofcopper.
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4,480,016

HOMOGENEOUS, DUCTILE BRAZING FOILS
Claade Henaehcl, Mt FMom, NJ., aaaignor to Allied Corpo-

ration, Morris TownaUp, Morris Coonty, NJ.
CoBtinaation of Ser. No. 177,048, Aog. 11, 1980, abudoaed,
which U a contionation of Ser. No. 25,529, Mar. 30, 1979,

abaadooed. This applicatioa Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,931

lot a? B32B 15/04
MS. a. 428-678 4 CUms

1. A brazed metal article, said article having metal parts, said

metal parts having been brazed with a filler material in the

form of a homogeneous, ductile brazing foil composed of

metastable material having at least 50 percent glassy structure,

said foil having a composition consisting of about to 10 atom
percent iron, about 2-5 atom percent molybdenum, about 10 to

30 atom percent cobalt about 16 to 18 atom percent boron, 5

to 1 5 atom percent chromium the balance essentially nickel and

incidental impurities, wherein the braze material has a capabil-

ity of a joint tensile strength of 43,680 to 76,000 psi when
brazed to grade 316 stainless steel.

having an orifice for receiving said feed-through; said feed-

through comprising:

a first portion for electrical connection to electrodes ofa first

polarity in a first of said two cells to be intercoimected by

means of the feed-through; and

a second portion for electrical connection to electrodes of a

second, opposite, polarity in the second of said two cells

to be interconnected by means of the feed-through;

the improvement wherein said first and second portions

include interfitting male and female portions suitable for

4,480,017

FUELCELL
Masato Tokeochi, Katsnta; Hideo Okada; Sigem Okabe, both of

Hitachi; Hiroahi Tobita, KataibaraU, and Mnaehiko Tonami,

Hitachi, all ofJapan, asaignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

FUed Jan. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 461,256

Claims priority, applicatioa J^om, Jan. 29, 1982, 57-14014

Int a.3 HOIM 8/14

U.S. CL 429-38 18 Claims

passing through said orifice from opposite sides thereof

and for engaging each other in a force fit;

wherein said first and second portions further include re-

spective skirts surrounding said interfitting portions and

serving to compress at least one deformable sealing mem-
ber around said orifice; and

wherein said first and second portions include interacting

abutment surfaces to define a fully-home position in which

the portions are prevented from moving into closer rela-

tionship, thereby ensuring that the act of forcing the por-

tions together does not crush the plastic wall.

1. A molten carbonate fuel cell comprising

at least a pair of electrodes,

a porous body impregnated with an electrolyte composition

of metal carbonates, said body sandwiched between said

electrodes, and said body bdng made of one or more

refractory, non-electron conductive, inorganic materials

containing lithium titanate in an amount sufficient to stabi-

lize said inorganic materials at a temperature of operation

of said fuel cell, and

an oxidant passage means for supplying an oxidant to one of

said electrodes and a fuel passage means for supplying a

hydrogen enriched fiiel gas to the other electrode.

4,480,018

SEALED FEED-THROUGH FOR A WALL IN AN
ALKALINE BATTERY

Lanrent de Bellis, Le Booscat and Raymond Prokopp, Bor-

deonz, both of Ftroace, aaaigoora to Sodete Anoayme dite

SAFT, RmaaiaTiUe, Fhmcc
Filed Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 532,063

Claims priority, tvjdieatioa FVaace, S^ 23, 1982, 82 16017

lot a.3 HOIM 2/24

U.S. CL 429—160 5 Oaims

1. A sealed feed-through for interconnecting two cells of an

alkaline storage battery by passing through a wall of said

battery in a sealed manner, said battery including a monobloc

casing of plastic material defining at least two battery cell

compartments which are separated by said wall, said wall

4,480,019

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOSENSITIVE
MATERIAL

TemaU Higashignchi, Tokyo; Kaname Nakataai, Kawasaki, and

Nobohiro Miyakawa, Abiko, all of Japan, assigaofs to Mita

Indostrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,262

Claims priority, opplicatimi Japan, Apr. 13, 1982, 57-60312

Int CLJ G03G 5/02. 5/05. 5/06

U.S.a 430—58 23 OaiM
1. A photosensitive material for electrophotography, which

comprises a photosensitive layer containing a photoconductive

disazo pigment represented by the following formuU:

(R2)m

o-
(Ri)«

N«N—Z—N«N—

Y

wherein Ri stands for a lower alkyl group or a lower alkoxy

group, n is a number of zero, 1 or 2, R2 stands for a lower

alkyl group, a lower alkoxy group, a di-lower-alkylamino

group, a nitro group or a halogen atom, m is a number of

zero, 1 or 2, Z stfnds for a benzene ring or a naphthalene

ring, and Y standi for a group represented by the follow-

ing formula:
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HO ^CONH-Ari,

8
whose content ranges from 0.02 mol to 0.5 mol per mol of the
ir-electron system-containing constitutional repeating unit
contained in said photoconductive polymer:

ROOC

NC

\
C=CHJ-\ /

COOR (D

CHsC
\
CN

in which B stands for a benzene, naphthalene, indole, carba-
role or banzofuran ring or a substitution product thereof,
which is fused to the benzene ring, and Ari stands for a
benzene ring, a naphthalene ring, a dibenzofuran ring or a
substitution product thereof

9. A photosensitive material for electrophotography, which
comprises a photosensitive layer containing a photoconductive
disazo pigment represented by the following formula:

(Rz)m

o--
rr

N ^O
I

R4

wherein R| stands for a lower alley! group or a lower alkoxy
^up, n is a number of zero, 1 or 2, R2 stands for a lower
•Ikyl group, a lower alkoxy group, a di-lower-alkylamino
group, a nitro group or a halogen atom, m is a number of
zero, 1 or 2, Z stands for a benzene ring or a naphthalene
nng, and R4 stands for a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl
group, a phenyl group or a substituted phenyl group.

17. A photosensitive material for electrophotography,
which comprises a photosensitive layer containing a photocon-
ductive disazo pigment represented by the following formula:

wherein R represents a methyl group, an ethyl group, a propyl
group, or an isopropyl group.

3. The photoconductive composition ofclaim 1, wherein the
photoconductive polymer is a polymer of N-vinylcarbazole.

4,480,021
TONER COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING NEGATIVE

CHARGE ENHANCING ADDITIVES
Chin H. Ln, and Christopher J. AnOair, both of Webrter, N.Y

assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stanifbrd, Conn.
PUed Mar: 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,011

lot 0.3 G03G 9/06UA a. 430-106.6
19 chtag

1. A negatively charged toner composition comprised of
resm particles, and pigment particles, and from about 0.1 per-
cent to about 20 percent by weight of an aryl sulfone negative
charge exhancing additive of the formula Ri—SO2—R2
wherein Ri is an alkyl group containing from about 6 carbon
atoms to about 22 carbon atoms, or an aryl group, and R2 is an
aryl group containing from about 6 carbon atoms to about 18
carbon atoms.

NaN-|j

HO^N'

CH3.

,N

6

4,480,022
METHOD FOR FORMING A SELF-FIXED IMAGE ON ANONPOROUS SURFACE AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Peter S. Alezandrovich, and Stewart H. Merrill, both of Roches*

ter, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,725
Int Cl^ G03G W20UAa 430-119 12 Claims

1. An electrographic method of forming a self-fixed toner
unage on a film surface comprising:

(a) forming a latent electrostatic image on said surface;
(b) developing said image with a Uquid electrographic devel-
oper comprising:

(1) a volatile, electrically insulating liquid carrier and
(2) toner particles, dispersed in said carrier, comprising a
polymer having a glass transition temperature within
the range from about - 10* C. to about 30* C, to form
an unfixed toner image comprising said toner and said
volatile carrier, and

(c) allowing said volatile carrier to evaporate from said toner
image in the absence of externally applied heat other than
that from ambient conditions, thereby fixing said toner to
said film surface.

4>480,020
POLYMERIC PHOTOCONDUCTIVE SENSITIZED BY
BISO<TANO-/8-ALKOXYCARBONYLVINYL)BENZENE
SymicU KoBdo; Hideo Sato; Satora Hoi^o, aU of Saltania, and

iS? Hr*!!^ Kmwwn^ aU of Japan, anignoiv to FUl
Pboto FOn Co., Ltd., Kaaapwa, Japan

CoBtiaiiatfon of Ser. No. 339,7H Jan. 15, 1982, abandoned,
which ia a contiaaation of Ser. No. 160,895, Jon. 19, 1980.
•JwtaMd. TWi appikatioB Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 486,272
uaian prfctrity, application Japan, Jm. 19, 1979, 54-77153

. , « ^ lat a^ G03G S/07. 5/09
ufa-«»-«i

. noalm.
1. A photoconducuve composition comprising photocon-

ductive polymer and l,4.bisOS<yano.;8-alkoxycarbonylvinyl>
benzene represented by the foUowing general formula (1)

4,480,023
RADIANT ASSIST PRESSURE FIXING PROCESS WITH

POLYAMIDE TONER COMPOSITIONS
Bernard Gmshkin, Pittafbrd, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora,

tion, Stamford, Cobb.

Filed Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 478,926
lat CL^ G03G 13/22

VS. a 430-124 10 n.fa,.
1. An improved process for fixing developed electrostatic

images consisting essentially of (1) forming an electrostatic
latent image on an imaging member, (2) developing the image
with a toner composition comprised of polyamide toner resin
particles, and pigment particles, (3) transferring the developed
image to a substrate, and (4) sequentially subjecting the trans-
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ferred image to a cold pressure fixing source, and a radiant

energy fixing source.

4,480,024

INDUSTRIAL X-RAY PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM

Thomas D. Lyons, St Paul, Minn., and Gregory J. McCamey,
Hudson, Wis., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manofac*
tnring Company, St Paul, Minn.

FUed Oct 21, 1983, Ser. No. 544,388

Int Q.} G03C 5/16
VS. a. 430—139 7 Claims

1. An industrial X-ray imaging system comprising

(a) a cassette

(b) at least one X-ray intensifying screen with rare-earth

phosphor particles having an average diameter of less than

6 microns on an interior surface of said cassette

(c) a light sensitive material adjacent said intensifying

screen,

wherein said light-sensitive material is characterized by being

a photothermographic emulsion comprising a long-chain fatty

carboxylic acid, a layer of silver salt of a long-chain fatty

carboxylic acid, silver halide, an organic reducing agent for

silver, and a binder on a visually homogeneous, white, translu-

cent substrate, the silver salt bebig present in in a molar ratio of

l.S/1 to 6.2/1 with respect to said acid.

4,480,025

WATER RESERVOIR LAYERS IN BLEACH-FIX SHEETS
Hao J. Chang, Santa Clara, Calif.; Gerhard Popp, Webster, and

Patrick H. Satnmo, Rochester, both of N.Y., assignors to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 457,804

Int a^ G03C 5/54. 1/40. 5/38
U.S. a. 430—206 24 Claims

16. A process ofproducing a photographic image in a photo-

graphic film unit comprising an element comprising a support

having thereon at least one photosensitive silver halide emul-

sion layer having associated therewith a dye image-providing

material, said process comprising iraagewise exposing said

element to radiation, developing the image in a processing

composition and treating the developed image with a bleach-

fix sheet comprising a support having thereon at least one
bleach-fix layer comprising:

(1) a metallic-silver bleaching agent

(2) a silver salt fixing agent and

(3) a hydrophilic binder

having thereover a water reservoir layer comprising a water-

supplying polymer, said polymer comprising:

(1) from about 10 to about 70 percent by weight of recurring

units having the formula selected from the group consist-

ing of:

R
I

-ecHj-c-)-

(D

R2

(COZ),R>—N+—R'X©,

R*

T
ai)

•(•CH2-C-)-

COZR'—S03©M+,

and a mixture of I and TI, wherein:

R is hydrogen, methyl or halogen;

Z is oxy or imino; '

n is or 1;

R' is alkylene, cycloalkylene, arylene, arylenealkylene or

arylenebisalkylene, the alkylene portions ofwhich com-

prise from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;

K*, R3 and R^ are independently hydrogen, alkyl or are

taken together with N to form a nitrogen containing

heterocyclic group;

X@ is an acid anion; and
M"*" is hydrogen, a metal ion or ammonium; and

(2) from about 30 to about 90 percent by weight of polymer-

ized units of at least one other copolymerizable ethyleni-

cally unsaturated monomer,
said polymer having a water uptake of at least about 30 g
water/g pcflymer when a weighed polymer sample coating is

dipped in water for 10 seconds and thereafter reweighed, said

bleach-fix sheet comprising in addition to said water reservoir

layer a layer containing a mordant for dyes.

4,480,026

STABLE DISPERSIONS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
FILM HAVING AN OPAQUE BACKING LAYER

Robert W. Ashcraft and Rnsty E. Koenigkramer, both of

Towanda, Pa., ass^ors to E. I. Dn Pont de Nemours and
Company, Wilmington, Del.

FUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,375

Int a.3 G03C 1/84
VS. a, 430—510 6 Claims

1. A photographic element prepared by coating a support on
one side with a photosensitive silver halide emulsion layer and
on the other side with an opaque backing layer containing an

opacifying agent characterized in that the coating composition

for the backing layer is prepared by this sequence: (1) polyvi-

nyl pyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer is two-roll milled

with carbon black which has been prewetted with a liquid

which will sweU or tackify the copolymer to produce a solid

dispersion; (2) the solid dispersion is added to and mixed with

a polyvinyl alcohol solution, and (3) suitable plasticizers, sur-

factants and coating aids are then added.

4,480,027

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIAL FOR THE
PRODUCnON OF COLOR IMAGES TO BE VIEWED BY

REFLECTED LIGHT
Erwin SchSn, Lererkusen; Kari-WUbehn Schraaz, Odenthal, and

Erich Wolff, LcTerkusen, aU of Fed. Rq>. of Germany, assign-

ors to Agf!i-Ge?aert AktiengeseUschaft, Lererkusen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed No?. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,937

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nor. 14,

1981, 314528^
Int CLi G03C 1/76

VS. a. 430—523 2 Claims

1. Photographic recording material having a single support

layer for the preparation of colour images to be viewed by
reflected light in which said photographic material consists

essentially of a layer combination in the foUowing order, a

transparent support layer which has a smooth and glossy sur-

face on both sides, a light-sensitive element of one or more
light sensitive, silver halide emulsion layers each with spec-

trally associated, non-diffusible colour couplers, and a light-

reflective opaque layer of binder, wherein the transparent

support layer consists of a transparent ceUulose triacetate foU

having a layer thickness of at least 90 ^un or of a transparent

polyethylene terephthalate foil having a layer thickness of at

least 70 /xm and wherein said support layers have a surface

gloss on both sides of from 60 to J00% measured at 43* in a

Goniometer and using a black glass plate as standard, and a

layer of binder containing a photographically- or diemicaUy-

active substance arranged on that side of the light reflective

layer which is remote from the transparent support layer and

wherein said substance of said binder layer is permeable into

and through said opaque layer.
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SILVER HAUDE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
UGHT-SENSmVE MATERUL

SSSiS. i^"!!?^."''«~" *° KontaUrokp Photoammtry Co^ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japtn

r^ _5?* J"- M,19M,Sw. No. 461,938a«»» priority, appikatioB Japu, Feb. 3, 1582, 57-16667

„„ ^ Irt. a' G03C 7/i<J
UAa«30-544

lOOMlm
1. A nlver haUde color photographic Ught-sensitive materialoomprmng a support and at least two coating layers thereon, at

least one of said coating layers is a Ught sensitive silver halide

S!S?T' "i f^T ''^'^ «*^« ^y^ « « non-light-
•enntive hydrophihc colloidal layer, and at least one of Sid
coatii^ Uyers comprises at least one magenta coupler of For-
mula i and at least one development inhibitor releasing com-
pound having a development inhibitor radical of Formulas II
or m, said Formula I being

least one blood clotting enzyme, said AHF being presentm a concentration of greater than about 35 International
Umts ofAHF per gram of protein and said enzyme being
purified about from 3 to 50 fold over its concentration in
normal human plasma;

(b) exposing the indicator to said viral inactivation method-
and '

(c) assaying for any infectious virus remaining in the indica-

R

N

wheran Ri is selected from benzalnido, anilino. and
phenylureido, each having a sulfonamido group and R2 is
selected from aryl and heterocycUc groups; said Formula II
t)eing

II

4,480,030
TRIPEPTIDE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR
APPUCATION IN ASSAYING ENZYMES

Lot G. Sjen^ iWiiMh, Switierland, asiignor to Pentap.iMnn A.G., Basel, Switaerland
DifUon of Ser. No. 302,420, Sep. 16, 1981, P«. No. 4,440,678.

nils appUcatioii Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,257

llSSo*
"^^ «»»«««> SwiHerlaiKl, Feb. 12, 1980,

II « o ^,c^«^' ^"^ '^^^ ^/^* '^^^ '/<»WA U. 435—13
9 Ctafaw

1. A process for quantitatively assaying factor Xa in a me-
dium which contains factor Xa or in which factor Xa is formed
or consumed, comprising reacting said medium with a tripep-
tide denvative having the formula

O o

R«-D-NH-CH-C-N-CH-C-Arg-R5

R* R3 R«

jJjflL^.Lt'^?^-.^^
hydrogen, halogen, acylamino.

•Ikyl, bcMOthiazohnyhdenammo and phenyl substituted alk-
oxy; said Formula HI being

N...
Ill

-S-C
V

'•-...J

wherein X is a group of non-metallic atoms necessary to com-
ptete, together with the C=N group, a five or six membered
heterocyclic ring.

4^480,029
BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS AND THEIR USE

^"•J^MI^fcH. VJ^OHf., aadgnor to Baxter TVar-wA Laboratorica, lac., Deerileld, DL

II c Ji^S^?^ ^^^ ^/^* ^^^ ^/^ 7/0^. 7/06

1 r^Srfr jciafai

miiJii'°*2*? ^?^,*f»*»« **>« eflRowy of a viral inactivation
method, which viral mactivation method consists essentially ofheatmg a dry sample ofAHF and/or at least one blood clotting

S2Z.4!!!"^r'°r°.^ ""^ ^^ "»^ the sample I
wbrtantiaUy free of mfectious virus and denatured blood clot-
ting enzyme, comprising

(t) prqiaring a lyophiUzed biological indicator comprising a
predetemuned titer of infectious virus and AHF and/or at

whcrem R> represents an alkanoyl group which has 2 to 8
carbon atoms and which may carry an amino group in the
^position, a phenylalkanoyl group which has 2 to 4 carbon
atoms m the alkanoyl and the phenyl radical of which may be
substituted with an amino group in the p-position. a cyclohex-
ylcarbonyl group which may be substitiited with an amino-
methyl radical in the 4-position, a benzoyl group which may be
substituted with methyl, amino or halogen in the o- or p-posi-
uon. an alkoxycarbonyl group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms in
the alkoxy group, a benzyloxycarbonyl group which may be
substttiited with methoxy. methyl or chlorine in the p-position.
an alkanesulfonyl group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, a phenyl-
sulfonyl group which may be methylated in the p-position or
an a- or ^-naphthylsulfonyl group, R2 represents a straight-
chained or branched alkyl radical having 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
a hydroxyalkyl radical having 1 to 2 carbon atoms, an alkoxy-
alkyl radical having 1 to 2 carbon atoms in the alkyl and 1 to
4 carbon atoms in the alkoxy. a benzyloxyalkyl radical having
1 to 2 carbon atoms in the alkyl, an w-carboxyalkyl or co-alkox-
ycarbonylalkyl radical which has 1 to 3 carbon atoms in the
alkyl and the alkoxy group of which is straight-chained or
branched and has 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or an oi-benzyloxycar-
bonytalkyl radical having 1 to 3 carbon atoms in the alkyl, or
a cyclohexyl-. cyclohexyUnethyl-, 4-hydroxycyclohexylmeth-
yl-. phenyl-, benzyl-. 4-hydroxybenzyl. or imidazol.4.yl-
methyl radical. R3 represents a straight-chained or branched
alkyl radical having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, R* represents hydro-
gen or a methyl or ethyl radical, and R5 represents an amino
group which is substitiited with aromatic or heterocyclic radi-
cals and which is capable of being split offhydrolytically with
formation of a colored or fluorescent compound H—R', and
salts thereof with acids and measuring, by photometric, spec-
trophotometric, fluorescence-spectrophotometric or electro-
chemical methods, the quantity of the colored or fluorescent
split product H-R5 released per time unit by the catiUytic
hydrolytic acid of factor Xa on the tripeptide derivative
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4,480,031

REPUCATOR WITH SLIDABLE PINS
Joaeph R. H. Shaw, 231 Arundel A?c St Paul, Minn. 55102

Continuation of Ser. No. 317,177, No?. 2, 1981, abandoned. This

application Dec 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,258

Int a^ C12Q 1/00: C12M 1/20. 1/26

\3S. CL 435—30 10 Claims

1. In combination with a replicator device having a transport

arm carrying a support mov^le between a first position imme-

diately above a tray having a plurality of liquid containable

wells patterned therein, and a second position immediately

above a test medium plate spaced laterally from the tray; a

transfer head seatable on the support, the head comprising:

(a) a platen having a plurality of afwrtures formed there-

through, said apertures formed in a pattern sized and

shaped similarly to the pattern formed by the wells in the

tray; and

(b) a plurality of pins, each of said pins extending through

one of said apertures and sized relative thereto to permit

free movement relative to said platen.

4,480,034

CONTINUOUS FERMENTATION PROCESS AND
BIOCONVERSION-PRODUCr RECOVERY

Jib-Han Hsieh, Panippany, NJ., aaaignor to Celaneac Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

FUed Jnn. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,084

Int a? C12P 7/44: C12N 1/28: C12M 1/36 1/12

U.S. a. 435—136 13 Claims

1. In a microbial bioconversion process in which a non-

growth aromatic hydrocarbon substrate in an aqueous fermen-

tation zone is bio-oxidized by intracellular enzyme activity of

whole cells to an extracellular water-soluble carboxylic acid

product having a molecular weight less than about 1000, and

recovering said carboxylic acid product the improvement

which comprises (1) continuously feeding an aqueous nutrient-

limited stream into the fermentation zone; (2) continuously

withdrawing whole cell-containing fermenution broth from

the fermentation zone; (3) continuously passing the withdrawn

fermentation broth thi-ough a cross-flow membrane filtration

zone; (4) recovering a whole cell-containing retentate stream

from the filtration zone, and recycling the retenute stream to

the fermentation zone; and (S) recovering a cell-free product-

containing permeate stream from the filtration zone, separating

the product from the permeate stream, and recycling the resul-

tant permeate stream to the fermenution zone.

4,480,032

NATURAL MIXTURE OF TYPE I AND TYPE D
INTERFERONS

Alexander A. Yabro?, 45 Wiggins St, Princeton, NJ. 08540

Filed No?. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 206,401

Int a.J C12P 21/00: A61K 45/02: C07G 7/00

UA a. 435-68 3 Ctalms

1. A method of producing in vitro a natural mixture ofType

I and Type II interferons which comprises adding measles

vaccine virus to a physiological medium containing normal

immune leukocyte cells obtained from human donors immune

to measles; incubating the resulting admixture for a period of

time sufficient to induce a natural mixture of Type I and Type

II interferons in the cells contained in said medium; and recov-

ering a suspension containing said natural mixture of Type I

and Type VL interferons.

4,480,035

PRODUCnON OF HYDROGEN
Snkomal Roychowdhury, 174 Heatbecote Rd., Elmont N.Y.

11003

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 157,860, Jnn. 9, 1980,

abandoned. This application Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,165

Int a^ C12P 3/00

U.S. a. 435-168 1 Claim

1. A continuous process for the production of hydrogen

from a cellulose material by microbial fermentation comprising

the steps of:

(a) enzymatically hydrolyzing said cellulose material to

produce a glucose solution

(b) maintaining said glucose solution and a nutritive support

medium comprising a minimal salt solution and thiogly-

colate in a fermentation vessel at a pH of about 7 and at a

temperature in the range of 30* to 60* C, said glucose

being 1.5 to 20% by weight of the solution, and said solu-

tion being thereby amenable to decomposition by micro-

bial metabolic action;

(c) inoculating said glucose solution with a hydrogen pro-

ducing bacteria selected from the group consisting of:

Citrobacter freundii. Enterobacter aerogenes, Escherichia

coli, bacillus and pseudomona,

(d) permitting said inoculated glucose solution to incubate

and produce hydrogen and carbon dioxide; and

(e) separating the hydrogen and carbon dioxide from said

solution whereby hydrogen is produced in a substantial

yield.

4,480,033

LANKACIDINS PRODUCnON
Takashi Suzuki, Tak^nki; Jmya Okada, Hirakata, and

HidekazD Sawada, Ncyagmra, aU of Japn, aarignon to

Takcda Cbenkd Indostrica, Ud^ Oaaka, Japao

FUed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,552

Claims priority, appUcatioB Japui, Apr. 12, 1982, 57-61342

Int as CUP 77/04 13/01 CUR 1/465

UJS. a. 435-124 « Caaim

1. A method for improving production of lankacidin antibi-

otics by culturing a microorganism capable of producing lan-

kacidin, wherein cyclodextrin is added in a culture medium.

4,480,036

PROTEOLYTIC ENZYME
Hns^ W. Morgan; Roy M. Daniel; Donald A. Cowan, and Chris-

topher W. Hickey, all of Hamilton, New Zealand, asiignors to

Development Finance Corporation, Wellington, New Zealand

FUed Aug. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 176,527

Claima priority, application New Zealand, Aag. 8, 1979,

191246

lot a^ C12N 9/51 1/20

UA a. 435—220 W Claima

1. A proteolytic enzyme derived from the microorganism

Thermusaquaticus (Variety T-351), ATCC No. 31.674, having

an isoelectric point of about pH 8.5. a molecular weight of

2O,00O±3,000, stability at temperatures up to 75* C. at pH

values from 4 to 12 in the presence of divalent catiom, and

being destabilized by EDTA.
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4,480,037
ALKALINE PROTEASE AND PREPARATION MEIHOD
F^ leUshtea, FWm, and TtkasU OaoocU, Tokyo, both ofJapm, Migiion to Shows Dnko Kabuhild g«i^g, Tokyo,

FDed Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 445,064
Claim priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 8, 1982, 57-17596

II fi r. ^,^,? ^^^ ^^^' ^/^* Cl» 1/07
KiJi, 0. 43»—221

2 ClaimsL Alkiline protease API.21 having the foUowing physico-
chemicsl properties:

(1) Activity: Hydrolyzes casein under alkaline conditions,
with sn optunum pH rsnge of 10 to 1 1, and has optimum
tempersture range for activity of 45* C. to 50* C •

(2) Stability: No decrease in enzymatic activity obse^ed up
to 40 C. upon heating without temperature substrate for
10 mmutes at a pH of 10. but a 90% or more decrease of
enzymatic activity observed at 50* C for 10 minutes at apH of 10. Deactivation occurs at 50' C. upon heating for
10 mmutes at a pH of 8 and complete deactivation substan-
tiafly occurs at 60* C. for 10 minutes at a pH of 8 The
protease a stable under alkaline conditions, especially
withm a pH range of 7 to 1 1.5. and is stable against freez-mg and freezeKirying; and

(3) Enzyme molecule: The protease is protein having a
molecular weight of about 22000 as estimated by a gel
filtration method, an isoelectric point of 7.4 as estimated
by an electrofocusing method, an absorption peak of 275
to 282 nm in a UV absorption spectrum, IR absorption
charactenstics as shown in FIG. 5. and a serine residue in
the active site thereof.

nents of the reservoir oU while condensing and retainina
substantially all of the distillate;

renumng

mechanicaUy separating water from hydrocartwn compo-
nents of the resultant condensate;

dissolving the remaining topped heavy hydrocarbon compo-
nente of the reservoir oU in a volatUe oU solvent and
mechamcally freeing the solution of substantially all solid
particles having diameters greater than about 0.1 micron-

"*«4s7
*"*'*

' oisTtu*noN
FLtSK

lUTBtm
'S22'^^''^"«'~s

distilling substantially all of the volatile oU solvent from the
soUds-free solution at a temperature and pressure which is

f^TS^ ^^ than that used in the vacuum distillation
ot the field sample; and

combining the condensed volatile hydrocarbon components
with the heavy hydrocariwn components from which
sohds have been removed to provide a substantially soUds-
free sample of oU having a hydrocartwn distribution sub-
stantially equaUing that of the reservoir oU

4*480038
DENSITY SEPARAIION OF PROTEIN

viK.«K— ,.
OVERPRODUCING BACTERU

t^Smif^^W"»*»8ton, Del., aaaignor to E. L DuPont
de Ncmonn and Company, Wilmington, Del

f- n i ^^!?^J^' ^» **2, Ser. No. 373,702
lot a* C12N //Oft l/2a 1/02. 15/00:CUQ 1/29. 1/04- C12P
„„ ^ 21/00.21/02

"f?-J!Slf/ 'Claim.
I. A method for separating protein overproducing E. coli

bacteria from admixture with normal E. co/i bacteria that do

It °;!ir
,"** P"*^ ** separation method being applied

alter bact^ growth stops, comprising fractionating the ad-

rT.^!:.?**'°?
***"**y difference between said bacteria, into

li!-??°° " "^ " P'°***° overproducing bacteria than innormal bacteria and (u) a fraction richer in normal bacterid

I . 11^!^ overproducing bacteria, fraction (i) being at
least about 0.02 g/ml more dense than fraction (ii) after gr^ti
Stops.

4,480,039
HEAVY OIL SAMPLE PREPARATION

PMJ* J. Ooammin, Houston, and James T?Wortham, Edna.
both of Tex, ttslpor. to SbeU OU Compmiy, Houston, Tex!nW,Dec 10, 1982, Ssr. No. 448^2

UA CL J!I!:i«
^^ ^/^ ^^/'^* ^»M ^^/«^

1 A
**•"':' 3 Oainis

^^^.xT^ for preparing for laboratory utilizations a sub-

the hydrocarbon distribution is substantially the same as that in
ine reservoir oil, comprising:

vacuumKlistilling volatile components from a field sample ofod or oU<ontaining material from a subterranean heavy
OU reservoir at a temperature which is at least significantly
greater than the boiling point of an oU solvent to be used

^L^^"^^ "^^'^^ ** »'«^ hydrocarbon com-
ponents of the reservoir oU but is less than the boilina or
cracking temperature of the heavy hydrocarbon compo-

4,480040
SENSITIVE AND RAPID DUGNOSIS OF VffiOID

DISEASES AND VIRUSES
Robert A. Owens, and llieodor O. Diener, both of BeltsriUe.
Md., aMignors to The United States ofAmerica as reprasentedby the Secretary of Agricnltnre, Washington, D.C.

*^""
FUed Dec 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,296

9 A L. J #> ^ duns
2. A method for diagnosing potato spindle tuber viroid

disease m potato tubers comprising:
(a) obtaining sap from the potato tuber being diagnosed-
(b) bmdmg the sap obtained in step (a) to a soUd support;
(c) probmg the material bound to the solid support in step (b)

witii a previously prepared and radioactively labeledDNA that IS complementary to PSTV nucleic acid the
effect of said probing being the hybridization of any un-
purified PSTV-RNA present in the bound material; and

(d) subjecnng the probed material to autoradiographic ex-
ammation to detect the presence of any DNA-RNA hy-
brids.

4,480041

n™fJ*"°^™®™™^rER INTERMEDUTES FOR^^^™^ ^^ FUNCnONALIZED Ln»OS01^
Artiinr Myles, Stow; Say-Jong Law, Dedham, and FVank X

Cole, Stow, aU of Masa., aaaignora to CoUaboratiTe Research!
Inc., Lexington, Maas.

«*««",

Filed Jul 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,678
Int as GOIN 33/54. 33/78UAa 436-508

„ctatas
1. A method of forming an analyte-functionalized liposome

for use m unmunoassays comprising the steps of:
a. obtaining an intermediate having the structure

October 30, 1984 CHEMICAL 212S

O

R2—CH2—CH—CH2—O—P—O—R3—A
i» O-Y

where R^ and R2 are independently selected from the

group consisting of H. OH. R". OR" and

OCR".
N
O

(where R" is selected from the group consisting of satu-

rated, unsaturated, branched and straight<hain alkyl and
alkylene groups of 1 to 24 carbons), wherein at least one of
R' and R^ is selected from the group consisting of

OCR"
II

O

and OR"; and where R^ is a side chain with a functional

group capable of bonding to the analyte desired to be
attached, A is an analyte. and Y is a triester-blocking

group;

b. reacting said intermediate to form an amphiphilic com-
pound having the structure

O

R2-CH2-CH-CH2—O-P-O—R3—A; and

Rl OH

c. forming a liposome firom the product of step (b) which is

functionalized on its surface with said analyte and has a

marker carried within said liposome.

4^480,042

COVALENTLY BONDED HIGH REFRACIIVE INDEX
PARTICLE REAGENTS AND THEIR USE IN LIGHT

SCATTERING IMMUNOASSAYS
Alan R. Craig; William A. F^ey; ChariesC Ledan Catharine E.

Looney, aU of Wilmington, Del, and Michael A. G. Loddy,
West Owster, Pa., aaaignora to E. L Dn Pmit de Nemoors and
Company, Wilnd^gton, Del

Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 315,922, Oct 28, 1981, Pat No.
4,401,765, wUch is a continnatioa-in-pirt of Ser. No. 298,473,

Sep. 1, 1981, abandoned. This appUcation May 18, 1983, Ser. No.

495,621

Hie pwtion of the term of this patent subsequent to Ang. 30,

2000, has been diselaiflNd.

Int a^ GOIN 33/54
VJS.a 436-533 3 Claims

1. A method for measuring compounds of biological interest

comprising the steps of

(A) incubating

(1) a particle reagent having high refivctive index consisting

essentially of:

(a) a polymer particle having an inner core and an outer

sheU wherein the inner core is a polymer having a

refractive index of not less than 1.54 as measured at the

wavelength of the sodium D line and wherein the outer

shell is a polymer of

(i) an ethylenically unsaturated monomer having a

functional group capable of reacting with a com-
pound of biological interest selected from the group

consisting of epoxy, carboxyl. amino, hydroxyl and

aldehyde.

Oi) optionaUy, other ethylenically unsaturated mono-

men in an amount sufficient to produce water insolu-

ble polymer particles, and

Ciii) not more than 10 parts by weight of the outer shell

of the monomers of the inner core, said outer shell

being formed by polymerization in the presence of
said inner core and wherein said polymer particles

has approximate diameter range of 0.03-4.1 fuo;
and is covalently attached to

(b) an analog of a compound of biological interest;

(2) a liquid suspected of containing the compound of t^ologi-
cal mterest; and

(3) an agglutinating agent; and
(B) photometrically measuring increased particle size resulting

from agglutination.

4,480,043

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
TOXOPLASMAS FOR THE DUGNOSIS OF

TOXOPLASMOSIS, AND PREPARATIONS THUS
OBTAINED

Girard Trooyez, Charbonnleres les Bains, Fkwice, aaalgaor to

Bimnerienx, Charbonnleres les Baiaa, France
Filed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,893

Claims priority, appUcatioa Fnact, May 20, 1980, 80 11161
Int a.J A61K 39/00. 45/02: GOIN 33/54. 31/00

U.S. CL 436—536 9 Claims
1. A process for manufacturing a preparation of antigens of

toxoplasmas wherel^ mixtures of toxoplasmas and cells of
sarcoma TO 180 are inoculated in mice by the intraperitoneal

route to produce toxoplasmas in the ascitic Uquid, and the

toxoplasmas are collected in the ascitic liquid obtained,

wherein the process is improved by carrying out the operation
in two steps: in the first step inoculating into mice a mixture of
ascitic liquid containing toxoplasmas and ascitic liquid contain-

ing the sarcomatous cells and collecting the peritoneal exudate
in from 48 to 72 hours after the inoculation, and in the second
step inoculating into the mice a mixture of non-infected sarco-

matous cells and sarcomatous cells infected by toxoplasmas
obtained by centrifuging the exudate of the first step, collect-

ing the peritoneal exudate from 48 to 72 hours after inocula-

tion, and thereafter reacting the collected exudate with trypsin

to free toxoplasmas from the cells.

4^480,044

HIGH EXPANSION GLASS4XRAMIC ARTICLES
Patrick McAlInn, Coming, N.Y., aaaignor to Coning Glaas

Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1984, Ser. No. 575,902

IM. as O03C 3/22
U.S.a 501—4 2

11
S '

lit s

il
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1. A chemically-machinable glass-ceramic exhibiting a coef-

ficient of thermal expansion over the interval of 20*-400* C of
about 120-160X 10-V'C. consisting predominantly of lithium

metasilicate, lithium disilicate, and quartz and/or cristobalite

crystals dispersed in a residual glassy matrix, said glass<eramic

having a composition consisting essentially, expressed in terms

of weight percent on the oxide basis, of 5.5-15% LizO, 2-25%
AI2O3. the weight ratio Al203:Li20 being less than 1.7:1,

60-85% Si02, and at least one photosensitive metal in the

indicated proportion selected from the group of 0.001-0.03%
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^0^^ " ^'^ 0«^»-«-3% -ilver. computed as AgCl.Md aoOl-1% copper, computed as CujO. the sum oft&
components constitutmg at least 90% by weight of the total
composition.

4,4W,0«5

^iiJlSii''^*™ CERAMIC COMPOSITION ANDSUBSTRATE OBTAINED BY MEANS OF THIS
COMPOSmON

YfM Goagooyu, and Phflippe BoNTille, both of Bagnolet,
WMce, Hrignon to L.CC.<U.CJL4:ompagnie Eoropeenne
deOwipowataElectrolqiic^ Bagnolet. ftiice

^"^^^
Corttamitfon of Ser. No. 452,125, Dec. 22, 1982, alMuidon^

TWi appUcation Mar. 14, 1984, Scr. No. 587^55
Clatai priority, application France, Jan. 12, 1982, 82 00373

.,»«-« lata^aMBij/yo
UAa 501-153

3Ctata.
I. A process for producing a ceramic substrate for electronic

componente provided with holes, said substrate having a

""^H^ °^ !*" *" '° microinch. comprising the steps of:
(U Mumg m an aqueous medium to form a composition offrom "bout 97 to 98.5 percent by weight of a mixture of:

(a) from about 65 to 95 percent by weight ofa first alumina
material havmg a grain size of from about 0.4 to 8
micron and a density of from about 2 to 2.20 which has
been fired at a temperature of fit)m about 1450* C. to

. S- ^ P«^«ce an alumina material having a den-u^ after finng of from about 3.85 to 3.96; and
(b) From about 34 to 5 percent by weight of a second
alumina material having a grain size of from about 1.2 to
1.6 microM and a density of from about 2.2 to 2.3 which

i«^ " * temperature of from about 1580* C
to 1650 C. to produce an alumina material having a
density of from about 3.85 to 3.96; and

(c) From about 1.5 to 3 percent by weight of organic
compounds comprising a deflocculating agent and anor^c bmder selected from the group consisting of
butyl polyacrylates and copolymers thereof;

(2) Atomizmg said composition;
(3) Screening the resulting composition to produce a granu-

lated material having a grain size of from about 80 to 250
microns;

(4) Mechanically compressing said composition in a mold to

fr^^™^ ^^x^^ '"ving holes to conform to
tlie desired configuration of said substrate;

(5) Firing said substrate at a temperature of about 1580' C •

and

(6) Auto-polishing a plurality ofsaid so fired substrates in the
presence of water.

provided to the catalyst by contact with an atmosphere
compnsmg elemental halogen and water wherein said
water is present m a volume percent range ofabout 0.05 to2^t elevated temperature, at a halogen mass fiow rate of
about one-tenth gram or less of elemental halogen per 100
grams of catalyst per hour for a total halogen amount of
up to 0.5 gram halogen per 100 grams catalyst, for a time
sufficient to effect about 75 to 100 percent redispenion of
said metallic iridium.

2. The process of claim 1 wherein said catalyst is initially
present substantially as agglomerated metallic iridium.

3. The process of claim 1 wherein said agglomerated iridi-
um-contaimng catalyst is present on a catalyst support selected
from sihca. zeoUte, alumina. sUica-alumina. zirconia. alumina-
zirconia, and mixtures thereof.

4,480047

.^AoJ5S!ii***^'*^^*^CE CATALYSTS FORCARBOMETALUC OIL CONVERSION AND THEIR
MANUFACTURING AND USE

r!!'^..?**^ -"T*** ^y-' •'•»« ">• Carmthera, Fairfield,

Filed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 483,061

„„ ^ Int a.' BOlJ 29/05
U.S.a502-« 3,c^

W.I.I t ci.i i.
C.lwtia* I. tLMi..)

(•••I trilut

••»• IIM

CATALTIT

ti<«i>,. (lit t.*% n
(>i.M m iltral ,

• tMWt Mt M (MM U M wm MM MiffIMM.

4^480046
Reactivation'process for

nUDIUM-CONTAINING CATALYSTS USING LOW
HALOGEN FLOW RATES

SL^ !5*, "'**rr^' Walter Weianmui, Berkeley

to EnoB ReMttch A Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ
DiTirion^ Ser. No. 374,976, May 5, 1982, Pat No. 4,54,895.

TTiH applicMion JuL 7, 1983, Ser. No. 511,730
Tht portioa of the tern of this patent rabacqnent to Apr. 24.

2001, has been diaclaimcd.

UAa502-35 ,ga^^
t-iL. 51!^

for reactivating an agglomerated catalyst con-
tauung metalhc indium comprising the steps of:

(a) pretreating said catalyst by contact with a substantiaUy
elemoital oxygen-free atmosphere comprising a halid<i
providmg compound at elevated temperature for a suffi-
cient time to provide about 1.3 weight percent and above
hahde to the catalyst, taken as the coke-free, dry catalyst;

(b) redispersing the metallic iridium from step (a) while
mamtaining said 1.3 weight percent and above halide

1. A low coke, high octane, high activity, high selectivity
metal tolerant, thermally stable, low slurry oU producing cata'
lyst for the conversion of hydrocarbons contaminated with
high Conradson carbon metals to produce lower molecular
weight products, said catalyst comprising in combination:

(a) from about 8 to about 25% by weight of a zeolite com-
pnsmg a zeoMte selected from the group consisting of aHY zeohte and an ultrastable HY zeoUte having a silica-
alumina mole ratio of at least about 5. and having a cell
dimension of about 24.30 to about 24.70 angstroms;

(b) from about 20 to about 70 wt. % of a clay comprising
kaohn. havmg a crystaUine size of from about 0.5 to about
2 microns;

(c) from about 35 ta about 70% of an acidic silica-alumina
co-gel matrix comprising at least about 13 wt % alumina:

(d) from about 0. 1 to about 3 wt. % of rare earths comprising
lanthanum and cerium in a ratio of from about 1 to about
6;

(e) from about 15 to about 60 wt % alumina;
(f) wherein said zeoUte is partiaUy exchanged with said rare

earths from a solution and wherein said zeolite is con-
tained in said acidic matrix and wherein rare earthes have
been precipitated onto said matrix;

4^480,048

CATALYSTS FOR HYDROCARBONS CONVERSION
Jeaa<Paal Boamoafille, Chaton, and Jean Miqnel, Paris, both

of France, aHignon to Sodete Fhmcaiae des Prodniti Pour

Gatalyae Pro^itelyie chcx lastitate F^ancais Dn Petrole,

RcO-Malolaoii, France

FUcd May 24, 1963, Ser. No. 497,632

Claiau priority, application France, May 24, 1982, 82 09098

lot CL^ BOIJ 27/10: ClOG 35/085

MS. CL 502—227 11 Claims

1. A catalyst comprising a carrier and, expressed by weight

with respect to the carrier, from 0.05 to 0.6% of a noble metal

of the platinum family. 0.005 to 5% of titanium, 0.005 to 3% of

at least one metal selected from manganese, technetium and

rhenium, and fitnn 0.1 to 15% of halogen.

4*480,049

NIOBIUM (V) HAUDE/OXIDE-METAL OXIDE
COMPOSmONS AND A PROCESS FOR THEIR

PREPARATION
Thomas H. Johnson, Houston, To., aaaignor to Shell Oil Com-

pany, Hooiton, Tex.

Filed Aog. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 527,536

Int CL» BOIJ 21/04. 23/20. 27/10. 27/12

MS. CL 502—231 8 Claims

1. A process for preparing a metal oxide substrate having a

niobium (V) halide(s) bound to the surface thereof which

process comprises subliming niobium pentahalide and reacting

in a substantially anhydrous and oxygen-free atmosphere the

vapor therefrom with a substantially anhydrous metal oxide

substate having surface hydroxyl groups attached thereto.

6. A composition comprising pentavalent niobium, halogen,

oxygen and a metal oxide substrate wherein at least one va-

lence of niobium is bound to oxygen which is bound to the

substrate, at least one valence of tiie niobium is bound to halo-

gen and the remaining niobium valences are bound to halogen

and/or oxygen which may or may not be bound to the sub-

strate wherein said haUde is a mixture of chloride and fluoride

and is prepared by a process which comprises:

(a) reacting a substantially anhydrous, hydroxyl-containing

metal oxide substrate with niobium pentacUoride in the

vapor state,

(b) contacting the product of step (a) with an oxygen-con-

taining atmosphere and

(c) contacting the product ofstep (b) with a liquid or gaseous

fluorinated hydrocarbon.

4,480,050

EXHAUST GAS OXIDATION CATALYST
John F. Brainan, Dcs Plalncs, Dl., aarignor to UOP Inc^ Des

Plaincs,IIL

CoBtinnatioB-in-part of Ser. No. 404,160, Aug. 2, 1982,

abaadooed. This applicatioB No?. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 555,227

Int CL^ BOIJ 21/04. 23/58

UJS. CL 502-330 8 Claima

5. A catalytic composite prepared by the method including

the step of impregnating a refractory inorganic oxide porous

carrier material with a catalytically active metallic component

selected from the group consisting of pktinum, palladium and

rhodium wherd)y said component is dispersed on the periph-

eral surface of said carrier material the improvement which

comprises, prior to said impregnation of said catalytically

active metaUic component

(a) impregnating said refractory inorganic oxide porous

carrier material with an aqueous solution of a lithium salt

of an organic acid such that said carrier material contains

from 0.1 to 0.8 wt % Li on an elemental basis,

(b) drying said carrier material, and

(c) calcining said carrier material.

4*480,051

ACTIVATED IRON HYDROGENATION CATALYST
James C. Wo, Bcaomoat, TeZn aMignor to E. I. Dn Pont de

Nemonn and Company, Wilmington, Del.

FOed Aug. 3, 1963, Ser. No. 519,991

Int a^ BOIJ 23/74

U.S. a. 502—338 4 daims
1. A process for the preparation of a hydrogenation catalyst

which comprises (a) contacting an iron containing compound
with a reducing gas comprising hydrogen at a temperature not

exceeding about 600* C. until the iron is sufficientiy reduced to

produce an active hydrogenation catalyst (b) contacting the

thus activated catalyst with a gas having an oxygen content of

at least 10.5% to permit a pyrophoric reaction of the iron to

occur and thereafter repeating step (a).

4,480,052

HEAT-SENSrnVE RECORDING MATERIALS
S^ IchUima; Nobotaka OhU; Manto Satonnra, and Ken

Iwaknra, aU of Kanagawa, Japan, aaaignors to F^li Photo

Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

FOed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,036

Clainis priority, applicatioB Japan, Oct 2, 1981, 56-157795

Int CL^ B41M 5/18

U.S.a 346-208 15 ClaiBM

1. A heat-sensitive recording material, comprising: a support

and a composition thereon comprising:

an electron donating colorless dye in an amount of 0.1 to 2.0

g/m2;

an electron accepting compound in an amount of 0.1 to 4.0

g/m^; and

a phenol derivative in an amount of 0. 1 to 4.0 g/m^ and

represented by the general formula (I):

OR

6'
(D

wherein R is an alkyl group or an aralkyl group, and Y is

a phenyl group, an alkyl group, a cycloalkyl group or a

halogen atom.

4,480,053

COATING COMPOSmON AND METHOD
Stanley A. Shemo, ColnmMa, S.C aarignor to Apenn of Sonth

Cardina, Greenwood, S.C.

Continaation of Ser. No. 129,249, Mar. 11, 1980. abandoned,

which is a continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 103,438, Dec 14.

1979, abandoned, which to a continnatioa-in-part of Ser. No.

41,592, May 23, 1979, abandoned. Thto appUcation May 26,

1982, Ser. No. 382,217 ,

Int a.3 C08V 9/22

MS. CL 521—54 11 daims

1. An aqueous coating composition for providing a tena-

ciously adherent resinous, Ughtweight heat insulating and

weather resistant coating on a roof or other exterior surface of

a building, said composition comprising an aqueous thermo-

plastic synthetic resin latex prepared by emulsion polymeriza-

tion and capable of forming a fihn, and dispersed therewith, a

plurality of discrete multicellular particles of foamed polysty-

rene, said particles having a particle size of 0.03 to 0.3 inch and

a thickening agent selected from the group consisting of starch,

gel, gum and hydroxyethylcellulose, the resin latex being pres-

ent in an amount of 2-60 parts by volume of resin solids per 100

parts by volume of polystyrene particles, and said thickening

agent being present in an amount sufficient to increase the

viscosity of the aqueous coating composition to a paint-like

consistency and provide a coating composition capable of
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providing a coating having a thickness ofabout 30 mUs to one
inch.

-continued

^ 4,480,054

^-iPi^^^^Sf-P™ '"=^ COMPOSITIONS
Sowi J. Endwle, WOmtogton, Del, assignor to E. I Du Pont deNanonn and Company, WUmingtofl, Del
Contingatioii.iiiM«rt of Ser. No. 814,228, jnl. 15, 1W3,. TTUs

•PpUcatlon Jan. 23, 1584, Ser. No. 573,025

,T« « ..
Int a^ C08J 9//0

UAa521-«Ll
18 Claim.

1. A compatible foamable, readily formable. curable poly-mer blend consistuig essentiaUy of the foUowing components
present m the following approximate weight amounts-
CD 50-100 parts of a dipolymer E/A or terpolymer E/A/B
wherem E is ethylene; A is acrylic or methacrylic acid-
and B IS n-butyl or isobutyl acrylate; the weight propor-
tion ofmonomerA in both the dipolymer and the terpoly-
mer bemg about 2-20% and the weight proportion of
monomer B m the terpolymer being at most about 23%-
the carboxyUc acid groups in either type ofpolymer beine

either unneutralized or neutralized to an extent of at
most about 71% with metal ions having a valency of
from I to 3;

(2) 2-40 parts of a terpolymer E/X/Y. where E is ethylene-X IS vmyl acetate or a C-Cg alkyl acrylate; and Y is CO
or SO2; the weight proportions of X and Y being as fol-

Y about 1-15%;
X. when it is vinyl acetate, about 15-30%. and when it is
an alkyl acrylate. about 10-55%;

(3) 2-40 parts of an elastomer;

(4) 1-10 parts of a blowing agent;

S^<^.^ °^" activator for the blowing agent;
(6) 5-10 parts of a curing agent for the E/X/Y terpolymer

selected from peroxides, sulfur and sulfur-releasing agents,
and diammes and their precursors;

» © «.

(7) 0-15 parts of a processing aid; and
(8) 0-100 parts of a filler.

in which
X is H. OH, SO3H. CI, CH3. or C2H5 and
« " or an alkyl radical, with 1 to 9 carbon atoms, at a pH
between about 1 and 2. and releasing the pressure wheVe-upon a roamed anuno resin is produced.

4,480,055
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING MODIFIED

AMINO-RESIN PRODUCE
2;L5!:!?IS^

Heimdededwlm. Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

FItod Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,721

wSfSToMT?^'
''**^***" ^"^ "*'• '^ ^'*™"y' ^' «•

.10^-.^ iBt 0.3 C08J P/iOUAa 521-.106 - „.
f i_ .. . . 8 Cuums
1. in the preparation of a foamed amino-resin by reacting an

f^S'X'"^*""""^ ^* • '«^«"«^' «d therSiSfoammg. the miprovement which comprises employing an
aminoplast precondensate which contains an excess offo^-deMe or to which supplemental formaldehyde or another
lowCTmwioaldehyde or dialdehyde has been added in theabsence ofany additive selected from the group consisting of amononuclear or binuclear phenol. phenoh?ether. or ac^ph

^J^i,^' ' "^P"^^ 8" "d « l««t one additive
sdected from the group consisting of a mononuclear or binu-

fo^da
°' acenaphthene derivative of the

4,480056

SSSiT^SJ™ ANTIPOUUNG COATINGS WITH
Albert pTJ'^ BKPHENOL-A EPOXY RESdJs

Sn . a""^
^'*" ^"^•' ^^ •^^^ to Hie United

?SSn°iir D.?
"'*''^*^ *^ *^^««^ «'*• N^^^

PUed Jon. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,782

II « ri
„^VL*;"'«»8Lii/02;A61Ki//7¥

VS. a. 523-122
J j^,^

fiJii^ ?T"*"f°"^8«»^8 formuktion consisting essen-
tially of, by weight:

from about 20% to about 55% of the esterification product
produced by reacting tributyltin oxide with a copolymer
of styrene and maleic anhydride, wherein about 04 to
about 0.8 moles ofsaid oxide are combined with each mole
of said copolymer;

from about 7% to about 36% solvent-
from about 12% to about 32% of a dlglycidyl ether of Bis-
phenol-A epoxy having an average epoxy equivalent
weight of between about 170 and 250-

from about 6% to about 30% of a novolac type epoxy hav-

?ln*" !?/!**' ^""^ equivalent weight of between about
170 and 215;

from about 10% to about 20% of an amido amine accelera-

from about 2% to about 8% filler; and
from about 2% to about 8% pigment.

•Cf'

4,480057

SSSSS^*^^^ POLYCPHENYLENE OXIDE)
COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING ENCAPSULATED

FILLER MATERIAL
Hironari Sano, Yokkaichi, Ja|Mn. anignor to Mitsabishi Petro-

chemical Co., Ltd., Mic, Japan
Filed Dec 14, 1982, Ser. No. 455,641

^Ir'JI^^lfii,*"'"****"" ^f*^ '^ «. IWJ. 56-202065

II «^ ?.i^ ^'^^' ^^ ^/^* C08L 25m 71/M
\1A. u. 529—206

12 cbi-i-
1. An impact-resistant poly(phenylene oxide) composition

comprising:

(a) a matrix comprising poly(phenylene oxide) or a mixture
of poly(phenylene oxide) and a styrene-based polymer,
which IS a polymer having at least 25 mol % of the poly-
mer umts derived from a compound having the formula:
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R—C—CH2

6(Z),

wherein R is hydrogen, a lower alkyl group, or a halogen,

and Z is hydrogen, a lower alkyl group, chlorine, or vinyl

and p is an integer fi-om 1 to 5, and

(b) dispersed in said matrix, a dispersed phase comprising a

synthetic resin and a particulate inorganic filler, said syn-

thetic resin dispersed phase substantially completely sur-

rounding said each filler particle or aggregate thereof and

being selected fixnn the group consisting of

(i) a crystalline olefin polymer phase comprising a fimc-

tional derivative of a crystalline olefin polymer contain-

ing fiuctional groups having an affinity for both said

inorganic filler and a blend of said fimctional derivative

of a crystalline olefin polymer with an underivatized

crystalline olefin polymer, and,

interposed between said crystalline olefin polymer phase

and said matrix, a crystidline or elastomeric hydroge-

nated styrene-conjugated diene polymer, and

(ii) a crystalline hydrogenated styrene<onjugated diene

polymer phase comprising a fimctional derivative of a

hydrogenated styrene-conjugated diene polymer con-

taining fimctional groups having an affinity for both

said inorganic filler and a blend of said functional deriv-

ative of a hydrogenated styrene-conjugated diene poly-

mer with an underivatized crystalline hydrogenated

styrene-conjugated diene polymer.

4,480,058

AQUEOUS EPOXY ESTER EMULSIONS
Vincent W. Ting, Boolder, Orio., and Richard M. Mardnko,
Nordi RoyaUm, Ohio, assignon to SCM Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

CootianatiOB of Ser. No. 212^49, Dec 4, I960,. lUa application

Jan. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 222,933

lot a? O08L 63/00

US.a 523—404 43 Gains
1. A nongelled hydroxy ester copolymer composition sub-

stantially free of oxirane functionality comprising an acidic

copolymer-epoxy resin hydroxy ester reaction product pro-

duced by esterifying an acidic copolymer with an epoxy resin

in the presence cS amine catalyst in amounts larger than 2% by

weight of reactants subjected to esterification to avoid a useless

gel, the epoxy resin being a mixture containing at least 5% by

weight of aromatic polyether which is difunctional in oxirane

fimctionality which is consumed by reaction with the acidic

copolymer and the acidic copolymer being a solution copoly-

mer of monoethylenically unsaturated monomers comprising

at least about 20% of monoethylenically unsaturated carbox-

ylic acid, based on the total weight of monomers, the epoxy

resin mixture constituting at least about 40% of the total resin

solids content and providing oxirane functionality in a stoi-

chiometric deficiency with respect to carboxyl functionality in

the acidic copolymer of from 1:2 to 1:20. at least a portion of

the carboxyl functionality in the copolymer-epoxy resin hy-

droxy ester reaction product being reacted with a base to

render the reaction product self-emulsifiable in water.

4*480,059

EPOXY ADHESIVES FOR POLY(BUTYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE)

Chvlca D. Dodgem, CUfIn Pvk, N.Y., anifMr to

Electric Coivay, Schaaactady, N.Y.
Filed Aog. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 411,763

Int. CL^ G06G 59/68. 59/62
VS.a 523—466 7

1. An improved heat curable adhesive composition for bond-
ing poly(butylene terephthalate) resin substrates consisting of:

(a) at least one epoxidic prepolymer containing two or more
epoxy groups;

(b) an effective amount of an aromatic halonium complex
salt thermal initiator dissolved in a compatibilizing non-

expoxidic organic liquid; and

(c) a catalytic amount of a copper carboxylate salt cocata-

lyst.

wherein the improvement comprises the addition from about 1

to about 20 parts by weight of the overall composition of a

polyhydric alcohol wherein said polyhydric alcohol is a di-

functional alcohol selected from compounds of the formula

HO—R—OH, wherein R is (CH2)ff, where n is an integer of
fiom 2 to 10, orR represents a group,—(CH))ii—O—(CHs)—n.
where n is the same as defined above, whereby upon heating

the polyhydric alcohol acts initially to soften and render the

surface of the poly(1.4-butylene terephthalate) tacky to in-

crease its receptivity to bonding and then the alcohol reacts

with the epoxy groups and becomes an integral part of the

adhesive.

4,480,060

MICA-RESIN COMPOSITE MATERIAL
Syed N. Hoda, HorMheada, and Andiony R. Olszewski, Bath,

both of N.Y., assignors to Corning Glaas Works, Coning,
N.Y.

Filed Jan. 27, 1963, Ser. No. 461,572

Int a.} O08K 3/34

VS. a 523—466 19 Ofadms

1. The method of forming a composite body composed of

ion-exchanged, synthetic mica crystals and an organic resin

which comprises the steps of,

providing in flocculated form an ion-exchanged, synthetic,

lithium and/or sodium, crystalline mica, the mica being

selected from the group of fluorhectorite. hydroxyl hec-

torite, boron fluorphlogopitc hydroxyl boron phlogopite.

and solid solutions among those and between those and

other structurally-compatible species selected from the

group of talc, fluortalc, fluorpolyUthioinitc polylithionite,

phlogopite. and fluorphlogopitc

converting the floe to particulate form,

mixing the particulate floe with an organic resin in particu-

late form and in such amount that the processed composite

has a greater mechanical strength than similarly processed

floe alone, and contains at least 50% floe

dispersing the mixture in a solvent,

drying the dispersed mixture and

pressing the dried mixture to desired form at an elevated

temperature and pressure.

4,480,061

WOOD-LIKE ARTICLES MADE FROM CELLULOSIC
FILLER LOADED ETHYLENE INTERPOLYMERS

MichaelC Cooghlln, and ThMthy T. Scheaek, both of Wiladag-

ton, DeL, aadgaors to E. 1. Dn Foot de NcaMwrs and Com-
pany, Wiladngton, DeL

Filed Dec 28, 1962, Ser. No. 453,952

Int a^ O08K 5/01; B32B 27/30 27/32

VS.a 524-13 17 ClalBa

1. An article having wood-like appearance and sufficientiy

high stifhess for a wood stubstitute made of a composition

comprising

(a) firom about 15 to about 55% by weight of at least one
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^ ^"ononier selected ftom the group^Sng of

^y^^:^^i:T*,^"''' T^' «^ °f»^ted««w»yiic acids wherein the aad moiety has up to 4cj««»««n% the ethylene content of sLlamSJlr

SSufSS?L°^ "^ copolymer being from about 5 toaboutO* by weight, and the melt index of said cotil^

p£^2liSl^^r* '^y "««»'^ °^ « '«»t onepwnicizer selected from the group consutins of Drace«u»g«^^«U«d oiK polyester^ polyeth^^^S^

W) fiSS^o* 5^"? !i2?*w^°* '^y ^*«h* ofceUulodc filler:

wected firom the group consisting of organic acids, or-

,.^1^ derivative, and surfacTactive S«ts.^d

from the group consisting of low density branched poh^«hyl«^h,gh density lin«r polyethylene. W^J^J.men of ethylene and another olefin comonomer. poljpro-pylene «d copolymen of propylene and ethyl«e wh^the ethylene content is up to 20% by weight
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sdfonate polymer bemg at least 95% neutrahzed. complexedwith an amm<^containing polymer, said polymer ^ontaEImmnnujn of three basic groups per polJmrmoSTsSS
basic nitrogen content of said amine containing polymw bdw
Irre^^h 'T'^"^^ ««!• per lOoTorjSyS^
whercu, the molar ratio of metal sulfomite groups tTthrt ofbasic nitrogen atoms is from about 0.03 to atout M

MM,062

A-i. ., ..-
y-^^Q^^^'MC COMPOSITION

rai Mar. 28, mi, Ser. No. 479,376

1^ elastomeric composition comprising:
^™

lOOparts of a neutrahzed sulfonated ehutomeric polymer

^^T^ ?rJ?
~ »^«I«ivalents neutralizS^sSfoMte

£SfJ!L'*Ir'°°
^'^ °f elastomeric polymer, said ^u!S^ "^""^ .»™'^ ^•'^'^S « cSicrsei;cted from^grwip consBting of ammonium, antimony. aluSni^

pS;,i?f-.M°*?l?^ °~"P ^' "A. IB or IIB of a;

joto MO parts of a non-polar process oil;

ZT P*^
.°f • preferential plasticizer selected from thegroup conwting of a basic salt ofa cart^xylS^STv^g

2to 30«rton atoms, said salt containing a «tion seS^Sfrom the group consisting of antimony, aluminum ir^^e^ of Group U. DA. IB or IIB oTTeTe^iS
Table of Elemento and mixtures thereof and an organi'c

St^^ the formuh R>CONR2r3 where RiK

;^R3 fc^vf « • "** '^''*" ** '"« one of R«. R2and R3 has at least 5 carbon atoms; and
at least 65 parts of carbon black;
alJ said parts being by weight.

COLOR PIGM^ FOR USe'iN THE PRODUCnON OF
F„i* «

^"«»MOPLASnC ARTICLES
"-""" ""^

on to Elkem Metals Compttiy,Pit«Hirgh,PBr ^^^

1. An improved method for producing colored polyetSSU^pU«tic ^cles which comprise,'the st^ ^fS^H
r^^.r^'^.f T°*^'y °^ PolyethyleTthermoSc
resm together with at least one color pigment offinelyXided
manganomanganic oxide fume, in «noiSu such that s^^W.
«h>Jene thermoplastic articles will contain from al^Tl%to 20% by weight of said pigment, said finely^livided mintganomanganic oxide fume having spherical policiesSa^of between ^ut 0.1 and about 4.0 microns. hSti^tZture to elevated temperatures in order to mdt the polyethy^e

ment throughout the resin and then shaping the polyethyl«e
thermoplastic resin into the finished article

^'^^^^^

4*480,063

'roN^!S^^?S3S??J!^^^ ^^ SULFONATEDlONOMtys^AND AMINE CONTAINING POLYMERS
iKliL^StL??"'''"^ "^^^ G. PdlfcrTSstB«^^«-Ri*m R.PIdIIIp^ Spring^

Filed Not. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 547,911

J-Ut1S^*^S.^"f'!S? ^"^^ " ^i»«>^tfa?S^see at 2W C. of about 5000 poise to about 5y^ io6 nr».«compn«ng intencting a blend bfTneuSd sifoSPdymer cont«ning from about 4 meq. ofme^ulSnT^
100 g. of polymer up to 200 meq. per 100 g. of polymSr sE

4,480,065

Y«i.^t^°J^lf^"^= ""^ COMPOSmON
MaU, Kawasaki; Akio YoaUhara, YokohamTRSionriS
•W-o. Kawa«dd. a«l KattmaTsSlgndrSoton^^^

FUed May 17, 1983, Ser. No. 495,255
Uaims priority, appUcatfam Japan, Jon. 4. 1982. 57.«47ffl

copolymer having an ethylene content of 11-30 wt %
pol^ropylene units insoluble in boiling n-heptime of 75wt.% or more, an intrinsic viscosity of 1.2-2.0 as mea-
sured as a tetraUne solution (135- C) and a melt flow index
of 8 or greater;

(b) 5-35 wt% of an ethylene-propylene copolymer rubberhavmg a propylene content of 20-50 wt% and a Moonev
viscosity (MLi +4. 100* C.) of 20-100;

(c) 5-35 wt% of an ethylene-propylene-diene terpolymer
havmg a propylene content of 20-50 wt.% and a Moonev
viscosity (ML, +4. 100' C.) of 20-110. said diene being
ethyUdaie nortwmene. dicyclopentadiene or 1.4-hexadi-
ene; and

(d) 2-5 wt.% based on the total weight of the above resin
components (a), (b) and (c) of an inorganic filler havina a
particle size of 3 ^un or smaller.
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4,480,066

RUBBER COMPOSITIONS AND ARTICLES THEREOF
HAVING IMPROVED METAL ADHESION AND METAL

ADHESION RETENTION
James A. Davis, Unioatowa, and Robert C. Koch, Akron, both of

Ohio, asdgnon to The Firestone Tire A Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio

FDed Aug. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 524,496

Int. a.J C08L 7/00. 9/00. 9/06. 15/02

U.S. a. 524—439 5 Gains
1. A brass or brass-plated metallic reinforced vulcanizable

rubber composition suitable for rubber plies essentially free of

transition metal adhesion promoting additives having im-

proved metal adhesion and metal adhesion retention properties

with brass and brass-plated reinforcing elements, wherein the

improvement comprises:

substituting at least about 10.0 parts by weight of a haloge-

nated rubber for the rubber present in said vulcanizable

composition so as to provide 100 parts of rubber;

wherein said halogenated rubber is selected from the group

consisting of fluorocarbon elastomers and chlorosulfo-

iMted polyethylene; and.

wherein said rubber in said vulcanizable rubber composition

is selected from the group consisting of natural rubber,

synthetic rubber and rubber blends thereof and wherein

said vulcanizable rubber composition contains at least 40

to 50 percent of natural rubber.

3. A method for improving metal adhesion and metal adhe-

sion retention properties between a vulcanizable rubber com-

position, essentially free of transition metal adhesion promot-

ing additives, and brass or brass-plated metaUic reinforcing

elements comprising the steps of:

blending at least about 10.0 parts by weight of a halogenated

rubber with up to about 90.0 parts by weight of a vulcaniz-

able rubber essentially free of other halogenated rubber;

and

curing said blend of rubben with said brass or brass-plated

metallic reinforcing elements embedded in said rubber

composition;

wherein said halogenated rubber is selected from the group

consisting of bromobutyl rubber, chlorobutyl rubber,

fluorocarbon elastomer and chlorosulfonated polyethyl-

ene; and,

wherein said rubber in said vulcanizable rubber composition

is selected from the group consisting of natural rubber,

synthetic rubber and blends thereof and wherein said

vulcanizable rubber composition contains at least 40 to 50

percent of natural rubber.

4,480,067

IMPEDING SEDIMENTATION OF CLAYS IN WATER
Lino Vio, Pan, and Gilles Mennier, Lescar, both of France,

assignon to Societe Nationale Elf Aqnitaine, Paris, France

FUed Aug. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 526,050

Claims priority, awUcation France, Dec 31, 1982, 82 22181

iBt a? C08K 5/16

MS.a 524-446 17 Claims

1. A method of impeding the sedimentation of clays in a

water containing the same, which consists in adding to the

water a slight amount of a polymer which bean hydroxamic

groups attached to a linear hydrocarbon chain.

4,480,068

HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT BINDERS
Rnben A Santos, Samia; Willian G. Kipp, Conrtright, aad

Edwin J. MacPheraon, Samia, all of Canada, aaaignon to

Flberglas Canada Inc., Ontario, Canada

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,256

lot a^ CO8K 3/28. 3/38; C08L 6/10

VS.a 524—456 33 ClaiM

1. A method of preparing a high temperature resistant, ther-

mosetting, water-dilutable binder composition suitable for use

in a binder system for mineral fibers, comprising mixing at a

temperature of about 20* to 80* C. in an aqueous medium
(a) a mixture of 1 mole of boric acid and about 0.9 to 2 moles

of soluble hydroxyl compound chosen from diol. polyol.

aldose and ketose;

(b) about 0.5 to 1.5 moles of a nitrogen containing compound
chosen from dicyandiamide. melamine and guanidine; and

.

(c) a phenol-formaldehyde resol to which urea has been

added; said phenol-formaldehyde resol-urea mixture hav-

ing a pH in the range of 7.5 to 10; and being added in a

weight ratio of between 2:1 and 3:1 to the weight of com-
ponents (a) and (b). and containing urea in the ratio of

phenol-formaldehyde to urea between 70:30 and 40:60

parts by weight, and said phenol-formaldehyde resol hav-

ing a phenol to formaldehyde molar ratio of between 1:3

and 1:4.5;

and adjusting the Ph of the final composition to fall in the

range of about 8.5 to 9.5.

19. A high temperature resistant, thermosetting, water-dilu-

table binder composition suitable for use in the manufacture of

thermally stable bonded mineral fiber structures, comprising in

a ratio of between 1:2 and 1:3 parts by weight of boric acid-

hydroxyl-amide component and a phenol-formaldehyde resol

to which urea has been added, said composition having a pH
adjusted to fall in the range of about 8.S to 9.S, said boric

acid-hydroxyl-amide component being prepared by mixing at a

temperature of about 20* to 80* C. in an aqueous medium 1

mole of boric acid with about 0.9 to 2 moles of a soluble hy-

droxyl compound chosen from diol, polyol, aldose and ketose

and adding 0.5 to 1.5 moles of a nitrogen containing compound
chosen from dicyandiamide, melamine and guanidine; and said

phenol-formaldehyde resol-urea mixture having a pH in the

range of 7.5 to 10 and containing urea in a ratio of phenol-for-

maldehyde to urea between 70:30 and 40:60 parts by weight,

and said phenol-formaldehyde resol having a phenol to formal-

dehyde molar ratio of between 1:3 and 1:4.5.

4,480,069

NON-AQUEOUS DISPERSIONS BASED ON CAPPED
STABILIZERS AND VINYL MONOMERS I

Ares N. Theodore, Farmington Hilla, and Mohlndcr S. Chattha,

Lifonia, both of Mich., assignon to Ford Motor Company,

Dearborn, Mich,

per No. PCT/US83/00014, $ 371 Date Jan. 5, 1983, § 102(c)

Date Jan. 5, 1983

PCT FDed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 465^56
lat a.3 CD8J 3/02; C08L 51/00 51/06. 51/08

U.S. a. 524-504 14 Claims

1. A stable dispenion characterized in that said particles are

formed by addition polymerization of:

(a) between about 0.8 and other 20 weight percent each of

fint and second ethylenically unsaturated monomera each

bearing functionality capable of crosslinking reaction with

the other; and

(b) between about 98.4 and about 60 weight percent of at

least one other monoethylenically unsatunted monomer;

in the presence of (I) an organic liquid which is a solvent

for the polymerizable monomers, but a non-solvent for the

resultant polymer, and 01) polymeric dispersion stabilizer

containing at least two segments with one segment being

solvated by said organic liquid and the second segment

being of different pblarity than said fint segment and

relatively insoluble in said organic liquid, wherein the

reaction is carried out at elevated temperatures such that

the dispersion polymer fint forms and then is crosslinked,

wherein the precursor of said fint segment of said stabi-

lizer comprises a long chain hydrocarbon molecule hav-

ing only one reactive group per said molecule.

14. Crosslinked polymer particles obtained by the removal

of said solvent from said dispersion formed in claim 1.
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Mm,070
COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESS

Byg^^ Pp» W Rd^ Enwrirt. bott of SwitiartoS

CorttairtoB or Str. No. 383,fl24» Mv M, 19W, dwdooed.
TlJt apjllerto. Jbl r

, 1983, S«. NrSr^Sr^
..-«.- bLCLiCOSL 75/07
UAa52*-591 jCWm

1. An oocyuMte composition capable of yielding an emul-non on adnuxtore with water said composition comprising the
product of reaction of

*

(•) apolymethylene polyphenyl polyisocyanate containing

JT^* J° •?. •*»"* * P«n«>« by weight ofm^
thylenebisCphenyl oocyanate) the remainder of said poly-
aocyaiiate comprising oUgomeric polymethylene poly-
pheny! polynocyanates of fimctionaUty greater than 2.0-
and

(b) from aOOl to 0.2 equivalents, per equivalent of said
polyisocyanate, of a hydroxyl containing compound se-
lected from the class consisting of
0) «t least one compound having the formula

polymere, thermoplastic polyhydroxyethers derived from
bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin. hydroxyalkyl acrylic or
methacryhc acid polymers and polyester polyol polymen
derived from orgamc carboxylic acids and polyhydric alco-
hob. which comprises blending said hydroxyhted polymen
with an alkyl sihcate or alkyl siUcate hydrolyzate m theVr^cm^ of a trace amount of acid and thereafter curing the lesul-

R'-fCH2CH20^5=sr-R2
(D

wherein R' represents a group selected from the class
consistmg of alkoxy, carbalkoxy, aryloxy and

HO-r-CHj

J2-IS

nd
R* represento a group having the formula

4,480,073
THERMOPLASnC COMPOSITION CONTAINING APOLY(MElHYL EIHENYLBENZEI^R^^ a

POLY(PHENYLENE OXIDE)RmT
X^Nr?o5r^

CoBtinuation-iB-part of Ser. No. 119,901. Feb. 8. 1980 Pmt. m«

me portion of the term of this pMcnt saboeqncnt to Auo. 18.
1998, has been disciaiaed.

i,» « « iBt a.3 C08L 6//«
UACL52S-« ,c^
coLiitiS^r;o?sr'°"

""''*^* ''^o^^ «<*

(a) 20 to 99 weight percent of a high impact copolymer
compnsmg 5 to 10 weight percent of a polybutadiene
backbone and grafted thereto polymeric units derived
from a mixture of isomers of methyl ethenyl benzene
consistmg essentially of to 0.05 weight percent l-methyl-
2-cthenyl benzene. 1 to 5 weight percent l-methyl-S-ethe-
nyl benzene, and at least 95 weight percent l-methyl^
ethenyl benzene; and

(b) 80 to 1 waght percent of a poly(phenylene oxide) lesin
havmg the formula

TCHj-CH-O-r-H

^U-
M80,071

ISOCYANATE«)UPLED REINFORCED
__„^._^OXYMErHYLENE POLYMERS

HW SaM9, 1983, S«. No. 533,077

tT« ^ -. ^ I«.a'O08Ki/W

J^'J^
«nol<ung composition comprised of an oxymethylene

umtt. a blocked « unblocked isocyanate c^p^d blJ

Swfjr*^ °^ *^* polymer, a non-reinforcing, particulate
nfler and an isocyanate-active catalyst

were each Q independenUy is hydrogen, a hydrocarbon
radical, a halohydrocarbon radical having at least two
carbon atoms between the halogen atom and phenyl nu-
cleus, or halogen, provided that each is free of a tertiary
carbon atom; and n is at least 20.

.^ ^„ M80,072
USE OF ETHYL SnJCAir: AS A CROSSLINKER FOR
^,. , ^ HTOROXYLAnD POLYMERS

-.gyf^ly'-g'rt^^S'.No. 354,783, Mar. 10, 1982,^^^^ "'S??,^ **• *^ Ser. No. 527,W2

UAa525^1
"^"^'^'^00

^^^

4,480,074
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ELASIOPLASHC

COMPOSITIONS
Ymi L. Wang, Wadsworth, OUo, anignor to Monsanto Com.
pmy, St Louis, Mo.

Filed Oct 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,540

IT « ^ -,.
'^ CL3 C08L 23/26. 23/30. 23/36

U.S.a 525-194
SCUdms

1; A process for preparing an elastoplastic composition
which comprises dynamicaUy vulcanizing a blend comprising
(a) an elastoplastic composition, prepared by dynamic vulcani-
zation, comprising a blend ofabout 25 to 50 parts by weight of
crystaUine polyolefin resin and. correspondingly, about 75 to
50 parts by weight of vulcanized monoolefin copolymer rub-
ber, and (b) unvulcanized but vulcanizable monoolefin copoly-
mer rubber composition comprising monoolefin copolymer
rubber m an amount so that after vulcanization the final com-
position (c) comprises a blend ofabout 15 to 45 parts by weight
of crystalline polyolefin resin and. correspondmgly, about 85
to 55 parts by weight of vulcanized monoolefin copolymer
rubber.
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4^480,075

BLOCK COPOLYMERS OF ZIEGLER-NATTA
POLYMERIZED AND ANIONICALLY POLYMERIZED

MONOMERS
Carl L. Willis, Honstim, Tex., aarignor to Shell Oil Company,

HoostoB, Tex.

Filed Jbb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 507,382

Int a^ C08F 297/04. 297/06

VS.a 525—247 34 CUms
1. A process for preparing living multi-block copolymers

comprising;

(a) combining under polymerization conditions one or more

alpha olefin monomers in a suitable diluent in the presence

of a Ziegler-Natta catalyst system and a transmetallation

reagent selected from the group consisting of dialkyl zinc,

dialkyl cadmium, tetralkyl lead, and their salts,

(b) contacting the resulting polymer with an anionic transfer

reagent generating an anionic polymerization initiator

thereby forming living polymer chains,

(c) contacting the resulting living polymer chains sequen-

tially with one or more monomers selected firom the group

consisting of conjugated dienes, and monoalkenylarenes

and activated mono olefins;

(d) recovering multi-block copolymers.

tetrahydrofiirfuryl methacrylate and mixtures of the same

and

where C is selected from the group consisting of acryloni-

trile. methacrylonitrile, N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone and vinyl-

alpha-methyl pyrrolidone and mixtures of the same.

4,480,076

FLEXIBLE THERMOPLASTIC VINYL CHLORIDE
POLYMERS

Earl G. Mclby, Uniontown; Hobert J. Fabris, Akron; RoHeD A.

LlYigni, Akron, and Hairy W. Cocain, Cnyahoga Falls, aU of

Ohio, anignors to The General Tfarc tt Rubber Company,

Akron, Ohio
Filed Jon. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,109

Int a3 0D8F 259/04: C08L 27/06. 33/08. 33/12

VS.a 525—261 9 Clafans

1. The method which comprises, in aqueous media contain-

mg a free radical initiator and suspension polymerized vinyl

chloride polymer, contacting said polymer widi copolymeriz-

able monomers consisting essentially of A, B and C at a tem-

perature below polymerization temperature for a period of

time sufficient to swell said vinyl cUoride polymer with said

monomers and then suspension graft or over polymerizing said

vinyl chloride polymer with said polymerizable monomers,

said suspension optionally additionally containing a protective

colloid, said suspension optionally additionally containing a

chain transfer agent in a minor amount sufficient to avoid

formation of gel, to form a plasticized vinyl chloride polymer,

said suspension polymerized vinyl chloride polymer being used

in an amount of from about 40 to 60% by weight and said

polymerizable monomers A, B and C being used in a total

amount of from 60 to 40% by weight, the relative ratios of A,

B and C to each other on a percent by weight basis being from

about 24 to 94 of A, from about 1 to 75 of B and from about 1

to 20 ofC the total of A, B and C being 100,

where said vinyl chloride polymer is selected frxnn the

group consisting of homopolyvinyl chloride, a copolymer

of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate containing up to about

50% by weight of vinyl acetete, and a copolymer of vinyl

chloride and vinylidene chloride containing up to about

50% by weight of vinylidene chloride and mixtures of the

same,

where A has the formula

CH2»C—COR

where R is an alkyl group offrom 4 to 8 carbon atoms and

mixtures of A, said A as a homopolymer having a Tg of

not above about -20* C,
where B is selected from the group consisting of methyl

acrylate, ethyl acrylate, tetrahydrofiirfbryl acrylate and

4,480,077

HEAT RESISTANT VINYL ESTER RESIN
COMPOSTnON

Robert E. Heftier, Jr., Lake Jackson, Tex^ assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oet 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,573

Int CI.3 C08L 63/10

VS. CL 525—530 8 Claims

1. A curable resinous composition comprising

A. about 5 to about 95 weight percent of a vinyl ester resin

having terminal polymerizable vinylidene groups or a

mixture of vinyl ester resins, and

B. about 95 to about 5 weight percent of an unsaturated

mixture consisting of 20 to 80 weight percent of an ethyl-

enically unsaturated monomer and 80 to 20 weight per-

cent of a dicyclopentadiene or polycyclopentadiene bis or

tris ester of an unsaturated polycarboxylic acid having one

of the formulae

CH2-COOH *•

Rl—C—COOH

R2-C-R3

CH-CXX)H

where

Ri is =CH2 or =C(CH3)-CH3
R2 is hydrogen or —CH2—COOH
R3 is hydrogen when R2 is a —CH2—COOH group, or

-COOH.

4,480,078

CONTINUOUS EMULSION POLYMERI2LATION
PROCESS

Rameah N. Gqjarathi, Akron, Ohio, aaaigBor to The Goodyear

Titt A Rubber Company, Akron, OUo
Conttaraation of Ser. No. 427,367, Sep. 29, 1982, abandoned,

which is a continnation of Ser. No. 304,743, Sep. 23, 1981,

abaadonad. TUs application Jan. 27, 1984, Ser. No. 574,313

IML CL^ O08F 265/02

VS. CL 526-65 7 Claim

1. A catalyzed continuous emulsion polymerization process

for the production of a latex frxnn componentt (a), (b), and (c)

comprising: (a) at least one coiuugated diene, (b) at least one

non-caiboxylic comonomer, (c) at least one ethylenically un-

saturated polycarboxylic acid selected from the group consist-

ing of maleic acid, ftimaric add and iticonic acid; wherein the

percent by weight of (c) to (a) and (b) can range frxnn at least

1 to 5; the polymerization reaction is carried out in two or

more reaction zraes in which all ofcomponent (c) and from 25

to 75 percent by weight ofcomponents (a) and (b) are polymer-

ized in the first reaction zone at a pH of 1.5 to 2.5 to a conver-

sion of 85 to 98 percent; the reaction is continued in a second

zone, to which is suppUed the balance of componentt (a) and

(b) which is then polymerized to 85 to 95 percent conversion of

total monomers charged foUowed by removing the reaction

mixture frxnn the second to a third reaction zone wherein the

reaction mixture is polymerized to essentially complete mono-

mer conversion.

/
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M8IMI79
GOPOLYMERIZATION OFUNSATURATED URETHANE

MONOMERS
I^BJidU ttrtwj^ojthwfci, «^ WflUn. I. Spurr, Wmliig.

CMdontioD.iB-ptft of Ser. No. 3«7,«17, Apr. 12, 1582,
•MBdoMd. lUs application Nof. 1, Mil, Ser. No. 438,348

UAa52*-301
24Claliii«

1. A method of producing a moulded plastics product by
m-mould copolymerisation of an unsaturated urethane com-
pound and a vinyl monomer copolymerisable therewith
wberem '

(a) the unsaturated urethane compound is a polyurethane
polyacrylate or polymethacrylate resin derived from a
hydroxyalkyl acryUte or methacrylate by reaction of
hydroxyl groups thereof with the isocyanate groups of a
polyisocyanate from the group consisting of
(i) polyisocyanates free from urethane groups and having
an isocyanate functionaUty greater than 2.0 and

(u) urethane polyisocyanate derived from a polyisocya-
nate by reaction thereof with the hydroxyl groups of an
ahphatic alcohol having up to 3 hydroxyl groups, the
Mid urethane polyisocyanates having an isocyanate
functionality greater than 2.0 and

(b) the vinyl monomer is methyl methacrylate.

„ 4,480,061
ISOCYANATE-REACTIVE COMPOUNDS FROM^^MOpiFIED TOI DISTILLATION RESIDUE

INTERMEDUTES AND POLYURETHANES PREPARED
THEREFROM

MWiael L. ««»». Madiwn; J«Be. M. O'Connor. Clinton; WU-hetaJN SchM^ Br«.ftjrt, i»l Robert M. Early, North

HaHSTooS.
""^^ to OUn Corponrtion, New

raid Dec. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 566,921

.,o ^ Int a' C08G 7«/77UAa528-^
32CI.I«s

1. A procoB for preparing an isocyanate-reactive com-
pound, compnsmg the steps of:

(a) reacting TDI distiUation residue with a monohydroxyUc
compound in an equivalent ratio ofOH to NCO ransins
from about 0.2/1 to about 0.9/1 to form a modified TOI
distillation residue intermediate, said TDI distillation
rwidue being obtained from the distiUation of the product
of phosgenating toluene diamine to the corresponding
toluene diisocyanate, and then

(b) reacting said modified TOI distiltetion residue intermedi-
ate with a polyol in such proportions as to obtain a reac-
tion product having an OH-number (mg KOH/g) ofabout
200 to about 700.

4,480080
VINYL-ESTER POLYMERIC TIMING LAYER FOR

__,^„ COLOR TRANSFER ASSEMBLAGES
DaTM B. Bailey, and Edward P. Abel, both of Webster, N.Y.,
aarignon to Eartman Kodak Company, Rochester NY

DiTision of Ser. No. 462,S01, Jan. 31, 19S3, Pat No.' 4,440,848.
Thfa application Oct 24, 1983, Ser. No. 346,241

UACL 526-318
4Ctaims

I- A polymer comprising the foUowing recurring units:

4*480062
EPOXY RESIN FORTIFIERS BASED ON AROMATIC

^^ AMIDES
PiuID. McUan, Nepwn; Andrew Carton, Ottawa; Robert F.
Scott and Snsan E. Gransden, both of Nepean, aU of Canada.
assignors to Canadian Patents A DeTclopment Llmitero?
tawa, Canada »». w

raed Jul. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 516,575
Clainis priority, application Canada, Aug. 12, 1982. 409315

UAa 528-103
i7Chdms

I. A fortifier for epoxy resins comprising the reaction prod-
uct of

» K »~

0) an aromatic amide of the formula

B

•eCHj-CHireCHj-CHireCHj-CH^

? ?c»o c«o c=o
A' A' 1.

<^T-
wherein

R' fa a straight or branched chain alkyl group of from 1 to
•bout carbon atoms or aralkyl group of from about 7 to
about 10 carbon atoms;

R2 is a substituted or unsubstituted aryl group of from 6 to
about 12 carbon atoms;

^^
J.'

'^**** °' branched ahphatic group having from I to
•bout 20 carbon atoms or an aromatic group having from
•bout 6 to about 20 carbon atoms, said group being substi-
tuted with at least one free carboxyUc acid group, free sul-
fomcacid group, free phosphoric acid group or salt thereof

X is from about 1 to about 30 weight percent; and
y+z IS from about 99 to about 70 weight percent, the ratio ofya rangmg from about 15:85 to about 70:30.

a. The polymer of claim 1 wherein R> is methyl, ethyl or
propyl. R* IS phenyl, chlorophenyl or cyanophenyl and R3 is
carboxybutyl, carboxyhexyl or carboxyethyl.

3. ITie polymer ofclaim 1 wherein R' is methyl. R2 is phenyl
•nd R5 IS cwboxybutyl.

^

wherem A to E are selected from hydrogen, hydroxyl,
halogen, lower alkyl, halogenated lower alkyl, amino, and
an alkylene-linked aromatic amide moiety; and X is se-
lected from hydrogen, lower alkyl, phenyl and

—CH2CCH3.
N
o

4,480083
OXAZOLIDINE-BLOCKED AMINE POLYMERS™«VJ- TortoreUo, Elmhurst and Nestor P. Hansen, Mt

^oapect both of DL, assignors to DeSoto, Inc., Des Phdnes,

Filed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,432
Int a^ C08G 59/4a 59/56UAa 528-111 14CW„

1. A protonated adduct reaction product which is an adduct
of:

(1) an oxazolidine having the formuhi:
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\ /
Rl—C—C—

H

I I

R2 Rs

where Rl, R2 and R5 are selected from hydrogen and
Ci-Cio aUcyl, and R3 and R4 are the residue of a ketone or
aldehyde used to form the oxazolidine compound by a
reaction involving the removal of water;

(2) an organic polyepoxide having a 1,2-epoxy equivalency

of at least about 1.2; said oxazolidine being present in an
amount sufficient to react with at least 10% of the 1,2-oxi-

rane groups in said polyepoxide; and said adduct being

reacted with

(3) an acid to protonate at least 50% of the amine groups

therein.

thereof having from 6 to 14 carbon atoms, and wherein frxMB

about 1.0 to about 15.0 mole percent of the total moles of said

diol and said carboxylic acid are sulfo groups.

4,480,084

POLYMERIC UGHT STABILIZERS
Panagiotis I. Kordomenoa, Mt Gemens; Delores J. Alexander,

Soothfield, and David M. Thomson, Mt Clemas, all of

Mich., aadgnors to Ford Motor Company, Dearimv, Mich.

Filed Oct 13, 1983, Ser. No. 553,321

Int a? C08G 59/50. 65/26: C08K 5/34

U.S.a 528—118 8 Cfadna

1. A crosslinkable polymeric hindered amine light stabilizer

characterized in that said stabilizer has a number average

molecular weight (Kin) of between about 500 and about 2000

and contains at least two, on average, primary hydroxyl

groups, said stabUizer being the reaction product of:

(A) epoxy resin containing, on average, two epoxide groups

per molecule; and

(B) polyalkylpiperidine being selected from compounds
representeid by the chemical formula:

O—C—X—C—

O

H II

o o

wherein each R is selected from any Ci-Q alkyl group

and X is a group containing between about two and about

36 carbon atoms, and wherein said epoxy resin and said

polyalkylpiperidine are reacted in a molar ratio of be-

tween about 6:5 and about 2:1 so as to form an epoxide

fimctional polymer having on average, two epoxide

groups per molecule; and

(C) monomer containing at least one primary hydroxyl

group and a reactive fimctionality capable of reacting

with the epoxide groups of said epoxide fimctional poly-

mer, wherein said monomer is employed in amounts

which are sufficient to react essentially all of the epoxide

groups present on said epoxide fimctional polymer.

4^480,086

RADIATION-RESISTANT COPOLYESTERS
George J. O'Neill, Ungiport Ton., aaaifBor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rodiester, N.Y.

raed Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530^12
Int a^ O06G 63/54

U.S.a 528—295J 7 OainM
1. Copolyester compositions derived from 100 mole % of a

dicarboxylic acid component and 100 mole % of a glycol

component, said copolyester consisting essentially of repeat

units from about 65-100 mole % 1,4-cyclohexanedicarboxylic

acid, about 65-100 mole % 1.4-butanediol and about 15-35

mole % of a compound selected from the group consisting of

dimer acid and dimer glycol.

4,480,085

AMORPHOUS SULFOPOLYESTERS
Wayne K. Larson, Maplewood, Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and MannfMtnring Convany, St Paal, Minn.

Filed Sep. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 537,829

Int a? COeG 63/68, 75/00

U.S. CL 528-295 5 Clahu
1. An amorphous sulfopolyester comprising the esterifica-

tion product of at least one organic diol and at least one car-

boxylic acid wherein at least about 35 mole percent of said

carboxylic acid is selected from the group consisting of ortho-

arylene and peri-arylene carboxyUc acids, the arylene group

4,480,087

POLYESTER WAXES BASED ON ALKYLSUCCINIC
ANHYDRIDE OR ALKENYLSUOCINIC ANHYDRIDE

Jinuny R. Trotter; Frederldt B. Joyner, and Richard L. McCon*
nell, all of Kingsport Tcnn^ assignors to

Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Jrnt 30, 1983, Ser. No. 509,534

Int a.3 C08G 63/16

MS.a 528-^302 19

1. A linear polyester wax composition having a melting

point less than about 100* C, an inherent viscosity of from

about 0.05 to about 0.39, a heat of fiision of from to about 20

cal./g., and a melt viscosity of about 10 cp. to about 2000 cp.

at 190* C. containing as the add member at least about 75 mole

percent alkylsuccinic anhydride or alkenylsuccinic anhydride,

and the acid functioning derivatives thereof, and linear ali-

phatic and cycloaliphatic glycols having 2 to 10 carbon atoms

as the diol member.

4,480,088

WATER SOLUBLE POLYIMIDE RESIN SYSTEM
Roacoe A. Pike, Windsor, Conn., aasignor to UnHad Technolo-

gies CorporatioD, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Oct 30, 1983, Ser. No. 543,701

Int a.} GD6G 73/10

U.S. CL 528—353 5 Clains

1. A process for producing an aqueous soluble polyimide

precursor comprising:

preparing a solution ofa polyamic acid in an organic solvent;

adding water to the solution to cause the polyamic acid to

precipitate;

filtering the precipitated acid;

washing the precipitated acid with water to remove the

organic solvent;

adding the washed acid to an aqueous solution of a water

soluble amine, wherein the water soluble amine is present

in quantities at least sufficient to dissolve the polyamic

acid,

thus forming the water soluble amine salt of the polyamic

acid.

4^480,089

MODIFIED CELLULOSE PRODUCTS BY BLEACHING
Li F. Chen, and Parakkat Seethaaatkan, both off Weat Lafliyetta,

Ind., a8Bi0HM« to Pnrdne Reoearch FonndaHen, West Laftqr-

ettclad.

FUed Jan. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 504,062

Int a.) C08B 1/00: A61K 9/20: D21C 9/10

U.S.a536—56 34CtelnH

1. A method of making a modified ceUuloae product suitable

for use as a carrier vehicle or bodying agent comprising the
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•top. of toeatag a fibrous ceUulose material with an alkali
metaloraUcaline earth metal hypohalite at a temperature nmg-

ISi^f?*'"' ^^ '^"* «• C in an «,ueous^um for a
peiKrf of time wJRcient to render the material non-fibrous, the
weight ratio of fibrous cellulose material to hypohaUte beins
from aboutlO:! to 1:1 and the aqueous mediui^gpSma sufficient quantity to achieve uniform wetting of the fi-
brous material, filtering and washing the reaction material to
remove salts and obtain a modified cellulose product

4y480,090

.S!S^£?* ESTERinCATlON OF CELLULOSE^S^J2P CATALYST THE C»MBINAT10N0F
SULTOWC ACID, PHOSPHORIC ACID AND A

^ .
HINDERED ALIPHATIC ALCOHOL

^^J**";*^"* AhaP. Leourd, both of Kingsport,
wjfc, ma^m to EMtnan Koddc Conpany, Rochester,

rawl Oct 21, UW, Ser. No. 544,187

.re ^ «. I«.aJC08Bi/a2
UAa536-58 70,^
loiA^^ composition for esterifying ceUulose with
lower fatty aads which comprises from about 0.2 to 1.5 parts
phosphoric acid, from about 0.1 to 1.2 parts sulfuric acid, and
from 005 to 0.6 parts ofa hindered aUphatic alcohol by weight
per 100 parts of said cellulose to be esterified.

2. A method of preparing lower fatty acid estera ofceUulose
which comprises «terifying at a temperature ofbetween about
75 C. and about 1 10' C. said ceUulose with an esterifying bathcompnsmg an organic acid anhydride, a diluent, and as the
catalyst muture comprising from about 0.2 to 1.5 parts phos-
phoric acKi. from about 0.1 to 1.2 parts sulftiric acid, and from
0^5 to 0.6 parts of a hindered aUphatic alcohol by weight per
100 parts of said ceUulose to be esterified.

X (D

4»48CM)91
PROCESS FOR PREPARING CELLULOSE SULFATE

Wdjttd J. Brewer, Kliigipct, Tenn^ aarignor to EastmanKodak Omftay, Rochester, N.Y.
FDed Oct 31, 19S3, Ser. No. 547,262

U.S.a536-^
MOaims

1. A process for preparing ceUulose sulfate esters from ceUu-
lose. ceUulose derivatives containing at least one free hydroxyl
group and mixtures thereof which comprises slurrying said
oeUulosj, derivatives or mixtures thereof in at least about sixpam of dimethylformamide per part ceUulose component,
reactmg said slurry with at least 1.5 mole dinitrogen trtroxide
per mole ceUulosic anhydroglucose unit to form ceUulose
luttite ester, reacting said ceUulose nitrite ester with at least
•bout 0.3 mole acetyUulfiiric acid and adequate acetic anhy-
dnde to mamtain the reaction mixture in an anhydrous state at
a temperature of about 0* C. to about 40* C. to form water
soluble ceUulose suUate esters.

1,480.091

efSSIHS.'^^^^^^^M^NEPOLYAMI^
,.J^^H^^ OXO-PEPERAZINYL-TTUAZINM

rfOUo, aMigMn to ne a F. Goodrich Compuy, Akron,

1- JiUS- *•• "'^ *«• No. 350,536

1 A I \ 13Claioi8
1. A class of compounds comprising polysubstituted

piperazinooes distaUy Unked to a triazine nucleus ("PIP-T')
and bis compounds and oUgomers of said PIP-T compounds
represented by the structural formula

4
wherein,

n is an integer in the range from 1 to about 10, said com-

JSTa wh"*
*^'^°'^ *°** ^"P* *'«^ *««n H. OH

n is greater than 1;

X is a substituent having the foUowing formula (11):

(CH2)p—NRi—

N
(H)

R

wherein,

Ri represente aUcyl having from 1 to about 24 carbon atoms,
cycloaUcyl havmg from 5 to about 7 carbon atoms, araUcyl
havmg from 7 to about 20 cariwn atoms, azaaUcyl having
from 1 to about 24 carbon atoms, and azacycloaUcyl hav-mg from 6 to about 20 carbon atoms;

R2, R3, R4 and R5 independenUy represat aUcyl having from
I to about 24 carbon atoms;

p represents an integer in the range from 2 to about 10:Y may be the same as X or M;
M may be Z or Z', wherein
Z represents a radical selected from the group consisting of

-N N-R« -N } -N

Ar

(

R«

-NHR« -NHAr -N and -N^
Ar R,

At = aryl.

R«. R? represent aUcyl having from 2 to about 24 carbon
atoms;

Ar represents aryl;

Z' represents a radical selected from the group consisting of

—

N

N- -NH(CH2);Jffl-

v_y
CH3 CH3

-NH-CH-CH2(OCH2CH),-NH-

-NH-(CH2)«-NH-(CH2)«-NH-

»»
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•continued

-HNCH:CH2-N~CH2CH2NH-

Z N Z

-N V-(CH2),-/ N-

Me a nethyl

X represents an integer in the range from 1 to about SO, and,
when n= 1, Y and M may be the same as X, and,

Z and Z' each includes a terminal functional group selected

firom H, lower aUcyl having fixm 1 to about 5 carbon
atoms, and hydroxyaUcyl having from 1 to about 5 carbon
atoms.

4^480,093

AMINES SALTS OF PHOSPHORIC ACID
Yoftl Haipcra, SkoUe, and Doma M. Mott, Dcs Ptaiacs, both

of OL, asdgmm to Borg-Wanier Chemiods, Ibc. Parken-
bars, W. Va.

FDed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,356
iBt CL' C07D 251/70. 251/46; C07F 9/65

U.S.a 544-195 3 oaims
1. An amino-s-triazine salt of a phosphoric acid having the

structure:

N
/^

c--N
/ \

.Zi--N CKO

/ \
•N
\

9 R?

c-
H

-c-©»^».

\ ?
c-•N

\
Z2-•N c«o

\ /
C-N
II \

R7

(D

wherein Yi and Y2 are identical or difFerent, and each repre-
sents a group selected from the class consisting of a hydrogen
atom, an aUcyl group having 1 to 10 carbon atoms, an aryl
group having 6 to 12 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group having 1

to 10 carbon atoms and a halogen atom; p and q, independently
of each other, are integers of 1 to 3; Z\ and Z2 are identical or
different and represent a group shown by the foUowing for-

mula:

eCH2iiir-Q^CH2^

wherein Q represents

1^-
and

-. —S—, or a bond, m and n are integers of 1 to 3, and R3

0CH2 T o
/ \ II -

\ /
0CH2

+ N
H3N-(- 'yx

N NT
X*

R4 represent a hydrogen atom or a methyl group; and R« and
R7 are identical or different and represent a hydrogen
atom, an aUcyl group having 1 to 5 carbon atoms, —CH-
2—CH=CH2.

CH3

•CH2—C=CH2, or —CH2

where X and X' are the same or different hydroxy or amine
groups.

4,480,094

BENZIL KETAL DERIVATIVES
Tsnneo Hagiwara, Hfaio, and AUhiro Horike, MnaasUao, both

of Japan, assignors to TelJln Limited, Osaka, Japan
Difisioa of Ser. No. 118,238, Feb. 4, 1980, Pat No. 4,400,519.

This appUartioB May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 376,950
Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 5, 1979, 54/11374

Int a^ CD7D 251/32
U.S.a 544—222 14 Claina

1. A benzU ketal derivative of the foUowing general formula:

4,480,095

HEXAHYDROPYRIMIDINES AND CORRESPONDING
LINEAR POLYAMINES

Benardos A. Onde AUnk, St Louis, Mo., assignor to PetroUtc
Corporatimi, St Lods, Mo.

FUed Dec. 18, 1978, Ser. No. 970,413
Int CV O07D 239/04

U.S. a. 544—242 n ri.i.i.

1. A composition selected from the group consisting of
compounds of the formuU

4S2-230 O.G.-84-I0
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H-N

IV

N-H

H H

those of the formula

K

HN NH

HN

and mixtures thereof, where R is alkyl or aralkyl.

4,480,096

CHROMOGENIC QUINAZOLINES
Ian J. Fletcher, Magden, Switzerland, assignor to Clba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

PUed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,294
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerknd, Jan. 31, 1980.

780/80; JnL 15, 1980, 5411/80
'

Int a.J CD7D 239/91
UAa544-289 gCIaims

1. A compound of the formula

kylimidazolyl, lower alkoxyimidazolyl, lower alkoxycar-
bonylimidazolyl, pyridyl, halopyridyl, cyanopyridyl, ni-
tropyndyl, lower alkylpyridyl, lower alkoxypyridyl or lower
alkoxycarbonylpyridyl; each of Xi and X2 independently is

hydrogen, Ci-Ci2-alkyl, halo-Ci-Ci2-alkyl, hydroxy.Ci-Ci2-
alkyl. cyano-Ci-Ci2-alkyl, lower alkoxy<:i-Ci2-alkyl, cyclo-
hexyl, phenyl, halophenyl, nitrophenyl, cyanophenyl, lower
alkylphenyl. lower alkoxyphenyl, lower alkoxycarbonylphe-
nyl, benzyl, halobenzyl, nitrobenzyl, cyanobenzyl, lower alkyl-
benzyl, lower alkoxybenzyl, lower alkoxycarbonylbenzyl, or—NX1X2 is pyrrolidine, piperidino, pipecolino, morpholino,
thiomorpholino or piperazino; X3 is hydrogen, halogen, nitro,
lower alkyl or lower alkoxy; and ring A is unsubstituted or
substituted by cyano, nitro, halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy
or lower alkoxycarbonyl.

4,480,097

ISOINDOUNE COLORANTS
Wolfgang Lotsch, Beindersheim, and Reinhard Kemper, Heidel-

berg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Ak-
tiengeseUschaft, Lndwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,624
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 27,

1980, 3007300

Int CL^ C07D 239/36
VS. a. 544-296 3 ctal„

1. An isoindoline colorant of the formula

- "--r^-"

wherein Z is—ORi' wherein Ri' is halo-C2-C6-alkyl, C1-C12-
alkyl, cyano-Ci-Ci2-alkyl, lower aIkoxy<;i-C,2.aIkyl, cyclo-
pentyl, cyclohexyl, phenyl, halophenyl, nitrophenyl,
cyanophenyl, lower alkylphenyl, lower alkoxyphenyl, lower
alkoxycarbonylphenyl, lower alkylcarbonylphenyl, diphenyl,
halodiphenyl, nitrodiphenyl, cyanodiphenyl, lower alkyl-
diphenyl, lower alkoxydiphenyl, lower alkoxycarbonyldiphe-
nyl, lower alkylcarbonyldiphenyl, naphthyl, halonaphthyl,
mtronaphthyl, cyanonaphthyl, lower alkykaphthyl, lower
alkoxynaphthyl, lower alkoxycarbonyhiaphthyl, lower alkyl-
carbonytoaphthyl, benzyl, halobenzyl, nitrobenzyl, cyanoben-
zyl, lower alkylbenzyl, lower alkoxybenzyl, lower alkoxycar-
bonylbenzyl, lower alkylcarbonylbenzyl, phenylethyl, halo-
phenylethyl, mtrophenylethyl, cyanophenylethyl, lower alkyl-
phenylethyl, lower alkoxyphenylethyl, lower alkoxy carbonyl-
phenylethyl, lower alkylcarbonylphenylethyl, thienyl, halo-
thienyl, cyanothienyl, nitrothienyl, lower alkylthienyl, lower
alkoxythienyl, lower alkoxycarbonylthienyl, fiiryl, halofuiyl,
cyanoftiryl, nitrofteyl, lower alkylfuryl, lower alkoxyfiiryl,
lower alkoxycarbonylfuryl, pyrrolyl, halopyrrolyl, cyanopyr-
rolyl, mtropyrrolyl, lower alkylpyrrolyl, lower alkoxypyrro-
.yl, lower alkoxycarbonylpyrrolyl, pyrazolyl, halopyrazolyl,
cyanopyrazolyl, nitropyrazolyl, lower alkylpyrazolyl, lower
alkoxypyrazolyl, lower alkoxycarbonylpyrazolyl, imidazolyl,
halomiidazolyl, cyanoimidazolyl, nitroimidazolyl, lower al-

where X is Ci-Q-alkyl and the OX radical is in the 3- or
4-position.

4,480098
PREPARATION OF ALKAU METAL

THIENO(FURO)PYRIDINES
Richard E. Koehler, and John A. Webber, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to EU Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,136

Int 0.3 C07D 495/04. 491/048
UAa 546-114 20CUdm8

1. A process for preparing a compound of the formula

wherein:

R is hydrogen or C1-C4 alkyl;

X is O or S; and
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M® is an alkali metal cation; comprising reacting a com-
pound of the formula

with a non-nucleophiUc alkali metal base in an unreactive
solvent at a temperture of about - 100 * to about -30* C.

18. A compound of the formula

wherein:

R is hydrogen or C1-C4 alkyl;

X is O or S; and

M®is an alkaU metal cation.

4,480,100

i2-[(NITROPYRIDINYDAMINO]PHENYL]ARYMETHA'
NONES

Yoong S. Lo, Richmond, and Chandler R. Taylor, Jr., Mechaa-
icsTiUe, both of Va., assignors to A. H. Robins Company, lac,
Richmond, Va.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,997
Int 0.3 C07D 213/61. 213/74

UA O. 546-307 10 Oaims
1. A compoimd selected from the group having the formula:

B'

O2N

N
N
I

R

wherein;

R is hydrogen or —alk'—Q;
Q is selected from hydrogen, —NR'R2 or halogen;
alk' is a straight or branched hydrocarbon chain containing

1-8 carbon atoms;

B is selected from carbonyl, thioxomethyl;

r 1 r 1

O O or S

c c
/ \ / \

4,480,099

DECAHYDROQUINOLYL BENZAMIDES
Michael S. Hadley, Sawbridgwortfa, England, assignor to Bee*
Cham Group PX.C Engbmd

Filed Jm. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,353
Oaims priority, fVpUartioB Uidted Kingdoai, Jnn. 22, 1981,

8119186

Int a' C07D 215/14. 215/16
MS. O. 546-164 7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula (I) or a pharmaceutically
acceptable salt thereof:

CO—

N

y (CH2)ry<CH2),

N-(CH2)„—f- ^-R,

(I)

,|NCH2),

wherein:

Rl is a C].6 alkoxy group;

R2 and Ra are the same or different and are hydrogen, halo-

gen, CF3, C1.7 alkanoyl, C1.7 alkanoylamino, wherein n is

0, nitro, C1.6 alkoxy,. hydroxy, amino or aminocarbonyl
optionally substituted by one or two Ci^ alkyl groups;

or Rl and R2 taken together are methylenedioxy or ethylene-

dioxy in which case R3 is any one of the groups given for

Rl and R2 above;

R4 is hydrogen or Cm alkyl;

Rs is Cm alkyl;

pis 4,

r is 0, and

sis 3.

R' and R2 are selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen, loweralkyl, and —C(0)—O—lowcralkyi;

Ar is selected from the group consisting of phenyl or phenyl
substituted by 1 to 3 radicals selected from halo, loweral-
kyl, loweralkoxy, trifluoromethyl or nitro which may be
the same or different;

Y is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, or 1-2

radicals selected from loweralkyl, hydroxy or loweralk-
oxy and may be the same or different;

Z is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, halo-

gen, loweralkyl, hydroxy, loweralkoxy or nitro or a phar-

maceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

4,480,101

FLUOROALKOXY-AMINOPYRIMIDINES
Willy MeyCT, RIehen, Switzerhud, assignor to Ciba-Gcigy Cor*

poration, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Jol. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,960
Claims priority, an»lication Switzeriand, Jnl. 16, 1981,

4667/81; Aug. 6, 1981, 5075/81; Oct 13, 1981, 6541/81; Jan. 11,

1962, 124/82; Apr. 8, 1982, 2205/82; Jnn. 8, 1982, 3527/82
Int 0.3 C07D 239/47

MS. O. 544—320 9 Claims
1. A fluoroalkoxy-aminopyrimidine of the general formula I

N

H2N

(D

CH

^<
Ra

wherein

Rl is halogen, Ci-C4-alkyl, Ci-C4-alkoxy, C|-C4-haloalk-
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oxy, Ci-C4-«lkylthio, Ci-Q-haloalkyI, —NR3R4 or alk-
oxy alkyl having at most 4 carbon atoms, and

R2 is a group—O—CF2—T, where G is oxygen or sulfur, T
» hydrogen, —CHCIF, -CHBrF, —CHFj or —CH-
P—CFj, R3 is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, and R4 is hydro-
gen, methyl, ethyl, methoxy, ethoxy or methoxymethyl,
with the proviso that Ri is not Ci-C4-alkyl when simulta-
neously E is nitrogen and G is oxygen.

4,480,102

2>DIFLUORO-5^TRIFLUOROMErHYL)PYRIDINE
AND METHODS OF MAKING AND USING THE SAME
John A, Werner, Aotioch, Critf, anigBor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed JoL 23, 1W2, Ser. No. 401,057
Irt. O} C07D 213/26

VJS.a 546—345 10 Claims
1. A method of preparing 2,3.difluoro-5-(trinuoromethyl>

pyridine which comprises reacting 3-chloro.2-nuoro-5-(tri-
nuoromethyl)pyridine with CsF in the presence of a solvent at
a temperature greater than about 8S* C.

4,480,103

4-FLUORO-5-OXYPYRAZOLE DERIVATIVES
Noboo Ishikawa, Yokohama, and Tomoya Kltazome, Tokyo,

both of Japan, aMignors to nan Chemical ladostry Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo and DaiUn Kogyo Co., Ltd., Osaka, both of, Japan

FOcd No?. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 318,366
CWam priority, appUcrtion Japan, Not. 13, 1980, 55-160136

Int a^ COTD 231/16. 231/2(k AOIN 43/56
UAa548-365 4Cbi„

1. 4-Fluoro.5K>xypyra2ole derivative having the formula

4,480,105

3,5.DISUBSTITUTED PHTHAUC ACIDS AND
PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDES

Walter Fiichen VratislaT Kfita, both of Rdoaeh, and Hans
Zweifel, Basel, all of Switierland, assignors to Oba-Gcisy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

^^
DiTision of Ser. No. 258,268, Apr. 28, 1981, Pat No. 4,363,917.

Tliis appUcation Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,573
Oaims priority, appUcation Switierland, May 6, 1980,

9918/80

Int a.3 G07D 307/89
UAa549-243 4ching

1. A Compound of the formula II

COMi

COM}

OD

S—R'

in which Mi and M2 together are —O—, X is —NO2, —OR',—SR' or —SO2R' and the (R^ independenUy of one another
are Ci.2o-alkyl, Ca-s-alkenyl, Cj-s-alkynyl, C2-«-monohy.
droxyalkyl, Ci-12-halogenoalkyl, benzyl, Cs-w-cycloalkyl,
phenyl, carboxyphenyl, halogenophenyl, nitrophenyl, alkyl- or
alkoxy-phenyl each having 1-4 C atoms in the alkyl or alkoxy
moieties, or acetylaminophenyl.

wherein Ri represents hydrogen or a lower alkyl group; and
R2 represents a phenyl group, or a phenyl group having one or
more substituents selected from fluorine, chlorine, a lower
alkyl group and a dimethylamino group.

4,480,104
HYDROQUINONE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR USE IN

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
StephwR, Postle, BreMwood, and Patricfc D. P. Thomas,

CbctairflDrd^both of England, assignors to Oba-Geigy AG,
Basal, Swilurlaad

DiTisioiicf Ser. No. 306,847, Sep. 29, 1981, P«. No. 4,410,702.
nis application May 15, 1983, Ser. No. 466,695^^O^ priority, applicatioB UHtad Kingdom, Oct 2, 1980.

Int as C07D 307/68. 333/40
UAa54»-71

IClaim
L A substituted bydroquinone compound of the formula

«.. P<* V
-O-/^ %._(

«)^.

(I)

wherein R>, R2, R3 and R* are each hydrogen, X completes a
2-thienyl or 2-fiiryl ring, and Y is hydrogen.

4,480,106

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
ASYMMETRICALLY SUBSTITUTED MALQC
ANHYDRIDES, AND ASYMMETRICALLY
SUBSTITUTED MALEIC ANHYDRIDES

Werner Brdtenstdn; Marcns Bam—ti^ ud Haas Bosshard, all
of Basel, Swit»rland, assignors to dba-Geigy Corporatioa.
Ardsley, N.Y.

«iw f" «»,

Filed Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,593
Oaims priority, application Switaerlaad, Oct 28, 1981,

6880/81

Int as C07D 307/«i
UAa 549-253 18Chdms

1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the for-
mula I

Ri R

R2—CH—CH^ ^CO
(0

I

CHj^^Co'
/

in which R is hydrogen, Ci.7-alkyl or phenyl which is unsubsti-
tuted or substituted by halogen, methoxy or Cu-alkyl, Ri is

hydrogen, Ci.7-alkyl, cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl or phenyl
which is unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, methoxy or
CM-alkyl, or R and Ri together are —(CH2)3— or —(CH2.
)4—

,
and R2 is —CO—Ci-g-alkyl, —CN, —COO—CM-alkyl,—COO—aUyl. —COOH or —CO—phenyl which can be

substituted by CM-alkyI or in which Ri is hydrogen and R and
R2 together are —(CH2)3—CO—, the carbonyl group in the
ring formed in this way being in the m-position relative to the
—CH—group which is attached to R, which comprises

(a) in the case where R=H, firstly treating a compound of
the formula II
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OQ R. R.
(Vlb)

NH xe

with fumaric acid, maleic acid or maleic anhydride, in the
presence of a base, and then converting the product to a
compound of the formula III

OID

'"°'"Tk''V'CH3' ^co

and hydrolyzing the compound of the formuU Vlb with
aqueous acid to give a compound of the formula I in
which R is not H, R, R, and R2 bemg as defined in the
JormuU I, R' having the same definition as R, but not
bemg H, or, together with R2, being -(CH2)3-CO-, in
the case where Ri=H, the carbonyl group in the ring
formed m this way being in the m-position reUtive to the—CM— group, R3 being hydrogen or methyl and X©
bemg the anion of an organic or inorganic acid.

8. A compound of the formula 1'

xe.

R. R

R2'—CH—CH
(n

. ,00

I
CH3 ^co

/

the formula III with a compound of the formula IVa

CH2=C(Ri)(R2)

HOOC-CH2-CH-CXX)H

. ^ i".^"«=''R»»?ydro«en,Ci.7-alkyl or phenyl which is unsubsti-
m the presence of a strong acid, reacting the compound of ZT °' '""^^""^ '^y halogen, methoxy or CM-alkyl, R, is
the formula III with a compound of the formula iv« nydrogen, Ci.7-alkyl, cyclopentyl. cyclohexyl or phenyl

which » unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, methoxy or
CM-alkyl, or R and Ri together are -(CH2)3- or -{CH2^"^H ? -CO-Ci-8-alkyl. -CN. -COO-CM-alkyli
-COO-allyl, -COOH or -CO-phenyl which can be
subshtuted by CM-alkyl but R2' is not -COOH if R and R|
are hydrogen, or in which Rj is hydrogen and R and R2'
together are -<CH2)3-CO-, the carbonyl group in the ring
formed m this way being in the m-position relative to the—CH— group which is attached to R.

to give a compound of the formla V

(IVa)

(V)

xe.

HOOC—CH2—CH—COOH

converting the compound of the formula V to a mixture of
a compound of the formula I in which R=H and a com-
pound of the formula Via

f
R2—CH—CH2^ ^CO

I>
N R3

(Via)

4,480,107
PYRANIC DERIVATIVES USEFUL AS DSTERMEDUTES

IN MAKING MUSCONE
K»l H. Schnlte-Elte, Oaex/Ge; Joseph J. Becker, and Walter

Schenk, both of Genera, all of Switaerlaad, assignors to Ptr-
BMuich SA, Switaerlaad

DIrisioo of Ser. No. 183,722, Sep. 3, 1980, Pat No. 4,335,362.
Tliis appUcation No?. 20, 1981, Scr. No. 323,578

^J^ Prtori*y. «PPlication Switzeriand, Sep. 13, 1979,
o*»3/79

iBt a» C07D 313/00
UAa 549-^5

I ctain
1. A pyianic derivative of formula

CH3 ^CO

by heating to temperatures of between 80* and 160* C,
and hydrolyzing the compound of the formula Via with
aqueous acid to give a compound of the foimula I in
which RsH, or

(b) in the case where R is not H, firsUy treating a compound
of the formula II with a compound of the formula IVb

CH2-(CH2)4-CH-CH2

O CH-CH3

CH2-(CH2)«-C CH

(Is)

R'-CH=C(RiXR2) (IVb),

in the presence of a base, and then reacting the product
with fiuiaric acid, maleic acid or maleic anhydride, at
temperatures ofbetween 80* and 160* C, to give a mixture
of a compound of the formula I in which R is not H and
a compound of the formula Vlb

4,480,108
PROCESS FOR SEPARATION OF TOCOPHEROL

HOMOLOGUES
Caiarlcs H. Foster, Kingsport Tenn., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FOcd Ang. 1, 1983, Scr. No. 519^77
lat a^ ar7D 311/72

UAa 549-413 5 Claims
1. A process for separating the tocopherol homologues

which comprises reacting the acykted tocopherol mixture
with at least one non-aromatic saturated cyclic amine to deacy-
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late one group oftocopheryl esters thereby enabling separation
of the tocopherol homologue mixture into an alpha tocopherol
homologue fraction, a fraction containing the beta-gamma
tocopherol homologues and a delta tocopherol homologue
fraction.

4,480,109

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
THRE0^3,4-DIHYDROXYPHENYL)SERINE

NaoUto OhaiU, NiiUMMdya; Shoji Naprta, and Kikno
bUmd, both of ToyoMka, aU of Japan, aiaignors to
'

' no Chwricai Coivnj, Lialted, Onka, Japan
Filed Jan. 3, 1983, Scr. No. 455,254

priorltjr, appUcatiOB Japn^ Jan. 14, 1982, 57-4501;
Apr. 20, 1982, 57-66491; Apr. 21, 1982, 57-479(3; Ju. 9, 1982,
57-9978(

lat a' C07C 19/00. 20/00: C07D 317/54. 317/58
\3S, CL 549-441 13 Claims

11. Threo-N-Carbobenzoxy-3-(3,4-methylenedioxy-

phenyl)serine represented by the formula

4,480,112

METHOD AND INTERMEDIATES FOR PRODUCING
a-L-ASPARTYL-L-PHENYLALANINE

Hugh L. Dryden, Deerfield, and John B. HOI, Woodstock, both
of IlL, assignors to G. D. Scarle A Co., SkoUc, DL

Difision of Ser. No. 506,445, Jon. 20, 1983^ This application

Feb. 16, 1984, Ser. No. 580,912
Int CV C07C 101/20: COTD 307/60

UA a. 549-478 2 n**—
1. N-acetoacetyl-L-aspartic acid.

OH
I

CH—CH—COOH

NHC—O—CH2

{y^

%

4,480,113

EPOXIDATION CATALYST AND PROCESS
William F. Brill, SldUman, NJ., assignor to The Halcon SD

Group, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,787

Int a^ C07D 301/12
MS. a. 549-531 2 Clainis

1. The method of preparing an oxirane compound which
comprises reacting an olefinically unsaturated compound with
hydrogen peroxide in the presence of a solid catalyst compris-
ing tellurium chemically bound to a cross linked polymer
which contains aromatic groups.

4,480,110

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF URETHANES
PMar HdtkiBiper, Domagen; Rmiolf Faoss, Cologne; Kort

Fiaddsen, Odenthal; Steflu Penning^, Dormagen, and Hans-
JoachiH Scholl, CokMge, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
ors to Bayer Akticagesellschaft, Lererknscn, Fed. Rep. of
Gcrmaay
Coatinaatioa of Ser. No. 197,041, Oet 15, 1980,. This

application Jan. 9, 1984, Ser. No. 569,533
Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 27,

1979,2943550

lat CL^ one 125/06
VS.a 549-467 5 Oaims

1. A process for the preparation of N,0-disubstituted ure-
thanes by reacting (a) substituted ureas with (b) alcohols at

temperatures of from 120' to 350* C, characterized in that (c)

N-unsubstituted urethanes and/or (d) urea and/or polyurets
are used as further reactants in a quantity of at least 10% by
weight based on the quantity of substituted urea and the reac-
tion is carried out in the presence of no more than 5% by
weight based on the sum of starting materials, of esterification

catalysts for carboxylic acids.

4,480,114

2-(4-BIPHENYLYL)-2-(HALOPHENYL)-OXIRANE
COMPOUNDS

Erik Regel, Wuppertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Bayer
AktiengeseUschaft, Lererknsea, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 179,623, Ang. 20, 1980, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 128,213, Mar. 7, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,086
Clainis priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 28,

1979, 2912288

Int a^ C07D 303/08
\5S.a 549—563 3 Claims

1. A- compound of the formula

wherein X is halogen.

4,480,111

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
4-HYDROXY-2,5-DIMETHYL-2>DIHYDROFURAN-

3-ONE
George M. WUtesides, Newton, Mass^ and Fhucois P. Maze-

Bod, Gcacra, SwitKrlaad, assignors to Ffarmenich SA, Swit-

FDed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,821
daian priority, appUcation Switaeriand, Mar. 26, 1982,

1869/82

Int a.3 C07D 307/60UAa 549-477 9aatais
1. A process for the preparation of 4-hydroxy-2,S-dimethyl-

2,3-dihydrofuran-3-one, which comprises subjecting an alkali-

or an alkaline earth metal derivative of fructose- 1,6-diphos-
phate or fructose- 1- or fructose-6-monophosphate, or one of
their precursors, to hydrogenolysis in a basic medium in the
presence of a metal catalyst

4,480 115
DIRECr HYDROGENATION OF CARBOXYUC ACIDS

TO ALCOHOL AND ESTERS
James L. McGinnis, Middlesex, NJ., assignor to Cehmese

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,310
Int a.3 O07C 67/00. 29/136

U.S. a. 560—1 14 Claims
1. A process for direct hydrogenation ofa carboxylic acid to

the corresponding alcohol and formation of a corresponding
ester which consists essentially of reacting a C2-C30 carboxylic
acid with hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a liquid phase
medium at a temperature between about 100*-3S0* C. and a
pressure between about 200-10,000 psi in the presence of a
soluble catalyst comprising a ruthenium compound and a
Lewis Acid metal ludide or boron halide to yield a product
comprising an ester of the carboxylic acid and its correspond-
ing alcohol.
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4,480,116
PROCESS INHIBITOR FOR READILY

POLYMERIZABLE ACRYLATE MONOMER
Ambrose J. Qonce; Michael Pahner, both of Kingiport and
Samnel L. Gott Mt Carmd, aU of Teu^ assignors to East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,384
Int a.3 C07C 67/62. 51/50

UAa 560-4 12 Claims
1. In a process for the preparation of readily polymerizable

acrylate monomer which includes a distiUation step at elevated
temperature and/or reduced pressure, the improvement which
ccmpnses providing a process polymerization inhibitor com-
prising phenyl-para-benzoquinone, 2,S-diphenyl-para-ben-
zoqunone, or a mixture thereof, said process polymerization
inhibitor being present in a concentration of about 50 to 3000
ppm.

nyl group, Z being oxygen or sulfur atom, or —CH=CH—
group and m being an integer of 1 to 3 when Z is oxygen or
sulfur atom and being an integer of 1 to 5 when Z is —CH=
CH— group; provided that when Ri is benzyl group, Z is V
oxygen or sulfur atom;

aio

—CH2—

4,480,117
NEMATIC UQUm CRYSTALLINE COMPOUNDS

Hamyoshi Takatsn, Kodaira, and Hisato Sato, Tokyo, both of
J^Mu, assignors to Dainippin InK and Chemicals, Inc., To-
kyo, Ji^aa

FUed May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 495,826
Int a^ O09K 3/34: C07C 69/75: G02F 1/13

UAa560-l iciaim
1. A compound of the general formula

^-/ H VcOO-/ \_CH2CH2-/ H V

R3 and R4 being methyl group or bonded at the ends to form
tetramethylene chain;

Rs (IV)

R'

R5 being hydrogen atom or methyl group and R« being benzyl,
l-buten-3-yl or l.butyn.3-yl group when R5 is hydrogen atom
and Rfi being ethyl, 2-propenyl, 3<hloro-2-propenyl or 2-pro-
pynyl group when Rj is methyl group;

wherein R and R' each represent a linear aUcyl group having 1

to 9 carbon atoms, and the two cyclohexane rings are arranged
in a trans(equatorial-equatorial) form.

4,480118
CARBOXYUC ACID ESTER AND AN INSECnCIDAL
AND/OR ACARICIDAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING

THE SAME
Kaanori Tsushima, Nishinomiya; Noritada Matsno, Itami;
Makoto Hatakoshi, Miaoo; Toshihiko Yano, Dcoma, and
NobMUge Itaya, Nishimndya, aU of Japan, assignors to
SaadtOBM Chemical Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

FUed Dec 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,618
Oaims priority, appUcatkm Japan, Jan. 13, 1981, 564066;

Apr. 7, 1981, 56^2628; May 20, 1981, 56-77018
lat CI.J C07L 69/76

U.S.a.560-8 35Claim8
t A carboxylic acid ester represented by the general for-

O

' N-CH2—
Rt—N /

(V)

w
R7 being 2-propenyl or 2-propynyl group;

Rg—CSC—CH—
R9

(VI)

Rg being hydrogen atom or methyl group and R9 being a group
of the formula.

X-o-c-CH-^/
X^*^"O C CH2-'^^iX^

CH3 * CHa

wherein X is represented by the formula,

(D

Ri3—CH=C-

Ris

(Rl3 is C1.3 aUtyl, 2-propenyl, 2-propynyI or benzyl group and
Rl5 is hydrogen atom or methyl group) or R14—C»C— (Ru
is hydrogen atom or C1.3 alkyl, 2-propenyl, 2-propynyl or
benzyl group);

<*'>-HF~X
(ID

(vn)

CH-
I

Ra

Rio

Ri being hydrogen or halogen atom, or methyl, 2-propenyl,
2-propynyl, benzyl, 2-cyclopenten-l-yl, thienyloxy or thenyl Rio being hydrogen or halogen atom, or methyl or 2-prxmenyl
group, R2 being hydrogen atom, or ethynyl, cyano or 1-propy- group and A being oxygen atom or methylene group
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Y—

(VIII)

Ril being hydrogen or fluorine atom, R12 being hydrogen,
chlorine, fluorine or bromine atom, D being CH group or
nitrogen atom, and Y being oxygen or sulfur atom, or—CH2—
or —NH— group, and R2 being as defined above; or

Q-a^
(IX)

C»CH—CH2—

;

4,480,120

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
ALKYL.2-ALKOXYIMINO-3^X04-CHLOROBl]TY-

RATES
Linda M. Jewell, Kingiport, Tcob^ asrignor to Eaitman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,588
Int Qi one I31/0a 131/02

U.S.a 560-168 16 Claims
1. Process for the preparation of an alkyl-2-alkoxyimino-3-

oxo>4-chlorobutyrate which comprises treating an alkyN2-
alkoxyimino-3-oxobutyrate with sulfiiryl chloride in the pres-
ence ofa catalytic amount ofa N,N-dialkyl substituted carbox*
amide, wherein the alkyl moiety of the above alkoxyimino
rnctant and product is a branched or straight chain saturated
aliphatic hydrocarbon having 1-6 carbon atoms and the alkyl
portion of the alkoxy moiety of said reactant and product b a
branched or straight chain saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon
having 1-6 carbon atoms or a saturated cycloaliphatic hydro-
carbon having 3-6 carbon atoms.

W is oxygen atom or —CH2— group; k is an integer of or 1;

E is hydrogen, chlorine, fluorine or bromine atom; and n is an
integer of 1 to 4.

4*480,119

UNSYMMETRICAL SULFOSUCCINATE DIESTERS
Keradt D. Longicy, 305 Winnebago, Park Forest, m. 60466, and

Aaastasios J. Karalis, 2300 N. Commonwealth Atc, Chicago,
m. 60614

Coatiaaatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 842,199, Oct 14, 1977,
abandoocd, which is a contianation of Ser. No. 535,764, Dec. 23,
1974, abandoned. TUs sppUcation Jnn. 18, 1979, Ser. No. 49,384
The portioB of the tern of this patent sobseqaent to Sep. 26,

1995, has been dJadaloed.
Int 0.3 C07C 143/12

UAa 560-151 7 Claims
1. An unsymmetrical sulfosuccinate surfactant according to

the formula

4,480,U1
PREPARATION OF 2-HALO-l-ALKENES AND

ACRYLATE esters from hydrocarbon STREAMS
Robert T. iQun; Craig B. Mnrehison, and Dennis A. Hncnl, all of

Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company.
Midland, Mich.

Filed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,726
Int 0.3 C07C 67/36. 17/08

U.S.a 560-206 MOaims
1. A process for preparing a 2-halo-l-alkene comprising

contacting a hydrocarbon stream with a hydrogen halide, in
the presence of water and an effective amount of a catalyst, at
a temperature between about 100* C. and about 400* C,
wherein; the hydrocarbon stream comprises a 1,2-diene, a
terminal acetylene or mixtures thereof, represented by the
formulas CH2=C=CH—R or CH-C—CH2—R wherein R
is hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyl or aryl and may be substituted or
unsubstituted; the water is present in an amount capable of
maintaining the selectivity of the catalyst for the insertion of
the halide on the 2 carbon of the l,2Hliene or terminal acety-
lene; and the catalyst comprises carbon, silica alumina, alumi-
nosilicates, silica gel, silica, silica magnesia, silicalite, group
IIIA, IIIB, IVA, rVB or V metal oxides or rare earth oxides.

R-O-C-CH-CH2-C-O-CH2-CH2-OH

O SO3M o

where R is a C6-C20 alkyl or a radical of an ethoxylated or
propoxylated alkyl phenol having the following formula:

(OR\-

where R2 and R' are the same or diMimilar C5-C12 alkyl radi-
cals, R* is a C1-C3 alkyl radical, R' is C2H4 or C3H6 and each
of w, m, and n is zero to 1, with the proviso that when w is

xero, m is 1 or 2; when R' is C3H6, y is 1-4 and when R5 is

C2H4, y is 1 to 12; M is a cation selected from the group of
alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, and water soluble organic
amines.

4^480122
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING METHYL FORMATE

Theodore Horlenko, and Adolfo Agnilo, both of Corpns Christi,
Tex., assignors to Celaaese Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,977
Int 0.3 C07C 67/40. 69/06

VS.a 560-239 7 Claims
1. A process for producing methyl formate by the vapor

phase dehydrogenation of methanol at temperatures of at least

about 235* C. and at atmospheric or reduced pressures, by
passing methanol over a catalyst produced by reducing with
hydrogen a catalyst precursor comprising copper oxide in an
amount such that said precursor comprises about 10 to about
80 weight percent copper based on the total metal atoms pres-

ent, with the balance essentially a spinel structure support
comprising the oxides of zinc and aluminum, said precursor
being characterized by the presence of spinel in crystallites no
greater than 120 Angstrom units.
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4«480,123

PREPARATION OF DUCYLOXYALKADIENES
Rolf Fischer, Heidelberg, and Hans*Martin Wdta, Bad Diirk-

heim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Ak-
tiengesellsehaft, Lodwigshafca, Fed. Rep. of Germany

DiTision of Ser. No. 330,091, Dec 14, 1981,. HiIs appUcatioa
JnL 25, 1963, Ser. No. 516,979

Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 15.
1981,3101002

Int CL' C07C 67/055
UAa 560-244 13 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a diacyloxyalkadiene of
the formula

4,480,125

ITACONAMIDE COMPOUNDS AND METHOD OF
PREPARATION

Howard C Haas, Arlington Stanley J. Jmm, Andom, both of
Mass., and Robert D. Moreao, Naahn, Nil., Msignon to
Potaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

FUed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 322,066
Int a^ C07C 102/00

UAa 564-144 9 Oaims
1. A method for preparing an itaconamide compound of the

formula

R2 R3 r4 r5 I

R'—C—C«C—C—R«,

} }
c»o c«o

A' A.

where R' to R^ are each hydrogen or a hydrocarbon radical of
1 to 6 carbon atoms, R^ is hydrogen or a hydrocarbon radical
of 3 to 9 carbon atoms having one or more non<conjugated
double bonds, and R^ is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to S caibon
atoms, and in the case in which R^ is hydrogen, one or more of
R* to R5 are R*—CH2— where R* is a hydrocarbon radical of
2 to S carbon atoms having one or more non<onjugated dou-
ble bonds, which process comprises:

reacting an aliphatic triene of the formula

/
?
C-NHR

R2 R3 R* RS

R'—C«C—C«C—R«,

n

where Ri to R^ have the meanings given above, with a
carboxylic acid of the formula

R'-COOH ni.

where R^ has the meaning given above, and with oxygen
at an elevated temperature in the presence of a catalyst

which contains palladium, platinum or salts of these met-
als.

CH2*C O
\ n
CH2—C—NH2

wherein R is hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, alkaryl, or aralkyl compris-
ing the steps of reacting 2-methylenesuccinamic acid with an
alkyl or aryl haloformate in an aprotic organic solvent to
provide the corresponding mixed anhydride and reacting said
mixed anhydride with a compound of the formula RNH2,
wherein R is hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, alkaryl, or aralkyl, to pro-
vide the corresponding itaconamide compound.

4,480,126
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF QUATERNARY

AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS
Horst Rntaen, Langenfdd, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Hcnkel Konmaaditsescllschafl anf Aktien, Dncaseldorf, Fed.
Rep. of Gcmany

FDed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,759
Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 15,

1981, 3136628

Int a^ C07C 91/40
VS. 0. 564-292 9 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a quaternary ammonium
compound comprising reacting together a tertiary amine and a
vicinal halohydrin at a temperature in the range of from about
40* C. to about 100* C. in an aqueous system under normal
atmospheric pressure, wherein the constituents on the tertiary

amine consist essentially ofone or more alkyl, hydroxyalkyl, or
aralkyl groups, or an N-heterocyclic group having the nitro-

gen atom of the tertiary amine in the ring structure, wherein
such groups each contain less than 10 carbon atoms, and
wherein the halohydrin is a 1,2 halohydrin containing from 6
to 28 carbon atoms.

4,480,124

PROCESS FOR THE PURIFYING OF
POLYTETRAMETHYLENE ETHER GLYCOL OR

CORRESPONDING DIESTER
Herbert Moellcr, FVankeadial, Fed. R^. <rf Gmnany, assignor

to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Lndwigriiafen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 356,963
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 27,

1981, 3112065

Int a' C07C 67/48. 41/34. 41/44
VS.d 560—248 3 Claims

1. A process for purifying polytetramethylene ether glycol

or its corresponding diester prepared by the cationic polymeri-

zation of tetrahydrofuran comprising treating said polytetra-

methylene ether glycol or diester with hydrogen in the pres-

ence of a hydrogenation catalyst.

4,480,127

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF VARIABLE
AMOUNTS OF DPA AND ANILINE USING ONLY
PHENOL AND AMMONU AS THE FEEDSTOCK

MiteheU Becker, Teaneek, NJ., and Howard M. Sachs, Ri?er-
dale, N.Y., assi^on to 1W Haleon SD Group, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,371

bt 0.3 0D7C 85/06
VS. a 564—402 10 Qaims

1. A process for the formation of diphenylamine and aqiline
in amounts ranging from about lOOK) to 1 :99 wt % DPAaniline
comprising:

contacting a feedstock consisting essentially of phenol and
ammonia in a reaction zone with a solid, heterogeneous
acidic alumina catalyst and reacting to form aniline in situ,

so as to form a mixture in amounts ranging from about
20:1 to 1:100 molar % of phenol plus aniline:ammonia;

reacting the formed in situ aniline in the presence of the solid

heterogeneous acidic alumina catalyst with either phenol
or a second aniline in the phenol-ammonia-aniline mixture
present in the reaction zone to form diphenylamine;
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"^lUI^^tJ?""' ^2^'^* "*l*
predetennined inert orgiuiic solvent, in the presence of a minor amount ofamount of amhne as repawn products from the reaction catalyst selected from the group consisting ofzone mixture; ^ *- » •

recycling the remaining phenol-ammonia-aniline stream -,
back to the reaction zon^ ?

continuing the above cycle. R|—C-NH-R2. and

4,480,128

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF O-TOLUIDINE
AND/OR M-TOLUmiNE AND/OR P-TOLUIDINE

Hns^^gn Arpe, F^aakAvt an Main, and Hdnz Litterer,
WiaabadcB, both of Fed. R^. of Geraiuy, aarignors to Ho-
•chat Aktkageadlaehaft, Fhukftirt an Main, Fed. Rep. of

FUcd Apr. 12, 1983, Scr. No. 484,179
CUni priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 15.

1982,3213876
'. i« '.

IntCU one 85/26
U.S.a564-M«24 Udalns

1. A process for the manufacture of at least one member
selected from the group consisting of o-toluidine m-toluidine
and p-toluidine, which comprises

(a) treating, at a temperature of from 250* to 500* C, a first

charge containing at least one toluidine isomer other than
a toluidine isomer sought to be isoUited, with an isomeriza-
tion catalyst selected from the group of synthetic zeolites
of the pentasil type, the ions of which are exchanged, to
form a second charge,

(b) isolating the desired toluidine isomer ftx>m the second
charge by selective adsorption to an X or Y zeolite, the
ions of which are exchanged, and subsequent desorption,
and

(c) recycling the baknce of the second charge to step (a).

4,480,129
PROCESS FOR SEPARATING ISOMERS OF TOLUIDINE
Janes W. Priegnits, Elgin, and Hemaaa A. Zinnen, Enuston,

both of OL, aarignora to UOP lac, Dca Plainca, Dl.
Filed Sep. 29, 1983, Scr. No. 537,123

iML CL3 arc 85/26
UAa564-424 5Claina

1. A process for separating p-toluidine by adsorption of said
p-toluidine in the pores of a hereinafter characterized X or
Y-type zeolite from a feed mixture comprising p-toluidine and
o-toluidine or m-toluidine said process comprising contacting
said mixture with an adsorbent comprinng an X or Y-type
zeolite having cations exchanged with a cation selected from
the group consisting of Fe, Mn. Co, Ni and Zn at conditions of
from about 20* C. to about 200* C. and a pressure sufficient to
maintain said Uquid phase to selectively adsorb said p-toluidine
wbilesaid o-toluidine or m-toluidme are removed from said
adsorbent, and thereafter contacting said X or Y-type zeolite
containing said p-toluidine with a desorbent, at desorption
conditions, to remove said adsorbed p-toluidine derived from
said fbed mixture, said desoitent material comprising aniUne or
an alkyl amine, excluding alkylamines having eight or more
carbon atoms per molecule when said adsorbent comprises an
X-type zeolite.

R3-NH-CH=N—R4

wherein

hyrogen, a lower alkyl, aryl or a

?
—C—alkyl:

provided that Ri and R2 are not both hydrogens, or
Rl and R2 can be joined to form a cyclic compound having
up to a 7-member ring, and

R3 and R4 can be a hydrogen, or a lower alkyl; provided that
R3 and R4 are not both hyrogens, or

R3 and R4 can be joined to form a cyclic compound having
up to a 7-member ring.

4,480,131
PROCESS FOR SELECTIVE PRODUCTION OF DI- AND

TRI-ALKYLAMINES
Kamil Klier, Bethlebem; Richard G. Herman, Whitehall, and
Ganini A. Vedage, Bethlefaen, aU of Pa., aaaignors to LcUflh
UniTersity, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Jon. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 500,037
Int a^ O07C 85/06

UAa564-480 pctain,
1. A selective alkylation process for preparing higher substi-

tuted amines by reacting a primary amine with a straight or
branched chain alcohol having up to twelve carbon atoms
under mild reaction conditions, comprising one to 100 atmo-
spheres and 50* to 250* C, wherein the amine to alcohol reac-
tant ratio, expressed on a moUu- basis, ranges from approxi-
mately 0.5:1 to about 20:1, in the presence of a catalyst system
selected from the group consisting of (a) a binary combination
of essentially amorphous finely divided metaUic copper dis-
persed in zinc oxide and (b) a deacidified copper or paUadium
combination with at least one additional metal oxide com-
pound selected from the group of zmc oxide, alumina, and
chromium oxide.

4,480,130
PREPARATION OF ORTHO^ALKYLTHIOMEniYD

ANILINES BY CATALYTIC SULFILIMINE
REARRANGEMENT

Aa*e7 Y. In, Clortcrfldd, Mo^ aarignir to MoHanto Com-
pny, St Loaia, Mo.

FDod Sep. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 529,914
Int a.3 O07C 85/00

UAa 564-440 11 CWna
L A (Mocen for catalytically rearranging aromatic sulfili-

°"^ *° _^ corresponding ortho-(alkylthiomethyl)aniline,
which prooen comprises heating an aromatic sulfilimine in an

4,480,132

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
cgS-UNSATURATED KETONES

William T. Brown, Johnson City, and Robert M. ShBOBS, Kings.
port both of Tenn., assignors to Eaatnaa Kodak ConBuy.
Rochester, N.Y.

—»—/,

Filed Not. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 553,930
Int a.) O07C 45/60

U.S. a. 568--42 7Clafai8
1. Process for the preparation of a 2-oxopropylidene com-

pound which comprises reacting an aldehyde with a 2,2-dial-

kyl-4-methyl-6-keto-l,3-dioxene in the presence of a catalytic
amount of a halide of aluminum, cobalt iron, mangangw,
nickel, tin, titanium or zinc.

4,480,133

CHEMICAL PROCESS
Jerry M. Roper, Baton Ronge, La., aarignor to Ethyl Owpora*

tioa, RichaKMd, Va.

Filed Mar. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 472,196
Int a.3 0D7C 45/45

VS. CL 568-362 20 CUna
1. A process for the preparation of 2,4-dihydrocarbyl-
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q»n>[S.S]undeca-l,4,g-trien-3-one compounds which com-
prises reacting an N,N-dihydrocarbyl.2.fr<lihydrocarbyl-4-
ammomethylphenol with a conjugated diene and an alkyl
halide in a liquid solvent medium.

4,480,134
PROCESS FOR PREPARING PHENOL AND ACETONE

FROMCUMENE
John W. FUncr, Mt Vcrwn, lad., aarignor to General Electric
Conpuy, Mt Venon, Ind.

FDcd Apr. 5, 1983, Scr. No. 482,298
iML a» CD7C 45/53

U.S.a568-385 8Cbrina
1. In a process for oxidatively preparing phenol and acetone

firom cumene including the steps of
a. cleaving cumene hydroperoxide to produce a mixture

comprising phenol, acetone and side products including
heavy residue;

b. separating acetone from phenol and heavy residue;
c. separating the heavy residue from the phenol;
d. abating the said heavy residue at elevated temperature
e. separating lighter boiling material from heavier boiling

material of the residue, said lighter bcnlmg material com-
prising cumene, a-methylstyrene, and phenol;

the improvement comprismg
f. separating the said lighter boiling material into two frac-

tions, the lighter firaction comprising the bulk of the ben-
zene and toluene, the heavier firaction comprising the bulk
of the phenol, cumene and a-methylstyren^ and

g. not recycUng mto the process streams any significant
portion of the said lighter firaction.

4,480,135

PROCESS FOR OXIDIZING ALCOHOLS TO
ALDEHYDES AND/OR KETONES

Antonio Espoaito; Carlo Ncri, and Franco Bnoaomo, aU of S.
Donto Mflanwr, Italy, aarignort to Ante S.pjt, Palemo.
Italy

FDcd JaL 14, 1983, Scr. No. 513,801
Oatm priority, appUcatiM Italy, JaL 28, 1982, 22607 A/82

Int a.3 G07C 45/29
U.S.a568-385 lOOahns

1. A process for oxidising primary and/or secondary alco-
hok to the corresponding aldehyde and/or ketone derivatives,
characterised by reacting said alcohols with an aqueous solu-
tion of hydrogen peroxide in the presence of synthetic zeolites
contaming titimium atoms, of the following general formula:

xTi02.(l-x)Si02

where x lies between 0.0001 and 0.04, and possibly m the
presence of one or more solvents.

4y480,136

NORBORNYL OXYACETALDEHYDE, ORGANOLEPTIC
USES THEREOF AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING

SAME
Robert P. Bciko, Woodbridge; Richard M. Bodc% Oecaa, and
Marie R. Haaaa, Haslet aU of NJ., aaaivMn to latema-
tiowd Flarors A F^apances Inc., New York, N.Y.

Cootfaiaation-fahpart of Ser. No. 357,157, Mar. 11, 1982, , which
is a diriaioa of Ser. No. 303,012, Sep. 17, 1981, Pat No.

4,354,043. lUa application Jan. 10, 1983, Scr. No. 456,984
lit a' C07C 47/115

VJS.a 568—445 i dain

201

501

-_^>^
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4»480,137
TRIHYDROCARBYL SILYL SUBSTITUTED ALKYL

DIARYL PHOSPHINE TRANSITION METAL
COMPLEXES AND THEIR USE AS HOMOGENEOUS

CARBONYLATION CATALYSTS
Atadf A. OfwiUd, Moootainside, NJ.; Torrta G. Jemuuuen.

Statcn bland, N.Y^ Andrew A. Westncr, Panunus, and I-Der
Hnang. Upper Saddle Rifer, both of NJ^ aarignon to Exxon
Reaearch A Engineering Company, Floriuun Parit, NJ

Diiiaion of Ser. No. 295,193, Ang. 21, 1984, Pat No. 4,450,299,
which ii a continnation-ln-part of Ser. No. 192,810, Oct 1, 1980
haadooed, which la a diTidoa of Ser. No. 11,238, Feb. 12, 1979*
PaL No. 4,298,541. lUs applkatloa Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No.

'

426,664

iBt a.3 C07C 45/50
UAa568-454 „ CUi,^

400* F. to about 500* F., an average molecular weight from
about 450 to about 700 and having a kineoutic viscosity at 100*
C. from about 3.0 to about 8.0 centistokes.

«t sKfs lit iwiiiHii II m KCHiiu HI mcsfkiM utein
ccwm uuimt ntwrnmun w ciefus

UfjHijico), ««..•?! n,jnn, (0)^,

K»
(.,,«,, h,CO„^=«_ ,.,,M.,UIMI. -L-iX,.,jM,j

..(CO!

'I ItMltot
ICH.CII

'J"J

I ct
I In>)C>,eil2CM;

Kii,cii,ee Ki2eil,C0

1. A carbonylation process comprising reacting an organic
compoimd selected from the group consisting of olefins, acety-
lenes, chlorides, alcohols, amines and amides with CO at a
tCTiperature between 50* C. and 200' C. and a total pressure
between 15 and 2000 psia to produce the corresponding car-
bonyl u the presence ofa reaction mixture comprising a homo-
geneous, non-charged catalyst complex of the formula:

[(Ar2PQ)^iIU.,lr(MX^,

whererin Ar is a substituted or unsubstituted C« to Cin aro-
matic radical. Q is a substituted or unsubstituted Ci to Go
saturatedopen chain alkylene radical, R is an unsubstituted or
monosubstituted Ci to Cio hydrocarbyl radical, M is a Group

rI ifS!'?"' "f?V'*^^ ** «~"P <=oiimtmg of Co.

SolL «^f«!f^.^ "*
"f

""°° °' °'«*^*^ "«"«•• excluding
halogen, satisfymg the valence and coordination sites of the
metal y IS

1
to 4, g is 1 to 6 with the proviso that g times y is

Jl^^° » 2 to 6. and 8 is 1 to 3. said substituents on uid
aromatic radical, on said alkylene radical and on said hydro-
carbyl radical bemg chemically unreactive with materials used
m, and the products of, a carbonylation reaction.

4,480138
HYDROFORMYLATION PROCESS

E.B. HactaMD, Corpna Oriatl, and L. D. Zeagler. Pampa, both
"^ Sf??.^ Catawae CorporatloB, New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,749
Int CL3 C07C 45/50

UAa568-«4
7CIaana

iLIn a process for hydroformylating an olefin of 2 to 20
carbon atoms having an ethylenic double bond in the alpha
pOBtion by reacting said olefin at about 80' C. to about 150* C
and superatmosphenc pressure with carbon monoxide and
hydrogen m admixture with a Uquid medium comprising a highboUmg mert reaction solvent containing an effective amount of
a hydroformyUtion catalyst comprising a Group VUI metal in
ramplex combination with a Ugand to form a liquid reaction
product mixture comprising said Ugand. an aldehyde deriva-
tive of said olefin and said high boiling inert reaction solvent,
the improvement cooiprising employing, as said high boilina
mert reaction solvent, a saturated alpha-olefin oUgomer, free of
naphthaiic and aromatic hydrocarbons, containing molecules
havmg from 30 to 50 carbon atoms, a Hash point from about

4,480,139

ALDEHYDE ADDUCTS
Norman Scott, StocktonOn-Teea, and Paul Hepworth, Upper

Poppleton, both of England, aaaignon to Imperial Chemical
Industries PLC, Great Britain

^-"e-uwi

Continuation of Ser. No. 282,953, JnL 13, 1981, abandoned. TTiia
application Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,986^O^ priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jul. 22, 1980,

Iiita3C07C«//O
UAa568-680

3Chta«
1. A compound of formula

,OH OH
/ I

RCH CH-R>

0(CH2)„0

where R and R> are individuaUy alkyl groups having 6 to 20
carbon atoms and n is an integer in the range 2 to 12.

4,480140

'J.PSP^^ ALKYLATINGPHENOUCCOMPOUNDSTO PRODUCE ORTHO OR PARA^MONOALKYLATTO
OR 2,4- OR 2,6-DLULKYLATED PHENOLS

Gwd Loton, Pittabnrgh, Pa., aaaignor to Koppcn Company.
Incn Pittsburgh, Pa.

'^'

FUed Mar. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 475,719

. , « ^ Int a3 C07C 37/Oa 39/06
UAa568-784

3, ctalms
1. A process for alkylating a phenoUc compound having at

least two hydrogens available in the orthoortho or ortho-para
positions to produce a monoalkylated or dialkylated phenol
comprising:

(a) introducing into the phenoUc compound a halogen se-
lected from the group consisting of chlorine and bromine
to produce a halogenated phenoUc compound having
from about six to about twenty two carbon atoms and still
containing at least one free hydrogen in the ortho or para
position and isolating the halogenated phenoUc compound
which stiU has one or two hydrogens at the ortho-para
positions;

(b) rttcting the isohited halogenated phenolic compound
with a saturated aliphatic aldehyde having one to about
four carbon atoms and a secondary amine having two to
about eight carbon atoms, wherein the halogenated phe-
noUc compound is in a stoichiometric amount and the
amounts of aldehyde and ofamine are in stoichiometric or
excess of stoichiometric amount and in the liquid phase
and at a temperature in the range of about 0* C. to about
100* C. to produce a Mannich base type aminoalkylated
halogenated phenol;

(c) contacting the Mannich base type aminoalkylated halo-
genated phenol with hydrogen in the presence ofa hydro-
genation catalyst to produce the desired mono or dialk-
ylated phenol and the secondary amine; and

(d) separating the secondary amine from the mixture to
produce the desired monoalkykted or dialkylated phenol.
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*^^^^^ 4,480.144

Charl- A 25i^^SSL"S"?2*°™^ REGENERATION OF AROMATICS PROCESSING
Charies A. Drake, BarUeafillcOkla., aaaignor to PhiUipaPetro- CATALYSTS

'*™^FSi5;r*S^?S;,« u»^ FHt«A.Smith,Rye,N.Y.a«ignortoMobUOUCorpor«lon,
FUed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 50738 New Yorii, N.Y.

U «s n a«_To« ^ °'^^ ^^^^
.

Piled Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,644UA a. 568-798 9 daima Int a^ C07C J/2¥
1. A process for the formauon Ketone and phenols by the UA CL 585—481 20 n>tm«

cleavage ofa secondary alkyl substituted benzene hydroperox-
ide of the formulae:

or (CR2")

1.
A

A

(D

OOH

(II)

(R)ii

wherein R is a Ci-Cjo alkyl, cycloalkyi, or alkaryl radical. R'
is independently a Ci to Cio alkyl. aryl. or alkaryl radical, R"
is independently H or a Ci to Cio alkyl, aryl. or aUcaryl radical,

n is an integer from 0-5, and x is an integer from 2 to 1 1. which
comprises contacting said secondary-alkyl substituted benzene
hydroperoxide with about 0.1-10 weight percent boron phos-
phate, based on the weight of said secondary-aUcyl substituted

benzene hydroperoxide, at a temperature of from about
20'-200* C.

-<^,

4,480,142

CATALYTIC ALKYLATION
Raymond L. Cobb, Bartlcafille, Okla., aaaignor to PhiUipa Pe-

troleum Company, Bartlearille, Okla.

FUed No?. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,004

JbLCU cone 2/68
VS. CL 585—465 13 Claims

1. A process for the selective production of 2-alkyl-sub-

stituted polycycUc aromatic compounds comprising contact-
ing one or more aromatic reactants of the general formula

where n can equal or any integer from about 1 to about 4
with at least one 1 -olefin and a mole ratio of olefin to aromatic
compound ranging from about 0.2:1 to about 2.5:1 at moderate
temperatures between about 65* and 135* C. in the presence of
a catalyst selected from the group consisting ofBF3 complexes,
acid-treated clays, and mixtures thereof.

1. In a process for the conversion of an aromatic containing
feedstock in which said feedstock is contacted in a reactor
vessel, under conversion conditions, with a catalyst comprising
a ZSM-5 type zeolite having a siUca to alumina mole ratio of at

least 12 and a constraint index within the approximate range of
1 to 12, and which includes a regeneration step to bum off
carbonaceous materials which deposit on said catalyst, said

regeneration step comprising contacting said catalyst contain-
ing carbonaceous materials with a continuous closed loop flow
of a gas stream comprising oxidizing gas and steam at regenera-
tion conditions including a steam partial pressure of between
about 0. 1 psi and about 4.0 psi, a contact time ofbetween about
12 hours and about 72 hours and a temperature of between
about 700* F. and about 1000* F. the improvement which
comprises:

(a) removing from said continuous closed loop flow a por-

tion of said gas stream, and
(b) introducing into said continuous closed loop flow a

quantity of a low moisture content, molecular-oxygen

containing gas. said portion and said quantity being efTec-

tive, collectively, to maintain, in the closed loop flow at

the inlet to said reactor vessel, a molecular oxygen content

no greater than about 1.0 mole percent and a water partial

pressure no greater than about 1.0 psi.

4,480,143

HYDROCARBON SYNTHESIS
Clarence D. Chang, Princeton, and William H. Lang, Penning-

ton, both of NJ., aaaigaors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,610

Int CU C07C l/2a J/00
U.S.a 585—469 4 Claims

1. A process for converting as a reactant carbon sulfides

selected from the group consisting ofCS2 and COS to a hydro-

carbon or mixture of hydrocarbons ranging from Ci to Cn +

wherein at least 25% thereof are Cs to Cn comprising contact-

ing said carbon sulfides with a ZSM-5 type aluminosilicate

zeoUte catalyst having a constraint index of about 1 to 12 and
having a siUca to alumina ratio of at least 12 at about 400* to

1200* F. and a pressure of about 100 to 1000 psig in the pres-

ence ofadded hydrogen to produce a highly aromatic product

4,480 145

CATALYSTS FOR THE CONVERSION OF METHANOL
TO ETHYLENE PLUS GASOLINE

James A. Brennan, Cherry Hill; Stanley J. Lucki, Runnemede,
and Hans J. Schoennagel, Lawrencerille, aU ofNJ., assignors

to MobU OU Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.
FUed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,105
Int a.3 C07C 2/68; BOIJ 29/28

VJS. CL 585—640 10 Claims

1. In a process of converting methanol to ethylene plus

gasoline by contacting methanol with an acidic crystalline

aluminosiUcate zeolite catalyst having a siUca-alumina ratio of
at least 12. a constraint index within the range of 1-12 and a

crystal size of at least 1 micron, under conditions whereby a
hydrocarbon mixture is formed containing at least about 25

wt.% ethylene, the improvement which comprises steaming

said zeoUte catalyst to adjust the alpha activity of said catalyst

prior to use to within the range of 6-100 such as to increase

catalyst cycle time and maintain a constant methanol conver-

sion rate of between 50% to about 60% without substantial

daily increases in temperature.

3. The process of claim 1 wherein said zeoUte is ZSM-5.
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LIGHTNING PROTECTOR ASSEMBLY
Genre G. Inreniizii, Genera, Switiertiiiid, anigiior to Energie
FMde latematkMial SA, Genera, Swftscrland

FDed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 497,886
aafan priority, application Switaeriaad, Jna. 3, 1962,

3423/82

Int CL3 ir02G 13/00: HOIT 7/00
U.S.a 174—3 3

a lowermost portion thereof, said resinous body being
formed ofa material which is sufficiently sticky at ambient
temperature to immobilize contaminant particles accumu-
lated in said gas on the exposed surfaces thereof and capa-
ble of being converted to a sufficiently molten sute at

elevated temperatures to allow said particles previously

adhering to the said sticky surface to become completely
embedded in said resinous body so that the sticky surface

of said resinous body is renewed to a particle-less condi-
tion;

an electric resistance heating element di^XMed in said resin-

ous body for selectively heating said body to said molten
state.

4,480,148

ELECTRICAL DEVICE PACKAGE
Ste?en K. Archer, WOtaUre, Eogiaad, aaaigMir to Plcaaey 0?er-

seas Ufldted, Dford, Eofljand

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,059
Clains priority, appUcatk» United Kiagdon, May 13, 1961,

8114541

Iata3H05K5/M
U.S. CL 174—51 19 firt—

1. A lightning protector assembly, characterized in that it

comprises at least one electrically conductive device (€) posi-
tioned in the vicinity of a lightning rod point (1, 2) and electri-

cally isolated from both this point (1, 2) and a conductor (3)
connecting the lightning rod point to the ground, said device
(€) comprising a first component (7) terminated by at least one
spike (8, 9, 10) for facilitating the adjustment of the device {€)
to the electric potential of the atnioq>here, and a second com-
ponent (11) extending as an electrode (12) positioned at a
sufficiently short distance from the lightning rod point (1), so
that, at least in the event of stormy weather, an electric dis-

charge takes place between the electrode (12) and the lightning
rod point (1) as a result of the voltage developed across the gap
between said conductive device (6) and the lightning rod point

(1), such a discharge being sufficient by itself to improve the
efficiency of the li^tning protector.

4^480,147

CONTAMINANT TRAP FOR GAS*INSULATED
APPARATUS

James L. Adcock; MarahaU O. Pace, both of Knoirille, and
Loncas G. Christivhwoa, Oak Ridge, all of Tenn., aaaignon
to United States Department of Encqy, Washingtoa, D.C

FDed Feb. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 463,209

Int a^ HOIB 9/06: H02G 5/06
U.S.a 174—14 R 4 Claims

1. An electrical q>paratus comprising:
\^

an electrical conductor,

a housing spaced from said conductor,

a gas having a high dielectric constant disposed in the space

between said conductor and said housing;

a resinous body disposed on the inside wall dfsaid housing in

1. An electrical device package, comprising an open epded
container and an enclosure defining a cavity, which enclosure
is formed by a housing that is open on one side and has a
closure therefore, an electrical device mounted on a substrate

positioned within the cavity and sealed therein by the closure,

which enclosure is positioned in the container and is sealed

therein by a filling of moulding material wherein the substrate

is a lead frame providing electrical leads extending from the

open end of the container to provide external electrical con-
nections to the device.

4,480,149

LIGHTWEIGHT FRAME-TYPE ELASTOMER DAMPING
SPACER

Ronald G. HawUas, and John E. Mnniak, both of Maaaena,
N.Y., aasignort to Alnnrinnm Company of America, Pitta-

bnrgli. Pa.

FDed Dec 6, 1962, Ser. No. 447,248

Int CL^ H02G 7/12
U.S. CL 174—42 6 ri^—

1. An inexpensive, lightweight damping spacer having sub-

stantially all metallic components thereof made from wrought
materials, said spacer comprising:

a frame having two opposing plates, said frame being an
inexpensive wrought metal stamping,

conductor clamp arms located between the plates and ex-

tending outwardly therefrom, each clamp arm provided
with at least one noncircukr opening extending there-

through, said clamp arms being inexpensively made firom

extruded metal,

means attached to the frame for securing the clamp arms
between the opposing plates, said means including ex-
truded metal pivot pins having shanks provided with
noncircular cross-sectional shapes, each shank extending
through the noncircular opening provided in the respec-
tive clamp arm to secure said arms in a manner that per-
mits rotational movement of the arms about the respective

2151
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pins, the ends of said pivot pins being rigidly fixed to the
respective plates,

stop pins positioned between the opposing plates and rigidly
fixed to at least one plate, each stop pin engaging the
respective clamp arm in a manner that prevents the arm
from excessive rotational movement about the respective
pivot pin, said stop pins also being made from extruded
metal,

elastomer damping collars respectively located on the pivot
pins and extending through the respective openings pro-
vided in the arms, each collar having an internal opening

4,480,151
TEMPERATURE STABLE HERMEnCALLY SEALED

TERMINAL
Hilliard Dozier, c/o VS. Tenninala, Inc^ 7502 Cunarao Rd«
Ondnnati, Ohio 45243

v*««^ w^,

FUed Jul. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 399,308
iBt a^ HOIR 9/16; HOIB J7/26

U.S.a 174-153 R jctains

surface sized and configured to mate with the noncircular
cross-sectional shape of the respective pivot pin shank for
the purpose of restraining relative rotational movement
between the pin and the collar, each collar additionally
having an external surface sized and configured to mate
with the associated noncircular clamp arm opening to
restrain relative routional movement between the collar
and the arm, and

means located respectively on the outwardly facing end of
each clamp arm for clamping each clamp arm to its re-
spective conductor.

4,480,150

LEAD FRAME AND METHOD
Raymond N. Jonci; John M. Lawson, both of Scottsdale, and
ODeU F. Keil, Phoenix, aU of Arit, assignors to Motorob
locn Schaanborg, DL

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,662
lat a^ HOIL 2S/4S.' H05K S/02

U.S.ai74-52FP 13Claima

-c

1. A hermetically sealed terminal construction comprising a
support member having a base with at least one annular open-
ing therein and a rounded annular shoulder at said opening, a
first cyUndrical sleeve in the form of an insert having a cylij-
drical body and an outwardly projecting annular fiange sur-
rounding said cyUndrical body fitted in said opening and pro-
jecting outwardly from at least one side of said base with said
annular flange seated against and welded to said base in the
area of said annular shoulder, a second cylindrical sleeve sur-
rounding said first sleeve in spaced relation thereto, said sec-
ond cyUndrical sleeve being integrally formed with said base
and affixed at one end to said base in the area surrounding said
opening, said sleeves defining an annular recess therebetween,
an elongated terminal pin extending centrally through said
sleeves, and a molded dielectric sealing member securing said
terminal pin to said support member, said seaUng member
being bonded to said terminal pin and to the opposite surfaces
of said base with integral portions thereof filUng said first

sleeve and said annular recess and bonded to the inner and
outer surfaces of said sleeves, whereby to effectively increase
the area of interface between said sealing member and said
support member to thereby inhibit the formation of leakage
paths from one side of the support member to the other due to
thermal expansion and contraction of the parts.

0:0^0.0
I ^ >. — to - ^ ..

\ '• ^t* \

^' p 0.0.0^
v-^ ^,»

1. A lead frame comprising:

at least one runner presenting parallel opposite upper and
lower faces thereof;

a pluraUty ofbonding pads detachably affixed to said runner,
said bonding pads presenting opposite upper and lower
surfaces thereof; and

a Upe strip adhesively and removably secured to said runner
lower face and bonding pad lower surfaces.

4,480,152

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR PROTECTING LINE
RELAY CONTACTS IN A TELEPHONE SWTTCHING

SYSTEM
Raymond G. Taylor. Shre?eport, Ia, aarignor to Western Elec-

tric Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
FUed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,748

Int 0.3 H04M 7/00
U.S. a. 179—81 R 10 aains

1. A method of protecting Une relay contacts from power
surges appearing on a telephone Une wherein a Une relay is

signaled to open or close its line relay contacts to connect or
disconnect the telephone line with a particular station set, the
telephone Une having a hold relay associated with the Une, the
method comprising the step of:
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energizing a hold relay associated with the telephone Une to

place a hold bridge across the Une at a time prior to signal-

mg the Une relay to open or close the Une relay contains

on the telephone Une.

4,480,153

MUSICAL-OUTPUT ADAPTER FOR TELEPHONES
Lawrence M. Festa, 238 C^fon St, Lagnna Beach, Calif. 92651

FUed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,723

iBt a^ H04M 11/02

VS.a 179-84 T 11 Claims

4,480,154

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SILENCER
Maaricc M. Dee, 262 EncUd Ave., Fairfield, Conn. 06430

CoBthraatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 216,660, Dec 15, 1980, Pat No.

4,384,171. This application May 16, 1983, Scr. No. 495,088

lot CL3 H04M 1/21. 11/02

VS. CL 179-84 C 14 Claims

11. Apparatus for automaticaUy silencing a telephone ringer

in a modular jack telephone system comprising:

an electricaUy operated alarm clock including means for

connecting the alarm clock to a source of electrical cur-

rent and means for setting the alarm clock, said setting

means having a SET state in which the alarm is set to

operate at a preselected time;

modular connecting means compatible with a modular jack

telephone system;

a conductive path electrically connected to said modular

connecting means for carrying ringing current to a tele-

phone ringer;

means for interrupting said conductive path, electrically

isolated from said source of electrical current, having a

closed state in which said ringer can receive sufficient

ringing current to ring and an open state in which said

ringer cannot receive sufficient current to ring and is

silenced; and

means associated with said setting means and said interrupt-

ing means for transferring said interrupting means to its

open state when said setting means is in its SET state while

maintaining said interrupting means electrically isolated

from said source of electrical current.

1. A musical-output adapter for telephones to be used in

place ofa ringing beU or in conjunction therewith, comprising:

a first electronic circuit adapted to be operably coupled to

the incoming signal of a telephone Une, said first electronic

circuit including:

means to convert alternating current into direct current

coming from said incoming signal,

an opto-coupler connected to said means to convert alter-

nating current into direct current whereby direct cur-

rent is fed to said opto-coupler,

a timing circuit connected to said opto-coupler from

which current is passed to activate said timing circuit

a timing relay connected to said timing circuit said timing

relay being actuated by said timing circuit; and

a second electronic circuit defining a music circuit con-

nected to said timing relay, said music circuit being acti-

vated when said timing relay is closed;

a DC power supply coupled to said timing relay to aUow

DC voltage to continuously activate said music circuit

when said relay is closed;

a speaker means connected to said music circuit whereby

music is received from said music circuit when said music

circuit is activated; and

a dropout-relay circuit connected and responsive to said

incommg si^ial of said telephone line to activate said

drop-out-relay circuit so as to provide a normaUy closed

mode, said drop-out relay circuit being further intercon-

nected between said timing circuit and said timing relay,

whereby said music circuit is controUed.

4,480,155

DIAPHRAGM TYPE MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER
Jamea M. Winey, White Bear Lake, Minn., anignor to Mapie-

pan, Incn White Bear Lake, Mhu.
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353^47

lot a.3 H04R 9/00

VS.a 179-115.5 PV 11

1. An audio frequency signal current carrying transducer,

comprising

a diaphragm having a vibratable area,

a pair ofmagnetic backings connected with the diaphragm in

confronting and spaced relation to each other and respec-

tively on opposite sides of the diaphragm, each of said

magnetic backings having an armature plate with a multi-

pUcity of elongate magnetized strips spaced from each

other and magnetized in a direction transverse to the

diaphragm and having elongate front faces defining pole

faces confronting the diaphragm, the pole faces of each

magnet strip being opposite to and confronting a magne-

tized strip of Uke polarity in the opposite magnetic back-
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SS;,^^***! 2lS?
**' "^^J**"* magnetized strips and ofow^ poI.nti« producing elong«e magn<Sc fielSPngK2« *«>»^ the diaphiagm. adjaceST magnetic

^'2?2SS*^ **^*^ '"'^^ **"y^ conductor runs

2ii?^/i25S?" r***
""fronting "djacent nuignetized

both magnetic backings, the discrete conductors in each

SK.;2rT* ^*' ""^ "** ~^«^« *»>« entire dia-

£3SJi^ the run and asserting ftiU control of thediaghn^ the conductors m each run being arranged in

Sr^Sii^ SIT^ ** T** °^ thTSignetic field
Prq^ctog to the diaphragm, there being a narrow space
betwera adjacent wide buid conductor runs to maintain

Sr.'*!lff^i™?? "^P^te and distinct in embraced rek-non to the respective separate and distinct magnetic fields

MM,156
ECHO CANCELLER SYSTEMK«o TitafcMM. ui TalntU Salonoto. both of KaiMgawa.

FDcd No?. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,783

ifc ^ -« Irt. a' H04B i/20
UAai7»-17ttJ ^CWm.

from said subtractor substantially have no correlation
with each other,

a multiplication factor circuit coupled to said weighting
ooeffiacnt correction circuit for generating a multiplica-
ton factor and multiplying said factor by the weighting
coefficient of each of said multipUers;

a speechdetection circuit responsive to a speech level above
a predetermined threshold value for inhibiting theweightmg coefficient correction by said weightine coeffi-
cient correction circuit;

*

output terminals for deUvery an output from said delay
circuit, an output from each of said multipliers, the outputfrom said multiplication factor circuit, and the output
from said subtrartor; and

input terminals for receiving the receive sigmU. an input to
said adder, an mput to said multiplication factor circuitand an mput to said weighting coefficient correction cir-

4,480,157
OVERHEAD RUNNING CARRIER

Si.y!SS:jSt ""^ "* ^•""'^^^
^raedJuL2«,1982,Ser.No.4013«

uains priority, appUcatioB JapML Not. 27. 1981 SCImiia

11

-.L^l!?^ *?^5 !^t «re>rft for combining an invertedecho estimate signal derived from a receive signd with a7^
ngnal, said circuit comprising:

'
ISfl^'^lliaS!!^ ' P'"^*y of taps and an input tenni-

s;:;L2tt^
"^ '^'' "^ '•^« •" ^'^'^

••iJtiV^pro^n^ output signals delayed by successively

;^Sr.5 ""T!^ "^^ '•"P** ^ ^ feceive sigmd
applied to said deUy circuit, and comprising a first taphj;^ the least delay and a last tap having Uie grciS

a Pl»«lityof multipUers, each multiplier weighting theoujut from a corresponding one of said tops

f-'S^ summing the outputs from said multipliers;

!S?*^ SH '*^««"« t»» l»l«rity of the output signal

Sl'S'a^Sj.Si;"^ ""• "^"^ '^^ *>^
* I2S??*

coefficient correction circuit having an input

SS*!^?*?** *** "^ '^^« P^ "nd tpluiality of

JEkST?*.?*"?*^ ^ ™«P*ti^e oi. of Lid

«i£f*^i^^ ^"V"* *^ ^«8»'ting coefficients^
pbed to said multipbers in such a way Uiat the receive
«gnal appbed to said delay circuit and the output signal

1. An overhead running carrier for running on an I-beam
monorail havmg an upstanding web and two vertically-spaced
honrontollyHliy»ed plates, the upper one of said phiLb^
at Uie top of said web and constituting a load-bearing member!
said earner comprising

*"««^f

.

a driving carriage adapted to travel along said monoraU-
a driven carnage spaced from said driving carriage md
adapted to run along said monorail;

a load bar spanning between said carriages-
each of said carriages having a horizonttd axle above said
upper plate and a supporting wheel mounted on said axle
providing a rolling support for the associated carriage
along the top of said upper pkte, and two sets of four
guide rollers, an upper set engaging the opposite sides of
the upper plate of said mononul, and a lower set engaging
the opposite sides of the lower plate of said mononul, the
rouers of said upper and lower sets of roUeis being
mounted for rotation about vertical axes and engaging the
opposite side edges of the respective plates;

an upright pin mounted on each of said carriages to support
said load bar for pivotal movement thereon-

troUey bus means mounted on said monorail and extendins
parallel to said web;

electricaUy-actuated drive means carried by said carrier and
operable to drive said driving carriage along said mono-
rail;

•aid electrically^rtuated drive means comprising a motor
and a motor-driven pulley on said driving carriage rotot-
able on an axis paraUel to said axle, a second pulley
mounted for rotation with said supporting wheel, and a
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toothed drive belt interconnecting said pulleys so as to

drive said wheel upon actuation of said motor-driven

pulley; and

electrical connections carried by said driven carriage having

collector shoes slidably engaging said trolley bus means to

energize and control said electrically-actuated drive

means.

4,480,158

TIME DELAY SWITCHING DEVICE
Walter Will, Wuppcftal, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, aMipMr to

Weitiaghoaae FANAL-Schaltgeriite GmbH, Wuppcrtai, Fed.

Rep. oTGcmany
FQed Feb. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 466,936

Claims priority, appUcatton Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, Fdk 16,

1982, 3205406

iBt a.i HOIH 7/03. 43/00

VS. a. 200-^34 19 Chdn

selectively receiving said detent and each having a

smaller, inner opening joindy merging into said parallel

^

walls of said guide slot, and of less length than the overall

length of said recesses, for guiding said lever.

1. A time delay switohing device comprising at least two
switch means, timer means for controlling a time of actuation

of the switch means, each of said switch means includes a

movable switching member adapted to control a switohing

operation of the switch means, means for operatively connect-

ing one of said movable switching memben to said timer

means so as to immediately influence a positioning thereof after

an expiration ofa time delay of the timer means, and means for

coupling the other of the movable switohing members to said

one movable switohing member so as to transmit a switohing

movement to the other movable switohing member with a time

delay.

4,480,160

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SWITCH
Jack Stifelnaa, Miaaeapolis, Minn., aaaigBor to DonaldsoB

Conpany, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

FDed Aog. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,550

lat a.} HOIH 35/38

U.S. a. 200-82 R 20

4,480,159

SUB-MINIATURE THREE POSITION SWITCH WITH
BUILT-IN LEVER LOCK

FVaocis D. KirchofT, Newton, MaM., aadgnor to Alco Eleetroaic

Prodocti, Inc., Aiido?er, Maw.
ContinuatiiNHia-part of Sw. No. 337,594, Jan. 7, 1982,

abandoned. lUs appUeatioa Ang. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 525,717

lat a.3 HOIH 9/20

VJS.a 200-42 T 4 Claims

1. A sub-miniature lockable toggle switoh of the type having

a housing with a lower portion containing a rocker switoh

contact and switoh terminals and an upper portion, an elon-

gated toggle lever for actuating said rocker, including a handle

and a bulbous spherical portion, said upper portion containing

an internal bearing for said bulbous spherical portions and

having a lever lock with a plurality of recesses for seating a

spring pressed detent on the handle of the toggle lever and a

slot for guiding the lever in a single plane of oscillation charac-

terized by:

said upper portion of said housing being cylindrical, having

a comparatively large, internal diameter portion, above

said internal bearing, and having a one piece, lever lock

insert sleeved therewithin;

said one piece, lever lock insert having an integral dome

with a left recess, a central recess, a right recess, and a

guide slot with parallel walls, central of said recesses, each

recess having a generally circular, large outer opening for

1. Switoh apparatus in combination comprising:

a housing connected electrically to ground, said housing

having a cavity therein;

a post connected conductively to an electrical source;

means for supporting said post cantilevered within the cav-

ity, said supporting means including means for sealing said

cavity between said post and said housing;

means for communicating high pressure fluid to said cavity;

means for communicating low pressure fluid to said cavity;

means, guided by said post, for maintaining separation be-

tween said high and low pressure fluids within said cavity;

means for biasing said separation maintaining means against

said high pressure; and

means for disconnectably connecting electrically said post

and said housing.
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MM,161
CnCUIT BREAKER UTILIZING IMPROVED ARC

CHAMBERS
Walter J. KcUoo. Black Monataia, N.C^ aad Allan V. Heberl-^ DaaghartyTommdis B«im Co«rty, Pa. amgrnn to
WMtiagkooie Electric Corp. Pfttabargh, Pa.

^'^
FIM Apr. 2S, 1M3. S». No. 488,234

lat a3 HOIH ii/a9
UAa2«K-144R

wciatas

• contact dement of an effectively electricaUy insulatina
material mounted in uid housing and including
a supporting body,
an armature integral with and hingedly connected to said

supporting body, and
restraining means integral with said supporting body and

said armature and operative for restraining the displace-
ment of said armature relative to said supporting body

at least one electrical contact disposed on said armature for
displacement therewith into and out of contact with said
fixed contacts; and

means for displacing said armature relative to said support-
ing body under the influence of electrostatic forces to
engage and disengage said movable and fixed contacts

I. A circuit breaker, comprising:
(a) first and second spaced apart stationary contacts disoosed

within a housing;
^^

(b) a movable contact disposed within said housing and
opCTable between electricaUy open and closed positions
with respect to said stationary contacts;

(c) a movable arcing contact disposed within said housing
«nd operable between electrically open and closed posi-
twns with respect to said stationary contacts;

(d) movement efTecting means for effecting movement of
said movable and arcing contacts between said open and
closed positions;

(e) an arc grid assembly having a framework formed of a
ngid material that may be temporarily plasticized; and

(0 an arc ^d assembly cavity defined by a portion of said
bousing having restraining means disposed to interfere
with said ngid arc grid assembly frame, should said frame
be acted upon by forces tending to expel said frame from
said cavity, said arc grid assembly being disposed within
said cavity when said framework is in the temporary
plasticized state.

4,480,163
VANDAL-RESISTANT PUSH BUTTON ELECIIUCAL

SWITCH ASSEMBLY

^^J^^"^^ "•* ^^^^ ^^^ V. Haflier, Whittler,

Engineering Company, City of Indutry, Calif.
FUed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 455,753

lot a^ HOIH ;i/ooUAa 200-331 7cbl«

».:.,^. 4,480,1«
lUrraiC^SWITCH DEVICE WITH AN INTEGRAL

^SEMICONDUCTOR CONTACT ELEMENT

StMdard Electric CorporatloB. New York, N.Y.
FDad Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352^10

OJina priority. appUcMion Uaitod Kli«doB, Mar. 17, 1981,

U.S.a 200-181
Irt. a' HOIH 57/Oa 3/02

3Gainis

3. An electrical contact unit, comprising
a housing;

fixed electrical contacts disposed in said housing;

1- A Vandal-resistant push button switeh assembly compris-

a mounting plate having a first surface which faces the
direction from which the switeh » operated and a second
surface on the other side thereof;

a sleeve and escuteheon member having a sleeve end extend-
mg through an opening in the mounting plate said sleeve
end having an outside diameter and an escuteheon end
abutting the first surface of said plate and having an es-
cuteheon held thereon;

a push button and actuating shaft assembly having a push
button end extending away from the first surface beyond
Ae escuteheon end and an actuating shaft extending away
from the second surface and being extendable beyond the
sleeve and escuteheon member, said push button and
actuating shaft assembly being held within said sleeve and
escuteheon member and having stop means located be-
tween the ends thereof;

holding means affixed to the exterior of the sleeve end of the
sleeve and escuteheon member holding said escuteheon
against the mounting pkte, and said holding means further
havmg an opening to permit contact of the actuating shaft
with electrical switeh means;

spring means surrounding the actuating shaft of the push
button and actuating shaft assembly, said spring means
abutting said stop means at one end and said holding
means at the other end; and

electrical switeh means held axially with respect to the push
button and actuating shaft assembly and positioned so that
the switeh means is activated by contact with the actuat-
ing shaft when the push button is depressed.
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FOOD BROWNING SYSTEM INCORPORATING A
COMBINED MICROWAVE AND HOT AIR OVEN

RaynoBd L. Dills, Lonisiille, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, LoaisriUc, Ky.

Filed Dec 3, 1982, Ser. No. 444,448

lot a.) H05B 6/70
VJS. a. 219—10J5 B 6 Claims

4*480,165

BRAZE FIXTURE AND METHOD OF USING
Frederick W. Hanshalter, Keaton; Stanley J. Conghlin, Findlay,

and Khalid Pcrraix, Marion, all of Ohio, assignors to United

AirerafI Products, lac^ Dayton, Ohio
Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,561

Int CL> B23K 1/04

VS. a. 219-85 R 4 Cfadan

1. A food cooking oven utilizing microwave heating energy

and forced hot air heating means comprising:

an oven cavity including a top wall having a plurality of air

circulating inlet openings, a rear wall, side walls wherein

one of said side walls has an air circulating outlet opening

positioned in the lower portion thereof, and an access

front opening;

a horizontally disposed food rack within said oven cavity

being supported on said side walls spaced from said bot-

tom wall above said air circulating outlet m said one of

said side walls;

generator means operable for supplying microwave heating

energy into said oven cavity;

a housing means positioned at the intersection of said top

wall and said one of said side walls including an outlet

adjacent said top wall;

an air circulation passageway on said top wall extending

from said housing to a position enclosing said plurality of

air circulating inlet openings in said top wall;

said plurality of air circulating inlet openings being arranged

in a row in said air circulating passageway being dimen-

sioned to progressively increase in cross-sectional area in

a downstream direction with the smallest inlet opening

located adjacent said housing outlet so that air flow

through said inlet openings is substantially equal across

the upper portion of said oven cavity;

a heater arranged in said air circulation passageway for

heating air passing therethrough;

an inlet air circulation passageway on said one of said side

walls extending from an inlet to said housing to said air

circulation outlet opening in a position below said food

rack in said one of said side walls;

air impelling means in said housing for directing air into said

air circulation passageway over said heater and through

said pluraUty of air circulating inlet openings in said top

wall ofsaid oven cavity, and for drawing air into said inlet

air circulation passageway through said air circulating

outlet opening in the lower portion of said one of said

walls in said oven cavity to thereby establish a forced

recirculatory flow of heated air through said oven cavity

between said air circulating inlet openings in said top wall

and said air circulating outlet opening in said one of said

side walls below said food rack whereby food in said oven

cavity is exposed to said microwave heating energy and

said heated recirculated air from above and below said

food rack.

1. A method of making a heat exchanger comprised of longi-

tudinally spaced apart tube connected header plates and fin

material positioning between the tubes intermediately of the

header plates, the header plates having q>ertures through

which the tube ends project to terminate adjacent to respective

outer header walls, including the steps of outwardly flaring

tube end extremities, applying manifold members to said outer

header walls to intercommunicate at least certain tube ends, in

a holding fixture applying simultaneous continuous pressures

firstly to lu-ge a separating motion of said header plates out-

ward into contact with respective outwardly flared tobe ex-

tremities, secondly to urge said manifold members into contact

with respective outer header walls, and thirdly to urge said fin

material into contact with adjacent tube exteriors, and while

parts are so held and pressured subjecting them to a brazing

operation joining tobe ends and manifold members to header

plates and joining fin material to tobe exteriors.

4,480,166

RESISTANCE WELDING OF ZINC-COATED STEEL
Howard E. Leech, Aadersoa, Ind., aaaignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,318

Int a.^ B23K 11/16; B32B 15/01

VS. a. 219—118 3

r^^^^

1. A method for forming a hermetic weld between zinc-

coated steel members, at least one of said members having a

metallic copper layer between the zinc coating and the steel,

said method comprising temporarily heating faying surfaces of

the members to fuse the steel, said heating being generated by

an electrical current passing between the members at the fay-

ing surfaces and applied by electrodes in contact with a surface

of each member remote from the faying surface, said copper

layer extending at the faying surface and the electrode contact

sitfface of said one member, said copper layer at the faying

surface being sufficient to melt during heating, flow into fis-

sures formed in the fused steel and thereafter solidify to her-

metically seal the weld, said copper layer at said electrode

contact surface being sufficient to protect the underlying steel
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line vaporization from said surface

WELDING iXECTROOE
H. Hnji.RA 1. BeH.% OMrio.OmD«^ V««. U4 Nadila Dr, Aitoeowt.C—^ .

orSsr.No.3<,9IM.M«)r7,1979,
M». 4, IMl, Scr. No. 240,SM
IM. a^ B23K 35/22

(LOPlAO),aad

lib

VAa 219-119

coiyling a substantial portion of the laser beam energy
uniformly across the defined sur&ce area.

4tf4Wil69

,^!^!P^^^ '•^^^ ENGRAVINC APPARATUS
John A. Mackcm P.O. Bra m, Snta Ron. aUf. 95402

Food Sep. 13, 1M2, Scr. No. 417.049
Irt. a' B23I 27/00

UAa219-121LH UChdm.

(Claims

mg
1. In a laser engraving apparatus, the combination compris-

tAndecttic resistance welding electrode shaped to define
a tip surfcce for contact with a workpiece during welding and
«»pnttig an electrode body of a first materid ha^S^i^^
tively tew electrical resistivity, and a hyer ofa second material
on nid body defining said tip surface, said second material
tavmg a relatively high electrical resistivity and a degree of
high-temperature hardness and compressive strength selected
tommimize electrode distortion in use, and comprising at leastW%pure titanium, said second material being fined to the
«ctrode body so as to form a unitary electrode therewith, anddiayer of said second material having a thickness in the
•PProximate range I to 5 thousandths of an inch.

4^400460
LASER.SURFACE COUPLER

P>oloG.CMo,Mortrod,aiidSsrgsDanaire,Lo—wfl.bothof
^J^M^Mnto Cnadin PMcMs A DerdopiMat Lim.

means for emitting a laser beam;
means for scanning said laser ***^m:

a generaUy cylindrical mirror, said mirror having a curva-
ture, onenution and position such that the scanned laserb«m smkes the mirror and refiects to an area in spw«
where the translation of the scanned huer beam has bera
ehnunated; —• »ewi

an artwork image means of reduced specular refiectivity in
at least proxunate reUtten to the reflecting surface of said
mirroi^

a workpiece; and
a fir« focusing means positfoned between the artworic means
and the workpiece to image the artworic at the surface of
the wOTkpiece, said focusing means being positioned at or
near the area m space where the transUition ofthe scanned
hser beam has been eUminated, said so-focused laser beam
having sufficient power to suitably physically change said
workpiece.

—"»*«««

FBid M». 29. 1M2, Ssr. No. 343.301

..- ^ I«.aJB23E 27/09UAa 319-121

L
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4^400,170
ATCSPOT WELDING EQUIPMENT

i7w.rr:
. 'Sr*?^J^^^ RmMto Iton. and TsMNM

nW Mar. 28, lM3.Ser. No. 479.844

., « ^ ,« Irt. aJ B23I 9/JZ- B21J 13/08
UJS.a 219-125.1 u

,

1. A laser-surfcce coupler for use with a laser beam to irradi-
•te a surfiwe area comprising;
a toww masking section having an aperture for defining the
•uraoe area to be irradiated; and

•n upper section located over the masking section to form a
f*^',""'PP^**^***'^^^ "»opam therein for the
laser beam, the cavity having inner surfaces for ledirect-
mghght reflected within the cavity from the defined
wrfKe area b«4 towards the defined surfiwe area thereby

1. An arc spot welding equifmient comprising:
an arm of an industrial robot, the end of said arm being

capable to be positioned:
a^ having a first finger and a second finger, said hand

being attached to the end of arm of said robot;
a positioning and clamping device attached to the second
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finger for positioning and chunping a work to be welded
to an object relative to said hand; and

a welding torch attached to the first finger in the state that an
arc generating portion of said welding torch is directed to
a portion of said work where said work is welded to an
object.

4.480.171
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDER WITH ELECTRODE

GRINDER
David W. Oiristiaasea, Kcaaewick, and WOUan F. Brown, West

Richland, both of Wash.. aasigDors to Ihe United States of
America as represented by the United States Deportment of
Energy, Washington, D.C.

FQed No?. 30, 1982. Ser. No. 445.604
Int a3 B23K 9/00

UAa 219-136 7ciahns

1. In an apparatus for automated loading of fuel assemblies
for nuclear reactors, a tungsten arc welder comprising:
a sealable interior enclosure having an opening at one side

for axial reception of an open end of a length of cUulding;
coaxial collet means in said enclosure for gripping each

length of cladding adjacent the open end thereof;
means on said enclosure routably joumalling the collet
means for motion about its central collet axis;

a movable electrode support mounted in said enclosure to
one side of the collet axis for selectively positioning an
electrode tip along an electrode axis perpendicular to and
intersecting the collet axis;

and electrode tip machining means mounted in said enclo-
sure to the remaining side of the collet axis for selectively
refurbishing the electrode tip after use in welding the open
end of a length of cladding.

4.480.172

ELECTRIC HEAT EXCHANGER FOR
SIMULTANEOUSLY VAPORIZING TWO DIFFERENT

FLUIDS
Henry CidUot. Lorraine dr.. Allentowa. Pa. 18104. and DaTid

J. Rcif, FT3 HcUHeh Springy Whitehall. Pa. 18052
FQed Jmk 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389.224

lat a' H05B 3/00; F22B 1/28; F23D J1/44
VJS.a 219-305 3

(a) a body member having an axial bore defined therein, said
body member including:

(1) a smooth inner surface,

(2) hydrocarbon fluid inlet means for conducting hydro-
carbon fluid to be vaporized into said body member,

(3) hydrocarbon fiiel gas outlet means for conducting
hydrocarbon fuel gas away from said body member.

(4) an enlarged bore area adjacent to said hydrocarbon
fuel gas outlet means and fluidly communicating there-
with.

(5) water inlet means for conducting water to be vapor-
ized into said body member, and

(6) steam outlet means fiShconducting steam away from
said body member;

(b) a fluid vaporizing means located in said axial bore for
conducting hydrocarbon fluid and water from said inlet
means through said body member and simultaneously and
separately vaporizing the hydrocarbon fluid and water,
said fluid vaporizing means including:

(1) an elongated thick-walled sleeve positioned in said
axial bore,

(2) a heater means in said sleeve for producing sufficient
heat to vaporize both of said fluids,

(3) first heat transfer means for adding a first amount of
heat to water passing into said body member including
a continuous helical water passage means defined in the
outer surface of said elongate sleeve for fluidically
connecting said water inlet means to said steam outlet
means and having a first heat transfer surface means in
heat transferring relation with said heater means to
transfer heat to water passing into said helical water
passage for vaporizing that water, and

(4) second heat transfer means for adding a second amount
of heat to hydrocarbon fluid passing into said body
member including a continuous helical hydrocarbon
passage means defined in the outer surface of said sleeve
fluidically connecting said hydrocarbon inlet to said
bore enkrged area adjacent to said hydrocarbon gas
outlet, said helical hydrocarbon passage means being
coaxially coextensive with said helical water passage
means and interjacent therewith and having a second
heat transfer surface means in heat transferring relation
with said heater means and being larger than said first

heat transfer surface means to transfer more heat from
said heater means to said hydrocarbm fluid than is

transferred to said water for transferring sufficient heat
fiom said heater means to hydrocarbon fluid passing
into said hydrocarbon heUcal passage to vaporize that
hydrocarbon fluid into hydrocarbon fuel gas whereby
the same heater means is used to both v^mrize water
into steam and hydrocarbon fluid into hydrocarbon fuel

gas separately and simultaneously in the same body
member; and

(c) a temperature sensing means in said bore enlarged area
for controUing energy suppUed to said heater means in
response to the temperature of said hydrocarbon fiiel gas
at said outlet means.

1. A heat exchanger for simultaneously and separately pro-
ducing hot fuel gas from a hydrocarbon fluid and steam from
water comprising;

4,480.173

WATER HEATER
Brian J. BattarficM, Detgaay, Northera Irdaad, aaaigMv to
Metal Spiaacrs (Irdaad) Uadted, Ncwtowamontkeaaedy.
Northera Iiehud

——~7,

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,736
Oatais priority, applicatioa Uaitad Uagdom, Jml 23. 1980.

8020539

lat a^ A47J 31/56; F34H 1/20
VS.a 219-312 s OataH

1. A water heater device for providing steam and hot water
sdectivdy for domestic uses such as cooking or beverage
making comprising a closed water tank having a water inlet
with vdve means for selectively allowing and preventing
ingress of water into the tank, a mm-retum vdve for prevent-
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ing wtter ftx>m the tank flowing back into the main supply and
a presiure-reducing valve in line with said water inlet for
ensuring that the water pressure in the water inlet and in the
tank does not exceed a preset value, means for detecting the
water level in the tank and for providing a signal indicative
thereof, means for heating the water in the tank, means for
detecting the temperature of water in tank and for providing a
ngnal mdicative thereof, hot water ouUet means arranged
towards the bottom of the tank, a hot water tap connected to
a discharge end of said hot water oudet means whereat hot

surface, all of the channels being disposed approximately
the same distance from the curved surface; and

a resilient member disposed between the flat surface of the
core and the thermostat for urging the curved surface of
the core and the thermostat into contact with opposed
mner surfaces of the outer shell.

£
miim ijif atK

"^frA-I

4,480,175
DIRECnONAL ELECIIUCAL HEATING PANEL

ASSEMBLY
Joaeph L. Braaky, Tower HiU Rd^ Killingworth, Conn. 06417

Filed Sep. 16, 1M2, Ser. No. 418,613

.,« ^ Irt.a3H05Bi/2«
UAa21>-345 lochia

m am

water ts discharged at the option of the user, steam ouUet
means arranged to coUect steam from adjacent the top of the
tank, a steam Up connected to a discharge end of said steam
ouUet means whereat steam is discharged at the option of the
laer, and control means for controlling the pressure of water in
the tank, the temperature of water in the tank and the water
inlet valve means, said control means receiving signals from
the water level detecting means, the temperature detecting
means and from a programmer device for storing a desired
water temperature and providing a signal indicative of that
desired temperature.

4,480,174
THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED ELECTRIC

COMPRESSOR SUMP HEATER HAVING
SELF-CONTAINED THERMOSTAT

Mrtt N. HnauBcl, Glcn?lcw, m, aaignor to Acra Electric
Corponrtkw, ScUUcr Park, DL
CMti«Mtioa-in.part of Scr. No. 301,144, Sep. 11, IWl,

undoMd. This appUcatioa JnL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397J86
lat a* HOSB 1/02. 3/82

UAa2»-331 5Chtas

64-"

1. An electrical heating panel assembly comprising at least
two relatively thin and generaUy planar panels arranged in
face-to-face relationship and in inner-outer relationship rela-
tive to a zone to be heated thereby, means securing said panels
together, said inner panel carrying a length of electrical resis-
tance heating wire and a pair of cold leads connected with the
heating wire and projecting outwardly from the panel face
said outer panel having a through opening receiving said cold
leads, a junction box mounting plate having a portion thereof
arranged m and substantially fitting the wall of said through
openmg and having a marginal flange disposed between said
panels adjacent said opening, said marginal flange and mount-
mg plate being held firmly in position by entrapment of the
flange by and between said panels and said means securing the
panels together, and said mounting pkite having a through
opening m said portion which is arranged in the panel opening
and through which said cold leads pass, a junction box associ-
ated with said mounting plate and having an opening for re-
ceivmg said cold leads, means detachably connecting said
junction box to said mounting plate with the box projecting
outwardly from said outer panel and with the opening therein
in commumcation with the mounting plate opening, said junc-
tion box and mounting plate when so connected electricaUy
isoUting said outer panel from the interior of the box and plate,
power line entry means in said junction box for the introduc-
tion of at least a portion of a power supply line to the interior
of said junction box for insulated electrical connection with
said cold leads therewithin, an access opening at a top portion
of said junction box opposite said cold lead opening, and a
cover for said access opening in said junction box.

WRV
559*"'^

1. In a heater having a heating element controlled by a
thermosut both of which are disposed within a heat-conduc-
tive outer shell, said thermostot sensing the heat output of the
heating element and controUing said heat output in response to
said sensing, the improvement comprising:

a core having a series of channels in which the heating
element is disposed and also having a I>ahaped cross-sec-
tion throughout including a curved surface and a flat

4,480,176
INSULATED ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENT

"T? S,!?*°^' **" ^•'^ ^^ A^ South. Seattle,

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,640
Int a? HOSB 3/68UA a. 219-461 7Chdnis

1. An insulated, electric heating element suiuU>le for use in
an electric heating system designed to emit heat in a predeter-
mined direction comprising:

(A) an elongate, electric heating element including an elec-
tric resistive heating element surrounded by a heating
element housing, the cross-sectional configuration of said
heating element housing including a flat side, sidewalls
lying generally orthogonal to said flat side and beveled
regions extending between said sidewalls and said flat side-
and,

'

(B) an insulating member attached to said heating element
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housing along the entire length thereof on the sides

thereof facing away from said predetermined direction for

reducing the heat emitted by said elongate, electric heat-

ing element in directions other than said predetermined
direction, said insulating member comprising:

(1) a channel of impervious material having a U-shaped
cross-sectional configuration and a longitudinal config-

uration similar to the longitudinal configuration of said

heating element housing, the edges of the legs of said

4,480,178

TUNING ARRANGEMENT FOR INTERFACING CREDTT
CARD>LIKE DEVICE TO A READER SYSTEM

Robert R. Mffler, O, Coa?cBt Statkm; Charlea Small, Fkcchold,
and John H. Stotboff, Plaioiboro, all of NJ., aasigBon to

ATAT InfomatlOB Syitema, Hohndd, NJ.
Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,832

lot a^ G06K 5/00
U.S.a 235-380 16

U-shaped channel being tapered inwardly, said inward
tapering edges impinging on said beveled region of said

heating element housing; and,

(2) insulating material mounted in said channel between
the legs and cross-member thereof, the cross-sectional

configuration of said channel and said insulating mate-

rial being sized and located such that a region is formed
between said insulating material and the legs of said

channel suitable for receiving said heating element

housing.

4,480,177

CURRENCY IDENTinCATION METHOD
MUtOB F. Allen, 2989 McCnlly Dr., NE., Atlanta, Ga. 30345

Continnation of Ser. No. 235,532, Feb. 18, 1981,. This

appUcatioB May 26, 1983, Scr. No. 498,263

Int a^ G08B 15/02
U.S.a 235—379 12 Claims

^Vu^^

f r
mnft]/*

nwrniB-'*

1. An automatic tuning arrangement for maximizing power
transfer from a signal source to a complex load impedance
including a resistive component, the arrangement comprising:

means for connecting said signal source to the resistive

component of said complex load impedance;

capacitive coupling means (30, 31) connected in series be-

tween said source and said load impedance;

sensing means (33, 34) for providing an electrical signal

indication reflective of said power transfer; and
variable inductance means (29) responsive to the electrical

signal fmrn said sensing means and connected in series

with said load impedance for nulling the effect of said

capacitive coupling means to obtain the desired maximum
power transfer.

1. A method of treating paper money with opposed surfaces

and a central portrait printed on one of the surfaces for the

purpose of identifying same comprising the steps of:

applying to that surface of the paper money opposite the

surface on which the central portrait is printed a first

treating material to form a source identifying code
thereon where said first treating material is normally

invisible but is rendered visible under ultra violet light;

and

applying a mixture of liquid adhesive and gritty material

over a portion of the central portrait, and

allowing the mixture to dry to form a layer defining a tex-

tured surface thereon distinguishable by feel from that of

the surface of the paper money to aid in the detection of

the paper money during the handling thereof by bank

personnel.

4,480,179

APPARATUS FOR CODING AND/OR DECODING A
DOCUMENT

Louis F. Schaefer, Palo Alto; Tempoon KoTattana, Menlo Parte,

both of Calif., and Tommy Henningson, JMrflOla, Sweden,
assigBors to Eaaelte Nordia AB, Soba, Sweden

FUed Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,628

Claims priority, applicatioB Sweden, Sep. 30, 1981, 8105770
Int a.3 G06E 7/14

U.S.a 235—473 7 Clains

1. An apparatus for coding and/or decoding a document,

comprising a light path (27,28,29) formed of optic fibres and
capable to direct lig^t from a lens (25) or lens system for focus-

ing the light from a document to be coded or decoded to a

light-sensitive means, such as a photoconductive drum (18). for

recording a coded and, respectively, uncoded copy of an un-

coded and, respectively, coded document, characterized in

that said light path (27J9I,29) along at least a section consists of

a coding and/or decoding unit (29) comprising a code disc (32)

provided with optic fibres (62), the respective ends of which
are connected to a first and, respectively, second light guide

(27 and, respectively, 28) associated with the light path, that

the fibres (62) at one end surface of the code disc (32) have a

different mutual order than at the other end surface of the code
disc (32), that the ends of said fibres (62) are located along a

circle at the respective end surface of the code disc (32) as the

end of the first (27) and, respectively, second (28) light guide

facing to the code disc (32) has its fibres (60,61) located along
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ILS!!L'?*.2'^
***^*^' "^ *«* *« «>de disc (32) is

TOtMtabh to different positioas of rotation where aU fibres
4,480,181

^ CARD CAPTURE DEVICE
Charles R. Fliher, 34781 da Dr^ Eaitfadw, Ohio 440M

Filed Dec 23, 1582, Ser. No. 451,533

„„ _ JaLCLiGOSK7/00
UAa235-«6 jcWm.

1. A card capture device for releasably holding a card orbadge to be encoded in a card reader device comprising a
housing adapted to mount interiorly thereof a card reader
device, said capture device including a pair of oppositely dis-

(«.61) in the two light guides (27.28) are bound to^th^r vi, ^^ «»Pt«re bar members, articulated link means for holding
the code disc (32).

*" ^ *" ^"'^^ *'* '^^""^ »°««»»>" ^ «"d bar members together for opening and closing movement
retative to one another for holding said card or badge in
clamped relation therebetween upon actuation of a motordnve means.

•"^wi

4,480,180
^OTRTOGE ASSEMBLY TOR DATA^ENSING SYSTEM
Chtttoa R. Phfcer, 34781 Glai Dr, EMttake, Ohio 440M

Piled May 7, 1981, Scr. No. 261,683

„„ _ irt. a' G06K ;i/oo
UAa235^75 „cUUm.

c^,^ 4,480,182
SINGLE PLANE OPTICAL MEMBRANE SWITCH AND

KEYBOARD
Richard L Ely, and Cari E. Moiler, both of Ormige Park, Fla.,
mignors to Bmrooghs Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,822
lat a^ G02B 5/7¥

UAa250-227
7ci«ims

1. In a data-sensmg system of the type for reading coded
mformation on a data carrier, such as a credit card, security
card or other such identification card, comprising:

(a) a terminal console
(b) a cartridge means operably associated with said terminal

console;

(c) said cartridge means including at least one read-head
member adapted for pivotal movement toward and away
nxm another read-head member,

(^)^remi-head members together defining a passageway
therebetween adapted to removably receive a data^ar-
rier;

(e) said read-head members including electronic control
circuit means adapted for connection to a power means
and,

(0 »aid read-head members are resUienUy attached adjacent
one end interiorly of said terminal console and are adapted
for automatic pivotal movement away from one another
upon removal of said read-head memben from said receo-
tacle means.

*^

LIGHT

DETECTOR

1. The method of produdng single plane optical membrane
switch/keyboard apparatus comprising the steps of

providing a plastic subMrate containing a monomer with a
known mdex of refivction;

•electively exposing said substrate to ultra-violet light
through a pattern mask effectively photo-polymerizing
said monomer and producing individual horizontal light
guides m the exposed areas having an index of refraction
higher than the original substrate prior to photo-polymeri-

removing the unpolymerized monomer;
rotating said mask;
exposing said substrate to ultra-violet light through the mask

photo-polymerizing said monomer and producting indi-
vidual vertical light guides in the exposed areas;

removing the unpolymerized monomer;
the double exposure of the horizontal and vertical light

guides at the points of intersection thereof produces a still
higher mdex of refraction than either the initial substrate
or the horizontal and vertical light guides;

providing a light source for said light guides;
providing a light detector for each of said Ught guides; and
providing coupling means for coupling the Ught from the

horizontal Ught guide into the vertical light guide so as to
be detected in the vertical Ught guide.
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4,480,183

MULTI-PLANE OPTICAL MEMBRANE SWITCH
APPARATUS

Richard I. Ely, Orange Park, and Wuaafa V. Sabbarao, Mi-
ani, both of Fhu, aariffors to Burroughs Corporatioii, De-
troit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,823

Iirt. a^ G02B 5/14
VS.a 250-227 5 Clains

DETECTOR 1

10

^^-^-DETECTORZ

12

1. Multi-plane optical membrane switch apparatus compris-

mg:

4,480,184

MOLDED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE SWTTCHING
APPARATUS

Richard I. Ely, Orange Park, Fla., assignor to Borronghs Corpo-

ration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Scr. No. 358,826

bit OJ G02B 5/14

VJS, a. 250-227 7 Claim

26 22 32

1. Molded optical waveguide switching apparatus compris-

ing:

a base member of light transmitting material having an index

of refraction N2;

said base member including a pluraUty of obverse and re-

verse light conducting grooves arranged in an orthogonal

array with the horizontal grooves of the obverse side of

said base member at right angles to the vertical grooves of

the reverse side of said member;

light generating means disposed adjacent to one end of each

obverse groove, Ught receptor means disposed adjacent to

one end of each reverse groove,

an individual tap member disposed at the intersection ofeach

horizontal and vertical column groove with the taps ofthe

horizontal grooves oriented toward the taps of the verti-

cal column grooves;

an individual aperture disposed at each intersecting pair of

taps, said aperture extending into and through said base

member, and
a light blocking/unblocking member arranged for move-
ment within each aperture effective to interrupt Ught from

said Ught generating means to said light receptor means
indicating switch closure.

a first clear, semi-rigid, membrane-Uke, plastic member;
a second clear, semi-rigid, membrane-lUce, plastic member

disposed in spaced apart parallel relation to said first

pUotic member;
a pluraUty of fiber optic channel plastic members disposed

on said first plastic membrane-like membei^
a pluraUty of fiber optic channel forming members disposed

on said second plastic member at right angles to said first

pluraUty of fiber optic channel forming members;

lig^t generating means at one end of each one of said first

pluraUty of fiber optic channel members;

U^t receiving means at one end of each one of said second

plurality of channel members; and

means for applying pressure to the intersecting areas of said

iirst and second optic channel members effective to cou-

ple light fiom one of the first to one of the second channel

members.

4,480,185

NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR
Kiyoahi Haahimoto, YdcohaoM, Japan, aMlgaor to Tckjo

Shlbaora DeaU Kabnahiki Kaiaha, Kawaaaki, Japan
Filed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,069

dains priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 22, 1980, 55-180404

Int a^ H05H 3/02
VS.a 250-251 4 OaiBM

>6 ;

1. A neutral beam injector comprising:

means for generating charged pNUticles;

a neutralizing cell for neutralizing charged particles; and

a direct converter for recovering the energy of unneutral-

ized charged particles passed through said neutralizing

ceU, said direct converter having

means for coUecting charged particles,

deflecting means, interposed between said neutralizing

ceU and said means for coUecting charged particles, for

crossing and diverging beams of the charged particles,

first electron suppressing means interposed between said

neutralizing cell and said deflecting means, and
second electron suppressing means arranged behind said

coUecting means.

4,480,186

COMPENSATED DENSITY WELL LOGGING TOOL
Piero Wolk, 1717 Britaore Rd., Houston, Tex. 77043

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380^66
Int CL^ GOIV 5/12; E21B 23/00

VS. CL 250-268 16 ClaiBS

1. A compensated density well logging device for use with a

lowering mechanism for measuring the density of subsurface

formations through an open weU bore coated with filter cake

and containing drilling fluid and transmitting density signals to

receiving devices on the surface, comprising:

(a) a hoUow first housing having an upper end connected to

the lowering mechanism and a lower end adapted to guide

the tool downward through the weU bore;

(b) a connection means mounted at the upper end of said first

housing;

(c) a pad mounted with said first housing by said connection

means, said pad having a second housing and a pad inte-

rior member mounted therewith in said connection means
enabUng the pad to be shifted from a first position within

the first housing and a second position extended through a

first longitudinal slot;

(d) radioactive source means mounted within the pad inte-
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nor member, said pad interior member being opaque to
radiation emitted thereby, said pad interior member defin-mg directional window means for the controUed emission
of radiation exteriorly of the device;

(e) a plurality of radiation detection means for detection of
backscatter radiation from irradiated subsurface forma-
tions, and coversion of the level of radiation into an elec-
tromc signal, mounted on collimating windows formed in
the pad interior member is spaced relation to said radiation
source means;

(0 a caliper arm having a first end pivotally mounted on said
first housmg radially opposite said pad and a second end
for extension through a second longitudinal slot so as to
contact the weU bore and position the device adjacent the
opposite waU of the weU bore during measurement opera-
tions;

*^

(g) extension means connected to said pad connection means
for urgmg said pad into said second position and further

netic field, the intensity of the defiecting magnetic field being
variable, the improvement wherein:

at least one electrostatic quadrupole lens is positioned be-

fifCTtosrme
autOfutOLe
fMUCS

areneoats

MM ocnerae-

tween said slit and said magnetic field to give a converg-
ing property to said ion beam in a direction vertical to the
median plane thereof and a diverging property in a direc-
tion radial thereto.

CI- t~ / »"«^

4,480,188
METHOD AND DEVICE TO DETERMINE
INTERPLANAR DISTANCES IN ELECTRON

DIFFRACnON IMAGES
Andrt L. Tenuta de Aaevedo, Ipttiiisa, Brazil, aasisnor to

Usfaiaa Sidemrgicaa De Minas GcraJs Sji, .Usiniiiaa. Belo
Horizonte, BrazU

~™«-. oww

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,044
Clainis priority, application BrazU, Dec. 29, 1981, 8108474

Int 0.3 COIN 2i/00
UAa250-306

jctaim

-

connected to said caliper arm for radial extension thereof
«o as to thrust said pad into the fUter cake, said extension
means enabhng the shifting of said pad into said second
poaition independenUy of the extension of said caliperam; *^

(h) actuating means mounted on said first housing connected
to said extension means for restraining the shifting of the
extension of said caliper arm and pad untU measurement of
formation densities is desired;

(i) measurement means mounted on said actuating means
responsive to the position of the cahper arm with respect
to the first housing for measurement of the well bore
diameter; and

0) electronic means mounted within said first and second
housings for receiving, processing, and transmitting sig-
nals from said detector means and measurement means
exteriorly of the device and for transmitting electric
power within the device.

1. Means for determining interplanar distances in electron
diffraction unages to be used in a transmission electron micro-
scope, compnsmg a beam stopper including a rod, said rodhavmg a tip, means on said rod for moving it linearly and
rotationally, said rod including an extension, an electronic
translauon meter connected to said rod extension, an electronic
rotation angle meter also connected to said rod extension, a
microprocessor connected to each of said meters to continu-
ously process signals therefrom whereby it is possible to deter-mme the mterplanar distance and angular relations of electron
diffracuon by positioning the shadow of said beam stopper rod
tip on each of the points of interest of the diffraction and the
values provided by the meters being used with correction
equations.

4,480,187

«. ,_, w **^^ SPECTROMETER

^!fT^S?^ ''^«*^ J«l«» --S"" to Eaco Co,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japn ^

FUad Jul 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,257
Claim priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jul. 29, 1981, 56-118645

lot a^ BOID 55/^
UAa250-296

Mdaima
1- A mass spectrometer of the type comprising an ion source

for enuttmg accelerated ions, means forming a slit throush
which KW are onitted from said source, a defiecting magnetic
field for defiectmg said ions after said ions pass through said
sbt. and an ion detector to detect ions exiting from said mag-

4»480 189
THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETER READER

Shuaakn Miyake, Odawara, and Norio Miora, Isehara, both of
Japan, aaaignors to Kaaei Optmiix, Ltd.

Filed Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,756

Feb. 23, 1982, 57-27656

Int as GOIT 7/7/
U.S.a 250-337

MCtaims
1. A thermoluminescence dosimeter reader comprising a

heatmg means for heating a thermoluminescence element, a
light measunng circuit which converts the thermolumines-
cence emanating from the thermoluminescence element when
It IS heated mto a first electric signal having a value depending
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on the intensity of the thermoluminescence and outputs the

first electric sipial as a measured value of the dosage of radia-

tion to which Uie thermoluminescence element is exposed, and
a display device for displaying a reading of the dosage of

radiation of the thermoluminescence element, wherein the

improvement comprises

a dosage information inputting means which outputs a sec-

ond electric signal having a value representing a predeter-

mined reference dosage of radiation, a calculating means
for calculating a calibration constant which is the ratio

between the value of the second electric signal and the

DC signal proportional to the concentration of said se-

lected one of said gases in said mixture.

value of the first electric signal which is the measured

value of the dosage of radiation of a reference thermolu-

minescence element which is exposed to the predeter-

mined reference dosage of radiation, a memory means for

memorizing the calibration constant, and means for input-

ting into the display device the product of the value of the

first electric si^ial obtained when a sample thermolumi-

nescence element is measured and the calibration con-

stant, whereby the display device displays the product as

the reading of the dosage of radiation of the thermolumi-

nescence dement.

1. A non-dispersive gas analyzer comprising:

a gas ceU for containing a gas mixture to be analyzed, said

mixture including a selected one of a plurality of gases,

each of said gases having the characteristic of absorbing

radiant energy within a particular range of wavelengths;

means for directing pulse modulated radiant energy through

said cell, the modulation being at a predetermined f^
quency;

detector means responsive to said radiant energy at a prese-

lected wavelength for developing an AC sig^ having an

amplitude determined by said radiant energy passing

through said cell and a fi«quency corresponding to said

predetermined frequency, said preselected wavelength

being within said particular range of wavelengths for each

ofs^ gases;

means reqmnsive to said AC signal for developing a DC
signal having an amplitude determined from said AC
signal; and

means for adjusting the amplitude of said DC signal in pro-

porti<» to the relationship between the energy absorption

of said selected one of said gases at said preselected wave-

length and a reference amplitude to provide an adjusted

4,480,191

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL FOR AN INFRARED
SOURCE OFAN AUTOMOTIVE EMISSIONS ANALYZER
Ihor B. Karpowycz, Chicago, HI., aaaignor to Son Electric Cor-

poratimi, Oryatal Lake, m.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,083

Int a^ COIN 21/17
U.S. CL 250-343 13

4,480,190

NON-DISPERSIVE INFRARED GAS ANALYZER
Irrin G. Bnraogh, Wahmt Creek, and KeriB G. WOliams, PiBoic,

both of CaUf., aaiignon to Androa Aoalyzm Incorporated,

Berkeley, Qdif.

FDed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,449

lot a^GOlN .27/77

U.S.a 250-343 10 Clains

a>irmuM

TT

^«

rt Ttmmumn

1. An automatic gain control for driving a radiant energy

source and controlling a constant energy emission for an auto-

motive emission measurement system having a chopper means

for chopping radiant energy passingfrom the source through a

gas to be measured and onto a radiant energy detector, com-

prising:

a gain control filter for passing chopped radiant energy of

preselected wavelengths;

radiant energy detector means positioned for receiving radi-

ant energy passed by said control filter, said detector

means generating a detector signal oscillating according

to the chopping of the chopper means;

detector temperature controlling means for maintaining a

temperature stable detector signal output of said radiant

energy detector means, said detector temperature control-

ling means including detector temperature measuring

means for monitoring the relative temperature of said

radiant energy detector means;

demodulation means for demodulating said detector signal

and generating a demodulated D.C. signal;

comparator means for comparing said demodulated D.C.

signal with respect to a reference signal level for generat-

mg an error signal; and

means responsive to the amplitude of said error signal for

driving said infrared source.

4,480,192

OPTICAL PULSE CORRELATION MEASUREMENT
Georg F. Albrecht, and Gerard Monroo, both of Rocheater,

N.Y., avigBors to The Uniferrity of Rocheater, Rocheater,

N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,396

lot CL^ G02B 27/42

U.S.a 250-550 15 Claima

1. The method of measuring optical pulses which occur

repetitively comprising the steps of generating an optical signal

of varying intensity from said pulses corresponding to a auto-
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oojT^tkm fiaction of the intenaty of uid optical signal,
detecting the intewty of «id pulses. v.rirt,ly atSauatingWd

to

\

TO Ptorm

si^ to nuintun constant the intensity thereof as detected,
tnd displaying the temporal shape of said pulses in accordance
with the attenuation of said signal with time.

")

4,480,193

SWITCHING SYSTEMU^ BMkhm, Wettfagen, •»! Georg KSppI, Birr, both ofSwtoeriMd.—igaon to BBC Brown BoTcri A Company.

FIW Jun. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,550°™ Prtority, application Switzeriand, Jon. 30, 1982,

.T c r, ^^i**°" ^^/^* "<*»* ^/^* H02J 4/00
U.S.a307-19
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1. A switching system, comprising:
a plurality of nodes;

interruptable current branches which, when closed, connect
said nodes in the form of a ring; and

at least two bridge branches for connecting each of said
nodes to at least two other nodes, each of said bridge
branches including

a first group of isokting switches each having a first
contact and a second contact, said first contact being
connected to one of said nodes,

a second group of isolating switches each having a first
contact and a second contact, said first contact being
connected to another one of said nodes, and

• circuit breaker having two terminals respectively con-
noted to said second contacts of said first group of
•witches and said second contacts of said second group
ofswitches. ^ *^

M80,194
apCUIT FOR SUPPLYING A CONTROL CONTACT

WITH POWER AND APPUCATION THEREOF TO THE
CONTROL OF A REST TIME DELAY OF A RELAY

PUHppe Barthdeaqr, U Verinet; Gflles Bornd, MontCMoii.ud Fkancois Rousel, ComeOiM En Pviite, an of Fkncc.
•MlSMfs to U TdoMendqw EleetriqM, Fhmee

FUed Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 468,192
dataa priority. appUcatkn FhuMc, Feb. 12, 1982, 82 02356

Irt. a' HOIH 47/00
"•S- O. 307-132

E

sctatai.

-M.

11. f^»

\ 'J c

1. A circuit arrangement comprising:
(a) a user circuit;

(b) power supply circuit means for power supplying the user
circuit, said supply circuit means comprising a voltage
supply source and pUot circuit means to switch on and off
the power supply of the user circuit from said source, said
pilot circuit means having a current supply input and a
control input;

(c) current supply circuit means having a supply input and
an output connected to the current supply bput of the
pilot circuit means, said current supply circuit providing a
substantially constant current at its output when a supply
current is applied on its supply input

(d) control circuit means having a supply mput and an out-
put connected to the control itput of the pilot circuit
means, said control circuit means providing a substantially
constant voltage at its output when a supply current is
appbed on its supply input;

(e) first circuit means comprising, connected in series:
contact switch means, a directly connected first diode,
and a resistor connecting the voltage supply source to the
supply input of the control circuit means;

(0 a second direcUy connected diode connecting the junc-
tion pomt between the contact switch means and the fim
diode to the supply input of the current supply circuit
means and

(g) second circuit means comprising, connected in series: a
ftird duwcUy connected diode, and a revenely connected
Zener diode connecting the voltage supply source to the
junction point between the second diode and the simply
mput of the current supply circuit means.

4,480,195
AUTOMATIC SHUT^FF DEVICE OF A RECORDING

APPARATUS
AUrt SawaU, and Hinmd NoaU, both of HMhkJL Jaoa.
-rigwOT to Koidihirok. Photo Indostiy Co.. UA, To5J

Filed Dec 27, 1982, Ser. No. 483,284
Ctalms priority, appUeation Japan, Dec 31, 1981, 56>213084

iBt Qi HOIH 9/54
VS.a 307—140

2 CUoM
1. An automatic shut-off device for shutting off a power

source m an apparatus such as a copying machine compSing-
chargmg means connected to the power source for chardns

a battery;
•^^

control means for providing a first signal for an On-state,
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and a second signal for an automatic shut-off state of said
apparatus;

first means responsive to said ON-state signal for powering
said apparatus and charging said battery;

»-C!^^r*

4,480,196

INPUT PROTECTION CIRCUITS FOR INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT DEVICES

Lone C. Htau, and DaiM R. WUting, both of NepeauM Qmada,
nrignors to Northern Tdecom United, Montreal, Qmada

Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,608

Int. CL3 H03K 17/60
VS. CL 307—200 A n Claims

1. A circuit arrangement comprising an integrated circuit

device two supply voltage lines connected to said device for

supplying respective predetermined supply voltages thereto,

and a protection circuit connected between an input terminal

and an input of said device, the protection circuit comprising a
first resistor connected between the input terminal and a junc-

tion point, a first clamping diode connected between the junc-

tion point and one ofsaid supply voltage lines, a second resistor

coupled between the junction point and the device input, and
a second clamping diode connected between the device input

and said one of said supply voltage lines, each of said diodes

being poled to be reverse^riased in response to voltages be-

tween said supply voltages being applied to said input terminal.

4^480,197

MULTIPLE LOAD SWITCHING CIRCUIT
JerreU P. HoUaway, 1330 Meadowbrook Rd. NE.. Palm B«y,

Fla. 32905

Coatianation-ia-part of Ser. No. 140,444, Jul 17, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcatioa Jan. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,283

Int a^ H03K 17/72. 17/94
VS.a 307—252 N 14

second means responsive to said automatic shut-off state

signal for electrically disconnecting the power source, and
applying an output power from said battery to selected

operational control functions during the period of said

automatic shut-off state of said apparatus.

1. A bistable thyristor switching circuit for use with a system
having an electrical power source and a means for power
interruption coupled by an electrical transmission Une to one
or more remotely located loads, said switching circuit com-
prising:

(a) semiconductor switching means having regenerative
feedback, a pair of main terminals, and a gate terminal for

producing a change in conductance between said main
terminals in response to a control signal applied thereto:

(b) means for coupUng the main terminals of said semicon-
ductor switching means in series between a respective
load and said power source;

(c) capacitor memory means for storing information repre-
sentative of the most recent state of conduction of said

semiconductor switching means; and
(d) voltage regulator trigger means, coupled to said memory
means and to said series coupUng means, for generating a
control signal for the gate terminal of said semiconductor
switching means in response to a momentary interruption

of the supply of power through said series coupling
means, where said means for power interruption is remote
from the bistable thyristor switching circuit.

4,480,198

DEVICE FOR INCREASING THE OPERATIONAL
SECURITY OF A DUPUCATED CLOCK

Raymond Gaaa, Bobenheini, Fhmcc aarignor to La Telephonic
IndnatricUe et Coauncrdale Telle Alcatel, Strasbourg, France

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,313
Claims priority, application France, May 20, 1981, 81 10022

Int CL^ H03K 3/Oa 19/003
VS. CL 307—269 3 OainM

1. A device for increasing the operational security ofa diq>li-

cated clock which comprises identical first and second clocks,

each of which includes a majority logic circuit receiving a
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rapective dock signal firom etch of three timebaaes the gener-

al • majority clock ngnal, and a filter and signal shaping
qrcmt receiving said majority clock signal and producing a
reooostitiited clock signal, said device comprising in each
cwck •elector circnit which includes identical first and sec-
ond processing drcoits and an output circuit which has a
reqiecUve input connected to each of said processing circuits,
each ofwhich has a reqwctive input connected to the filter andsi^ shaping circuit ofeach clock and each ofwhich includes
a nip-flop and logic gates, said flip-flop of said first processing
cncnt having* ngnal input ctmnected to said filter and signal
sh^mg circait of said first clock and a clock input connected
to said fflter and signal abating circuit of said second clock,
and said flip-flop of said second processing circuit having a
signal input connected to said filter and signal shaping circuit
of said second dock and a clock input connected to said filter
and signal shaping circuit of said first clock, and wherein each
sud sdector circnit implements the logic equation:

w-(ql +5).wl +(qT+q2>w2

in which:

w is a dock signal firom the selector circuit,

wl and w2 are the reconstituted clock signals produced by
the firet and second ckicks, respectively,

ql and ql are the direct and complemented output signals of
said ffip-flop of said first processing circuit, and

q2 and q2 are the direct and complemented output signals of
said fl^flop (tf said second processing circuit

4*480,199
IDENnnCATION OF REPAIRED INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS
RoNsh C VarstaMj, and Robvt J. Stndn, both of San Jose,

Critf, aislVMn to FUrchOd Camera A Instrament Corp^
Mentain View, CUlf

.

'^

FDed Mar. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 3M,028
iML CU H03K J9/40: H02H 7/20

UAa307-303 ISCtotas

range of operating potentials is applied to said integrated
circuit lead;

said fiising means and said circuit means, when said potential
source is connected to said first power lead and a potential
not in said selected range ofoperating potentials is q>plied
to said circuit lead, producing a first signal if said fiising
means is in said first state and a second signal if said fiismg
means is in the said second state.

4,480,200
ZER(M3(OSSING POINT DETECOON ORCUTr

YoicU Tan. and F^unio Miyao, both of Kaaagawa, JaauL asrisn-
era to Figi Xerox Co., Ltd., Kana^wa, Japn

^^
FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 33«,812

Oaims priority, appUcatioB Japan, Jan. 8, 1981, 56>1350
Int a^ H03K 5/1S3

UAa307-354 ,ci„„

h^

22

'TTLPi,

*• ^PP"**"* ^Of providing an identification signal indicative
of the presence or absence of a feature in an integrated circuit
havmg an integrated circuit lead which has a selected range of
opw^ng potentials applied to it and having a a first power
lead fiwbeing connected to a potential source, said apparatus
comprising:

fining means having a first lead and a second lead, said
fi^gmeans having a first sute corresponding to the
^oooe of said feature in said integrated circuit and a
second state corresponding to the absence of said inte-
grated circuit, said first lead being connected to said first
power lead or to said integrated circuit lead but not to
both;

circuit means having a first lead and a second lead, said first

lead of said circuit means being connected to said second
lead of said fining means, said second lead of said circuit
means bemg connected to that one of said first power lead
or said circuit lead which is not connected to said first lead
of said fining means;

"**
'*"^J5f'" "** "** circuit means operating as an

open circuit when said potential source is connected to
said first power lead and a potential from said selected

1. A levd-crossing point detection circuit for lecdving an
input signal having a level which varies on either side of a
reference levd and providing an output signal representing
crossings of said input signal through said reference level, said
circuit comprising:

first detection means receiving said input signal and having
an output signal of at least first and second sutes, said first

detection means output changing fixmi its first state to its

second state at a fint level of said input signal when said
input signal level varies in a first direction and said first

detection means output signal changing firom its second
state to its first state at a second level of said input signal
different from said first level when said input signal level
varies in a second direction;

second detection means receiving said input signal and hav-
ing an output signal of at least first and second states, said
second detection means output signal changing from its

fust state to its second sute at a third level of said input
signal, different fit>m said first level, when said input
signal levd varies in a first direction and said second
detecting means output signal changing from its second
state to its first state at a fourth levd of said input signal,
different from said second level, when said input signd
levd varies in said second direction; and

combining means for combining the outputs of said first and
second detection means to obtain said levd-crossing point
detection circuit output

4,480,201

DUAL MODE POWER TRANSISTOR
James R. Jaeschke, Waokeaha, Wis., airipior to Eaton Corpora-

tion, ClcTehud, Ohio
Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,486

iBt Oi H03K 17/04. 17/12. 17/68. 17/687
U.S.a 307-570 26CUns

1. A dud mode power transistor circuit having a saturation
mode and an active region mode for optimizing ON state
power dissipation, base drive requirements, and switching
speed in q>pUcations subject to large overload currents for
short periods of time, comprising:
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a bipolar power transistor biased by base drive means into

saturation for normdly low level load currents less than a

given vdue therethrough between a pair of main power
terminds connectable to a power source through a load,

the emitter and collector of sdd transistor bdng con-

nected to respective sdd main terminds; and

5

9

I

means responsive to load currents above sdd given vdue to

supply additiond base drive for sdd bipolar transistor

while dso keeping sdd bipolar transistor in its active

region, out of saturation, to enable fast tumoff.

4,480,202

MAGNETIC LINEAR DRIVE
Volkmar Lentner, Friolzheim; Hans J. Haase, Stuttgart; Diet-

mar Meier, Tiefenbronn; Rohud Schcmpp, Vaihiagen, and

BerthoM Pfdd, Markgrdidngea, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

asdgnors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Mar. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 471,144

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 5,

1982, 3207912

Int a' H02K 41/00

U.S.a 310-12 5 Claims

4ni
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^
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1. A magnetic linear drive, particdarly for use in connection

with vdve sliders, comprising a tubular pressure-resistant

guiding body; an armature arranged for axid displacement

within sdd guiding body; at least two solenoid coils mounted

on sdd guiding body to induce an adjustable magnetic flux in

sdd armature; a permanent magnet arranged on sdd guiding

body in the magnetic circuit of sdd solenoid coils to induce a

permanent magnetic flux in sdd armature; sdd two solenoid

coils bdng mounted in an axidly spaced relationship and sdd

permanent magnet being arranged between sdd coils; each of

sdd solenoid coils being provided with laterd conducting

members and the outer surface of sdd tubular guiding body

being formed with annular recesses facing the ends of sdd

conducting members, said recesses being filled with a magneti-

cdly conductive material forming magnetic poles, and sdd

armature bdng formed with flanges cooperating with sdd

poles.

4,400,203

STEPPING MOTOR
TosUyasn Takora, Hhio; Tsnnedd Okada, Kawasaki, and E^i

Kaneko, Tokyo, all of Japan, asdgnors to Tokyo Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,667

Int CV' H02K 37/00
U.S.a 310—42 5 CIdras

1. A stepping motor comprising: a rectangular stator core in

the shape of a substantidly square frame having in the center of

each of the inner side edges of the sides thereof the correspond-

ing one of a plurality of poles each having at the end thereof a

plurdity of projections formed according to a step angle; four

coils wound on bobbins fitted on sdd poles of sdd stator core

and disposed dong sdd inner side edges of sdd sides of sdd
Stator core, respectively; and a rotor disposed in the space

surrounded by sdd coils and having projections formed on the

peripherd surface thereof according to sdd step angle corre-

sponding to sdd plurdity of projections of said poles, wherein

the hdght of each of sdd poles is made 0.24 to O.S times as

much as the outside diameter of sdd rotor, the thickness of

each of sdd bobbins bdng substantidly equd to the distance

between a line extending from the end of the corresponding

one of sdd poles and perpendicular to the projecting direction

thereof, and the adjacent side edge of the pole adjacent to sdd

corresponding one of sdd poles, and the width of each of sdd

bobbins being substantidly equd to the value obtdned by

subtracting a vdue twice as large as the thickness of each of

sdd bobbins from the distance between the inner side edges of

sdd sides of sdd stator core facing each other.

4,480,204

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTACTLESS AND
BRUSHLESS TRANSMISSION OF MEASURING AND

CONTROL SIGNALS
Heinrich Kiitar, deceased, late of Bochum, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many by Gerda Kilter, MarUes Kiiter, Albert Ktttcr, Rudolf

Kilter, bdrs, and Jiirgea Klaar, Neukircben-Ylaya, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, asdgnors to Kraftwerk Udon Akticngesell-

schafl, MiUbeim/Rahr, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Feb. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,555

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 22,

1982, 3206338

Int a.3 H02K U/OO
U.S. a. 310-68 R 7 Oaims

1. Apparatus for the contactless and brushless transmission

of measuring and control signds by generators with rotating

rectifier or thyristor excitation, comprising a shaft having an

outer surface, a driving collar integrd with sdd shaft, a

shrouding ring lying at ground potentid being integrd with

sdd driving collar and rotationdly fixed relative to sdd shaft,

sdd shrouding ring having a given axid range and an outer

surface, a first and a second inductive signd transmission appa-

ratus each including respective stationary and rotating parts,

sdd second signd transmission apparatus being disposed con-

centricdly within said first signd transmission apparatus in

sdd given axid range of sdd shrouding ring, sdd rotating part

of sdd first signal transmission apparatus being disposed on

sdd outer surface of sdd shrouding ring, sdd rotating part of

sdd second signd transmission apparatus being disposed on

452-2.W O.G.-84-ll
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sud outer surface of said shaft, a machine housing, a support
cylinder being supported by said machine housing and having
an inner surface, said stationary part of said first signal trans-
mission apparatus being disposed on said inner surface of said
support cyhnder, another support cylinder being supported
concentrically in said first-mentioned support cylinder and

leased as the spring means drive the brake shoes into
engagement with the brake drum.

.,, 4,480,206
MOTOR HAVING STATIONARY SHAFT AND METHOD

OF ASSEMBLING IT
Harry G. Manson, Princeton, Ind^ asstgnor to IMC Munetics

Corp., Jericho, N.Y.
—w«u«

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 356,060

.,„ ^ Int a^ H02K 5//<JUA a 310-90
,ochta.

having an inner surface, said stationary part of said second
signal transmission apparatus being disposed on said inner
surface of said other support cylinder, and two flanges each
bemg disposed on a respective one of said support cylinders,
said flanges being connected to each other outside said given
axial range of said shrouding ring.

4,480,205
AUTOMATIC BRAKE CONTROL FOR ROTARY

ELECTRIC TOOLS
Smid Nynaon, 68 E. Hartadalc Aye., Hartsdalc, N.Y. 10530

Filed Not. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 550,826
Int. a.J H02K 7/10

UAa 310-77
4Ctata«

1. An electric motor comprising:
a stationary support,

a shaft fixed at one end to the support and projecting in
cantelever fashion therefrom, the shaft being at least par-
tially hollow,

an annular rotor surrounding the shaft,

a pair of bearings between the rotor and the shaft for rotot-
ably supporting the rotor, and

a locking member extending from within the hollow interior
of the shaft into operative engagement with one of the
beanngs for locking the bearing with respect to the shaft.

( J

I. In a rotary electric tool having a motor with a rotating
«rm«ture. a fan, and a brake drum mounted on the fan within
a housing, an automatic brake control device comprising-

a pur of curved brake shoes slidably mounted at one end
about the brake drum and each brake shoe having a pro-
jecting portion at one end extending outwardly from the
brake drum and in a substantially parallel spaced relation
forming a striker plate and a sloping face at the other end,

an anchor plate mounted to the housing and having a recess
at each end which is slidably engaged by the sloping face
of a corresponding brake shoe,

spring means normally biasing the brake shoes into engaee-
ment with the brake drum,

an elongated linkage element having a cam portion mounted
between the projecting portions of the striker plate of the
brake shoes at one end and a curved portion having a
coupling aperture at the other end,

a reciprocable trigger mounted for movement in the housing
of said tool,

^

means for activating the motor comprising switch means
activated by the trigger, and,

linkage means mounted within the housing and connected to
the tngger to simultaneously actuate the enlongated link-
age element camming the brake shoes outwardly against
the bias of the spring means thereby releasing the brake
drum and associated fan upon operation and wherein the
armature is immediately halted when the trigger is re-

4,480,207
PERMANENT MAGNET ROTOR AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Tlmotliy J E. MUler, Schenectady; Donald W. Jones, Bnmt

HlUa, and Gary L. Kalan, CUfton Park, all of N.Y., assignon
to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,666
Int a.3 H02K 21/12UAa 310-156

g cuu^
1. A rotor for a permanent magnet machine comprising:
a north and a south arcuately shaped pole piece;
four nonmagnetic segments, two of said segments secured to

either end of the north pole piece forming a half ring and
two of said segments secured to either end of the south
pole piece forming another half ring;

a shaft of magnetic material having a central portion with a
substantially rhombic cross section;

means for securing said half rings around said central portion
of said shaft, the centeriine of said half rings aligning with
the diagonal of said substantially square central portion of
said shaft, the major sides of said shaft and the inner faces
of said half rings forming a rigid structure with four aper-
tures extending the axial length of pole pieces;

four magnets, each magnet positioned in one of said aper.
tures, respectively, two of said magnets having their north
seeking face adjacent the north pole piece and two of said

.->
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magnets having their south seeking face adjacent the

south pole piece; and

\

4,480,209

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICE HAVING A
SPEanED CRYSTALUNE ORIENTATION

Takeshi Okamoto; Rynlcfai Asai, and ShoicU Minagawa, aU of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Clarioa Co., Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,483

Claims priority, appUcatfon Japan, Oct 9, 1981, 56-160062;

Oct. 12, 1981, 56-163148

Int. a^ HOIL 27/20; H03H 9/42
U.S. a. 310—313 B 8 Claims

10

.»-P- -^^

f-p::^'^^^'^^^
\ \ \ ^. \ \ \

5(5)

means for securing said magnets in their respective aper-

tures.

1. A surface acoustic wave device, comprising a silicon

substrate having a main surface which has a predetermined
crystalline orientation uid has first and second portions; a layer

of a dielectric provided on said first portion of said main sur-

face of said substrate; a layer of zinc oxide provided on said

dielectric layer and on said second portion of said main surface

of said silicon substrate; and plural electrodes provided on said

zinc oxide layer, electrical excitation of said electrodes causing

a surface acoustic wave to propagate along a predetermined
crystalline axis of said silicon substrate.

4,480,208

STATOR STRUCTURE FOR AN ELECTROMAGNETIC
DEVICE

4,480,210

GRIDDED ELECTRON POWER TUBE
Donald H. Preist, San Mateo, and Merrald B. Shrader, Los

Altos, both of Calif., assignors to Varian Associates, Inc., Palo

Alto, Calif.

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,498

Prank M. Logic, London, and Ronald PhlUlps, Northolt, both of ,
, « p, -,-. '"** ^'^ ™*' ^^^^

,, --
,

England, assignors to Lncas ladostries PnbUc Limited Com-
^-^-^^-^i^—

*

7suaims

pany, Birmingham, England

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,673

Gains priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct 23, 1981,
,, ,

8132015 r^ \ rll

Int a' H02K 1/18

UJ.a 310-194 3Claiais

12 >

M

1. A stator structure for an electromagnetic device compris-

ing: a core of cylindrical form having a plurality of circumfer-

ential grooves defined therein, adjacent grooves defining a

pole piece therebetween, windings located in the grooves, the

direction of electric current flow in the adjacent windings in

use, being in the opposite direction so that adjacent pole pieces

will assume opposite magnetic polarity, and a slot extending

diametrically across the core throughout its length with wind-

ing wire extending from one winding to an adjacent winding

across a pole piece to connect adjacent windings extending

through the core via said slot so that adjacent windings can be

wound sequentially without the wire occupying space in the

grooves as it traverses a pole piece and a connecting wire is not

located in a groove as it traverses a pole piece.

1. A linear-beam vacuum tube having a longitudinal axis for

use with inductive-circuit output means, and means providing

an axial magnetic field, said tube comprising:

an axially centered electron gun assembly at one end of said

tube having a thermionic cathode and an anode spaced

therefrom, said anode and cathode operable at a minimum
several kilovolts DC electrical potential therebetween to

form and accelerate along said axis an electron beam;

an axially centered grid comprising a temperature-resistant

form of carbon between said cathode and anode, closely

spaced a predetermined distance from said cathode, and

accepting a high frequency control signal to density mod-
ulate said beam;

low impedance signal input means for supplying both said

high frequency control signal to said grid, and said DC
electrical potential to said cathode;

means associated with said signal input means for supporting

said grid to accommodate relative expansion while accu-
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rately maintaining said predetermined grid-cathode dis-
tance;

axial coUector means at the other end of said tube for accept-
ing and dissipating therein the electrons of said beam
remainmg after transit across said tube; and

Mial drift tube means enclosing said beam and extending
between said gun assembly and collector, said tube means
mcludmg a first portion and a second portion, both said
tube portions being elongated relative to their diameters,
the mtemal diameter of at least said first portion being
substantially uniform, a gap being defined between said
first and second portions, said gap communicating with
Mid mductiveKrircuit output means, said magnetic field
focusmg and confining said beam from said cathode
through said drift tube means at least to said gap.

„ 4,480,211
FLASH LAMP AND CIRCUITRY FOR USE WITH AN

INCANDESCENT UGHT
FWHck W. Eggm, Pdoa Hdghta, HI, assignor to Federal

Signal Corporation, Oak Brook, HI.
Contlnnation-in.pnrt of Ser. No. 37«,7S2, May 10, 1982,. TTiis

•ppUcatton Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,603

.,- ^ .
"^ ^' ™" ^/^' ^^Z-'* ^^/7« 29/96UAa 315-70

4Ctatas

a glass envelope including a bulb portion, a neck portion and
a stem,

a screw base including a metal sleeve, an insulating base plug
therein and a metal center contact in the insulating plug

a pair of lead-in wires extending through the stem, one of the
lead-m wires being electrically connected to said center
contact and the other being electrically connected to said
sleeve,

a wire filament disposed within said envelope and connected
between said pair of lead-in wires,

the improvement comprising:

powew
UNC

^
POWER
SUPPLY

?^
92

32
r>0

•O-'l

PLASH
LAMP

•^1

J

1. A flash lamp and incandescent lamp assembly which
comprises:

a flash lamp, said flash lamp having a flash tube with an
anode, a cathode and a trigger electrode, said flash lamp
bemg operable to rely on an external timing circuit for the
timing of the flashes;

a transformer and capacitor circuit coupled to said anode,
cathode and trigger electrode;

a multi-contact lamp base;

means connecting said anode to one base contact and said
cathode to another base contact;

•aid flash tube, transformer and capacitor circuit and said
base aU forming a unitary, integral lamp without the need
for any timing means within the lamp;

an incandescent lamp;

• power supply for supplying power to both said flash tube
and said mcandescent lamp, with the ouUet of the power
supply providing energy for both the incandescent lamp
and the flash lamp;

a diode having an anode and a cathode;
means connecting said diode between said power supply
ouUet and said incandescent lamp.

,„„,...^_ 4,480,212
EXTENDED LIFE INCANDESCENT LAMP WITH SELF

CONTAINED DIODE AND REFLECTOR

^I?SS?M'''^^ "S **^ '•^^ Blmringham.

M HUhlMir^ *" ** '•«^'««y' ^^ BkKMB.

FIW Jnn. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,737
Int a^ HOIK J/62UAa 315-71 ^CW-s

1. In an mcandescent lamp of the type comprising:

a diode electrically connected bewtween one of said lead-in
wires and one of said base contacts and being disposed in
said neck portion of the envelope adjacent said base,

and a reflector supported on said stem adjacent the junction
of said bulb portion and said neck portion and substan-
tially closing the passageway between the bulb portion
and the neck portion for reducing convection currents
therebetween whereby heat loss through said base is re-
duced, said reflector being disposed between said diode
and said filament whereby said diode U shielded from the
heat of said filament for operation at reduced temperature.

4,480,213
COMPACT MERCURY.FREE FLUORESCENT LAMP

Walter P. LapatoTich, Watertown; George R, Gibbs, Marlboro,
and Joseph M. Prood, Wellcsley Hills, aU of Masi^ aoignors
to GTE Laboratories Incorporated, Walthan, Man.

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,528
Int a^ H05B 41/J6> 41/24

UACL 315-248 90,1^

1. A fluorescent lamp comprised of:

a sealed glass envelope;

a sealed capsule supported within said envelope;
said capsule containing a mercury-free fill including alumi-
num trichloride;

means for vaporizing said aluminum trichloride to a pressure
of approximately 1 ton^

means for energizing said fill into a plasma discharge to
produce a diatomic AlCl emission of ultraviolet light in a
band near 261.4 nm; and

a phosphor deposed between the inner surface of said glass
envelope and said capsule for converting ultraviolet light
emitted from said discharge into visible light
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4,480,214

STARTER CIRCUIT FOR GASEOUS DISCHARGE LAMP
Gregory L. Sodini, Memphis, Tom., anignor to International

Tel^honc and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,262

Int a^ H05B 41/14

U.S. a. 315—290 14 Clabns
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1. A starter for a gaseous discharge lamp adapted to be

powered across the two conductors from an alternating cur-

rent source, the starter circuit being connected across the two
conductors in parallel with said lamp, said starter circuit in-

cluding a fint and second path both in parallel across the

source, said first path including a series resistance-capacitance

network in which there is a choke coil in series resistance with

the resistance of said resistance capacitance network and fur-

ther with the combination of a voltage threshold sensitive

switch and pulse transformer primary in parallel with the

capacitance of said network, said switch being adapted to close

a circuit to the primary of the transformer when the threshold

voltage of the switch is reached by the network, and said

second path including the secondary of said pulse transformer

coupled across said two conductors for transmitting high

voltage, high frequency pulses to said lamp to start said lamp

,

with said pulse transformer having a turns ratio of approxi-

mately one to thirty to generate high voltage, high frequency

starting current from said transformer secondary for starting

said lamp.

to the output of said oscillator; a feedback loop circuit con-

nected intermediate the output of said drive means and the

input of said oscillator whereby said feedback loop circuit

derives a feedback signal from the drive signal supplied to said

motor to control the frequency of said oscillator; and an anti-

hunting circuit including monitor means that provides a speed

signal in response to rotation of the rotor of said motor, first

comparator means connected to receive said speed signal and
said feedback signal, said first comparator means producing an

output signal in accordance with any change in phase diffier-

ence between said speed signal and said feedback signal, and

means supplying said output signal from said first comparator
means to the input of said oscillator in said phase-locked loop

circuit so as to vary the input signal to the oscillator such as to

reduce fluctuations in the speed of said motor.

4,480,216

MOTOR DRIVING CIRCUITS
Fnmio NakjUin*, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Citiien Watch Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,266

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 10, 1981, 56-180158

Int a' G05B 5/00
U.S. a. 318—331 7 Gains

t |ioi«H3owVi^—l^ii'l* ,_ , ,Ur^ainrJi^ ^^=9=' — Ji''

—
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4,480,215

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROL
SYSTEMS

Anton M. Baz, Fortkampton, England, assignor to Smiths Indus-

tries PnUic Limited Company, London, En^and
FDed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434,810

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct 27, 1981,

8132287

Int a^ G05B 5/00

U.S.a 318—306 9 Claims

-LOOPSTMiiztfnNUNn

'OMECIWMl FmSE OeOMMMOR
'SWTTCHNG CONTRM. UNIT

1. A control system for a synchronous electric motor com-
prising: a phase-locked loop circuit having an oscillator with

an output and an input, the frequency of the output of said

oscillator being dependent on a signal at its input, and drive

means for producing a drive signal for said motor in response

1. A motor driving circuit comprising:

a pulse generating circuit including a reference frequency

oscillating circuit and a frequency dividing circuit con-

nected to said reference frequency oscillating circuit, said

frequency dividing circuit comprising a plurality of stages,

and an output at the final stage of said frequency dividing

circuit and outputs at the intermediate stages thereof

generating plural types of pulse trains;

a modulation pulse generating circuit including a flip-flop

circuit whose input is connected to the output at the final

stege of said frequency dividing circuit and a reset pulse

generating circuit some inputs of which arc connected to

the outputs at the intermediate stages of said frequency

dividing circuits and whose output is connected to a reset

terminal of said flip-flop circuit;

a semiconductor driving circuit connected to an output of

said modulation pulse generating circuit for providing

operating power to a motor winding; and

a detecting circuit connected to said semiconductor driving

circuit for detecting a voltage induced in said motor wind-

ing, said detecting circuit including means for setting a

reference level, detecting the voltage induced in said

motor winding in accordance with said reference level

during the time said semiconductor driving circuit is

non-conducting and sending a control signal for regulat-

ing a next produced modulation pulse width to said modu-

lation pulse generating circuit corresponding to said de-

tected voltage, input circuits of said means being formed

of metal oxide semiconductor transistors which have high

input impedance,

said flip-flop circuit being set by the output at the final stage
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of said frequency dividing circuit and said reset pulse
generating circuit generating a reset pulse when the out-
putt at the intermediate sutes of said frequency dividina
arcuit match a value determined by the control signd
given by said detecting circuit,

whereby said modulating pulse generating circuit shapes
said modulation pulse from said plural types of pulse trains
of said pulse generating circuit in accordance with said
control signal so as to drive said motor uniformly.

windings for directly sensing the voltage induced in saidone of said orthogonal windings by the permanent magnet

4.480417
AUTOMATIC VELOCITY CALIBRATOR TOR Avnoorysravo LOOP in a magnehc disk drive

John P. HUI, Adams County; Charles Sander, and James

IZSTt' ^I"'^*' ^""*y' •» «' ^•<'' '^'^ to
storage Technology Corporation, Louisrille, Colo.

FUed Dec 14, 1W2, Scr. No. 449,735

.,» ^ ,. lat a^ G05B J/WUAa 318-418
„ctal«s

of the motor after the current in said one of said orthoao-
nal wmdings has decayed to substantially zero.

L In a magnetic disk drive of the type in which magnetic
heads are positioned over tracks on magnetic disks by an actua-
tor dnven by a servo loop responsive to a velocity transducer
and to a velocity command to produce a velocity error signal
an automatic velocity calibrator for said servo loop compris'

means for measuring the velocity of said actuator between at
least two tracks on one of said disks;

means for comparing the measured vdocity to a constant
velocity command;

means for changing the gain of said velocity transducer in
response to the comparison; and

means for successively actuating said means for measuring
comparing and changing the gain of said velocity trans-
ducer as said actuator moves across successive tracks on
said disks to calibrate said actuator velocity in a single pass
or said heads across said tracks.

i....,^ 4,«0,218
DIRECT DETECnON OF BACK EMF IN PERMANENT

MAGNET STEP MOTORS^£ "!/'' ^i"* ""•' ^'^-^ ""'8"°' to International Busi-
iM9i Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 480,049

.,« ^ Int. a.3 H02K 29/WUA CI 318-496
,2a.ims

1. A Step motor control comprising:
a supply voltage for the motor;
drive means connected to said supply voltage for orthogo-

nally driving each of orthogonal low impedance windings
of the motor; *

means for causing the current in one of said orthogonal
windings to decay rapidly to zero while another of said
orthogonal windings is being driven by said drive means

sensing means connected across said one of said orthogonal

4,480,219

_ ™ PHASE-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTER

£v lio*?^?; '^•'^T^ "O Robert S. Pomiail. Palm

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,812

.,« « .
Int.W H02P J/40UAa 318-729 ,3a^

1. A phase-to-voltage converter for a load comprising:
a first and second voltage means for providing positive and

negative half cycles of the alternating current voltage
used to drive said load, respectively;

capacitor means having positive and negative terminals
connected respectively to said first and second volUge
means to be charged thereby;

a first switch means for connecting said negative terminal of
said capacitor means to a reference potential in response
to said first voltage means;

a second switch means for connecting said positive terminal
of said capacitor means to said reference potential in
response to said second voltage means;

first terminating means connected to said positive terminal
of said capacitor means for terminating the charging of
said capacitor means without discharging said capacitor
means in response to a current reversal through said load
from positive to zero;

second terminating means connected to said negative termi-
nal of said capacitor means for terminating the charging of
said capacitor means without discharging said capacitor
means in response to a current reversal through said load
from negative to zero;

the voltage across said capacitor means representing the
phase relationship of said voluge and current of said load.
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4,480,220

ELECTRON ENERGY ANALYZING APPARATUS
Shigeto Isakoawa, and Morioki Kabozoc, both of Katsnta,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan
Filed No?. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,404

Gains priority, appUcation Japan, No?. 10, 1980, 55>157008
Int. CU GOIN 27/00

VJS. a. 324—7U 12 Claims

1. An electron energy analyzing apparatus comprising:

means for generating an electron beam;

means for twoKlimensionally scanning a sample with the

electron beam;

means for dispersing electrons transmitted through the sam-
ple on scanning the sample with the electron beam in

accordance with the energy level of the transmitted elec-

trons;

means for deflecting the dispersed electrons of different

energy levels so that the dispersed electrons of different

energy levels are detectable separately when the electron

beam scans each scanning position on the sample, said

different energy levels including at least a selected energy
level related to an energy loss peak characterizing a prede-

termined substance contained in the sample;

means for separately detecting the dispersed electrons of
different energy levels and for producing output signals

corresponding to the dispersed electrons of respectively

different energy levels, said output signals including back-

ground components;

means for detecting a specific variation of the output signal

corresponding to the dispersed electrons of said selected

energy level as compared with the remaining output sig-

nals and for producing an electric signal when said spe-

cific variation is detected, said specific variation being a

variation as detected when the predetermined substance is

contained in the sample at the scanning portion thereof;

and

means for displaying a distribution image of the predeter-

mined substance by using the electrical signal for each
scanning position on the sample.

4,480,221

LEVEL METER CIRCUIT
Kano ShodflM, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Trio Kabushkik

Kalsba, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aug. 12, 1981, Scr. No. 292,221

aaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1980, 55>

115473[U]

Int a.) GOIR 31/00
VS. a. 324—96 6 Qaims

1. A level meter circuit comprising:

a parallel circuit of P unit circuits Mi, M2, • . M^ and
main current control means connected in series with the

parallel circuit and controlled by an input signal the level

of which is to be displayed;

wherein the unit circuit Mi(i= 1, 2, . . . P) has a diode circuit

G„ the diode ciruit G/ having N/ series-connected light

emitting diodes D/i, D/2, . . . D/Wi and current bypassing

resistors R/i, R/2* • • • R/m respectively connected in paral-

lel with the lig^it emitting diodes D/i, Da, . • D,w/> and

the current bypassing resistors R,i, Rn, . . . R,Wi having
smaller resistance values in this order;

wherein the unit circuits Mi to M(/>-i) respectively have
current detecting circuits F| to F(p-i) which are con-
nected in series with the diode circuits Gi to G(/>-i),

respectively; and

4h
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wherein the unit circuits M2 to M/> respectively have current

control circuits M2 to M/> which are connected in series

with the diode circuits 62 to Gp respectively and con-

trolled by the current detecting circuits Ft to F(/>-i)

respectively.

4,480,222

ADJUSTABLE ELECTRICAL SHUNT
Carl K. Dudley, Petersburg, Mich., and Richard W. Mattson,

Rossford, Ohio, assignors to Allied Corporation, Morris
Township, Morris County, NJ.

nied May 13, 1982, Scr. No. 377,741

Int. a.i GOIR 1/20: HOIC 5/00
VS. a. 324—126 3 Clains

1. A current-sensing device, comprising:

an electrically conductive current shunt member adapted to

be interposed in an electrical circuit;

a voltage-responsive member affixed to said current shunt

member for providing an electrical output responsive to

electrical current flowing through said current shunt

member;

said current shunt member being a flat member including a

first portion and a second arcuate portion;

said first portion having a first end portion and a second end

portion, said second end being a free end and adapted to

receive a first terminal of said voltage-responsive member;
said second portion having a first end and a second end, said

second end being a free end and adapted to be connectd to

said electrical circuit;

said first end of said first portion and said first end of said
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second portion being coextensive and adapted to be con-
nected to said electrical circuit;

said second portion defining an arcuate slot therein, said
arcuate slot having a radius centered on said second end
and having a slot width adapted to receive a second termi-
nal of said voltage-responsive member;

said second terminal of said voltage-responsive member
being slidable in said arcuate slot to angularly position said
voltage-responsive member to adjust the voltage sensed
by said voltage-responsive member when a first predeter-
mined electrical current is passed through said current
shunt member.

UNITARY PROBE ASSEMBLY
SdlcUro Aigo, 3-15.13 Ncgishi, Daito-Kn, Tokyo, Japan

Filed No?. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324^36

., « ^ '^ ^-^ ^>* ^^^02. J/06
UAa 324-158 P g Claims

travelled along a predetermined path by a magnetic recotdine
medium, "

(a) a periodic asymmetrical flux pattern located on said
medium for movement past a position on said predeter-
mined path when said medium is moved;

(b) single sensor means responsive to movement of said flux
pattern past said position for producing first signals in
response to passage of said flux pattern in a first direction
and for producing second signals differing from said first
signals in response to passage of said flux pattern in a
second direction;

(c) means responsive to each of said fint signals for generat-
ing a positive pulse and to each of said second signals for
generating a negative pulse; and

(d) means for counting the positive and negative pulses to
net an algebraic sum, said sum providing an indication of
the direction and net distance travelled along said prede-
termined path by said movable medium.

4,480,225
IMPROVED MULTI.DIRECnONAL EDDY CURRENT
INSPECTION TEST APPARATUS TOR DETECTING

FLAWS IN METAL ARTICLES
Roy A. Nance, McMurray; Willian H. Hartley, and AlfM J.

Calftiren both of Pittsburgh, aU of Pa^ assignors to TTie
United States of America as represented by the United States
Department of Energy, Washington, D.C

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,759

.. « « '"*• "•' ^>N 27/82; GOIR 33/12
VS. a. 324-238 „ ^Mm

1. A umtary probe assembly adapted to inspect semiconduc-
tor chips each provided with a plurality of electrode terminals
at both an inner surface area and an outer peripheral edge
thereof, comprising: a board defining an aperture there-
Uirough; a block seated in said aperture and defining at least
one openmg therethrough; a plurality of probes each formed of
electrically conductive fine wires and arranged aslant around
said opening; each probe having a contact tip portion at one
end and a terminal end portion at an opposite end; said probes
being disposed in a plurality of layers through said block,
extending at the contact tip portions thereof into said opening
and terminating in a common plane; each probe having a main
body portions between said contact tip and terminal end por-
tions, covered by a layer of an insulating material; and a layer
of an electrically conductive material convering said layer of
insuUung material for shielding each said main body portion of
each probe.

4,480,224
SYCTEM FOR INDICATING THE DIRECTION AND NET
DISTANCE TRAVELLED BY A MEDIUM CONTAINING

A PERIODIC ASYMMETRICAL FLUX PATTERN
Ralph Krlcker, 225 W. Walk, West Hafen, Conn. 06516

Filed Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,549
Int a.J GOIB 7/J4

UAa324-207 ^cUdm

1. An eddy current inspection apparatus comprising a body
having an axis,

first and second coils disposed about said body spaced axi-
ally one from the other,

said first coU lying in a first plane intersected by said axis to
form a first acute angle therewith,

said second coil lying in a second plane intersected by said
axis to form a second acute angle therewith, said first and
second planes being nonparallel one to the other and
intersect each other at an angle of about 60* and said first
and second acute angles having different angular positions
about said axis.

ntNTi«riN«l ,.
emcuiT r»'

(»/

1. A system for indicating the net distance and direction

4,480,226
APPARATUS FOR INDICATING THE DIRECTION OF A

VEHICLE WITH ABNORMAL FIELD SENSING
CIRCUITS

Akira Kuno, Ohbu; Muneaki Matsomoto, Okazaki, and Koji
Numata, Toyokawa, aU of Japan, assignors to Nippon Soken.
Inc., Nishio, Japan

Filed Sep. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 184,615

.S^r,^'^"^*^' appUcation Japan, Sep. 12, 1979, 54-

15^.^' ^°''- ^' ''^'' 54-159S61[Ul; Mar. 12, 1980, 55-
32695[IJJ

Int. a.3 GOIR 33/02. 33/04; GOIC 17/28
U.S. a. 324-247

,2 cw^
1. In a heading indicating apparatus for vehicles including

direction-finding sensor means having a magnetic core, an
excitation winding wound on said core and a pair of output
windmgs wound to cross each other at right angles on said
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core for generating heading indicating output signals in re-

sponse to terrestrial magnetism, the improvement comprising:

means for classifying the output signal generated firom each
of said output windings into predetermined (N-i- 1) signal

level regions to generate classifying signals;

means for indicating one of 4N headings indicative of the

y

being at least greater than the variation D in said DC field

over said sample;

(d) receiver means connected to said RF coil means for

forming at least an output signal proportional to said

nuclear magnetic resonance response of said interstitial

fluids;

(e) said transmitter means including control means having a

phasal background jitter characteristic associated there-

with that randomly varies with time so that said sample
can be repetitively interrogated to serially indicate nuclear

magnetization relaxation without need for applying re-

scrambling reversing RF magnetic field pulses prior to the

start of each magnetization build-up cycle.

direction of said sensor in response to the respective classi-

fying signals;

and means for maintaining a just preceding heading indica-

tion when the level of said output signals generated from

said sensor output windings get into predetermined abnor-

mal signal level regions under the effect of disturbance of

the earth's magnetic field.

4,480,227

PORTABLE PULSED NMR INSTRUMENT AND
METHOD OF USE

Robert J. S. Brown, FnUerton, Calif., assignor to CheTroo Re*

search Company, Sao Francisco, Calif.

ContiBiiation of Ser. No. 255,978, Apr. 15, 1981, abandoned.

nils appUcatkm Jna. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 508,365

Int a.3 GOIN 27/00
U&a 324—303 44 Clains

"-^^W^-^T^

1. Apparatus for swiftly determining fluid-flow properties of

a rock sample based on NMR response of hydrogen nuclei of

interstitial fluids within pore spaces of said sample in which

DC field inhomogeneity and phase background jitter are used

to increase data-throughput efficiency (DTE) comprising:

(a) magnet means for producing a DC magnetic field acting

on said rock sample, said magnetic field having an inten-

sity of at least 1 kilogauss and an inhomogeneity of at least

D gauss over said sample to provide a series of nuclear

magnetization build-ups associated with said interstitial

fluids within said sample as a function of time;

(b) RF coil means acting at right angles to said DC magnetic

field;

(c) transmitter means including control means connected to

said RF coil means to produce a series of orthogonal RF
magnetic field pulses of specified frequency, amplitude

and duration, for interrogating said sample, said amplitude

4,480,228

SELECTIVE VOLUME METHOD FOR PERFORMING
LOCALIZED NMR SPECTROSCOPY

Paul A. Bottomlcy, CUfton Park, N.Y., aaalvior to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Oct 15, 1982, Ser. No. 434,688

Int a.i GOIR 33/08
U.S.a 324—309 23
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1. A method of performing localized NMR chemical shift

spectroscopy comprising the steps of:

(a) positioning an NMR sample in a homogeneous magnetic

field directed along an axis thereof;

(b) irradiating said NMR sample with a first RF pulse in the

presence of a first magnetic field gradient so as to isolate

a plurality of nuclear spins in a planar slice of said NMR
sample;

(c) applying a second RF pulse having a predetermined

frequency content in the presence of a second magnetic

field gradient so as to excite a fraction of said nuclear spins

situated in a predetermined strip-like region of said planar

slice oriented perpendicular to the direction of said second

magnetic field gradient;

(d) applying a third RF pulse having a predetermined fre-

quency content in the presence of a third magnetic field

gradient so as to invert nuclear spins in a predetermined

volume of said strip-like region, said inverted nuclear

spins producing a spin echo signal; and

(e) sensing said spin echo signal in the absence of magnetic

field gradients such that Fourier transformation of said

spin echo signal yields a localized chemical shift spectrum

from said predetermined volume.
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4M0a29
AMPLIFIER ARRANGEMENT WITH

PARALLEL^PERATED AMPLIFIER SECTIONS
Tbcodoru J. Van Xcnel, Eiiidlio?eB, Netfacrlaiids; NIco V
FrtiMM, deccued, l«te of Kncgsel, Netherlands, and by
FrMrieh J. de Haan, administrator, Estiierdal, Netlierlands.
ttsignors to VS. Philips Corporation* New York, N.Y.
Continnation-in-ptft of Ser. No. 214,942, Dec. 10, 1980,

abandoned. lUs application Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 450,838
Claims priority, application Netherlands Dec. 19. 1979

7909126

luta.iH03F J/68
UAa330-84 __ 2Claims

ential amplifier output terminals in accordance with said
common source amplifier output signal; and

a push-pull output amplifier driven by said output differen-
tial amplifier and operable between a positive and a nega-

tive power source extreme to produce a large swing out-
put signal in accordance therewith, wherein said output
difTerential amplifier and said push-pull output ampUfier
provide a unity gain amplifier output stage.

1. An amplifier arrangement, comprising: a signal input
coupled to inputs of n amplifier sections which sections include
outputs connected single-ended to a common output circuit
through which the output signal currents of the amplifier
sections are passed in the same phase; a resistor connected
between the output of each amplifier section and the common
output circuit; each ampUfier section also including a differ-
ence element having a fint input, a second input, and an output
for supplying a corresponding compensation signal, the first
input of the difference element being coupled to the input of
the correspondmg amplifier section; characterized in that each
amplifier section also includes a negative feedback voltage
which depends on the voltage across the output circuit and
across the corresponding resistor, and an attenuator coupled to
the corresponding amplifier output and also coupled to the
second input of the corresponding difference element so that
the feedback voltage of the k'*-amplifier section is applied to
the second mput of the corresponding difference element, and
that the corresponding compensation signal of the k'* -ampli-
fier section is applied to the input of the (k+iy*.amplifier
section (k rangmg from 1 to n, and n being at least 2) through
a summator coupled to both the input of the (k-f iy*.amplifier
section and the signal input of the arrangement, whereby the
srrangement has a low distortion and a high output power
dunng operation.

r t~

4,480J30
LARGE SWING CMOS POWER AMPUFIER

Kerin E. Brehmer; James B. Wicser, both of Newark, and Carlos
A. Uber, San Jose, aU of Calif., assignors to National Semi-
conductor Corporation, Santa Clara, Cklif.

FUed Jul. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 510,713
Int. aiH03¥ 3/45. S/30

UfCI; 330-255
,g Cia^i.

1. A large swing CMOS power amplifier, comprising:
an input differential amplifier operable to produce an ampli-

fied output signal at an output terminal in accordance with
the difference of input signals coupled to amplifier input
terminals;

*^

a common source amplifier, having an input terminal cou-
pled to receive said input differential amplifier output
signal and operable to produce an output signal in accor-
dance therewith, wherein said input differential amplifier
and said common source amplifier provide a high sain
amplifier input stage;

an output differential amplifier coupled to said common
source amplifier to produce output signals at output differ-

4,480,231
CIRCUIT FOR REDUCING OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT IN

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS
SWgeru Takehara, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Motorola Ine.,

Schaumburg, lU.
^^

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,192
Int a.3 H03F 1/26

U.S.a 330-261 „ ctai^

«euiwr

1. A circuit for reducing offset voltage drift in a differentia]
amplifier having an offset voluge comprising:

a differential pair of transistors coupled to an input terminal
adapted to receive an input signal and coupled to an out-
put terminal;

current source means coupled to a first supply voltage termi-
nal and to said differential pair, for providing a predeter-
mined current to said differential pair;

active load means coupled to a second supply terminal and
to said differential pair, for developing an output voltage;
and

control means coupled to said current source means and to
said input terminal, for varying said predetermined cur-
rent in response to variation of said input signal to main-
tain a substantially constant offset voltage.
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4,480432
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DIGITAL

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL OF CHIRPED
OSaLLATOR

Lewin T. Baker, and Eugene J. Orlowski, Jr., both of Schenec-
tady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenec-
tady, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,948

Int a.3 H03B 23/00: H03L 7/08
VS. a. 331—1 A 28 Gaims

13. Apparatus for providing a frequency-chirped signal with
controllable frequency characteristics, comprising:

a first input terminal receiving a clock signal having a prede-

termined frequency;

a second input terminal receiving a bit clock signal defining

each of a sequence of bit time intervals;

an output terminal;

means receiving said clock signal and said bit clock signal for

forming a frequency-controlling ramp signal during each
bit time interval;

an wjcillator having an input receiving the ramp signal, and
an output coupled to said output terminal and providing

an output signal having an instantaneous frequency re-

sponsive to the instantaneous magnitude of said ramp
signal;

means for generating a first transition signal responsive to

counting a predetermined number of oscillator output

signal cycles after the start of each bit time interval;

means for generating a first error signal by comparison of
the time at which the first transition signal occurs with
respect to the time at which the associated bit time inter-

val ends; and

means cooperating with said ramp-signal-forming means for

varying at least one characteristic of the ramp signal re-

sponsive to the first error signal to control the oscillator

output signal frequency to a selected initial value at the

beginning of each bit time interval.

4,480,233

PLANAR MULTIPLE OSHLLATOR QRCUIT
Peter A. Juul, Inine, Calif., assignor to Ford Aerospace A
Communications Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,948

Int. a.3 H03B 7/14. 9/14

VS. a. 331—56 7 Claims

1. A circuit for combining the output powers of at least two
oscillators, each oscillator comprising a two-terminal negative-

resistance active device, said circuit comprising: pi an electri-

cally conductive common output junction for drawing off said

combined output powers;

a planar transmission line spoke connected between each
oscillator and the common output junction, wherein all

spokes have equal length; and
a stabilization resistor coupled between each pair of adjacent

oscillators, said resistor having a value to insure, by means
of reflecting an unacceptably high impedance when its

associated active devices are out of phase with respect to

each other, that said active devices do not operate out of
phase with respect to each other;

each said oscillator furiher comprising a diplexer having a

first port coupled to the active device, a second port

coupled to a DC bias associated with the active device,

and a third port coupled to the spoke associated with said

oscillator, said diplexer comprising:

fiTimT/OUTFVT
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a bandpass filter coupled between the associated spoke and
the active device, and a lowpass filter having a first port

coupled to the active device and a second port coupled to

the DC bias via a bias line and a matched termination

fabricated of a material having a known impedance over a

wide RF frequency range; wherein

the combination of the bias line, the matched termination,

and the diplexer controls out-of-band impedances to in-

sure parametric stability of the oscillator.

4,480,234

GYROTRON BACKWARD WAVE OSOLLATOR DEVICE
Jonathan M. Wachtel, Rechovot, Israel, assignor to Elta Elec-

tronics Industries Ltd., Ashdod, Israel

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,604

Gaims priority, application Israel, Dec. 9, 1980, 61680
Int. G.J HOIJ 25/46, 25/00

VS. G. 331—82 4 Gaims

1. A gyrotron backward wave oscillator device character-

ized in that it includes:

an evacuated waveguide section;

an electron source at one end of said waveguide section

providing a spiral electron beam;

a collector at the opposite e^d of said waveguide section;

means for producing a magnetic field parallel to the longitu-

dinal axis of said waveguide section; and

an output window at said one end of the waveguide section,

the parameters of the device being such as to support

backward wave oscillation therein and to output same

through said window; the parameters being such that the

device operates above a threshold defined by the follow-

ing relationships:
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wherein:

L= length of tube waveguide section (meters);
B= magnetic field strength (field parallel to axis)-
(webers/m2);

I= electron beam current (amps);
A = waveguide cross-section area (m2);

q= electron beam shape factor (form factor);

f= desired operating frequency (Hz);
f«>= waveguide cutoff frequency (Hz);
v« » electron beam velocity parallel to axis (m/sec);
VI= electron beam velocity perpendicular to axis (m/sec);
ms mass of electron (kgm);

e= charge of electron (coulomb);
C=speed of light in vacuum (m/sec);
€<,=permitivity of vacuum (farad/m); and
G and H define "gain" and "detuning" parameter, respec-

tively, and have the following relative relationships for
the various thresholds of oscillation:

means for coupling electromagnetic wave energy from said
circuit means;

means for applying an electric field between said cathode
means and said circuit means; and

means for applying a magnetic field perpendicular to said
electric field in the region of said stream, said projection
on said electron emitter being operative to enhance start-
mg of said oscillator in a desired mode without substan-
tially reducing the power output of said oscillator.

4<480t236
CHANNELIZED SERIAL ADAPTIVE FILTER

PROCEISSOR
Richard W. Harris, Bountifbl, Utah, assignor to Sperry Corpo-

ratioii. New York, N.Y.

FUcd Jul. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 394,486
iBt a.J H03H 7/OJ. 7/46

VS,a 333-174 8 ciaiBM

* 292 .781 I

^m .705
Jig9. 1.765

1.666

1. A filter circuit system comprising,
input means for supplying a wideband signal which contains

undesirable narrowband signal components,
bandpass filter means connected to said input means,
adaptive filter means connected to receive signals from said

bandpass filter means, and
summing means connected to sum said input signal and the

signal produced by said adaptive filter means and to pro-
duce a control signal which is applied to said adaptive
filter means to control the operation thereof.

4480,235

FUedJan 18 igsa ««r iMa Aconii CHARACTERISTIC

UAa 331-91 8CW^ y»' "^FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,371

,-
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 2, 1981, 56*15C252

'10 Int a.J H03H 9/64. 9/42
UA a. 333-193 11 Claims

1. A crossed field electron discharge oscillator comprising:
cathode means for generating a stream of electrons, includ-
mg an electron emitter with a generally cylindrical surface
having at least one radially extending projection which is

asymmetrical with respect to the axis of said cylindrical
surface;

a vacuum envelope for maintaining a vacuum about said
stream;

microwave circuit means for supporting electromagnetic
fields in interactive relationship with said stream of elec-
trons;

CIWCUIT I
'

-I'SS

1. A surface acoustic wave apparatus with a variable ampli-
tude-frequency characteristic comprising

an input terminal for receiving an electric input signal;
a surface acoustic wave element having an input electrode

for converting said electric input signal to a surface acous-
tic wave and propagating the latter to the surface portion
of a piezoelectric substrate and output electrodes for
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converting said propagated surface acoustic wave again to

an electric signal, said input electrode being formed by a
first interdigital electrode while said output electrode

being formed by internally connected second and third

interdigital electrodes and provided at a position where
the surface acoustic waves radiated from said first inter-

digital electrode and reaching said second and third inter-

digital electrodes respectively do not mutually couple and
the delay time characteristic appearing between said first

and second interdigital electrodes and the phase charac-

teristic of a filter determined by said first and second
interdigital electrodes are the same as the delay time char-

acteristic appearing between said first and third interdig-

ital electrodes and the phase characteristic of a filter deter-

mined by said first and third interdigital electrodes, re-

spectively;

a variable gain function element connected to said second
interdigital electrode;

a connection means connected to said third interdigital

electrode; and
an adder circuit for adding the output signal of said third

interdigital electrode derived from said connection means
and the output signal of said variable gain function ele-

ment.

4,480,238

YIG TUNED FILTER HAVING COUPLING LOOPS
FORMED FROM CONDUCIIVELY LAYERED

INSULATED PLATES
Jan*ichi Iwasaki, Kamagaya, Japan, astigiior to Takcda Riken

Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 419,921, Sep. 20, 1982,

abudoncd. This appUcation Oct 14, 1982, Ser. No. 434^20
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 18, 1981, 56-139731

Int a? HOIP 1/218

MS.a 333—202 13

acteristics as a result of said insulating plates being at

respective predetermined positions with respect to said

YIG elements.

4,480,239

LOOP-GAP RESONATOR NETWORK
James S. Hyde, Dousnian, Wis., and Wojdech Froncisz, Kra-

kow, Poland, assignors to The Medical College of Wisconsin
Inc., MUwaukee, Wis.

FUed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,473

Int a.3 HOIP 7/06: GOIR 33/08
U.S. a. 333—219 10 Claims

H-»

1. A lumped circuit loop-gap resonator network which
comprises:

a block of material having a plurality of resonator loops

fortned therein by corresponding openings which extend

lengthwise completely through the block and which have

electrically conductive walls, and having a resonator gap
formed by a slot which extends completely through the

block and which intersects a pair of resonator loops along

their entire length, and in which the walls of the slot are

formed from an electrically conductive material.

4,480,240

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING RF GROUND PLANE
FROM HOUSING

Harry J. Gould, 1649 E. Hale, Mesa, Ariz. 85204

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 432,089

Int C{? H05K 5/02: HOIP 1/00

U.S.a 333—246 11 Claims

1. A YIG microwave band pass filter comprising

a housing of non-magnetic material having holes formed
therethrough between two faces of said housing, and slots

on both said faces of said housing extending through
respective ones of said holes,

a respective insulating plate for fitting into each said slot,

each said insulating plate having at least one indentation at

one side edge thereof, and a conducting layer disposed

along at least a part of said side edge and along each said

indentation in each said insulating plate to provide a re-

spective coupling loop along each said indentation, each

said indentation corresponding to a respective one of said

holes,

a YIG element at a predetermined position in each said hole

in said housing, said conducting layers of the respective

insulating plates in said slots comprising mutually perpen-

dicular ones of said coupling loops on opposite sides of

each said YIG element, each said YIG element having a

configuration matching with the respective indentations

in the respective insulating plates, and

means for attaching each said insulating plate at a respective

predetermined position in the respective slot,

wherein said filter has highly reproducible and stable char-

1. Housing apparatus for electronic components, including,

in combination:

housing means, including bottom means, for receiving elec-

tronic components;

dielectric means comprising a dc electrical block disposed

on the bottom means;

circuit board means for electronic components disposed on
the dielectric means, including

a substrate,

a ground plane on the substrate, and

a track side on the substrate remote from the ground plane

for receiving electronic components; and

low impedance areas and high impedance areas on the bot-

tom means defining rf choke means beneath the ground

plane.
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4<480J41
DISCRIMINATOR DEVICE

Riymond T. Morris, Gateshead, England, assignor to Northern
Engineering Industries pic, England

Filed Feb. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 465,154

SlSoSr
^°^*^' •PPlication United Kingdom, Feb. 20, 1982,

U.S. a. 335—17
Int 0.3 HOIH 7J/04

^o ^sa ^o K^5?W 4?

6Clainis
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arm at one location along said contact arm and a second
torque on said contact arm at another location along said

contact arm, both of said locations being intermediate
both ends of said contact arm.

1. A discnmmator device comprising a support structure
stop means mounted on said structure, means on said structure
definmg a pivot axis, a rotor mounted on said structure and
angularly displaceable about said pivot axis to positions includ-
ing first and second positions, said first position being interme-
diate said stop means and said second position, an electromag-
netic mechamsm mounted on said structure and an interceptor
member carried by said structure and displaceable relatively
thereto in first and second senses respectively towards and
away from a station in which said interceptor member is nor-
mally engaged by said rotor in said first position, displacement
of said interceptor member in said second sense propelling said
rotor towards said stop means, an interval less than a predeter-
mined value between a displacement of said interceptor mem-
ber m said second sense and a displacement in said first sense
allowing said interceptor member to return to said station early
enough to intercept said rotor at said first position after said
rotor has strucic said stop means and in the return motion of
said rotor therefrom, but a longer interval causing said inter-
ceptor member to be too late to intercept said rotor which
continues in its return motion beyond said first position to
reach said second position, and said mechanism being operable
to displace said interceptor member in at least one of said first
and second senses.

4,480,242
VARIABLE TORQUE CONTACT ARM FOR ELECTRIC

CIRCUrr BREAKERS

'K.^;?^""'^' Twn^e, and Charles L. Jencks, Avon,

S?k,'*N?""''
"" *° ^•"' ^***^* Company, New

FUfd Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,6W

.t« ^ ,« Int 0.3 HOIH i/00UA a 335-194 ,CUd^
1. An improved contact arm at arrangement for electric

arcuit breakers of the type consisting of an operating handle
connected with an operating mechanism and circuit breaker
contacts for both manual and automatic opening of the
contactt wherein the improvement comprises:

a movable contact arm linked with said operating mecha-
msm and pivoted at one end for opening independently of
said operating mechanism; and a movable contact
mounted at an opposite end of said contact arm; and

a contact spring for biasing said contacts in a closed position
said contact spring being slidably coupled with said
contact arm for providing a first torque on said contact

4«480,243

ELECTROMAGNEnC RELAY
Werner Minte, Kleuigeschaidt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to tatemational Standard Electrik Corporation, New Ywk,

FUed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,470

Vm!m^^' •PPlication Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 5,

U.S.a335-S2'''™'"'''^'"^'^^/^
3aalm8

1. An electromagnetic relay comprising:
a housing including a substantial flat bottom part and an

inverted cap-shaped upper part;

a circumferential groove in the upper side of said bottom
part;

an adhesive in said groove;
said cap-shaped upper part having side walls providing a
arcumferential enclosure, the lower ends of all ofsaid side
walls being located in said groove so as to be immersed in
said adhesive;

apertures in said bottom part opening into said groove; and
electrical terminals in said housing passing downwardly

through the adhesive in said groove into said apertures
whereby said adhesive seals both said cap<«haped upper
part to said bottom part and seals said terminals to said
bottom part.
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4,480,244

APPARATUS FOR THE REMOTE CLOSING OF FUSE
CIRCUITS

Donald R. Manning, 507 Snsqnchann Afe^ MUton, Pa. 17847
Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,097

Int a^ HOIH 71/10
U.S. a. 337—171 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for remote closing of a pivotally mounted fuse

carrying switch member which has an open end, is carried by
an insulating support, and which has latching members for

retaining said switch member in operating position which
comprises

a body portion for detachable engagement with said switch

member,
said body portion having a hook for insertion in said switch

member open end, a clamp for engagement with the exte-

rior of said switch member,
a crank means extending from said body portion for posi>

tioning in said body portion for operation of said appara-

tus, and
a cord connected to said crank means for moving said appa-

ratus and the switch member to operating position.

4,480,245

ELECTRIC CUTOUT
Charles H. Carothers, Bloomington; John E. Garau, Martins*

villc, and Thomas P. Basa, Bloomington, all of Ind., assignors

to Westinghoiue Electric Corp., Ptttsborgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,794

Int a.3 HOIH itm
U,S.a 337-180 5 Clatms

1. An electrical cutout comprising:

a support insulator having at each of two spaced locations a

combination line terminal and fuse holder assembly; each

of said line terminal and f^ holder assemblies including a

line terminal, a f^ support element and means for sup-

port thereon on said insulator and also including a contact

element, more highly conductive than said other assembly

elements, that extends continuously from said line termi*

nal to said fuse support element for a highly conductive

path therebetween free of mechanical joints, and said

contact element comprises a first portion at said line termi-

nal for direct contact to a line connected thereto.

4,480,246

TRIP-FREE MANUAL RESET THERMOSTAT
Donald J. Sehmltt Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Therm-O-Disc,

Incorporated, Mansfield, Ohio
Filed Oct 18, 1982, Ser. No. 435,080

Int a.3 HOIH i7/04
U.S.a 337—348 8 Claims

1. A trip-free manual reset snap discoperated condition

sensing device comprising a body assembly, a switch on said

body assembly including a fixed conuct and a movable

contact, said movable contact being movable in a first direction

from a switch-closed position in engagement with said fixed

contact to a switch-open position spaced from said fixed

contact, a snap disc in said body movable with snap action

from a reset position to an operative position in response to a

predetermined condition, said snap disc being operativeiy

connected to said movable contact and operating to move said

movable contact to said switch-open position in response to

movement of said snap disc to said operative position, and a

manual reset member mounted on said body assembly and

providing a user accessible portion which is moved by such

user in said first direction to reset said disc, said reset member
when operated applying a resetting force in said first direction

to said snap disc to move said snap disc to said reset position

and also cause said snap disc to maintain said movable contact

in said switch-open position so long as said resetting force is

applied, release of said manual reset members allowing said

movable contact to move to said switch-closed position only

when said snap disc remains in said reset position.

4,480,247

THERMAL CUTOUT FUSE
Konlo Hara, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Nifco Inc,

Kuagiwa, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 425,677

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 6, 1981, 56-158144

Int a.3 HOIH 37/76

U.& a. 337—407 1 Claim

1. In a thermal cutout fuse comprising:

a movable contact member composed of a first lead wire

thrust into a housing, a shank portion opposed to the

thrust end of said first lead wire within the housing, and a
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movable contact surface formed at the leadins end
thereof,

"

a stationary contact surface formed inside said housing
round said movable contact surface and electrically con-
nected to a second lead wire extended outwardly from
said housing,

a coil spring disposed astride round said shank portion of
said movable contact member and said thrust end of said
first lead wire and adapted to support mechanically said
movable contact member in position and assume resUient
force of bending elasticity tending to separate said mov-
able contact member from said stationary contact surface
toward a second posture when said movable conUwt mem-
ber IS brought into a first posture having the movable
contact surface kept in contiguity with said stationary
contiwt surface,

a thermally sensitive pellet formulated to have a melting
point confirming to the preset unsafe temperature and
disposed inside said housing opposite said movable
conUKt member, and

a solid member interposed between said thermally sensitive
pellet and said movable contact member and adapted to
keep said movable contact member in said first posture
against the bending elasticity of said coil spring, the im-
provement which comprises an insulator layer interposed
between said coil spring and said thrust end of said first
lead wire and said coil spring adapted to assume compres-
sive elasticity in the longitudinal direction thereof in said
first posture having contiguity between said movable
contact surface and said stationary contact surface and
between said shank portion of said movable contact mem-
ber and said thrust end of said first lead wire, whereby said
shank portion and said thrust end are separated from each
other during the beginning of the motion toward said
second posture.

nected third and fourth magnetoresistive parts to form a
bridge circuit;

first and second terminals electrically connected to opposing
ends of said parallel connection, respectively, for supply,
ing a voltage across said bridge circuit; and

4,4OTJ48
TEMPERATURE AND AGING COMPENSATED

MAGNETORESISTIVE DIFFERENTIAL
POTENTIOMETER

Mfchio Sndo, Kokl, and Hitoihi Mlnra, Tatebiyaihi, both of
Japtti, anignon to Kangyo Denkikiki KaboshikJ Kaisha.
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 21, 1963. S«r. No. 477,572
Claims priority, appOatkm Japan, Mar. 29, 1982, 57-50645

lat aJ GOIR 33/02; HOIL 43/08UA CI. 338-32 R ,OCiaia«
I. A magnetoresistive differential potentiometer comprising:
a substrate fabricated of an insulating material; t
first and second magnetoresistive parts formed in spaced

felation to one another on said substrate in alignment with
one another along a line, said first and second parts being
electrically connected in series with one another, being of
the same length, and having resistance values which are
similar to each other in the absence of a magnetic field;

a third magnetoresistive part formed on said substrate adja-
cent said spaced first and second magnetoresistive parts;

a movable magnet having a length, along said line, equal to
the distance between the center points of said first and
second magnetoresistive parts, said magnet being disposed
above said substrate and being so movable along said line
that at least a fixed length portion of said third magnetore-
sistive part IS always under said magnet and the sum of
first and second length portions of said first and second
magnetoresistive parts which are disposed under said
magnet is always constant;

a fourth magnetoresistive part formed on said substrate
outside of the area which said movable magnet may cover
during Its movement, said fourth part being electrically
connected in series to said third magnetoresistive part and
having a resistance value similar to that of said third mag-
netoresistive part in the absence of a magnetic field

means connecting said series connected first and second
magnetoresistive parts in parallel with said series con-

third and fourth terminals electrically connected to the
series connection point between said first and second
magnetoresistive parts and to the series connection point
between said third and fourth magnetoresistive parts,
respectively, for deriving outputs therefrom.

4«480,249
ALARM SYSTEMS l'X>R AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Willian A. Heidman, Jr., 4604 Robbias, Saa Diego, CaUf. 92122
Coatiaoation-in-pwt of Ser. No. 139,789, Apr. 14, 1980, Pat No.
4454,174. This appHcatioB Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 396,104

Int a.} B60R 25/00
UA a. 340-63 ISdaiw

i^*^

:^ ^^

Fie. I

1. An alarm system for automotive vehicles having a horn
and a source of electrical power comprising:

front and rear indicator lamps;

a power activating and deactivating switch connected to
said source of electrical power and switchable between
system activated and system inactivated positions;

a system activating means inter-connected to said power
activating and deactivating switch;
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an activated alarm system maintaining means associated

with said system activating means;

an alarm system inactivating means associated with said

source of electrical power and said system activating

means for inactivating said alarm system when said source

of electrical power is at a predetermined voltage level;

and

a plurality of parallel connected switching means associated

with vehicle movable structural panels switchable be-

tween ofT and on positions by the opening and closing

respectively of said panels, whereby when said power

activating and deactivating switch is in said system acti-

vated position and at least one of said plurality of parallel

connected switching means is repositioned from an ofT to

an on position said system activating means activates said

alarm system causing said horn to intermittently blast and

when said at least one of said plurality of parallel con-

nected switching means is returned to its off position said

activated alarm system maintaining means causes said

horn to intermittently blast until said power activating and

deactivating switch is returned to its deactivated position

or said source of electrical power reaches said predeter-

mined voltage level.

4,480,250

CREDIT CARD CARRIER WITH ALARM
Charles D. McNeely, 3060 KiUian Rd., Uniontown, Ohio 44685

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,235

Int a.3 G08B 7/00. 21/00

VJS. Q. 340—568 8 Claims

36>-

1. A card carrier, comprising:

a plurality of receptacles for receiving and maintaining

cards;

sensing means associated with each receptacle for determin-

ing the presence or absence of a card therein;

alarm means operatively connected to each said sensing

means for emitting a signal upon the absence of a card

from any of said receptacles; and

a pair of flaps, foldable onto each other, said flaps receiving

said receptacles, sensing means, and alarm means, wherein

said flaps include switch means in operative interconnec-

tion with said alarm means disabling said alarm means

when said flaps are open.

4,480,251

APPARATUS TO MONITOR ELECTRICAL CABLES,
INCLUDING SPUCE JOINTS AND THE LIKE, FOR THE

INGRESS OF MOISTURE
John P. McNaughton; Wayne E. Domenco, and David E. Vokey,

all of Winnipeg, Canada, assignors to Norscan Instruments

Ltd., Winnipeg, Canada

Continuation of Ser. No. 256,027, Apr. 21, 1981, abandoned.

This application Sep. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 530,741

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 22, 1980,

8013148

lat a.} G08B 21/00

VJS. a. 340—604 9 Claims

^
•40

29 B

tt Jjojsi a

-^

1. Apparatus for monitoring an electrical cable along its full

length and at a plurality of specific points along its length

comprising a pair of separate conductors installed along the

full length of the cable, dielectric insulating means between the

two conductors arranged such that the presence of moisture

adjacent the conductors reduces the resistance of the insulating

dielectric between the two conductors, a source of electric

power connected across the conductors whereby the reduced

resistance causes an increased current in the conductors, a

plurality of electronic detection means each arranged at a

respective one of the specific points and each including means

for detecting the presence of moisture at the specific point,

means responsive to the detection of the presence of moisture

for developing an AC signal indicative of the specific point

concerned and terminal means for connecting the AC signal

across said pair of conductors and central electronic detection

means connected to said conductors including first means

responsive to said increased current, second means responsive

to said AC signals and indicating means responsive to said first

and second means for signalling the presence of moisture.

4,480,252

GAS DETECTOR
Carlos E. Buonavita, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,139

Int a.3G08B 77/70

U.S. a. 340—632 6 Claims

1. A combustible gas detector comprising: a Wheatstone

bridge including first, second, third and fourth terminal junc-

tions, first and second combustible gas detector elements, said

first element being connected between said first and second

junctions, said second element being connected between said

second and third junctions, said Wheatstone bridge including

first and second resistors, said first resistor being connected

between said first and fourth junctions, said second resistor

being connected between said third and fourth junctions;

source means including a constant current generator con-

nected to deliver a constant current to said first junction and

connected to receive said constant current from said third

junction; first and second bridge output leads connected from

said second and fourth junctions; a signal amplifier connected

between said bridge output leads, said signal amplifier having

at least first and second output leads; first and second compara-

tors each connected from the first and second output leads of
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said signal amplifier, respectively, said first comparator pro-
ducing a first stepped signal when the voltage between said
bridge output leads corresponds to a fraction x of the lower
explosive limit of a detected gas. said second comparator pro-
ducing a second stepped signal when the voltage between said
bridge output leads corresponds to a fraction y of the lower

explosive limit of said detected gas, x being larger than y. said
first and second comparators having first and second respec-
tive output leads; first and second indicator means includhi
first and second respective alarms for indicating the magnitude
of any signal appearing between said signal amplifier first and
second output leads; and first and second individual latch
means connected from the first and second output leads of said
first and second comparators to turn on respective first and
second alarms, each latch means being actuable by a corre-
sponding one of said stepped signals.

4«480,253
WRIST WATCH WEATHER RADIO

Howard M. Anderson, 325 Highland Are., Wert Newton. Mass.

Filed Jun. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 500,005

II c r, ,.« i"*-
"•' "***Q ^/^^' H04B 1/16

UAa340-«25.(» 3C^

1. A portable device for presenting information on the stateof the weather comprising
(a) a radio receiver for receiving binary coded radio signals;

JSST^ ?' *^*"'?"« "'«^ °f '*«'* «8naJs from the
coded radio signals,

(c) means for deriving clock pulses from the received radio
signals, the clock pulses being synchronous with the bits in
the stream of data signals,

(d) first and second gates, the dato stream being applied as
the input to both gates,

ff'^uhs

^*lr,
^* ^^O'nP^rator for comparing the data signals with

bit patterns representing today's weather and tomorrow's
weather, the code comparator emitting an enable signal to
the first gate upon the occurrence of a match with the
pattern representing today's weather and emitting an
enable signal to the second gate upon the occurrence of a

rnT^f-H"^ '
"""'"' '«Pf«en'in« tomorrow's weather,

(0 fint address registers, the output of the first gate provid-
ing the input to the first address registers,

(g) second address registers, the output of the second gate
providmg the input to the second address registers

(h) a read only memory having information pertaining to
different weather states stored at predetermined ad-
dresses, the outputs of the first and second address regis-
ters providing the input to the read only memory, and

(I) means responsive to the output of the read only memory
for providing mformation on the state of the weather.

4,480,254
ELECTRONIC BEAM STEERING METHODS AND

APPARATUS

^^i ®;S^r'' ^^^"^ ^'y' "^ •'o'" L. Fitch, Seattle,
both^of Wash., assignors to llie Boeing Company, Seattle,

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,058

UAa 343-708
,gQ^^^

1. The method of steering an RF signal beam comprising:
(a) forming a composite prism structure comprising n pairs
of back-to-back prisms of ferroelectric dielectric material
where "n" equals 1 or 2 and wherein the entrance face of
the composite prism structure is parallel to the exit face of
the composite prism structure;

(b) directing the RF signal beam along an axis general nor-
mal to and passing through the entrance face of the n pair
of back-to-back prisms; and,

(c) selectively varying the dielectric constant ofone prism in
at least one of the n prism pairs relative to the dielectric
constant of the other prism in the one of the n pairs so as
to steer the RF signal beam transiting each of the n pairs
of pnsms through a selected angle to either side of the RF
Signal beam axis along at least one of an "X" and/or "Y"
coordinate and wherein the RF signal beam is deflected
from the axis only when the dielectric constant of one
pnsm in each of the n pairs of prisms is different than that
of the other prism in each of the n pairs of prisms.

4,480255
METHOD FOR ACHIEVING HIGH ISOLATION

BETWEEN ANTENNA ARRAYS
Alien L. Davidson, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to Motorola Inc.,
Schaumburg, III.

FUed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,075
Int a.^ HOIQ 1/52

U.S. CI. 343-844
7 claims

1. In an antenna installation having at least first co-linear
antenna array powered by an RF generator and a second
co-lmear antenna array which includes a plurality of radiators
coupled to an RF communication device, a method for reduc-
ing the physical spacing between arrays while maintaining
isolation between the RF generator and the RF communica-
tion device, comprising:
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identifying, for the first array, first and second parts thereof
for application of RF power thereto and, for the second
array, first and second parts thereof for coupling to the
RF communication device;

powering the first and second parts of the first antenna array
with an RF generator such that said first and second parts

thereof are driven substantially in phase quadrature with
each other and at substantially equal power levels;

coupling the first and second parts of the second array to the

RF communication device via a signal path such that

substantially quadrature phasing is established between

line wall, the receiving surface and the first and second
wall forming an open channel configuration; and

means disposed in the open channel configuration for modu-
lation of the absorption of the frequency energy received
therein.

4,480,257

OPTICAL PRINTER COMPRISING UGHT SWTTCHING
ELEMENTS

Bernhard Hill, Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,840
Gainu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 30,

1982, 3224356

lot Q.^ GOID 9/42
MS. a. 346-107 R 6 Claims

"^ 3 I
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the first and second parts of the second array so that

received radiation emitted by the first part of the first

array cancels received radiation from the second part of
the first array in the signal path before reaching the RF
communication device; and

adjusting the physical spacing between said first and second
arrays such that the maximum spacing therebetween sub-

stantially precludes radiation emitted by the first part of
the first array from being received by the second part of
the second array, and substantially precludes radiation

emitted by the second part of the first array from being

received by the first part of the second array.

4,480,256

MICROWAVE ABSORBER
Lloyd W. Wren, Valley Center, Kans., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattle, Wash.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 294,046, Aug. 18, 1981, Pat
No. 4,381,510. This application Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 478,203

Int a.3 HOIQ 17/00
VS. a. 343—909 11 Claims

1. An optical printer which comprises: a light source; a light

switching mask for generating a light dot raster, the mask
including a carrier (T) provided with light switching elemenU;
an optical imaging system, and a photosensitive record carrier,

the imaging system being arranged between the light switching
mask and the photosensitive record carrier in order to transfer

the light dot raster generated in the light switching mask to the

record carrier, characterized in that the light switching ele-

ments (LZ) are arranged in a row into groups (M) on the

carrier (T), that adjacent groups (M) are separated by an equi-

distant intermediate space (a) in which no light switching
elements are present and which is light-impermeable, that the

optical imaging system (A) consists of a plurality of adjacently

arranged self-focusing lenses (LS) which have the same dimen-
sions and the same imaging properties, adjacent lenses being
arranged at equal distances from one another, and that each
group (M) of light switching elements (LZ) is associated with
a self-focusing lens (LS).

/&

1. A microwave absorber for a reflecting surface, the ab-

sorber coupling and absorbing radio frequency energy at dif-

ferent angles of incidence, the absorber including:

an energy receiving surface adapted for receipt on the re-

flecting surface;

a first conducting transmission line wall mounted on the

receiving surface;

a second conducting transmission line wall mounted on the

receiving surface, the second transmission line wall dis-

posed in a spaced relationship from the first transmission

4,480,258

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Nobuo Nishifflora; Teruhiko Itami; Toshifumi Kimoto, and Koi-

chi Saitoh, all of Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Xerox
Co., Ltd^ Kanagawa, Japan

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 376,993

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 10, 1981, 56-106968

Int CL' GOID 15/34
VS. a. 346—135.1 2 Claims

1. A magnetic recording medium, having a magnetic trans-

formation point, for use in a thermomagnetic recording appa-
ratus of the type comprising a heat generating part which
operates in close contact with said recording medium wherein
a current signal is applied to said heat generating part accord-
ing to image data to be recorded in order to heat said magnetic
recording medium to a temperature higher than said magnetic
transformation point, and a magnetic head for recording said

image data onto said magnetic recording medium; said mag-
netic recording medium comprising:

a magnetic recording layer for recording said image data;

and

a high permeability recording control layer formed of Ni-
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£3?„7rrt°L'ro5d%S!::*:2d^;^^^^^ diUurylthiourea. ethylcnethiourea «.d diphenyUhioure. and
disposed adjacent said first side and said ma^etic record* " compound.

ing layer contacting said second side, for preventing said

4,480^1
CONTACT STRUCTURE FOR A SEMICONDUCTOR

SUBSTRATE ON A MOUNTING BODY
Hirotaugn Hattori, Takatsuki, and Masahiro Knwagata, Snita,

both of Jaitan, assignors to Matsushita Electronics Corpora-
tion, Kadoma, Japan

Filed Jan. 18, 1582, Ser. No. 390,113
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnl. 2, 1981, 56-104159

Int a^ HOIL 23/54. 23/18UAa 357-71
J Claims

image data from being recorded when said high permea-
bihty recording control layer is below said Curie point
and for allowing said image data to be recorded when said
high permeability recording control layer is heated above
said Curie point.

4,480,259
INK JET PRINTER WITH BUBBLE DRIVEN FLEXIBLE

MEMBRANE
William P. Krnger, Los Altos Hills, and John L. Vaught, Palo
Aho, both of Calif., assignors to Hewlett-Packard Comwmy.
P«lo Alto, Calif.

Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,824
Int a.J GOID 15/18

U.S. a. 346—140 R 7Claims

13

1. A print head comprising:
a cavity for containing ink;

an orifice in communication with the cavity
a resistor;

a flexible membrane overiaying the resistor and having a
surface in direct physical contact with a surface of the
resistor, the flexible membrane being positioned to sepa-
rate the resistor from the cavity; and

pockets, located between the surface of the flexible mem-
brane and the surface of the resistor, for containing a
working fluid.

*

1. A contact structure for a semiconductor substrate on a
mounting body, for a high-power semiconductor device com-
prising:

a semiconductor substrate,

a multilayered electrode formed on a surface of said semi-
conductor substrate, said multilayered electrode compris-
ing a chromium layer formed on said surface, a chromium-
mckel alloy layer formed thereon, a nickel layer formed
thereon and a noble metal layer of a metal selected from a
group consisting of gold, sUver, platinum and palladium
formed furiher thereon,

a solder layer and
a mounting means for holding said semiconductor substrate

thereon,

said solder layer soldering said multilayered electrode onto
said mounting means, thereby bonding said semiconduc-
tor substrate onto said mounting means.

.4,480,262

SEMICONDUCTOR CASING
Sheldon H. Butt, Godf^y, HI., assignor to Olin Corporation.
New Haven, Conn.

FUed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,497
Int. a.3 HOIL 21/52. 21/50. 23/40. 23/10

U.S. a. 357-74 7 claims

4,480,260

COLOR-DEVELOPING SHEET FOR
PRESSURE-SENSmVE RECORDING SHEETO

Noborn YamMo; Akin Hasegawa; Hiroaki Umeda, and
Mmwrii Suzuki, aU of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Ji^o Paper
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec 22, 1982, Ser. No. 452,281
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 24, 1981, 56-208149

Int CL^ B41M 5/22

"f ?•^^, « Claims
1. A color-developmg sheet for pressure-sensitive recording

sheets having a color-developing layer on a base sheet, said
color-developmg layer comprising activated clay, zinc carbon-
ate, thiourea compound selected from the group consisting of
thiourea, trimethylthiourea, diethyl thiourea, dibutylthiourea.

1. A casing for an electrical component, comprising:
a metal base member;
a metal lead frame having a first surface disposed adjacent

said metal base member and being adapted to have said
electrical component connected thereto;

a premolded plastic housing member being disposed adja-
cent a second surface of said lead frame opposite said base
member, said premolded plastic housing member having
an inner surface shaped to form a hollow enclosure to
receive said electrical component, said housing member
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furiher including a metal foil membrane substantially

covering said inner surface of said premolded housing
member for forming an impervious barrier to interdifTu-

sion of contaminants into said enclosure through said

housing member; and
adhesive means between said base member and said housing
member for bonding and sealing said metal lead frame
therebetween so as to seal said electrical component in

said casing.

4,480,263

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TELEVISION SYSTEM AND
TRANSMITTER SUTTABLE THEREFOR

Peter C. A. van Merode, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,741

Gaims priority, application Netheriands, Oct 1, 1981,

8104475

Int a^ H04N 9/60
U.S. CI. 358—3 8 Claims
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are stored in pixel lines in accordance with the horizontal

rows and veriical columns of pixels on said CCD;
summing the charge data from a number of adjacent pixels in

a pixel line to provide a summed signal;

_i i«"

dividing said summed signal by a full pixel signal to obtain a

mean signal; and

multiplying said mean signal by a dimension per pixel value

to provide a dimension of said figure.

1. A three-dimensional television system comprising a trans-

mitter having a picture pick-up arrangement, a receiver incor-

porating a picture display device, and a signal transmission

system arranged between the transmitter and the receiver, the

picture pick-up arrangement comprising first and second pic-

ture pick-up devices for recording a scene from different posi-

tions, the picture display device having a color picture display

screen for displaying in two difTerent colors, information in-

tended for a left and a right eye, respectively, of an observer,

the items of information being contained in first and second

subpictures, respectively, which are shifted in the direction of
line scan, which, when the overall picture is observed with two
eyes through spectacles having glasses of different colors,

results in a three-dimensional picture, characterized in that said

signal transmission system is suitable for signal transmission

coded in accordance with the PAL, NTSC or SECAM-stand-
ards for which purpose the transmitter comprises a matrix-cod-

ing circuit and the receiver comprises a decoding-matrix cir-

cuit, both incorporating signal channels for processing color

difference signals and a luminance signal, an output of the first

picture pick-up device in the picture pick-up arrangement

being coupled to at least one input of the matrix-coding circuit

via a first low-pass filter, an output of the second picture pick-

up device being coupled to at least one furiher input of the

matrix-coding circuit, the first low-pass filter having a band-

width which is not more than the bandwidth of the color

diflerence signal channels in the decoding-matrix circuit of the

receiver.

4,480,264

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE BASED SYSTEM AND
METHOD FOR MEASURING PROJECTED HGURES

Robert A. DuschI, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to RCA Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,029

Int. a.J H04N 9/62, 7/18. 7/02

U.S. G. 358—10 7 Gaims
5. A method of measuring a figure comprising the steps of:

casting an image of said figure onto a CCD and transferring

the CCD data to a digital storage device wherein the data

4,480,265

PAL COMB HLTER
Richard C. Spiero, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,632

Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Sep. 4, 1981,

8104101

Int G.J H04N 9/535

U.S. G. 358—31 7 Gaims

1. A PAL comb filter, for use in an apparatus for playing

back video signals recorded in adjacent tracks on a record

carrier for chroma cross-talk reduction by means of chroma

carrier phase inversion, comprising a first and a second trans-

mission path, input means for applying a PAL chroma signal to

the two transmission paths, a delay network for delaying the

PAL chroma signal in the first path relative to the PAL
chroma signal in the other path, and a signal combination

circuit for combining the PAL chroma signal in the second

path and the PAL chroma signal delayed in the first path with

the correct polarity relative to each other in such a way that

the result of this combination is again a PAL chroma signal,

characterized in that the delay network exhibits a time delay

such that in the first path the PAL chroma signal is delayed by

a time corresponding to one line of a video picture relative to

the PAL chroma signal in the second path, and PAL-phase

inversion means are included for inverting the PAL-phase of

the signal in one of the two paths.
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4M0M6
r,JEP^^^ ^^ APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING
GENERATION OF FALSE COLOR SIGNALS IN CXJLOR

TELEVISION CAMERAS
'^^S?*i*f*''*™**°' ^**^ ''I*"' w'snor to Nippon KogakuKJ(^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jon. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,900
CWms priority, application Japan, Jon. 24, 1981, 56-96739

Int a.3 H04N 9/07
11^0.358-43 ,4CUd^

lace with said lines from said one field, the summed amplitude
of the mformation from said one field being substantially equal
to the summed amplitude of the information from said succes-
sive field, wherein the amplitude values of the signals of differ-
ent Imes m a first field are made to contribute to the sum in a

LINE DELAYS

:3;

1. A method of preventing the occurrence of false color
signals generated in a color television camera of the type inwhich at least two color components of a color imagrare
spatially modulated within a pick up tube by color filter means,
and the resulting modulated color signal is demodulated by
utilizing a vertical correlation on a reproduced image thereby
producing color signals, wherein the improvement compriseme steps of:

(1) delaying an unmodulated color image luminance indica-
tive signal produced within said camera by one horizontal
scanning period;

(2) combining said unmodulated signal and said delayed
unmodulated signal derived by said step (1) to produce a
difference signal indicative of the positions of color errors-

(3) combining said unmodulated signal with at least one of a
plurality of demodulated color component signals to pro-

^S^'i°'°^
difference signal, adjusting the amplitude of

said difference signal by said color difference signal and
generating said amplitude adjusted difference signal as a
control signal, within said camera; and

(4) suppressing said color component signals in accordance
with said control signal.

4,480,267
LINE STANDARD CONVERSION QROJIT

Pfeter M. van den Avoort, and Marinas C. W. ran Buui, both of

tl^o nIw Y i?n'"*'
""'8"°" *» US. Philips Corpora-

Continuation of Ser.' No. 126,058, Feb. 29, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 909^51, May 25, 1978.
tandoned. This application Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,783^^ras priority, application Netherlands, May 25, 1978,

Int. a.3 H04N 5/02

1. A line standard conversion circuit for converting an inter-
laced television signal having a given number of lines per

Hn.IIIu;r°
'
*'^''*'J^

television signal having substantially
double the number of lines per picture while maintaining the
field frequency, said conversion circuit having a converter and
a field interpolation circuit coupled to the converter for obtain-
ing practically equal amplitudes of the information from eachof two successive fields of the television signal to be converted
into each of the lines of the converted television signal,
wherein said field interpolation circuit includes a line averae'mg circuit which comprises a circuit for combining the sum of
the amplitudes of the information from consecutive lines in one
field with the sum of the amplitudes of the information from
consecutive lines in a successive field which lines would inter-

A83
V-ADDING CKT.

ADDING CKT

V.
as

fiRt fixed ratio while the amplitude values of the signals of
different lines in a second field are made to contribute to the
sum in a second and different fixed ratio, the sum of the coeffi-
cients in said first fixed ratio being equal to the sum of the
coefficients in said second fixed ratio.

4480268
GAMMA CORRECTION aRCUTT

Michitaka Osawa, and Hitoshi Maekawa, both of Yokohama.
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

^^
Filed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,716

Claims priority, application Japan, Jnn. 3, 1981, 56-84410
Int. aj H04N 5/20UA a. 358-164

40^

1. A gamma correction circuit comprising:
(a) a signal source;

(b) a DC power source;

(c) first biasing means connected at one of its terminals to
said signal source and at the other terminal to said DC
power source and generating at a terminal intermediate
between said terminals a voltage varying in linear relation
to a signal applied from said signal source;

(d) second biasing means connected at one of its terminals to
said signal source and at the other terminal to said DC
power source and generating at a terminal intermediate
between said terminals a voltage varying in non-linear
relation to the signal applied from said signal source;

(e) a first transistor including a common terminal, an output
terminal and an input terminal connected to the intermedi-
ate terminal of said first biasing means;

(0 a second transistor including a common terminal, an
output terminal and an input terminal connected to the
intermediate terminal of said second biasing means;

(g) signal combining means connected to the output termi-
nals of said first and second transistors for combining the
signals appearing at said output terminals; and

(h) voltage supplying means for supplying a first DC voltage
to the common terminals of said first and second transis-
tors and for supplyig to said other terminals of said first
and second biasing means a second DC voltage deviating
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from said first DC voltoge in a direction tending to de-
crease the junction capacitance of each of said transistors.

4,480,269

TELEVISION CAMERA
NobwUd Yoahida, Tokyo; Yoshio Mori, Kawasaki; Kaznshige

Ooi, Sagamlhara, ami Samlo Sakal, Yokohama, all of Jqmn,
asslgmn to Nippon Kogaku K.K., Tokyo and Tokyo Shibanra
Denki Kaboshiki Kaisha, Danagawa, both of, Japan

FUcd Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462^15
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 5, 1982, 57-16320

Int CI.3 H04N 3/06
VJS. a. 358—209 6 Claims

1. In a television camera including an imaging optical sys-

tem, and an image pickup device arranged on an image form-
ing plane of said imaging optical system for converting an
image of a televised object from said imaging optical system to

an electric signal, the improvement comprising:

(a) electro-optic light control means (2) arranged in an opti-

cal path of said imaging optical system, said electro-optic

light control means being divided into a plurality of sec-

tions (13. 17) each thereof being responsive to the applica-

tion of an electric signal to vary the light transmittance

thereof; and

(b) drive means (4) electrically connected to said electro-op-

tic light control means (2) to apply an electric signal to

each of said plurality of sections in a predetermined se-

quence and thereby vary the light transmittance of said

electro-optic light control means selectively and with
time.

4,480,270

AUDIO/VIDEO SIGNAL RECORDING METHOD
Richard L. Wilkinson, El Toro, Calif., assignor to Discorision

Associates, Costa Mesa, Calif.

FUed Oct 28, 1981, Ser. No. 316,015

Int a^ H04N 9/491
VS. a. 358—310 6 Qaims

'0^

a recording medium having a predetermined useful frequency
upper limit, f^, comprising the steps of:

providing a composite video signal comprising a luminance
video signal having a bandwidth f^, and a color video
signal having a predetermined nominal frequency, fc=3.6
MHz, added to said luminance video signal;

providing an audio frequency signal having a bandwidth fj;

providing a video carrier signal having a frequency f^;

providing an audio subcarrier signal having a frequency fa,

frequency modulating said video carrier signal with said

composite video signal;

frequency modulating said audio subcarrier signal with said

audio frequency signal;

selecting said video carrier signal frequency, fb, and said
audio subcarrier signal, fg, such that fA-2ff is greater than
fa while the frequency fb+ft is no greater than f«;

shifting the zero crossings of the ascending and the descend-
ing edges of said modulated carrier signal in mutually
opposite dependence upon said modulated audio subcar-
rier, and recording the shifted zero crossing of said modu-
lated carrier signal on the recording medium;

providing a second audio frequency signal having a band-
width f,;

providing a second audio subcarrier signal having a fre-

quency f,;

frequency modulating said second audio subcarrier signal

with said second audio frequency signal;

selecting said second audio subcarrier frequency f^such that

f*-2fc is greater than f^, and such that fo-f^>f«/+fft and
adding said modulated first audio subcarrier and said modu-

lated second audio subcarrier before performing said step
of shifting the zero crossings.

4,480,271

DROPPED SAMPLE DATA RATE REDUCTION SYSTEM
Charles H. Coleman, Jr., Redwood Qty, Calif., assignor to
Ampex Corporation, Redwood Oty, Calif.

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 316,978

Int a.3 H04N 9/49
VS. CL 358—310 29 Claims

iN^ur

aa-i

kki

±r

\ ^ '

* ^ i(urm«t

vb

riLnii

. A method for recording audio and video information onto

15. For use in a video recording system of the type which
takes digital samples of an analog color video input signal at a
sample rate of four times the chroma subcarrier frequency
thereof, a method of converting the four times subcarrier

frequency sample data rate data stream to a three times chroma
subcarrier data rate data stream for recording and for thereaf-

ter reconstructing the data stream at the four times subcarrier

frequency, comprising the steps of:

dropping every fourth sample from said four times subcar-
rier frequency data stream and reclocking the remaining
unaltered samples at an effective three times subcarrier

frequency data rate and recording the same on a recording
medium;

reproducing said recorded data stream;

applying said reproduced data stream to a multi-term finite

impluse response digiul filter to generate an interpolated

value from the digital samples that are applied thereto and
inserting the generated interpolated value into said data
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stream in locations between data samples where samples
had been removed to thereby reconstruct said dau stream
at said four times subcarrier frequency data rate, the re-
sponse of said filter being substantially unity at the chroma
subcarrier frequency of said video signal and at approxi-
mately zero frequency.

4,480^2
SYSTEM OF RECORDING AND PLAYBACK OF
DIGITALLY RECORDED SIGNALS, ESPEOALLY

TELEVISION
WinfHcd Horetnano, Gricsheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,442
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 9,

1981, 3114273

Int. a.3 GllB J/00, 15/44
UAa360-8

SCtatatt

1. A magnetic-tape recorder-playback apparatus for broad-
band digital signals having a plurality of diametral pairs of
magnetic recording and playback heads mounted for obliquely
scanning an advancing tape enveloping said headwheel by at
least a half-turn of a helix for recording or pickup onto or from
oblique tracks on said tape, said apparatus further comrising:

a headwheel carrying said plurality of diametral pairs of
magnetic recording and playback heads in such a dispo-
sition that said heads are equally spaced around the cir-
cumference of said headwheel. and means for revolving
said headwheel;

means for connecting the heads ofeach diametral pair of said
heads to a common recording-and-playback channel;

means for guiding said tape to envelop said headwheel just
enough to allow two heads of a diametral pair to touch the
tape simultaneously twice per revolution;

first switching means for connecting each of said common
recording-and-playback channels selectively to a corre-
sponding recording channel and to a corresponding play-
back channel and at the same time making the apparatus
ready for recording operation or playback operation ac-
cording to whether said recording channel or said play-
back channel is connected;

time-basc-changing means for each of said recording chan-
nels and playback channels for producing time-base ex-
pansion before recording and time-base compression after
playback, in each case by a predetermined factor approxi-
mately equal to but not greater than the number of pairs of
heads on said headwheel. said time-base-changing means
mcludmg a digital signal storage unit for each of said
recording channels, and write-in and read-out timing
means, said first switching means being connected so as to
cause said storage units to provide time-base expansion of
signals in recording operation and time-base compressionm playback operation, the write-in and read-out rates of
said write-in and read-out timing means being determined
so as to provide time-base expansion and compression
factors just sufficiently less than the number of said pairs
of heads, for preventing recording and playback while

two heads of a diametral pair are in contact with the taoe
and

'^*

second switching means for connecting the several record-
ing channels respectively connected in recording opera-
tion to said head pairs cyclically to a signal input so as to
distribute input signals for time-base expansion in said
channels and for connecting the several playback channels
respectively connected in playback operation to said head
pairs cyclically to a signal output so as to sequence time-
base-compressed signals of said channels to produce a
combined flow of signals without overlaps or gaps at said
output.

4,480,273

INFORMATION RECORDING DEVICE
Makoto Fiyiki, Tokyo, and Makoto Takayama, Kanagawa, both

of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,339

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 7, 1981, 56-1334
Int a.3 H04N S/78

UAa 360-19.1
4ciain,,

'-tQ^

:^^
1. A signal reproducing apparatus comprising:
first reproducing means for reproducing a mixed signal

consisting of a picture signal and a first sound signal from
a first area of a tape-shaped recording medium;

second reproducing means for reproducing a second sound
signal from a second area of the medium;

separating means for separating the first sound signal from
the mixed signal reproduced by said first reproducing
means; and

output means for selectively outputting the first sound signal
and the second sound signal.

4,480,274
RECORD VERIFY AND OPTIMIZE SYSTEM

Charles H. Coleman, Jr., Redwood Qty, Calif., assignor to
Arapex Corporation, Redwood Qty, QUif.
Continuation of Ser. No. 368,800, Apr. 16, 1982,. Iliis

application Apr. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 485,159
Int a.J GllB 27/36. 15/02

U.S. a. 360-31
5lClidBis

1. A method for enabling the monitoring of recording circuit
performance in a rotary head recorder having a plurality of
recording heads, comprising the steps of: (a) developing a
periodic calibration signal of varying phase; (b) applying said
calibration signal to one of said recording heads when said
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recording head is positioned above an overlap area of a moving
tape medium so as to cause said calibration signal to be re-
corded upon said overlap area; (c) subsequently detecting a
component of said calibration signal recorded on said tape
medium; (d) converting said component to a function of its

unidirectional scalar magnitude; (e) sampling and holding the
value of said function; (0 repeating steps (aHO for a predeter-
mined period of time; (g) constructing a vidue proportional to
the amplitude of said recorded calibration signal from said

sampled and held values; and (h) outputting a signal comensu-
rate with said proportional value.

4,480,275

CONSTANT CURRENT BIASED HEAD DRIVER
John S. Fawkes, San Joae, Califs assignor to Ampex Coipora-

tion, Redwood aty, Calif.

FUed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,737

Int a^ GllB 5/09. 5/02
MS.a 360—46 12 Clains

I. J

"8"

1. A circuit, comprising:^

a reactive load;

a fixed AC bias source;

a record signal source;

constant current source means responsive to the two sources
for supplying the reactive load with a constant current

biased drive signal; and
a bridge means integral with the constant current source
means and cooperative therewith to double the available

signal supplied to the reactive load.

4,480,276

APPARATUS FOR PEAK DETECnON IN MAGNETIC
RECORDING

Robert M. Batey, Eagle, and James D. Beeker, Meridian, both
of Id., assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto,

Odif.

Filed Jnl. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 402,507

Int a^ GllB 5/09
VS. a. 360—46 3 aaims

W •ar

_n5 5^=x-^

1. An apparatus for locating the peaks of a signal recorded
on a storage medium, said apparatus comprising:

a first circuit means responsive to a transducer signal for

providing an output signal equivalent to the mathematical

absolute value of the transducer signal;

a second circuit means coupled to the output of the absolute

value circuit means for providing the time differentiation

d/dt of the absolute value signal; and

a derivative comparator means coupled to the output of the

differentiation circuit means for providing an output sig-

nal of a first logic state when the output of said differentia-

tion circuit means is positive and said comparator output
means is of an opposite logic sute when the output of said

differentiation circuit means is negative.

4,480,277

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
Teruya Hara, and Kenio Ina, both of Yokohama, Japan, assign-

ors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 406,314

Oaiffls priority, appUcation Japu, Aug. 21, 1961, 56-130208

Int a.3 GllB 5/012
U.S. a. 360-69 11 Claims

1. An information processing system operable with a mag-
netic disc, comprising:

a magnetic disc unit for reading and writing information to

and from a magnetic disc;

disc control means for receiving an index signal, a sector

signal and a detection signal from said magnetic disc unit

and supplying a control signal to said magnetic disc unit;

processing means for supplying to said magnetic disc units

necessary for information processing; and
instruction means for indicating the beginning and the end of

information processing to said magnetic disc unit and
providing necessary instructions to said processing means
prior to information processing.

4,480,278

RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS FOR
VIDEO SIGNALS

Masaya Mneda, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha

FUed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,196

aaims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 17, 1961, 56-21858

Int a.} GllB 15/46

MS. a. 360—73 34 Claims

1. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus,

comprising:

(a) recording means for recording video signals on a record-

ing medium;
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(b) reproducing means for reproducing the video signals
from the recording medium;

(c) moving means for moving the recording medium;
(d) connecting means for connecting an external elwtrical
power source to the apparatus;

(e) internal means for connection to an internal electrical
power source;

(0 generating means for producing a first constant voltage;
(g) first selective means for selectively supplying to said

generating means first electrical power obtained from the
internal electrical power source through said internal
means and second electrical power obtained from the
external electrical power source through said connecting
means; and

(h) second selective means for selectively supplying to said
moving means said first constant voltage and a second
constant voltage which is higher than said first constant
voltage and is obtainable from the external electrical
power source.

4«480^9
MAGNETIC DISK MEMORY TRACK CHANGE SERVO
Yasuichi Hashimoto, Oume, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura
Denki Kaboshiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Mar. 24, 1982, S«r. No. 361,248
Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1981, 56-72262

Int. a.3 GllB S/55. 21/08
MS.a 360-78 '

2 Qaims

«Er"»'*matmem

B=M^

motor driving circuit means, electrically connected to said
motor, for driving said motor;

convenor circuit means, electrically connected to said first
head and said second head, for converting said servo data
read out from said second head to a position signal to
indicate the position of said first head with respect to said
magnetic disk, to a speed signal to indicate the speed of
said first head, and to a track pulse to indicate passing of
said first head over a track of said magnetic disk-

processing means, electrically connected to said converter
circuit means, for generating target speed information,
said target speed information corresponding to the dis-
tance between a target track and a track which said first
head is positioned above whenever said data processor
receives said track pulse, to control the speed of said first
head, and for generating track offset information to con-
trol the position of said first head;

a servo control register means, electrically connected to said
processmg means, for storing said track speed information
and said track offset information from said processinE
means; ^

a digital to analog convertor means, electrically connected
to said servo control register means, for converting said
track speed information and said track offset information
from said servo control register means to analog signals:

signal selecter means, electrically connected to said process-
ing means, said convertor circuit means and said digital to
analog convertor means, for selectively generating motor
control signals based on predetermined combinations of
said speed signal, said position signal and said analog
signal from said digital to analog convertor; and

a motor drive controller means, electrically connected to
said signal selector means and said motor driving circuit
means, for generating and coupling to said motor driving
circuit means motor drive control signals in response to
said motor control signals.

$s^1

4,480,280
ROTARY RECORDING MEDIUM REPRODUCING

APPARATUS ADDRESS SEARCH
Hiroyuki Sugiyama, Isehara; Masaki Sakurai; Ryoao Abe, both

of Yokohama; Kei^i Yoshihara, Chiba, and Sosamn
Sakakibara, Sagamihara, all of Japan, assignors to Victor
Company of Japan, Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 403,958
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 18, 1981, 56*128882

lot a.3 GllB 21/10
U.S.a 360-78 7Chi„

«&•-*=

«-fS^
:3

^ t:

1. A disk control circuit for a magnetic disk apparatus com-
prising:

a magnetic disk operably connected to said apparatus for
storing data, including servo data on tracks;

a carriage, operably connected to said apparatus for radial
movement with respent to said magnetic disk;

a first magnetic head operably connected to said carriage for
reading data from and writing data to said magnetic disk-

a second magnetic head, operably connected to said car-
riage, for reading said servo data;

a motor operably connected to said carriage, for movine said
carriage;

1. A rotary recording medium reproducing apparatus for
reproducing a rotary recording medium recorded with a pro-
gram information signal and different kinds of address signals
having mutually different predetermined codes in correspon-
dence with said program information signal within a program
information signal recorded section, said reproducing appara-
tus comprising:

a reproducing element for reproducing recorded signals
from said rotary recording medium;
moving means for moving said reproducing element along a

radial direction of said rotary recording medium;
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address signal detecting means for detecting address signals
from signals reproduced by said reproducing element; and

dnving voltage generating means set with an address signal
to be searched, for generating a driving voltage in accor-
dance with the kind of set address signal, and supplying
the driving voltage thus generated to said moving means,

said moving means moving said reproducing element at a
speed in accordance with the kind of said address signal.

4,480J81
SYSTEM FOR MOUNTING MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER

MEANS ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF A FLEXIBLE
ROTATING MAGNETIC DISC

GiU CantweU, 2434 Purdne Ave. #17, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,478

Int a.3 GllB 5/48
UAa 360-104 16 Qairas

central aperture on one disk surface, the ring being formed
of a non-malleable material having isotropic thermal and
humidital expansion characteristics, and having a thick-
ness which is similar to a thickness of said base substrate
material, the ring further having an inside diameter which
is slightly smaller than said disk central aperture dia.meter
and an outside diameter which is less than the radial dis-

tance from a central axis of the disk to a disk index aper-
ture, whereby the interior aperture of the locating ring
engages the spindle for a precise fit.

4480,283
PROCEDURE AND MEANS FOR MONITORING THE
PHASE SEQUENCE IN A THREE-PHASE NETWORK

Matti KShkipuro, and Heimo Miikinen, both of Hyvinkiiii, Fin-
land, assignors to Elevator GmbH, Baar, Switzerland

Filed Jua. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,947
Int a.} H02H 3/26

U.S. a. 361-76 5 ciainis

RS^, V ,R6

1. Apparatus for supporting a pair of magnetic transducers
one on each side of a pliant magnetic recording medium and in
operative relationship therewith comprising:
(A) a pair of support arms disposed for receiving a magnetic

recording medium therebetween;
(B) a pair of magnetic transducer means;
(C) first means for mounting one of said transducer means

for pivotal movement only about a first single axis sub-
stantially parallel to a plane defined by said recording
medium on one of said support arms;

(D) second means for mounting the other of said transducer
means for pivotal movement only about a second single
axis substantially parallel to a plane defined by said re-

cording medium on the other of said support arms; and
(E) said first axis being angularly disposed with respect to

said second axis.

4,480,282

STABILIZED LOCATING RING FOR A FLEXIBLE DISK
George W. Brock, Los Altos Hills, and Alfi^ W. Conner, Palo

Alto, both of Callfn assignors to Verbatim Corporation, Sun-
nyvale, Calif.

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,817
Int a.3 GllB 5/016. 5/82. 3/70 5/84

VJS. a. 360—135 10 Claims

3. A circuit for monitoring the phase sequence in a three-
phase network having a summing resistor in each phase, com-
prising an operator amplifier circuit for forming a sum of the
phases, a window comparator for monitoring the remaining in

zero State of said circuit, said comparator having an output
signal controlling a control member; one of said phases lagging
by 60 degrees, and another phase leading said lagging phase by
120 degrees, a delay circuit in said one phase, said delay circuit

being in parallel with said lagging phase's summing resistor,

and the summing resistor incorporated in said other phase
being suitably smaller in value than the summing resistors in

the other phases.

4,480,284

ELECTROSTATIC CHUCK PLATE
Tom Tojo, Yamato; Ichiro Mori, Tokyo, and Shunichi Sano,

Zaraa, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,341
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 3, 1982, 57-15875

Int. a.3 HOIF 13/02
VJS. a. 361—234 4 Clains
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1. In a flexible disk including a thin film disk base substrate
material coated with at least one layer of a magnetic recording
material and including a central aperture therethrough for
receiving a disk drive spindle, the improvement comprising:

a stablilized locating ring mounted concentrically about said

1. An electrostatic chuck plate for holding a sample with an
electrostatic force, comprising:

an electrode made of electrically conductive material and
having a flat surface; and

a dielectric layer formed on the flat surface of the electrode

by flame-spraying dielectric material, said dielectric layer
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having a Hat surface to be electrically charged to electro-
statically attract a sample;

wherein at least said flat surface of said dielectric layer is

impregnated with plastic material.

CAPACITOR
Fnitrkk W. Grahanie, Gleu Fallg, N.Y^ assignor to General

Electric Conpuiy, Hudson Falls, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 449,896

Int a.J HOIG 1/14. 4/06
UA a 361-306 21 Claims

mils and a dielectric strength of greater than 600 volts per
mil; and

/

1. An electrical capacitor comprising:
first and second opposite, substantially planar capacitor

ends;

first and second electrodes positioned between the planes of
said capacitor ends;

each of said electrodes including at least a single layer of
conductive material, said layers being substantially paral-
lel to each other and each being bounded by first and
second opposite edges, said first-electrode layer being
substantially normal to the plane of said first capacitor end
and having its first edge disposed in said first end plane,
said first edge of said second-electrode layer being re-
cessed a first predetermined distance from said first end
plane;

a layer of dielectric material positioned between said elec-
trode layers and substantially parallel thereto including
first and second opposite borders substantially parallel to
said first and second end planes respectively;

a fold in said dielectric material including said first border,
said fold being positioned substantially within said prede-
termined recess distance of said first edge of said second-
electrode layer from said first end plane; and

first and second electrical connecting means for connecting
to said first and second electrodes respectively, at least
said first connecting means comprising a conductive coat-
ing applied to said first capacitor end to make electrical
contact with said first edge of said first-electrode layer;

said predetermined recess distance having a selected magni-
tude, and said fold being adapted to shield said second
electrode from stray particles attributable to the applica-
tion of said conductive coating to said first capacitor end.

4>480,286
CAPACITOR CASE INSULATION AND METHOD OF

INSTALLATION
Boyce D. Whitman; Donald G. Beltz, both of Pickens, and
Morris T. Reese, Taylors, aU of S.C., assignors to Sangamo
Weston, Inc., Norcross, Ga.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,580
Int a.3 HOIG 4/22. 4/38

VS. a. 361-314
5 curi^

1. An electrical capacitor comprising:
a housing;

at least one capacitor winding disposed in said housing, said
capacitor winding including at least one pair of electrode
films separated by a dielectric spacer film;

a synthetic resin insulating film disposed in at least sixteen
layers about said at least one capacitor winding as the only
insulation between said capacitor and said housing, said
insulating fUm having a thickness of not greater than 10

a dielectric liquid disposed in said housing wetting said
dielectric spacer and insulating films.

4,480,287

MODULE RETAINER APPARATUS
Kai Jensen, WeUesley, Mass., assignor to Raytheon Company.

Lexington, Mass.

Filed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,264
Int a.3 H05K 7/20

U.S. a. 361-388 39a»im

1. A module retainer comprising:
a center body including a first sloping end and a second

sloping end;

a slot in each of said sloping ends of said center body;
a first end body including a keying guide extending from a
lower portion of a sloping end face of said first end body
for insertion into said first sloping end slot of said center
body;

a second end body including a keying guide extending from
a lower portion of a sloping end face of said second end
body for insertion into said second sloping end slot of said
center body; and

a screw extending through said first end body, said center
body and said second end body, said second end body
comprising a threaded means for tightening said screw.

/

4480 288
MULTI-LAYER FLEXIBLE HLM MODULE

Charles E. Gazdik, Endicott and Donald G. McBride, Bingham-
ton, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business Ma*
chines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,443
Int a.3 H05K 1/00: C23F 1/02; B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00

VS. a. 361-398 2 Claims
1. An electronic package which includes a substrate which

has an opening therein,

two-sided flexible film circuitry covering said opening,
said two-sided flexible film circuitry including a base layer of
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polyimide having circuitry on each side thereof, the cir-

cuitry on the two sides of said polyimide being intercon-
nected by means of etched vias, and

least one film of porous polymer and at least one sheet of
absorbant paper impregnated with an electrolyte, and

an integrated circuit chip mounted on said flexible circuitry

above said opening, whereby said flexible film circuity

compensates for any thermal mismatch between said chip
and said substrate.

wherein said film of porous polymer is disposed against
said anode.

4,480,289

ELECTRICAL COMPONENT SUPPORTED ON A
SUPPORT MEMBER BY A RING MOUNT

John W. Hnfhnan, Boise, Id., assignor to Hewlett-Packard
Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Sep. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 537,780

Int a.3 H05K 7/08
VS.a 361-403 4 Claims

4,480J91
HEADLIGHTS FOR STREAMLINED VEHICLES

WilUam M. Dranginis, 7915 Carrie La., Manassas, Va. 22110
Filed Sep. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 532,004

Int a.} B60Q 1/00
VS. a. 362—80 15 Claims

1. In combination, an electrical component having terminal
means at a first end thereof, a support member for said electri-

cal component having at least one opening therethrough, a
ring member disposed on said support member having an
internal shoulder portion on which said first end of said electri-

cal component rests with said terminal means extending there-

through and being in alignment with said opening in said sup-

port member, and fastening means passing through said open-
ing in said support member and engaging said terminal means
for causing said electrical component to draw said ring mem-
ber against said suppon member, thereby securing said electri-

cal component to said support member.

1. A headlight for streamlined vehicles comprising in combi-
nation a sloping upper forward vehicle surface sloping for-

wardly and downwardly at an acute angle to the horizonul, a
headlight reflector body portion including an internal illumina-

tion source and a frontal lens secured to the reflector body
portion, the headlight being mounted with its optical axis

substantially normal to said sloping surface and said fronul
lens substantially flush therewith, and light deflector means
held within the headlight rearwardly of the frontal lens and
deflecting light rays from the optical axis of the headlight

through the frontal lens and onto a roadway ahead of the
vehicle on which the headlight is mounted at a required angle
near the horizontal and in a required light pattern with proper
light intensity.

4,480,290

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR INCLUDING A
COMPOSITE SEPARATOR BETWEENTHE ANODE AND

THE CATHODE THEREOF
Jean Constanti, Poissy, and Pierre Grandadam, Paris, both of

France, assignors to Les Condensateors Sic Safco, Colombes,
France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 169,403, Jul. 16, 1980,. This

application May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 493,006

Claims priority, appUcation FVancc, Jnl. 17, 1979, 79 18496;

Dec. 30, 1982, 82 22115

Int a.3 HOIG 9/00: H02B 9/00
VS. a. 361-433 9 Claims

1. An electrolytic capacitor comprising:

(a) an anode;

(b) a cathode; and

(c) a separator located between said anode and said cathode,

wherein the separator is formed by the association of at

4,480,292

UGHT ASSEMBLY
Maurice E. Schader, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Emhart

Industries, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,008

Int a.J F21V 33/00
VS. a. 362—95 4 Claims

»», M

1. A light assembly comprising

(a) a housing having a base and an open end.

(b) a cover pivotally carried in said open end,
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of electrical terminals and carried within said housing on
said base and adapted to receive a first light means,

(e) a third electrical terminal carried within said housing and
extending outside thereof,

(0 second retaining means electrically connected to said
third electrical terminal and adapted to receive a second
light means,

(g) a fixed electrical contact blade carried by said second
retaining means and a movable electrical contact blade
carried by said first retaining means,

(h) an electrical contact bar carried by said cover continu-
ally engaging said fixed electrical contact blade and selec-
tively engaging said movable electrical contact blade
upon actuation of said cover, and

(i) at least one window in said housing. roundings simultaneously in a plurality of directions through
said screens.

4(480,293 ——^-^—^—^—
UGHTED SWEAT SHIRT

Peggy S. Wells, Sand Springs, OkUu, assignor to PSW, Inc.,
Sttid Springs, Okla. 4,480,295

FUed Oct 14, 1983, Scr. No. 541,886 WORK SURFACE UGHT
•T c « ^, ,«- '"*• ^' ^^^ ^^/^^ ^''^ ^' ^'"^'' S*" "»«• • ^« 251A, Hibbing, Minn. 55746UAa 362-108 9 ci,,^ FUed Mar. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 477,639

U.S. a. 362—206
Int a.3 F21L 7/00

ICIalm

1. An illuminated object comprising a first surface to be
illuminated, a second surface in back to back relation with
respect to the first surface, flexible circuit board means dis-
posed in the proximity of the second surface and having an
electrical circuit impressed thereon, light emitting diode means
positioned in the proximity of the first surface and extending
therethrough into removeable connection with the circuit
board means for securing the circuit board means to the second
surface and for operable electrical connection with the electri-
cal circuit for activation thereby.

4,480,294

LAMP THATCAN BE THROWN
Alberto Qvboni, Via FronticeUi, 21 • Forii' , Italy

nied Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,122
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Sep. 20, 1982, 14741/82rui

Int. a.3 F21L 7/00. 9/00
VS. a 362-184 4 cuums

1. A lamp that can be thrown, comprising a casing having a
plurality of sides assembled in the shape of a polyhedron, made
of shockproof material, one of said sides being formed with an
mdentation. a plurality of transparent screens respectively
mounted in said sides in recessed relation thereto, at least one
source of light mounted firmly in the inside of the casing
switch means mounted in said indenution for actuating said
source of light, said source of light, when actuated, radiating

1. An illuminator attachment adapted to be selectively added
to various tools such as screwdrivers, drill bits and socket
extension bars, all of which could have different cross-section
diameters of elogated shafts that slide through the attachment,
to provide illumination of a workplace, comprising:

(a) a housing having a generally centrally located longitudi-
nal aperature through said housing for receiving the shaft
of the tool, said housing is generally cylindrically shaped
about a longitudinal axis and includes two end plates, one
at each end of said housing, each of said end plates includ-
ing plate aperatures concentric with said longitudinal axis
of the housing;

(b) battery means within said housing for providing energy
to the apparatus;

(c) light means for providing illumination of the workplace;
(d) switch means electrically interconnected with said light
means and said battery means for selectively illuminating
said light means; and

(e) two resilient flexible grommets, each having a center
opening, one of each grommets inserted into each of said
aperatures, wherein the resiliency of said grommets adapts
to various cross-sectional diameters of the elongated
shafts of the various tools inserted through said center
openings in said grommets to allow the illuminator attach-
ment to receive shafts of varying diameters so that said
illuminator attachment may be selectively added to vari-
ous tools.
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4,480,296

TWaFILAMENT LAMP FOR AUTOMOBILE
HEADLIGHT

Peter R. Gagnon, Georgetown; John J. Lumia; Stephen J. Lead-
Tiro, both of Salem, and James C. Morris, Wakefield, all of
Mass., assignors to GTE Products Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,135
Int. a.J F21M 3/30

U.S. a. 362-211 11 aaim

1. An incandescent lamp comprising: an hermetically sealed
light-transmitting envelope having a base portion at one end; a
first filament having a linear axis disposed in said envelope
substantially orthogonal to a first plane containing the axis of
said lamp, with the center of said first filament length having a
predetermined finite offset from said first plane; and a second
filament having a linear axis disposed in said envelope substan-
tially parallel to the axis of said lamp on the opposite side of
said first plane from at least the major portion of said first

filament, said first and second filaments being spaced apart and
disposed on opposite sides of a second plane containing the axis
of said lamp and lying orthogonal to said first plane, and the
axis of said second filament orthogonally intersecting a plane
containing the axis of said first filament.

4,480,297

SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT FOR PUSH-PULL
INVERTER

P. R. K. Chetty, and Donald G. Fair, both of Rockford, III.,

assignors to Sundstrand Corporation, Rockford, III.

Filed Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,688
Int. a.3 H02M 3/335

VJS. a, 363—26 9 Qaims
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sive to said ramp and error signals to develop said switch
control signals,

a circuit for synchronizing said pulse width modulator,
comprising:

a source of synchronizing signals; and
a gating circuit having an input connected to said source of

synchronizing signals and an output connected with said
clock to synchronize the clock, said gating circuit block-
ing synchronizing signals which would cause an unbal-
ance in the duty cycle of said switches and saturation of
the output transformer.

4,480,298

MULTIPLE OUTPUT DC-TO-DC VOLTAGE
CONVERTER APPARATUS

Warren C. Fry, Pittsburgh, Pa^ assignor to Westinghouse Elec-
trie Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 461,042
Int. a.3 H02M 3/3J5

U.S. a. 363—28 7 Qajm
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1. In signal converter apparatus operative with an input
power source for energizing a first load and a second load, the
combination of

first switch means coupled with the input power source;
first signal supply means including a transformer having a

primary winding connected to the first switch means and
a plurality of secondary windings, with one of the second-
ary windings energizing the first load with a first output
signal;

first control means operative with the first switch means and
responsive to the first output signal for determining the
actual voltage of the first output signal by controlling the
frequency of the first output signal;

second signal supply means including second switch means
coupled with another of the secondary windings and
energizing the second load with a second output signal

having said frequency; and
second control means operative with the second switch
means and being responsive to a control signal determined
by the first output signal and at least one of the current and
voltage of the second output signal for determining the
ON time phase relationship of the second switch means to

control the second output signal.

1. In a push-pull inverter having a DC source, an output
transformer with a center tapped primary winding and a sec-

ondary winding, a pair of switches, each connected between
said DC source and one-half of said primary winding and a
pulse width modulator for developing switch control signals

alternately closing said switches to generate an alternating

output in said secondary winding, the pulse width modulator
including a clock generating a ramp signal, an error circuit

comparing the output of said transformer with a reference to

generate an error signal and a switch pulse generator respon-

4,480,299

METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
OF A PULSE WIDTH MODULATION INVERTER

Nobuyoshi Muto; KeUiro Sakai; Vasuo Matsuda, all of Hitachi,
and Kei^i Nandoh, Funabashi, all of Japan, assignors to Hita-
chi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 449,667
Gaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1981, 56-202996

Int. OJ H02M I/I2
U.S. a. 363—41 6 Qains

1. In a method of controlling the output voltage of a pulse
width modulation inverter by eflecting on-off control of
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switching elements making up the inverter on the basis of a
pulse width modulation signal obtained by comparing the level
of a carrier wave with that of a modulated wave, the improve-
ment comprising the following steps: determining the ampli-
tude ratio Kh of said carrier wave and said modulated wave;
detecting a d.c. voltage Eo input of said interver; calculating

-Ujl
,

1

4,480,301

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A
PULSED FREQUENCY CONVERTER

Gerhard PfafT, Erlangen, and Albert Wick, Hagenau, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,249
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 7,

1981,3131344

Int a.3 H02M 7/515
UA a. 363-137 14 aaims

the fundamental wave voltage Ei of said inverter output from
the product of a function g(K^) determined by said amplitude
ratio K/f and said d.c. voltage E:>; calculating the differential

voltage AEi between said fundamental wave voltage E\ and a
fixed value Ei^; and correcting said amplitude ratio K/yby said

differentia] voltage AEi. <

4,480,300

CONTROL CTRCUrr FOR A DC-AC CONVERTER
Meerten Luorsema, Eindhoven, Netheriands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUcd Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,669

Claims priority, appUcation Netiierlands, Sep. 14, 1981.
8104222

Int a.3 H02M 7/537
VS.a 363-134 9 claims
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1. A control circuit for two semiconductor switches of a
d.c.-a.c. converter, which semiconductor switches are con-
trolled in push-pull and each comprise a main current path and
a control input, said main current paths being conductive
alternately when a control signal from the control circuit
appears on the control input of the relevant semiconductor
switch, the control circuit comprising; a control element for
adjusting the control signal to a desired value, a comparator
circuit having an output connected to the control element, one
input connected to a reference voltage, and the other input
connected to an output of an analog OR-gate having a first

input connected to one semiconductor switch main current
path and a second input connected to the other semiconductor
switch main current path, the comparator circuit comparing at

least a part of a residual voltage appearing across the conduc-
tive main current path with the reference voltage and in the
case of a deviation controlling the control element so as to
obtain a desired value of the residual voltage.

1. A method for driving a frequency converter, which com-
prises:

providing a DC voltage across DC input terminals of the
frequency converter;

forming a plurality of addressing signals;

connecting the DC input voltage to phase outputs of the
frequency converter in response to the addressing signals,

said DC input voltage producing one of a plurality of
discrete space vectors at a load connected to the phase
outputs for each respective combination of the plurality of
addressing signals; and

quasi-continuously controlling the output voltage in re-

sponse to voltage reference values, a step which further
comprises:

forming a variable voltage space vector composed of the
voltage reference values;

determining which two discrete space vectors are adja-

cent to the variable voltage space vector;

determining components of said variable voltage space
vector that coincide with the adjacent discrete space
vectors, said components being formed as the control
signals;

generating a running time signal;

comparing the running time signal against the control signals

in order to produce a switching signal for switching at

least one addressing signal from one state to another; and
addressing the adjacent discrete space vectors for respec-

tive time durations that correspond to the control sig-

nals, said addressing done in a pre-selected sequence
after the start of the running time signal.

4,480,302

OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIA
Franklin D. Kalk; Boris J. Muchnik; Doyle W. Johnston, and

Fred W. Spong, all of Boulder, Colo., assignors to Storage
Technology Corporation, Louisville, Colo.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,326

Int. a.J GOID 15/32
U.S. a. 346—135.1 12 Gaims

1. An optical recording medium comprising:

first and second generally planar members, said first planar
member being transparent to radiant energy and said

second planar member having a plurality of grooves
therein that define a plurality of sealed chambers when
said planar members are placed in a confronting relation-

ship; and

a radiant energy-sensitive recording layer overlaying the
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inwardly facing side of said first member in at least the

region of said chambers; and means for holding said first

and second planar members in said confronting relation-

ship.

1. A digital controller comprising:

a plurality of detectors producing analog signals;

an analog input circuit for converting the analog signals to

corresponding digital signals;

a central processor unit for processing said digital signals;

counter means for counting an output signal of said central

processor unit;

a pulse width converter circuit for producing a pulse signal

having a pulse width corresponding to the content of said

counter means;

first coupling means for producing a first signal responsive

to the pulse signal of said pulse width converter circuit;

a manipulation signal generation circuit for producing an

analog manipulation signal responsive to the first signal of

said first coupling means;

a monitor circuit for producing an abnormality detection

signal if the ratio between the first signal and the manipu-

lation signal is higher than a predetermined value;

second coupling means for producing a second signal re-

sponsive to the abnormality detection signal of said moni-

tor circuit and applying the second signal to said central

processor unit; and

a feedback circuit for applying the first signal to said analog

input circuit.

4,480,304

METHOD AND MEANS FOR THE RETENTION OP
LOCKS ACROSS SYSTEM, SUBSYSTEM, AND

COMMUNICATION FAILURES IN A
MULTIPROCESSING, MULTIPROGRAMMING,

SHARED DATA ENVIRONMENT
Clareocc A. Carr, San Jose; Robert L. Hoddleston, SaBayralc,

and Jinny P. Strickland, Saratoga, all of CaUf., assignors to

International Bnsincss Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 194,506

lot a.J G06F 15/Oa 15/16

VS. a. 364—200 8 Clains

4,480,303

DIGITAL CONTROLLER OF ANALOG SYSTEMS
CONTAINING ISOLATION QRCUITRY AND ERROR

DETECTION CIRCUITRY
Keisoke Takada, Kodahra, and Hiroo Okuhara, Inagi, botii of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaora DenkI Kabushikl Kalsha,

Japan

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,960

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 12, 1981, 56-126409

Int Q.} G05B 13/00.- G06B 15/00

VS.a 364-138 3 Claims
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1. A method for operating a general purpose computing

system including at least two central electronic complexes

interconnected by a communication link and sharing access to

at least one data base having a plurality of data resources, the

method inhibiting access to data resources that may be incon-

sistent due to failure in a complex or in the communication

link, comprising the steps of:

responsive to failure of a first complex, operating the second

complex to inhibit access by the second complex on behalf

of a transaction to data resources in which said first com-
plex had an interest prior to the complex failure by termi-

nating said transaction and backing out any changes to

said data base made by said transaction;

responsive to failure of the communication link, operating

each complex to inhibit access thereby on behalf of a

transaction to data resources of a congruence class in

which it did not have private use prior to the link failure

by terminating said transaction and backing out any

changes to said data base made by said transaction; and

responsive to failure of a first complex, retaining in the lock

control structure of a second complex the congruence

classes in which the first complex had an interest prior to

the complex failure until completion of restart/recovery

processing for all subsystems denoted in the lock control

structure of the second complex as identified to the first

complex.

8. A computing system adapted for inhibiting access to

shared data resources that may be inconsistent due to a failure,

comprising:

first and second central electronic complexes;

communication means for interconnecting said complexes;

data storage means for storing data resources for sharing by

said complexes;

each said complex including:

a plurality of management subsystems for accessing said

data resources;

a lock manager for selectively granting, waiting, and

denying locks for data resources to said subsystems:

each said lock manager including:

global hash table means for denoting for each congruence

class the interest state of each complex;

sulnystem list means for denoting each sul>system associ-

ated with a lock manager; and

4.S2-2.t«l O.C'i. K4 12
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held lock means for denoting resource locks held by sub-
systems in the complex of the lock manager and

operatmg means in each complex for controlling the opera-
tion of the computing system for retaining locks for data
resources selectively across failures of a complex, of a
subsystem, and of the communication means; the operat-
ing means bemg *^

^'lir!**!"'!!*.!?!
*""'"* °''" ^'"^ subsystem for retaining

all locks held by said first subsystem until released by
restart or recovery thereof, and for granting locks for
enabhng access by the other subsystems only to data
resources not locked by said first subsystem-

otT.r'"'*''V° 'i!^'"?
of a complex for retaining in the

other complex the global hash table entries of the failed
complex, and for enabling access by the other complex

S!L fi.«J*^ '^""5^ °^ congruence class in which
the railed complex did not have an interest; and

(3) responsive to failure of said communication means for
enabling access by each complex to data resources in
congruence classes in which the complex had a private
use state prior to the communication failure

providing a visual output indication of the resulte of func-tions performed by the calculator-
the keyboard input means including insertion control means;the second memory means including logic means responsiveo actuation of the insertion control means for condition!

iii! .LT^-"*
'"*^"' *° *"*" « Program step at a

in the first memory means.

4«480J05
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR INCLUDING

EDITING CAPABILITY
Robert EWajon; Jaek M. W.lde», and Charles W. Near, all of

Continuation of Ser. No. 046,871, Jun. 8, 1979. which u >
continuation of Ser. No. 850,333, Nov. id, lV77.'aI«donei

^SS*^ ' ?.S ?,!
*^"" »' *'• No- 153,437, Jun. 15, 1971P«. No. 3,859.«5. Thi. appUcation Jan. 22, mi, Ser. No.

.,e « ,
lat a.J GWF /J/02

UAa364-200
,,cwn»

4,480^06

^^?JJM:
^^"^^ PROCESSING SYSTEM USING UNIOUPALU REGISTER HLES AND MICRaiNiSuCT?ON

- , STACKS

T„7 ^^T"' "^°"' ^"«»-5 '*'«'»««' A. Belgard, Saratosa.

SS^iSr J
"'

''*"'?l"'
^"^5 ^""^ M. Jones, ChapelHUI, N.C^ Lawrence H. Kate, Oregon City, OregTcnTjMundie, Q^. N.C.; John F. PJIat, Raleigh, N.QStepTei I

SSrw iP^f ""!: NC.; Steven J. Wallach Sat^'
OJif.; Walter A. Wallach, Jr., Raleigh, and Dougte M^ ^P*' ""•• •>«»* of N.C., assigS™ to am G?nenUCorporation, Westboro, Mass.

wneiw

Filed May 22, 1981. Ser. No. 266,425

.,o ^ ,
lat a^ G06F 9/22UA a. 364—200 « ^ ,9 Claims

—1
iS:[—

^^•^
L a>

"^""

"" ^ ,„, 1 1

1 i r u
— -

«* . 1 -. U«4 ••

1 - J L

1.%.

I

I

I

!i
•I I

—J

1. An electronic calculator comprising

''^rlL'n??
"""' *"'° ""^^^ information, including a

h^fo™lj ^^"u!^'^*'
""y ** ^""^ «"d from which

information may be read;
second memory means for storing routines and/or subrou-

l^^ldluSTctSnT•"
'' '"^ "^"'•"' *" ^^°""*"« -

'*^i2'"*"^"'"P'"*' '° '•" ''«y'«"<' »P"» means andflnt and second memory means, the proving means

^,^^h!l"« '/^ '"^°™«*«" f""n the keyboard inputni«ns or the first memory means and to operating stateswuhin the calculator itself for selectivelyexSgVne o^more of the routines and/or subroutines stored in thesecond memory means to perform selected functions em-

.W / J fi°T^'°"
^""^ °"' °' '^th of the keyboard

input and firat memory means; and
/ ««

output display means, coupled to the processing means, for

for „irf« ^ '"'?"^" '^^^ '"'^'"**'"8 P^°c«sor meansfor performing operations upon operands, memory means for
storing said operands and instructions for directing said opera-
tions, said operands and said instructions being uniquely idVnti-
fied as objects, bus means for conducting operands and instnic
tions between said memory means and said processor means,and I/O means for conducting operands between said dieital
computer system and devices external to said digital computer
system, said processor means comprising:
ALU means connected from said bus means for performing

operations in accordance with instructions,
addressing means connected to said bus means for providing

addresses for controlling the transfer of operands and
instructions between said memory means and said proces-
sor means, each one of said addresses comprising

an olyect field for identifying a corresponding one of said
Objects,

*"hf**/
1^'"* ^' specifying a first number of information

bits of offset relative to the start of said corresponding one
of said objects, and

a length field for specifying a second number of information
bite of said corresponding one of said objecte following
said first number of information bits to be transferred
behveen said memory means and said processor means,

microcode control means for storing sequences of micioin-
structions for controlling said processor means and re-
sponsive to instructions for providing said sequences of
microinstructions to said processor means,

said ALU means including
general register file means connected from said bus means

for storing selected operands and selected addresses,
said general register file means comprising a plurality of

vertically ordered registers vertically divided into three
*

parallel-operating and addressed parts,
a first part of said general register file means comprising
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first register file means for storing object fields of said
addresses,

a second part of said general register file means com-
prising second register file means for storing offset

fields of said addresses, and
a third part of said general register file means compris-

ing third register file means for storing length fields of

said addresses, and

address ALU means connected to said general register file

means and to said bus means and responsive to first se-

quences of microinstructions for performing operations on
said selected addresses,

said microcode control means responsive to said instructions

for providing corresponding further sequences of microin-

structions to said ALU means for controlling the opera-

tions of said ALU means directed by said instructions, at

least one sequence of microinstructions of said first se-

quences of microinstructions corresponding to each of

said instructions, and said ALU means including

ALU microinstruction stack means containing at least one

microinstruction stack frame for storing the state ofexecu-

tion of a microinstruction of said first sequences of micro-

instructions when the execution of said microinstruction

has been interrupted.

4,480,307

INTERFACE FOR USE BETWEEN A MEMORY AND
COMPONENTS OF A MODULE SWITCHING

APPARATUS
Divid L. Bndde, Portland; David G. Carwm, Hillsboro; David B.

Johnson, Portland, and Doran K. Wilde, Aloha, all of Oreg.,

asrignors to Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336366
Int a.} G06F 13/00

V& a. 364-200 8 daims

mission slot in a packet being capable of including an

opcode, address, data, control, and parity-check bits;

a pipeline queue;

message controller means connected to said message gener-

ator means and to said pipeline queue for controlling said

request message packete and said reply message packete

such that a predetermined number of said request message

packets may be entered into said pipeline queue at any one

time;

monitor means connected to said message controller means
and to said memory bus for monitoring said request mes-

sage packete and said reply message packets generated on
said bus by said message generator, such that request

message packete in excess of said predetermined number
are prevented from being generated until a reply message

packet is received to thereby free-up a slot in the pipeline;

control signal lines operative in parallel with the data por-

tion of said bus for providing a coded signal representing

a particular message type generated on said bus by said

message generator; and,

interface logic means connected to said message generator

means and to said control signal lines, responsive to said

message generator, for driving said control lines to indi-

cate the message type;

said message generator means including means for inserting

a particular reply message packet corresponding to a

particular request message packet in said pipeline queue at

a position in said pipeline queue corresponding to the

request message packet that is associated with said partic-

ular reply message packet.

4,480,308

TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM WITH COMMUNICATION
DATA SAVE FAaLITY

Robert J. Grafe, and Gary E. Leikam, both of Austin, Tex^
assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,

Amonk, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 440.400

Int a.} G06F 1/00

VS. a. 364-200 8 Clains

1. For use with a memory bus including a data portion, said

bus providing the means ofcommunication between a memory
control unit connectable to a memory module capable of being

accessed by said memory control unit, and at least one bus

interface unit connectable to a data processor, said data proces-

sor being capable of issuing memory requests including address

information for a data transfer operation requested of said

memory and capable of receiving memory replies including

data requested from said memory, each of said memory replies

being responsive to a particular memory request, wherein

accesses to said memory are handled by means of a series of

messages transmitted to said memory control unit in accor-

dance with a specific control protocol, said data processor

being further capable of issuing control information for bus

transactions, the combination comprising:

message generator means for generating messages in the

form of packete of information for transmission on said

memory bus, said messages being divided into message

types including control message types of packets, request

message types of packets corresponding to said memory

requests, and reply message types of packets correspond-

ing to said memory replies, each packet comprising one or

more bus transmission slots issued by said message genera-

tor means sequentially and contiguously, each bus trans-

1. A text processor system including a main memory, com-

munications means for transmitting messages through a com-

munications line and a storage unit for transferring data be-

tween storage elements mountable therein and the main mem-
ory, said data including a communications control program

contained on a communications control storage element and

message dau contained on a further storage element, and

including means for developing, in the main memory, data

defining a queue of messages to be communicated from the

system under the control of the communications control pro-
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gram and means responsive to interruption of the queue data

memnr'T """^ ''^'^'^ °^ '"^ ''"*"* ^«" ^O"" »he mai^memory to the commumcations control storage element.

4M0J3O9
DRIVE CONTROL DEVICE TOR A MOTOR VEHICLEWHICH IS ALSO EQUIPPED WTTH Alf

w -u^- ANTI-BLOCKING SYSTEM
MjBfred Bmeklivdt, Waiblingen; JSrgen PauJ, Stuttgart, andFhuia Bnw^ WfanendeB, .U of Fed. R«i. otC^^
Mrtjport to Daimler-Beni Aktiengeseibchafk, Fed. Rep. of

FUed Oct 14, 1982, Ser. No. 43436

t9Shn40^^'
"PpUcitlon Fed. Rep. of Genrnwy, Oct 15.

.,o « ,.
lat aJ B«T ;i/MUAa 364-426 „^^

T±S
1. A drive control for a motor vehicle equipped with an

anti-blockmg system and wheel rotational speed sensors fordetermmmg the state of movement of the driving and non-dnvmg wheels the drive control providing for control cyclesn he couree of which a driving wheel which is tending to spin
IS slowed down by actuating its associated wheel brake andcompnsmg
brake pressure control valves which are individually associ-

ated with the brakes of the driving wheels of the vehicle
and are electrically controllable into one of a pressure-mrasmg. a pressure-reducing and a pressure-retaining

*"fS!^'r**' t°"!~'
'"**™ ^°' processing the output signals

from the wheel rotational speed sensors to produce con-
trol signals by means of which the brake pressure control
valves an be directed into functional positions in the
order and combination necessary for drive control, inwhich positions an auxiliary pressure source is connected
to brake calipers of the wheel currently requiring braking
and shut off from the brake calipers of the wheel not
requinng braking,

a Hnt analysis means for processing the output signal from a
single rotational speed sensor associated with a drive shaft
of the motor vehicle, which is a measure of the sum of the
rotational speeds of the vehicle driving wheels, and the
output signal from at least one wheel rotational speed
sensor, which is a measure of the rotational speed ofihenon-dnvmg vehicle wheels, for producing an output sig-
nal characteristic of the spin tendency of a driving wheela second analysis means for processing the output signalfrom at least one of the wheel rotational speed senS«
Msociated with the non-driving vehicle wheels for pr"
ducing signals characteristic of the stale of movement of
tne vehicle,

and a switch means controlled by switch control signals
from a connecting circuit means, the input signals of being
the output signals of the first and second analysis means

cycle""'*'*'"*
'*'* '^"°'*'"* ^""*'^°"* ^^''•" * «>«~'

a. at the beginning of a control cycle, initiated by the
output signal of the first analysis means indi<Sing't2^^
at least one dnvmg wheel is tending to spin, the sw tchmeans takes a first position in which onJJ the brake
pressure control valve associated with the drivinawheels on one side of the vehicle is operable-

b. if the output signal from the first analysis meiins and an
acceleration signal from the second analysis m^s ar2
present simultaneously, indicating that, as a result of

sTdeT.?
'"'

il"'
°^ '^' **""'"« ^»><*' of thlt o °eside of the vehicle, an acceleration of the vehicle is

obtained, the switch means maintains the said switching
pas, .on m which only the valve associated with thfdnving wheel on that one side ofthe vehicle is operable

c. If the output signal from the first analysis means wd theoutput signal from the second analy^ means wWch i!
cha.j<nenst.c of the steady state of motion conSof
h! «? 5

"^ present simultaneously, indicating thatthe state of motion of the vehicle is not affected by theprevious activation of the firstly operable brake, ihen

s^d the switch means takes a second switching posi-
tion for operating the brake pressure control vaJvVon
the opposite side of the vehicle-

deceleration signal of the second analysis means are
present simultaneously, indicating that activation of the
firstly operable brake does not*result in the d«i^
acceleration of the vehicle but in a deceleration thereof

n,or""'T °^ •**" '*"" """^^ *« switch mean
into Its second position for operating the brake pressure
control valve on the opposite side of the vehicle

4,480,310
DEAD RECKONING RANGE HNDING DEVICE FOR

CART
^^^'^J^ P* Southampton Ave., Berkeley, CaUf. 94707
Contfauation of Ser No 154.745, May 30, 1980, abuMlon^r

This application Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,939

„c ^ ,
Int a.^ G06F ;j/jo

U.S.a364-450
,cUdn»

1. In a golf cart having at least three wheels for movementand having a steering linkage coupled to at least one of said

^t^l T' '"'* "" *'°"« " '•"**°'n'y circuitous pathbetween a first point and a second point an apparatus formdicating the range from said cart on said randomly circuitous^th to said second point when distance and direction from
said first point to said second point are known, comprising
means coupled to at least one of said wheels for measuring,
and for providing an output indicative of. distance trav-
eled by said cart between said first point and said second
point along said randomly circuitous path-

means coupled to said steering linkage fo; providing an
output indicative of change of cart direction per unit ofpath length traveled by said cart with respect to the cart's
bearing to said second point as it is steered along saidrandomly circuitous path;
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a processor having a first input connected to the output of

said distance measuring means, having a second input

connected to the output of said change of direction indi-

cating means, and including a first register for storing the

distance from said first point to said second point when
said cart is at said first point, and including a second regis-

ter for storing the direction from the first point to the

second point when the cart is at said first point, said pro-

cessor providing aq output indicative of the range from

said cart on sud randomly circuitous path to said second

point; and
means having an input connected to the output of said pro-

cessor for displaying the range from said cart on said

randomly circuitous path to said second point.

4,480,311

DIGITAL RADUTION DOSEMETER HAVING AN
OPTOELECTRONIC TRANSMITTER

Pierre Maatain, Salons de Provence, and Alain Pailhb, Lama-

non, both of France, assignors to Gerin Merlin, Grenoble,

France

FUed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,938

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 1, 1980, 80 14703

Int a^ GOIT 1/16

VJS. a. 364—527 3 Claims

means for producing said control signal when actuated,

and wherein the improvement in said data processing

system comprises;

means for receiving said dosemeter at a predetermined posi-

tion with respect to said data processing system;

second opto-electronic transmitter means positioned to

transmit a read command to said first photosensitive re-

ceiver means when said dosemeter is in said predeter-

mined position;

second photosensitive receiver means positioned to receive

transmitted serial binary data from said first opto-elec-

tronic transmitter means when said dosemeter is posi-

tioned in said predetermined position for reading said

stored count and said identified number; and

means responsive to said dosemeter being in said predeter-

mined position for actuating said electrical switch means

to enable initiation of a read command from said second

opto-electronic transmitter means and to cause transmis-

sion of said serial binary data to said second photosensitive

receiver means for reading of said stored count and said

identifying number by said data processing system.

4,480,312

TEMPERATURE SENSOR/CONTROLLER SYSTEM
Steven L. Wingate, 420 E. 57th St. #80. Loveland, Colo. 80537

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 293,019

Int O? G06F 15/20: GOIK 7/00

VJS. a. 364—557 7 Claims

zbyS^
_, PUB

t ii.

f. ^

Id^ mi orsai

L A radiation detecting system for monitoring ambient

ionizing radiation and including a dosemeter retained within a

housing and a data processing system external to said housing

and constructed to receive said dosemeter for initiating and

receiving data from said dosemeter, wherein the improvement

in said dosemeter comprises:

radiation detector means for detecting ionizing radiation and

for producing electrical signals in response to said radia-

tion;

electronic survey means including a dose radiation counter

responsive to said electrical signals for counting and stor-

ing a count representing the instantaneous value of the

detected dose of radiation;

an identifier circuit means for providing an identifying num-

ber for the dosemeter;

main data bus means coupled to said identifier circuit means

and said electronic survey means for transmitting said

stored count and said identifying number;

serial data transmission means coupled to receive said stored

count and said identifying number for providing serial

binary data representing said stored count and said identi-

fying number;

first opto-electronic transmitter means coupled to receive

said serial binary data and responsive to a control signal

for transmitting said serial binary data;

first photosensitive receiver means responsive to said control

signal for receiving a read command from said data pro-

cessing system;

binary control means responsive to said first photosensitive

receiver means and coupled to said serial data transmis-

sion means to initiate said providing of said serial binary

data;

electrical switch means coupled to said first photosensitive

receiver means and said first opto-electronic transmitter

KMim
Ic

1. A temperature sensor/controller comprising:

temperature sensing means having a current output, said

temperature sensing means being positioned at a point at

which it is desired to measure temperature;

analog multiplexing means coupled to said temperature

sensing means and to a voltage-to-frequency converter

means for providing a voltage that is proportional to the

current output of said temperature sensing means;

precision voltage reference means for providing as an output

a substantially temperature insensitive source of reference

voltage;

said voltage-to-frequency converter means being further

coupled to said precision voltage reference means for

alternately providing a first output signal whose fre-

quency is proportional to the current output of said tem-

perature sensing means and a second output signal whose

frequency is proportional to the output of said precision

voltage reference means; and

processor means coupled to said voltage-to-frequency con-

verter means for alternately applying the output of said

analog multiplexing means and the output of said precision

voltage reference means to said voltage-to-frequency

converter means and for computing the temperature

sensed by said temperature sensing means in accordance

with a predetermined mathematical relationship involving

parameters derived from the output of said temperature

sensing means and the output of said precision voltage

reference means.
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MmOD OF^DEipMINING SOUND PROPAGATION

^^t^'"^"^"^ -'«-"' ^ ^^'y^ AG.

Filed Dec 28, IMl, Ser. No. 334,469

^^^ V^^y* «PpUc«tioii Switzerlaod, Dec. 30, 1980,

itc ^ ,^- . !«• a.' GOIP J/00
UAa364-565 ^C^

transferring each buffer header and its associated dau block
to a buffer pool in said memory;

reblocking the data blocks in said buffer pool for the number
Of logical commands for said printer-

transferring said reblocked data blocki to a printer access
method buffer m said memory;

S-'

nn. .

.X'

p 1*^3"
1\

••ran Kent
irnnv

••• Mtti

1. A method of determining the sound propagation velocitym a medium compnsing the steps of:
(a) forming a column of said medium in a measuring tube-
(b) activating said column with acoustic energy of a control-

lable activation frequency in resonance with said measur-
ing tube;

(c) picking up from said measuring tube a resonant output
frequency and transforming same into a corresponding
output frequency signal;

*^ ^
(d) modulating said output frequency signal with a modulat-

ing signal of substantially lower frequency, thereby pro-
viding a composite output signal;

(cKorming a mean value from said composite output signal;

(0 hunting a predetermined number of periods of the mean

!u^ »• *=°T»"« 0"»P"« ««nal and determining the
elapsed time of the resulting count such that said elapsed
ime is proportional to the sound propagation velocity in

I^tll"?'"!? •

""* P^oP*8«ion velocity being determined
automaucally in accordance with the relationship

S'Ni\/tXm/s)
^jlj

I^SJTnJ.lVl* ""m'*'
°^ «>•""«» periods. X is the wave-

length and t the time between the first and last counted periods.

*««, 4,480,314

^22£ !2" OPTIMIZING PRINTER RESPONSE

CI-rl^T^ l^» ^/^ ^° ^^^ OPERATION
i!lS 5* w?! 7' -t?«™« R««k; Leelle A. MtoshaU, and

mtematioMl Barinen Machines Corporation, Annonk. N.Y.
Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379374

VS. a. 364—900
jQ Qj|_^

Jti^^l!?^
^°' optimizing printer response time in a typing^T^ '" *r'? Pf«^«*'"8 system, including a key-

tS^S! ^^^^^ *'°"'"" '*•* P""'"' comprising

"°.«1* '^Jf '**J*
'"?«'*' representing a number of logicalcommands for the pnnter in a printer access method data

area of said memory;
receiving a plurality of blocks of data entered via said key-
board each of said data blocks including a variable num-
t)er of logical commands;

''It^^'M
bufferheader for each of said data blocks received

From the keyboard;

evaluating whether said printer access method buffer con-
tains the number of logical commands; and

If said pnnter access method buffer contains the number of
logical commands, transferring said reblocked data blocks
from said pnnter access method buffer to the printer

4480315
DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLABLE ADDRESSING IN

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Robert L. Hickling, Sunnyirale, Calif., assignor to FairchUd
Camera & Instrument Corp., San Jose, Calif

FUed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,404
Int a.3 G06F 7/00

UAa.364-900 ,c^
MWtKMS

i-STtrt

NFFtl

1. A dynamically controllable addressing circuit coupled to
an address bus and a data bus, the circuit comprising:

first register means for storing a fixed address;
programmable address register means connected to store

address infonnation from the data bus when the fixed
address in the first register means corresponds to address
information on the address bus; and

programmable data register means connected to store data
from the data bus when the address infonnation in the
programmable address register means corresponds to the
address information on the address bus.
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4,480,316

RULED LINE PRINT CONTROL SYSTEM IN A WORD
PROCESSING APPARATUS

Tonioyaki Yano, Yamatokoriyama, and Hiroki Maniido, Tenri,

both of Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka,

Japan

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,416

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 11, 1981, 56-144377

Int a.3 G06S 3/12

VS. CI. 364—900 6 Gaims

1. A print control system in a word processing apparatus

comprising:

storage means for storing introduced document data and

introduced ruled line data;

a printer unit;

read control means for reading out document data and ruled

line data stored in said storage means and supplying said

read out document data and said read out ruled line data to

said printer unit in a print line by print line fashion;

vertical ruled line formation means for printing a vertical

ruled line which is perpendicular to said print line, said

vertical ruled line having a predetermined length; and

interpolation means for printing an interpolation vertical line

between two vertical ruled lines printed by said vertical

ruled line formation means when a line spacing of the

character lines is longer than a preselected value, thereby

printing a continuous vertical ruled line.

occurring in a collection of digital signals, the apparatus com-

prising:

control means for designating a trigger state;

input means coupled to receive the collection of digital

signals for performing signal conditioning thereon accord-

ing to preselected thresholds and producing a collection

of conditioned signals;

trigger state detection means coupled to the collection of

conditioned signals and to the control means for produc-

ing a trigger signal upon the occurrence of the designated

trigger state in the collection of conditioned signals;

storage means coupled to the collection of conditioned

signals and to the trigger signal for storing states occur-

ring in the collection of conditioned signals until a prese-

lected number of such storage operations occur subse-

quent to the occurrence of the trigger signal; and

graphic output means coupled to the storage means for

displaying with cartesian coordinates a graph of the states

stored in the storage means, one axis of the canesian

coordinates representing a range of state magnitudes and

the other axis representing the chronological order in

which the stored states occurred.

4,480,317

LOGIC STATE ANALYZER WTTH GRAPH OF
CAPTURED TRACE '

George A. Htmg, Colorado Springs; O. Douglas Fogg, Loveland;

Gordon A. Greenley; Stere A. Shepard, both of Colorado

Springs, all of Colo., and F. Duncan Terry, Meridan, Id.,

assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

DiTision of Ser. No. 210,462, No?. 25, 1980, Pat No. 4,373,193,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 75,787, Sep. 17, 1979,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 828,138, Aug. 29,

1977,. This application Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,218

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 8, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 G06F 3/05. 3/153

CS. a. 364—900 9 Claims

ffiP-

1. Apparatus for selecting, storing and displaying as a graph

of state magnitude versus chronological order a set of states

4,480,318

METHOD OF PROGRAMMING OF
JUNCnON-PROGRAMMABLE READ-ONLY

MEMORIES
Fu C. Cbong, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Fairchild Camera k

Instrument Corp., Mountain View, Calif.

nied Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,790

Int. a.3 GllC 11/40

VS. CI. 365—104 6 Claims

^ nnnTiupiinioinKsnK

U
;
Wl-lkt

y W2i4» ^ I

,
WlTWf OWf fnfl

1. The method of programming a transistor in a PROM, said

transistor comprising a collector region of first conductivity

type, a base region of second conductivity type and an emitter

region of first conductivity type, wherein a first electrical

contact is formed to said collector region and a second electri-

cal contact is formed to said emitter region, comprising:

applying a current rising with time across said emitter to

collector contacts so as to reverse bias the emitter-base

junction and to generate a voluge across said emitter to

collector contacts;

detecting the programming time at which the rise in said

voltage suddenly stops and said voltage drops and

holding said current for a selected time IpH following said

voltage drop:

causing the emitter-base junction to be destroyed and a low

resistance path to be created through the remainder of the

transistor, without damage to the remainder of the transis-

tor.
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4,480,319
EMTITHl COUPLED FLIP FLOP MEMORY WITH

COMPLEMENTARY BIPOLAR LOADS
, ""!i

HlgMfcljriBMrto, ud Yokio Ktto, Kodairt, both of
J«PM^ •IgDori to Hitachi, Ltd, Tokyo, JipM^

Cootinntioo of Sjjr. No. 003,013, Jm. 12, t91%!Lioned. Tld,
appUcatioo Jan. 2d, 1981, Ser. No. 228,475

CtaUM priority, appUcatloa Japan, Jan. 25, 1978, 53^212

voltage of said third transistor in the case where said
fourth transistor is disconnected from said second resistor
and '

wherein the third transistor operates in the "on" state so that
a voltage drop, appearing across said first resistor as a
result of the base current of said second transistor in the
on state in the readout operation mode, is smaller than

the base-emitter forward voluge of said fourth transistor,
While the fourth transistor operates in the "on" state so
that the voltage drop, appearing across said second resis-
tor as a result of the base current of said first transistor in
the on state m the readout operation mode, is smaller
than the base-emitter forward voltage of said third transis-
tor.

^ 4,480,320

K,n?JJVl^J*2^
^^'^ REDUCED ACCESS TIME

Kenneth L. Naiff Hauppauge, N.Y., assignor to General lustra,ment Corp., Clifton, NJ.
Filed Jan. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,709

.,c ^ .
iBt 0.3 GllC 77/^0

UAa.3«5-189
3,ctai„„

West » n>er b p-p*x C 12 11

1. A memory cell comprising:
fint and second multi-emitter transistors ofone conductivity

type each having first and second emitters, a base and a
collector, said firat emitters of the multi-emitter transistors
being commonly connected to a first current source al-lowmg a sustaining current to flow therethrough, said
second emitters of the multi-emitter transistor being re-
spectively connected to respective ones of a pair ofsecond
current sources each allowing a readout current larger
than said sustaining current to flow therethrough, said
base of the first transistor being connected to said collec-
tor of the second transistor, sai^l base of the second transis-
tor being connected to said collector of the firsftransistor-

a node for recavmg an operating potential;
a third transistor of Uie opposite conductivity type to said

first and second transistors, whose base is connected to the
collector of said second transistor, whose collector is
connected to Uie collector of said first transistor, and
Whose emitter is connected to said node;

a fourth transistor of the same conductivity type as said third
ttansistor, whose base is connected to the collector of said
first transistor, whose collector is connected to the collec-
tor of said second transistor, and whose emitter is con-
nected to said node;

a fint rwistor connected between the collector and emitter
of said third transistor, the resistance value of said first
resistor being so selected that a voltage drop, appearing
across said first resistor as a result ofa base current^said
second transistor in the "on" stiite in a readout operation
mode. IS larger than the base-emitter forward voltage of
said fourth transwtor in the case where said third transistor
IS disconnected from said first resistor;

a second r^stor connected between the collector and emit-
ter of said fourth transistor, the resistance value of said
second resistor being so selected that a volUge drop
appearing across said second resistor as a result of a base
current of said first transistor in the "on" state in a readout
operation mode, is larger than the base-emitter forward

1. A circuit suitable for use in a read only memory compris-
ing a source of a first potential, a control node, an output node
normally mamtained at a relatively high potential, a plurality
of driver transistors, each having a control terminal and an
output circuit, said output circuits being operably connected in
senes between said source and said control node, means for
selecting a driver transistor and for applying a select signal to
the control terminal thereof and a non-select signal to Mch of
the control terminals of the non-selected driver transistors,
respecuvely, means for isolating said control node from said
output node, said isolating means being-effective, when actu-
ated, to prevent said output node from discharging from said
high potential, and means for charging said control node to a
potentuU higher than the first potential, prior to the application
of said select and non-select signals, said isolating means com-
pnsing an isolation transistor having an output circuit opera-
ttvely connected between a reference potential and said output
node and a control terminal operatively connected to said
control node, said transistor being actuated if said control node
IS operatively connected to said source, through said series
connected drivers, when said select and non-select signals are
applied thereto.

*• » «c

4,480321
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE

Kelzo Aoyana, Yamato, Japan, assignor to Fuiltsn Limited.
Kawasald, Japan

"««eu,

Ried Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,008
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 24, 1981, 56*132406

lat a.J GllC 77/40UA CI. 365-189
,«ctai«.

1. A semiconductor memory device having an input address
signal and write in data in which switching from a readout
mode to a wnte m mode and vice versa is effected on the basis
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of a write-enable signal applied thereto, the semiconductor
memory device comprising:

a plurality of memory cells;

a data bus operatively connected to said plurality ofmemory
cells;

an input/output circuit, operatively connected to said data
bus. having an input circuit portion for receiving input
dam and supplying it to said data bus. and having an
output circuit portion for outputting readout data from
the data bus; and

OPC

>

_K *>

•WE

WCC-»^ CkO-INH

a circuit, operatively connected to said input/output circuit,

for detecting when the input address signal changes, said

circuit generating a pulse having a predetermined pulse
width when the input address signal has changed, wherein
the input circuit portion of said input/output circuit oper-
ates to inhibit the writing in of the write in data during the
generation of the pulse even when the write-enable signal

is supplied to the memory device and wherein said input

circuit portion operates in accordance with the write-ena-

ble signal when the pulse is not generated.

4,480322
PASSIVE UNDERWATER RANGE MEASUREMENT

ACOUSTIC SYSTEM
Francois Orienx, and Jean Bertb^ both of Paris, France,

assignors to Thomson CSF, Paris, France
FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365383

Gaims priority, appUcation France, Apr. 15, 1981, 81 07547
Int. a.3 GOIS 3/Sa 5/18

U.S. a. 367—123 9 Claims
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is closest to that of the noise source and the signals from
receivers R|. R2 and R3 so that Ati2-ri-r2 and
A23= r2-T3.

means for calculating from values Ati2 and At23 the values of
a and of D.

means for tracking one or more noise sources from the

values of a and D.

4,480323
REMOTE SELF-CONTAINED UNDERSEA MONITOR

Robert E. Page, San Diego, CaUf., asrignor to The United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Na?y,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,127

lat a.3 H04B 77/00
U.S. CL 367—131 17 Claims

1. An apparatus for remote oceanographic dau recording
being self-contained and battery operated comprising:

a plurality of means for receiving data signals from oceano-

graphic data sensors;

means connected to the output of the receiving means for

conditioning the dau signals to be recorded;

means for recording the conditioned data signals;

means connected to the conditioning means and the record-

ing means for controlling their operation and handling the

transfer of data signals to the recording means in a prede-

termined manner;

means connected to the receiving means, the conditioning

means, the recording means, and the controlling means for

energizing them; and

means disposed to receive a remotely originated signal for

activating the energizing means and the control means.

4,480324
CONSTANT BEAMWIDTH FREQUENCY
INDEPENDENT ACOUSTIC ANTENNA

Robert L. Sternberg, Noank, Conn., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the NaTy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,988

The portion of the terra of this patent subsequent to Apr. 24,

2001, has been disclaimed.

Int. a? H04B 13/00
MS. a. 367—150 6 Claims

1. An underwater acoustic system for submarines equipped
with a passive monitoring system having preformed beams for

detecting at least one noise source with bearing angle a and
distance D comprising:

at least three aligned receivers R|, R2 and R3 receiving the

signals produced by the noise sources,

means for determining the delay At 12 of the signal received

by the receiver R2 with respect to that of receiver R|, and
the delay At23 of the signal received by receiver R2 with

respect to that of receiver R3, by measuring the delays t\,

72 and ri between the beam signal from the passive moni-
toring system corresponding to the beam whose direction

1. An acoustic device adapted for use in an underwater
system comprising a filter plate of variable thickness having
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menu for receiving signals, said filter plate having firet and
second opposing surfaces, said filter plate having said first

surface which is substantially planar and said second surface
which is substantially right circular conical with the axis of
said conical surface perpendicular to said first surface, the
thickness of the plate at each point over its surface area being
not more than one-twentieth of the wavelength of the acoustic
signals to be transmitted at that point.

body formed by a beam of heat-producing energy in oxy-
gen containing environment.

4,4M^25
OPTICAL PICKUP

Kooio AIki, Haehloigi, and MaaUro OJIna, KokubuiUi, both of
Japan, anignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Coatioiiatioa of Ser. No. 1«9,7H Jul. 17, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472,220

Gains priority, appUcation Japan, Jol. 20, 1979, 54-99374
Int a.i GllB 7/00

UAa 369-122 21 Oaims

4,480,327
SINGLE CHANNEL DUPLEX COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM
Ian A. W. Vance, Newport, England, assignor to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 292,097, Aug. 12, 1981,. ITils

application Dec. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 559,167
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Aug. 26, 1980,

8027566

Int. a.3 H04L 5/74
UA a. 370-27

,2 Oaims

\\^^

1. An information reproducing system comprising a semi-
conductor laser device arranged to project a laser beam onto
an optical disc containing information for reflection therefrom,
means to oscillate said semiconductor laser device for driving
said semiconductor laser device in a multiple longitudinal
mode, optical means provided between said semiconductor
laser device and the optical disc for deriving a beam of the
reflection of the laser beam from the optical disc, and photoe-
lectric conversion means responsive to the beam derived by
said optical means for providing an output signal correspond-
ing to the information contained on the optical disc.

4,480,326
STYLUS HAVING A CONDUCTIVE CARBON LAYER

HIdcdd Takehara, Fqjisawa, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-
puy of Japan, Ltd., Japan

Dirislon of Ser. No. 326,391, Dec. 1, 1981, Pat No. 4,420,675.
This application Jul. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 514,342

CtaJms priority, application Japan, May 26, 1981, 56-79889
Int a.3 GllB U/00, 9/06

UAa 369-173 2 Claims

1. A transmitter/receiver system fir a digital single channel
duplex communication system wherein transmission through a
transmission medium is effected by way of frequency shift
keyed (FSK) signals, comprising transmit/receive means for
transmitting outgoing FSK signals into and receiving incoming
FSK signals from the transmission medium; a transmitter por-
tion including a source of digital message signals representative
of the message to be transmitted, a local oscillator capable of
being modulated by digital signals to produce FSK signals,
means for supplying said digital message signals to said local
oscillator to modulate the latter with said digital message
signals for producing said outgoing FSK signals, means for
applying said outgoing FSK signals from said local oscillator
to said transmit/receive means for transmission into the trans-
mission medium; and a receiver portion including means for
generating quadrature ouput signals by mixing said incoming
FSK signals as received by said transmit/receive means from
the transmission medium with said outgoing FSK signals as
produced by said local oscillator, zero IF demodulation means
connected to said generating means and operative for produc-
ing a digital output signal from said quadrature output signals,
delay means for delaying said digital message signals from said
source to obtain delayed digital signals, and means for cancel-
ling the contribution of said outgoing FSK signals to said
digital output signal of said zero IF demodulation means,
including a digital decoding network connected to said zero IF
demodulation means to receive said digital output signal there-
from, and to said delay means to receive said delayed digital
signals therefrom.

I. A record stylus for use in detecting signals recorded as
geometric variations on a capacitance disk, comprising:
a diamond body having a contact surface for making contact

with said disk and a groove formed on a side surface
thereof extending from said contact surface; and

a conductive layer formed on the bottom surface of said
groove, said conductive layer being composed of the
carbon constituent of a surface portion of the diamond

4480328
METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR COMMUNICATION

VIA SATELLITE
Glan B. Alaria, and Roberto Preti, both of Turin, Italy, assignors

to Cselt - Centro Studi E Laboratori Telcconunicazioni
S.p.A., Turin, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 326,480, Dec. 2, 1981,
abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368^97
Qaims priority, application Italy, Dec. 3, 1980, 68840 A/80

Int G.^ H04J 15/00
U.S. G. 370-63 9 claims

1. A method of exchanging digitized message samples be-
tween ground stations via a relay station aboard a communica-
tion satellite, in a system wherein such samples are entered in
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active time slots of an outgoing PCM frame temporarily allo-

cated to respective sources and are modulated at an acceler-

ated bit rate, as part of an outgoing TDMA frame, upon a
radio-frequency carrier beamed toward the satellite from a

transmitting section of a ground station, each TDMA frame
having a period encompassing a multiplicity of PCM frames
and consisting of a plurality of packets individually switchable

by the relay station to another carrier beamed toward a receiv-

ing section of another ground station as part of an incoming
TDMA frame for demodulation and entry of their samples in

active time slots of an incoming PCM frame temporarily allo-

cated to respective destinations thereof, each TDMA frame
consisting of p PCM frames of n time slots each,

comprising the steps of:

(a) registering at said transmitting section the message sam-
ples of a plurality p.m of consecutive outgoing PCM
frames during a predetermined storage period encompass-
ing m TDMA periods with m> 1 and p> 1;

(b) regrouping the registered message samples, during an
immediately following storage period, in a plurality of
special packets of identical length equal to a TDMA
period, each of said special packets containing all the

message samples of a limited number q=n/m of homolo-
gous time slots with destinations reachable through a

common remote ground station;

(c) successively assembling said special packets together

with other packets of like length in respective outgoing
TDMA frames with an accelerated bit rate;

(d) modulating each outgoing TDMA frame, as part of a

superframe ofm TDMA frames with a duration equaling

said storage period, upon a carrier beamed toward the

satellite;

(e) switching each of said packets at said relay station to a

carrier beamed to a receiving section of a ground station

serving the destinations of the message samples contained

therein;

(0 registering at said receiving section, for the duration of
said storage period, special packets of incoming TDMA
frames diflering from one another in the destinations of
their message samples; and

(g) regrouping the message samples of the special packets

registered in step (Oi during the next-following storage

period, in time slots of incoming PCM frames temporarily

allocated to their respective destinations.

4,480329
DUGNOSTIC ROUTINE SELECTOR AND DISPLAY

John H. Gordebeke, Aj Venlo, Netherlands, assignor to Xerox
Corporation, Stanford, Conn.

FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,708

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Mar. 31, 1981,

8110040

Int a^ G06F U/00
US. G. 371—20 5 Gains

1. In a reproduction machine for producing impressions of

an original, the reproduction machine having a photosensitive

member and a plurality of discrete operating components

cooperable with one another and the photosensitive member to

produce the impressions on copy paper, and including an

accessory for operating on the copy sheet, the accessory com-
prising

a controller storing several diagnostic procedures, the con-
troller including a microprocessor and a memory,

a first switch connected to the microprocessor, the fint

switch settable into either a normal or diagnostic position,

a second switch connected to the microprocessor, the sec-

ond switch controlling operation of the accessory, and

SfOW ^

means responsive to the first switch in the diagnostic posi-

tion for causing selective operation of the second switch
to make diagnostic procedures available in sequence, a
given procedure being initiated automatically upon lapse

of a given time period after selective operation of the

second switch without further actuation of the second
switch.

4,480330
ARRANGEMENT FOR DIGITAL TONE DISTRIBUTION
Stig E. Magnosson, Phoenix; Sergio E. Pnccini, Scottsdalc, and
Kanal I. Parikh, Phoenix, all of Aria., assignors to GTE
Automatic Electric Inc., Northlake, Dl.

FUed No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443^63
Int a? H04Q 11/04: H04J 15/00

U.S. G. 370—llOJ 7 Claims
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1. In a digital switching network of a Multiprocessor

Switching System, an arrangement for digital tone distribution

comprising:

a plurality of switching system subscribers including at least

first and second subscribers, each said subscriber con-

nected to said multiprocessor switching system for trans-

ferring data between any two of said subscribers;

a plurality of time switching means including at least a first

and second time switching means connected respectively

to said first and second subscribers, each said time switch-

ing means including:

originating time switching means connected to at least one
said subscriber for switching digital data from said

subscriber;

terminating time switching means connected to at least

one said subscriber for switching digital data to said

subscriber;
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first processor means connected to said originating and
tennuiating time switching means and said first proces-
sor operated to control said digital dau switching via
said connected originating and terminating time switch-mg means;

tone generation means connected to said originating and
terminating time switching means and said tone genera-
tion means operated to produce digital data represent-
mg at least one service tone;

said arrangement for digital tone distribution further com-
pnsmg:

intermediate switching means selectively connected to each
of said plurality of time switching means and operated to
transfer said digital data between any two of said time
switching mr^ns;

means for controlling connected to each of said first proces-
sor means for transmitting control information to each of
said nnt processor means;

said control information for selecting said connections of
said time switching means to said intermediate switching
mems for connecting any two of said subscribers; andwd first processor means of said second time switching
m«ns operated to connect said tone generation means of
said second tune switching mcwu to said first subscriber
through said mtennediatc twitching means.

4,410331
INJECTION LASER WITH AN INVERTED

WAVEGUmiNG RIB
Gwge H. B. Tboa^MM, SawbrMfeworth, England, acaianor to
lnUnmth^Sti^lEI,ctrtc CorFor«io?N«w YocCnX

F!W Mv 27, WW, Ser. No. 382,307

SiSiS'
'^"**^' 'f^OcMlkm Vwtm Kinsdooi, J»l 2, 1981.

„«^«.. I«taJH0ISi//9
UAa372-45 „Ctai„

optically coupled at the laser emission wavelength with
said active layer as to provide a guided wavelength in the
direction of propagation that is shorter in the region of
said active layer that is overiaid by said stripe than in the
adjacent regions of said active layer.

4,480,332
APPARATUS FOR EXAMINAHON BY SCATTERED

RADUTION

fTc" bI^""!!:'
"«"»'^ F«l- Rep. of Germany, assignor toVS. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 374,124

198?3I2(567'**^'
**""***" ^*^ ***»»• •' ^™«V. May 23,

..^ ^ iBt a.3 GOIM 2i/20
U.S. a. 378-87 jcWms
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1. An injection laser element epitaxially grown on a substrate
and havmg two opposite substantiaUy parallel end faces, com-
pnsing, as considered in the growth direction:

a lower passive layer of one conductivity type,
a planar active layer of the other conductivity type
«n upper pauive layer sandwiching said active layer be-
tween Itself and said lower passive layer, and being of a
material with a lower refractive index and higher band
gap than, and of the same conductivity type as. the mate-
nal of said active layer,

a blocking layer covering said upper passive layer except for
a region of a stripe extending from one to the other of the
opposite end faces substantiaUy normal thereto, and

•n mtermediate index layer of a material with a refractive
index mtermediate those of the materials of said active and
upper passive Uyers and of a conductivity type identical
to that of the material of said upper passive layer and
opposite to that of the material of said blocking layer, said
mtermediate index layer covering said blocking layer and
extendmg into said stripe region into contiguous relation-
shipwith the material of said upper passive layer,

the refractive indexes of Uie materials of said intermediate
mdex, blockmg. upper passive, and active layers being
such m relation to one another and to the thicknesses of
the respective layers that said intermediate Uyer is so

1. An apparatus for producing an image of a layer of a body
to be examined, said apparatus comprising:
means for irradiating the body with a flat, fan-shaped beam
of radiation to produce scattered radiation by scatterina
fixMn the body;

*

a diaphragm plate having a major surface extending parallel
to and outside of the fan-shaped beam, said plate arranged
to be rotatable about an axis perpendicular to the major
surface, said diaphragm having an aperture therethrough
located off of the axis;

a detector arranged behind the aperture in the diaphragm
pUte and arranged to rotate with the diaphragm about the
diaphragm axis for measuring scattered radiation which
passes through the aperture, said detector also being ar-
ranged to be rouuble, with the same routional velocity
as the diaphragm plate but with a direction of rotation
opposite to that of the diaphragm plate, about a detector
axis which is perpendicular to the major surface of the
diaphragm plate and which passes through the center of
the detector;

means for routing the diaphragm plate; and
means for rotating the detector.

4,480333
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ACTIVE SOUND

CONTROL
Colin F. Ross, Cambridge, England, assignor to National Re-

scarch Derelopment Corporatkm, London, England
FUed Apr. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 368,095

811190?
'"*"^*^* ^"**"' ^**** B»««loiii, Apr. 15, 1981.

lat a^ H04B WOOUAa 381-71
,octain«

1. A sound control system comprising:
first receiver means for generating first output signals repre-

sentative of sound received at. or near, a first location
where sound from a second location is to be cancelled,

second receiver means for receiving signals at a third loca-
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tion and generating second output signals related to
sounds at the second location,

operational means including a computing section for operat-
ing on the second output signals according to a transfer

function and generating input signals, and a transmission

section for receiving said input signals and generating
sounds at a fourth location, which when received at the
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said intermediate signal and generating an output signal

therefrom, said output signal including noise signals com-
prising pulsive noise and continuous noise resulting from
multipath noise;

output means for receiving said output signal;

gate means coupled between said detecting means and said

output means for interrupting the receipt of said output
signal by said output means;

pulsive noise detecting means coupled to said FM detecting

means for detecting at least said pulsive noise, said pulsive

noise detecting means comprising variable gain amplifier

means for amplifying substantially only said noise signals

and providing a signal represenutive thereof, and auto-
matic gain control means adapted to receive said amplified

noise signals for controlling the gain of said variable gain
amplifier means in response to said continuous noise in-

cluded in said noise signals so that at least said pulsive

noise is detected;

first location, tend to cancel sound received from the

second location at the first location, and
a control means automatically adjusting the said transfer

function, the control means being responsive to output
signals of the first and second receiver means thereby

optimizing cancellation ofsound received from the second
location at the first location.

4,480,334

RADIOSONDE HOUSING
John M. Beakers, and Christian B. Williams, both of Stony

Brook. N.Y., assignors to Benken Laboratories, lac^ St
James, N.Y.

FUed Jua. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,051

Int a^ H04B 1/034
M&. a. 455—98 14 Claims

7. A radiosonde housing comprising top and bottom parts

which enclose sensing and radio transmitting components
therein when combined, said combined top and bottom parts

integrally forming within said housing a venturi-shaped air

flow duct and a humidity sensor suspended within said ven-

turi-shaped air flow duct, said radiosonde housing being used

as both a shipping container and a flight package.

4,480,335

NOISE REMOVING APPARATUS IN AN FM RECEIVER
Hiroyasn KIshI, Giuuaa. Japan, assignor to Sanyo Electric Com*

pany Ltd., Morignchl and Tokyo Sanyo Electric Co., Gonma,
both of, Japan

Filed May 4, 1982, Ser. No. 374^87
dalffls priority, application Japan, May 28, 1981, 56-81651

Int a? H04B 1/10

U.S. a. 455—212 10 Claims

1. A noise reducing apparatus in an FM receiver comprising:

means for receiving a frequency modulated signal and gener-

ating an intermediate frequency signal therefrom;

means coupled to said FM receiving means for FM detecting
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gate control means for opening said gate means in response

to said amplified noise representative signal thereby inter-

rupting receipt of said pulsive noise by said output means
and removing at least said pulsive noise;

electric field strength detecting means for detecting an elec-

tric field strength of said FM signal and for providing an
output signal representative thereof; and

automatic gain control effect controlling means responsive

to said electric field strength detecting means output sig-

nal for controlling the gain control effect of said variable

gain amplifier means resulting from said automatic gain

control means, said multipath noise being detected by said

pulsive noise detecting means when said electric field

strength detecting means detects an electric field having a

field strength greater than a predetermined value and said

pulsive noise detecting means further provides an output

signal for enabling said gate means to interupt the receipt

of said multipath noise by said output means.

4,480,336

ORTHOGONAL HYBRID F1N-UNE MIXER
Joseph S. Wong, UpUnd; Kuo-Ing Chung, Corina, and Kennetii

A. Rndenaner, Pomona, aU of Calif., aasignors to General

Dynamics, Pomona Di?teion, Pomona, CaUf.

FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,444

Int a.i H04B 1/26

U.S. a. 455—328 10 Claims

1. An orthogonal hybrid fin-line mixer, comprising:

an elongate housing including two separable half-members,

separable substantially along a longitudinal center plane of

said housing;

an inlet waveguide formed in each of said half-members for

connecting to a respective signal source;

a plurality of waveguide channels in said housing which,
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together with said inlet waveguides, form an orthogonal
hybrid-T waveguide structure;

a planar fin-line substrate mounted in said housing to be
substantially co-planar with said center plane and to lie
within the respective E-planes of said waveguide chan-
nels;

circuit means on said substrate for mixing signals introduced
into said waveguide channels through said input wave-
guides and providing a mixed output signal;

an output port mounted on said housing and connected to
said circuit means for providing connection to said mixed
output signal.

4(480,337
TRANSISTOR MIXER AND AMPLIHER INPUT STAGE
Rinaldo Graziadei, Monza, and Michelangelo Lorusso, Car-

bonara, both of Italy, assignors to SGS-ATES Componenti
Elettronid S.pji., Brianza, Italy

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,708
Oaiffls priority, application Italy, Sep. 16, 1981, 23984 A/81

Int a.} H04B 1/26
UA a 455-333 3 ci«i„«

said gain control terminal of said differential amplifier
being connected to said at least one output of said receiver
control circuit which generates on at least one output
terminal a voltage which is variable as a function of the
average level of a radio frequency input signal so as to
automatically control the gain of said differential ampli-
fier;

an oscillator having two output terminals and a mixer circuit
of the double balanced type having a first input compris-
mg two terminals respectively connected to said two
differential output terminals of said differential amplifier,
and having a second input comprising two terminals re-
spectively connected to said two output terminals of said
oscillator which is of a predetermined frequency and also
having an output terminal which comprises an output of
said stage; and

an attenuator circuit having two substantially equal circuit
branches, each of said branches being respectively con-
nected between one of said input terminals of said differ-
ential amplifier and said first input of said mixer circuit,
and having an enabling terminal connected to one of said
at least one output terminal of said control circuit, said
attenuator circuit being responsive to a voltage at one of
said at least one output terminal of said control circuit so
as to be gradually activated to attenuate signals fiowing
therethrough when an average level of said radio fre-
quency input signal exceeds a preselected level.

{E]H>-

4480338
LOWPASS-HIGHPASS ELECTRONIC SWITCH

Pierre Dobrovolny, North Riverside, III., assignor to Zenith
Electronics Corporation, Gleniiew, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 353,694, Mar. 1, 1982, Pat No.
4,435,841. This application Sep. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 528,692

The portion of tiie term of tiiis patent subsequent to Mar. 6,
2001, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 H04B 1/16: H03H 7/OQ
UA 01. 455-188

3ci,tais

1. A transistor mixer and amplifier stage for a radio fre-
quency receiver comprising:

a voltage supply having two terminals;
a differential amplifier connected between said voltage sup-

ply terminals having two differential input terminals, two
differential output terminals and a gain control terminal;

a radio frequency signal generator having two output termi-
nals, said differential input terminals of said differential
amphfier being respectively connected to said two output
terminals of said radio frequency signal generator;

a receiver control circuit having at least one output terminal.

1. A switchable filter for use in a multichannel communica-
tions receiver for passing either a first or a second band of
channels in response to an input control signal comprising an
arrangement of inductors and capacitors, a first switching
means and a second switching means, said first and second
switching means being responsive to said input control signal
for causing said inductors and capacitors to assume a first filter

characteristic for passing said first band of channels or to
assume a second filter characteristic for passing said second
band of channels, at least one of said switching means being
characterized by a parasitic reactance coupled across said
filter, said filter comprising compensating means coupled
thereacross for reducing the effect of said parasitic reactance.

DESIGNS

OCTOBER 30, 1984

276,094

SANDAL
Morris Cohen, 1734 S. Fairfax, Los Angeles, Calif. 90019

FUed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,938

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D2—270

276,097

TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER
Earl N. Ditgen, Rte. #1, Nickerson, Kans. 67561

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,099

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D4—108

r~

L-

276,095

nUNG SYSTEM FOR FLOPPY DISCS
Toshihiko Sakow, Teaneck, NJ., assignor to Toshihiko Sakow

Associates, Inc., Teaneck, NJ.
Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,253

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D3—35

276,098

BOOSTER SEAT
Richard E. Cone, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Questor Corpora-

tion, Tampa, Fla.

FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,377

Term of patent 14 years

VJS. a. D6—333

#y"

276,096 276,099

KEY-HOLDER BOOSTER SEAT
Attilio Brentini, c/o Lansa S.A., Chemin du Croset 9, Ecublens, Richard E. Cone, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Questor Corpora-

Switzerland tion, Tampa, Fla.

Filed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,646 Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,394

Qaiffls priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 13, 1982, 72279 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years U.S. a D6—333
U.S. a. D3-61

\2\S
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27<,100 „- , --

COMBINED TABLE AND MAGAZINE RACK ^. *'"»*'»

FUcd J«. 24. 1982. St. l^.'aSSS^'^^^ ""^^Z"^ N« V-S^n'Tl^ ''•^-
S°"'

"^

UAaD6-446
^«™«''^»>^^«« tSSI^N^w'^JSL NT.''"''

''•''•' •^''''"*°^^

Coiitioiiatioii-iii.|Mrt of Ser. No. 13,601, Feb. 21, 1979,. This
appUcatlon Oct 6, 1981, Ser. No. 308,997

.ic ^ ,.
Termofi»te«14yetti

U.S. a. D6—S02

27C101

WotfiiMg Mulier-DeWg, Borgenteich, Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny.

~fS'~'^? FehlbtniB * Co., Domach, Switzerland 276,104
DiTiiioii of Ser. No. 212,467, Dec 3, 1980,. This application Aug. SLED BASED ARM CHAIR

4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,116 Robert A. Keeler, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Steelcase
Term of patent 14 years Inc^ Grand Rapids, Mich.

H*«we
VS. a. D6-366

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,462

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D6—372

276,102

CHAIR
Gwirge C. Mulhanser, Paramas, NJ., assignor to i)esign Insti-

tute America, Incn MontpeUer, Ohio
^^

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 242,876

U.S. a D6—361

276,105

FOLDABLE CHAIR

"'iS^Jl'l:
^•?*«'*«'' 245 C, Honingerdijk, Postal code

3063 NA, Rotterdam, Netherlands
PUed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,162

Term of patent 14 years
VS. a. D6-364

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2217

276,106 276,109

FOLDING CHAIR EXAMINATION TABLE AND CHAIR COMBINATION
Raymond Grosfillex, Oyonnaz, France, assignor to Grocflllex OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

S.A.RX., Arbent, FHrnce Michael D. Gordon, and HoUis D. Balcer, both of Derby, Kans.,

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,443 assignors to Rota Development Company, Derby, Kans.

Claims priority, appUcation Friuce, Aug. 11, 1981, 812.799 FUed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,548

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D6—368 U.S. Q. D6-338

276,107

FOLDING CHAIR
Raymond Grosfillex, Oyonnax, France, assignor to Grosfillex

SJ^JLL., Arbent France

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,442

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 11, 1981, 812.799

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.aD6-368

r6,108
DISPLAY CASE

James B. Bowers, Tulsa, Olda^ assignor to H and H Promo*

tions, Inc., Tuln, Okla.

Filed Dec 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,077

Term of patent 14 years

VS. CL D6-^70

276,110

COLLAPSIBLE MODULAR WINEBIN UNIT
Wilhelmns Savelkouls, Den Dungen, Netherlands, assignor to 3

S Beton B.V., Grave, Netherlands

FUed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,849

Claims priority, appUcation Benelux, Apr. 2, 1981, 55613 00

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a Dfr-467
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27M11
FILE DRAWER

Joho S. Doyel, 404 W. 20th St, New York, N.Y. 10016
FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,192

Term of patent 14 years
V£. CL D6—510

276,114

CASSEROLE DISH OR THE LIKE
Rino Conti, Stonghton, Mass.; Robert H. C. M. Daenen, Hekel-
gem, Belgium; Gerald M. Gmsin, Chicago, HI.; Aagosto A.
Picoza, Johnston, RJ^ and James B. Swett, Altamonte
Springs, Fla., assignors to Dart ladostries Inc, Northbrook,
UI»

FUed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,974
Term of patent 14 years

VS. a. D7-1

276,112
HOSPITAL BED PROTECTIVE DEVICE

Linda S. FerreU, 5303 EbeU St, Long Beach, Calif. 90808, and

i*^ «,J?'*'*^
"'" ^'«"«'' La.' Huntington Beach,

valii. 92647

FUed Jon. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,030
Term of patent 14 years

VJS. a. D6-503

« 276,113
WEIGHT FOR VENETIAN BLIND CORDS

Jowph A. Anderie, Qifton, NJ.; Victor Debs, Staten Island, „< i,.N.Y. and Manuel Toledo, Union Qty, NJ., assignois to immi FPLevolor Lorentzen, Inc., Lyndhurst NJ. ©..w--* » «/, ^ ^.
TUMBLER

UAai»-Ml '^^ •"«-'">'•" H!«r5r^l9.I,S.,.Nfc3IM«7
Term of patent 14 years

VS. a. D7—14

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2219

276,116

COMPARTMENTED TRAY AND COVER FOR FOOD OR
THE LIKE

Mario E. Basil, 400 First St SE., Wuhington, D.C. 20003

Filed Jun. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,606

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D7—16

276,118

DISH COVER OR THE UKE
Rino Conti, Stougfaton, Mass.; Robert H. C. M. Daenen, Hekel*

gem, Belgium; Gerald M. Grusin, Chicago, 111.; Augusto A.

Picozza, Johnston, R.I., and James B. Swett Altamonte

Springs, Fla., assignors to Dari Industries Inc., Northbrook,

UL
Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,975

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D7—40

276,117

PLATE
Charles Solt Stockton, NJ., assignor to Lenox, Incorporated,

Lawrencerille, NJ.
Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,228

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D7-36

276,119

COLLAPSIBLE INSULATING CONTAINER
David I. Heweston, 163 Crown St., East Sydney, New Soutfi

Wales, 2010, Australia

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,647

Term of patent 14 years

VS. a. D7—70
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KETTLE 276,121

UAaD7-312 „^ « ^ Term of patent 14 yearsUA a. D7—330

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2221

276,122 276,125
MICROWAVE OVEN REVERSING RATCHET SOCKET WRENCH

Michio Taoaka; HisatoiU MatsasUma; Kensuke Miznina, and Richard B. Wright, Akron, and Hugh T. Greenlee, Gates Mills,

Toshio Harada, all of Nara, Japan, assignors to Matsushita both of Ohio, assignors to The Wright Tool and Forge Com-
Electric Industrial Co^ Ltd^ Onka, Japan pany, Barberton, Ohio

FUed Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 453,869 Filed Jon. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,027
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 8, 1982, 57-30915 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years U.S. Q. D8—25
U.S. a. D7-351

276,126

276,123
TOGGLE CLAMP

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH '"" ^' ^^"''*'* Codicote, and Darid A. Whitbread, Flamstead,

Donald L. Pyles, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Harold Urine; John •** "' ^"S!^ .'^*S°?J!i *?'^:?"I!!' i!?"**'
L.Sigalos and AlfME. Hall

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,979

FUed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,497
^*"" priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 11, 1981,

U.S.a D8-17
Term of patort 14 years

999355

U.S. a. D8—72
Term of patent 14 years

V^-?i-

276,127

COLLAPSIBLE SCREWDRIVER
Peter Lee, Central, Hong Kong, assignor to Pioneer Hand Tools

Industrial Co., Central, Hong Kong

276,124 FUed Jun. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,973

MULTI-USE HANDLE TOOL Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 6, 1982,

Chin-Lang Uu, 13-1, Lane 5, Shu-I, Taichung, Taiwan, 400, 1006031

Taiwan lerm of patent 14 years

FUed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,672 U-S- CI- 1>*-8*

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D8-22

"^^
Q
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Filed Jan. 22, 198*2, SerNo. mjm ^^^ «f«ifS ^"- **''"'

Term of patent 14 yean
U^.aD8-84

276,129

HAND nLE
Roljert R. Hayes, Euclid, aod George H. Froat, Kent, both of

Ohio, assignors to Oatey Co^ GeTeland, Ohio
Rled Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 293,004

Tern of patent 14 years
U.S.a D8-90

276,132
COMBINATION WINDOW LOCK AND INSTALLAHON

GAUGE
276,130 Warner Loeb, 16 Millbrook Dr., Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790

LOCK FOR LUGGAGE OR SIMILAR TYPE CARRYING ™«* ^^' >3. 1M2, Ser. No. 448,946
CONTAINER Term of patent 14 years

Vn Gisiger, Selzach, Switzerland, assignor to AMIET AG ^'^'^ W—Ml
Obcrdorf, Switzerland

'

FUed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,305
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Jul. 22, 1982, 72 526

..« ^ .^ Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D8—330

lV"^

ra

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2223

276,133 276,136
WINDOW PULLEY SEAL BOX

Gary D. Anderson, 920 W. 53rd St, Minneapolis, Minn. 55419 Pierrc-Emmanuel Seblre, Le Chesnay, France, assignor to So-

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,453 dete d'Etudes de Chimie et de Tberapie AppUquees Ubora-
Term of patent 14 years toires de Cosmetologie Yves Rocher, La GadUy, France

U.S. G. D8—349 FUed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,756

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 1, 1981, 814112

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D9-332

276,134

CABLE CLAMP
Per Ericsson, Hagavigen 9, S-778 00 Norberg, Sweden

FUed Nov. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,692

Claims priority, appUcation Norway, Jun. 8, 1982, 63004

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D8-396

276,137

COMBINED CONTAINER AND OVERWRAP
Mary A. Vere, Flemington, NJ^ John Nelson, Bristol, Pa., and

Robert M. Irvine, EngUshtown, NJ., assignors to Johnson A
Johnson Baby Products Company, Skillman, NJ.

FUed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,159

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D9-^7

276,135

RIVET OR THE LIKE
Akira Mizosawa, FiUisawa, Japan, assigaor to Nifco Inc^

Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,565

Claims priority, appUcation Ji^an, Dec. 9, 1981, 56/54124

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D8-386
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BOTTLE _?^^^

cteted'Et«lMdeChfaileetde11ier«pleAppU<nie«Ubor.to. am G«»Ibr«tli Ia, Ctan Coeor, Mo.

'"5"'

A-4— -t

rci99
CONTAINER FOR UQUIDS

Adrien P. Rayncr, Irer, England, assignor to Metal Box Lim-
ited, Reading, England

Rled Aog. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,247
Oalms priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 21, 19M. „, , .,999033; Feb. 21, 1984, 999034: Feb 21 1984 99003S. vlk )i 276,141

1984, 999036; Frt.Il il98M9W7
'

' '^ "*
«.^ SUNDIAL FACEPIECE

Term of patent 14 years
St^ben N. Sbarpe, Boston, Mask, assignor to Hie Idea Works,

U.S.aD9-352 Inc Pequannock, NJ.
^

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,192
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. DIO-^
^'

S

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 222S

276,142
276,144HIGHWAY BARREL ORNAMENT

^^^^S^J'SwAii^iSS'^'*"*^'^^ ^?*lr"
^' ^""^ SM},yna». Ind. asrignor to William.

ra2i Sf^a ?fi?%?^ «,,«»
Industries, Inc. SbelbyriUe, Ind.^V!li:f*/;

^°- '"'*'*
,

"^ J™- »• IW** Ser. no. 392,329

U.SCLDlO-106
""^ '''" * Term of patent 14 yearsU.S. CL D10~106 UAaDll-121

276,145

TIRE
Peter J. Walker, BradfordHm'avon, England, assignor to Avon

Tyres Limited, Melksham, England
Filed Jul. 26. 1982, Ser. No. 401,537

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 1, 1982,
1004875

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a D12—136

276,143

ORNAMENT
William J. Williams, SbelbyriUe, Ind., assignor to WUliams

Industries, Inc. ShelbyrUle, Ind.

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,329
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. Dll—121

i!!l
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27«,14< 27«,148
TIRE WATER BICYCLE

Merrltt W. Wolfe, Akron, Ohio, assfgnor to The Goodyear Tire Terry J. Wailter, Honse 2, 35 Marks St, Narembiira, New SonthA Rabber Company. Akron, OUo Wales 2065, Australia, assignor to Terry James Walker, New
Filed Aag. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,629 South Wales, AustraUa

1 1 c r^ n<« ...,
'^•"" °* ^^^ ** ^**" ™«* ^y ^ *'**' Ser. No. 260372

US. CL 012—142 Claims priority, application Australia, No?. 13, 1980, 82596
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D12—306

276,149

BATTERY CHARGER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
John A. Eckmann, Baldwfamille, N.Y., and William J. Scheid,

Coral Springs, Fla., assignors to Motorola, Inc^ Schanmburg,
HI.

Filed Oct. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 432,239

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D13—

5

276,147

BOAT
Jnlchi Arima, King Coonty, Wash., assignor to Arima Marine 276.1S0

''^*^tiirj«'t^m?i No 336.569
AUTOMATIC OUTLET CONTROL

T^ «f!Sl-7l; vL-r*^ ''"'" MarshaU, 1300 Spear St., Sonth Burlington, Vt 05401, and

VS a Dii^iA
^ ^ "«»^ »• Cl«rk. Jr., Box 117, UmlerhUl Center, Vt 05490

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D13—30

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2227

_ 276,151 276.153
PAIR OF PUSH-BITITON CONTROL SWITCHES FOR LOUDSPEAKER

Sfli^JJ^^f °?^ AlTTOMOnVE VEHICLE Takekazu lyima, Tokyo, Japan, assigm>r to Pioneer Electronic
Mttsimo Vitaloni, Rivalta, Italy, assignor to Arcoflex S.p.A., Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Turin, Italy
,^ ^ ^ ^ Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,521

Filed Oct 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,345 Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct 14, 1981. 56-
Qaims priority, appUcation Italy, Apr. 7, 1981, 53116/81[U] 45675[U]

U.S.aD13-32 UAaD14-30

276,154

VENTED WOOFER FRAME
Peter H. Werback, 8115 Berg St, Roseville, Calif. 95678

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,451

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D14—37

276,152

CONTROLLER HOUSING
Charles M. Ault Winchester, Mass., and Steven G. Landry,

Litchfield, Nil., assignors to Andover Controls Corporation,

Andover, Mass.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,125

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a 013—35

276,155

TELEPHONE SET
Vincenzina Marzorilli, 30, Via Ronchi I 20134, Milan, Italy

Filed Juo. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,525
Claims priority, application Italy, May 7, 1981, 21661 A/81

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D14-53
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27(,156 U6ASS
COMBINATION TELEPHONE, REMOTE CONTROL PORTABLE STEREO RECEIVER HOUSING

,^ „ DEVICE.^ SECURITY DEVICE C C. Lee; D. H. Louie, iad Y. M. Tim. aU of Kowloi Hom
'1? Sr^n^i?*"*^"*^ '*'"•'*»'^^ Ko«g,Mrignor.toAtI«Electro«i«M««rfto^^
Men, both of Cdif^Misiion to Dtftladngtrieeliic^ North. Kowloon, Hong Kong

-«««i«8 mbuwu,

'***' ™*
nu- I , .«., c- 1^ ,.. ,« ™«* ^y *5' 1W2, Ser. No. 377,856
Filed Jon. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 384,312 Tens of patent 14 yem

.,o ^ ,.
Term of patent 14 years U.S.Ci.D14-68

U.S. CL D14—53

276,159

r6,157 PORTABLE RADIO TRANSCEIVER OR THE LIKE
TELEPHONE Robert R. Huntington, Lynchburg, Va., assignor to General

Eric J. Marshall, London, England, assignor to The Marshall Electric Company, Lynchburg, Va.

Telephone Corporation Limited, Sidcup, England I^«d Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,662

Filed Dec 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,564 Term of patent 14 years
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 4, 1981, ^^-^ IM4—72

1000803

Term of patent 14 years
U.S.a D14—53

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2229

_ 276,160
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POWER UNTTLl^ H. Tuggle, Shrereport; Ronald C. Loyd, KdthTille, and
Ctariw A. F^ Shrereport, aU of La., assignors to Emerson
Electric Co., Shrereport, La.

FUed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 397,988

U.S. a. D15—

1

276,163

SEWING MACHINE
Roger H. Ramsey, Wadsworth, and Dak A. Paaasewlcz, Parma,

both of Ohio, assignors to Fritz Gcgsuf Aktiengeselbchaft
Bemina-Nahmaschinenfkbrik, Steckbom, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,114
Terra of patent 14 years

VS.a D15-69

276,161
BARK CUTTER FOR DEBARKING MACHINE

Veikko L. Valo, Lol^a, Finland, assignor to Vakm Kooe Oy.
LohJa, Finland

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,361
Claims priority, application Finland, May 27, 1981, 401/81

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D15—28

276,162 276 iM

JUym^fl^^l^^'-^J^5^ "CENTAL METALLIC CASTING INGOTRaymond R. Rancourt, 9456 Beater Creek Dr., Mentor, Ohio John J. Blair, ami George T. Eden, both of York, P.., assignor.

Filed ^» M 1QB9 e« M A-,^ ^««
*® Dentsply Research A DeTek>pment Corp., Milford, Del.

T!;i^f!!ify;
°*^*^ PUed Sep. 8, Wl, Ser. no. 299,705

U.S a D15-66 "^ ^"^ '"«"" »'^^ 14 yearsU.b. d. D15~66 UAaD15-144
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27«,165 27«,168
STILL PROJECTOR CX)IN TRAY OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Raymond Spilnan, Dwiea, Cona^ anignor to Warner Lambert Stanley H. Katz, 2712 Jeremy Ct, Apt A, Baltimore, Md. 21209
Technologies, Inc^ Sootiibridge, Mass. Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,478

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,579 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years U.S. CL D18—

3

U.S. a. D16—20

276,166

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPIER
Nobno MasaM, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kaboshiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,105
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 17, 1981, 56-56094

Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D16-31

276,167

BASS MARIMBA
C C Banta, 232 Wyoming St., Pasadena, CaUf. 91103

Filed Jon. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 164,362

Term of patent 14 years

VJS. a. D17—23

276,169

DESK TRAY FOR HOLDING NOTE PAPER
Darid Battle, Yellow Springs, Ohio, assignor to Visual Informa-

tion Institute, Inc., Xenia, Ohio
Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,393

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D19—92

OCTOBER 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2231

_ 276,170 ^<m-tm
COIN MECHANISM EN^^URE FDR A NEWSPAPER TOY^S^EY
Donald K. Christian, 119 Woodbtoe Ter S».rt«.l»» «r *'***5^ ftefen Toth,ami DafH '-i>dslow,aU of On-
^^^

ar»wu, iiy nooooine Ter., Spartubarg, S.C dnnati, Ohio, assignors to American Greetiaai Corporatioa,

Filed Aug. 21. 1981. Ser. No. 295,215
^•'•*^

RW Jm, 7 1982. Ser N« ^i<i
Term of patent 14 years

••"«> J""- A 1982, Ser. No. 386,151

ji pn
.\* ,*
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276,171

NOVELTY TOY
Andrew J. FiUpowicz. 10296 Kenny La.. San Jose, CaUf. 95127,

assignor to Andrew J. Filipowicz, Santa Cbva, Calif.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424.543

Term of patent 14 years
U^.a D21—59

276,174

PULSATOR HEAD FOR A SPRINKLER
«««^ £!^*^^ Ho Chow, River Edge, NJ., and Gordon R. Perry, New Yorii,

ir.*^u»** ..

SIMULATIVE TOY CAR N.Y, assignors to Melnor Iwlnstries, Inc., Moonachle, NJ.KataoU Murakami, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Baadai Co., Ltd^ FU«I Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,540
Tokyo, Japan Term of patent 14 years

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355.266 VS. Q. D23-7

U.S.a D21—128
Term of patent 14 years
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r«,175 27«,177
SHOWER STALL TOILET BOWL

Glorte K. McMfllan, Su BemrdiBO, and WUliam J. Schmidt, Timothy B. WiUooghby, 754 Balroyal CX, ImUanapolis, Ind.
CiMta Mm, both of Califs misiion to Kimstocfc,lM^Sttita 46234
A^C^- Filed Not. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 442,593

FUed Aag. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 293,516 Term of patent 14 yean
Tenn of patent 14 years UA Q. D23—65

U.S. CI. D23—57

October 30, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2233

276,179 276,182
FIREPLACE INSERT WITH INTERCHANGEABLE AIR CIRCULATOR

^ . - TiOOR PANELS Joseph M. Armbmster, 2700 NE. 47th St, Ughthouse Poiat,
ChariesF.BneUer, 6540 KlrlnrllleRdnE.SyraeBse,N.Y. 13057 Fla. 33064

™^ '** ***
*!!?L?**

^^' ^^^^ ™^ ^- *•• ^^^ Ser. No. 432,121

.,« ^ ^.. T«rm of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years
U.S.aD23-94 UAaD23-151

-L 1.

I

276,180

FIREPLACE INSERT WITH INTERCHANGEABLE
DOOR PANELS 276,183

Charles F. BnefalCT, 6540 Kirkrille Rd., East Syracuse, N.Y. THIN ABSORBENT PAD
13057 Howard A. Whitehead, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Kimbcrly*

Filed JbL 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,156 Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.
Term of patent 14 years Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 371,909

U.S. a. D23—94 Term of patent 14 years

U.S.a D24—51

276,176

WATER CLOSET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jack N. Kaiser, Daniille, Ky., assignor to American Standard ymtn
Inc New York, N.Y. ^*^

U e o nri M Kohler, Wis.
*..«. VI. t/«a—

w

Division of Scr. No. 377,305, May 12, 1982,. This application

Feb. 23, 1984» Ser. No. 582,829

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CL D23—74

276,181 276,184

OIL HEATER THIN ABSORBENT PAD
Dalsakn Mori, and Yooichi Takahashi, both of Nara, Japan, • Howard A. Whitehead, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Kimbcrly-

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Japan Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,911

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 389,791 Term of patent 14 years

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1982, 57-7130 ^-S. CL D24—51
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.aD23-121

4S2-230O.G.-84-I3

! i
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27M85 276.1S7
BUILDING STRUCTURE TAIL UGlilT VISOR

E^igJX Stewwt, Jr, 1317 Eagle NW, GfMd Riiilib, Mich. Alwln J. StUiel, St PmI, Mton., MigBor to Dn« Spectalttefc*•"*• „^^ lac^ MinnetonlM, Minn.
!-««•«,

^^^^J981,Sa. No, 314003 Piled Mv2«,lW2,Ser. No. 382,079

27«,186

COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP
Masomi Nubi^ RuabMlii, and Yoshio Kojinia, Yolcoluiiia, 276,188

bodi of Japan, tnivion to Tolcyo Sliibaara Denld Kabusliild COMBINED COMB AND MIRRORED CASE THEREFOR^^ iSn^Tioai «- V «,^ ^^^ ^' ^^*^*^ ^^"**«y'^ Northbroolc HI. 60062FUed Dec 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,902 Filed Jon. 18. 1982. Ser No 389 643
Claim, priority, applieation Japan, Dec 15, 1980, 55.52549 Sm ofpSiuiyiT

Term of patent 14 yean U.S.a.D28—25
U.S.CI.D26—

3
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LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 30th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1984
Ndm-Aniii«dJBMcprdance jrtth the ii« iig^^

Cm aooofdaaoe with dty and tei^bm directory pnctioe).

A. R NOaoii Machiiie Co., Inc. The: Ste—

^^iuSson^
E.; and SUhon. Halaey W., 4,479,376, Q,

A. R RobtaM Compmy, Inc.: Sm-~

A/S Kongiben Vnenftbrilck: &t^
Stoe, Ivarll, 4,479,755,a AIS-IJOOO.

Abe, KomoniL MicroKope. 4,479,70aa 35O.523.00a
Abe, Ryolo: see

Si^yima. I^^vola: Sdnni. Mmki; Abe. Ryoeo; Yodiihara,

A^ SS^^ Sikaldbaia, Sonmu. 4,48028^ Q. 360.78.000.
Abd, Edwud P.: See—

»nr^'.F^"^ '•' '"*' Afafr Edwird P., 4,480,080, CL 526.3l8.00aACF Indostnei, InomKnated: See—
PteanoB, Arthur C, 4,479,567.a 188-47.000

Ackley. Chirlei E.. Jr.: See—

^wfe'wSf* ^' ^'' "^ ^*"*^'^"^ ^* ''•' *'*^'^^'' °-

AdUgfjOiMte E, Sr.; end Ackley, Charies E., Jr., to R. W. H«t^
zS?W/ifS!W# ^5?"5[y *" Gapnk orienting and taming appe-
rttoi. 4.479,57370. 198-399.00a

—•-«»
Acorn Engineering Con^iny: See—

**??*5i^i,^»-?'**'' ^**" ^-5 «* ""^ Ron T., 4.48ai63.
U. 21X^391.000.

Aootta, Rani E.; and Yarmchnk, Edward J., to International Business
Maclmm Corporation. Pbting rate monitor. 4,479,980. Q.

Acre Electric Corponttion: See—
Hummel, Matt N., 4,48ai74,a 219.331.00a

-

Adams, Ladd M.: See—
Oill, Elbwt R.; and Adams. Ladd M.. 4.479.558. Q. 175-320.000.

Adams. Roy D.: See—

'^i£:a°lo£iliSi'
^^-« =-^ - Adams. Roy D..

A1?¥M??«L.J P***- M«»««D O.; and Christopborou. Loucas O.,
to Umted States of America. Energy. Contanunant trap for oas-
msulated apparatus. 4.48ai47, Q. I74:i4.00R. ^ *^

Adlo; Akm J. Boomerang. 4.479.655.a 273425.000.
Ag-Chem Egmpment Co.. Inc.: See—

Takata, Harry R. 4.479.4H Q. 111-7.000.
Agfii-Gevaeft Aktiengeidbchaft: S^e—

Agip Petnrii S.p.A.: S^e—

'^Nfyfe JlJiJ**''
Luciano; and Oerbaz, Oiampaok), 4,479,888.

\A. Z92-397.UUU.
Aguik). Adolfo: Sf»—

"•^IJjSnJ****^ "*• Agnik). Adolfo. 4,480.122. Q.

Aig). SeiichiiD.ynittiy probe assembly. 4.480223. Q. 324.158.00P.

MlgSS'-cSllteooa^^
to Hit«*i. Ltd. Optical pickup.

Air Prdieater Conqiany. Inc.. The: See—
.
Rhodes. Robin B.. 4.479.534. Q. 165-142.000.

Air Products and Chonicals. Inc.: See—MgWg. Thomas E.; and Helper. Barry J.. 4.479,362. Q.

N^gcg Oiaries L.; and Fuini. Dennis L.. 4.479,350 Q.

Aisin Seiki KabusUki Kaisha: Sta>—

^'^^^a^nJ^'"^ ** FunahasW. AUra. 4.479.915. Q.
2O4.249.000.

ATT Industries. Inc.: See—

StoJ^TTooo*^
J-; •«« Beachler. Lany A.. 4.479.332. CL

Aiuchi. Suramu: See—
Og'W'Jg^ Anichi, Susumu; and Kamimun. Takashi. 4,479.848.

Ajima. Takashi: See-^

'^^S'^ Yutaka; OhsUma. Jira, Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa.
Toshio. 4.479.830a 148-1.500/^ ^^ «w«.wa,

Akahori, Hiroyuki: See—
Aauo. MakcMo; Haa^awa. Kiyoharu; Akahori. Hiroyuki; and
Tsunmoto. MichiUro. 4.480002. Q. 428402.200.

Ateberg. Dems W.; and Rude. Carl A., toQO Chemicals, Inc. Method
andoompoation for a ramming mix in aluminum reduction cells.
4,479.913. a. 264-29.500.

Akimova, AUa Y.; Buyanov, Valentin M.; Oalperin, Eduard I.- Davy-
dpv. Anatoly B.; Deriuch. Oalina M.; Deievyanko, Vitaly P.; Ke-
shdava, Viktor V.; Malyarova. Larisa P.; Rusakov. Igor O.; Timok-

JfifLYf'f™ J:
«* Chasoy. Valery I., to Vsesojuzny Nauchnois.

aledovatelsky I Ispytatefaiy Institut Meditsinskoi TekhnM Composi-
twn for sealing wound surfines. 4,479,933. Q. 424-81.000.

Afayama. Yasuhiro: See—
Hirose. Noriyaw; Souda, Shigeru; Miyake. Kazutoshi; Kuriyama,
Shuuo; Usuki, Kazuyasu; AUyama. Yasuhiro; Sakabe, NacAo;
and Kawashmia. Hidetodii. 4,479,954, a. 424-25 1 .000.

Akz(»a Incorporated: See-
Seibert, Karl. 4,479,887, CI. 252-309.000.

Alana^Oian B.; and Preti, Roberto, to Csdt - Centro Studi E
Laboraton Teleoomunicazioni S.p.A. Method of and system for
OOTimunication via satellite. 4,480,328, Q. 370.63.000.

Awrecht, Oeorg F.; and Mourou, Gerard, to University of Rochester,

JS^SSoSo
""^ «»«•««»«> measurement 4,480192, a.

AlMght, Boland R.. to Duo-Fast Corporation. Apparatus for auto-
mated frame assembly. 4,479.600 Q. 22748.000.

^^
Albri^t, Ronald G. Fishing rod hokkr. 4.479.628,a 248-530.000
Alco Electronic Products, Inc.: See—

Kirchoff. Francis D., 4,480159, Q. 20O42.0Or.
Alexander, Delores J.: See—

KordomoKJs, Paaa^otis I.; Alexander, Dekxcs J.; and Thomson.
David M., 4,480584. Q. 528-1 18.000.

«««».

Akxandrovich, Peter S.; and MerriU, Stewart R, to Eastman Kodak
Craipany. Method for forming a self-fixed image on a oonporous
nuface at ambient temperature. 4,480022, Q. 430-1 19.000

Alfa-Laval AB: See—
Olenfidk. Lara. 4,479,426, CI. 100-37.000.

Alfano, Robert R. Method and i^parstus for detecting the presence of

*.2!!f? ,".'***• "°* ^*>'« ^^ 4,479,499, Q. 128465.000
Alned Umversity Research Foundation. Inc.: See-

Funk. James E., 4,479,806, Q. 44-51.000.
Alivo, Martin J., Jr. Bowlers wrist brace. 4,479,648, Q. 273.54.00B.
Allaire, Roger A.; Socha, Louis S., Jr.; and Van Dewoestine. Robert V..

to Commg Glass Worics. Solid fuel heating umliance and combustor
apparatus therefor. 4,479,921, a. 4M-18oSoCL

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Coiporation: See—
Martager. Robert E, 4,479,528, a. 164423.000.

^^'S2r!2? ]^-,1*ft2S *** «•«»«»« •»! clearing plastic surtexs.
4,479,985, CI. 427-164.000.

Allen, Marvin M.: See—

'^aiS5"a klSST ^"^ E.; and ADen, Marvin M,

^^ffe,i!!!!2? ^ Currency identification method. 4,480177, a.
235-379.000.

Allen Organ Company: See—
Haherstumpf, Harold E., 4,479,415, a. 84439.000.

Alhed Coiporation: See-
Anderson, Philip M., Ill; Reich. Ronald K.; and Raskin. Donald.

4,479,389, Q. 73451.000.
^^ ^^*

'^^MoS
^''' "** **««»• ***«* W- .80222, a.

Henschel, Claiide, 4,480016, Q. 428478.000.
Reach, Alois R., 4,479,301, Q. 29-721.000.

Alman, David H., to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company. Three
direcoon measurements for characterization of a surface containina
metaUic particles. 4,479,718, d. 356405.000.

^^
Alphonse, Everett, Sr.: See—

^fi'SS-l^*'*" ' • "* Alphonse, Everett, Sr., 4,479,340, O.
52-046.000.

Alphonse, Everett J.; and Alphonse, Everett, Sr., to John GoodieAagajg Inc. Quick manual lock for display frames. 4,479,340 Q.

Altland. Guenter. Pouring nozzle and intermediate container of strane
casting device. 4,479,594, CI. 222-597.000.

Alton Packamng Corporation: See—
RusseU. Dennis E., 4,479,318, Q. 40-154.000.

Aluminum Coiuieny of America: See—

^^i^JSi^"*^ °' •«* MvBiMk, John E, 4,480149. Q.
17442.000.

Taicy, Gary P., 4,479,379. Q. 73-23.000.
Alvarez, Luis W. Dead reckoning range finding device for cart.
4,480310a 364450000. ^ ^^ ^^

Alza Corporstion: Seir—
Urquhart, John; and Theeuwes, Felix. 4,479,793, Q. 604-85.000
Urquhart, John; and Theeuwes, Felix, 4,479,794, Q. 60445.000.

Amada Company Limited: See—
Taguchi. Masayuki. 4.479.410a 83-13.000

Amano, Hisao: S^e—
Ymn, Yoshihani; Seiki, Kazoo; Suzuki. Yoahihisa; and Amano.

Hisao, 4,479,348, CL 57404.000.
^^ ^^

PI 1
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Anericaa Cyauoid Compgay: 5^»—

Dumlitw, David L., 4,479,«3, a. 2«M55.00A.
Ampez Corpontkm: S^»—

CotaMn, Oirie* R. Jr., 4,4«U71. a. 358-310.000.

Anew Co., Ltd: &»—
SUnuxa, Kano, 4,479,732, a. 401-107.000.

^mSSMcT**^
** ^n« watch weather radio. 4.480,253, a.

^^jteS^rP?!?*?-' ™iR««*. Ronald K.; and RaaUn. Donald, to

^Jg|
jjgnxJfrtion. Tnoed vibration detector. 4,479,389, CL

Aoderaon. Ralph E: Sar—

"Sfe^C^isilSS? «->* ^ •«' Aa«. Man* M,
Andemn. Robert A.: Stt—

^MM.wT' ^"^ "^ ^«*«°»' 'lo'*** A., 4,479.666, Q.

October 3a 1984

AndCTion,StanlejrE; and Franklin, Leonard N., Jr., to General Moton
congnttgi. Demand reaponave hydraulic pump. 4,479,764, a.

'Mi^s.^g'gia.gsf "" '=°- -^^ *««•
Androa Analyzen Incorporated: See—

"'S&.OOO*"
O.; and WilBama. Kevin O., 4,48ai9a Q.

Angelim, LeoneDo: 5^«>—

Antenieux CLB S. A.: See^
.

I^few. ^nle; Md Dnmaa. Antoine, 4,479,662, a. 280-28 1.OORAmc S.p.A.: See—

a^38500a
'^"^ ^^"^ "** Buonomo. Franco. 4,480^135.

Ani^ Aziz Y. Irrigatin| vectit. 4,479,802, a. 604-275.000.
Anne Company, Ltd.: Sh>—

^!J"^. ^i. K«*>wada, Toahinobu; Suzuki, HiftMhi: and
A IS^J"* 4*4<aooa a. 4283m!ooo:

^^
^SSS* 5^,!L*!S5f!i''" o«?ction localization and directreajgy of platelet derived growth factor. 4.479,896. a. 260-

Aatooa^Jolml^^ ratchet wrench. 4,479,409, a. 81-58.300.

^tSiSiJ^Sl^lJfSSr^
Rol-Hl A.; and Aoki. Earl S.,

Aoyui, Renichi: S^»—

M75.4«ra:li23^s^Sa'^'* •«• ^**°^ ««»^

''MR21L*of3S-I8?S).'''^'^
Semiconductor memory device.

Aperm of Soudi Carolina: See—

A *!!*2»lS*2P'^^-*'*«'^0'3.a 521-54.000.

?S5itel5:'uJS!!!l9f"** ^' •«> Shmley. John F., to Interna-
tnna] Buimen Machmes Corponuion. Method and compontion for

A^pB^oSS^'sJC?***'
'""^ '**^ M79.983. Q. 427-54.100.

A«.S?&5^1£iI!?' Lukezich, Paul J., 4,479J05, a. 33-180.0AT.Appued Solar Enmneenng, Inc.: See—

I265f5.«a
^''' "** ^'•"•^ *"»<»»" P-. 4,479.486, Q.

Arad, Abraham: &c^

''MS526.'g.1U5ioo?^''
°^**--^ ^ ^ ^'«^-

Arai, Yoahinobu: See—

^IKSS.u'^^^S*^.'?^^^ ^^^ National du Machinisme

d£S ftj5L2SS! '^"S^'^ ^'^Sf^ ^°^ (CEMAOREF).

Arcitart, Inc.: S^e-

ArkiS!?aSTS:?iSl'''^'' °°^ ^^ '*'*^''"' ^- "^^^ «»

A R^'^J^'Jf^ ^' .79.484, a. 126-362.000.
Annelm. Michel, to Sodete anonyme dite: Machines Chambon Inkfounum. mcorportting individually ngnlated metertigSSs. fSa prtetina machhie. 4,479,4H O. I0^6jSo^^*

segments, for

Arnaud, Henrv to Regie Nationale des Unnes Renault Device for

Aradt. Fnednch; Franke. Hdnrich; Schmidt, Erich: and Piittner

5S?Si'°JS52?f AWen^^eSchanSrtS
7M7l.00a

^^ «»poiWon containing same. 45^9S, CL

Arnold. Bruce E: Sw—

Araejlana-Jurfen; and Litterer, Heinz, to Hoechst Aktiengesellachaft.

Aaai, Ryuichi: See—

'MS3b9.a:t&3l1SB.''^'* '^ *«-^^ ^"^
AMka, HItodii. Eye bole for roping reinforced by grommet metalfhtmgs as m aheet-hke articles. 4,479,287, a. 24-141.000.

^^^Jl?''*?? J?**'*^-.'"y**»™J Akahori, Hiioyuki: andTHUimoto, MKl^uro, to Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals, Incorporated.

2n£oKa*4283S3ff
''•^--^^

Ashcraft. Robert W.; and Koenigkramer. Rusty E. to Du Font deNemouis, E I., and Company. Stable dispersions for use in photo-

80S10.0SS" "^ " **'**'"* ^^^ '•^"- *'*^^'^ CI-

Ashland Oil. Inc.: See—
^^ **Y^y^ Camithers, Jamea D.; Cornelius, Edward B •

Kjnenk. RmiaM A.; Kovach. Stephen M.; and Hettinger. Willham P., Jr., 4,4«a047,a 5O2.«5.d0O.
"««»vr, wu

iS^70W**" ^'' *^ ^""^ ^"^ "•• "• •''•'"' CI.

Askins, WUliam E, to Woodstream Corporation. Animal trap with

aSTmi isSriSStr^^- *'*''''^' *^- *^°*-

ATAfKfiS!SJly2S;S5^'*^ ° •
*•''•'«*• «• «'-«'«^

ATttT Technologies, Inc.: 5^c^-

Thompson. Fred E, 4,479,991, Q. 428-7«.00a
Atebers De La Rive: See—

Atia^TSiSSf<Si£S!^"*^ ***^'^ °- "°-"»"»-

. JH?*^' ''™* E.. 4.479,919, a. 422-127.000.
AuCIair, Chnstc^ier J.: See—

^43(VK».600'
"** ^"^^'^' Christopher J., 4,480^021. Q.

Auditore-Hargreaves, Karen, to Du Pont de Nemours, E I, and Com-pany Immunoglobulin half-molecules and process for produdns
hybrid antibodies. 4,479,895, Q. 260-1 12.00B.

prouucmg

Aumard. Jean P.: See—

An.iJlS^rS'^' •«'.A'™f«». J"" P-. M79,562, CL 177-256.000.
Automatic Orange Juicer Corp.: See—

Nelson, Stewart C, 4.479,425, a. 99-5O7.00a
Automation Industries, Inc.: See—

'^ifflKXS?™" ^' "*• Campbell, Arthur R.. 4,479,835, Q.

Avery, John L.: 5^c^
Bartma^Georee F.; Avery, John L.; Blomquist. Leonard A.; and
McDonald, ftepben B.. 4,479.644*a 27?-IO7.00aAw^ ThomjB Y. Jr., to Deep Seven Ca Anchor handKng and stoiaae

device. 4,479,452. Q. 1 14-210.000.
—«»«•««• Rorage

^Y^.J?*''^
Leon; and Rogers, Alfred N., to Electric Power Reaeaich

4%'r3?i. a 6JS?5a?^
"""^ '"^ «~*^ ''"^^

Ayres. Richard A.: See—

^SS.u.S'^ "• "^ ^^^ ^'^ '^^ •^•«*^ CI.

B. F. Goodrich Company. The: See—

R Ki^I°*^ ^ = "** ^**' **y*»« N- •W.W2, a. 544.113.00a
B.N.. S.A.: See—

u i..?^f^?'*"5?** ^*^ '-' »*79,646, a. 272-73.00a
Babcock ft Wilcox Conuiany. The: See—

n J^^^'^^.f' '^**™** C., 4,479,353, Q. 60^9.000.
Brtiteki, Rudolf to Robert Boach GmbR Pressurized ftid iqection

4)479475 CI "iM^iSj!^'
"""^ Particularly diesel engines.

^^T!i ^f**!^*- = ^'^ '^*'«' A.; Bernstein. David H.; Bratt.^l«rd G, Clancy. OenUd F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones, fh^
S! • $!?; 4J^^?°? ^ :

^''"*'*' C««g J-: Mat. John F.; Schkimer.
Stephen I

;
Wallach. Steven J.; WallaSh. Walter A.. Jr. andwS

Douglas M.. to Data General Corporation. Digital data processina

:!Jr3(S:^.'aS)aO0O."'^
^*' "' nucrc^mstrucg^Sf

Bachmann. Heinrich; and Portmann. Plato, to Wella Aktiensesellschaft.
Agent for oxidative dyeing of hair. 4,479,803, Q. 8-406!iobo.

BaggK). Edward G.: See—
WiUans, Robert D. H.; Baggio, Edward O.; Harper, Harold K.-

Bailey. David B.; and Abel. Edward P., to Eastman Kodak Company.

J^SSTdlJSSooa^
'•^ '"' "'^^ *~^" '^'^

Bakal, Abraham L; and Croasman, Tommy L., to Coming Ghos Works.

42(£3
00?*'****'*'''***'^'**^ ^'^^ " chewing gum. 4,479,969. Q.

Baker Cac. Inc.: See—
^Cloans, Kip B.. 4.479.506. Q. 137-73.000.

^^!:^J::^^ Orlowskl, Eugene J.. Jr., to General Electric
company. Method and apparatus for digital automatic freouencv
control of chirped O8ciUat^.480.232. Hwi-lLMAr^

nequency
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Baker Oa Tools. Inc.: Sm^
^^^S'^^^J;- ^^°^ "°**y ''! •«• ^^D"' Oary A.. 4,479.544.
a. 16^290.000.

StootjOren W.; and Ndaoo. John A., 4,479,556,a 175-4.600.
BaMwm-Ortrnhfimer Coipoiation; See—

B.tiil'^rS^'^K."?' ^^ *^*«' '•««'• .^,433. a. 101-364.000.

a*2-&00a
' *° "*"*" Corporation. Athletic padding. 4,479,269,

Balz, Hdmut Remote steam system having common recirculation of
g"y^J«Sf «• niethod for condensate recirculation. 4,479,606, a.
237-67.000.

BaaikjQary J.; EerNiaae. Errol: KisUer, Walter P.; and Paros, Jerome,
toQmrtCT, Inc. Resonator force transducer assembly. 4,479.391. a.

Baiber-Cotanan Company: Sas—
JoJgMJ Sttiart J.; and Franasoo. George E, 4,479,745, O.

Barber-Greene Company: See—

'?!S!!?i'«9^2f^!S'J ^*^ '°«l* Mm Md Witkonis, Diane M.,
4,479,591, a. 222-317.000.

Banette, William E, to Du POnt de Nemouis, E I., and Company.
Fluormation of carbanions with N-fluoro-N-alkylsulfonuudo.
4,479,901, a. 260-239.0BD.

«««««.

Barr A Stroud Limited: Se»—
NeO, Iain A., 4.479,695, Q. 350-1.30a

Buthelemy, Philippe; Baurand, Oilles; and Roussel. Francois, to U
Telemecanique Ele^rique. Circuit for supplying a control contact
with power and wplication thereof to the conti^ofa rest time delay
of a relay. 4,480194,a 307-132.00E

Butimes, George F.; Avery, John L.; Blomquist, Leonard A.; and
McDonaM. Stephen B., to Continental Plastic Containers, Inc. In-
mold hbeler. 4,479,644,a 271-107.000.

Barton. Hugh M., Jr., to PhiOipa Petroleum Company. Method and
iVPUitas fbr radon contnd. 4,479,857. Q. 204-130.000.

Basa, Thomas P.: See—
Carothers. Charles R; Garan. John E; and Basa. Thomas P..

4.480,245. a. 337.18a00a
BASF AktiwigfSfIbchaft; See—

Bung, Richard; Gieriirecht, Hartinut; Leuckel, Wolfgang; and
Klimisch. HansJoachim. 4,479,493, Q. 128-204.180

^^
Z^^i,^' "«* ^'^ Hans-Martin, 4,480.123,d 560-244.000.K^ Wolfoane Krad. Robert; Valentin. Guenter. and Staufer.

Dieter. 4,479j68.a425-192.00R.
Lottch, Wolfgang; and Kemper, Reinhard, 4,480,097, a.

544-296.000.

Mueller, Herbert, 4.480124, Q. 560-248.000.
Zadlor, Georg; Hanaen, Guenter; and Schulte. Wolfgang.

4,479.906, CL 260-169.000.
^

BasaeviDe, Phi%pe: 5f»—
Oojfyg* Yvea; and Basaevilk. Philippe. 4.480045, a.

Batey, Robert M.; and Becker, James D., to Hewlett-Packard Com-
SBy^Apoaratiia for peak detection in uMgnetic recording. 4,480^76,

Batia. Sushil K., to Columbia Chai« Corporation. Treating-high asphal-
tene fiiel oils. 4.479,805, CL 44-51.000

Battdle Development Corporation: See—
Koramann, Michel; and Tatanor. Yehuda. 4,479,891. Q.
252-511000

Bauer, Frank R.: See—
Narveaon. Brian C; and Bauer, Frank R., 4.479499. Q. 74-339.000.

Baumann, Heinz, to Schaum-Chemie Wilhehn Bauer G.m.b.H. * Co.
KG. Process for manuftcturing modified amino-reaia nroducta.
4,480055. a. 521-106.000

prouuc*

Baumann, Marcus; Stif—
Breitenstein. Werner. Baumann, Marcus; and Boashard, Hans.
4,480106.a 549-253.000.

«~-«™. ««».

Baumrucker, Ervin J., to Cashiers Plastics. Process and mold for mold-
mg foamed plastic articles. 4,479,914, a. 26445.500.

Baunnd. Gilles: Slt»—
Bartiidemy, PhiUppe; Baurand, Gilles; and Roussel, Francois,
4.480194, a. m-uiam.

Bax. Anton M., to Smitiis Industries Public Limited Company. Syn-
chronous electiic motor control systems. 4,480215, a. 318-306.000.

Baxter Travenol Laboratories. Inc.: See—
BilsbKl. Aradd C; Brown. Richard I.; and Kruger. Robert J..

4.479.760 a. 417-395.000.
BibtiKl. Arnold C; Brown, Richard I.; and Kruger, Robert

4.479.761,a 417-395.000.

BQstad. Arnold C; Brown, Richard I.; and Kruger, Robert
4.479.762. Q. 417-395.000.

^^
Dolana. Gary H.. 4,480029. Q. 435-5.000.
Thomas, ^l^lUam R., 4,479,938,a 424-101.000.

Bayer AG: Ser—
Brooker, Peter J.; and Goose, John. 4,479,960 CI. 424-270.000.

Bayer Aktiengesdlschaft: Sf*—
Hamprecht. Rainer, 4.479,899, Q. 260-205.000.
Heiticamper, Peter, Faaas, Rnd'K; Fmdeisen, Kurt; Poninger,
Ste&n; and SchoU. HanaJoachim. 4.480110 O. 54946rOOO

RegeL Erik. 4,480114, Q. 549-563.000.
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG: See—

Rother, Hubert, 4,479,734, Q. 403-4.00O
Baylerian, Marguerite S.: See—

Knapp. Gordon G.; Baylerian. Maiguerite &; and Seemuth. Paul
D., 4.479,905, a. 260467.000

J..

J..

BBC Brown Boveri ft Company, Limited: See—
Blahous. Leopold; and Ro|»l. Georg. 4.480193. Q. 307-19.000.
Goaioger. Gemot; and Schroder, Ountiier, 4,479,833. Q. 148-

11.50R.

Beachler. Larry A.: See—
*'^,JiSS**" ^'' ** Beachler, Larry A., 4,479.332, Q.

51-277.000.

Beair. Charles E: See—
Mundt. AmoM L.; and Beair, Charles E, 4,479,587. a. 220-89.00A.

Bean. Harley F.; and Noonan. Daniel T., to Mead Corporation, The.
Paper handling syttem 4,479,641. a. 270.53.000.

Beck. H. Wayne; Camtthen, James D.; Cornelius, Edward B.; Kmecak,
Rouki A.; Kovach, Steplien M.; and He^mger, William P., Jr., to
Ashland Oil, Inc. High performance catalysts for carbometaUic oil

S2?^i?52? •"* **'' manufacturing and use. 4,480,047. a.
502-65.000

Becker, James D.: See—
Batey, Robm M.; and Becker, James D.. 4,480,276, CI. 36CM6.000.

Becker, Joanh J.: See—
Schulte-Elte, Karl H.; Becker, Joseph J.; and Schenk. Walter.
4,480107,0.549-355.000.

'

Becker, Larry W., to Betz Laboratories, Inc. High caknum tolerant
deposit oontiol method. 4,479,878, Q. 210699.000.

Becker, MiteheU; and Sachs, Howard M.. to Hakon SD Group. Inc..
The. Process for the production of variable amounto of DPA and
gil^iiMngaily phenol and ammonia as the feedstock. 4.480127.

Bedborough. Rodney A.: See—
Cwley, Laurence D.; Whitehead. David A.; and Bedborough,

RodneyA..4.479.463, a. 123-I95.00C.
Beder. Alan H.; and Lai, Nai-Chiu J., to Ingok) Electrodes. Electrode

assembly. 4,479,865, Q. 204-415.000.
Beecham Group P.L.C.: See—

Hadky, Michael S., 4.480099, a. 546-164.000.
Beggs, James M.; Johnston, Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D.; Port-
wood, Joaqih N.; Saunden, Jerry M.; Redmon, John W.; and Porter.
Allen C, to United States of America, National Aeixmautics and
Space AdministrBtioa. Insulation bonding test system. 4.479.386. Q.
73-582.000.

Behringwerke Aktienmdlschaft: Sw—
Sedlacek. Hans-Haraki; and Seiler. Fnednch R.. 4.479.934, CL

424-85.000.

Behrmann, William C; and Jones, Thomas G., to Exxon Research ft
Engineering Co. Treatment of residual bottoms from nuoroMilfuric
acid regeneration. 4,479,926, CL 423-467.000.

BeinvogL WiUy; and Hasler, Barbara, to Siemens AktiengewUschaft.
Method for etching integrated semiconductor circuits containing
double hyers consisting of polysilicon and metal sUidde. 4,479.850
G. 156-643.000.

Beise, Hans: Ser—
S(Mcht. Buridiard; Sonntag. Christd; Beise. Hans; Lindner. Otto;
Wduer, Klaus; Burk, Wemer; Groas. Manfred; and Minak.
Hans-PWer, 4,479,811, Q. 55-32.000.

Beistegui Chirapozu, Joae L., to B.N.. S.A. Gymnastic bicycle.
4,479,646, Q. 272-73.000.

Belbin. Geoffrey R.; and CogsweU. Frederic N.. to Imperial Chemical
Industries PLC. Process of producing fibre-reinforced shaoed arti-
cles. 4,479.998, Q. 428-220000.

^^
Beklzisky, David. Prosthesis retainer. 4,479,272, Q. 3-16.000.
Belgard. lUchard A.: See—

Bachman, Brett L.; Belgard, Rkhard A.; Bernstein, David H.;
Bnttt, Richard G.; Clancy, GeraM F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jonea.
Thomas M.; Katz. Lawrence R; Mundie. Craig J.; Pilat, John F.;
Schletmer. Stejdien I.; Wallach. Steven J.; Wallach. Walter A..
Jr.; and Wells. Douglas M.. 4,480306. CL 364-200.000.

Bdko. Robert P.; Boden. Wchard M.; and Hama. Marie R., to Interna-
tional Flavors ft Fragrances Inc. Norborayl oxyacetaMdiyde, ofga-
nolepDc uses thereof and proceas for preparing same. 4.480136, Q.
568-445.000.

Bekiit Corporation: Se#—
Kelyman. John. Jr.. 4.479.581. Q. 209-3.000.

Beltz, DonaU G.: See-
Whitinan, Boyce D.; Beltz, DonaU G.; and Reeae, Morris T.,

4,480286, a. 361-314.000.
^^

Bendix Corporation, The: See—
Marmillion, David J.; and Brash. Robert W.. Sr.. 4.479.689. a.

339-89.00M.
Bennett. Milton C, to J. I. Caae Company. Float positioning assemMy

for pUot operated valve. 4.479,514, Q. 137-625.630.
Benoit. Eric, to Polytronic AG. Method ofdetermining sound pronca-

tion. 4,480313. Q. 364-565.000.
^^

Benz, Willi: Sw—
Fekimann. Hugo; niert, Kari; Benz. Willi; and Bohnenkamp, Hein-

rich, 4,479.374. Q. 72-236.000.

Beretta. Pier C. Means for attachhig silencers to portable firearms.
4.479,418. a. 89-14.00D.

Berg, Richard M.. to United Sutes of America, Army. Wide band
aiergy absorbing camoulla^ blanket. 4,479,994, Q. 428-195.000,

Berger, Abe. to MftT Chemicals Inc. Siloxane-containina polymers.
4.480009, a. 428-447.000.

^^
Bergh Bros. Co.. Inc.: See—

Bergh, George G.; and Bergh, Robert G., 4.479.737. a.
403-382.000.

Bergh, George G.; and Beijdi, Robert G., to Bergh Broa. Ca, inc.
Positive interiock. 4,479.737. a. 403-382.000.
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Ber^ Robert O.: &»—

Ben^olijHdinut. to MoMnchndtt-BolkowBlofaiii 0.iii.b.H. Flooroaortn^ for the upper coapertmeat of an aircraA. M79,621.d
BMJij4^VJicent E Variable ipeed meat grinder. M79.614, a.

Bennteiii, David H.:&»-
B^^Bm.,ft«tt L.; Belfaid, Richard A.; Bemateiii. David H.-
Bj«Jlichard O.; Oancy. Gerald F.;OaV^Ed^ sITooi'
Tbonai M.; Kate, Lawrence H.; Mnndie. Ciaig J.; Fllat, John F.

'f i qd WeP^ Do"^ M.. 4,4<a306. CL 364-20a5».
«'"««• Corey A., to Oievron RcMarch Company. Procen and
devteefcr recovering heat from a particulate soUd. 4,479,308, a.

ftrrthwai. 7fan- 5^

lwP1f!S!l£"!2*?.'?*^"^ '2^ 4.4W1322. a. 3«7.123.000.
BCTti. Alfredo; and Dari, AttiUo. to Snamprogetti S.p.A. Device for
Jgi^ngrgroaid or digging up nbMa conduits. 4,479,741, a.

Bertotami, Salvatore: Sw—
BmojajjUgo; and Bertolami. Salvatore. 4,479.331, CL

'^?'Tyi«°^ "^ •"°'*°* S*'^***'^ to J. B. SaA ft Door Co. Inc.

aJwOiOOB*^
«»*™««<» rephcement saih windows. 4,479,331,

Bethlehem Steel Corporation: &g^
"?V^5**^ 0-; "nd Townsend. Herbert E., 4,479,832, a. 148-

Beta Laboratories, Inc.: S^v-
__B«ker, L«ry W., 4,479.878, Q. 21(W99.000.

^^^iS?™;' y^T'"*''"*' Christian B., to Beakers Laboratories,
be. Radtoaonde housing. 4,48a3H a. 455-98.000.

^^
Beoken Laboratories, Inc.: Ste—

*«M«.(m"
**"' "^ ^^''J*""* Christian B., 4,48a334, a.

"?47Si; an7S?3T^"^'"^ ^'"'^"•'^^
bEo TbQriS^&S*^ "**** M79,274, 0. 4496.000.

iMiJS^uSf^ "^^ 5'-. .*''^38, CL 166-173.000.

&iJSir^2fMl!S:.'^'**!3'' »d Bicoyand. Roland C. to
sodeie E. UCroix. Missile humcher modnle hi particiilar for aircraft.

rnXSL'^'m^'^1r^ M79.4lfa!89?l.Mir^

^.SfS.'SlooS.'^'' •"^^ ^'^ "-*^ -y"-

wSZk^^ J
•
to 0«» Corporatioo. Saboted shot 4.479.438, a.

'%i^?L!£i!2!^f***'*'SlL' "*• ^'^' *<*«« J
•
to Barter

i?yy "^°**tories. be. Actuator apparatus for a prep«:kased

SSlE??fIX5^JI^^?!^ P«^««' ^v« dementi operabfe in

iii£2?T2if^"ll?*''2^ M75;76a a. 417-395.000.
^^

T55;iiS?LJtei22!l!*'f!f^ ^^"^' ^f*^ ^ •
to Baxter

lhM^^TZ?y???L fr^_^c*'»tor apparatus for a prepackagednuMpTOMsmgrnod^ havteg pump and valve elementTqpmbS in
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Trooyei. Gerard. 4,480043. O. 436-536.000.

^lilJ^w!Il!*:^l5?*^*>^ TWolated poiypentide compound
derived bom a tetanus toan ftagmeot. the process foriti obtMtion^•nd .its appUcttkms. 4,479.9«ra«4:in00a

^
BminiJtenard; Sa^-

BjortSSTlL^'SS
"** "*°^ Benmrd, 4.479.935, a. 424.92.000.

Black ftD^S."£l!!l^
Leif. 4.479.443. Q. 110-346.000.

OrojMnj^Horst; Meier. Rolf; and Schmid. Karl. 4,479,555, a.

"SSH^fteSi*;!!!? 5?^* °«*l' to BBC Brown Boveri ft Com-
BiS?L'^Sl!i^]!!?*i^*y*^^^"^'W. a. 307-19.000.

iS3SL^!S-!!;l.?**5** '**9**»' to Sodete Euiopeenne des

SSJSka^aSToOo'^^ "^ regen^rrLS

SSSSy^sJI? '•™*^^ appttttus. 4,479.311, Q. 34-90000.

**^Fr r^ '• ^r^^' H?^^ M«'i«>»« O
:
Do>«ot.

JriKttaa K.; Kovaca, Gabor, Virag, Sandor. Szuts. Tam^

"^glSS^^^^^^^ ^- Method of making

"M'7^Sk?33':fiSr '^ "-**- ^•^ "^"^^ ^"^-

Blendax-Werke R. Schneider GmbH ft Co.: S«t—
Hohmann. Wolfnng. 4,479.823, Q. 75-0.50R.

^SsiJoOO** "^ "^ Schuckmann, Alfred. 4,479,592, a
BkMnquist, Leonard A.: See—

Bartimes, George F.; Avery, John L.; Blomquist. Leonard A • and
McDonaM. Stephen B., 4,479.644. 0^-107:000!^ '

Bloo. Johann: See—
Plammer. Alfred; Weiss. Hermann; Schachinger. Adolf; Schon-

a»9-"l3^ *^ Mistlberger. Bruno. 4.479.517,

Boaidman. Simon M.: See—

'*l52-M8oS*
^''' "^ "°"*^' '^°ton M.. 4.479.890 Q.

BOC Group pjc The: S««^
<M>«>^ Peter H.; and Taylor, Robert 1, 4,479,363, Q. 62-63.000.

Bocckmo, Harry G.; and Meyer, Jon P., to Teusgulf, Inc. Centriftigal

B«3rM!S O*^SS^ operatmg same. 4,479^^ a. 494-85.000

^CL4S^.0W."**"'
'**'"" ^'' "* '***' **^ °" *»*^''*''

Boden, Richard M.: See—

tSa^.'s&SSSSo*'*^
M., ««. Ita,* M«i. R.,

"^MwSS ci. ©aJSoa*
"^""^ ""-"^P-ac dn, ddi,.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—
Wfedemann. Fritz; Mnhel. Hebnut; Weckerie. Wolfgang; Roeach.
Egon; and Strem. Klaus, 4,479.962. a. 424-273.00™

Boeing Company. The: See—

5fc!5l*}^*^^^^f^.^ ^- .W.«3. a. 244-129.500.

^3L ™" ^•' "*• Maniung. Kenneth J. R.. 4.479.620 a. 244-

S*"^'.''*?!!** *•• "** ^^^ JoJ" L.» 4,480254, a. 343-708.000.
Wren, Lloyd W., 4.480256,a 343-909.000^

^*-'wi.wu.

Boettcher, Ralph A., to Unitek Corporation. Method for ftdlitathia the
manufacture ofa bondable metalhc surfiKe. 4,479.527. a. 16434:000.

tioger, Joshua S.: See—
^cTiSS?006

**"' '°*"' S.; and Bock. Mark G.. 4.479.941,

Bohnenkamp, Heinrich: See—

^S^piJiSSS*i5L"% SSf ^' •«» OoW. Bwry L.. to Zfauner.

4ATw!^3-l9ll^
"^'^ ^ ^"^"^ bone/tissue mgrowth.

^a^990M^^ ^'^ rotttable reflector for vehicles. 4,479.699.

^453."STi4.?S'So.''^"^
for boat sails manenvering.

Bonnaid, Pierre, to Estabhssements LE SIMPLEX. Speed gear device

47^2000*^'^ of bicycles and similar vehicles. 4,479,787, a.

Borelh, Nicholas F.^Coppola. Frank; Morse. David L.; Nolan. Daniel
A.; and Seward. Thomas P.. HI. to Coming Glass Works. Infraivd
polanzmg glasses. 4,479,819, Q. 65-301 lOT

^^
Borg-Wamer Chemicals, Inc.: S^*—

Malpem, Yuval; and Mott. Donna M., 4.480093, Q. 544-195.000.
Borg-Wamer Corporation: See—

MeiMiCT, Edwin J.. 4.479.390 a. 73-862.360
Bosachw, Fibppus; PenfoM, John; Reich. Klaus W.; and Zandvoort

JJaS.yaSri.Sr'"'''
'^ Compo-tions and process.

Bosshard. Hans: See-
Breitentein, Werner, Baumann, MarcuK and Bosshaid. Hana.
4,480106. a. 549-253^00^

^^ *>fmam, nans,

Bou r. Sa ndor: See-
Sidtdy. Utvan; Bou r, Sa ndor, Lovasi. Marianne G.; Dolgos.

Irl^^i!^' ^°X^ 9^' Virag. Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;

Pal; Stadler, Istva n; Bksko, Gyorgy; and KoazesL Bela!
4,479,945,0.424184.000.

"• ' w^' «~ '^««««. »eia,

Bottomley. PauIA., to General Electric Company. Selective volume

324S09 000
'*"°"™* kxalized NMR qiectroacopy. 4,480228, CL

Bourbon. Jean: S(«—

^4,^57?:s.ii665sriS^
""^^ '' "- ««^ '-•

®*S!!!?";!I!i"S-^'^'^
end Miqud, Jean, to Societe Francaise des

£2^1?* ^tSa^^ /!?-^y« «*« I«ti««to Fimcais Du
2S??i^JSf™*^ ^^ hydrocarbons conversion. 4,480048, Q.
9UC-Z27.UUU.

Bowers, John E.: See—

*2!!?^' ^SfJIP *•• *^ Campbell. Andrew B., to Varco btema-
J***^^- ^f" f^^ i^^ *.4f9Ml. a. 166-383.000.
Boyer, Wilham J.: See—

"^SJmoomT*" ^' "** ^^' ^""^ '•• *'*^'*'2. a.

^^li Joseph L. Directional electrical heating panel assemblv
4,480,175, CI. 219-345.000.

"—
• H«a •Ncmoiy.

Bratt, Richard O.: See—

^^^^^k'S^^''*^^^*'^ Aj Bernstein, David H.;
Bratt^ Richard G.; Clancy, GeraU F.; Gavrin, Edward S.; Jones^
Thomas M.; Katz. Uwrence R; Mundie, Craig J.; Pilat. JohnF^
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Schleimw, Stephen I.; WaUach, Steven J.; Wallach. Walter A.
Jr.; ud Wells. Douglas M.. 4,480306, CL 364200000

"•Siriiy79^s^5f6.sf« ^-^''-^°^ ^-
"'Sl!!Sd5!2f-A^^'"? "•' '^ '-*«'• C«>o« A., to National

?3SSg a"3»353r'
'-^^ ""^ CMOS power amplifier.

Brdtenst^ Werner, Baumann. Marcus; and Bosshard. Hans, to Qba-

SSLSflTiSS?"- IJ^ *"".** P«P«»tion of asymmetrically^"5^ °rSS!^y^P^^ »«* asymmetricaUy substituted maleic
anhydndea. 4,480106,a 549-253.000.

^^
^SSS'/i?;? ^-^ 'r***' S*"»'*y '•! »«* Schoennagel, Hans J., to

Ji%21,£SS£:^4S!oiK&5t5JS.S^ "^

"
mSSmoS. 5a2-3%.oS'

"^^ ^'^ •" ""^^ ^^
Brent, Albert: See—

MufanjCharloi P.; Crouch, William B.; Brent, Albert; Rkhter,
OewgNji^Child, Edward T.; and ReynoMs. Blake, 4,479,810

Bw^Po" A.; Bums, Jack M.; and Fowler, Donald W. Method andgp^ngjwgodncmg natural gas from tight formations. 4,479,546,

Brewer, Rich^ j., to Eastman Kodak Company. Process for preparing
odlutoae sul&te esters. 4,480091, a. 536-59.000.

i*"!!-™*

"W' "tor J.; and Brooks, Kenneth J., to Matbum (Holdings) Lim-
rted. Swgical drainage bags. 4,479,818. CL 55-385.00C^^^

Brigham Young Umvnsity: See—
Noyotny. Milos; Lee. Milton L.; Puden. Ptal A.; Fjeldsted, John
C; andS^rngstpn. Stnhen R., 4,479,380 Q. 7341.IOCBi^U. Donmnc J.; Brown. Homer J.; Svtryn, CaroU S.; and Walters.

^Ph. to West Company. The. Sm|le barrel two;^pamS
niedicament contamer assembly. 4,479^78, a. 206-221.000.

BngodxM. Maryvonne: 5^»—

°S!II!* 4!Sf'*^'*i?^..°«'^ D*^*** Francois; Mare-

gJ^^JJjJ*:
Bngodwt. Maryvonne. 4,480011, Q.

'Si^S^^i:^'ft??i|*£S???lif^ •
"^ Epoxidation catalystMd process. 4,480113, CI. 549-531.000.

Brit^ Aeranaoe Public Limited Company: See—
- "0)ye»BricR. W., 4,479,622, Q. 244-129.500.

^'^^i^!S^^,'t?f^i,!^2L'^Z^SS^ 9?Dtof?tio«
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B^SS^^A!ti\!tl!^'^ dist'4,48b582. Q. 360ri35".O0O:

B ^;f°*$L"*™ '•• •^'536, a. 16M45.000.
"^™'' ™L/' "** ^^^°°^ '°^ to Bayer AG. Anthefaninthic
pourKm vetatiary composition. 4.479.960 a. 424-270.000.

orook^ Kenneth J.: See—

BnSSSB!Km* siJI?
"^"^ Ko»»e«h J-. 4,479.818. Q. 55-385.00C.

Koepke, Gunther. Frenken. Hans; Bussmann, Heinrick and Bra-
watzU. Kurt. 4.479.987, a!«7.402!oOO

^
Brown, Homer J.: See—

Brinola. Dominic J.; Brown. Homer J.; Sutryn. CaroU S.- and^elta^ Ralph. 4.479.578. Q. 206-221.000.
'

Brown, Jack E, Jr.: Sta^

SSS'^'JW^^' Gl«»«* David A.; Mnhl. John S.

"^000*^ "'^^ ^' ''•• •^•3«2, a!

Brown, Richard L: 5^c^

'Mft.7Sra4*ri3^?S».
'"^ '•' - Kn^^. Robert J.,

**2S«^!^ '• *••
*S

Chevron Research Company. Portable pulsed

B«2?2!S2!^*S?^ !?*^°^"*- 4.48022rra. 324-303.0*.
"'??^^ /^5S" ^''' Shepard. Charles L.; and Richard. Laurev J to
Unfted^ates of America. Agriculture. ApjSS^to^Sct fiS
trash and dust durinc hi^vetodty disch^Sng of cMteTfrom
opener ckmier. 4.47938^0. I9-200000^*^ ^^

Brown, William F.: See—
Ctagtfuj^David W.; and Brown. Wilham F., 4,480171, Q.

"^ ^SS^Tj "-d SiBKms, Robe^

!S&132:a"56«2.W).''''^^
°' -.^Hmsatur^ed ketones.

Brownscombe. Thomas F., to SheU Oil Company. Thin byer tbermo-

5Sf4Ste sttszsss*' "'""*""'•"^"-^
Bnet, John C. to Gulf Canada Limited. Mobile bottom-founded
Misson for Mctic operations. 4,479.742, a. 405-217.000. ^^

Bruggnuum. Remhold: See—
Orandken. Dieter. Bruggemann, Reinhold; Linke. Horst: and

ReAler. Manfred. 4,4i^575TcL 198-735.000.
^^

Bmner. Franz: Ser—

a36M26!o^^^ '"""^ "*• ""^' ''"^ .Wt309.

Bruhmann. Werner5^

Brunntnger. Manfred: See—

»«J^SiSSL^^'^i?'™*™"**'' Manfred, 4,479,439, CL 1047.00R.
Brush, Robert W., Sr.: See—

'^SSSSJSm**'^
'' "** ""^ ****" ^•' *'•• •^'*w, a.

BSftB Safety Systims, Inc.: See—
Finn«gan. Michael C. 4.479,603, a. 228-155.000.

Bueifi!*^!:!^™''!.^;?^^'^*" ^' .*79.587. a. 220.89.00A.

^^' r^:"}'.?'f'=^l!!^'.'^g'
E' to Celanese Corporation.

FabtK comprised of fusiMe and mfiisible fibers, the former oompris-

Bndde, David L.; Carson, David G.; Johnson. David B.; and WUde.D«an K.. to btel Corporation, bterface for use between a memory

SSlSoOO*"** * "***"'* twitching apparatus. 4,480307, a.

Buddy L Corporation: See—

''?SS.?26!a.t65^.oS.'^
""^^^^ «- "^ '^'«^'

BuengCT, Paul: See—
Thoma, Martin; and Buenger, Paul, 4,479,855. Q. 20416.000.

iraUirS) ' ^ *™'*' ^^^^ Explosive mine. 4,479,437. a.

"m79,367!?K2-?u'SS
""^ '^^'^ ^'^ ''"»-™' '"^

"t^^&«:fe,ll?g1i4^i.SS """^ ^^ " ''^^

'?4Si5ta:S-32'ro(S:"'
"""^ ^* ^'-^•* ~«^

Bun^ Richard; Giobrecht. Hartmut; Uuckel, Wolfgang; and Kli-
mach. Hans-Joachun, to BASF Aktiengesellachaft. Inhalation appa-
Fstus for test snimab. 4,479.493. a. 1 28-204. 1 80.

*'^?!l*^9"'** ^' to btemational Telephone and Telegraph Corpo-
ration. Gas detector. 4,480252, a. 340632.000

^^
Buonomo, Franco: See—

^^Si-SMOW'
'**^ ^^*^' "** ®'**°**°to. Franco. 4,480.135.

BurcUiarttjManftwl; Paul, Jurgen; and Brugger. Fiinz. to Daimler-Boz Aktiengeaellschaft. Drive control device for a motor vehicle™ 2
"ooo**

"'™"*^ *'*'' " anti-blocking system. 4,480309, Q.

Bure, Jacques: 5c»—
Regnier, Gilbert; and Bure, Jacques, 4,479,952, Q. 424-250.000.

Burger, Bemd: See—

Burk, Werner: See—
SchUcht, Burkhard; Soontag. Christel; Beise, Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wehn«, Klaus; Buric. Wemer, Gross. Manfred; and Minak.
Hans-Peter. 4.479,811, a. 55-32.000.

^^
Bitfkhart, George M.; White. Joseph M.; and Witkonis, Diane M.. to
Barber-Greene Company. Apparatus and method for removing

22SnS**™^ * ***"*"' "Storing wheel. 4,479,591, CI.

BurUngUm Industries, Inc.: See—
Wang, Kenneth v., 4,479,370 a. 68-22.00R.

Bums, Jack M.: 5m—
^']S*;£*?.^^5"™' '"''' M

:
"»** *'<»*'•»• Donald W., 4,479,546.

U. iMh3o9.000.
Burough, Irvin G.; and Williams, Kevin G., to Andres Analyzers

SoSmoo?*'
'^**"*"I*™^* infrared gas analyzer. 4,480,190 O.

^' 5??^ '^•'' ?»"y' B™» 0-: "d Spencer, Maurice, to Pandrol
Lmuted. R^ chp dnving apparatus. 4.479.440 Q. I0417.00A.

Burr, Roland E. Oscillating trolling lure. 4,479,323, a. 43-42.500.
Burroughs Corporation: See—

Ely, Wchard I.; and Mosier, Carl E., 4,480,182, a. 250-227.000.

SoStOOO
"** *'"*'~' ^"^va v., 4,480183, Q.

Ely, Richard I., 4.480184, a. 250-227.000.

B J?**^' '^M ; •"<* Chin, Barry L., 4,479,831, a. 148-1.50O
Burrows, Thomas W.; and Cavil. David T., to Outboard Marine Corpo-

Bu^* Dau!'^
»Pafk CD ignition system. 4,479,467, Q. 123-606.000.

^^Sa^^^^"*^ E= *^ Bushey, Dean F.. 4,479,946, Q.
424-200.000.

Bussmann. Heinrich: See—
Koepke. Gunther; Frenken. Hans; Bussmann, Heinrich; and Brt>-

watzki, Kurt, 4,479,987, a. 427-402.000.
»• «» »ro-

Butler, David V.: See-

Pn^^'SHSL'*?.^'
•nd Butler David V., 4,479,782, Q. 433-220000.

M8(SS?a. liiltoS"^
Corporation. Soniconductor ca«„g.

^-SSorn a"2/iS2^
*''*°°*" ^^""^^^^^ ^•'" **•*"

Buyanov, Valentm M.: See—
Almiova, AUa Y.; Buyanov, Valentin M.; Galperin, Eduard I
Dawdov, Anatply B.; Dericach, GaUna M.; Derevyanko. Vitaly

Sw?00O^
Valeria I.; and Chimov. Valery L. 4,479.933|ci.

Byerley. Thomas J.: See—
CljSgpdow^Cecil C. Jr.; and Byeriey, Thomas J.. 4.479,552, Q.
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Cifhid, Alfred J.

MMUSS, CL 324-238.00a
CtMonm laMitote of Tecfaaology: Stt—

^''^'St'JH^ °' "** '^'** Thoam P.. 4,479.847. a.

C^Qfliiii. Rudy a; OoKi, Bobby P.; and MiOer, Ovy A., to Btker OU
JS^^tJjS:.

Piwwre actanad pMk-off nd method. 4,479.544. a.
l66>290.aoa

f-MMjiian Andrew B.: &«^—

^K%?L2*^ '••* "*• Cimpbell, Andrew B.. 4,479.547. a.
16^313.000.

CuDbeO. Arthur R.: &•>—

*'I5^,I!!?™" ^= "** CBnpbeD. Aithnr R,, 4,479.835. CL
l56>143.000.

^^""Ptwfl. Hugh L., to Dravo CorporttioiL Pokebole tyiteni for fixed
bed CHifier end pokefaole unit 4,479.808, Q. 48-76.000.

Cuadini Moatiiaeerint EqaiBaieat Ltd.: Ste—
OpnL Roy T.. 4.479,595,d 224-21 1.00a

Cuadiaa Pueats A Deveio|«ieiit Lnnited: Set—
9^ '^ 9i"^ DeDaire, Serfe, 4.48ai68. Q. 219.121.00L.
McLeen. Piol D.; Gertoo. Aadrew; Scott. Robert P.; and Oians-

dea. Sun E., 4,4801082.a 528-103.000.
CnuMly, Duiei L., Jr.; aad Muagia. Hilbert, to WeMtagbonse Elec-
^CorpjAatirtetic lamiattei contatatag metal mltsrM8a001. CI.

CaaoB KabnaUki Kaoha: S^»^
nUiki, Makoto; aad Takayama, Makoto, 4.480273,a 360-19.100.
Kara. Temva; aad Ina, Keaio. 4,480.277. a. 36049.000.

'"Sfft-.'SSfy^ "*• Sakur^la, NobuaU, 4,479,707, a.
354'426.000.

Konci. Maaao; Sato, Krodu; Takahaahi. Kazuo; Iihiyama, Ichiro:
aad Yabo, ShmcW, 4,479,711, CL 355-43.000.

Maeda. Maaaya, 4.480278. CL 360-73.000.
Manaaga, Makoto, 4,479,704, Q. 354-137.000.
Tamamura, Hkko; Matsnda, Mntiahide; Suzuki. Toyotod: and
Eado. Takadu. 4,479,705, CL 3*n73!lOO

'^
•Tokada, Ryiyi, 4,479,708,a 354427.000

CaatweD. OilL System ftir monatiag magaetic tranadocer means on

SKofoOo"
"^ * "*"*** "*"*^ "Mgaedc diac. 4,480281, Q.
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Carboai. Alberta Laam that caa be thrown. 4,480294, a. 362-184.000
Carey, loaeab E, Jr.: Stt—

Omde, Jofaa J.; Carey, Joanh R, Jr.; Eichamer, Paul D.; Claypole.Qyy;""^ Veaetchi. Oeorge V., 4.479.355, a. 60683.000
*^^!^ **^ ^i "^ ^*°^ ^^*^ ^

' ^ A H. Nibon Machine

aVSus% ^""^^ foonlide metal forming machine. 4,479,376,

C^jo^jm, OiarleB R; Oaran, John E; and Baaa, Thomas P., to We^
tmi^ooae Electric Corp. Electric cutout 4,480245, a. 337-180.000.

, •.^?** ^'' Hnddleatoo, Robert L.; and Strickland. Jimmy P.. to

the retention oflocks acroaa syMaa. subayitem, aad communication

2r4,4«3S!fS1S3feS^
Carrier Corporalioo; Sw—

CartoD, WiDiam L.. to NCC Engineering, Inc. Juicer for sepanting
pulp and June from fruit 4,479,424, a. 99-502.000.

Carrothen, Jaam D.: S*t—
Beck^ Wayae; Carruthera, Jaawa D.; CoraeUus. Edward B
£??H*?5!l^i.^2:^ 5**»**" **' •«' Hettinger. WU-
ham P., Jr., 4,480047, a. 502-65.000.

Caraoo, David O.: Sm—
Budde, David L.; Cama, David O.; Johnson, David B.; and Wilde.

^ Dona K., 4,480307, Q. 364-200.000^
Carter. JaaieaL.:.SN^

'^MaS Mo'**'™*"'
^*'**^ "^ ^^*""' ''°^ ^' *'**'^°**'

CaaUen Plartics: 5e»—
Baummcker, Ervhi J., 4,479,914,a 264-45.500.

Cmk> Computer Co., Ltd.: Sm—
Uubaahi, Maaaaori. 4,479,411, CL 84-1.010
ata, John R.: Sw—
^•SS ^&f•= ^^S*^ Jo*" ^; Mandelik, Bernaitl O.; and van

^ .
DUfc. Chnatiaan P., 4,479,925, Q. 423-359.000.

^~y»y' 5<^ N-; •«» Jeack^ Charies L.. to OenenI Electric

iSSSlSm^lSSo
«»««"- fo' «•««* <^t breakers.

Cavil, David T.: Sm—

^iKSi.OOo'*^
^' "** ^^ °"^ ^' *'*^'^^' CI

Caiaaeae Corporatioa: Sn
fticUey, A^aad McMahoa. Paul E, 4.479.999. Q. 428-245.000.
"cfaMa. EJ.; Md Zeagkr. L. D.. 4,480138, CL 568-454.000.

^SoSSooo****^
"** ^""^ ^**''**' •*'^'", a

Hnd^ Jih^Han. 4,480034, CL 435-136.000.
McOiaaii, Jamea L., 4,480115, Q. 560-1.000

'*'^Jgf
'g^'%^y«n; •oi Zimmerman, Daniel. 4,480071. a

Gelotea Coraoratioa, The: &»—
Kroh, Cart A., 4,479,339, a. 52-468.000.

OeatFBl Soya Coovaay. Inc.: Stt—
Dadn^Oregory L.; and Proaiae. William E, 4,479,977, Q.

Centre Natioaal du Machiniame Agricole, du Genie Rural dea g*"« et
dea Poreta (CEMAOREP): Si*-

»™.««wia«Hei

^ ^^?!? ^^ "** ^^"^ '«^ 4,479,908, a. 261-62.000.
Chan, Shi-Kee: See—

ThOTipioj^Daniel O.; aad Chaa. Shi-Kee. 4,479.735. CL

ChmitejNteeL Automatic electrical bed kaife adjuster. 4,479,346, Q.

Chaag. Oareace D.; and Lang. WOliam R, to MobO Oil Corporation.
HydrocariNM tyntheais. 4.480.143, Q. 585-469.000.

C^ng, Hao J.; Pbpp, Oeriiard; aad Saturao, Patrick R, to Eastman
Kodak Company. Water reaervoir layers in Ueach-fix sheets.
4,480025.0.430-206.000.

w««aiiH sneeia.

Cl^ppelow. Cedl C. Jr.; and Byeriey, Thomaa J, to Coamaco, lac.
Pile dnvmg c^ block cushion. 4,479,552, Q. 173-139!oOO

Chatteijee, Shyam S.: See—
Heisii* KJtaas; and Chatteijee, Shyam S.. 4.479,951, Q.

424-248.570.

Chattha, Mohinder S.: See—

^^SSofoOo"
^" *"* ^^''**'* Mohinder S.. 4.480069, a

Chemiefaser Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Plammer, Alfred; Weiss, Hermann; Schachinger, Adolf; Schon-

5?^^ .viSS^
****• 'ol**""! *^ Mistlberger, Bruno, 4,479417.

CI. 139-I3.0(nL
Chen, Catherine S. H.; and Luh, Yuhshi, to MobU Oil Corporation. Oil

recovery by surftctant-aloohol waterflooding. 4,479,894, CL 252-

Chen, U P.; and Seethanathan, Parakkat, to Purdue Research Pounda-

53S'56 WO*^*^
«*"«'<*« products by bleaching. 4,480089, Q.

Chen, Nai Y.; and Walsh, Dennis E, to MobU Oil Corporation. Fued
Mdfur petroleum coke fuel and method lor its production. 4,479,804,
CI. 44-1.05R.

Chen. Robert R iC: See—
Kanojia, Ramesh M.; Wachter, Michael P.; and Chen. Robert R

K.. 4.479.964, Q. 424-278.000.
^^

Cbrag. Yih-Shyun E, to Du Pont de Nemoun, E I., and Company.
Dowty separation of protein overproducing bacteria. 4,480038, Q.
435-261.000.

^^*f?M!i' 5**^<^!2.i*™^* Industries, Inc. Drain leg assembly.
4,479,482, Q. 126-99.00R.

Cl»«n. Hamg Y. Cassette type hygieaic comb aad brush. 4,479,501, Q.

C^ter, Martia H. Injecting needle with inclinometer. 4,479,800 G.
004-187.000.

Chetty, P. R. K.; and Pair, Donald G., to Sundstrand Corporation.
Synchronizing cireuit Cor push-puD inverter. 4,480297, CL
363-26.000.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Bertelsen. Corey A., 4,479,308, Q. 34-10.000.
Brown. Robert J. S., 4,480227, Q. 324-303.000
Luo, TatM, 4.479,900 Q. 260-239.00A.

Child. Edward T.: See—
Marion, Charles P.; Crouch, William B.; Brent Albert; Richter,
0««gNj; Child, Edward T.; and Reynolds, Blake, 4,479,810

Chin. Albert R.: See—
Fo»^^ Thomas J.; and Chin, Albert K., 4,479,497, Q.

Chin, Barry L.:See—
Sandow, PMer M.; and Chin. Barry L., 4,479,831, Q. 148-1.500.

Chmom Gyogyszer Es Vegyeszeti Tennekek Gym R.T.: See—
Szekdy. latvan; Bou r. Sa ndor; Lovasz, Marianne G.; IMgos,

Krisztina K.; Kovacs, Gabon Virag, Sandor, Szuts, Tamas;
Rakoczi. Istva n; Tihanyi, Kanrfy; Kormoczy, Peter; Hadhazy,
Pkl; Stadler, Istva n; Blasko, Gyorgy; and KoazMi. Bek.
4,479,945.0.424-184.000.

^^^ ^
Chissov, Valery I.: See—

Akimova. Alia Y.; Buyanov. Vakntfai M.; Galperin, Eduard L;
Davydov. Anatoly B.; Derfcach. GaUna M.; Detevyanko, Vitaly
P.; Keshelava, Viktor V.; Malyarova, Larisa P.; Ruaakov. Igor
Orrimokhina. Valeria I.; and Chissov. Valery I.. 4,479,933, Q.

Chong, Pu C, to Pairohild Camera t Instrument Corp. Method of
programming of junction-programmable read-only memories.
4,480318.0.365-104.000. '

^^
Clwpra. KuMtp S.; Ealer, George E; and Salensky. George A., to
EDcem Metals Company. Color pigment for use in the nroduction of
thermoplastic articles. 4.480064. Q. 524-413.000.

Chnstensen, Burton G., to MerckA Ca, lac. Oral abaoiptiOB eahaace-
roent of carbozylic acid iriiarmaceuticals usiag (5-auyl-2-oio-l,3-
dioxolen-4-yl)methyl ester group. 4,479,947, CL 424-203.000.

Christiansen. David W.; and Brown. William P., to United States of
AmwiM, ^gy. Gas tungsten arc welder with electrode grinder.
4,480,171, a. 219-136.000.

Christophorou, Loucas G.: See—
Adcock. James L.; Pace, Marshall O.; and Christophorou. Loucas

G.. 4,480147, a. 174-14.00R.
-^k—--.

Chugai Denki Kogyo K.K.: See-
Shibata, Akiia, 4,479.892, Q. 252-514.000.
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Chung, Kuo-Ing: See—

Gba-Geigy AG: See-
P°^ S^hen R.; and Thomas, Patrick D. P., 4,480104, Q.

549-71.000.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: Sw—
Breitenstein, Werner; Baumann, Marcus; and Boashard. Hans.

4,480106, a. 549-253.000.
"««««. ™ns,

''^^SSfS'.y^' ^"^ Vratislav; and ZweifeL Hans, 4.480105. Q.
549-243.000.

Pletcher. Ian J., 4,480096, Q. 544-289.000.
GruenfeW, Nbrbert 4,479,963, Q. 424-274.000.
Meyer, Wffly; and Pory, Werner, 4,479,821,a 71-93.000
Meyer, WiUy. 4.480101. Q. 544-320000.
Wilhdm, Mai. 4,479,967, Q. 424-313.000.
Yokoyama, Naokata, 4,479,955,d 424-251.000.

Gba-Geigv GmbH: See—
Rampf, Rudolf; and SoUner, Erich, 4,480006, Q. 428-343.000.

Qcdiot Henry; and Relf, David J. Electric heat exdumger for simulta-
neously vaporizing two different fluids. 4,480172, CL 219-305.000.

Qelo, Paolo G.; and DaDaire, Serge, to Canadian Patents ft Develop-
ment Limited. Laser-sutftoe coupler. 4,480,168, a. 219-12I.00L.

Citizen Watch Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kpide, Hiroahi; and Sawada. Toshiaki, 4,479,725, Q. 368-292.000.
Maonmpto. Masataka; and Murata, ToaUo, 4,479,724, Q.

368-291.000.

Nak^jima, Pumio, 4,480,216, Q. 318-331.000.
Sasanuma, Yasutomo; Koahi, Masao; Takahaahi, Teruaki; Shimizu,

Sbotaro; Enomoto, Mitsugu; and Yoshikawa, Yonji, 4,480010,
CI. 428-457.000.

Clague, Kevin L. Apparatus and method for transcribing music.

dancy.'GeraU P.: Sir—
Bachman, Brett L.; Belgard, Richard A.; Bernstein, David R;

Bnix, Richard G.; Clancy. Gerald P.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones.
Thomas M.; Katz, Lawrence H.; Mundie, Craig J.; Pilat John P.;
Schleimer, Stephen I.; Wallach, Steven J.; ^^Olach, Walter A.,
Jr.; and Wells, Douglas M., 4,480306, Q. 364-200000.

Clanon Co., Ltd.: See—

°'?22?2f«Ti!!^,.^-'^y«*'5 «' Minagawa. Shoichi,
4,480209, a. 31O-313.0OB.

Oarite. Terence A.; Edwards, Richard B.; and Irving, Graeme N., to

rfy!',^S?**" Company. Detergent bar procesaing. 4,479,884, a.
252-132.000.

Claypole, George: See-
Guide, John J.; Carey, JosgA E, Jr.; Eichamer, Pwil D.; Oaypole.
Geoi|e; and Yenetchi, GeoiBe V., 4,479,355, Q. 60683.000

Oonoe, Ambroae J.; Pahner, Michael; and Gott Samuel L., to Eastman
Kodak Company. Process inhibitor for readily polymerizable acry-
late monomer. 4,480,1 16, Q. 5604.000.

aosmann, Philip J.; and Wortham. James T.. to Shell Oil Compaay.
_ Heaw oil sample preparation. 4,480039, Q. 436-175.000.
Cobb, Raymond L., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Catalytic alkvla-

tion. 4.480142, 0. 585-461000.
v*«y«; «.yu

CocaCola Company. The: J^e—
Holben, Clair D., 4,479,520 O. 141-1.000.

Cocain, Harry W.: See—
Mdby, Earl G.; Pabris, Hubert J.; Livigni. RusseU A.; and Cocain,
Harry W., 4,480076, CL 52^261.000^^

^^
Codd International Ltd.: See—

Edwards, Desmond P., 4,479,344, Q. 53-390.000.
Cogswell, Prederic N.: See—B^, Oe2S?*y *•' •** CogsweU, Prederic N., 4,479,998, Q.

428-220000.
Cohen, Milton J. Pluid dispensing device. 4,479,801, Q. 604-238.000.
Cole, Prank X.: See—

^^^JIH^' '^*' Say-Jong; and Cole, Prank X., 4,480041, a.
436-508.000.

Coleman, Archie D.: Sie—
Bngs, James M.; Johnston. Garland D.; Coleman. Archie D.;
Portwood, Joaeph N.; Saunders, Jerry M.; Redmon. John W.;
and Porter. Allen C, 4.479.386, a. 73-582.000.

Coleman, Charles H., Jr., to Ampex Corporation. Dropped sample dau
rate reduction system. 4,480271, Q. 358-310.000.

Coleman, Charles R, Jr., to Ampex Corporation. Record verify and
optimize system. 4,480,274, Q. 36031.000.

Codaborative Research, Inc.: See—

^^J!S^' '^*'' Sty-Jong; and Cole, Prank X., 4,480041, Q.
436-508.000.

O^his, Michael H.. to SheO Internationale Research Maatsch^pu B.
V. Means for sealing a gap around a conductor pipe in an oflUwre oil
phtform. 4,479,656, Q. 277-135.000.

Collins, William R: See-
TXPeciM, Vincent J.; Collins, William R; and Sherman. Lous M.,

4,479,889, Q. 252-365.000.
^^

Colombo, Angelo, to Valli A Colombo S.pA. Tubular door lock with
a catch device. 4,479,671, Q. 292-169.140.

Columbia Chase Corporation: See—
Batra, Sushil K., 4,479,805, O. 44-51.000.

Colvette, Doudas: Set—
Mclntire, Ray G.; and Colvette, Dougbs, 4,479,632, Q. 254-3.00B.

Cominco Ltd.: See—
Honey, Ronald N.; Manwell, Robert E; Krauss. ClifTord J.; and
Ybema, Douwe, 4,479,863, Q. 204-279.000.

WUlans, Robert D. R; Bsggio, Edward G.; Harper, Harold K.;

^^',F*£ ^
:
ManwdTRobert E; and Reeves, George H.,

4,479,854, CI. 204-12.000.
Compagnie Industrielle des Laaen Cilas Alcatel: See—

Cornillault Jean, 4,479,717, Q. 356-375.000.
Conmaoo, Inc.: Sf»—

Chappekm, Cecil C, Jr.; and Byeriey. Thomas J., 4,479,552, Q.
173^139.000.

Conner, Alfred W.: See—
B»!0ck.„OwjTie W.; and Conner, Alfred W., 4,480282, Q.
3w- 135.000.

"^ijSRS; ctnX!" '^ '•^ '«» explosive-«:tuated

Conroy, Brian G.: See—

^479'35o?ci.V^i:: "^ °' "^ ^'^' ^-^
CtmManti, Jem; and Grandadam, Pierre, to Les Condensateun Sic

Safco. Electrolytic c^Mcitor including a composite separator be-
tween the anode and the cathode thereof. 4,480290 a. 361-433.000.

Continental Conveyor A Equipment Co., Inc.: See—
Ragan, Eddie D.. 4,479,285, Q. 19-64.500.

Continental Plastic Containers, Inc.: See—

^^f???' 9?^ ^'' ^^*^' '<*•" L.; Blomquist Leonard A.; and
McDonald, Stephen B., 4,479,644, Q. 271-107.000.

Cooper Industries, Inc.: See—
Edwards, Richard L., 4,479,617, Q. 242-107.000.

Coppola, Prank: See—
Bordii, Nicholas P; Coppola, Prank; Morse, David L.; Nolan,

o__.. ^^f"*" ^•'. "** Seward. Thomas P., III. 4.479.819. CL 65-30.110
Cordis Corporation: See—

Tucci, Charles A., 4,479,489, O. 128-419.00P.
Cornelius, Edward B.: See—

Bedc R Wayne; Carruthera, James D.; Cornelius, Edward B.;
Kmecak, Ronald A.; Kovach, Stephen M.; and Hettinger, Wil-
liam P., Jr., 4,480047, Q. 502-65.000.

^^
ComeU, Paul A.: See—

^ ^^^^ Tf?^ ^- «* CorneU, Paul A.. 4.479,694. Q. 339-266.00R.
Corndl, Paul V.; and Cornell, Paul A., to Pan Electric Corporation.
CaUe clamping device. 4,479,694, Q. 339.266.00R.

CorniUault Jean, to Compagnie Industrielle des Lasen Glas Alcatd.

iSSlSoaa"
°*'*'™« *** position of an object 4,479,717, Q.

Qmiing Glass Works: See—
Allaire, Roger A.; Socha, Louis S., Jr.; aad Van Dewoeatine.

Robert V., 4,479,921, Q. 422-180.000.
^'^^'^-u-c

Bakd, Abraham I.; and Crosaman, Tbmm> L., 4.479,969, Q.
426-3.000.

Borelli, Nicholas P.; Coppola. Prank; Mone, David L.; Nolan.

.. ^?"^ ^'' "^ Seward. Thomas P., in. 4.479,819. Q. 65-30. 1 10

"•jS^'Ji^'*'' «* Olszewski, Anthony R., 4,480060 a
523-466.000.

McAlinn, Patrick. 4,480,044, 0. 501-4.000.
Weetall, Howard H., 4,479,970 O. 426-253.000.

^^oj*?' l^?""*- L«™t«l expansion vapor cycle. 4,479,354, Q.
6O470.000.

Coughlin, Michad C, and Schenck, Timothy T., to Du Pont de Ne-
mours. E. I., and Company. Wood-like articles made fhim odluloaic
filler kMded ethylene mterpolymers. 4.480061. Q. 524-13.000.

Coughlin. Stanley J.: See—
Haushdter, Prederick W.; Comdilin, Stanley J.; and Pervaiz,

Khalid, 4,480165, a. 219-8T00R^^
Cowan, Donald A.: See—

Moron, Hugh W.; Danid, Roy M.; Cowan, Donald A.; and
Hickey. Christopher W., 4,480036, a. 435-220.000.

Coyle, William E, Sr., to Biteo Tools, Inc. Casing scraper and method
fbr makina the same. 4,479,538, Q. 166-173.009.

Cnug, Alan R.; Prey, William A.; Leflar, Charies C; Looney, Catharine
E; and Luddy, Michad A. G., to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and
Company. Covalentlv bonded high refractive index particle reagents

i?^.^^'"* " "i^ scattermg immunoassays. 4,480042, Q.
436-533.000.

Wehneri Robert L., 4,479,627, Q. 248-406.200.
Crossman, Tommy L.: See

Bakd, Abraham I.; and Crossman, Tommy L., 4,479,969, CL
426-3.000.

Crouch, William B.: Si*—
Marion, Charles P.; Crouch, William B.; Brent Albert; Richter,
Georae N.; Child, Edward T.; and Reynolds, Blake, 4.479,810
CI. 48-86.Our.

Crowley R W * 5ff
Wales, R. Langdon; and Crowley, H. W., 4,479,559, a. 177-1.000.

Crowley, Michad S., to Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Refrintory
anchor. 4,479,337, a. 52-378.000.

^
Csaszsr, Ernest J., to Generd Kap Corporation. Tamper-evident con-

tainer with drop down skirt 4,479,586, Q. 215-258.0)0.
Cselt - Centro Studi E Laboratori Tdeoomunicazioni S.p.A.: See—
^ ..A*^ Gian R; and Preti. Roberto. 4,480328. Q. 37063.000
Cullinan, Geor|e J.; and Gerzon. Koert to Eh Liny and Comany. Use
of vindesine m treating acute lymphatic !««*—«" and other suscepti-
ble neoplasms. 4,479.957. Q. 424-261000.

^^

Curiey, Laurence D.; Whitehead, David A.; and Bedborough. Rodney
A., to Perkins Engine Group Limited. Engine sump. M79,463, CL
123-195.00C.

Cutter Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Mahd, Mohan S., 4,479,989, Q. 428-35.000.
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Ou-Ichi Iflgh Praqueaey Co., Ltd.: Ste—
Wttnabe, Ytwo, 4.479,372, a. 72-lM.OOO.

Du Nippon lantm Kabuhild Kaoha: Siv—
SuzuU. Norimoto; and Hayakawa, Pukuichiro, 4,479,995, a.

42S-2O3.000.

Takeachi. Hideo; Horigiichi, Satoro; and Miziino, Kemchi.
4,479.435, Q. I01-382.(JMV.

^
Daidotokuhnko Kabushikikatilia: &»—

Echigo, Ryoto; Noda. Takaaki; KintO, Koichiro; and Sato, Ken-
jiro, 4,4W,535, Q. 165-142.000.

Daiktn Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Uukawa, Nobno; and Kitazome, Tomoya, 4,48a 103. CL

S4S-365.000.

Daimkr-Boz Aktiengadhchaft: See—
Burckhardt, Manfred; Paul, Jurgen; and Brugger, Pruu, 4,480.309.
CL 364426.000.

Daimppin InK and Chemicals. Inc.: See—
Takatw. Harayodii; and Sato. Hiaato. 4.48ail7. G. 560-1.000.

Dallaire, Serge: See—
aOo, Paolo O.; and DaDatre, Seige, 4,480,168, Q. 219-121.00L.

Dana Corporatioa: Si*—
Kummer, Martin E; Sink. WilUam H.; and Tarlton, James K.,

4,479.569, a. 19^70.200.
Daniel, Roy M.: See—

Morgan. Hugh W.; Daniel. Roy M.; Cowan. Donald A.; and
Hickey. Cbristopher W.. 4,48a036, 0. 435-220.000.

Darr, Richard C: See—
Slat, William A.; Darr, Richard C; Dunlu), Richard L.; and Lar-

son, Craig A., 4,479,77a a. 425-503!oOO:
Slat, William A.; Darr, Richard C; Donlu, Richard L.; and Lar-

son. Craig A., 4.479,771, Q. 425-503^000.
Dashiell. Gregory L.; snd Pnxise, William E, to Central Soya Com-

pany, Inc. Method of prnaring heat resistant lecithin release agent.
4,479,977, d. 426-609.()00.

Dau Oeneral Corporation: See—
Bachman. Brett L.; Bdgard. Richard A.; Bernstein. David H.;
Bntt, Richard O.; Clancy. Gerald P.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones.
Thomas M.; Katz. Lawrence H.; Mondie, Crdg J.; Pilat, John P.-
Schleimer. Stephen I.; WaOach. Steven J.; Wallach. Walter A..
Jr.; and Wells. Douglas M.. 4.48a306. Q. 364-200.000.

Dauplaise. David L., to American Cyanamid Company. Process for theprqm^ of N-aUyl-O^lkyl thionocarbamates. 4.479.903. Q. 260-

David, Allan P.: See—
Bindra, Pmninder S.; David. AOan P; Galasco, Raymond T.; and

Light. Daivd N.. 4.479.852, a. 2O4.1.00T.
Davidson, Allen L., to Motorola Inc. Method for achieving high isola-

tKJO between antenna arrays. 4,480,255, Q. 343-844.000.
Davis, Prank J.: See—

0«*"^y;Do«»W O.; and Davis, Prank J., 4.479,466, a.
123-327.000.

Davis, James A.; and Koch, Robert C, to Firestone Tire & Rubber
Company, The. Rubber compositions snd articles thereof having
m^iwedmetal adhesion and metal adhesion retention. 4,480,066, CI

°43^,5Ja.f2;^362.a5a^
^'^ "^ ^^^ '^'"^

D^ Robert E; Maio, Patrick S.; and Growney, Uwrence J., to
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc. Sealed carton with tamper

, ^mdicatmg means. 4,479,588, a. 22(M16.000.
^ Davydov, Anatolv B.: See—

Almnova, AlU Y.; Buyanov, Valentin M.; Galperin, Eduard I
•

Dawdov, Anatoly B.; Derkach. GaUna M.; Derevyanko, Vitaly

«= ^"^^ \Y^ ^' MiJyMwa, Larisa P; Rusakov, Igor
O.; Ttmokhma, Valeria I.; and CWssov, Valery I., 4,479,933, CI.
^24m 1 •Uuu*

Dawans, Prancois: Str—
Dorand, Jean-Pierre; Nkx>las, Denise; Dawans, Francois; Mare-

428474%*^ «» Brigodiot, Maryvonne. 4,48a011, Q.

^^f*?"* 9!K!fiLP U,^ Reddiplex Limited. Spacer bar for double
glazing. 4,479,988. Q. 428-34.000.

Day, RKhard M., to United States of America. National Aeronautics

M79!jsra:miu73S"-
^"*'* "^ ^»^» -pp"^

Dear, Terrence A.; and Hughes, Allan B., to Du Pont de Nemours. E
Im «jd Company. Fluid control uparatus. 4,479.509. Q. 137-560.000.

csTS? *^!IS^J^ Prokopp, Raymond, to Societe Anonyme dite

j4Sl8'a^42wSoOOr
'«''•-"»- -Ikali-e battery.

'^47978?a*4S-«'oS)^°™*°"
Company, The. Shaft assembly.

IMorde. Alben H.; and Guallo, Max, to Saurer Diederichs (Societe

1394Smb
*"*'* **" •'""*'*'~ •*><«» 4,479,519, Q.

g^ Wch«rt G. Cast padding. 4,479,490, a. 128-89.00R.
Deep Seven Co.: See—

Awah, Thomas Y., Jr.. 4.479,452, Q. 114.2ia000.

°T^' *^?,"fi.'^™* Antoine. to Angenieux CLB S. A.; and
Ateliers De La Rive. Method and means for assembling the parts of
cycle frames and the like. 4,479.662. Q. 280.281.00R.

^
Degen. Ludwig: Sf*^

"^^crtSwJoS^ '^"^^ '^ °*»^ '"^^
Degussa Aktetueaellschaft: Sta^

Merk. Wolfgang; and Rmk. Karl-Heinz, 4,479,820, Q. 71-67.000.

de Haan, Friedrich J., administrator: See-
Van Kessel, Theodorus J.; Franssen, Nico V., deceased; and de
Haan, Friedrich J., administrator, 4,480.229, Q. 330-84.000.

Derevyanko, Vitaly P.: See—
Akimova, Alia Y.; Buyanov, Valentin M.; Galperin. Eduard L:
Davydov, Anatoly B.; Dericach, Galina M.; Derevyanko, Vitaly
P.; Keshelava. Viktor V.; Malyarova. Larisa P.; Rusakov. Igor
G.; Tunokhina. Valeria I.; and Chisaov. Valery L, 4,479.933, CL
424-81.000.

Derkach. Galina M.: See—
Akimova. AUa Y.; Buyanov. Valentin M.; Galperin. Eduard L;
Davydov, Anatoly B.; Derkach. Galina M.; Derevyanko, Vitaly
P.; Keshelava, Viktor V.; Malyarova, Larisa P.; Rusakov. Igor
G.; Tunokhina. Valeria I.; and Chissov. Valery I.. 4.479,933. Q.
424-81.000.

DeSoto, Inc.: See—

^°.«f!'.°J-^*'*°"y '•' "^ Hmmo. Ne«tor P., 4.48a083, CL
328-111.000.

de Souza, Noel J.: See-
Lai, Bansi; D*Sa, Adolf; Dohadwalla. Alihussein N.; de Souza,
Noel J.; and Domauer. Horst. 4.479.948. Q. 424-248.400.

Development Finance Qnporation: See—
Morigan. Hugh W.; Daniel. Roy M.; Cowan. Donald A.; and

Hickey. Christopher W., 4,48a036, Q. 43^220.000.
deWeaver, Fred, U. Propulsion system. 4,479,396, Q. 74-84.00R.
Dewees, John G.: See—

'''490OD
'^***" ***' *"** ^^^'^ J<*" O- M79,583, a. 211-

Diamond Oil Well Drilling Co.: See—
Parte Arthur; and WOaon, Bob T., 4,479,557, Q. 175-59.000.

Duonond Shamrock Chemicals Company: See—

^ J**P^..^?'" °' '^ ^^'y* Arpad, 4.479.826. Q. 106-90.000.
Dickover. WiUiam E; Klasek. Ladialav J.; and Psssafiume. Anthony, to
Johnson & Johnson Baby Products Company. Method for efTecting
securement of alternating stretched and unstretched ebotic ribbon to
a moving web. 4,479.836. Q. 156-164.000.

Didier-Werke AG: S^c^
Simon. Gunter. 4.479,777. Q. 432-179.00a

DiDio. Gary M.: See—
Doehler, Joachim; Hoflhian, Kevin R.; t-««wtTiin Timothy D.-

nSlsSo^
M.; and McDonough, Thereae. 4.479.455. Q.

Didner. Robert S. Zoned control system. 4,479.604. Q. 23649.000.
Diener, Theodor O.: See—

Owens, Robert A.; and Diener, Theodor O., 4,48a04a CL
43^MM.QU0*

Dills, Raymond L., to General Electric Company. Food bft)wning
system incorporating a combined microwave and hot air oven.
4,480,164, a. 219-ia55B.

Diolight Technology, Inc.: See—
Monahan. Russel; and Keating. Kevin J.. 4,48a212,a 315-71.000.

DiPaola, Vmcent J.; Collins. William H.; and Shaman. Louis M.. to
United States of America, Army. Compositions and method for
degrading foodstuffs. 4,479,889, CI. 252-365.000.

Di Rosa, Gaetano. to FATA European Group S.p.A. Transhtor-bar
conveyor instaUation. 4,479,576, CI. 198-774.000.

Discovision Associates: See-
Wilkinson, Richard L., 4,48a27a CI. 358-3 IttOOO.

Dixon, George D.; Saundos, Howard E; Gauae, Smith A.; and Gold-
berg, Newton N., to Westinghouse Electric Co. Arc and track resis-
tant articles utilizing photosensitive sag resistant cycloaUphatic epoxy
resin coating compositions. 4,479,990, CI. 428-36.000.

Djordjevic, Ilija; Bruhmann, Werner, Ritter, Erast; and Frey, Hans-
jorg. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Rpm Governor for f^l-injected
internal combustion engines, in particular a final idling rpm governor
of an injection pump for dieael vehicle engines. 4,479,474, G.
123-373.000.

Dobrovolny, Pierre, to Zenith Electronics Corporation. Lowpass-Ugh-
pass electronic switch. 4,48a338, CI. 45M88.000.

Dr. August WoUr, Chemisch-Pharmazeutische Fabrik GmbH A Co.
KG.:S^e—
Eckert, Theodor. Nolting, Siegfried; and Kemper, Fritz. 4.479,939.
a. 424-172.000.

»~ -. . . ,

Dr. Willmar Schwabe GmbH ft Co.: See—
Klessing, Klaus; and, Chatteijee, Shyam S., 4,479,951, Q.

424-248.570.

Dodson, Christopher E, to Torfiech Limited. Apparatus forjnocearing
matter in a turbulent mass of particulate material. 4,479,920, CX.
422-143.000.

Doehler, Joachim; Hofliman, Kevin R.; t^i^fti Timothy D.; DiDio,
Gary M.; and McDonough, Thereae, to Energy Conversion Devices,
Inc. Process gas introduction and channeling system to produce a
profiled semiconductor layer. 4.479.455. Q. 118-718.000.

Dohadwalla, Alihussein N.: See—
Lai, Bansi; D'Sa. Adolf; Dohadwalla. Alihussein N.; de Souza.
Noel J.; and Domauer. Horst. 4.479.948. Q. 424-248.400.

Doi. Yoshihiko; Ogasa. Nobuo; Ohtsuka. Akira; and Igaradii. Tadashi,
to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Substrate for use in semicon-
ductor apparatus. 4,48a013, Q. 428-616.000.

Dolana, Gary H., to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc. Biological
mdicators and their use. 4,48a029, Q. 435-5.000.

Dolgos, Krisztina K.: See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bota r, Sa ndor, Lovasz. Marianna G.; Dolgos,

Krisztina K.; Kovacs. Gabor; Virag. Sandor; Szuts. Tamas;
Rakoczi, Istva n; Tihanyi, Karoly; Kormoczy, Peter, Hadhazy,
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Plsl; Stadler, Istva n; Blasko, Gyorgy; and Koazegi. Bela.
4.479,945,a 424-184.000.

^^ ^
Domenco, Wayne E: See—

^'IfS^W**" ^•' DoBienco. Wayne E; and Vokey, David E,
^ 4t48a251, a. 34M04.000.
Dominporena, Albert A.; Rich. Donald G.; and Manning, John D., to

Carrier Corporation, ^tparatus and method for evaluating the per-
formanoe of a heat exchanger. 4.479,727, CL 37445.00a

Dominion Engineering Woria Lmiited: S^r—
Hofanes, David G.; Novak. Richard A.; and McNabb, Jacques Y.,

4.479,757. Q. 416-186.00R.
^

Domland. Christonh; and Mmner, Willy, to Telefbnken Electronic
GmbH; and Volkswagenwerk AG. ElectronicaOy controlled ignition
system and use of this ignition system. 4.479,479, CI. 123-63aO0O.

Donaldson Company, Inc.: See—
Stifetanan, Jack, 4.48ai6aa 20O-8I0OR.

Domauer. Horst: See^
LaL Bansi; D'Sa. Adolf; Dohadwalla. Alihussein N.; de Souza,
Noel J.; and Domauer. Horst. 4.479.948, Q. 424-248.40a

DorrObver. Inc.: See—
Steever. Andrew B.; and Vitin. Albert, 4.479,817. Q. 55-267.000.

Dotty Smith Corporation. The: &»-
SquL Leonard. 4.479.733.a 402-79.000.

Dow Oiemical Company. The: See—
Hefiier. Robert E. Jr.. 4.48a077. 0. 525-530.000.
Klnn. Robert T.; Murchtson. Craig B.; and Hncul, Dennis A..

4,48ai2I,a 560-206.00a
Toog, Yulan C, 4.479.958. 0. 424-266.000.
Werner. John A.. 4.48ai02.a 546-345.000.
Yates. Ronald L.. 4.479.858. Q. 204-158.00R.

Doyd. John S. Nesting drawer assemtdy. 4.479.684. Q. 3I2-33O.0OR.
Dozier. Hilliard. Tenmerature stable hermeticaUy sealed terminal.

4,48aisi.a 174.15I00R.
Drake, Charles A., to PhiUqis Petroleum Company. Cleavage of hydro-

peroxides. 4,48ai41. a. 568-798.00a
Draoginis, William M. Headli^ts for streamhned vehicles. 4.480,291.
a. 362-8aO0O.

Dravo Corporttion: Se*—
Binzen. WOlard. 4.479.749,d 414-291.00a
Campben. Hugh L.. 4.479.808. Q. 48-76.00a

Drechsd. Erhart K., deceased: See—
Sardisco. John B.; Hokomb. Dysart E; and Drechsd. Erhait K..

deceased. 4.479.923. CL 423-32a000.
Drechsd, Harriet K.. executrix: See—

Sardisoo. John B.; Holcomb. Dysart E; and Drechsd. Eriurt K..
deceased. 4.479.923. Q. 423-320.000.

Dryden. Hu^ L.; and HOI. John B.. to G. D. Searie ft Co. Method and
mtermediates fbr producing a-L-aspartyl-L-phenybdanine. 4.48a 1 12,
CL 549478.00a

D'Sa. Adolf: Si»—
Lai. Bansi; D'Sa, Adolf; Dohadwalla, Alihussein N.; de Souza,
Nod J.; and Domauer, Horst. 4.479,948. CI. 424-248.400.

Du^ Francois. Continuous dehydration device and process. 4.479,3ia
CI. 34-34.000.

Dudoux. Marod. to Saint-Gobdn Embdh«e. Sorting device for sort-
mg cooyeyed objects. 4.479.582. CI. 209-552.000.

Dndgeon, Charles D., to Genend Electric ConuMny. Epoxy adhesives
for poly(butylene terephthalate). 4,48a059. 0523466.000.

Dudley, Cari K.; and Mattson. Richard W., to Allied Corporation.
AcUustable dectricd shunt 4.480.222, O. 324-126.000.

Dumas. Antoine: See—
Defour. Paule; and Dumas. Antoine. 4,479.662. Q. 280-281.00R.

Dunuq). Richard L.: See-
Slat. WiDiam A.; Darr. Richard C; Dunlw. Richard L.; and Lar-

son. Craig A.. 4,479,77a CL 425-503.000.
Slat, William A.; Dan, RidiaRl C; Dunlui, Richard L.; and Lar-

son, Craig A., 4.479.771. CL 425-503.000.
Dunsim. Duane R.: See—

Dunaim, Robert J.; and Dunsim. Duane R.. 4.479.838. Q.
156-247.000.

Dunsim. Robert J.; and Dunsim. Duane R.. to Mid America Tag ft
Labd Company. Inc. Cotmoo structure and method of using the
same. 4.479.838. Q. 156.24f0O0.

Duo-Fast Corporation: See—
Albright, Boland R., 4.479,60a CI. 22748.000.

Du Pont de Nemours, E L, and Coimiany: See—
Ahnan, David H., 4,479,718, Q. W6405.00a
Asbcrsft. Robert W.; and Koenigkramer. Rusty E. 4.4ia026, Q.

430-5ia000.
Auditore-Haqtreaves. Karen. 4.479.895. Q. 260-1 12.00B.
Bamette. WiOiam E, 4,479,901, Q. 260-239.0BD.
Cheng. Yih-Shvun E, 4,4Sa038,a 43^261.000.
Coughlin. Michad C; and Schenck. Tnnothy T.. 4.48a061. Q.

524-13.000.

Craig. Alan It; Frey. William A.; Leflar. Cbaries C; Loooey.
Catharine E; and Luddy. Michad A. G.. 4.48a042. d.
436-533.000.

Dear. Terrence A.; and Hughes. AOan B.. 4,479,509. Q.
137-560.000.

Prober. James M., 4.479.979,a 427-9.000.
Wu. James C. 4.48aOSl. Q. 502-338.000.

Dorand, Jean-Pierre; Nicolas, Denise; Dawans, Francois; Marechd.
Eraett; and Brigodiot, Maryvonne, to Institut Francais du Petrok.
Anti<orrosion and anti-fouling marine coatings. 4,480011. CL
428474.400.

Duriron Company, Inc., The:
KorczykowsU. Uwrence L.; and Selinski. Robert J., 4,479,873.
a. 210-91.000.

DurM (U.K.) Limited: Sc»-
LouL John G., 4,479,713, Q. 355-74.000.

DuscU, Robert A., to RCA Corporation. Charge coupled device based
system and method for measuring projected figures. 4,480,264, a.
358-10.000.

Duskin Franchise Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yamaiaki, Ken; Yamamoto, Yoeuke; Kinoyama, Takehisa; and

Sasagawa. Kinichi, 4,479,280, Q. 15-217.000.
Dutt, William R.: See—

Greenhorn, Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.;
Winslow, Douglas L.; Gkmming. David A.; MuU, John S.;
Hdsler, Michad G.; and Brown. Jack E, Jr., 4,479,382, Q.
73-146.000.

Dye, CUfronl L.: Ser—
Greenwood, Leon D.; and Dye, OifTord L., 4,479.394, Q. 74-

7.00R.

Dymax Corporation: See—
Matzuk, Terrance, 4,479,388, O. 73-634.00aE I Du Pont de Nemours and Company: See—
Enderie, Susan J., 4,480054, a. 521-84.100

EN.I. Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi: See—
RobertieUo, Andrea; Anf^ini, Leondlo; and Degen, Ludwig,

4,479,978, Q. 426^36^00a
*

E and U. Gertach AG, Ski-Produkte: See—
Gertsch, Ullrich, 4,479,664, CI. 280-618.000.

Ealer, George E: See—

Early, Robert M.: Sec-
Rosin. Michael L.; O'Connor, James M.; Schnabd. Wilhdm J.; and

Early, Robert M., 4,480081, a. 52849.000.
Eastman Kodak Company: See—

Alexandrovich, Peter S.; and Merrill, Stewart H., 4,480,022. a.
430-119.000.

Bailey, David B.; and AbeL Edward P.. 4,480,080, Q. 526-318.000,
Brewer, Richard J., 4,480091, a. 536-59.000.
Brown, William T.; and Simons, Robert M., 4,480,132, Q.

568-41000.

Chang. Hao J.; Popp, Gerhard; and Satumo, Patrick H., 4,480,025,
a. 430-206.000.

Oonce, Ambrose J.; Pahner, Michad; and Gott, Samud L..
4,480,116,0.5604.000.

Foster, Charles H., 4,480108, Q. 549413.000.
Jewell. Linda M., 4,480120 O. 560-168.000.
Kuo, Chung-Ming; and Leonard, Alan P., 4,480090 Q.

536-58.000.

O'NdU. George J., 4,480,086, Q. 528-295.300.
Trotter, Jimmy R.; Joyner, Frederick B.; and McConneU, Richard

L., 4,480,087, Q. 528-302.000.

Eaton Corporation: See—
Jaeschke, James R., 4,480201. Q. 307-570.000.

Eaton Stamping Company: See—
Greenwood. Leon D.; and Dye. ClifTord L.. 4,479,394, Q. 74-

7.00R.

Eberle, George P. Post frame building and method of constructing the
same. 4,479,342, Q. 52-742.000.

Echigo, Ryozo; Noda, Takaaki; Kinto, Koichiro; and Sato, Keiuiro, to
Daidotokushuko Kahushikikaisha; and Echigo, Ryozo. Recuperative
radiant tube. 4,479,535. O. 165-142.tXn.

Eckert. Theodor; Nolting. Siegfried; and Kemper. Fritz, to Dr. August
WolfT. Chemisch-Pharmazeutische Fabrik GmbH ft Co. KG.
Method and composition for the treatment of acne. 4,479,939, Q.
424-172.000.

Edwards. Desmond P.. to Codd Intemationd Ltd. Expanders for the
filling of sacks and bags. 4,479.344, Q. 53-390.000.

Edwards, Donald W.; Russell, Terrsnoe J.; and Williams, Donald J., to
Minnesota Mining and Manufactiuing Company. Construction for
transparency fihn for plain paper copiers. 4,480003, Q. 428-329.000.

Edwards, Richard B.: See-
Clarke, Terence A.; Edwards, Richard B.; and Irving, Graeme N.,

4,479,884, Q. 252-132.000.

Edwards, Richard L., to Cooper Industries, Inc. Tape measure con-
struction incorporating a modified tape hook bumper. 4,479,617, Q.
242-107.000

EerNisse, Errol: See—
Banik, Gary J.; EerNisse, Errol; Kistler, Wdter P.; and Paros,

Jerome, 4,479,391, Q. 73-861590.
Eggan, Bemadine A.: See—

Bullock, Ralph, 4,479,911 Q. 264-23.000.
Eggen, Fredrick W., to Federd Signd Corporation. Flash lamp and

circuitry for use with an incandescent light. 4,48021 1, Q. 315-70.000,
Eichamer, Paul D.: See-

Guide, John J.; Carey, Josmh E., Jr.; Eichamer, Pad D.; Claypole,
Geome; and Yenetchi, George V., 4.479,355, Q. 6^683.000.

Eichner, Falk J.; Ramsdde, Douglas S.; and Bourbon. Jean, to FeUowes
Manufacturing Co., Eichner Systems Division. Pivotd filing con-
tainer for magnetic disks. 4,479,577, Q. 20645.180.

Eickmann, Karl. Anti friction means in pivot means preferably in radid
piston pumps, motors or transmissions. 4,479,420 CI. 92-159.000.

Einhaus, Albert: Sc*—
Klaus. Siegfried; and Einhaus, Albert. 4,479.375. Q. 72-387.000
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Eini Ca. Ltd.: Set—
Htom, Noriym; Soocto, Shigeru; Miyake. Kazuuwhi; Kuriyuna.
^teop: Usob, KJurayan; AUyinui, Yatuhiro; Sdcabe. Naoko;
and Kawadmiia. Hdettxhi. M79,9H a. 424-251.000.

EkCTOt, Sven T. Method of maaaftctiiring metallic wire products bv
<toect MrtiBj of motten metal 4,479,535 Q. 164-Wl.obo.

Rfcniid, Olov: Sw
Penna. Infemar; and Ekitiid, Olov, 4,479,533,d I65.14a000.

Elaitoaer Eneny Recovery, Inc.: Set—
OiD, John DT, 4,479,35«, Q. <0499.000.

Electrak lateniatioaal Limited: Set—
"™^«y«, Michael; and Rolfe, John A., 4,479,687, O. 339-

Electric Power Reaearch Institute, Inc.: Set—

i:vJ:^!!^^^f^'S^ ^^''^ ^"^ N- .*79.351, a. «W41.500.
Elektio-Mechanik OmbH: See—

*^*nSS?17o'°*'*™*^
""d Wagner, Harald. 4,479,512, Q.

Elevator GmbH: Set—

B.^H!^!^'S^^^"*^ "^ Makinen, Heimo, 4,4«U83, a. 3«l-76.000.

ii??'.];'^
N. Wen<ementmg stage collar. 4,479,545, CL 166-318.000.

Eh Lilly and Conpany: SIm>—
Cuflman, George J.; and Genoo, Koert. 4,479.957, CL 424-262.000.

SflS'.^J^L"^ **«'^ J^"" E" M79.897, a. 260-1 12.50R.

^ ^f^^ Protective glove system. 4,479,571, a. 192-129.0QA.
Elkem Metals Company: Sf»—

ElUott. Richard M.: Set-

'*te**?*^.?2J?**' **'»^ **
;
Herdeg. Donald F.; and

Ptek, Alan M., 4,479,446. a. 112-121.120.
Elhs Corporation: 5k«^

''oSflOO***"
"' ""* "™**^ ^*™" ^*' *'*^'^^'' CL

Eha Electronics Industries Ltd.: Set—

m ^«*!*/<»«'>«M., 4,480234, a. 331-81000.
QyjRichard I.; and Moaier, Cari E, to Burroughs Corporation. Single

SK227'ffi*^
"»o«*rane switch and keyboard. 4,480,182, CI.

^L'iif'T^ '•• "*? Subbarao, Wunnava V., to Burroughs Corporation.Mulg^ optical membrane switch apparstin. 4,480183, a.

^y>
?^*j5!J^Jl^^""^ft'

Cofporation. Molded optical waveguide
switduni apparatus. 4,4iai84, d.'250-227XK)0.
imemn Electric Co.: Sf»—

^rlchoi8, Jtomy'B.,T479,507, Q. 137-220.000.
Efflhart fndiisliiti. Inc.:Sfe—

Schuder, Maurice E. 4,480^92, a. 362-95.000.
Encoyand, Roland C: 5^»—

"%w^r^il^'SSf* ^'*'" ^' •*• Encoyand, Roland C,
4,479,417, a. 89-1.50D.

Enderle, Susan J., to E I Du Pdnt de Nemoun and Company. Foam-

EaSffiSSr&SI? **"P****~- ^'^f^OSi, a. 521-84!l00

EndJ TOSSi'SEf
"^ ^™*°' ""^'^^ M79,352, Q. 60^59.000.

Tniuiuii|. Hideo; Matsuda, Mutsuhide; Suzuki, Toyotod: and
„ Endo, Takashi. 4,479,705, Q. 35!m73!i00.

»°y^«». •«>

Enenoa Systems, InoorpOTated: Set-
Somodi. John &, 4,479,441,a 1 10-257.000

Energie Froide International SA: Set—
Invmiiixi, Cesare G., 4,480146^ Q. 174-3.000.

EaemrOoaversion Devices. Inc.: See^
Do^er, Joachim; Hoffinan, Kevin R.; Laarman. TmKMhy D
nKl8.So7 "** McDonough. Therese. 4,479,455, d.

^iJ^S^L'^a^i^e ^^^^ **•• "> 0«'«»' F*** Inc.

aHjOMdoSoSr^
clouds for ready-tCHlrink beverages. 4,479,971.

Engel. Herbert P.: Set-

^7ES.flS°°" ^* "** ^"^ "•**" ''•• *'*^'3"' CI.

Em^ Klaus, to Karl Enghofer MetaOwarenfabrik GmbH. Fnune

En«S?E!K*s2?^ M79,703. Q. 351-123.000.

g„,jjj^,jg^;:
"jJEngstrom. Keith A.. 4,479.392. Q. 73-862.680.

SajBremaTYasutomo; Koshi. Masao; Takahashi, Temaki; Shimizu.

CI«B57So*°'
**"''*^ "^ Yoahikawa. Youji. 4,480,010

^Xwifif ^ *°*'^« *• method of making. 4,479,319, a.

Ernst Ldtz Wetzlar GmbH: Set—

R^SfSS&^^J^v^f*?"' "S"^ M79,402, a. 74-625.000.Erwm Welding k Machine, Inc.: Si»—
Mb**. CarToO. 4,479.295,a 29417.000.

E§PO Co>t Ltd*! SlfC^*

BM^Wi '?'**• •*Wt'»7. CL 250-296.000.
bSFE Fabrik pharmaseutiacher Prapaiate GmbH- Set—

'^,l!!!S'^Sf^^^ lUi-er; «Kl Burger, Berod,

^^GSl^fa?'!^ilS2!:5^S^ Buooomc^ Franco, to Anic S.p.A.

Esselte Notdia AB: Stt—
Schaefer, Louu F.; Kovattana. Termpoon; and Henninsson.
Tommy. 4.480179. Q. 235-473.000.

ncnmngson,

Esaelte Pendaflex Corporation: Set—
Wippem, Gerhard. 4.479.316. Q. 4O-2.0OR.

Estabhssements LE SIMPLEX: See—
Bonnard. Pierre. 4,479,787, CI. 474-82.000

Etheridge, Robert E; and Lewis, Philip L. Pivot valve for crop smv-mg equipment 4,479.610 Q. 239-171.000. ^^^^
Ethyl Corporation: See—

"^iSSSS, q'mKIStSo'**''^ '•' "^^"^^
Lilje, Kenneth C, 4.479.904, Q. 260-465.00E
Roper, Jerry M.. 4.480133. Q. 568-362.000.

Evans, Frank C; and Nelson, Merritt J., to Zm-Plas Corporation

B ^l!^^ '"'™"* Mwnbly. 4,479,736, Q. 403-287.000
Ex-Cell-O Corporation: Ae^-

Nord, Keith W., 4,479,345. Q. 53-564.000.
Exxon Production Resfarch Co.: See—

Kirby. Robert A., 4,479.685. a. 339-12.00R.
Warchol Marit P.; and Gale, Walter W.. 4.479.542, Q. 166-273.000.

Exxon Research & Engineering Co.: S(»-
iww-*fj.uw.

*«33«bw
"""^ ^'* "^ ^°"* '^'°°" °" •''•'26. CI.

^"^^5^^"°^ Walter; and Carter. James L.. 4.480046,

GukJe, John J.; Carey. Joseph E. Jr.; Eichamer. Paul D.; Claypole.

. ^!2!P= ?1^*^^ .2«»S* ^ • M79.355. a. 60-683.000

'^m&ta^£^^'2^ o: -Hi"^ R<*«t R..

'^sSwirbS"**
^' "** ^" °°^ ^"^ °- •^•'''' CI-

Oswald. Atens A.; Jermanaen. Torris G.; Wesbier. Andrew A.; and
Huang, I-Der. 4,480.137. Q. 568454.000.

Sluub. Harold; and Schaeffer. Barbara J., 4,479,883, a. 252-

Fabris, Hubert J.: 5^e—
Mdby, Ewl O.; Fabris, Hubert J.; Uvigni, Russell A.; and Cocain.
Harry W., 4.480076. Q. 525-261.000

^^
Faiks. Frederick S.: See—

Fair, Donald G.: See—

T> ^^^ P R. K.; and Fair. Donald G.. 4.480297. a. 363-26.000.
Fairchild Camera ft Instrument Corp.: See—

Chong, Fu C. 4,480318, a. 365-104.000.
Hickhng. Robert L., 4.480.315. Q. 364-900.000.

3ot3S'0W™*
C.; and Strain. Robert J.. 4.480199, Q.

Faldt. Inge; and Bioridund. Leif. Method and uparatus for thermal
decomposition of staUe compounds. 4.479.443. Q. 1 1O-346.00O

Farfang. Gene M.: Set—
Bolesky. Richard C; Farting. Gene M.; and Gold, Barry L.

4.479.271. CL 3-1.911.
««•«, owry 1^

Farrmato. SOvestro; and Gazzea. Sergio, to Hoechst AktiengeseU-
schaft. Sohd polymer binders fbr Oermoaetting powder coating
compositiona, powder coatmg compositions containing these Unders

S*^JiJS^lf&* ***** "^*^ <**»« compositions. 4,480008,

Fastway Fsiliniii. be.: See^
SchupKn, Jetoase T, 4,479,341, Q. 52-665.000.

FATA European Group S.pA.: See—
Di Rosa. Gaetano. 4,479.576^ Q. 198-774.000.

Fauss, Rudolf: Set—
Hdtkamper, Peter. Fauss. Rudolf; Findeisen. Kurt; Pteninger,

Steftn; and ScboU. Hans-Joachim. 4.480.110 CI. 549467J00O
Fawkes, John S.. to Ampex Corporation. Constant current biased >-»^

driver. 4.480275. Q. 36046.000.
^^

Fectou, Oilles, to Hydro QucAiec. Machine and method for asaembling
high voltage fiiaes without an internal core. 4,479.299, Q. 29-623.000

Federal Paper Board Company, Inc.: Set—

^^^tS^^-^JH^j!;^ ^•' •«* Orowney. Uwrence J..
4.479.588. CI. 220416.000.

Federal Signal Corporation: Set—
Eggers. Fredrick W.. 4.48021 1, Q. 315-70000.

Fegley, Richard L.. to Remltnger Manuftcturing Co., Inc. Ground
working implement 4,479,549. Q. 17M41000.

Femland. Seymour, Freeman, Gerald C; Viera, Vnwent F.; and Sette.

5^ R-'to Pitney Bowes Inc. Weighing ceO. 4,479,561, a.

Feldmann, Hugo; Dlert. Kari; Benz. Willi; and Bohnenkamp, Heinrich,
to SMS Schloemann-Siemag AG. Strm-rolling method and apnara-
tus. 4,479,374 Q. 72-236.006

^^ •««••«»«« •«• m^^tmia

Felice. Mario J.'; and Mayers. Walter T., to Ford Motor Company, by
said Mano J. Febce. Coil qwing damper for valve assemblies Ot
mtemal combustion engines. 4.479.461. a. 123-9O6S0.

Fellowes ManufKturing Co.. Eichner Systems Division: See—

ff^iodez, Jose ; Herm. Jutgen; Krakow, Heinz; Tomsen, HaiaU; and
WortmannjErnst. deceased (by Wortmann. Elfriede. lc»il repieaen-
UtiveX to Thvasen Stahl Aktiengesellschaft Apparatus for the manu-
ftrture of boOow cylindrical bodies. 4,479,602. CL 22848.000.

Fernandez. Julio A., to National Starch and Chemical Corp. Gelled
nonpigmented wood stains. 4.479.825. Q. 106-34.000.
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Perrand, Guy:
Haeseker. Wffly; Vignal. Robert; and Perrand. Guy. 4.479,992. Q.

428-116.000
Pemnti Limitad:Ser—

Buck, James M., 4,479,437, Q. 10241 1.00O
Fesmire. Robert R; and Hansen. Warm T., to EDis Corporation.
Washmg and extracting machine 4,479.371. Q. 68-23.100.

Pesta, Uwrence M. MusKal-output adapter for telephones. 4.480153.
CL 179-84.00T.

Rbergbs Canada Inc.: See—
Santos, Ruben A.; Kipp, William G.; and MM:Pherson, Edwin J..

4,480068, a. 524456.000
Flddhouse, Ida W.. to Firestone Tire A Rubber Company. The.
Contact adhesive and adhesive system for EPDM and related dasto-
mers. 4.480012, Q. 428-506.0Q0.

Findeisen, Kurt: Sep—
Heitkamper. Peter, Faun, Rudolf; Findeisen. Kurt; Penninger,

Stefim; and ScboD, Hans-JoacUm, 4,480110 Q. 549467.000.
Finnegan, Michael C, to BSAB Safety Systems, Inc. Reverse bucUing

rupture disk assembly method. 4,479,603, Q. 228-155.000.
Firestone Tire tt Rubber Company, The: Sap-

Davis, James A.; and Koch. Robert C, 4,480.066. CL 524439.000.
Flddhouse. John W.. 4,480012, Q. 428-506.000.

Firmenich SA: Scc^
Schuhe-Ehe, Kari H.; Becker. Joseph J.; and Schenk. Walter.

4,480107. a. 549-355.000
WUteaides, George M.; and Mazenod. Francois P., 4.480111, O.

549477.000.

Fischer, Rolf; and Weitz, Hans-Martin, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft.
Prqwration of dtacyloxyalkadienes. 4.480.123, Q. 560-244.000.

Fischer, Walter; Kvita, Vratislav; and Zwdfd, Hans, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. 3,S-Disubstituted phthalic acids and phthalic anhy-
drides. 4,480105, a. 549-243.000.

Fisher. Charles R. Cartridge assembly for data-sensing system.
4.480180.a 235475.000.

Fisher. Charies R. Card captiire device. 4.480181, CI. 235486.000.
Fitch. John L.: See—

Spencer, Donald B.; and Fitch. John L., 4.480254, Q. 343-708.000.

Fix. Wilbur L. Cylinder lock for revolvers. 4.479.320 CI- 42-l.OLP.
Fjeldsted, John C: See—

Novotoy, Milos; Lee. Milton L.; Peaden. Paul A.; Fjeldsted, John
C; and Springston, Stephen It, 4,479.380 CI- 73-61.10C

Fletcher. Ian J., to Gba-Geigy Corporation. Chromogenic quinazo-
lines. 4,480096, CL 544-289.000.

Floyd, Don D.; and Whittle, Lee M. Bale tagging apparatus. 4.479.427.
CL 100-102.000.

Flym, Robert E Fud-measnring flow system for diesd engines.
4,479,465,a 123-514.000.

Fogaity, Thomas J.; and Chin. Albert K.. to Fogarty. Thomas J. Dou-
Ue hmien dilatation catheter. 4,479,497, CL 128-344.000.

Fogs, O. Douglas: See—
Haag, George A.; Fc«g, O. Douglas; Greenky, Gordon A.; Shep-

ard. Steve A.; and firry. F. Duncan. 4.480317. Q. 364-900.000.
Pong. Jones W.. to Sandoz. Inc. Prboeas for preparation of micro-
meres and modification of release rate of core materid. 4.479,911,
a. 2644.600.

Ford Aeroqwoe A Communications Corporation: See—
Jud, Peter A., 4,480233. CL 331-56.000.

Ford, John M. B., to Realex Corporation. Plunger lock for manud
dispensing pump. 4,479,589, CI. 22Z-153.000.

Ford Motor Com|Mny: See—
Felice, Mario J.; and Mayen, Wdter T. (said Mario J. Felice assors.

to), 4,479.461. a. 123-90.650.

Kordomenoa. Panagiotis L; Alexander. Ddores J.; and Thomson,
David M.. 4.48O084,a 528-118.000.

Theodore. Ares N.; and Chattha, Mohinder S., 4,480069. Q.
524-504.000.

Wade. Wallace R.. 4.479.473. Q. 123-341.000.

Watanabe. Shunso F.. 4.479,398, O. 74-89.150.

Fory, Werner: See-
Meyer, WiUy; and Fory, Werner, 4,479,821, Q. 71-93.000

Foster, Charles H., to Eastman Kodak Company. Process for separation
of tocopherol homologues. 4,480108, CI. 549413.000.

Poster Wbeder Energy Corporation: See—
Goidich, Stephen J.; Robertson. Archibald; and Wcriowodiuk,
Wdter, 4,479,458, CL 1224.00D.

Fouletier, Jacques: See—
Siebert, Elisabeth; Fouletier. Jacques; and Vdminot. Serge.

4.479.867. Q. 204426.000.
Fowler. Donald W.: Sce-

Bresie, Don A.; Burns. Jack M.; and Fowler, Donald W., 4,479,546,
CL 166-369.000.

Fraden. Jacob. Toy including motion-detecting means for activating
same. 4,479.329. Q. 446^.000.

Fraige. Richard. Waterbed mattress with functionally nonredundant
inner bladder means for wave attenuation. 4.479.275. CI. 5450.000.

Franke, Heinrich: Sep—
Andt, Priedrich; Franke, Hdnrich; Schmidt, Erich; and Puttiier,

Rdnhdd, 4,479.822, Q. 71-111.000.

Franklin, Leonard N., Jr.: Sec
Anderson. Stadey E; and Franklin, Leonard N., Jr., 4,479.764, a.

417-299.000.

Franklin, Robert P.; and Dewees, John G., to Trans-World Manufoc-
turing Corporation. Gravity feed display rada with means fw pre-
sentirtion of units of merchandise and for rdoading. 4,479,583, Q.
21149.00D.

Frsnssen, Nioo V., deceased: Sep—
Van Kessd, Theodorus J.; Pranssen. Nico V.. deceased; and de
Haan. Priedrich J., administrator. 4,480229, Q. 330^4.000.

Franason. George E: See
Johnson. Stuart J.; and Franason. George E. 4.479.745. Q.

409-12.000.

Frantzen. Jabn J., to Kdtron Corporation. Etchant removd apparatus
and process. 4.479.849. Q. 156440.000.

Frsnz Bahnbaumasdnnen-Industrieffesdlschaft m.b.H: Set—
Theurer, Josef; and Brunninger, Manfred, 4,479,439, Q. 104-7.00R.

Frazer, John M.: Set—
Schwitters, Steven W.; and Frazer, John M., 4.479,423. Q.

99455.000.
Freeman. Gerald C: Sep—

Fdnland. Seymour. Freeman. Gerald C; Viera. Vincent P.; and
Sette. Pad R., 4,479,561, Q. 177-154.000.

Frenken. Hans: Sap—
Kocpke. Guntber. Frenken, Hans; Bussmann. Hdnrich; and Bro-

watzki, Kurt. 4.479.987. Q. 427-402.000.
Prey, Hauiiorg: Stt—

Djordjevic. Dija; Bruhmann, Werner; Ritter, Ernst; and Prey,
Hansjorg. 4,479,474, Q. 123-373.000.

Prey, William A.: See—
Craig, Alan R.; Frey, William A.; Leflar, Charles C; Looney,

Catharine E; and Luddy, Michad A. G., 4.480042. Q.
436-533.000.

Prick. Donald C: Sce-
Jackson. George R.; and Frick. Dondd C, 4,479,377, Q. 73-3.000.

Friedman. Arthur J., to Merck St Co., Inc. Pyndne aldimine com-
pounds as antimicrobid agents. 4,479,953, Q. 424-250.000.

Fnes. Bernard J.; Faiks, Frederick S.; and KoreU. Dondd D., to Steel-
case Inc. Body wddit chair control. 4,479,679, Q. 297-300.000.

Prod), John W.; and Engstrom, Kdth A., to Illinois Tool Works Inc.
Force tiwisduoer. 4,479,392, Q. 73-862.680.

Froodsz, Wojciech: Sep—
Hyde, James S.; and Froncisz. Wojciech, 4,480,239, Q.

333-219.000.
^^

Frushtick, Leonard, to Leonard Automatics, Inc. Trouser finisher with
extended exterior dress point 4,479,313, Q. 3842.000.

Frushtid(, Leonard, to Leonard Automatics, Inc. Trouser finisher with
indnendently retractable and extendable waist and leg expanden.
4,479,314, a. 3842.000.

Frushtick. Leonard, to Leonard Automatics, Inc. Steaming apparatus
for a verticd side chest in a trouser presser. 4,479,315, CT 3842.000.

Fry, Warren C, to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Mdtiple output DC-
to-DC volume converter apparatus. 4,480298, Q. 363-28.000.

Fuchs, Uwe, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft Process and apparatus for the
biolMicd purification of wastewater. 4,479,876, CI. 210405.000.

Fuini, Dennis L.: See-
Newton, Charles L.; snd Fuini, Dennis L., 4,479,350 CL
60455.000

Fiyi Photo Fihn Co., Ltd.: Sep—
Ichijima, Sdji; Ohki, Nobutaka; Satomura, Masato; and Iwakurs,
Ken, 4,480052, O. 346-208.000.

Kondo, Syunichi; Sato, Hideo; Hoiyo. Satoru; and Umefaara. Akira.
4.480020, a. 430-81.000.

Fuji Xoox Co., Ltd.: See
Nakiuima. Hisao; and Leng. Svay, 4,479,615, Q. 242-68.400.

Nishnnura, Noboo; Itami, TeruUko; Kimoto, Toshifiimi; and Sai-

toh. Koichi. 4.480258. G. 346-135.100.

Tan, Yoichi; and Miyao, Fumio, 4,480200 CI. 307-354.000.

Fiyiki, Makota, and Takayama, Makoto, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
biformation recording device. 4,480273, d. 360-19.100.

Fujisawa Pharmaceuticd Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamashita, Michia, Komori, Tadadd; Hosoda, Junji; Kawai,

Yoshio; Uchida, Itsuo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka, Hiroshi;

Sakane, Kazuo; Setoi, Hiroyuki; and Tenyi, Tsutomu, 4,479,942,

a. 424-180000.
Fujita, Mituo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Shinsd Industries. Manually-

operated labder. 4,479,842, Q. 156-384.000.

Fujitsu Fanuc Limited: Sep—
Inaba, Hajimu; NakMma, Seiichiro; Sakakibara, Shinsuke; and
Nihd, Ryo, 4,479,673, CI. 294-88.000.

Inaba, H^junu; and Inagdd, Shigemi. 4,479,754, Q. 414-728.000.
Fujitsu Ljmiteid: 5n

Aoyama. Kdzo, 4,480321, Q. 365-189.000.

Fukase, Masaaki:Sep—
Nisizawa. Jun-ichi; and Fukase. Masadd. 4.479,845. CL

156401.000.

Fukushima, Osamu: Set—
Hoshino. Mitsua, Fukushima, Osamu; and Kakuta, Toahio.

4,479,686, Q. 339-17.(«X:.

Fulmer, John W., to Oenerd Electric Company. Process for preparing
phenol and acetone from cumene. 4,480134, CI. 568-385.000.

Funahashi, Akira: See—
Tsubouchi, Kaoru; and Funahashi. Akira, 4,479,915, Q.

264-249.000.

Funatsu, Noboru. Molding aid for cranioplasty. 4,479,629, Q. 249-
S3.00R.

Fung, Shun C; Wdssman, Wdter, and Carter, James L., to Exxon
Research ft Engineering Co. Reactivation process for iridium-coo-
taining catdysts using low halogen flow rates. 4,480,046, CI.
502-3^.000.

Funk. James E. to Alfred University Research Foundation. Inc. Stabi-

lized durry and process for preparing same. 4,479,806, 0. 44-51.000.
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PUniU, Tratoma: See—

O. D. Snrie * Co.: See—
DirydaijHugh L; and Hill. John B., 4,4801112, CL 549-478.000.

°^52' ?^'5^4°S!l/^ i;=
LMdviro. Stephen J.; uid Morris,

T?^-i *? °™ '^«*"F*» Cwpontion. Two-filament lamp for
automobile heKtU^t 4,480296, Cr3«-21 1.000.

^

CJabnco, Raymond T.: See—
Bmdn, Pcnntnder S.; David, Allan P.; Oalaaca Ravmond T and

«-.- i^*- 2?^ N., 4.479,852, Q. 204.l!o5r
'^ ^

'

"**

Oak, Walter W.: See—

Aldinovj AQa Y.; Bnyanov, Valentin M.; Oalperin. Eduaid I
Da^grdov. An«dy B.; Derkach. Oalina M.; D^^^o. Vitaly

S' feSfei Yfe X • *"y«»va. LariaaRTRSIIkov.S
SMlSa*"*^

Valeria I.; and Chianv, Valery I., 4,479,933. CI.

Oarao, John E: Sa^-

"mSSs, a1?7.?8b.So""'
'**•" E.; and Bau. TTK»na. P..

OaiAier, Douglas S. Chain saw attachment 4,479,303,d 30-383.000.
uarton, Andrew: See—

^5ifclZ^^«Pi9S^ Andrew; Scott. Robert F.; and Grans-
den, Susan E, 4,48^082, Q. 528-103.000.

^^
^t-^?'??^ •? ^ Tekphooie Industriefle et Commeiciale Telic

c'iSrlssjS,a"s?5?o&°'^
Oause, Smith A.: See—

^^^?^.^P^°^ ^'' Swmdeis, Howard E; Oause, Smith A.- andOoUber^ Jewton N., 4,479,990, a. 428-36.000.
'

Oavnn, Edward S.: &»—
"^S5l5ir^^ k' Jlf**^ ^"""^ A.; Bernstein. David H.;BJW^hartO.; Clancy. 0«ld P.; pavrin. Edward S.; Jon^

T "^?S; 2'*«J5*" '•! ^•""Jh. Steven J.; \VWlach. Walter A.
n-^ J';i^ ^5"^ °*'"«'" M.. 4,480,306. Q. 364-200.000

^!2hi2r£^^**ff1?7 D««Jl!lO^to I-ternatiSi Bu«ne..
wiacltanaC^joration. Multi-layer fladble fihn module. 4,480,288.

Oaoea, Se^: Sw^
**

«8!1S?800*"'''*^ "^ °"°*^ ^*^' '•*«0'«». CI.

Oeis, Michael W.:'&v-

OaS^iS^^iSiJSSt!^^^ ^•r •iSt*^ CI. 156^3.000.

^2^L^SiJl?*'2S:5'?SLC°'P°'«*«»' TT»«^ Reaenerable cold

Q^gjJ"
™^™«™ cWonde effluent 4.479,927, a. 423-481.000.

"Gham, band] L., 4,479,522. Q. 157-1.000.
OenoiBl Dynamics, Pomona Division: See—

^?aaSS^'i5?328Soa"°'^ "" ''"*-^' '^^^ ^•'

Ocneral Electric Company: See—

"IS-LOOa"
^" "^ °''°^*^ E««i«* J. Jr-. 4.480232, Q.

Bottomley. Pfeul A., 4.480228, Q. 324-309.000.

^sSBJoOO*"*"
^' "** '*~^ ^^"^ *- '•«W*2. CI.

DiDs. Ray^Bond L.. 4,4801H Q. 219-1055B.
Dodfeoiu Charles D.. 4.480059.a 523-466.000
Putaer. J(An W.. 4.480134. 0.568-3^1^
2«w^.l!3S*^o^ -t****^'' CI 361-306.000.

^SoS?g.^{(,^i,Sr
"""^ W.; and Kalan. Gary L..

o.£i^<ssi:^isrsi^''^'''-^-
1^5?*^ ^- .79.974. a 426-590.000.

42S36!oOo" •
"** '^'*»«^ ""»<»" H.. 4.479.972. Q.

Si^mat^Alina S.; and Schenz. Amie P.. 4,479,975. a.
Oeneral Poods Inc.: 5^»—

^JSIoOo' "^ '^''««*«' Kathleen M., 4,479,971, Q.
Ocaeral Poods Limited: See—

Itelley, Edward J., 4,479,973, Q. 426-573.000.
General Instrumem Corp.: See—

^«l^ Kemeth L.. ^480320 Q. 365-189.000.
Oawral Kap Corporation: Sm^

Oiasar; Ernest J., 4,479.586,d 215-258.000.
General Moton Corporation: See—

Andwgj. ajnley E; and Pranklin, Leonard N., Jr., 4,479,764, a.

Ue^H«iwanl E, 4,480166, CL 219^118.000.

*t5»,7Sra riV-^SSft.
""^ '•' «- W^'Clain. Michael

^ZanU, Kurt O.. 4.479.675. a. 296-37.160.
0«aa«i Signal Corporation: Sm-

Westvwr. Robert C. 4,479.349. Q. 60420.000
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General Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—

Genicom Corporation: See—

oec^rlTp^cSiSfyfSS^*^ ""' ''^'^^ °- ^'*«*
^:l_™?^,..^'"^

*"
'
''».»«. a. 137-5I6i250.

Gerard, Wdham A., to Varian Associates, Inc. Coamal magnetion withunproved starting. 4,480235, Q. 331-91.000^^ "Vwron wnn
Gerbaz, Giampaolo: 5^^

*^
a^2MS7.cSo^

''''*'*^' "^ °*'*^ °*^l»0'0' .79.888,

Gennann. Albrecht J., to Koenig k Bauer Aktiengesellschaft. CoUect-

S779"y3l!:S.'roi"CT)'^'^
^r use m a rotary printing p«s.

'^"5!J^6S,li.'goSi8^'' ^°' ^^"^- ^ -^
Gerzon. Roert: See—

CullinaiuGeorge J.; and Gerzon. Koert 4,479,957, a. 424-262.000G«jnj^ Gerno^ Schrocter, Ounther. to BBC Browl Bto^
^^Ll^T^ Procem for manuftcturing a semi-fiShedlSd.

4%?833^4srar
*'^

'
"'•^ -"^^

''y •««^^°^
Gewerkschaft Eiaenhutte Westfalia: See—

^^^^l^.?*^ BruMemann, Reinhold; Linke, Hotst: andRedder, Manfred. 4.475^575. CL 198-735.000.^^
^^

Ghermignan. Alberto: See—

*4SS.5Sa'*li622^00r^
'^'^' "" ^'^^^ ^^l^'

Gibbs. George R.: &e-
Lapatovich. Walter P.; Oibbs. George It: and Proud. Joaeah M

4.480.213, a. 315-248.000 ^^ *^' "" "°*^ "'<**? *».,

Gibson. Peter H.; and Taylor. Robert I., to BOC Group pic. TheFreetmg a bquid. 4.479,363. Q. 62-63.000. ^ "^

Oiesbrecht Hartmut: See-
Bung. Richwd; Oiesbfecht, Hartmut; LeuckeL Wolfgang; and

r.un'^T^'^ Hans-Joachim. 4,479,493, a. 128-204.180.

^.5Sr§. SwS?^^"*' '^•^^- Setting tool adapter kit

°2ib^4!si,?i^*g.l^.iS:'
^^ »° °^ '-'«^ ^-D^

Gill Industries, Inc.: See—
Gill, Elbert ^; and Adams, Ladd M., 4,479,558. Q. 175-320.000.

GiU. John D.. to Elastomer Energy Recovery. Ii^ ElastomeSTaSw
recovery system. 4.479,356, CL 60^99.000.

"•«™™=""W
Gihnan. Thomas; and Miller, Prank N., to Kendal] Compuy. The.Scrub brush. 4,479,277, Q. 15-111.000.

^^ ^^^'' *"*•

Oilyarg. Charles; and Kingsbury, William D., to SmithKline Beckman

GlSSTSJS'S^SS? P™**™*^ *•*''•«'«• ° 2W-1I2.50R.

Orecnlwrn, Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.-
S'-P'tow Douglas L.; Olemming, Da^ aTMuHJoE s!;

"m46 boo" •
*^ *"*^ '•* ^' •''

•

'*'*^''«" CL

°M75!58,^7l.l!r' '-^ <•«««»»-»•« ""itti^g m«:hine.

GNB Batteries Inc.: 5^0^-
Savage, Douglas R, 4.479,300 a. 29-623.100

Goad. Bobby P.: See—

^^CL*16«90.0a)'
°*** "°*^ ''•• "" *'^'°^ '^^ .^'«4,

°5:^.S?a.-137-73%:
Cac Inc. Conduit blowout preventer.

Goidich. Stepbra J.; Roberiaon. ArchibaM; and Wolowodiuk. Walter.

^S^^u^^"^^ ^'^'W Qiraoration. Hexagonal pressurized
flmdued bed reactor. 4.479.458, Cri22-4.00D.

P»«»«™«i

Gold. Barry L.: See—

^^l^h^CLix%^*^ Gene M.; and Gold. Barry U
Goldberg. Newton N.: See—

Duron^OeoTM D.; Saunders, Howard E; Oause, Smith A.; and
Goldberg, Newton N., 4,479,990 Q. 428-36!oOO

Gonzalez, Carlos P.: S^e—

^^SSJow'
****" ^^ ** °**"*''**' C">0« F-. 4,479,936, Q.

°?fe.3HJ 52^.^"'"" «ilo «d method of installing same.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Oraas, Maurice, 4,479,525. a. I52-209.00R.
Greaihom. Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.;
Winslow, Douglas L.; Olemming. David A.; MuU, John S.

tS&OOO*
°

*

"** ""'^^ '*** ^' ''•• •^•^*^ CL

^J'?^J**°** N., 4,480078, CL 526^5.000.
Kwmkel, Kenneth L.; Miller, Loren K.; SpriggeL Kenneth A.: and
Wdhams, Stephen L., 4,479,381, Q. 7356!S8o

^^
'

Sabms, Kenneth C, 4,479.296, Q. 29-527. 100.
Goose, John: See—

OoJJSSSfi«^*^'l*5f* °*^ ^^"^ 4,479,960a 424-270000

^^^iyX^,T^S^^lSSr ""^"^ "X'tine-e'ector

°?S9.780a*433'!'74.oS''^ ^" ''*******^
' '^^^ '^^^^

Gotaveriwn Arendal AB: Set
Lundberg. Thoisten. 4,479,450a 11446.00O
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Goto, Tokujn: 5^»—
Sudo, Yoshikazu; IshidosUro, KrasU; Minakata, Matsuo; and

^ Goto, Tokuju, 4,479,369. Q. 68-5.00C.
Ootoh. Yoshihisa: S^e—

Kawai, Yoichi; Ootoh. Yoshihisa; Maki, Masami; YosUhata, Akio;
Hoshino, Minoru; and Sddguchi, Katsumi, 4,480065, a.
524-418.000.

Oott, Samuel L.: See—
Gonce, Ambrose J.; Pafaner, Michael; and Oott Samuel L.,
4,480116,0.5604.000

Oougouyan, Yves; and BasseviUe, Philippe, to L.CC.-CI.C.E-Com-
pagme Europeenne de Composants Electrraiques. Alumina-based
ceramic composition and substrate obtained by means of this comoo-
sition. 4,480045, Q. 501-153.000.

^
Gould, Harry J. Apparatus for separating rfground plane from housing.

Oraas, Maurice, to Goodyear Ttre ft Rubber Company, The. Pneu-
matic tire tread. 4,479,525, a. I52-209.00R.

Oradl, Reinhard: See—
von Plessen, Hehnold; Oradl, Reinhard; and Schimmel, Ounther.

4,479,924, a. 423-321.00R.
Orafie, Robert^ J.; and Leikam. Gary E. to International Business Ma-

chines Corporation. Text procming system with communication
data save Csdlity. 4.480308. Q. 364-SOO.OOO.

Orahame, Prederick W.. to Oeneral Electric Company. Capacitor.
4.480285,0.361-306.000.

*^' «v-«wr

Grand Rapids Label Company: Sec^
Tasma, Gerald W., 4,479,839, Q. 156-249.000.

Orandariam, Pierre: See—
Constant!, Jean; and Grandadam. Pierre, 4,480,290, a. 361-433.000.

Oransden, Susan E: See-
McLean, Paul D.; Oarton, Andrew; Scott Robert P.; and Grans-

den, Susan E, 4,480,082, a. 528-103.000.
Oraziadei, RimJdo; and Lorusao, Michebngelo. to SOS-ATES Com-

ponent! Elettronici S.pA. Transistor mixer and amplifier innut staoe.
4,480337, a. 455-333.000.

P- —»c

Greenhorn. Richard J.; Dutt William R.; Vandale, Leoaaiti A.; Wins-
tew, Douglas L.; Olemming, David A.; Muhl. John S.; Heisler,
Mwhad O.; and Brown, Jack E, Jr., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber
Company, The. System for testing a tire to avoid a toraue steer effect
4,479,382, Q. 73-146.000.

Oreenley, Gordon A.: See—
Haag, George A.; Pc«g. O. Dougbs; Oreenley, Gordcm A.; Shep-

aid, Steve A.; and Tferry, P. Duncan, 4,480317, a. 364-900.000.
Oreenway, Donald O.; and Davis, Prank J. Natural gas and air mixina

device. 4,479,466, a. 123-527.000.
^^

Greenwood, John C, to International Standard Electric Corporation.
Bectrical switch device with an integral semiconductor contact
element 4,480162, Q. 200-181.000

Greenwood, Leon D.; and Dye, OifTord L., to Eaton Stamping Com-
pany. Electric starter with confined cushion. 4,479,394, Q. 74-7.00R.

Greenwood, William S.; Weinmann, Karl; and WeindeL Reinhold, to
Thomas ft Betts Corporation. Receptacle for flat multiconductor
cable. 4,479,692, Q. 339-99.00R.

Orenier, Maurice, to L'Air Liquide, Sodete Anonyme Pour L'Etude et
L'Exploitation des Precedes Georges Claude. Gasification of coal.
4,479,540 a. 166-260.000.

Orimm-Lenz, Rainer: Se»—
HeroM, Wolf-Dietrich; Orimm-Lenz, Rainer, and Burger. Bemd.

4,479.781.0.433-90.000.
urgcr. ocnw.

Gross. ManiRred: See^
SchUdit Burichard; Sonntag, Christel; Beise, Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wehner, Klaus; Burk. Werner, Gross, Manfred; and Minsk,
Hans-Peter, 4,479,811, Q. 55-32.000.

Orossmann, Horst; Meier, Rdf; and Schmid, KarL to BhKk ft Decker
Inc. Power tool having a plastics material housing. 4^479,555, Q.
173-171.000.

Orowney, Lawrence J.: See—
Davis, Robert E; Maio, Patrick S.; and Giowney, Uwienoe J.,

4,479,588, Q. 220416.000.
Gruenfekl, Norbert to Ciba-Gdgy Corporation. 1-Carboxyalkanoylin-

doline-2-carboxylic adds. 4,479,963, CI. 424-274.000.
Grundken. Dieter, Bruggemann, Reinhold; Unke, Horst; and Redder,

Manfred, to Gewerkschaft Eiaenhutte Westftlia. Retaining device.
4,479.575, O. 198-735.000.

«*««»«« ocvk^c

Orushldn, Bernard, to Xerox Corporation. Radiant assist pressure fixing
process with polyamide toner compositions. 4.480023. cT
430-124.000.

OTE Automatic Electric Inc.: See—
Magnusson. Stig E; Puccini. Sergio E; and Parikh, Kamal I.,

4.480.33Oa.370.110.20a
OTE Laboratories Incorporated: See—

Luatovich, Walter P.; Gibbs, George R.; and Proud. Joseph M.,
4,480213, a. 315-248.000.

—
.

f ,

OTE Products Corporation: See—
Oagnon, Peter R.; Lumia. John J.; Leadvaro, Stephen J.; and

Morris, James C, 4,480296, O. 362-211.000.
Kaaenga. Anthony P., 4,479,886, Q. 252-301.40R.
Lubold, Harvey C, Jr.; and Roberts, Glenn H., 4,479,521, a.

141-12.000.

Manchester, Stephen T., 4,479,477, a. 123-557.000.
OuaUo, Max: See—

Deborde, Albert H.; and GuaUo, Max. 4,479.519, CI. 139450.000.
Guide, John J.; Carey, Joseph E, Jr.; Eichamer, Paul D.; Claypole.
George; and Yenetchi. George V.. to Exxon Researeh ft Engineering

Co. Power plant int^rating coal-fired steam boiler with air turtrine.
4.479.355. CS. 60-683.000.

Guiarathi, Ramesh N.. to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The.
Continuous emulsion polymerization process. 4,480,078, Q.
526-65.000.

Gulette. Ronald S.; and Lobanoff, Mark, to Irvin Industries. Pickup
truck tonneau cover. 4.479.677. d. 296-98.000.

Gulf Canada Limited: See-
Bruce. John C. 4.479.742, Q. 405-217.000.

Outer, Qeraki A., to United States of America, Administrator Enviitm-
mental Protection Agency. Removal of nitrate from water supplies

IS?fl.*2!fe!"y' *™°* "t""* t»« •"»<» exchange resin. 4,479,877, CL
2 10-670.000.

H-Worth, Inc.: See—
Hollingsworth. WiUiam C, 4,479,283, Q. 1749.000.

Hug, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Oreenley. Gordon A.; Sbepard,
Steve A.; and Terry, F. Duncan, to Hewlett-Packard Company.
Uwstate analyzer with grsph of captured trace. 4,480317, Q.
364-900.000.

Hms, Howard C; Jasne, Stanley J.; and Moreau, Robert D., to Polaroid
Corporation. Itaconamide compounds and method of preparation.
4,480125, a. 564-144.000.

Haase, Hans J.: See—
Leutner, Volkmar, Haase. Hans J.; Meier, Dietmar. Scbempp,

Roland; and Pfuhl, Bertbold, 4,480,202, Q. 310-12.000.
Haberer. Thomas G.: See-

Tinker, Craig S.; and Haberer, Thomas O., 4,479,815, Q.
55-163.000.

Haberstumpf, Harold E, to AUen Organ Company. Tracker action
touch for keys in a keyboard musical instrument 4,479.415, Q.
84439.000.

Hackemesser, Larry G.: See—
Petterson, WUliam C; and Hackemesser, Larry G., 4,479,869, Q.

208-130.000.

Hwkman, E B.; and Zeagler, L. D., to Celanese Corporation. Hy-
droformylation process. 4,480138, CI. 568454.000.

Hadhazy, Pal: See—
Szekdy, Istvan; Sou r, Sa ndor, Lovasz. Marianna G.; Dolgos,

Krisztina K.; Kovacs, Gabon Virag, Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;
Rakoczi. Istva n; Tihanyi, Karoly; Koimoczy, Peter; Hadhazy,
Pal; Stadler. Istva n; Blasko, Oyorgy; and Koszegi, Bda.
4,479,945,0.424-184.000.

^^
Hadley, Michael S., to Beecham Group P.L.C. Decahydroquinolyl

benzamides. 4,480099, a. 546-164.000.
Haeseker, Willy; Vignal, Robert; and Ferrand, Guy, to Matec Holding
AG. Sound absorbing stnictursl element 4,479,992, CI. 428-116.000.

Hafher, Walter V.: See-
Morris, Earl L.; Hafner, Walter V.; and Hahn. Ron T., 4,480,163,
a. 200-331.000.

Hagiwara, Tsuneo; and Horike, Akihiro, to Teiiin Limited. Benzil ketal
derivatives. 4,480,094, Q. 544-222.000.

Hahn, Ron T.: See—
Morris, Eari L.; Hafher, Walter V.; and Hahn, Ron T., 4,480,163,

CI. 200-331.000.

Hair, Victor D., to International Business Machines Corporation. Di-
red detecticm of back EMF in permanent magnet step motors.
4,480218,0.318-696.000.

^^
Halcon SD Group, Inc., The: See-

Becker, MitcheU; and Sachs, Howard M.. 4,480127, O.
564-402.000.

BriU, William P., 4,480113, O. 549-531.000.
Hakleman, David: See—

Robbins, David C; Haldeman, David; Hill, John P.; Sander,
Charles; and Touchton. James, 4,480,217, O. 318-618.000.

Hale, Robert R.: See—
McDougal, Allan R.; and Hale, Robert R., 4,479,485, O.

126439;000.
Halliburton Company: See—

Bravenec Prank R., 4,479,383, O. 73-151.000.
Hallstrom, Bengt O. Oeaning trolley. 4,479,282, O. 15-311.000.
Halper, Barry J.: See

McWhcwter, Thomas E; and Halper, Barry J., 4,479,362, CL
62-63.000.

Halpern, Yuval; and Mott Donna M., to Borg-Warner Chemicals, Inc.
Amines salts of phosphoric acid. 4,480,093, O. 544-195.000.

Hamelin, Hugues: See
Lalanoette, Jean M.; and Hamdin, Hugues, 4,479,828, O. 106-

308.00B.

Hammershaimb, HaroM U.; and Ldmas, David A., to JOP Inc. Use of
lift gas in an FCC reactor riser. 4,479,870 O. 208-164.000.

Hamprecht Rainer, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Red dyeing 2,6-

dicyano-2'-sulfonamido4'-amino-azo-benzenes. 4,479,899, O.
260-205.000.

Handi-Pac, Inc.: See—
Klawitter, Ronald R., 4,479,328, O. 446-237.000.

Haneda. Satoshi: See—
Syukuri. Kastuhiro; Haneda, Satoshi; and luya, Masahiko,

4,479,709, O. 355-15.000.

Hanna, Ivan E Bedrical circuit marking identification plate. 4,479,317,
O.40-100R.

Hanna, Marie R.: See—
Beiko, Robert P.; Boden. Richard M.; and Hanna, Marie R.,

4,480,136, O. 568445.000.
Hansen, Guenter: See—

Zddler, Georg; Hansen, Guenter, and Schulte, Wolfgang,
4,479,906, O. 260- 1 69.000.

^^
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Hmubi, Nwior P.; Sw—

'^STnooo'"'*"^
'' "** """"^ '^***" **•• *'**''^3. a.

Hmmco. Warren T.; Sig—

''l^J'Ktt**"
"*' "** **»«"• Wanw T., 4,479,371. a.

'*S7-I»^
**> N»» Inc. Hydnwlic rivet driver. 4,479.<01, a.

**337-4a7raL
*° ''**°° ''"^ IT*""! cutoot fine. 4,480,247, a.

u^"*"!^ "??**"• ****W77, a. 3«)49.000.

«?2Slt
^""^ *''** °' dottble-slMrfe umbrelk. 4,479,304, CI.

Huper. HuoU K.: S«e-

Mj5^EgLg^«to^^^ E; «Ki Reeve.. George R.

Kurit Corpontioa: 5li»—

^ISra-oSf ^' "^ ^°'^^ ***^ ^- •**"*'• °-

KuriiOni^ Corpontioa: &»-
„ Seidd, Rjndy R., 4*479.643,d 27O.55.00a
HuTto. Ricbard W., to^wrry Corponrtioa. Chamielized serial adaptive
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nittr prooenor. 4.4«53i^'a 3Sj-"l74.000.

^Si5l*2LSif^I?!?"^ ??**" ^' *o B«We««eni Steel Corpo-

"SLSSSriiS^il^?^ OMjionlioit MuM-coloc piiiuiiw

Haaefawa, Kiyoharn: &»-
^??*^™^ S?^*** Kiyoharu; Akahori, HiroyukL and

U-—l!I?'S?^**''**'*°' .^«a002, a. 428.40120b.

iSSK^in'TlJSlii'?*''*^^^ Koumiifa, Takaahi. to Honda
!S«LS2".irii?^$^ *" controDmg eagme idling rpm immedi.

ItaS^ftLS? T'H? «3?«Jj«79.47ra 123T39Soo!^HMlimioto
. Kiyoah, to Tokyo SbSbtan DenU Kaboahiki Kaiaha.

^JBlttJI beam "Uector. 4v4*4l85, a. 250.251.000.
^^

lL5^S^i?ft!?5L!^•'°^.**••«*^ to KnriU Water Industries

HiiLSf?!iS!i?*I?^ ilodga. 4,479.879. Q. 210.727.000.
HgMMto^T^kaafa^Nippon Kogaku K.K. Method and apparatus

"tJSS&X'TSSliJ? "*"**!?*. Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.jjMyjte** moBory track change servo. 4.480,279, a. 3«).78.000.

Hetnemann, Fritz: See—

'M^i.S'tiJalor^ '''**^ "" **«^ °~^
HemonCT. Ahti. Scrubbing means. 4.479,278, Q. 15.120.00A.
Heisig, Rolf: See—

Hei.£:lfeh2oT:£i"^ ^''' *'*'''^ «• «-«•«»•

Oreoihom, Rjchaid J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonaid A.-Wuutew. Dougta. L.; Olemming. David AlTMuhTjohn si^

"sSSboo" *
"^ ^"^ '•* "^^ ''•' ^.381 a!

"^iX'Sii'^' ^•^.*«»o«S F'wW"*". K«rt; Pfenninger. Steftn;

S?iS5^"'i!!^'**^^ to ^Ver Aktienge8ellsch2nS;»rfor
the prepM«ion of urethanes. 4.48ai Ift cTTwIw.OOO.

fSS^^33' C? si-mooa
"^^^ "od-Ie and method of aasemWy.

Henkel Kommanditgaellachaft auf Aktien: See—
Rutzen, Hoist, 4,48a 126, a. 564-292.000.

Henningson, Tommy: Set—

Hepworth, Fuil: See—

HerS*DSidT Sji**P*°^ ^*^ 4,480,139, Q. 568-680.000.

'"teS^A^^^.^HJ?*** ****««* M.; Hetdeg. Donald F.; and
Peck, Alan M.. 4,479,446. Q. 112-121.120. ^^ *

Herm, Jurgen: &»—

''*!!l!!ll'!fel!!?* •'^ l"***^ Krakow, Heinz; Tomaen. Haiald;

HennTiSSo^^ '*«*-«^ •*^'«».a 228^.0(8^

'%a'5t'6."5Sffi.(55!*^
°' •«» Vedage. 0««im A..

"esSe^^II;?^'^ Orimm-Len^Rainer. and Burnr, Bemd. toESPE Fabnk pharmazeutiacher Pnmaiate OmbH. Dispenaor formetenng dental compositions. 4,479.781; Q. 433-90.000.^^
Hersom, Albert C; and Wright, Kenneth W., to Societe d'Asaistanoe

Il7-3880«)
^*^ ^"^- ^**^ ®^- •^^^TsTa

"Ci£'M7?.9/{'fi.VSf^SSf
'»"^' Tl«. Process for i«i«»g

Hettinger, William P., Jr.: Sto—
Beck, H. l^yne; Camithers, James D.; Coraelins. Edward B-

Hewlett-Packard Cmnpany: See—
Batey, Robert M.; and Becker. James D., 4.48a276. Q. 360.46.000.
Haaft George A.; Fogg. O. Douglas; Greenley. Gordon A.; Shep-

t Terry, " *^ >••««..— .— . L^rsar

HatatodStLkSr^"*^' ""^^ *'*^'*^' ^ »5<^3 a».

^ tSSSI*5*^?S: **"a!?L!!i?^*«^ Hatakoshi, Kfakoto; Yano.

Hattmi lS!S2„"!ii^ Nobnrtdje. 4.48ai 18. Q. 560.8.000.
"^oamrottognjimdfc^^ to Matsushiu ElectronicsCorporation. Contact structure for a semioonductor substratem.moondiig body. 4,48a261, Q. 357.71.(m^ ^^ *

\M^iS^i^^:^E^'V^^^?*'*^ '' •«• Pe'v^ Khalid. to

imi£:^ilS'SS:
^ »»«««-« -d -ethod of „«;.g.

"^rS2j^*T^i°i?? ^£»*^ J°»» E- to Aluminum Company of

Hayakawa, Fokoichiro: See—
SimiH^htetBioto; and Hayakawa. Fukuichiix). 4.479.995. a.

"JSu'SS 1Si£l!!!5i2[?™** to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-

StlMmla
"'°**'*'"»^ «l»«y «*» composition. 4.479,86a Q.

"VhSiiSSiS ¥^1^*^!"^ ^ 'y*"^ Yoshitsugu, to Ono

^ZSSJSSS "^121^ Yodntaka; and Arai, Yoshinobu, to Ono

M55Sr3L424.1SSS'' '^ ^.'-Metha-o.PGB amdogues.

Twtootoje^Jtoc. SoWem treatinent in the separation of palladimn

Hebeftiag, Alkn V.: See—
Kigoj^aher J.; and Heberling. Allan V.. 4.48ai61. d 200-

Hedtand Manaftctning Co., Inc.: See—

H.*l?'Siiff2^t°- ^J?'**- O 239-7.000.
M«*». Robert E.. Jr.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Heat resistant
»:ml?«" g»?»P?fttoB. 4.480077. CL*5S.53O.0OO. ^^
Hadcibcr|er Dnieknaacfamen AG: See—

Pon»«\0«hard. 4.479,645, a. 271-183.000.

MS3i9!a^3.oo6. ''^ "'^ '" •«*«*^ ^'«

ard, Steve A; and T&ry, F. Duncan, 4.480317, Q. 364-9OO.00O.
Huffman, John W, 4,480,289, a. 361-W3!So.

^'^'«'««.

^O)^""^ P-; •«» Vaught. John L.. 4.480,259. CL 346-

'''£?kJS??^^i9S?!:^3!b.'i^^
Donakl ^; and Sun,

Hickey, ChriMopher W.: See—
Morgan. Hugh W.; Daniel, Roy M.; Cowan. Donald A.; and
... Hick^r^hnstopher W., 4,480036, Q. 435-220.000

Hicl^g, Rofcwt L.. to Fairchild Camera ft Instnmient Corp. Dynami-

a 3«3(£o00
****"'^ " automatic test equipment 4,480315,

Hii^iWguchi. Teruaki; Nakatani. Kaname; and Miyakawa. Nobuhiio,
to M^ta Industrial Co., Ltd. Electrophotogiapluc photosen^
matenaL 4,480019. a. 430-58.000.

»~*~'»'"»"*' pw^wensrave

"^;iS^^5f^ ^ V ^- ""^ Corporation. Optical printer comprising
light switehmg elements. 4.480257, Q. 346-107.00R.

^
Hill, John B.: See—

Hill. WtaTp &£.''• "** "*"• '**'" "•• *'**'^"2, a. 549-478.000.

Robbim, David C; Haldeman. David; Mil, John P.- Sander

Hin, i^*? "^'teS!?^,!!'^ 4,480217, a. 318-618.000. '

f ^f^^'*^ Whitina, David R., to Northern Telecom Limited.

mSoooS!^
COTuits for integrated circuit devices. 4,480196, Q.

Hiratani, Hajime: &e—
^'^^.^•'^ Koji; Takagi. Kaname: Hiratani, Hajime; and

Yuki, Yoshikazu. 4.479.9377cr424l99!o5).
^^

^2!^.« fT^ir^****^ ^^S^ ^y'^ Kazutoshi; Kuriyama.
Shuuo; Usuki^Kazuyasu; AlByama. Yastthiro; Sakabe/Naoki^
Kawashima, Hidetoshi. to Eisai Co.. Ltd. Pipnasdn^ subatitntod
grewMudectenvatives, compositions and method of use. 4,479.9H

Hirota. Hajime; and Watanabe. Hiroshi. to Kao Corpontion. Shampoo
oompoBtion contiuning phosphoric acid ester and organic silicon
denvative. 4,479,893, Q. 252-542.000.

^^
Hitachi Koki Comnany Limited: See—

''M??430S^l-93iar^ ^"^ "^ "^^^ *"«««*"•

HiUtthi, Ltd.: See—
AiU Kunio; and (Mma. Masahiro, 4,480325, a. 369-122.000
Itotta. Atsuo; and Kato. Yukio. 4.480319. Q. 365-155.000

3^7iTsbo
^***^ "^ Kubozoe. MorioU. 4.480220 a
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Mukoh, Akio; Kitiunura. Temo; Kaneko, Masahani; and Ozawa.
Tetsoo. 4.479,885. Q. 25^299.620.

Moto, Nobayoahi: Sakai. Kqjiro; Matsuda, Yasua. and Nandoh.
Keqi. 4,480299. Q. 363-41.000.

Osawa. Michitaka; and Maekawa. Hitoahi. 4,480,268, Q.
358*164.000.

Otsubo. Tom; Aiuchi, Susumu; and Kamimura, Takaahi. 4.479,848.
a. 156-626.000.

TakeocU, Masato; Okada. Hkieo; Okabe, Sigeni; Tobita. HiroshL
and Tooami. MnneUko. 4.480017. a. 429-38.000.

Yamada. Jon. 4,480237. CL 333-193.000
Hitachi Maxell. Ltd.: See—

Togawa, Funuo; KarasUma, Takato; and Zaitsu, Hiioshi,
4.480004, a. 428-329.000.

Hnatowich, Donald J., to University of Massachusetts, Trustees of die.
Amines coupled wth dicydic dianhydrides capable of bang radiola-
beled product 4.479.930 CL 424-1.100.

Hochtemperatur-Reaktofbnu OmbR: See—
Schoening. Josef; and Schwiers. Hans<}eorg. 4,479,336, Q. 52-

223.00R.

Hoda, Syed N.; and (Mszewski, Anthony R., to Coming Glass Works.
Mica-resin composite material. 4,480060 CL 523-466.000.

Hodakowski, Leonard E.; and Bushey, Dean F., to Union Carbide
Corporation. Phosphorus esten of amidoximes. and compositions for
and methods of controlling insectt using them. 4,479,946, CI.
424-200.000.

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Arpe, HansJurgen; and Litterer, Heinz. 4,480128. Q. 564-424.000.
Farronato. Silvestro; and Gazzea. Sergio, 4,480008, Q.

428-425.800.

LaL Banai; D'Sa. Adolf; Dohadwalla. Alihusaein N.; de Souza.
Noel J.; and Domauer. Horst, 4,479.948. 0. 424-248.400.

Schafer. Hebnut; and Unger. Manfied, 4.479.996, Q. 428-212.000.
von Plessen. Helmold; GradL Reinhard; and Schimmel. Gunther,

4.479,924, Q. 423-321.00R.

HoeppeL Raymond W. Apparatus for safely generating and Anptmuna
a gas. 4,479,918. Q. 422-1 12.000.

Hotnnan. Kevin R.: See—
Doehkr, Joachim; Hoffinan. Kevin R.; f ^rm«ti Timothy D.;
DiDm, Gary M.; and McDonou^ Tberese. 4.479.455. Q.
118-718.000.

Hohmann, Wolfgang, to Blendax-Werke R. Schneider GmbH * Co.
Process for the production of silver-tin master aUoys for dental
amalgams. 4.479,823. CL 75^).50R.

Holben. Clair D., to Coca^^ola Company, The. Balanced pressure
coupling. 4,479,520 CL 141-1.000.

Holoonnb, Dysart E: See—
Sardisco. John B.; H(dcomb. Dysart E; and DrechseL Erhart K.,

deceased, 4,479,923, Q. 423-320.000.
Holland, Marion D.. to Robbins. Robert E One-man brake check valve
and oouirier aasejibly. 4,479.511. O. 137-614.200.

HoUaway. Jerrell P. Multiple load switching circuit 4.480197. a.
307-252.00N.

H<dley. Edward J., to General Foods Limited. Gelled nulk composi-
tions. 4.479,973, CL 426-573.000.

HoUingsworth, William C. to H-Woith, Inc. Method of and apparatus
for stiifling foodstuff into a casing. 4,479,283. CL 17-49.000.

Hdfflts, Alan G. Water cooled air conditioning and heating accessory
transfer coU kit 4.479.365.a 6^238.600.

Hohnes, David G.; Novak. Richard A.; and McNabb. Jacques Y.. to
Dominion Engineering Works Limited. Blade cooiiguntions for
FranoB-type tiubine runners. 4,479,757. Q. 416-186.0(HL

Holset Engineering Company Limited: See-
Miller. Steven M.. 4.479.728. Q. 384-369.000.

Hoh, Zedoc A. Croasbow trigger mechanism 4.479.480 CI- 124-
35.00IL

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Shimamun, Hamo. 4.479.472. Q. 123-340.000.

Honda Motor Co.. Ltd.: See—
Has^awa, Shunmei; Kishi. NoriyuU; and Koumura. Takeshi,

4,479,471, CL123-339.000.
Honey, RonaM N.; Manweil. Robert E; Kranss. Oifford J.; and
Ybema, Douwe. to Cominoo Ltd. Cdl top insulator. 4,479.863. a.
204-279.000.

Hoqjo. Satom:See—
Kondo. Syunichi; Sato. Hkleo; Hoi\)0. Satora; and Umdiara, Akira,
4,480020 a. 43041.000.

Hopkins. Jack E: See—
Raden, David T.; and Hopkins, Jack E, 4,479,273. CL 4-253.000.

Horey. Leonard L: See—
Jones. Gary D.; Iforey. Leonard I.; Kurland. Marvin; and Arnold,
Bmce E, 4,479.448. CL 11^275.000.

Horiguchi, Satom: S(»—
Takeuchi. Hklea. HorigncU, Satom; and Mizuno. Kenichi,

4.479.435, G. 101-382.0^.
Horike, AkQuio: 5w t

Ha^wara, Tsoneo; and Horike, Akihiro, 4,480094, CL 544-222.000.
Horikoshi, Yukio: See—'

Sakamaki. HirosU; and Horikoshi, Yukio. 4.479.763. Q.
418-144.000.

Horienko. Theodore; and Aguilo. AdoUb. to Cclanese Corporation.
Prooesa for prodocinf mettyl fonnate. 4.480122, CL S60-239.00O

Horsch, Rudolf, to J. L Caae Company. Crawler track transmission
system. 4,479.563. Q. 1806.700.

Horsbnann, Winfried, to Robert Bosch GmbH. System of reoonling
and playback of digitally recorded signals, especially television.
4,480272, a. 360-8.000.

^^
Hoshino, Minora: See—

Kawai. Yoichi; Gotoh, Yoshihisa; Maki, Masami; Yoshihaia, Akio;
Hoshino. Minoru; and Sekiguchi, Kattumi. 4,480065, Q.
524-418.000.

Hoshino, Mitsuo; Fukushima, Osamu; and Kakuta, Toshio, to Sony
Corporation; and Hosiden Electronics Co. Ltd. Connector. 4,479,686,
a. 339-I7.0LC.

Hosiden Electronics Co. Ltd.: See—
Hoshino, Mitsuo; Fukushima, Osamu; and Kakuta. Toshio.

4.479,686, Q. 339-17.0LC
^^

Hosoda. Juiyi: Si»—
Yamashita, Michio; Komori. Tadaaki; Hosoda. Junji; Kawai.

Yoshio; Uchida, Itsuo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka. Hiioahi;
Sakane, Kazuo; Setoi, Hiroyuki; and Ternji, Tsutomu. 4,479.942,
a. 424-180.000.

Hotuu Atsuo; and Kato, Yukio, to Hitachi. Ltd. Emitter coupled flip
flop memory with complementary bipolar loads. 4,480,319, Q.
365-155.000.

Houdaille Industries, Inc.: See—
Jelindc Ross R.; and Reymdds, Robert W., 4.479,397. Q.

74-89.150.

Howse, Eric R. W., to British Aeronace Public Limited Company.
Aircraft door arrangements. 4,479,622, Q. 244-129.500

Hoy, John: See—
Hyman, William B.; Hoy, John; and van Rensburg, Philippus J.,

4,479,968.0.424-330.000. ,

Hsia, Chung H.; Owen, Hartley; and Wright Bernard S., to Mobil Oil
Corporation. Sorption fractionation system for olefin separation.
4,479.812. a. 55-48.000.

Hsieh, Jih-Han, to CeUuaese Corporation. Continuous fermentation
process and bioconversion-product recovery. 4,4iBO034, CL
435-136.000.

Hsu. John J. Acupuncture needle and needle guide assembly. 4,479,496,
a. 128-329.0OA.

/
.

'^^

Huang. I-Der: See—
OswaU. Alexis A.; Jermansen. Torris G.; Westner, Andrew A.; and

Huang, I-Der, 4,480137,a 568-454.000.

Huber, John R., to TransTechnotogy Corporation. Method and appara-
tus for securing a wheeled vehicle. 4,479,746, Q. 410-21.000.

HucuL Dennis A.: See—
Klun, Robert T.; Murchison, Craig B.; and HucuL Denna A>

4,480,121, a. 560-206.000.

Huddleston, Robert L.: See—
Carr, Clarence A.; Huddleston, Robert L.; and Strickland. Jimmy

P.. 4.480.304. a. 364-200.000.

Hudson. Hal R.: See—
Roberts, Frank W.; Roberts, Richard A.; Roberts, W. Calvin;

Nipko. Jack A.; Roberts, Clark S.; and Hudson. Hal R.,

4,479,335, Q. 52-205.000.

Huf&nan, John W., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Electrical compo-
nent supported on a support member by a ring mount 4.480289, CL
361.403.000.

Hug, Paul, to Storage Technology Partners. Alignment apparatus and
method for mounting LSI and VLSI p'^i'-g— to a printed circuit

board. 4,479,298, Q. 29-589.000.

Hughes, Allan B.: See-
Dear, Terrence A.; and Hughes, Allan B., 4,479,509, G.

137-560.000.

Hughes Tool Company: See-
Gilbert Bmce. 4.479,548. Q. 166-387.000.

Justin, Edgar J.. 4,479.551. Q. 173-119.000
Hummd. Matt N., to Acra Electric Corporation. Thermostatically

controlled electric compressor sump hotter having self-contained
thennostat 4,480,174. Q. 219-331.000.

Humphreys. Michael; and Rolfe, John A., to Electrak International
Limited. Electrical distribution system. 4,479,687, Q. 339-22.0(ffi.

Hung. George H. C. Cycle. 4.479.659. Q. 280.226.00R.
Hunt Ann H.; and MerkeL Kurt E, to Eli Lilly and Company. Actapla-

nin antibiotics. 4.479,897, CI. 260-1 12.50R.
Hunter. Frank M. Electrically driven toothbrush. 4.479.516, CL 132-

84.00R.

Huys. John R; and Venne. David. Welding electrode. 4,480167. Q.
219-119.000.

Hyde, James S.; and Froncisz. Wojdech. to Medical College of Wis-
consin Inc.. The. Loop-gap resonator network. 4,480,239. Q.
333-219.000.

Hydril Company: See
Hynes. Joseph H.. 4,479,669, Q. 285-332.300.

Hydro Quebec: See—
Fecteau. Gilles, 4,479,299, Q. 29-623.000.

Hyman, William B.; Hoy, Jdm; and van Rensburg, Philmpos J., to
Wellcome Foundation Ltd., The. Control ofectoparasiticmfestations
of pigs. 4,479.968. Q. 424-330000.

Hynes, Joaeirii H.. to Hydril Company. Pipe connector with threaded
latoh screws. 4.479.669.a 285-332.300.

IchUima. Sqji; OUd, Nobvtaka; Satomura, Masato; and Iwakura, Ken,
to Fuji Photo Fihn Co., Ltd. Heat-sensitive recording materials.
4,480052, a. 346-206.000.

Ichishima. FtJK and Onouchi. Takashi. to Sbowa Denko Kabvhiki
Kaisha. Alkaline protease and preparation method thereof. 4.480037.
a. 435-221.000.
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Iban Chemical Indottry Cb., Ltd.: Ste—
IiWtow^^obuo: and Kitaznme. Tomoya. 4,4aai03. CL

Ikada, Daidiiro: &»_
Umeawa. Hamao; Kondo. Shiaiclu; and Iked«. n.«i.i»«

4,479.943. CL 424.I8QSoa ^^ ^ D««liiro.

Oari. Attflio: 5^1^

mJtJiuf&!^
«• n««. AttiBo, 4.479.741, CL 405-IM.OOO.

miioii Tool Wofts lac.: Stt-
FroeljWinW^and Enfrtrom. Kdth A.. 4.479.392, a. 73-««.680.

Yamaal^ R^nc^ Komori. Tadaaki; Hoaoda. JunH; KawaL
Yoiliio; Udnda, Itwo; Kohiaka. Maaaaobinmaiuki; Um£
otttSoS^ "^'^ "^ '^"•* TiSr4.S93«:

IMC Magnetics Corp.: 5^c^

t-J^S^ ""^ "•• ^•"wob,a 3io.9aooa
Impenal Cbeaucal Indostries PLC: See—

"1»2»Soa^
**• "** ^^°«"*«"' F"*"** N.. 4.479.998. Q.

j^^^^fco^j*«jaii; and Hepworth, Paul. 4.4«ai39. Q. 568-«O.00O.

Jjiday. Thonai W.. 4.479.9W. CL 427-295.000.
ua, Kcnio: See—

InJJ^iJS^ r? ^.l^^S"' •«W77. CI. 3«W9.000.

3ps:'i4'S^4^Sffi£.'^^''-'"''^

InSd £i32SLP~^ *'*^'*«''^ 'M-76aXX* ""

fal-KSdcSjSi^^ '^'^'^ '•• *'*^'«*'' ^- 20M15.000.

f-J^f*^ ^W?*" .W^O". CI. 42W77.000.

«M74^ior^
Bngodiot. Maryvoone, 4.4«W>11. a

lastitut Pasteur S^»—
5*^ ^omard. 4.479,9401 Q. 424-177.000.

I«td^;!!!£rs5-!^ "''^ "•^^ *'*^''"' °- Z^W 000.

"nJ^'*i's.J^5!?^°?^ °:' '<*»*>»• D«vid B.; and Wilde.
. H**" ^' *.^«W07, a. 364-200.000.
In^WMjonal BumiM Machines Cof]p^^

tt^aSa
"" Y-nnciuk. Edward J.. 4.479.980, Q.

'^.wTa.SV-US!' °~^ ^-^ "*• ^'^' '*>»» ''••

!t%WS,^^4^jg,^^^S¥^«^^ ^- -«

^'SSoSS, ci.?£SSS
**« ^^ «- Strickland. Jimmy

°%M98^Ma" ^' "*" ***'^^ °**^ °
•

'•'«<^288, a.

lateraational Ravon * Fiagnnces Inc.: See-

^^?S^ ^i."***"* """"^ M.; and Hanna. Marie R.
4,48ai3<, a. 368^3.000.

n-miB, mane k.,

Intenatioaal Harvester Ca: 5^v—

inte^^saisassrstgsa:'^^^^^^
S[«»*««».

John C. 4.48ai«2,a 200-181.000.

V&S?wfi^®V,^^l^'' CL 372-45.000.

^SLJ? \^' ****W27.a 370-27.000.

Intefpace Corpofatioa: &*-
N«Ji^^ F^ ,«, p„^ B,^ L. 4.479.W1. Q.

Invemizzi, Gesare O., to Energie Proide International SA. Lwhtnn..
protector assembly. 4.48ai4ra. 174-3.^1^ L«htmng

IPCO Corporation: &e—
irJ^^aH'^.^^^'^ M79.783, a. 433-221.000.
irro, Otinar. to Siemens AktiengeseDschaft Stuffins rm... .^u
extonal drive. 4.479.729. Q. «Sl5Il00r ^^* ^**** '"^

Irvm Industries: &e—

U.^i^'^:^^^ I^*«K,ff. Mari, 4,479.677, Q. 29<^98.00a

Ii^j«oa.^Ojnr S. Acupressure point stimulator device. 4,479,495, CL
I«^kOTiwa, Shigeto; and Kubozoe, Morioki, to HitachL Ltd. El«etn>n««^ "2;zmg w«tus^4,48a22^
^i?i^.ISSf^*°iS!Sl^P^ Co., Ltd. Tone signal generat-

Sfl.Oir^
^^^^^"^ ">"««' in»truments. 5479,41110.

Wiida, Tokuzi. to Suzuki Jidosha Kogyo Kahushiki Kaiah*. Int.ir.

^-Jge ^^K^ure for internal o^SoJtgS. M^470;*Sl
Ishidoshiro. Mroshi; See—

Co I jH . ---1 rZ-Li-^sr^ *"wym HJ man coemical Industrv

arm. Talraaln. \Miim^ l^si. e-^- m' ...

^^»S?*>oo^J*'adMiA Electrik Corpontion:&U
Mmks. Werner. 4,480243, CL 335-202.000^

intenMonal Teiephoae and Telnruh Corporation- See-
Bponavita,CariosE., 4,48a32rS. mSSo
^.. Jadi R., 4,479.459, Q. 12^379^0a
Sodnu, Gregory L., 4.480,214, Q. 315-290.000.

dwivatives. .,._^._, _. .^^.,^.
T "i[!lZf''^**'«»' '<* Sato. Kiyomi: and Naoato TakaakL tn

a^iSsssoo'^ '^'^^- o-^'S'rSss&'^ass,?
Ishiyama, Ichiro: &e_

Kosugi, Masaa, Sato. HiroshL TakahashL Kaa» IrfrivMf. i^i.;^.,

OhjJjNjjtoo: Nagata. ShoA and IsWzu^

Iso. Tadashi: &e-l

''S-mSSS^
^' ^""^ "^ ^^ Masayuki. 4.479.949. Q.

Itai. Retichi: &e—

Itami, Teruhiko: See—

^'^^^^i^^J'v^' '""X'to. Toshifumi; and Sai-toh. Koichi. 4.480.258.0. 346-135.100.
»«™.«wia«

Itaya, Masahiko: See—
Syukuri, Kastuhiro; Haneda, Satoshi: and Itam. Mm.mi,»

4.479.709. a. 355-15!ooa ^^ ^ Masahiko.

Itaya. Nobinhige: &e—
^^Sfei.*'**'^ **?*»• Nori««>«; Hatakoshi. Makoto: Yana

Ito. N^ESSffc"^
^"^ Nobuahige. 4.480^1?^ mSSIoSo.

"^

itou.'SKsSi"^ '*°' ^**°™' *'*^'^' °- "-'"o-

''^i7o':a1ffi2/KS
''"^' •«• ""^ -"^^

iSiKS"4f°"-'*^^
'^a.Jg85?S SSSSo^"^ Masat^ «- iwakura.

5S!248%.
B«*othiazoIme compounds. 4.47954ra

Iwasaki, Jun-idii, to Takeda Riken Co. Ltd. YIO Tuned fflter bavins

Izaki. Masataka: &(>—

^^t.!*^^-,^ MMataka; K^ino. Jirou; and Kamiyama.
, B T^Iubum. 4.479.618. Q. 242-200.000.

«v«niymM,

J. B. McCoy Construction Co.: See—

J b'SS^S!!!*IP\*'*^.;55*'Ci. i72-3ii.ooa
J. B. Sash & Door Co. Inc.: 5^»—

B«tolamj^Ugo; and Bertolami. Salvatore. 4.479,331. Q.
J. I. Case Company: See—

Bennett. N&ton C. 4.479.514. Q. 137-625.630
Horsch, Rudolf, 4,479.563. Q. 180-6.700.

Jackson, Amu M.: See—
***}'^,^^^ Jackson. Anna M.; and ZierokL Martin K

4,479,922, Q. 423-22.000.
«-««•«. inaran *..,

''SSni;,S2[?fi!i.=
"^ ^^^ '^^P^ C., to Aicstart. Inc. Method

JaShiS^SK.f I??'™^^'"
now. 4,479,377,a 7^3.000.

tl^Ji^ S., to Smger Company. Tbe. Internal gate rotary vane

7M53.ro?
"^""^ *^*™°' geometry. 4.479SI a

''^^'J:}!!^^
to Valeo. Bent tube and tube assembly, particularlyfor «jnectmg a heat-exchanger to a circuit 4.4^,6(^0252
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Jaeger, Ben E: See—
Shores, Bobby D.. 4.479.393. Q. 73-863.820.

Jaeschke. James R.. to Eaton Corporation. Dual mode power transistor.
4,480,201, a. 3O7-57a000.

Jaldmas, Donald: <Se»—
Jakimas, John A., 4,479,325, Q. 43-105.000.

Jakimas, John A., to Jakimas, John A.; and Jakimas, Donald. Collaps-
ible crab tn^. 4,479425, CL 43-105.000.

^^
James, David R, to James Industries Ltd. Patient support means.

4,479,993, Q. 428-193.000.

James Industries Ltd.: Sw>—
James. David R.. 4,479,993, Q. 428-193.000.

Japan Carlit Ca, Ltd., The: See—
Kanai, Ifideo; Shbagawa, Akihiro; Yamazaki, Takahiro; and Itai,

Reiichi. 4.479.864. Q. 2O4-290.00F.
Jasne. Stanley J.: See-

Hut, Howard C; Jasne. Stanley J.; and Moreau. Robert D.,
4.480,125, a. 564-144.000.

Jelinek, Ross R.; and ReynoMs, Robert W., to HoudaiUe Industries, Inc.
Shock/brske unit 4,479,397, Q. 74-89.150.

Jencks, Charies L.: See—
Castonguay, Roger N.; and Jencks, Charies L., 4,480,242, Q.

335-194.000.

Jennings. Gordon B. Wall outlet lock qnwratus. 4.479,688, Q.
339-37.000.

Jensen. Kai. to Raytheon Conmany. Module retainer apparatus.
4.480287. a. 361-388.000.

Jeimansen, Torris G.: Sn—
Oswald, Alexis A.; Jermansen, Torris G.; Westiwr, Andrew A.; and
Huang. I-Der. 4.480137, O. 568-454.000.

Jermyn, Arthur C Contact lens inserter. 4,479,672, Q. 294-l.OCA.
Jewell, Linda M., to Easbnan Kodak Company. Process for the prepa-

ration of alkyl-2-alkoxyiniino-3-osa4H;h]orobutyrates. 4,480,120 a.
560-168.000.

Johannes Heidenhatn GmbH: See—
Nelle, Guntiier, 4,479,304, CI. 33-125.00R
NeUe, Gunther. 4,479,716, Q. 356-374.000.

John Goudie Associates, Inc.: See
Alphonse, Everett J.; and Alphonse. Everett Sr.. 4.479.340. Q.

52-646.000.

Johnson. David B.: See—
Budde, David L.; CarKU. David G.; Johnson. David B.; and Wilde,
Doran K., 4,480307, CL 364-200.000.

Johnson. Everett M.; and Schlinger. Warren G.. to Texaco Inc. Appa-
ratiis for gasifying coal including a slag tivp. 4.479.809. CL 48-77.000.

Johnson, Herbert; Elliott Richard M.; Rerdeg, Donald P.; and Peck.
Alan M., to USM Corporation. Sewmg machine system having
automatic identification and processing of mounted work. 4.479.446,
CL 112-121.120.

Johnson A Johnson Baby Products Company: See—
Dickover, WiQiam E.; Klasek, Ladislav J.; and Passafiume.
Anthony, 4,479,836, Q. 156-164.000

Jdmson, Mariand R.; and Nauheiffler, Donald J., to Uarco Incorpo-
rated. Burster for continuous form stationery. 4,479,597, d.
225-100.000.

Johnson, Stuart J.; and Franason, George E., to Baiber-Cohnan Com-
pany. Hobbing machine. 4,479,745, CI. 409-12.000.

Johnson, Ted C, Jr. Apparatus fbr loadmg and mtinaAing railway cark
4,479,750, CL 414-392.000.

Johnson. Thomas H.. to Shell Oil Company. Niobium (V) halide/oxide-
metal oxide compositions and a process for their preparation.
4.480049.0.502-231.000.

Johnston. Doyle W.: See—
Kalk. Franklin D.; Muchnik. Boris J.; Johnston. Doyle W.; and
Spong, Fred W., 4,480302, Q. 346-135.100

Johnston. Garland D.: See—
Beggs. James M.; Johnston. Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D.;
Portwood, Joseph N.; Saunders, Jerry M.; Redmon, John W.;
and Porter, Allen C, 4,479,386, Q. 73-581000.

Jonelis, John A. Electrostatic precipitator construction having ladder
bar spacers. 4,479,813, Q. 5M37.00O.

Jones, Donald W.: See—
Miller, Tmiothy J. E.; Jones, Donald W.; and Kalan, Gary L.,

4,480,207, a. 310-156.000.

Jones, Gary D.; Horey, Leonard I.; Kurland, Marvin; and Arnold,
Bruce E, to Singer Company, The. Needle positioning arrangement
in an dectronically controlled household sewing machine. 4,479,448,
a. 112-275.000.

Jones, Howard: See—
Menard, Paul R.; Jones, Howard; and Suh, John T., 4,479,950. Q.

424-248.500.

Jones. Raymond N.; Lawaon. John M.; and KeU, O'DeD F., to Motorola
Inc. Lead frame and method. 4,480150, a. 174-S2.0FP.

Jones, Thomas G.: See—
Behrmann, William C; and Jones, Thomas G.. 4,479,926, Q.

423-467.000.

Jones, Thomas M.: See—
Bachman, Brett L.; Belgard, Richard A.; Bernstein, David H.;

Bratt Richard G.; Clancy, Gerald F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones.
Thomas M.; Katz, Lawrence H.; Mundie. Craig J.; Pilat John F.;

Schleimer. Stephen I.; Wallach. Steven J.; Wallach. Walter A..
Jr.; and Wells. Douglas M., 4,480306, Q. 364-200.000.

Jones, W. Richard, to Mercury Metal Products, Inc. Clamp for tubing.
4,479.288. Q. 24-277.000

JOP Inc.: See-
Hammershaimb, Harold U.; and Lomas, David A.. 4,479,870 CL

208-164.000.

Joyner, Frederick B.: Ac-
Trotter, Jimmy R; Joyner, Frederick B.; and McConnell, Richard

L., 4,480087, a. 528-302.000.
Jnday, Thomas W., to Imprex. Inc. Impregnation of metal castings.

4,479,986.0.427-295.000.
v.—.*

Jujo Psper Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamato, Nobcmt; Has^wa, Akira; Umeda, Hiroaki; and Suzuki,
Mamom, 4,480,260, a. 346-209.000.

JuUns Montz GmbH: See—
Streuber, Hans P., 4,479.909, Q. 261-97.000.

Julius, Richard F.; and Lund, John C, to S. J. Industries, Inc. Container
transport apparatus. 4,479,574, Q. 198-626.000.

Junker, Erwin. Apparatus for cutting saw teeth into saw blades or saw
bands. 4,479,405, CI. 76-38.000.

Justus, Edgar J., to Hughes Tool Company. Actuator for a hydraulic
impact device. 4,479,551, Q. 173-119.000.

Juul, Peter A., to Ford Aerospace A Communications Corporation.
Planar multiple oscillator circuit 4,480.233, Q. 331-56.000.

K. S. Macey Machine Company, Inc.: See—
Macey, Keith S., 4,479,642, Q. 270-53.000

KabusMki Kaisha Daikin Seisakusbo: 5e»—
Kamio, Takenori. 4.479.570 CI. 192-85.0AA.

KabusUki Kaisha Kito: Sc»—
Maeda. Kazuo. 4.479.635. Q. 254-350.000.

Kahushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Watanabe, MasaUro, 4,479,532. Q. 165-39.000.

KabushiU Kaisha Shinsd Industries: See—
FUJita, Mitiio, 4,479,842, Q. 156-384.000.

KabushiU Kaisha Toyoda Jidoabokki: See—
Yasui, YosUharu; Seiki, Kazuo; Suzuki. YoshiUsa; and Amano,

Hisao, 4,479,348, Q. 57-404.000.
KahUpuro, Matti; and Makinen, Heimo. to Elevator GmbH. Procedure
and means for monitoring the lAase sequence in a three-phase net-
woriL 4,480,283, Q. 36l76.000.

Kajino, Jirou: See—
Okada, Takehiro; Izaki. Masataka; Kajino, Jirou; and Kamiyama.

Toshibumi. 4,479,618. Q. 242-200.000.
Kakuris. Paul A.: See—

Schaaf, Cedl P.; and Mcintosh, Russell J.. 4,479,740, Q.
405-30.000.

Kakuti^ Toshio: See—
Hoshino, Mitsua, Fukushima, Osamu; and Kakuta. Toshio.

4,479,686, Q. 339-17.0LC.
Kalan, Gary L.: See-

Miller, Timothy J. E; Jones, Donakl W.; and Kalan. Gary L..

4.480207, a. 310-156.000.

Kalfajran. Leonard J.; and Wadtins, David R., to Union Oil Company of
California. Method for deeper penetrating acidizing of siliceous
fonnatiouK 4,479,543, Q. 166-300.000.

Kalk. Franklin D.; Muchnik, Boris J.; Johnston, Doyle W.; and Spong,
Fred W., to Storage Technology Corporstion. Optical recording
media. 4,480,302, 0:346-135.100.

KaDok. Michael J., to Medtronic, Inc. Self-regenerating drug adminis-
tration device. 4,479,796, O. 604-93.000.

Kami, Tomohiro: See—
Maeda, Masatoshi; Kami, Tomohiro; Kusunoki, Toshio; and
Yamamurs, Yukio, 4,479,609, Q. 239-102.000.

Kamimura, Takeshi: See—
Otsubo, Tom; Aiuchi, Susumu; and Kamimura, Takashi, 4,479,848,
Q. 156-626.000.

Kamio, Takenori, to Kabushild Kaisha Daikin Seisakusho. Pneumatic
clutoh for an automobile. 4,479,570, Q. 192-8S.OAA.

Kamiyama, Toshibumi: See—
Okada, Takehira, Izaki, Masataka; Kajino, Jirou; and Kamiyama,

Toshibumi. 4,479,618, Q. 242-200.000.

Kanai, Hideo; Shinasawa, Akihiro; Yamazaki, Takahiro; and Itai,

Reiichi. to Japan Carlit Co.. Ltd., The. Anode for electrolysis of
seawater. 4,479,864, G. 2O4-29O.00F.

Kanamaru, Takayoshi, to Toho Seiko Co., Ltd. Cross roOer bearing.
4,479,683, Q. 384-619.000.

Kane, Michael W. Tool for positioning electric oudet boxes. 4,479,639,
a. 269-6.000.

Kaneko, Eui:See—
Takura. Toshiyasu; Okada, Tsuneaki; and Kandto. E^i 4.480,203,
a. 310-42.000.

^^^
Kaneko, Masaharu: See—

Mukoh, Akio; Kitamura, Teruo; Kaneko, Masaharu; and Ozawa,
Tetsuo, 4,479,885, Q. 252-299.620.

Kangyo Denkikiki Kahushiki Kaisha: See—
Sudo, Michio; and Miura, Hitoshi, 4,480,248, Q. 338-32.00R.

Kanojia. Ramesh M.; Wachter, Michael P.; and Chen, Robert H. K., to
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation. Oxepanes and processM there-
for. 4,479,964, CI. 424-278.000.

Kao Corporation: See—
Hirota. Hiuime; and Watanabe, Hiroshi, 4,479,893, Q. 252-542.000.

Kapany, Narinder S.; and Unterldtiier, Fred C, to Kaption, Inc. Fiber
optics communications moduler 4,479,697, Q. 350-96.180.

Kaptron, Inc.: See
KMany, Narinder S.; and Unterieitiier, Fred C, 4,479,697, Q.

35(^96.180.

Karalis, Anastasios J.; See
Lonjdey, Kennit D.; and Karalis, Anastasios J., 4,480119, Q.

560-I5I.OOO.
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Kari Bagbofcr Mctillwiren&bnk OmbH: Set—
EniMBr, Khu* 4,479,703. a. 351-123.(0).

^Mtvcwycf, Ihor a, to Son Eleetric Cocpontioa. Automatic gain

43io?9^a"2£jSi!r* °'"
"•*°™^*""^"^^

Kaad Optonix, Ltd • Sm
Miyake, aiunka; and Mioia, Norio. 4,4«)l189. a. 230-337.000.

Kaaenp, Anthony P., to OTE Products Corporation. Method of mak-

gJ^™J»
•«»vated yttrimn alumiaate phoq>hor. 4,479,886, a.

Kaahtwada, Toahinobii: S^«^

^S*^.^ Kaahiwada, Todiinoba; Suzuki. Hiiodii: and
^ Yoahii, juiA 4.4aaoooia 42n84!ooa

^^
^^^SStL!^"^J*^^ Paul; and Werner. Klaus, to Theodor
Jfainew MetaDwerk OmbR Heating valve. 4,479,305, a.

Kumi Knbuahikikaisha- S$t-
Kasnt. Kensou, 4.479,665, a. 280444.00a

Kassai, Kenzou. to KaHai Katwwhilrikaisha. Mechanism for changins
theArecoon of pusher rod means ofa baby carriage. 4.479,66^0.
*WrO44.UU0.

Katagiri. Shigenobu: S^c^-15i-^^^^^^ T«meki; and Kata^

K«o. Kazuo; Watanabe. YaaUkazn; KumasUro. Keaji; and Shimba.
Satoru, to Konohtroku Photo Industry Co.. Ltd. Silver halide color
pbotonaphK Ught-tensitive material 4.48a028. CL 430-544.000.

Kato. Yukw: Sf»—

»-J*?**^ Atsuo; and Kato, Ynkio^ 4,4801319, Q. 365-155.000.
Katz, Lawrence H.: Ste—

^*^'^^.^, 3r Bd««4 Richard A.; Bernstein. David R;
22?L*^^ O; Clancy, Oerald P.; Oavrin. Edward S.; Jones.

T^SS^'J^ M^l?** •*•« Mundie. Craig J.; Pilat. John P.;
Schtanw. Stephen 1.; Wallach. Steven J.; \Villach. Walter A.
J^:«dWelk. Douglas M..4,48a306, a. 364^0000.

Kawafuchi. KatsuUko, to Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd. Serial printer
carriaoe mounting. 4,479.731. Q. 4OO-32aO00.

**J'^*^ O**** Yoshihisa; Maki. Masami; Yoshihara. Akio
Horiimo.Mmom; and SeUgucU. Katsnmi. to Mitsui Toatsu Chemi^

OTslSSooa
"'yP'^Py'*'**^ "*» composition. 4.480,065,

Kawai Yoshio: 5^«-
Yamashita, Michio; Komori Tadaaki: Hosoda. Junii: K«waL
Yoduo; UcUda. tel^P^kTMii^^ hSSS
OctSSoS

""royuki: "xl Ter^, Tsutomu. 4,479.942;

Kawaahima, Hidetoshi: &e-
Hrose, Noriyara; Souda, SUaeru; Miyake, Kazutoshi; Kuriyama.

Stazup; Usufa. Kazuyasu^yama. Yasuhiro; Sakabe, Naoko;

r »;."^,'^^"'?*T* ™«*«»o*i. M79,954va 424-25Tooa
Keating, Kevm J.: Set—

KegSlTSbSt: s5? ** '^*'*^ "^"^ '' ^^*''2'2. CL 315-71.000.

'^SSt^f«?f6W45^0oI'^^ °^*^ -^ ^**'^"'

Keil. ODell P.: 5^»—

' MW^s:crt7SkoFr' '**" **•' -^ "^ °'°«" ''•

Keiper Recaro OmbH k Co.: &»-
r ii5'"*SI'5??* "d Muhr. Dieter. 4.479.626. Q. 248-420.000.
Kdlogg.^Wilter J^and Heberiin^ Allan V.. toWestingh«»e Bectric

^f410^ wwker utilizing unproved arc chambers. 4,480.161, Q.

Kelyman. John. Jr., to Beloit Corporation. Apparatus and method for
proceaami ba|ged reflise. 4,479,581, Q. 2O^3!o0O.

^^
Kemper. Pritz: See—

^^"jjJj^g^NoWng. Siegfried; and Kemper. Pritz, 4.479,939.

Kenmer, Reinhard: Si»—
Ligdu^^gttg; and Kemper. Reinhard. 4.480.097. Q.

Kemps, Josiiphus M. A.: Set—

oSISotJS?*' ' ^
'
** *^*°'* Josephus M. A.. 4,479.976.

tt^iyfill Company, lie: Set

K*«SS^Sr,J^ ^*J'fc/"^i'•• .^^77. a. 15-111.000.
Ktenedy, Mdvin R.; Nagel. Dietmar; and Arad. Abraham, to Buddy Lv^jgmwn. Sparking toy vehicle and launcher. 4,479,326. a.

Kerr-McOee Refining Corporation: See—
«- ^f'***,?^*?/*- M'9.«75, a. 210-519.000.
Rcshehva. Viktor V.: See—

Aldmova, Alh Y.; Buyanov, Valentin M.; Oalperin. Eduard IDavi^ Anato^^y B^Deritach. OalinaM.: D^S^^tJy
fi' 5?^^ ^«<* V

;
Malyarova, Larna P.; Rusakov I«or

?2mSoa^
Valeria l, andC&. Valerji.. 4!4W;3^^^^

Kimberly-Clark Corporation: See—
Singor. Wavne f, 4.479.492. CI 128-132.00D.

Kimoto. Toahifumi: Sir—

Ktog, Qyde R. Pence po« constructioa. 4,479,636, a. 256-35.000.

Kingsbury, WiUiam D.: See—

®}^* Charles; and Kingsbury, WiUiam D.. 4.479.898. a 260-

Kinoyama, Takehisa: See—
Yamazaki. Ken; Yamamoto. Yosuke; Kinoyama, Takdiisa: and
&sa^wa.Kinichi. 4.479.280. Cri5-217.00a

"""^ ""
Kmto. KoKhiro: See—

^SaKt?, 'S**M!!S^'^*°' '^***^ Md Sato. Ken-
Jiro. 4.479.535. CI. 165-142.O0O.

Kipp, William O.: See—

'^.a.Sf^i.^iSsSoS"^ °' "^^""^ =*"^ ''

Kirfoy, Robert A., to Euott Production Research Co. Plenble magnetic

M^5.oSSSoOr' "^ ^««»nH>r«ing that com^ctor.

Kirehoff. Prands D.. to Aloo Electronic Products, Inc. Sub-mimatuic
ttaeeposition switch with built-in lever locL 4,48ai59. d 200-

K^JBroyasu. to Sanyo Electric Company Ltd.; and Tokyo Sanyo

aStSzoOO^
'wnoving apparatus in an PM receiver. 4.48^335.

Kidii, Noriyuki: See—

Kistler, Walter P.: See—
Banik. Oary J.; EerNisse, Errol; Kistler, Walter P; and Pttos.
Jerome, 4,479,391,a 73-861590.

«-. » raros.

Kitapsaki. Yoshitaka: See—
*^ Kohld; Nagaishi, Hatsuo; Mhumi. Hidehiro; Okamura.

iru. *^ «* ^t««»ki, Yoahitaka. 4.479,866, a. 2O4-425.O0a
Kitamura, Tenio: See—

Mukoh, Akio; Kitamura, Teruo; Kaneko, Masaharu; and Ozawa.
Tetsuo, 4.479.885. Q. 252-2991620.

"""™' «« "»^
Kitazima. Sigenori: See—

Koo^. Toahio; Norimatsu. Hideaki; Nakamura, Mitsutt Masuda.
Akirj; and Kitaziffla. Sigenori. 4,479.464. Q. 123-489.000.

Kitazume. Tomoya: Set—

'^SMOOO***''
"** >"*«"»>«. Tomoya. 4.48ai03. Q.

Kiuchi. Masayoahi; and Sakurada, Nobuaki. to Canon KabushiU Kai-
sha. Exposure time reproducing device. 4,479.707. Q. 354-426.000.

Kiwior, Denis, to Sodete Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques de
Mulhouse. Method and device for fbrming a fiUing-yarnroave for
looms. 4.479,518, Q. 139-443.000.

"™« y«ii reserve lor

Klaar, Jurgen: See—

'^MOOR.**"™*'
*•*** *°** *""'• '"«*»• ^*«W04. a. 310-

Klasek. Ladislav J.: See—
Dickover. William E.; Klasek. Ladiskv J.; and Passafiume.
Anthony, 4,479,836, Q. 156-164.000.

rw^^ume,

Klaus, Siegfried; and Einhaus, Albert, to Peddinghaus. Rolf. Bendins
mandrel arrangement 4,479,375, Q. 72-387.00tt

Klawitter, Ronald R.. to Handi-Pic. Inc. Push-pidl toy with vane

2?li^^LE?****^ " <*iffering routional relationship. 4.479.328. a.
44O-237.000.

Ktoe. Maurice M. Automatic telephone silencer. 4.480^154. CL 179-
o4.UllC

Kl«nenhagai, Ounter. to Krupp Corpopbst Maschinenbau OmbH.
AA^-rS°^h.'i!^^ employing rotatably driven wheels.
4,479.772, a. 425-526.000.

Klementich, Erich P., to OO Technology Services. Process of manufiK-

4^3S:'c5^.STr.'"
'"*^ thre- of tubular members

Klosing^ KUus; and Chatterjee. Shyam S.. to Dr. WiUmar SchwabeGmbH ft Co. 1.4;3.6-Dianhydrohexitol nitrates substituted by purine
bases, processes for their prnaration and pharmaceutical comoosi-
tions. 4,479,951, Q. 424-248.570.

P"™«*uw» composi

Klier. Kamil; Herman. Richard O.; and Vedage. Oamini A., to Lehigh
Umversity. Process for selective production of di- and tri-alkvh-
mines. 4,480.131. Q. 564-48a00O.

•n-««yia

Klimiach, Hans-Joachim: See—
Bimg, Richard; Oiesbrecht. Hartmut; Leuckel. Wolfgang; and
KLmisch. Hans-JoMhim. 4.479.493. Q. 128-204.180.

Klun, Robert T.; Murchison. Craig B.; and Hucul. Dennis A., to Dow
Oiemical Company. The. Preparation of 2-halo-l-alkenes and acry-

.,. *^ ^'^"^ hydrocartxw streams. 4.48ai21. Q. 560-206.000.
Kluting. Bemd; and Muhr. Dieter, to Keiper Recaro OmbH ft Co.
Vehicle seat 4,479.626. Q. 248-42aO0O.

Klynas. Scott S.. to Mattel. Inc. Multiple drum pad isolation. 4.479,412,

Kmecak, Ronald A.: See-
Beck. R Wayne; Camithen, James D.; Cornelius. Edward B.;
Kmecak. Ronald A.; Kovach. Stephen M.; and Hettinger. Wil-
ham R, Jr.. 4.480,047. Q. 502-65.doa

^
Knapp. Gordon O.; Baylerian, Marguerite S.; and Seemuth. Paul D.. to

Ethyl Corporation. Nitration process. 4.479.905. Q. 260467.000.
Knie^kamp, Hermann, to Siemens Aktiengoellschaft Method for
making high resistance chromium-free semiconductor substrate body

n^'2^'5?*???.^^ semiconductor layer by surface irradiation.
4.479,829, CI. 148-1.500.

K^yashi. Susumu; and Shimojo, Yasuaki, to Terumo Corporation.
Medication infusion device. 4,479,797, Q. 604-153.000.

Kobayashi. Tsuneki: See—
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KobieOa, Robert J., to Signode <

. «.
and mptmtus. 4,479.834; a. 156-73.500.

Koch, PmJ(^ Mattel. Luciano; and Oerbaz. Oiampaolo. to Agip PetroU

. Article strapping method regrown

&P.A. Dispemu additives for lubricants, and the methoS^lbr their

^ prepaittion. 41415,888. Q. 252-357.000.
Koch, Robert C: S^e-

»^-P^.^?5f" tti,fP^ ^°^ *^**«rt C., 4.480066, a. 52iH39.000.
Koch, Ulrich R; WOhams, Peter C; and Lntz. Gilbert P., to WWtey
Co. Hi^ pressure ball valve. 4,479,5 13, Q. 137-625.470.

Kodiler, Dale R., to United States of America, Eneny. Double reaona-
tor cantilever aoceleraneter. 4,479,385, CL 73-5lfonL

Koehler, Ridiani E; and Webber. 3cba A., to Eh LiOy and Company.
PrePMBtion of alkaU metal thieao(furo)pyridines. 4.48009870.
546-114.000.

Koehring OmbH: See—
Kuhn. Hans; and Rnsen. Jochen, 4.479.550, CL 173-1 12.000.

Koenig ft Bauer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Oermann, Albiechtl.. 4,479,431, CL 101-136.000.

Koemgkramer, Rusty E: See—
A«hOTft. Robert W.; and Koenigkramer, Rusty E, 4.480026, Q.
430-510000

Koepke, Ounther, Prenken, Hans; Bussmann, Heinrich; and Browatzki.
Kurt, to AgfihOevaert Aktiengesellschaft Process and an apparatus
for stabOizmg free-fiJlmg liquid curtains. 4.479,987, CL 427-4&.000.

Kohlstette, Werner, to West£dia Separator AG. Centrifiige with a
sdf-emptving drum. 4,479,788, Q. 494-27.000.

Kohsaka, Masuiobu: Sai>—
Yamashita, Michia, Komori, Tadaaki; Hosoda. Junii; Kawai,

Yoahic^ Uchida, Itsua, Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka, Hiroshi;
Sakane, Kazuo; Setoi, Hiroyuki; and Tenyi. Tsutomu. 4.479.942.
0. 42^180000

Koide. Hirodu; and Sawada, Toshiaki. to Citizen Watch Co.. Ltd.
Watchcase. 4.479.725. CL 368-292.000.

Koltron Corporation; Set—
Prantzen. John J.. 4,479.849. Q. 156440.000.

Komori Tadaaki: See—
Yamashita, Michio; Komori. Tadaaki; Hosoda. Junji; Kawai.
YosUo; UcUda. Itsuo; Kohsaka. Masanobu; Imanaka, Hiroshi;
Sakane. Kazuo; Setoi. Hiroyuki: aad Terv. Tsutomu. 4.479.942.
CI. 424-180.000.

Kondo. Shhiichi:See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Kondo, Shinichi; and Ikeda. Daishiro,
4,479,943,0.424-180.000.

^^
Kondo. Syunichi; Sato. Hideo; HoiUo. Satoru; and Umehara, Akira. to

Pkui Photo Pibn Co., Ltd. Polymeric photoconductive sensitized by
bis08<yano-/i-alkoxycaibonylvinyl)benzene. 4,480020 d.
430-81AX).

Kondo, TasUo; Norimatsu. Ifideaki; Nakamura. Mitsuo; Masuda.
Akui^ and Kitazima, Sisenori. to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd.; and Toyou
Jidoaha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-to-ftid ratio correctmg ar-

JJff^t^ *^^l*^'y control system having a feedbwdTkiop.

Kondou. Manttune; Itou. KazuUro; and Puruta, Tsutomu. to Toyou
^*»j» Kabushiki Kaisha. Aic spot welding equipment. 4.480170
CL 219*123.100.

Konishi, Yoshitatai: 5a
HayaaU, Masaki; Konishi, Yoshitaka; and And, Yoshinobu,
4.479,966,0.424.305.000.

««««««.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Ktao, Kazuo; Watanabe, Yoaldkazu; Kumashiro. Kenii; and
Shunba. Satoru. 4.480028. O. 430-544.000.

SawaU. Akira; and NozaU, Hiromi, 4,480195, 0. 307-140.000.
Syuknri, Kastuhiro; Haneda. Satodii; and Itaya, Masahiko.

4,479,709, CL 355-15.000.
Koppd, Richard A. Fnhmg rod holder/carrier. 4,479,322, O.

43-21.200.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See—
Leston. Oerd, 4,480140 O. 568-784.000.

Kop^ Georg: Se»—
Blahous,'Leopold; and Koppl, Georg, 4,480,193, O. 307-19.000.

Kmczykowab. Uwrenoe L.; and ZieSnski. Robert J., to Duriron
Company. Inc.. The. Ught contndled apparatus for moving filter
press plates. 4.479.873.a 210-91.000.

^
Kordomenoa. Panagiotis I.; Alexander. Ddores J.; and Thomson.

JJgJIM-. to Part Motor Company. Pdymeric light stabilizers.

Kordl. Donald D.:5^
Pries, Bmard J.; Paiks. Prederick S.; and KoreU. Donald D.,

4.479.679.a 297-300000.
Korinit, Mdmet D. Boh lock device and method tot boh kwUng and
unlockmg rektively movable parts of a radc and pinion jack-up rig.

4.479.401.0.74-527.000
j-^-^ -m

Kormoczy. Peter See—
S^y. Istvan; Bota r. Sa ndor; Lovasz. Marianna G.; Dolgoa.
Knsztina K.; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag. Sandor; Sznts, Tamas;
Rakdoi. Istva n; Tlhanyi. Karoly; Kormoczy. Peter. Hadhazy.

4.479.945. CL 424-184.000
Kommann. Michel; and Tabnor. Yehuda, to BatteOe Devdopment

Corporation. Process for manuftcturing an anti-corrosion pidnt and
the paint resultmg from that process. 4,479,891, 0. 252-511000.

Koshi, Masao: See—
Sasanmns, Yasutomo; Koshi. Masao; Takahashi, Teruaki; Shhnizu.

Shotarcn Enomoto. MHsugu; and Yoshikawa, Youji. 4.48O01O
O. 428-4S7.00O

Koahfaio. Yutaka; Ohshhna. Jiro; Ajima. Takashi; and Yonezawa.
TobUo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of

manufiKturing a semiconductor device using epitaxially i

protrusioo as an aUcnment marker. 4,479,830 O. 148-1.500.
Kosugi, Masaa, Sato, Hiroshi; Takahashi. Kazna, Ishiyama, Ichiro; and
Yabn, Shuichi. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Mask aUgner. 4,479,71 1,
O. 355-43.000.

Koazegi, Bda:See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bott r, Sa ndor; Lovasz, Marianna O.; Dolgos,

Krisztina K.; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;
Wtora. Istva n; Tihanyi. Karoly; Kormoczy. Peter, Hadhazy.

f^fSil^S,' **^ "i ^•**>' 0>wgy; and Koszegi, Bela.
4.479.945,0.424-184.000.

•• -
Koumura, Taknhi: See—

Hasenwa, Shunnei; Kishi, Noriyuki; and Koumura. TakasU.
4.479.471. O. 123-339.000.

^^
K^M. Komedi L.; Miller, Loren K.; Spriggel. Kenneth A.; and
Wdhams, Stefriien L., to Goodyear Tire ft Ridiber Company, The.
Tire dynamic imbalance screening system. 4.479.381, O. 73-66.000.

Kovach. Stephen M.: See-
Beck. R Wayne; Ca^ruthe^^ James D.; ComeUus, Edward B.;
Kmenk. Ronald A.; Kovach. Stephen M.; and Hettinger, WU-
liam R. Jr., 4,480047, O. 502-65.000

Kovacs, Gabor See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bota r, Sa ndor, Lovasz, Marianna O.; Dolgos,

Krvztina K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag, Sandor, Sznts, Tamas;
Rakoczi, Istva n; Tlhanyi, Karoly; Konnoczy, Peter; Hadhazy.

M79.945laL 4hT845)0o'^'
^^"^ "** '^"^ "^

Kovatevsky. Oscar. ExtendaUe crank handle. 4,479.616, 0. 242-84.101.
Kovattana, Temqwon: S<e—

Schaefer. Louis P.; Kovattana. Termpoon; and Henningson.
Tommy. 4.480179, O. 235-473.000.

«»»,«,».

Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—
K«er, Heinrich. deceased; and Klaar. Jurgen. 4,480204, O. 310-

Krakow, Heinz: See—
Pemandez, Jose ; Herm, Jurgen; Krakow, Heinz; Tomsen, Harald;
and Wortmann, Ernst, deceased. 4,479.602, O. 228-48.000.

Krauss, OifTord J.: See-
Honey, Ronald N.; ManweU, Robert E.; Krauss, Cliffoid J.; and
Ybema, Douwe, 4,479,863, O 204-279.000.

Kricker, Ralph. System for indicating the direction and net distance
travelled by a medium containing a periodic asymmetrical flux oat-
tern. 4,480,224, O. 324-207.000^

^
Kroh, Carl A., to Celotex Corporation. The. Cover member for and
method of instaUing insulation boards. 4,479,339, Q. 52-468.000.

Krueger, Gordon P.; Lund. Anders E; and Adams. Roy D., to Michi-
san Technological UniversHy, Board of Control of. Stttic dropleas
flake alimer for producing oomposHe wood material. 4,479,428, O.
100-210.000.

Kruger, Robert J.: See—
Bibtad. Arnold C; Brown. Richard 1.; and Kruger, Robert J..

4.479,760 O. 417-395.000.

Bilstad, Arnold C; Brown, Richard I.; and Kruger, Robert J.,

4.479.761, O. 417-395.000.

Bibtad, Arnold C; Brown, Richard I.; and Kruger, Robert J.,

4.479.762, O. 417-395.000.

Kruger, William P.; and Vaught, John L., to Hewlett-Packard Com-
Pjmyjtakjet winter with bubble driven flexible membrane 4,480,259.

Krupp Corpoplast Maschinenbau GmbH: See—
Kleimcnlugen. Ounter. 4.479.772, O. 423-526.000.

Kryovacs Scientific Corp.: See—
Lam, Calvin K., 4,479,358, O. 62-6.000.

Ku. Audrey Y.. to Monsanto Company. Preparation oforthoKalkylthi-
omethyO anilines by catalytic sulfiUmine rearrangement 4.480130
O. 564-440.000.

Kube. Wolfgans; KegeL Robert; Valentin, Guenter, and Sttufer, Di-
eter, to BASF Aktiengeselbchaft. Scalable discharge die for thermo-
plastic. 4,479,768,a 42M92.00R.

Kubnick. Norman R., to Sellstrom Manuftcturing Company. Attaching
assembly. 4,479,738. O. 403-407.000.

««—

•

Kubozoe, Morioki: See—
Isakozawa, Shigeto; and Kubozoe. MorioU, 4,480,220 O.

324-71.300.

Kudo, Takashi: See-
Mochida, Ei; Kudo, Takashi; Sugawara. Toshiyuki; and Tsumura.

Minoni, 4.479.720 O. 366-214.000.
Kuech. Thomas P.: See—

McCaldin. James O.; and Kuech. Thomas P., 4.479.847. O.
156-624.000.

Kueker. Darrel D., to J. B. McCoy Construction Co. Method and
apparatus for mounting and hftug implement extension wings.
4,479,554,0. 172-31 foob.

-^
*-

"**

Kuhn, Hans; and Rusen, Jochen, to Koehring GmbH. Submerging
ramming arrangement 4,479,550 O. 173-1 12.000.

Kumashiro, Keiyi: See—
Kato, Kazuo; Watanabe, Yoshikazu; Kumashiro, Kenji; and
Shimba, Satoru, 4,480028, 0. 430-544.000.

Kummer, Martin E; Sink, William H.; and Tariton, James K., to Dana
Corporation. Spring means for a clutch. 4,479,569, O. 192-70.200.

Kunishige, Tadao: See—
Talmawa. Shuji; and Kunishige. Tadao. 4.479.840 O.

156-327.000.

Kmw, Akira; Matsumoto, Muneaki; and Numata, Koji, to Nippon
Soken, Inc. Apparatus for indicating the direction of a vehicle with

field sensing circuhs. 4,480,226, O. 324-247.000.
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cpii^*n*tioiiofnlAirkacid,Bhoaphorkad^

Knrita Water Indotries Ltd.: S«t^
HadjMlcj^^^Maaaaori; and Waktta, Manaki. 4,479.879, a.

Kwiyania, Shiiao: S«»—

'*'SS*' '*??y"'^J««*^ Shigeru; Miyake. Kazutodu; Kariyima.
^ttap; Uraki. Kaznyara; Akiyama. Yanhiro; Sakabe. Naoko;

«.__. f**^**!"*'™' "**«*«»'»^ •^•95*' CI 24-231.000.
Karland, Marvm: Sw—

'"S* °?P' '^•' **">'• LeoMnI I
;
Kurland. Marvin; and Arnold.

BniceB..4,479.44«,a. 112-275.00a

'^yP^^J'^!!^ Yoahiiawa. Tenuo; and Nara. Shigeo. to NipponTdOTh 4 Telephooe Public Corp. Method for>oducti<irrf
optical fiber coaaectorB. 4,479,9ia a. 264-2.500.

Kmoaoki, ToaUo: jiar—
Maeda, MaHtoaht; Kami. Tomohiro; KuMuoki. Toriiio: and
Yamaniua, Yukio, 4,479,«9, a. 239-102.000.

KutCT. Oerda. Mariies Kuter, Albert Kuter, Rudolf Kuter. hein: See—
Knter^Hcainch. deceawd; and Klaar. Jurgen. 4,480.204. a. 310-

^^^"g°^J'"'^
'""' <**y '^"*«'' 0«»^ Mariies Kuter. Albert

KWCT, Rudolf Koter, hem); and Klaar. Jorgen. to Kiaftwerk Union
Aktiengeaellichaft Apparatus for the contactkss and bmshless trans-

»JI!IIT?'-S[^!!'T* •?!«»««>• "«mJ* 4.480J04. a. 3ia«8.00R.
K^yal^ ThomMA^aad Caa^jbeil, Arthur R., to Automation Indus-
tna, Inc. Apparatus and method for forming wire reinforced heli-
cally firiincated tubing. 4,479,835. a. 156^41000.

Kuwagata, Masahiro: See—

**^5|j^j 'g^ww "** Kuwagata, Masahiro, 4.480,261. a.

Kvita, Vratidav: See—

^*^-:aYI^' ^"^^ Vrrtialav; and Zweifel. Hans. 4.480.103. a.
54»-243.000.

L.CC-CI.CE-Compagnie Europeenne de Comnoaants Elec-
trooiques: Sa»—

^^
a«J«Hgtt^Yves; and BasaeviOe. Philippe. 4.480i045. a.

La Tdemecuiqae Electrique: &»—

"43SSJ:a^325s^ °^ -*• ^°^' ""^
La Tdepbooie Industridk et Commerctale Telic Alcatel- See—

Oaas. Raymond. 4,48ai98, Q. 307-269.000.
Laarman, Timothy D.: See—

Dodiler, Joachim; Hoftaian, Kevin R.; Laarman. Timothy D.

nSfsSf^ "^ McDonough. Therese. 4.479.453. Q.

Laber. Carloa A.: S^*—
Brehmer. Kevin E; Wieaer. James B.; and Laber CwIm a
4v48a23a CL 33Q.255.000. ™" "' "" "^' ^^ ^'

^^'J^^^il'J^ MJaeral k Chemical Reaonrce Co. Production of

1 ^Sl ^'S^l?^*^'^ «" »««^- M79.929, a. 423-373.000.LMl^aa^Mmt H. Jig-aw puizle work board. 4.479.651. a. 273-

^^1' ?* gg^J'yy N.. to B. F. Goodrich Company, The.

^taJE^'SSfl?Sr """^ o«vpipe«=nyl-tria-

Lai, Nai-Chtu J.: See—

f •A-'^f'SJL^e"-.'
"•'Lai. Nai<aiiu J.. 4.479.865. a. 20M15.000.

5fLii''''^t^??**lA»"S™e PO" L-Etude et L'Exploitation
Frocedes Oeorges daade: Sa»—
Orenier. Maurice, 4,479,54a CL 166-260.000.

, .
Mloui-Oervais, Pierre, 4,479,339, g. 62.52.00a

I <kihminaT»yanaietty, Kadam S.: See—

^*^^S!̂ "•' Mecklenborg, Richaid A.; Pners. David L.;

L.1 l»!2 t^S^^SSSf^SSJ^y- JF**^>' *.*W.784. a. 43443.000.
LaLBttiMp*Sa. Adolf; DohadwaDa, Alihuasein N.; de Souza, Noel J.-Md Domaner, Horst. to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Triazino(2,l'
a)w>quTOlte derivatives, compositions and their use as medica-
mait^ 4,479,948, Q. 424-248.4001

^^
lteSSliT-1!!' ?!^P"°*fa Hugues, to Societe Nationale deL Aauuite. Light colored and km denhy nuneral filler from masne-
sram dkate. 4,479,828, Q. 106.308.00B.

^^ ^'^
~J?'T-^ ^. 5'yS'** Scientific Corp. Miniature cryogenic

I^mbre^tJJkdjardR^ Packer, Samuel, to United States ofAmer-

M7S3lfcL 4aM10a
**^^*'^ «letection of ocular mdanoma.

Lamrts. Heraan J., to Brooswerk K-A.B. B.V. Heat exchanger for a

f JK°^.!?* 'iS'^J^'™- *.*^.53«. CL 165-145.000^^
UndB. Wdhm Cj«id NyuL Paul, to RCA Coqwiation. Light emit-

m896!2S^^ ' °**^ "^ ""^ "^ *'*^^' CI

Log, William H.-. S^s^
Ctag^^Ctoce D.; and Lang. William R. 4.48ai43, Q.

V?!!!^- ^'JlA '^g«P»' JoMPhM M. A., to Lever

Lapatovich. Walter P.; Oibbs, George R.; and Proud, Joseph M.. to

S?. mSSTS.'SJSSSS-^"^ «««y-ft«^«orescent

'^s^ssrL^t4%;g?i^7!if5r •^•^^'^ '^ *-^

''^ 5?***^ 'l?!?^ ??^ '^J "^ ^'•'i*""' 0«wg. to Maskinfab-
riken Taarup A/S. Loadmg vehicle for picking up and tiusDorthu
straw matenal. 4,479,347, Q. 56-344.000^^ «•—i~.-«g

Larson, Crug A.: See—
Slat, William A.; Darr, Rwhard C; Dunlap, Richard L.- and Lw-

soiu Craig A., 4,479,77aa 425.503!oo8r
^^

'
^^

Slat. Wdham A.; Darr. Richard C; Dunlap. Richard L.; and Lar-
son. Craig A.. 4.479.771, Q. 425-503^00^ "^ *"' "" "^

Larson. Wayne K., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.Amorphous sulfopolyesters. 4.480.083, Q. 528-295.000
Laska. Eugene M.: See—

'"5^3^ S^25'3Sd6: ^^ '^-' -^ '^ "^ =••

Lau, Sai-Kwing: Set—

Lauritzen. Gecwg: Sec^
IJTO^j^PBdersen. Poul K.; and Lauritzen. Georg. 4.479.347,

Law, Say-Jong: See—

**4^9MVn
'^^' ^^''°^ "^ c**"** ''™* ^- .«M>41,a

Lawaon. John M.: See—

'MWterl72i2.0FPr '°*" "••' -nd Kea. CDeD P..

Lazarus. Harrison; and Nelson. James A. Peritoneal fiuid treatment
amtaratus. package and method. 4.479.792, CL 604-29.000.

Leadvaro, Stmhen J.: See—
Oajpon. Peter R.; Lumia. John J.; Leadvaro. Stephen J.; andMoms. James C. 4.480.296, Q. 362-21 1.000. ^^

Lee, Milton L.: See—
Novotny. Mika; Lee. Milton L.; Peaden. Paul A.; Fjeldsted. John

I u ^= "** Swmgston. Stephen R.. 4.479.380. d. 73-6riOC.
ixecb. Howard E., to General Motors Corporation. Resittance wektins
ofzinc^oated steel. 4.48ai66, a. 219-118.000.

~~*™* '*™*
Lefiar. Charles C: See—

Craig. Alan R.; Prey, William A.; Leflar. Charles C; Loooey.
Q«luut|g^E.; and Luddy. Michael A. G., 4,48aMrS:

Lehigh University: See—
Klier, Kamil; Herman, Richard G.; and Vedase. Gamhu A.

4,480,131. CI 364480.000
""""Vn vnnnni #%.,

Leikam, Gary &: S^e—

LelsSIS^iL^i!^:^^' *'**^^' °-^^«^
''^7(i?"'(ff'35o:i»6jSr'

'^ ^' "^ ^"' "«*«* '••

Leng. Svay: See—
Nakyjima. Hisao; and Leng. Svay. 4.479.615. Q. 242-68.400.

Lennox Industnes. Inc.: See—
Cherington. Floyd E.. 4.479,482. Q. 126-99.00R.

Leonard, Alan P.: See—
'^ «'^ .9^*'**"* •"* Leonard, Alan P., 4,48a09a a

JJO-38.0U0.

Leonard Automatics, Inc.: See—
Frushtick. Leonard, 4,479,313, Q. 38-42.000.
Frushtick. Leonard. 4.479.314. Q. 38-42.000.
Frushtick, Leonard, 4,479,315, Q. 3842.00a

Les Condensateurs Sic Safoo: See—
Coimanti. Jean; and Grandadam. Pierre. 4.48a29a a. 361-433.000.

Loton. Gerd. to Koppers Company. Inc. Process for alkylating pheno-
uc compounds to produce ortho or pan-monoalkylated or 2.4- or
2.6;dkl^l^ phenols. 4,48ai4a CLlS-mSoo!^ « 2.4- or

Leuckel, Wolfgang: See—
Bung, R>di«rd; Gieabrecht. Hartmut; Leuckel, Wolfgang; and
KJunuch. HansJoachim, 4,479,493, Q. 128-204.180.

'^^Y?'^?^ ?f^J*^ '-' **«"• 1>>etamr, Schempp. Roland;

4'SaM£'ar3»2.S)a*^ "~* °°'"- ^^^^^^^^ **"••

Lever Brothers Company: See—
C'fl^IS*?? ^J Edwards, RKhard B.; and Irving. Graeme N.,

4,479,884, CL 232-132.000.
-««*^..

'Io'SSot^OW*' ' ^ *
"* '^*"'* JoMPltw M. A., 4,479,976.

Tai. Ho T. 4.479.881. CL 252.8.80a
Levy. Nicha; and Pud. Paibhubhai D., to ATAT Bell Laboratories.

, *^*^59? «"»»•»•« multifilament compcaite. 4,479,984, Q. 427-54 100.
Lewa, Philq> L.: Ste—

^ISSfLOOa*^
E.; and Lewis, Philip L.. 4,479.6ia a.

LeyboU-Heraeus GmbH: See—

f J!?^'^*^**^^"^ "*«»»lr ^°"' M79,36aa 6t55.30a
Liberty Die Casting Company: See—

.
Wernecke, Hemz, 4,479,63a CL 249-142.00a

Light, Daivd N.: Sc«l-
ftndra, Pominder S.; Davkl, Allan P.; Galasoo, Raymond T; and

Light, Daivd N., 4,479.852, a. 2041.o5t
^^

Lilje, Kenneth C, to Ethyl Corporation. Rednctioo of nitroiuiuatic
compounds. 4,479,904, 6. 26o56S.00E.

««««««
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Linde AktiengeseOscbaft: 5^c^
Ftachs, Uwe, 4,479,876, Q. 2I&603.000.

Lindner, Otto: See—
ScMdit. Burithard; Soontag. Chrittel: Beise, Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wehner, Klaus; Buric. Werner, Gioas, Manfred; and Minak,
Hans-P«er, 4,479,81 1, CL 5S-3100a

^^
Lmke, Hont: Stc>—

Grundken, Dieter, Bruggemann, Reinhokl; Lmke, Hoist; and
Redder, Manfred, 4,479,575, Q. 198-735.000.

Lion CorporstMB: Sae>—
Watanabe, Isk^ KasUwada, ToaUnobu; Suzuki. Hiioahi; and

Yoahii, Jmui. 4,48a00a a. 428-284.000.
Lttterer, Heinz: See—

Aipe, HansJurgen; and Litterer. Heinz. 4480.128. CL 564424.00a
Livigm, Russell A.: See—

Md^. Eari G.; Pabris. Hubert J.; Uvigni. Ruasdl A.; and Cocain.
Harry W.. 44Sa076. CL S2S-26I.000.

Lo. Youns S.; and Taylor. Chandler R.. Jr.. to A. R Robins Company.
Inc. [2-r(Nitropyridinyl)anuno]phenyl]arymethanones. 448ai0a CL
546-307.000.

Lobanoff. Mark: S^e-
Gulette. Ronald S.; and Lobanoff. Marie. 4.479.677. Q. 296-98.000.

Logic. Frank M.; and Phillips. RonaM. to Lucas Industries Public
Limited Company. Stator structure for an electromagnetic device.
448a2G8, a. 3IO.194.00a

^^
Loans, Davkl A.: See—

Hammenhahnb, HaroM U.; and Lomas, David A., 4479,87a Q.
208-164.000.

Long, John G., to Durst (U.K.) Limited. Photographic exposure masks.
4,479,713, a. 355-74.000.

Longley, Kennit D.; and Karalis, Anastaaios J. Unsymmetrical sulfo-
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Hunt Ann H.; and Mericd, Kurt E. 4,479,897. G. 260-1 12.5(Hl.

Merlin. Gerin: See
Masttan. Pierre; and Pailhes, Alain. 4.48031 1. G. 364-527.000.

MerriU. Stewart H.: See—
Alexandrovich. Peter S.; and MerriU. Stewart H.. 4.480.022, G.

430-119.000.

Merritt James A.: See-
McDonald, Joseph K.; and Merritt James A.. 4.479,859. G. 204-

158.0OR.

Merz, Waham J. Convwor system. 4.479.572, G. 198-345.000.

Measerschmitt-Bolkow-Bkrian G.m.b.H.: See—
Bergholz, Hdmut 4.479.621. G. 244-1 17.00R.

Metd Spinners (Ireland) Limited: See—
Butterfidd. Brian J., 4.480173. G. 219-312.000.

Metianu, Tiberius; and Bizzini, Bernard, to Institut Pasteur. Fractions
extracted frt» aerobic bacteria, endowed with antitumord, antibac-
terid and interferon inducing properties, and process for their prepa-
ration. 4,479,935, G. 424-92.000.

Meunier. Gilles: See—
Vio. Lino; and Meunier, Gilles, 4,480.067. G. 524446.000.

Meyer, Jon P.: Stt—
Bocckino. Harry G.; and Meyer, Jon P., 4,479,790, G. 494-85.000.

Meyer, WiDy; and Fory, Werner, to Ciba-Gdgy Corporation. N-
Phenylsulfonyl-N'-triazinylureas. 4,479,821, G. 71-93.000.

Meyer, Willy, to Gba-Geigy Corporation. Fluoroalkoxy-aminopyrimi-
dines. 4,480101, G. 544-320.000.

Michanx, David. Wheelbarrow with braking system 4.479.658. G.
28047.310.

Michd, Hebnut: See—
Wiedemann. Fritz; Micbd, Hefanut; Weckerle, Wolfgang; Roeach,

Egon; and Strein, Klaus, 4,479,962, G. 424-273.00^7^
Michigan Techndogicd Umversity. Board of Control of: See—

Krueger. Gordon P.; Lund, Anders E; and Adams, Roy D.,
4,479,428, G. 100-210.000.

Microdot Inc.: See—
PSj^ Pad v.. 4.479.747. G. 411-8.000.

Microfafe Technics, Inc.: See—
Vandenbergh, Peter A.; and Gonzalez. Carioe F., 4.479,936, G.

424-93.000.

Mid America Tag ft Labd Company, Inc.: Stt—
Dunsim, Robert J.; and Dunsim, Duane R., 4,479,838, G. i

156-247.000. All
Midway Fishing Tool Co.: See— W\

Reed, Lehman T., 4,479,537, G. 166-77.000.
Migdd. Dya. Apparatus for solar water heating. 4,479.487, G.

126422.000.

Mikami, Hitoshi; and Ito, Noboru, to Yazdd Corporation. Method and
apparatus for processing insulated wire. 4,479,407, G. 81-9.510.

Miklos. Richard L., to Minnesota Mining and Mannfocturing Company.
Non-dubhcable magnetic disk jacket and method of manuftctuie.
4,479,579, CL 206-309.000.

Mikntowski, Michael J. Method and apparatus for cleaning phonograph
records. 4,479,281, G. 15-303.000.

Miller, Frank N.: See—
Gihnan, Thomas; and Miller, Frank N., 4,479.277, G. 15-111.000.

Miller. Gary A.: Ste—
Callihan. Rudy B.; Goad, Bobby F.; and Miller, Gary A., 4,479,544,
G. 166-290.000.

Miller, John A.; Anderson. Rdph E; and Allen, Marvin M., to United
Technologies Corporation. Process for fabricating integrally bladed
bimetallic rotors. 4,479,293, G. 29-156.80R.

MiUer, Loren K.: See—
Kounkd, Kenneth L.; Miller, Loren K.; Spriggel. Kenneth A.; and

Williams. St»hen L.. 4.479.381, G. 73-66.000.

Miller, Robert R., H; SmaU, Charles; and Stotiioff; John H., to ATftT
Information Systems. Tuning arrangement for interfacing credit

card-Uke device to a reader system. 4,480,178, G. 23S-380!000.
Miller. Steven M., to Hobet Engineering Company Limited. Turbo-

charger bearins system. 4,479/m, g7384.369.000.
Miller. Timothy J. E; Jones. Dondd W.; and Kalan. Gary L.. to Gen-
erd Electric Comiiany. Permanent magnet rotor and method of
making same. 4,480207, G. 310-156.000.

Milligan. Edward J.; Nauman. Delbert A.; and Quick, Nathanid R., to
ATftT Technologies. Inc. Electricd contact means with goM-nickd
aUoy overUy. 4,480,014, G. 428-672.000.

Minapwa, Shoichi: See—
Okamoto, Takeshi; Asai, Ryuichi; and Minagawa, Shoichi,

4.480.209, G. 310-313.00B.
Minak, Hans-Peten See—

Schlicht Burkhard; Somtag, Christd; Bdse. Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wdmer. Klaus; Burk. Werner, Gross. Manfred; and Minak,
Hans-Peter, 4.479,811. G. 5^32.O0O.

Minakata, Matsuo: See—
Sando, Yoshikazu; IsSidoshiro. Hiroshi; Minakata, Matsuo; and
Goto. Tokujn. 4,479.369. G. 68-5.0X.

Minami, Hidehiro: See—
Sone, Kohki; Nagaishi, Hatsoo; Mmami, Kdehiro; Okamura,

Keiui; and Kitagasdd, Yodutaka. 4,479,866. G. 204425.000.
Minerd ft Chemicd Resource Co.: See-

Lacy. F. Hilton. Jr.. 4,479.929, CL 423-575.000.

Minerallac Electric Company: See—
Martz, Raymond L., 4,479.625. G. 248-74.100.

Minks, Wemer, to Intemationd Standard Electrik Corporation. Elec-
tromametic rday. 4,480243. G. 335-202.000.

Minner. Willy: See—
Domland. Christoph; and Minner, WiUy. 4.479,479. G.

123-630.000.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See-
Edwards, Dondd W.; RusseU, 'mrance J.; and WOUams, Donald

J.. 4.48O003, G. 428-329.000.

Larson, Wayne K., 4,480,085, G. 528-295.000.

Lyons, Thomas D.; and McCamey, Ongory J.. 4,480024. G.
430-139.000.

Miklos. Richard L.. 4,479.579. G. 206-309.000.

Mino. Joji: See—
Ishikura. Takeshi; Mino, Joji; Sato. Kiyomi; and Nagato, Takaaki,

4,480157, G. 191-34.000.
^^
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Miuhall, Lolie A.: See—

MiDteft. Fnl: S^»-

iSt^S OOO***
**"**^ ^^ "** ^*™'' '"'^ M79,505. 0.

Miquel, Jon: Si»—

Motlberter, Bnuo: SImw

"l!SS^'f^*i!5!*B^![!!^
Hemuum; Schachinger, Adolf; Scbon-

oTS-IiSr!
**^ "** ^**«"*'««'' B™"" 4,479,517,

Mha lodostriil Co., Ltd.: See—
HipiUiuchi, Tenuki; Nakatui. Kaname; and Miyakawa.

^^. NoSfero, 4,4iaOI9. a. 43WILobo.^^
Mjyanawa.

MitrabnU Chemical Industries Limited: See—
Mnkoh. Akio; Kitamun. Teruo; Kaneko. Masaharu: and Ozawa._ Tetsuo, 4,479,M5, Q. 252-299.«aor^

«»««ni, ana uiawa,

Mitsubishi Denki Kaboshiki Kaisha: See—
„. Nwnuni, Maaami. 4,479^65, Q. 187.29.00It
Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co.. Ltd.: See^

Sano, Hironari. 4,4«),057, Q. 523-206.000.
Mitsjn EngmeCTinii A Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.: See-
w J^^5*** JEfy^: ** E«to,H^^ 4,479,352, a. «W59 000
Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals. IncorpofatedT&el

w^35f.uw.

AjJWNMakoJj fbaegawa. Kiyohara; Akahori, Hiroyuki; and
Tsujimpto, Michihiro. 4,480.002. Q. 428-402.200.K«w2^hi; Ootoh.Y^^ Maki. Masami; Yoshihaia. Akio;

SjSuLOOa^^
Sekiguchi. Katsuffli, 4,48a065, Q.

Mitsttki, Iwao: Sn^

Mitsuwa Ko^o Co., Ltd.: See—
w. ^^"S* 5*kHichi, 4,479,327, Q. 446427.000.
Miura, Hitoahi: St»—

MiuSrSwteSi^
Mi"«. Hitoshi, 4,48a248, a. 338-32.0OR.

MiyiSSTiSSiS; Si^"^ ''^' '''^'''' °- 2«^^3^«»-

^ "fe5fe%43»a.'J5SSSSbo.'^^ "^ ^^•^-''
Miyake, Kazutoshi: &»—

"s2SJt???l!ir
J*****

^'^!f^ ^y^ Kaaitoshi; Kuriyama,
2??= ""S^ K*niy««; Akiyama, Yasuhiro; Sakabe, Na^

tM . "lK«*»hni>«. Hidetoehi. 4,479,954, a. 424.251L00OMiyak^auaku^ Mhin. Norio, to Kasd Optonix, LSlTierniolu-

^5;XJ5J* «;J_M«y«>. F«n>io, 4,480J0aa 307-354.000.

BuOock. lUlph. 4,479,912,a 264-23.000.
Mizuno, Kemchi: Sir—

"4^35. alT6l-?g3Sn^
S-oru; ami Mizuno, Kenichi.

**lSb£wSKSS SlZ!!f^,5!"**'i^ ^ Tokyo Shibaura Denki

^Srt£^J*?*'°i^'**™*^« three-dimensional semicon-

Mobil 00 Conoratioii: See—

^M»45rS 5'8ii4aSo'*^^ ' = '«' ^•««^«'' «-» ^ •

Ch|gfc^ajjnce D.; and Lang, William H., 4,48ai43. a.

SS: S???J\I?-L?^,^. XH"^ ***^'«94, a. 252-8.55D.

S?v5™yii"5L^*'^ '^""^ ^' .79.804, a. 44.I.OSR.

^. SSIijOo!
^ *'*^= "** ^'*^*' "«™«' S., 4,479,812,

Russo, Rotert v., 4.48a073, Q. 525-68.000.
Smth. Fnte A., 4,480,144, Q. 585481.000.

SSSt; S^JSlSSl IS''*^ Su^wara. TosWyuki; and Tsumun.Mfa^ to Mwtada Phannaceutical Co., Ltd. Arai^ to

MSSTpSstssfs ffsii''''^
c?sK*i4.ojr"*

Molex Inoofporated: See—

mJ^/JH^ bJl' V^.«>. ci. 339.59.00M.

2£3kfSi!lliIE!!$^ "^"^ ^- •<> Diolight Technology. Inc.

Monarch Marking Systems, Inc.: See—

^iM84.00r* ^' '^ **^^' '"»" ^' *'*^'**^' CI.

Monsanto Company: See—
Ko. Audrey Y., 4.48^130, Q. 56444a00a

M !^2*JS>L.'*.*W^<"4,a.525.194.00a

iSSShJf^' !!?*.5*°"!??"»' Virpinio, to OffidM MeocanicaMontoriano S^nx. di Montorfano VirgSriTe Renn. T^ihehSdE"Mmbly, partKulariy for thin waD andsmaO m^m^mTittZ^S
metal tubes. 4,479.375. Q. 72-158.00a

^^ *'~*"
Montorftno, Virginio: See—

^nmSSo.
**^' "* Montorftno. Viffiirim 4^7W73, a

October 30, 1984

Moreau, Robert D.: See—

Moijan, Hugh W.; Daniel, Roy M.; Cowan, Donald A • and Hickev

Mori, Ichiro: See—

^°i6i-234'o00.'^°'*'
'''***™' ""* ^"^ Shunichi, 4,480k284. a

Mori, Yoshio: See—
Ywhida. Nobuaki; Mori. Yoshio; Ooi, Kazushioe- and Sak^
Sumio, 4,480.269, Q. 358-209.000.

~'™'™«e. «« »««.

Sn!"Ai;:i!!*^!!yi" y-' "**"^ »«> T.. to Aco™ Engi-neering Company. Vandal-resistant push button electrical siviteh
«8sembly. 4,48ai63, Q. 200-331.000.

««»icai switch

Morris. James C: See—
Gagnon. Peter R.; Lumia, John J.; Leadvaro. Steohen J • andMoms. James C. 4,480,296, Q. 362-21 l.OOa ^ '

Moms, Uwis R
;
SuUivan. Timothy M.; and Sharp. James L. Handle-baMnountingfor a famng. 4.479.663. b. 28(«89.doR

"^'*^
Moms. Raymond T., to Northern Engiiieerina Industries nle. Dncrimi.

nator device. 4.480.241, Q. 335-I7jSoa^
"Musines pic Oiscnmi-

Morse, David L.: See—

^^i.!*A^!^l:L ^C?^ ^'^ Morse, David L.; Notan,

M«.«S^ '' "^ ^^*^ Thomas P., Ill, 4,479,819. CL 65-30.110

mSS cil E*"s2- * conveyor. 4.479.654. Q. 273-271.000.

Mos^ GiSSt^: &^** ^°^' ^' ^' .*«0.>«2. CI. 250.227.000.

^^si.S'^ "•• "** ^**^ °*"*" °- •^•«7. a.
Motorola Inc.: S^—

Davidson. AUen L., 4.480.255. CI. 343-844.000.

Mio,^w'"cri72i20Fr"'
"""^ "*-' '^ '^•"-' °'^ »'••

Mot^^'SSlTM^'^IS::*'^'"''
^'- 3^261.00a

MoJiSJi'S^rSe!?
^°^ ^^^ M- '•*«0'»3. a. 544-195.00a

^25S550.oS~'* ''* "^ '^°"~"' °*~* 4,480,192, d.

MTUMotoren-und Turt)inen-Union Muenchen GmbH: See-

MucKbo^Ts;^ "'*^' "^^ *•*''•»«• «• 20^'««»-

Kdk, Fra^ p.; Muchnik. Boris J.; Johnston, Doyle W • and
M II

SP?°frFred W. 4.48a302. a. 346-135.100. ^
'

^
}Ifi*.^f^SJ^ '^

^t^^^
Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the purify-

"Vl2f'S*?JS?35''(!5?
^' «'^"' °' corresponding Sest^.

Muhl. John S.: 5^—
Greenhorn, Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.-

22£''m^"«^^= GlCTuning, David ^iTMuhTSS s!.'

Muhr, Dieter: See—
KJuting, Bernd; and Muhr, Dieter, 4,479,626, Q. 248-420.000Mukoh A^o; Kitamura, Teruo; Kaneko, Maaabru; MdcSwL Tet-

n^t,^J?^^'^-' "^ '^'^?f««" cSaiIltodu8tri?LSiiS

^^fl^ima-A^tSiSf'
""^"'^ -eaii-g ™il for door leaf.

Mundie, Craig J.: See—

Bratt, Richart G.; Clancy, Gerald F.; Gavrin, Edward S.; Jona.Thomas M-.-^Katz. Lawrence H.; Mundie. Cr»g J.; Pilat, JdmF^
Schleim«^ Stephen I.; Wallach. Steven J.; Willih. witw A

Mundl'i^^T^^FS^J!^'!^'^^ a.'364.2oaobo. •Mundt, Arnold I^; and Beair. Charles E., to BSftB Safety Systems. Inc.Wjvay rupturable pressure relief apparatus. 4,479.587. am
Mungin, Halbert: See—

^^«8S4.TOo!^
^' '''' "** ^"^^ "^'^ 4.48a001. Q.

Muniak. John E.: See—

"^rlSoOo""^**
°' *"** ^''"^ '°^ ^ 4.48ai49. a.

Muiata. Toshio: See—

'^368"S9Lobo'^"'**'*
'^ ^""^ "^""^^ 4.479.724. Q.

Murchison. Craig B.: See—

^"^It"^^' ^^^ ^•'^^ * M«!hine. Inc. Method and appa-

ss: i379S5"'a."S2i?sr "'^ '^'- "^ • «»^^
**1IS!2?V*JS^.^;J ^"^ B?'"'*'

S.; and Stone. Roger L. to

SS??.4*79^."^.^?5Sx,'^
^**»*^'^ po.ymer*S»^.

^I'^w^'^ Sf*^' 5*y^* Matsuda. Yasuo; and Nandoh. Kenii,
toHitachi. Ltd. Method of controlling the out^t voltage of a bSewidth modulation inverter. 4.480.299^0. 3634ll!tl0a

"' P"^

i&^lnr^Jl !?^:i!^J!!l5!^'!LJ^?^.?'-' «<i
Collabor«ive•k I.W. I I.I r' u—^ Tzr "? rimMM. a., io vAuaoonuive

Ti:—!^ *^ ^"^ ™ phosphotnester intermediates for DrenaratiMi
of fonctwnalized liposomes. 4.480.041. CI^SWoSoO

^"^^""'^
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Nagaishi, Hatsuo: See—
Sone. KohU; Nagaishi, Hatsuo; Minami. Hiddiiro; Okamura,

Keiui; and Kitapsaki, Yoshitaka, 4,479,866. Q. 204425.000.
Nagamoto. Itsushi. to Nippon OakU Seizo KabusMki Kaisha. Wood-
type golf club head. 4,479,652, Q. 273-172.000.

Nagata, Shoji: See—
ObHdii, Naohito; Nagata, Shoji; and Ishizumi. Kikuo, 4.48ai09. a.

549441.000.
Nagato, Takaaki: See—

Ishikura. Takashi; Mino. Joji; Sato. Kiyomi; and Nagato. Takaaki,

Nagel. Dietmar: See-
Kennedy. Melvin R.; Nagel. Dietmar. and Arad. Abraham,

4,479,326, Q. 446-23.000.
^^

Naiff, Kenneth L., to General Instrument Corp. Compact ROM with
reduced access time. 4,480,320, Q. 365-189.000.

Nakiuima, Fumio, to Gtizen Watch Co., Ltd. Motor driving circuits.
4,480,216 a. 318-331.000.

Nak^mia, Hisao; and Leng, Svay, to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Roll sheet
supplying mechanism for a recording device. 4,479.615, Q.
242-68.400.

Nakiyima, Seiichiro: See—
Inaba, Hajimu; Nak^jima. Seiichiro; Sakakibara. SUnsukr. and

Nibei. Ryo. 4.479.673. CI. 294-88.000.
Nakamura. Mittuo: See—

Kondo. Toshio; Norimatsu. Hideaki; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Masuda,
Akira; and Kitazima. Sigenori, 4,479,464, Q. 123-489.000.

Nakano. Hiroshige; Kobayashi. Tsuneki; and Kau^ Shigoiobu. to
Hitachi Koki Company Limited. System of discriminating the kinds
of type carriers. 4.479.430. a. 101-93.140.

Nakatani. Kaname: See—
Hgnhiguchi, Temaki; Nakatani, Kaname and Miyakawa.
Nobu^ 4.48a019. Q. 430-58.000.

Naloo Chemical Company: See-
Martin. Cynthia H.. 4.479.961. Q. 424-270.000.

Namba, Yuzuru; Aoyagi, Kenichi; and Yokoyama, Hiroshi. to Suzuki
Jidosha Krayo Kahnshiki Kaisha. Internal combustion engine.
4,479.469. 0/123-308.000.

*^
Namekawa, Takumi: See—

YosUdca. Satoru; Namekawa. Takumi; and Mitsuki. Iwao.
4.479.730. a. 400-208.000.

Nance, Km A.; Hartley. William H.; and Caffuel. Alfred J., to United
Stjrtes ofAmerica. Energy. Improved multi-directional eddy current
mmectiOT test maratus for detecting flaws in metal articles.
4.480225. a. 324-mOOO.

Nandcdi, Kenji: See—
Muto, Nobuyoshi; Sakai. KeUiro; Matsuda. Yasuo; and Nandoh.

Kenji. 4.480299, Q. 363-41.000.
Nara, Shino: See—

Kurokawa, Takashi; Yodiizawa, Tetsuo; and Nara, SUgeo,
4.479.910,0.264-2,500.

^^
^^•^ ^™° C.' and Bauer. Frank R.. to International Harvester
Co. Oup system to momtor and digitally control a multiple clutch
transmission. 4,479.399. 0. 74-339.000.

Natarajan. Kavi%alayam; and Zimmorman. Daniel, to Celanese Corpo-
ratm. Isocyuate-co^ed reinforced oxymethylene polymers.
4,480,071, 0. 524-593.000.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Roas, Colin F.. 4,480333, 0. 381-71.000.

National Semiconductor Corporation: See—
Brehmer, Kevin E.; Wieser, James B.; and Laber. Carlos A.,
4,480230 O. 330-255.000.

National Starch and Chemical Corp.: See—
Fernandez, Julio A., 4.479,825, 0. 106-34.000.

National Steel Coiporatioa: See—
Snnter, William H.; and Moas, Gilbert G., 4,479.637. O.

266-281.000.

Nauheimer. Donald J.: See—
Johnson. Mariand R.; and Nauheimer. Donald J.. 4.479.597. O.

225-100.000.

Nauman, Ddbert A.: See—
Milligan, Edward J.; Nauman, Delbert A.; and Quick, Nathaniel R..
4,480014, CL 428-672.000.

NCC Engineering, Inc.: See—
Carroll. WiUnm L., 4,4J,479,424, O. 99-502.000.

Near, Charies W.: See-
Watson, Robert E.; WaUen, Jack M.; and Near, Charies W.,

4,480305, O. 364-200.000.
Near EquiUbrium Research Associates: See—

Oliker, Michael D., 4,479,814, 0. 35-162.000.
Neil, Iain A., to Barr ft Stroud Limited. Afocal refractor telescopes.

4,479,695, O. 350-1.300.

Nelle, Gunther, to Johannes Heidenhain GmbH. Fastening element for
length measuring device. 4,479,304, O. 33-125.00R.

Nelle, Gunther, to Johannes Heidenhain GmbH. Incremental measur-
ing instrument 4,479.716 O. 356-374.000

Nelson, James A.: See-
Lazarus. Harrison; and Nelson, James A.. 4.479.792, 0. 604-29.000.

Nelson. John A.: See-
Stout, Oregs W.; and Nelson, John A.. 4.479.556 O. 175^.600.

Nelson, Merritt J.: See
Evans, Frank C; and Nelson. Merritt J.. 4.479,736 0. 403-287.000.

Nebon, Stephen R., to Kerr-McGee Refinmg Corporation. Inlet distrib-
utor for fiquid-liqad separators. 4,479,875. CL 210-519.000.

Nelson. Stewart C. to Aatooatic Orsnge Juicer Corp. Fruit cutter and
juicer. 4.479,425. 0. 99-507.000.

Neri, Carlo: See—
Esposito, Antonio; Neri. Cario; and Buonomo, Franco, 4,480,135,
O. 568-385.000.

Nestich, R. Frank; and Preston, Burton L., to Interpace Corporation.
Hydraulically balanced valve mechanism. 4,479,631, O. 251-24.000.

Nenhard, Lance D.; and Makley, James A., to Monarch Marking
Sy«ems, Inc. Labeler. 4,479,843, O. 156-384.000.

Neuhieri, Hermann. Toy-racing express motor road. 4,479,650, O.
273-86.00B.

Newoomb, Nelson P.; and Newcomb, Nelson F., Jr. Illuminated play-
baU. 4,479,649, O. 273-61.00R.

Newcomb, Nelson P., Jr.: See—
Newcomb, Nelson P.; and Newcomb, Nelson P., Jr., 4,479,649, 0.

273-61.OOR.
Newton. Charles L.; and Puini, Dennis L., to Air Prodocts and Chemi-

cals, Inc. Recovery of power from vaporization of bquefied natural
gas. 4,479,350 O. 60655.000.

Newton. Steven A.; Bowers, John E.; and Shaw, Herbert J., to Leland
Stanford Junior University. Dual coupler fiber optic recirculatins
memory. 4,479.701. O. 350-96.160.

Nichols, Jimmy B., to Emenon Electric Co. Fluid pressure operated
valve. 4,479,507, O. 137-220.000.

Nicolas, Denise: See—
Durand, Jean-Pierre; Nicolas, Denise; Dawans, Francois; Mare-
chaL Ernest; and Brigodiot, Maryvonne, 4,480,011, O.
428-474.400.

Niconchuk, Alec W., to North Shore Laboratories Corporation. Inser-
tion tool for cord-type tubeless tire repairing. 4,479,408, 0. 81-15.700.

Nido, Ltd.: See—
Yamada, Shiro, 4,479,291, O. 128-330.000.

Nifco Inc.: See—
Kara. Kunio, 4.479,601, O. 227-130.000.
Kara, Kunio, 4.480,247, 0. 337407.000.

Nihei. Ryo: See—
Inaba, Hajimu; Nak^jima, Seiichiro; Sakakibara, Shinsuke: and

Nihei, Ryo, 4,479.673. O. 294-88.000.
Nilsson, Kenth; and Schulte, Rolf, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Method for producing a lyophobic layer. 4,479,982, O. 42741.000.

Nmomiya, Masakazu: See-
Suzuki. Atsushi; and Ninomiya. Masakazu, 4.479.476 O.

123-478.000.

Nipko. Jack A.: See-
Roberts, Frank W.; Roberts. Richard A.; Roberts, W. Calvin

Nipko, Jack A.; Roberts, Clark S.; and Hudson. Hal R.,
4,479,335, O. 52-205.000.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nagamoto, Itsushi. 4.479.652. O. 273-172.000.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See-
Hashimoto. Takaaki. 4.480.266 O. 35843.000.
Yoshida, Nobuaki; Mori. Yoshio; Ooi. Kazushige; and Sakai,

Sumio. 4.480269. O. 358-209.000.
Nippon Piston Ring Co.. Ltd.: See-

Sakamaki. Hiroshi; and Horikoshi, Yukio. 4.479.763. O.
418-144.000.

I^Tippon Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Suzuki. Masayuki, 4.479.681, O. 308-S.OOR.

Nippon S<Aen, bic.: See—
Kuno, Akira; Matsumoto, Muneaki; and Numata, Koji. 4.480.226
O. 324-247.000.

—.-«,

Nippon Tel^raph tt Telephone Public Corp.: See—
Kurokawa, Takashi; Yoshizawa, Tetsuo; and Nara. Shigeo,

4,479,910 O. 264-2.500.

Takahashi, Kenzo; and Sakamoto, Takashi. 4.480.156 O.
179-170.200.

Nippondenso Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kondo. Toshio; Norimatsu, Hideaki; Nakamura. Mitsuo; Masuda,

Akira; and Kitazima, Sigenori, 4,479,464, O. 123-489.000.
Suzuki, Atsushi; and Ninomiya, Masakazu, 4,479,476 O.

123-478.000.

Nishimoto, Toyoshi: See—
Masaki, Tatsuo; Nishimoto, Toyoshi; and Masui, Kiyoshi.

4.479,432, O. 101-170.000.

Nishimura, Nobuo; Itami, Tenihiko; Kimoto, Toshifiimi; and Saitoh,
Koichi. to Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd. Magnetic recording medium.
4.480,258, O. 346-135.100.

^^
Nisizawa, Jun-ichi; and Fukase, Masaaki, to Semiconductor Research

Foundation. Vapor growth with monitoring. 4,479,845, O.
156-601.000.

Nissan Motor Company. Limited: See—
Sekimoto. Hironobu; and Sato, Norio. 4.479,294. O. 29-159.200.
Sone. Kohki; Nagaishi, Hatsuo; Minami, Hidehiro; Okamura,

Kenji; and Kitagasaki, Yoahitaka. 4.479,866 O. 204425.000.
Noda, Takaaki: See—

Echigo, Ryozo; Noda. Takaaki; Kinto. Koichira. and Sato. Ken-
jiro. 4.479.535. O. 165-142.000.

Nolan. Daniel A.: See—
Bordli. Nicholas P.; Coppola. Frank; Morse. David L.; Nolan,

Daniel A.; and Seward. Thomas P., in, 4,479.819. 0. 65-30.1 10
Nolting, Sie^ried: See—

Eckert. Theodor. Nolting. Siegfried; and Kemper. Fritz. 4,479.939.
O. 424-172.000.

Nomura, Masami, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Control
apparatus for a.c. elevator. 4,479,565, O. 187-29.00R.

Noonan, Daniel T.: See-
Bean. Hariey F.; and Noonan. Daniel T.. 4.479.641. 0. 270-53.000.
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AJD^ttdKftMmia, Siteaori. M79.4H Q. 123-M9.6oa^neuuMmoMalB Ltd.: Sar-.

I*J£??!!L^ W 4,47^408.a 81.15.70a
NorthmEiuiBeeriaf ladattries pic: Stt-
.,,^y*^y*y°°MT.. 4,4aa24i.a 335.17.000.
Noraen Tdwom Laiited: 5m

NbriSS'wSfi,"!^''!?**°?^ ^' *.4M.I96, a. 3O7.20O.00A.

Novik. Rkhwd A.: Shw

^SlS^ASSL^iS?^'--' ^^^ ^^ ^' Fjekteed. John C;M^^ptoDj^mha It. to Brigham Youm tWvmrty. Open:j^ttjg»«j|wctol nod clinnttognphy. 4;475,3Ja a. 7MuSc.

Nu^Sjfe^^SL"^
^^^"^ ™"*^ *.4«ai95. a. 3O7-14a000.

^'S'32^7 SSSf"™***"
*'"»«^ •»«» NttiMt^ Koji. 4.480226.

''1mSSo?^31W7^
Nynl. Ptal: S^»-.

(ycj£jJ^j22uS^^ ^^ ^*^ M79.d98.a 3SO.96.200.

OfflowMeocuM Maatorftno Silc. di Montorftno Virginio e Renzo:

M«t«Jje^ Renio; and Mootorftno. Virginio. 4.479.373. Q
OgMi. Nbbo^ 5w-

°?«i» iSSSogf"^
Aki,^ «d Ig^-hi,

^'SSriSrtSS^.Sf^JS^ 5?? '•'•«'™^ Kik«>. to SumitomoUModod Coopuy. Lamted. Procen for piodncins threo.3-nT

(XiiUaia, Jiro: Si»—

Otatnika, AUm Sw—

OUte. Michael D.. to Near EqiuUbrium RcMarch AModater Redten.hdon «gen«tion. 4.479.814, Q. SMttStt
'^^'"^ ""''^

Oim Corporatioii: See—
Mibiuy, Stephen J., 4,479.438, Q. 102-434.000^ ^"^ ?^' •*«««• CI. 357.T4SI:
Pryor, Michad J.; and Winter. Joaetrii. 4.479 702. a yvlm tin

^l^OOO*^ p.; and Manke. Steven A., 4.479.917. a.
Olivier, Jean-Marie R., to Sodete Nationale Detude mt d* r«...«*.w;^deMoto« p'AviatioB. RollerSSS^S^Sfa^lSSS

H«4^^gjd^N.; and Obtewiki, Anthony R.. 4,480060 a
CNympos Optical Compuy Limited: See—
^««kOjWleo. 4.479.580 Q. 206-387.000.
OTtollj Oeorge J., to Eastman Kodak Comoany Radiation.r«»*»,*
«pply«terr 4,480086. CL 528.295.300^^" **»«*«»-««««»

Onithi. Yasunobu: Sw^

Onouchi, Takaahi: &c^

Ooi.'KSSit''^ ^""^ '^''^ ****^°'^' °- «5.221.00O

YMhida, Nobuaki; Mori, Yoahio; Od, g««»i.i~. «^ c-t^
rw K.^TT^ ti**^269, a. 358.209.000.

***»»V; Md Sakai.

Opsahl, Allan W.: See—

"I^^looa" ^' "^ °**^ ^"^^ '- ''•• •*«W32. a.

^^'^SiA'.*^ ®^' ^r*^ ^- »o Sdentific Pharmaceuticals

53122^.000
^**^ Orthodontic «lhe«ve 4SSl7Sa:

Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—

'^%5S?li'i2fStSo*^'-^ ''=- Chen, Robert R

Oa Technolo^ Servicer SiiL_
^^^^JUagti^ &jcl^F.. 4.479,306.a 33.199.00R.

Olji^Jl^^ ^>J^ Mauhifo, 4.480325, Q. 369-122.000.

'o^I'ijJoSa**' '"** "^ '•"^ "*-» *«»»»•

Okada, TraneaU: 5lt»-

^IS^^^Taktthi; Aid, RydcU; and Minagawa, Shoidii, to Clarion

Okamora, Kenn: See—

^KLifilfviSSSfJ*^?*^ Minami, Hidduro; Okamuii.

Ok«h.?fc*iSf~^ Yodritd* 4,479,866. Q. 2041425^0^

apparatus for fastener chains. 4.479.290 «. ^J3.a».Osawa. Michitdta; and Madcawa. Ittoahi, to MttSl Ltd. 0«nm.^correctwo circuit 4,480268,a 35KS!bw.
^^^ °*°^

Osher, John E, to Umted States of America. Enersv n^ »».« «-.i.

Oswald. Ateus A.; Jermanaen, Torris O.; Westner, Andrew A • and

Otis Engineerins Corporation: S^v—

'^212^ ^•'' "^ ^°^ ^=^ "^^ ***'9'«9. Cl.

°?S°wIh^ Aiuchi^Susumu; and Kamiman, TduaU. to Hitachi.

oi^*?*'?'5!™!*«» »* •PPWtus. 4,479,848, CLlsSsSoOOT^
OirfeAhntBeniardus A. toletiolite Corporation. HmSSSpyrimi-d«B^^|^ correspondmg linear polyamines. 4,4^09^0:
Outboard Marine Corporation: See—

'iSSiLOOo'"*"
^

•

"** ^"^ °''*' '^- M79,467. Q.
Owen, Hartley: &e—

"a. »5?oa:
^"^ "^"^^ "^ ^'«^^

Owens, Robert A.; and Diener. Theodor O.. to United States ofAmer-ica Agricdture. Sensitive and rapid dtag^ ofvMd^^
viruses. 4.480040 Q. 436-504.000

"°°" " ^'"°* "*"» •«»

Oya, Masayuki: See—

^"^SSAOct ^ '^"^'^ "** °^ Masayuki. 4,479.949, Q.
Ozawa. Tetsuo: Scv—

Mukoh. Akic^Kitamura. Tenw. Kaneko. Masaharu: and Onii«^

*t:t.J5sr,.fe'^,S8sr °-^ •" °"*«*«<». u^.
Pkcker, Samud: See—

L^mbrtcH Richard M.; and Packer, Samud, 4.479,931. Q.

'^2«S.oi6.'°
""^^ '~'- El«tomeric competition. 4,480062.

P*ge, Robert E., to United States of America. Naw Remote Mlf.<«m.Uined undersea modtor. 4,480323ja3«.131&^^
^*°"*

"Ti'-gSo.
"^

• *° ^''"^ ^- '''«'°«" ^^"»- MW.W7, a.
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umon Carbide Corporation. Proceas to sepaiMe naturd gas liouidsp^from mjgejoontaming naturd gas. 4,479.871, CL 208.3fe00O

Mastd^ Vimtijad Pailbes, Alain, 4,480311, a. 364.527.000.^S>A^I^^^SifSlSi^' «> A<*i. Eari S.:to United^nn orAmerica, Army. TransmasMX disconnect utilizing an adally
staftable dnve collar. 4,479.568, Q. 192.67.00R.

^^ ^

Pdl Corporation: &e^

^^SSSoOO*^
J-: *^ Matkovich, Vlado L. 4,479.874, Q.

^"SImmSo*
^' "** '*•»««'• Thomas O.. 4,479,815, a.

Pdmer, Michad: &»-

^M^llVa^SKi'oOo""'
*^*^' - Oott, Samud L.,

Pan Electric Conmation: Sw^
p^^^^ngUhmfV^ Cornell. Pdil A.. 4.479,694. a. 339.266.00R.

"M79'!4S?"a.V*i?SS;:
"^ °-' "^ ''«^' '^•'^

P*pdoa^John O.; and Savoly, Arpad, to Diamond Shamiock Chemi-
catt ComMny. Condensation products of substituted phenol sulfonic

«.•??^ fonnddehyde. 4,479,826, Q. 106-90.000.
Fuikh, Kamd L: &»-_

"^So a*370:=110Sr
Senpo E; and Parikh, K«nd L,

Psrk, Arthur; and Wilson, Bob T, to Diamond OU Wdl Drilling Co.

Parks. Albert R., to United States of America, Navy. Organotin anti-

M8o8HfS^1^000~"^^ "" ^•^••^ ^'^ «^
Paria, Uon C, to Research Against Cancer, Inc. Subcutaneous imphnt

^St-,.^ effecting hyperthermic treatment 4,479,798, a.

Pariiment. Thomas H.: See—

^-iSSkoO^
'' "* '^'°""»« ""»»" H., 4,479.972, Q.

PuoB, Jerome: 5m^
Banik, Gary J.; EerNiase, Enol; Kistler, Wdter P.; and Paroa._ Jerome, 4,479,391, Q. 73-862.590.

^^
Passafiume, Anthony: See—

Dickover, Wiffiam E; Klasdc. Ladislav J.; and Passafiume.
Anthony, 4,479,836. Cl. 156-164.000.

«T«n«nie,

Patd, Parbhubhd D.: See—

9,fJ^i^*^^i^ ^' f«^hl!«»»>ai D., 4,479.984, a. 427-54.100.
Pagsajj^BidJ. Two wheel synchronously driven bicycle. 4,479,660

Paul, Jurgen: &«.!-

a36M260W^' ^*^ '"'*°^ "** "*«" ^'"^ .480309,

P*"", Denis R., to Generd Electric Company. Enamd having im-

SS^4,S5^.*a-S!S5o
•'•««'*«^^'« producedXre.

Pfeaden, Pad A.: See—
Noyotny, Miks; Lee, Milton L.; Peaden, Pad A.; Fjddsted, John

iw«f•A*2i
^P?«'*°!!;1»*p5«' ^' M79.380. a. 734rioc

Pearson. Arthur C. to ACF Industries. Incorponted. Verticd nilwaycw air brake system. 4.479.567. Q. 188-47.600.
^

Ptek, Alan M.: See—
Jotaison. Herbwt; Elliott, Richard M.; Herdeg, Donald F.; and

Peck.^ M.. 4,479,446, Q. 112-121.120. ^^ '

Ptoddinghaus, Rolf: See—

B«i5IlI*iS!?5**fe
** ^^^'»' ^'»«^ M79.375. a. 72-387.000.

redersen. Pod K.:See—
Lme^J^i|gP*dersen. Pod K.; and Lauritzen, Georg, 4,479,347,

Pdifer, Damn 6.: See—

'"S2oS3!'a?2fslSoo''
°«»^

= "- "«^ Robert R..

***?^S2f^.J*^ iL'->*'i!«»»*^ Sodete Anonyme Pour
L-Etude et L'Expkntation des Procedes Georges Claude. Atmo-
spherK heaters. 4,479,359, a. 62-52.000.

Penfdd. John: 5^«^
Boascher, Filippus; PdifoM. John; Rdch. KUus W.; and Zand-

„ .
voort, Albertus. 4,480070. Q. 524-591.000

Penning, Stefiu: See—

^^^^'.^*r\JX^ *^»*>"; Fmddaen. Kurt; Penninger.
Steftn; and SchoU. Hans-Joachim. 4,480,1 10 a. 549-467X^0

Pennzoil Company: See—
Sardisco, John B.; Hokxmib, Dysart E; and Diechsd. Erhart K..

deceased, 4.479.923. Q. 423-320.000.
"^'^' "°^ "•

Pentq>harm A.G.: See—
Svendsen. Lars G.. 4.480030 a. 435-13.000.

Penterson, Craig A.: See—
^ItsMJanid C; and Penterson, Craig A., 4.479.442, Q. 1 10-261.000.
Perkm-Ehner Corporation. The: See—

Oelemt. Barry. 4.479.927, a. 423-481.000.
Pdkms Engine Group Limited: See—

Orfey, Laurence D.; Whitehead, David A.; and Bedborough.
^ Rodney A.. 4.479.463, a. 123-195.00C.

^^
Pdmutit-Boby Limited: S^e—
^ Treanor, Anthony I. J., 4,479,880 Q. 210-795.000.

^S2?*«,??5°?5. f2?«J'''™*'
O'ov- Tertiary heat exchanger.

4,479.533. Cl. 165-140.000.
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Pervaiz, Khalid: 5^e-

*HSf^; FJ^^JL ^ :
Coughlin, Stanley J.; and Pervdz.

Khahd, 4,480165. a. 2 19-85.06k.
Peters. Davkl L.: See—

MaUinaon. Richard B.; Mecklenborg. Richard A.; Peten. David L.;
and Lakshmmarayanasetty, Kadam S., 4,479,784, a. 434-43.000.

i!m445^ *** ***"°^ '^*"' ******* "* ^^"^ J* 4,479.523, Q.

Petrolite Coiporatiott: Sie—
^Oude Ahnk, Banardus A., 4,480095. a. 544-242.000.
Pettenon, Wdbam C^and Hackemeaaer, Larry G.. to M. W. Rdlogg

SnSfoOO
'**^ pyrdysis process. 4,479,869. cf

"mLiS?^ "^y^i^ ^"*^ ^ Siemens AktiengeseUschdt

?SoSoi';a'5Si37'oS
*^^"^ ''^ "^"^ «-^«"

Pfdil. BerthoM: Sse-
Leutner, VoUcmr, Haaae, Hans J.; Meier, Dietmar, Schemim.

«... '^S^ "**a^ BetihM. 4.480J02, ci. 310-12.000^^*^
Phillipe Petroleum Con^any: See—

fcrton. Hugh M., Jr., 4,479,857, a. 204-130.000
Co», Raymond L., 4,480142, Cl. S85-465.00O
Drdte, Charles A., 4,480141. a. 568-798.000.
Senatore, Guy, 4,479,837, a. 156-169.000.

pumps, Robert R.: Snl-

''';20$3!'a?2f^'SSo'-
»>"»^ 0= •«»"^ Rd«t R.,

Phillips, Rondd: See—

Pii^aitL"^ .^ i,"?*U*^?^ ^<*»'* .M,208, a. 310-194.000.
"**•,*><*«* A., to Umtod TechnolMies Corporation. Water soluble
polyumde resm system. 4,480088. Cr528-35r000.

Puat John F.: See—

^Sr^J5!*S«' J^«^«'^.*»«* A: Bemstdn. David H.;
Bratt, Richard G.; Clancy, Gerdd P.; Gavrin, Edward S.; Jones.
lliomas M.; Katt, Uwrenoe H.; Mundie, Craig J.; Pilat, John F.:
Schleimw, Stephen I.; Wdlach, Steven J.; wtnih, Wdter A.
Jr.; and Wdls. Douglas M.. 4,480306. Q. 364-200.000.

Piwr, Jack R., to Internationd Tdefriione and Tdegrnh Corporation.
Seguwcmg blow down vdve mechanism. 4,479.459, Q. 122^79.000.

rmcn. Peter J., Jr.: See—

Pitn^ Bowes Inc.: See—
Femland. Snrmour; Freeman. Gerdd C; Viera. Vincent P.; and

Sette. Pad R., 4.479.561, a. 177-154.000.
"«»«'., ana

PUnmier, Alfred; Weiss, Hermann; Schachinger, Adolf; Schonberger,
Johann; Bloo, Johann; and Mistlberger, Bruno, to Chemieftser Laiz-

SiiVS***
Low proffle circular loom. 4,479,517, a.

Planeta, Mirek, to Macro Engineering Company. Apparatus for the
producopn of plastic film. 4,479,766, Q. 425^.00R.

Plastipak Packaging, Inc.: See-
Slat, William A.; Darr, Richard C; Dunlap, Richard L.; and Lar-

son, Crdg A.. 4,479.770. Q. 425-503^50,
Slat William A.; Darr, Richard C; Dunlap, Richard L.; and Lar-
»n. Crdg A., 4,479,771. a. 425-503^ .

"« —r
nessey Oveneas Limited: See—

Archer. Steven K.. 4.480148. Q. 174-51.000.
Pletsch, Hubert See—

o .

^oWj/™" '••• •»«' "etsch. Hubert. 4,479.638. a. 267-64.170
Polaroid Corporation: See—

Pollich. Gerhard, to Hdddberger Druckmaschinen AG. Sheet deliv-
erer for rotary printing machmes. 4,479.645. a. 271-183.000.

Polytronic AG: See—
Bendt Eric. 4.480313. a. 364-565.000.

a3M3fmo" * °'" "**** '" '****' *"* shodder guns. 4,479,307,

Popp, Gerhard: See—
C^>«|H^ :^»PP. Gerhard; and Satumo. Patrick H., 4,480,025.

Porter, Allen C: See—
Bqus, James M.; Johnston, Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D.-
"72'*** '?!P*i*-: Saunders, Jerry M.; Redmon. John W.
and Porter, AUen C, 4,479,386, Q. 73-582.000.

Portmann, Plato: See—
Bac^m, Hdnrich; and POftmann. Plato, 4,479.803, a.

Portwood. iosq>h N.: See—
Bnua, James M.; Johnston. Garhmd D.; Coleman, Arehie D.:
^1*2?'**' 'jlfP*"

N
:
Saunders, Jerry M.; Redmon, John W.;

.
and Porter, AUen C, 4,479.386, Q. 73-582.000.

POspisil. Robert S.: See—

^•^fJ^oSSf ^' «• '•**P*^ *^<*ert S.. 4,480219, a.
JIB-729.0UD.

Postl^ Stephen R.; and Thomas, Patrick D. P., to Gba-Geigy AG.

"480l!rcr*5S!7lioir
'"****""*" photographic materids.

Pouchain, liUurizio; and Medolago Albad, Ludovico. Restoration of
^ stone objects. 4,479.503. Q. 13I2.OOO.

«wrawni 01

Pozniak, Dondd J.: See—

^f^S^ Ai^^^S^ °*»^ '• "** **«'Cldn, Michad
J., 4,479,765, Cl. 417-380.000.

^••V. ^f***''
^•'' *' Boardman, Simon M., to RCA Corporation.ThKk film restttor inks. 4,479.890, Q. 252-508.000.

i~™«~
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Prast. DoniM H.; and Shnder, MemM B., to Vtrian Anociates. Inc
Oridded electron power tube. 4,480,210, CI. 315-4.000.

Preston, Burton L.: &»—
'^^i'.^ ^"^'^ "<* Preston, Burton L., 4.479,631, a.

231 •24.000.

Preti, Roberto: Sm>—
Atora, Own B.; and Preti, Roberto. 4,4«),328, a. 37a«3.000.

Pnegnitz, James W.; and Zinnen, Hermann A., to UOP Inc. Process for
sepanting isomers of toiuidine. 4,480,129, a. 564-424.000.

Prober, James M., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Mettoi for indicating an insufficient level of yam finish. 4,479,979,

Procter A Gamble Company, The: j^e—

^fi!^- ^Sf^ ^'' ^**»' °°n*'<* S.; and Stone. Roger L..
4,479,795, Q. 604-53.000.

Prof. Bloodgood's Photographic Emporium, Inc.: 5m—
Punell, Kenneth D.. 4,479.712. Q. 355-55.000.

Prokopp, Raymond: Sar—

*'*.J^«i:'"*"*^ »** Prokopp, Raymond. 4,48a018. a.
429-160.000.

Praaise, William E: Set—
DashjeU. Gregory L.; and Prosise. William E.. 4,479,977, a.

426-6O9.00O.

Proud. Joseph M.: See—

Prusak. John J., to RCA Corporation. Method for the manufacture of
record stampers. 4,479,853, a. 204-5.000.

Pryw, Michael J.; and Winter, Joseph, to Olin Corporation. Method
and apparatus for assembling a compact multi-conductor optical fiber
communication cable. 4,479,702, CI. 350-96.230.

PSW Inc * ^rftfi

WeUsi'Pegmr S., 4,48a293, Q. 362-108.000.
Puccini, Sergio E.: See—

**^S^ **•« ^'' P««cdni. Sergio E.; and Parikh, Kama! I.,

4,480.33a a. 370-110.200.
Purdue Research Foundation: See—

B. S^ ^ ^•' "** Seethanathan, Parakkat, 4,480.089. CI. 536-56.000.
PuneU, Kenneth D., to Prof. Bloodgood's Photographic Emporium,

Inc. Apparatus and method for producing a selected enlargement of
a grapBcimaae. 4,479,712. a. 355-55.000.

*

Puttner, ReinhoM: See—
Arpdt, Friedricb; Franke, Heinrich; Schmidt, Erich; and Puttner.
RemhoW, 4,479,822, a. 71-111.000.

QO Chemicals, Inc.: 5^e—
Akerberg. Denis W.; and Rude, Carl A., 4,479,913, a. 264-29.500.

Qnartex. In&:5N>—
Banik. Gary J.; EerNisse. Errol; Kistler, Walter P.; and Paros,
Jerome. 4,479,391, Q. 73-862.590.

Quick. Nathaniel R.: See—

R. W. Hartnett Comnmy: See—

^*i!^V.^'*'^' ^'•' "^ ^''"•y- CJurles E.. Jr.. 4.479,573, CI.
17B-J79.UUU.

***J ^^J?*, ^;i
"^ Hopkins, Jack E., to Raden, David T.; and

Kaflei^Oayle Kmi. ToUet seat cover locking device. 4,479,273, a.

Raden. Gayle Kim: See—

v^^*^ SU'^J'i^ "JP"™*. J«ck E.. 4.479,273. CI. 4-253.000.
Radowsky. Peter. Jr. Safety harness. 4,479.267. CI. 2-2.000.
Rapn. Eddie p., to Continental Conveyor ft Equipment Co., Inc.
^"*"J?f!?"r.^te!S?% "<' feeding system with improved electri-
cal controls. 4,479^85, CI. 19-64.500"

^^WlfSS"'
°*'''"'*"***' "*** *yP* iewiag machine. 4,479,449, CI.

lUihalajKenneth H. Safety stovepipe damper assembly. 4,479,483, CI.
12^292.000.

Rain Bird Consumer Productt Mfg. Corp.: See—
Galvis, Oscar, 4,479,611, Q. 239-205.000.

Rakoczi, Istva n: See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bott r, Sa ndor. Lovasz. Marianna O.; Dolgos.
Kraztma K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag. Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;
Kakoni. Istva n; Tihanyi. Karoly; Kormoczy. Peter; Hadhazy,

IS9.S!?S'.4ST84"b00.'^°'
°''"'' "" *'*»"«*• ^••'

Rtmpl|Rudolf; and SoUner, Erich, to Ciba-Geigy GmbH. Distance

»5?S?J? "* construction of molds and models. 4.480.006, CI.

RMBsdale, Douglas S.: See—

Ranco Inccnporated: See—
Gabler, Dieter, 4,479,670, a. 251-328.000.

ff.*J!f!5.SJ* J^i?*'*"*'^'
"«nncl». to Maschinenfabrik J. Dieffen-

MTO841 a 15«79 sS***^
"*" removal apparatus for press cauls.

Raskin.'Donald: Sw—
^?*fJ?7i;«**!!!!*R.Hv"i**«''»- '^°"*'<' ^•' "d R«kin, Donald,

4,479,389, CI. 73-651.000.

^o!i^S5I?" ^ Insulated electric heating element. 4,480.176, a.
219-461.000.

Raytheon Company: See—
Jensen, Kat, 4,480,287, a. 361-388.000.

Raz, Zeev, to Shilemay Plastics Productt Ltd. Storage and dispensins
means for sanitary commodities. 4,479.584, CI. 21 1-89.000.

LIST OF PATENTEES
RCA Corporation: See—

Duschl, Robert A., 4,48a264.a 358-10.000.
Landis, William C; and Nyul. Paul. 4.479.698. Q. 350-96.200.

^2 508^'' ^
'
"^ B<»«*«»^ Simon M.. 4,479.890, Q.

Prusak, John J., 4,479,853, Q. 204-5.000.
Smith, Thomas E.; and Wang, Chih C, 4,479,851, Q. 203-80.000.

Realex Corporation: See-
Ford, John M. B.. 4,479.589. Q. 222-153.000.

Rebandt. Ralph A. GasoUne-substitute fuel. 4,479,807, Q. 44-56.000
Recasens, Joseph: See—

Blanchet, Pierre; and Recasens, Joseph. 4,479,778. a. 432-180.000.
Redder, Manfred: See—

Grundken, Dieter; Bruggemann, Reinhold; Linke. Horst: and
Redder. Manfred, 4,47^:575, a. 198-735.000.

Reddiplex Limited: See—
Dawson, Charles D.. 4,479,988, a. 428-34.000.

Redmon, John W.: See—
Beggs, James M.; Johnston, Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D-
Portwood, Joseph N.; Saunders. Jerry M.; Redmon. John W..'
and Porter, Allen C, 4,479,386. Q. 72^582.000.

Redwine, Ras, V: See—

o-J^^' ^^^^' "?* *«»*>»«. R«. V, 4,479.366, a. 62-304.000.
Reed, Lehman T., to Midway Fishing Tool Co. Power tubing hanger
and tubmg string lifting assembly. 4,479.537, Q. 166-77.0001

Reese, Morris T.: See—

^iSf5'».^'=* ^' ^'^ °<«>«" 0-: •«« Ree*. Morris T,
4,480,286, a. 361-314.000.

Reeves, George H.: See—
WiUans, Robert D. H.; Baggio, Edward G.; Harper, Harold K.:

Regel, Erik, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. 2-<4-Biphenylyl)-2-(halo-
phenyl)-OMrane compounds. 4,480,114, a. 549-563.000.

Regie Natioinale des Usines Renault: See—
Amaud, Henri. 4,479,478, CI. 123-571.000.

Regnier, Gilbert; and Sure, Jacques, to Science Union Et Cie. Mono-
substituted piperazines. 4,479,952. a. 424-250.000.

Reich, Klaus W.: See—
Bosscher, Filippus; Penfold, John; Reich. Klaus W.; and Zand-

voort, Albertus, 4,48a070, Q. 524-591.000.
Reich, Ronald K.: See—

Anderson, Philip M., Ill; Reich, Ronald K.; and Raskin, Donald.
4,479,389, CI. 73-651.000. ^^ ^^ '

Reichel, Artur, and Richter. Kurt, to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH.
Microtome drive. 4,479,402, Q. 74-625.000.

Relf, David J.: See—
Ciciliot, Henry; and Relf, David J., 4,48ai72, Q. 219-305.000.

Remlmger Manufacturing Co., Inc.: See—
Fegley. Richard L., 4,479,549, a. 172-142.000.

Resch, Alois R., to Allied Corporation. Cable termmatina tool.
4.479.301. 01. 29-721.000.

«niu»iung looi.

Research Against Cancer, Inc.: See—
Pariu, Leon C, 4,479,798, Q. 604-175.000.

Rexroat, Elwood D.: See—
Walker, WiUiam H., 4,479,445, a. 112-80.000.

Rexroat, Shirley J.: See—
Walker, William H., 4,479,445, Q. 112-80.000.

Reynolds, Blake: See-
Marion, Charles P.; Crouch, William B.; Brent. Albert; Richter.
George N.; Child. Edward T.; and Reynolds, Blake. 4.479,8ia
O. 48-86.00R.

Reynolds, Florence U. Stroller skis. 4.479,657, a. 280-8.000.
Reynolds, Robert W.: See—

Jelinek. Ross R.; and Reynolds, Robert W., 4,479,397, a.
74-89.150.

Rhodes. Robin B., to Air Preheater Company. Inc., The. Transparent
radiation recuperator. 4,479,534, O. 165-142.000.

Rich, Donald G.: See—
Domingorena, Albert A.; Rich, Donald G.; and Manning. John D..

4,479,727, CI. 37f45.000.
^^

Richard, Laurey J.: S^e^
Brown, Roger S.; Shepard. Charles L.; and Richard, Laurey J..

4,479,286, Q. 19-200.000.
'

Richter, George N.: See—
Marion, Charles P.; Crouch, William B.; Brent, Albert; Richter,
George N.; ChUd, Edward T.; and Reynolds, Blake, 4,479,810.
CI. 48-86.00R.

Richter, Kurt: See—
Reichel. Artur; and Richter, Kurt, 4,479,402, a. 74-623.000.

Richter, Werner H. Trimmer for lawn nrinklers. 4,479.302. CI.
30-122.000.

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—
Takahashi, Akira, 4,479,706, Q. 354-403.000.
Yoshioka, Satoru; Namekawa, Takumi; and Mitsuki, Iwao.

4.479,730, CI. 40O-208.000.
Rieger, Herbert. Agiutor for grape mash fermentation tanks. 4,479,721,

CI. 366-327.000.

Rieger, Wolfgang, to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen, AG. Rack and
pinion steering gear, especially for motor vehicles. 4,479,400, a.
74-422.000.

Riekels, Lynda M., to Inland Steel Company. Brazing method and allov
for bismuth steel. 4,480,015, CI. 428-677.000.

Riker Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Thiel. Charles G.. 4.479.799. Q. 604-187.000.
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Riley SuAct Conoration: See—

RiJ5^SlSS5ASif!"**^,5^ ^•' •*^.^2. CI. 1 10-261.000.
RinaMi, Rmdd(^ Ghermignan. Alberta, and Marcori, Claudio, to Riri

Itaba S.p.A. Structure with adjustably-tUtable articuUted aims for
„.*|nl»P sunshade tentt. 4,479,526, a. 160-22.000.
Rink, Karl-Heinz: See—

„. .Merk. Wolfgang; and Rink, Karl-Heinz. 4.479.820. Q. 71-67.000.Km Italia S.p.A.: See—

'^.52Sa°i62nSir*' "^^^ "^ **^"' °"^~'
Ritter, Ernst: S^e—

Djordjevic, pja; Bmhmann, Werner; Ritter, Ernst; and Frey,
Hansjorg, 4,479,474, Q. 123-373.000.'

Ritterhoff, Heinrich: See—

». ."?PP' l*^*^'
** R'Werhoff', Heinrich, 4.479,841. a. 156-379.800.

RLI. inc.: See—

i»,J^^^^^' «»«! Redwine. Ras. V. 4.479,366, a. 62-304.000.
Robbms. David C; Haldeman, David; HiU, John P.; Sander, Charles
and Touchton, James, to Storage Technology Corporation. Auto^
matic velooty caUbrator for a velocity servo loop in a magnetic disk
drive. 4,480,217, a. 318-618.00a

u-ih'cui.ub,

Robbins, Robert E.: See—
Holland, Marion D., 4,479,511, a. 137-614.200.

Robert Boach GmbH: See—
BaWtzka, Rudolf, 4,479,475, Q. 123-446.000.
DjjOTdjevic. Dya; Bruhmann. Werner; Ritter. Ernst; and Frey.

Hansjorg. 4.479.474. Q. 123-373.000.
^

Horstmann, WinfHed. 4,480.272. Q. 360-8.000.
Lwtner. Volkmar Haas*^ Hans J.; Meier, Dietmar; Schempp,

»-w^?i'"°* "• ^^^' Berthold, 4,480,202, Q. 310-12.000.

*^*"*JI°' .A«*™^ Angelini, LeoneUo; and Degen, Ludwig, to E.N.I.
EMe Nazxmale Idrocarburi. Balanced feedingstuffs for ruminantt.nd the method fbr their production. 4,479,978, CI. 426-636.000

Roberts, Clark S.: See—
Rijbeitt, Fnnk W.; Roberts, Richard A.; Roberts, W. Calvin;

I'2l°i,/'5^ «i,J?55?*»' ^^l' S.; and Hudson, Hal R.,
4,479,335, Q. 52-205.000.

R<*««». Fnnk W.; Roberto, Richard A.; Roberto, W. Calvin; Nipko,
Jack A.; Roberto, Clark S.; and Hudson, Hal R.. to Western Sun. Inc
Interior waU system. 4,479.335. Q. 52-205.000.

Roberts, Glenn H.: See—

^lAlSS^
C., Jr.; and Roberto, Glenn H., 4,479,521, Q.

Roberto, Richard' A.: See-

^^S??* W' ^•' *<*«». Richard A.; Roberto, W. Calvin;

Roberts, W. Calvin: See—

^^S??* ^!*^ ^ •
R<*«t>. Richard A.; Roberto, W. Calvin;

^89535.0. 52i(M.0Or'
"^ '= "' ""**^"' "^ ""•

Robertson, Archibald: See—

^^^J?** 5*55]??lo'i.,****"*»' Archibald; and Wolowodiuk,
Walter, 4,479,458, Q. 122-4.00D.

Robemon. OerakJ F.; Pozniak. Donald J.; and McClain, Michael J., touom Motors Corporation. Exhaust gas operated vacuum pump
assembly. 4,479,765, CI. 417-380.000.

*^ *^

*^'^5!°"' Oo"*on M. Building elemento and method of constmctina a
^ building. 4,479,338, Q. 52^6.000.

conswucang a

Roe, Thomdyke, Jr.: See—
Inouye, Alan T.; Wilson, Jeflirey V.; Tausig, Wayne R.; and Roe,
Thomdyke, Jr., 4,479,690, a. 339-94.002: .

"» Roe,

Roesch, Egon: See—
Wwlemann. Fritz; Michel, Hehnut; Weckerle, Wolfgang; Roesch,

D ^?2L?1,S»I?»' '"'»' M79,962, a. 42«73.00!r*
Rogers, Alfred N.: See—

AwobQch. Leon; and Rogers, Alfred N., 4,479,351, Q. 6CW41.500.

^iS^Jr^J-'J^ Manning. Kenneth J. R., to Boeing Company,

aM4.7?oSl^
"«*»»«» «y«tem using tabbed ailerons. 4,479^620,

Rohr, Gunter H., to Union Special GmbH. Method and apparatus for

n ^5*^i.°".* *^^ workplace edge. 4,479,447, Q. 1 12-14^000.
Roue, John A.: See—

Honptoeys, Michael; and Rolfe, John A., 4.479,687, a. 339-

RoMark Technology, Inc.: See—
Schroeder, Robert W.. 4.479.279. Q. 15-159.00R.

*^^j^J^Mj to Ethyl Corporation. Chemical process. 4,480,133,

Roaen, Bruce I., to UOP Inc. Selective reduction of edible fato and oils;
platmum and palladium on titania. 4,479,902, Q. 260-409.000.

Rosenberg, David J.; and Matkovich. VTado I., to Pall Corporation.
Omvoluted plural layer filter assembly. 4,479,874, a. 210-445.000.

Rwm, Michael L.; O'Connor, James M.; Schnabel, Wilhelm J.; and
Early, Robert M., to Olin Corporation. Isocyanate-reactive com-
pcMmds from modified TDI distillation residue intermediates and
polyurethanes prepared therefirom. 4,480,081, a. 528-49.000.

Ron, Colin F.. to National Research Development Corporation.
MWhodand apparatus for active sound control. 4,480,333, a.
381-71,000.

RoUier, Hubert, to Bayerische Motoren Werke AG. Adjusting mecha-
nism for position-adjustable connected structural parts, especially a

44TO?i4*a SSooo^***™^ *** * *''^P°* coverplate.

RoUigery, Eugene F.; and Manke, Steven A., to Olin Corporation. Use
of aminoguanidine compounds as oxygen-scavenging and corrosion-
mhibitmg agents. 4,479.9 1 7. CI. 422- 1 6.000.

'^
rf'^i'io ?J?rd;rf~'**^*

*'*** P** '^" **°«* "^ method. 4.479.457,

Roussel, Francois: See—

Rowledge. Bernard J., to Sardon International Limited. Pulverizing
machmes. 4,479.613. a. 241-48.000.

*

Roy E. Roth Company: See—
Sieghartner. Leonard J.. 4,479,756, a. 415-53.00T.

*i^ ..JSlSSfy*
Sukomal. Production of hydrogen. 4,480.035, Q.

435-168.000.

Rubatex Corporation: See—
BalUet, Kari E., 4,479,269, a. 2-23.000.

Rude, Carl A.: See—

Rud^SrteSS l^S^!""^'
"^ ""' *''^''"' ° ^^2' '^

'*'?3&,«ra.'i5?32»oa""'^ ""
*""""""• ''""^ ^ •

Rusakoy, Igor G.: See—
Aldmova, Alia Y.; Buyanov. Valentin M.; Galperin. Eduard I
Dawdov, Anatoly B.; Derkach. GaUna M.; Derevyanko, Vjtaly
P.; Keshdaya. Viktor V.; Malyarova. Larisa P.; Rusakov, Igor

S'illOOO
"** "^ '

*"** ^^''**"^' ^"^ ^ • *.*79.933. a.

Rusen. Jochein: See—
Kuhn. Hans; and Rusen, Jochen, 4,479.550. a. 173-1 12.000.

RiMug, AmoldE.; and von Schuckmann. Alfred, to Blendax-Werke R.
Schneider GmbH ft Co.; and Mega Producto-und Verpackungsent-

222."i9a»
""* GmbH ft Co.. KG. Dispenser. 4\479.59ra.

Russell^Dennis E.. to Alton Packaging Corporation. Paperboard pic-
ture frame or the like support and display. 4,479.318. CI. 40-154.000

Russell, Terrance J.: See—

^j!T;&S3"a.^^-''329S!b.''"~'"
'• "** ^'"^^ "^^

Russo, Robert V.. to MobU Oil Corporation. Thermoplastic composi-
tion containing a poly(roethyl ethenyl benzene) resin and a polyfphe-
nylene oxide) resin. 4,480,073, a. 525-68.000.

i~ J-vp '^

cfSSV oSl*"
^'*^*"" intended especially for canvas. 4,479,289,

Rut^en, Horst, to Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien. Process

I?^ E^SRSl*'''" °' quaternary ammonium compounds. 4,480.126.
CI. 564-292.000.

S. J. Industries, Inc.: Sfe—

- J^^^ Richard F.; and Lund, John C, 4,479.574. a. 198-626.000
Sabms, Kenneth C. to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company. TTie.

« «?;J? ""ufacturing a rubber shoe sole. 4,479,296, a.
29-527. 100.

Sachs, Howard M.: See—

^^So2ooo''*"'
""* ^*'*' ""^"^ ^- *'*w->27. a.

Safilo S.p.A.: See—
Simioni, Francesco. 4.479.769. a. 425-434.000.

Saint-Gobain Emballage: See—
Ducloux. Marcel, 4,479,582, d. 209-552.000.

Saitoh, Koichi: See—
NisWmura, Nobuo; Itami, Teruhiko; Kimoto, Toshifumi; and Sai-

toh, Koichi, 4,480,258, O. 346-135.100.
Sakabe, Naoko: See—

Hirose. Noriyasu; Souda, Shigeru; Miyake, Kazutoshi; Kuriyama,
Shizuo; Usuki, Kazuyasu; Akiyama, Yasuhiro; Sakabe, Naoko:

e . .
"d.KBwashima, Hidetoshi, 4,479,954, a. 424-251.000.

Sakai, Kajiro: See—
Muto, Nobuyoshi; Sakai, Kdjiro; Matouda, Yasuo; and Nandoh.

Kenji. 4.48a299. Q. 363-41 000.
'

Sakai. Sumio: See—
Ywhida, Nobuaki; Mori. Yoshio; Ooi. Kazushige; and Sakai.

Sumio. 4.480.269. a. 358-209.000.
Sakakibara, Shinsuke: See—

'"!^ Hajimu; Nakajima, Seiichiro; Sakakibara, Shinsuke; and
Nihei, Ryo, 4.479.673. CI. 294-88.000.

^^
Sakakibara, Susumu: See—

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe, Ryozo; Yoshihara.
Kenji; and Sakakibara, Susumu. 4,480.280. CI. 360-78.000

Sakamaki. Hiroshi; and Horikoshi. Yukio. to Nippon Piston Ring Co

.

Ltd. Rotary compressor. 4.479.763. a. 418-144.000.
Sakamoto. Takashi: See—

^•|^J?^,J^*""= "** Sakamoto. Takashi, 4,480,156, a.
179-170.200.

Sakane, Kazuo: See—
Yamadiita, Michio; Komori. Tadaaki; Hosoda, Junji; Kawai,

Yoshio; Uchida, Itsuo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka, Hiroshi-

Sr??^J^^ ^^°^ Hiroyuki; and Teraji. Tsutomu, 4,479,942.
a. 424-180.000.

Sakurada. Nobuaki: See—

*"5fSl^,/i!Sfy***^ "** Sakurada, Nobuaki, 4,479,707. a.
354-426.000.

Sakurai. Masaki: See—
Sumyama. Hiroyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe. Ryozo; Yoshihara.

c I u
*^J';.«n<* Sakakibara, Susumu. 4.480.280. CI. 360-78.000.

salah. Ibrahun M. Electronic digital display watch having solar and
geographical functions. 4,479,722. CI. 368-17.000.
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Sateoky, George A.: Stt-

Suder. Charlo: 5^»—
*<*««* D«vid C; fUdeoMn. Devid; HiU, John P.; Sander,

c -^v^'^IS^ Toochton, James. 4.4«);217, Q. 31MI8.000.
sandnam. Jemey. Tamper ramtam afety dorare and ckMiue-oon-

tamer combination. 4,479,585. Q. 215-218.00a
Sando In» Worka Ca. Ltd.: St»—

Sando. Yoahikazii; bhidothiro. Hiroahi; Minakata. Matsuo- and
Goto, Tokiuu, 4,479.3«9. Q. M-5.00C.

'

Sudo. Yoahikani; IiUdoahiro. Hiroahi; Minakata. Matno; and Goto,
Toknju, to Sando Iron Works Co.. Ltd. Appwatus for tieatins a
^tikproduct with the use oflow-temperature plasma. 4.479.369. a.

Sandow. Peter M.; and CUn. Barry L.. to BurrougtM Corporation.
Method ofmaking low resistancepoiysilicon gate transistors snd low
ns«anoe interconnections therefor via gas deposited in-situ doped
amorphous layer and heat-treatment 4.479^831. CL 148-I.SOO.

s«ii4fM_ Inc.: Sit
Pong. Jones W.. 4.479.911. Q. 2644.600.

Sannmo Weston. Inc.: Sn—

MS3i*a"«?.3,J5&
""^ °^ ««' ««. «->* T..

Sangster, William R; and Moss, Gilbert G.. to National Steel Corpora-
tion. Apparatus for and method of repairing bottom linbu of a con-
verter. 4,479.637, Q. 266-281.000.

^
Sankyo Company. Limited: Sm—

Tmhara. AUra; and Tanaka. Minoru, 4.479,965.a 424-279.000.
Sano. Hironan, to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co., Ltd. Impact-resistant

^l!^y^,^^ 'SS^^ comprising encapsulsted filler
material. 4.480^057. Q. 523-206.000.

Sano. Shunichi: Sm^
^°i?l ,T?2L***^ ^^^^' «• Sano. Shunichi. 4,480.284, Q.

361-234.000.

Sanu Barbara Research Center Stt—
Bsller, J. Stanley, 4,479.367, CL 62-5I4.00R.

Santalucia. Andre R.: See—

Santen Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—

^ISilSAot ^ '^"^'^ "^ Oy^ Manyuki. 4.479.949, a.

Santos. Rubwi A.; Kipp. William O.; and MacPhenon. Edwin J., to

g*jJ5
Cagda Inc. High temperature resistant binders. 4,480.068,

Sanvitak, Satvatore. Coffee4>rew percolator. 4.479.421. Q. 99-303.000
Sanyo Electric Company Ltd.: See-

^^^w-

c
,Kishi.Mn)yasn. 4,4ia335. a. 455-212.000.

Santoco. John j.; Holcomb. Dwrt E; and Drechsel. Erhart K.,

Hyy? (byprechsel, Harriet K.. executrix), to Pennzoil Company.
Ftoduction ofj^a^ioric add and additional products from phos-
phate ore. 4,479,923,a 423.32a00a

*^
Sardon International Limited: Si»—

Rowledae. Beraaid J., 4.479.613. Q. 241-48.000.
Sasanwa, KmcU: See—

Yuiazaki, Koi; Yamamoto. Yosuke; Kinoyama. Takehisa: and
. ^^W^^K^chi. 4.47948a a. 15-217.000.

-«™. ««
Sasaki, KQfi:jlMu.

Sato, ffireshi; Sasaki. Koji; Takagi. Kaname; Hiratani. Haiime: and
Yub. YosWkaxu. 4,47<9377cr45w9!00b.

"*~*"^'™^"»
Sajinuma. Yasutomc^ Koshi. Masao; Takahashi. Teruaki; Shimizu.

?Jl?*?2iSS^ Mitiugu; and Yoahikawa. Youji. to atizen Watch
g|;^^t4Method and coatmg materials by ion plating. 4.48a010, a.

Sato, Hideo: &»—

"^iSTaiSSl 000*°'""^^"^ "** Umehara. Akira.

^w^'Wiiu*^"' ^^ '^'^^ '^««»*»«5 ttiniMm. Hajime. and
Yuki. Yoshkaai. to Zeria SUnyaku Kogyo Kabui^ KaSSTpi^
oeiBor (ruling mflammation with human urinary thiol protease
mhibitor. 4,479.937. Q. 424-99.000.

prowase

Sato. Hiroshi: Sei^

"^^HIFi^^^Sl^ ^F'°^ TakahasW. Kazuo; IsUyama. Ichiro;
"Id Yabu.Shuichi,4>479.711. a. 355-43.000.

Sato, Hoato: Ssi^
T^atsu. Ibniyoshi; and Sato. Hisato. 4.48an7. a. 560-1.000.

Sato, Ken|iro;Ssf

Sato. Kiyomi:51ll^-

"Ma5?St9lSa00*^ «y°«*- Nagato. Takaaki.

Sato. Norio: Sf*-
^^^^Jdnw Wronoba; and Sato. Norio. 4,479,2H Q. 29-159.200.

SatoSSSM^'^&i^
Satoh, Yntaka. 4,479,607. Q. 238-349.000.

Saturao. Patrick U: Sw-
Ctai^Hj»J.^^pp. Oeriiard; and Satumo. Patrick H.. 4.48a025.

SaundetSi Howmd E.: 5lw
Dum^Owns D.; Saundcn, Howard E.; Gaose. Smith A.; and
Goldberg, Newton N.. 4,479,99a CL 428.36!o00.

Saunders, James E.; and Shotter, Brian A., to Westland pte. Helicopter
transmission systems. 4,479,619, Q. 24440.000.

Saunders. Jerry M.: See—
Beggs. James M.; Johnston, Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D.;

Portwood. Joaeph N.; Saunders. Jerry M.; Redmon. John W.
and Porter. Allen C. 4,479,386. Q. 73-582.000.

Saunders. John B.: See—
Pahade. Ravindra F.; Saunders, John B.; and Makmey. Jamea J..

4.479.871. a. 208-340.00a
"««w«y. James j.,

Saurer Diederichs (Societe Anonyme): 5c«—
DebOTde, Albert H.; and Guallo. Max. 4,479,519, Q. 139-450.000.

Savage, Douglas R.. to GNB Batteries Inc. Method and umantus for
aaaembling battery ceU elements. 4.479.30a G. 29-623.1001

Savell. Fred B.. Ill: See—

^iSSiooS**^^
K.; and Savell. Fred B.. UL 4,479,981. a.

Savoly, Arpad: See—

c JWS^J3^ °^' "*• ^^^'y- ^n»d. 4,479.826. Q. 106-90.000.
Sawada, Hidekazu: See—

S««fkjjT^y5gOkada, Junya; and Sawada, Hiddcazu, 4,4«a033.

Sawada, Toshiaki: See—
Koide, Hiroahi; and Sawada. Toahiaki. 4,479.725, Q. 368-292.000.

Sawaki. Akira; and Nosaki. Hiromi. to Konishiioku Photo Industry
Co., Ltd. Automatic shut-ofT device of a recordbs apparatus^
4,480,195, a. 307-140.000.

»«»«iig apiwaras.

Schaaf. Cedl F.; and Mclntoah. RusseU J., to Kakuris. PMil A. Erosion

a"4S-30oS
"** ""****' ^"*'^ "^ inrtallmg same. 4,479.74a

Schachinger, Adolf: See—
Plammer, Alfred; Weiis, Hermann; Schachinger. Adolf; Schon-

r?*5?o iV^ *'°**' '^'••"'J •»* MisUberger, Bruno, 4,479,517,
CI. 139-13.00R.

Schaefer. Louis F.; Kovattana. Termpoon; and Henningson, Tommy, to
Esselte Nordia AB. Apparatus for codng and/or decoding a docu-
ment. 4.48a 179, a. 235!473.000.

'"~*^"™' -wwoingaaocu

Schaeffer, Barbara J.: See—
Sh*«b. Hm*!; and Schaeffer, Bariwra J., 4,479,883. Q. 252-

32.70c.

Schafer. Helmut; and Unger. Manfied, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft

2'/'?57;IS?*"*
'y™ •»<• method of using same. M79,996, a.

4Zo*2 12.UUU.

Schaum-Chemie Wilhehn Bauer G.m.b.R ft Ca KG: See—
Baumann. Hdnz. 4.48a055. Q. 521-106.000.

Schellens. E. Peter: See—

^IIKS.'ow!"'*'
S.; and Schellens. E Peter. 4,479,481. Q.

Schempp. Roland: See—
Leutner, Volkmar, Haase, Hans J.; Meier, Dietmar, Schempp.
RoUnd; and Pfiihl, Berthok}. 4.480.202, CL 310.12.000.

Schenck. Tunothy T: See—
CogsUnUJichael C; and Schenck, Timothy T., 4.48a061. a

Schenk. Walter: See—

Scbenz, Anne F.. to General Foods Corporation. Amino acids as dry
beverage mix ingredients. 4.479.974. CI. 426-590.000.

Schenz, Anne F.: See—
SigemJu^^Alina S.; and Schenz. Anne R. 4,479.975, a

^J^PJj-
DM^i>. Multi-position mooring line qyparatus. 4,479,454,

SchCT^g Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Andt. Friedrich; Franke, Hdnrich; Schmidt, Erich; and Puttner.

Reinhold. 4,479.822, a. 71-111.000.
Scheurecker. Werner, to Voest-Alp^ Aktiengesellschaft Strand

fSSlSo*'
***'*"***'" continuous casting plant 4,479,529, CL

Schimmd. Oiinther: S^e^

' M^S^'fzi^ ^^'^ "^ ^"-^ °"-^'
Schldmer, Stephen I.: See—

Bachmai^ Brett L.; Belgard. Richard A.; Bemstdn. David R;
Bratt, Richard O.; Clancy. Gerald F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jonea.
Thomas M.,^Katz. Lawrence H.; Mundie. Craig J.; Pilat, John F.;
Schleuner, Stephen I.; WaUach. Steven J.; ^^Oach, Walter A..

e w, l^'^J^*^ Doat^ M.. 4.48a306, CL 364.20a00a
SchUcht Burkhard; &»ntag. Christd; Bdse, Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wehner. Klaus; Burk. Werner. Grass. Manfted; and Minak. Hank
Peter, to VEB Chemieanlagenbaukombinat Leiioig-Grimma.
Method for the drying and removal of hydrocarbons fhnn osea.
4.479.81 1, a. 5^32:000.

^ "**
Schlinoer. Warren O.: See—

Johnson. Everett M.; and ScUinger. Warren O., 4,479,809. CL
48-77.000.

SchluderbCTg. Dondd C. to Baboock ft Wilcox Compmiy. The. Mov-
«M bed heat ttorage and recovery system. 4,479453/0. 604S9.00a

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—
TTmguy. Denis R.. 4.479.564. Q. 181-105.000.

OrommannJMorst; Mder, Rolf, and Schmid, Kari. 4,479.555, CL
173-171.000.

Schmidt. Erich: See—
Andt, Friedrich; Franke. Hdnrich; Schmidt, Erich; and Puttner.
Rdnhoki, 4,479.822.a 71-11 1.00a
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Sdmdtt, Donald J., to Therm-O-Diac Incorporated. Trip-free manud
read thermostat 4,48a246, Q. 337-348.0007

Schmitt George P.: See—
Appdt, Bend K.; Schmitt, George P.; and Shmley. J<rim F..

4,479.983. CL 427-54.100.

Scfanabd. Wilhdm J.: See-
Roahi, Mh:had L.; O'Connor. Jamea M.; Schnabd. Wilhdm J.; and

Eariy. Robert M.. 4.48aOBl. CL 528-49.000.
Schoening, Joaef; and Schwiers. Hans-Georg. to Hochtemperatur-
Reaktoiban GmbH. Concrete cover fbr mgh pressure vessels.

4,479436,a 52-223.00R.
Schoennagd. Hans J.: Sc*—

Brenun, James A.; Locki. Stanley J.; and Schoennagd. Hans J..

4.48ai45, a. 585-640.000.

Schdl, HansJoacUm: See—
Hdtkamper, Peter. Fauss, Rudolf; Finddsen. Kurt; Pdminger.

Stefiui; and SchoU. Hans-Jowdiim, 4,48aiia a. 549-467.000.
Schon, Erwin; Schranz, Kari-Wilhdm; and Wolff. Erich, to Agfa-
Gevaert Aktiengeadbchaft Photogrq)hic recording materid for the
production ofcolor images to be viewed by reflected lidit 4,48a027,
CL 430-523.000.

Schonberger, Johann: See—
Ptammer, Alfred; Wdss, Hermann; Schachinger, Adolf; Schon-

berger, Johann; Bloo. Johann; and MisUberger, Bruno, 4,479,517,
a. 139-13.00R.

Schranz, Kari-Wilbdm: Sct^
Schon. Erwin; Schranz. Karl-Wilhebn; and Wolff, Erich.

4,48a027. a. 430-523.000.

Schroder, Gunther See—
Gessbger, Gemot; and Schroder, Gunther, 4,479,833, G. 148-

Schroeder, Robert W., to RoMark Technology, Inc. Brush for auto-
matic brush cleaning ^qiaratus. 4,479,279, Q. 15-1S9.00R.

Schuder, Maurice E, to Emhart Industries. Inc. Light assembly.
4,480,292, a. 362-95.000.

Schulte-Ehe. Karl R; Becker, Joaeph J.; and Schenk, Wdter, to Fir-
menich SA. Pyranic derivs<ives useful as intermediates in making
muscone. 4,48ai07,a 549-355.000.

Schulte, Rolf: See—
Nilsson. Kenth; and SchuHe. Rolf. 4.479.982, Q. 427-41.000.

Schulte, Wolfgang: See—
Zddkr. Georg; Hansen. Guenten and Schulte. Wolfgang.

4.479.906. a. 260-169.000.

Schuplin, Jerome T., to Fastway Fasteners, Inc. Clips for T-bar grid
cdling arrangement 4.479.341. CL 52-665.00a

Schutt John B. Silicate binden and coatings. 4,479,824. Q. 106-14.2ia
Schwarzkopf Devdopment Corporation: See^

Strieker, Rudolf, 4,479,744, 0. 407-114.000.
Schwdger, Lonny D. Animd actuated feed and water Hi«i>Mi..£

apparatua. 4,479.456, Q. 1 19-51.500.

Schwdkert. Offried W. Machine for laying shaped bricks. 4,479,739, G.
404-99.000.

Schwiers, Hans-Georg: See—
Schoening, Josef; and Schwiers, Hans-Georg, 4,479.336. a. 52-

223.00R.
Schwitten, Steven W.; and Frazer, J(dm M.. to Taylor Freezer Com-

pany. Continuous-flow type apparatus fw pasteurizing batches of
product 4.479.423. Q. 99455.000.

Science Union Et Cie: See—
Rtpaer, Gilbert; and Bure. Jacques, 4,479,952, Q. 424-250.000.

Scientific Pharmaceoticals, Inc.: See—
Orlo^d. Jan A.; and BuUer. David V.. 4,479,782, Q. 433-220.000.

SCM Corporation: See
Tmg. Vincent W.; and Mardnko, Richard M., 4,48a0S8. O.

S23-4O4.O0O.

Scott Norman; and Hepworth. Pad. to Imperid Chemicd Industries
PLC. AMehyde adducts. 4.48ai39. Q. 5M-68O.000.

Scott, Robert F.: See-
McLean, Paul D.; Garton, Andrew; Scott Robert F.; and Grans-

den, Susan E, 4.48a082, Q. 528-103.000.

Sea Savory, Inc.: See—
ToOey, Cdvert B.; and ToUey, Andrew T, 4,479,284. G.

17-71.00a

Sedlacdc Hans-Hardd; and Seiler. Friedrich R., to Behringwerke
Aktiengesellschaft Method and agent for the thenpy of im-
munocomplex diseases. 4.479.934. Q. 424-85.000.

Seemuth. Paul D.: See—
Knapp. Gordon G.; Baylerian. Marguerite S.; and Seemuth. Pad

D., 4,479.905,a 260467.000.
Seethanathan, Parakkat: See-

Chen, Li F.; and Sfrthanathan, Parakkat 4,480,089, Q. 536-56.000.
Seal, Leonard, to Dotty Smith Corporation. The. Dud-function loose-
MT binder sheets. 4.479,733. Q. 4(n-79.000.

Sdbert, KarL to Akzona Incorporated. Polyether derivatives, their use
as emulsifiers, and emulsions containing the new polyedier d^a-
tive. 4,479.887, Q. 252-309.000.

Sddd, Randy R., to Harris Grq>hics Corporation. Method and upara-
tus fbr transferring newtoKpen from pockets to an ovenuped
stream. 4,479,643, CI. 27O.55i000.

Sdki, Kazuo: Sec^
Yaaui, Yoshiharu; Sdki. Kazuo; Suzuki, YosUhisa; and Amano,

Hisao. 4,479,348, Q. 57-404.000.

Seiko Instruments ft Electronics Ltd.: See—
Shida, Masahani. 4,479,723, 0. 368-157.000.

Seiler, Friedrich R.: See—
Sedlacek, Hans-Hardd; and Seiler, Friedrich R.. 4,479,934. Q.

424-85.000.

Sekiguchi, Katsumi: Ste^
Kawd, Yoidu; Gotoh, Yoahihisa; Mdd, Masami; Yoshihara, Akio;

Hoshino. Minoru; and Sddguchi. Katsumi. 4,48a065. CL
524-418.000.

Sddmoto, Hironobu; and Sato, Norio, to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited. Secondary working apparatus. 4.479,294, Q. 29-159.200.

SeUstrom Manuftcturing Company: See—
Kubnick, Norman R., 4,479,738, O. 403-407.000.

Semiconductor Research Foundation: See—
Nisizawa. Jun-ichi; and Fukase, Masadd. 4,479,845, Q.

156-601.000.

Senatore, Guy, to Phillips Petroleum Company. Filamem rdn for
cement impregnated with resin of thickcnable composition based on
an adduct of dkadiene polymers and add anhydride. 4,479,837, O.
156-169.000.

Setoi, Hiroydd: See—
Yamashita, Michio; Komori. Tadadd; Hoaoda, Juiui; Kawai,

Yoshio; Uchida, Itsuo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka, Hiroshi;
Sakane, Kazuo; Setoi. Hiroyuki; and Ternji, Tsutomu, 4,479,942,
CI. 424-180.00a

Sette, Pad R.: See—
Fdnknd. Seymour, Freeman. Gerald C; Viera. Vincent F.; and

Sette, Pad R., 4.479.561. Q. 177-154.000.
Seward. Thomas P.. ID: See—

Borelli. Nicholas F.; Coppola. Frank; Morse. David L.; Nolan,
Danid A.; and Seward. Thomas P.. III. 4.479,819, Q. 6^3al la

SGS-ATES Componenti Dettnmid S.p.A.: See—
Gradadd, Rmaldo; and Lorusso, Michelangelo, 4,48a337, Q.

455-333.000.

Shackle, Peter W.; and PospisiL Robert S.. to Harris Corporation.
Phase-to-voltage converter. 4,480^19, Q. 318-729.000.

Sharp, James L.: See-
Morris, Lewis R.; Sullivan, Timothy M.; and Sharp, Jamea L..

4,479,663, Q. 280-289.00H.
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Yana Tomoyuki; and Maruido, Hiroki. 4,480.316, Q. 364-900.000.
Sharp, Robert M. Pneumatic vdve. 4,479,678. CI. 297-71.000.
Shaub, Harold; and Schaeffer, Barbara J., to Exxon Reaearch ft Engi-

neering Co. Lubricant composition with improved friction reducing
properties containing a mixture of dithiocarbamates. 4,479,883. Q.
252-32.70E

Shaw, Herbert J.: See-
Newton. Steven A.; Bowers. John E.; and Shaw, Herbert J.,

4,479,701, a. 350-96.160.

Shaw, Joaqih R. H. Ref^cator with siidable pins. 4,48a031, Q.
435-30.000.

Sheem, Sang K. Opticd roution-sensing interferometer with (3x3)-
(2x2) directiond coupler. 4,479,715, Q. 356-350.000.

Shell Interndionde Reaearch Maatschappji B. V.: See-
Collins, Mkhad H., 4.479.656, Q. 277-135.000.

Shdl Oil Company: See—
Brownscombe, Thomas F., 4,480,005, a. 428-336.000.

Goamann, Philip J.; and Wortham. James T., 4,48a039, G.
436-175.000.

Johnson, Thomas R, 4,480,049, G. 502-231.00a
Willis, Cart L., 4,480,075, G. 52^247.00a

Shepard, Charles L.: See-
Brown. Roger S.; Shepard. Charles L.; and Richard, Laurey J..

4,479,286, G. 19-200.000.

Shepard, Steve A.: See—
Haag, George A.; Fogg, O. Douglas; Greedey, Gordon A.; Shep-

ard, Steve A.; and Terry, F. Duncan, 4,480,317, G. 364-900.000.
Sherman, Louis M.: See—

DiPaola, Vincent J.; Collins, William H.; and Sherman. Louis M.,
4,479,889,a 252-365.000.

Shemo, Stanley A., to Aperm of South Carolina. Coating composition
and method. 4,48aOS3, G. 521-54.000.

Shibata, Akira, to Chugd Denki Kogyo K.K. Ag-Metd oxides dectn-
cd contact materids. 4,479,892, G. 252-514.000.

Shida, Masahani, to Seiko Instruments ft Electronics Ltd. Andog
electronic timepiece drive drcdtry for energizing stepping motor
drive coil in fiill and intermediate exdution states, and method
therefor. 4.479,723, G. 368^ 157.000.

Shilemay Plastics Products Ltd.: See—
Raz, Zeev, 4,479,584, G. 211-89.000.

Shimamura, Haruo, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Appara-
tus and method for correcting the throttle opening for automotive
engines particularly after starting of the engines. 4,479,472, G.
121-340.000.

Shimba, Satoru: See—
Kato, Kazuo; Watanabe, YosUkazu; Kumashiro, Kenii; and

Shimba, Satoru, 4,480,028, G. 430-544.000.

Shimizu, Kazuo, to Anoos Co., Ltd. Writing instrument with sealing
cap retained in tip. 4,479,732, G. 401-l()r000.

Shimizu, Shotaro: See—
Saaanuma, Yasutomo; Koshi, Masao; Takahashi, Teruaki; Shimizu,

Shotaro; Enomoto, Mitsugu; and Yoahikawa. Youji, 4,48a0ia
G. 428-457.000.

Shimojo, Yasuaki: See—
Kobayashi, Susumu; and Shimojo, Yasuaki, 4,479,797, G.

604-153.000.
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Shinagawi. Akaiiro: 5^r—

Kmai, Hideo; Shtaagiwa, Akihiro; Yanuzaki, Taluhiro- and lui_ Reiichi. 4,479,«64, Q. 2(H.290.odF.
"""^ "™™' •*» **«'•

Shipley, DoaaM A.: See—

Shipley. John P.: Ste—
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ChfBtiaan P. to M. W. KeU'ogg Co^p^y', TuTp^^^^ti^''^
ammonia lyntheM gas. 4,479,92ra. 42J^9000

"'P™^ ^t

Shive. Patrick: 5^*^

vt.J^S^I^^'^J^''^ ^^^ 4,479,«)5. CI. 237.8.00R.Shoemak^oto V.. p. Coritp^ 4.479.406. a. 81.3.46A.

tSSj ll»
***"' Sampler for tlurriet. 4.479.393. a.

Sbotter. Brian A.: Set—

ShowB Denko Kabushiki Kaisha: Set—

«h«JSf'T^ '^W iod pnouchi, Takarfii. 4.4M.037. a. 435-221.000.

'mSS2!^2Sh5S. '^""^ ""^ '-•• "«« «^-«
Shrader. MerraM B.: See—

fhSTkSSiko-^"'*^ "«**• '*'*^^'' ^- ^2-206 OOO.

.
'^4!S5JMiW24.?£5b0.'^"^^^ "^ «^ "^os^^f^

Siebeit, Elisabeth; Fouletier. Jacques; and Vihninot. Serse to SocieteNaMnale Elf Aquitaine, El^S^^bemical1^ foTS^SrgfS
g^2?S)P««« " •"^^ °' "*"^ «tmosphere. 47^7!

Siegel. Carole E.'see—

Siemeni Aktieunelbchaft: See-

Kniepkmp. Hermann. 4.479.829, a. 148-1.500.
NilMin^ Kenth; and Scholte. Rolf. 4,479.982. a. 427-41 000

KoWella, Robert J.. 4.479.8H Q. 156-73.500.
Smuom. Francesco, to Safilo S.p.A. Apparatus for oroducins articlefrom AermosettingreBn. 4.479.769. er«M340& *

Smoo, Onnter. to Didier-Werke AO. Header biick in «««««.«,
^.Isttice itnictuie. 4.479.777. O^iJ-iroSw

regenerator

Smrans, Robert M.: See—

""SSlOOO^
'^' "** ^*"*^ ***^ '^•' '••*«''"2. CI.

Singer Company, The: See—

i!I2?^ *<*ert S., 4.479.384. a. 73-253.000.

'*'ss?s!:4%"a?a''?is?7i;ogr'^ '^•^ "«' ^™°"'

!lST"iL?if''^ "• MecUenborg. Richard A.; Peters, David L
SinBcr^I^S^jT^JS:^^^^ S.. 4.479.784. O. 43^5 oS!

'"ird.S7/79.?9!^^li-S&g^ ""-^ »P'« -«"
Smghal. Subhash C: 5f»-

'*f47?f68!a^i6'oS
'^•''"^»= -^ '"«*^' ^"'"»«'' C

•

Sink. William H.: &»_

Sipe. Henry C: See—

Siva5*Sl;Sl^»".;JI^ *!*• "*^ ^- y^'i^i. a. 226-74.000.

SI &!!!!T^ Implemenution of Technological Systems

Ski?cKs!;^***^'^''°*^'-'"«»-

Skil,S?HSJ['^?£!L*'*'''*'*' °- 2»^'*^ «»•

^*!S5(»?*" ^' "** *'^'°°' "^y ^' '.79.376. a.

&^ A"",„^i.5!fV*^^ ^
: ^"^P' Wchard L.; and Larson

Slautteiback, Fred A.. 4,479,590, a. 222-146 500

rSSSfilS'** t'.^
Slautterb;ck aTnJo^tiS. High vi«»«ty

't2hS^!4?9,SS S^7l°Sfe""»""» -* ^^•^ «P«* "d

^'w-'lSoW
** ^*™^ '^'°*"' °^ '*^ P"^"^ 4.479.776. Q.

'tJ^9.59ra''33&.SM'*°'" '"~^^ ^=°-«^ —"y-

^'?^g^^"yilt4S!'.£SlSSif^^^ °^"-**«

'^!Ji.Ife*iLt!Jl?*?' '^'*'?^ ^- ^ Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolpgy. MeUiod of entraining dislocations and otber^Sine
SM03.a)0

contacting patterned region. 4.4^4610:
Smith. Robert S. ResUtance exerciser. 4.479.647, a. 27M 17 000

Whiff"^^^^ '".5™^* additives. 4.479.851. d^^20M0.00aSmithKhne Beckman Corporation: &0— «w-ow.wuw.

°1 IIISOR*"'"'
"** *"'«*'^' W"l«» D-. 4.479.898. a. 260-

Smiths Industries Pubhc Limited Company: See—
e ^ ^^}*' *.*«W15. a. 318-mOOO.

XS1.r7^^:'S.YS?a^-^«'"--«''^-^<«««-
SMS Schloemann-Siemag AG: See—

Snamprogetti S.p.A.: See—

ScK:R^^S^Ji%^' ^"*^' '•*^'^*'' CI. 405-163.000.

Allaire, Roger A.; Socha. Louis S.. Jr- and Vm rvtun.^^
.

Robert v.. 4.479.921. a 422-180000
"°''*^

Societe Alsadenne de Constructions Mecaniques de Mulhouse- See-Kiwior, Denis. 4.479.518. Q. 139-443!oOO.
""'™'««- »»-

Societe anonyme dite: Machines Chambon: See—
Armelin, Michel. 4.479,434. Q. 101-365.00a

Soaete Anonyme dite SAFT: See—

*429!ilS:O0a""*^
*"** ^^°^' '^y™"* 4.48a018. a.

Socirte d'Assi^race Technique Pour Produits Nesde S.A.: See-

4n.?88.ow^ '
"^ ^"«^'' *^"~* ^- •^' CI.

Societe E. LaCroix: See—

" M^Mi^a yirgff^
'^'^ ^-^ ""=^^ '''^ c..

Societe Europeenne des Produits Refractaires: See—
Blanchet. Pierre; and Recasens, Joseph, 4.479,778, Q. 432-180.000.

^sSSStXTO.
'*^'^"'' «* '^»«^ J«>. 4.480.048. Q.

Societe Natioiiale de L'Amiante: See—

^iSSa'
'*" ^''' "*' "•^'*"' "»«««. 4.479,828. Q. 106-

Sixiete Nationale Detude et de Construction de Moteun D'Aviation:

Vio Lino; and Mcunier, GUles, 4,480,067, Q. 524-446000.
Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine (Productkm): Swul^^"^^
c ^y^' '^***^ 4.479,928, a. 423-574.00R.

«!S:« c^-^ ^' ^ .^n^tion^ Telephone and Telegraph Corpo-

"?290.00a"
"^* *^"* *'*''"»* "^P- MWt21?^

Sollner, Erich: See—
Rampf. Rudolf; and SoUner, Erich, 4.48a006. a. 428-343.000

aOTiodi. John S. to Enercon Systems. Incorporated. Stepped hearth

MoSrSo.'*"
'^**^* *'•*""*'"* "' "^ f«»-tubes. ™44l!al

Son, Pyong N.: See—

So„il!'«lv^K7^
siwi Son. Pyong N., 4,48a092, a. 544-113.000.

Sone. Kohh; Nagajshi Hatsuo; Minami. Hidehiio; Okamura. Kenji; andKitagasaU Yoshitaka. to Nissan Motor Coiipany. iSrSS S
oKSS.SS?'''''*

*"*"* *~'*^ " perfonltod hood. 4.479.55

Sonntag. Christel: 5^e—
ScUicht, Burkhard; Sonntag. Christel; Beise. Hans; Lindner, Otto:Wehner. Klaus; Burk. Werner. Gross, MaS«A^SdVfaSv

Hans-Peter, 4,479.811. Q. 55-32.000.
""""^ "» *™«'

Sony Corporation: See—

"M79W*a."3kT7"o]LC^
Os-nu; and Kakuta. TodA,

Souda. Shigeni: 5ee—
Hirose. Noriyasu; Souda, Shigeru; Miyake. Kazutoshi; Kuriyama.
Shuuo; Usuki. Kazuyasu; Akiyama. Yasuhiio; &fcrt«, NaSaand Kawashima. Hidetoshi. 4.479.954. a«I£25LOOa

*

Soukup. Ro^rt J.; and Parliment. Thomas H.. to General Foods Cor-

^ f^J'*''°r
""d nwuthfeel character in foodstufft by the addi-tion of bitter pnnciples. 4,479.972, Q. 426-536.000.

'"*«"
Spencer, Donald B.; and Fitch, John L.. to Boeing Company. The

S?7S'000.
"*™* '"**°* "** app«t!L 4,4^254, d.

Spencer, Maurice: See—

"
4:479'SS?CMkp.oS;: "'*" °' "" ^'^' ^"^
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Sperry Corporation: See-
Harris, Richard W., 4.480.236. Q. 333-174.000.

Spiero. Richard C. to U.S. Philips Corporation. PAL Comb filter.

4,480265. a. 358-31.000.

Spong, Fred W.: See—
Kalk, Franklin D.; Muchnik, Boris J.; Johnston. Doyle W.; and
Spong. Fred W.. 4.480302. Q. 346-135.100.

^irague. E. Russell, to Tampax Incorporated. Tampon applicator.
4,479.791. a. 604-14.000.

Spiiggel. Kenneth A.: See—
Koimkel. Kenneth L.; MiUer. Loren K.; Spriggel, Kenneth A.; and

Williams. Stephen L.. 4,479.381. Q. 73-66.000.

Springston, Stephen R.: See—
Novotny. Miloa; Lee, Milton L.; Peaden, Paul A.; Fjeldsted, John
C; and Springston, Stephen R., 4,479,380, a. 7341.10C.

Sporr, William I.: See—
Orton. Michael L.; and Spurr. William I.. 4,480.079. a.

526-301.000.

Stadler. Istva n: See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bota r, Sa ndor, Lovasz. Marianna G.; Dolgos.

Kriaztina K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag. Sandor; Szuts. Tamas;
Rakoczi. Istva n; Tihanyi. Karoly; Kormoczy, Peter. Hadhazy,
Pal; Stadler, Istva n; Bladco, Gyoigy; and Koszegi, Bela,

4.479.945. Q. 424-184.000.

Stahl. Ronald F. Wear resistant insert for particulate material flow
ducts. 4,479.743. Q. 406-193.000.

Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See—
Crowley. Michael S.. 4.479.337. a. 52-378.000.

Suufier. Dieter: See—
Kttbe. Wolfgang; Kegel, Robert; Valentin, Guenter, and Suufer.

Dieter. 4.479^68. CI. 425-192.00R.
Steelcase Inc.: See-

Fries, Bernard J.; Faiks, Frederick S.; and Korell. Donald D.,
4,479,679. Q. 297-300.000.

Steever. Andrew B.; and Vitin, Albert, to Dorr-Oliver, Inc. Pressurized
hot cyclone. 4,479,817, Q. 55-267.000.

Steimel, Richard. Bell-like centrifuge drum for continuously freeing
metal turnings of oU. 4,479,789, CI. 49443.000.

Steinberg, Hyman A. Rotatable sotor-heated water container. 4.479.488,

a. 126451.000.
Stem, Theodore J.; and Beachler, Larry A., to AIT Industries, Inc.

Lens blocker and method. 4,479,332, Q. 51-277.000.

Sternberg Robert L., to United Sutes of America, Navy. Constant
beamwidth frequency independent acoustic antenna. 4,480,324, CI.
367-150.000.

Stewart, Glenn D. Method and u^paratus for automatically synchroniz-
ins multiple engines. 4,479,357, a. 60-719.000.

Stifeunan, Jack, to Donaldson Company. Inc. Differential pressure
switch. 4.48a16a O. 200-82.00R.

Stockton. Thomas R. Concentric powertrain for electric vehicle.

4.479.404. a. 74-695.000.

Stone. Roger L.: See—
Mustacich, Robert V.; Lucas. Donald S.; and Stone. Roger L..

4.479.795. Q. 604-53.000.

Storue Technology Corporation: See—
Kalk, Franklin D.; Muchnik, Boris J.; Johnston, Doyle W.; and
Spong. Fred W., 4,480,302, Q. 346-135.100.

Robbins, David C; Haldeman, David; Hill, John P.; Sander,
Charles; and Touchton, James, 4,480,217.d 318-618.000.

Storage Technology Partners: See—
Hug, Paul, 4,^,298, a. 29-589.000.

Stothoff, John H.: See-
Miller, Robert R.. II; Small. Charles; and StothofT, John H.,

4,480,178, a. 235-380.000.

Stough, Donald M., to Westinghouse Hectric Corp. Combustion con-
trdsystem. 4,479,774, CI. 431-76.000.

Stout, Gregg W.; and Nelson, John A., to Baker Oil Tools, Inc. Subter-
ranean well casing perforating gun. 4,479,556, CI. 175-4.600.

Strain, Robert J.: See—
Varshney, Ramesh C; and Strain, Robert J., 4,480,199, CI.

307-303.000.

Strecker, Hebnut to U.S. Philips Corporation. Apparatus for examina-
tion by scattered radiation. 4,480,332, Q. 378-81000.

Strein, Klaus: See—
Wiedemann. Fritz; Michel. Hebnut; Weckerle, Wolfgang; Roesch,
Egon; and Strein. Klaus. 4.479.962, a. 424-273.00Nr^

Streaber, Hans P., to Julius Montz GmbH. Distributor stage for liquid-

contacting columns. 4,479,909, CI. 261-97.000.

Strieker, Rudolf, to Schwarzkopf Development Corporation. Cutting
tool. 4,479,744, Q. 407-114.000.

Strickland, Jimmy P.: See-
Cur, Clarence A.; Huddleston, Robert L.; and Strickland, Jimmy

P., 4,480304, a. 364-200.000.

Subbarao, Wunnava V.: See-
Ely, Rkhard I.; and Subbarao, Wunnava V., 4.480.183, a.

250-227.000.

Sudo, Michio; and Miura. Hitoshi, to Kangyo Denkikiki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Temperature and aging compensated magnetoresistiv^ differ-

ential potentiometer. 4,480248, G. 338-32.00R.
Sugatsune Industrial Co. Ltd.: See—

Ishii, Hiroyuki. 4,479,566, Q. 188-1.120.

Sagawara. Todiiyuki: See—
Mochida, Ei; Kudo, Takashi; Sugawara, Toshiyuki; and Tsumura,
Minoni. 4,479,720, CI. 366-214.000.

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe. Ryozo; Yoshihara. Kenji;

imd Sakakibara, Susumu, to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Rotary

recording medium reproducing apparatus address search. 4,480.280,
a. 360-78.000.

Suh, John T.: See—
Menard. Paul R.; Jones, Howard; and Suh, John T., 4,479,950 O.

424-248.500.

SuUivan, Timothy M.: See-
Morris, Lewis R.; Sullivan, Timothy M.; and Sharp, James L..

4,479,663, CI. 280-289.00H.
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: See—

Ohashi, Naohito; Nagata, Shoji; and Ishizumi. Kikuo, 4,480,109, CI.
549-441.000.

Tsushima, Kazunori; Matsuo, Noritada; HaUdcoshi, Makoto; Yano,
Toshihiko; and lUya, Nobushige, 4,480,118, Q. 560-8.000.

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: See—
Doi, Yoshihiko; Ogasa, Nobuo; Ohttuka, Akira; and Igarashi,

Tadashi, 4,480.013, Q. 428-616.000.
Sun Electric Corporation: See—

Karpowycz, Ihor B., 4,480,191, a. 250-343.000.

Sun. Rickaon: See—
Lubin, Donald L.; Uebbing, John; Shipley, Donald A.; and Sun,

Rickson, 4,479,696. CI. 350-96.200.

Sundstrand Corporation: See—
Chetty, P. R. K.; and Fair, Donald G., 4,480,297, CI. 363-26.000.

Sung, Rodney L.: See—
Zoleski, Benjamin H.; and Sung. Rodney L., 4,479,882, O.

252-33.400.

Sunshine, Abraham; Laska, Eugene M.; and Siegel, Carole E., to
Analgeic Associates. Analgesic compositions comprising propiram
and methods of using same. 4,479,956, CI. 424-253.000.

Sunstar Giken Kabushiki: See—
Takegawa, Shuji; and Kunishige. Tadao, 4,479,840, C\.

15^27.000.
Supertw S.A.: See—

GloecUer, Alfred, 4,479,368, Q. 66-75.200.

Sutryn, Carol! S.: See—
Brignola, Dominic J.; Brown, Homer J.; Sutryn, Caroll S.; and

Walters, Ralph, 4,479,578, CI. 206-221.000.

Suzuki, Atsushi; and Ninomiya, Masakazu, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.
Method and apparatus for optimum control of^mtonal combustion
engmes. 4,479,476, CI. 123-478.000.

Suztiki, HinMlii:See—
Watanabe. Isao; Kashiwada. Toshinobu; Suzuki, Hiroshi; and

Yoshii. Junji. 4.48O000, Q. 428-284.000.

Suzuki Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishida, Tokuzi. 4.479,470, Q. 123-308.000.

Namba, Yuzuru; Aoyagi, Kenichi; and Yokoyama, Hiroshi,

4,479,469, Q. 12^308^.
Suzuki, Mamoru:See—

Yamato, Noboru; Hasegawa, Akira; Umeda, Hiroaki; and Suzuki,
Mamoru, 4,480,260, O. 346-209.000.

Suzuki. Masayuki. to Nippon Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha. Track guide
bearing assembly. 4,479,681, Q. 308-S.OOR.

Suzuki, Norimoto; and Hayakawa, Fukuichiro, to Dai Nippon Insatsu

Kabushiki Kaisha; and Taihei Kagaku Seihin Kabushiki Kaisha.

Plastic card having metallic luster. 4,479,995, Q. 428-203.000.

Suzuki, Takashi; Okada, Junya; and Sawada, Hidekazu. to Takeda
Chemical Industries, Ltd. Lankacidins production. 4,480,033, CI.

435-124.000.

Suzuki. Toyotosi: See—
Tamamura. Hideo; Matsuda. Mutsuhidr, Suzuki, Toyotosi; and
Endo, Takashi, 4,479.705, Q. 354-173.100.

Suzuki, Yoshihisa: See—
Yasui, Yoshiharu; Seiki, Kazuo; Suzuki, Yoshihisa; and Amano,

Hisao, 4,479,348, CI. S7-4O4.000.

Svendsen, Lars O., to Pentaphann A.G. Tripeptide derivatives and
their application in assaying enzymes. 4,480,030, CI. 435-13.000.

Swanson, Albert W. Carrying case for portable electronic paging
devices. 4,479,596, Q. 224-236.000.

Swenson, James W., to Vertimag Systems Corporation. Sputtering.

4,479,862, Q. 204-192.00R.
Syukuri, Kastuhiro; Haneda, Satoshi; and luya, Masahiko, to Koni-

shiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Cleaning method for electropho-

tography and means therefor. 4,479,709, CI. 355-15.000.

Szczesniak, Alina S.; and Schenz, Anne P., to General Foods Corpora-
tion. Fruit flavored beverages. 4,479,975, CI. 426-590.000.

Szekely, Istvan; Bou r, Sa ndor, Lovasz, Marianna G.; Dolgos, Kriaz-
tina K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag, Sandor, Szuts, Tamas; Rakoczi, Istva

n; Tihainyi, Karoly; Kormoczy. Peter; Hadhazy, Pal; Stadler, Istva n;

Blasko, Oyorgy; and Koszegi, Bela, to Chinoin Gyogyszer Es Ve-
Keszeti Termekek Gyara R.T. Inter-m-phenylene-prostacyclin ana-

jues and use thereof in inhibiting blood platelet aggregation.
4,479,945, Q. 424-184.000.

Szuts, Tamas: See—
Szekely, Istvan; Bou r, Sa ndor, Lovasz, Marianna G.; Dolgos,

Krisztina K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag, Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;
Rakoczi, Istva n; Tihanyi, Karoly; Kormoczy, Peter; Hadhazy,
Pal; Stadler, Istva n; Blasko, Gyorgy; and Koszegi, Bela,

4,479,945, Q. 424-184.000.

TCI Products, Inc.: See—
Wyman, James H.; and Wyman, Robert E., 4,479,751, O.

414-406.000.

Taguchi, Masayuki, to Amada Company Limited. Method and appara-
tus for controlling the upper limit of a cutting blade in cutting ma-
chines. 4,479.410 CI. 83-13.000.

Tai. Ho T.. to Lever Brothers Company. Detergent compositions.
4.479.881. a. 252-8.800.
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«Im03 SoT*""'
"** ""J^**- Fukuichiro. 4.479.995. Q.

HUKnte. raguIcontroUer ofaiulog tyitau containing isolation^^•gmdorordetection drcuitry. 4.4Mt303. Q. 3«!j3MOO

T.k.iJ.ks Yg™**". 4,479,937. 07424-99.000.

437W^sJiSS^^ '^ ''^^^--^ «*="»

TikahMU, Kazoo: &»-

October 3(1 19M

JifteSi'^'^*^'^'^ j=3i"i,;s"4,;^ra
- - i7a2oa

Takaharid, Temaki: Stt—

*^2S!MSlS22? S?*^ **«'• Taltahaihi. Teruaki: Shimizu.aogJ^B^oto. Mitsogo; and Yodiikaw^ Y^4.^m,
Takam. annicliiro; 3^»—

^^SSTLOOa"""*
«' Takaao. Shinichiro. 4.479.297. Q.

^^ ^i^t^:SST^!^?^??!^^^ • J-c. Manometer appa-

nWlSn.
^^ *«ribQtion of liquid fertilizen. 4.479.444:0.

T-kSSiSStdSS^^ *•**"''• °- '"''•«

*a43ll24l000°'^ '"^ •^ ^*^ "***«'^ ^•W'O^S.

Takeda Rikai Co. Ltd.: &»-.

T.i,i?'^.ilI2""'^ tj**^«' CI. 333.202.000.

T3K2;t^&l!I?.SiTS& '^'^'° Siuwar Giken Kabushiki.

aT£?27Soa^ ^*^ "**** employing same. 4.479.840,

^!!!^f![!I:i*^*'^.^'''*°' Company of Japan, Ltd. Stylus havins a

T^SSf^ ***" »"• •^^26. CI. 3^3.000.^ ^^
7S^,^!Si? *'<*SP'« Inc. Circuit for reducing offset voluce

T£I.hL''SSS!'1^^?P^.*'**^'' a- 330.261.4)0
**

Telefonken Electronic GmbH: See—
DogB^^^Oiristoph; and Mimier. Willy. 4,479.479. O.

^Ta "^li^^^J^ L.. to Usinas Siderurgicas De Minas Gerais

^"^^SSIItJl!?^ •«*. ***^<* ^ deteStae interplanard£

T^^jS^^!!J^?*T^iS?'^ 4.4fai88. O. 250.3&.000.

W^li,^^^7'^ **"i?^ *° Sankyo Company. Limited.M-4 and IsoM-4 denvattvea their Dfenaratian mnd^i^inJ^^t^^
containing them. 4.479.965, O. -^2B!3Sa «»»P°"«»«

Teraji, Tsutomu: 5^e^
Yamadiita. Michio; KonMiri, Tadaaki; Hoaoda. JunH: Kaw»iYoduo; Uchida. Itsuo; KohsakTMiJSJtoanS iSSS

TerraiOon: Ac—

tJ^^°D^^^^°'*^ '^ ^" *'*^'^ °' >77.256.000.

"US 2^?i'^.',S°l*' ° ^"^S^ Oreenley. Gordon A.; Sbep."d, Steve A.; and T&ry. F. Duncan. 4,48aSl7, 0. 364.9bo.00a

ogjjrintin, plate orW^taTrnTu-S; ;;i;'4:5r79:i35ra"lor

^^KSh *ij?^L?*^ *S!«>5 °*^ Sigeru; Tobita, Hirodii; «k1Tgjajj^MuDehiko, to Hitachi. Ltd IW cell. 4.48Sol?'

S

^hS^Jc?W 2^ '•"•^ "^ *«'«««'. Eiji. to Tokyo

'^SwiSoOO****''*^ "* ^''^' ^**'«*^ *'*^'«9»' CI

^wfe-S"*^ Combustion method and device. 4.479,773. O.

^^SS::iS^S!^i'iSS^ "-^ transportation device in

Tanmai Incorporated: 5(»-

T-nteSlk w '!!5^*'*^'I?''
O- «04.14.00a

JLTfe^^Sl.lit^'fcS^^ a. 424-279.000.
T-JiffyriJ"?.*-. to SchIumberBilSiS,^^'c^;;S^'gS

dnD strmg characteristics during dnUing.
•ndmethod for monitoring
4.479^64.0.181-105.0001

jimxij.!.- fcx. ^^_.L -" >»yiii|i«uy ui /Mnenca. Method and

S5K!S9.a7MS"tSo"
«»"^ «>f • «- -d P-ticulate sti^

TarHon, Jamca K.' See—

Tansif. Wayne R.: 5^w-
laouye. Alan T.; WUsoo. Jeffrey V.; Tausis. WavM R .»i b^

Taykw Preeaer Company: See—

SSSSa***^ '^^ "^ ''"^' '*"" ** • •^•*23. O.

^'iSJSTJiSJl^Sf"P*** Company. Inc. Methods «k1

Taylor. Robert L: 5^«^

T«u?i3Jdf&iIl:'
"** '^'"°'' '^**^ ^' *'*^'^5' CI. 62.63.000.

Hagiwan. Tsnnea, and Horike, Akihiro. 4.48aOH 0. 544-222.000.

Terumo Corporatimt: See—

"^SSTMiMx?"*™""^
*** ^""^j*^ ^""^ •^.w. a.

Teiaco Inc.: Ste^

^^SSroM^*^
'^•' "^ ^"*^' ^"«» o- '^*^'«w. ci.

'^*oS;»^'S.5ii ^b, y^-"-' Bt«t. Albert; Richter.geijgNj^auld. Edward T.; and ReynoMs. Blake, 4.479.8 loj

^^3.^^'^ "•• "^ ^"^ *^«^ L.. 4,479.882. O.
Teusgulf, Inc.: See—

TTiee^SS^^SS^ •
""^ ^•^' '* '• *'*''''*^ CL 49«5.00a

Urquhart, John; and Theeuwes. FeBx, 4.479.793. O. 604-85 000

xi.J2r°*2' .^!»"; .79.816. 0. 55-23aO0O.
Theodor Hemwier MetaUwerk GmbH: 51m—

^iItSs.ooo'^
***°'^ **"* "^ ^"^' '^"' '''.505. a.

^^ Nni^il;' S^ Chattha. Mohinder S.. to Foid Motor Com-pmy. Non-aqueous dopemons based on capped stabilizers and vinvlmonomen I. 4,48a069, O. 524-504.000.
^^ «""««> •«l vmyl

Theim-O-Disc Incorporated: Sc»—
SchnutlJ)onaId 5., 4.480.246, O. 337-348.000.

Tbeurtr. Josef; ud Brunninaer. Manfred, to Fnmz Bahnbanmaschinen-
Industnegesellschaft ntbll. Mobile arrangementmd toSS^improving a tnck bed. 4.479.439. O. 10^7^^ "

Tlud. Charles p.. to Riker Laboratories. Inc. Hypodennic syrinnconUmmgMcrofiben of an amorphous heparin mHS^.S^S

'fe'iS^S ^5S5?'^ ^-^ Motoren-und Turtrinen-

J:559i55!a^S,6^"- °^"^ *'p«^ «'«p°«**» ^-
Thomas ft Betts Comoration: See—

Thomas, Patrick D. P.: See—

***Sfc7fooa*°
'^' "^ '^'°'°^ ^*^^ ^ ^' •»t>«. CI.

Thomw^^J^ R-'.to B«ter Travenol Laboratories. Inc. Therapeutic

nS^iS:^*^'^*??^ f***» ^I^ 4.479.938. cT4^^1OL00^^
^rE^'i,'?n°'. "^ 9»^ Siu.Kee. to Westinghouse Hectric

SSsalr^ ^ "*"* '^' '°****^ niachinenN*M75735ra:

"^"^57J5S?.li.'S2tTf3y["'»«'*»«^ IOC. Plaatic co^ed lami-

Thompson. George H. B., to Intenutional Standard Electric Conma-
37?^?^^"°"

^' "^"^ " "^•^ waveguiding riKMSoSCa
Thomson CSF: See—

TTkjSKSm^sS."''*^ '"^ *•*"•'"• <=• 3«7.123.00a

J^S53T45ffiS5'ln':^5^^^ '-^-^'^

•

WhSicSSTf* • *° Transportation Design St Technolofy. Inc.

TT^^SS^"SSSSK^ *•*''•'"• Cl.l535f5b0.

Fernandez. JoseTHerm, Jurgen; Krakow, Heinz; Tomaen. HaiakLand Wortmann^ Ernst, deceased, 4,479,6^
TI (Group Services) Limited: See—

••«»-»o.«uu.

Whitfngton. Keith R.. 4.479.531. 0. 164.504.00a
I inanyi. Karoly: See—

RK^.-= *^°i^ °''»^ V"* Sandor; Szuti TuSRJocn^btva^Tihanyi Karoly; Kwmoczy. P*ter; HaSSS
4%.9!f5'.4S:f84"b0?.'^

°'^' "- ^<-^S^
^ImOR.

^**°"y ^- C- Sportman's waterproof suit 4.479.268, O.
TumAhina. Valeria I.: See—

Akmova. AUa Y.; Buyanov. Valentin M.; Galperin, Eduard I •

Davvdov Anatoly B.; Deritach. Galina M.; Dw^^S, vSJ;;P; Keshelaya. Viktor V.; Malyarova. Larte P.; RaStov 1^
?2i-ri?oa^

^"^ ^' ""Chhio'v. Valery i, mSJmIS
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Tlncati, Franco. Device for feeding-in and movingKn containers to and
from a rotary capping unit 4,479,343,a 53^7.000.

Tins, Vincent W.; and Mardnko, Richard M., to SCM Corporation.
AqueooB epozy ester emulsions. 4,48a058, O. 523-404.000.

Tinker, Craig S.; and Haberer, Thomas G., to Pall Corporation. Pneu-
made ooBtrcMler and alarm for adsorbent fractionaterL oarticularlv
dessicant dryen. 4.479.815. 0. 55.163.000.

Uppetts, John R., to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.
FlmoK control devices. 4.479,515, O. 137.824.000.

Tobita. Hiroahi: 5^s^
TakeodU. Masato; Okada, Hideo; Okabe, Sigeni; Tobita, Hioshi;
and Tooami. Mundiiko, 4,480,017. 0. 429.38.000.

^^J^^^^J**'^ ^f^^^ adapted for disabled driver. 4.479.752,
CL 414<462.000.

Toftoeas, Irwing N. Method of spinal radiometer analysis and conec*
tive adljustment 4.479.498. O. 128.653.000.

T^wa, Fumio; KarasUma, Takato; and Zaitsn, Hiroshi. to Hitachi
Maxdl. Ltd. Magnetic recording medium. 4.480.004. 0. 428.329.000.

Toho Seiko Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kanamam, Takayoshi. 4.479.683. 0. 384-619.000.

Tojo, Tom; Mori, Ichiro; and Sano, Shunichi, to Tokyo Shibauia DenU
Mboahijd Kaisba. ElectroMatic chuck plate. 4,480,284, O.
361.234.000.

Tdnida, Ryiyi. to Canon KabushiU Kaisha. Temperature compensation
nstem of light measuring circuit 4,479,708, 0. 354-427.000

Tdiyo Electric Co., Ltd.TSi»—
Kawaguchi, Katsuhiko, 4.479.731, CL 400-320.000.

'^'iS^ Toshiyasu; Okada, Tsuneaki; and Kandm, Egi, 4,480203.
CL 31042.000.

Tokyo Sanyo Ekcttk Ca: See—
KisU. Hiroyasu, 4,480,335. O. 455.212.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki KabusUU Kaisha: See—
Hashimoto, Kiyoshi. 4,480185. 0. 250-251.000
Hashimoto. Yasuichi. 4,480,279. O. 360-78.000.
Hayase. Shuzi; and Onishi. Yasnnobu, 4.479.860 O. 204.159.110
Koshino. Yutaka; Ohshima. Jiro; Ajima, Takadii; and Yonezawa.

Toahio, 4.479.830. 0. 148.1.500.

Mizutaai, YosUhisa; and Takasu, Shinichiro, 4.479.297. O.
29*571.000.

Takada. Keisuke; and Okuhara, Hiroo. 4.480303, O. 364-138.000.

^°J9l I?2L**°^ ^''^^*°i «* Sano, Shunichi. 4.480284. O.
361-234.000.

Yoshxia, Nobuaki; Mori. Yoshio; Ooi, Kazushige; and Sakai.
Sumio, 4,480269. 0. 358-209.000.

^^
ToUey, Andrew T.: See—

'^'^'.JS^^'^ *•' •«* '^**^' Andrew T.. 4.479,284. O.
17.71.000.

Tolley. Calvert B.; and ToUey. Andrew T.. to Sea Savory. Inc. Crab
processing machine. 4.479.284. 0. 17.71.000.

"^

4jw,S!a!M.?3.00O*^
"** apPMatw for drying cereal grain.

Tomaen, HaraM: See^
Fernandez, Jose ; Herm, Jurgen; Knkow, Heinz; Tomsen, Hanld;
and Wortmann, Ernst deceased. 4.479.602, 0. 228-48.000.

Tonaau. Munehiko: See—
'^''"^ ^'^> 01'*<1^ Hkieo; Okabe. Sigeru; Tobita, Hiroshi;
and Tonami. Munehiko. 4.480017. O. 429.38.000.

Toag. Yulan C. to Dow Chemical Comjiany, The. Methods and com.

!57S?8.a:424!SS8).'^
"^ "^ P'^'" '"*~

Topean Printing Co.. Ltd.: See—
Maaalo. Tatsua. Nishimoto, Toyosh^ and Masui, Kiyoshi.
4,479,432,0.101.170.000

^^ '^
Torftech Limited: Sect—

Dodson, ChristofAer E, 4.479.920 O. 422.143.000.
Torrington Company, The: See—

De Bisschop. James G., 4.479.786, O. 464.89.000.
Tortorello, AnUiony J.; and Hansen, Nestor P.. to DeSoto. Inc. Os.

azolidine4>locked amine polymers. 4.48O083. O. 528.111.000.
Touchton. James: See—

Robtrins. David C; Haldeman, David; HiU, John P.; Sander,
Charles; and Touchton, James, 4,480217. 0. 318-618.000.

Townsend. Herbert E.: See—
Hart Robert G.; and Townsend, Heriiert E.. 4.479.832. O. 148.

6.14R.
Townsend. Perry J., to Merck ft Co.. Inc. Apparatus for caUbrating

^ sorfke temperatiire measuring devices. 4,479,726, O. 374.1.000
Toyo Kizai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Okumura, Shuichi; and Satoh. Yutaka, 4,479,607, 0. 238-349.000
Toyota Jkioaha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Kondou, Masatsuae; Itou, Kazuhiro; and Furuta, Tsutomu.
4.480170 0.219-125.100.

Toyota Alosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Ssc^
Kondo, Toahio; Norimatsu, Hideaki; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Masuda,

AJdra; and Kitazima, Sigenori. 4,479,464, 0. 123-489.000.
Trans-Wond Manuftcturing Corporation: Sie—

'''SfSlSi
****** **•: •«* Dewe«. John G., 4.479.583. O. 211-

49.00D.
Tramortation Design ft Techmdogy. Inc.: See—

Thorley. Graham R.. 4.479.753. O. 414.S41.00O
TraasTechaology Corpnatioa: See—

Hnber. John R.. 4,479,746, 0. 410-21.000.
Treaaor, Anthony L J., to Pfermntit.Boby Limited. Method and appara-

tns for denectinggranular material away from the outlet ofa filtration
•-^. 4,479,8800:210-795.000.

Trenhohtt, Bruce W.: See-
Martin, Michael A.; Trenhohn, Bruce W.; and Woolley, James G..

4,479,624, O. 244-152.000.
Trio Kabushkik Kaisha: See—

Shozima, Kazuo. 4,480.221. O. 324-96.000.
Trotter. Jimmy R.; Joyner, Frederick B.; and McConaell. Richard L..

to Eastman Kodak Company. Polyester waxes based on alkylsuccinic
anhydride or alkenylsuccinic anhydride. 4,480,087, O. 528-302.000.

Trouyez, Gerard, to Biomerieux. Process for the preparation of toxo-
plasmas for the diagnosis of toxoplasmosis, and proarations thus
obtained. 4,480,043, O. 436-536.000.

P»«i»™uo« ««
Tsubakimoto Chain Company: Sec^

Ishikura, Takeshi; Mmo, Joji; Sato, Kiyomi; and Nagato, Takaaki,

Trabouchi, Kaoru; and Funahashi. Akira, to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

Swi5ra2«SBJor''^
method in liquid level sensor.

Tsujiffioto. Michihiro: See—
AsttX). Makoto: Hasegawa, Kiyohani; Akahori. HiroyukL and

Tsiumioto. Michihiro, 4,480002. O. 428-402.200.
Tsumura. Minom: See—

Mochida, Ei; Kudo. Takeshi; Sugawara, TosUyuki; and Tsumura.
Mmoru. 4.479.720 O. 366-214.000.

~?**^^'^*''**^ Matsuo, Noritada; Hatakoshi. Makoto; Yano,
Tosmmko; and Itaya. Nobushige. to Sumitomo Chemical Company,
Lmuted. Carboxylic acid ester and an insecticidal and/or acancidal
compoaition containing the same. 4.4801 18, O. 560-8.000.

Tsuyama Mfg. Co., Ltd.: See—
^^^^^•""^^ "*• Matsumoto. Masaaki, 4,479,693, O. 339.

119.00R.
Tucci, Charles A., to Cordis Corporation. MechanicaUy self-iealinc

closure, 4,479,489, O. 128-419.00>.
^ "cu-wmung

Tugwood, Geoffirey D.: See—
TugJwilLBn D.; and Tugwood, Geoffrey D., 4,479,785, a

{.000.

^^nTi^Cp'u^
Tugwood, Geoff^rey D. Leg rope for a surfboard.

Turgeon. Harry S., to Valley Engineering, Inc. Foldable snow compac.

^.^f^^J?^ ^'i*** Pivotable behind central blade. 4,479,312. O.
37-219.000.

Uarco Incorporated: See-
Johnson, Marland R.; and Nauheimer, Donald J., 4.479.597. CL

225-100.000.

Uchida. Itsuo: See—
Yamashita, Michio; Komori. Tadaaki; Hosoda, Junji; Kawai.

Yoshio; Uchida, Itsuo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka. Hiroshi;
Sakane, Kazua, Setoi, Hiroyuki; and Tenui. Tsutomu, 4,479,942,
O. 424-180.000.

UAbing, John: See—
Lubin, Donald L.; Uebbing. John; Shipley, Donald A.; and Sun.

Rickson. 4,479.696, O. 350-96.200.
Uhfanann, Jack. Screw4nd-nut unit or screw joint 4,479,748, CL

Umbach. NeweU L.; and Boyer, William J. Retractable glycol spray
nozzle. 4.479.612, O. 239-280.000.

Umeda, Hiroaki: See—
Yamato, Noboru; Hasegawa, Akira; Umeda, Hiioaki; and Suzuki.
Mamom, 4,480.260. O. 346.209.000.

Umehara, Akira: See—
Koodo. Syunichi; Sato. Hideo; Honjo, Satoru; and Umdiara. Akira.
4,480020 0.430-81.000.

Umezawa, Hamao; Kondo, Shinichi; and Ikeda, Daishiro, to Zaidan
Horn Bisdbutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai. S-Demethoxyistamycin B. the
2 '.N.formimidoyl derivative thereof and pharmaceutical composi-
tioB containing same. 4,479,943, O. 424.180.000.

Unger, Manfred: See—
Schafer. Hefanut; and Unger. Manfred. 4,479.996, O. 428.212.000.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Hodakowski. Leonard E.; and Bushey. Dean F.. 4.479.946, O.

424-200.000.

MaUon. Charies B.. 4.480072. O. 525.61.000.
Pahade, Ravindra F.; Saunders, John B.; and Maloney, James J..

4,479,871, O. 208.340.000.
Union Oil Company of California: See—

Kalfcyan. Leonard J.; and Watidns, David R.. 4,479.543. CL
166>300.000.

Union Special GmbH: See—
Rohr. Gunter H., 4,479.447. 0. 112.141.000.

UniroyaL Inc.: See—
Paeglis, Amis U.. 4.480062. O. 524-394.000.

United Aircraft Products, Inc.: See—
Haushalter, Frederick W.; Covghhn, Stanley J.; and Pervaiz.

Khalid. 4,480165. O. 21945.0dR.
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: Si*—

Tippetts, John R.. 4.479.515. CL 137.ci4.00O
United States of America

Administrator Environmental Protection Agency: See—
Outer. GeraM A., 4,479.877, O. 210-670jOOOr

Afliculture: See-
Brown. Roger S.; Shnard. Charles L.; and Richard. Lautvy J..

4.479.286, O. 19.200000.
Owens. Robert A.; and Diener, Theodor O., 4,480,040 O.

436-504.000.

Army: See-
Berg. Richard M., 4.479.994. 0. 428-195.000
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4,479,889, Q. 232-363.000.

**?S??flfLi?*P'' ^'' '^ Merritt, James A., 4,479,839, a.

Eiieny:Si»—

^^°^ "??«*• ir^
P***. Minhall O.; and Chriatopboiou.

Loucaa O., 4,48a 147, Q. 174-I4.00R.
°™«P«»rou.

CtairtaoiavDavid W.; and Brown, Williaoi R. 4,480^171, Q.

Koehkr, Dale R., 4,479,383, Q. 73-317.00R.

ttSTioO
***^ **• "*• ****"• Swnuel. 4,479,931. a.

McIJ^g^^AIIan R.; and Hale, Robert R., 4.479,483, CI.

'*tSbSlA:3U^6^.'^
H.; -d Caff-d. AIft«. J..

Oiher, John E., 4,479,361. a. 62-33.300.

tSSLoOO*"*^
a.; and Engel. Herbert P.. 4,479,387, a.

N^ional Aeronaatics and Space Administraticn: See—
onus. Jaoe* M.; Johnston, Garland D.; Coleman, Archie D
PwtMwd. J«eph N.; Saunders, Jerry M.; Redmon. John W.,'
and Porter, ADen C, 4,479,386, a. 73-382.00a

Day, Richard M., 4,479,36^a 177-147.000.
Navy: Sue—

Inouye, Alan T.; Wilson, Jeffiey V.; Tausig. Wayne R.; and Roe.
^ Thoradyke, Jr., 4,479,69a CI. 339-94!ooC.

.">«•«<*.

Malakhoff, Alexander, 4,479,378, a. 73-12.000.

^4^62?a.'24CfS?Sb."™"
^-^ "*• ^~"^'"^

Pige, Robert E, 4,48a323, Q. 367-131.000.
Pirio, Albert R., 4,480.036, Q. 523-122.000.

... ^^•*'«' '^<*«" L- *.<».324. a. 367-130.000.
U.S. Philns Corporation: See—

Hin, Berahard. 4,48a237, a. 346.107.00R.
LuurMma. Meerten, 4,48a30a a. 363-134.000.
Spiero, Richard C, 4,48a263, Q. 338-31.000.
Strecker. Hetanut, 4,48a332. a. 378-87.000.

^<'«'jJjWPieter M.; and van Buul. Marinus C. W.. 4.480,267.

^S '^*^;J>^«|<»™»
J-.; Franssen, Nico V.. deceased; and de

Haul, Fnei^h J., adnmustrator, 4,480,229, a. 330-84.000.

f , • '!S^J*^?^ ^'^ C. A., 4,48a263, a. 358-3.000.
Umted Technologies Corporation: See—

'tr79i93'"cii9S3630R'
^' E.; and AUen, Marvin M..

Pike, Ro«x)e A., 4,480,088. Q. 528-353.000.
Umtek Corporation: Sm^
I,

**«tehCT, Ralph A., 4,479,527, Q. 164-34.000.
Umveisity of Florida: See—
„ .

^°^' N»pJ»'» S., 4,479.932. Q. 424-9.000.
Umversrty of Massachusetts. Trustees of the: See—

Hnatowich, Donald J., 4,479.93a Q. 424-1.100.
Umversity of Rochester, The: See—

^2355».0W°'*
''' "" **°^"' °"*^' •*'• '92. CI.

Unterleitoer. Fred C.: See—

'^felSo™*"
S.; and Unterieitner. Fred C. 4,479.697, a.

UOP Inc.: Smu.
Btanu. John F., 4,480.050. a. 502-330.000.

fSSSM.00O^
^; «' Zinnen. Hennann A., 4.480.129, a.

I, '5??' "™** *•• .W.902, a. 26(MO9.000.
Upjohn Company, The: See—

Bosschw, niippos; Pttfojd, John; Reich. Klaus W.; and Zand-
voort,Albertus, 4,480,070, a. 524-591.000.

ii-„T^; 'i'^h '' • *.*'9.W9. a. 424-269.000.

ffillLSlfe**? Thf«»^. Felix, to Alza Corporation. Parenteral

li^!Sf^!2?'JSf^ <'*'*^^7 «'e^^- M79.793. a. 604-85.000.

tt!i'**°'
and TTieeuwes, Fefix. to ALZA Corporation. Syst^

for umavenous therapy. 4.479.794. a. 604-85.000.
^

Usmaa Siderargicas De Minas Oerais S.A. -Usiminas: See-

USM cSjStiS!S!l'^ ''•• *•'*•'"' °- 2^^«»-

„ ;'*&>iSSr4,?!5&.^W2-r2il"2r^ ^- ^= -^
Usuki, Kazuyasu: Sw—
"teJ?*?&J"**^ ^'^^f^ **y^ Kazutodu; Kuriyama.Shmx); Usuki, Kuuyasu; Akiyama, Yasuhiro; Sakabe, Naoka

USV l5S?JS!:!I!£S^"*'***^ 4,479,954. Q. 424.25L00a
'

USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—

«SS^M)^'
'**^ "o^"'««*i •«> Suh. John T.. 4.479.95a Q.

"SfJ'Slf^lH.'tfr'''^*?' '^"^ «° Tsuyama Mfg. Co.. Ltd.

S?Tr9.SR. ^ '^^^ *'*^ Wlitnces. 4.479.693. CI.

Valentin, Ouenter: Sn>—

Valeo:Siir—

Turgeon, Harry S.. 4.479.312, Q. 37.219.00a
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Valli ft Colombo S.p.A.: See—
Colombo. Angelo. 4.479.671, Q. 292-169.140.

van Buul, Marinus C. W.: See—

"^^S^SoSoo*^**'
"*''""""'• MarinusC W., 4,480267.

^Su^A T*i° Inteniational Standard Electric Corporation,ajge^^channd duplex communication system. 4,480327, Q.

Vandale, Leonard A.: 5^c^
Oreoihora. Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.-Wmskm, Douglas L.; Clemming. David A.; MuhTSS S-

''*Su^
Avoort, Pieter M.; and van Buul, Marinus C. W., to US

sS-'So TOSr"*^'
»*•»<*«* conversion circuit 4,480,267,d

^^£*mSS t • "^22^^ ^'« **• to MicroBfc Tech-mcs. Inc. Method for protecting the growth of plants employimt

?47t9V'a^&S.or''^ '^^ °' /Wom««„ ^A^
Van Dewoestine. Robot V.: See—

AUaire. Roger A.; Socha, Louis S.. Jr.; and Van Dewoestine.
Robert v.. 4.479.921, Q. 422-180.000.

"ewoestme.

van Duk. Christiaan P.: See—
^•^ ^Pf' ^^!!«^ JoJ" R-; Mandelik. Bernard G.; and van

Dijk. Chnstiaan P.. 4.479,925, Q. 42n39!ooa^
Van Dom, Warren G.: See—

^^SwiSbw"^
C.; and Van Dom, Wanen G.. 4.479,997, a.

Van KcMl. Theodonis J.; Franssen. Nico V.. deceased: and bv deHaan. Fnednch J., administrator, to U.S. Philips Corpt^ntion. Am-

i^ai^S^d-oSS^ P«Uel.,perSra» St^
"^i^T^' ^^ ^ ^' to U.S- "^P* Corporation. Three-dimen-

CLMWOoT"
'^''**° transmitter suitable therefor. 4.480263.

Van Raalte, Peter: See—

v«. !£SS:'^;,JS y's^!?^
'*^' *•*''•*"• °- >°'-^«»-

"55S.9S"S"4?4i3S&o."'"' "^^ ''•"*^^^ '••

Varco International, Inc.: See—

^iSmbw**'**
'' "*** ^^P^"* Andrew B.. 4.479,347, O.

Varian Associates, Inc.: See-
Gerard, William A., 4.480,235, Q. 331-91.000.

315Uw^**
"' "^ ^*'^"' ***™" "• •*0'2>0. CI.

Varshney, Ramesh C; and Strain. Robert J., to Fairchild Camera ft

JSom Cl'3S?:303'oof*^
°' '•'^ "**«"^ ^'^'^

Vaughan. Quentin D.. to Visual Graphics Corporation. Apparatus for

M^^lo'^SraSloS
"*'**^ P»toto«n«tive fihn for camenu

Vaught. John L.: See—

*^4O0bR'""*"
**' *"** ^"*''*' '°'" ^•' •M.259, Q. 346-

VEB Chemietnlagenbaukombinat Leipzig-Grimma: S^e—
SchUcht. BuAhaid; Sonntagj Chr&tel; Beise. Hans; Lindner. Otto;
WehnCT. Klaus; BuA, Werner; Gross, Manfred; and Minak.
Hans-Peter. 4.479.811. CI. 5^32.00O.

^^
Vdber. Daniel F.:Bo^. Joshua S.; and Bock. Mark G.. to Merck ft

Vedage, Gamini A.: See—
Klier, Kamil; Herman. Richard G.: and Vedaae. Gamini A„

4,480.131, a. 564-480.000.
^*^ ^^ ^

Venne. David: See—
Huys. John H.; and Venne, David, 4,480167,d 219-119.000

Verbatim Corporation: See—

*'3&i3?ooo**
^* "** ^^*'™*"' ^"^ ^•' •*'^2, a.

Vertimag Systems Corporation: See—
Swoison. James W., 4,479,862, Q. 2O4-192.00R.

Victor Company of Jq>an, Ltd.: See—
Su^yama. Htfoyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe. Ryozo; Yoshihan.

Kenji; and Sakakibara. Susumu, 4.480,280 CL 360-78.000
Takehani,Hideaki. 4.480326, a. 3»^173S0O

"^'""^
Viera, Vmcent F.: See—

Femland, Seymour; Freeman. Gerald C; Viera, Vincent F.: and
Sette, Paul R., 4,479,561, a. 177-154.000.

Vignal. Robert: See—

"!S!f'?,'i ^^' ^*^ Robert; and Ferrand, Guy, 4.479.992, Q.
428-116.000.

Vihninot. Serge: See—

.

' mS.86^?S1Sm21oS"' "^"^ "" ''""^^ ^^
Vm. Lino; and Meunier, Gilles. to Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine.
Impedug sedimentttion of clays in water. 4.480067. a. 524446.000.

Vuag. Sandor: See—
Szdcely. Istvan; Bou r. Sa ndor; Lovasz, Marianna G.; Dolgos,
Knsztma K.; Kovacs, Gabor, Virag, Sandor; Szuts, Tamas;
Kakocn, Istva n; Tihanyi, Karoly; Kormoczy, P«er, Hadhazy,
f7L5**"*'' ^^* ^ Blasko, Gyorgy; and Koszesi. Bela.
4,479,945,0.424.184.000.
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Virgili, Tonino. Pneumatically actuated and controlled device for
carrymg out operations on electronic components. 4,479,553, CI.
173-168.000.

Visual Graphics Corporation: See—
Vauriian, Quentm D., 4,479,710 a. 355-28.000.

Vitin, Albert: See—
Steeyer, Andrew B.; and Vitin, Albert, 4,479,817, Q. 55-267.000.

Voest-AIpine Aktiengesellschafl: See—
Scheurecker, Werner, 4,479,529, Q. 164-442.000.

Voirin. Robert, to Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine (Production). Cata-
lytic process for the production ofsulphur from a gas containins HjS.
4,479,928, a. 423-574.00R.

Vokey, David E: Sec^
McNaughton. John P.; Domenco, Wayne E; and Vokey, David E,
4,480251.0.340-604.000.

Volkswagenwerk AG: See—
Domland, Christoph; and Minner, Willy. 4.479.479, a.

123-630.000.

von Plessen, Hehnold; Gradl, Reinhard; and Schimmel. Gunther, to
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the separation of heavy
metal compounds from phosphoric acid. 4.479.924. Q. 423-321.00R.

von Schuckmann. Alfred: See—
Rusing, Arnold E; and von Schuckmann. Alfred. 4.479.592. Q.

222-319.000.

Vosika, Albert F. Log splitting blasting wedge and anchor system
improvements. 4.479.524, Q. 144-366.000.

Vsesojuzny Nauchnoissledovatelsky I IspyUtelny Institut Meditsinskoi
TekhniU: See—
Akimova. Alia Y.; Buyanov. Valentin M.; Galperin, Eduaid I.;

Davydov. Anatoly B.; Derkach. Galina M.; Deievyanko. Vitaly
P.; Keshelava. Viktor V.; Malyarova. Larisa P.; Rusakov. Igor
G.; Tnnokhina, Valeria I.; and Chissov, Valery I., 4,479,933, Q.
424-81.000.

Wachtel, Jonathan M., to Eltt Electronics Industries Ltd. Gyrotron
backward wave oscillator device. 4,480234, Q. 331-82.000.

Wachter, Michael P.: See—
Kanojia. Ramesh M.; Wachter, Michael P.; and Chen, Robert H.

K., 4,479,964, Q. 424-278.000.
Wade, Wallace R., to Ford Motor Company. Diesel engine emission

control system. 4,479,473, CI. 123-341.000.
Wagner, Harald: See—

Ohrendorf, Johannes; and Wagner, Harald, 4,479,512, a.
137-625.170.

Wagner, Thomas A.; and Engel, Herbert P., to United States of Amer-
'^,BPSP- F«»»« for holding testing transducer. 4,479,387, CI.
73-622.000.

^S^'Ji?*™ ^- Sliding and pivoting invertible grill. 4,479,422, O.
99-395.000.

Wakimura, Kakuichi. to Mitsuwa Kogyo Co.. Ltd. Electric car with
winch having automatic shutofT. 4.479.327, a. 446-427.000.

Wakita, Masaaki: See-
Hashimoto, Masanori; and Wakita, Masaaki. 4,479.879. d.

210-727.000.

Walden, Jack M.: See-
Watson, Robert E; Walden, Jack M.; and Near, Charles W.,

4,480305, a. 364-200.000.
Wales, R. Langdon; and Crowley, H. W. Method and apparatus for
weighmg material. 4,479,559, CI. 177-1.000.

Walker, William H.. to Rexroat. Elwood D.; and Rexroat. Shirley J.
Adjustable embroidering tool. 4,479.445. Q. 112-80.000.

Wallach. Steven J.: See—
Bwhman, Brett L.; Belgard, Richard A.; Bernstein. David H.;
Bntt, Richard G.; Clancy. Gerald F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones.
Ttomas M.; Katz, Uwrence H.; Mundie, Craig J.; Pihit. John F.;
Schleuner, Stephen I.; Wallach, Steven J.; Wallach, Walter A.,

«. .. ^J-'J!?^
^*"^ Douglas M., 4,480,306, Q. 364-200.000.

Wallach, Walter A., Jr.: See-
BKhman, Brett L.; Belgard, Richard A.; Bernstein. David H.;

Bratt. Richard G.; Clancy. Gerald F.; Gavrin. Edward S.; Jones.
Thomas M.; Katz. Lawrence H.; Mundie. Craig J.; Pilat, John F.;
Schlemer. Stephen I.; Wallach. Steven J.; WaUach. Walter A..

. ^ Jr.; Md Wells, Douglas M., 4,480,306, Q. 364-200.000.
Walsh, Dennis E: See—

Chen, Nai Y.; and Walsh, Dennis E, 4,479,804, O. 44-l.OSR.
Walters, Ralph: See—

Brignola, Dominic J.; Brown, Homer J.; Sutryn, Caroll S.; and
Walters, Ralph, 4,479.578, Q. 206-22 1 .000.

Wang, Chih C: See-
Smith, Thomas E; and Wang, Chih C, 4,479.851. CI. 203-80.000.

Wang, Fun-Den. Method and apparatus for recovery of oil, gas and
mineral deposits by panel opening. 4,479,541, CI. 166-268.000

Wang, Kenneth Y., to Burlington Industries, Inc. Full counterflow
mini-bath open-width fabric washer. 4,479,370. CI. 68-22.00R.

Wang, Yun L., to Monsanto Company. Process for preparing elasto-
plastic compositions. 4,480074, CI. 525-194.000.

Warchol, Mark P.; and Gale. Walter W.. to Exxon Production Research
Co. Enhanced oH recovery process utilizing a lignosulfonate as a
solubilizing agent in an afierflush. 4,479,542, d. lM-273.000.

Ward. Arthur f. Asphalt compositions. 4.479.827^ a. 106-28l.boR.
Watanabe. Hiroshi: See—

Hirota. Hajimr, and Watanabe, Hiroshi. 4.479.893, Q. 252-542.000.
Watanabe, Isao; Kashiwada, Toshinobu; Suzuki, Hiroshi; and Yoshii,

Juiui, to Lion Corporation; and Anne Company, Ltd. Absorbent
article. 4,480,000, CI. 428-284.000.

Watanabe, Masahiro, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. A
system for controlling a hydraulic cooling fan for an engine as a

function of ambient and coolant temperatures. 4,479,532, Q.
163-39.000.

Watanabe, Shunso F., to Ford Motor Company. Anti-jamming mecha-
nism for linear translatory device. 4,479,398, Q. 74-89.150.

Watanabe, Yasuo, to Dai-Ichi High Frequency Co., Ltd. Method of
manufacturing metalUc bent pipe. 4,479,372, Q. 72-128.000.

Watanabe, Yoahikazu: See-
Kato, Kazuo; Watanabe, Yoahikazu; Kumashiro. Kenji: and
Shimba, Satoni, 4,480,028, Q. 430-544.000.

Watkins, David R.: See—
Kalfayan. Leonard J.; and Watkins, David R., 4,479,543, CI.

166-300.000.

Watson, Robert E; Walden, Jack M.; and Near, Charles W., to Hewl-
ett-Packard Company. Programmable calculator including editing
capabUity. 4,480,305, Q. 364-200.000.

Webber, John A.: See—
KoeWer, Richard E.; and Webber, John A., 4,480,098, Q.

546-114.000.

Webber, Robert C, Pressure-vacuum cooling system for internal com-
bustion engine utilizing reservoir. 4,479,460, CI. 123-41.270.

Weckerle, Wolfgang: See—
Wiedemann, Fntz; Michel, Hehnut; Weckerle, Wolfgang; Roesch,
Egon; and Strein. Klaus, 4,479,962, O. 424-273.0oTr^

Weetall, Howard H., to Corning Glass Works. Process for removing
natural colorants from wine. 4,479,970 G. 426-253.000

Wehner, Klaus: See—
Schlicht, Burkhard; Sonntag, Christel; Beise, Hans; Lindner, Otto;
Wehner, Klaus; Burk, Werner; Gross, Manfred; and Minak,
Hans-Peter, 4,479,811, CI. 55-32.000.

Wehner, Robert L., to Cramer Inc. Chair height adjustment mecha-
nism. 4,479,627, O. 248-406.200.

Weigl, Richard. Fork bar for motorcycles, 4,479,661, d. 280-279.000
Weindel, Reinhold: See-

Greenwood, WUIiam S.; Weinmann, Karl; and Weindel, Reinhold,
4,479,692, a. 339-99.00R.

Weinmann, Karl: See-
Greenwood, WUIiam S.; Weinmann, Karl; and Weindel. Reinhold,

4,479,692, Q. 339-99.00R.
Weiss, Hennann: See—

PUunmer, Alfred; Weiss, Hermann; Schachinger, Adolf; Schon-
berger, Johann; Bloo, Johann; and Mistlberger. Bruno, 4,479,517,
CI. 139-13.00R.

Weissman, Bernard, to IPCO Corporation. Helically fluted dental post.
4,479,783,0.433-221.000.

^^
Weissman, Walter: See-

Fung, Shun C; Weissman, Walter; and Carter, James L., 4,480,046,
CI. 502-35.000.

Weitz, Hans-Martin: See-
Fischer, Rolf; and Weitz, Hans-Martin, 4,480,123, 0. 560-244.000.

Wella Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bachmann, Heinrich; and Portmann, Plato, 4,479,803, CI.

8-406.000.

Wellcome Foundation Ltd., The: See—
Hyman, William B.; Hoy, John; and van Rensburg, Philippus J.,

4,479,968,0.424-330.000.
*^^

Wells, Douglas M.: See—
Bachman, Brett L.; Belgard, Richard A.; Bernstein, David H.;

Bratt, Richard G.; Clancy, Gerald F.; Gavrin, Edward S.; Jones,
Thomas M.; Katz, Lawrence H.; Mundie, Craig J.; Pilat, John F.;
Schleimer, Stephen I.; Wallach, Steven J.; Wallach, Walter A.,
Jr.; and Wells, Douglas M., 4,480,306, O. 364-200.000.

Wells, Peggy S., to PSW, Inc. Lighted sweat shin. 4,480.293, O.
362-108.000.

Welsh, James W.; and Anderson, Robert A. Load-line fastener.
4,479,666, O. 285-4.000.

Welstead, Robert F. Night fishing light 4,479,321, O. 43-17.000.
Wendl, Daniel P.; and Lukezich, Paul J., to Applied Power Inc. Mea-

suring bridge. 4,479,305, O. 33-180.0AT.
Wemecke, Heinz, to Liberty Die Casting Company. Interlocking mold

assembly. 4.479.630. O. 249-142.000
Werner. John A., to Dow Chemical Company, The. 2,3-Difluoro-5-(tri-

fluoromethyl)pyTidine and methods or making and using the same.
4,480102, O. 546-345.000.

Werner, Klaus: See—
Kamrik, Manfred; Mintert, Paul; and Werner. Klaus, 4,479,303, 0.

137-15.000.

Wesley, Richard H.; and Ayres, Richard A. Method and apparatus for
electrohydraulic fracturing of rock and the like. 4,479,680 O.
299-14.000.

West Company, The: See—
Brignola, E>ominic J.; Brown, Homer J.; Sutryn, Caroll S.: and

Walters, Ralph, 4,479,578. O. 206-221.000.
Western Oinical Engineering Ltd.: See—

McEwen, James A., 4,479,494, CI. 128-327.000.
Western Electric Company, Inc.: See-

Taylor, Raymond G., 4,480,152, CI. 179-81.00R.
Western Sun, Inc.: See-

Roberts, Frank W.; Roberts, Richard A.; Roberts, W. Calvin;
Nipko, Jack A.; Roberts, Clark S.; and Hudson, Hal R.,
4,479,335, O. 52-205.000.

Westfalia Separator AG: See—
Kohlstette, Werner. 4,479,788, O. 494-27.000.

Westinghouse Electric Co.: See—
Dixon, George D.; Saunders, Howard E.; Oause, Smith A.; and
Goldberg. Newton N., 4,479.990, O. 428-36.000.
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Wea^tghouw Electric Corp.: See-

Cmjig^ Djniel L.. 5r, od Mimgia. fWbert. 4.480.001. a.

'M«S5.'S"S?7-ftb.Sa"^
'*"" E; «d B«.. T1K««. P..

^y^inai C. 4,4«U98, Q. 363-28.000.
Keljog^dter J.; ud Heberimg. Alton V.. 4.48ai6I. Q. 200-

'^M8S^''S^i6^ ^"^^^ -^ Singlul. S«bh«h C.

^Ottgh. DofnU M.. 4,479.774. a. 431-76.000.

wSSDa"*^ °* "** ^^"^ ^'"''^ M79.735. a.

». y°!fe'"^ ^
. M79.419. a. 92-13.300.

Wetttond pic: Stt—

^Swoboa"** ^* "" ^''*^' "'^ ^' '•^•«»'. CI.

Wotner. Andrew A.: See—
Oswald, AJodi A.; Jermmsen, Torrii O.; Wertaer. Andrew A and

ii/-J!l!%ii^' '*»'>37. CI. 368-454.000.
^^

'

^
SS'm^'SSSJooT" '^°^'°"- "^'^""^ ~-^'

^*'S£ 5?21iE:J°
^^''^^ j°°' Compwy. Polygon box tools

WhiteheKl, Oivid A.: See—

ides, George

October 30, 1984

« -. --—,- ..... __. ..«H«uww, rraueon r., lo rifmenKn SA.

raB-3-oae. .. ,

WhiteyCo.:&»^

WUtmg. Divid R.: See-

wJSi' ^fT *?i *?• .^*'''!|^ David R., 4.480.196, a. 3O7-20O.0OA

^Sw!2J2*P=^ P^** °-! «' Reese. Morris T.^ Sal:

sr4.%aa.SKS!sr'^*^'~'"^«^

wictAitS^ "** ^"^^ ^' *'*^'*"' ^- 'oo-'ozooo.

wJSLS^p^ IS? 2[i*'"^«^;'**^ if*"'^'' CI- 363-137.000.

SSf^ 52L**5,'*'' "••^"^ Weckerie. Wolfgang; Roesch.

dS^,^t^^ ^"^ -^ .Boehringer MannheiiSnbRIn:
SSt?iSOT"'S°* denvativea and use in combating, and for Ukpropnyiaxis of. cardiac and cimiiatnm au—.^ * ^.<nS<.. ^ ..!^

Wilson. Bob T.: See—

Wii^r^."^'^^a^?^ "r- .*W.557. a. 175-59.000.

i(E57?na" ^^ '*^**"* "''^ '*^' •^•*3«. CL

Wilson. Jeffrey V.: See—
Inouye. Aton T ; Wilson. Jeffirey V.; Tawig, Wayne R.; and Roe.Thomdyke, Jr., 4,479,690; Q. 339-94.00?.

^
^' ^^'tl;^^'*?*'*"' 'nc. Diaphragm type magnetic trans-
ducer. 4,480,155. CL 179-1 15.5PV.

-S™ 7l^»«»Bnw«ciraiis-

^SKS-sSSo!"
'''"'*'»*^ sensor/controller system. 4.480.312,

Winslow. Douglas L.: 5^e—
Greaihom. Richard J.; Dutt, William R.; Vandale, Leonard A.-
2"??^JP«'«tas L.; Clemming. DaCid A.; MuhTjohn S-

Winter, Joseph: &«^

WinlS.°jJ!S!f'i? = *^A ^"*?' i?»*P!j: *.*79,702, a. 350.96.230.

vSj5S!?f5 = "1 ^''*"' f^'"' "•• ™' to Ashtond Ofl, Inc.

MS8?™.S?27«r* ""•P"*'*'"' •"- P««-« theiefor.

'^?^l^'^2.«It^^ '••"**^ ^^°^»^- '-W **?•

Wisneski, Thomas P.: Sw^

^^mSfiSo*" ^' '"* ^''"^ ''*°™" '•' *'*'''*««^ CI.

Widconis, Diane M.: See—

WOCO Franz-Josef Wolfk Co.": Sw-
Woi£*S^' iSi''^'^

""**«• *'*^'"«' C>- 267-64.170.

Woife, Robert W., to Wart>gjto..ja Electric Corp. Dual capK:ityjI^agigco«prw«r4/r9,4I9,a 9M3.300,

jropl^^toii. Sf, cardiac ^Sd'cS^S.^ dS^:^4!:^.l6ra4S!

^toSaT'iSS;.!? firi?*^*!2E:?!?" "^ implementation ofTechno-

^ssg!s2rs;79%.^s^43TsS)'''^ ^^ ^-p™^*- -'^'
Wieser, James &: Sar—

Wilde, Doran K.: See—
*'?^ °t^ ^•'' C«non, David G.; Johnson. David B • and Wiw*

tt/n-P^y ^^ jS^*"' CI- 364.200:ow!^
' "** ^*^

Silfr.^ *" C«^yg«gy Corporation. Method of lowering intra-

wSSSnSHfJf 'i:'S2L*'V'.'67, a. 424-313.00a *

lotllwS^
and apparatus for stripping catboSes. 4,479;Mrc?

Wilhams, Christian B.: See—
BegOTj Wto M.; and Williams. Christian B.. 4,480,334. a.

WiUiams, Donald J.: See—

Williams. Kevin G.: See—

^'SS&.ooo" °' *^ ^"'^^ *^*^ °- •*°''»' CI-

WilUams, Peter C. : 5m^
Koch, Ulrich H.; Williams, Peter C- and Lu»t ruih«r« i?

4.479,513, CL 137.625!4m ^ *^**" '^••

Waiiams. Stephen L.: See—

Siia iL^" 21 Co»P-ny. Block copolymer, of Ziegler-

?3Ro7rl?L«5S7.oS ""^^'^ ^'""'^ •~'«"^
WilKs, Ward L. Drum support assembly. 4,479.414, a. 84-421.000.

reci,

WoUr, Erich

%'3Sb.(«%4SS23So.'^-''"*^ -^ ^^''^^ ^'••

^25ol2S!oob.^^'*~***
***^ "^ '°«*°»^ 4,480,186, Q.

Wolowodiuk, Walter: See—

^^'J!?^ ^
' ^"S** Koo-Inp; ai^ Rudenauer. Kenneth A., to

wS;SS^Si?„SS:S£? »™^- •^'«3. CI- 273.I83.00B.

u, ^^ ^i""" E.. 4.479,324, a. 43-92.000.

wSSliey.TSSi'cP'Sj^**
"*'' *^" *'*^'"'' C- 433-20.000.

"^^9^?^'. 2li-T52Soo'"'
^"^ '*'•= *^ '^'^'''^'^™ °-

Wortham, James T.: See—

^'SSmOOO*"''
'

'

"** ^°'*^' •'•°» T.' 4,48a039, a
Wortinann, Elfriede. legal representative: See—

Femandez^Jose
; Herm. Jurgen; Krakow. Heinz; Tomsen, Harald;

wortmann, Ernst, deceased: See—

''TT^^:^?* ' o*™" ^J"«"'
K«kow. Heinz; Tomsen. Harald;

Wren.^oJi^^' ^^ **5?***^' '*Z2.«2. CI. 228-48.000.wren, Lloyd W., to Boeing Company. TTie. Microwave aiMnriMr
4,480,256. CI. 343-909!ooo!^

WKTOwave abK)rt)er.

Wright. Bernard S.: See—

"a. wSloSi:
°*^ "^*^' *"* ^'****' "•^^ ^- *'*^.8I2.

Wright. Kenneth W.: See—

"4f?388.O0O^
^' "^ ^"*^*' '^"'"^ ^- •^•75«. CL

Wu, Jama C. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Activated
iron hydrogenation catalyst. 4.480.051, Q. 5O2-338.(J0a

^"^"^
Wyman. Jamw H.; and Wyman, Robert E., to T C I Products. IncReceptacle dumpmg apparatus. 4,479,751, Q. 414-406.000.
wyman, Robert E.: See—

^4I45o6.00a" "•' "** ^^°*^ ***^ ^' •^•751. CL
Xerox Coiporation: See—

Gordebeke, John H., 4,48a329, Q. 371-20.00a
Cnishkin, Bernard, 4,480,023, CL 430-124.000.

43<mSs600
' "^ ^"^^'*"' ^'^topher J., 4,48a021, Q.

Yabu. Shuichi: See—
Kosugi^Masa^Sato, Hiroshi; Takahashi. Kazuo; Ishiyama, Ichiro:and Yabu. Shuichi. 4.479.71 1. Q. 355-43.00a

^*™' "™^
^T^i"'"^ '^ ^'*^*"; '-'*•• Surface acoustic wave apparMus with a

sSSlOOo"""
'^^"^^ characterirtic ^KSSS. CI
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Yamada, Terao. to Yugen Kaisha Fi^i Seisakusba Inqwlse-action

heat^ealer. 4,479.844. Q. 156-S83.20a

Yimamoto, Yoauke: See—
Yamaaki, Ken; Yamamoto, Yosuke; Kinoyama, Takehisa; and

Sasagawa. KimcU. 4,479,28aa 15-217.000.

Yamamora. Yukio: See—
Maeda, Masatoshi; Kami, Tomdiiro; KusunoU, Toshio; and
Yamamura. YuUio. 4.479,609, 0. 239-102.000.

Yamaoka, Keyiro; and Eado, Hiuime, to Mitsui Engineering ft Ship-

building Co., Ltd. Hot'water storage type power generating unit

4,479,352, Q. 6O459.000.

Yamashita, MicUo; Komori, TadaaU; Hoaoda, Jmui; Kawai, YosUo;
UcUda, Itsoo; Kohsaka, Masanobu; Imanaka, Ifiroshi; Sakane,

Kazua, Setoi, Hiroyuki; and Ter^ Tsutomu, to Fujisawa Fbarma-

oevtical Co., Ltd. TetrahydroftirnancaTboxylic acid derivatives,

pfocesaea for preparation thereof and pharmaceutical compositions

thereof. 4,479.942, Q. 424-180.000.

Yamato, Noboru; Hasegawa, Akira; Umeda, Hiroaki; and Suzuki,

Mamoru, to Jujo Piper Co., Ltd. ColorKleveloping sheet for pres-

sure-sensitive recording sheets. 4,480,260, Q. 346-209.000.

Yamazaki, Ken; Yamamoto, Yoauke; Kinoyama, Takehisa; and
Sasagawa, Kinichi, to Duskin Pranchte Kabushiki Kaisha. Mat base

ptote. 4,479,28a O. 15-217.000.

Yamaaki, TakaUro: See—
Knai, Hideo; Shinagawa, Akihiro; Yamazaki, Takahiro; and Itai,

Reiichi. 4,479,864, Q. 204.290.00F.

Yano, Tomoyuld; and Maruido, Hindd, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha.

Ruled line print control system in a word processing apparatus.

4.48^316, a. 364.900.00a

Yano, Toshihiko: See-
Tsushima, Kazunori; Matsoo, Noritada; Hatakoahi, Makoto; Yano,

Toshihiko; and Itaya. Nobushige, 4.48ailS. CI- 560-8.000.

Yarmchuk, Edward J.: See—
Aoosta, Raul E.; and Yarmchuk. Edward J., 4,479,98a CL.

427-10.000.

Yasui, Yoahiharu; Seiki, Kazuo; Suzuki, Yoshihisa; and Amano, Ifisao,

to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda JidoahokkL Apparatus for qnnning
fiuciated yam. 4,479.348, Q. 57-404.000.

Yates, Ronald L., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Photoactivated

catalytic polymerization of monoepoxides. 4,479.858. CL 204-

158.00R.

Yazaki Corporation: See—
Mikami. Hitoshi; and Ito. Noboru, 4.479.407, Q. 81-9.510.

Ybema, Douwe: See-
Honey, Ronald N.; Manweil, Robert E; Krauss, Clifford J.; and
Ybema. Douwe, 4,479,863, Q. 204-279.000.

YenetcU. George V.: See-
Guide, John J.; Carey, Joseph E., Jr.; Eichamer, Paul D.; Ctoypole,

George; and Yenetchi. George V., 4,479,355, Q. 60483.000.

Yokoyama, Hiroshi: See—
Namba, Yuzuru; Aoyagi, Kenichi; and Yokoyama, Hiroshi,

4,479.469, Q. 123-308.000.

Yokoyama, Naokata, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Heterocycle-fbsed

pyrazolo{3,4Hl]pyridin-3-ones as benzodiazepine receptor moduto-
tors. 4,479,955, CI. 424-251.000.

Yonezawa, TosUo: See—
KosUno, Yutaka; Ohshima. Jiro; Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa,

Toshio, 4,479,830, Q. 148-1.500.

YosUda Kogyo K. K.: See—
Osaki. Tatsuo, 4,479,29a Q- 29-33.200.

Yosluda, Nobuaki; Mori, Yoshio; Ooi, Kazushigr, and Sakai, Sumio, to

Nippon Kogiku K.K.; and Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.

Television camera. 4,480,269, CI. 358-209.000.

Yoshihara. Akio:See—
Kawai, Yoichi; Gotoh, Yoshihisa; Maki, Masami; Yoshihara. Akia,

Hoahino, Minoru; and SeUguchi, Katsumi, 4,48a065, a.
524418.000.

Yoshihara, Keiyi:See—
Sugiyama. Hiroyuki; Sakurai, Masaki; Abe, Ryozo; Yoshihara,

Keiui; and Sakakibara. Susumn. 4,480,28a CL 360-78.000.

Yoshii. Juiui: Sei^
Watanabe, Isao; Kashiwada, Toshinobu; Suzuki, Hiroshi; and

Yoshii. Juqji. 4,48a00a O. 428-284.000.

Yoshikawa, Youii: See—
Saunuma, Yasutomo; Koshi, Masao; Takahashi, Teniaki; Shimizu,

Shotaro; Enomoto, Mitsugn; and Yoahikawa, Yoi;ui, 4.48a0ia
a. 428-457.000.

Yoshino America Corporation: 5tc
Haryu. Koichi. 4.479,429, a. 1O1-38.0OA.

Yoahioka, Satoru; Namekawa, Takumi; and Mitsuki, Iwao, to Ricoh
Company, Ltd. lUbbon cartridge. 4,479,730, Q. 400-208.000.

Yoshizawa, Tetsuo: See—
Kurokawa, Takashi; Yoshizawa, Tetsuo; and Nara, Shigeo,

4,479,9ia a. 264-2.500.

Young, Carter R.: See—
llunplen. Jack W.; and Young, Carter R., 4,479,539, O.

166-212.000.

Yugen Kaisha Fuji Seisakusho: See—
Yamada, Teruo, 4,479,844, 0. 156-583.200.

YuU. YosUkazu: See-
Sato, Hiroshi; Sasaki, Koji; Takagi, Kaname; Hiratani, Haiimr, and"

7, CT 424-99.000.

74422.00a
chaft:

and
Sce-
Marsland, George,

DaishirOi

Hiroshi,

Yuki, Yoahikazn, 4,479,937,

ZahnradAbrik Friedridishafen, AG.:
Rieser, Wolfgang. 4.479.40a Q.

Zahnra&brik Fnednchshafen Aktiennsellscli

Marschner, Hdnz; Hrinrmann. Fritz; a
4,479,403, a. 74440.000.

Zaidan Hojin Kseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Konda Shmichi; and Ikeda,

4,479.943. Q. 424-180.000.

Zaitsu, Hiroshi: See—
Togawa. Fumio; Karadiima, Takato; and Zaitsu.

4!48a004, CI. 428-329.000.

Zandvoort, Albertus: See—
Bosscher, Filippus; Penfold, John; Reich, Klaus W.; and Zand-

voort, Albertus, 4,480,070, Q. 524-591.000.

Zankl, Kurt O., to General Motors Corporation. Lid arrangement for

luggage compartment 4,479,675, CI. :96-37.160.

Hackman,"E B.; and Zeagler, L. D., 4,48ai38, O. 568-454.000.

Zeidler, Georg; Hansen, Guenter, and Schulte, Wolfgang, to BASF
Aktiengnellschaft Trisazo dye. 4,479,906, Q. 260-169.000.

Zeitz, Vernon. Valveless, positive displacement pump. 4,479,759, CI.

417-500.000.

Zenith Electronics Corporation: See—
Dobrovoby, Pierre, 4,480.338. Q. 455-188.000.

Zeria Shinyaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Sato, Hiroshi; Sisaki, Koji; Takagi, Kaname; Hiratani, Hiuime; and

Yuki, Yoshikazu, 4,479,937, CT 424-99.000.

Ziegler, Paul. Process for continuous wet treatment of textile materials.

4,479,276, Q. 8-152.000.

Zielinski, Robert J.: See—
Korczykowski, Lawrence L.; and Zielinski, Robert J., 4,479,873,

a. 210-91.000.

Zierold, Martin K.: See—
Haynes, Richard; Jackson, Anna M.; and Zierold, Martin K.,

4,479,922, Q. 423-22.000.

21imffler, Inc.: See—
Bolesky, Richard C; Farling, Gene M.; and QtM, Barry L.,

4,479,271,0.3-1.911.

Zimmerman, Daniel: See—
Nataraian, Kavilipatoyam; and Zimmerman, Daniel, 4,480,071, Q.

524-593.000.

Zin-Plas Corporation: See—
Evans, F^ank C; and Nelson, Merritt J., 4,479,736, CI. 403-287.000.

Zinnen, Hermann A.: See
Priemitz, James W.; and Zinnen, Hermann A., 4,48a 129, CI.

564424.000.
Zoleski, Beiuamin H.; and Sung, Rodney L., to Texaoo Inc. Marine

diesel cylinder oils containing polyalkoxylated pbenoxy compounds
for improved spreadability. 4,479,882, Q. 252-33.400.

ZweifeL Hans: See—
Fischer, Walter, Kvita. Vratistov; and Zweifel. Haas, 4.41a 105. Q.

549-243.000.

452-230 O.G.-84-I5



LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 3QrH DAY OF OCTOBER. 1984
NoTE-Arrmfed jniooordiice with the first sigoificant character or word of the nm.

(01 accordance with city and tcle^ne i^itctorypa^)
of the name

Blake. John J.: Stt-

°3755oOOa^*^
E.; and Blake. John J., Re. 31.72a CI.

BuckJVoMipBig; Sehring. Richard; Linden. Gerbert; and Lust. Sig-

"I^,.? S'*^^'' °°'*" * ^- KO. 2<aioro.3Kphe^xy or
phenylthio>«.nitro«iiline8. Re. 31,717. a. 71-98000

Celamerck OmbH * Co. KO: See—

*1?!L^!!^?^,.^!^ '^*=*»^ '-*«*«>• 0«rt)ert; and Lust,
Sigmund, Re. 31.717, a. 71-98.000.

^^^'i^®"*!' °**"«* ^^ '«' McDonnell. Damien G.. toUnited Kmgdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. TTie Se^

rJSLZ?^ cry«il compounds. Re. 31.715. Q. 350-346.000.

^S^-ifiHT* 5i!2l®'^ ^°'" '•• 'o DeltaLab Research. Inc.Dvt^ OGOdrng cncutry. Re. 31.72a Q. 375-30.000.
DehaLab ReMarch. Inc.: Si»-

°3^W0aX)^'^
E.; and Blake. John J.. Re. 31.72a Q.

Erikson, Kenneth W.: See—

Gray, George W.: See—

Huang. Hann S.: See—
Wmnick. Jack; Sather, Norman F; and Huana. Hann s

Re. 31,718, a. 204.130.00a
^^ ^ *"

Kimura. Kunio: See—

Lee, Robert L. Dental apparatus. Re. 31,716, a. 433-56.000.

Linden, Gerbert: 5^0—

Lust, Sinnund: See—

Matmhita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—

^Srt'719^'§!^.63'^' """^ '^ '^"^ ^'»^'
McDonnell, Damini G.: See—

Nishino, Atsushi: S^e—

'iK'3i::Ti9^^-6iSK~' """^ "^ "^^ ^^
Sather, Norman F.: See—

Sehring, Richard: 5^—

Siemon Company, The: See—
Knickerbocker, Robert H., Re. 31,714. Q. 339-97 OOP

r^s^is«?i^:isj^^sir^"&,;^

ofa«e fbr DefeDce m Her BrilMmic MiOmi,', OoTemn^rofS^

United Sutes of America
Energy: See—

sSS'oJAm^?%'J!°™^ *"•: •??' "'»"8' H«» S., to United
r«2^» ^*^ ^"•'S Electrochemical separation^ com^

LIST OF REEXAMINATION PATENTEES
TO WHOM

CERTIFICATES WERE ISSUED

"^SS-B^jfe^WSSrS^^ North, Ben-rd-See^
Lucas Indwtiki Limited: &r- Lumby Roland J.; North, Bernard; and Taylor AlAcd J

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
^''S5*^u^"'»«*»» Company: See-

^SlJS5r<-!iiI?I^ 5»*y«>J "X* Windslow, David, to AmericanOjegg. Corporatwn. Toy trolley. 276.173. IoSh OmS
'^"•^*»» 0**e^ Corporation: Sie-

Wi-wSooT'
^"^**^ •*• ^i«hiow, David. 276,173. Q.

PI 40

American Standard Inc.: See—

Aiu/^V/'^'' ^' "^'^*' CI. D23.65.000.AMIET AG: See—
Gisiger, Urs. 276.13a Q. D8-330.000.

Anderle. Joseph A.; Debt. Victor; and Toledo. Manuel to LevoterLoim^ Inc. Weight for Venetian blind cortTSS 13?loSSK

"^sJSSo!
°^ ^ ^'™**'*' """•y "^^ "^'"' '0-30^' Cl- D8-

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES PI 41

Aadover Contrds Corporatiou: See—
AaH. Charles M.; and Landry. Steven G.. 276.152. Q. D13-35.000.

Arooflex S.p.A.: See—
Vitaloni, Massimo. 276.151. Q. D13-32.000.

Arima, Juichi, to Arima Marine International. Inc. Boat. 276,147.
10-30^.a D12-314.000.

Arima Marine International, Inc.: See—
Arima. Juichi. 276,147. CI. D12-314.000.

Armbmster, Joseph M. Air circulator. 276.182, 10-3044. Q. D23-
151.000.

Atlas Electronics ManuActuring Limited: See-
Lee, C. C; Louie. D. H.; and Tam. Y. M., 276,158, Q. D14-68.000.

Ault. Charles M.; and Landry. Steven G.. to Andover Controls Corpo-
rttkm. CnitroUer housing. 276.152, 10-3044, CL D13-35.000.

Avon Tyres Limited: 5it
Walker. Peter J.. 276.145. Q. D12-136.000.

Baker. HoOis D.: See-
Gordon, Michael D.; and Baker, HoUis D., 276,109, CI. D6-338.000.

Bandai Co., Ltd.: See^
Murakami. Katsushi. 276.172, a. D21-128.000.

Banta. C. C. Bass marimba. 276.167. 10-30-84, Q. D17-23.000.
Basil, Mark) E. Compartmented tray and cover for food or the like.

276,116, 10-30-84, 6. D7-16.000.

Battle. David, to Visual Information Institute. Inc. Desk tray for hold-
ing note pqier. 276,169, 10-30-84, Q. D19-92.000.

Blair, John J.; and Eden, George T., to Dentsply Research ft Devel(q>-

ment Corp. Dental metallic casting ingot 276,164, 10-30-84, CI.

D1M44.000.
Bowers. James B.. to H and H Promotions. Inc. Dinlay case. 276,108.

1(^3044 CI D6470000
Brentini, Attilio. Key-holder. 276,096, 10-3044, Q. D3-61.000.
Buehler, Charles F. Fireplace insert with interchangeable door panels.

276,179, 10-30-84, CI. D23-94.000.
Buehler, Charles F. Fireplace insert with interchangeable door panels.

276,18a 10-30-84. Q. D23.94.000.
Canon Kahushiki Kaisha:Sw—

Masaki. Nobuo. 276.166. CI. D16-31.000.
Carville, James G.: See—

KaDoch. Anthony L.; Schneider. William C; and Carville, James
G., 276.121. CI. D7.330.000.

Chow. Ho; and Pferry, Gordon R.. to Mehior Industries. Inc. Pulsator

head for a qmnkler. 276,174, 10-30-84, 0. D23-7.000.
Christian, Donald K. Con mechanism enclosure for a newspuer ven-

dor. 276.170, 10-30-84, Q. D204.000.
Clark, Henry B., Jr.: See—

MarshaU, John; and Claric, Henry B., Jr., 276,150, Q. D13-30.000.
Cohen. Morris. Sandal. 276.094, 10-30-84, Q. D2-270.00a
Comet Products, Inc.: See—

Wiedeman. Robert L., 276,115, Q. D7-14.000.
Cone, Richard E.. to Questor Corporation. Booster seat 276.098,

10-30-84, a. D6-333.000.
Cone, Richard E., to Questor Corporation. Booster seat 276,099,

10-30-84, a. D6-333.000.
Conti. Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin. Gerald M.; Picozza.

Attgusto A.; and Swett. James B.. to Dart Industries Inc. Casserole
dish or the like. 276.114. 10-30-84. CI. D7-1.000.

Conti. Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin, Gerald M.; Picozza,
Augusto A.; and Swett, James B., to Dart Industries Inc. Dish cover
or&e like. 276,118, 10-3044. CI. D7-40.000.

Daenen. Robert H. C. M.: See
Conti, Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin, Gerald M.; Picozza.
Augusto A.; and Swett. James B.. 276.114. Q. D7-1.000.

Conti. Rino; Daenen. Robert H. C M.; Grusin, Gerald M.; Picozza.
AuguMo A.; and Swett James B.. 276.118. Q. D7-40.000.

Dart Industries Inc.: See—
Conti. Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin. Gerald M.; Picozza,
Augusto A.; and Swett James B.. 276.114, CI. D7-1.000.

Conti, Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin, Gerald M.; Picozza.
Augusto A.; and Swett James B., 276.1 18. Q. D7-40.000.

Goodm, John W.; and Patterson, Charlie A., 276,156, d. D14-
53.000.

Debs, Victor: See—
Anderle, Joseph A.; Debs, Victor, and Toledo, Manuel. 276.113.

a. D6-58t.000.

Dentmly Research ft Development Corp.: See—
B&ir, John J.; and Eden, George T., 276,164, a. DlS-144.000.

Design Institute America, Inc.: See—
Mulhauser, George C, 276,102, Q. D6-361.000.

Ditgen, Earl N. Toothpaste dispenser. 276,097, 10-30-84, G. D4-
108.000.

Dobrin, Alvin R., to Electro-General Phntics Corp. Highway barrel.

276,142, 10-30-84, CI. DlO-106.000.
Doman, Donald W., to Kohler Co. Dryer. 276,178, 10-3044, G. D23-

74.000.

Doyel, John S. File drawer. 276,111, 10-30-84, G. D6-5ia000.
Drag Specialties, Inc.: See~-

Stahel, Alwin J., 276,187, G. D26-139.000.
Eckmann, John A.; and Scheid, William J., to Motorola, Inc. Battery

charger or similar article. 276,149, 10-30-84, G. D 13-5.000.

Eden, George T.: See—
Blair, John J.; and Eden, George T., 276,164, G. D15-I44.000.

Electro-General Plastics Corp.: See—
Dobrin, Alvin R., 276,142, G. DlO-106.000.

Emerson Electric Co.: See—
Tuggle, Lloyd H.; Loyd, Ronald C; and Fain, Charles A., 276,160,

D15-1.000.

Ericaaon, Per. Cable damp. 276.134. 10-3044. G. D8-396.000.
Fain. Cbisrles A.: See—

Tuggle, Lloyd H.; Loyd, Ronald C; and Fain, Giarles A., 276,160,

G. D15-1.000.

Fayle, Paul it Sliding door and window lock. 276,131, 10-30-84, G.
D8-330.000.

Fehlbaum ft Co.: See—
Muller-Deisig, Wolfgang, 276,101, G. D6-366.000.

Ferrell, Linda S.; and Roberts, Janet S. Hospital bed protective device.

276,112, 10-3044, G. D6-5O3.O0O.
Filipowicz, Andrew J., to Fdipowicz, Andrew J. Novelty toy. 276,171,

10-30-84, G. D21-59.000.

Fraaer, Ian B.; and Whitbread, David A., to HMC-Brauer Limited.
Toggle clamp. 276,126. 10-30-84. G. D8-72.000.

Fritz Gegauf Aktiengeaellschaft Bermna-Nahmaschinenfabrik: See—
Raniey, Roger H.; and Panaaewicz, Dale A.. 276,163, G. DIS-

69.000.

Frost George H.: See-
Hayes, Robert R.; and Frost George H., 276,129, G. D8-90.000.

General Electric Company: See—
Huntington, Robert R., 276,159, G. D14-72.00a

Gisiger, Urs, to AMIET AG. Lock for luggage or similar type carrying
container. 276,130, 10-30-84, G. D8-330.000.

Goodin, John W.; and Patterson, Charlie A., to Dart Industries Inc.

Combination telephone, remote control device, and security device.

276,156, 10-30-84, G. D14-S3.000.
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See-

Wolfe, Merritt W., 276,146. G. D12-142.000.
Gordon, Michael D.; and Baker, Hollis D., to Rou Development
Company. Examination table and chair combination or similar article.

276,109, 10-30-84, G. D6-338.000.
Greenlee, Hugh T.: See-

Wright Richard B.; and Greenlee, Hugh T., 276,125, G. D8-
25.000.

GrosfUlex, Raymond, to Grosfillex S.A.R.L. Folding chair. 276,106,
10-30-84, G. D6-368.000.

Grosfillex, Raymond, to Grosfillex S.A.R.L. Folding chair. 276,107,
10-3044, G. D6-368.000.

Grosfillex S.A.R.L.: See—
GrosfiUex, Raymond, 276,106, G. D6-368.000.
Grosfillex, Raymond, 276,107, G. D6-368.00a

Grusin, Gerald M.: See—
Conti, Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Grusin, Gerald M.; Picozza,
Augusto A.; and Swett James B., 276,114, G. D7-1.000.

Conti, Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C M.; Gnisin, Gerald M.; Picozza,
Augusto A.; and Swett James B., 276,118, G. D7-40.000.

H and H Promotions, Inc.: See-
Bowers, James B., 276,108, G. D6470.000.

Hall, Alfred E.: See-
Pyles, Donald L., 276,123, G. D8-17.000.

Harada, Toshio: See—
Tanaka, Michio; Matsushima, Hisatoshi; Mizuma, Kensuke; and

Harada, Toshio, 276,122, G. D7-3S1.000.

Hayes, Roben R.; and Frost George H., to Oatey Co. Hand file.

276,129, 10-30-84, G. D8-90.000.

Heweston, David I. Collusible insulating container. 276,119, 10-30-84,

G. D7-70.000.
HMC-Brauer Limited: See—

Fraser, Ian B.; and Whidvead, David A., 276,126, G. D8-72.U00.

Huntington, Robert R., to General Electric Company. Portable radio
transceiver or the like. 276,159, 10-30-84, G. D14-7I000.

Idea Works, Inc., The: See—
Sharpe, Stephen N.. 276,141, G. D1(M5.000.

lijima, Takekazu, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Loudspeaker.
276,153, 10-30-84, G. D14-30.000.

Irvine, Robert M.: See—
Vere, Mary A.; Nelson, John; and Irvine, Robert M., 276,137, G.

D9-337.000.

Johnson ft Johnson Baby Products Company: See—
Vere, Mary A.; Nelson, John; and Irvine, Robert M., 276,137, G.

D9-337.000.

Kaiser, Jack N., to American Standard Inc. Water closet or similar

article. 276,176, 10-30-84, G. D23-65.000.

Kalloch, Anthony L.; Schneider, William C; and Carville, James G., to

Alco Foodservice Equipment Company. Toaster. 276,121, 10-3044,

G. D7-330.000.

Katz, Stanley H. Coin tray or similar article. 276,168, 10-30-84, G.
D18-3.000.

Keeler, Robert A., to Steelcase Inc. Sled based arm chair. 276,104,
10-30-84, G. D6-372.000.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation: See—
Whitehead. Howard A.. 276.183, G. D24-51.000.
Whitehead. Howard A.. 276.184. G. D24-51.00a

Kimstock. Inc.: See-
McMillan. Gloria K.; and Schmidt William J., 276.175, G. D23-

57.000.

Kohler Co.: See—
Doman. Donald W., 276.178, G. D23-74.000.

Kojima, Yoshio: See—
Nanba, Masumi; and Kojima, Yoshio, 276,186, G. D26-3.000.

Landry, Steven G.: See—
Ault Charles M.; and Landry, Steven G., 276,152, G. D13-35.000.

Lee, C. C; Louie, D, H.; and Tam, Y. M., to Atlas Electronics Manu-
facturing Limited. Portable stereo receiver bousing. 276,158,
10-30-84, G. D14-68.000.
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Lee, Mer, lo Piooeer Hand Toob ladattriil Co. CaUmOii* «.«-,

loSSSCcTSCuSSS!^
"^"^'^'*^ ^- Scwwdrivcr. 276,I2«.

Leoos. laoorporated: J^«^
.Soh. OBria, 276,1 17, Q. D7.36.000.

Levme, HafDM: 5^»-
IVK Donald L, 276,123. Q. D8.I7.00a

Levoior Lofcntzen. Inc.: Stt-

^ow-sSSo."^' °*^ ^^'^' *^ '^°'*^' ^*""*'' "*•'"'

^32.^^^^ Muiti-Me handk tool. 276,124, 10.30-84, a. D8-

"l^lSXlt^^ilgEjsi^S^ '«''' "^ ^^"^ »•"»«

Lome, D. R: Ste^

Tig^U^: Loyd, Ronald C; and Fain. Charle. A.. 276,160.

^5tSb,?iS4?a^3.SSi"' ''• '^''^^ -^« «»^'

**"T!J^
T*^>«« Coiporatkm Limitad. The: Sm-

wJJ«|J^EncJ,276,157.aD14:53.000.
MmoWDi. Vncenana. Telephone let 276.155. 10.30^84. a. D14.

ySir'Si!^^''^o!^,i^^^ Electrophotog^phlc

Mattothma. HModii: Sk»-

'^'•Sf'^.S?^?' ladwtrial Co.. Ltd.: Stt~

T^yZ'S^ and Takitohi, Youichi. 276.181, CL D23-121.000

Melnor Indutriei, Inc.: Sn-^
MelS^'JSS^ £f^' S'T?*?.

R-. 276,174. Q. D23-7.000.Me^URanoat I. M. M. PoMaUe chair. 276.105. 10.30-84, a. 06-

Metal Box Limited: 5^—
M-2!rS'^yg,f:.27<^"9. a. D9.352.000.

iSShq dSSm?
~"'' *** '"*"°^ *^ ^^'^f^'- "«•'««•

"^iSSS; aBlJkoSo'"^ '^'* "*• "-•-^ "^"^ 276,ioa

Mizuna, Kenoke: S^*—

MigiMjj>to, 10 Nate Ik. to«„ u„ Ijie. 276,135, I0.3(M4, a.

a oSSSm***^ *° ''***"" * ^- °»^ 276.101, 10-30-84.

"'loSSS. cfSflS.ao!^ ^•' '-'' ^^-^ «oy -r. 276.172.

"^SSd K!S?o£^^ Yodrio. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
Juta Kaaha. Compact nooraKent lamp. 2f6.186. 10-3084. a. 026-

Nebon, John: &*—

^S-JSSoa'
^*'*^ '°'^ ** ''^^^ ****" **•• 276,137, a.

Nifix) Inc.:5^
O^figfJJ^l^ 276,135. a. D8-386.000.

PtoSSS.'SSl^'&i''"**' °~^ "•• "*"'• °- D8-9O.O0O.

RM<g^ Roger H.; and PanaKwicz. Dale A.. 276.163. a. D15-

Pttteraon, Charlie A.: Ste—
OaocJn^John W.; and Pattenon. Charlie A., 276.156, Q. D14.

P»ry, Gofdon R.: St»~-

PIcoSTABjStS.fSl^''^ ^' "*•"*•^ =>23-7.a».

Conti, Rmo; Daeoen, Robert H. C M.: Oman. Oenld M • Puv»,.

^^J^'P'fta, Robert H. C M.; Onin^ Gerald M%icoH-

Lee. Peter. 276.127, a. D8-84.000
Ltt^Peter. 276,128. a. D8-84.000

RJS^D****^ ^",^' CL D6.333.00a

Roberts. Janet S.: See—

Rota^SSJ^t'dSiS^SL'"^ ^- "^"^ «• '^^^.OOa
Gordon, MUchael D.; and Baker. HoUis D., 276.109.Q D6.338onSakow ToaWWko, to Toahihiko SakowAmo^ taTFS*2Sfor floppy diKS. 276.095, 10-30-84, Q. DWsSo. ^^ ^^"

^''*?*'^ Wilhelmus, to 3 S ^STb.V. CotopSle modular winebfa.unit 276,110, 10-30-84, Q. DM67.000.
^'"*"''" moauiar wmebm

Scheid, William J.: SwJ
•'"^'•ww.

SchSwiSiiS'j.:^ ^**^ ^"««» '•• ^'^^^' CI. D13.5.000.

^'ItSoO*'
^"^ ^' *^ ^''^** ^""^ '•• "«*"5, a. D23.

Schneider, William C: See—

SeWre, Kerre-EnmianHel, to Societe d'Etudet de Chimie et de Theiaoie

Sigalos, John L.: See—

SnJS^rJ^!^. ^^-^76,123, a. D8.17.000.

SAii^IWEmmaiiuel. 276.136, Q. D9.332.000.

'*S^^y';,SS5S:'£2^'^''«<^
Sol,^5?*'J*'*™:^'T"'*'' r**"8, a. D9.332.00aS<rf^ Harry, to Toasteas Inc. KetUe. 276,12a 10-3084. Q. D7.

^pV-SS? *** '*"*'*• '^'^'Porated. Plate. 276,117. 10.3084, CL

'C^teyS4^ff^
S^hekAlwin J., to gaj^Spedalties. Inc. Tail light visor. 276.187,

^B A??"'^.^' '^ Levine, Harold; Sigaloa. John L and Hall Alftwri

Cone. Rwhard E. 276.098, Q. D6.333.000.

10-30-84, a. D26-139.
Steelcase Inc.: Sty

KedCT. R^Dbert A.. 276.104, Q. D6.372.000.

31L0OO.^*^
Building structure. 276,185. 10.3084, Q. D25.

Swett. James B.: See—
Conti. Rino; Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; Orusin, GeraldM • Pioozzi.Aug^rto A, and Swett. James B.. 27MI4ra^.l!oar^
Conti, Rino; Daenen. Robert H. C. M.; OrusiA, GenW M^Kcoaa.

Takahiar?s.£ii:'gii^
'"« «•• 2»r<§^^aSr^

tJ!^\?M^!£^ "^
Takahashi, Youichi. 276,181. CL D23.121.000.

T- V***
9:,.C-; Louie, D. H.; and Tarn. Y. M.. 276.158 CL DI4.«5i rwi

Harada. Toshio. to MatsushiU EtecSTInSSl Co^Ud^liai
1 ^^ °^?^"6.122. 103084. Q. D7.351.00a

' ^^
J a oeton B.V.: See

—

•p^^*?*"^^'"'*'™'"' 276.11a a. D6-467.00a
loastess Inc.: See—

Solomon, Harry, 276,120, Q. D7.312.000.
Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Tol«3rM;«*S!'&™'
*^°^*^ ^°**°' "*•'*<• ^- °26-3.000.

"^^-sSlSSo.^'
°*^ ^''^ "^ '^°'*^°' *^'*^ 276,113,

Toshihiko Sakow Associates, Inc.: 5^e—
T«.i.^f*•

''<?*>**o. 276,095. a. D3-35.00a
Toth, Steven: See—

^l-*Soaf' ^°*' ^"""^ "* Windslow, David. 276,173.a
^"^*?rt'°?<«"v V°y**i*"^ C.; and Fain. Charles A., to Emerson

Valon Kone Oy: See—

V,J^ ^^Jt 2^*''"' CI- =>15-28.000.

jS;mSPi»fi;' 'S^ '°^ «* ^'"^ R<*ert M.. to Johnson A

Visual Informaticm Institute. Inc.: See—

Vi.JS^JP*'^' "^'*'' O- D19.92.000.

JSSe.^r5S.w ^"" ?:P'^ ^ of push^mtton control

I03o5.a'D1352:oor^ °^" •"*°°°**^* ^*^'«- 27«'"''
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Walker. P«er J., to Avon Tyres Limited. Tire. 276.145. 1030S4. Q.
D12-136.000.

Walker. Terry J., to Walker. Terry James. Water bicycle 276,148,
103084, a. D12.306.000.

Walker, Terry James: See—
Walker, Terry J., 276,148, Q. D12.3O6.00O.

Warner Lambert Technologies, Inc.: See—
Spihnan, Raynmid. 276,165, Q. D16-20.000.

Werback. Peter H. Vented woofer frame. 276.154. 103084. Q. D14.
37.000.

Whitbread, David A.: See—
Fraser, Ian B.; and Whitbread, David A., 276,126, a. D8-72.000.

Whitehead, Howard A., to Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Thin absor-
bent pad. 276,183. 103084. 0. D24.51.000.

Whitehead. Howard A., to Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Thin absor-
bent pad. 276.184. 1030-84. Q. D24.51.00a

Wiedeman, Robert L.. to Comet Products. Inc. Tumbler. 276.115.
103084. a. D7-14.000.

Williams Industries, Inc.: See-
Williams, William J.. 276.143. Q. Dl 1.121.000.

Williams, William J., 276,144, O. Dl 1-121.000.

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament 276,143,
103084, a. Dl 1-121.000.

Williams, William J., to Williams Industries, Inc. Ornament 276,144,
103084, a. Dl 1-121.000.

Willonghby, Timothy B. ToUet bowl. 276,177, 103084, O. D23-
65.000.

Wtndslow. David: See—
Allen. Robert K.; Toth. Steven; and Windslow, David. 276.173. Q.

D21.129.O0O.
Wolfe. Merritt W., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company. The. Tire.

276.146. 103084, Q. D12-142.000.
Wright, Richard B.; and Greenlee, Hugh T., to Wright Tool and Forge
Company, The. Reversing ratchet socket wrench. 276,125, 1030-84.
a. D8.25.000.

Wright Tool and Forge Company, The: See—
Wright, Richard B.; and Greenlee. Hugh T., 276,125, Q. D8.

25.000.

Wyae, Kenneth L.: See-
Turner, William F.; and Wyse, Kenneth L., 276,103, Q. D6-

502.000.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Gardner, Leith M.: See—

Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Ldth M.; and Zaiger,

Grant G., 5,307, Q. 38.000.

Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,

Grant G., 5,308, Q. 39.000.

Heidgen. Charles F. Geranium 'Fireworks'. S,3ia 103084, CI. 68.000.

Hoflteann, Ouenter, to Oglevee Associates, Inc. Variety of geranium
named 'Perlenkette'. 5,312. 103084. Q. 68.000.

Hofinann, Ouenter, to Oglevee Associates, Inc. Variety of geranium
named 'Alex'. 5,311, 103084, Q. 68.000.

Hofinann, Ouenter, to Oglevee Associates, Inc. Variety of geranium
named 'Lachsball'. 5,313, 103084, a. 68.000.

Hofinann, Ouenter, to Oglevee Associates, Inc. Variety of geranium
named 'Jubilaeum*. 5,314, 103084, a. 68.000.

Hofinann. Ouenter. to Oglevee Associates. Inc. Variety of geranium
named 'Pabis'. 5.315. 103084. a. 68.000.

Ogleve Associates. Inc.: See—
Hofinann, Ouenter, 5,312, CI. 68.000.

Hofmann, Ouenter, 5,311, Q. 68.000.

Hofinann. Ouenter. 5.313. CI. 68.000.

Hofinann. Ouenter, 5.314, CI. 68.000.

Hofinann, Ouenter, 5,315, CI. 68.00a
Souther, Franklin D.: See—

Takatori, Frank H.; and Souther, Franklm D., 5,316, CI. 89.000.

Takatori. Frank H.; and Souther, Franklin D., 5,317, Q. 89.00a

Takatori, Frank H.; and Souther, Franklin D., to University of Califor-
nia, The Regents of the. Asparagus plant—Ml 38. 5,316, 1030-84, a.
89.000.

Takatori, Frank H.; and Souther, Franklin D., to University of Califor-
nia, The Regents of the. Asparagus plant—F189. 5,317, 103084, Q.
89.000.

University of California, The Regents of the: See—
Takatori, Frank H.; and Souther, Franklin D., 5,316, d. 89.000.
Takatori, Frank H.; and Souther, Franklin D., 5,317, Q. 89.000.
WhitaeU, Robert H., 5,309, Q. 44.000.

Whitsell, Robert H.. to University of California, The Regents of the.
Avocado tree—"Esther". 5,309, 103084, a. 44.000.

Williams, Ernest D. Miniature rose plant 'Bit O' Gold'. 5,306, 103084,
a. 8.000.

Zi^, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,
Chvnt G. Plum tree (35-EA-220). 5,307, 103084, Q. 38.000.

Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,
Qnnt G. Apricot tree (48-G-472). 5,308, 103084, Q. 39.000.

Zaiger, Gary N.: See—
Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,
Grant G., 5,30770: 38.000.

Zaiger, Chris F.; Zuger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,
Grant G., 5,30870:39.000.

Zaiger, Grant O.: See—
Zaiger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Ldth M.; and Zaiger,

Grant O., 5,307, O. 38.000.
^^

Zuger, Chris F.; Zaiger, Gary N.; Gardner, Leith M.; and Zaiger,
dnmt G.. 5.3087a. 39.000.
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Note.—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLASS2
2 4,479J67
2.1 R 4,479,268

23 4,479,269
69 4,479,270

CLASS3
1.911 4,479,271

16 4.479,272

CLASS4
2S3
4M

4,479,273

4,479,274

CLASS5
450 4,479,275

CLASSt
152

406
4,479J76
4.479.803

CLASS 15

III

120 A
IS9R
217
303
311

4.479,277

4,479,278

4,479,279

4,479.280

4,479,281

4.479.282

CLASS 17

49
71

4.479483
4,479,284

CLASS 19

64.5

200
4.479,285

4,479J86

CLASS 24

141

277
687

4,479,287

4,479,288

4,479,289

CLASS 29

33.2 4,479,290
56 4,479,292

156.8 R 4,479,293
159.2 4,479,294
417 4,479,295
527.1 4,479,296
571 4,479,297
589 4,479,298
623 4,479J99
623.1 4,479,300
721 4,479,301

CLASS 30

122 4,479,302
383 4,479,303

CLASS 33

125 R 4.479.304
180 AT 4,479,305
199 R 4,479,306
233 4,479,307

CLASS 34

4,479,308

4,479,309

4,479410
4,479411

CLASS 37

4.479,312

CLASS 3«

4,479.313

4.479.314

4.479415

CLASS 40

4.479416
4.479417

154 4.479418
595 4.479.319

CLASS 42

1 LP 4,479.320

CLASS 43

17 4.479.321
21.2 4.479422
42.5 4.479,323
92 4,479,324
105 4,479425

10

13

34
90

219

42

2R

CLASS 44

1 SR 4,479,804
51 4,479.805

4,479.806
56 4,479,807

CLASS 4S

76 4,479,808
77 4,479,809
86 R 4,479,810

CLASS 49

303 4.479430
404 4.479431

CLASS 51

277 4.479432

CLASS 52

70 4.479,333
197 4,479,334
205 4,479,335
223 R 4,479,336
378 4,479437
426 4,479438
468 4,479,339
6(6 4,479,340
665 4,479,341
742 4,479,342

CLASS 53

287 4,479443
390 4,479,344
564 4.479,345

CLASS 55

32 4,479,811
48 4,479,812
137 4,479,813
162 4,479,814
163 4,479,815
230 4,479,816
267 4,479,817
385 C 4,479,818

CLASS 56

250 4,479,346
344 4,479,347

CLASS 57

404 4,479,348

CLASS 60

420 4,479,349
641.5 4,479451
655 4.479450
659 4.479452

4,479453
670 4,479,354
683 4,479455
699 4,479456
719 4,479457

CLASS 62

6 4,479,358
52 4,479459

'55.5 4.479.360

4.479,361
63 4,479,362

4,479,363
141 4.479,364
238.6 4,479,365
304 4,479466
514 R 4,479467

CLASS 65

30.11 4,479,819

CLASS 66

75.2 4,479,368

CLASS 65

5 C 4,479,369
22 R 4,479,370
23.1 4,479,371

CLASS 71

67 4,479,820
93 4,479,821
98 Re.31,717

111 4,479.822

CLASS 72

128 4,479,372
158 4,479,373

236 4,479,374
387 ' 4,479,375
455 4,479,376

CLASS 73

3 4,479,377
12 4,479,378

23 4.479479
61.1 C 4.479480
66 4.479.381
146 4.479.382
151 4.479,383
253 4,479,384
517 R 4.479.385
582 4.479486
622 4.479.387

634 4.479.388
651 4.479,389
862.36 4,479,390
862.59 4,479491
862.68 4,479,392

863.82 4,479,393

CLASS 74

7 R 4,479,394
15.84 4,479,395

84 R 4,479,396
89.15 4,479,397

4,479498
339 4,479,399
422 4,479.400
441 Re.31,713
527 4.479.401
625 4,479,402
6« 4,479,403
695 4,479.404

CLASS 75

0.5 R 4.479.823

CLASS 76

38 4.479.405

.

CLASS

n

3.46 A 4,479.406
9.51 4.479,407

15.7 4,479,408
58.3 4,479,409

CLASS53
13 4,479,410

CLASS S4

1.01 4,479.411
1.04 4.479,412

329 4,479,413
421 4.479,414
439 4,479,415
462 4,479,416

CLASS 19

1.5 D 4,479,417
14 D 4,479,418

CLASSn
13.3 4,479,419

159 4,479,420

CLASS 99

303 4,479,421
395 4,479,422
455 4,479,423
502 4,479,424
507 4,479,425

CLASS 100

37 4.479,426
102 4,479,427
210 4,479,428

CLASS 101

38 A 4,479,429
93.14 4,479,430
136 4,479,431
170 4,479,432
364 4,479,433
365 4.479.434

382 MV 4.479.435

CLASS 102

275.11 4,479,436
411 4,479.437
434 4.479,438

CLASS 104

7 R 4,479.439
17 A 4,479.4«

CLASS 106

14.21 4.479.824
34 4.479.825
90 4,479,826

281 R 4,479,827
308 B 4,479,828

CLASS 110

237 4,479,441
261 4,479,442
346 4,479,443

CLASS 111

7 4,479,444

CLASS 112

80 4,479,445
121.12 4,479,446
141 4.479,447
275 4,479,448
312 4,479,449

CLASS 114

46 4,479,450
104 4,479451
210 4,479,452
218 4,479,453
230 4,479,454

CLASS 118

718 4,479,455

CLASS 119

51.5 4,479,456
143 4,479,457

CLASS 122

4 D 4,479,458
379 4,479,459

CLASS 123

41.27 4,479,460
90.65 4,479,461
195 C 4,479,463
196 S 4,479,468
308 4,479,469

4.479,470
339 4,479,471
340 4,479,472
341 4,479,473
373 4,479,474
446 4,479.475
478 4.479,476
489 4,479,464
514 4,479,465
527 4,479,466
557 4,479,477
571 4,479,478
606 4,479,467
630 4,479,479

CLASS 134

35 R 4,479,480

CLASS U6
76 4,479,481
99 R 4,479,482

292 4,479,483
362 4,479,484
415 4,479,486
422 4,479,487
439 4,479.485
451 4.479.488

CLASS 125

89 R 4,479.490
92 B 4,479,491
132 D 4,479.492
204.18 4,479.493
327 4,479.494

4.479.495
329 A 4.479.496
330 4.479491
344 4.479.497
419 P 4.479,489
653 4.479.498
665 4.479.499
786 4.479,500

CLASS 132

84 R 4.479416

85 4,479,501

CLASS 133

1

A

4,479,502

CLASS 134

2 4,479,503

CLASS 135

20 A 4,479.504

CLASS 137

15 4.479,505
73 4,479,506

220 4,479,507
516.25 4,479,508
560 4,479,509
614J 4,479,511
625.17 4.479,512
625.31 4,479,510
625.47 4,479,513
625.63 4,479,514
824 4,479,515

CL^139
13 R * 4,4794173 4,479,518

450 4,479,519

CLASS 141

1 4.479,520
12 4,479,521

CLASS 144

144.5 R 4,479,523
366 4,479,524

CLASS 148

1.5 4,479,829

4,479,830

4,479,831
6.14 R 4,479,832

11.5 R 4,479,833

CLASS 152

209 R 4,479,525

CLASS 156

73.5 4,479,834
143 4,479.835
164 4.479,836
169 4,479.837
247 4.479,838
249 4,479,839
327 4,479,840
379.8 4.479,841
384 4,479,842

4,479,843
583.2 4,479,844
601 4,479,845
603 4,479,846
624 4,479,847
626 4,479,848
640 4,479,849
643 4,479,850

CLASS 157

1 4,479,522

CLASS 160

22 4,479,526

CLASS 164

34 4,479,527
423 4,479,528
442 4,479,529
461 4,479,530
504 4,479,531

CLASS 165

39 4,479,532
140 4,479,533
142 4,479,534

4,479,535
145 4,479,536

CLASS 166

77 4.479,537
173 4,479,538
212 4,479,539
260 4,479,540
268 4.479,541
273 4,479,542
290 4,479.544
300 4.479.543

318 4,479,345
369 4,479,546
383 4,479,547
387 4,479,548

CLASS 172

142 4,479,549
311 4,479454

CLASS 173

112 4,479,550
119 4,479,551
139 4,479,552
168 4,479,553
171 4,479455

CLASS 174

3 4,48a 146
14 R 4,480.147
42 4,48a 149
51 4,48ai48
52 FP 4,48ai50

153 R 4,480,151

CLASS 175

4.6 4,479,556
59 4.479,557

320 4.479.558

CLASS 177

1 4,479.559
147 4,479,560
154 4,479,561

256 4,479,562

CLASS 179

81 R 4,48ai52
84 C 4,48ai54
84 T 4,48ai53

115.5 PV 4.48ai55
170.2 4,48aiS6

CLASS 180

6.7 4,479,563

CLASS 181

105 4,479,564

CLASS ir
29 R 4.479,565

CLASS 188

1.12 4.479,566
47 4,479,567

CLASS 191

34 4,48ai57

CLASS 192

67 R 4,479,568
70.20 4,479.569

85 AA 4.479,570
129 A 4,479,571

CLASS

M

345 4,479,572
399 4,479,573

626 4,479,574
735 4.479.575
T74 4.479.576

CLASS 200

34 4,48a 158
42 T 4,480,159

82 R 4,480,160

144 R 4,48a 161

181 4,48ai62
331 4,48ai63

CLASS 203

80 4.479,851

CLASS 204

1

T

4.479.852
5 4.479.853

12 4.479.854
16 4,479.855

55 R 4.479.856
130 Re.31.718

4.479.857
158 R 4.479,858

4.479.859
159.11 4.479.860
180 O 4.479.861

PI 45
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192 R
279
290P
41S
423
436

4S.18

231
309
387

4,479,862

4»479,863

4,479,864

4,479.863

4,479.866
4,479,867

4,479,868

4.479.377

4,479.378

4.4T9.379

4.479.380

CLASS 381

130 4.479.869
164 4,479.870
340 4,479.871

CLASS 309

3 4,479.381
2S« 4,479.872
552 4.479.382

310

4.479.873

4.479.r4
4.479,873

4,479.876

4,479,877

4.479.878

4,479.879

4.479.880

91
443
519
60S
670
699
727
795

CLASS 311

49 D 4,479483
09 4,479.384

CLASS 31S

218 4,479483
290 4.479486

CLASS31f
ia33 B 4.40aiM
83 R 4,40ai63
no 4,40ai66
119 4,40ai67
131

L

4,40ai60
131 LH 4,4001169
m.I 4,4001170
130 4.4001171W 4,40ai73m 4,4001173
331 4,40ai74
34S 4,40ai73
461 4,40ai76

CLASS 330

09 A 4,479407
416 4,479480

CLASS 333

146.3 4,479490
IM 4,479.389
317 4,479.391
319 4,479492
Ml 4,479493
597 4,479.394

CLASS 236

311 4,479495
236 4,479496

CLASS 330

100 4,479497

CLASS 230

W 4,479.598

CLASS 3r
9 4.479499« 4.479.600

130 4,479.601

40
155

379
300
473
475

OR
67

349

7
103
171

205

4,479.602

4,479.603

310

4,40ai77
4,40ai70
4,4001179

4,40ai00
4,4001101

336

4,479.604

m
4,479.606

230

4,479407

4,479400
4,479409
4,479410
4,479411

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
200 4,479412

CLASS 341

40 4,479413
S2J 4,479.614

CLASS 343

68.4 4.479415
84.1 J 4.479416

107 4479417
200 4.479418

CLASS 344

60 4.479419
73 R 4,479,620

117 R 4,479.621

129.5 4.479.622

4,479.623

152 4.479,624

CLASS 340

74.1 4,479,623

406J 4,479.627
420 4,479,626
530 4,479.628

CLASS 349

53 R 4,479.629
142 4.479,630

CLASS 300

227 4,48a 182
4,4001183

440ai04
251 4,4001185
260 4,400,186
296 4,48ai87
306 4,48ai88
337 448ai89
343 4,400il90

440ai91
350 4,4001192

301

24 4,479.631
320 4.479.670

CLASS 3S3

8.55 D 4.479.894
8.8 4.479.881

3Z7B 4.479.883
33.4 4479.882

132 4479.884
299.62 4,479.885
301.4 R 4.479.886
309 4479.887
357 4,479.888
365 4.479,889
508 4.479.890
512 4,479.891
514 4,479492
542 4,479.893

CLASS 304

3B 4479.632
93 R 4,479.633
133 R 4.479.634
350 4.479.635

CLASS 306

35 4,479,636

CLASS 310

112 B 4.479.895

4.479.896
112.5R 4,479.897

4.479,898
169 4,479.906
205 4.479,899
239 A 4.479.900
239 BD 4.479.901
«»9 4,479.902
455 A 4,479.903
465 E 4.479,904
^^ 4.479.905

CLASS 361

18 A 4,479.907
«2 4,479.900
97 4479,909

CLASS 364

2.5 4,479.910
44 4479.911
23. 4479.912
29.5 4479.913
45.5 4.479,914
2« 4479415
2«3 4479,916

CLASS 366

281 4.479.637

CLASS 307

64.17 4479.638

CLASS 30
6 4,479.639

CLASS 370

32 4.479.640
53 4.479.641

4479.642
55 4.479,643

CLASS 271

107 4,479,644
183 4.479.643

CLASS 272

73 4.479,646
117 4,479,647

CLASS 273

54 B 4,479,648
61 R 4,479,649
86 B 4.479,650
137 R 4.479.631
172 4.479,652
183 B 4,479.633
271 4.479454
425 4,479.655

CLASS 377

133 4,479.636

CLASS 200

8 4,479.637
47.31 4,479.658

226 R 4.479.639
261 4,479.660
279 4.479.661

281

R

4.479,662
209 H 4.479.663
618 4.479.664
644 4.479,663

CLASS 28S

4 4,479.666
39 4.479.667
137 R 4.479.668
3313 4,479,669

CLASS 393

169.14 4.479.671

CLASS 394

1 CA 4,479.672
00 4.479.673

147 4.479.674

CLASS 396

37.16 4,479.675
78.1 4.479.676
98 4.479,677

CLASS 397

71 4.479.678
300 4,479.679

CLASS 399

14 4.479,680

CLASS 307

19 4,48^193
132 E 4.48ai94
140 4,48ai93
200 A 4.480^196
252 N 4.480H97
269 4.48ai98
303 4.480,199
354 4,480.200
570 4.480201

CLASS 300

5 R 4.479,681

CLASS 310

12 4,480202
42 4.480203
68 R 4.480204
77 4.480203« 4,480206

156 4.480207
194 4.48O206
313 B 4.480209

CLASS 312

330 R 4,479,684

CLASS 315

4 4.480210
70 4.480211
71 4,480212

240 4.480213
290 4,480214

CLASS 318

306 4.480215
331 4,480216
618 4480217 350
696 4.480218 374
729 4480219 373

CLASS 334

71.3 4.480220
96 4.480221
126 4,480222
158 P 4.480223
207 4.480224
238 4.480225
247 4.480226
303 4,480227
309 4.40O228

CLASS 330

84 4.480229
253 4.480230
261 4.480231

CLASS 331

1

A

4.480232
36 4.480233
02 4,480234
91 4,480235

CLASS 333

174 4.480236
193 4,480237
202 4.480238
219 4.480239
246 4.480240

CLASS 33S

17 4.480241
194 4.480242
202 4.480243

CLASS 337

171 4,480244
1>0 4.480245
340 4.480246
407 4,480247

CLASS 330

32 R 4.480248

CLASS 339

12 R 4.479.685
17 LC 4.479,686
22 B 4.479.687
37 4,479488
39 M 4.479.691
89 M 4.479.689
94 C 4.479.690
97 P Re.31.714
99 R 4.479.692
119 R 4.479.693
266 R 4.479.694

CLASS 340

63 4.480249
568 4.480230
604 4.480231
632 4.480232
023.69 4.480253

CLASS 343

708 4,480.254
844 4.480255
909 4.480256

CLASS 346

107 R 4.480257
4.480258
4.480302

140 R 4,480239
208 4.480032
209 4.480260

135.1

CLASS 300

1.3 4.479.695
96.16 4.479,701
96.18 4.479.697
96.20 4,479.696

4.479.698
96.23 4,479.702
99 4.479.699

346 Re.31.715
323 4.479.700

CLASS
123

CLASS
137

173.1

403
426
427

15

28
43
55
74

CLASS

CLASS

381

4.479.703

354

4,479.704

4.479.705

4.479,706

4,479.707

4,479,708

305

4.479.709

4.479,710

4.479.711

4.479.712

4.479.713

396

4.479,715

4,479.716

4,479.717

405
445

71

74

3

10

31

43
140

164

209
310

4.479.718

4,479.714

CLASS 307

4.480261
4,480262

CLASS 300

4,400263

4.40O264
4,400265
4,480266
4,480267
4480268
4.480269
4.480270
4.480271

CLASS 360

4,480272
19.1 4,480273
31 4,480274
46 4,480275

4.480276
69 4,480277
73 4,480278
78 4,480279

4.480280
104 4,480281
135 4.480282

CLASS 361

76 4.480283
234 4.480284
306 4.480285
314 4.480286
388 4.480287
398 4.480288
403 4.480289
433 4,480290

CLASS 362

n 4.480291
95 4.480292
100 4,400293
184 4.40O294
206 4,480295
211 4.480296

CLASS 363

26 4,480297
28 4,480298
41 4.480299
134 4.48O300
137 - 4.480301

CLASS 364

138

200

426
450
527
557
565
900

4,480303
4,480304
4.480305
4,480306
4,480307
4.480308
4,480309
4.480310
4.480311
4,480312
4,480313
4,480314

4.40O315
4,400316
4.40O317

CLASS
104

155

109

130

214
327

123

131

150

17

157

291

292

123
173

27
63
1102

20

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

368

4.40O318
4,400319

4.40O320
4,480321

366

4.479,719

4,479,720

4.479.721

3C7

4.480322
4.480323
4.480324

360

4.479.722

4,479,723

4,479,734

4.479.725

3«
4,400325

4.40O326

370

4.40O337
4,400320
4.480330

371

4,400329

CLASS
45

1

45

30

07

71

369
475
619

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

372

4,400331

374

4.479.726

4.479,727

m
Re.31.720

370

4.40O332

301

4,400333

304

4,479,728

4.479.682

4.479.683

CLASS 400

196.1

200
320

107

79

4
28

287
382
407

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

4.479.729

4.479.730

4.479.731

401

4.479.732

402

4.479.733

403

4.479.734

4.479,735

4.479.736

4.479,737

4,479.738

99 4.479.739

CLASS 408

30 4,479.740
163 4.479,741
217 4.479.742
259 Bl 4.037418

CLASS 406

193 4.479.743

CLASS 407

114 4.479.744

CLASS 409

12 4.479.745

CLASS 410

21 4.479,746

CLASS 411

8 4.479,747
412 4.479.748

CLASS 414

291 4,479,749
392 4.479.750
406 4.479.751
463 4.479,752
541 4,479,753
728 4.479.754

CLASS 418

1 4.479.755
53 T 4479.756

CLASS 416

186 R 4.479.757

CLASS 417

299 4,479.764
380 4.479.765
380 4,479.758
395 4,479.760

4.479.761

4,479.762
500 4,479.739

CLASS 410

144 4.479,763

CLASS 423

16 4,479.917
113 4,479,918
127 4,479,919
143 4.479.920
100 4.479.921

CLASS 433

22 4,479.922
320 4,479.923
321

R

4,479.924
359 4.479,925
467 4,479.926
401 4,479,927
574 R 4.479.920
575 4,479,929
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CLASS 434

LI 4,479,930

4,479,931

9 4,479.932

01 4,479.933

05 4,479.934

92 4,479.935

93 4,479.936

99 4,479,937

101 4,479.938

172 4.479.939

177 4.479.940

4.479.941

100 4,479.942

4.479.943

4,479,944
104 4,479.945

200 4479.946
203 4,479,947

2404 4,479.948

4.479.949

240.5 4,479.950

248.57 4,479.951

250 4,479.952

4,479.953

251 4,479.954

4,479.955

253 4,479.956

262 4,479.957

266 4,479.938

269 4,479.939

270 4.479.960

4,479.961

273 N 4.479.962

274 4.479.963

278 4.479.964

279 4.479.965

105 4.479.966

313 4.479.967

330 4.479.968

CLASS 438

73R 4.479.766

186 4,479.767

192 R 4.479.768

434 4,479.769

503 4,479,770

4,479.771

326 4.479,772

CLASS 436

3 4,479.969

253 4.479.970

330 4.479.971

536 4.479.972

573 4,479.973

590 4,479.974

4,479,975

607 4,479.976

609 4479,977
636 4,479.978

CLASS 437

9 4479,979
10 4,479,980
27 4,479.981

41 4,479.982

54.1 4.479.983

4.479.984

164 4,479.985

295 4.479.986

402 4.479.987

CLASS 430

34
35
36
76
116
193
195

203
212

220
245
284

329

336
343
379
402.2

4254
447
457
4744
506
616
672
6T7
678

4,479.988

4.479.989

4.479.990

4,479.991

4.479.992

4479,993
4.479.994

4,479,995

4,479,996

4,479.997

4.479.998

4,479.999

4.48O000
4.480001

4.48O003
4,480004
4,480005
4,480006
4400007
4,400002
4,480008
4,480009
4.480010
4,480011
4.480012
4.480013
4,480014
4,480015
4,480016

CLASS 439

38 4,480017
160 4480018

CLASS 430

58 4,480019

_81 4,480020

179

180

4.480021
4.480023

4480024

4480026

106.6

119

124

139

206
510
523

544

CLASS 431

9 4.479.773

76 4,479.774

353 4.479,775

CLASS 433

144 4,479,776

4,479.777

4,479.778

CLASS 433

20 4.479.779

56 Re.31,716
74 4,479.780

90 4,479,781

220 4,479,782

221 4,479,783

CLASS 434

43 4,479,784

CLASS 430

5 4,400029
13 4,400030
30 4,400031
68 4480032
124 4,480033
136 4,480034
168 4480035
220 4.480036
221 4.480037
261 4,480038

CLASS 436

175 4,480039
504 4,480040
508 4,480041
533 4.4800(2
536 4.480043

CLASS 441

75 4.479.783

CLASS 416

23 4.479426
175 4.479429
237 4.479.328

427 4,479.327

CLASS 480

98 4,480334
188 4480338
212 4.480335
328 4.480336
333 4.480337

CLASS 464

89 4.479.786

CLASS «74

82 4,479.787

CLASS 4M
27 4,479,788

43 4,479.789

85 4.479.790

CLASS 001

4 4,400044
98 Bl 4,127416
153 4.480045

CLASS 803

35 4.400046
63 Re.31.719
65 4,400047

227 4400040
231 440OO49
330 4.40OOSO
338 4,480051

CLASS 831

54 4,480053
84.1 4,480054
106 4,480055

CLASS 833

122 4,480056
206 4,480057
404 4,480058
466 4,480059

CLASS 834

13 4,480061
394 4,480062
399 4.480063
413 4,480064
418 4,480065
439 4,480066
446 4,480067
456 4,480068
504 4,480069
591 4,480070

593 4,480071

CLASS 838

61 4,480072
68 4,480073
194 4.48O074
247 4,480075
261 4,480076
530 4,480077

CLASS 836

65 4,480078
301 4,480079
318 4,480080

CLASS 820

49 4,480081
103 4,480002
111 4,480083
118 4,480004
293 4,480083
295.3 4,400006
302 4,400007
353 4,400000

CLASS 816

56 4.40OO09
58 4.480010
59 4400091

CLASS 044

113 4,400092
193 4.40OO93
222 4.40OO94
242 4,400093
209 4,400096
296 4,400097
320 4,400101

CLASS 846

114 4,480098
164 4,480099
307 4,480100
345 4,480102

CLASS 848

363 4480103

CLASS 849

71 4,480104
243 4,480103
233 4,480106
335 4,480107
413 4,480108
441 4,480109
467 4,480110
477 4.480111

478 4,480112
331 4,480113
563 4.480114

CLASS SfO

1 4,480115
4,480117

4 4,480116
8 4,480118

151 4,480119
168 4,480120
206 4.480121
239 4.480122
244 4.480123
248 4.480124

CLASS 864

144 4480125
292 4.480126
402 4.480127
424 440O120

4.400129
440 4.400130
400 4,400131

CLASS 060

42 4,480132
362 4.480133
305 4.480134

4480135
445 4480136
454 4.480137

4480138
680 4.480139
784 4.480140
798 4,480141

CLASS SIS

463 4,480142
469 4,480143
481 4.480144
640 4,480145

CLASS 604

14

29
53
85

93
153

175

187

238
275

4,479,791

4,479,792

4,479,795

4,479.793

4.479.794

4479.796
4,479,797

4,479,798

4,479,799

4,479,800

4,479,801

4.479.802

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS

D2- 270 276,094 502 276,103 72 276,126 106 276,142 68 276,158 D23- 7 276.174

D3- 35 276,095 503 276,112 84 276,127 Dll- 121 276,143 72 276,159 57 276,175

61 276,096 510 276,111 276,128 276.144 D15- 1 276,160 65 276,176

D4- 108 276,097 581 276.113 90 276,129 D12- 136 276.145 28 276,161 276,177
D6- 333 276,098 D7- 1 276,114 330 276.130 142 276.146 66 276,162 74 276,178

276,099 14 276,115 276.131 306 276.148 69 276,163 94 276,179
338 276,109 16 276,116 331 276.132 314 276.147 144 276,164

276,180

276,181

276,182

276,183

361 276,102 36 276,117 349 276.133 D13- 5 276.149 016- 20 276,165
121

151

51

364 276,105 40 276,118 386 276,135 30 276.150 31 276,166

366 276,101 70 276^119 396 276,134 32 276.151 D17— 23 276,167
D24-

368 276,106 312 276.120 D9- 332 276,136 35 276.152 D18- 3 276,168

276.107 330 276,121 276.138 D14- 30 276.153 D19- 92 276,169 276,184

372 276.104 351 276,122 337 276.137 37 276.154 D20- 6 276,170 D23— 31 276,183

466 276,100 D8- 17 276,123 352 276.139 53 276.155 D21- 59 276,171 D26— i 276,186

467 276,110 22 276,124 380 276,140 276.156 128 276,172 139 276,187

470 276,108 25 276,125 DIO- 45 276.141 276.157 129 276,173 D28- 23 276,188

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS

p- 8 5.306

38 5.307

39
44

5.308

3.309

68 3410
3.311

3412
3413

5414
5415

89 3416
5417
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4,479,600

4,479,859

4,479,317

4,479466
4,479,457

4,479,667

4,479,688

4,48ai50
4,480040
4,4801330

4,479418
4,479,484
Re.31,716

4,479498
4,479.302

4,479,308

4,479,319

4,479,332

4.479,351

4,479,361

4.479,412

4,479,416

4,479,424
4.479,427

4.479,465

4,479,485

4.479,487

4.479.490

4.479,495

4,479,497

4,479.527

4.479.537

4,479,543

4,479.547

4,479,590

4,479,599

4,479,611

4,479.614

4,479,616

4,479,624

4,479,647

4,479,655

4,479,666

4.479,672

4,479,674

4,479.679

4,479.690

4,479,696

4,479,697

4,479,701

4,479,712

4,479,747

4,479.753

08

4,479,782

4,479,793

4,479,794

4,479,800

4.479,831

4.479,847

4,479,849

4,479,877

4,479,900

4,479,918

4,479,919

4,479,938

4,479,958

4,479,989

4,4Sa025
4,480,029

4.480^102

4,4801153

4,480^163

4,48a 169
4,480;I79

4,4801190

4,480,199

4,480210
4.4801227

4,480430
4.480433
4.480449
4,480432
4.480459
4.480470
4,480471
4,480474
4,480475
4.480481
4,480482
4,480304
4,480310
4.480315
4,480318
4.480323
4,480336
4.479.320

4,479.520

4,479.523

4,479.354

4,479,558

4,480058
4,480417
4,480302
4,480303
4,480312
4.480317

PATENTS
09

10

11

12

Re.31.714

4.479,329

4.479.433

4.479.481

4.479,561

4,479.702

4,479.733

4,479,786

4,479,790

4,479.817

4,479,861

4,479,903

4,479,917

4.479,927

4.480062
4.480081
4,480,088

4,480,154

4,480,175

4,480424
4.480442
4.480324
4,479,895

4,479.901

4,479,979

4.480038
4,480,042

4.480034
4.480.061

4.479,386

4.479493
4,479.339

4.479,346

4,479,363

4,479.367

4.479.376

4.479,393

4.479.413

4,479.452

4,479.434

4,479.460

4,479.488
4,479,489

4,479,593

4,479,710

4,479,815

4,479,932

4.479,936

4.480182
4.480183
4,480184
4.480197
4.480419
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16

17
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Re.31.7I8

4.479.466

4,479.507

4.479.984

4.480177
4.480476
4.480289
4.479474
4.479.277
4,479479
4.479488
4,479,300

4,479,337

4.479.354

4.479.371

4.479.390

4.479.392

4.479,399

4,479,423

4,479,429

4.479,438

4.479,459

4,479,491

4,479,314

4,479.596

4.479,597

4,479,625

4.479.637

4.479.644

4,479.663

4.479.691

4.479,738

4.479.745

4.479,756

4,479,760

4,479,761

4.479.762

4.479.813

4.479.834

4,479.836

4.479.870

4.479.902

4.479,912

4,479,913

4.479,961

4,480.030

4.480083
4,480,093

4.480112
4.480119
4.480129
4.480174
4.480191

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

4,480411
4,480453
4,480462
4.480497
4,480338
4,479471
4,479,380

4,479.369

4,479,851

4,479,853

4,479,897

4.479,937

4,479.977

4,480014
4,480015
4.480089
4,480098
4,480134
4,480166
4,480406
4.480445
4,480492
4,479,563

4,479,381

4,479,352

4.479.653

4,480436
4.479,511

4,480047
4,480164
4.479.401

4.479,422

4,479,506

4,479,338

4,479.904

4,479,905

4,479,923

4,479.926

4,480133
4,480132
4.479.312

4.479.477

4,479484
4.479,340

4,479,356

4,479,509

4,479.360

4,479,574

4,479.660

4,479,798

4,479,801

4,479,824

4.479,827

25

26

4,480040
4,480036
Re31,720
4,479,331

4.479.408

4.479.442

4,479,446

4.479.559

4,479,737

4.479.791

4,479.805

4.479,814

4.479.846

4,479.865

4.479,896

4,479.930

4,479,990

4,480,041

4.480125
4,480.159

4,480413
4,480435
4.480453
4.480487
4.480496
4,480306
4,479,323

4,479,349
4.479494
4,479.398

4,479.404

4,479,428

4.479,455

4.479.461

4.479.473

4,479.496

4,479,568

4,479,630

4,479,651

4,479,677

4,479.718

4.479.736

4,479.740

4,479,743

4,479,764

4.479,765

4.479.T70

4.479.771

4,479,807

4,479,839

4,479,858

4,479,959

4,480069
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4.480084 4.479,890 4.479,878 4,479,632 4,479,608 4,479,680

4.480121 4,479,894 4,479,882 4,479,633 4.479,657 4,479,685

4,480212 4,479.898 4,479,921 4.479.642 4,479,698 4,479.715

4,480222 4,479.911 4.479,931 4,479,749 4,479,726 4,479,776

27 : 4,479481 4,479.922 4.479.950 4.479,750 4,479,735 4,479,869
4.479434 4.479.947 4.479.956 4,479,774 4,479,746 4,479.925
4.479443 4.479.953 4.479.963 4,479,795 4.479.779 4.479.929
4.479.444 4,479.955 4,479,970 4,479,843 4,479,808 4.480.005
4.479,456 4.479.964 4,479,972 4,479,868 4,479,832 4,480039
4,479,579 4,479.967 4,479,975 4,479,981 4,479,886 4,480049
4,479,639 4,479.969 4,479,980 4,479,997 4,479,941 4,480051
4,479,719 4,479.974 4.479.983 4,480012 4,480,026 4,480,075
4,479,796 4,479.999 4,480007 4,480,066 4,480131 4,480077
4,479,799 4.480009 4,480,021 4,480074 4,480140 4,480,122
4,479,862 4.480016 4,480022 4,480076 4,480,172 4,480138
4,480003 4.480032 4.480,023 4,480078 4,480425 4,480,186
4,480024 4,480034 4.480,035 4,480,092 4,480444 4,480,308
4,480031 4,480046 4,480044 4,480,151

4,480,264 4,480,314
4,480085 4,480063 4,480059 4,480,165 4480,298 49 ' 4.479.335
4,480155 4.480,071 4,480060 4,480,180 45 : 4.479486 4.479.391
4,480160 4,480072 4,480064 4,480181

4,479,445

4,479,751

4,479,835

4,480001
4,480053
4,480,286

47 : 4.479495
4,479,581

4,479,676

4,480,086

4,480,087

4,480,090

4,479,792

4,480436
50 : 4,479,296

4,479,759

51 : 4,479469
4,479,353

4,479,378

4,479,598

4,479,991

4,479,994

4,480,100

4,480491
53 : 4,479,303

4,479,620

4,480295 4.480113 4,480073 4,480446

28 : 4,479409 4.480113 4,480080 4,480450
4,479,610 4.480,127 4,480,144 4,037,418

29 : 4,479473 4,480136 4,480,149 40 : 4,479,393

4,479428 4,480137 4,480192 4.479.508

4,479442
4,479467
4,479.589

4,479,627

4.480143
4.480145
4.480178

35 : 4.479.307

4,480405
4,480407
4,480428
4,480432

4,479,587

4.479.837

4.479,857

4,479,875

4.479.636 4.479.385 4,480485 4,480,141

4,480095 36 : 4.479467 4,480488 4,480,142

4,480130 4.479470 4,480,320 4,480493

30 : 4,479.311 4.479.326 4,480334 41 : 4,479,409 4,480.091

31 : 4,479.321 4.479.357 37 : 4,479413 4,479,545 4,480,108

4,479.524 4,479,387 4,479414 4,480,307 4,480,116 4,479,623

4,479.802 4,479.397 4,479,315 42 : 4,479,292 4,480,120 4,479,780

32 : 4,479475 4,479,425 4,479.370 4,479,322 4,480,132 4,480171

33 : Re.31.713 4,479,499 4,479.617 4.479,324 4,480,147 4,480,176

4,479.358 4,479,534 4,479,640 4,479.333 4,480214 4,480.254

4,479.649 4,479,585 4,479,658 4.479,350 48 ; 4,479485 54 4.479.468

4.479,985 4,479,643 4,479,914 4,479,377 4,479,306 4.479.946

34 : 4,479,325 4,479,684 4,480,161 4.479,379 4,479,383 55 : 4,479483

4,479455 4,479.689 4.480418 4,479.384 4,479,482 4,479,305

4,479,389 4.479.727 39 : 4.479.341 4.479,388 4,479,486 4,479,467

4,479,448 4.479.757 4,479.382 4,479,406 4,479,539 4,479,483

4.479,583 4.479.783 4.479496 4,479,414 4,479,541 4,479,492

4.479.386 4,479.784 4,479.441 4,479.415 4,479.542 4,479,498

4,479,588 4,479,806 4.479.480 4.479,419 4,479.544 4,479,551

4.479,604 4,479,809 4.479.513 4,479,458 4.479.546 4,479,648

4.479,692 4,479,810 4.479,522 4.479.521 4,479.548 4.479,699

4,479,714 4,479,819 4.479.528 4,479.572 4.479,556 4,479,838

4,479.804 4.479.852 4.479.549 4.479.573 4,479,557 4,479,986

4,479.812 4.479.871 4,479.571 4.479.578 4,479,564 4,480,201

4,479.826 4.479.873 4.479.628 4.479.591 4,479,641 4,480,239

4.479.883 4.479.874 4,479,631 4.479,605 4,479,669 56 : 4.479,612

DESIGN PATENTS

06 : 276,094 17 : 276.188 276,141 276.117 276,099 42 276,164

276,112 18 : 276.143 276,152 276.121 276,125 45 276,170
276,154 276,144 26 : 276,104 276,137 276,129 48 276,123
276.156 276,177 276,185 276,174 276,142 50 276,130
276,167 20 : 276,097 27 : 276,133 36 : 276,103

276,146

276.162

276.163

SI 276,131

09 :

276,171

276,175

276,165

21 :

22 :

276,109
276,176
276,160 13;

276,187

276,140
276,115

276,111

276,132

276,149 53

276.159

276,147

11 : 276,116 24 : 276,168 34 : 276,095 276,179 276.169 55 276,178

12 : 276.182 25 : 276.114 276,102 276,180 276,173 276,183

13 : 276.100 276.118 276.113 39 : 276.098 40 : 276.108 276,184

PLANT PATENTS

06 5,307

5.308 5.309 5416 5417 17 5410 48 : 5,306
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